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CONSOLIDATED LISTING OF RECENT OFFICIAL GAZETTE NOTICES
RE PATENT OFFICE PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

PATENT SECTION

The foUotcing is a compilation of the more important notices

and rules changes tchich have been published in the Official

Gazette from July 1, 196i, through December SI, 1973. These

notices and rules changes arc currently in effect except as

otherwise noted, and are published as a part of our "Better

Service to the Public" program.

(3) Expediting Papers Relating to Appeals

In order to expedite the handling and processing of all

papers relating to appeals, It Is essential that all such docu-

ments include the Group Number to which the application is

assigned, as well as the Appeal Number and Serial Number.

CONTENTS
Patent Section Items

Information and Correspondence 1- 34

Records and Files . 35- 44

Fees and Tayniont of Money 45- 56

Powers of Attorney 57- 61

Apiiliratioii Content ^-~ "^^

Priority Applications "3- 80

Drawings _ - -- 81- 85

Kxaniination of /Applications 8&-122

Ainondnients --,. 123-12;)

Interviews .----* - ---^. 126-127

Joinder ------ 128-135

Time for Response 136-140

Appeals 141-154

Interferences 155-159

Correction of Errors 160-162

.(itstracts 163-168

References 169-178

Postal Service Emergency 179-183

Miscellaneous 184-211

Indtx to Patent Notices (Page 6S)

Trademark Section

Trademark Notices and Rule Changes 300-335

Repeated Patent Notices Also Pertinent to Trade-

marlvs 5, 12. 23, 26, 27, 34, 35, 43, 45. 47, 48, 50. 59,

111, 179-183, 199, 203. 208-211

May 8, 1965.

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
First Assistant Commissioner.

(2) Telephone Ndmbers on Office Actions

f815 O.G. 417]

(4) Telephone Numbers on Amendments
AND Other Papers

In view of the increased use of telephone Interviews regard-

ing matter which can be readily cleared up by a telephone

call to applicant or his representative, It is again recom-

mended that amendments and other papers, such as letters

of transmittal, include the complete telephone number with

area code and extension, preferably near the signature of the

writer.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Mar. 11, 1966. Assistant Commissioner.

[825 O.G. 1]

INFORMATION AND CORRESPONDENCE

(1) Information Re Application Status

In view of the relatively long pendency of patent applica-

tions at the present time, the final disposition of which may.

in some cases, be of substantial importance to the public in

general or, at least, to persons other than the applicants, it

has been decided effective immediately to advise any person

who maltes written request for information as to the status

of a United States application referred to by number in a

foreign patent, which patent is identified in the request,

whether the application is pending, abandoned or patented

and, if patented, what the patent number is. The former prac-

tice of giving similar information with respect to an appli-

cation referred to by number in a United States patent (Man-

ual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 102) will be con-

tinued.
EDWARD J. BRENNER,

Dec. 11, 1964. Commissioner of Patents.

[809 O.G. 1293]

(5) ZIP Code Reminder

By Executive Memorandum of June 18, 1965, President

Johnson directed all Federal Agencies to. take ^e lead in

adopting the ZIP Code system and Instructed the Post-

master General to issue regulations governing the use of

ZIP Codes by such agencies.

Pursuant to this directive, Section 137.26 has been added

to the Postal Manual requiring compliance by Federal Agen-

cies as follows :

1. Effective January 1, 1966, official mailings containing

typed or handwritten addresses must include the ZIP

Code.

2. EflTective January 1, 1967, all Federal Agencies must

use the ZIP Code in the addresses on all official mail

and are required to presort quantity mailings by ZIP

code.

TO THIS END, ALL FUTURE LETTERS, COUPONS, AND
OTHER PAPERS BEARING THE SENDER'S ADDRESS
WHICH ARE MAILED TO THE PATENT OFFICE MUST
SHOW THE ZIP CODE DESIGNATION OF BOTH THE
SENDER AND THE PATENT OFFICE.
The Patent Office ZIP Code is 20231. This designation

should be used when writing to the Patent Office for any
matter. In addition, the sender's own ZIP Code designation

should be given. Tlie benefits to be gained by the Im-

mediate use of ZIP Code are many : positive Identification

of areas ; faster delivery of mall by reducing the number
of handlings from point of origin to destination ; and easier

identification of post office address.

C. A. KALK,
Mar. 22, 1966. Director of Administration. .

[825 O.G. 428]

(6)

Effective immediately, the full surname of the Examiner

who prepares the Office action will, in all cases, be typed

below the action on the left side. The Examiner's telephone

number will be typed below his name. This number should be

called if the case is to be discussed or an interview arranged.

The Notice of December 10, 1964, 810 O.G. 308, and Change

Notice 2-15 are rescinded.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Apr. 5, 1965. Superintendent, Patent Examining Corps.

[813 O.G. 1099]

Hand Delivery of Duplicate Copy op
Papers by Attorney

The Notice appearing in 833 O.G, 1 is hereby superseded.

The practice set out in the above notice is extended as follows :

In further implementation of the Notice in 829 O.G. 1TB5

concerning discontinuation of the practice of hand delivery

by attorneys or others of officially date stamped papers, it is

directed that prompt consideration and appropriate action be

taken on the hand-delivered duplicate copy of such papers,

which may include amendments, powers to inspect, request*

for extension of time, etc.

r
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The effect of such conMderation and action shouM be com-

munlated to applicant or his representative at the earliest

practicable time to clarify the status of the case,

"^"f requested, at the conclusion of an interview, it would be

aonropriate to indicate on the attorney's copy and the Office

Zucate copy any agreement reached and to initial and date

'"ActuTclerical entry of amendatory matter usuall>-twlll re-

quire the presence in" the file of the original paper; howe%er,

pending receipt of the original, examiner and eler cal proce.s^

iL o^ the application shortW procee.l. based on tl.e duplicate

copy, as far as practicable in the. circumstances of each case.

RICHARD A. WAHL.

Dec. 21. 1966. Assistant Commissioner.

[834 O.G. 8291

(-^ H\M> Itr.LlvKUV OK rAPERS

The notice of November 10. 19fi9 (869 O.G. MT.). resardin;:

Hand Deliverv of Papers is modified n< In.licated boUnv.

The privilege of personal delivery of papers by applicants,

their attornevs or agents to the Kxamlnlng Groups is hereby

extended to Include any paper which relates to a prnd.ni,

application fiU«. Under this procedure the paper w. 1 be da te

stamped with the Group stamp and made an oth.lal -vapor In

the file thereby avoiding the necessity of processing and for-

xvarding to the Examining Group via the Mall Room. The

approval and initials of the ex .miner will no longer be neces-

sary for delivering papers directly to the Group. In those In-

stances where an additional foe is re.iuirod. tl.o paper will bo

date stamped by the fieri;, hand carried, together with the

check or letter of authorization to charge a Deposit A.v.vint.

to the Finance Branch for processing and then made an olli.ia.

paper In the file. ... i„
' This procedure will be reevaluated after it has been in

effect for a period of six months.

RICHARD A. WAHL.

Sept. 8. 1970.

^
Assistant Commissioner.

t8T9 O.G. 6671

^^) ATT.VCHME.VTS TO OFFICE ACTIONS

To expedite the preparation and mailing of certain Office

actions, the following changes in practice are effective July 1.

1 QfiT *

Where references are furnished, applicant's copies of the

Office action will be camera reproductions of the ribbon copy

instead of the usual carbon copies. The list of reference cita-

tions, heretofore typed directly on the action, will be on a

separate form. Notice of References Cited. rO-S92. attache!

to applicants copies of the action.

The manner of furnishing copies of the references remains

"^Abouf Aug. 1. 1967. the use c^ attachments to the Office

action will b.. extended to include notification of Informalities

in the application and drawings. Where applicable. Notice of

Informal Patent Drawings. PO-948. and Notice of Informal

Patent Applications. PO-152 <rev.) will be attached to the

first action.
'

v, i »«
The attachments will bear the same paper number and are

to be considered as part of the action. ,„,'.,. nnit
Replies to Office actions should Include the 3-dlglt Art Unit

number to expedite handling within the Office.

RICHARD A. WAHL,

June 29. 1967. Assistant Commissioner.

[840 O.G. 711]

APPENDIX A

(9) PfBHC IXFORM.^TIO.N APPENDIX—P-VTK.NT OFKK E

A. Purpose.

The purpose of this Appendix is to describe. In general, the

public information service., of the Patent O.hce. to descr.be

the -places at which and the methods whereby the public may

obtain information, make submissions or requests or obtain

decisions, to inform the public as to the sources or availabil.tj

of rules, regulations, procedures, forms, instructions, or other

requirements of the Patent Office, which affect the public, and

otherwise to comply with the requirements of Section _r.n2 of

Title .-). U.S.C. as amended by I'ubllc Law 90 23. June u. 1907

(81 Stat. r)4).

B. Puhlic Informntion Services.

(1> The Patent Office provides the public with a wide range

of Information relating to the organi/ntion. struci.iro. d-scrip-

tion and functions of the Patont l^llice. This indu.les material

published regularly on a weekly basis, such as tlie OFKiriAL

GvzETTE. and coi>ios of the i.atents and trademark registra-

tions identified therein. (;eneral Information concerning the

procedures for obtaining patents or registering trademarks

and for utilizing tlie search rooms and Scientific Library of

the Patent Office Is reailily available.

(2) Publications of the Patent Office are listed In the cata

lo- of publications sold by the Superintendent of Documents.

u's (lovernment Printing Office. Washington. D.C.. 20402.

They are also listed in the Introduction of the "Rules of Prac-

tice of the United St.itos Patent Office in Patent Cases," and

in tho p.imphl.t '(Jonoral Inlormatlon Cnncornln- Patents.
'

The Patent Ollice also puldishes a circular "Patent Oflice Publi-

cations." which lists the available publications, and provides

information as to price and source. These publications Include:

a. Annual Index of Patents. I

b Decisions of ilie Commissioner of Patents.

c!./Manual of Patent Classification, and CTasslflcatlon

bulletins.
|

d. Patent Laws (pamphlet edition).

e. Directory of Kegistore.l Patent Attorneys and Agents

Arranged by States an. I Cities. ,

f. Guide for Patent Draftsmen.

(3) The Patent Office has an Office of Information Services

where the public mav obtain a list of current publications and

general Information concerning the functions and services of

tlie Patent oHice. Information relating to patents m.iy he ob-

tained from the Patent Reference Branch of the Office of

Patent Services, .in.i information relating to trademarks may

be obtained from the search room of the Trademark Kxamln-

Ing Operation.

C. Guide to PuhliKhcd Ilulcs and Kcgulation<.

(1) Patent Ollice rules of procedure, descrlpth.ns of forms

substantive rules of general api.lhabillty. and statoimnts ol

.eneral policy are puldisl.ed In the Federal ^'-iiUt^r^ Kules are

currently codified in Tlth- :17. Chapter I. Code of lederal K- ^il-

lations, and are also available In I'a"'l.hlet f..rni o,it...ed

•Rules of Practice of the Inited States Patent Office in a ent

Cases" and "Trademark Rules of Practice of the Patent Office

with Forms and Statutes." each of which is for s.ale by the

Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Of-

fice. Wasliington. D.C.. 20402.
^ , , „mvo

(o, The Patent Office maintains also an .administrative

stalt manual, entitled "Manual of Patent Kxaminlng Proce-

dure
" and an index thereto, for the general guidance of Its

staff and the public. The manual, with its index, as amended,

changed, and sui-plemented from time to time. Is .available in

the Patent Office (the Public Search Room and Library) for

inspection i.nd copying, and copies are for sale by the Superin-

tendent of Documents. US. Government Printing Oflice. Wash-

ington. D.C.. 20402.

D. Submission of Requests and Applieations. I

The established places at which and the methods whereby

the public mav make requests concerning Patent Office func-

tions, operations, and procedures are listed in Sections B and

C of this Appendix. I

E. {Reserved).

F. Inspection and Copying of Opinions and Orders.

(1) Final opinions and orders in the adjudication of patent

cases statements of policy and interpretations, and other ma^

terlal required to be made available for public inspection and

copying under 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(2) are m.ide available for such

purposes in the search room of the Patent Reference Branch

in the Mam Commerce Building. 14th Street between Pennsyl-

vania Avenue and Constitution Avenue. NW.. Washington

D C 20231. readily accessible from the entrance on E Street

near 14th Street. Instructions concerning tlie use of this facil-

itv are contained in the Introductory portion to the pamphlet

edition of the Rules of Practice in Patent Cases, and the

pamphlet "General Information Concerning Patents."
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(2) Final opinions and orders in the adjudication of trade-

mark cases, statements of policy and Interpretations, and other

material required to be made available for public inspection

and copying under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) (2) are made available for

such purposes in the search room of the Trademark Examining

operation in the Longfellow Building, 1741 Rhode Island

Avenue. NW., Washington. D.C.. 20231, from 8:00 a.m. to

6 : 00 p.m. on workda.v s only. Instructions concerning trade-

mark operations are contained in the pamphlet "General In-

formation Concerning Trademarks."

G. Inspection of nureau Records.

(1) .\pplicatlons for patents are required by law to be kept

in confidence by the Patent Office and no information concern-

ing such applications may be divulged by the Patent office

without authority of the api)llcant or owner, unless necessary

to carry out the provisions of any Act of Congress or in such

si)ecial circumstances as may be determined by the Commis-

sioner (S.'-. U.S.(\ 122).

(2) Siiocial situations are recognized by the regulations (37

C.F.R. 1.11 and 1.14 ; Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,

section lO.T), which prescribe the procedures to be followed in

tlie opening of certain patent applications to Inspection.

(3) Assignment records, digests, and Indexes (37 C.F.R.

1.12) relating to patent applications are not available to the

public.

(4) Pending trademark applications are not open to general

Inspection (37 C.F.R. 2.27).

(5) The procedures for requesting records not <llsclosed to

the i>ubllc as part of the re-nlar informational activities of

the Patent Office, or not Inclndeil In the material described In

Section F. suiira. or whose disclosure is not provided for or

precluded l)y the regulations cited in paragraphs (1). (2), (3)

and (4) of this section, are prescribed in 37 C.F.R. 1.15.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
Date: Sept. 12, 1967. Commissioner of Patents.

PuhliKhed in .12 F.R. ISSSO, Oct. i, 1987

[843 O.G. 15671

(12) (»KFi(i.\L P.\ti:nt Or-'FirE Mailing Addkess
Remains Washington, D.C.

The official mailing address for all communications sent to

the Patent Office remains :

Commissioner of Patents j

Washington, D.C. 20231

.\ny telegrams sent to the Patent Office must also bear the

above identical address.

The physical location of the Patent Office is 2021 Jefferson

Davis Highway. Arlington, Virginia. This address must not

lie used when addressing mail to the Patent Ofhce.

No reference to Crystal Plaza, Virginia, should be made

in the adilress of any communication intended for delivery

to the Patent Office by the Post Office Departmenfor Western

Union.
Compliance with this instruction will help prevent any un-

necessary delay in the delivery of mail, telegrams, etc.

Feb. 20, 1969.

C. A. KALK,
Director of Administration.

[860 O.G. 6621

(13) Ordehs for CoriF..s of Foreign Patents and/or
Published Aitlications

Some foreign countries are not publishing their patents

and/or applications In numerical order. Since the U.S. Patent

Oflice will begin supplying orders for copies of these foreign

documents from master microfilm reels made up on weekly

or other periodic publishing sequences, effective immediately

all orders must Include the country, patent or application

number, and the publication date (If known) of the ordered

document. Reference should be made to Section 901 05(a) of

the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure to assist In deter-

mining the publication date of the commonly encountered

foreign patents and applications.

W. R. ARMSTRONG,
Director, Office of Patent Services. 'Aug. 21, 19C9.

[866 O.G. 6851

no) Post C\nr> KrcKiiT Rf-minper

Applicants and their attornevs or acents are reminded of

the provision In Section 717.01(a) of the Manual of Patent

Examining Procedure relating to the use of post cards as

"receipts" of papers filed In the Patent Oflice.

If a receipt for any i>aper filed in the Patent Oflice Is de-

sired, it may be had l)y enclosing with the paper a self-

addressed post cinl i<lentifying the paper. The Patent Office

will stamp the receipt date on the card and place it in the

outsrolng mail.

The Identifying data on the card should he so complete as

to match the paper with the application or other document

to which It is to be associated. For example, the document

should be Identified by the applicant's name(s). Serial No.,

filing date, appeal nutuber. interference number, etc.. and the

paper should be identified by specifying the typo thereof, viz,

affidavit. ainen<liiient. .-ippe.al. application papers, brief, draw-

ings, fees, motions, supplemental oath or declaration, peti-

tion, etc.

When papers for more than one document are filed under a

single cover a return post card should he attached to the

paper for each document for which a receipt Is desired.

Nov. 21, 1968.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
.Assistant Commissioner.

[857 O.G. 6671

(in /^FKK E .VCTION—FIRST PACE FORM

Jan. 22, 1969.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

(14) Grot'p NrtMRER Siiorrn Appear on Commtnica- .

TIONS REI.ATING TO PENDING APPLICATIONS

It is again requested that the Group number he typed on

amendments and other communications relating to pending

applications in order to expedite the handling of mall and to

conserve manpower. The number of the Group should be

placed on the right-hand side, opposite the Serial Number or

name of ap)ilicant. In view of the vast amount of mail, con

tinned careful attention to these details will do much toward

avoiding delav in liandllng of mall.

C. A. KALK,
Nov. 6, 1969. Director of Administration.

[869 O.G. 3451
*

(15) Transmittal Forms

As a convenience to attorneys and to standardize process-

injr. forms have been developed for use in transmitting (1)

new apidic.itions (PO-10S2) and (2) amendments adding

claims (PO-IOS.*?). These forms were approved by a Notice

appearing In the Federal Register. November 20. 1909, and

are designated 37 CFR 3.51 and 3.52 (R69 OG 1033). Attor-

neys who desire to use these forms may obtain them without

charge from the Correspondence and Mail Branch or the Re-

ceptionist in Building 3 In Crystal Plaza.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Jan. 2, 1970. Assistant Commissioner.

[870 O.G. 10401

The printed form POL-326 formerly used as the first page

of the first Office action, 845 O.G. 1205, has been revised.

The new form Is now being attached to all Office actions up

to and including final rejections.

(16) Microfilm : i^aten*t Number Sequence
Classification Record

[859 O.G. 6771

The Patent Office announces a new microfilm publication

entitled Patent Number Sequence Classification Record. This

official record lists the original and cross-reference classifica-

tions together for each patent number, in patent number

order. This sequence contrasts with that of the previously
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announced Cumulative Index to the Classification of Patents

which lists-patent numbers by classification. In separate files

for orlclnal and cross-reference classlficaticms.

The Patent Number Sequence Classification Record com-

prises all patents issued throuRh April 29. 1969. The classifl-

c^t on includes all reclassifications made elTectlve through

January 1. 1969. This publication, which Is available onlj m

microfilm form. Includes patents, design P^'^f ^-
/^'^^"^..J^^'

.icn patents, reissue patents, plant patents, defensive publlca^

o^s' and patents issued from 1790 to 1836. Updates to th

record will be announced periodically, as circumstances

"^Th? Patent Number Sequence Classification Record com-

prises 16 reels of 16 mm. roll microfilm which are offered for

sale in three different ways. The complete record is catalogued

as PB-1S8600 and sells for $70.00. The 7 reels c^r/l^'^P

patents Issued from numbers 2.225.518 (Issued In 19«0> to

the end of the file are offered together for those ;-V^:;»^^

onlv more recent patents. This set is catalogued as rB-l«S«17

and sells for $35.00.' Reels ordered Individually or In sets

other than the two mentioned above, sell for ?6.00 apiece

and should be ordered using the catalogue number for each

reel desired, as shown below ;

A very necessary part of a complete Identification of a pend-

ing application Is the three-digit Group or Art Unit number,

e.g.. 110 or 111. Frequently, the Group Art Unit number Is

entirely omitted, or there are errors In this number. In the

latter situation the error often occurs as a result of the case

having been reassigned within the Office, and the communlca

tlon Is directed to an Examining Group other than that Indi-

cated in the most recent Office Action.

Where the Group Art Unit n-imbe'r Is entirely omitted, the

routine operrt'tions of the Application Branch must be inter-

rupted solely for the purpose of determining the location of

the application so that the communication can be properly

routed. Under these circumstances the efficiency of the Appll

ration Branch Is impaired and the Incoming paper is delayed

In reaching its proper destination. Where such papers are

not essential to compliance with a statutory period or time

limit for response, they mny be returned for completion to

Identify the location of the files.

To assist the Office in expediting its business, it Is requested

that ALL papers relating to a pending application Include

the following Information
I

vl .
Cat. No.

PB-1S8601
PB-188602
PB-1 88603
PB-1 88604
PB-188605
PB-1SS606
PB-188607
PB-188608
PB-1 88609
PB-188610
PB-1 88611
PB-1 88612

! PB-188613
I PB-188614

PB-18861

5

PB-1 8861

6

Patent Nos. Included
1- 276 927 .

276,928- 539.569

539!570- 797.464

797.465-1.054.425

1.054.426-1.311.703

1.311.704-1.568.108
1,568.109-1.S11.776

1,811.777-2.015.447

2.015.448-2.225.517

2.225.518-2 431.496

2,431.497-2.628.945
2!628.946-2.S19.182

2.819.183-3,011,059

3.011.060-3.196,127

3,196,128-3.377.086

1. Serial number (checked for accuracy).

2. Group Art Unit number (copied from filing receipt or

most recent Office Action),
|

3. Filing dato.

4. Name of the Examiner who prepared the most recent

Office Action.
j

5. Title of the invention.

To further reduce the burden on the Application Branch and

the Examining Groups. It is also requested that the submis-

sion of additional or supplemental papers on a newly filed ap-

plication be deferred until a filing receipt has been received.

In the same vein, it would be appreciated If the filing of addi-

tional papers relating to an allowed application were referred

until a notice of allowance (POL-8n) was received.

If the above suggestions are adopted the processing of botli

new and allowed applications could proceed more efficiently

and promptly through the Patent Office.

3.377.087-3.441.959

and Reissue Patents 1-26.557. Design

Patents 1-214,007. Plant Patents

1-2.881 and all other categories

mentioned In text above.

Orders may be addressed to :

CFSTI
5285 Port Royal Road

Springfield. Virginia 22151

Pavment should be made in the form of a check «« monj^'

order pnvable to the National Bureau of Standards--CFSTL

Inquiries comments or suggestions concerning this record

mav be directed to the U.S. Patent Office. Office of Organiza-

tion and Systems Analysis. Washington. D.C. 20231.

E. A. IIURD.

V Director. Ofpce of Organization and Stjatemii Analysis.

Jan. 15, 1970.
[871 OG. 21

Mar. 5, 1971.

RICn.VRD A. W.MIL.
Assistant Commissioner.

[885 O.G. 21

Office Actions
(17)

Effective December 1. 1970. applicants or their ntt°"tL°I

agent will be provided with one carbon copy of all Office

actions, and the provision of additional or other reproductions

of the tibbon copy will be discontinued.

Heretofore the Office has provided one or two copies of the

examiner's artlon. depending upon the nature of the action.

The practice of furnishing more than one copy will bo di.s-

continued and. effective with the above change, the applicant

will be furnished one copy of all examiner actions.

(19) IPEXTIFIC.XTION FOR APPLIC.VTIOX CORRESPOXDEXrE

The Patent Office has been receiving an excessively large

amount of application correspondence having Incorrect identi-

fying data, such as Incorrect application serial numbers and

iHCorrect Group .\rt T'nlt numiiers. Attention Is invited to tlie

Notice of March .".. 1971 (8.<;.-. O.G. 2). which sets forth the

identifvlng data which should l)e included on all papers r-

Inting t.> a pending application. The failure to correctly

Identifv the application to which a paper pertains delays or

precludes the matching of the paper with the application, and

mav result In an Inappropriate action being taken in the

application, e.g.. application being considered abandoned for

failure to respond. Particular attention should he paid to the

use of the correct application serial number and the correct

Group Art Unit number (copied from the most recent Office

"'"°°^
WILLI.XM FELDMAN,

Oct. 2. 1973. Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patents.

[915 O.G. 11641

(20) New Declar.xtion Form

Oct. 21. 1970.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Assistant Commissioner.

[880 O.G. 7401

(J8) Identification fob application Correspondence

The Office l8 continuing to experience difficulty In match-

ing incoming papers with the corresponding application files.

This applies especially to responses to Office Actions, powers
^^^^ jg, 197I

of attorney, changes of address, status letters, requests for

extensions of time, and petitions.

To facilitate electronic data Input and to expedite process-

ing of new patent applications, a new declaration form has

been devised. . .

<;ingle copies of the new form are available without charge

for direct .uje or for reproduction purposes ""')•"">•»'*' P'^^
np from the receptionist In Building No. 3 of the Patent Office

nt Crvstal Plaza. Written requests for the form will be filled

onlv If directed to the Commissioner of Patents.- Office of

Information Services. Washington. DC. 20231. A stamped,

self-addressed envelope must be enclosed.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[887 O.G. 18401
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(21) DlSTRIPDTION OK NEW DECLARATION

I
Form PO-1147 (Revised)

In a recent Issue of the Official Gazette (898 O.G. 738)

we announced the availability of a new Sole-Joint Declara-

tion Form, PO-1147. The distribution was limited to single

copies of the form. We are pleased to report that use of the

form has resulted in Increased efficiency In processing newly

filed applications.

In order to encourage greater use of the form, we now can

furnish larger (luantitios without charge. Accordingly, dis-

tribution will he made in single copies or lu multiples of 10

forms. Since our su|>piy is limited, only orders for reason-

able quantities can he filled.

The forms may be obtained from the receptionist In the

lobby of Building 3 at our Arlington, Va. location or by mall

request. The latter should be addressed to :

Commissioner of Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231,

Attn : Form Distribution

b. He will be given the assigned control number for ease

of reference In case an Inquiry Is necessary.

c. He will be Informed that his order will be held in the

Document Services Division until the copy can be re-

produced from microfiche. No definite time can be given.

3. An Advance Order File has been set up in the Service

Unit of the Document Services Division and the microfiche Is

checked daily.

For further service to Its customers, the Document Services

Division will furnish the Serial Number and Filing Date of

the latest application available on microfiche for publication

in the Official Gazette.
ROBERT J. RISH,

Aug. 2, 1971. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[890 O.G.3011

Sept. 11, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Commissioner of Patents.

[903 O.G. 368]

(22) Patent Application Branch Service

In order .to expedite the processing of newly filed applica-

tions, improve the efficiency of the Office, and assist In the

effort to normally dispose of patent applications within 18

months of their filing date, cooperation from the patent com-

munity Is solicited with respect to recent procedural modifi-

cations.

Prior to examination concerning patentability, patent appli-

cations are now examined for compliance with formal require-

ments, and actions are mailed requiring correction of stated

Informalities. Many innuiries have arisen concerning the effect

of such actions. Since the actions concerning correction of

informalities include the setting of a period for response,

failure to respond within the period set results In abandon

ment of the application.

Inquiries directed to the Application Branch, either In

person or by telephone, concerning patent applications should

not be made during the morning hours between 8 : 30 and

10 : .30.

The letter of transmittal accompanying the filing of con-

tinuing applications, particularly streamlined continu.ntlons

and Rule H" divisionals. should Inchide such additional in-

formation as the identification by serial number of the parent

application. Its status, and location In the Patent Office. The

supplying of this Information will permit the processing of

these new applications more rapidly than at present.

When a new application Is filed with a request to transfer

drawings under Rule 88. the application papers should include

drawing prints to enable the Application Branch to process

the case before transfer of the formal drawings Is effected.

June 1. 1971.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Assistant Commissioner.

[887 O.G. 18411

(23) New PROCEPrREs for Processino Orders for Certi-

fied Copies When Material Is Not Available foii

photocopying

P The previous practice of the Document iservlces Division

In handling customei^s requests for certified copies of material

not yet processed In the Application Division has been to

return the order to the customer requesting him to reorder

30 days after receipt of his Official Filing Receipt.

In order to Improve this procedure, as of August 2. 1971,

all requests for certified copies of material that has not been

processed In the Application Division and has not been placed

on microfiche are processed in the following manner.

1. Each order is given n control number.

2. The customer is notified as follows :

a. He will receive an acknowledgment of the receipt of

his order.

(24) Status Inquiries

In an effort to sharply reduce the volume and need for

status Inquiries, the past policy that diligence roust be estab-

lished by making timely status requests In connection with

petitions to revive is hereby discontinued.

When an application has been abandoned for an excessive

period before the filing of a petition to revive, an appropriate

terminal disclaimer may be required. It should also be recog-

nized thfit a petition to revive must be accompanied by the

()roposed response unless It has been previously filed (Rule

137). Also, under Rule ^13. "Response to a final rejection

or action must include cancellation of. or appeal from the

rejection of. each claim so rejected and. If any claim stands

allowed, compliance with any requirement or objection as

to form." "

New Applications

Current examining procedures now provide for the routine

mailing from the Examining Groups of Form POL-327 in

cverti case of allowance of an application except where an
Examiner's Amendment is promptly mailed. Thus, the sep-

arate mailing of^a Form POL-327 or an Examiner's Amend-
ment in addition to a formal Notice of Allowance (POL-85)
In all allowed cases would seem to obviate the need for status

Inquiries even as a precautionary measure where the applicant

may believe his new application may have been passed to

Issue on the first examination. However, as an exception, a

status inquiry would be appropriate where a Notice of Al-

lowance Is not received within three months from receipt of

either a Form POL-327 or an Examiner's Amendment.
Current examining procedures also aim to minimize the

spre-id in dates among the various examiner dockets of each

Art Unit and Group with respect to actions on new applica-

tions. Accordingly, the dates of the "oldest new applications"

appearing In the Official Gazette are fairly reliable guides

as to the expected time frames of when the Examiners reach

the cases for action. „

Therefore. It should be rarely necessary to query the

status of a new application.

.Amended Applications

Amended cases are expected to be taken up by the examiner

and an action completed within two months of the amendment
date. Accordingly, a status inquiry is not In order after

response by the attorney until five or six months have elapsed

with no response from the Patent Office. A post card receipt

for responses to Office actions, adequately and specifically

identifying the papers filed, will be considered prima facie

proof of receipt of such papers. Where such proof indicates

the timely filing of a response, the submission of a copy of

the post card with a copy of the response will ordinarily

obviate the need for a petition to revive. Proof of receipt

of a timely response to a final action will obviate the need

for a petition to revive only If the response was In compliance

with Rule 113.

In General

It Is expected that this new policy will result In sharply

reducing the number of status inquiries and permit the time

now spent on them to be used In Increasing Patent' Office

efficiency in other more essential areas.

Such status inquiries as may be still necessary may be

more expeditiously processed by the Patent Office If each
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inquiry* inolu.lps the application Serial Xun.bor. tillni: ilat.-.

namo "of the applicant, name of the Examiner who prepare.l

the most recent Otrue action, and Group Art Unit (taken

from the most rwent Olheo communication) In a.hlitlon to

the last known status of the application, a.i.l Is a.compani.-.l

U>- a stamped return addressed envelope. Telephone iu.|uines

recardin^' the status of applications should he directed to

the Kroup cl.rical personnel and not to the examiners. Inas-

much as the olHcial re.ords an.l applications are Ideated In

the clerical section of the Kxamlnin;: Groups, the clerical

personnel Hfln readily provide status information without

consultlns the esaniiners.
, , ,

f;tatus replies will be made b.v the Patent Oflice clerical

support force and will onl.v indicate whether the apidl.ation

is awaiting action hy the Examiner or the appli.anfs re-ponse

to an Otflce action. In the latter instance the mallinir date

of the OfVwe action will also be given.

The Notices of Dec. 5. lOOf) (SCO O.G. 10.11) and Sept. 22.

19C.-1 (S19 O.G. 444) are hereby superseded.

Nov. 24, 1971.

RICII.MID A. WAHI-.

AsaiHtnnt Commisnittncr of Patent».

[893 O.G. 810]

(25) P.xTEXTED Files Service

Delays have frequently been experienced in receivln? files

and other papers ordered from the Federal Records Center at

Suitland. Md. To i>rovlde better service In this resj.eet. the

Patent Office has initiated its own pick up and delivery serv-

ice to and from the storage facility. Customer orders are now

normally filled within two days.

Orders for files may be placed at the Attorneys and Record

Room Desk, Building 4. Room IDOl. There Is no charge for

this service.
ROBERT GOTTSCIIAl.K.

Nov. 26. 1971. Acting Commimtioucr of Pittrnt".

[S93 O.G. S071

(2S) Access to Patent Aiti.icatiox and
Intkiifkukm K 1-"1I.K.S I

In oriler to Insure that access to patent application and

Interfereme tiles is given only to persons who are entitled

thereto or who are spe.ially autliorl/ed to have access under

Rule 14 of the Rules «)f Prartice in I'atent Cases, and to Insure

also that the file record identifies any such specially author-

ized person wito has l)eeii given access to a file, the following

practice will he observed hy all personnel of the Patent Ollic.'

:

1. .Vccess. as provided for in the Rules of Practice, will

be given on oral mimst to any :ippli<aiif. patentee. ,is

slgnee. or attorney or agent of nMord In an a|>pli<atlon

or jiatent only upon i>ioof of iilciitilii or upon rvrittiiii-

tioii based on i>ersiinal ac<iiialiitaiu-e.

•_*. Where a power of .ittorney or auiliorization «( aireiit

was given to a registered firm prior to ,Iuly 2. I'.tTl.

access will l>e given npon oral request as In paragr.iph

1 above to any registered member or employi f the

tirm who has signatory power for the tiriii

n. I'nreglstered emi)loyees «< attorneys or agent<. piddic

stenographers, and all other per-ons not within the pro

visions of paragraphs 1 and 2 above will Im- given

access'only upon pn-sentation of a irritltn iiiithori:iitii)ii

fur nrrrsM signed hy a p<r-on si.edtied In p.iragraph 1

al)ove. which authorl/atlon will be entered as a p.irt

of the ollicial file.

ROP.EKT GOTT.^CIIAI.K.

Nov. 24. 1!)71. Arliiifi Coniiiiii'tiiiiii r of I'litiuts.

|s!>:5 <>.<:. SIO)

(29) l'\TKNT ofkick Services

(26) PrnLic Recorps Certification Desic

The certification desk, located in Crystal Plaza In the

Attorneys and Record Room. BuiliUng 4, Room 1D01. i)ro-

vldes "on -the spot" certifying service. This desk handle-

walk-in recpiests for certified copies of file wrappers, i.atented

ai'plications, patents, and selected papers from patented ap

jdiiation files. The usual fee for this service (.SI.00 j.er cer-

tification) may be applied at this location In the form of a

paid cash order form, obtainable at tlie Cashiers Office ad-

jacent the lobby of Building #2.

Nov. 26. 1971.

ROBERT GOTTSCIIAI.K.
Actino Commissioner of Pntrnts.

fS93 O.G. 810]

(27) CrsTOMER Rel.xtioxs Center

A Customer Relations Center, located In Crystal Plaza

adjacent to the Public Search Room. Bulldtng 4. Rooms A 102

and A103. has been established to provide a central custi>tner

complaint and inquiry service. The Center Is stalTed with six

highly experienced employees who process inquiries concern-

ing copies of U.S. patent documents previously ordered but

not received. This Center handles not only walk-in hut tele-

phonic, and written requests for assistance as well. In addi-

tion to Improving customer relations, this service Is Intended

to relieve the primary customer service areas (Patent Copy

Sales. Document Services, and Reference Order Branih). and

Patent Office officials, or Interruptions and Irregular demands

on their time.

The telephone number for this service is (70.T) .'i.".7 200:5.

During rerent months we have achieved significant progress

In improving various .-tspects of the operations of the Patent

Office, and we are hopeful that this progress will continue.

At the same time, it is essential that we con<o!lilate and main-

tain gains which we have nrhleveil. rnfortunately. It appears

that we have not done this in two areas of i>articular ci>ncern

to attorneys an.l others dealing with the Patent Offi<'e— (1)

filling mall orders for patent copies and ( li (.supplying certi-

fied copies of patent applications.

Within the past few weeks, criticism by examiners and

the pubHf— which I very much appreciate lirought to light

these operating deficiencies .iml al<o the inadequacy of internal

oper.itlng iiii'orinatlon i-on<erntng them.

.\nalysls of the^e situations in depth was Immediately begun,

and an all out remedial program was Inltiate.l to eliminate

the causes of these dlffiiiiltles and to improve our services

In both of these areas. The purj>ose of this notice is to eon-

firm to you our awareness of the-e problems ami their impor-

tance, to inform you of our efTorts to overcome them, and to

provide a current report of their status.

Patent Copies

I am pleased to be able to Inform you that, as of .Tuly 24.

1972, we were back on schedule with respect to the filling of

orders for p.itent cor'ies These are now being filled within 10

day< following receipt of the order in the Patent Olhce.

Problems of accurm-y ami quality in the filling of such

orders remain, however, and our efforts In this connection

have been somewhat handicapped by the pressure to achieve

promptness. We fully appreciate the Imimrtance of th.-se mat-

ters, and have adopted quality (ontrol techniques which we

will increasingly emphasize to provlile neces.sary Improvements.

Nov. 26. 1971.

ROBERT GOTTSCIIALK.
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[893 O.G. 807]

Certified Copies

Those experiencing difficulty in promptly obtaining certified

copies should be aware of the availability In the Patent

Office of "on the spot" service In this connection, so that this

may he utilized in appropriate circumstances.

A notice concerning this service appeared In the Official

Gazktte of December 21. 1071 (SOH O.G. 810) as follows:

"The certification tlesk, located In Crystal Plaza In

the Attorneys and Record Room, Building ». Room

IDOl, provMes 'on the spot' certlf.vlng service. This desk

handles walk in requests for certified copies of file wrap-

pers, patented applications, patents, and selected papers
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from patented application files. The usual fee for this

service (.51.00 per certification) may be applied at this

location in the form of a paid cash order form, obtain-

able at the Cashiers Office adjacent the lobby of Build-

ing a 2."

This service continues to he available to provi<le immediate

service on orders for certified copies of patented files.

However, as concerns orders for certified copies of peiid

Ing applications, delays are still being experienced with

respect to both mail orders and walk in requests, notwith-

standing Improvements resulting from our continuing ef

forts. We anticipate th.it such delays may continue to he

experienced with respect to orders received during the next

30 <lays.

We are mindful of the Imiiortance of your being able to

obtain certified co|ile- promptly, e-peci.illy where these are

essential to ohtaiidiig the benefit of original filing dates with

respect to patent applications filed abroad. We are determined

to make every effort to meet your needs in this respect and.

accordingly, are Initiating for the duration of the present

emergi'ixy period a specl.al program as follows :

(1) EITective Immediately, and continuing until further

notice, a si>ecial "Expedited Service" for certlfie<l cotdes will

he available through the Customer Relations Branch located

adjacent the l»ublic Search Room in the Patent Office. On

reque'<t for such service, the Customer Relation^ Branch will

locatr- and withdraw critically needed ordrTs from the normal

fiow anil fill them on a custom basis. This program will in

elude special courier service between the i>rodiiction opera

tions in the main building of Ihe Department of Commerce

In Washington and the Patent Office facilities at Crystal

Plaza. This special "Expedited Service" may he requested

In person, hy mail, or by telephone (70.". r.." 7-200?.). No addi-

tional charge will be made for such service.

(2) .\ttorneys and others requesting certified copies are

re(piested

(I) to file their orders, whenever possible, at least two

(2) weeks in advance of the date when such copies

are requireil. and

(II) to specify, when filing such orders, the exact date

hy which such copies are required.

Compliance will provide us with necessary lead time and also

enable us to establish necessary priorities among the orders

to b" expedited.

(.?) Request^ for "Expedited Service" should be requested

onhf In <ases of critical need. Special handling necessarily

detracts from our capability to service other orders within

a reasonable time, and Indiscriminate use of "Expedited

Service" wo\ild impair onr ability to meet the needs of those

having critically urgent problems.

It Is our hope and expectation that regular service will

soon be restored to an acceptable level. A notice terminating

this special iirogram will be piddished when that has been

achieved. In the meantime, your cooperation and understand-

ing will be appreciated.
ROBERT GOTTSCTT.M.K.

.Tuly 25, 1972. Commissioner of Patents.

[901 O.G. 412]

original request by date and include the Patent Numbers
originally ordered. .- .

Address inquiries to :

Director ^

Office of Public Services

U.S. Patent Office

Waslungtnn, D.C. 20231

(30) Patent Office Services

.«!ept. 7, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCITALK,
Commissioner of Patents.

[903 O.G. 3G8]

r.'A) EMtt.iKi! Notification of Serial Numbeiis

Various procedures are being revised in an effort to reduce

preexamination i)rocessing 'time for newly filed patent ap-

t>Iieatiiins and to implement the new Patent Application Lo-

cator .nnd Monitoring System. The first change which has

fieen effected results in the assignment of serial numbers In

the Corre-^pondence and Mail Division immediately after mall

lias been opened.

With the implementation of this new procedure, it is no

longer necessary to sulimit two self-addressed post cards

wlien early nntlficafion of the serial number is desired. If a

self addressed post card is submitted with a patent applica-

tion, that |>ost rard will he stamped with both the receipt

date and serial number prior to returning it to the addressee.

The identifying data on the post card should include: (1)

apiilicanfs natiie(s) : (2) title of Invention: (3) number of

pases of specification, claims, and sheets of drawing : (4)

whether oath or declaration used: and (H) amount and man-

ner of paving the fee.

\ return post card should be attached to each patent ap-

plication for whicli a receipt is desired.

Tlii< notice supersedes the notice of March 10. 1971 (884

O.G. 970).
WILLIAM I. MERKIN.

Afisixtant Commi.>tsioncr for .Administration.

August 9. 1972.

[902 O.G. 2]

ADPENPrM to Official Gazette Notice of

Arc. 8, 1972 (901 O.G. 412)

We wish to call attention to a situation discovered during

otir study and analysis of the patent copy service. We found

that there has been a lack of efTective controls afTecting

orders for printed copies of patents placed hy letter, includ-

ing cash order, and deposit account order forms.

Effeetl'-e controls for Patent Office coupon orders have

been established.

We are now Implementing a similar procedure for orders

placed by letter. Including cash order, and depo-^it account

order forms. It Is possible, however, that a few orders sub-

mitted in this way in the last few months have gone astray.

Accordingly, if you placed such req\iests for patent coiiles

prior to .Tuly ir». 1972, and have not yet received those

copies, we sugcest that you submit, to the address given

lielow, a follow-up communication which should identify the

(.".2) Notice to .\pplic\nts. Attorneys and Aoents

Re Preliminary Clas5?ification of Patent Applica-

tions c

The Patent Office is initiating a program for expediting

newly filed applications through pro-examination steps. This

program requires your cooperation to attain the desired re-

sult

—

a. reduction in processlTig tinie.

We are. therefore, a'^kin-.r yon to include a preliminary

classification on newly filed applications. The preliminary

classification, preferably class and subclass designations,

should be identified jn the upper right-hand corner of the

letter of transmittal accompanying the application papers,

for exauiple, "I'roiiosed class 2, sid)class 129."

This program is voluntary and the classification submitted

will he accepted as advisory in nature. The final class and

subclass assignment remains the responsibility of the Patent

Office.

RICHARD A. W.\HL.

.\UK. 11, 1972. .4rfin5r Commissioner of Patents.

[902 O.G. 376]

(.".ni CiiANfiE IN Copy Cf.rtification PnocEPrREs

Pursuant to 28 USC 1744 the Patent Office provides "copies

of letters patent or of any records, books, papers or drawings

belonging fo the Patent Office and relating to patents, authen-

ticated under the seal of the Patent Office and cc -tlfied by the

Commissioner of Patents, or by another officer of the Patent

Office authorized to do so by the Commissioner. . .
." In the

Interest of Improved efficiency the Patent Office will, effective

immediately change Its method of certifying copies of the

recited materials. Thereafter, the certificate and the copy

will be secured together by a staple In lieu of the ribbon

currently employed. The new .procedures will retafn the use

of the Patent Office seal and the certification by the Com-
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mJssloner of Patents or other authorized officer In keeping

with the requirements of the above statute.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Sept. 20, 1972. Acting Commistioncr.

1903 0.0. 368]

(.34) r.\TEXT Office Itcsi.NESs Horns

This procedure l.s being published to bring to the attention

of the public security provisions concerning the Tatont Of-

fice premises nnil I'atont Office tiles.

Tlie public is reniln.lol that the Patent Office worlxln!: liours

are S :30 a.m. to 5 :00 p.m. Monday throTlRh Fri.i.iy, ox

eluding legal holidays in tlie District of Columbia. Outside

these hours, only Patent Offiee employees are authorized to

l)e in areas of tlie Patent Office other than the Public Search

Rooms. Of course, a member of tlie public engaged In a dis

cussion of business witli an OITice employee may be invited

by the employee to stay beyond Office hours to conclude the

discussion.

Tlie hours for the Public Search Room are S :00 a.m. to

8:00 p.m.. and the hours for the Trademark Search Room

are S :00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, exclud-

ing leg.il holidays in the District of Columbia.

During working hours, all applicants, attorneys, and other

members of the public should announce their presence to

the Office personnel in the area of their visit. In the K.xandn-

ing (".roups, visitors should inform the group receptionist of

tliclr presence before visiting otiier areas of the Group.

applicaVJons require separate assignments If they are to be

issued tovthe assignee.)

I'ractitiNiiers are reminded of the provi>|ons of Rule, 3.14.

Unless an a>tslgnment Is filed at or prior to the date of pay-

ment of the Nsue fee. the patent will normally be Issued In

the name of the mv^xjlor.

Section 30r. of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.*

win be amended appropriately.

W. R ARMRTRONO.
Director, Office of Patent Services.

Concurred :

(signed) R. A. WAHL, •

Assistant Commissioner.

1830 O.O. 442 (Sept. 12. 1900)1

Sept. 27, 1973.

RENE D. TEGTMEVrR,
Acting Commissioner of Patents

[9ir. O.G. 11C4]

(37) ReCORDI.VG op ISSTRtlMEXTS

Effective April 1, 19f>7, the Patent Office will accept and

record legible certified copies of original assignments or other

Instruments.

The certified copy. If not In the English language, will not

be recorded unless accompanied by a translation signed by

the translator.

Certification shall be to the fact that the Instrument sub-

mitted is a true copy of the original and shall be made l)y a

notary public or, if In a foreign country, by a consular officer

of the United States or an officer authorized to administer

oaths and authenticated by a consular officer of the United

States.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Mar. 3, 1967. Assistant Commissioner.

[830 0.0. 1111]

RECORDS AND FILES

(.'l.'i) .VCCE.SSinil.ITV OK A.SSir.X.MEXT ItEfOItl'S

In view of a number of Inquires as to the manner In which

Rule 1.12 of the Patent Office Rules of Practice, as amended

August 23. 1905 (819 O.G. 443) Is to he applied, the pro-

cedure which it Is planned to follow in certain types of cases

Is set forth below.

1. Assignments relating to applications for registration of

trademarks will be opea to public Inspection as heretofore.

2. The Office will not open certain parts only of an assign

ment document to public inspection. If such .'i document

contains two or more items, any one of which, if alone, would

be open to such inspection, then the entire document will be

open. Thus, if an assignment covers either a trademark or a

patent In addition to one or more patent applications, it will

be available to the public ab Initio : and if it covers a number

of patent applications, it will be so available as soon as any

one of them Is patented. Assignments relating only to one

or more pending applications for patent will not be open to

public Inspection.

3. If the application on which a patent was granted Is a

division or continuation of an earlier case, the assignment

records of that case will be open to public Inspection : similar

situations Involving continuation In part applications will be

considered on their Individual merits.

4. Assignment records relating to reissue applications will

be open to public Inspection.

EDWARD J. RRENNER.
Dec. 15, 1905. Commissioner.

[822 O.G. 769]

(.18) PfBLic SE.\nrH Room

Due to budget and personnel limitations which took effect

on July 1. 19<i8. It has become necessary to adopt measures

that are consistent with these limitations and that will per-

mit continuance of Patent Office activities and facilities

without curtailing their use to the public. Among these

ii!i>asur.'s i> tin- service of returning to the files those patent

bundles used by the attorneys and the general public In the

Public Search Room.
Beginning August 19. 1968, In order that free access to

the stacks may bo maintained, persons drawing patent bundles

from tho seanli tilos will bo exported to return them to the

file slots from which they wore withdrawn.

This will enable the personnel in the Public Search Room

to concentrate their time and efforts on the necessary up-

dating and storage maintenance for Improvement of the In-

tegrity of the search files.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Aug. 12, 1908. Assistant Commissioner.

[854 O.G. 287]

(39) .\SSIGXMEXT IXFORMATtOX FOR ISSCE FEE
TllVN.SMlTTAL FORM

(36) Notification Re : Coxflict in Assignment in

Certain .\i'PHcatiox.s

Effective September 12, 1960, Assignment Branch will dis-

continue mailing notification In cases where there is a conflict

In assignment between an original application and its divi-

sional, continuation, substitute, or continuation-in part appli-

cation.

Assignments from original applications are applied without

cliarge ONLY to divisional, continuation, or substitute appli-

cations where the date of the assignment is prior to the filing

date of the later-filed appllcatlVi. (Continuation-in-part

Rule 334. revised November 4, 1969. requires . . . "At the

time of payment of the Issue fee. a statement must be furnished

indicating whether or not an assignment has been filed with

the Patent Offlco. In the ev.-nt an assignment has been filed,

such statement must Include the name of the assignee and

Indicate whether or not an acknowledgment of a recorded as-

signment has been received from the Patent Office."

The Issue Fee Transmittal Form POL 85b revised De-

cember 1969, provides space (Item 2) for Assignment Data

which should be completed to comply with the Rule. Unless

an assignees name and address are Identified In Item 2 of the

Issue Fee Transmittal Form POI^SSb. the patent will Issue to

the applicant. Assignment data printed on the patent will be

based on Information so supplied.

A request for correction of error arising from failure to

correctly provide this Assignment Data In Item 2 will be con-

sidered only under the provisions of Rule 323 for a certificate

of correction of applicant's mistake.
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The recording of Instruments in the Assignment Branch Is

not affected by this notice.

Sept. 28. 1970.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR.,

Commissioner of Patents.

[879 O.G. 988]

(40) Certified Copies op Applications as

Origix.vlly Filed

The Patent Office has discontinued placing the assignments

of record on the file wrapper of patent applications, except

when a title report is requested or upon allowance of the case.

Accordingly, the copies of applications prepared in response

to requests for a cerlifiod copy of a patent application as filed,

will no longer Include an indication of assignments. Applicants

desiring an indication of assignments of record should request

separately certified copies of assignment documents.

ROBERT J. RISH,
Acting .isaistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[887 O.G. 1042 (0-22-71)]

(44) Numerical Collection op U.S. Patents in

Microform ron Public Search Room

Effective immediately, the Patent Office will implement a

pragram to make available for use, In the Public Search Room,

a complete numerical collection of printed U.S. Patents on 16

mm negative microfilm.

The program will reQuire approximately six months for

completion. An adequate number of reader-printers will be

installed. The present numerical paper collection (bound

volumes) will be removed from the mezzanine area when micro

film for the same patent numbers is available.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[915 O.G. 378}

(45)

FEES AND PAYMENT OF MONEY
Revision of "Discontinuance of Deposit Ac-

count Service for Sale of Patent Copies"

(41) Patented Files Service

Delays have frequently been experienced in receiving files

and other papers ordered from the Federal Records Center at

Suitland. Md. To provide better .service in this respect, the

Patent Office has Initiated its own pick up and delivery serv-

ice to and from the storage facility. Customer orders are now

normally filled within two <lays.

Orders for files may be placed at the Attorneys and Record

Room Desk, Building 4, Room IDOl. There is no charge for

this service.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Nov. 26, 1971. .Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[893 O.G. 807]

In view of the difficulties experienced by many of Its cus-

tomers, the Patent Office Is revising the Notice appearing in

the December 1, 1904, Issue of the Official Gazette of the U.S.

Patent Office. This Notice—Discontinuance of Deposit Ac-

count Service for Sale of Patent Copies—is revised to except

certain types of r>atent copy orders.

The Patent Office will now accept lists of fifty (50) or more

numbers arranged In numerical sequence to be charged to

Deposit Accounts. Service charges, such as Special Handling

and Air Mail postage for these orders, may also be charged

to Deposit Accounts. o

C. A. KALK,
July 15, 1965. Director of Administration.

[818 O.G. 1207]

(42) Public Records Certification Desk

The certification desk, located in Crystal Plaza in the

Attorneys and Record Room, Building 4, Room IDOl, pro-

vides "on-the-spot" certifying service. This desk handles

walk-In requests for certified copies of file wrappers, patented

applications, patents, and selected papers from patented ap-

plication files. The usual fee for this service (if 1.00 per cer-

tification) may be applied at this location in the form of a

paid cash order form, obtainable at the Cashiers Office ad-

jacent the lobby of Building «2.

Nov. 26, 1971.

(43)

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
.Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[893 O.G. 810]

Patext Office Services

A notice concerning delays in furnishing Certified Copies

was published Aug. S. 1972 (901 O.G. 412). This notice an-

nounced the initiation of a special "Expedited Service" for

obtaining copies of pending applications promptly. As Indi-

cated in the notice, this special service would be terminated

upon restoration of our regular service to an acceptable

level. s

I am pleased to report that our regular servloe has been

restored to an acceptable level and this special program is

being terminated.

However, our efforts to Improve our services In these areas

will continue. We have made progress, but are not resting on

that record. We recognize that there are still problems of

accuracy and quality in the filling of orders. These are cur-

rently being examined In an effort to bring about necessary

Improvements.

Thank you for your cooperation and understanding during

thl* difficult period.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
May 30, 1973. Commissioner of Patents.

[911 O.G. 1130]

(46) Fees in Connection With .\mendmexts

TO Patent Applications

This notice supplements the Notice of September 10. 1905.

818 O.G. 1207, September 28, 1.905, relating to the adminis-

tration of the act of July 24, 1965, Public Law 89-83, increas-

ing certain fees payable to the United States Patent Office.

That act provides for the payment of additional fees on

presentation of certain claims during the prosecution of appli-

cations. This provision applies In the case of applications

filed on or after October 25. 1905, the effective date of the

act. In such cases, when any amendment is filed which pre-

sents additional claims over the total number covered by fees

previously paid, it should be accompanied by any additional

fees due.

As in the case of claims presented after an application Is

filed and before first action, described in the Notice of Septem-

ber 10, 1965, when independent claims are subsequently pre-

sented so that the number of uncanceled independent claims

In the application as amended exceeds the number of such

claims paid for. an additional fee of $10 Is due for each such «

additional claim. Similarly, an additional fee of $2 is due .

for each claim added in excess of the number of uncanceled

claims. Independent or dependent, already paid for.

Treatment of .Amendments Unaccompanied bu Fees Due

Amendments filed during and after the prosecution of an

application and not accompanied by the entire fee due upon

such filing will be treated as follows :

If such an amendment is filed in reply to an Office action

it will be regarded as not being fully responsive thereto and

the practice set forth in section 714.03 of the Manual of

Patent Examining Procedure will be followed, care being

taken to avoid any abuse of this practice by attorneys as, for

example, by habitual submission of such amendments without

fees or with Insufficient fees.

If an amendment which Is not filed In response to an Officf

action is of such a nature as to require a fee and is not accom-

panied by the full fee required, It will not be entered and the
^

applicant will be so advised.

Amendment During Interference

An amendment filed in connection with a motion to add

counts to an interference (Rule .233) must be accompanied by
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the claim or claims to be ndrted and with the appropriate fees,

if any which would be due if the amendments were to be

entered It mav be that the amendments will never l)e en

tered Onlv upon the prantins of the motion is it necessary

for the other party or parties to present the claims, but the

fees nmst be paid whenever presented.

Claims which have been submitted in response to a sug-

gestion by the Office for inclusion In an application must be

accompanied by the fee due. If any.

Amendment After Requirement for Restrietion

\fter a requirement for restriction or election of species,

nonelected claims will be included in determininj; the fees due

in connection with a subsequent amendment unless such

claims are canceled.
Refunds

Money paid in excess or by mistake in connection with an

amendment will be refunded in the usual manner.

Amendments affecting the claims cannot serve as the basis

for granting any refund.

Money paid in connection with the filing of a proposed

amendment will not be refunded by reason of the nonentry of

tlie amendment.
EDWARD J. BRENXKR.

Jan 13 196G. Commissioner of Patents.

[823 O.G. 814]

January 1, 1974

(47) Depo.sit AcrorxTs— Statutoby Fee Charoes

Beginning on May 1, 1900. and until further notice, statu-

tory fees, including filing fees for patent, design, and trade-

mark applications, issue fees, appeal fees and opposition,

cancellation and petition fees may be charged against the

deposit accounts provided for by Rule 25(a) of the Rules of

Practice in patent cases. During this period the prohibition

of Rule 25(b) against such charges will be suspended.

In view of the facts that these fees are indispensable parts

of the actions to which they relate and that the chargins:

of a fee against an account which does not contain -sufficient

funds to cover it cannot be regarded as a payment of the fee.

it is evident that the overdrawing of a deposit account may

result in the loss of a vital date and may also impose a sub-

stantial burden on the Patent Office In making appropriate

correction of its records. It is. therefore, necessary that effec

tlve steps be taken to avoid such overdrafts, as follows

:

Checks of all accounts will be made periodically, and if any

account Is found to have been overdrawn, it will be immedi-

ately removed from the active accounts and no further drafts

on it will be honored. Prompt payment of the outstanding

balance will be required and the depositor or his attorney

may be called on for an itemized statement Identifying nil

statutory fees charged apainst the account during the period

in question in order that it may be ascertained whether any

previously granted date should be withdrawn.

It Is emphasized that the success of the procedure outlined

above depends upon ti>«« maintenance of a sufficient b.alance

in deposit accounts at all times to meet any charges made

ttfealnst them. The Office must, therefore, strictly refuse to

permit any depositor who has once overdrawn his acconnt to

maintain such an account in the future and in the event th.it

any substantial number of overdrafts occurs it may be neces-

. sary to reestablish the prohibition of Rule 25(b) against

charging statutory fees against deposit accounts.

Accordingly-, effective May 1. 1900, the requirement of

Rule 25(a) t'hat an amount sufficient to cover all charges

made against an account must always be on deposit will be

strictly enforrtd. regardless of whether any fee is included

In such charges and where t^is requirement Is not complied

with the account Involved will be removed from the active

accounts. ,-——v^EDWARD J. BRENNER
Feb. 23, 1966. \ Commissioner.

[824 O.G. 1200]

25 for the payment of statutory fees. A number of questions

have come up In connection with the use of accounts In the

payment of these fees prescrilied by Public Law S9-Sn and.

in the Interest of uniform practice, publication of a statement

is warranted.

A general direction by an applicant or attorney to charge

to an account these fees as they arise in any application

prosecuted by the applicant, the attorney, or the firm will not

be effective for such a purpose. Authority to make charges

will be limited to a particular application.

A separate direction to charge shall be filed for each fee

Each such direction to charge a fee shall be transmitted on

a separate sheet of paper and. In the case of fees based on

modification of claims shall include the best estimate of the

fee due. Failure to include such an estimate provides the

basis for a refusal to enter any amendment transmitted there-

with, as an Incomplete response. Where variable fees are

Invidved Inclusion of a dlrecthin to charge or credit a de-

ficiency or overpayment would appear appropriate.

An Issue fee will not be charged to an accotint until a notice

of allowance has been forwarded and a reply to that notice

received.

For the purposes of determining the fee due the Patent

Office, a claim will be treated as dependent if it contains

reference to one other claim In the application. A claim de-

termined to be dependent by this test will be entered if the

fee paid reflects this determination. This does not. however,

prevent the rejection of such a claim as improper. If. In fact.

It is not a dependent claim.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.

Apr. 12, 1900. Commissioner of Patents.

(49)

[825 O.G. 1183]

Depexdext Claims

(48) Practice in the I'se of AccorxTs for Pay-

ment OF STATrTORY FEES

In the Official Gazettes of March 15. 22. and 29. there

appeared copies of an announcement by the Commissioner

providing for a trial use of accounts established under Rule

Although the notice published on October 5. 1905. in 819

O G 3 explained that for the purposes of the present fee

bill. Public Law 89-83. approved July 24, 1905. the Patent

Office will consider a proper dependent claim as being one

which Incorporates by reference a sincle preceding claim,

whether Independent or dependent, and Includes all the limi-

tatlons of the claim so Incorporated, there appears to be still

some uncertainty on this matter and it Is therefore thought

to be desirable to elaborate it.

Since the initial determination, for fee purposes, as to

whether a claim Is dependent must be made by persons other

than examiners. It Is necessary, at that time, to accept as

dependent virtually every claim which refers to another

claim, without determining whether there Is actually a true

dependent relationship. Such acceptance does not. however,

preclude a subsequent holding by the examiner that a claim

is not a proper dependent claim.

An essential characteristic of a proper dependent claim Is

that It shall Include every limitation of the claim from which

It depends (35 I'.S.C. 112) or in other words that it shall

not concelvablv be infringed by anything which would not

also Infringe the basic claim. Thus, for example. If claim 1

recites the combination of elements a, ft. r and d, a claim

reciting the structure of claim 1 In which d was omitted or

replaced bv e would not be a proper dependent claim, even

though It placed further limitations on the remaining ele-

ments or added still other elements.

The fact that a dependent claim which Is otherwise proper

might require a separate search or be separately classified

from the claim on which it depends would not render It an

improper dependent claim, although it might result In a

requirement for restriction.

The fact that the Independent and dependent claims are

In different statutorv classes does not. In Itself, render the

latter Improper. Thus, If claim 1 recites a specific product

a claim for the method of making the product of claim 1 In

a particular manner would be a proper dependent claim since It

could not be infringed without Infringing claim 1. Similarly,

If claim 1 recites a method of making a product, a claim for

a product made bv the method of claim 1 could be a proper

dependent claim. On the other hand. If claim 1 recites a

method of making a specified product, a claim to the Pro«inct

set forth in claim 1 would not be a proper dependent claim If

the product mlcht be made in other ways.

Any claim which is In dependent form but which Is so

worded that It does not. In fact, include every limitation of
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the claim on which It depends, will be required to be cancelled

ns not being a proper dependent claim ; and cancellation of

any further claim depending on such a dependent claim will

be similarly required. The applicant may thereupon amend

the claims to place them In proper dependent form, or may

redraft them as Independent claims upon payment of any

necessarv additional fee.

The basis for the difference In fees between Independent

and dependent claims Is the fact that the examination of a

dependent claim is normally a comparatively simple matter

after the claim on which It depends has been examined.

This relationship, hot^ever. obtains only ^vhen the Independ-

ent claim represents a bona fide attempt to define the inven-

tion and to distinguish It from the known prior art. Accord-

ingly the presentation of a claim which on its face Is obvl-

-ously unpatentable or Indefinite, as basis on which other

claims are dependent. Is not considered to be proper prac-

tice One example of such n practice Involves the use of a

claim drawn to "all the features of novelty herein disclosed

with other claims, which actually recite the features thought

to be novel, being dependent on the first. A similarly objec-

tionable arrangement would Involve the use. as a basic Inde-

pendent claim, of a claim merely reciting "a wheeled vehicle,

•an amino add" or "nn internal combustion engine.

Such a practice as that just described Involves not only

an attempt to evade the free provisions of Public Law 89-83,

but also the presentation of a claim known by the attorney

or apent presenting it to he unpatentable. Any registered

patent attornev or aeent who makes a practice of presenting

claims of this character may be called on to explain his

(signed) EDWARD J. BRENNER.

June 8, 1966.
Commissioner.

[828 O.G. 1]
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818 O.G. 1207, September 28. 1965, and 823 O.G. 814, Feb-

ruary 15, 1960.

The filing fee Includes the basic S65 fee plus an additional

fee corresponding to the number and type of claims presented.

For filing fee purposes the Patent Office considers any claim

that specifically refers back to another claim to be a dependent

claim, regardless of statutory class.

It appears that some attorneys are submitting filing fees

In excess of their c6mputatlons, apparently to insure against

loss of a filing date should their computations be in error.

This Is neither necessary nor desirable. The Application

Branch has been authorized to accept all applications, other-

wise acceptable, If the basic fee of $65 Is submitted, and if

the deficiency Is no more than S25 of the required filing fee,

and to require payment of the deficiency within a stated

period upon notification of the deficiency. Practitioners are

urged to discontinue submitting excessive fees, since process-

Ing such fees has proved costly to the Office, and since appli-

cants are believed to be adequately protected against loss of

filing date bv the practice outlined above.

There appears to be an erroneous Impression that a Rule

147 divisional case requires a filing fee based on the claims

in the parent case. The 818 O.G. 1207 notice specifically

states that an amendment filed with a Rule 147 case will be

effective to reduce the number of claims upon which the fee

is based. ^ , —..tttRICHARD A. WAHL.

June 30. 1966. Assistant Commissioner.

[828 O.G. 1085]

DErnsiT ArrorxTs(50)

The practice Instituted on Mav 1. 19r,R. pursuant to the

notice of February 23. 1900 (824 O.G. 1200). whereby statii-

tory fees mav bo charged agninst deposit ncconhts. and such

accounts are closed if overdrawn, has resulted in certain

difficulties for the Patent Office and deposit account holders.

It has been decided therefore to modify that practice as

Indicated below. , ,„„
\s was pointed out In that notice, the charging of a fee

against an overdrawn account cannot he considered as pay-

ment of the fee until a proper balance is restored or pavment

Is made In some other way. Accordingly, deposit account

holders who charge such fees must assume the risk of losing

vital dates If thev do not maintain a proper balance In their

accounts at all times.

Apart from this, however, the overdrawing of an account

places a burden on the Patent Offico. partlcnlnrlv where a

number of items are charged after the overdraft occurs, and

it is appropriate that those who are responsli)1c for causing

such a condition should hear the cost of correcting It. In

view of this fact, and of the hardship freonentlv caused If

an account is permanently closed, the practice of closing de-

posit accounts merelv because they are overdrawn will be

discontinued, effective August 1. 1900. In lieu thereof an

overdrawn account will be immo.llatelv sus^ended and no

charges will be accepted against it until a proper balance Is

restored, together with a pavmont of ten dollars to cover the

work done bv the Patent Office incident to suspending and

reinstating the account and dealing with charges which may

have been made In the meantime. It Is expected, however,

that reasonable precautions will be taken In all cases to avoid

overdrafts, and if an account Is suspended repeatedly it will

be necessary to close It.

Similarly, because of the burden placed on the Patent Office

Incident to the operation of deposit accounts, a charge of ten

dollars will be made for opening each new account.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
Commissioner.

[828 O.G. 377]

(_!^o) Issue Fees

Effective March 31. 1969. the Patent Office will disrontinue

the practice of estimating the number of printed pages of

specification in advance of printing.

Instead a Minimum Issue Fee will be due three months

from the date of the Notice of Allowance. This minimum fee

which consists of SlOO plus ?10 for the first page of printed

specification plus $2 for each sheet of drawing, will be shown

on the Notice of Allowance which has been revised to reflect

the new practice. 'i ^ , .

\ftpr the patent Is printed and the number of pages of

specification is found to exceed the one already paid for a

Notice of Balance of Issue Fee Due will he at^a^'hed to the

Grant Failure to pay this balance within THREE MONTHS

FROM THE DATE OF THE PATENT will result in lapse of

the patent. , ^ ,.._,

Practitioners are urged to use the special fee transmittal

forms provided with the Notice of Allowance and the Notice

of Balance of Issue Fee Due.

The above fees will not be accepted from anyone other than

the applicant, his assignee, attorney, or a party In Interest

.IS shown hv the records of the Patent Office. d

\TTENTION is also directed to the space designated on the

Notice of Allowance Transmittal form PO-85a wherein the

name of the assignee Is required if it is desired to have the

patent issued to an assignee or assignees.

RICHARD A. nVAHL,

Jan. 31 1969. Assistant Commissioner.

(53)

[860 O.G. 2]

CALCfLATIOX OF ISSt'E FEES

June 23, 1966.

(.51) Practice Re : Filing Fees

It Is suggested that attorneys review the notices pertaining

to filing fees under the new Fee Act of 1965 appearing at

This notice Is to clalrfy the manner In which the balance

of issue fee due Is calculated for the printed pages of speclfl-

cation (including claims) in excess of the one page already

paid for by payment of the Minimum Issue Fee (see the notice

of .Tanuarv 31. 1909. SOO O.G. 2).

Unfler the authorltv of 35 U.S.C. 151. the charge Is disre-

garded WHERE ONLY ONE ADDITIONAL PAGE QR LESS

Is Involved. Thus, If the patent consists of two pages or less,

no balance fee is due. However. If the patent consists of three

pages, a Notice of Balance of Issue Fee Due for !520 Is mailed

together with the original patent grant. (A page consists of

one side of a printed sheet containing two columns or less.)

CLARENCE A. KALK,

Acting Assistant Commissioner for Administration.

Feb. 4. 1970.
[872 O.G. 1]

"
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(54) Fees in Coxnectiox With Amendments to

I'ATEXt ArPLlC.VTlOXS

An Increasing number of amendments are belnR received

with Improper fees. Because of the problems occasioned there-

by. It Is supKested that attorneys review the notices Pertain-

(58) Kile 34

—

Appear \xces Before Doaro
or 4PPBALS

Applicants and their attorneys are reminded that Rule 34

provides that before any attorney or a^ent will be allowed

to "tal<e action of any kind In any application or proceeding,

Ing to fees and the Office practice related thereto (S23 O.G. a written power of attorney or authorization . . . must be

814, Feb. 15, 196G ; S2S O.G. 1. July 5, lOf.fi ; S2S O.G. 10S5. filed in the particular application or proceeding." [Italics

July 26, 1966). Attention Is Invited to the new form 3. '.2. added.]

Amendment transmittal letter, for additional cuhlance In Henceforth this rule will be strictly enforced. This applies

computing fees (S69 O.G. 1030, Dec. 23. 1969). This form to attorneys appearing at oral hearings before the Board of

may be obtained from the Receptionist in Building 3 of CrysWl Appeals.

Plaza. The new loose leaf rule book, which will soon be avail KDWIN L. RKYNOLDS,
able. Includes a .sample form (No. 52) also. When submitting July 26, 1967. First AtBistant Commitaioner.

the new amendment transmittal letter please Include the

Art Unit and Examiner's name.

The above notices and new form may also be found as

items 24. 25, 29 and 147 in the consolidated listing of notices

In the Official Gazette of Jan. 13, 1970.
(59)

[841 O.G. 069]

Withdrawal of Attor.ney

Mar. 13, 1»70.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Aagiatant Commiaaioner.

[S73 O.G. 1]

(55) TXAMIXER AMKX*^IE^TS
Dei«^it Arc

Charce .\<:aix.st

i«Sit ArcocxTs

The Examiner's Amendra^t practice Is hereby extended to

include charges acainst dopoHt aci-ounts under special condi-

tions. Charges under this practice shall not exceed $50.00 for

each patent apj)licatlon.

In order to expedite the Issuance of a patent on an applica-

tion otherwise ready for allowance, an Examiner's .\niendment

will be acceptable to make a charsre against a deposit account

provided prior approval is obtained from the attorney or agent.

When siich an Examiner's Amendment is prepared, the prior

approval will be Indicated by identification of the name of

the authorizing party, the date .'.nd type (personal or tele-

-Vttorneys and agents are reminded that by notice pub-

lished April IS, 1967, in 837 O.G. 667. requests for pernils-

sl(»n to withdraw as attorney or agent of record, pursuant to

Rule 30. should be submitted in triplicate (original and two

copies) and should Indicate thereon the attorney or agent's

present mailing address. The Group No. should also appear

on all such requests.

JOSEPH F. NAKAMURA,
Sept. 27, 1973. Acting Solicitor.

(915 O.G. 1104]

D'lOl RECiMi.NITIOX OK .\TT0RXEYS AM> .\C.EXTS

In connection with the revised rules concerning recognition

«>f attorneys and agents, published In the Federal Register

July 2, 1971 (30 F.R. 1261»i), the Patent Office will o|)erate

phone) of authorization, the purpose for which the charge Is under the following procedures.

made (drawing correction, additional claims, etc.). and the
'j'he Patent Office will continue to give effect to powers of

deposit account number. Further identifying data, if deemed attorney and authorizations of agent naming firms filed, with
necessary and requested by the attorney, should also be in- respect to i>atent applications, before the effective date of the

" eluded In the Examiner's Amendment.

Mar. 17, 1970.

RICHARD A. WAHV.
Acting Commiaaioner of Patenta.

[873 O.G. 6671

(.10) CHAXOE.S JX CHAROE.S FOR COPIES

rules, July 2, 1971.

As stated in the revised rules, powers of attorney or au-

thorizations of agent naming firms of attorneys or agents

filed in patent apidlcations after July, 2, 1971 will not be

recognized. However, the Patent Office will construe any such

powers or authorizations filed prior to October 1. 1971, as a

direction to consider the address of the firm as the corre-

spondence address for the application.

The privilege affordeil by revised Rule 34(a) of the Rules

The Patent Office Is announcing a change In the charges of Practice In Patent Cases as to recognition of registered

for copies of materials produced on coin-operated copiers lo- attorneys and agents not of record will apply to all a|)plica-

cated at Crystal Plaza. The charge will be 15* per page. tions whether filed before or after the effective date. Attention

This change will be effective within the next 30 to 4." days Is called to the requirement of Rule .34(a) that a paper filed

due to the engineering changes necessary to accommodate the by a registered patent attorney or agenj in any application In

difference In number and value of coins. which he is not of record should Include both his signature

The Patent Office will monitor this change for a period of and registration number,

six months to: (1) Evaluate effects on other services, equip Powers of attorney and authorizations of agent under Rule

ment utilization, materials, and facilities; and, (2) Ensure 34(1)) naming one or more registered Individuals may con-

that the new charge of 15^ per page will enable th'e Patent tlnue to be made.

Office to fully recover the cost of operating the copiers. .\s prior to the effective date of the revised rules, where

At the end of the period, tlie data obtained will be evalu- a paper Is hand delivered to the Office and that paper has l)een

ated with a view to continuance or discontinuance of the properly signed by a registered attorney or agent whether

reduced rate.

June 6. 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Commiasioner of Patenta.

(57)

[899 O.G. 12.30]

POWERS OF ATTORNEY
WlTHPRAWAL OF ATTORXEY

or not of record In the particular case Involved, a duplicate

copy may bo appropriately marked by the Patent Office em-

ployee receiving the original and returned to the person de-

livering the paper. .\s an example, a duplicate copy of a re-

quest for an extension of time to make a response may be

marked approved, initialed or signed, and returned to the

delivering person.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr..

Aug. 5, 1971. Commiaaioner of Patenta.

[890 O.G. 2]
1

To expedite the handling of requests for permission to

withdraw as attorney, under Rule 36, the request should be

submitted In triplicate (original and two copies) and indicate

thereon the present mailing address of the attorney who Is (oij

withdrawing.
JOSEPH SCHIMMEL,

Recogxitiox OF Firms of Attorxevs
AND Agents

'Apr. 18, 1967.

[837 O.G. 667]

Solicitor. The notice of August 5, 1971. appearing In the Official

Gazette September 7, 1971 (890 O.G. 2) Is t-evlsed as follows.
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The originally announced period terminating October 1, the problems Involved In the prior art, which are solved

1971, relating to appointments of firms of attorneys or agents, by the applicant's Invention, should be Indicated,

filed in the Patent Office after July 2, 1971, Is hereby extended.
^^^ Summary: A brief summary or general statement of

Accordingly, until further notice, any power of attorney or
^j^^ invention as set forth in Rule 73. The summary is sep-

authorlzation of agent naming a firm, received In the Patent
^^.^^^ ^^^^j ^jstinct from the abstract and is directed toward

Office after July 2, 1971, will be construed as a direction to
^j^^ invention rather than the disclosure as a whole. The sum-

consider the firm name and address as tlie correspondence ^^^^ ^^^ p^j^^ ^^^ ^^le advantages of the invention or how
address of the api)llcation.

Sept. 27, 1971.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Acting Commiaaioner of Patenta.

[891 O.G. 880]

(G2)

APPLICATION CONTENT
Deplaratiox IX Lieu of O.xth—Ribboxixg

OF Papers Unnecessary

It solves problems previously existent in the prior art (and

preferably indicated in the Background of the Invention). In

chemical cases It should point out in general terms the utility

of the invention. If possible, the nature and gist of the In-

vention or the Inventive concept should be set forth. Objects

of the invention should be treated briefly and only to the

extent that they contribute to an understanding of the

invention.

(f) Brief Deacription of the Drawing: A reference to and

brief description of the drawing(s) as set forth in Rule 74.

(g) Deacription of the Preferred Embodimentia): A de-

scription of the preferred embodiment (s) of the invention as

Recent legislation. 35 U.S.C. 25. and Rule 68 based thereon required In Rule 71. The description should be as short and

permit applicants to make a written declaration In lieu of the specific as Is necessary to adequately and accurately describe

customary oath or affirmation which accompanies a patent the invention.

application. Where elements or groups of elements, compounds, and

Such a declaration, even if signed In a country foreign to processes, which are conventional and generally widely known

the United States, need not be ribboned to the other papers, in the field to which the invention pertains, form a part of

The declaration, like the oath. Is an Integral part of the the Invention described and their exact nature or type Is not

application and must be maintained together therewith, necessary for an understanding and use of the Invention by

When a declaration Is used. It is unnecessary to appear before a person skilled in the art, they should not be described In

any official In connection with the making of the declaration, detail. However, where particularly complicated subject mat-

Further details are given in 29 F.R. 18502, Dec. 29, 1964, ter Is Involved or where the elements, compounds, or processes

may not be commonly or widely known In the field, the speci-

fication should refer to another patent or readily available

publication which adequately describes the subject matter,

(h) Claim (a) : (See Rule 75.) A claim may be typed with

the various elements subdivided In paragraph form. There

may be plural Indentations to further segregate subcombina-

tions or related steps.

Reference characters corresponding to elements recited In

the detailed description and the drawings may be used in

conjunction with the recitation of the same element or group

of elements in the claims. The reference characters, however,

811 O.G. 2.

Mar. 2, 1965.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Superintendent, Patent Examining Corpa.

[813 O.G. 2]

(63) GCIDELIXES VX)R DR.VFTIXG A MODEL PATENT

Application Under the Revised Rvles

The following guidelines Illustrate the preferred layout and
^^^^^^ ^e enclosed within parentheses so as to avoid con

content for patent applications. They have been prepared to
^^^.^^^ ^^^^ Qj,,gj. numbers or characters which may appear

supplement the amendments to the rules which are effective
j^ ^j^^ claims. The use of reference characters Is to be con-

January 1, 19G7. These guidelines arc suggested for the ap-
gjjjgred as having no effect on the scope of the claims

pllcant's use.

.Arrangement and Contenta of the Specification

The following order of arrangement Is preferable in fram-

ing the specification and, except for the title of the invention,

each of the lettered Items should be preceded by the headings

lndlcate<l.

(a) Title of the Invention.

(b) Abstract of the Disclosure.

(c) Cross-References to Related Applications (If any).

(d) Background of the Invention.

1. Field of the Invention.

2. Description of the Prior .\rt.

(e) Summary of the Invention.

(f ) Brief Description of the Drawing.

(g) Description of the Preferred Embodiment(s).

(b) Clalm(8).

(a) Title of the Invention: (See Rule 72(a).) The title of combination

the Invention should be placed at the top of the first page of

the specification. It should be brief but technically accurate

and descriptive.

Claims should preferably be arranged In order of scope so

that the first claim presented Is the broadest. Where sep-

arate species are claimed, the claims of like species should

be grouped together where possible and physically s^parated

by drawing a line between claims or groups of claims. (Both

of these provisions may not be practical or possible where sev-

eral species claims depend from the same generic claim.)

Similarly, product and process claims should be separately

grouped. Such arrangements are for the purpose of facilitat-

ing classification and examination.

The form of claim required In Rule 75(e) Is particularly

adapted for the description of improvement type inventions.

It Is to be considered a combination claim and should be

drafted \^th this thought In mind.

In drafting claims in accordance with Rule 75(e), the pre-

amble Is to be considered to positively and clearly Include all

the elements or steps recited therein as a part of the claimed

Oath

(See Rule 05.) Where one or more pr^iously filed foreign

applications are cited or mentioned in the oath, compete

(b) Abairact of the Diacloaure: (See Rule 72(b), .MPEP identifying data, including the application or serial number

as well as the country and date of filing, should be provided.

Date: Oct. 12, 1960.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Commiaaioner of Patenta.

[832 aC. 5]

608.01(a), and 831 O.G. 1328, October 25, 1960.)

(c) Croaa-Referencea to Related Applicationa: (See Rule

78 and MPEP 201.11.)

(d) Background of the Invention: The specification should

set forth the Background of the Invention in two parts

:

(1) Field of the Invention: A statement of the field of

art to which the invention pertains. This statement

may Include a paraphrasing of the applicable U.S. ((54)

patent classification definitles. The statement should

be directed to the subject matter of the claimed In- Applicants an4 their attorneys are reminded that an ap-

ventlon plication for a patent for a plant must include two copies

(2) Description of the Prior Art: A paragraph(s) de- of the specification. Rule 103(b), and two copies of the

scribing to the extent practical the state of the prior drawing when In color, Rule lC5(b). ^
. . .

art known to the applicant, including references to Effective immediately, applications for plant patents which

specific prior art where appropriate. Where applicable, fail to Include two copies of the specification and two copies

plant Patent Applications—Filing D.\te
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of the drawing when In color will be accopted for filing only.

The Application ISranch will notify the applicant immediately

of this deficiency and require the same to be rectified within

one month. Failure to do so will result in loss of filing date.

Not. 21, 1968.

RICHARn A. WAUL,
Aaaiatant Commissioner.

[857 O.G. 6G8]

(65^ ^OciPELiXEs Fon IxcoRronATiox BY Reference
' ,• IN r.\TENT AlTLICVTIOSS

An application for a patent may incorporate essential ma-

terial by roference to a Unitod States pntent. or an allowed

r.S. application, subject to the conditions set out below.

Essential material* Is defined as that which Is necessary (7)

to .support the cl.Tims, or (2) for adequnte disclosure of the

Invention (.*?"> I'.S.C. 112). Material which Is essentlnl to the

referencing application may not be Incorporated by reference

to patents Issued by foreign countries or to non-patent publi-

cations. Essential material may not be Incorporated by refer-

ence to a patent or application which Itself Incorporates

essential m.Tterial by reference.

The referencing application must Include (1) an abstract,

(2) a tirief summary of the invention, (3) an identification of

the referenced patent or applic.ntion, (4) at least one view

In the ilrawing in those applications admitting of a drawing,

and (.t) one or more claims. Where appropriate it would be

advisable to direct particular attention to specific portions of

th« referenced patent or application.

If an application Is filed with a complete disclosure, essen-

tial material may be cancelled by amendment and the same

material substituted by reference to a patent or a pending

and commonly owned allowed application In which the issue

fee has been paid. The amendment must he accompanied by

an atfid.-.vit executed by the applicant or his attorney or

Mgent of record sfating that the material cancelled from the

application Is the same material that has been Incorporated

by reference.

If an application fncorporates essential material by refer-

ence to a I'.S. patent or a pending and commonly owned

allowed U.S. application for which the Issue fee has been

paid, ftpplioant will he required prior to examination to fur-

nish the Patent Ofl^ce with a copy of the referenced material

together with nn aflidavit executed by the applicant or his

attorney or afcent of record stating that the copy consists of

the same m.\terial incorporated by reference in the referencing

application.

If an application incorporates es-ential material by refer-

ence to a U.S. patent or a pending and c>mmonly owned

application other than one in Issue with the fee paid, appli-

cant will be required prior to examination to amend the dis-

closure of the referencing application to include the material

Incorporated by reference. The amendment must be accom-

panied by. an affidavit executed by the applicant or his attor-

ney or agent of record stating that the amendatory material

consists of the same material incorporated by reference in the

referencing application.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Commissioner.

Approved : Jan. 15, 196J>.

JOHN F. KINCAID,
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

Publiahed in 3i F.R. 88S; Jan. 18, 1969

palilication will not he alTected because of the presence of

such reference. In such a case, as well as any other case which

improperly incorporates essential material by reference, the

ai)plioant will be required to amend the ilisclosure to include

the material Incorporated by reference. The amendment must

be accompanied l)y an afflilavlf executed l)y the applicant or

his attorney or agent of record stating that the amendatory

material consists of the same material incorporated by refer-

ence in the referencing application.
^

FRRATI'M

Attention Is directed to the error in the above mentioned

notice appearing at S.'if) O.fl. .TIfi. I'lea^o delete the idirase.

"a r.S. patent or", which was erroneously printed In the

seconil line of the last paragraph.

RirilARD A. WATIL.

Mar. 7, 190!). As^ixtant Cnmmis.iinner.

\.\ Notiie coverlnu this same sul'lect. in slightly lUfferent

form, has been publi>hed in 34 F.R. Srir)."), Mar. 22. 19«9.1

1801 O.G. 6801

(fifi) Incorporation by Reference—Filixr D.\te

( t'.T

)

PlIOTOCoriKS OF .Vrri ICATIilNS

Many of the patent application papers received by the

Patent Office are copies of the original, ribbon copy. These

are acceptable if. In the opinion of the OlVice. they are legible

and permanent. Lesibility Inelud.-s ability to be photocopied

and pliotomicrograplied so that suitable reprints lan be made.

This requires a high contrast, with black lines and a white

backgrounil. Gray lines and /or a gray background sharply re

(luce i>lioto reiirodiiction quality.

.\pI>Hcants shonlil make every effort to file patent applica

tlons in a form that Is dear and reproducible. The Ofhce may
ac-ept for filins ilate purposes papers of reiiuccd (|iiallty but

will require that acceptable copies be supplied for further

processing.

Additionally, leclbilltv of some application papers becomes

Impaired due to abrasion or asin;: of the printed material

durins examination and ordinary handling of the file. It may
be necessary to require that clear, leclhle copies be furnished

at later stages after filing, especially when preparlni: for Issue.

RICHARD A. WAUL.
Jan. 2S. 1970. .Assistant Commissioner.

r.«l72 O.G. .1411

rns) DlVI.SIONAI, .\Pri.tCATION PAPERS

In the interest of expediting the processing of newly filed

divisional applications, filed as a result of a restriction re-

quirement, applicants are requested to Include the appropriate

Patent Office classification on the papers submitted.

The npproorlate classification for the divisional applica-

tion may be found In the office communication of the parent

case wherein the renulrement was made. It is suggested that

this classification desisnatlon be placed in the upper right

hand corner of the letter of transmittal accompanying these

divisional applications.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

June 5, 1970. Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

[875 O.G. 702]

*Non essential suhlect matter may be Incorporated by ref-

erence to patents issued by the T'nited States or foreign coun-
tries, prior filed commonly owned patent applications filed in

the I'nited States, and non-nafent publications for purposes
of indicating the background of the invention or illustrating

the state of the art.
[859 O.G. 3461

In clarification of the Notice of December .10. 1968, appear-

ing in the Offical Gazette of February 11, 1969, the follow-

ing amplification is made.

The filing date of any application wherein essential ma-

terial is incorporated by reference to a foreign patent or to a

(M) REfircTTON IN Patent Appmcation Disrix)srRE

Notice of proposed Guidelines for Preparation of Patent

.\ppllcation Disclosure was published In the Federal Register

of January 14. 1969 f34 F.R. 524), and In the Official

Gazette of the Patent Office of February 4, 1969 (859 O.G.

1). Comments from the general public were Invited.

After consideration of comments received, new guidelines

are deemed unnecessary, even though the average lensth of

specification seems to be Increasing. Applicants and their

attorneys are reminded that 35 U.S.C. 112 requires inven-

tions to be described "in such full, clear, concise, and exact

terms as to enable any person skilled in the art • • • to

make and use the same • • ••" To satisfy the "concise"
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requirement, lengthy and unnecessary descriptive detail

should be avoided.
WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr.,

Cotnmittioner of Patenta.

Approved : July 24, 1970.

Myron Tribus,

Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

[F.R. Doc. 70-9862; Filed, July 30, 1970; 8:45 a.m.]

as F.R. Ii29e, July 31, 1910

[878 0.(;. 1]

(70) New Sole Joint Declaration Form

The sole declaration form, PO-1147, announced by the

notice of May 2S, 1971 (8S7 O.G. 1840) has been revised to

permit its use in either sole or joint inventor applications.

The revised form comprises two pages to provide space for

the additional information. In most applications, only page 1

will be necessary, In which case only that papo need be signed

and submitted. Page 2 would be used only whore Insufficient

space is available on page 1 to fully furnish the required

Information. If page 2 is used, page 1 need not bo signed,

and all signatures should appear on page 2.

Where approjiriate, the present "sole" declaration form

may be used.

Specific instructions appear on the form.

Single cojilcs of the new form are available without charge

for direct use or for reproduction purposes and may be picked

up from the receptioidst in Ruildlng No. 3 of the Patent

Olfice at Crystal Plaza. Written requests for the form will

be filled only if directed to tlie Commissioner of Patents,

Office of Information Services, Washington, D.C., 20231. A
stamped, .self ad<lressed envelope niust be enclosed.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Ajir. 17, 1972. .Assistant Commissioner.

(898 O.G. 738]

(71) Declaration ani> Poweu of .\ttorney Form
PO-1147 (Revised) (3-72)

A revised Declaration and Power of Attorney Form, PO-
1147 (Revised) (3-72), was recently Issued and Is supplied

for use as a master opy for reproduction purposes. Experience

with the revised form Indicates that some confusion has been

caused by the reference to "effective" filing date In Item 600

of the form. The form Is, therefore, being reprinted to delete

the word "effective" from the descriptive language appearing

In Item 600. Persons who have copies of the old form may
use the form by deleting the word "effective" before the

form Is reproduced. In this connection It Is noted that the

word "effective" appears ihree times In item 600, once on

page 1 and twice on page 2.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Aug. 28, 1972. Aaaiatant Commissioner

for Patent Examining.

[902 O.G. 1172]

(72) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADEMARKS.
AND COPYRIGHTS

CHAPTER I

—

Patent Office, Department of Commerce

part 1

—

rules of practice in patent cases

Forynula and Table Format

On February 2, 1972, notice of proposed rule making regard-

ing the amendment of {{ 1.52 and 1.75 and the addition of a

new § 1.58 of Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, dealing

with Formula and Table Format, was published in the Federal

Register (37 F.R. 2.')20). Interested persons were given until

April 30, 1972, to submit written comments, suggestions, or

objections. Full and careful consideration was given to all

written comments received. In view of these comments the

proposed rule language has been revised. The revised rules do

not now require that the formulas and tables be presented on

separate brlstolboard sheets but simply require them to be

presented in the specification In a form suitable for photo-

graphic reproduction. ^

Tliose rule changes are Intended to facilitate the microfilm-

ing of application papers and the printing of patents which
contain formulas and tables In the text.

Under the new rules the text of printed patents would con-

tinue to be typeset, with formulas and tables being photo-

graphically reproduced and appearing at their proper location

ii^ the text. This procedure should result in a reduction of

printing errors and costs.

This rule change also makes more liberal the size of paper
permissible In patent applications.

In consideration of the comments received and pursuant to

the authority contained In section 6 of the Act of July 19,

1952 (GO Stat. 79.'? ; 35 U.S.C. C), Part 1 of Title 37, Code of

Federal Regulations, Is hereby amended as follows

:

1. Section 1.52 Is revised to read as follows

:

§ 1.52 Language, paper, writing, margins.

(a) The specification and oath or declaration must b^in the
English language. .Ml papers which are to become a part <ft

the permanent records of the Patent Office must be legibly

written or printed in permanent Ink or its equivalent In qual-

ity. All of the application papers must be presented In a form
having sufficient clarity and contrast between the paper and
the writing or printing thereon to permit the production <

readily legible copies in any number by use of photographic,
electrostatic, photo-offset, and microfilming processes. If the
papers are not of the required quality, substitute typewritten
or printed papers of suitable quality may be required.

(b) The application papers (specification, including claims,

oath, or declaration, papers as provided for In §§ 1.42, 1.43,

1.47, etc.) and also papers subsequently filed, must be plainly

written on but one side of the paper. The size of all sheets of

paper should be 8 to 8>i by 10% to 13 Inches (20.3 to 21.6

cm. by 20.0 to 33.0 cm.). A margin of 1V> Inches (3.8 cm.)
must be reserved on the left-hand side and on the top of each
page of the specification, including cfalms. The lines must not
be crowded too closely together ; typewritten lines should be
double spaced. The pages of the specification, including claims,

should be numbered consecutively, starting with 1, the num-
bers being placed in the center of the bottom margins.

(c) Any interlineation, erasure, or cancellation or other

alteration of the application papers as filed must have been

made before the application was signed and sworn to or decla-

ration made, and should be dated and initialed or signed by

the applicant in a marginal note or footnote on the same sheet

of paper to Indicate such fact. No such alterations are permis-

sible after execution of the application papers. (See § 1.50.)

2. A new § 1.58 Is added to read as follows :

§ 1.58 Chemical atid mathematical formulas and tables.

(a) The specification, including the claims, may contain

chemical and mathematical formulas, but shall not contain

drawings or flow diagrams. The description portion of the

specification may contain tables; claims may contain tables

only if necessary to conform to 35 U.S.C. 112.

(i)) All tables and chemical and mathematical formulas in

the specification. Including claims, and amendments thereto,

must be on pure white durable paper, the surface of which Is

calendered and smooth, in order to permit use as camera copy

when printing any patent which may issue. A good grade of

bond paper Is acceptable ; watermarks should not be promi-

nent. India ink or Its equivalent, or solid black typewriter

ribbon must be used to secure perfectly black solid lines.

(c) To facilitate camera copying when printing, the width

of formulas and tables as presented should be limited normally

to 5 inches (12.7 cm.) so that it may appear as a single

column in the printed patent. If it is not possible to limit the

width of a formula or table to 5 inches (12.7 cm.), it is per-

missible to present the formula or table with a maximum
width of 10% inches (27.3 cm.) and to place it sideways on

the sheet, in which case the formula or table will appear

printed across both columns of the page in the printed patent.

Typewritten characters used in such formulas and tables must

be from a block (nonscript) type font or lettering style ha\ing

capital letters which are at least 0.085 inch (2.2 mm.) high

(elite type). Hand lettering must be neat, clean, and have a

minimum character height of 0.085 inch (2.2 mm.). A space

at least V* inch (6.4 mm.) high should be provided between

the formulas and tables and the text. Tables should have the
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lines and columns of data closely spaced to conserve space,

consistent with high degree of legibility.
^

I 1.75 [.4 mended]

3. Section 1.75 Is amended by adding at the end of para-

graph (d)(1) the expression "(See | 1.58(a).)."

Effective date. These amendments shall bi-come effeltive on

January 1. 1973, and will apply to applications filed after that

date. • ...
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Acting CommiaBioner of Patents.

Approved : Oct 12, 1972.

RiCH.\RD O. Simpson,

Acting Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-17727 Filed 10-17-72 ; 8 :48 am]

Published in 37 FR 2100k, Oct. 18, 1972

[975 O.G. 255]

the date the application for It was filed in the United

States (35 U.S.C. 102(e) and 103). Hazeltine Research.

Inc. et al. v. Brenner, 824 O.G. 8 (U.S. Supreme Court

1965).
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Apr. 5, 1967. Assistant Commissioner.

[838 O.G. 1]

P.xTENT Headings

PRIORITY APPLICATIONS

(73) Reissue Applications—Foreign rRioRiTT

A "claim" for the benefit of an earlier filing date in a

foreign country under 35 U.S.C. 119 must be made in a re-

issue application even through such a claim was made in the

application on which the original patent was granted. How-

ever, no addltion.il certified copy of the foreign application

Is necessary. The procedure is similar to that for "Continu-

ing Applications" in the last paragraph of MPEP 201.14(b).

The heading on printed copies will not be carried forward

to the reissue from the original patent. Therefore, It is

Important that the file wrapper be endorsed under "CTalms

Foreign Priority."
RICTHARD A. WAHL.

Acting Superintendent Patent Examining Corps.

[807 O.G. 579 (Oct. 20, 1964)] •

(7a»

As a service to the public, beginning with the Issue of

.lamiary 10. lOOS, the heading of the printed patent will In

elude all identifying parent data of continuation In-part

applications as is now the practice in continuation, divisional,

substitute, and reissue applications. It should be noted, how-

ever, that Inclusion of this Information In the heading does

not necessarily Indicate that the claims are entitled to the

benefit of the earlier filing date.

The above practice will not change the procedure with

re;::inl to nssipnnients as set forth in the first sentence of

paragrapli 2 of Sertlon .100 of the M.P.K.P.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Dec. 18, 1967. Assistant Commissioner.

[840 O.G. 337]

(77) Chains of Continiing Applications

In view of the decision of the Court of Customs and Patent

Appeals in In re Henriksen (158 USPQ 224) the application

of 35 U.S.C. 120 will no longer be limited to a chain of three

successively filed continuing cases.

Accordingly, Change Notice 12-8 Is rescinded.

Aug. 9, 19G8.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

[854 O.G. 559]

(74> Filing of Priority Papi:rs

In view of the shortened periods for prosecution leading to

allowances, It is recommended that priority papers be filed

as early as possible. Although Rule 55 permits the filing of

priority papers up to and Including the date for payment of

the final fee. it is advisable that such papers be filed promptly

after filing the application. Frequently priority papers are

found to be deficient in material respects such ns. for example,

the failure to include the correct certified copy and there Is

not sufficient time to remedy the deficiency. Oceasionnlly a

new oath may be necessary where the original oath omits the

reference to the foreign filing date for which the benefit is

claimed. The early filing of priority papers would thus be

advantageous to applicants In that It would afford time to

explain any Inconsistencies that exist or to supply any addi-

tional documents that may be necessary.

It is also suggested that a pencil notation of the serial

number of the corresponding U.S. application be placed on

the priority papers.
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Dec. 1, 1965. Assistant Commissioner.

[821 O.G. 1261]

(78) FoREiiiN Priority of Continuing Application

If the Examiner Is aware of the fact that the parent of a

continuing application has fully complied with the require-

ments of .15 U.S.C. 119 and is therefore entitled to the benefit

of the filing date of an earlier filed foreign application, he

should direct It to the applicant's attention in an OflTice action,

as In the following exemplary language :

"Applicant Is reminded that in order to be entitled to

priority based on papers filed in parent application Serial

No. under 35 U.S.C. 119, a claim for such

priority must be made In this application. In making

such claim, applicant may simply call attention to the

fact that a certified copy of the foreign application Is In

the parent application (M.P.E.P. 201.14(b))."

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Aug. 30, 1968. Assistant Commissioner.

[855 O.G. 1]

(75) Effective Date of United States Patent

In section 706.02, delete penultimate paragraph.

Rewrite section 715.01 to read :

The effective date of a United States Patent for use as

a ^rlor art reference Is not affected by the foreign filing

date to which the patentee may be entitled under 35

U.S.C. 119. In re Hilmer, 833 O.G. 13, 149 USPQ 480

(CCPA 1966) ; Ullv et al. v. Brenner. 153 USPQ 95

(C.A.D.C. 1967). The reference patent Is effective as of

(79) Germany: New Requirkment for SunMissiON of

Copy of Original Application in Convention

Cases
{

Under Section 27 of the German Patent Law which came

Into effect October 1. 1968. all applicants submitting a claim

of priority In Germany under the Paris Union will be required

to submit a copy cf the application upon which the claim for

priority is based. The U.S. Patent Office has been advised by

the German Office that the copy need not be certified correct

by the Office in which the application was originally filed.

Accordingly, for U.S. applicants, one method of complying

with the new law would be to accompany the German filing

with a copy of the prior U.S. applications as filed. This copy

can be produced by the applicant himself.
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If the applicant does not submit the copy at the time of

filing, the German Office will Issue, within two months after

the German filing, a request to submit the copy. Failure to

submit the required copy within two months after notification

results in loss of the priority claim.

With respect to application on file in Germany prior to

October 1, 1908, the following applies :

Copies of the original application will not be required for

those applications already on file if the serial number of the

application on which the priority claim is based had been

communicated to the German Patent Office prior to October 1,

1968.

With regard to applications on file prior to October 1, 1968,

for which the U.S. serial number is communicated after

October 1. 1908, the reques: for the copy of the U.S. applica-

tion will be made together with the notice preceding the

laying open to public inspection of the file of the German

application.

GERALD D. O'BRIEN,

Jan. l.'l, 1968. Assistant Commissioner.

[S.-ig O.G. 345]

(80) Paris Convention for
Industrial

TH^*
PrqjPr

ROTECTION OF
RTY

Entry Into Force of Articles 1-12

The Director General of the World Intellectual Property

Organization announced on May 25, 1973. tlie deposit by tlie

Inited States of letters of ratification of Arpcles 1-12 of the

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property

of 1883, ns revised at Stockholm on July 14, 1967, with the

declaration of applicability to all territories and possessions

of tlie United States, including the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico. By operation of the Convention, Articles 1-12 will en-

ter Into force with respect to the United States on August

2.'>. 1973, three montlis after the date of the above notifica-

tion by the Director.

To carry into effect provisions of the Stockholm Revision

of the Paris Convention, the United States has enacted Pub-

lic Law 92-358. July 28, 1972, which In Section (1) amends

S.") r.S.C. 119 to accord under certain circumstances rights

of priority to a U.S. patent application based on an earlier

filed application for an Inventor's certificate and In Section

(2) amends .15 U.S.C. 102(d) to provide that under certain

circumstances an inventor's certificate becomes a statutory

bar to the grant of a U.S. patent.

By the terms of this statutory enactment, Section (1) will

enter Into force with respect to the United States on the

date when Articles 1-12 of the Stockholm Revision of the

Paris Convention of March 20, 1883 come into force with re-

spect to the United States, which will be .\ugust 25, 1973.

.V Patent Office rule change Implementing this section of the

public law by tile addition of a new paragraph (c) to S 155

(37 CFR 1.55(c)) has been adopted and has been published in

the Federal Register, Vol. 38. No. 71, on April 13, 1973.

This statutory enactment also provides that Section (2)

will take effect six months from the date wlien .\rticles 1-12

of the Stockholm Revision of the Paris Convention come

Into force with respect to the United States. Accordingly,

this date will be February 25, 1974.

The full text of Public Law 92-358, dated July 28, 1972

together with the implementing Patent Office regulation, are

reproduced below :

PUBLIC Law 92-358, July 28, 1972

To carry into effect a provl.slon of the Convention of Paris

for the Protection of Industrial Property, as revised at Stock-

holm, Sweden, July 14, 1967.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of .\merlca in Congress assembled. That

section 119 of title 35 of the United States Code, entitled

"Patents" is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-

lowing paragraph :

".\ppllcatlons for inventors' certificates filed In a foreign

country in which applicants have a right to apply, at their

discretion, either for a patent or for an Inventor's certificate

shall be treated In this country in the same manner and have

the same effect for purpose of the right of priority under
this section as applications for patents, subject to the same
conditions and requirements of this section as appl.v to appli-

cations for patents, provided such applicants are entitled to

the benefits of the Stockholm Revision of the Paris Conven-
tion at the time of such filing."

Sec. 2. Subsection 102(d) of title 35 of the United States
Code Is amended to read as follows :

"(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be
patented ; or was the subject of an inventor's certificate, by
the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns In a
foreign country prior to the date of the application for

patent in this country on an application for patent or in-

ventor's certificate filed mbre than twelve months before the
filing of the application in the United States, or."

Sec. 3. (a) Section 1 of this Act shall take effect on the

date when Articles 1-12 of the Paris Convention of March
20, 1883, for the Protection of Industrial Property, as re-

vised at Stockholm, July 14. 1967, come into force with re-

spect to the United States and shall apply only to applica-

tions thereafter filed in the United States.

(b) Section 2 of this Aj^ shall take effect six months from
the date when Articles'1-12 of the Paris Convention of
March 20. 1883. for the Protection of Industrial Property, as
revLsed at Stockholm, July 14, 1967, come Into force with
respect to the United States and shall apply to applications
thereafter filed in the United States. a

TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

Ch.\pter 1

—

Patent Office, Department of Com.merce

PART 1

—

rules of practice IN PATENT CASES

i 1.55 Serial number and filing date of application.* * *

(c) An applicant may under certain circumstances claim
priority on the basis of an application for an Inventor's certi-

ficate in a country granting both Inventor's certificates and
patents. When an applicant wishes to claim the right of

priority as to a claim or claims of the application on the
basis of an application for an Inventor's certificate In such
a country under 35 U.S.C. 119. last paragraph (as amended
July 28, 1972), the applicant or his attorney or agent, when
submitting a claim for such right as specified in paragraph
(b) of this section, shall Include an affidavit or declaration
Including a specific statement that, upon an Investigation, he
has satisfied himself that to the best of his knowledge the ap-
plicant, when filing his application for the inventor's cer-

tificate, had the option to file an application either for a

patent or an inventor's certificate as to the subject matter
of the identified claim or claims forming the basis for the

claim of priority.

Dated : August 20, 1973.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER.
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

.Approved : .\ugust 22. 1973. •

Betsy Ancker-Johnson.
.Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 73-18260; Filed 8-28-73; 8:45 a.m.]

[914 O.G. 1156]

DRAWINGS
(81) Photoprints AS Drawings—Filing Date Only

Effective September 1, 1964 the Application Branch Is

authorized and directed to accept all applications In which
photoprints have been submitted In lieu of formal drawings,

and to forward them to the Examiner, who will notify the

applicant immediately that the application has been accepted

for filing only, and that to be entitled to examination, the

applicant must file formal drawings complying with Rule 84

within 60 days, and pay the cost of comparing the photo-

prints with the formal drawings.

A comparison charge of $10.00 per hour, with a minimum
charge of $10.00 per application is hereby established. This

charge may be applied against deposit aqpounts and authoriza-

tion to charge such accounts should he Included when the

formal drawings are filed. For those who have no deposit

account acceptance of the formal drawings will be contingent

upon payment of the comparison charge within the period set.
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This notice supersedes the notice of April 24. 1964. pub-

lished May 26. 1964. in 802 O.G. 871.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
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July 10. 1964.
Commissioner.

[805 O.G. 31

^S•' ,
NEW DRAWINGS PREPARED BY PATENT OFFICE

in Section 608.02(x) the paragraphs
^^'^'^^/^'/[f'^^.'^Zl'.

ings Prepared by Patent Office" are cancelled and the follow

.I'ng substituted therefor

:

When new drawings have been required i°
Pf°^'°8 7;.

plications and have been prepared ^^ 'he ^"^
J^;"^/^^^^^

man. they are not sent to the
«PP»f'^°^,f°':^*i'%f"'^l^Je

but k copy (print) is sent to him for his Al^-. T^*»\"''°"^

of the inventor(s) will be printed on the drawmgs by the

^t%r e'Tthat the application Is >n condition ^r

„nowance. the application will be sent to Issue Immedl-

ately after the drawing Is prepared.

RICHARD A. WAHL.

g
Assistant Commissioner.

The reviewed publications arc the following:

Y32.2-1970. Graphic Symbols for Electrical and Elec-

tronics Diagram $11.50

Y32. 10-1967. Graphic Symbols for Fluid Power Dia-

grams """

Y32. 11-1961. Graphic Symbols for Process Flow Dia-

grams In the Petroleum and Chemical Industries _-

Y32.14-1962. Graphic Symbols for Logic Diagrams -

Z32.2.3-1949 (R1953). Graphic Symbols for Pipe

Fittings. Valves and Piping 2.00

Z32. 2.4-1949 (R1953). <;raphlc Symbols for Heat-

ing, Ventilating and Air Conditioning --- 2.00

Z32.2.0-1950. Graphic Symbols for Heat Power Appa-

3.00

2.00

4.75

ratus
00

No change In the Rules of Practice Is considered necessary

at this time.
. ^ , .u

The above list of publications will be Included In the

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.

May 19. 1972.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[S99 O.G. 12301

Jan.

(R3)

[823 O.G. 11

TRANSFER OF DRAWINIJS

(S.-)) Late Submission or Formal Drawings

In view of the recent amendment of Rule 138 to permit the

express abandonment of patent applications by the attorney

Jere U no longer any sutncient reason for delaying the f^.rrna

abandonment of an application after all the '^^^'^-^^^^
have been transferred to another case. Accordingly effective

February 1. 1967. no request to transfer all the draw ngs from

atS application will be granted unless and unt.l a forma

Jb^ndonmenT of the application has been filed. In order to

inMire copendencv. such an abandonment may be m. N%onl..l

aTto become effective only after the transfer of the drawings

has taken place.
EDWARD J. BRKNNER.

^ ,r 10CC Commissioner.
Dec. 15. 19b6.

[834 O.G. 431]

In those situations where an application Is filed with

Informal drawings, applicants are requested to wait until

they receive their "Notice of Informal Drawings" form.

Poll094 from the Group Art Unit before submitting the

formal drawings and the comparison fee. The letter of trans-

mittal accompanying the formal drawings should Identify

the Group Art Unit indicated on Form PO-1094. Also, each

sheet of drawing should Include the serial number and

Group Art Unit In the upper right margin. In the past,

some drawings have been misdirected because the Group Art

Unit Indicated on the filing receipt was used rather than

that Indicated on Form PO-1094.

WILLIAM FELDMAX.

June 28, 1973. Acting .Usistant Commissioner for Patents.

[912 O.G. 1229]

(84) Graphic Symbols for Patent Drawings

Rule 84(g) of the Rules of Practice In Patent Cases Indi-

cates that graphic drawing symbols and other labele<l rep-

r'sentatlons may be used for conventional elements where

appropriate, subject to approval by the Office. Also, su.table

legends may be used, or may be required. In proper cases.

The Rules of Practice pamphlet has. since the turn of the

centurv. Included a section entitled "Symbols for Draftsman

showing various symbols which may be used on patent appli-

cation drawings. Although these symbols still reflect current

rracHce thev are somewhat limited In number and scope. A

more complete set of symbols ndght be beneficial to both the

Office and the public since it would foster uniformity of pres^

entatlon, and more Informative drawings. However for the

Office to develop and maintain a substantially «>'"P>;\;^"^J^

ing of all graphic drawing symbols would be both difficult

and time-consuming. ' .„„...„..

Therefore, since the American National Standards Institute

Inc 1430 Broadway. New York. N.Y., 10018. publishes a

series of publications relating to graphic symbols under Its

Y32 and Z32 headings, the Office Is calling the attention o

patent applicants to these symbols for their consideration and

use where appropriate in patent drawings. The below hsted

publications have been reviewed by the Office and the sjn^bol

therein are considered to be generally acceptable In patent

drawings. Although the Office will not "«PP^°7 ^" °' ,''"

listed symbols as a group because their
""^f

*^
^"-'""^^r!!

be decided on a case-by-case basis, these publications ma> l^

used as guides when selecting graphic symbols. Overl> spe-

cific symbols should be avoided. Symbols with unclear mean^

fbgs should be labeled for clarification. As noted In Rule

84(g) the Office will retain final authority to approve the use

of any particular symbol In any particular case.

» SCi

»

EXAMINATION OF APPLICATIONS

INFOKMAI. AlTLU ATIuNS OF I'OHEIGN

ArrHlANTS I

This Notice is of special Interest to attorneys and agents

prosecuting applications on inventions originating abroad.

Manv applications filed in this Offi.-e correspond in form

and substance to the re-pilrements (regulations) of countr es

foreign to the United States. Since tbey %vere not originally

,lrafted to comply with our Rules of I'ractlce. especially those

based on .T". U.S.C. 112. the first examination cannot be the

full and complete one cntemplated under current examining

procedures. This first examination is necessarily limited, under

MITP 70' 01, to pointing out the informalities and citing

the results of a search, the .search being based upon the Inven-

tion so far as it can be understood from the foreign type of

claims. ..ften coupled with a somewhat generalized .llsclosure^

Since U S Patent Office policy Is to accord equal treatment

to an cases regardless of origin, current examining procedures

.'s explained In the address reprinted In 803 O.G. 893 sub ect

these applications to final determination
""/^'/T annl ca-

It is obviously to applicant's advantage to /! e t»>ejippl.ca

tion with an adequate disclosure and with '^I'^'^'^^^^lch _coj^

form to the U.S. Patent Office usages and requirements. This

should be done whenever possible. If.

'--^"J"; .".f^,
pressure of a Convention deadline or other reasons this is

not pos'll le applicants are urged to submit promptly, pre/-

;.!!;.....•;. tZce months after fllin, a P-H-'nary amend

n,pnt Which corrects the obvious informalit es. The intor

rami;; should be corrected to the extent t'-t the d^scl^sure

is readily understood and the claims to be Initially "amlned

are In proper form, particularly as to dependency, and other-

2e Clearly define the Invention. "New matter" must be

January 1, 1974

excluded from these amendments since preliminary amend-

ments do not enjoy original disclosure status, section

G08.04(b), 'MPEP.
EDWARD J. BRENNER.

4 1905. Commissioner of Patents.

U. S. PATENT OFFICE

(89)
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"SPECIAL" EXAMININQ PROCEDURE FOR CERTAIN
New APPLICATIONS

.Mar.

[812 O.G. 12951

The trial of "Special" Examining Procedure for Certain

New Applications as announced in 812 O.G. 953 and later

modified by 817 O.G. 423 indicates the desirability of making
such procedure available on a standard operating basis. Ac-

cordingly, an additional category Is being added to the list of

situations In which an application may be advanced out of

turn for examination. Rule 102 and M.P.E.P. 708.01 and
708.02. The M.P.E.P. will be rewritten to Incorporate this

practice.

Certain further modifications have been incorporated into

In view of the increasing number of terminal disclaimers (hg conditions and procedure ; most importantly, the new case

being filed In pending applications under 35 U.S.C. 25."?. it Is now may be a continuing or divisional application, the pro-

(S7) Terminal Disclaimers Filed in Applications

considered advisable to point out the practice to be followed

In such cases.

Since the claims of pending applications are subject to

cancellation, amendment or remembering, a terminal disclaim-

er directed to a particular claim or claims will not be accept-

ed ; the disclaimer must be of a terminal portion of the term

of the entire patent to be granted. The statute does not

provide for conditional disclaimers and accordingly, a pro-

posed disclaimer which Is made contingent on the allowance

of certain claims cannot be accepted. The disclaimer should

Identify the disclalmant and his interest In the application

and should specify the date when the disclaimer Is to be-

come effective. An acceptable form for such a disclaimer Is as

follows

:

To the Commissioner of Patents :

Y'our petitioner, John Doe, residing at In the

county of and State of represents that

he Is (here state exact Interest of the disclalmant and. If he

Is an assignee, set out the liber and page or reel and frame

where the assignment Is recorded) of application No. .

filed on the day of 19 ._ for

Y'our petitioner hereby disclaims all that portion of the

term of any patent to he Issued on the said application sub-

sequent to 19—
The disclaimer must be accompanied by the statutory fee.

hibltion against an application having an earlier effective

U.S. filing date has been removed. Original limits on filing

date and on number In any Group have previously been

deleted.

The full text of conditions and procedures now applicable

appears below, and the notices In 812 O.G. 953 and 817 O.G.

423 are accordingly rendered obsolete.

requirements and procedures to effect accelerated
examination of new applications

Requirements Precedent to Qrant of Special Status for

Accelerated Examination

A new application (one which has not received any ex-

amination by the examiner) may be granted special status

provided that applicant (and this term includes applicant's

attorney or agent) concurrently :

(a) Submits a written petition to make special. =

(b) Agrees that the application will not Include more than

ten claims at any time. Should the pending application

contain more than ten claims when the request for spe-

cial status Is filed, an amendment must be proposed at

that time to reduce the number to not more than ten,

which amendment will be entered only If the special

status is granted. All of the claims presented for this

special prosecution must obviously be directed to a single

Invention.

(e) Submits a statement that a pre-examlnatlon search

was made, and specifying whether by the Inventor, attor-

ney, professional searchers, etc., and listing the field of

search by class and subclass, publication, chemical ab-

stracts, foreign patents, etc.

(d) Submits one copy each of the references deemed most
closely related to the subject matter encompassed by the

claims.

(e) Submits a detailed discussion of the references, which
discussion points out, with the particularity required by
Rule 111(b) and (c). how the claimed subject matter is

distinguishable over the references. Where applicant In-

dicates an Intention of overcoming one of the references
by affidavit under Rule 131. the affidavit must be sub-
mitted before the application is taken up for action, but
In no event later than one month after request for special

status.

In those Instances where the request for this special status
does not meet all the prerequisites set forth above, applicant
will be notified and the defects in the request will be stated.

The application will remain in the status of a new application

awaiting action in its regular turn. In those instances where
a request is defective in one or more respects, applicant will

limitation then ".
. . wherein R Is A, B, C or D" shall also be given one opportunity to perfect the request. If perfected,

be considered proper. the request will then be granted.

3. The use of Markusb claims of diminishing scope shall not. Once a request has been granted, prosecution will proceed

In Itself, be considered a sufficient basis for objection to or re- according to the procedure set forth below ; there Is no provi-

jection of claims. However, if such a practice renders the s'on for "withdrawal" from this special status.

Apr. 26. 1965.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
Commissioner.

[814 O.G. .'?591

(8S) PRACTTrE Re : Technical Rejections

In the interest of reducing the number of technical rejec-

tions and expediting the prosecution of applications the fol-

lowing changes will be Instituted effective June 1. 1965:

1. The Inclusion of a negative limitation shall not. in Itself,

be considerwl a sufficient basis for objection to or rejection

of a claim. However. If such a limitation renders the claim

unduly broad or indefinite or otherwise results In a failure

to point out the Invention in the manner contemplated by

35 U.S.C. 112. an appropriate re.iection should be made.

2. When materials recited in a claim are so related as to

constitute a proper Markush group, they may be recited either

In the conventional manner heretofore permitted, or alterna-

tively. For example, if ".
. . wherein R Is a material selected

from the group consisting of A. B. C and D" is a proper

claims Indefinite or If It results in undue multiplicity, an

appropriate rejection sh.all be made. This change does not In

any way affect the substantive law governing the treatment

of Markush claims. The foregoing practice with respect to

Markush claims of diminishing scope will be effective on an

experimental basis until December 1, 1965, and. If It proves

satisfactory, will then be adopted permanently.

Apr. 30. 1965.

EDWARD J.

[814 O.G. 7151

BRENNER.
Commissioner.

Special Examining Procedure

1. The new application, having been granted special status

as a result of compliance with the requirements set out in the

section titled "Requirements Precedent to Grant of SpeclaJ

Status for Accelerated Examination," supra, will be taken up
by the Examiner before all other categories of applications

except those clearly in condition for allowance and these with

set time limlt^, such as Examiner's Answers. Decisions on

Motions, etc., and will be given a complete first action which

will include all essential matters of merit as to all claims.
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The Examiner's search will be restricted to the subject matter

encompassed by the claims. This first action will torminato

with the setting of a three-month shortened period for re-

sponse.

2. During the three-month period for response, applicant

is encouraged to arrange for an interview with the Examiner

in order to resolve, with finality, as many issues as possible.

In order to afford the Examiner time for reflective considera-

tion before the interview, applicant or his representative

should cause to be placed in the hands of the Examiner at

least one working day prior to the interview, a copy (clearly

denoted as such) of the amendment that he proposes to file

in response to the Examiners action. Such a paper will not

become a part of the file, but will form a basis for discussion

at the interview.

3. Subsequent to the interview, or responsive to the Ex-

aminer's first action if no interview was had, applicant will

file his "record" response. The response at this stage, to be

proper, must be restricted to the rejections, objections, and

requirements made. Any amendment which would require

broadening the search field will be treated as not a proper

response.

4. The examiner will within one month from the date of

receipt of applicant's formal response, take up the applica-

tion for final disposition. This disposition will constitute

either a final action which terminates with the .setting of a

three-month period for response, or a notice of allowance.

No further response will be made by the Examiner after a

final action with the exceptions that (a) an Examiner's

Answer may be prepared in response to an appeal brief, or

(b) the application may be passed to issue.

5. A personal Interview after final Office action will not be

permitted unless requested by the Examiner. However, tele-

phonic interviews will be permitted where appropriate for the

purpose of correcting any minor matters which remain out-

standing.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Dec. 14, 1965. Assistant Commissioner.

[822 O.G. 2]

application to no more than ten claims. The petition for

special status will be granted regardless of the number of

claims pending in the application at any time provided all

other remaining conditions of this program are met (see

MPEl* 70S.02).
RICHARD A. WAHL,

June 12, 1908. Assistant Vommissioner.

[852 O.G. 509]

(02) I'ROSECUTIO.N OF PaTE.NT APPLICATIONS

After Final Action

(90) Special Examining Procedcre for Certain-

New Applications

The practice of granting special status to certain new

applications as set forth In the Notice of December 14, 1965.

822 O.G. 2. Is modified to the extent Indicated below in the

case where' the Office determines that all of the claims pre-

sented are not obviously directed to a single invention.

Where the claims in a case are directed to more than

one Invention, an election without traverse will be a pre-

requisite to the grant of special status.

The election may be made by applicant at the time of filing

the petition for special status. Should applicant fail to In-

clude an election with the original papers or petition and the

Office determines that a requirement should be made, the

established telephone restriction practice will he followed.

If otherwise proper, examination on the merits will pro-

ceed on claims drawn to the elected invention.

If applicant refuses to make an election without traverse,

the application will not be further examined at that time.

The petition will be denied on the ground that the claims are

not directed to a single invention, and the application will

await action in Its regular turn.

Divisional applications directed to the non-elected inven-

tions will not automatically be given special status based on

papers filed with the petition In the parent case. Each such

application must meet on its own all requirements for the new

special status.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Mar 21 1967. Assistant Commissioner.

[837- O.G. 667]

Experience over the past several months indicates the need

to pe-emphaslze certain areas of examining procedure outlined

In Assistant Commissioner' Wahl's address to the Patent

Examining Corps on September 24, 19G5 (819 O.G. 893).

Certain paragraphs or parts thereof are quoted below, with

emphasis added.

"It is planned, accordingly, that prosecution before

the examiner should bo essentially concluded after appli-

cant's first response and the examiner's reply thereto.

No amendments to claims, nor new claims, should be

entered after final rejection, except in rare instances,

unless it is readily apparent that, these place the case in

condition for allowance or matci-ially reduce or simplify

the issues for appeal. .Uso, no amendments should be

entered tchich raise new issues or require further search.

However. If a response to a final rejection Is received

and It would clearly place the case in condition for allow-

ance except for minor matters which could be cleared

up over the telephone, the examiner should telephone

applicant or his attorney or agent to try to promptly

clear up such matters."

"In general, a very complete and thoroughly considered

first response bu applicant irtJl be in order because it

will determine the form and content of the r/nim.s, not

only for the final consideration by the examiner, but also

by the Board of Appeals if appeal be taken. In this

connection, attention Is directed to suggestions set forth

In notices In the Official Gazette in recent years that

applicant should Include in his application at the time

of filing or after the first complete action, the most

detailed claim that he would be willing to accept as well

as the broadest claim to which he considers himself

entitled."

(91) Special Examining Procedure

The Special Examining Procedure whereby a new applica-

tion may be granted special status and advanced for examina-

tion is hereby revised to remove the condition limiting the

"\ third change in procedure is that In all cases

wherein the examiner decides that a requirement for

restriction to one Invention or for election of species

must be made, a telephone call will be made to applicant

or his representative advising him of the situation and

requesting a prompt election by return teleph«>ne call if

the decision cannot be made immediately. VShen tne

election is made by telephone, the examiner In his action

win make of record the complete requirement and will

state the date of the call, the name of the applicant or

his representative who made the election, and the result

of the election. Such restriction or election requirements

will, of course, be subject to written •^l"^^*'' /"'•
/f°",

slderatlon (traverse) In accordance with Rule l*-*- "

no reply Is received to the examiner's telephoned require-

ment within a reasonable period, about three wo king

days, he will proceed to make the requirement in a

written action as heretofore."

In further Implementation of these P'f^'J"^^^' *'^", '""^
ing paragraphs add further details to take effect on the date

l/thls notice and to apply to all Office actions takn or

written, and to all communications received from applicant.

on or after the effective date. I

riNAL action and TRE-ArPBAL

The prosecution of an application before the examiner

ehould ordinarily be concluded rcith the final action. How-

exer, one personal interview and one u>Titten response by

applicant may be entertained after such final action ./ c^r.

eZstances ^carrant. Thus, only one request
^J

"PPlican

for a personal interview after final should be granted, but
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In exceptional circumstances, a second personal Interview may

be initiated by the examiner if in his judgment ttls would

allowance. Any amendment submitted under Rule llG(a) and

Rule 116(b) for purposes of appeal should be presented In

materially assist In placing the application in condition for

the first response after final action and will be considered as

heretofore ; If any amendments are submitted after the ex-

aminer's reply to such first response, they should be refused

<>ntry ns not warranted ;it this stage of prosecution, even

though such amendments allegedly present rejected claims in

better condition for appeal. Similarly, no affidavit should he

considered If presented later than with the first response after

final unless a showing Is made under Rule 110(b).

The practice will be continued of advising applicant by

means of the recently Introduced form letter (POL-303) as

to the disposition of proposed amendments to the claims and

as to the effect of any argument or affidavit submitted In the

first response after final action.

If a response subsequent to the first response after final

a(iion is received before appeal and which on its face clearly

lilacrs the application in condition for aliowancp, it should

be entered and a notice of allowability (POI^255) promptly

sent to applicant ; if such subsequent response does not on

its face place the application In condition for allowance, It

should not be considered further (unless. In the examiner's

judgment, there are only minor matters which could be readily

cleared up in a telephone Interview leading to a notice of

allowance) and should be refused entry. A form letter

(POL-309) win be used for notification that such subsequent

responses do not place the application in condition for allow-

ance.

Requests for extension of the shortened statutory period for

reply after final action, under Rule 130(b), will be considered

by the Primary Examiner and If granted will be for not more

than one month ;
petitions for further extensions will be

decided by the Commissioner or his designees In this matter.

It should be noted that, under Rule 181(f), the filing of a

Rule 181 petition will not stay the period for reply to an

Examiner's action which may be running against an appli-

cation.

APPEAL AND POST-APPEAL

The record on appeal should be essentially the record before

the examiner at the time appeal is taken. Thus, no amend-

ments, except under Rule 193(h), presented after appeal has

been taken should be entered for purposes of appeal, and no

exception should be made to this, see Rule lir.(c). Amend-

ments, arguments, or affidavits filed concurrently with or of

even date with appeal notice will he construed as filed after

appeal for the purpose of this procedure, even tliough they

may be the first response to the final action. In accordance

with Rule 195. affidavits or exhibits submitted after the case

has been appealed should be considered for entry only if

applicant makes the necessary showing why they were not

earlier presented ; Rule 195 should he strictly construed in

this regard. If after appeal has been taken, a paper is pre-

sented which on its face clearly places the application in

condition for allowance, such paper should be entered and

a notice of allowabnity (POL-255) promptly sent to applicant.

If such paper does not on its face place the application in

condition for anowance, It should not be considered further

(unless in the examiner's judgment there are only minor

matters which could be readily cleared up in a telephone Inter-

view leading to a notice of anowance) and proposed amend-

ments therein should not be entered. Notification that such

papers do not place the application in condition for allowance

will be made by use of a form letter (POL-309).

In accordance with the above, the Brief should be directed

to the claims and to the record of the case as they appeared

upon filing the appeal, but it may, of course, withdraw from

consideration on appeal any claims or Issues as desired by

appellant.

Upon timely filing of a Brief, It will be referred to the

examiner for^hls consideration of Its propriety as to the

appeal issues and for preparation of an Examiner's Answer

if the Brief Is proper and the application is not allowable.

The Examiner's Answer will normally be of the shortened

type referring to and relying on the final action ; It may with-

draw rejection of claims or any objection or requirement as

desired by the examiner. No new ground of rejection or ob-

jection should be Incorporated In the Examiner's Answer

without express approval in each case by the Group Manager.

restriction and election

A basic policy of the streamlined examining program is

that the second action on the merits should be made final.

In those applications wherein a requirement for restriction

or election is accompanied by the rejection of linking or

generic claims, such action will be considered to be an action

on the merits and the next action by the examiner should be

made final. It may thus be to applicant's advantage to make

a telephone election in such cases prior to the first action.

Requirements for restriction or election will continue to be

governed by existing criteria. However. In stating a require-

ment for restriction hereafter there should be no citation of^

patents to show separate status or classification or utility.

The separate inventions should as heretofore be identified by

a grouping of the claims with a short description of the total

extent of the invention/ claimed In each group, specifying the

type or relationship of each group as by stating the group is

drawn to process, or to subcombination, or to product, etc..

and should Indicate the classification or separate status of

each group, as for example, by class and subclass.

The period for response to a requirement for restriction or

election, where there is no rejection of claims, will hereafter

be set at 30 days.

manual of patent examining procedure

Procedures currently set forth In the Manual of Patent

Examining Procedure which may be in conflict with the above

are superseded by those anounced above. Change Notices

and replacement pages will be issued in due course.

MANUAL of clerical PROCEDURE #
This Information wni also be Incorporated In the Manual

of Clerical procedure.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

[824 O.G. 4 (Mar. 1, 1966)]

(93) Double Patenting

In view of the uncertain situation which has arisen as a

result of recent decisions dealing with "double patenting"

it is thought to be advisable to restate the practice which

should be followed In this area, particularly as regards the

effect of terminal disclaimers. The term "double patenting"

is properly applicable only to cases involving two or more

applications and/or patents of the same inventive entity and

should not be applied to situations Involving commonly owned

cases of different inventive entities. Sole and Joint Inventors

cannot constitute a single entity, nor do two or more sets of

joint inventors constitute a single entity if any individual is

included in either set who is not also Included In the other.

If two or more cases are filed by a single inventive entity,

and if the expiration dates of the patents, granted or to he

granted, are the same, either because of a common issue date

or by reason of the filing of one or more terminal disclaimers,

two or more patents may properly be granted. If the claims

do not overlap, even thouch the subject matter to which the

claims of one case are directed may be obvious In view of the

subject matter claimed in the other case. In re Robeson, 1964

CD. 561, 141 USPQ 485: In re Kaye, 1964 CD. 630. 141

USPQ 829. Claims overlap within the meaning of this state-

ment if it is possible for them to be Infringed by the same

process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter.

Cross reading Is not necessary to constitute such an overlap.

Overlapping claims should not be allowed In cases filed by

the same inventive entity If they are directed to identical

inventive concepts, or if the concept to which ^one set of

claims is directed would be obvious In view of that to which

the other set is directed. This is true regardless of the rela-

tive filing dates of the cases or the relative scope of the claims.

In situations involving cases filed by different inventive

entitles, regardless of ownership, Sections 102 and 103 of

35 U.S.C preclude the granting of two or more patents when

directed to Identical Inventive concepts or when one of the

concepts would be obvious In view of the other. A terminal

disclaimer can have no effect in this situation since the basis

for refusing more than one patent is not connected with any

extension of monopoly.

In view of 35 U.S.C. 135, it Is necessary to determine pri-

ority of invention whenever two different inventive entitles

are claiming a single Inventive concept, and this determination
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should ordlnarUy be made before any patent .« s.ued. Th .

?, tri regardless of ownership, and the provision of Rule

201(cT that interferences will not be declared or continued

betw in commonly owned cases unless .ood cause is s^^^vn

thlrefor does not mean that two patents "^'m h^ raUed
fn such cases but that the common assignee should be called

'on to Stat" which of the entities Involved Is prior to the other

'°
'c^^rmnlu-^^thrassignee of two or more cases of different

imentive ent ties, containing conflicting claims, should be

"aled on to maintain a line of demarcation between them

I? such a line is not maintained then, when one of 'he cases

s n condition for allowance, claims covering «he c°°X ^^3
subject matter should be suggested as prov.de.l in «"1^ -"^^

ca?e being taken to insure that such clain>s cover all the

conflicttg matter and the assignee should be called pn to

state which entity is the prior inventor of that subject matter

and t^ limit the claims of the other application accord ngl>^

If the assignee does not comply with this requirement and

presents the interfering claims In both cases. »nin.erference

should be declared, attention being (Urected tlMule 208 1

there is a common attorney. If suggested c alms are not

presented within the time allowed, rejectionf -'^jj ^^
"'^*''

on the ground of disclaimer as indicated in Rule 203(b)

In the event that a common assignee, after taking out a

patent on one of two or more applications, for the first time

presents claims in a pending application which are not patent^

ably distinct from claims of the patent, the claims of the

application should be rejected on the ground that the assignee

bv taking out the pateiu at a time when the application w.is

not claiming the patented invention. Is estopped to contend

that the patentee is not the prior inventor.

If a patent is inadvertently issued on one of two commonly

owned applications by different inventive entities which at

the time when the patent issued were claiming inventions

which are not patentably distinct, the assignee should Ik. called

on to mivJje a determination of priority as in the case of pend-

ing applications and, if no electio* is made, an interference

should be declared. An election of the applicant as the first

Inventor should not be accepted without a complete (not

terminal) disclaimer of the conflicting claims In the patent

or by reason of the filing of one or more terminal d'^^/f '""/'•

two or more patents may properly be granted provided the

claims of the different cases are not drawn to the J'ame in^

vention {In re Knohl. 155 USI'Q 586; In re Onsurold. 150

USl'Q 804). _ , ,
.,- ,

Claims that differ from each other (aside from minor differ-

ences in language, punctuation, etc.). whether or not the

difference is obvious, are not considered to be drawn to the

same invention. In cases where the difference is obvious,

terminal disclaimers are effective to overcome rejections on

double i.atenting. However, such terminal disclaimers shou d

include a provision that the patent shall expire Immediately

if it ceases to be commonly owned with the other application

or patent. ^, .. ^
Where there Is no such difference, the Inventions arc the

same and a terminal disclaimer is Ineffective.

Feb. 18. 1069.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Commissioner.

[860 O.G. 6611

Jan. 9. 196T.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
Commissioner.

1834 O.G. 16151

(-.tf.) NoN Final Seionk Action Rejkctiox PR.^mrr,

Experience since September 1. lOOfi. indicates that the

non-final second action rejection practice announced on a

trill baMx at si!) O.r,. 17.". (Ml'.E.r. Change Notice 10—1)

has worked o„t s;itisfacforlly for both the Office and the ap-

I.licant-;. EfT.'ctiv.. immediately, that practice as restated

iM'low will be followi'd on a regular basis.

Swond actions on the merits will not be made final where

the eNamin.«r infroduc-s a now croiind of rej.-ction not neces-

.itited bv amendment of the application by the applicant.

Inrtber. in carrying out this poli.-y. a scon-i action on the

merits in anv application will not be made final if it includes

a reje.-tion of anv claim not amended by applicant where

;,,.at reje.tion relies on newly cited art. Al.so. amendments

,.„„„,lving with ol.j.-rtio.K or requirements as to f«™ "^ "^

t„. permitted after final action in accordance with Rub

"'"'*"^-
RICHARD A. W.MIL.

Jan. 30, 19C7. Assistant Commissioner.

1835 O.r,. 7151

(94) Modification of Notice of Janu.art 31, 1967

The practice set forth In the notice of January 31. 1907,

entitled "Double Patenting" (834 O.O. 1G15), is modified to

thB extent that when a single inventive entity is involved a

terminal disclaimer will be accepted to avoid a double patent-

ing rejection even if the claims overlap. If the claims which

would otherwise be subject to such rejection could not have

been allowed In the other application or patent, and if the

terminal disclaimer further provides that the patent shall

expire immediately If it ceases to be commonly owned with

the other application or patent.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.

Feb 14. 1968. Commissioner.

[848 O.G. 1]

(95) DOI-BLE P.VTEXTI.NG AXl> TERMINAL DISCLAIMER

The practice concerning double patenting and the effect of

a terminal disclaimer on such a rejection is set out below.

The notices of January 9. 1967, and February 14, 1968. re-

lating. to this subject are hereby superseded except with ref-

erence to the practice described involving different inventive

entities.

Claims should be rejected on double patenting only In cases

Involving two or more applications and/or patents of the

same Inventive entity and not In situations involving com-

monly owned cases of different inventive entitles. Commonly

owned cases of different Inventive entitles are to be treated

in the manner set out in MPEP 804.03.

If two or more cases are filed by a single inventive entity,

and if the expiration dates of the patents, granted or to be

granted, are the same, either because of a common issue date

,j,-, NKW FIUST A<TION PROCEnrRE

Effective January 2. 1908. a new »^"ctlce Involving ^he

use of a revised form for the first page of the lirst Offue

Action wiil be instituted. The use of this new f..m w .1 ntr.

auce some new practices and pn.ce.lnres and will t™"^!
the "interview Practice Preliminary to

^^^^'^^f
v^C 132" announced August 1. 19<-.T. at 841 O.r.. 1.

The heading of the revised form containing the add ess

and appl cation identification will have a completely revise

Jormat to facilitate future pre-actlon addressing by automatic

''rnTier'The new procedure, the Examiner wiil signify on the

revis d form certain Informatb.n including the P-'"'' -/;.':

response, any attachments, and, in a "summary of action,

the position taken on all claims.

tL new procedure will also allow the Examiner. In the

ex^rcse oTh'is professional judgment, to Ind^-te hat ad-

record. Including apidicanfs arguments for allowablUtj

required by Rule 111-
richaRD A. WAUL.

^ ,, .ar-T Assistant Commissioner.
Dec. 11. 190 «.

[845 O.G. 1205]
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(98) COXTINITATIOXS—RE.S JmiCATA REJECTIONS

Some confusion exists in the interpretation of the estab-

lished Office policy regarding the use of res judicata rejections.

To clarify the Manual on this point the following changes are

made-

—

The second paragraph of MPEP 201.07 Is rewritten

to read :

At any time before the patenting or abandonment of

or termination of proceedings on his earlier application,

an applicant may have recourse to filing a continuation

in order to introduce into the case a new sot of claims

and to establish a right to further examination by the

primary Ex.nmlner.

The last two sentences of MPEP 201.11 are deleted.

MPEP 706.03(w) is rewritten to read :

A prior adjudication against the Inventor on the same

or similar claims constitutes a proper ground of rejection

as res judicata. See Fx parte Buddc, 150 USPQ 409;

828 O.O. 409. The rejection should be used only when

the earlier decision was a decision of the Board of Ap-

peals or any of the reviewing courts, and when the time

for further court review has expired and no such revew

has been sought, or. If filed, the review action is termi-

nated. The timely filing of a second application copending

with an earlier application does not preclude the use of

rex judicata as a ground of rejection for the second appli-

cation claims.

When making a rejection on res judicata, action should

ordinarily be made also on the basis of prior art.

Mar. 18. IOCS.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
.\saistant Commissioner.

[849 O.G. 277]

(09) r.linELINES FOR roNSIPI-RTNO DlSCI.O.SrRE.S OF
Utility in Druo Cases

On December 5, 1967 the text of certain gulflellnes which

the Patent Office proposed to adopt in the examination of

applic.Ttlons for drucs. was published in the Official Gazette

(845 O.G. 1). A hearing was had on January 10, 1968, and all

persons, who desired to, were Invited to attend and to submit

their views, objections, recommendations or suggestions. The

following giililelines are being published after consideration

of all the material and opinions, both written and oral, which

were submitted in response to that Invitation.

Mar. 19. 1908.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Commissioner of Patents.

General

These guidelines are set down to provide uniform handling

of applications disclosing drug or pharmaceutical utility. They

are intended to guide patent examiners and patent applicants

as to criteria for utility statements. They deal with funda-

mental questions and are subject to revision and amendment

If future case law Indicates this to be necessary.

The following two l>aslc principles sh.all be followed In

considering matters relating to the adequacy of disclosure

of utility In drug cases :

(1) The same basic principles of patent law which apply in

the field of chemical arts shall be applicable to drugs, and

(2) The I'atent Office shall confine Us examination of dis-

closure of utility to the application of patent law principles,

recognizing that other agencies of the government have been

assigned the responsibility of assuring conformance to the

standards established by statute for the advertisement, use,

sale or distribution of drugs.i

A drug Is defined by 21 U.S.C. 321(g)

The term "drug" means (A) articles recognized In the

official United States Pharmacopeia, official Homeopathic

Pharmacopeia of the United States, or official National

Formulary, or any supplement to any of them ; and (B)

articles Intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitiga-

tion, treatment, or prevention of disease In man or other

animals; and (C) articles (other than food) intended to

affect the structure or any function of the body of man
or other animals ; and (D) articles intended for use as a

component of any articles specified In clause (A), (B).

or (C) ; but does not include devices or their components,

parts or accessories.

In addition, compositions adapted to be applied to or used

by human beings, e.g., cosmetics, dentifrices, mouthwashes,

etc., may bo treated in the same manner as drugs subject to

the conditions stated.

Any proof of a stated utility or safety required pursuant to

these guidelines may be Incorporated in the application as

filed, or may be subsequently submitted by affidavit If and when
required. The Patent Office, in reaching its own Independent

decisions on questions of utility and how to use under 35,

U.S.C. 101 .ind 112, will continue to avail itself of assistance

and Information from the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare as authorized by 21 U.S.C. 372(b), when necessary.

In accordance with the basic principles set forth above, the

following procedures shall he followed in examining patent

applications In the drug field with regard to disclosures relat-

ing to utility.

35 U.S.C. 101

rtility must bo dofinito and in currently available forni.=

not merely for further investigation or research but commer-

cial availability Is not necessary. Mere assertions such as

"therapeutic agents,"* "for pharmaceutical purposes,"* "bio-

logical activity," 5 "intermediates,"' and for making further

unspecified preparations are regarded as Insufficient.

If the asserted utility of a compound is believable on Its

face to persons skilled i-n the art in view of the contemporary

knowledge in the art, tlien the burden Is upon the examiner

to j.'ivo ad<M|iiato support for rejections for lack of utility under

this section.^ On the other hand, incredible statements • or

statements deemed unlikily to be correct l»y one skilled in the

art • in view of the contemporary knowledge in the art will

require adequate proof on the part of applicants for patents.

I'roof of utility under this section may be established by

clinical or in vivo or in vitro data, or combinations of these,

which would be convincing to those skilled In the art." More
larticularly. If the utility- relied on Is directed solely to the

treatments of humans, evidence of utility, if required, must

generally be clinical evhlence." Although animal tests may be

a<loqu.'ite where the art would accept these as appropriately

correlated with human utility.'^ If there is no assertion of

human utility," or if there is an assertion of animal utility,"

operativoness for use on standard test animals Is adequate

for patent purposes.

Exceptions exist with respect to the general rule relating

to tlie treatment of humans. For example, compositions whose

properties are generally predictable from a knowledge of their

components, such as laxatives, antacids and certain topical

preparations, require little or no clinic proof.>"

Although absolute safety is not necessary to meet the utility

requirement umler this section, a drug which Is not sufficiently

safe under the conditions of use for which it is said to be

1 /n re Krimmel. 48 CCPA 1116. 292 F.2d 948. 1.30 USPQ
215: In re Hartop et al., 50 CCPA 780. 311 F.2d 249, 135
USPQ 419.

' nrcnner v. Manson. 383 U.S. 519, 148 USPQ 689.

^Cf. Itt re Lorrnz et al. 49 CCPA 1227. 30.''. F.2d S75. 134
USPQ 312. cf. Ex parte lirockmann et al., 127 USPQ 57.

In re Dicdrich, 50 CCPA 1355, 318 F.2d 946, 138 USPQ
12S.
5/n re Kirk et al. 54 CCPA 1119. 153 USPQ 48; Ecc parte

I.anham. 135 USPQ 106.
• In re Join et al.. 54 CCPA 1159. 153 USPQ 45 ; In re Kirk

ct al., 54 CCPA 1119. 153 USPQ 48.

In re Ca^ave, 54 CCPA 1524. 154 USPQ 92.

"/n re Citron. 51 CPPA 852. 325 F.2d 248. 139 USPQ 516;
In re Obcnreoer, 28 CCPA 749. 115 F.2d 826, 47 USPQ 455 ;

Fx parte Moore et al.. 128 USPQ 8.

» In rr h'ii.->kin, 5.1 CCPA 872. 3.'i4 F.2d 395. 148 USPQ 221

:

In re Pottirr, 54 CCPA 1293. 153 USPQ 407: In re Novak
ct al. 49 CCPA 1283. 300 F.2d 924. 134 USPQ 335. See also.

In re Irons, 52 CCPA 93S. 340 F.2d 974. 144 rSP<} 351.
'"7.1 re Irons, 52 CCPA 93S. 340 F.2d 924. 144 USPQ 351 :

Ix parte Paschall. SS USPQ 131 -Ex parte Pennell et al., 99
USI'Q .'iO : Fx parte Ferguson. IIT USPQ 229 ; Ex parte Tim-
mis. 123 USPQ 581.
" Ex parte Timmis, 123 USPQ 581.
n In re Hartop et al, .50 CCPA 780, 311 F.2d 249, 135

USPQ 419 : Fx parte Murphy. 1.34 USPQ 134.

'»Cf niicke v. Treves, 44 CCPA 753. 241 F.2d 71 S. 112
USPQ 472 : In re Krimmel. 48 CCPA 1116. 292 F.2d 94S, 130
USPQ 215: In re TH.dsnn. 48 CCPA 1125. 292 F.2d 943. 130
UST'Q 224 : In re Ilitchings, 52 CCPA 1141. 342 F. 2d 80, 144
USPQ 037.

^^ In re Bernel et al. 48 CCPA 1102. 292 F.2d 955, 130
rSPQ 200 ; Fx parte Melvin. 155 USPQ 47.

1= Er parte Harrison et al, 129 USPQ 172 ; Ex parte Lewin,
140 USPQ 70.
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effective will not Satisfy the utility requirement.^* Proof of

laf^tv <»hall be required only In those caf=es were adequate

reltons can be advanced by the examiner for believln. that

[he d"s is unsafe, and shall be accepted if it establishes a

reasonable probability of safety.

55 U.S.C. lit

K mere statement of utility for pharmacolortcal or cjiemo-

therape" ic purpose. ma>- raise a question "^-^ '-^
J ^„

Section 112. particularly ". . . as to enable an> person

skTl ed m the art to which it pertains ... to use the ame^

S he statement of utility contains within It a connotation o

how to use. and/or the art recognizes that standard modes of

aSminu"ra ion are contemplated. Section 112 is satisfied. " I

the use disclosed is of such nature that the art is un«-"e of

successful treatments with chemically analoROUs compounds

a more complete statement of how to use must be supplied

th^n if such analogy were not present. - It Is not necessary to

specify the dosage or method of use if it is obvious to one

skUled m the art that such information could be obtained

without undue experimentation."

With respect to the adequacy of disclosure that a claimed

genus possesses an asserted utility representative examples

together with a statement applicable to the ^enus as a whole

will ordinarily be sufficient If It would be deemed likely by

one skilled in the art. In view of contemporary knowledge in

the art that the» claimed genus would possess the asserted

utilltv" Proof of utility will be required for other members of

the claimed genus only In those cases where adequate reasons

can be advanced by the examiner for believing that the genus

as a whole does not possess the asserted utility. Conversely,

a sufficient number of representative examples. If disclosed

In the prior art will constitute a disclosure of the genus to

which they belong.

In the case of mixtures including a drug as an Ingredient,

or mixtures which are drugs, or methods of treating a specific

condition with a drug, whether old or new. a specific example

should ordinarily be set forth, which should Include the or-

ganism treated. In appropriate cases, such an example may be

inferred from the disclosure taken as a whole and/or the

knowledge In the art (e.g., gargle).

Where the claimed compounds are capable of several differ-

ent utilities and one use Is adequately described In accordance

with the,se guidelines, additional utilities will be Investigated

for compliance with Sections 101 and 112 only If not believ-

able on their face to those ordinary .skill in the art in view

of the contemporary knowledge of the art. Failure to meet

these standards may resulj In a requirement to cancel such

additional utilities.*'

(101) Re.tections Not Bared ov Prior Art

The primary oblect of the examination of an application Is

to determine whether or not the claims define a patentable

advance over the prior art. This consideration should not be

relegated to a secondary position while undue emphasis la

given to non prior art or "technical" rejections. Effort in

examining should be concentrated on truly essential matters,

minimizing or eliminating effort on matters which may have

plaved a part in the examination process in the past but

which are not really critical. Where a major technical rejec-

tion Is proper (e.g.. lack of proper disclosure, undue breadth,

utility, etc.) such rejection should be stated with a full de-

velopment of the reasons rather than by a mere conclusion

coupled with some stereotyped expression.

Generally speaking, the inclusion of (1) negative limita-

tions and (2) alternative expressions, provided that the al-

ternatively expressed elements are basically equivalents for

the purpose of the invention, are permitted if no uncertainty

or amhlg\iity with respect to the question of scope or breadth

of the claim is presented.

The examiner has the responsibility to make sure the word-

ing of the claims is sufficiently definite to reaaonably deter-

mine the scope. It Is applicant's responsibility to select proper

wording of the claim, except to the extent that the selection

of words makes the claims Indefinite. Under no circumstances

should a claim be rejected merely because the Examiner pre-

fers a different choice of wording.

Relections not based on prior art are explained In 706.0.1(a)

to 706 03(v). IF THE ITALICIZED LANGUAGE IN THESE
SECTIONS IS INCORPORATED IN THE REJECTION.

THERE WILL BE LESS CHANCE OF A MISUNDERSTAND-
ING AS TO THE GROUNDS OF REJECTION.

July 23, 1968.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
ABBiatant CommiBBioneTy

(853 O.G. 603]

(102) Revised Design Patent Practice

'•/n re Hartop et al. 50 CCPA 780. 311 F.2d 249. 135

"^if^f'^V^n re JohnBon. 48 CCPA 7.^1. 282 F.2d 370 127

DSPQ 21fi : In re Hitchinga et al.. 52 CCPA 1141. 342 F.2d 80.

^Blnre Mourcu et al.. 52 CCPA 13«3. M5 F 2d R95. 145

USPQ 452: In re Schmidt et al^ 54 CCPA 1577. 153 USPQ

^*?«/n re Opnennuer. .-^ICCPA 124S 14."? F,2d <>74 fi? USPO
297: In re CavaUito et al. 48 CCPA 711. 282 ^2^ ^11.}^^
T'SPO 202 : In re CnraVito et nl. 48 rcPA 720 2^2 F 2.1 3r.3.

127 rSPQ 200 : In re Schmidt. 48 CCPA 1140. 20.T: F 2d 274.

no rsno 404 : In re CavnWtn. 40 CCPA I.?;?.*? ^0« F ''d .VVi.

134 rSPQ 370 : In re Surrey, 54 CCPA 855. 370 F.2d 349. IM
USPQ 724 : In re Lund et al.. 54 CCPA 1361. 153 USPQ 625.

» Ex parte Lanham. 121 USPQ 223 : Ex parte Moore et al.

128 rSPO 8: In re Citron. .-SI rCPA R52 .12.". F2d ^4S 119

TTSPO 51fi : fn re Gottlieb et al.. 51 CCPA 1114. 328 F.2d lOlfi.

140 USPQ 665
f849 O.Q 5671

The following changes are being instituted In order to

clarify the distinction between the ornamental design for an

article being claimed in a design patent and its environment.

These changes are to be followed in the examination of all

design applications as of the date of this notice. It is sug

gested that applicants initiate compliance with these changes

In all pending design applications.

The ornamental design which is being claimed must be

shown In solid lines in the drawing. Dotted lines for the pur-

pose of Indicating unimportant or immaterial features of the

designed article are no longer permitted. There are no por-

tions of a design which are immaterial or unimportant. In re

nium, 852 O.G. 1045 : 153 USPQ 177.

The title of the article being claimed in a design patent

must correspond to the name of the article shown in solid

lines In the drawing. ^ . „.RICHARD A. WAHL.

Feb 26 1969. .4««>«tanf CommiBaioner.

[860 O.G. 999]

(100) Applications To Be Taken Up Special

Hereafter the existence of the following facts* will place

the application concerned in the category of special cases. I.e.,

those to be advanced out of regular order for examination.

Once a case is taken up for action by an Examiner accord-

ing to Its effective filing date. It should be treated as special

by any Examiner. Art Unit or Group to which it may subse-

quently be transferred. Exemplary situations Includes: (1)

new cases transferred as the result of a telephone election,

and (2) cases transferred as the result of a timely response

to any official action.

RICHARD A. WAHX,.

Feb. 29. 1968. Aaaiatant Commiaaioner.

[850 O.G. 41

(103) "MERE FCNCTION OF MACHINE"—REJECTION

In view of the decision of the Court of Customs ""d Patent

\nneals In M re Tnrc:ii-Uornoch appearing at 1..R I SPQ 141.

process or method claims ^vlll no longer be subject to a rejec-

tion bv Patent Office examiners solely on the ground that

thev define the inherent function of a disclose,l machine

or apparatus. Accordingly, the subject matter of MPEP

706.03(r) is inapplicable and hereby cancelled.

RICHARD A. WAHL,

Feb. 10. 1969. Aaaiatant Commisaioner.

[861 O.G. 343]

(104) Final Re.iection—First Action

The claims of a new application may be finally rejected

In the first Office action In those situations where (1) the
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new application Is a continuing application of, or a substi-

tute for. an earlier application, and (2) all claims of the new

application (a) are drawn to the same invention claimed in

the earlier application, and (b) would have been properly

finally rejected on the art of record In the next Office action

if they had been entered In the earlier application. A first

action final rejection In a continuation-in-part application

Is not proper where any claim Includes subject matter not

present In the parent case.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Mar. 20, 1969. Aaaiatant Commiaaioner.

[861 O.G. 1011]

(105) Claim Interpretation•
The notice of January 15. 19r.8. appearing In the Official

Gazette of February 13. 1908 (847 O.G. 331) and concerned

with statements relating to the scope of the Invention claimed

In patent applications, is hereby rescinded.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Sept. 12, 1969. Aaaiatant Commiaaioner.

[867 O.G. 1]

(106) Examination of Patent applications on

COMPl'TER PROORAMS

Notice of Reaciaaion of Guidelinea

Notice regarding the adoption by the Patent Office of guide-

lines for the examination of patent applications on computer

programs was published In the Federal Reelster of October 22.

1968 (33 F.R. 15R00), and In the Official Gazette of the

Patent Office of October 22. 1968 (fi^H O.G. 829).

In view of the decision by the T'.S. Court of Customs and

Patent Appeals in "In re Prater et al.," 162 USPQ 541. 866

O.G. 1034 (1969). the adopted guidelines are hereby rescinded,

effective Immediately. For the time being, adontion of new

guidelines for the examination of patent applications Is being

deferred pending further judicial Interpretation of the law on

a case-by-case basis.

Consideration of "In re Prater et al." has brought into

question the advisability of issuing guidelines for the exami-

nation of patent applications on computer programs. Parties

who desire to present their views, recommendations, or sug-

gestions concerning such guidelines are Invited to do so, by

letter addressed to the Commissioner of Patents, Washington,

DC. 20231. Those parties who recommend the Issuance of

such guidelines are invited to submit comments concerning the

proposed language of the guidelines.-

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. Jr.,

Commiaaioner of Patenta.

Approved : October 3, 1969.

MVRON Tribcs,
,

Aaaiatant Secretary for Science and Technology.

[F.R. Doc. 6912194 : filed, Oct. 9, 1969, 8 : 48 a.m.]

Publiahed Si F.R. ISTik, October 10, 1969

[868 O.G. 349]

(107) Certain Cases

Reopening After Deciaion, Board of Appeala

Effective with the date of this notice the Commissioner of

Patents will, on a trial basis, entertain petitions under

I 1.198 of Tllle 37, Code of Federal Hegulatlons (Patent

Office Rule 19!), to reopen certain cases In which an appli-

cant has sougl t review under 35 U.S.C. 141 or 145. This pro-

cedure is restricted to cases which have been decided by the

Board of Appeals ^nd which are amendable to settlement

without the need for going forward with the court proceeding.

Such petitions will ordinarily be granted only In the follow-

ing categories of cases :

1. When the decision of the Board of Appeals asserts that

not include a disclosed limitation or becau.se they suffer from
some other curable defect, and the decision reasonabljr Is

suggestive that claims including the limitation or devoid of

the defect will be allowable ;

2. When the decision of the Board of Appeals asserts that
the rejection of the claims Is proper because the record does
not include evidence of a specified character, and Is reason-

ably suggestive that if such evidence were presented, the

appealed claims would be allowable, and It is demonstrated
that such evidence presently exists and can be offered ; or

3. When the decision of the ^^rd of Appeals Is based on

a practice, rule, law, or judicial^recedent which, since the

Board's decision, has been rescinded, repealed, or overruled.

Any such petition must be accompanied by the proposed

amendment, evidence, or argument said to justify allowance

of the claims. The petition further must point out how the

case falls within one of the preceding categories. Failure to

do so or failure of the case to qualify as coming within one

of the categories will usually constitute haseS for denying

the petition. In any event, no case will he reopened unless

it is for the consideration of matters not already adjudicated,

and sufficient cause has been shown.

Such petitions will not he ordinarily entertained after the
^

filing of the Commissioner's brief in cases in which review

has been sought under 35 U.S.C. 141, or after trial in a

."^S U.S.C. 145 case.

In the case of an appeal under 35 U.S.C. 141, if the peti-

tion is granted, steps will be taken to request the court to re-

mand the case to the Patent Office and if so remanded the

proposed amendments, evidence, and arguments will be en-

tered of record in the application file for consideration, and

further action will be taken by the Board of Appeals in the

first instance or by ihe Examiner as may be appropriate. In

the case of civil action under 35 U.S.C. 145, steps will he

taken for obtaining dismissal of the action without prejudice

to consideration of the proposals.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR.,

Commi.<isioner of Patenta.

Approved : Oct. 16, 1969.

MvnoN Tninrs,

As.'iistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

[F.R. Doc. 69-12674 ; Filed Oct. 22, 1969 ; 8 :48 a.m.]

Published in Si F.R. 17210, Oct. 23. 1969

[868 O.G. 10581

(108) Prosecution and Delivery of Amendments

General

Many of the difficulties encountered in the prosecution of

patent applications after final rejection may be alleviated If

each applicant Includes, at the time of filing or no later than

the first response, claims varying from the broadest to which

he believes he Is entitled to the most detailed that he is will-

ing to accept. »

Proaecution After Final Rejection

To expedite the resolution of cases under final rejection,

an amendment filed at any tfme after final rejection but before

an appeal brief Is filed, may be entered upon ^r after filing

of an appeal provided the total effect of the amendment is to

(1) remove issues for appeal, and/or (2) adopt Examiner sug-

gestions. Of course, if the amendment necessitates a Hew

search, raises the issue of new matter, presents additional

claims' without cancelling a corresponding number of finally

rejected claims, or otherwise Introduces new issues, it will

not be entered. Examiners will continue to respond to all non-

entered amendments after final rejection, and will indicate the

status of each claim of record or proposed, including the

designation of claims that would be entered on the filing of an

appeal if filed In a separate paper. It should be noted that an

amendment placing a case in condition for allowance will be

enterable by the Examiner at any stage prior to forwarding

the answer on appeal. Except where an amendment merely

cancels claims and/or adopts Examiner suggestions, removes

issues for appeal, or In some other way requires only a cursory

the rejection of the claims Is proper because the claims do review by the Examiner, compliance with the requirement of
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a sbowins nn.1or Rule lir,(b> will be pxixrted of all amrn.l-

TTipnts aftt-r final r.'iivtlon.

In accordnnco ^vitll prior practice. In onlor to pr.-vent aban

.lonmenr. a timely filed amendment after final .reje-ti-.n tl.at

reaches the Examiner near tl.e end or after the explrntion of

the period for response, mny be entered in pnrt if tlds can be

done to make the case allowable (e=.. a secoml amend.nent

after final rejection filed on the last .lay of the resj.onse i.eriod.

where no appeal has been filed and the amen.lment cancels

all re.iecte<l claims and proposes to :.dd claims, at least one

of which is unpatentable, entry would be approved to the ex-

tent of cancelling the rejected claims and cntennc only the

patentable, claims). ,,,,.,
Onlv one attorney-Initiated personal Interview wl.l be per-

mitted after final rejection. However, the Examiner ma.v In t.

ate an Interview anytime he believes It would expedite the

prosecution of the application.

Hand DcUreru of Paper*

For purposes of ronvenlence In those cases where the attor-

ney and the Examiner acree that a proposed niu.ndment dis-

cussed durinc n personal interview would place the applica-

tion In condition for allowance, the amendment may he left

with the Examiner to become an official paper In the file with

out routing throueh the mall room, provided no additional

fees are required. Wliere the case is under final rejection. If

chances In the proposed amendment arc necessa-ry and these

chances are not practic.al to be made by Examiner's Amend-

ment the attorney or a local associate will he permitted to

hand' deliver n corrected amendment to the Examiner, pro-

vided no additional fees are reouired and further that the

amendment Is submitted to the Examiner by the end of the

next working day foUowinR the interview and within the

period for response.

The Examiner who accepts these amendments will write

t'entrv approved" in the left-hand mareln of the first pace of

the amendment, date and initial the amendment, and then

have It date stamped with the r.roup Stamp. Eor applications

under final rejection acceptance of a hand delivered amend-

ment win require the Initials of a Primary Examiner.

The privllece of personal delivery of papers by attorneys

to the Examli»l«C r.roups is extended to reonests for exten^

slons of time In addition to amendments of the type referred

to above. ^ . ,,tRTCITARn A. WAHL.

KOT. 10. 1969. .\9»iKtant Commissioner.

[869 O.G. 345]

is limited to proposes! "responses" before final rejection.

While a response to a non final action may be either an arRti-

ment or an amendment under Rule 111. a response to a final

action "must Include cancellation of. or appeal from the re-

jection of. each claim so rejected" under Rule 113.

\ccoHinclv. in any case where a final rejection had been

made the proposed resj.onse re.pilred for consUieratlon of a

netltlon to revive must be either an appeal or an amen.lment

that cancels all the rejected claims or otherwise prima facie

places the application in condition for allowance.

In thoso situations where aban.lonment occurred because

of the failure to file an app.-al brief, the proposed response,

required for consideration ..f a petition to revive, must Include

a brief accompanle.l by the proper fee.
|

Feb. 20. 1970.

RiniARD A. WATTI..

Assistant Commissioner.

[S73 or,. 11

(100) PrTITI.'N T.> Revivk rRACTirE

Effective Immediately, a decision on a petition to revive .an

abandoned application will be bas..d sol.Mv on whether a satis-

factory showinc has been made that the delay was unavoidable

(35 rsr 133). A petition to revive will not be oonsldered

unless the petition fee and a proposed^ response to the last

Office action have been received (Rule 137).

The jrrantlne of a petition to revive does not serve In any

wav as a determination that the proposed response to the

Office action Is complefMy responsive. Revived aripllcatlons

will be forwarded to the examiner to determine the complete-

ness of the proposed response. Such applications mu^t be taken

up Srieeria/. If the examiner determines that the response Is

complete, he should promptly take the case up for action. If

the proposed response is not a complete response to the last

Office action the examiner should write a letter to the apt-ir

cant Informlni: him of the specific defects In his response and

set a one-month time limit for applicant to complete his re-

sponse If the applicant does not complete his response within

the set one-month limit, the application Is acain abandoned.

(Ill) MAII ln:r,AYS AM> ITTITIONS TO Rkvivf

since applications that become abandoned unintentionally

present burdens to both the Patent Office and the applicant

or his representatives, a simplified procedure has been de-

vised to alleviate these burdens when the abandonment re-

sults from a delay in the malls. This procedure provides

for an automatic petition to revive or petition to accept

the delayed jnyment of issue fee.

It is succested that when a communication, complyinp

with the circumstances enumerate.] below. Is mailed to the

Patent Office more than three calendar days prior to the

due date, a conditional petition be attached to the communi-

cation If the communication is received in the Patent Offlce

after the .lue date an.l the application becomes abandoned,

the conditional petition will become effective, subject to the

followlnc requirements. The petition must Include (1) nn

authorization to charjre a deposit acdunt for any required

fees. Including the petition f.-e (35 U.S.C. 41(a) 7), and (2)

;in oath or declaration sipned by the person mailinc the com-

munication and also sipned by the applicant or his recistered

representati\e statlnc that the communication and petition

were either placed In the United States mall as first class

or air mall, or placed In the mail outside the United States

as air mall. Since mall handled in this manner may reason-

ably be expected to reach the Patent Office within three

davs of postlnp. any mail delays beyond such time will be

.-onsidered to constitute unavoidable delav and sufficient

cause to prant a petition to revive (35 U.S.C. 133) or a

petition to accept delayed payment of an Issue fee (35 T'.S.C.

151).

The circumstances under which this procedure may be

used are those where the communication. If timely filed. (1)

would he a proper and complete response to an action or re-

quest bv the Patent Office, and (2) would stop a period for

response from contlnulnp to run. Accordlnply. this procedure

would be appropriate for :
|

1. A response to a non final Office action.

2 A response to a final Office action in the form of an
"

amendment that cancels all rejected claims or other-

wise prima facie places the application In condition

for allowance.

3. A notice of appeal and requisite fee.

4. An appeal brief. In triplicate, and requisite fee.

5. A base Issue fee.

fi. A balance of Issue fee.

Dec. 11. 1969.

RICHARD A. irAIIE,

.\8sistant Commissioner.

(8f.9 O.G. 1302]

(110) Pktittox To Revive Practice—Clarification

In clarification of the notice of Dec. 11. 1060 (R60 O O^

1362). the practice set forth In the second parapraph thereof

Examples of which this procedure would not be appropri-

ate and will not apply Include :

1. Application papers. ^ . , j,

2. A response to a final Offlce action other than that indi-

cated In cateporles 2 and 3. above.

3. Extensions of time.

4. Petitions for delayed payment of either the Issue fee

or balance of Issue fee.

5. Amendments under Rule 312.
|

6. Priority documents.

Vormal petition practices are not affected In those situa-

tions where this procedure Is either not elected or appropri-

ate.
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A suppested format for the conditional petition is shown plaininp how their Inventions contribute to the restoration or

below: maintenance of one of these life-sustaining elements.

Appllcant(9) Petition to re- WILLIAM E. SJIIUYLER, Jr.,

Vive Jni- 20, 1970. Commissioner of Patents.

Serial No. .- ^ Petition to accept [871 O.G. 673]

Date Filed delayed pay-

ment of Issue

For fee
^"~"^^'^~"

I hereby certify that the attached communication Is being
^ jj-jj timely Presentation op Affidavits op Dec-

deposited In ^ larations Under Rules 131 and 132

the United States mall as first class or air mail ^„ nffl.iavits or d. vlarations under Rule IM or 132 must

Q] the mall outside the United States as air mall be timely presented in order to be admitted.

^ ^ „ , , «T,...^TT. u Affidavits and declarations submitted prior to a final rejec-
m an envelope a.ldressed to : C.mmlssioner of Patents, U ash-

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ eonsidered timely.
inpton. D.C. 20231 on — —— «;h«ch date s

^^ ^^^^^^.^^ ^^ declaration presented with a first response
more than three (3) calendar days prior to the due date

^^^^^ g^^, rejection for the purpose of overcoming a new
from

(Location")
^'

"(XamVof IndlviThiair' P"""""'' ^^ rejection or requirement made In the fin.al rejection

In the event that such communication Is not timely filed
^l" he entered and considered wltho.it a showing under

in the United States Patent Offlce. it is requested that this R'll** 116(b). „
, ,„, ,„„

paper be treated as a petition and that the :

^'^ "^her affidavit or declaration, under R"le 131 or 132. pre-

sented after a final rejection, will be considered unless a satls-

Q delay In prosecution be held unavoid.able—35 U.S.(M33. factory showing is made under Rule 116(b) or 195.

(-] dela.ved payment of the fee be accepted—35 U.S.C. 151. All admitted affidavits or declarations will be acknowledged

and commented upon by the Examiner In his next succeeding
The petition fee required by 33 U.S.C. 41(a) 7 is authorized action.

to be charged to Deposit Account Xo. In the RICHARD A. WAHL,
name of July 9. 1970. Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

The undersigned declare further that all statements made [877 OG 243]
herein are true, based upon the best available Information

;

and further, that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made —^^^^^—^
are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Sec-

tion 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that
^^j^^ abbreviated Eirst Actions of the Merits

such willful false statements may jeopardize the valMlty of

the application or any patent issuing thereon. Starting on or about February 1, 1971. and continuing for

a trial period of up to twelve months, a newly developed form
Date (PO-1142) will be used for first actions on the merits of

(Signature of applicant or signature p^^pn^ applications involving claims subject to rejection and/
and registration nuinber of Regis ^^ objection on statutory or other iega! grounds,
tered Representative) ^he form Is designed to furnish a clear, full, and complete

•^°''
first action Including the reasons for rejection and/or objec-

Date tlon together with such information and references as may be
(Signature of person mailing, if other useful In judging the propriety of continuing the prosecution.
than the above) gn jn accordance with the statute (35 U.S.C. 132) ; and It la

April 13 1973 WILLI \M FELDMAX Intended to abridge the action with conden.sed language using
'

i)fp«fl/ .Usistant Commissioner for Patents. essential words and phrases in abbre»-lated form, in order to

expedite the prosecution and reduce the pendency time of

[!tl0O<; 402] applications awaiting examination. Where found necessary

in exceptional cases, a regular action without the form will

be used.
"

For abbreviation purposes, references referred to on the

form will be designated by capital letters and Identified on

(112t Envir.inmkntal QfALiTY revised reference list PO-S92. and their correlation as applied

to the claims will be Indicated by symbols Illustrated and
In signing flie Xatlonal Environmental Policy Act on the explained on the bottom of the form. Sections 100-103, and

first day of this decade. President Nixon declared. "The lOTO's ji2 of the patent statute are reproduced on the back of the
absolutely must bo the years when -Vinerica pays Its delit to form.
the past by reclaiming the purity of its air. Its waters and Summary sheet POL-326 will continue in use with all first

our living environment." This landmark legislation declares actions, and has been revised to Identify different parts of
that it Is the continuing policy of the Federal Government to the sheet as "Part I" and "Part II." Form PO-1142 will be
use all practicable means and measures to foster and promote distinguished as "Part III." and If a second copy of the form
the general welfare, create and mairrtain conditions under \s necessary and Is used to complete the action it will be
which man and nature can exist In productive harmony, and marked for distinction as "Part IITa" (a regular typed page
fulfill the social, economi-. and other requirements of present if annexed to an action with th^ form will be designated as
and future generations of Americans. The Act further directs "Part IV"). All parts of the action after Part I (Parts II.
that, to the fullest extent possible, the polities, regulations, ui, and IV) will each have numbered paragraphs starting
and public laws of the United States shall be Interpreted and with the numeral 1. and communications relating thereto may
administered In accordance with the policies set forth in this be properly identified by the number on the particular part

^^- (for example, paragraph 2 on Part III may be Identified as
In accordance with the desires of the President and this paragraph III-2).

mandate of the Congress, the Patent Office will accord as noted. Form PO-1142 will be used only for first actions
"special" status to all patent applications for Inventions which ©n the merits concerned with claims subject to rejection and/
materially enhance the quality of the environment of man or objection on statutory or other legal grounds. It will not be
kind by contributing to the restoration or maintenance of the used for anv subsequent action nor a first action made final
basic life sustaining natural elements- air, water, and soil, as In a continuing application.
In onler that the Patent Office ma.v implement tliis procedure. Second actions on the merits will be final according to pre-we request that all applicants des ring to participate in this ^„in„-, ..-»«*i^ --^ » « « jti^v v

^ ^, ' , ,, . .

•I'll'-'" M"'-' vailing practice, and any reference referred to In these or sub-program request that their appl cat ons be accorded "special" „«„., * .»*!„ _iii w ,^ ^ta ^ ^ ^,. . .
„ ''

uv^v ,iw,ii .iicki.ii sequent actions will be Identified bv name or otherwise in
status. Such requests should be written, should Identify the conventional manner, not bv capital letters as used on Form
apidicatlons by serial number and filing date, and should be PO-1142. For this reason, use of conventional reference Iden-
accompanled by affidavits or declarations under Rule 102 ex- tlficatlon In response to all Office actions will be helpful.
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Only one carbon copy of the action will be furnished In

accordance with the Notice of October 21. 1970, entitled

"Office Actions" and appearing In 880 O.O. 740.

All other Office policies, practices, and procedures remain

In effect. „. , _,
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Jan 5 1071. Aaaittant CommitMioner.

[883 O.G. 2]

(115) ABBREVIATED FIRST ACTION PROGRAM

The Abbreviated First Action Program using Form PO-1142

announced in the Official Gazette of February 2. 1971 (883

O.G. 2) has been reviewed In the light of comments received

from examiners, attorneys, and other members of the public,

pursuant to the notice of November 10. 1971 (893 O.G. IK

As a result of this review the program will be continued and

the form modified to Inj^ftrporate some of the suggested Im-

provements. The space for the explanation of the rejection

will be expanded. In addition, the Instructions to the exam-

' iners will be supplemented to reinforce the original stress on

the Importance of legibility, clarity and completeness In set-

ting forth the examiner's position, and desirability of Includ-

ing suggestions that would render the case allowable.

RICHARD A. WAHL.

Mar 17 1972. Asaistant Commitsioner.

1897 O.G. 762]
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a full and complete advisory action will be rendered and the

time for filing the brief will be extended to expire 2 months

from the date of the advisory action.

After Jurisdiction of an application transfers to the Board

of Appeals, no amendments will be considered for entry ex-

cept those restricted to cancellation of claims or copying

claims for purposes of Interference.

If new Issues are presented In the claims as amended or

presented after final rejection, they will be rejected In the

advisory action on the ground of being drawn to new Issues.

These rejections will be reviewable by the Board of Appeals

as "adverse decisions of examiners" (35 U.S.C. 7).

The current practice of normally making the second action

on the merits final and setting of a 3 month period for re-

sponse will continue. However, the practice of granting an

automatic 1-month extension of time If an amendment Is filed

(notices of Aug. 7. 1967 ; 841 O.G. 1411 and of Sept. 26. 1968

:

SriS O.G. 1109) win be terminated, and extensions of time at

this stage of the prosecution will not be encouraged. Further

any extension of time granted after a final rejection will not

affect the 2 month period and the privilege of an advisory

action.

The present policy concerning consideration of affidavits,

declarations, and exhibits will remain unchanged.

Holding of Interviews after final rejection will be at the pri-

marv examiner's discretion.

This procedure will also allow the examiner to prepare

examiner's answers which simply refer to the final rejection

or the advisory action In most Instam'es.

The sections. If amended as proposed, would read as follows :

I 1.116 Amendmentt after final action.
I

(116) AFTER FINAL REJECTION PRACTICE

137 CFR Part 1]

S'otiee of Proposed Rule Making

Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to the authority con-

tained In section 6 of the Act of July 19. 1952 (66 Stat. 793 .

35 U.S.C. 6), the Patent Office proposes to amend Title 37 of

the Code of Federal Regulations by revising §| 1.116. 1.191.

1.192. and 1.193, and by adding I 1.130.

All persons Interested In presenting their views and objec

tlons and recommendations In connection with the proposed

changes are Invited to do so on or before March 23. 1971, on

which day a hearing will be held at 2 p.m.. e.s.t.. In Room

8C06, Building 2, 2011 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington,

Va. All persons wishing to be herftd orally are requested to

notify the Commissioner of Patents of their Intended appear

ance. Any written comments or suggestions may be Inspected

by any person upon written request a reasonable time after

the closing date for submitting comments.

The proposed changes. If adopted, will provide a basis for

a revised procedure for treating amendments filed after a

final rejection. A proposed additional section Is added to In-

corporate the existing practice relative to affidavits.

The proposed procedure will provide that all timely filed

first amendments after final rejection be entered as a matter

of right, subject to the limitation that additional claims will

not be entered beyond the number that would result In the

total number of claims under prosecution equalling the number

of claims finally rejected. Only those second and subsequent

amendments which cancel claims will be entered as a matter

of right. The entry and treatment of any other amendments

filed at this stage will be entirely within the discretion of

the examiner.

A distinction will be made between first amendments after

final rejection filed within 2 months from the date of the final

rejection and those filed after that period.

A first amendment after final rejection filed within 2 months

of the final rejection will receive a full and complete advisory

action as soon as possible after Its receipt In the Patent Office.

Under these circumstances, the revised procedure would per

mlt the filing of an appeal within the period for response to

the final rejection or within 1 month from the date of the

advisory action, whichever Is later. However. If an appeal

had been filed before the mailing of the advisory action, the

appeal brief would not be due until 2 months after the date

of the advisory action.

Amendments filed later than 2 months after the date of

the final rejection In nonappeared cases may he answered at

the examiner's discretion, but no additional time will be al-

lowed for appeal. However. If an appeal Is filed In these cases.

(b) A flrbt amendment presented after final rejection will

be entered and considered, but the total number of claims

under prosecution may not exceed the total number finally

rejected. Entry of second and subsequent amendments after

final rejection will normally be limited to only those which

cancel claims.

(c) A first amendment filed within 2 months after the

date of the final rejection, or after appeal, will receive a full

and complete advisory action. If not previously filed, an ap-

peal may be filed In such cases within the period for response

to the final rejection or within 1 month from the date of the

advisory action, whichever Is later. In those cases where an

appeal was flled*before the date of the advisory action, the

appeal brief Is due 2 months after the date of the advisory

action.

(d) After jurisdiction of an appealed case passes to the

Board of Appeals no amendments may normally be made (see

I 1.191(d)). After decision on appeal, amendments can only

be made as provided In i 1.198. or to carry Into effect a

recommendation under i 1.196.

(e) Amendments after final rejection shall not Introduce

new Issues Into the prosecution.

{ 1.130 Atfldavitii. declarationa, or exhibita after final re-

jection.

Affidavits, declarations, or exhibits submitted with a first

reply after final rejection for the purpose of overcoming a

new ground of rejection or requirement made In the final

rejection shall be admitted and considered. No other affidavit,

declaration or exhibit presented after final rejection will be

admitted and considered without a showing of good and

sufficient reasons why they were not earlier presented.

I 1.191 Appeal to Board of Appeala.

(a) Every applicant for a patent or for reissue of a patent,

any of the claims of which have been twice rejected, or who

has been given a final rejection (I 1.113) may, upon the pay-

ment of the fee required by law, appeal from the decision

of the primary examiner to the Board of Appeals within the

time allowed for response. (See f 1.116(c).)
I

(d) The jurisdiction of an appealed case Is retained by the

primary examiner until the time for filing a reply to the

examiner's answer (11.193(b)) has expired, at which time

the Board of Appeals will take Jurisdiction of the same.

{ 1.192 Appellant'a brief. I

(a) The appellant shall, within 2 months from the date

of the appeal, or within the time allowed for response to the
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action appealed from, or within the time allowed In an ad-

visory action (11.116(b)), whichever Is later, file a brief,

accompanied by the requisite fee. Said brief shall Include all

of the authorities and arguments on which he will rely to

maintain his appeal, including a concise explanation of the

Invention which should refer to the drawing by reference char-

acters, and a copy of the claims Involved, at the same time

Indicating if he desires an oral hearing. Two extra copies of

the brief are required If an oral hearing Is requested. Upon

a showing of sufficient cause the time for filing the brief may

be extended to a date not later than 2 months after the

original expiration date. Any longer or further extensions

must be sought from the Commissioner. All requests for ex-

tensions must be filed prior to the expiration of the period

sought to be extended.

• • • • •

f 1.193 Examiner'a anaicer.

• • • • •

(b) The appellant may tJle a reply brief directed only to

such new points of argument as may be raised In the examin-

er's answer, within 1 month from the date of such answer.

However. If the examiner's answer states a new ground of

rejection appellant may file a reply thereto within 2 months

from the date of such answer ; such reply may Include any

amendment or material appropriate to the new ground.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. Jr.,

Commisaioncr of Patenta.

Approved : January 22, 1971.

Richard O. Simpson,
Acting Aaaiatant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 71-1167 Filed 1-27-71 ; 8 : 47 a.m.l

Puh. in Se F.R. 1S56-57, Jan. 28, 1071

[883 O.G. 880]

(Pending—No Final Action Taken)

A copy of the applicant's contract with the depository may

be required by the Examiner to be made of record as evidence

of making the culture available under the conditions stated

above.
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Apr. 29, 1971. Assiatant Commiaaioner.

[886 O.G. 638]

(117) Deposit or Microorganisms

Some Inventions which are the subject of patent applica-

tions depend on the u.se of mlcroorpanlsms which must be

described in the specification in accordance with 35 U.S.C.

112. No problem exists when the microorganisms used are

known and readily available to the public. When the inven-

tion depends on the use of a microorganism which is not so

known and readily available, applicants must take additional

steps to comply with the requirements of Section 112.

In re Argoudelia ct ah, 168 USPQ 99 (CCPA. 1970), ac-

cepted a procedure for meeting the requirements of 35 U.S.C.

112. Accordingly, the Patent Ofl^ce will accept the following

as complying with the requirements of Section 112 for an

adequate disclosure of the microorganism required to carry

out the invention :

(1) The applicant, no later than the effective U.S. filing

date of the application, has made a deposit of a culture

of the microorganism in a depository affording per-

manence of the deposit and ready accessibility thereto

by the public If a patent Is granted, under conditions

which assure (a) that access to the culture will be

available during pendency of the patent application

to one determined by the Commissioner to be entitled

thereto under Rule 14 of the Rules of Practice In

Patent Cases and 35 U.S.C. 122, and (b) that all re-

strictions on the availability to the public of the cul-

ture 80 deposited will be irrevocably removed upon

the granting of the patent

;

(2) Such deposit is referred to in the body of the specifica-

tion as filed and is identified by deposit number, name

and address of the depository, and the taxonomic de-

scription to the extent available is included In the

specification ; and

(3) The applicant or his assigns has provided assurance

of permanent availability of the culture to the public

through a depository meeting the requirements of (1).

Such assurance may be in the form of an averment

under oath or by declaration by the applicant to this

effect.

(118) Evidence of Patentability or Priority

[37 CFR Part 1]

Propoaed Special Statement in Affidavit or Declaration When

Relying Upon Fcitts, Data. Teat Reaults or Other EvidenC9,

Notice Is hereby given that, pursuant to the authority con-

tained in section 6 of the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 793;

35 U.S.C. 6) the Patent Office proposes to amend Title 37,

Code of Federal Regulations, by adding a new § 1.69.

All persons are invited to present their views, objections,

recommendations, or suggestions In connection with the pro-

posed new section, to the Commissioner of Patents, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20221. on or before June 27, 1972, on which date a

hearing will be held at 9 a.m. in Room 8C06, Building 2, Crys-

tal Plaza. 2011 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, Va.

22202. All persons wishing to be heard orally at the hearing

are requested to notify the Commissioner of Patents of their

Intended appearance. Any written comments or suggestions

may be Inspected by any person upon written request a rea-

sonable time after the closing date for submitting comments.

New § 1.69 seeks to guard against the omission from facts,

data, test results, or other evidence presented in connection

with patentability or priority of Invention, of known evidence

which is Inconsistent with that presented or which would

convey a different Impression. The purpose is to insure presen-

tation to the Patent Office of the evidence needed to make an

informed decision on patentability or priority of invention.

The section thus requires a verified statement that no such

Inconsistent evidence is known to the person making the state-

ment, if such Is the fact.

The text of the proposed new § 1.69 is as follows

:

§ 1.69 Special atatemcnt in affidavit or declaration when

relying upon facta, data, teat resulta, or other evidence.

(a) An affidavit or declaration filed during the prosecution

of an application presenting evidence urged as bearing on

patentability or priority of invention will be considered only

if the applicant or other person making the affidavit or dec-

laration states therein that no evidence is known to him which

is Inconsistent with that relied on in the affidavit or declara-

tion, or which would tend to give an impression different from

that conveyed by the affidavit or declaration.

(b) If. during the prosecution, the applicant, to establish

patentabilltv, relies on representations as to facts, data, or

test results "set forth in the specification, such representations

will be considered for that purpose only if applicant files an

affidavit or declaration attesting as to the truth of the repre-

sentations and asserting that no facts, data, or test results are

known to him which are inconsistent with those set forth in

the specification, or which would tend to give an impression

,

different from that conveyed by the specification.

Dated : April 28, 1972.
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,

Commiaaioner of Patenta.

Approved : May 1, 1972.

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Aaaistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-6925 Filed 5-5-72 ; 8 : 49 a.m.]

Published in 37 F.R. 9225. May 6, 1972

[899 O.G. 2]

(Pending—No Final Action Taken)

(119) Statcs or Role 69 Proposal

This notice Is In response to numerous Inquiries received

by the Patent Office relative to the status of the proposal,

pubUshed at 37 F.R. 9225 on May 6, 1972 and at 899 O.G. 2
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on Jnne 6. 1972. to add a new section 1.69 to Title 37. Code

of Ffdoral Ropihitlon*.

Ml of the manv written and oral comments received have

born analyzed and are currently belnj: studied. The analysis

Indicates that comments In favor of and against the principle

of the rule were about evenly divided. Many comments ex-

pressed reservation* concernlnR the lanpuajre used. The "In-

conslstencv" and "tend to rIvc an Impression" clauses drew

the nio^it criticism. The first clause was viewed as bclnp

too absolute, forcing the affiant or declarant to abdicate

reasonable judgment concerning validity of seemingly Incon-

sistent or n.averlck test results. The second clause was viewed

as being too subjective or vague which would result In second

guessing later. The additional burden on both applicants and

examiners was also advanced as reason to change ^he pro-

posed language.
. . „ ,

In summarv. the proposal Is still under study with the view

of developing a satisfactory way to accomplish the Intent

of the proposed ru^e.

S. WM. COCHRAN.

Nov. 22. 1972.
SoMctfor.

[905 0.0. 4481 I
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Aeronautics and Space Administration, and Includes In his

statement Information of this nature derived from others, his

statement should Identify the source of his information. Al-

ternatively, the statement by the applicant could be ac-

companied by a supplemental declaration or oath, as to the

contractual matters, by the assignee or other person, e.g.,

an employee thereof, who has the requisite knowledge.

Where an applicant Is deceased or incompetent, or where

It is shown to the .satisfaction of this Office that he refuses

to furnish n statement or cannot be reached after diligent

efforts declarations or statements under oath setting forth

the information required by the statutes may be accepted

from an otUcer or employee of the assignee who has sufficient

knowledge of the facts. The offer of such substitute state-

ments shouM be based on the actual unavailability of or

refusal bv the applicant, rather than mere Inconvenience.

Where it "is shown that one of Joint inventors Is deceased or

unavailable, a statement by all of the other Joint Inventor(s)

may be accepted. „.,.»,' WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Deputy Aagigtant Commissioner for Patents.

Aug. 13. 1973.
(914 o.t;. '.'1

(1'JO) STATKMEXTS KlLF.P I'NPER ATOMIC EXERC.Y

Act am> NASA Act

Attention Is called to the provisions of section 152 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2182) and section

.•iOSCc) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 195S

(42 U.S.C. 2457). These statutes provide that the title to In-

venUons useful In the production or utilization of special

nuclear material or atomic energy, made or conceived In the

course of or under any contract, subcontract, or arrangement

entered into with or for the benefit .of the Atomic Energy

Commission, and any invention made In the performance of

any work under any contract of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration, shall be vested in the United States.

They also provide that no patent may be granted for any

invention useful 'n the production or utilization of special

nuclear material or atomic energy, or which in the opinion

of the Commissioner has significant utility In the conduct

of aeronautical or space activities, unless the applicant files

with his application or within 30 days after request there-

for bv the Commissioner, a statement under oath setting

forth '(a) the full facts In regard to the making or concep-

tion of the Invention, and (h) the situation with regard to

the contractual relationships involving the Commission or

the Administration. Careful attention should be given the

e^act wording of the requirements of whichever of these

sections is pertinent in order to assure that all of the require^

ments are met. Since the duty of requiring the statements

Is placed bv law on the Commissioner of Patents, it Is In-

cumbent on the Comnls.loner to determine whether the stae-

ments are timely flle^ and sufficient In ^^^stance to comply^

Since these laws do not provide for any extension of the

.•,0-day period or for reviving a« application -hlch has be-

come abandoned for failure to file a proper '=tatement. U is

important that such statements be timely Al^'l

«'^''J^;
they do so comply In order to avoid loss of valuable patent

The "full facts" Involved In the conception and making of

an invention should Include those which are unique to that

invention. The use of form paragraphs or pr nted forms

which set forth only broad generalized statements of fact is

not ordinarily regarded as meeting the requirements of these

statutes.

This Office has construed the word "applicant" In both oi

these statutes to mean the Inventor or joint Inventors In

person Accordingly. In the ordinary situation, the state-

ments must bo signed by the Inventor or Joint inventors.

If available This construction Is consistent with the fact

that no other person could normally be more knowledgeable

of the "full facts concernlnc the circumstances under which

such invention was made." (42 U.S.C. 2457) or. "full facts

surrounding the making or conception of the invention or

discovery" (42 U.S.C. 2182).
. .^ ^

Tn instances where an applicant does not have first-hand

knowledge whether the invention Involved work under any

contract, subcontract, or arrangement with or for the bene-

fit of the Atomic Energy Commission, or had any relation-

ship to any work under any contract of the National

1,21) Airi.K ATIONS RKt.ATEO TO ENEROY

In his Menage of April IS. 107:?. to The Congress "Concern-

ing Em-rgv Rrsourcw.- the I'r.-Md.nt stat.vl that "with r.

...Tcent of the worhl's population, we const.m.- almost a th r.

;,f .-,11 tho enrrgy u^ed In the world." The President no o.l

th.n our eiK.rgv demands "now outstrip our available supplies.

and at our pres.nt rat. of u-rowfh. our rn.-rgy n Is a do/en

v.-,rs from now will he n.>arl.v double what they were In 19.0.

Th.- rr.-sid.<nfs Message of April IS called for the developnu-nt

of A mor.- compreh.-nsive. integrated national energy poll<y

nn.l ..nnonu.ed spo.ific stops to carry out the Pollcy On .
une

•>0 1'.7-? th.« l'r.-id.<nt nnm)unced a serle< of additional ac

'um< to deal with the Nation's energy problem. Among tho^e

a. tions wero major efforts In energy research and development

and In fMn-rgv ronscrvation.

In ord.T to .nhance an.l further the goals and actions an-

nounecd by the Pre^Ment. th. Pat.-nt Office will, on reques^t.

ar.ord ".p.-cial" status to all patent applications for Inventions

^vhi.•h mat-rlally .ontribut. to (1) tl.e discovery or dey-dop-

n,..nt of .-n.-rgv r-^ource^. and (2> the more efficient utiliza-

tion and .onx-rvation of energy r.-so.irce<. Examj-les of In-

ventions In cate^rory (1) would be those relating to further

„.>v..lopm..nts in fo<sil fuels (natural ;:as. coal and I'-'t;"';""; •

nucl-ar .-ner.y, solar en..rgy.,etc. Category (2) would Include

,„v..utions r.-latin. to th. rJ-ductlon of .-nergy consumption

in combustion systems, industrial equipment, household np-

Hlan.es. etc. In or.ler that trte Patent Office may n,p ement

N pr<;c.-dure. we request that all applicants desiring to

participate In this program request that their
'Y';'""^;-^;

acconled "sp...ial" status. Such requests should be ^vWcn

should l.h-ntlfy the application by serial number and filing

„.,te .-.nd should he aceompanle.l by affi.lavits or declarations

„nd.r rule 102 by th. applicant or his attorney or ^^'"t ""

gaining how tho invention materially contributes to cate-

gory (1) or (21 set forth above.

Requests shoul.l be addressed to the Commissioner of Pat-

ents. Washington. D.C. 20231.
|

RENE V TEOTMEYER.

Date : O.t. 20. 1973. Acting Commissioner of Patents.

.\liprovrd :

P.F.TSY ANrKF.R-.TOHNSOX, Ph.D..

Ax.oi.-itnnt Sccretanj for Science and Technology.

(12J)

[910 O.C. 21

PROTESTS TO THE GRANT OK A P.\TENT

[.37 CFR Part H
.Yoficc of Proposed Rule Making

Notice Is hereby given that, pursuant to the ''"thorlty con-

tnlne.l In section of the Act of July 19. 1952 («« Stat^793 ;

•r, U^AC 6). as amended Oct. 5. 1971. Public Law 92-13-

S-. Stat 304 the Patent Office proposes to amend title 3. ol

,he"code of Federal Regulations by revising SJ 1.11(b) and

1.291.
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All persons are Invited to present their views, objections,

recommendations, or suggestions In connection with the pro-

posed changes to the Commissioner of Patents, Washington.

D.C., 20231. on or before Oct. 31. 1973. on which date a hear-

ing will be held at 9 : 30 a.m. In Room 11C24, Building 3.

2021 Jefferson Davis Highway. Arlington, Va. All persons

wishing to be heard orally at the hearing are requested to

notify the Commissioner of Patents of tlieir Intended appear-

ance. Any written .omments or suggestions may be Inspected

by any person, upon written request, a reasonable time after

the closing date for subndttlng comments.

The unil.Tlylng purpose of the proposed rule change Is to

assure that the best art and Information relevant to the

patentability .if an application for patent arc brought to the

I'atent Office's attention. I'nder iiresent procedures, ex parte

examination of patent applications Is conducted as thoroughly

an.l In as efT.'ctlve a manner as possible. However, It Is noted

that a significant number of patents lnvolve.1 in litigation are

h.dd Invalid because prior art or other Information having a

bearing on patentability, which was not known to the ex-

aminer during the prosecution of the case, Is brought to the

court's attention.

The proposed rule change Is designed to elicit this additional

prior art or other Information. An applicant would he given

the opportunity to open his application to public Inspection

prior to Issuance of a patent. The public would then have

the oi>portunlty to bring to the attention of the Office Infor-

mation which bears on the question of patentability of tho

pending patent application. Presumably, interested and af-

fected members .if the public may be aware of relevant prior

art whlcli the Office did not find, or might know of other

Information unavllable to the Office, bearing on the question

of patentability. If In the opinion of the Commissioner, con-

si.leratlon of such new evidence would lead to a more com-

plete appraisal of patentability, the Commissioner may reopen

prosecution of the application.

It Is believed that there are several benefits which this

proposed procdure would bring about. First, applicants would

benefit from a more meaningful presumption of validity where

a patent Is Issued after appropriate consideration of evidence

submitted by the public under this procedure. !<econd. po-

tential competitors of the applicant would benefit from hav-

ing the opportunity to call to the attention of the Office

Information that could either prevent a patent from Issuing

or lead to claims of more restricted scope. And by use of the

proposed procedure such determinations would be helpful in

avoiding the more expensive conventional procedure following

the issue of the patent, of litigating the questions of validity

an.l scope of such patent on the same grounds at a later date.

Finally, the public would benefit from the resultant strength-

ening of the presumption of validity of patents granted on

applications which underwent this procedure and the strength-

ening of the patent system for Its intended purposes.

Paragraph (b) of § 1.11 Is proposed to be amended to allow

the Patent Office to open the file of a pending patent applica-

tion to the public in accordance with a written authorization

from the applicant as specified In the proposed § 1.291(b).

It is proposed to amend present S 1 291 by Incorporating

a new paragraph (a) which provides that protests filed by the

public to the grant of a patent. Including the Identity of th%

protesting party, be made of record In the patent application

concerned, if such application Is identified by the protesting

party. The prop.)sed rule change w ould also alTord the examiner

an opportunity to ask the protesting party for submission

of additional evidence bearing on the question of patentability.

Any such evidence received would be forwarded to the appli-

cant. Under § 1.291(a) the protesting party would not be

perudtted to Inspect the application file.

In paragraphs (b). (c) and (d) of § 1.291. a new procedure

Is proposed whereby an applicant, whose application for

patent has been Indicated as being allowable by the examiner

(Form PO-327), may within thirty days of such Indication

authorize the Office to open his application to public Inspec-

tion. The application would be available for Inspection for

a period of three months from the time a notice to that effect

appeared In the Official Gazette. The notice would be In

the form of a publication of data necessary to Identify the

application In question and would include a representative

Illustration of the Invention, the most comprehensive claim,

and a listing of references cited by the Patent Office. The

applicant would be charged a fee of !?25.00 to defray the print-

cost of this notice In the Official Gazette.

On the basis of such notice, any person would be permitted

access to the application In question and could obtain copies

of any papers contained therein (see proposed amendment to

S 1.11(b)).

If any person, after Inspection of an application, Is of the

opinion that the relevant prior art of record Is not complete,

he can notify the Commissioner and the applicant In writing,

of any grounds, Including additional publications or patents,,

which he believes have a bearing on the patentability of any

claim contained In such application, together with an explana-

tion of the relevance of such publications or patents to the

allowed claims. He would, In addition or alternatively, have

the opportunity to comment on the manner In which the

prior art of record was applied and raise any other matter

which could affect the patentability of the claimed Invention.

All evidence and comments received In this fashion, Includ-

ing the Identity of the protesting party, would be made of

record In the application after the time period for prote>a

had elapsed. The protesting party would thereafter be privy

to all further proceedings In the Patent Office Insofar as they

relate to the evidence he submitted. If. In the opinion of the

Commissioner, such evidence constituted a prima facie show-

ing of non-patentability of the subject matter as claimed,

or unenforceability of a patent If granted, prosecution of the

application would be reopened.

As a result of any reexamination of the application, the

appjlcant would be permitted to present amended or new

claims which would be subject to a determination of patent-

ability by a primary examiner. The protesting party who made

evidence of non-patentability available to the Patent Office

would be Informed of any action taken by the Office and given

tho opportunity to comment thereon.

In cases Involving evidence of prior public use or sale of the

Invention, the procedure outlined In present $ 1.292 would be

utilized to provide the person presenting such evidence with

an opportunity to be heard.

An adverse determination to the patentability of any claim

may. of course, be appealed by the applicant to the Board of

Appeals under { 1.191.
^

Applications considered under the above procedure and ulti-

mately allowed after a decision by the Board of Appeals

would not be reconsidered under this proposed procedure. If,

after Ihe three-month period from the date of publication,

no evidence was received or If In the opinion of the Commis-

sioner the evidence submitted does not bar the granting of

a patent on°grounds of psitentablllty or enforceability, a notfce

of allowance (Form P0L-S5) would be transmitted In due

course. This determination would be final and not subject to

petition by the protesting party.

The text of the proposed amended sections is as follows

:

S 1.11 Files open to the public.

» • • • •

(b) Applications In which the Office has accepted a request

filed under § 1.139 or received an authorization under $ 1.291

(b). are open to Inspection by the general public, and copies

may be furnished upon paying the fee therefor.

§ 1.291 Protests to the grant of a patent. t

(a) The patent statutes do not provide for protests to the

grant of a patent as a matter of right on the part of the

public. Where protests to the grant of a patent are filed with

the Office, and the protesting party Identifies the application,

the protest papers will be referred to the examiner having

charge of the application. In such case, the protest papers.

Including the Identity of the protesting party, will be placed

in the application file and a copy will be forwarded to the

applicant The examiner may request submission of further

evidence from the protesting party, and any further evidence

adduced will be made of record and also forwarded to the ap-

plicant. However, the protesting party will not be permitted

to inspect the application file unless the Office has received an

authorization under paragraph (b) of this section or J 1.14

(a) Where the protesting party cannot Identify the applica-

tion the protest will be acknowledged and referred to the

examiner having charge of the subject matter Involved for

his Information.

(b) Applications may be voluntarily opened to public In-

spection. Within thirty days from the mailing date of a notice

of allowability from the examiner, an applicant may waive his

right to have his pending application for patent kept In con-

'.ns o.«.
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fldence (J 114). Such waiver may be accomplished by filing

m the Office a written authorization, signed by the applicant

and assignee of record or by the attorney or ag^nt of record

to open the complete application to Inspection and protest

by the general public to the granting thereof, together with

a fee of $25.00.

(c) Upon receipt of an authorization under paragraph (b)

of this section, the Office shall publish suitable notice of such

fact in the Official Gazette together with a representative

Illustration of the Invention, the most comprehensive claim,

and a listing of references cited by the Patent Office. At any-

time up to three months thereafter, any person may protest

the grant of a patent by filing with the Commlsslorier and

serving the applicant with publications, patents or any other

Information which might have a bearing on the patentability

of any claims contained in the patent application or on the

enforceability of any patent Issuing on said application^
;
said

protest must Include a memorandum explaining the relevance

of the submitted evidence. All protest papers filed, together

with the Identity of the real party In Interest orlglnaflng the

protest shall be made of record In the application after the

time period for protest has elapsed. Examination of the ap-

plication shall be reopened if. In the opinion of the Commls-

sloner. It appear that any claim thereof may not be patentable

or any patent granted on said application would be ""^'o^^'

able in view of such evidence. In the event that examination

Is reopened, the protesting party shall be apprised of all fur-

ther proceedings In the Patent Office Insofar as they relate

to or are concerned with the evidence submitted by the pro

testing party, and accorded the opportunity to comment

thereon. All further papers received from the protestor will

be made of record. If the examination of the application Is

not reopened, the protesting party shall be so apprised A

decision by the Commissioner not to reopen an application for

examination after the close of the protest period, shall be final

and not subject to petition by the protesting party In cases

involving evidence of public use or sale of the Invention

more than one year before the filing of the application, the

procedure outlined In J 1.292 shall be followed.

(d) The transmittal of a formal notice of allowance shall

be held in abeyance until the patentability of the claimed

invention has been determined In light of such evidence. If

no protest to patentability Is submitted to the Commissioner

within the time specified, or If he determines that no further

examination Is necessary, a notice of allowance shall be trans-

mitted to the applicant, his attorney or his agent In due

course. A copy of said notice of allowance will also be for-

warded to the protesting party.

(124) EXAIIIXKB'S AMENDMENT PRACTICE

The present practice In making Examiner's Amendments

when passing an application to Issue Is modified to permit

the amendment or cancellation of claims where these have

been authorized by applicant (or his representative) In a

telephone or personal interview. The Examiner's Amend-

ment should include a statement indicating that the changes

were authorized, the date and type (personal or telephone)

of interview, and with whom it was had.

The current policy prohibiting changes in the drawing

and/or description of an application Is maintained with the

exceptions noted in MPKP Section 1302.04.

The new procedure resulted from an employee's suggestion.

RICHARD A. WAHL.

May 11. 19G6. Asaiatant Commissioner.

- 1827 O.G. 21

(125) BR.\CKETS AND RULE 121—AMENDMENT OF

CLAIMS

In view of the number of Inquiries requesting an "nterpre-

tation of the word "brackets" appearing in amended R"\e 1-1

concerned with the amendment of claims. It Is thought that

clarification Is desirable. „j„^„f »«

The term brackets I 1 as set forth in the amendment to

Rule 121 and first announced in 843 O.G. 373 does not en-

compass and is to be distinguished from parentheses ( ).

Therefore, any amendment using parentheses 'o ind caU, can

celled matter In a claim rewritten u°d" «">%^^IW may be

held non-responsive in accordance with Rule 1.1(c).

Jan. 15. 1968.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[847 O.G. 3311

Date : May 15. 1973.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Commissioner of Patents.

Approved :

Dr. Bktst Ancker-Johnson.

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

(Pub. FR 1469. June 4, 1973)

[911 O.G. 7601

(Pending—Xo Final Action Taken)

(123)

AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENTS-BASIS IN ORIGINAL DISCLOSURE

SlANOAL OF PATENT EXAMtNINO PROCEDURE

When an amendment Is filed In response to an objection or

rejection based on Incomplete disclosure, a study of the entire

application is often necessary to determine whether or not

"new matter" to Involved. In the Interest of expeditious

prosecution. Examiners are directed, whenever such an objec-

tion or rejection is made, to call attention to Rule 111(c).

Applicant should specifically point out the support for any

amendments made to the disclosure.

Aug. 13. 1965.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Assistant Commissioner.

[818 O.G. 41

INTERVIEWS

(126) INTERVIEW PRACTICE

TO assist in early and equitable conclusion «>'

"/""'"J^J^
nt .nnllcatlons the use of Interviews In person or by tele-

phone' IS en^^uraged. subject to the following «u'^e"ne.

Interviews with Examiners, whether In person or by tele^

nhone shall be governed in general by the P'«J;'«'°°« °' ^" *

?33 A request for an Interview, whether made orally or In

wrUlng b;?ore the first Office action Is untimely and will not

Te acknowledged If written, or granted If oral
;
Rule 133 a)^

If upon examination or reexamination. It Is ound that

.".."Changes could be made to place the aPP^/^J- '°,-°,

dltlon for allowance, the attorney or pro se
'"7"J;' Jr^lJ

hi so notified by telephone. This practice should be followed

whether or not there has been a specific request for Interview

^'^VrlV^nZT.^ arranged, both the Examiner and th

both parties to the Interview to see that it »« "°^ "77/°
beyond a reasonable time, usually not longer than thirty

minutes The Primary Examiner personally '^spons ble for

The final disposition of the application should be notified of

the results of the Interview at Its conclusion.

Interview" ,„ person or by telephone are to be enc<>"raged

after he first Office action on the merits. In addi Ion to

,n tervlews Initiated by applicant, the Examiner may nitlate

Interviews where he believes It would be Productive. This

nract'ce^ay result in the filing of a first response that will

so effectively advance the prosecution to permit disposing of

he caseTn a bare minimum number of actions. The telephone

procedur set forth In part 4 of Optimum Examining Proce^

Sure Memorandum #3. 801 O.G. 267. re,«iHna a call by he

E^am ne° If requested by applicant, before taking final action

has been ound not satisfactory and will no longer be followed.

IS interview may be granted after final rejection :
however

except in rare Instances, only one such Interview should be

^'An'fntervlew should not be requested or approved^ except

in very unusual circumstances, after filing of a Brief on
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appeal or after an application has been passed to issue by the

Primary Examiner.

Interviews are permissible any working day of the week

except on overtime Saturdays.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Acting Superintendent,

Sept. 16, 1964. Patent Examining Corps.

'[807 O.G. 3071

requirement and a record of the interview. The receiving

group will Incorporate the substance of this memorandum In

Its official letter as Indicated above. Differences as to restric-

tion should be settled by the existing chain of command, e.g.

Supervisory Primary Examiner or Manager.

This practice Is limited to use by examiners who have at

least negotiation authority. Other examiners must have the

prior approval of their Supervisory Primary Examiner.

Jan. 27. 1966.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

(127) TELEPHONE Interviews

Present Office policy places great emphasis on telephone

interviews initiated by the Examiner. For this reason, It Is

no longer deemed necessary for an attorney to request a tele-

phone Interview as specified In the old Optimom Examining

Procedure memos. Examiners are no longer required to note

or acknowledge requests for telephone calls or state reasons

why such proposed telephone Interviews would not be con-

sidered effective to advance prosecution. However. It Is still

desirable for an attorney to call the Examiner If the attorney

feels the call will be beneficial to advance prosecution of the

case. _ , ^,RICHARD A. WAHL.

Oct. 11. 1M7. Assistant Commissioner.

[846 0.0. 10221

[824 0.0. 4081

(129) Restriction and Election Practice

(128)

JOINDER

TELEPHONE Practice in Restriction and

Election or Species Situations

If an examiner determines that a requirement for restric-

tion should be made In an application, he should formulate

a draft of such restriction requirement including, if any. the

grounds of rejection of linking or generic claims. Thereupon

he should telephone the attorney of record and ask " ne wiu

make an oral election, with or without traverse If desired,

after the attorney has had time to consider the restriction

requirement. The examiner should arrange for a second tele-

phone call within a reasonable time, generally within three

working days. If the attorney objects to making an oral elec-

tion or falls to respond, the usual restriction letter will be

mailed, and this letter should NOT contain any reference to

the unsuccessful telephone call.

When an oral election is made, the examiner will then pro-

ceed to Incorporate Into his letter a formal restriction require-

ment Including the date of the election, the attorney's name,

and a complete record of the telephone Interview, followed

by a complete action on the elected claims Including linking

or generic claims If present.

If on examination the examiner finds the elected claims to

be allowable and no traverse was made, the letter should be

written on POL-37 (Examiner's Amendment) and should

include cancellation of the non-elected claims, a statement

that the prosecution Is closed and that a notice of allowance

will be sent In due course. Correction of formal matters in

the above-noted situation which cannot be handled by a tele-

phone call and thus requires action by the applicant should

be handled under the Ex parte Quayle practice, using POL-

90; these would usually be drawing corrections or the like

requiring payment of charges.

Should the elected claims be found allowable in the first

action, and an oral traverse was noted, the examiner should

Include In his action a statement under Section 821.01,

M.P.E.P.. making the restriction final and giving applicant

thirty days (Rule 136) to either cancel the non-elected claims

or take other appropriate action. Failure to take action will

be treated as an authorization to cancel the non-elected claims

by an Examiner's Amendment and pass the case to issue.

Prosecution of this application Is otherwise closed.

In either situation (traverse or no traverse), caution should

be exercised to determine If any of the allowed claims are

linking or generic before cancelling the non-elected claims.

Where the respective Inventions are located In different

groups the requirement for restriction should be made only

after consultation with and approval by all groups involved.

If an oral election would cause the application to be examined

In another group, the initiating group should transfer the

application with a signed memorandum of the restriction

Effective April 1, the practice and procedure in cases in-

volving a requirement for restriction or election is changed

as indicated below.

Under the new practice, whenever a written or telephoned

requirement is made In a case which Includes claims con-

sidered by the Examiner to be generic or linking, it will not

Include any rejection of these claims. The Examiner should

specify which claims are considered to be generic or linking.

Although no art will be cited where Unking claims are

present, a search should be made and art cited where generic

claims are Involved. In the latter situation the generic claims

will not be rejected but merely indicated as not allowable in

view of the cited art (Rule 146).

A 30-day shortened statutory period will be set for re-

sponse to a written requirement. Such action will not be an

"action on the merits" for the purpose of the second action

final program. In either situation, with Unking or generic

claims, a response, to be complete, need only include a proper

election.

The only exception to the above practice will be in the case

where the Examiner gives a complete action on the merits of

all the claims in addition to the requirement for restriction.

The use of the telephone to make an initial requirement wUl

be continued and Is encouraged.

Feb. 28, 1967.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[837 O.G. 6681

(130) • Election of Species

Effective June 1. 1967. the following practice wiU be insti-

tuted on a trial basis for 6 months.

In cases involving Markush claims or generic claims of the

formula type including such a number and diversity of mem-

bers as to require an unduly extensive and burdensome search

for the embodiments encompassed, the Examiner may require

election of species without a search on the merits (Rule 105).

The election requirement may be made in the same manner

as that described in the Change Notice 12-6 of Feb. 28. 1967.

with a 30 day shortened statutory period which wlU not be an

"action on the merits" for the purpose of second action final

program. If a telephone requirement, made by the Examiner,

is complied with the first written action wlU be a complete

action on the merits and the usual 3 months shortened stotu-

tory period will be set.

As pointed out in Change Notice 12-6. the use of the tele-

phone to make an Initial requirement will be continued and Is

encouraged. „..»,„„EDWARD J. BRENNER.

May 4. 1967.
Commissioner.

[838 0.0. 12231

(131) Election of Species

The practice set forth In the Notice of May 4. 1967 (838

O G 1223) is made permanent and modified to permit a re-

quirement for election of species In cases Involving multiple

species whether or not generic claims are present or searched

prior to the election. Also. If no claims to species arc pre-

sented but the generic claim Is of the burdensome type re-

ferred to in the Notice, a requirement for election of species

prior to search of the generic claims should be made.
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As in the original Notice. If an election Is made pursuant

to a telephone requirement, the action should include a full

and complete action on the elected species as well
<^\'^J'^y

generic claims that might be present. If generic cla;ms are

found allowable, no change in the practice currently m effect

,s contemplated. , richARD A. WAHL.

Aug. 19. 19G8. Assistant Commissioner.

(854 O.G. 2871

^32)
• XON-ELECTED CL-MMS

In the interest of e:tpedltlng the prosecution «' P«"^»"R

applications, the following change in procedure Is '»»'^ ^^^*°

preparing a final action In an application where there has

been a traversal of a requirement for restriction or election

of species the Examiner should indicate In lils action that a

complete response must Include cancellation of the non-elected

claimsor other appropriate action (Rule 144)-.

In the above situations where a response to the fin.il action

has otherwise placed the application in condition for allow-

ance, the failure to take appropriate action with respect to

the non elected claims will be construed as authorization to

cancel these claims by Examiner's Amendment and pass the

case to issue after the expiration of the statutory period.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assittant Commiationer.

May 24. 1968.

[851 O.G. 8931

(133) RESTRICTION Between Inventions

Combln.itlon claims (other than genus claims linking

species claims), whether allowable, allowed, or not. will no

longer automatically be permitted to serve as a basis for join-

ing claimed Inventions which otherwise would be properly the

subject of a restriction requirement. In other words, appli-

cant will be required to elect one of the claimed inventions

which are the subject of a proper restriction requirement.

Combination claims, formerly considered Unking claims

should be grouped as a separate invention. K''J°";^",;'/J*l'^

divided inventions, should any combination claim >>c "Ho^^^^

however also will no longer automatically be permitted. The

statutory criteria for distinctness will be satisfied if the sub-

combinations and/or combinations Involved are shown to be

separately classified, or to have acquired a separate status in

the art. or to involve different fields of search.

June 20. 1968.

RICHARD A. W.MIL.
Assistant Commissioner.

[852 O.G. 509]

(134) Restriction Practice

[37 CFR Part 11

Notice of Prppoaed Rule ilaking

Notice Is hereby given that, pursuant to the f"^hority con

talned in section 6 of the Act of July 19. 19-2 <66 Stat. 793.

35 D.S.C. 6). as amended October 5. 1971. Public Law 92;

132 85 Stat. 364. the Patent Office proposes to a">«'°«^/;"''

37 of the Code of Federal Regulations by revising {{ 1.141.

1 142 1 144 1 145, and 1.146.

All* persons are invited to present their views, objections,

recommendations or suggestions in connection with the pro-

posed changes to the Commissioner of Patents. Washington.

DC 20231 on or before December 12. 1972. on ^hlch date a

hearing will be held at 9 :30 a.m. In Room 11 C 24. Building

3 2021 Jefferson Davis Highway. Arilngton. Va. All persons

Ashing to be heard orally at the hearing are requested to no-

tify the Commissioner of Patents of their Intended appearance.

Any written comments or suggestions may be Inspected by

any person, upon written request, a reasonable time after

the closing date for submitting comments.

The proposed changes have three main purposes. (1) to

clarify when a requirement for restriction may properly be

made by an examiner. (2) to remove the llmltaUon of five

species if there is an allowable generic claim In the case,

and (3) to provide a basis In the rules for '«1">;'"B
7J*J,5-

tion to a single invention when two or '"«"/«'7*"*''j. ^''

ferent Inventions are claimed In a
-»"Ki^J,»"''".''*'i^'^%^"*7

See "Ex parte Markush." 1925 CD. 126 ^^^^'r^^^'X^*^-
The expression "patentably different" emphasizes the Im-

portance of requiring restriction between two or more Inven-

tions only where there are unobvlous differences between

those inventions and separate patents can properly bo gran cd

to each invention. Otherwise due to the double patenting

prohibition of 35 U.S.C. 121. multiple patents would be granted

on a single Invention. The proposed changes make It clear

that a requirement for restriction Is proper only ^hen two

or more patentably different Inventions are claimed In one

'CprTctice under present il 1141 and 1.146 of limiting

an application to five species, even though a generic claim

has been allowed, has caused some problems since 1953 when

the present language of section 121 of the patent sta ute

became effective. Section 121 prohibits the use of « Paten*

as a reference In a subsequent dlvl.slonal application filed as

Jhe rLult of a requirement for resf'^^^^'^/J^;:;^"''?'
4?,

on which such a patent Is based. Present IS 1141 and 1.146

indicate that an application may be limited to five species

even though an allowable generic claim appears therein. If

an application Is so limited to five species, the other species

"n be pe Iflcally protected only If reflled in a divisional ap-

plication such applications may be filed ^^^-
^^^f^^'^ll

species are not patentably different from each other
S>"J«

the first patent cannot be use<l as a reference «Rn'"^t
»^^

second application, limiting the number of species »ntho first

patent would result In a second patent Issuing on species which

are not patentably different from the species in the first patent^

The proposed changes would avoid this problem by removing

from the rules the language limiting the claims in one appU-

cation to five species.
,

The Markush-tvpe claim practice which allows enumeration

,0 a claim of a plurality of alternatively usable «"«>s ances

or members, has been sanctioned to permit the '"^ uslon of

such men.bers In a claim when a generic term covering them

is not available. Over the years, this form of claim has been

used for example. In claiming compounds having a largt

Ztty of substituent groups, and as a result. ^^-^^^^^^
claims are presented which are each directed to a plurality of

independent and distinct inventions.

More than one invention Is present In a Markush-type claim

If the alternatively usable members of the M"'*">''\
f^"^'

"^

so unrelated and diverse that a prior art reference which show,

one of the members and otherwise anticipates the claim could

^ot ordinarily be used to reject under 35 U.S.C. 103 « (-laIm

reciting another of the members. In such circumstances, the

Claim is considered to be an Improper Markush-type claim and

not a generic claim. Such a claim Imposes an ""^''^ burden on

the Patent Office, partlculariy with respect to the search

which would have to be made for proper "amlnatlou.

The proposed changes expressly sanctioned the ^"hdrawal

of improper Markush-type claims. It should be note.1 that he

"Withdrawal" of such Improper Markush-type e'f»°'''/°"^^'

provide the applicant with the benefits of the <^o"ble patenting

prohibition of 35 U.S.C. 121. This benefit would not be avail-

able If such improper Markush-type claims were "Jected.

The proposed changes will permit examiners to expedite

prosecution and make more meaningful searches to determine

whether the disclosed and claimed Inventions are novel and

^'^The'text of the proposed revised rules Is as follows

:

I 1.141 Different inventions in one application.

An application claiming two or more »°'^^P^°''^°*
""^.^'^If,

tlnct patentably different Inventions may be required to be

restricted to one of the inventions. Inventions are patentably

different when one Is not obvious In view of the other, and

they may properly appear In separate patents.

8 1 142 Requirement for restriction hetuieen inventions.

(a) If two or more Independent and distinct, patentably

• Rlnirle Invention, to which bis claims shall be restricted,

such a rS-n't may be made at any time before final ac

flon in the case, at the discretion of the examiner.
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(b) In an application containing a claim which enumerates

alternatively usable substances or members which are so un-

related that the claim Is, In fact, directed to Independent and

distinct, patentably different Inventions, the examiner may

require the applicant to elect the invention to which his

claims shall be restricted. After election by applicant, such

an Improper claim by enumeration may be withdrawn by the

examiner from further examination because more than one

Invention is being claimed (35 IT.S.C. 121).

(c) Claims not restricted to the elected Invention, if not

canceled, are nevertheless withdrawn from further considera-

tion by the examiner by the election, subject, however, to re-

instatement In the event the requirement for restriction is

withdrawn or overruled pursuant to a petition under i 1.144.

I 1.144 Petition from requirement for restriction.

Within 2 months after the examiner's adverse reply to a

request for reconsideration of a requirement for restriction,

the applicant may petition the Commissioner to review the

requirement. A petition will not be considered If reconsidera-

tion of the requirement was not requested. (See S 1.181.)

I 1.145 Subsequent presentation of claims for different

invention.

If, after an examiner's action on an application, the appli-

cant presents a claim or claims therein directed to a patent-

ably different Invention, distinct from and Independent of the Aug. 3, 1966.

Invention previously claimed, the examiner may require the

applicant to restrict the claims to the Invention previously

claimed If the amendment Is entered, subject to reconsidera-

tion and review as provided In SS 1-143 and 1.144.

A similar statement, appropriately modified, should be'

made in the case where an inventor Is removed from those

included In the application as filed.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
June 10. 1968. -^ Assistant Commissioner.

[852 O.G. 509]

TIME FOR RESPONSE
Extension of Time(136)

It Is ordinarily desirable that notice of the action taken

by the Patent Office on requests for extension of time be

communicated to the persons making the requests as soon^

as Is reasonably possll^le. In order to Improve Patent Office

service to patent and trademark applicants In this regard,

the following procedure Is being Instituted effective Immedi-

ately. If a request for extension of time Is filed In duplicate

and accompanied by a stamped return-addressed envelope,

the Office will Indicate the action taken on the duplicate and

return it promptly In the envelope. Utilization of this pro-,

cedure Is optional on the part of applicant.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
Commissioner of Patents.

[829 O.G. 1307]

i 1.146 Election of species.

In an application containing a generic claim and claims

directed to a plurality of Independent and distinct, patentably

different species embraced thereby, the examiner may re-

quire the applicant to elect that species of his invention to

which his claims shall be restricted If no generic claim Is

finally held allowable. If a generic claim Is later found allow-

able, the application may also contain claims to species In

addition to the one elected, provided that .such additional

species claims are either written to be dependent from a ge-

neric claim ({ 1.75 (c)) or to otherwise include all the limi-

tations of the generic claim.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

Approved : October 13, 1972.

Richard O. Simpson,

Acting Assistant Secretary

for Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-17925 Filed 10-19-72 ; 8 : 47 am]

Pub. in 37 F.R. 22625, Oct. 20, 1972

[905 O.G. 251]

(Pending—No Final Action Taken)

Extensions of Time(137)

Effective Immediately, a new liberal policy for Interpreta-

tion and application of Rule 13G(b) will apply with respect

to first requests for a one-month extension of time for reply

to Office actions where a shortened statutory period for re-^

sponse has been set. Any request under Rule 13G(b) for

extension of time must state a reason In support thereof;

under the above policy the application of the rule will entail

only a limited evaluation of the stated reason.

This liberality will not apply to (1) any requests for more

than a one-month extension, and (2) second and subsequent

requests for extension of time.

In order to provide prompt notification of the action taken

on extension requests, the request may be filed in duplicate,

accompanied by a stamped return-addressed envelope (Includ-

ing a ZIP code), as announced In the Official Gazette of,

August 3. 1966, 829 O.G. 1307).

It Is expected that requests for extension of time will con-

tinue to be made only when a need exists and will not be-

come a standard operating procedure. Routine use of this

practice may necessitate abandoning the new policy and a

return to a less liberal Interpretation of Rule 136 (b).

Jan. 26, 1967.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[835 O.G. 716]

(135) Change of Inventors

Where a person Is added or removed as an Inventor during

the prosecution of an application before the Patent Office,

problems may occur upon claiming U.S. priority In a foreign

file<l case. One such problem results from the apparent conflict

between the inventor(s) named in the foreign application and

the inventor (s) shown on the priority papers obtained from

the U.S. Patent Office. Another problem may occur where

there Is no conflict between the inventors In the foreign appli-

cation as filed and the priority papers but a change of In-

ventors has been made In the U.S. application and a similar

change Is to be made In the foreign application.

In order to overcome the possibility of these problems aris-

ing In the future. Examiners should acknowledge any addition

of Inventors made in accordance with the practice under Rule

45 including the following statement in the next communica-

tion to the applicant or his attorney :

"In view of the papers filed , It has been

found that this application, as filed, through error and with-

out any deceptive Intention, failed to include

as an actual joint inventor and accordingly, this application

has been corrected to include him in accordance with Rule 45."

(138) Final Rejection—Time for Response

Effective Sept. 1. 1967, the filing of a timely response to a

final rejection having a shortened statutory period for re-

sponse win operate to extend the period for appeal or filing

of a continiiinf: case an additional month, but In no case to

exceed six months from the date of the final action.

An object of this practice ?s to obviate 'the necessity for

appeal or filing a continuing case merely to gain time 'to coji-

slder the Examiner's position In reply to an amendment timely

filed after final rejection.

Present practice relating to the treatment of amendments

after final rejection will continue to apply and failure to file

a response during the three-month period will, as heretofore,

result In abandonment of the application. In any case where

this one-month extension applies and an amendment Is offi-

cially received during this additional month, the amendment

will not be entered or responded to unless It prima facie places

the application In condition for allowance (e.g. cancels all

rejected claims, fully compiles with all Examiner suggestions,

requirements, etc.).
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Also, during this additional month no applicant- or attor-

ney-Initiated Interview will be permitted.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,

Aug. 7. 1967.
Commissioner.

t841 0.0. 14111
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(139) FINAL Rbjbction—Time for Response

In clarification of the Notice of August 7.
19f7

Published

in the Official Gazbttb of August 29. 1967 (841 0.0. 1411).

the filing of k timely response after a final rejection Is con^

Btrued as Indudlng a request for a one month extension of

the shortened statutory period.

If the response Is complete but falls to place the application

in condition for allowance, the request will be g"°ted The

entry of any further amendments filed during the additional

month shall be restricted to those which prima facte place

the application In condition for allowance.

RICHARD A. WAHL.

Sept. 26, 1968. A$aiatant Commit$ioner.

1855 0.0. 1109]

(143) PRACTICE Rb: Withdrawal of Final Rejection by

THB ExAMINBR AFTBB NOTICB Or APPBAL TO THB

BOARD or Appbals

Where Notice of Appeal to the Board of Appeals has been

filed and the Examiner withdraws the final rejection for

allowance or further rejection, applicants are reminded that

this results in automatic removal of the appeal from tne

records of the Board of Appeals In that application.

Accordingly, a proper response to a subsequent final rejec-

tion requires the filing of a new Notice of Appeal [without

feel and If this appeal Is carried forward, the appropriate

fee on filing a brief In support of the second appeal Is required.

Mar. 29, 1967.

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
First Assistant Commissioner.

[837 0.0. 667]

(140) Office Actions—Timely Response

The Patent Office has been receiving an excessively large

volume of petitions to revive based primarily on the late filing

of amendments and other responses to official actions. Many

of these petitions Indicate that the late filing was due to

unusual mall delays; however, the records generally show

that the filing was only two or three days late.

In order to alleviate, for applicants and the Office, the

problems and expenditures of time and effort occasioned by

abandonments and petitions to revive, it Is suggested that

responses to official action be mailed to the Patent Office at

least one, and preferably two. week(s) prior to the expira-

tion of the period within which a response Is required. Tms

suggestion is made in the Interest of improving efficiency,

thereby providing better service to the pabUc.

WILLIAM PELDMAN,

Aae 25 1972. Deputy Assistant Commissioner
*'

' for Patent Examining.

[902 O.G. 11721

(144) Role 192—Filing or Appeal Brief

Attention is directed to the fact that the seasonable filing

of an appeal brief Is determined by Rule 192. Irrespective of

whether the applicant or his attorney has received the appeal

acknowledgment with its reminder of the brief's due date.

The above should be reflected In any docketing system for

filing appeal briefs. ^„^ EDWIN L. REYNOLDS.

Aug. 4 1967. P*'''* Assistant Commissioner.

[841 O.G. 1412]

(145) Oral Hearings Under Rule 194

APPEALS
APPEAL Briefs

Effective September 1. 1968, for a trial period of six

months new procedures will be Initiated which will permit

Primary Examiners to present an oral argument before the

Board of Appeals in appeals where the applicant has been

granted an oral hearing.

After the attorney or agent representing the appellant has

made his presentation, the Examiner will be allowed fifteen

minutes to reply as well as to present a statement which

clearly sets forth his position with respect to the Issues and

rejections of record. Appellant may utilize any allotted time

not used in the initial presentation for rebuttal.

RICHARD A. WAHL,

July 26, 1968. Assistant Commissioner.

Concur

:

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
First Assistant Commissioner.

[855 O.G. 827]

(141)

It appears that many appeal briefs are being filed which

omit reference to the drawing In describing the appellant's

Invention. As a reminder that the Board of Appeals Is aided

In Its consideration If such a reference appears, attention Is

directed to the following language In the first sentence of

Rule 192(a) : , ^ , ..
"

. . Including a concise explanation of the invention

which should refer to the drawing by reference char-

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,

Aug. 3, 1965. First Assistant Commissioner.

[817 O.G. 1241]

APPEAL Hearings
(146)

The practice of permitting oral arguments by Primary

Examiners in appeals, announced for a trial period In the

Official Gawttb of Oct. 22. 1968 (855 O.Q. 827), is hereby

made permanent.
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Mar 27 1969. Assistant Commissioner.

Concur

:

B. L. Reynolds,

First Assistant Commissioner.

[861 0.0. 1011]

(1^42) Appeal Briefs

While Rule 192(a) requires two extra copies of appeal

briefs only If an oral hearing is requested, such copies are of

substantial assistance to the Board when appeals are sub-

mitted on brief and It Is desirable that they be supplied in

such cases also. All claims reproduced In appeal briefs should

be double spaced.
EDWIN L. REYNOLDS.

Jan. 24, 1966. First Assistant Commissioner.

[823 O.G. 411]

(147) Abandonment or Applications Before

Board or Appeals

There have been recent Instances of the Board of Appeals

rendering a decision In an application which had already

been refiled as a streamlined continuation.

To avoid recurrence of this situation, applicants should

promptly inform the Clerk of the Board In writing as soon

as they have positively decided to refile or to abandon an

application containing an appeal awaiting a decision. Failure
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to exercise appropriate diligence in this matter may result

In the Board's refusing an otherwise proper request to vacate

their decision.
EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
First Assistant Commissioner.

[857 O.G. 1005 (Dec. 24, 1968)]

Reply Briefs(148)

Applicants should clearly and specifically indicate in their

reply briefs the new points of argument "raised In the ex-

aminer's answer" to which said reply briefs are directed.

Rule 193(b) does not permit general rebuttal of each state-

ment made in the examiner's answer; Consequently a reply

brief which Is not restricted to answering "new points" may

be refused consideration in toto.

Apr. 15. 1969.

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS,
First Assistant Commissioner.

[862 0.0. 3431

(149) Appeals—Confidential Memoranda

The practice of presenting confidential memoranda to the

Board of Appeals Is hereby terminated. All correspondence

with the Board of Appeals, whether by the Examiner or the

applicant will be on the record. No unpublished decisions

which are unavailable to the general public by reason of 35

U.S.C. 122 will be cited by the Examiner or the applicant

except that either the Examiner or the applicant has the

right to cite an unpublished decision In an application having

common ownership with the application on appeal.

(66 Stat. 793; 35 U.S.C. 6), { 1.192 of Title 37 of the Code

of Federal Regulations is hereby revised as follows

:

t 1.192 Appellant's brief.

(a) The appellant shall, within 2 months from the date of

the appeal, or within the time allowed for response to the

action appealed from, If such time Is later, file a brief In trip-

licate, accompanied by the requisite fee, of the authorities and

arguments on which he will rely to maintain his appeal, In-

cluding a concise explanation of the Invention which should

refer to the drawing by reference characters, and a copy of

the claims Involved, at the same time Indicating If he desires

an oral hearing. Upon a showing of sufficient cause, the Com-

missioner may grant extensions of time for filing the brief.

The determination of such requests may be delegated by the

Commissioner to appropriate Patent Office officials. All re-

quests for extensions must be filed prior to the expiration of

the period sought to be extended.

(b) On failure to file the* brief, accompanied by the requi-

site fee, within the time allowed, the appeal shall stand dis-

missed.

Effective date. This amendment shall be effective March

30 1971
WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR.,

Commissioner of Patents.

Approved : March 25, 1971.

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 71-4414 ; Filed 3-29-71 ; 8:50 a.m.]

Published in 36 F.R. SSSO ; Mar. SO, 1971

[885 O.G. 644]

July 28. 1970.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. Jr.,

Commissioner of Patents.

[877 O.G. 733]

(150) TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, AND
COPYRIGHTS

CHAPTER 1

—

Patent Office, Department of Commerce

part 1 ROLES OF PRACTICES IN PATENT CASES

Extensions of Time To File Appeal Briefs

After the effective date of this rule change, the examining

group clerical staffs will perform all processing and record-

keeping relating to appeals to the Board of Appeals up to and

Including the time when an examiner's supplemental answer

to a reply brief Is mailed or the time for filing a reply brief

has expired. At this time jurisdiction of an appealed applica-

tion passes from the examiner to the Board of Appeals.

Therefore, all Inquiries and papers concerning an applica-

tion under appeal should be directed to the appropriate exam-

ining group until the application Is In condition for considera-

tion by the Board of Appeals.

Papers filed in an appealed application under the Jurisdic-

tion of the Board of Appeals, such as requests for reconsidera-

tion or confirmation of an oral hearing date, should Include an

expression In the heading such as "Before the Board of Ap-

peals" so that It may be properly routed by the mallroom.

The examining group appeal clerks are authorized to grant,

upon the first request therefor, 1-month extensions of time

to file the brief or reply brief. Any further extensions or any

Initial request for an extension of more than 1 month may be

granted by the group directors.

After the effective date, there will be no Patent Office

acknowledgements of notices of appeals or briefs.

There was published In the December 31, 1970, Issue of the

Federal Register (35 F.R. 20010) a proposal to revise § 1.192

of Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, to broaden the au-

thority to grant extensions of time for filing appeal briefs.

Interested persons were given the opportunity to partici-

pate In the rule making through submission of comments In

writing, and at an oral hearing held on February 19, 1971.

In consideration of the foregoing and pursuant to the

authority contained In section 6 of the Act of July 19, 1952

(151) APPEAL Briefs Under Rules 192 AND 193(b)

Appellants are reminded that their briefs In appealed cases

must be responsive to every ground of rejection stated by the

examiner, including new grounds stated In his answer.

Where an appellant falls to respond by way of brief or reply

brief to any ground of rejection, and It appears that the fail-

ure is Inadvertent, appellant shall be notified that he Is al-

lowed one month to correct the defect by filing a supplemental

brief. Where this procedure has not been followed, the Board

of Appeals should remand the application to the examiner

for compliance. When the record clearly Indicates intentional

failure to respond by brief to any ground of rejection, for

example, by failure to file a supplemental brief within the

one-month period allowed for that purpose, the examiner

should Inform the Board of Appeals of this fact In his answer

and merely specify the claims affected.

Where the failure to respond by brief appears to be Inten-

tional, the Board of Appeals may dismiss the appeal as to the

claims Involved. Oral argument at a hearing will not remedy

such deficiency of a brief.

This notice supersedes the notices of May 4, 1966, 826

O.Q. 1060, and of Oct. 20, 1966, 833 O.G. 1.

Apr. 26, 1971.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr.,

Commissioner of Patents.

[886 O.G. 424]

(152) Examiner Testimony

As stated in Section 1701 of the Manual of Patent Examin-

ing Procedure, patent examiners are forbidden to testify as

patent experts or to express opinions, in testimony or other-

wise, as to the invalidity of any Issued patent. Patent ex-

aminers have. In connection with litigation Involving patent

validity, been called to testify on factual matters. In those

cases, the practice has been to permit the examiner to testify

only upon the Issuance of a subpoena.

Henceforth, patent examiners will be permitted to testify

on deposition In patent suits, without the need for a subpoena,

provided the following conditions are satisfied :

1. The party proposing to take the testimony will state In

writing, that the questions to be asked of the examiner

win be phrased to comply with the permissible scope of
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U,ulry as outlined in the
^\f::l^:J%':^l%%t sl

So no it" '. the scope of the oral depositions

the patent applications maturing into the patent

'
sJluuor «.'..„ th, d.p«.l.lo. a. a p.ac. e..ve„,o„.

to the Patent Office.

If the party desiring to take the testimony of the examiner

205-12. June 29. 1967 as amended April 10. UTU.

section states

:

In any case where it is sought by subpoena order or

other compulsory process or other demand o a court

nr nther authority (hereinafter referred to as a

Lni'V to require the production or disclosure of any

Te^^rd- n the mes of the Department of Commerce or other

information acquired by an officer or employee o^ the

Department as a part of the performance «' ^N «ffick»

duties or because of his official status, the ma tor shall

Se mmediately referred for determination to the appro

nHnte officii! described in subsection 4.01 of this order.

?f such Sal has discretion with respect to disclosure

nnhP determines that It would be Improper to comply

:"?h the Srofif he has no discretion with rcpect

To disclosure, the matter shall be promptly re.erred to the

l^ecreta; of Commerce for final <^^;;rminat.o. Ln e>

„«H nntil the Secretary determines that the recort s or

nforrtlor:h:u^d be prodaced^ the o«^- - ^^^
--

vrho appears in answer to the demand sha 1 Inform tne

Turt or other authority (a) that the section 7 of this

ordlr prohibits the officer or employee from P^«f^'°f
«

discloLg the records or other Information demanded

without the prior approval of the ^ecrotar of Commerce

and (b) that the demand has been, or is beinp.
-"if

»'>^";^

may be referred for the prompt consideration of ti.e Sec e^

Try. The officer or employee shall also Provide he court

or other authority with a copy of the ^"'^ ^^ ^/^^

scribed in this section 7 of this order, and >hall respect

Klly request the court or other authority to stay the

demandVnding the receipt of '-^ructions or directions

from the Secretary of Commerce concerning the demand.

ROBERT GOTTSCIIALK.

,, ,o-o Commissioner of Patents.
Mar. 13. 197J.

[897 O.G. 762]

(153) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADEMARKS.
AND COPYRIGHTS

CHAPTEB I-PATENT OFFICE. DEP.XRTMENT OF COMMEHCE

PART 1-BtJLES OF PILXCTICE IN PATENT CASES

PART :-RULES OP PRACTICE IN TB.XDEMARK CASES

Appeal to U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals

The Commissioner of Patents is ="'-'^'""^.S«
^f„'t.dch

2.145 of the rules of practice to set forth the nme n -^'^ '

rs?nVp";t:;rcrsho:rr;^eVrnte?ft°u^^
ITdltfon^alS^^lor th'e' purpose of clarification^ all re ere„c to

^c^e'^'but merely noTlfy parties filing aPPeal-Mhe time nee

sary.for the Patent Office to copy and certify a transcript

Since these changes impose no burden on any person, notice

and public procedure tliereon are deemed unnecessary.

T.rerefore' pursuant to the -thority contained In section

41 of the Act of July 5. 1946 (60 Stat. 440 ; 15 U.S.C^ll.3)

'nd section C of the Act of July 19. 1952 (6G Stat. 793 :
35

US C GK Parts 1 and 2 of Chapter I of Title 37 of the Code

of Federal Regulations are hereby amended as follows

1 Section 1.301 is amended by adding a new sentence at

the end. As amended. | 1.301 reads as follows :

I 1.301 Appeal to U.S. Court of Customs and Patent .\ppeals.

Any applicant di..satlsfied with the decision of the Hoard of

Xpteals and anv party to an interference dissatisfied with

Ihrdecl'slon of the Board of Patent Interforencos. -.v aPP-

to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. The ap-

pellant must taice the following steps In such an appeal .
(a)

Jnr Patent Office give notice to the Com", -loner a.u^ do

the reasons of appeal (see §§ 1.302 and 1.304) .
(b) in he

cour file a petition of appeal and a certified transcr.pt o the

^conl within a speclfie.l time after «»'"•; /'-^Xrul. of
real and pav the fee for appeal, as provided by t''*" ruL > of

t." court. The transcript will be transmitted to the Court b

le Patertt Office on order of and at the expense of the appel-

ant Such order should be filed with the notice of appeal, but

in no clsj should It be filed later than 15 days thereafter.

2 In 12.145. paragraph (a) Is amended by ad.lmg a sen-

tence at\he end f paragraphs (b). (O and (d) - amen 1

by substituting "paragraph" for "subsection. As amended.

{ 2.145 reads as follows :
|

i
•> 145 Appeal to court and civil action.

"(a) iPPenl to f'.S. Courf of Customs and Patent .ippenln.

An aUoant for registration, or any party to - '-..rferem-e

opposition, or cancellation proceeding or an> P" Jo
•-.««,

pMratlon to register as a concurrent ''';"•
J"; "^^^.//he

to as Inter partes proceedings, who Is dissatisfied ^^ltIl tne

^Mon of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board and any

rec strant who has filed an affidavit or declaration under sec-

Uo^ S of the act or who has filed an application for renewal

and "is llstat sfied with the .leclslon of the Commissioner

<Iioi65 2i''4) mav appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs

id'pnte^t lopeals The -ippellan must take the following

rei.'rs"ch'«ea. : dMn the Patent Office Pjve notice

to the Commissioner and file the reasons of .nppea (soo para

irranhs (b) and (d) of this section) ; (2) In the court, n.e

aTeltlon^? appeal and a certified transcript of tl. record

^vlthln a specified time after filing the reasons of "PPe.il. an 1

; the fee for appeal, as provided ^y^^^^^^^^^1^
The transcript will be transndtted to the ^o- b> -^ t

Office on order of and at the expense of ^»'''

»'^^'^f'\' "'„/;;,;
order should be filed with the notice of appeal, but In no case

should it be file<l later than 15 days thereafter.

Z) \otiee and reasons of appeal. (1) when an appeal Is

taken to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, the

Appellant shall give notice thereof to the 7"- -.oner^ nd

ft e in the Patent Office, within the time specified In par.aj.rapn

(.D^Ihls section, his reasons of appeal specifically set forth

'"
^2)'\TxntcT partes proceedings, the notice and reasons

must be served as provided In S 2.119.

(c) C HI action. (1) Any person who may appeal to the

U S Court of Customs and Patent Appeals (paragr.aph (a of

^hls secUon). may have remedy by civil action un-ler se t io

21(b of the act. Such civilization must be commenced with.n

the time specified In paragraph (d) of this section.

(2) If an applicant or registrant In an ex parte ease has

taken an appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and latent Ap^

peal he thereby waives his right to proceed under section

''151 VfTparty to an inter partes proceeding has taken an

appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appea s. and

Ty adverse party to the case shall, within 20 <'ay«
;;^ ^^'^^/^

appellant shall have filed notice of the appeal o the court

(paragraph (b) of this section), file notice with the Com

Sone'that he elects to '-ve ail further proceedings con-

ducted as provided In section 21(b) of ^e "^ct^ "'^^^S;'^

copies of such notices will be transmitted to the U.S^Court

0? Customs and Patent Appeals for such act.on as ma> be

necessary. The notice of election must be served as pro^lded

'°
rd?' r?mc for appeal or civil action. The time for filing the

coilce and reasons' of appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and
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Patent Appeals (paragraph (b) of this section), or for com-

mencing a civil action (paragraph (c) of this section). Is 60

days from the date of the decision of the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board or the Commissioner, as the case may be. If a

petition for rehearing or reconsideration Is filed within 30

days after the date of the decision, the time is extended to

30 days after action on the petition. No petition for rehear-

ing or reconsideration filed outside the time specified herein

after such decision, nor any proceedings on such petition shall

operate to extend the period of GO days hereinabove provided.

The times specified herein are calendar days. If the last day

of time specified for appeal, or commencing a civil action falls

on a Saturday. Sunday, or legal holiday, the time Is extended

to the next day which Is neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor a

holiday. If a party to an inter partes proceeding has taken an

appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals and

an adverse party has filed notice under section 21(a)(1) of

the act that he elects to have all further proceedings con-

ducted under section 21(b) of the act. the time for filing a

civil action thereafter is specified in section 21(a)(1) of the

n<'t. „ ..

Effective date. This amendment will become effective upon

its publication in the Federal Register (5-11-72).

Dated: May 1, 1972.
ROBERT GOTTSCIIALK,

Commissioner of Patents.

Approved : April 28, 1972.

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[PR Doc. 72-7139 ; Filed 5-10-72 ; 8 : 49 anil

Published in 37 F.R. 9175; May 11, 1972

[899 O.G. 4091

(154) SERVICE OF COIRT PAPERS ON COMMISSIONER

OP PATENTS

except In exceptional situations, as determined and approved

by the Commissioner.
EDWARD J. BRENNER.

June 26. 1964. Commissioner.

[804 O.G. 297]

(150) INTF-RFERENCE PRACTICE AFFIDAVITS

Under Rdle 204(c)

ThoFe having occasion to serve on the Commissioner of

Patents papers having to do with court proceedings are hereby

reminded that proper service by mail may be effected only

by mailing the papers to the Solicitor of the Patent Office as

counsel for the Commissioner. Rule 5(b) of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure provides la pertinent part

:

Whenever under these rules service is required or per-

mitted to be made upon a party represented by an at-

torney the service shall be made upon the attorney unless

service upon the party himself is ordered by the court.

Service upon the attorney • • * shall be made by deliver-

ing a copy to him or by mailing It to him at his last

known address • • •.

Rule 25(b) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure

similarly provides. "Service on a party represented by counsel

shall be made on counsel." The clerk of the U.S. Court of

Customs and Patent Appeals has stated that, Inasmuch as the

rules of the Court are not specific on the manner of service

in patent ca.ses, the procedure outlined herein has the Court's

approval.

Accordingly, all service copies of papers filed In court pro-

ceedings In which the Commissioner of Patents is a party

which are served by mail should be addressed :

"(Name of Solicitor), Solicitor

U.S. Patent Office

Washington. D.C. 20231."

S. WM. COCHRAN.

Apr. 28, 1972. Solicitor.

[898 O.G. 1500]

There has been difficulty in a number of cases due to uncer

talnty on the part of applicants concerning the requirements

of affidavits to be filed under Rule 204(c) to secure Inter-

ference contests with patentees whose filing dates antedate

their own by more than three months, and it is hoped that

the following explanation will be helpful.

In preparing affidavits under this rule applicants should

have In mind the provisions of Rule 228, and especially the

following facts

:

1. That after these affidavits are forwarded by the Pri-

mary Examiner for the declaration of an Interference they

wlllbe examined by a Board of Patent Interferences.

2. If the affidavits fail to establish with adequate cor-

roboration acts and circumstances which would prima facie

entitle applicant to an award of priority relative to the

effective filing date of the patentee, an order will be Issued

concurrently with the notice of Interference, requiring appli-

cant to, show cause why summary judgment should not be

rendered against him.

3. Additional affidavits In response to such order will not

be considered unless justified by a showing under the pro-

visions of Rule 228. and If the applicant responds the

patentee will receive from the applicant a copy of the re-

sponse (Rule 247) and from the Patent Office a copy of the

original showing (Rule 228), and will be entitled to present

his views with respect thereto.

4. It Is the position of the Board of Patent Interferences

that all affidavits submitted must describe acts which the

affiants performed or observed or circumstances observed,

such as structure used and results of use or test, except on

a proper showing as provided In Rule 204(c). Statements

of conclusion, for example, that the invention of the counts

was reduced to practice, are generally considered to be not

acceptable. It should also be kept in mind that documen-

tary exhibits are not self-proving and require explanation

by an affiant having direct knowledge of the matters in-

volved. However, it is not necessary that the exact- date

of conception or reduction to practice be revealed in the

affidavits or exhibits if the affidavits aver observation of

the necessary acts and facts. Including documentation when

available, before the patentee's effective filing date. On

the other hand, where reliance Is placed upon diligence, the

affidavits and documentation should be precise as to dates

from a date just prior to patentee's effective filing date.

The showing should relate to the essential factors in the

determination of the question of priority of invention as

set out In 35 U.S.C. 102(g).

5. The explanation required by Rule 204(c) should be

in the nature of a brief or explanatory remarks accompany-

ing an amendment, and should set forth the manner in

which the requirements of the counts are satisfied and how

the requirements for conception, reduction to practice or

diligence are met.
GEORGE W. BOYS,

Apr. 21, 1966. Chairman, Board of Patent Interferences.

[826 O.G. 712]

(157) Designation of Interference Record

Relied Upon

INTERFERENCES
Inteuff.rence—Declar.\tion(155)

Effective July 1, 1964, no interference will be declared

between pending applications, if there is a difference of more

than three (3) months In the effective filing dates of the

applications In the case of Inventions of a simple character,

or a difference of more than six (6) months In other cases.

During the taking of testimony In an Interference it is

frequently not clear just what testimony is necessary to a

party's case, since the contentions to be made by the opposing

party are not known, and In the case of a junior party It Is.

frequently not known whether or not the senior party will

take testimony. Therefore coun.sel taking testimony will nor-

mally cover all matters which might possibly have an effect

on his case. Then, In preparing his briefs it may become ap-

parent that certain portions of his record have no real signifi-

cance as to issues involved. A review of these portions by the

Board of Patent Interferences Is thus unnecessary.
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Accordingly, Ip order to reduce the time required by the

Board of Talent Interferences to study the record, and to more

effectively and efficiently deilde the Issues InvoU-ed. counsel

relying on an evldenOary record In Interference rases are

requested to file a statement as to the portions of their record

upon which they rely. Such statement should be Included In

the briefs of the respective parties.

EDWIN L. REYNOLDS.
First Aaaiatant Commisaioiier.

[846 O.G. 679 (Jan. 16, 1968)1

January 1, 1974

(158) ROLE 283

Testimony tal:en in another interference or action

A discovery proceeding under the control of a U.S. District

Court, ancillary to an Interference procee<linp. is now con-

sidered to be an "action" within the meaning of Rule 2S.3.

Accordingly, "pretrial depositions" taken In a discovery pro

ceedlng in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Pro

cedure and under court control may be used in the Interference

as to* which the (Mscovery proceeding is ancillary, subject to

all other provisions of Rule 283.

May 2, 1972.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Assistant Cotnmiasioner.

1898 O.G. 1500]

(159) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADEMARKS. AND
COPYRIGHTS

Chapter I—Patent Office. Department of Commerce

PART

PART 1—RILES OK PRACTICE IN PATENT CASES

—SECRECY or CERTAIN INVENTIONS AND LICENSES TO

FILE APPLICATIONS IN FOREIGN COCNTRIES

Interference Practice
[

These rules changes are Intended to clarify the current

practice before the Board of Patent Interferences and to

correct several inconsistencies in rule language. The rule

change: (1) Provides for a 30-day period In which the junior

party may request a final hearing to review a decision grant

ing a motion over his opposition. (2) changes several 10-

day periods to be 20-day periods. (3) provides for considera-

tion of a motion to add or remove names of Inventors, filed

after the time for taking testimony has been set. to be deferred

to final hearing. (4) provides that documentary exhibits not

b€ included In bound volumes of testimony, (5) provides

that In testimony papers, questions to a witness need not be

consecutively numbered if paper with numbered lines is used,

add (6) provides that a notice be placed In the file wrapper

of a patent If claims therefrom are copied In an application

under secrecy order.

On June 30, 1972. notice of proposed rulemaking regarding

the amendment of |{ 1225, 1.231, 1.251, 1.253, 1272, 1.277.

1.281, and 5.3 of title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, deal-

ing with Interference practice, was published In the Federal

Register (37 PR 12966). Interested persons were given until

October 10, 1972, to submit written comments or suggestions

regarding the proposed amendments. The changes in JS 1243

and 1.244 are made without publication of proposed rule

-change since It merely relieves a restriction.

Full consideration having been given to all comments re-

ceived In response to the public notice, the amendments orig-

inally proposed have been somewhat modified and are hereby

adopted as set forth below.

Effective date.—These amendments shall become effective

June 25. 1973, and shall apply only to Interferences declared

after such effective date.

In consideration of the comments received and pursuant to

the authority contained in section 6 of the act of July 19,

1952 (66 Stat. 793; 35 U.S.C. 6), as amended October 5,

1971 (85 Stat. 364), parts 1 and 5 of title 37, Code of Federal

Regulations are hereby amended as follows :

1. Section 1.225 Is revised to read as follows

:

I 1.225 Failure of junior party to file statements or to over-

come filing date of senior party.

If a junior party to an Interference falls to file a preliminary

statement, or If his statement fails to overcome the prima

facie case made by the filing date of the application of another

party, judgment on the record will be entered against such

junior party unless he has filed a motion under | 1.231, within

the time set for such motions, for some action In the inter-

ference or he has opposed a motion under i 1.231(a) (2), (3),

(4). or 1 5). If such a motion has been timely filed but does

not'result In action in the Interference which will remove the

basis for a judgment on the record, such judgment on the

record will be entered unless the motion related to matters

which may be reviewed at final hearing under { 1.258. and

within 30 days of the decision disposing of the motion the

junior party concerned requests that final hearing be set

to review such matter. Also, such a junior party may within

such 30 day period request a final hearing to review such a

matter raised by his opposition to motion under §1.231 (a)

(2), (3), (4), or (5) which was granted over his opposition.

2. In I 1.231, subparagraphs (4) and (5) of paragraph

(a) and paragraph (d) are revised to read as follows :

I 1,231 Motions before the primary examiner.
\

(a) • • •

(4) To be accorded the benefit of an earlier application or

to attack the benefit of an earlier application which has been

accorded to an opposing party In the notice of declaration.

See i 1.224.

(5) To amend an Involved application by adding or remov-

ing the names of one or more Inventors as provided In { 1.45.

(See par. (d) of this section.) |

• • • • •

(a) All proper motions as specified In paragraph (a) of

this section, or of a similar character, will be transmitted

to and considered by the primary examiner without oral

argument, except that consideration of a motion to dissolve

will be deferred to final hearing before a Board of Patent

Interferences where the motion urges unpatentability of a

count to one or more parties which would be reviewable at

final hearing under { 1.258(a) and such unpatentability Is

urged against a patentee or has been ruled upon by the Board

of Appeals or by a court In ex parte proceedings. Also con-

sideration of a motion to add or remove the names of one

or more Inventors may be deferred to final hearing if such

motion is filed after the times for taking testimony have been

set. Requests for reconsideration will not be entertained.

I 1.243 [Amended]

3 In I 1.243. the last sentence Is amended by deleting "10

days" and Inserting In lieu thereof, the expression "20 days

from the date of service of the motion."

{ 1.244 [.Amended]

4 In 5 1 244. paragraph (c) and paragraph (d). last sen-

tence. Is amended bv deleting "10 days from the filing" and

Inserting In lieu thereof, the expression "20 days from the date

of service." , , ,,

5. In i 1.251, paragraph (a) Is revised to read as follows.

I 1.251 Assignment of times for discovery and taking tes-

timony.

(a) A period for preparation for testimony will be set In

which all parties should complete discovery and other pre-

paratory activities, except for service by ^1;^^''";°%^'";^

required by | 1.287(a)(1) which Is governed by 11.287(a)

(2) (III).

• • • •

6. In ! 1.253, paragraph (f) is revised to read as follows

:

{ 1 253 Copies of the testimony.

(f) When the copies of the record are In typewritten form,

they must be clearly legible on opaque unglazed. durable

paper approximately 8^^ by 11 Inches In size better size)

and one of the three copies must be a ribbon copy but ne^

not be executed by the certifying officer. (The certified tran-

script may be a properly executed carbon copy See I r277)

The typing shall be on one side of the paper. In not smaller

than pica type: and double spaced with a margin of 1%

inches on the left-hand side of the page. The sheets shall be

bound at their left edges. In such manner to He flat when
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opened, In a volume or volumes of convenient size (approxi-

mately 100 pages per volume Is suggested) provided with

covers. Documentary exhibits should not be Included In

bound volumes of testimony. Multlgraphed or otherwise re-

produced copies conforming to the standards specified will

be accepted.

7. In S 1.272. paragraph (c) Is revised to read as follows:

{ 1 272 Manner of taking testimony of icitnesses.

(c) By agreement of the parties, the testimony of any wit-

ness or witnesses of any party may be submitted In the form

of an affidavit by such witness or witnesses. The parties may

stipulate what a particular witness would testify to If called,

or the facts In the case of any party may be stipulated. When

evidence Is submitted In one of these forms, four copies of

such affidavit or stipulated tesHmony (§ 1253 (a), (c), (f))

are required.

8. In I 1.277, paragraph (a) is revised to read as follows:

i 1.277 Form of deposition.

(a) The testimony must be written on letter size paper,

with a wide margin on the left-hand side of the page, and

with the writing on one side only of the sheet. The pages

must be serially numbered throughout the entire record for

each party (11.253(c)) and the name of the witness must

be plainly and conspicuously written at the top of each page.

The questions propounded to each vritness must be consecu-

tively numbered, unless paper with numbered lines Is used,

and each question must be followed by Its answer.

9. Section 1.281 Is revised to read as follows :

I 1.281 Additional time for taking testimony.

If either party has proceeded with the taking of testimony

on his behalf but Is unable to complete his case because of

Inability to procure the testimony of a witness or witnesses

within the time limited and said time has expired, and he

desires additional time for such purpose, he must file a mo-

tion, accompanied by a statement under oath or In the form

of a declaration setting forth specifically the cause of such

inability, the name or names of the witness or witnesses, the

facts expecte<l to be proved by such witness or witnesses, the

steps which have been taken to procure such testimony, and

the dates on which efforts have been made to procure It.

(See { 1.245 for extensions of time in other situations.)

10. In I 5.3, paragraph (b) is revised to read as follows

:

S 5.3 Procsecution of application under secrecy order; with-

holding patent.

• • • • •

(b) An Interference will not be declared Involving applica-

tions under secrecy order. However, If an application under

secrecy order copies claims from an issued patent, a notice

of that fact will be placed In the file wrapper of the patent.

Date : April 10, 1973.
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,

Comrmissioner of Patents.

Richard O. Simpson,

Acting Assistant Secretary

for Science and Technology.

[FR Doc, 73-7744 ; Filed 4-20-73 ; 8 : 45 am]

[910 O.G. 992]

(161) TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS,
AND COPYRIGHTS '

Chapter I

—

Patent Office, Department of Commbrcb

PART 1 RULES of PRACTICE IN PATENT CASES

Issuance of Certificates of Correction

On October 11, 1968, notice of proposed rulemaking re-

garding the amendment of §§ 1.322 and 1.323 of Title 37,

Code of Federal Regulations, dealing with the Issuance of

certificates of correction, was published in the Federal Regis-

ter (33 F.R. 15218). Interested persons were given 40 days

in which to submit written comments, suggestions, or objec-

tions regarding the proposed amendments.

Full consideration having been given to all comments that

were received in response to the public notice, the amend-

ments originally proposed are hereby adopted without change

and are set forth below.

As a result of these rule changes It will no longer be neces-

sary for the patentee to forward his patent to the Patent

Office when requesting the issuance of a certificate of correc-

tion. Upon receipt of an appropriate request, a certificate of

correction will be issued and forwarded to the patentee, with

an authorization permitting the patentee to physically attach

same to the patent.

In connection with this change of procedure, arrangements

have been made with Shepard's Citations to Indicate under

its listing of patents in Its set entitled "Shepard's United

States Citations, Patents and Trademarks" those patents for

which certificates of correction have been issued. Beginning

in April of this year the information will be published In that

set's quarterly cumulative supplement and will appear In

the bound volume thereof, when It Is released.

Effective date. These amendments shall become effective

upon publication In the Federal Register.

Dated : Mar. 18, 1969.
EDWARD J. BRENNER,

Commissioner of Patents.

Approved :

ALLEN V. ASTIN,
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

CORRECTION OF ERRORS

(160) Certificates of Correction Listing

Certificates of Correction are issued every Tuesday. Begin-

ning on January 7, 1969, each Issue of the Official Gazette

will numerically list all U.S. patents having Certificates of

Correction issuing that Tuesday. The list will appear under

the heading "Certificates of Correction Issued (date)."

Nov. 22, 1968,

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[857 O.G. 1006]

[861 O.G. 680]

(162) New Procedure for Handling Certificates

OF Correction "

In compliance with amended Rules 322 and 323, and to

expedite the issuance of certificates and reduce printing costs,

practitioners are urged to submit the text of the certificate

on a special form which could serve as the final copy for use

in direct process reproduction (offset printing) of the cer-

tificate of correction. The request for issuance of the certificate

(together with the fee where the error Is due to applicant's

mistake) should be in a separate letter accompanied by two

copies of the form and a self-addressed envelope.

Where the recommended format is used and approved, one

copy of said form, duly certified, will be returned to the pat-

entee for attachment to his copy of the patent. This will

eliminate the present necessity for returning the patent when

requesting a certificate. The other copy of the form will be

used for direct offset printing of copies of the certificate

which, as heretofore, will be attached to every printed copy

of the patent subsequently sold or distributed.

Copies of the form are obtainable for reproduction purposes

from Correspondence and Mall Branch and from the recep-

tionist in Bldg. 3, Crystal Plaza. Below Is a sample form

illustrating a variety of corrections and the suggested manner

of setting out the format. Particular attention Is directed to

:

a Identification of the exact point of error by reference

"to column and line number of the printed patent.

b Conservation of space on the form by typing slngte

space, beginning two lines down from the printed

c Startfng the correction to each separate column as a

sentence, and using semi-colons to separate corrections

within said column, where possible.

d. Two inch space left blank at bottom for signature of

attesting officer.
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• X^l ( ) to enclose subject matter to be added, ex-

, wC'r^mula «s involved, setting out only" tbat

portion thereof which U to be corrected.

to, print by the direct Image o^se^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Bheet(9) of drawing "f PJ«^<^> ^^'^^blieal formulas, etc..

copy of the patent.
ricHARD A. WAHL.

•. Ataiitant Commi$$ioner.
Apr. 1, 1968.

UNTTED STATES PATENT OmCE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

ntaat «..

..... Aotll 1. »»*

abstract should be an objective condensation (rather than

idesor ptlon) of the disclosure. In clear and concise language^

Statements as to the relative merits or value or speculative

»ni)llcillons of the Invention should be omitted.

^^2 The abstract should be especially designed to serve as

a tearchlng scanning tool for the scientist, engineer or re^

fear'her m the particular art. and therefore should serve

tohullcate whether there is a need for consult.ng the full

^T'Th^'TbsSlcfJho^ld be as brief as the subject permits.

K single paragraph of r,0-100 words should be «"ffl<^'«°t-.
.

.

4 Tspeclaliy n the chemical Held, the abstract should

inclule a tatement of the utility of the subject matter of

the disclosure, particularly that which Is related to the m-

'"s^The abstract -should be separate and Independent of the

technical disclosure.
ricHARD A, WAHL.

Oct. 7. 1966.
•^"•'"'"•' CommiB.ioner.

[831 O.O. 13281

J(Mt V. Votth

•< th»t ••« l.«tt»r» P«t«nt »f n«r.B7

V ^ .-.. «;heet 3 Tit. i. the reference nuaerU
In the ar»"lng». Sheet ^•, "»•,•,„, ,tt«ched to the

fo?»u:» »houl4 •??••' •• folij"*-

C.lu» I. fofyU WXV, th.t'jortloa of th. for-ul. r..dln.

(164) Cn^NOE IN CONTF.NT OF THE PATENTS

SXCTION OF THB OFFICIAL GAZETTE

X thould r**d
CM

.1.

ronula OTVn. th.t portion o£ the for^ult Te.dlnc "-CHtCH-"

In^ti r^; JCH,CH:. ;;.^^Colu„n : line
6.^.^^^

lines 3. • .na ». ^^^^ ft^" ^ll"T„ lo. u^e 16. cancel
-.ccurrenc, Jhould ^"-^ ''

J/iivjce" to ind including "tive

ItlK-'l): colUAn^ itn:". .nd insert the following cl.x.:

-t fSJih tn'cr.is\^^""o/Jn*!:Sti!:;itU'h.vin,

rlo^Irtme top! ind including; rue.ns for poving

;.U^t; b.U.en^.is.4 .nd lowered r.tr.ct.d

vftiitd position.

[862 O.O. 2]

ABSTRACTS

,-,R1^ PtaMINATIOV REQriREMENTS AND PROCEDURE IN

^'"'^ ^ R^i^N TO .ABSTRACTS OF THE DiSCLOSCRE

The newly adopted amendment to Rule 72 ^hlch requires

S .n, m" from a« E»«i».r o. ,r «"",^"7,'^,'„'','/:
,1

..niter 1 1906. sbould reqalr. the submission »' • k''« "

paragraph may be used to make the requlremeat

.

* "An abstract Is required, see new Rule 72(b)."

Responses to such actions should be treated under Rule

that the abstract Is an adequate and clear statement of the

ontent! of the disclosure ard generally in line -ith t»^e ^'<^-

lines in the following paragraphs; the abstract ^hall be

changed by E.aminer's Amendment In those Instances where

deemed necessary.
,

1 The p«.ft)ose of the abstract U to provide a non-legal

technical statement of the contents of the dUclosure. The

in keeping with the Patent 0«««
^^^^^a^d SSfo^m-

use of patents In the scientific. ^"K'^f'\"';'^"/X„Ko In the

January 1968. a copy oi ine « r^^^^

an abstract Is available will •^PP^"'"';','^,,'/
patent informa-

chnitfe lu content is being made In order th.^tpaieni

mailed under the direction of the ^"I'";"^";^'^" 'p 00402

communications addressed. The title or me

U^"'%c7
00"

.or
"

.»b 'ir-lon yo„ bo..oo.n« J.nu.r,

lated to the new program.
^^^^^^ j BRENNER.

„, ,-a-r Commi»«»oner 0/ Patenta.

Sept. 25, 1967.

[843 0.0. 747]

(ir..V, PARAoiurn REQriREMENTs for abstracts

Rule 72(b) and MPEP 608.01(b).
i,,,t,on disclosure

In unusual circumstances where the appnoa"

does not lend Itself to a single P"«^S"P^»;
^^J^i; of hese

paragraph abstract may be ^'''^';^'',.^^'' ^^^^ a^^i^^ to
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the abstract begins and ends. Appropriate headings useable

between the abstract and the subsequent description are to

be found In the "Guidelines for Drafting a Model Patent

Application Under the Revised Rules" (832 O.G. 5; MPEP
608.01(a)).

, „.„TRICHARD A. WAHL,

Feb. 16 1968. Asaiatant Commiaaioner.

[854 0.0. 287]

(166) Patent Abstracts

The provision In Rule 72(b) of the Rules of Practice In

Patent Cases, relating to inclusion of a "brief abstract of the

technical disclosure" In applications for patent, has now been

in effect for two and nne-h.ilf years.

Instructions regarding abstract preparation were published

at 831 0.0. 1328. October 25, 1966. and at .ihout the same

time a pamphlet entitled "Guidelines for the Preparation of

Patent Abstracts" was published and made available to per-

sonnel concerned with the preparation and review of abstracts

of the typo noted.

Abstracts are becoming more and more significant In the

field of mechanized and computerized prior art retrieval. It

Is therefore important that they reach the optimum quality

level at the earliest possible date.

During the past year abstracts. In a random sample or

approximately 1000 allowed applications, were audited or re-

viewed for purposes of determining degree of compliance with

the aforenoted Instructions and guidelines. Steady improve-

ment In the quality of the abstracts was noted In the course

of the review The review clearly Indicated, however, a need

for further Improvement as well as a need for certain modlfl-

cntlons and revisions In the earlier published guidelines. There

also appeared to be a need for reemphasls of portions of the

guidelines. .

Accordlnglv, a revised set of guidelines consonant with the

needs suggested by tl»e audit have been promulgated, and are

set forth below for use In the preparation and review of

patent abstracts.

GUIDELINES for TH« PaEI'ARATION OF PATENT ABSTRACTS

liackground

The Rules of Practice In Patent Cases require that each

application for patent Include an Abstract of the Disclosure,

"'The clnVent of a patent abstract should be such as to en^

able the reader thereof, regardless of his degree of familiarity

with patent documents, to ascertain quickly the character of

the subject matter covered by the technical disclosure and

should include that which Is new In the art to which the

Invention pertains. •„«.-,

The abstract is not Intended nor designed for use In Inter-

preting the scope or meaning of the claims. Rule .2(b).

Content

A patent abstract Is a concise statement of the technical

disclosure of the patent and should Include that which is new

In the art to which the Invention pertains.

If the patent Is of a basic nature, the entire technical dis-

closure may be new In the art, and the abstract should be

directed to the entire disclosure.

If the patent Is in the nature of an Improvement In an old

apparatus process, product, or composition, the abstract

Bhould include the technical disclosure of the improvement.

In certain patents, particularly those for compounds and

compositions, wherein the process for making and/or the use

thereof are not obvious, the abstract should set forth a proc-

ess for making and/or a use thereof.

If the new technical disclosure Involves modifications or

alternatives, the abstract should mention by way of example

the preferred modification or alternative.

The abstract should not refer to purported merits or specu-

lative applications of the Invention and should not compare

the Invention with the prior art.

Where applicable, the abstract should Include the follow-

ing: (1) If a machine or apparatus. Its organization and oper-

ation; (2) If an article. Its method of making: (3) if a

chemical compound. Its identity and use; (4) If a mixture,

Its Ingredients; (5) if a process, the steps. Extensive mechan-

ical and design details of apparatus should not be given.

With regard particularly to chemical patents, for com-

pounds or compositions, the general nature of the compound

or composition should be given as well as the use thereof,

e g "The compounds are of the class of alkyl benzene sul-

fonyl ureas, useful as oral anti-diabetics." Exemplification of

a species could be Illustrative of members of the class For

processes, the type reaction, reagents and process conditions

should be stated, generally Illustrated by a single example

unless variations are necessary.

Language and Format

The abstract should be in narrative form -and generally,

limited to a single paragraph within the range of 50 to 250

words. The form and legal phraseology often used n patent

claims, such as "means" and "said," should be avoided. The

abstract should sufficiently describe the disclosure o assist

readers In deciding whether there Is a need for consulting the

full patent text for details. ^ », ,., „„
The language should be clear and concise and should not

repeat Information given in the title. It should avoid using

phrases which can be Implied, such as. "This disclosure con-

cerns," "The disclosure defined by this Invention," This dis-

closure describes," etc.

Reaponaibility

Preparation of the abstract is the responsibility of the ap-

plicant. Background knowledge of the art and an appreciation

of the applicant's contribution to the art are most Important

m the preparation of the abstract. The review of the abstract

for compliance with these guidelines, with any necessary edit-

ing and revision on allowance of the application is the re-

sponsibility of the examiner. "

Sample Abatracta

A heart valve with an annular valve body defining an ori-

fice and having a plurality of struts forming a pair of cages

on opposite sides of the orifice. A spherical closure member is

captlvely held within the cages and Is moved by blood flow

between open and closed positions in check valve fashion. A

blight leak or backfiow is provided in the closed position by

making the orifice slightly larger than the closure member.

Blood fiow Is maximized in the open position of the valve by

providing an inwardly convex contour on the orifice-defining

surfaces of the body. An annular rib Is formed in a channel

around the periphery of the valve body to anchor a suture ring

used to secure the valve within a heart.

A method for sealing, by application of heat, overlapping

closure panelq of a folding bbx made from paperboard hav-

ing an extremely thin coating of moisture-proofing thermo-

plastic material on opposite surfaces. Heated air Is directed

at the surfaces to be bonded, the temperature of the air at

the point of Impact on the surfaces being above the char

point of the board. The duration of application of heat Is made

so brief, by a corresponding high rate of advance of the boxes

through the air. stream, that the coating on the reverse side

of the panels remains substantially non-tacky. The bond Is

formed immediately after heating within a period of time for

any one surface point less than the total time of exposure to

heated air of that point. Under such conditions the heat ap-

plied to soften the thermoplastic coating is dissipated after

complPtlon of the bond by absorption Into the board acting

as a heat sink without the need for cooling devices.

Amld#s are produced by reacting an ester of a carhoxyllc

add with an amine, using as catalyst an alkoxlde of an nlkall

metal. The ester is first heated to at least 75" C. under a

pressure of no more than 500 mm. of mercury to remove mois-

ture and acid gases which would prevent the reaction, and

then converted to an amide without heating to initiate the

'^''^""°-
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Apr. 23, 1969. Aaaiatant Commissioner.

[862 0.0. 653]

(IG7) DISCONTINUATION OF THE PUBLICATION "P.VTENT
,

ABSTRACTS SECTION OF THE OFFICIAL GAZETTE

Effective Mar. 31. 1970, the Patent Office will no longer

print the publication "Patent Abstracts Section of the Ofiiclai^

Gazette " Reasons for this decision are the desire to Incur a
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_. I- r.^„Hl^,f eosta the same information now appears

^thf 0.n?rSrxTk.?nd the number of subscribers «..

"XLTeH-:dr;VD^ocrer;U.S. Government ..nt-

InrOfflTwm contact subscribers to the "Patent Abstracts

for appropriate action regarding their subscriptions.

CLARENCE A. KALK.

Acting'A„istant Commissioner for Administration.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 1, 1974

Feb. 9. 1970.
[872 O.G. 11

cally supplied without charge simultaneously with the mail-

ing of the actions. „,„„«,iv
Additional copies of references desired °>"«t ^e properly

Identified and purchased from the regular Patent Office copy

supply facilities. r»t^A
This supersedes the notice. '•Providing Copies of Clt^

References to Applicants" which was published in 809 O.O.

317 on December 8. 1964. ^.tc-
C. A. KALJi,

Oct 1, 1»«5. Director of Administration.

[819 O.G. 13351

(168) CLAIMS VERSUS ABSTRACTS FOB PUBLICATION

IN THl PATBNT OFFICIAL GAZBTT*

Abstracts have been required for all patent applications

«,i,«incV January 1 1967. Subsequent to the roquln-rient

?rab ^racts'the omJe began substituting abstracts for patent

H.«m« in the OFFICIAL Gazbttk. At the present tinu.. ab

tfaTts are u^ed^Txcluslvely In the Okfical Gazette to de-

scribe tie inventions for which patents issue ench wo,k

Over the last several months, the Office has become increas-

ingly awae of the disparity of views which «..t re.nrdin.

the merit, of tiie publication of claims "/^'^'^^fj^
'",,

''f

official Gazette. The utilization of abstracts In «he Offii ial

OaIette was initially based on a desire to n,a|ce that Pub Ica^

tion more useful to the non patent community. However, it

no" Tppears that a significant portion of the PJ^en'
co.nnju-

hlty. especially In the chemical area, would P"'", "'' ""^''^

"atiin of claims In the Official Gazette as more useful than

the publication of abstracts. • ,„ ,-i„,«-t«l

To assist the Office in resolving this Issue. It is rM,«este.l

that l"erested parties submit their comments In wrl Inc prior

TjilZy 1. ?973. such comments should be n.UUop^ .o

the Commissioner of Patents, Washington. D.C.. 20<JJl.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,

May 22. 1972.
Commissioner of Patents.

[899 O.G. 820]

(171) Citation of References at Time or

ALLOWANCE

Commencing March 15, 1966. references cited by examiners

when passing an application to issue will no longer be sup-

plied under the automatic plan. Copies of these references,

if desired, must be purchased from the regular Patent Ofllce

copy supply facilities.

Except as above Indicated references cited by examiners In

Office actions will continue to be automatically supplied with

out charge simultaneously with the mailing of the actions.

This modifies the notice, "Automatic Furnishing Free

Copies of Cited References." which was published In 820 O.U.

1 on November 2. 1965. „,,„tRICHARD A. WAHL,

Feb. 24, 1966. Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

[824 O.G. 805]

REFERENCES

(169) Citation of Publications and Foreign

Patents

Foreign Patents

(172) Orders for References Cited in Shortened

Statutory Period Actions

Effective immediately, the Patent Office will no longer

supply copies of references cited on a "Special Handling

basis without the usual additional charge. This service was

announced in the Official Gazette on June 2. 1964.

The Patent Office has. since November 1. 1965. been fur-

nishing one complete set of references cited by Exam ners

m Office Actions automatically, without charge, simultane-

ously with the mailing of the actions.

[825 O.G. 811 (Apr. 19. 1966)]

In accordance with Rule 107. for each foreign P»t«.nt cited

there should be Indicated the number of sheets of drawl g

ind pages of specification and also the sheet °"'"»'"t«> ""'^

p«e number(srspeciflcally relied upon if less than the entire

Srsclosu^e is used Because it Is essential to conserve space

fn tie E^mlner's file of applications and to minimize ti.e cost

To applicant under the automatic supply of """""^^ ;*'•;'„

whenever the total number of sheets and pages in any orel«n

rTtent exceeds ten, the. Examiner should keep the total rel.e^l

0^ as near to ten' as possible. Applicants who desire a oj.py

of the complete foreign patent or of the portion ^ot relied

on" muat order it. not through the automatic supply system,

bat in the usual manner.

Publications

Publications such as German allowed «PP»""°°»
*°f

Netherlands printed specifications should be similarly handled.

With otber p'ublicatlons such as »'-''«•
P^-^^t^Ue'dlf'the

logues. the specific pages relied upon should be <;"ed « the

coDv relied upon is located only in the Group making the

action (there U no call number), the additional information.

"Copy In Group —" should be given.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Acting Superintendent,

'
• Patent Examining Corps.

[811 O.G. 2931.

Jan. 4, 1966.

(170) Automatic Fubnishino Free Copies of

Cited References

Commencing November 1. 1965. one complete set of refer

ences cited by Examiners In Offlca Action, will be automati

(173) policy re: Voluntary Citation of Prior

art by applicants

Effective Immediately, the following policy is being adoPted

in the hope of encouraging more frequent and meaningful

citation of prior art by applicants and their attorneys on a

^"prVo^'art^dted by applicants or their attorneys within

thir y days of the filing of a patent application or prior to

the first Office action, whichever is later, will be fully con-

fdered by the Examiner, will be part of the offic al record^

and will be Included In the list of references cited In the

Hiuiei fiVe and in the printed patent provided the applicant:

(a) Limits the number of references cited to not more

than five separate Iten.s. unless a satisfactory explana^

non is given as to why more than five ^U" '""y/;.
necessary, and submit, one copy of each of the refer

'TbV submit, a detailed discussion of the references^

which discussion points out. with the P"» <=">" ^
Jf;

quired by Rule 111(b) and (O. how the claimed subject

matter Is distinguishable over the references.

References cited by applicants or ""orneys under the

-special" examining procedure announced o° ^a^ji 2 1966.

and published In 812 O.G. 953 will also be Inc uded In the

ist of references cited In the patented file and Pointed patent.

Prior art cited by applicants and attorneys under the prac^

tlce set forth In the notices published In 797 O.G. 733 802

O G. 601 ; 804 O.G. 1 and 806 O.G. 294 will no longer be ll.t.d

In the printed patent. oomMMirBEDWARD J. BRENNER,

Apr. 13. 1967.
Commissioner of Patent:

[887 0.0. 10821

U. S. PATENT OFFICE
January 1, 1974

(174) REFERENCE CITATION IN CONTINUATION

APPLICATIONS

Effective December 1. 1967. the Office will discontinue the

practce of furnishing, automatically and -"bout charge^

copies of references cited In continuation applications If they

had been previously cited In the parent application.

In the rare Instance where no art Is cited In a continuation

appUcation. all the references cited during the prosecut on of

the parent application will be listed at allowance for printing

'°mhe'r''continuing applications, including continuation-ln^

part and divisional applications, are not affected by this

*=^''°«^- RICHARD A. WAHL.

NOT. 1. 1967.
^'"'""'* commissioner.

(846 O.G. 10221
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/175) PATENT CLASSIFICATION

As a service to the public, effective with the Issue of Decem-

ber 10. 1968, all patents will contain at/^e end of the speci-

fication, after the "List of References." a list of all classes

and subclasses in the U.S. Classification System into which

the patent was cross-referenced at the time of Issue. This list-

inir will be headed "U.S. CI.—X.R."

Beginning with the issue of January 7. 1969. all patents

win also include International Patent Classifications In the

heading and identified as " Int. CI."

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Assistant Commissioner.

Nov. 29. 1968.

[858 0.0. 1029]

(176) Concordance: United States Patent Classipica-

tion to international patent Classification

A revised and updated edition of the "Concordance :
United

States Patent Classification to International Patent Classlfl-

cltion" has been published and Is available from the Super-

intendent of Documents. U.S. Government P«-'t.ting Office

f^r $1 50. This second edition Is a revision of the edition of

April 1969. and contains about 3.000 changes, corrections and

additions suggested by users of the book. " Includes all new

U.S. classes published up to and Including November 1971.

W. W. BURNS, Jr.,

Administrator, Office of

Search Systems and Documentation.

[898 O.G. 368]

Effective use of the mechanized search system and the achieve

ment of competent results are dependent upon understanding

and care In applying the coding Information offered In this

^"ThrPat°ent Office will accept requests for 'machine searches

submitted on code sheets prepared In accordance with Instruc^

tlons contained in the aforedescrlbed Publication R^uests

received in any other form will not be accepted, as the Patent

Office win not assume the responsibility for the 'o™"!''"";

of a search query or the representation of a query in coded

form. The Patent Office will, however, provide assistance to

persons seeking aid In resolving specific questions ^blch "lay

arise In completing the code sheet prior to submitting the

search request. The code sheet serves as the query form for

searches on this system.

One or more Examiners have been designated to provide such

assistance. A request for a conference on ""cch^lzed search

questions In the field of Data Processing may be directed to

the Supervisory Primary Examiner of Group Art Unit 237.

A search constitutes all of the machine and related opera-

tions required to retrieve from a data file. Information con-

talned therein which fulfills the search instructions repre-

sented on a code sheet. When several code sheets are requ red

to cover the full search need, each code sheet will constitute

a search. A search will be considered to be complete and proper

even under circumstances In which proper operation of the

system produces output representing documents which while

fulfilling the coded requirements, are determlnwi by the user

to lack pertinence or relevance In any or a sufficient degree

.

or. conversely, falls to produce an output.

The cost per search, which Includes a list of the document

references retrieved. Is $5.00. Copies of all U.S. patent and

nonpatent literature references will be supplied. If re«l"f«t«^

as part of the search service, for additional cost a established

rates, chargeable to a deposit account maintained by the

search purchaser with the Patent Office.

Code sheets for the machine search file may be obtained

from the Patent Office. Address request to the Patent Office,

Office of Search Systems and Documentation. Washington.

D.C.. 20231. „ . i„

After any necessary consultation with the Examiner In

preparing the search query, address search requests together

with the completed code sheet and fee to the Commissioner

of Patents, Washington, D.C., 20231. Attention should be di-

rected to ihe Office of Search Systems and Documentation,

Office of.the Adminstrator.

[891 O.G. 886 (Oct. 19, 1971)1

Apr. 12, 1972.

(177) Machine Search Service

The Mechanized Search Service presently used by the Patent

Office in making examiner searches in the field of Data Process-

ing is offered for public use under the conditions and procedures

^'^TW^syst^mls" available as a punched card file for an initial

fee of $40 00 eac^. The Instruction manual "Search System

Manual for the Field of Data Processlng-ICIREPAT System

DP" is included as part of the "package." A renewal fee of

$35.00 per year entities the subscriber to receive a set or

cards for new Issues. _.„»,i„„
This file which presentiy exists for mechanized searching

consists of

:

Field Class Subclass File content i

( 235
Data processing

\ 340

157 2,966 U.S. Patents.

172. 6 622 Literature articles.

1 Approximate number of documents in the files as of June

30. 1971.

The scope and organization of this file '«/^«";;^^
'Va'Ja

publication "Search System Manual for the Field of Data

Processlng-ICIREPAT System DP."
. ^ »„ *hp

A substantial portion of this publication is devoted to the

technique of preparing the code sheet which Is the means Pro-

vided for expressing the search query for machine handling.

(17g) Machine Search Service

The mechanized retrieval system formerly used by the

Patent Office In making examiner searches In the field or

Tteroids has been replaced by the ICIREPAT Shared System

or this field (System ST). This new system is based upon

the original U.S. Patent Office system, with certain additions

Ind momfications. FoUowlng are the changes that have been

or are being effected :

1 Two sub-systems have been created, one for steroid

structures and the other for processes which produce

steroid structures.
t^,^,j,„

2 Patents relating to seco, nor, homo- and hetero steroids

are^thin tbe fcope of the new ICIREPAT system and

are being added to the system.
. , ^ rr a ««f

3. The new system does not at this time "clude U^S. pat-

ents Issued prior to 1965. It Is anticipated that U.S.

patents from 1961-1964 will be added. To date no plans

Save been made for the indexing of non-patent literature.

4 Foreign patents relating to structures and Processes

Sn the scope of the sub-systems are being Indexed by

cooperating foreign patent offices.
„,h^.„

5 The ICIREPAT structure sub-system includes substen-

tiaUy the same capablUties for searching compound, as

The old system; the card format, however, has been

6 Botiffhe manual and the code sheet have been revised

to reflect these additions and modifications as well as

a number of other minor changes. Theynua, Is still

under revision; however, draft copies are available to

users of the system.
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The ICIREPAT System ST Is offered for public use under

the conditions and procedures prescribed herein.

This sy ?em Is available as a punched card file for an InUla

fee 540 00. The Instruction manual Is still under revision~
A re"jronr5.r';iVrr-

4 above) as these cards become available.

TMs file which presently exists for mechanized searching

consists of

:

(179)

POSTAL SERVICE EMERGENCY
EMKr.GEXCY SITUATION IN THE

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

Field
Class Subclass File content

'

Steroid.
260

(

239.5+ 1,937 U.S. Patents.

397+ 1.111 Foreign Patents.

. Approximate number of documents in the fl.es as o. uc.ober 1. 1972.

A substantial portion of the Instruction "»»°"^^
'^'^^J^Jf,

tlons contained In the aforedescrlbed
°"^°"fJ^J^p^^/.^

nf « RParch Guery or the representation of a query lu luu

?orm The pS Office will, however, provide assistance to

search request. The code sheet serves as the query form

A sear.h constitutes all of the machine and related opera-

tions r^ulred to retrieve from a data file. Information con-

ired Tereln which fulfills the search instructions repre^

:nte^ on"code sheet. When several -d-^^-^'^f-^ ,fe

to cover the full search need, each code sheet will cof^""'"

as arch A search will be considered to be complete and proper

even under circumstances In which proper OP"'^^^" "^.^.^

system produces output representing do^"°'^°t«7,»^*'=]'-7„^"r

uIfilUng the coded requirements are ^^term ned by t^ „ „

to lack pertinence or relevance In any or a sufficient degree,

or conversely, falls to produce an 'output.

The cost per search, which Includes a list of the document

reference re rleved. Is $5.00. Copies of all U.S. and fore gn

Tatent references will be supplied. If

^flffj:^^,::\^JX
search service, for additional cost at established rates, cnarge

able to a deposit account maintained by the search purchaser

with the Patent Office. . . . j

from tb. Patent Office. Address request, to '''
J""'"" '"'"

°»Bi::st?r s^Se": .ne^oHSrar-s't^c^zl .>,.

".tlDg for »Mcl, termln.<e4 with the Issues o( J.uuarr 1972.

Is as follows

:

5940 U.S. patents

111 Foreign patents

4179 Non-patent literature items

The instruction manual Is entitled "Revised Steroid Search

System coding Manual." R & D Report No.
If-

^OP*-;' *"^^

manual and code sheets may also be obtained ''o- ^^e ^fflce

of Patent Classification, and searches may be submitted ac

cording to the same procedures and guidelines set forth aboNe

for the new ICIREPAT Steroid system.

EDWIN R. MACKERT.
Acting Administrator,

Offlce of Patent Claaaiflcation.

1905 O.G. 70]

In view of the present emergency situation In U.S. postal

.ervlce the U.S. Patent Office Is taking the following actions^

In rVard to pending applications, the time for taking any

action or paying any fee expiring during the period beginning

March 16 and ending April 15. 1970. both dates inclusive is

hereby extended for' ONE MONTH. However, no extension

shall exceed a maximum period for response provided for in

''u's.'Dipartment of Commerce Field Offices have been des^

Ignated on an emergency basis, as receiving stations for the

US Patent Office. All papers should be enclosed in a sealed

envelope and deposited In a Field Office. Such papers will be

considered as received In the U.S. Patent Office on the day of

deposit The Field Office will date stamp each envelope so

Sslted. and applicants or their -P--/^^^'^;^
^'"^'J,:;;

sure the legibility of the date stamp. Field O^'e -11 P'ace

a corresponding date stamp on receipt canis provided b> the

depositor, which must completely Identify the papers de-

''^Fleld Office deposits should. If possible, be limited to such

papers wherein the Patent Statutes do not provide a reme.ly

for failure to obtain a particular date. Examples of these

tvpes of papers are: checks In payment of Issue fees, new

application papers wherein priority dates or ''t";"^;/';

J»"
may be Involved, amendments where the six month statutorj

period for response is about to expire, etc.

The Field Office in New York designated to receive papers

for the U.S. Patent Office Is located at :

41st Floor, Federal Office Bldg.

26 Federal Plaza, Foley Square

New York, N.Y.

The designated Field Office In Hartford. Connnectlcut Is

located at

:

Room 610-B, Federal Office Bldg.

450 Main St.

Hartford, Conn.

The addresses of Field Offices in other cities "e listed in

locaV directories and are available upon Inquiry to the Com-

mlssioner of Patents.
rjchARD A. WAHL.

Mar. 19. 1970. ^«^"''«' Commissioner of Patents.

[872 O.G. 13831

(ISO) PATENT OFFICE -POSTAL SERVICE

In view of the return to normal operations of the United

States Posta service, the Notice of Mar. 19, 1«;2J'"'": "is

fn the Sff^cal C.zette of Mar. 24. 1970. vol. 872, No. 4) is

'"u' e/Tpr'lS 1970, the U.S. Department of Commerce Field

Offices wU no onger be designated as receiving stations for

;he U S Patent Office. Accordingly, after the abovenoted date

l^rietter!-^^^ other papers relating to PJ-nt ami tra emark

cases will be considered as received In the ^ » I atent un e

oni; If they are filed in accordance -"h Rule 6 of the Rules

of Practice In Patent Cases as amended Nov. 26,
J9«9-

All other provisions of the Notice of Mar. 19. 19 <0 and the

No«"e of Mar. 26, 1970, relating to Trademarks, remain In

^'^^*'*-
WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR.

Mar. 27. 1970.
Commissioner of Patents.

[873 O.G. 319]

(181) FILE HISTORY OF APPLICATIONS AFFECTED

BY POSTAL EMERGENCY

mtth"^^::vlded It did not exceed a -"'-^
JJJ^'^t/ 9^0

sponse provided In the Statutes. (S««0« of March 24 i

or March 31. 1970. 872 O.G. 1383 and April 7. 1970. 873 O.U.

"^^Slncl this extension of time was automatic there will be

noS fn the Individual files to Indicate that a paper filed

January 1, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 49

during that period was. In fact, timely though It was received

later than Its apparent due date.

In order to provide a comple'i history In the affected files

and to dispel any question as to abandonment In the record

of a patented file, applicants or their attorneys are requested

to file a paper explaining these circumstances. A separate

paper should be filed In each case so affected (identified by

Serial No., filing date, title and applicant's name) and may

be merely a copy of the notice which authorized the one-,

month extension or should specifically refer to and identify

that notice.
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Apr. 27, 1970. Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

[874 O.G. 688]

(182) US. DEl'ABTMENT OF COMMERCE FIELD OFFICES TO

SERVE AS HECEIVINO STATIONS ONLY IN DECLARED

KMERGENCIES

During the recent postal emergency. Field Offices of the

U S Department of Commerce were designated as receiving

stations for the U.S. Patent Office (according to the Notices

of March 19. 1970. 872 O.G. 1383 and March 26, 1970, 87o

OG. TM 2). In view of the subsequent resumption of normal

postal operations, that emergency arrangement was discon-

tinued in accordance with the notice of March 27, 1970, 8.3

O G. 319. After April 15. 1970. the normal practice with re

spect to the filing of all letters and other papers relating to

patent and trademark matters In the U.S. Patent Office was

resumed.

The Patent Office has received suggestions proposing tnai

the Field Offices continue to serve as receiving stations for

the U S. Patent Office. These suggestions have received care-

ful and svmpathetic consideration. However, It has been con-

cluded that anv activities of the Field Offices In this connec-

tion must be re.-Jtrlcted, In the future, to any emergency

officially annotinced by the Patent Office as requiring such

action.
RICHARD A. WAHL,

Apr. 27, 1970. Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[874 O.G. 6881

(183) Patents and Trademarks

Relief in Cases Affected by the Postal Emergency

of March 1970

On June 30. 1971, President Nixon signed into law Public

Law 92-34. ^ ^ a^ , .„
Public Law 92-34 requires claims for the benefit of an

earlier filing date (Section 1.) and requests for such other

relief as may be appropriate (Sec. 2.) to be filed in the Patent

Office within 6 months after enactment, that Is by December

30 1971. Failure to file a statement within the noted period

will result in loss of right to take advantage of the benefits

of the law. Further explanation or evidence may be required

at a subsequent time. Public Law 92-34 provides relief only

for situations caused by the postal emergency which began

on March 18, 1970, and ended on or about March 30, 1970.

and for which there is no remedy under existing law.

The following explanation Is designed to serve as a guide

for persons desiring relief under the law.

The verified statement required to be filed under sections

1 and 2 of the law may be by any of the following

:

(a) AppllcaBt(s) for patent or trademark registration;

(b) Patentee(s) or trademark registrant;

(c) Owner(8) of record.

In cases involving plural Inventors, statements made under

(a) or (b) must be signed by all Inventors.

The verified statement must specify the particular earlier

date of receipt In the Patent Office to which the applicant,

patentee or trademark registrant, or owner of record believes

his application, fee or other paper would be entitled except

for the delay caused by the postal emergency of March, 1970.

The statement must be verified, that Is, In the form of an oath

or declaration. (37 CFR 1.68 (Patent Rule 68) and 2.20

(Trademark Rule 2.20).)

Evidence will not normally be required or considered by the

Patent Office regarding a claimed filing date of March 18,

1970, or later, In applications actually filed before June 1,

197o! Claims for earlier filing dates In cases actually filed after

June 1. 1970, or claiming a date prior to March 18, 1970, will

be considered prima facie unreasonable unless an acceptable

explanation of the basis for the claim Is filed In the Patent

Office with the claim or within 1 month or such longer time as

may be prescribed by the Commissioner. Any claim not ac-

cepted by the Patent Office because it is obviously defective

on Its face or unreasonable may be subjected to further review

by petition to the Commissioner.

The statement should adequately Identify the Involved

application, patent, or trademark registration by Including the

name of the applicant, patentee or registrant, title of the

Invention or an Identification of the mark, serial number, filing

date group art unit number and any other Identifying data

such as status of the case (e.g., awaiting first action, amend-

ment, brief, etc.). Acceptable statements will be acknowledged,

made of record and retained In the Patent Office files.

When practical, earlier filing dates accorded under this law.

as well as the originally granted filing dates, will be Identified

on ensuing patents and trademark registrations. These dates

will also be included In the Official Gazette in connection

with patents, trademark registrations and trademarks pub-

lished for opposition. In other cases, such as applications In

Issue prior to filing of a claim, the patent or trademark regis- .

tration number and claimed filing dates will be published In

the Official Gazette after December 30, 1971.

Patents Issued with earlier filing dates afforded by this law

will not be effective as prior art as of such earlier filing dates

under subsection 102(e) of title 35 of the United States Code.

In a pending patent application in which a claim for an ear-

lier filing date has been acknowledged under this law, appli-

cants need not file a Rule 131 affidavit to overcome a reference

having an effective filing date between the "earlier" and the ac-

tual filing date of the application. Intervening references of this

type will be cited but not applied by the examiner. Although

a statement claiming an earlier date Is accepted by the Patent

Office, the claimed earlier date may be called Into question In

subsequent Inter partes proceeding In the Patent Office or

In the courts. In these proceedings, the applicant or owner

may be required to present further evidence establishing the

filing date to which the application Is entitled. In such cases

a definite determination shall be made as to whether the ap-

plicant Is entitled to the earlier date under the law.

In cases where a patent application or an application for

registration or late renewal of a trademark is determined to

have become abandoned for failure to meet a statutory time

limit because of the postal emergency, the application will

automatically be restored to pending status by the acceptance

of the request and prosecution or other processing of the

application will be resumed. Similarly, If a trademark regis-

tration Is determined to have been cancelled for failure to

meet the statuory time limit within which to file the affidavit

required under section 8 of the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.

lOSSa) because of the said emergency, the order for cancel-

lation win be rescinded.

As explained In the notice of January 26, 1971 (882 o.u.

134'') applicants who may be entitled to earlier filing dates

should note that a change in their U.S. filing date might. In

turn, alter the date of expiration of the 6- and 12-month

periods for filing applications abroad under provisions of the

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR.,

Commissioner of Patents.

Dated : July 14, 1971.

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

As.iistant Secretary for Science

and Technology.

[FR Doc. 71-10469 ; Filed 7-22-71 ; 8 : 52 a.m.]

36 F.R. 1369i: July 25, 1971

[889 O.G. 1064]

(184)

MISCELLANEOUS

joint united ST.\TES-RErUBLIC OF THE

Philippines Program

I am pleased to announce the availability 0'/°;%^';°^^^

program on examination results between the United States
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and the Rjepubllc of the Philippines. The prosram Involves

patent applications filed In the United States which are sub-

sequently followed by corresponding applications filed In the

Republic of the Philippines and patent applications filed in

the Philippines subsequently followed by corresponding appli-

cations filed in the United States.

The program would operate as follows :

The applicant would file his application in the U.S. Patent

Office which would process the application in the normal man-

ner and examine the application In the usual time sequence.

If the applicant should later file a corresponding appli

cation in the Philippines Patent Office, he may elect to use

the special filing procedure. Under this special filing pro-

cedure, applicant files his application In the Philippines ac

companied by a notice of election to participate In the special

procedure; which notice of election contains a certification

that the description (excluding references to related appli-

cations), claims and drawings are Identical to those of the

corresponding application originally filed In the United States.

The earlier filed application must be fully identified :
and, in

applications without a claim of priority, a certified copy of

the earlier filed U.S. application must be submitted to the

Philippines Patent Office. In addition, applicant must also

agree that all amendments to his U.S. application will also

be made with respect to his application filed In the Philippines.

In the U.S. Patent Office, applicant will regularly file two

copies of each amendment, one copy must be marked "Copy

for Philippines Patent Office." Upon termination of prosecu-

tion the U.S. Patent Office shall remove all copies so marked

from the U.S. file and promptly forward the same to the

Philippines Patent Office.

Election forms for participation in this special program

must be signed In duplicate and simultaneously accompany

the application to be filed in the Philippines.

Upon receipt of properly filed notice of election, the Philip-

pines Patent Office would notify the U.S. Patent Office of the

election by forwarding one copy of the election forms to the

U S Patent Office. The Philippines Office would defer action

on the Philippines application pending receipt of information

as to the disposition of the application by the T^ S. Patent

Office If no such Information Is received by thf ipplnes

Office within a reasonable amount of time from toe date of

filing in the Philippines, the Philippines Office may, either on

Its own initiative, or applicant's request. Inquire as to the

status of the U.S. application and. if desired, proceed with Its

own independent examination.

Upon disposal of the application by the U.S. Patent Office,

appropriate information will be sent to the Philippines Patent

Office which will Include all necessary identifying data,

whether allowed or abandoned, r uice of allowance, copies ot

documents cited during examination, a, copy of the last office

action and. when necessary, any earlier actions which may

be included by reference in the last action. The Philippines

Office would then make their own complete office action based

upon the claims as amended with the U.S. Patent Office, per-

forming whatever checks desired and search for copending

interfering applications. Alternatively, the Philippines may

request applicant to show cause why the results of the U.S.

examination should not be accepted in the Philippines. All

avenues of appeal would remain open to the applicant.

Where copending applications are cited and applied during

• examination In the U.S. Patent Office, full examination would

not be forwarded to the Philippines Patent Office, and the

fact that a U.S. copending application was cited would be

noted as a matter of Information, since such references would

be inapplicable in the Philippines.

Where the application originates in the Philippines Patent

Office and is subsequently filed in the U.S. Patent Office, a

similar procedure as outlined above consonant with U.S. Law

will be followed.

It is believed that t.-ls program will facilitate the handling

of U.S. origin applications filed in the Republic of the Philip

pines resulting in a savings in time and expense of prosecu

tlon to U.S. applicants.

Election forms for participation In this special program are

now available from The Foreign Exchange Section, Office of

Patent Services. ^.„„,.^»,GERALD D. O'BRIEN.

Aasistant Commissioner.

(847 O.G. 331 (Feb. 13. 1968)]

(185) Joint U.S.-SwEDisn Search Exchange
|

A program for the exchange of search results between the

patent offices of Sweden and the United States was Initiated

In February 19G9. The program which Is now In full opera-

tion Involves patent applications filed In one country which

are subsequently followed by corresponding applications filed

In the other.

The program operates as follows :

The applicant files an application In the U.S. Patent Office

which then processes the application in the customary man-

ner and in the n.'^ual time seijuence.

If the applicant later flies an application In Sweden claim-

ing the priority of the U.S. application, the Patent Office of

Sweden notifies the U.S. Patent Office of this filing by for-

warding a request for a list of the references cited by the

U.S. examiner In the first office action on the merits.

Where the application originates in Sweden and Is subse-

quently filed In the U.S. Patent Office, a similar procedure Is

followed whereby the U.S. office requests and the Swedish

office supplies a list of references cited by the Swedish

examiner.

This program, which Involves only the furnishing of list-

ings of references cited, could Improve the quality of the

patents granted by each office.

Aug. 26, 1969.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr..

Commissioner of Patents.

[866 O.G. 10311

I

(1S6) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADEMARKS.
AND COPYRIGHTS

CHAPrm 1—Patent Office. Department of Commerce

PART 1—RCLES OF PRACTICE IN PATENT CASES

I'AKT 'A—FORMS FOR PATENT CASES

Amendment of Rules re Sete Defensive Publication

Program; Additional Form
\

Section 1.11, 1.14, 1.101, 1.103 and 1.108 of Title 37 CFR
(Patent Rules 11. 14. 101, 103 and 108) are amended or

revised and a new { 1.139 (Patent Rule 139) Is added to take

effect May 1. 19G8. for the purpose of Instituting a new de-

fensive publication program. A new section 3.50 is added for

the purpose of implementing the new program.

The general substance of the proposed revisions and addi-

tions was published In the Federal Register of Februjiry 20.

1968 (38 F.R. 3189). A hearing was held on March 27. 1968,

and all persons, who desired to, were Invited to attend and

to submit their views, objections, recommendations or sug-

gestions. Both oral and written comments were carefully con-

sidered. The sections are being revised substantially as pub-

lished with a few additional changes.

This program is Intended to provide better service to the

public by making available the technical disclosure of certain

applications In which the owner may prefer to publish an

abstract in lieu of obtaining an examination by the Patent

Office. The defensive publication would be in the form of an

abstract of the technical disclosure, printed in the Official

Gazette and made a part of the Patent Office search files.

This program will be open to any applicant having an ap-

plication awaiting action by the Patent Office and who files a

written request no later than eight (8) months after the

earliest U.S. effective filing date of the designated application

and agrees to the conditions of the program. Including waiv-

ing his patent rights based on the designated application,

opening the complete application to inspection by the general

public upon publication of the abstract, expressly abandoning

his application, the abandonment to take effect five (5) years

after the earliest U.S. effective filing date of the application

unless within that period Interference proceedings have been

Initiated, and waiving his rights to a patent on a continuing

application filed after the expiration of thirty (30) months

from the earliest U.S. effective filing date of the designated ap-

plication Until November 1. 1968, this program will be open

to any pending application awaiting first action by the Patent

Office at the time of the request without regard to the flltng

date of that application.

In accordance with existing rules and procedures Inter-

ferences may be declared with applications and patents. Dur-

ing the period beginning with the suggestion of claims by

the Patent Office or the filing of claims by the applicant

U. S. PATENT OFFICEJanuary 1, 1974

copied from a patent and ending with the termination of

proceedings If an interference Is declared or the mailing of a

decision refusing to declare the Interference, abandonment by

reason of the expiration of the five year period will be stayed.

Since the applicant has waived his patent rights and agreed

to a defensive publication, termination of interference pro-

ceedings In his favor would render the express abandonment

ineffective but would not result In the Issuance of an en-

forceable patent. Instead, a normal Notice of Allotvance would

be issued except that the applicant would be notified that when

the issue fee is remitted a disclaimer of the entire term of

the patent to be granted In accordance with the second para-

graph of 35 U.S.C. 253 should be Included.

No special fees will be required for entrance Into this pro-

gram The applicant will be permitted to Include with his

request a replacement or expanded abstract of the technical

disclosure of up to two hundred (200) words. Acceptance of

a request to enter this program will be contingent upon screen-

ing by the Patent Office to exclude such material that may be

considered advertising, frivolous, scandalous, against public

« policy, subject to national security controls, etc. Acceptance

of a designated application In this program Is "^^t »"t^°*^^^.*°

preclude the examination of any continuing application filed

under 35 U S.C. 120 within thirty (30) months after the

earliest effective U.S. filing date of the designated appljcat on.

Upon receipt and approval of the request the application

abstract will be published In the Official Gazette PubU-

catlon of the abstract In the Official Gazette would be In

a separate section Identifying the application as being open

for inspection by the general public and Indicating that It Is

subject to the New Defensive Publication ProBram

Following publication the application would be filed In

the Record Section of the Patent Reference Branch where

will be available for Inspection upon written request. Copies

Tf he application will be furnished by the Patent Office upon

Request and payment of fee. The application abstract and

suitable drawing copies would then be made a part of the

official search files. mm-iriAL
After the defensive publication has appeared In the Off cial

Gazette the abstract and suitable drawing copies will be

avanlbie as prior art from the date of publication under

35 use 102(a) or 102(b) as a printed publication. Also,

at this time the application will be available as prior art under

;5 U.S.C 102(a) as evidence of prior knowledge from the

actual date of filing the application In the Patent Office.
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notice any patent application which has not been given a first

action may be entered In the Defensive Publication Program.

Dec. 20, 1968.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[858 O.G. 687]

(189) DEFENSIVE Publication Pbooram

1. To resolve certain Inherent publication and reference

problems, and to establish and treat Defensive Publication.

Applications (notices published In 33 F.R. 5623, April 11.

1968, and O.G. 1221, April 30, 1968) In the same manner as

patents, the following changes are being made

:

o. Publication Is to be weekly beginning with 869 O.G.

No. 3, December 16. 1969, and

b. Distinct numbers are to be assigned per example

:

T 869 001

I
L Number series. 001-999 available monthly,

I O.G. volume number,

Document category, T for Technical dis-

closure.

2 Defensive Publications will continue to be Included In

sub-class lists and subscription orders. The new number will

be used for all official reference and document copy require-

ments.

Nov. 21, 1969.

• • •

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

EDWARD J. BRE>CfER,
Commissioner of Patents.

Approved : Apr. 9. 1968.

JOHN F. KINCAID.
Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

Published in SS F.R. 56iS; Apr. 11. 1968

[849 O.G. 1221]

(187) Defensive Publication Program

The open season of the New Defensive Publication Pro-

gram, originally announced In the Official Gazette of May

7 1968 (850 O.G. 1) as terminating November 1, 1968, is

hereby extended. Accordingly, until January 1, 1969, this

program will be open for any pending application awaiting

first action by the Patent Office at the time of the request

without regard to the filing date of that application.

As originally announced this program will continue to be

open until further notice to any applicant having an applica-

tion awaiting action by the Patent Office and who files a

written request no later than eight (8) months after the

earilest U.S. effective filing date of the designated application.

Oct. 1, 1968.

(188)

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[855 O.G. 1109]

Defensive Publication Pbocbam

The notice of October 1, 1968 (855 O.G. 1109) which ex-

tended the open season of the New Defensive Publication ^^^ 39, 1968.

Program until January 1. 1969, is herby modified to further

extend the open season Indefinitely. Accordingly, until further

[869 O.G. 687]

(190) Patent Printing PBioRiTr

In view of the backlog of allowed cases waiting to be

printed, the applications placed In the weekly formulat on

of an issue set aside for printing will be selected according

to the following priorities :

1 Allowed cases which were made special by the Com-

missioner (Including those under the New Special

Examining Procedure).

2. Allowed cases that are more than five years old.
,

3. Allowed reissue applications.

4 Allowed applications having an effective filing date

eariler than that required for declaring an Interference

with a copending application claiming the same subject

matter.
,

5. Allowed application of a party involved in a termi-

nated Interference.

6 Allowed applications In which the applicant has filed

"

a request In the nature of a petition setting forth his

reasons for advancing the printing date.

7 Allowed applications ready for printing and not

covered by any of the six preceding categories. The

selection of cases In the Involved category will be by

chronological sequence based on the date the issue

fee was paid.

To ensure that any application falling within the

scope of the categories outlined above and Identified by num-

bers 1 to 5 receives special treatment the Examiners should

staple on the file wrapper a tag entitled "Special «n Issue

and Gazette Branch." The special tag, PO-364, may be ob-

alned from the Group Clerk. The Examiner shall print di-

rectly on the tag the recitation "In Issue and Gazette

Branch" and the appropriate printing category outlined

above The application Is then forwarded to Issue and

Gazette Branch In accordance with existing procedures.

The personnel in Issue and Gazette Branch will then set

the tagged cases aside and make a notation on all copies of

the Notice of Allowance to be mailed that further processing

of this application will be "special."

In cases falling in category No. 6, the 'e<l"««t "Qust be

filed after the Notice of Allowance has been received and

no later than the date the issue fee is paid. The request must

Se Erected to the Head of the Issue and Gazette Branch.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.

[857 O.G. 13271
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(191) TITLE :>7 -PATENTS. TRADEMARKS.
AND COPYRIGHTS

CHArr^K I-PAX.NT O.KIC.. D.PAHTM.SX OK COMM.KCK

SfBCUAPTER A - GENERAL

-,.—ovwrxT INVENTIONS JOBISDtlTlON

,11 of this title «cd redesignate! as follows

101 AStfoi^'a^nrrrotectlou of foreign rights in Inven-

toe L.^e-'n-sln. of forelgp patents acaulred by the Government

Accordingly, all reforcnce. to
-;'-;;;;/;„r,;' ^^ foo:

301. or 302 shall be deemed
'^^^^'.Xn^^^"";^^,, «hall be

101 and 102. Thus, n reference to former j Jw

considered a reference to I 100.1.

PHArrEF Ill-GOVERNMENT INVENTIONS JCRtSrlCTION.

r 'tent OFFl. E. department Or COMMERCE

TRANSFER or REGULATIONS

Parts 300. 301. and 302 are redesignated Parts ivv.

102 respectively.

Published in Si F.R. 203S3. Dec. 31. 1069

[870 O.G. 10391

[211

(221

1311

1321

1331

(451

[311

(521

(541

(561

(102) DEMY >^' ISSIANCE or PATENTS

J T.-,«.iR 1070 only reissue patents, design

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR..

Commissioner of Patents.

May 21. 1970.

1875 O.G. 3271

Patent Front Page Format

plications to facilitate the worldwide use of such document.

as set forth below :

(111 Patent number |

Application number

Tpilfca'tlon number (of a Convention priority appllc-

PlUne date (of Convention priority application)

Country m which the Convention priority application

DaTe of'^atent issue: followed by terminal disclaimer.

loler^nYtional Patent Classification : basic classification

m bold face type : other In light face

U S Classlflratlon : Original class and subclass In bold

face type ; cross-references In light face

Title of \he invention: Followed by the number of

claims and drawing figures
.» j w.

References cited : List of prior art documents cited by

the examiner, arranged In the following categories.

United States Patents

Foreign Patents or Applications

Other Publications

Related U.S. Applications

:

(621 Due to Divlslon(8)

[631 Due to Continuation (s)

[641 Due to relssue(s)

Name(s) of the Inventor (•)

Field of Search : Subclasses recorded on the file wrap-

per as searched by the examiner

Primary Examiner : The person responsible for review

of the patent allowance or who. In addition, ex-

amined and allowed the patent application

Assistant Examiner : the person who examined and al-

lowed the patent application, other than a primary

examiner
,

Attorney : the principal attorney of record at the time

the allowed application was prepared for patent

printing
'

J
Abstract

Element numbers hare not been assigned to the Items de-

noted by the sign ("l .

For earlier information respecting the front page format

and date t-ntries. roforenco is n.a.lo to the
""'"^f

P''^''^!!;'

L the OrricUL Gazctt. of March 11. 1969 (860 O.G. 336-7).

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR..

July 16. 1970. Commissioner of Patent:

(601

(721

(731

CI

CI

[•1

CI

CI

(193)

August 4. 1970 marks the
'•>-^;,troftrdu\Zti°n?e"

and innovations in the orm and method ot^ro^^-^^
^^^ ^^^^

copies of i.atents. Nearly 100 P»t«°^; \° ^ of a com-

P.,e».s prodacd b, tw, D.- "f ,„ ,„„„, ..

In appearance from all oiners m

(a) Front page

The first sheet of each patent P'-"*;
JJ^Ve^TSVrl

the applicable bibliographic type of ^a^a elements
^^^

itemized and discussed elsewhere an »*>«"»«
^^^ .

closure (or a claim when no
'^^'^Y^^'^^J^^^JX'fi^^e when

reduced reproduction of a representative drawing ngure

the patent contains anysJrawlngs.

(b) Other changes

with ,d.nt.«e.,.«» .< «>.
.'••';\'rn'."'°ot7b.'mv!=°.°r

Data elements presented on the front page are accomi.

by a number which appears In brackets.

[877 O.G. 11

(104) Chances in Patent Front Page

Changes In the front page format of patents Inaugurated

August 4 1970 win become effective with the Issue of patents

on January 18. 1972. They relate mainly to the sequence and

grouping of data Items and to various features oV>P"«"P^^
The revised format is Illustrated In a specimen which appears

""Dlta elements presented on the front page are accompanied

by a number which appears In brackets They are t^e

•ICIREPAT Numbers for Identification of Data (IMU)

which have been adopted Internationally for use on patents

LdpubUshed applications to facilitate the use of such docu-

"The definitions of INID numbers for data elements which

appear In U.S. patents are set fortn below :

[151 "Number of an examined patent. Inventor's certificate

or like granted or approved document.

[211 "Number as assigned to the application. . .
.

(221 "Date(s) of filing of appllcatlon(s).

[301 'Convention priority data." ^.ta—le
The separate elements comprising such data l^e

aDpilcation number, filing date, and rountr>-^-are n-t

individually coded on U.C. patents. Only the generic

[«1 ..Da;:"of;Tbrariorby Printing or similar process of a

,,13 ..ir^trrP^^«=Uon (preferab. pre-

ceded by 'Int. CI.")"
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(521 "Domestic or national classification."

(541 "Title of the Invention."

[561 "List of prior art documents, If separate from the text

of the document."

[571 "Abstract or claim."

[581 "Field of search."

(601 "Reference to other applications filed or documents Is-

sued In the same country, to which the document Is

legally related."

This generic INID number is used when the relation-

ship of the patent to other applications Is due both

to (621 division and [631 continuation.

[62] "Reference to other applications filed or documents Is-

sued in the same country, to which the document la

legally related : Relation due to dlvision (s)."

[63] "Reference to other applications filed or documents Is-

sued in the same country, to which the document Is

legally related: Relation due to continuation (s)."

[72] "Name(s) of Inventor(s) if known to be &uch."

[73J "Name of grantee(s) If other than applicant or inven-

tor."
R. J. RISH.

Dec. 21, 1971. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

United States Patent

Clark ct al.

SPECIMEN

[541 PREPARATION OF PYRIDINE

[721 Inventors: Duncan Clark, Norton-on-Tces; Percy

Haydcn, Norton-on-Tccs. Alan Bell, Run-

corn; John Edward Colchester, Runcorn,

.all of England

[731 Awignee: Imperial Chemical Industries Limited,

London. England

1221 Tiled: Apr. 7, 1969

[211 Appl.No: 817,251

ReUtcd VS. AppUcationData

[601 Continuation in part of Ser. No. 669.733, Sept. 22,

1967, abandoned, which is a division of Scr. No.

493,231, Oct. 5, 1965. abandoned.

[30] Foreign Application Priority Data

Apr. 7, 1965 Great Britain 14.778/65

[521 VS. CL 260/83.7 R, 252/43 1 . 260/94.2 M
[511 Int. CI C08d 1/32, C08fl/56.C08f 15/04

[581 Field of Search 260/94.2 M. 83.7. 665;

252/431,431 P

[56] References Cited

UNITED STATES PATENTS

3372.1 28 3/ 1 968 Macda et al 260/604'

[151 3,624,090

[451 Nov. 30, 1971

3.177,257 4/1965 DeUingetal. ,260/604

[894 O

FOREIGN PATENTS OR APPLICATIONS

878.802 10/1961 Great Britain ,. 260/530 U
999,836 7/1965 Great Britain 260/530 U
903,034 8/1962 Great Britain 260/533

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Dandcgaonker et al. Monatsh. Chem. Vol. 96, No. 2, pages

614-624(1965)0 1.M73

Jcrchel et al. Licbig' s Ann. Chem. Vol: 575, pages 162- > 73

(I952).QD1.L7
Rao et al. Chem Absl. Vol. 53, columns 18012- 3 (1959)

QD1.A51.

Primary Examiner—Henry R. Ii!cs

Assistant Examiner—Ccc\\ii M. Shurko

Attorney—Cushman, Darb> Sc Cushman

[571 ABSTRACT

There is provided a process for preparing pyridine wherein

substituted or onsubstitutcd glutaraldehydes or precursors

thereof are reacted in the liquid phase with ammonium ions in

the presence of moiecular oxygen and cupric ions and in a

medium comprising an alkanoic acid. The alkanoic acid

preferably has up to 6 carbon atoms in the alkyi group, such as

acetic acid. The cupnc ions may be supplied in the form of a

salt such as cupric acetate. Conveniently, the reaction tem-

perature is up to i 50" C. and the partial pressure of oxygen is

at least U.5 atmospheres.

10 Claims, No Drawings

,G. 4641

(195) Printing Pb.4ctitioneb's Names on Patents

On September 8, 1972 (903 O.G. 369), the Patent Office re-

quested comments on a proposal regarding the printing of a

firm name or the names of Individual practitioners on the

patent, as Indicated by the applicant at the time the issue fee

Is paid. The comments received Indicated strong support

for the proposed procedure.

In view of these comments, the Patent Office has adopted

the following revised procedure for printing a firm name, the

names of up to three registered patent practitioners, or no

practitioner's name on the patent.

The Notice of Allowance form, POL-85, has been redesigned

In part to provide a space on POL-Sob. the Base Issue Fee

Transmittal form, for the person submitting the base Issue fee

to Indicate, for printing, the names of up to three registered

patent attorneys and agents or, alternatively, the name of a

single firm which has as a member at least one registered

patent attorney or agent. If the person submitting the base

Issue fee desires that no practitioner's name be printed on

the patent, the space provided on the revised Base Issue Fee

Transmittal form should be left blank. If no name Is given,

no name will be printed.

The adoption of this new procedure is Intended to solve

various problems encountered t^lnce the practice of recognizing

firms was dlscontlnuod. While some slight additional effort

on the part of the attorney or agent Is thus involved l^he

desires to have a printed entry on the patent, the following

advantages are provided by the new procedure : (1) it permits

printing firm names on patents even ti;ough firms are ao longer

registered with or recognized by t;i.^ Patent Office In new

application; (2) It allows the names of tho?e individuals who

actually performed the work of preparing and prosecuting tho

application to appear on the printed patent :
ana (3) It grants

au attorney or agent the option of not having his name app»>at

on the printed patent.

The revised form POL-S5 will be placed In use as soon as

a suDply of the form Is received fror.i the T-rlnter. Thereafter,

the new practice, as Indicated above, will be folloved in patent

nrinting as the Base Issue Fc? Transmittal Portion of that

form (POL-856) Is received.

Aug. 3, 1973.

'RENE U. TEGTMEYER,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[913 O.G. 1042]
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(196) DISCLOSUBB DOCtJMBNI PROGRAM
,

This notice consolidates and supersedes the notices of Mar.

26 1^69 (862 O.Q. 1) and Aug. 11. 1970 (878 0.0. D relat-

fn. to *he Patent Office Disclosure Document Program.

'XlT:J:.ro,r.r. the Patent Office accepts and pre^-.

for a period of two years, papers referred t» as D*9<^'«»""

DLment" These papers may be used as evidence of the

dates of conception of Inventions.

THB Program

A naoer disclosing an invention and signed by the Inventor

or inTtors may 'e forwarded to the P"^--^* Of« by ^

inventor (or by any one of the Inventors -^^en there are Jo^^t

inventors), by the owner of the *°-°«--^;'
•^^/^/.^.H for

or agent of the Inventor(s) or owner. It will be '^^^Ined for

two years and then be destroyed unless It Is referred to In a

slparate letter in a related patent application within said

^''I X'osure Document Is not a patent application and the

date of Its receipt in the Patent Office will not become the

effective filing date of any patent application subsequently

fi!^ However, like patent applications, these documents wU,

be kept m confidence by the Patent Office. If patent protection

Ts desired, a patent application should be filed as soon as

'°TCprogram does not diminish the value of conventional

wunessed and notarized records as evidence of concept.o^

of an invention, but it should provide a more "Edible form

oV evidence than that provided by the r«P"»" P"^j'" "'

milling a disclosure to oneself or another person by regis er^

mail. The program is made available as a service to those

persons desiring to use it.

unless it is referred to In a separate letter In
V.f*D^'«^o^url

application filed within the two-year
^^''''^'^'''^Xv^n"

Document must be referred to In the separate letter by title

numbTr and date of receipt. Acknowledgment of receipt of

such leiters will be made in the next official communlcaUon

or in senarate letter from the Patent Office. Unless It Is de-

:red toTaVe thl Patent Office retain the Di-l-ure Docu^

ment beyond the two-year period. It la not required that it

be referred to In a patent application.

Warning as to Limitations

The two-year retention period should not be considered to

be a 'Krace period" during which the inventor can '^a" '°

Se hlfpatent appli.atl.n without pos.Mbl.. loss of benefits.

I should be recognized that In establishing priority of Inven-

on an affidavit or testimony referring to a disclosure Docu^

ment must usually also establish diligence in ^'"P^e^'-K he

invention or In filing' the patent application since the filing

of the Disclosure Document.

Inventors are also reminded that any public ""e or sale

,n the United States, or publication of the Invention anywhere

n he world, more than one year prior to the filing of a patent

application on that Invention will prohibit the granting of

a patent on that invention.
, j„,^ „

If the inventor is not familiar with what Is considered to

be "diligence In completing the Invention" or y'^^^'^^^^

practice" under the patent law. or If he has other questions

;"out patent matters, the Patent Office advises him to consul

an attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent

Office. Patent attorneys and agents may be found In the elc^

phone directories of most major cities. Also, many large c le.

have associations of patent attorneys which may be consulted.

Jan. 4. 1971.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Ataittant Commia$ioner of Patenta.

[883 O.G. 31

Content or Discloscrb Docummi

Although there are no restrictions as to content and claims

are not necessary, the benefits afforded by a Disclosure Docu- ^^^.^

Jent win depend directly upon the adequacy of the disclosure

Therefore. It is strongly urged that the «^°--ent contain a

clear and complete explanation of the manner and proce s

of making and using the Invention In sufficient detail o enable

a person having ordinary knowledge In the field of the In-

dention to make and use the Invention. When the nature of

Ihe invention permits, a drawing or sketch should be included.

The use or utility of the Invention should be described, es-

neclally In chemical Inventions.

The Disclosure Document must be limited to written matter

or drawings on paper or other thin, flexible material, such

as linen or plasUc drafting material, having dimensions or

being folded to dimensions not to exceed 8% by 13 Inches.

Photographs also are acceptable. Each page should be num-

bered Text and drawings should be sufficiently dark to permit

reproduction with commonly used office copying machines.

A $10 fee Is charged for filing a Disclosure Document. Pay-

ment must accompany the Disclosure Document when It la

submitted to the Patent Office.

In addition to the $10 fee. the Disclosure Document must

be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope and a

separate paper In duplicate, signed by the inventor s ating

that he is the inventor and requesting that the material be

received for processing under the Disclosure Document Pro-

gram. The papers will be stamped by the Patent Office with

an Identifying number and date of receipt, and the duplicate

request will be returned In the self addressed envelope to-

getiier with a warning notice Indicating that the Disclosure

Document may be reUed upon only as evidence and that a

patent application should be diligently filed If patent protec-

tion is desired. The Inventor's request may take the following

"*"°he underaivned, being the inventor of the diacloaed inven-

tion requeata that the encloaed papera he accepted under the

Diacloaure Document Program, and that they be preaerved

for a period of tu>o yeara."

Retention

The Disclosure Document will be preserved in the Patent

Office for two years after its receipt and will then be destroyed

Scpplemental to the Manual or

Classification

Over a span of years. Patent Examiners have ""ted '•un-

official" subclasses and digests to facilitate searches within

the arts under their Jurisdiction. A recent inventory of the

unofficial U.S. patents in the Examiner search fl>e <«;'"»*;*

of designs) has enabled the Issuance of a listing o« unofficial

subclasses and digests as a supplement to the Manual of

Classification. . „
Current subscribers to the Manual of Classlflca ion shall

receive the Supplement as soon as it becomes available (Sept^--

Oct -71) at a cost to be included In a forthcoming renewal

fee.' New subscriptions shall Include the Supplement at a

sllghtiy higher cost.
. . » ^„., „nw

It should be noted that the Supplement Is Intended only

as an Interim publication until such time as the Manual of

Classification can be completely reprinted with the unofficial

subclasses and digests shown in their proper -latlonshlp to

respective official classes and subclasses. The reprinted Manual,

in the described integrated format, shall be derived ''om <:om^

puter stored data now in the process of being complied and

should be available by mld-1972.

WILLIAM R. NUGENT,
Aaaiatant Commiaaioner.

July 27, 1971.

[889 O.G. 1064]

(198) PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS, TITLE 3-

THE PRESIDENT

Memoranddm or Auoosx 23, 1971

GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY

Memorandum for Heada of Executive DepartmenU

and Agenciea
THE White House,

Waahington, Auguat tS, 19T1.

On October 10 1963. President Kennedy forwarded to the

Heads Of E^cutWe Departments and Agencies a Memorandum
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and Statement of Government Patent Policy for their guidance

in determining the disposition of rights to Inventions made

under Government-sponsored grants and contracts. On the

basis of the knowledge and experience then available, this

Statement first established Government-wide objectives and

criteria within existing legislative constraints, for the allo-

cation of rights to inventions between the Government and

Its contractors.

It was recognized that actual experience under the PoUcy

could Indicate the need for revision or modification. Accord-

ingly, a Patent Advisory Panel was established under the

Federal Council for Science and Technology for the purpose

of assisting the agencies In Implementing the Policy, acquir-

ing data on the agencies' operations under the Policy, and

making recommendations regarding the utilization of Govern-

ment-owned patents. In December 1965, the Federal Council

established the Committee on Government Patent Policy

to assess how this Policy was working in practice, and to

acquire and analyze additional Information that could con-

tribute to the reaffirmation or modification of the Policy.

The efforts of both the Committee and the Panel have pro-

vided increased knowledge of the effects of Government patent

policy on the public Interest. More specifically, the studies and

experience over the past 7 years have indicated that

:

(a) A single presumption of ownership of patent rights to

Government-sponsored Inventions either In the Government

or m Its contractors Is not a satisfactory basis for Government

patent policy, and that a flexible, Government-wide policy

best serves the public Interest

;

(b) The commercial utilization of Government-sponsored

Inventions, the participation of industry in Government re-

search and development programs, and commercial competi-

tion can be influenced by the following factors : the mission

of the contracting agency ; the purpose and nature of the

contract ; the commercial applicability and market potential

of the invention ; the extent to which the invention is devel-

oped by the contracting agency ; the promotional activities

of the contracting agency ; the commercial orientation of the

contractor and the extent of his privately financed research

In the related technology ; and the size, nature and research

orientation of the pertinent Industry ;

(c) In general, the above factors are reflected In the basic

principles of the 1963 Presidential Policy Statement.

Based on the results of the studies and experience gained

under the 1963 Policy Statement certain Improvements In the

Policy have been recommended which would provide (1)

agency heads with additional authority to permit contractors

to obtain greater rights to inventions where necessary to

achieve utilization or where equitable circumstances would

justify such allocation of rights. (2) additional guidance to

the agencies In promoting the utilization of Government-

sponsored Inventions, (3) clarification of the rights of States

and municipal governments in Inventions In which the Federal

Government acquires a license, and (4) a more definitive

data base for evaluating the administration and effectiveness

of the Policy and the feasibility and desirability of further

refinement or modification of the WUcy.

I have approved the above recommendations and have at-

tached a revised Statement of Government Patent Policy for

your guidance. As with the 1963 Policy Statement, the Federal

Council shall make a continuing effort to record, monitor and

evaluate the effects of this Policy Statement. A Committee on

Government Patent Policy, operating under the aegis of the

Federal Council for Science and Technology, shall assist the

Federal Council In these matters.

This memorandum and statement of policy shall be pub-

lished In the Federal Register.

RICHARD NIXON.

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY

Basic Considerations

A. The Government expends large sums for the conduct

of research and development which results In a considerable

number of Inventions and discoveries.

B. The inventions in scientific and technological fields re-

sulting from work performed under Government contracts

constitute a valuable national resource.

C. The use and practice of these inventions and discoveries

should stimulate inventors, meet the needs of the Govern-

ment, recognize the equities of the contractor, and serve the

public Interest.

D. The public interest In a dynamic and efficient economy

requires that efforts be made to encourage the expeditious

development and civilian use of these inventions. Both the

need for Incentives to draw forth private initiatives to this

end. and the need to promote healthy competition in Industry

must be weighed In the disposition of patent rights under

Government contracts. Where exclusive rights are acquired

by the contractor, he remains subject to the provisions of

the antitrust laws.

E. The public interest Is also served by sharing of benefits

of Government-financed research and development with foreign

countries to a degree consistent with our International pro-

grams and with the objectives of U.S. Foreign policy.

F. There is growing Importance attaching to the acquisi-

tion of foreign patent rights in furtherance of the Interests of

U.S. Industry and the Government.

G. The prudent administration of Government research and

development calls for a Government-wide policy on the dis-

position of Inventions made under Government contracts re-

flecting common principles and objectives, to the extent con-

sistent with the missions of the respective agencies. The policy

must recognize the need for flexibility to accommodate special

situations.
POLICT

SeIction 1. The following basic policy is established for

all Government agencies with respect to Inventions or dis-

coveries made In the course of or under any contract of any

Government agency, subject to speclflc statutes governing

the disposition of patent rights of certain Government agencies.

(a) Where
(1) a principal purpose of the contract is to create, de-

velop or improve products, processes, or methods which are

intended for commercial use (or which are otherwise intended

to be made available for use) by the general public at home

or abroad, or which will be required for such use by govern-

mental regulations ; or

(2) a principal purpose of the contract is for exploration

Into fields which directly concern the public health, public

safety, or public welfare ; or o.

(3) the contract Is In a field of science or technology in

which there has been llttie significant experience outside of

work funded by the Government, or where the Government

has been the principal developer of the field, and the acquisi-

tion of exclusive rights at the time of contracting might con-

fer on the contractor a preferred or dominant position ; or

(4) the services of the contractor are

(I) for the operation of a Government-owned research or

production facility ; or

(II) for coordinating and directing the work of others,

the Government shall normally acquire or reserve the right

to acquire the principal or exclusive rights throughout the

world in and to any Inventions made in the course of or under

the contract

In exceptional circumstances the contractor may acquire

greater rights than a nonexclusive license at the time of con-

tracting where the head of the department or agency certifies

that such action will best serve the public Interest. Greater

rights may also be acquired by the contractor after the Inven-

tion has been identified where the head of the department

or agency determines that the acquisition of such greater

rights is consistent with the Intent of this Section 1(a) and

is either a necessary Incentive to call forth private risk capital

and expense to bring the Invention to the point of practical

application or that the Government's contribution to Uie

invention is small compared to tiiat of the contractor. Where

an identified Invention made in the course of or under the

contract Is not a primary object of the contract, greater rights

may also be acquired by the contractor under the criteria of

Section 1(c).
. ^ * .*

(b) In otiier situations, where the purpose of the contract

is to build upon existing knowledge or technology, to deve op

information, products, processes, or methods for use by the
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Goyernment. and the work called for by the contract !8 In a

field of Technology In which the contractor has acquired

technical competence (demonstrated by factors such as know-

how experience, and patent position) directly related to an

area In which the contractor has an established nongoyern-

mentul commercial position, the contractor shall normally

acquire the principal or oscluslye rights throughout the world

In and to anv resulting Inventions.

(c) Where the commercial Interests of the contractor are

not sufficiently established to be covered by the criteria speci-

fied In Section Kb) above, the determination of rights shall

be ii.ade by the agency after the Invention has been Identified

in a n.pnner deemed most likely to servo the public Interest

as expressed In this policy statement, taking p.nrtlcularly Into

account the Intentions of the contractor to bring the Inven-

tion to the point »f commercial application and the guidelines

of Section 1(a) hereof, provided that the agency may prescribe

by regulation special situations where the public Interest In

the arallabllltv of the Inventions would best be served by per-

mitting the contractor to acquire at the time of contracting

greater rights tLan a nonexclusive license.

(d) In the situations specified In Sections Kb) and KO.

when two or more potential contractors are Judged to have

presented proposals of equlval^-nt merit, willingness to grant

the Government principal or exclusive rights In resulting

Inventions will be an additional factor In the evaluation of

the proposals.

<e) Where the principal or exclusive rlght.^ in an Invention

remain iu the contractor, he should agree to provide written

reports at reasonable Intervals, when requested by tho Oovern-

ment on the commercial use that Is being made or Is Intended

to be made of Inventions made under Governmental contracts,

(f) Where the principal or exclusive rights In an Invention

remain In the contractor, unless the contractor, his licensee,

or his assignee has taken effective steps within three years

after a piitent Issues on the Invention to bring the Invention

to the point of practical application or has made the Inven-

tion available for licensing royalty-free or on terms that are

reasonable In the circumstances, or can show cause why he

should retain the principal or exclusive rights for a further

period of time, the Government shall have the right to re-

quire the granting of a nonexclusive or exclusive license to

a responsible applicnnt(s) on terms that are reasonable under

the circumstances.

(g) Where the principal or oxclusUe rights to an Inven-

tion are acquired by the contractor, the Government shall

have the right to require the granting of a nonexclusive

or exclusive license to a responsible applicant's) on terms

that are reasonable In the circumstances (1) to the extent

that the Invention Js required for public use by governmental

regulations, or (II) as may be necessary to fulfill health or

safety needs, or (Ui) for other public purposes stipulated In

the contract.

(h) Whenever the principal or exclusive rights In an In-

vention remain In the contractor, the Government shall nor-

mally acquire. In addition to the rights set forth in Sections

'1(e). 1(f). and l(g>.

(1) at least a nonexclusive, nontransferable, paid up li-

cense to make, use, and sell the Invention throughout the

world by or on behalf of the OoTernment of the United States

(Including any Government agency) and States and domestic

municipal governments, unless the agency hea-l determines

that It would not be In the public Interest to acquire the

license for the States and domestic municipal governments;

and

(2) the right to sublicense any foreign government pursuant

to any existing or future treaty or agreement if the agency

head determines it would be in the national Interest to acquire

this right ; and

(3) the principal or exclusive rights to the Invention In

any country in which the contractor does not elect to secure

a patent.

(I) Whenever the principal or exclusive rights In an Inven-

tion are acquired by the Government, there may be reserved

to the contractor a revocable or Irrevocable nonexclusive

royalty-free license for the practice of the Invention through-

out the world; an agency may reserve the right to revoke

«

such license so that It might grant an exclusive license when

It determines that some degree of exclusivity may be necessary

to encourage further development and commercialization of

the Invention. Where the Government has a right to acquire

the principal or exclusive rights to an Invention and does not

elect to secure a patent in a foreign country, the Government

may permit the contractor to acquire such rights In any

foreign country In which he elects to secure a patent, subject

to the Government's rights set forth In Section 1(h).

Sec. 2. Under regulations prescribed by the Administrator

of General Services, Government-owned patents shall be made

available and the technological advances covered thereby

brought Into being In the shortest time possible through dedi-

cation or licensing, either exclusive or non exclusive, and

shall be listed In offlolal Government publications or otherwise.

Sec. 3. The Federal Council for Science and Technology In

consultation with the Department of Justice shall prepare

at least annually a report concerning the effectiveness of

this policy. Including recommendations for revision or modi-

fication as necessary In light of the practices and determina-

tions of the agencies In the disposition of patent rights under

their contracts. The Federal Council for Science and Tech-

nology shall continue to

(a) develop by mutual consultation and coordination with

the agencies common guidelines for the Implementation of

this policy, consistent with existing statutes, and to provide

overall guidance as to disposition of Inventions and patents

In which the Government has any right or Interest ;
and

(b) acquire data from the Government agencies on the dis-

position of patent rights to Inventions resulting from federally

financed research and development and on the use and prac-

tice of such Inventions to serve as bases for policy review and

development ; and

(c) make recommendations for advancing the use and ex-

ploitation of Government-owned domestic and foreign patents.

Each agency shall record the basis for Its actions with

respect to Inventions and appropriate contracts under this

statement.

Sec. 4. Definitions : As used In this policy statement, the

stated terms In singular and plural are defined as follows for

the purposes hereof :

(a) Ociernmcnt ajjcncv— Includes any executive depart-

ment. Independent comndsslon. hoard, office, agency, admin-

istration, authority, Government corporation, or other Gov-

ernment establishment of the executive branch of the Govern-

ment of the United States of America.

(b) Statea—means the States of the United States, the

District of Columbia. Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. Ameri-

can Samoa. Guam and the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands.

(c> Invention, or Invention or diacoierv—Includes any art.

machine, manufacture, design, or composition of matter, or

any new and useful Improvement thereof, or any variety of

plant, which Is or may be patentable under the Patent Laws

of the United States of America or any foreign country.

(d) Controctor—means any individual, partnership, public

or private corporation, association, Institution, or other en-

tity which Is a party to the contract.

(e) Contract—means any actual or proposed contract,

agreement, grant, or other arrangement, or subcontract en-

tered into with or for the benefit of the Government where a

purpose of the contract Is the conduct of experimental, de

velopmental. or research work.

(f) ifode—when used In relation to any Invention or dls

covery means the concepUon or first actual reduction to prac

tlce of such Invention In the course of or under the contract.

(g) To the point of practical appJicaf.on—means to manu

facture In the case of a composition or product, to practice

in the case of a process, or to operate In the case of a mach ne

and under such conditions as to establish that the Invention

Is being worked and that Its benefits are reasonably accessible

to the public.

[FR Doc. 71-12623 ; Filed 8-25-71 ; 10 : 41 a.m.]

S9 F.R. 16887-16891; Aug. tt. 1971

[890 O.O. 13021
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(199) Public Law 92-132

[92nd Congress, S. 1253]

October 5, 1971

AN ACT
85 Stat. 364

To amend section 6 of title 35, United States Code. "Patents," to authorize domestic and International

studies and programs relating to patents and trademarks.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled. That section 6 of title 35, United States Code, is amended

to read as follows:

"§ 6. Duties of Commissioner

"(a) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, shall super-

intend or perform all duties required by law respecting the granting and issuing of patents^ and

the registration of trademarks; shall have the authority to carry on studies and programs

regarding domestic and international patent and trademark law; and shall have charge of property

belonging to the Patent Office. He may, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Commerce,

establish regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the conduct of proceedings m the P&tent

Office.

"(b) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may, in

coordination with the Department of State, carry on programs and studies cooperatively with

foreign patent offices and international intergovernmental organizations, or may authorize

such programs and studies to be carried on, in connection with the performance of duties stated

in subsection (a) of this section. .

"(c) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may, with

the concurrence of the Secretary of State, transfer funds appropriated to the Patent Office, not

to exceed $100,000 in any year, to the Department of State for the purpose of making special

payments to international intergovernmental organizations for studies and programs for advanc-

ing international cooperation concerning patents, trademarks, and related matters. These special

payments may be in addition to any other payments or contributions to the international organi-

zation and shall not be subject to any limitations imposed by law on the amounts of such other

payments or contributions by the Government of the United States."

Approved October 5, 1971.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

HOUSE REPORT No. 92-475 (Comm. on the Judiciary).

SENATE REPORT No. 92-71 (Comm. on the Judiciary).

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 117 (1971) :

Apr. 22. considered and passed Senate.

Sept. 28, considered and passed House.

Patents,

trademarks.

International

programs, U.S.

participation.

66 Stat. 793.

Transfer of funds.

1600]

(200> ncmbers for which no patents

Have Issued •

The Calendar Year 1970 Index of Patents will be available

from the Superintendent of Documents. Government Print-

ing Office In the very near future. Beginning with this year's

Index Part II "Subjects of Inventions" will list each patent

number for which no patent was Issued during the year. The

1970 Index will also Include all the patent numbers for the

years 1920 through 1969 for which no patents Issued.

Dec. 13, 1971.

ROBERT J. RISH,

Acting Aatittant Commissioner

for Administration.

(894 O.G. 464]

OFFICIAL Gazette are notified approximately 3 months In

advance that their subscriptions are about to expire. It was

indicated that if these notices are promptly utilized to renew

subscriptions, no difficulties will arise.

However, In order to facilitate the resolution of any prob-

lems which may arise concerning subscriptions to the Official

GAZEITB, an official liaison has been established between the

Patent Office and the Superintendent of Documents. Under

this arrangement, any person experiencing difficulties In ob-

taining copies of the Official Gazette should contact Robert

Rish. Director. Office of Public Services. U.S. Patent Office,

Washington, D.C.. 20231. All such Inquiries will be given

prompt attention.^ ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.

Apr 18 1972. Commissioner of Patents.

[898 O.G, 738]

(201) Notice to Official Gazette Subscribers

It has come to the attention of the Patent Office that some

subcribers to the Official Gazette have not been receiving

all of their copies of the patent and/or trademark sections

of the Official Gazette. Several of the Incidents brought

to our attention Involved situations where subscribers had

recently renewed their subscriptions.

This matter was brought to the attention of the Superin-

tendent of Documents who advised us that subscribers to the

(202) New Sales Prices fob Official Gazette

The US Government Printing Office recently announced

changes in the sales prices for copies of the Official Gazette

of the U.S. Patent Office. The new scale is effective January

1. 1974.
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Official Gaiette—Patents :

.on oo
Subscription price

\\t-
Add for foreign mailing ^^

|^
Single copy price

Official Gazette—Trademarks

:

Subscription price * ^ "

Add for foreign mailing
^^^^^

Single copy price

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,

Not. 7. 1973. Acting Commissioner of Patents.

(916 0.0. 8051

(205) Reduction in Patents Granted
I

(203) Legal Journals

187 CFR Parts 1, 2]

The backlog of patent applications awaiting printing has

been virtually eliminated. Effective with patents Issuing on

October 31. 1972, the weekly number of General and Mechani-

cal Electrical, and Chemical patents granted will be deter-

mined by the availability of applications In which the Base

Issue Fee has been paid. Applicants who desire to obtain early

patent grant dates are encouraged to remit payment of Base

Issue Fees promptly.
WILLIAM I. MERKIN,

Oct 10 1972. Assistant Commissioner
'

for Administration.

1903 O.G. 15121

WithdravDol of Proposed Rule Making Regarding

Placing of- Announcements

Under date of May 11. 1972. 37 FB 9488 (FB Doc. 72-

7160). notice of proposed rule making was given concerning

a proposed revision of 111.345(b) and 2.14(b) of Title 37

of the Code of Federal Begulations. The purpose of the pro-

posed revision was to permit persons practicing before the

Patent Office to place in legal journals announcements of

their availability to act as consultants to or as associates of

other lawyers in patent or trademark practice. After careful

consideration of all of the comments received on the proposed

revision, it has been determined that the proposed revision

will not be made at this time and. accordingly, the nottce of

proposed rule making is canceled and withdrawn.

Dated : Jan. 29. 1973.

Approved : Jan. 29, 1973.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Commissioner of Patents.

Richard O. Simpson.

Acting Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 73-3097 : Filed 2-15-73 ; 8 : 45 ami

Published in 58 FR. St; Feb. 19. W75

[908 O.G. 7841

(204) SOLICITATION OF PUBLIC VIEWS CONCERNING

CHANGES IN Patent Office Practices and

Procedures

In the effort to continually Improve operations and to re-

spond to changing circumstances, the procedures and practices

of the Patent Office are revised from time to time. While com-

ments are requested and public hearings held on proposed

changes in the Rules of Practice, changes in other practices

and procedures of the Office have generally been implemented

on the basis of informal and more limited liaison with our

constituents. This has, on occasion, given rise to inquiries as

to the reasons for and wisdom of certain of these changes,

as well as to criticisms and proposals for further changes.

While all changes in procedure must take into consideration

the efficient operation of the Patent Office, we have determined

that on a trial basis, we will, where appropriate, solicit views

and comments of the patent community so that they might

be taken Into account in shaping the procedures of the Patent

Office. The solicitation of such views will focus primarily on

proposed changes in practices and procedures of the Office

which have substantial Impact on individuals dealing with the

Patent Office. Our first such effort Involves the question of

whether claims or abstracts are more appropriate for publi-

cation in the Official Gazette, and this Is the subject of a

separate notice In this Issue.

Whether this practice of public participation is continued

will depend in large part upon the public response to notices

of this nature. In the past, public response to the solicitation

of views has been rather limited and has principally been

from those who were opposed to proposed changes in rules

and practices. Accordingly, it is requested that Interested par-

ties submit their views Irrespective of whether they agree or

disagree with the proposal under consideration.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
May 22, 1972. Commissioner of Patents.

[899 O.G. 820]

(•>Ofi) ICIREP.\T Numbers for Ipentification of Biblio-

"graphic Data on the First Page of Patent and Likb

documents

The Paris Union Committee for International Cooperation

in Information Retrieval Among Patent Offices dCIBEPAT)

has recently approved revisions in INID Codes (ICIREPAT

Numbers for Identification of Data) which become effective

for use by the countries which apply such codes to their docu-

ments on January 1. 1973. A complete list of the Codes, aa

revised, appears below.

Changes in INID Codes which particularly affect their ap-

plication to U.S. patents consist of the provision of the new

codes [751 and [76] that are intended primarily for use by

countries in which the national laws require that the inventor

and applicant are normally the same. Use of the code [72J

which was heretofore applied to U.S. patents will be discon-

tinued and in lieu thereof, codes [751 and [761. as appro-

priate, will be used effective with the patent issue of Janu-

ary 2. 1973.

The purpose of INID Codes is to provide a means whereby

the various data appearing on the first page of patent and

like documents can be identified without knowledge of the

language used and the laws applied. They are now used by

a number of Patent Offices and have been applied to U.S.

patents since Aug. 4. 1970. Some of the codes are not perU-

nent to the documents of a particular country and some which

are may. in fact, not be used. Those codes which are not

applicable to U.S. patents or not used are identified In the

list below.

[10] Document identification

[111 Number of the document

[19] ICIREPAT country code, or other identification,

of the country publishing the document

[20] Domestic filing data

[21] Numbcr(s) assigned to the application (s), e.g.

"Numero d'enregistrement national," "Akten-

zelchen"

[22] Date(s) of filing appllcatlon(B)

[23] Other date(s) of filing. Including exhibition filing

date and date of filing complete speclflcaUon

following provisional specification ^

[30] Convention priority data »

ty appli
[31] Number(8) assigned to priority application (s)*

[32] Date(8) of filing of priority application (s)^

[331 Country (countries) in which priority applica-

tion(8) was (were) filed*

[40] Date(s) of making available to the public

[411 Date of making available to the public by view-

ing or copying on request, an unexamined docu-

ment, on which no grant has taken place on or

before the said date *

[42] Date of making available to the public by view-

ing or copying on request, an examined docu-

ment, on which no grant has taken place on or

before the said date *

[431 Date of publlcaHon by printing or similar process

of an unexamined document, on which no grant

has taken place on or before the said date *

[44] Date of publication by printing or similar process

of an examined document, on which no grant

has taken place on or before the said date

»

See footnotes at end of item.
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[45] Date of pubUcation by printing or similar process

of a document, on which grant has taken place

on or before the said date

[46] Date of publication by printing or similar process

of the claim (a) only of a document *

[47] Date of making available to the public by viewing,

or copying on request, a document on which

grant has taken place on or before the said

date*

[50] Technical information

[61] International Patent Classification

[52] Domestic or national classification

[53] Universal Decimal ClassiflcaUon *

[54] Title of the invention

[55] Keywords*
[66] List of prior art documents, if separate from de-

scriptive text

[57] Abstract or claim

[68] Field of search

[60] Reference(s) to other legally related domestic docu-

ment(s)*

[61] Related by addition (s)*

[62] Related by division (s)

[63] Related by continuation (b)

[«4] Related by reissue (s)

[70] Identification of parties concerned with the document

[71] Name(s) of appllcant(8)*

[72] Name (8) of inventor (s) If known to be such*

59

[78] Name(8) of grantee(B)

[74] Name(8) of attorney(8) or agent (s)*

[751 Name(8) of inventorCs) who l8(are) also ap-

plicant (s)

[76] NameCs) of Inventor(B) who isCare) also appli-

cant(8) and granteeCs)

Codes [75] and L76] are intended primarily for use by

countries in which the national laws require that the In-

ventor and appUcant are normally the same. In other cases

[71] and [72] or [71], [72] and [73] should generally be

used.

Approved :

WILLIAM I. MERKIN,
Assistant Commissioner for Adm^inistration.

Nov. 21, 1972.

Notes concerning the application of INID Codes to U.S.

^^*ThiVitem is either not appUcable to U.S patents or. if

appUcable, is either not coded or not assigned this code.

> The respective specific data elements within this category

are not individually coded. They are printed »" * Pfrtic"lar

format under the caption "Foreign Application Priority Data

which Is identified by the INID Code 130].
^

»The specific data appUcable to & Paft*^"'" P"*°^..\,

printed under the caption "Related U.S. Appllration Data.

Where the relationship is due solely to dlvlBfon "f.to continu-

ation and/or continuation-in-part,^ the data is identified by

the appropriate specific INID Code, I.e.. [62] or [63]. re-

splctlvely.^Where the relationship Is due to anj combination

of these two specific sub-categories, the data is identified by

use of the generic INID Code [60].

[905 O.G. 684]

(207) GSA PATENT LICENSING REGULATIONS FOR
GOVERNMENT-OWNED INVENTIONS

The General Services Administration issued on January

29, 1973, regulations that will govern the granting of licenses,

both exclusive and nonexclusive, under government-owned

patents and patent applications. The regulations were pro-

mulgated pursuant to Section 8 of the August 23, 1971. Memo-

randum and Statement of Oovemment Patent Policy issued

by President Kixon. and will form new Subpart 101-k.l. Title

it, of the Code of Federal Regulations.

Each government agency is required by Section 101-k.lOk-l

of the regulations to cause lists of their inventions that are

available for licensing to be published in the Federal Register,

the Patent Office Official Gazette, and at least one other

publication. In response to this requirement, the Official

Gazette trill republish all such lists published in the Federal

Register. Copies of listed patents are available from the Com-

missioner of Patents. Washington, D.C.. tOiSl. for SOi each.

Copies of patent applications, however, must be ordered from

the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Spring-

field, Virginia ttlSt. Also available from NTIS are two publi-

cations that include all patents and patent applications of

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration that are

available for licensing. These publications include abstracts

of inventions which are listed by field of technology. The

publications are entitled "NASA Patent Abstracts Bibliog-

raphy," dated January 1972 and July 1972. and are identified

as NASA 8P-70S9, Section 1. and NASA 8P-70S9(01). Sec-

tion 1. Section 2 of both documents, representing a continu-

ous indexing system, is also available.

The GSA licensing regulations are republished below. Also

republished are the various listings of government-owned

patents and patent applications that have previously ap-

peared in the Federal Register a^ available for licensing

under these regulations. As additional listings are published

in the Federal Register, they will be included in future issues

of the Official Gazette.
'

WILLLA.M I. MERKIN,

Apr. 2, 1973. Assistant Commissioner for Administration.

Title 41—Public Contracts and Property

Management

CHAPTER 101—FEDERAL PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS

SUBCHAPTER A—GENERAL
PART 101-4—PATENTS

Licensing of Government-Owned Inventions

Tliis amendment of the Federal Prop-

erty Management Regulations adds new
Part 101-4. Patents, and new Subpart

101-4.1, Licensing of Government-Owned
Inventions. The amendment sets forth

regulations which implement the Presi-

dential Statement of Government Patent

Policy dated August 23, 1971. The state-

ment specifically directs the General

Services Administration to issue regula-

tions which provide for the licensing and
dedication of Government-owned inven-

tions for the purpose of enhancing the

utilization of such inventions. Develop-

ment of the regulation was accomplished

in cooperation with the Committee on

Government Patent PoUcy, Federal

CouncU for Science and Teclinology.

Agency and industry comments were

considered. ^ „ ». i. ««
The table of contents for Subchapter

A is amended to add new entries, as

follows:

Subpart 101-4.1—Ucensing of

Government-Owned Inventions

Sec.
101-4.100
101-4.101
101-4.102
101-4.103

101-4.103-1

101-4.103-2
101-4.103-3

101-4.103-4

101-4.103-6

Scope of subpart.

Policy.
Definitions.

Types of licenses and condltiona

for licensing.

Government inventions avail-

able for licensing.

Nonexclusive license.

Limited exclusive license.

Additional licenses.

Royalties.
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101-4.103_«
101-4.104
101-4.104-1

101-4.104-3

101-4.104-3

101-4.104-4
101-4.104-6
101-4.104-6
101-4.105
101-4.106

Reports. *

Procedures.
Qovemment agency publication

reqvilrements.

Contents of a nonexcliislve li-

cense application.

Contents of an exclusive license

application.

Published notices.

Modification or revocation.

Appeals.
Litigation.

Transfer of custody of Govern-
ment inventions.

il^trrHoarrr: Sec. 206(c), 63 SUt. 390; 40

Va.C. 486(c).

Part 101-4 is added as follows:

§ 101—*.10O Scope of subpart.

This subpart prescribes the terms, con-

ditions, and procedures for the licensing

of rights in domestic patents and patent

applications vested in the United States

of America, and for dedication of Gov-
ernment-owned inventions by a Govern-

ment agency.

§ 101-4.101 Policy.

(a) A major premise of the Presiden-

tial Statement of Government Patent

PoUcy, August 23, 1971 (36 FR 16887.

Aug\ist 26, 1971), is that Government-
owned inventions normally will best serve

the public interest when they are devel-

oped to the point of practical applica-
' tion and made available to the public in

the shortest possible time. The granting

of express nonexclusive or exclusive li-

censes for the practice of these Inven-

tions may assist in the accomplishment

of the national objective to achieve a

dynamic and efficient economy. However,

It is recognized that there may be inven-

tions as to which a Government agency

deems dedication preferable to accom-

plish these objectives.
. (b) The granting of nonexclusive li-

censes generally is preferable since the

Invention Is thereby laid open to all in-

terested parties and serves to promote
competition in industry, if the invention

Is in fact promoted commercially. How-
ever, to obtain commercial utilization of

the Invention, it may be necessary to

grant an exclusive license for a limited

period of time as an incentive for tlje

investment of risk capital to achieve

practical application of an invention.

(c) Whenever the grant of an exclu-

sive license Is deemed appropriate, it

shall be negotiated on terms and condi-

tions most favorable to the public inter-

est. In selecting an exclusive licensee,

consideration shall be given to the capa-

bilities of the prospective licensee to fur-

ther the technical and market develop-

ment of the invention, his plan to imder-

take the development, the projected im-
pact on competition, and the benefit to

the Qovemment and the public. Con-
sideration shall be given also assisting

small business and minority business
enterprises, as well as economically de-

pressed, low Income, and labor surplus

areas, and whether each or any applicant

Is a U.S. citizen or corporation. Where
there is more than one applicant for an
exclusive license, that applicant shall be
selected who Is determined to be most

capable of satisfying the criteria and
achieving the goals set forth in this

subpart.
(d) Subject to the following: (1)

Specific statutes governing the utilization

of patent rights of certain Government
agencies, or (2) any existing or future

treaty or agreement between the United

States and any foreign government or

intergovernmental organization, or (3)

licenses under or other rights to inven-

tions made or conceived In the course of

or under Government research and de-

velopment contracts where such licenses

or other rights to such inventions are

granted to or provided for in the contract

and acquired by the party contracting

with the Government agency, no license

shall be granted or implied in a Govern-

ment-owned invention except as provided

for in this subpart.

(e) No grant of a license under this

subpart shall be construed to confer upon
any licensee any immunity from the

antitrust laws or from a charge of patent

misuse, and the acquisition and use of

rights pursuant to this subpart shall not

be immunized from the operation of

State or Federal law by reason of the

source of the grant.

§ 101-4.102 Definitions.

(a) "Government invention" means an
Invention covered by a domestic patent

or patent application that is vested in the

United States and Is designated by the

Government agency having custody of

the invention as appropriate for the

grant of an express nonexclusive or ex-

clusive license.

(b) "To the point of practical appli-

cation" means to manufacture in the

case of a composition or product, to prac-

tice in the case of a process, or to oper-

ate in the case of a machine under such

conditions as to establish that the inven-

tion is being worked and that Its benefits

are reasonably accessible to the public.

(c) "Government agency" means any
executive department, independent com-
mission, board, office, agency, adminis-

tration, authority, wholly owned corpo-

ration, or other independent establish-

ment of the executive branch of the

Government of the United States of

America.
(d) "The head of the Government

agency" means the head of the agency

or his designee.

§ 101-4.103 Types of licenses and con-

ditions for licensing.

§ 101-^.103-1 Government inventions

available for licensing.

Government Inventions normally will

be made available for the granting of

express nonexclusive or limited exclu-

sive licenses to responsible applicants

according to the factors and conditions

set forth in §§ 101-4.103-2 and 101^.

103-3, subject to the applicable proce-

dures of S 101-4.104.

§ 101-4.103-2 Nonexclusive license.

(a) Availability of licenses. Each Gov-

ernment Invention normally shall be

made available for the granting of non-

exclusive revocable licenses, subject to
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the provisions of any other licenses, in-

cluding those under § 101-4.103-4.

(b) Terms of grant. (1) The duration

of the license shall be for a period as

specified In the license agreement, pro-

vided that the licensee complies with all

the terms of the license.

(2) The license shall require the li-

censee to bring the invention to the point

of practical appplication within a period

specified in the license, or such extended

period as may be agreed upon, and to

continue to make the benefits of the in-

vention reasonably accessible to the pub-

lic.

(3) The license may be granted for all

or less than all fields of use of the Inven-

tion, and throughout the United States of

America, Its territories and possessions,

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and

the District of Columbia, or In any les-

ser geographic portion thereof.

(4) After termination of a period spec-

ified In the license agreement, the Gov-
ernment agency may restrict the license

to the fields of use and/or geographic

areas in which the licensee has brought

the invention to the point of practical

application and continues to make the

benefits of the invention reasonably ac-

cessible to the public.

(5) The license may extend to subsid-

iaries and affiliates of the licensee but

shall be nonassignable without approval

of the Government agency, except to the

successor of that part of the licensee's

business to which the Invention pertains.

§ 101-4.103-3 Limited exclusive license.

(a) Availability of licenses. Each Gov-

ernment Invention may be made avail-

able for the granting of a limited ex-

clusive license provided that:

(1) The Invention has been published

as available for licensing pursuant to

5 101-4.104-1 for a period of at least

6 months;
(2) The head of the Government

agency has determined that (1) the in-

vention may be brought to the point of

practical application In certain fields of

use and/or In certain geographical lo-

cations by exclusive licensing, (ID the

desired practical application has not

been achieved under any nonexclusive

license granted on the Invention, and fill)

the desired practical application is not

likely to be achieved expeditiously in the

public interest under a nonexclusive li-

cense or as a result of further Govern-
ment-funded research or development;

(3) The notice of the prospective

licensee has been published, pursuant to

§ 101-4.104-4(a) for at least 60 days;

and
(4) After termination of the period

• set forth In § 101-4.103-3(a) (3). the

Government agency has determined that

no applicant for a nonexclusive license

has brought or will bring, within a rea-

sonable period, the invention to the point

of practical application as specified In

the exclusive license, and that to grant

the exclusive license would be in the

public interest.

(b) Selection of exclusive licensee. An
exclusive licensee shall be selected on
bases consistent with the policy set forth

in § 101-4.101 and in accordance with

the procedures set forth in § 101-4.104.

(c) Terms of grant. (1) The license

may be granted for all or less than all

fields of use of the Government Invention

and throughout the United States of

America, its territories and possessions,

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and
the District of Columbia, or In any lesser

geographic portion thereof.

(2) Subject to the rights reserved to

the Government In §§ 101-4.103-3(0 (6)

and 101-4.103-3(0) (7), the licensee shall

be granted the exclusive right to practice

the Invention In accordance with the

terms and conditions specified in the

license.

(3) The duration of the license shall

be negotiated but shall be for a period,

less than the terminal portion of the

patent, the period remaining being suf-

ficient to make the invention reasonably

available for the grant of a nonexclusive

license; and such period of exclusivity

shall not exceed 5 years unless the head
of the Government agency determines

on the basis of a written submission sup-

ported by a factual showing that a longer

period is reasonably necessary to permit

the licensee to enter the market and re-

coup his reasonable costs in so doing.

(4) The license shall require the li-

censee to bring the invention to the point

of practical application within a period

specified in the license, or within a longer

period as approved by the Government
agency, and to continue to make the

benefits of the Invention reasonably ac-

cessible to the public.

(5) The license shall require the

licensee to expend a specified minimum
amount of money and/or to take other

specified actions, within a specified

period of time after the effective date

of the license, in an effort to bring the

invention to the point of practical ap-

plication.

(6) The license shall be subject to the

irrevocable royalty-free right of the Gov-
ernment of the United States to practice

and have practiced the invention by or on

behalf of the Government of the United

States and on behalf of any foreign gov-

ernment or intergovernmental organiza-

tion pursuant to any existing or future

treaty or agreement with the United

(7) The license shall reserve to the

Government agency the right to require

the licensee to grant sublicenses to re-

sponsible applicants on terms that are

reasonable in the circumstances (I) to

the extent that the invention Is required

for public use by Government regula-

tions, or (ID as may be necessary to ful-

fill health or safety needs, or (Hi) for

other public purposes stipulated in the

license.

(8) The license may extend to subsidi-

aries and affiliates of the licensee but

shall be nonassignable without approval

of the Government agency, except to suc-

cessors of that part of the licensee's busi-

ness to which the invention pertains.

(9) An exclusive licensee may grant

sublicenses under his license, subject to

the approval of the Government agency.

Each sublicense granted by an exclusive
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Ucensee shall make reference to the

exclusive Ucense. including the rights

retained by the Government under the

exclusive license, and a copy of such sub-

license shall be furnished to the Oov-

emment agency.
(10) The license may be subject to

such other terms as may be in the public

, interest.

§ 101-4.103-4 Additional license*.

Subject to any outstanding Ucenses,

nothing in this subpart shall preclude a

Government agency from granting addi-

tional nonexclusive or limited exclusive

licenses for Government-owned inven-

tions when the Government agency de-

termines that to do so woxild provide for

an equitable exchange of patent rights.

The following exemplify circumstances

wherein such licenses may be granted:

(a) In consideraUwi of the settlement

of an interference;

(b) In consideration of a release of a

claim of infringement: or

(c) In exchange for or as part of the

consideration for a license under ad-

versely held patents.

§ lbl-4.103-5 Royalties.

(a) Normally, royalties shall not be

charged under nonexclusive licenses

granted to U5. citizens and U.S. corpora-

tions on Government Inventions: how-
ever, the Government agency may re-

quire other considerations.

(b) An exclusive license on a Govern-

ment invention may require the pay-

ment of royalties, and/or other consider-

ations, when the Ucenslng situation and

the policy In 9 101-4.101 considered to-

gether, indicate that It Is in the public

interest to do so.

§ 101-4.103-6 ReporU.

A license shall require the licensee to

submit periodic reports on his efforts to

achieve practical application of the in-

vention. The reports shall contain infor-

mation within his knowledge, or which

he may acquire under normal business

practices, pertaining to the commercial

use being made of the invention and

other Information which the Government
agency may determine Is pertinent to its

Ucenslng acUvities and is specified in the

license.

§ 101-4.104 Procedures

§ 101-4.104-1 Government agency pub-

lication requirements.

Each Government agency shall cause

to be published in the Federal Registek,

the Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent

OfBce. and at least one other publication

that the Government agency deems

would best serve the public interest, a

list of the Government Inventions in its

custody available for licensing xmder the

conditions specified in 9 101-4.103. The
list shall be revised periodically to in-

clude directly, or by reference to a pre-

viously published list, all inventions cur-

r«itly available for licensing. Other

publications on inventions available for

licensing are encouraged and may in-

clude abstracts, when appropriate, as well

as Information on the design, construc-

tion, use, and potential market for the

inventions.

§ 101-4.104-2 Contents of a nonexclu-

sive Ucense application.

An application for a nonexclusive li-

cense under a Government invention

should be addressed to the head of the

Government agency having custody of

the invention, and shall include:

(a) Identification of invention for

which license is desired. Including the pa-

tent application serial number or pa-

tent nimiber, title and date, if known,
and any other identification of

invention:
(b) Name and address of the person,

company, or organization applying for

license and whether the applicant is a

U.S. citizen or a U.S. corporation;

(c) Name and address of representa-

tive of appllcfint to whom correspond-

ence should be sent;

(d) Natxire and type of applicant's

business;
(e) Source of Information cMiceming

the availability of a license on this in-

vention;
(f) Purpose for which license is de-

sired and a brief description of appli-

cant's plan to achieve that purpose;

(g) A statement of the fields of use

for which applicant intends to practice

the Invention; and
(h) A statement as to the geographic

areas in which the applicant would prac-

tice the Invention.

§ 101-4.104-3 Contents of an exclusive

license application.

In addition to the Information Indi-

cated in 9 101-4.104-2, an application

for an exclusive license shall include:

(a) Applicant's status, if any. in any

one or more of the following categories:

(1) Small business firm, (2) minority

business enterprise. (3) location in a sur-

plus labor area. (4) location in a low-

income area, and (5) location in an eco-

nomically depressed area;

(b) A statement of applicant's capa-

bility to imdertake the development and
marketing required to achieve the prac-

tical application of the invention;

(c) A statement describing the time,

expenditure, and other acts which the

applicant considers necessary to achieve

practical application of the invention

and the applicant's offer to Invest that

sum to perform such acts if the license

is granted:
(d) A statement that contains the ap-

plicant's best knowledge of the extent to

which the Government invention is being

practiced by private industry and the

Government; and
(e) Any other facts which the ap-

plicant believes are evidence that it Is in

the public Interest for the Government
agency to grant an exclusive license

rather than a nonexclusive license and

that such exclusive license should be

granted to the applicant.

§ 101-4.104-4 Published notices.

(a) A notice that a prospective exclu-

sive licensee has been selected shall be

<^
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published in the Federal Register, and

a copy of the notice shall be sent to the

Attorney General. The notice shall in-

clude:
(1) Identification of the invention;

(2) Identification of the selected

(3) Duration and scope of the contem-

plated license; and ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^^
(4) A statement to the effect that the

license will be granted unless:

(I) An application for a nonexclusive

license, submitted by a responsible ap-

pUcant pursuant to § 101-4.104-2, is re-

ceived by the Government agency having

custody of the invention within 60 days

from the publication of the notice in the

Federal Register, and the Government

agency determines in accordance with its

prescribed procedures under which pro-

cedures the Government agency shall

record and make available for public in-

spection all decisions made pursuant

thereto and the basis therefor, that the

applicant has established that he has

already achieved or is likely to bring the

Invention to the point of practical ap-

plication within a reasonable period un-

der a nonexclusive license; or

(II) The Government agency deter-

mines that a third party has presented

evidence and argument which has es-

tablished that it would not be in the

public interest to grant the exclusive

license

.

(b) If an exclusive license has been

granted pursuant to this Subpart 101-

4.1, notice thereof shall be published in

the Federal Register. Such notice shall

Include:
(1) Identification of the invention;

(2) Identification of the licensee; and
(3) Duration and scope of the license.

(c) If an exclusive license has

been modified or revoked pursuant to

9 101-4.104-5, notice thereof shall be

published in the Federal Register. Such
notice shall include:

(1) Identification of the Invention;

(2) Identification of the licensee; and
(3) Effective date of the modifica-

tion or revocation.

§ 101-4.104-5 Modification or revoca-

tion.

(a) Any license granted pursuant to

this Subpart 101-4. 1 may be modified or

revoked by the Government agency
granting the license if the licensee at any

time defaults in making any report re-

quired by the license or commits any

breach of any covenant or agreement

therein contained.

(b) A license may also be revoked by

the Government agency granting the

license if the licensee willfully makes a

false statement of a material fstct or

willfully omits a material fact in the

license application or any report re-

quired in the license agreement.

(c) Before modifying or revoking any

license granted pursuant to this subpart

for any cause, the Government agency
• shall furnish the licensee and any sub-

licensee of record a written notice of

intention to modify or revoke the license.

and the licensee and any sublicensee

shall be allowed 30 days after such notice

to remedy any breach of any covenant

or agreement as referred to in (a) of

this section or to show cause why the

license should not be modified or re-

voked.

§ 101-4.104-6 Appeak.

An applicant for a license, a licensee,

or such other third party who has par-

ticipated under 9 101-4.104-4(a) (4) (11)

shall have the right to appeal, in accord-

ance with procedures prescribed by the

Government agency, any decision con-

cerning the granting, denial, interpreta-

tion, modification, or revocation of a
license.

§ 101-4.105 Litigation.

An exclusive licensee shall be granted

the right to sue at his own expense any
party who infringes the rights set forth

in his license and covered by the licensed

patent. The licensee may join the Gov-
ernment upon consent of the Attorney

General as a party complainant in such

suit but without expense to the Govern-
ment, and the licensee shall pay costs

and any final judgment or decree that

may be rendered against the Govern-
ment in such suit. The Government shall

have an absolute right to Intervene in

any such suit at Its own expense. The
licensee shall be obligated to furnish

promptly to the Government, upon re-

quest, copies of all pleadings and other

papers filed in any such suit and of evi-

dence adduced in proceedings relating to

the licensed patent including, but not

limited to, negotiations or settlement and
agreements settling claims by a licensee

based on the licensed patent, and all

other books, documents, papers, and rec-

ords pertaining to such suit. If as a re-

sult of any such litigation the patent

shall be declared Invalid, the licensee

shall have the right to surrender his

license and be relieved from any further

obligation thereimder.

I 101-4.106 Transfer of custody of Gor-
ernment inventions.

A Government agency Sbvlng custody

of a Government-owned invention may
enter Into an agreement to transfer its

custody to another Government agency

for purposes of administration, including

the granting of licenses pursuant to this

subpart.

Effective date. This subpart is effective

May 7. 1973, but may be observed earlier.

However, the head of a (jovemment
agency may exclude from the terms, con-

ditions, and procedures set forth in this

subpart any license that was in the proc-

ess of being negotiated on the effective

date.

Dated: January 29, 1973.

Arthur F. Sampson,
Acting Administrator of

General Services.

[PR Doc.73-2119 Filed 2-2-73:8:45 am]

[909 O.G. 1171]
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Change in Legal Holidays

Those doing business before the Patent Office are hereby

reminded that by Public Law 90-363, 82 Stat. 250. effective

January 1, 1971. Section 6103(a) of Title 5. United States

Code, was amended to read as follows : ,

1 6103. Holidays

(a) The following are legal public holidays :

New Years Day, January 1.

Washington's Birthday, the third Monday In Feb-

ruary. » *

Memorial Day. the last Monday In May.

* Independence Day, July 4.

Labor Day. the first Monday In September.

Columbus Day. the second Monday In October.

Veterans Day, the fourth Monday In October.

Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday in No-

vember.

Christmas Day, December 25.

Each of the holidays enumerated will constitute "a holiday

within the District of Columbia." as referred to In Section 21.

Title 35, United States Code.

Dec. 2. 1970.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR.,

Commiationer of Patents.

[881 O.G. 1707]

Editorial Note: Sec. 6103(c) states that January 20 of

each fourth year after 1965, Inauguration Day, Is also n

legal public holiday.

(209) OrricE OF THE Secretary

[Dept. Organization Order 30-3A1

Patent Office

Organization and Functions

Thi? order effective December 15, 1972, supersedes the ma-

terial appearing at 27 FR 11469 of November 21. 1962.

Section 1. Purpose. This order delegates authority to thf

Commissioner of Patents and prescribes the functions of the

Patent t)flfce.

SEC. 2. Status and line of authority. .01 The Patent Office

is hereby continued as a primary operating unit of the De-

partment of Commerce. First established as an independent

bureau under the direction of a Commissioner of Patents by

tlie general revision of patent laws enacted by Congress July

4, 1836 (5 Stat. 117). It became a bureau of the Department

of Commerce by Executive Order of April 1. 1925. In accord-

ance- with the authority contained in the act of February 14,

1903 (32 Stat. 830). When the patent laws were codified as

Title 35, United States Code, efTectlve January 1. 1953, the

Patent Office was continued as an office In the Department

of Commerce.

02 The Commissioner of Patents (hereinafter called the

Commissioner), who Is appointed by the President by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate shall be the head

of the Patent Office. He shall be principally assisted by a

Deputy Commissioner and four assistant commissioners,

whose titles and status are specified below. The First As

slstant Commissioner (Deputy Commissioner) and the first

two assistant commissioners are provided for by 35 U.S.C. -1

and are appointed by the President by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate.

a. The Deputy Commissioner (First Assistant Commls

sloner under 35 U.S.C. 3).

b. The Assistant Commissioner for Patents (an assistant

commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3).

c. The Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks (an assist

ant commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3).

d. The .\s«lstant Commissioner for Legal Affairs.

e. The Assistant Commissioner for Administration.

.03 The Deputy Commissioner or. in the event of a

vacancy In that office, the assistant commissioner appointed

under 35 U.S.C. 3 who Is senior In date of appointment, shall

act as Commissioner during a vacancy In that office until a

Commissioner is appointed and takes office. In the absence of

the Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner shall act as

Commissioner. If the Deputy Commissioner Is likewise absent

or tl»at office Is vacant, one of the assistant Commissioners

appointed un<ler 35 U.S.C. 3 or the Assistant Commissioner

for I>egal Affairs or the Solicitor of the Patent Offlco shall

act as Commissioner in an order of precedence prescrlbe<l by

the Commissioner.

.04 The Commissioner shall report and be responsible lo

the Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

SEC. 3. Dclrffation of authority. .01 Pursuant to the au-

thority vested in the Secretary of Commerce by 3,'. T.S.C. 3

and Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1950. the functions of the

Patent Office and Its officers speclfie<l in Title "la of tlie

United States Code, as amended, are hereby vested In the

Secretary of Commerce and redelegated to the Commissioner

of Patents.

.02 Pursuant to the authority vested In the Secretary or

Commerce bv law. the Commissioner of I'atcnts is hereby

delegated authority to perform the following functions vested

In the Secretary of Commerce.

a. The functions In Title 15. Chapter 22 of the United

States Code, which pertain to trademarks.

b The functions In Executive Order 10096 of January -3.

1950. and the Executive Or.ler 109.30 of Marcli 24. 1961

.

which pertain to inventions made by (iovernment einploy.-es.

c. The functions in 42 U.S.C. 21S1 and 21S2. which p.'T-

taln to Inventions relating to atomic weapons, and In 4_

use. 2457. which pertain to property rights In inventions

made In performance of work tinder contract for the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

d Such functions under other authorities of the Secretary

of Commerce as are applicable to performing the functions

assigned In this order.

.03 Exercise of the functions delegated In paragraphs .01

and .02 of this section shall be subject to such policies or

directions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Com-

merce or the Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

.04 The Commissioner of Patents may. except as pre-

cluded by law or regulation, redelegate his authority to em-

ployees of the Patent Office subject to such conditions in the

exercise of the delegated authority as he may prescribe.

Sec. 4. Functions. The Patent Office shall perform the

following functions :

01 Examine applications for patent to determine if they

meet the re«iulrements of law for the Issuance of patents

and, upon such determination, granting patents.

02 Administer special laws and regulations as to secrecy

of certain Inventions, licenses for foreign filing, and those

relating to atomic energy and space technology.

.03 Decide the ownership of patents and the rights to

inventions made by C.overnment employees, as. provided by

Executive Orders 10006 and 109.30.

.04 Provide for the publication, storage, dissemination,

and exchange of patents and related documentation.

.05 Maintain systems and facilites providing appropriate

access to United States and foreign patents and other techni-

cal literature for use of the examiners and the public

06 Examine applications for the registration of trade-

marks to determine their entitlement to re^MStration under

the law ; give public notice of trademarks allowed f"r reg >-

tration and publish registered trademarks: maintain the

principal and .supplemental registers of trademark registra

tlons. and provide for public access to such registers and re-

lated trademark records.

.07 Issue patents and certificates of trademark registra-

tion, f

OS Reissue defective patents an<I Issue certificates ot

correction of patents and trademark registrations.

.09 Maintain records as to proprietary interests in patents

and trademarks and applications therefor.

10 Carry on or authorize studies and programs, sepa

rately or In coordination with other United States, foreign

and International agencies, regarding domestic and Interna

tlonal patent and trademark law.

11 Perform other functions required, or which the Com-

missioner deems necessary and proper. In exercising the au-

thority delegated herein. .

Effective date : December 15. 1972. I

GUY W. CHAMBERLIN. JR..

Acting .Assistant Secretary

for Administration.

[FR Doc. 73-320 : Filed 1-5-73 ; 8 : 45 afljl
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[Dept. Organization Order 30-3B]

Patent Office

Organization and Functiona

This order effective December 15. 1972. supersedes the ma-

terial appearing at 36 FR 9078 of May 19. 1971.

SK<rios 1 Puruo.sc. This order prescribes the orgamza

tion an assignment of functions within the Patent Office.

irpartmenT organization Order 30-3A prescribes the scope

of authority and functions.

SEC " organization structure. The principal organlza Ion

structur; and line of authority of the Patent Office sha 1
be

as depcted In the attached organization chart. A copy of the

;;gan;zatlon chart is attached to the original document on

file In the Office of the Federal Register.

SEC. 3. OfTice of the Commissioner. The Commissioner de-

termines the policies and directs the programs of the latent

Office and Is responsible for the conduct of all actmt.es of

r Patent Office He Is principally assisted by Deputy Co.n-

nil'sloner and four Assistant Commissioners who shall haNe

the main duties as specified below :

n The I>eputy Commissioner (First Assistant Commis-

sioner un.ler 35 U.S.C. 3) shall assist the Commissioner in

he direction of the Patent Office with """>ecHate responsl^

Wmv for the Office of Petitions and shall perform the duties

of tl'.e Commissioner In the latter's absence.

b The Assistant Commissioner for Patents (an assistant

. , „^„,. in n <5 f "it shall provide administrative
commissioner under 35 U.b.C. J) snaii proviuc

„i„toil
and policy direction for the patent examining and related

operaHons which consist of the organizational elements

:numerated in section 5 of this order. He Is assi«te<, ^ -

Deputy Assistant Commissioner who shall, among other

duties have lmme<llate responsibility for the Patent examin-

ing groups and shall perform the duties of the Assistant

Commissioner during the latter's absence.

c The \sslstant Commissioner for Trademarks (an assist-

ant' comm'lssloner under 35 U.S.C. 3) shall P'^^'^e fdm.^^^

istratlve and policy direction to the trademark reg stratlon

and related operations which consist of the organizational

elements enumerated in section 6 of this order.

d The Assistant Commissioner for Legal Affairs shall be

the" chief law officer of the Patent Office and as applicable

shall provide administrative and policy direction to the or-

ganizational elements enumerated In section 7 of this order

Pursuant to Department Organization Order 10-6, he shall

be subject to the overall authority of the Department s Gen-

eral Counsel with respect to legal and legislative matters in-

volving the Patent Office, other than In connection with the

Issuance of patents or the registration of trademarks.

e The Assistant Commissioner for Administration shall be

the' principal advisor to the Commissioner on the formula-

tion and application of management policies and shall pro-

vide administrative, management, and operationar support

services to. components of the Patent Office. In add'tl°n he

shall provide administrative and policy direction to a staff

assigned to his office as well as to the organizational elements

enumerated In section 8 of this order. He shall be assisted by

a Deputy Assistant Commissioner who shall P^fo";"; ^^.^

duties of the Assistant Commissioner during the latter s

absence. ,

Sec 4 Office reporting to the Commissioner. .01 ine

Offices of Petitions shall receive, docket, maintain records,

and take other appropriate action with respect to petit ons to

the Commissioner submitted under applicable law and regu-

lations : assign petitions to appropriate officials for decision

or recommend and prepare decisions for review and appro\al

bv the Deputy Commissioner; and recommend changes in

office policy, practices, and procedures, where the need for

such appears evident from the records of the office.

02 The Office of Government Inventions and Patents

shall administer Executive Order 10096. as amended by Ex-

ecutive Order 10930 and related regulations, including the

rendering of final decisions on the ownership of patents and

the rights to Inventions made by Government employees, and

advise the Commissioner on matters Involving the Committee

on Government Patent Policy (of the Federal Council for

Science and Technology). It shall also conduct research,

liaison and coordinate functions needed to carry out Execu-

tive Order 10096 and to advise the Commissioner on Commit-

tee matters ;
provided executive secretariat support to the

Committee ; and assist In the development and formulation.

to the extent appropriate, of a uniform Government-wide

"""?
The Office of Advanced Systems Development sh^ll

aoDlv analytical basic research techniques to. the develop-

Znt of ;iw machln^asslsted experimental search retrieval

Tnd dUDlav systems ; to the exploration and application of

.dvin ed tec; no ogv or the betterment of operating systems

:

nd'trincreasmg'the effectiveness of t-h-alcal in orma^^^^^

dissemination and accessing measures. This work »« a^^eci^

orrmTrily to providing solutions to hitherto unresoUed prob

femTand to the development of experimental or test appUca^

t^ns for simulations of original techniques or operations. I

Tu assist in the Installation, pilot use, and evaluation of

experimental systems in operating environments

„4 The Office of information Services shall adMse ami

reoresent the Commissioner on Information matters
;

conduct

IZ^Z fostering public understanding of the Ameri-n

natent sVstem and the functions, services and administrative

publications if the Patent Office; develop publication poU^

cles Provide direction and assistance in developing new and

revised publications: and assure <^onform.ty with policies,

regulations, and standards concerning publications and publl

^"s^c" ToS reporting to the .U.istant Commissioner for

Patents 01 The Office of Patent Program Control shall de-

velop procedures for and establish quality. Quantity and

olher performance standards relating t«/»^^,<^°'^^"Vanish
patent examination and classification functions ;

establ sh

nrogram activity targets and continually evaluate status

aSs program objectives; provide training to examiners In

natent practices and procedures; and monitor compliance

ihexa'n nation and classification standards and procedures.

02 The Office of Patent Classlfiicatlon shall developlm-

plement. and n^aintaln subject matter
^^f«f^^^^^^^-Y^f

.^^

for patent search files of prior art; evaluate and adapt ex

perimental or other search systems developed elsew-here; de-

ermine requirements for and Initiate P'-*"^"^'"*"*/^/""^^.

natent and literature abstracting services for use by exam

C and provide technical specifications, guidance, advice,

and assistance to the contracting officer in such procure-

ments ooniiLte the classification of U.S. and fo-.gn pat^

t documents and nonpatent literature: and P"«^'P|^^^^^^

developing and fostering harmonization of the United States

and the International Patent Classification ^>stems.

03 The Examining Groups shall examine applications for

patents to ascertain if the applicants "e entitled to pat-

ents under the law and grant patents to those so entitled^

Each examining group shall perform this function for P^^ent

applications falling within the generic ca egory assigned to

U The number of examining groups and the coverage of the

leneric categories shall be determined by the Commissioner.

'sec 6 O^ce. reporting to the .Assistant Commissu>r^ or

Trademarks .01 The Office of Trademark Program Control

Tball de" lop guidelines governing t-demark exam ning pro^

cedures: establish program) activity targets and eontl"ually

evaluate status against prigram objectives: and P'ovlde In

struction In trademark prLlce^^ and coordi-

nate trademarks admlnlstratT?&-«5pport activities.

02 The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board shall be re-

sponsible for hearing and deciding adversary P^oce^'"/«

involving interfering applications, oppositions to
^^f^^l"}^^^'

cancellations, and concurrent use proceedings ;
and for near

"g and deciding appeals from final refusals of the trademark

examiners to allow the registration of trademarks.

03 The Trademark Examining Operation shall be re-

sponsible for the classification of trademark ^PP^^f
"°°J^^;'„*°

chisses of goods and services, the
^^^";>"f^^^'J PJ^^'/rt

of these applications, and the registration of trademarks

service ma?ks. and certification marks; and maintain the

principal and supplemental registers of trademarks.

SEC 7 Offlcea reporting to the Assistant Comm.i»Bioner for

Legal' Affairs. .01 The Office of the Solicitor shall handle

all litigation to which the Commissioner is a party and pro-

vide other legal services, including advice and assistance

on legislative matters, and maintenance of the law Hbrarj.

02 The Examlners-in-chlef sitting as a Board of Patent

Appeals shall be responsible for hearing and d^»^;°e *P^

peals from adverse decisions of examiners upon applications

^"'oT* The Board of Patent Interferences shall conduct

patent Interference proceedings and make A'^Jl
^J*^™!?;^

tlons in the Patent Office as to priority of '°^^°
»«°J°f

Board shall also hear and decide questions concerning prop-

ftlS 0.(J.—

3
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erty rights In inventions In the atomic energy and space fields

brought before it under the provisions of sections 2182 and

2456 (d) and (e) of title 42, U.S.C.

.04 Tlie Office of Legislation shall develop recommenda-

tions and advise policy and action concerning matters wh|ch

may require changes in the patent and trademark laws;

review and prepare analysis of bills or drafts of legislation

concerning patent or trademark matters receiveil for tec'.inl-

cal appraisal; prepare legislative proposals and, after ap-

propriate clearance, draft legislation and supporting docu-

mentation f'or clearance with the Department's Office of the

General Counsel and the Office of Management and Budget,

for consideration by the Congress ; and maintain liaison with

patent and trademark bar associations, industry, and others

concerned with proposed and pending legislation.

.05 The Office of International Affairs shall coordinate

the development of policy and program recommendations or

positions respecting international patent and trademark

affairs, Including all proposed new or modified agreements

under the Paris Union, Patent Cooperation Treaty, or like

treaties ; maintain liaison in such matters with the Office of

the< Secretary, the Department of State, and concerned ele-

ments of the public; and participate In negotiating patent

and trademark matters In establishing international agree-

ments and in th*- implementation of programs affecting I'at

ent Office commitments or responsibilities In these areas.

Sec. 8. Offices reporting to the Assistant Commisnioncr

for Administration. .01. Management Planning Organlza

tions':

a. The Office of Budget shall formulate, interpret, and

execute budgetary and fiscal policies ; establish and maintain

a comprehensive budget program collaborating with cost cen

ter officials in developing budget and fiscal plans :
develop

and present budget requests : allocate and maintain budgetary

accountability of available funds; maintain external liaison

in budgetary matters : and review and evaluate the fulfillment

of budget -based program commitments.

b. The Office of Management and Organization shall plan

and conduct studies designed to improve organization, meth-

ods, procedures, workflow, work measurement, managerial

technicals, and resource utilization, or otherwise Increase

efficiency, effectiveness and economy of operations ;
develop

and manage a system for the issuance of internal adminis-

trative orders and instructions ; promote development of the

Patent Office nianagenient improvement program and co-

ordinate the collection, review and submission of reportable

plans and accomplishments thereon ; coordinate a program

for the management and control of external reports ;
and

make special studies as required.

c. The Office of Program Planning and Evaluation shall

formulate plans for and coordinate the development of I'at-

'

ent Office-wide long and short range program ob.iectives

within the framework of budgetary constraints; define, pro-

ject, and allocate the manpower and other resources required

to achieve Patent Office-wide objectives; develop and mon-

itor a management information system which prescribe code

structures for and consolidates all administrative manage-

ment systems into a single integrated data base,to provide

Information designed to measure performance affd achieve-

ment against plann^ objectives ; and develop and issue a

wide variety of timely internal analytical and interpretive

reports to the managers of the Patent Office.

.02 Public service organizations :

a. The Office of Publications shall schedule and manage

. the processing and movement of allowed patent -application

files in procuring the creation of full patent text machine

language data base and the composition and printing of

weekly patent issues and related announcements in the

Official Gazette ; provide requisition and scheduling serv-

ices for trademark publications ; monitor the quality or per-

formance by contributing sources and maintain close liaison

with U.S. Government Printing Office ; and prepare and issue

patent grants and periodic publications of patent indexes.

b. The Office of Patent and Trademark Services shall pro-

vide the materials and services offered directly to the pub-

lic, many of which are provided on a fee basis. These shall

include recording Instruments that transfer property rights

to patents and trademarks ; furnishing copies of patents,

trademark registrations, and office records to examiners, and

others In the Office, as well as to the public ;
providing draft-

ing services ; and maintaining appropriate collections of

pertinent technical and scientific Information such as United

States and foreign patents, periodicals, books, and other

publications for use by the public. It shall also conduct an

initial examination of patent applications for compliance with

law and regulation as to form and certain matters of factual

content ; grant or deny a tiling date l)ase«l on such examina-

tion and forward to the Examining Groups those granted a

filing date : acknowledge the acceptance or rejection of appU-

eations for examination : originate <locunientation of pending

applications; initially assign accepted applications to units

of the examining groups for examination ; and maintain rec-

ords on the statiis and location of all applications.

.03 Administrative service organizations :

a. The Office of Computer Services shall be responsible for

providing data processing services to other elements of the

Patent Office : This shall Include the conduct of systems anal-

ysis and equipment evaluation studies directly related to

the design and development of systems and programs for ap-

plications of computer techniques: preparation or procure-

ment and testing of computer programs, and supplemental

data processing services; operation of all general purpose

ADP equipment Including that which may »)e approved for use

within another organization unit as an integral part of its

operations; and maintenance of a comprehensive library of

programs, including f.iose developed or procured by other

organization units

b The Office of Finance shall develop and maintain the

tinan.ial accounting system of the Patent Office, perform ac

counting operations for the revenue, trust funds, and ap-

propriation of the Patent Office, including maintenance of

general accounts and related fiscal records, preparation of

financial statements and reports, audit and certification of

vouchers for pavment, issuance of deposit account statements,

initiation of action to collect amounts due the Patent Office,

and administration of the payroll system and related em-

plovee accounts ; and provide financial advice and opin ons.

c The Office of General Services shall plan and administer

a broad Office wide program of general services. Including

procurement control ;
property, space, and facilities manag.-

ment ; communications, records, files, mail, and forms man-

agement ; administrative printing; and clearance of all re-

quirements involving contractual pocurements, ncludlng

liaison with the Department. In connection therewith.

(1. The Office of Personnel shall administer activities re-

lating to recruitment, placement, employee relations, equal

employment opportunity programs for employees, training and

career development, incentive awards, performance rating,

position classification and wage administration, group man

agement relations, and various employee benefit programs.

04 The Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast

shall continually assess the status of technological acti^vltles

In all countries; compare Inventive activity In the United

States relative to other nations ; and forecast developments

on a world-wide basis.
|

Effective date : December 15, 1972.

GUY W. CHAMBERLIN, JR.,

Acting Assistant Secretary

for Administration.

[FR Doc. 73-321 ; Filed 1-5-73 ; 8 : 45 am]

Published in 38 F.R. 1068, Jan. 8 1973

[907 O.G. 2]

(210) Patent Office

Organization and Functions

This order, effective August 1. 1973, amends the material

appearing at 38 FR 1068 of January 8. 1973.

Department Organization Order 30-3B, dated December 15.

1972 Is hereby amended as follows :

1. Sec. 7. O^lcea reporting to the assistant commissioner

for legal affairs. ,

a. Paragraph .04 Is amended to read :

.04 The Otftce of Legislation and International Affairs shall

make studies and advise the Commissioner on policy and

action concerning matters which may require legislation and

on International patent and trademark matters ;
develop and

direct the Implementation of related programs ;
maintain liai-

son with the Office of the Secretary, the Department of State.

January 1, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 67

.„.„,,„.,.. ,..„..o„.; »„„,.«....a,
.„^^^^^^ann appropriate coiiKr*^*"'"""' -."...^ .. .

gotlations in technical patent and trademark matters in es

tablishlng or Implementing international agreements.

b. Paragraph .05 is deleted.

2 The organization chart of December 15, 1972 Is super-

seded by the organization chart attached to this amendment.

Copy of the Organization Chart Is attached to the original of

Effective date: August 1, 1973.
„,,„xTr.DHENRY B TURNER,

Assistant Secretary for Administration.

[FR Doc. 73-19292 ; Filed 9-11-73 ; 8 : 45 am]

[915 O.G. 378]
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INDEX OF PATENT NOTICES

Correspondence—Contlnuetl

Items

147
83

163

1G6
108
165

.'o. 28

114
8

17

11.97

203

92

55

108
123
125
124

Abandonment

:

Application at Board of Appeals

Transfer of Drawings

Abstracts, Patent

Format
Printed In Official Gazette 164,167

Requirements

Access to Files

Actions, Office :
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-^^—^— the Interview should be prepared by the Examiner and placed

I
In the application file. The memorandum will be retained

INDEX in the application file until the prosecution Is completed.

Trademark Xotices

:

''^'"* Such procedure will not. however, relieve the applicant of

Actions, Numl)er of Copies 320 ^j^^ responsibility of complying with the requirements of

Advisory Coiiunittoe for Trademark Affairs 329 Trademark Rule 2.62.

\menileil Applications, ExamininK and Report- HORACE B. FAY, Jb.,

inK l»ntes ^^^ July 6, 1964. Assistant Commissioner.

Applications. Initial l-rocessing 318
supersedes the notice of February 10. 1958. 728 O.G.

Classification, International ^^j- -,j,jj
" ^

Customs, Uccordation 330 i
- • rRn4 O O TM 1471

Deposit Accounts, CharRcs Under Special [804 O.u. xm x*<j

Conditions --- '^^ _^.^^—
Form Parai-Taphs and Trinted Forms — 334

Mcntif.cati..n of Goods and Services 319 (301) Oppositions Under Section 13 op the

Interviews ^^^ TRADEMARK AcT OF 1946

Manual. Trademark Kxamlning Procedure 312.323
Trademark Act of 1946 provides that

Official (lazette. Traden.ark Section -
f^\f^^f^^ any person who believes that he would be damaged by the

;rr:;rAttorn;rin I.e.isto;ed-rn;s~:_": -305 registration of a -r. ujK. th.
J^-'^.^^^J^

Kccordin. of Uocuments A.ecting Title -- 310 I^Pon^Paymen*^
%^l SrgM? g'^Tun^JVerefor^^ithln

special, letition ^-^
^ ^^^^^ publication under Section 12(a) of the

Specmens. I.ulky
mark sought to be registered. ^ ^^

? ;'
m ';k"ut s,r.ti;n"Troa-t;-

'-'.
333 An unverified opposition may be filed by » duly authorized

i r.ulem rk H K'-fanon Troat.^
attorney, but the opposition will be null and void unless verl-

"^^";rn"o;;:e„t ';n;;.ication. Express 331 "ed\y^he opposer within a reasonable time after such filing

•:;;••- - -'-- '^-—- f:, *^rnros?tirwrrr:ccepted umess It complies with
.Allowance

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ statutory requirements, namely, it must be filed In the

.Vppeal
317' 322 Patent Office within thirty days after publication under

Application ----:
• ^ Section 12(a) of the mark opposed, be accompanied by a fee

,.,„„,„.„„„. ,„,o.„.„.,n.,

.

._- -- 3-, » «^.;v.r.rsr*rr«in. .. .pp.s,«.. .nd„

Ir^T. . 317 Rule 2.102 must be received in the Patent Office before the
MinKDato

^^i expiration of thirty days from date of publication under

nt" TCtes r-rocedure" '::::::::-"'""325,32C.328 Section 12(a) of the mark sought to be registered^ The r^
Inter I artcs, 1 rocedure ._

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ extension desired and be

wclmers (pVcslmiles) ::::::::"— 335 accompanied by a showing of good cause for the extension
Spe.im. ns

(

"^'^^"»'J^'
-;

^ 33., e^ted. but In the event circumstances do not permit sub-

r-xtenl'ToHces Also" I'ertinenV Vo^ Trademarks (re- must be furnished within ten days after filing the request for

" m' cX '^.;:;;;;.:^""'
-

^ '""rZ'Z more parties may be Joined in opposi«on to the

Mnilinfvdrcs Patent Office 12 registration of a mark, but separate fees for each party so^

Sr iLd Co.i^^^^^
13.43 joined must be paid. Likewise, a mark may be opposed in

C mc-xtio,? Desk ::::: 26 iach of a plurality of classes, but a separate fee of $25.00 for

Customer 1 elatlo^^^
27 each class In which opposition Is sought, must accompany the

PC Office Purine si ours 34 opposition. To be complete, oppositions accompanied by fees

A s imm o? As^ Knment Records 35 insufficient to cover each class named In the aPPica Ion must

Deposit Accounts - 45.47,48.50 specify the particular classes In which opposition is sought.

Withdrawal of Attorney ^9 HORACE B. FAY. Jb,

Mail Delavs and Petitions to Revive m
j^. jg jgg^ Assistant Commissioner.

Emergency Situation in U.S. Postal Service - 179-183 • '

,805 OOTM 391
Duties of Commissioner l^^ [805 O.G. TM 3»J

Withdrawal of Proposal Regarding Adver- ^^^^^__
tising

203

Change in Legal Holidays 208 (3q2) Change in Format FOB PUBLISHING •

Dept of Commerce and Patent Office Organlza- Trademarks for Opposition

Hon _ 209.210,211
Section 30 of the Trademark Act of 1946 as amended by

-^^—^^ Public Law 772, 87th Congress, approved October 9. 1962,

„, „ 7fi Stat 769 provides for the filing of a combined application

(300) INTERVIEWS INVOLVING TRADEMARK
Jor the Strltlou of a trademark In more than one class.

Application
^^^ present practice of publishing the mark with pertinent

Interviews frequently result in a better understanding of data under each class in which registration is sought results

the Issues Involved, shorten the prosecution and facilitate in needless duplication. ,,0^1 "M«rta
rtunosftl of anollcations Beginning with the Issue of November 3, 1964, MarRs

irerview:trCcu. of registrability of the mark of Published for 0..o.mon'' ^m.ea^^^^^^^

a pending application will not be had before the first official In Section 1. all marks presented In combined applications

71
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for registration In more than one class will be published with

only one reproduction of each mark.
' The reproduction of the mark will be followed by the class

numbers and titles, and under each class will appear the

description of the goods In connection with which the trade- j^^ ^q jg^,-

mark Is used. If the date o^ first use applies to all classes.

It will appear following the last class ; otherwise, the dates

of use wtU appear after each class.

Trademarks presented In applications for registration In a

single class will be published, as in the past. In class order.

In Section 2. ^ .. , .u.
The same procedure will be followed In the notice of the

Issuance of registrations on the Supplemental Register.

be acknowledged by the Patent Office. The Information will

thus be available to those who Inspect the files, but s nco

these powers of attorney do not directly concern the Tatent

Office, acknowledgments are not believed to be necessary.

c. M. wENiyr.
Director.

1835 O.G. TM 95]

Sept. 18, 1964.

EDWIX L. REYNOLDS.
First Assistant Commissioner.

[807 O.G. TM 51]

(303) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADE>L^KS,
AXD COPYRir.HTS

Chapter I—Pate:«t Office, Department of Commerce

PART 2 RCLES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

AUotcance of .Application

The following amendment Is made, to take effect on publl-

caUon in the Federal Register. Notice and public procedure

and deferment of the time of taking effect are deemed unneces-

sary In view of the nature of the amendment, which Is pro-

cedural only.

The purpose of the change Is to eliminate the procedural

step of signing a trademark application file prior to allow-

ance, which, has been found to be burdensome and which Is

unnecessary since the allowance of the application, subject

to possible Inter partes proceedings, has already been np

proved by an Kxaminer having full' si>:nator.v authority.

Section 2.82 is amended by striking out the clause "the

Examiner will sign the application file to Indicate allowance

and." so that the section as amended will read as follows :

S 2.82 AUotcance of application.

If no opposition is filed within the time permitted (15 2.101

and 2.102), or if filed and dismissed, and if no Interference Is

declared, or concurrent u.se proceeding instituted, the appli-

cation will be prepared for Issuance of the certificate of regis-

tration as provided In | 2.151.

(Sec. 1. 66 Stat. 793. 35 U.S.C. C ; GO Stat. 427.

15 U.S.C. 1057)

•Dated: Mar. 23. 1966.
EDWARD J. BRENN'BR.

Commissionet of Patents.

Approved :

J. Herbert Holloman.
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

[F.R. Doc. 66-3785; Filed, Apr. 7. 1966; 8:45 a.m.J

Published in SI F.R. 5554; Apr. 8, 19e«

[826 O.G. TM 611

(306) ruARt.F.s Ahainst I»k.po.sit AtrovNT.s r.NDER

SPEt lAL Ct)NniT10XS I

The practice as to deposit accounts Is hereby extended to

Include charges nKainst deposit accounts tinder M>«>clal con-

ditions. Charges un.ler tlds pra.tlee shall not ex.eed .?o0 for

each trademark application, registration or notice of opposl-

*'*The Director and the Assistant to the Director of the Trade-

mark Examinlnjr Oi.eratlon are autborlze.l to make a charge

against a deposit account ,.rovlded prior approval, as by

telephone Is obtained from the appli.ant, registrant, nttortiey

or agent This practice Is limited to ex parte npi'eals to the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, notices of opposlt.on,

affidavits under the provisions of Section 8. nn.i npplica Ions

for renewal and n,ay be exercise.l only In
•""/^^'••"^>;'V.''ljr.t'

such as where a party Is unable to file the fee within the stat-

utorv period.
, ,,, . „ ,„ ..

When such a rhnru'c Is made, prior approva will be In I
-

rated In the file l.y l.lentlfi.ntion of the name of the nuthorl.^

h'g artv. the date and the type of „nthori/atl..n. the purpose

Tor which the charge Is made, and the deposit account number.

WILLIAM E. SCIUVLEU. JR..

Cttmmissinncr of rntrnts.

[879 O.C. TM 1.-1 Oct. 27. 1970)]

(.•5i»7)

(304) PUBLICATION OP MATERIAL IN "NOTICES" SECTIONS

OP Patents and Tb-ademarks Official Gazette

Effective Jan. 3. 1967. publication of material in the Patent

and Trademark "Notices" sections of the Official Gazeite

will occur only once.
'

Dec. 1. 1966.

[833 O.G. TM 108]

SF.PARVTION OK TUK PaTK.NT AM> TRADKMARK

sections of the (Hku iai. Gazette

Effective February 2. 1971. the ^kfu .a, Gazette will be

separated into two parts to be known as the Patent OfPcal

Ga-rtteLl the Trademark Ojncial Ga:ettc. The subscription

prices for these publications are as follows

Patent Official Gazette

:

$89.00 per year

22.25 additional for foreign mnlllng

2.00 per single copy

Trademark Official Gniettr :

$17.00 per year

4.25 additional for f« reign mailing

.40 per single copy

Also effective February 2. 1971, the OrririAL Gazette will

nolonger contain "Decisions In Patent and Tradeu,ark Case.

Decisions of the typo heretofore found In » - "I^-*'''"-
V^

Patent and Trademark Cases" are publlshe.1 by °o"^F«^"^'"«

organizations such as. for example, the Bureau of ^ntional

AtTnirs In" 12.11 25th St. NW.. Washington. DC. 200.-i7,

and West"pub.r'hlng Co.. 50 Kellogg Blvd.. St. Paul. Minn.

Finallv the "Decisions Leaflet" of the Official Gazette

will no longer be supplied as a separate subscription Item after

January 20 1971. According to present plans, however, both

the PATENT official Gazette and the Trademark Official

GvzETTE will have Identical "Patent Office Notices sections

containing notices of the various types heretofore publl.^he.l

in the Gazette decision leaflet and Trademark Sect on. Those

notices of particular Interest to Patent Office employees will

»MS accumulated and published approximately every fourth

week, and distributed separately to employees.
|

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR.,

Dec. 29. 1970. Commisoioner of Patents.

[882 O.G. TM 33)
[

(305) Powers op Attorney in RECfsTEREO

Trademark FilesTrademark ules
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Trademark O.G. Notices

On and after February 1. 1967, communications advising
, ^ ^ ^ ,„. , p„hHc Advisory Committee for Trade-

of changes in the powers of attorney for registered trade-
^l''ll''^'''\\^l^'^J^^^^^^^ Commerce,

marks will be placed In the registration files, but will not mark Affairs was established bj the becretar>

January 1, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 73

The Purpose of this Committee was to advise the Patent Of-

fice on ways to Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the

administration of tlic Trademark Act. A report of this Advl

sory Committee has been received by the Commissioner of

Patents. After reviewing the recommendations, although the

review Is not complete, it lias been decided to make certain

changes In trademark practice and procedure, and to propose

changes in the rules of practice. Beginning with this Issue of

the Official Gazette and In subsequent Issues as needed, j^jy ^- jg^j

announcements will be published concerning changes In pro-

cedures and proposed amendments to the Trademark Rules

of Practice.

« • • • •

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr.,

June 10, 1971. Commissioner of Patents. cuJi

Puhlished in S6 F.R. 13232; July 16. 1971

[889 O.G. TM 2]

tion of division dockets, the column reporting the date of

the oldest amended application in each division has been

changed to Indicate the date of receipt of the oldest filed

amendment. Under tills new method of reporting the oldest

date of receipt of a filed amendment upon which no action

has been taken by an Examiner will be indicated for each

division of the Trademark Examining Operation.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Assistant Commissioner.

[889 O.G. TM 6]

Kstaiu.ishment ok Mamal of Tkadkmauk

Examining raorEDrnE

(.•{09) REQfEST FOR EXTENSION OF TiMF. IN

WHICH TO OPPOSE

The Patent Office Is adopting a new procedure to be used

when filing a request for an extension of time in which to

oppose under Section 13 of the Trademark Act and Rule 2.102,

Trademark Rules of Practice. All requests for <>xtension of

time should be submitted In triplicate. The Patent Office will

stamp each copv of the request with the action taken and send

a copy to the requester and the applicant. The third copy will

be entered in the file.

The purpose of this new procedure Is to expedite the han-

dling of extensions of time by eliminating the preparation of

a f..rmal notice of the disposition of the request. Further,

this procedure will provide the applicant with additional In

formation concerning the potential opposition.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. Jr.,

June 16, 1971. Commissioner of Patents.

Pttblishcd in 36 F.R. 1S2S2; July 16. 1971

[889 O.G. TM 3]

Preliminary work has begun on the preparation of n Manual

of Trademark Examining Procedure.

Directives on trademark examining procedure will be Issued

by the Patent Office from time to time and, when appropriate,

will be Included in the Manual at a later date. Tlie directives

will be numbered sequentially and those issued prior to pub-

lication of the Manual will be designated as Series 1. These

directives will constitute the guidelines for the examination

of trademark applications.

Trademark Examining Directives are available through the

Superintendent of Documents, Washington. D.C., 2001.*', at

an annual subscription of $1.50 plus .50<?. for foreign mailing.

July 27. 1971.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[889 O.G. TM 226]

,;{lo) RK,(i>uniNc. of IxxI'Ments Affectinc Title

The Patent Office Is liberalizing Its policy concerning the

recording of documents, other than assignments, which affect

title to trademark registrations and applications. Under

Rule 2.1S5 of the Trademark Rules of Practice, instruments

affecting title to a trademark registration or application, and

licenses of trademarks which are the subject of trademark

registrations or applications, will be recorded even though the

recording thereof may not serve as constructive notice under

Section 10 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15

U.S.C. 1000).
WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR.,

June 10, 1971. Commissioner of Patents.

Published in 36 F.R. 13231; July 16. 1071

[889 O.G. TM 2]

(311) Trxdemark Kxaminin.: PRorEniRE for Amended Ap

PLic.vTiONS ; Reporting Oldest D.\tes of Amended

TR.%DEM.\RK APl'LICATIONS

Effective Immediately, the order In which amendments to

trademark application.s are examined is changed. Previously,

Examiners have usually acted on amended cases in order ol

filing date of the application which the amendment concerned.

I.e., amended cases with the oldest filing date were examined

first. I'nder the new procedure, amended cases will normally

be examined in the order In which the amendment or other

response Is received, i.e., amendments that are received first

win normally be examined first.

Effective with this Issue of the Official Gazette (Trade-

mark Section) in order to reflect more accurately the condl-

,:{];•) Trademarks— STATUS Inquiries

In order to expedite the handling of inquiries regarding the

status of both new and amended applications, the Patent

Office has adopted a new procedure. Henceforth, status in-

quiries should be filed in duplicate and should identify by

title and date the last paper known by the applicant to have

been filed to the case. Each inquiry should be accompanied by

a self-addressed, stamped envelope. The original Inquiry will

be entered in the file and the duplicate will be marked with

a response and returned to the applicant. The date when the

next office action can be e-xpected will not be given unless

specifically requested. '^

Status letters have been used by applicants to establish

diligence in support of a later petition to revive sliould the

application become abandoned. Under current practice, at-

tornevs have frequently submitted status letters as a matter

of course for such purposes. This has proved burdensome both

to attorneys and the Patent Office. Until further notice, in

new applications, the applicant will be considered to have

exercised diligence in connection with a petition to revive

an application abandoned for failure to respond to the initial

office action if inquiry as to the 'status of tlie application is

received by the Patent Office within either one of the two fol-

lowing periods, whichever expires later :

a. Eighteen months from the filing date of the application,

or

h A reasonable period after the Official Gazette (Trade-

marks) indicates that the filing date of the oldest new case

awaiting action in the Division to which the application is

assigned is more recent than the filing date of the application.

For amended cases, the applicant will be considered to have

exercised diligence if inquiries as to the s.tatus of the appli-

cation are received by the Patent Office within either one of

the two following periods, whichever expires later

:

a. Eighteen month.s after filing a response to the examiner's

last received action, or '

,,^ ,

I A reasonable period after the. Official Gazette (Trade-

marks) indicates that the date of the oldest amendment filed

that is awaiting action in the Division to whi.L the applica-

tion is assigned is more recent than the date o/ filing the last

amendment to the application.

It should be noted as an exceptior to the above that status

inouiries are totally unnecessary during per)od(s; of time

when an application is suspended pursuant to ?. CFIl ^.'m.
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Vppll.ants are urced not to file status inqutros within the

first year after filing due to the current backlog of new ap-

plications.

Dated : July 28, 1971.
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,

Acting Commissioner of Patents.

Approved : July 30. 1971.

James II. Wakelin, Jr.,

Assiatant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

IFR Doc. 71-11532 ; Filed 8-10-71 ; 8 :48 am]

Published in 36 F.R. H771, Aug. U, 1971

[890 O.G. TM 5]

v314) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TR.\DEMARKS,
AND COPYRIGHTS .

Chapter l—Patent Office. Pepartmest of Commerce

PART 1—RULES OF PRACTICE IN PATENT CASES

PART 2 RCLES OP PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

Recognition of Attorneys and Agents, Standards of Conduct,

and Patent Application Petitions

These rules changes eliminate present provision for the

rccopnition and registration of firms of attorneys and aprnts

for practice In patent and trademark cases, and permit reg-

istered attorneys and apents to file papers In patent appli-

cations without the need for fillnp powers of attorney or

authorizations. The chanpes further establish the Code of

Professional Responsibility of the American Har Association

as the standard of conduct for those practiclnp before the

Patent Office insofar as the Code Is not inconsistent with

Patent Office rules. Other changes eliminate the present re-

quirement for a petition or other CNpress request for a patent

and liberalize requirements as to inventor names.

The chanpes relatlnp to the discontinuance of the recog-

nition and registration of firms are Intended to obviate prob-

lems incident to such registration such as. for example, the

lack of certainty as to the responsibility of Individual attor-

neys and apents for actions taken by replstered nonpartner-

shlp business entitles, such as professional corporations, the

problems associated with the rights to firm names and regis-

tration numbers upon dissolution or reorpanlzatlon of firms,

and the recognition as "firms- of proups of attorneys or agents,

such as parts of corporation orpanlzatlons, when the attor-

neys and agents are not in fact associated as partners. Ac-

ceptance of papers filed in patent appllcatious by registered

attorneys and apents upon n representation that the attor-

ney or agent Is authorized to act in a representative capacity

Is for the purpose of facilitating responses on behalf of appli-

cants in patent applications, and. further, to obviate the

need for filing powers of attorney or authorizations of agent

In individual applications when there has been a change In

composition of law firms or corporate patent staff.*. Inter-

views with a registered attorney or agent not of record will,

in view of 35 use. section 122. be comlucted only on the

l)a>i> of liiforuiatlon and tiles snpplle<l by the attorney or

agent.

I'r..vi>ioi» is iiiadf for an applicant to supply an address to

receive correspondence from the Patent Office concerning his

application. In addition to his residence address, so that the

Patent Office may direct mall to any address of applicant's

selection, such as a corporate patent department, a firm of

'

attorneys or agents, or an individual attorney, agent, or

other person. In connection with patent applications pending

upon the effective date of the changes in which a firm Is the

only representative of record (and in connection with divi-

sions and continuations thereof not requiring execution by

the applicant), the a,ddress of the firm will be considered to

be the correspondence address for the application. Powers of

attorney and authorizations of agent In favor of registered

individual attorneys and agents will, of course, continue to

be recognized and accepted.

The amendments to S| 1.344 and 2.13 are intended to pro-

vide a more definite and uniform standard of conduct for

those engaged In practice before the Patent Office than do

present rules. The Code of Professional Responsibility of

the American Bar Association Is Incorporated by reference

in the rule with a statement as to where copies thereof may

be inspected or obtained. The rule specifies that the standards

referred to are tho^c set forth In the Code of Professional

Responsibility as amended Eebruary 24. 1970, and the rule

does not. therefore, refer to standards imposed by later amend-

ments of the Codo. Any standards in other Patent Office

rules which are Inconsistent with standards Imposed by the

Code (as. for e.xample. the limitations in | 1.345(b) on the

distribution of professional announcements and the duties

imposed by S 1.205(b) ) remain In force.

The elimination of the re<iulrement for a petition request-

Ing the grant of a patent and the relaxation of requirements

as to the names of applicants are Intended to simplify patent

:,ppIi.atlon procedures. Section 1.7r. Is lH>lng revoked as re-

dundant In view of revisions In { 1.57.

Notice of propose.! rule making regarding revocation of

i|1.3r, and l.C.l and revision of » l"**'
V:'; ^'^-^'i ,47*

136 151. 1.52. 1.57. 1.76. 1.341, 1343. 1.344. 1341.. 1347.

"'13' and 2.15 of Title 37. Code of Federal Regulations was

published m the Federal Register of January 15. 19.1 (3<.

FR ••,11). Interested persons were given an opportun.tj to

participate In the rulemaUlng process through submission of

comments in writing and at an oral hearing held on March

-^3 1071 The rules arc being adopted after full and careful

;;;slderaflon of all the material submitted. The departures

from the published text rcllect certain of the views expressed

In the submitted material.
.i„» „« thp

Effective date. This revision shall become effective on the

date of its publi.atlon In the Federal Register (.---.D.

In consl.ieration of the comments recelvtnl and P"^^"""*

to the authority contalne.l In Section of the Act o Jul> 19

1952 (06 Stat. 793. 35 F.S.C. 6), and Section 31 «' l*"*!

\et (66 Stat. 795: 35 F S.C. 31). Title 37 of the Code of

Federal Regulations Is hereby amended as follows

:

IS. Section 2.13 Is revised to read as follows:
|

I
" 13 Professional conduct.

Mtornevs and other persons appearing before the Patent

Office in trademark cases must conform to the
-[^^^^^^^^ ^

ethical and professional conduct set forth In the Code of

rrofsslonal Responsibility of the American Bar A.s^oc at.on

as amended February 24. 1970. Insofar as such code Is not

inconsistent with this part. A copy of the said ^-o^* 's avalb

able for Inspection in the Office of the Solicitor. L.S 1 atent

Office Room 11 (:04. Bull.ling 3. Crystal Plaza. 2021 Jefferson

Davis Highway. Arlington. Va. Copies of the co.le are avail-

able upon request to the American Bar Center, 1155 East 00th

Street. Chicago, 111. 00637.

lit. Section 2.15 is r.'vised to read as follows : I

J 2 15 Signature and certificate of attorney or agent.

Every paper filed by an attorney at law or other person

representing an applicant or party to a proceeding In the

Patent Office must boar the signature of such attorney at law

or other person except those i-apers which are required to

be signed by the applicant or party. The '^•R"'^^"^/^;" ;^-

tornev at law or such other person to a paper filed b> him

ir "he filing of any paper by him. constitutes a certlfica e

that the paper has been read: that Its filing Is authorized

that to the best of his knowledge, information, and be lef

Jliere Is good ground to support it : and that It is not Inter-

posed for delay.
^^^LIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR..

Commissioner of Patents.

.Vpproved :

James H. Wakelin, Jr..

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 71-9387 ; Filed 7-1-71 ; 8 : 49 am]

Published in 36 F.R. It616; July t, 1971

[890 O.G. TM 60 (Sept. 14. 1971)]

(315) STATUS I.lgUIBIES; AMENDMENT

The notice entitled Status Inquiries which appeared In the

Federal Register of August 11. 1971 (36 FR. 14771-14772).

Indicated that all status Inquiries regarding trademark ap-

plications will be entered In the application files. That pro-
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ccdure will not. Iiowever. be followed in all cases, and the

first paragraph of the notice has. accordingly, been amended

to read as follows :

"In order to expedite the handling of Inquiries regarding

the status of both new and amended applications, the Patent

Office has adopted a new pro.edure. Henceforth, status in-

quiries should bo filed In duplicate and should identify by

title and date the last i)apcr known by the apidicant to have

been filed in the case. Each Inquiry should be accoinpanit>d by

a self addr.'s.sed, stamped envelope. Both the original Inquiry

and the duplicate will be marked with a response and the

duplicate will be returned to the applicant. The original in-

quiry will be enter«'d in tlie file only If the applicant has re-

quest.'d an estimated date for the next Office action :
otherwise,

the original inquiry will be placed In a separate file."

Dated: Sept. 14, 1971.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[FR Doc. 71-14129 ; Filed 9-23-71 ; 8 : 50 a.m.]

Pub. in 36 F.R. 1S961, Sept. 2i. 1071

[891 O.G. TM 142]

(310) TITLE 37— PATENTS. TR.ADEMARKS. AND
COPYRIGHTS

Chapter I—Patent Office, Department of Commerce

PART 2—RPLES OF PRAtTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

Access to Pending Applications

A proposal was published at 36 F.R. 16194 to amend | 2.27

by deleting the requirement to show good cause In order to

obtain access to a pending application file.

After consideration of all comments and suggestions sub-

mitted by Interested per.sons. the amendment as proposed Is

hereby adopted, subject to the following changes :

1. The title of ! 2.27 Is changed by Inserting the word

"trademark" after the word "pending."

2. In paragraph (b) of S 2.27 the word "trademark" after

the word "pending" is deleted.

Access to a pending application will be granted upon oral

request at the office of the Director of the Trademark Examin-

ing Operation. The files will be ordered at 2 p.m. each day

and win usually be available for inspection by 3 p.m. the

same day. Files must be inspected in the presence of office

personnel and papers may not be removed without authoriza-

tion Copies of the contents of files may be made only In the

Trademark Search Room or by the Document Service Branch.

Written requests for copies of the contents of application files

may be addressed to the Document Service Branch ; the cost

is 30 cents per page.

The procedure for access to published and registered files

and terminated inter partes proceedings will remain un-

changed. Access to a published application Is granted by re-

quest In the Trademark Docket Section. In order to obtain

access to a registered file or terminated inter partes proceed-

ing an order must be placed In the Trademark Docket Section.

These files are available either the same day or the morning

of the following day.

Effective date. This amendment Is effective on the date of

Its publication in the Federal Register (12-31-71).

ROBERT CrOTTSCHALK,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

December 21, 1971.

JAMES H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

December 22, 1971.

The text of the revised section is as follows

:

i 2.27 Pending trademark application index; access to ap-

plications.

(a) An Index of pending applications including the name

and address of the applicant, a reproduction or description

of the mark, the goods or services with which the mark Is

used, the class number, the dates of use and the serial number

and filing date of the application will be available for public

Inspection as soon as practicable after filing.

(b) Access to the file of a particular pending application

win be permitted prior to publication under §2.81 upon

written request.

(c) Decisions of the Commissioner and the Trademark Trial

and Appeal Board In applications and proceedings relating

thereto are published or available for Inspection or publication.

(d) After a mark has been registered, or published for

opposition, the file of the application and all proceedings re-

lating thereto are available for pubUc inspection and copies

of the papers may be furnished upon paying the fee therefor.

[F.R. Doc. 71-19801; Filed 12-30-71; 8:45 a.m.]

Publinhed in F.R. H506, Dec. 31. 1971

[895 O.G. TM 2]

(317) TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS,
AND COPYRIGHTS

CHAPTER I—Patent Office, Department of Commerce

PART 2—ROLES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

Trademark Application and Drawing Requirements

A proposal was published at 36 F.R. 18002 to amend and

revise §§ 2.21-2.23, 2.52, and 2.56. Pursuant to this notice, a

number of comments have been received from Interested per-

sons. In light of the comments submitted, some changes have

been made in the rules as proposed.

An additional subparagraph has been added to § 2.21 re-

quiring that the application state the name of the applicant.

In the same section, a paragraph (c) has been added. This

paragraph Incorporates the substances of proposed § 2.22.

Section 2.52 has been revised to state that drawings must be

8 to 8' J inches wide and 11 inches long. In view of the change

in § 2.52. S 2.31 has also been revised to make It clear that

applications submitted on either letter or legal-size paper

are acceptable.

Effective date. This revision shall become effective on Feb-

ruary 1, 197 i. However, *as to § 2.52, drawings which comply

only with the existing rule will be accepted until March 1.

1972.

1. Section 2.21 Is revised to read as follbws :

§ 2.21 Requirements for receiving a filing date.

(a) Materials submitted as an application for registration

of a mark will not be accorded a filing date as an application

until all of the following elements are received :

(1) Name of the applicant;

(2) A name and address to which communications can be

directed ;

(3) A drawing or ^ther identification of the mark sought

to be registered ;

(4) An identification of goods or services ;

(5) At least one specimen or facsimile of the mark as ac-

tually used

;

(6) A date of first use of the mark In commerce, or a cer-

tification or certified copy of a foreign registration If the ap-

plication Is based on such foreign registration pursuant to

section 44(e) of the act, or a claim of the benefit of a prior

foreign application in accordance with section 44(d) of the

act

;

(7) The required filing fee for at least one class of goods

or services.

Compliance with one or more of the rules relating to the ele-

ments specified above may be required before the application Is

further processed.

(b) The filing date of the application Is the date on which

all of the elements set forth In paragraph (a) of this section

are received in the Patent Office.

(c) If the papers are so defective that they cannot be ac-

cepted the applicant will be notified and the papers and fee

held
6* months. If the requirements for receiving a filing date

have not been satisfied within such time, the papers and fee

wUl be returned to the applicant or otherwise disposed of

;

the drawing or fee of an unaccepted application may be trans-

ferred to a later application.

§ 2.22 [Revoked]

2. Section 2.22 Is revoked.
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3. Section 2.23 ts revised to read as follows :

§ 2.23 Serial number.

AppHoations will be given a serial number as received, and

the applicant will be informed of the serial number and the

filing date of the application.

4. Section 2.31 is revised to read as follows :

§ 2.31 Application must be in Enolish.

The application must be in the English language and plainly

written on but one .side of the paper. It Is deemed preferable

that the application he on legal or letter-size paper, t.vpe-

written double spaced, with at least a one and one half inch

margin on the left-hand side and top of the page.

5. Section 2.52 Is amendefl »>y revising paragraph (c) to

read as follows :

§ 2.o2 Rtquirementa for draicinga.

• • • • •

yc) Size of paper and margins. The .-Ize of the sheet on

which a drawing is made must be S to S'- inches wide and

it^inches long. One of the shorter sides of the sheet should

be re;:arded as Its top. When the figure Is longer than the

widtli of tlie sheet, the .-iheet should be turned on its side with

the top at the right. The size of the mark must be such as

to leave a margin of at least 1 Inch on the sides and bottom

of tlie paper and at least 1 Inch between it and the heading.

• • • • *

G. Section 2.56 is revised to read as follows :

§ 2.56 Specimens.

The application must Include five specimens of the trade-

mark as actually u.-^ed on or In connection with the goo<ls in

commerce. The specimens shall be -duplicates of the actual

used labels, tags, or containers, or the displays associated

therewith or portions thereof, when made of sult.ible flat

material and of a slz* not to exceed S'j inches wide and 13

Inches long.

Dated: January 11. 1972.

RICHARD A. WAIIL.
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

tlon of the workfiow In the Application Section Is being

effected.

There Is no change In the processing of applications through

the mail room and finance branch to the Application Section.

However, under the new plan, upon receipt in the Trademark

Application Section, all applications will be stamped with

a serial number, and the drawing of the mark will be repro-

duce*l immediately and placed In the search file. This process

ing will occur as soon as the application files reach the Appli-

cation Section. Such procedures as determining whether or

not an application will receive a filing date, preparation of

the file jackets, and mailing of the filing receipt will take

place at a later time.

Applicants who wish to be notified promptly of the date their

papers were received In the office and their serial number, may

send two self-addres.sed postcards with their application pa-

pers. The mall room will stamp both postcards with the date

of receipt and return one to the applicant : the second post-

card will be stamped with the serial number and forwarded to

the applicant from the Application Section. The postcards

should contain the applicant's name and the trademark which

Is the subject of the application. When more than one set of

application papers are forwarde<l under one cover, postcards

should be attached to each set of papers for which a receipt

Is desired.

Under the new system of processing application papers, your

particular attention is directed to the following changes as

compared to the present procedure.

1. Application drawings will be place<l In the public search

file prior to the mailing of the filing receipt.

2. By using the postcard system described above, applicants

win be notified sooner of the date of receipt of their papers

and the serial number of their application. Applicants are en-

couraced to use the po-itcard system.

3. Additional papers sent In by the applicant or attorney

should be Identified by serial number, thereby enabling the

office to process these papers quickly.

4. When an application Is accompanied by a petition to the

Commissioner under ? 2.146. the petition will not bo considered

until processing by the Application Section Is complete.

Effective date. The procedure outlined In this notice will

become effective February 1. 1972.

Approved

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary

for Science and Technology.

IFR Doc. 72-924; Filed 1-20-72; S : 48 am]

Published in ,S7 FR OSl; Jan. 21, 197i

[895 O.G. TM 193]

RICHARD A. WAIIL.

.Acting Commissioner of Patents.

January 11, 1972.

(318) I.VITI.VL PROCESSI-Nfi OF APri.ICATIOXS

Approved :

JaMe.s H. Wakeijn. Jr..

.Assistant Serretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-925; Filed 1-20-72; 8:48 am]

Published in S7 FR 9ki: •/««. -^ ^^"^

[895 O.G. TM 193]

On February 1. 1972, the operations of the Trademark Ap-

plication Section of the Patent Office will be reorganized. The

purpose of the reorganization Is to provide the public and

applicants with more current Information concerning newly

filed applications.

The prompt initial processing of trademark applications Is

necessary in order to fulfill one of the main Patent Office

functions, that of producing a record, accessible to the public,

of new trademark activity to facilitate the clearance of new

marks for use. determine the registrability of proposed marks,

and avoid confilcts with the rights of others. In order to main-

• tain a record of marks applied for which reflects the most

current information available to the Office concerning them,

the early processing of drawings In order to have them placed

In the search room Is considered as a first priority. The proc-

essing of these drawings Includes the assignment of serial

' numbers, initial classification, duplication of the drawing

and the forwarding of copies of the drawing to the search

room. Other functions which are necessary In the processing

of applications, such as the processing and mailing of filing

receipts, are secondary to the processing of drawings.

In past years, there have been delays in processing appUca-

tiiins an<l forwarding ai)plication drawings to the search room.

These delays have varied from several weeks to .several

months. In view of tlie importance, both to applicants and

(he public, of recording essential Information concerning

newly tiled applications as quickly as possible, a reorganiza-

{•.\^^^ InrNTiFicATiox of Goops axi> Services in Trapemark

Applications— (Reprint ok Notice and Amendment)

Effective Immediately, the Alphabetical List of Goods and

Services which aptiears In the volume entitled "International

Classification of Goods and Services to Which Trade Marks

Are Applied" (published by the World Intellectual Property

Organization (WIPO)) Is adopted as a general guideline for

determining the degree of particularity of Identification of

goods and services required In trademark applications.

Terms which appear in the International Clas.slficatlon

listing will generally be accepted as proper Identifications of

goods and services. The use In the listing of more specific

identifications Indented below the heading term does not

necessarily preclude acceptability of that heading. For ex-

ample, the International Classification lists, as Item A407.

.Ammunition, followed by specific types of ammunition, as

Items A40S and A409 and A410. "Ammunition" will be ac-

cepted as an Identification in accordance with In re Dynamit

Kobel .AG. 169 USPQ 499 (TTAB. 1971). However. If the

more specific term Is used whenever appropriate, prosecution

of the application may be shortened since the possibility of

a requlremeut of greater particularity (see below) is reduced.

Greater particularity than Is set forth by the terms in the

International Classification listing may not be required by

the Examiner in the absence of a clear need therefor. Typical
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„„.,„„„„, o, c,e„. «.a c. .. <«„». .. t.e ,....«,.. sua.. jM,
f^^;^;zT^:jT.f':.zr,'zr:r:'.z

tlons :

efficiency In the preparation and mailing of office actions.

(1) The broad term Includes items which are classified In
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.

more than one class. (-For example, "artists' materials.
) Commissioner of Patents.

(2) The broad term Is too Indefinite for proper examination. Feb. 7, 197^.

(For example, "metallic parts.") [895 O.G. TM 238]

(3)(a) The identification Is inconsistent with the goods

or services disclosed by the specimens. ___^^__^
(6) The ordinary meaning of the identification is at varl-

quatelv Identified by the term "publications." See also Ex COll RIGHTS

parte ConsuUino Publishing Co., 115 USPQ 240.) CHAPTER I—PATENT OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
iA\ iv^i-iiinc ini-tiiileil in the mark requires limitation of

thr.dentmcr;L (For exlple, "beer" n.ay not be Include.. part 2-Rt;.ES OF practice in trademark cases

In the Identification where the mark Is "Newark 'Okie Town Interferences

Ale" iEx parte Consumers Brewing Co., 55 USPQ 426).)

^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^,^^

On the other hand, some situations do not constitute clear
^^ redesignate §§2.27, 2.61. 2.80-2.S2. 2.91, 2.92, 2.98, 2.101.

need, as illustrated by the following

:

^^^^ 2.WS. Pursuant to this notice, a number of comments have

(1) The existence of a decision holding that a likelihood been received from Interested persons, and due consideration

of confuXn exists iu relation to items which are narrowly ,.as been given to all matter presented. Only editorial change.

Identified does not in itself ronsiitute a clear need to require have been made in the rules as proposed.

rr:t:;:f a b^ad identification to the more specific items

^
^-'.;;;^-

^^^^ -^--^^^St^ur il;

"'TJrif'^tl'^ 'ilientmcation is understood when read in asso- ,:hlch a notice of publication was mailed prior to March 1.

eiatlon with the title of the class In which It is placed and Is 1972.

otherwise satisfactory, further qualifying amendment should
^ ^ ^^ t.4,ncndcrf]

not be required. (For
^l^^^'^^'"'-.:''''^!^''' '^^^^f!;^ i. Section 2.27 is amended by changing "2.81" In paragraph

would not rciuire further modification to indicate that articles
^

of clothing are Intended ; similarly the term "house organ in (b) to read ..bO.

the class for printed publications would not need further
j 2.6I [Amended]

qualification.) 2. Section 2.92(c) Is redesignated as § 2.61(c).

In a few Instances, the terminology In the International Clas- 3. Section 2.81 is redesignated as § 2.80 and revised to read

slficatlon of Goods and Services Is not in common usage in as follows : • „

the rmte.l States. Where this occurs, the term more commonly
^ ^ go Publication for opposition.

used in this country should be selected.
p„.,,fl„„t,on of ". on examination or reexamination of an application for

The English edition of the "I"^;^'-"^
t Vr! VnSd'"^ regi tration on the Principal Register, it appears that the

Goods and Services to Which Trade Marks Are Applied can
^JJ^^^^^ .^ ^^^,^j^^ ^^ ,^^^.^ ^j^ ^^^^ registered, the mark

be ordered from : ^^ ^^ published in the Official G.\zette for opposition. The

Sales Branch, The Patent Office mark will also be published In the case of an application to

Block C, Station Square House be placed in cdiicurrent use proceedings, if otherwise regis-

St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent, England trable.

Certain modifications and additions to the Classification have
jj 2.SI. 2.82 [Redesignated]

been published as supplements and are also available from the
^ sections 2.82 and 2.83 are redesignated as §§ 2.81 and

British Office. 2. 82, respectively.

We have been advised by the British Patent Office that the
^ ^ ^^^^. ^ 2.s3 is added and reads as follows :

onlv acceptable methods of payment are by International

Monev Order or bankers draft, payable In sterling and drawn § 2.S3 Conflicting marks.

on a "bank In the United Kingdom. Orders for the Interna-
(^^ Whenever an application Is made for registration or a

tlonal Classification and for the supplements can be made ^^^k which so resembles another mark or marks pending

bv remittance in the following amount(s) : ^ registration as to be likely to cause confusion or mistake or

•
'^*''"'"''

jp jgj.el^p j,,e mark with the earliest effective filing date will

International Classification oO pence
^^ published In the Official Gazette for opposition if eligible

Nov. 15, 1967. supplement o pence
^^^ ^^^^ Principal Register, or issued a certificate of registra-

Mar. IS, 1970, supplement
i^Ln.o tlon if eligible for the Supplemental Register. A notice will be

Mar. 3, 1971. supplement i" P^^"'^
^^^^^ ,j practicable to the applicants involved Informing them

Total cost (including postage by
^^ ^J^^ publication 'or issuance of the earliest filed mark.

surface mail. ;-------,;
1 Vound 55 pence (b) In situations In which confiictlng applications have

Additional charge for postage by air l^jmind^oj^enc^
^^^, ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ application with the earliest

mall -—:-:, o Dounds "0 pence date of execution will be published in the Official Gazette

Total cost by airmail - POund. pence
^^^ ^^p^^j^,^^ ^^ Issued on the Supplemental Register. A no-

Orders should be sent directly to

:

tice will be sent, if practicable, to the applicants Involved in-

. nn t> r „. offiee R'oek C forming them of the publication or Issuance of the application

Sales Branch, 1 lie Patent ^^^'^'^^
C'

,,,t,, ^he earliest date of execution.
Station Square Hoiise. St. Mary Cray,

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ conflicting application which is not pub-

Orpington. Kent, Englana
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Official Gazette for opposition or not issued

RENE D. TEGTMEYER. ^^ ^,^g Supplemental Register will be suspended by the Exam-

Assistant Commissioner for Appeals,
^^^^ ^^ Trademarks until the published or Issued application Is

Legislation and Trademarks.
registered or abandoned.

Date: Jan. 13, 1972. e. The heading for §§2.91-2.99 entitled "Interferences"

[895 O.G. TM 54] is revised to read "Interferences and Concurrent Use Proceed-

ings."^~~^^~^~
7. Section 2.91 is revised to read as follows :

(320) Trademark Office Actions
| 2.91 Interferences.

1- *o „, thoir (x\ An Interference will not be declared between two appll-

Effectlve Apr. 1, 1972, trademark applicants or their a) ^^n l°terterence
registration except

attorneys will be provided with only one carbon copy of any <=-;"«°«
".''^.^^^^^j^^^comml^,^^^^^^^^ will be de-

office action, and the mailing of an additional carbon copy
^TeXyZ Cor^^^sZTo^^^^^^^^^

will be discontinued.
ciareu u.
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nary circumstances which would result In a party being un-

duly prejudiced without an Interference. In ordinary circum-

stances, the availability of an opposition or cancellation pro-

.•eedinjj to the party will be deemed to remove any undue

prejudice.

(b) Replstratlons and applications to repister on the Sup-

plemental Replster. registrations under the Act of 1920, and

registrations of marks the right to use of which has become

Incontestable are not subject to interference.

8. Section 2.92 is revised to read as follows :

i 2.92 Preliminary to interference.

Before the declaration of an Interference, the marks whlcli

are to form the subject matter of the controversy must have

been decided to be registrable by each party except for the

interfering mark.

9. Section 2.9S is revised to read as follows :

$ 2.98 Adding party to interference.

If, during the pendency of an interference, another case

appears involving substantially the same registrable subject

matter, the Examiner of Trademarks may request the sus-

pension of the Interference for the purpose of adding said

case. Such suspension will be granted as a matter of course

If no testimony has been taken. If any testimony has been

taken or Is about to be taken, the case will not be added

except upon approval of a member of the Trademark Trial

atul Appeal Board. If the case is not added, the Kxaminer of

Trademarks may suspend action on such case pending termi-

nation of the Interference pro«'eedlng.

i 2.101 [.intended]

10. Section 2.101 Is amended by changing "2.81." to read

"2.S0."

12.103 [Amended]

11. Section 2.103 Is amended by changing "2.81" In the sec-

ond sentence to read "2. SO."

Dated : February 2, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCIIALK,

I

Commisaioner of Patents.

Approved :

James II. W.vkelix, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-18G3; Filed 2-8-72; 8:46 am]

Piib. 37 f'.R. itiSO, Feb. 9, t'J72

[890 O.G. TM 2]

(322) TITLE 37- rATK.NTS, TUADKMARKS
AND COPYRIGHTS

Chapter I

—

P.vtent Office, Department of Commerce

PART 2—RULES OP PRACTICE IN TRADE.MARK CASCti

Miscellaneous Amendments

A proposal was published at 36 F.R. 19313 to revise |{ 2.54,

2.67, 2.87, 2.SS, and 2.1S7. Pursuant to this notice, comments

have been received from interested persons. Full conslderat'on

has been given to all matter presented and changes in the

text of the original proposal have been maJe in view thereof.

Section 2.54 Is being revised to permit the Patent Office to

accept substitute drawings in appropriate situations.

The revision of | 2.07 clarifies the situations in which an

examiner ina> suspend action on an application.

Sections 2.87 and 2.S8 are being revised to state that both

goods and services may be the subject of a single application

or certificate of registration in accordance with section 30 of

the Trademark Act of 1946. Additionally, S 2.S7 requires five

specimens be submitted for each class.

The revision to S 2.187 Insures that the certificate of regis-

tration issues to the current owner of the mark.

Effective date. This revision shall become effective March

17. 1072.

In consideration of the foregoing and pursuant to the au

of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations Is hereby

amended as follows :

1. Section 2.54 is revised to read as follows : i

I 2.54 Informal drawings.

A drawing not in conformity with {| 2.51 to 2.53 may be

accepted for purpose of examination, but the drawing must

be corrected or a new one furnished, as required, before the

mark can be published or the application allowed. The neces

sary corrections will be made by the Patent Office upon appli-

cant's request and at his expense.

2. Section 2.67 Is revised to read as follows :

|

I 2.67 Suspension of action by the Patent Office.

Action by the Patent Office may be suspended for a rea-

sonable time for good and sufficient cause. The fact that a pro

ceedlng Is pending before the Patent Office or a court which

Is relevant to the issue of registrability of the applicant's

mark, or the fact that the basis for registration is, under the

provisions of Section 44(e) of the Act, registration of the

mark In a foreign country and the foreign application is still

pending, will be considered prima facie good and sufficient

cause. An applicant's request for a suspension of action under

this section filed within the 6 month response period (see

12.62) may be considered responsive to the previous office

action. The first suspension is within the discretion of the

Examiner of Trademarks and any subsequent suspension

must be approved by the Commissioner.

3. Section 2.87 is revised to read aa follows :

i 2.87 Combined application$.

An application also may be filed to register the same mark

for any or all of the goods and/or servi^-es upon or in con-

nection with which the mark Is actually used and which fall

within a plurality of classes. However, dates of use for each

class, five specimens for each class, and a fee equaling the

sum of the fees for filing an application in each class are re-

quired. A single certificate of registration for the mark may

be issued.

4. Section 2.88 Is revised to read as follows :

j

i 2.88 Applications may be combined.

(a) When several applications have been filed by the same

applicant for registration on the same register of a mark

shown in identical form on the drawings for goods and/or

services in different classes and each of the applications has

been allowed, a single certificate based on such applications

may be issued. A request for the issuance cf a consolidated

certificate must be made of record in each of the applications

Involved prior to the allowance of any of the applications.

(b) The issuance of any original certificate may be sus-

pended upon request of the applicant, for a period not ex-

ceeding 6 months, to permit such consolidation.

5. Section 2.187 is revised to read as follows: I

i 2.187 Certificate of registration may issue to assignee.

The certificate of registration may be Issued to the assignee

of the applicant provided the assignment Is recorded In the

Patent Office at least 10 days before the application Is allowed,

and written notice of the recording of the assignment and

the address of the assignee Is made of record in the application

filaby the applicant or assignee.

Dated: February 14, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCIIALK,
Commissioner of Patents.

Approved :

James II. Wakelin. Jr..

Assistant Secretary for Science

and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-2684 ; Filed 2-23-72 ; 8 : 46 a.m.]

Published in S7 F.R. 3S97. Feb. H, t97t

[890 O.G. TM 130]

(.'?23) Tradkmark Manual of Examining Procedure

AVork Is In progress on a Manual of Trademark Examining

^___^ „. „_—„ r Procedure which is being designated In brief as "T-MEP."

thorlt7coJrtained'in"sec7ion'4ro'f "the'Act'of July 5, 1946 (60 The preliminary material for the Manual consists of dlf^*^"^^"

Stat. 440; 15 U.S.C. 1123) and section 6 of the Act of July which are being prepared and issued at Intervals. Each dl-

19. 1952 (60 Stat. 793; 35 U.S.C. 6), Part 2 of Chapter I rective Is devoted to a particular procedure In the trade-
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mark examining process, and the directives constitute official

guidelines for the cxaminaticn of trademark applications.

Ten directives have been issued to date.

Trademark K.xaiuining Directives can be ordered from the

Superintendent of Documents, United States Governmont

Printing Office, Washington. D.C.. 20402, at an annual sub-

scription of $1.50. plus 50(; for io.olgn mailing.

(See original announcement dated July 27. 1971 in the

Official Gazette of August 31, 1971, vol. 889, No. 5.)

ROBKRT GOTTSCIIALK,
Commissioner of Patents.

Feb. 29, 1972.

[897 O.G. TM 2]

1 324

)

Petition to Makf, Tuademauk
Application^; Special

The practice of expediting the prosecution of new trade-

mark applications on request of the applicant (accelerated

prosecution) was rescinded, effective Aug. 1. 1971 (36 F.R.

13231. July 16. 1971 ; 825 O.G. 2). This action was taken after

a careful study of the practice, including a recommendation

of the Putilic Advisory Coinmlttee for Trademark Affairs th.nt

the Patent Office terminate accelerated prosecution of trade-

mark applications. The study considered both the effect of

the procedure on the workload of the Trademark Operations

and the broader interest of examining trademark applications

in au order which is eiiuitablo to all applicants.

Since the termination of this practice, the Office has experi-

enced some increase in the number of petitions requesting the

Commissioner to Invoke his supervisory authority pursuant

to Rule 2.14G In order to advance the examination of applica-

tions out of their regular order. This was to be expected since

applicants who might have been able to show special circum-

stances entitling them to advanced examination could i)re-

vlously achieve this special treatment without resorting to

a petition. However, some of the petitions now being received

are not considered sufficient to justify the extraordinary

relief of invoking tlie supervisory authority of the Commis-

sioner for the purpose of advancing the ai.plicatlons out of

their regular order.

In particular, a number of such petitions have been based on

the ground that the applicant is about to embark on an adver-

tising campaign or to commit advertising or promotional ex-

penditures In which the mark applied for Is material. Such

a ground Is not considered to constitute appropriate circum-

stances justifying the advancement of the application out of

its regular turn and the petitions based on such ground have

been and will continue to be denied. The principal reason for

the denial Is that these circumstances are applicable to a

substantial portion of the trademark applications filed In

the Patent Office. The supervisory authority of the Commis-

sioner should be exercised only where an extraordinary reason

for such action has been disclosed. See Anderson d Dyer v.

Loirry, 89 O.G. 1S61, 1899 CD. 2.'?0, and Wilputte v. Van

Ackeren, 103 USPQ 235. Thus, the extraordinary remedy of

Invoking the supervisory authority of the Commissioner is

not considered appropriate under these circumstances.

In the Interest of equitable treatment of all applicants,

the policy of the Office in granting such petitions will be re-

stricted to those cases in which particular and very special

circumstances exist, such as a demonstrable possibility of loss

of substantial rights, rather than circumstances which would

be equally applicable to a large number of other applicants

for trademark registration.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Commissioner of Patents.

Date : Mar. 13, 1972.

1897 O.G. TM 2]

(.125) TITLE 37—PATKXTS, TRADEMARKS,
AND COPYRIGHTS

Chapter I

—

Patent Office, Department of Commerce

part 2 RULES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

Trademark Inter Partes Procedure

A proposal was published at 36 F.R. 18002 to revise, amend,

redesignate, or revoke I J 2.99, 2.104. 2.112, 2.117, 2.119,

2 I'iO, 2.122-2.125, and 2.127-2.129 of the Rules of Practice

in Trademark Cases. Pursuant to the notice, written comments

have been received and a public hearing was held October 22,

1971. Full consideration has been given to all matter pre-

sented and changes In the text of the original proposal have

been made In view thereof.

Amendments to the present text of the rules are described

below. In cases where the amendment differs from that set

lorlh In the notice of proposed rule making, that change is

also described below.

Sections 2.104 and 2.112 are being revised by adopting

langage from the Federal rules requiring a short and plain

statement showing how the party would be damaged. The pro-

posal required a statement "tending to show why" the party

would be damaged.

Section 2.117 Is being redesignated as § 2.110 and Is being

revised to clarify the applicability of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure to Patent Office proceedings.

A new § 2.117 authorizing suspension of proceedings by the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board when the parties are en-

gaged in civil litigation which may be dispositive of the case,

has been added. The new rule gives the Board discretion In

matters of suspension whereas the proposed rule required a

mandatory suspension.

Section 2.119 is being amended by incorporating the sub-

stance of § 1.248 in a new paragraph.

Section 2.120 Is. being revised to adopt tl>e Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure Insofar as they are applicable to Patent

Office proceedings. The numbers of the applicable Federal

rules are not listed since they are incorporated by reference

in S 2.120. For example, § 2.120(a) (3) as adopted does not

r<'lt'r to Federal Rule 32 which governs use of discovery depo-

sitions.

Section 2.120(a) sets forth restrictions on deposition pro-

cedures, discovery of a foreign party and use of discovery

driiosltlons.

Existing § 2.120(b) Is being deleted and the proposed para-

graph Is not being adopted. Rule 36 of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure will govern requests for admissions. A new

p.iragraph (b) governing use of admissions and answers to

interrogatories is being adopted.

Existing § 2.120 paragraphs (c) through (e) are being de-

leted.

Section 2.120(f) is also deleted and proposed S 2.120(c) Is

not being adopted. Rule 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-

cedure will govern the Interrogatory practice. It is believed

that the Federal rule will provide uniformity In practice and

a body of law which will serve as a guideline to both attorneys

and the Board. Some comments were received, however, which

expressed a preference for limited Interrogatories. In view of

such comments, the Office plans to evaluate on a continuing

baslfi the effectiveness and utilization of Federal Rule 33. If

li stances arise In which Rule 33 does not appear to be fully

satisfactory, It may be that consideration will be given to a

more limited practice.

A new §2.120(0) entitled "Failure to Make Discovery:

Sanctions" has been added.

Section 2,122 (b) is being revised to state that before a

pleaded registration will be received in evidence, two copies

of the registration showing its status and title or an order

for such copies must accompany the opposition or petition to

cancel.

Section 2.123(c) relating to printed publications and official

records, le being redesignated as § 2.122(c) and revised to

Incorporate § 1.282 (Patent Rule 282).

A new § 2.122(d) is being added and Incorporates the sub-

stance of § 1.283 (Patent Rule 283).

Section 2.123 has been completely revised to Incorporate the

provisions of §§ 1.273-1.281. 1.285. and 1.286 (Patent Rules

273-281, 285, and 286). Portions of the Patent Rules which

are not applicable to trademark practice have been omitted and

111 some Instances the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure apply.

A few changes have been made in this section as originally

proposed : tlioy are as follows ;

The title of S 2.123 Is being amended by inserting the word

"trial" before "testimony."

Proposed § 2.123(e) (5) is being revised to permit a witness

to sign a deposition before any officer authorized to admin-

ister oaths.

Proposed 12.123(f)(5) is being deleted and S 2.123(f) (6)

Is being redesignated as § 2.123(f) (5).
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Section 2.124(b) la being amended to require testimony by

written questions to be prepared with each answer preceded

by Its correspondluR question.

Section 2 124a la belns rrroked. Testimony In forelpn

countries will be covered In S 2.124id) which provides that

such testimony will be taken by depositions upon written

questions.
. . »w

Reference numbers In I 2.125 have been rbanped and the

reference to "the orlRinal transcrlpf In the second sentence

of paragraph (a) Is being clianged to read "the certified

transcript."
, ~ . , j

Section 2.127(a) provides that the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board may treat a motion as conceded when a party

falls to file a brief In opposition to the motion. Sections 2.127

(b) anil 2.129(r) are amcndetl by adding a sentence requir-

ing briefs In opposition to petitions for reconsideration to b.'

flle<l within 15 days.

Sectloti 2.12S(b) Includes certain changes with respect to

the form required for briefs.

In consideration of the comments and pursuant to the au

thorlty contained In section 41 of the Act of July 5. 194C (60

Stat 440: 15 U.S.C. 1123) and section G of the Act of July

19. 19.V> ('gG Stat. 793. 35 U.S.C. 6). Part 2 of Cliapter I of

Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations Is hereby amended

as follows -

1. In S 2.99. a new paragraph (d) 1b added and reads as

follows :

§ 2.99 Application to regiater aa concurrent uaer.

(d) When concurrent registration Is sought on the bns's

of a court determination of the rights of the parties to use

the marks in .ommercp. the application shall be examined by

the Examiner of Trademarks. If the applicant Is entitled to

registration subject only to the concurrent lawful use of a

party to thp court proceeding, the Examiner of Trademarks

may publish or allow the application, provided the court de-

cree specifies the rights of the parties.

2. Section 2.104 is revised to read as follows :

§ 2.104 Contents of opposition.

The opposl-.lDn must set forth a short and plain statement

showing how tlie opposer would be damaged by the registration

of the- opposed mark and state the grounds for opposition.

A duplicate copy of the opposition Including exhibits shall

be filed.

3. Section 2.112 Is revised to read as follows :

§ 2.112 Petition for cancellation.

The petition to cancel, which must be verified, or Include a

declaration In accordance with § 2.20, must set forth a short

and plain statement showing how the petitioner Is or will be

damaged by the registration, state the grounds for cancella-

tion, and Indicate the respondent party to whom notice shall

be sent. A duplicate copy of the petition, Including exhibits,

shall be filed with the petition. Applications to cancel different

registrations owned by the same party may be joined In one

petition when appropriate, but the fee for each application to

cancel a registration must accompany the petition.

4. Section 2.117 Is redesignated as S 2.116 and paragraph

(a) Is revised as amended, { 2.116 reads as follows :

{ 2.116 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

(a) Except as otherwise provided, and wherever applicable

and appropriate, procedure and practice In Inter partes pro-

ceedings shall be governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-

cedure.

• • • • •

5. A new { 2.117 Is added and reads as follows

:

5 2.117 Suspension of proceedings.

Whenever it shall come tp the attentioa of the Trademark

Trial and Appeal Board that parties to a pending case are

engaged In a civil a*-tlon which may be dispositive of the case,

proceedings before the Board may be suspended until termina-

tion of the civil action.

6. Section 2.119 Is amended as follows: Paragraph (a) Is

revised, paragraph (b) Is redesignated as paragraph (c), and

a new paragraph (b) Is added. As amended, | 2.119 reads as

follows :

12.119 Service of papers.
|

(a) Every paper filed In the Patent Office In Inter partes

cas.s. Including notice of appeal, must be served upon the

other parties except the notice of Interference (S2.93), the

notice of opposition (8 2.105), the petition for c.-.ncellatlon

(J 2 113). and the notice of a concurrent use proceeding

(I 2 '.»!»), which arc mailed by the Patent Office. Proof of such

service must be made before the paper will be considered by

the Office. A statement signed by the attorney or agent, at-

tached to or appearing on the original paper when filed, clearly

stating the date and manner In which service was made will

be accepted as prima facie proof of service.

(b) Service of papers must be on the attorney or agent of

the party If there be such or on the party If there la no at-

torney or agent, and may be made In either of the following

ways. (1) by delivering a copy of the paper to the person

served; (2) by leaving a copy at the usual place of business

of the person served, with someone In his employment; (3)

when the person served has no usual place of business, by

leaving a copv at his residence, with a member of his family

over 14 vears of age and of discretion; (4) transmission by

first class mall, which may also be certified or registered.

Whenever It shall be satlsfa-torlly shown to the Commissioner

that none of the above modes of obtaining service or serving

the paper Is practicable, service may be by notice published In

the Official Gazette.

(c) When service is made by mall, the date of mailing will

be considered the date of service. Whenever a party Is re-

quired to take some action within a pr»scrlbed period after

the service of a paper upon him by another party and the

paper Is served by mall, 5 days shall be added to the prescribed

period.

7. Section 2.120 is revised to read as follows :

S 2.120 Discovery procedure.

The provisions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure re-

lailng to discovery shall apply In Inter partes trademark cases

except as otherwise provided In this section. The Trademark

Trial and Appeal Board will specify the closing date for the

taking of dl.scovery.

(a) Depositions for discovery— {!) Procedure. The deposi-

tion of a person shall be taken In the Federal judicial district

where he resides or Is regularly employed. The responsibility

for securing the attendance of a propose deponent, other than

a party or anyone who at the time set for the taking of the

deposition was an officer, director, or managing agent of a

party, or a person designated under Rule 30(b) (G) or 31(a) of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to testify on behalf of

a party, rests wholly with the Interested party. See 35

use. 24.

(2) Discovery of foreign party. The discovery deposition

of a party or an officer, director, or managing agent of a

party, or a person designated under Rule 30(b) (C) or 31(a)

of the Federal Rules of Procedure to testify on behalf of a

party, domiciled In a foreign country may be taken In the

manner prescribed by § 2.124.

(3) Use of discovery depositions. A discovery deposition

shall not be considered as part of the record In the case unless

the partv offering the deposition, or any part thereof, files the

same before the close of his testimony period (testlmony-ln-

chlef or rebuttal as appropriate) and also files a notice of

reliance thereon. A discovery deposition should not be filed

In the Patent Office In the absence of a notice of reliance. Ob-

jections, Including any made during the examination, will

be considered only If made or renewed at the hearing.

(b) Use of admission or answer to interrogatory. No ad-

mission or answer to an interrogatory shall be considered as

part of the record In the case unless the party propounding

the request for admission or Interrogatory files, before the

close of his testimony period (testlmony-ln-chlef or rebuttal,

as appropriate), a copy of the admission and the request

therefor and/or a copy of the Interrogatory and Its answer

and also files a notice of reliance thereon.

(c) Failure to make discovery: Sanctions. If any party

falls or refuses to answer any proper question In taking dis-

covery depositions or falls or refuses to answer any proper

question propounded by Interrogatories or fails or refuses to

comply with a request to produce and permit the Inspection

and copying of designated things, the party seeking discovery
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may apply to the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board for an by the officer, or by some other person (who shall be subject

order compelling discovery. If a party or an officer, director, or to the provisions of Rule 28 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-

managing agent of a party, or a person designated under Rule cedure) In the presence of the officer except when his presence

30(b)(6) or 31(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to

testify on behalf of a party, falls to obey an order to provide

or permit discovery, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Boanl

may strike out all or any part of any pleading of that party,

dismiss the action or proceeding, or deny any part thereof,

enter judgment as by default against that party or take any

such other action as may be deemed appropriate.

8. In I 2.122, paragraph (b) Is revised and new paragraphs

(c) and (d) are added. As amended, those paragraphs of

I 2.122 read as follows :

I 2.122 Matters in evidence.

• • * • •

(b) A registration of the opposer or petitioner pleaded In

an opposition or petition to cancel will be received In evidence

and made part of the record If two copies showing status and

title of the printed registration or an order for such copies

accompany the opposition or petition.

(c) Printed publications, such as books and periodicals,

available to the general public In libraries or of general cir-

culation, and official records. If competent evidence and perti-

nent to the Issue, may be Introduced In evidence by filing In the

Patent Office a notice to that effect during the period for the

taking of the testimony of the party (during the period for

taking of testimony In chief If such matters are not In rebut-

tal), specifying the record or the printed publication, the page

or pages to be used, Indicating generally Its relevance, and

accompanied by the record or authenticated copy or the printed

publication or a copy. When a copy of an official record of the

Patent Office Is filed, It need not be a certified copy. The notice

and copy of the record or publication must be served on each

of the other j)artles.

(d) Upon motion duly made and granted, testimony taken

In another proceeding, or testimony taken In a suit between

the same parties or those in Interest, may be used In a proceed-

ing, so far as relevant and material, subject, however, to the

right of any contesting party to recall or demand the recall

of witnesses whose testimony has been taken, and to take

other testimony In rebuttal of the testimony.

{ 2.123 Trial testimony in inter partes cases.

(a) Manner of taking testimony : Testimony of witnesses

in Inter partes cases may be taken (1) by depositions upon

oral examination as provided by this section, or (2) by deposi-

tions upon written questions In accordance with the require-

ments of this section and § 2.124.

(b) Stipulations: If the parties so stipulate In writing,

depositions may be taken before any person authorized to ad-

minister oaths, at any place, upon any notice, and In any

manner and when so taken may be used like other depositions.

By agreement of the parties, the testimony of any witness or

witnesses of any party, may be submitted In the form of an

affidavit by such witness or witnesses. The parties may stipu-

late what a particular witness would testify to if called, or

the facts In the case of any party may be stipulated.

(c) Notice of examination of witnesses : Before the deposi-

tions of witnesses shall be taken by a party, due notice In

writing shall be given to the opposing party or parties, as

provided In S 2.119(b), of the time when and place where the

depositions will be taken, of the cause or matter In which

they are to be used, and the name and address of each witness

to be examined ; If the name of a witness Is not known, a gen-

eral description sufficient to Identify him or the particular

class or group to which he belongs, together with a satisfac-

tory explanation, may be given Instead. Neither party shall

take depositions In more than one place at the same time, nor

so nearly at the same time that reasonable opportunity for

travel from one place of examination to the other Is not avail

able.

(d) Persons before whom depositions may be taken: Depo-

sitions may be taken before persons designated by Rule 28 of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

(e) Examination of witnesses :

(1) Each witness before testifying shall be duly sworn ac-

cording to law by the officer before whom his deposition is

to be taken.

(2) The deposition shall be taken In answer to questions,

Is waived on the record by agreement of the parties. The Tes-

timony shall be taken stenographically and transcribed, unless

the parties present agree otherwise. Jn the absence of all op-

posing parties and their attorneys or agents, depositions may
be taken in longhand, typewriting, or stenographically.

(3) The opposing party shall have full opportunity to

cross-examine the witnesses. If the opposing party shall attend

the examination of witnesses not named In the notice, and

shall either cross-examine such witnesses or fail to object to

their examination, he shall be deemed to have waived his

right to object to such examination for want of notice.

(4) All objections made at the time of the examination to

the qualifications of the officer taking the deposition, or to

the manner of taking It, or to the evidence presented, or to

the conduct of any party, and any other objection to the pro-

ceedings, shall be noted by the officer upon the deposition. Evi-

dence objected to shall be taken subject to the objections.

(5) When the deposition has been transcribed, the deposition

shall be carefully read over by the witness or by the officer

to him, and shall then be signed by the witness in the pres-

ence of any officer authorized to administer oaths unless the

reading and the signature be waived on the record by agree-

ment of all parties.

(f) Certification and filing by officer. The officer shall an-

nex to the deposition his certificate showing :

(1) Due administration of the oath by the officer to the

witness before the commencement of his deposition

;

(2) The name of the person by whom the deposition waa
taken down, and whether, if not taken down by the officer, it

was taken down In his presence ;

(3) The presence or absence of the adverse party;

(4) The place, day, and hour of commencing and taking

the deposition

;

(5) The fact that the officer was not disqualified as specified

In Rule 28 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

If any of the foregoing requirements are waived, the certificate

shall so state. The officer shall ^gn the certificate and affix

thereto his seal of office, if he has such a seal. Unless waived

on the record by agreement, he shall then, without delay, se-

curely seal In an envelope all the evidence, notices, and paper

exhibits. Inscribed upon the envelope a certificate giving the

number and title of the case, the name of each witness, and

the date of sealing, address the package, and forward the

same to the Commissioner of Patents. If the weight or bulk

of an exhibit shall exclude it from the envelope. It shall, un-

less waived on the record by agreement of all parties, be au-

thenticated by the officer and transmitted in a separate pack-

age marked and addressed as provided in this section,

(g) Form of deposition :

(1) The pages of each deposition must be numbered con-

secutively, and the name of the witness plainly and conspicu-

ously written at the top of each page. The deposition may be

written on legal-size or letter-size paper, with a wide margin

on the left hand side of the page, and with the writing on

one side only of the sheet. The questions propounded to each

witness must he consecutively numbered and each question

must be followed by Its answer.

(2) Exhibits must be numbered or lettered consecutively and

each must be marked with the number and title of the case

and the name of the party offering the exhibit. Entry and con-

sideration may be refused to Improperly marked exhibits.

(h) Depositions must be filed. All depositions which are

taken must be duly filed in the Patent Office. On refusal to

file, the Office at its discretion will not further hear or con-

sider the contestant with whom the refusal lies ; and the

Office may, at Its discretion, receive and consider a copy of the

withheld deposition, attested by such evidence as is procur-

able.

(i) Inspection of depositions : After the depositions are filed

in the Office, they may be inspected by any party to the case,

but they cannot be withdrawn for the purpose of printing.

They may be printed by someone specially designated by the

Office for that purpose, under proper restrictions.

(j) Effect of errors and Irregularities in depositions: No-

tice will not be taken of merely formal or technical objections

which shall not appear to have wrought a substantial injury

to the party raising them ; and in the case of such injury it

must be made to appear that, as soon as the party became

with the questions and answers recorded In their regular order aware of the ground of objection, he gave notice thereof. Rule
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32(d)(1), (2). and (3) (a) and (b) of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure shall apply to errors and irregularities In

depositions.

(k) Objections to admissibility : Subject to the provisions

of paragraph (j) of this section, objection may be made to

receiving In evidence any deposition or part thereof, or any

other evidence, for any reason which would require the ex-

clusion of the evidence according to the established rules of

evidence, which will be applied strictly by the Office.

(1) Evidence not considered: Evidence not obtained and

filed in compliance with these sections will not be considered.

10. In I 2.124. paragraphs (a) and (b) are revised and a

new paragraph (d) is added. As amended, | 2.124 reads as

follows

:

time specified in | 2.129(c). Any brief In opposition shall be

filed within 15 days after service of the petition.

14. In f 2.128, paragraph (b) is revised. As amended,

i 2.128 reads as follows :

I 2.128 Final hearings and brief». I

(b) Briefs shall be submitted in typewritten or printed form,

double spaced on letter or legal size paper. Without leave of

the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, no brief shall contain

more than 50 pages of argument and, in case of the reply

brief, the entire brief shall not exceed 25 pages. Each brief

shall contain an alphabetical Index of cases therein.

. • • • •

15. In i 2.129, paragraph (c) is revised. As amended, { 2.129

reads as follows

:

i 2.124 Tettimony by depotitiong upon written gueationa.

(a) A party may take the testimony of a witness by writ-

ten questions to be propounded by an officer before whom

depositions may be taken. See Rule 28 of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure. The questions shall be served upon the

other party within 10 days after the opening date set for

taking the testimony of the party submitting the questions,

together with a notice stating the name and address of the per-

son who is to answer them and the name or descriptive title

and address of the officer before whom the deposition Is to be

taken. Within 10 days thereafter, a party so served may serve

cross questions upon the party proposing to take the deposi-

tion. Within 5 days thereafter, the latter may serve redirect

questions upon a party who has served cross questions. Within

3 days after being served with redirect questions a party may

serve recross questions upon the party proposing to take the

depositions. Written objections to questions may be served on

the party propounding the questions, and in response thereto

substitute questions may be served, within 3 days.

(b) A copy of the notice and copies of all questions served

shall be delivered by the party taking the testimony to the

officer designated In the notice, who shall proceed to take

the testimony of the witness In response to the questions

and to prepare each answer immediately preceded by Its cor-

responding question, then certify, and file the deposition, at-

taching thereto the copy of the notice and the questions re-

ceived by him. Such depositions are subject to the same rul-

ings for filing and serving copies as other depositions.

(d) Testimony in foreign countries shall be taken only by

depositions upon written questions unless the parties stipu-

late otherwise In writing. Rule 28(b) of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure shall apply to the taking of testimony in

foreign countries.

i 2.124a [Revoked]

11. Section 2.124a is revoked.

12. Section 2.125 is revised to read as follows :

I 2.125 Copiea of teatitnony.

(a) One copy of the transcript of testimony (taken In ac-

cordance with 12.123(e) through (h) or §2.124), together

with copies of documentary exhibits, shall be served on each

adverse party within 30 days after completion of the taking

of such testimony. The certified transcript and exhibits and

one copy of the transcript shall be filed in the Patent Office as

promptly as possible.

(b) Each transcript and the copies thereof shall comply

with 12.123(g) as to arrangement. Indexing and form.

13. Id I 2.127, paragraphs (a) and (b) are revised. Aa

amended, | 2.127 reads as follows :

i 2.127 Motiona.

(a) Motions shall be made in writing and shall contain a

full statement of the grounds therefor. Any brief or memoran-

dum In support of a motion shall accompany or be embodied

in the motion. Briefs In opposition to a motion shall be filed

within 15 days from the date of service of the motion unless

another time is specified by the Trademark Trial and Appeal

Board or the time is extended on request. Where a party fails

to file a brief in opposition to a motion, the Trademark Trial

and Appeal Board may treat the motion as conceded. Oral

hearings will not be held on motions except on order of the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board.

(b) Any petition for reconsideration or modification of a

decialon. If It is not appealable, must be filed within 10 days

after the decision or, if the decision Is appealable, within the

I 2.129 Oral argument.

(c) Any petition for rehearing, reconsideration, or modifi-

cation of a decision must be filed within 30 days from the date

thereof. Any brief In opposition shall be filed within 15 daya

after service of the petition.

Effective date. This revision shall be applicable to all pro

ceedings instituted on or after July 1. 1972.

Date: April 5, 1972.
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,

Commiaaioner of Patents.

Approved : April 11, 1972.

James H. Wakelin, Jr..

Aaaiatant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-5830; Filed 4-17-72: 8:52 am]

Publiahed in 37 F.R. 7605; Apr. 18. i97t

[898 O.G. TM 170]
j

(326) TITLE 37—P.\TI:NTS. TRADE.MARKS,
AND COPYRIGHTS

Chapter I

—

Patent Office, Department of Commerce

PART 1—RULES OF PRACTICE IN PATENT CASES

PART 2 RULES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

Appeal to U.S. Court of Cuatoms and Patent .Appeala

The Commissioner of Patents Is amending {{ 1.301 and

2.145 of the rules of practice to set forth the time in which

an order for transmitting a transcript to the Court of Cus-

toms and Patent Appeals should be fi'ed In the Patent Office.

Additionally, for the purpose of clarification, all references to

'"subsection" In { 2.145 have been amended to read "para-

graph." These amendments do not effect any change In prac-

tice, but merely notify parties filing appeals of the time neces-

sary for the Patent Office to copy and certify a transcript.

Since these changes impose no burden on any person, notice

and public procedure thereon are deemed unnecessary.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority contained In section

41 of the -Act of July 5, 194G (60 Stat. 440; 15 U.S.C. 1123),

and section 6 of the Act of July 19, 1952 (6G Stat. 793; 35

U.S.C. 6), Parts 1 and 2 of Chapter I of Title 37 of the Code

of Federal Regulations are hereby amended as follo.ws

:

•

2 In 12.145. paragraph (a) Is amended by adding a sen-

tence at the end; paragraphs (b). (c). and (d) are amended

by substituting "paragraph" for "subsection." Aa amended,

I 2.145 reads as follows :

|

I 2.145 .4ppca/ to court and civil action.

(a) Appeal to U.S. Court of Cuatoma and Patent Appeals.

An applicant for registration, or any party to an Interference,

opposition, or cancellation proceeding or any party to an ap-

plication to register as a concurrent user, hereinafter referred

to as inter partes proceedings, who Is dissatisfied with the

decision of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board and any

registrant who has filed an affidavit or declaration under sec-

tion 8 of the act or who has filed an application for renewal

and Is dissatisfied with the decision of the Commissioner

(112.165, 2.184), may appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs

and Patent Appeals. The appellant must take the following

steps in such an appeal: (D In the Patent Office give notice

to the Commissioner and file the reasons of appeal (see para-
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graphs (b) and (d) of this section) ; (2) in the court, file

a petition of appeal and a certified transcript of the record

within a specified time after filing the reasons of appeal, and

pay the fee for appeal, as provided by the rules of the court.

The transcript will be transmitted to the Court by the Patent

Office on order of and at the expense of the appellant. Such

order should be filed with the notice of appeal, but In no case

should It be filed later than 15 days thereafter.

(b) Notice and reasona of appeal. (1) when an appeal is

taken to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, the

appellant shall give notice thereof to the Commissioner, and

file in the Patent Office, within the time specified in paragraph

(d) of this section, his reasona of appeal specifically set forth

in writing.

(2) In Inter partes proceedings, the notice and reasons

must be served as provided In | 2.119.

(c) Citil action. (1) Any person who may appeal to the

U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals (paragraph (a) of

this section), may have remedy by civil action under section

21(b) of the act. Such civilization must be commenced within

the time specified In paragraph (d) of this section.

(2) If an applicant or registrant In an ex parte case has

taken an appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Ap-

peals, he thereby waives his right to proceed under section

21(b) of the act.

(3) If a party to an inter partes proceeding has taken an

appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, and

any adverse party to the case shall, within 20 days after the

appellant shall have filed notice of the appeal to the court

(paragraph (b) of this section), file notice with the Com-

missioner that he elects to have all further proceedings con-

ducted as provided in section 21(b) of the act, certified copies

of such notices will be transmitted to the U.S. Court of

Customs and Patent Appeals for such action as may be

necessary. The notice of election must be served as provided

in 12.119.

(d) Time for appeal or civil action. The time for filing the

notice and reasons of appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and

Patent Appeals (paragraph (b) of this section), or for com-

mencing a civil action (paragraph (c) of this section), is 60

days from the date of the decision of the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board or the Commissioner, as the case may be. If a

petition for rehearing or reconsideration Is filed within 30

days after the date of the decision, the time Is extended to

30 days after action on the petition. No petition for rehear-

ing or reconsideration filed outside the time specified herein

after such decision, nor any proceedings on such petition shall

operate to extend the period of 60 days hereinabove provided.

The time specified herein are calendar days. If the last day

of time specified for appeal, or commencing a civil action falls

on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the time Is extended

to the next day which is neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor a

holiday. If a party to an inter partes proceeding has taken an

appeal to the U.S. Court of Customs and Patent .\ppeals and

an adverse party has filed notice under section 21(a)(1) of

the act that he elects to have all further proceedings con-

ducted under section 21(b) of the act, the time for filing a

civil action thereafter is specified In section 21(a)(1) of the

act.

Effective date. This amendment will become effective upon

Its publication In the Federal Register (5-11-72).

Dated : May 1, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Commiaaioner of Patenta.

Approved : April 28, 1972.

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Aaaiatant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-7159 ; Filed 5-10-72 ; 8 :49 am]

Publiahed in 37 FR. 9175; May 11, 197i

[899 O.G. TM 77]

provide for filing bulky specimens, and applicants and at-

torneys are requested to adhere to the precise provisions of

the rules.

Trademark Rule 2.56 requires that specimens be of a ma-

terial suitable for being placed in a file, be capable of being

arranged fiat (preferably not more than one inch In thickness),

and not be larger than 8Vi x 13 Inches. If specimens of this

character cannot be furnished, Trademark Rule 2.57 provides

that facsimiles in the nature of photographs or similar repro-

ductions be filed. Facsimiles must not be larger than 8V2 x 13

Inches and should clearly and legibly show the mark and all

matter used In connection therewith.

In order to reduce the quantity of bulky specimens and to

avoid the possibility of delay In examination due to bulky

specimens, the following procedure has been adopted

:

When specimens cannot be fitted into tne file, the Trade-

mark Application Section forwards the specimens to the Ex-

aminer separate from the file and attaches to the file two

copies of a form which Is a pre-examlnatlon memorandum
pointing out that the bulky specimens are not acceptable and

that proper specimens should be filed promptly. Upon receipt

of the file and the forms, the Examiner malls one copy of the

form to the applicant, or applicant's attorney If there be

one, and places the other copy in the file. The Examiner will

then destroy four of the bulky specimens, retaining one until

proper specimens or facsimiles are received. Failure to fur-

nish proper specimens as requested in the memorandum may
delay the process of examination of the application.

June 16, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Commiaaioner of Patenta.

[900 O.G. TM 176]

(327) Bulky Specimens in Trademark and
Service Mark Applications

Many of the applications which are being received in the

Trademark Application Section contain specimens which are

too bulky to be placed inside the application file. The handling

and storing of these bulky specimens is taking more time

and space than can be justified. The trademark rules do not

(328) TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS,
AND COPYRIGHTS

Chapter I

—

Patent Office, Department of Commerce

part 2 rules of practice in trademark CASES

Petition for Revieic of Interlocutory Deciaion

The Commissioner of Patents is amending S 2.127(b) of

the rules of practice to extend the time for filing a petition

for reconsideration or modification of an interlocutory de-

cision. The existing rule requires that such petition be filed

within 10 days from the date of the decision. Recent experi-

ence has demonstrated that this time period Is Insufficient

in view of the possibility of delays in communicating the de-

cision to the concerned parties. Accordingly, the rule is

amended to permit filing of a petition within 30 days from

the date of the decision. Since this change Imposes no burden

on any person, notice and public procedures thereon are

deemed unnecessary.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority contained In section

41 of the Act of July 5, 1946 (60 Stat. 440; 15 U.S.C. 1123)

and section 6 of the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 793; 35

U.S.C. 6), Part 2 of Chapter I of Title 37 of the Code of

Federal Regulations is hereby amended as follows :

{ 2.127 Motiona.

• • ,
• •

(b) Any petition for reconsideration or modification of a

decision must be filed within 30 days from the date thereof.

Any brief in opposition shall be filed within 15 days after

service of the petition.

» * • • •

Effective date. This amendment shall be applicable to all

decision dated on or after September 1, 1972.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
July 18, 1972. Commiaaioner of Patenta.

Approved : July 21, 1972.

James H. Wakelin, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 72-11883 ; Filed 7-28-72 ; 8 : 54 am]

Published in 37 F.R. 1530k: July Z9, 1972

[902 O.G. TM 2]
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(329) MEETisd or the Public Advisort Committee

FOR Trademark Affairs

The Public Advisory Committee for Trademark Affalra was

established by the Secretary of Commerce to advise the Patent

Office of the Department of Commerce on steps which can be

taken In order to Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of

the administration of the Trademark Act and to provide a

continuing source of knowledge from the private sector to

the Government In the trademark field.

The next meeting of th€f committee will be held on February

22nd and 23rd. 1973. at the Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry HIU. New

Jersey, beginning at 9 : 00 a.m. each day In the Currier and

Ives Room.
The following agenda is to be considered :

1. Review of pending Advisory Committee projects :

2. Report and discussion of the Implementation of

previous Advisory Committee recommendations of a re-

cently completed study relating to trademark application

processing and record keeping

;

3. Report and discussion of the status of the Trade-

mark Operations

;

4. DlscuBslon of the use of forma In the Trademark

Operations ; and
8. Discussion of working hours In the Trademark

Operations.

The membership of the Advisory Committee consists of nine

members of the Patent Office-Trademark Affairs Committee

of the United States Trademark Association.

Meetings of the Advisory Committee are open to the public.

Public attendance depending on available space, may be lim-

ited to those persons who have notified the Advisory Committee

Management Officer In writing, at least five days prior to the

meeting, of their intentions to attend the February 22-23

meeting.

Any member of the public may file a written statement

with the Committee before, during, or after the meeting, and

to the extent that time for the meeting permits the Com-

mittee Chairman may allow public presentation of oral state-

ments at the meeting.

All communications regarding this Advisory Committee

should be addressed to Mr. Rene D. Tegtmeyfr, Advisory

Committee Management Officer for Trademark Affairs, Room
3-11D27, U.S. Patent Office, Washington, DC. 20231.

(2) One thousand 8 x 10% photographic or other like-

nesses reproduced on paper of any three-dimensional work,

design, print, label, or other work not readily Identifiable

by title and author. An application shall be excepted from

this requirement If It covers a work such as a book, magazine,

periodical, or similar copyrighted matter readily Identifiable

by title and author. One thousand likenesses of a component

part of a copyrighted work, together with the name or title.

If any. by which the part so depicted Is Identifiable, may ac-

company an application covering an entire copyrighted work.

• • • •
i

•

Consideration will be given to relevant data, views. Of

arguments pertaining to the proposed amendment which are

submitted to the Commissioner of Customs. Attention:

Regulations Division, Washington, D.C. 20226. and received

no later than March 19. 1973.

Written matertal or suggestions submitted will be avail-

able for public Inspection In accordance with i 103.0(b) of

the Customs regulations (19 CFR 103(b)). at the Regula-

tions Division. Bureau of Customs, Washington, D.C, during

regular business hours.

Approved : Feb. 8. 1973.

Edward L. Morgan.
A$»istant Secretary of the Treatury.

EDWIN F. RAINS.

Acting Commisiioner of Cuttomi.

[FR Doc. 73-3039; Filed 2-14-73; 8:45 ami

PuWthed in 38 F.R. iSlS-kS16; FeD. IS, 1973

[SEAL]

[908 CO. TM 1361

Jan. 18, 1073.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Commitiioner of Patent:

[907 O.G. TM 68)

(330) Tr.\demarks, TR.VDE Names, and Copyrights

[19 CFR Part 133]

Filinff of Increased Number of Copiea of Documents With

Application To Record Trademark or Copyright

Notice Is hereby given that under the authority of R.S. 251,

as amended (19 U.S.C. 66). and section 624, 46 Stat. 759

(19 U.S.C. 1624). It Is proposed to amend if 133.3 and 133.33

of the Customs regulations to provide that the number of

copies of documents required by the Bureau of Customs to

be filed with an application to record a copyright or trademark

is Increased from 700 to 1.000. *

Accordingly. It Is proposed to amend paragraph (a) of

i 133.3, and paragraph (a) (2) of I 133.33 to read as follows

:

I 133.3 Documents and fee to accompany apptication.

(a) Documents. The application shall be accompanied by :

(1) A status copy of the certificate of registration certified

by the U.S. Patent Office showing title to be presently In the

name of the applicant ; and

(2) One thousand copies of this certificate, or of a U.S.

Patent Office facsimile. The copies may be reproduced prl- Approved :

vately and shall be on paper approximately 8% x 11 In size.

If the certificate consists of two or more pages, the copies

may be reproduced on both sides of the paper.'

(331) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADEMARKS. AND
corvRir.HTS

CHAPTER I—P.\TENT OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

p^RT 2 Rri.ES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CA.SES

Abandonment of Application

A proposal was published at 37 FR 18391 to revise I 2.68.

Full consideration has been given to all comments received

pursuant to this notice and changes In the text of the original

proposal have been made in view thereof.

The revision of { 2.68 permits an attorney or other person

representing the applicant to abandon or withdraw an appli-

cation Prior to this revision, the applicant was required to

sign the statement of abandonment. The rule Is further revised

br the addition of a sentence which Indicates that In a Patent

Office proceeding, abandonment of the application does not

affect any rights which the applicant may have In the mark.

The word "withdrawal" which has been added to the rule Is

svnonymous with the word "abandonment" In the context of

this rule and may be used by those who prefer to do so.

Effective date. This revision shall become effective on March

27 1973

Part 2 of Chapter I of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regu-

lations Is amended by revising I 2.68 to read as follows :

I 2.68 Express abandonment {tDithdrau:al> of application.

An application may be expressly abandoned by filing In the

Patent Office a written statement of abandonment or with-

drawal of the application signed by the »PP""°^' "L *J","*:
torney or other person representing the appUcant. The fact

that an application has been expressly abandoned shall not

in any proceeding In the Patent Office, affect any rights that

^he appHcant may have In the mark which Is the subject of

the abandoned application.

Dated : Mar. 15. 1973.
I

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Commissioner of Patents.

RICHARD O. SIMPSON,

Acting Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology-

* I 138.33 Documents and fee to accompany application.

(a) • • •

[FE Doc. 73-5768 ; Filed 3-2ft-73 ; 8 : 45 ami

Published in 38 F.R. 7985; Mar. tJ, 197S

[909 O.G. TM 2541
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(332) TITLE 37—PATENTS. TRADEMARKS, AND International system of classification. Until this changeover

COPYRIGHTS . Is effected, the U.S. class designation will continue to be

printed on all published applications and registrations Issued

CHAPTER I

—

Patent Office, Department of Commerce under the existing or the International classification system

to facilitate searching on the basis of the existing U.S. system
• PARTS 2 AND G—RCLES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

^^ classification.

International Trademark Classification Until all applications filed on or before Aug. 31. 1973. have

... „, T, T, «^n^ * ltd been disposed of. the trademark sections of the Official
A proposal was published at 37 F.R. 6404 to revise 8 6.1

q^^^,^ ^,,,^1, ^^ organized by class, will Include two sec-

of the Rules of Practice In Trademark Cases. The Patent Office
^^^^^ . ^^^ ^^^ applications published or registrations Issued

proposed to establish the <Internatlonal Classification of
j,„ ^^e basis of applications filed on or before Aug. 31. 1973,

Goods and Services to Which Trademarks Are Applied (the
^ ,^^^ j, ^j^^^ according to the U.S. schedule of classes;

subject of the "Nice Agreement Concerning the International
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ applications published or registrations

Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ applications filed on or after Sept. 1.

Registration of Marks" of 1957. as revised at Stockholm on
organized by class according to the new International

July 14, 1967) as the primary classification of goods and
J^jJ^^^^*"

'

services for registration of trademarks and service marks. " ^^^^ ^^^ collective membership marks will

Pursuant to the Notice.
--'\'Z""'"ZT iTloio"r^Zt continue to be classified as set forth In redesignated ii 6.3

and a public hearlnj; was held on June 14, 1972. tull con-

slderatlon has been given to all matter presented, and changes
^"J*"^

. ^ International Trademark

national classification system Is desirable. "' "^ v««fi„oHnn «iii nnnpnp In the Official Gazette
The Patent Office has studied the International classification -""^

^^^Ms avall^^^^^^^ frSm lo al sources or the Govern-
and since Mar. 5. 1968. has Indicated the appropriate inter- when tne L,ist is avauaoie iru

national class In all publications and on all Issued reglstra- ment Printing Othce.
. ^ ..,

' „
, ^, „,,«,.«««

"h.ns and rene^vals as a subsidiary classification. Based on The English edition of «.e "International Classification

!hls exporlence and the comments received, it Is now believed of Goods and Services to Which Trademarks Are App.led

that adoption of the International schedule as the primary can presently be ordered from :

classification system Is desirable. The International system
Sales Branch, The Patent Office. Block C

Is easier to administer because of fewer classes of goods and
Station Square House, St. Mary Cray

the availability of an alphabetical listing of goods and services. Orpington, Kent. England
The Nice Agreement provides for an International Com- *v» i„f„,„-fi„n«i *«<!»

ml tee of Experts whose objective Is to keep the classification Certain modifications and additions to the >°*"°;"^^^^/f^.
cur;:nt The'classlficatlon of specific goods and services Is set mark classification have ^^ Pub Ished^^^^^

^aidUIon a^d
forth in the Alphabetical List entitled "International Classlfi- are also available from

^^'^J'^'l'^.^^^^^^^^ Organization
cation of Goods and Services to Which Trademarks Are Inasmuch as the World Intellectual Property Organizanon

ApXr (published by the World Intellectual Property Or- (WIPO) has Issued the List In several languages jt Is anttcl^

ganlSion* In addition, the International Trademark Classl- pated that an English version will be published by that

ficatlon List contains the names of the classes setting forth organization.

the basic contents of each class. The Alphabetical List also We have been advised by the Patent Office of the United

comprises explanatory notes which serve as guidelines for Kingdom that the only acceptable methods of payment for the

determining the appropriate International class for a specific International Trademark Classification List are ^y 1°*"^

product or service national Postal Money Order or by banker's draft payable

The alphabetical listing within the International Trademark In sterling and drawn bn a bank In the United Kingdom.

Classification Manual Is currently used l^- the Office as a Orders for the International classification and for the^^^^^^^

guideline for determining the degree of paHlcularlty of Iden- ments can be made by remittance In the following amount(s) .

tlficatlon of goods. See "Identification of Goods and Services
international Trademark Classification 50 pence

In Trademark Applications," 36 F.R. 13232 ;
July 16, 1971. ^.^^ ^^ jgg^^ supplement 5 pence

Applications for registrations filed on or after Sept. 1. j^^^ jg ^^^q supplement Free

1973. and registrations Issuing thereon, will be classified ^j^^" g ^g^j supplement 1^ P^^ce

according to the international classification set forth In the
Total cost (including postage by

new i 6.1. Accordingly, the International classification Is
surface mall) ^^ pence

adopted under Section 30 of the Trademark Act for all pur-

poses under the statute and rules ; and. therefore, will be Additional charge for postage by air
^ __

the criterion for determining. Inter alia, fees. mall 1 pound 55 pence

Applications for the registration of marks filed on or be-
a on r. «««

fore Aug. 31, 1973, appeals or petitions to revive or oppo- Total cost by airmail 2 pounds £0 pence

sltlons filed In connection «rlth said applications, and affi-
Effective Date.—This revision shall become effective as of

davits, renewals and petitions for cancellation filed In con-
^^^^ ^ jg^^ j^^ consideration of the comments and pursuant

nectlon with registrations Issuing thereon, will continue to
^^ ^j^^ authority contained In section 6 of the Act of July 19.^

be processed under the classification system existing at the
^^^^ ^gg g^^^ ^^^^ 35 U.S.C. 6). as amended Oct. 5, 1971

time the mark was registered. ^gg gj^j 354) ^nd In section 30 of the Trademark Act of

All applications which are published and registrations jg^g ^^^ amended (Oct. 9, 1962, 76 Stat. 773, 15 U.S.C. 1112).

whjch are Issued will carry both the appropriate International
p^ftg 2 and 6 of Chapter I of Title 37 of the Code of Federal

classification and existing U.S. classification number. Regulations are hereby amended as follows :

An Insufficient fee. In connection with an appeal or opposi- j Section 2.85 Is revised to read as follows :

tlon on anv application or In connection with an affidavit or , ,

renewal filed In connection with any registration, will not 5 2.85. Classification Schedules

render the same unacceptable, if the proper fee Is submitted (a) Section 6.1 of Part 6 of this chapter specifies the sys-

within a time limit set forth In a notification of the defect, tem of classification for goods and services which applies for

providing the proper fee for at least one class has been all statutory purposes to trademark application filed in the

originally submitted within the applicable time limit. This Patent Office on or after Sept. 1, 1973, and to registrations

will be the case even If the full fee Is not received within the Issued on the basis of such applications. It shall not apply to

sixth year In the case of an affidavit filed under Section 8 applications filed on or before Aug. 31, 1973, nor to reglstra-

or before the end of the twentieth year, Including the grace tlons Issued on the basis of such applications,

period, In the case of renewal applications, or within the six- (b) With respect to applications filed on or before Aug. 31,

month statutory response period In the case of an appeal, 1973, and registrations Issued thereon, Including older regl.s-

or within the thirty-day opposition period, or any extension tratlons Issued prior to that date, the classification system

thereof In the case of the filing of an opposition. under which the registration was granted will govern for all

The existing classification system will continue to be used statutory purposes, Including, Inter alja, the filing of petitions

for searching registered and pending marks until all docu- to revive, appeals, oppositions, petitions for cancellation, affi-

ments In the search file are organized on the basis of the davits under Section 8 and Renewals, even though such petl-
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tlons to revive, appeals, etc.. are filed on or after Sept. 1.

1973
(c) Section 6.2 of Part 6 of this chapter specifies the system

of classification for goods and services which applies for all

statutory purposes to all trademark applications filed In the

Patent Office on or before Aug. 31. 1973. and to registrations

Issued on the basis of such applications, except when the

registration may have been issued under a classification sys-

tem prior to that set forth In | 6.2. Moreover, this classlfica

tlon will also be utilized for facilitating trademark searches

until all pending and registered marks In the search file are

organized on the basis of the International system of classifi-

cation.

(d) Renewals filed on registrations Issued under a prior

classification system will be processed on the basis of that

system.

(e) Where the amount of the fee received on filing an ap-

peal or petition to revive in connection with an application or

on filing an affidavit under { 8(a) or { 8(b) or on an applica-

tion for renewal or in connection with an opposition or peti-

tion for cancellation is sufficient t<fr at least one class of

goods or services but is less than the required amount because

a multiple class application or registration Is Involved, the

appeal or petition to revive or the affidavit or renewal nppH

cation or opposition or petition for cancellation will not be

refused on the ground that the amount of the fee was In-

sufficient if the required additional amount of the fee is re

celved in the Patent Office within the time limit set forth

in the notification of this defect by the Examiner.

(f) Sections 6.3 and 6.4 specify the system of classification

which applies to certification marks and collective member-

ship marks.
» ^ »u

(g) Classification schedules shall not limit or extend the

applicant's rights.

2. Sections 6.1. 6.2 and 6.3 are redesignated as II 6.2.

6.3 and 6.4. respectively.

3. A new | 6.1 Is added and reads as follows :

I 6.1. International achedule of claatei of goods and lervicea

Goods
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12.

1. Chemical products used In Industry, science, photography.

agriculture, horticulture, forestry ; artificial and syn-

thetic resins ; plastics In the form of powders, liquids or

pastes, for Industrial use; manures (natural and arti-

ficial) ; fire extinguishing compositions ;
tempering sub-

stances and chemical preparations for soldering ;
chemi-

cal substances for preserving foodstuffs: tanning sub-

stances ; adhesive substances used In Industry.

2. Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust

and against deterlorlatlon of wood ; colouring matters.

dyestufTs ; mordants ; natural resins ; metals In foil and

powder form for painters and decorators.

3. Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry

use ; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive prep-

arations ; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics,

hair lotions ; dentifrices.

4. Industrial oils and greases (other than oils and fats and

essential oils) ; lubricants ; dust laying and absorbing

compositions; fuels (Including motor spirit) and lllu-

mlnants; candles, tapers, night lights and wicks.

5. Pharmaceutical, veterinary, and sanitary substances
;
In-

fants' and Invalids' foods ;
plasters, material for band-

aging ; material for stopping teeth, dental wax. disin-

fectants ;
preparations for killing weeds and destroying

vermin.

6. Unwrought and partly wrought common metals and their

alloys; anchors, anvils, bells, rolled and cast building

materials ; rails and other metallic materials for rail-

way tracks ; chains (except driving chains for vehicles) ;

cables and wires (nonelectric); locksmiths' work;

metallic plpeg and tubes : safes and cash boxes
;
steel

balls; horseshoes; nails and screws; other goods In

nonpredous metal not Included In other classes ; ores.

7. Machines and machine tools; motors (except for land

vehicles) ; machine couplings and belting (except for

land vehicles) ; large size agricultural Implements

;

incubators.

8. Hand tools and Instruments ; cutlery, forks, and spoons

;

side arms.

9. Scientific, nautical, surveying and electrical apparatus

and Instruments (Including wireless), photographic,

cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signal-

ling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching

apparatus and Instruments ; coin or counterfreed appa-

ratus : talking machines ; cash registers ;
calculating

machines, fire extinguishing apparatus.

10. Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary Instruments and

apparatus (Including artificial limbs, eyes and teeth).

Installations for lighting, heating, steam generating, cook

Ing. refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and

sanitary purposes.

»«. Vehicles ; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.

13. Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosive sub

stances ; fireworks.

14 Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious

metals or coated therewith (except cutlery, forks and

spoons) ; Jewellery, precious stones, horologlcal and

other chronometrlc Instruments.

15. Musical Instruments (other than talking machines and

wireless apparatus).

16. Paper and paper articles, cardboard and cardboard arti-

cles : printed matter, newspapers and periodicals,

books ; bookbinding material ;
photographs ;

stationery,

adhesive materials (stationery); artists' materials:

paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (other

than furniture) ; instructional and teaching material

(other than apparatus); playing cards; printers

type and cliches (stereotype).

17. Gutta percha, India rubber, balata and substitutes, articles

made from these substances and not Included In other

classes : plastics In the form of sheets, blocks and rods,

being for use In manufacture; materials for packing,

stopping or Insulating ; asbestos, mica and their prod-

ducts : hose pipes (nonmetalllc).

18. Leather and Imitations of leather, and articles made from

these materials and not Included In other classes ;
skins,

hides ; trunks and travelling bags ; umbrellas, parasols

and walking sticks ; whips, harness and saddlery.

19. Building materials, natural and artificial stone, cement,

lime, mortar, plaster and gravel ; pipes of earthenware

or cement : roadmnklng materials ; asphalt, pitch and

bitumen ;
portable buildings ; stone monuments ;

chim-

ney pots.

20 Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; articles (not in-

cluded In other classes) of wood. cork, reeds, cane,

wicker, horn bone. Ivory, whalebone, shell, amber,

mother of pearl, meerschaum, celluloid, substitutes for

all these materials, or of plastics.

21. Small domestic utensils and containers (not of precious

metals, or coated therewith); combs and sponges;

brushes (other than paint brushes) ; brushmaking ma-

terials : Instruments and material for cleaning purposes,

steel wool : unworked or semi-worked glass (excluding

glass used In building) ;
glassware, porcelain and earth-

enware, not Included In other classes.

22. Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails,

sacks; padding and stuffing materials (hair, kapok,

feathers, seaweed, etc.) ; raw fibrous textile materials.

23. Yarns, threads.

24. Tissues (piece goods) ; bed and table covers; textile ar-

ticles not Included In other classes.
|

25 Clothing. Including boots, shoes and slippers.

26. Lace and embroidery, ribands and braid ;
buttons, press

buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial

flowers.

27 Carpets, rugs, mats and matting; linoleums and other

materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings

(nontextlle).

28. Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles

(except clothing) ; ornaments and decorations for

Christmas trees.

29 Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved,

dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams;

eggs, milk and other dairy products; edible oils and

fats ; preserves, pickles.

30. Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substi-

tutes ; flour, and preparations made from cereals ;
bread,

biscuits, cakes, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey,

treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard, pepper,

vinegar, sauces, spices ; Ice.

31 Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and

grains not Included In other classes; living animals;

fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; live plants and

flowers ; foodstuffs for animals, malt.
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32. Beer, ale and porter ; mineral and aerated waters and

other nonalcoholic drinks ; syrups and other prepara-

tions for making beverages.

33. Wines, spirits and liqueurs.

34. Tobacco, raw or manufactured ; smokers' articles

;

matches.

Services

35. Advertising and business.

36. Insurance and financial.

37. Construction and repair.

38. Communication.

39. Transportation and storage.

40. Material treatment.

41. Education and entertainment.

42. Miscellaneous.
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.

Commiaaioner of Patents.

Date : May 14, 1973.
^

Approved :

Bktst Ancker-Johnson,
Aaaiatant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

(Pub. In 38 F.R. 14681, June 4, 1973)

[911 O.G. TM 210]

(333) Trademark Registration Treaty

At the conclusion of the Vienna Diplomatic Conference

on Industrial property, the Trademark Registration Treaty

was signed on June 12, 1973 for the United States. This

Treaty is designed to simplify the procedures for obtaining

international registration of trademarks for United States

companies doing business abroad.

The Treaty was unanimously adopted at the final ple-

nary session. In addition to the United States, the United

Kingdom, ti.e Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Portugal,

Hungary San Marino and Monaco also signed. Some forty-

six countries were represented at the Conference. In their

closing statements most of the other delegations present Indi-

cated their hope to sign before the end of the year. The

Treaty remains open for signature through December 31

some cases, the paragraphs contain blanks to be filled in by

the Examiner. In addition, the Examiner may add additional

sentences to the paragraphs.

The form paragraphs have been placed on magentic tapes

mounted on automatic typewriters. Where the use of a form

paragraph Is appropriate, the Examiner identifies the para-

graph to be typed by a preasslgned number which Is used

by the typist to effect the automatic typing of the paragraph.

The Examiner may add any additional paragraphs to the

letter which are not covered by an appropriate form para-

graph, in which case the typist merely manually adds the

paragraph to the letter.

The form paragraphs are amended from time to time to

Incorporate Improvements In the wording as the need for

such becomes apparent. Also, new paragraphs are added and

old paragraphs eliminated, as experience dictates the need.

In addition, the Office has adopted a printed first action

form with check-off boxes to indicate to the applicant the

appropriate objection or ground of refusal in first Office ac-

tions. This form Is used only where It can be used ap-

propriately as a complete first Office action. It Is not used

in any case to supplement a first Office action Incorporating

paragraphs not encompassed by the form action. It has been

found that the form action Is appropriate for use In ap-

proximately 15-20% of the first actions going out of the

Office.

The form first action Is also designed for use as a notice

of the publication of an application for opposition.

Copies of the text of the form paragraphs used with the

automatic typewriters and copies of the first action form
may be obtained by addressing a request for the same to the

"Commissioner of Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231."

Date : June 29, 1973.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Aaaiatant Commiaaioner for Trademark*.

[912 O.G. TM 310]

(335^ TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, AND
COPYRIGHTS

Chapter 1

—

Patent Office, Department of Commekcb

part 2—RULES OP PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK CASES

1973. 'The Treaty will enter into force six months after five Lawful Uae for Supplemental Regiater and Size of Facaimilea

The Patent Office is revising {{ 2.47 and 2.57 of the trade-States have deposited their Instruments of ratification or

accession.

The negotiations at Vienna represent the climax of the

work of several committees of e.\perts and working groups

mark rules of practice. Section 2.47 is being revised to set

forth that the year's use which Is the basis for registration on

the Supplemental Register must be lawful use. Existing | 2.47

states that the year's use for the Supplemental Register must

be "continuous use," whereas section 23 of the Trademark

Act of 1946 specifies that such use must be "lawful use." The

purpose of this revision Is to conform the wording of ! 2.47 to

which have met at Geneva since 1970 with the assistance

of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).

The U.S. delegation to the Vienna Conference was com-

Dosed of o'Bclals from the Department of State, the U.S.
posea oi uu«-ini

,.„„*»,„ „,ivnto Bwtor Prevlous purpose or tnis revision is ro comorm me woruiuK ui 9 *•»• "»

P.t.n. Offlc. and •<1'1»»" ''»"
'''/''''''h'"';; ^^Z'y ">« ""dtos ot the statute. This revision doe, not effect .nr

version, ot the proposed Treat, »"« P"" »!'«'' »°
\^^"^„ eh.nse In practice, as In appljlnf the rule the term "contlnu-

?i~ i?;,',;u?s ;; "o,r .iMr,'?^::zlz .u, u,.- ... .^. '---^ ««„r-^ "- --^ •°"°'°' " ""

,„ this l„ue is the complete text ^'^X'^Z^X'rS 'TecSi' //st r ^d to ,et torth that tacsltnlle-

tlon Treaty and Its ««°'"'»°»' " •^°''"''
\'J''l,^Z specimens are not t, e.ceed 8.4 Inches wide and 13 Inches

Mt'l*, a'nd R;;ramnT,. adoX her "is .n\i;"e^ • ta^: .on.. E.lstln. i «7 state, that ,.csln,lle, shall he no. lar„r
Ariicies auii ivPKuiniiuus ^ _.:,.._ than specified for the drawing. That statement Is now Incor-

rect due to a recent amendment of the drawing length to 11

Inches. The purpose of this revision Is to correct the wording

of §2.57, and to conform the wording of rule 2.57 to the word-

ing of I 2.56 (Specimens) which has already been amended

to specify that specimens are not to exceed 8Vi Inches wide

and 13 Inches long.

of contents at the end of each section

Additional copies of this material are available upon re-

quest to the Commissioner of Patents.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
June 22, 1973 Commiaaioner of Patenta.

[912 0.0. TM 205]

(334) Form Paragraphs and Printed Forms in

Trademark Cases

Since these revisions Impose no burden on any person,

notice and public procedures thereon are deemed unnecessary.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority contained In section

41 of the Act of July 5, 1946 (60 Stat. 440; 15 U.S.C. 1123),

and section 6 of the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 793
;
35

m September of 1971. the Trademark Examining Opera- U.S.C. 6, as amended October 5, 1971, 85 Stat. 364), Part 2

tlon Sn utilizing form paragraphs for the purpose of ac- of Chapter I of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations

celeratlng the preparation and typing of first action Office Is hereby revised as follows

:

letters and to Increase the uniformity In the application of
j Section 2.47 Is revised to read as follows :

the Trademark Statute and the Rules by Trademark

Examiners. * 2.47 Supplemental regiater.

The form paragraphs presently total 136 and cover those In an application to register on the Supplemental Register,

objections and grounds for refusal which are commonly relied the application shall so Indicate and shall specify that the

upon by Trademark Examiners In first Office actions. In mark has been In lawful use In commerce, Specifying the
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nature of such commerce, by the applicant for the preceding

year if the application is based on such use. When an appli-

cant' requests registration without a full year's use of the

marli, in accordance with the last paragraph of section 23

ol the act, the showing required must be separate from the

application.

(Sec. 23, 60 Stat. 435 ; 15 U.S.C. 1091)

2. Section 2.57 Is revised to read as follows

:

I 2.57 Facsimiles.

When, due to the mode of applying or affixing the trade-

mark to the goods, or to the manner of using the mark on the

goods or to the nature of the mark, specimens as above

stated cannot be furnished, five copies of a suitable photo-

graph or other acceptable reproduction, not to exceed 8'i

Inches wide and 13 Inches long, and clearly and legibly show-

January 1, 1974

Ing the mark and all matter used in connection therewith,

shall be furnished.

Effective date. These revisions shall become effective on

July 16, 1973.

Dated : July 5, 1973.
RF.NE D. TEGTMEYER,

Acting Commiaaioncr o/ Patents.

Approved :

Betsy Ancker-Johnson,
Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

IFR Doc. 73-14453: Filed 7-13-73; 8:45 ami

Published in SS F.R. 18876; July 16. 197S

[913 0.0. T.M 2]

PATENT NOTICES ALSO PERTINENT TO TRADEMARKS

(Repeated Here for Convenience)

(5) ZIP Code Reminder

By Executive Memorandum of June 18, 1965, President

Johnson directed all Federal Agencies to take the lead In

adopting the ZIP Code system and Instructed the Post^

master General to Issue regulations governing the use of

ZIP Codes by such agencies. ^ . . »

Pursuant to this directive. Section 137.26 has been added to

the Postal Manual requiring compliance by Federal Agencies

as follows :

1. Effective January 1. 1966, official mailings containing

typed or handwritten addresses must include the ZIP

Code.

2. Effective January 1. 1967, all Federal Agencies must

use the ZIP Code in the addresses on all official mall

and are required to presort quantity mailings by ZIP

code.

TO THIS END ALL FUTURE LETTERS. COUPONS, AND
OTHER PAPERS BEARING THE SENDER'S ADDRESS

WHICH ARE MAILED TO THE P.\TENT OFFICE MUST

SHOW THE ZIP CODE DESIGNATION. OF BOTH THE
SENDER AND THE PATENT OFFICE.

The Patent Office ZIP Code is 20231. This designation

should be used when writing to the Patent Office for any

matter. In addition, the sender's own ZIP Code designation

should be given. The benefits to be gained by the Immediate
'

use of ZIP Code are many : positive Identification of areas :

tester delivery of mail by reducing the number of handlings

from point of origin to destination ; and easier Identification

of post office address. „ , ^
C. A. KALK.

Mar. 22, 1966. Director of Administration.

(825 O.G. 4281

("3) New PROCEnnRF.s for Processing Orders tor Certi-

fied Copies When Material Is Not Available fob

photocopying

The previous practice of the Document Services Division

in handling customer's requests for certified copies of mate-

rial not yet processed in the Application Division has been to

return the order to the customer requesting htm to reorder

30 days after receipt of his Official Filing Receipt.

In order to Improve this procedure, as of August 2, 1871.

all requests for certified copies of material that has not been

processed In the Application Division and has not been placed

on microfiche are processed In the following manner.

1. Each order Is given a control number.

2. The customer is notified as follows :
'

o. He will receive an acknowledgment of the receipt of

his order,

b. He will be given the assigned control number for ease

of reference In case an Inquiry Is necessary,

c He will be Informed that his order will be held in the

'

Document Services Division until the copy can be re-

produced from ml:rofiche. No definite time can be given.

3 An Advance Order fMle has been set up In the Service

Unit of the Document Services Division and the microfiche is

checked dally. ^ ^ ^ c..^-o=
For further service to Its customers, the Document Services

Division will furnish the Serial Number and
f»»'°«

I>»»^,°^

the latest application available on microfiche for publication

In the Official Gazette. „,„ttROBERT J. RISH.

Ancr 2 1B71 Acting Assistant Commissioner
Aug. -i, iwi*.

^^^ Administration.

(890 O.G. soil

(12) Official Patent Office Mailing Address

RsMAiNS Washington, D.C.

The official mailing address for all communications sent to

the Patent Office remains :

Commissioner of Patents^

Washington, D.C. 20231

Any telegrams sent to the Patent Office must also bear the

above identical address.

The physical location of the Patent Office is 2021 Jefferson

Davis Highway, Arlington, Virginia. This address must not

be used when addressing mall to the Patent Office.

No reference to Crystal Plaza, Virginia, should be made

In the address of any communication Intended for delivery

to the Patent Office by the Post Office Department or Western

Union.
Compliance with this Instruction will help prevent any un-

necessary delay In the delivery of mall, telegrams, etc.

(26) PtJBLic Records Certification Desk

The certification desk, located In Crystal Pl«" »n ^^e

Attorneys and Record Room, Building 4 Room
\^^'J^

vldes "on-the-spot" certifying service. This desk handle*

walk-in requests for certified copies of file wrappers, patented

applications, patents, and selected papers from patented ap-

pilcatlon files. The usual fee for this service (100 per cer-

tification) may be applied at this location in the form of a

paid cash order form, obtainable at the Cashier s Office ad-

jacent the lobby of building #2.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

Nov. 26, 1971.

(27)

[893 O.G. 810]

Ccstomer Relations Centbr

Feb. 20, 1969.

C. A. KALK,
Director of Administration.

[860 O.G. 6621

A Customer Relations Center, located In Crystal Plaza

adjacent to the Public Search Room, Building 4. Rooms A102

and A103. has been established to provide a central customer
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complaint and Inquiry service. The Center Is staffed with six

highly experienced employees who process Inquiries concern-

ing copies of U.S. patent documents previously ordered but

not received. This Center handles not only walk-In but tele-

phonic, and written requests for assistance as well. In addi-

tion to Improving customer relations, this service is intended

to relieve the primary customer service areas (Patent Copy

Sales, Document Services, and Reference Order Branch), and

Patent Office officials, or Interruptions and Irregular demands

on their time.

The telephone number for this service Is (703) 557-2003.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Nov. 20, 1971. Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[893 O.G. 807]

(34) Patent Office Business Hocrs

This procedure Is being published to bring to the attention

of the public security provisions concerning the Patent Of-

fice premises and Patent Office files.

The public Is reminded that the Patent Office working hours

are 8 :30 a.m. to 5 :00 p.m. Monday through Friday, ex-

cluding legal holidays in the District of Columbia. Outside

these hours, only Patent Office employees are authorized to

be in areas of the Patent Office other than the Public Search

Rooms. Of course, a member of the public engaged In a dis-

cussion of business with an Office employee may be Invited

by the employee to stay beyond Office hours to conclude the

discussion.

The hours for the Public Search Room are 8 :00 a.m. to

8:00 p.m., and the hours for the Trademark Search Room

are 8 :00 a.m. to 6 :00 p.m. Monday through Friday, exclud-

ing legal holidays In the District of Columbia.

During working hours, all applicants, attorneys, and other

members of the public should announce their presence to

the Office personnel in the area of their visit. In the Examin-

ing Groups, visitors should Inform the group receptionist of

their presence before visiting other areas of the Group.

nounced the Initiation of a special "Expedited Service" for

obtaining copies of pending applications promptly. As indi-

cated in the notice, this special service would be terminated

upon restoration of our regular service to an acceptable

level.

I am pleased to report that our regular service has been

restored to an acceptable level and this special program Is

being terminated.

However, our efforts to Improve our services In these areas

will continue. We have made progress, but are not resting on

that record. We recognize that there are still problems of

accuracy and quality in the filling of orders. These are cur-

rently being examined In an effort to bring about necessary

Improvements.

Thank you for your cooperation and understanding during

this difficult period.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
May 30, 1973. Commissioner of Patents.

«

[911 O.G. 113.0]

Sept. 27, 1973.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

[915 O.G. 1164]

(45) Revision op "Discontinoance of Deposit Ac-

count Service for Sale of Patent Copies"

In view of the difficulties experienced by many of its cus-

tomers, the Patent Office is revising the Notice appearing in

the December 1, 1964, issue of the Official Gazette of the U.S.

Patent Office. This Notice—Discontinuance of Deposit Ac-

count Service for Sale of Patent Copies—Is revised to except

certain types of patent copy orders.

The Patent Office will now accept lists of fifty (50) or more

numbers arranged In numerical sequence to be charged to

Deposit Accounts. Service charges, such as Special Handling

and Alr»Mall postage for these orders, may also be charged

to Deposit Accounts.

C. A. KALK,
July 15, 1965. Director of Administration.

[818 O.G. 1207]

(35) Accessibility of Assignment Records

In view of a number of Inquiries as to the manner In which

Rule 1.12 of the Patent Office Rules of Practice, as amended

August 23, 1965 (819 O.G. 443) Is to be applied, the pro-

cedure which It Is planned to follow In certain types of cases

Is set forth below.

1. Assignments relating to applications for registration of

trademarks will be open to public Inspection as heretofore.

2. The Office will not open certain parts only at an assign-

ment document to public inspection. If such a document
contains two or more Items, any one of which, if alone, would

be open to such Inspection, then the entire document will be

open. Thus, if an assignment covers either a trademark or a

patent in addition to one or more patent applications. It will

be available to the public ab initio ; and if It covers a number
of patent applications, it will be so available as soon as any

one of them is patented. .Assignments relating only to one

or more pending applications for patent will not be open to

public inspection.

3. If the application on which a patent was granted Is a

division or continuation of an earlier case, the assignment

records of that case will be open to public inspection ; similar

situations involving continuation in part applications will be

considered on their Individual merits.

4. Assignment records relating to reissue applications will

be open to public Inspection.

Dec. 15, 1965.

(43)

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Commissioner.

1822 O.G. 769]

Patent Office Services

A notice concerning delays in furnishing Certified Copies

was published Aug. 8, 1972 (901 O.G. 412). This notice an-

(47) Deposit Accounts—Statutory Fee Charges •

Beginning on May 1, 1966, and until further notice, statu-

tory fees, Including filing fees for patent, design, and trade-

mark applications. Issue fees, appeal fees and opposition,

cancellation and petition fees may be charged against the

deposit accounts provided for by Rule 25(a) of the Rules of

Practice in patent cases. During this period the prohibition

of Rule 25(b) against such charges will be suspended.

In view of the facts that these fees are Indispensable parts

of the actions to which they relate and that the charging

of a fee against an account which does not contain sufficient

funds to cover It cannot be regarded as a payment of the fee,

it Is evident that the overdrawing of a deposit account may

result In the loss of a vital date and may also Impose a sub-

stantial burden on the Patent Office In making appropriate

correction of Its records. It Is, therefore, necessary that effec-

tive steps be taken to avoid such overdrafts, as follows

:

Checks of all accounts will be made periodically, and If any

account Is found to have been overdrawn, It will be Immedi-

ately removed from the active accounts and no further drafts

on It will be honored. Prompt payment of the outstanding

balance will be required and the depositor or his attorney

may be called on for an itemized statement identifying all

statutory fees charged against the account during the period

In question In order that It may be ascertained whether any

previously granted date should be withdrawn.

It Is emphasized that the success of the procedure outlined

above depends upon the maintenance of a sufficient balance

in deposit accounts at all times to meet any charges made

against them. The Office must, therefore, strictly refuse to

permit any depositor who has once overdrawn his account to

maintain such an account In the future and In the event that
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any substantial numl)€r of overdrafts occurs It may be neces-

sary to reestablish the prohibition of Rule 25(b) against

charging statutory fee* against deposit accounts.

\ccordlngly. effective May 1. I960, the requirement of

Rule 25(a) that an amount sufficient to cover all charges

made against an account must always be on deposit will be

strictly enforced, regardless of whether any fee Is Included

in such charges and where this requirement Is not complied

with the account Involved will be removed from the active

accounts.
EDWARD J. BRENNER.

Feb 23 1966. Commigaioner.

[824. O.G. 1200]
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(48) Practice ix the Use of Accocxts for Pav

MEXT OF ST.\TrTORT FEES

In the Official Oazette.s of March 15. 22. and 20, there

appeared copies of an announcement by the Commissioner

providing for a trial use of accounts established under Rule

25 for the payment of statutory fees. A number of questions

have come up in connection with the use of accounts in the

payment of these fees prescribed by Public Law 89-83 and.

in the Interest of uniform practice, publication of a statement

Is warranted.

A general direction by an applicant or attorney to charge

to an account these fees as they arise in any application

prosecuted by the applicant, the attorney, or the Arm will not

be effective for such a purpose. Authority to make charges

will be limited to a particular application.

A separate direction to charge shall be filed for each fee.

Each such direction to charge a fee shall be transmitted on

a separate sheet of paper and. In the case of fees based on

modification of claims shall Include the best estimate of the

fee due. Failure to Include such an estimate provides the

basis for a refusal to enter any amendment transmitted there-

with, as an Incomplete response. Where variable fees are

Involved Inclusion of a direction to charge or credit a de-

ficiency or overpayment would appear appropriate.

An Issue fee will be charged to an account until a notice

of allowance has been forwarded and a reply to that notice

received.

For the purposes of determining the fee due the Patent

OfBce, a claim will be treated as dependent If It contains

reference to one other claim In the application. A claim de-

termined to be dependent by this test will be entered If the

fee paid reflects this determination. This does not. however,

prevent the rejection of such a claim as Improper, If, In fact.

It Is not a dependent claim.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Apr. 12, 1966. Commitaioner of Patenta.

[825 O.G. 1183]

such a condition should bear the cost of correcting It. In

view of this fact, and of the hardship frequently caused If

an account is permanently closed, the practice of closing de-

posit accounts merely because they are overdrawn will be

discontinued, effective August 1, 1966. In lieu thereof an

overdrawn account will be immediately suspended and no

charges will be accepted against It until a proper balance Is

restored, together with a payment of ten dollars to cover the

work done by the Patent Office Incident to suspending and

reinstating the account and dealing with charges which may

have been made In the meantime. It Is expected, however,

that reasonable precautions will he taken In all cases to avoid

overdrafts, and If an account Is suspended repeatedly It will

be necessary to close It.

Similarly, because of the burden placed on the Patent Office

Incident to the operation of deposit accounts, a charge of ten

dollars will be made for opening each new account.

EDWARD J. BRENNER.
Commiaaioner.

[828 O.G. 377]
June 23, 1966.

(59) Withdrawal of Attorney

Attornevs and agents are reminded that by notice pub-

llshed April 18. 1967. in 837 0.0. 667. requests for permis-

sion to withdraw as attorney or agent of record, pursuant to

Rule 30. should be submitted In triplicate (original and two

copies) and should Indicate thereon the attorney or agent s

present mailing address. The Group No. should also appear

on all such requests.
», ..^.x.fTD*JOSEPH F. NAKAMURA.

Sept. 27. 1973. ^«^'''»» Solicitor.

(915 O.G. 1164]

(50) Deposit ArrorxTs

The practice Instituted on May 1. 1966. pursuant to the

notice of February 23, 1906 (824 O.G. 1200). whereby statu-

tory fees may be charged against deposit accounts, and such

accounts are closed If overdrawn, has resulted in certain

difficulties for the Patent Office and deposit account holders.

It has been decided therefore to modffy that practice as

Indicated below.

As was pointed out In that notice, the charging of a fee

against an overdrawn account cannot be considered as pay

ment of the fee until a proper balance is restored or payment

Is made In some other way. Accordingly, deposit account

holders who charge such fees must assume the risk of losing

vital dates If tbey do not maintain a proper balance In their

accounts at all times.

Apart from this, however, the overdrawing of an account

places a t»urden on the Patent Office, particularly where a

number of Items are charged after the overdraft occurs, and

it is appropriate that those who are responsible for causing

(111) Mail Delays and Petitioxs to Revive

Since applications tnat become abandoned unintentionally

present burdens to both the Patent Office and the applicant

or his representatives, a simplified procedure has been de-

vised to alleviate these burdens when the abandonment re-

sults from a delay In the malls. This procedure Provides

for an automatic petition to revive or petition to accept

the delayed payment of issue fee.

It is suggested that when a communication, complying

with the circumstances enumerated below. Is mailed to tne

Patent Office more than three calendar days prior to the

due date, a conditional petition be attached to the communi-

cation If the communication Is received in the Patent Office

after the due date and the application becomes abandoned,

the conditional petition will become effective, subject to the

following requirements. The petition must Include (D an

authorliatlon to charge a deposit account for any "q«»"d

fees including the petition fee (35 U.S.C. 41(a) 7). and (2)

an oath or declaration signed by the person mailing the com-

munication and also signed by the applicant or his registered

representative stating that the communication aud petition

were either placed In the United States n.-ll as first class

or air mall, or placed In the mall outside the Unlted^tates

as air mall. Since mall handled In this manner may reason-

ably be expected to reach the Patent Office -/t"'"
^J'J*

days of posting, any mall delays beyond such time wU be

considered to constitute unavoidable delay and sufficient

ZlX grant a petition to revive (35 U.S.C. 133) or a

petition to accept delayed payment of an Issue fee (35 U.S.C.

151

)

*

The circumstances under which this procedure may be

used are those where the communication, If timely filed. (D

would be a proper and complete response to an action or re^

quest by the Patent Office, and (2) would stop a period for

Response from continuing to run. Accordingly, thl. procedure

would be appropriate for :

|

1. A response to a non-flnal Office action.
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2 A resDonse to a final Office action In the form of an In regard to pending applications, the time for taking any

amendment that cancels all rejected claims or other- action or paying any fee expiring during the period beginning

X pHma fade places the application In condition March IC. and ending April 15, 1970. both dates inclusive is

wise prima iac« v vf
^^^^^^ extended for ONE MONTH. However, no extension

3 "notlcrof appeal and requisite fee. «hall exceed a maximum period for response provided for In

4 An anneal brief. In triplicate, and requisite fee. the Statutes.
4. ^° ^PYssuefee U-^- Department of Commerce Field Offices have been des-

R A h*lance"o*f Issue fee
Ignated. on an emergency basis, as receiving stations for the

B. A oaia
• y g Patent Office. All papers should be enclosed in a sealed

Examples of which this procedure would not be appropri- envelope and deposited In a Field Office. Such papers will be

ate and will not apply include

:

considered as received in the U.S. Patent Office on the day of

deposit. The Field Office will date stamp each envelope so

1. Application papers. deposited, and applicants or their representatives should as-

2. A response to a final Office action other than that Indl-
^^^^ ^^^ legibility of the date stamp. Field Offices will place

cated in categories 2 and 3. above.
^ corresponding date stamp on receipt cards provided by the

3. Extensions of time. depositor, which must completely Identify the papers de-

4. Petitions for delayed payment of either the issue fee
^^'^^^^^

or balance of Issue fee.
pj^j^ q^^^^ deposits should, If possible, be limited to such

5. Amendments under Rule 312.
^^^^^^ wherein the Patent Statutes do not provide a remedy

6. Priority documents
.•„m„^ ,„ those sltua- for fa»ure to obtain a particular date. Examples of these

Normal petition practices are not affected In t^°^« «^t"*
^^.p,, „, ^^^,,, ^^e : checks in payment of Issue fees, new

tlons where this procedure Is either not elected or appropri
^^p^j,^^^,^^ ^^^^^^ ^.,^^^^.^ p^,^^,^y ^^^.^ ^^ statutorj- bars

'*A suggested format for the conditional petition Is shown may be involved, amendments where the six month statutory
A suggesrea lonnai lur l e v r

period for response is about to expire, etc.

below : rj-jj^
pj^j^j office In New York designated to receive papers

Appllcant(8) Q Petition to re- for the U.S. Patent Office Is located at

:

Vive
„ _. , „ ^ 41st Floor, Federal Office Bldg.
Serial No g Petition to accept

go Federal Plaza, Foley Square

Date Filed
delayed pay- New York, N.Y.uaie riieu meat of Issue

„ fee The designated Field Office in Hartford, Connecticut Is

For ^^
1 » J »located at

:

I hereby certify that the attached communication Is being
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

deposited m
450 Main St.

n the United States mall as first class or air mall Hartford. Conn.

Q the mall outside the United States as air mall
^^^ addresses of Field Offices in other cities are listed In

In an envelope addressed to : Commissioner of Patents, Wash- local directories and are available upon Inquiry to the Com-

<»»»»., r» p •?n2'»l on . which date Is mlssloner of Patents.

more iban tSree is) cVlend;;'d'a'ys prior to the^ due date RJCHARD A. WAHL
more luau lurcc

^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Acting Commiaaioner of Patenta.
from

(LoeitfonT TximVof iidlvTduajr

In the event that such communication Is not timely filed l»7Z u.u. idodj

in the United States Patent Office, It Is requested that this

paper be treated as a petition and that the :
—^^^'~~—

delay In prosecution be held unavoldable-35 U^X'.ISS.
^^^^^^^ office-Postal Service

n delayed payment of the fee be accepted—35 U.S.C. 151.
rr„if»HL-J -In view of the return to normal operations of the United

The petition fee required by 35 U.S.C. 41(a) 7 is authorized
g^_^^^^ ^^^^^^ service, the Notice of Mar. 19, 1970 (published

to be charged to Deposit Account No. in- the
j^ ^^^ Official Gazette of Mar. 24, 1970, vol. 872, No. 4) Is.

name of hereby revised. -

The undersigned declare further that all statements made After Apr. 15. 1970, the U.S. Department of Commerce Field

herein are true, based upon the best available information: Offices will no longer be designated as receiving stations for
nereiu are ii uc. uo c h

thp tt s Patent Office Accordingly, after the abovenoted date.

and further, that these statements ^'"
1^''^;^J'\12 iJ^etterror other papers relafing to patent and tr^^^^

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made
«;^'^^'f^^^J ^J co„sTd"eras received in the U.S. Patent Office

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under bee-
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ accordance with Rule 6 of the Rules

tlon 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that
^^ practice In Patent Cases as amended Nov. 26. 1969.

such willful false statements may Jeopardize the validity of
^^^ ^^^^^ provisions of the Notice of Mar. 19. 1970 and the

the application or any patent issuing thereon. Notice of Mar. 26, 1970. relating to Trademarks, remain In

Data r"~J" WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR.
(Signature of applicant or signature WILLIA

.^^.^^^ ^, p„,^,..
and registration number of Regis- ^ar. ^i, iw<u.

tered Representative) [873 O.G. 319]

And

Date —^^^^~~
(Signature of person mailing, If other

than the above) (181) File History of Applications Affected

April 13. 1973. WILLIAM FELDMAN, by Postal Emergency

Deputy Aaaiatant Commiaaioner for Patenta.
^^ ^ tcsmM of the postal emergency, the time for taking

any action or paying any fee in the U.S. Patent Office expir-

[910 O.G. 402

J

j^^ between the dates of March 16, 1970 and April 15, 1970,

both dates Inclusive, was automatically extended for one

^^"^^~~
month, provided It did not exceed a maximum period for re-

sponse provided In the Statutes. (See O.G. of March 24, 1970

(170) Emergency Situation in the ^^ March 31, 1970, 872 O.G. 1383 and April 7, 1970, 873 O.G.

U.S. Postal Service rpj^j 2 )

In view of the present emergency situation in U.S. postal 'since this extension of ^^\^''' ^^'''^''''l^'lZ^'l^
service, the U.S. Patent Office is taking the following actions, nothing in the individual files to indicate that a paper filed
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during that period was. In fact, timely though It was received

later than Its apparent due date.

In order to provide a complete history In the affected flies

and to dispel any question as to abandonment in the record

of a patented file, applicants or their attorneys are requested

to file a paper explaining these circumstances. A separate

paper should be filed In each case so affected (Identified by

Serial No., filing date, title and applicant's name) and may

be merely a copy of the notice which authorized the one-

month extension or should specifically refer to and identify

that notice.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Apr. 27, 1970. A$»i»tant Cotnmi$»ioner of Patentt.

1874 O.G. 6881

(182) U.S. Dep.xrtmext ok Commerce Field Offices to

Serve as Receiving Stations Onlt in Declared

Emergencies

During the recent postal emergency. Field Offices of the

U.S. Department of Commerce were designated as receiving

stations for the U.S. Patent Office (according to the Notice*

of March 19, 1970. S72 O.G. 1383 and March 26, 1970. 873

O.G. TM 2). In view 6t the subsequent resumption of normal

postal operations, that emergency arrangement was discon-

tinued in accordance with the notice of March 27. 1970, 873

O.G. 319. After April 15. 1970, the normal practice with re-

spect to the filing of all letters and other papers relating to

patent and trademaric matters In the U.S. Patept Office was

resumed.

The Patent Office has recMved suggestions proposing that

the Field Offices continue to serve as receiving stations for

the U.S. Patent Office. These suggestions have received care-

ful and sympathetic consideration. However, it has been con-

cluded that any activities of the Field Offices in this connec-

tion must be restricted, in the future, to any emergency

officially announced by the Patent Office as requiring such

action.
RICHARD A. WAHL.

Apr. 27, 1970. Acting Comtnitsioner of Patentt.

[874 O.G. 688]

(183) Patents and Trademarks

Relief in Ca$e» Affected by the Pottal Emergencv

of March 1910

On June 30. 1971, President Nl.xon signed Into law Public

Law 92-34.

Public Law 92-34 requires claims for the benefit of an

earlier filing date (Section 1.) and requests for such other

relief as may be appropriate (Sec. 2.) to be filed in the Patent

Office within 6 months after enactment, that Is by December

30, 1971. Failure to file a statement within the noted period

will result In loss of right to taice advantage of the benefits

of the law. Further explanation or evidence may be required

at a subsequent time. Public Law 92-34 provides relief only

for situations caused by the postal emergency which began

on March 18, 1970, and ended on or about March 30, 1970,

and for which there Is no remedy under existing law.

The following explanation is designed to serve as a guide

for persons desiring relief under the law.

The verified statement required to be filed under sections

1 and 2 of the law may be by any of the following

:

(a) Appllcant(s) for patent or trademarlt registration;

(b) Patentee(s) or trademark registrant

;

(c) Owner(s) of record.

In cases Involving plural Inventors, statements made under

(a) or (b) must be signed by all Inventors.

The verified statement must specify the particular earlier

date of receipt In the Patent Office to which the applicant,

patentee or trademark registrant, or owner of record believes

his application, fee or other paper would be entitled except

for the delay caused by the postal emergency of March, 1970.

The statement must be verified, that is. In the form of an oath

or declaration. (37 CFR 1.68 (Patent Rule 68) and 2.20

(Trademark Rule 2.20).)

Evidence will not normally be required or considered by the

Patent Office regarding a claimed filing date of March 18,

1970, or later, in applications actually filed before June 1,

1970. Claims for earlier filing dates in cases actually filed after

June 1, 1970. or claiming a date prior to March 18, 1970. will

be considered prima facie unreasonable unless an acceptable

explanation of the basis for the claim Is filed in the Patent

Office with the claim or within 1 month or such longer time as

may be prescribed by the Commissioner. Any claim not ac-

cepted by the Patent Office because It Is obviously defective

on its face or unreasonable may be subjected to further review

by petition to the Commissioner.

The statement should adequately Identify the Involved

application, patent, or trademark registration by Including the

name of the applicant, patentee or registrant, title of the

Invention or an Identification of the mark, serial number, filing

date, group art unit number and any other identifying data

such as status of the case (e.g., aw.-iltlng first action, amend-

ment, brief, etc.). Acceptable statements will be acknowledged,

made of record and retained in the Patent Office files.

When practical, earlier filing dates accorded under this law.

as well as the originally granted filing dates, will be Identified

on ensuing patents and trademark registrations. These dates

will also be Included In the Official Gazette in connection

with patents, trademark registrations and trademarks pub-

lished for opposition. In other cases, such as applications in

Issue prior to filing of a claim, the patent or trademark regis-

tration number and claimed filing dates will be published In

the Official Gazette after December 30, 1971.

Patents Issued with earlier filing dates afforded by this law

will not be effective as prior art as of such earlier filing dates

under subsection 102(e) of title 35 of the United States Code.

In a pending patent application In which a claim for an ear-

lier filing date has been acknowledged under this law, appli-

cants need not file a Rule 131 affidavit to overcome a reference

having an effective filing date between the "earlier" and the

actual filing date of the application. Intervening references of

this type will be cited but not applied by the examiner. Al-

though a statement claiming an earlier date Is accepted by the

Patent Office, the claimed earlier date may be called Into ques-

tion In subsequent Inter partes proceeding In the Patent Office

or In the courts. In these proceedings, the applicant or owner

may be required to present further evidence establishing the

filing date to which the application Is entitled. In such cases

a definite determination shall be made as to whether the ap-

plicant Is entitled to the earlier date under the law.

In cases where a patent application or an application for

registration or late renewal of a trademark Is determined to

have become abandoned for failure to meet a statutory time

limit because of the postal emergency, the application will

automatically be restored to pending status by the acceptance

of the request, and prosecution or other processing of the

application will be resumed. Similarly, If a trademark regis-

tration Is determined to have been cancelled for failure to

meet the statutory time limit within which to file the affidavit

required under section 8 of the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.

1058a) because of the said emergency, the order for cancel-

lation will be rescinded.

As explained In the notice of January 26, 1971 (882 O.G.

1342), applicants who may be entitled to earlier filing dates

should note that a change in their U.S. filing date might, in

turn, alter the date of expiration of the 6- and 12-month

periods for filing applications abroad under provisions of the

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.

WILLIAM B. SCHUYLER, JR..

Comtnitsioner of Patentt.

Dated : July 14. 1971.

James H. Wakblin, Jr.,

Astittant Secretary for Science

and Technology.

IFR Doc. 71-10469; Filed 7-22-71; 8:52 a.m.1

S9 F.R. tS69i; July tS, 1971

[889 O.G. 1064]
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(199) Public Law 92-132

[92nd Congress, S. 1253]

October 5, 1971

AN ACT

93

85 SUt 364

To amend section 6 of title 35, United States Code, "Patents," to authorize domestic and International

studies and programs relating to patents and trademarks.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, That section 6 of title 35, United States Code, is amended

to read as follows:

**8 6. Duties of Commissioner

"(a) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, shall super-

intend or perform all duties required by law respecting the granting and issuing of patents and

the registration of trademarks; shall have the authority to carry on studies and programs

regarding domestic and international patent and trademark law; and shall have charge of property

belonging to the Patent Office. Ho may, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Commerce,

establish regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the conduct of proceedings in the Patent

Office.

"(b) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may, in

coordination with the Department of State, carry on programs and studies cooperatively with

foreign patent offices and international intergovernmental organizations, or may authorize

such programs and studies to be carried on, in connection with the performance of duties stated

in subsection (a) of this section.

"(c) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may, with

the concurrence of the Secretary of State, transfer funds appropriated to the Patent Office, not

to exceed $100,000 in any year, to the Department of State for the purpose of making special

payments to international intergovernmental organizations for studies and programs for advanc-

,

ing international cooperation concerning patents, trademarks, and related matters. These special

payments may be in addition to any other payments or contributions to the international organi-

zation and shall not be subject to any limitations imposed by law on the amounts of such other

payments or contributions by the Government of the United States."

Approved October 5, 1971.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 117 (1971) :

Apr. 22. considered and passed Senate.
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[892 0.0. 1600]

(203) Legal Journals

[37 CFR Parts 1, 2]

(208) Change in Legal Holidays

WithdravDol of Propoted Rule Making Regarding

Placing of Announcetnentt

Under date of May 11, 1972, 37 PR 9488 (FR Doc. 72-

7160), notice of proposed rule making was given concerning

a proposed revision of {{1.345(b) and 2.14(b) of Title 37

of the Code of Federal Regulations. The purpose of the pro-

posed revision was to permit persons practicing before the

Patent Office to place In legal Journals announcements of

their availability to act as consultants to or as associates of

other lawyers In patent or trademark practice. After careful

consideration of all of the comments received on the proposed

revision. It has been determined that the proposed revision

will not be made at this time and, accordingly, the notice of

proposed rule making is canceled and withdrawn.

Dated : Jan. 29, 1973.

Approved : Jan. 29, 1973.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Commiationer of Patentt.

Richard O. Simpson,
Acting Aaaiatant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 73-3097 ; Filed 2-15-73 ; 8 : 45 am]

Publiihed in S8 F.R. St; Feb. 16, 137S

[908 O.G. 784]

Those doing business before the Patent Office are hereby

reminded that by Public Law 90—363, 82 Stat. 250. effective

January 1, 1971, Section 6103(a) of Title 5, United States

Code, was amended to read as follows : «

fl 6103. Holidayt

(a) The following are legal public holidays

:

New Year's Day. January 1.

Washington's Birthday, the third Monday In Feb-

ruary.

Memorial Day, the last Monday In May.
Independence Day, July 4.

Labor Day, the first Monday In September.

Columbus Day, the second Monday In October.

Veterans Day, the fourth Monday In October.

Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday in No-

vember.

Christmas Day, December 25.

Each of the holidays enumerated will constitute "a holiday

within the District of Columbia," as referred to In Section 21,

Title 35, United States Code.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr..

»Dec. 2, 1970. Commitponer of Patentt.

[881 O.G. 1707]

Editorial Note: Sec. 6103(c) states that January 20 of

each fourth year after 1965, Inauguration Day, Is also a

legal public holiday.
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January 1, 1974

OrricE or the Secbktary

[Dept. Organization Order 30-3A1

Tatent Office

Organisation and Functiong

This order effective December 15, 1972, supersedes the ma-

terial appearlnp at 27 FR 11469 of November 21. 1962.

Section 1. Purpoxe. This order delegates authority to the

Commissioner of Patents and prescribes the functions of the

Patent Offce.

Sec. 2. Statut and line of authority. .01 The Patent OfBce

Is hereby continued na a primary operating unit of the De-

partment of Commerce. First established as an Independent

bureau under the direction of a Commissioner of Patents by

t^e general revision of patent laws enacted by Congress July

4. 1836 (5 Stat. 117). It became a bureau of the Department

of Commerce by Executive Order of April 1. 1925. in accord-

ance with the authority contained in the act of February 14.

1903 (32 Stat. 830). When the patent laws were codified as

Title 35. United States Code, effective January 1, 1953. the

Patent Office was continued as an office In the Department

of Commerce.
.02 The Commissioner of Patents (hereinafter called the

Commissioner), who Is appointed by the President by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate shall be the head

of the Patent Office. He shall be principally assisted by a

Deputy Commissioner and four assistant commissioners,

whose titles and status are specified below. The First As-

sistant Commissioner (Deputy Commissioner) and the first

two assistant commissioners are provided for by 35 U S.C. 3

and are appointed by the President by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate.

a. The Deputy Commissioner (First Assistant Commis-

sioner under 35 U.S.C. 3).

b. The Assistant Commissioner for Patents (an assistant

commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3).

c. The Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks (an assist-

ant commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3).

d. The Assistant Commissioner for Legal Affairs.

e. The Assistant Commls.sioner for Administration.

.03 The Deputy Commissioner or, in the event of a

vacancy In that office, the assistant commissioner appointed

under 35 U.S.C. 3 who Is senior In date of appointment, shall

act as Commissioner during a vacancy in that office until a

Commissioner is appointed and take? office. In the absence of

the Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner shall act as

Commissioner. If the Deputy Commissioner Is llkewi.se absent

or that ofBce Is vacant, one of the assistant Commissioners

appointed under 35 U.S.C. 3 or the Assistant Commissioner

for Legal Affairs «r the Solicitor of the Patent Office shall

act as Commissioner In an order of precedence prescribed by

the Commissioner.

.04 The Commissioner shall report and be responsible to

the Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

SEC. 3. Delegation of authority. .01 Pursuant to the au-

thority vested in the Secretary of Commerce by 35 U.S.C. 3

and Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1950, the functions of the

Patent Office and Its officers specified in Title 35 of the

United States Code, as amended, are hereby vested In the

Secretary of Commerce and redelegated to the Commissioner

of Patents. ^ „ . ^t
.02 Pursuant to the authority vested In the Secretary or

Commerce by law. the Commissioner of Patents is hereby

delegated authority to perform the following functions vested

In the Secretary of Commerce.

a. The functions In Title 15, Chapter 22 of the United

States Code, which pertain to trademarks.

b. The functions in Executive Order 10096 of January 23,

1950. and the Executive Order 10930 of March 24. 1961.

which pertain to inventions made by Government employees.

c. The functions in 42 U.S.C. 2181 and 2182, which per

tain to Inventions relating to atomic weapons, and In 42

use. 2457. which pertain to property rights In inventions

made In performance of work under contract for the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

d Such functions under other authorities of the Secretary

of Commerce as are applicable to performing the functions

assigned In this order.

.03 E.xerclse of the functions delegated In paragraphs .01

and .02 of this section shall be subject to such policies or

directions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Com-

merce or the Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.

.04 The Commissioner of Patents may, except as pre-

cluded by law or regulation, redelegate his authority to em-

ployees of the Patent Office subject to such conditions in the

Exercise of the delegated authority as he may prescribe.

Sec 4. Function*. The Patent Office shall perform the

following functions :

.01 Examine applications for patent to determine If they

meet the requirements of law for the Issuance of patents

and. upon such determination, granting patents.

.02 Administer special laws and regulations as to secrecy

of certain Inventions, licenses for foreign filing, and those

relating to atomic energy and space technology.

.03 Decide the ownership of patents and the rlg'its to

inventions made by Government employees, as provided by

E.\ecutlve Orders 10096 and 10930.

.04 Provide for the publication, storage, dissemination,

and exchange of patents and related documentation.

.05 Maintain systems and facUites providing appropriate

access to United States and foreign patents and other techni-

cal literature for use of the examiners and the public.

.06 Examine applications for the registration of trade-

marks to determine their entitlement to registration under

the law ; give public notice of trademarks allowed for regis-

tration and publish registered trademarks :
maintain t'le

principal and supplemental registers of traileniark registra-

tions, and provide for public access to such registers and re-

lated trademark records.

.07 Issue patents and certificates of trademark registra-

tion.

.08 Reissue defective patents and issue certificates of

correction of patents and trademark registrations.

.09 Maintain records as to proprietary Interests In patents

and trademarks and applications therefor.

.10 Carry on or authorize studies and programs, sepa-

rately or In coordination with other United States, foreign

and International agencies, regarding domestic and Interna-

tional patent and trademark law.

.11 Perform other functions required, or which the Com-

missioner deems necessary and proper, In exercising the au-

thority delegated herein. ,

Effective date : December 15. 1972. '

GUY W. CHAMBERLIN. JR..

Acting Aaniatant Secretary

for Adminittration.

IFR Doc 73-320; Filed 1-5-73 ; 8 : 45 am]

[Dept. Organization Order 30-3B]

Patent Orncc

Orffanization and Function*

This order effective December 15, 1972, supersedes the ma-

terial appearing at 36 FR 9078 of May 19, 1971.

Section 1. Purpose. This order prescribes the organiza-

tion and assignment of functions within the Patent Office.

Department Organization Order 30-3A prescribes the scope

of authority and functions.

SBC 2 Organization structure. The principal organization

structure and line of authority of the Patent Office ahall be

as depicted in the attached organization chari. A copy of the

organization chart Is attached to the original document on

file in the Office of the Federal Register.

SEC. 3. O/ftee of the Commissioner. The Commissioner de-

termines the policies and directs the programs of the Patent

Office and Is responsible for the conduct of all actlTltles of

the Patent Office. He Is principally assisted by Deputy Com-

missioner and four Assistant Commissioners who ahall have

the main duties as specified below :

a The Deputy Commissioner (First Assistant Commis-

sioner under 35 U.S.C. 3) shall assist the Commissioner Id

the direction of the Patent Office with Immediate responsi-

bility for the Office of Petitions and shall perform the duties

of the Commissioner In the latter's absence.

b The Assistant Commissioner for Patents (an assisUnt

commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3) shall provide administrative

and policy direction for the patent examining and related

operations which consist of the organizational elements

enumerated In section 5 of this order. He Is assisted by a

Deputy Assistant Commissioner who shall, among other

duties, have Immediate responsibility for the patent examin-

ing groups and shall perform the duties of the Assistant

Commissioner during the latter's absence.
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c. The Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks (an assist-

ant commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3) shall prov?de admin-

istrative and policy direction to the trademark registration

and related operations which consist of the organizational

elements enumerated in section 6 of this order.

d. The Assistant Commissioner for Legal Affairs shall be

the chief law officer of the Patent Office and as applicable

shall provide administrative and policy direction to the or-

ganizational elements enumerated in section 7 of this order.

Pursuant to Department Organization Order 10-6, he shall

be subject to the overall authority of the Department's Gen-

eral Counsel with respect to legal and legislative matters in-

volving the Patent Office, other than in connection with the

Issuance of patents or the registration of trademarks.

e. The .\ssistant Commissioner for Administration shall be

the principal advisor to tha' Commissioner on the formula-

tion and application of management policies and shall pro-

vide administrative, management, and operational support

services to components of the Patent Office. In addition. In*

shall provide administrative and policy direction to a staff

assigned to his office as well as to the organiiatlonal elements

enumerated In section 8 of this order. He shall be assisted by

a Deputy Assistant Commissioner who shall perform tlie

duties of the Assistant Commissioner during the latter's

absence.

Sec 4. Office reporting to the Commissioner. .01 The

Offices of Petitions shall receive, docket, maintain records,

and take other appropriate action with respect to petitions to

the Commissioner submitted under applicable law and re«n-

lations ; assign petitions to appropriate officials for decision

or recommend and prepare decisions for review and approval

by the Deputy Commissioner ; and recommend changes In

office policy, practices, and procedures, where the need for

such appears evident from the records of the office.

.02 The Office of Government Inventions and Patents

shall administer Executive Order 1009G, as amended by Ex-

ecutive Order 10930 and related regulations, including the

rendering of final decisions on the ownership of patents and

the rights to inventions made by Government employees, and

advise the Commissioner on matters Involving the Committee

on Government Patent I'oUcy (of the Federal Council for

Science and Technology). It shall also conduct research,

liaison, and coordinate functions needed to carry out Execu-

tive Order 10096 and to advise the Commissioner on Commit-

tee matters ; provided executive secretariat support to the

Committee; and assist In the development and formulation,

to the extent appropriate, of a uniform Government-wide

policy.

.03 The Office of Advanced Systems Development shall

apply analytical ba.sic research techniques to the develop-

ment of new machine-assisted e.vperimental search, retrieval,

and display systems ; to the exploration and application of

advanced technology for the betterment of operating systems :

and to increasing the effectiveness of technical information

dissemination and accessing measures. This work Is directed

primarily to providing solutions to hitherto unresolved prob-

lems and to the development of experimental or test appllca

tlons, for simulations of original techniques or operations. It

shall assist in the Installation, pilot use, and evaluation of

experimental systems In operating environments.

.04 The Office of Information Services shall advise and

represent the Commissioner on Information matters ; conduct

programs fostering public understanding of the American

patent system and the functions, services and administrative

publications of the Patent Office ; develop publication poli-

cies ; provide direction and assistance in developing new and

revised publications ; and assure conformity with policies,

regulations, and standards concerning publications and publi-

cation practices.

Sec '*. Offices reporting to the .Assistant Commissioner for

Patents. .01 The Office of Patent Program Control shall de-

velop procedures for and establish quality, quantity, and

other performance standards relating to the conduct of the

patent examination and classification functions ; establish

program activity targets and continually evaluate status

against program objectives ; provide training to examiners In

patent practices and procedures ; and monitor compliance

with examination and classification standards and procedures

.02 The Office of Patent Classlflicatlon shall develop. Im-

plement, and maintain subject matter classlfilcation systems

for patent search files of prior art ; evaluate and adapt ex-

perimental or other search systems developed elsewhere ; de-

termine requirements for and initiate procurement of foreign

patent and literature abstracting services for use by exam-

iners ; and provide technical specifications, guidance, advice,

and assistance to the contracting officer in such procure-

ments ; coordinate the classification of U.S. and foreign pat-

ent documents and nonpatent literature; and participate In

developing and fostering harmonization of tiie United States

and the International Patent Classification systems.

.03. The Examining Groups shall examine applications for

patents to ascertain if the applicants are entitled to pat-

ents under the law and grant patents to those so entitled.

Each examining group shall perform this function for patent

applications falling within the generic category assigned to

It. The numl)er of examining groups and the coverage of the

generic categories shall be determined by the Commissioner.

Sec 6. Offices reporting to the Assistant Commissioner for

Trademarks. .01 The Office of Trademark Program Control

shall develop guidelines governing trademark examining pro-

cedures ; establish program activity targets and continually

evaluate status against program objectives ; and provide in-

struction In trademark practice and procedures and coordi-

nate trademarks administrative support activities.

.02 The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board shall be re-

sponsible for hearing and deciding adversary proceedings

involving Interfering applications, oppositions to registration,

cancellations, and concurrent use proceedings ; and for hear-

ing and deciding appeals from final refusals of the trademark
examiners to allow the registration of trademarks.

.03 The Trademark Examining Operation shall be re-

sponsible for the classification of trademark applications Into

ilasses of goods and services, the examination and processing

of these applications, and the registration of trademarks,

service marks, and certification marks ; and maintain the

principal and supplemental registers of trademarks.

Sec 7. Offices reporting to the Assistant Commissioner for

Legal Affairs. .01 The Office of the Solicitor shall handle

all litigation to which the Commissioner Is a party and pro-

vide other legal services, including advice and assistance

on legislative matters, and maintenance of the law library.

.02 The Examiners-ln-chlef sitting as a Board of Patent

Appeals shall be responsible -for hearing and deciding ap-

peals from adverse decisions of examiners upon applications

for patents.

.03 The Board of Patent Interferences shall conduct

patent Interference proceedings and make final determina-

tions In the Patent Office as to priority of invention. The
Board shall also hear and decide questions concerning prop-

erty rights In inventions in the atomic energy and space fields

brought before It under the provisions of sections 2182 and

2456 (d) and (e) of title 42, U.S.C.

.04 The Office of Legislation shall develop recommenda-

tions and advise policy and action concerning matters which

may require changes in the patent and trademark laws

;

review and prepare analysis of bills or drafts of legislation

concerning patent or trademark matters received for techni-

cal appraisal ; prepare legislative proposals and, after ap-

propriate clearance, draft legislation and supporting docu-

mentation for clearance with the Department's Office of the

General Counsel and the Office of Management and Budget,

for consideration by the Congress ; and maintain liaison with

patent and trademark bar associations. Industry, and others

concerned with proposed and pending legislation.

.05 The Office of International Affairs shall coordinate

the development of policy and program recommendations or

positions respecting International patent and trademark

affairs, Including all proposed new or modified agreements

under the Paris Union, Patent Cooperation Treaty, or like

treaties ; maintain liaison in such matters with the Office of

the Secretary, the Department of State, and concerned ele-

ments of the public ; and participate In negotiating patent

and trademark matters In establishing international agree-

ments and In the implementation of programs affecting Pat-

ent Office commitments or responsibilities In these areas.

Sec 8. Offices reporting to the Assistant Commissioner

for Administration. .01. Management Planning Organiza-

tions :

a. The Office of Budget shall formulate. Interpret, and

execute budgetary and fiscal policies ; establish and maintain

a comprehensive budget program collaborating with cost cen-

ter officials in developing budget and fiscal plans ; develop

and present budget requests ; allocate and maintain budgetary

accountability of available funds ; maintain external liaison
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ia budgetary matters ; and review and evaluate the fulflllment

of budget-based program commitments.
. „ ,

b The Offlce of Management and Organltatlon shall plan

and conduct studies designed to Improve organlxatjon. meth

ods procedures, workflow, work measurement, managerial

technicals, and resource utilization, or otherwise Increase

efflciency. effectiveness and economy of operations ;
develop

and manage a system for the Issuance of internal adminls^

tratlve orders and instructions; promote development of the

Patent Offlce management improvement program and co-

ordinate the collection, review and submission of reportable

Plans and accomplishments thereon: coordinate a program

for the management and control of external reports; ami

make special studies as required.

c The Offlce of Program Planning and Evaluation shn 1

formulate plans for and coordinate the development of 1 at-

ent Offlce wide long and short range program object i%es

within the framework of budgetary constraints; define, pro-

ject, and allocate the manpower and other resources required

to achieve Patent Offlce-wlde objectives; develop and mon^

Itor a management information system which prescribe code

structures for and consolidates all administrative manage

ment systems Into a single Integrated data base to prov.de

Information designed to measure performance and achieve

ment against planned objectives ; and develop and issue a

wide variety of timely internal analytical and interpretive

reports to the managers of the Patent Office.

02 Public service organizations :

a The Office of Publications shall schedule and manage

the" processing and movement of allowed patent aPP»»<"»"«°

files m procuring the creation of full patent text machine

language data base and the composition and print ng or

weekly patent Issues and related announcements in the

OirriciAL Gazette :
provide requisition and scheduling serv-

ices for trademark publications ; monitor the quality or per-

formance by contributing sources and maintain close liaison

with U S Government Printing Offlce ; and prepare and issue

patent grants and periodic publications of patent indexes.

b The Office of Patent and Trademark Services shall pro

vtde the materials and services offered directly to the pub-

lic many of which are provided on a fee basis. These shall

include recording instruments that transfer property rights

to patents and trademarks; furnishing copies of patents

trademark registrations, and office records to examiners and

others in the Offlce. as well as to the public ;
providing draf

t^

ing services: and maintaining appropriate collections of

pertinent technical and scientific Information such as I nlted

States and foreign patents, periodicals, books, and other

publications for use by the public. It shall also conduct an

initial examination of patent applications for compUaiJce witl^

law and regulation as to form and certain matters of factual

content ; grant or deny a filing date based on such examina

tlon and forward to the Examining Groups those granted a

filing date : acknowledge the acceptance or rejection of appli-

cations for examination ; originate documentation of pending

applications; initially assign accepted applications to units

of the examining groups for examination ; and maintain re<^

ords on the status and location of all applications.

03 Administrative service orgamlzatlons :

a The Office of Computer Services shall be responsible for

providing data processing services to other elements of the

Patent Offlce : This shall Include tlft conduct of systems anal

ysis and equipment evaluation studies directly related to

the design and development of systems and programs for ap-

plications of computer techniques: preparation or procure-

ment and testing of computer programs, and supplemental

data processing services: operation of all general purpose

ADP equipment Including that which may be approved for use

within another organization unit as an integral part of its

operations; and maintenance of a comprehensive library ot

programs. Including those developed or procured by other

organization units.

b. The Offlce of Finance shall develop and maintain the

financial accounting syst.-m of the Patent omre, perform nc

counting operations for the revenue, trust funds, and ap-

propriation of the Patent Offlce. Including maintenance of

general accounts and related fi.scal records, preparation of

financial statements and reports, audit and certification of

vouchers for payment. Issuance of deposit account statements.

Initiation of action to collect amounts due the Patent Offlce.

and administration of the payroll system and relate.l em-

ployee accounts: and provide financial advice and opinions,

c The Office of <:eneral Services shall plan and administer

a broad Offlce wide program of general services. Including

procurement control ;
property, space, and facilities manage

ment ; communications, records, flies, mall, and forms man

agement: administrative printing: and clearance of nH '"<'

qulrements involving contractual pocurements. including

liaison with the Department, In connection therewith.

'
d. The Office of Personnel shall administer activities re-

lating to recruitment, placement, employee relations, eq'ial

employment opportunity programs for employees, training and

career development, incentive awards, performance rating,

position classification and wage administration, group man

agement relations, and various employee benefit programs.

04 The Offlce of Technology Assessment and Forecast

shall continually assess the status of technological activities

In all countries: compare inventive activity In the United

States relative to other nations: and forecast developments

on a world-wide basis.

Effective date : December 15. 1972.

GUY W. CHAMBERLIN. JR ,

Acting A»»i»tant Secretary

for Admini$tration.

(FR Doc. 73-321 . Filed 1-5-73 : 8 : 45 ami

Publiahfd in .18 FR. rOS8,Jan. S 197S

[907 O.G. 21

(210) Patent Officb

Organization and Functiona

This order, effective August 1. 1973. amends the material

appearing at 3S FR 1068 of January 8. 1973.

Department Organization Order 30-3B. dated December 15,

1972 Is hereby amended as follows :

1. SEC. 7. Offlcea reporting to the aasiatant commiaaioner

for lentil affaiiK.

a. Paragraph .04 is amended to read :

.04 The Otflce of Legialation and International Affaira shall

make studies and advise the Commissioner on policy and

action concerning matters which may require legislation and

on international patent and trademark matters ;
develop and

direct the Implementation of related programs ;
maintain Hal

son with the Offlce of the Secretary, the Department of State,

and appropriate congressional committees: and conduct nc

gotlatlons m technical patent and trademark matters in es

tabllshlng or Implementing International agreements.

b. Paragraph .05 is deleted.

2 The organization chart of December 15. 1972 is super

seded by the organization chart attached to this amendment^

Copy of the Organization Chart Is attached to the original of

this document on file In the Offlce of the Federal Register.

Effective date: August 1. 1973.
HENRY B TURNER

Aaaiatant Secretary for Adminiatration.

IFR Doc. 73-19292 ; Filed 9-11-73 ; 8 : 45 am]

1915 O.O. 3781
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PATENT OFFICE NOTICES
Notice to Counsel in CCPA Appeals

On or about January 1, 1974, the revised rules of the Court

of Customs and I'atent Appeals will become effective. One of

the significant revisions will be an increase of the filing fee

from .fl.'t.oo to $."1(1.00. Counsel filing Notices of Ajipcal to the

Court should plan to deposit the new fee if the appeal Is

docketed after January 1, 1974.

Dec. 5, 1973.

GP:0RGE E. HUTCHINSON,
Clerk.

Patent Suits

Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1952

S.685.536. Starkey and Ransburs, METHOD ^OR ELECTRO
STATICALLY COATING ARTICLES; 2,794,417. same, APPA
RATIS FOR ELECTROSTATICALLY COATING ARTICLES :

•-'.893.«93. W. \V. Crouse. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ELECTROSTATIC COATINIJ ; 2,893,894. E. M. Ransburp,

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ELECTROSTATICALLY
COATING, filed Mar. 1, 1973, D.C., ED. Pa. (Philadelphia).

Doc. 73-471, Kannburg Corporation v. R d R Metal Finishing

Co.. Inc. Sa*ie. filed Mar. 1, 1973, DC, ED. Pa. (Philadel

phia). Doc. 73-472. Rannburg Corporation v. Baldtcin Hard-

irarc Corporation. Same, filed Mar. 1, 1973, D.C., E.D. Pa.

(Philadelphia), Doc. 73-474, Ransburg Corporation v. Aero

Wire Inc. Same, filed Mar. 1, 1973, D.C., ED. Pa. (Philadel-

phia), Doc. 7.3-47.'), Rnnifburg^ Corporation v. ^larimaker Lock

Companji, Inc. Same, filed Mar. 23, 1973, DC. ED. Pa.

(Philadelphia), Doc. 73-654, Ransburg Corporation v. Per-

kasie Industries Corporation. Same, filed Mar. 23, 1973, D.C.,

E.D. Pa. (Philadelphia), Doc. 73-653, Ransburg Corp. v.

Ajax Products, Inc.

2.^50.0r,-t. J. D. Huflines. REFUSE COMPRESSOR MECHA
NISM FOR VEHICLES, filed Oct. 31, 1972, D.C., ED. Mo.

(St. Louis), Doc. 72C6S2(A), James Donle Huflines v. R-V

Industries. Consent judgment entered May 8, 1973.

2,76»,766, Boyle and Taylor. INFLATABLE LIFE RAFT;
2.804,633, Tavlor and Fraebel, INFLATABLE LIFE RAFT
COMPRISING IMPROVED CANOPY AND SUPPORTING
MEANS THEREFOR, filed Apr. 13, 1972, D.C., CD. Calif.

(Los Angeles), Doc. 72-806-R, American Safety Flight Sys-

tems, Inc. V. The Garrett Corporation. Final judgment and

order enjoining defendant, May 22, 1973.

2.781.399, S. H. Shapiro, PREPARATION OF SECONDARY
AMINES; 2,9.50,318, same, PROCESS FOR THE PRODUC-
TION OF QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS; 3,-

136.819. Shapiro and Pilch. PREPARATION OF TERTIARY
ALIPHATIC METHYL AMINES ; 3,222.402, M. C Cooperman,

PREPARATION OF N-ALIPHATIC TRIMETHYLENE DI-

AMINES, filed Apr. 24, 1973, DC, W.D. Tenn. (Memphis),

Doc. C-68-40, .Armour d Company and Armour Industrial

Chemical Company v. Eneneo Ine. Judgment: complaint dis-

missed with prejudice ; judgment between the parties entered

by default against plaintiffs and In favor of defendant on

defendant's counterclaims as to invalidity and noninfringe-

ment, Apr. 24, 1973.

2.790.516. Wright and Butler, VEHICLE DISC BRAKE AS-

SEMBLY ; 2,921,650, H. J. Butler, DISC BRAKE, filed Feb.

7, 1973, D.C, E.D. Mich. (Detroit), Doc. 39637, Dunlop Hold-

ings Limited v. General Motors Corporation.

2.794,417. (See 2,68.').536.)

2,801,633. (See 2,764,766.)

2,835,319. M. J. Fleming, Jr., INFLATABLE SELF-CON
TRACTING TIRE BEAD SEATING DEVICE ; 2,844,126, R. H.

Gaylord, FLUID ACTUATED MOTOR SYSTEM AND STROK-

ING DEVICE, filed Oct. 7, 1969, D.C.N.J. (Trenton), Doc.

1180-69, Gould, Inc. v. Tool Aid Manufacturing Co., Inc.;

Meyer Iglewitz and Rita Iglewitz. Consent judgment for per-

manent injunction ;
patents of plaintiff valid and infringed,

Feb. 16, 1973.

2,844,126. (See 2,835,319.)

2.844,992, Spound and Martin, RECLINING CHAIR HEAD-
REST CONSTRUCTIONS ; 2,958,374, same, AUTOMATICALLY
PR(WECTIBLE HEADREST; 2,982,340, A. M. Spound, RE
CLINING CHAIR HEADREST CONSTRUCTIONS ; 3,024,064.

same, filed June 4, 1973, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc.

.Albert M. Spound et al. v. The Lane Company, Inc. et al.

2.893.893. (See 2,6a"),536.)

2.898.894. (See 2,685.536.)

2.921,6.50. (See 2,790,516.)

2,950,318. (See 2,781,399.)

2,958,374. (See 2.884,992.)

2,965.040, J. Eisenberg, GEAR PUMPS, filed June 6, 1973.

D.C.N.J. (Newark), Doc. 787-73. Eco Pump Corporation v.

Picut Mfg. Co., Inc.

2.980.037, E. C Eisner, SELF-LOCKING BAR ATTACH
MENT; 2,984,88.5, same, RELEASABLE ATTACHMENT FIT

TING ; Re. 2.5,069, same, WEB-TENSIONING BUCKLE, filed

Apr. 20, 1973, D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 73-885-

CC, .Xeroquip Corporation v. ANCRA Corporation.

2,984,885. (See 2,980,037.)

2.982,340. (See 2,881,992.)

2,995,437, C A. HolHngsworth, DEFLUORINATION OF
PHOSPHATE ROCK, filed Apr. 30, 1973, D.C, S.D. Tex.

(Houston), Doc. 73-H-549, Bordon, Inc. v. Olin Corp.

.3,024,064. (See 2, 884,992.)

3,054,447, R. Brydolf, FOLDING DOOR HARDWARE ; 3,638.-

175$, same, PANEL FRAME; 3,169,249, Brydolf and Kellems,

JIG FOR ASSEMBLING POCKET DOOR FRAMES ; 3,261.129,

same, PANEL HARDWARE ; 3,450,426, K. K. Kellems, PANEL
FRAME CORNER CONNECTOR ; 3,597,790, Kellems and Bry-

dolf, FOLDING DOOR HARDWARE, filed Oct. 31, 1972, D.C,

S.D. Fla. (Miami), Doc. 72-1722-C-WM, Acme General Corp.

v. Labrie Manufacturing Co., Inc.

3,058,173. (.See 3,0*4,447.)

3,090,050, Fraser and McLean, EYE AND FACE WASH, filed

Dec. 30. 1971, DC, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 71c3136, Speak-

man Co. v. Water Saver Faucet Co., Inc. Enter judgment

order dismissing cause, Apr. 25, 1973.

3.103,666, A. R. Bone, TAG ATTACHING APPARATUS,
filed Apr. 30. 1973, D.C, E.D. Mo. (St. Louis), Doc. 73C264

(1), Dennison .Manufacturing Company v. Consolidated Foods

Corp.

3.136,819. (See 2,781,399.) «,

3,169,219. (See 3,054,447.)

3,222,402. (See 2,781,399.)

3.334.361. R. E. Watson, SHIELDED-HINGE TOILET SEAT
CONSTRUCTION, filed Sept. 29, 1971, D.C, E.D. Wis. (Mil-

waukee), Doc. 71-C-495, Swedish Crucible Steel Company v.

Bemis Manufacturing Company. Stipulation of dismissal en-

tered pursuant to Rule 41(a) FRCP, Oct. 6, 1972.

3,358,658, M. V. Dadd, LUBRICANT FLOW METERING
MEANS FOR ENGINE ROCKER ARM LUBRICATION SYS-

TEM ; Re. 25,154, P. F. Bergmann, MEANS FOR METERING
LUBRICATING OIL FROM AN HYDRAULIC TAPPET TO
A HOLLOW PUSH ROD; Re. 25,974, M. V. Dadd, ROCKER
ARM OIL CONTROL MEANS, filed Mar. 9, 1973, D.C.N.J.

(Newark), Doc. C-330-73, Johnson Products Inc. v. Welles

Manufacturing Corp.

3,432,793, Muska, Schacker and McHattic, GROUNDING
CONNECTION FOR ELECTRICAL UNIT, filed June 12, 1973,

D.C.N.J. (Trenton), Doc. C-831-73, William A. Muska, James

C. Schacker, Earl McHattie and Arrow-Hart, Inc. v. Circle F

Industries.

3,438,520, M. A. Williams, SLUG FILLING OF BINS, filed

May 31, 1973, D.C, W.D. Mo. (Kansas City), Doc. 73CV302-

W-4, Standard Havens, Inc. v. CMI Corporation.

3,450,426. (See 3,054,447.)

3,475.561. Krasln and Greene. TELEPHONE CARRIER SYS-

TEM HAVING SELF CONTAINED INDEPENDENTLY AT-

TACHABLE LINE TAP UNITS, filed May 26. 1971, D.C,
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EDNC (Raleigh). Doc. 1232-C. Superior Continental Cor-

poration V. Anaconda Wire and Cable Company. Stipulation

of dismissal with prejudice, May 1, 1973.

3.578.745. Gamier and Blanc. DENTAL INSTRUMENT.

ai«d Jan. 3, 1973, D.C.. E.D.N.Y. (Brooklyn). Doc. 73C-12,

MicroMega S.A. v. Ruthal Industriet. Ltd. A consent judg-

ment was filed May 2. 1973.

3,597,790. (See 3,0W,447.)

8 685 711. M E. Elsenstadt. CYCLAMATE FREE ARTIFI

CI II SWEETENER. «led June 11. 1973. DC. E.D.N.Y.

(Brooklyn). Doc. 73-C-847. Cumberland Packing Corporation

V. Weight Watchers International, Inc.

3 638.439, O. C. Nlederer, EMBEDDING CABLE LIKE MEM-

BERS, filed May 31. 1973. D.C., S.D. Fla. (Miami). Doc. 73-

JANI'ARY 1, 1974

934-C-PF. Aqua-Tech, Inc. v. Little Fin, Inc. and Robert T.

Spearman.

3 691.727. F. Doerscheln. MULTIPLE SHEET DISPENSING

\PPARATUS. filed June 12. 1973. DC. N.D. Ohio (Clevc

land). Doc. C-73-597. Heat Sealing Equip. Mfg. Co. r.

Cleveland-Detroit Corp. and Clamco Corp.

3.736.197, Messerschmldt, Heyman and Johnsen II, POW-

DERLESS ETCHING BATH COMPOSITIONS AND ADDI-

TIVES, filed May 29. 1973. D.C. Del. (Wilmington). Doc.

4663. Mona Industries, Inc. v. Philip A. Hunt Chemical Cor-

poration.
I

Re. 25.069. (See 2,980.037.) I

Re. 25,154. (See 3.358.658.)

Re. 25,974. (Sec 3,358,658.)

January 1, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

Certificates of Correction for the Week of Jan. 1, 1974
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p.p. 3,369

3,490,812

3,575,287

3,C>.S2,5S2

;?.(;49,719

3,05:{,259

3,657,060

;?,06fi,022

3,676,140

3,67S,107

,'?,6M5,S00

3,6S6,217

3.6S7,026

3.0S7,99.S
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3,091,;{57
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3,701,701

3,705,020

.'i,7O6,000

3.707.993
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3,709,054
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3.719,440
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.•?.722,737

.3.724.711

.'l.725.:?43

.•{.725,3.S2

.-5.725,548

.3,725.710

.3.725,984

3,720,034

3,720,858

3,727,008

3.727,992

3,728.112

3,728.380

3,728,501

3,728, .564

3,728,614

3.728,050

3.728.090

.3.728,097

3,728,712

3,728,892

3.730,841

3,730,879

3,7.32,176

3,732,243

3,732,328

3,733,030

3.733,704

3,734,075

3.734.682

3,734,720

3,735,003

3.735,281

3,7.35,987

3,736,047

3,736,878

3,737,343

3,737,4.39

3,737,578

3,7.39,027

3,7.39,498

3.739,905

3,7.39,941

3,740,155

3,740,264

3,741,1.34

3.741,731

3,741.921

3,742.477

3.742, .565

3,742.824

3,745,137

3,745,592

3,745,917

3,745,986

3.746,212

3,740,725

3,740,7.59

3,74C>,925

3,747,093

3,747,156

3.747,191

3,747,253

3,747,449

3,747,005

3,747,938

3,748,168

3,748,233

3,748,302

3,748,454

3,748,840

3,748,976

3,749.171

3.749,172

3,749,483

3,749,673

3,749,801

3,749,803

3,750,179

3,750,239

3,751,242

3,751,337

3,751,420

3,751,409

3,751,513

3,751,761

3,751,925

3,752,199

3,752,409

3.752,477

3,752,563

3,753,657

3,753,697

3,753.897

3,753,999

3,754,035

3,754,126

3,754,453

3,754,599

3,755,064

3,755,102

3,755,207

3.755,211

3,755,229

3,755,303

3,755,378

3.755,442

3.755,575

3,755,978

3,755,986

3,756,151

3,756,269

3,756,658

3,757,051

3,757,060

3,757,085

3,757,114

3,757,140

3,757,410

3,757,579

3,758,233

3,758,291

3,758,420

3,758.502

3,758,585

3,758,693

3,758,695

3,759,062

3,759,176

3,759,217

3,759,314

3,759,380

3,759,626

3,759,650

3,759,714

3,759,914

3,759,997

3,760,153

3,760,252

3,760,273

3,760,367

3,760,807

3,761,006

3,761,206

3,761,344

3,761,890

3,762.365

.3,702,524

3.762,816

3,763,068

3,763,107

3.763.114

3,763,129

3,763,-341

3,763,815

3,763,874

3,763,932

3,764,071

3,764,159

3,764,369

3,767,073
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS

liMLLIAM FELDMAN, Acting Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF DECEMBER 8. 1973

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual
Flllag Date

of Oldest
New Case
Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

Igniting Devices.

Ink Adheiive and Abrading Compositions: Molding. Shaping, and Treating l'rocesse«.

r^o A-r^vV AV^ T AMiVATINr. BLEACHING DYEING AND PHOTOGRAPHY. GROUP 160-A. LLEAVITT, Director
''^

cTIt'^ng P^o^es'^^ and\17s^'^r'^^^^^ Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Adhesive Bonding. Special Chemical

Manufactures; Special Utility Compositions: Bleaching; Dyeing and Photography.
^„,„„,. » „ r^. .„,

Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Relrigwation, Concentrative Evaporators. Mineral OUs Apparatus, .misc. rnysicai rtuo-

esses.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

Photography Motion Pictures; Illumination; Horology; Acoustics: Recorders. Weighing scales.

11-24-72

&-2sn

8-30-72

10-02-72

7-17-72

'Active Batteries; Nuclear Reactors. Powder MetaUurgy. Rocket Fuels; Radio-Active Material

Instruments Sound Recording; Winding and Reeling. Measunng and Testing. Indicating.

works; Optics; Radiant Energy; Mea.surinB

DESIGNS. GROUP 200-R L CAMPBELL, Director

Industrial Arts; Household. Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA. GROUP 310-O M. FORLENZA
\J*««'«f---Y.-il----;/-"

Conveyors: Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements: Store Servce: Sheet and ^^^^ Feeding Dispenslne^^^^^^^

Fire "Extinguishers: Coin Handling: Check Controlled Apparatus: Cl^ifynng and Assort ng solids. Boats, snips, abto

Motor and Land Vehicles and Appurtenances; Brakes; Railways and Railway Equipment.

vfATiTRiAT <?HAPIVO ARTICLE MANUFACTURING. TOOLS. GROUP SOO-D J STOCKING. Director ..-- -

^'^ISft^uSg^P o^e^s^eiYsLm^!^^
Working; Metal Fusion- Bonding. Metal Founding; M^allurgical Apparatus; PImucsJA orkingA^^

Earthenwiire Apparatus: Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividing; W ork and Tool Holders. ^oo<i*°^'""-
l.^'"' ^'"l'

AMUSEMENT. HUSBANDRY. PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORMATION. G^^^^
f^h^ w'lr^.S and E^avaVlng;

Amusement and Exercising Devices; Pro ectors; Animal and Plant Husbandry
^x^fiof^ 'printw Tvoewritcrs Stationery;

Fishing, etc.; Tobacco; Artificial Body Members; Dentistry. Jewelry; surgery; Toiletry. Printing, typewriters, oi^ii

Information Dissemination

HEAT, POWER. AND FLUID ENGINEERING. GROUP 34a-M.M >JEW^1AN Diirctor -. -^--^ -^^^^^^^^^^

Power Plants; Combustion Engines; Fluid Motors; Reaction Motors: Pumps; R°'*7,E„^'""Xne E^^menU cS^^^^
Exchange; Refrigeration; Ventilation; Drying; Temperature and Humidity Regulation. Machine Elements, v^oupimg ,

ing- Bearings; Clutches; Power Transmission; Fluid Handling and Control. Lubrication

MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTIONS. TEXTILES AND MINING. «ROUP MO-T. J^ HICK^^^^^

Joints; Fasteners; Rod. Pipe and Electrical Connectors: Miscellaneous "f^ware Lwks Building Stmcture^^^^^

Bridges; Closures; Earth Engineering; Drilling: .Mining; Furniture; Supports; Cabinet Structures, i^en.niugai oep*.

Coaling: Textiles; Apparel and Shoes. Sewing Machines

6-02-73

8-11-72

12-29-72

7-10-72

12-26-72

2-14-72

1-22-73

10-10-72

1-19-73

2-12-73

9-25-72

ErpiraUon of p.t*nui: The patents within the range of numbers indicaU.d below expire <l"""e "^^"\^"
\^tl' "gSl^cw S^t 940) and Public

eiplred^rlier durto shortened terms under the provisions of Public Law 690 79th Congress approved August 8^^ provisions of

Law 619. 83rd Congress, approved August 23. 1954 (68 Stat. 764). or which may have had theu '«™s
"'f^^''/."'.,^,^ beforeThe fiUl term of 17 years for

3.S U S C 2.13 Other patents, issued after the dates of the ranpe of numbers indicated below, may have expirea oeiore lue im.

the same reMons. or have lapsed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 151.

Numbers " 772 415 to 2.775.761. Inclualye
Patents 1 Numbers 1J32 to 1,642, Inclusiv*
Plant Patenti

102

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS
PUBLISHED JANUARY 1, 1974

Published at the request of the applicant or owner in accordance with the Notice of Dec. 16. 1969. 869 O.G. 687. The

abstracts of Defensive Publication applications are identified by distinctly numbered series and are arranged chronologically.

The heading of each abstract indicates the number of pages of specification, including claims and sheets of drawings contained

in the application as originally filed. The files of these applications are available to the public for inspection and reproduction

may be purchased for 30 cents a sheet.

Defensive Publication applications have not been examined as to the merits of alleged invention. The Patent Office makes

no assertion as to the novelty of the disclosed subject matter.

T9 18,001

FLAME RETARDANT MOLDING COMPOSITIONS
HAVING DESIRABLE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Theodore F. Gray, Jr., 2153 Westwind Drive 37660;

James C. Weaver, 1549 Garden Drive 37664; and

Marvin A. McCall, 4519 Mitchell Road 37664, all

of Kingsport, Tenn.
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 16,953,

Aug. 5, 1970. This application Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No.

111,668
Int. CI. C08g 51/04
U.S. CI. 260—40 R

No Drawing. 15 Pages Specification

A flame retarder which is a brominated diphenyl com-

pound such as decabromodiphenyl ether or decabromo-

diphenyl carbonate alone or in combination with anti-

mony trioxide is added to polyCtetramethylene terephthal-

ate) or poly (ethylene terephthalate) and glass fiber to

provide a composition moldable into a self-extinguish-

ing article with mechanical properties, particularly impact

strength, substantially the same as a nonself-extinguish-

ing article molded from only poly(tetramethylene ter-

ephthalate) or poly(eihylene terephthalate) and glass fiber

alone without a flame retarder. Articles molded from these

compositions unexpectedly retain their self-extinguishing

character even after prolonged exposure to an elevated

temperature.

T918,002
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR PRINTING INFORMA-
TION ON THE TRAILING END OF CONTINU-
OUSLY TRANSPORTED ARTICLES

Eugene Edward Knoth, 940 Benston Road,
Whitehall, Mich. 49461

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,663

Int. CI. B41f 17/16, 17/34
VS. CI. 101—41

Sheet Drawing. 13 Pages Specifica'tion

means to position the articles a predetermined distance

apart on the conveyor, a printing carriage reciprocably

mounted to assume a printing position and a non-print-

ing position, detecting means to sense conveyance of an

article past a predetermined location immediately in ad-

vance of the printing carriage, controlling means respon-

sive to the detecting means to position the printing car-

riage in its printing position a predetermined distance

behind the trailing end of an article as it is conveyed,

extensible printing means mounted on the printing car-

riage which automatically advance in the direction of arti-

cle conveyance to make contact with the trailing end of

an article upon positioning of the printing carriage in its

printing position, and means to retract the printing means

and to return the printing carriage to its non-printing

position upon printing of an article. In a preferred em-

bodiment, the article being printed is a bag filled with

particulate material and the bag is compressed during

printing by a weighted conveyor positioned above the

transporting conveyor, thereby forming a firm trailing end

to receive printed information such as lot number.

CD^^f^(5

An automatic continuous printing system for printing

information on the trailing end of articles as they are

transported through the system comprising a conveyor,

T918,003
ANTIOXIDANT COMPOSITIONS

Ernest R. Sherwin, 4044 Skyland Drive 37664; Bobby
M. Luckadoo, 504 Robindale Lane 37663; and Emma
J. Freeman, 1849 Fairoaks Road 37663, all of Kings-

port, Tenn.
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 153,838,

June 16, 1971. This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser.

No. 347,002
Claims priority; application Argentina, Apr. 11, 1972,

241,401; Canada, May 9, 1972, 141.666; Venezuela,

May 26, 1972, 2,675; Mexico, June 14, 1972, 136,283;

Australia, June 15, 1972, 43,436; Brazil, June 15, 1972,

3,875; Japan, June 15, 1972, 47/59,100; Great Britain,

June 15, 1972, 28,015/72
Int. CI. A23d 5/04; A231 3/34

U.S. CI. 426—181
No Drawing. 24 Pages Specification

An antioxidant composition for oils and fats particu-

larly those used for frying is retained in the oil or fat

even after many fryings at high temperatures. Included

in the composition are

(A) about 60 to 99% by weight of the composition

of an antioxidant selected from the group consisting

of mono-tertiary-butylhydroquinone, a gallic acid

ester selected from propyl, octyl or dodecyl gallates;

and blends of these antixod-ints with butylated hy-

droxyanisole and butylated hydroxytoluene;

(B) to 34% by weight of the composition of an or-

ganic acid synergist selected from the group consist-

ing of citric acid, ascorbic acid, tartaric acid, fumaric

acid, and esters thereof, ethylene-diaminetetraacetic

acid and its sodium and calcium salts; and

(C) about 0.1 to 5% by weight of the composition of

a compound from the class consisting of polydi-'

methyl and polydiethyl siloxane having a viscosity

of 100 to 100,000 centistokes at 100° F.
*
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T918,004

PROGRAM GENERATOR FOR BRANCHING
QUESTIONNAIRE

William M. Chappell, Yorktown Heights. Hugh C. Fallon,

Mohegan Lake, Gerald Geortzel, White Plains, and

William G. Strobm, Yorktown Heights. N.Y., assignors

to International Business Machines Corporation,

ColitSuation of' appUcation Ser. No. 213.909, Dec. 30,

1971. This appUcation Apr. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 347,591

Int. CI. G06f 7/00

U.S. CI. 340—172.5

20 Sheets Drawing. 82 Pages Specification

as shown at 21 and 23 and. in association with the posi-

tion of the respective designated locations or spots in the

text of said queries at which a manual response to each

query is to be made, to generate at 31 the decode instruc-

tions (called IMD's) required by the computer to decode

the responses thereto.

HITE MCSriOMlin IMTSICIMI
' flTH COlTIOl llfOlltliM

IFIC4I

TDMSrODM IIFOUIIIO* TO

MCNite loooLE guESiioiaiiiE
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T9 18,005

TRACTABLE AROMATIC POLY(SCHlFF BASES)

WilUam P. Baker, Jr., deceased, late of Chadds Ford,

Pa., by Sara Z. Baker, executrix. Chadds Ford, Pa.,

and Ronald A. Sahatjian, Chadds Ford, Pa.; said

Sahatjian assignor to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and

Company, Wilmington. DeL
,o^ aixh t\ * a

Continuation of application Ser. No. 186,406, uct.*,

1971. This application Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,644

Int. CI. C08g 9/06

U.S. CI. 260—72.5 I

No Drawing. 11 Pages Specification

A tractable, aromatic poly(SchifT base) having the re-

curring structural formula:
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REISSUES
JANUARY 1. 1974

. . V K o.bot« r 1 aooeirs In the original patent but forms i.o part of thU reissue spoclflcntlon :
matter

Matter enclo»ed In heavy brackets t
J
^ppeare w «e^onB>n^^^P^

,^,.,,,^. by nissue.

tiyely high hydrogen sulfide hydrogen ratios in the reaction

''^•'^
,^„^ H/u7e relatively non-aromatic products, e.g. jet

HYDROCRACKING PROCESS WITH REGULATION ^o"''

OF THE AROMATIC CONTENT OF THE PRODUCT

Paul F. Hdfrey, Whittier, Nicholas L. Kay and Bernal

Peralta, Fullerion, and Cloyd P. Reeg, Orange, Calif.,

assignors to Union Oil Company of California, Los

Angeles, Calif.

Original No. 3,132,090, dated May 5, 1964, Ser. No.

168,058, Jan. 23, 1962. Application for reissue May

27, 1968, Ser. No. 743,535

*_• ^M^^^

Int. CI. ClOg 13/02. 13/10

U.S. CI. 208—59 13 Claims

fuels and/or diesel fuels, are produced by reducing the

hydrogen sulfide/hydrogen ratio.

27,858

CENTRIFUGAL CLUTCH

Eugene W. LaughUn, Minneapolis, Minn., by Textron,

Inc., assignee. Providence, R.I.

Original No. 3,605,510, dated Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No.

869.165, Oct. 24, 1969. ApplicaUon for reissue Sept

20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,631

Int. CI. F16h 55/52

US. CI. 74—230.17 E 1« C^^"*"

In the hydrocracking of mineral oils with a Group VUl

noble metal hydrocracking catalyst, a relatively aromatic

gasoline product is produced by maintaining relatively

high hydrogen sulfide/hydrogen ratios in the reaction

zone, while relatively non-aromatic products, e.g. jet fuels

and/or diesel fuels, are produced by reducing the hydro-

gen sulfide/hydrogen ratio.

27,857

HYDROCRACKING PROCESS WITH REGULATION
OF THE AROMATIC CONTENT OF THE PRODUCT

Paul F. Helfrey, Whittier, Nicholas L. Kay and Bemal

Peralta, FuUerton, Cloyd P. Reeg, Orange, and Row-

land C. Hansford, Yorba Linda, Calif., assignors to

Union Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Original No. 3,132,090, dated May 5, 1964, Ser. No.

168,058, Jan. 23, 1962. Application for reissue June

18, 1971, Set. No. 154,632, which is a continuation of

abandoned reissue application Ser. No. 745,645, May

27, 1968
Int CI. ClOg 13/02. 13/10

UA CI. 208—111 "^ Claims

In the hydrocracking of mineral oils with a Group

VIII noble metal hydrocracking catalyst, a relatively aro-

matic gasoline product is produced by maintaining rela-

The disclosure is directed to a variable ratio centrifugal

clutch having driving and driven assemblies connected by

an endless belt. The driving assembly consists of a pair of

sheaves aflRxed to a drive shaft, one being axially stationary

and the other being axially movable with respect thereto.

The movable sheave forms part of a closed housing which

fully encloses a plurality of flyweights pivotally mounted

on the shaft for rotation therewith. In response to in-

creases in drive shaft speed, the flyweights swing outward

and engage the housing, moving it in its entirety along

the shaft to bring the sheaves together.

106 \
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27 Rf9 27,861

TOY CAR MOTION TRANSMISSION DEVICE

KeUchiro Miura, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Asahi Charies E. Kraus, Austin, Tex., assignor to

Toy Co Ltd Tokyo Japan Excelermatic, Inc.

Original No. 3,541,725, dated Nov. 24, 1970, Ser. No. Original No. 3,575,058 dated Apr. 13, 1971, Ser. No.

753,670, Aug. 19, 1968. Application for reissue Apr. 753,941, Aug. 20, 1968, which is a continuahon-in^^^^^

25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,388
Int. CI. A63h 77/00

U.S. CI. 46—206 10 Claims

of Ser. No. 499,560, Oct. 21, 1965. AppUcation for

reissue Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,991

Int. CI. F16g 1/24; F16h 7/12. 55/56

U.S. CI. 74—227 18 Oaims

A toy car moved by a repulsive force of spiral spring.

The spiral spring is wound by pressing the car downward-

ly and moving it forwardly, thereby making a gear pro-

vided on a driving shaft drive a gear which is connected

to an end of the spiral spring through another shaft. The

repulsive force of the wound spiral spring is transmitted

to driving wheels by means of a gear train.

27,860
ASPIRATOR APPARATUS FOR BAG

INFLATION SYSTEMS
Ronald H. Day, Mill Valley, Calif., assignor to Sargent

Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Original No. 3,572,974, dated Mar. 30, 1971, Ser. No.

813,660, Apr. 4, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 803,178, Feb. 28, 1969. AppUcation for

reissue Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,149

Int. CI. F04f 5/48

U.S. CI. 417—184 24 Claims

ATHOSFMCM ,1

A power transmission device having a pair of pulleys

connected by a traction transmitting member such as a

chain, such chain being of sufficient length to provide

intentionally a certain amount of sag between the pulleys

with control of both slack and tight side chain pull and

control of maximum ratio of tight to slack pull. Con-

tinuous tension on both tight and slack sides of the mem-

ber around the pulley. The pulleys may be of variable

pitch type to provide for adjustable speed operation under

suitable control.

The chain has longitudinally extending contact surfaces

engaging the pulley flanges which lie along the centerline

of the chain, are essentially flat, match the pulley flange

surfaces, and are positioned between the joints of the

chain links.

27,862

MEANS AND METHOD FOR LOCATING SHRIMP
AND OTHER MARINE ANIMALS

Albert B. Silchenstedt, Box 255, Rockport, Tex. 78382

Original No. 3,561,150, dated Feb. 9, 1971, Ser. No.

846,545, July 31, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part

of abandoned Ser. No. 767,781, Oct 15, 1968. AppU-

cation for reissue July 1, 1971, Ser. No. 159,072

Int. CI. AOlk 73/02

U.S. CI. 43—4.5 10 aalms

JZ) OJC/lLOSffAPH

An improved aspirator device for bag inflation sys-

tems and the like, which is rotationally symmetric about

the axis of the device and includes an annular atmos-

pheric flow path concentric with one or more rings of

aspirating jets to provide a high efficiency aspirating func-

tion. The aspirator includes a single operation closure

component which acts to open the atmospheric flow path

upon actuation of the device and close the atmospheric

flow path when a predetermined pressure has been built

up within the inflated device. Means are provided for

allowing a selected inflated device pressure to initiate

closure of the atmospheric flow path.

A try net is provided with an acoustic-electrotransducer

which transmits electrical oscillations to a remote filter

device. ^The filter device is tuned to isolate the character-

istic vibrations produced by selected marine animals and

the signals therefrom are transmitted to an indicator.
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27,863

VARIABLE RESISTOR OF SLIDING TYPE WITH
SWITCH ACTIVATED BY SLIDER

Tadashi Yano, Osaka, and Shunzo Oka. Hirakata, Japan,

assignors to Matsushita Electric Industnal Co., Ltd.,

On^na?' No'1622,934. dated Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No.

39 738, May 22, 1970. AppUcation for reissue Oct. 3,

1972, Ser. No. 294,505 o ,o*«
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. ^l'**?'

43/68.917; May 30, 1969, 44/52,233; July 22,

1969,44/71,631
Int. CI. HOlc 9/08

U.S. CI. 338—198 " C'"'*"'

frequency Fl or a call answer frequency F2 while simul-

taneously receiving data on a call originate frequency F2

and a call answer frequency Fl. Control apparatus is

provided in the modem for closed loop testing wherein

the modem receiver is forced to receive the normal out-

going data modulated carrier signal and return the data

signal back to thj incoming line and thereby provide loop-

back on the analog or tone side of the telephone line

interface.

27,865

APPLICATOR HAVING A FIXED MODULE WITH
STATIC PARTS AND A REMOVABLE MODULE
WITH MOVING PARTS

Robert G. Baker, Avon, and Samuel R. Rosen, Loram,

Ohio, assignors to Nordson Corporation, Amberst,

Origiial No. 3,570,725. dated Mar. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

776,177, Nov. 15, 1968. Application for reissue Oct.

13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,455
|

Int. CI. B67d 3/00

U.S. CI. 222—504 2' C^™*

A variable resistor of sliding type with switch including

a dielectric base having a resistance element and a conduc-

tive element, a slider being movable along a predeter-

mined line on the dielectric base, a variable resistor of

sliding-type means including the resistance element, the

conductive element and a plurality of contactors bemg

provided on the underside of the slider, a switching means

including movable and stationary contacts and being pro-

vided on at least one of the both end portions of the

dielectric base in the predetermined line, and a switch-

working means being provided at the slider and being en-

gaged with the movable contacts to actuate the switching

means in connection with movement of the slider.

./7

27,864

CLOSED LOOP TEST METHOD AND APPARATUS
FOR DUPLEX DATA TRANSMISSION MODEM

Steven J. Davis, Ridgefield, and Richard A. Liberman,

Stratford, Conn., assignors to General Datacomm In-

dustries, Inc., Norwalk. Conn.

Original No. 3,655,915, dated Apr. 11, t972, Ser. No.

35,454, May 7, 1970. Application for reissue June 29,

1972, Ser. No. 267,390
Int. CI. H04mi7/06

U.S. a. 179—2 DP 8 Claims

A fluid-operated modular apparatus for extruding and

applying viscous liquids such as molten adhesives. The

apparatus includes a gun in the form of a readily remov-

able module that attaches to a fixed service block module

which receives the supply lines for the viscous liquid

and the operating air for example. The service block and

gun have passages which register when the apparatus is

assembled whereby the gun may be easily removed from

the fixed service block and replaced without disconnectmg

any fluid lines or other service equipment.

iir
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A duplex data transmission modem is provided having

facilities for transmitting data on either a call originate

27,866

APP4R\TUS FOR THE AUTOMATIC DETERMINA-
TION OF THE COAGULATION, AGGREGATION
AND/OR FLOCCULATION, OR THE "KE. RATES
OF FLUIDS. AND NOVEL REACTION INTENSI-

FYING AGENT FOR USE THEREWITH
Stanford L. AdIer, Westchester County, N.Ym a^lgnor to

Technicon Corporation, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Original No. 3,650,698, dated Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No.

881,971, Dec. 4, 1969. AppUcation for reissue Dec.

14, 1972, Ser. No. 314,930

Int. CI. B03c 1/02: GO In 11/00. 33/16

U.S. CI. 23—253 R 1^ Claims

Apparatus for the determination of the coagulation

rate or the like of fluids, wherein dispensing means are

operable to successively dispense blood plasma samples.

in turn and at a precisely metered rate, onto spaced-
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apart measured quantities or spots of a dried suspension

of a reaction intensifying agent carried on an advancing

film strip. The intensifying agent may comprise magnetic

iron oxide particles. Subsequent to incubation of the

sample-intensifying agent mixture, additional dispensing

means are operable to dispense a precisely metered quan-

tity of prothrombin reagent into the film strip. The result-

ing sample-reagent-intensifying agent mixture is subjected

27,868
DC SHUNT STARTER GENERATOR

Dennis Allan Porter, Staunton, Va., assignor to

General Electric Company
Original No. 3,493,776, dated Feb. 3, 1970, Ser. No.

565,240, July 14, 1966. Application for reissue Jan.

24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,498
Int CI. F02n 11/04

U.S. CI. 290—31 9 Claims

to rotating magnetic fields, with the "result that the mov-

ing magnetic particles promote mixing and, also, are

operative to collect one or more of the fibrin strands,

whereby the mixture, which is substantially turbid, under-

goes a sharp change in its optical transmission properties,

which change is detected by light sensitive means for the

measurement of the prothrombin time of the blood plasma

sample of interest.

27,867

RADIATION-SENSITIVE CAMERA SHUTTER AND
APERTURE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Kenneth E. Years, Piano, Tex., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Original No. 3,626,825, dated Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No.

41,402, May 28, 1970. Application for reissue May
5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,799

Int. CI. GOlj 1/00

VS. CI. 95—10 C 8 Claims

A shunt starter generator is modified to provide the

starting characteristics of a series starter generator, by

weakening the field by paralleling the series compensating

winding with a Zener reference diode in the voltage reg-

^ulator to effect interruption of the excitation as the

armature current falls, thereby allowing the field current

to decrease to reduce the hack EMF. When the back

EMF is reduced, the supply voltage exceeds such back

EMF and the armature current and resultant current in-

crease, to provide the high speeds required to ignite and

start a jet engine.

27,869

PITCH MATCHING DETECTING AND
COUNTING SYSTEM

Samuel P. Willits and William L. Mohan, Barrington,

III., assignors to Spartanics, Limited, Palatine, 111.

Original No. 3,581,067, dated May 25, 1971, Ser. No.

780,367, Dec. 2, 1968. Application for reissue Aug.

15, 1972, Ser. No. 279,615
Int. CI. G06m 9/00

U.S. CI. 235—92 SB 28 Claims

A voltage that varies linearly with light intensity varia-

tion is generated by an amplifier having a differential in-

put stage connected to a light responsive diode. Two high

gain transistors are included in the differential input stage

to provide amplification of the signal currents of the light

responsive diode. In a camera shutter and aperture con-

trol system, the linearly varying light intensity voltage is

amplified to control two threshold detector circuits. An

inhibiting circuit prevents one of the threshold detector

circuits from responding to the light intensity voltage until

the first threshold circuit has completed its desired oper-

ation.

An apparatus for counting stacked sheetlike niaterials

having no sheet separation requirements. The active area

of the sensor array is matched to the width of a sheet

of the stack and the sensor array caused to traverse the

slack, the complex signal output of the sensor array being

stripped of the unwanted components in a high gain, diode

clamped capacitive input operational amplifier whose

square wave output is processed and counted in conven-

tional counting circuits.
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^
3,413

PEACH TREE

Grant Merrill, 416 N. Anderson Road,

Exeter, Calif. 93221

Filed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,676

Int CI. AOlh 5/03

\]S, CI. Pit.—43 1 Claim

to the parent cultivar lUini Spinwheel by its light yellow

flower color, its sharper, more uniform response, particu-

larly in the early spring period of mid-March through

April and the very late fall period from mid-November

through December, and by its earlier response, rangmg

from one day in May through mid-November and up to

three days earlier in the periods of mid-March through

April and mid-November through December.

1. A new and distinct variety of peach tree substantially

as illustrated and described; being particularly charac-

terized by a vigorously growing, regularly and heavily

bearing tree, with fruit that is firm and large, has a bright

red skin color over 50% to 75% of its surface and a

bright yellow undercolor, and ripening about two weeks

after Rio Oso Gem (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 84); and most

nearly resembling the Angelus (U.S. Plant Pat. No.

1,966), but being an improvement thereon in ripening

about three weeks later.

3,414

ROSE PLANT

Reimer Kordes, Sparrieshoop, near Elmshom, Germany,

assignor to Jackson & Perkins Company, Medford,

0T€C
Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,217

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. a. Pit.—15 1 CIa»™

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the

hybrid tea class, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

combination of a very double, large flower of Lemon

yellow, overlaid in early stages by Neyron rose and Nas-

turtium orange, borne on stiff, erect, thorny stems.

3,417 I

AZALEA PLANT

William J. Skou, Akron, Walter W. Knicely, Barberton,

and William E. Duffett, Akron, Ohio, assignors to

Henry W. Motzkau, Whitewater, Wis.

Filed Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,766

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—55 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of azalea characterized

particularly as to novelty when compared to the patent

cultivar Skylark by its pink and white variegated flower

color.

3,418

APPLE TREE

3,415

ROSE PLANT

Mathias Tantau, Schliebfach, Germany, assignor to

Jackson & Perkins, Medford, Oreg.

FUed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,484

Int CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—15 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the hybrid

tea class, substantially as herein shown and described,

characterized particularly as to novelty by the unique

combination of a vigorous, upright but branching plant,

leathery foliage, ovoid pointed bud of Buttercup Yellow

(Wilson) fading very little as the flower opens and hold-

ing open form and color for several days on the plant.

Herbert S. Mason, 1210 Gilmer Ave.,

Tallassee, Ala. 36078

Filed Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,681

Int. CI. AOlh 5/03

U.S. CI. Pit.—34 1 Claim

An apple tree which was discvered as a bud mutation

of the variety Golden Delicious Gilbert strain (Plant Pat.

No. 202). In contrast with its parent, the fruit of the new

variety has a brilliant yellow color, with non-russeting

characteristics, which fruit matures approximately one and

one-half weeks before Golden Delicious, Gilbert strain

(Plant Pat. No. 202).

3,419

DICENTRA PLANT

Marion Ownbey, Pullman, Wash., assignor io The

Wayside Gardens Company, Mentor, Ohio

FUed Aug. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 174,066

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—68 1 Claim

1. The new and distinct variety of Dicentra plant here-

in shown and described.

3,416

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Walter H. Jessel, Jr., Doylestown, and William E. Duffett,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to Yoder Brothers, Inc., Bar-

berton, Ohio

Filed Oct 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,893

Int CL AOlh 5/00
U.S. a. Pit—74 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared

110

3,420 I

APPLE TREE

Franklin Andrew Gilbert, 403 W. Pine St.,

Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 54235

Filed Sept 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,271

Int CI. AOlh 5/03

U.S. a. Pit—34 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of apple tree substantially

as described and illustrated in the foregoing specification

and drawing.
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3,421
CHRYSAPO^HEMUM PLANT

Jack S. Sweet, St. Petersburg, Fla., and Walter H. Jessel,

Jr., Doylestown, and William E. Duffett, Akron, Ohio,

assignors to Earl J. Small Growers Inc., Pinellas Park,

Fla.
Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,568

Int CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—78 1 Claim

I. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum charac-

terized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared to

the parent cultivar Torch by its yellow flower color when

bud development and finishing temperatures are above

65°-70° F., flowers which are approximately one-half

inch smaller, approximately 1" shorter habit, and by its

foliage which is approximately one-half inch shorter in

length.

3,422

CARNATION PLANT
William Pomeroy Thomson, West Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to The W. W. Thomson Company, Inc., West
Hartford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,503

Int CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—70 1 Claim

A new variety of carnation plant resulting from

meristem propagation of the unpatented variety Barta,

the new variety being a sport of Barla and being particu-

larly distinguished from Barta by its larger and better

formed flowers which have a more intense coloring, an

almost complete absence of splitting, and a taller overall

growth.
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3.781.914 3.781,916

SAFETY HELMET VISORS PROTECTIVE GARMENTS

Ian Ramsay. Welwyn Garden City. England, assignor to Stadi- Matt J. Vttol. 146 E. Court St.. Woodstock. Va^

um Limited. Middlesex. England Filed Nov.
^^
J^^^^

f"
No^303.0l9

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,450 '"«• t'- '^'»'«' '^'^"

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Feb. 15, 1971, U.S. CI. 2— 88 8 Claims

4,643/71

U.S.CI. 2-10
lnt.CI.A61f^/04

6 Claims

A safety helmet visor comprises a curved transparent

faccshield having an arcuate slot formed therethrough at each

end thereof A capping member is fitted through each slot and

internally of the faccshield is secured to the headband which is

mountable on the helmet Each capping member provides

cam portions engageabic with the slot so that the faccshield

can be moved in an arc, and spring means act between the

capping member and the slot to take up play and define posi-

tions at which the faccshield is held locked in place.

There is disclosed a one-piece btxly cover having a neck

t>pcning and front and rear panels which overlap at the sides

hach panel side margin has a tie which secures with the tie on

the opposite side margin of the same panel, one set t>ing

across the wearers back and the other across the wearers

front 1 he body cover is die cut, e g , of ihermt)plasiic film

with lines designed to accommodate stress in use without tear-

ing An arm and shoulder cover and a head covering C4)wl are

also shown.

3,781,915

GOGGLE-SUPPORTING ASSEMBLY FOR HARD HATS
Robert F. Menold. Monroeville, and James J. Summers. Bethel

Park, both of Pa., assignors to Mine Safety Appliances Com-

pany. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267.380

lnt.C\.\6lt9IU2

U.S. CL 2— 10 3 Claims

3.781,917

HIP JOINT PROSTHESIS
Robert Mathys, Guterstrasse 5, Bettlach. Switzerland

Filed Oct. 12, 1971. Ser. No. 187.964

Claims priority, application Switzerland. Oct. 13. 1970.

15079/70
Int.CI. A61f y/24

I

U.S.CL3-I 4 Claims

A loop member, adapted to encircle a hard hat tlirectly

above its outwardly flared lower edge, is joined to the upper

flange of a longitudinally curved and laterally opening channel

member for receiving the rear portion of the flared edge. The

lower flange of the channel member is provided with a tubular

edge, through which a cord extends for connection to goggles.

A hip joint prosthesis of the type incorporating a ball head,

a curved shaft intended to be inserted into the femur, and a

ii:
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support collar located between the shaft and the ball head. A

screw hole is provided at the side of the support collar located

at the outside curvature of the curved shaft for the purpose of

anchoring the prosthesis by means of a screw at the outer cor-

ticalis.

and contoured to be flush therewith in the closed position of

the valves. The toilet seat and cover arc pivoted on a shaft car-

ried by a pair of forwardly extending lugs on the fixture.

3.781,918

ARTIFICIAL JOINT SOCKET

Robert Mathys, Guterstrasse 5, Bettlach, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 30. 1972. Ser. No. 302.017

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 29,

017317/71
lnt.CLA6lf //24

1971,

U.S. CI. 3-1 4 Claims

3,781,920

WASTE DISCHARGE VALVE FOR TOILET BOWL
Ronald O. Browne, and James L. Huffman, both of SUunton,

Va., assignors to Brown Engineering Corporation, Staunton,

Va. '

Filed June 21, 1 972, Ser. No. 264,711

lnt.CLE03d////0

U.S.CL4-85 3 Claims

An artificial plastic joint socket comprising a plastic joint

socket body having a segmented spherical-shaped outer sur-

face equipped with recesses for growth therein of the bone.

Two essentially parallel plugs protrude from the outer surface

of the joint socket body and are elastically connected

therewith in such a manner that such plugs can adjust them-

selves with regard to the segmented spherical-shaped joint

socket body owing to the bending forces occurring during im-

plantation into the bone.

TO Hor mm'f»

An improved waste discharge valve having a simplified

mounting arrangement that generally facilitates final assembly

to the fiush bowl of a portable toilet. The preferred embodi-

ment of the unique valve mounting arrangement simultane-

ously serves as a pivot axis about which the valve is freely

movable. The preferred embodiment of the invcntion^lso util-

izes a valve flap construction that is slightly dish-shaped so as

to trap a small amount of flushing fluid and thereby form a

water seal which prevents the passage of noxious odors from a

holding tank located below the flush bowl.

3.781.919

BIDET ATTACHMENT
Justino Ramos Ayala. Ave. Hnos. Davila-F-3 Urb. San Fernan-

do, Bayamon.P.R.
Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,762

Int.CLA47ki/22,/y/(>«

U.S.CL4-7 10 Claims

3,781,921

CABIN FOR SWEATING BY MEANS OF HEAT BATHS

Pierrette Dahem Rouat, Le Lichern, Quimperie, France

Filed Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 202,883

Int.CLA61hJi/06

U.S.CL4-I61 5 Claims

A seat and cover assembly for a toilet bowl having a built-in

bidet. The bidet is carried on a fixture including a conduit hav-

ing hot and cold wafr fittings attachable to the toilet bowl to

secure the assembly thereto. The fittings have control valves

with handles extending from the opposite ends of the fixture

A sweating cabin for obtaining heat baths and the like, the

cabin including screens, a movable wall, locking elements,

means for selectively supporting the members.
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« 7111 022 3,781,924

«AM1TARY IIRINE COLLECTOR TOILET LID OR LID AND SEAT CLOSER

«... . ..^ri^rr„!xrj?. K. .... .«c., cn.H., w.---
---r.v.z':;^-'"'

""•

Murray Hill, N J.
Continuation of S«r. No. 774,696, Nov. 12, 1968, Pat. No.

3,579,652. This application Feb. 26, 1971, S«r. No. 1 19,108 U.S. CI. 4-25

1

Claims priority, application Canada, July 2. 1970, 087042;

Great Britain, Julv 3, 1970, 32373/70. The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to May 25, 1988, has been dis-

claimed.
' Int. CI. E03d/ i/00

lnt.CLA47k/i//0
7 Claims

U.S.CL4— 110 5 Claims

• . A toilet lid or lid and scat closer device for tank type toilets

A funnel for use in the collection of urine specimens having
^.j,nipr,scs pneumatic means actuable upon flushing of the

a side wall of flexible material and two openings at either end
^^^^i^.^ ^^^^ moving the raised toilet lid or lid and seat from a

and a rigid member coupled about one end to hold the open-
p^,^n,^,n behind the vertical to a position forward of the verti-

ing in an open position and to provide a foundation for a seal-
^.^^ ^^^j gravity restraining means for gradually lowering the

ingcap. toilet lid or lid and seat to the closed position.

3,781,923 3,781,925

VENTILATING SYSTEM FOR A WATER CLOSET pQ^^ WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Hans Maisch, and Ernst Jung, both of Gaggenau-Rotenfeis,

(^^^rge C. Curtis, 7252 Moore Rd. South. Salem. Oreg., and

Germany, assignors to Eisenwerke Gaggenau GmbH, Gag- james S. Spight, 3306 Freeman Rd.. W ainut Creek, Calif.

genau/Baden, Germany Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,221

Filedjuly 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,449 Int. CI. E04h J//6. i///<

Claims priority, application Germany, July 30, 1970, P 20 us. CL 4— 172.15

37 830.7
Int. CL A47k 3/22; E03d 9/04, 1

3

100

U.S. CI. 4-213 6 Claims

4 Claims

A ventilating system for a water closet installation com-

prises a hollow cover member mounted on the flushing tank to

replace the standard cover. Extractor fan means in the hollow

cover draws foul air from the installation and passes it through

a filter to ambient atmosphere. The hollow cover member may

also include electrically controlled nush-«ctuating means.

A dual temperature control system to regulate separately

the water temperature in a swimming pool and in an adjacent

therapeutic ptxil with the use of a single heater and circulating

pump Valve means in one position direct substantially all cir-

culating water to the swimming pool at low back pressure and

in a second position direct substantially all water now to the

therapeutic pool at a higher back pressure A spa temperature

control which is responsive to the higher back pressure or is

electrically actuated in concurrence with the valve means,

overrides the main heater thermostatic control and regulates

the temperature of water flowing to the therapeutic pool at a

level higher than that normally supplied to the swimming pool.
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3,781,926

ADJUSTABLE SANITIZER DISPENSER FOR TOILET
TANK

John Levey, Westlake Village, Calif., assignor to Sandra Levey,

Los Angeles and Robert Levey, Encino, Calif., part interest

to each

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,1 1

1

int. CI. E03d 9102

U.S.CL 4-228 6 Claims

driven by an electric motor mounted on the lower supporting

frame. An on/off electrical control controls the electrical

power supplied to the motor. A power supply means supplies

power to the electrical control which power supply means in-

cludes a transformer having isolated primary and secondary

insulated windings, the electrostatic coupling between the pri-

mary and secondary windings being less than 241 picofarads.

Supplementary electrical insulation is disposed on the trans-

former and the electrically insulated transformer is mounted

on the lower supporting frame. The primary winding of the

transformer is connected to a source of alternating current

power and the secondary winding is connected to the electri-

cal control.

3 781 928

DEVICE FOR RAISING THE HEAD END AND/OR FOOT
END OF A BED

Sven Arild Swallert, Geneva, SwiUerland, assignor to Per-Erik

Pettersson, Branninze Card, SaderUlje, Sweden

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 241,21

1

Claiins priority, application Sweden, Apr. 6, 1971, 4454/71

•Int. CLA61g 7/70,7/06

U.S.CL5-68 5 Claims

In a cylindrical type dispenser of a sanitizer material in the

form of a solid cake disposed in the lower portion of the

dispenser cylinder for use in a toilet flush tank, where water

from a toilet tank is admitted through one or more openings in

a cap pFaced on top of the cylinder to reach the top of the cake

and dispensation of the sanitizing solution takes place with

each flushing of the toilet as the water level in the tank drops

below the openings in the cap, a double-walled cap is pro-

vided. One of the two walls of the cap is rotatable relative to

the other, and each of the walls is provided with tiers of one or

more openings which upon rotation of the rotatable wall to

predetermined points arc placed in register with one or more

openings in the other wall. Means are provided to enable the

rotatable wall to be manually rotated from above the cap to

any predetermined position. Thereby, the user may determine

the volume of water which will be admitted to the top of the

cake to become saturated with sanitizer material and which,

upon flushing of the toilet, will pass out from the cap into the

toilet tank and bowl.

:^
"^- -' —

^yyy 'yyy y'y' - 'yy /'

3,781,927

MOTOR OPERATED BED HAVING LOW LEAKAGE
CURRENT

Anthony E. Zakaras, Palos Park, III., assignor to Simmons

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,095

Int. CI. A61g 1\\0; H02h 9100; A61n 1136

U.S.CI.5-67 10 Claims

A device for raising an lowering the head end and/or foot

end of a mattress of a bed from a bedstead comprising an in-

flatable pad positioned at the head end and/or foot end of the

bedstead between the bedstead and the mattress to raise or

lower the associated end of the mattress. The pad is mounted

in a frame which is composed of upper and lower hinged U-

shaped parts each of which includes a plate of thin rigid

material flxedly attached to the parallel legs of the associated

frame part. The pad is attached only to the plate of the bottopi

part and is free to slide on the plate of the upper part when the

mattress is raised and lowered in the course of inflation and

deflationof the pad. ^

^:"

./2

'
42 ,li /lO 44

'«>
M£AMS ^i

24 ^ SJ4

,^
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3,781,929

STRETCHER
Simon Stevens, Den Helder, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,584

Claims priority, application Netherlands, July II, 1970,

7010299 •

Int.CLA61g //02

U.S.CL5-81R ^
3 Claims

1 '3 r^E

6 12 .1

^ji
8 U 8 10 7 5

A motor operated adjustable hospital bed having a mattress ^ .r^c^.^^^^^^^^^^^^ l::^::TZ:Zf:^.
supporting frame pivotally mounted on a 'o-r support.^

^^s SpecU^^^^^^^^^^
frame. The mattress supporting frame is pivoted with respect

^f
"' '^'P^^;'^^'^^^^^^

^0^,/ ^„d at least two lower guides

to the lower supporting frame by an actuating means which is of supporting a human boay. ana
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likewise incorporated in the frame on the front and rear sides,

respectively, for guiding a belt portion which is in contact with

the ground. Both ends of the belt portion guided over the

upper guides are coupled to a coupling member incorporated

in the frame so as to be movable in the direction of movement

of the stretcher The two ends of the belt portion guided over

the lower guides are also coupled to said movable member.

3,781,932
'

cltting,stripping,andwrappin(;bitfor
insllatkd conductor wirk

William J. Baker; Clifford L. Galloup, both of Reed City, and

John R. Bos, C.rand Haven, all of Mich., assignors to

Gardner-Denver Company, Quincy, III.

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,791

ln».CI. B21f /-Vt)0

U.S.C1.7-I4.IR 6 Claims

3,781.930

CONNECTING DEVICE FOR ADJUSTABLE BEDFRAME
Melvin P. Spitz, 619 N. Elm Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,695

Int. CI. A47c /9/02

U.S. CI. 5-201 - 5 Claims

r^^

A bcdframc in which side raiK arc interconnected by ad-

justable end crossbars, each crossbar comprising a pair of

elongate angle sections connected with the side rails and hav-

ing nested overlapped adjacent end portions manually inter

eonncctible at a plurality of selectable positions to provide a

plurality of different standard bed widths, the connecting

means comprising permanently affixed pin and spring clip

members which arc manually operable without the necessity

of using supplemental tools.

3.781,931

INFLATABLE THERAPEUTIC DEVICE
Barbara Knickerbocker, 240 Cold Soil Rd., Princeton, N.J.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,217

Int. CI. A47c 7ion

U.S.CL 5-337 8 Claims

A bit and sleeve assembly for cutting, stripping and

wrapping an insulated conductor comprising a r»>tary

wrapping bit mounted within a Tixed tubular sleeve 1 he bit in-

cludes a longitudinal conducti>r receiving groove having

disposed therein a transverse cutting edge or blade insert

coopcrabic with the sleeve to cut the conductor insulation

upon commencement of the wrapping operation The sleeve

includes a radially extended wall portum forming an opening

to the bit end face which is alignable with the conductor

receiving groove to facilitate loading an insulated conduct«ir

inti> the groove An opening in the sleeve alignable with the

conductor receiving groove defines a cutting edge coopcrabic

with the bit to cut a predetermined length of wire to be

wrapped.

3,78 1 ,933

MODIFICATION OF ONE MAN LIFE RAFT
Ernest J. Soter, Newport News, Va.. assignor to The I'nited

States of America as represented by the Administration of

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 29, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 93,672 |

Int. CI. B63c 9/04

U.S. CL 9- 1 1 A 7 Claims

Inflatable devices are adapted for use in therapeutic activi-

ty, and for physical exercise or amusement purposes compris-

ing one layer of opaque, nonreflective material, and another

layer of transparent, flexible material which preferably

presents a non-slippery surface The layers are scaled about

their edges and the devices arc inflated with a fluid in the form

of a gas and/or a liquid to support a person in an elevated posi-

tion, and/or to stabilize and aid in the balancing of the in-

dividual. The devices may embody a plurality of cells or com-

partments and means may be located adjacent the edge or on

the surface of the device to be engaged by the person as an aid

in positioning or repositioning himsclt on the yicldablc surface

of the device.

A life raft, preferably of the one-man inflatable type

wherein an inflatable tube perimetrically bounds an occupant

receiving space having a flexible fltwr member, includes a zip-

pered opening in the floor to be used for entry, thus avoiding

!he necessity of climbing over the peripheral tube, and

facilitating the use of a constant diameter tube as opposed to

conventional tubes tapered at one end to facilitate boarding
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over the side. An airtight fabric bulkhead divides the

peripheral tube longitudinally into two inflatable tube sec-

tions, whereby if either tube section were punctured, the bulk-

head would move into the punctured section to substitute for

the punctured wall portion and maintain the inflatable volume

of the tube. The floor member is preferably attached to the

central portion of the tube wall so that either side of the raft

can be the "up" side.

semblies is provided to permit electrode melting operation in

which single or plural electrodes can be mounted on the basic

furnace tower for melting in a crucible means. The in-

terchangeable electrode clamping assemblies are designed for

ease of rapid removal from and rapid connection onto an

upper carriage of the basic furnace. A lower carriage which

helps support and stabilize the crucible can accommodate

crucibles for single and for plural electrode melting.

3,781,934

DOCKBOARD
David A. Pink, Cadillac, Mich., assignor to Brooks & Perkins,

Incorporated, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,229

lnl.CLE01d/5//2

U.S.CL 14-72 10 Claims

A dockboard having a combined stop bracket and handle

attached to the underside thereof, said bracket being of 1.-

shape and having one leg attached to the dockboard. the han-

dle being generally U-shaped and having the free ends of its

legs attached, preferably by continuous welding, to the leg of

the bracket which is attached to the dockboard.

ERRATLM
For Class 14—72 see:

Patent No. 3,781,934

3,781,936

MEAT HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Herman F. Russell, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Hobart Manu-

facturing Company, Troy, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 877,229, Nov. 17, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,606,628, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

734,729, June 5, 1968, Pat. No. 3,478,380, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 583,206, Sept. 30, 1966, Pat.

No. 3,389,414, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 704,971,

Jan. 15,1 968, Pat. No. 3,439,369, which is a contindation-in-

part of Ser. Nos. 583,206, Aug. 5, 1966, abandoned, and Ser.

No. 570,616, Aug. 9, 1967, abandoned, and Ser. No. 659,937,

Aug. 9, 1967. abandoned. This application Sept. 2, 1971. Ser.

No. 177,302

Int.CI. A22c/7/y«

U.S. CL 15—3.17 14 Claims

3.781.935

METHOD OF OPERATION OF A CONVERTIBLE ESR
FURNACE INSTALLATION

Boris Izrailevich Medovar. Bulvar Lesi Ukrainki. 2. kv. 8;

Vikitor Andreevich Popov, uhtsa Andreevskaya. 11. apt. 2;

Jury Fedorovich Alferov, Bulvar Lepse, 29, kv. 64; A!exey

(;eorgievich Bogachenko, ulitsa Milyutenko, 15/2, apt. 141,

and Jury Vadimovich Latash' Vozdukhoflotsky prosp. 81/2,

kv. l4,allofKiev,U.S.S.R.

Division of Ser. No. 100,709. Dec. 20, 1970, Pat. No.

3,709,997. This application Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,502

Int. CI. H05bi/60. 7//2

U.S. CI. 13-34 9 Claims

A meat cleaning machine mounted over a circularly travel-

ing ^eat receiving unit which moves the cleaned meat out-

ward of the cleaning machine incorporates a pair of laterally

adjustable sections each incorporating a wire-like rotating

gripping roller which engage and move cuts of meat

therebetween. A brush is associated with each roller for

cooperation therewith in effecting a cleaning of the moved

meat. Each roller is defined by a series of simultaneously

driven toothed rings mounted on and traveling about arcuate

spaced shieldS'or supports.

An electric furnace installation and process of operation in

which a simple interchangeability of electrode clamping as-

3,781.937

VARIABLE CAMBER CLEANER
Harold J. Jacobs, 1047 First St., San Pedro, Calif.

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152,638

lnt.CI.A47l////6

U.S.a. 15—49R 11 Claims

Two brushes are mounted on the clfcaner for rotation on

axes and have cleaning, faces substantially normal to the axes

and substantially lying inothe same plane. The brushes are

counter rotatively driven, and the cleaning faces of the
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brushes are the only substantial contact between the cleaner

and the surface being cleaned The axes are tiltable with

respect to each other so that different portions of the brush

3,781.939 I

GLASS WASHER FOR BEVERAGE GLASSES AND THE
LIKE

Harold J. Qualhelm. 64 1 Tower Cir.. Racine. Wb.
Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281.422

Int. CI. A47I 15138, B67c l/Ofi

U.S. CI. 15-76 5 Claims

'ii S^IljLi ,iJLi""

face periphery arc in greater contact with the surface being

cleaned so that the cleaner is urged along the surface, in ac-

cordance with the relative tilt of the axes.

0.78 1.938

CAR WASH
Willis R. Dunkley, 2804 Pierce Ave.. Ogden. CUh

Filed Mar. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 239,237

Int.CI. B60si/0ft

U.S.CI. 15-21E 9 Claims

:af^'

A glass washer for use in washing beverage glasses and the

like, comprising a washer unit having multiple rotating

brushes, and mounted in a sink, and submerged in the washing

solution The means of rotating the brushes comprises a drive

unit ptisitioned under the sink, which unit has a shaft extend

ing upwardly therethrough to engage the washer unit The

washer unit is portable to permit convenient removal from the

sink for cleaning and servicing Downwardly extending means

on the washer unit engages corresponding fixed means to

prevent rotation of the body of the washer unit when in opera-

tion

3.781,940

HAND-OPERATED SWEEPERS
Solomon J. Lehrer. 77 W. Washington St.. Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,818

Int. CI. A46b ISIOfi. A47I 13/52

U.S.CL 15—104.8 9 Claims

A car wash whcTein a vehicle is subjected to an arrangement

of rotating brushes that efficiently scour the vehicle sides,

ends and top while soap and water rinse sprays are being al-

ternately directed thereover The car wash incorporates a

movable console arranged to travel about the vehicle on a

track within which the vehicle is positioned. Maintained

within the movable console are the support apparatus such as

soap dispensing and water spray pumps, hydraulic and electri-

cal motors, and associated lines and valves as well as timing

mechanisms for controlling the operations within the car

wash Arms arc pivotally connected to the sides of the mova-

ble console that mount upstanding rotatable brushes suitable

for washing. The sides and ends are mounted on the free ends

of the arms Motors rotate the brushes and the brushes are

resiliently maintained in contact with the vehicle as the mova-

ble console travels around the vehicle. The movable console

operates the brushes to provide alternate pushing of one up-

standing brush over crevices and bends in the vehicles con-

toured surfaces and a dragging of the other rotating brush over

the surfaces. A cantilever arm is mounted to the top of the

console and another motor driven rotating brush journaled

thereby is arranged to wipe the top and hood and rear deck

areas of the vehicle Soap and water sprays and clear water

rinse sprays arc also dispensed onto the vehicles top and hood

areas from a spray arrangement carried by the cantilever arm

rf-Ji^

A sweeper for litter dropped on floors and carpets which

has a broom in a bottom housing A push rod rises from the

latter to terminate with a handle A trigger in the handle

operates by way of slides in the housing to advance the broom

from a raised position in the housing to a sweeping position
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spaced forwardly from the same; and the broom takes a rear-

ward sweeping movement when the trigger is released. A
spring mechanism in the housing is automatically actuated to

hold the broom in the raised position on the advance of the

slides and in the sweeping position on the return thereof.

container. The flexible diaphragm and wiping rings are main-

tained in position within the container by a relatively stiff cir-

cumferential frame. The entire follower assembly, wiper and

diaphragm and frame, are disassemblable so as to be inserta-

blc through the normal access opening of such a container, for

assembly thercwithin. ^

3,781,941

VACUUM INTAKE SAFETY MEANS
Charles H. MacFarland, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The ScoM

& Fetzer Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 35,490, May 7, 1970,

abandoned. This application Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,688

Intel. A47|y/24

U.S.CI. 15-339 5 Claims

3,781,943

HYDRAULIC DOOR CLOSER
James P. Cain, Youngstown, Ohio, assignor to

Manufacturing Inc., Alliance, Ohio

Filed June 23, 1 972, Ser. No. 265,515

Int. CI. E05f i//0

U.S.CL 16-52

Marlboro

1 Claim

A coupling is provided for a vacuum cleaner including a

male connector member adapted for sliding fit with an as-

sociated female connector member. One of the connector

members is integrally connected to the vacuum intake tube or

hose adjacent the intake end thereof and forms a vacuum in-

take mouth having a notched or apcrturcd configuiation

adapted to prevent scaling engagement when the intake

mouth is pressed against portions of the human body while the

vacuum cleaner is running The connector members arc

designed to inlcrfit and form a fluid-tight seal, closing off the

notched or apertured configuration, and transmitting the suc-

tion effect of the vacuum cleaner.

3,781,942

FOLLOWER FOR MATERIAL CONTAINERS
Clarence B. Coleman, Oakland, Calif., assignor to Fabricated

Metals, Inc., San Leandro, Calif.

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152,721

Int.CI. B67d5/64
U.S. CL 1 5— 246.5 9 Claims

ff B
A flexible follower assembly for use in withdrawing viscous

material from bulk containers consisting of a flexible

diaphragm coextensive with the transverse cross-section of the

container and including annular members attached to the

diaphragm sheet for wiping up against the inside walls of the

\L

A hydraulic cylinder has a piston movable therein on a

piston road threadably engaged in said piston. The rod extends

out of the cylinder through a gland at one end and a spring is

positioned between that end of the cylinder and the piston and

normally urges the piston toward the other end of the cylinder

which is closed. Valve.means in the piston control the fiow of

fiuid in the cylinder from either side of the piston and permit a

rapid fiow of fiuid in one direction and a controlled fiow of

fiuid when the piston is moved in the other direction. Rotation

of the cylinder or the piston rod adjusts the controlled valving

action and thereby the rate of closing action of the door

closer.

3,781,944

HINGE FOR THE ARTICULATED CONNECTION OF
PARTITIONING PANELS, FURNITURE AND THE LIKE

FOR OFFICES
Agostino Gianardi, Areola, Italy, assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti &
C, S. p.A., Torino, Italy

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 290,920

Int. CLE05f/ /20

U.S.CL 16—187 7 Claims

A hinge for the articulated connection of first and second

relcasably held members comprises first and second hinge ele-

ments pivotally inter-conncctcd by means of a first block of

each element mutually hinged. A second block of each ele-

ment is connected to the first block by a screw operable to ad-

just the spacing between opposed pairs of slots and projections

to clamp the connecting edge of each member between the
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rirst and second blocks The first and second blocks arc

rcsiUcntly biased awav from each other by a spring The screw

extends through a hole in the second bkxrk and is engaged in a

threaded hole in the first block, whereas the head of the screw

provides has a radially projecting lug to prevent the first and

second blocks moving further than predetermined distances

3,781,945

POLLTRY PROCESSIN(. MACHINE AND MKTHOD

John Tavlor. Gloucester, England assignor lo Gordon-John-

son-Stephens Limited. Gloucester. England

Filed Oct. 28, 197 1, S«r. No. 193,31

1

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Nov. 9, 1970,

53,21470
lnt.Cl.\22b 3 lOa

C,S. CI. 17-11
''C'-i""'
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., tatably fixed to a link member straddled by the yoke The

shackle bt^dy is pivotally suspended from the link member.
ro'

3,781,947

COUPUNG APPARATUS FOR CONTAINERS

John A. Germer. New lialena Rd., R.D. No. 1, Doylestown. Pa.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,864

Int.CI. A44b2//0«

11.S.C1.24-81E 2 Claims

Coupling mechanism for joining a pair of adjacent con

tamers together The mechanism includes a pair ol corner

fittings, one being mounted in one container and the »)ther in

an opp*>site corner of an adjacent container A threaded elc

ment having a spherical end is retractable from the interior ot

one corner fitting to engage a keeper element on the other

corner fitting. The opposed corner fittings include comple-

mental key portions for precision alignment and, are effective

to transmit vertical and lateral forces between the containers

when fastened together.

A machine and method for processing birds uses a screw to

convey one extremity of the birds to or in work stations, the

other extremity being conveyed conventionally

lo facilitate a later crop extracting operation, the scre\N

may be provided with a knife and receive the necks of the

birds so that the knife cuts a slit in the skin of the neck A

preferred form of screw is a conical screw and means for

pressing the extremity into the screw may be rotatable rods

lying generally parallel to its surface.

3,781,948

SPLIT LID CASKET
William V. Pitt, Waco, Tex., assignor to The Merit Company,

Chicago. 111., a part interest

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,319

lnt.CLA61g/7/w;

IJ.S.CL27-17 2 Claims

3,781,946

POLLTRY SHACKLE SLSPENSION

W illiam F. Altenpohl, t nion Kill Rd., West Conshohocken, Pa.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,409

Int.CL A22b5/0«

L.S.CL 17-44.1 10 Claims

A poultry shackle body suspended from an overhead con-

vevor or a track spaced therebelow by a single axis suspension

assembly which includes a pair of fbllers pulled along the

track by a clevis clement pivotally connecting the conveyor to

a shaft on which the rollers arc mounted The shaft is non-

This disclosure relates to a split lid casket in which a pair of

lid sections include depending tongues for reception in an up

wardly facing groove adapted to receive sealing compound in

an uppermost peripheral edge of the casket, the upper

peripheral edge also including gasket means for seating

against sealing surfaces of the lid sections with the gasket

means being inboard of the grooves and tongues, the lid sec-

tions having adjacent transverse edge portions of a stepped

configuration, and one transverse edge portion having a

groove and an additional gasket means for respectively receiv-

ing a tongue and seating against a scaling surface of the other

transverse edge portion.
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3,781,949

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR JET-TEXTURING
YARN AT HIGH SPEED

Alvin L. Breen, and Herbert G. Lauterbach, both of Wilming-

ton, Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-

pany, Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 721,403, April 15, 1968, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 43,897, July 19, 1960,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 698,103, Nov. 22, 1957, abandoned.

This application May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,763

lnt.CLD02g///6

U.S.CL28-I.4 9 Claims

3,781,951

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COMPRESSIVELY
CRIMPING TEXTILE STRANDS

Robert K. Stanley, Media, Pa., assignor to Textured Yam Co.,

inc., Kennett Square, Pa.
^

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176,029

Int.CKD02g;//2

U.S. CL 28—1.6

Process and apparatus'are disclosed for jet-texturing yarn of

continuous filaments at high speed to increase the bulk. Ther-

moplastic filaments are crimped by forwarding the yarn in a

jetted stream of hot compressible fiuid. such as heated air or

steam onto a moving screen, cooling the yarn to set the crimp

prior to imposing any substantial tension on the filaments and

taking up the crimped yarn from the moving screen at a take-

off roll to fix the take-off position.

16 Claims

3,781,950

APPARATUS FOR THE SCOURING OF WET-SPUN
FILAMENT BUNDLES

Shigeo Katsuyama; Atsumi Asami; Masahide Watanabe; Tsu-

tomu Sato; Toshiaki Norimatsu, and Eizo Nakajma, all of

Miyazaki-ken, Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 881,345, Dec. 2, 1969, Pat. No. 3,672,819.

This application Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,384

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 3, 1968, 43/88229;

Feb. 13,1969,44/10212
Int. CI. B08b 3100

U.S.CL28-ISM 3 Claims

Textile strands arc compressively crimped by propelling

them lengthwise, as by a fluid jet. into buckling contact with a

smooth solid surface. The crimped strand accumulates on an

adjacent moving screen, which preferably has a cylindrical

strand-supporting surface. Rotation of the screen aids in col-

lection and retention of the crimped strand until it is

withdrawn therefrom at the leading edge of the strand accu-

mulation after about half a revolution. ,

3,781,952

TEXTILE TREATMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS
Robert K. Stanley, 620 Meadowvale Ln., Media, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 717,882, April 1, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,500,519, and Ser. No. 680,851, Nov. 6, 1967, Pat. No.

3,518,733, and Ser. No. 684,230, Nov. 20, 1967, and Ser. No.

678,428, Oct. 26, 1967, and Ser. No. 606,420, Dec. 30, 1966,

and Ser. No. 835,883, June 9, 1969, said Ser. No. 684,230, and

Ser. No. 678,420, each is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

302,758, July 31, 1963, Pat. No. 3,376,622, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 216,524, Aug. 13, 1962, abandoned,

said Ser. No. 7 17,882, is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

600,986, Dec. 12, 1966, abandoned, said Ser. No. 606,420, is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 386,489, July 31, 1964, Pat.

No. 3,317,977, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 216,447,

Aug. 13, 1962, Pat. No. 3,145,947, said Ser. No. 835,883, is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 650,762, July 3, 1967,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 349,338, March

4, 1964, Pat. No. 3,348,283. This application July 31, 1969,

Ser. No. 846,457

lnt.CLD02g//;2

U.S.CL 28—1.6 8 Claims

23'

^P 25X^24'
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A process for the scouring treatment of wet-spun continu-

ous multifilament bundles wherein said bundles arc arranged

in a plurality of elongated and parallel fleece mat strips on a

pervious endless belt, each of said strips having a thickness of

at least 5mm and 100-1,000 crossings of multifilament bun-

dles.

/a

Textile yarns or strands are heated, as by contact with hot

rolls, and if undrawn are also drawn by roll contact, and then

are compressively crimped.
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3.781.953

YARN PROCESSING APPARATUS
Albert F. Stegelman, Greenville, S.C., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Apr. 26. 1972. Ser. No. 247,523

Int. CI. D02j/ /22

L.S. CI. 28-71.3 3CUims

-^^—[^
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3,781,955

METHOD OF MAKING A PIEZOELECTRIC ELEMENT
Vyacheslav Vasilievich Lavrinenko, ulitsa Klovskaya. 12/7 kv.

61; Anatoly Petrovich Miroshnichenko. ulitsa Roiy Ljuxem-

burg 15. kv. 23, and Vitaly Alexeevich Khraschevsky. ulitsa

Scherbakova. 57v. kv. 15. all of Kiev. USSR.
Filed Dec. 15. 197 1. Ser. No. 208.306

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R.. May 24. 1971,

1611885: Dec. 21. 1970, 1658506; Jan. 18. 1971, 1658786;

Jan. 25, 1971. 1608697; May 31. 1971. 1600106

Int. CI. BOlj / 7100. H04r / 7/00

t.S.CL 29-25.35 5 Claims

-D-

In an improved apparatus and method for simultaneously

drawing a plurality of spaced-apart yarns and thereafter com-

bining said yarns along their length to form a yarn bundle, at

least one yarn guide having at least two yarn contacting ele-

ments is positioned between adjacent roll sets in the pathway

of the yarn being drawn between the roll sets for maintaining

each of said yarns between the roll sets at spaced-apart

preselected relative locations.

3.781.954

THREE-DIMENSIONAL STITCHERY ORNAMENTS.
APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR MAKING SAME

Alice Stewart. 32761 Seven Seas Dr.. Laguna Niguel. Calif.

Filed Dec. 17, 1971. Ser. No. 209.058

lnl.CLD03d 27/00

L.S.CL28-15 II Claims

The present invention relates to the instrument manufactur-

ing industry and. m«uc particularly, the invention relates to

piczt>clectric elements made in the form of a spiral, to the

method of their making and to apparatus that make use of said

elements, for example pie/iKlectric relays, pieA>clectric

trigger devices, a cliKk with a pie/oelectric drive, pieztK'lec-

tric stcp-by-step motors, measuring instruments with a

pie/iK-lectric element, piezoelectric transfilters, pieziK-leclric

bells and piezoelectric dynamic loudspeakers The double-

layer spiral piezoelectric element includes a pieziKcramic

material ( I ), eleclriHles on the outer surface ( 2 ) and the inner

surface (3) of the spiral, terminals (4) and (5), a support (6)

for mounting the pieziK-lectric element, a massive base ( 7 ), an

electrode (K) between the two layers t>f the piczi>electric

material and an electrode (9 ). ,

3.781.956

CUTTING INSERT

Dennis (;. Jones. Greensburg. and James F. McCreery.

Latrobe, both of Pa., assignors to Kennametal Inc.. Latrobe.

Pa.

Filed Feb. 23. 1972. Ser. No. 228.605

lnt.CLB26d 1 100

IJ.S.CL 29-95 R 1 1 Claims

Three-dimensional stitchery creations are formed according

to predetermined stitchery methods on apparatus compromis

ing a base member having dimensions of height, width and

length according to the three-dimcnsions of the stitchery crea-

tions formed thereon The base member has a plurality of sur-

faces over which arc distributed a multiplicity of projections

about which stitchery materials may be looped and woven on

a given surface and from one surface to another according to

the predetermined stitchery methods forming the three

dimensional stitchery creation.

A cutting insert, especially a molded cutting insert formed

of a hard wear resistant material, such as a is super-chilled car-

bide The insert comprises a body having parallel top and bot-

tom faces and a peripheral wall and is polygonal when viewed

perpendicular to the faces Cutting edges are formed at the

juncture of at least one of the faces and the peripheral wall

and a recess is formed in the one face extending inwardly A
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heat the center and each recess is in the form of a skewed or

helical plane to impart a shearing type cutting action to the in-

sert when it is presented to a workpiecc.

3 781 957

DRUM INCLUDING ANNULAR GRID STRUCTURE

Oscar Luthi, Nashua, N.H., assignor to Improved Machinery

Inc., Nashua. N.H.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,663

Int. CLB21b 27/02

U.S.CL29-121R 22 Claims

3,781,959

METHOD OF FABRICATING A FINNED HEAT
EXCHANGER TUBE

Joseph M. O'Connor, Chicago, III., assignor to Peerless of

America, Incorporated, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 68,910, Sept. 2, 1970, Pat. No. 3,692,105,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 34,715, May 5,

1970. This application Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,109The

portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sept. 19, 1989,

has been disclaimed.

Int. CL B21d 53102; B23p 15126

U.S.CL 29-1 57.3 B 3 Claims

A drum comprising an annular grid structure which includes

end portions formed only from coils of waved strip material

and an intermediate portion formed from alternate coils of

waved and planar strip material. The head plates at the ends of

the drum have stiffening spokes or ribs connected thereto in a

manner accommodating differential expansion and contrac-

tion of the head plates and spokes generally radially of the grid

structure.

3 781 958

METHOD OF MAKING ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS

Richard J. Parker, North Olmsted, Ohio, assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Administra-

tor of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington. D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 201,904, Nov. 24, 1971. This application

Aug. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 280,390

Int. CI. B23p / 1100; B21h 1114

U.S.CL29-148.4A 8 Claims

A heat exchanger embodying an elongated tubular member

with integral elongated fins extending transversely thereacross

and projecting outwardly therefrom, the Tins terminating at

their outer longitudinal edges in spaced spines.

3,781,960

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A TUBE AND TIN

RADIATOR
Willem Van Der Hoek, Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands,

assignor to U. S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,589

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 17, 1972,

72/02071
Jnt. CL B21d 53102; B23p 15126

U.S.CL 29-1 57.3 B 5 Claims

Making rolling elements by forming low mass cores having

either hollow centers or being of a low mass material. The low

mass cores are plated and heat treated to provide hard sur-

faces on the rolling elements. After grinding to the proper

diameter the rolling elements are assembled between races to

form a bearing.

A method of manfuacturing a radiator from a strip of sheet

material having a maximum thickness of I mm; by means of a

die, rows of uniform apertures arc punched, after which the

strip is cut longitudinally through the centers of the apertures,

so that strips having a maximum width of 25 mm are formed.

The strips are then spaced apart a maximum distance of 3 mm
with the apertures in alignment, and cooling water pipes are

inserted in each row of apertures and soldered.
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, ,o, n^I mto contact with the top surface to overlap the ends of the

Inc.. West Islip.N.Y.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,455

lnt.CI.B23p/y/00. /9/04

IJ.S.CI. 29-200P
9 Claims
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An apparatus for automatically positioning and fastening an

insert in a panel The apparatus includes a supporting struc-

ture and a releasable holding member on the supporting struc-

ture for holding the insert prior to and during the positioning

thereof in the panel. A drive mechanism is on the supporting

structure to automatically position the insert in the panel at

the desired location A reservoir of potting material is as-

sociated with the supporting structure for supplying a potting

compound to the apparatus. The structure includes potting

mechanisms for automatically supplying a predetermined

. amount of potting material to the positioned insert in the

panel to fasten the insert therein. The apparatus provides for

ejection automatically to release the insert from the structure

after it has been properly positioned in the panel. Kinally. the

apparatus controls and orients the insert with respect to the

panel and activates the drive, potting and eject mechanisms at

. the appropriate time.

overlapping ends of the metal plate are secured together to

provide a metal casing for the brick An apparatus for produc-

ing the metal encased bricks is als*) provided.

3,781,963

BEARING EXTRACTION DEVICE

Joseph Felser. Jr., 2208 SeRori Cir.. Coral (;ables. Fla

Filed Sept. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 292,949

int.CI.B23p/V/04

U.S. CI. 29-201 4 Claims

3,781,962

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING A METAL PLATE TO A

REFRACTORY BRICK

Clarence G. Norris, Parkville, and Woodrow W. Merrick, L p-

perco, both of Md., assignors to General Refractories Com-

pany. Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 51.223. June 30. 1970, Pat. No. 3,698.068.

This application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,633

Int. CI. B23p 7 9/00

l).S. CI. 29-200 B 11 Claims

A furnace block comprising a refractory brick having a

metal casing is provided. In the construction of the furnace

block overlapping ends of the metal plate arc secured

together at an elongated groove formed along one surface of

the brick to provide a metal casing for the brick One end of

the metal plate has an offset which is received in the elongated

grove The overlapping ends of the metal plate are connected

by puncturing or welding to lock the overlapping ends

together and to secure the metal plate to the brick A method

of applying a metal plate to a refractory brick is also provided

In this method, the brick is positioned on one surface of the

metal plate at a position intermediate between the ends of the

metal plate, and the ends of the plate are bent into contact

with the sides of the brick by using the brick as a male die

During the bending, the metal plate is held firmly against the

bottom surface of the brick. Then the portions of the metal

plate which extend above the top surface of the brick are bent

2^

A fixture for removing bearings from a r<itary shaft in a

machine or device without disassembling same, which consists

of a pair of slidabic mating members which form a cylindrical

sleeve applied to the shaft adjacent to the bearing to be

removed and applying a well known screw type wheel or gear

puller onto the fixture with the screw of the puller centered in

the end of the shaft Clockwise rotation of the screw will urge

the fixture aeain t the inner end of the bearing ii^ Jraw

the hcariiig from its supp<irt.

3,781,964

APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING A CABLE COUPLING

Francis V. Cunningham, Western Springs, III., assignor to

Joslyn Mfg. and Supply Co., Chicago, III.

Filed July 19, 1971. Ser. No. 163,863

Int. CI. HOI

r

U.S.CL 29-203 HM 5 Claims

There is provided an improved jack for assembling a cable

coupler, including an elongated jack base provided with holes

along Its length. The jack base has an end support adjacent
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one end for receiving and positioning a cable end portion. A
brace is provided operatively associated with the end support.

A jack lever is engageable with said holes for applying

mechanical leverage progressively to components of a cable

tube and thereafter explosively expanding a second metallic

sleeve of approximately the same diameter as the first sleeve

into engagement with the first sleeve to cover cracks formed

in the first sleeve due to excessive expansion of portions of the

first sleeve resulting from the erosion-produced, tapering of

the inner wall of the tube

.

3,781,967

BUCKLE ASSEMBLY MACHINE AND METHOD
Robert C. Fisher, 580 E. Long Lake Rd., Bloomfield Hills,

Mich.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,678

Int.CI.B23p2//00

U.S. CL 29-430 29 Claims

coupler The method of assembly includes the provision of

preformed elastomer under unitial load or stress which are as-

sembled into final position. The load of stress is then released

or transferred to provide the completed assembly.

-' 3,781,965

REPAIR OF LIFTING LUGS ON INGOT MOULDS
Donald Bone. Cheadle Hulme, England, assignor to HIIti Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Landstrasse, Schaan, Liechtenstein

Filed Oct. 2, 1 972, Ser. No. 294,202

Claims priority, application (ireat Britain, Oct. 29, 1971,

50,305/71

Int. CL B22c 9/12, B23p 7/00

U.S.CL 29-401 4 Claims
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To restore an ingot mould to usefulness after a lifting lug

thereof has been damaged by its lobe having been broken off.

a repair plate is secured to the upper outer surface of the

remaining part of the lifting lug by means of anchorages of

weld metal which fill bulb holes in the remaining part of the

lug and corresponding holes in the repair plate which is

disposed to project downwards adjacent and to define a cavity

between itself and the fractured surface of the lug, which cavi-

ty is then filled with weld metal.

A buckle assembly machine and method wherein buckles

are fabricated by assembling the component parts thereof on

individual tongues connected together in a driven endless beh.

The tongues are similar to those with which the buckles are ul-

timately used.

3,781,966

METHOD OF EXPLOSIVELY EXPANDING SLEEVES IN

ERODED TUBES
Irving Lieberman, Covina, Calif., assignor to Whittaker Cor-

poration, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,492

Int. CL B22d / 9//0. B23p 7/00

U.S.CL 29—401 10 Claims

3,781,968

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING STEEL SHEETS WITH
LAYERS OF PROTECTIVE METAL

Hidehisa Yamagishi, and Fumitoshi Yokoi, both of Kawasaki,

Japan, assignors to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,287

Claims priority, application Japan, June 16, 1971,46/42498

Int. CI. B22f

U.S. CI. 29—420 4 Claims

The method comprises explosively expanding a first metal-

lic sleeve into engagement with a severely eroded section of a

In a method of manufacturing a steel sheet coated with a

layer of protective metal wherein a powder of the metal is

coated on the surface of the steel sheet and the coated steel

sheet is dried and then rolled by means of a rolling mill to form

a layer of the protective metal bonded to the surface of the

steel sheet, a small quantity of atomized oil is electrostatically

applied onto the surfaces of the rolls of the rolling mill and the

applied oil is treated with equalizing rolls to form thin oil films

of uniform thickness on the surfaces of the rolls whereby to

prevent the powder of metal from adhering to the surfaces of

the rolls.
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3.7K1.%«»

METHOD OK FORMING ROTATABLE SUTURING

MEMBER ON A DEVICE

Lawrence Anderson, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Medn:.!

Incorporated, Minneapolis, Minn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 235,502, M«"»»
>J'

''»^^-

This application Aug. 11. 1972, Ser. No. 279,936

Int. CI. B23p y/00

U.S. CI. 29-445
'^'•""''

On dismounting the opposite steps are taken In known tiwls

accidents have occurred due to the spring having lm>sened

abruptly during the clamping operation This danger and other

disadvantages arc eliminated in the tool according to the

present invention.

3,781.971

METHOD OF PRODUCING A MECHANICAL JOINT

BETWEEN MF:TAL SHEETS

Verne L. Middleton, East Alton, III., assignor to Olin Corpora-

tlon. New Haven, Conn.
, ,,« on.*

Division of Ser. No. 64,983. Aug. 9, 1970. Pat. No. 3.729.804.

This application Dec. 29, 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 2 1 3.5 1

7

Int.CI. B23li2//00

U.S.CL 29-470.1 5 Claims

rn;" ,

A suturing member and method of forming the suturing

member on an implantable device, as a heart valve The sutur

ing member has a porous fabric cover surrounding a scmi-rigid

plastic core An annular sleeve of heat shrinkabic plastic

material located within the cover holds the cover in assembled

relation with the device in a manner which allows for rotaton

of the device after 4hc suturing member has been attached to

the heart tissue In the method of forming and mounting the

suturing member on the device, the suturing member is

shaped and cured on the device with the use of a mold The

mold is heated to cure the plastic core of the suturing member

and bond the core to the inner surface of the cover.

3.781.970

METHOD AND A TOOL FOR MOUNTING AND

DISMOUNTING SPRING SHOCK ABSORBING MEANS

Carl Ewert Ferdriksson. Rimbo. Sweden, assignor to Domkraft

AB Nike, Eskilstuna, Sweden

Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,581

Claims priority, application Sweden, Aug. 19. 1970,

11290/70
lnt.CLB23p///02

U.S.CL 29-446 15 Claims

A method and apparatus for joining two or more sheets of

metal together and the composite metal blank and mechanical

joint produced thereby A punch and die apparatus is cm-

ployed wherein a slug is extruded from a first sheet and em-

bedded in a hole provided in a second sheet by the punching

action of the slug The punch never contacts the die itself and

the resulting joint is between the slug from the first sheet and

the second sheet in which it is embedded The slug formed

from the second sheet is sheared from the composite By per-

forming this operation in opposing corners of the two sheets,

the sheets are secured together so as to prevent relative mo-

tion between them The invention is particularly applicable to

the information of composite metal blanks having a pattern of

stop-weld material sandwiched between the sheets

I

3,781,972

METHOD OF SECUR1N(; A PULL RING TO AN EASY

OPENING CAN END
Christian Enjolras, Pavlllons-s-Bois; Pierre Gautier, Ville-d

Avray, and Emile Billy, St-Cloud. all of France, assignors to

Etablissements J. J. Carnaud & Forges De Gasse-lndre,

Paris, France

Filed Oct. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 191.731

Claims priority, application France. Oct. 30. 1970. 7039180

Int. CI. B21d 39100. B23p / 1 100

U.S. CI. 29-509 12 Claims

A tool for mounting and dismounting a suspension unit

comprising a shock absorber with a surrounding helical spring

member in motor cars. On mounting the spring is brought into

a protective tube and made to engage an abutment at one end

of the tube A ram acting against one end of the shock ab

sorbcr is activated and compresses the spring to bring the op

positc end of the shock absorber level with the corresponding

extremity of the spring so as to allow for connection therewith

I

This invention relates to the attachment of a pull tab to an

easy opening end for cans and like receptacles by means of a

novel rivet formation wherein the head of the rivet is of a

thickness substantially approaching the original thickness of

the material of the end The rivet is formed in two punching

steps each employing a flat headed punch.
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3,781,973

METHOD OF WALL CONSTRUCTION
S. Eugene Hubbard, and Lawrence F. Biebuyck, both of Niles,

Mich., assignors to American Metal Climax, Inc., New York,

N.Y.

Divisionof Ser. No. 41,951, June 1, 1970, abandoned. This

application Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,534

lnt.CI.B23p/y/00

U.S. CI. 29-526 4 Claims

a tool changing device on each side for inserting tools into the

spindle or removing tools from the spindle. On each side of

each machine tool is a tool storage element for cooperation

with the tool changing devices and each having an endless tool

supporting conveyor. The storage elements between adjacent

machine tools can cooperate with the machine tool on each

side thereof while all storage elements cooperate with a main

storage element extending along the row of machine tools, o

Each machine tool also has a workpicce supply conveyor lead-

ing from the machine tool to a main workpicce conveyor and

storage device adjacent the main tool storage element. The in

stallation is under automatic control for the supply of tools to

the machine tools and the movement of workpicccs

therebetween and for the exchange of tools between the

machine-tools and between tfie main tool storage element and

the machine tools or the storage elements adjacent the

machine tools.

5l' US'

There is provided an improved wall construction including a

vertical mullion and a horizontal member. The horizontal

member is provided with longitudinally extending screw

splines The members may be assembled in the known shear

block method, or in a known screw spline system, or further in

accordance with the present invention the members may be

assembled in accordance with an improved shear pin system.

The shear pin system employs a shear pin which joins the

horizontal members to the vertical mullions. The vertical mul-

lion is prepared for the attachment of a horizontal member by

forming holes to receive the head of a shear pin, and the

horizontal member is prepared by the insertion of the shear

pins into screw splines formed in the horizontal member. The

horizontal member is then installed on the vertical by in-

stalling the head of the shear pin into the hole previously

drilled in the vertical mullion, and then tapping the horizontal

downward until the shear pins bottom in the holes.

3,781,975

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING DIODES

Franz Ressel, and Andreas Ritter, both of Heilbronn, Ger-

many, assignors to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H..

Frankfurt, Germany
Filed June 24, 1971, Ser. No. 156,242

Claims priority, application Germany, June 24, 1970, P 20

31071.8
Int. CI. BOlj/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 29-583 10 Claims

3,781,974

WORKPIECE MANUFACTURING AND MACHINING
DEVICE

Horst Holzl, Ludwigsburg; Max Rosskopf, Marbach, and Las-

zlo Csikor, Ludwigsburg, all of Germany, assignors to Karl

Huller Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Ludwigsburg,

Germany
Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,569

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 10, 1970, P 20

00 998.7

Int.CI. B23q 3/ / 5 7,4/ /02

U.S. CI. 29-568 24 Claims

A method of nianufacturing diodes comprises mounting, by

one side, a semiconductor disc metallised on both sides on a

carrier, and mounting a thin cover on the other side of the

semi'^onductor disc, dividing the disc into a plurality of parts,

forming an insulating coating on the divided parts, thereafter

removing the insulating coating and the thin cover from the

metallised surface of the disc parts and finally detaching the

disc parts from the carrier. ]

An arrangement wherein a plurality of machine tools are ar-

ranged in a row with each machine tool having an spindle and

3,781,976

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING CHIP-SHAPED SOLID

STATE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Hiroshi Tomiwa, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Matsuo Electric

Company, Limited, Osaka-fu, Japan

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,304

Claims priority, application Japan, May 26, 1971,

46/36151; July 19, 1971,46/53780
Int. CI. BOlj/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 29-583 3 Claims

A method for manufacturing chip-shaped capacitor ele-

ments wherein a terminal array is formed within a rectangular

frame with the terminals being arranged in rows and columns

and held by supporting members. Capacitor elements with

lead conductors arc bonded to the terminals and then each
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molded rows of capacitors arc then severed from the frame Uj

^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ ,,^,, ,u,^

face A major face of the semiconductor body equipped wi h

one or mori conductive contacts are provided, if desired with

an nsulative and passivating layer, through which the contacts

are exposed, is situated in confronting contacting relation with

the vitreous support member and so arranged th.. the

semiconductor body contacts register with the me.all.xed

paTh on the vitreous support member The vtrcous suppor

member and semiconductor body are permanently united by a

rhem'velectrostatic bond formed by heating to a temperature

n th^ range of about 300-450° C and application of an elec-

uos'at c Held of about 200-500 volts d c and a magnetic Held

'^^1 a nux density of about 3.000 to 20.000 gauss^such

thermo-electrostatic bond also permanently uniting the meta

.zed paths to the support member and to the scmiconducto

b<.dy as well as permanently unitmg the contacts on the

semiconductor body to the metallized pathsand supporting members and the individual capacitors are

then cut from said molded rows of capacitors.

3.781.977

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Harold Hulmes, Ch«dle. Engl-nd. assignor to Ferrant

Limited, Hollinwood, Lancashire. England

KiledSept.8. 197 1. Ser. No. 178,745

Claims priortty, application (;reat Britain, Sept. 19, I97t),

44725/70
lnt.CLB0lj/7/<)«

. -«» >o< 4 Claims
U.S. CI. 29- 584

U yM6l6J^"^'"»^ aii

3.781,979

IMAC.E INTENSIHERS AND THE LIKE

Henry Dermolt Stone, Surrey. England, assignor to IS.

Philips Corporation. New York, N.Y.

KiledNov.«, 1971, Ser. No. 196.289 I

CUims priority, application (ireat BriUin. Nov. 18. 1970.

54.817/70 ^ I

Inl.CI.H0ls4/0a I

US CI 29-592 10 Claims

Method of manufacturing a channel plate having mem-
.

branes or films at an end of each channel, comprising allowing

a liquid to extend by capillary action along the channels to

form a meniscus at the channel mouths, solidifying the mcn.sc

,o provide temporary supports, forming the membranes on the

temporary supports and removing the temporary support to

leave the membranes behind Also, the channel plate

prtxluced by this method

The formation of a contact individually on at least one

selected region of a semiconductor body .
such as is required m

the manufacture of a read-only memory store. compr.M.

providing on each selected region a layer of contact male .

a

on a layer of insulating material, and applying a potential

between the contact material and the selected region to cause

the contact material to penetrate through the layer of insulal

ing material.

3 78 1 978

PROCESS OF MAKING THERMOELECTROSTATIC

BONDED SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Alexander M. Intrator. Dewitl. and Norbert Adams. Syracuse,

both of N.Y., assignors lo General Electric Company.

'

Filed May 16. 1972. Ser. No. 253.879

Int. CI. BOIj/ 7/00, HOll 7/02. 7//6

U.S.CL 29-589 '
^ '-""

3,781,980

METHOD OF MAKIN<; AN IMPROVED STATOR OR
ARMATURE

ZInon C. Possis. Edina, Minn., assignor to Possis Corporation.

Minneapolis. Minn_
,971. Pat. No. 3,725.708.

Division of Ser. No. 187.3VM.tKi. '•'"'•"
,,„b,^

This application Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310.816

Int. CI. H02k/ -VOO

. ,„ ««x. 2 Claims
U.S. CI. 29-596

Semiconductor devices are provided in which a vitreous

support member such as translucent glass plate serves as a

/». M

A method of making stators and armatures for dynamo elec^

trie machines in which the customary windings are replaced

bTeTtruded inserts seated in circumferentially spaced holes

that extend axially through the core of the ''»-/- --"j;^;;;^
each of which inserts consists of a group of parallel spaced

apart wires embedded in insulating material, the ends of the

Xe's be^ng connected to conductivity paths of printed circuit

boards at the axially opposite faces of the core.
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3,781,981

METHOD FOR MAKING ARMATURE-COMMUTATOR
ASSEMBLY HAVING ARMATURE WINDING OF VERY

SMALL DIAMETER
Tatuo Miura, and Toshiro Kaneko, both of Kariya, Japan, as-

signors to Nippondenco Co., Ltd.. Kariya-shi, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 810,238, March 25, 1969,

abandoned. This applicaUon Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,991

Int.CLH0Ir4i/00

U.S.CL29— 597 ^ ISCtaims

3,781,983

METHOD OF MAKING PRINTING HEAD FOR THERMAL
PRINTER

Kenji Hiruma, and Inawo Sugaya, both of Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Ricoh Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 178,876, Sept. 9, 1971, Pat. No.

3,715,564. This application Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,091

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 16, 1970,

45/81085
Int. CL HOSb 3/00

U.S.Ci.29-611 5 Claims

/o-̂
HKSSUW

cu0ittMr' °/„

12

Apparatus and method for making an armature-commuta-

tor assembly having an armature winding wire of very small

diameter comprising forming a plurality of wire-engaging fin-

gers on the commutator, engaging a plurality of insulated con-

ductors led out of the armature winding with the fingers, ap-

plying equal pressure simultaneously to all the engaging por-

tions by a plurality of electrode bars whose number is equal to

the number of the fingers and w^ich have at their engaging

end a recess portion of a depth which is approximately equal

to the diameter of the comductor, and while continuing to

apply that pressure, supplying to the electrode bars either

equal valued currents simultaneously, or successively reduced

currents sequentially for electrically connecting the fingers

with the conductors.

A plurality of heating resistors and their lead wires are

formed upon a heat-resistive flexible film, and the Hexible film

is then curved and mounted upon a head structure in such a

manner that the heating resistors are arrayed along a project-

ing edge of the head structure.

3,781,984

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING ELECTRODES OF A

DISPLAY DEVICE UTILIZING GAS DISCHARGE
Takashi Maeda, and Yasunari Shirouchi, Akashi, both of

Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kamikodanake,

Nakahara-ku. Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,236

Claims priority, application Japan, July 15, 1971,46/52104

Int.CLH05ki//0,i/2S

U.S. CI. 29-624 9 Claims

3,781,982

METHOD OF MAKING A SUPERCONDUCTOR
Gerhard Ziemek, Hannover, and Ernst Scheffler, Langehagen,

both of Germany, assignors to Kabel-und Metallwerke Gu-

tehoffnungshutte Aktiengesellschaft, Hannover, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 884,846, Dec. 15, 1969, abandoned. This

application Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,367

Int.CI. HOlu urn
U,S.CL29— 599 1 Claim

A superconductor is provided as a tube made from a self-

supporting thin sheet with axial welding seam and attached to

a separately made carrier, either as an outside envelope or, in

case of a tubular carrier, as an inside lining, but always in inti-

mate contact with the respective cylindrical carrier surface.

Electrodes manufactured by the method according to the

present invention are used for generating a firing spot, which

is utilized for an indication in a display device utilizing gas

discharge or a plasma display panel. First, an electrode pattern

having a predetermined dimension is formed in grooves on the

inside surface of the dielectric supporting substrate; second,

metal paste for electrodes is inlaid in the above-mentioned

grooves then, said metal paste inlaid in the grooves is baked,

and then the electrodes are formed on the supporting sub-

strate. ,

3,781,985

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING LINERS

IN CONNECTORS
John L. Yonkers, 2030 Sunset Ridge Rd., Northbrook, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 230,566, March 1, 1972. This

application Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,547

Int.CI.H02g/J/00

U.S. CI. 29—629 8 Claims

There is provided an improved method and apparatus for

assembling inner liners with a connector of the type open at

'tis O.G.— r.
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one end and having a plurality of inwardly extending protube

ranees. In accordance with the method, the liner is inserted

into the connector in generally U -shape with the ends thereof

projecting from the open end of the connector An elastic

band is positioned at the open end of the connector and ex

roll of coins against the plunger to force the plunger into the

plunger passage to a sufTicient depth will cause the linkage

*^J\

panded over the connector to fit over the surface of the con-

nector. The expanded band is then moved over the folded

ends of the liner onto the outer surface of the connector

thereby securing the ends of the liner with the elastic band An

apparatus is provided for carrying out this method.

'1 7SI 986

METHOD OF MOUNTING ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
WITHIN A CONNECTOR BODY

Carl R. Joslyn, Unadllla, and John W. Dyce, Sidney, both of

N.Y., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, Southfield,

Mkh.
Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 257,614

Iat.CLH01r9/00

IJ.S. CI. 29-630 D 10 Claims

means to force the slitting means toward the axis and sufTi-

cicnUy far' into the plunger passage so that it will slit the

sidewall ofihe coin wrapper.

3,781,988

SAFETY PAPER CARTON OPENING BLADE HOLDER
Roger E. Jones, P.O. Box 68. Agoura, Calif.

Filed Aug. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 284,607

Int. CI. B26b 5100, 29/02

U.S.CL30-2 SCUims

A method of assembling metal contacts in thermoplastic in-

serts of an electrical connector, the thermoplastic body having

a plurality of contact receiving passages therethrough, each of

which has a shoulder therein and terminates through one face

of the insert through a projection so that when a contact with a

shoulder thereon is placed against the shoulder in the passage

and the projecting portion is heated and caused to abut against

the shoulder of the conuct, the conuct will be secured in the

passage when the thermoplastic material cools.

3,781,987

DEVICE FOR SLITTING THE SIDEWALL OF A

WRAPPING OF AllOLL OF COINS

Stojan Gentscheff. 314 E. Floral Ave., Arcadia, Calif.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,639

Int-CLB26b27/00

US. CL30 2 15 Claims

A device for slitting the sidewall of a wrapping of a roll of

coins which includes a' frame that has a plunger passage

therein. The plunger passage has an axis and an open end. A

plunger is axially slidable in the plunger passage First bias

means applies an axial force on the plunger tending to force it

out of the plunger passage Slitting mtans is mounted to the

frame so as to be movable laterally relative to the axis, toward

and away from the same. Linkage means interlinks the plunger

and the slitting means, whereby pressing the end of a wrapped

A blade holder comprising a grip and a handle molded in-

tegrally therewith, of hard plastic material, is provided with a

guard pivotally attached thereto for retracting movement to

uncover the comer of a blade held in the grip, the pivotal at-

tachment being provided by trunnions integral with respective

sides of the grip and received in apertures in respective side

walls of the guard, which arc of sufTicient resiliency to be

sprung over the trunnions during assembly of the guard to the

grip. A tension spring is connected to integral posts on a side

of the grip and on a corresponding side wall of the guard, posi-

tioned so that the spnng will move over center with respect to

the pivot axis in shifting from a closed to an open position, and

the guard will be held in each of such positions by the spring.

3,781,989 I

CAN OPENER
Myron SwetUtz, and James A. Richard, both of Monroevllle,

Pa., assignors to WesUnghouse Electric Corporation, Pitt-

sburgh, Pa.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,594

InL CL B67b 7138, 7130

U.S.CL30-4R 9 Claims

The disclosed device is a power driven can opener in which

the outer layer of the end seam of a can is severed. The disclo-

\
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sure is particulariy directed to specific critical dimensions and edges are bevelled downwardly so that the leading edges are in

relationships of the parts which yield a commercially practical the plane of the upper face of the blade. The blade portions

merge smoothly into the central hub portion to avoid stress

concentrations and provide a strong structure.

electrically powered can opener adapted to open most of the

cans encountered in normal use in the home.

3,781,992

COLLAPSIBLE SCISSORS
William M. Barr, 1512 S. 19tb East, Salt Lake City, UUh

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,657

Int.CLB26b/J//2
U.S.CL 30-255 1 Claim

3,781,990

DRY SHAVER WITH SELECTIVELY ENGAGABLE
SHORT AND LONG HAIR CUTTERS

Aldo Loner, Klagenfurt, Austria, assignor to U.S. Philips Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 44,150, June 8, 1970, Pat. No. 3,690,000.

This application July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,673

Int. CLB26b 79/20

U.S.CL 30-34.1 4 Claims

A dry shave appliance having a shaver part composed of at

least one long hair cutting part with upper and lower cutters

and a motor with a drive member. A coupling piece and an

operating element are also provided with the coupling piece

displaceable by the operating element positionable in at least

two working positions.

A scissors that can be collapsed to present a small, safely

handled unit. Reversely turned blades each provide a cutting

portion and a spring loaded handle engaging portion, the

spring loaded handle engaging portion being arranged to

prevent inadvertent collapsing of the scissors.

3,781,993

LIGHT WIRE PLIERS FOR ORTHODONTISTS
Anthony J. Cusato, Closter, NJ., assignor to Henry Mann,

Inc., Feasterville, Pa.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,010

Int. CI. A61c 7/00

U.S. CI. 32—66 2 CUims

3,781,991

BRUSH CUTTER
Joseph Blake Stretton, Wilton, and William Borachok, Byram,

both of Conn., assignors to Textron, Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed Sept. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 181,322

Int CL B26b 25/00; AOld 55/18

U.S. CI. 30-276 8 Claims

A rotary brush cutter blade comprises a flat plate shaped to

provide a relatively small number of blade portions, for exam-

ple, from three to 10, radiating from a central hub portion.

The blade portions are symmetrical and have bevelled cutting

edges at both sides so that the blade is reversible. The cutting

A light wire pliers particularly for use by orthodontists is

particulariy disposed for the making of very small helical loops

as well as vertical loops in light tempered wire such as is used

by orthodontists. Inserted hardened high speed steel facing

portions are fixed, as by soldering, to sUinless steel jaw mem-

bers of the pliers so as to face the jaws so that those extremely

small size jaw ends may be used to form the wire without

bending, deformation, wear or breaking of these jaw portions.
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3,781,994

ARRANGEMENT FOR SEPARATING AN AREA OF

OPERATION OR TREATMENT IN THE ORAL CAVITY

Sven-Gunnar Hesselgren, Nybrogatan 12, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,892

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 8, 1971, 1548/71

Int. CI. A61c 5//2

U,S. CI. 32-35 6 Claims

as to adjust the clfcctivc length of the eutling portion Each

stop has a small and large stopping end to allow files to be used

A device for separating a larger or smaler area, i.e . teeth, of

the oral cavity for dental treatment consisting of a dam of an

elastic material intended to be applied over said area and to be

fixed in its position by a streching means, whereby said dam is

surrounded by and connected to a inflatable frame piece.

individually or together on a single ttwth. and each stop has an

interior rubber holding section penetrated by the cutting por-

tion to hold the stop.

3.781,995

COMPASSES
Pierre Debeaux, 2 Boulevard dArcole, Toulouse-Haute-

Garonne, France

Fikd Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,906

Int. CI. B43I 9100

U.S. CI. 33-27 F 5 Claims

ERRATUM
For Class 33—27.6 see:

Patent No. 3,781,995

3 781 997

DIAMETER GAUGE FOR MACHINE TOOLS

Elio Pagclla, and Carlo Guerici, both of Urea, Italy, assignors

to Ing. C. Olivetti AC, S.p.A., Ivrea, Turin, Italy

Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,566

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Sept. 30, 1970, 70262

A/70
I

lnt.Cl.G0Ib5/00

U.S.CL33— 143L 6 Claims

Improved compasses consisting of two arms adapted to be

locked in adjustable angular positions and of a scriber ar-

ranged at the intersection of the useful edges of these arms; a

circle is drawn by placing the compasses on the sheet and

causing it to slide in such a manner that the straight edges of

the arms pass at all times through two fixed points.

3,781,996

ROOT CANAL REVERSIBLE STOP

Dennis W. Saffro, 10158 Hollow Glen Cir., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,773

Int.CLA61c///00

U.S. CI. 32-57 <» Claims

An endodontic instrument fbr treating a pulp canal includes

an elongated member having a fiated cutting portion at one

end. a handle at the other and an intermediate part between

the cutting portion and the handle. Selected stops of a set of

reversible stop members are individually positionable on the

intermediate portion in abutment with a lower shoulder of the

handle, each of the stop members having a different length so

A diameter measuring gauge for machine tools comprising

two opposed feelers both movable with respect to one

another. The feelers are mounted on arms carried by sleeves

that slide on a column. The arms arc biased in so that the

feelers contact the workpiece with the proper pressure. A

hydraulic cylinder coupled to the arms drives the two arms

until the feelers make initial contact with the workpiece, then

the hydraulic pressure is removed. Measurement is accom-

plished by a pair of windings carried by the arms in juxtaposi-

tion to each other to electrically interact to produce an electri-

cal signal proportional to the diameter of the workpiece.
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3,781,998 3,782,000

INSIDE MICROMETER COMPRISING A COUNTER DRYING OF TIMBER

Katsutoshi Okazaki, Kure, Japan, assignor to Yehan Numata, John H. Pless, 48 Kinnerton St., London, S.W. 1, England

Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, Japan Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,716

Filed Feb. I, 1972, Ser. No. 222,566 Claims priority, application Great Britam, June 16, 1971,

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1971, 46/24882 28,271/71

IJ.S.CL 33—166
Int. CI. GOlb 5/00

1 Claim U.S. CI. 34—9.5
Int. CI. F26b 3100

7 Claims

10 13 e 84
aj„ei

orCompact inside micrometer comprising counter directly or

indirectly connected to a guide which operates scale-carrying

rings in the counter through a connecting bush interlocked

with a spindle. The counter may be adjusted by separating the

connecting bush from the guide.

3,781,999

CUTTING TOOL SETTING DEVICE
Peter J. Colangelo, 168 Laughlin Rd., East, Stratford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,843

Int. CI. B27g 23100; GOlb 3/22

U.S.CL33-I85R 6 Claims

A process for seasoning boards or planks of lumber is

described in which the lumber is continuously moved through

a drying chamber and the lumber is heated to reduce the

moisture content to a required level. To prevent the surface of

the lumber drying out in advance of the centre the surface of

the lumber is intermittently brought into contact with one or

more freely rotatable wetting rollers during the passage of the

lumber through the drying chamber.

3,782,001

CLOTHES DRYER CONTROL
Curran D. Cotton, Newton, Iowa, assignor to The Maytag

Company, Newton, Iowa

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 124,042, March 15, 1971,

Pat. No. 3,710,138, which is a division of Ser. No. 803,687,

March 3, 1969, Pat. No. 3,599,342. This application Aug. 10,

1972,Ser. No. 279,659

Int. CI. F26b/ 9/00

U.S.CL 34-45 12 Claims

A device for temporary attachment over the spindle arm of

a boring machine to enable the precise positioning of a boring

tool in the machine. The tool setting device comprises a

mounting element and an adjustable carriage slidably attached

to the mounting element, the exact positioning of the carriage

on the mounting element being made possible by the coopera-

tion of a ture scale on the latter with a vernier on the carriage.

The carriage also comprises an indicator gauge which is ad-

justably secured thereto and which is adapted to correlate the

position of the carriage on the mounting element with the axis

of rotation of the spindle and to indicate the precise position

at which the cutting bit of the boring tool should be secured in

the machine in order to bore a hole having the precise dimen-

sions indicated by the vernier.

./-

n

.lie

\^^
m

A control system for a clothes dryer including a dryness

sensing circuit comprising a resistance -capacitance circuit

portion operable for initiating termination of the clothes dryer

responsive to preselected dryness conditions of articles

therein. The control system further includes selectable means

for precharging a capacitance circuit and effecting a treat-

ment for "permanent press" fabrics, for example, whether

they be wet or dry.
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[

3 782 002 3,782,004

HAIRDRYER PARTIc'i]L;RLY ADAPTED TO THE DRYING APPARATUS FOR GRAIN AND THE LIKE

DRYING OF LONG HAIR Floyd P. Btack, 1 24 Downs Av.., Urban., Oh.o

Bruno P. Momne, Paris, France, assignor to L Oreal, Paris, FiW May «'i';2'^7_';^o 251,248

_ int. CI. rZoD / //'^
France

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,593 U.S. CL 34-174

Claims priority, application France, May 21, 1971, 7163200

1 Claim

Int. CI. A45d 20100

U.S. CL 34—99 5 Claims

A drying device for bulk grain or other substances This

device consists primarily of a hollow box-like structure having

.spaced away from the walls on the interior, a perforated box-

like structure through which hot air is placed under pressure

so as to dry the grain earned within the space defined by the

walls of both of the box structures.

Hair dryer is4)rovided with an accordion-pleated duct at its

head-receiving opening and means for locating a head cen-

trally of the free end of said duct, so that hot air flows out-

wardly near the periphery of the duct but the hair on said head

IS drawn inwardly near the axis of said duct.

3,782,003

DEVICE FOR SHIFTING PRODUCTS TO BE DRIED ON A

PERFORATED DRYING DRUM
Felice Garzolto, Valdagno, luly, assignor to Rimar S.p.A..

Trissino, Vlcenza, Italy

Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,009

Claims priority, application lUly, Aug. 22, 1970, 28885

A/70 >

lnt.CLF26g/J//2

U.S.CL34-110 5 Claims

3,782,005

AUDIO-VISUAL TEACHING SYSTEM CONSISTING OF A

SELF PROPELLING MAGNETIC READINC; UNIT.

SLIDING ALONG MAGNETIC TRACKS PRE-RECORDED
ON PAGED SHEETS

Alessandro Oliveli, Rome. Italy, assignor to Soc. S.A.M.E.R.,

Rome, Italy

FiledOct.4, 1971.Ser. No. 186,185

Claims priority, application lUly, Oct. 14, 1970, 54027

A/70
;

Int. CLG09b 5/04. Gl lb 5/«W !

U.S. CI. 35-8 A 3 Claims

>^

A device for shifting products to be dried on a perforated

drying drum in order to increase the drying efficiency and to

prevent the formation of a pattern of the drum holes on the

same products, comprises a cylinder, having its longitudinal

axis parallel to the axis of the drying drum, at a given distance

which is adjustable. Said cylinder can be actuated by a side

drive independently of the actuating system of said drum.

When the diameter of said cylinder has been chosen, the

disunce from the drum surface can be varied in order to avoid

the increase in the path of the product due the device becom-

ing equal to the center distance between the drum holes or an

integral multiple thereof. A plurality of these devices can be

advantageously mounted on a drying drum.

An audio-visual teaching system for rendering easier the

learning of scholastic matters at any level, wherein the support

of the information and/or the images consists of illustrative

sheets Suitably paged and the sound reproduction is obtained

by a self propelling magnetic reading unit slidable with a

precisely constant speed along a pre-recorded magnetic track,

secured to the paged illustrative sheet.

3,782,006

MEANS AND METHODS TO ASSIST PEOPLE IN

BUILDING UP AN AVERSION TO UNDESIRABLE HABITS

Eliot N. Symroes, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to American

CUnIc, Inc.. San Jose, CallL

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 254,786

lnl.CI.G09b/9/00

U.S.CL 35-22 R 10 Claims

Methods and means for assisting persons in breaking un-

desirable habits include means for projecting first and second
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images onto a screen. The first image is a fixation image to in-

cvNCHROSCOreTRilNING DEVICE
duce a oerson to concentrate in a small limited area. The SYNCHKOSCOKt

»*'*»f'»'^^
""•y^^

second image reTates to an object or message relating to the Evan E. Lloyd, Columbia, Md., assignor to The Singer Com-

pany, Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,892

Int. CI. G09b 23106

U.S.CL35-19A 7 Claims

rflJl
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scholastic achievement The device comprises a board having

an outer sheet with open rectangular slots, elevated by a plu-

rality of transversely extending ribs mounted on an inner

sheet. The slots are arranged in rows and columns, each row

corresponding to a student's name and each column cor-

responding to a particular behavior trait or scholastic achieve-

ment. At the leftmost portion of the outer sheet, is a column of

slots designed to accept pockets bearing the name of the stu-

dent, so that the students' names line up with each row of slots

and the pockets fit within one another Scoop drawers at the

bottom of the board hold sticks of cardboard, or another suita-

ble material, of various colors, representing points of gradated

magnitudes. When a student has accomplished a particular

scholastic achievement or fulfilled a desired behavior pattern,

a stick of the appropriate point value is placed in the slot in the

particular student's row in the column corresponding to the

scholastic achievement or behavior trait. At the end of a day.

all the student's markers, which he has accumulated, arc then

placed in his envelope, or exhanged for a marker of a larger

denomination and placed in his envelope The student's en-

velope will then contain an accumulation of points earned

which, in accordance with the particular incentive system em-

ployed, may be exchanged for a treat or favor.

shoe with respect to the cleats under normal playing condi-

tions, but enable limited, resisted movement of such shoe with

respect to the cleats upon the shoe being subjected to lateral

forces exceeding a predetermined value.

«» 3,782,010

DETACHABLE HEEL FOR SHOES

Michele Frattallone, Fulvia Vella Piazza Parte (iuelfa, 3/50123

Firenze, Italy

Filed Oct. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 77.559

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 3, 1969. 4798 A/69

Int. CI. A43b2//J6

U.S.CL 36-42 3 Claims

3,782,012

NAMEPLATE AND BUSINESS CARDHOLDER
Charles Frederick J. Price. 1II15V^ Inglewood Ave., In-

glewood. Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 44.002, June 8. 1970,

abandoned. This application July 22, 1971, Ser. No. 165,307

Int. CI. A44c 3100

D.S.CL40-I.5 1 Claim

JW

250

60 4« 74 44 50 5« 62 72

A heel for shoes having detachable main body, intermediate

portion and base portion held into the innersole by a depend-

ing threaded member and upward positioned member engage-

able with the threaded portion.

An identification device having a surface for the display of a

person's name or other information and a compartment for

the receipt of business calling cards

3,782,013
I

MICROFICHE OR CARD INDEX

Edward T. Hutchison, Jr., Silver Spring, Md., assignor to Wal-

colt-Taylor Company Incorporated, Bethesda, Md.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,420

Int.CLG09f ///O

U^.CL 40- 124.2 ^ 2 Claims

3,782,011

SAFETY SOLE FOR SPORT SHOE
Raymond F. Fisher, 2407 Hillside Ave., Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Oct. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 295,242

int. CL A43b 23/28

U.S.CL 36-59 R 7 Claims

A safety sole for a football shoe is described which substan-

tially reduces injuries to a player's ankle or knee without

detracting from the shoe's ability to provide the player with

firm footing. Rather than the ground engaging cleats of the

shoe being rigidly securecf to the remainder of the shoe, they

are secured thereto through a flat, zig-zag spring having a re-

sisunce to deformation chosen to prevent movement of the

A microfiche or card index including a backing sheet having

a plurality of shingled pocket members superimposed thereon.
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the pocket members being inclined to the longitudinal axis of

the backing sheet. Each pocket is formed by a sheet which has

been cut. scored and folded to form a rectangular recess.

3,782,014

ROTATABLE DISPLAY DEVICE
Alkn Galen, 3470 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,666

Int.CKG09f ///iO

U.S. CI. 40—64 R

3,782,016

ANNUNCIATOR DISPLAY
Donald M. Ashton, Glen Ridge, and Richard Dubois, Jr., No.

Caldwell, both of N.J., assignors to Wagner Electric Cor-

poration, Newark, N.J.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,488

lnt.CLG09f /i/06

U.S. CI. 40—130 E 6 Claims

10 Claims

A rotatablc display device which has a central display aper-

ture in its front face where each of a plurality of photographs

or the like may be viewed individually in sequence. The device

is arranged for generally vertical orientation and the photo-

graph at the display aperture may be changed by rotating the

device about a horizontal axis. An internal gravity-actuated

mechanism maintains all but one photograph in a stored posi-

tion and prevents movement of a second stored photograph to

the viewing position until the first photograph has moved from

the viewing position to its stored position.

3,782,015

DISPLAY FRAMES
Walter Esry, 32 E. lOth St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 67,186

Int.CLG09f ///2

U.S.CL40-152 5 Claims

A display frame having an outer shell with a transparent

face, and a plurality of peripheral sides forming an opening

into*which an object may be inserted. A core of corresponding

configuration is provided which can be inserted within the

opening to secure the object against the face of the shell, the

shell being provided with tab means for releasably engaging

the core to retain the core within the shell.

nI

34
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An annunciator display especially useful in aircrew stations

is disclosed. The annunciator display is a single integrated

panel capable of transmitting fixed and variable messages

under ambient light conditions.

3,782,017

COLLAR IDENTIFICATION TAG
Granville Y. Graham, 7212 Richland Dr., Lynchburg, Va.

Filed Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,722

lnt.CLG09fi/y6

U.S. CL 40—303 8 Claims

n s^ ^
^^ J

u"Tj a

An animal identification tag is described herein comprising

a main body, for attaching the identification tag to a collar,

and a porous indicia-receiving coating material, for receiving

and displaying a marking material. In one embodiment, the

main body is formed of a soft aluminum and has protruding

tabs which can be wrapped around a collar. In another em-

bodiment, the main body is permanently attached to a collar

by rivets, or the like. Both paint and tape are disclosed as in-

dicia-receiving coating materials. In the case of an indicia

receiving paint a primer paint is applied between the main

body and the paint.

3,782,018

HUMANE CATTLE KILLERS AND SIMILAR
MANIPULATABLE APPLIANCES

Roger John Hancox, Bumtwood, England, assignor to Accle%&

Shelvoke Limited, Aston, Birmingham, England

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,254

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 26, 1971,

30,056/71

Int. CI. F41c 3100; A22b 3/02; F41c 13100

U.S.CL42-1M 16 Claims

An improved humane killer and associated apparatus. The

invention introduces into the known captive bolt pistol type
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humane killer means for pneumatically finng and ejcctmg the

spent cartrklge This enables the pistol to be connected to

pneumatic supply apparatus including a hopper, a cartridge

orientating device, and a cartridge transfer device, whereby

cartridges placed in the hopper are successively passed to the

orientating device v^hich ensures that each one is turned nose

nrst into the transfer device which then transfers it to a prcs-

a barge pushed by a powered craft. The net is supported by a

tubular frame having beams that are pivoted at or near the

stern of the vessel. A deck winch lowers the forward end of the

connected frame and net from their elevated p<.sition over the

bow and to a fishing location below the bow by means of a line

over a pulley on a high mast From this location the net trails

below the vessel, with its forward opening for entry of fish dur-

ing forward movement of the vessel This mouth of the net is

kept open by spaced cross pieces of the net frame When usxd

for fishing just above the sea bottom the apparatus preferably

surized feed tube abutting the breech block of the pistol and

which serves as a magazine for continuous supply Each time

the breech is turned to the loading position a cartridge from

the feed tube enters a cartridge chamber in the breech block

A pneumatic control mechanism senses a drop in pressure in

the feed tube each time the breech block is in the loading posi-

tion and this actuates the onentating device and the transfer

device to supply a new cartridge into the feed tube.

i_

3,782,019

GAS-EXPELLING PISTOLS

Guerrino Venturini, Martinex. Argentina, assignor to

Establecimientos Venturimi S.A. Industrial, Comercial y

Financicra. Buenos Aires, Argentina

Fikd Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222.818

Claims priority, application Argentina, Feb. 2, 1971,

233,791
lnt.CI.F41c2i/00

U.S.a.42-72
2^'«"»*

includes a fish-moving chain or set of teeth, extending across

^nd in front of the base of the net mouth, fastened at its ends

to forwardly projecting ends of side arms of the frame When

fishingfor oysters, the set of teeth is preferably used, for break-

ing oyster shells loose from an oyster bed After a desired load

of fish is in the net it and the forward end of the frame are

pivotally lifted by the winch and line over the bow until the

axis of the net is upright Then its lower portion is untied (or

un-zippcrcd). and the fish is thus dumped onto the deck (or

into the hold or a container

)

t

ffiTfe^

3,782,021

PROJECTILE LAUNCHING APPARATUS

Maxwell G. Atchisson. Apt. 1, BIdg. 14, Sussex Cir., Marietta.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,322

Int. CI. F4lc 27/06

US. a. 42- IF IbCtaims

A gas expelling pistol having a reversible butt end movable

between a first or extended position wherein the pistol may be

used as a long arm that is placed against the shoulder of the

user, and a second position wherein the pistol may be used as a

short arm.

3,782,020

FISHING APPARATUS

Delbert Vernon Puckett, 447 Demontluiin St., Bay St. Louis,

Miss. ^^„ ___
Fikd Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240.555

Int. CL AO Ik 75/02

U.S.a.43-8
»2,CI-ims

Apparatus and method for net-fishing from points forward

of the bow of a fishing vessel, which may be a powered boat or

Apparatus for lauching a projectile such as a 40-mm car-

tridge grenade A short barrel is provided to receive a grenade

or other round to be launched, the barrel being dimensioned

to be positionable beneath the front portion of the barrel of a

firearm such as the U S Rifie M16 The launching apparatus

includes a front support which is extendable to engage the

nash suppressor of the firearm, while a rear support of the

launcher includes a socket for engagmg the bayonet lug of the
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firearm. Both the front support and the rear support are

deliberately designed to undergo a predetermined amount of

structural deformation when subjected to recoil force

produced by launching a projectile from the apparatus, and

this predetermined deformation absorbs a portion of the recoil

force. A hammer in the form of a spring is cocked by a pair of

levers which pull the hammer back and which become disen-

gaged from the hammer, so that the hammer and associated

firing pin can fall to discharge the round. A safety mechanism

prevents cocking of the hammer unless the launching ap-

paratus is installed on a bayonet lug.

3,782,022

RELEASABLE LOCK FOR A BOLT OF A FIREARM
Heinz Bielfeldt. and Manfred Birkenhagen. both of Eckern-

forde. Germany, assignors to Firma J.P. Sauer & Sohn

G.m.b.H.. Eckernforde. Germany
Filed Mar. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 238,428

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 16, 1971, P 21

46 401.7

lnt.CLF4lc /7/0«./ 7/00

U.S. CL 42-70 R 10 Claims

therefrom which may normally occur in its absence. 'In a

preferred embodiment it comprises a lever member pivoted

between its ends, one end forming a resiliently urged releasa-

ble clamping jaw, the other end forming a finger engaging por-

tion for opening the jaw, and means for securing the member
to the fishing apparatus. It is preferably secured to a part of

the reel, such as the reel mounting shank, but may be secured

to the reel butt when suitably proportioned.

3,782,024

FISH LURE
Carl R. Cordell, Jr., P.O. Box 2020, Hot Springs, Ark.

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,583

Int.CLA01k*5/00
U.S.CL 43—42.31 10 Claims

HB lOo

A bolt lock assembly is provided for a firearm which has a

rotatablc bolt and safety actuating means for securing the

firearm against firing. The lock assembly is connected to the

safety means such that the bolt' is secured when the actuating

means secures the firearm against firing. A hand-manipulablc

release element is carried by the bolt handle to release the bolt

for turning, independently of operation of the actuating

means, such that the bolt may be turned even while the

firearm is secured against firing.

ERRATUM
For Class 43—8 see:

Patent No. 3,782,020

A fish lure having a two-piece plastic body cemented

together along a vertical longitudinal plane. A weighted eye

member is positioned in a bore at the front of the body and

secured in place by an intermediate flange extending into a

groove formed in the bore. The weighted eye member simu-

lates an eye for the lure and additionally is loosely mounted so

as to rattle to produce fish attracting sounds as the lure is

drawn through the water. Metallic eyes are secured to the lure

for attaching the lure to a fish line and for attaching hooks to

the lure.

3,782,023

SPINNING REEL LINE CLAMP
Doyle D. Hendrickson, Evansville, Wyo., assignor to Reel Assist

Corporation. Casper. Wyo.
Filed May 10. 1971, Ser. No. 141,517

Int. CI. AO Ik S7/00

U.S.CL43— 25 5 Claims

Spin fishing accessory for releasably securing the line at a

point relative to the reel spool which prevents stripping line

3,782,025

SINKER PUTTY MOUNTING MEMBER
Rudolph J. Kochevar, 252 Arbolada Dr., Arcadia, Calif.

Filed Jan. 22, il973, Ser. No. 325,424. The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Jan. 31, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLAO Ik 95/00

U.S. CI. 43—44.9 17 Claims

A sinker comprising readily manually moldable sinker putty

molded on a mounting member attached to a fishing line. The

mounting member is configurated to increase the strength of

the attachment between the sinker putty and the mounting

member and may comprise a sleeve slidablc on the line or a

plate, stem or piece of twisted wire fixedly attached to the line.

3,782,026

PEST EXTERMINATING APPARATUS
William A. Bridges, Rt. 2, Box 49 D, and ChaVles L. Harris, Rt.

2, Box 31, both of Luling, La.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,108

Int.CLAOlm
U.S.CL43-124 lOCUums

An apparatus for exterminating pests such as roaches, ants

and the like including a vaporizer unit for converting a liquid
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tions. The distribution system w.U permit the vaporous pcst.-

horsc secured t5 said linkage and moved up and down

thereby.

3.782,029

CONSTRUCTION SET AND ELEMENT THEREOFcide to be emitted during the operation of the vaporizer unit^

A portion of the pesticide which .s reconverted '"»" •» ''M"'^
Ernest Roger Bardot, Juziers. Fmnce

state durmg distribution will accumulate on the distribution ^ ^ .._, ,,_ „ ,o„ s,r

system to produce a residual exterminating potential
Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,055

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 2, 1971, 71 1 1658

lnt.CI.A63hii//0
_ ,^ 5 Claims

IJ,S. CI. 46-26

3,782,027

DOLL DRESS UP SET

Adolph E. Goldfarb, Tarzana, and H"^"**
J^' *^J»"' ^J?";'

sworth, both of Calif., assignors to Adolph E. Goldfarb, Tar-

""*' "
FiledFeb. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 229,832

Int. CL A63h 9/00

„ ^. a^ -.•* 4 Claims
U.S.CL46—22

^^ I
;

S ij
^0

A construction set comprises a plurality of skeletal

tetrahedrons and interconnecting means therefor so that they

can be assembled in a plurality of groups of different configu-

ration and rotated relative to each other The legs of the

tetrahedrons have flange configurations for receiving cor-

respondingly nanged resilient connectors

3,782,030

SINGING SOUND PRODUCER FOR BICYCLES

Frank A. Gergovich, 1114 Eighth St.. La Salle, 111.

Filed Dec. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,462

Int. CLA63h 5/00
^. «.r ••*£ D 4 Claims

U.S.CL46— 175R

A doll figure provided with a regular smooth outer surface

and changeable dress-up means comprising a formablc sheet

having an outer surface on which a representation of clothing

for the doll may be provided The sheet is wrapped around the

doll immediately adjacent and conforming to the dol s ou^r

surface The sheets are readily removable and replaceable

with other sheets.

3,782,028

TOY OPERATED BY DRINKING STRAW

Henry J. Kelly, Buffalo, NY., assignor to The Raymond Le.

Organization, Inc, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 1 9, 1 97 2, Ser. No. 298,85

1

Int.CLA63li29//0
1 Claim

""'A^o/comprising a hollow tube through which liquid can

now; a screw in the tube and rotated by the flow; a crank

A harmonic sound producer comprising a hollow body with

a B-B loaded resilient nipple adapted to be repeatedly en-

gaged by a continuous scries of rapidly moving elastic string-

hke elements, such as the wire spokes of a bicycle wheel, so as

to produce singing sounds by the wire spokes of the wheel as
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vibrating string-like elements that arc resonant and tuned to

various frequencies by changing the tension on the spokes.

3,782,031

CONTROLLABLE AMUSEMENT DEVICE
Melville Byron, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Crea-

tive Patents & Products Limited, Ontario, Canada

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,630

Claims priority, application Canada, Feb. 24, 1971, 106,134

Int.CI. A63h 1 1 HO
U.S.CL46—244R 3 Claims

with a drum rdtatably mounted on the top. Both the drum and

the top have alignablc openings of different shapes. Further

included are different blocklike pieces with shapes cor-

responding to the openings in the drum and the top of the en-

closure so that when the drum and top openings are in register

the blocks or playing pieces may fall therethrough. In addi-

tion, vehicles that are provided with the set have different

shaped openings which correspond to the shape of the blocks

and the openings in the top and drum for receiving the blocks

as they fall through the openings in the top. Also, the enclo-

sure is provided with audible signal means and a door that is

associated with a trip mechanism for striking the rear of the

vehicles and imparting rolling action thereto when the door is

lifted and moved to a raised position.

3,782,033

POXFILLING AND COMPACTING APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Norman E. Hickerson, P.O. Box 1 148, Apopka, Fla.

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,037

lnt.CLA0lc9/0«
U.S.CL47—

1

10 Claims

A self propelled amusement device including a body

member shaped in any form which appeals to a child, a pair of

drive wheels and at least one steering wheel for supporting the

body member. The drive wheels arc driven by means of a bat-

tery operated motor, and the steering wheel is controlled by a

solenoid Proximity detectors or other sensing devices are

placed at both ends of the body member and at both sides. The

proximity detectors may be sensitive to changes in capacity in

their vicinity, and in such a case the presence of a hand of the

child near one of the proximity devices causes a voltage to ap-

pear at the output thereof. Appropriate electronic circuitry is

provided for controlling the operation of the drive motor and

the steering solenoid in response to changes in electrical

capacity occurring near any of the proximity detectors, so that

the body member can be caused to travel forwards or

backwards or to turn any desired direction by merely placing a

hand or other body having electrical capacity near selected

ones of the proximity detectors.

An apparatus and method for filling pots^^ilh soil and com-

pacting the soil in the pots. Spilled so'il is collected -and

returned to a hopper for re-use and a punch is provided for

driving a hole in the soil in the pot.

3,782,032

COMBINATION PRF;SCH00LT0Y VEHICLE AND
LAUNCHING STATION

Marvin I. Glass, Chicago, and Palmer Schoenfield, Evanston,

both of III., assignors to Marvin Glass & Associates, Chicago, t

lU.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,931

Int.CLA63h////0

U.S.CL 46-202 2 Claims

3,782,034

ELECTRICAL DOOR OPERATOR
Robert J. Lynn, Morton Grove; Kristupas Daugirdas, Wil-

mette, and Redreddy Sukumar Reddy, Chicago, all of III., as-

signors to Vapor Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,161

Int.CI. E05f/5/00

U.S.CL49-I3 12 Claims

»—,.

^so

A combination preschool toy vehicle and launching station

set characterized by the provision of an enclosure having a top

A door operator for a vehicle wherein resilient means cou-

ples the drive arm to the door to control the force applied by

the door operator throughout the door closing cycle. The

operator is compact and mountable in the side wall of the

vehicle above the floor and includes an independent locking

system, together with an emergency opening assembly.
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secured thereto is painted and then the inner panels carrying
. . •!_ . l;—

COLLAPSIBLE REVOLVING DOOR HAVING PAIRS OF the door mechanisms are secured to the outer skms

PIVOT DETENTS AT THE TOP AND BOTTOM OF EACH
LEAF

Dennis Lowe, 58 PitfieW Rd., Agincourt. Ontario, Canada

Filed Oct. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 300,971

Int. CLE05d/ 5/02

IJ.S.CL 49-44 9 Claims

3,782,037
I

CAM OPERATED TWO-STAGE WINDOW REGULATOR

Max O. Heesch. Broolilyn, Mich., assignor to Hancock Indus-

tries. Inc.. Jackson. Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 208.556. Dec. 16. 1971. This

application July 3 1 . 1 972. Ser. No. 276.58

1

lnt.CI. E05(.V/2

t.S.CL49-I03 10 Claims

A collapsible revolving door with upper and lower

mechanisms v^hich enable the folding of the revolving door

leaves upon the application of a predetermined abnormal

pressure thereto A mechanism includes a retaining plate con

centncally mounted on the end of the central vertical door

shaft; horizontal bearing plates mounted on the horizontal

edge of each door leaf adjacent to the central shaft, and a pair

of detents connecting each bearing plate to its associated

retaining plate, one detent on cither side of the door leaf axis

Upon application of an abnormal force, the upper and lower

detents on one side of the door leaf yield allowing the door

leaf to pivot about the detents on the other side of the leaf

enabling folding.

3.782.036

DOORS FOR VEHICLES

George William Joseph Clark, Bayston Hill, near Shrewsbury;

Gerald William Colder. Wellington, and Frederick Leslie

Hart. Cressage. all of England, assignors to GKN Sankey

Limited. Bilston. Staffordshire. England

Filed Aug. 17. 1972. Ser. No. 281.518

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 21, 1971,

39,314/71; Aug. 21, 1971, 39.315/71

Int. CI. B60j 5/04

U.S.CL 49-502 8 Claims

J94

An automobile window regulator which sequentially

operates two window panels adjacently mounted and substan-

tially related in a coplanar manner, one of the panels con

stituting a small vent, while the other panel forms a primary

window The regulator is operated by a single crank, or elec-

tric motor, which oscillates a gear sector about a fixed pivot

point Pivotally mounted levers having cam surfaces defined

thereon are engaged by cam followers mounted upon the gear

sector wherein oscillation of the gear sector pivots the levers

which indirectly operate the window panels The cam surfaces

produce the desired sequential operation, and are of such con-

figuration as to further function as locking means for main-

taining the window panels in terminal positions.

3,782,038

APPARATUS FOR GRAINING PLATES

Robert E. Harrell, Manchester; Roy C. Bax; Leonard P.

Kumpf, both of St. Louis, and Donald R. Toliver, Bridgeton,

all of Mo., assignors to Western Litho Plate & Supply Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Filed May 5, 197 1, Ser. No. 140.333

Int. CI. B24b/ 9/00

US. CL 51-6 3 Claims

T-V r 5--„-_^
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embraces the spindle at a circumference mtermed.ate its

leneth and (b) an intermediate tubular housmg spaced out-

ward from the inner housmg and which eccentrically bears on

the inner housing adjacent the same circumferential area,

separated from the inner housing by a ball
^^^JJ''^^;*"'^.

The mtermediate housing is outwardly surrounded by a fixed

housing from which it is separated by another ball bearing

raceway, and all three generally concentric housings arc

mounted within an outermost dome of somewhat flexible

material, the dome being supportingly transected by the spin-

outer periphery portion of a feed wheel and a clamping

member is provided on the feed wheel for locking the adjusta^

ble annular member thereto A first stop member is secured

on the annular member being movable in a circular path with

the feed wheel when locked thereto and a second stop

member is provided being reciprocatably movable into and

out of the circular path of the first stop. Rotary movement of

the feed wheel is transmitted by suitable transmission means

to the second stop for advancing the same into the circular

path so that the first stop may engage the second stop at a

predetermined position of advancement of a tool support

being effected by turning the feed wheel through a predeter-

mined number of revolutions.

3 782 044 '

WIDE ABRASIVE BELT TYPE LUMBER PLANING
MACHINE

Paul H. Olin. Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Timesavers, Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 1. 1972, S«r. No. 249.175

lnl.tl.B24b2//00

U^.a.5l-I38
*^'-'""

die at a circumference between the carried 'ap and the top of

the inner rotatable housing, so as to be jointly fiexed by oscil-

lation of the spindle. Both roUtable housings ^re pulley^

operated from an electric motor which also oscillates the head

(carrying the workpiece). thus totally eliminating cam and

Lar mechanisms previously employed in polishers. Adjacent

units located in a cabinet can be operated by a single motor

Such units also carry a pneumatic element to supply down-

pressure for the head, and provide circulation of lubricating

fluid to the lap.

Kodi

3,782,043

FEED MECHANISM FOR MACHINE TOOL

Tokio Shiga, Okazaki, Japan, assignor to Toyoda

Kabushiki Kaisha. Aichl-ken, Japan

Fil«dNov. 1, 1971,S«r. No. 194,306

Claimspriority,applicati«n Japan, Aug. 11. 1971,46/60820

Int. CI. B24b 49/00

-,. ,. .^e TO 6 Claims
U.S.CL 51— 165.78

A wide abrasive belt lumber planmg machine in which the

planing action is performed by a contact drum -supported

abrasive belt as the workpiece is moved through the machine,

with Its top surface in conUct with the belt An in-feed pres-

sure shoe and an out-feed pressure shoe press down on the

workpiece just as it enters and leaves the abrasion 'one. and to

preclude the generation of abnormally high friction loads due

fo variations in thickness of the workpiece^ the force with

which the in feed shoe is pressed down is produced by a pres-

sure-regulated air cylinder.

3,782,045

CONTACT LENS POLISHING SYSTEM

Masami Kanda, 1515 W. 48th Ave., »««*"• ^oto-

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,395

Int. CI. B24b 7/22

U.S.CI. 5I-I24L
4 Claims

u f f„.Hi„o a A Dolishmg solution recirculating system for use with con-
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holders are brought into contact with a wetted surface polish-

ing element disposed on a rotating spindle with additional

polishing solution being applied to the wetted surface as the

holaer is rocked to alternate angular positions of contact with

respect to said spindle for exposing further areas of the lenses

to polishing action and wherein nozzles of a distributor

manifold are mounted for movement with a rocking

mechanism to keep the nozzles in operative position for

polishing solution application at all reciprocal positions for

said holders. A splash tray is disposed about the spindles and

connected to a sump whereby the polishing solution is col-

lected for intermixture and recirculation by a pump disposed

in the sump and having its pressure side connected to said

manifold.

about a horizontal axis. The rig includes a system for auto-

matically returning said rig to an upright position. Another

3,782,046

TOOL REST FOR GRINDING WHEEL WITH
AUTOMATIC WEAR COMPENSATION

Sanford Schaap, Southfield, and Borys Zura, Sterling Heights,

both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,

Mich.

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,859

lnt.CLB24b4//06

U.S. CL 51— 238 R 6 Claims

disclosed machine has a plate, which has a vertical surface

against which the bricks are laid before being pressed into the

mortar.

_- Ty-

3,782,048

LONGITUDINAL SUPPORT POST
Daniel L. Corman, 1829 Fielden Dr., Lexington, Ky.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,016

lnt.CLE04ci/52

U.S.CL52—738

19 II » 10

A movable tool rest for a grinder having a grinding wheel

and a tool platform mounted adjacent the periphery of the

grinding wheel wherein provision is made for adjusting auto-

matically the position of the platform with respect to the

periphery of the wheel as the wheel decreases in diameter due

to wear.

3,782,047

APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING BRICKS
Andries Johannes Stoltz, Pretoria, Transvaal, South Africa, as-

signor to Monres (Proprietary) Limited, Johannesburg,

South Africa

Filed Sept. 8, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 78,705

Claims priority, application South Africa, Sept. 17, 1970,

6354; Aug. II, 1971,5359

Int. CLE04g 2 //22

U.S.CI.52—749 llCtaims

A building method is disclosed in which bricks are roughly

positioned on a layer of mortar and are then, a number at a

time, aligned and pressed into the mortar by a horizontally

elongated member which is vibrated. One machine disclosed

includes a head structure mounted on a rig and displaceable

vertically, fore and aft and laterally. The head includes a

clamping structure having brick-gripping fingers on each side

of said member and pneumatic actuators for operating the fin-

gers. The clamping structure is capable of swinging in an arc

8 Claims

An extruded aluminum support post has a unique conffgura-

tion to eira^le various elements to be readily secured thereto

for support thereby. One form of the unique configuration has

four recesses disposed 90° from each other with a threaded

groove iq the bottom wall of each recess to form a first set of

threaded grooves extending for the length of the post. Each of

the side walls of each recess forms a bottom wall of a threaded

groove forming a second set of threaded grooves with the two

threaded grooves adjacent each recess being disposed perpen-

dicular to the threaded groove forming the bottom wall of the

recess and having their mouths open away from the recess. A
second form has a circular post with a first set of threaded

grooves disposed at a lesser radius from the longitudinal axis

of the post than a second set of threaded grooves, which are

disposed between each adjacent paix of the first set of the

threaded grooves.
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3,782.049

WALL FORMING BLOCKS
Mdvin H. Sachs, 26765 Fullcrton Ave., Detroit, Mkh.

Coatinuatioii-in-part of Scr. No. 21,981, March 23, 1970, and

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 732,973. May 29. 1968,

abandoned. This application May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,953

lnt.a.E04c///0.2//0

U.S. a. 52-309 7CWBIS

sembly may be utilized in a conventional rectangular building

louver or in a penthouse louver configuration.

Wall forming blocks made of foamed plastic material, and

having vertical openings and upwardly opening channels ex-

tending along their upper edges, are formed with pre-formed

rigid sheets bonded to their opposite faces, with furring strips

secured to the inner faces of the sheets and embedded within

the plastic. The blocks are stacked in courses to form a wall,

with their vertical openings aligned with and their channels

covered by the blocks next above them. Concrete slurry

poured into such openings and channels forms a concrete sup-

porting grid within the wall.

3,782,051
'

WINDOW SHUTTER CONSTRUCTION
Edward G. Quinif. Richmond, Ind., assignor ,to Wailed Lake

Door Company, Richmond, Ind.

Filed June 21, 1972, Scr. No. 264,738

Int CI. E06b 7108, 9100

U.S. CL 52—473 1 Claim

3,782,050

LOUVER ASSEMBLY HAVING IMPROVED
WEATHERPROOFING AND AIR FLOW

CHARACTERISTICS
Joshua R. Dowdell. Dallas, and Paul H. Sanderson. Jr.. Lalie

Dallas, both of Tex., assignors to Dowco Corporation, Dallas,

Tex.

Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,668

\nUC\.V2At 13108

MS. CL 52-473 5 Claims

A window shutter construction comprising a mounting

frame and a shutter affixed as by clips in overlying relation to

the mounting frame so as to conceal the mounting frame when

the shutter is viewed from the front.

3,782,052

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION

William W. VetoviU, 7486 Strongsvillc Blvd., Strongsvillc,

Ohio
Filed Sept. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 292,171

[

Int. CI. E04b 1104; E04c 2/06

U.S. CL 52-745 31 Claims

A plurality of modular wall units are constructed on a base

area within a temporary shelter removably positioned on the

base area. The temporary shelter is then moved from the base

area. With the shelter removed from the base area, the wall

units are first lifted vertically and moved horizontally for

lowering into position on a building foundation.

The specification discloses a louver assembly for being

mounted in a building and which includes a plurality of louver

blades mounted in inclined positions sloping downwardly from

back to front. Each of the louver blades includes an elongated

open-topped trough having a rhomboidal cross section which

extends along the lower edge of the louver blades. Each of the

louver blades also includes a vertical rise along the mid-region

thereof to allow water to freely drain down the blade into the

trough while restraining water from flowing up the blade. A lip

portion extends along the upper edge of each of the louver

blades to prevent water from flowing over the upper edge of

the blades. Apertures are defined at the ends of each of the

troughs to allow water to drain therefrom. The louver as-

3,782,053

JOINT CONSTRUCTION FOR LOW TEMPERATURE
PURPOSE LIQUID-TIGHT PANELS

KenJI Nakano; Ichizo Okano; Ryuzo Teramoto, and Koji

Hayakawa, all of Osaka, Japan, assignors to Hitachi Ship-

buikling and Engineering Company Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed July 6. 1972, Ser. No. 269,447

Claims priority, application Japan. July 9, 1971, 46/50831;

July 9, 1971,46/50832
Int. CLF16b 5/00 I

U.S. CL 52/753 J 3 Claims

A construction for a liquid-tight joint between adjacent

edges of panels forming the inner wall of a low temperature
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liquid storage tank ^ch being of multi-layer construction and response to either expansion or contraction of the grid mem-

having a liquid-tight membrane as an interior layer. A patch bers. By this technique stresses acting lengthwise of the mam

member covers the adjacent edge portions of a pair of panels grid members are distributed from end to end of the g"d ^em-

at the joint and is secured to the panels and to a supporting bers in any row, the tangs flexing if necessary to absorb and

joist. Each panel is relieved to expose a portion of the surface

of the liquid-tight membrane adjacent each side of the patch

member, and a low temperature resistant adhesive is applied

to the joint area, covering the exposed membrane surfaces and

the patch member.

3,782,054

CORNER ANGLE FOR WINDOWS
Lorane G. Goss, Jr.. Mechanicsburg, Pa., assignor to Capitol

Products Corporation, Mechanicsburg. Pa.

Filed Sept. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 181,108

InLCLF16d 7/04

U.S. CI. 52/758 H 3 Claims

A one-piece, drive-in, spring steel corner or clip for joining

mitered joint window frames.

accommodate further expansion or contraction. The control

member of the joint assembly also includes tabs having multi-

ple functions including holding a grid joint assembled and

limiting expansion and contraction as well as excessive flexing

of the tangs.
"^

3,782,056

JOINT STRUCTURE
Mitchell M. Osteen, Zirconia, N.C., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company
Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 247,959

Int. CLFl6b i/00

U.S. CL 52/758 F

3,782,055

EXPANSION JOINT ASSEMBLY FOR CEILING GRID
SYSTEM

William H. Spencer, La Canada; John O. Dorius, Hacienda

Heights, both of CaliL, and James D. Brown, Grants Pass,

Oreg., assignors to Trend Ceilings Systems Co., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,142

InL CI. E04c 2/42; E04b 1/68

U.S.CL 52-758 D 16 Claims

An expansion joint assembly for the grid system of a

suspended ceiling subject to severe expansion and contraction

forces caused by temperature changes. The aligned ends of

main grid members are joined together by a one piece expan-

sion joint control member having provision for limited lost

motion and including tangs designed for limited deflection in

6 Claims

Joint formed by superposed m^embers fastened together by a

self-drilling, self-tapping screw is provided with a recess in the

surface of the member where the screw exits. The recess pro-

vides space for receiving the shavings produced by the drill

end of the screw while the portion of the joint member ad-

jacent the recess is threadably engaged by the self-tapping

portion of the screw to provide increased holding strength for

the screw.

3,782,057

DECKING STRUCTURE WITH GUARD RAIL SUPPORT

Rudolph Leonard Gross, 20 Valencia Crescent, Toronto, On-

tario, Canada
Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,702

InL CL E04c 5/18; E04b 1138

U.S.CL 52-27 11 Claims

In a balcony structure in which the front edge portion of a

concrete body is clad with a channel-shaped metal frame,

metal securement rods are disposed through the frame and are

welded thereto with one end portion of each rod being em-

bedded in the concrete body and a further end portion of each

rod projecting from the frame and disposed outwardly of the

concrete body. The rods are disposed with a predetermined

spacing therebetween which spacing is identical to^the spacing

between apertures provided in upright members of a guard

railing, the further end portions of the rods being disposed
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% 782 0S9
through Ihese apertures and having nuts screw-threadedly

rilv WIBF r'llARD FASTENERS

Co., Sterling, III. I

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275.242

Int. CI. E04li/ 2/20

U.S.CI.52-I47 15 Claims

2

14 15 '^^ ~~~^ "

ing to the rods. The lower hmb portion of the frame has a por-

tion which is of inverted V -shape in cross-section and which

extends substantially longitudinally relative to the frame.

3,782,058

TYING DEVICES FOR TYING WOODEN MEMBERS TO
COMPOSITE BRICK AND MASONRY WALLS

George E. Allen, Dolton, III., assignor to Allen Anchor Cor-

poration, Dolton, III.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,294

Int. CL E04b 1138, E04h 12100

U.S.CL 52-300 7 Claims

"^

71 79

The guy-wire guard fasteners of both forms involve the

wedging action of a semi-conical shaped p<irtion of a wedge

plate against one side of the guy-wire by driving the wedge

plate endwise m one direction while the parallel lateral edge

portions of the wedge plate that are in a plane oppositely

inclined relative to the semi-conical portion of the plate slide

in grooves provided therefor in the two legs of an inverted Ll-

shapcd fastener bolt or element, these legs extending through

holes in the middle portion of the guard on opposite sides of

the guy-wire so that the guy-wire is clamped firmly against the

inside of the guard by the wedge plate

In the other form of fastener in which downwardly bent

tapered flanges define the parallel side edge portions of the

wedge plate and these flanges arc slit vertically at regularly

spaced intervals so that lugs can be bent outwardly from the

flanges on opposite sides of the legs of the U-shaped fastener

clement in which grooves are defined for sliding engagement

' of the flanges in the endwise movement of the wedge plate to

wedged position, the outwardly bent lugs positively lock the

wedge plate against endwise movement from wedged position.

This prevents loosening of the wedge plate in the event of any

endwise movement of the guard relative to the guy-wire.

A tying device for tying a wooden board or so-called "-

plate." to the uppermost tier of face bricks and a composite

face brick and concrete block or like composite wall construc-

tion. In the preferred embodiment of the invention the tying

device is formed in its entirety, as by stamping, from a relative-

ly thin sheet of flat metal stock, such as thin sheet metal or alu-

minum, without the need or necessity for any welds, rivets, or

attachments, and is designed to be installed at any desired

point laterally between the inside faces and the outside faces

of the concrete or like masonry blocks, and to lie between the

butt joints of the concrete or like masonry blocks and does not

require installation at the butt joints, and does not require the

use of any diagonally extending or like brace member. A first

modified form of the tying device is likewise formed, as by

sumping. from a single sheet of fiat relatively thin metal stock,

without the need for any welds, rivets, or attachments, or any

diagonally extending or like brace member, and may be posi-

tioned at any selected point along the face brick between the

butt joints or at the butt joints between the face bricks. A
second modified form of construction is similar to the first

modification but employs a brace member which is formed

separately from the body of the tying device but is adapted to

be mounted thereon in use.

3,782,060 I

BEARING FOR SUPPORT OF ROOFING TILES

Klaus Gobel, 55, Trier-Trach, am Forst, Germany

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,157 I

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 22, 1971, P 21

57 750.4
I

lnt.CLE04b//J5 '

U.S.CL52-126 7 Claims

I

A bearing for supporting a roofing tile comprises a base

plate which is bushed to receive one end of one or more

threaded members. The threaded members comprise bolts

with threaded portions of opposite pitch carrying a toothed

wheel between the threaded portions. The other end of each

threaded member is received in a support plate which is
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received in a recess in a roofing slab. Each support plate has a taching same to an air handling unit, the assembly being

fork on one side the lugs of which extends below the base of adapted to be cantilevered from a wall support at one end pro-

thc support plate. Spacing pins on the base plate separate the

roofing slabs and a locking pin on the base plate can be used to

turn the toothed wheels and thus tighten or slacken the bolts.

3,782,061

CONCRETE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION WITH
IMPROVED POST TENSIONING MEANS

Andrea J. Minutoli, 1624 Merritt Dr., Novato, Calif., and

Reginald A. J. Locke, 915 Douglass St., San Francisco, Calif

.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,420

Int. CI. E04b / /4 / , E04g 2l\l2

U.S.CL52-125 11 Claims

jecting therefrom and engaging with a skirt facade

preselected angular relationship at the other end.

in a

3,782,063

EXPANDABLE PREFABRICATED BUILDING SYSTEM
AND METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

Valeria Batorewicz, and Jerry P. Loving, both of New Haven,

Conn., assignors to Housing Systems Corporation, New

Haven, Conn.

Filed Aug. 3 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 176,636

Int.CL E04b ///2. //i47. //J5

U.S.CL 52-63 12 Claims

A building assembly having aligned first panels and a second

panel between each pair of adjacent first panels with the first

panels having aligned, rod-receiving conduits and the second

panels having sleeves aligned with the conduits so that rein-

forcing rods can extend through the assembly of the first and

second panels. Each sleeve has means for guiding reinforcing

rods therethrough and a nut is received within the guide

means for interconnecting the proximal ends of a pair of ad-

jacent reinforcing rods. Each conduit is wide enough to

receive a rod-connecting nut and the string of reinforcing rods

arc tensioned at the upper end of the building assembly,

whereby uniform stress is applied to the first and second

panels and thereby to the overall building assembly.

An expandable prefabricated building system combines a

preassembled rigid core unit with auxiliary floor sections and

attached self-erecting or inflatable flexible membrane forms

for satellite rooms surrounding the core unit.

A preferred method of construction includes the steps of

prefabricating a core unit and at least one floor section and

flexible membrane form for a satellite room; transporting the

prefabricated items to a construction site; erecting the core

unit, floor section and flexible form; and applying hardenable

plastic material to the flexible form to produce a permanent

building.

3,782,062

MODULAR ASSEMBLY FOR ATTACHING SKIRT

FACADE TO AN AIR HANDLING UNIT

Walter E. Woods, and Paul E. Hammann, both of Bettendorf,

Iowa, assignors to American Air Filter Company, Inc.,

Louisville, Ky.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,079

Int. CI. E04f/ 0/05

U.S. CL 52-75 » Claim

A modular assembly for supporting a skirt facade and at-

3,782,064

MOISTURE DEFLECTOR FOR A WALL SYSTEM
S. Eugene Hubbard, 540 Phillips Rd., Nlles, Mich., and

Lawrence F. Biebuyck, 2500 IntersUte 20, Mesquite, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 41,951, June 1, 1970, abandoned. This

application Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,739

Int.CLE04b7/4,///S

U.S. CI. 52—97 3 Claims

There is provided an improved wall construction including a

vertical mullion and a horizontal member. A glazing pocket is
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provided in the side face of the vertical mullion and a glazing

pocket is provided in the upper surface of the horizontal mul-

lion. A moisture deflector is provided on the horizontal mul-

lion protruding into the glazing pocket of the vertical mullion

directing moisture from the glazing pocket of the horizontal

a plurality of oppositely directed substantially identical in-

denUtions on a foil on each side of a fold line. Thereafter, the

foil material is folded along the fold line to align the indenta-

tions so that they form half portions of individual containers.

The foil sections are welded or otherwise scaled together so

that they close the container around the juncture line. Each

container indentation includes a neck portion terminating in

an outwardly widening funnel opening adjacent the edge of

the foil material. The individual containers arc then Tilled

through the funnel and the neck portion is thereafter scaled

mullion into the glazing pocket of the vertical mullion so that

moisture which enters the glazing pocket in the horizontal

mullion may be directed downwardly through the glazing

pocket of the vertical mullion and thereafter outside of the

building.

3,782,065

CEILING MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
Walter Grifnng, 208 Lansdaic Rd.. Prospect Heights, III.

Filed Feb. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 229,521

Int. CI. E04b 5152; G09f 7//«

U.S. CI. 52-39 11 Claims

directly below the bottom of the funnel by pressure welding.

The area adjacent the closed weld line is provided with tear

lines to facilitate easy opening and removal of the contents

from the conUiners. An aseptic packing comprises a strip of

two superposed foil sheets, each having aligned recessed por-

tions forming container halves which together form a

complete closed container which is closed around the

periphery by the foil material. The strip includes tear line por-

tions for both separating individual containers from the strip

and for opening the mouth of each container.

I

3,782,067

METHOD AND APPARATl S FOR CONTINUOUSLY
WRAPPING FLEXIBLE SHEETS

Albert Emiei Smolderfn, Aartselaar, Belgium, assignor to

Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel, Belgium ,

Filed Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,807

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 26, 1970,

41,126/70
I

Int. CI. B65b 9/02

U.S.CL 53-28 1 2 Claims

An arrangement to enable mounting heavy loads, such as

large screen television receivers, to suspended ceilings. The

arrangement includes a box-like section that replaces a ceiling

tile and is supported between the runners of the suspended

ceiling. The box-like section is attached to a pair of support

bars that bridge a plurality of runners thereby distributing the

weight of the load which is suspended from the box-like sec-

Aon.

3,782,066

METHOD OF MAKING AND FILLING AN ASEPTIC
PACKING CONTAINER

Roland Schmitt, Forchheim, Germany, assignor to Indus-

triewerke Karlsruke Augsburg Aktiengesellschaft, Kar|-

snike, Germany
Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,577 /

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1971, P 21

20 274.4

int. CLB65b 67/00

U.S.CL53-14 10 Claims

A method for the production of aseptic packings, particu

larly a single use packing such as an ampoule, etc., comprises

In a wrapped film package, particularly sheets of X-ray film,

produced by the method of USP 3,41 1 .263 in which the mar-

gins of one web of wrapping material are folded inwardly over

the edge margins of a narrower web of wrapping paper with

the film sheets sandwiched in between at spaced intervals, the

contacting web portions are adhered together and the webs

are sealed along lines between adjacent sheets and cut to

produce individually wrapped film sheets, the inherent ten-

dency of the folded over web marginal portions to unfold and
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draw air into the partially wrapped package is overcome by

mechanically creasing the folded web edge to set the web in its

folded condition and overcome the natural resiliency of the

web. Preferably, each web fold edge is creased along two

closely spaced parallel lines spaced apart approximately the

thickness of the wrapped film sheet so as to impart to the

folded edge a generally square cornered configuration.

3,782,068

CAROUSEL FOR SOLID WASTE COMPACTOR
SUnley J. Woyden, SUmford, Conn., and Maurice E. Aaron,

Bound Brook, N.J., assignors to Resources Control Corpora-

tion, Middlesex, N.J.

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,271

InLCLB65b 5 7/02

U.S. CL 53-64 <» Claims

successively arriving bags and then stitched to the bags to

close them and the tape clipped adjacent leading and trailing

edges of each bag. A fluidic control system with fiuidic bag de-

tection apparatus, including sensors located at spaced inter-

vals along the path of the bags, actuates a sewing head when a

bag is detected and continues sewing head operation until the

bag passes through the machine. The fiuidic control system

also actuates a tape clipper assembly including a moving knife,

swinging the knife to clip the tape adjacent the leading and

trailing edges of the bag, the tape clipper assembly further in-

cluding a pair of alternating pistons operatively connected to

the knife to swing it across the path and return, a first piston

being actuated by the control system when the detection ap-

paratus signals the control system that the bag is a predeter-

mined distance upstream from the knife, and a second piston

being actuated to again swing and return the knife when the

bag is a predetermined distance downstream of the knife. The

invention also includes a method of closing taped bags with a

bag closing machine having a fiuidic control system wherein

bags passing through the machine are detected by a fiuidic bag

detection apparatus.

A carousel for handling compacted refuse in a refuse com-

pactor system includes a circular turntable adapted carrying a

selected number of refuse receptacles and a drive mechanism

for indexing the turntable in coordination with the compactor

ejection cycle The carousel is designed to insure that each

receptacle receives one and only one refuse slug and that no

slug is ejected unless an empty receptacle is property posi-

tioned beneath the compactor ejection port. The system is

adapted to accommodate turntables of different sizes carrying

different numbers of receptacles so that it may be used in in-

sullations handling different daily volumes.

ar—

3,782,070

MACHINE FOR OVERWRAPPING MULTIPLE
CONTAINERS

Howard W. Eriandson, Green Bay, Wis., assignor to FMC Cor-

poration, San Jose, Calif.

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 168,927

Int. CI. B65b 53102

U.S.CL 53-184 4 Claims

3,782,069

BAG CLOSING MACHINE WITH FLUIDIC CONTROL
SYSTEM

1. George Fischbein, Minneapolis; Harold Fischbein, Edina,

and Sam Shark, Minneapolis, all of Minn., assignors to Dave

Fischbein Manufacturing Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,167

Int. CLB65b 57/02. 6 //06

U.S.CL 53-67 10 Claims A plurality of rigid containers or articles are grouped into a

unit for overwrapping in thermoplastic, heat shrinkable film.

The unit is inserted in a moving tube of the film which is sub-

sequently rendered Uut by directing streams of heated air on

the film. As a result, the film tightens around the groups ofar-

ticles and those portions of the tube at each end of the articles

become constricted or necked down to reUin the articles

against longitudinal movement relative to the film tube. While

still moving, each group of articles then encounters an orbiting

hot wire for perpendicularly severing the tube at its con-

stricted portion. After the severing of the tube, the over-

wrapped articles pass through a heat tunnel which further

shrinks the film so that the film beomes tightly stretched and

all portions thereof, including the severed free ends, closely

conform to the overall shape of each group of articles.

An automatic bag closing machine for bags moving along a

path wherein tape is folded over and along the open ends of

3,782,071

SIMULTANEOUS CARTON FORMER AND LOADER
Hans Hagedom, 947 Huntington Cres., North VaDcouvcr,

British Columbia, Canada
Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,540

Int CL B65b 41106, 43110,47/06

U.S.CL53— 191 26 Claims

Apparatus for directing a single or double tier load of con-

tainers onto a fiat carton blank, folding the blank around the
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load and securing end flaps in position to complete the load- cally movable bag retammg frame. In one embodiment the

rg and fo mmg o'f the carfon A blank .s partly formed as .t .s bag reta.nmg frame supports on one end mwardly pro^ctmg
'"8 "

.

... J 1 _«i >i i„™^ u^^ ^..,.,<.^ «r>Kc u/hir-h r<-«t on th<- iinncrmost bac m the stack. On
drawn into position to receive the load, and after the load has curved tabs which rest on the uppermost bag in the stack. On

its other end, the frame supports cylindrical members which

frictionally grip and restrain the folded bottom edge portion of

the uppermost bag as the top portion of the bag is pulled up-

wardly from the tabs, thereay causing the bag to unfold to an

been received, the forming operation continues with the vari-

ous elements of the carton being secured in position during

this operation.

3,782,072

APPARATUS FOR WRAPPING ARTICLES

Robert P. Sorensen, and Leo Strombcck, both of Rockford. 111.,

assignors to Anderson Bros. Mfg. Co., Rockford, III.

Filed Aug. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 285,491

Int.CI. B65b///0«.9/02

U.S. CI. 53-229 14 Claims

open condition The bag retaining frame is reversible on the

vertical guide portion of the base frame for accommi>dating a

stack of bags packaged in groups with their bottom p<»rtions

arranged at opposite ends of the stack. In another cmbi>di

ment, the bag retaining frame supports an I. -shaped arm

which carries the frictional gripping members and is pivotable

to locate the gripping members at either end of the frame

where the arm is retained by a catch member

3,782,074

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANSING AND
PUMPING CONTAMINATED INDUSTRIAL GASES USING

A NOZZLE HAVING A VARIABLE THROAT AREA

Hugh Emory Gardenier, Tullahoma, Tenn., assignor to

Aronetics, Inc., Tullahoma, Tenn.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,873

Int.CI.B01d4 7//0

U.S.CL55-19 31 Claims

An apparatus for wrapping articles of the type wherein arti-

cles are advanced along an article path into a curtain of heat

scalable wrapping material, and upper and lower jaw assem-

blies are sequentially moved laterally of the article path into

positions at the trail side of the article to clamp overlapping

portions of the web therebetween, and then forwardly along

the article path in a sealing run. The lower jaw assemblies each

include a pair of spaced clamping jaw members having a jaw

opening therebetween, and a rotary heat sealing and cutting

member is mounted for movement into and out of the jaw

opening as the jaw assemblies move past a zone intermediate

the ends of the sealing run, to sever and seal overlapping por-

tions of the webs.

3,782,073

BAG HOLDER AND OPENING DEVICE

Malcolm E. Musser, P.O. 386, Jackson Center, Ohio

Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,063

InL CL B65b 43/26

U.S. CI. 53-384 10 Claims

A stack of collapsed or folded paper bags is placed on a

horizontal platform supported by a tubular base frame having

an upwardly projecting portion for guiding a rectangular verti-

Process and apparatus for removing contaminants from a

gas stream by heating a liquid cleansing medium, introducing

the liquid cleansing medium into the gas in vaporized and

atomized form through a nozzle having a variable throat area,

mixing the gas and the high energy cleansing medium thereby

entrapping the contaminants, and separating clean gas from

the cleansing medium containing the contaminants. The flow

rate of the liquid cleansing medium is varied by changing the

throat area of the nozzle to thereby control one of the process

variables such as the temperature of the liquid.
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3,782,075

COMPLETELY POROUS MICROSPHERES FOR
CHROMATOGRAPHIC USES

Joseph J. Kirkland, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,038

Int. CI. BOld /5/0«

U.S. CL55—67 16 Claims

comprising an oxide of lead dispersed upon a supporting

material.

3,782,077

DIFFUSION CELL
Ralph George Hollister, and Denis Arthur Stiles, both of Lon-

don, England, assignors to Johnson, Matthey & Co. Limited,

London, England

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,397

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 23, 1971,

7,566/71

Int.CI.B01d5J/22

U.S. CL 55—158 6 Claims

"7^^^

This invention relates to an improved packing material for

chromatographic columns, prepared from a powder of

uniform-sized porous microspheres composed of a plurality of

interconnected colloidal oxide particles.

This specification describes a hydrogen diffusion unit for

separating mixtures from gaseous mixtures containing

hydrogen. The unit comprises two superimposed metal f&ils

bonded together at their edges to form an envelope and at

least one of the foils is corrugated or undulated and each cor-

rugation or insulation is supported by a helix of stainless steel

or like wire adapted to prevent collapse of the unit when sub-

ject to high external pressures in use.

3,782,076

PROCESS FOR REDUCING THE ARSENIC CONTENT OF
GASEOUS HYDROCARBON STREAMS BY USE OF

SUPPORTED LEAD OXIDE
Norman L. Carr, The Hague, Netherlands; Franklin E. Mas-

soth, Middlesex Township, Butler County, Pa.; Donald L.

Stahlfeld, Glenshaw, Pa., and John E. Young, Jr., Middlesex

Township, Butler County, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research &
Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 247,983

Int. CI. BOld 53/04

U.S.CI.55—74 18 Claims
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3,782,079

SPIT BACK WATER, OIL AND FUEL RE-CYCLE

t«o A. H«nt2elin«n, 4990 Burlingame S.W., Wyoming, Mkh
Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,980

lnt.CLF02mJ5/00

U.S.CL 55-218

a plenum chamber or eliminator which is mounted above a

collection trough The passage has a water pipe descendmg

therethrough, the water impacting a deflector which sprays

the water across the mouth of the passage An enlargement is

removably mounted on the pipe to decrease the size of the

3 Claims passage Air is drawn upwardly through the passage, the

velocity increasing due to the narrow size, and the water is

broken up into small droplets which surround the particles

An impact plate immediately above the narrow passage

returns the water-enveloped particles to an annular catch

basin which surrounds the narrow passage A return pipe leads

from this basin to the trough. The enlargement may be

replaced with one of a different size, to obtain the optimum

velocity for removing particles of a given type or size.

The present invention relates primarily to a spit back water,

oil and fuel re-cycle for internal combustion engines. The

device forming the embodiment of this invention preferably

may consist of a rectangular valve housing mounting an auto-

matically operable spit back needle valve and an exhaust pipe

The needle valve in question has a vertical shaft which may be

provided with a nipper plate The latter can be swivelled by

means of the action of the air entering the housing and being

directed against a stationary baffle plate The flipper plate

with its spit back needle valve is automatically closed and

opened. The aforesaid action exhausting the residue of oil in

the housing and delivering it back to the engine.

3,782,081

PACKING OR BODY FOR MOISTURE EXCHANGER

Carl George Munters, D.nderydsvagen 3. Stocksund, Sweden

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 505.501. Oct. 28. 1965

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 164.880. Jan. 8,

1962 Pat. No. 3,231.409. This application Feb. 11. 1970. Ser.

No. 10.610

Int. CI. sold 46/60 '

U.S.CL 55-278 5 Claims

40 /42

3,782,080

AIR WASHER
Edward F. Gallagher, Union Lake, Mich., assignor to Gal

lagher-Kaiser Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 242,933

Int. CL BO Id 47/00

U^.CL 55-226

A packing element for heat and moisture exchange assem-

bled of thin corrugated sheets of asbestos fiber, the corruga-

tions serving to form cells and separate the cells one from the

next, whereby air can be passed from one side of the packing

13 Claims to the other for modification of either its heat or moisture con-

tent, the asbestos fibers of the packing being first treated with

an organic binder for temporary stability in assembling the

thin corrugated sheets into a green packing element, further

impregnated with inorganic binder and moisture absorptive

substance to provide structural stability and moisture absor-

bency after the organic binder has been burned out. so that

the packing assembly is composed entirely of inorganic fiber

and binder substance which may be a hygroscopic salt to

enhance the moisture absorbency.

3,782,082

CEILING FILTER SYSTEM FOR CLEAN ROOM
Thomas R. Smith; Robert W. Pond, and Richard D. Rivers, all

of Louisville, Ky., assignors to American Air Filter Com-

pany. Inc.. Louisville. Ky.

Filed Nov. 8, 1971. Ser. No. 196,555

Int. CLBOldi //OO

II S CI 55 494 ^ Claims
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fluid tight communication with adjacent ceiling panels either the transmission through which the engine drives the

wherein all of the air entering a plenum enters through the traction wheels or the clutch connecting the engine with the

mower is "in gear," wherein a centrifugally responsive switch

with considerable inherent hysteresis is built into the engine to

^//

p;inels, the individual panels being further adapted to be

snapped in and out of a ceiling panel support structure.

3,782,083
DISPOSABLE GAS FILTER

David J. Rosenberg, Glen Cove, N.Y., assignor to Pall Corpora-

tion, Glen Cove, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 181,123

Int. CI. BOld i9/0S
U.S.CL 55-491 9 Claims

keep the engine ignition system grounded until a relatively

high engine speed is reached, and upon being opened to

disrupt the grounding circuit, remains open despite a substan-

tial reduction in engine speed.

3,782,085

LAWN MOWER AND AUXILIARY UNIT WITH CONTROL
MEANS

James M. Parker, Ellsworth, Kans., and Carl N. Rydin, Naper-

ville. III., assignors to Parkton Corporation, Ellsworth, Kans.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 79,783, Oct. 12, 1970,

abandoned. This application Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,150

Int. CLAO Id 69/05

U.S.CL56— 11.6 9 Claims

A disposable filter is provided that is especially suited for fil-

tering gases, and for manufacture in a small size, comprising a

housing in at least two portions defining therewith a fluid

chamber with two fluid ports, and a filter element in sheet

form extending across the fluid chamber and held at its sides

to one housing portion across the line of flow between the

fluid ports, the housing portions being bonded together and

the filter element being bonded to one housing portion in a

fluid-tight and microorganism-tight seal.

3,782,084

SAFE START SYSTEM FOR RIDING MOWERS
Joseph R. Harkness, Germantown, Wis., assignor to Briggs &

Stratton Corporation, Wauwatosa, Wis.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,871

lnt.CLA01d75//«
U.S. CI. 56- 1 0.5 2 Claims

A safe start interlock between the ignition system of the en-

gine of a riding mower prevents starting of the engine white

A rotary lawn mower including an engine, an edger-trimmer

unit mounted on the mower and driven by the engine, power

control means for engaging and disengaging the drive to the

unit, and position control means for moving the unit between

its edging and trimming positions. Coordinating means inter-

relates the power control means and the position control

means to insure that the drive is always disengaged before the

position control means can move the unit. Caster wheels are

provided on the mower opposite the unit for ease of maneu-

vering and height control means engageable with the caster

wheels raise and lower the mower to respectively lower and

raise the unit.
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3,782,086

SPRING-LOADED GAUGE ROLLER

John Dale Anderson, Canton, Kans., assignor to Hesston Cor-

poration. Hesston, Kans.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,078

Int.CI. A01d«9/00

U.S.CL 56-344 10 Claims

spindle assemblies for servicing while also reducing sound dur-

ing such servicing. The sound reducing housings include sta-

tionary housing elements and movable housing elements

mounted on the machine for cooperating with each other for

at least partially encapsulating the spindle assemblies and for

shielding the interior of the machine. The movable housmg

elements are displaccable to positions for allowing access by

an operator to certain portions of the spindle assemblies for

servicing while the stationary housing elements continue to

reduce undesirable sound produced by the yarn processing

machine.

» « —2.

A crop pickup component of a farm implement is floatmgly

supported by a four point linkage and associated springs that

are. in turn, coupled with a swingable gauge roller in such

manner as to yieldably bias the latter toward the ground so

that shocks are absorbed as the roller follows the ground con-

tours while the crop is being gathered and loaded.

3,782.088

FALSE TWISTER
David Bakewell, Mobile, Ala., assignor to CourUulds North

America, Inc., Mobile, Ala.

Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,175

lnt.CLD02g//02. //0«

U.S.CL 57-34 HS 9 Claims

3,782,087

SOUND REDUCING HOUSINGS IN TEXTILE YARN
PROCESSING MACHINES

Gustav Franzen, Dusseldorf. and Klaus Nimtz. Krefeld, both of

Germany, assignors to Palitex Project Company-GmbH,

Krefeld, Germany
Filed June 19. 1972, Ser. No. 264.132

Claims priority, application Germany, June 21, 1971, P 21

30 621.8
InLCLDOlh IIOO;GlOklll04

U.S.CL57-1R 28 Claims

Sound reducing housings in twisters, spinning frames or the

like having a plurality of spindle assemblies. The sound reduc-

ing housings reduce undesirable sound produced in the

machine and are characterized by providing access to the

'1 '

1
Yarn under tension in the draw span of a drawing machine

is false twisted by rotation of the yam by frictionally contact-

ing the yarn with the rims of each of two rotating discs canted

with respect to the yarn path.

3,782,089

APPARATUS FOR PIECING-UP YARN IN AN OPEN-END-

SPINNING DEVICE

Hans Landwehrkamp. Gerolfing, and Gerhard Hoeber, Ingol-

stadt. both of Germany, assignors to Schubert & Salzer

Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft. IngolsUdt. Germany

Filed Nov. 18, 197 1, Ser. No. 200,125

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 28, 1970, P 20

58 603.2
I

lnl.Cl.DOIh/5/00. /i//S

U.S. CI. 57—34 R II Claims

A momentary contact switch connected in parallel with a

yarn tension monitoring switch is actuated by swinging of the

bobbin holder beyond a normal servicing position immediate-

ly prior to swinging such holder into working position. Such

switch overrides the yarn-monitoring switch to effect Tiber

feed to the yarn formation zone earlier than such feed would

normally be effected by the yarn-monitoring switch since the

latter switch is not actuated until the yarn tension is increased

to normal spinning tension. A holding switch is actuated by

the momentary contact switch to maintain the overriding

function between the time the momentary contact switch is

released by the bobbin holder being swung out of conuct and

the time the yam-monitoring switch is reversed. Alternatively,

a Bowden wire connecting the bobbin holder and the yarn-
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monitoring switch reverses such switch to begin fiber feed. 3,782,091

Other overriding switch constructions include a button on the TEXTURING YARNS BY FALSE TWISTING

bobbin holder manually operable to release the bobbin holder Richard C. Spurgeon, R.D. No. 2, Lansdale, Pa.

from a latched servicing position and simultaneously to actu- Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,227

Int. CI. D02g 1/02; DOIh 13/08; D02g 1/08

U.S. CL 57—34 HS 6 Claims

M-a

Untextured yarn is drawn from a producer's package.

threaded through apparatus comprising a tension leveling

device, an electric heater and a false twist device and. having

been textured thereby, is wound on yarn take-up means. Close

ate the overriding switch, a swingable switch lever moved into j^ j,,g y^^^ ^^^^ f^^^^ j(,e heater is a twist stop device which ef-

and out of switch-actuating contact with a leaf spring contact
fgctively restricts twisting of the yam to the downstream side

as a cam slides past it on opposite passes of the swinging bob- thereof, and close to the downstream side of the false twist

bin holder, or a ratchet-and-pawl latch for the bobbin holder device is a check device which effectively restricts to the

in which the pawl constitutes a switch-actuating cam. downstream side thereof the tendency of the yam to relax due

to untwisting thereof.

3,782,090

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
TEXTURED YARN

John J. Edwin, Charlotte, N.C., and J. Milton Lathem,
^ ^^j 092

Gainesville, Ga., assignors to Chadboum, Inc., Charlotte,
sz CABLING DEVICE FOR COMMUNICATION CABLES

^'^'
iri -1 1^ « lOTi «-, M« ^OA n^i *>'«»«• Vogelsberg, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-
F.led Dec 8

J97
1, Ser No 206,031

tiengeselkchaft, BerUn and Munich, Germany
lnt.CI.D02g//04

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,191
U.S. CI. 57-34 HS 13 Claims

^^^.^^ priority, application Germany, Jan. 25, 1971, P 21

05 843.5

U.S. CL 57—34 AT
Int. CI. HOlb 13/04

2 17 18 A_/^15 ^A 20 19 f^ 16

7 Claims

A method for producing textured yarn wherein yarn is

drawn through a heating zone, then a cooling zone, and then

at least partially around an idler grooved roll which has its axis

of rotation at an angle other than a right angle to the direction

of yarn travel, and finally delivered from the treatment area.

In passing around the grooved roll, the yam drives the grooved

roll and first contacts one side surface of the groove above the

bottom, then moves down into the groove bottom, and finally

up the opposite side wall before leaving the roll surface. Ap-

paratus is disclosed schematically in the form of a drawtwister,

with the drawtwister feed roll serving as the means to feed

yam to the texturing means, and the drawtwister draw roll

serving as the means for delivering the yarn from the treat-

ment area.

Cabling device has means for twisting strand elements into

respective twisted units having a twist direction which varies

from section to section thereof (alternate-reverse twist), and

means for simultaneously twisting a plurality of such twisted

units into a twisted group also having a twist direction varying

from section to section thereof. This two-stage cabling opera-

tion is effected by the aid of accumulators. Between the two

twisting stages, i.e. the twisted unit-forming means and the

twisted group forming means, at least one pulling device is

disposed, the pulling device being revolvable about an axis

corresponding to the axis of the twist of the twisted units and

the twisted group.
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3.782,093

APPARATUS FOR WINDING UNDRAWN THREAD

MATERIAL ONTO A WASTE YARN TAKE-UP MEMBER
OF A DRAW-TWISTING SPINDLE

Kurt Anpt, Wangl, and Peter Pfyrter, Winterthur both o(

Switzerland, assignors to Maschinenfabrik Rleter AG, Win-

terthur, Switieriand

Filed Nov. 29. 1971, Ser. No. 202,822

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 1, 1970.

17764/70
lnt.a.D01h//J«

U.S.CK 57-34.5 16 Claims

are left thereon as a result of doffing full bobbins of yarn. The

apparatus comprises blades pivotally mounted for movement

toward and away from the lower portion of the spindles in

generally a transverse direction with respect to the spindles for

assuming an operating position in which the blades are in close

proximity to the lower portion of the spindle for removing the

wraps during rotation of the spindles in the yarn processing

operation and for assuming a non-opcration position away

from the lower portion of the spindles so that the ring rail

mechanism may move to a lo»/cr position with respect to the

spmdles for applying the last few wraps of yarn around the

lower portion of the spindle The apparatus further includes a

control device operatively connected with the blades and

responsive to movement of the ring rail mechanism for moving

the blades to the operating and non-operating positions

3,782,095

METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR WITHDRAWING
AIR FROM SPINNING UNITS

Ladislav Bures, Usti nad Orlki; Jaroslav Rajnoha, Tynlste nad

Orlici; Milan Chrtek, Ceska Trebova; Miroslav Cerny;

CItbor Doudlebsky. both of UsU nad Orlld, and Josef Hybl,

Ceska Trebova, all of Czechoslovakia, assignors to Elltex,

Zavody Textilniho Strojirenstvi. Liberec, Czechoslovakia

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,797

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Feb. 19, 1971,

1248/71
InLCLDOlh 1 1 100

U.S.CL 57-56 10 Claims

An apparatus for winding not normally drawn thread

material onto a waste yam ukc-up member of a draw-twisting

spindle comprising a waste yarn take-up member disposed

below a tube placed on a spindle. A twisting ring can be

lowered into a stationary position with respect to the waste

yarn take-up member. A stationary guide member for the

thread to be wound onto the waste yarn take-up member is ar-

ranged below the upper boundary or upper extent of the waste

yam ta^ie-up member. This stationary guide member extends

upwardly to a height or location above the base of the waste

yarn take-up member and externally thereof along a portion of

the circumference of such waste yam take-up member.

3,782,094

APPARATUS FOR REMOVING WRAPS OF YARN
REMAINING ON TEXTILE SPINDLES

Thad T. Flowers, Fort Mill, S.C., assignor to Spring Mllb,

Inc., Fort Mill, S.C.

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,243

lnt.CLDOIh///00

U.S. CI. 57-34.5 3 Claims

A textile installation for spinning fibrous material and con-

verting it into yarn includes a plurality of spinning units ar-

ranged in substantially sidc-by-side relationship along a given

direction. Each such unit has an air-discharge outlet for

discharging air. A passage system extends along said direction,

communicates with the discharge outlets, and communicates

with the ambient atmosphere over at least a major portion of

its length. In this way, the air flow discharged from each outlet

will travel through such passage means to the atmosphere

along substantially identical flow paths so as to maintain the

air-flow and pressure conditions in each spinning unit substan-

tially identical.

Apparatus for removing the last few wraps of yam from the

lower portion of spindles in a yam processing machine which

3,782,096

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING NO-

TWIST CENTER-PULL ROVING PACKAGES

Harald E. Karlson, Santa Monica, CaUf., assignor to Gdd-

sworthy Engineering, Inc., Torrance, Calif.

Filed Sept. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 75,524

Int. CI. DOlh 1104; B65h 54/02

U.S CI 57—71 25 Claims

An apparatus and a method for producing a roving package

by pretwisting a roving band during winding of the package to

produce a one-twist per revolution band layer configuration.

A roving band feeding eye is reciprocated with respect to and
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simultaneously orbited about a mandrel for winding filament tion speed. The flyer rail is rigidly supported by supporting pil-

containing roving strands thereupon. The winding is accom- lars vertically mounted upon the bobbin rail, and the draft

plished over the end of the mandrel so that a twist is incor- mechanism is rigidly mounted upon the flyer rail.

/

^i-

porated in each tum of the roving strand for every revolution

of the feeding eye. A device is also provided for shifting the

winding eye radially outwardly as the diameter of the roving

package increases during winding.

3,782,097

IMPROVEMENT OF SPINNING MACHINERY PROVIDED
WITH THE FLYER TWISTING AND WINDING

MECHANISM
Minoru Nakamura, Amagasaki, and Akira Umefuji, Itami,

both of Japan, assignors to Osaka Kiko Kabushiki Kaisha,

Osaka, Japan
Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,410

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 10, 1970,

45/79732
Int. CL DOlh y/04. 7/40, 7/42

U.S. CL 57—96 9 Claims

3,782,098

CLOSURE MEANS FOR THREADING SLOT OF
BALLOON RESTRAINER DEVICE FOR TEXTILE YARN

PROCESSING MACHINE
Manfred Bermges, Nettetal, Germany, assignor to Palitex Pro-

ject Company GmbH, KrefeM, Germany
Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,139

Claims priority, application Germany, June 12, 1971, P 21

29 259.1

Int. CL DOlh //42./J//2

U.S.CL 57—106 7 Claims

The spinning machinery of the present invention is provided

with an improved twisting and winding mechanism comprising

a bobbin rail provided with means for driving and lifting each

spindle so as to make a package upon a bobbin held by each

spindle, and a flyer rail rotatably suspending each flyer at each

position facing the corresponding spindle head and holding

means for driving each flyer at a predetermined constant rota-

Improved closure means for the threading slot of a balloon

restrainer device in a textile yarn processing machine, such as

a twister or the like, which includes a spindle assembly for car-

rying a package of yarn to be withdrawn and processed and

which produces a rotating balloon of the yam around the

package as it is withdrawn therefrom. The improved closure

means comprise resilient means secured to the outside surface

of the balloon restrainer and spanning the threading slot for

resiliently closing the threading slot from the outside thereof

during yarn processing operations for allowing the formation

of a cushioning column of air within the threading slot from

the inside of the balloon restrainer for preventing the escape

of rotating air produced by the rotating balloon of yam
through the threading slot and thereby eliminating undesirable

noise and which allows the opening of the slot during yam
threading for movement of the yarn therethrough.

3,782,099

FLYER
Hans-Jorg Schwager, Chemin de la Plaisante 6, 1012 Lausanne,

Switzerland

Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 205,818

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 13, 1971,

44^71
Int. CL DOlh 7/52

U.S.CL57— 117 3 Claims

A flyer has a unitary frame that is cast of a light alloy metal

and includes a pair of legs joined at their upper ends by a con-

necting and supporting arch and a lower annular member to

which the legs are securely joined at their lower extremities to

form a closed loop. The frame also includes at least one rigid
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tubular member m the arch that extends downwardly through

the legs and is embedded in the lower member A press-finger

3,782,101

TIMEPIECES WITH TORSION RESONATORS

Philippe Kuffer, Bi«nne, Switzerland, -ssiRnor to Mon^res

Rolex S.A., Geneva; Manufacture Des Montres Rolex S.A.,

Bienne and Societe Anonyme De La Fabrique D Horlogeric

Le t oultre & C ie. Le Sentier, all of Switzerland
|

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,085

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 29, 1970,

14403/70
lnt.CI.G04ci/00.5/(W

l).S. CI. 58-23 V 5 Claims

is mounted on one of the legs with the tubular member of that

leg being a guiding tube for the sliver.

3,782,100

SPINDLE FOR SPINNING OR TWISTING MACHINES

Fritz SUhlecker, Bad Ueberkingen, Germany, "ssignor to Spin-

deifabrik Suessen. Schurr, SUhlecker & Grill G.m.b.H.,

Sucssen, Germ&ay .«, „,4^
FUed Jan. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 107,936

Int.CLDOlh 7//2

U^.a.57-135
"CWms

A torsion resonator comprises an elongated torsion bar

made in one flat piece with anchor-shaped ends suppt^rtmg

masses and an enlarged median zone at one side of which it is

fixed by an elastically deformable branch to the bottom plate

of a timepiece An electrical transducer maintains torsiona

oscillation of the resonator and the relatively high torsional

moment of inertia of the median zone compared to the rest of

the bar prevents torsional efforts being transmitted to the sup-

porting branch Cooperating parts at the ends of the torsion

bar and on the plate limit the amplitude of displacement of the

torsion bar about the elastic branch.

3,782,102

SOLID STATE WATCH WITH MAGNETIC SETTING

John M. Bergey, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Time Computer.

Inc., Lancaster. Pa.

Filed Apr. 29. 1971, Ser. No. 138,557

Int.CI.G04b/9/i0.27/00

U.S.a.58-50R 5 Claims

A spindle with a common housing for the collar bearing and

footstep bearing of the rotatable center shaft in which the

footstep bearing is provided with centering means which

counteract the deflections of the lower end of the center shaft

and comprise a tube of plastic of a cerUin inherent resilience

in the lower end of which at least the part of the footstep bear-

ing is mounted which is subjected to radial pressures of the

lower end of the shaft, while its upper end is mounted m the

housing underneath the collar bearing so that the lower end is

resiliently pivotable either due to the resilience of the tube

when its upper end is rigidly secured to the housing or due to a

so-called basket spring acting upon the lower end of the tube

when the upper end of the latter is pivotably mounted in the

upper part of the housing These centering means further

compnse suitable resilient damping means of a conventional

type, for example, an oil-immersed coil spring, which act upon

the lower part of the plastic tube.

26
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Disclosed is a solid state electronic wnstwatch with no mov-

ine parts The watch electronics are hermetically sealed in the

watch case to be free of dust and moisture and the sealed com-

ponents are resiliently mounted for improved shock re-

Stance. Two setting switches and a demand switch within the

casing are operated from outside the watch by permanent

magnets, the demand magnet operating with a demand push_

button. The setting magnet may be stored in the watch

bracelet. •
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3,782,103

DRIVING ARRANGEMENT FOR LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAY IN TIMEPIECES

Toshiaki Saito, Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Suwa Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,687
'

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 3, 1971, 46/3769

Int. CI. G04b / 9/30; G04c 3/00

U.S.CI. 58—50R 4 Claims

for rotation about an axis normal to the first birefringent

sheet. Rotation of this birefringent sheet by the clock

mechanism effectively changes the color of the clock face.

'3

A driving arrangement for liquid crystal displays for

timepieces wherein the relatively low voltage of a battery is

stepped up in response to the oscillating frequency of the time

standard oscillator for application to the liquid crystal dis-

plays. Where said time standard vibrator is a piczo-electrically

driven tuning fork type vibrator, the driving signal for said

vibrator is also obtained from the secondary of the step-up

transformer.

3,782,104

TIMER HAVING A COLOR-DISPLAY SYSTEM
Jordan Kirsch, 78 Huron Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 93.051, Nov. 27, 1970, Pat. No. 3,694,054.

This application Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,618

Int. CI. G04b y 9/24; G02b 1/24

U.S.CL58—50R 10 Claims
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. ,n electrical venerator loaded by a heater resistor m power turbine interconnected by a spirally shaped combustion

J* .— 7

L
temperature responsive feedback system to decrease the

supply of fuel and air to the burner when said heater raises the

temperature.

<-l-'l -7

store rotational energy of the turbine after it has reached

higher rotational velocities. Means arc included for intermit-

tently firing the turbine to maintain smooth and economical

operation within a predetermined range of engine speeds.

3,782,107

AIR-COOLED ROTARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Wilfrid H. Bendall, 19 N. Broad St., Pawcatuck, Conn.

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,334

Int.Cl.F02c5//2

L^-CL 60-39.61 21 Claims 3,782,109

FUEL CONTROL
Kail L. Linebrink. Bloomfieid, Conn., and Charles F. Steams,

East Longmeadow, Mass., assignors to United Aircraft Cor-

poration, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,080

Int. CI. F02c 9108

U.S. CL 60-39.28 T 12 Claims

An air-cooled rotary vane engine utilizing external and in-

ternal cooling air flow and a turbulence combustion chamber

controlled by an automatic valve operated by the working

fluid pressures; the engine is further constructed for operation

with clearance sealing and dry internal lubrication.

3,782,108

GAS TURBINE
Merrill R. Holste, 2228 St. Stephens St., St. Paul, Minn

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,075

Int.CI.F02cJ//2,i/0«.7//2

A fuel control for gas turbine power plant adapted for au-

tomotive use includes an open loop scheduling control for ac-

celeration which varies the pressure drop across the metering

orifice as a function Wf/P, ( W,= fuel flow in pounds/hours. Pj

= compressor discharge pressure in pounds/square inch ab-

solute) and varies the area of said metering orifice as a func-

tion of P3 divided by another engine operating parameter such

II «i n 60 39 2 22 Claims as turbine exhaust temperature to effectuate multiplication of

the df^iisu^e IS directed to a centrifugal How gas turbine the Wf/P, and P3 values for establishing the value of W, where

consistinTof a centrifugal compressor and an inward flow Wf/P, is scheduled by the foot pedal position.
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3,782,110

VANE-TYPE ROTARY ENGINE
Akira Kobayashi, Nagoya, Japan, assignor to Aisin Seiki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kariya-shi, Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,202

Claims prioritv, application Japan, Oct. 18, 1971, 46/82343

Int.CI. F02ci//2,J//«

U.S. CI. 60—39.43 6 Claims

sure, thermal and kinetic ener^^f the waste gases which,

after expansion and acceleration, are led into an ejection and

a contact area where exchange of energy takes place between

the waste gases and the oxidant. The waste gases are then set

in motion in a curvi linear path while at the same time trans-

mission of the heat and motion of the oxidant which is ^ked
into and mixed with the waste gases in the contact area and in

which area a part of the so called working medium, com-

pressed by centrifugal force is braked by a diffusion means

and guided back into the generator combustion chamber as

oxidant for changing the chemical energy of the fuel into

another form of energy while the remaining portion of the

working medium is supplied to exhaust where it is put to a

desired use, such as operating turbines, jet reactors, and the

like or used to heat kettles or reactors and the like.

A plurality of operative chambers are defined by a rotor and

its radially movable vanes within a substantially elliptical

cylinder. A fiuid compressed in the successive operative

chambers is first introduced into a fluid storage chamber

through a rotary valve and a pressure control valve and thence

into a combustion chamber back through the said valves at

suitable pressure and at the proper time. The gaseous products

of combustion thus initiated in the combustion chamber and

discharged through an exhaust port after expanding in the suc-

cessive operative chambers may be further subjected to secon-

dary combustion caused by another fuel injection means pro-

vided to a passageway extending from the exhaust ports into

intake ports of a second vane-type rotary engine from which

the various combustion means provided in the first engine are

absent. The first engine may be supercharged by a blower con-

structed similarly to the second engine and driven by the first

engine.

3,782,111

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING WASTE
GASES

Stefan Kotoc, Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignor to Ustav pro

vyzkum motorovych vozidel, Prague, Czechoslovakia

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,074

Int. CI. F23r 1104; F02g 1100; F02k 11 100

U.S. CL 60—39.69 12 Claims

3,782,112

HYBRID GENERATOR
Raymond J. Muzzy, Saratoga, CaliL, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the SecreUry of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 230,538

Int. CI. F02k 9/06

U.S.CL 60-251 9 Claims

W2

An improved hybrid injector to gasify and aerate a liquid

oxidizer. A solid propellant gas generator is enclosed in an an-

nular manifold surrounding the passageway leading from a

source of liquid oxidizer to the main combustion chamber.

Openings through the manifold communicate the gas genera-

tor with the liquid oxidizer passageway to thereby gasify and

aerate the liquid oxidizer passing into the main combustion

chamber.

3,782,113

ELECTRIC POWER PLANT SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
OPERATING A STEAM TURBINE ESPECIALLY OF THE

NUCLEAR TYPE WITH ELECTRONIC REHEAT
CONTROL OF A CYCLE STEAM REHEATER

Michael C. Luongo, Brookhaven, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,185

Int.CLF01k7//6

U.S. CI. 60—73 ' 38 Claims

This invention deals with a method for generating waste An electronic system is provided for operating a nuclear

gases in which the chemical energy of a fuel supplied to a electric power plant with electronic steam reheating control

generator is released in the combustion chamber of the applied to the nuclear turbine system in response to low pres-

generator by the presence of an oxidant and due to the pres- sure turbine temperatures, and the control is adapted to
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operate in a plurality of different automatic control modes to content of internal combustion engine exhaust gases by cool-

c^trol reheating steam flow and other steam conditions, each mg the gases, condensing the water vapor therem and d.ssolv-

e •00

TOO.

of such modes of control permitting turbine temperature

variations within predetermined constraints and according to

predetermined functions of time.

3,782,114

HYDRAULIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
Frank Broes, Washington, D.C., assignor to Stradco, Inc..

Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, S«r. No. 237,717

lnt.CLB63h///0.«

U.S.CI.60-V» 4 Claims

spent eitaMt -'-J l^h

Cow*oc«o*

ing and taking off the nitrogen dioxide in the water conden-

sate.

3,782,116

FOAM COOLING AND ACOUSTIC DAMPING FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Harland L. Burge, Tarzana, and Newell C. Rodewald. Manhat-

tan Beach, both of Calif., assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo

Beach. Calif.

Filed Mar. 10, 1971,Ser. No. 122,858

Int. CL F02k //26, 9/02. FOln //OO

U.S. CI. 60-258 7 Claims

There is disclosed a method and apparatus for providing

thermal protection and acoustic damping in an internal com-

bustion engine by means of injecting a liquid base foam into

the gas boundary zone of the combustion gases A foaming

agent, a liquid, and a gas arc processed to produce a high ex-

pansion foam solution In one embodiment the foam is

generated external to the combustion chamber and is supplied

to a distribution manifold located at the injector end of a

rocket motor The foam is then distributed through a plurality

An hydraulic propulsion system of the type employing a pair of orifices which direct the foam along the walls of the com-

of drive rotors intersecting fluid flow in an hydraulic conduit, bustion zone and thus into the boundary layer of the com-

At least one of the rotors is laterally displaceable with respect bustion gases. The foam may be injected at any point along the

to the other so as to vary the degree of engagement of the ro- gas boundary zone including the free jet boundary layer im-

tors with nuid flow. mediately downstream of the exhaust exit.

3,782,115

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REDUCING NITROGEN
OXIDE AIR POLLUTION

Cecil J. Johnson, 314 N. Chaunccy St., Columbia City, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 776,973, Nov. 19, 1968,

abandoned. This application Sept. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 77,045

Int. CI. FOln i/02

U.S.CL 60-274 I Claim

A method and apparatus for reducing the nitrogen dioxide

3,782,117

OIL WELL PUMPING APPARATUS
Robert G.James, 10813 Enger St., BakersfieW, Calif.

Filed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,276

lnt.CLFI5b/5//«

U.S. CI. 60-372 5 Claims

A deep well pumping device including a vertically

reciprocating pump piston supporting a pulley on a horizontal

axis with a flexible band-like tension member anchored at one
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end, extending over the pulley and thence downwardly to con-

nect to the polish rod in vertical alignment with said rod, the

pumping apparatus being hydraulically reciprocated in a cir-

cuit including a pump and reversing valve with limit switches

activated by the reciprocating member at its limits of move-

\ <.'-

3,782,119

STIRLING CYCLE ENGINE WITH POWER CONTROL BY
CHARGE OF WORKING GAS PRESSURE

Yngve Roland Gothberg, Malmo, Sweden, assignor to Kpm-
manditbolaget United Stirling (Sweden) AB & Co., Malmo,

Sweden
Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,340

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 24, 1971,

11,228/71

Int.CLF02g//04, //06

U.S. CI. 60-521 5 Claims

mcnt to reverse the valve; and piston air pressure means sur-

rounding the reciprocating member and connected thereto to

cushion the return stroke thereof; the apparatus being

mounted on a base and movable from an upright operative

position to a horizontal collapsed position without affecting

the relationship of the various operating parts.

3,782,118

REGENERATIVELY COOLED THRUST GAS
GENERATOR CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Karl Butter, Munich; Michael Kaufmann, Neubiberg, and Hel-

mut Dederra, Ottobrunn, all of Germany, assignors to Mes-

serschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm Gesellschaft mit beschrankter

Haftung, Ottobrunn bei Munich, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 62,448, Aug. 10, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,984

Int. CLF02k// /02

U.S. CI. 60—260 9 Claims

A thrust gas generator includes combustion chamber and a

thrust nozzle and has a plurality of longitudinally arranged and

circumfercntially spaced capillary tubes which form closed

canals for the cooling medium, especially a liquid. A meullic

layer particularly one which is applied by electroplating, joins

the capillary tubes to form a pressure-tight combustion

chamber. The electroplated metal is applied to positively em-

brace the capillary tubes at their radially outward portions or

their radially inward portions to bridge the spaces between the

tubes. The tubes are shaped so that they have a substantially

constant cross section over major portion of their length and

they may include a variable cross section in the thrust nozzle

or neck portion.

In a Stirling cycle engine, the power is controlled by

manipulating a valve arrangement to connect one of a plurali-

ty of gas reservoir chambers containing working gas at dif-

ferent pressures to the working chamber.

3,782,120

THERMODYNAMIC RECIPROCATING MACHINE WITH
TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED FUEL SUPPLY TO

BURNER
Klaus Brandenburg, Kirchen-Wehbach, Germany, assignor to

U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,002

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 4, 1971,

7102861
Int. CL F23k 5/00; F02g //06

U.S. CI. 60—524 9 Claims

A thermodynamic reciprocating machine comprising a

burner device having an inlet for air of combustion to which

air of combustion can be supplied by a fan or the like and hav-

ing a fud inlet to which fuel originating from a fuel container

can be supplied by a fuel pumping device, the outlet of which

communicates with the fuel inlet via a fuel supply duct, a fuel

return duct being present which at a place at the outlet of the

pumping device is connected to the fuel supply duct, a tem-

perature-sensitive element being furthermore present which

controls tbe number of revolutions of the pumping device and

the fan coupled thereto which each have an output which is

directly proportional to the number of revolutions, a pressure

control valve which during operation maintains a constant

pressure at the outlet of the pumping device being incpr-

porated in the fuel supply duct between the connection plasc

of the fuel return duct thereto and the fuel inlet, a flow

restricting element being incorporated in the fuel return duct.
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3,782,121

ACTUATOR APPARATUS

Leo Marcoux. Rehoboth. and Peter G. Berg. Norton, both of

Mass.. assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas.

Tex.
Filed May I. 1972, Ser. No. 248,942

Int. CI. F03g 7/06

U.S. CI.(iO-527 22 Claims

January 1, 1974
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insidcs of the container and is saturated by a limited fill of the •

volatile liquid One portion of the wick is heated by an electric

heater to vaporize the liquid therein and the vaporized liquid

condenses on the unhealed portion of the wick and is trans-

ported by capillary attraction to the heated portion The elec-

tric heater circuit is controlled in accordance with a command

signal voltage so as to maintain a predetermined vaporizing

temperature of the liquid corresponding to a given signal volt-

age whereby the vapor pressure in the chamber is controlled

to maintain the actuator shaft in a predetermined position in

its actuating stroke according to the signal.

3,782,123

HYDRAULIC STROKE INCREASER

Ben E. Muschaiek, Jr., 1 104 Apache. McCamey. Tex.

Filed Jan. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 217,054

Int. CI. F15b 7/00. FI6h2///«

U.S.C1.60- 533 10 Claims

An actuator for converting electrical energy into linear

mechanical movement comprises a chamber containing an ex-

pandable material and a positive temperature coefTicicnt

( PTC ) of resistance heater located in thermal communication

with the chamber A first piston transmits force from the ex-

pandable material to an external load against the force of a

first return spring. The first piston moves out of a casing from

a retracted position at a first stop to a protracted position at a

second stop at which point continued expansion of the ex-

pandable material in one embodiment causes a second piston

to separate the chamber from the heat source against the bias

of a second return spring As the chamber separates the thcr

mal resistance between the heat source and the chamber

greatly increases until equilibrium is obtained between heat

input to the expandable medium and pressure exerted by the

medium.
Another embodiment particularly useful for high ambient

temperatures and for a longer time period before the actuator

returns to its at rest position after deenergization of the heat

source employs a chamber fixed in the casing but having a

secondary piston which moves to expand the chamber volume

to match the volume increase of the expandable material.

Several variations are shown for mounting the actuator to a

support

11 1: m.

3,782,122

HEAT MOTOR
Jerome L. Lorenz, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Ronco incor-

porated, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225,953

int. CI. F03f 7106

U.S. CI. 60-531 ISCWms

30 32

A stroke increascr for use in well pumping systems and the

like has a fluid motor, with the cylinder of the fluid motor at-

tached to an actuator, such as the bridle of a walking beam as-

sembly, and the piston of the fluid motor connected to a lon-

gitudinally extending hollow polish rod A fluid pump has a

cylinder arranged in the pump assembly and has a piston con-

nected to the other end of the hollow polish rod A transverse

bore is arranged in each end portion of the hollow polish rod.

A hydraulic fluid is provided in the cylinders in the hollow

polish rod When the actuator begins an upward stroke, both

pistons are in the bottom portion of their respective cylinders.

The piston of the fluid pump will be forced upwardly with

respect to its associated cylinder by the upward movement of

the actuator The hydraulic fluid will be forced from the

cylinder of the fluid pump through the hollow polish rod and

into a cylinder of the fluid motor. The piston of the fluid motor

will thus be forced upwardly relative to the cylinder of the

fluid motor and increase the stroke of sucker rods attached to

the piston of the fluid pump The above process is reversed for

a downward stroke of the actuator.

i3 ii

A heat motor comprises a sealed fluid vaporizing and con-

densing chamber formed by the insides of a container having a

bellows assembled therein to form a shiftable wall of the

chamber The bellows moves an actuator shaft in a power

stroke upon increase in the vapor pressure'of a volatile liquid

inside the container and against a loading spring acting on the

shaft. A screen wick extends along a substantial portion of the

3,782.124

LIQUID STORAGE TANK
Nestor Pladys, Dunkerque, France, assignor to Societe

Anonyme dite: Societe Francaise Des Petroles B.P., Cour-

bevoie and Societe Anonyme dite: Soletanche, Paris, both

of France '

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,354

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 15, 1971,7137193

Int. CI. B65g 5/00

US. CL 61-5 10 Claims

A novel semi-buried liquid storage tank is disclosed which

comprises a frustoconical base, having a central well and a
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separate annular basin for containment of a hydrostatic

balancing liquid. A duct is provided to permit fluid flow

between the annular basin and the storage area of the tank.

The tank is built on a natural or artificial impermeable soil

layer or bottom.

3,782,125

EARTH SHORING APPARATUS
Edward J. Holl, 320 Warwick Ave., South Orange, N J.

Filed Jan. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 216,936

Int. CI. E21d 5//2

U.S. CI. 61—41 A 7 Claims

end columns which are adapted to be bolted to spreader mem-

bers of varying widths, so that the box may be used in trenches

of differenet size. The wall members are constructed of one or

more flexible plates which are curved or "pre-stressed" about

-A- S^.'.4v%.^..- ". .*V\»- Vi?i. * .. '^^

Two opposed, parallel series of suitably guided, elongate,

non-interlocking, steel sheeting elements are driven vertically

into the earth adjacent to an area where earth is to be ex-

cavated, to shore against earth collapse. The driving of the

sheeting elements is accomplished by hydraulic or other fluid

means associated with such elements, and the weight of rela-

tively massive manifolds and fluid-supply and fluid-distribu-

tion pipes is utilized to assist gravitation of the sheeting ele-

ments into the earth as the hydraulic fluid flushes earth away

from beneath the sheeting elements. Under many soil condi-

tions, additional weight is imposed upon the upper ends of the

sheeting elements to assist the hydraulic or fluid means. The

imposition of suction through the hydraulic means may be em-

ployed under some soil conditions to de-water the earth area

at or adjacent to the excavation.

a substantially horizontal axis, so that the lateral forces ex-

erted by the sides of the trench are borne by tension and com-

pression stresses in the flexible plates or "skin" of the wall

members.

3,782,127

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DEPOSITING
FOUNDATIONS UNDER SUBMERGED STRUCTURES

Kaare Ritter Olsen, 80 Selkirk Crescent, Hudson, Quebec,

Canada
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,655

Int. CI. E02d 27/52

U.S.CL 61—50 8 Claims

3,782,126

STRESSED SKIN SAFETY TRENCHING BOX
John R. Pavese, 761 Cathy Ann Ct., Paramus, N J.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,202

Int. CI. E21d 5//2

U.S.CL61—41A 17 Claims

A safety trenching box is provided having a "stressed skin"

wall construction which permits the box to be strong, yet light-

in-weight. Each of the wall members of the box has a pair of

The disclosure teaches a novel method for depositing foun-

dation-providing sand under structures submerged in water,

such as underwater tunnels, as well as apparatus for carrying

out the method. In accordance with the teachings, the struc-

ture contains an opening extending from the top to the bottom

of the structure. An arrangement comprising sand-jetting

means and water suction means are extended through the

opening from the top such that the jetting and suction means

extend beyond the base of tiie structure. The jetting means is

rotatable through 360°. Sand is jetted through the arrange-

ment while water under the structure is simultaneously

removed by the suction means whereby a bank of sand is built

up under the structure. The jetting means is aimed slightly

above the horizontal.
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3,782,128

CRYOGENIC STORAGE VESSEL

Robert S. Hampton; Cesar C.v.nn.; SUsys J. ;j«"^y '
oj

Livermore. and Paul J. Eifel, Walnut Creek, .11 of Calif., as-

signors to Lox Equipment Company, Livermore, Calif.

Filed June 1, 1970, Ser. No. 42,052

Int. CI. FI7c 7/02

^. ., ct 24 Claims
U.S. CI. 62-51

thereto. The invention herein described was made m the

course of or under a contract, or subcontract thereunder, with

the Department of the Navy.

3,782,130

APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING AN INDICATION OF THE

IMMINENCE OF ICE-FORMATION

John Anderson Irvine. Penicuik, Scotland, assignor to l-mdiay,

Irvine Limited. Penicuik. Midlothian, Scotland

FiledMay9.l972.Ser.No.251.8I6

Claims priority, application (ireat Bntam, May 20. 1971,

16109/71
Int. CLF25d 2 //02

,.. ., •-»!> 10 Claims
lJ.S.CI.62-128

A vessel for storing and transporting cryogenic fluids such

as liquid helium The vessel comprises a plurality of elongated

conuiiners supported one within another in coaxial circum-

iacent relation m a manner minimizing heat transmission

therebetween, and it further comprises a cooling system form^

inR a temperature barrier that restncts inward migration of

heat from the outer to the inner container. Respecting the sup^

i>ort system, the inner fluid-receiving container is supported

by an encapsulating intermediate heat shield container which

in turn is supported by an outer jacket surrounding and en-

closing the intermediate heat shield The support means ef-

fecting such interrelationship includes both transverse support

structure constraining the conuiners relative to each other

against transverse or radial displacements and longitudinal

support structure interconnecting the containers one with

another and constraining the same against relative longitu-

dinal displacements at least at one end of the vessel The traiis-

verse support structure constitutes a plurality of structurally

independent supports as respects the interconnection of the

innercontainer with the intermediate heat shield ^"d 'nter^

connection of the heat shield with the outer jacket, and all of

the support structures define restricted thermal flow paths

through which heat migration from the outer container to the

inner container is sharply limited Respecting the cooling

system, two flow-separated cooling coils surround the heat

shield container, one of which carries a coolant such as liquid

nitrogen and the other of which connects both with the inner

nuid-receiving container and with a delivery system through

which fluid is withdrawn from the inner container.

A refrigerator is arranged to cool part of an area for which

an indication of the imminence of ice-formation is required A

first temperature sensitive circuit and a first conductivity

probe are situated in that part of the area while a second tem-

perature sensitive circuit and a second conductivity probe are

situated outside it A first differential amplifier compares the

conductivities of the conductivity probes and a second dif-

ferential amplifier compares the outputs of the temperature

sensitive circuits The outputs of one of the differential am-

phfiers controls the refrigerator while the output of the other

differential amplifier provides the said indication

3,782,131

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM EVAPORATOR

Albert Edward Merryfuil, 17 Ayres Rd. East, St. Ives, N. S.

W., Australia ,^^
Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,159

Claims priority, application Australia, Mar. 31, 1971,4465

lnt.CI.F25b4//04

t,S.CI.62-218
*^»"'""

3.782,129

PROPORTIONATE FLOW CRYOSTAT

Rodney J. Peterson. Pomona. Calif., assignor to General

Dynamics Corporation. Pomona, Calif.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,003

lnt.CI.F25b/9/00

U.S. CI. 62-56 10 Claims

The evaporator includes a heat exchange element adapted

to be filled with liquid refrigerant and a surge drum disposed

ab ove the element. A first duct connects the drum interior to

an inlet at the lower end of the heat exchange clement, and a

second duct connects an outlet, adjacent the upper end of the

heat exchange element, to the drum interior. A high pressure
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refrigerant to the ejector. A float valve control means opens

and closes the supply valve responsive to variation of liquid

level in the drum, and high pressure liquid fed to the ejector

entrains refrigerant to flow from the drum to the heat

exchange element. An adjustable threaded needle controls

flow to the jet nozzle. The drum has a refrigerant vapor suc-

tion line outlet, and an oil pick-up tube extends from a point

near the bottom of the interior of the drum to the suction line

outlet.

screw that bears on the upper end of an elongated vertical

pivot. Manipulation of the screw raises and lowers the tray. In

3,782,132

HEAT-EXCHANGE SYSTEM
Hermann Lohoff, Bochum, Germany, assignor to CTC GmbH,
Hamburg, Germany

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,389

Claims priority, application Germany, June 8, 1971, P 21 28

331.8
lnt.CI.F25d2J//2

IJ.S. CI. 62—260 . 15 Claims

," 1.

7—^niiit, Jiuiit,

7-^'

1

'J
^» tr

A conduit has an inlet portion, an outlet portion, and a main

body portion which is to be embedded in a structural element

and which is composed of at least two parallel sections having

identical internal cross-sectional areas and being in heat-

exchanging contact with one another over their entire length.

One of these sections is adapted to receive fresh incoming

heat exchange fluid from the inlet portion and the other sec-

tion is adapted to receive spent heat-exchange fluid from the

first section and to conduct it to the outlet portion. A pump is

provided for circulating heat-exchange fluid through the con-

duit and one or more identical or different heat-exchanges are

interposed for adjusting the temperature of the heat-exchange

fluid.

the lowered position, the iray rests on the container bottom

for stability during transport. In the raised position, the tray is

rotatable and can be raised above ice formations.

3,782,134

ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
Jack D. Meess, Export; John C. Kastovich, Deimont, and

Robert S. Lackey, Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
^

FUed May 13, 1969, Ser. No. 824,1 14

lnt.CI.F25b/5//0

U.S.CI.62—476 7 Claims

E-

3,782,133

LOW TEMPERATURE STORAGE VESSEL
Jean-Michel Desperier, St. Maurice, and Gerard Sermanet,

Yerres, both of France, assignors to L'Air Liquide, Societe

Anonyme Pour L 'Etude Et L 'Exploitation Des Procedes

Georges Claude, Paris, France

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,166

Int. CI. F25d 25102

U.S. CI. 62—381 3 Claims

A low temperature storage vessel for storing receptacles

containing perishables has a tray rotatable about a vertical

axis, access to the tray being had through a laterally offset

upper opening. The tray is supported for rotation on a vertical

An absorption refrigeration system formed in substantially

its entirety from at least two superimposed sheets bonded at

their interfaces except for the portions defining operating

components and interconnecting passages which are in out-

wardly expanded or embossed form, so that mass production

techniques may be applied to the fabrication of the system.
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- . 3,782.135

COUPLING
Moses Beden, 466 Union St., Lynn, Mass.

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,545

lnl.CLF16di/0«

U.S.CI.64— 20

may take the form of teeth on a soft iron comb, a soft iron

plate with apertures, or separate soft iron pieces mounted

separately for relative movement through the air gap.

5 Claims

o

3,782,137

STITCHED NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRIC HAVING

VARIED PATTERN OF RAISED RIBS ON ONE FACE

George H. Hughes, Asheville, N.C., assignor to National Distil-

lers and Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 258,975

lnt.CI.D04b2i//0

U.S.CL66-I92 10 Claims

A rotary joint couples a driving and driven shaft to transmit

torque with the shafts being rotatably supported at a Fixed or

variable angle to each other. The coupling includes a collar

secured to the proximate ends of each shaft. The collars are

connected by a plurality of rods which are freely and slidably

received through holes circumferentially spaced and formed

through the collars Each of the rods is bent between its ends

in the same angle as that between the shafts. As the driving

shaft turns, the rods transmit torque to the driven collar and

shaft During operation the rods slide recriprocally within the

holes formed in the collar.

3,782,136

PULSE GENERATOR FOR AN ELECTRICAL CONTROL
SYSTEM OF A MACHINE

Jurgen Ploppa, and Wilhelm Hadam, both of Reutlingen, Ger-

many, assignors to H. Stoll and Company, Reutlingen, Stoll-

weg, Germany
Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,409

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 10, 1971, P 21

40 063.5
Int. CI. D04b7/2«,/ 5/ 70

U.S. CI. 66-75 10 Claims

A non-woven, textile fabric adaptable for use as bedspread,

drapery, upholstery or the like material characterized by

varied pattern of raised ribs on one face thereof The fabric

comprises a non-woven base reinforced with spaced-aparl

rows of stitch chains including interconnected stitch loop

components on one face and stitch components on the other

face of the base, both being formed from a first set of yarns. A

second set of yarns is stitched with the first set in selected rows

of stitch chains only to form selected double yarn stitch loop

components on the one face of the base in the selected rows of

stitch chains and diagonally-extending, shogged stitch com-

ponents on the other face of the base extending back and forth

between adjacent selected rows of stitch chains causing the

corresponding rows of stitch loop components on the one face

of the base to draw closer together and form raised ribs of the

base therebetween The portions of the one face of the base

between unselected rows of stitch chains not including any

yams of the second set being substantially planar and non-

ribbed thereby providing a varied pattern of raised ribs on the

one face of the resulting fabric

.

I

3,782,138

APPARATUS FOR TREATING CLOTH WITH LIQUID

Takuji Kawasaki; Shoki Ogihara, and Mikio WaUnabe, all of

Fukui, Japan, assignors to Sakai Sen-I Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha, Fukui-shi, Fukui-ken and Hokuriku Kakoki

Kabushiki Kaisha, KomaUu-shi, Ishikawa-ken, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,414

Int. CI. B05c 3102

U.S.CI.68-177 6 Claims

A pulse generator for an electrical control system of a

machine having relatively movable parts such as for a pro-

grammed control system of a knitting machine One machine

part has a permanent magnet forming an air gap with at least

one field plate in the air gap arranged such that the current

therethrough depends on the nature of the magnetic field in

the air gap The other machine part has on it items to affect

the nature of the magnetic field at the air gap lipon relative

movement of the machine parts, these items including a mag-

netically conductable body movable through the air gap

and/or a magnetically conducting shunt body movable in the

vicinity of the air gap The magnetically conductable body

A liquid How type treating apparatus for treating cloth with

liquid in which a staying chamber of treating liquid is provided

inside of an axially extending drum shaped vessel, an overflow
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transfer mechanism and a driving reel are furnished inside of

an accommodating cylinder provided in an upper end portion

of the vessel, a guide tube connects the overflow transfer

mechanism with the staying chamber, and a liquid falling

mechanism prevents cloth transferred through the guide tube

into the staying chamber from floating up in the staying

chamber, so that any uncvenness in the cloth is avoided and a

uniform treatment of cloth is obtained.

terior door handles. The interior latch lock buttons are opera-

ble to lock the car doors, but are inoperable to unlock the

doors. Once the doors arc locked, unauthorized access cannot

be gained to the automobile by manipulating either the exteri-

or or interior door handles.

3,782,139

LATCH MECHANISM
Hugo G. Rubner, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Briggs and

Stratton, Wauwatosa, Wis.

Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,644

Int. CLE05b 65/02

°U.S.CL 70-81 14 Claims

3,782,141

FLUSH TYPE DOOR LATCH
Robert E. Doerrfeld, Lake Forest, III., assignor to A.

Manufacturing Company, Gurnee, III.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,079

Int. CI. E05b 5100, 65102; E05c 1114

U.S.CL 70—146

L. Hansen

7 Claims

U^

>,

l~P-,^<^

Latch mechanism having a lock cylinder which provides an

actuator by which an exceptionally long retraction stroke of

the latch bolt is effected in consequence of rotation of the

cylinder through an arc of only 90°. A cavity which opens to

the cylinder receiving bore accommodates the lock tumblers

during withdrawal of the key from the cylinder in an unlocked

position of cylinder rotation. The cavity also accommodates a

bolt actuating cam on the cylinder at the time the cylinder is

assembled with the lock body from the front thereof.

3,782,140

SECURITY DOOR LOCKING SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMOBILES

William R. Price, 2226 Petrarca Rd., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,737

Int. CI. E05b 65134

U.S.CL 70-124 10 Claims

A door latch embodying the principles of this invention is

designed to be assembled in a conventional pan-shaped hous-

ing having a shallow depth and having a slot provided in the

back wall. A guide member is supported on the outside sur-

face of the back wall and open to the slot to slidably receive a

lock bolt therein. A compression spring biases the bolt out-

wardly into the projected latching position. A latching

member having a plate portion of a shape conforming to the

outer dimensions of the open front face of the door latch hous-

ing is pivotally mounted between the opposite side walls of the

housing and has a lever portion which projects through the

back wall siot and into a recess formed in the lock bolt for

retracting the lock bolt against the force of the compression

spring. An eject member is also pivotally supported between

the side wall housings and includes a push button member

which projects through an opening provided in the latching

member plate portion. The eject member also includes a nose

portion which engages the under surface of the plate portion

latching member adjacent its outer free end such that upon an

inward force applied to the push button member causes the

nose portion to swing outwardly and force the free end of the

latching member away from the housing a sufficient distance

to be gripped by the user.

A security door locking system including interiorly and ex-

teriorly key operable- locks for disabling the interior and ex-

3,782,142

HOUSING FOR COIN OPERATED CONSTRUCTIONS
George I. WImpffen, Wheaton, III., assignor to Qonaar Cor-

poration, Elk Grove ViUage, lU.

FUed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,704

Int. CI. E05b 65/52

U.S.CL 70—170 14 Claims

A coin handling construction including a housing provided

with a cap for closing access to the interior of the construc-

tion. Locking means are provided for securing the cap in place

on the housing. These locking means comprise a rotatable rod

positioned within the housing. First locking elements arc

mounted on the cap, and second locking elements are

mounted on the housing. The locking elements define a sur-
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between a First position for maintaining the locking elenwnt

surfaces in the engaged condition, and a second position

which frees the cap for separation from the housing.

member to prevent the cover member from being moved away

from the container. A locking device such as a padlock is em-

ployed to secure the flanged tab on the cover member.

3.782,143

PICKPROOF LOCK CYLINDER

Ernest L. Schlage. Burlingamc. Calif., assignor to Sciilage Lock

Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed May 1. 1972, S«r. No. 248^962

lnt.CLE05b27/00

U^. CI. 70-362 22Ctalnis

3,782,145

STEERING-LOCK, PARTICULARLY FOR AUTOMOTIVE
VEHICLES

Heinz Wolter, Cologne-Lindenthal, Germany, assignor to

Flrma Josef Voss KG., Bruhl Bez-, Cologne, (iermany

Filed Sept. 23, l97I.Ser. No. 183,073

Claims priority, applicaUon Germany, Sept. 24, 1970, P 20

47 054.6 I

Int. CI. B60r 25/02

U.S.CL70-I86 3 Claims

• -—, »

\^^r

I 13 r i

Z

A lockset for installation on a door panel is accessible from

the outside as well as from the inside of the door An outside

keyway in a cylinder plug receives a key to turn the plug in a

cylinder housing and so actuate the lockset. An inside manual

control moves a blocking device from a free position per-

mitting the plug to turn into a blocking position preventing the

plug from turning. The blocking device may be a ball moved

into and held in a blocking position engaging both the plug

and the housing. When not held, the ball stays or is moved out

of blocking position upon relative rotation of the plug and

housing.

3,782,144

SECURITY LID FOR PLATING CONTAINER

NeweU Joseph Gonyo, Milwaukee, and Kenneth Eugene Lower,

Oconomowoc, both of Wis., assignors to Globe-Union Inc.,

MUwaukec, Wis.

Filed Sept. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 292,852

Int. CI. B65d 55/ /4

U.S.CL70-164
8Ctolms

A security device for a plating container which prevents ac-

cess to the contents of the container when it is supported from

a support in a plating tank. The cover extends substantially

over the entire area of the top of the plating container as well

as around the supporting means. A flanged Ub bar member

A steering lock equipped with a lock cylinder, in particular

for automotive vehicles, which comprises a steering column

including a lock housing and a bolt for locking the steering

column upon entering its locking position. A spnng causes the

bolt to enter the locking position. A locking member is

mounted in the lock housing and engages resiliently the bolt in

the opening position of the latter, for securing the bolt against

unintentional locking of the steering column A lock cylinder

is disposed in the lock housing An intermediate member is

disposed in the lock cylinder and has an end portion. A lock

key operates tumblers. The locking member is controlled by

the lock key by means of the intermediate member, whereby

the transfer of the locking member into the bolt releasing posi-

tion is possible after at least nearly complete removal of the

key A cylinder core is mounted in the lock cylinder to receive

the key and rotatable into corresponding locking positions by

means of the key The closing cylinder has a projection capa-

ble of being pressed back into the releasing position only with

the angulariy displaced cylinder core, and a run-up inclination

for the end portion is coordinated to the intermediate

member.

>

3,782,146

LOCKING DEVICE
Ronald E. Franks, 7617-30th Ave., Kenosha, Wis.

Filed Oct. 8, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 87,680

Int. CI. F 16b 4 //OO

U.S. CI. 70— 232 6 Claims

3,782,148

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT LOCKING SYSTEM
Gerald M. Goldman, Knollwood Extension, Elmsford, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 864,801, Oct. 8, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,631,301. This application Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No.

199,883

Int. CKEOSb 47/04

U.S.CL 70-278 10 Claims

A locking device which provides a means of securing two

elements together in a tamperproof manner and is especially

adaptable to securing a cap member on a pipe such as a cap on

a well casing. A bolt is used to engage a base member through

an outer member which is secured on the base with a cover

member rotatably held around the head of the bolt to prevent

its disengagement and affording a variety of locking methods

for securing the bolt in a tamperproof manner.

3,782,147

SECURITY LOCKS
Hermann Hallmann. Ruppichteroth. Germany, assignor to

MRT Magnet-Regeltechnik GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,654

Claims priority, application Germany, May 11, 1971, P 21

23 168.5

Int. CLE05b 4 7/00

U.S. CI. 70-276 7 Claims

An electronic anti-theft locking system comprising a key for

unlocking the mechanism, and a mating key for setting the

combination of the system. The mechanism operates using

logic principles, but uniquely features electromechanical cir-

cuitry. Since no expensive electronics need be used,^ the

system is highly reliable and inexpensive to manufacture. A
combination is set in both the unlocking segment of the

system, and the combination segment of the system. When the

two combinations match, a bolt, solenoid or other output is

activated. The combinations in the two segments of the system

are formed by a number of SPOT switches. The combii^ation

segment of the system may be made like the keyway of the un-

locking segment. A key throws the switches in each keyway to

form a pattern or combination. Another embodiment of the

invention features setting the combination by a set of multi-

pole rotary switches. A corresponding panel of multi-pole ro-

tary switches are electrically connected to the other set of

switches. A matching combination in both switch panels will

effect release of a locking mechanism, or send a signal to an

outpul circuit. A high number of permutations is possible.

3,782,149

PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR AUTOMOBILE DOOR
HANDLE AND LOCKS

Carol Y. Carter, 1408 Gilbert Dr., Charleston, W. Va.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,195

Int. CI. E05b / 7118

U.S. CI. 70-455 4 Claims

A security lock adapted to be operated by magnetic induc-

tion and comprising a case, a bolting unit containing at least

one group of magnets displaceably mounted in the case and at

least one protective blocking member in the case arranged

normally to engage with the bolting unit in detent fashion to

prevent operation of the lock, the bolting unit being movable

by magnets contained in a key for the lock to a position in

which it is no longer engaged by the blocking member and in

which operation of the lock is possible.

A device for covering automobile door handles and locks

thereby protecting them against freezing. This device is

deflned by a housing having an edge surface comprising mag-

netic element sealably bonded thereto in order to secure the

housing in position to the exterior surface of the automobile

door. The housing is internally insulated thereby affording

further protection against the elements.
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3,782.150

FOB-KEY-RINC. ASSEMBLY
Kermit Wolpin. Atlantic Beach, N.Y., assiRnor to

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236.944

lnl.CI.A47g29//0

t.S. CI. 70-459

the same percentage the speeds of the fourth and Tifth stands

in a five-stand mill, for example, permitting tension to remain

Hit Sales constant between the fourth and fifth stands while varying ten-

sion between the third and fourth stands to effect a correction

in output gauge The range control means is automatically

turned ON when the magnitude of a guage error correction

9 Claims signal indicates that the tension between the last two stands is

outside its permissible range When the tension between the

last two stands is again within limits, the range control holds

its speed correction signal to the last two stands (i.e.. does

not apply it to the last two stands) until activated again by

an out-of-range tension condition.

J

A fob-key-ring assembly and method of joining same in

which the fob is provided with an attaching bar extending

linearly along one edge of the fob at a spaced distance

therefrom, and the keyring is formed with a base and a key

engaging bail portion. A securing sleeve extends from the ring

base to encircle and journal the fob attaching bar to provide

the fob-key-ring assembly with the fob subject to pivoting with

respect to the key ring about the attaching bar axis. Assembly

is accomplished by forming the securing sleeve as a longitu-

dinally split cylinder in which the attaching bar is positioned

when the sleeve is separated along the split line, and which is

closed by passing the assembly beneath a pressure roll.

3,782,152

APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING THE FLATNESS OF
ROLLED STRIPS

Bruno Sabatini. Rome. Italy, avsifjnor to Centro Sperimentale

Melallurgico S.p.A.. an Italian Manufacturing Co.. Rome.

Italy

Filed Apr. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 240.400

Claims priority, application lUly. Apr. 22. 1971. 49910

A/71
lnl.CLB21bi7//2

t.S.CL72-9 1 Claim

3,782,151

AUTOMATIC GAUGE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR TANDEM
ROLLING MILL

Robert S. Peterson; John W. Cook, both of Wllliamville. and

Harold B. Bolkey. Lancaster, all of N.Y.. assignors to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Feb. 29. 1972, Ser. No. 230,298

Int.CI.B2Ibi7/06

U,S.CL72—

9

8 Claims
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A device for improving the fiatness of metal strips during

rolling, comprising a set of cylindrical rollers located side by

side, located upstream of the rolling stand, independent from

one another and with their respective axes parallel to the axes

of the rolling cylinders, in such a manner as to corresptind to

the strip width The said cylindrical rollers arc so arranged as

to Uke positions always parallel, and mutually staggered in the

vertical plane by the action of servo-controls coming from de-

tecting means for the planarity and/or the rolling tension in

the strip, said last cited means being located downstream of

the rolling stand, through a checking and adjusting equipment.

An automatic gauge control system for a multi-sUnd rolling

mill of the type wherein output guage is normally controlled

by varying tension in the rolled strip material between the last

two stands in the mill, this tension between the last two stands

being limited between upper and lower maximum values. Due

to variations in mill set-up and incoming product variations,

the allowable tension range between the last two stands is not

sufficient to adequately control thickness. Accordingly, when

the tension reference is exceeded in either direction, range

control mean&are provided for simultaneously changing by

3,782,153

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING A

TANDEM ROLLING MILL

Amos J. Winchester, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company. Salem. Va.

Filed May 3. 1972, Ser. No. 249,955

Int.CLB2Ibi7/02

U.S.CL72-9 6 Claims

An automatic gage control system for a tandem rolling mill

wherein separate control loops are provided for the roll open-
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ing controls of each stand. Each control loop responds to a more of the stands thereof can be operated as a sgft stand in

feedback signal based on the predicted gage of the rolled strip order to reduce the workpiece more or less uniformly across

leaving the associated stand whereby control errors caused by

transport lag are eliminated without causing system instability.

3.782.154

VARIABLE ORIFICE DIE AND CONTROL THEREFOR
Francis Joseph Fuchs. Jr.. Princeton Junction, N J., assignor to

Western Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 122,319, March 9, 1971, Pat. No.

3,719,065. This application Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,502

Int. CLB21bJ7/00
U.S.CL72-12 17 Claims

^)—

@

!i ?5

its width to aid in entrance of the front end of the strip into the

next stand or coil forming reel, after which the stand can be

converted to a hard stand to roll to a desired gauge.

3,782.156

STACKED BELLOWS AND APPARATUS AND METHOD
FOR MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Harry Pannil, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Master Products

Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 697,058, Jan. 11, 1968, abandoned. This

application Jan. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 109,695

Int.CLB21d /5/06

U.S. CI. 72-59 . 2 Claims

Fluid-pressure operable segments surrounding rod-deform-

ing die are controlled by wire-diameter sensing device. As die

wear occurs, sensing device responds to increased wire diame-

ter and raises fluid pressure to advance segments inwardly

against die thereby to constrict die and decrease diameter of

die orifice.

3,782,155

PROCESS AND MECHANISM FOR THE OPERATING OF
A ROLLING MILL

Wilfried Bald, Hilchenbach-Dahlbnich, Germany, assignor to

Siemag Siegener Maschinenbau, GmbH, Hilchembach-Dahl-

bruch, Germany
Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,032

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 30, 1971, P 21

15 344.6
Int. CLB2 lb 37/00

U.S.CL72-I4 8 Claims

The disclosure of this invention relates to a method and ap-

paratus for operating a tandem rolling mill, wherein one or

An annularly seamless stacked bellows formed from a metal

tube by initially forming convolutions in the tube in a die and

crimping the outer edge of each convolution individually

while in the die. The convolutions are sharp rolled at their

inner edges and then compressed axially to form the seamless

stacked bellows.

3,782,157

CUTTER GUIDE FOR PIPE PERFORATING MACHINE
Noah E. Foulks, and Earl Lowry, both of Rt. No. 1, Dodge City,

Kans.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,578

Int. CI. B2ld 28128

U.S.CL72—71 10 Claims

In a pipe perforating machine including a cutter head mova-

ble through a pipe and cooperating with shear blades carried

by the machine frame, a cutter guide consisting of guide ways

extending through the pipe and on which the cutter head is

slidably mounted, a fixed support for one end of the guide

ways, a movable support for the free other end of the guide

ways vvhich is detachable from the ways to permit the pipe to

be threaded longitudinally over the ways, a fixture detachably

mountable on the guide ways at the free end thereof and in-
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eluding a roller on an axis transverse to the pipe and engagca-

ble with the frame to support the free ends of the ways when

said movable support is disengaged, while still permittmg the

threading of the pipe over the ways, the cutter head includmg

a toothed cutter wheel and being movable outwardly from the

3,782,159

ISOSTATIC WORKING PROCESS

Charles Martinet, Billancourt, France, assignor to Regie Na-

tionak Des Lslnes Renault, Billancourt and Automobiles

Pcugot, Paris. France

Filedjunel6, 1972, S«r. No. 263,612 I

Claims priority, application France, June 17, 1971,7122098

lnt.CI.B22d22//2

U.S. CI. 72-60 7 Claims

5r -'^ '" ^

end of the pipe, and a fixture carried by the frame and urged

against the end of the pipe, and operable to catch and secure

the cutter wheel against rotation as it emerges from the pipe,

whereby when it re-enters the pipe, its teeth will always begin

cutting perforations at the same distance from the end of the

pipe

The invention relates to a process for the working of pieces

of metal by high-pressure isostatic die-stamping

After insertion of the ingot 1 covered with plastic material 2

into the pressure chamber 3 whose walls are constituted by

collars 4 and 5 and the floor by the bottom die 6 mounted on

the base 7 of the press, the top die 8 is lowered as indicated in

FIG. 2. its surface 9 containing the upper shaping impression

During its re-asccnt. the top die 8 takes with it the covering

2 and the article 1, which remains adhering to the top die

owing to the fact that its die-stamping seam tightly overlaps

the residue of covering material 2 in the clearance I 1 between

the dies 9 and 6.

3,782.158

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ALIGNING ROLLER
ENTRY GUIDES IN A ROLLING MILL

Charles L. MacPherson, Jr., Sterling Junction, Mass., assignor

to Morgan Construction Company, Worcester, Mass.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,251

Int. CLB21C 5 //OO

U.S. CL 72-37 . "^ Claims

3,782.160

PIPE QUENCHING UNIT

Georgy Naumovich Kheifets, ulitsa Kirova, i, kv. 29; Oskar

Alexandrovich Plyatskovsky, ulitsa Kirova, 8, kv. 27;

Vladimer Mikhailovich Yankovsky, prospekt Gagarina. 2,

kv. 6, all of Dnepropetrovsk; Baba Abbas Ogly Akhmedov,

ulitsa Lenina, 23, kv. 14, Sumgait; Zelman losifovich Lange,

ulitsa Prikaznaya, II, kv. 12, Dnepropetrovsk; Jury

Vasilievich Golubev, ulitsa Azizbekova, 42, kv. 16, Sumgait;

Elizaveta Andreevna Solomadina, ulitsa Karavaiva, 21. kv.

16; Vladimir Mikhailovich SUtnikov, ulitsa Dnepropetrov-

skaya, la, kv. 40. both of Dnepropetrovsk; Israfil Naftali

Ogly Ibragimov, ulitsa Druzhby. 36. kv. 4; Tagi Rza Ogly

Guliev. ulitsa Lenina. 23. kv. 12. both of Sumgait, and Jury

Zinovievich Porokhovnikov, ulitsa Leningradskaya, 38, kv.

5, Dnepropetrovsk, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Nov. 1 3, 1 970, Ser. No. 89,373

Int. CLB2Ib 45/02

U.S.CL 72-201 2 Claims

An optical device of the type which may be focused along

an observed centerline is employed to accurately align roller

entry guides in a rolling mill. The optical device is temporarily

mounted at a location separate from and preceding that of the

roller entry guide to be aligned, with its observed centerline

coinciding with the center of the roll pass into which proudct

is to be directed by the guide. By thereafter shifting the focus

of the optical device to the guide rollers, the gap defined by

the guide rollers can be centered with respect to the observed

centerline of the optical device by laterally shifting the entire

roller entry guide.

Pipe quenching units used in pipe rolling lines with a plug

mill.
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3,782,161

APPARATUS FOR DISMANTLING AND ASSEMBLING
ROLL ASSEMBLIES FOR A 4-HIGH ROLLING MILL

William S. McGeeney, Pittsburgh; George S. Trapp, Bethel

Park, and Leslie Zsamboky, Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors

to Wean United, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,794

Int.CLB21b5//0«

U.S.CL 72-239 15 Claims

"ilrSjC- /fell

,;• niinTgjo|..^.}^|-g]Tnii

3,782,163

MECHANISM OF TURNING A BILLET OF TUBE COLD
ROLLING MILLS

Sergei Nikolacvich Kozhevnikov, Vystavochnaya ulitsa, 3, kv.

73, Kiev; Arkady Semenovich Tkachenko, prospekt

Gagarina, 63, kv, 22, Dnepropetrovsk; Vadim Anatolievich

Verdcrevsky, Volgogradsky prospekt, 171, kv. 35, Moscow;

Jury Ivanovich Chercvik, ulitsa Belostotskogo, 114, kv. 1,

Dnepropetrovsk; Jury Evgenievich Alexeev, prospekt Push-

kina, 25/27, kv. 38, Dnepropetrovsk; Alexandr Grigorievich

Bondarenko, ulitsa Universitetskaya, 10, kv. 22,

Dnepropetrovsk, and Valery Trolimovich Vyshinsky,

prospekt K. Marxa, 34, kv. 41, Dnepropetrovsk, all of

U.S.S,R.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,012

Int.Cl.B21bJ9/20,i9/26

U.S. CI. 72-250 6 Claims

This disclosure is directed to dismantling and assembling

operations for work rolls and/or backup rolls, which may in-

clude backup rolls with an additional pair of bearing chocks

for backup roll bending facilities such as employed in a 4-high

rolling mill. The apparatus disclosed includes a pair of extrac-

tor cars horizontally displaceable towards and away from each

other at spaccd-apart locations. Displaced at right angles

between these cars is a roll carriage ha.ving support saddles for

carrying in a horizontal spaced relation a worn roll assembly

and a refurbished roll assembly. The roll carriage has stop

means employed to align at different times the rolls carried by

the saddles in relation to travel of the extractor cars. The ex-

tractor cars have guides to assure their mutual alignment with

respect to each other and with respect to a roll supported by

the saddles.

3,782,162

MANIPULATOR
Haran W. Bullard, Birmingham, Ala., assignor to United SUtes

Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,241

Int. CLB21J/ J//2

U.S.CL 72-250 1 1 Claims

fi -^^ » V W

A mechanism having a spindle, one end of which carries a

device for clamping a billet. The device comprises a washer

having wedges on one end and rollers adapted to interact with

a guide block at the other end. The device is provided with ex-

pansible cams with chamfers arranged relative to one another

so that a space is formed between them for periodical in-

troduction of wedges ensuring a mutual displacements of said

cams relative to the spindle axis of rotation.

3,782,164

METAL DRAWING DIE

Theodore S. Felker, 65 1 Rockhill Ave., Kettering, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 17,648, March 3, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

686,064, Nov. 28, 1967, abandoned. This application Feb. 19,

1971,Ser. No. 116,920

Int.CLB21ci/00

U.S. CL 72—274 13 Claims

*0

to u 30 irn n •*' -^ •'*' -•

t"'^^>"t»

Manipulator apparatus for rotating an elongated article

such as a rail about its longitudinal axis and propelling such

rail longitudinally. The apparatus includes a carriage, a drive

mechanism for the carriage, a rail gripping mechanism, and a

rail rotating mechanism. The apparatus is characterized by in-

stant response to fingertip control. Retractable rollers are dis-

closed for supfHJrting the body of the article.

A method and die for drawing a complex elongated struc-

tural member formed with at least one extending fin which

consists of drawing said member through a die of substantial

complimentary orifice configuration disposed to effect a

predetermined gage reduction of said fin, the metal working

surface of said die disposed to effect a gage reduction of said

fin being inclined in the drawing direction so that said fin is

gradually and sequentially engaged by said working surfaces
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from its innermost surface to an unrestrained edge The orifice

portion of the die corresponding to said fin extends laterally

from the direction of drawing a distance greater than the

lateral growth of the fin to avoid any lateral restraint Also,

where said member has a cross-bar which does not terminate

on a free edge said working surfaces are optionally inclined in

the drawing direction to an intermediary position between the

ends of the cross-bar where there is provided in the die orifice

or the cross-bar a local relief of restraint to receive metal fiow.

aligned, confronting relationship Magnets having opposite

ends releasable attach at one end thereof to a punch means of

the die set and releasable attach at the other end thereof to the

punch holder Other such magnets releasable attach one end

thereof to a die means of the die set and rclcasably attach the

other end thereof to the die shoe. A template arrangement is

provided for aligning the die set.

3,782,165

RIVETING TONGS FOR BLIND RIVETS

Karl Bosch, Hermaringen/Brenz, Germany, assignor to

Gesipa, Gesellschalt Fur Internationale Mit Beschrankter

Haftung. Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Filed Apr. 26. I97I.S«r. No. 137.535

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1970. P 20

19 954.6
Int.CI.B21jy3/i4

U.S.C1.72— 391 13 Claims

Hand riveting tongs for blind rivets which comprise a mova-

ble tongs leg and a tongs housing A receiving mouth piece is

provided for a rivctipg thorn of a blind rivet, and serving as a

rotary bearing tor the movable tongs leg A chuck mechanism

for gripping said riveting thorn is arranged and an inter-

mediate lever is pivotally connected with the movable tongs,

the intermediate lever engages the chuck mechanism and has

an abutment for contacting the movable tongs leg.

3,782,166

DIE SET ASSEMBLY AND MAGNET MEANS FOR
RELEASABLY ATTACHING DIES THEREIN

Lawrence V. Whistler, Jr., 251 Doncaster Rd., and Lawrence

V. Whistler, III, 368 Argonnc Dr., both of Kenmore, N.Y,

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,402

Int. CI. B21j /J/02

U.S. CL 72—462 • 2 Claims

3,782,167

ONBOARD CALIBRATION AND TEST OF AIRBORNE
INERTIAL DEVICES

John C. Stuelpnagcl, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Wcstinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. I

FikdNov. 5. 1971, Ser. No. 196,067

Inl.CLGOlc 25/00

IJ.S.CL73-1E 18 Claims

A system and method for mounting an incrtial instrument,

such as a reference gyro, an accclcromcler triad, or an inertial

platform in an aircraft so that the instrument can be tested and

calibrated on board the aircraft in its final mounting position

without the necessity of test Hying the aircraft for such calibra-

tion purposes. The inertial instrument is mounted for rotation

about an axis angularly displaced with respect to reference

axes of the aircraft so that the attitude of the instrument with

respect to the reference axes of the aircraft can be changed by

rotating the instrument about its mounting axis The degree of

angular movement of the instrument is detected and a

theoretical output for the instrument is calculated by an on-

board computer. This calculated output is then compared by

the computer to the actual instrument output signal. The dif-

ference between the calculated signal and the actual signal

can then be used to determine whether the instrument is suita-

ble for use on the aircraft. In addition, the difference between

the calculated signal and the actual output signal from the in-

strument can be used to calibrate the instrument and provide a

correction signal thereto during normal operation of the in-

strument.

3,782,168

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CALIBRATING AND
TESTING PRESSURE RESPONSIVE APPARATUS

Rodney A. Walks, Houston, Tex., assignor to M & J Valve

Company, Houston, Tex. .

"
Fikd Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,349 '

Int. CLGOll 27/00

A die set assembly is disclosed with magnets provided for U.S.CL73—4 R 8 Claims

releasable attaching the dies in the assembly. A piAch holder Method and apparatus for generating a gas pressure signal

or shoe is provided with a die shoe spaced therefrom in for calibrating and testing line break controls and other pres-
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sure responsive apparatus. Gas is confined in a chamber and 3,782,170

exoanded by increasing the volume of the chamber at a sub- OXYGEN ANALYZER
^

Howard A. Cramer, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Lowrance Elec-

tronics, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,105

Int. CL BOld / //OO. GOln ii//«

U.S.CL73-19 10 Claims

stantially constant rate under the control of hydraulic means.

The pressure of the gas drops at a substantially constant rate

determined by the setting of the hydraulic means.

3,782,169

REGULATING THE FREQUENCY OF AN OSCILLATORY
SYSTEM INCLUDING A BALANCE AND A COILED

SPRING
Andre Simon-Vermot. Le Lock, Switzerland, assignor to Les

Fabriques d'Assortiments Reunies, Le Lock, Canton of

Neuchatel, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 52,1 23, July 2, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,361

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 11, 1971,

10608/71
lnl.CLG04b/7//6

U.S. CI. 73—

6

12 Claims

LA.'^tB BtAM SO'J B(E r\ 2S
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This invention describes a small instrument that can be in-

serted into a body of water or other liquid to make a deter-

mination of the concentration of free dissolved oxygen in the

water. It comprises a cylindrical tube with an end plate and a

permanent magnet placed coaxial with the tube with its south

pole in contact with the end plate. The length of the magnet is

approximately one half or less the length of the cylindrical

lube. A pair of electrodes are positioned in the wall of the

tube, approximately at the middle of the length of the tube. A

disc having a number of holes to permit passage of water axi-

ally along the inside of the tube, is mounted across the cross

section of the tube, closely spaced from the electrodes. When

a battery is connected to the electrodes a current will flow.

Negative ions will be deflected by the magnetic field toward

the magnet and so will be intercepted by the grid. The mag-

nitude of this current can be determined by a meter which is

connected in the lead from the grid to the positive pole of the

battery.

3,782,171

PRECISION HOLE VERIFICATION SYSTEM
Gordon James Watt, 245 Unquowa Rd., Apt. 106, Fairfield,

Conn.
Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 172,984

Int.CLG01b/i//0

U.S. CL 73—37.9 ,
1 Claims

The regulation of the frequency of an oscillatory system in-

cluding a pivotally mounted balance and a coiled spring is ef-

fected by modifying one of the cross sectional width or

thickness of the spring in correlation to correction necessary

to obtain the desired oscillating frequency.

A Flexible Membrane Bearing is used as a gage to sense

variations in the surface shape of a hole which acts as the bear-

ing bore, the deformation characteristics of the thin cylindri-
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cal tube which constitutes the bearing surface being used to conduit system communicating with the measuring chamber

rmXtheefTer of clearance and out of roundness as and having both a two-way valve for controlhng the supply of

sensed by the outlet restrictor edge of the bearing. Secondary

sensing means are employed to measure membrane deflec-

tions with respect to the bearing shaft at selected points be-

hind the bearing surface using bridge type detection means to

correlate said deflections with the different modes of deforma-

tion which arc characteristic of a thin tube supported at the

ends. Secondary measurements are in turn correlated with an-

gular position of the bearing and its axial position in the hole

The system comprises the bearing, power and control, sensors,

and means for data handling including display, recording, and

processing. ,

3,782.172

LEAK DETECTOR FOR FLUID CONDUCTORS
John K. McCarron, Houston. Tex., assignor to Shell Oil Com-

pany. Houston. Tex.

Filed Sept. >'

'972'
f*^- N«- 2«5'''*'

^ pressurized gas and a constriction for the pressurized gas.

int. CI. l^oim JU
^ Claims and c ) a compensation device to compensate for variations in

the liquid level and the gas pressure in the vessel.U.S. CL 73-40.5 R

3.782.174

ADJUSTABLE VISCOSIMETER
Joseph Varadi. 8655 S.W. 89th Ave.. Portland. Oreg.. and

Thomas C. Easton, 13069 S.W. 63rd Ave.. Portland, Oreg.

FiledAuR.9. 1971. Ser. No. 170,148

Int. CL coin y;/06 I

U.S.CL 73-57 29 Claims

Pipeline leaks are detected by an in-line pig like device hav-

ing an orifice plate mounted at each end of a frame member

and differential pressure measuring means across each orifice

at each end. the output of each differential pressure measuring

means is in turn fed to another differential pressure sensing

means, the output of which is transmitted to a recording

means whereby a leak is detected when the duration of any

change in a signal recorded corresponds to the difference in

the distance between two scaling members disposed at each

end of said frame member.

3,782,173

VISCOSIMETER
Cornells J. Van Vessem. Bergen Op Zoom, and Dirk J. F.

Geerdes. Hogeheide, both of Netherlands, assignors to Akio

N.V., Arnhem, Netherlands

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,286

Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 3, 1971,

7107611
lnLCLG01n///0«

U.S. CI. 73-56 * Cl«in>s

An apparatus for measuring the viscosity of a liquid product

in a vessel, for instance, a reaction vessel, a dilution vessel and

an evaporator, includes a) a measuring cell whose measuring

chamber of constant volume is connected to a capillary, b) a

A faUing body viscosimeter suitable for measuring and con-

tinually monitoring the viscosity of any of a variety of fluids

having widely divergent viscosities. A constant speed electric

motor drives a cam which alternately elevates and releases a

droppabic piston within a tubular housing immersed in the

particular fluid to be monitored. As the piston is elevated it

draws a sample of fluid inside the housing through a check

valve When the piston is released it travels downwardly

through the fluid by force of gravity while the fluid is simul-

taneously displaced upwardly through an orifice in the piston.

A timing cam also driven by the constant speed electric motor

actuates a switch at a predetermined time interval after the

release of the piston, thus establishing a reference time inter-

val. A second switch senses the point in time when the piston

has travelled a predetermined distance through the fluid, and

an electrical circuit coupled with the two switches generates a

signal equal in duration to the difference in the two times. The

degree of restriction of the orifice in the falling piston is ad-

jusuble by means of a micrometer which varies the size of the
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orifice. This allows standardization of the time period required

for the piston to fall through any fluid vithin a wide range of

viscosities, irrespective of the viscosity.

3,782,175

APPARATUS FOR TESTING FILTERABLE SOLIDS
CONTENT IN LIQUIDS

Mkhael H. Roman, 18 Eugene St., Lowville, N.Y.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,800

Int. CI. BOId 37100; GOln 33104

U.S.CL73—61R

3,782,177

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE
TESTING

James M. Hoop, Hazel Gfeen, Ala., assignor to The United

States of America as repi-esented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration, Washing-

ton, D.C.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 246,056

IntCL GOln 29/04

U.S. CL 73—7 1.5 U 2 Claims

9 Claims

Apparatus for testing the amount of filterable solids in a

liquid sample by passing the sample from one receptacle to

another through communicating openings in each with a filter

clement interposed therebetween The two receptacles are

constructed for releasable engagement, and a negative pres-

sure applied to the interior of the second container serves the

dual purposes of rapidly drawing the sample through the filter

and urging a lip around the opening in the first container into

tight engagement with the filter element.

3,782,176

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING VIBRATION IN A

MOVING OBJECT
Gordon B. Jacobs, Manlius, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,680

Int. CLGOIb 9/02

U.S.CL 73—71.3 9 Claims

42-

I
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and temperature of the soil. Each resistor incorporates a layer

of specially-selected granular fill material compressed

between appropriate electrodes, which are connected to an

electrical circuit for measuring the ratio of the two resistances

The pore structure of the Till material is more or less filled with

soil solution at the same temperature, salinity and matric suc-

tion as the solution in the adjacent soil. The fill material of one

unit is relatively fine, and that of the other is relatively coarse.

January 1, 1974

•I3,782,181

DUAL MEASUREMENT ABLATION SENSOR

Charies A. Gurtler, Yorktown. Va., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washing-

ton, D.C.
Filed Aug. 1 1 , 1 97 1 , S«r. No. 1 70,680

Int. CL GO In/ 7/00

U.S.a.73-86 11 Claims

-/^'

The different particle size causes one unit to have a greater

change in the amount of soil so\ution held by the fill material

for a given change of matric suction, than the other, with a

correspondingly greater resistance change Both units have

the same fractional resistance change for any given change in

temperature and/or salinity of the soil solution, and the ratio

of the resistance of the two units is therefore translated by the

said circuit into terms of matric suction, free from adverse

temperature and salinity effects.

3,782,180

METHOD FOR DETECTING LEAKS IN CONDENSER
TUBES

George A. Harris, 7764 W. Fourteenth Ct., Hialeah, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 161,515, July 12, 1971. which

is a division of Ser. No. 736,917, May 20, 1968, Pat. No.

3,592,967.Thisapplication Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,479

Int. CI. GOln 29/00

U.S. CI. 73-69 * CWms

A dual measurement ablation sensor for measuring both

char-interface and surface recession at a point in an ablating

material to allow an accurate calculation of the thickness of

the char layer. Char-interface recession is indicated by a drop

in the resistance to a current passed through the ablation

material. Surface recession is indicated by the closing of an

electrical circuit when melting causes the release of a spring

switch.

3,782,182

STRAIN MULTIPLIER

James E. Starr, Plymouth, Mich., assignor to Vishay Inter-

technology, Inc., Malvern, Pa.

FiledApr. 29, 1971,Ser.No. 138,522

lnt.CLG01b7//«

U.S. CI. 73-88.5 R 3 Claims

A strain multiplier is provided which is designed to be firmly

attached to both a -structural surface and a sensing gage at all

points of contact between the multiplier and the structural

surface and the multiplier and the sensing gage while prevent-

ing direct contact between the sensing gage and the structural

surface.

This application discloses a method of detecting leaks or

thin spots in condenser tubes by means of ultrasonic radia-

tions. A number of ultrasonic generators is placed within the

chamber or enclosure of the tubes of a condenser, and the

generators transmit ultrasonic waves to fiood the chamber

with energy. A detector sensitive to the frequency of the ul-

trasonic waves is scanned over the open ends of the condenser

tubes When the detector is at the end of a tube having a hole

or thin spot, the intensity of vibrations picked up by the detec-

tor will be relatively high, and thus the defective tube is

located. A condenser particularly adapted to testing of the

tubes thereof by this method is also disclosed.

3 782 183

DETECTION OF PASTER WELDS WITH ACOUSTIC
EMISSION

Donald T. O Connor, Barrington Hills, and David W. Prine,

Maywood, both of III., assignors to Magnaflux Corporation,

Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 2. 1971, Ser. No. 204,1 10

lnt.CI.G01nJ/i2

US CL 73 100 7 Claims

Method and apparatus for the nondestructive detection of

paster welds wherein the test piece is repeatedly fiexed at the

weld to be tested, and then any acoustic emission produced by
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such Hexing, indicative of the presence of a paster weld, is de-

tected. The invention provides for apparatus to convert the

1

rMOMOSTMLl
iH<L"»ia«*Toa I J

[_ J

c,;;!^.J [7-"™f]

wheel irrespective and independently of a tangential force due

to friction between the wheel and the brake shoe unit. There

exist devices for measuring a similar force applied normal to a

railway wheel when stationary but they do not accurately mea-

sure such normal force under dynamic operating conditions

acoustic emission to electrical pulses which may then be in-

tegrated to provide a signal dependent upon the amplitude

and rate of such acoustic emission.

3,782,184

TORQUE TRANSDUCER AND METHOD OF MEASURING
TORQUE

LoweU Zane Shuck, Rt. No. 1, Box 361, Rock, W. Va.

Filed Aug. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 168,602

lnt.CI.G01ni/i2

U.S. CI. 73— 101 27 Claims

jjOIOITAl. COUMTtR

because of the ancillary frictional force between the brake

shoe and the rotating wheel. The present invention utilizes one

or more bell cranks fulcrumed on a force-transmitting

member so as to actuate a strain gauge rosette which can mea-

sure a tension force but cannot measure a compression force.

A torque transducer and method for measuring the com-

plex-shear modulus of very low-modulus materials subjected

to sinusoidal, oscillating torques at various freqeuncies

wherein means are provided for cancelling from the output

signal the inertia effect of the transducer.

3,782,186

MECHANICAL TORQUE SENSOR FOR A
HYDROKINETIC TORQUE CONVERTER

Daniel G. Burch, Westland; Po-Lung Liang, Livonia; Stanley

L. Pierce, Jr., Birmingham, and William C. Winn, tnkster,

all of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,

Mich.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,740

Int. CLGOll 3/74

U.S.CL73— 136R ' 10 Claims

3,782,185

RAILWAY TRUCK BRAKE TESTING DEVICE
Robert L. Hassenauer, Wllmette; Thomas J. Wolak, Cicero,

and George E. Novak, Riverside, all of III., assignors to

Evans Products Company, Plymouth, Mich.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,477

lnt.Cl.G01l5/2«

U.S.CL 73-121 5 Claims

A transducer device for converting a compression force, ap-

plied perpendicularly between two relatively sliding objects,

into a tension force to be measured by a strain gauge rosette

and. more particularly, for measuring a braking force when

applied by a railway brake beam to a brake head and shoe unit

in a direction normal to the periphery of a rotating vehicle

fj' M '''
J^

^^

A torque sensor for determining the torque acting on a

bladed member of a hydrokinetic torque converter comprising

a reaction ring mounted coaxially with respect to the bladed

member, inner and outer control rings disposed concentrically

with respect to the reaction ring, one of the control rings being

connected drivably to the bladed member, the other control

ring being connected drivably to a torque delivery shaft, heli-

cal grooves formed in one of the control rings and in the ad-

jacent surface of the reaction ring, cam balls registering with

the grooves whereby torque delivered through the reaction

ring develops an axial thrust component, a fluid pressure reac-

tion piston acting on said reaction ring, the piston and the

cooperating annular cylinder defining a pressure chamber and

having registering parts that define a flow restricting orifice
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communicating with a low pressure exhaust passage, the

degree of restriction developed by the flow restricting orifice

being proportional to the thrust acting on the reaction ring

whereby a back pressure related to torque is developed in the

cylinder.

3,782,187

MAGNETO-ELASTIC TRANSDUCER FOR FORCE
MEASUREMENT

Orvir Dahl«. Vasteras, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna Svenska

Elcktriska Akticbolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 881,550, Dec. 1. 1969,

abandoned. This application Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,395

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 9, 1968, 16782/68

liit.CI.GOII///2

U.S.CI.73-141 A 4 Claims

muscular contractions, or to measure thoracic motion during

breathing, or to measure tooth mobility. The apparatus com-

prises a first measuring rod which engages the object to be

measured, and a second measuring rod engaging a reference

point which is stationary relative to the object being mea-

sured A spring, which may be replaceable to select ap-

propriate spring characteristics, is disposed between one side

of a housing and the first measuring rod, and an electrical

sensing device is provided to measure forces which act upon

the spring A second electrical sensing device, associated with

both the first and second measuring rods, is provided to mca

sure relative motion between the first and second measurmg

rods. The two rods arc mounted parallel to one another, and a

third measuring rod, mounted parallel to the first and second

rods and placed on the side of said first rod opposite to said

second rod, may also be provided, and associated with a third

electrical sensing device associated with the first and third

measuring rods, to provide a further measure of relative mo-

tion between the first and third measuring rods.

A magneto-elastic transducer for measuring mechanical

forces is constituted by a laminated core of magneto-strictive

sheet metal with tubular channels containing excitation and

measuring windings The sheet metal at least in the operative

measuring zone of the transducer has residual mechanical

stresses, the average value of the magnitude of these stresses

being at least of the same order as the magnitude of the

stresses induced in the measuring zone when the transducer is

subjected to its rated load.

The residual stresses may be produced by heat treatment,

cold rolling, drawing, bending, pressing, blasting, radiation or

martensite formation

3,782,188

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING MUSCULAR
CONTRACTIONS AND THE LIKE

Karl-Heinz Korber. Kiel-Heikendorf; Hermann Steiert,

Bucheim, and Heinz Dehnert, Freiburg, all of Germany, as-

signors to Hugo Sachs Elektronik KG, Am Bahnhof, Hug-

stetten, Germany
Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307.905

Cteims priority, application Germany, Dec. 17, 1971,

P 21 62 683.5

Int. CL A61b 5105; GOII 5/02

U.S.CL73-I41 AB

3.782,189 I

WIND TUNNEL '

John Yorath Gwynne Evans, Farnham, England, assignor to

National Research Development Corporation, London. En-

gland

Filed Apr. 12. 1972, Ser. No. 243,345
|

lnl.CI.G01m9/00

U.S.CL73-147 21 Claims

I

A wind tunnel having a main oiston in cylinder arrangement

upstream of its working section, and driving means for driving

the piston to force gas from the cylinder at the downstream

side of the piston and through the working section.

The tunnel is capable of providing fiow speeds up to Mach

3.

3.782,190

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ROTARY DRILL
TESTING

Robert W. Pittman, Sugarland, Tex., assignor to Texaco Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,838

Int. CI. E2 lb 4 7/00

U.S.CL73— 151 6 Claims

l3Cbims

An apparatus is provided for measuring the displacement of

an object which is acted upon by a force, e.g., to measure

Rotary drilling method and apparatus for indicating in-

cipient roller cone bearing failure of a bit, or similar downhole

conditions. Use is made of signals representing the torque

being applied and the weight on the bit, both during drilling.
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while a constant that is proportional to bit diameter is in- thickness. A second temperature profile is also measured at a

eluded in determining the ratio of torque to weight times point located ahead of the roll and a moisture profile is also re-

diameter, gistered ahead of the roll. Some of these signals or their com-

binations are used to control the mechanism.

3,782.191

APPARATUS FOR TESTING EARTH FORMATIONS
Frank R. Whitten, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlumberger

Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,240

Int. CLE2lb 49/00

U.S.CL73— 155 21 Claims

».;l" - L- * i^j ^

In the representative embodiment of the new and improved

apparatus for testing earth formations disclosed herein, fluid-

admitting means arc selectively extended into sealing engage-

ment with a potentially-producible earth formation and a

selectively-operable valve on the fluid-admitting means is

opened to place a filtering medium arranged on the fluid-ad-

mitting means into communication with the isolated formation

without inducing the erosion of loose formation materials as

the testing is conducted. Then, when the testing is completed,

the fluid-admitting means are retracted and the valve is

reclosed in readiness for subsequent testing operations.

3,782,192

MEANS FOR DETERMINING A MAGNITUDE
CORRESPONDING TO THE THICKNESS PROFILE OF A

PAPER WEB
Henry Sandblom, Vasteras, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna

Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,707

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 25, 1971, 2383/71

Int. CI. GOlm 25/56

U.S.CL 73—159 9 Claims

3,782,193

FLOWMETER APPARATUS
Thomas 1. Meyer, Scverna Park; Thomas N. Shaffer, Silver

Spring, and Lawrence G. Wright, Pasadena, all of Md., as-

signors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,227

lnt.CLG01c2///0

U.S.CL73— 181 11 Claims

Three posts mounted on the underside of a ship transmit

acoustic signals to and from one another for computation of

ship's speed. The posts are streamlined for traveling through

the water and each includes at the lower end thereof a stream-

lined housing having a cavity in which is positioned a trans-

ducer assembly. The cavity is covered by a thin acoustic win-

dow along the streamlined surface. Water is introduced

between the transducer assembly and the window for proper

signal coupling such that a propagated acoustic signal is

properly transmitted to the transducer assembly in another

post. Due to the streamlining, the acoustic signals impinge at

different angles upon at least two of the posts and the acoustic

windows for these two different posts are of different materials

and carefully chosen to insure proper signal reception.

3,782,194

ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE INDICATORS
Donald E. Brodie, 706 Briarwood CL; Mathew CamaroU, 904

Gainsway Rd., both of Yardley, and Charles R. Jankowski,

109 Lions Dr., Morrisville, all of Pa.

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,317

Int. CL GO Ik 7/ /OS

U.S. CL 73—343 R 17CUIms

—>/

In order to determine the thickness of a web of paper which An adjustable temperature indicator which, in one

is being wound on rolls, the temperature profile in the web is preferred embodiment, may take the form of a confectionary

measured transversely as the web is rolled up to indicate the lollipop candy having a stem imbedded into the head of the
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lollipop. A cavity is provided within the lollipop head which

houses a temperature sensitive indicator, preferably of a

distinctive shape, which is adapted to melt at a predetermmed

temperature level. Since the temperature sensitive element is

completely non-toxic, the confectionary head (includmg the

temperature sensitive element) may be completely ingested

without danger of harming the user Similar structures may be

provided in the form of confectionary straws or pacifiers. Con-

fectionary members may be provided with a plurality of tem-

perature sensitive devices, each sensitive to a differing tem-

perature level.

or back to the inlet of the secondary rotor section, the propor-

tions being such that the total flow of metered gas issuing from

said meter is adjusted to a base temperature in accordance

with Charles law regardless of the temperature of the flowing

gas.

3,782,195

TEMPERATURE INDICATING VESSEL

John S. Meek, 14 Outrifsger St., Venice, Calif., and J. Roy Nel-

son, 874 1 Shoreham Dr.. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,746

Int. CI. GOld 11126: GOIk 5100

U.S. CL 73-343 B 18 Claims

3,782,197

BIOLOGICAL FLUID SAMPLING AND TESTING
APPARATUS

Grams, Ralph R., 1404 Primrose Curve, SI. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141,629

Int.CLGOIn 1 1 10

U.S. CL 73-421 R 14 Claims

An open vessel having a sealed chamber in a sidewall

thereof. The chamber is filled with a liquid having a predeter-

mined freezing point so that upon filling the vessel with a

liquid, the temperature of that liquid is indicated relative to

the freezing point of the liquid held in said chamber by the

change of state of said liquid within said chamber.

3,782,196

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED ROTARY GAS METER
Theodore A. St. Clair, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Textron

Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,943

Int. CL GO If i/OS

U.S. CL 73-254 5 Claims

-*J>^^J03 ^-Cf

Biological fluid sampling and testing apparatus includes a

fluid sample container assembly of novel construction, and ap-

paratus for transferring a selected portion of the fluid sample

out of the container without the necessity of opening it. The

conUtner assembly has a puncturable wall portion through

which a cannula needle may be inserted for removal of the

sample. The container assembly also has a movable externally

accessible delivery member, such as a piston, for urging the

selected sample portion out of the container. The apparatus

for removal of samples from the container includes a position-

ing means for a cannula needle, a supporting means for the

container assembly, an actuator means for engagement with

the delivery member of the container assembly, and moving

means connected to at least one of the positioning means, sup-

porting means and actuator means for causing relative move-

ment of the delivery member in the container assembly to urge

the selected sample portion out through the cannula needle.

Preferred arrangements of delivery members and other clo-

sure members for such a container assembly and various con-

trol means for the transfer apparatus are also shown, such as

control means for selective removal of sample portions of dif-

ferent volumes, monitoring or interuption of sample delivery

in response to a predetermined characteristic of the sample,

and both manual and automatic starting, stopping, and

resetting or reversing means for the apparatus.

k-7-

There is disclosed a rotary type gas meter having a shaft, a

primary section and a secondary rotor section proportional to

each other in displacement, the rotors of each section being

secured to said shaft, and a temperature controlled valve

means which diverts the output of the secondary rotor section

proportionally to either the outlet of the primary rotor section

3 782 198

DEVICE FOR MEASURING OR DETECTING GAS

Karl-August Wachter, Lubeck, and Horst Rabenecker, Am

Muhlenteich, both of Germany, assignors to Dragerwerk Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Lubeck, Germany
Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,507

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 30, 1971, P 21

43 282.6
I

Int.CLGOIn y/24

U.S.CL 73-421.5 R 12 Claims

A device for measuring or detecting gas comprises a mount-

ing base having a sample connection for connecting an opened

vessel thereto which is adapted to contain a sample to be

tested. A container carries a collapsible bellows therein and
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the bellows has one wall which is common to a container wall.

A reversing valve is connected to the container and also to a

pump to selectively connect the pump to the container or con-

nect the container to atmosphere. The container includes a

check valve for permitting discharge of gas therefrom and a

switch is actuated by movement of the bellows to switch the

3,782,200
SAMPLER

Melvin L. Maas, Quincy, III., assignor to Moorman Manufac-

turing Company, Quincy, III.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,351

Int.CLGOIn //20

reversing valve in accordance with whether it is desired to U.S. CL 73- -422 R 7 Claims

a
irT¥%^r"

have the pump or the atmosphere connected into the con-

tainer. An under pressure measuring device is connected into

the container and is also connected to the reversing valve to

switch the valve in accordance with the pressure sensed in the

bellows or the container. This control works in conjunction

with the control which operates upon expansion and contrac-

tion of the bellows to operate the reversing valve.

3,782,199

MUD WEIGHING UNIT
Leo A. Bell, 35 Traderee Ct., Shannon, Ireland

Filed SepL 8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,714

Int.CLG01n9/0«

U.S, CL 73—434 5 Claims

;:g^

A new and improved device for determining the density of

flowing drilling mud which includes a pneumatic level trans-

mitter mounted on a vessel through which the drilling mud

flows. The pneumatic level transmitter senses the buoyant

force exerted on a displacer element immersed in the drilling

fluid flowing through the vessel; and a special flow directing

means is mounted in the housing at thelnlet in order to con-

trol and direct the flow of drilling mud into a substantially cir-

cular pattern to eliminate substantially all forces except

buoyancy which might otherwise act on the displacer element

by the flowing drilling mud.

An automatic sampling apparatus for location in a hopper,

conduit or pipe through which a particulate material flows in-

cludes a sample and apparatus support tube which extends

either into a hopper, conduit or pipe through one side opening

only or through aligned openings in opposite sides of the

hopper, conduit or pipe, with the tube receiving support from

the hopper, conduit or pipe at the openings therein. The sam-

ple and support tube on the plunger end projects a substantial

distance from the hopper, conduit or pipe so as to provide

space for a sample discharge opening in the projecting end

emptying into a sample discharge chute. The opposing end of

the sample tube which projects into or, if desired, completely

through the hopper, conduit or pipe is provided with a de-

pending clean-out chute. When the clean-out chute is

disposed within a hopper, conduit or pipe filled with particu-

late material it serves to prevent packing of the particulate

material by the clean-out stroke of the piston. When the sam-

ple and support tube projects through opposite sides of a

hopper, conduit or tube the clean-out chute and the sample

discharge chute by engaging the outside of the hopper, con-

duit or pipe on opposite sides adjacent each of the aligned

openings therein prevent axial shifting of the sample tube and

apparatus. The reciprocating plunger or piston which is pro-

vided can be actuated by an air cylinder mounted on the pro-

jecting end of the sample tube which carries the sample

discharge chute. The portion of the sample tube within the

hopper, conduit or pipe has one or more sample inlet openings

in the upstream side with respect to flowing material to be

sampled. In operation the air cylinder is preferably timer-actu-

ated and in its outward stroke the piston expels through the

clean-out chute material that has collected in the sample tube

and on the return stroke withdraws and discharges through the

sample discharge opening a sample that has collected through

the sample inlet opening or openings.

3,782,201

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STABILIZING A
SPHERICAL BEARING

Frederick L. Fitts, Ann Arbor, Mich,, assignor to Balance

Technology, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,813

InLCLG01m;/04,///2
U.S.CL 73-455 15 Claims

A segmented part such as a fan blade is supported on a

spherical air bearing so that unbalance in the blade causes the

bearing to tilt. Displacement of the bearing is sensed by a pair

of "orthogonally oriented transducers, and the displacement

signals therefrom are processed to provide a direct readout of

the two specific blades to which weight must be added or Sub-^

tracted and a direct readout of the amount of unbalance cor-
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rcction required at each blade The air bearing has a Particular
pyNAMIC BALANCING APPARATUS

FUcd Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,358
*

liit.CI.G01in//20

VS. CI. 73—468 1 1 Claims

transducers. The cjrcuit that processes the transducer dis-

placement signals is selectively adjusuble so that direct

readings can be obtained for parts having different numbers of

segments.

3,782,202

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BALANCING
SEGMENTED PARTS

Ronald W. Anderson, Champaign. III., and William B. Henry,

Chelsea, Mich., assignors to Balance Technology. Inc., Ann

Arbor, Mich.

Filed Apr. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 245,814

Int.CLGOlm 1/12

U.S.CL 73-455 26 Claims

A work piece is routed by a motor through a flexible con-

nection while being supported on rollers mounted on a frame

flexibly mounted for horizontal movement The horizontal

vibration of the fraqie due to the unbalance of the rotated

work piece opens and closes a pair of electrical contacts and

thereby energizes a light rotated in synchronism with the work

piece. The angular orientation at which the light is lit during

Its revolution indicates the angular position of the unbalance

of the work piece The amount of unbalance is determined by

measuring the amount of current required by a pair of rigidly

mounted solenoids which are energized to grip a projection of

the frame and suppress the vibration, as indicated when the

lamp ceases to flash.

3,782,204

APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR RECORDING
ACCELERATION

Harry Lynn Boardman, Clayton, Mo., assignor to H. L. Board-

man Inc.. Clayton, Mo.
FiledJuly7.l97I,S«r.No. 160,311

Int. CLGOlp/ 5/04

U.S.CL 73-492 1 Claim

tit

A segmented part such as a fan blade is supported on a

spherical air bearing so that unbalance in the blade causes the

bearing to tilt. Displacement of the bearing is sensed by a pair

of orthogonally oriented transducers, and the displacement

signals therefrom are processed to provide a direct readout of

the two specific blades to which weight must be added or sub-

tracted and a direct readout of the amount of unbalance cor-

rection required at each blade. The air bearing has a particular

stop arrangement to prevent rotation of the bearing while per-

mitting the bearing to tilt along the orthogonal axes of the

transducers. The circuit that processes the transducer dis-

placement signals is selectively adjustable so that direct

readings can be obtained for parts having different numbers of

segments.

A peak-recording accelerometer including a substantially

rigid receptacle with a plurality of interior surfaces and includ-

ing means for mounting the recepUcle for exposure to ac-

celeration A liner for the receptacle includes panels closely

conforming to interior surfaces of the receptacle. The panels

are imprintable with a pattern to record acceleration A

resilient mass cooperable with the liner in the receptacle is

shaped and dimensioned for fitting, when free of acceleration.
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in point contact with the panels of the liner. The mass is pickoff measures the streamline angle of the vortex wilhitPthe
•^

- .. . . ../... ^ -1 u„- Tu« ^..<^..t r,r tko n;olf/-«ff ic thii« a fiinctinn of this
deformable for uniform increased area contact of its surface

with at least one panel of the liner as a continuous function of

the mass acceleration. Printing media is positioned between

said surface and said liner panel so that the increased area

contact imprints on the panel a pattern whose dimensions are

a precise predetermined function of the peak acceleration ex-

perienced by the mass.

3,782.205

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED DIGITAL INERTIAL
SENSOR

James C. Fletcher. Administrator of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration with respect to an invention of.

and Patrick J. Hand, AlUdena, Calif., assignors to The

United States of America as represented by the National

Aeronautics & Space Administration. Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,01

2

lnt.CLG0lp/5/0«,G0lc 19/30

U.S. CI. 73-497 8 Claims

chamber. The output of the pickoff is thus a function of this

component. For applications involving angular motion about

the cavity axis the angular component measured by the

pickoff is cancelled by operating two acceleromcters back to

back.

A circuit of the type which maintains the inertial element of

a gyroscope or accelerometer at » constant position by

delivering pulses to a rebalancing motor, wherein the circuit

compensates for temperature changes by utilizing a tempera-

ture sensor that varies the threshold of inertial clement move-

ment required to generate a rebalance pulse, to thereby com-

pensate for changes in viscosity of the floatation fluid. The

output of the temperature sensor also varies the output level

of the current source, to compensate for changes in the

strength of the magnets of the rebalancing motor, and the sen-

sor also provides a small signal to the rebalance motor to pro-

vide a temperature-dependent compensation for fixed drift or

fixed bias.

3,782,207

SPOOL AND SLEEVE PNEUMATIC ACCELEROMETER
Harold J. Straut, Jr., 1532 Neola Tr., Winter Park, Fla., and

Raymond E. Weber, 27 Zabriskie St., Jersey City, NJ.
Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,022

lnt.CLGOIp/5/02
U.S.CL73—515 4 Claims

58

v\\\ \N\ \ \\ \\\ v\ \/
10

A pneumatic accelerometer employing a five land spool

operating in a cylinder, wherein, the fluidic output of the as-

sembly is linear with the amount and direction of the displace-

ment of the spool within the cylinder.

3,782,206

VORTEX LINEAR ACCELEROMETER
Arthur J. Ostdiek, Wheaton, Md., assignor to The United

SUtes of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,404

lnt.CI.GOlp/5/02

U.S.CL 73-515 6 Claims

A vortex linear accelerometer comprising an axisymmetric

chamber, two bilaterally symmetric plena opening into said

chamber, and a drain located in the center of said chamber

with an airfoil pickoff located nearby and mounted within the

chamber. The two plena supply fluids of different densities to

the chamber. The chamber is in the shape of a flat cylinder

and the plena supply fluid through the sidewall of said

cylinder. When acceleration occurs along the bilateral axis of

symmetry of the accelerometer a vortex is generated due to

the unequal body forces acting upon the two different fluids.

The intensity of the vortex is a function of the component of

acceleration parallel to this axis of symmetry. The airfoil

ERRATUM
For Class 73—457 see:

Patent No. 3,782,217

3,782,208

INTERMITTENT DRIVE
Earl Hacker, Rt 1, Long Branch Rd., Beattyville, Ky.

Filed Sept. 24, 1971, S«r. No. 183,453

Int. CLF16h 27/00

U.S.CL74-1I2 12 Claims

A chain and sprocket drive for transposing rotary motion to

intermittent rotary motion. The drive interconnects two

shafts, one of which is an input shaft and has two drive

sprockets keyed thereto and the other of which is an output
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3.782,210

shaft and has three sprockets mounted thereon The outer two
^EABLE SPEED GEAR ATTACHMENT FOR

of thft three sprockets are idler sprockets dr.ven from the two
BICYCLES

dr.ve*^ sprockets on the input shaft The mner or central
^^^^^ p „^„^^.„, ,4<, £. e.yview Blvd., Norfolk, V-.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294.878

. - lnt.CI.F16h9/00

L,S, CI. 74-217 B
»*<^'''-

sprocket of the'three sprockets is keyed to the output shaft

and .s mtcrm.ttenlly dr.ven by a Imk connected between the

two endless chains.

3,782,209

MECHANICAL RESONATOR OF ROTATION

Robert Favre, Lausanne. Switzerland, assignor to Fabriques

Movado, Canton of Neuchatel, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 39.785. May 22. 1970. abandoned.

This application Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,571

Int. CI. FI6h 27/02

^ ^. -M tAt 6 Claims
l).S.CL 74—142

'^
=^=
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A changeable speed gear attachment for mountmg on a

standard bicycle without the need for modification of the bicy^

clc is disclosed The attachment includes a housing which

mounts on the frame of the bicycle and includes a driving

pinwheel gear having several adjacent concentric rows of

Teeth a driven pinwheel gear having at least one row of teeth,

a driving pinion gear operating off the driving pinwheel gear

and slidably mounted so as to selectively engage one of the

several rows of teeth, and a driven pinion gear which is driven

by the driving pmion gear and which, in turn, drives the driven

pinwheel gear The pinwheel gears are each connected to a

sprocket externally of the housing and the sprockets are con-

nected to the sprockets of the bicycle by means of conven-

tional bicycle chains.

1 •&

A mechanical resonator of rotation, particularly for use in a

timepiece, composing an oscillatory mass having an axis of

symmetry, a support, spring means connecting said mass to

said support for oscillation of the latter about a rotational axis

substantially coinciding with said axis of symmetry, said spring

means including leaf springs consisting of
^«<^»'';;<=y;;^;r^

sections interconnected by connecting elements adapted to be

very rigid with respect to the effective stresses of oscillation

and determining the useful length of said active sections,

preferably, said springs are obtained by suitably folding single

cut out pieces.

3,782,211

MULTIPLE GROOVE PULLEY CONSTRUCTION

James D. Campbell. Jr.. Lombard, and Joseph E. Maurey,

Chicago, both of 111., assignors to Maure, Manufacturing

Corporation. Chicago, III. „ , „ . -
Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,817

Int. CLF16h 55/52

U.S.a. 74-230.17 C ^ 7 ^l-'^'

An adjustable pulley construction of the type having a plu-

rality of nange members associated in pairs and mounted on a

shaft The respective pairs each define a bolt receiving groove,

and one nange member of a pair is tied to a corresponding

nange member of every other pair whereby the flange mem-

bers are divided mto first and second sets. The outerrnost pair

of flange members is located beyond the end of the shaft, and
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a screw is associated with this pair of flange members and 3,782,213

aligned coaxially with the shaft. Rotation of the screw INFINITELY VARIABLE CONE PULLEY TRANSMISSION
operates to change the relative positions of the associated Manfred Rattunde, Bad Homburg v.d.H., Germany, assignor

to Werner Reimers Kommanditgesellschaft, Bad Homburg,

Germany
Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,599

Int. CI. F16h 55/22

U.S. CL 74—230.17 F 7 Claims

flange members. The means tying the sets of flange members

together provide for simultaneous adjustment of all pulley

grooves

3,782,212

COMBINED SHEAVE AND FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Harry M. Ward, III. Waukegan, III., assignor to Outboard

Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,775

Int. CI. F16h55/i6

U.S.CL 74-230.3 3 Claims

~30

In an infinitely variable cone pulley transmission with one

coije fixed on a shaft and the other slidable thereon but rotata-

ble therewith, a pressure chamber is formed connected with

the movable disc. This is separated into two spaces by a parti-

tion secured on the shaft. Pressure fluid is supplied to the

space nearest the puJlcy disc, and is allowed to pass through a

throttled passage into the space remote from the pulley disc

and to escape therefrom through a narrow annular slot in the

portion of the space closest to the shaft axis.

The axial pressure caused by centrifugal force in the first

space is at least substantially counter-balanced by the axial

force produced by the centrifugal force in the second space.

Further, the continuous flow of pressure fluid prevents the

build-up of localized heating in the pressure chamber. ^

3,782,214

REMOTELY CONTROLLABLE CHANGE SPEED GEAR
Hie Chivari, Wanne-Eickel, Germany, assignor to Firma

Hackforth & Co. Maschinen-Fabrik, Wanne-Eickel, Ger-

many
Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,599

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 10, 1970, P 20

60 787.8

Int.CLF16hJ/0S
U.S.CL 74—331 15 Claims

A combined sheave and fiywheel assembly which includes a

smooth, imperforate radially inclined surface for driving a

transmission drive belt and which further includes one or

more electrical components, such as a pole shoe and magnet

assembly, cast in place as an integral part of the flywheel as-

sembly. Also a method for die casting such a combined sheave

and flywheel assembly whereby the cast-in-place electrical

component is accurately held in a predetermined position

within the die cavity by the casting die without producing a

hole or opening which can cause excessive wear of the trans-

mission drive belt on the inclined belt-driving surface thereof.

The electrical component is installed onto one or more locator

pins extending from one die section into the die cavity and in-

cludes one or more elongated rivet means which extend

through the die cavity to the other die section and become

cast in as an integral part of the fiywheel assembly casting.

When the die sections are moved to the casting position, the

die section which defines the inclined driving surface of the

fiywheel assembly removably engages the outer end of the

rivet means and cooperates with the rivet means and the loca-

tor pins to clamp the electrical component in place.

tie ixnt 122 X IK IX X K

Input and output shafts are positioned coaxially in a gear

box housing with four auxiliary shafts positioned about and
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parallel thereto. A gear on the output shaft is engaged by

respective gears on the auxiliary shafts. Clutches are as-

sociated with each of the auxiliary shafts and have their output

parts engaging the respective auxiliary shafts. The input part

of one clutch is gear connected to the input shaft and the

remaining input parts are in series in a speed reducing gear

train from the input part of the one clutch The gear tram is

rotatably mounted on the output shaft and the various auxilia

ry shafts.

3,782,215

FREELY MOUNTED GEAR
Robert E. Moody, 7202 Gammage, Houston. Tex.

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,303

Int. CI. F16II 57/00. //20

U.S.CI.74-410 1 Claim

back relationship in a power transmission arrangement for

changing the transmission gear ratio The clutch assemblies

share some components in common. In addition the system in

eludes a control circuit for engaging or disengaging the

clutches by oil pressure, a 2-3 shift valve provided in the con-

trol circuit for stopping oil feed into the clutch assembly for

second speed while feeding oil into the clutch assembly for

third speed when shifting from second speed to third speed, an

oil exhaust port provided in a servo oil chamber in the clutch

assembly for second speed, and a drum element provided in

the clutch assembly for third speed The drum clement is dis-

placed by the pressing force of an assembly of plates and discs

for opening the oil exhaust port when the clutch assembly for

third speed is engaged, so that the actuation of the clutch as-

sembly for second speed, which is disengaged when second to

third speed shifting is effected, is synchronized with the

pressing action of the assembly of plates and discs in the

clutch assembly for third speed which is engaged when the

, shifting is effected.

3,782.217

BALANCING OF WHEEL/TYRE ASSEMBLIES

William Wortley. BirmlnRham. England, assignor to Dunlop

Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,123

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Apr. 22, 1971,

10,754/71
Int.CI.GOlm 1/28

U.S. CI. 73-457 ^ Ctaims

A ring gear arrangement providing an uninterrupted source

of power for mechanical and electrical applications. This ar-

rangement consists primarily of a toothed ring supported in

rolling engagement with rotatable bearings positioned in an

equally spaced apart relationship with each other, the bearings

being supported upon a plate or the like.

3,782,216

SPEED CHANGE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

Ichio Sakai, Aichi-ken, Japan, assignor to ToyoU Jidosha

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Aichi-ken, Japan

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. NoJ 242,406

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1971,46/27550

Int CL F16h i/0«. B60k 2//06.-FI6d 25/06i

U.S.CL 74-364 5 Claims

A method of balancing a tyre and wheel assembly which

comprises rotating said assembly and measuring the kinetic

and dynamic out of balance forces so generated. A known

proportion of the correction weight for the kinetic unbalance

so measured is then applied to one flange of the wheel and the

kinetic and dynamic out of balance forces measured again.

The new measurements are compared with the initial ones to

determine the total correction weight required and its dis-

tribution between the wheel rim flanges. The method is par-

ticularly suited to on-the-car balancing.

'Dikrir^

In a speed change control system for automatic transmis-

sions, clutch assemblies are provided for second speed and

third speed, respectively, and they are arranged in back-to

3,782,218

ADJUSTABLE ANDTILTABLE REARVIEW MIRROR
ESPECIALLY FOR PASSENGER MOTOR VEHICLES

Gunter Gmeincr, Sindelfingen; Christian Grabner, Maichin-

gen; Gerhard Sigmund, Stuttgart, and Rudolf Binder,

Schonaich, all of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany
|

Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,435

Claims priority, application Germany, July 27, 1970, P 20

37 101.1

int.CLG05g//00

U.S.CL 74-491 26 Claims

An outside rearview mirror adapted to be remotely adjusted

from within the vehicle interior space and adapted to be tilted

by pivoting in a direction opposite the driving direction in case
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of an accident especially for passenger motor vehicles in extending between the belt sides and attached to an adjacent

which a hinge for a housing is provided that is adapted to be end bushing by a layer of flexible strands or wires wound

secured at the vehicle; a mirror glass support which is sup- around the end bushing and bar or pin. The bars or pins hold

the clips apart and permit twisting of the coupling about an

axis extending through the end bushings.

3,782,221

ADJUSTABLE TIE ROD LINK

Edward C. Nalodka, Dearborn Heights, and Thomas R. Street,

Taylor, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,

Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec. 5, 1972, Ser No. 312,403

Int. CI. F 16c 7/06

U.S.CL 74-586 11 Claims

ported in the housing, is adapted to be adjusted by way of an

actuating lever connected therewith and projecting into the

vehicle interior space.

3,782,219

FRICTION LOCK FOR OUTBOARD MOTOR THROTTLE
HANDGRIP

Robert J. Beck; Wllbert Heikkinen, and Robert T. Johnson, all

of Oshkash, Wis., assignors to The Brunswick Corporation,

Skokie, III.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,339

Int. CI. G05g 5106

U.S. CI. 74-531 6 Claims

Jt JO

The invention is a friction lock which operates upon a throt-

tle hand grip mounted on the steering arm of an outboard mo-

tor An end cap threaded axially with respect to the steering

arm urges the hand grip against the shoulder on the steering

arm, thereby creating friction to hold the throttle grip in a

selected position.

3,782,220

TENSION-TORSION TIE BAR
Richard J. Ditlinger, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,515

Int. CI. F 16c 7/04

U.S.CL 74-579 R 6 Claims

-ea

u

An adjustable tie rod assembly for a motor vehicle steering

linkage system is constructed in accordance with one embodi-

ment of the invention by providing transverse serrations near

the ends of each of two rod parts. Each rod has an end portion

that is bent 90 degrees to its serrated portion and each bent

end is provided with screw threads. Each rod has an axially ex-

tending slot disposed inwardly'of its serrated portion. The two

rods arc assembled by extending the bent end of each rod

through the slot of the other rod so that the serrated portions

are placed in face-to-face relationship. A soft metal shim is in-

terposed between the two serrated portions. The rods are then

adjusted axially for length and nuts are tightened on the

threaded ends so that the serrated portions bite into the soft

metal shim and lock the two rods together to form an assembly

of Tixcd length.

3,782,222

COUNTERBALANCING ASSEMBLY FOR AIR
MOTIVATED DEVICE

John L. Berggren, 1 148 Clark Ave., Billings, Mont.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 85,432, OcL 30, 1970,

abandoned. This application Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,841

Int.CLF03d///00

U.S. CI. 74-590 8 Claims

A laminated tie bar or coupling particularly adapted to in-

terconnect a helicopter rotor arm and rotor blade is provided

with a pair of spaced-apart end bushings interconnected by an

endless belt. A pair of annular clips encircle the belt adjacent

the bushings to draw opposite sides of the belt into parallel

alignment Each clip abuts an associated transverse bar or pin

This invention is a counterbalancing assembly for air

motivated devices such as windmills, for use in pumping water

itl.s (>.(;.-
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discs, each of which is provided with a flexible member

secured to the disc periphery and extending to a cross member

secured to the liftmg rod and movable therewith In order to

counterbalance the weight of the lifting rod and the material

being pumped, the arms of the assembly are constructed of ^ f ,
-^

telescopic sections to increase or decrease the arm length to ^^
effect the desired leverage. ' ""

3,782,223

POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Kenneth Watson. Yeovil, England, assignor lo Weslland Air-

craft Limited, Yeovil, Somerset, England

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,239

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 1, 1971,

18^61/71
int. CI. F 1 6h J 7/06

t.S. CI. 74-665 L 5 Claims

A power transmission system for a twin engine helicopter

includes drive shafts and gearing connecting the engines to a

rotor drive shaft and two gear trains, each gear train being ar

ranged to drive a set of helicopter accessories The transmis-

sion IS arranged so that at least one of the gear trains remains

operational through a wide range of failure conditions in bt>th

the engines and the transmission system.

3,782,224

POWER TRANSMISSION DEVICE

Michael SUsiuk. Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada, assignor to

Versatile Manufacturing, Ltd., Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada
Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,248

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Apr. 6, 1971,

8 834/71
Int. CLF16h 47/04. i 7/00

lJ.S.CL74-fe87 12 Claims

A power transmission device for mobile units such as trac-

tors or the like is driven by a source of power such as a diesci

engine and includes at least- three mode)> of power transmis

sion which can be selected by the operator. It includes a plane-

tary train, a constant mesh gear box. an hydrostatic pump and

an hydrostatic motor driven by said pump The

hydromechanical mode transmits power via the pump and

motor through the planetary gear train lo the constant mesh

gear box and hence to the output shaft The basic mechanical

mode transmits power via the planetary train directly to the

constant mesh gear box The hydrostatic mode transmits

D'
I

;

fU

connecting means to a portion of the planetary gear train cas-

ing so that a further mechanical road gear or mtxlc is provided

which has a higher speed range than the basic mechanical

mode.

3,782,225

TRANSMISSION ESPECIALLY FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Fritz Grabow, Muhlweg, Germany, assignor to Daimler-Benz

Aktiengescllschaft, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Apr. 2. 197 1. Ser. No. 130.612

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 3, 1970, P 20 15

945.9
Int. CLFI6h 47/02

IJ.S.CL 74-720 18 Claims

A transmission, especially for motor vehicles, which in-

cludes an infinitely variable converter adjoining an engine

shaft and several pairs of meshing gears following the con-
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vcrter which are adapted to be selectively engaged or discn- 3,782,227

gaged by way of shifting clutcherwhereb; one%hifting clutch INSULATION-SLITTING AND STRIPPING MACHINE

fs adapted to connect the engine shaft with a pair of meshing Cornells Teunis Veenendaal, M.lwauk.e, Oreg., assignor to

^
Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oreg.

Filed J uly 6, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 59,792

Int.CLH02g///2

U.S.CL8I-9.5I 10 Claims

gears, while actually selectively engaged, and the converter,

such as a hydrostatic converter, is adapted lo be internally un-

coupled.

3,782,226

MACHINE TOOLS
Gordon A. Boyd, Dorking, and Franz Berger, West Wickham,

both of England, assignors to Autologic Limited, Surrey, En-

gland

Filed Jan. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 109,284

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 3, 1970,

5,200/70
Int. CI. B23b 29132

IJ.S.CL 74-821 19 Claims

An insulation-slitting and stripping machine is provided

with slitting members adjacent feeding means lo slit insulated-

conductor means of an electrical cable means so that they are

separated from each other as the feeding means feeds a

predetermined length of electrical cable means therein. A

splaying means is disposed adjacent the slitting members to

space the separated free ends from one another Insulation-

stripping means is movable relative to the slit and splayed free

insulated-conductors means to strip insulation from the insu-

lated-conductors means aad to cut them at predetermined

lengths.

3 782 228

METHOD AND MACHINE FOR SCALPING ROD STOCK
•

Hans Lindemann, Lindenstrasse 39, Grossdornbert, and Wolf-

gang Lindemann, Im Johannisthal 41, Aachen, both of Ger-

many
Filed Apr. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 133,493

Claims priority, application Germany, May 4, 1970, P 20 21

812.6
Int. CLB23b 5/00. J/00

«•

U.S.CL 82-20 c
II Claims

A tool turret assembly for a machine tool which is movable

to present different tools at an operating station. The tool tur-

ret mounted on an operating member which is rotatable

between tool presenting positions and is also axially displacea-

ble. The operating member is adapted to engage respectively

in its axially displaced positions, members for rotating the tur-

ret through an angle corresponding to the angle between tool

presenting positions, and members for accurately locating the

turret in its tool presenting positions. A hydrostatic bearing is

provided under the operating member during rotation. Axial

displacement is collinear with the axis of rotation of the mem-

bers for rotating the turret.

A method and machine for scalping solid or tubular rod

stock by means of a cutter head revolving about and movable

along a nonrotatable piece of said stock, in which this machine

is also provided with at least one flaw testing apparatus which

detects the possible presence of flaws in the piece of stock at

least during a first scalping run of the cutter head so that dur-

ing one or more subsequent runs the flaws may be eliminated.

The longitudinal movement of the cutter head is preferably

reversible at the end of each run and the machine is in this

case provided with two flaw testing apparatus each of which

searches for flaws remaining in the workpiece after just being

scalped in the respective run. Each cutter in the cutter head

must then be provided with left and right cutting edges and

preferably with an intermediate smoothing edge. If the
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machine is provided with a flaw testing apparatus which not

only detects flaws during the first scalping run of the cutter

head but also determines the depth at least of the deepest flaw,

the cutters will be adjusted accordingly at the end of the first

run. so that during the second scalping run a layer of a suffi-

cient thickness will be removed from the workpiece so as to

leave it at least substantially flawless.

path past a rotating knife in a table recess to sever slices from

the bottom of workbodies, product followers slidable on

receptacle guides to urge workbodies toward the knife. Ubie

3,782,229

SYSTEM AND DEVICE FOR CUTTING AND REDUCING
ROD SEGMENTS

Athos CrUUani, Bologna, Italy, assignor to AMF Incorporated.

White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, S«r. No. 305,925

M.CI.A24C 05//

2

U.S. CI. 83-37 10 Claims

-4' /

_-.*.

, A method and apparatus for making cigarettes by forming a

continuous cigarette rod and continuously advancing the

formed rod axially. cutting segments of predetermined lengths

each equal to multiple cigarettes from the advancing rod. and

cutting each segment into cigarettes of equal predetermined

lengths before the next succeeding segment is cut from the

continuous rod.

Two rotatable discs are mounted on an angularly adjustable

base, the discs being mutually parallel, spaced from each other

and mounted on a shaft that is vertically inclined with respect

to a horizontally advancing cigarette rod A vertical plane

passing through the shaft is parallel to a vertical plane passing

through the rod. Each disc has a cutting blade mounted

thereon, the blades being angularly displaced by 1 80° A pair

of ledgers are mounted on supports, are spaced axially along

the rod, are separated by a hollow guide for receiving and sup-

porting a portion of the rod between the ledgers, and are con-

nected to gear driven links which cause the supports and the

ledgers thereon to reciprocate in opposite directions along the

rod. When the upstream disc encounters the rod. it cuts off a

segment of two cigarette lengths. The segment advances so as

to be supported by the guide and the downstream ledger

where the second disc cuts the same into two cigarettes before

the next segment is cut by the upstream disc.

^ ^

height adjustment for controlling the thickness of slices being

severed, a fluid-pressure actuated ram for lifting the product

followers, a unitary plastic or like guard for the knife, and

knife sharpening apparatus carried by the guard

3,782.231

PIERCING ASSEMBLY
Louis F. Jannctty, 78 Lynwood Dr., Cheshire, Coon.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 105.247. Jan. II. 197 1,

abandoned. This application July 21. 1972. Ser. No. 273.697

Int.CI. B26d5/0«

U.S.CI.83-143 1 1 Claims

^» / n

4$

3,782,230

COMESTIBLE SLICING APPARATUS
Louis A. Bettcher. Amherst, Ohio, assignor to Bettcher Indus-

tries, Inc., Birmingham. Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 785.088. Dec. 19. 1968, Pal.

No. 3,587,689. which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

561,180. June 28, 1966, Pat. No. 3,434,519. This application

Jan. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 215,462

Int. CI. B26d 7/06, 7//2

U.S. CI. 83-174.1 » I Claims

Slicing apparatus having a magazine with upright product

recepucles for carrying comestible workbodies in a circular

A piercing assembly is incorporated as a work station in a

cam-operated machine such as a cam eyelet machine by

mounting in the machine frame the combination of; a movable

pin adapted to engage a work piece, an advancing cam and a

pair of lifting cams mounted on a rotatable shaft, a cam fol-

lower to the advancing cam adapted to engage and move the

pin, a slide carrying a punch for piercing the work piece, a

centrally pivoted arm having a head for engaging and

reciprocating the slide, a pair of lever arms linked one to each

end of the centrally pivoted arm, and a pair of cam followers

mounted one on each of the lever arms for alternate engage-

ment with the lifting cams; the cam surfaces of the advancing

cam and the pair of lifting cams being positioned such that en-
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gagement of the advancing cam and the lifting cams with their

respective cam followers causes piercing of the work piece by

the punch when the work piece has been engaged by the pin,

alternating with disengagement of the pin from the work piece

when the punch is withdrawn.

web of paper travels at a preselected speed. A pair of rotatable

cutters are mounted on shafts for rotation in timed relation to

each other and to the speed of the sheet, strip or web. The

rotatable cutters are positioned on opposite sides of the fixed

cutter. Each of the roUtable cutters has a first radially extend-

ing cutter blade and a second radially extending cutter blade

3,782,232

DIE CUTTER DRIVE FOR AN ENVELOPE BLANK
FORMING MACHINE

Walter Oggoian, Libertyville, III., assignor to F. L. Smithe

Machine Company. Inc., Duncansville, Pa.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,864

lnt.CI.B31b///6, B26d 5/OS

U.S. CI. 83-236 11 Claims

The envelope blank forming machine has a web feeder unit

mounted above a die cutting unit The web feeder unit is ar-

ranged to intermittently feed web material into a die cutter in

the die cutter unit One of the die plates in the die cutter unit is

movably supported on a base and is reciprocally driven by a

die cutter drive A drive motor is positioned beneath the base

and transmits rotation to a drive shaft rotatably mounted on

the base in spaced relation to the movable die plate. The drive

shaft has an enlarged hub portion connected to one end with a

radially spaced bore therein. An arm member extends fo^

wardly from the drive shaft and is connected at one end to tht

end of the drive shaft by a pin positioned in the radially spaced

bore so that upon rotation of the drive shaft the arm member

reciprocates on the base portion. A support member extends

upwardly from the base between the drive shaft and movable

die plate. A lever member is pivotally connected at one end to

the support member and at the other end to the forwardly ex-

tending arm so that the reciprocation of the arm member upon

rotation of the drive shaft pivots the lever member and

reciprocates the die plate through a yoke connection to the

movable die plate The lever member has a forwardly extend-

ing connector member that is pivotally pinned to the yoke

member. The upwardly extending support for the lever serves

as a fulcrum of a second class lever and the distance between

the fulcrum and the connection to the forwardly extending

arm increases the torque iYnparted to the lever by the arm

member. The movable die plate has rollers that are rotatably

supported on the base portion to support the die plate.

arranged longitudinally along the shaft and adjacent to each

other. One of the radially extending blades is adjustable angu-

larly relative to the other. The relative radial angle between

the blades determines the length of the notch cut by the

respective rotatable cutters in the side of the sheet, strip or

web.

3,782.234

GRIPPING SHAFT ,

Alexander Rodach, Pforzheim, Germany, assignor to Frau

Irma Ungerer, Pforzheim, Germany
Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,602

Claims priority, application Germany, May 27, 1971, P 21

26 407.3
Int.CLB26d///2

U.S. CI. 83-665
'

5 Claims

'. J'

r^;^*^?^
m"'^-»>"'

1"^^
3

A clamping shaft for clamping a rotating element comprises

a generally closed tubular core having an inlet adapted to be

connected to a pressure fiuid source, and radial bore means

communicating with said inlet and open on the outside

peripheral surface of said core. The shaft also comprises an

expansible clamping sleeve enclosing the outside peripheral

surface of said core and firmly and tightly joined thereto at

least at two spaced-apart portions of its length to define

around said core at least one annular space, which commu-

nicates with said radial bore means.

3 782 233

ROTATABLE CUTTERMECHANISM FOR CUTTING

DIFFERENT LENGTH NOTCHES IN A MOVING WEB
Herbert W. Helm, Hollidaysburg, Pa., assignor to F. L. Smithe

Machine Company, Inc., Duncansville, Pa.

Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,232

Int.CI.B26di//4

U.S. CI. 83-356.3 <» Claims

The cutter mechanism includes a fixed cutter having side

notches therein over which either a sheet, strip or an endless

3,782,235

MITER BOX (

Michael P. Curcio, 50 Lind Rd., Totowa, NJ.
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,547

Int. CI. B27g 5/02

U.S.CK 83-762 2 Claims

The present invention relates to an improved miter box for

use by carpenters and others in making miter joints, particu-
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larly for mitchng picture, cove, casing and base mouldings.

The general improvement lies in substituting a square-shaped

box for the conventional U-shaped form, and making this

miter box in the form of a single, integrally moulded, trans-

parent plastic unit. This structure with its inherent rigidity

gives durability, strength and precision to the box itself, all of

which aid in achieving precision in the mitering of joints. A

support bar is placed along one inside base edge to support

3,782.237

GROUP TRAINING SYSTEMS UTILIZING ELECTRONIC
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Eisaku Okamoto, Shizuoka, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gakki

S«izo kabushiki Kaisha. Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka-ken,

Japan
Filed Dec. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 312,266

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1971, 47/4342

Int. Li. G09b 15100

U.S. CL 84—470 7 Claims

24
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hand-held, angularly disposed mouldings and L-shapcd corner

mouldings in particular at proper cutting angles. Cut-outs arc

provided in the top for holding work pieces in place. The use

of a transparent plastic provides full visibility of the work

piece to the user. It also improves the durability of the miter

box and increases precision in the cutting or mitering because

the saw will not cut easily into the saw cutting guides of its side

walls.

3,782,236

WATER VALVE FOR HORN-TYPE MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Ernest Shaiek, 33 Evergreen Rd.. Billerica, Mass., and Roy

Trafton, 75 Birch Ridge Rd., Acton, Mass.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,697

lnt.CLG10d7//0
U.S. CL 84—397 10 Claims

The group training system comprises a plurality of student

stations and a teacher station. Kach student station comprises

an electronic musical instrument, a headphone connected to

the electronic musical instrument through a gate circuit, and a

microphone The teacher station comprises an electronic

musical instrument, a headphone connected to this electronic

muMcal instrument, a switch for supplying disenabling signal

to the gate circuits of all student statitins, a microphone, and

other switches for selectively supplying the outputs from the

microphone and musical instrument of the teacher station tt)

respective headphones of the student stations and the outputs

from respective electronic musical instruments and

microphones of the student stations to the headphone of the

teacher station, whereby one to one training as well as simul-

taneous training of a group of students can be attained by in-

terrupting the conduction between the musical instruments of

the student stations and the headphones thereof through the

operation of the disenabling switch.

3,782,238

SELF-DRILLING TOGGLE BOLT ASSEMBLY
Constantine D. Polos, 1955 Cheshire Ln., Wheaton, III.

Filed Mar. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 231,1 17

Int. CLE 16b J5/04 I

U.S. CL 85-3 R 4 Claims

// 10

A water valve on a horn-type musical instrument attached

to the outside of the instrument includes a tapered plug in a

tapered sleeve alongside a hole in the instrument tube which

permits water in the tube to escape out of the tapered sleeve

when the plug uncovers the holrfThe plug is controlled by a

mechanical linkage which leads to a position on the instru-

ment where the player normally holds the instrument with one

hand permitting the player to manipulate the valve Without

moving his hand from the playing position on the instrument.

A self-drilling toggle bolt assembly comprises an elongated

toggle head provided at one end with a cutting head used for

drilling a hole through the surface on which the assembly is to

be installed. The toggle head is equipped with a threaded hole

intermediate its ends through which a bolt having a short

threaded transverse member attached to its end is passed.
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Supported by the transverse member, the toggle head can be

swung from a position parallel to the bolt to one in which the

toggle head is perpendicular to the bolt. In use, the toggle bolt

assembly, with the toggle head parallel to the bolt, is passed

through a hole previously drilled in the mounting surface using

the toggle head as a bit. The toggle head is then manipulated

to a perpendicular position, permitting the threads of the bolt

to engage the threaded opening of the head, thereby per-

mitting the entire assembly to be drawn up tightly.

3,782,239

PENETRATING ARRANGEMENT
Reyburn Wick, Southampton, and Bruce Travor, Holland,

both of Pa., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 4, 1972, Set. No. 215.330

Inl.CI.F42bii/00

U.S. CL 86-1 A 2 Claims

rel in the vicinity of the firing chamber therein and comprises

a trigger pivotally mounted in the handle so as to project from

the upper end of the rear leg, a firing pin slidably disposed in

the barrel for movement into and out of the firing chamber,

and a connection between the trigger and firing pin for trans-

ferring movement of one to the other so that the position of

the trigger serves as a visual indicator of the position of the fir-

ing pin in order to prevent unintended firing of a mortar round

dropped into the muzzle end of the barrel. A manual selector

serves to position and lock the firing pin in either a fixed firing

or a safe retracted arrangement. In addition, the selector may

be rotated to an inactive position which frees the firing pin to

respond to the actuation of the trigger.

.^>^"

3,782,241

ZERO ULLAGE INJECTION VALVE
Eugene Ashley, Burlington, Vt., assignor to General Elejrtrk

.Company, Burlington. Vt.

Filed Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193.351

Int.CLF41j//04

U.S.Ci.89-7 .
6 Claims

A metal penetrating arrangement in which a steel projectile

containing a sample contents is penetrated by a propellant ac-

tuated steel needle provided with an electro-deposited indium

plating or coating The coating has a 0.0001 to 0.007)2 inch

thickness that surrounds the entire needle for penetration of

the projectile wall without fusion therebetween.

3,782,240

FIRING MECHANISM FOR MORTARS
James T. Feidmaier, Latham, N.Y., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,798

lnt.CLF41f //06

U.S.CT.89-1J 18 Claims

A valve has a conical passageway which is obturated by a

conical spool. The spool is preloaded closed by spring means,

and is operated by the hydraulic presence of the liquid Howing

through the passageway.

3,782.242

WEAPON HAVING PARTIBLE FIRING CHAMBER
Robert H. Angell. 514 E. 88th St., New York City, N.Y.;

Robert S. Frielich, 396 Broome St., New York City. N.Y.,

and James P. Angell, 1 1 19 N. Jackson, River Forest, III.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,661

lnLCLF41d 7/02

U.S.CL89-11 5 Claims

A firing mechanism for a hand-held mortar is located in the

rear leg of a carrying handle secured to the exterior of the bar-

A semi-automatic or automatic weapon provided with a

split or partible firing chamber, adapted to be fed laterally

with cartridges and operating in conjunction with a

reciprocating bolt mechanism having an exceptionally short

stroke, whereby the weapon may be fired at a high rate. The

chamber is composed of a pair of complementary sections
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which in the course of each cycle of rotation or reciprocation,

depending upon the nature of the weapon, are caused by as-

sociated cams to first separate to receive a laterally-fed incom-

ing round, and thereafter to draw together to define a cavity

enclosing the round, at which point the bolt mechanism acts to

engage and fire the round in the chamber, the case then being

extracted and ejected

sesses an increased rigidity attainable due to the provision of a

device for orienting the tool carriage with respect to the work

3,782,243

AUTOMATIC AZIMUTH RECOVERY SYSTEM FOR
CANNONS

William H. Zi«gl«r, Waterford, N.Y.. assignor to The United

Stales of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,802

Int.CI.F41f2//0/f

U.S. CI. 89-37 C 9 Claims

The rear end of a mortar tube is supported by a base plate

with the front end supported in an elevated position by a

tripod The tripod comprises a cylinder with a cooperating

fiuid actuated piston rod which carries a yoke that is pivotally

connected to a sleeve slidingiy disposed on the tube to vary

the elevation angle thereof responsive to axial movement of

the piston rod The yoke is slidingiy mounted to the piston rod

for lateral displacement responsive to fluid pressure applied

thereto Rearward recoil displacement of the base plate rela-

tive to the tripod rotates the trunnions that pivotally mount

the sleeve to the yoke This angular movement of the trun-

jnions is sensed by a fluidic system whereby the piston rod is

actuated linearly to move the sleeve along the tube until the

pre-adjustcd elevation angle thereof is recovered Any lateral

movement of the base during the rearward recoil displace-

ment rotates the piston rod about its central axis A fluidic

sensor on the cylinder senses the angular movement of the

piston rod and through a fiuidic system actuates the yoke

laterally to where the predetermined azimuth adjustment is

quickly recovered simultaneously with the recovery of the

prc-selccted elevation angle.

spindle, defined as straight slidcways and another straight

slidcways square with the former one. to provide setup mo-

tions of the tool carriage.

3,782,245

PRESSURE BALANCED RADIAL PISTON MACHINE
Ulrich Aldinger, Stuttgart. Germany, assignor to Robert Bosch

GmbH, Stuttgart. (Germany

Filed Aug. 18, 197 1, Ser. No. 172.706

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 20. 1970, P 20

41 328.9
lnt.CI.FOIb/i/06

U.S.CI.91-6.5 4 Claims

3,782,244

MACHINE FOR CUTTING STRAIGHT-TOOTH BEVEL
GEARS

Gennady Vasilievich Levashov. N-Astrakhanskoe shosse, 37,

kv. 76, Saratov; Sergei Nikiforovich Kalashnikov. 1 Kozhuk-

hovsky proezd, 1 1 korpus "m" kv. 47; Ivan Ivanovich Gluk-

hov. Rogozhinsky val, 13 korpus 8 kv. 40. both of Moscow,

and Mikhail Pavlovich Shemyrev, llinsky proezd, 1 1, kv. I,

Saratov, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 22, 1 972, Ser. No. 237,080

lnt.CI.B23f //0«

U.S. CI.90—

9

6 Claims

The machine is equally applicable both for rough and finish

machining of the tooth space of a bevel gear being cut. it pos-

The inward pressure exerted by the cylinder rotor of a

hydraulic radial piston machine on the stationary control

member on which the rotor rotates, is compensated by balanc-

ing chambers on control portions between the high and low

pressure ports of the control member. Fluid under high pres-

sure is supplied from the high pressure port to the respective

control portion on which the inward pressure of the cylinder

of the piston in the inner radial dead center position acts The

conduit system of the control member includes check valves

preventing communication between the high pressure port

and the low pressure port.
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3,782,246

HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED VIBRATION DRIVES

Jan Willem Hilbrands, Hattingen/Ruhr, Germany, assignor to

Maschinenfabrik Koppern & Co. KG, Hattingen Ruhr, Ger-

many
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 53,482, July 9, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,431

Claims priority, application Germany, July II, 1969, P 19

35 253.5
int. CI. F01IJ//00, 25/02

U.S.CL9I-277 22 Claims

of the pumping cylinder overriding the counter balance pres-

sure. The controls compiise a floating piston bleeder valve in

conjunction with an improved snifter valve to replace a con-

ventional button bleeder valve, the device also comprises a

braking means in conjunction with the snifter valve con-

structed to arrest and cushion the pumping piston at each end

of acyclic stroke.

3,782,248

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT POSITIONER FOR LOADER
VEHICLES AND THE LIKE

Joe E. Fuzzell, Peoria, lU., assignor to Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

Peoria, III.

Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 287,604

Int.eLF15b/J//6

U.S.CL 91-358 A 9 Claims

A vibratory drive comprises a double acting power piston

arranged to be reversed by position detecting jet sensing

means. The latter are connected with a reversing valve via

bistable fluidics storage means.

3,782,247 '

PNEUMATIC COUNTER BALANCED OIL WELL PUMP
ACTUATOR UTILIZING AN IMPROVED SNIFTER

VALVE
Joseph H. Klaeger, 147 SUrdream Dr., San Antonio, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 125,560, March 18, 1971,

abandoned. This application Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,788

Int. CI. Foil 25/06. FOIb 7IIH

U.S.CL 91-306 9 Claims

U?

A conventional hydraulic fiuid pump is hydraulically cou-

pled via a self-centering control valve means to a hydraulic

cylinder having a reciprocatabic cylinder rod coupled to a

vehicle component. An electromagnet is disposed to latch the

control valve means in a selected position when energized.

Switch means is secured to the hydraulic cylinder, and means

for actuating the switch means is secured to the cylinder rod

for translation therewith. A logic circuit is connected to the

switch means and to the electromagnet, whereby the electro-

magnet is energized in response to the degree of movement,

and a first direction of movement, of the cylinder rod to latch

the control valve means. The electromagnet is deenergized via

the switch means and the means fdr actuating, when the

cylinder rod reaches a preselected position proceeding from

the opposite direction. This unlatches the control valve means

which allows it to seek its self-centered position. Thus, fiuid

now to the hydraulic cylinder ceases when the vehicle com-

ponent reaches a preselected position.

An oil well pump actuator utilizing a counter balance over

pressure for lifting the sucker rods and fiuid load. Reciproca-

tion IS accomplished by applying air or gas pressure to the top

3 782 249

HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM WITH LOCKING
VALVE TO PREVENT ACCIDENTAL OR

UNAUTHORIZED LOWERING OF A TRACTOR
IMPLEMENT

Gary A. Drone, Springfield, III., assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,055

lnt.CKF15b/i/0/

U.S.CL91-411R ISCtaims

A hydraulic control system for a tractor implement includes

alocking valve which is interposed between the control valve

and the lift mo^or. The locking valve prevents accidental or

unauthorized lowering of the implement^hcn the tractor en-
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ginc is not running The control valve for the system may in-

clude a Hoat position m which event the locking valve will in-

clude a spring for biasing it toward its open position so as to in-

opcning in the piston, the piston being connected to the push-

rod by a bayonet type locking means in which members can be

engaged with one another by rotating the push-rod in one

direction. A telescopic connection arranged rearwardly of the

piston includes a control member manually operable from the

sure fluid communication between opposite sides of the

hydraulic motor when the tractor is being operated with the

implement control system in a float condition.

exterior of the actuator housing for rotating the push rod in

the other direction to thereby dissociate the push-rod from the

piston and cancel the braking action of the actuator. The

push-rtKl is rotationally urged in the locking direction by a

spring for allowing the actuator to be automatically reset when

Its supply in fluid pressure is restored.

3,782,250

CONTROL SYSTEM
Robert F. Kiszewski, Superior, Wis., assignor to Microdot.

Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195.113

lnt.CI.F15b ////O. 13104. 13/044

iJ.S. CI. 91-433 2 Claims

3,782,252

NOTCH SENSING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A

PARTITION ASSEMBLY MACHINE
Tadeusz Kozlowski, Toledo, Ohio, and Ernest H. Pemberton.

Hoffman EsUles, 111., assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 153,955, June 17, 1971, Pat. No.

3,712,183. This application Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,276

Int.CI. B3 Id J/04. B3 lb/; /02

U.S.CL 93-37 R 4 Claims

'/p ft
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A control system for an air cylinder in which electronic

links are used to control a cylinder from a remote location

without the delay normally encountered with air transmission

lines. Inlet and exhaust valves are electronically activated in

response to a pressure measuring device on the air cylinder

which produces a voltage signal which signal is compared to a

voltage signal generated at the control location.

3,782,251

SPRING BRAKE WITH MANUAL RELEASE MECHANISM
Claude Le Marchand, Villiers-Le-Bel, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme D.B.A.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,134

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 2, 1971,7107092

lnl.CLF01b7/00

U.S.CL 92-63 6 Claims

Spring brake actuator having a manual release mechanism

In this actuator, the push-rod is slidably received through an

A fluid flow sensing control system to sense the presence of

notches in a scries of longitudinal partition strips and initiate

the insertion of a cross strip into the notches in a continuous

process to produce a cell-type filler for a carton A stream of

fluid under pressure is directed across a gap in a fluid flow in-

terruption sensing head from a series of emitting orifices to a

corresponding series of collecting orifices. One of a plurality

of longitudinal partition strips is directed to pass through the

gap in the sensing head, thereby disrupting the normal now

from the emitting to the collecting orifices. The passage of a

notch in the longitudinal partition is sensed and the signal is

processed by a fluid logic system, which in turn causes a trans-

verse partition strip to be inserted by a feeding mechanism

into the aligned notches in the longitudinal strips. It should be

understood that longitudinal strips are in parallel with the

i
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sensed strip so that the transverse strip is inserted in all lon-

gitudinal strips at the same time. Also these sets of plural lon-

gitudinal strips are introduced in series into the insertion area.

Provision is also made to automatically clear the collecting

orifices of any buildup of corrugated material debris blown off

of the longitudinal strips.

3,782,253

COLOR TELEVISION PICTURE TUBE SCREENING
METHOD

Frans Van Hekken, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,455

lnLCLG03b 27/00

U.S.CL95-1R 14 Claims

provided first and second electric pulse generating circuits for

producing first and second reference time pulses having pulse

widths corresponding to the maximum and minimum shutter

speeds respectively, comparator means to compare the pulse

widths with the width of the output pulse from the automatic

exposure control device, and indicating means responsive to

the output from the comparator means to indicate adequate

and inadequate exposure conditions.

gplxliirr

I he discontinuities on a correction lens having an effective

surface made up of a plurality of elements arc masked. The

masked lens is displaced in a linear direction diagonal to the

directions of the discontinuities during exposure of a picture

tube screen. The diagonal corners of the mask pattern can be

filled in to provide uniform exposure over the screen.

Ao

6:1 ^-^^
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3,782,255

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS WITH AUTOMATIC
DIAPHRAGM ADJUSTING MEANS

Gerhard Boemer, Musberg, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch Photokino GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,365

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 8, 1971, P 21 50

185.9

lnt.CLG01j 1104, ///6. G03b 9/02

U.S.CL95-10C 32 Claims

3,782,254

APPARATUS FOR INDICATING EXPOSURE
CONDITIONS OF CAMERAS EQUIPPED WITH

ELECTRIC SHUTTER MECHANISMS
Soichiro Matsuzaki, and Isao Kondo, both of Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,464

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 3. 1971 , 46/68165;

Sept. 3, 1971, 46/68166; Nov. 17, 1971, 46/92062; Apr. 4,

1972,47/33744
Int.Cl.G03b/7///<,9/62

U.S.CL95-10CE 7 Claims

The diaphragm of a camera is adjustable by a light meter

which is in circuit with a photoelectric transducer receiving

scene light from a stationary vane of the diaphragm. The

diaphragm has a movable vane which is located in front of the

stationary vane. The stationary vane has a surface which

reflects some light from the incoming beam of scene light, and

the refiected light impinges upon the transducer which can be

mounted on a support for the stationary and/or movable vane

or is attached directly to the stationary vane. The area of the

light reflecting surface or the reflectivity of such surface varies

with changes in the aperture size so that the ratio of the

amount of scene light which is reflected against the transducer

to the amount of scene light which passes through the aperture

is constant for all positions of the movable vane. The same

result can be obtained if the stationary vane embodies a filter

or an auxiliary diaphragm whose light transmissivity or shape

varies with changes in the aperture size to insure that the ratio

of the amount of light reaching the transducer to the amount

of light which pa^es through the aperture remains constant'

for all positions of the movable vane.

In apparatus for indicating exposure conditions of a photo-

graphic camera equipped with an automatic exposure control

device for opening the shutter at a shutter speed correspond-

ing to the quantity of light received from an object, there are

3,782,256

PUSH BUTTON CONNECTOR CONNECTING CABLE
WITH INTEGRAL PUSH BUTTON SWITCH

Peter T. Quinn, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Honeywell Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,154

Int. CLG03b 9/70, 75/05

U.S.CL 95-1 1.5 R 6 Claims

A photographic camera is connected to a remotely located

electronic flash unit by a connecting device which includes

first and second end connector assemblies. A selectively

operable switch forms a part of at least one of the end connec-

tor assemblies thereby allowing the testing of the remotely
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located nash unit from the camera location without actuating Accordmg to the mvent.on this discharge tube .s ign.ted

reshrerofthecVmera.Oneem^^ with the a.d of a mechan.cally operable p.e^o-elec,r.c ele-

the snutter oi me camcia
^^^^ ^^^ invention leads to a simple ignition circuit. In addi-

tor assembly includes a diode in series with the selectively

operable switch for use with a camera which includes a light

sensing circuit of a computer-flash system.

3,782,257

CARTRIDGE FOR FILM UNITS

Donald M. Harvey, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Eastman kodak

Company, Rochester. N.Y.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 268,933

Int.CI.G03b/9//0

L.S. CI. 95-19 10 Claims

tion. the use of the invention in the field of flashing equipment

in photocameras has the advantage that exchangeability is

possible so that different kinds of flash lamps can be flashed

on one and the same camera.

3,782,259

CAMERA
Samuel Noble, 2608 Watonga, Union Lake, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 801,513, Feb. 24, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,032

Int. CLG03b/ 7/04./ 9/04

U.S.CL 95-31 R 44CWins

A cartridge for a plurality of photographic film units of the

self-processing type wherein the film units each include an

image-recording unit releasabl^ coupled at the leading end to

a leading member which comprises elements that can be

separated from the finished photographic print and constitute

waste that must be disposed of. The cartridge comprises a sub-

stantially rectangular container having an exposure aperture

in one surface. The cartridge is provided with a trailing and a

leading end, the leading end being provided with a film unit

dispensing slot for the removal of an exposed image-recording

unit from the cartridge. The lower portion of the leading end

of the cartridge extends beyond the portion containing the

dispensing slot and is arranged to accept and retain the leading

member as it is separated from the image-recording unit.

J«6

/O-

\

A factory-loaded film magazine and a camera is supported

on the intermediate portion of the magazine between the

supply chamber and take-up chamber for the film The

magazine when fitted to the camera forms a light tight enclo-

sure. A winding knob is pivoted to the camera body and may

be moved from a retracted to an extended position.

3,782,258

IGNITION ARRANGEMENT FOR A DISCHARGE TUBE

Anton Boekkooi; Meerten Luursema, and Taeke Tol, all of Em-

masingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York. N.Y.

FilM Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,461

lnt.CLG03b 15/03

U.S. CI. 95— 1 1 .5 R 4 Claims

The invention relates to an arrangement for igniting a

discharge tube provided with an external ignition electrode.

3,782,260

PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA WITH INTERCHANGEABLE
LENSES AND BAYONET LOCK

Helmut Ettischer; Dietmar Blattner, both of Schwaikheim, and

Wolfgang Ort, Stuttgart-Wangen, all of Germany, assignors

to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 14. 1972, Ser. No. 271,846

Int.CLG03b7//4

U.S.CL 95-45 13 Claims

A mechanism for mounting interchangeable lens units on

photographic apparatus includes a coupling member movable
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under urging of an adjusting ring to unlock a spring loaded

bayonet lock and thereby permit insertion of a lens unit.

data transmission elements when the lens is in its final position

on the camera, so long as it docs not overlap the outline of an

element which must remain in its projected position. With

eased machining tolerances, the cost of producing cameras

with interchangeable lenses can be reduced substantially

without sacrificing quality.

3,782.262

MOTION PICTURE PROCESSING AND PROJECTION

SYSTEM EMPLOYING MULTI-PURPOSE CASSETTE

Roger B. Downey, Lexington, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 761,771, Sept. 23, 1968, Pat. No.

3,597,062. This application Oct. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 83,593

Int. CL G03d 3/08

U.S. CI. 95-89 R 3 Claims

Means may also be provided for transmitting movement of the

adjusting ring to an adjustable diaphragm associated with the

lens unit.

3,782,261

DATA TRANSMISSION DEVICE FOR USE WITH
INTERCHANGEABLE-LENS-CAMERAS

Kunihiko Araki, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co.

Ltd.,, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,033

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 16, 1971, 46-23873

Int. CL G03b 3/00

U.S.CL 95-45 7 Claims

A device for exchanging information, such as exposure

data, between a camera body and an interchangeable lens

mounted thereon The device provides accurate data

exchange even when the machining tolerances of the camera

mount and the lens mount are eased. The device includes an

annular surface on the camera mount which has a uniform cir-

cular array of data transmission elements. Each of the data

transmission elements is biased towards a projected position in

which it sticks out of the camera mount annular surface, but

can be pushed into a retracted position. The lens mount has a

corresponding annular surface which is provided with one or

more arcuate grooves adapted to receive loosely selected data

transmission elements when the lens is mounted in its final

position on the camera. Thus, when the lens is mounted on the

camera, selected data transmission elements are received in

the groove or grooves and thus remain in their projected posi-

tion, while other daU transmission elements arc pushed into

their retracted position by the annular surface of the lens

mount. The data transmitted between the camera and the lens

is determined by the particular combination of retracted and

projected data elements when a lens is mounted on the

camera. Because of the digital nature of the data exchange,

the machining tolerances of the camera mount and the lens

mount may be eased, since each of th« circumferential edges

of the grooves in the lens can be anywhere between particular

A motion picture system utilizing a cassette having two

releasably connected sections. In one section respective ends

of a strip of film are permanently attached to reels for reversi-

ble transport across a film gate, while the other section con-

tains development fluid. Initially, when the two sections are

connected together, the cassette is adapted to be positione<J in

a camera for exposure purposes. Subsequently, the two sec-

tions are separated and mounted independently in a unique

projector in which the film is sequentially and simultaneously

developed, by passing a loop thereof drawn from the film gate

of the first section through the developing fluid contained in

the second section, dried and projected through an ap-

propriate optical system. Specially devised features are em-

ployed in the projector to release the development fluid from

a sealed container into a reservoir section of the developing

section of the cassette, to draw the loop of film from the film

gate of the first section and insert the loop into the reservoir of

development fluid, to dry the developed film and to sub-

sequently retain the development fluid in a safe manner.

3,782.263

PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM EMPLOYING FILM MARGIN
RAILS

Edwin H. Land. Cambridge, and Lucretia Weed, Boston, both

of Mass., assignors to Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge,

Mass.
Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,918

Int. CL G03d J/00

U S CI 95—89 R ^^ Claims

Photographic system having a processor adapted to apply a

thin layer of processing fluid on an exposed strip of motion

picture film as it is progressively drawn thereacross and a

spool member for convolutely storing the film strip substan-
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tially immcdialcly following application of the fluid thereon,

employs protuberances located along both lateral margins of

the film strip for spacing adjoining turns of the latter when it is

convolutcly stored on the spool member so as to prevent

79 28

92

8688

disturbance of the not yet fully dried fluid layer Additionally,

the protuberance of either or both margins may be a continu-

ous, elongated rail configured for magnetically recording

sound information Preferably, the margin rail would include a

thin surface coating for the latter purpose.

3,782,264

PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER APPARATUS
Raymond Joseph Masygan. Burlington. Ontario, Canada, as-

signor to Alex Clark Limited, Toronto, Ontario. Canada

Continuation of Ser. No. 80,836, Oct. 15, 1970, abandoned.

This application Sept. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 292,094

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 22, 1969,

51809/69; Jan. 27, 1970,4008/70
Int. CI. G03d i/0«

U.S. CI. 95—93 6 Claims

A method and apparatus for processing photographic sheet

material, in which the edge of the sheet is attached to a rod

having an aerofoil cross-section. Upon passing the rod through

processing liquid the liquid flows over tlic leading edge of the

rod and produces turbulence on the face of the sheet which is

lying in the plane of the aerofoil In a reel comprising spaced

rods the sheets may overlap and the turbulence will keep them

separated Sheet film may be attached at opposed edges to

such rods placed back-to-back. Inner and outer concentric

reels may be used, and such reels may carry roll film. A trough

for use with developer reels has a longitudinal slot foj rapid

drainage In another embodiment a closed tank having an air

inlet and a longitudinal air outlet slot controls ambient condi-

tions. In a further embodiment a pair of slotted end discs carry

photographic sheet material without supporting rods.

3,782,265

ASSEMBLY FOR SEPARATING A DUST-FREE PART
FROM A SPACE, AND METHOD FOR DISINFECTING

THE SAME
Jacob Pielkenrood; Piet Van C.alen, both of Krommenie, and

Johannes G. Th. Van Nes, Heerhugowaard, all of Nether-

lands, assignors to Pielkenrood-Vinitex B.V., Assendelft,

Netherlands

Filed May 5, 1971, Ser. No. 140,549

Claims priority, application Netherlands, May 6, 1970,

7006660
int. CI. F24f/ i/00

U.S. CI. 98— 33 7 Claims

An assembly of tent-like units for isolating patients, each

unit comprising four columns supporting an air supply
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chamber and pliable side walls, the air supply chamber being

designed for producing a uniform downward air flow in the

unit in question for keeping out dust at the lower side of the

pliable side walls. Such units may be coupled with one another

at corresponding side walls or with auxiliary devices for trans-

4-
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3.782,271

AUTOMATIC PIE APPARATUS
Hubert E. Tobey, Milllown; John W. Hood, East Brunswick,

and Dee L. Irvin, Moonachie. all of N.J., assignors to Inter-

national Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N.J.

Filed Apr. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 248,319

Int.CI. A2lcy/y6,9/0«. ///OO

t.S. CI. 99-450.6 > • Claims

3,782.273

APPARATUS FOR COMPACTINtJ FODDER OR THE LIKE

Gerhard Romer. Nillbergstr. 13. Einod. Germany

Division of Ser. No. 769.143. Oct. 21. 1968. Pat. No.

3,673,951. Thisapplicalion Sept. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 177,572

Int.CI. B30b///0^>

U.S. CI. 100-50 57 Claims

An automatic pic forming apparatus for individual fruit pics

which arc produced in a continuous in-line system. The ap-

paratus includes an arrangement for providing a continuous

strip of dough to a number of individual pie molds moving in a

continuous loop The strip of dough is fed into the molds to be

filled, formed, trimmed, and a pie is dispensed automatically

and positioned to be delivered to the cooking facility The ap-

paratus automatically provides the forming, trimming, and

dispensing of the individual filled pies.

'
3.782.272

FOOD HANDLING EQUIPMENT AND METHOD OF USE

Ernest A. Cooper, Poway. Calif., assignor to Toolmakers. Inc..

San Diego. Calif.

Filed May 19. 1 971, Ser. No. 144.742

Int.CI. A21c9/06, ///0«

U.S.CI.99— 450.7 2 Claims

J£

^
^^"'

The method and apparatus for continuously and automati-

cally metering or dispensing a material to be utilized in the

preparation of a food product is disclosed. More particularly

this relates to a method and apparatus for automatically han-

dling food products which may be effectively utilized in auto-

matically producing a taco food product. The method consists

of conveying tortillas past a metering position wherein a

predetermined quantity of meat material is deposited on the

tortilla, and thereafter the tortilla is conveyed between a pair

of opposed rollers for folding and enclosing the tortilla about

the meat filler to form the taco food product.

The apparatus which may be utilized for effecting the me-

tering or dispensing of materials in this manner consists of a

valve member having a metering chamber therein, the valve

member being movable between a supply ^sition and a

discharge position. The movement of the valve and the

discharge of the material from the metering chamber is ef-

fected in response to an applied force or a signal indicating the

presence of a receiving member beneath the metering valve.

FtxJder is converted into shape-retaining bli>ck.s or cakes by

an apparatus which collects fodder off the ground and subjects

It to a preliminary compacting action, thereupon to a twisting

action which results in the formation of ropes of convoluted

material, and to final compacting action resulting in conver-

sion of rtipes into blocks or cakes of firmly compacted materi-

al. The twisting and final compacting actions can be carried

out sequentially or simultaneously

3,782.274

APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY PRODUCING
BLOCKS FROM SCRAP METAL

Wallace M. Thompson, R.F.D. No. 3, Cordele, Ga.

Filed Mar. 17. 1972. Ser. No. 235.719

Int.CI. B30b/.SKW

U.S. CI. 100-95 12 Claims

Si
so

/^ J»» *_/»

se»

ft

An apparatus for continuously producing blocks from scrap

metal including a compression box which squeezes scrap

metal loaded therein into an elongated charge and which in-

cludes a ram means for pushing this charge into an axially

aligned feeding section. In the feeding section, a plate slidably

mounted upon a carriage is vertically lowered behind the rear

end of the charge and the charge is driven out the discharge

end of the feeding section into the path of a reciprocating

shearing blade by a second ram which engages the carriage

The compression box may be reloaded while the feeding and

shearing operations take place whereby a continuous process

is possible.

3,782,275

LIGHT WEIGHT PLUNGER FOR A HAY BALER
Neil W. Webster. Pottstown. and Donald L. Sheesley. New Hol-

land, both of Pa., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation,

New Holland, Pa. .

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253^3
Int. CI. B30b 9/00

U.S. CI. 100-98 R 9 Claims

The present invention relates to a light weight plunger of the

type reciprocably mounted in a bale case of a hay baler and

driven fore-and-aft therein to compact crop material being
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received within said bale case into rectangular bales. In par-

ticularly, the present plunger construction comprises a tubular

subframc assembly mounted behind a head construction, the

tubular subframe assembly being particularly adapted to

receive one end of a connecting rod that is driven fore-and-aft

within the bale case by a crank type drive provided with the

baler. The tubular subframe structure comprises a pair of ver-

tically spaced transversely extending tubular members

secured to the backside of said head construction and joined

at one end with a pair of vertically spaced fore-and-aft extend-

release button is turned and mechanically held in a position in

which the carriage is not locked in the initial position so that

printing strokes can be repeated until the release button is

returned to its normal position.

5« 52.. 52

ing tubular members, the fore-and-aft tubular members being

disposed on the same side of the plunger as a knife structure

that acts to cut crop material being fed into the bale case as

the plunger moves by the crop inlet area on the compression

stroke. Also, the pair of fore-and-aft extending tubular mem-

bers form an integral part of a single guide rail assembly that

projects rearwardly from the plunger head construction and

particularly includes roller means confined within a track

structure such that during the reciprocable movement of the

plunger with the bale case, the guide rail assembly provides a

stabilizing infiuence on the entire plunger construction.

3,782,276

CARRIAGE LOCKING ARRANGEMENT FOR A MANUAL
PRINTER

Tetsuo Nakada, Kanagawa-ken, and Noboru Oyama, Tokyo,

both of Japan, assignors to Janome Sewing Machine Co..

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,329

Claims priority, application Japan, May 28, 1971,

46/43310; June 2, 1971,46/45281
Int. CI. B41I 4 7/56

U.S.CL 101-56 9 Claims

3,782,277

OFFSET PRESS NUMBERING ASSEMBLY
Maurice M, Neal, 1922 22nd St., Des Moines, Iowa

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,917

Int. CI. B4 11 45/00

U.S. CI. 101-76 7 Claims

A serial numbering machine assembly is incorporated with a

conventional offset printing press for the printing of numbers

on checks, invoices, statements and similar forms where num-

bering is desired. Adjustments are provided to print at dif-

ferent selected places on the form, to render the number

machine inoperative if desired, and. when the offset press is in

operation, to render the number machine inoperative if no

printed material is released from the press.

3,782,278

IMPACT LINE PRINTER

David L. Bamett; SUnley E. Rose, and Robert S. Zurcher, all

of Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Tally Corporation, Kent,

Wash.
Filed Dec. 1 1, 1970, Ser. No. 97,166

Int. CI. B4lj5m
U.S. CL 101-93 C » » Claims

4?
f

45

An arrangement for locking the carriage of a manual printer

in an initial position after a printing stroke and a return stroke

so that the operator cannot repeat the printing stroke without

first releasing the carriage by operation of a release button. In

this manner, the operator is reminded to reset a series of type

wheels over which the platten roller of the released carriage

passes during the following printing stroke. If repeated print-

ing in unchanged position of the type wheels is desired, the

A plurality of hammers are aligned laterally across a flexible

sheet and arc mounted on a support that is horizontally

stepped a discrete number of step positions. A plurality of

electromagnets, each associated with a single har^mer, are

mounted in a fixed position and are energized to cause the

hammer to impact the flexible sheet. As the hammers are
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stepped Wk and forth, and as selected electromagnets arc

energized, the paper is stepped or advanced to result m a

character being impact-printed on the sheet. Each character

comprises a plurality of dots or marks arranged in a matrix

3,782.279

POSITIVE REGISTRATION LABELING GUN

Victor B. Carboni, Jr., San Mateo, and Paul Harrison, Santa

Barbara, both of Calif., assignors to Consolidated Foods

Corporation, Chicago. III.
^ ^ ^ j

Continuation of Ser. No. 246,894, April 24, 1972, abandoned.

This application Feb. 14. 1973. Ser. No. 332.351

lnt.CLlf41fi//S, /9/00. //0«

l).S.a. 101-288 »0 Claims

upward out of the cylinder, so as to contact the sheet fed to

the cylinder The shaft and the feelers arc provided with

cooperating abutment means which cause the feelers to rotate

the shaft in one direction The shaft is provided with lever

means at one of its exterior ends which cooperate with the

tripping-off control means. The shaft is provided with spring

means which rotates the shaft counter to the action of the

feeler spring The feeler spring has a force greater than that o>

the shaft spring so that in the absence of the effect of a paper

sheet the shaft is rotated to cause the lever means to activate

the tripping off mechanism but to be ineffective when a sheet

is properly aligned on the cylinder and properly sensed

3,782,281

SELF-TENSIONING FLEXIBLE PRINTINC; PLATE

John C. Darnall, Jr., Van Nuys, CaliL, assignor to The Time

Mirrow Company. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Feb. 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. Ill ,884 I

lnt.CLB41f27/(>6,27//2

l),S.CL 101-415.1 9 Claims

fjc

A labeling device of the type having a housing, tape, and a

stamp to imprint the tape. Means for unidirectionally advanc-

ing the tape are provided as well as means for activating the

advancing means. The activating means prevents the advanc-

ing means from being reactivated until the advancing means

has been advanced a selected distance.

3.782.280

SENSING MECHANISM FOR IMPRESSION CYLINDERS

Josef Jurny. Sebranice, and Vaclav Sedlak. Jedovnice, both of

Czechoslovakia, assignors to Adamovske Strojurny, narodni

podnik, Adamov, Czechoslovakia

Filed May 17. 1972. Ser. No. 254.051

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia. May 20. 1971,

3667/71
Int.CI. B41f /i/24

IJ.S.CL 101-232 5 Claims

A nexible printing plate is disp<ised on the surface of a rotat-

ing prmting cylinder The leading edge of the printing plate is

secured to the printing cylinder so the leading edge is fixed in

the direction toward the trailing edge of the printing plate by

the engagement between a transversely elongated claw and a

transversely elongated hiwk The trailing edge of the printing

plate IS secured to the printing cylinder by a ratchet arrange-

ment so the trailing edge is fixed in the direction toward the

leading edge and is movable in the direction away from the

leading edge by the engagement between one of a plurality of

transversely elongated parallel serrations and a transversely

elongated hcx>k As a rotating blanket cylinder disposed ad

jacent to the printing cylinder presses against the printing

cylinder the printing plate is tensioned The hooks are set in

from the printing surface of the plate and the portions of the

plate between the printing surface and the leading and trailing

edges are permanently deformed to angle inwardly toward the

hooks The claw and its hook arc keyed to insure transverse

registration The serrations and the claw are parallel to insure

circumferential registration.

An impression cylinder of a printing press is provided with a

rotatable shaft journallcd parallel to its axis The shaft has at

least two feelers mounted thereon which arc rcsilicntly urged

3 782 282

ARMING DEVICE FOR A SUBMERSIBLE EXPLOSIVE
WEAPON

Jan Bjork, Malmo, Sweden, assignor to Svenska Aktiebolagel

Bromsregulator, Malmo, Sweden
i

Filed Mar. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 237,026

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 31, 1971.

4165/71 I

lBt.CLF42b/5//0

U.S.CL 102-16 5CUim$

An underwater arming device responsive to water pressure

comprises a rotating body including a printed circuit for elcc-
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trically actuating a detonator after a predetermined degree of

rotation A latch prevents rotation until water pressure ex-

3.782,284

AIRCREW ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Robert David Gibb, Hessle; Donald Rowand Smith, Kirk Ella;

Geoffrey Charles Wickenden. Hull; Graham Norman Gal-

ton, Kingston-upon-Thames, and Dennis Robert Shepherd,

Bromley, all of England, assignors to Hawker Siddeley Avia-

tion Limited, Surrey and Secretary of State for Defence of

Great Britain, London, both of England

Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,433

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Feb. 19, 1971,

5,021/71
Int. CI. C06c 5104

U.S.CLI02—27R « 7 Claims

ceeds a predetermined value. Rotation speed is controlled by

a set of discs engaging a viscous medium.

3.782.283

DEFINED DISINTE(;RAT10N OF THE CASING OF AN
EXPLOSIVE ELEMENT

Paul Lingens. Leverkusen, and Gerhard Martin. Troisdorf.

both of (;ermany. assignors to Dynamit Nobel Aktien-

gesellschafl. Troisdorf. Germany
Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,272

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 6, 1970, P 20 39

131.5

InLCI. F42d 1 100J 104

L).S.CL 102-23 29 Claims

A detonating cord is provided, for causing fracture and

break-up of an aircraft cockpit canopy for the purpose of

emergency escape, consisting of an explosive core contained

in a lead casing and surrounded by a plastic sheath, the cord

being of substantially semi-circular or D-shaped cross-section.

The semi-circular surface, but not the flat face, of the casing

has several layers of lead tape applied to it within the plastic

sheath which lead tape acts as blast-containing and reflecting

material to direct the blast effect of the detonation

preferentially through the flat-face.

r-~! .

3.782.285

FLARE CARTRIDGE
Warren P. Froehner. China Lake. Calif., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the SecreUry of

the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,201

Int.CLC06d//00

U.S.CL 102-32 2 Claims

An explosive device and processing for causing, upon

detonation, the defined disintegration of the casing of the ex-

plosive device. This result can be achieved directly by provid-

ing cavities in the explosive charge of the device which con-

duct the high velocity gas flow generated during the reaction

of the explosive to predetermined points along the casing.

Preferably the explosive charge has a central bore which con-

nects radially extending gaps. Alternatively, a defined disin-

tegration can be obtained indirectly by including cavities in

the explosive charge of the device which are subdivided into

chambers by either explosive or inert materials. Finally, a fuze

trail of explosive wires can be incorporated into the explosive

charge to yield the same effect. Moreover, the explosive

charge can be employed as a primer charge and disposed in-

side a main charge which, in turn, is enclosed by a casing.

mi»

A simplified bore safe cartridge fiare comprising a cartridge

case configured for muzzle loading which may be easily manu-

factured by modern production methods allowing greater

tolerance of dimensions with increased safety and reliability.
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3,782,286

NON-LETHAL PROJECTILE AND LAUNCHER
THEREFOR

Kenacth W. Jones, 205 RaUroad. CUreodon Hilk. III., -Dd Ed-

ward H. Rkhie, 4327 Elm St., Downers Grove, III.

Division of Ser. No. 88,687. Nov. 12, 1970, Pat. No. 3.733.727.

This application Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,010

Int. CI. F42b5//4. 5/22

L.S. CI. 102-41 6 Claims
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3,782,288 I

REMOVABLE FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY MUNITION

Aaron S. Berlin, Wilmington, Del.; Vincent C. Little, Fallston.

and Toney Leadore. Havre De Grace, both of Md., assignors

to The United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 21. 1971, Ser. No. 210,422

Int. CI. F42b 27/00

US. CI. 102-64 3 Claims

/
__4 *» .8 T* ^

..,,.1... ..A-JprV^

A non-lethal projector and launcher therefor for riot con-

trol and the like comprising a body formed from a relatively

soft, pliant latex material compressed to projectile form and

mounted within a restraining cup which in turn is mounted in a

firing shell. The body at its rearward end includes retracted

guidance structure that extends on the projectile being Tired, a

chamber at its forward end to receive a mariiing fluid for

marlting the target, and internal subdivisions in its mid portion

designed to permit the body to expand laterally on impacting

into a soft textured mass that flattens on impact to avoid injury

to the target. The projectile launcher is in the form of a barrel

assembly including a bell shaped muzzle which permits the

projectile to be flred without jamming even when held against

the target and braking slots for discharging the propelling

gases rearwardly of the launcher to reduce recoil.

A munition for dclivcty of a payload to an adverse target

site wherein the munition has a Tiring pin assembly which

separates from the munition after actuation .>f the primer

means by the Tiring pin to prevent reuse of the Tiring pin as-

sembly after dchvcry of the munition to the adverse target site.

I

3,782,289

DELAYING ARM FUZE PRINCIPLE

Onofrio P. Bruno. 237 Rogers St., Aberdeen, Md.

Filed Dec. 15, 1971. Ser. No. 208.061

Int. CLF42C/ 5/00

U.S. CI. 102-76 R 2 Claims

3,782,287

ARMOR PIERCING BULLET

Liep Swan Sie, Brandaris. Netherlands, assignor to Staat-

sbedrijf ArtUlerie Inrichtingen. Hembrug-Zaandam, Nether-

lands

FiledOct. 26. 1971,Ser.No. 192,001

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 28, 1970,

7015837
lnt.CI.F42b////4, /i/04

U.S. CI. 102-52 2 Claims

An armor piercing bullet is made by first forcrtig a hard

metal core into a sleeve-shaped filler and embedding the core

therein Thereafter the filler and the core are forced, as one

unit into a soft metal bullet jacket In this way a very good

centering of the core within the bullet is obtained, which is

necessary for sUbilising the bullet in its trajectory. Further-

more the forces exerted on a quantity of incendiary material

which may be located in the jackets tip are limited in this way

so that the risk of spontaneous combustion of this material is

decreased.

A delay %rming fuze for a fin stabihzed mortar round or

rocket for the prevention of premature arming of the fuze

while the round is in the mortar lube The fuze consists of a

fuze head which has axial bores, a spring biased striker carry-

ing a firing pin slidable in the bores, a radially slotted adapter

carried by the striker and a plurality of steel balls which, when

the round is in a mortar tube assume a position rearward of the

adapter to maintain the fuze unarmed. When the round is fired

acceleration forces hold the balls in their rearward position

until the round decelerates, at which time the balls under iner-

tial forces roll forward through the radial slots in a metered

manner to the forward side of the adapter to arm the fuze and

to thereby permit firing upon target impact The metering ef-

fect is produced by providing more balls than there are radial

slots in the adapter so that all of the balls cannot enter the slots

at the same moment. Relative movement between the round

and the balls which are subjected to the same gravitational

forces is due to the fact that the round is subjected to frictional

resisunce of the atmosphere through which it passes and

therefore decelerates more rapidly than the balls which are

not subjected to such resisunce.
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3 782 290 3,782,292

ORDNANCE ARMING ASSEMBLY SWITCHING SYSTEM FOR A TRANSPORTATION

William H. Reams, Boonsboro, Md., assignor to The United SYSTEM EMPLOYING A GUIDEWAY

Slates of America as represented by the Secretary of the John M. Metcalf, Dallas, Tex., assignor to LTV Aerospace Cor-

Navy. Washington, DC. poration, Dallas, Tex.
,„, ,„

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 219,064. The portion of the Filed Nov. 29, 971 Ser No 202,753

term of this patent subsequent to July 18, 1989, has been Int. CI. EOlb 2i//2
^^^^^^

disclaimed. ,
D.a. ci. lu**—uw

lnt.CI.F42c/5//2

U.S.CL 102-76 R 4 Claims

,- 10

An arming assembly for an air-delivered ordnance vehicle

comprising an arming device which is normally maintained in

an unarmed mode capable of becoming armed in response to a

predetermined stimulus. A collar member having a tapered

configuration is positioned around the arming device to pro-

tect the device from any shocks which may cause injury to the

explosive elements contained therein. The collar may be

formed of 4340'stcel hardened to a value of Re 38.

3,782,291

ROTATABLE BRIDGE SWITCH FOR TRACKLESS AIR

CUSHION VEHICLE
Richard L. Maison, San Diego, Calif., assignor to Rohr Indus-

tries. Inc., Chula Vista. Calif.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,422

Int. CL EOlb 25/26

U.S. CI. 104-130 12 Claims

"Tsr
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A switching system for a transportation system of the type

employing a guideway and vehicles adapted to travel along the

guideway. A guideway junction is provided having a first end

communicating with a first portion of the guideway and having

a bifurcated, second end communicating with second and

third, mutually diverging portions of the guideway. A movable

guide rail is positioned adjacent the first end of the junction

and pivotable between first and second positions for initially

guiding a vehicle in a respective one of two directions upon

the vehicle entering the junction from the junction first end. A
fixed, guiding means is positioned between the movable guide

rail and the second guideway portion and is operable to guide

a vehicle through the junction and onto the second guideway

portion upon the vehicle being initially guided by the movable

guide rail while the movable guide rail is in its first position;

and another fixed, guiding means is operable to guide a vehi-

cle through the junction and onto the third guideway portion

upon the vehicle being initially guided by the movable guide

rail positioned in its second position. In one embodiment of

the switching system, the movable guide rail is positioned by

actuating means operable for moving the guide rail to a

selected one of its two positions. In another embodiment

adapted particularly to accomodate vehicles entering the

junction from the second or third guideway portions, the

movable guide rail is normally held in its first position by posi-

tioning means operable for resiliently urging the movable

guide rail to its first position, and is deflected to its second

position by vehicles which enter the junction from the third

guideway portion.

A bridge switch with a body having a right triangular cross

section is positioned between a main guideway and a pair of

other guideways for rotation about a canted axis passing

through the center of gravity of the body. A pair of guideway

sections are provided and the body extending in different

directions and each is positioned on one of the right angle

sides of the body and carrying a reaction rail. A pair of con-

tainers are mounted on the body and a pump and motor ar-

rangement is provided for transferring liquid from one con-

tainer to the other at will to rotate the body to align each of

the guideway sections with the main guideway and one of the

other guideways to define a pair of switch positions. Solenoid

locking pins are provided for locking and provided for locking

and unlocking the body in each of the switch positions. A ro-

tary dash pot connected to the body pivot limits rotational

velocity of the body when rotated. Dash pots are utilized for

stopping rotation of the body at each of the switch positions.

3,782,293

VEHICLE-TO-TRACK LINKAGE
Allen C. Donohue, Santa Clara; Albert O. Grote, and Bernard

P. Tielborg, both of Fresno, all of Calif., assignors to Mini-

Motor Speedways, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,172

Int. CI. B6 If 9/00

U.S, CL 104—245 6 Claims

A linkage is disclosed for connecting a self propelled vehicle

to horizontally oriented guide rollers rollably supported by
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and between parallel pipe rails The linkage includes a tongue

plate with one end pivoully carried about a vertical pin

secured to the guide roller support plate and the other end

siidably and rotatably mounted on a horizontal rtxi secured to

the undercarriage of the vehicle The slidable tongue end is

centered on the rod by a pair of opposing compression springs

entwined on the shaft so as to urge the plate to its central posi

tion yet permit the tongue to slide from one side of the shaft

to the other when the vehicle departs from a course directly

over the guide rails.

3,782.296 I

MODULAR MERCHANDISE DISPLAY DEVICE

Billy Moretini, Chk.go, III., assignor to International Design

Corporation, Chicago. III.

Filed Apr. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 245,969

lnt.Cl.A41b 57100

IJ.S.CL 108-101 13 Claims

3,782,294

ARTICULATED RAILWAY TRUCK SWINC.INC; BOLSTER

(.usUv B. Sundby, Atchison. Kans.. assignor to Rockwell Inter-

national Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 5. 197 1 . Ser. No. 169,23

1

Int.CLB61fi/0«.5//0.5//2

U.S.CL105-182R 8 Claims

'^'r^'m:"

Railway trucks which include front and rear wheel and axle

assemblies, frame sections supported from said wheel and axle

assemblies, spherical bearing assemblies connectmg said

frame sections for pivotal movement about a diagonal axis,

spring scats supported from the side frames by articulated

swing hangers, laterally dencctable spring assemblies on the

spring seats, and a bolster supported by said spring assemblies.

A modular merchandise display device having a pedestal

and a plurality of cantilevered shelf units mounted one on the

other upon said pedestal The shelf units and the pedestal each

include a vertical columnar formation having an end portion

of square cross section arranged to abut the next adjacent for

mation, said formation having an axial channel suitable for

receiving an elongate support member therethrough The

shelf units include a pair of opposite top and bottom arcuate

wall portions each carrying said vertical columnar formation

and being symmetrical about the horizontal axis thereof. The

shelf units can be arranged in aligned, staggered or horizon-

tally parallel relationship, or in a stair step arrangement with a

continuity of exterior surface bein^maintained overall

3,782,295

CARGO RESTRAINING BAR
Henry A. Balinksi, Hoffman Estates, III., assignor to United

SUtes Gypsum Company, Chicago. IH.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 79.583. Oct. 9. 1970.

abandoned. This application May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 255.872

Int. CI. B61d 45100. B60p 7//6

U.S. CL 105 - 369 B 22 CUIms

3.782.297

DEVICE FOR DEPOSITIN(; MONEY AND VALUABLE
OBJECTS

Christiaan Johannes Van Dalen. Voorburg. Netherlands, as-

signor to De Staal Der Nederlanden, Ten Deze Vertegen-

woordigd Door De Directeur-Cieneraal Der Posterijen.

Telegrafie En Telefonie. The Hague. Netheriands

Filed Aug. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 172.712

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 18, 1970,

7012148
lnt.CLE05g//00

U.S.CL 109-38 SCUims

r-. I. 1 . ^r tt,^ A denosit box the entrance of which comprises means to
A load bracine aooaratus adapted to fit a multiplicity of the a aeposii oox, mt cim-i v-v k
A loaa oracingappaiaiuaa y

f,„;„i„ ;„ „^„c ensure that only the des red objects can reach the box in the

portation venicies sucn «
. ' » damage cannot penetrate into the box.

ships
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3.782,298

IGNITER SUPPORT FOR A WASTE WOOD BURNER
Aubrey E. Wing. Springfield. Oreg., assignor to Industrial

Construction Company, Inc., Eugene. Oreg.

Filed Jan. 17. 1973, Ser. No. 324,497

Int. CI. F23g 7/00

ly 1600 degrees F. by gas from the combustor. This high tem-

perature oxidizes any organic contaminates. The exterior sur-

faces of the device are maintained at close to ambient tem-

peratures through the use of an induction system that brings

the combustor air through a passage between the inner and

outer tanks.

U.S.CLII0-1F 5 Claims

P'.'lf?M^ i

A support for an oil fired igniter unit mounted within the

wall of a waste wood burner. The support includes pivot

means supporting the elongate igniter for horizontal swinging

movement and further includes roller means permitting in-

ward and outward positioning of the igniter unit for efficiency

purposes while permitting retraction of the igniter unit during

formation of the waste pile.

3.782.299

METHOD FOR RENDERING REFUSE DEPOSITS,

INDUSTRIAL WASTE AND THE LIKE, HARMLESS
Hans Egger, 81 1 Hagen b. Murnau, Haus Nr. 44, Hagen, Ger-

many
Filed May 1 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 252,223

Claims priority, application Germany, May 14, 1971. P 21

24 018.6
Int. CLF23g 5/00

U.S. CLl 10-7 R 7 Claims

Refuse deposits and industrial wastes arc rendered harmless

by at least partially encasing them in a foam material. The

refuse deposits and industrial wastes may also be permeated

with the foam material. After encasement the coated deposits

may be burnt.

3.782,300

HUMAN WASTE INCINERATOR
David J. White, Torrance, and Donald J. Dion. Lakeside, both

of Calif., assignors to Mobile Systems International, Inc., El

Cajon, Calif.

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,213

Int. CI. F23g 7100

U.S. CLl 10-8 R 8 Claims

3,782,301

INCINERATOR WITH STACK TRANSITION CHAMBER
Paul Livengood, and Reuben L. Christophel, both of Harrison-

burg, Va.. assignors to Shenandoah Manufacturing Co., Inc.,

Harrisonburg, Va.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,463

Int.CLF23g5//2

U.S. CLl 10-8 C 8 Claims

An incinerator for disposing of sewage that incorporates a

combustor to develop high temperatures and an injection tube

to deliver heat directly to the sewage. The sewage is vaporized

and passes through a residence chamber. The residence

chamber is raised to an elevated temperature of approximate-

An incinerator for disposing of biological or pathological

wastes and other materials, including a refractory lined lower

primary combustion chamber having an upper fill opening ana

a grate sub-dividing the primary combustion chamber into an

upper chamber portion and a lower chamber portion, a first

burner for producing combustion in the lower chamber por-

tion, an exhaust gas outlet stack extending upwardly from the

primary combustion chamber having a transition chamber in-

terposed therein at a location spaced above the primary com-

bustion chamber, the transition chamber and the outlet stack

between the transition chamber and the primary combustion

chamber being refractory lined, a secondary burner commu-

nicating with the transition chamber defining a secondary

combustion chamber therein. The transition chamber defines

a horizontal cylindrical chamber wherein the blower fiame ex-

tends along its center axis and includes an interrupted cylin-

drical metallic baffic member spanning part of the axial length

of the secondary combustion chamber and having a

downwardly facing open segment.

3,782302

METHOD OF THERMAL PURIFICATION OF WASTE <=

NOT FORMING A BURNING MIXTURE WITH FUEL OR
AIR SEPARATELY

Isaak Yakovlevich Sigal, ulltsa Ezhena Petie, II, kv. 107; Geor-

gy Fedorovich Naidenov, ulitsa Saratovskaya, 39, kv. 21;

Nikolai Alexandrovkh Gurevich, ulitsa Frunze, 118/2 kv.

13; July lositovich Danilevich, ulitsa Saksagankago, 112, kv.

10, all of Kiev; Andrei Matveevich Shiman, ulitsa Sadovaya,

2, kv. 2, Shebekino; Viktor Fedorovich Shishkin, Ulitsa B.

Khmelnitskogo 8. kv. 7, Shebekino. and Nikolai Ivanovich

Goncharenko, ulitsa Sadovaya 16, kv. I, Shebekino, all of

U.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 42,864, June 2, 1970. This

application Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,065

Int. CI. F23g 7100

U.S. CLl 10— 8 R 5 Claims

A method of thermal purification of waste gases from impu-

rities, mainly organic ones, consisting in burning them directly
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in the furnaces of boiler units including those whose mam

function IS generation of thermal and electrical energy The

waste gases to be purified arc delivered under, or into the

beginning of. the fuel burning zone instead of part or all of the

air required for the combustion of the fuel

extending members afHxed to the furnace wall containing the

door portal, said scaling surfaces being disposed perpcndicu

lar to the furnace wall containing the dotn p<irtal and there-

fore substantially unaffected with respect to their fluid

tightness by commonly encountered warpage of the door

3.782.303

DRAFTINDLCER '

Leo F. Pfister, MendoU, and Darold K. Ros«now. LaSall*. both

of III., assignors to Conco. Inc.. Mendota, III.

Filed July 6. 1972, Ser. No. 269,498

lnl.CI.F23l 171 16

II.S. CI. 1 10- 162 • * Claims

3.782.305

BAG TUBE KEEDINt; ANDCLOSIN(; ME
James A. Robinelte. Bristol. Tenn., assignor

Robinette Bag Company. Inc.. Bristol. Tenn.

Filed Nov. 21. 1972. Ser. No. 308.445

lnl.CI.D05b/J/r>0

U.S. CI. 112-10

ANS
to Strong-

15 Claims

A draft inducer adapted to be secured to flues or the like to

improve draft conditions therein The inducer includes a tubu-

lar element to be secured to a flue and a gas directing housing

located above the tube and in fluid communication therewith

for directing gases radially outwardly of the tube at a high

velocity. To assist in inducing the draft, a motor is located

above the gas directing housing and includes a shaft extending

into the tube and mounting a fan blade Insulation is provided

between the gas directing housing and the motor and a motor

housing structured to insure excellent cooling of the motor is

also included.

3,782,304

FL'RNACE DOOR ASSEMBLY
Joseph K. Baiaz, Northbrook. Hi., assignor to Flinn & Draffein

Engineering Co., Northbrook, ill.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,047

Int. CL F23m 7/00. 7/02

L.S.CLllO-173 5 Claims

A feed tabic is disclosed for feeding successive bag tube

ends past a sewing head for closing the tube ends, a work con

vcyor belt system feeds the bag tubes past the sewing head and

aplurahty of infeed chains with upwardly extending lugs feed

successive bag tubes onto the work conveyor belt feed system

with positive infinitely variable transmissions providing inde-

pendent adjustment of the work belts and the infeed chains

and microswitch means cngageable with completed bags

downstream of the sewing head for actuating a pneumatic

knife to sever the tape section between adjacent bags with the

infinitely adjustable transmission driving the infeed chains

enabling conversion from one bag size to another while main

tainmg proper spacing between bags passing through the sew-

ing head

U 3

This invention is addressed to an improved furnace door as

sembly including a furnace door having inwardly (toward the

furnace) extending members substantially outlining the

peripheral boundary of the door which, when the door is

closed, form a scaling contact with corresponding outwardly

3.782.306

BOOK BINDING METHOD AND MACHINE THEREFOR

Frlti Bosshard. Zur Friedou CH-8251, Kaltenbach. Switier-

land
I

FlledDec. 13. 1971, Ser. No. 207.509 I

CUims priority, application SwlUerland. Dec. 14, 1970,

18466/70;
,

lBt.CLB42b//02

IJ.S.CL 112-21 7 Claims

A swingable saddle supplies signatures to be bound, and a

needle plate has at least one sewing needle and at least one

hooked needle laterally spaced therefrom, the needle plate

being mounted in two arms which can move it up and down

between a position in which the needles enter into the signa-

ture and another in which they are withdrawn therefrom. The
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needle plate can also be moved transversely to this up and bar which continuously is in frictional engagement with a

down movement, being urged to one side by biasing means, guide means engaged by a support which effects movements

superimposed laterally of the longitudinal direction which de-

:
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and can be moved in a direction opposite to the urging of the
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^pp^^ ^^.^^^ ^^

biasing means by a cam and cam follower arrangement. A
^Q^^ble transversely of and independently of the longitudin^al

method of operating this machine is also disclosed.
movement of the stencil bar.

3,782,307

BUTTON HOLE ATTACHMENT FOR ZIGZAG SEWING
MACHINES

Susumu Hanyu, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Janome Sewing

Machine Co., Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed Nov. 4, 1968, Ser. No. 773,198

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 6, 1967, 42/93245;

Nov. 10, 1967,42/94386
Int. CI. D05b il24

U.S. CI. 112— 77 10 Claims

A buttonhole attachment for a zigzag sewing machine hav-

ing a laterally oscillating needle bar includes a lever means an-

gularly reciprocated by a pin on the needle bar during the lon-

gitudinal stitching movement, and operating a ratchet wheel

by means of a pawl. A rack member with an oblong endless

inner gear engaged by a pinion turning with the ratchet wheel

is connected with the presser foot so that the same moves

along an oblong endless path corresponding to the outline of a

buttonhole, and moves the fabric accordingly so that the

laterally oscillating needle stitches a buttonhole.

3,782,308

SEWING UNIT HAVING A STENCIL RAIL FOR GUIDING
THE MATERIAL

Gunther Mall. Kaiserslautern, Germany, assignor to Firma

Pfaff Industriemaschinen GmbH, Kaiserslauten/Pfalz, Ger-

many
Filed May 1. 1972, Ser. No. 249,398

Claims priority, application Germany, May 3, 1971, G 71 16

976.1

Int. CLDOSb 2 //OO

U.S.CI. 112— 121.15 3Claims

Sewing unit comprising a stencil bar driven in longitudinal

direction having a pressure strip for sewing .blanks and a guide

3,782,309

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING
ARTICLES OF CLOTHING

Harold Barry Lee, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia, assignor to

Bonds-Wear Pty. Limited, Camperdown, New South Wales,

Australia ^

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,783

Claims priority, application Australia, Mar. 30, 1971, PA
4452

Int. CI. Dosbam
U.S.CL 112—121.29 20 Claims
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A method and apparatus for manufacturing garments in a

continuous and automatic manner from strip material cut to

provide profiled blanks. The method comprising the steps of

traversing a blank on a first conveyor through a number of

work stations to provide a semi-finished garment and then

mechanically transferring it to a second conveyor for traverse

through garment finishing stations.

3,782,310

SEWING MACHINE WTH EQUIPMENT FOR SEWING OF
EDGE-PARALLEL SEAMS

Wilhelm Stockel, Hann-Munden, Germany, assignor to Pfaff

Industriemachinen GmbH, Kaiserslautem/Pfalz, Germany
Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,880

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 1, 1971, P21 49

069.7

Int.CLD05bJ5//0
U.S.CL 112-153 3 Claims

The disclosure relates to a sewing machine including means

for edge seaming together two or more layers of sewing

material of any configuration comprising a succession of
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spaced, superposed supporting platens between each adjacent

pair of which a separate layer of sewing material to be seamed

together is passed Means associated w,th the supporting

plates provide a straight guiding line running at an acute angle

away from the stitch forming line and means on the forming

3.782.312 I

TAKE-UP LEVER FOR A SEWING MACHINE AND
PROTECTINC; COVER

Noboru Kasufta. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Janome Sewing

Machine Co. Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed June I. 1972, Set. No. 263.387

Claims priority, application Japan, June 9. 1971, 46/40193

Int. CI. IM)5b4V/(W'

IJ.S.CL 112-241 7 Claims

plates located in front of and laterally to the stitch forming

means provide a fulcrum for pivoting the layer of sewing

material passing therethrough so that the edge of each layer

approaches and passes along said straight guiding Imc before

being pulled into the stitch forming line

3.782.31

1

SIMPLIFIED BASTING STITCH MECHANISM
Kenneth D. Adams. Madison. NJ.. and Salvatore A. D Orio.

Staten Island. N.Y.. assignors to The Singer Company. New

York.N.V.
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319.426

Int. CI. D05b 3102

U.S.CLII2-158R 5 Claims

A thread lake up lever of a sewing machine is mounted in

the hollow machine frame and has a hook-shaped free end en

gaging the sewing thread and being movable between an upper

and a lower dead center position The machine frame is

formed in its front wall with an opening substantially closed by

a cover protecting the hook-shaped end of the thread take-up

lever and being formed with slots permitting insertion of a

thread into the htx>k-shapcd end of the lever in any position of

the latter

3,782,313

DEVICE FOR SYNCHRONIZING THE SLACKENING OF

THE NEEDLE THREAD WITH THE THREADCLTTINC;,

W ITH TIMING OF THE SLACKENIN(; OF THE NEEDLE

THREAD AND INDEPENDENT CONTROL OF THE

DELAY OF DISC OPENING FOR LOCKSTITCH SEWING
MACHINES

Cesare L. Conti, Via Varese 18, Milan, Italy
j

Filed Nov. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 308.297

Claims priority, application lUly, Nov. 24. 1971, 31523

A/71
I

Int. CL D05b 6.V02

U.S.CL 112-252 3 Claims

A basting stitch mechanism in a zigzag sewing machine

utilizing a latch carried by a needle bar selectively to connect

and disconnect the actuating mechanism of the sewing

machine to drive the needle bar in endwise reciprocation To

impart zigzag motion to the needle, the needle bar is sup-

ported for endwise reciprocation in a gate journaled for lateral

oscillation about an axis inclined tor the axis of needle bar

rcciprocati««*Jiis arrangement amplifies the relative motion

between the nccdVc bar and the gate so that it may be utilized

during an extrcmeWral excursion of the gate to trip the latch

mechanism carriei by the needle bar by means of an abutment

member mounterfon the gate By mounting the gate in a sup-

porting bracket vJhich is attachable to the sewing machine, the

gate, needle bar and basting stitch mechanism may be subas-

. scmbled and partially adjusted prior to installation into the

sewing machine with only simple adjustments required after

installation.

An electropneumatic device is disclosed for synchronizing

the thread slackening mechanism of a lock stitch sewing

machine with the cutting of the thread, said device being capa-

ble of controlling the delay in the opening of the thread ten-

sioning discs independently of the stroke of the piston which

actuates the thread cutter In its simplest embodiment, the

device comprises, m addition to a pneumatic thread cutting

device and a pneumatic device for controlling the tension of

the needle thread and a source of compressed air. two valve

means, the first of which is connected to the thread cutting
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mechanism and to a How restrictor. the second valve means

being connected to the "thread tension control mechanism and

to a storage reservoir for compressed air.

3.782,314

MAKING CAN BODIES
Jozef Tadeusz Franek, Chorleywood. and Peter Rhodes, Wat-

ford, both of England, assignors to The Metal Box Company

Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 21. 1971. Ser. No. 135,862

lnLCLB21d 19106

U.S.CI. 113-1 <; II Claims

3,782,316

ACTUATING DEVICE FOR SUBMARINE VEHICLES
Peter Schaloske, Oberhausen-Sterkr, and Erich Maurer,

Oberhausen, both of Germany, assignors to Deutsche Bab-

cock & Wilcox Aktiengesellschaft, Oberhausen/Rhld., Ger-

many
Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,179

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 22, 1970, P 20

63 059.5

Int. CI. B63g 8100

U.S. CI. 114-16 R 6 Claims

A metal can body is given an end neck by a two stage

process in' which it is first flanged, and then has the neck

t\)rmed immediately behind and merging with the flange by a

spinning (rolling) process in which the fiange is itself reduced

in diameter

3,782.315

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A

STEPPED RIM ON A SEAMLESS CAN BODY
Wolfgang Passenheim, Seesen/Harz. Germany, assignor to

Swiss Aluminium Ltd.. Chippis, SwiUerland

Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,464

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 31, 1970,

11585/70
Int.CLB21d5//26

U.S. CI. 1 13-7 A 3 Claims

The invention refers to a method and an apparatus for

producing a stepped rim on seamless can bodies by putting

them on a rimming mandrel and applying a forming pressure

by means of a cooperating roller, both mandrel and roller hav-

ing parts movable eccentrically to their shaft during the form-

ing of the rim, against the pressure of a spring.

^5?5^^^^
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An actuating device for submarine vehicles in which power

to control the vehicle is provided by apparatus responsive to

the surrounding water pressure. At least one control cylinder,

coupled to a wheel of the vehicle by a gear system, and at least

one operating cylinder, coupled to a valve by a piston rod. arc

fiuidly coupled together by a plurality of hose or pipe lines

which selectively admit ocean-water surrounding the vehicle

to the operating and control cylinders to control movement of

the vehicle.

3,782,317

SUBMERSIBLE SALVAGE UNIT

Frederick A. Kriedt, 604 Alma St. S.E., Vienna, Va.; Thomas

H. Sundstrom, 5712 Chippewa Rd., Virginia Beach, Va.,

and Richard Waiko, 15913 Martin Rd., Roseville, Mich.

Filed SepL 1, 1971, Ser. No. 177,074

Int. CI. B63c 7108

U.S. CL 1 14—52 20 Claims

A submersible salvage unit is provided with a central elon-

gated pontoon to which are pivotally attached opposed pairs

of downwardly depending arms for grasping a sunken vessel or

other object. At points remote from their depending portions,

the arms arc connected to outer pontoons which can be actu-

ated to move the arms from grasping to inoperative positions

by relative vertical movement of these latter pontoons with

respect to the central pontoon. The relative movements are ef-

fected by varying the buoyancy of the outer pontoons with

respect to the central pontoon. Buoyancy compensators are

provided in each of the pon|oons to adjust their buoyancies to

match the distribution of loads which are to be lifted, and for
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rapidly releasing buoyancy gas from the pontoons, if nccessa-

rv so that the buoyancy compensators on the pontoons also

function as stabilizers to maintain the unit in a stable attitude

when it is lifting a load. Self-contained gas generating means

are provided to supply buoyancy gas to the intcnors of the

pontoons.

• 3.782,318

ANCHOR FLUKE

Daniel Comstock Hungerford, North Palm Beach, Fla., as-

sienor to Brunswick Corporation, Skokie, III.

Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Set. No. 178,231

lnl.Cl.B63b2//26

l).S. CI. 114-207 3 Claims

sure The winch enclosure has a cover plate with a transverse

slot to permit reeling and unreeling of cable from a drum. A

latch mechanism provides for positive locking of a drum for

rotation or non-rotation, depending on whether it or another

drum IS the one on which cable is being reeled or unreeled.

The drums of a multi-drum assembly also have a transverse

slot formed in them, and the lips of each slot are profiled to

turn inwardly v.ith a smaller apparent radius of curvature than

the nominal radius of the drum.

3,782,320

CONTROL ASSEMBLY FOR JET BOAT

Richard N. Groves, Jr., 2619 Cambridge St., West Lafayette,

Ind.

Filed Apr . 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 33. 1 79

lnt.CLB63h///00

U.S.CLn5-12R
- 8 Claims

An anchor of the twin fluke type with increased penetrating

ability for hard or vegetation covered under water bottoms

Wherein the nuke leading edges have a plurality of indenta-

tions and the fluke leading points have sharp edges and saw-

like teeth adjacent the sharp edge portion

3,782,319

APPARATLS FOR LAUNCHING. TOWING AND

RECOVERING A SUBMERSIBLE BODY FROM A VESSEL

NevUlc E. Hale, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Fathom Oceanology Limited, Port Credit, Ontario, Canada

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,003

Claims priority, application Canada, Feb. 29. 1972, 135768

Int. CI. B63b 2 //OO

U.S. a. 1 14-235 B 12 Claims

A control assembly for a boat having a water jet propulsion

system in which the jet is discharged successively through a

discharge conduit and a nozzle The nozzle, which is movable

with respect to the conduit, is provided with movable bucket

whereby said nozzle and bucket are movable into different

m>sitions of adjustment to control the jet for thus controlling

the steering, fore and aft movements, and desired planing of

the boat.

3,782,321

MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT FOR AN OUTBOARD
MOTOR

Raymond L. Ellingsen. Oshkosh. Wis., assignor to Brunswick

Corporation. Skokie. III.

Filed July 26. 1972. Ser. No. 275,231

lnt.CI.B63h2//iO

U.S.CL 115-17 5 Claims

Apparatus for launching, towing and recovering a submersi-

ble and towabic body from a vessel includes a saddle, a winch

and cable spooling and tension apparatus The saddle includes

a roller box which is rotatable about the axis of the low sheave

to maintain constant pressure against the cable during towing.

A skewable A-frame for lowering the saddle near the water

surface includes a transom arm which is 0ivotally mounted to

the transom and to the tow sheave The winch may be a multi-

drum assembly, where the drums arc co-axially mounted, and

the drums arc rotatably mounted in peripheral bearings at

each end which are mounted in the ends of the winch enclo-

Thc upper resilient mounts for connecting the power unit of

an outboard motor to the swivel bracket are supported within

cavities formed by cooperating semi-circular recesses in the

drivcshaft housing plate and the exhaust extension plate.
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3,782,322

FIELD MARKING SYSTEM AND A MARKER THEREFOR
Porter Carol Wilson, Box 11010, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Sept. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 75,919

lnt.CLE01f9//0

U.S.CL 116-63 P 2 Claims

3,782,324

METER DIAL WITH MIRROR IMAGE PORTION
SUnlcy A. Zembaty, Hickory, N.C, assignor to General Ekc-

tric Company
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,399

Int. CL G09f 9100

U.S.CL116-I29T 3 Claims

'S

Predetermined distances are visually marked by a plurality

of markers so arranged that a progressively varying distance

from a predetermined point is designated by a progrgssivcly

darker color. The individual markers comprise a hollow,

nestable, substantially conical base provided with a receptacle

means in the upper surface of said base, a flexible shaft one

end of which is adapted to removably engage the receptacle

means; and an indicator means affixed to the other end of the

shaft.

3,782,323

SELF CONTAINED FLUIDIC LEVEL SENSOR
Donnie Roland Jones, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to Bowles &

Fluidics Corporation, Silver Spring, Md.
Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,381

lnt.CLG01f2i/00

U.S.CL 116-1 18 R 10 Claims

A meter dial provided with one portion directly readable

and a second portion a mirror image of the first portion, such

that the meter dial may be read either normally or by means of

a mirror.

3,782,32^

WINDING IMPREGNATION SYSTEM
Le Moyne E. Farnsworth, Racine, and Lawrence A. Johnson,

Milwaukee, both of Wis., assignors to Ro-Band Corporation,

Menomonee Falls, Wis.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,196

Int. CI. B05b 13102; B05c 5102

U.S.CL 118—58 5 Claims

A pressure pulse, selectively initiated from the dashboard of

a motor vehicle, is applied to two compartments separated by

a diaphragm. One compartment is vented and receives the

pressure pulse via a sensor tube extending toward the

diaphragm. The second compartment communicates with a

dip tube extending to the sensing level in the vehicle oil reser-

voir. If the oil is above the dip tube, the diaphragm is flexed by

the pressure pulse and blocks the sensor tube so that the pulse

cannot be vented. The pulse is thus shunted to a pressure

responsive indicator which provides a momentary indication

that the oil level is above the sensing level. If the oil is below

the dip tube, the pressure pulse is vented through the dip tube

and sensor tube, rendering the indicator unactuatcd.

An endless conveyor chain is fitted with a plurality of lon-

gitudinally spaced fixtures which are adapted to carry electri-

cal motor windings. The windings are carried by the conveyor

chain from a load/unload station through a horizontal heating

chamber for preheating the windings, then under an applica-

tor station which applies a varnish coating to the windings,

then through a heating chamber which is disposed in a

generally upright plane adjacent to the applicator station, and

then through a diagonal heating chamber which extends

diagonally from the top of the upright heating chamber to the

load/unload station. The upright heating chamber is long

enough to allow the varnish to jell on the windings so that

there will be no drippage in the diagonal heating chamber. A

drip pan is positioned under the applicator station and under

the bottom end of the upright heating chamber to catch any

drippage in thgse two areas, the heating means in the upright

chamber being at a side of the upwardly moving windings so as

to be out of the path of drippage.
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• 3,782,326

PRIMARY WATER QUE[«CH

Neville Charles F.RgoUer. Miranda, New South Wales, Aus-

tralia, assignor to Australian Wire Industries Proprietary

Limited, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Filed Mar. 13, 1972. Ser. No. 234.002

Claims priority, application AustraUa, Mar. 16, 1971.

4328/71
lnt.Cl.B05c///00

U.S. CI. 118-67
>2<^«-""*

photocurabic composition into layers of close tolerance

thickness from which articles such as polymeric printing plates

may be formed.

3.782,328

SQUEEC;EE /SHIEI.I)

Helmut Franz, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to PP(; Industries,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.
.

Division of Ser. No. 159.747, July 6, 1971. This application

Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,730

Int.CI. BOSc IllO-t

U.S. CI. 118-118 23 Claims

'"1

30IA.»/•

310^

320

This specification discloses an apparatus for freezing the

molten zinc coating on a moving wire after it issues from a

wiping box for controlling the coating, comprising two or

more water discharge passages for forming jets of water

spaced along and transversely intersecting the line of move

ment of the wire, said jets being controlled whereby the flow

of water in each jet is non-turbulent, and an air discharge duct

having a narrow discharge slit for creating a flow of air

directed transversely to the line of movement of the wire

between said jets and the wiping box.

A transparent substrate to be spray coated passes beneath a

squeegee/shield apparatus to avoid formation of finger-like

fronts or puddles in the spray area and to prevent splashing of

the spray medium onto the substrate surface The

squcegee/shicld clement functions to doctor a prior applied

coating while intercepting of portion of the subsequent spray

stream.

3.782.327

APPARATUS FOR LAYERING A LIQUID COMPOSITION

Forrest A. yVessells. Baltimore, and John P. Conrey. Marriott-

sville. both of Md., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co.. New

York.N.Y.
Filed Feb. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 1 18.040

Int. CI. BOSc ///04

U.S.CL118-100 1 Claim

3.782.329

APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING PLASTIC MATERIAL OR
THE LIKE

George Everett. Unionville. Conn., assignor to (;ros-lte Indus-

tries, Inc., Farmington, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 91,665, Nov. 23, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 9. 1972. Ser. No. 224.757

Int. CI. BOSc 7100

U.S.CL 118-215 12 Claims

The invention disclosed is directed to a device for layering a

liquid photocurabic composition The device includes an elon-

gate body having along its lower end a recess for spreading

liquid composition, and includes arms attached adjacent

recess sides for preventing spreading beyond sides of a region

which may be traversed by the recess. When used in combina-

tion with an assembly also disclosed, the device forms liquid

Plastic dispensing apparatus in which charges of plastic

material arc deposited in successive caps carried by a con-

veyor, the plastic material being metered and delivered by a

blade which executes coordinated rotational and translational

movement to controllably deposit the plastic charges in deeply

recessed caps.
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3,782,330

WEB MOISTENING DEVICE
Masao Kanda, Fujimiya-shi, Shizuoka. Japan, assignor to Fuji

Photo Film Co.. Ltd.. Kanagawa, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 827,679, May 26. 1969,

abandoned. This application July 12. 1971, Ser. No. 161,813

Int. CI. BOSb 13/02, BOSc 5/00

container having a plurality of individual food storage com-

partments mounted on a delivery chute for delivering food

from each compartment to a feeding pan upon selectively

opening of closure members normally closing the respective

U.S. CI. 118—325 4 Claims

52 42 3 „24 ^J^ 45253

1^20 15 18

A steam jet nozzle is disposed between a pair of cylindrical

rollers whose peripheries are in contact with a moving web to

form in conjunction with a housing on the opposite side of the compartments. The feeding device also includes a watering

roller from the web. a steam chamber to insure moistening of j^vice comprising a water storage container and a valve

the web A fluid contacts the inner surface of the cylindrical opcrably connected to the water storage container and a

roller to insure condensation of the steam on the roller v^^atering pan for supplying water from the container to the

periphery which in turn moistens the moving web. watering pan on demand.

3.782.331

TRANSPARENT SHEET
Ebe Huizinga. 35, De Kromte. Drachten, Netherlands

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,602

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Mar. 10, 1971,

7103168
Int. CLAOlk 64/00

U.S.CL 119-5

3,782,333

LIVESTOCK FEEDER
Leon G. Feterl, Salem, S. Dak.

5 Claims Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,293

int. CLAO Ik 05/00

U.S.CL1 19-52 R 4 Claims

A transparent sheet, particularly a glass plate, which may

form part of a receptacle, in particular an aquarium, compris-

ing a bottom plate and marginal profiles, in which the glass

plates are interconnected via sealing material, whereas the

edges of the plates arc surrounded by profiles obtained by

spraying plastics or elastomer material (consisting a.o. of sil-

icon rubber, thermoplastic etc.), the spray-edged profiles

being scalingly interconnected thereby.

3,782,332

AUTOMATIC FEEDING DEVICE
Fritz Depenthal, 6506 W. 66th St., Overland Park, and Karl

M. Swartz. 6034 Windsor Dr., Shawnee Mission, both of

Kans.
Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,01

1

Int. CLAOlk 5/02

U.S.CL 119-51.13 8 Claims

A feeding device for the automatic feeding and watering of

cats, dogs and the like. The feeding device includes a food

A wagon feeder for livestock having feed troughs extending

along both sides thereof, with the feed troughs being divided

by upright plates into horizontally spaced feed compartments

which communicate with flat feed accumulating and feeding

floor segments interiorly of the feeder through open bottom

portions of upright side walls of the feeder. The open portions

of the feeder side walls are divided into a plurality of livestock

feeding spaces within each of the feeding compartments by

upright bars.
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3,782,334

AUTOMATIC REAL-TIME PAIR FEEDINC SYSTEM FOR
ANIMALS

Henry A. Leon. Los Altos; J.mes P. Connolly. San Jose; Mau-

rice J. HItchman, Saratoga, and John E. Humbert, Santa

Clara all of Calif., assignors to The L nited States of America

as represented b, the Administrator of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 30, I971,Ser. No. 203,271

Int. CLAD Ik 5/02

US. CL 119-54 * Claims

with a heat surface being located within the small chamber

and the chambers being in communication via an opening

The upper portion of the partition is provided with a valve

means for conducting gas from the small chamber to the large

chamber, with the valve means being so constructed that the

difference in pressure between the gas-filled upper portion of

the small chamber and the corresponding level in the large

chamber, and which pressure arises upon the opening of an

outnow valve for the outlet of the large chamber, is sufTicien

for pressing at least a part of the gas included in the small

chamber out through the valve member

3,782,336

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANING HEATED
SURFACES

John E. Nelson, Lancaster. Ohio, assignor to Diamond Power

Specialty Corporation

Filed Oct. 2 1, 1 97 1, Ser. No. 191.422

lnl.CLF22bi7/4/<

U.S.CL 122-379 '^C'*""'

A*//»- n,p^^ >*/mr
n*t\

-=<r)=S :

A pair-feeding method and apparatus are provided for ex-

perimental animals wherein the amount of food consumed by

the experimental animal is immediately delivered to a normal

or control animal so that there is a qualitative, quantitative

and chronological correctness in the pair-feeding of the two

animals. The invention also provides a novel feeding

mechanism for delivering precisely measured amounts of food

to a feeder. Circuitry is provided between master and slave

feeders so that there is virtually no chance of a malfunction of

tbe feeding apparatus. cau5ing erratic results. Recording

equipment is also provided so that an hourly record is kept of

food delivery.

3,782,335

HEAT EXCHANGER FOR LIQUID AT OVERPRESSURE

Bengt-Olof Ingemar Hecktor, Bjarred, Sweden, assignor to AB

Gustavsbergs Fabriker, GusUvsberg. Sweden

Filed Sept. 8, 1972. Ser. No. 287,571

Ctaims priority, application Sweden, Sept. 10, 1971,

11473/71
|at.CLF24h//20

U.S.CLI22-I3A 1 1 Ctaims

A method and apparatus for deslagging high temperature

water walls of boilers while steaming, utilizing a jet of water

applied in such manner as to develop sufficient mechanical

energy to dislodge the slag without chilling the wall to a harm-

ful degree.

3,782,337

ROTARY PISTON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Frlti Feller, Crewe, England, assignor to The Secretary of SUte

for Defense, London, England

Filed Aug. 30, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 76,059

Ctaims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 1, 1970,

41,709/70
Int. CI. F02b 5i\00

U.S. CI. 123-8.05 6 Ctaims

w K o ooc A rntarv niston eneine has two pistons mounted in two com-
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180° out of phase and the eccentrics for the housings are meter out of the air path of the engine intake manifold. A

slightly offset from each other to improve the positioning of switch, operated by the static plate only when the lattpr is

the communicating ducting between the housings.

3,782,338

FUEL INJECTION CONTROL ARRANGEMENT FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Fusao Hayashi, and Yasunori Mori, both of Hitachi, Japan, as-

signors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 8, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 3,268

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 6, 1970, 45/9942

lnLCLF02bi/00
U.S.CLI23-32EA 16Clalms

pivoted to at least the idling position, is associated with a cir-

cuit that insures that the fuel pump operates only when the en-

gine is turning over.

A fuel injection control arrangement for internal com-

bustion engines, wherein a calculating circuit is triggered in

response to a signal produced by the fuel-supply timing of the

internal combustion engine, which determines the time

required for injecting fuel in accordance with the engine

operating condition at that time, and at the same time a plu-

rality of gate circuits for controlling the electromagnetic

valves associated with the cylinders to be supplied with fuel

are selectively controlled in sequence by the signal, charac-

terized in that, when the rotating speed of the engine exceeds

a predetermined value, each of the gate circuits is controlled

collectively by said signal and the duration for which the gate

circuits are actuated is increased.

3,782,339

AIR METER SWITCHING ARRANGEMENT FOR AN
ELECTRIC FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

Hermann Scholl, Stuttgart; HaraM Mauch, Korntal; Norbert

Rittmannsberger, Stuttgart, and Wolfgaag Soli, Dleburg, all

of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart,

Germany
Filed July 20, 197 1, Ser. No. 164,304

Ctaims priority, application Germany, Nov. 26, 1970, P 20

58 089.6
lBt.CLF02m5//00

U.S.CLI23-32EA UCtalms

An electromagnet, energized only when the engine operates

at full load and high r.p.m.. attracts the static plate of th ; air

3,782,340

GEAR-TYPE ROTARY ENGINE
Joong Woo Nam, 170-152 Rimoon-dong Dongdaemoon, Seoul,

South Korea
Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,474

Int. CI. F02b 53m
U.S. CI. 123-8.23 3 Ctaims

20,21

A gear-type rotary engine having partitioned compression

and combustion cylinders and communicable through a gas

inlet and a ignition chamber positioned therebetween, a set of

gear-like rotors accomodated respectively in the compression

and combustion cyhnders secured fixedly on two different

rotor shafts in twisted positions from one another so that the

transmission of compressed gas by the set of rotors in the com-

pression cylinder in their respective gear-like rotation in op-

posite direction coincides with the reception of the com-

pressed gas by the set of rotors in the combustion cylinder in

their respective gear-like rotation in the opposite direction.

3,782,341

ROTARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Thomas M. Eells, 10680 W. Pico Blvd., Rm. 260, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,659

lnt.CLF02b55//4

U.S.CL 123-8.45 8 Claims

A rotary internal combustion engine is described wherein a

rotor wheel with rigidly extending vanes is mounted in a piston

!»ls o.G.— >>
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drum the vanes being slidably fitted in slots in the drum. The

wheel and drum rotate together within the engine housing and

opening in an engine block or manifold and scaling against the

outeide of a delivery tube from the carburettor.

3,782.344

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Johann Schmuck, Feilnbach, Germany, assignor to Mo-

torenfabrik Hatz Kt;.. Ruhstorf, Germany

Filed May 12. 1972. Ser. No. 252.915

Claims priority, application Germany, June 15, 1971, P 21

29 738.1
Inl.Cl.F02f //iO, 7/00

U.S.CI. 123—52M

I

1 Claim

eccentrically of one another, and the vanes are shaped to

allow free sliding motion in the unyielding slots.

3,782,342

CYLINDER UNIT FOR AN AIR-COOLED TWO-STROKE-
CYCLE ENGINE

Gunther Schier, Pfaffingen, Germany, assignor to Maico Fahr-

zeugfabrik GmbH, Pfaffingen, Germany

Filed Nov. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 306,876

Chiims priority, application Germany. Nov. 16. 1971, P 21

56 754.4
lnt.CKF02f//06./ /JO

U.S.CL 123-41.69 17 Claims

Xb

A cylinder unit for an air-cooled two-stroke-cycle engine,

especially for motorcycles, whose cylinder and cylinder head

are equipped with projecting cooling ribs wh/rcby the cooling

ribs of the cylinder arc inclined to the cylinder axis transverse-

ly to the approach now direction of the cooling^ir in such a

manner that the spacings of these cooling ribs increase from

the inside toward the outside, i.e.. from the cooling nb bottom

toward the free edges thereof.

3,782,343

CARBURETOR MOUNTING
John Arthur NoUras, and Angelo Lambrinos Notaras, both of

15-21 Reynolds St., Balmain, New South Wales, Australia

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278.384

Intel. F02b 77/00. 77//2

U.S. CI. 123-52 M 5 Claims

In an internal combustion engine having at least one

cylinder defined by a cylinder head and a cylinder block, at-

taching means connecting said cylinder head to said cylinder

block, said cylinder including a combustion chamber, intake

and exhaust ports communicating with said combustion

chamber and a connection means connecting said ports to a

pipe, the improvement which comprises forming said pipe and

coniiection means of at least two molded elements which are

held on the engine in the required operational position by the

attaching means connecting together said cylinder heads to

said cylinder block.

A mounting assembly for a carburettor, the assembly in-

cluding a seal made of heat insulating material housed in an

3,782,345

METERED MECHANICAL TAPPET WITH SLOTTED
PUSH ROD SEAT

Ronald R. Erickson, and Richard D. Cornell, both of

Muskegon, Mich., assignors to Johnson Products, Inc.,

Muskegon, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 29,915, April 20, 1970, Pat. No.

3 614 942. This application June 3, 197 1, Ser. No. 149,483

lnt.CI.F0II///4.F0lm9//0

U.S.CL 123-90.35 4 Claims

A metered mechanical tappet utilizing a push rod scat per-

manently retained by a separate retainer or by a press-fit

within the cavity of the tappet upon an annular shoulder of t

he latter Oil flow is obtained by a slot in the surface of the scat

supported by said shoulder, the slot at least extending radially

from the oil reservoir directly below the seat to the outer wall

of the scat, from whence it passes to the interior of the seat

and to the push rod by means of an annular path between the

outer seat wall and the cavity along at least a portion of the
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axial extension of the seat. The actual metering is accom- and a sensed signal is derived, which is applied to a threshold

plished by either the slot, in which case the annular path has a detector, which triggers whenever the sensed signal passes a

certain threshold value. The trigger signal controls and in-

tegrating controller to commence integrating, the integrating

controller providing an output signal which is applied to set

^^ the air-fuel ratio such that the air number lambda is constantly

substantial radial thickness; or by the annular path, in which

case its thickness is considerably less than any of the dimen-

sions of the slot.

3,782,346

INTAKE SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Yasuo Tatsutomi, and Shigetake Yoshimura, both of

Hiroshima, Japan, assignors to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd., Aki-

gun, Hiroshima-ken, Japan

Filed Mar. 29, 197 1, Ser. No. 128,723

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1970,

45/30590
Int. CI. F02m 7/04

U.S.CL 123-97 B 19 Claims

13
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,nR a heat-scnsmve expanding compound scaled therein .s

provided in a cold a.r intake pipe and a push rod adapted to be

operated by said feeler and having a crank-shaped arm formed

afone end thereof is engaged at said arm with a cam having

formed therein a crank-shaped slot composed of a first slot

section and a second slot section and further a directional con-

trol valve operating incident to movement of said cam for

regulating the amounts of air supplied from said cold air in-
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spring with the starter pinion axially of the axis of starter

mnion rotary movement, a blocking clement p.votally mova^

bic relative to a position blocking movement of the spring end

therefore of the starter pinion in the direction toward the

starting gear engaging position, and means connecting the

clutch actuating member to the blocking element for displac-

ing the blocking element to the blocking position when the

clutch actuating member is moved from the neutral position

3,782,351

FUEL VAPOR-LOSS CONTROL VALVE AND SYSTEM

Jerry B. Rogerson, 627 N. Rosevere, Dearborn. Mich.

Division of S«r. No. 191.266. Oct. 21. 197 1. This application

Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294.047

lnt.Cl.F02d/V/00

D.S. a. 123-136 ^C"""'

Mo 14 b

take pipe and a hot air intake pipe connected thereto is pro-

vided in said cold air intake pipe, whereby when said push rod

is operated by said feeler, said directional control valve is

shifted between said cold air inuke pipe and hot air intake

pipe with said arm sliding in the first slot section of the crank-

shaped slot of the cam and. when said push rod is further

operated in excess of its preset stroke, the amount of move

ment of said push rod is absorbed by said cam. with said arm

sliding in the second section of said crank-shaped slot.

3.782,350

NEUTRAL START ONLY MECHANISM

Edward D. McBride, Waukegan, 111., assignor to Outboard

Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,552

Int. CI. F02n / 7/00

U^.CL 123-179 K 2Cl.ini«

Described is a valve and a system employing such valve to

control fuel vapor-loss from the bowl of a carburetor In the

fuel vapor-loss control system, the valve is positioned between

the fuel bowl of the carburetor and the air cleaner attached to

,t In the preferred form, the valve has a valve btidy including

three passages. The first passage extends from the carburetor

fuel bowl to a point within the air cleaner The second passage

is located in part within the first passage, but includes a second

part extending to a point outside of the first passage A third

passage is connected with the carburetor fuel bowl and with a

canister for the storage of fuel vapor The second passage in

the valve body has a movable member for preventing fiow of

vapor from the fuel bowl of the carburetor to the air cleaner

whVn the movable member is in contact with a valve scat

Movement of the movable member is controlled by engine

manifold vacuum attached to one end of the second passage in

the valve body.

3,782,352

PRESSURE SENSITIVE FLUID INJECTOR AND POGO
STICK UTILIZING SAME

Frederick J. Sparber. RD No. 1. Box 192A. Belen. N. Mex.

FUedJuly26. 1971. Ser. No. 166,159 ,

Int. CI. F02ni 49/00

U.S.CL 123-139 AJ
^^laims

Disclosed herein is an engine including a reversing clutch

and a surter pinion; together with a clutch actuating member

movable relative to a neutral position, means for causing axial

nfovement of the starter pinion toward a starting gear engag-

ing position in response to rotation of a drive member and in-

cluding a spring and means connecting the spring to the starter

pinion for rcleasably and frictionally restraining rotary move-

ment of the starter pinion and for common movement of the

A fluid injector including a pressure sensitive piston through

a hole in which is injected a predetermined quantity of fluid
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into an adjacent area, when a predetermined pressure is

presented onto a face of the piston. The piston includes

therein a cavity to contain the fluid to be injected and a valve

in the hole for constraining the fluid within the cavity until the

predetermined pressure is presented. As the pressure in the

adjacent area increases, the fluid supply to the cavity of the

piston is restricted, and the movement of the piston after the

predetermined pressure is reached forces the fluid through the

valve into the adjacent area.

Also presented is a pogo stick incorporating a combustion

engine, the fuel to which is fed by the fluid injector of the in-

vention.

tion at the valve seat end of the cup having a perforation to the

inside of the cup so that pressure in the cylinder will move the

cup against a spring bias to close the valve seat from the vent

during engine operation.

3,782,355

RECOIL STARTER
Lyie J. Hamman, Eaton Rapids, Mich., assignor to Eaton

Stamping Company, Eaton Rapids, Mich.

Ffled July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167,216

lnt.Cl.FI6d /y/06;F02n //OO, FI6d 13/04

U.S.CL 123-185 B 4 Claims

3,782,353

CAPACITIVE TYPE IGNITION ARRANGEMENT FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Heinz Kammerer, Nellingen, and Heinz Moller, Stuttgart, both

of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart,

Germany
Filed Sept. 30, 1971. Ser. No. 185.162

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 6, 1970, P 20 48

960.5
Int. CLF02p/ /OO

U.S.CI. 123-148E 9 Claims

7t-
10

Energy from a storage capacitor is transferred to an ignition

capacitor when a first switch is made conductive, and the

spark is initiated by discharge from the ignition capacitor

through the ignition transformer upon closing of a second

switch. The current limiting element between the storage

capacitor and the ignition capacitor is an inductance.

A recoil starter construction for internal combustion en-

gines particularly suitable for use with engines of the type used

with snowmobiles and other recreational vehicles subject to

heavy duty use. The starter employs a lightweight plastic rope

pulley having a radially spaced shoulder within a rope receiv-

ing groove, and rope guide means defined within the groove

insure the laying of the rope in the groove during recoiling in a

predetermined manner which minimizes rope bind during

cranking. The starter also utilizes a cam dog of a generally flat

configuration having an outer periphery including dog-extend-

ing and dog-retaining surfaces, the cam dog positively retain-

ing the engine clutch engaging dogs against operative contact

with the flywheel components when the starter has recoiled

and rewound the starter rope.

3,782,354

AUTOMATIC COMPRESSION RELIEF VALVE

Charles H. Tuckey, Cass City, Mich., assignor to Walbro Cor-

poration, Cass City. Mich.

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,682

Int. CI. FOll 13108; F04b 49/02

U.S.CL 123-182 4 Claims

^o.JO sa

eG

An automatic compression relief valve which opens an en-

gine cylinder to atmosphere for surting and closes in response

to cylinder pressure under normal operating conditions. The

relief valve includes a hollow body having a screw-end to

fasten into a cylinder wall, a valve passage and seat at the

cylinder end of the valve body leading to a vent in the body, a

cup-like piston positioned in the body with the open end fac-

ing away from the cylinder and valve seat, and a valve projec-

3,782,356

KICK STARTER
Lyle J. Hamman. Eaton Rapids, Mich., assignor to Eaton

Stamping Company. Eaton Rapids, Mich.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,970

Int.CLF02ni/04

U.S.CL123— 185C 8 Claims

A kick starter for small internal combustion engines capable

of being exteriorly attached to the engine flywheel housing in
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place of the usual recoil type rope starter. A pair of spaced

parallel shafts are rotatably mounted at their end regions

within a casing, one shaft being connected to a foot operated

crank arm. and the other shaft supporting engine flywheel

starter clutch mechanism. Meshing gears arc mounted upon

the shafts and one of the gears is connected to its associated

shaft t'hrough a torque limiting connection permitting slippage

to occur between the foot operated crank and flywheel clutch

mechanism in the event of premature ignition or 'backfire'

durmg cranking A recoil spring returns the crank arm to its

original position after the cranking operation, and stop means

insure consistent and uniform positioning of the crank arm to

its original position at the end of the cranking stroke. The

flywheel clutch mechanism includes a radially movable dog

which engages a drive cup mounted upon the engine flywheel,

and dog actuating structure radially extends the dog during

cranking, aod radially retracts the dog during return of the

starter components to the non-cranking condition A sheet

metal crank defines a socket pivotally receiving a foot pedal

and a pin limits rotation of the pedal in the socket.

predetermined temperature to prevent damaging of the engine

including means for mounting a heat sensing device upon a

selected portion of the engine and providing therein a conduc-

tive member being held in a flrst position by a heat destructa-

ble member and shiftable from this position when the heat

destructable member has been destroyed to a second conduct-

ing position and including a conductive wire extending from

the area of contact of the conductive member in its second

position to the spark plug such that when the heat destructable

holding element is destroyed the circuitry will be completed to

short the electrical energy from the distributor to the engine

block and thereby bypass the spark plug An inspection aper-

ture is provided to permit inspection of the unit without total

removal from the engine block.

3,782,357

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-ENGINE VALVE-ROCKER
AND VALVE-STEM LUBRICATION CIRCUIT

Karl Walter Kuhn, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, and Marcel Pierre

Ernest Marie Corbin, L Isle Adam, both of France, assignors

to Societe d Etudes de Machines Thermiques, Saint-Denis,

France

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231.61

1

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 8, 1971, 7107906

Int CI. F16n 29104: FOlm I II 10

U.S.CLI23-196S 2 Claims

3,782,359

REMOVABLE CLIP WITH ROTARY PROJECTILE
CYLINDER FOR A GUN

Charles E. Kester. Hilton, and Thomas E. Hughes, Palmyra,

both of N.Y., assignors to The Coleman Company, Inc.,

Wichita, Kans.

Division of Ser. No. 128,910, March 29, 1971, Pat. No.

3,741,189. This application Mar. 9, 1973, .Ser. No. 339.897

Int. CI. F41c25//0, 25/««

U.S. CI. 124-48 3 Claims

A valve-rockcr and valve-stem lubrication circuit for an in-

ternal combustion engine provided with cooled valves and a

general engine-lubricating circuit, wherein the improvement

consists in that said valve-lubricating circuit is completely in-

dependent of said general engine-lubrication circuit.

3,782,358

ENGINE TEMPERATURE GUARD
John O. Lenz, Coon Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Havir Manufac-

turing Company, St. Paul, Mich.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,853

Int. CI. F02b 77/00. F02p ///02. H01hi7/76

U.S. CI. 1 23- 198 DC 6 Claims

The clip comprises a housing and a rotatably indexible

cylinder in the housing having therwjn spaced clutch teeth

which releasably engage through a central opening in the back

of the housing like teeth formed on an indexing shaft that is

pivoted in the gun. A plurality of pellets are removably

mounted in angularly spaced chambers in the cylinder. The

housing is removably insertable into a gun rearwardly of the

gun barrel to have a small opening in the front of the clip re-

gister with the rear end of the barrel. The pellet chambers are

indexed successively into registry with the gun barrel and the

opening in the front of the housing by the indexing shaft which

is rotated step-by-step upon cocking of the gun. A leaf spring

in the housing prevents accidental rotation of the cylinder.

K)

A device for slowing down or stopping of sparkplug fired in-

ternal combustion engines whenever the engine reaches a

3,782,360

HEAT-CLEANING RANGE CONSTRUCTION
Byron L. Brucken. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,027
|

Int.CLF24«/5//6

U.S.CI. 126-19R .3 Claims

A venting structure for a domestic range having a heat-

cleaning oven wherein maximum cooling room air flow main-

tains reduced range cabinet surface temperatures during a

heat-cleaning cycle. An oven liner is cantilevercd from the

front wall of the range and separated therefrom by a stainless
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steel throat member positioned around the oven liner access the walls or ambient air. The construction in its preferred em-

opening. Air channel means are provided to vent heated air bodiments includes wall forming members movable te either

:L.^-M^

opened or closed positions whereby access to the patient is af-

forded while the preservation of a protective environment is

assured.

3,782,363

PNEUMO-INFUFFLATOR APPARATUS

Gilbert L. Davis, 7620 N. 48th Ave., Glendale, Ariz.

Filed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 162,908

Int. CI. A6 lb 5/00

U.S. CI. 128-2 R 2 Claims

from a vertical air passageway in the oven door to a plenum

chamber beneath the range cooktop for exhausting via the

surface heating units or back panel vents.

3,782,361

BRANDY WARMER & SERVER
Fred Hagen, 3351/2 S. Water St., Marine City, Mich.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,344

Int. CI. F24c 3IOfi

U.S.CL 126-43 6 Claims

A movable frame, including a heater support, which is con-

nected to a stand for holding a brandy snifter above a heater.

The stand holds both the stem and goblet portions of the

snifter at an angle with respect to the heater for warming a

greater surface area of the goblet. The snifter is rotatably

mounted in the stand for warming the entire goblet and the

brandy in the goblet. The frame may include either wheels or

skids and the stand holds goblets of different sizes.

Apparatus is disclosed for providing pressurized gas to a

cavity within a living person or animal for the purpose of

assisting a physician or surgeon in canning out diagnostic or

corrective procedures. Very close control over the maximum

pressure introduced within the body cavity is achieved by

utilizing a water column as a back pressure element in such a,

manner that, when the gas pressure within the body cavity

equals that exerted by the water column, further gas flow

results in the escape of excess gas through the water column.

The unit includes means for carrying an integral supply of

pressurized gas and for selectively switching to an external

supply of gas as well as means for rapidly adjusting the height

of the water column and the gas flow rate. The water column

includes a bellows structure at its lower end. and the means for

adjusting the height of the water column operates to raise or

lower the bottom of the bellows. The height of the water

column is read on a water manometer.

3,782,362

BABY INCUBATOR
Eugene T. Puilo, 1385 Nottingham Way, Trenton, NJ.

FiledJunel,1971,Ser.No. 148,408

lnt.CI.A61g///00

U.S.CL 128-1 B 13 Claims

Baby incubators are provided with wall forming members

projecting upward about the sides of a support for an infant

and conditioned air is circulated over the inner surfaces of the

walls in a manner to prevent loss of heat from the patient to

3,782,364

METHOD FOR DETECTING AND RECORDING
ABNORMAL HUMAN EYE RESPONSES

John R. Watt, 2140 Peachtree Rd. Apt. 404, Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,623

Int. CI. A6Ih 5/00, A61b 5/00

U.S.CLI28-2T 25 Claims

This invention is believed especially useful for detecting and

recording drug abuse and chemically or disease caused abnor-
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1 ^A «,^tKrwrl i* to ins thc latch when compressive force on Ihc sensor goes below

malities .n eye behav.or Its pr.nc.pal P-po-d me hod .s to "8 ^e
^-;;

^^^ ^^,^^^^ J , „,,,.„g ,,^ f,, o,,w,,d

photographically record visible changes in the eyes caused by

certain stimuli, including the intensity of ambient light

The subject person is positioned so that his eyes are first

photographed at short range by a "POLAROID"type of

camera in a regulated amount of light Then thc light condi-

tions or other stimuli are changed in ways which normally

stimulate known changes in thc pupil sizes or direction of

view and a second photograph is recorded preferably on thc

same photo print alongside the previous image At the same

time thc face of thc subject is photographed for positive

identification The eye images can be photographed accurate-

ly enough to allow measuring thc pupil diameters within ac-

ceptable limits of accuracy.

For further data, it may also be desirable to photograph

more than two pictures of each pupil on thc same print; one

pair with a standard level of illumination or stimulation, the

others with different amounts of illumination or different

stimulations.

/2if

a given level to release a spring urged marking rtxl for outward

movement to mark thc surface of the bi>dy in response to les

I

sened resistance to outward movement of thc sensor and con-

sequent compressive force on the sensor occasioned by a vcm

positioned beneath the sensor

r*-jy

3,782,366

DENTAL PULP TESTER

Ronald W. Brown, 8340 S.W. 65lh Ave., Miami, Fla.

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,391

lat.CL A61b/0/00

IJ.S.CL 128-2.1 R 5 Claims

Apparatuswisc. several embodiments of this system are

possible In one. the "POLAROID" type camera can be

mounted in one end of a "look-in" box. which has a face hole

for the subject This would have lights within to illuminate the

subjects eyes with different and controlled amounts of illu-

mination, starting with comfortable soft light and increasing

greatly all operated by a timing system which includes

sequential timing switches electrically connected to the

camera shutter and to thc lighu

The camera or iu view could be shifted in position slightly

between successive photographs so as to put one image above,

below or beside the other, or the subjects eyes could be in-

duced to shift slightly from one side to the other between

photographs, accomplishing the same result

Instead of changing the light level as the stimulus, other em-

bodiments of this system use other stimuli such as moving ob-

jects verbal or pictorial stimuli, or psychological media

Either way eyes which are drugged or are affected by certain

nervous disabilities, photograph differently from normal ones

3,782,365

DETECTOR FOR LOCATING VEINS IN LIVING BODIES

Sanford Pinna, 500 68th Ave. South, St. Petersburg, Fla.

This application Mar. 13. 1973, Ser. No. 340,924

lnt.CLA6lb5/00

U^.CLI28-2R l^^^r'
A casing is provided with an elongated sensor rod and a

marking rod mounted for axial reciprocation by a motor

driven cam through compression springs so that the sensor is

moved outwardly of the casing by a pulsating force with thc

end of the sensor engaging a living body so that the compres-

sive force on the sensor depends on the resistance of the body,

a latch release lug is held in latched position by »n electromag-

net controlled through a piezo crystal in thc sensor for releas-

A hand held denUl pulp tester comprising in one integral

unit means for selectively applying heat. cold, electrical shock

and mechanical impact to the tip of thc tester which is in con-

tact with a patient's tooth.

3,782.367

•PACEMAKER MONITORING TECHNIQUE AND
SYSTEM

Howard Martin Hochberg. East Windsor. NJ.. and Eugene

King, Yardley, Pa., assignors to Hoffman-La Roche Inc.,

Nutlcy,NJ.
Filed Feb. 25, 1972. Ser. No. 229,495

Int. CLA61b 5/04

IJ.S.CLI28-2.06A ^ 23 Claims

A monitoring system operates to indicate the effectiveness

of cardiac pacer operation in a cardiac pacer carrymg patient.

A predetermined time interval from the onset of a pacer spike
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defines minimum and ma.imum specific times as criteria for means for passing a fiuid irrigation
'"^^'VKT^MondtJrom

estabJilhTng digital techniques to ascertain a capture event or provided beneath thc head. A transparent body extends from

whether the patifcnfs QRS is driven by the pacer spike. Addi- -

tional digital circuitry indicates when a non-capture event has

occurred as the cardiac pacer output has failed. By selective

switching which includes proper routing of the atrial and ven-

tncular spikes, the system is adapted to monitor atrial, ven-

tricular and atrial-vcntricular sequential pacing, whether m

the fixed or demand modes. With atrial-vcntricular sequential

pacing the predetermined interval from onset of the atrial

spike defines minimum and maximum times to ascertain if

atrial-ventricular capture has occurred.

the eye-piece to the inlct-outlct means and serves to prevent

formation of air bubbles or the entrapment of particles in thc

head.

3,782,370

SURGICAL RETRACTOR
Bernard McDonald, 18212 Pacific Coast Hwy., Malibu, CallL

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 230,299, March 1, 1972. This

application July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,037

lnLCLA6lb/ 7/02

U.S.CL 128-20 12 Claims

3,782,368

TRANSDUCER CONSTRUCTION AND SYSTEM FOR
MEASURING RESPIRATION

Robert C. Reibold, Garden Grove, Calif., assignor to McDon-

nell Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed May 24, 1971, Ser. No. 146,156

lnt.CLA61b5/0/«

U.S.CL 128-2.08 7 Claims

^f ^ m ^^ /^

A moment-actuated transducer unit mounted to an clastic

belt having Velcro-type fastener means for attaching the belt

and transducer unit snugly around the chest or abdomen re-

gion of a subjects body provides a highly sensitive and easily

installed respiration transducer assembly. The output of the

transducer unit can be connected directly to a high input im-

pedance recorder or to a signal conditioning circuit which in-

cludes an unfiltered output and a high frequency filtered out-

put wherein a regular high input impedance recorder can be

selectively connected to either of such outputs.

This surgical retractor has a pair of opposed slat-like sides

interconnected by an elastic V-shaped end piece so that thc

side slats arc elastically bowed in arcuate paths with the con-

cave sides of the slats facing each other. Each of the slats has

cooperating ratchet and pawl arrangements to permit substan-

tially free lengthwise extoeision and restricted lengthwise

retraction for enlarging thc size of the retractor. An extensible

infiatable tube extends around the retractor and is intermit-

tently connected thereto for extending the retractor in

response to increasing fiuid pressure in the tube.

3,782,369

ENDOSCOPE WITH IRRIGATION MEANS
Karl Storx, Hermannstrasse 14, Tuttllngcn, Germany

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,349

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 3, 1971,

7112995
Int.CLA6Ib///2.//iO

U S. CI. 1 28 7 ^ Claims

An endoscope comprising a shaft having a head in which is

mounted an eyepiece for direct viewing. Inlet and outlet

3,782,371

RESUSCITATION APPARATUS FOR SIMULTANEOUS

CARDIAC MASSAGE AND ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

Rene Dcroufneau, Moulin de Pellssey, Gradignan, France

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,076

Claims priority, application France, June 7, 1971, 71.21400

Int.CLA6Ihi//00

U S CI 128 28 10 Claims

A light and self-contained device which allows resuscitation

of an accident victim by a single person, even if inexperienced

in resuscitation techniques. The apparatus has a base on which

are mounted two vertical columns which are sufficiently

spaced apart to admit thc chest of a prone person. On the

upper portions of these columns slides a cross-piece which can

be clamped on the columns at an adjustable distance from thc
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base A vertical cylinder is mounted below the centre of the

crosspicce and in it slides a piston provided with two piston

rods The upper rod is linked to a second order lever with

which the piston can be reciprocated vertically The lower

p.ston rod is provided at its lower end with a rubber-based

plunger for application to the chest of the patient. The upper

end of the cylinder is linked by a pipe to a rubber air reservoir

balloon The lower end of the cylinder is linked by a pipe to a

bellows made of a flexible . synthetic material The air rcscr

voir balloon is connected by a pipe to a face-mask for purnp-

mg air to thlkpatient The bellows is linked to a pistol with a

manually ct>ntrollcd valve for suction of vomit from the mouth

of the patient In the piping' of the face-mask is situated a

3,782,373

DRILL JK. FOR A KKMORAL PROSTHE

Walter J. Smythe. Mentonc. Ind., assignor to

Equipment Company. Inc., Bourtwn. Ind.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,817

Int.CI. A6lf.V«4

L.S. CM. 1 28-92 EB

.SIS
I

Orthopedic

2 Claims

safety valve set for a determined excessive air pressure, and on

the pipe circuit for suction of vomit is placed a vomit reser

voir By means of T-pieces. the pipes connecting the cylinder

to the balloon and the bellows are connected to a three-way

valve on the crosspiece. allowing the connection to at-

mosphere of one or the other of these elements A movable

panel between the columns supports the head and chest of the

patient and movement of the panel allows the plunger to be

situated precisely at the base of the sternum of the patient

The handle of the lever is adjustable and dynamometric. st>

that the force applied to the chest by the plunger can be ad-

justed to the size of the rib cage and the age of the patient, to

avoid possible fracture of the ribs.

A jig for forming one or more holes in the femur for the pur-

pose of accommtxlating securement means utili/cd ti> anchor

a prostheses forming a part of a hip joint to the femur The jig

includes an insert which is shaped like the shank of the

femoral prosthesis and which is fitted into and seated in the

femur in substantially the same manner as the prosthesis. This

insert i>f the jig contains one or more guide bores for a work

t(Hil which forms one or more holes in the femoral bone for

the purpose of accommi>daling the securement means utilized

to anchor the prosthesis to the femur.

3,782,374

SlJR(;iCALDEVICE

Artur Fischer, Altheimer Strasse 219,TumlinRen, C.ermany

Filed Aug. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 281.057

Claims priority, application (;ermany, Aug. 17, 1971,

214IIII I

Intel. A6lf V/04

IJ.S. CI. 128-92 BE ^ ^'«''"*

3,782,372

CAMOt'FLAGED DEVICE FOR TEMPORARY FACE
LIFTING

Jacqueline H. Cariton, Rt. 3, Box 359. Ft. Pierce. Fla.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,865

lnt.CLA6lf5/0/<

IJ.S.CLI28-76B 4 Claims
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excess fluid supply tubing while permitting visual observation

of the intravenous fluid A soft, resilient, non-absorbent annu-

lus surrounds the infusion needle and has a v^rirc. stiffening

ring in contact with the top surface thereof. A transparent,

flexible window covers the opening in the center of the annu-

lus and is sealed to the top surface, thereof by an annular

cover A pair of elastic bands are connected to the stiffening

ring and extend across the center thereof to hold the excess

tubing in place First and second bands are connected to the

stiffening ring for connecting the shield to an arm or leg
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3.782.381

METHOD FOR PREVENTING SKIVING OF A CATHETER

Aloii P. Winnie, Wllmelle, III., asslRHor to Johnson & Johnson.

New Brunswick, N J.

Filed Nov. 26. 197 1, Ser. No. 202.256

Int CI. A61b / 7134: A61m 25100

U.S. CI. 128-214.4 2 Claims

3.782.379

METHOD OF OBTAINING ROOM TEMPERATURE
VULCANIZABLE SILICONE RUBBER EAR PLUGS

Warren R. Lampc. Ballston Lake, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, Waterford. N.Y.

Division o( Ser. No. 76,265. Sept. 28. 1970, Pat. No.

3,696.090. This application Jan. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 220.532

Int. CI. A61f / //02. B29c 5/0«

U.S.CL 264-222 1 Claim

A room temperature vulcanizable silicone rubber composi-

tion comprising, (a) a high molecular weight liquid dior-

ganopolysiloxane having terminal hydroxy groups bonded to

the silicon atom and a viscosity of 3 x 10« to 2 x tO" centipoise

at 25°C, (b) 0-60 percent by weight of said high molecular

weight organopolysiloxane of a low molecular weight liquid

organopolysiloxane having terminal hydroxy groups bonded

to the silicon atoms and a viscosity of 100 to 3.0 x 10* cen-

tipoise at 25°C. There is also present a filler and an alkyl sil-

icate which acts as the cross-linking agent during curing of the

composition. As a catalyst there is used a metallic sah of an or-

ganic monocarboxylic acid. The composition may be mixed

and placed in the ear canal to form an ear plug in situ.

"\
wf, ja

A catheter for the administration of fluids into the body

which includes a length of prccurvcd. flexible tubing per

mancntly attached to a gripping member having a winglikc

structure projecting therefrom.

A catheter assembly comprising a catheter having a

precurved distal portion and a gripping member permanently

attached thereto, an introducer needle disposed partially in

the catheter and a sleeve slidably disposed over the catheter

tubing, the sleeve being operable to prevent internal skiving of

the tubing when the introducer needle is moved forwardly

within the catheter tubing A detachable, rigid grip is provided

which may be used to operatively connect the introducer nee-

dle with a syringe or other pressure indicating accessory.

3.782.382

MEANS FOR BLOOD ADMINISTRATION AND THE LIKE

Henry Naftulin. and Leon Kirschner, both of Skokie, 111., as-

signors to K-N Enterprises, Inc., Skokie. III.

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223.236

Int. CLA6lm 5/00

U.S.CL 128-214 R 8 Claims

3,782,380

MEDICAMENT INJECTING DEVICE

Harry Van Der Gaast, 289 N. Hibiscus Dr., Miami Beach, Fto.

Filed Jan. 4, 1973. Ser. No. 320.994

lnt.CLA61m Wm
U.S. CL 1 28- 173 H »« C*"'""*

A device for pressure administration of a fluent medicament

in which a cartridge, containing the medicament, includes a

small discharge orifice in communication with an enlarged

chamber containing the medicament, encapsulated therein by

a dispensing piston The capsule is removably mounted in one

end of a barrel of the device containing a force transmitting

means, operable by a handle lever, to discharge the medica-

ment from the orifice at a skin-penetrating pressure Means

are provided for automatically resetting the device for sub

sequent use with another cartridge when hand applied pres-

sure is released from the handle.

Fluid or blood administration equipment comprising, a

plastic manifold, a plurality of flexible conduits connected at

one end to said manifold and at their opposite ends each

respectively connected to a bag for receiving blood, another

flexible conduit connected to said manifold at one end with

the opposite end of said flexible conduit adapted to be con-

nected to a blood now tube, another flexible conduit adapted

to be connected at one end to said manifold with the opposite

end thereof connected to an intravenous needle, with said pair

of conduits leading to said blood bags having at their inner

ends within said manifold a removable valve and with said

manifold having a Alter at the inner end of the conduit from
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the needle and a band secured to said manifold whereby said

band is strapped around the wrist or arm of the patient to

prevent dislodgement of the needle if there should be any pull

on the equipment.

3,782,383

WINGED INFUSION HOLDING DEVICE WITH

THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMERIC BODY

Thomas C. Thompson; John L. Center, both of Dallas, Tex.,

and Paul M. Stocton. Clarendon Hills, III., assignors to Vicra

Sterile, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
„,. ^ ^ ^

Continuation of Ser. No. 184,555, Sept. 28. 1971. abandoned.

This application Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338.424

Int. CI. A61m 5/00,5/32

U.S.CL 128-214 >4Claims
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to a catheter. The other nipple is connected to a source of

vacuum for the application of vacuum to the interior of the

bag The bag is maintained in relatively inflated condition by

means of vacuum applied to the interior of the jar outside the

bag for which purpose the jar has a third passage for connec-

tion to the source of vacuum. In a preferred embodiment the

interior of the bag and the interior of the jar outside the bag

are selectively connected to the source of vacuum and the at-

mosphere through a three-way valve, and a pressure reducing

valve controls the vacuum applied to the interior of the bag.

3,782.385

BREAST PUMP
Patrick V. Loyd. 6117 Parkway Dr., West Laurel, Md

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,394

lnt.CLA61m//06

U.S.CL 128-281 5 Claims

10

k^'^^:>'

An intravenous infusion device includes a first wmg

member attached to a needle. A flexible conduit for supplying

fluid to the needle is connected thereto via an intermediate

sleeve of the same material as the conduit. A tiedown wing is

removably attached to and movable along the conduit. Both

the wing portion attached to the needle and the movable

tiedown wing arc composed of a synthetic thermoplastic

cleastomer. preferably a block copolymer of styrenc and bu-

tadicne.

3,782,384

SURGICAL SUCTION JAR

Claus Jurgen Timmermans, Schiphorsterweg 15. De Wijk,

Netherlands
FiledFeb. 16, 1971.Ser.No. 115,420

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 20, 1970,

7002440
lnt.Cl. A61m l\00

U.S.CK 128-277 1 Q\^xr^^

A breast pump utilizing a breast receiving element in the

shape of a truncated cone in which the base of the cone is en-

larged in order to avoid constriction of the nipple disposed

therein and which further employs a suction pump capable of

exerting various levels of vacuum force as required by the

user.

3,782,386

CRYOSURGICAL APPARATUS

J P. Barger. Winchester; William H. Crandell, Westboro, both

of Mass., and Thomas W. Gardner. South Nashua, N.H., as-

signors to Dynatech Corporation, Burlington, Mass.^

Filed May 8. 1972, Ser. No. 251,433

lnt.CLA61b/7/i6

U.S.CL 128-303.1 18 Claims

A surgical suction jar is provided with a disposable flexible

bag having two nipples at the top passed in air-tight fashion

through the cover of the jar. One nipple has an extension to

the bottom of the bag into a layer of antiseptic liquid acting as

a water seal and can be connected to a conduit to be attached

Cryosurgical apparatus feeds liquid refrigerant to the hol-

low tip of a cryosurgical probe through a first conduit \o freeze
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the tip the refrigerant exhausting from the tip through a

second conduit To defrost the tip. refrigerant in the second

conduit IS heated and then back flushed through the tip so that

it exhausts therefrom through the first conduit To maintain

proper fluid now through the probe during the defrost mode

of operation, the probe contains a third conduit which bleeds

fluid from the tip during both modes of operation

3.782.387

APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR OBTAINING AND
MAKING SKIN GRAFTS

Rafael Faiab«lla. Calle 46 Norte No. 5 AN.60, Cali. Colombia

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Set. No. 230.336

Int.CI. A6lb/7/J2

U.S. CI. 128-305.5 7 Claims

current monitor, and output meter The computer responds to

certain external inputs, automatic and manual, and controls

the output delivered to the patient. The energy selector per-

mits the selection of the energy which is desired to be

delivered to the patient The sequence is started by closing the

manual reset switch which zeroes the output meter and ac-

tivates the power supply (electric energy ) at a voltage which is

dependent on the energy selector The energy drived from the

pt>wer supply is stored in the storage capacitors The energy

An apparatus and methtxl are provided for obtaining skin

grafts and making skin grafts by subjecting a dono'r site to

vacuum to produce blistering of the epidermal layer and

removing and transferring the blister to the recipient site

3,782,388

MEDICAL TUBE HOLDER
Sarah J. Page. 1218 Concord Ave., Fullerton, CalH.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260.1 15

InL CI. A61m 25/02

U.S.CL 128-348

selector, which is manually set to the energy desired. al«i

feeds an input to the computer When the manual switch is ac-

tivated, the computer causes the stored energy source t«> be

connected to the patient through the electrodes The current

monitor and voltage monitor feed instantaneous signals to the

computer which computes the energy as a continuous integra-

tion process When the computer energy equals the selected

energy, the computer causes the energy st>urce to be disc»m-

nected from the patient The total energy delivered to the pa-

tient is indicated as a steady reading on the output meter

8 Claims 3.782,390

PEDICl'RE PROSTHESIS FOR THE METATARSAL ARCH
OF THE FOOT

Amos N. Johnson, P.O. Box 1 58, (;arland, N.C.

Filed July 23, 197 1, Ser. No. 165,610

Int.CI. A4lf.S//4

U.S.CL 128-595 14Claims

An article for attaching a medical tube to the body of a pa-

tient comprising a clip releasably connectable to the medical

tube, a pad having an adhesive on one side thereof for ad-

herence to the body of the patient, and a flexible, stretcchable

band connected between the clip and the pad.

3.782.389

COMPUTER CONTROLLED DEFIBRILLATOR

David Bell, Omaha. Nebr.. assignor to Health Technology

Labs. Inc., Omaha. Nebr.

Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,455

Int. CI. A6 In //i6

U.S.CL 1 28-419 D 4 Claims

A computer controlled defibrillator comprising a set of

electrodes which are engageable with a patient and which are

connected to a source of electrical energy by a circuit means

The circuit means comprises storage capacitors, energy selec-

tor, computer, manual and reset switches, voltage monitor.

A support for the metatarsal arch of the foot is formed by

injection of a self-curing non-foamable fluid material into the

arch support enclosure This fiuid material automatically

cures into a rigid supptirt or prosthesis for the arch of the foot.

This polymerizable material is normally contained in either a

insert under the foot or by a balloon like material, in either

case the polymerizable material is pumped or injected into the

resulting enclosure The same method can be used to form in

situ prosthesis casts for any part of the body, ic .
to form

splints, braces, etc , contured directly to the portion of the

human body for which it is designed to lend support The self-

curing material is preferably a cross-linkable prepolymerized

material which includes an initiator, and the self-curing is

achieved by the application of mild temperatures, e.g.. 1 20° F.
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3 782 391

ft-METHYLVALERIC ACID ALKYL ESTERS AS

TOBACCO FLAVORANTS
Richard E. Means; Andrew G. Kallianos, and Kinwood P. Ten-

ney, all of Durham, N.C, assignors to Liggett & Meyers In-

corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 127.792

Int. CL A 24b/ 5/04

U S CI. 131 — 17 R ^ Claims

An article of manufacture comprising tobacco and a small

but effective amount of a flavoring agent selected from the

troup consisting essentially of C.-C,„ alkyl esters and 0-

phencthyl ester of /3-methylvaleric acid. The esters hayc such

volatility that the greater part of the ester is released Into the

smoke stream, as said ester without decomposition during

smoking.

snuffing out cigarettes. The device primarily includes a base

fitting in which is carried an expandable split tube which is

3,782,392

SMOKING TOBACCO COMPOSITION

Matthew Sallee Monte, deceased, 181 Highland Ave., late of

Stratford, Conn, (by Teresa B. Monte, administratrix)

Filed May 13. 1971, Ser. No. 143.193

lnl.CI.A24bOJ//4. /5/00

U.S.CL 131-17 2 Claims

This invention is for a new smoking composition having im-

proved burning characteristics and comprises tobacco, an am-

monium polyphosphate of high molecular weight and a natu-

ral or synthetic gum binder. The average
'""''^'-'"'f

,^^^'8*^; "^

the polyphosphate is between about 20 ,000 and 1,500,000

and the tobacco constitutes about 60-95 percent of the com-

position.

tapered at its lower extremity in order to snuff out a cigarette

completely, prior to the placing or urging it into an ashtray.

3,782,395

HAIR TEASER
Toby R. Sarna, 12 Avalon Dr., North Little Rock, Ark

Filed Sept. 29. 1971, Ser. No. 184,680

Int. iei.A45d 2/00

U.S.CL 132-9 6 Claims

3 782 393

MFTHOD OF MAKINGA CIGARETTE OF REDUCED
BIOLOGICAL DAMAGE CAPABILITY

Irving Michelson. New Rochelle. N.Y., assignor to American

Safety Equipment Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277.335

Int. CI. A24b ISm, A24d H02

U.S.CLI3I-9 7 Claims

This invention relates to a method for making a cigarette

which has the same smoking properties as an ordinary

cigarette but reduces components contained in the smoke of

such a cigarette which cause cancer on the skin of mice. The

method includes adding to the cigarette paper calcium sulfa-

mate in an amount of from 0. 1% to 1 .0%. by weight, based on

the combined weight of the tobacco and cigarette paper. Am-

monia is added to the tobacco in an amount of from 0.0 1 5% to

15% by weight, based on the combined weight of the

cigarette paper and tobacco and the tobacco containing am-

monia is wrapped with the cigarette paper containing the

sulfamate salt. The preferred amount of calcium sulfamate in

the paper by weight, is from 0.2% to 0.8% and the preferred

amount of ammonia in the tobacco is from 0.03% to 0.12%, by

weight.

A hair teasing device has a handle portion housing a source

of power which is connected to a movable hair teasing imple-

ment extending out of the forward portion of the handle. The

source of power, preferably electric, is connected to an eccen-

tric in driving association with the shank of the implement to

move same back and forth about a pivot and rock a hair teas-

ing member.

3.782,396

DETACHABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE
COMBINATION WIG AND HAT

Barbara L. Tomlinson. 812 S. Burnside Ave.. Los Angeles,

Calif.

Filed Sept. 1 0. 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 79.36

1

lnt.CLA4lgi/00

U.S.CL 132-53 5 Claims

3,782,394

CIGARETTE SNUFFING DEVICE FOR VEHICLES

Milton Foote, 831 S. Water St.. Silverton, Oreg.

Filed May 1. 1972. Ser. No. 249.188

lnl.CLA24f /J//«

U.S.CL 131-256 I Claim

A device for installation in automotive vehicles for safely

A combination wig and hat wherein cither the wig or the hat

may be detached, one from the other, and a different wig or

/
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hat substituted, as the case may be, easily and rapidly The in-

vention IS also adapted for a combination wig and cap. which

is equally detachable and interchangeable, the one from the

other, and for a combination visor and wig. which also can be

easily and rapidly detached and interchanged, the one from

the other.

3.782.399
'

SELF CLOSINC; TENT DOOR
Freddy L. Milner. 904 Flcwelling Ave.. Ocoee, Fla.

Filed Mar. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 231 .929

\nt.Cl.K4St IIOK

IJ.S.CI. I35-I4D

3.782^97

TOOTHBRUSH AND DENTAL-FLOSS DISPENSER

Robert C. McCord. Florence, Mass., assignor to Vistron Cor-

poration, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 297.210

Int. CI. A4Sd 441 1

8

L^-CL 132-84 A I Claim

A toothbrush is described which is so constructed as to con

tain a novel dental-floss dispenser in the handle thereof

2 Claims

A tent door apparatus is provided which is self closing and

has a pair of flaps which overlap and each flap is suspended

from either end with an elastic material so that the flaps can be

pulled apart for entry into the lent and will automatically close

when the flaps are released The suspension clastic cords are

attached at the top to the frame of the tent and at the bottom

to a stalic driven in the ground, and are separated to pull the

flaps into overlap.

3,782,398

APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING. UNLOADING AND
PROCESSING LIVE POULTRY

James B. Powell. 8 Bon Haven; Beverly G. Yeiser, Robin Rd.,

and Joseph R. Lightner, Rt. 4. all of Winchester, Ky.

Filed May 22, 1972. Ser. No. 255.842

Int. CL B08b 3100

U.S.CL 134-133 7 Claims

J^

3.782.400

VALVING SYSTEM FOR SLPPLYINC; FUEL TO TANKS
AND TRANSFERR1N(; FUEL BETW EEN TANKS

Artson P. Hardison. and E. Ellsworth Hieber, both ol Glendale.

Calif., assignors to Xar Industries Incorporated, City of In-

dustry. Calif.

Filed Mar. 17. 1972. Ser. No. 235.613

lnt.CLF16li->//J4

U.S.CL 137-39 lOCIaims

Apparatus and method for loading, transporting, unloading

and processing live poultry, wherein poultry is loaded into

Toraminous metal enclosures, each enclosure having a plurali-

ty of tiers of superimposed compartments of equal size, a

slidable access door to each enclosure, readily rcleasable

locking means for each door, and rollers mounted on the bot-

tom of' each enclosure. Track means are provided at a

processing plant along which said enclosures arc aligned and

moved through unloading stations, with means at a Hnal un-

loading station to elevate each enclosure to facilitate unload-

ing the low<*rmost compartments, and a washer-sterilizer into

which an unloaded enclosure is moved and subjected to high-

velocity jets of hot water, steam, detergent, germicide and the

like to clean & sterilize all surfaces The enclosures are placed

in a truck trailer when loaded with poultry for transportation

to the processing plant and arc returned in the same manner

after unloading and cleaning.

FlLLtt.

A flow control system to admit fuel to an aircraft fuel tank

and to provide for fuel transfer between that tank and another

tank The system includes a pilot valve which is sensitive to

fuel level at an upper elevation of the tank, and a flow valve

disposed at a lower elevation of the tank A fuel conduit con-

nects the flow valve to a source of supply and to other tanks to

which fuel is to be transferred, and a pilot line interconnects

the pilot valve and the flow valve The flow valve is a dif-

ferential pressure type valve, and a flow signal for selecting its

flow condition is supplied by the pilot valve Means is pro-

vided to change the condition of the pilot valve for shutoff and

for checkout purposes. The flow valve may also include "^hu-

toff means responsive to an empty tank and to negative «-

forces.
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^ Tai ±M 3,782,403 ^

^UVT OFF Calve ASSEMBLY CIRCUIT FOR PNEUMATIC CONTROLLERS

Glenn E Moorfand'SIbe^C c'aH.tTom^^^ Ohio, Horst Bader, S.u«g.rt-Fa«.nenhof ,
Germany, asstgnor to J. C.

"signors t^Dov^r Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio Eckardt AG^Jtuttgart Germany^

^^^^-::^^^^^^x:^^^'''^ ci.imspr^::;si.:ir;;^.:^iu;^u,i97o,P2o

int. CI. F16k / 7/36. F16I 2 „02 40 169.8 ^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

l).S.CL 137-68
»0Cla,ms

^^^^^^^^^^_^^
. zOCIaims

»^g>

3 6 T„

«0 '

It S

H^HEH

A shut-off assembly has a tubular member supported

thereby for connection to a Fixed conduit of a pump pedestal

so that the tubular member may move with respect to the shut-

off valve assembly both axially and pivoully relative to its axis.

A circuit for pneumatic FID controllers including a dif-

ferential pressure amplifier having positive and negative feed-

back paths each including a timing element and a pressure di-

vider wherein a buffer amplifier is connected between the tim-

ing element and the control point pressure divider and/or

between the timing clement and the sctpoint pressure divider

for energy decoupling.

3,782,402

SERVO CONTROLLED OXYGEN REGULATOR

Robert L. Cramer, and John W. Henneman, both of Daven-

port, Iowa, assignors to The Bendix Corporation, South

Bend, Ind.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,073

Int. CI. A62b 9100

U.S.CL 137-81 II Claims

3,782,404

ADJUSTABLE, METERED, DIRECTIONAL FLOW
CONTROL ARRANGEMENTS

Robert F. Hodgson, Canfield. Ohio, assignor to Commercial

Shearing Inc., Youngstown. Ohio

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,460

Int. CLGOSd/ 5/00

U.S.CLI37-I0I 6 Claims

An oxygen regulator wherein oxygen under pressure passes

into a mixing chamber through a first inlet port and a first

valve controlled by a first pressure differential, and ambient

air passes into the mixing chamber through a second inlet port

and a second valve, controlled by a second pressure dif-

ferential to provide breathable fiuid capable of maintaining

physiological well being in a recipient. The first and second

pressure differentials are created by the pressure in the mixing

chamber and ambient air pressure. A proportional valve con-

trolled by an aneroid, modifies the effect of the first and

second pressure differentials causing the first and second

valve to correspondingly open and supply the mixing chamber

with correctly ratioed oxygen and ambient air.

A directional control valve is provided having a pair of stan-

dard work positions and a pair of extreme work positions and

having a pressure compensating piston arranged between an

input and a parallel input line controlling the How to said con-

trol valve, said compensating valve acting as a check valve

when the control valve is in its*extreme positions and a fiow

dividing and control valve between the pressure compensating

valve and an overflow outlet for delivering excess fiuid to a

separate load circuit.
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3,782,405

RELIEF VALVE
Matthew Potts, SollhuH, England, assignor to Joseph Lucas (In-

dustries) Limited, Brtrmingham, England

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,582

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Apr. 29. 1971.

12249/71
Int. CI. F 16k/ 7/06

U.S.CL137-110 5 Claims

Cc 10 13 21 26 23 lOb

chamber adapted to be disposed alongside the outer wall of a

tube to be tapped, having an extended wall adapted to rest

next to said outer tube wall and a plurality of apertures ad-

jacent said extended wall, a tap bore duct extending from said

A reliefValve includes a plunger in a bore in a body which is

movable agamst spring loading by the pressure in the body to a

position such that fluid can spill past the plunger when the

pressure rises above a predetermined level. The plunger has a

restricted passage through which vapour can leak away. On

application of pressure to the bore the plunger is first moved

against a light spring until it engages a closure member which

closes the passage and the plunger and closure member there

after move against a stronger spring to control spilling.

3,782,406

FLUID SEPARATOR
Howard E. SieboM, Libertyville, III., assignor to Liquid Con-

trols Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed May 18. 1972, Ser. No. 254,415

lnt.CI.F16k///4.i///«

U.S.CL 137-202
.

7 Claims

n-/ '•a ^M

chamber at right angles thereto including an outer retaining

ring towards the outer end of said bore for securing the cU>n-

gated chamber to said tube outer wall, and a small ndgc within

said bore, narrowing the flow stream into said chamber

I

3.782.408

CONTINUOUS CONTACT DISTRIBUTOR FOR USE WITH
irri(;ation systems

William T. Martin. Touchet. Wash., assignor to Ivan C. Boll-

man and Vernon O. Bollman. both of Walla Walla. Wash..

part interest to each

Filed May 26. 1972. Ser. No. 257.380

Int. CI. B05b V/02

U.S. CL 137-344 *» Claims

A float actuabic valve mounted*in an accumulator chamber

includes a nexible. imperforate strip connected at one end ad-

jacent a valve scat and at the other end to a swingable back-up

shoe which is connected by a linkage to the float.

3,782,407

TAP ARRANGEMENT USEFUL WITH MEASURING
MEANS

William L. Blackwell, 1202 New Market Rd., Immokalce, Fla.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,134

. Int. CLFI6k 5 //OO

U.S. CI. 137— 317 4 Claims

An arrangement for tapping a tube having a liquid flowing

therethrough comprising in combination an elongated

This distributor is used in connection with irrigation systems

for irrigating large tracts of land These systems comprise long

horizontal sprinkler pipes made up of a plurality of sections

connected with each other by flexible tubular couplings One

end of this sprinkler pipe is connected with a centrally posi-

tioned source of supply of water under pressure by an upright

conduit formed of a rotatable part and a non-rotatabic part

The sprinkler pipe is carried on supports called towers which

rest on wheels. An electric motor drives the wheels of each

tower and current to these towers is supplied through this dis-

tributor The distributor comprises two parts of insulating

material, one carrying slip rings and supported by the non-
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rotatable part and the other supported by the rotatable part

and carrying contact members engaging the slip rings. A

shroud encloses and shields both distributor parts. The walls

of the distributor parts which carry the slip rings and contacts

are of stepped construction to provide adequate spacing and

insulation of each set of rings and contacts relative to adjacent

sets.

\ 3,782,409

LINE TAKE-UP ASSEMBLY

Marshall K. House, and Michael D. Train, both of Portland,

Oreg assignors to Cascade Corporation, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,101

Int. CI. B65h 75/36

U.S.CL 137-355.17 16 Claims

the negative intake pressures of the engine fuel pump. A rela-

tively light spring tends to hold the valve elements in passage-

closed position. The valve opens automatically when suction

from the engine fuel pump moves the diaphragm, causing one

of the valve elements to abut an adjustable stop member,

whereafter continued movement of the diaphragm opens the

valve passage. Such diaphragm movement is opposed by a

second spring. Adjustment of the stop member enables the

valve passage to be opened at a selected point in the range of

diaphragm movement.

3,782,411

DUCT ACCESS SECTION

Lloyd Bowman Turner, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to United

McGill Corporation, Columbia, Ohio

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,990

Int. CLF16k/ 7/04

U.S.CL 137-467 2« Claims

A take-up assembly for hydraulic hose. The assembly in-

cludes a rotary fluid coupling formed by a journal member and

a hose connector which is rotatably mounted on the journal

mcmber-these two parts including intercommunicating fluid

passages. The hose connector has flange which mounts other

parts in the assembly that collectively form a hose-storing recK

These other parts contain cutaways which both axially and

radially expose for access that portion of the hose connector

to which a hose end may be attached.

A take-up string in the assembly acts between the journal

member and the reel, and features a nonangular inner end

which is releasably locked to the shaft through mechanism

that releases such end to prevent back-winding damage to the

spring.

A combination duct access section which, installed m a

duct, provides the duct with an access opening, a transparent

inspection door, and/or a vacuum relief valve.

3,782,412

UNBALANCED POPPET RELIEF VALVE *

Raymond Nicholas Darash, Euclid, Ohio, assignor to The

Weatherland Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,407

Int. CLF 16k/ 5/06

U.S.CL 137—514 4 Claims

3,782,410
VALVE

Thomas A. Steuby, 6363 Olive Blvd., Klrkwood, Mo.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,010

Int. CLF 16k/ 7/04

U.S.CL 137-496 6 Claims

e/.

A check valve for preventing outflow of fuel from a broken

or disconnected fuel line of an engine has coacting valve ele-

ments mounted on a diaphragm which normally is subjected to

A relief valve assembly in which a spring supported poppet

is stabilized against random movement or chatter by damping

means responsive to relief flow. The damping means com-

prises a relief flow circuit which develops a fluid pressure dis-

tribution on the poppet having a net lateral component caus-

ing the poppet to frictionally engage axial guide surfaces of a

poppet receiving chamber. Since frictional damping forces are

only produced during relief flow, initial valve opening pres-

sure is not adversely affected by irregular static fnctional

forces.
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3,782,413

TRIGGER MECHANISM FOR GAS VALVING
APPARATUS

Joseph Chacko, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Sargent In-

dustries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 68,5 12, Aug. 3 1, 1970. which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 801,640, Feb. 24. 1969, abandoned.

This application June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,909

Int. CI. F 16k i//52-l

L'.S. CI. 137-565 ' 12 Claims

taincrs arc uniquely calibrated to satisfy a variety of condi-

tions. An anti-splash tube is incorporated and uniquely posi-

tioned within the bottle construction and is appropriately

spaced from the lid thereof to provide for a free exhaust of air

and hence a creation of reduced pressure conditions proxi-

mate the liquid inlet of the bottle.

3,782.415

DISTRIBl'TOR FOR FLUID UNDER PRESSURE

Jean Gachot. 179 Avenue de la Division Leclerc. Enghien-les-

Bains. and Simeon 1 ekarski. 138 Boulevard de la

Republique. Saint-Cloud, both of France

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259.830

Claims priority, application France, July 8, 197 1 . 7 1 25024

Int.CLF16k 1

1

110

UJ».CL 137-596.18 8 Claims

t- —J

A triggering mechanism for a gas valving apparatus includ

ing a lever for displacing the valve poppet into its off position,

an arming cam for applying force to the lever and a triggering

cam for locking the lever in the poppet off position The

mechanism is armed by rotating the arming cam into p«ippet

displacing engagement with the lever and then rotating the

pull-cable actuated triggering cam into engagement with the

lever to lock the poppet in the off position. Tension applied to

the pull-cable releases the lever and allows the poppet to

open.

The invention relates to a distributor for fluid under pres

sure The distributor is of the kind which comprises a Tirst

valve for controlling communication between an inlet and an

outlet for the fluid, and a second valve for controlling commu-

nication between the outlet and atmosphere According to the

invention, the two valves arc carried and controlled by a large

area member comprising a membrane secured to a piston to

permit actuation of the distributor by a low pressure fluid

3,782,414

BODY FLUID COLLECTION BOTTLE
LeGrand K. Holbrook, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Medi-

cal Development Corporation, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake

County. I'tah

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 85,075. Oct. 29. 1970. Pat.

No. 3.699,815. This application May 22, 1972, Set. No.

255,768

Inl.CLA6l(5/44.E03c///«/

U.S.CL 137-575 4 Claims

3.782,416

APPARATUS FOR FILLING AND EMPTYING
RESERVOIRS

Leon Levin, Seyssinet, France, assignor to B.V.S., Grenoble.

France
Filed May 23. 1972. Ser. No. 256.025

Claims priority, application France, June 28. I97I, 7123434

Intel. FI7d 1 110

U.S.CL 137-590 2 Claims

23 2.
21 J, ^22

A vacuum operated body fluid collection bottle having an

insert container of receptacle which is calibrated to receive

accurately measurable, small quantities of body fluid collected

within the bottle. Such insert includes overflow means

whereby quantities in excess of a predetermined amount can

overflow into the interior of the outside container. The insert

container, rn a preferred form of the invention, is positioned

by means of a flange disposed against a shoulder provided

within the interior of the bottle Both outside and interior con-

A device for Tilling and emptying reservoirs through a

lateral annular orifice providing a high through-put. low-speed

fluid flow whose stream lines arc slight and substantially equal

right around the vertical axis of the device The device in-

cludes a curved duct of constant cross-section whose wall por-

tion on the side of the concavity substantially conforms to the

shape of the fluid jct An end of the duct opens vertically into

a shaped diffusing opening covered by a deflector screen

spaced from the sha|>cd outlet.
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3,782,417

FAUCET CONSTRUCTION
Alfred M. Moen, 25 Lakeview Dr., Grafton, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 147,327, May 27, 1971. This

application June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,278

Int. CI. F 16k 1 1 102

U.S.CL 137-625.17 25 Claims

therein defining two chambers, each having a port in commu-

nication therewith, one of the ports defining a gas port for

charging of one of said chambers with gas under pressure and

the other an oil port, said oil port having a hollow fitting

rigidly secured at one end thereto, said fitting having an inlet

port and an outlet port, the fitting having means therein defin-

ing a tortuous path for oil under pressure from said inlet port

to said outlet port, the oil port being in communication with

the tortuous path and means arc provided in the fitting to af-

ford a direct path from said inlet port to the outlet port for a

portion of the oil under pressure entering the inlet port.

3,782,419

PIPE UNION
Thomas A. Hanson, 455 Devonshire Ave., Woodstock, Ontario,

Canada
Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,540

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 7, 1970,

53,053/70
lnLCI.F16l////2

U.S.CL138— 109 . 1 Claim

A single lever mixing faucet has a stem rotatable and

reciprocal relative to a surrounding sleeve. The stem and

sleeve are positioned within a receiver and are pressure

balanced by means of an air passage extending through the

stem and connecting the interior space between the stem and

the sleeve with atmosphere. The seals between the stem and

receiver have portions in scaling contact with the stem, sleeve

and receiver and cooperate with the interior surface of the

receiver to define water passages between the receiver inlets

and the sleeve inlets. The receiver and valve are supported on

a body member and there arc means to connect the receiver to

the btxiy member and to interlock the conduits within the

body member to the receiver and to the bpdy member.

3,782,418

PRESSURE PULSE DAMPENER DEVICE
Abduz Zahid, Monterey Park, Calif., assignor to Greer

Hydraulics, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,243

InL CI. F16I 55/04

U.S.CL 138-26 12 Claims

\2\

lir^OM25-
II-

22-

A pipe union member includes a pipe having an outwardly

directed annular flange adjacent a forward end of the pipe, the

flange having forward and rear faces and an outer annular

edge. A coating of electrical insulating material is moulded on

to and extends around the forward end portion of the pipe.

The coating extends over the forward and rear faces and the

outer annular edge of the flange, and also extends forwardly of

the flange to form a spigot insertable into the open.end of

another pipe.

3,782,420

CABLE INSTALLATION CONDUIT WITH L AND T
JOINTS

Peter Kolb, Pirmasens; Gottfried Pollak, Waldfischbach-Bur-

galben, and Rolf Sternjakob, Pirmasens, all of Germany, as-

signors to Firma Tehalit Kunststoffwerke GmbH, Helter-

sburg/Pfalz, Germany
Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,015

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 14, 1971, P 2l

18 058.5
Int. CLF16I 9/00

U.S.CL 138-156 SCIaims

The invention relates to a pressure pulse dampener device Cable conduit installation equipped with L-and T-connect-

comprising a pressure vessel having a movable partition ing members which are provided with releasable means for
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sliding on and .ntcrcngagcmcnt w,th the installation conduit

and/or means for sliding on and underlapping or overlapping

with the conduit covering.

3,782,421

WEFT YARN CONTROL DEVICE

Edward S. Budzyna, East Douglas, Mass.. assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 258,554

lnt.CI.D03d47/i«

U.S.C1.139-122W *^ »»«•"*

Janiary 1, 1974

r
3.782,423

ARRANGEMENT FOR BRAKING THE PICKER STICK OF

A LOOM
Friedrich l.utz, Durnten/Zh, Switzerland, assignor to Ruti

Machinery Works Ltd. (formerly Caspar Honegger). Ru-

ti/ZH, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 10, 1972. Ser. No. 279.395

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 31, 1971.

12753/71 I

Int. CI. D03d 49140

U.S.CL 139-166 '»^'-""*

A weft yam control device for looms having a control unit

and a mechanism functioning in cooperation therewith for

supporting and guiding a plurality of weft yarns from separate

sources of supply and for enabling individual selection of the

yarns in accordance with a desired pattern.

3,782,422

DEVICE FOR PERIODICALLY SUPPLYING MEASURED

QUANTITIES OF A PRESSURE FLUID TO A NOZZLE

Geert Jan Vermeulen, Deurne, Netherlands, assignor to N.V.

Machinefabrik L. Te Strake, Deune, Netherlands

•
Filed Apr. 7, 1971. Ser. No. 131,934

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 14, 1970,

7005367
Int. CLD03d 47/25

U.S.CLI39-127P •C'"*'"

The present invention relates to an arrangement for hrakinp

a picker stick of a loom which comprises an elastic element

which IS compressed upon the braking of the picker stick.

3,782,424

REVERSIBLE CAST CONTROL DEVICE FOR FLYER
WINDER

Ralph A. Vogel, Three Rivers, Mich., assignor to Essex Inter-

national, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291 ,228

Int.CLB21f.?/00

U.S.CL 140-92.2 5 Claims

I

A device for use with a flyer coil winder for guiding wire to

the coil being wound in cither direction of rotation of the flyer

and during reversal thereof, the device imparting a cast to the

wire as it is wound in a direction to inhibit unwinding of the

coil upon relaxation of tension thereon.

A device for periodically supplying measured quantities of a

pressure fluid to a nozzle adapted to blow a weft thread into

the shed of a pneumatic loom . comprising a metering chamber

fed by a pressure fluid source and connected to the nozzle

through a periodically opening valve means, control means

being provided to influence the behaviour of the weft thread

and more particularly to stabilize the position of the weft

thread in the fluid jet irrespective of the nature of that thread.

3,782,425

MANUFACTURE OF SPRINGS

Terence James Leonard Clarke; Robert Charles Quarmy, both

of Groby, and Philip Michael Lett, Leicester, all of England,

assignors to The British United Shoe Machinery Company

Limited, Leicester. England

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,014

Int.CI.B21fi5/02

U.S.CLI40-I03 4 Claims

The invention relates to machines and methods for use in

forming loops at end portions of coil springs of the type dis-
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closed in U.S. Pat. No. 3.662.788 (U.S. Pat. application No.

33,27 1 ) but differing in that tools are provided whereby "Ger-

man" type loops may be formed. A spring is supported by sup-

posed in the gas return conduit and communicating with a

valve chamber interposed in said gas return and preceding

said flow chamber while a load or weight body movable in said

flow chamber sets upon the valve member in said valve

chamber. This load body is adapted by means of its weight to

adjust the valve body so that the latter occupies its opening

port means and operated on by three tools which bend a coil

of the spring away from the remainder of the spring and per-

manently set it to form a loop.

3,782,426

STRAP TENSIONING AND CUT-OFF TOOL
Thomas Edward Morgan, Cleveland Heights, and Robert Carl

Koslo, Mentor, both of Ohio, assignors to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 223,900

Int.CI. B21fW«2
U.S.CL 140- 123.6 6 Claims

position in which it is arrested by said load body. On the other

hand, liquid rising in the valve chamber and from there into

the flow chamber brings about lifting of the control member

and movement of the valve member into closing position to

shut off communication of the valve chamber with the flow

chamber.

A pistol-grip, hand-operated tensioning and cut-off tool for

cable straps or bundle ties is disclosed.

The tool receives the free end of the strap with the buckle or

strap head held against the tool barrel. The strap is tensioncd

to a level which may be adjusted. When this level is reached,

the tool automatically cuts off adjacent to the strap head. Dur-

ing the tensioning, the trigger responds to manual pressure to

pivot about a pintle and slide a draw bar in a strap tightening

direction. When the tension of the strap exceeds the tension of

a counter biasing spring member, the trigger and the pintle-

bearing member are pivoted together to slide a shearing edge

against and through the cable strap at the tool barrel.

3,782,428
^

• FOOD DISPENSING APPARATUS
Thomas Edward Cartwrlght, and John Clifford Wightman,

both of Glamorgan, England, assignors to Jones D. Ayers

and Company Limited, Glamorgan, England

Filed July 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 64,337

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 22, 1970,

40,553/70

Int. CL A2lc 9/0«, B65b J/i6. 5 7/00

U.S.CL 141— 115 6Claims

3,782,427

DEVICE FOR SHUTTING OFF THE RETURN GAS LINE

OF COUNTERPRESSURE FILLING ELEMENTS OF
MULTI-CHAMBER VESSEL FILLING MACHINES

Heinrich Zeimet, Bingen-Budesheim; Alfred Rentel, Bad

Kreuznach-Winzenheim, and Horst Monz, Bad Kreuznach,

all of Germany, assignors to Seitz-Werke G.m.b.H., Bad

Kreuznach, Germany
Filed Dec. 17. 1971, Ser. No. 209.097

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 19, 1970, P 20

62 669.1

Int. CLB65b i//00

U.S. CI. 141-39

90 90
—

Apparatus for dispensing batter, or other pasty foods, into a

container on a travelling conveyor, including a motor driven

pump dispenser and a motor driven conveyor and including

means for reversing the direction of the pump for a brief mo-

ment at the end of each dispensing cycle, and simultaneously

12 Claims giving the container a vertical "jogging" movement. At the

A device for shutting off the return gas conduit of a counter-

pressure filling device, which comprises a flow chamber inter-

start of the next cycle the movement of the container is

delayed by a stop for a brief interval after the pump has started
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,o dispense The pump Uscif .s of the gear type and one or both spout and defming a pouring opening therebetween, filling the

ff theTe" pin ons has eut-away teeth to provide eav.t.es in container w.th a liqu.d through the openmg o 'he sjH>ut p^r-

'wh eh small fru.ts can be carried through the pump without t.on. and thereafter formmg a seal closure between the seal

wnicn small iruii^ ca
,

lines of the spout portion The container thus formed includes
being damaged. ^

3.782,429

VENDING MACHINE
Arthur Adam Barber, Weston-Super-Mare, England, assignor

to Barber Electrical Services Limited, Somerset, England

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,729

Claims priority, application Great Britain. May 4, 1971,

12,860/71
Int.CI.G07f /i/04

U.S. CI. 141-359 7 Claims

openings in a marginal area of the spout which provide a

mounting engagement for the container on a suppint The

support carries a pivotal tongue which is biased by a weight to

close the spout but which is shiftabic such as by a drinking

glass to be filled to open the spout to pour out the liquid

3,782,431

ADJUSTABLE ROUTER GUIDE
Robert E. Cox, R. R. No. 1, Glencoc, Okla.

Filed May 1 1, 1971, Ser. No. 142,263

Int. CL B27c SI 10; B23q 3SI42

U.S. CI. 144-144.5 2 Claims

A drink vending machine has a cabinet in which two liquor

containers are supported. A rubber hose connects each con-

tainer to an optic type measure and to the bottom of a sight

glass which extends upwardly from the optic type measure.

Two platforms are mounted on a common lever below the

measures respectively, and the lever is tipped by the weight of

a drinking glass placed on one of the platforms, thereby clos-

ing a circuit which causes a drink to be discharged from the

selected measure if coins are simultaneously deposited in a

coin-feeding apparatus. A float in each sight glass may cause

the coin slot to be blocked and an "empty" sign to light up

when the float intcrrups the passage of light between a light

source and a photoelectric cell.

3,782,430

RELATIVELY MOVABLE VALVE ACTUATOR
Matti Gunnar Wilska, Ukovkiiienpolliu^2C27, Helsinki, Fin-

land

Filed Mar. 16. 1971, Ser. No. 124,901

Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 14, 1970,

5053/70; Norway, Apr. 13, 1970, 1351/70; Denmark, Apr. 17,

1970, 1934/70; Great Britain, Dec. 17, 1970,59,887/70; Nether-

lands, Dec. 11, 1970, 7018098; France, Dec. 11, 1970,

7044764; Germany, Dec. 10, 1970, P 20 60 910.3; Finland,

Nov. 10, 1%9, 3237/69 -
Int. CI. B65b 3104, B67d 3/02

U.S. CI. 141— 362 1 Claim

A method of forming a container includes placing two heat

scalable material pieces in overlapping relationship and a

method of forming a container for dispensing liquid using two

pieces of material in overlapping relationship, forming a scam

line at a location spaced inwardly from the edges of the

materials around the periphery thereof and outwardly ad-

jacent one end thereof to define a pouring spout portion ex-

tending outwardly from said body by spaced apart substan-

tially parallel scam lines extending to the end of said pouring

A tool for use by a carpenter and used particularly in

cabinet construction work, the tool comprising a guide for a

router and wherein the guide is adjusuble, the guide being

comprised of a pair of parallel guide bars interconnected by

transverse extending adjustable bolts for selectively spacing

the guide bars apart, and a plurality of transverse extending

clamps extending across the guide bars for locating the router

position.

3.782,432

SCREW HOLDING DRIVER
Philip H. Allen, Los Gatos, Calif., assignor to H J.J. Co., Inc.,

Los Gatos, Calif.

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,777

Int. CLB25b/ 3/02
|

U.S.CL 145—50E I Claim

An insulated screw holding driver has a tubular plastic han-

dle which encases the working elements of the screw holder

V
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including twin expanding bits and their control housing, rod
I'V^J^-^^rTna

and cam pin prc-assembled as an insert into the handle which TABLE PRO i tc i uk
^

Ralph H. Sherman, Central St., Georgetown, Mass.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,348

Int. CLA47bi 7/04

'
'-H 3 U.S.CL150—52R10,110 5 Claims

holds this assembly and its components in place. The handle

has an outer polygonal contour and an inner circular contour.

3,782,433

METHOD OF CUTTING A JOINT IN A CEILING TILE

John R. Garrick, Lancaster, and Jerald E. Miller, Fleetwood,

both of Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork Company, Lan-

caster, Pa.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,248

Int. CI. B27f 1106; B27m 3/00

U.S.CL 144-323 1 Claim

Conventional ceiling tiles are provided with tongue and

groove joints for interconnecting a plurality of tiles together.

The method herein is directed to the technique for cutting the

joints in a ceiling tile The method comprises the prescoring of

the painted board face surface immediately prior to the joint

formation. This permits a very uniform edge to be formed at

the joint-face surface interface without disruption of the

painted face surface of the tile.

A table ordinarily suitable for dining outdoors is provided

with an upstanding shaft from the horizontal eating surface

and pivolally mounted thereon a spaced distance from the

horizontal surface of the table are a plurality of elongated

arms. The arms carry a flexible sheeting and may be selective-

ly positioned against the upper face of the table in oblique

relationship. In this position the protector prevents birds or

debris from landing on the table. The elongated arms may be

selectively positioned upwardly to allow normal usage of the

table.

3,782,436

CLINCH STUD
Joseph Steiner, 16 Forest Glen Rd., Valley CotUge, N.V,

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 274,086

Int. CI. F 1 6b J9/2«2

U.S.CL 151-41.73 5 Claims

ERRATUM
For Class 145—50 E see:

Patent No. 3.782,432

3,782,434

BOOKBAGS
Eugenia D. Lebherz, 1011 Shipman Ln., McLean, Va.

Filed June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,761

Int. CI. B65d 29/02

U.S.CL 150-1 4 Claims

This invention relates to bookbags and more particularly to

bookbags constructed solely from fabric materials. This book-

bag is designed specifically to be balanced over the shoulder.

A self-clinching stud has a head and a threaded shank

adapted to be secured in sheet material. In thc= locality in-

tegrally adjoining the head and shank, stepped concave lands

alternate circumferentially with convex unstepped lands. This

configuration produces a flow in sheet metal, when the stud is

pressed into a hole having a diameter about equal to the shank

diameter and less than that of the lands, that holds the stud

against unscrewing as well as axial pull out.

3,782,437

THREADED BOLT AND MOUNTING THEREFOR
Clifford Alexander Seckerson, Iver Heath, Buckinghamshire,

England, assignor to TRW Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,754 e

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Oct. 5, 1970,

47,319/70
Int.CLF16bi9/26

U.S.CL 151-49 5 Claims

A two-part threaded fastener comprising a boll and a

retainer captive on the bolt suitable for use as a vehicle
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headlamp rcneclor bowl adjustment screw. The bolt has a

threaded shank which is formed with resilient projcctmg

means adjacent to but spaced from an externally non-circular

head The retainer comprises a base having an aperture

through which the resilient projecting means on the shank of

the bolt is a force fit so. that the base is captive between the

head and the resilient means. The retainer is also formed with

3.782,439 I

ANTI-SKID TRACTION DEVICES

Henry PerRament, Hawley Rd., North Salem, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 215,536, Jan. 5, 1972,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1972, Scr. No. 229,417

Int. CI. B60c 27/04, 27//0. 27/20

U.S. CI. 152-218 7 Claims

at least one upstanding wall and the head of the btilt with at

least one face adapted to inter-engage with the wall on the

retainer to resist relative rotation between the bolt and the

retainer, the wall of the retainer being sufficiently resilient to

allow rotation of the head of the bolt relative to the retainer

when the bolt is subjected to a predetermined torque suffi

cient to deflect the wall.

An anti-skid traction device for mounting on the wecel of a

vehicle comprises a triangular frame having means at two

apices thereof for gripping the wheel, a slidable rod contained

in one hollow arm of the frame, this rod having means ad-

jacent the third apex for gripping the wheel, and resilient

means for moving the rod into the hollow arm to securely grip

the wheel.

3,782,438

PNEUMATIC TIRE AND TREAD THEREFOR HAVING

VARIABLE ROLLING CONTACT WITH THE GROUND
Henri Jean Mirtain, Compiegne, France, assignor to Uniroyal.

Clairoix Oise, France

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,130

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 12, 1971,7108761

Int.CI. B60C///04

3.782,440

PNEUMATIC VEHICLE TIRE

Lothar Depmeyer, Garbsen, Germany, assignor to Continental

Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft, Hannover, (;ermany

Filed Mar. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 236,054

Claims priority, application (Jermany. Mar. 20. 1971. P 21

13 627.6
Int.CLB60c9//4 . I

U.S. CI. 152-330 7 Claims

U.S.CL 152-209 R 40 Claims

A high speed pneumatic tire with a tread whose width of

running contact with the ground is automatically variable The

tread consists of a central portion that is in constant contact

over its entire width with the ground and two lateral shoulder

portions which are respectively arranged on each side of the

central portion and are each separated from the central por-

tion by an essentially continuous circumferential groove that

forms a flexible joint or coupling. Each lateral shoulder por-

tion of the tread is radially contracted and inclined with

respect to the central portion so that it contacts the ground

where required by the dynamic forces on the tire, e.g.. ac-

celeration, turning and braking The central and lateral

shoulder portions of the tread each may have the same or dif-

ferent design patterns for particular purpose, e.g., snow, anti-

skid. The tire may have a radial carcass and may also include a

reinforcing breaker formed of continuous or discontinuous

layers.

A pneumatic vehicle tire, in which the side walls consist of

rubber material only without having strength members mem-

bers embedded therein, but are reinforced by ribs on the in-

side of the side walls and integral therewith.

3.782.441

TIRE HAVING CARCASS CORDS DESCRIBING S-

SHAPED AND Z-SHAPED PATHS

Jacques Boileau. Clermont-Ferrand. France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Generate Des Establissements Michelin. raison sociale

Michelin & Cie. Clermont-Ferrand (Puy-de-Dome). France

FlledOct. 15. 1971.Ser.No. 189.657

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 19, 1970,

7037730;July 30, 1971,7128183 ,

Int.CI. B60c9//0

U.S.CL 152-356 10 Claims

The carcass reinforcement of a pneumatic tire extends con-

tinuously from one bead wire to the other The cords of the

reinforcement have a substantially longitudinal orientation
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under the tread portion, an oblique orientation between the

midpoint of each sidcwall and the corresponding bead wire,

and, between the midpoint of each sidewall and the cor-

the awning roll terminating in a terminal bar, likewise an ex-

truded aluminum or other light-weight metal member. The

terminal bar is connected to the housing by jointed, articu-

lated arms which are secured to the housing itself by bearing

members attached to a transverse rail hooked into the housing

so that a single box-like structure is provided which can be

secured to a support surface, such as a wall, and additional at-

responding shoulder, an S-shaped path tangent at two circum-

fcrcntially and radially separated points to radial planes of the

tire.

3.782.442

ADJUSTABLE THRUST MECHANISM FOR SEPARATING
THE BONDS BETWEEN ANNULAR COMPONENTS OF

PNEUMATIC TIRE-WHEEL ASSEMBLIES

Jake James. Jr.. Rt. No. 1. Danville. Ark.

Filed Sept. 2, 197 1, Ser. No. 177,394

Int. CI. B60c 25/06

U.S. CL 157-1.26 2 Claims

Apparatus for separating bonds between annular tire-wheel

components such as wheel flanges, bead rims, locking rings

and tire beads. In the separation of tire beads from wheel rims,

for example, the free contact end of an elongated reciprocable

thrust tool is swingably mounted about a fixed pivot, transver-

sely of a bead -engaged flange, and to selected pressure-apply-

ing positions where it may be rcleasably fixed in position. The

thrust tool may be employed singly in breaking only one bead

of an assembly, or in combination with an opposing thrust tool

when simultaneously breaking both tire beads. The

mechanism is further characterized by a pair of manually

operable levers cngageable with opposed faces of the tire at

points diametrically opposite the thrust tool to thereby stabil-

ize the assembly during a bond breaking operation.

3,782,443

ROLL-UP AWNING CONSTRUCTION
Manfred Clauss, and Ulrich Clauss, both of Esslingen-Mettin-

gen, Germany, assignors to Firma "Clauss-Markisen" Man-

fred u. Ulrich Clauss, Esslingen-Mettingen, Germany

Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,052

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 17, 1971, P 21

.07 477.1

Int. CLE04f/ 0/06

U.S. CI. 160-22 19 Claims

A box-like housing, made of formstable, rigid material such

as extruded aluminum has a holder for an awning roll therein.

tachments of support arms, and the like, are avoided. Adjusta-

ble stops limit the angle of inclination permitted to the

bearings for the arms, so that the angle of the projecting

awning can be adjusted. The projecting arms arc made of in-

terfitting light-weight metal sections, such as a generally U-

shapcd section into which a trapeze-shaped section fits, the

awning housing being formed with a recess against which a

brush can bear to clean the awning as it is rolled in or out.

3,782,444

FIRE DAMPER BLADES AND SPECIAL FRAME
Fred E. Rapp, Andorra Rd., Lafayette Hill, Pa., and William

V. Bault, 1300 Prospect Hill Rd., Villanova, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,148

Int. CL E06b 9/00. E05f / 5/20

U.S. CI. 160-235 4 Claims

Fire damper blades and special frame for use in a safety fire

damper assembly wherein a first embodiment involves sub-

stantially identical blades that are interlocked at the ends

thereof, one to the other, wherein each blade end is comprised

of an arcuate section extending for approximately 180° to

form a semi-circle and terminating in a tab which partially

closes the semi-circle, with the arc being essentially truly cir-

cular. In one form, a blade assembly having the foregoing con-

struction the various blades will rotate, one on the other, for at

least 1
80° to provide the greatest theoretical coverage for a

given blade width. In this form of the invention each blade is

essentially identical. In another form of the invention, one
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blade end will be as previously described, but the other blade

end will terminate in a tab which covers a greater portion of

the semi-circular opening and which includes a further tab ex-

tension which is bent back over the original Ub to provide a

double fold. In this form of the invention the blades will rotate

with respect to each other for only about 120°. but this will

form a more rigid structure that may be necessary under cer-

tain conditions.

The oscillating means includes a bell crank attached to the

mold table and pivotally supported on the rigid frame A drive

member and power transmission rod mounted on the support

frame pivot the bell crank lever which in turn oscillates the

mold table and mold. Guide members symmetrically arranged

about the power transmission rod extend between the mold

table and the support frame to which they are pivotally at-

tached.

' '

3 782 445

METHOD OF CASTING A PLURALITY OF INGOTS IN A

CONSUMABLE ELECTRODE FURNACE

John Luchok, Delran, and Patrick J. Wooding. Moorestown,

both of NJ., assignors to Consarc Corporation, Rancocas,

NJ.
Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 177,939

Int. CLB22d 27/02. ////O

U.S.CL 164-52 5 Claims

3,782,447

CONTINUOUS CASTING PLANT

Fritz Willim, Birmcnsdorf. Switzerland; Hans-Dleter Schuiz,

Dusseldorf, and Hans Otto Thorner. Erhrath, both of Ger-

many, assignors to Concast AG, Zurich, SwiUeriand and

Schloemann Aktlengesellschaft, Dusseldorf, Germany

Filed Apr. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 132,109

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 7, 1970, P 20 16

435.6
I

Int.CI.B22d////0
'

U.S.CL 164-281 1 1
Claims

A method and apparatus for continuously casting one or

more ingots by maintaining a pool of molten metal in a first

ingot section that has a larger transverse cross-sectional area

than the transverse cross-sectional area of the ingot mold or

molds which are in open communication with said first ingot

section by causing said molten metal to fiow continuously

from said pool into said ingot mold or molds while preventing

the molten metal in said pool from freezing at the interface of

said first mold section and said mold or molds A refractory

lining for said first mold section is used to prevent the molten

metal from freezing.

In a continuous casting plant the casting mold or molds are

mounted at a casting station on a platform in a casting shop

adjacent to a side shop The platform extends into the side

shop, and tundishes are transported on curved tracks from the

side shop where they may be repaired or heated to the casting

sution in the casting shop. The ladle crane in the casting shop

can, therefore, be used exclusively for transporting the heavy

ladle to and from the casting station, and the tundishes can be

moved by other means including a separate crane

3,782,446

DEVICE FOR OSCILLATING A CONTINUOUS CASTING
MOLD

Gustav Waiter, Duisburg, Germany, assignor to Demag AG,

Duisburg, Germany
Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 154,754

lnt.CLB22d27/0«

U.S.CL 164-260 1 1
Claims

3,782,448

AIR CONDITIONING STRUCTURE
Ralph E. Clark. Abington, Pa., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N J.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,686 .

Int. CI. F28f 2 7/00

U.S.CL 165-16 4 Claims

' S tl 4 13

I ! I I I

n

In a continuous casting plant, a mold is mounted in a mold

table which is supported on a rigid frame by oscillating means.

An air conditioning structure wherein an outside air How

path is vertically positioned above a return air fiow path, each

now path including an evaporator structure and an air drive

fan The two paths are separated by a fioor to minimize the

commingling of the return and outside air and separate air

drive fans are provided for each path driven. The return air

path includes a hot deck and the outside air path includes a

cold deck.
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3,782,449

TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION SYSTEM
Claus Busse, Laveno, and Karl Schlitt, Ispra, both of Italy, as-

signors to European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom),

Luxemburg European Center Kirchberg, Luxembourg

Filed Nov. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 879,505

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, Dec. 5, 1968,

57.482
Int. CI. F28d/ 5/00

U.S.CL 165-32 7 Claims

communicating heat exchanger tube sections for upward and

downward flow of fluid relative to a cooling medium such as

air and wherein a fluid supply header is joined to the lower end

of one of the sections, an overflow weir box is provided at the

lower end of the other section with the weir box having an

overflow opening while the header has an inlet opening, a fkiid

supply line is joined to the header inlet and has a valve con-

trolled by-pass line extending therefrom and the weir box and

u
/

J

K
-2

TJT^

A system for temperature stabilization through the use of a

heat pipe, that zone of the heat pipe which is remote from the

heating zone having an inert gas plug whose volume varies

with the vapour pressure of the heat vehicle. The plug effects

variation in the heat pipe wall area actually radiating heat ac-

cording to changes in the volume of the plug, and includes a

secondary heat pipe which is in good thermal connection with

that part of the first heat pipe where the inert gas plug is

disposed.

3,782,450

HEAT EXCHANGER WITH NESTS OF TUBES
Adolf Swozil, Ellgau Uber Donauworth, Germany, assignor to

SIgri Elektrographit GmbH, Augsburg, Germany

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,585

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 23, 1971, P 21

19 820.9
Int. CI. F28b S\00

U.S.CL 165-81 3 Claims

Hot vlatmr

header both have drain orifices therein of smaller size than the

overflow opening and inlet respectively, yet larger in diameter

than the inlets of the heat exchanger tubes whereby upon in-

terruption of the normal supply of fluid to the sections through

said supply line, automatic draining of the sections occurs

without the use of mechanical or electrical controls. Similarly,

automatic filling of the sections may be accomplished, and if

desired any proportion of the fluid to be cooled may be by-

passed around the sections.

3,782,452

SPACER SYSTEM FOR USE WITH PIPES EMPLOYING
TRACER LINES

Peter Sol Ceplon, 267 S. Main St., Mansfield, Mass.

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,698

Int. CLF28f 75/00

U.S. CI. 165-135 7 Claims

Heat exchanger with nests of tubes having tube plates con-

sisting of graphite. The tubes are cemented into recesses or

holes of the tube plates. The depth of the recess is greater,

preferably at least twice as great, as the height of the cement

layer. The remaining ring gap is filled with substances in

powder form or with such substances which do not bond with

the cement mass.

3,782,451

HYDRAULIC FLOW DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR
MULTIPLE PASS AIR COOLED HEAT EXCHANGER

Robert E. Gates, Leawood, Kans., assignor to The Marley

Company, Mission, Kans.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,150

Int. CI. F28g 9/02

U.S.CL 165-38 17 Claims

A multiple pass heat exchanger for cooling a fluid and hav-

ing upright fluid conveying structure including separate, inter-

A spacer system, including a removeable metal spacer and a

standoff; for use with pipelines employing tracer lines for heat

transfer. The spacer system serves to support an outside casing

of insulation at a distance from the inner pipe to create an air

space and also serves to improve the heat transfer between the

tracer line and the pipe.
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3,782,453

SIPHON BREAKING VENT MANIFOLD FOR MULTIPLE

PASS HEAT EXCHANGER
Robert E. Gates, Leawood, Kans.; Robert M. Mitchell, and

James R. Houx, both of Kansas City, Mo., assignors to The

Maricy Company, Mission, Kans.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,148

Int. CI. F28f 9/26

US. CI. 165-138
•'^'•""^
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I3,782,455

HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE MOUNTS

Walter Wolowodiuk, New Providence; John Anelli, Parsip-

pany and Bruce Edgar Dawson, Chatham, all of NJ., as-

signers to The United States of America as represented by

the United States Atomic Energy Commission, Washmgton,

D.C.
Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,842

Int. CI. F28b <ilOO

U.S. CI. 165-162 8 Claims

Water

Liquid cooling apparatus comprising a series of upright heat

exchange structures, each of which is provided with a top

header cooperabic therewith to present a siphon piping loop

for assisting in filling, draining and uniform liquid now

through the exchangers. A common vent manifold intercon-

nects all of the headers to maintain nearly atmospheric pres-

sure above the liquid level thcrewithin while required vent air

is supplied through the bottom of at least one of the heat

exchange structures" As a result, during filling of the exchan-

gers siphon action is initiated substantially simultaneously in

conjunction with automatic closing of the venting conditions

through the bottom of at least one heat exchanger to assure

equal liquid now distribution from the common supply to all

of the headers and thereby the heat exchangers joined thereto

3,782,454

HEAT EXCHANGER
Raymond S. Slaasted. and Edward D. Smith, both of Racine,

Wis., assignors to Modine Manufacturing Company, Racme,

Wis.
Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,062

Int. CI. F28f 9/26

U.S. a. 165-144 lOCtoims

A heat exchanger in which tubes arc secured to a tube sheet

by internal bore welding, which tubes may be moved into

place in preparation for welding with comparatively little trou-

ble A number of segmented tube support plates are provided

which allow a considerable p«irtion of each of the tubes to be

moved laterally after the end thereof has been positioned in

preparation for internal bore welding to the tube sheet.

3,782,456

HEAT EXCHANGE WITH RESILIENT LIQUID
ACCUMULATOR

Frederick E. Gusmer. 1121 Ocean Ave., Mantoloking, NJ.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,946

Int. CI. F28d 7100
\

U.S. CI. 165-164 7 Claims

A heat exchanger including a header plate and a plurality of

tubes having ends extending through the plate with an inlet

tank mounted on the plate enclosing a number of the tube

ends with a liquid pipe to the inlet tank for supplying liquid

thereto and thereby distributing liquid by way of the inlet tank

to the tubes enclosed by the inlet tank There are also pro-

vided additional flow tank means mounted on the plate en-

closing the remaining tube ends for fiow of liquid through the

tubes The result of this construction is that the liquid is dis-

tributed evenly to the tubes whose ends are enclosed by the

inlet tank so that How in parallel paths is substantially uniform

through these enclosed tubes.

A heat exchanger with resilient liquid accumulator com-

prises a pair of heater blocks back-to-back on opposite sides

of heater elements and having oppositely outwardly opening

grooves for a liquid to be heated. The grooves are closed by

spring metal plates that are held in place by cover plates. The

cover plates are recessed on the outer side of the spring metal

plates to permit expansion of the spring metal plates. The as-

sembly is held together in sandwich fashion by tic bolts.
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3,782,457

RECUPERATOR AND METHOD OF MAKING
Walter C. Troy, National City, Calif., assignor to Rohr Cor-

poration, Chula Vista, Calif.

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 191,998

Int. CI. F28d 9/00

U.S. CI. 165-165 4 Claims

conduit above the center of gravity thereof so that the conduit

is buoyed in a generally vertical condition and emergent

means at the upper end of the conduit for accomplishing the

desired use of the device. This latter means may include

means for connecting another conduit thereto, valving and

control means, visual indicators and the like. The means

which anchor the device to the bottom may be a partly or fully

completed petroleum well wellhead, or a portion thereof, an

anchor pipe or similar means.

EXHAUST GA5

3,782,459 *

METHOD FOR CUTTING AND RETRIEVING PIPE FROM
A FLOATING DRILL SHIP

William K. Murray, Bossier City, La., assignor to Tri-State Oil

Tool Industries Inc., Bossier City, La.

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,652

Int. CI. E21b 29/00

U.S.CI. 166-.5 15 Claims

Recuperator having unusually high heat transfer capability

is made up of casing with headers, and matrix having tubes ex-

tending between headers and fins integral with tubes. In

preferred form a continuous web of metal foil, such as stain-

less steel, is repeatedly folded on itself to form multiple spaced

corrugations extending from one side of web. Each corruga-

tion is pinched together at its open edge and seam welded to

produce tube integral with web Web is then wrapped on itself

in spiral arrangement to produce matrix of multiplicity of very

small parallel tubes The tubes of each wrap are in contact

with the web of the adjacent wrap but not secured thereto. All

portions brace each other, and integral fins provide maximum

heat transfer. Tubes are rigidly connected only to headers, and

mid portion of matrix is free to work in response to tempera-

ture gradients, greatly reducing localized stresses.

3,782,458

UPRIGHT, SWIVELABLE BUOYED CONDUIT FOR
OFFSHORE SYSTEM

John Slack, Houston, Tex., assignor to Gray Tool Company,

Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 169,036

Int. CI. E2 lb -?J/0i5

U.S.CLI66-.5 26 Claims

A method and apparatus for cutting and retrieving a well

pipe (having connecting collars and disposed within a well

bore) from a floating drill ship utilizing a drill string, slack

joint, downhole swivel, washovcr pipe, overshot and outside

cutter; wherein the cutter is lowered into the well bore by

means of the drill string until the cutter is in cutting relation-

ship with the pipe and spaced longitudinally from one of the

collars, the drill string is anchored in the well bore at a point

between the culler and the slack joint, the cutter is operated

to sever the pipe, and the severed pipe section is retrieved by

means of the drill string.

This abstract is neither intended to define the invention of

the application, which of course is measured by the claims,

nor is it intended to be limiting as to the scope of the invention

in any way.

The basic device of the invention includes a submerged,

bottom supported ball joint having a conduit extending up-

wardly therefrom, a body of Rotation material secured on the

3,782,460

METHOD OF INSTALLING A COMBINATION PEDESTAL
CONDUCTOR AND CONDUCTOR STRING AT AN

OFFSHORE LOCATION
Denis J. Skinner, The Hague, Netherlands, assignor to Shell Oil

Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,-004

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 24, 1971,

39,636/71
Int.CI.E21b 7//2.Ji/0i5

U.S.CI. 166— .5 4 Claims

A pedestal conductor, buoyancy member, and conductor

string are installed at an offshore location by lowering the con-
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ductor string into the borehole during drilling, cementing the

conductor string in the borehole, and subsequently lowering

3.782.462

PITLESS WELL ADAPTOR

.1=

v3 fi

Dean C. Kramer. Mason Clly, Iowa, assignor to Martinson

Mfg. Co., Inc., Sheffield. Iowa

FlkdApr. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 248,618
|

lnl.Ci.E21bJJ/0i

U.S.a. 166-88 3 Claims

rh X

. »

the pedestal conductor and the buoyancy member along a drill

string to engage said conductor string prior to removing said

drill string from said conductor string.

3,782,461

PRESSURIZED CHAMBER WELL SAFETY VALVE

Fred E. Watkins, Houston, Tex., assignor to Cameo, Incor-

. porated, Houston, Tex.

Filed June 1 , 197 1 . Ser. No. 148,607

lnt.CLE2lbJJ/0J.4J//2

U.S.CL 166-72
'

4 Claims

A pitless well adaptor includes a casing engaging member or

saddle which is clamped against the well casing and around

the opening therein, and is connected to a horizontal delivery

pipe A pair of positioning elements on the casing engaging

member permit the latter to be properly orientated with

respect to opening in the casing, and a pair of annular scaling

elements are interposed between the exterior surface of the

casing and the casing engaging member to form a seal thereat.

The annular space between the scaling elements defines a

pressure passage which communicates with the main passage

through the adaptor so that the external seal is under system

pressure A coupling member, which is connected to the well

pipe, is releasably interconnected to the casing engaging

member by coacting tapered guide elements to thereby inter-

communicate the well pipe to the delivery pipe.

3,782.463

POWER FLUID CONDITIONING UNIT

Harold H. Palmour. Humble. Tex., assignor to Armco Steel

Corporation. MIddletown, Ohio

FlledNov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,391 I

lat.CI.E2lb4i/00

U.S.CL166—68 13 Claims

In a well safety valve for controlling the flow through a well

conduit which has a pressurized chamber acting to move the

valve toward the closed position and control pressure means

extending from the well surface acting to move the valve

toward the open position, the improvement of insuring that

the control pressure is applied to all of the seals enclosing the

pressurized chamber and that the pressure in the well conduit

is isolated from the pressurized chamber seals to provide a fail

safe valve. Passageway means extending from the control

pressure to a position to apply the control pressure against the

pressurized chamber seals on a side remote from the pres-

surized chamber, and seal means between the interior of the

well conduit ^nd said control pressure thereby isolating the

pressurized chamber from the pressure in the well conduit

SQ^S
J^

t
A one well, self contained, wide producing range, hydraulic

pumping system comprising a power Huid conditioning unit to

condition produced fluid from the produced well fluid so that

it v^ill be suitable for use as a power fluid, to economically

pump a well which produces medium to large volumes from

average to greater depths of lift, with the operator being able

to use either power oil or power water for power fluid from the

same power fluid conditioning unit, as desired
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3,782,464

DEVICE FOR SUSPENDING MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
IN A DRILL STRING

Claude Quichaud, Rue Des Chenes; Jean-Pierre Le Peuvedic,

Montardon, and Jacques Tinchon, Torrance, all of France,

assignors to Soclete Nationale Des Petroles D'Aquitaine,

Courbevoie, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 141,722, May 10, 1971, abandoned.

This application Aug. 29, 1 972, Ser. No. 284.553

Claims priority, application France, May 11, 1970,

7017018
Int. CLE2 lb ii/00

U.S.CL 166-224 5 Claims

small anode in a cavity at an approximately medial elevation

of one region of the formation, injecting saline water into that

cavity, raising the electric potential of the anode with respect

to a laterally adjacent region of the formation, and withdraw-

ing oil from a producing well penetrating said adjacent region.

3,782,466

BONDING CASING WITH SYNTACTIC EPOXY RESIN

Jimmie Brown Lawson; Edwin A. Richardson, and George O.

Suman, all of Houston, Tex., assignors to Shell Oil Company,

Houston, Tex.

Filed July 19. 1972, Ser. No. 273,082

Int.CI.E21biJ/y4

U.S.CM66-254 2 Claims

A collar for holding an instrument in a drill string is pro-

vided with a housing for attachment to the instrument, and

elastomcric suspension means connecting the housing to the

collar Both housing and suspension means arc pierced to pass

drilling mud. A passage in the housing is controlled by a first

valve responsive to the instrument. A second valve controls

the passage defined between the housing and drill collar and

containing the suspension means. The second valve is pressure

responsive and closes whenever the first valve is closed. The

object is to provide a sharper change in volume of drilling mud

flow when the first valve is operated and consequently to

transmit a clearer signal along the column of drilling mud.

3,782,465

ELECTRO-THERMAL PROCESS FOR PROMOTING OIL

RECOVERY
Christy W. Bell, Berwyn, and Charles H. Titus, Newtown

Square, both of Pa., assignors to Electro-Petroleum Inc.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 88.854. Nov. 12. 1970,

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 855,637.

Sept. 5. 1969, abandoned. This application Nov. 9. 1971. Ser.

No. 196,917

'lnt.CLE21b4.?/24

U.S. CI. 166-248 19 Claims

In a well in which a movement of earth formation material is

apt to collapse a casing, an improved bond between the casing

and the surrounding earth-formations is formed by a syntactic

epoxy resin foam that collapses progressively and has a com-

pressive strength slightly less than that of the casing.

3,782,467

METHOD FOR REDUCING GAS PRODUCTION
James E. Hessert, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 244,223, April 14, 1972,

abandoned. This application July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,440

lnt.CI. E21bii//i«,4J/24

U.S. CI. 166-261 7 Claims

A method for reducing gas permeability in a hydrocarbon

bearing subterranean formation having zones of gas permea-

bility and at least two penetrating well bores, comprising the

injection into said zones of a basic pH aqueous-thickener slug

containing an acidic responsive crosslinking system and acidi-

fying the aqueous-thickener slug with carbon dioxide for

plugging in situ the zones of gas permeability.

The flow of oil from underground oil-bearing formations is

stimulated and directed by the steps of locating a relatively

3,782,468

GEOTHERMAL HOT WATER RECOVERY PROCESS AND
SYSTEM

James T. Kuwada, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Rogers En-

gineering Co., Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,054

lnt.CLE21b4i/00

U.S. CI. 166-267 8 Claims

An improved process and system for recovering high tem-

perature hot water from a geothermal supply. A well casing as-

sembly is sunk to position an apertured end portion of a casing

in proximity to an underground hot water supply with an aper-

tured end portion of a centrally disposed conduit within the

casing adjacent the apertured casing end. By reducing the

pressure at the well head, flashing of the hot water to steam

occurs to elevate a two phase mixture of steam and hot water

through the casing assembly. Such flashing is accompanied by

the evolution of substantially non-condensible gases, including

carbon dioxide. Such gases are separated with the steam from

the elevated hot water, the latter being withdrawn from the

system for its intended use, such as the generation of electric

'.ti^ <>.(;. '!•
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power The separated steam and gases are heat exchanged to

condense the steam and to withdraw useful heat from the

gases following which the gases are compressed and recycled

into contact with the underground hot water supply to assist m

elevating additional hot water

The carbon dioxide containing gases are effective in coun-

tering the problems normally created when geothermal hot

water is allowed to flash to steam, namely the formation of

system clogging deposits, of which calcium carbonate and

wcllborc In particular, gypsum scale deposition is avoided by

the addition of scale preventative to an absorbent which may

be used as a propping agent and positioned in hydraulically

created fractures within the formation Subsequent produc-

tion from the formation, through the fractures, slowly bleeds

the gypsum scale preventative into the produced water and

thereby prevents gypsum scale deposition in the wellborc.

3,782,470

THERMAL OIL RECOVERY TECHNIQUE

Rob«rt C. West, and Walter L. Penberthy, Jr., both of

Houston, Tex., assignors to Esso Production Research Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 59,61 1, July 30, 1970.

abandoned. This application Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,1 22

lnt.CI.E21b4i/24

L.S.CL 166-303 10 Claims

magnesium hydroxide are typical, within the well and related

apparatus. The presence of carbon dioxide in the recycled

gases during the steam flashing maintains chemical equilibri-

um in the system to prevent formation of such deposits.

Thus, without utilizing mechanical or other pumping

devices within the well, recovery of a substantially constant

stream of geothermal hot water from a deep underground well

may be effected without attendant precipitation of clogging

chemical compounds commonly encountered when geother-

mal hot water is elevated utilizing a steam flashing procedure

3.782,469

FORMATION AND WELLBORE SCALE PREVENTION
Richard S. Fulford, Tulsa, Okla.. assignor to Cities Service Oil

Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 63,193, Aug. II. 1970, abandoned.

This application May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,722

lnt.CLE21b4i/26

L.S.CL 166-279 8 Claims

12 • a> **

Ktt VQUWCS MJCCTCO

A thermal method for recovering oil from a subterranean

formation Steam is injected by means of a well into the forma-

tion to heat the oil and to lower its viscosity. Following the

steam injection, a noncondensing gas which is substantially

free of oxidizing components is introduced into the steam in-

jection system and is then injected into the formation at the

same location at which the steam was injected. The tempera-

ture of the gas upon introduction into the steam injection

system is no higher than substantially ambient temperature.

After the gas has been injected into the formation, the heated

oil is withdrawn from the formation by means of the well.

Disclosed herein is a method for the reduction of the scale

deposition in the formation and fractures about a producing

3,782,471 '

DISPERSING CELLULAR-MICROORGANISMS WITH
CHELATING AQUEOUS ALKALINE SURFACTANT

SYSTEMS
Ted S. Felmann, Phoenix, Arli.; Hollis B. Carlik, Jr., Hacienda

Heights, and Charles F. Blankenhorn, La Habra, both of

Calif., assignors to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 144,275, May 17, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,932

lnt.CI.E21b4i/27

U.S.CK 166-307 8 Claims

A contaminent composed of cellular micro-organism

materials is dissolved or dispersed by contacting it with an

aqueous solution containing at least one surfactant adapted to

disperse the outer wall layers of micro-organism cells, at least

one chelating agent adapted to disperse the inner wall layers

of micro-organism cells and an alkali metal hydroxide adapted

to enhance the dispersing action.
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3,782,472

STEAM INJECTION OF OIL FORMATIONS
Charles P. Siess, Jr., St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Petrolite Cor-

poration, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Mar. 20, 1967, Ser. No. 624,133

lnt.CI.E21b4i/24

U.S. CL 166-303 >2 Claims

In the process of stimulating the production of petroleum

from underground formations by treating the formation with

steam, including steam flooding and the "huff and puff steam

soak techniques, the improvement which is characterized by

the use of dcmulsiricrs in conjunction with steam.

3,782,475

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Verna G race Schmidt, 323 N . W ainut St., Starke, Fla.

Filed Oct. 2 1 , 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 9 1 ,552

Int. CI. A62c 7/00

U.S. CL 169—1 R 12 Claims

3,782,473

HORSESHOE
Dudley W. C. Spencer. 619 Shipley Rd., Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 71,121, Sept. 10, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,664,428. This application May 12, 1972, Ser. No.

252.546

Int.CL A01I//00

U.S.CL 168-4 7 Claims

A horseshoe comprises a U-shaped shoe unit which is

secured to the hoof by thermo-adhcsive means and which in-

cludes heat conductive metal means in contact with the adhe-

sive means for curing the adhesive when the metal is heated.

3,782,474

METHOD OF PUTTING OUT OIL WELL FIRES

Ben W. Wiseman, Jr., 303 Wall Towers, West, Midland, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 793,692, Jan. 24, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,620,299. This application Nov. 4, 197 1, Ser. No.

195,713

Int. CI. A62c J/02

U.S.CL 169-2 R 15 Claims

.--if^ , ,
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The disclosure herein pertains to the fabrication and use of

articles for extinguishing flres. More particularly, the disclo-

sure, in its preferred embodiment, pertains to flexible sheeted

structures having fire extinguishing material enclosed between

sheets of heat-rupturable material and fire-proof or fire-re-

sistant material; alternative embodiments are also disclosed.

Such fire extinguisher structures are particularly suitable for

small fires and may be fabricated into easily accessible

household articles such as towels, tidys, blankets, tapestries,

draperies, etc. <*

3,782,476

FLAME PROOFING METHOD
Irby H. Leach, 2094 Emerson, Napa, Calif.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,619

lnt.CLA62c///2

U.S.CL169-1A 16 Claims

EXPAND

I—^ POLTSTimENE
acuis

%
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HOLD AMD STABILIZE
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COLLAPSED aCAOS

-C

^ MOT UK
I

REMOVE FOAMED,

L0« OCNSITT

PARTICLES

Expanded, foamed plastic such as foamed plastic beads heav-

ing a minimum density of 0.5 pounds per cubic foot and

preferably of 0.4 pounds per cubic foot or less arc fire extin-

guishing or retard the propagation of flames even though con-

structed of an otherwise flammable substance. The low densi-

ty foamed material can be applied to exterior surfaces of ob-

jects, can be intermixed with flammable material or can be

filled inside soft or hard shells to provide flame proofing.

Flames can be retarded or extinguished by placing the low

density foamed plastic material on burning objects.

3,782,477

ROCK PICKER WITH HIGH LIFT DUMP BOX
Harley D. Fahrenholz, Box 278, Clarissa, Minn.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,245

lnt.CLA01d/7//6

U.S. CI. 171-12 7 Claims

A method of putting out oilwcll fires comprising the steps of

providing carbon dioxide in liquid state at a well site and

releasing the carbon dioxide to ambient atmosphere, allowing

expansion to a gaseous state, to displace oxygen required for

combustion and to dilute the combustible fuel for increasing

the temperature required for combustion.

\\^^\^^^^'^>^^^'

^^^'^^'^'"V'^'^^'^^
'^^'^'^'^'^'^^'^'^''^'^^'''^^^'''^''^''^^'^^'''^'''^'' "*'

'

A rock picker utilizing a tumbler member for separating the

dirt from the rocks being picked, and including a unitary
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frame with a storage dump box into which the rocks are

dehvcred mounted on the frame The rocks can be dumped

from the storage box into a truck or the like. The frame is

mounted on a support that permits directly raising the frame

to a dumping position. The support is made so the support

balance line of the rtH:k picker does not shift significantly even

when the frame is raised a substantial amount

3.782.479

BAR St RARER AND MUD DRAG
Mervin S. Moak, 6189 N. Libby, Paradise. Calif.

Filed June 29, 197l,Ser. No. 157,924

Int.CI. E02f J/60

IJ.S. CI. 172-26.5
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3,782,478

FLUID CONTROL SYSTEM FOR EARTHWORKING
APPARATUS INCLUDING AUTOMATIC PRESSURE

REGULATING MEANS
Ferris L. McRay, Springfield, III., assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 140,698, May 6, 1971. This application

Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,532

int.CLE02li/76

U.S.CL 172-4.5 2 Claims

24 Claims

A bar scraper and mud drag particularly adpated to be used

for scraping, cleanmg and filling the bed of a water course

having a heavy press plate member with a scrapmg and cutting

bar on its underside and control cables or chains, including a

drag line and lifting line, for tilting the apparatus onto its

scraper and cutting bar.

3,782,480

SLIT TRENCH FORMING APPARATUSES
Calvin O. Schmahl. Chilton. Wis., assignor to Arps Corpora-

tion, New Holstein, W is.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,852 ]

lnl.CLA01bi.S/0«

IJ.S.CL 172— no 14 Claims

The control box jaw clutches of a motor grader are hydrau-

lically operated through parallel connected closed center con-

trol valves. An automatic pressure regulator is interposed

between the source of pressurized fluid and the parallel con-

nected inputs to the control valves When all the control

valves arc in neutral, an unloading valve in the pressure regu-

lator bypasses fluid flow from the pressure source to the reser-

voir at a moderate pressure. When any one of the control

valves IS moved to an operating position, the unloading valve

"is automatically conditioned to establish a higher operating

pressure.. The higher operating pressure is established by

hydraulic'ally biasing the unloading valve fluid flow control

element by pressurized fluid delivered to the jaw clutch actua-

tors by the associated control valve Upon the controlled ap-

paratus moving to a limit position, a dumping valve is opened,

thereby reducing the pressure to the jaw clutch actuator al-

lowing the centering spring in the jaw clutch mechanism to

return it to neutral position even though its control valve is

still in an operating position. The reduction in control valve

operating pressure, resulting from opening of the dumping

valve, reduces the fluid pressure bias on the unloading valve

flow control element thereby 'reducing the bypass pressure

level until the 100 psi level is re-established. Fluid bypassed by

the unloading valve element is delivered to an auxiliary con-

trol valve circuit having a high pressure relief valve. A pres-

sure limiting valve downstream of the unloading valve

prevents the jaw clutch control circuits from being subjected

to more than an intermediate pressure.

::i

\

A device adapted to be pulled by a tractor or the like includ-

ing a trench-forming blade and featuring a novel blade driving

mechanism conncctible to the power take-off shaft of the

pulling vehicle, or to a separate prime mover, adapted to im-

part lateral oscillating motion to said blade to form a slit

trench in the earth into which underground cables or pipes,

etc can be laid by a guide device asst)ciatcd with said ap-

paratus, said novel drive mechanism producing a minimum of

vibrations of the type characterizing conventional trench for-

mers, which vibrations cause wear and rapid deterioration not

only of the structural components of the apparatus, but which

constant vibrations are detrimental to the human operator as

well as to the cables or pipes being installed.
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3,782,481

FIELD CULTIVATOR TOOL SUPPORT
Sherman H. Quanbeck, 705 S. 6th St., Breckenridge, Minn.

Filed Dec. 29, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 3,670

Int. CI. AOlb 65/00

U.S.CL 172-265 5 Claims

side of the handle and to add rigidity to the blade support

member to accommodate the use of a light gauge steel. Off-

setting of the blade member provides a leg portion extending

angularly downwardly from the handle in a plane generally

parallel to the plane of the handle, which terminates into a

right-angled hoeing blade normally inclined at a cutting angle

with respect to the ground when hoeing or cultivating, and

sharpened along its ground engaging edge. The outer end of

the hoeing blade is upturned to provide strength to the blade

and prevent twisting thereof during a hoeing or cultivating

operation and also to aid in cutting weeds or plants.

^\\^\^\^V^

An earth working tool support for use with large field cul-

tivators comprising a mounting member adapted to be

mounted onto the provided frame of a field cultivator. A

shank holder is pivotally mounted to a support bracket and

resilient means arc provided for holding the shank holder and

tool into working position. The shank holder is positioned for

maximum clearance in its operating position The support

bracket is held securely on the frame of the field cultivator

with only one U bolt, and the bracket includes integral stop

means to retain the shank support in a normal operating posi-

tion.

3,782,482

PISTOL-GRIP GARDEN HOE
Eugene Boyd Miller, 14515 S. Michigan Ave., Riverdale, III.

Filed May 24. 1972, Ser. No. 256,393

Int.CLA0Ib//0«

U.S.CL 172-381 6 Claims

3,782,483

PERCUSSION HAMMER
George C. Wandell, Soddy, Tenn., assignor to Vulcan Iron

Works Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,923

Int.CLE02d7//0

U.S. CI. 173-15 3 Claims

Hand-held hoe for use in cultivating and gardening particu-

larly in close places difficult to cultivate with the average hoe

or other cultivating tools. A generally pistol-grip handle af

fords a pulling and gripping surface for the index finger of the

hand and a mounting for a fiat blade support member offset

from the center of the handle. The handle may be molded

about the blade support member and is of a length to fit the

average hand. The blade support member extends from the

handle and is twisted at different curvatures adjacent the han-

dle to offset the blade support member to extend to the out-

There is provided a percussion hammer of the type used for

driving piles and the like, and including a differential diameter

piston defining a ram reciprocally positioned within a dif-

ferential diameter cylinder. An anvil is mounted for limited

movement in one end of the cylinder positioned in the path of

the ram to receive percussion blows therefrom. Main valve

means are provided for controlling the working fluid so as to

cycle the ram through power and return strokes. Safety means

are provided for shutting off tiTe supply of working fiuid

rendering the ram inoperative when the percussion hammer is

out of engagement with a pile.

3,782,484

TOOL POSITIONING EXTENSIBLE BOOM
Dennis Douglas Martin, Wigan, England, assignor to Dobson

Park Industries Limited, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, En-

glaitd

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,954

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 4, 1971,

36622/71
Int.CLE21c///00

U.S.CL 173-43 18 Claims

An extensible boom, particularly for mounting on a mobile

rock breaking or mining machine, comprises an extensible

member mounted for rotation about an axis extending in the

direction of its length, a non-rotatable extensible member

operative to impart extension to said rolatable member of the

* boom, means for extending the non-rotatable extensible

member of the boom and means on said rotatable member of

the boom for mounting a rock breaking or other tool thereon



I
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so t^iat said tool operates on an axis which is different to said

axis of the rotatable member of the boom and is movable rela-

M* *0

tively thereto, 'in one preferred arrangement the tool is sup-

ported on a tiltablc turntable pivotaily mounted on the for-

ward end of the boom.

effective length approximately equal to the distance between

the bcam-supportmg and the load-supporting knife edges, the

guide members of the parallelogram support maintaining

parallelism with an imaginary line extendmg between the knife

edge in condition when the lifting pins engage the load suspen-

sion member and the guide members tilt with the beam.

3,782,485

WEIGHING BALANCES WITH PARALLELOGRAM
SUPPORT FORMED BY TWO PARALLEL GLIDE

MEMBERS
Ludwig Weickhardt, Bovenden, Germany, assignor »o S«r-

torius-Werke GmbH, Gottingcn, Germany

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,802

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 4. 1971,

2138902
lnt.CLG01g2//24.2i/02

t.S.CL 177-157 4 Claims

3,782,486

MEASURING TRANSIENT LOADS
Stephanus Hendrik Kuhn; Charles Richard Freeme, both of

Everhardus; Rombout Beulink. and John Edgar Baron Bas-

son, both of Transvaal, all o( South Africa, assignors to South

African Inventions Development Corporation

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 846.909. Aug. 1. 1969.

abandoned. This application May 12. 1971. Ser. No. 142,717

Claims priority, application South Africa, Aug. 1. 1968,

68/4975; Mar. 14, 1969,69/1840
int.CLGOlgi//^

L.S.CL 177-210 7 Claims

A device for sensing and measuring a transient load, such as

a load imposed by at least one wheel on an axle of a passing

vehicle, comprising a flexible and resilient mat formed of a

dielectric and elastomeric material and adaptcil to be engaged

by the loud, and at least two vertically spaced capacitor elec-

trodes embedded m and extending over substantially the en-

tire operative area of the mat The electrodes arc connected to

a device for delecting variations in the electrode spacing

owing to transient loads. Void areas are located in the body of

the mat to provide for mat deformation that is linearly propor-

tional to the magnitude of the applied load Preferably, the

void areas are uniformly distributed in the mat and extend

substantially from one of the electrodes to the other electrode.

A weighing balance includes an unsymmetrical beam, a

frame having a bearing surface, a beam-supporting knife edge

located on the beam and engaging the bearing surface, a load-

supporting knife edge carried by the beam at a spaced

distance from the beam-supporting knife edge, a load suspen-

sion member supportable by the load-supporting knife edge

during a weighing operation, the load suspension member

being liftable from the load-supporting knife edge to stop the

weighing operation, counterweight means carried by the

beam, the beam, in condition when the load suspension

member is lifted from the load supporting knife edge, being

tiltaMe under action of the counterweight to a stop position

whe.eir the beam-supporting knife edge is raised from the

bearing surface, combined with the weighing balance are

means for arcuately stopping the weighing operation by lifting

the load suspension member from the load-supporting knife

edge ar.d for arcuately starting the weighing operation by per-

mitting the load suspension member to be supported by the

load-supporting knife edge, the arcuate stopping and starting

means including a parallelogram support formed by two paral-

lel guide members, lifting means mounted at one end of the

guide members and enga'geable with the load suspension

member, the guide members having another end thereof

mounted on the frame, each of the guide members having an

3.782,487

WEIGHT ANNUNCIATOR I

Morris W. Leen, 2911 Saddle Ridge Dr.. Yorktown Heights,

N.Y.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,21

1

Int. CLG01g2i/00
U.S. CI. 177-245 ai Claims

A weight annunciator for announcing the weight of a load

placed on a weighing machine of the type having a platform

adapted to be moved to a loaded position which is related to
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the value of the weight placed on the platform. A record hav-

ing weight announcement segments sequentially recorded

thereon is provided and is adapted to move past a reading sta-

tion which includes a reading device for converting the weight

announcement segments into audible information. A moving

arrangement responsive to the movement of the platform to

the loaded position is adapted to move the record to a position

wherein the weight announcement segment associated with

the value of the weight on the platform is positioned at the

reading station Thereafter, relative movement between the

reading device and the record is effected whereby the weight

announcement positioned at the reading station is read out.

member. The hydraulic system is a hydrostatic transmission

for driving a tractor, and comprises a hydrostatic pump and a

hydrostatic motor driven by the pump. When the hydrostatic

3,782,488

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR DIFFERENTIAL
HYDROSTATIC STEERING

William A. Williamson, Nlles, Mich., assignor to Clark Equip-

ment Company, Buchanan, Mich.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,495

lnt.CI.B62d 1 1 104

U.S.CL 180-6.48 12 Claims

Mviv^
U^ m

pump is angularly shifted with respect to the input member,

the shifting is controlled by the hydraulic follow-up. which

also shifts the motor in relation to the output member.

3,782,490

STEERING ARRANGEMENT FOR VEHICLES,

ESPECIALLY MOTOR VEHICLES, WITH A STEERING
SERVO MECHANISM

Harald Schimkat, Flechtorf, Germany, assignor to

swagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg, Germany

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 168,917

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 27,

2042428
Int.CI. B62d5/04

U.S. CI. 180-79.1 12 Claims

Volk-

1970,

^
LIIIT

SfiTCI

A steering control system for a vehicle having a manual

steering means such as a steering wheel and a dual path hydro-

static drive with separate motors for two stecrable wheels, and

separate variable output pumps for the motors in which a link-

age interconnects the two motors. A pair of bars, preferably

forming part of a parallelogram, controls and limits the move-

ment of the linkage either in the same direction or in an angu-

lar direction to equalize the output of the motors or to vary the

output of the motors to steer the vehicle. The movement of

the interconnecting linkage is controlled by the steering

means and the position of the two bars is preferably controlled

by a foot pedal. Forward and reverse operation of the vehicle

aiL- obtained by shifting the linkage toward one or the other of

the parallel members through the use of a resilient means,

preferably a hydraulic motor. The present control system is

particularly adapted for lift trucks in which the two front

wheels are driven by the motors and a caster or casters are

used for the rear wheels.
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3,782,489

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION CONTROL WITH
HYDRAULIC FOLLOW-UP

Charies A. H. Ruhl, Wheaton; Edward Meyer, North River-

side, and Probir K. Chatterjea, Des Plaines, all of 111., as-

signors to International Harvester Company, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 97,899, Dec. 14, 1970, Pat. No. 3,693,503.

This application May 1 9, 1 972, Ser. No. 255,288

lnt.CLB62d///04

U.S. CI. 180-6.48 2 Claims

A hydraulic follow-up for use with a hydraulic system

placed between a rotating input member and a rotating output

A steering arrangement for vehicles, especially for motor

vehicles comprising a steering gear and a steering servo

mechanism, and means coupled between the steering gear and

the servo mechanism for superimposing a further translation

ratio independent from the velocity of the vehicle to the steer-

ing translation ratio of the steering gear without changing the

steering momentum.

3,782,491

POWER STEERING SYSTEM FOR ADJUSTABLE TRACK
VEHICLES

Edward J. Herbenar, Detroit, Mich., assignor to TRW Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,770

Int. CI. B62d5//0./ 7/00

U.S. CI. 180-79.2 R 3 Claims

A power steering system for adjustable track vehicles

wherein a double-ended power cylinder moves a piston which
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carries av-...v^ - hollow power rod. The power rod in turn deceives clement and a second position in which the bolt is disengaged

end portions of tie rod socket arms telescopically. The socket therefrom, means for blockmg movement of the key-operated

arms are attachable to the power rod at various points along

the length of the socket arm to accommodate adjustability m I

the vehicle track. The socket arms terminate in movable stud

ioints which arc connected to tie rod arms which in turn arc means between Knh positions, and comprising an clcctromag-

connccted to the wheel steering arm "ct cnergi/able by an electrical circuit of the automotive vehi-

cle for operating said blocking means.

3,782,492

MOTORfZED RETRACTABLE PADDED CUSHION
Jesse R. Hollins, 1 Chester Dr.. Great Neck, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 15. 1971,S«r.No. 189,650

Int.CI. B60r2///0

L^. CI. 180-82 C

3,782.494

AIR CISHION VEHICLE SEAL
Anthony Yelverton Simpson. New Orleans, La., assignor to

5 Claims Textron Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,653

Int.CI. B60v ///A

U.S.CL 180-124 10 Claims

An assembly for protecting a passenger of a vehicle. The as-

sembly includes a padded cushion and electrically activated

means coupled to the cushion for moving the cushion toward a

desired position and retracting the cushion from that position.

The electrically activated means includes a motor gear

meshed to a threaded shaft The activated means also includes

a threaded nut mechanically engaging the threaded shaft,

which nut is attached to the frame of the cushion. Electric cir-

cuits arc provided for activating the motor so as to turn the

shaft in one direction causing the cushion to move to an ex-

tended horizontal position, and to turn the shaft in the op-

posite direction causing the cushion to retract from the ex-

tended horizontal position.

3,782,493

ANTI-THEFT DEVICES
Paul Lipschutz, Croissy-Sur-Seine, and Jean Leroy, Salnt-Cyr-

L Ecole, both of France, assignors to Societe d Exploitation

des Brevets NEIM AN, Neuilly Seine, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 47,706, June 19, 1970, Pat.

No. 3.688,86 1 . This application Sept. 21,1971, Ser. No.

182.385

Claims priority, application France, Sept. 25, 1970.

7034733; Sept. 25, 1970, 7034734
Int. CLB60r 25/04

U.S.CL 180— 114 4Claims

A lock having a bolt en'gagcable with a control element of

an automotive vehicle and including key-operated means hav-

ing a first position in which the bolt is engaged with the control

A system for bracing/stiffening any side section, such as the

bow section of an air cushion vehicle seal of the inflated bag or

trunk type against "plow-in" or "tuck-under" tendencies The

system provides (without undue outward extension of the

vehicle deck) a "third stage" extension to the conventional

"two-stage stiffness" bag type air cushion seal, whereby a new

and improved "three-stage stiffness" seal system is provided

Also, the device of the invention incidentally operates as a

novel pneumatic bumper device protecting the vehicle hard

structure against damage when docking or the like.

3,782.495

CEILING TILE

Martin Nassof, 2608 Rockville Ctr. Pky., Oceanside. N.Y.

Filed June 8. 1972. Set. No. 260.852

Int. CLE04b//«2, 5/52

U.S.CL 181 —33G 7Clalms

A substantially square frame made of wire is covered on one

side or both sides with a skin of metal foil or thin metal sheet,

preferably aluminum, or thin plastic Tilm. The skin is secured

on the frame by adhesive means, such as heat sealing. The sur-
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face of the skin may be treated by wrinkling, embossing, per-

forating, printing, coloring or other suitable decorating

process. The thus obtained lightweight tile is usable for

the device has three chambers: collection, seal, and manome-

ter. In operation, a gas bubbles through a body of liquid in the

manometer chamber and this is sometimes quite noisy. In ac-

cordance with the invention, the opening of the manometer

chamber which is open to atmosphere is closed with a sound

/

/J .

1

X

1
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board assembly having side and end girder members hmgcd

together to fold into a small compact package and to unfold

into an open rectangular frame, the toe board assembly havmg

platform-engaging surfaces to prevent longitudmal. transverse

or vertical movement of the toe board assembly relative to the

scaffold and platform when assembled thereto, the toe board

being easily attachable and detachable without the use of

tools.

3.782,500

LUBRICATION MEANS
Philip Young, Westfieid, Mass., assignor to United Aircraft

Corporation. East Hartford, Conn.

Filed June 16. 1972, Ser. No. 263,492

int.CI.FI6n7//2

U.S. CI. 184-64 3 Claims

'^^ . ^.

3.782,502

MAIN POLE OF A FORK LIFT TRUCK

Motori Kobayashi, Uji; Masaoki Sakaguchi, Kusesa Tononishi,

and Masahiro Maeda. t ji, all of Japan, assignors to Nissan

ShaUi Co.. Ltd.. Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176.057

Int. CI. B66b 7102

U.S. CI. 187-9 3 Claims

3 9

An elongated generally T-shaped member forming a gutter

is disposed on the bottom inner wall of a sleeve like elopient

horizontally disposed adjacent a bearing of a rotating machin-

ery so that lubricant admitted into the sleeve migrates to the

T-shaped member judiciously tapered for increasing the

hydrostatic head of the lubricant for directing it into the bear-

ing instead of being returned to the reservoir as was the case

heretofore.

3,782.501

LUBRICATING-OIL CONTROL DEVICE FOR USE IN

MACHINES. FOR INSTANCE MACHINE TOOLS

Elio Pagella. Ivrea, Italy, assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti & C,

S.p.A,. Turin. Italy

FiledFeb, 22. l97l,S«r. No. 117.261

Claims priority, application Italy. Mar. 5. 1970. 67736 A/70

Int.CI. FOIm \l\\2

U.S.CL 184-6.4 4 Claims

\ fork lift mainpole comprises inner and outer-most ele-

ments on each side, the inner element comprising a U channel

having added a shouldered rear flange engaging rollers at-

tached to the outer masts in which the latter rollers arc made

adjustable b> eccentric mountings for immediate and a,;curate

adjustment to avoid shaking.

3.782.503

MAST STABILIZER FOR LIFT TRUCKS
Stuart W. Sinclair, Houston. Tex., assignor to Anderson,

Clayton & Co.. Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 14. 1972. Set. No. 315.218

Int. CI. B66b

U.S.CL 187-9 4 Claims

A machine control device for arresting the operation of a

machine in response to an insufficient rate of lubricant fiow in

the machine lubrication system. A chamber interposed in the

lubricant return circuit to the reservoir comprises a float for

sensing the level of lubricant therein, an upper discharge port,

and a lower discharge port of such size as to allow a fiow equal

to that necessary in the lubrication system to allow the

machine to complete its cycle. A signal responsive to a

predetermined position of the fioat announces the condition

of insufficient rate of fiow, and provides an input to an AND

gate The other input to the AND gate is provided by the

machine control system at the end of a cycle, whereby the ar

resting of machine operation thereupon occurs.

A stabilizer for reducing side-tilting moments in a lift truck

mast by overcoming the moments imposed by side loads on

the mast. An endless chain loop tauntily positioned on either

side of the mast by a separating column with a sprocket at

each end One side of the chains is connected to the load bear-

ing structure and the other side of the chains is anchored One

of the sprockets engaging each of the chains are connected

together by a common torque shaft whereby any side loads on

the carriage is transmitted to the chains and the torque shaft to

compensate for the side loads.
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3,782,504

MULTIPLEX SYSTEM FOR ELEVATOR CONTROL
Joseph F. Bilimaier. and Gordon P. Sprague. both of Toledo.

Ohio, assignors to Reliance Electric Company. Euclid, Ohio

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 314,918

Int. CI. B66b HOO
U.S. CI. 187-29R 34 Claims

open end of a fixed structure, which open end is larger than

the combined cross-sectional dimensions of the probe and

strip of sheet material, but smaller than the outside dimension

of the means for holding and positioning the shearing memticr.

„.l!

COUNTtI* L

i^

LATCM
•.?*

RING

COUNTDt

A system of transmitting control and indicator signals

between elements of an elevator system such as between a car

movable along a hatch-way and car control or supervisory

equipment wherein the signals arc coded and transmitted in

multiplexed form over a single transmission line A two station

system between a car and a fixed location is illustrated with a

transmitter and receiver at each station. The coded signals are

time sequenced so that all signals are considered cyclically.

3,782,505

BRAKING DEVICE
Homer T. Armstrong, Arlington. Tex., assignor to LTV

Aerospace Corporation. Dallas, Tex.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,464

Int.CI. F 1617/ /

2

U.S. CI. 188-1 C 19 Claims

3,782,506

MECHANICAL MOTION RETARDING MEANS
James Clifford Yarrington, Endicott, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,592

Int.CI.FI6f 7//0

U.S.CLI88-IB 9 Claims

12-f-
#

ikJ"

M^NWU-

Y/Z/TTA

Inertial retardation of mechanical motion is obtained by

coupling an inertia element, which is relatively massive, to a

mechanical load device, by a unidirectional coupling means,

ari^nged so that the load device is effectively connected to the

inertia element during the time that its motion is to be re-

tarded. At the termination of the motion of the load device, by

some arresting means, the inertia element is effectively uncou-

pled, and the stored energy in the inertia element is suitably

dissipated. The load device is accordingly stopped with an ar-

resting impulse equal only to the reduced momentum of the

load.

A preferred embodiment of the invention comprises a rela-

tively massive fiywheel coupled to the load device via an over-

running clutch.

3,782,507

'brake ACTUATED MECHANISM
Russell L. Shreve, 88 Linda, Troy, Mich.

Filed Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 129,053

InLCI.B62IJ/02,FI6c///4

U.S. CI. 188-2 D 2 Claims

4 J

A device for braking and dissipating the kinetic energy of a

linearly moving object. The device employs an elongated

probe rigidly attached to the object to be braked, the probe

having at least one cutting edge. A strip of sheet material is

removably mounted on the probe and over the probe's cutting

edge. Means for holding and positioning a shearing member is

slidingly mounted on the probe with the strip of sheet material

between the probe and the shearing member. The shearing

member cooperates with the probe's cutting edge to shear and

deform the strip during movement of the shearing member

relative to the probe and strip. Such movement of the shearing

member is effected by the passage of the probe through an

A brake actuating mechanism for two wheel vehicles such

as motorcycles, motor bikes or the like having front and rear

wheel brakes, the mechanism being operable to sequentially

operate the front and rear brakes upon actuation of the vehi-

cle brake pedal by the operator, whereby the rear wheel brake

is applied prior to the front wheel brakes so as to prevent ex-

cessive front wheel braking relative to rear wheel braking,

whereby instability and possible loss of vehicle control are

minimized.
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3,782,508

RELEASABLE CALIPER RETAINING MEANS FOR A

DISC BRAKE
Harry E. Cook. Detroit, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor Com-

pany, Dearborn, Mich.

Filedjuly 2, l971.Ser.No. 159,377

Int. CI. F16d 55/224

U.S. CI. 188-73.3 19 Claims

slidabl> supported on ihc anchor plate and straddles a brake-

rotor The caliper is constructed to urge a pair of brake shoes

into engagement with the braking surfaces of the brake rotor

A unique releasable retaining means secures the caliper to the

anchor In the presently preferred embodiment, the unique

releasable retaining means comprises a leaf spring and a chan-

nel-shaped kev

A disc brake for a motor vehicle having an anchor plate

secured to a wheel support member. A brake caliper is

slidably supported on the anchor plate and straddles a brake

rotor The caliper is constructed to urge a pair of brake shoes

into engagement with the braking surfaces of the rotor A

unique releasable retaining means secures the caliper to the

anchor. In the presently preferred embodiment, the unique

releasable retaining means comprises a sheet metal spring clip

and a V-shaped key interposed between the caliper and

anchor.

3,782,509

CALIPER RETAINING MEANS FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE
DISC BRAKE

Harry E. Cook, Detroit, and Francis L. Janosi, Dearborn

Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,

Dearborn, Mich.

Filedjuly 2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,379

Int. CI. F16d 55/224

IJ.S.CL 188-73.3 17 Claims

3,782,510

DISC BRAKE AND SI PPORT STRUCTURE THEREFOR
Heinrich Bernhard Rath. Koblenz. (Germany, assignor to

Girling Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed May 25, 197 1, Ser. No. 146,751 I

Claims priority, application (;reat Britain. May 29. 1970,

25968/70; Oct. 22. 1970, 50096/70

Int. CLF16d 55/224 I

L.S. CL 188-73.3 '« Claims

In a disc brake of the sliding caliper reaction type friction

pad assemblies for engagement with opposite faces of a rotata-

ble disc are located in the caliper which slides in a direction

parallel with the axis of the disc between a pair of circum-

fcrentially spaced guiding members forming part of a stationa-

ry drag-taking member. The oppositely facing innermost faces

of the guiding members are each formed with at least three ax-

ially and radially spaced co-planar surfaces upon which the

caliper is directly slidably guided. i

3,782,511

SELF-ADJUSTING BRAKES
Norman Leslie Cyril Parfitt, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, England, as-

signor to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited. London. England

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265.326

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. June 29. 1971.

30,390/71; Nov. 5, 1971,51,591/71

Int. CLFI6d 49/20 !

U.S.CL 188-75 4 Claims

^.—^^'

A disc brake for a motor vehicle having an anchor plate Each wheel of the vehicle is provided -'»»; ^ -'f^^^";;^^^^

secured to a wheel support member. A brake caliper is brake unit having two interconnected shoes which are sprmg-
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loaded into the applied position. Each brake unit has a

hydraulic ram actuatablc by pressure fluid to release the

brake, means being provided for limiting the amount of shoe

movement in the direction of brake release to a prc-sclccted

amount. The shoes are interconnected by a threaded member

along which one of the shoes is slidablc and on which the said

shoes is retained by nut which is urged along the threaded

member to take up excess movement of the threaded member

after movement of the shoes has reached the preselected

amount.

3,782^14
HYDROKINETIC DEVICE

Helmut Mueller, Heidenheim/Brenz, Germany, assignor to

Voith Getriebe KG, Heidenheim, Germany
Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,122

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1972, P 22

08 857.9

Int. CLF16d 5 7/02

U.S. CI. 188-296 8 Claims

3,782,512

SHAFT LOCK ARRANCiEMENT
Samuel (Gordon, 323 Park Ave.. Elbcron, N.J.

Filed July 20. 1972, Ser. No. 273,382

Int.CI. B60t 7//2

U.S. CI. 188 134 4 Claims

The specification describes a shaft lock employing a brake

shoe mounted on a slidablc sleeve which is. in turn, loosely

mounted on the shaft Countcrrotation of the shaft causes a

screw threaded portion thereof to engage a threaded portion

of the sleeve thereby driving the sleeve along the shift into a

fixed brake shoe mounted in proximity to said shaft.

3,782,513

INSPECTION HOLE COVER
William T. Birge, Plymouth, Mich., assignor to Kclsey-Hayes

Company, Romulus. Mich.

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,656

Int.CI. F16d 66/02

U.S. CL 188-206 R 2 Claims

A housing is provided with two coaxial toroidal chambers

which arc axially adjacent one another. A stator wheel is ac-

commodated in each of the chambers, and a rotor wheel is

also accommodated in each chamber. The wheels, which are

respectively symmetrically arranged, are provided with blades

extending circumfcrentially and all inclined in the same

direction. A working-fluid passage communicates With each

chamber and each such passage has a one-way valve inter-

posed in it. A common outlet duct for the working fluid com-

municates with both of the chambers. A connecting passage

communicates the cores of the chambers with one another.

3,782,515

SHAFT DRIVER DEVICE AND CONVEYOR SYSTEM
EMBODYING THE SAME

William E. Cowen, Jr., Westland, Mich., assignor to United In-

dustrial Engineering Corporation, Madison Heights, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 698,533, Jan. 17, 1968, Pat. No.

3,605,990. This application Sept. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 72,884

Int.CLF16d4J/20

U.S.CL 192—56 C 4 Claims

'' "^

A drum brake assembly in which one of the brake members,

such as the backing plate is formed with an inspection hole ad-

jacent the lining of the brake shoe for visual inspection of the

degree of lining wear without necessitating removal of the

drum. A cover is provided for the inspection hole which cover

is pivotally supported by the holddown pin of the brake shoe

assembly to simplify and reduce the cost of the assembly.

A shaft driver device is disclosed for use, illustratively, in a

roller-type load conveyor or like system in which load units

are halted for the performance of an operation thereon, with a

consequent increased drag on a normally powered roller of

the conveyor which is driven by the device. The system and

drive device incorporate means which act^ quite indepen-

dently of any control factor, other than the drag effect, to in-

terrupt the drive of the conveyor roller, or equivalent element

in a different installation, immediately upon the arising of drag
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in excess of a critical value, restoring the drive when that value

diminishes or the drag ceases. The drive control means

referred to is built in its entirety into the structure of a driven

roller or other shaft-driven ccynponent comparable thereto

More specifically, the system comprises a first hub member

normally rotating M/ith the driver shaft and powered from an

appropriate source, a second hub member coaxial with the

first member, and means in the form of a torsion spring clutch

device normally coupling said members for rotation as a unit

under a drag load less than the critical value The first member

IS shown as having a resilient driving connection to the second

member which, on excess load, yields and causes the torsion

spring coupling means to be de-clutched, the shaft drive then

coming to a halt. This drive connection is adjustable as to its

resilient bias to determine the critical value.

delivery chute. The recoil of the bottles from the brush de-

pends upon their initial orientation. If the mouth or open end

of a bottle is foremost it recoils less sharply from the recoil

point than if the closed bottom is foremost. The dwell of the

mouth end of the bottle at the recoil point permits gravity, or

other forces, to act upon the bottle so that it rotates in one

3,782,516

FLUID CLUTCH
Paul W. Frisby, and Edward P. Stanny, both of Salt Lake City,

UUh, assignors to McGraw-Edison Company, Elgin, 111.
direction and moves along the delivery chute in the bottom-

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,487
^^^^^ position If the closed end of the bottle is foremost the

lnt.C\.¥lM 13148,25104
hottle rebounds from the recoil point causing the mouth end

U.S. CI. 192— 88 A * Claims
^^ encounter an impedance, whereby gravity rotates the bottle

in the other direction so that it also moves along the delivery

chute in the bottom-first position

3,782,518

COIN CONTROLLED VENDING APPARATUS

John D. Smith, Medford, N.J.. assignor to Wellman Industries,

Longview, Tex.
|

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265.613

lnt.CI.(;07f.V«<N

U.S. CI. 194-54 4 Claims

f^

V- 1

A fluid clutch having a diaphragm defining within a housing

a fiuid tight chamber, a clutch shaft having a disc keyed

thereto for rotation in the housing adjacent the diaphragm but

on the exceed thereof opposite from the chamber, a pair of

friction elements adjacent and sandwiching the disc and

means precluding rotation of the friction elements while al-

lowing axial movement thereof, a thrust plate between the

diaphragm and adjacent friction element, and means for com-

municating fluid pressure to the chamber to fiex the

diaphragm sufficiently to bind the disc between the friction

elements and against rotation relative to the housing

In the transmission of rotary shaft power, a clutch is

frequently used for selectively connecting together or releas-

ing a driving member and a driven member. The output

requirement of such a clutch can exceed 1000 inch pounds of

torque at over 1,000 revolutions per minute Moreover, many

such clutches are needed since some industrial type machines

might require that many pairs of driving and driven members

be selectively connected together, and two or even three

clutches might be connected in parallel between each pair for

controlled drive of the driven member in either direction or

total braking of the same.

3,782,517

BOTTLE ORIENTING DEVICE

Sidney M. Newcomb, R.D. No. 1. E. Stroudsburg, Pa.

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,369

Int. CI. B65g/ //20

U.S.CL 193-43 R 1 Claim

A bottle orienting device in which axially-spaced bottles of

random orientation arc propelled against a resilient surface

such as, for example, the bristles of a brush mounted in a

Disclosed is coin controlled vending apparatus for use with

a product dispensing machine The apparatus includes struc-

ture defining first and second generally vertical slots for

receiving coins of a first and second denomination respective-

ly A platform is located beneath the slots to support the coins

inserted in the slots such that if two or more coins are inserted

in the slot they will stack edge to edge one on top of another

The apparatus further includes structure defining a first guide

extending generally horizontally from a point adjacent the first

slot and structure defining second and third spaced guides ex-

tending generally horizontally from points adjacent the second

slot The end of each guide adjacent a slot is formed into a foot

having a heel which coincides with the termination of the cor-

responding guide and a toe extending from the heel downward

to a point beneath the corresponding guide A coin feeler as-

sembly is mounted to move in a plane parallel with the guides

between a rest position and an operate position. The assembly

includes first, second and third members positioned to move
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along paths contiguous with the first, second and third guides

respectively as the assembly is moved. Each such°member in-

cludes a hole into which a camming pin may be inserted with

the hole positioned so that when a pin is inserted therein and

the assembly is in the rest position, the pin extends within the

heel of the foot of the corresponding guide The first and

second members are coupled together to move in unison when

either is moved. The coin feeler assembly is placed in a first

configuration when camming pins are inserted in the holes of

the first and second members When in this configuration, the

coin feeler assembly is movable from the rest position to the

operate position only if (a) a coin is inserted in the first slot so

that the camming pin inserted in the hole of the first member

slides over the top of the coin and along the first guide as the

coin feeler assembly is moved, or (b) two coins are inserted in

the second slot so that the camming pin inserted in the hole of

the second member slides over the top of the topmost coin and

along the second guide as the coin feeler assembly is moved.

Otherwise, the camming pins arc caused to move from the

heel of the foot of a corresponding guide downwardly into the

toe of the foot to prevent further movement of the coin feeler

assembly. The dispensing mechanism is coupled to the coin

feeler mechanism and is allowed to operate to dispense a

product only when the coin feeler assembly is allowed to move

to the operate position The coin feeler assembly may be

placed in other configurations by simply rearranging the

camming pins in the holes to enable operation of the

dispensing mechanism when various other coin combinations

are inserted in the slots.

3,782,520

RESILIENT HEAD ASSEMBLY HAVING RESILIENT
MOUNT

Robert Howard, Roslyn, N.Y., assignor to Centronics DaU

Computer Corp., Hudson, N.H.

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,558

lnt.CLB41j///«.i//0

U.S. CI. 197-1 R 3 Claims

3,782,519

COIN CONTROLLED METER CONSTRUCTION
Bruno G. Zajac, Harwood Hts., 111., assignor to Qonaar Cor-

poration, Elk Grove Village, 111.

Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 287,514

Int.CI. G07c//iO

U.S. CI. 194-83 8 Claims

A printer head assembly for use in high speed printers of the

dot-matrix type. The assembly is comprised of a one-piece

hollow die cast member having a rear wall for mounting a plu-

rality of driving solenoids. Reciprocally mounted print wires

extend from each of their associated solenoids mounted at the

rear wall through the hollow interior of the die cast member

with their free ends mounted so as to be substantially fiush

with the front wall of the die cast member. Hollow tubular

guide means are provided within the interior of the die cast

housing to maintain an appropriate curvature for each of their

associated print wires which extend therethrough. A jewel

bearing is provided at the forward end of each of the guide

wires to provide a low friction jewel bearing for each of the

print wires to prevent abrasive wear of the print wires. A jewel

bearing is provided at the front end of the die cast housing for

arranging the forward end of each of the print wires substan-

tially along an imaginary straight line in very closely spaced

fashion. At least one retaining plate is mounted within the die

cast housing at a point intermediate the forward and rearward

ends. A plurality of apertures arc provided in the mounting

plate, each of which is adapted to receive one of said tubular

guide means. The diameter of each of the openings in the

mounting plate is substantially greater than the outex diameter

of each of the tubular guides. A suitable resilient material such

as, for example, silicone rubber is affixed to one surface of the

mounting plate so as to surround each of the guide tubes and

to resilicntly secure the guide wires to the mounting plate. The

resilient mounting affords a cushioning effect to attenuate and

absorb any transverse motion imparted thereto during either

the impact or return movement of the print wires so as to sig-

nificantly increase the useful operating life. If desired, a pair of

such mounting plates having the aforesaid resilient mounting

means for the guide tubes may be employed.

A coin controlled meter construction such as a parking

meter wherein time is purchased upon insertion of a coin in

the meter A time indicator means is movable over a dial face

for displaying the amount of time purchased. Means are con-

nected to the indicator means so that the indicator means is

moved out of displaying position after elapse of a fraction of

the time purchased. Accordingly, if a new purchaser arrives at

the metet, it will not be possible for the new purchaser to

determine the amount of previously purchased time remaining

on the meter so that the new purchaser will be required to in-

sert at least one coin in order to insure adequate purchased

time.

3,782,521

RIBBON LIFTING MECHANISM FOR A POWER-DRIVEN
TYPEWRITER

Hans-Georg Hengelhaupt, Nurnberg, Germany, assignor to

Triumph W erke Nuernberg A.G., Nuernberg, Germany

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,104

Claims priority, application Germany, July 29, 1971, P 21

37 972.6
lnt.CI.B41jii/5S

U.S.CL 197-158 7 Claims

A ribbon lifting mechanism in a power-driven typewriter

moves a ribbon from an inoperative location to a printing lo-

cation in response to the operation of an oscillating drive ar-

rangement. The oscillating drive arrangement undergoes a

cyclical operation with each actuation of a type key action and

includes an eccentric cam for effecting movement of the rib-
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bon to the printing location and another cam having a plurali

ty of different camming lobes for effecting further incremental

movements of the ribbon to slightly different positions at the

printing location. Means are provided for effecting relative

movement between the eccentric cam and the other cam to

bring a different camming lobe into operation with each suc-

3.782,523

STORINC; AND FEEDING DEVICE FOR CK.ARETTES

Filippo r.iatti. Bologna. Italy, assignor to AMF Incorporated,

White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 285,738

Claims prioritv, application IUly,Sept. 7, 1971, 12907 A/71

Int.CI. B65g47/6/

U.S. CI. 198-22 R 19 Claims

X

'As

^^.^-^'J

ccssivc cyclical operation of the oscillating drive arrangement

to effect movement of the ribbon to successively different

positions at the printing location To enable the ribbon lifting

mechanism to be utilized in conjunction with a single element

printer, the drive arrangement is carried on a bushing which is

moveable along a drive shaft

prise

Apparatus for storing and feeding cigarettes, which com-

ises a conveyor for advancing cigarettes from the output of a

cigarette manufacturing unit, means for receiving cigarettes

from the conveyor and transporting them to the input of a

cigarette packer, a cylindrical st»uagc unit having a plurality

of cigarette receiving slots open to the periphery thereof

mounted adjacent the conveyor between the output of the

cigarette manufacturing unit and the input of the cigarette

packer, and means resptinsive to operating ci)nditions in the

packer for transferring cigarettes between the conveyor and

the slots in the storage unit.

3,782,522

TRANSFER MECHANISM
Joseph H. Wyers, Excelsior. Minn., assignor to Fluoroware,

Inc., Chaska, Minn.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 290,171

lnt.CI.B65g4 7/i6

L.S. CI. 198-20 R 11 Claims

3,782,524

IT(;HT BILB SORTER AND CONVEYOR
Thomas R. Fabian, Hubbard, and James R. Hanek. Young-

stow n, both o( Ohio, assignors to Dynamic Systems Inc.,

Youngstown, Ohio

Filed May 24. 1972, Ser. No. 256.474

lnl.CI.B65g4 7/:4

l).S. CI. 198-33 AA 3 Claims

A transfer mechanism is shown, including an endless track

positioned in a vertical plane, and a follower member secured

to the track. The follower member includes a pick-up member

mounted for rotation about a horizontal axis, which has

spaced front and back walls. A circular disk is attached at its

center perpendicular to an elongated rod adapted to support

articles to be transferred. The disk is sized to fit loosely

between and generally parallel to the front and rear walls. A

V-shaped depression in the front wall supports and centers the

rod which extends thereover.

A sorting and conveying machine for moving glass light bulb

shapes upwardly out of a bin and away therefrom to a work

station or the like utilizes a continuous conveyor belt posi^

tioncd at a slight angle from vertical and having a plurality of

spaced fingers projecting therefrom arranged to move up-

wardly through the light bulb shapes in the bin and engage in-

dividual light bulb shapes and move them upwardly and out ot

the bin where they are positioned on a Y-shaped trough

defined by a pair of spaced cross sectionally round conveyor

belts moving transversely with respect to said machine.
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3,782,525

FEED MECHANISM
Edwin Flury, 15 Heatherley Dr.. Clayhall, England

Filed Dec. 22. 1971. Ser. No. 21 1.013

Int. CI. B65g 47/00

U.S. CI. 198-24 5 Claims

of the first conveyer and mounted for rotation at a right angle

thereto. The discs and slave segments arc mounted at a height

such that when they are at rest, with the clipped surfaces of

the discs up, they are below the surface of the rollers. When

the discs arc rotated, however, the circular portions of the

The invention disclosed relates to a feed mechanism for bot-

tle closure lining machines and employs a positive feed

member resiliently supported by an oscillating carrier to effect

advance of a closure towards the lining chuck. The invention

enables much higher throughput rates to be achieved when

lining closures with, for example, centrifugally distributed

plastisol compoliitions. Preferably the feed member consists of

a pair of laterally spaced closure striking pins.

3,782,526

CONTAINER ORIENTER
Henry M. Simons. Wilmington, Calif., assignor to The Quaker

Oats Company, Chicago, 111.

Filedjuly 21,197l,Ser. No. 164,602

Int. CI. B65g 4 7/26

U.S. CI. 198-31 AA • ^''a'»"

discs protrude above the surface of the rollers, and a pin

mounted on each disc causes the slave segments to rotate with

the discs in angular relation such that the periphery of the pie-

shaped slave segments completes the circular surface of the

clipped discs, allowing the items to be moved at a right angle

to the first conveyer without contacting the rollers thereof.

3,782,528

METHOD AND A DEVICE FOR MIXING AND
HOMOGENIZING OF BULK MATERIAL

Jacobus J. Burger, Driehuis; Gerrit De Jong, Velsen, and

Gradus J. J. Den Boer, Driehuis, all of Netherlands, as-

signors to Koninklijke Nederlandsche Hoogovens En Staal-

fabrieken N. V., Ijmuiden, Netherlands

Filed Sept. 1 0, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 79.499

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Sept. 10, 1970,

7013571
Int. CI. B65g 5 7/02

U.S. CI. 198-36 6 Claims

13' SZ

A container orienter is disclosed. The orientcr is for use

with round containers having upper and lower chimes of dif-

ferent radii and is for orienting the containers with the upper

chimes in the upright position. The container orienter has an

inclined rotatable indented wheel with downwardly extending

fingers in the indentations As containers move along a con-

veyor system adjacent to the rotatable wheel, the fingers en-

gage the containers having the larger chime in the upper posi-

tion and separate them from the other containers in order that

all of the containers may be oriented in the same position.

3.782.527

CEIPPED-DISC DEVICE FOR RIGHT-ANGLE TRANSFER

Victor D. Petershack. Ellwood City, Pa., assignor to Rex Chain-

belt Inc., Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,268 .

Int. CI. B65g 4 7/00

U.S. CI. 198-25 3 Claims

A device for selectively transfering items on one roller con-

veyer to another conveyer set at a right-angle to the first con-

veyer. The device comprises a plurality of clippped discs and

associated pie-shaped slave segments set between the rollers

II i« 7 n 15

In a method and means for mixing and homogenizing bulk

material such as lump ore and ore concentrates, in which a

mixing heap is formed by dumping the material as a large

number of layers one on top of the other, said mixing heap

thereupon being dug off over the entire height, in which for

forming said mixing heap the material to be dumped in layers

is fed by a digging machine onto a belt conveyor system and is

dumped from this system by a longitudinally moving dumping

machine onto the said mixing heap, the material during trans-

port to the dumping machine passes through a throughfiow

hopper, from which it is discharged in a constant fiow, and the

speed of the digging machine is controlled in dependency

upon the filling of this hopper by special mechanisms,

preferably comprising a metering device below the hopper,

weight signalling means, weight-to-volume converting means,

and special supports and controls.
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3,782.529

MAGNETIC RAIL CONVEYOR
Dark) Buccicone, Gary. Ind.. assignor to Bucciconi Engineering

Co., Inc., Gary. Ind.

Filed July 12. 1972, Ser. No. 270,963

Int. CI. B65g / 7/46

U.S. CI. 198-41 4 Claims

ly moves the elements to the trip position A pivotally

mounted latch arm is coupled to an opening in the leg and

pivoted to abut the leg to mechanically hold the leg and plate

in the set position. A reset arm is connected to the pivot sup-

An overhead rail-type metal sheet conveyor which com-

prises an elongate frame w^ith a pair of endless sheet carrying

belts carried on spaced end pulleys and a plurality of spaced

electromagnets mounted in a downwardly opening housmg

having therein adjustable plate-like elements with downwardly

opening guide recesses in which the belts travel while the

sheets arc held thereon by magnetic force and advanced along

the lower run of the conveyor.
^

3,782,530

MATERIAL HANDLING ROLLER
Oliver Breting, 16. Residence la Pinsonne, Garges-les-Gonesse

(ValdOise), France

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,228

Int.CI.B65g/i/02

U.S.CI. 198-I27E 12 Claims

port for the latch arm and is mechanically moved into the path

of an inclined reset plate on the trailing end of the tray unit

The reset plate returns the reset arm and attached latch arm

from latching alignment and positively pivots the leg and cam

member to the horizontal reset position.

3.782,532

APPARATUS FOR DEVELOPING LITHOGRAPHIC
PLATES

Robert E. Harrell; Arthur E. Essmueller. and Roy C. Bax, all

of St. Louis, Mo., assignors to Western Litho Plate & Supply

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 729.040, May 14. 1968. Pal. No.

3,608,464. This application Feb. 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 2,6 1

9

lnt.CLB65g/-V00

U.S.CL 198-184 .
4 Claims

A material handling roller which form the armature of an

electric motor whose field winding is supported by the roller

and is held against rotation by means coupled to a fixed ele-

ment.

3,782,531

TRIP MECHANISM FOR CONVEYING APPARATUS

David W. Wolbrink, Hartford, Wis., assignor to Speaker Mo-

tion Systems Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,460

lnt.CI.B65g/7//6

U.S.CL 198-155 10 Claims

A tilting tray trip mechanism for controlling a series of tray

units includes a tripping plate pivotally mounted for position-

ing between a horizontal reset and an inclined set or trip posi-

tion with a depending leg as a part of the latch means. A mo-

mentarily pulsed solenoid is connected to this leg and positive-

Apparatus for post-exposure treatment of lithographic

plates having an endless belt on which such a plate is trans-

ported to. through, and beyond, at least one operating station,

and in which the belt is welted and the plate undergoing treat-

ment IS held fast on the wetted belt by intcrfacial tension.

I

3,782,533

STABILIZED SIDE PLATE CONSTRUCTION FOR GRATE
CONVEYOR

Walter J. Hartwig, Oconomowoc, Wis., assignor to Allls-Chal-

mers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Sept. 20, 1 972, Ser. No. 290,634

Int. CI. B65g/ 5/JO

U.S.CL 198-196 19 Claims

A stabilized side plate construction for a grate conveyor or

the like in which one side plate of each pair of pivotally con-

nected side plates has loosely keyed thereto a Hanged spool

which is journalled for pivotal movement on the reduced

diameter extension of a chain pin or. alternatively, on the
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reduced diameter extension of the thru rod of the conveyor,

with the Hange of the spool abutting a radial shoulder of the

larger diameter portion of the chain pin or of the thru rod, as

the case may be, for proper orientation of the spool at a fixed

reference location on the chain pin or on the thru rod. The

other side plate of the pair of pivotally connected side plates is

pivotally movable relative to the spool shoulder although the

spool shoulder does not necessarily serve as a bearing for the

3,782,535

SCREW CONVEYOR COIL WIPER
Thomas Yousch, 16258 Vintage, Sepulveda, Calif.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,343

Int. CLB65gii//«. 45/00

U.S.CI. 198— 229

other side plate. A washer which, in effect, is the opposite

flange of the spool, is retained on the chain pin reduced

diameter extension, or alternatively, on the reduced diameter

extension of the thru rod, at a fixed lateral spacing from the

spool flange, whereby to restrict the two pivotally connected

side plates to a dimensionally predetermined limited relative

lateral movement therebetween, thus minimizing the "wob-

ble" between pivotally connected side plates.

3,782,534

CONVEYOR BELT CLEANING DEVICE
Wouter Holleman, 15 Wren St., Vanderbijipark, Transvaal.

South Africa

Filed Jan. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 218,715

Claims priority, application South Africa, Jan. 22, 1971,

0412
Int. CI. B65g 45/00

U.S.CL 198-230 7 Claims

10 Claiips

The invention is concerned with cleaning of material from

conveyor belts and consists of at least one pair of blades each

extending partway across a belt to be cleaned. The contiguous

ends of the blades are made to overlap each other in the vicini-

ty of the center line of the bell. The blades arc mounted so

that they can pivot about axes located parallel to and within

the width of the belts while carried in mountings which can

pivot about axes transverse to the belt. There may be a plurali-

ty of pairs of blades and the mountings will be supported in

hangers which arc also pivoted about axes extending across

the belt.

A wiping device for cleaning the flights of a screw conveyor

by having a helical wiping coil that rotates with the rotating

screw and simultaneously is moved along the axis of the screw

in a reciprocating motion such that the wiping coil lightly en-

gages the entire trough of the screw between the ridges or

lands of the screvv fiights in a reciprocating manner.

3,782,536

MOBILE TRANSFER CARRIER
David Toney, Bluefield, W. Va., assignor to West Virginia Ar-

mature Company, Bluefield, W. Va.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,935

Int.CLB6'^g25/0«

U.S.CL 198-233 5 Claims

Mobile transfer carrier for use in a mining conveyor system

to carry coal or ore away from a mine face. It provides an es-

sential link in a train of conveyors where it is positioned to

receive the discharge from a first bridge conveyor connected

to a mining machine, and to discharge onto a second bridge

conveyor which delivers to a portable conveyor moving up

with the advancing mine face. The mobile transfer carrier has

a conveyor frame supported on a tramming frame for mobili-

ty. The conveyor frame has a pair of elongated, parallel,

horizontally spaced, unitary side rails rigidly interconnected

into a single adjustable unit and has continuous track surfaces

to support the discharge carriage of a bridge conveyor. The

tramming frame has a pair of spaced, vertical, longitudinally

extending gib plates in close, slidablc engagement with the

side rails to limit side movement while enabling vertical and

some longitudinal movement of the conveyor frame. The con-

veyor frame is supported on opposite ends of the tramming

frame by fore and aft pairs of transversely spaced, pivoted

elevating levers. One pair of elevating levers is connected

between the two frames by pivot pins to raise and lower one

end of the conveyor frame while limiting fore and aft move-

ment. The other pair of elevating levers is pivotably and

slidably connected between the two frames to raise and lower

the other end of the conveyor frame while enabling relative
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longitudinal movement between the frames to compensate for

differences between the longitudinal components of move-

ment of the two pairs of elevating levers

3,782,537

COIN HOLDER
Joseph M. Segel, Merion. Pa.. assiRnor to The Franklin Mint.

Inc., Franklin Center, Pa.

Filed Jan. 5, 1972,Ser.No. 215,597

Int. CI. A45c mOO; B65d S5l02.ti5l?4

LI.S.CI.206-.82
-^<^'»""''

bic for display use. The enclosing carton may be slit in such a

manner as to form a pair of display stands each adapted ti>

support a display carton m a tilted fashion tach display car

ton sub-assembly is provided Aith a shelf type assembly cut

from a single blank of stiff cardbi>ard or other like material to

position and support a plurality of garlands

3,782,539

BKNKKKTATION OK PHOSPH ATF. ORKS

William Howard Painter, Hibbing. Minn., assignor to PM

Holding Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Nov. I. l97I.Ser.No. 194,456

Int. CI. B03b VIOO

L.S. CI. 209-2 8 Claims

:
a

f
»

iPlS...»W j

«lO

A coin holder comprised of two halves which are assembled

to define an enclosure for the coin Each of the halves has mu-

tually facing means for engaging the perimeter of a coin and

positioning the coin within the coin holder.

1

(

—

^—T*'

1 ^ 1
^J

.

3,782,538

APPARATUS FOR PROTECTING AND DISPLAYING

TINSEL GARLAND AND THE LIKE

S.' Kinderman, Hopkinson House Washington

Sixth and Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,542

Int. CI. B65d«//J6. 25/04

U.S. CI. 206-45.12 6 Claims

rj,ii£«—III

fSic^i
-•-— r^ J

t»t.<,«t***«»

Abraham
Square

A process for beneficiating phosphate ores in which the ore

is scrubbed and deslimed prior to separation into a coarse

fraction and a fine fraction, each of which is subjected to a

plurality of anionic flotation steps and screening steps to ob-

tain high recovery and high grade phosphate product whereby

the acid cleaning and cationic notation^tcps previously used

are eliminated. I

3,782.540

LUMBER SEPARATOR
Donald E. Mosely. Spokane, Wash., assignor to Bitco, Inc..

Spokane. Wash. I

Filed Sept. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 293,447 I

Int.Cl. B07C///0

U.S.CL 209-73 5 Claims

.49

• A package having tiers of tinsel garland and the like com-

prising a substantially rectangular parallelepiped shaped car-

ton having a plurality of support members contained therein

each adapted to carry a plurality of such tinsel garland in a

neatly spaced manner The supporting tray members arc bent

or otherwise formed so as to provide separating members for

maintaining spacing between adjacent garlands supported by a

tray and further providing rigid support for a tray positioned

thereupon to prevent crushing of the garland Means may also

be provided for visually observing the contents of lower tiers

and for facilitating removal of each tray The neat compact

manner in which garland is stacked facilitates use of the

package for display means.

Alternative display means comprising open ended carton

sub-assemblies housed within an enclosing carton arc adapta

A^ \yy^

—rr

y oy>

m

A lumber separator is described for receiving, separating

and re-routing a vertical stack of boards, particularly such

stacks formed by horizontal resawing operations of a lumber

mill The separator receives an individual stack from a longitu-

dinal input conveyor on a relatively horizontal table A plurali-

ty of transverse conveyor chains move the stack laterally over

the table, onto the arms of a removable support means, and

against an abutment with sufficient velocity to dislodge the top

stack member The bottom board is dropped as the arms are

retracted, onto a bottom board conveyor
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3,782,541

APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING STACKS OF MAIL

OR LIKE ARTICLES

David Wood, Clevedon, England, assignor to Masson Scott

Thrissell Engineering Limited, Bristol, England

Filed Dec. 1 1, 1972. Ser. No. 314.241

Claims priority, application (;reat Britain, Dec. 15. 1971,

58.262/71
Int.CI. B65g'iy/0r;

U.S. CI. 209-74 R 8 Claims

rot K3 we

An automatic letter sorting machine including a large

number of individual sorter boxes arranged in horizontal rows,

a number of horizontal conveyors for delivering mail via

denecti>r gates to the individual boxes, individual ejectors for

ejecting stacks of mail from the boxes, a power operated

receiver shelf moving vertically on guides at the front of the

machine with compartments to receive the ejected mail, an

tivOrhead discharge conveyor at the top of the machine, a

further ejector for shifting stacks of mail from the receiver

shelf into compartments of the discharge conveyor, and an au-

tomatic mail bundling machine at the output of the discharge

conveyor.

a line of such container or bottles being conveyed to the ap-

paratus by a belt conveyor and let the unimpaired bottles pass

from the apparatus ready for immediate use. filling and the

safe application of closure caps. The line conveyor runs along

one side of the apparatus and locates the bottles into star-

wheel openings of the apparatus and through the engagement

of these bottles with the turret of the apparatus; the turret is

dragged and turned by the continuation of movement of the

bottles upon the belt until the next bottle has been gathered ^
a succeeding star opening in the star-wheel turrent. This next

bottle picks up the drive from the conveyor to allow the

preceding bottle to be initially centered by a similarly inter-

nally threaded two-part clamp device and the turning of the

bottle therein by a side friction engaging wall to orientate bot-

tle so that the lead edge of the bottle thread enters the jaws

first. Fractures are broken away from a fractured bottle thread

preparatory to the thread inspection cycle. After the neck of

the bottle is clamped, it is taken to the next station to receive a

lift inflatable plunger bulb that is turned and lowered into the

bottle neck, the bulb inflated, the bottle neck internally

gripped, the clamp opened, the bottle lifted from the conveyor

by the bulb rotated for the inspection of the thread by oppos-

ing sensing fingers of a microswitch sensing device and biased

by a spring to close upon one another. The bottle is lifted and

at the same time turned by the device between its opposing

sensing fingers by a reversible air motor that drives a worm

gear in an internally-threaded depending sleeve, both with

threads of the same pitch and size of the bottle threads being

inspected. Operating with the sensing fingers arc adjustable

operating members aligned with microswitches that will be ac-

tivated upon the thread being oversize or undersize or upon a

sensing finger dropping into a notch or a nick to signal and set

up the apparatus for the release and ejection of that bottle at a

selected station. The unimpaired bottle will be continued to

another station where it can be ejected by any suitable means.

An adjustable electric timer controls the lowering and lifting

of the bottle infiatable lifting bulb and the extent of travel of

bottle threads within the sensing fingers and the ejecting of the

impaired bpttle from the apparatus.

3.782.542

AUTOMATIC BOTTLE THREAD INSPECTION
APPARATUS

Harry E. Scribner. 9036 N. 75th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,709

Int.CI. B07c5/W>

U.S. CI. 209-74 10 Claims

3,782,543

DOCUMENT RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

Mario Marlelli, Via della Selva I, Compiobbi, and Mario Mar-

telli, Viale TalentI 63, Firenze, both of Iialy

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,853

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 15, 1971, 9724 A/71

Int. CI. B07c 51342

U.S.CL 209-75 13 Claims

An apparatus is hereby provided which will automatically

sense the defective oversized or chipped threads on the top of

glass container or bottle and eject the so impaired bottle from

A bank note recognition system includes an optical analyser

for scrutinising the watermark, selected areas of print on the

surface of the bank note, the wire band in the bank note and

the density of the paper of the bank note. The analyser in its

simplest form includes a lamp for illuminating a discrete area

of the bank note and two photo electric elements on opposite

side of the bank note for respectively sensing the transparency
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^
3,782.544

AL'TOMATIC (.RADKR

Joseph R. Perkins, 111, Burke, Va., assignor to AMF Incor-

porated, White Plains, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 145,444, Ma, 20, 1971. This

application Aug. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 277.499

Int. CI. B07c .V-?'*2

L.S.CI.209-111.6
^»^ '-'""'

»s«

separation of heavy rapc-sccd over the lower end and light

rapc-sccd and mustard seed over the upper end both of which

fractions can be used commercially.

A system and apparatus for grading and sortmg tobacco

leaves and the like according to color and brightness arc pro-

vided The color of each tobacco leaf is compared photoclcc-

tncally with the color of a replaceable background color stan-

dard over which each leaf is conveyed The system can be

operated in either a normal mode, i e .
detecting and separat-

inR all those leaves darker than the background standard, or a

reverse mode, i.e., detecting and separating all those leaves

that arc lighter than the background standard A plurality of

such systems arc set to perform a series of sequential detec^

tions and separations, against a selected plurality of

background color standards to effect separation of a plurality

of tobacco leaves into a preselected number of grades or clas-

sifications The system and apparatus can be embodied in a

transducer unit for converting existing tobacco sorting

machinery from a manual to an automatic starting mode of

operation Two color detection of renected light is used to

determine brightness as well as greenness A separate detector

for each color is positioned behind a broad band color filter to

sense reHected light from the tobacco leaves and the

background standard Either one or the sum of the resulting

signals for each detected color is indicative of the brightness

of the leaves while the difference between the signals is indica-

tive of the greenness. A pneumatic reject mechanism is actu-

ated in response to given leaf grade conditions, or a lack

thereof, to separate undcsired grades of leaves from the plu-

rality of leaves being graded.

3,782.546

CATIONIC CONDITIONINC. A(iKNTS FOR POTASH
FLOTATION

Roscoe Conklin Kirwin, Midland, Tex.; William lewis Hart.

Pittsburgh, and Joseph Michael Antonetti, Burgettstown,

both of Pa., assignors to Calgon Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,647

int.CI. B03d//«2

U.S.CI.209-166 3 Claims

3,782,545 I

SEED RECLAIMING DEVICE

Roy Allen Rayner, 492 Rita St., and Harold Waldemar Sand-

berg, 421 N. Algoma St., both of Thunder Bay, Ontario,

Canada
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,619

Int. CI. B07c 9/00

U.S.a.209-114
' >^'»""

An inchned belt is shaped on the upper run by side rollers to

form a slight trough By-products resulting from initial seed

cleaning are dropped from a hopper onto the belt just above

the lower end Heavy round seeds such as rape-seeds bounce

and pass over the lower end while light seeds and flat seeds

and other contaminants pass over the upper or head end. The

An improved froth flotation process for separating sylvitc

from a pulp containing sylvitc using a water-soluble, high

molecular weight, diallyl dialkyl quaternary ammonium

polymer as a slime conditioning agent is disclosed.

3,782,547

STRUCTURE FOR ULTRASONIC SCREENiN(;

Harry W. Dietert, Kerrville, Tex., assignor to Harry W. Dietert

Co., Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 88,25

1

Int. CI. B03b 3100, B07b / 100

U.S.CL 209-268 ^ Claims

Microparticle separation by ultrasonic screening in both

batch and continuous operations and structure for accom-
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plishing such operations. In the batch operation, particles to

be cleaned and separated in accordance with their size are

placed in a filter screen container, and the filter screen con-

tainer is immersed in a water bath which is vibrated at an ul-

trasonic frequency so that the filter screen is maintained in a

clean condition and the particles are scrubbed clean so as to

pass readily through the filter screen under pressure. In the

continuous microparticle separation operation, material is fed

material, to pass through the opening as the plug is pushed

down into the tubular receptacle. A hollow rigid rod extends

upwardly from the plug, and the rod is removably attached to

the plug to serve as a conduit for the scrum fiowing through

the opening in the plug. The rod also serves as a handle to per-

mit the plug to be pushed down into the scrum in the tubular

receptacle and subsequently to be pulled up towards the

mouth of the receptacle. A label may be attached to the in-

strument which remains in the tubular receptacle for labeling

purposes after the instrument has been removed. The label

may be coded for machine reading.

3,782,549
' FILTER AND AERATOR DEVICE

Jacques Muller, 112 Avenue du Genl. de Gaulle, La Garehne-

Colombes, France

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,195

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 4, 1971, 7139476

lnt.CLC02c///4

U.S.CL 210-95 8 Claims

into a first chamber in which a vibrated water bath is main-

tained by water jets directed toward a vibrated filter screen

separating a container into a first and second chamber. Fil-

tered material and a portion of the water bath are withdrawn

from the second chamber, and the rest of the water along with

the residue of the material to be filtered are withdrawn from

the first chamber In both the batch and continuous methods,

the water bath and/or filter medium are vibrated at between

fifteen and sixty thousand hertz.

3,782,548

SERUM SKIMMER
John G. Bowen, 1 150 Oak St., South Pasadena, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 161,696, July 12, 1971,

abandoned. This application Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,817

Int.CI. B01d2//24

U.S. CI. 210-94 3 Claims

The invention relates to a filtering and aerating device com-

prising a filter cartridge formed by a stack of grooved washers

positioned in a chamber for fiow of water through the stack of

washers and out of the outlet of the device. The outlet has an

associated port for entry of air into the filtered jet of water to

aerate the latter. The chamber in which the stack is positioned

is designed to contain a deodorizing and purifying substance

to remove odors from the water and the inlet of the device is

adapted to be removably connected to a source of water, such

as to the neck of a bottle, for example, an air entry tube ex-

tending axially through the unit having one end positioned in

the bottle and its other end in connection with the exterior to

permit free fiow of water through the unit when the bottle is

inverted.

An instrument is provided for skimming serum from the cel-

lular material, such as the red blood cells, of a blood sample;

the cells having been dispersed, for example, by centrifugal

action to the bottom of the tubular receptacle containing the

sample The instrument of the invention includes a resilient

plug member which is inserted down into the receptacle, and

which has an opening therein that permits the serum to pass

through the plug member as it is moved down through the

scrum in the receptacle. The plug preferably has a filter across

the opening which permits the serum, but not the cellular

3,782,550

WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Vincent Materese, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Dayton Manufac-

turing Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,092

lnt.CI.C02c//40

U.S. CI. 210-134 *"*?'"!".*

A waste treatment system which receives liquid and solid

waste, macerates the solids to form a slurry and pumps the
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slurry to a treatment tank. In the treatment tank the solids are
GATING SUCTION NOZZLE

separated from the l.qu.ds and reta.ned m the tank, wh.le the

^ ^ wendeU 54 Ce„.r.l Ave.. Dem.rest, N.J.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Scr. No. 237,049

lnt.CI.K02b/.'i/04

... U.S. CI. 210-242 I Claim

yy~>~rr7y-rr:z:zuj:rxi,

I

A floating suction head for preventing the mtakc t>f matter

such as debris from a liquid is described

-242

3,782,553

liquid efHuent is treated chemically to render it pathogcnically |.1<;HT LIQUID SKIMMKR

harmless and discharged from the system Carroll K. Brekke. 2229 Parkland Way, Petaluma, t alif

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249.863

Inl.CI. K02b 1^104

U.S.CL2I0

3,782,551

LAUTER TUB AND METHOD
Gerd Soldan, 8121 Aidling, Habach, (Germany

Filed Dec. 17, 1970, Ser. No. 99,1 16

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 23, 1969, P 19

64 416.7
int. CL sold i9//^

U.S.CL210-I79 7 Claims

7 Claims

The mash m the brewing of beer is purified to provide

desired concentrations of wort by filtering the mash in a vessel

provided with a filtering sleeve vertically and fixedly mounted

at an intermediate section of the vessel, a first outlet below the

sleeve for first wort, at least one additional outlet below the

first outlet to remove second wort, an outlet for draff sedi-

ments at the lower terminus of a conical lower section of the

tub the lower section being open to the upper intermediate

section, an agitator within the conical lower section, and a

second filtering element at the outlet for draff sediments.

A light liquid skimmer employs an air seal piston having

skim slots on the upper end thereof and a fiow through vessel,

said piston being moveable with respect to said vessel, to skim

a light liquid from a heavy liquid The position of the skim

slots moves upwardly or downwardly as the proportion of light

liquid decreases or increases, respectively The adjustment is

accomplished by the movement of the air seal piston with

respect to the fiow through vessel due to the adjustment in

buoyancy of the air seal piston as the weight of the liquid in

the now through vessel varies and thereby changes the con-

figuration of the air seal between the air seal piston and How

through vessel Skimmed liquid fiows downwardly through in-

take conduits within the air seal piston and How through vessel

and is introduced to the mixture of liquid within the fiow

through vessel in the lower region thereof. The light liquid

rises within said How through vessel and is recovered through

light liquid recovery slots configured in a light liquid recovery

tube positioned within the vessel The heavy liquid continues

to How downwardly and is discharged through a heavy liquid

discharge orifice at the bottom of the fiow through vessel.
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3,782,554 3,782,556

PRESSURES FILTERS AND FILTER ELEMENTS FILTER FOR LIQUIDS

THEREFOR Jakob Murkes, Bandhagen, Sweden, assignor to Alfa-Laval

Ralph Derek Gwilliam, St. Austell, England, assignor to En- AB,Tumba, Sweden

glish Clays Lovering Pochin & Company Limited, St. Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,394

Austell, Cornwell, England Claims priority, application Sweden, May 18, 1971, 6424/71

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 46,342, June 15, 1970, Int. CL BO Id 29/04

abandoned. This application Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,840 U.S. CI. 210-409

lnt.CI.B01d29//0

U.S. CI. 210-350 9 Claims

2 Claims

A tube pressure filter is provided with a filtering means

which comprises (a) filtrate receiving and drainage member
including a wire mesh sleeve which is of a size such that it fits

closely over an inner tubular body of the tube pressure filter

and which in no direction has more than 200 wires to the inch

nor a spacing between the wires smaller than about 0.00.1

inches but which has in at least one direction at least 60 wires

to the inch and a spacing betweor the wires in said one

direction not greater than about 0.012 inches, (b) a backing

cloth of coarse-textured material and (c) a filter clement com-

prising a seamless filter cloth sleeve which fits closely over the

backing cloth and which has a pore size sufficiently small to

prevent the passage therethrough of material to be pressure

filtered.

3,782,555

FEED DISTRIBUTION MEANS FOR VACUUM FILTERS

Dallas H. Solum, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Envirotech

Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,438

Int.CI. BOldii/06

U.S.CL 210-404 1 Claim

A closed chamber of a casing contains means forming sub-

stantially vertical channels extending completely through the

chamber, each channel having a wall of filter material and also

having an inlet and an outlet disposed outside the casing. The

bottom wall of the chamber slopes downward to. a separate

outlet for the filtrate which passes through the filter material;

and the top wall of the chamber slopes upward toward a

separate outlet for a Hushing liquid, which is supplied through

the outlet for the filtrate.

3,782,557

SEPARATION DEVICE
Jacob Pielkenrood, Krommenie, Netherlands, assignor to Piel-

kenrood-Vinitex N.V., Assendelft, Netherlands

Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,015

Claims priority, application Netherlands, July 26, 1970,

7011053
Int. CLB01d2//02

U.S.CL 210-521 . 10 Claims

^1^

A liquid feed distribution trough having an arcuate bottom

is mounted horizontally along the upper edge of a rotary drum

filter tank. Within the feed distribution trough, an elongated

paddle wheel is rotatably mounted for distributing a liquid

containing particulates evenly throughout the trough. The

edge of the trough is provided with a curved overflow lip to

permit the uniformly distributed feed to gravitationally fiow

from the trough into the tank. The particulates are sub-

sequently separated from the liquid by the rotary drum filter.

A device for separating precipitation and/or floatation com-

ponents from a liquid by means of a separation assembly posi-

tioned in a basin at an angle in respect of the horizontal plane,

and having a number of inclined separation passages, which

basis is divided into a supply and a discharge chamber by

means of a separate baffle which is sealed to the wall of the

basin and to the upper end portion of the separation assembly,

this baffle thus providing a complete isolation between said
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--K .. ^unnor that a arc provided to adapt the hanger for suspending girls" cycle
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3.782,558

MATCH-BOOK DISPLAY PLAQUE

Georsc W. Schael, Jr.,:3 Chiplon Ln., Scotch Plains, N.J.

Filed Apr. 17. 1972,Ser.No. 244.641

Int. CI. A47f 7100

L.S. a. 211-15 2 Claims

3,782.560

LABELLING MACHINE WITH PNELMATIC MONITOR

(;hassan N. Kahwati, Rochester, and Allen C. Mercer.

Brockport. both of N.Y.. assignors to Eastman Kodak C om-

pan>. Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 19. 1971. Ser. No. 200.301
|

Int.CI. B66c 1102

L.S.CL214-1BS 4 Claims

In a preferred embodiment, a plaque including an aperture

in an upper portion of the structure for hanging on a peg or

naTl or the like, flatly against a wall, the front being substan-

tially nat and having on at least opposite edges of the plaque

forwardly extending structures receivable of a crossbar which

when opposite ends of the crossbar are mounted in the oppos-

ing side supports, the crossbar extending substantially parallel

to plaque front flat face and along a substantially horizontal

axis such that one or more matchbook covers arc suspcndablc

on the bar when the mdtchbook covc>ts arc closed and the bar

inserted through the passages defined by the closed

matchcovcrs, typically there being a scries of mounted bars

spaced along the face of the plaque ranging from the bottom

to the top thereof and all being about parallel to the horizontal

axis.

A high speed labelling machine which picks up and lays

down labels by means of an •apertured- pressure and vacuum

head includes a monitoring system for assuring against faulty

labelling. The monitoring system employs a pressure switch -

rather than a vacuum switch - to check for vacuum during

the monitoring operation Use of a pressure switch as a

vacuum detector is made pt.ssible by means of a chamber con

nected to the head, and to which an auxiliary internal pressure

IS applied .. the pressure switch being also connected to the

chamber.

3,782.559

CEILING CYCLE RACK
Philip C. Wright, 191 E. 76lh St., Apt. 6A, New York. N.Y.

Filed May 30. 1972. Ser. No. 257,901

lnt.CLB62hJ/;2

L.S.CL211-I7 3 Claims

3.782.561

WORKPIFXE TRANSFER MEANS
Masaru Orii. 2102-1. Oaza Hegashi-HanRO. Kawaguchi. Japan

Filed Sept. 1 1. 1972. Ser. No. 288.164 ,

Int. CLB65g 25/04

IJ.S.CL2I4-1BB 10 Claims

A ceiling cycle rack of an easily portable construction for

suspending cycles from ceilings including a plate removably

extended from the ceiling by a plurality of hooks or the like,

and a pair of J-shapcd hangers attached to the plate and

laterally adjustable thereon to engage a cycle frame. Fittings

A workpiccc transfer means having two parallel rods carry-

ing clamping means secured thereto in pairs at positions such

that the clamping means in each pair face each other, and

means to cause swining motion of the rods towards and away

from each other in symmetrical relation to each other. The

transfer means may also include means to cause symmetrical

vertical movement of the rods The rods arc also coupled
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together so that they can be moved reciprocally in horizontal

axial direction. Hence the rods can undergo movement

towards each other, advancement, movement away from each

other and retraction for transferring a workpiece from one

place to another. If vertical movement of the rods is addi-

tionally provided through operation of a vertical drive source,

the rods can then be moved towards each other, raised, ad-

vanced, lowered, moved away from each other and then

retracted for transferring a workpiece from one place to

another.

form and arranged to project a carriage outwardly of the plat-

form at a selected landing level. The carriage is provided with

a moving belt revcrsibly driven to cooperate with a worktable

stationed at a selected landing level. The worktable is pro-

3.782,562

APPARATUS FOR STACKING EMPTY PALLETS
Harold S. Burt. Mendota. and Vasco O. Carvalho. Skokie, both

of III., assignors to Conveyor Systems, Inc., Morton Grove,

in.

Division of Ser. No. 171,554, Aug. 12, 1971. This application

July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,913

Int.CI. B65g 57/ /O, 59/02

U.S. CL 214-6 M 4 Claims

*> f
*—

I

1 ii-y^ It

Two depalletizing stations, preferably sharing a common
empty pallet stacking station and a common inlet conveyor to

be rendered operable by the automatic sequential feeding of

loaded pallets to the inlets thereof from the common inlet con-

veyor. Alternatively, one of the depalletizing stations can be

shut down when desired. When the depalletizing stations are

both operated, article position and/or apparatus condition

sensing means and associated control means responsive

thereto control the movement of palletized articles from the

common inlet conveyor to the conveyors extending from the

common inlet conveyor to the depalletizing stations so pal-

letized articles are automatically fed to a depalletizing station

free to receive a new loaded pallet. The depalletizing stations

most advantageously discharge articles upon respective arti-

cle-receiving conveyors each of which is capable of discharg-

ing articles at cither one of the same two discharge points

when operating separately. Empty pallets from the depalletiz-

ing stations arc fed to different sides of a common pallet

stacking station which can receive pallets only one at a time

from the depalletizing stations.

3.782,563

DUMBWAITER LOADING AND UNLOADING
APPARATUS

Bernard J. Brockmeyer, Normandy; Edward R. Goedeke.

Belnor; Malvern A. Schweig. Clayton, and William R. Tracy,

Kirkwood, all of Mo., assignors to Security Fire Door Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.
Continuation of Ser. No. 856,389, Sept. 9, 1969, abandoned.

This application Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,204

Int.CI. B65g//06

U.S. CI. 2 14- 16.4 R 6 Claims

A dumbwaiter loading and unloading apparatus employing

a motor driven belt unit is mounted on the dumbwaiter plat-

vided with a slave belt that is driven by the belt drive in the

dumbwaiter apparatus in a direction to move a load out of the

unit onto the worktable or to move the load from the table

onto the dumbwaiter apparatus. ^

3,782,564

PRODUCT PICKING STACKER CRANE SYSTEM
Harold S. Burt, Mendota, III., assignor to Conco Inc., Mendota,

III.

Filed Sept. 27, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 83,962 '

Int.CI. B65g//06

U.S.CL 214—16.4 A 2 Claims

v/4' W^

A method of building up an order of selected different

product layers on a shipment pallet from a plurality of stored

pallets each having a single product and with the stored pallets

warehoused in storage bins and a stacker crane system for per-

forming this function. A stacker crane has a platform movable

to a position adjacent to a storage bin and a pallet handling

structure then extracts a loaded pallet to a position on a plat-

form of the stacker crane where product transfer structure can

move products from the extracted pallet to a second pallet

carried on the platform of the stacker crane. After the desired

number of products are removed from the extracted pallet it is

returned to the storage bin. The stacker crane and platform

move to a desired number of locations to complete the loading

of products on a shipment pallet. The shipment pallet when

completed can be shipped or temporarily stored in a storage

bin and an extracted pallet when»empty can be delivered to a

storage location.

3,782,565

AUTOMATED HANDLING SYSTEM FOR CONTAINER
HELD MATERIAL

John T. Doran, 3707 Bradley Ln., Chevy Chase, Md., and

John C. Maddock, 1404 Kersey Ln., Rockville, Md.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,337

Int.CI. B^5g//06

U.S.CI. 214— I6.4A 2 Claims

A load bed is moved relative to a rack that stores material

placed in containers or pallets. A control unit is provided to
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auidc the bed to a preselected container position and elcc-

rol n tic means attached to the bed attracts the container

onto the bed The bed is then returned to an initial station

3.782.567

COMBINED BOOM.C.RAPPl F AND BUNK ASSKMBI.Y

Alaerd (. Likas, 835-56th Ave., 1 -chine, and Douglas D

Hamilton. 139 l.a/ard Ave.. Mount Roval. Quebec, both of

CTsnttds

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. H14.9I3. April 10.m^
abandoned. This application Ma, 21, 1971, Ser. No. 145,864

Int.CI. B60p II4H

t.S.Ct 214-77 26 Claims

38^?*"'^

Where the container can be retrieved The '^'^ P'^'^^;^

employed to return the container in the rack Similarly, fork

members can be employed, in lieu of the electromagnetic

means, to handle pallets

3.782,566

NUTTING TRUCK UNLOADINC; ARRANGEMENT FOR

MAIL BAG LOADING APPARATUS

Joseph E. McWilliams. 1345 Canterbury In.. Glenview. III.

Fikd Nov. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 305,564

Inl.Cl. B65g67/0»

U.S. CI. 214-41
*^'-""''

A tree-handling apparatus including components therelor

.idapting a vehicle for skidding trees by grasping a group of

such trees on the gr*>und and lifting the grasped end to

facilitate dragging the trees cndv^.se The vehicle is a mobile

self-propelled articulated type having a boom, grapple and

bunk assembiN pivotally mounted thereon adjacent the trailing

end thereof for movement about a substantially vertical axiv

The boom, grapple and bunk assembly includes a C shaped

bi>om pivi>tally mounted .>n a base for movement ab*>ut a

horizontal axis, such base in turn being pivotally attached to

the vehicle for movement about a vertical axis I he bin.m in-

cludes a primary b*H.m member and a secondary btH>m

member pivotally interconnected with power means fi>r mov-

ing one relative ti> the other and for pivoting the main boom

member about Us pivotal mounting A pair of bunks are at

tached to the biH>m. one of which engages the underside of a

group of trees grasped by a grapple suspended fr,)m the secon

dary boom and which provides a counteracting couple tending

lo prevent pivoting of the primary boom member during

skidding of the trees resulting from forces applied to the tree

to drag the same, the trees being tightly grasped by the grap-

ple The other bunk engages the grap^^le adjacent the tip

thereof to provide reactionary forces on the grapple coun-

teracting forces applied to the grapple by the trees during

dragging thereof, the dragging forces being transmitted to the

vehicle through the attachment of the grapple to the btwm

and engagement of the grapple with the abutment on the vehi-

cle The grapple is constructed such that the bite of the jaw

may be selectively varied in a grapple jaw-closed position

thereby facilitating tightly grasping a wide variation in the si/.c

of the bundle of trees.

A nutting truck unloadmg arrangement for mail bag han-

dling apparatus of the type comprising an elongated wheeled

confeyo' assembly adapted to ^'^ -«-^/,«='--,"
'J,';

„7„' Je
dock and the vehicle being loaded to load bagged mail into the

vehicle, in which the nutting truck unloading arrangement

comprises a platform secured to the rearward end of said as-

sembly for swinging movement about a horizontal a-s f^^/n a

nutting truck receiving position, adjacent the level of wheel

support of the conveyor assembly, and an upwardly directed

position, a load discharging arrangement operably associated

with the platform for discharging the truck load onto the rear-

ward end of the conveyor assembly, and means for re easab y

securing the nutting truck against tilting movement relative to

the platform during discharge of its load.

3,782,568

SPARE TIRE CARRIER

Ceorae L. Alexander, Rt. No. 3, Box 16. Stephenvllle, Tex.

. Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289.056

Int. CI. B62d 43100

U.S. CI. 214-454
*^'-'""

A pair of spaced parallel channel beams are mounted lon-

g.tuLally at the underside of a truck body with their channels
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opposing each other A tire rack is positioned between and

supported by the channel beams and is provided at the front

thereof with rollers which ride on lower flanges of the beams

so that the rack may be moved between a forwardly slid

elevated position and a rearwardly slid lowered position. A
transverse bar is prt>vided at the rear end of the rack and the

end portions of the bar rest on the k)wer flanges of the beams

to hold the rack in its elevated, forwardly slid position.

Removable slops at the rear ends of the flanges are engageabic

with the end portions of the bar to prevent rearward move-

ment of the rack

3,782.569

SEI.FUNI.OADINC; CARRYIN(; DOLLY
Thruman R. Montgomery, 2017 Hurstview Dr.. Hurst. Tex.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235.952

lnl.CLB60p//2<><

U.S. CI. 214-506 2 Claims

3T 35
16 O «

A load of sectitins of wallboard are positioned flat upon the

upper frame i>f the apparatus. A series of rollers mounted on

the upper frame alU)w the K)ad to be easily mt)ved relative to

the upper frame I he upper frame is connected to the base

frame of the apparatus by a pair of hinges that are positioned

offset frt)m the central axis of the upper frame with the upper

frame being supported by the hinges and a portion of the base

frame that contacts the upper frame on the opposite side of

the central axis from the pivt>ts. Wheels connected to the base

frame give the apparatus mobility. To unload the apparatus

the wheels on one side of the apparatus arc folded under and

the load is moved relative to the upper frame until its center of

gravity is on the unsupported portion of the upper frame. The

upper frame pivots relative to the base frame and the load

moves off of the apparatus onto the floor

3.782,570

AUTOMATIC LOADING AND UNLOADIN(; BALE
WAGON

Lavern C. Sunderman, R.R. No. 3, Box 207, Clarinda, Iowa

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,672

Int.CI. B60p//i6

U.S.CL2I4-519 8 Claims

storage compartments is pivoted on a wheeled chassis. The
two chasscs are aligned for transportation or are positioned at

an angle for field operation; in the latter position, the pick-up

conveyor lifts bales that are along one side of the path traveled

by a tractor connected to the draw bar of the wagon. The

rotatable storage compartments comprise a rotor resembling

an elongated paddle and a fixed support that is semi-circular

in cross section; the fixed support is mounted slightly below

the positions of the compartments while their open sides are

facing downwardly and support the bales until the compart-

ments are rotated until the bales are supported only by the ro-

tor.

3,782,571

LIFT TRUCK MAST-MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
James W. Murphy, Wickliffe; Robert J. Frantz. Brooklyn, and

Harold V. Hildebrecht, Cleveland, all of Ohio, assignors to

Towmotor Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Apr. 24, 1972. Ser. No. 246.782

Int. CI. B66f 9/20

U.S. CI. 214—674 12 Claims

A mounting device for a tiltablc lift truck mast in the form

of a pair of bearing-supported pivot pins which are engaged in

upwardly-opening, concave bearing surfaces of corresponding

hanger brackets is provided. Each hanger bracket further in-

cludes a retainer in the form of a bolt and sleeve having a

tapered end portion. Each retainer is cooperable with an an-

nular groove in a respective pivot pin to prevent both rota-

tional as well as axial movement of the pin with respect to its

hanger bracket. Alternatively, pin movement is prevented by a

bolt extending through a transverse bore in the pin.

3,782,572

PUBLIC WORKS MACHINE
Joel P. Gautier, Le Plessis-Bellevllle, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme Poclain, Oise, France

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,442

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 22, 1971,

7110033
Int. CI. E02f 3186

U.S. CL 214—762 1 1 Claims

A wagon has rotatable storage compartments for receiving

rows of bales, an endless loading conveyor below the lowest This invention relates to a method for adjusting the position

position to which the compartments arc successively rotated, of the working equipment with which a public works machine

and a pick-up endless conveyor pivotally mounted in front of is provided, which is constituted by a group of front drive

the loading conveyor. The chassis of the wagon supporting the wheels and a group of rear drive wheels, by said working
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equipment which is articulated to the frame of the machine,

whilst a double-effect drive member is coupled between the

working equipment and the frame and comprises two cham-

bers connected selectively to a st.urce of pressurised fluid and

to a discharge tank or isolated from said fluid sources and

discharge tank, according to which method the working

equipment is disposed in a predetermined position, isolating

sa,d two chambers, and the displacement of the machine is

controlled, wherein the position of the working equipment

subsequent to the predetermined pt^sition is a function of the

values of the resistant torques of the groups of front and rear

wheels It also relates to a public works machine applying the

method as mentioned hereinabove.

Thereafter the cap is rotated to a random position to prevent

ready access. An independently rotatable locking ring having

similar slots may be provided for greater security.

3,782,575

SAFETY CLOSIIRK

Thomas A. Braun, 916 WhiteRnte Dr., Ml. Prospect, 111.

Filed Mar. 6. 1972, Ser. No. 232.002

Int.CI. B65d s.s/r^J

L.S. CI. 215-9
'«^'«""*

3,782,573

BUCKET FOR liSE ON A LOADER, TRACTOR OR THE
LIKE

James R. Garwood, Troy, III., assignor to National Oats Com-

pany, inc.. East St. Louis, 111.

FiledMay28, 1971, Ser. No. 147,872

Int. CI. B66f ^100

U.S. a. 214-768 '2 Claims

23

A bucket for use on a loader, tractor or the like, having

laterally extensible and retractibic side sections, each of which

is movable laterally in and out by means of a hydraulic

cylinder on the back of the bucket, each cylinder being opera-

ble independently of the other for operating either side section

independently of the other.

3,782,574

TAMPERPROOF CLOSl RE FOR CONTAINERS

Roy William Rumble, deceased, late of London, England (by

Zilla Kathleen Rumble, legal representative), assignor to

Zilla Kathleen Rumble, London, England

Filed Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,436

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. Aug. 20,
>97J),

40 079/70; Nov. 10, 1970, 53,460/70; Feb. 1, 1971,3,634/71

Int. CI. A6lj //OO. B65d 55/02

U.S.a.215-9
*^''-""'

^^ ^ zo

JS

I

A safety closure for a container having an annular lip and a

shoulder adjacent the lip The closure includes a unitary cap.

having a rim and a dome, and a snap actu>n disc which is cou

pled to the cap The rim of the unitary cap includes a locking

projection which engages the lip on the container The closure

IS placed in an unlocked pt>sition by applying a downward

force to the snap action disc to change the disc from a convex

position to a concave position.

3,782,576

VACUUM CLOSURE FOR A JAR OR CONTAINER.

ESPECIALLY A GLASS PRESERVING JAR

Izaak Johannes Jacquemijns, Epse, Netherlands, assignor to

Thomassen & Drijver-Verblifa N.V., Devenler, Z.utphen-

seweg, Netherlands

Filed Apr. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 133,680

lnt.CI.B65d4//20

U.S.CL 215-42 ,
4 Claims

In order to prevent ready access or accidental opening of

containers, the closure cap is formed with a plurality of pro^

iections or ridges which are of unequal circumferential length

and are spaced apart by unequal circumferential distances As

the cap is fitted to the containers the projections pass through

corresponding slots formed on the wall of the container

f 3

Vacuum closure for a jar or container, especially for a glass

preserving jar, said closure consisting of easily deformable

metal the skirt of said closure being provided along the lower

edge with inwardly directed teeth projections engaging the

mouth of the jar to be closed, said skirt being provided from

the lower edge of four vertical score lines, cuts or slits in or

between the teeth two of these score lines, cuts or slits being

arranged diametrically with respect to each other, and the two

other score lines, cuts or slits arranged at a comparatively

small distance, defining a tab.
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3,782,577 3,782,579

COMBINATION LOCKABLE CLOSURE SPOUT COLLAPSIBLE RECEPTACLE
John Levey, Westlake Village, CaliL, assignor to Sandra Levey Walther Zarges, Maria-Antonien-Weg 6, Murnau/Obb., Ger-

Miller, Los Angeles and Robert Levey, Encino, CaliL, part many

interest to each Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 1 84,502

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,1 12 Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 1, 1970, P 20 48

Int. CI. B65d 55//4 382.3

U.S. CI. 215-98 8 Claims Int. CI. B65d 7/26

U.S. CI. 220—4 F 22 Claims

'S^

A container closure having a pouring spout with a

passageway leading from the inside of the container to permit

pouring when a portion of the closure, which portion is pivota-

ble relative to the remainder of the closure, is in a first posi-

tion, but which passageway is blocked when said portion of

the closure is in a second position. A plurality of annular coax-

ially disposed rotatable locking elements are provided to

retain said portion of the closure in its second position unless

said annular elements are themselves disposed in indexed re-

gistering positions.

3,782,578

OPENER FOR DISPOSABLE CLOSURE
Gene Ballin, 159 Main St., Hempstead, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1 972, Ser. No. 248,635

Int. CI. B65d4//J2
U.S.CL2I5—46A II Claims

A device for opening a closure cap along a score line around

the base of an annular channel without piercing the cap in-

cludes a collar which rotatably and slidably engages the cap

and includes a peripheral wall provided with circumfercntially

spaced depending arcuate teeth of greater thickness than the

channel and stop elements which limit the downward move-

ment of the device on the cap. The device is pressed

downwardly and rotated so that the teeth wedge between and

spread the channel walls to sever the closure along the full

length of the score line, the piercing of the channel by the

teeth being prevented by the stop elements.

A collapsible receptacle having the lower end of the walls

hingedly connected with the base frame by hinge bolts in-

serted into slot-like oblong holes which are open at the upper

end and having a length greater than the cross-sectional size of

the hinge bolt. A device is associated with the upper end open-

ing for blocking or permitting removal of the hinge bolt from

the oblong hole.

3,782,580

ELECTRICAL CONNECTING ARRANGEMENT FOR AN
ENCASED REFRIGERATING MACHINE

Hans Christian Pedersen, and Erik Nielsen, both of Nordborg,

Denmark, assignors to Danfoss A/S, Nordborg, Denmark
Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,326

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 10, 1970, P 20

55 183.1

InL CI. B65d 7/24, 45/06

U.S. CI. 220-4 B 2 Claims

39 40

The invention relates to an electrical junction box having a

base, a frame and a cover as the three basic parts thereof. A U-

shaped wire stirrup engages and cooperates with camming sur-

faces on the frame and cover in a manner so as to permit the

easy and convenient locking together of the three basic mem-
bers of the junction box.

3,782,581

FLUID CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
Charles W. Beazer, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 211,860

lnt.CI.B65d25///f

U.S. CI. 220-9 A 4 Claims

In a fluid container comprising inner and outer metal mem-
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can be supported by metal straps which support the mem-

hranes.

3,782,582

CORE TRAY

Lyie Dean Lybbert. and Daniel H. Atwood. both of M-Rrath.

Alberta, Canada, assignors to Daniel H. At>*ood, Magrath,

Alberta, Canada
Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,170

Int.CI.A47g/9/00

IJ.S. CI. 220-23.6
'*^'-""'

m^sition in which the container is closed by the cover to a posi-

t.on at an obtuse angle w.ih the one of the segments m which

the container is open to a maximum
|

3,782,584

Pll I BOX HAVINC. SAFKTY SIIDlNt. CI.OSl'RK

Donald R. S>*enson. 408 Chelsea Ave.. Rockford, III., and

Philip J. Rich, 10351 N. Second St., Roscoe, III.

Filed June 9. 1972. Ser. No. 261,403

lnt.CI.B65d4?//:

II.S. CI. 220-41
»^^'""""'

12

A core tray constructed of a lightweight material with m-

dividuai nutcs each having an arc shaped bottom, to accom

modate a cylindrical core sample, and upstanding side and di

vidcr walls, to separate one sample from another The core

tray has sloping side walls terminating at their upper ends m

rounded shoulders and legs arc formed on the bottomsMif the

side walls Rounded junctions arc formed between the legs

and tray bottom, which are arranged such that the top of one

core tray will slide easily into the bottom of another tray

stacked thereon between the legs of the upper tray The

rounded shoulder at the top of one tray fits closely into the

rounded junction of another tray, and handles inset into the

ends of each tray arc constructed to have a finger ridge therein

by which a person may securely grasp the trays during

handling.

A pill box or similar article includes a body in the form of an

open topped rectangular enclosure and a top cover slidab y

fitted to the body Wing p«.rlions disposed on opposite side

walls of the body are resiliently biased outwardly from the side-

walls to intercept abutments on the cover and normally block

movement of the cover from its closed pt.sition 1 he box is

opened only by depressing the wing portions into engagement

with the side walls of the btxly simultaneously with a sliding

motion of the cover Other features are disclosed

3,782,585

CONCAVE CLOSURE SEAL

(;.ry W. Rosenwald, and Samuel C. Swift, both of Tulsa.

Okia assignors to Cities Service Oil Company ,
TuLsa, Okla.

Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206.846

int. CI. B65d.Si/00

D.S. a. 220-46 P 2 Claims

RZ3^^-^
3,782,583

COVERED ICE BUCKET

Henry Abbey, 71 1 Shore Rd., Long B^'^h' ^ ^

Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,178

liit.CI. B65d4J//6.5///0

220— 31 S 10 Claims

^' A cover has two segments one of which is affixed to a con-

tainer in the area of its rim A hinge hingedly affixes the scg-

An apparatus forming a closure seal especially adapted for

utilization wherein high internal pressures are to be contained
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within a cylindrical high pressure cell. The closure seal is

formed of a concave inner cylinder which readily transforms

the pressures exerted within the cell to lateral forces which are

exerted between the concave closure seal and the cylinder

walls of the cell.

3,782,586

EASY OPENINC; CONTAINER WALL
Omar L. Brown, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to Ermal C. Fraze,

Dayton, Ohio
Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 64,291, Aug. 17, 1970. This

application Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,437

Int. CI. B65d / 7/20

U.S. CI. 220-54 2 Claims

3,782,588

FUEL STORAGE CELL
Donn W. Allen, 5730 Bankfield Ave., Culver City, Calif.

Filed Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 113,408. The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Feb. 9, 1988, has been

disclaimed.

int.CLB65d25//4,25/i4
^

U.S. CI. 220-88 R 1 1 Claims

An easy opening container wall comprising a container wall

of sheet material, a line of weakness in the container wall

defining a tear portion, and a tab including an attachment por-

tion and a tab body joined to the attachment portion. The at-

tachment portion is attached to the tear portion so that the tab

can be manipulated to initiate rupture of the sheet material

along the line of weakness A zone of the container is formed

in close proximity to a segment of the peripheral edge of the

attachment portion and cooperates therewith to retain the tab

against pivotal movement about its point of attachment to the

tear portion.

3,782,587

SEALING MEANS
Jack Brothers, Panama City, Fla., assignor to Jerry Pentei,

Roxbury Township, R.D. Flanders, N.J., a part interest

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,619

int. CI. B65d 53100

U.S. CL 220-46 R 8 Claims

(AREA I)

The fuel cell disclosed herein includes a shaped, porous

core having an approximate 97 percent void which is covered

by an impregnated fabric material so as to adhere to the

periphery of the core and to seal the fabric material. The

covered core or bladder has mounting fixtures adapted to

detachably connect the fuel cell to supporting structure.

The means seal a fiuid joint, formed of interfacing elements

of indeterminate configuration along the joint, where the ele-

ments have recesses formed in the interfacing surfaces, by

defining a sealing element of ductile material to conform to

the indeterminate configuration by die-cutting the material to

separate out a sealing sub-clement which cooperates with the

interfacing surfaces, and collateral resilient seals, the latter

under a constant, high pressure constraint, to define a plurali-

ty of compliant and resilient sealing surfaces.

3,782,589

STACKABLE HOUSINGS FOR ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

Karl Lang, Uerikon, and Hans Steiner, Greifensee, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Mettler Instrumente AG, Zurich,

Switzerland

Filed May 21, 1971, Ser. No. 145,723

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 18, 1970,

8884/70
Int. CI. B65d 2 //02 *

U.S. CI. 220—97 R 3 Claims

A stackable housing for electronic equipment and the like,

characterised in that a first housing is provided at its bottom

with shoulder means adapted for pivotal connection with cor-

responding means on the upper forward edge portion of a

second housing arranged thercbeneath. Snap-lock means are

provided for removably connecting another lower portion of

the first housing with another upper portion of the second

housing, thereby locking said housings against sliding move-

ment relative to each other.

ERRATUM
For Class 220—31 R see:

Patent No. 3,782,592

3,782,590

PILL COUNTING MACHINE
George J. Apfel, 105 Rivervale Rd., Park Ridge, N.J.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,619

Int. CLB65d 57/20

U.S.CL 221-13 6 Claims

A pill counting machine in which a plurality of pills arc

moved by elongated vibrating troughs which first form a single

'.tl^ tt.t; -Iti
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,,ne of p.lls. then remove the dust, and Tmally pass the pills

through a s.;ns.ng station where they are counted A d.vertmg
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3.782.592 '

HINGE MOUNTING MEANS

George G. Bergh, PUinsville. .nd Robert G. Bergh, North At-

tleboro. both of Mass.. assignors to Bergh Bros. Co., Inc.. At-

tieboro Falls, Mass. ..^ to-yn
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 25,662, April 6, 1 970

abandoned. This application Mar. 18, l97l,Ser.No. 125.760

lnt.CI.B65d4i//«..V6A
--^ •.. B 7 Claims

U.S. CI. 220-31 R

vane adjacent the sensmg stat.on switches the direction of the

stream if p.Us mto a storage means after the des.red number

df pills has passed the sensmg station.

3.782.591

CARTON DISPENSER CAMMING SYSTEM

Harry L. Fries, Yucaiba. Calif., assignor to Doico Packaging

Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed July 17. 1972. Ser. No. 272.600

int. CI. B23q 7/04. B65h//0A
-,. -1.1 5 Claims

IJ.S. CI. 221-213

Means for mounting a hinge leaf on ^/""»^'"^'.^"";P:;"'"i-

for example, the base or lid section of a box. The means in-

cludes a h.nge receiving ele'ment, one end or section of which

,s adapted for direct attachment to the hinge The other end or

section of the hinge receiving element includes a tongue

member which cooperates with the said other end or section

to slidably receive and hold therebetween a mounting member

which is included as a part of the container component

I

3,782,593

BAR HOLDER ARRANGEMENT FOR AN AUTOMATIC
MACHINE TOOL

Ewart H. Doe. Houghton, near Stockbridge, England, assignor

to Twyford Moors (Aircraft & Engineering) Limited. Kast-

leigh. Hampshire. England
|

FiledJuly 20, 1971. Ser.No. 164,403

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. July 30, 1970.

36.953/70; Oct. 22. 1970. 50,306/70
|

Int. CI. B65h 3/50

U.S. a. 221-248 >5 Claims

A dispenser camming system for carton members which en-

gages and lowers a member from a First point to a second

Lint. A toothed pick is raised to first engage the "ncmber at

Uie first point, and releases the member when lowered to the

second point The toothed pick is rotated via linkage to a cam

follower which tracks a cam surface to reciprocate the pick

out of and into an engaging configuration as the pick is raised

and lowered The cam surface is formed to delay movement of

the pick from a non-engaging position to the engagmg posi-

tion Reverse-directional movement of the cam follower in the

nath of the cam is prevented by means of a spring ^^^'
^he disposition of the toothed pick is adjustable so as tS adjust

the pressure applied by it to the member A pair of gripping

urfacT are arranged to secure a plurality of members

therebetween, releasing the member for engagement and

s^para^ion of one of the'members by the toothed pick Means

Tre provided for predeterm.nedly adjusting the spacing

Ltween the toothed pick and the bottom of the gripping sur-

^ees L Is to accommodate the camming system to different

depth members.

A bar holder arrangement for holding bar stock material o

be fed to an automatic machine tool. A slide P-^^*^^ « '«="K»^

of bar stock material from a magazine into a bar holder A

staining member cooperates with the slide in a -"anner such

hat the retaining member does not move from a position in

which It prevents movement of the length of bar stock maten-
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al into the bar holder until the slide member has moved to a

position in which movement of the next length of bar stock

material in the magazine is prevcmcd by the slide member

thereby preventing double loading. The bar holder arrange-

ment may include more than one bar holder in an indexable

reel, means permitting the arrangement to be quickly reset to

accommodate a change in diameter of the bar stock material

being used, means for preventing indexing of the reel if a bar

holder has not been closed and means for sensing whether or

not bar stock material in a bar holder has been completely

used up.

bottom formed of radially disposed wires. The paste flows out

of the grid-like bottom of the cup during vibration of the cup.

3.782.594

CHIP HOLDER AND DISPENSER
Michael Langieri. Jr., Butler, N.J., and Michael Meyers. Mun-

sey. N.Y.. assignors to Questor Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,678

Int. CI. B65q 59100

U.S. a. 221-274 1 Claim

A rack having vertical chutes therein for accepting a

column of rigid chips. A slot is provided at the lower end of

each chute which is of a dimension such that the chip may pass

through the rack. An internal compartment within the rack

contains an ejecting mechanism which mates^with slot in the

compartment opposite the slot in the chute. A button extends

outwardly from the compartment and is spring biased in an ex-

tended position. Manual depression of the button overcomes

the spring bias and moves the ejector into contact with the

chip so as to force it from the rack. The button has indicia

thereon and is rotatablc with the compartment. The indicia

clearly shows with which chute the. ejector mechanism is

aligned.

3,782,595

DISPENSING OF VISCOUS MATERIAL
Albert H. Haller, Clark, NJ.; John J. Larkin, Little Neck,

N.Y., and Richard P. Walters, Watchung, N.J., assignors to

Western Electric Corporation, New York. N.Y.

FiledSept. 7, 1971,Ser.No. 178,133

Int. CI. HOlm 35/26

U.S.CL 222-1 7 Claims

A dispensing mechanism places a predetermined quantity of

a highly viscous paste into successive articles, such as battery

grids. A constant level of the paste is maintained in a cylindri-

cal dispensing cup of the mechanism, which has a grid-like

When the vibration stops, the flow of the paste through the

wires also stops. Thus, a convenient mechanism is provided

for controlling the amount of paste dispensed.

3,782,596

METHOD OF PREHEATING A TUNDISH
David K. Griffiths, Penn Hills, Pa., assignor to United States

Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 48,353, June 22, 1970. This application

May 2, 1972. Ser. No. 249,645

Int. CI. B22d 57/00

U.S.CL 222-1 2 Claims

A tundish which is capable of draining molten oxide and

skull material therefrom while being preheated, and a method

of preheating the tundish which prevents plugging of the teem-

ing nozzle.

3,782,597

GASOLINE DISPENSING SYSTEM HAVING CENTRAL
CONTROL STATION AND A PLURALITY OF MULTI-

GRADE GASOLINE PUMPS
Bonde Knut Hansen, and Leif Gunnar Persson, both of Malmo,

Sweden, assignors to AB Ljungmans Verkstader, Malmo,

Sweden
Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,406

Int. CL B67d 5/iO

U.S.CL 222-28 13 Claims

A central control station is used to provide multi-level

remote price information to a plurality of multi-grade gasoline

dispensing pumps. The control station is reset to zero in coin-

cidence with the completion of transmission of data to the in-

dividual pumps. The pumps are interconnected to prevent one
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pump .nlcrfer.ng with the other pump during the transmission

of information from the control station to a given pump. Each

pump has a f.rst group of decade counters to store the

received price information ,n digital form ^ multiplier circuit

is provided within each pump including a fuel nowmeter

which generates electrical pulses in response to the volume of

dispensed fuel and a high frequency pulse generator which

pulses a second group of decade counters. The information in

ihc first group of counters is compared in a comparator circuit

3,782,599 '

DEVICE FOR KEEDINC; GLDE FROM A GLUE

CONTAINER TO A GLUE APPLYING HEAD

Pierre LuRlnbuhl, Nauhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland, as-

signor to Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft, Neuhausen

am Rheinfall, Switzerland

Filedjan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 219,042 I

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 10, I97I,

1982/71
lnt.CI.B67d-S/22 G0lf2J/fM

-*, ^. - 5 Claims
U.S.CL 222-51

ST .3 4?

* »,
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amount of the food product expressed from the chamber, and

means for ejecting the measured amount of food prt>duct from

of the valve. Two-handed operation is necessary because fnc- the metering means

tion between the threads of the button and collar exceeds fric-

tion between the button and stem

3,782,606

ANT POISON DISTRIBUTING APPARATUS

Le« Maxie, R.F.D. Box 200. Rayville, La.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,312

Inl.CI.GOlf ////4

3,782.608

SAFETY CLOSURK FOR A CONTAINKR

IJrs Schneider. Seedorffeld 6. Munchenbuchsee. SwiUerland

Filed Feb. 29. 1972. Ser. No. 230.244

Claims priority, application Switzerland. Mar. 19. 1971.

11960/71
i

Int.Cl.GOIf ////«

U.S. CI. 222-244 6 Claims U.S. CI. 222-368 6 Claims

An ant poison distributer adapted to be mounted on a grass

clipping machine over the rotating blade of the machine so as

to drop ant poison granules onto the blade for distribution

The distributor has a hopper with an agitator therein and a se-

ries of apcrturcd plates defining a metering passage, with the

discharge aperture of the lowermost plate offset relative to the

registering apertures of the other plates. A reciprocating push

bar moves the granules forwardly in the metering passage

toward the offset aperture in the lowermost plate while closing

off the supply, allowing the granules to drop through onto the

rotating clipper blade. One of the metering plates has aper-

tures of different sizes and this plate can be adjusted to move a

selected aperture into registry with the other apertures so as to

provide a desired discharge volume of granules.

3,782,607

DISPENSING MACHINE FOR FOOD PRODUCTS
Arnold Soodalter, 134 Tangkwood Dr., Longmeadow, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 126,850, March 22. 1971.

abandoned. This application Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,559

lnt.CI.G0H///04

U.S. CI. 222-249 2 Claims

Apparatus for dispensing a portioned food product compris-

ing a product supply and pressure means including a chamber

for the food product, primary and secondary rams for exerting

A closure having a cap for the neck of a container, for

medicines, such as pills or the like, having a central socket and

an entry aperture connecting the socket in communication

with the interior of the container and having a removal aper-

ture connecting the socket in communication with the exterior

air space A spherical closure ball rotatably retained in the

socket so it is universally rotatable in all directions and having

a depression in one surface portion thereof of a si/c to receive

a single dose of the contents of the container and being suc-

cessively rotatable into registration with the entry aperture to

receive a single dose from the container, and into registration

with the removal aperture for removal of the single dose from

the container, the depression in the ball also being rotatable to

a multiplicity of other positions in the socket where it is

covered by the housing and prevents removal of the container

contents.

3,782,609

KEG TAPPING ASSEMBLY
Homer R. Zucconi, 419 Speer St., N. Belle Vernon, Pa.

Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190,796

Int. CI. B65d 83/00

U.S.CL 222-394 I Claim

A keg tapping assembly comprising a tavern unit having two

prongs which are sleeve-like with tapered ends to unseat the

two spring closed valves of a permanently attached keg unit

detachably connected to the top central hole of a keg, upon

insertion into the keg unit The invention embodies an at-
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tachment having two bores through which said prongs are

detachably fitted and having serrated terminal connections

onto which hoses may be slip-fitted for attachment, respec-

tively, to a tap rod inscrtable in the top center opening and to

dinal passage having an annular fiange portion at the outer

end adapted to abut against the outer surface of the container

wall together with an intermediate portion and an annular lip

portion at the inner end sized to insert into the container

opening. A flexible tubular member passes through the plug

passage and has a normally closed outer end and an open

inner end everted over the annular lip portion and back along

a valved outlet connection at the bottom of the keg. By simply

unplugging the tavern unit from the keg unit and plugging it

into said attachment it is selectively usable on either a conven-

tional single connection tap or on the older double connection

tap.

3,782,610

BOTTLE VALVE
Lloyd H. Gilbert. 1802 Tulare, Fresno, Calif.

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,474

Int. CI. B65d 25/42

U.S. CI. 222-484 2 Claims

the periphery of the intermediate portion to form an enlarged

flexible end portion having an outer dimension larger than the

internal dimension of the container opening whereby the clo-

sure assembly can be forcefully inserted into the container

opening to effect a fiuid-tight seal. Dispensing through the tu-

bular member is effected by selectively opening and closing

the passage of the tubular member externally of the container.

3,782,612

GARMENT HANGER
Dayton W. Barnes, and Robert D. Chiles, both of Greeneville,

Tenn., assignors to Ja-San, Inc., Greeneville, Tenn.

Filed July 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 270,672

Int. CLA4 Id 27/22

U.S. CI. 223-85 8 Claims

A valve for a bottle having a port, the valve having a body

adapted to be received in sealing relation on the port, the body

having a passage extending therethrough in communication

with the port; a closure rotationally mounted in sealing rela-

tion on the body, the closure having a passage registrable with

the passage of the body; and a follower and cam way in-

dividually mounted on and interconnecting the closure and

the body to limit rotation of the closure between an opened

position in which the passages are in registration and a closed

position in which the passage of the body is sealed by the clo-

sure.

3,782,611

DISPENSING CLOSURE ASSEMBLY FOR CONTAINERS
Herbert J. Wanderer, Denver, Colo., assignor to Denver

Plastics, Inc., Lakewood, Colo.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,684

Int. CI. B65d 5/74

U.S.CL 222-569 15 Claims

A removable dispensing closure assembly for an opening in

the wall of a container includes an integral plug with a longitu-

A strut-type garment hanger is disclosed comprising two dif-

ferent length strands of wire or similar material, the strands

being entwined and biased to create a longitudinal ficxure

within a strand holding tube and the overall hanger to give

rigidity.

3,782,613

FISHING ROD HOLDER
Marvin A. Davis, 66 Ocean View, Apt. 33, Santa Barbara,

Calif.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,544

Int. CI. A45f 5/00

U.S. CI. 224-5 E * Claim

A fishing rod holder comprises:

a. an integral base pad and cup consisting of molded

elastomeric material, the cup projecting at one side of the base

pad and sized to receive the handle end of a fishing rod.
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scly of the cup to receive a fishcrmans belt for securing the

base pad to the fisherman.
dispensed. The apparatus contains a heat cutting element

characterized by its non-contacting relationship with the sheet

being severed.

3,782,614

BINOCULAR POCKET
Jimmy T. Campisi, 1027 Parkinson Ct., San Jose, Calif.

Filed May 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 248,963

Int. CI. A45f 5/00

U.S.C1.224—5V 4 Claims

3,782,616

STAMP DISPENSING APPARATUS

John L. Surber, Jr., San Anionio, Tex., assignor to U.S.

Postage Box Company, San Anionio, Tex.

Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 226,733

Int. CI. B65h 2^132

U.S. CI. 226-43 4 Claims

A pocket adapted to be attached to an upper torso garment

to hold a pair of binoculars. The pocket comprises a body

member and a flap member detachably attached thereto, the

Hap member having an opening iivjermediate the sides thereof

to permit the straps of the binoculars to pass through and rest

around the neck of the wearer of the upper torso garment.

When ready access to the binoculars is required the wearer of

the upper torso garment detaches the flap member from the

body member and detaches one side of the nap member from

the upper torso garment to permit the straps to be removed

exteriorly from the pocket without removing them from the

neck of the wearer.

J9« ^7a 61 60

3,782,615

ROLL CUTTING AND SLICING DISPENSER

David P. Webster, Box 143, Crownsville, Md., and John A.

Seward, 128 Archwood Ave., Annapolis, Md.

Filed Dec. 20, 197 1, Ser. No. 209,581

Int. CI. B26d 9/00, 8261 i/02, i//2

U.S.CL225— 94 2 Claims

An apparatus and system for dispensing tlTermoplastic and

other heat sensitive sheets supplied from rolb. The apparatus

An elongated web of stamps having a longitudinally spaced

transverse row of perforations between each stamp is stored as

a roll in the apparatus. The apparatus unwinds the stamp web

from the roll and dispenses the desired number of stamps m

response to the depositing of a preselected amount of money

in the apparatus. The stamp web is engaged on opposite sides

by a drive wheel and an idler wheel, respectively, during the

dispensing operation. When the drive wheel is rotated it

moves the stamp web between two knife blades and into the

opening through which the stamps are dispensed Electrical

contacts, located on opposite sides of the stamp web, make

contact with each other and actuate a circuit as each row of

perforations passes between the contacts. This circuit counts

the number of stamps being dispensed and stops the drive

wheel when the desired number of stamps are positioned to be

cut from the web by the knives After each dispensing opera-

tion, the idler wheel moves out of engagement with the stamp

web.
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Hermann Gasser, Zurich, and Imre Plezer, Greifensee both of Beach, Fla.

Switzerland, assignors to l.wa AG, ZunchSw.uer.and "^1, "c B65d J/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,737
..er^, ,,0 ,40 3Clalms

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 18, 1971, U.S. CI. 22V- 14 K

8909/71
lnt.CI.B6Sh/7/i2

U.S.CL 226-97 ^ Claims

16-

20 -18

14

An apparatus Un withdrawing or sucking off rapidly moving

yarn material comprising a suction bore, an approximately

cylindrical compartment into which the suction bore opens

approximately coaxially and which possesses a larger diameter

relative thereto. A compressed air channel opens into the

cylindrical compartment. The compressed air channel enters

approximately tangentially into such cylindrical compartment.

3,782,618

STOCK FEEDING DEVICE

John E. Voorhees, Sidney, Ohio, assignor to The Minster

Machine Company, Minster, Ohio

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,1 2

1

Int.CI.B65h /7/22

U.S.CI.226-155 18 Claims

A shipping container for air transport of a casket or the like

is provided, which can be -shipped to the user in a compact

condition, erected at the place of use, and discarded after use.

The elements of the shipping container involve in combination

a casket protecting enclosure and a lifting flat plate positioned

beneath the casket. A shipping container is provided as well as

a package made up of the parts of the shipping container.

3,782,620

CARRYING HANDLE ASSEMBLY FOR CARTONS

Arthur H. Eichholz, Polo, III., assignor to Central Quality In-

dustries, Inc., Polo, 111.

Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,476

Int.CI. B65d5/46

U.S. CI. 229-52 AM 9 Claims

A stock feeding device in which a pair of rollers frictionally

engage the stock therebetween, with one of the rollers being

intermittently driven and the other roller being pressed toward

the driven roller. The rollers are contained within a housing

which includes adjusting screws for eliminating lost motion

between the elements of the intermittent drive which are also

mounted in the housing. An arrangement is provided for mo-

mentarily retracting the idler roller away from the driven

roller between feed intervals of the rollers.

A carrying handle for cardboard cartons having two sets of

opposed overlapping top flaps, including a base plate with four

threaded studs equiangularly positioned on the base plate so

that with the base plate appropriately positioned beneath the

closed naps each threaded fastener extends through aligned

openings in two of the Haps, there being provided a top plate

over the closed flaps with four apertures for receiving the

threaded studs, with wing nuts on the studs for holding the

plates together, and a carrying handle fixed to the top plate.
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3.782,621

CARTON STRUCTURE

J.m« N. Edgeington, Jr.; Edgar G. Lowr.nce. II.

»-^^f'^^
G. Odell, all of Albuquerque. N. Mex.. assignors to IMS Cor-

poration. Albuquerque, N. Mex.
, . , ,^,

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,557

Int.CI.B65d/-?/04
-,«. ,1 » 4 Claims

U.S.CI.229-23A

st.3r

Finger hole means is provided in each of the f'""«J^"; J^
blck wall and ihe closure nap whereby the bag may be earned

by the hand with the fmgers of the hand extending through a 1

three of sa.d front wall, back wall and closure nap. Also d.s^

closed .s a hem at the mouth of the bag rece.vmg a st.ffenc

extendmg transversely of the bag The st.ffener may have a

hook for hangmg the bag. or holes may be provided m the bag

walls and closure ttap for hangmg the bag

^"""Z2^ j±^ <S^\ '^[^

3.782,623

DECANTING CENTRIFUGE FOR DRAINING OFF WATER

FROM SEWAGE SLUDGE

Jorgen Bye-Jorgensen, Humlebaek, and Gunnar Hartvig Lar-

«"Rungsted Kyst. both of Denmark, assignors to I. Kruger

A/S, Copenhagen. Denmark
FiWJune3,I971.Ser.No. 149.670

Claims priority, application Denmark, July II, 1970,703019

Int.CI. B04b//20
_.,,-, - 8 Claims

IJ.S. CI. 233-7

A carton structure particularly intended for use w,th a lamp

bulb .s formed of a carton blank of cardboard or other mater,

al to be folded along bend lines articulating first second, third

and fourth side wall panels as well as top and bottom naps

Openings are formed in one or more of the side wall panels to

allow visual display of the article contained thcrcm Bottom

holding naps are contiguous with the side wall panels and arc

turned upwardly into the carton and terminate at a common

level in the carton to provide support edges therem^A bottom

panel IS inserted into the carton and rests upon the support

cdccs formed by the bottom holding ttaps and is held in place

thereby The bottom wall panel has peripheral portions

thereof turned downwardly and inserted between the respec-

tive wall and upturned bottom holding nap. The transverse

dimension of each nap is slightly larger than the transverse

dimension of the space within the folded carton so that the

naps are Hrmly held in position by fnctional force and the car-

ton will provide a protective cushion housing around the arti-

cle contained therein.

Decanting centrifuge for draining off water from sewage

sludge, which centrifuge has a rotating bowl and helical walls

rotating therein to scrape the sludge towards the end of the

bowl to discard it The rotating bowl has a conical entrance

section in which the helical walls are provided, where the

progression of the sludge through the conical section is re-

tarded the conical shape of the section being important to

secure a gradual increase of velocity and to reduce any ten-

dency to create turbulence.

3,782,622

PLASTIC BAGS

Ray E. Montgomery. Terre Haute. Ind.. assignor to Bemis

Company, Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 12, 1971.Ser.No. 187,943

Int. CL B65d 33t08

U.S.CL 229-54 R ^ Claims

3,782.624

SEPARATION OR EXTRACTION APPARATUS

UTILIZING DISTRIBUTION OF SOLUTES BETWEEN

IMMISCIBLE PHASES

Felix Gottfried Mueller. Basel, Switzerland, assignor to Clby-

Gelgy AG, Basel, Switzerland .„, „.^
Filed Nov. 5, 1971,Ser. No. 195,916

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 9, 197U,

16533/70
Int. CI. B04b 1 1 100

U.S. a. 233-20 R »« Claims

J.-
'

An apparatus IS provided which makes use of the distribu-

tion of one or more solutes between two substantially immisci-

.he l».,om. heat-seakd together at the sides, and oP«n »• 'l^' * „Ss" o a^u alit, ot chambers each of which is in eom-

rd"L;.r,id':;rendX'-rth;::,^j;drs:a;r rr-o'n .j.. ne^ho.. thto„.h a «„. passa..

»
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mounted for rotation with its axis horizontal. All the now

passages are located on the same side of a plane including the

axis of the cylinder Both the rotation of the vessel, and the

operation of valves at the axially endmost chambers con-

trolling supply of liquid to the vessel and withdrawal of liquid

therefrom, arc arranged to operate in response to a pro-

grammed control system. Supply and withdrawal of one phase

at a time through the vessel can be made if the appropriate

valves arc opened at a time when that phase alone is presented

to the now passages in each chamber of the vessel.

BF whose origin tt coincides with the left-hand indices 1 of the

previously mentioned scales and which runs to the value 36 on

3,782,625

METHOD FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING THE

PUNCHING OF CONTROL CARDS FOR MAKING
PATTERNED TEXTILES IN CONFORMITY WITH A

SAMPLE DESIGN

Johannes Bitterlich, Schlosstrasse II, Erbach, Wurttemberg,

Germany
Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 143,094

Claims priority, application Germany. May 14, 1970, P 20

23 607.1
Int.CLG06k//02

U.S.CL 234-2 3 Claims

the slider. The balance of the length of the slider is provided

with a centesimal trigonometric scale.

3,782,627

VALVE MEANS. PARTICULARLY AUTOMATIC WASTE
GAS VALVE MEANS

Stellan Akesson. Narvagen 28, Jonkoping, Sweden

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241.626

Int. CI. 1 10 163; 236 101; GOSd 23/10

U.S.CL 236-93 13 Claims

A method and apparatus for controlling the punching of

control cards which are. in turn, employed for controlling

weaving devices for the manufacture of colored patterned tex-

tiles. The pattern to be punched into the control card is set up

on a design member in the form of adjacent transverse rows of

areas which are individually colored in conformity with the

desired pattern. A control member is also provided having at

least vertical lines thereon spaced apart the same distance as a

width of a respective area on the design member. The control

and design members are fixed in position relative to each

other and an optical scanning device is opposed to each with

the devices mounted on a carriage moveable in the transverse

direction of the control and design members. The optical

device scanning the design member is only effective when the

optical device scanning the control member passes over a line

thereof and a punching device for the control card is punched

in conformity with the detected color. The control member

and the design member can be in the form of a unitary article,

or they can be separate articles After one transverse row of

areas of the design member is scanned, the carriage returns to

a starting position and at least the design member advances

and the next row of areas is then scanned.

3.782,626

SLIDE RULE WITH IMPROVED CALCULATING
CAPACITY

losif Hondrea, Rimisoara. Romania, assignor to Iprofil "-

Technolemn'-lndustria Produselor Finite Din Lemn Timis-

oara, Noembrie, Romania

Filed J une 2 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 54.745

lnt.CLG06g//02

US CI. 235 70 R 8 Claims

A slide rule with improved calculating capacity has. in addi-

tion to the A, B. C, D and related scales, a folded square scale

A temperature-responsive valve operated by bimetallic

means for exhausting waste gases from a burner. To reduce

the noise level of the valve, the inner surface of the valve cas-

ing is tapered in the direction of now and the now is regulated

by a plate which intersects the center axis of the casing and

has its free edge disposed at substantially the same angle as the

tapered surface. The plane free edge, cooperating with the

tapered surface in the form of a circular segment, provides a

highly advantageous relationship with respect to the produc-

tion of sound. As the temperature of the now increases, the

now area is increased, the arrangement being such that a small

dencction of the plate effects a great increase in the now area.

In the preferred embodiment, the plate itself is bimetallic

whereas in an alternate embodiment, the plate is displaced an-

gularly by a bimetallic element. Where the clearance space

between the plate and the casing is problematical with respect

to noise generation, the plate may be made rectangular and

the sides of the casing where the plate engages may be parallel

to one another.

3,782.628

PORTABLE HEATING UNIT

Maurice Beaudet, St. Philippe de LaPrairie. Quebec, Canada,

assignor to Gall, Equipment Ltd., Candiac, Quebec, Canada

Filed Mar. 1 9, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 26, 1 1

4

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 20, 1970,

13,558/70
Int. CLB60h/ /22

U.S. CI. 237- 1 2.3 C 5 Claims

A portable self-contained temperature controlling unit is

removably inserted in a shipping container so that the con-
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tents may be healed or cooled during shipment In the in-

stance of heating, the portable unit derives its heat output

from the operation of an internal combustion engine which is

embodied in the unit along with its fuel supply The heating

gizcd Selected solenoid circuits arc opened by eliminator

switches to bypass desired sprinkler locations during timed ir-

tlMCH
SCTTIM
COMTMOC

unit includes primary and secondary air circuits in heat

exchange relation with each other, and connections of these

circuits to outside air have thermostatically controlled valves

arranged so that the heat output of the unit is regulated while

the operating speed of the engine remains constant.

rigation cycles Through a locator panel portion, the sprin-

klers in operation arc identified and the operating periiMl of

desired sprinklers extended beyond the time interval.

3.782.629

FLOW CONTROL IN ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAINS

John O. Hruby. Jr., Burbank, Calif., assignor to Rain Jet

Corp., Burbank. Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 87.886, Nov. 9, 1970, Pat. No. 3,705,686.

This application Apr. 3, 1972, S«r. No. 240,675

int.CI.B05b/7/0«

U.S. CI. 239-17 6 Claims

3,782,631

SILICA WKLDINC; APPARATl S

Albert T. Brockly. Lansing. 111., assignor to Koppers ( ompany.

Inc., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed June 21. I972.Ser. No. 264.836

Int.CLBOSb 7,/ft

IJ.S.CL 239-85 2 Claims

An ornamental fountain is comprised of a discharge nozzle

and a mounting base through which water is supplied to the

nozzle Two pairs of water supply ducts communicate to a

chamber within the base One pair of ducts is coaxially aligned

opposite each other diametrically of the chamber, and the

other pair of ducts communicates tangentially of the chamber.

Water for the fountain is supplied to the nozzle via either pair

of ducts so that, depending upon the pair of ducts used, the

fountain pattern has one or the other of two distinctly dif-

ferent aesthetic characteristics.

A novel apparatus includes a cylindrical canister in which

internal piping carries a gas that pressurizes a quantity of sil-

ica preferably sand, therein A nozzle at the bottom of the

canister rt:ceives the silica under control of a valve, and the

oxygen flowing into the canister and through the nozzle car-

ries the silica to a torch tip where the silica melts in an oxy-fuel

name burning thereat The oxygen propels the molten silica

into cracks and openings in need of filling for repairs.

3,782,630

SPRINKLER CONTROL SYSTEM

William V. Sabo, 144 N. Sylvan Ave., Columbus, Ohio

Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 257,526

Int.CI. B05bi/06

U.S. a. 239-70 „
« Claims

A plurality of irrigation sprinklers are sequentially operated

for timed intervals by an electrical control system having a

timing mechanism throwgh which valve solenoids are ener-

3,782,632

POWDER SPRAY GUN FOR SPRAYING DIFFERENT

COLOR POW DERS FROM A POWDER CHANNEL OF A

SPRAY GUN
Franz Braun, Staad; Peter Ribnitz, and Willi Huber. both of St.

(lallen, all of Switzerland, assignors to Gema AG Ap-

paratebau, St. Gallen, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 98,8 1 6, Nov. 1 5, 197 1

,

abandoned. This application Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,082

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 2, 1971,

11345/71; Mar. 24, 1972,4417/72

Int. CI. B05b 7/02 I

U S CI 239— 112 ^ Claims

"a powder spray gun for spraying different color powders

from a powder dispensing channel of the spray gun. with a
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connection mechanism possessing a number of connections at

which there can be connected infeed conduits for different

powder-conveying air-mixtures and flushing air and through

the agency of which there can be delivered to the spray gun-

powder dispensing channel a selected powder-conveying air-

mixturc for spray coating thereof and flushing air for cleaning

of such spray gun. The connection mechanism comprises a

connection element carrying the connections, this connection

element containing for each connection a continuous substan-

tially straight connection channel. The connection clement

from the tank to a spray bar system for spreading liquid

product in a preselected width of spread along a path

Traversed by the vchicre. The rate of flow of liquid product

from the spray bar system is varied with vehicle speed under

the control of a vehicle speed sensor and a product flow meter

which senses rate offlow of product to the spray bar system to

and the pistol body member containing the powder dispensing

channel can be adjusted relative to one another in such a

manner that the connection channels of the connection ele^

ment can be connected by means of their outlet openings with

the mlet opening of the powder dispensing channel in a certain

sequence and with a given distribution of the infeed condui's

for the powder-conveying air-mixture and the flushing air at

the connections of the connection element the spray gun

powder dispensing channel is flushed with flushing air during

each color change.

maintain a preset spread density independent of the speed of

the vehicle. The spray bar system includes a plurality of spray

bars each arranged to spread liquid over the same width of

spread but at relatively different flow rates and the flow of

liquid product to the several spray bars is controlled by the

product flow meter to maintain the spray bar pressure within a

preselected pressure range.

3,782,633

REMOTE CONTROLLED, SELF-PROPELLED LAWN
SPRINKLER

Wladimir Nye, 441 1 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville, Fla.

"""
"'^l^asit^'sTs

'"•°'"
REVERSE FLOW LAWn's'Jr.NKLER hose ASSEMBtV

u.s.a.»,-.9.
'"'''"

•<^'-"'
"-'''•"--t;.r.^7rsin"f,r,ir"''-

Int. CI. AOlq 25/00

U.S.CL239-199 6 Claims

A remote controlled, self-propelled lawn jsprinkling device

for attachment to a water hose, comprising drive means

powered by a water vane and a hydraulic piston arrangement

for changing the direction of said lawn sprinkler, which is con-

trolled by opening and closing the water supply spigot at the

other end of said water hose.

3,782,634

VEHICLE MOUNTED LIQUID DISTRIBUTOR
APPARATUS

John R. Herman, Monroe Center, III., assignor to Swenson

Spreader & Mfg. Co., Lindenwood, III.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,664

Int. CI. B05b 9/06

U.S.CL239-156 »2 Claims

A liquid distributor apparatus for use on a vehicle including

a liquid product supply tank and a pump for pumping liquid

A flat lawn hose of the fine sprinkling type is normally at-

tached with its inlet end to a length of conventional lawn hose.

The present fine sprinkling hose is normally on a reel and has

the inlet end thereof at the free end thereof and is flanked by a

pair of hose elements terminating in a union which is centrally

united with the free end of the fine sprinkling hose. The pair of

hose elements arc also wound on the reel and are coupled with

the source of water. The user pulls out a selected length of

fine sprinkler, afl^ixes a hose clamp and only the selected

length of fine sprinkling hose need be used and in its most con-

venient accessibility.
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3.782,638
3,782,636 p^^^ CIRCLE SPRINKLER

pany, Newfoundland NJ^
Filed July 31, 1972. S«r. No. 276,695

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,014
Inl.CL B05b J//6

lnt.CI.B05bi//0 ,<.i,-,xQ 2A2 12Clainis

IJ.S. a. 239-216 5 Claims l).S.CL 239-242

^^rr '../AW, ,

'j ^

order to obtain a uniform dispersion of the morrar sprinkler.

3.782,637

WIND-RESPONSIVE SPRINKLER REGULATOR

William H. Crumpacker. 1538 School Ave.. Walla Walla,

Wash.
Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,879

lnt.CLB05bJ/0«

U.S.CL239-232 7 Claims

3,782,639

FUEL INJECTION APPARATUS

Ronald R. Bolti, Oak Park, and William K. Ojala. Dearborn

Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company.

Dearborn. Mich.

Filed Apr. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 244,441

Int. CI. B05b //i4

U.S.CL 239-405 I Claim

7/ j^

A screen is opcrativcly connected to a transverse wind vane

and pivoted with the vane about a horizontal axis relative to

the vertical rotational axis of a rotatable sprinkler head having

a nozzle forming a spray jet. The screen is pivotable across the

nozzle in response to wind velocity, so that as the water jet

faces into or against the wind, the screen is held clear of the

spray allowing maximum trajectory of the spray jet against the

wind When the spray moves downwind, or m the same

direction as the wind, the screen pivots into the spray jet to

shorten its trajectory by dissipating the jet into small droplets

A substantially circular sprinkling pattern and thereby, even

water dispersal may thus be maintained regardless of wind

velocity or direction.

Apparatus for the injection of fuel into the intake manifold

of an internal combustion engine is described The apparatus

includes an air-assist nozzle that has a chamber formed in it

that includes an orifice for the discharge of air-atomized fuel

A fuel injector has a fuel discharge port positioned within the

chamber of the air-assist nozzle The air-assist nozzle has an

air inlet to the chamber, and air which enters the chamber

through the inlet mixes with the fuel discharged from the fuel

injector producing an air-fuel atomized mixture which .s

discharged from the orifice of the air-assist nozzle.
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3,782,640

VALVE MECHANISM FOR LIQUID APPLICATOR

John D. Kirschmann, 933 Anderson St., Bismarck, N. Dak.

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,917

Int. CI. BOSb 9/06

U.S.CL 239-571

laterally directed spray which may be directed countercurrent

to the downwind direction of a heat exchange body or radiator

to wash away insects and other debris clogging air flow

through the radiating elements of the body.

6 Claims
3,782,642

BROADCASTING DEVICES

Alan Hall Trafford, 44 Wood St., Chatteris, England

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,053

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 21, 1970,

60,607/70; Oct. 11, 1971, 47,271/71

Int. CLAOlc/ 7/00

U.S.CL 239-683

A flow control valve for a liquid applicator having and out-

let port formed in a filter assembly in the valve housing and a

valve element urged towards a normally closed position

against the outlet port by a compression spring guided by a

shiftable carrier which also serves as a retainer and carrier for

the valve element. The filter assembly is attached by a quick-

disconncct joint to a removable bottom plug having a base

wall for the valve housing through which a discharge orifice of

predetermined size extends.

13 Claims

3,782,641

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A LATERALLY
DIRECTED SPRAY OF FLUID

Charles H. Springer, Rt. 1, Box 325, Alta Loma, Tex.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,086

lnt.CLB05b//04

U.S.CL 239-598 1 Claim

7 r^^^^CJ^

'

Broadcasting devices as used in agriculture and horticulture

having a container and a rotary or oscillating distributor are

fitted with a charge blender in the form of an upright modified

Archimedean Screw driven by the distributor to lift, mix and

blend charge material in the container so as to enable a charge

of different particulate or powdered materials placed in-

dividually in the container to be blended into a homogeneous

mix immediately prior to broadcasting.

The charge blender conveniently consists of a single-flight

Archimedean Screw of upwardly increasing diameter and

shaped, e.g. inclined or notched, so as to act as a low-efficien-

cy auger when rotated in a mass of particulate material.

3,782,643

APPARATUS FOR CONDITIONING A GRANULAR
MATERIAL

James H. Carpenter, Jr., Hagerstown, Md., assignor to The

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 108,417, Jan. 21, 1971, Pat.

No 3,716,947. This application May 17, 1972, Ser. No.

253,945

Int. CI. B02c 23100

U.S.CL 241-60 12 Claims

An elongate, rigid or semi-rigid tubular fiuid conductor

equipped with a fiuid discharge opening at one end and a fiuid

inlet opening at the other end. A valve at the inlet end permits

control of fiuid fiowing through the conduit and a removed

wall section at the outlet end directs the fiuid Icavmg the con-

duit laterally away from the conduit body. The outlet opening

is positioned adjacent a planar end surface of the body and has

lateral and longitudinal dimensions which bear a predeter-

mined relationship to each other and to the dimensions of the

flow passage extending through the conduit to provide the

desired spray direction and configuration. The primary in-

tended purpose of the apparatus is to provide a high velocity.

In an apparatus for conditioning a granular matrial. a cen-

trifugal throwing wheel projects the material radially against
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an impact surface which completely surrounds and is spaced

from the periphery of the wheel Aii air stream is moved

between the impact surface and the periphery of the wheel so

as to rcmovc'conmminanls from the projected particles.

3,782,644

SLEDCER CRUSHER
Malcolm John MacMaster, and Kenneth John (ieorge Mac-

Master, both of Stourbridge, England, assignors to Frances

& John S. Lane Limited, Brierley, England

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,207

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 5, 1971,

51.553/71
lnt.CI.B02c/i/02

lJ,S.CK24l-69 II Claims
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I

blender or other removable motor base The mill is designed

to receive whole grain cereal in the upper portion of a hollow

grinding chamber which has an abrasive coating upon its inner

surface whereat the cereal is subjected to a combination of at-

trition and contact grinding before being expelled from the

side of the housing into a proper receptacle The mill further

includes an adjusting mechanism whereby the consistency of

the flour may be controlled

3,782.646

ROLLER MILL OF THE EDC.E Rl NNER TYPE

Horst Brundiek, Rubenstrasse 26, Kaarst. (;ermany

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,643

Claims priority, application Germany, May 18, 1971, P 21

24 521.6
I

lnt.CLB02c/5/04, /.S//4 '

11,8. CL 241 -117 4 Claims

System i

A crushing mill comprising a casing having a plurality of

hammers mounted to revolve about a horizontal axis and

within which casing cradles provided with grid bars whose

position is adjustable in relation to the rotation path of the

hammers, the cradles at their adjacent ends having a common

fulcrum, the improvement in which means is provided for ef-

fecting adjustment of both -radles in unison by shifting the

axis of the fulcrum inwar ly or outwardly relative to the path

of the hammers.

3,782.645

FLOUR MILL
LeroyV.Martenson.8141-7th Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199.640

Int.CI. B02c7//4

U.S.CL24I-100 7 Claims

An edge runner type roller mill in which three rolls are

adapted to cmipcrate with a grinding tabic, and spring or

hydraulic loading means are provided fi>r the rolls A ring is

arranged above the rolls for applying force to the rolls in ac-

cordance with a three point system, and a yoke serves for

holding down the ring, with a second ring being arranged

above or below the nrst-mentioned ring for loading three

further rolls alternating with the Hrst-mentioned rolls and

adapted with them to cooperate with the grinding table

A flour mill adapted to be used in conjunction with and

capitalize upon the self contained motor of a Ijouschold type

3,782,647

GYRATORY CRUSHER W ITH HYORAULIC
ADJUSTMENT OF THE CRUSHER

Hanns Decker, Cologne; Helmut Stockmann, Wesseling. and

Heinz Hurtmanns, Cologne, all of Germany, assignors to

Klockner-Humboldt Deutz Aktiengesellschaft. Cologne, (Ger-

many
Filed Feb. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 230,261

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 5, 1971, P 21

10 476.7; Apr. 21, 1971, P 21 19 223.4; June 26, 1971. P 21

31901.7
I

Int. CLB02c 2/04

l).S.CL24I-215 5 Claims

A gyratory crusher provided with hydraulic adjustment of

the crusher gap is provided with a vertical stationary tubular

shaft in which is slidably adjustably mounted a supporting

shaft carrying at its upper end a segmental spherical bearing

for rotatably supporting the crusher cone The lower end of

the supporting shaft carries a spring acting as overload safety

device and the lower end of this spring engages a hollow cylin-

drical cup which is supplied from the exterior of the crusher

with a lubricant which is conducted from the cup by a central

longitudinal passage in the supporting shaft to said spherical

bearing. A piston-cylinderunit engaging the lower end of the

cup, preferably by use of a pressure member having one face
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gy sensing means for sensing excessive tension in the cloth,

without frlctionally engaging the cloth, to produce a relatively

tcnsionlcss cloth feed.

cal cup. the supporting shaft and the spherical Scaring when

^he crusher cone and therewith the crusher gap is to be ad-

justed

3.782,648

METHOD FOR WINDING A PLURAL NUMBER OF

YARNS AND AN APPARATUS THEREFOR

Shoii Ito Inazawa: Mitsuhiro Okamoto. Nagoya, and Katsumi

Hlsegawa, Otsu, all of Japan, assignors to Toray Industries,

Inc., Tokyo, Japan
,,o«wi

Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,510

Int. CI. B65h .'54/20

, ,,_„ 6 Claims
l).S.CL242-35.5R

», »? *5 »«

3,782,650

WEB WINDER CONTROL
Emerson B. Donnell, Jr., Neshanic, N.J., assignor to Egan

Machinery Company, Somervllle, N.J.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,713

Int. CLB65hJ5/04, 79/26

U.S.a. 242-56.8
^C""""'

A method and an apparatus for ceding a P'"^-'
""J^"=J^"J

yarns simultaneously to a single take-up drum without a time

lag due to supplying the respective yarns one by one. A

grooved drum having lateral helical traverse grooves with

precisely angled intersection points receives a plural number

o yarns' from overhead fulcrum guides and winds them on

respective laterally spaced portions of a take-up roll posi-

tioned beneath the drum

Apparatus and method for controlling the operation of con-

tinuous web perforating and winding machines, especially ot

the type used to manufacture plastic bags and automatically

wTnd the bags into small rolls for consumer use. The invention

p oviies me'ans of winding a specified ""-»>- "f''^^^^'"^"

each roll and severing the perforated plastic web at a line of

perforations at a position suitable for automatically transfer-

ring the leading end of the web to a winding spindle

3,782,649

TENSIONLESS CLOTH FEEDING APPARATUS FOR

CLOTH SPREADING MACHINE

Cecil S. Frederick. Murfreesboro. and Hoyt L. Smith. Nash-

vl, both of Tenn.. assignors to Cutters Machine Company.

Inc., Nashville. Tenn. „c ^^^
Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325.446

Int. CLB65h/ 7/02
12 Claims

^fna';tltio7ary cloth spreading machine adapted to spread

3,782,651

FACILITY FOR ANCHORING RIBBON TO A SPOOL IN A

HOLDER
Hans-Georg Hengelhaupt, Nuremberg, and Friedrich

Teichmann, Feucht, both of Germany, assignors to Triumph

Werke Nuernberg A.G., Nuernberg, Germany

Filedjan.21, 1971, Ser. No. 108,419

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 22, 197U,

02 703.6
Int. CI. B65h 75121^

742—74 6 Claims

^"a normall^frictionally driven carbon ribbon take up spool

rotatively supported within a machine mounted holder is pro-

v^ed wi?h a curved slot in an outer flange which extends from

the spool core to its periphery in the direction of rotation of

the spool. The flange adjacent to the peripheral portion of the
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slot is offset outwardly to catch and draw a guided ribbon

held in its path down to and to wind it on the core The torque

of the frictional drive effective on the spool and the turning

feedback from the air line to operate devices which restore the

valve to its median position These devices act in opposition,

one acting faster than the other to cause the initial restoration

moment prevalent at the root of the spool slot, are such that

several ribbon winding turns on the spool core can be accom

plishcd before the frictional drive slips.

movement There is a resultant phase difference between

dancer roll movement and valve actuation, whicK can be

further modified by interposition of a mechanical phase shift-

ing device between the dancer roll and valve.

3,782,652

COMBINATION SPINNING AND FLY CASTING REEL

Charles T. Funayama, 25 19 S. Brentwood, Denver, Colo.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, S«r. No. 233,222

Int.CI.A0Ik«9/00

U.S.CL 242-84.1 R 4 Claims

3,782,654

POWER CORD SLACK TAKELP REEL

Joseph Kasa, 3615 Rocky River Dr., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed SepL 13, 1971,Ser.No. 179,855

Int. CL B65h 75134

L.S.CL 242-100.1 7 Claims

Combination spinning and fly casting reel characterized by

a single action rotatable ny line spool, a stationary spinning

line spool, a rotatable bail adjacent the stationary spool,

disconnectiblc gearing disposed between the ny line spool and

bail, a member carried by the bail adapted to engage or disen-

gage the spinning line in response to relative rotation between

the gearing and the bail, and an adjustable friction drag

disposed between the fly line spool and the stationary reel

body. In the ny casting mode with the gearing disconnected,

the fly line reel rotates independently. In the spin reeling

mode, with the gearing connected, rotation of the fly line

spool rotates the bail.

<:^

An article of manufacture for storage of electric power

cords and the like and for removal of excess slack therein for

safety and aesthetic purposes consisting of a semi-rigid plastic

housing having a winding shaft releasably secured therein with

a plate retained by the shaft, dividing the housing into upper

and lower sections, the electric cord adapted to be passed

through the housing and to be wound about the shaft in ad-

jacent coils of concentric turns. Another embtxiiment of the

invention is in a single coil layer form with slightly greater

dimensions to accommodate substantially the same length of

wire slack.

3,782,653

WEB TENSION CONTROL APPARATUS

Graham Robin Scott Jones, Thornbur>. near Bristol. England,

assignor to Masson Scott Thrissell Engineering Limited,

Bristol, Great Britain

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235.958

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. Mar. 20, 1 97 1,

7,900/71

Int. CI. B65h 25\l%, 25104,25122

IJ.S.CL 242-75.43 16 Claims

A travelling web being wound onto or unwound from a reel

has its tension sensed by a dancer roll in a web loop, and the

position of the dancer roll is used to control the drive or brake

system of the reel to maintain the tension uniform. With pneu-

matic control, a valve in the air line is actuated by the dancer

roll to increase or decrease the supply, and in addition there is

»

3,782,655

WARP BEAM FLANGE
Werner Moser, Menzlken; Paul Buchi, Gontenschwll, and

Peter Weber, Menziken, all of Switzerland, assignors to Alu-

minium AG Menziken, Menziken, Switzerland .

Filed Nov. 29. 1971, Ser. No. 202,878

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 3, 1970,

17870/70
I

lnt.CLB65h73//4

U.S.CL 242- 118.5 10 Claims

A warp beam flange having a hub and a supporting ring

rigidly connected to the bore of the hub. A clamp ring is

mounted in a cavity of the hub and movable in axial direction
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by screws extending in axial direction. The supporting ring

and the clamping ring arc screw threaded and arranged to

3,782,657

BOBBIN
John Nelson, North Kingston, R.L, assignor to Leesona Cor-

poration, Warwick, R.L

Filed May 21, 1971, Ser. No. 145,753

Int.CI.B65h75/2S.75//0

U.S.CL 242- 125.1 8 Claims

mate with a corresponding screw thread on a warp beam, so as

a relative axial movement between the clamp ring and the sup-

porting ring causes a clamping action on the warp beam.

3,782,656

DRIVING DEVICE FOR OPPOSITELY ROTATING TONE
SHAFTS OF A SOUND RECORDING DEVICE

Werner Broghammer, Tennenbronn, Germany, assignor to

Firma Dual Gebruder Steidinger, Georgen/Black Forest,

Germany
Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,837

Claims priority, application Germany, June 22, 1971, P 21

30 751.7
Int. CI. BI lb 15132; G03b 1/04

U.S.CL 242-201 2 Claims

A yarn collecting bobbin comprising an elongated, tapered

tube having a frusto-conical skirt affixed thereto is disclosed

The skirt encircles generally the base section of the bobbin,

with a relatively short extension from the tube projecting

beyond the lower end of the skirt. The skirt is flrmly secured

to the tube by any of several different techniques and is

notched so as to entrain a yarn end adjacent thereto and com-

mence winding of yarn on the bobbin.

3,782,658

REEL DRIVE
Nicholas Mischenko, Chicago, III., assignor to Bell & Howell

Company, Chicago, III.

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,893

Int.CI.G03b //04. Glib /5/i2

U.S. CL 242- 192 >4 Claims

A driving device for the tone shafts of a sound recording

device which comprises a motor, a first tone shaft, and a

nywheel-mass disposed coaxially to the first tone shaft and

operatively connected therewith. A first belt pulley is disposed

coaxially to the first tone shaft and likewise operatively con-

nected therewith. A second tone shaft has an axis substantially

parallel to the axis of the first tone shaft. A second belt pulley

is disposed coaxially to the second tone shaft and operatively

connected therewith, as well as having its periphery close to

the periphery of the first belt pulley. An elastic belt driving the

first belt pulley and the second belt pulley by means of the

motor in opposite directions, and the elastic belt has such

height, that the portion of the belt disposed between both belt

pulleys is not pressed together by the belt pulleys, yet runs

freely for such short path, that the longitudinal elasticity being

so small, not to exert a disturbing influence on the uniformiiy

of the rotary speed of the second tone shaft during the opera-

tively occurring load fluctuations of the second tone shaft.

92 -

A reel drive for a movie projector having a roller supported

for movement from an ineffective position to a reel flange

driving position, a first rotatable drive including a gear and a

friction member resisting rotation of the gear for moving the

roller into engagement and holding the engagement with the

reel flange and a second rotatable drive for rotating the roller

while in engagement with the reel flange for winding film on

the reel.
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3,782,659

TAPE TRANSPORT DL AL RKEL DRIVE FROM SINGLE
CAPSTAN

Frank C. Bumb, Jr., San Gabriel, Calif., assignor to California

Data Machines, Van Nuys, Calif.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232.139

Int. CI. Bl lb l5i32.C.05h 1104

IJ.S. CI. 242-201 9 Claims

ySa

used for knitting, weaving or spooling A storage drum is fix-

edly mounted at one end thereof to a frame member. The fila-

ment is guided in a first direction, from a supply thereof to a

position adjacent said one end of the drum, where it is wound

about the drum to form a plurality of windings which advance

in a second direction, opposite to said first direction, toward

the other end of the drum. 1 he filament is drawn off the drum

^^a ^iji

e^i

A tape transport comprises first and second rotary elements

for respectively rotating carriers for tape rolls between which

the tape is to be transported, a rotary capstan unit engageabic

by the transported tape; and means including belting opcra-

tivcly connected in driven relation with the capstan unit and

driving relation with the rotary elements for effecting driving

of the carriers at speeds characterized in that the tape being

transported onto one of the rolls, and also the tape transported

off the other roH. is maintained in tension.

in said second direction to the other end of the drum, where it

reverses direction and travels through an internal passage in

the drum, in said first direction, and through an aperture in the

frame member, toward the machine requiring said filament,

whereby the device operates as a storage feeder Alternately,

the filament may be unwound from the drum at the same rate

as It IS wound in which case the device operates as a positive

feeder.

: 3,782.660 3,782.662

TEXTILE SPINDLE SIMPLIFIED STRIP ACCUMULATION

Donald L Blake, Campion, N.H., assignor to Rockwell Inter- George D. Miller. Middletown, Ohio, assignor to Armco Steel

national Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa. Corporation ^Ji^dletown. Ohio

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,705 Hied Feb. 24. 1971. Ser. No. 1 18,322

Int.CI.B65hi4/44.75/i0 int. CI. B65h /7/42, / 7/4«

U.S. CI. 242-46.21 3 Claims U.S. CI. 242-55 13CI«lms

#

#

L.

A textile spindle adapted to support a bobbin for rotation

while building a yarn package thereon having a replaceable

driving bushing on the spindle blade for maintaining the bob-

bin in driving relation with the spinule.

3,782,661

FILAMENT FEEDING AND STORAGE DEVICE

Jose Castillo Deniega, Elmhurst, and Edward M. Tellerman,

Woodmere, both of N.V., assignors to Wesco Industries Cor-

poration, Plainview, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 184,527. Sept. 28. 1971. This

application Dec. 21. 1971. Ser. No. 210,492

Int. CI. B65h 5 //20

U.S.CK 242-47.12 2 Claims

There is disclosed a device for feeding a filament from a

supply thereof to a machine wherein said filament may be

A simplified strip accumulating system of tho type wherein a

length of strip is formed into a storage coil composed of an

inner set of convolutions and an outer set of convolutions in-

terconnected by a free reverse loop extending between and

joining the outermost convolution in the inner set and the in-

nermost convolution in the outer set, whereby the reverse

loop will orbit freely in opp<isite directions between the said

sets of convolutions as they are rotated, strip being withdrawn

from the inside of the innermost set of convolutions upon rota-

tion of said inner set in one direction, and additional strip

being added to the outside of the outer set of convolutions

upon rotation of said outer set in the opposite direction, the

strip being supported on one edge on a horizontally disposed

supporting surface with the inner set of convolutions built-up

around an inner roll cage, the outer set of convolutions being
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formed on a moving supporting surface adapted to impart ro-

tary motion to the strip being coiled, the moving support for

the outer set of convolutions being driven in timed relation to

the feeding speed of the strip being accumulated, the diameter

of the innermost convolution in the outer set being established

by the relationship between strip feeding speed and rotational

speed of the moving support, thereby providing a free-formed

outer set of convolutions to the elimination of an outer roll

basket and roll adjusting mechanism heretofore employed to

form and support the o.-t^r set of convolutions in the storage

coil.

that the end of fabric drawn by said grippcr means, held

between the tube and the unwound sheet of paper, is the

origin of a new roll of fabric. An automatic device for discard-

ing the defective fabric is also provided, when the beginning

and the end of each defective length of fabric is indicated by

previously applied signals. The above mentioned cutting

device carries out two cutting operations and the two fabric

edges are then joined together by overlapping and the winding

up of the roll continued. A device for counting the length of

defective fabric is also preferably provided.

3,782.663

ARTIFICIAL ROLL-UP FIELD

William W. Stevenson, Rosevillc, Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company. St. Paul. Minn.

Filed Mar. 22. 1972. Ser. No. 237,144

Int.CI. B65h /9/02

U.S. CL 242-55 6 Claims

An artificial surface capable of being rolled and unrolled is

formed with Hexible strips which prevent damage to the sur-

face when said surface is unrolled over a supporting substrate.

3,782,665

WINDING OF CONTINUOUS WEBS OF SHEET
MATERIAL

Graham Archie Bruce Byrt; Adrian Tuckwell Rosevear, and

William Frank Clarke, all of Bristol, England, assignors

to Masson Scott Thrissell Engineering Limited, Bristol,

England
Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,070

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 5, 1971,

4,045/71
Int. CI. B65h/ 9/26

U.S. CI. 242-56 R ^ Claims

3,782,664

AUTOMATIC MACHINE FOR FORMING ROLLS OF
PIECE-FABRICS HAVING A PRE-ESTABLISHED

LENGTH AND DISCARD1N(; OF DEFECTIVE FABRIC

Pietro Alberto, Via Lamarmora, 16, Biella, Italy

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,427

Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 27, 1971, 21138

A/71; Feb. 9, 1972, 20368 A/72

Int.CLB65h /9/26

U.S. CI. 242-56 R 18 Claims

A machine for the automatic formation of rolls of piece-

fabrics having a pre-established length is provided with a

winding up device, a plane on which the fabric is fed, a cutting

device actuated by sensor means responsive to signals applied

to the fabric or to a counting device, gripper means adapted to

seize therebetween the fabric after the cutting operation and

carry it to the winding up device, a feeder of cardboard tubes

which are the core of the rolls, said feeder comprising means

adapted to unwind a sheet of paper from each tube and means

for positioning thereafter the tube on the winding up device so

Apparatus for transferring a continuous web of sheet

material being wound onto a fresh core employs a rider roll to

press the web as it runs onto the new core and a guide roll to

retain the web against the core circuinfcrcntially well

downstream of the rider roll so that the web is wrapped

around a major portion of the circumference. A cutter and

transfer device arc operable to cut the web between the core

and the guide roll and urge the new leading end of the web

onto the core.

3,782,666

RE-WINDING DEVICE FOR THE PAPER FOR
TELEPRINTER MACHINES AND PRINTING MACHINES

IN GENERAL
Bruno Sandrone, and Antonio Toniolo, both of Ivrea, Italy, as-

signors^to Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. S. p. A., Ivrea (Torino), Italy

Filedjuly2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,273

Claims priority, application Italy, July 3, 1970, 69300 A/70

Int. CI. B65h 25/04,25/74

U.S.CL 242-67.2 16 Claims

A device for rewinding the paper strip on a teleprinter

machine is disclosed, including a motor driven 'rewinding

roller and mptor control means sensitive to the length of a por-

tion of the paper strip comprised between the rewinding roller

and the teletype's printing roller to intermittently rotate the

rewinding roller and so wind up the paper. The changing
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length of the paper strip portion causes oscillation of a lever c

coupled to a switch which turns the motor on or off depending control fin therefor

Ic flow away from the gap between the missile body and a

3,782.669

CENTRIFUGAL ACTUATED MECHANISM WITH
SEPARABLE MOUNTING BRACKET

John G. Lewis, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Emerson Electric

Co., SI. Louis County, Mo.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,580

int.CLH01hi//6. /5//4,/7//2

U.S.CL248-I4 14 Claims

on the length of the strip portion. Means are also provided to

monitor the diameter of the feed strip roll

3,782,667

BEAMRIDER MISSILE GUIDANCE METHOD
Walter E. Miller, Jr.; Teddy J. Peacher; Jimmy R. Duke, and

Robert L. Sitton, all of Hunlsville. Ala., assignors to The

United States of America as represented by the SecreUry of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 275,014

Int. CL F4lg 7/00. F42b 15102

U.S.CL 244 -3.13 9 Claims

U00ULATO9S

f" jl LlttMT PIPES
COMMON JUNCTION

A mounting bracket assembly is provided for mounting

peripheral equipment to an electric motor The bracket is

suited particularly for use with various motor types where a

stator assembly and rotating member arc supported by

bearings fitted along end shield structures More specifically,

the bracket is advantageous where an electrical switch and

motor protector are preassembled to it The bracket

theroafter is attached to the electric motor, and may be

removed easily if the motor fails for any reason

In the improved bcamrider guidance an optical beam is

electronically modulated and transmitted toward a target A

missile is launched into the beam path and is caused to auto-

matically seek the center of the beam as it flies toward the tar-

get. The transmitted beam is spatially encoded to provide

guidance signals which the missile automatically respi>nds to

in seeking the center of the beam The bcamrider missile does

not require tracking or correctional guidance from an external

source as it generates its correctional commands internally

from the beamss spatial encoding The missile is immune to

optical countermeasures. being within the narrow corridor of

the beam and responsive only to the encoded intelligence in

the beam for seeking or maintaining flight along the beam

center.

3,782.668

RAMP FORWARD OF CONTROL FIN

Robert R. Womack, and Franklin D. Stook sherry, both of Lo«

Angeles, Calif., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 75.661

lnt.CLF42b 15116,13132

U,S.CL 244-3.24 3 Claims

3,782,670

CARRIER LINK MECHANISM FOR FLEXIBLE SUPPLY
LINES

Ervin J. Kielma, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to A & A Manufac-

turing Company, Inc.. New Berlin, Wis.

Filed Feb. 10, 1972. Ser. No. 225,240

lnl.CLF16U/00

U.S.CL 248-51 7 Claims

V - -V «{J )

A scries of links designed to provide limited articulated

movement while supporting nexible supply lines, with each

link having a cam portion adjacent its pivot point which en-

gages the cam surface of a pivot pin to limit pivotable move-

In a missile a small ramp structure is installed forward of mcnt therebetween and maximum pivotable movement with

each aerodynamic control fin to deflect reduce air and parti- the adjacent link mounted on the same pivot pin.
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3 782 671 3,782,673

CAMERAMOUNT CONNECTING MEANS BETWEEN A SUPPORT CAP AND

Godwin M. Igwe, 180 Queen Mary Rd., Apt. 708, Kingston, A PROP HEAD .
„. ^

Ontario Canada Diethard Wehrens, Sythen, Germany, assignor to Klockner-

Flled June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,550 Werke Aktiengesellschaft, Duisburg, Germany

lnLa.FI6m////2 Filed Mar. 1. 1972, Ser. No. 230,604 ^

U S CI 248—183 8 Claims Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 5, 1971, P 21

10 497.2
lnLCLE21d /5/00

U.S.CL248—357 2 Claims

It 7 J

A camera mount includes a camera mounting surface onto

which the mounting fitting of the camera may be locked or

from which it may be released by projection and retraction of

a threaded spindle by use of a novel gearing arrangement.

3,782,672

STORAGE HOOK
Charles O. Larson. Sterling, 111., assignor to Chas. O. Larson,

Co.. Sterling, I IL

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,057

lnt.CLFI6m 13/00

U.S. CI. 248-302 I Claim

Means for establishing a connection between a support cap

and a prop head for pit props of the type used in the mining in-

dustry, the support cap comprising a bar or the like supporting

an upper bed such as a hanging wall or roof of the mine, and

the pit prop constituting a hydraulic cylinder with its ram, or

prop head, bracing against the support cap, the connecting

means comprising a pair of securing elements releasably fixed

to the outer free end of the ram and re easably fixed to the

support cap.

3,782,674

KINEMATIC EXTENSIBLE TRUSS MECHANISM
Roy Richard Smith, Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,319

InL CL FI6m 13/00; EOld 15/00

U.S.CL 248-370 II Claims

A storage hook is J-shaped and has two rings respectively on

the outer ends thereof A staple or an eye is mounted on a sup-

port such as a rafter or the like, and is interconnected with the

ring on the longer leg of the hook, to enable an article to be

carried by the hook. The other ring may have a string or wire

extending therethrough and around the longer leg of the hook

to retain the article in place thereon.

A kinematic extensible truss mechanism comprising a first

set of truss members arranged in a parallelogram with pivots at

each of the junctures of the truss members, and a second set of

truss members arranged in a parallelogram with pivots at each

of the junctures of the second set of truss members. Two of the

pivots of the first set coincide with two of the pivots of the

second set, and at least one rigid extension projects from one

of the truss members of the second set substantially at right

angles thereton. An arm is pivotally connected to the rigid ex-

tension and connected for rotation to a pivot of the first set of

truss members which is not common to the first and second set

of truss members. In this manner movement of one of the truss

members of one of the sets relative to another member of the

other of the sets maintains parallelism of the one truss member

to the other when relative motion occurs in a first direction,

and results in an elevation of the one relative to the other

when relative motion occurs in the opposite direction.
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3,782,675

CONCRETE SUPPORTING FORM AND A HANGER
THEREFOR

Martin William Boll, and Robert Murray MacRobbie. both of

Ne%* York, N.Y., assignors to Richmond Screw Anchor to.,

Ne%* YorK,N.Y.

DivUion of Ser. No. 23,844, March 30, 1970, abandoned. This

application Dec. 17. 1971. Ser. No. 209.271

lnt.CI.E04g/7//6

L.S. CI. 249-23 * ^ '»'""'

thereof The brackets have lower surfaces resting on the upper

surface of the upper nange. One bracket .s internally provided

with a rectilmcar receptacle extending at an acute angle to the

upper surface of the upper flange and in a direction which is

down and outward of the corresponding flange edge This acu-

tely disposed receptacle may also bc^^rpcndicular to the

flange The second bracket includes a portion extending

below the upper surface of the upper flange and being en-

gaged against the corresponding edge of the upper flange 1 his

portion is provided with a rectilinear receptacle perpendicular

Concrete forms arc provided comprising an I-beam includ

ing a web and upper and lower flanges on the web. The flanges

each have side edges and upper and lower surfaces between

the edges A hanger is supported on the upper surface of the

upper flange. This hanger includes a strut which traverses the

upper flange and also includes flrst and second U-shaped

brackets straddling and connected to the strut at the ends

thereof The brackets have lower surfaces resting on the upper

surface of the upper flange. One bracket is internally provided

with a rectilinear receptacle extending at an acute angle to the

upper surface of the upper flange and in a direction which is

down and outward of the corresponding flange edge. This acu-

tely disposed receptacle may also be perpendicular to the

flange The second bracket includes a portion extending

below the upper surface of the upper flange and being en-

gaged against the corresponding edge of the upper flange This

portion is provided with a rectilinear receptacle perpendicular

to the upper flange and offset from the corresponding edge

thereof Concrete supporting members extend outwardly from

the web and engage against the lower surface of the upper

flange Bolts extend through the aforesaid receptacles and

concrete supporting members and locking means are provided

on the bolts to hold the concrete supporting members in posi-

tion The hanger can be provided, in accordance with one em

bodimcnt. with a further U-shaped receptacle supported on an

L-shaped arm connected to the aforesaid strut. The strut is

preferably arranged at an angle to the supporting flange.

to the upper flange and offset from the corresponding edge

thereof. Concrete supporting members extend outwardly from

the web and engage against the lower surface of the upper

flange Bolts extend through the aforesaid receptacles and

concrete supporting members and locking means are provided

on the bolts to hold the concrete supporting members in posi

tion The hanger can be provided, in accordance with one em-

bodiment, with a further U-shaped receptacle supported on an

I -shaped arm connected to the aforesaid strut The strut is

preferably arranged at an angle to the supporting flange.

3,782,677

CABLE AND I.IKE SPLICING APPARATUS

Leonard Gelfand, Chagrin Falls. Ohio, assignor to Erico

Products, Inc.. Cleveland. Ohio

Filed Apr. 5. 197 1. Ser. No. 131.069

Int. a. mid 19104 •

U.S. CL 249-97 ^ Claims

3.782.676

CONCRETE SUPPORTING FORM AND A HANGER
THEREFOR

Martin William Boll. East Rockaway. and Robert Murray

MacRobbie. Seaford. both of N.Y., assignors to Richmond

Screw Anchor Co.. Bronx. N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 23.844. March 30. 1970. abandoned.

This application May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,596

lnt.CI.E04g/ 7//

6

U.S.CL 249-23 10 Claims

Concrete forms arc provided comprising an I-beam includ-

ing a web and upper and lower flanges on the web. The flanges

each have side edges and upper and lower surfaces between

the edges. A hanger is supported on the upper surface of the

upper flange This hanger includes a strut which traverses the

upper flange and also includes flrst and second U-shaped

brackets straddling and connected to the strut at the ends

A graphite mold for use in joining cable parts having a weld

cavity in which the component parts are received, a sprue

opening for induction of molten metal into the cavity to join

the parts and a thermal insulation sleeve within the sprue

opening for minimizing heat transfer between the molten

metal and the graphite mold.
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3,782,680

CHAMFER STRIP
David L. Hopkins, 506 McLeod Rd., Hartsville, S.C.

FiledOct. 8, 1971,Ser. No. 187,708

lnt.CLB28b7/2«

Claims priority.' application Germany. May 4, 1970, U.S. CI. 249-188 3 Claims

P 20 21 740.7

Int. CI. B28b 7/24

U.S. CI. 249-129

3,782,678

APPARATUS FOR MAKING PAIRS OF PROFILED
INTERFITTINC; FRAMES OF PLASTIC

Hans Thams, Kllernreihe 64/5, Hamburg, Germany

Filed Apr. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 138,726

3 Claims

\u

Profiled intcrfitting pairs of frames of plastic material, such

as sash frames and window wings, door frames and doors, or

the like, which are provided with interengaging sealing sur-

faces separating the pair of frames from each other, are cast in

a single working step in a common mold which is subdivided

mtt> two mold cavities for the pair of frames by mounting a

separating member within the mold having complcmcntarily

shaped side surfaces defining snugly interengaging sealing sur-

faces of the completed pair of frames.

3,782,679

SPLIT MOULD WITH HINGED UPPER PART

John David Ward, Worcester, England, assignor to Precision

Kngineering (Worcester) Limited, Worcester, England

Filed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 162,848

Int.CI. B22dJ.?/04

U.S. CI. 249-170 3 Claims

12' 30 20

A strip of plastic, or the like material, used for locating a

concrete form in the construction of a monolithic slab and

beam construction.

3,782,681

THERMALLY ACTUATED AND THERMALLY SEALED
VALVE

Frederick Paul Blackstein, Chalk River. Ontario, Canada, as-

signor to Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Ottawa, On-

tario, Canada
Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,873

Claims priority, application Canada, Aug. 1 1, 1971, 120299

Int. CI. F 16k J //02

U.S.CL25I-II 5 Claims

22 26 24

A thermally actuated and thermally sealed valve wherein a

plug cock is a shrink fit within a casing, and the plug cock is

urged in the operative direction by, say, a torsion spring or t\^o

electromagnets. Thermally expanding the casing and/or con-

tracting the plug cock causes Jhc casing to release the plug

<cock so that it is moved to either open or close the valve.

A carrier for a split mould comprises separable parts

brought together in accurate alignment by a coupling linkage

providing relative movement along a path of radius of curva-

ture large compared to the dimensions of the mould parts and

the linkage, thereby avoiding long radius arms.

The linkage may comprise a pin-and-slot connection, with

spaced pins or rollers running in an arcuate slot. The slot may

be extended in a hook shape to hold the parts open. The open-

ing movement may be cushioned to reduce shock on the pin-

and-slot connection.

The mould carrier is applicable, for example, to moulding

the root and peripheral profiles of compressor, turbine and fan

blades.

3,782,682

FLUID FLOW CONTROLLER
Walter G. Lale, 10215 Cord Ave., Downey, Calif.

Filed Nov. I, 1971, Ser. No. 194,120

Int. CLF16r J///65

U.S.CL 251 -61.1 2 Claims

Fluid control apparatus for selective flow switching of a

pressurized fluid source. A manifold chamber having a fluid

inlet port, also has a fluid outlet port defined by an annular

wall with mouth extending into the manifold chamber. A con-

trol chamber, adjacent to the manifold chamber, has a controls

pressure port adapted to be connected to a control pressure

source. A differentially pressure responsive elastomeric

diaphram member sealingly separates and constitutes a com-

mon wall of the manifold chamber and control chamber, and
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IS adapted to scat against the mouth of the annular wall, as to

prevent nuid flow through the apparatus to the outlet port

from the inlet port. There may also be included apparatus for

resilient scat in the form of a liner unit having an axial snap-in

fit within an annular recess around the inner periphery of said

body Bonding between the liner and body may be effected by

a layer of cpoxy cement.

3,782.685

BELLOWS SEALED BUTTERFLY VALVE

Bernard J. Gallaf>her; Earl D. ShufflebarRer, both of Mentor;

David M. SImko, Parma HeiKhls; Richard J. Medvick.

Brooklyn Heights; John R. Boylan, Cleveland Heights, and

Oliver L. Danko. Chesterland. all of Ohio, assignors to

Nupro Company. Cleveland, Ohio

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,561

int.CLFI6k//22

IJ.S.CL251-306 10 Claims

selectively connecting the control pressure port of the fluid

control apparatus in fluid circuit with the outlet port thereof,

whereby a differential seating pressure upon the diaphram

member is removed.

3,782,683

PIPE COUPLINGS
Dennis D. Lee, Oskaloosa, Iowa, and Robert F. Gilchrist.

Wichita Fails. Tex., assignors to Clow Corporation. Oak

Brook. 111.

Filed Jan. 23. 1973. Ser. No. 326.050

Int. CI. F 161/ 7/00

U.S.CL25I-148 lOCtaims

A highly versatile pipe coupling which is especially useful in

connecting or repairing two ends of pipe that are not coaxially

aligned. Bushings allow the same coupling components to con-

nect pipe of different material and wall thickness.

3,782,684

SEAT INSERT FOR BUTTERFLY TYPE VALVES

Leonard J. Stephens. Pittsburgh. Pa.; Derril D. Granger; John

S. McCullagh. both of Canal Fulton. Ohio, and Donald K.

Hagar, Macungie. Pa., assignors to Rockwell International

Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Sept. 20. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 8 1 .986

Int.CI.F16k//226

U.S.CL251-306 14 Claims

The specification and drawings disclose a valve particularly

suited for use in critical vacuum systems The valve shown

comprises a body having a through flow passage of generally

circular cross-section A butterfly valve disc is positioned in

the passage and has an outer periphery adapted to close the

passage when rotSted to a position transverse to the axis of the

passage A rotatable operating stem is connected to the valve

disc and extends outwardly through the body Joined with the

operating stem is an actuating stem which has an outer end

portion inclined at an angle relative to the axis of the operat-

ing stem A bellows assembly encloses the actuating stem with

a lower portion of the assembly joined to the body. The bel-

lows assembly includes a flexible, gas impervious bellows

member wn'ch encloses the actuating stem and is inclined

throughout ;. ptirtion of its length at an angle corresponding to

the angle of the inclination of the outer end portion of the ac-

tuating stem Additionally, the outer end of the bellows is

rotatably engaged with the outer end of the actuating stem.

Means are provided in the form of a rotatable housing

member for applying a generally radially acting force to the

outer end of the bellows assembly to produce rotation of the

operating stem and deflection of the bellows without torsional

loading of the bellows.

A butterfly valve comprising an annular body rotatably

mounts a closure disc that has peripheral engagement with a

3,782.686

TAPS
George Raymond Cowie. Middlesborough. England, assignor

to Cowie Scientific Limited. Yorkshire, England

Filed June 19. 1972. Ser. No. 264.066 I

Claims priority, application Great Britain. June 18, 1971,

28,628/71
,

Int. CLF16k 5/02 '

U.S.CL 251-309 9 Claims

This invention relates to a plug and socket type stopcock.
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notably for use in high vacuum apparatus, in which erosion of

the fluorinatcd hydrocarbon polymer plug is reduced by in-

mcans having a pair of supports pivotally connected at their

upper ends to the opposite ends thereof. Spaced apart wheels

are provided on the lower ends of the supports. A hydraulic

cylinder means extends between the supports and is adapted

to pivotally move the supports with respect to the frame

means. Means is provided on the upper end of t^he frame

means for engagement with the tractor to support the 'same

thereon. The hydraulic cylinder is extended so that the frame

means is lowered to permit the jack to be positioned beneath

the tractor. The hydraulic cylinder is then operated to retrac.t

the cylinder rod therein which causes the supports to pivotally

move towards each other whereby the frame means is raised

upwardly into engagement with the tractor which causes the

tractor to be raised from its supporting surface. '

denting the plug face around the orifices of the bore through

the plug

3,782,687

MILKING MACHINE VALVE
Eriing Anderson. R. R. 1. Matsqui, British Columbia. Canada

Filed Sept. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 179,636

lnt.Cl.¥\6k 3 1 144

U.S. CI. 25 1-347 3 Claims

A valve for connecting a teat cup hose of a milking machine

to a milk pipe line under vacuum, the valve having a base

member connectabic to the milk pipe line and a slider member
having a projecting nipple and mounted for sliding movement

on the base member, the members having milk passages which

are moved into register when the teat cup hose is pushed on

the nipple and moved out of register when the hose is pulled

off the nipple.

3,782,689

CONTROL MEANS FOR HYDRAULIC JACK
John M. Barosko, Kenosha, Wis., assignor to Tenneco Inc.,

Racine, Wis.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser, No. 222,090

Int. CLB66f J/24. F15b/5//«

L.S.Cl. 254—93R 6 Claims

3.782.688

JACK DEVICE FOR TRACTORS AND THE LIKE
Dellie J. Scott, Missouri Valley, Iowa, assignor to J. L. Peter-

son, Missouri Valley, Iowa, a part interest

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,927

Int.Cl. B60p //4<S, B66fi/00

W///f///Ay

A sliding member between the high and low speed cham-

bers of a two-speed hydraulic jack acts as a combined valve

and seal. The member serves to separate these chambers dur-

ing the quick-raise movement, but automatically connects

them when a load is encountered so that the pump will feed

both chambers.

U.S. CI. 254— 2 R 3 Claims

A jack device is disclosed herein for raising a tractor or the

like. The jack device comprises a horizontally disposed frame

3,782,690

APPARATUS FOR THREADING A TENDON THROUGH A
SHEATH

Ian Tlndal, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Bechtel Interna-

tional Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 1 1,100, Feb. 13, 1970, Pat. No. 3,719,982.

This application Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,027

Int. CLB66fy /OO

U.S.CL 254— 105 3 Claims

A novel jacking system and method arc provided for moving

a cable through a sheath which includes opposite vertical por-

tions connected by an intermediate arcuate portion. The cable
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200 stinds of h4h carbon stcc. wire, each approx.mate.y of -so^ pass.ng t^^^

^^g ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ "^P;;!

^

o surface electron.es aboard a data stat.on buoy Upon ac

vauon. a motor rotates a ba.l platform about the spoo h f.

ax.s A bail carried on the rotatmg platform engages a striker

potmg the bail to to one side of the line whereby the weight

o the sensor tensions the line to unwind it from the spool in a

ree a m-""'^^ ^»'«^" 'l^^P'"^'^'- '''' '""'"^ " "'' '

the order of one-quarter inch in diameter The total length of

the elble is of the order of 500 feet while its weight is some 7-

the cable

1/2 to 10 tons.

3.782,691

HYDRAULIC LIFTING DEVICE FOR LIFTING HEAVY
LOADS

Heinz lietzke. Neuss, (ierman>. assignor to Schless Aktien-

gesellsehaft, Dusseldorf-Oberkassel Germany
^

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230.779

Claims priority, application Germany. Mar. 9. 197 1, f ^i

1 1 1AA 7
|„t.a.B66f//00 E02d2//00

- ./»^ 7 Claims
L.S.CL 254-106

*, V

structure above the winch with the line passing freely through

the spool shaft. .

Retrieval of the sensor is effected by reversing the direction

of rotation of the ba.l platform and shifting the ^tn'^'^g'"'^;;^;;

to pivot the bail for rewind of the line onto the spool The ba

,s thus pivoted through an arc intersecting the vertical axis^o

he spool shaft, to pick up the deployed line for winding onto

,he spoo' as the bail rotates Level wind of^thc line is accom-

plished by reciprocal up and down movement of the spi»ol as

the line traverses the sheave of the rotating bail.

3,782.693

VIBRATORY COMPACTOR
Gotthilf Strohbeck. Le.nberR, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany ,„,,^ I

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,444

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 27, 1971, r zi

14 899.2 „ I

Int.CLBOIf ///OO '

. 13 Claims
U.S.CL259-I -

A hydraulic lifting device for lifting heavy loads, especially

by steps, in which two vertically spaced adjusting nuts are ar-

ranged on and m meshmg engagement with a vcrtica spindle

which IS surrounded by an annular cylinder-p.ston system, the

elements of which are relatively movable to each other to per-

form a major stroke only when at least one of sa.d nuts is being

rotated, rotation of either one of the nuts resulting m an axial

movement of the spindle

3.782,692

FIXED SPOOL W INCH MECHANISM

Ernest L. Casco, and Ralph F. Kosic. both of San Diego, Cat.!.,

assignors to General Dynamics Corporation, San Diego,

Calif. ,,„ ,_,
Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,372

Int. CI. B66c 23160

LSCI 254-139 16 Claims

a' winch having a spool on which a line or cable is wound for

subsequent free-fall deployment of a payload such as a prof.l-

A vibratory compactor for compacting unhardened

concrete and^the Uk' . comprises an electrically operated

vibration-generating unit having a first mount and a hand-grip

unit having a second mount A nxl-shaped v.bral.on-damp.ng

connector'connects the un.ts and has f.rst and second end por^

tions respectively joined with the first and second >"-"»- ^n

electric cable supplies energy to the vibration-generating unit,

and rswlch arrangement selectively permits and interrupts

the now of energy through the cable. The switch arrangement
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comprises an actuator member mounted on the handgrip unit.

I he actuator member is movable to a first position permitting

the flow of energy, and is permanently biased to a second posi-

tion interrupting the flow of energy. The possibility of damage

to the vibration-generating unit resulting from inadvertent ex-

tended operation of the same is prevented, and the compactor

may be conveniently employed as a handtool.

the throat of the wetted wall funnel for flowing liquid past the

throat of the funnel, and a pump for inducing a vacuum in the

liquid conduit means at the throat of the funnel. The particu-

late solid material is distributed onto the interior surface of the

wetted wall funnel and the soiids-liquid mixture withdrawn

from the funnel and admixed into the liquid flowing past the

throat of the funnel.

3,782,694

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MIXINCJ MATERIALS

Charles L. Shano, Phoenix, Ari/.., as-signor to Western Controls

Inc.. Pheonix, Ariz.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,821

Int.CI. BOlf /.S/02

U.S.CL 259-4 6 Claims

3,782,696

MIXING DEVICES
Gordon David Love, Waterside, England, assignor to Silverson

Machines Limited, Waterside, England

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,147

Int.CI.B0lfi//2.5//6

U.S. CI. 259-6 8 Claims

A method and apparatus is disclosed wherein a material or

fluid stream is directed along a longitudinal axis of an elon-

gated segmented tubular member. The stream is divided into

halves, and each half is directed against a transverse wall of

one of the segments wherein the half streams are again divided

into quarter streams while simultaneously directed transverse-,

ly of the tubular member The quarter streams are directed

through passageways in the segment and arc subsequently

recombined with each quarter stream being combined with a

quarter stream from a different half stream. Simultaneous with

the recombination, the newly formed half streams are again

directed longitudinally of the tubular member.

3,782.695

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DISPERSING SOLID

PARTICLES IN A LIQUID

Burton B. Sandiford, Placentia, Calif., assignor to Union Oil

Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,495

Int. CI. BO If /.V02

U.S.CL 259-4 15 Claims

A mixing device comprising rotor and stator elements

wherein a screw conveyor is mounted on the rotor shaft and.

upon rotation of the shaft, conveys material towards the inlet

to the stator clement. Associated with the conveyor arc sta-

tionary guide plates which assist in providing an increased

flow of material to the stator clement.

3,782,697

APPARATUS FOR DISSOLVING AND ADMIXING
COMPONENTS HAVING A HIGHLY DIFFERENT

SPECIFIC GRAVITY IN LIQUID TO HIGHLY VISCOUS
MEDIA

Roland Karg, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Dr. Karg

GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,452

Claims priority, application Germany, July 17, 1970, P 20

35 485.2
Int.CI.BOlf 7//6

U.S.CL 259-24 3 Claims

An apparatus and method for dispersing a particulate solid

material in a liquid. The apparatus includes a vertically

mounted wetted wall funnel having a throat of reduced cross-

section at the bottom, a solids feeder hopper mounted above

the wetted wall funnel, solids conduit means communicating

the solids feeder hopper and the wetted wall funnel, means for

flowing liquid over the interior surface of the wetted wall fun-

nel, liquid conduit means attached to and communicating with

—fc — B

In apparatus for dissolving and admixing components hav-

ing a highly different specific gravity in liquid to highly viscous

media, a blade wheel surrounded by a guide ring is used as a
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pumping member to create in the liquid medium a suction

zone which contains a discharge opening of a conduit for sup-

plying the substances having a relatively low specific gravity

The supply conduit is provided at its end remote from the

blade wheel with a feeder or the like for the powders, and its

discharge opening is disposed within the guide ring and as

close as possible to the revolving elements of the blade wheel.

which deforms significantly when heated The deformation is

used to effect gradual or impulsive motion of a piston, vane,

wire, or diaphram for displacement of the Huid The heated

bimetallic is also employed for heating the stored nuid.

3,782.698

HEATER-MIXER FOR STORED FLUIDS

Thomas N. Canning, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washmg-

ton, D.C.

Filed Aug. 11, 1972,Ser.No. 280,032

Int.CI.F17c5/04 >

U.S. CI. 259-60 * ^''•"''

3,782,700

PLASTIC MIXERS

Ludwig Wlttrock, Breddenkampstrasse 121, 4370 Marl,

(;ermany
Filed Sept. 5, l972,Ser.No. 286,048

Claims priority, application C.ermany, Sept. 2, 1971, P 21

43 923.6
Int. CL B29f .?/02

U.S.CL259-I92 9 Claims

A nuid storage vessel for containing cryogenic fluids includ-

ing an auxiliary chamber within the storage vessel. The aux-

iliary chamber is connected in Ouid communication with the

main storage vessel by means of a jet nozzel. The wall of the

auxiliary chamber is heat cycled to produce a corresponding

expansion and contraction of the fluid within the auxiliary

chamber to produce heating and mixing of the stored fluid by

means of jetting the expanded fluid to and fro relative to the

stored fluid contents of the vessel.

f^^

3,782,699

BIMETALLIC FLUID DISPLACEMENT APPARATUS

Thomas N. Canning, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washing-

ton, D.C.
Filed Aug. 1 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 280,029

Inl.CLB01fi//2

U.S.CL 259-98 10 Claims

Apparatus for treating thermoplastic raw material, compris-

ing means feeding material to be processed to a plastici/ing

means wherein the material is plasticized using frictional heat

evolved by kneading the material, and means withdrawing and

compressing the plastici/ed material. The temperature of the

material being plasticized is controlled by regulating the pres-

sure in the material by varying the rate at which material is fed

to or withdrawn from the plasticizing means The feeding and

compressing is effected with minimum friction

3,782,701

DESTRATIFICATION SYSTEM AND AIR DIFFUSER UNIT

FOR USER THEREIN

Harold C. Hunt, 389 Fillmore Ave.. East Aurora, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 240,689 I

Int.CI. B01fi/«4

U.S.CL26I-65 10 Claims

Stirring and heating of stored gases and liquids is accom-

plished by using the deformation of a bimetallic structure

The system employs a plurality of submerged diffuscr units

spaced along a supply air feed line and an air-water discharge

valve device disposed at the downstream end of the feed line

to permit expulsion of substantially all water present in the

feed line at the commencement of an operating period. The
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diffuscr units arc in the form of air jet reaction propellers,

which effect vertical circulation by both mechanical and dif-

fused air pumping.

3,782,702

APPARATUS FOR MIXING AND TREATING FLUIDS

Robert S. King, 7100 Pampa PL, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Dec. 29, 1969, Ser. No. 888,787

Int. CL BOH i/04

U.S.CL26I-87 12 Claims

demly arranged. Each transfer section comprising a plurality

of vertically disposed planar structures spaced from each

other by spacers having projections forming gaps for flow of

one fluid. The housing being spaced to provide for movement

of the other fluid from between the planar structure of one to

those of another.

-/5-

_//

-/?

An apparatus for mixing and treating fluids includes a

rotatable hollow shaft having' an impeller section which is ex-

tended into a first fluid. The impeller section includes a plu-

rality of spiral blades which move and agitate the first fluid

and an opening adjacent the blades through which a second

fluid in the shaft communicates with the first fluid The move-

ment of the first fluid creates a suction zone which causes the

second fluid to be drawn through the shaft and out the open-

ing.

to

3,782,703

DEVICE FOR MASS AND HEAT TRANSFER
Vaclav Kolar, Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignor

Ceskoslovenska Akademie ved, Prague, Czechoslovakia

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,244, June 2, 1971,

abandoned. This application Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201,307

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, June 8, 1970,

4006/70
Int.CI.BOlfi/04

U.S.CL 261-112 9 Claims

\4P

3,782,704

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING AIR

BUBBLES IN A BODY OF LIQUID

Harold J. Schramm, and John R. McCullough, both of West

Chester, Pa., assignors to Schramm, Inc., Westchester, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 83,026, Oct.a2, 1970, abandoned.

This application Jan. 1 5, 1973, Ser. No. 323,623

int.CI.BOIfJ/04

U.S. CI. 261-124 9 Claims

at M. -»-n

Uniformity, and therefore the effectiveness, of air barriers

for confining surface water pollutants is accomplished by im-

proving the uniformity of the air pressure in a perforated bub-

bling hose. This is achieved by the use of an auxiliary distribut-

ing conductor carrying air under high pressure, with a number

of spaced interconnections with the bubbling hose having

restrictions for dropping the pressure from the high level in

the distributing conductor to a relatively low level in the bub-

bling hose.

3,782,705

CONTINUOUSLY OPERATED VACUUM FURNACE

HAVING WORK PART TRANSFER CONVEYOR AND
LOAD AND UNLOAD MECHANISM

Herbert W. Westeren, Barrington; Wallace S. Vanderford, Jr.,

Coventry; William C. Diman, and Vincent Scotto, both of

Warwick, all of R.I., assignors to CI. Hayes Inc., Cranston,

R.I.

Filed Dec. 1 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 207,738

Int.CI.C21d

U.S. CI. 266—5 R 15 Claims

Apparatus for transferring heat and/or mass in fluid to fluid

contact apparatus wherein at least one fluid is liquid, compris-

ing a housing in which a plurality of transfer sections arc tan-

A conveyor vacuum furnace in which work parts arc

periodically introduced and processed without breaking the
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vacuum Avithin the furnace, and including a front loading sta-

tion and a rear discharge station that arc provided with spaced

door assemblies between which confmcd chambers arc

defined for isolating the work parts, so that the wprk parts may

be introduced into the furnace and discharged therefrom dur-

ing continuous operation of the furnace.

reaction, is formed as a separate substantially pure liquid

phase. This reaction is carried out in a special reactor which is

3,782,706

REACTOR FOR PREPARING METAL POWDERS

Werner Muhlpfordt, Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 24, 1 972, Ser. No. 237,756

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. I, 1971, P 21 15

928.4
int. CI. C22b 5100

U.S. CI. 266-22 3 Claims

pressure tight, has two pour spouts, and heating means for the

aluminum trichloride which is introduced under pressure mlo

the reactor at the btittom.

3,782.708

SPRING ASSEMBLY AND METHODS AND MACHINES

FOR THE MANUFACTURE THEREOF
Donald O. Dulude, and Paul H. W inbigler, both of Coldwaler,

Mich., assignors to Kuhlman Corporation, Troy, Mich.

Filed Dec. 1 , 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 203,534
|

Int.CI. F16f.?/04

U.S. CI. 267-91 12 Claims

A reactor for preparing metal powders by reduction of

aqueous solutions with a sodium borohydride solution, which

reactor comprises a reaction vessel closed by a cover and hav-

ing two inlet members, a stirring device, an overfiow and a

cooling jacket A gas outlet is connected to the cover on the

side of the overflow said gas outlet enclosing an acute angle

with the shaft of the stirring device. In the operating position

of the reactor, the center line of the gas outlet extends verti-
, ^. , . r>

callv so that the hydrogen formed during the reaction and the Springs secured to a stamped plate by staking anil stress-rc-

poisonous diboranc formed in a subreaction are removed ,.^,,^.j ,„ p,^ce. and methods and machines for performing

without hindrance Due to the inclined position of the stirring
j^^,^^ operations,

device, the precipitated metal powder and the mother liquor

arc swung into the overflow

3,782,709

PULSE DAMPENER
Kenneth J. Gildner, North Palm Beach, Fla., assignor to Milton

Roy Company. St. Petersburg, Fla.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,749

Int. CI. Fl 615/00

U.S.a.267-ll4 10 Claims

A pulse dampcncr particularly advantageous for removing

cyclical pressure gradients produced by the positive displace-

ment pump in a liquid chromatographic system It compriscs^a

bellows which substantially fills a cylindrical chamber^ 1 h

e

chamber is connected to the pump outlet and column inlet. A

compression spring expands the bellows against the force of

the liquid Compression of the spring is adjusted by a screw

thread and two stops limit the permissible travel of the bellow

face.

3,782,707

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING ALUMINUM

Charles Toth, Westwego, and Harry Gordon Harris, Jr.,

Metairie, both of La., assignors to Applied Aluminum

Research Corporation, Westwego, La.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 38,663, April 29, 1 97 1
.
This

application Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326.337

Int. CLC 22b 2 //02

U.S. CI. 266-35 ^
5 Claims

In the production of aluminum from the reaction of alu-

minum trichloride and molten manganese wherein the reac-

tion is carried out under conditions such that manganese

dichloridc. which is one of the principal by-products of the
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3 782 711
The foregoing abstract is not to be taken either as a

«awmII IDOG ASSEMBLY

and in order to understand the full nature and extent oi me
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ 263,282

Int. CL B27b 29/02

U.S. CL 269— 31

321

7 Claims

•/a.

technical disclosure of this application, reference must be had

to the following detailed description and the accompanying

drawings as well as to the claims.

3,782,710

ADJUSTABLE HYDRAULIC LINEAR DECELERATOR

Donald A. Seike; Layne F. Tekulve, and Richard R. Schmid, all

of Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The Sheffer Corporation,

Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Nov. 8. 1972, Ser. No. 304,61

1

Int. CLF 16! 5/00

US. CL 267- 1 18 6 Claims

A sawmill dog assembly having a headblock supported for

longitudinal slidable movement upon a base plate carried by a

supporting channel member to be fixed to a sawmill carriage.

Upper and lower dog members are arranged for limited float-

ing movement in vertical and horizontal directions relative to

the front face of the headblock. A plurality of fluid operated

cylinder units respectively operate the outer ends of the dog

members vertically to engage a log or plank to be sawed, move

the headblock and dog members as a unit relative to the base

plate, and move the outer ends of the dog members horizon-

tally relative to the front face of the headblock

^^^^aliM:^

"m^^

3 782 712

TOGGLE CLAMP WITH DETENT OPEN GUIDED.ARM

Leland F. Blatt, 821 Lakeshore Dr., Grosse Pointe Woods,

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,877

lnt.CLB25b5//2

U.S.CL 269-228 5 Claims.

The application discloses an adjustable hydraulic linear

dccelerator, which may be either of the spring return type hav-

ing an internal accumulator, or of the air return type having an

external accumulator. The device comprises a cylinder having

a piston which operates, upon an impact, against hydraulic

fluid charged into the cylinder. The cylinder has, along a

generatrix, a series of exponentially spaced apertures, and is

embraced by a sleeve having along a generatrix, a series of ob-

turating slots of the same minimum axial width as said aper-

tures and cooperating with said apertures respectively. The

sleeve is surrounded by a reservoir tube, annularly spaced

therefrom and is coupled to said tube so that it may be rotated

by rotating said tube. The sleeve also has a guide slot

cooperating with a pin fixed to said cylinder to limit the extent

of rotation of said sleeve to the circumferential extent of said

obturating slots. The obturating slots may be angularly

disposed with respect to the circumference while the guide

slot is circumferential, so that, upon rotation of the sleeve

between limits, the slots in effect go from an obturating posi-

tion to an open position without axial movement of the sleeve.

Alternatively, the obturating slots may be circumferential

while the guide slot is angularly disposed, so that rotation of

the sleeve is accompanied by an axial displacement thereof by

substantially the width of the obturating slots. In this case the

coupling is by means of a pin and slot connection to provide

for the necessary axial movement.

A toggle clamp comprises a pivot base mountable upon a

support with a pair of side plates adjustably mounted upon

said pivot base in a preselected angular position and guidably

receiving therebetween a pivot arm pivotally mounted upon

said plates and terminating in a work piece engaging clarnp

arm A U-shaped handle link with a laterally extending handle

is pivotally mounted over and upon the guide plates and

pivotally mounts interiorly a pair of arm links at their one

ends with the other ends of said arm links pivotally connected

to the handle link. A yieldable latch is positioned between the

arm links and pivotally connected thereto and adapted to in-

terlock with a latch pin spanning said guide plates when the

handle has been moved to a release position.

ills o.G.— 11
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3,782,713

ONE MAN HOLDER FOR VEHICLES DOORS, BUMPERS
AND THE LIKE DLRING REPAIR THEREOF

Robert H. Yount, 1304 Hilkrrest Rd., Hollister, Calif.

Filed Sept. 7. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 78,065

Int.CI.B25h///0.5/00

U.S.CL269— 297 4 Claims

stantially parallel relation. Tucking of sheet material transver-

sely to provide fold lines in the material is accomplished by

shaping the panels to appropriate configurations. A preferred

form of the apparatus includes a plurality of the folding boards

supported on a carrier permitting continuous operation Addi-

tionally, mechanism mounted on the carrier provides for

assisting tucking or folding operations.

A holder for holding vehicle parts during repairs in the na-

ture of a pair of scissor-frames pivoted to open and close by a

jack screw between the base ends of the frame and adjustable

for tilting to support a vehicle door or bent bumper at an angle

relative to base and means for locking the scissors frames in

set positions.

3,782,714

FOLDING APPARATUS
Harvey J. Spencer, Green Bay, and Eugene W. Wittkopf, Little

Suamico, both of Wis., assignors to Kimberly-Clark Cor-

" poradon, Neenah, Wis.

FlledSept. 2, 1971,Ser.No. 177,301

Inl. CI. B65h 45/00

VS. a. 270—69 8 Claims

3,782,715

FEELER DEVICE, ESPECIALLY FOR PHOTOCOPYING
APPARATUS

Richard Arlund Norgaard. Ballerup, and Rex Stemann Larsen,

Rodovre, both of Denmark, assignors to Eskofot A/S,

Copenhagen, Denmark
Filed Sept. 28, 1 972, Ser. No. 292,9 1

2

Int. CI. B65li 7/00

U.S. CI. 271-57 3 Claims

5 i i

A feeler device comprising a freely rotatable feeler wheel

member having three active surfaces lying on an imaginary

cylinder. The feeler member is mounted on an arm and rests

by its own weight against a supporting surface The leading

edge of a movable sheet formed blank strikes one of the the

active surfaces and turns the feeler wheel so that it is lifted

from the supporting surface and thereby moves the arm which

activates a switch that causes the sheet-formed blank to stop

its movement nn the supporting surface After a certain

degree of rotation, another active surface of the feeler wheel

rests upon the supporting surface and is thereafter engaged by

the leading-edge of the next movable sheet-formed blank

I

3,782,716

DEVICE FOR SELECTING DATA CARDS
Thomas R. Long, Melbourne; Warren H. Miller, Jr., Palm

Bay, and Scott V. Campbell, Melbourne, all of Fla., assignors

to Digi-Data Corporation, Bladensburg, Md.

Filed June 29, 1972. Ser. No. 267,688
|

Int.CI. B65hi//2

U.S.CL 271-99 7 Claims

Apparatus for folding sheet material in which apparatus

panels disposed in opposed relation form a receiving surface

for the receipt of sheet material to be folded. The panels are

provided with vacuum ports which the sheet material overlies

and the production of suction pressure retains the sheet

material securely on the forming board. The panels are

pivotally mounted such that they are movable between a posi-

tion in which the oppositely disposed panels lie in substantially

planar relation and a position in which the panels are in sub-

A device for selecting data cards comprising a table means

movably mounted beneath a hopper means containing a stack

of cards, means opcratively associated with said table means

for moving at least a portion of the bottom card in said stack

of cards downwardly onto said table means and holding said

card on said table means as said table means is moved into

operative association with means for engaging said card and

withdrawing the card from said table means, said means for

moving said card being controlled in cooperation with move-

ment of said table means.
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» 782 717 - 3,782,719

PIVOTAL BODY-SUPPORTING EXERCISING "'"'^"Jf"S'TM^'^/'^'ohiorivuiAi^Dv^
APPARATUS Norma Jean Kuhlman, R.F.D. No. 1, Mendon, Ohio

D.„i.. B„«„, R,d.,, P... „.*,.» .. Cn.,., H.n„ Products Fa«.
^^;-^l-^^^-^„„'^°-^^*'-'

'^""'•""pK;^. 27. 1972. S».N.. 238,044 «.S. C. 272-67 "CUUns

Int. CI. A63b 27/00

U.S.CL 272-58 1 Claim

I3b

An exercising apparatus adapted to support a person and

movable to a plurality of body supporting contours. The exer-

cising apparatus includes a cloth covered support frame hav-

ing at least two support frame elements which are movable

with respect to each other. They are also rotationally con-

netted to a base frame which acts as a support or stabilizing

platform for the exercising apparatus. The support frame is

mounted to the base frame through a plurality of generally Z-

shaped linkage mechanisms which are pivotally mounted to

both the support frame elements and the base frame.

3,782,718

ROPE CLIMBING MACHINE
Clarence E. Saylor, 904 Second Ave. North, Kent, Wash

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,679

Int. CI. A63b 7/04

U.S. CI. 273-60 4 Claims

An exercising device, especially for exercising the fingers,

on which a base member is provided, on which the forearm is

adapted to rest with the hand in a predetermined position,

while finger loops carried by the device are disposed near the

said position and are adapted for receiving the fingers of the

hand. Biasing springs connected to the finger loops resist

movement thereof so that the fingers can be exercised by flex-

ing thereof The finger loops are arranged so as to be in two

differently suspended sets so that the hand can be disposed

with the palm up when using one loop set or the palm down

when using the other loop set whereby the fingers can be exer-

cised in different manners.

3,782,720

OFFSET TUBULAR STILTS WITH UNDERLYING

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST SUPPORTS

Sheldon E. Thorson, 5442 Greenfield Way, Pleasanton, Calif.

Filed Jan. 4, 1 973, Ser. No. 320,902

Int. CL A63b 25100

U.S.CL 272-70.1 7 Claims

A power operated endless rope is moved a selected

predetermined speed either up or down to allow a climber to

climb up or down on the rope while remaining safely close to

the floor.

An improved stilt structure is provided having improved sta-

bility. The foot end of each stilt is offset slightly providing

better balance and making walking easier. Structurally, the

stilt comprises an elongate tubular member having parallel but

offset upper and lower sections with a foot rest movably sup-

ported on the upper section adjacent to a generally S-shaped
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curved portion joining the upper and lower sections A

separate clamp member is movably secured to the upper sec-

tion beneath the foot rest to support the foot rest in different

adjusted positions on the upper section.

3,782.721

PHYSICAL TRAINING DEVICE

Franco Ugo Passera, via Idomeneo 72, Lecce, Italy

Filed June 10. l971.S«r.No, 151,693

Int. CI. A63b 21100- GOII 5/02

U.S. CI. 272—79 D 8 Claims

developed between the rope and the shaft. The knob is spring

biased outwardly away from the eyelet to connect with the

shaft so that no rotation of the knob with respect to the shaft

will be permitted during the pulling on the free ends of the

rope. To increase the number of turns of the rope on the shaft

the knob is pushed inwardly against the bias of a spring to

disconnect the knob from the shaft and then the knob is

rotated When it is desired to release the friclional resistance,

the user holds onto the knob and pulls on both free ends of the

rope to pull the shaft toward the knob compressing the spring

to disconnect the shaft from the knob.

A physical training device comprising a casing from which

two movable rods are extending and have a pedal or handgrip

at their free ends, the lower ends being mounted in ball joints

for movement in all directions within a certain angle or only in

a substantially vertical angular direction, the movement of the

ball of the ball joints within the casing being restrained by ap-

propriate adjustable means.

3.782,723

NON-INTERFERING GOLF TEE
Ronald P. Morris, 8Mj Second St.. Woburn. Mass.

Filed May I. 1972. Ser. No. 249.154

Int.CLA63b5 7/00

l).S. CI. 273—33 8 Claims

3,782,722

VARIABLE FRICTION-RESISTANCE ROPE EXERCISING
DEVICE

Ronald W. Webb, N. 7106 Winston Dr., Spokane, Wash.

Filed June 12. 1972, Ser. No. 262,147

Int. CLA63b 2 //OO

U,S. CI. 272—79 A 6 Claims

A variable friction-resistance rope exercising device having

a shaft with an eyelet at one end and a turn knob mounted at

the other end. The knob has apertures therethrough to enable

free ends of a rope to be threaded through the apertures, a

rope is spiralled around th<f shaft and through the eyelet so

that a user can pull alternately on the ends against the friction

A golf tee designed in such a manner that a golf ball driven

off the tee does not encounter a section of the tec which ob-

structs the trajectory of the golf ball. The golf tec includes a

specially designed head section having a top with an upward

opening curved rear surface. A ramped surface extends for-

ward from the curved rear surface to the front of the tec and is

inclined slightly above the horizon The ramped surface has an

upward opening curvature extending from side to side across

the head which, in combination with the rear curved surface,

supports a golf ball placed on the tee The front of Ihc head

section has a forward opening curvature extending from side

to side across the head which also assists in preventing an ob-

struction to the trajectory of a golf ball driven off the tec.

3,782,724

GOAL POST PADDING
Joel I. Rottman; Howard L. Freedman, and Melvin Freedman.

all of Hollywood. Fla.. assignors to Joel Rottman Enterprises.

Inc.. Hollywood. Fla.

Filed Jan. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 220,134

Int. CLA63b 67/00

U.S. CI. 273-55 R 4 Claims

There is provided in accordance with the most preferred

described embodiment of the invention a stack of tubular right

circular cylindrical bodies of resilient foamed plastic material,

eacfi having an adherent coating of flexible plastic-based

paint. Each body is split along a radiating, longitudinal axis-

containing plane and provided with cooperating fasteners

within the split to permit easy assembly of the padding about a
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goal post standard. The color of the flexible coating on ad-

jacent bodies may be different, e.g., to match school colors. A

preferred composition is polyurethanc plastic foam used in

locations adjacent its periphery. Each of the guide members

slidably mounts a control member, and each of the control

members in turn supports a permanent magnet beneath the

playing portion of the game board. The control members can

conjunction with a polyurcthane-bascd paint. The exterior of

the bodies may be an appropriately colored integral skm on

the foamed bodies.

3.782,725

GOLF CLUB WITH ECCENTRIC GRIP THEREFOR

James D. Giambazi, 1 2 Abbott St., Cumberland Hill, R.I.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,045

Int.CLA63b5i//4

U.S. CI. 273-81.3 I Claim

be oriented in their respective guide members to slide mag-

netically susceptible player pieces upon the upper surface

playing portion, and the apparatus may in addition include a

vibrating mechanism to provide a basic mode of propulsion

for teams of player pieces.

3 782 727

WAIST MOUNTED SOUNDING TARGET AND TETHERED
BALL

Scheina E. M. Chlrnomas, 406 Washington St., Boonton, Nj.
Filed July 29, 197 1, Ser. No. 167,290

l«it.CLA63b 7 //OO

U.S.CL 273-97 R 5 Claims

An improved grip for a golf club having a head, hoscl. shaft

and a grip including an eccentric grip having generally normal

external dimensions, the grip including a thick portion extend-

ing longitudinally along the grip on the inner side of the shaft

corresponding to the face of the club and a thin portion ex-

tending along the grip on the other, outer, side of the shaft.

A waist clamp in the form of a generally semi-circular

member constructed of resilient material such as plastic which

clampingly engages the waist area of a child using the device

with a paddle or similar device mounted thereon and project-

ing therefrom. The user's body is alternately twisted from side

to side to strike opposite sides of the paddle. In the preferred

embodiment the paddle is a hollow drum and produces a

distinctly higher pitched sound when struck by the ball near

the peripheral edge of the drum heads.

3,782,726

FOOTBALL GAME WITH MAGNETIC CONTROL RODS
Donald Huffman, and Richard M. Majewski, both of West-

mount, Montreal. Canada, assignors to Coleco Industries,

inc., Hartford, Conn.

Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,188

Int. CI. A63f 7/06

U.S. CI. 273-94 R 17 Claims

Game apparatus includes a game board having a plurality of

channel-defining guide members pivotally mounted at spaced

3,782,728

SINKING VESSEL SIMULATION APPARATUS

Norio Yasuda, Soka. Japan, assignor to Sega Enterprises

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,344

Int. CI. F41j 7/0/

U.S. CI. 273-101.2 6 Claims

A sinking vessel display apparatus which comprises a model

of a vessel comprising two or more sections, arms for support-

ing the vessel sections in an assembled state to form a

complete vessel in a normal phase of the display apparatus and
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for supporting the vessel sections in a separated state to form a

destroyed vessel in a sinking phase of the display apparatus. A

mechanism is supplied for driving the support arms into the

sinking phase from the uppermost support position of the vcs-

thc sphere and an outer casing, the central sphere including an

electric squcgging oscillator circuit, a battery therefor and a

transmitting coil, all enclosed in a spherical mass of a set resin

which forms a solid core, the spherical mass being located

with close fit in a hollow spherical cavity formed in the central

(m«i»TO«

Tt«H»«ra«]

(C»»»C1T(

{^^raMMMTTiM ton.)

sel sections in the normal phase where the assembled

complete vessel is held substantially along a horizontal line.

The respective vessel sections are moved downwardly as they

are separated from each other and.at least one of the sections

is inclined with respect to the horizontal line.

resilient sphere The battery is a mercury cell located within

the transmitting coil, as arc the other components of the

squcgging oscillator circuit The electrical circuit may include

components which permit the oscillator to be turned on and

off when the golf ball is brought into and then moved out of an

AC magnetic field having a predetermined frequency.

3,782,729

BALL GAME
Max Ernst, Lohengrinstrasse 14, Numb«rg, Germany

Filed Feb. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 222,913

Ciaims priority, application Germany, Nov. 5, 1971, P 21 55

009.4; Feb. 4, 1971, P 21 05 104.7, Dec. 8, 1971, P 21 60

769.2
Int.CI.A63»7/02,7//0

I) .S. CI. 273- 1 38 A 29 Claims

3,782,731

APPARATUS FOR OPERATING ON TAPE IN TAPE
cartriik;es

William C. Bennett, Menio Park, Calif., assignor to Novar Cor-

poration, Mountain View, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 22,6 19. March 25, 1970. This application

May I, 1972, Ser. No. 248,897
|

int.CLGilb/5//«

l) ,8. CI. 274- 4 D 2 Claims

^rK^y^^^

A game device using heavy balls in which balls arc

discharged in a certain direction from an elevated point of a

supply station and progress in free jumps along jumping sta-

tions to a catching station The balls return along a trough

from the catching station to the bottom of the supply station

and are elevated therein to thc,point of discharge of the balls

from the supply station. The catching station can be arranged

to trap the caught balls in identified pockets, or channels, to

provide for game possibilities.

3,782,730

GOLF BALL
Stephen Alexander Horchler. Eskbank, Scotland, assignor to

Euronics Limited, Edinburgh, Scotland

Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,109

Int. CI. A63b 43100, 43106

IJ.S.CL 273-213 9 CUIms

This invention relates to an electronic golf ball comprising a

central resilient sphere, a mass of elastic material surrounding

An apparatus including a transducer and a capstan for

operating on tape in a tape cartridge having means for receiv-

ing the cartridge and positioning the transducer with respect

to the cartridge, guide means for guiding the tape past the

transducer, drive means for reversibly driving the capstan

whereby to move the tape past the transducer selectively in

either direction, and sensing means for sensing the beginning

and end of tape The drive means features a pair of pulleys

mounted in axially spaced relation on the capstan shaft and

driven in opposite directions by a single motor, and elcc-

tromcchanically actuated clutch means selectively engagcable

with either pulley for coupling that pulley to the shaft.
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3,782,732

SELECTABLE MESSAGE VOICE UNIT

William F. Summerfleld, Huntington Beach, Calif., assignor to

Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,1 13

Int. CI. G 1 lb J/00, A63h i/Ji

U.S. CI. 274-9 RA "^ Claims

3,782,734

TALKING BOOK, AN EDUCATIONAL TOY WITH MULTI-

POSITION SOUND TRACK AND IMPROVED STYLUS
TRANSDUCER

SUnley Krainin, 401 Rutland Ave., Teaneck, N.J.

Filed Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 123,988

Int. CI. Gl lb i//0, J/72, J/7S

U.S.CL 274-9 R 2 Claims

'*, <ir

aoc

A toy phonograph of the type wherein one of several record

tracks to be played is determined by the initial rotational posi-

tion of the turntable when it begins rotating in a forward

direction, in which the mechanism for determining the initial

turntable position includes a pawl arm fixed to the turntable

and several detents spaced around the turntable that can

prevent reverse rotation of the pawl arm past a selected posi-

tion A mechanism for assuring that only one of the several de-

tents are at an inward position to engage the pawl at any tine,

includes a steel band encircling the pawl arm and engaged

with the detents, and positioners that hold the band so the

band IS "puckered in • at one location to hold a detent in-

wardly at that location When another detent is pushed in so it

"puckers in" another band location, any detent which was in-

ward is automatically moved out

3,782,733

MINIATURE PHONm;RAPH HAVING RESTARTER
MECHANISM

Katsumi WaUnabe, No. 37 1 , Ozenzi, Kawaski, Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,436

Int. CI. Glib 25/04. /7/0«

U.S. CI. 274-9 B 2 Claims

For use in a talking book consisting of one or more pages

containing visual material superimposed on or in juxtaposition

with the sound grooves on each page, sets of undulated lateral

or hill and dale sound grooves made an integral part of each

page, each groove in a set recorded identically with every

other groove in that set; a hand held stylus transducer capable

of being held in a variety of positions as it is manually moved,

its stylus tip engaging and reproducing sound from either wall

of a sound groove in any set of grooves, and containing an in-

tegral tapered shield to protect the page and user from the

substantially sharp point of the stylus should the transducer be

mishandled on or off the page.

3,782,735

BANDED SEALING WASHER
Eugene Novosad, Arlington Heights, III., assignor to Crane

Packing Company, Morton Grove, III.

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,752

Int.CI.FI6j/5//6

U.S.CL 277-22 5 Claims

A miniature phonograph having a rcstarter device, compris-

ing a receiving plate adapted to receive thereon a plurality of

reserve discs contained in a vertically stacked-up manner in a

top- and bottom- opened cylinder, a turntable carrying a disc

thereon, and a disc outlet port, said receiving plate, turntable

and outlet port being at the same horizontal elevation and ar-

ranged contiguous to each other in succession, means for

transferring said reserve discs on said receiving plate onto said

turntable successively from the lowermost one and setting the

transferred disc on said turntable, means for controlling

operation of said turntable, and means for releasing the set

condition of the disc on the turntable and discharging that disc

to the outside of the phonograph from said outlet port.

A sealing washer for rotary mechanical seals, said washer

being made of a hard brittle material such as ceramic and sub-

ject to cracking and disintegration under thermal shock, the

washer being protected against unequal expansion due to such

thermal shock by a metal band formed as a stamping and

tapered so that at one end it is expanded over the washer and

at its other end it has a slight clearance with respect to the

washer. The band is made rigid to retain its shape by forming a

radial flange at its larger end and a radius at the base of the

fiange serves to locate the washer in the band during assembly.

The band is made to have a coefficient of expansion which is

substantially the same as that of the washer.
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3.782,736

SCRAPER RINGS

Peter Ret(inald Valente. Ealing. Fngland. assignor

Holdinfts Limited, Hampton. Middlesex, England

Filed Dec. 7, 1971. Ser. No. 205.646

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec.

58,778/70
lnt.CI.FI6j/5/i2

U.S. CI. 277-24

3,782.738

TAIL SEAL FOR A SHIELD TYPE TUNNELING MACHINE

to Hallite Takuya Ohira; ShunU Shiraishi; Hlroshi Matsushima, Yukiya

Kato: Kiyomitsu Shimokawa, all of Tokyo, and Hlroshi

Yoshida, Chiba, all of Japan, assignors to NlshlmaUu Con-

10 1970. stniction Company Limited. Tokyo. Japan

Filed Sept. 5. 1972. Ser. No. 286.303
|

\nt.Cl.¥lbi 15140. 15114

9 Claims L.S. CI. 277-58 *
^'•''"

7o /r

A scraper ring has a scraping edge on a frusto-conical

scraper member extending in one axial direction and an annu-

lar channel body, the mouth of the channel openmg m the op-

posite axial direction. The material is a hard but firmly

resilient plastics material such as nylon The scraper member

joins the channel at its essentially planar base so that the

scraper member and radially inner side wall of the channel arc

continuous. The scraper ring is preferably received in the

chamber of a one-piece housing which is radially oversize so

that the ring may float radially, being axially retained by an

overhang in the wall of the housing It is fitted by b^yng forced

through a restricted mouth opening of the housing

A tail seal mechanism in a shield type tunneling machine,

said tail seal mechanism comprising an L-type annular seal of

an elastic matenal installed to the inner periphery of the tail

such that the tongue portion of the seal faces rearwardly and a

ll-type annular seal of an elastic material installed to the inner

penphery of said tail rearwardly of and parallel to said L-typc

annular seal, said U-type seal being adapted such that it can be

inflated by an internal fluid, as required

3,782,737

SPIRAL GROOVE SEAL

Lawrence P. Ludwig. Fairview Park, and Thomas N. Strom.

North Olmsted, both of Ohio, assignors to The United States

of America as represented by the Administrator of the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space AdministrtHion, Washington.

D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 54,540. July 13. 1970, Pat. No. 3.675.935.

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 723.465, April 23.

1968. abandoned. This application Jan. 24. 1972. Ser. No.

220.251

lnt.CLFI6j/5/J4

U^.CL 277-27 7 Claims

3 782 739

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR KEEPING FREE THE

AGITATOR SHAFT SEALS FROM POl VMKRIDK IN

POLYMERIZATION VESSELS WITH BOTTOM DRIVE

Herbert Kahanek; Kari-Hrinz Bohmer; Willi Schiemann, and

Gunter Beckmann, all of Mari. Germany, assignors to

Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft. Marl. Germany

Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 135,865

Claims priority, application Germany. Apr. 21, 1970. P 20

19017.4
Int. CLF16J 9/00. /5//6

U.S.CL 277-62 .
8 Claims

Mating nat surfaces inhibit leakage of a fluid around a sta-

tionary shaft. A spiral groove pattern produces a pumping ac-

tion toward the fluid when the shaft rotates which prevents

leakage while a generated hydraulic lifting force separates the

mating surfaces to minimize wear. Provision is made for plac-

ing these spiral grooves in communication with the fluid to ac-

celerate the generation of the hydraulic lifting force.

A method and apparatus for keeping an agitator shaft seal

free from polymeride in polymerization vessels with bottom

drive and contents in excess of 20 m\ in which a flushmg

liquid is supplied from the outside into the channel connecting

the mechanical seal of the agiutor shaft with the vessel interi-

or space, whereby the liquid reaches the vessel interior space

from the connecting channel with an average minimum

velocity of about 20 cm/sec.
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3,782,740

CENTERING CHUCK
Jean-Pierre Peyrot. I. avenue de la Division du general Leclerc,

Villejuif. France

Filed Aug. 16. 1971. Ser. No. 171,875

Claims priority, application France. Aug. 21, 1970,

7030820
lnt.CLB23bJ//40

U.S.CL 279-2 5 Claims

The jaws are displaced by cam means that engage each of the

jaws and move transversely thereto. A rotatable housing is

17 tB
m

'J^
tB jy N

Tcxil-carrying centering chuck in which two mobile sleeves

along a tube arc urged towards one another against a central

sleeve by antagonistic or counter springs, the facing conical

lateral surfaces of said sleeves being designed to receive bear-

ing balls and to push them outwardly against the inner surface

of a tube to be treated during a welding or circular machining

operation without mounting on a lathe being necessary.

coupled to the cam means in order to move the cam means in

a chord-wise direction and thereby displace the jaws in a radi-

al direction.

3.782.741

UNITARY. DOUBLE ENDED CHUCK OR COUPLING

Alfred Laurenti. 35 Essex St.. Lawrence, Mass.

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,626

lnt.CLB23bi//04

U.S. CI. 279-62 5 Claims

-23

25 21 36 ^26

3,782,743

SKI SAFETY BINDING ELEMENT
Brigette Sittmann, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Vereinlgte

Baubeschlagfabriken Gretsch & Co. GmbH, Leonberg, Ger-

many
Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,032

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 3, 1971, P 21 54

639.4
Int. CL A63c 9/00

U.S. CI. 280- 1 1 .35 T 7 Claims

A double ended chuck, connector or shaft coupling in-

cludes a pair of back-to-back key operated chucks having a

common main body upon which one set of oppositely disposed

inclined jaws extends beyond and moves in the spaces

between the jaws of th-- opposite set. The ring gears at each

end arc split for radial insertion behind the respective end

heads and are held in place by split covers in turn helcl in place

by a cylindrical shell sleeved thereover.

3,782,742

THREE JAW CHUCK APPLICATION

Anton Fink, Albertson, and Harold Wentworth, Lake Grove,

both of N.Y., assignors to Metrology Systems Corp., Plain-

view. N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,483

lnt.CI.B23bJ///6

U.S.CL279-110 25 Claims

A chuck adapted to be mounted on a machine tool such as a

lathe or the like is provided with three radially movable jaws.

The toe or heel holder of a safety binding is pivotally

mounted on a stub shaft, and held in its angular operating

position by a spring-loaded, spherical detent guided in a bore

of the holder radially relative to the shaft axis toward one of

four equiangularly offset notches in the shaft which differ in

their depth. The shaft is attached to the top surface of the ski

by a square mounting plate and four screws at the corners of

the plate so that the detent engages different notches in the

shaft, and therefore resists deflection of the holder from its

operating position with different force depending on the

orientation of the mounting plate on the ski surface.
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3,782,744

SNOW SURFBOARD WITH STEPPED STABILIZING

SIDES

Dimltrije Milovich, 3 Prospect St., White Plains, N.Y., and

Wayne E. Stoveken. 20 E. 46th St., Bayonne, N J., assignors

to said Milovich and Stoveken. part interest to each

Filed Sept. 29. 1972, Ser. No. 293,490

lnl.CI.B62b/i/00

IJ.S. CI. 280-18 SCUims

3.782.746 I

SELF-SUPPORTING NESTING CART '

Harold Isaacs, 2583 Fenwick Rd:, University Heights, Ohio

Filed Dec. 30. 197 1, Ser. No. 214,263

Int. CI. B60r 2 7/00

U.S. CI. 280-33.99 H 42 Claims

•HH^

.^ r
r-' ;' (*r r" rr /££

A snow surfboard particularly for use on hard packed snow

comprising a central body section, a nose section having a

gradual nose kick, a tail section having a gradual tail kick

which is less than said nose kick, said central body. nose, and

tail sections being integrally formed, the lateral sides of said

board curving upward and outward from the bottom of said

board, a plurality of inverted longitudinal stabilizing steps

formed in said lateral sides of said board, said steps being

defined by risers and horizontal step surfaces and extending

substantially the full length of said central body section to said

nose and tail sections, said steps forming a plurality of longitu-

dinal biting edges.

The snow surfboard includes a longitudinal stabilizing skeg

on the bottom surface of the body and a pair of turning skegs

extending from the bottom surface of the tail section

3.782.745

SNOW SURFBOARD
Wayne E. Stoveken. Bayonnc. NJ.. assignor to Dimitrije

Miloch, White Plains, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Sept. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 293,491

Int. CI. B62b/ i/00

U.S. CI. 280-18 4 Claims
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A four wheel cart with a narrow horizontally extending

frame connecting the running gear and serving as a support for

split shelves hinged to the end frame A vertical spacer is

disposed between the running gear and the horizontal frame to

permit nesting of two or more carts when the shelves arc in an

upright position

3,782.747

CONNECTION OF ADVERTISING CARDS TO CARTS
Otis T. Hamilton, Jr., 7158 Macapa Dr.. Hollywood. Calif.

Filed Mar. 29. 1972. Ser. No. 239,258

Int. CLB62b// /OO

U.S.CL 280-33.99 A 4 Claims

£»7

A snow surfboard comprising a central body section, a nose

section having a gradual nose kick, a tail section having a

gradual tail kick which is less than said nose kick, said central

body, nose and tail sections being integrally formed, and a pair

of turning skegs fixed to the lower surface of said tail section,

said turning skegs being laterally spaced from the longitudinal

axis of the surfboard and oriented rearwardly at an angle of

from 10" to 50° to said longitudinal axis, said turning skegs ex-

tending rrom the bottom surface of said tail section a depth

such that the bottom edges thereof are tangent to or just above

an extension of the horizontal plane of the lower surface of the

central body section.

The snow surfboard includes a shock absorbing flexible sta-

bilizing skeg running along the longitudinal axis of the surf-

board. The snow surfboard is stable and may be controlled by

weight shift techniques similar to those used with water surf-

boards.

An advertising card, for use on a shopping cart, has integral

tabs projecting at the card periphery, the tabs are spaced and

sized to be received in the spaces between the rods when

folded over cart receptacle horizontal rod structure, and adhc

sive means is located on the card to adhesively join portions of

the folded-over tabs to the card when those portions arc

pressed toward the main body of the card.

3,782,748

POOL TABLE HANDLING DEVICE

William J. Poland, P.O. Box 1 168. Forrest City. Ark.

Filed Mar. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 234.063

lnt.CI.B62d2///4

U.S.CL 280—35 10 Claims
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An adjustable frame for handling and transporting various

sizes of pool tables. The adjustable frame includes structure
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that is telescopically adjustable and securably clampable to a

pool table.

3 782 749

JOINT SIDE WHEEL AND REAR LEG CONTROL MEANS

FOR HAND-PROPELLED CARTS

Max WIczer. 6400 W. Gross Pointe, Niies, ill.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 68,721, Sept. 1, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,687,425. This application Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No.

209,155

Int. CI. B62b// /OO

U.S.CL 280-36 C 7 Claims

ly locks the lowered carriage in box-supporting position so

that the battery can be moved to the desired location. The bat-

tery box is immobilized as the carriage is retracted upwardly

and the bottom of the box engages the supporting surface.

3,782,751

OVAL SHAPED WHEELS
Victor E. Williams, 3662 77th PI., Merrillville, Ind.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,364

Int. CKB62b// /OO

U.S.CL 280-87.01 2 Claims

^>

A hand-propelled cart with side wheels and a rear caster leg

both foldabic under the frame of the cart. The side wheels are

foldable by means of a winch crank, and the caster leg by

means of a hand lever, these controls both positioned in the

rear of the cart. A hand knob in that region is depressiblc to

allow the wheels to drop back to normal position; and a

mechanism is provided to automatically release the caster leg

in such event to drop back to standing position. The cart also

carries a frontal control which, by engaging a vehicular sup-

port in front of the cart, causes the caster leg to fold.

3,782,750

BATTERY TRUCK
Dudley C. Peters, 6550 Vicksburg Way, Stockton, Calif

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,560

Int. CI. B62d 3318

U.S.CL 280-43.17

Oval shaped wheels on a vehicle, so that if the vehicle is a

wagon or other multi-shaped vehicle, the wheels can be mis-

aligned in rise and fall, either between front and rear wheels or

between opposite side wheels so that the vehicle in the former

case will pitch as it travels while in the former the vehicle will

roll and wherein if the rise and fall of all wheels are aligned

the vehicle body will rise and lower in a constant horizontal

plane.

3,782,752

MULTI-PURPOSE CART
Giles Edward Gobetz, 29227 Eddy Rd., Wickliffe, Ohio

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,679

Int.CLB62b///0

U.S.CL 280-47.19 13 Claims

3 Claims

A sturdy box capable of supporting a heavy industrial bat-

tery weighing several hundred pounds, carries on each lateral

side' an elongated fore and aft housing defining a channel

within which is vertically movable an elongated fore and aft

carriage. The carriage includes a plurality of rollers engagea-

ble with a supporting surface. The rollers are capable of lifting

the box by reactive force when the carriage is urged

downwardly by a pair of eccentric cams journaled in the hous-

ing and engaging the top of the carriage. A hand operated

lever actuates the cams and a pawl and ratchet tooth selective-

A cart mounted on wheels and having a basic fran^ on

which a variety of attachments may be detachably mounted.

3,782,753

PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION UNIT

Phillip J. Sweet; Buck C. Hamlet, and David L. Sweet, all of

Fresno, Calif., assignors to American Carrier Equipment,

Fresno, Calif

.

^
Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,965

Int.CI.B60g///46

U.S.CK 280-124 F 3 Claims

A pneumatic suspenion unit adapted to be interposed as a

fabricated unit between a load-bearing frame and wheel-sup-

ported axle of a highway vehicle. The unit is characterized by
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an integrated pair of laterally spaced single convolute air

springs to be supported in vertical alignment between a

vehicle s axle and its load-bearing frame, and a pair of laterally

3.782,755

HYDRAULIC LEVELLING APPARATUS FOR
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES AND SHUT-OFF VALVE FOR

THE SAME
Paul Spichala. S<rhweinfurt am Main, Germany, assignor to

Fkhtel & Sachs AG, Schweinfurt am Main, Germany

Fikd Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,570

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 20, 1971, P 21

13 596.6 I

Int. CI. B60r 13106

U .S. CI. 280- 1 24 F •* Claims

cantilevered springs, the bases of which are to be fixed to the

axle while the distal ends thereof are supported through a

hanger in a fixed relationship with the frame, whereby brake-

induced rotation of the axle, relative to the frame, is impeded.

3.782,754

VEHICLE OVERLOAD SPRING APPARATUS
Kenneth W.SIeichter. 1108 E. 17th St., Ottawa. Kans.

Filed Mar. 9. 1972, Ser. No. 229,209

ln(.CI.B60g///02

U.S.C1.280-124R 9 Claims

A vehicle overload spring apparatus for a vehicle having the

usual spring is provided An overload spring is mounted to the

vehicle unsprung member. A first first support means and

second first support means are provided for mounting to the

vehicle frame adjacent opposite ends of the overload spring

for selectively and individually or simultaneously engaging or

not engaging the overload spring. Or, a first second support

means' and second second support means are provided for

mounting to the vehicle frame adjacent opposite ends of the

overload spring for selectively and individually or simultane-

ously engaging or not engaging the overload spring Or,

further, a first first support means and first second support

means are provided for mounting to the vehicle frame ad-

jacent opposite ends of the overload spring for selectively and

individually or simultaneously engaging or not engaging the

overload spring. The first support means has a bracket means

mounted to the vehicle frame A first support is pivotally and

laterally slidably mounted to the bracket means for engaging

the overload spring when in the spring engaging down posi-

tion. A first stop, second stop, first holding member, and

retaining hook are provided for snugly holding the first sup-

port in the spring engaging down or up position. The second

support means has a second rod mounted to the frame. A

second support is pivotally and laterally slidably mounted on

the rod for engaging the overload spring when in the spring en-

gaging down position A biasing means is provided for urging

the second support against the frame A third stop, fourth

stop, and second holding member are mounted to the frame

for holding the second support means in the spring engaging

down or up position.

An automotive shut-off valve arranged between the control

valve for hydraulic suspension elements of a vehicle and an

engine-driven hydraulic pump prevents leakage of oil from the

suspension elements to the sump when the engine is not

operated although oil may leak through the valve controlling

oil now toward and away from the suspension elements in

response to the relative vertical position of the sprung and un-

sprung vehicle masses, as is necessary for sensitive response of

the control valve to changes in vehicle level. The shut-off

valvo has two spring-biased valve members of which one

opens a passage between the hydraulic pump and the control

valve when the pump is operated, and the other one is moved

by a mechanical connection to an additional valve member to

open a passage between the sump and the control valve The

additional valve member closes a throttled passage connecting

the pump discharge to the sump and moves the other valve

member against its biasing spring as the pressure of pumped

liquid builds up in the shut-off valve, and the additional valve

member is shifted back to its starting position by the other

spring-biased valve member when the pump is shut down.

3,782,756 I

VEHICULAR SAFETY SYSTEM
Alexander M. Brown, 715 S. Bend St.. Apt. 309D, Daytona

Beach, Fla.

FlledSept. 2. 1971.Ser.No. 177,331

Int. CI. B60r 2/ /02

U.S.CI.280-150B 7 Claims

A power source actuating the protective mechanism shield-

ing the occupants of a vehicle involved in collision which is ac-
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tivatcd, without the need for sensors or switching devices, by

the inertial forces released due to the sudden deceleration of

the vehicle. The protective mechanism includes a flexible cage

restraining means positioned by a pivoted lever driven by the

power source. Means are included for increasing the speed of

the power source so that the protective mechanism is always

driven at a proportionately higher speed than that of the occu-

pant in relation to the speed of the decelerating vehicle.

3 782 757

MUD FLAP ASSEMBLY AND BRACKET THEREFOR

Alfred J. Juergens, Muskegon, Mich., assignor to Fleet En-

eineers. Inc., Muskegon Heights, Mich.

Filed Sept. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 290,400

Int.CI. B62b9//6

U.S.CL 280-154.5 10 Claims

tracks so that the restraining system may be moved fore and

aft within the container as desired, the supporting sheet

material being provided with a plurality of horizontally ex-

tending slots that receive load restraining belts having

fasteners at either end that are connectable to openings in lo-

gistic rails that extend along the interior of the container, the

slots in the supporting sheet of material permitting vertical ad-

justment of the horizontal belts to accommodate for different

locations of the logistic rails within different vehicular con-

tainers there being also provided means for loosely holding

the belts within the slots so that the belts may not be inadver-

tently removed from the supporting sheet of material and lost

there being also provided a draw s&ap having a plurality of

slots that receive the belts and a portion which extends up

over the horizontal sliding rod at the top of the contamer with

a fastener at the end thereof that may be fixed in any one of

the logistic rails as desired to draw the entire supporting sheet

and belts to the top of the vehicular cpntaincr during non-use

or loading of the container.

3 782 759

SAFETY ARMS FOR TRAILER HITCH

Gerald E. Thune, Rt. 2, Sacred Heart, Minn.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,401

lnt.CI.B60d///2

U.S. CI. 280—457
2 Claims

A mud flap mounting assembly and a mounting bracket

therefor wherein the mounting bracket is formed of a narrow

elongated plate of elongated cross-section, one end of the

plate being twisted through an angle of approximately 90 with

respect to the other end about the longitudinal axis of the

plate and also being bent through an angle of approximately

90° with respect to the other end about an axis transverse to

the longitudinal axis of the plate. The mud fiap can then be

mounted directly to one end of the plate and the other end can

be mounted directly to a vehicle or can be removably

mounted in a socket on the vehicle for case of removal of the

bracket.

3,782,758

LOAD RESTRAINER

George R. Williamson, 111, Richton Park, III., assignor to

Transport Basics International, Inc., Richton Park, III.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,955

Int. CI. B60p 7100

U.S.CL280-179R 15 Claims

For use with a conventional trailer hitch wherein a for-

wardly extending tongue on a trailer is pivotally connected on

a vertical main hitch axis to a support on the rear of a towing

vehicle A pair of safety links or arms extend fore and aft from

each side of the tongue to the support where they are pivoted

on each side of the hitch axis. The arms are longitudinally tele-

scopic to extend and retract as the trailer moves about the

hitch axis and the arm ends are connected on rigid vertical

axes to the tongue and support to provide an effective travel-

ing hitch connection should the main 4iitch connection be

severed.

3,782,760

CUSHIONED ADJUSTABLE SWING HITCH FOR
VEHICLE

Frederick W. Mann, Waterville, Kans.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 89,858, Nov. 16, »970 Pat

No. 3,7 18,347. This application Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,566

Int.CI.B60d//00

U.S.CL 280-467 7 Claims

A unitary load retainer or restrainer system for a vehicular

load carrying container or the like, *."'^'"'*;"g ^^ ^"PP.°'^'"J exIIXbirknd'tVansiatabre relative th'e mounting with a

sheet of material suspended from a horizontal rod that rides m extendable ana iransiaw
A hitch for vehicles includes a mounting and a hitch pivotal.
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cushion conncctablc between the hitch and the mounting A

resilient lock secures the cushion of the hitch with the mount

ing. The hitch mounts on the rear of a vehicle with a hitch that

is translatably positionable on the mounting, and is rotatably

and extendably positionable therefrom to be coupled with a

trailer vehicle, or the like, then retracted to a locked position

with the cushion absorbing impact forces.

3.782,751

LOCKING HITCH BOX COVER
Carl J. Crdln, Sr., 425 W. Grace St., PunU Gorda, Fla.

FUcdJuly 23, I97l,Ser. No. 165,634

Int. CI. B60d 7/00

U.S. CI. 280-507 3 Claims

tion where the unit is inaccessible to unauthorized persons. A

universal ball and socket connection is afforded between a

bracket and plate socket parts in which a ball is carried uptm a

hexagonal shank carried on a bracket part and plates have

openings adapted to fit over the upper and lower halves of the

ball The ball being held against rotation upon the hexagonal

section pin by a complementary opening in the ball and the

hexagonal pin being held against rotation between supporting

arms on a bracket by hexagonal shaped openings so that all

movement between the vehicle and trailer hitch parts is ef-

fected upon the ball fixedly carried upon the vehicle and so

that the trailer hitch part can tilt up and down and swing free

laterally The vehicle bracket and trailer hitch parts are pro-

vided with prongs adapted to be inserted in hollow tubes car-

ried on the vehicle and on the trailer tongue allowing thereby

the hitch connection to be releasably removed from the vehi-

cle and trailer as a unit, the same being held in place thereon

by removable pins extendable through the tubes and the

prongs The bracket and the trailer parts are designed accord

ing to certain forms of the invention to be formed from metal

plate stampings or forgings.

3,782,763

COUPLER BAND DEVICE

Henry G. Henrickson. Coeur DAIene. Idaho, assiRnor lo

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Oct. 6, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 87,020

inl.CI. F 1612/ /OO

L.S.Ci. 285-419 5 Claims

A locking hitch box'covcr, for a hitch box having an open

end and an opening in a side thereof, comprising a body

shaped for insertion in the open end of the hitch box, a key

operated locking mechanism attached to said body and having

a part biased to enter the opening in the hitch box upon inser-

tion of the body into the hitch box to restrain the body from

withdrawal from the hitch box. and key actuated means com-

prising a part of the locking mechanism to restrain retraction

of the part from the opening The body includes first, second,

third and fourth walls with the locking mechanism mounted

on the fourth wall The fourth wall is free at one end and

biased away from the first wall to hold two walls against op-

posed faces of the hitch box.

3,782.762

THEFT PROOF VEHICLE TRAILER HITCH
CONNECTION

Charles E. Nagy, 3221 Benda PI., Hollywood, Calif.; John F,

Nagy, 785 W. End Ave., New York, N.Y., and Bernard

Miller, 1 1 Fig Tree Rd., Portugese Bend, Calif.

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,333

Int.CI. B60d 1106

IJ.S. CI. 280-507 9 Claims

Coupling band device or collar for various types of culvert

pipe sections and the like provided with improved flange ele-

ments for effecting and maintaining a sealed clamping engage-

ment with the ends of adjoining pipe sections

3,782,764

KNOT TYING DEVICE
Charles W. Browning. 4645 E. 57th St., Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 190,220

Int. CI. D03j .?/00

L.S.CI.289-17 23 Claims

35 38 31
33 28 27

A hitch connection has been provided for vehicle trailers in

which the parts can be disconnected from one another by a

special shaped hitch pin or the parts can be left connected

with one another and detachably removed as a unit from

between the trailer and the vehicle and transferred to a loca-

A knot tying device and method, especially for use in the

knotting of monofilament line to fish hooks or lures where the

device is generally attached to or is a part of the handle of a
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fishing rod and includes a pair of jaws, one of which is mova-

ble to provide a pair of winding surfaces that may alternately

be diverging or converging at their free ends The jaws are ini-

tially held in a diverging relationship so the fishing line

threaded through the eye of the hook can be wound onto the

jaws without inadvertently slipping off; the hook being held

adjacent the jaws The free end of the line is positioned

between the jaws and held there when the jaws are released,

the line is held and the h(K>k is pulled to pull the loops of line

off of the jaws and onto the line, and the resulting knot is

tightened.
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3,782,767

RESILIENT, TUBULAR BUMPERS

Alvin Edward Moore, 916 Beach Blvd., Waveland, Miss.'

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,024

lnt.CI.B60r/9/0«

U.S. CI. 293-71 R 30 Claims

3,782,765

LATCH ASSEMBLY

Rene Wallyn, Claye-Souilly, France, assignor to Societe du

Caoutchouc Technique, Claye-Souilly, France

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,305

lnt.CI.E05c/9//0

U.S. CI. 292-103 3 Claims

This invention relates to a locking device comprising a latch

arm of resilient ..tretchable material adapted to be pivotally

mounted at one end to one element. The latch arm has a han-

dle at its free end and has an enlarged portion positioned in-

wardly of such handle and formed integrally therewith, the en-

larged portion being adapted releasably to engage a retaining

portion formed integrally with a retainer bracket secured to

another clement adjacent the first element, a secure substan-

tially vibration free connection of the two elements being

formed when the resilient latch arm is stretched to enable the

enlarged portion to engage the retaining portion.

A shock-absorbing bumper means (cushioning device for

protectmg cars, boats or other vehicles), comprising resilient

tubular members of optional variation hi cross-sectional

shape having tube-fiattened portions, and containing gaseous

material that may consist of: air, helium or other gas.

preferably under pressure well above that of the atmosphere;

cellular foam plastic; or, mixed with gas: a mass of mingled

fibers globules, or other small-diameter elements of small

cross-sectional area (e.g., small, flexible, axially curved or

straight tubes or rods of resilient rubber or other flexible or

crushable material). The cushioning means may comprise

separate bumpers at the front and rear of a vehicle, optionally

also at the sides or it may extend all around a vehicle with or

without integral, tube-flattened junctions between the tubular

links Each bumper element may comprise: only one flat-

ended tube; a plurality of separate flat-ended tubes that are

not strongly connected or a plurality of band-connected flat-

ended tubes (tubular elements or links). The tubular elements

are flexible, and because of their wider flattened ends may be

long-repeatedly bent without damaging wrinkling, fracture of

their material or change in length. Although this material may

comprise ' gas-permeable resilient plastic (preferably en-

veloped in mesh or other fabric), it preferably is of ductile or

resilient metal or of resilient, substantially impermeable,

dense plastic. When of met^l it may comprise thin copper,

lead, aluminum, mild steel, or resilient steel, optionally

sheathed in fabric.

3,782,766

DEMOUNTABLE VEHICLE ROPE BARRIER

William A. Teel, 901 Fifth St., Sandusky, Ohio

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,91

1

Int. CI. B60r / 9/00, 2 7100; E04h / 7100

U.S. CI. 293-1 1 Claim

3,782,768

TUBULAR, SHOCK-ABSORBING BUMPERS

Alvin Edward Moore, 916 Beach Blvd., Waveland, Miss.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 796,482, Feb. 4, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,575,25 1 . This application Apr. 5, 1 97 1 ,
Ser. No.

131,025

lnt.CI.B60r/9//0

U.S. CI. 293-71 R 39 Claims

Shock-absorbing bumper means- for cars, boats or other

vehicles comprising resilient, tubular cushioning member^of

optional variation in cross-sectional shape, containing gaseous

material that may be: pressurized air or other gas; gas-cel-

conlaining foam plastic; or a gas-containing mass (optionally

pressurized) of separate fibers, globules, or small-diameter

elements (very small flexible tubes containing gaseous maten-

A so, of four support ,s di.c,o.ed To, holding a demoum. a, »' ^^^tonlo VhU:S:r-Inrirb;Xuh"
bic mxible ,opc barrier in posi.io„ dan,ped .o th. t,on, and

J™^^'"' ";'''^^7^'f ,^^V=W^^^^^^^^^ extend aro.ndrt, »i.h

L":rrbrai:dbercC:raSL:drbrai=>t ' rw,rrr;:[s::L.,on. ..^j. .e .bu,a, .^....
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The tubular members may have axes that arc: horizontal; ver-

tical or upright; optionally either upright or horizontal; or they

may comprise outer horizontal tubular sheaths and inner verti-

cal tubular elements The tubular-member material may com-

prise ductile or resilient metal - e.g., copper, lead, soft iron,

resilient steel, with or v^ithout mesh or other reinforcing

material; or flexible plastic (preferably fabric-reinforced

rubber) The tubular members may comprise flat-ended tubu-

lar elements that are either separate tubes or tubular links in a

bumper band around a portion or all of the vehicle, some of

these links optionally comprising a fender above a wheel and a

running-board-likc side bumper-step. The tubular elements

may comprise relatively wide, spring-like bands of resilient

steel or the like, acting when flexed to compress fibers or

other small filler elements.

and second cutting elements are mounted on the blade and ex-

tend in a second direction which is opposite to the first

direction.

3,782,771

PANEL POSITIONING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Charles H. Moore. 245 Merced St., Salinas, Calif.

Filed Aug. 6, 197 1 , Ser. No. 169,772

Int.CI. B66c//0«

U.S. CI. 294-67 R 16 Claims

3,782,769

ENERGY ABSORBER FOR VEHICLE BUMPERS AND THE
LIKE

John H. Fader; Robert W. Hegel, and Burke A. West, all of

Monroe, Mich., assignors to Monroe Auto Equipment Com-

pany, Monroe, Mich.

FiledJunel.l971,Ser.No. 148,642

lnt.CLB60r/9/06;F 16(5/00

U.S. CI. 293-88 30 Claims

An energy absorber for vehicle bumpers and the like com-

prising a pair of telescopic tubular housings, with one of the

housings containing a high energy spring and the other of the

housings containing a fluid reservoir, whereupon impact of the

vehicle bumper with an object, fluid within the reservoir is

forced through a control device to effect rapid deceleration of

the vehicle and compress the high energy spring.

A prefabricated panel positioning device for placing the

panel in its proper location on a-foundation A hooking as-

sembly is secured to the edge of the panel and lifting forces are

applied thereto to lift the panel from a generally horizontal

position to a generally vertical position The hooking assembly

supports the upper frame of the panel and includes a capturing

member which selectively prevents disengagement of the

panel. An independent dolly is provided which includes a

wheeled frame The dolly supports the lower edge of the panel

and horizontally moves it by means of the wheels The dolly is

provided with a jacking device which is utilized to gently lower

the panel onto the foundation. The hook and dolly cooperate

to position the panel.

, 3,782,770

TRENCHING TOOL
Mark W. Lee, 2364 Santa Ana Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif.

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,535

Int.CI.AOlb //02

3,782,772

LIFTING HOOK FOR BOUND PACKAGES
Albert E. Cransto.i, III, Gladstone, and Charles B. Lewis, Mil-

waukie, both of Oreg., assignors to Cranston Machinery

Company. Inc., Oak Grove, Oreg.

Filed Apr. 12. 1972, Ser. No. 243,289

Int.CI. B66c ///4

U.S. CI. 294-82 R ' Claims

U.S.CL 294-49 9 Claims

This is an eye hook having a handle on the back side of the
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the top of a bound package. The lifting portion of the hook

presents a broad and curved lifting surface to support the

binding without producing a sharp bend in the binding. The

lifting surface is hardened and polished to avoid damage to the

binding A nose projects from the shank into close proximity

with the point of the hcxik overhanging the binding and

preventing accidental disengagement of the binding from the

hook when lifting tension is relaxed.

and pick-up box underbody forming a rigid attachment at the

vehicle. The system offers compliance and pre-load adjust-

ment by way of a rod assembly.

3,782,773

REUSABLE TREE CARRIER

Jack D. Mason, 2170 Rosier Rd., AugusU, Ga.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,249

Int. CI. B60p 3100

U.S.CL 296-3 17 Claims

3,782,7^5

CAMPER TIE-DOWN

Raywood C. Weller, and Gene H. Albers, both of 18738 5th

St., Fontana, Calif.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,1 17

Int.Ci.B60pi/52

U.S.CL 296-23 MC - 7 Claims

=^

An apparatus for moving trees and the like has a frame pro-

vided with wheels and a plurality of annular members of col-

lars pivolally mounted thereon. The collars arc mounted on

the frame in adjacent parallel rows, the members of one row

altcrnatingly spaced with the members of the other row. A

carrier device in the form of a right octagonal cone holds the

root-ball of a tree and the like, and is selectively arrangeable

m a collar The carrier device is formed from a plurality of sec-

tions selectively connected together as by pins received in

holes provided on the sections. Each section has a surface in

the shape of an isosceles triangle, with each equal leg thereof

having a portion extending therefrom at an acute angle to the

plane of the isosceles triangle and shaped as a right triangle.

3,782,774

CAMPER TIE-DOWN SYSTEM
James S. Sturek, 741 E. Grand River, Fowlerville, Mich.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,255

Int. CLB60p 7/76

U.S.CL 296-23 MC 5 Claims

A tie-down device for campers carried in pick-up trucks in

which the top edge portions of the side walls of the truck bed

are bent outwardly from said walls and then downwardly in

various configurations, the tie-down device hav-ng a lip clamp

disposed outside said truck side wall and being adaptable to

the various conformations of the out-turned lips formed on

said walls. An inner leg is provided on the device which pro-

vides a relatively long-radius bearing against the inner face of

the truck side wall while an outer leg on the device provides an

anchor boom for attaching a tumbuckle for tieing the camper

down to the truck.

3,782,776

CONVERTIBLE ROOF FOR A STATION WAGON
Louis Ormont, 1 15 Central Park West, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,287

lnt.CI.B60j7//0

U.S. CI. 296-137 B ^ Claims

^^j^^^t^

^^^f \:i;'v>^y

A camper tie-down system utilizing a two strut support

system with pinned joints designed to withstand the loads

created by pick-up campers. The system does not rely on the

outer panel or stake pocket of the pick-up body for at-

tachment or support, but rather attaches to the chassis frame

A convertible roof for a station wagon having a pair of roof

members oriented along the length of the wagon. Each of said

members is pivotally mounted along one of their sides to op-

posite side walls of the wagon. Seal means are provided along

the mating edges of each of said members for holding them

together in a water-tight fit. The seal means in one embodi-
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ment include tongues along their common edge which fit shell with cyhndr.cal bodies adjaccntto the waster hub shell, a

together in overlaping relationship. Brace means are provided nangc on the shell jointed to one bi)ss with bolts extending

for supporting the roof members when they arc pivoted to an through the jiMntcd shell flange and boss and an opposite bi.ss.

open position.

3,782,777

APPARATUS SUPPORTED BY A LONGWALL
CONVEYOR FRAME FOR HAULING COAL MINING

EQUIPMENT
Karl-Heinz Hafer. Bochum; Walter Pelka, Gelsenkirchen;

Reimund Karkutt, and Pal Frenyo, both of Bochum, all of

Germany, assignors to Gebr. Ekkhoff, Maschinenfabrik

Und Eisengiesserei m.b.H., Bochum, Germany

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,632

Int. CLE2IC 2 7/i5

U.S. CI. 299-34 6 Claims

3.782,779

WHEEL ASSEMBLY AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE
Douglas A. Britnell, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to Outboard Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972. Ser. No. 241.589

Int. CL B60b 5102

U.S. CI. 30 1 - 63 PW 5 Claims

Connected to a side of a longwall conveyor in a coal mine is

one side of an I-beam type guide bar that extends lengthwise

of the conveyor and is provided with upper and lower longitu-

dinal guide channels containing the upper and lower lengths of

an endless drag chain. Retaining plate means connected to the

opposite side of the bar extend above and below it and also at

least part way across the lop of the bar but only part way

across its bottom, whereby to leave space for passage of an

arm connecting a guide block attached to the chain in the

lower guide channel to mining equipment between the con-

veyor and a coal mine longwall.

3.782.778

BICYCLE WHEEL
Yoshiaki Tomozawa, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Nankai Tekko

Co., Ltd.. Osaka. Japan
Filed Mar. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 233,498

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. II, 1971,

46/16344
lnt.CI.B60b/9/00

U.S.CL30I—9DN 5 Claims

Disclosed herein is a wheel assembly including a flange por-

tion extending integrally from one end of a sleeve and radially

inwardly of the outer periphery of a bearing in the sleeve so as

to prevent axial movement of the bearing outwardly of the

sleeve from the one end thereof, together with a deformed

portion extending integrally from the other end of the sleeve

and radially inwardly of the outer periphery of a washer or

spacer located in the sleeve in adjacent relation to the bearing

so as to prevent axial movement of the washer and of the bear-

ing outwardly of the sleeve from the other end thereof

Also disclosed herein is a method j>f manufacturing a wheel

assembly comprising the steps of forming a bearing sleeve with

an outer surface, with a radially inwardly extending flange

portion at one end, and with a projecting deformablc portion

at the other end. bonding to the outer surface of the sleeve a

rubber-like wheel, inserting a bearing into the sleeve through

the projecting portion and into adjacent relation to the flange'

portion, subsequently inserting an annular spacer into the

sleeve through the projecting portion and into adjacent rela-

tion to the bearing, and then deforming the projecting portion

inwardly into at least partially overlying relation to the ad-

jacent side of the spacer to permanently retain the bearing and

spacer within the sleeve

An improved bicycle wheel with isometrical disc wheels

linked together with bosses at the bases fitted to a coaster hub

3,782,780

BRAKE WARNING SWITCH REQUIRING RECENTERING
PRESSURE

Edward S. Orzel. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Weather-

head Company, Cleveland. Ohio

Filed July 26. 1971. Ser. No. 166.082
|

Int. CI. B60t/.')/'^6./ 7/22

U.S. CI. 303-6 C 7 Claims

A brake warning switch or other differential pressure

sensing device has opposed pressure chambers in a housing to

be connected to the fluid circuits of a dual brake system and

includes a pressure responsive piston assembly shiftable from

a centered position in the housing to generate a warning signal

upon an abnormal pressure imbalance in the chambers The

piston assembly is arranged to automatically recenter itself

when pressures are reestablished in the chambers and includes
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a pair of coaxial pistons of differing areas and associated ring

seals at one chamber, at least, arranged to permit the dif-

ferential area of the pistons, which determines the relative

3,782,782

COMBINED OVERSPEED AND SAFETY INTERLOCK
FOR VEHICLE CONTROL

Donald Brown, Monroeville. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Air

Brake Company, Wilmerding, Pa.

Filed July 1 1 , 1 97 2, Ser. No. 270,575

Int.CI.B60t7//2

U.S. CI. 303- 19 13 Claims

>i?

magnitude of the pressures necessary to recenter the pistons,

to be selected so that the recentering pressure required is high

enough to test the integrity of the fluid circuits.

3,782,781

SINGLE FLUID BOOSTER AND SYSTEM
Richard L. Lewis, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,296

Int. CL B60t /J//6, /J/00, B62d 5/06

U.S. CI. 303-9 9 Claims

"O^f

This invention relates to fluidically operable vehicle over-

speed and safety control apparatus which requires periodic

acknowledging operations by the vehicle operator to forestall

a penalty brake application which would be automatically ef-

fected should the operator fail to reduce the speed of the vehi-

cle to the maximum allowable speed or perform the required

acknowledging operation within a certain time subsequent to

the sounding of an alarm signal or whistle. This apparatus

requires that the operator successively, within a chosen time

interval following one and then the other of two successive

alarms, manually close and thereafter open a sensing or vent

port from a back pressure switch abutment-operated logic

valve device to prevent the occurrence of a brake application

which would automatically occur should he fail to close and

thereafter open the vent port in the prescribed timed

sequence, or should he become incapacitated.

A vehicle hydraulic braking system is disclosed which in-

cludes a primary pressure source, a secondary pressure source

which is actuated upon f^iilure of the primary pressure source

and which is operated by an electric motor, and a hydraulic

brake booster which utilizes pressurized fluid from either of

the pressure sources to provide a power assist to the vehicle

operator when a brake application is effected. Normally, fluid

is communicated from the primary pressure source to the

booster, and from the booster to the vehicle's power steering

gear to operate the latter. However, upon failure of the prima-

ry pressure source and subsequent actuation of the secondary

pressure source, a valve which is responsive to actuation of the

secondary pressure source diverts fluid from the power steer-

ing gear to the system reservoir, thereby conserving the entire

fluid output of the secondary pressure source for operation of

the brake booster alone.

3,782,783

PROGRAMMED OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT AND FIXED

THRESHOLD VARIABLE DUTY CYCLE PULSE
GENERATOR

James J. Jones, Piano, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments In-

corporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,663

Int.CLB60t«//2 ,

U.S. CI. 303-21 P 10 Claims

Disclosed is a signal generator in a vehicle skid control

braking system for selectively actuating a brake control means

in a repetitious or pulsing mode which selectively controls the

engagement and disengagement of the braking system of a

vehicle in accordance with selected braking conditions and

velocity conditions of the wheels of the vehicle. The signal

generator comprises a programmable oscillator circuit having

a programmable rate of oscillation responsive to a first input

signal representing acceleration-conditions of the wheels, and

a pulse generator responsive to the programmable oscillator
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CcuU for sCectiveW generat.ng an osc.Uatory output s.gna. con .Uon^Dunn a
^^^^^^:::^^ ^^e Tnba.anid

00^0 is?ng a -nes Jf pulses. The oscillatory output s.gna ex conUo^po n the^--^^^^^^/^,
,,, ,„„,,„„ed wheels to

hSTprogran^mable duty cycle responsive to the accelera- force to -^-^
^^^.^^^nd consequent loss of braking eff.

ciency. Illustrated modifications include slip clutch means to

tion condition and .s effective to selectively ^^tuate the brake

control means in a repetitive pulsing manner to thereby

decrease vehicle velocity.

3,782,784

VOLTAGE CONVERTER APPLYING AN ANTISKID

LOGIC ELEMENT

Guy Marouby, Neullly. France, assignor to Societe Anonyme

DBA, Clkhy, France ,.«,,»
Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,333

culms priority, application France, May 4, 1971, 71 15961

Int. CI. B60t 8100
, ^. „ 4 Claims

U.S. CI. 303-21 R

protect the sensing apparatus from excessive forces ""^er ex-

trcme wheel acceleration or deceleration and means to ma.n_

tain a brake pressure retarding signal beyond a pomt at wh.ch

wheel deceleration is returned to proportionality with linear

deceleration to allow the controlled wheels to reach

synchronous speed to maximize braking effect.

'lasie

• K.

3,782,786

MODULATOR IN ANTI-SKID SYSTEM

Yoshihlro Matsumura, Yokosuka, Japan, assignor to Nippon

Air Brake Company Ltd., Kobe. Japan

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,964
j

Int. CI. B60t HI06

U.S. a. 303-21 F 2 Claims

•^ L*
L-t _ J

A voltage converter set designed to feed an antiskid logic

element and to modify the wheel speed sensor signals

The converter set includes a proportional converter and an

inversely proportional converter, connected through a diode

so that the output voltage of the converter set is higher for the

low wheel speeds. The invention also provides the combina-

tion of several converter sets with a single ^^^^'^'^i;^^^:,

ment in a circuit of the exclusive "OR or SELECT LOW

type.

28

^ TO MASTER
,-. CYLINDER

' 3l"2i|i8'
-5' 22 20

-.7 5

3,782,785

BRAKE ANTI-SKID SYSTEM

Tadeusz Budiich, Moreland Hills, Ohio, assignor to The

Weatherhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,434

lnt.CI. B60tS//2

U.S.CL 303-21 F .

J^'^'^^l
An anti-skid device for mechanically sensing a skid condi-

tion of a wheeled vehicle and for automatically regulating

braking force to optimize braking effect. The device com^

prLs tn enclosed housing in which is mounted linear and

mutional inertia bodies arranged to produce balanced forces

n a normal braking situation and unbalanced forces in a skid

A modulator in an anti-skid system for vehicles in which two

va^eT are disposed in the path of fluid under pressure from a

mas'er cylinder to wheel cylinders. In the initial stage of fluid

ressure application to the wheel cylinders, the first and

second valves are opened and closed respectively, while in the

stage of pressure control following the initial stage, the f.r^

and second valves are closed and opened respectively and the

second valve member is cyclically closed and opened so that

the Suid under pressure can be supplied at controlled rate

through an orifice and the second valve.
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3,782,787

TRACTION STUD ASSEMBLY FOR SNOWMOBILES
Edward R. Rubel, 68 Landing Rd. South, Rochester, N.Y.;

Frank L. Martin, Jr., 2 S. PIttsford Hills Cir., and Robert B.

Rubel, 1085 PIttsford Victor Rd., both of Pittsford, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,582

Int. CL B62d 55124

U.S. CI. 305-35 EB * Claims

For preventing the escape of the cushion material through the

gap between the outer piston walls and the inner walls of the

pot, there is provided a sealing body of material which is more

rigid than the cushion material. The sealing body faces said

gap and forms an integral structure with the gap.

Traction stud assemblies for snowmobile belt include a pair

of spaced parallel studs rigidly connected at one end to a com-

mon flat support plate. The studs arc threaded to serve both as

mounting as well as traction elements.

3,782,788

MOVABLE AND TILTABLE BEARING, ESPECIALLY FOR
BRIDGES

Waldemar Koester, Forsbach, Germany, and Relnhold Huber,

Rorbas, Switzerland, assignors to Kobcr AG,,Glarus, Swit-

zerland

Filed Dec. 2 1 , 197 1 , Ser. No. 2 10,439

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 24, 1970, P 20

63 745.0; Mar. 26, 1971, P 21 14 662.3

Int. CLE 1 6c 27/06

U.S. CI. 308-3 R >6 Claims

3,782,790

BOOM SLIDER ASSEMBLY
Frank J. Benkowski, Bedford, Ohio, assignor to The Warner &
Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio

ConUnuation of Ser. No. 29,408, April 17, 1970, abandoned.

This application Apr. 3, 1972, Ser, No. 240,759

Int. CLFI6C/ 7/00

U.S.CL 308-3 R 11 Claims

The present movable and tillable bearing is suitable for sup-

porting heavy loads, such as bridges, by means of an elastically

yielding pressure cushion, for example, made of rubber, which

is surrounded by retaining ring means. In one embodiment one

ring encircles the cushion middle portion to leave gaps above

and below the ring. In another embodiment two rings are pro-

vided, one inside an annular cushion, the other outside of the

annular cushion. Two rings are also used to surround a top and

bottom region of a cushion whereby to leave a gap between

these rings to permit the tilting movement.

An improved boom includes a slider assembly for use in

supporting telescoping sections of the boom for movement

relative to each other. An articulated slider assembly embody-

ing the invention includes a rocker member which is pivotally

mounted on one section of the boom. A pair of slider block as-

semblies are pivotally mounted on the rocker member and

slidably engage a supported section of the boom at spaced

apart locations. Deflection of the supported boom section is

compensated for by pivotal movement of the slider block as-

semblies relative to each other. A spring type slider assembly

forms another embodiment of the invention and has a flexural

rigidity such that the deflection of the spring type slider as-

sembly matches the deflection of a supported section of the

boom under the influence of an operating load to provide for

the transmittal of a uniform bearing load between the sup-

ported boom section and slider assembly.

3,782,789

- TILTABLE BEARING, ESPECIALLY FOR BRIDGES

Waldemar Koester, Forsbach, Germany, and Relnhold Huber,

Rorbas, Switzerland, assignors to Kober AG, Glarus, Swit-

zerland

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,493

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 24, 1970, P 20

63 746.1; Mar. 25, 1971, P 21 14 391.9

Int. CLE 16c 27/06

U.S.CL 308-3 R 7 Claims

The present tiltablc bearing for heavy structures such as

bridges has a load supporting piston which extends into a

space confining pot into which is inserted a yielding pressure

material, such as a rubber cushion, on which the piston rests.

3,782,791

VORTEX DIFFUSER FLUID BEARING DEVICE

John W. Neumann, Birmingham, Mich., and Harry A. Mackie,

Raleigh, N.C., assignors to The Udyllte Corporation

Filed Mar. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 125,251

Int. CLF16C/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 308—9 16 Claims

A fluid bearing load supporting system having

unidirectional and omnidirectional capabilities which em-

bodies means for forming one or a plurality of fluid vortices
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for separating a body from a supporting surface by an inter-

vening cushion of nuid. providing therewith an extremely low

vidcd with one or more circumferentially spaced holes each

accommodating a hydrostatic support unit for the bearing^

Each support unit has a cupped element an open side of which

faces the major surface and a closed side of which faces away

from the major surface and is bounded by a part-spherical cir-

cular face Beneath the cupped element is a support element a

contact face of which is in mating engagement with the circu-

lar face A cylinder is threaded into one of the holes which is

y/^.-v^-^^v-
' ^y-^^'^/^VV/V-

' vyy/'/A> ///'Z>/y/:^,

coefficient of fri'ction that facilitates a conveyance of the body

for the purposes of transportation, processing, treatment and

the like.
'

3 782 792

CYLINDER-PISTON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

AND BEARING CONSTRUCTION THEREFOR

Ernst Pfleiderer, Konigsbrunn. Germany, assignor to Maschin-

enfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg A.G. (M.A.N.), Augsburg,

Germany
Filed June 15. 1972. Ser. No. 263,018

Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1971, P 21

36 631.4
Int. CI. F 16c 9/02

U.S.CI.308-23 9 Claims

tapped and has a first and a second open end which respec-

tively face towards and away from the support element. The

second open end has a flange extending thercacross A piston

is slidable in the cylinder and contacts the support element

through the first open end, and communicating oil passages

are formed in the flange, the piston, the support element and

the cupped element in communication with the open side of

the latter.

3,782.794

ANTIFRICTION BEARING

William J. Chmura, Soulhington, and Kenneth A. Catlin, Ber-

lin both of Conn., assignors to Textron Inc.. Providence, R.I.

Filed Dec. 8. 197 2. Ser. No. 3 13,561 ,

Int.CI.F16cii/64,ii/66

U.S.CI.308-I93 19 Claims

To provide a hanging, separable bearing on a vertically in-

sulled internal combustion engine, a bearing cover is secured

from the bottom to the machine part, and carrying a half-

cylindrical bearmg portion. To prevent distortion of the bear-

ing hning upon longitudinally twisting loadmg. transverse

screws clamp the lower bearing half shell to the machine

frame located close to the separating gap between the lower

bearing half shell and the machine portion, to additionally

clamp the lower half bearing shell to the machine.

Low-cost antifriction bearing rings are disclosed made by

the powder metal compaction and sintering of ring blanks fol-

lowed by densification of the raceway by mechanical working,

such as by roll-forming, the bearing rings so produced being

characterized by increased rolling conuct fatigue life, in-

creased static load capacity and decreased bearing noise as

compared to powder metal rings made by compaction and sin-

tering but in which the raceways are produced by machining.

By preferably mainUining a region of porosity outside the

dcnsified area adjacent the raceway, the rings can be made to

exhibit compliancy and thus further increase the fatigue life

thereof.

3,782.793

BEARING CONSTRUCTION
Karl-Helmut Sinner. Dortmund Hochsten. Germany, assignor

to Hoesch Werke Aktiengesellschaft, Dortmund, Germany

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,297

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 25. 1972,

7222033814
int. CLE 16c/ 7/06

U.S.CL308-I60 7 Claims

A support ring is located beneath a bearing nng a major sur-

face of which faces the support ring. The support ring is pro-

3,782.795

TAPERED ROLLER BEARING

John Cecil RIchey. Canton; Ralph E. McKelvey. Louisville;

Robert F. Cornish, North Canton, and Harry L. Noll, Can-

ton, all of Ohio, assignors to The Timken Company, Canton,

Ohio
Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241.534

im.CLFl 6c ii/00

U.S.CL 308-214 ,
II Claims

A tapered roller bearing has a pin-type cage for mainUining

the proper circumferential spacing between the tapered rol-
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lers and in the spaces between the rollers it has cage inserts

formed from a composite material containing a dry lubricant.

In addition, the cone of the bearing has an insert on the thrust

rib thereof, and that insert is likewise formed from a com-

posite material containing a dry lubricant. Should the bearings

normal supply of lubricant be depleted, the composite materi-

the nut member and cooperatively engaged with the key for

preventing rotation of the nut relative to the threaded ring

once the bearing assembly is properly seated.

al will give up its dry lubricant and for a limited period of time

will provide adequate lubrication for critical bearing surfaces.

The cone further has outwardly directed oil holes leading to

the juncture of the cone raceway and the adjoining abutment

face of the thrust rib. and those holes direct lubricating oil to

the abutment face as the cone rotates, particularly during high

speed operation when the centrifugal force is large.

3.782,796

RETAINING MEANS FOR A BEARING ASSEMBLY
Samuel S. Rickley, West Boylston, and Harry Boghosian. Wor-

cester, both of Mass.. assignors to Morgan Construction

Company, Worcester. Mass.

Filed Dec. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 315,839

lnt.CI.F16c?9//'*

U.S.CL 308-234 7 Claims

3,782.797

SLIDING BEARING PARTICULARLY FOR UNIVERSAL
JOINTS IN SHIFTING AND STEERING MECHANISMS OF

MOTOR VEHICLES
Gunther Lange; Siedlung Gluckauf. and Jurgen Ulderup. all of

Haldem, Germany, assignors to Leniforder MeUllwaren AG.

Lemforde/Hann.. Germany
Filed June II, 1971. Ser. No. 152,082

Claims priority, application Germany. June 9. 1970, P 20 28

176.9; June 24. 1970, P 20 31 183.5

Int.CLF16ci5/20,ii/74

U.S.CL308— 238 6 Claims

The sliding bearing includes an outer cup-shaped thin metal

bearing bush seated in the ends of a fork of the universal joint,

and an inner sliding bush, of abrasion and oil resistant plastic

composition material, embracing each pin of the universal

joint, there being a predetermined clearance between the

inner and outer bushes. The inner bush is retained against

axial displacement relative to the pin, and is also retained

against rotation relative to the pin. In one embodiment of the

invention, the outer bearing bush has an in-turned flange en-

gaging an end of the inner bush, and the inner bush has an in-

turned end extending over the end of the pin. A packing ring is

interposed between the in-turned flange on the outer bush and

a collar on the pin. In another embodiment of the invention,

the in-turned flange on the outer bush penetrates into the

plastic inner bush which, in this embodiment, extends up to

engage the collar on the pin. In a third embodiment, the

plastic inner bush is formed by pouring around a cylindrical

core inserted into the outer bush. The plastic bush, when it

sets, shrinks to disengage its outer surface from the inner sur-

face of the outer bush, and has a gripping fit with the pin of the

joint. In this embodiment also the outer buslf has an in-turned

fiange at its open end.

3,782.798

CLOSURE CONSTRUCTION
Robert B. Whorton. III. SparUnburg, S.C. assignor to

Beverage-Air Sales Company. Spartanburgh. S.C.

Filed Aug. 1. 1972, Ser. No. 276,952

Int. CI. A47f 3\00

U.S.CL312— 138R 2 Claims

For use with a rotatable element having one section jour-

nalled for rotation in a bearing assembly and having another

section protruding axially beyond the said one section, an ar-

rangement for retaining the bearing assembly on the said one

section including a threaded ring axially movable on and held

by means of a key against rotation relative to the said other

section, a stop member removably mounted on the said other

section for limiting movement of the threaded ring away from

the bearing assembly; a nut member threaded on the ring and

rotatable to a position contacting the bearing assembly to thus

scat the bearing assembly and thereafter exert a retaining

force thereon and a locking member removably attached to

A slidable planar door for a refrigerated housing and the

like having a rectangular opening in an upper wall thereof.
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The planar door includes a lower member and an upper

member with insulation earned therebetween The upper

member is attached to the lower member adjacent the rear

thereof by a U-shaped member so that the upper member can

expand to a different degree from the lower member without

the door buckling A thin plastic sheet is carried between the

upper member and insulation carried in the door so as to per-

mii the upper member to substantially Ooat when expanding

relative to the lower member.

3,782,799

MAGNETIC TOOTHBRUSH-HOLDER
Henning H. Hansen, 1000 Hayes Ave., Racine, Wis.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972. Ser. No. 279,722

Int. CI. A46b / 7/00. FI6b 47/00

U.S. CI. 312-206

secured on the front and rear of one side of each drawer itself,

each of which cooperates with a single latch member having a

locking arm which is pivotaUy secured to the side of the sta-

tionary frame member Alternate embodiments of the inven-

tion are disclosed showing camming surfaces, which cause the

latch member locking arm to engage the stops, as being either

on the latch stop or on a portion of the latch member itself A

release lever which is used to release the latch arm from cither

of the stops may be easily reached when the drawer is in cither

the open or closed position When in the closed position the

release lever protrudes through a notch in the front of the

drawer ani is thus readily accessible.

1 Claim

3.782,801

CONSOLE FOR RECORD PLAYERS

Heinrkh Zimmermann, Georgen/Schw.rzwald, Germany, as-

signor to Firma Dual Gebruder Steidinger, SI. Geor-

•en/Schwarzwald, Germany

Filed Sept. II. 1972, Ser. No. 288,082

Int. CI. A47b fil06

US. CL 312-284 2 Claims

^>^-^

*'»^V*"
-^*• *'h

A holder for storage of toothbrushes so to be conveniently

handy for use. the device consisting of a case that can be

mounted on a wall of a bathroom, the case having a pivotablc

front door for access to the toothbrushes, a rotatable vertical

spindle inside the case supporting a permanent magnet wheel,

each of the brushes having a steel block permanently im-

bedded in a side of the handle so that the magnet wheel will

hold to the steel blocks for supporting the toothbrushes, and a

lower end of the spindle protruding from the lower end of the

device so that it can be manually rotated so to bring a selected

one of the toothbrushes to a front side where it can be easily

removed for use.

3,782.800

LATCH MECHANISM
John L. Remington, Coplay. and Willard J. Benner. Quaker-

town, both of Pa., assignors to The SUnley Works, New

Britain, Conn.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265.337

lnt.CLA47b««//6

i).S.CL 312-333 11 Claims

T

A console for record players, comprising a bottom part and

a frame including side walls, a front wall and a rear wall A

cover cap is received by the frame and accessible from the

front side Adjustable means are provided for holding the

frame on the bottom part in two selectable positions of dif-

ferent heights relative to the bottom part

I

3,782,802

FERRO-ELECTRIC SYSTEM FOR BILK STORAGE OF
PHASE HOLO<.RAMS

Francois Micheron. and Guy Bismuth, both of Paris. France,

assignors to Thomson-CSF. Paris. France

Filed Sept. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 288,670

Claims priority, application France. Sept. 20. 1971.

7133727
Int. CLG02b 2 7/i«. Glib 9/02

IJ.S. CI. 350-3.5 12 Claims

A latching arrangement for a reciprocable drawer or chassis

assembly operable to securely hold ;,he.nd.vidual drawers in
^^^^^^^ ^^ holography and more

^siS wTn roXnXi::rmatairy ."It"^^^^^^^^ pa^cIrly to ferro-electric systems for bulk storage of phase
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holoerams The system in accordance with the invention com- 3,782,804

prises a photo excitable ferro-electric material having a HOLOGRAPHY USING MULTIPLE DIFFUSED OBJECT

hysteresis cycle at ambient temperature, wherein a electric ILLUMINATION BEAMS

field is created for at least partially reversing the remanent Yasunori Kanazawa, and Yoshizumi Eto, both of Hachioji,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,568

p Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 18, 1971, 46/81689
* *

Int. CLG02b 27/00

U.S.CL 350-3.5 6 Claims

polarisation thereby fixing a fringe pattern photo induced

within said ferro-electric material. The system can be used in

optical bulk stores and for building up thick holographic len-

ses.

3,782.803

SIMPLIFIED FLAT MIRROR SCANNER
Willard E. Buck, P.O. Box 671. Lake Havasu City, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,115

Int. CI. G02b / 7/00

U.S. CL 350—7 5 Claims

A hologram recording apparatus comprises a diffraction

grating which serves to convert an object light beam obtained

from a single light source into a plurality of beams, and a dif-

fuser which is arranged in the path of the multiple light,

whereby an object is illuminated by light from said diffuser.

3,782,805

FRONT PROJECTION SCREEN MADE FROM A
« TRANSPARENT MATERIAL
John Brown, New Hope, Pa., assignor to Qantix Corporation,

Flemington, N.J.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,882

Int. CLG03b 2 //60

U.S. CI. 350— 129 5 Claims

A system is disclosed for translating a collimated beam of

light, such as that generated by a laser, into a raster scan on a

planar target. The laser beam is directed at a first rotating mir-

ror provided with a plurality of faces from which it is

redirected toward a first stationary mirror with the first rotat-

ing mirror causing a linear sweep across the concave face of

the first stationary mirror. From the first stationary mirror, the

laser beam is directed toward a second multiface rotating mir-

ror disposed beyond the focal point of the first stationary mir-

ror. The second rotating mirror imparts a second scan

direction to the laser beam which is substantially normal to the

first scan direction. From the second rotating mirror, the laser

beam is redirected toward a second stationary concave mirror

from which it is redirected in a raster scan to a planar target

disposed at a distance from the secondary stationary mirror at

which the beam is substantially in focus. A line scan embodi-

ment of the invention is achieved by directing the beam from

the laser directly onto the second rotating mirror.

A front projection screen is disclosed which is made from a

transparent material. Prism like elements arc formed on the

back side thereof so that light incident upon the screen from a f

preferred direction will be totally reflected by the screen while

light incident upon the screen from other directions will pass

therethrough. Sides of the prism like elements are curved to

provide dispersion in the horizontal plane while the front sur-

face of the projection screen has segments of cylindrical

columns formed thereon perpendicular to the prism like ele-

ments to provide an angular spread in the vertical plane.

3,782.806

BISTABLE OPTICAL SWITCH UTILIZING LEAD
PHOSPHATE OR LEAD STRONTIUM PHOSPHATE

CRYSTALS
John R. Barkley, Wilmington, Del., and Lothar H. Brixner,

West Chester, Pa., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and

Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301.539

Int.CI.G02f //24

U.S. CI. 350-149 14 Claims

Lead phosphate and certain mixed phosphates of lead and

strontium are -pure ferroelastic materials which can be
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switched from one strain state to another by mechanical

stress The crystals are transparent to visible radiation and the

strain states arc biaxiallv b.rcfrmgcnt, the optic axes of ad-

jacent domains separated by a domain wall lying in different

spatial directions. Accordingly, if a suitable polarizer and

analyzer is employed to extinguish light passing through one

causes the lens barrel to gimbal and disengage from the car-

nage stop thus releasing the carriage for complete withdrawal

from the projection apparatus.

3,782,808

DEVICE FOR ARRESTINC. THE ELEVATION AIMINC

MOTION OF A PERISCOPE

Jean-Marie Hohl, Luitpoldring; Anion Schipf, Neukeferloh,

and Werner Schmid, I.oiderding, all of Germany, assiRnors

to Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm Gesellschaft mit

beschrankter, Haflung, Munich, (Jermany

Continuation of Ser. No. 140,126, May 4, 1971, abandoned.

This application Feb. 1 2, 1973, Ser. No. 333,363

Int. CI. C.02b 5IOfi

IJ.S. CI. 350-301
>0<^'-''"''

strain state, the strain state to which it can be switched will

transmit light. Thus is there provided mechanically actuated

optical switch The optical properties of the domain wall

likewise differ from either adjacent domain and in conjunc-

tion with spatial filtering (and/or optionally polarization filter-

ing) can be used to provide mechanically actuated line

scanners.

3,782,807

LENSGIMBALING AND CARRIAGE RELEASE
APPARATUS

Richard H. Bolton, Hokomb, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 232,465

Int. CI. G02b 7/02

L.S. CI. 350-255 5 Claims

In image projection apparatus for projecting enlarged

images from a sheet of microfilm along a projection axis, a

carriage mounted for movement in at least one of mutually

othogonal directions relative to the projection axis is provided

with a transparent reference plate against which a projection

lens assembly is spring biased The lens assembly includes a

lens barrel which is gimbally mounted and a projection lens

slidably mounted in the barrel. The carriage is provided with a

stop at one eftd which is adapted to engage the lower end of

the lens barrel to prevent the carriage from being removed

from the image projection apparatus when the carnage is

withdrawn a predetermined distance. The apparatus is pro-

vided with a lever connected to' the lens for focusing the lens

by sliding it in the lens barrel. The focusing lever also engages

the lens barrel and wRen it is moved to an extreme position

The device is used with a periscope, associated with a

remote control arrangement, for determining the line of sight.

The periscope elevation aiming motion is effected by a shaft.

'

driven by an angle drive, which is preferably a fnction drive,

with the shaft effecting angular adjustment of a totally rcficct-

ing component, such as a mirror, of the penscope First and

second control units are mounted on the shaft, with the first

unit being a clamping nut Ihreadcdiy engaged with the shaft

and fixed against rotation so as to move axially of the shatt

when the shaft is rotated The second control unit is a disk

fixed to the shaft to rotate therewith and having a notch in its

penphery The first control unit carries a roller. Respective

detent means are cooperablc with each control unit to arrest

motion of the shaft in a predetermined null angular position of

the mirror, and the detent means compnsc elements coopera-

blc with the roller and with the notch in the disk The detent

means arc operated by an electromagnet Upon operation of

the detent means, pins engage in diametrically opposite aper-

tures of a disk carried by a drive shaft of the angle drive so that

the angle drive can no longer be operated Alternatively, the

operation of the detem means may be effected manually by a

cam and cam follower arrangement having an operating knob

which IS releasably latched, by a detent, in the null angular

position of the mirror.

3,782,809

SIGHT GLASS ASSEMBLY

Lester F. Shropshire, South Charleston, W. Va., assignor to

Cyctops Industries, Inc., South Charleston, W. Va.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,496

Int. CI. G02b 7/00

U.S. CI. 350-319 8 Claims

An improved sight glass has been devised for an annular

lens container featunng a shelf between its two ends. The sight
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glass is constructed in such a manner that metal corroding tor motor. In response to a control signal from the recorder

contents of reaction vessels do not contact any metal elements control track the projector motor is actuated and maintained

of the sight glass. The shelf feature of the sight glass construc-

tion also enhances the strength and safety of the entire ap-

paratus.

energized through an operational movement corresponding to

the advance of one film frame after which it is deactivated in

INDIVIDUALLY SELECt'iVe'lY USEABLE ANTI-GLARE ancicipation of a subsequent control signal.

(;OGGLE GLASSES
Hannes Marker, Hauptstrasse 51-53, Garmisch-Parten

kirchen, Germany
Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,204

3,782,812

CARTRIDGE POSITIONING APPARATUS
._, Thomas W. Roller, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 18, 1970, G 70 Company, Rochester, N.Y.

» 89 1 .6 Filed Feb. 22, 1 973, Ser. No. 334,534
Int. CI. G02c 9/02. A6lf 9/02 |„t. CI. G03b 23/02

U.S.CL35I-47 5 Claims U.S.CL 352-72 llCIaiins

46

The goggles are particularly intended for use by skiers and

comprise a goggle glass holder, which is adapted to bear on

the head of the skier. The goggle glass holder carried two

selectively usable goggle glasses or goggle glass units, which

arc St) related to each other that one goggle glass or goggle

glass unit is disposed in front of the eyes of thQ wearer and the

other is disposed in front of his forehead when the goggles are

in position of use.

3,782,811

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR WITH SYNCHRONIZED
SOUND

Frank C. Badalich, Chicago, and Roy H. Watterlohn, Morton

Grove, both of III., assignors to Bell & Howell Company,

Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 97,859, Dec. 14, 1970, Pat. No. 3,675,994.

This application Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 221,464

lnt.CI.G03bJ//04

U.S. CI. 352— 17 7 Claims

A control apparatus for a film strip projector provided with

synchronized audio accompaniment. A recorder having a con-

trol track provides actuation signals for control of the projec-

A cartridge positioning apparatus is adapted for use with

several web cartridges of the kind wherein cartridge locating

structures and web passage openings on respective ones of the

cartridges are differently situated with regard to each other.

The cartridge positioning apparatus includes a nest for

separately receiving these cartridges in a manner such that

respective ones of the openings on the cartridges can occupy

generally the same web feeding position in the nest, causing

respective ones of the locating structures on the cartridges to

occupy different positions in the nest. A cartridge retaining

member on the apparatus operates to secure a cartridge in the

nest. To insure proper placement of a cartridge in the nest, the

apparatus includes a locator which cooperates with the locat-

ing structure on a cartridge in the nest for verifying that the

opening on such cartridge occupies the web feeding position

and, in the event that the opening on such cartridge does not

occupy the web feeding position, the locator prevents the car-

tridge retaining member from securing the cartridge in the

nest. Optionally, if the several web cartridges are further of

the kind provided respectively with web identifying structures,

then the cartridge positioning apparatus can further include
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(

5 Claims

an Identifier for verifying the presence of the Identifying struc- \

cv v irii I In PHniFCTOR '

ture on a cartridge properly placed in the nest and. in the \ SKY FILL-IN PKOJhL lUK

abince of that structure on such cartridge, the identifier Raymond K. KlUredg.Chea.ngo Bndge, N.Y., assignor to

prevents the cartridge retaining member from securing the '^»''
'^'"«^;S^"'P;"y;^^'7J;7i°;; J|„^,73 842

cartridge in the nest. ^^^Int. CI. C.03b /l /2A

3,7^2,813 l).S. CI. 353-29

CINE CAMERA FILM END SENSING DEVICE

Tadao Isono. Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Bell & Howell Com-

pany, Chicago, IH.

Filed May U. 1972. Ser. No. 252,494

Claims priority, application Japan, May II, 1971, 46/37490

Inl.CI.C03b//60

U.S. CL 352- 17

1

2 Claims

An end of film sensor and indicator device is provided for a

motion picture camera having a ilfeversibly drivable film trans

port mechanism, and accepting film cartridges without a

driven take-up and without a film anti-backwind device, the

cartridge having film access openings through which film

might be passed into a film guide path of the camera upt>n

movement by the transport mechanism and returned to the

cartridge, the film guide path having a film condition sensor

including circuitry responsive to the presence or absence of

film in the guide path for actuating an indicator which may be

arranged to be visible within the viewfinder and may be cner

gized intermittently.

3,782.814

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK FOR PORTABLE
CAMERA

Louis W. Grecnblatt, 12 Ladue Manor, Ladue, Mo.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,977

Int. CLG03b/ 7/02

U.S. CL 352-242 « 5 Claims

A sky fill-in projector for use with a projci^ted real world

scene, such as a motion picture, which has only a small

amount of sky recorded on it. in which the sky intensity of the

real world scene is sensed and a blue fill-in color of matching

intensity obtained by controlling the amount of blue light per-

mitted to pass through a projection lens arranged to project

the light on a screen above the real world scene is shown. In a

second embodiment color is also sensed by sensing blue and

magenta and a filter which varies linearly from blue to magen-

ta and which is in the projection path is controlled in response

to the blue and magenta signals

3,782,816

SLIDE RETURN MECHANISM
Carl Costanza, Chicago; Walter W. Weber. Des Plaines; Frank

W. Betlejewski. Chicago, and Richard FrysUk. Park Ridge,

all of III., assignors to Bell & Howell C ompan> .
Chicago, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 860.384. Sept. 23. 1969, Pat. No.

3,659,934. This application July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 160.071

Int. CI. (i03b 23102

L.S.CL353-112 3CUims

Rechargeable battery pack and mounting arrangement for

motion picture cameras comprising a battery pack with an in-

tegrally molded plastic casing and slide track with battery ter-

minals molded into the slide track, that track being slideably

engageable into a second plastic track element secured to the

camera, having plugs connected with wires leading to an ex-

ternal connector for engagement into the camera, the plugs

automatically engaging the sockets in the battery pack slide

when the battery pack slide is engaged in the second one The

second track may be an intermediate slide constituting a

spacer member, and in turn it may have another slide portion

that IS engageable with a complementary slide member fixed

on the camera. A recharger is provided for recharging one or

more battery packs at once.

A slide return mechanism including a reloading platform

that returns projected slides to a supply cartridge. A detent is
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provided to relcasably hold the platform at a position where

the slides are in the cartridge. A tab on the cartridge releases

the platform when the cartridge is removed from the projec-

tor.

3,782,817

PHOTO PRINTING MACHINE
Heinrich Isermann, Siegen, Germany, assignor to Meteor-

Siegcn Apparatebau Paul Schmeck GmbH, Siegen, Germany

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,565

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 23, 1971, P 21

19 871.0

^ Int.CLG03b2///4

U.S.CL 355-83 3 Claims

are provided for measuring this background potential and for

adjusting the voltage on the biasing electrode and mirror-

return sector of the drum to match this measured value.

3,782,819

MICROFILM DRIVING DEVICE FOR MICROFICHE
CAMERA

Mitsutoshi Kanayama, and Takako Toda, both of Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,856

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 10, 1972,

47/24499
Int. CLG03b 27/44-^ ^

U.S. CI. 355-54 3 Claims

aa?"

A photo-printing machine for printing from transparencies

onto paper has a photo-sensitive means to measure the light

transmitted by a transparency. A plurality of filter elements

each with a different spectral transmission characteristic is

positioned between the light source and the transparency.

Each filter is provided with a diaphragm to control the amount

of light transmitted thereby.

3,782,818

SYSTEM FOR REDUCING BACKGROUND DEVELOPER
DEPOSITION IN AN ELECTROSTATIC COPIER

Ian E. Smith, Lockleys, Australia, assignor to Savin Business

Machines Corporation, Valhalla, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,572

lnt.CI.G03g/5//0

U.S.CL355-10 10 Claims
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A film driving device for microfiche camera employs

stepping motors for driving a microfilm and a microfilm carri-

er. Each of the stepping motors is numerically controlled by a

variable pulse oscillator. The variable pulse oscillator com-

prises an oscillator circuit and a time constant circuit for

changing a oscillation frequency of thoaoscillator circuit. The

oscillator circuit adapts to rapidly increase the frequency of

the clock pulses to be applied to the stepping motors in

response to the variation in the time constant of the time con-

stant circuit to vary the feeding speeds of the microfilm and

the microfilm carrier.

In an electrostatic copier, a direct-current-voltage source

and associated circuitry for applying to a biasing electrode in a

liquid developer tank and to a ground-insulated conductive

mirror-return sector of the surface of a rotating photoconduc-

tive drum the same potential as exists on background, non-

imaged, regions of the charged and exposed photoconductive

surface to reduce background deposition of developer. Means

3,782,820

COMBINED READING AND ENLARGING APPARATUS
FOR MICROFILM

Erwin Kohn, Anzing; Horst Bickl, Pullach; Josef Pfeifer, Un-

terhaching, and Hans-Joachim Schrecke, Pucheim, all of

Germany, assignors to AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany
Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,435

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 9, 1971,

P 21 00 903.0

Int.CLG03b/J/2S
U.S.CL 355-45 12 Claims

A combined reading and enlarging apparatus for microfilm

wherein the screen of the reader is located in the front wall

and the enlarger is mounted in the upper portion of the hous-

ing. The enlarger employs guide rolls which transport freshly

cut sheets of ZnO paper in a horizontal plane wherein the

sheets are exposed to light passing through that frame of

microfilm whose image is projected onto the screen, and

there-upon along a looped path spaced sections of which in-

tersect each other and wherein the freshly exposed sheets

travel through a developing liquid confined in a tank and

filling a gradually widening passage between the concave in-
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ternal surface of the tank and the convex surface of a develop-

ng etctrodc The length of that port.on of the path wh.ch ex^

ends from and back to the po.nt of •"^*=.-='=»"'" ^*=':"; ^'^

spaced sections of the path exceeds the length of a sheet, and

he sheets which leave the tank to travel toward the point o

mention move upwardly to facilitate the removal of

deve^pmg liquid. Each freshly exposed, developed and dried

3.782,822

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ^«JTOMATIC

RANCINcTWITH VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPIC GUN
SIGHT

Mack L. Spenc. 716 Dawes Dr., Denham Springs, La.

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,698

lnl.CI.C.OIci/20

U.S.CL 356-21
^^'-""^
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sheet IS caused to slide along an inclined discharging surface

to emerge through an outlet m a side wall of the housing An

mtermediate section of the path wherein the sheets advance

dunng travel through the developing liquid is configurated in

such a way that the image-bearing sides of the sheets face the

convex surface of the electrode and. a nozzle of the enlarger

discharges developing liquid onto such sides of the sheets to

keep them out of contact with the electrode.

3,782,821

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER

Alfred E. F. Bosman. Heidelberg, T.V.L., South Afrka, as-

signor to The Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York.

N Y
Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,526

Int. CLG03b 27/54

U.S. a. 355-70 5 Claims

In a variable p*iwcr telescope gun sight, provided with stadia

and aim point at the rear focus between the ocular lens and

zm.m system, an aim po.nt is located above the optic center

and correlated with bullet trajectory The distance of off set of

the aim point is such that, at minimum power, the aim point is

zeroed relative to the stadia for impact at minimum range, this

usually being the pi^.nt blank range of the projectile, and at

some higher power relative to an increase in range the projec-

tile IS again zeroed, m that the projectile impact and the aim

point coincide The novel telescopic sight and method of its

use are based on the observations that ( 1 )
between approxi-

mately '/^ and % maximum range and maximum range the

trajectory of a high velocity bullet is substantially linear. (^)

thaVas magnification is increased the aim po.nt will appear to

move downwardly toward optic center and (3) that the low

power and some higher power of the telescope, respectively,

can be correlated with a zero at the m.nimum and maximum

range respectively, with reference to the stadia Correlated m

such manner, changes in magnification, in the optic sense au_

tomatically set the aim point for firing without any necessity of

the observer knowing the actual distance to the target

3,782,823

LASER MICROPROBE

Joseph W. Kantorski, Southbridge, Mass.; Donald A. Smith;

David A. La Marre, both of Woodstock, Conn.; Donald H.

Hansen. Williamsville. NY., and Milton R. Thorburn,

Southbridge. Mass.. assignors to American Optical Corpora-

tion, Southbridge. Mass. ,„ ^,

.

Filed Mar. 23. 1972, Ser. No. 237,421

lnt.CLGOIji/02

U^.CL 356-85
5 Claims

A photographic enlarger comprises a housing having a light

outlet opening and a condenser at such opening adapted to il-

lummate a negative to be enlarged. A first fight source

mounted in the housing is a full-sized lamp A second light

soufce mounted in the housing is a flash-light A shutter is

pivoully mounted in the housing and has one position in

which it blocks light from the second light source and directs

light from the first light source through the co"<l«"^"-
^"f microprobe including a laser and microscope in

another position in which it blocks light from the fist light ^J*^;,^^'^
"^

,3„3i,le attenuators and pinholes to direct

source and directs light from the second light source through c^-^ma^'^;'
I microscope object and to spectroscopically

the condenser.

m>
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analyze the effects thereof A combined shutter and occluder

permit observation through the eyepiece for alignment and

subsequent discharge of the laser without danger to the opera-

tor.

3,782,824

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MEASURING
EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT OF AN ATMOSPHERIC

SCATTERING MEDIUM
Arthur P. Stoliar, New York, N.Y., and Richard T. Brown, Jr.,

Bolton, Mass.. assignors to Spcrry Rand Corporation, New

York.N.Y.
Filed June I, 1972, Ser. No. 258,688

lnt.CLG0ln2//W>

U.S. CI. 356— 103 15 Claims

sets of interference fringes are simultaneously obtained, one

giving information about coherence and stability of the setup

alone and the other demonstrating coherence of the entire

system, including the holographic recording plate. Thus spe-

cial emphasis is given to the stability of the plate, any minute

vibrations of which may severely degrade or completely

destroy the recording.

3,782,826

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
ROTATIONAL ANGLES BY MEASURING CHANGES IN

OPTICAL BEAM PATH LENGTH
Warren B. Offutt, Geneva, III., assignor to Cutler-Hammer.

Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 21, I9f2,Ser. No. 282,506

Int. CLGOIb 9/02

U.S.CL356— 110 '3 Claims
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character.z.ng other properties of transparent samples. In the

reflecting mode, a laser .s used to .llum.nate the surface of a

otatrng sample Reflected laser light .s focused at a pmhole

aperture where .ts mtens.ty .s detected. Useful p ots of the

^wer spectrum of the reflected coherent light as a function of

Tequen^ are obtained which charactenze the surface topog-

raphy of the sample
, j ^,;k^h

A transmitting embodiment of the device is also described

wherein the transparent sample is mounted on the back side of

a riKht-angle prism which has its hypotenuse side silvered. A

Taser beam' enters the front side of the prism while the prism is

rotated about the center of its hypotenuse. As in the reflecting

mode useful plots of the power spectrum of the transmitted,

diffracted coherent light as a function of frequency are ob-

tained which characterize properties of the sample

Processes for characterizing surface properties of opaque

samples or other properties of transparent samples are also

described.
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nxed multi-element, substantially symmetrical lens. The out-

put wavefront projected from the multi-element lens can be

varied from convex to planar to concave to match the curva^

ture of the lens being aligned by axially moving the converging

lens By correcting the multielement lens for aberrations at a

3,782,828

PICOSECOND SPECTROMETER USING PICOSECOND
CONTINUUM

Robert R. Alfano, Bronx, and SUnky L. Shapiro For«t Hllb,

both of N.Y., assignors to GTE Laboratones Incorporated.

Waltham, Mass.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,086

Int. CI. GO Iji/iO. J/42

^ ^, ,e*^ ae 15 Claims
U.S. CI. 356— 85

maeniflcation n (where n is a number), abbcration correction

also occurs at magnifications 1/n and I Magnification n is

preferably selected to be in the range of about 1 8 to « to

achieve aberration correction over a idc band of magnifica-

tions corrcsp<.nding to a number of different lens surface cur-

vatures to be aligned with the apparatus

r'

'L

3,782.830

OPTICAL ALIGNING DEVICE FOR POSITIONING THE

ELECTRODE OF A SPARK DISCHARGE MACHINING
APPARATUS

Shoii Futamura, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Institute of

Technology Precision Electrical Discharge Works,

Kawasaki. Kanagawa, Japan ,

FiledAug.25. 1971. Ser. No. 174.760 I

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 7, 1970, 45/78280

lnt.CI.G01b///26

U.S.Cl.356-138
»*C'-""»

Spectroscopic investigation of samples by a relatively large

interval spectral continuum (e.g.. 4000-8000 A) pulses as

short as a few picoseconds are described. The continuum is

generated by non-linear interaction effects (such as self-phase

modulation) m a material subject to extremely high power

monochromatic radiation as may be obtained from a mode-

locked solid (glass rod) laser, the flux density being further in-

creased by optically concentrating the laser beam. The effec-

tive flux density is further increased by self-focussing within

the material A mode-locked laser generating 106 micron

( 10 600 A )>ulses of about 4 picosecond duration, ^hich may

be converted to 5,300 A pulses of similar duration by a KDP

crystal has been successfully used as the source By exposing

the sample to both the continuum and intense monochromatic

pulse, inverse Raman ( absorption ) effects have been observed

at both known and previously unknown Raman lines. Other

spectroscopic observations may be made at picosecond time

scales including observation of phenomenon in which the

sample is exposed to a spectral continuum pulse and a

monochromatic pulse (each of a few picoseconds duration)

with any desired time lag in either pulse relative to the other.

3.782,829

LENS ALIGNMENT APPARATUS AND METHOD

Donald Richard Herriolt, Morris Township, Morris County,

N J., assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated,

MuiVayHill,NJ.
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,987

Int. CLGOIb 9/00. ///26

IJ,S.CL356-I27
''CUim,

Apparatus for aligning a lens along an optic axis comprises a

source of collimated light, a movable converging lens and a

Disclosed IS a spark discharge machining apparatus mclud-

ing a machining electrode, a worktable for supporting a work-

piece to be machined and optical means for accurately

establishing the location of the electrode relative to the

worktable The worktable is translatable for fncasured

distances mto mutually perpendicular directions such tha a

work-piece positioned thereon can be selectively aligned rela-

tive to the electrode The optical device is positionable at a

precisely determinable location on the worktable and includes

a tool microscope and one or more prisms for reflecting an

image of a reference point on the bottom surface of the elec-

trode into the field of view of the microscope. By moving the
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worktable such that a reflected image of a reference point on

the electrode is brought into coincidence with a reference

point in the optical device, the location of the electrode rela-

tive to the worktable is precisely determined.

3,782,831

ANGULAR POSITION TRANSDUCER APPARATUS
David A. Senften, Florissant, Mo., assignor to Hunter En-

gineering Company, Bridgeton, Mo.
Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,034

Int. CLGOIb/ 7/26

U.S. CL 356— 152 7 Claims

the aiming light housing. The operator aligns the aiming light

with the boresight of the weapon appropriately adjusting the

aiming light beam with respect to the boresight light beam,

and observing the position of the reflected lights from a target

through a viewing scope. The canister may be pulled out of the

breech by pulling on the battery leads.

3,782,833

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING^REA
William W. Biggs, and Max D. Clegg, both of Lincoln, Nebr.,

assignors to Lambda Instruments Co., Lincoln, Nebr.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,921

Int.CLG01b///2«
U.S.CL356— 158 16 Claims

i^ ! -?#<*
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Apparatus for use in measuring any angular relationship

between a movable body and a fixed reference axis or point,

wherein the measuring is achieved by an angular position

transducer. The transducer adapts itself to improved method

of measuring angular relationship, particularly where the an-

gles are small, so that small angles can be expanded for easier

examination. An example is the determination of vehicle

wheel toe angles which arc small but important to the proper

operation of any vehicle.

3,782,832

METHOD OF BORESIGHT ALIGNMENT OF A WEAPON
Michael Hacskaylo, Falls Church, Va., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army. Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,659

lnt.CLG01b///26
U.S.CL356— 153 10 Claims

A method of aligning the boresight of a weapon in which the

method comprises mounting an aiming light on a boresight

mechanism that is attached to the weapon. A canister, which

has the same diameter and general shape of a cartridge that

the weapon fires and has a light emitting source and beam

width narrowing projecting lens therein, is inserted in the

breech of the weapon to provide a narrow beam boresight

light along the true boresight of the weapon. Battery leads are

connected to the light emitting source with the ground lead

secured to an end cap of the canister and the hot lead con-

nected to the light emitting source. The battery is located in

a a GOD
COUNTER

AND CONTROL
CIRCWTRT

To nondcstructively measure the area of a relatively flat ob-

ject, a length increment encoder controls the signals

generated by a width sensing array as a scanning section con-

taining the width sensing array is moved relative to a fixed

reference over the object to be measured in a manner depen-

dent on increments of length moved by the scanner and inde-

pendent of the velocity of the scanner so that the signals from

the width sensing array are integrated with respect to length,

with the signals being accumulated in a counter to represent

the area of the object. In one embodiment, an optical system

provides an image of a line of width on the object being

scanned, which image is reduced and projected onto a sensing

array to improve the resolution of the area measuring instru-

ment and to reduce its bulk.

3,782,834

METHOD OF CORRECTING PHOTOELECTRIC
MICROSCOPES

Ryo Fujimori, and Shinichi Kamachi, both of Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Olympus Optical Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,819

Claims priority, application Japan, May 17, 1971, 46/32376

Int. CLGOIb 7 7/00

U.S.CL356— 167 ^ 2 Claims

A method of correcting a photoelectric microscope adapted

to generate a photoelectric signal for detecting the end face

position of a specimen in which the photoelectric signal is sup-

plied to a pilot meter such, for example, as a conventional

ills o.<;.^l'.>
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voltmeter or ammeter The pilot meter has a scale v/ith a level

for generating the detecting pulse from a wave form shapmg

circuit marked thereon The gain of the photoelectric signal is

adjusted such that the ratio of the amplitude from the dark

level to the level for generating the detecting pulse to the am-

plitude from the level for generating the detecting pulse to the

bright level is made equal to a value defined by the change in

the distribution of the quantity of light rays near the end face

of the specimen The level of the photoelectric signal may d\so

be adjusted to obtain the same result It is preferable to effect

the adjustment of both the level and the gain of the photoelec-

tric signal to obtain the ratio equal to the defined value The

desired ratio can be obtained by observing the deflection of an

indication needle of the pilot meter The specimen is moved to

be scanned by a slit and a correct detecting pulse is generated

at each insUnt when each edge of the end face of the

specimen passes the center of the slit irrespective of possible

change of the quantity of light near the end face of the

specimen resulting from changes in configuration of and

reflecting power at the specimen and in contrast, illumination,

etc.

tain angular relationship to the surface If the lighi strikes ir-

regularities in the surface, it is rcncctcd in a direction having

an angular relationship to the surface other than equal and op-

3,782,835

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Irving Raymond Abel, Lexington, Mass., assignor lo The

United States of America as represented by the Administra-

tor of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Washington, DC.
Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242.662

Int.CLG0lj//56.5/4/<

U.S.CL356-216 13 Claims

p<isite the incident direction The amount of light rcncctcd

from irregularities in the surface is determined, cither photo-

graphically or phoUK'lectrically. to provide an analysis of ir-

regularities in the surface.

3,782,837

FOUNTAIN BRUSH

Robert G. Feldmann, Kden Prairie, Minn., assignor lo Pyroil

Company. Inc., La Cros.se, Wis.

Filed Jul> 7. 1972, Ser. No. 269.827

int. CI. A46b 1 1 KM

U.S.CL 401-281 3 Claims

A wide angle, low focal ratio, high resolution, catoptric,

image plane line scanner which embodies three interrelated

main features, a reflective improvement on the Schmidt prin-

ciple, a polar line scanner in which all field elements are

brought to and corrected on axis, and a scanner arrangement

in which the aperture stop of the system, located in a relay

unit, is effectively imaged at the center of curvature of a

spherical primary mirror in place of the physical stop unit in

the classical Schmidt configuration, making the system con-

sequently much more compact The system scans at a large

radial angle and an extremely high rate of speed with relatively

small scanning mirrors, and since it is symmetrical ab«>ut the

optical axis, the obscuration is independent of scan angle.

A fountain brush unit wherein an oblong brush is nmuiitt-d

at one end of an elongated tubular handle, the other end ol

which IS adapted to be connected to a source of water, the

brush being mounted for selective adjustment between poM

tions aligned with or perpendicular to the handle and wherein

the brush is provided with various openings in the back

thereof whereby, in at least one p<isition of t^c brush, water

may flow through the brush in a jet stream and in at least »>ne

other ptwition water is dispersed as a spray

3,782,836

SURFACE IRREGULARITY ANALYZING METHOD
Curt F. Fey, Richardson, and Stacy Bennet Watelski, Dallas,

both of Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated.

Dallas, Tex.

Continuation ol Ser. No. 889.407, Dec. 31, 1969, abandoned.

This application Nov. 1 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 244,302

Int.CLG0ln2//i2

US. CL 356-209 6 Claims

A surface irregularity analyzing system includes structure

for directing light toward a surface in a direction having a cer-

3,782.838

SHAFT ASSEMBLY

Wladimir Tiraspolsky, Issy-les-Moulineaux, and Roger Fran-

cois Rouviere, Aix-en-Provence, both of France, assignors to

Turboservice, S.A., Paris, France

Filed Oct. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 85,684

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 28. 1969.6941085

Int. CI. FI6b 7/00

U.S. CI. 403-32 4 Claims

A latch for connecting two axially aligned shafts is movable
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between a position connecting the shafts to a position where the inside surface of a set of fingers secured to the female

the shafts are disconnected. A piston is positioned in a component or socket. The fingers are locked in place by

cylinder so changes in ambient pressure will move the piston

and move the latch between the two positions.

locking ring formed integral with an outer sleeve. The outer

sleeve is moved in an axial direction when the components are

attached or separated.

3,782,841

SYSTEM FOR SECURING AN ANNULAR MEMBER TO A

SHAFT FOR TORQUE TRANSMISSION THEREBETWEEN
Werner Winckelhaus, Manteuffelstrasse 18, Duisburg, Ger-

many
Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227.505

Int. CLB60b 2 7/06

U.S. CI. 403-373 8 Claims

3,782,839

REINFORCING BAR, BOLT OR THE LIKE

Martin Majewski, Schwicheldt, Germany, assignor to Stahl-

werke Peine-Salzgitter AG, Peine, Germany

FiledAug. 30. l971.Ser.No. 176.181

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. I. 1970, P 20

43 274.0

Int. CI. F16b 7/06

U.S. CI. 403-43 5 Claims

'^"/O'

A rod of circular cross-section is provided on opposite sides

with two sets of equispaced ribs, each extending over substan-

tially 180°. which are tangentially faired at their ends into the

rod surface at a median plane separating the two sets. The ribs

of these sets arc relatively offset by half their spacing whereby

they can mate with a female helical thread of corresponding

pitch in a coupling nut or anchor sleeve.

3,782340

MECHANICAL COUPLING

Alexander R. Brishka, Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignor to Sealec-

tro Corporation, Mamaroneck, N.Y.

Filed Oct 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,667

Int CI. F16b 7100

U.S. CI. 403-361 * 8 Claims

A mechanical coupling which locks into place without rela-

tive rotation of the male and female components. The device

may include hydraulic conduits, electrical multi-connectors or

a high frequency coaxial line. An annular groove in the male

component or plug is engaged by an annular bead formed on

oi'auf

An annular member, such as a fiywheel, pulley, sprocket

wheel or disk, is secured to a shaft for torque transmission

therebetween by a hub sleeve having an internally smooth, cir-

cumfercntially continuous nonsplit configuration adapted to

smoothly fit over the shaft. A doubly-conical compression ring

is seated on the sleeve which is composed of steel and is elasti-

cally compressible. The compression ring is clamped between

a pair of annular thrust rings having similar conicitics and pro-

vided with equispaced bores through which bolts are threaded

to draw the thrust rings together and urge the sleeve under

radial compression against the shaft. When the torque capaci-

ty of the system is M. the axial compression force S is

established such that the relationships S = 2.3 M/(d-20) or S

= 3 M/(d-20) result, where d is the diameter of the shaft.

Under these conditions, the sleeve is elastically deformed in a

circumferenlially undulating pattern and elastically deforms

the shaft in a corresponding manner to bring about a mating

noncircular fit between the sleeve and shaft to prevent slip-

page. *

3,782,842

ADJUSTABLE SELFLOCKING CLAMP FOR WIRES,

PIPES AND OTHER STRUCTURAL SHAPES

riorst Wilhelm Benker, Heilbronn, Germany, assignor to

Bunker Ramo Corporation, Oak Brook, III.

Filed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,790

Int. CI. F16b 9100

U.S. CI. 403-374 6CUIms

A cable clamp capable of firmly gripping the exterior sur-
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faces of an electrical cable, pipe, condu.t or other shape by an ported from the screed extending toward one another with

^justabL co"p"ess.ve fo^Je^h.le simultaneously effecting their inner ends free A gravity-type slope sensor .s mounted

on the inner ends of the arms to increase the sensitivity of the

sensor to twisting of the screed

3,782,845

an airtieht seal between the cable and the housing in which the COMPACTOR
clamping mechanism is mounted Eugene C. Briggs, and Lee E . Rekhel, both of Dayton, Ohio, .»-

signors to Kochring Company, Milwaukee. W is.

FlkdAug. 27, I97I,Ser. No. 175.444

3.782,843

ROAD SURFACE MARKING MATERIAL AND MARKED y § qI. 404- 133
ROAD

Ludwig Eigcnmann, Vacallo, Ticino, Switierland

Filed June 15, 1971.S«r. No. 153.218

Claims priority, application Italy, June 16, 1970, 26063

A/70
Int. CI. EO If 9/00

IJ.S.CL404—

9

l6Claiins

lnt.CI.EOlc/9/40
21 Claims

The disclosure describes the provision on the pavement of

streets and highways, of traffic regulating lines and signs hav-

ing an upper surface exposed to traffic and consisting of the

upper face of a layer secured on and to said pavement, said

surface being essentially planar, smooth, neither receptive nor

retentive of dirt and having high light reflectivity A plurality

of protuberances jointly covering not more than 10. and

preferably not more than 5 ,
percent of the area of said surface

are spacedly arranged thereon, each protuberance having a

sharp tip formed by the upwardly projecting portion of crystal

particles, such as corundum of hardness greater than value 7

of the Mobs' Scale and firmly secured to said layer, thereby

providing non-skid properties to said upper surface.

An engine driven vibratory plate compactor fully self-con-

tained and easily maneuverabic by the operator. A vibratory

plate assembly and an engine assembly arc separable units in-

terconnected by shock absorbing means isolating the su-

perstructure of the compactor from vibration effects at the

plate, with the maneuvering handle being doubly isolated sub-

stantially to reduce operator fatigue. An exciter compartment

on the vibratory plate is scaled to exclude dirt and the plate on

its upper surface is inherently self-cleaning. Engine com-

ponents overlie the vibratory plate in a close coupled compact

arrangement and include a multi-functional roll-bar type

frame. An adjustable throttle control enables variable com-

paction rates to suit varying work requirements.

3,782,844

SLOPE CONTROL FOR PAVING MACHINES
Luther B. Burgin, Poplar Bluff, Mo., assignor to Burgin Elec-

tronic Grade Control, Inc., Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 82,983, Oct. 22, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 262.949

Int. CLEOlc/ 9/00

U.S. CI. 404-84 13 Claims

Apparatus for sensing twisting of the screed of a paver in-

cluding a pair of arms having their outer ends rigidly sup-

3,782,846
'

JOINT FORMING AND SEALING DEVICE

Robert J. Johnson, 604 Woodbine Ave., Towson, Md.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 35,315, May 7, 1970. This

application Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,828
|

lnt.CLE01c///04

U.S. CI. 404-48 8 Claims

A joint forming and scaling device is provided comprising

essentially three parts, a flexible seal member including an ex-

pandable loop and end portions, a top cap having a portion en-

gageable with the expandable loop and a slot forming carrying

means engaged with the end portions of the flexible seal

member. The device is adapted to be inserted into the upper

surface of freshly poured concrete with the slot forming carry-

ing means forming a slot and transporting the seal member
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and top cap into position with the upper surface of the top cap 3,782,848

nush with the upper surface of the concrete and with the seal COMBINATION EXPANDABLE CUTTING AND SEATING

member substantially below the surface. Particles of aggregate TOOL
are adhered to the end portions of the flexible seal member John Pfeifer, 1807 Oak Ave., Northbrook, III.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,127

Int. CL B23b 29/0J4

, U.S.CI.408— 156 5 Claims

» M

and grip the concrete as the concrete contracts to form the

joint. The top cap may be removed at any time after the

concrete has cured leaving the flexible seal in position beneath

the concrete surface.

3,782,847

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECONDITIONING
CYLINDER HEADS

Leonard J. Kulzer, 1909 W. 5th St., Winona, Minn.

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,445

Int. CI. B23b 35100

U-S.CL408-I 6 Claims

An expandable tool for a combined seating and cylindrical

cutting operation to be performed in a lathe, drill press or jig

boring machine having a plurality of radially disposed formed

cutters inserted in a slotted tool holder which is expandable by

using an ordinary screw driver for screwing a male U.S. Stan-

dard thread of a given pitch diameter and number of threads

per inch into a female U.S. Standard through-tapped hole hav-

ing some imperfect lead threads of the same pitch diameter

and number of threads per inch centrally disposed in the

slotted tool holder for spreading the elements between the

slots and the reaming cutting edges therein apart by the screw-

ing of the male thread therein.

3,782,849

BORING HEAD
Sutemaru Mizoguchi, No. 1738, Kita-tawara-cho, Ikoma City,

Japan
Division of Ser. No. 93,932, Dec. 1, 1970, Pat. No. 3,730,636.

This application Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,647

Int. CL B23q 3112; B23b 29102, 3124

U.S. CI. 408- 197 1 Claim

Apparatus for supporting a cylinder head, for recondition-

ing of the valve guides and seats, in a simple machine of the

drill press type, without requiring complex means for position-

ing the reconditioning cutters and reamers at many different

angles, including a first structure supporting a cylinder head

for rotation about two mutually orthogonal axes to bring

openings to be reconditioned into proper axial alignment with

a reconditioning tool, and a second structure forming a sup-

port for the first structure and enabling translation of the latter

with respect to the bed of the machine, as well as a novel

method of reconditioning cylinder heads made possible by use

of the apparatus.

A boring head with bit adjusting means. The head has a

body having a shank portion and a transverse channel in the

lower part thereof and a transverse hole therein intersecting

the channel and at right angles thereto. A pair of bit mounting

bases is slidably positioned in the channel and a transverse

hole extends through the bases generally aligned with the

transverse hole in said body. A bolt is rotatably mounted in

one end of the transverse hole in the body, extending through

the transverse hole in the bases and threaded into the other

end of the transverse hole in the body, the hole in the bases is

larger than the bolt for permitting some relative movement
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.u I, c ,„^ thn holt A bit IS secured to each of the intended axis of fan rotation and perpendicularly to a plane

between the bases and »hc boU^A b.t s secu ed X

^ ^^^^ ^^^ containing the intended axis of

bases, one bc.ng at one end of one base
;^^;;; "V;"^*=^J^ ^ ^„,^^f^, and separable mterf.tt.ng means on the first and

TdluTtrn; t^e^s-^rth^^Le^ dtn^^^^^^^^^^ second fan member^ for aligning the outer edges of the vane

when the bolt is only gently tightened I

3.782.850

ENERGY TRANSFER MACHINE

Hans ErIi. Santa Monica; Fredrick E. Burdette, and James H.

• Nancarrow, both of Torrance, all of Calif., assignors to The

Garrett Corporation. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 9. 197l,Ser.No. 169,997

Int. CI. F04d 5/00

IJ.S. CI. 415-53 T 19 Claims

portions of the first fan member with the inner edges of the

vane portions of the second fan member and for rotatably

driving one of the first and second fan members in response to

rotation of the other of the first and second fan members.

3,782,852
'

GAS TURBINE EN(;iNE BLADES
Alan Moore, Bristol, England, assignor to Rolls-Royce (1971)

Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 282.779

Inl.CI. F01d5//.S

IJ.S. CI. 416-97 10 Claims

An energy transfer machine is disclosed including a casing

enclosing a stator ring, the casing and ring conjointly defining

a smooth wall, annular fiuid passage extending about the axis

of rotation between inlet and outlet passages formed in the

casing. A rotor within the casing includes a blade cascade pro-

jecting in cantilever fashion into the annular fiuid passage,

each blade having leading and trailing edges extending

generally parallel with the axis of rotation of the machine, the

edge nearer the axis of rotation being longer than the edge

further from the axis. The geometries and relative positions of

the blades and annular fiuid passage are such that the radial

distance from the axis of rotation of the centroid of the

meridional cross-section of the annular fiuid passage is larger

than the radial distance of at least the major portion of the

edge nearer the rotational axis and smaller than the radial

distance from the axis of rotation of at least the major portion

of the edge further from the rotational axis.

Machines according to the invention are also characterized

by constructional features which minimize the number of

castings required and thereby greatly simplify the fabrication

and structure to minimize cost.

3,782,851

DIE CASTABLE CENTRIFUGAL FAN

Eugene R. Hackbarth, Kenosha. Wis., and Harry M. Ward.

Ill, Waukegan. III., assignors to Outboard Marine Corpora-

tion. Waukegan, III.

Filed Jan. 2, 1 973, Ser. No. 320,073

Int. CI. F04d / 7108, 29128

U.S.CL 415-213 4 Claims

Disclosed herein is a fan assembly comprising a first fan

member including a plurality of angularly spaced vane por-

tions extending perpendicularly of the axis of intended fan

rotation and perpendicularly to a plane perpendicular to the

axis of intended fan rotation and having axially outer edges, a

second fan member including a second plurality of vane por-

tions corresponding in number and angular spacing to the

vane portions of the first member, each of the second member

vane portions having an axially inner edge and an axially outer

part extending arcuatcly in a plane extending parallel to the

A gas turbine blade has a hollow interior space in which is

disposed a double-walled insert. The insert forms chambers

with the blade walls, and together with the interior of the in

sert these chambers form part of a path for the fiow of cooling

fiuid through the blade. The chambers provide separated in-

fiow and out-fiow chamber(s). arranged so that cooling fiuid

supplied from one end of the blade passes through the in-fiow

chambers to the interior of the insert at the leading edge of the

blade, and from there passes to the trailing edge of the blade

where it leaves the blade by way of the out fiow chamber(s).

3,782.853

FAN BLADE ASSEMBLY
Manfred Frister, Schwieberdingen. Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH. Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Oct. 8. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 87.748

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 9. 1970, P 20 49

679.1
Int. CI. F04d / 7108

U.S.CL 416-132 15 Claims

A fan blade assembly comprises a circular mounting plate

which is rotatable about an axis A plurality of blades are ar-

ranged spaced from each other about the axis of rotation and

define between each pair of adjacent blades a passage for air

passing therethrough. The blades have free moving ends
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which are deflected in response to the rotation of the mount-

ing plate. During rotation of the mounting plate, the free ends

of the blades are deflected towards an adjacent blade to

thereby decrease the cross-sectional area of the passage for

outer toroidal surfaces and vanes disposed therebetween, in

addition anti-rotational bracing members are disposed

the air. With increasing rotational speed of the mounting

plate, the cross-sectional area of the passage decreases to

thereby reduce the drag on the blades while maintaining the

amount of air moved by the fan blade assembly.

3,782.854

ELASTOMERIC BEARINC; FOR A HELICOPTER .tOTOR

Robert C. Rybicki, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation. East Hartford, Conn.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 268.963

Int.CLB64c2 7/J«

U.S.CL4I6-134 20 Claims

therebetween Pairs of bracing members may be symmetrically

arranged about vanes obliquely between the toroidal surfaces

and the intermediate vane.

3,782,856

COMPOSITE AERODYNAMIC BLADE WITH TWIN-
BEAM SPAR

Michael J. Salkind, Newtown, and William C. Reinfelder,

Woodbridge, both of Conn., assignors to United Aircraft

Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,333

Int.CLB64c27/46

U.S. CI. 416-226 108 Claims

^* ^I?^

An elastomeric bearing comprising two elastomeric

bearings in series connecting a helicopter blade to a helicopter

rotor hub so as to be articulated and have at least three

degrees of freedom, namely, flapping motion, lead-lag motion

and pitch motion, and wherein said bearing occupies minimal

space envelope and the two elastomeric bearings thereof share

the motion in at least one of the degrees of freedom.

3,782,855

VANE WHEELS
Armand Batteux, Paris, France, assignor to Societe Anonyme

Francaise Du Ferodo, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,517

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 9, 1971, 71 12664

Int. CLFOld 5/04

U.S.CL416-180 18 Claims

A vane wheel for fluid couplings or torque converters espe-

cially for motor vehicles. The vane wheel comprises inner and

<«'

A composite aerodynamic blade having twin-beam spars,

which blade is fabricated in two halves which are eventually

joined.

Each spar assembly includes a spar comprising a plurality of

high tensile strength fiber members bonded together to form a

fiber composite extending from substantially the blade tip to

the blade root and a connecting loop inboard of the blade root

end of the core. A blade cuff member, including a selectively

shaped wedge nfember extending through the loop and

bonded to the fibers thereof, includes redundant provisions

for connecting the |)lade cuff to \.\\q^ rotor hub. Two such spar

assemblies are bonded to opposite sides of the blade cover so

that the cover carries blade torsional loads. This forms a twin-

beam blade in which triple, redundant centrifugal and bending

load paths are present between each of the spar assemblies

and the hub. For purposes of shape stability, a central low-

density core member may be bonded to the spar assembly and

cover. In a modified blade, a torque-tube may envelop and be

bonded to the spar assemblies and blade trailing edge pockets

may be bonded thereto to form the blade cross section.

tfc

3,782,857

DEVICE FOR AIR AND FLUID ACCELERATION AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Olgerts Janis Svilans, 4508 W. Schubert Ave., Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 67,160

Int.CI.F04d29/J«

U.S.CL 416—236 4 Claims

A rotational device adapted to act in a fluid medium and

provide a reaction therewith including a plurality of wing-like
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blades, said blades be.ng generally disposed ,n a P'-";= P^«T^n^
'"e'ase mtrlJi^surrmtc're d"ciL"!'"^"" to shuroffthc^ump

X^ ::;^rrx^ir;;:^n:r;r^^r:: ^,^l ... .o. .c de..ve. ..e

.

.........

3,782,859

FRKE PISTON APPARATl S

Mark Schum.n. 1 1 G St., S.W ., W.shinRton. D.C .

Conlinu..ion-in.p.rt of S*r. No. »6'.««^' ^"R •»'

'^J'
abandoned. This application Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,651

lnt.Cl.F04b/9/24
-., ^«-, 1 19 Claims

lJ.S.CI.417-207

prevent any Huid medium from escaping rad.ally rather than

'ravelling a'x.ally along the ax,s of rotat.on of sa.d device _The

.nvention further comprises a method for making a wing shape

for a rotational device of this character

3,782,858

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR A WATER SUPPLY

SYSTEM

Elmer M. Deters, Muscatine, Iowa, assignor to Red Jacket

Manufacturing Company, Davenport, Iowa

Filed Oct. 24, 1972. Ser. No. 300,21

1

Int. CLF04b 49/02. 49/0*

_ ,^ 6 Claims
L.S.CL 417-26

-to

S5-se'

1 v^l
—

"

y^-
la

A control apparatus for a water supply system havmg a

motor operated pump for pumpmg water through a delivery

Une to one or more valved outlets The control ^pparatusin^

eludes a pressure switch responsive to the pressure in the

delivery line and operable at preselected upper and lower

pressure limits to respectively stop and start the pump motor

and a valve which regulates flow from the pump to the

delivery line and is operated by a pneumatically loaded

d'aphrag- responsive to the pressure in the delivery line to

mamtain the pressure in the line substantially constant at a

Talue mtermeSiate the upper and lower pressure limits during

normal flow from the delivery line, with a ^yP^ss for passing a

restricted flow of fluid into the delivery line, when the flow

from the delivery line is shut off and the valve is closed, to .n_

creTse the pressure m the delivery line and operate the switch

"oZr off fhe pump motor. The diaphragm also functions as a

mall expansion chamber to limit the frequency a« ^hjch he

control apparatus will cycle the P^^P ^"^'^^
•Z'^ZZrlxc

drawn from the delivery line at a rate below the bypass rate,

and provision is made for controlling the expansion and con-

A by-pass including a heat regenerator is provided for a

cylinder in which an oscillating free piston of a gas pump is

dnven Shunting of gas back and forth through the byj,a s

between disparate hot and cold regions of the cylinder wh le

the piston coasts in the by-pass region produces a periodic

temperature and pressure variation which may be applied to a

o^d m one emb<^iment the by-pass includes in seriatim cold

regenerator, and hot chambers In another -n^^H>d''"'-'"' '^^

heating and/or cooling means are located within the cylinder^

In still another embodiment preheated gas is drawn through an

inlet into the hot end portion of the cylinder, and cool gas is

drawn into the cool end portion of the cylinder In one em

bodiment piston oscillation is sustained by means of a herma

leg chamber included in the piston In another embodiment

pressure pulses are fed back to the cylinder to sustain osc.lla^

Son In one embodiment the amplitude and frequency of

pump pressure variations are controlled by varying the coast^

Z ^rtion of the cycle In another embodiment the pump

output IS controlled by shunting a variable amount of gas

around the heater and/or around the cooler, or to a second by

pass containing only a regenerator In a further c"'bj>diment

the pressure variations are controlled by varying the feedback

of pressure pulses. In still another embodiment pumping is

controlled by varying the geometry of a thermal leg chamber

or the portion of the cycle during which it is operative Varia-

tions in temperature or geometry of pump '^«;"P;"«"«^/
^

also used as pump control means in certain embodiment.^ In

one embodiment the pump produces electrical power by dr^v-

mg a free piston linear alternator wherein pumping controls

such as the above can be used to maintain relatively constant

voltage and frequency under conditions of variable load In

another embodiment the pump may be used to P-^PJ^^'
from one region to another, or from one pressure to another.

In a further embodiment the pump may be used as a cooling

device. In certain embodiments the pump may be used to

produce pressure variations ,n a medium In embodiments

utilizing a thermal lag chamber for sustaining oscillation of the

?ree pis'ton. the relatively little coupling between the load and

the free piston results in a pump which is essentially stall-free.
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3,782,860 3,782,862

SUMPLESSPUMP ANTI-THEFT DEVICE

Warren H. DeLancey, Elyria, Ohio, and Donald Weisman, FerdinandoCammi, Via Cipelli 20, Piacenza, Italy

Southfield, Mich., assignors to Flood Control Valve Com- Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,720

pany, Detroit, Mich. Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 4, 1971, 20173 A/71

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,476 Int. CI. B60r 25100; F02m 63102

Int. CI. F04b 49/02. / 7/00, 35/04

IJ.S.CL 417-41 Claim

IJ.S.CL 417—313 2 Claims

A pump assembly adapted to be installed as a complete as-

sembly in a conventional pipe riser with the pump assembly

being so dimensioned that all its parts may be inserted in the

upper end opening of a conventional riser of about 4 Inch

diameter.

3,782,861

OIL DIFFUSION VACUUM PUMP
Taizo Abe, Himeji, Japan, assignor to Ayumi Industries Com-

pany, Limited, Kobe, Japan

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,938

Claims priority, application Japan, May 10, 1972, 47-46698

Int. CI. F04I 9100

U.S.CL4I7— 153 1 Claim

."f •'

An oil diffusion pump which has a plurality of coaxially ar-

ranged cylindrical chimneys extending from the bottom of a

cylindrical envelope. The bottom of said envelope has hollow

projections extending upwardly between the chimneys and a

heating element has portions thereof extending into said hol-

low projections.

^3

An anti-theft device particularly for vehicles with injection

engines utilising a rack rod for adjusting the fuel feed thereof

comprising a key-operated lock member for the rack rod

adapted to lock it on command in a position which blocks the

fuel feed.

3,782,863

SLIDE VALVE APPARATUS
Warren E. Rupp, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to The Warren

Rupp Company, Mansfield, Ohio

Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,250

Int. CI. F04b 43/06; FOll i//02

U.S. CI. 417—393 5 Claims

An air-operated double diaphragm pump having a pair of

power fluid chambers and a control valve for directing air al-

ternately to each chamber while permitting air to exhaust

from the other chamber. The valve includes an elongated

member and a second member slidably mounted in fluid tight

scaling contact on an elongated member. A flexible conduit is

connected at one end to a port in the slidable member and at

its other end to a source of fluid under pressure. In one valve

position the slidable member establishes a fluid supply path

from the flexible conduit through the port in the slidable

member in alignment with a port in the elongated member

communicating only with one power fluid chamber, and a

fluid exhaust path through another port in the elongated

member communicating only with the second power fluid

chamber of the pump and the atmosphere. In a second posi-
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tion a nuid supply path is established to the second power fluid

chamber through the port in the slidablc member and the

other port in the elongated member, and a fluid exhaust path

from the first power fluid chamber through the first port m the

elongated member to the atmosphere In mtermcdiate posi-

tion of the slidable member no fluid paths arc provided A link

arrangement operated by reciprocationji of the pump rapidly

moves the slidable member to and between these positions.

means comprising a drive shaft is interconnected to the piston

by means of a drive shaft extension means mounted on the

drive shaft so as to produce an eccentric motion of the piston

3,782,864

FUEL INJECTOR

Julius P. Perr, Columbus, Ind., assignor to Cummins Engine

Company . Columbus, Ind.

Filed Dec. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 102,799

int. CI. F04b 7104

U.S.CI.417-493 22 Claims

upon rotation of the shaft A sealing diaphram is mounted

relative to both the housing and the piston so as to completely

separate the drive means from any fluid passing through the

pump housing.

3,782,866

ROTARY FLUID PRESSURE DEVICE

Hugh L. McDermott. 6rt)l Ashcraft Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,915
|

Int CI. F16d M04. FOlc 1102. F03c MOO

U.S.CL 418-61 4 Claims

^^ fuel injector for injecting fuel into a cylinder of an inter-

nal combustion engine is disclosed, wherein fuel is received

from ii^vaniUile-prcssurc fuel supply and is supplied to a

chamber in the inj^cTbr, the injector also having spray holes

for discharging fuel from said chamber to the cylmder A

reciprocable plunger in the injector is utilized to decrease the

volume of the chamber and thus increase the pressure of the

fuel therein. A pressure actuated valve in the chamber serves

to permit fuel injection through the spray holes only when the

pressure in the chamber, due to movement of the plunger,

reaches a predetermined value sufficient to open the valve.

The injector also includes a connection between the chamber

and a low pressure zone or drain during part of the cycle of

movement of the plunger. This connection permits fuel to be

sucked into the chamber during said part of the cycle from the

drain rather than from the supply. Since the plunger does not

suck fuel from the supply, the quantity of fuel entering the

chambc from the supply will be a function of the pressure of

the fuel delivered by the supply

3,782,865

SEALING SLEEVE

Arthur R. Braun, 1 5 S. Jandus Rd.. Cary, IH.

Filed Mar. 5 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 2 1 ,286

Int. CL FOlc //02, F03cJ/00,F04c 1102

U.S.CL 418-56 8 Claims

A rotary pump comprising a housing having upper and

lower portions removably connected to one another, each of

which includes cooperatively arranged walls extending from

the bases thereof to form an inner chamber. A piston also hav-

ing an annular wall is arranged to move in an eccentric fashion

such that the annular wall of the piston moves between the

outer sidewall of the housing and the inner annular coopera-

tively positioned walls on the interior of tfte housing. Drive

A rotary fluid pressure positive displacement mechanism

operative selectively as a fluid pump or motor and including a

relatively stationary internally toothed member and a relative-

ly rotary externally toothed rotor having one tooth less than

the internally toothed member and in meshing engagement

therewith. The rotor partakes of rotary and orbital movement

withm the internally toothed member with the axis of the rotor

describing an orbit around the axis of the internally toothed

member A drive shaft R journalled for rotation on the axis of

the internally toothed member and is opcratively connected to

the rotor. '

3,782,867

FLUID POWER CONVERTER
Charies R. C.erlach, and Edgar C. Schroeder, both of San An-

tonio, Tex., assignors to Rineer Hydraulics, Inc., Corpus

Christi, Tex.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,387

Int. CL FOlc //OO. F03c i/00, F04c //OO

U.S.CL 418-82 8 Claims

A fluid power converter, such as a hydraulic fluid pump or

motor having a rotor and stator each having sealing vanes and

in which the stator includes a contoured periphery consisting

of harmonic curves which reduces rotor vane acceleration and

provides a constant output source independent of rotational

angle The rotor periphery consisting of contoured curves
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shaped to impart harmonic motion to the stator vanes for

reducing stator vane accelerations. The rotor and stator vanes

having different thicknesses and provided with hydraulic and

spring loading with the thicker vanes having a higher loading

3,782,869

OIL SEAL CONSTRUCTION FOR ROTARY ENGINES

Johannes Steinwart, Bad Friedrichshall, and Armin Bauder,

Neckarsulm, both of Germany, assignors to Audi Nsu Auto

Union Aktiengesellschaft, Neckarsulm and Wankel

G.m.b.H., Lindau, Bodensee, Germany
Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,765

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 6, 1971, P 21

44 497.3

Int. CL FOlc/ 9//

2

U.S.CL4I8-142 7 Claims

f—r

force thereby preventing destructive dctenting of the vanes

with respect to each other. Fluid timing plates for the rotor

vanes scaling the hydraulic loading fluid in the rotor vane

pockets during vane interaction periods for reducing wear and

noise of the vane.

3,782,868

ROTARY VANE PUMP
Joseph A. LeBlanc, Jr., Glen Ellyn, III., assignor to Com-

ponetrol. Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,292

Int. CI. FOlc 2 //0«

U.S.CL 418-83 4 Claims

A double annular oil seal disposed between the rotor and

the side wall of a trochoidal rotary engine, with provision for

cooling the oil seal assembly.

3,782,870

APPARATUS FOR EXTRUDING A PARTIALLY FOAMED
THERMOPLASTIC PRODUCT

Heinz Schippers, Remscheid, Germany, assignor to Barmag

Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft, WupperUl,

Germany
Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,074

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1971,

2108936
Int. CLB29d 27/00

U.S.CL425—4C 19 Claims

A rotary vane vacuum pump having a direct connection

between a rotary motor and the vanes. The pump rotors are

adapted to be submerged in oil and a unique noise suppressing

device that permits oiling is employed on the outlet port. The

same includes a flexible reed slightly spaced from the outlet

port so that oil may be drawn in through the outlet port for

lubrication purposes while suppressing the noise attendant the

exit of gas therefrom at other points of the operating cycle.

Process and apparatus for producing a partially foamed

thermoplastic polymer product in a single screw extruder by

dividing an initial melt stream of the polymer into separate

partial melt streams conveyed individually by the extruder to a

shaping or forming die, uniformly mixing a foaming agent with

at least one but not all of the separate and individually con-

veyed partial melt streams, and then rejoining all of said melt

streams in the die in abutting core and shell layers with foam-

ing of at least one but not all of said layers.
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3,782.871

cars: for tire molding machine

Leonard G. Turk, Akron, Ohio, assignor to NRM Corporation,

Akron, Ohio ..,o..
Filed May 17, 197I.Ser. No. 143,847

inl.CI.B29h5/06

U^.CL 425-54
«

'
^••'""'

thickness uniformity across the width thereof Bncfly the

method comprises measuring the thickness of a film structure

at any location across the width thereof before stretching,

measuring the thickness of said film structure at any location

across the width thereof after stretching, computing the cumu^

lativc mass values of said film structure across the width

£DL2k

A tire molding machine comprising a core or center

mechanism adapted to be expanded radially and converted

from a generally cylindrical to a toroidal or tire shape, side

wall mold sections and a tread mold section movable into posi^

tion v,s-a-vis such core when in tire shape to form a tire mold

cavity injection means to fill such cavity with an elastomer to

be heat cured to form a tire, such core being collapsed to

cylindrical shape and radially contracted while the side wall

and tread mold sections are withdrawn to permit removal of

the tire.

thereof before and after stretching, and adjusting the

thickness of said film structure at any p<Mnt across the width

thereof before stretching responsive to deviation from a

preselected value in thickness of said film structure after

stretching corresponding to the cumulative mass value of said

film struturc before and after stretching.

3,782,872

APPARATUS FOR EXTRUDING WOVEN PLASTIC MESH

George S. Nalie, Jr., 108 W. 2iid St., Austin, Tex.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,815

Int. CI. B29f i//2

U.S.a.425-131
"CWms

3.782,874

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

Karl Hehl, Siedlung 183, Lossburg/Wurtt, Germany

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233.472

Claims priority, applicaUon Germany, Mar. 15, 1971, P 21

12311.5 I

Int. CLB29f/ /OO

IJ.S.CL425-190 5 Claims

2

If

Apparatus for producing a woven plastic mesh product ex-

trudes plastic mesh from molten thermoplastic by continu^

ously extruding first and second sets of parallel filaments^^

through extrusion orifices between a pair of abutting rotatable

cylindrical die members. The cyUndrical die members are

arooved to extrude two sets of filaments perpendicular to and

passing on opposite sides of one another when the die mem-

bers are counterrotatcd in register.

3,782,873

THICKNESS CONTROL APPARATUS FOR POLYMERIC
FILM STRUCTURES

Frederick Lynnknowles, Florence, S.C, assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 761,241. Sept. 20, 1968, Pat. No.

3 649 726. This application Dec. 8, 1970. Ser. No. 96.284
'

' Int. CI. B29d 7/22

« ^. ..-.> tAt n Claims
U.S.CL425— 141

An apparatus is provided for manufacturing film structures

of organic thermoplastic polymeric materials of improved

An injection molding machine including a horizontal mold

clamping unit, a mold and a machine base. The niold clamping

unit includes a cylinder carrying mold assembly, a movable

mold carrier member and structure for connecting the

cylinder carrying mold assembly and the carrier member^The

machine base is provided with detachable fasteners and the

cylinder carrying mold assembly is provided with detachable

fasteners so that it can be selectively connected to the

machine base either directly or in operative association with a

mold mounting unit The mold mounting unit also includes

detachable fasteners and is arranged to be able to simulunc-

ously constitute a support for the movable mold earner

member and a connecting unit for connecting the cylinder

carrying mold assembly to the machine base by the mutual en-

gagement of the detachable fasteners on the various members.
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3.782.875

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURE
OF CHIP BOARDS

Paul Olschewski, Springe/Delster. Germany, assignor to bison-

werke Bahre and Greten GmbH and CoKG
Filed Jan. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,369

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 4, 1971, P 21 00

132.1

Int. CLB29J 5/02. 5/04

U.S.CL 425-223 17 Claims

3,782,877

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING THE SURPLUS OF
THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL FROM THE NECK
PORTIONS OF BLOW-MOLDED CONTAINERS

Gottfried Mehnert, Berlin, Gefmany. assignor to Bekum
Maschinenfabriken GmbH, Berlin, Germany

Filed Apr. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 133.513

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 28. 1970. P 70

15 972.7; Dec. 9, 1970, P 20 60 586.1

Int.CI.B29c/7//4

U.S.CL 425-292 17 Claims

An apparatus for continuously manufacturing chip boards

and the like by pressing particles mixed with binders between

a pressing roller and an endless steel or steel mesh belt by

calibrating rollers. Two spaced rollers are provided for the

belt to travel around, one of these rollers serving as the

pressing roller. These two rollers are relatively large in diame-

ter and are relatively widely spaced so that a large manufac-

turing space is obtained inside of the belt path between the

rollers. A forming station for supplying particles and binders

to the belt, as well as a cutting station for cutting the pressed

boards, and a transporting station for transporting the finished

and cut boards from the belt area, are situated within the

manufacturing space between the rollers. Alternatively, a coil-

ing station for coiling very thin finished lengths of board could

be provided in the manufacturing space.

3.782,876

EXTRUSION MACHINE FOR PRETZELS AND THE LIKE
Edwin I. Groff, West Reading, Pa., assignor to Reading Pretzel

Machinery Co., West Reading. Pa.

Filed Dec. 30. 1971, Ser. No. 213,872

Int. CLA23g 5/02

U.S.CL425—232 8 Claims

The funnel-shaped surplus of thermoplastic material which

is partially separated from the neck portion of a container

formed in the mold of a blow molding machine is held by a

sleeve which is movable axially of and surrounds the blowing

mandrel. Prior to separation of the neck portion of a freshly

formed container from the calibrating end of the mandrel, the

neck portion and the surplus material are subjected to an in-

tensive cooling action and the sleeve is then moved angularly

and/or axially of the mandrel, or vice versa, to effect full

separation of the surplus material from the neck portion. The

container is thereupon separated from the mandrel prior to

separation of surplus material from the sleeve, and the surplus

material is deflected laterally to be collected independently of

the containers.

3,782.878

ROTARY EXTRUDER AND LOADER
James A. Hudson, Brooklawn. N.J.. assignor to Campbell Soup

Company, Camden, N.J.

Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,547

Int. CL A23I ///6, A21c 9/02

U.S.CK 425-314 13 Claims

> rj ^—f"
\ti

A machine for extruding dough including an extrusion head

having a specifically configured outlet die, a cut-off

mechanism mounted for back and forth movement across the

die to sever extruded material into shorter lengths or slices,

cleaning means for the cut-off mechanism, and a removal con-

veyor for receiving and removing the severed pieces.

Apparatus is provided for continuously extruding elongated

products through a rotary extruder head. For this purpose, a

series of dies are mounted in the bottom of a rotary extruder

head and there is provided means to continuously force the

product through the dies. The product is cut from the dies and

permitted to drop into a series of suitable receptacles advanc-

ing in spaced relation on a conveyor located below the extru-
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sion dies. There is provided funnel means which rotates with

the dies to guide the products into the receptacles In one em-

bodiment in which spaghetti is extruded, there is provided

means to trim the extruded products to a predetermined

lenuth before they arc cut and permitted to drop into the cans

In another embodiment in which noodles are extruded, a se^

ries of blades are provided at spaced intervals along the path

of movement of the dies to sever the products sequentially

during extrusion thereby to yield products of relatively shor

lengths. In each embodiment, a member underlies the dies and

rotates therewith to accept extruded products in the absence

of one or more cans, and a scraper removes the extruded

products from the member

discharged through the outlet lines, produces a signal to con-

trol the rate of steam delivery to the nare to maintain a smoke-

less nare. As the rate of waste gas flow into the vessel in-

3.782,879

MOLDING APPARATl'S

Reinhold Mnilk, DortmundWickede; Manfred Kurreck,

BochumWeitmar. and Ulrich (ieltenpoth, Dortmund-

Wickede, all of Germany, assignors to Holstein & Kappert

Maschinenfabrik Phonix GmbH, Dortmund, (iermany

tiled Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 176.403

Claims priority, application Germany. June 9. 1971.

P21 28 561.0
Int.Cl. B29C///6

U.S. CI. 425-450 -^
^'•'""'
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causes the crystal to generate an electrical pulse which pro-

vides the spark to .gn.te the lighter. The impact hammer .s

operated by a p.voted lever, engaged on one side by a

manually operable slider, the other s,de engagmg a striker

n^echanL which compresses a ^P^^^ ^^^''^^
^^^l^^;^';^^,

compressed, then releases the impact hammer to strike the

crvstal The pivoted two-arm lever has a longer arm engaged

b7the operating slider, to provide for high compressive force

of the spring; the operating mechanism includes a camming

arrangement to open a gas valve for a gas operated lighter.

downstream mouth of the venturi. Means arc also provided for

adjusting the primary air-gas ratio entering the vcnturi and

3,782,886

INCINERATING TOILET AND BURNER WITH CERAMIC
HEAD

Robert C. Heike, FonUna, Wis., assignor to L. Mere Indus-

tries, Inc., Walworth. Wis.
,, . „

,

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, S«r. No. 281.321

liit.CI.F23qJ/00

t^.C1.43l-264
^^'•''"'

further means are provided for distributing secondary air to

the base of the flame approximately in the plane of the

downstream mouth of the venturi.

3 782 888

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HEAT TRKATlNt;

WITH HEAT RECUPERATION FROM MATERIAL

COOLING AND AUXILIARY HEAT DURING STARTUP

Robert F. Cnare, Pewaukee, Wis., assignor to Allis-Chaimers

Corporation, Milwaukee. Wis.
|

Filed Oct. 4. 1 97 2, Ser. No. 294,879

Int. CI. F27b 7102

U.S.a.432-14
» 2 Claims

A fuel burner in which the flame supporting portion is a

ceramic nozzle tube attached to an electrically conductive

suDply tube which supplies fuel through one end of the ceram-

ic tube to support a flame emitting from the other end of the

ceramic tube The ceramic tube has flrst and second trans-

verse electrodes projecting generally along diameters of the

ceramic tube with the electrodes at approximately right angles

to each other and spaced axially in the tube from each other to

provide a spark gap therebetween. One of the electrodes ex-

tends axially on the outer surface of the ceramic tube to a

hook end which projects inwardly through a bore in the fuel

supply tube for securing the ceramic tube to the fuel supply

tube The fuel supply tube is grounded to ground the elec-

trode The other electrode is connected to a high voltage

source to produce a spark across the gap for igniting a fuel-air

mixture entering the ceramic tube from the fuel supply tube.

An incinerating toilet utilizing the ceramic head burner is also

provided.

3,782.887

GASEOUS FUEL BURNER

Richard J. Brown, Mentor. Ohio, assignor to Tri-Men Manu-

facturing, Inc., Painesville.Ohio

Filed Sept. 28, 1972. Ser. No. 293.050

Int. CLF23d/ 5/02

„ ^. ,.1. »«^ 9 Claims
U.S.CI.43I—353 ... ...
A high capacity gaseous fuel burner of relatively short lon-

gitudinal dimension in which the fuel and combustion air are

supplied at superatmospheric pressure and mixed in a widely

flaring venturi section with the fuel admitted to the venturi

throat in cross current fashion to the air flow and the mixture

burned with a noiseless flame over a large area from a plate

having numerous deep ports and located proximate the

A method and apparatus is disclosed for heat treating

mineral ore materials The apparatus includes, in malenal se

ries flow arrangement, a traveling grate preheater having at

least one material drying zone and a preburn zone, a rotary

kiln and a cooler The cooler has a flrst stage in which air

becomes heated as the ore is cooled and this heated air is con-

ducted through the kiln and prebuming zones counter to

material flow The cooler has a second stage in which air is

heated and thermal energy recuperated as the ore is further

cooled and this second cooler stage air after being heated is

conducted by a bypass conduit around the kiln and preburn

zone to supply heat for drying the materials. An auxiliary air

heater is associated with this bypass and according to the

method disclosed, during start-up operation and before hot

material arrives in the second stage of the cooler, the air

heater is operated to heat the air conducted from the second

sURe of the cooler, for drying the material until hot material

docs arrive in the second sUge of the cooler and thereafter

heat transferred from the hot material to the air passing

through the material in the second stage of the cooler, is util-

ized for drying the material. The disclosed apparatus operated

according to the disclosed method, achieves improved fuel

economy, more effective control of the drying or dehydrating

operation, and such operation is achieved with a smaller kiln

than heretofore required according to teachings of the prior

art.
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3.782.889

APPARATUS FOR RAPID CURING OF RESINOUS
MATERIALS

C. Richard Panico, Medford. Mass.. assignor to Xenon Cor-

poration, Medford. Mass.

Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 178.936

Int. CI. F27b 9/28

U.S. CI. 432-59 9 Claims

aAAa/-
\ \ \ \ I < • w < . >

and showered back down to a bed of the material while a <

treating gas passes through the showering material. The ap-

paratus includes a tubular shell mounted for rotation about a

slightly inclined central axis. A plurality of material lifting

buckets are spaced around and attached to the outer circum-

ference of the rotary shell to roUtc with the shell. Each bucket

has side wall means with a terminal lip attached to the shell in

alignment with a radial opening through the shell, and an end

wall opposite the lip. Reference is made to a first portion of

the bucket wall means and lip. The first portion of each bucket

is defined as the portion which is lowermost on the upturning

48 46

Apparatus providing in sequence a heat source for directing

a flow of air under pressure at a temperature in the range of

250° to 800°C, a blower to direct a flow of cool air and a drive

mechanism to produce motion between the heat source and

blower relative to a resinous material to be cured at a speed

whereby the material reaches a temperature of at least llO^C

within a time interval of less than one minute and is then

cooled.

3,782,890

FUME EXTRACTORS FOR THE HEATERS OF TEXTILE
PROCESSING MACHINES

Frederick Hugh Howorth, Chorky, England, assignor to

Howorth Air Conditioning Limited, Famworth. Bolton Lan-

caster County, England

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,434

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 8, 1971,

19.343/71
Int. CI. F27b 9/28

U.S.CL 432-59 6 Claims

side of the shell and uppermost on the downturning side of the

shell. Each bucket is attached to the shell with the defined first

portion of the bucket defining an acute angle with the shell

and providing a material retaining pocket between the first

portion and the end wall which when the bucket is on the up-

turning side of the shell, locates the pocket below the lip until

the bucket is carried a substantial distance above a horizontal

plane through the central axis of the shell. The smaller the

defined acute angle the higher the bucket will travel before

spilling and dumping the last of the material in the pocket to

shower back into the shell.

3,782,892

OVENS
David E. Johnson, Minneapolis, and Terrance E. Polsfuss,

Clear Lake, both of Minn., assignors to Despatch Industries,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 19, 1972. Ser. No. 255.226

Int. CI. F26b 9/24

U.S.CI.432-132 21 Claims

.me ,ior

A fume extractor unit for the heaters of textile yarn or fila-

ment processing machines comprising a sealed hood or door

for closing a recess in a heater container, the door being

formed with a longitudinal chamber connected through ports

or holes to a compartment in the heater container through

which the yarn or filament passes and to exhaust ports in com-

munication with an exhaust suction pipe or duct into which

the fumes from the yarns or filaments are withdrawn.

3.742,891

EXTERNAL MATERIAL LIFTERS FOR ROTARY KILNS
AND THE LIKE

Charies E. Dandois, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Allis-Chal-

mers Corporation, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,16U
Int.CI.F27b7//4

U.S.CL432-118 2 Claims

An apparatus is disclosed for heating, drying or otherwise

treating a raw material or a slury of raw material that is lifted

1 .-— V i' '

J7^

An improved oven includes an oven chamber, at least one

baking shelf in the oven chamber for supporting products to

be baked, and at least one wall member defining a shelf-heat-

ing compartment or duct extending through the oven chamber

below the baking shelf. A supply conduit from a heater

chamber outside the oven chamber delivers heated gaseous

fluid to each shelf-heating compartment, and a return conduit

connects each shelf-heating compartment to the heater

chamber for recirculation of fluids with the aid of a heating

blower to maintain the desired surface temperature for each

baking shelf.

A preferred oven includes a plurality of rotary baking

shelves supported in an oven chamber for rotation on a verti-

cal axis. A transverse horizontal shelf wall extends across the

oven chamber circumferentially around each baking shelf,

and the shelf wall and rotary baking shelf cooperate to provide
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a substantially imperforate partition between a baking com-

partment above each rotary baking shelf and a shclf-heating

compartment below each baking shelf

The oven further includes an unobstructed delivery opening

for each baking compartment for loading and removal of

products at any time during continuous operation of the oven

Additional supply connections, conduits, adjustable valve

members and an auxiliary blower are disclosed for selective

delivery of some heated gaseous fluids from the heater

chamber to each baking compartment, for selective adjust-

ment of the relative rates of delivery of the heated fluid to the

respective baking and shelf-heating compartments, for ad-

justably venting each baking compartment to the outside air.

for removal of air from an edge of the delivery opening, and

for adjustably venting the heater chamber to the outside air

The delivery openings are located in a removable vertical sec-

tion of the side wall, eg. a front wall section, and the supply

and return conduits between the heater chamber and oven

chamber are located at opposite sides of the oven chamber for

circulation of heated fluids across the oven generally parallel

to the delivery openings.

around each pedestal for the reception of a bell inner cover.

The furnace structure has support means denning a furnace

which has insulation lining substantially totally enclosing the

top and sides thereof and defining the bottom with openings

therein for reception of the bell covers therethrough. Heating

means are carried by the interior of the furnace, but the bot-

tom insulation protects the seals and bottom of the bell covers

cooperating with the seals from direct radiation therefrom.

3,782,893

MULTIPLE PEDESTAL FURNACE INSTALLATION

Calvin C. Blackman, 5419 Park Dr.. Vermilion, Ohio

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255.785

llit.CLF27b///00

U.S.CL 432-206 9 Claims

A furnace structure and multiple pedestal base installati«>n

for heat treating stacked coils of strip material The pedestals

are insulation lined to support the coils, and are supported

above the working floor An elastimeric seal is provided

3,782,894

COIL SEPARATOR
Calvin C. Blackman. 5419 Park Dr., Vermilion. Ohio

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,128

lnt.CLF27b2//04

U.S.CL 432- 260 10 Claims

A coil spacer adapted to he interposed between a pair ol

stacked coils in an annealing furnace 1 he spacer has two su-

perimposed contiguous layers of wedge shaped plates ar-

ranged to define an annulus with a central opening. In one

form the plates of one layer arc radially extending denning

radially extending channels and the plates of the other layer

are skewed with respect to the radius to denning skewed chan

nels intersecting the channels deHned by the other layer In

another form the plates' in each layer are skewed radially in

opptJsitc senses In this form the plates are arranged so that

their outer edges arc rotatably offset to form a continuous

outer surface and preferably the inner ends also are offset lo

form a continuous inner peripheral surface.

CHEMICAL
3 782 895

ELECTROSTATIC DYEING WITH MICROCAP-
SULES CONTAINING DYES IN LIQUIDS OF
HIGH DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

Hendrik Goorhuis, Binningcn, Basel-Land, Switzerland,

assifinor to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,376

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 15, 1970,

18,558/70
Int. CL G03g 3/00

U^S_ Q\^ g 2 11 Claims

*A process for the dyeing and printing of textiles which

is characterized by the use of dyeing preparations in the

form of particles consisting of a highly resistive, high

molecular weight polymer (A) as carrier, in which are

encapsulated a dye (B) and a liquid (C) with a high

dielectric constant in which the polymer (A) is virtually

free from swelling, and optionally known assistants, dis-

persing agents and solvents, said dyeing preparations

being applied to the textile substrate with the aid of an

electrostatic field and then fixed.

R3 is halogen or—OR4, and

R4 is an alkyl radical which may be substituted,

and treated with 1 and 2 moles of a compound donating

chromium.

3,782,896

SUBLIMATION TRANSFERRING HYDROXY
OR AMINO-DIALKYLAMINO-DICYANOSTYRYL
DYE AND DIISOCYANATE FIXATION OF DYED
TEXTILE AND TRANSFER SHEETS THEREFOR

Raymond Dcfago, Riehen, Hans-Joerg Angliker, Basel,

Herbert Holzrichter. Muri, Werner Kneubuehler, Bin-

ningcn, and Richard Peter, Basel, Switzerland, assignors

to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,648

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 26, 1971,

6.069 71

Int. CI. D06p 5/04

U.S. CI. 8—2.5 26 Claims

The invention relates to a process for the manufacture

•of prints which are fast to wet processings and sublimation

on textile or non-textile sheets by means of the transfer

printing process, wherein dyestuffs containing mercapto,

hydroxyl and/or amino groups and applied to sheets by

means of the transfer printing process are fixed by the

action of isocyanates or masked isocyanates, which are

applied to the sheets before, during, or after the dyestuff

transfer.

3 782 897

DYEING POLYAMIDE FIBERS WITH CHROMIUM-
DONATING MONOAZO DYESTUFFS
Jacky Dorc, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to

Sandoz Ltd.. Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed May 18, 1971, Ser. No. 144,620

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 2, 1970,

8,228/70; Jan. 22, 1971, 985/71
Int. CI. D06p 3/14

U.S. CI. 8—43 9 Claims

Process for the dyeing of natural and synthetic poly-

amide fibres with a complex (obtained or the fibre) of 2

moles of a monoazo compound of formula

3 782 898

TEMPORARY SOIL RELEASE RESINS APPLIED TO
FABRICS IN LAUNDERING

Harry Crcston Mandell, Jr., Wayne, Pa., assignor to

Pennwalt Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,362

Int. CI. B08b 3/00

U.S. CI. 8—137 12 Claims

A laundering process and novel laundering composition

used to impart temporary soil release properties to textile

fabrics by impregnating the fabrics with an acrylic resin in

the final step of a laundering operation, usually in the sour

operation. The fabrics are then dried leaving a residue of

the resin on the fabrics which helps remove after acquired

stains. The resin impregnation can be combined with

fabric finishing treatments such as' blueing, sizing, bright-

ening and softening. The process is repeated with each

subsequent laundering of the fabrics to obtain optimum

soil release and stain removal.

The laundering compositions comprise water, acrylic

resin, and laundry sour or other fabric finishing agent.

3 782 899
TREATMENT OF SHEET MATERIALS

David Winston Crosby, Pontypool, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 68,482

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 2, 1969,

43,328/69
Int. CI. D06c 1/00

U §^ Qi^ g 149.2 ^ Claims

A process and apparatus for the uniform physical treat-

ment of a sheet material with a gaseous fluid, which under

conventional treatment conditions causes the sheet mate-

rial to undergo undesired chemical changes, the apparatus

comprising means of supply of said gaseous fluid at a

pressure of at least 0.35 kg. cm.-2 gauge, means for re-

ducing said pressure to or about atmospheric pressure to

an outlet slit orifice of the said pressure reducing means,

said slit orifice having a width of not greater than 8 crn.,

said pressure reducing means provided with means to dis-

tribute uniformly said gaseous fluid to the said slit orifice,

and means for forwarding said sheet material at a constant

rate across said slit orifice.

—NH—

^

^-Rj

SOiH (I)

where

R and Ri each stands for halogen,

Ra is hydrogen or halogen,

3 782 900

GAS-LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHIC DETERMINA-
TION OF NTTRATE ESTERS, STABILIZERS AND
PLASTICIZERS IN NITROCELLULOSE-BASE PRO-
PELLANTS AND NITROGLYCERINE IN PHAR-
MACEUTICALS ^ „ „ . .„

Hiram W. H. Dykes and Bernard J. Alley, Huntsville,

Ala., assignors to the United States of America as rep-

resented by the Secretary of the Army
Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,253

Int. CL GOlm 31/08
.

U.S. CI. 23' 230 R 30 Claims

A gas-liquid chromatographic method for determining

nitrate esters as well as stabilizers and plasticizers in a wide

variety of nitrocellulose-base propellants. The method is

also applicable to the determination of nitroglycerine in

pharmaceutical preparations. The method employs chro-

matographic columns having a silicone stationary phase

selected from nonpolar dimethylsilicone, polar trifluoro-

propyl silicone, and highly polar cyanopropyl phenyl sili-

cone. The solid support of the columns is comprised of a

371
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flux-calcined, diatomaccous earth treated *i^»; a
f^^^f .'J'S^

method of this invention utilizes columns that preclude

on-column decomposition which is essential for determina-

tion of nitrate esters, as well as the plasticzers and sta-

bilizers, in all types of nitrocellulose-base propellants The

method employs an electronic digital integrator which pro-
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is injected and then back to the holding vessel. The seri-

ous problem of gel formation of the reaction mixture on

cooling surfaces is obviated by this circulation technique.

3,782,902

APPARATUS FOR RENDERING

Dldev P. Madsen, 27 N. Woodland TYail.Pajos Park,

III. 60464, and John H. Pikel, 5013 W. 101st St.,

Oaklawn, III. 60453

Original application Dec. 16, 1968, Ser. No. 784,100. now

Patent No. 3,655,702. Divided and this apphcaUon

Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 192,724

Int. Cl.Cnbi/i2.B01d'/i/00
US. CI. 23—280 11 Claims

•citii*i«a f*mn *—m I

vides for sensitive detection of the nitrate ester wuh a

precise measurement of its peak area. The method employs

imimicro calibration and extraction procedures which

substantially reduce analysis time. The "tracuon pro-

cedure utilizes an ultrasonic cleaner which effectively re

duces the extraction time as compared to prior art ex-

traction procedures.

3,782,901

APPARATUS FOR THE SEMICONTINUOUS MANL^
FACTURE Sf A PHOSPHORIC ACID ESTER OF

A POLYHYDRIC ALCOHOL

John \%lietstone, Woodlea, Scotland, a«ignor to Iniperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Filed Sept 7, 1971, Ser. No. 177,980

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept 7, 1970,

Int CL BOIJ 1/00: C07c 69/20; C07f 9/02

UA a. 2i-260 2 Claims

' ocT^ ' -r

^^^^tej]

There is provided an improved method and apparatus

for the continuous rendering of fatty material, wherem

the material to be rendered is first passed through a known

type of rendering evaporator for separating fat and

cracklings from the raw material. The material is fed into

a substantially airfree state. A controlled pressure is

maintained in the rendering evaporator to aid in the re-

moval of moisture. The treated material is discharged m
a continuous process from the rendering evaporator

through a suitable discharge outlet which extends below

the liquid level in a holding tank to provide an airlock.

The airlock is provided with the discharge outlet for

preventing the entry of air into the rendering evaporator

through the discharge outlet.

Calcium sucrose phosphate is manufactured in a unit

operating on a semi-continuous principle by circulating a

lime-sugar slurry continuously at a high rate from a hold-

ing vessel through a heat exchanger as precooler, a cooled

scraped-wall reactor into which phosnhorus oxychlonde

3,782,903

SUPPORT PILLAR FOR FLUID BED GRID

Walter W. Kramer, Allentown, Pa., assignor to Fuller

Company, Catasauqua, Pa. i

FUed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,177

Int CL BOlj 9/18

VJS. CI. 23-284 1 Claim

A support pillar adapted to be positioned in the plenum

chamber of a fluidized solids reactor which is of large

size and used for carrying out high temperature reactions.

The pillar is made up of a plurality of stackable blocks

each of which is provided with a longitudmal bore. Each

block has a plurality of recesses on its top surface extend-

ing from the longitudinal bore to the outer periphery of

the block. The top surface of the block is provided with

a raised portion and the bottom surface is provided with
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a recess adapted to receive the raised portion on the top selectively permeable to atomic hydrogen and catalyti-

surface of an adjacent block when the blocks are stacked, cally active to hydrogenating reaction and which con-

When the blocks are stacked, they provide flow passages tains a reactant that is to be hydrogenated, a shell sur-

which provide communication between the plenum cham- rounding the chamber and supplied with hydrogen, and a

heating coil for heating the shell to therebyJh^at the

hydrogen therein before it passes through the chamber

while the reactant remains therein before it passes through

the chamber wall. In one device, hydrogen is pumped out

of the reaction chamber while the reactant remains there-

in to remove molecular hydrogen so that more atomic hy-

drogen can pass through the chamber walls. In another

device, the reactant is pumped through the reaction cham-

ber, and hydrogen is removed from the material leaving

the chamber, and the reactant is again cycled through the

chamber.

3,782,905

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATING
APPARATUS AND METHOD

A. Ben Huang, 3134 Woodrow Way NE. 30319, and
Arnold L. Ducoffe, 3544 Paces Ferry Road NW.
30327, both of Atlanta, Ga.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,167

Int CI. B03c 3/74, 3/88
VS. CI. 23—284 26 Oaims

ber and the inside of the column to thereby equalize the

temperature throughout the column. The longitudinal bore

through the column communicates with passages in the

grid of the reactor.

3,782,904

COMPACT HYDROGENATOR
James C. Fletcher, Administrator of the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, with respect to an
invention of Peter G. Simmonds, 5200 Palm Drive,

La Canada, Calif. 91011

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,365

Int CI. BOlj 9/04; C07f 1/00
VS, CL 23—284 2 Claims

A hydrogenating apparatus which includes a reaction

chamber of a material such as a i>alladium alloy that is

Electrostatic precipitating apparatus and method where-

in the apparatus includes a tubular duct through which

a gas stream is passed, a converter within the duct for

converting gaseous pollutants into entrained particles, a

charging means within the duct downstream of the con-

verter for imposing an electrical charge of predeter-

mined polarity on the entrained particles, and a separating

section within the duct downstream of the charging means

for separating the entrained electrically charged particles

from the gas stream. One embodiment of the separating

section includes an entry grid intersecting the path of

gas flow with a charge thereon of opposite polarity with

respect to* the charge on the particles, an exit grid down-

stream of the entry grid with a charge thereon of the

same polarity as the charge on the particles, and that

portion of the duct wall between the grids having a

charge thereon of opposite polarity to the charge on the

particles. Another embodiment of the separating section

adds additional exit grids to the above embodiment spaced

downstream from the first exit grid and from each other

with each of the additional exit grids having a charge

thereon of the same polarity as that on the particles but

with a greater potential than the next adjacent upstream

exit grid, and with the duct wall between each adjacent

pair of exit grids having a charge thereon of opposite po-

larity to the charge on the particles.

The method is that carried out by the above apparatus.
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3,782,906

PROCESS FOR PREP^RA7I?^v?7taP?iMCATE
ATED HYDRATED ALKALI METAL SILICATE

Ric^Vd^S f^r«,*Sr'oomaU, Pa assiinior to Philadelphia

Quartz Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Xn Drawine Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,373
^"

FntCL BOlf i 06. COlb 33^32; COld UfOO^^^^^^

"'fea'^d^V'truHl free-flowing hydratedalk^^^^^^^

cate glass particles are prepared by feeding fine particles

of anhydrous glass into a fluid bed and using steam to

expand the bed. The steam hydrates the glass particles

and agglomeration takes place.

3,782,907 „^^, ^
IRIDESCENT CHROMIUM PLATED ARTICLE

Hy™ cSrsTio, 7146 Heather Heath LanjN^rm.nghaa.,

Mich. 48010, and Robert Francs Gempel, 71 W.

Hancock, Apt. 3, Detroit, Mich. 48201

v« nrawine Orieinal application Feb. 6, 1969, ^er. nto.

%r25r.o" Palen. No. 3.657,079 Divided and tlm

appiic.tfocMa,6.97..^S^r.No.l4.,044

iT«! ri 2Q_194 ^ Claims

This invention relates to novel compositions and to a

process of preparing an iridescent chromium plated article

which comprises passing current from an anode to a

cathode through an aqueous chromium plating solution

which contains at least one chromium compound pro-

viding chromium metal ions for electroplatmg chromium

and a hexavalent molybdenum compound to produce an

iridescent chromium surface on said cathodic ariicle.

in extremely corrosive environments are provided by ac-

celerated cooling of the coating on the product as it

emerges from a coating bath containing molten zinc and

I r I I I I I I' I II

tOMM -
1 I

, irfl
I Ll - «Ta.l. M> COOL I

4.ft-u* >.a>caoi.
»»-»«Ttlll»««CO0«

fUWN' 111''

AT llMTr ro* so MCONOt

aluminum. The cooling is accomplished at a mintnium

rale of cooling which will prevent later corrosion flaking

of the coating.

3,782,908

THERMOSTAT METAL
Sheldon S. White, Brookline, Mass., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,266

Int. CL B32b 75/00

U.S. a. 29—195.5 * ^'""^

3,782,910

PRODUCTION OF WAX HEATERS
Edward Barnes, Speldhurst, England, assignor to

BP Chemicals Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed July 9, 1970, Ser. No. |3.*-y

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, May 29, 1970,

37,446/70

Int. CI. ClOl U/00; AOlg 13/06

Ijg Qt ^^ 4Q 5 Claims

Wax 'filled heaters are produced by homogenizing solid

slack wax and filling a container with homogenized slack

wax.

A composite thermostat metal is shown to comprise

a layer of a selected aluminum alloy of relatively high

coefficient of thermal expansion which is in a condition

of temper providing the alloy with a yield strength of at

least about 30,000 pounds per square inch at temperatures

up to about 350' F.. the layer of aluminum alloy bemg

metallurgically bonded to a layer of metal of relatively

low coefficient of thermal expansion.

3,782,909

CORROSION RESISTANT ALUMINUMZINC
COATING AND METHOD OF MAKING

Harold J. Cleary, Coopersburg. and James B. Horton

and George F. Melloy. Bethlehem, Pa., assignors to

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

Filed Feb. 11. 1972, Ser. No. 225,407

Int. CI. B32b 15/00

U.S CI 29 196 2 * Claims

A*lum*inum-zinc coated ferrous products which are par-

ticularly resistant to corrosive flaking such as may occur

3 782 911

HIGH OCTANE GASOLINE COMPONENTS
David M. Hoffman, Wilmington, De'-. af'«??^ *° =*""

Research and Development Co., Philadelphia Pa

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,328

Int. CI. Clow /22

Ij o c\ 44 63 ^ Claims

Additives for increasing the octane rating of gasoline

may be obtained from C,_« aldehydes or C,-. ketones

by converting them into higher molecular weight unsat-

urated carbonyl compounds followed by partial isom-

erization of the double bond and /or partial dehydrocycli-

zation to form a furan ring. These steps provide a mix-

ture of compounds which need not be separated into their

pure components and which possess a higher BVON than

the starting material.

3 782 912
DETERGENT MOTOR FUEL

Warren H. Machleder, Elkins Park, and Robert R. Kuhn,

Lansdale, Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.
-j^o Ml

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,891

Int.a.C10l///8 ,,rioim,,.« P, 4J 155
17 Claims

DerergenTmotor fuel compositions arc disclosed and

claimed which are particularly useful in spark-.gn.tion

internal combustion engines. The detergent compositions

of the present invention contain certain additives which

either substantially eliminate or maintam at a low level

deposits which would otherwise form in the carburetor

andin the intake valves and ports. Such carburetor and

intake system deposits are to be avoided since they tend

to restrict the flow of air through the carburetor especially

at idle and at low speeds and /or cause improper valve
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closing and sluggish valve action. These conditions pro-

duce rough engine idling, stalling and can also result in

excessive hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide exhaust emis-

sions.

A suitable detergent composition comprises the com-

bination of (1) a tertiary alkyl branched chain primary

amine having a total of about 6 to 24 carbon atoms, (2) a

surface active ammonium carboxylate salt-ethoxylated

alkyl phenol ester of a trimer or dimer hydrocarbon acid;

and (3) a hydrocarbon-soluble polybutene having a num-

ber average molecular weight of about 700 to 3000.

3 782 913
TWO-STAGE GASIFICATION OF COAL WITH
FORCED REACTANT MIXING AND STEAM
TREATMENT OF RECYCLED CHAR

Ernest E. Donath, St. Croix, Virgin Islands, assignor to

the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Interior

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,360

Int. CI. ClOj 3/00
U.S. CI. 48—202 13 Claims

n

fifteen seconds. A mixing stage between the first and

second stages provides a restricted area for the injection

of coal and steam into the upwardly flowing synthesis gas

to separate solids and gases entering the second stage

from the first stage and to assure rapid mixing and reac-

tion of the reactants of both stages. Slag is removed from

the lower end of the first stage for quenching and disposal

through a slag removal port of small cross sectional area

compared to the cross sectional area of the first stage. This

assures residence and reaction time of the char in the first

stage sufficient for its gasification with steam and oxygen

at temperatures above the ash melting point. The rela-

tively small area of the slag removal port permits con-

trolled removal of molten slag while restricting the gravi-

tation of char to the slag quenching stage.

3 782 914
HEAT TREATING OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES FOR

OH ION REMOVAL
Robert David De Luca, Big Flats, Donald Bruce Keck,

Coming, and Robert DIstler Maurcr, Painted Post,

N.Y., assignors to Corning Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,747

Int. CI. C03c 15/00, 25/02

U.S. CI. 65—3 9 Claims

z
1 r ~-]

•¥^
I !«,»-«j-"

• V II .

!
I

A process for the two-stage gasification of coal to

produce methane-rich fuel gas. In the first stage, recycled

processed char passes upwardly while reacting with steam

and oxygen to yield a first stage synthesis gas containing

hydrogen and oxides of carbon. In the second stage, the

synthesis gas passes upwardly with coal and steam which

react to yield partially gasified char entrained in a second

stage product gas containing methane, hydrogen and

oxides of carbon. The product gas from the second

stage is separated from the char and is purified by con-

version and removal of carbon oxides, hydrogen sulfide

and other impurities, and the purified second stage product

gas is methanated to produce the desired fuel gas. Char

separated from the second stage product gas is passed

through a fluidized bed and scrubbed with steam to re-

move product gas and other volatile materials which are

carried by the scrubbing steam to the second stage product

gas carried to purification. The scrubbed recycle char is

carried by steam at high pressure and returned to the

first stage. Agglomeration of coal in the second stage is

prevented by the rapid heating of the coal to a tempera-

ture above its range of plasticity by mixing it with the

hot products from the first stage. In the first stage the

ratio of char and steam to oxygen is selected to obtain a

reaction temperature above Ihe ash melting point. The

pressure in each stage exceeds 500 p.s.i.g. The second

stage temperature exceeds 1500° F. and the first stage

temperature exceeds 2200° F. Gas velocities in both stages

are maintained between 2 and 12 feet per second while

the residence time of solids in the first stage is from one-

half to five seconds and, in the second stage, from five to

Optical waveguides include a core of doped SiOa and

a cladding of pure Si02 or doped Si02. The dopant, which

is an oxide of a multivalent element, becomes chemically

reduced during fabrication which usually includes heating

the waveguide so that it can be drawn. For example, tita-

nium dioxide, a commonly used dopant, has Ti+* ions

which are reduced to Ti+3 ions during the fabrication of

the waveguides. These reduced ions increase the attenua-

tion of the waveguide. For example, reduced titariium di-

oxide is brown. It absorbs light in the blue region and

the amount of Ti+3 ions in the glass must be quite low

in order to get the desired waveguide transmission prop-

erties. The reduced multivalent element ion attenuation

is minimized by heat treating the waveguide fiber at tem-

peratures in the range of approximately 800 to 1,000° C.

for times of approximately six hours or less. The reduced

multivalent ion is oxidized with hydroxyl ions deliberately

retained in the glass and which serve as the oxidizing

agent.

3 782 915
"

SURFACE-DEACTIVATED POROUS GLASS
Augustus M. Filbert, Coming, and Michael L. Hair,

Webster, N.Y., assignors to Coming Glass Works, Cor.

ning, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,009

Int. CI. C03c 15/00
U.S. CI. 65 30 7 Claims

Porous glass bodies essentially free of surface Lewis

acid sites are prepared by exposing the bodies to NH3 or
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. . • . o ^f Krn° 1000° C The where R, Ri. and R, are hydrogen or alkyl C1-C4; Rj 'S

steam at elass body temperatures of 8C0 -1000 e
1
nt w c,c

^
i'

» y are hydrogen, halogen,

treated gla^ss bodies are especially useful for appl.cat.ons
^'^Jf^^^^^.^^Xlth^o C,i:"^ J^^ C^-C, nitro or tri-

in which the surface activity attr.butable o Lewis aud
^'^ollkirc' Q controlling undesirable

sites is desirably avoided (e.g., as chromatographic sup-

Jj^^^^^'^yJ^j^^^

^*'

port or separation media). ^

3,782,916

PRODUCTION OF TOLGHFNED AND
BENT GLASS SHEETS

John Ernest Powell, Hopwood, Birmingham, and Peter

Henry Richards, Kenilworth. England, assignors to

Triplex Safety Glass Company Limited, London, tng-

'""**
Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 288.178

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 13, 1971,

42,561/71

Int. CI. C03b 27/00

U.S. CI. 65-104 1' Claims

3 782 919

METHOD OF MIXING WFTH INCLINED ROTARY
KILN TO PROVIDE METAL FOAM

Edward J. Rock, Blue Mounds, Wis., assignor to

Johan Bjorksten, Madison, Wis.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,312 '

Int. CLC21C 7 05

U.S. CI. 75—20 F * Claims

Molten metal, hish melting fibers and foammg agent

are mixed m a rotating inclined tube to provide foamablc

and foaming material to provide metal foam bodies.

3,782,920

PROCESS FOR DIRECT REDUCTION OF IRON
OXIDE COMPACTS

John A. Anthes, Carnegie, and Joseph Vlnaty, Allquippa,

Pa., assignors to Dravo Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Original applicaHon Apr. 29, 1970, Ser. No. 33.002. now

Patent No. 3.635.456. Divided and this apphcation

Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169.508
|

Int. CL C21b 13/14

U.S. CI. 75-37 12 Claims

CMif^rt

A toughened glass sheet is produced by a method m

which the glass is advanced in a horizontal disposition

and is heated as it is advanced on to a horiromal support

surface on which the hot sheet is held. The support surface

is rotated to a vertical disposition and the sheet is then

released from that surface and lowered mto a chilling

liquid. The support surface may be the surface of a bend-

ing die on which tfie sheet is bcm prior to toughening by

quenching in the chilling liquid.

3,782,917

CYCLOPENTADIEN-»rL(GROUP Si-\,^J,^l^^:DROCARBON-SLLFINATES AND -SULF^ON ATES

AS AGENTS FOR INCREASING CROP YIELDS

Joseph J. Mrowca, WUmington, Del., assignor to E-I- <*»

Font de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Dei.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of aPPl'^**!"",?*/*.^?:

75.694. Sept. 25, 1970, now Patent No. 3,728,365. This

application Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,624

Int. CL AOln 9/00

U.S. CL 71—97 1* Claims

Novel sulfinato and sulfonate derivatives of cyclo-

pentadienyl-titanium and -zirconium compounds are use-

ful to increase crop yields.

3,782,918

CARBOXANIUDES AS HERBICTOES

Bryant Leonldas Walworth, Pennington, NJ., asignor to

.American Cvanamid Company. Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,365

Int. CL AOln 9//

2

U.S. CL 71—98 15 Claims

Carboxanilides of the formula:
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Process and apparatus for the direct reduction of iron

oxides in compact form by preheating iron oxide com-

pacts and enveloping them in hot inert P^rfculate sohds

at the top of a columnar reactor then passing the mixture

downwardly through the reactor countercurrem to an up-

ward flow of natural gas that is introduced into the re-

actor bottom. Contact of the natural gas and the compac s

with the hot solids results m reformation of the natural

Ta by reaction with carbon dioxide and the production

of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, which hydrogen and

carbon monoxide reduce the iron oxide of the compacts

Hot gases from the reactor are passed "^^^ly through a

preheater for incoming iron oxide pellets and are then

cold, cleaned, and a portion returned to the bottom of

the reactor. The reduced heated compacts are separated

from the inert solids at the bottom of the reactor and are

pas^d countercurrent to the natural gas that is being con-

ducfed to the reactor to heat it prior to introduction of

the gas into the reactor bottom.
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3 782 921

PRODUCTION OF STEEL 'WITH A CONTROLLED
PHOSPHORUS CONTENT

Ernest Glaesener, Francois Schleimer, Femand Wagner,

Ferdinand Goedert, Alex Bauer, and Robert MouscI,

Dudelange, Luxembourg, assignors to Arbed Acienes

Reunies de Burbach-Eich-Dudelange, Luxembourg

No Drawing. Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,680

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, May 21, 1971,

63,209
Int. CI. C21c 7/02

U.S. CI. 75 51 ^^ Claims

To prevent rephosphorizing reaction during tapping of

the refining furnace into a metallurgical vessel, any f)re-

mature decrease in the activity of the oxygen in the steel

and in the slag entrained with the steel (which the addi-

tion of deoxidizing or alloying agents would bring about)

is avoided while the steel in the vessel is still intimately

mixed with the slag which is inevitably entrained. No de-

oxidizing and alloying agents are added until the slag has

thickened on the surface of the steel in the vessel. A de-

phosphorizing process can be carried out in the vessel.

3 782 923
CORROSION RESISTAOT, NON-AUSTEMTIC

Fe-Ni-Mo-Co-Si ALLOY
Ralph A. Mendelson, Westminster, Karl P. Staudhammer,

Gardena, and Roberto Valencia, Jr., Long Beach, Calif.,

assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Interior

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,686

Int. CLC21C ii/00.i9/i0
U.S. CI. 75 122 1 Claim

An alloy containing principally cobalt, silicon, nickel

and molybdenum, with the balance iron has excellent

corrosion-resistant properties which render it particularly

suitable in a sea water environment.

3 782 922
ALUMINOTHERMIC PRODUCTION OF MAGNE-
SIUM AND AN OXIDIC SLAG CONTAINING
RECOVERABLE ALUMINA

Julian Miles Avery, 47 Old Orchard Road,
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167

Continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No. 796,214, Feb.

3, 1969, now Patent No. 3,658,509, dated Apr. 25,

1972, Ser. No. 26,118. Apr. 6, 1970, Ser. No. 143,886

and Ser. No. 144,321. both May 17, 1971, all of which

in turn are continuation-in-parts of application Ser.

No. 648,856. June 26, 1967, now Patent No. 3,579,326,

dated May 18, 1971. This application Apr. 18, 1972,

Ser. No. 245,142
Int. CI. C22b 45/00

U.S. CI. 75—67 14 Claims

• WCTALiCWStPyt
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3 782 924
FINE-GRAINED ZIRCONIUM-BASE MATERIAL

George Robert Van Houten, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to

the United States of America as represented by the

United States Atomic Energy Commission

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 26, 1962, Ser. No. 240,187

Int. CI. C22c 75/00

U.S. CI. 75-122.5 19 Clainas

A method of making zirconium with inhibited grain

growth characteristics, by the process of vacuum melting

the zirconium, adding 0.3 to 0.5% carbon, stirring, ho-

mogenizing and cooling.

3,782,925
FERRITIC HEAT-RESISTANT STEEL

Helmut Brandis and Rudolf Oppenheim, Krefeld, Ger-

many, assignors to Deutsche Edelstahlwerke GmbH,
Krefeld, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,559

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 14, 1971,

P 21 61 954.5

Int. CI. C22c 39/14
U.S. CI. 75—124 12 aaims
A heat-resistant ferritic steel contains from 10% to

15% chromium, the latter's effect in making the steel re-

sistant to oxidation being helped by small amounts of

aluminum, silicon, and to some extent by titanium, the

latter, possibly assisted by other strong carbide-formers,

also preventing chromium loss at the steel's grain bouiid-

aries, the steel additionally containing small but effective

amounts of calcium, cerium or other rare earth metals

used singly or together and causing any scale that forms

to be adherent and free from flaking. The steel is par-

ticularly adaped for elevated temperature use under oxi-

dizing conditions, particularly when the service involves

thermal shock conditions, exemplified by the operation

of internal combustion exhaust after-burners or catalytic

reactors required for pollution control.

An aluminothermic process for the production of mag-

nesium by the reduction of magnesium oxide from a mix-

ture of magnesium oxide and calcium oxide, by means

of a metallic reducing agent comprising at least 85 per-

cent aluminum, in the presence of a molten calcium-

aluminate slag bath at a temperature of about 1300-

1700° C. Magnesium evolves from the molten slag as a

vapor. The process may be operated continuously and at

atmospheric pressure. The molten slag residue is tapped

periodically, when the MgO level is below 5 percent, and

has a composition of 35-65 percent AI2O3. 35-55 percent

CaO and 0-10 percent Si02 (by weight). The disclosure

demonstrates how the ratio of magnesium oxide to cal-

cium oxide in the charge and the quantity and composi-

tion of the metallic reducing agent are interrelated in such

a way that ( 1
) virtually all of both the reducing agent

and magnesium oxide are consumed in the reducing reac-

tion, and (2) the calcium-aluminate slag produced is of

such a composition that pure alumina can be recovered

from it with a very high yield.

3,782,926

METHOD FOR PRODUCING AND
EVALUATING ALLOYS

Milton E. Kirkpatrick, Palos Verdes Peninsula, and Ralph

A. Mendelson, Westminster, Calif., assignors to TRW
Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

5,042, Jan. 22, 1970. This appUcation Feb. 3, 1971,

Ser. No. 112,151
Int. CI. C22c 7/00, 33/00

U.S. CI. 75 129 4 Claims

Corrosion resistant alloys are produced by forming

blocks of the individual metals, clamping the blocks to-

gether and heating them in a furnace, thereby causing the

metals at the surface of the blocks to slowly diffuse

into each other. This diffusion will take place along

an interface and will produce binary or multiple com-

ponent alloys in all possible concentrations. The metal

block is allowed to cool and then subjected to treatment

in a test corrosion medium. The block is then viewed

under an electron microscope and corrosion resistant

areas are analyzed by X-ray or electron microprobe

to determine the concentration of the metal components
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„ I u ,c K.>An «iihi«»cted to unidirectional solidifica-

r^XTru^wV^^e '^:irzri^- izz ."i^i:.^v;;ra i..o,o. o, ... .....

rosion resistance in the test environment to which the

block was subjecied.
aligned plates of Cr(Mo) embedded in a NiAl matrix

phase.
I

3,782,927

a^AH^iTDiAi FOR DIRFCT THERMOELECTRIC

'^enIrgy cSS?ersISn with a high figure

OF MERIT

Michael C. Nicolaou, Toronto, Ontario, Canada {Uniycr-

^dad Industrial de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia)

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174.531

mt. CI. C22C 23/00, 31/00: HOlv 1/16

VS. CI. 75-134 B " Claims

In devices used hitherto for the direct conversion of heat

into electricity, commonly known as •'thermoelectric eii-

ergy converters," the efficiency of conversion is appreci-

ably lower than that of conventional reciprocating or ro-

tary heat engines. The basic reason for this low efficiency

is inherent in the physical properties of the materials select-

ed for the manufacture of these devices, l he materials that

have been and are currently being used for this purpose

are intermeiallic compounds and alloys of silicon and ger-

manium. In this invemion an entirely new^ material is de-

veloped. It is composed of an alloy or solid solution of the

three intermeiallic compounds: magnesium stann.de. mag-

nesium germanide and magnesium silicide, and dehned

by the chemical formula: MgjSixGeySni.x-y. This mate-

rial, when properly doped, possesses a figure of merit and.

consequently, an efficiency of direct conversion of thermal

energy into electrical energy far exceeding that of any

other material previously known or used.

3,782,929 I

FLUXLESS ALUMINUM BRAZING

William J. Werner, Clinton, Tenn., assignor {^^^^^^^^^
States of America as represented by the Lmted States

Atomic Energy Commission

Vn nrawine Original application Oct. 2. 1970, Ser. No.

77 76Tnow Patent nS. 3.697,259 Divided and this

application June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 266,93

1

Int. CI. C22c 27/04 ,.,,,_.
U.S. CI. 75-143 3 Claims

This invention relates to a fluxlcss brazing alloy for

use in forming brazed composites made from members

of aluminum and its alloys, said brazing alloy consisting

of. in weight percent, 35-^5 percent
^'"•"'""'J'

'0-;^,

percent silicon. 25-60 percent germanium; 65-88 percent

aluminum. 2-20 percent silicon 2-18 Percent indium.

65-80 percent aluminum. 15-25 percent siluon, 5-15

percent yttrium.

3,782,928

COMPOSITE ALLOY FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE
APPLICATIONS

John L. Walter, Scotia, and Harvey E. Cline, Schenec-

tady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company

Continuation-in-part of abandoned appHcarion ^r- No.

97,917, Dec. 14, 1970. This application Nov. 8, 197Z,

Ser. No. 304,614

Int. CI. C22c 79/00

U.S. CL 75—134 F 5 Claims

An anisotropic polyphase composite alloy structure hav-

ing good high temperature tensile strength and resistance

to corrosion is provided. The comrosite alloy consists

essentially in atomic percent of 30-35% nickel. 30-35%

aluminum, 27-32% chromium and 2.0-7.0% molyb-

3.782,930

rR\PHlTE-CONTAlNlNG FERROUS-TITANIUMGRAPHIIL CU^^^^^
COMPOSITION

Akira Shibata, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Chugai

Electric industrial Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,281

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 28, 1971,

46/65,968

Int. CI. B22f 5/76; C22c 29/00

U.S. CI. 75—204 7 Claims

A s'intered graphite-containing ferrous-titanium carbide
A sinterea grapniic-«.«jiiia......fi. .

" . „ i;„„iH

composition is provided which is produced bv ^ hqu.d

pha^ sintering process, wherein a powder compoM^.^^

comprising a mixture of iron, titanium (e.g. ferro-t tani

um). cast iron and carbon is pressed into a compact and

the compact then heated to above the melting point of

the cast iron such that the carbon in the melt reacts with

the titanium to form titanium carbide, the amount of car^

bon being also sufficient to form graphite, si^ich that on

cooling, a metallographic structure is obtained comprised

of fine grains of precipitated titanium carbide dispersed in

a ferrous matrix which also contains precipitated particles

of graphite.
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3 782 931

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SINTERING
ANNULAR COMPACTS

Alexander Brede III, Lansing, Mich., Charles Robert

Talmage, New Canaan, Conn., and Elvin E. Tuttle,

Lansing, Mich., assignors to Motor Wheel Corporation,

Lansing, Mich. „, .^„
Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,167

Int. CI. B22f 5/00. 3/12, 7/06

U.S. CI. 75—224 2 Claims

3 782 934
SPECTRALLY SENSITIZED ELECTRO-

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
Hans Oblschlager, Cologne, Germany, Theofiel Hubert

Ghys, Kontich, and Karel Eugeen Vcrhille, Hoboken,
' Belgium, and Helmut Kampfer, Cologne, Germany, as-

signors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,

Germany „ ^, ^^„ _ ..

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,541

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18, 1971,

P 21 02 175.0

Int. CI. G03c 5/00

U.S. CI. 96 1.7 1 Claim

Spectrally sensitized electrophotographic layers on the

basis of zinc oxide as photoconductive agent which are

nearly colorless and stable in storage contain reaction

products of 2-methyl- or 4-methyl-quaternary salts of

heterocyclic bases with 4-hydroxybenzaldehydes.

,-*«

1 w\ A-jivr-T/'"

A method and apparatus for sintering annular com-

pacts without any substantial temperature gradients

throutih the compacts. The method involves axial move-

ment of the compact through vertical heating and cooling

towers of a controlled atmosphere furnace with lateral

movement of the compact through a crossover conduit

interconnecting the upper ends of the towers. The lower

end of the heating tower is provided with an inlet open-

ing in constant communication with the exterior of the

furnace and the lower end of the cooling tower has an

outlet connected via a scalable exit chamber with the

exterior of the furnace.

3 782 932

ELECTROPHORETIC IMAGING PROCESS USING
TRANSPARENT PARTICLES

Vsevolod Tulagin, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Xerox

Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 764,717,

Oct. 3, 1968. This application Sept. 20, 1972, »er.

No. 290,619 ^^ ,,^^^
Int. CI. G03g 7i/22

U g p| 5g 13 4 Claims

An image is formed photoelectrophoretically by expos-

ing an imaging suspension to a light image in the presence

of an electric field. The resulting image formed is con-

tacted with a secondary suspension containing an abrasive

ingredient in the presence of said electric field and

exposure.

3 782 933

SENSITIZED ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC LAYERS

Hans Ohlschlager, Cologne, and Oskar Jifster, Lever-

kusen, Germany, and Theofiel Hubert Ghys, Kontich,

Karel Eugeen Verhille, Mortsel, and Ir Johannes Van-

heertum, Halle-Zandhoven, Belgium, assignors to Agta-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Gerrnany

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,813

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 29, 1^71,

P 21 21 014.0

Int. CI. G03g 5 /OS, 5/06

U.S. CI. 96 1.7 * Claims

'spectrally sensitized electrophotographic material the

photoconductive layer thereof contains as sensitizer a dye

which contains at least one 2-cxo- or 2-thio-pyrimidine

ring in the molecule.

3 782 935

NOVEL TETRANUCLEAr'mETHINE DYES, PROC-
ESSES FOR PREPARING THE SAME, AND ELEC-
TROPHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS AND SILVER
HALIDE EMULSIONS CONTAINING THE SAME

Shi-Kuang Yao, Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to GAF
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application May 13, 1968, Ser. No.

728,837, now Patent No. 3,687,946. Divided and this

application May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,912

Int. CI. G03g 5/06, 5/08
.

U.S. CI. 96 1.7 ^ Claims

Novel tetranuclear dyes useful as sensitizers in electro-

photographic systems as well as silver halide emulsions

comprise compounds of the formula:

r s-S- ]=^CH
1

S

-1 /^o ®o-c Lb

u Ri J

H*

wherein

A is selected from the group consisting of

(1)

s=l

(2)

I

Ri

•=0

B.3

/
C-C=

1

H

I

R>

and

(3) 0=

B is selected from the group consisting of (1). (2) and

(4)

-S Y

o jc alkvl*

Ri, R2 and R4 are selected from the group consisting of

alky! and carboxyalkyl;
. r u j 1

R3 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, al-

ky 1 and alkoxy; and

Y is selected from the group consisting of Se and b.

such compounds being characterized that when A is (1),
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B is (1); when A is (2). B is (2) and when A is (3). B

'"

Processes of producing such dyes as well as electropho-

tographic processes and materials containing the same are

provided.

3 782 936

riiiriri «lOV TRWSFER RECEPTION ELEMENTS,

"^"^FRMLN^S AND PROCESSES THEREFOR

Thomas I Abbott. Rochester. Glen M. Dappen. We^er.
^
anTNa»1r f" I'rani, Rochester. N.Y assignors to East-

man Kodak Company, Rocherter, N/T.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 2^, 1971, Ser. No. 174,44J

fnt. CI. G03ci/W. 5/5^.7/52 ^^ ^^^^^

^^'zinT'oJdd^ is employed in association with a light-

. reflecting layer comprising titanium djoxide dispersed in

a binder which is associated with a dye image-receiving

layer employed in color diffusion transfer systems.

3 782 937

PHOTOGR\PHIC PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

mTO pH SENSmVE OPTICAL FILTER DYES

Ernest W.EIUs, North Reading, Paul T. MacGregor,

L«inSon. and Myron S. Simon, West Newto", M^s.,

assignors to Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,544

Int. CI. G03c 7/00

U.S. CI. 96-3 ^« ^»""'

;t£MSTM IM IML.LiMCffMt

This invention relates to photography, and more par-

ticularly it relates to the use of mixed phenol and mixed

naphthol phthaleins as optical filter

^f".'V^from rost
selectively exposed photosensitive -material from pos

ext>osure foecine in photographic processes where devel

opmen of tVe photosensitive material is conducted in the

n?eTence of extraneous incident light. Th.s class of ind.-

Tator dyes comprises 3.3-disubstituted phthal.des and 3^3-

disubsiituted naphthalides wherein one of the 3.3 suD^

stimen s is a p-hydroxyphenyl or a p-hsdroxynaphthyl

raS aid throther is a phenyl radical other than p-

hvdroxvphenyl At a first pH in alkaline solution he

above noted dyes have a highly colored light-absorbing

?orm capable of absorbing radiation within a prede er^

m ned wavelength range in the shorter wavelength region

of the visible spectrum and at a second ess alkahne pH

have a colorless form that is substamialiy nonj.gh -ab-

sorbing n the visible spectrum. By selectmg a dye rom

this class which is in its light-absorbing form at the pH

at which development is performed, protection of the ex-

no^d photosensitive material from radiation acinic

Ko is afforded within the wavelength range absorbed

bv the dye and subsequent to at least the initial stages

o develepoment. the dye may be rendered substantially

colorless by adjusting the pH to permit viewing of the

final image.

3 782 938

PHOTOSENSITIVE ELEMENT COMPRISING POLY-

"YeRS WITH CYCLOPROPENYL GROUPS AND
PROCESS ^, „
Charles D. De Boer, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appiica-

tions Ser No. 831,242, June 6, 1969, and Ser. No.

168,342, Aug. 2, 1971. This application Nov. 30, 1971,

S.r. No. 203.427
^^^^3^, ^^,,,,„

I

^ c Q 96 35.1 »2 Claims

There is described a novel class of light-sensitive poly-

mers and the use of these polymers in photosensitive com-

position elements and processes. The polymers have ap-

pended to a polymer backbone a light-sensitive unsatur

ated cyclic group which is a thre.- to six membered car-

bocyclic or monocyclic heterocyclic ring containing an

ethylcnic double bond or a five to six membered elhyleni-

cally unsatura-cd carKKyclic or heterocyclic ring free of

exoc>clic double bonds and fused to an aromatic ring ol

thj benzene series. i

3 782 939

DRY POSITIVE-ACTING PHOTORESIST
James A. Bonham, Pine Springs, and fanayotis C.

Petrellis, Maplewood, Minn., assignors to Mmncsota

Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224.949

Int. CI. G03c 5/00

U S CI. 96 35.1 ' Claims

'a process for* forming an imagewise pattern of a posi-

tive-acting photoresist material on a receptor surface is

provide, wherein a dry film of photosolubilizable ma-

terial, supported by a carrier sheet, is bonded to the recep-

tor followed by exposure and development thereof to

leave an image pattern on the receptor.

Conventional processes can then be used to treat the

exposed receptor surface, e.g. etching, plating, etc.

3,782.940
'

lON-ETCHING METHOD
, Michihiro Ohto, Tokyo, AtsumI Noshiro, Yokohama, and

Tetsuya Mayuzumi, Annaka, Japan, a^ignors o Dai

Nippon Prinring Co., Ltd., and Shinetsu Chemical Com-

pany, both of Tokyo, Japan
-oo qct

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289 957

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 20, l!*7i,

46 73,148

Int. CI. G03c 5/00
^ ^, . ,

.jg ^, 5j 35 4 Claims

A photopolymerizable composition comprising 100

parts by weight of photopolymerizable organopoly-

siloxane made from vacryloxypropyltr.chlors.lane and

dihydroxydimethylpolysiloxane, 4 parts by weight of 4,4

-

bis^dimethylamino^benzophenon. and 1,000 parts by

weight of a solvent is applied over a base plate, and there-

on a positive pattern is laid. From above the positive pat-

tern a light is supplied to carry out developing and fixing

treatmems and subsequently ion-etching to finally obain

etched products having fine patterns with little side-etch-

ing phenomenon.

3 782 941

PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC ELEMENT,
COMPOSITION AND PROCESS

Paul Hartman and Gale E. Smith, R^^ester N.Y.^M-

signors to Eastman Kodak Company Rochester N.Y

No Drawing. Filed July I?' l^/n',^; /V?
Int. CI. G03c 5/24, //02. J/72

* „ „, g>j ig uf) 18 Claims

An N-hVdroxynaphthalimide accelerator-toning agem

in photothermographic elements, compositions arid proc-

esses provides improved results in shorter processing time
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and at lower concentrations. The N-hydroxynaphthal-

imide compounds can be employed in photothermographic

materials and/or thermographic materials in combina-

tion with reducing agents. Other addenda commonly em-

ployed in photothermographic materials such as sensitiz-

ing dyes, image stabilizers and stabilizer precursors arid

various photosensitive compounds can be employed in

the photothermographic materials also.

3 782 942

METHOD FOR PREPARING ARTWORK TO BE
USED IN MANUFACTURING OF PRINTED
CIRCUITS

Giampiero Compare, Milan, Italy, assignor to General

Electric Information Systems S.p.A., Caluso, Turm,

Italy

Filed June 7, 1968, Ser. No. 735,462

Claims priority, application Italy, June 8, 1967,

16,967/67, Patent 816,880

Int. CI. G03c 5/04

U.S. CI. 96—41 I Claims

This invention relates to a method for preparing art-

work to be used in manufacturing of printed circuits. The

novelty resides in the provision of optical reference means

on a plurality of masks and a photosensitive member

which permits precision alignment of the masks relative

to a photosensitive member.

3 782 945
MERCAPTOTETRAZAINDENE IN PHOTOGRAPHIC

PRINTING PLATE DEVELOPMENT
Isao Shimamura, Yoo lijima, Eiichi Okutsu, Haruhiko

Iwano, Tadao Shishido, and Reiichi Ohi, Kanagawa,

Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami
Ashigara-shi, Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Filed June 11, 1971, Ser. No. 152,397

Claims priority, application Japan, June 11, 1970,

45/50,564
Int. CI. G03c 5/30

U.S. CI. 96—66.3 19 Claims

A process for developing a silver halide photographic

element which comprises developing a lithographic light-

sensitive material in the presence of the compound repre-

sented by the following general formula,

3 782 943
PROCESS FOR THE FORMATION OF

IMAGE POLYMERS
Yoshihida Hayakawa and Masato Satomura, Asaka,

Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami

Ashigara-shi. Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 790,457, Jan. 10, 1969. This application Aug. 3,

1971, Ser. No. 168,742

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 10, 1968,

43/1,215
Int. CI. G03c 1/68. 1/70, 5/26

U.S. CI. 96—48 R 25 Claims

A process for forming images involving polymerizing

at least one addition polymerizable vinyl compound in

a photographic silver halide emulsion layer containing a

phenol.

N N
^ \ /<^ '

R«-C C

Ri-C C
^ / \
C N
I

Rj

Z'

C—Ri

wherein Rj and R2, which may be the same or different,

represent a hydrogen atom, a hydroxyl group, a hydro-

carbon group or —SR5; at least one of said Ri and Rj

being —SR5; R5 represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl

radical; and R3 and R4, which may be the same or dif-

ferent, represent a hydrogen atom, a hydroxyl group, a

halogen atom, or a hydrocarbon group; said R3 and R4

may be ring-closed to form a 5- or 6-membered ring.

3 782 944

PROCESS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF
VINYL COMPOUND

Yoshihide Hayakawa and Masato Satomura, Kanagawa,

Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami

Ashigara-shi, Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

137,982, Apr. 27, 1971, which is a continuation of

application Ser. No. 701,873, Jan. 31, 1968, both

now abandoned. This application Oct. 10, 1972,

Ser. No. 296,503
^ ,^ ^^^,

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1967,

42/6,213
Int. a. G03c 7/65. 7/70

U.S. CI. 96—48 R 21 Claims

A process for the selective polymerization of a polym-

erizable vinyl compound which comprises exposing a gela-

tino silver halide photographic emulsion layer containing

silver halide particles to electromagnetic waves or particle

rays to give centers of development to said silver halide

particles causing the silver halide photographic emulsion

layer to react, in the presence of at least one vinyl com-

pound, with a naphthol derivative having two hydroxyl

groups, or one hydroxyl group and one amino group art

the 1,6-positions, 1,8-positions, 2,5-positions or 2.7-posi-

tions on the naphthalene nuclei.

3,782,946
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT

Atsuaki Aral, Kinji Ohkubo, Tatsuya Tajima, Mitsugu

Tanaka, and Yosinori Tutiya, Kanagawa, Japan, as-

signors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami Ashigara-

shi, Kanagawa, Japan
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 851,854,

Aug. 21, 1969. This application Mar. 9, 1972, Ser.

No. 233,309
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 21, I960,

43/59,672
Int. CL G03c 7/06, 5/26. 5/30

U.S. CI. 96 66.3 12 Claims

A photographic developing method providing increased

image density and sensitivity comprising developing an

exposed light-sensitive silver halide photographic emulsion

with an alkaline solution containing a combination of hy-

droquinone in a compound of the formula

Ri
\
/

Ri

N-^ >-0H

wherein Rj, R2, X and Y are each alky! radicals having

up to 4 carbon atoms.

3 782 947
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCT WrfH PHOTOGRAPH.
ICALLY TRANSPARENT MAGNETIC RECORD-
ING MEDIUM ^ __

Harry J. Krall, Los Gatos, CaUf., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

122,147, Mar. 8, 1971. This application Jan. 28, 1972,

Ser. No. 221,502
Int. CL G03c 7/76

U.S. CI. 96 67 33 Claims

A photographic product carries magnetically susceptible

particles which are uniformly distributed across (at least

part of) the image area of the product. The particle dis-

tribution and size(s) are so designed that the composite
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F^; ^.^'

. -Hi. u leist one olefinic double bond or having groups capable

granularities of the photographic and
"^^^^J

-.,"^^?;^„
of form ng oSic double bonds upon exposure become

such that the magnetic distribution .s

f^

^"«'^">
'^^J ^ ?ess soTuble or less swellable upon exposure at the light-

parent in a photographic sense. Thus, the photographic
J^^^^^^^o'^"^^^^ ^ ^^,j^j -^^^^ j, obtained after removal of

the unexposed areas.
|

3,782,951

PHOTOPOLYMERIZABLF COMPOSITI^^^^^

BLE OF YIELDING RE\ ERSE IMAGES

Shunc-Van I ee. U ilmincton, Del., assJBnor to E. I. du

Pont dc Nemours and Company, WilmmRton, Del.

No Drawing. Filed July 31, 1972. Ser. No. 276,381

Int. CI. G03C//94

U.S. CI. 96-86 P
.^ ;

Claims

Photopolymerizable compositions are described contain-

ing an ethylenically unsaturated monomer, an organic

polymeric binder and, as the initiator system a hexaaryl-

biimidazole and a hydrogen-donor compound. These m-

ventive compositions are capable of yielding reverse

photopolymer images since relatively intense radiation

prevents polymerization, while less intense radiation yields

photopolymerization. The first (intense) exposure is

imagewise and the second (less intense) exposure is non-

imagewise. The compositions are useful in the graphic arts

where a positive-working system is required, e.g.. lor

relief or planographic printing plates, direct positive copy-

ing films, and the like.

3:"

g
1

B-t-M

8
E

1-8

image may bo viewed via the magnetic distribution, and

the magnetic distribution may be employed for recording

and playback of information.

3,782,948

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL CONTATNTNC NTTRO
COMPOUNDS FOR THE SILVER DYESTLFF
BLEACHING PROCESS

Alfred Froehlich, Marlyle-Grand, and .Alfred Oetiker

and Heinrich Schaller. Fribourg, Switzerland, assignors

to Ciba-Geiey AG. Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion S€r. No. 812,860. Apr. 2, 1969. This application

Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,654

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Apr. 9. 1968,

5,236/68

Int. CK G03c 7/76
,, ^, .

U.S. CI. 96—73 " C^*'"**

Aromatic or heterocyclic nitro compounds as oxidizing

agents for the reduced dyestuff bleaching catalyst in photo-

graphic material for the silver dyestuff bleaching process.

3,782,949

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENT COMPRISING A ,

HYDROXY SIBSTITLTED ALIPHATIC CAR-
BOXYLIC ACID ARYL HYDRAZIDE

Ismael Adolfo Olivares, Frederic Roland Bean, and Grant

Milford Haist, Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 11, 1971, Scr. No. 123,450

Int. CLG03C/ 7-^5, //06

U.S. a. 96—76 R » Claims

Hydroxy substituted aliphatic carboxylic acid aryl hy-

drazides are employed as developing agents for exposed

electromagnetic energy sensitive silver salts. The develop-

ing agents can be employed in developer solutions, in sil-

ver salt processing solutions, as incorporated developing

agents, as a developing agent in diffusion transfer proc-

esses, and as the reducing agent in heat processing tech-

niques.

3,782,950

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
Erwin Ranz, Leverkusen, Wolfgang Himmelmann, Opla-

den-Lutzenkirchen, and Peter Bergthaller and Jurgen

Hooker, Cologne. Germany, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen. Germany

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,753

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Mar. 13, 1971,

P 21 12 141.5

Int. CLG03C 7/70

U.S. CI. 96—85 9 """"
Photographic layers containing a light-sensitive cyclic

aryl polycarboxylic acid imidc and a compound having at

3,782.952

1 irHT-SFNSITlVF COMPOSITION OF A TETRA
(FPO\YPROP()XYPHKNYI)-IO>VER ALKANE
AND AN INITIATOR

Eugene Golda. Monsey. and Delos E. Bo'*";,^\.»'"«
J'?'"!'

N.Y., assignors to Polychrome Corporation, Yonkers.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 1, 1971. Ser. No. 130.534

Int. CI. G03c 7/66

U.S. CI. 96-93 ^ ^C>^""^

A light-sensitive composition comprising a tctra(epoxy-

propoxyphenyl) -lower alkane and a light-activated po-

lymerization initiator.

3,782,953

PURIFICATION OF SILVER HALIDE
PRECIPITATES

Stephen Barrv Maley. Rochester. N.Y., aswgnor to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,179

Int. CI.G03C7 /02. 7/04

U g Qy 9^ 94 R 10 Claims

An improved method for washing silver halide precipi-

tates by employing ion-exchange resins which are capable

of substituting hydroxyl ions and hydrogen ions for ex-

traneous soluble salts.

3 782 954

METHOD FOR THE ^'n^FORM PREPARATION OF
SILVER HALIDE GRAINS

Henry D. Porter and Benjamin A. Johi«on, boj^ %/ast-

man Kodak Company. Rochester. N.Y. 14650

Continuation of abandoned applicaUon Ser. No. |76.893,

Nov. 14, 1969. This application Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No.

*'^''*^^
Int.CI.G03c7/02 , ^, .„«

U s CI. 96—94 ^ Claims

A method and apparatus for its practice are disclosed

where, uniformly sized silver halide grains are precipitated

in an aqueous peptizer solution by the reaction of a silver

salt solution with a halide salt solution, where at least one

of the solutions has been mixed with a portion of the

peptizer solution prior to its reaction with the other solu-

tion within the remainder of the peptizer solution. Appa-
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ratus is disclosed for practicing the method of this inven- cific cyanine dye in a silver halide emulsion layer. TTie fog

tion including at least one separate mixing chamber for nuclei formed in the s. ver ha ide emulsion l^y^r b^fore-
^

hand have resistance to indoor illumination, and the result-

ant photographic material can be handled under indoor

illumination without causing the breakage of the fog

nuclei, and gives images of good contrast.

3 782 958
GLASS SHOWING ELECTRICAL SWITCHING

PHENOMENA
Adii Bishay and Mahmoud Aly El Hamamsy, Cairo, and

Mohammed Hosny Omar, Heliopolis, Egypt, assignors

to the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Air Force
Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 223,831

Int. CI. C03c 3/14. 3/30; HOlb 7/06

U.S. CI. 106—47 R 4 Claims

A glass composition is provided that consists essentially

of an alkali or alkaline earth metal borate containing iron.

The glass is useful in fabricating memory switching devices

that can be used, for example, in digital equipment and

display units, and thermistors.

3 782 959
POLYHEDRAL BORANE FOGGED DIRECT-POSI-
TIVE SILVER HALIDE EMULSION CONTAINING
AN ORGANIC SULFOXIDE
John H. Bigelow, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,513

Int. CI. G03c 7/25
U.S. CI. 96—107 15 Claims

Direct positive photographic silver halide emulsion

elements having improved developed siKer covering

power resulting in increased maximum density are pre-

pared by adding to a chemically fogged silver halide

emulsion at the start or during the digestion step from

50 to 400 milliliters of a dialkyl sulfoxide per 1.5 moles

of silver nitrate. The alkyl groups of the sulfoxide may

contain from 1 to 4 carbon atoms. The silver halide

emulsions are preferably fogged with amine boranes or

boron hydrides in which the skeletal framework forms

a polyhedron borane cage containing 6 to 12 boron atoms

or a fragment thereof, and which may contain hetero-

skeletal atoms selected from the group consisting of car-

bon, sulfur and nitrogen atoms.

dilution of a salt solution with a portion of the peptizer

solution prior to the precipitation reaction.

3 782 955
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Bruno Mucke. Cologne, Kari Lohmer, Leverkusen, and

Wolfgang Himmelmann, Opiaden, Germany, assignors

to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 127,363

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 17, 1970,

P 20 18 552.8; July 4. 1970, P 20 33 264.3

Int. CI. C09h 7/00; G03c 7/72

U.S. CI. 96-^14.8 5 Claims

Improved h.-ateJ drum drying properties are obtained

for photographic silver halide-gelatin emulsions wherein

some of th.' gelatin is modified to keep it from being

hardened by organic hardeners.

3,782,956

LIGHT-SENSITIVE COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC MA-
lERIAL WITH LNDAZOLONT COLOR COUPLERS
Immo Boie, Cologne, Walter Schulte, Opiaden, Wilibald

Pelz and Fritz Nittel, Cologne, and Friednch-Wilhelm

Kunitz, Leverkusen, Germany, assignors to Agfa-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 163,044

Claims priority, application Germany, July 18, 1970,

P 20 35 725.9

Int. CI. G03c7/^0
U S CI 96 100 4 Claims

Indazolones having a carbamyl substitution in the

benzene ring make particularly desirable magenta-form-

ing color couplers for color photography.

3 782 957

FOGGED, DIRECT-POSITIVE SILVER HALIDE
EMULSION LAYER CONTAINING A CYANINE
DYE AND A COMPOUND CONTAINING A
METAL OF GROUP VIII OF THE PERIODIC
TABLE ^^.^ ^,

Klnji Ohkubo, Takao Masuda, Keisuke Shiba, Masanao

Hinata, Akira Sato, and Akira Ogawa, Minami Ashi-

gara-machi, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Minami Ashigara-shi. Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213.809

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

46/121,455
Int. CI. G03c7/56

U.S. CI. 96 101 .20 Claims

A direct reversal silver halide photographic material

suitable for use in a copying process utilizing a mercury

or fluorescent lamp is provided by including a compound

of a metal of Group Vin of the Periodic Table and a spe-

3,782,960

DIRECT-PRINT LIGHT-DEVELOFABLE EMULSION
CONTAINING SILVER HALIDE GRAINS SENSI-

TIZED ON THE SURFACE WITH SILVER THIO-
CYANATE, IODIDE AND GOLD COMPOUND

David W. Walters, Williamson, Robert E. Heeks, Penfield,

and Donald P. Sullivan, Rochester, N.Y., assignors to

Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 125,816

Int. CI. G03c 7/25

U.S. CI. 96—108 ^ ,.3 Claims

A photographic emulsion of the silver halide direct-

print light-developable type containing silver thiocyanate.

Optimum results may be obtained by addition of iodide

and gold sensitizers.

3,782,961

PHOTOSENSITIVE COMPOSITION COMPRISING
POLYURETHANE PREPOLYMER

Katsutoshi Takahashi and Masanori Takase, Urawa,

Japan, assignors to Dainippon Ink and Chemicals, In-

corporated, Tokyo. Japan ,,«,-A
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 129,620

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1970,

45/25,894
Int. CI. G03c 7/70

U.S. CI. 96 115 R ' 8 Claims

A photosensitive composition comprising a polyure-

thane prepolymer and a photosensitizer, the prepolymer

being prepared by the reaction of a hydroxyl component
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having at least 5 ether linkages and an cthylenically un-

Lturated double bond positioned at the terminals w.th a

polyisocyanate component.

3 782 962

xtvTinjFn BASE MATERIALS OR PRODUCTS

,^l 'o^^Mul.^rgoUI.'laU.y. and Ma. P. N^v.^s.

Niw Hope, Minn., assignors <<> General Mills Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 7 1972 Ser. >o. 232.604

11^70
'°»-^'-^"'^'^^

11 Claims
^
A S'rousVoduct is prepared by mixing a fluid aqueous

solution of certain carboxyalkyl ethers of polygalacto-

m nnans with a second aqueous solution conta.nmg cal^

cium ions, said mixing bemg sufficient to mpt^^e "^e

forming s^c-like precipitates to yield the ^brous product

The said product is useful as a structuring agent for

T^ious fo^s. supplying such structure without calorie

contribution.

3,782.963

METHOD OF VITAMIN COATING
CEREAL PRODUCTS „ _, ^ ,,,

Leroy F. Duvall and Charles D. Stone, Barrinj^on, 111.,

^'ignors to The Quaker 0«t%Co'PP|;>
' ^''JfjM-f

NO Drawing. ^^Jed^May H. mi,^^. No. 144 34,

.
-f.^

5 Claims

^ThfsinveTiJon relates to a process of vitamin coating

cereal products and particularly to a new vitamin coating

procedure for ready-io-eat breakfast cereals.

MFTHOD OF MAKING A BAKERY PRODUCT
'^

HAvVnG AN EXPANDED FILLING

John H. Forkner, 2116 Mayfair Drive W.,

Fresno, Calif. 93703

Continuation of abandoned application Ser No. 873,5»1,

Nov. 3, 1969. This application Sept. 7, 1971, !»er. ^o.

*'*'^**
Int. CI. A21d 13/00

1 T c ri 4114—275 * Claims

A bakeryVoduct comprising a cooked (e.g.. by baking

or deep-fat frying) dough physically associated with an

•expanded confection filling. Also a method of manu ac^

lure in which the dough and filling are ^^'[^^^i''';^'^^

a cooking operation to cook the dough and thereafter the

dough and filling subjected to a partial vacuum to expand

the filling. In some instances the expanded fil mg can be

further processed to effect partial collapsing of the filling.

3 782 964

METHOD OF ^PGRAD^^^^^^

James W. Knight, Wilmslow, England, assignor to

CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 21. »969 Ser. No. 792,771

Int. a. A23J 3/00
^ ^^^^

""•^^rprtse^fn'v'ention provides a process for rendering

crude starch-containing gluten edible by ;"»^J^^X '^^

crude gluten to the hydrolytic action of alpha amyla e to

rbstant.ally hydrolyze the starch and •ntroducing steam

into the amylase treated gluten to heat the gluten to a

temperature of at least 95° C. for several minutes. The

hyTolyzed starch optionally may be removed in the

aqueous fraction by filtration or like separation steps yield-

ing an upgraded edible protein, or the mixture may be

dded in its entirety by spray drying, roll-drum drying or

the like.

3,782,967

PREPARATION OF AN EATABLE YEAST
PRODI CT

.

Biom Westphal Eriksen, Soborg, and Svend Danielsen

^C™penhagen, Denmark, assignors to Aktieselskabet

Dansk Gaerings-Industri, Cophenhagen, I>«n«na«

Continuation of abandoned application S"- No-
"J'*;;'

May 13, 1969. This application Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. iNo.

^^^''^^^
lnt.Cl.A23j//7S

ii<i ri 426—62 12 Claims

A process for preparing an eatable yeast product where-

in a yeast material, preferably a yeast cream, is con-

tacted under conditions of vigorous agitation, with a ho

oil or fat having a temperature above the bod'"? If'
"^

of water at the actual pressure, preferably 150-210 C.

Thereby, the yeast material is inactivated and dried, pret-

erably to a water content of less than 5 percent by we.ght.

and its taste is improved, becoming more or less silimlar

to the taste of fried meat. The process is preferably

carried out in a cominuous manner in an elongated

tubular reactor, the yeast material being introduced into

a current of hot fat or oil in said tubular reactor.

I

3,782,968 _^
MFTHOD OF DEHULLING LEGUMES

daus Herzberg, Krefeld, and W»helni Dollbaum Kal^^^^^^

hausen, Germany, assignors to Holtz & Wlllemsen,

Krefeld-Uerdingen, Germany ......
Filed Feb. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 116.142

Claims priority, application Gennany, Feb. 19, 1970,

P 20 07 588.1

Int. CI. A231/ /20 ^ n-lm*
U.S. CI. 426-511 « ^"*"'

3,782,965

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING COFJ^^. ^''I'^.t^I,
Martin S. Colton, Tarrytown, and

^}^^";J'^"i"l'';';.
Monroe, N.Y., assignors to General Foods Corpora-

tion, White Plains, N.Y. _

No Drawing. Filed May 15. 1972 Ser. No. 253,067

Int. CI. A23f /OS
, r^, • .

IT« ri 426—432 ^ Claims

A process for producing coffee extract by contacting

an aqueous extraction liquid with progressively fresher

roasted and ground coffee in the extraction columns of a

percolator set wherein the aqueous extraction liquid is

defoamed using nonchemical means prior to passing it

through the extraction column containmg the freshest

roasted and ground coffee. The coffee ;^''»7^^.
^/^J^";?^

from the extraction column containing the freshest coffee

remains substantially defoamed and the Process also re-

sults in higher coffee solids yields for the overall extrac-

tion process.

A method of t^atment of soya beans for the produc-

tion of debittered soya bean flour, where raw soya beans

-.re crushed into fractions, whirled for a short period of

ti^e by a jet of overheated water steam in a whirl cham-

beT exposed to mechanical impacts to separate hull par-
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tides from the bean body particles, and the upper portion

of the whirling steam together with the separated light

hull particles is discharged from the whirl chamber.

with (3). or (B) dissolving (2) into (3) and then mix-

ing with (1), and then quickly cooling and kneading the

emulsion.

3 782 969
FRENCH FRY CUT POTATO DOUGH PIECE

Roderick G. Beck, James F. Harmon, and Mounir A.

Sbatila, Blackfoot, Idaho, David A. Richins, Bountiful,

Utah, and John H. Lach, Blackfoot, Idaho, assignors

to American Potato Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Original application Apr. 16, 1969, Ser. No. 816,675, now
Patent No. 3,605,647. Divided and this application

Sept. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 69,885
Int. CI. A23I 1/12

U.S. CI. 426—145 3 Claims

A machine for forming from potato dough elongate

bodies that resemble potato pieces suitable for french

frying. The machine is arranged to move the dough

through spaces between a set of parallel wires, which

wires are spaced from one another by amount correspond-

ing to the width of the piece. The length of the spaces

determines the length of the potato piece. A second set

of parallel wires is supported in registry with the first

mentioned set during dough movement; after the dough

is moved by an amount corresponding to the thickness of

a french fry body, the wires of the second set are moved

across the dough to separate potato pieces suitable for

french frying. A machine for automatically synchronizing

the movement of the dough and the movement of the sec-

ond set of wires. A french fry potato piece formed by

the apparatus which piece is characterized by an uncom-

pressed surface.

3 782 971
FOOD EMULS'lONS CONTAINING

MODIFIED PROTEINS
Johannes Hendrik van Roon, Vlaardingen, Netherlands,

assignor to Lever Brothers Company, New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

887,659, Dec. 23, 1969. This appUcation Oct. 19, 1971,

Ser. No. 190,510
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 31, 1968,

61,977/68
Int CI. A23d 3/00

U.S. CI. 426—185 3 Qaims
Aqueous solutions having a pH of about 4.5-6 and

containing particular modified proteins are used in the

preparation of edible fat emulsions comprising 80-84%

of an edible glyceride and having a continuous water

phase. The modified protein is a N-acetyl milk pro-

tein containing about 20-40% N-acetylamino groups

(CHs—CO—NH— ), calculated on the basis of total

acetylatable amino groups (NH2— ), which total acetyl-

atable amino groups are the lysine e-amino groups and the

a-amino groups of N-terminal amino acids in the milk

protein. The modified protein improves the heat-stability

of acidic oil-in-water emulsions so that emulsions with a

good keepability can be prepared by pasteurization with-

out the use of preservatives.

3 782 972
ESSENCE FOR ENHANCING THE FLAVOR OF

CITRUS JUICES
Cederic D. Atkins and John A. Attaway, Winter Haven,

Fla., assignors to State of Florida, Department <rf Citrus

Filed Jan. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 109,922

Int. CI. A2317 /02, 1/26
U.S. a. 426—192 16 Claims

An aqueous citrus essence is prepared having an en-

hanced content of components which contribute to the

natural flavor of the citrus juice, particularly certain al-

dehyde type compounds and a decreased content of com-

ponents, such as easily oxidized fatty substances, which

detract from the flavor of the juice. Preparation of the

enhanced citrus essence is accomplished by increasing the

alcoholic content of the aqueous phase of the essence so

that its capacity for desirable aldehyde type components

is increased. The increase in alcoholic content is effected

by recirculation under appropriate conditions of tempera-

ture and pressure of the aqueous phase of the essence in

contact with fresh essence. An apparatus is specifically

disclosed for effecting the process of the invention. En-

hanced essence produced by the present invention is par-

ticularly useful for reconstituting the flavor of citrus juice

concentrates such as orange juice.

3 782 970
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING EMULSIFIED FATS
Tsutomu Tomita, Yachiyo, and Masahiko Mizukoshi,

Funabashi, Japan, assignors to Kao Soap Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,769

Claims priority, JEipplication Japan, Sept. 2, 1970,

45/76,959
Int. CI. A23d 5/00

U.S. CI. 426—363 ^ Claims

An emulsified fat composition, useful for baking, is

prepared from ( 1 ) a first homogeneous solution contain-

ing edible oil or fat, (2) a second homogeneous solution

containing sucrose fatty acid ester, polyglycerol fatty acid

ester or polyoxyethylene sorbitan fatty acid ester, and

(3) aqueous sorbitol solution, aqueous invert sugar solu-

tion, com syrup or honey. The composition is prepared

by either (A) dissolving (1) into (2) and then mixing

3 782 973
FLAVORING COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES
Alan O. Pittet, Atlantic Highlands, and Eugene W. Seitz,

Middletown, N.J., assignors to International Flavors

& Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

69,505, Sept. 3, 1970. This appUcation July 28, 1971,

Ser. No. 166,971
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Aug. 29, 1989, has been disclaimed

Intel. A23I7 /26
U.S. CI. 426—175 18 Qaims

Processes for the preparation of reaction products of

cyclic ketones and sulfur-free amino acids; the reaction

products so produced; use of the reaction products to

alter the flavor and /or aroma of consumable materials;

and compositions containing such reaction products adapt-

ed to alter the flavor and /or aroma of consumable ma-

terials.

918 o.rx.—13
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O^TETIC SALT sfflt^ gSrwlX-o.

lot CI. A23I //i»
J j,,^j^

"t fLmrdUtetic salt substUute formulation is pro-

oVsXm intoxication and excess in hyperuns,on and

related health risks.

the arcuate portion terminate ma pair
^^J^^^'^^^J'^^

shaped clinch means which receive the nm of the pan

and^re secured thereto to affix the handle to the pan. One

o? the U shaped clinch means is provided w.th an mtegral

^nd ^Vtion ?r piercing element which - adaf^^^^^^

paoe the outer surface of the cover and puncture the cover

when the cove^\"xpands in order to permit vapors to escape

from the interior of the pan.

3 782 977

METHOD FOR PREPARING COLLAGEN^ COMPOSITIONS
WilUam E. Henderson and Camilla B. Ross, H'°^^«'ll "'/»

So« to Union Carbide Corporation, New York,

^'^'
Filed Sept. 1, 1971 Set No 176.863

Int CI. A22C 75/00

U.S. CI. 426—140

3 782 975^OD OF ^-^-C^OCVn^- LOW SODUIM

^Z pVlnTerK^o^D^ ^l^^pl^SiUSr./-

«^*-
li^C^. A^25c?.VS^^^^^^^ i/02; A231 3^34^^^

^f S^t'ho^s'" ovided for curing fresh primal cuts of

meatTntended for consumption by those on a low sod.um

S^et which includes the step of subjecting a fresh prima

cut to an aqueous curing solution .^"^stanl^ W^
f^^^o^

sodium and chloride ions and conta.mng about LO to 20%

bv weight of a water soluble, non-tox.c phosphate com

S' Elected from the ^-up consisting of orthopho-

^ate, polyphosphate and pyrophosphate salts of potas

sium and mixtures thereof

POPCORN package' AnS" HANDLE ASSEMBLY

J^^ W MliM Mount Clemens, and David H. Jehn,

''^chmon'J! Micrassignors to D»n-Hot, Inc., Mount

^^•^"'"^FiM Jiec. 14, 1971, Ser No 207.913

Int. CI. B65b 25/22 ^^
VS. CI. 426—110

to.]

T

A method for preparing homogeneous formable col-

'which ndudes the steps of (a) PreP-ing a viscous aque-

ous dispersion of non-conagenousfi^^^^

rifenTo^a eflss 'ind^ Urt^^^^^^^ ^^1 -^.

vT^ous non-collagenous fiber dispers.on and saidjje

swollen collagen mass while maintammg the temperature

of the admixture below about 35 C

ERRATUM
For Class 106-47 R see:

Patent No. 3.782.958

Th^ nan and handle assembly includes an open-topped

the pan. wun uic i^ v
nrodiict is confined

between portions of he
J^^/^^^iHaSdle has a gen-

between the pan and the cover. » "«
J" ^ ^ ^im

erally arcuate portion engaging different areas ot tne

Tnd a handle Portior^^^n^^JS tUforT^e hand^= Sty":utv:?rdW^^^^^^ - ^dsof

'« 7g2 978

Int. CI. C23C 3/02
^^ ^^^^^

'"rra'irsu,.Th;r:'rersi: rass^nrat^e%.uS.i-

':l tnteVaVe""-esSg in migration "f -« P-^«
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in spontaneous decomposition (triggering) of the bath

and loss thereof, as well as plate-out on walls of the

plating tank, racks and the like. The invention overcomes

these difficulties by addition of an unsaturated carboxylic

acid to the solution alone or preferably in combination

with a second stabilizer. The acid acts to suppress the rate

of deposition over aluminum decreasing gas evolution and

migration of smut into the solution. As a result, trigger-

ing of the solution is retarded.

3 782 979
SPRAY SHOE POLISH

Milton Nevitt. 51 Royal Way. Manhassct Hilb.

New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

189,398, Oct 14, 1971. now Patent No. 3.704,143. This

application Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,247

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Nov. 28, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI.C09g//70
U.S. CI. 106 5 ^ Claims

A spray shoe polish that is wax and silicone free. Ethyl

cellulose is used as a base. A plasticizer and an inhibiter

arc employed as are three solvents having different boil-

ing points for providing high gloss, no wax build-up, solu-

bility of previous coatings, crack inhibition and dispersal

of previously applied wax.

3 782 982
PRODUCTS PREPARED FROM SOLUBLE

SILICATE SOLUTIONS
Joseph E. Pierson, Painted Post, and Stanley D. Stookey,

Coming, N.Y., assignors to Coming Glass Works.

Coming. N.Y. _ „^^
Filed June 12, 1970, Ser. No. 45,806

Int. CI. C04b 35/14

U.S. CI. 106 75 ^ Claims

This invention relates to the discovery of a method for

producing monolithic porous materials, water insoluble

thermoplastic materials, and water soluble resinous mate-

rials containing silica (SiOa) from reaction mixtures of

soluble silicates and certain organic compounds by treat-

ing said reaction mixtures at moderate temperatures to re-

act the various species therein.

3,782,980
REFRACTORY POURING TUBE

Terrance M. Smith, Augusta, Ga., assignor to The

Babcock & Wilcox Company. New York. N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

22.461, Mar. 25, 1970. This appUcation Feh. 16, 1972,

Ser. No. 226.994 ,^,^^
Int. CI. C04b 35/18, 35/48

VJS, CI. 106 57 * Claims

There* is provided a fired refractory article composed

of a fused refractory aggregate and a refractory binder

material for bonding the aggregate together. The aggre-

gate consists essentially of (by weight) about 42-48 per-

cent alumina (AI2O3) and about 17-23 percent silica

(SiOa) generally in the form of mullite crystals

(3AI2O3—2Si02). and about 33-39 percent unstabilized

zirconia (ZrOj) dispersed throughout the mullite struc-

ture.

The aggregate forms 50 to 80% while the binder forms

50 to 26% of the refractory article. The binder originally

contains 10 to 907o of 100 mesh zircon sand, 10 to 90%

325 mesh alumina and to 50% raw clay. In addition

suitable plasticizers and organic materials are added for

forming purpose and are eliminated during heat treat-

ment of the article.

3 782 983

AIR ENTRAINMENT COMPOSITIONS FOR
CEMENT MORTARS

Joseph A. Komor, Allfentown. Pa., assignor to GAF
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 18, 1970, Ser. No. 38,539

Int. CI. C04b 7/02

U.S. CI. 106—88 1 Cbdm
A composition for imparting air entrainment to ce-

ment mortars comprising salts of sulfate esters derived

from: (a) straight or branched chain alcohols contain-

ing 0-65% by weight of ethylene oxide, wherein the al-

cohol portion has 8-10 carbon atoms, and (b) alkyl aryl

alcohols containing 0-65% by weight of ethylene oxide,

wherein the alkyl group has 2-7 carbon atoms.

3 782 984
ADJUVANTS FOR CEMENTS, MORTARS

AND CONCRETES
Pierre Allemand, Lyon, and Christian Hovasse, Dednes,

France, assignors to Rhone-Progil, Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,230

Claims priority, application France, July 2, 1971,

7125116
Int. a. C04b 7/02

U.S. CI. 106 90 8 Claims

Incorporation of a composition comprised of alkali

metal acid carbonates, alkali metal salts of hydroxylated

organic acids, and alkali metal silicates into portland

type cement, and mortars and concretes, etc., containing

such cements affords products having an accelerated set-

ting time and which evidence significantly improved me-

chanical performance and handling characteristics.

3 782 981
ALPHA-WOLLASTONITE PINS AND SETTERS
David Rostoker, Coming. N.Y., assignor to Coming

Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed May 1. 1972. Ser. No. 248.862

Int. CI. C04b 35/22, 35/20

U.S. a. 106—73.5 1 Claim

PIN

3 782 985
LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE
AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING THE
SAME

John C. Gebhardt, Annapolis, Md., asrignor to Cadcom,
Incorporated, Annapolis, Md.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,601

Int. CI. C04b 7/02, 7/32; C08h 17/04

U.S. CI. 106—97 10 Claims

A lightweight, high strength concrete is formed by mix-

ing with water, an admixture of fine aggregate consisting

solely of coal fiy ash cenospheres and dry hydraulic ce-

ment, then solidifying the mixture.

.TTTTT
V N \ S^

SETTER

^^^c:^:-:.:oo:^:^>-o-o:o>

This invention relates to the glaze firing of ceramic and

glass-ceramic articles wherein such articles are supported

on setter pins within the firing chamber. More particu-

larly, this invention is concerned with the production of

such pins with accompanying setters from alpha-wollas-

tonite.

3,782,986

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PLASTER FROM
BYPRODUCT GYPSUM

Gerald H. Vincent, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignor to

Combustion Engineering, Inc.. Windsor, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 12. 1970, Ser. No. 89,121

Int. CI. C04b 11/10

U.S. CI. 106—110 7 aalms
A method of producing plaster from byproduct or syn-

thetic gypsum is disclosed including milling the gypsum,

adding boric acid as a calcination modifier, calcining the
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modified gypsum to yield plaster, adding magnesium hy-

ToxSe aTagain miUing the plaster to a fine particle

size to yield a product with improved properties.

3 782 987

VICINAL HALOlTVDRINj; PREPARED raOM
OLEFINS CONTAINING 25-50 CARBON

Wllliil^Bomball, Raymond L. Dniry, Jr., Charles S.

Ne "n and Rafph C. Wltmer II, Decatur, III., ^Ignors

to A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company, Decatur,

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 31, 1972 Ser. No. 222,292

Int CI. C08h 9/06
..ri.im,

UA CI. 106-271 ^ . . . 1,\^"'7
A preparation of salt-free long-chain vicinal halohy-

drins by reacting olefin containing 20 to 50 carbon atoms

with hypohalite in aqueous emulsion comprising surface

active agent at a temperature above the melting Ppint of

olefin; compositions comprising long-chain vicmal halo-

hydrins and surface active agents; aqueous emulsions ot

long-chain vicinal halohydrins and surface active agents;

and their use in treating fibrous products.

3 782 988 *

ASPHALTIC'COATWGS
Stephen H. Alexander, St. Louis, Mo., "5j/™o'« ^•

Hoiberg, Montville, NJ., assignors to TTie Bank of

New York, New York, N.Y. ... i. „

No oTawm'g Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion S.r. No. 616,489, Feb. 16 1967 which .s a con-

tinuation-in-part of abandoned >PPi"^^^°° ^"\i:2-
223 819, Sept. 14, 1962. This appUcation Nov. 6, 1969,

^"
"""J'ci'cVh WOO. 17m; C09d 3/24

UACL 106-282 .. ,.^^'f™
An asphalt coating composition camprismg 50 to 75 ^

by weight of a catalytically air-blown asphalt with a pene-

tration of 40 to 60 mm./ 10 and a softening point of 135

to 170° F 15 to 50% by weight of an asphalt solvent.

5 to 20% by weight of short asbestos fibre and 5 to 15%

by weight of expanded vermiculite.

3 782 989

POLYMERIC BASED COMPOSITION
Fred E. Mansur, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to

Owens-Illinois, Inc.

No Drawing. Original aPP»"t»«'l^^y
J^'l'.td Dec

7*

825,410, now Patent No. 3,625,733, dated Dec. 7,

1971. Divided and this appUcation Dec. 31, 1V70, ser.

'"'
'"'Tnt CI. C08h 17/28: C.»d 3,60

U.S CI 106 285 * Claims

•

There is disclosed the preparation of a polymeric based

composition comprising a finely divided, particulate in-

organic material dispersed in a cyclic isoprenoid solvent

and a low molecular weight, low vapor pressure, liquid

polymer, said polymer having a relatively constant vis-

cosity and thixotropic character and capable of being de-

composed or pyrolyzed completely to gaseous products

at a relatively low temperature without formmg a carbon-

aceous or like residue having a deleterious eflFect(s) m tne

application of the composition to a substrate.

3 782 990

PROCESS FOR GELLING TRIARYL PHOSPHATES
PKOCILSS rUK

j^^j^^.j.^j^ PRODUCTS
Jacob Rosin, Maplewood, NJ., assignor to

Chris-Craft Industries, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,207
^

Int CI. C09k i/22
^^ ^ ,

U.S. CI. 106-287 S
^ }}

Clahns

This invention relates to the process of making gelled

triaryl phosphate esters which comprises forming an

acidic composition comprising a colloidal solution of

silica substantially uniformly distributed in a triaryl pho^

phate ester and transforming the colloidal solution to a

gel by neutralizing the acidity, and to certain of the

products made by the process.

3 782 991

ALUMINUM SULFATE AND CAIXI^ SULFATE
ADDITIVES FOR I>»PROV^lNG TO QUALrrYOg

Sll^SL' F^R^^^T^I pITo^'c^ToTo^ S^
IMPROVED PRODI CTS

, ^ ,
^ _,. _ . ^

Theodor Burge, Zurich, Switzeriand, assignor to Slka Al,,

Zurich, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed May U, 1971^ Sen No. 142 349

Claims priority, appUcation Austria, May 12, 1970,
^

A 4,250/70
I

Int a. C04b 13/22, 13/24. 31/02

UJS, CL 106-315 . Tu^S™
An additive for improving the properties of building

materials, such as cement, concrete and mortar, especially

for increasing the early strength, the ability to carry out

concreting at low temperatures and for volume control,

without impairing the other qualitative properties of the

building material, wherein the additive, apart from ex-

tenders and/or other additive substances consists of cal-

cinated anhydrous or water free aluminum sulfate. Tech-

niques are also disclosed for producing the novel addiUve

as well as for producing such building materials with im-

proved properties. .

3 782 992

CEMENT SET RETARDING COMPOSITION
AND METHOD

Hiroshi Uchlkawa, Funabashi. and Shunlchlro UcWda,

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Onoda Cement Co., Ltd.,

Onoda-shi, Yamaguchi-ken, Japan

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,307

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

46/121,500
I

Int. CI. C04b 3/22, 7/00. 13/00

U.S. CI. 106—315
.

. ^^X
A hydraulic cement composition comprises (a) me

clinker containing 5-60% by weight of

llCaO TAlaOj CaX, '

(X represents halogen atom), more than 5% by wc'ght of

3CaOSi02 solid solution, and further 2CaOSiOj sobd

solution and 4CaO AI2O3 FejOa

(4CaO AI3O3 FeaOj

represents

2CaO FejOa 6CaO 2AljOj FejOs

system solid solution); (b) anhydrite with or without

hemihydrate and (c) at least one of sulfates, nitrates and

chlorides of potassium, sodium, magnesium, calciuin. alu-

minum or ammonium (excepting CaS04-2H20, cabUj

and CaS04'/2H20). whereby the anhydrite is contained

in an amount that AI2O3/SO3 weight ratio of Ala03 m

the clinker and SO3 in the anhydrite is 0.7-L8 and hemi-

hydrate gypsum is contained less than 5% by weight as

SO3.
. I

3 782 993

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF SMALL
MEDICAMENT PARTICLES ^^. .

Gerhart Rothgang, Tralsa Uber Darmstadt, and Gerhart

Simon, Darmstadt, Germany, assignors to Kolmi

GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 19 1971, Ser. No. 200,585

Claims priority, appUcation Gennany, Nov. 25, 1970.

P 20 57 853.4
1

Int. CI. B44d 1/16

iTc ri 117 100 A 5 Claims
^
A method for forming medicated particles by alter-

nately applying portions of a liquid and of a solid pow-

3ercd medicament, insoluble in said liquid, to an agitated

seed material, and drying said particles only after all

said portions have been applied. If required, a liquid-

soluble binder for said medicament may be present, either
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dissolved in the liquid or admixed as a powder with the

medicament. Each portion of liquid is within the "critical

liquid uptake" region of the powder portion next applied,

said region being empirically determined for each system

of liquid and medicament (and. if necessary, binder).

Said region encompasses those mixtures of liquid and solid

system components which have a consistency between

stickiness, on the one hand, and a tendency to crumble, on

the other.

of said flexible web, cooling and gelling said colloidal

solution coated on said first surface of said web, support-

ing saW web with a stationary roller which is in contact

with said colloidal solution on said first surface of said

web. and coating a colloidal solution on the second sur-

face of said flexible web where said web is supported by

said stationary roller.

3 782 994
METHOD FOR APPLYING ADHESIVE TO THE

EDGES OF A SLIT TUBE
John J. Doherty, Braintree, Mass., assignor to Armstrong

Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 143,119

Int. CL B41k 3/68

U.S. CI. 117—4 1 Claim

3,782,996

METHOD OF TREATING TACKY
STRAND MATERIAL

James C. Belue, Sylvania, Ohio, and Robert S. Schaefer,

Huntingdon, Pa., assignors to Owens-Coining Fiberglas

Corporation
Filed Apr. 16, 1968, Ser. No. 721,777

Int. CI. B44d 1/092, 1/14, 5/08

U.S. CI. 117—45 6 Claims

Foamed tubular insulation is provided with a slit down

its longitudinal length so that it may be slid over a pipe.

The apparatus herein opens up the tubing so that an adhe-

sive coater may apply an adhesive to both edges of the slit

in the tubing. A flattening structures opens up the tube so

that the two surfaces to be coated are in the same hori-

zontal plane and a roll coating structure then applies adhe-

sive to the two edges in the same plane. The adhesive is

permitted to dry and is then later solvent actuated when it

is to be utilized to fasten the two edges together.

Strand material of tacky disposition is treated by appli-

cation of a room temperature solidified lubricant material

under conditions as to yield a solid, film-like layer of

the material deposited on the strand sufficiently coexten-

sive as to avoid surface-to-surface contact whereby the

continuous length of material wound on spools or the like

may be withdrawn therefrom rapidly.

3 782 995 v

METHOD OF COa'tING B&TH SURFACES
OF A WEB

Hisashi Takimoto, Minora Minoda, and Akira Takagi,

Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
Filed July 6, 1970, Ser. No. 52,496

Claims priority, application Japan, July 3, 1969,

44/52,719
Int. a. B44d 1/02

U.S. CI. 117—34 6 Claims

\'//////////y//^//i

A method of coating both surfaces of a flexible web

comprising coating a colloidal solution on a first surface

3 782 997
METHOD FOR SEALING ANODIZED BERYLLIUM
COMPONENTS TO IMPROVE DIELECTRIC AND
CORROSION RESISTANT PROPERTIES

Daniel G. Daly, New York, N.Y., and Gerardo A.

Ritacco, Belleville, NJ., assignors to The Bendix Cor-

poration

No Drawing. Filed Dec 14, 1970, Ser. No. 98,084

Int CI. B44d 1/34

U.S. CI. 117—49 "'Z?"?^
Anodized beryllium components are cleaned and baked

and then impregnated with a suitable dielectric material

after which the components are cured for sealing existing

porosity and for thereby improving dielectric and corro-

sion resistant properties of the components.

3 782 998
METHOD OF INSULATING COLD SUBSTRATES

AND THE INSULATED SUBSTRATES
Albert C. Condo, Newtown Square, Pa., and Clinton A.

Reph, Amherst, Ohio, assignors to Atlantic Richfield^

Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,424

Int. CI. B29d 27/00; B32b 27/40

U.S. CI. 117—66 19 Oaims
Method of insulating cold substrates by providing a

first high density foam layer on the substrate which in

turn provides a warm surface for depositing a second in-

sulating layer of polyurethane foam on the substrate. In

a further embodiment, the opposite surface of the sub-

strate to that being insulated is temporarily insulated with

a non-foam insulating material prior to applying the first

layer to the substrate to slow dissipation of heat through

the substrate.
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ri ASS FIBER REINFORCED ELASTOMERS
^SeTMa^occhi, Cumberland, R.I., asdgnor to^

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporatoon

vw^A Julv 7. 1971, Ser. No. 160,388

ll'ci '."Vli/H.-iZ/Od; C23. WOO
U.S. CI. 117—71

OLASS FtBEB FOSf^ltlG
[

1
DCPOSiTION OfMCTAL
COATIHG OH

\siAis nae/f sunrAce.

TAL I

COmSIHAllOH WITH
ELAiTOfMO. IM ,

T

lU

This invention is addressed to the improvement in the

boSSg retationship between glass ^bers^nd dastornenc

materials wherein glass fibers are provided with a coating

SLnacem metal and then combined directly with elas-

tome^ic materials, or further coated with an elastomenc

ml erial for use in the manufacture of glass fiber rein-

S:rd da^ma'products. T.e coating steps ta^^ Phice m

a non-oxidizing atmosphere, and preferably a reducing

atmosphere. ^^^^_

METHOD FOR PREPAR^ WATCR-PROOF
ASPHALT MATERIALS

TaUflshi Takase. Narashino, Tsunekazu Hayashi, Tokyo,

^ISSHlrokS Saitoh, Ohmiya Japan, assignors to

Mitsuboshi-Sangyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,571

Claims priority, aPPli^^^o" J^P^^'/iHd? '

45/49,845, 45 49,846, 45/49,847

Int. CI. C08h 13/00

ITS n 117—21 * Claims

Granular, powdery and flaky asphalts are used for pav-

ing road surfaces, preparing water-proof '00^"^"'^;^;^^

and filling joints between blocks, as well as other uses.

?Jis asphalt may be mixed with aggregates at the work

site rather than at an asphalt mixing pla nt.

3,783,001 „,«„„
xuFATFn GLASS FIBERS FOR GLASS FIBER-

^il™MERlfPRODUCTS AND METHOD
Alfred Marzocchl, Cumberland, R.L, assignor to Owens-

Coming Fiberglas Corporation

FUed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105 199

Int. CI. B32b 25/02. 25/14, 17/10

IJACL 117-72 •. 21 Claims

ture of glass fiber-reinforced elastomcric products where-

n glass fiSrs are first treated with a hot melt of an clas-

om r a resin or mixtures thereof, preferably while the

class fibers are in a nascent state, to provide a thin coat

fng on the JiSividual glass fibers, and a bundle formed

of the thus treated glass fibers is thereafter impregnated

with an dLtomer compatible material to prov^e a g^a^

fiber bundle in which the individual fibers have a tnin

coating on the surfaces thereof formed from the hot -rid '

and an impregnant comained in the glass fiber bundle.

3,783,002 _^^,
METHOD FOR COATING STEEL

Robert F. Purcell and David K. Sausaman. Terre Haute,

kTd , a;sSiors to Commercial Solvents Corporauon

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 218,018

In\.Cl.B32b75/0S;B44d//i6
ITC n 117—75 iA X,M»MM.«.

A proi;; for coating steel by applying therefo a mon^

omer or partial polymer of a vinyl oxazoline. represented

by the formula
^^

H.c i-R»

i i

c

(!;=CHi

R

where R is an alkyl or alkenyl group of 1 to 20 carbon

rtomt and R^ and R» are selected from the group con-

sSg of methyl, ethyl, hydroxymethyl. or the acyloxy-

methyl group represented by the formula

-CHiO-C-CHiH

This invention is addressed to the treatment of glass

fibeS to improve the bonding relationship between the

glass fil^A and elasfomeric materials -h«^";»;^,
/^^^^^^^^^^^

are combined with elastomeric materials m the manufac

or the vinyl acyloxymethyl group represented by the for-

mula
-CH,0-C-C-R

heating fo effect further f'y'^";^,^^;' ^P^J^r' <!S'd^^^^^^

a solution or dispersion of a vinyl halide P^ly^fJ' "'P^'y

mer or terpolymer and heating to effect evaporation of

the solvent or coalescence of the dispersion.

45/52,607

Intel. B44d ///6
3 Claims

^A r^elin^^o^ed%!per as a support for a photographic

paper, which has good adhesion between the P^^/^-J^^*^^

resin layers and gives photographic paper free froni

fogging is prepared by the extrusion coating in which the

firft res n is coated at an extrusion temperature over 320

C on the ide of the paper to be coated with the photo-

gVaphic emulsions and then the second resin is coated at

a temperature under 300° C. on the first resin layer.

I

3,783,004 ,^^
METHOD OF FORMING A FLAT COATED

SURFACE— Tn/u^SS ttt&.T?r 7^ ^^,
NO Drawing, -ed ^Se^t. n^l971,^Ser. No. 182.59^^

""'a film Vr'^atin'g having a wrinkled surface is prepared

by subjecting a substantially solventless, acunic light-
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sensitive ionizing irradiation-sensitive material to actinic an acrylic syrup comprising one or more thermoplastic

light in 'an inert atmosphere and subsequently subjecting acrylic polymers and one or more acrylic monomers

the material to ionizing irradiation. The preferred films or wherein the composition is cured by lonizmg irradiation

coatings are prepared from polyacrylates or unsaturated or actinic light. The coatings have a unique combination

polyester resins.
^^ properties including excellent taste properties and su-

* perior adhesion to the metal container.

3,783,005

METHOD OF DEPOSITING A METAL ON A SUR-
FACE OF A NONCONDUCTIVE SUBSTRATE

John Thomas Kenney, Lawrence Township, Mercer

County, N.J., assignor to Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,522

Int. CI. C23c 3/02

U.S. CI. 117—212 36 Claims

73

3,783,007
METAL CARBOMTRILE COATINGS

John A. Bloom, Dallas, and Gene F. Wakefield, Richard-

son, Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated,

Dallas, Tex.
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 850,351,

Aug. 15, 1969. This appUcation Oct 1, 1971, Ser. No.

185,872
Int €1. C23c 11/18

U.S. a. 117—95 9 aalms

A method of depositing a metal on a surface of a non-

conductive substrate is disclosed. A surface of the sub-

strrfle is first sensitized with a wetting-sensitizer compris-

ing a sensitizing species, e.g., Sn+2, combined with an

aqueous colloidal wetting solution, selected from among
solutions revealed in application Ser. No. 8,022, filed Feb.

2, 1970. Alternatively, the surface may be first rendered

hydrophilic by treating the surface with the colloidal wet-

ting solution, followed by sensitization with a non-wetting

sensitizer. The sensitized surface is activated and then ex-

posed to an electroless plating bath. In a second embodi-

ment, the substrate surface is first coated with a wetting-

photopromoter comprising a positive photopromoter

species, including one selected from among those re-

vealed in U.S. Pat. 3,562,005, combined with the aqueous

colloidal wetting solution. Again, alternatively, the sub-

strate may be first rendered wettable by treatment with

the colloidal wetting solution whereafter a conventional

(non-wetting) photopromoter solution (positive or nega-

tive) is applied thereto. The photopromoter-coated sur-

face is selectively exposed to a source of ultraviolet radia-

tion to produce a pattern comprising at least one area of

the surface capable of reducing a precious metal frorn a

precious metal salt. The exposed substrate is then im-

mersed in a solution comprising a salt of the precious

metal to obtain a precious metal pattern. The precious

metal pattern may then be exposed to an electroless plat-

ing bath to deposit electroless metal thereon.

« i

Metal carbonitride coatings such as titanium carboni-

tride, are produced upon the surface of an object by a

vapor phase deposition process utilizing reactant com-

pounds containing carbon, nitrogen, and the metal. The

reactant compounds are contacted upon the surface of

the heated substrate under conditions wherein the atmos-

phere of the reaction zone around the substrate is main-

tained at a temperature below the decomposition tem-

perature of the reactant compounds so that substantially

no vapor phase reaction therebetween will occur before

contact is made with the heated substrate.

3,783,006

COATED CONTAINER AND METHOD OF
COATING

Ernest A. Hahn, Plainfield, 111., Rowland S. Hartzell,

Gibsonia, Pa., and Gene Gerek, Oswego, 111., assignors

to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 18,333, Mar. 10, 1970. This application

Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,834
Int. CI. B44d 7/50, ;/36

VS. CI. 117 93.31 ^8 Claims

Metal containers for food and beverages have their

interior surfaces coated with a composition comprising

3,783,008

PROCESS FOR PREPARING COATED
DETERGENT PARTICLES

Helmut H. Weldes, Havertown, and Eric W. Vessey,

Springfield, Pa., assignors to Philadelphia Quartz Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed May 4, 1971, Ser. No. 140,305

Int CI. B44d 1/02

U.S. CI. 117—100 A
,

. 2 aaims

This invention involves a process for making an im-

proved detergent composition. It consists of spraying a

slurry of some ingredients of the composition onto other

ingredients. Specifically, a composite of an inorganic salt

with an alkali metal silicate with or without a sequestering

agent is coated with a slurry of the remaining detergent

ingredients and then the coated material is dried to give

a free-flowing detergent. The resulting composition is very

stable, containing a very low concentration of insoluble

material and the concentration of insolubles does not

increase on storage.
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Ralph F. Tramposch, Amherst, N.Y^ assignor lo

Reduction Company, Incorporated, New York, NY
Continualn of abandoned aPPHcat'on »er. No. ^,952,

May 6, 1968. This apphcation Feb. 22, 1971, aer. ^o.

UJS. Cl. 117—106 A

degradation by exposing the plastics to ^n atm^phere of

anti-UV agent in vapor state prior to exposure to solar

radiation.

TTM^i^ruM pho^ils

A method for improving the crystalline perfection of

coUaxTal films of ge^ianium is set forth, which >s part.c-

ulady app "able ?o forming a device-quah.y layer on a

foreign substrate. In this latter environment, the proce s

s carded out by vapor depositing on the foreign substrate

I eermanium single crystal base film at temperatures in

the ra^ge of 80rc. to 825' C, epitaxially vapor deposi-

ng a buffe germanium layer on said base film at em-

A'ratures in the range 340' C to 360' C, and thereane

^itaxially depositing a layer of germanium at a higher

temperature range of 700° C and above.

DFFUArTTNG LIGHT PERMEABLE OXIDE LAYER
^'^^AN^^ETHQD FOR ITS MANUFACTURE
Baptist Wille, Balzers, Liechtenstein, assignor to Balzew

Patent- und BeteiUgungs Aktiengesellschaft, Balzers,

^^'^'^^tiUdApr.7,1971 Ser No.132 041

aaims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Apr. 13, 1970,

5,491/70

Int. a. C23C UIOO, 13/00

UJS. Cl. 117-106 R 2 ^«*"»

3,783,012 ,^,^
VACUUM METALLIZED POLYOLEFJNS

Koh Morita and Teiji Ishii, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-

kenVJapM, assignor to Chisso Corporation, Osaka-shI,

nS Drawing. Filed June 11, 1969 Ser. No. 832,507

Int Cl. C23c 13/02

UACI 117—107 7 aaims

Vacuum metallizable polyolefin compositions are pro-

vided from a blend of a polyolefin ^"d
^^"^/^^'^"^cular

about 60% by weight of a compatible high molecular

weight unsaturated material such as a natural rubbej^ or a

synthetic elastomer. Prior to vacuum metallizing, shaped

articles of the composition are immersed in an acid bath.

Thereafter the acid treated articles may be vacuum metal-

lized and a protective topcoat applied. As an opt.ona

procedure, the shaped articles may be coated with a prime

or undercoat after treatment in the acid bath and before

vacuum metallizing.

3,783,013 ^^,
COATING FOR SURFACES WHICH

CONTACT HOT GLASS

THomas A. Seeman, Oregon OWo assizor to Thomas

Industrial Gases, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

M„.2,,.,72.S.r.N0.»M«^^,
I

iT«s n 117—127 12 Claims

A composition and method is disclosed for coating

metal surfaces which come in contact with hot glass m

manufacturing and handling glassware. A d'spe-on o

boron nitride (BN) and monoaluminum phosphate is

a^Sd to heated metal surfaces to form a coating which

prevents corrosion and glass seizure. T^c dispersion ,

applied in an inert volatile liquid, preferably ethylene

glycol or water or a combination thereof.

3 783 014

ELECTKOLESS COA^^OFMOLVBDENUM ON

M repSid by Ih. UDlt«i SW« Atomic EBerg,

iTo r-i 117 1^0 R 2 Clalnw
^
An adJerent coating of molybdenum on stainless steel

is obtained by contacting the stainless steel ^^'^h « mj>'»en

fluoride salt containing from 1 to 5 weight percent MoF,.

A highly refracting, light permeable oxide layer on a

support such as a glass plate, comprises oxygen, zir-

coE'and tantalum,'the ratio of the number of tantalum

atoms to zirconium atoms being in the range of about

1:1 to 1:2.

3,783,011 ^^^
PROTECTING PLASTICS FROM PHOTO-
•^

DEGRADATION
Jean Chauffoureaux, Brussels, Belgium, assignor to

Solvay & Cie, Brussels, Belgium

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1971, S«r. No. 212 671

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 6, 1971,

Int.Cl.B01i7//0
9 Claims

^trSeclionlrom^hotodegradation by solar radiation «

.mpa^ted to plastics normally subjected to such photo-

uunrv^^ FOR PROTECTING A SUBSTRATE WITH

'^'Tn fRY??LLF6NAMIDE DERIVATIVE INTU-

Sh5?iey R^R^ott^Hi^Sand Park, NX a«,gjor to Citl«

Service Company, New York, N.Y.

and isoxazoles. such as 2-sulfanilamidothiazole S-sulfan.l-

amidoisothiazole. 2-sulfanilamidooxazole. 5-sulfan.lamido.

!soxS. and derivatives thereof. The intumescent agents

may t^ employed in conjunction with additives conven-

Sally used in intumescent compositions. For use in pro-

ecting substrates from heat and fire, the '"tumescent

ompositions may be applied to the substrates m any

suitable manner, such as by electrodeposition, spraying
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onto an adhesive substrate, or application of a coating

composition comprising the intumescent agent.

3,783,016 ^^
METHOD FOR IMPARTING FLAME RESISTANCE

TO FIBROUS MATERIALS
David I. Randall, 417 Dogwood Terrace, and £alvin

Vogel, 104 Forks Ave., both of Easton, Pa. 18042

No Drawing. Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,881

Int. CI. C09k 3/28: C09d 5/75

U.S. CI. 117 136 8 Claims

Method for imparting flame resistance to fibrous ma-

terials is provided comprising applying to said materials

a compound having the structural formula

:

/ X X \

(H-i=A-CH,-0-J-P-0

wherein each X can be independently chloro or bromo or

when taken together can form a bond, and the sum of

chlorine and bromine atoms in the compound is at least

two.

from the variation in the moisture of the ambient atmos-

phere, are prepared by dissolving a vinyl compound co-

polymer (e.g. vinyl acetate-crotonic acid copolymer)

which is soluble in an organic solvent (e.g. methanol) and

also soluble in water in the presence of a volatile base (e.g.

ammonia), in an organic solvent, an organic solvent con-

taining a volatile base or a mixture of less than 5 parts by

weight of water, 1 part by weight of an organic solvent

and a volatile base; mixing the resultant solution with a

diluent mainly of water; and coating a support, e.g. sized

paper, with the resultant aqueous dispersion ((joating

color) containing zinc oxide, the volatile base, the or-

ganic solvent and the vinyl compound copolymer.

=1

3,783,017 _^
PROCESS FOR PROTECTING A SUBSTRATE WITH
AN ARYLSULFONAMIDOTRIAZOLE INTUMES-
CENT AGENT

. ^ „,^
Shirley H. Roth, Highland Park, NJ., assignor to Cities

Service Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,383

Int. CI. C09d 5/75; C09k 3/28

U.S. a. 117—136 « Claims

Intumescent compositions of the invention comprise cer-

tain arylsulfonamidotriazoles, such as the sulfanilamido-

triazoles and derivatives thereof. The intumescent agents

may be employed in conjunction with additives conven-

tionally used in intumescent compositions. For use in pro-

tecting substrates from heat and fire, the intumescent com-

positions may be applied to the substrates in any suitable

manner, such as by electrodeposition, spraying onto an ad-

hesive substrate, or application of a coating composition

comprising the intumescent agent.

3,783,018

PROCESS FOR PROTECTING A SUBSTRATE WITH
AN N^-TRIAZOLYLAMINOARYLSULFONAMIDE
INTUMESCENT AGENT

Shirley H. Roth, Highland Park, NJ., assignor to Cities

Service Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,101

Int. CI. C09d 5/75, C09k 3/28

U.S. CI. 117 136 5 Claims

Intumescent compositions of the invention comprise

certain N*-triazolylaminoarylsulfonamides, such as the N*-

triazolylsulfanilamides and derivatives thereof. The in-

tumescent agents may be employed in conjunction with

additives conventionally used in intumescent compositions.

For use in protecting substrates from heat and fire, the

intumescent compositions may be applied in any suitable

manner, such as by electrodeposition, spraying onto an

adhesive substrate, or application of a coating composition

comprising the intumescent agent.

3,783,020

ANTI-HYGROSCOPIC ARC WELDING COATED
ELECTRODE AND THE PROCESS FOR PRO-
DUCING THE SAME

Shinji Kimura, Fujisawa, and Izumi Ichihara and

Tsuyoshi Kawase, Kamakura, Japan, assignors to Kobe

Steel, Ltd., Kobe, Japan
Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,823

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1970,

46/128,610
Int. Cl. B23k 35/00; C23g 7/00

U.S. CI. 117—206 6 aaims

t s

An anti-hygroscopic arc welding coated electrode con-

tains, as a binder for the coating material of the electrode,

a glass powder having a softening point of from 350Mo

550° C, which melts and covers the grains of the coatmg

material', when heated to a temperature above the said

softening point, so as to form vitreous films therearound.

3,783,021

CONDUCTING LACQUERS FOR ELECTRO-
PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS

William C. York, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Original appUcation Mar. 3, 1969, Ser. No. 803,708, now

Patent No. 3,639,121, dated Feb. 1, 1?72. Divided

and this appUcation Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,593

Int Cl. B44d 7/75

U.S. Cl. 117—212 16 Claims

3,783,019

METHOD FOR PRODUCING ELECTROPHOTO-
GRAPHIC RECORDING ELEMENTS

Yoshitaka Hashiguchi, Amagasaki-shi, and Shozo Wata-

yama, Fuji-shi, Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha

Kohjin, Tokyo, and Teikoku Kagaku Sangyo Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,595

Claims priority, application Japan, June 11, 1970,

45/49,821
Int. CI. GOld 75/06, G03c 1/74

U.S. Cl. 117—201 6 Claims

Electrophotographic recording elements which have an

excellent light sensitivity and do not receive any influence

22 CONDUCTHB LACOU£R~W,

23-

L

v\VV^\

20 PHOTOCONDUCTIVE LO^EP

21 CONDUCTHe SUPPORT

Novel electrically conducting lacquers are coated on

the edge of electrophotographic elements to maintain con-

ducting layers at ground potenUal during charging by

providing an electrical path from the conducting layer to

a grounding means. Typical conducting lacquers include

mixtures of electrically conducting carbon black and

graphite in a polymeric resin binder.
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3,783,022 _,
ELECTROLUMINESCENT PANEL

Fumio Ueda, Amagasaki-shi, Japan, assignor «o Miteu-

Sshl Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Marunouchi Chiyoda-

"• •'"VdTr. «. .".. S.r. NO. .3W1.
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. M, i^iv,

45/36,563

Int CI. C09k 1/00: C23c /7/00;H01J i/62

VJS. CI. 117-215 ^ ^''""

of the anode and cathode comp^tments respecUvely and

are flexible to accommodate changes '" volume of he

materials in said compartments durmg discha ge of the

Sn An electric battery is formed by a plurality of the

4 9

An electroluminescent panel having a lummescent ayer.

a high dielectric layer and a back electrode .s d'sclosed.

The luminescent layer is composed of an electrolumines-

cent phosphor containing ZnS as an active '"gredient and

a binder. The high dielectric layer is composed of high

dielectric barium titanate and a binder After coating by

vacirum evaporation of aluminum to form a back elec-

trode, a resin such as cyanoethyl sucrose 's vacuum im-

pregnated td the luminescent layer and the high dielectric

layer by heating.

3,783,023 „^ ^^,_
a/fVTunn OF MAKING A COATED TAPE, AND
^pI^^^A^Y SMOOTH SURFACE MAG-
NETIC RECORDING TAPE
Gordon P. Hungerford. Palmyra, N.Y., assignor to

>tobiI Oil Corporation

No Drawing. Continuarion-in-part of abandoned aPP''«-

tioVsTr No. 30,575, Apr. 21, 1970. This application

June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260.874

Int CI. HOlf /a/00 ,-^|„,„.
iT« n 117—237 17 Claims

To^mprove the smoothness of the surface of coated

tape, particularly coated magnetic recording t:^pe a thin

film (e.g.. 0.02 mm. thick) of polyethylene is applied on

top of the wet coating of magnetic particles (e.g.. iron

oxide particles), in a binder, and soKent^he solvent

evaporating through the polyethylene film. When the sol-

vent has evaporated, or almost so. the polyethylene film

is stripped off the coating, leaving a smooth glossy sur-

face having improved abrasion resistance and reproduc

tion characteristics. Typical drying conditions are about

21" C and 45 minutes; the coating may be briefly pre-

dried but only for so long that the polyethylene film can

still mold the surface of the coating to be flat during the

drying process.

cells stacked together end to end with the
«"^^'*=^|^^i,';^^"y

in series in which case a single electrode may be disposed

between adjacent cells to constitute an end plate for

both said adjacent cells.

Mpxwnn OF MAKING A THIN CADMIUM OXIDE
fI??TRODE WITH AN IONIC POLYMER AND
|^'bs™EnVrFMOVAL of the POLYVIER

Randall N. King, Johnstown, and David >\- ^"fj^^
Ballston Lake, N.Y., assignors to General Electric

OrSTappHcation Nov. 12 1969, S". No. 875,918 now

abandoned. Divided and this application Oct. 21, 1970,

Ser. No. 82,845
Int. CI. HOlm 35/30

11 o ft 136—76 Clalni

A Thin electrode is disclosed which has an electrically

conductive sheet, and a thin layer of an active material

of a metallic oxide, a metallic hydroxide, or a metal ad-

hering to each major face of the sheet. A method is also

described for making such electrodes. These electrodes

are useful for small volume, small weight applications

such as anodes in batteries for squibs and space vehicles.

3,783,026

XTU DEPOLARIZED CELLS UTILIZING A CYA-

NATC OR TfflOCYANATE-CONTAINING ELEC-

THOl YTE
Karl V. Kordesch. Lakewood, Ohio, assizor to Union

Carbide Corporation, New York. IN.Y.

Filed Mar. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 122,465

Int. CI. HOlm 29/04
I T c ri 1 %(, M6 A ** Claims

Air depobdzed cells are disclosed which have an im-

proved aqueous electrolyte. The electrolyte, which is neu-

tral, slightly acid, or slightly alkaline, contains: (a) a saIt

such as a halide of an alkali metal, alkaline earth metal,

aluminum, zinc, or ammonia; and (b) a cyanate or thio-

cyanate salt. The air-depolarized cells of the inven ion

alleviate the problem of carbonation with attendant plug-

ging of the pores in the cathode that is often encountered

with air-depolarized cells utilizing strong alkaline electro-

lytes.

3,783,624 _^
ELECTRIC CELLS AND BATTERIES

John G. Gibson, Derby, and Ronald Holland, Dorset.

England assig^iors to British Railways Board, London,

*^°'%iled Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201 273

aaims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Nov. 24, 1970,

Int. CI. HOlm 55/00
, ri,Jm,

iT« ri 1^15 6 A ^ Claims

An elecfriTcell of the kind which, at its operating

temperature, has liquid alkali metal as "<-ga^'^<^J''; l^;^^

material (anode), liquid sulphur material as positive

TcUve material (cathode), and a solid electrolyte spa^

rating anode and cathode compartments. Electrodes of

the cell constitute wall portions, for example end plates.

3,783,027 ^ ^rtfx
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MAKING CHLO-

niVF HYDRATE FROM HIGH ENERGY DEN-

?^Y BAmRYiLECTROLYTE AND CHLORINE

Harry K. Bjorkman, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to

Udylite Corporation, Warren. Mich.

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 200,046

Int. CI. HOlm 27/

M

,i rioSm,
iTC fi it<;—R6r 11 Claims
""
An appa^us for making chlorine hydrate from an

aqueous medium such as a solution of zinc chloride, and

chlorine, despite varying feed r^^", concentrations, pr^

portions and temperatures of the solution and the chlo-

rine, includes a vessel having an inlet for addition of the
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solution and chlorine and an outlet for removal of the

medium, upper and lower zones in the vessel, the upper

one of which is for gaseous chlorine and the lower <hic

of which holds the aqueous medium before discharge, and

a cooling coil, pipe or other heat transfer means in the

upper zone adapted to cool the chlorine and moisture in

contact with it so as to form chlorine hydrate. A pressure

sensor is present in the upper zone and in response to an

excess of chlorine, which causes an increase in pressure m

reactant is produced through a preceding exothermal reac-

tion. The heat energy which occurs during the exothermal

reaction is used for the vaporization of the water. Ap-

paratus for carrying out the process is also described.

3,783,029

SELF-ERECTING AND RIGIDIZING DEPLOYABLE
PANEL AND PANEL ASSEMBLY

Paul A. Dillard, LitUeton, Colo., and Clyde E. William,

son, Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to TRW Inc.,

Redondo Beach, Calif.

Filed Sept. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 73,732

Int a. HOII 15/02

U.S. CI. 136—89 1* aaims

'^j
«̂#

the zone, the sensor actuates a coolant-controlling valve to

increase the feed of coolant to the heat transfer means,

thereby removing more chlorine from the zone, as chlo-

rine hydrate, and reducing the pressure. The reverse ac-

tion takes place when the chlorine content and related

pressure are too low. The chlorine-solution feed to the

vessel is usually of chlorine and electrolyte from a high

energy density secondary battery during a charge cycle

and the solution removed from the lower zone of the

present vessel is returned to such cell.

"V "j i-^.r .' •

3,783,028

FUEL CELL AND APPARATUS FOR WATER
REMOVAL BY EVAPORATING THE WATER
FROM THE ELECTROLYTE OF FUEL ELE-

MENTS „ J «* r J
Herbert Cnobloch, Hans KohlmuUer, and Manfredo

Marchetto, Erlangen, Germany, assignors to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft, Erlangen, Berlin and Mumch, Ger-

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 88,553,.

Nov. 12, 1970. This application Apr. 26, 1972, Ser.

No. 247,902 _ ^ <<, ,0^:0
Qaims priority, applicafion Germany, Nov. 12, IVftV,

P 19 56 726.1

Int. CL HOlm 27/14

U.S. a. 136—86 C 2 Claims

A deployable panel for deployable solar arrays and

other deployable structures. The panel has a number of

panel sections hinged edge-to-edge along hinge hues nor-

mal to the longitudinal panel edges and thm walled

resilient tubular beams secured to the panels along edges

of the panel sections. The panel is foldable to a compact

stowage configuration wherein the panel sections are dis-

posed in confronting face-to-face relation with the beams

folded and flattened, such that the beams store elasUc

strain energy for aiding extension of the panel to a gen-

erally flat unfolded configuration wherein the beams

rigidize the panel. The beams may provide electrical bus

conductors for electrical elements, such as solar cells, on

the panel. e ^u
A deployable panel structure embodying a pair ot the

panels and an intervening deployment boom for extend-

ing the panels from folded to unfolded configuration.

3,783,030
GALVANIC ELEMENT

Werner Tietze, Hagen, Germany, assignor to Varta

AG, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
FUed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,019 ^

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 16, 1971,

G 71 09 863.0

Int CI. HOlm 5/00

U.S. CI. 136—134 P 3 Claims

Galvanic element includes an elecU-ical conductor

the hydrogen containing fuels are reacted and at least one bendable out of the incision.
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MFTHOD FOR PRODUCING EVAPORj^nnON IN-

HTSmxr COATING FOR PROTECTION OF
«iir5Si cfrSianium and SILICON-MOLYB.

SeN^AL^Is a¥ HIGH TEMPERATURES IN

Pao J^C^AIIendale, NJ., assignor to the United States

of AnieHca as repreinted by the United States Atomic

Energy Commission ,-a«4-»
Filed June 4, 1971. Ser. No. 150,942

Int.Cl.HOlvi/02

VS. CL 136-237 « ^«»"«

removing the low melting segregated phases from the di-

rectionally solidified cast body by a dissolution heat treat-

ment to permit the segregated phases to dissolve msoUd

solution without incipiem meltmg. and coolmg the cast

body to room temperature.

3,783,033 „„„
DAPfn SOLIDIFICATION TO IMPROVE THE
"^WDATON SSsfANCE OF DIRECTIONALLY
SOLIDIFIED EUTECTIC ALLOYS

Umuel A. Tarshis, Latham, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company ,,-.„,
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 119.5;^,

Mar. 1, 1971. This appUcation Jan. 17. 1973, Ser. No.

"'^'^^
Int CI. C22c 19/00 , ' ,

VS. CI. 148—32 5 <^»™"

Method for protecting Si—Ge and Si—Mo alloys for

use in thermocouples by coating the alloys with silicon

to inhibit the evaporation of the alloys at high tempera-

tures in a vacuum. Specific means and methods are pro-

vided.

METHOD FOR PRODUCING DIRECTIONALLY
SOLIDIFIED NICKEL BASE ALLOY

James L. Walker, Schenectady, a°d Thorns F. Sawyer,

Ballston Lake, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-

^'^^
Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,752

/IntCI.C22f ///O
^ ^, .

U.S. CI. |4ft-3 * C»-*™

\*v-iM>'icr'TS^

A method of making a cast body from a nickel base

alloy having improved stress rupture strength is pro-

vided The method involves forming a nickel base alloy

containing a carefully controlled combination of gamma

prime forming elements Al. Ti and Ta along with a

critical amount of Cr, pouring the molten alloy into a

mold and directionally solidifying it into a cast body.

OMWTK nVLoaryW

In a directionally solidified multi-phase eutectic system,

high-temperature oxidation resistance of a directionally-

solidified alloy is improved by controlling the solidification

rate (V) within a defined range, greater than about Z

inches per hour, but less than the rate (V„ax) which

produces cellular breakdown in the microstructure of the

alloy. This maximum velocity to avoid cellular breakdown

is defined generally by the equation: V^^^=KG. wherein

G is the temperature gradient in the solidifying hquid

ahead of the solidifying i"^«rf^«J.*'"^°^',.^?1 j^, 'L^
constant. For the particular system NiaAl-N.aCbeutecUc

composition disclosed. K is about 0.02 (>n'/J^- 5>;.^"
maximum inter-lamellar spacing (X^ax) of the micro-

structure to achieve the improved high temperature oxida-

tion resistance is controlled to be not greater than about

9.33 X 10-' inches.

3 783 034

?fECTO?AL STEEL SHEETS AND STRIPS

Minom ™ayania and Motoharu Nakamura HimejU

Masanobu Inaoka, Takasago, and Hiroshi ""ana,

SS? Japan, assignors to Nippon Steel Corporation,

^"^^^ SVug. 25, 1971, ser. No. 174 719

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 28, 1970,

45 75,361

Int. CL C23f 7/26
^ ^^^^

^
A p?oclss*f^producing a stable insulating fil^n «« 8°°^

punching characteristics on an electrical steel sheet and

strip which comprises dissolving at least one compound

selected from the group consisting of oxides, hydroxide

fnd carbonates of divalent metals to at least about their

dissolving limit in a solution containing at least one com-

pound selected from the group consisting of chromic acid
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anH bichromates adding an emulsion type resin to the on cooling transforms into a banded martensite by shear

solutfo? anTcoating the t?us obtained I^ating solution with or without working, deformed after appropriate

onto Tsteel sheet and then baking the coated sheet. heat treatment so that on reheating it at least parUy

3,783,035

COATING FERROUS METALS
Douglas H. Eisenlohr, Guilford, and Henry W. Schiessl,

Northford, Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation

No Drawing. Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,474

Int CI. C23f 7/04

VS. CI. 148—6.14 R 10 C'aims

Protective coatings are applied to ferrous nietals by:

(A) Etching the metal first in nitric, then in hydro-

fluoric acid;

(B) Forming a magnetite coating on the etched metal

by heating in contact with aqueous hydrazine, and

(C) Applying an organic coating to the magnetite-

coated ferrous metal.

Cu-Al-!Zn SYSTEM

3,783,036

METHOD OF CUTTING THE EDGE OF STRUC-
TURAL SHEET OR PLATE MEMBERS ON
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED CUTTERS

Borre Bengt Ulrichsen, Kongsberg, Norway, assignor to

A/S Kongsberg Vapcnfabrikk, Kongsberg, Norway
Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,484

Claims priority, application Norway, Oct 21, 1970,

3,983/70
Int CI. B23k 7/10

VS. CI. 148—9 R 6 Claims

A varying bevel angle of an inclined edge of a steel

plate is provided in the same operation as that of cutting

the contour of the plate on a numerically controlled blow-

pipe cutter. A cutter with a rotatable cutter head is used.

A blowpipe nozzle is positioned at an angle with the ro-

tational axis of the cutter head and the movement of the

head about the axis is controlled both in accordance with

information relating to the desired bevel angle and in ac-

cordance with the direction of the tangent to the edge in

the plane of the plate to be cut.

40 30 20 10

—WEIGHT V. ALUMINIUM

resumes its original shape. It is preferred to use a copper-

base alloy which transforms into a martensite of pseudo-

cubic symmetry.

'1 7S3 038 ^

^fITRIDED-OXIDIZEb BORONKED ARTIO^ES

Ray J. Van Thyne, Oak Lawn, and John J. Raufcn,

Antioch, ni., assignors to Surface Technology Corpo-

ration, Stone Park, 111. <„-A e xi^ 1CC0J
No Drawing. AppUcation Mar. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 15,594,

now Patent No. 3,674,57^ ^^^^'^J ?;?"?? 196?"
oart of application Ser. No. 755,662, Aug. 27, 1968,

S^ PateS No. 3,549,429. Divided and this apphca-

tion Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,060

Int CI. C22c 29/00; C23c 11/14

U S CI 148 31 5
Claim

Graded nitrided articles, surface modified in alloy com-

position wherein the surface zone consists of nitrided

alloys consisting essentially of (a) one or more metols

of the group columbium, tantalum, and vanaduim; (bJ

zirconium and zirconium-titanium mixtures, and (c) one

or both metals of the group molybdenum and tungsten.

A minor portion of the nitrogen may be replaced by oxy-

gen or boron. Nitrided materials prepared from homo-

geneous alloys are also included. The materials are charac-

« terized by excellent wear and abrasion resistance.

3,783,037
TREATMENT OF ALLOYS

Greville B. Brook, Beaconsfield, and Roger F. lies, Icken-

ham, England, assignors to Fulmer Research Institute

Limited, Stoke Poges, Buckinghamshire, England

Filed Nov. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 88,596

Oaims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 12, 1969,

55,482/69; Nov. 14, 1969, 55,969/69

IntCl.C22f //OS, ;/74

U.S. CI. 148 11.5 R ^' Claims

A method of making a heat-recoverable article in which

an alloy comprising an intermetallic compound, which

3,783,039 ^„.^,c
SURFACE DEPLETED NITRIDED MATERIALS

John J. Rausch, Antioch, and Ray J. Van Thyne, Oak

Lawn, 111., assignors to Surface Technology Corpora-

No" D;aw5S'g. AMicarion Mar. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 16,595,

now Patent No. 3,674,574^ ^^^^^'^.^ TT"^ xifi
part of application Ser. No. 755,658, Aug. 27, 1968

Sow Patent No. 3,549,427. Divided and this application

Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,214

Int CI. C22c 29/00; C23c 11/14

VS. CI. 148-31.5
^ ^.^ _

2 a-^ms

Graded nitrided articles, surface modified m alloy

compositions wherein the surface zone consists of nitrided

alloys consisting essentially of (A) one or more metals

of the group columbium, tantalum, and vanadium; («)

titanium; and (C) one or both metals of the group rnolyb-

denum and tungsten. A minor portion of the nitrogen

may be replaced by oxygen or boron. Nitrided materials

prepared from homogeneous alloys are also included.

The materials are characterized by excellent wear and

abrasion resistance.
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3,783,040

LOW C\RBON mCH STRENGTH STEEL

John B. Ballance, Bedford Heights, and Stephen J. Matas,

Independence, Ohio, and Konrad J. A. Kundig, Ridge-

field, NJm assignors to RepubUc Steel Corporation,

Cleveland, Ohio i^ ai% aax
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 40,4»J,

May 26, 1970. This appUcaUon Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. INo.

**^'"^
Int CL C22c 39/20. 39/54

VS. CL 148—36 2® ^'™

3,783,042

METHOD OF COOLING A SPHERICAL OBJECT
Walter Charles Troy, National City, Calif., assignor to

Amsted Industries Incorporated, Chicago, III.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,885

Int. CI. C21d 9/36

U.S. a. 148—153 * Claims

A method of uniformly cooling a spherical object, such

as a cast metal ball, by rolling it along a pair of spaced

tracks having diflferent heights, so that the axis of rota-

tion constantly changes and heat is extracted uniformly

from the outer surface.

MM' jnnwv. tt^

Low carbon steels having high strength, e.g. for struc-

tural plate, comprise molybdenum and/or boron as an

ingredient coacting to avoid fcrrite-pcarlite transformation

and a second ingredient, in economical amount, of ele-

ments from the class of manganese, nickel, chromium and

copper coacting no raise the levels of both strength and

toughness simultaneously while affording transformation m
the bainite region, such transformation being thereby pref-

erably initiated at a low temperature, so that upon cooling

the product directly from a hot rolling operation, e.g. by air

cooling, the steel transforms to a microstructure exhibiting

a plate-like morphology and having yield strength of at

least about 95 k.s.i. and good impact toughness. Need for

heat treatment, such as in tempering after quenching, is

obviated. Properties can be further enhanced by a minor

amount of a third ingredient, for example columbium,

which cooperates in attaining desired results.

3,783,043

TREATMENT OF HOT-ROLLED STEEL ROD
Francis Martin Almond. Rotherham, Edward Albert

Shipley, Sprotborough. and Brian Wilfrid Cordon. Ret-

ford, England, assignors to The Templeborough Rolling

Mills, Limited, Rotherham, Yorkshire, and British

Ropes Limited. Doncaster, Yorlishire, England

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

745,643, July 17, 1968. This application June 24, 1971,

Ser. No. 156,223
, , ^^ ,^_

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 21, 1967,

33,712/67
Int. CL C21d 9/64. 9/52

US. a. 14*— 156 " Oaims

I

(yto ch oa otmo-oM

3,783,041

METHOD OF PRODUCING SEMI-HARD MAG-
NETIC MATERIALS WITH A PLURALITY OF
HEATING AND COOLING STEPS

Tadao Tokushima, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nip-

pon GakU Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu-shi,

Shizuoka-ken. Japan
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 845,140,

July 28, 1969. This application Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No.

232,453
Claims priority, application Japan, July 31, 1968,

43/53,644; Aug. 27, 1968, 43/61,347, 43/61,348

Int. CL C22b 19/00
U.S. a. 148—121 12 Oaims

A method of producing cheap, mass-producible, and

machine workable semi-hard magnetic materials having

good magnetic properties merely by casting and heat-treat-

ing without cold working, which comprises, after a solu-

tion treatment, a plurality of repetitive steps of heating

and cooling an alloy containing a plurality of kinds of

and required quantities of inexpensive components at tem-

peratures below the Curie temperature, each of the heat-

ing temperatures in said steps being higher than the heat-

ing temperature of the preceding step. The main contents

of the alloy are Fe, Mn, Cu and Ti.

~ /igtfg*C

I

-? t

-^.>—
^^^.:*l

ri»

In the treatment of rod travelling at highspeed from

a rolling mill and formed into non-concentric overlapping

loops on a conveyor, the rod is not positively cooled

before it is formed into the overlapping rings, and is al-

lowed to cool naturally on the conveyor until it is only

a little above the austenite transformation temperature,

so that the austenite grains can grow to maximum size.

When it is on the conveyor the rod is cooled by air

at a rate of at least 700° C. per minute through the

temperature range of 750 to 500' C, with the overall

result that the precipitation of grain-boundary ferrite is

minimized and finer and more uniform peariite is pro-

duced.
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3,783,044

PHOTORESIST KEYS AND DEPTH INDICATOR
Eugene M. Cheskis, Scottsdale, and James ^ Price,

Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Motorola, Inc., FrankUn

Park Dl
*

Filed Apr. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 132,798

Int. CI. HOll 7/50, 7/00. 5/00

VS. a. 148—175 3 Claims

A method is disclosed for providing means for orient-

ing and positioning a photoresist mask on a semiconduc-

tor wafer and for indicating the depth of an epitaxial

deposit. This means comprises filled holes called keys

which are easily noted even though the surface of the

wafer is carefully polished. Since the depth of the keys

is less by a predetermined amount than the depth of the

epitaxial deposit, presence of the keys after the polishing

step indicates that the remaining depth of the deposit is

great enough to make application of other process steps

to the wafer advisable and the keys themselves are used

for positioning and orienting such fixtures as masking

devices on the surface of the wafer.

3,783,045

PROCESS FOR PRODUONG DISCRETE SEMICON-
DUCTOR DEVICES OR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Giancarlo Ronzi, P.S. Eusebio 7, Agrate Brianza, Italy

Filed Nov. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 87,922

Oaims priority, application Italy, Nov. 7, 1969,

53,937/69
Int. CL HOll 3/14, 7/32. 11/14

U.S. CI. 148—187 15 Claims

3,783,046

METHOD OF MAKING A HIGH-SPEED SHALLOW
JUNCTION SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

Charles Frank Myers, Scottsdale, Ariz., assignor to

Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park, ni.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 813,105,

Apr. 3, 1969. This application Apr. 22, 1971, Ser. No.

136,559
Int a. HOll 7/34 ^ ^

U.S. a. 148—187 ^ 11 Cl«™»
A shallow junction, high-speed semiconductor structure

and method for making same wherein a first or base re-

gion of one conductivity type is formed in a semiconductor

body using photolithographic processes. Next, one or more

oxide layers are vapor deposited at a relatively low tein-

perature on the surface of the structure. An opening is

then made in the vapor deposited oxide layers to permit

the passage of an impurity therethrough and forms a

second, opposite conductivity type emitter region within

the first region. Next, a thin layer of oxide is thermally

grown over the exposed portion of the base region and

over the exposed surface of the vapor deposited oxide

layers. Thereafter, one or more openings in the surface

oxide are selectively made to permit the formation of elec-

trical contacts to the transistor base region and to other

like conductivity type regions in the semiconductor struc-

ture. Then, by controllably etching the thin thermally

grown oxide layer covering the second or emitter region,

the emitter region can be exposed for the purpose of

making ohmic contact thereto. According to the present

process, the thin layer of thermally grown oxide is

"washed out" of the emitter region by controlled etching.

Such controlled etching eliminates a critical masking step

which otherwise would have been required to make a con-

tact opening for the emitter region. Ohmic contacts can

now be made to the base and emitter regions of the struc-

ture using conventional techniques such as the evapora-

tion of aluminum. Since all oxide masking is removed after

the formation of the base region, the final oxide inasking

on the surface of the structure is of one imiform thickness.

3,783,047

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SEMICONDUC-
TOR DEVICE AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
MANUFACTURED BY USING SUCH A METHOD

Maria Magdalena Mathilda Pa£Fen, Johannes Amoldus
Appels, Wilhelmus Henricus Cornells Gerardus Ver-

kuijlen, and Else Kooi, Emmasingel, Eindhoven,

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation,

New York N.Y.
Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,614

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 17, 1971,

7103548
Int. CI. HOll 7/34

U.S. CI. 148—187 24 Claims

^7 'a \y « V 'e * 7 u'

In a process for preparing semiconductor devices of

the MOS type, the improvement wherein the number of

maskings, as well as the number of operations to be car-

ried out at high temperatures, is reduced with respect to

the known processes, and wherein the oxidizing opera-

tions are alternated with depositions of silicon nitride in

order to control the thickness of the gate oxidization and

to protect the device against external agents. The devices

obtained by the improved process are characterized in .

. - • j . j v„ n,,

that they have a layer of silicon nitride over the thick A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device. By

oxide at the same level of the layer of nitride over the using a double layer as a masking layer, the electric prop-

„.^
'

erties of two regions which are situated in the semi-
gate.
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conductor body accurately relative to each other can be

vS without an interim precision photomasking step

"m "vention provides very wide PO-ib^mes o^app.

cation For example, the first region can be doped w.th an

imZity via an aperture in the masking layer, after wh.ch

Kwer component layer of the masking layer .s under-

^^ch^l and an impurity is then introduced '"^0 the second

region. It is also possible, after underetch.ng the lower

component layer, to oxidise the second region of the sem.-

coX"or body, as a result of which many important

structures are obtained in a simple manner.

3,783,048 _ . „^^,
HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSISTOR FABRICATION

"omas J Wers, Indialantic, Fla., assignor to Harm-

Intertype Corporation

Filed Mar. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 236,809

Int. CI. HO II 7 J44

UA CI. 14»-187 2 Claims

In the fabrication of high frequency NPN transistors in

integrated circuits, a doped oxide layer is formed on the

surface of the wafer after diffusion of the base region and

prior to opening the emitter diffusion window^ The
r^

a er. removal of oxide regrown in the emitter diffusion

window to form an emitter contact window, and s.niul-

taneous removal of other surface oxide concurrent y

grown therewith, leaves intact the doped ox.de layer to

prevent surface inversion.

3,783,049

METHOD OF PLATINUM DIFFUSION

Jiri Sandera, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignor to

TRW Inc., Lawndale, Calif.

Filed Mar. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 129,859

Int. CI. HOH 7/54
,« ri-im.

,.5 p, 140 laa 15 Clainw

A method for providing a controlled degradation of

minority carrier lifetime in a silicon semiconductor crystal

body employing H^Pt [OH], as a source of P>at.num^One

gram of H^Pt lOH], is dissolved in 130 cc. of anhydrous

acetone. Approximately 0.05 cc. of this solution ispbced

on the surface of a silicon semiconductor crystal body^

The solution is dried and the body is then heated to the

platinum diffusion temperature for a time sufficient to

have platinum atoms uniformly distributed throughout

the active portion of the silicon crystal.

3,783.050 „^^
MFTHOD OF MAKING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

^™NG POLV'CRYSTAL THIN FILM FOR IM-

Mi^tiio ^N^n^a.^okuSTnil, Ynkio Takano Hoya, HIm-

ynW Higuchi, Kodairagakuen, and Michiyoshi Maid,

KoknbuSl, Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

'"*''*"
Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,011

aaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 12, i»/i,

46/13.105,

Int. CI. HOII 7/34

iT« n 148 188 20 Clams

In a meth^ of making semiconductor device there is

formed an approximately 1m thick P-conductiv.ty type

silicon polycrystal thin film layer having impurities P-

conductivity type boron and electrically neutral IV group

germanium in a specific region on an N-conductiv,ty type

silicon single crystal substrate, the specific resistance of

which is 5 to ion cm. A heat treatment is appl«ed to the

substrate at a high temperature, to thereby simultaneous^

ly diffuse the boron and germanium impurit.es contained

in the thin film layer into the substrate, thus forming a

P-conductivity type impurity diffusion region which causes

little lattice strain. Then phosphorus and germanium are

multaneously diffused into the P-conductiv.ty type im-

purity diffusion region, forming an N-conduct.vity type

fmpurity diffusion region causing little lattice strain.

%<rxHnn OF MAKING UGHT EMITTING DIODE
'^^v??S''G8SDBmE{{VNESSCHA^
Takiio Shitava, Nara, Tom Ishida, Katano, Osaka, ana

^'{S:*an'*:;*"s:io, Ibaralu, Osaka, ^ap-' -^"-p °

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.. CHaka. Japan

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,270

Int. n. HOII 7/44
-.„ p, 140 jga 2 Claim*

A method of making a light emitting diode having good

brightness of emitted light. A wafer of a single crystal of

n-type solid solution of CdTe and MgTe including as a

dopant, 0.001 to O.Ol atomic percent of A! is heated ,n a

vapor phase of P and Cd at a temperature of 670 to

850- C, for instance 670° to 790' C, for a time period of

15 minutes to 72 hours, for instance 15 "^'""t" to 10

hours, for diffusing p into said n-type wafer so as to form a

thin p-type layer.

I

PROCESS FOR MANUFAct'l^^
CIRCUITS ON AN ALUMINA SL BSTRAlli

John A. Fisher, Mesa, Ariz., assiRnor to
,

Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park, III. I

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,401

Int. CI. HOII 7/34

ll«J n 148—191 3 Claims

There is dTsclosed a process for manufacturing inte-

grated circuits, particularly complementary integrated cir-

cuits in a semiconductor material wh.ch .s deposited

upon an insulating aluminum oxide substrate. The process

includes the steps of covering the semiconductor material

with a masking layer having windows therein and then

heating the substrate in a hydrogen atmosphere. TTie heat-

ing step causes an up-diffusion of aluminum into the semi-

conductor body to form. P-type regions underlying the

areas exposed to the hydrogen atmosphere through the

windows.

3.783,053 ^^^
PROCESS FOR MANLTACTURING GAS-

^ENmxlNED AQUEOUS GEL EXPLOSIVE

Bert W. Oettraeier, Miami, Fla., and SamHel I. Porter,

Ariington, Va., assignors to Gulf Oil Corporation,

No^^DrLwiiirViled Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 219.115

Int.Cl.C06b//04
,,« PI 14a 41

4 Claims

A sensitive gas-entrained water gel explosive is made

by mixing at a location convenient to the blastmg site a

concentrated aqueous solution of ammonium nitrate, ni-

tric acid, sodium nitrate and hexamethylenetetramine and

a minor amount of a thickening agent such as 8"ar gum

allowing sufficient time for the gum to become hydrated

and give the maximum thickening effect, then, mixmg

the resulting thickened solution with solid ammonium ni-

trate and a minor amount of a fuel to yield a th.ckened

slurry, pumping the thickened slurry and injecting into
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the exit stream from the pump both a substantial quantity

of a gas and a solution which has the effect of cross-

linking the thickening agent and conducting the resulting

thickened slurry through a static mixer.

3,783,054

HIGH ENERGY BERYLLIUM ROCKET FUEL
COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES THEREFOR

Everett M. Marlett and Robert N. Sanders, Baton Rouge,

La., assignors to Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Original appUcation Oct. 24, 1967, Ser. No.

678,489. Divided and this application Apr. 10, 1969,

Ser. No. 822,836

Int. CI. C06d 5/08
U.S. CI. 149—109 5 Chiims

A composition useful as a high energy liquid rocket

fuel or a chemical intermediate prepared by reacting

beryllium hydride in dicyclopentadienyl beryllium.

3,783,057

WIRE INSULATION SPLICING TECHNIQUE FOR
HIGH TEMPERATURE WELL LOGGING CABLE

Richard P. McNemey, Houston, Tex., assignor to

Schlumber Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,233

Int CL H02g 15/08
U.S. CL 156—49

3,783,055

PROPELLANT CONTAINING CONJUGATED
DIENE POLYMERS REACTED WITH AT
LEAST 10% OF ALIPHATIC MERCAPTAN

William B. Reynolds, Excelsior, Minn., and John E.

Mahan, Barilesville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petro-

leum Company

No Drawing. FUed June 20, 1960, Ser. No. 37,516

Int. CI. C06d 5/06
UA CL 149—19.9 17 Claims

1. An improved solid propellant comprising inorganic

oxidizing salt and binder which is predominantly a cured

rubbery polymer containing a major amount of combined

conjugated diene having 4 to 12 carbon atoms, said poly-

mer before curing having at least 10 percent of its double

bonds reacted with aliphatic mercaptan of from 1 to 16

carbon atoms.

3,783,056

TECHNIQUE FOR THE FABRICATION OF AN AIR
ISOLATED CROSSOVER

Harry Nevhi Keller, Center Valley, and Arnold Pfahnl,

Allentown, Pa., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,618

Int.CLC23f i/02
VS. a. 156—3 3 Oalms

22> 21

4 0aim8

FER
COPOLYMER^

Well logging cables substantially longer than 10,000

feet and operable in logging wells with bottom hole tem-

peratures up to 600° F. are made feasible through a tech-

nique of splicing TFE fluorocarbon insulating material to

PEP fluorocarbon insulating material using heat and

pressure.

3,783,058

METHOD OF APPLYING LABELS AND
CHECKING THE SAME

William H. Solomon, John R. Davies, and Carrel M.
Forward, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignors to Oliver

Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Original application Dec. 20, 1967, Ser. No. 692,194, now
Patent No. 3,586,570. Divided and this application

Aug. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 63,201

Int. CI. B65c 9/42

U.S. CI. 156—64 4 Claims

A technique is described for the fabrication of an air

isolated crossover including a supplementary insulating

layer which is compatible with the crossover process and

the thin film conductor system utilized in its fabrication.

The supplementary insulating layer comprises silicon di-

oxide and is deposited during the processing sequence by

conventional evaporation or other deposition techniques.

The resultant double dielectric permits free movement of

beams during temperature cycling, avoids edge deposition

problems due to shadowing on sharp edges of the dielec-

tric and makes pinholes in the dielectric innocuous.

A labeling machine, system, and method capable of

accommodating offset printed label tapes or other label

tapes having discontinuities between the individual labels

of a repeat print pattern, with feeding and severing such

in controlled fashion utilizing a printed indicia code and

a two stage feeding and cutting cycle, while uniquely
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securing and advancing articles or containers to be labeled

with novel equipment, both in a manner to allow

extremely accurate and dependable label application and

subsequent label verification on the article as well as label

position checking, and with discharge means positive y

governing discharge of the labeled articles accordmg to

acceptability or non-acceptability.
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3,783,059 ^„c.^».
PRINTING PRESS AND WEB REGISTRY SYSTEM
James A. Black, 13700 Sparta NVV., Kent City, Mich.

49330, and Harry Russell Farwell, 129 Ann St., Cedar

Springs, Mich. 49319
Originai application July 2, 1970, Ser. No. 51,852.

Divided and this application Mar. 20, 1972, ^er.

No. 235,938 ^ ^^^„
Int CI. B65c 9108

U.S. a. 156—64 1« Claims

mold in the presence of a catalyzed binder resin with the

formed end domes secured to the transverse ends of the

mold during side wall formation. A particulate matter

such as sand may be added to the composition. The mold

is divided into longitudinal arcuate sections which are

capable of separating for removal of a finally formed

storage tank.

3,783,061 ^^^„
METHOD OF SONIC WELDING OF PLASTICS

Granville J. Hahn, Big Spring, Tex., assignor to Cosden

Oil & Chemical Company, Big Spring, Tex.

Filed Mar. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 22,209

Int. CI. B32b 31120 '

UA CI. 156-73 1« Claims

A method of advancing web stock through positions of

registry in a continuous web printing press. A series of

tabs applied to the continuous web at spaced intervals

each have a rearwardly oriented edge portion to which

an advancing force is applied to move the web into a

registry position at a printing station.

Plastic bodies are welded by using particles of thermo-

plastic material, melting at or about the plastic parts to

be welded, distributed between the plastic surfaces to

be welded, and then welding by applying ultrasonic vibra-

tions impressed on one of the plastic bodies near the joint

to be welded through a sound transferring resonating

metal section termed a horn, which transfers mteiwe

ultrasonic vibrations to the plastic workpiece near the

joint to be welded, the sound energy causing the particles

to meh in the joint, bonding the surfaces together upon

setting to form a firm weld.

3,783,060 ^^ ^

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING FILA-

MENT REINFORCED STORAGE VESSELS
William B. Goldsworthy, Palos Verdes Estates, and

Ethridge E. Hardesty, Pine Valley, Calif., assignors to

Goldsworfhy Engineering, Inc., Torrance, Calif.

Original appUcation July 27, 1970, Ser. No. 58,482, now

Patent No. 3,692,601. Divided and this application

Sept. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 180,369

Int. CI. B32b 5126, 31/16
.

U.S. CI. 156—69 25 Oaims

I

3,783,062

METHOD FOR FLAME BONDING BY USE OF
HIGH VELOCITY, HIGH TEMPERATURE DI-

RECT FLAME
Wilhelm N. Martin, GrandTVfire, Quebec, Canada, as-

signor to ConsoUdated-Bathurst Limited, Montreal,

Quebec, Canada --, ,^,
Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,167

Int. CLB32bi/ /26. 5// 72

U.S. CI. 156—82 ' Claims

^'t^"

A fiberglass reinforced storage tank formed by con-

structing a filament reinforced cylindrical side wall and

enclosing the transverse ends with a pair of end domes.

The end domes are prefabricated in a circular mold of

proper contour and size. A solvent dispersed mold release

acent is sprayed into the mold over the entire mold sur-

face. Glass filaments are then laid along with a spray of

catalyzed binder resin in the rotating heated mold, begin-

ning at the center and extending to the outer periphery

thereof to form the resin cured rigid end domes. The

annular cylindrical side wall is formed by applying fiber-

glass resin to the interior surface of a rotating cylindrical

A method and apparatus for obtaining rapid bonding

of thermoplastic materials to themselves or other siniilar

or different materials by the use of a high velocity, high

temperature direct flame in combination with pressure.

The method is sufficiently rapid so that the properties of

the materials are not substantially detrimentally affected^

Thin laminates of highly oriented materials can be bonded

without loss of strength characteristics.
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3,783,063

METHODS OF MANUFACTURING ENDLESS
CONVEYOR BELTS

Sven-OIIe Paul Olsson, Trelleborg, Sweden, a^ifpor to

Trelleborgs Gummifabriks AWebolag, TreUeborg,

''*
*"Filed Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 134,293

Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 16, 197U,

5,204/70

Int a. B29h 7/22: F16g 1/26

\}S. CI. 156—137 3 Claims

1
0¥tgt,mitw

I—

1

^'^

of a preceding tape reel with the leading end of the tape

of a successive tape reel in a positive manner with no

slackness, and particulariy a continuous tape supplying

apparatus comprising a stack of tape magazines each

having the leading end portion of the tape drawn out

from the tape reel, and a turntable for successively indi-

vidually positioning said tape magazines in a tape supply-

ing position.

3,783,065

METHOD FOR SPUCING LIQUID-CORE
OPTICAL FIBERS

Julian Stone, Rumson, NJ., assignor to BeU Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

FUed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,088

Int. CL B65I1 69/02. 69/06

U.S. a. 156—158 4 Claims

Thick endless conveyor belts having a carcass with at

least one longitudinally and several transversely tension-

reinforcing plies are manufactured in long lengths and

cut and spliced to short endless belts. A special carcass-

building and splicing method is described. The longitu-

dinal tension-reinforcement is made as a continuous length

and the transverse tension-reinforcement is made as dis-

continuous lengths spaced apart along the longitudmal

tension-reinforcement. Removable spacers are placed in

the spaces during vulcanization. The carcass is cut off in

the space between consecutive transverse tension-rein-

forcement lengths. In splicing a piece of longitudinally

tension-reinforcing ply is placed in the space m over-

lapping relationship on the ends of the longitudinal ten-

sion-reinforcement forming a butt joint with each other.

While omitting at least one transversely tension-rein-

forcing ply the remaining height portion of the space is

filled out with transversely tension-reinforcing plies.

3,783,064

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTO-
MATICALLY CONNECTING TAPES

Kei Okubo, Neyagawa, Katuyuki Yamamoto, Osaka, and

Osamu Murayama, Kadoma, Japan, assignors to Matsu-

shita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,551

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 9, 1970,

45/109,824, 45/109,825; Dec. 25, 1970, 45/130,071

Int. CI. G03d 15/04
'

.

U.S. CI. 156—159 3 Claims

M>-i

Groups of liquid-core optical fibers are spliced together

by means including a grooved cover plate wherein the

grooves are connected together by means of a common

manifold. Pairs of fibers on the two fiber group segments

to be spliced are mounted on the splacing apparatus in

approximate longitudinal alignment and spaced apart a

distance preferably less than a core diameter. The grooved

cover plate is then positioned over the adjacent fiber ends

and bonded thereto. This serves to align the fibers more

accurately and to seal the space between them. Some of

the gas trapped between the fibers is then withdrawn

through the manifold and replaced by additional core

fluid. The manifold is then sealed, completing the splice.

3,783,066

REINFORCED STRUCTURAL MEMBER OF FIBER
GLASS AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Robert E. Myers, 18506 Prince William Lane,

Houston, Tex. 77058
Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,802

Int CI. B32b 1/00

U.S. a. 156—161 2 Claims

Multiple layers of fiber glass cloth wetted with plastic

resin are moved by a conveyor belt along shaping planes

In supplying an adhesive tape from one after another so that the cloth layers are shaped into a d«ir«d cross-

of a DlurSof tape reels, a method of and an apparatus section of the structural member being formed. S.mul-

t au^om tLl y c'on^^^^^^ the trailing end of the tape taneously, pre-tensioned reinforcing cords are passed Ion-
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.Uudinany above the convevo. beU so thaMhcy be.^^ j;^^r..^r^^ ^^.:^:T^ZZt:^
embedded between the cloth layers and are bonded w.thm trom tne

^^^^^^^ ^^AR.ient to fuse and

the structural member when the resm is cured. Jjc^ted^to «^^^ .^^^ ^^ .^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

3,783,067 „„^
COMPOSITE SYNTHETICRESIN SHEET

MATERIAL
Aristovoulos G. Petzetakis, Thessaloniki and CHandrt !»«.,

Moschaton, Piraeus, Greece

Filed July 1, 1970, Ser. No. 51,554

Claims priority, appUcation Greece, July 3, 1969,

40,473

Int CI. BS2b 31/06. 31/08. 31/16

UA CL 156-163 * Clai"**

3,783,069 ^
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING

FIBROUS TUBULAR ARTICLES
Rupert Douglas Terry, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Jobns-

Manville Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 41,018,

May 27, 1970. This application Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. Mo.

231 759 I

Into. B65h«//02 '

VS. a. 156—184 24 Oalms

A method of making a sheet material which comprises

sandwiching a molecularly unoriented synthetic-rcsm sheet

having a relatively low molecular-disorientation tempera-

ture between a pair of uniaxially oriented synihetic-resm

sheets having relatively high molecular-disorientation tem-

peratures, arranging the orientation direction of one of the

uniaxially-oriented sheets to lie at an angle (generally

transversely) to the orientation direction of the other uni-

axially-oriented sheet, and heating the laminated assembly

to a temperature sufficient to fuse the nononented sheet to

the molecularly oriented sheets, but below the molecular-

disorientation temperature of the oriented sheets.

3,783.068

METHOD OF FORMING FUSIBLE REINFORCED
POLYMER FILMS AND RESULTING COMPOSITE
STRUCTURE ^ .^
Gary G. Brown, Diamond Bar, Calif., assignor to

Nortlirop Corporation, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Filed Mar. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 19,081

Intel. B65h8//00 ., ^, ^
UA CI. 156—173 1* Claims

Method and apparatus for producing tubular articles

formed of fibrous material wherein a moving mat of

fibrous material is wrapped about a mandrel rotating

about an axis moving along the path of the mat. The mat

is then wrapped around the mandrel until a desired quan-

tity of fibrous material is achieved. Thereafter, the mat and

mandrel are conveyed to a sizing station where the outer

diameter and configuration of the tubular article are finally

set.

I

3,783,070

METHOD OF MAKING A BEARING SEAL
John F. Zotter, Southington, Conn., assignor to

Textron Inc., Pro>idence, R.I.

Original application Nov. 7, 1969, Ser. No. 874,927, now

Patent No. 3,580.590. Divided and this application

Nov. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 92,704

Int. CI. B31f 3/00; B32b 31/00

UA CL 156—211 * C™"»

A method of forming polyamide films reinforced with
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a body, and which at an axially thin portion defines a

seal member to be axially resiliently deflected with re-

spect to the body. The method of the invention calls for

removing backing material after the laminating step, the

removed material affording a remainder which meets all

requirements as to concentricity, circumferential uniform-

ity of action, and the like. The material-removing step

may be so characterized as to provide a local region for

axial flexure, radially spaced from the region of wiping

contact with the bearing ring to which it is sealingly en-

gaged.

3,783,071
HEAT-SEALABLE COATED METAL PACKAGE

AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Frank E. Monks, Bettendorf, Iowa, assignor to Aluminum

Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 863,431,

Oct 3, 1969. This appUcation Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No.
216,232

Int CI. B05c 1/16; B29d 23/10
UA CI. 156—217 17 Oaims

20

A method of manufacturing a package which com-

prises: coating substantially all of one surface of a metal

web of foil or sheet thickness with a homogeneous coat-

ing of a heat scalable thermoplastic material having a

lubricant constituent; applying said coating material in

uniform thickness to at least one first elongated zone of

the metal web; simultaneously applying the coating ma-

terial in a uniform thickness greater than the coating

thickness in the first elongated zone to at least one

elongated zone disposed adjacent opposed transverse sides

of the first zone; applying the coating by means of a

gravure roll; providing a coating thickness in the second

zone of about 0.75 to 4.0 lb./ream and providing a coat-

ing thickness in the first zone of about 0.30 to 2.0 lb./

ream; and forming a package employing said coated metal

web as a body component by heat sealing at least a por-

tion of said second zone to a portion of said metal web
or to another package component.

A coated container body comprising a metal web pro-

vided with such a two level coating; a first elongated zone

of uniform coating thickness spaced inwardly from op-

posed transverse edges of the metal web; a second

elongated zone of uniform coating thickness positioned

intermediate each transverse edge of the metal web and

the first elongated zone; the first zone having a width

substantially greater than the second zone; and said metal

web having at least one said second zone heat sealed to

another portion of said metal web or to a separate package

component to form said container body.

as 20 or more times prior to laminating it with a backing

sheet. In the block copoymer, A is a thermoplastic

polymer block derived from styrene and B is an elasto-

meric polymer block derived from isoprene. Preferably,

<J_- S.'-i

the block copolymer is particulate, and is blended with a

tackifier resin in particle form prior to extrusion under

conditions which allow the particle size of the respective

components to be controlled.

3,783,073
METHOD FOR TRANSFERRING

INDICU TO FABRICS
Archie E. Wamberg, 3600 NW. 43rd St^

Oklahoma City, Okla. 73112
FUed May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 144,856

Int CI. B44c 1/16
VS, CI. 156—230 5 Claims

iC^^^4^^^^C^i££^
<!& ^38 ^14

K.
10

A method of decalcomania or indicia transfer to fab-

rics comprising the steps of placing the fabric to which

the indicium is to be transferred upon a supporting sur-

face, placing a transfer sheet carrying the indicium to

be transferred on said fabric at the location where the

indicium is to be transferred to the fabric, surrounding

thr edges of the indicium with a coplanar located ther-

mal insulating material and applying heat and pressure

to the indicium and to the coplanar thermal insulating

material to transfer the indicium to the fabric at the point

desired, while protecting the remainder of the fabric from

heat degradation.

3,783,072

EXTRUSION PROCESS FOR PRESSURE-SENSITTVE
ADHESIVE SHEETS AND TAPES

Ralf Korpman, Somerville, NJ., assignor to Johnson &
Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.

Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 195,016
Int CI. B29b 3/00

U.S. a. 156—244 10 Oaims
The process for producing normally tacky and pressure-

sensitive adhesive sheets and tapes by extruding an adhe-

sive based upon a particular type of A-B-A block co-

polymer wherein the adhesive is extruded at a moderate

temperature and at a controlled viscosity and then hot

drawn to reduce its thickness substantially, i.e.. as much

3,783,074
METHOD OF BONDING USING STRINGS

OF ADHESIVE
John Reginald Normanton, Hale, England, assignor to

The Duplan Corporation, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 700,147,

Jan. 24, 1968. This appUcation Feb. 16, 1971, Ser.

No. 115,821
Claims priority, appUcation Great Britahi, Not. 2, 1967,

49,760/67
Int CI. B32b 5/00. 7/12; C09J 5/00

U.S. CI. 156—291 5 Oaims
A method of producing a laminated product, for exam-

ple, a fabric, in which one web of a fabric in properly
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stretched and wrinkle-free condition is brought into en-

gagement with an adhesive roll carrying a smaU metered

amount of adhesive, a stringing effect is produced as the

fabric leaves the surface of the adhesive roll, creaung a

definable adhesive structure on the fabric, the fabric is

transferred to a rotating roll which maintains the fabric

in properly stretched, wrinkle-free condition, leaving ex-
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by coating at least one of a pair of layers with at least a

plurality of layers including a water-soluble, polymeric

layer containing a plurality of photosensitive, image-re-

cording strata, e.g., differently sensitized gelatino silver

halide emulsions. The other sheet includes a dimensional-

ly stable layer which may be coated with one or more

processing solution soluble or permeable, polymeric layers

such as a dyeable polymer. Each of the layers of the film

unit is preferably coated on its respective dimensionally

stable layer or support as an aqueous system and dried

prior to lamination of the two sheets with the polymeric

layers sandwiched therebetween. The two sheets are lami-

nated to one another by progressively pressing the sheets

into superposition while distributing an aqueous solu-

tion of a water-soluble polymeric material between the

sheets to form a bond that is adapted to rupture readily

and cleanly by and in response to spreading of the proc-

essing liquid and is weaker than the bond between any

other layers or strata of the film unit.

posed a substantial area of the adhesive for removal of

solvent and release of vapors, the web is brought mto

pressure contact with another fabric web to which it is to

be laminated, and then the laminate is earned around

and held against a drum for further removal of the sol-

vent and to keep the fabric webs pressed together for a

period of time after lamination.

3,783,076

DEVICE FOR APPLYLNG LABELS ON
PLANE SURFACES

Rudolf Wetzig, Leipzig, Germany, assignor to Ingenieur-

buro fur Rationalisierung der Suss- und Dauerback-

warenindustrie, Leipzig, Germany
Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,577

Claims priority, application Germany, July 16, 1971,

P 21 35 603.6

Int. CI. B65h 29/00; B65c 9/12

U.S. CL 156—364 7 Claims

3,783,075

METHOD OF MAiNUFACTURING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC FILM UNIT

Edwin H. Land, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Polaroid

Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

4pp«cation Mar. 6, 1969, Ser. No. 804,942, now Patent

No. 3,652,282, which is a continuation-in-part of appli-

cation Ser. No. 782,056, Dec. 9, 1968, now Patent No.

3,573,043, dated Mar. 30, 1971, which in turn w a

continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 622,283,

Mar. 10, 1967. now Patent No. 3,415.644, dated Dec.

10, 1968. Divided and this application Dec. 23, 1971,

Ser. No. 211,176 ~

^«, ,,^o
Int a. B32h 7/00: C09J 5/00: G03c 1/48

VS, CL 156—309 8 Claims

TNANSMMCNT
SgPPOm UkYtW
IMAOC RtCClviNO LAYCT
IHTtRMEOIATE UkYtR

20 za

NoiM cucMorr-

INTOMiEOIATt LATER
SILVCT MALIK CMULSKN IXHW
OPAOOC SUPPORT

Method of producing a photographic film unit adapted

to be exposed and processed to produce a color image,

comprising laminating first and second sheets in face-to-

face relation and attaching a rupturable container of a

processing liquid to the exterior of the sheets for dis-

pensing its liquid contents between the sheets. The film

unit is adapted to be processed by progressively applying

compressive pressure to the container and sheets to spread

the processing, liquid between the sheets with delamma-

tion and lamination occurring during and by virtue of

spreading of the processing liquid. The sheets are formed

-Hi

A unit of label supplying, label gluing and glued label

applying devices is mounted on a base plate which is

slidable along the path of the cartons or other units to be

labelled. The label applying device is a drum having co-

axially therewith, a sprocket which engages a cham dis-

placeable along the slidable base plate. A fixed base plate,

parallel to the slidable one. has stationary stop means

mounted thereon and inter-engageable with movable stop

means, secured to the chain. Upon the arrival of a carton,

a signal first causes the slidable base plate, with the equip-

ment thereon, to move along the carton; after comple-

tion of this motion it causes the slidable base plate to re-

turn to a prior position. During the first motion a label is

supplied by the label supplying part of the unit; durmg

the return motion the label is applied to the carton, on

a plane surface thereof.

3,783,077

LABEL APPLICATOR
Edwin E. Messmer, 203 Leonard Young St,

Oradell, NJ. 07649

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 211,927
|

Int. CI. B65c 5/72 ,^^, ,

U S CI 156 116 ^^ Claims

Apparatus for applying pressure-sensitive labels to con-

tainers wherein each container is moved by a conveyor

belt into engagement with a pair of timing belts and a

microswitch. The microswitch actuates label feeding

means and as a result, a label is advanced into the path of

the moving container. While the label is being advanced,
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the timing belts slide the container and the label against

a labeling belt which moves at the same speed as the label.

The section of the labeling belt into which the container

is urged is substantially parallel to a section of the timing

belts. In addition, the space between the labeling belt and

the timing belts is slightly less than the diameter of the

3,783,079
APPARATUS FOR SECURING TOGETHER STRAPS

MADE OF THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL
Hubert Wehr, Surth, in der Aue, Germany, assignor to

Cyklop Gesellschaft Emit Hoffmann, Cyklopstrabe,

Germany
Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 206,327

Claims priority, application West Germany, Jan. 19, 1971,

P 21 02 344.9

Int. CI. G03d 15/04
VS. CI. 156—502 10 Qalms

container and the belts move in opposite directions. Thus,

the belts engage and frictionally rotate the container while

the normal component of the frictional force fixes the

label to the container. The speeds of the conveyor belt,

timing belts, and labeling belt are all independently ad-

justable.

3 783 078
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING

HOLLOW PLASTIC ARTICLES
Albert S. Brodhead, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to

Thetford Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich.

FUed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190,971
Int. CI. B32bi7/20

U.S. a. 156—499 7 Claims

Apparatus for binding together thermoplastic strap por-

tions by rotating a lever which actuates means for inter-

posing the end of a continuous strip of wire screening be-

tween the strap portions. The end is severed from the

strip when the press means, also actuated by the lever,

forces the strap portions together. When severed, the

screening is wedged between two electrodes in the press

means and completes an electrical circuit which is acti-

vated by the lever contacting a timing device at the end

of its stroke. The electrical current heats the screening

which fuses the thermoplastic strap portions together.

x\\vv\v\>.Kvv\\\\v'^

A method and apparatus for vacuum forming hollow

plastic articles from heat-fusible sheets of organic plastic

materials. A pair of open frames are mounted on rails

for transfer in close parallel relationship, each frame hav-

ing clamps for holding at each end thereof a sheet of

plastic material. Ovens into which the rails extend are

located in spaced relation, and midway between the ovens

is a forming station through which the rails pass and

wherein sectional molds are provided which can close

on two parallel sheets supported by the open frames. The

frames are arranged so that two sheets, one in each oven,

can be heated simultaneously while two other sheets are

being formed at the same time in the sectional molds.

Transfer means shuttle the frames between the ovens and

the forming station.

3,783,080
APPARATUS FOR SECURING VALVES ON FLEXI-
BLE BAGS AND FLAT SHEETS CONVERTIBLE
INTO BAGS

Luigi Goglio, Via Sohiri 10, Milan, Italy

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,759
Int. CI. B32b 31/00

U.S. CI. 156—514 5 Claims

An apparatus for securing valves on bags or thermo-

weldable flat sheets convertible into hermetically seal-

able flexible bags, comprising, as substantially concen-

trically arranged and controlled by independent driving

means, a punch to provide a hole in the bag or sheet

for valve positioning, and a gelding member which, after
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. .. -A A „ »K- Ko» «r «hpet and a valve ratus for making such embodiments of the composite web,

\^'liTi.TIS^^. ^.^1 a'th'Sowelding of a^Sl mchod a„f apparatus by which a composite web of

the valve about the periphery of said hole.

3,783,081
ORNAMENTAL ELEMENT

EUezer Levy, Bay Shore, N.Y., assignor to FlUgre*

Arts Inc., New York, N.Y.

Original appUcation July 24, 1969, Ser. No. 844,518, now

Patent No. 3,667,098. Divided and this appbcation June

2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,329

Int. CI. A44c 1 1 /OO. 25/00; B21f 43/00

U.S. CI. 161 7 ' Claims

labels is advanced and by which labels are successively

printed and applied to merchandise.

J^a

An ornamental element for use as a decorative addi-

tion to jewelry comprises a strip of material having a plu-

rality of parts integrally formed from the material, each

of the parts having a surface exposed at the periphery

of the strip. The surface of each part is characterized by

a first portion of a given configuration and a second por-

tion of different configuration. The second portions of the

parts are randomly positioned about the axis of the in-

tegral strip to effect an irregular but attractive profile.

3,783,084 ^^
SOUND SUPPRESSING DOUBLE-GLAZED PANE

Rudolf Quenett, Cadolzburg, Germany, assignor to

Flacbglas Aktiengesellschaft Delog-Detag, Furth,

Bavaria, Germany ^, ,^m aim
Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 165,474 ^^,^

Oaims priority, application Germany, July 15, 1970,

P 20 34 998.8

Intel. B32b7 /04.i/02

U.S. CI. 161—45 7 ^'"'"'

3,783,082

PANELS AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Ehud Abnog, 13 Yegla Kapalm St,

Ranut Hasbaron, Israel

Filed Mar. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 129,682

Int CI. B32b 3/12. 5/18. 7/00

U.S. CI. 161—37 5 Clabns

,^
7 S 6

A panel comprises a pair of facing teyers of sheet

material forming the opposite outer faces of the panel,

spaced blocks of insulating material between the facing

layers, and ribs of rigid polyurethane foam in the spaces

between the blocks of insulating material and bonding

the facing layers together. The panel is produced by

placing the insulating blocks on one facing layer with the

blocks spaced from each other, placing the second facing

layer thereover, and then injecting the rigid plastic foam

into the spaces between the blocks (the blocks serving as

molds) to form the ribs bonding the facing layers to-

gether.

3,783,083

COMPOSITE WEB OF PRESSURE SENSITIVE
LABELS

William A. Jenkins, Englewood, Ohio, assignor to

Monarch Marking Systems, Inc., Dayton. Ohio

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

155,740, June 23, 1971. This application Dec. 8, 1971,

Ser. No. 206,061
Int a. B32b 3/10, 31/18. 3/16

U.S. CI. 161—38 40 Claims

There are disclosed various embodiments of a com-

posite web of pressure sensitive labels, method and appa-

A sound suppressing double-glazed pane comprises two

glazing sheets which are spaced apart and connected to

each other at their edge by a sealing section. At least one

of the glazing sheets is of laminated construction and

comprises a plurality of individual glass sheets each joined

to the adjacent individual sheet or sheets by an intermedi-

ate lamina of visco-elastic material, the total thickness or

structure of the visco-elastic laminae being sufficient to

provide a high degree of internal damping in the laminated

glazing sheet. The laminated glazing sheet may comprise

two individual sheets joined by a single lamina of poly-

vinyl butyral or three or more individual sheets joined

together by two or more laminae of polyvinyl butyral. In

each case the two or more polyvinyl butyral films of

the usual thickness of 0.38 mm. are used to provide the

desired thickness of polyvinyl butyral in the laminated

glazing sheet.

3,783,085
PROTECTIVE MATERIALS

William Michael Pearson, Halifax, and Anthony Pearson,

Bradford, England, assignors to Bondina Limited, Hali-

fax, England
No Drawing. Original application Jan. 6, 1969, ^er. INO.

789,406, now Patent No. 3,674,593. Divided and this

application July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,313

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 19, 1968,

3,099/68

Int CI. A62b 17/00; A41d 13/00; B32b 5/16

U.S. CI. 161 87 1 Claim

A* protective material, suitable for making up into pro-

tective garments, is formed by interposing powdered ac-

tivated charcoal and powdered thermoplastic adhesive

between two substrates and heat-sealing the assembly to-

- gether. A microfine thermoplastic powder may also be
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interposed, and this has the effect of counteracting unde- to 1:4 thereby to form within the film numerous micro-

sirable effects due to any dust which may be present in voids of a percentage of voids or porosity of at least 10

the charcoal.

3,783,086

FLATTENED HEAT REACTIVE TUBING WITH
EXPANDED PASSAGE

Walter A. Plummer, 3546 Crownridge Drive,

Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403
Original application May 13, 1969, Ser. No. 824,102, now

abandoned. Divided and this application Sept 1, 1971,

Ser. No. 176,950
Int CI. B32b 1/00. 3/02, 3/20

VS. CI. 161—126 6 Claims T»

—

m-

/
/5

2S

A heat reactive length of plastic tubing having a bulged

opening through the end thereof to facilitate entry of an

object into the tube to expand the tubing and facilitate

the assembly thereof over an object.

3,783,087
FINISHED METAL SHEET WITH REMOVABLE

PROTECTIVE COVERING
Frank Vecchiarelli, Riveredge, NJ., assignorito Revere

Copper and Brass, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.
Filed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,153

Int CI. B32b 3/00
U.S. CI. 161—127 1 Claim

percent, the ratio of the dimensions of each microvoid

in the two biaxial directions being the same as the ratio

of elongations therein.

3 783 089
HEAT SEALED, READILY PEELABLE OR TEAR-
ABLE STRUCTURE SUITABLE FOR CLOSURES,
LABELS, PACKAGING, ETC.

Alan R. Hurst, Hinsdale, 01., and Salustiano S. Mirasol,

Kansas City, Mo., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany, Bartlesville, Okla.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 816,506,

Apr. 16, 1969. This appUcaUon July 28, 1971, Ser.

No. 166,981
Int CI. B32b 27/08. 27/32; B65d 65/40

VS. CI. 161—166 16 Claims

\>y/>/*/jAjfJIZ7-7-/

S^^

16 16

'"^^T"

The finished surface of a metal sheet is protected with

a removable film of thermoplastic material bonded to the

finished surface along a grid-like pattern of lines that

form hermetic seals for a plurality of discreate gas pockets

between the finished metal surface and the film. The

product is formed by preheating the metal to bonding

temperature, by then bringing a discreate film of thermo-

plastic material into contact with the finished surface,

and by pressing the film against the heated metal surface

with a resilient pattern of ridges to form the aforesaid

pattern of seal lines.

3,783,088
SYNTHETIC PAPER

Mitsuo Yosbiyasu and Takasbi Toyoda, Yokkaicbi, Japan,

assignors to Kabusbiki Kaisba Oji Goseisbi Kenkyujo,
Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed May 28, 1971, Ser. No. 147,910

Claims priority, application Japan, June 2, 1970,

45/46,933; Aug. 21, 1970, 45/73,216
Int CI. B32b 3/26, 19/02

VS. CI. 161—160 3 Claims

A synthetic-resin film containing from 0.3 to 30 per-

cent by volume of a fine filler is biaxially drawn substan-

tially simultaneously in longitudinal and transverse direc-

tions to be expanded at least 5 times in area with a ratio

of elongations in the two biaxial directions of from 1:0.25

A container or tray, preferably flanged, is closed with

a composite peelable closure sheet heat sealed thereto.

The embodiment described will remain sealed when sub-

jected to ranges of temperatures of from about —40° to

about 212° F. Yet, the closure remains readily removable.

The container can be made and is now preferred to be

made of a high density polyethylene or a material of

which at least the surface, which is heat sealed, is made

of such a polyethylene. The closure sheet or composite

can be made and is now preferred to be of a polyamide

or other relatively high melting material, e.g., a polyester.

Presently a ftylon, e.g., nylon-6 resin onto which is coated,

for the heat sealing thereof to the tray or container, a

film of a low density polyethylene, is preferred. The ad-

hesion is obtained or a container is closed hermetically

by placing the composite sheet upon the portion, e.g.,

flange of the container at which it is to sealingly engage

the same. The low density polyethylene side of the com-

posite sheet is in contact with the container and the heat

seal then engendered. A particular type of combination

of materials used permits the film to pull cleanly from

the container, leaving the flange or other sealed surface

thereof neat and in a particular case, retaining the low

density polyethylene which produced the seal as a just

noticeably bead-like line on the flange when a line-seal

has been employed.

The container can be a high density coated paperboard

container such as a milk container or a blister package,

etc. Also the combination of materials can be used to label

goods.

The useful combination of materials to fashion tear

strips, labels, etc. is also disclosed.
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3,783,090

HEAT EXCHANGER PLATES ^ ^ .

Jari Anders Andersson and Nils Hagert Got« Stadmark,

Lund, Sweden, assignors to Alfa-Laval AB, Tumba,

^''***"F,led Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226^93

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Feb. 19, 1971,
^uuiiis V

2,132/71

Int CI. F28f 5/00

UA a. 161-166 " Claims

The heat exchanger plates include at least one plate

having on one face of its heat transferring part a first

group of ridges extending in parallel spaced relation to

each other and pressed upward from the plane of the

plate, this face also having a first group of grooves ex-

tending in parallel spaced relation to each other at an

angle to the ridges and depressed from said plane; and

the other face has second groups of ridges and grooves

formed by the grooves and ridges, respectively, of the first

groups. Each of these faces has its ridges substantially

abutting an opposing plate so as to define therewith a

set of channels between its ridges, each channel extending

across a plurality of the grooves in such face. The two

sets of channels provide a low resistance to flow of the

respective heat exchanging media, while the ridges provide

effective spacing means for preventing deformation of op-

posing plates under the pressure diflference between such

media.

3,783,091

POLYSULPHONE REINTORCED SILICON
ELASTOMER SEAL

Victor Jeffrey LesMe, Potters Bar. and Maurice Bernard

Uggett, Claverdon, England, assignors to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No.
25J,465

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, May 14, 1971,

14,874/71
Int. CI. B32b 9/04

US. a. 161—168 3 Claims

A reinforced seal is provided in which a silicone elasto-

mer as hereinafter defined is formed on a rigid reinforce-

ment containing at least one aromatic polysulphone.

the form of an abraded fibre of length VA inches and di-

ameter of from 0.4 to l.OxlO-^ inches said fibre has a

tensile strength of at least 100.000 p.s.i. after treatment

with saturated aqueous Ca(OH)j solution at 100 C. for

4 hours followed by successive washings at ambietit tem-

perature with water, then with aqueous hydrochloric acid

(1%) for 1 minute, water, acetone, followmg by dry-

ing, said fibre experiencing not more than 10% reduction

in diameter during said test.

The reinforcement of portland cement structures by

fibres of diameter 0.4 to 1.0 XlO"' and lengths of up to

4 inches is described. ^ • r .u.,.

Alkali resistant glasses useful for production of these

products comprise the CaO-MgO-AlaOa-SiO, glasses m-

cluding those in the anorthite field. siUca zirconia glasses,

and silica stannic oxide glasses.

The products have outstanding durability and impact

resistance.

3,783,093

FIBROUS POLYETHYLENE MATERIALS
Lawrence Vincent Gallacher, Norwalii. Conn., assignor

to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, ^onn-

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Sf«".
fNo.

820.761. May 1, 1969. This application May 17, 1971,

Ser. No. 144,410 ^ ^ ^^„
Int CI. B32b 3/26. 5/08

U.S. CI. 161—170 ^ Claims

3 783 092

CEMENT COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
GLASS FIBRES

Amalendu Jyoti Majumdar, Watford. England, assignor

to National Research Development Corporation, Lon-

don, England ^ e m
No Drawing, Continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No.

649,463, June 28, 1967. Ser. No. 748,645, July 30,

1968, and Ser. No. 31,184, Mar. 26, 1970, all now

abandoned. This application Mar. 23, 1971, Ser. No.

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 3, 1969.

17,448 69
'

Int. a. B32b 5/02: C04b 31/06

US. CL 161—170 17 Claims

Fibrp reinforced cementitious products are described

comprising glass fibrous material distributed throughout

a cement matrix, in which the glass is one having per se

a degree of alkali resistance such that when tested in

An extensively fibrillated thermoplastic resm material

and method for preparing the same is given whereby a

solid particulate thermoplastic resin which is '"^ "fie

in a selected leaching solvent is mixed and fibrillated

under heat and pressure with another thermoplastic resin

which is soluble in the selected leaching solvent. Follow-

ing fibrillation, the resin mixture is subsequently con-

tacted with the selected leaching solvent to remove the

soluble resin thereby leaving an extensively fibrillated

thermoplastic resin product which may be used as a syn-

thetic fabric, and in other industrial applications.

"

I

3.783.094

ARTICLES PRODUCED BY CENTRIFUGAL
CASTING

Wilhelm Baum, MainzMombach, Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, BerUn and Munich, Ger-

oSal application Sept. 16, 1969, Ser. No. 858,267 now

Patent No. 3,650,782, da«ed
Si"-

"' ^'^^ ?'^^?'*

and this appUcation Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 196,816

Int. a. B32b 77/06
,

US. CI. 161-196 ., ,
3 Claims

G'ass for producing articles by centrifugal castmg com-

posed essentially of 60% SiOj. 18% BjOs. 7% MgO. 6%
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Li20, 4% AljGs, 3% BaO, 1% CaO and 1% K2O, within embedded in finely divided silica gel particles, combined

tolerances of about ±2%, all of the percentages being by with recirculating to the process substantially all (ap-

weight; and article formed by helium-tight, stress-free proximately 95%) of the white water to provide a closed

fusion of the glass with an Fe-Ni-Cd alloy. E'^e"" o^oiomierogropft of product ot «mpi.

3,783,095
PROCESS FOR RECOVERING TURPENTINE AND
HEAT IN CONNECTION WITH THE EVAPORA-
TION OF BLACK LYE

Daniel Jafs, Helsinki, and Tapani Marttala, Varkans,
Finland, Kai Christiansen, Karlstad, Sweden, and
Beriel HakuUn, Lahderanta, Finland, assignors to A.

Osakeybtio Ahlstrom, Noormarkku, Finland
Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,435

Claims priority, appUcation Finland, Feb. 19, 1971,
474/71

Int CI. D21c 11/10
U.S. CI. 162—16 6 Claims

Turpentine and heat is recovered in connection with

the evaporation of black lye emerging from a continuously

working cellulose digester under high pressure and at high

temperature. In a first step the black lye is concentrated

in two successive expansion tanks and is thereupon fed

into a multiphase evaporation apparatus operated by in-

direct heat exchange and fed with additional heat. The lye

vapors from the first expansion tank are conducted to the

first evaporation phase and the lye vapors from the second

expansion tank to an evaporation phase succeeding the

second evaporation phase, whereupon the condensate is

collected at least from those evaporation phases to which

the lye vapors from the expansion tanks have been fed

and finally turpentine is recovered from these con-

densates in known manner. The lye condensates coming

from the first and third evaporation phases may ad-

vantageously, be combined before recovering turpentine

therefrom.

circuit white water system without substantial loss in siz-

ing or deterioration of sheet strength and with excellent

retention and opacity.

3 783 097
HYDRODYNAMICALLY LOADED WEB PRESS^

WITH SLIPPER BEARING SHOES
Edgar J. Justus, Beloit, Wis., assignor to

Beloit Corporation, Beloit, Wis.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,103
Int. CI. D21f 3/06

US. CI. 162—358 10 Claims

/»>

3,783,096
METHOD OF MAKING PAPER USING A PIGMENT
COMPRISING CALCIUM SULFATE PARTICLES
EMBEDDED IN SILICA GEL PARTICLES

Roy D. Perdue, Andover, Mass., and Morris I. Cohn,
deceased, late of BrookUne, Mass., by ElUot E. Rosen-
berg, executor, NewtonviUe, Mass.; said Perdue as-

signor to Mica Trust, Boston, Mass.
Continuation of application Ser. No. 18,366, Mar. 12,

1970, now Patent No. 3,642.511, which is a continua-

tion of abandoned appUcation Ser. No. 766,453, Oct.

10, 1968. This appUcation Jan. 14, 1971, Ser. No.
106,359

Int. CI. D21h 3/66
U.S. CI. 162—181 A 6 Claims

The use, as a filler or extender in paper making stock,

of a pigment consisting essentially of particulate, water

insoluble agglomerates of fine calcium sulfate panicles

A press mechanism for removing liquid from a travel-

ing fibrous web such as a web of paper received from

the fourdrinier section of a paper machine including a

backing roll and a looped traveling belt forming a press

nip with the roll with a plurality of shaped shoes ex-

tending the length of the roll and pressing the belt to-

ward the nip with said shoes having a concave curved

surface facing the belt and being pivotally supported

so that a wedge of lubricating fluid builds up between

each of the shoes and the belt to lubricate the shoes and

to press the belt toward the nip. Means are provided for

individually controlling the force with which the shoes

are pressed toward the belt.
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3,783,09«

mrmv POTENT. VIABLE AND STABLE CELL-

FRRE VIRUS PREPARATIONS FROM CELLS IN-

F???ED mTO CELL.ASSOCIATED VIRUSES

AP«> METHOD FOR OBTAINING THE SAME

Bruce W. Calnek and Stephen B. Hitchner, Ithaca, N.Y.,

assignors to Cornell Research Foundation Inc., Ithaca,

N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-ta-part of abandoned appllca-

tion Ser/No. 92,920, Nov. 25, 1970. This application

Aug. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 170,616

Int CI. C12ki /OS. 7/00

VS. CI. 195-1.1 29 Claims

Viable, stable, cell-free virus suspensions having a high

titer are obtained from cells infected with cell-associated

virus by extracting the virus in the presence of a stabiliz-

ing agent. The viruses so produced may be lyophilized to

form a viable storage-stable virus useful as a vaccine.

3,783,099

XANTHOPHYLLIC EXTRACTION PROCESS

Ralph F. Matoushek, St Louis, Mo., assignor to Ralston

Purina Company, St Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,766

Int CI. C12b 7/00

VS. a. 195—2 * Claims

A process for the extraction of xanthophyllic pigments

from plants is provided which includes the hydrolysis of

the plant cellulosic material with a cellulase enzyme.

3,783,100

NON-RETROGRADED THINNED HYDROLYZATES

Roy F. Larson, Decatur, and AIn|erin W. Turner, Hamp-

shire, III., assignors to A. E. Staley Manufacturing

Company, Decatur, HI.

FUed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,475

Intel. C12bi /OO

VS. CI. 195—31 R W C'"*""

Thinned hydrolyzates are prepared by initially hydro_

lyzing a partial hydrolyzate of a D.E. less than 2.0 with

alpha-amylase at 200° C.-212' F. and continuing the hy-

drolysis thereof at 185 "-200° F. under non-retrograd-

ing process conditions. The alpha amylase requirements

necessary to provide the thinned hydrolyzates are signifi-

cantly reduced by the process. The resultant thinned hy-

drolyzates exhibit improved saccharification properties and

rapid filtration characteristics.
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3,783,102
'

PRODUCTION OF L-ASPARAGINASE

Donald Sidney Callow, Brian John Capel, and Charles

Gervase Thorngate Evans, Salisbury, Finland, as-

signor to Secretary of State for Social Sf^ices in

Her Britannic Majesty's Government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Lon-

don, England

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,924

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Not. 13, 1970,
*^

54,277/70

Int a. C12d 13/10

U.S. CI. 195—66 A 14 Claims

The enzyme L-asparaginasc, which is therapeutically

active against certain types of leukemia and disseminated

cancers, may be produced in high yield by growing

bacteria of the genus Erwinia in continuous culture in a

Umited steady state concentration of certain Krebs cycle

intermediates and their precursors.

3,783,103

THROMBIN ASSAY SYSTEM

Robert C. Bishop, San Gabriel, and Edward Shanbrom,

Santa Ana, Calif., assignors to Baxter Laboratories,

Inc., Morton Grove, HI.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 764,627, Oct 2, 1968. This appUcation Feb. 23,

1973, Ser. No. 335,382

Int a. GOln 13/00. 31/14. 33/16

U.S. CI. 195—99 5 Claims

Thrombin activity in blood plasma is quantitatively

determined by measuring the diameter of the opaque

radial diffusion zone produced by the reaction of the

blood plasma with unclotted fibrinogen suspended in a

stable gel medium.

3,783,104

TECTING AND CULTURING TRANSPORT SYSTEM
AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Jack R. Henshilwood, Highland, Ind., and Francois J.

Soiret Madison, 111., assignors to Wilson Pharmaceu-

tical & Chemical Corporation

Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,155

Into. C12bi/00
VS. CL 195—104 ^^ Oalms

3,783,101

ENZYMES BOUND TO CARRIERS HAVING A
METAL OXIDE SURFACE LAYER

WUUam H. Tomb, Coming, and Howard H. WeetaU,

Ehnira, N.Y., assignors to Coming Glass Works, Com-
ing, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,205

VS. CI. 195—63
Int CI. C07g 7/02

10 Claims

The half-life of enzymes which have been immobilized

by chemipal coupling via silane coupling agents to inor-

ganic carriers is increased significantly by using a carrier

which has been treated to increase its water-durability.

Treatment of the carrier comprises the steps of first coat-

ing the carrier with a solution containing a metal, the

oxide of which is more water-durable than the earner,

and then firing the coated carrier to form a continuous

metal oxide layer on the carrier surface. The treated car-

riers are then silanized for chemical coupling with

enzymes.

A swabbing and culturing assembly having a pair of

coaxial, releasably connected tubes connected to each

other at their closed ends, as by adhesive or a shrink

band or the like. One tube is closed by a cap mounting

a swab. The other tube contains a culturing substance

and is closed by a cap. The swab mounting cap is adapted

to sealingly close each open end so that after the swab

has collected a specimen, the swab may be sealed into

the culture tube. The adhesive bond and shrmk band are

easily severable so that the tubes may be separated, to

make the culture tube more compact for shipment to a

laboratory. The tubes may be individually made and

sterilized appropriately, as by gas or heat, after which

the tubes are assembled in a closely adjacent end-to-end

relation.
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3,783,105

APPARATUS FOR ASSAYING ENZYME ACTIVITY

Rudolph H. Moyer, West Covina, and Donald J. Sibbett

Cncamonga, Calif., assignor to Geomet Incorporated,

RockvUle, Md.

FUed Jan. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 110,185

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

May 16, 1989, has been disclaimed

Inta.GOlnii/74
U.S. CL 195—127 11 Claims
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Improved method and apparatus for quantitating the

activities of a wide selection of enzymes present in bio-

logical fluids, using a spot test technique. The test ultilizes

enzyme standards freeze-dryed on transparent membranes
assembled together with but separated from reagents,

including substrates, dyes, and cofactors, which are freeze-

dryed in absorbent pads. The assembly may utilize micro-

porous membranes as filters to assist in processing whole
blood samples. As assembled, the spot test plates or slides

are completely self-sufficient, require no added controls,

instrumentation, or liquid volume measurement. TTie tests

may be utilized under any environmental conditions such

as those requiring rapid diagnostic support under emer-

gency conditions, or routinely by medical practitioners in

offices, hospitals or clinics. Test plates may assist in the

diagnosis of a wide spectrum of pathological conditions

relating to malfunctions of the liver, spleen, heart, neura-

logical system, lungs, kidneys, muscle tissue, bones, etc.

3,783,106

TESTING AND CULTURING TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Jack R. Henshilwood, Highland, Ind., assignor to Wilson

Pharmaceutical & Chemical Corporation

FUed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,3^3

Int CI. C12k 1/10
VS. CL 195—139 4 Oaims

plastic member in a solid wall. One of the bores is pro-

portioned to receive and retain the closed end of said

first tube and the second of the bores is proportioned

sealingly to close the open end of the said second tube.

3,783,107

WATER DEPLETION UNIT FOR FUEL CELLS

Hans KohlmuUer, Eriangen, Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, Ger-
many

FUed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,316

Oaims priority, appUcation Germany, May 29, 1970,
P 20 26 219.5

Int CL BOld 3/42, 13/00; HOlm 27/00
U.S. CI. 202—160 9 Claims

A filter-press type water depletion unit for removing

reaction water from the electrc^yte cycle of a fuel cell

battery forms a depletion cell having at least one gas

space and an electrolyte space. The depletion unit has

a coolable structure bordering the gas space and a di-

aphragm member separates the gas space from the elec-

trolyte space, the diaphragm member having a rim por-

tion that is gas-tight and impervious to electrolyte. The
rim portion has a thickness greater than the remaining

portion of the diaphragm. A holding arrangement presses

the ri^Q^prtion at' its lateral surfaces for sealing the gas

space ^jand the electrolyte space and the rim portion is

provided with respective passages communicating with

the gas space and the electrolyte space.

A testing and culturing transport system having coaxial

first and second elongate tubes each defining a closed

end and an open end, the closed end of the first tube

and the open end of said second tube being in a closely

adjacent end-to-end relation. The first tube mounts a cap
bearing a swab and sealingly closes the first open end
and the second tube contains a culture medium. Releasable

securing means secures the tubes together and comprises
a molded elongate plastic member defining a pair of co-

axial bores each of which terminates inwardly of the

3,783,108

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISTILLING
FRESHWATER FROM SEAWATER

Esko Ensio Huhta K(rivisto, Lumlkintie 6A77, Helsinki

82, Finland, and Risto Vaino Juhani Saari, Luomo,
Harjula, Finland

Continuatio'ii-in-part of appUcation Ser. No. 873,174,
Nov. 3, 1969. This appUcation Jan. 18, 1971, Ser.

No. 107,060
Int CI. BOld 3/06

U.S. CI. 203—11 11 Claims

A continuous flow of warm seawater—for instance,

water from the surface—is fed upwards froift a supply

of the warm water through a column to degassers posi-

tioned at different levels. The warm water is fed from
the lowest to the highest degasser, in which gradually

decreasing partial pressures, that are higher than the par-

tial pressures of the warm water are established. The
non-condensable gasses released in the degassers are re-

moved and the warm water is raised further through the
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column to evaporators through which the warm water

is passed in turn. In the evaporators, gradually dccreasmg

pressures corresponding to the gradually decreasing par-

tial pressure of the water vapor in them are mamtamed.

The waste water from the last evaporator is returned to

the sea downwards through another column and the

creating turbulent flow of the airstream and the absorbing

solution prior to passing the absorbing solution containing

the pollutants to an electrochemical cell whereby any

electrical change produced in the electrodes of the elec-

trochemical cell denotes the presence of pollutants; any

electrical change being monitored by conventional means.

3,783,110

PROCESS FOR ELECTRODEPOSmON OF METALS
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE FIELD

Iqbal Ahmad, EInora, N.Y., assignor to the United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army
CoDtinuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 149,366, Jane

2, 1971, which is a continuation of application Ser. No.

792,683, Jan. 21, 1969, both now abandoned. This

appUcation Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,950

Int CI. C23b 7102. 7/04

UA CL 204—12 4 Claims

vapors from each evaporator are conducted separately to

a corresponding condenser operated by indirect heat

exchange, using a continuous stream of cold seawater

obtained from the sea. Residual non-condensable gasses

released on the vaporization of the warm water are

removed from the condensers and the freshwater is col-

lected from the condensers.

3,783,109

AIR POLLUTION MONITORING METHOD
Louis H. Goodson, Kansas City, and WilUam B. Jacobs,

Independence, Mo., and Andrew W. Davis, Baltimore,

Md., assignors to the United States of America as rep-

resented by the Secretary of the Army
Original application Dec. 22, 1970, Ser. No. 100,741, now

Patent No. 3,715.298, dated Feb. 6, 1973. Divided

and this application Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,665

InL CI. GO In 27/46

UA CL 204—1 T 3 Claims
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3.783,117

MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLES AND
MOLECULES

Charles P. Bean, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Original appUcation Oct. 19. 1970, Ser. No. 81,824, now

Patent No. 3,708,402. Divided and this appUcation

Oct 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,368
Int CI. BOlk 5/00

UA CI. 204—180 R 3 Claims

glass to getter the sodium ions from the silicon dioxide

layer. The gettering agent is then removed by sputter

etching and a protective material such as silicon nitride,

a
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zeolite containing from 5 to 20% by weight of copper,

chromium, tin or mixtures thereof to convert the mer-

captans to disulfides. The metal exchanged zeolite is pre-

pared from a dilute solution of the metal salt, rinsed,

dried at 80-150° C. for 2-6 hours, heated to 500° C.

for 4-8 hours, calcined at 500-700° C. for 6-12 hours

and thQH cooled over a period of 3-6 hours.

3,783,126

FRACTIONATING HYDROCARBONS IN A DUAL
PRESSURE FRACTIONATION TOWER

Gaitlner L. Hayward, B€lmont, and Edwin C. Mei^".

South Weymouth. Mass., assignors to Stone & Webster

Engineering Corporation, Boston, Mass.

Filed Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,714

Int CI. ClOg 7too

U.S. CI. 208—351 4 Claims

drical housing having a plurality of semipermeable mem-

brane tubes stretched vertically inside the housing between

its top and bottom end walls. The open ends of each tube

are sealingly fastened to the end walls of the housing and

communicate with the exterior thereof through apertures,

so as to expose the interior of each tube to the atmosphere

while sealing it from the remainder of the cylindrical hous-

ing. The aperture at the bottom of each tube is adaptable

to receive a syringe for automatically predetermining the

minimum volume to which the sample will be concen-

trated. The interior of the cylindrical housing comprises a

dialysate compartment filled with a suitable liquid which

ma t3o'̂ y'"ff̂ )

n^^i^

A dualpressure fractionation tower having a high-pres-

sure section and a low-pressure section and the fractiona-

tion process using a high-pressure section and a low-pres-

sure section. Communication is provided between the

high-pressure and low-pressure sections of the passage of

the light ends from the low-pressure fractionation section

to the high-pressure fractionation section and for passage

of heavy ends from the high-pressure section to the low-

pressure section. Both fractionation tower sections are

provided with reboilers through which section bottoms

are passed for recirculation to heat the fractionation

tower sections. Condensers are also provided to condense

the vapors from both fractionation tower sections.

3,783,127

COMBINATION CONCENTRATOR-DIALYZER
DEVICE

Melvin W. Cook, 5118 SW. Scholls Ferry Road, Port-

land, Ores. 97225, and Donald E. Begley, Hillsboro,

Oreg.; said Begley assignor to said Cook

Filed July 2. 1971, Ser. No. 159,292

Int. CI. BOld 13/00, 31/00

U.S. CI. 210—22 10 aaims

A laboratory method and device for simultaneously con-

centrating and dialyzing, through the same semipermeable

membrane, a sample of macromolecules such as a protein

solution. The device comprises an air-tight vertical cylin-

engulfs the exterior of the membrane tubes. The liquid is

initially subjected to subatmospheric pressure by the appli-

cation of suction from a primary source of vacuum such as

a vacuum pump or water aspirator communicating with

the interior of the housing. After the initial application of

suction, the liquid can be maintained at subatmospheric

pressure by coupling the housing with a vacuum reservoir,

and the primary source of vacuum can be disconnected

from the housing. Upon the insertion of a sample into a

membrane tube, both dialysis and concentration of the

sample occur simultaneously through the semipermeable

membrane tube.

3,783,128

PROCESS FOR RECOVERING FOREST
PRODUCT PLANT WASTES

Robert E. S. Thompson, R.D. 3, Sachems Head,

Guilford, Conn. 06437

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,582

Int CI. BOld 15/06

VS. CI. 210-27 7 Claims

A process for the closed-circuit processing of all waste

products from forest product plants, without air or wa-

ter poUution. Solid wastes, typically bark, wood chips,

sawdust or the like, are carbonized to a char. The char

is at least in part treated in a second furnace to produce

activated carbon, char not so treated being briquetted

and sold. The activated carbon is used as a filter medium

for plant effluent liquors, which can be recycled after

solids removal. The carbon and entrained solids are re-
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turned to one of the furnaces. Off-gas from all furnaces

is passed to a boiler for steam generation, the spent gas
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being passed through an absorber, if necessary, before

release.

3,783,129

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE
RECOVERY OF OIL FROM WATER

Clinton O. Buui, Denver, Colo., assignor to Col>Moiit

Corporation, Butte, Mont.

Filed Mar. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 121,000

Int. CI. E02b 15/04
U.S. a. 210^30 17 Qaims

CI.E*N WATER OUT

3,783,130

SOLID LUBRICANTS

Marcel Torre, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to

Mefina S.A., Fribourg, Switzerland

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 117,048

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 27, 1970,

2,884/70

Int CI. ClOm 7/02. 7/06
U.S. a. 252—12 4 Claims

A solid lubricant is formed of a mixture comprising

one part by weight of hexagonal boron nitride to three

parts by weight of sulfur. A finely divided powder of the

boron nitride is dispersed in liquid sulfur between the

melting point and 160° C, or between 360° C. and the

boiling point of sulfur. The mixture, in the liquid or

pasty state, can be applied to a material with a surface

having retentive properties, and allowed to cool to form a

lubricating layer.

3,783,131

CALCIUM-CONTAINING DISPERSIONS
AND PROCESS

William M. Le Suer, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The
Lnbrizol Corporation, Wickliffe, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

'

118,490, Feb. 24, 1971, which is a continuation of

application Ser. No. 864,894, Oct 8, 1969, both now
abandoned, which in turn is a continuation-in-part of
application Ser. No. 681,028, Nov. 6, 1967, now Patent

No. 3,515;669. This application June 29, 1972, Ser.

No. 267,284

Int CI. ClOm 1/32. 3/26
U.S. CI. 252—34.7 14 Oaims .

Process for preparing calcium dispersions in essentially

inert diluents by contacting a basically reacting calcium

compound with an inorganic acidic material in the pres-

ence of a stabilizing agent and promoter. A typical process

comprises carbonating a mixture of calcium hydroxide,

lower nitroalkane. alkanol, and the reaction product of

polyisobutenyl-substituted-succinic anhydride and an alkyl-

ene polyamine. The calcium-containing dispersions thus

produced are useful as additives for fuels and lubricants.

3,783,132

COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING PHOSPHATE
ESTERS AND 2,6-DIAMINO-PYRIDINE AS
AN ANTIOXIDANT
John F. Herbert. St Louis, Mo., assignor to

Monsanto Company, St Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,903

Int a. C09k 3/00; ClOm 3/40
U.S. CI. 252—78 10 aaims

Compositions comprising a major amount of a phos-

phate ester base stock and an oxidation inhibiting amount
of 2,6-diaminopyridine are useful as oxidation resistant

functional fluids, particularly as aircraft hydraulic fluids.

A matrix material is provided for recovering oil from

water comprised of finely divided coal particles bonded

in spaced relation by polyethylene. The oil sorption capa-

bility of the matrix is exceptionally high and the matrix

is highly selective to oil in the presence of oil and water.

A closed system is provided for forming the matrix mate-

rial and for separating the sorbed oil from the matrix

material for reuse of the latter. The matrix material can

be in the form of a fixed or movable bed through which

the oil and water pass for selective sorption of the oil,

or the material can be dispersed on the water surface

and collected following oil sorption.

3,783,133

RIGID FIRE RETARDANT POLYURETHANE
FOAM

George Phillip Speranza, Austin, Tex., assignor to

Jefferson Chemical Company, Inc., Houston, Tex.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 843,743, July 22, 1969. This appUcation

Oct 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,724

Int CI. C08g 22/48
VS. a. 260—2.5 AR 18 Claims

A rigid fire retardant polyurethane foam having good

dimensional stability, more than 90% closed cells and
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a k factor less than 0.13 is produced by reacting with a

nolyol blend containing a sucrose polyol which is the

reaction product of 8 to 12 mols of propylene oxide per

mol of sucrose or a sucrose polyol which is the reaction

product of 9 to 12 mols of propylene oxide per mol of

sucrose an isocyanato terminated prcpolymer formed by

reacting an excess of a polymethylene polyphenyl iso-

cyanate with a phosphorus-containing polyol in the pres-

ence of a blowing agent, surfactant and a catalyst of

urethane formation.

The rigid fire retardant polyurethane foams thus formed

iTC particularly useful for insulation purposes.
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tion compounds of an olefin or an unsaturated monocar-

boxylic acid ester to a (meth) acrylic acid ester, can be

produced with a high yield and without forming isomer,

by reacting said olefin or said unsaturated monocarboxylic

acid ester with said (meth) acrylic acid ester, at^a tem-

perature ranging from room temperature to 250" C, in

the presence of AIX3 (wherein X is CI or Br).

3,783,134

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF A
BITUMINOUS COMPOSITION

Lowhardt A. A. Schoen, Geleen, Netherlands, assignor to

Stamicarbon N.V., Heerien, Netherlands

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,002

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 17, 1971,

7105197

Int. CL C08f 45/52; C08g 51/52

VS, CI. 260—28 9 aaims

Polylactone-modified bitumen-ethylene based copoly-

mer compositions and methods for their preparation are

disclosed. The bitumen is a distillate of mineral oil prod-

ucts, the ethylene copolymer is preferably derived from

ethylene and vinyl acetate and the polylactone has from

3 to 8 carbon atoms. The compositions have excellent

bond strength, improved heat stability and reduced tend-

ency to separate into two or more phases and are useful

for forming molded articles, wire coatings and insula-

tion and as adhesives in the building industry.

3,783,137

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HETERO-
CYCLIC POLYMERS FROM AROMATIC TETRA-
MINES AND DERIVATIVES OF POLYCARBOX-
YLIC ACIDS

Arthur H. Gerber, Unlvereity Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Horizons Incorporated, a division of Horizons Research

Incorporated

No Drawing. FUed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,603

Int. CI. C08g 33/02

VS. CI. 260—47 CP 15 Claims

A process for the preparation of soluble heterocyclic

polymers which comprises the reaction of an acid deriva-

tive of a di-, tri-. or tetra-basic acid with an aromatic

tetramine acid salt in an aprotic polar solvent under mild

reaction conditions, the acid derivative being added to

the tetramine salt.

3,783,135

SYNTHESIS OF CODLING MOTH ATTRACTANT

CUve A. Henricic and John B. Siddall, Palo AMo, Calif.,

assignors to Zoecon Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 173,662

Int CI. C07d 5/04. 7/04, 49/76
VJS. a. 260—345.9 5 Claims

Stereospecific synthesis of an attractant for the codling

moth by reacting a lithium salt of sorbic acid with 6-

lithium hexan-1 -ether to yield a trans-8-trans-lO-dodeca-

dien-7-one-l -ether which is reduced to yield a trans-8-

irans-lO-dodecadien-T-ol-l -ether which in turn is reduced

via a 7-sulfonic acid ester to yield a trans-8-trans-lO-do-

decadien-1 -ether and hydrolyzed to trans-8-trans-lO-do-

decadien-1-ol.

3,783,138

ARYLENE SULFIDE POLYMERIZATION PROCESS

John M. Miles and Fred T. Sherk, Bartlesvllle, Okla^

assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

FUed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,580

Int. CI. C08g 23/00

U.S. CI. 260—79 11 aaims

An acid gas stream comprising hydrogen sulfide and

impurities is passed into an absorption zone containing a

polar organic solvent. A first overhead stream rich in im-

purities and a first bottoms stream comprising a hydro-

gen sulfide enriched polar organic solvent stream are

withdrawn from the absorption zone. The first bottoms

stream and an alkali metal hydroxide stream are passed

into an arylene sulfide reactor in quantities sufficient to

substantially convert all of the hydrogen sulfide to an

alkali metal sulfide reactant. Subsequently a polyhalo-

substituted aromatic compound is introduced into the re-

actor under reaction conditions suited to the preparation

of arylene sulfide polymers. In a preferred embodiment

an arylene sulfide polymer is withdrawn from the reactor

in the presence of by-product salt and polar organic sol-

vent, the organic solvent is separated from the arylene

sulfide polymer, and the separated polar organic solvent

is then passed to the absorption zone for further absorp-

tion of hydrogen sulfide.

3,783,136

METHOD FOR PRODUCING UNSATURATED
CARBOXYLIC AOD ESTERS

Takashi Inukai, Yokohama-shi, and Takao Nakamura,
Yokosuka-shi, Japan, assignors to Chisso Corporation,

Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 98,945

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 24, 1969,

44/104,135

Int. CI. C07c 67/00
VS. CI. 260—410.9 R 11 Claims

Unsaturated monocarboxylic acid esters which are addi-

tion compounds of an olefin to a (meth) acrylic acid ester,

or unsaturated dicarboxylic acid diesters which arc addi-

3,783,139

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING CONSTITUENTS OF
GRAc5 FLOUR AND PRODUCTS PRODUCED
THEREBY

John R. Moneymaker, Overland Park, Kans., and Curtis

J. Forsythe, Raytown, Mo., assignors to Top-^or

Products, Inc., Kansas City, Kans.

No Drawing. Filed July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167,474

Int. CI. A23i 1/12: C08h 1/00; C13I 1/00

VS. CI. 260—112 G 31 ClataM

Process for separating grain flour into starch and pro-

tein fractions involving preparing a dough from the flour
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and water in the presence of certain nonionic surfactants heating the latter with ammonia at about 350-550* C.
and washing the dough with additional water under manip- in the presence of a dehydration catalyst •

ulation.

3,783,140

INTRODUCTION OF ORGANIC GROUPS INTO
ETHYLENICALLY UNSATURATED CARBOX-
YLIC AaDS USING A GROUP Vm METAL
SALT

Richard F. Heck, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Hercules
Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Application Dec. 8, 1969, Ser. No. 883,288,
now Patent No. 3,700,727, dated Oct 24, 1971, which
is a division of application Ser. No. 479,665, Aug. 13,
1965, now Patent No. 3,527,794, dated Sept 8, 1970.
Divided and this application Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No.
197,542

Int CI. C07c 63/00
VS. CI. 260—330.5 5 Claims

The process involves the introduction of an organic
group into an ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid.

As an example, a mixture of phenylmercuric chloride,

lithium palladium chloride and acrylic acid is formed
in acetonitrile as solvent. This results in the formation of
an unstable adduct between the acrylic acid and phenyl-

palladium chloride. Decomposition of the adduct by main-
taining it above its decomposition temperature provides

cinnamic acid as the product.

3,783,143

N-CYCLOPROPYLMETHYL-PHENYLUREAS
Lester L. Maravetz, Westfield, NJ., assignor to Esse

Research and Engineering Company

No Drawing. Original application July 27, 1970, Ser. No.
58,672, now Patent No. 3,728,836. Divided and this

appUcation Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,723

Int CI. C07c 727/20
U.S. CI. 260—553 A 3 Claims

Compounds characterized by the following structural

formula:

R»

' R-C-N
/

>CH,).Rt

wherein R is one selected from the group consisting of
Y—CH2 and

3,783,141

3,7,9,11-TETRAMETHYL-IO-ALKOXY OR BENZYL-
OXYTRIDECA - 2,7,11 - TRIENOIC ACIDS AND
ESTERS CONTAINING A 4 POSITION TRIPLE
OR DOUBLE BOND

Beverly Ann Pawson, Montdalr, and Gabriel Saucy,
Essex Fells, NJ., assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche
Inc., Nutley, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,386

Int a. C07c 59/18, 69/66; AOln 9/24
VS. CI. 260—410.9 R 16 Oafans

Novel 3,7,9,1 l-tetramethyl-l()-methoxy-trideca-2,7,ll-

trienoic acid esters containing a triple or double bond
at the 4-position which are useful as insect hormonal
agents prepared from the condensation product of tiglic

aldehyde with methyl propenyl ether.

3,783,142

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
O-AMINOBENZONITRILE

Jan Magnus Bakke, Trondheim, Norway, and Harald
Erik Heikmann, Karlskoga, Sweden, assignors to Aktie-
bolaget Bofors, Bofors, Sweden

No Drawing. Filed May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 145,059

Claims priority, application Sweden, June 1 1970,
7,549/70

Int CI. C07c 121/02
U.S. CI. 260—465 E 2 Claims

o-Aminobenzonitrile is obtained from o-nitrotoluene by

Y is one selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

bromine and fluorine, X is one selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, CF3, Cj to C4 adcyl, bro-

mine. Ci to C4 alkoxy, and Cj to C4 alkylthio, and X'
is one selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

hydrogen, CF3. and bromine; Ri is C3 to C4 cycloalkyl

optionally substituted with C1-C3 alkyl, chlorine, bro-

mine, R2 is one selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen, and Ci to C4 alkyl, cyclopropyl, cyclopropyl-

methyl and Ci to C3 alkoxy, and R^ is one selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, C1-C3 alkyl, cyclopro-

pyl, cyclobutyl, cyclopropylmethyl or cyclobutylmethyl,

optionally substituted with Ci to C3 alkyl, chlorine, and
bromine; n is either or 1

.

TTiese compounds have been found to possess biological

activity and have been found to be useful as herbicides.

3,783,144

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FLUORONFTRO
ALCOHOL COMPOUNDS

Marion E. Hill, Palo Alto, and Leonard O. Ross, Snnny<
vale, Calif., assignors to the United States of America
as represented by the United States Atomic Energy
Commission

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 13, 1968, Ser. No.
752,181. Divided and this appUcation Oct. 16, 1970,
Ser. No. 81,613

U.S. a. 260—633
Int. a. C07c 31/34

1 Claim

Process wherein a selected a-fluoronitrocarboxylic acid

ester is reduced by reaction with sodium borohydride in

a selected solvent system containing from about 25 to

about 75% by volume of water to preferentially yield

a-fluoronitro-alcohol compound.
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3,783,145

THERMOPLASTIC MOLDING COMPOSITIONS ON THE

BASIS OF POLYOXYMETHYI FNES

Hans-Hermann Grossmann, Oberems; Karlheini BurR, Lan-

.enhain Taunus, and Ernst Wdters, Frankfurt/Mam, all of

Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktien-

gesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Brunmg, trank-

furt, Main, Germany
Filed Nov. 24. 1971. Ser. No. 202,020

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 26, 1970, P 20

58 128.6
lnt.CLC08g5//(W

t.S. a. 260-37 AL
' ^^l-""'

The uivention relates to thermoplastic moldmg compost

tions on the basis of polyoxymcthylencs containing antimony

tnoxide as a nucleating agent The competitions may be used

to produce shaped articles with improved properties.

3,783,146

AMMONlt'M POLYPHOSPHATE PHOSPHONIUM

BROMIDE ALKOXYALKANOLAMINE AS FLAME-

RETARDANTS FOR POLYOLEFINS

Christos Savides, and Joseph Fredrick Cannelongo, both of

Piscataway, NJ.. assignors to American Cyanamid tom-

nany, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,815

lBl.CLC09kJ/2*

t^-CL 260-45.9 R 12 Claims

Flame-rctardant compositions which do not plate-ou on

metal surfaces comprising (A) monophosphonium halidcs.

diphosphonium halidcs or various diphosphon.acyclohcxane

dibromidcs and diiodides. (B) ammonium polyphosphate, and

(C) an alWoxyalkanolaminc and polyolcfins containing said

compositions, arc disclosed.

3,783,148

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SYMMETRICAL
AZOCOMPOINDS

Julius J. Fuchs, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company. Wilmington. Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 16.950, March 5. 1970.

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

544 097. June 7. 1967, abandoned, which is a continuatlon-in-

pari of Ser. No. 393.766. Sept. 1 . 1964. abandoned. This

application Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176.701

Int. U.C01cl 07100

U.S.CL260-192 ^ 8 Claims

An improved process for the preparation of symmetrical

a/o compounds comprising coupling the corresponding amino

compound, such as | -amimKyclohexanecarbonitrilc m the

presence of a hypi>chlorite. such as st>dium hyptH;hloriie. in a

wlvent containing at the beginning of the reaction at least 9S

percent by volume and at the end of the reaction at least 70

^rcent by volume of a C.-C, alcohol at a 'cmpcraturc

between the freezing point of the reaction mixture and so t

.

I

3.783,149

a-L TALOMETHYLOSIDES OF CERTAIN GENINS OF

THE CARDENOLIDE AND BUFADIENOLIDE SERIES

Joachim Heider, Warthausen-Oberhofen; Wolfgang Eberlein,

Biberach. Riss. both of (;ermany. and Walter Kobinger.

Vienna, Austria, assignors to Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH,

Ingelheim/Rhine. (iermany

Filed Oct. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 192,992

lnl.CI.C07c/7.?/00

U.S.a. 260-210.5 7Claim.s

Compounds of th«; formula

3.783,147

REMOVAL OF CATALYST RESIDUE FROM
POLYPHENYLENE ETHERS

David J. Callcchia, Stillwater, and Michael M. Modan. Albany,

both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Pittsfield, Mass. .„,,,.
Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183321

lnt.CLC08g2i//S

U.S.CL 260-47 ET 14 Claims

RiO

RiO ORi

wherein R, and R, are each hydrogen or lower alkanoyl or.

together with each other.

1 *iof RKCwtfyj

A method is provided for the separation and recovery of

metal-amine complex catalyst residues in a process for the for-

mation of polyphenylene ethers by an oxidative coupling

polymerization reaction. The method comprises extracting the

catalyst residues by contact of the reaction solution with car-

bonic acid solution, batchwise. or continuously in a cascade of

mixers-settlers or a liquid-liquid extraction column.

where
A is hydrogen or lower alkyl.

B is lower alkyl or phenyl, or
. „ ,

,

A and B together with each other and the carbon atom to

which they arc attached, form a 6- to 7-membered saturated

carbocyclic ring. ,.

R is hydrogen, lower alkanoyl or heterocyclic carboxylic

acid'acyl. such as isonicotinoyi or benzofuran-2-carbonyl.

R, IS methyl, formyl or hydroxymethyl.

r! IS the bufadienolide radical; or when R. is the methyl

group or at least one of the radicals R, to R, is other than

hydrogen, also the cardenolide radical. ^, ^ ^ .

R. IS hydrogen or, together with R,. a double bond and

R^ IS hydroxyl or. when R. is the cardenolide radical, also

hydrogen;

the compounds are useful as cardiotonics.
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3,783,150

MONOFUNCTIONALLY-BLOCKED TRIS (2-

HYDROXYALKYL) ISOCY ANURATES AND POLYESTES
THEREOF

John M. Kolyer, Convent, and Albert A. Kveglis, Pine Brook,

both of N.J., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation, New

York,N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 89,532, Nov. 13, 1970, Pat. No. 3,683,048,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 725,163, April 29,

1968,abandoned. This application Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No.

207,640

Int. CI. C07d 55I3S

U.S.CL 260-248 NS 6 Claims

Monofunclionally-blockcd tris(2-hydroxyalkyl)isocyanu-

ratcs. made by reaction with cquimolar amount of a monocar-

boxylic acid, arc statistically difunctional alcohols useful for

making polyesters. Use of an a-ethylenically unsaturated

polycarboxylic acid or an a-cthylenically unsaturated

monocarboxylic acid blocking agent in conjunction with a

cross-linking monomer gives casting resins which arc heat re-

sistant, self-extinguishing, weather resistant, and color stable.

methacrolein, are prepared in excellent yields by the oxidation

of an olefin as propylene or isobutylene in the presence of a

catalyst containing cobalt molybdate, tellurium oxide and

phosphorus oxide.

3,783,154

PRODUCTION OF CITRIC ACID
Richard H. Wiley, New York, N.Y., assignor to Miles Labora-

tories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,650

lnt.CLC07cJ9//6

U.S. CL 260— 535 P 3 Claims

Citric acid can be produced by reacting maleic acid, fumar-

ic acid, maleic anhydride or esters of maleic acid with a perox-

ide compound and then heating the resulting reaction mixture.

Citric acid can then be recovered from the resulting products.

3,783,151

ISOCYANATE-MODIFIED ESTERS •

Daniel J. Carlick. Berkeley Heights; Frank Marra. Wayne,

both of N.J., and Gerhard E. Sprenger, North Stonington,

Conn., assignors to Sun Chemical Corporation. New York,

N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 850,633, Aug. 15, 1969,

abandoned. This application Mar. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 127,357

Int. CI. C07c/ 25/06

U.S.CL 260-471 C 4 Claims

Isocyanatc modified polyethylcnically unsaturated esters in

combination with photoinitiators are radiation-curable com-

positions useful as printing inks, printing plates, coating com-

positions, adhesives, and the like.

3,783,152

N-ARYLENE POLYCARBAMATE
Donald W. Larsen, Ashton. Md., assignor to W. R. Grace &

Co., New York, N.Y.

Divisionof Ser. No. 81,601, Oct. 16, 1970, abandoned. This

application Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,297

lnt.CLC07c 101 126JOI 144

U .S. CI. 260- 47 1 C 1 Claim

The invention disclosed is for a method of preparing

polythit>cthcr-polyurcthanc products from a new and novel

class of polyene compositions which are formed as the reac-

tion product of a monomeric polyisocyanate with an unsatu-

rated monohydroxy or monoamino compound. The new

polyenes may be compounded with a polythiol component

having molecules containing at least two thiol groups per

molecule. The curable polymer composition may be cured by

a free radical generator such as actinic light to form a solid

polythioether-polyurcthane elastomcric or resinous product.

3,783,155

SINTERED CUPRIC OXIDE MASSES
Brian G. Frock, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The National Cash

Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,706

Int. CI. B29c 6/00
,

U.S. CI. 265—65 6 Claims

Compacted, sintered cupric oxide masses arc disclosed. The

masses are prepared from copper oxide powder under high

pressure followed by heating at high temperatures. Various re-

gions of the mass can be switched to an electrically conductive

copper state. This invention could easily be used for the

storage of electrical information as well as for optical memory.

3,783,156

METHOD OF MAKING BEADED ARTICLE
Minoru Kuroda, Amagasaki. Japan, assignor to Nishizawa

Shoji Co. Ltd., Osaka. Japan and The Dimension Weld In-

ternational Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 808,128, March 18, 1969,

abandoned. This application Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,300

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 19, 1966, 41/83085

Int. CI. B29C/7//0, 27/00,27/02, B32bJ///«, i//20

U.S. CI. 264-94 8 Claims

3,783,153

CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR UNSATURATED ACIDS

Jamal S. Eden, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 27, 1969, Ser. No. 837,356The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Sept. 10, 1985, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CLC07C 5 //i2. 57/04

U.S. CI. 260-533 N 5 Claims

Unsaturated acids in high yields along with smaller yields of

aldehydes, as acrylic acid and acrolein or methacrylic acid and

A beaded article having a support layer on which a bottom

layer and a top layer of sheet material are superimposed. The

top layer is heat bonded to the bottom layer and both are heat

bonded to the support layer along a circumferentially

complete narrow annular zone. In the area circumscribed by

the annular zone the top layer is provided with a raised self-

supporting bead-like prominence which contains ornamental

particles visible to a viewer because the top layer is of trans-

parent material.
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3,783,157

BLOW MOLDING PROCESS
Karl Frank, 8, Lohhohl, Linz, Rhineland, Germany

Continuation of S«r. No. 868,672, »ct. 21, 1969, abandoned.

This application Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,793

lnt.CI. B29c / 7/07. 25/00

VS. CI. 264-97 2 Claims

metals arc selenium, lead, zinc, and gallium One or more of

such organic compounds is dissolved in a suitable organic

vehicle, such as kerosene, and the resulting organic st>lution is

brought into intimate contact with the gas stream The result-

ing solution pregnant with the metal oxide values is treated, as

by solvent extraction procedures, for the recovery of such

metal values.

An improved process and apparatus for the production of

blow molded shaped articles from a synthetic thermoplastic

polymeric material are provided. The hollow shaped article

following blowing is cooled through the introduction of a

liquified coolant (e.g.. carbon dioxide) in the form of liquid

droplets in the absence of coolant expansion which contacts

the internal surface of the hollow article while in liquified

form. Contrary to the prior art the pressure within the hollow

shaped article is maintained above that of the triple point of

the coolant throughout the entire cooling operation Disad-

vantages of the prior art, such as uneven cooling resulting

from a phase change in the coolant, are effectively eliminated.

3,783,158

PROCESS FOR RECOVERING VOLATILIZED METAL
OXIDES FROM GAS STREAMS

Ronald N. PlaUke, and Henry Rush Spedden. both of Salt Lake

City, Utah, assignors to Kennecott Copper Corporation, New

York,N.Y.
FUedDcc.27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,462

Int. CL CO Ig 47/00

U.S. CI. 423-49 10 Claims

«***
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3,783,159

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
KANAMVCIN EMBONATE

Giuseppe Guadagnini, Sannazzaro dei Burgondi, and Franco

Fabi, Milan, both of Italy, assignors to Plerrel S.p.A.,

Milano. Italy

Division of Ser. No. 62,147, Aug. 7. 1970, Pat. No. 3,691,151.

This application Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,575

Int. CI. A61k 2//00

U.S. CI. 424- 181 4 Claims

The present invention relates to an a bacteriostatic phar-

maceutical composition containing kanamycin embonate

3,783,160

DIETHYL ALLYL PHOSPHONATE AS AN ANTI-

MICROBIAL AGENT
Al F. Kerst, and John D. Douros, Jr.. both of Littleton, Cok».,

assignors to The Gates Rubber Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Oct. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 84,903

lnt.CI. A01n9/i6

U.S. CI. 424-219 52 Claims

Diethyl alpha allyl phosphonatc can be used to inhibit

and/or prevent growth of undesirable algae, bacteria, fungi,

yeast, and other microorganisms. This invention is particularly

concerned with the bacteriostatic and bactericidal properties

of diethyl alpha allyl phosphonale compounds against

species of Proteus. Salmonella. Shii^ella. Slaphylocoicus

and Xanthomonas.

Certain organic compounds in solution other than aqueous

are used to directly recover oxides of metals that form anionic

species therewith, from gas streams carrying such metal oxides

in volatilized form. The organic compounds are selected from

the group consisting of organic phosphates and those alcohols

and water-insoluble amines which have carbon chains made

up of a minimum of four carbon stoms. The tertiary amines

and tributyl phosphate are especially effective Although the

procesj^is particularly applicable to rhenium, other typical

3,783,161

DERIVATIVES OF DIBENZO(B,F) PYRROLO (3,4-

D)AZEPINE AS CNS - DEPRESSANTS
Walter Schindler. deceased, late of Basel, Switzerland; Hans

Blattner. and Leonhard (Jysin, both of Basel, Switzerland

(executors), assignors to Ciba-CJeigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 142.390, May 11, 1971. This application

Aug. 23. 1972, Ser. No. 283,01

1

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 13. 1970,

7069/70The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Jan. 18, 1989, has been disclaimed.

lnt.CI. A6 Ik 27/00

U.S. CI. 424-274 2 Claims

Compounds of the class of 1.2.3,8-tetrahydiodibcnzo(b,f

lpyrrolo( 3.4-d jazepines which may be substituted in the 5-/ or

6 / and/or 8-position by chlorine, the trifluoromethyl group or

alkyl groups respectively or the allyl group respectively and

pharmaccutically acceptable addition salts thereof have a

depressant effect on the central nervous system, they can be

prepared from the corresponding N-substituted 10,11-bis-

bromomethyl-5H dibcnz(b,flazepines and a primary amine;

the compounds are active ingredients of pharmaceutical com-

positions.
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3,783,162

HYPOGLYCEMIC COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
BENZHYDRYL-LACTAMIMIDE DERIVATIVES

Johann Martin Grisar, and Thomas R. Blohm, both of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, assignors to Richardson-Merrell Inc., New York,
N.Y.

Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,118
lnt.CI. A6 Ik 27/00

U.S. CL 424—267 7 Claims
Pharmaceutical compositions with hypoglycemic and diu-

retic properties and methods for their use are disclosed herein.

The active ingredients of the compositions are compounds of

the formula

than 6 percent moisture content is then collected in a cyclone

and preferably sifted to remove bran particles from the pow-
dered product.

3,783,165

SOLUBLE COFFEE ANTIFOAM AND SLUDGE
SUSPENDING AGENTS

Alexander Cascione, Yonkers, N.Y., assignor to General Foods

Corporation, White Plaines, N.Y.

Filed Jiihe 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,715

Int.CI. A23f //04

U.S. CI. 426-329 10 Claims
Antifoam and sludge-suspending compositions comprising

substituted lactylates are incorporated into instant coffee

products.

to DEC

wherein R is hydrogen or lower alkoxy of from one to six car-

bon atoms, and when R represents lower alkoxy the sub-

stituent alkoxy radical may be attached at the ortho-, meta- or

para-position of the phenyl radical; R' is hydrogen or lower

alkyl of from one to four carbon atoms; n is a whole integer of ^

from 3 to I 1 , or pharmaccutically acceptable acid addition

salts of said compounds and individual optical isomers where
applicable.

3.783,166

METHOD FOR MAKING CHEESE
Norman J. Peters, Fond Du Lac, Wis., ^signer

International, Inc., Madison, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 819,148, April 25, 1969. This application

Aug. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 172,932

lnt.CI. AOlj 25/00. 25//0
U.S. CI. 426-491 3 Claims

3,783,163

AROMATIZING EDIBLE OILS
Jayantilal M. Patel, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Procter

& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,558

Int. CI. A23f //04

U.S. CI. 426-221 11 Claims

Edible oils are aromatized by adding the oil to a cryogenic

fluid to form a slurry, adding an aroma-bearing frost to the

slurry, and allowing the mixture to equilibriate at tempera-

tures above the boiling point of the cryogenic fluid for a

period of time sufficient to evaporate the cryogenic fluid leav-

ing a residue of aroma-enhanced oil.

3,783,164

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING MILLED STABILIZED
WHEAT GERM

Edward L. Galle, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to The Pillsbury

Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Sept. 12, 1968, Ser. No. 760,745

lnt.CI. A23I///0

U.S. CI. 426-312 5 Claims

Wheat germ is recovered from conventionally milled wheat.

The germ is ground in an impact mill such as the Hurricane

Pulverizer, Raymond Mill or Pulvocron. The ground germ is

heated to about 200° F. while suspended in air either by in-

troducing hot air into the grinder inlet or by expelling the

ground germ into a stream of hot air (about 600 cubic feet of

300° F. air per pound of germ ). The ground germ dried to less

A method of making cheese utilizing a closed vessel having

a central vertical shaft and agitator paddles are attached to the

lower end of the shaft. During the cheese making process, a

portion of the whey is withdrawn from the upper end of the vat

while the agitators are operating. To withdraw the whey, a

tube is inserted into the upper end of the vat and the lower end

of the tube carries a perforated cylindrical strainer which may
be covered by a fabric filter bag. Whey is drawn through the

strainer and into the tube.

A generally S-shaped baffle is located ahead of the cylinder

in the direction of agitator rotation and serves to protect the

strainer from direct impingement by the circulating whey.

ERRATA
For Classes 426—70 thru 426—140 see:

Patents Nos. 3,782,962 thru 3,782,977
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3,783.167

HIGH TEMPERATURE TREATMENT OF MATERIALS

Jozef Kazimleri Tyiko, Faringdon, England, assignor to

Tetronks Research and Development Company Limited.

Faringdon, England

Filed Feb. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 225.892

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. Feb. 16. 1971,

4 789/71; Feb. 16, 1971, 4,790/71; Aug. 18,1971,38,855/71

Int. CL H05b 7/00

t.S.CLI3-l 27 Claims

3.783,169

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS
FLUIDIZING OF STEEL

Henry S. Newhall, Allison Park, Pa., assignor to Koppers Com-

pany, Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Sept. 5. 1972. Ser. No. 286.751

Int. CI. F27b JI06

U.S.CL 13-10 SCUims

f7'

£Mj
44 ^ . ..

Apparatus for establishing a substantially expanded electric-

arc discharge between a circulating electrode which includes

the u>e of plasma guns, and a coacting stationary annular clec

trodc through which the discharge effluents emerge Means

for introducing particulate material into the expanded arc

discharge and operating the latter as an expanded arc furnace

for various chemical reactions including the reduction and

separation of ores, melting, refining, comminuting, spheroidiz-

ing and coating

-^sC?^

An electric arc furnace having a plurality of in-line elec-

trodes are separated by baffle plates Scrap metal i.r

prereduced iron ore is placed in the furnace and a thick high

temperature slag covers the mi>lten scrap or reduced ore

which IS melted by heat generated at the electrodes The cur

rent passing from one electriHle to another through the molton

metal and slag, inasmuch as the baffles prevent short circuit

taking place through the scrap metal

3,783,168

ELECTROSLAG REMELTING PLANT

Boris Iirailevlch Medovar, bulvar Lesi Ukrainki. 2, kv. 8; Vik-

tor Andreevich Popov, ulitsa Andreevskaya. 1 1. kv. 2; Jury

Fedorovich >Vlferov. bulvar Lepse. 29, kv. 64; Alexei (Jeor-

gievich Bogachenko. ulitsa Leskova, 9, kv. 1. and Jury

Vadimovich Latash. ulitsa Artema, 55, kv. 23, all of Kiev,

U.S.S.R.

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269.816

int. CLHOSb J/60

U.S.CLI3-9 .
ICIaiBi

3,783,170

ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE APPARATUS HAVINC; A

SHAPED MA(;NETIC FIELD FOR INCREASING THE

UTILI/.K.n AREA OF THE ARCIN(; SURFACE OF AN

ELECTRODE AND IMPROVINCi THE HEATING
EFFICIENCY

Frank J. Kolano. North Braddock. Pa., assignor

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

FiledSept. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 291.470

Int. CI. H05b 7I0H

U.S.CL 13-18 10 Claims

to

' I

I ' \ < \ \ V V 17

I I ' I ' » . i t t
;

>
I « » ¥-^

' '—I 1.

« An electroslag rcmelting plant comprising two shoes insu-

lated from each other and interconnected by means of a rigid

joint, one of them being connected by a flexible coupling to

current-collecting means of the first electrode and. on being

traversed, being allowed to establish a contact with the other

current-collecting means of second electrode, whereas the

second shoe, on being traversed. esUblishes a contact with a

current-collecting means of the second electrode or with the

third spring-biased shoe associated electrically with a base

plate.

426

^W;^

The unit heat flux to a fiuid-cooled electrode and the heat

nux to the material being heated by a diffused arc column

operating at a given electric current level are controlled by a

magnetic field coaxial with the electrode, part of the Hux lines

of which pass through both the arcing surface of the electrode

and the molten bath The magnetic field pattern at the elec-

trode and near the electrode is shaped into desired configura-

tions to accomplish the purposes of the invention by the use of

high permeability material in the electrode in some embodi

ments and permanent magnets in the electrode in other em

bodiments. Where high permeability material is employed, the

material may form part of the electrode tip and be substan_

tially symmetrical around the inside and outside diameter of
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the tip. or may be so proportioned as to provide an outside

diameter biased electrode tip. The tip may be constructed of

copper and high permeability material disposed within the tip

either in the form of a short ring, or axially and radially ex-

tending material occupying a substantial portion of the

volume of the tip and the supporting column. Where a per-

manent magnet is employed, it is disposed in the tip, and the

north and south poles of the permanent magnet may be axially

disposed with respect to each other with their axis parallel to

the axis of the electrode. The poles of the permanent magnet

are selectively in opposition to a field set up in the furnace by

a solenoid, or selectively in polarity adding to the field set up

in the furnace by the solenoid. Additionally, the permanent

magnet may have its north and south poles lying perpendicular

to the axis of the electrode. Selectively, the north pole of the

permanent magnet may be on the side thereof adjacent the

axis of the electrode, or may be on the side thereof farthest

from the axis of the electrode, nearer to the wall of the furnace

and nearer to the solenoid setting up a magnetic field within

the furnace.

3,783,171

SILICA BRICKS
Walter Klein, Duisburg-Rahm, Germany, assignor to Didier-

Werke A.(;.. Wiesbaden, Germany
Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,980

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 14, 1970, P 20

56 120.0

Inl.CI. F27d//06

U.S. CI. 13-35 1 Claim

An electric furnace in which at least the cover is lined with

silica bricks impregnated with a material containing carbon

which releases hydrocarbons when heated.

of all of the targets on a particular bearing are entered by the

computer into a register in the order of increasing range from

the radar set. When the simulated radar antenna bearing

agrees with the target bearing, the stored target ranges are

read from the registor and are converted into video signals to

drive the radar set.

3,783,172

RADAR SIMULATOR
Frank H. Bernstein, Baltimore, Md., assignor to The Singer

Company, Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,749

Int. CI. G09b 9100

U.S.CL35-I0.4 8 Claims

3,783,173

GASKET-ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
Robert C. Twomey, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,123

Int. CI. HOSk 9/00

U.S. CI. 174—35 GC 2 Claims

^ '*!

J

An electrically conductive elastomer gasket that is rein-

forced to lend strength to the gasket and enable the gasket to

have the ability to hold a pre-set shape. This is accomplished

by cither sandwiching an electrically conductive reinforce-

ment metal layer between two electrically conductive

elastomer outer layers or by providing an electrical conductor

about which an electrically conductive elastomer is formed or

extruded.

3,783,174 *

DOUBLE ISOLATED SHIELDING ENCLOSURE
Erik A. Lindgren, 728 Milford St., Evanston, III.

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 3«fe,607

Int. CI. H05k 9100

U.S. CL 174-35 MS 10 Claims

OTHER RADAR
VIDEO

A device for simulating radar targets comprises a general-

purpose digital computer and a special interface which

generates suitable video signals in response to the com-

puter outputs to drive a radar set. In a radar simulator in which

several different types of radar targets are simulated, the ap-

paratus of this invention is used to generate the video signals

which will display a plurality of mobile targets on the radar set.

A limited number of such targets are displayed, and the

characteristics of these targets are entered into the computer.

Information representing the initial locations of the selected

targets and their directions and speeds of movement is in-

serted into the computer from a remote station, and the com-

puter performs the necessary navigational computations to

continually determine the location of the radar set in the gam-

ing area, the bearing of each of the targets from the radar set,

and the bearing of the radar antenna at any time. The ranges

A double isolated electrically shielded screen room in which

all panels are identical and interchangeable for assembly with

all overlapping shielding contacts between contiguous shield-

ing members disposed in planes parallel to the respective

panels and secured under compression in a direction perpen-

dicular to each panel with great isolation efficiency by out-

wardly concealed clamping means applied from inside the

room assembly so that the floor and space around the room is

also economically conserved.

3,783,175'

ELECTRICAL CORD GUIDE ASSEMBLY
Jay TImmons, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., assignor to Hiebert,

Inc., Torrance, CaliL

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,640

Int. CLA47b/ 9/04

U.S. CL 174-48 10 Claims

An assembly is disclosed for guiding an electrical cord such

as a multiwire telephone cord through a generally planar elc-
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ment such as the lop of a desk or other piece of ofTicc furni-

ture The assembly includes a generally cylindrical sleeve

adapted to be disposed within a circular aperture in the desk

top so as to define a seating member and having a hollow in-

terior of sufficient size to accommodate any portion of the

electrical cord such as a relatively large plug at the leading end

thereof as the cord is passed therethrough The assembly also

manently held in place to provide a complete insulating cover

for the exposed ends. The cap of the invention is provided

with two internal chambers separated by a membrane An in-

sulating adhesive material, such as an epoxy resin, is held in a

liquid condition in one of the chambers; and a hardener ac-

tivator for the epoxy resin is held in the other chamber The

membrane provides an air tight and moisture tight seal for the

activator. When the cap is fitted over the exposed spliced ends

of the wires, the ends pierce the membrane and cause the ac-

tivator and resin to run together so that the resin may be ac-

includes a generally disk-shaped cap which functions as a

securing member by securing the electrical cord within a

recess in the edge thereof and against the inside of the sleeve

as the cap is mounted over one end of the sleeve and secured

in place via a spring which is ttjounted on one side of the cap

and which engages opposite sides of the sleeve interior when

expanded.

KtSIN.
ocsiccANT uic nn
IICT4II0MT lUTIIMM

3,783.176

CONNECTION BETWEEN ELECTRICAL CONDUIT AND
ENCLOSURE. AND METHOD

Alvin R. Lund, and Jack Kaufman, both of Chicago, ill., as-

signors to Markstone Manufacturing Company

Filed Dec. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,848

Int.CI. H02gJ//«

U.S. CL 174-65 R »< Claims

I

tivated and cured rapidly to a hard insulating condition. The

membrane closing the reactor chamber is treated with a coat-

ing, such as paraffin, to render the membrane impervious to

corrosive attack from the activator The activator is selected

to set up an exothermic reaction when mixed with the resin. st>

as to provide for the rapid and thorough intermixing of the two

ingredients for a complete bonding of the r«sin. In addition,

the reaction is such that the resin forms into a firm bond

within a matter of seconds, so as to facilitate the use of the

cap.

3,783,178

EXPANSION JOINT FOR CONNECTINC; RICID CONDUIT
W ITH GROUNDING CONTINUITY

Robert A. Philibert. Rockviile Centre; Robert Polimine, and

Eversly V. Parkins, both of Brooklyn, all of N.Y.. assignors

to General Signal Corporation, Rochester. N.Y. ,

FiledAug.3, 1972, Ser. No. 277.828 '

lnt.CI.H02g/5/0«

U.S. CI. 174-86 9 Claims

A connection between a metal electric conduit and a metal

enclosure wall is made by punching a hole in the wall which is

circular except for the end portion of a tongue that extends

into one side of the circle, shearing two slits in the wall which

intersect the hole and define the sides of the tongue, bending

the tongue out of the plane of the wall sufficiently to withdraw

iu end portion from the hole so the latter is effectively round,

inserting the end of the conduit, and pressing the tongue back

substantially into the plane of the wall to clamp the conduit in

the hole.

3,783,177

INSULATING CAP
James W. Kelso, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Clntex

Products, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 286,027, Sept. 5, 1972,

abandoned. This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,649

Int. Cl.H02g/ 5/OS

U.S.CL 174-87 8 Claims

An improved insulating cap is provided for the spliced ex-

posed ends of a pair of insulated electric wires. The cap may

be readily fitted over the spliced ends, and it is firmly and per-

In order to protect personnel, promote safety and prevent

equipment damage it is conventional for electrical conduits to

be grounded with a high integrity ground. Because of the ex-

pansion and contraction which may take place in electrical

conduits it is sometimes necessary to provide telescoping or

expansion Joints. The present invention relates to a rain-tight

expansion joint which provides a high integrity ground without

the use of an external bonding jumper. A grounding ring is in-

cluded in a head assembly and a controlled pressure is applied

so that the grounding ring makes firm electrical contact with

the head portion of the expansion joint and with the conduit.

Grounding rings fabricated from sheet metal and tubular stock

are disclosed. An O-ring is used in the head assembly to con-

tact the conduit and protect the interior of the expansion joint

from the weather and atmospheric conditions. Means are pro-

vided for limiting the travel of the conduit so that the tapered
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and threaded end thereof cannot enter the sliding contact re-

gion and jeopardize the integrity of the ground.

3,783,179
LITZ WIRE FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY COILS WOUND

WITH WATER-REPELLENT TEXTILE FIBRES
IMPREGNATED WITH A WATER-REPELLENT AGENT

Wllheim Ferber, Aszlar; Johannes Kahnt, and Gunter Jost,

both of Wetziar, all of Germany, assignors to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,721

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 25, 1971, P 21

48 057.9

lnt.CLH01b7/2«
U.S. CI. 1 74- 1 2 1 A 4 Claims

passages for impregnation by a viscous material such as wax.

This is used for wire-guided devices connected to insulated

conductors which are wound on reels of multi-layer close heli-

cal coils. The wax temporarily holds the turns together to per-

mit the conductor to be paid off from the center of the reel

without disturbing adjacent turns. The grooves permit the wax
to penetrate into the gaps between the helical insulated con-

ductors.

3,783,181

ELECTRICAL BUSHING HAVING A STRESS RELIEVINQ
SHIELD AND METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING SAME

Paul W. Martincic, Sharpsville, and James F. Quirk, Penn
Hills, both of Pa., assignors to Westlnghouse Electric Cor-

poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,329

InLCLHOlb 7 7/26./ 9/00

U.S. CI. 174-142 7 Claims

In high-frequency coils wound from litz wires which each

comprise a plurality of strands which each have a diameter of

less than 50 /xm. the strands being insulated from one another

(enumcled) and being wound round with threads consisting of

textile fibres, corrosion damage due to defect in the enamel

coating are prevented by impregnating the threads with a

wetting water-repellent agent which is a thin liquid at room

temperature, for example undiluted chemically pure paraffin

oil or a mixture of methacrylate, dimerised rosin. Japan wax

and enamel petrol, the spaces between the thread layers not

being filled with the agent.

3,783,180

FLUTED CABLE
Lyndon Reginald Splcer, Llandevaud, Wales, assignor to Inter-

national Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,383

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 15, 1971,

33189/71

Int. CI. HOlb 7/00

U.S. CL 174—1 10 R 4 Claims

An electrical bushing having a corona shield and methods of

constructing such a bushing. The bushing contains an opening

through an epoxy insulator. The opening is lined with a shield

having a thin conducting layer, such as a layer of aluminum,

disposed on a thin insulating layer, such as a film of highly

polymeric polyethylene terephthalate. The shield is wrapped

around a mold plug and then epoxy is disposed around the

plug. After the epoxy has cured, the mold plug is withdrawn to

leave the shield attached to the wall of the molded opening. In

another method of constructing a shield, a coating of conduc-

tive material is sprayed onto a mold plug which is placed into a

mold. The mold plug is removed after the epoxy injected into

the mold has cured and the conductive material is left as a

coating on the inside of the opening provided by the mold

plug-

A cable includes at least one elongated groove formed in

the insulation around a conductor to provide radial and helical

3,783,182

ELECTRICAL BUSHING ASSEMBLY HAVING A DIRECT
CABLE TO CONDUCTOR ROD TERMINAL ASSEMBLY

William E. Horton, III, Bogart, Ga., assignor to Westlnghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,403

Int. CL HOlb 7 7/26

U.S.CL 174-145 1 Claim

Bushing apparatus including a terminal assembly suitable

for use with large currentsrThe terminal assembly clamps an
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electrical cable directly to the conductor rod of the bushing

The conductor rod extends through an opening in the terminal

assembly with the end of the conductor rod positioned Hush

3,783,184
'

FLFXTRONICALLY SWITCHED FIKLD SEQUENTIAL
COLOR TELEVISION

Michael N. Ernstoff, Mar Vista; Eric R. Kehr, Los Angeles;

William C. Hoffman, and Richard N. Winner, both of Tor-

rance, all of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Company,

Culver City, CaliL

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, S«r. No. 232,890

lnt.CI.H04n9//2

U.S. CL 178-5.4 BD * Claims
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traces on the television display, each Jt and v trace hcing

movable to pass through a light-source image and thereby

locate the image with respect to a reference p*iint to indicate

the amount of lateral pipe misalignment.

JJ. _UJ

o anKC
tlHIHTOI»r

~3^'^S^1:

the electrical system of the camera including the vidicon tube

arc maintained at the same potential when connected to each

other for preventing disturbances on the received picture

image caused by a ptMential discrepancy in the transmitting

system The objective lens has a mounting or coupling portion

by way of which the lens is conductively mounted on the cas-

ing of the electric system of the television camera accom-

modating the vidicon tube In order to improve conductivity in

the connection between the mounting portion of the objective

Tfr

FOX
MMIUMTIL
LlMt M-U

Microscopic lengths may also be measured with the system

by magnifying the image of the length before viewing with the

television camera and using only v traces derived from a

horizontal drive signal

3,783,190

APERTURE CORRECTION CIRCUIT FOR LOW LIC.HT

LEVEL TELEVISION CAMERA
Rolf C.aebcie, Redwood City. Calif., assignor to GTE Sylvania

Incorporated. Mountain View, Calif.

Filed Apr. 8, 1971. Ser. No. 132,443

lnl.CLH04n5//4

U^.CL 178-7.2 5 Claims

AUTOMATIC
LISMT COMTKOl
>«, INTtOKlTO*

AVERAGING CMCUtT

^ TO viacoM
nwaT'
tLt<;T»ooe

lens and the closest portion to the television camera of a

movable member which supports the lenses, conduction sur-

faces are provided on the mounting portion and the closest

portion to the television camera of the movable member and

an electrically conductive member is interposed between the

two conduction surfaces in constantly contacting relationship

therewith for maintaining the closest p<irtion to the televisu>n

camera of the objective lens and the photoelectric surface of

the vidicon at the same ptUential.

3,783,192

DECODER FOR USE IN MATRIX FOUR-CHANNEL
SYSTEM

Susumu Takahashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sansui Electric

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1972. Ser. No. 317,134

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1971, 47/3172;

Nov. 30, 1972,47/120033
Int. CI. H04r.S/(>4

U,S.CLI79-IGQ 14 Claims

An aperture correction circuit for a low light level television

( LLLTV ) camera comprises a transistor differential amplifier

having a delay line connected between the transistor base

electrodes and a voltage controlled variable resistor, such as a

Raysistor, connected between the emitter electrodes of the

transistors. *The control voltage for the Raysistor is derived

from the video signal amplitude or the target control voltage

as a measure of the average value of the intensity of light from

a viewed scene. The control signal may be obtained from a

threshold circ.uit or from the automatic light control circuit.

3,783,191

OBJECTIVE LENS FOR TELEVISION CAMERAS
Noboru Sugimoto. Fujiidera, and Shoichi Ohneda, W akayama.

both of Japan, assignors to Minolta Camera Kabushiki

Kaisha. Osaka-shi. Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,945

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1971,

46/122661^
Int. CI. G02b 7/02

U.S. CL 178-7.92 12 Claims

An objective lens for television cameras is provided wherein

a bodytube supporting the objective lei\,s and a shield case of

-Hir

A decoder for use in an SO matrix four-channel system

comprises first and second matrix circuits for forming a dif-

ference signal and a sum signal of the first and second channel

signals respectively. The output signals from the first and

second matrix circuits are supplied to third and fourth matrix

circuits to produce reproduced rear signals which are supplied

to two rear loudspeakers disposed to the rear of a listener.

Between the first and second matrix circuits and third and

fourth matrix circuits is connected at least one phase shifter

which gives a phase difference of about 90° between the out-

put signals from the first and second matrix 'circuits. The first

and second channel signals are supplied to respective ones of

two front loudspeakers disposed in the front of the listener.
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3,783,193

APPARATUS FOR ACTIVATING A REMOTELY
LOCATED DEVICE IN RESPONSE TO THE RINGING OF

A CALLED TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER STATION
Martin Lee, Santa Clara, Calif., assignor to Pantek Corpora-

tion, San Mateo, Calif.

Filed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,520

Int.CI. H04m H 100

U.S. CL 179-2 A 8 Claims
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latcd into clecthcal signal var.at.ons by appropriate circuitry

Per illustrative embodiment, inexpensively replicated video

disc of appreciable playing time is subject to playback by

above-described techniques.

3 783 197

DATA ACQIISITION AND RECORDING SYSTEMS

Frank Richard Towner, Wokingham. England, assignor lo

Sp«rry Rand Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 24, 197I.Ser. No. 174.344

Claims priority, application (;reat Britain, Aug. 26, 1970,

41,019/70
lnt.CI.Gllb2.?/04, /5///*

D.S.a. 179- 100.2 z 'o^'-"""

\ 7K3 199

SWITCHING APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY^

INTERCONNECTING OILTATION MACHINES AND
STATIONS

William M. Nye, Seattle, and Stanley W. Jones, Bellevue, both

of Wash., assignors to Lanier Electronic Laboratory, Inc.,

Atlanta, Ga.

Division of Ser. No. 49,432, June 24, 1970. Pat. No. 3,705,961.

This application Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,083

Int. CI. Glib /y/00.H04m 1 1 1 10

II.S.CL 179-100.1 DR 3 Claims

noiSTWSUTIOH riOISTWBUtlONM PANEL MpanCL

fCCOBOEB mCOROCR WCOPOCH
D

I06TX1BUTION
PANEL

OSI
'

OCTATE
STATWMS

A compact Hight data acquisition and recording system is

disclosed in which a recorder unit is detachable from the

remainder of the system. The recorder unit comprises a casing

in which is mounted a tape deck and drive means for the tape

deck is mounted externally of the recorder unit and is discon-

nectible from the tape deck when the recorder is detached

from the system.

A plurality of central dictation systems are selectively inter

connected between a plurality of dictate stations by way of a

recorder selector switch and dictate station selector switches

Rotary stepping switches may be used as the selector switches.

An off-hook dictate station condition causes a dictate station

selector switch of an available recorder to hunt for the off-

hook dictate station After the dictate station is located the

recorder selector switch then hunts for the next available

recorder Another feature is that every other pulse of a

rectified standard 6()-cycle per second current is utilized, with

the pulses spaced by a time interval sufficient to allow the con

trol circuits and mechanical movements in both the switching

apparatus and recorder-transcriber to effectively seize an

available recorder-transcriber prior to the next pulse^ Ihe dic-

tate station energi/es a stepping circuit when the headset is

raised (off-hook condition) only after a predetermined delay

•to preclude the stepping circuit from responding to simultane-

ous offhook signals from multiple dictate stations Only a por-

tion of the rectified bO-cycle voltage is utilized in the control

circuits so tat the maximum voltage capability of the transistor

components in the circuits is not exceeded.

U.S. CI. 179- 16 AA * Claims poration, Sunnyvale, C^allf^

Filed Aug. 18, 1971. Ser. No. 172,649

lnt.CLGllb/5//«

U.S.CL 179- 100.2 T 1 Claim

Electronic circuitry for detecting battery reversal in

telephone control signaling while completely
^"^^';^l2cZ A self-threading magnetic tape transport and dust-tight tape

ing circuits with logic circuits and at the same time interfacing

J^.^^^^^^^J";^^^ use therewith. When the magazine is in place on

signaling circuits with logic circuits. b
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the transport, a locking hub/turntable breaks the dust seal and

permits the enclosed tape reel to rotate freely within the

magazine. Upon giving the load command, an automatic

threading procedure is initiated that opens an access door in

the magazine, inserts a puck drive wheel to drive the stiff

leader on the end of the tape past a stripper arm into a thread-

ing path A spirally grooved sleeve threads the leader around

the helical scan assembly. After passing the scanner, the puck

is withdrawn and the leader is driven by the capstan. A set of

guide arms directs the leader around the slowly rotating take

up reel where it is cinched up by friction to complete the auto-

matic threading. Tape cannot leave the magazine if the

magazine is improperly installed by the operator due to the

configuration of the magazine and transport top cover in con-

junction with guide finders and interlocks.

therewith and to provide controlled spacing between each

membrane and its associated conductive perforated backing

3,783,201

MINIATURE HEARING AID STRUCTURE plate and constructed to provide acoustic coupling of the pair

Erwin M. Weiss, Chicago, and Richard Brander, Cicero, both of speakers by means of a thin air film of controlled thickness

of III., assignors to Beltone Electronics Corporation, at ambient pressure.

Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 94,273

Int. CI. H04r 25/02

U.S. CI. 179- 107 E 5 Claims

A hearing aid structure is provided in which all of the com-

ponents of the hearing aid may be fitted within a person's ear.

The structure includes a main housing for a power source and

an amplifier and a microphone housing isolated from the main

housing and connected lo it by a deformable, flexible, skeletal

structure. A receiver is compliantly connected to the main

housing and an car seal is rigidly coupled to the receiver and

adapted to fit snuggly into the ear canal of a person's ear.

3,783,203

APPARATUS FOR THE FEED-IN AND FOR
DISTRIBUTION OF AN ELECTRIC CURRENT

Heinz Seelbach, Kierspe, and Gerhard Eversberg, Lu-

denscheid, both of Germany, assignors to Firma Erco-

Leuchten K. G., Reininghaus, Germany
Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,445

Claims priority, application Germany. Feb. II, 1971, P 21

06 422.2
lnt.CI.B60m 1/34

U.S.CL 191 — 23 15 Claims

3,783,202

SPEAKER SYSTEM AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER
Lloyd J. Bobb, Glenside, Pa., assignor to Chester C. Pond,

Doylestown, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 724,805, April 4, 1968, abandoned.

This application Jan. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 104,741

Int.CI.H04r /9/02

U.S.CL 179— 111 R ISCIaims

A speaker system incorporating an electrostatic speaker

and a dynamic speaker in which a cross-over network is em-

ployed providing for operation of the dynamic speaker only up

to the frequency at which it will function as a piston. Also, a

flat push-pull electrostatic speaker incorporating a pair of

planar single ended electrostatic speakers so constructed as to

maintain omni-directional tensioning of their respective elec-

trically conductive membranes and electrical contact

An apparatus for feeding and distributing an electric cur-

rent in electric line rails, which comprises a profiled carrier

rail having a longitudinal, central receiving channel. Pole rails

are disposed in superposed planes inside of the profiled carrier

rail on both sides of the receiving channel. A zero conduit rail

and a grounding rail are also provided. Both last mentioned

rails are disposed in the receiving chanpel. A terminal box car-

ries a lamp capable of being coupled ^t any selected point of

the electric line rails. A terminal coupling connects at one

point of the carrier rail at least one main to the rails on the side

of the carrier rail, and an electric line rail comprises at least

three pole rails, the zero conduit rail, and the grounding rail.

The coupling includes a frame-shaped housing of insulating

material which is longitudinally rectangular, and open in an

upward direction and closed downwardly by a remov^ablc

cover. A coupling plug body has its cross-section adjusted to

the cross-section of the receiving channel and is integral at

least one end side of the frame housing and step-like setoff and

projecting relative to the latter. The coupling plug body has
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transmission contacts for the electric current corresponding

with the contact rail arrangement in the electric line rail

disposed in planes superposed, adjacent each other in pairs

and laterally projects, and a grounding member extends

beyond the transmission contacts and is disposed correspond-

ing with the grounding rail on the side of the electric line rail.

The coupling plug body is also equipped with a clamping

means for causing a mechanical clamping holding of the

coupling in the electric line rail, and comprises a guide plalc.

retained on the bottom side of the coupling plug body and en

gages over parts of the width on both sides in longitudinal

pockets of the carrier rail free of the contact rails, and a

clamping plate, provided in a longitudinal guide slot of the

carrier rail in a plane thcrebelow, arranged one-sided only on

one side of the conduit rail, and free of the rails, in order to in-

sure a non-interchangeability during insertion of the coupling

A tension screw clamps together the guide plate and the

clamping plate, as well as a carrier rail stay therebetween,

against the latter and relative to each other.
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3,783,205

KEYBOARD SWITCH MATRIX ASSEMBLY WITH
IMPROVED GUIDE MEANS EOR REDUCING TRANSEER
OF BOUNDING MOTION TO MOV ABLE CONDUCTOR

Henry J. Boulanger, Cumberland, Providence County, R.I., as-

signor to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 27. I971,Ser.No. 192,995

Int.CI. HOIh I3IJ0

U.S.CL200-5A 18 Claims

3.783,204

MULTIPLE CIRCUIT CONTROL PUSHBUTTON SWITCH
ASSEMBLY WITH IMPROVED PUSHBUTTON

ACTUATOR LATCH BAR MECHANISM AND MOVABLE
CONTACTS

Maurice E. Kennedy; Bernard J. Golbeek. both of Crytsal

Lake, and Raymond F. Lewandowski, Mt. Prospect, all of

III., assignors to Oak Industries Inc.. Crystal Lake. III.

Filed Sept. 1 1. 1972. Ser. No. 287,973

Int.CI. HOIh 9/26

U.S.CL 200-5 EB 16 Claims

0. r/4

A system employing a keyboard comprises a base mounting

an array of key bodies each adapted to reciprocably move to

cause actuation of electrical circuits. A diaphragm is em-

ployed as an electrical conductor moving into and out of en-

gagement with underlying contacts upon actuation and deac-

tuation of the key body Bounding problems have been

minimized while maintaining tactile feedback by locating a

spring member between the key and its respective diaphragm

providing increased motion differential and by providing elon-

gated guiding surfaces which eliminate skew movement of the

key Several forms tif keys and key mountings are shown em-

bodying the elongated guideway including an eK>ngated hub

molded in the bezel plate and receiving a close fitting rtul por

tion of the key. a separate tubular guide and close fitting

plunger, and a key having tabs extending laterally therefrom,

the tabs slidably received in grooves fiumed in the base

Another embixliment particularly useful where two or more

circuits are to be actuated from the same key employs a

second spring to maintain the diaphragm away from the un-

derlying contacts until the key is depressed thereby precluding

undesirable back circuits without the use of blocking diodes i>r

the like.

3,783.206

TAP CHAN(;iNG APPARATUS WITH IMPROVED
CONTACT STRUCTURE TO ELIMINATE ELECTRICAL
FIELDS ACROSS OPEN INTERRUPTER SW ITCHES

Robert C. Lingenfelter, Sharon. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed July 6, 1972. Ser. No. 269.364

Int.CI. HOIh 2/ /20 '

U.S. CI. 200- II TC 8 Claims

A pushbutton switch construction utilizes a shorting bar

having integral but independently flexible arms The shorting

bar is positioned in the switch plunger and arranged to electri

cally connect at least two contact terminals within the switch

housing. The cam follower which moves within a cam slot in

the switch plunger also functions as a stop preventing ac-

cidental removal of the plunger A plurality of such switches

are fastened to a channel with blockout members being

slidably arranged within the channel in front of the switch

housings. There are cooperating ptirtions on each blockout

member and the adjacent plungers such that only one of such

plungers may be moved inwardly to an operative position. A

latch bar is positioned in the channel and arranged for sliding

movement adjacent the blockout members. A latch bar spring

is positioned on the front of the channel and has portions ex-

tending through the channel and into cooperative relationship

with the latch bar.

Ip^F^.^ rj-

Apparatus for providing load tap changes having means for

protecting the current interrupting switches from winding

surge vi>ltages. Current interrupting switches are connected to

stationary contacts of a load transfer switch. Movable contacts
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of the load transfer switch rotate during a tap change to shunt

the open and closed current interrupting switches and to

eliminate the electrical fields across open current interrupting

switches upon completion of the tap change.

3,783,207

STEERING LOCK IN MOTOR VEHICLES
Gerhard Schiesterl, Stuttgart-Mohringen, and Josef EibI, In-

golstadt/Donau. both of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz

Aktiengesellschaft. Stutlgart-Unterturkheim, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 11,167, Feb. 13, 1970. This application

June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,216

Int.CI. HOIh 27/00

U.S. CI. 200-44 7 Claims

3,783,209

MECHANISM FOR HOLDING AND LEVERING LARGE
DRAW OUT TYPE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Charles M. Cleaveland, Irwin, and Fred Bould, Pittsburgh,

both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pitt-

sburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,623
InLCI. HOIhJJ/50

U.S.CI. 200—50AA 8 Claims

^r^^>-;^^

A steering lock for a motor vehicle which includes a make-

contact ti> actuate a warning installation when the ignition key

is left inserted in the lock and a vehicle door is opened; the

locking cylinder of the steering li>ck includes a mounting sup-

port made from insulating material which contains two op-

posite pins or spring-ring garts projecting into the path of the

key but without contacting one another; the inner ends of the

pins or spring-ring parts may be constructed ball-shaped, coni-

cal, or the like, and are in contact with their outer ends at a

slip-ring that is connected with the warning installation.

3,783,208

METAL-ENCLOSED SWITCHGEAR WITH INTERLOCK
MEANS

Norman Davies, Trafford, and Robert E. Wobrak, Irwin, both

of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Filed July 17. 1972, Ser. No. 272,702

Int.CI. HOIh 9/24. ii/50

U.S.CI. 200—50AA 9 Claims

-5r-^.S}i4-E^aj

Metal-enclosed switchgcar comprising improved safety in-

terlock means for preventing withdrawal or insertion of a cir-

cuit interrupter, or charging of the ovcrccnter spring means,

under certain conditions.

A levering and holding device is provided for positioning

large circuit breakers in a switchgcar compartment or cell.

The levering and holding device comprises a box beam which

can be secured to the cell walls and a rotatable threaded shaft

which is connected to the beam. A threaded shaft has a nut

threaded thereon and has one end fixed to the beam. The
thread shaft may be rotated with a crank. The breaker is at-

tached to the nut, and as the shaft is rotated, the nut is moved
along the shaft and moves the breaker into position. Interlocks

are provided to prevent the breaker from being levered into

the cell when the beam is not engaged in the cell wall and to

prevent the beam from being disengaged from the cell wall un-

less the breaker is in a fully disengaged position. Another in-

terlock is provided so that when the breaker is closed and in

the operating position the threaded shaft cannot be rotated to

lever out the breaker.

3,783,210

SHAFT POSITION AND WEAR INDICATOR SWITCH
DEVICE

Robert E. Spooner, 6212 W. Catalpa Ave., Chicago, IIL

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,126

Int. CL HOIh i/;6

U.S.CL 200— 61.4 19 Claims

v/.'/.'^/y/,

A shaft wear indicator for both axial and radial displace-

ment of a shaft is disclosed. One end of an elongated probe as-

sembly is maintained against the center of rotation of an ex-
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posed end of the shaft rotatably supported upon bearings in a

housing. The probe end facing the shaft is concave, and a ball

bearing is captured between this concavity and the shaft end

The probe is resiliently supported at the shaft end in alignment

with the shaft axis by being passed centrally through a

diaphragm spaced from the end of the shaft and Tixed therein,

with the diaphragm held about its periphery by a rigid annular

plate secured to the housing The probe is biased toward the

shaft by either a spring or by means of the vacuum created

over the side of the diaphragm facing the shaft end A sensing

device including one or more microswitchcs bears upon the

end of the probe opposite that facing the shaft to sense dis-

placements of the shaft with respect to the shaft housing trans-

mitted via the probe assembly More than one diaphragm,

each of a different exposed area and axially spaced from the

other along the probe assembly to define chambers

therebetween, may be used for convenience if detection of

bearing oil pressure failure is also desired. If a positive pres-

sure greater than atmospheric is provided, rather than a

vacuum with double-acting micro-switches, pressure failure

detection may also be accomplished with a single diaphragm.

chipping" effect One contact composition which is comprised

of spiral wound conductive and vaptir cloud forming materials

further performs the function of generating an electromag

^-.^

3.783,211

SAFETY IMPACT SWITCH DEVICE FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES

Pictro Paneltkri. Taunton, Mass.

Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,408The portion of th« term o(

this patent subsequent to Feb. 22, 1989, has been disclaimed.

lnt.CI.H01hJ5//4

U.S. CI. 200-61.50 * 6 Claims

netic Held having a radial comp<incnt which causes the ends of

the arc to move over the contact surfaces to prevent burning

trf the contact surfaces due to an arc whose ends may remain

stationary so long as the arc persists.

3,783.213

VACUUM TYPE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER

Victor W. Amoth, Media, Pa.; Graham R. Mitchell, Wiliing-

boro. NJ.. and Carl C. Popadick, West Chester. Pa., as-

signors to General Electric Company. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Apr. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 247.995

Int.CI. HOlhiJ/66

U,S.C1.200-144B 6 Claims

A safety impact switch device is normally connected to the

ignition system of a motor vehicle and is automatically discon-

nected by force of an impact resulting from a vehicle collision

the disconnection being effected by movement of a compara-

tively heavy article connected to a contact member. The

switch device is combined with reset apparatus, and one side

of a housing provides the basic support for the mounting mem-

bers that support the actuating mechanism of my device.

28 ^^ 2S

A vacuum-type circuit interrupter comprises separable con-

tacts, each comprising a body of iron having one or more

recesses therein and a material within the recesses consisting

essentially of copper and bismuth, the bismuth being present

in an amount of a few percent or less by weight of the material

When the interrupter is first operated, the arcing surface of

each contact is constituted by portions of copper-bismuth and

by portions of iron.

3.783,212

CONTACTS FOR USE IN VACUUM SWITCH
ARRANGEMENTS

Arthur C. Bates, Greensburg, Pa., assignor to 1-T-E Imperial

Corporation. Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 750,503, Aug. 6, 1968, abandoned.

This application July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 167,024

lnt.CI.H01hO/iO,ii/00

US CI. 200 144 5 Claims

This invention discloses vacuum interrupter contacts and

methods for manufacturing same. The contact compositions

and the methods for producing same yield a contact structure

which is capable of sustaining an arc at relatively low current

conditions so as to prevent the occurrence of the -current

I

3,783,214

CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER WITH IMPROVED
OVERCENTER SPRING OPERATINC; MECHANISM

Norman Davies, Trafford, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 7, 1972. Ser. No. 260.637

lnt.CI.H01hi/iO

U.S.C1.200-I53SC 5 Claims

An improved circuit interrupter comprises an operating

shaft pivotally movable to move a movable contact structure,

an overcentcr spring operating mechanism movable by means

of a manually operable drive means from a spring discharged

position to an overcenter spring charged position, latch means

in a latching position for latching the operating shaft until the

overcentcr spring operating mechanism reaches the over-

center spring charged position and means automatically un-

latching the latch means when the overcenter spring operating

mechanism reaches the overcenter spring charged position to
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permit the overcenter spring operating mechanism to drive

the movable contact structure to the closed position indepen-

dent of the manually operable drive means. The latch means

both the clutch of the tractor and the clutch of the powered

tool are disengaged. This safety switch mechanism has a

unique construction enabling it to be locked in open position

so that the switch mechanism is not inadvertently opened by

may also be a double latch for performing the same latching

function during an opening operation. The latch means

prevents slow closing and opening operations of the circuit in-

terrupter.

3.783,215

POSITIVE ON POSITION INDICATOR
John C. Brumfield, Drexel Hill, Pa., assignor to l-T-E Imperial

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,622

Int.CI. HOlhi/46
U.S. CI. 200- 153 G , 9 Claims

A molded case circuit breaker having spring powered over-

center toggle contact operating mechanisms is provided with

means to prevent the operating handle from moving to its off

position unless the contacts are open. This means may engage

the toggle near the knee thereof to assist in driving the toggle

over center during opening movement of the handle.

vibration or other means after the engine is started and the

tractor and powered tool are being used. This is an abstract

only of the specific illustration of the invention given by way

of example, and is not to be used in the interpretation of the

claims nor as a limitation on the scope of the invention.

3,783,216

SAFETY SWITCH MECHANISM
Gerhard R. Plamper, Parma, and Juergen Kaesgen, Brun-

swick, both of Ohio, assignors to MTD Products Inc., Cleve-

land, Ohio

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,072

int.ci.Hoih nm
U.S. CI. 200- 161 4 Claims

A safety switch mechanism for use in connection with a

recoil starter using a rope or cable. Such a starter is used on

the usual internal combustion engine mounted on a vehicle

such as a tractor which carries with it a powered tool such as a

grass cutting unit. The mechanism is particularly adapted for

safety systems wherein the engine is short-circuited so that the

engine can not be started by pulling the rope or cable unless

3,783,217

HIGH FREQUENCY PRESS WITH CAPACITIVE TUNING
Terence J. Brown, WIgston, England, assignor to USM Cor-

poration, Boston, Mass.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,118

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 19, 1971,

4,994/71

Int. CI. B23k \3I02; H05b 9/04

U.S.CI. 219— 10.53 3 Claims

A press for applying high frequency welding and cutting

energy to a workpiece placed between platens of the press, at

either of two work stations at each of which the platens apply

pressure and high frequency energy to the workpiece, has con-

trol means for independently tuning a generator of the high

frequency energy to selected conditions at each work station.

A parallel plate capacitor associated with the generator for the

high frequency energy has a capacitance adjustable by chang-

ing the spacing between the parallel plates to tune the genera-

tor. The plates are urged toward each other by a spring and

separated from each other by tension in a cable secured to the

spring-movable plate. Means for controlling the cable include

a camming member and adjustable stop means for shifting the

cable in response to the work station locations of the platen to

independently adjust the capacitance at each work station.
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3,783,218

ELECTROSTATIC BONDIN(; PROCESS

Norbert Adams, Syracuse, and Edward A. Baum, Liverpool,

both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217.117

int.CUB23k/i/02

U.S. CI. 219- 10.53 SCUims

3,783,220

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BROWNING
EXTERIOR SURFACES OF FOODSTUFF IN AN

ELECTRONIC RANGE
Hiroshi Tanizaki, Kamakura. Japan, assignor to Yamamizu

Shoji Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,287

Claims priority, application Japan, July 6, 1970, 45/58847

Int. CI. H05b 9106

II.S.CL 219- 10.55 10 Claims

A process is disclosed for uniting a plurality of one or more

vitreous members with one or more metallic members. The

metallic members can be bodies of semiconductor material of

cither the monatomic or compound type Such bodies arc

united in accordance with the invention by the process involv-

ing the application of heat and the simultaneous application of

a magnetic field having flux lines extending in the plane of the

surfaces to be united, and an electrostatic ndd.

3,783,219

AIR COOLED MICROWAVE COOKING OVEN AND
DOOR

Koichi Tateda, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Sharp Kabushiki

Kaisha, Osaka. Japan
FiledNov.8, 1971,Ser. No. 196,591

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. II, 1970,

45/100487; Nov. 11.1970,45/100489
Int. CLH05b 9/06

U.S. CL 2 19- 10.55 4 Claims

->

'Vf

14

Browning the outer external surface of a foodstuff with in-

frared rays emitted from an infrared source at the same time

the interior of the foodstuff is processed in an electronic

range The foixlstuff and the source for emitting the infrared

rays are placed in a region where electromagnetic waves are

radiated from a high frequency generator The infrared source

is constructed by evaporating a conductive thin film on the

outer surface of a dish or other vessel for holding the food-

stuff. Alternately, crystallized glass having fine pieces of car-

bon fibres scattered throughout may form the infrared source.

In yet another embodiment, a layer of silicon carbide may be

formed on an insulating base plate. In each of the embodi-

ments, the infrared heat is generated by the action of the elec-

tromagnetic waves on the specially constructed source.

I

3,783,221

DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING THE MICROWAVE ENERGY
APPLIED TO A BAND OR A SHEET TO BE TREATED IN A

RESONANT CAVITY FURNACE
Joel Henri Auguste Soulier, 66, Chaussee, Jules Cesar,

bonne, France

Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 210,742

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 31,

70.47568; Dec. 31,1 970, 70.47569
|

Int. CI. H05b 9/06

U.S.CL 219- 10.55 34 Claims

Eau-

1970,

~ .*^. .*».

In a microwave cooking apparatus, more particularly in an

apparatus having a radiant heating means for surface

browning of the foodstuff and the like, the interior of the door

and the handle are heated at a relatively high temperature A

blower means for providing an air stream is so installed as to

cool the interior of the door whereby prevents the tempera-

ture rise of the door and the handle due to the heat from the

browning means and so forth.

'....-ir?-

A wave-guide has a slot whose area increases in the

direction of reduction of the energy transmitted by a

microwave generator.

3,783,222

WELDINC; TORCH OSCILLATOR AND POSITIONER

Richard B. Gwin, Arlington; William L. Ballis, Hilliard;

Claude W. Churchheus, Laurelville. and Bruce L. Hutt, Val-

ley View, all of Ohio, assignors to Columbia (ias System Ser-

vice Corporation, Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 189, 175, Oct. 14, 1971. This application

May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,866

Int. CI. B23k 9102

U.S.CL 219-60 A 2 Claims

A welding head clamping and oscillating assembly is dis-

closed for use in a welding machine having means for support-
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ing and moving the assembly along a joint to be welded. The
assembly includes a support platform connected to the as-

sembly supporting means of the welding machine and a sup-

port plate slidably mounted on the support platform for

reciprocal movement in a direction transverse to the joint to

be welded. A welding head clamp is pivotally mounted on the

support plate for arcuate oscillating movement in a direction

substantially parallel to the direction of the slidable mounting

of the support plate and a reversible stepping motor is opera-

tively connected to the clamp for oscillating the clamp about

sembly supporting means of the welding machine and a sup-

port plate slidably mounted on the support platform for

reciprocal movement in a direction transverse to the joint to

be welded. A welding head clamp is pivotally mounted on the

support plate for arcuate oscillating movement in a direction

substantially parallel to the direction of the slidable mounting

of the support plate and a reversible stepping motor is opera-

tively connected to the clamp for oscillating the clamp about

its pivot axis. An electrical control circuit is also provided for

the stepping motor and includes logic circuitry for producing a

pulse signal at a predetermined frequency and a binary count-

ing circuit for counting a predetermined number of pulses

from the signal and producing an output signal when the

predetermined number of pulses is counted. The circuit in-

cludes means responsive to the output signal and operatively

connected to the motor to drive the motor alternately in first

and second directions in response to successive output signals

from the binary counter thereby to oscillate the welding head

clamp assembly about its pivot axis.

its pivot axis. An electrical control circuit is also provided for

the stepping motor and includes logic circuitry for producing a

pulse signal at a predetermined frequency and a binary count-

ing circuit for counting a predetermined number of pulses

from the signal and prcxlucing an output signal when the

predetermined number of pulses is counted. The circuit in-

cludes means responsive to the output signal and operatively

connected to the motor to drive the motor alternately in first

and second directions in response to successive output signals

from the binary counter thereby to oscillate the welding head

clamp assembly about its pivot axis.

3,783,223

WELDING TORCH OSCILLATOR
Richard B. (iwin, Arhngton; William L. Ballis, Hillard, and

Claude W. Churchheus, Valley View, all of Ohio, assignors

to Columbia (las System Service Corporation, Wilmington,

Del.

Division of Ser. No. 189,175, Oct. 14, 1971. This application

May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253.867

Int. CI. B23k 9102

U.S.CL219— 60 A 9 Claims

13

A welding head clamping and oscillation assembly is dis-

closed for use in a welding machine having means for support-

ing and moving the assembly along a joint to be welded. The
assembly includes a support platform connected to the as-

3,783,224

EDM ELECTRODE CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

Lloyd A. Schroeder, Southfield, Mich., assignor to Automotive

Pattern Co., Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 822,892, May 8, 1969, Pat. No. 3,584,179.

This applicaUon Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 128,739

int.CI. B23p//05
U.S.CL 219-69 E 20 Claims

An electrode construction for use in operative association

with electrical discharge machines, and method of making
same, the electrode comprising a plurality of adjacently

oriented cooperable segmental electrode sections arranged so

as to define a working surface having a conformation cor-

responding to the shape to which a workpiece is to be

machined; a support structure or holder member adapted to

operatively support the electrode sections in a manner such

that said sections may be removed and replaced after they

have become excessively eroded or otherwise consumed; the

method of making the electrode including the steps of provid-

ing a mold or form having a face portion of the same confor-

mation as the ultimate shape to which the workpiece is to be

machined; providing a parting or release substance on the face

portion of the form and thereafter arranging the plurality of

electrode sections on the form; providing a dcformable

material on one side of the holder member and biasing said

member toward and into engagement with the electrode sec-

tions in a manner such that the material is deformed so as to

define a reference surface upon which the electrode sections

may be dctachably mounted.
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3,783,225

PRODUCTION OF CONICAL BORES

Werner Fibinger. Baumelsgewann 3, Heidelberg, Germany

Filed Aug. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 283,713

Inl.CI. B23p///2

U.S. CI. 219-69 V - 9 Claims

where It IS converted to a plasma. In another embtHiimcnt. the

gas passing through the nozzle is first subjected to a high volt-

3r

'(''\' II- '
'•''''• •

V

Method for producing a conical bi>re in a work-piece, in

which the work-piece is suspended on gimbals and is wobbled

during the boring process. Advantageously the production of

the bore is by spark erosion The invention also extends to a

work-piece supp<irt in which a clamping table is suspended on

gimbals for rotation about at least two axes An eccentric

device is used to move the clamping table.

Donald J.

Canada

3,783,226

MULTIPLE WELDINC; ELECTRODE
Beneteau, 1293 Front St., AmherstburR.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,685

Int. CL B23k 9124. 11/30; HOlr 7/06

IJ.S.CI.219-120

Ontario,

2 Claims

age electrical field where it is further energi/ed prior to being

subjected to an electric arc and thus converted to a plasma.

3,783,228

METHOD OF MANUFACTLRINC; INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

Yasuo Tarui; Seikhi Denda. Hanitsune Baba. all of Tokyo, and

Yasuo Komimiya, Yokohama, all ot Japan, assignors to

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology. Minister of In-

ternational Trade and Industry. Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 712.797. March 13, 1968,

abandoned. This application Dec. 28, 1970. Ser. No. 102.026

Claims priority, application Japan. Apr. 13. 1967, 42-

23128 Apr. 13. 1967. 42-23129; Apr. 13. 1967. 42-23130;

Apr 19, 1967, 42-24564; May 10, 1967. 42-29124; June 13,

1967. 42-37339; June 16, 1967, 42-38144; Aug. 4. 1967, 42-

49789
CI. B23k/ 5/00Int.

U.S.CL2I9-12I EM 4 Claims

In resistance multiple spot welding where several electrodes

are slidably contained in a single electrically conductive

block an electrode which is divided into three sections, i.e..

an upper plug, a middle expending socket, and a lower elcc

trodc section. These sections are not connected but slide upon

each other on conical surfaces in order to provide expansion

to the central socket, in order to cause jamming between the

electrode and the block thereby insuring good contact for the

passage of an electric current.

In the manufacture of a pattern of an integrated circuit, a

reference mark is detected by an electron beam scan to cor-

rectly determine the position of the pattern on each semicon

ductor chip, or to correctly combine the patterns of circuit

elements The reference mark may also be used to locate de-

fects of the semiconductor material so as to avoid defective re-

gions.

3,783,227

FULLY ENERGIZED PLASMA JET

Michael D. Aitken, 1 Beekman PI., New York, N.Y.

FiledApr. 15, 1971,S«r.No. 134,315

Int. CL B23k 9/00

U.S.CL2I9-121P 24 Claims

Apparatus and method for generating a more efficient, fully

energized plasma arc disclosed. The gas is introduced into an

enclosed channel where it is subjected to an electromagnetic

field The field is adjusted to energize the gas close to its

ionization potential. The energized gas is then passed through

a nozzle and into and through a high voltage electrical arc

3,783,229

DEVICE FOR PLASMA WELDING AND CUTTING

Josef Rohe. Frankfurt/Maln-Schwanheim, and Dieter SUacks.

Sprendlingen. both of Germany, assignors to Messer

Griesheim GmbH, Frankfurt/Main, Germany |

Filed Aug. 2. 1972. Ser. No. 277,250

Claims priority, application Germany. Aug. 16, 1971, P 21

40 968.7
Int. CI. B23k 9/06

U.S.CL219-121P 5 Claims

A device for plasma welding and cutting by means ol a

plasma torch or burner. A first current source is provided for

feeding a pilot arc discharge. The negative pole of the current

source is connected to the electrode of the burner while the
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positive pole is connected to the nozzle of the burner. A
second current source feeds the main plasma arc discharge

and its negative pole is connected to the burner electrode and

the positive pole to the work piece. Specifically, the current

branch of the second current source which connects to the

work piece is bypassed by a bypass branch in such a manner

that when the plasma main arc discharge current is closed the

resulting peak current is diverted through this bypass branch.

3,783,231

APPARATUS FOR VACUUM-EVAPORATION OF
METALS UNDER THE ACTION OF AN ELECTRIC ARC

Leonid Pavlovich Sablev, ulitsa Entuziastov, 3, kv. 51; Jury
Ivanovich Dolotov, bulvar Mira, 2, kv. 50; Leonid Ivanovlch

Getman, prospekt Kurchatova, 27, kv. 23; Valentin

NIkoiaevich Gorbunov, ulitsa Vesnina, 7, kv. 19; Evgeny
Georgievich Goldiner, prospekt Kurchatova, 5, kv. 31, all of

Kharkov; Karl Teodorovich Kirshfeld, ulitsa Lokomotives,

86, kv. 45, Riga, and Vladislav Vasilievich Usov, prospekt

Kurchatova, 27, kv. 34, Kharkov, ail of U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser, No. 237,083

Int. CI. B23k 9108

U.S.CL219-I23 2 Claims

3,783,230

GUN FOR WELDING TUBES ON A TUBE PLATE
Jean-Pierre Peyrot, 1 place de la Division du General Leclerc,

Val de Marne, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No, 64,506, Aug. 17, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,693

lnt.CLB23k 15/00

U.S. CI. 2 1 9- 1 2 1 EB 6 Claims

A rotatablc welding gun comprising an electron gun, a

secondary vacuum chamber around the said gun and a prima-

ry vacuum chamber at the level of the joint to be welded, a

centering mandrel, a sealing plug at the free extremity of said

mandrel and an annular sealing joint on the periphery of said

primary vacuum chamber, in order to weld automatically the

tubes of a heat exchanger on the bottom plates.

A method for vacuum-evaporation of metals under the ac-

tion of an electric arc and using a magnetic field is charac-

terized by the fact that for retaining a cathode spot of an elec-

tric arc, a constant magnetic field is substituted by a pulsed

magnetic field whose intensity reaches a maximum when the

cathode spot is shifted to a non-evaporablc cathode surface.

This enables the travel of the cathode spot of electric arc to be

unaffected by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field and by

any possible lack of perpendicularity of its lines of force to the

surface being evaporated. A device for carrying out the

method employs a sensor to take up the effect of electric arc,

which is so arranged as to straddle the non-evaporable

cathode surface and takes up the effect of electric arc only

when the cathode spot is found on the non-evaporable

cathode surface; the device is simple in design, smaller in size,

and features a simplified-construction of an electromagnet

that needs less power to be operated as compared to the prior-

art devices used for vacuum-evaporation of metals under the

effect of an electric arc.

3,783,232

APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF HOLLOW
ROD ELEMENTS

Max Mengeringhausen, Wurzburg; Hermann Quenzel, Leng-

feld; Reinhold Gehrig, Retzstadt, and Willi Spanheimer,

Waldbuttelbrunn, all of Germany, assignors to Mero AG,
Zug, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 234,881, March 15, 1972,

abandoned. This application Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,051

Int. CLB23k 9/72

U.S.CL2I9-I24 6 Claims

Apparatus for manufacturing hollow rod elements with a

pair of end sections connected thereto, including guide bar
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means having two pairs of adjustable supports individually

slidabic thereon, the outermost supports carrying rotaiable

holding and clamping devices supporting the end sections

above the guide bar means, with at least one of the outer sup-

3.783.234

ARC WELDING COATED ELECTRODE
Robert J. Russell, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.. assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, New Yorii, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 240.150

lnt.CI.B23kJ3/22

1).S.CL2I9-I46 8 Claims

ports having a motor connected thereto to rotate the clamping

and holding devices and hollow rod element held

therebetween, and the inner pair of supports carrying arc

welding devices and stop members for uxially centering the

tube on the end sections.

3,783,233

WELDING GUN COOLING STRUCTURE AND
ELECTRODE TIP RETAINER

Guido A. dal Molin, Westlake, Ohio, assignor to Co-Ordinated

Industries, Inc., Aliquippa. Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 10.389. Feb. II. 1970. Pat. No. 3.610.875.

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 672.794. Oct. 4.

1967. Pat. No. 3.544.758. This application July 14. 1971. Ser.

No. 162.678

int. CI. B23k 9100

U.S. CI. 219-130 7 Claims

oicrwoc crrcjCNCT

A multi-coated stick electrode having an inner layer sur-

rounding a metal core wire and containing a majority of the

arc stabilizers in said electrode The outer layers contain a

majority of the metal powder

3.783.235

FUSER LOW VOLTAt; E SENSOR FOR PHOTOCOPY
MACHINE

Roland E. Sprague. Lansdale. Pa., assignor to Sperry Rand

Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Filed Oct. 31. 1972. Ser. No. 302.588

Int. CI. H05b lino. G03g 1^120

U.S. CL 219-216 5 Claims

A welding gun and cable apparatus utilizing quick connect

and disconnect couplings to provide electrical current and

shielding gas to a welding gun as well as a welding electrode if

desired The welding gun includes an elongate body having a

gas passage and a passage formed between the body and an

outer covering through which air flows by connection to cool

the body. Additionally the gas passage may also contain a liner

with radially sprung fingers at one end to outwardly bias

against a welding tip to rcuin the welding tip in a nozzle por-

tion.

A fuser system for a xerographic photocopy machine. The

fuscr system comprises primary and secondary fuser heating

resistors connected in parallel legs across an AC line voltage

The primary fuser heating resistor is connected directly across

the line voltage and continuously produces fusing heat A triac

is connected in series with the secondary fuser resistor and a

monitoring-and-controlling circuit is connected in parallel

with the first and second parallel legs, across the line voltage,

for monitoring the line voltage and controlling the triac so as

to cause electrical current flow through the secondary fuser

heating resistor when the line voltage drops below a predeter-

mined value The monitoring-and-controlling circuit com-

prises a lamp and a photoconductor, each being connected in

parallel across the line voltage. Light from the lamp controls

the voltage across the photoconductor and the voltage across

the photoconductor is used to control current flow through

the triac.
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3.783,236 3,783,238
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED STEAM HEATER ELECTRIC CURING OVEN

Ronald E. Edin. Straham, N.H.. assignor to GTE Sylvania In- George C. Dietz, Lancaster, and William G. Gross, York, both

corporated. Danvers. Mass. of Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster,

Filed Mar. 2. 1973. Ser. No. 337.594 Pa.

Int. CI. HOSb 3102 Filed Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,758
U.S. CI. 219-381 3 Claims Int. CI. F27d / 1102

U.S. CI. 219-395 1 Claim

An electrical heater for heating steam to a superheated tem-

perature has a longitudinal heating element disposed within a

glass or ceramic tube which, in turn, is disposed within a metal

cylinder The heating clement is made of resistance wire and

has a cyclical spiral shape for efficient heat transfer. Steam is

introduced into one end of the metal cylinder, passes through

the heater and exits from the other end as superheated steam.

3,783,237

APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY PERFORATING
SHEET MATERIAL

Colin S. McArthur. Winston-Salem, N.C., assignor to R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, N.C.

Filed Nov. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 304.180

Int.CLHOSb?//^
U.S.CL 219-384 6 Claims

A web perforating apparatus for making rows of holes in a

moving web, the rows being perpendicular to the direction of

movement of the web and spaced longitudinally along the

length of the web.

A curing oven is provided for the quick curing or drying of

floor samples. The sample is held on a screen support within

the oven, and high output, quick response electric radiant

heaters mounted above and below the wire screen rapidly cure

the sample.

3,783,239

VARIABLE EFFECTIVE DIAMETER REFLECTOR PAN
ASSEMBLY FOR ELECTRIC RANGES

Harry W. Hill, 102 East Ripley Road, and Raymond Slowik,

both of West Branch, Mich., assignors to Harry W. Hill,

West Branch, Mich.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,627

Int. CI. HOSb 3168

U.S.CL2I9—461 5 Claims

A reflector pan assembly for use in horizontally disposed

electric range cooktops having a substantially circular heater

element assembly opening of a certain diameter. A substan-

tially circular reflector pan having an effective diameter less

than said certain diameter is positioned in said opening. The
reflector pan has a concave cross-section and a lip extending

radially outward from the periphery thereof. At least one clip

is affixed to said reflector pan at onQ.or more locations on said

lip so as to increase the effective diameter of the reflector pan

to a larger diameter than the certain diameter. The clips and

the lip support the reflector pan in the cooktop opening re-

gardless of the concentricity of the opening and the reflector

pan. In a first embodiment each clip has three tangs that

receive the reflector pan lip and a flange extending radially

outward of the pan for engaging the cooktop. In a second em-

bodiment the lip has an S shaped cross-section, the opening on
one sidt of the S shape receiving the reflector pan lip and the

opposite end of which extends radially outward of the pan to
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engage the cooktop In a third embtMiimcnt the rencctor pan

lip is depressed and the depression is pierced ta receive a chp

that surrounds the depression and has a tang extending

through the pierced opening and has a Hangc extending radi-

ally outward of the pan to engage the ctH>ktop.

green tire when vulcanized by the molding press receives and

utilizes its maximum amount of heat energy to reduce the vul-

canizing and curing cycle.

3.783.240

ELECTRICAL HEATING SYSTEM FOR BODY AND FOOT
WARMTH

Courtney L. Drummond. Jr., C-8, 2103 Crimea Rd.. Bal-

timore, Md.
Filed July 19. 1972, Ser. No. 273.106

Int. CI. H05b/ /02

l].S. CI. 219-486 1 Claim

3,783,242

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS USING DISCRETE,

ELECTRICALLY-CONDUCTIVE PARTICLES

Dominic Paul Edmund Barnard. Witney. England, assignor to

Smith Industries Limited, London. England

Claims priority, application (Jreat Britain, Apr. 30, 1971.

12306/71

Filed Apr. 25. 1972. Ser. No. 247,490

Int. CI. H05b 3102

U.S.CL 219-546 * 11 Claims

2f^m I 1 1 1
1

* ^iv
,7

'

^ f'

^ :r .

A portable electric heating system This device consists

primarily of plug in units having heating elements controllable

manually and automatically. The circuit consists of a multiple

number of manual and motor operated switches with a battery

power pack for supplying current to the plug in units.

J8

—

An electric heater for a rear windsxreen of a motor vehicle

including a heater clement constituted by a thin strip of elec-

trically resistive material and a pair of terminals clamped to

respective ends of the element, has discrete electrically con

ductive particles disposed between the ends of the element

and the terminals to establish electrical connection

therebetween. The strip is coated on one surface with a layer

of adhesive to facilitate mounting of the element on the wind

screen and the particles adhere to the adhesive layer at the

ends of the strip and impinge on the clement through the ad-

hesive layer.

3.783.241

APPARATUS FOR HEAT CONDITIONING OF GREEN
TIRES FOR VULCANIZATION

Francis J. Cimprich. Canton. Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 149,693, June 3, 1971, Pat. No. 3,712,769.

This application Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,073

Int. CL H05b 3\5»

U.S.CL 219-535 6 Claims

The preheating of selective thickest portions of a green tire

as in the shoulder regions of a green tire as by a radian heater

to condition the green tire for vulcanization such that the

3,783,243

PNEUMATIC READING SYSTEM FOR DOCUMENT
CARDS

Donald F. Jensen. Endicott. NY.; Richard E. Lagergren,

Rochester. Minn.; Robert C. Lentz. Rochester. Minn.; John

R. Reidenbach, Rochester. Minn., and Robert R. Schaffer,

Endicott. N.Y.. assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filedjune25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,728

Int. CL G06k 7\02

U.S. CL235-61.il J
6 Claims

A document card reading system comprising a pneumatic

switch assembly located opposite an air plenum and between

which peri-orated document cards are passed The plenum and

switch assembly have aligned air discharge and reception

ports between which jetted air Hows when not blocked by a

document card, and each of the reception ports is connected

with a circular portion of a Hexible film carrying a helical

copper cladding contact portion. A contact board is disposed

above the helical contact portions, and the board has

cooperating contact portions of copper cladding each of

which IS provided with a series of slots so that the helical con-

tact portions may in effect make edge to edge contact with the

contact portions on the contact board. The helical contact

portions and the contact portions on the board are sealed with

respect to atmosphere by means of diaphragms of flexible film

carried by a back plate kxrated above the contact board, with

small openings being provided through the contact board to

provide communication between the fiexible film carrying the

helical contact portions and the diaphragms A pump, such as

a positive displacement pump, provides air under pressure to

the plenum Longitudinal grooves are provided in the facing
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surfaces of the switch assembly and plenum in communication
respectively with the ports therein to prevent crosstalk* or un-

3,783,245

DATA CODING SYSTEMS
John Stuart Howell, Broadstone, England, assignor to Plessey

Handel Und Investments AG, Zug, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 12, 197 1, Ser. No. 188,695

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 13, 1970,

48,674/70; Dec. 22, 1970, 60,731/70

lnLCI.G06k7//4,/9/06,G0ln2//i0.G06k9//i
U.S.CL235—61.11 E 2Claims

DATAr,my BINARY
NUMBER

w.m^,t^. ^3 ^.

SCANNING DEVICE

^.^
V/ R DATA

', ENCODED,.

warranted application of pressure to any of the ports in the

switch assembly not in alignment with an aperture in the docu-

ment card

An optical coding system in which data is presented in the

form of printed blocks and wherein data significance, i.e.,

'mark' or 'space,' is determined by the width of the block rela-

tive to the width of an adjacent space or unprinted region.

3,783,244

GAUGED PULSE WIDTH DETERMINING CIRCUIT
Christos Basil Kapsambelis, Canton, Mass., assignor to Com-

puter Identics Corporation, Westwood, Mass.

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,043

lnt.CI.G06k7//4

U.S. CI. 235—61.1 1 E 5 Claims

3,783,246

CODING OF ARTICLES
Edward Bernard Bayer, 27 Melrose Gardens, North St., Illovo,

Johannesburg, South Africa

Filed SepL 21, 1971, Ser. No. 182,316

Claims priority, application South Africa, Sept. 29, 1970,

70/3676; May 25, 1971,71/3359

InLCLG06k 1 9/04 ;G09t 3/00

U.S. CL 235—61.12 R 2 Claims

(
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3,783,247

PARTICLE ANALYZING SYSTEM FOR COULTER
PARTICLE DEVICE AND METHOD

Robert I. Klein, Hialeah, and Waller R. Hogg. Miami Lakes,

both of Fla., assignors to Coulter Electronics, Inc., Hialeah,

FiB.

Filed Aug. 30, 1971. Ser. No. 176.101

Int.CLG0«m///04

U,S.CL 235-92 PC -
9 Claims

3.783,249

CODED MAGNETIC CARD AND READER

John Richard Wiegand. Valley Stream, L. 1.. N.Y., assignor to

Milton Velinsky. Plainfield, N J. and John R. Wiegand, Val-

ley Stream, N.Y., part interest to each

Continuation-in-part o( Ser. No. 5.632, Jan. 26, 1970,

abandoned. This application Oct. 13, 1971. Ser. No. 189,027

Int. CI. G06k 7/fW. Gllb.V^W

U.S.CL 235-61.1 ID UCtaims

The output of a Coulter particle analysis device is converted

into a computer acceptable cixle and stored in the computer

m accordance with particle size information available for re

call automatically or on command

3.783,248

PARITY CHECK FOR TURBINE METER ELECTRONIC

COUNTING INSTRUMENTATION OR THE LIKE

Harry Sugden. Jr., SUtesboro, Ga., assignor to Emerson Elec-

tric Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed June 25, 1971. Ser. No. 156,688

Int. CL GOIf / 106: G06f 25100

U.S.CL 235-92 FL 10 Claims

TOTMJZfll^ _^lt ^Aft ^«4

M .:':$r

A ctHled pulse generation system includes a coded card and

card reader The card has a pluralit> of axialK straight heli

cally twisted magnetic wires disposed parallel to each other

transversely of the card Some of the wires may have polarities

reversed from the remaining wires and may be disposed

between two opaque layers The card reader has a fixture in

eluding two spaced walls defining a slot into which the card is

inserted Permanent magnets and magnetic cores wound with

wire coils are mounted on the walls of the fixture While the

card IS being inserted into the slot, sequentially the magnetic

state of each wire changes instantaneously generating a pulse

in the coils.

3,783,250

ADAPTIVE VOTING COMPUTER SYSTEM

James C. Fletcher, Administrator of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration with respect to an invention of;

Louis J. Kociela, 2900 Maple Tree Dr.. Orange, Calif., and

Donald S. Wilgus, 24481 C aslelloCir., Mission Viejo, Calif.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229.354

lnl.CI.G06f /-V/ft

U.S.CL235-I53AK 7 Claims

This invention provides a system separate and independent

from the normal high frequency turbine meter signal circuit to

yield a parity check signal A pick-up separate from the nor

mal pick-up collects a low frequency signal and records it on 4

locally mounted totalizer A self-contained power system pro-

vides continuous output m case of failure of the main power

system.

A computer system using adaptive voting to tolerate failures

and operate in a fail-operational, fail safe manner bach of

four computers is individually connected to one of four exter-

nal input/output (I/O) busses which interface with external

subsystems. Each computer is connected to receive input data

and commands from the other three computers and to furnish

output data and commands to the other three computers.

An adaptive control apparatus including a voter-compara-

tor-switch (VCS) IS provided for each computer to receive

signals from each of the computers and permits adaptive vot-

ing among the computers to permit the fail-operational, fail-

safe operation.
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3,783,251

COMPUTER ASSISTED RADIATION THERAPY
MACHINE

John M. Pavkovich, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Varian As-

sociates, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Nov. 27, 1970. Ser. No. 93,331

Int.CL A6In5/0/
U.S.CL 235-151 9 Claims

OIClT»l MSSfTTf

3,783,252

CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR A REVERSED
BALL MILL GRINDING CIRCUIT

Richard E. J. Putman, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 241,946

Int. CI. B02c 25100

U.S.CL 235—151.1 7 Claims

^"i
. i^

I
CONTRCX-LER |

CONTROLLER I

-^.

-S rp'

-^.

BALL MILL
GRtUXNG
DEVICE C^^

The dynamically fast in response and stable control arrange-

ment for a reversed ball mill grinding circuit, which operates

in accordance with the basic control algorithm that the new
material feed rate to the reversed ball mill grinding circuit is

controlled as a function of the net output solids flow produc-

tion from the production cyclones associated with that grind-

ing circuit plus the integral of the error between the desired

solids flow load and the actual solids flow load of the grinding

mill associated with that circuit.

3,783,253

NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOL
William T. Anderson, Arlington Heights, III., and Robert A.

Wallace, Jr., Hacienda Heights, Calif., assignors to DoAII

Company, Des Plaines, 111.

Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,503

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 17, 1970,

39,500/70

lnt.CI.G06f /5/46

U.S. CL235-151.il 5 Claims

A computer assisted radiation therapy machine is disclosed.

The machine includes a rotatabic gantry having a radiation

source portion which is rotatable about a patient treatment

couch. Cieometric and dose parameters of the machine for

defining a prescribed treatment plan of radiation arc stored in

the memory of the computer. A readout and display means is

provided for displaying the geometric and dose parameters of

the defined radiation treatment plan. Fditing and updating

capability are provided for editing and updating the treatment

plan with the cumulative radiation dose administered to each

portal and the total cumulative dose administered to the pa-

tient Lach parameter of a proposed treatment plan is com-
pared with permissible ranges of machine parameters stored in

a menuiry to verify that the proposed treatment is within the

permissible range of the machine.

A digital processing system is disclosed including manual

controls to specify a process (stcp-by-stcp) and responsive

means to execute the process and formulate an operating pro-

gram of the process. The controls arc related to the steps of

the process and coding techniques are unnecessary. Signal

generators provide digital signals responsive to the manual
controls, which signals control a machine tool (in the dis-

closed embodiment) and are provided in a suitable form for

recording. The system may be controlled to delay recording

until the propriety of a step is verified by its performance.

Means are included for predicting and accomplishing dimen-

sions on the basis of various simple specifications, as for

generating arcs and multiple dimension motions with al-

lowance for tool diameter. On completion of a recorded pro-

gram of operations, the system is operable under such control.

3,783.254

LEVEL SENSITIVE LOGIC SYSTEM
Edward Baxter Eictielberger, Purdy Station. N.Y., assignor to

International .Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,
N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,543

Int. CL G06f 7138; H03k 19100

U.S.CL 235— 152 20 Claims

A generalized and modular logic system for all

arithmetic/logical units of a digital computer. Each
arithmetic/logical unit of a computer is partitioned into sec-

tions formed of combinational logic networks and storage cir-

cuitry. The storage circuitry is sequential in operation and em-

ploys clocked dc latches. Two or more synchronous, non-

overlapping, independent system clock trains are used to con-

trol the latches. A single-sided delay dependency is imparted

to the system. The feedback connections from the respective

latch circuitry are made through combinational logic to other

latch circuitry that has a system clock other than the system

01.s O.G.— 15
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clock acting on the in.tiatmg latch circuitry With each latch,

there is provided additional circuitry so that each latch acts as

one position of a shift register having input/output and shift

3.783,256 '

DATA HANDLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
ARRANGEMENT FOR RECHECKING SIGNALS

J.mcs P. C.puto, Chicgo. and (.er.W OTook. Elmhurst.

both ol III., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laborato-

ries Incorporated. Northlake, III.

Hied July 12. 1972. Ser. No. 270,916

lnl.CI.G06f ///04

U.S.CL235-I53AK 16 Claims

controls that are independent of the system clocks and the

system inputs/outputs. All of the shift register latches arc cou-

pled together into a single shift register

S0X

3.783.255

DATA HANDLING SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

ARRANGEMENT FOR PROCESSING SYSTEM TROUBLE
CONDITIONS

Charles K Buedel. Wood Dale, and James P. Caputo, Chicago,

both of III., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laborato-

ries Incorporated. Northlake, III.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270.910

lnt.CI.G06C///0'<

U.S.CL235-I53AK 15 Claims

I " L ofv<i I
I •mfn.'^s I

^"iRy>v^ i
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A maintenance arrangement for use with a data handling

system priniucing data handling signals responds to a false

signal condition to cause the data handling system to

reproduce the data handling signals by adjusting a timing

generator providing the timing control for the data handling

system and by inhibiting from changing the inputs to the logic

circuits generating the signals, so that the data signals may be

reviewed to determine whether the false signal condition was a

self-correcting error condition as in the case of a momentary

false signal condition caused by noise or the like, or a more

permanent fault condition which requires servicing by other

equipment By selectively adjusting different timing distribu-

tors of the timing generator, only certain ones of the handling

signals and not all of them are reproduced

A maintenance arrangement for a data handling system

producmg data handling signals includes logic circuits for

responding to a system trouble condition and in turn for

generating a servicing request signal to cause servicing equip-

ment to initiate diagnostic operations for the data handling

system, and memory, control logic circuits that respond to the

servicing request signal for causing system trouble identity in-

formation indicative of the identity of a certain group of data

handling signals associated with the sy^item trouble request

signal to be conveyed to the memory of the data handling

system for storage therein so that the servicing equipmentis

assisted in locating the source of the trouble condition. The

memory control circuits also supply address information for

the system memory for directing the system trouble identity

information into a maintenance location therein. After the

servicing equipment commences its diagnostic functions, it

sets a service bit in the system memory, and in response

thereto, the system trouble logic circuits are thereafter in-

hibited from requesting the servicing equipment for other

trouble conditions occurring in connection with the data han-

dling signals until the servicing equipment has completed its

function and clears the service bit from the system memory.

3,783,257

RESPONSE SYSTEM WITH IMPROVED

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND APPARATUS

David Friedman. Framingham. Mass., and Bernard Mortimer

Segal, Binghamton, NY., assignors to The Singer Company.

New York, N.Y. ^„ ^ ^ ^^^ -tAi

Division of Ser. No. 62,382. Aug. 10, 1970, Pat. No 3,656.243.

This application Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,1 16

Int. CI. G06f 7139

U.S.CL235-156
'^Wms

An improved classroom response system of the type

wherein a number of students are provided with ind.v^ual

responders each having a plurality of switches selectively
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operable to indicate the student's choice of response to a

question or other stimulus. The invention is directed to novel

methods and apparatus for performing arithmetic operations

and displays which make available to the instructor informa-
tion helpful in conducting the class and otherwise simplify in-

structional tasks. Included are means for automatically in-

dicating which of several responses is "correct" by determin-
ing the response to which the highest weight has been assigned

by the instructor. Also disclosed are novel means to calculate

each individual student's cumulative score and to indicate au-

tomatically the students whose scores fall below a preselected

acceptable percentage of the maximum possible score. Dis-

plays of the total number of students responding to a given

question, and the percent of the class which has responded
with any of the possible choices arc provided.

lively, a square or other periodic wave may be used for the

voltage analog. In any case, the voltage analog or equivalent
has a peak amplitude which may be maintained constant by a

3,783,258

FFT PROCESSOR UTILIZING VARIABLE LENGTH
SHIFT REGISTERS

Adolph M. Chwastyk, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to The
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,394

lnt.CI.G06f /5/J4

U.S. CI. 235-156 2 Claims
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variable gain amplifier or by sampling the above breakdown
voltage drop across a zener diode. The analog voltage or cur-

rent of the products I cos <)>„ and I sin 4t„ may be read on a D.C.

voltmeter or milliammeter, respectively, calibrated in current.

3,783,260

SELECTIVE ACTUATING MECHANISM FOR
PERCUSSIVE PHOTOFLASH LAMP ARRAY

David R. Broadt, Lewisburg, and Donald E. Armstrong, Wil-

liamsport, both of Pa., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incor-

porated, Danvers, Mass.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,286

Int. CI. G03b/ 5/02

U.S.CI. 240— 1.3 29 Claims

A processor for radar and multichannel sonar spectral anal-

ysis of hand-limited input signals, is based on a shift register

implementation of a fast Fourier transform algorithm coupled
with a single flow-through arithmetic unit. Speed is obtained

by using an organization that performs the rapid data reorder-

ing required for execution of the algorithm. A post-processing

unit is used to increase the quality of estimation of line spectra

in statistically short term spectra. The unit can be used either

as an integrator or as a first order recursive filter. The post-

processing unit is implemented in a fioating point format to

maintain the dynamic range.

3,783,259

APPARATUS FOR RESOLVING A COMPLEX A.C.

VOLTAGE OR CURRENT INTO ITS VECTOR
COMPONENTS

Neil A. Marshall, San Jose, Calif., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,638

Int. CI. G06g 7/76,7/22

U.S.CI. 235— 186 13 Claims

A method and system which may be employed to, for exam-
ple, produce a D.C. voltage or current directly proportional to

I cos <<)„ or I sin <^„, where I is the peak A.C. current through a

load, and <t>„ is the phase of the current. Current and voltage

analogs of the load current and voltage, respectively, are mul-

tiplied. A low pass filter eliminates the A.C. terms of the mul-

tiplier output. The D.C. term is directly proportional to I cos

<^„ or I sin <}>a. A ninety degree phase shifter with a single-pole,

double-throw switch makes, for example, manual selection of

one of the two outputs I COS <t>„ and I sin <f>„ possible. Alterna-

For a photoflash assembly comprising a plurality of percus-

sively-ignitable fiashlamps arranged in a planar array with

respectively associated refiectors and preenergized striker

springs, a selective actuating mechanism for sequentially

releasing the striker springs to fire respective fiashlamps in

response to successive indexing. The selective actuating

mechanism comprises a coplanar train of intermeshing spur

gears having a number of circumferentially spaced projecting

ramps. The lamps and striker springs are supported on the end
surfaces of shafts upon which the gears are rotatably mounted.

The strikers are radially mounted on each shaft to project over

the surrounding gear and lie in the path of travel of the ramps.

Rotational indexing of the gear train causes one of the ramps
to release a'Striker. A ratchet retains the position of the gears

after each indexing cycle, and the sequence of releasing the

strikers in response to successive indexing is programmed by

the number and circumferential location of the ramps.
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pany, Chicago, III.

m„ ,o2 hK2 Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,097
FiledNov. 1,1972, Ser. No. 302.682 *

CI.F21p5/02
lnt.CI.G03b/5/02

„ « r. 240 3
' 12Cl.ims

lJ.S.CI.240-1.3
'C'-""'' IJS CI. 240-3

COMTBOl unit 55A

'

' '^Ir" ^ lit

A light for a camera having an objective lens coupled to an

automatic focusing apparatus. A Imk assembly connects the

focusmg apparatus to a pivotally suppt>rted camera light

reflector The position of the reflector is varied in accordance

with the setting of the focusing apparatus so as to direct the

light beam at the subject over a wide range of subject to

camera distances.

3,783,262

PORTABLE SURGICAL LAMP
Benjamin D. Pile, Colorado Springs, Colo., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 347,533

Int.CI.F21v2//22

U.S. CI. 240-1.4 9 Claims

A remotely controlled lighting system which utilizes pneu-

matically driven actuators for adjusting a spotlight The pneu-

matically driven system can be used to position moveable

spotlight elements to achieve the desired lighting effect as

v/ell as to position the spotlight about its moveable axes. Selec-

tor units are used to adjust each spotlight of a theatrical

lightmg system The selector units are driven in tandem, with

air being supplied only to the activator system which is being

adjusted Moreover, the air supply used to adjust each ot the

spotlights may also be utilized for cwling the spotlights when

the entire system has been adjusted and is in prolonged opera-

tion.

3,783,264

REFLECTIVE BARNDOOR
Fenton D. Hamilton, Los Angeles, Richard B. C.lickman. Sher-

man Oaks; George R. Hartz, Canoga Park, and Joseph N.

Tawil, Woodland Hills, all of Calif., assignors to Berkey-

Colortran, Inc., Burbank. Calif. ,

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,709

Int. CI. K2 1
p 5/00

U.S.a.240-3
^c'"""''

• The invention is a portable, battery-operated, lighting ap-

paratus to provide illumination for the performance of medi-

cal treatment and surgical procedures in the field where nor-

mal electric power is not available The light source comprises

lightweight, collapsible, tubular members arranged to provide

a tripod stand and vertical support surmounted by an adjusta-

ble counterbalanced arm carrying a lamp cluster providing

shadow-free lighting at one end and a suspended battery at an

opposite end to counterbalance the lamp cluster. The device

may be transported and assembled by one man without requir-

ing any additional equipment.

A soft fill luminaire for minimizing shadows on the field to

be illuminated is provided with refiective barndoors The

barndoors raise the level of fill illumination at the center of the

field without materially reducing the fill illumination at the

margins of the field.
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3,783,265

ADAPTER FOR MARKER LIGHT
George W. Carr, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Pullman incor-

porated, Chicago, ill.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,153

int.CI.B60q //i2

and a light supporting arm pivotally connected to the boom.

The boom is elevated by an appropriate linkage which also

controls the angular position of the light supporting arm rela-

tive to the boom. The vehicle light mount is mounted on the

vehicle so that the longitudinal axis of the boom is generally

U.S. CI. 240-8.2 19 Claims

An adapter for attaching any vehicle marker light to the side

of the vehicle prt>vidcd with a groove in which is carried an

electrical c»>nductor where the adapter includes a lead con-

nection with the grounded marker light and a conductt)r pierc-

ing screw carried in a guide bushing held against the side of

the vehicle by an adapter receptacle provided with a slit in its

top to have access to the piercing screw and which is held by

an adapter retainer ring structure to hold the receptacle

tightly against the side of the vehicle and the ct»nductor, the

receptacle having a drainway for allowing condensation or

moisture to escape from the receptacle.

3,783,266

SCANNiNC; MECHANISM FOR FILM DEVELOPER, AND
THE LIKE

David Paul (iregg, 1936 Kelton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,073

Int. CI. V2lpJ/06; G03d 3/10

U.S. CI. 240-10.1 4 Claims

A light scanning mechanism for use in conjunction with au-

tomatic X-ray film developing apparatus, and the like. The
mechanism permits a red beam to be repeatedly scanned

across the film being developed in order to provide ap-

propriate control signals so that the developing process may
be stopped automatically when a desired density has been

reached. The scanning mechanism includes a resilient

member, such as a leaf spring, which couples the source of the

red beam of light to a motor drive shaft. The motor is intermit-

tently energized to cause the red beam to be cyclically moved
in a random spiral scanning path.

3,783,267

EXTENDIBLE VEHICLE LIGHT MOUNT
Robert E. Thomas, 1323 N. Spurgeon St., Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,729

Int.CLB60g//00
U.S. CI. 240—57 14 Claims

An extendible vehicle light mount comprising a boom
pivotally connectible to the roof of a vehicle for pivotal move-

ment between an elevated position and a retracted position

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle in the retracted

position. A warning light is mounted on the light supporting

arm so that the warning light is substantially elevated above

the roof of the vehicle when the boom is in the elevated posi-

tion.

3,783,268

DEVICE FOR MEASURING ACTIVITY
CONCENTRATION IN PRIMARY CIRCULATION

SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS
Karl Heinz Neeb; Herbert NeidI, both of Erlangen, and Heinz

Stockert, Nurnberg, all of Germany, assignors to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin & Munich, Germany
Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,437

Claims priority, application Germany, July 30, 1970, P 20

37 796.2

Int. CI. GOln 23/72

U.S. CL 250— 83.3 R 9 Claims
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3,783,269

AUTOMATIC FOCUS POSITIONING CIRCUIT

Robert G. McConnell, Englewood, Colo., assignor

Honeywell Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed ^une 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,788

lnt.Cl.G01j//20.G01b9/0()

U.S. CI. 250-201 8 Claims

/>•

TO

COMVtHTO*

3,783,271

RADIATION TRACKING SYSTEM
Edward A. Abbott, Jr., Granada Hills, and David I. Blanchard,

Los Angeles, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft

Company. Culver City, Calif.

Filed Sept. 27, 1 97 1, Ser. No. 183,970

Intel. G0IJ//20

U.S. CI. 250- 203 R 2 > Claims

An automatic focusing apparatus includes a lens means

which is driven bacit and forth between two extreme positions

A wobbulating mirror reflects radiations passing through the

lens means, to a multi-apertured mask, positioned at a

predetermined plane, at which an image of a scene is to be

formed A light detector responds to radiations passing

through the apertures in the mask to effect the generation of a

signal which varies with the degree of sharpness of the image

A memory device stores a representation of the position of the

lens means at which the image appeared in focus during a Hrst

movement of the lens means between the extreme positions,

and thereafter effects the termination of movement of the lens

means at that in-focus position during a second movement

between the extreme positions.

3,783,270

FOCUS INDICATING DEVICES
Shinichi Kamachi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical

Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254.313

Claims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1971, 46/33237

Int.CI.G0lj//20,H0IjJ//4

l),S.CL250— 201 4 Claims

A tracking system including a staggered array of radiation

detectors for use with a telescope wherein the cj)nriguration of

the array, the geometry of sweep of the array, and the elec-

tronics connected to the elements of the array are c»>mhined

to priHluce control signals adapted to he used to point the op-

tical axis of the telescope at the geometrical centroid of all

signals, above a predetermined amplitude, within the field of

view of the apparatus.

3.783.272

optical-to-electrical transducer
assembla(;e

George Norman Williams, and Robert F. Wilson, both of

Seneca Falls, N.Y., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incorporated,

S«neca Falls, N.Y.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,216

Int. CI. H0IJ3//6

U.S.CL 250-216 R 5 Claims

IV>— AND V&NAI.
MIOCtSSiNGf'—

n

mr

Focus indicating device for use in optical measuring devices

comprises a light source, a condenser lens, a grating provided

at its periphery with equidistant and parallel lines and adapted

to be moved, an objective lens, an object to be measured and a

photoelectric converter element. The grating is located in

front of the photoelectric converter element and the light rays

emanated from the light source after passing the objective

lens, the object to be measured and the grating are impinged

on the photoelectric converter element. The grating is moved

such that the light rays are traversed by the lines of the grating

to generate from the photoelectric converter clement a signal

for indicating the focal condition of the objective lens.

A packaged assemblage is provided for an optical-to-clectri-

cal signal transducer employed in a system for displaying a

film image on the screen of a CRT display device. The assem-

blage includes a condensing lens, a related plural-mirror

system, and a single multi-channel photomultiplier tube all of

which are compactly arranged in optical alignment within a

plural-sided, light-tight and dust-free enclosure The desired

compaction of the assemblage is achieved within the walled

enclosure by orienting the tube in a manner that its longitu-

dinal axis is parallel with the optical axis of the condensing

lens.
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3,783,273

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A
LIGHT SOURCE OF AN OPTICAL READER MECHANISM
Walter Strohschneider, Oberrieden, Switzerland, assignor to

Zellweger AG, Uster, Switzerland

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,692

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 8, 1971,

10079/71

Int. CI.G01n2//iO,G06m 7100

U.S.CL 250-223 10 Claims

The shutter is controlled by an actuator to move between

"on" and "off" positions. Motion of the shutter may be made
more sudden and tease-proof by attaching the shutter to a

magnetic device attracted to a fixed member to prevent the

shutter from moving until enough force is applied via the ac-

tuator to overcome the magnetic attraction. Movement may
be further speeded by connecting the shutter and actuator by

a lost motion device and placing a compression spring

between the shutter and actuator to store energy to overcome

the magnetic field and then release the stored energy sharply.

Another fixed magnetic member at the other end of travel of

the shutter provides audible detection of operation and some
energy storage and release for return motion.

S%^̂

A^r'V^
'».«.»

v/^v//^v^\\v.v^v^y,v^'^v////^\:v/.^.7.v//^i

A method of controlling a light source of an optical reader

mechanism wherein a light source generating a sc^inning light

beam is essentially only placed into its operating condition

during the time-span required for carrying out a scanning

»>peration, during the remaining time it is controlled so as to

assume a preparatory condition with reduced or interrupted

power supply

The apparatus for carrying out the aforesaid method em-

bodies a light source for generating the scanning light beam

and a supply means associated with such light source. A con-

trol mechanism is provided for the supply means for regulating

the respective operating and preparatory condition of the light

source The control mechanism has delivered thereto an input

signal as a function of the throughpassage of an object through

a reading zone of the reader mechanism.

3,783,274

SOLID-STATE SWITCH
Herbert Towne, 17 Rolling Dr., Glen Head, and Harold Rapp,

59-23 1 54th PI., Flushing, both of N.Y.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,664

Int.CI. H01ji9//2
U.S.CL250— 221 R 14 Claims

3,783,275

APPARATUS FOR THE OPTICAL-ELECTRICAL
SCANNING OF A DRAWING HAVING A LARGE NUMBER

OF POINTS OF DIFFERENT COLORS '

Reinhold Oelmayer; Albert Seelos, both of Kaufbeuren; Win-

fried Reif, Stuttgart-Rohr; Denes Nagy, Plattenhardt, and

Hans Joachim Stock, Freiburg, all of Germany, assignors to

Firma Franz Moral GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,071

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 17, 1971, P 21

18 720.2

lnt.CLG01ji/i4

U.S.CL 250— 226 20 Claims

A switch utilizing a solid-state circuit in place of ohmic con-

tacts. A light-emitting diode illuminates a photosensitive solid-

state device to make the circuit conductive or non-conduc-

tive, depending upon whether the light path from the diode to

the photosensitive device is interrupted by a shutter or not.

iSfii.

Apparatus for scanning a drawing consisting of a large

number of points each of which is of a colour selected from a

number of colours, and for converting the information ob-

tained by scanning the points into colour signals characteristic

of the individual colours, comprising a scanning head movable

relative to the drawing having a number of optical electrical

scanning elements each responding to a definite spectral range

and colour discriminators connected to the scanning head for

producing a respective colour signal only when the analogous

output signals of all the scanning elements associated with it,

or signals derived from the said output signals, lie within an

upwardly and downwardly limited tolerance range.

3,783,276

DUAL BEAM OPTICAL SYSTEM
Robert W. Allington, Lincoln, Nebr., assignor to Instrumenta-

tion Specialties Company, Lincoln, Nebr.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,868

Int.CLH01ji9//2

U.S. CI. 250-226 46 Claims

To compensate for variations in the intensity of light

emitted from different locations in or in different directions

from a lamp, a radiating member is located in one focus of an

ellipsoidal reflector to receive light from the lamp which is

mounted with its bright spot in the other focus of the ellip-

soidal reflector and to radiate in directions in line with a nar-

row dimension of the radiating member two oppositely
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directed proportional-intensity beams of light through two

aligned light-beam holes in the walls of the ellipsoidal renector

on opposite sides of the radiating member, with the radiatmg

member having, in a first embodiment, a surface that diffuses

the light so that it is radiated with proportional intensities into

both beams in accordance with Lamberts cosine law, in a

second embodiment, a surface that fiuorescs light with pro-
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3,783,278

SINGLE MAGNET TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETER

Leslie A. Cambey, Arcadia. CaliL, assignor to Bell & Howell

Company, Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 819,840, April 28, 1969. This

application Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,336
|

lnt.CI.H01jJ9/i4

l).S. CI. 250-299 17 Claims

72--

portional intensities into both beams, and in a third embodi-

ment, a surface with fiouresccnt particles that both diffuse the

light and fiuorese in response to it. all three embodiments

causing the beams of light to be of proportional intensity. In-

terchangeable filters in the light beams of the third embodi-

ment arc selected to pass either the diffused light or the

fluorescent light from the radiating member, thus enabling the

system to be used for different purposes by changing filters.

3,783,277

LIGHT RESPONSIVE SENSOR SYSTEM

James R. Younkin, Fayetteville, and John M. Nixon, Spring-

dale, both of Ark., assignors to Edo-Aire Mitchell Industries,

Inc., Mineral Wells, Tex.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,044

Int. CI. HOIji9// 2

U.S. CI. 250-237 R 12 Claims

A mass analyzer utilizing a single magnet for providing two

mass analyzing sectors in tandem. The analyzer is equipped

with a magnet defining an ion trajectory subtending an angle

of deflection between 180° and 360°. A slit is located within

the magnet at a first point of focus for substantially limiting

ions passing beyond the slit to those of a predetermined mass.

3,783,279
• HYPERBOLIC FIELD MASS FILTER

Wilson M. Brubaker, 1954 Highland Oaks Dr., Arcadia, CaliL

Filed Mar. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 120,482

lnt.CI.H01ji9/i4

U.S. CI. 250-292 9 Claims

V
r\

Relative movement between a barrier positioned with rela-

tion to light sources and light sensors produces a signal at the

light sensors related to the barrier movement. Two light

sources are alternately energized from a regulated voltage

controlled current source to provide two sources of light of

equal intensity with system perturbations minimized. Two

light sensors positioned from the light sources respond to light

from both of the alternately energized sources. A signal from a

first of the light sensors connects to a voltage follower amplifi-

er that provides a system output signal that varies with and is

related to barrier movement. The second light sensor provides

a signal to a regulator circuit that controls the current source

to the light sources This signal from the second light sensor is

compared with a signal from a reference source to provide

light source regulation. As an alternate embodiment, signals

from both light sensors aft coupled to voltage follower am-

plifiers each having an output signal related to the barrier

movement. These two output signals are summed for a system

output signal.

A hyperbolic field mass filter (quadrupole or monopole) is

described which includes at least two primary electrodes, an

ion entrance aperture! an ion exit aperture and a.c. and d.c.

bias sources coupled to the primary electrodes for producing

a.c. and d.c. field components between the electrodes. At least

one auxiliary electrode is disposed between the primary elec-

trode and the entrance aperture together with means for bias-

ing the auxiliary electrode with d.c. potentials to neutralize the

d.c. field produced by the primary electrodes in the vicinity of

the entrance aperture.
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3,783,280

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CHARGED PARTICLE
SPECTROSCOPY

John Merza Watson, Manchester, England, assignor to As-

sociated Electrical Industries Limited, London, England

Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,748

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 23, 1971,

7,594/71

Int.CI. H0lj.?9/i4

U.S. CK 250-305 19 Claims

In a cylindrical mirror analyzer, charged, particles from a

source are deflected in the radial electric field between a pair

of coaxial tubular electrodes, and are brought to a focus. A
collector aperture positioned at the focus selects particles of

predetermined energy, these particles being detected by a

suitable detector The particles cross the axis at some point

between the source and the focus. An apertured member

UKated at this point prevents skew electrons ( i.e. electrons not

travelling in radial planes) from reaching the focus In this way

the performance of the analyzer is improved.

3,783,281

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
Albert V. Crewe, Palos Park, III., assignor to The Perkin-Elmer

Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 73,1 17, Sept. 17, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,382

Int. CI. HOlj i7/26, GO In 23122

U.S. CI. 250-311 4 Claims

10
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antilogarithmic amplifier for producing a signal which cor-

responds to the ratio of the detection signal and the reference

signal. This corrected signal may be used to drive a cathode

ray tube display of the specimen.

3,783,282

STEREOSCOPIC RADIOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES AND
APPARATUS

Reuben Hoppenstein, 710 Park Ave., New Rochelle, N.Y.

Filed June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,297

Int. CI. GOln 2i/04, HOlj i7/22

U.S. CL 250—313 10 Claims

Method and apparatus for stercographic radiography arc

disclosed, the apparatus including a source of X-rays, a table

or cradle disposed beneath the X-ray source, and a cassette

disposed beneath the table or cradle, the cassette including a

pair of image intensifying screens, a pair of grids between the

image intensifying screens, and a double emulsion film

between the grids. During the exposure the cradle is moved

through an arc while simultaneously creating relative move-

ment between the grids and the film. In the preferred embodi-

ment a shield having a scries of slits is disposed between the X-

ray source and the patient, with the slits in alignment with the

slots in the grids.

3,783,283

CORONA CHARGING DEVICE WITH
SEMICONDUCTIVE SHIELD

Daniel Paul Smith, Jr., Creamery, Pa., assignor to Sperry Rand

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,285

Int.CLG03g/5/00
U.S.CI. 250— 324 8 Claims

The application describes improved techniques for correct-

ing an output detection signal from an electron microscope for

aberrant variations in the electron beam produced by the

microscope. The preferred embodiment comprisea a monitor

assembly for producing a reference signal proportional to the

magnitude of the electron beam and a correction circuit for

varying the magnitude of the detection signal in response to

variations in the reference signal. The monitor assembly may

comprise a diverting assembly for diverting a portion of the

electron beam from its normal path to produce a flow of

diverted electrons and a transducer assembly for producing a

signal proportional to the number of diverted electrons so that

a reference signal is produced. The correction circuit may

comprise logarithmic amplifiers, a subtraction circuit, and an

A corona charging device, suitable for imparting an electro-

static charge to a photoconductive surface, comprises a

corona discharge electrode having a high voltage applied

thereto, and a grounded semiconductive shield partially sur-

rounding the electrode. As compared to prior art conductive

shields, the semiconductive shield results in a more efficient

charging device since less of the corona ion current flows to

the shield. It also permits charging of the photoconductive sur-
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face to a higher voltage than prior art devices without the oc-

currence of arcing, and if arcing dcx:s occur it takes place

between the electrode and the shield rather than between the

electrode and the photoconductivc surface.

3,783,284

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Kent McCormack, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 28, 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 93,439

Int. CI. coin 2 //i-*

U.S. CI. 250-339 17 Claims
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3,783,286

X-RAY IMAGE BRIGHTNESS STABILIZER

Phillip A. Kremer, Parma, Ohio, assignor to Picker Corpora-

tion, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 730,280, April 10, 1968, abandoned.

This application Dec. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 101,095

Int.CI. C.03b4///A, HOSg //60

U.S.CL 250-401 53 Claims

1
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m.n.mum of radiation exposure to the operator^
^^'Y""!'7Z%s a support base that supports a housing for a stenle
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me in the direction of travel of the web. the marks being

separated from one another by a predetermined distance

when register is correct. A mark is recognised when a

photocell signal indicates clear space in the track tor a

predetermined distance (longer than the nominal separation

between the marks) followed by the leading mark It may also
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generator, said support base having notched sleeves incor-

porated therein.

3 783 292

ALPHA PARTICLE DOSIMETER

Henry Ward Alter. Danville, and Daniel B. Lovett, Dublin,

both of Calif., assignors to General Electric Company. San

"'°^'
"filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163.150

Int. CLGOIt 5/00. 5//0

l].S.a.250-83CD
"^'-"''

ruffiBtrn _
uaKuu

I

be required for recognition that the mark thickness is less than

a Riven amount and that the mark is followed by at least a

predetermined length of clear space When a mark is recogni-

iion a register comparison is made between the positions in

the irack of the leading mark and the next mark The circuit

discriminator against others print in the track and other re-

gister marks behind the two compared marks.

3,783,294

AUTOMATED STEREO-PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
INSTRUMENT

Robert Koper, Heerbrugg, Switzerland, assignor to Wild Heer-

brugg Limited. Heerbrugg. Switzerland

Filed May 19. 1972. Ser. No. 255,231

Inl.CLGOIc 1 1112

U.S. CI. 250-558 20 Claims

A dosin eter for recording alpha particles using track-regis-

tration material is disclosed The dosimeter consists of a hous-

ing and an insert means holding the track-registration materi-

al The dosimeter can be secured to a hat worn by a person

working in an environment to be monitored, such as a urani-

um mine, which may contain quantities of radon gas and

radon daughter products. The insert means is easily secured to

and removed from the housing. The dosimeter is exceptionally

small light-weight and effective. The combined housing and

insert means provides shielding for the film against unwanted

radiation from deposited alpha-emitting particles and protects

the film from physical contamination.

^fL^ HI I M I I I I I

3.783,293

REGISTER CONTROL SYSTEMS

Daniel Gold, London, and Geoffrey David Clinton. Garston.

both of England, assignors to Crosfield Electronics Limited.

London. England
^ _. ^

Continuation of Ser. No. 28.394. April 4. 1970. abandoned.

This application Man 10. 1972, Ser. No. 233,506

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 17, 1969,

19741/69
Int.Cl.H0lji9//2

LS CI 250-548 3 Claims
"

In a method of register control two or more register marks,

corresponding to different operations performed on the web.

are printed on the web. one behind the other in a track extend-

An automated photogrammetric instrument adapted to ob-

serve conjugate areas in a stereo-pair of photographs for the

purpose of determining terrain elevation and for carrying out

other measurements. In order to measure X-parallax. the in-

strument includes means to scan each of the photographs

along a path in which X-parallax is present, but which is sub-

stantially free of Y -parallax and the effects of image rotation,

thereby producing first and second video '^*g"-''*/'^Pi;:^*^"»';;

tive of the scanned paths in the pair of photographs The first

and second video signals are applied to a corre ator to

produce an output value reflecting the degree of differential

X-parallax.
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3,783,295 ' particular fabric results in a deviation of the diffracted pattern

OPTICAL SCANNING SYSTEM of the laser beam through the mask which affects, and is de-

David Henry Casler, Rochester, Minn., assignor to Interna- tccted by, the photocell.

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y. —
Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 184,994

Int.CI. H01ji9//2
3.7»3,2V7

U.S. CI. 250-567 3 Claims X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT PHOSPHOR
SCREEN AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF
John M. Houston, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,065

Int.CI. H01J//62

U.S. CI. 250-483 32 Claims

An optical character .scanning system including

synchronously scanned illumination and image paths. An

operator viewing station is included in the image path and a

strobing means is included in the illumination path to allow

the operator to directly view a character being scanned by the

scanning system. The planes defined by the illumination and

image paths form unequal angles with the axis of a rotating

polygon mirror used as a deflector. Two illumination sources

are placed at equal angles to the mirror axis. Different

wavelengths are used for machine scanning and operator

viewing.

3,783,296

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING FLAWS IN

A FABRIC WEB
Maurice E. Blevins, Spartanburg, S^C, assignor to Deering

Milliken Research Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 18,196, March 10, 1970. This

application Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,200The portion of the

term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 18, 1989, has been

disclaimed.

lnt.CI.G01n2//J0

U.S. CI. 250-550 2 Claims

FACC PL^T£ lOa

A waffle-like light-reflective surface on a substrate member

has slightly protruding ribs of the waffle pattern coated with a

light-absorbing material. The ribs absorb low-angle rearward

traveling light photons generated in a transparent phosphor

layer formed on the waffle surface and thereby reduce

degradation of x-ray image resolution and contrast whereas

the floor of the waffle pattern reflects the light photons travel-

ing rearward more normal to the floor surface, back through

the phosphor layer to the photocathode of the x-ray image in-

tensifier tube. The method of fabricating the phosphor screen

includes the intermediate step of forming a rubber replica of a

metal master of the waffle surface from which a silicone resin

replica is developed. The silicone resin replica is metal coated

to provide the light reflective surface and the ribs arc

blackened to be light-absorbing.

A method and apparatus to inspect and detect deviations in

a repetitive mesh pattern from a predetermined norm for the

particular mesh pattern wherein a highly collimatcd

monochromatic light beam, such as a laser beam, is directed

to pass through the mesh pattern, such as a woven or knitted

fabric, is diffracted by the mesh pattern, and the diffracted

laser pattern is directed onto a mask which is indicative of a

norm for the mesh pattern. A light-detectihg apparatus, such

as a photocell, is placed beyond the mask and any deviation in

the mesh of the fabric from a predetermined norm for that

3,783,298

X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER INPUT PHOSPHOR
SCREEN AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF
John M. Houston, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,099

lnt.CLH0lj//62

U.S. CL 250-483 22 Claims

The surface of a waffle-like silicone resin and granular

phosphor mixture substrate forms an array of cells for the sup-

port for the input transparent phosphor screen of an x-ray

image intensifler tube. The solid projecting silicone resin-

granular phosphor walls substantially reduce degradation of

image resolution and contrast due to lateral scattering of light

in the transparent phosphor and thereby permits use of a

thicker phosphor screen for higher x-ray absorption, and, or

higher image resolution. The method of fabricating the

phosphor screen includes the intermediate step of forming a
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rubber replica of a metal master of the waffle surface. The

rubber replica is coated with the granular phosphor-silicone

TO
^<a2a2!77r>l,,n,!fr- - - ---

f/l!/rT^

'r7777ZZaaO'

I
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blank pulse that is sampled with each revolution of the rotor

A feedback circuit samples the amplitude of the water blank

cuvet signal by means of a fast-acting solid state switch It as-

sures that the water blank signal amplitude remains constant

by controlling the photomultiplicr tube high voltage supply

following comparison of the water blank transmission signal

with a very well regulated reference voltage Thus, in the

v"

A"/*a" PiATf roa

resin mixture and a vacuum is drawn between the rubber

replica and face plate of the x-ray image mtensifier tube for

causing adhesion therebetween.

3.783.299

X-RAY IMAr.E INTENSIFIER INPIT PHOSPHOR
SCREEN AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF

John M. Houston. Schenectady. N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. SchenecUdy. N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254.100

Int.Cl. H01J//62

U.S. CI. 250-483 20 Claims
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event of photomultiplicr gain change or power supply drift

during operation, automatic restoration of the photometer

data transmission signals to their correct values will occur.

3,783,301

LOCKOUT CIRCUIT FOR ENGINE STARTER SYSTEM

Robert L. Nieukirk. Washington. III., assignor to Caterpillar

Tractor Co.. Peoria. III.

Filed June 8. 1972. Ser. No. 261.080

Int.Cl. F02n 11 100

U.S. CI. 290-37 3 Claims

The surface of a waffle-like metal substrate forms an array

of cells for the support for the input phosphor screen of an x-

ray image inlensificr tube The hollow projecting walls of the

metal surface substantially reduce degradation of image

resolution due to lateral scattering of light in the phosphor and

thereby permits use of a thicker phosphor screen for higher x-

ray absorption and. or higher image resolution. The method of

fabricating the phosphor screen includes the intermediate

steps of forming rubber and plastic replicas of a metal master

of the waffle surface The plastic replicas are nickel plated to

form low cost metal replicas with the plastic being dissolved

whereby the projecting walls arc hollow.

3,783.300
'

AUTOMATIC PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE VOLTAGE
CONTROLLER

Wayne F. Johnson. Loudon, Tenn., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the United States Atomic

Energy Commission. Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 289,906

lnt.CI.G01n2//2(S

U.S. CI. 250-564 3 Claims

The repeating chain of pulses of a GeMSAEC analytical

photometer is referenced to a contant amplitude water

The risk of damage to starter mechanism for cranking an

engine is reduced by a simple and reliable lockout circuit

which prevents re-energization of the starter system from in-

advertent closing of the starter switch after the engine is

running. The lockout circuit detects when the engine has

started by sensing engine oil pressure but does not deactivate

the starter system until such time as the operator releases the

starter switch Thereafter the starter system cannot be re-

energized until after the engine has been shutdown. All elec-

trical elements of the lockout circuit are de-energized during

running of the engine after the starter switch is released.
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3,783,302

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONVERTING WAVE
ENERGY INTO ELECTRICAL ENERGY

David D. Woodbridge, P.O. Box 1425, Melbourne, Fla.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,702

lnt.CLF03b/J//2

L.S.CL 290-42 14 Claims

gardiess of input pulse amplitude or width variations. The

pulse generator includes a differential amplifier wherein input

signals through a first input coupling circuit to one terminal of

the differential amplifier are integrated and the input signals

Apparatus including a coil supported on one end by a plat-

form which reciprocates in response to wave action on a body

of water A magnetic field is provided through the coil so that

an electromotive force is generated therein due to motion of

the coil in the magnetic field.

3,783,303

ANTI-THEFT DEVICE FOR MOTOR VEHICLE
John L. Johnson, Jr.. Dallas. Tex., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,776

Int. CL B62d 45100

U.S. CI. 307- 10 AT 1 Claim
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the section The alternating clocks for the master and slave supply volta^ie of only I voU. The circuits are well adapted for

sections are applied to advance the counter by sh.ftmg the use in devices such as electronic wnst watches when .mpic-

CLOD CLOC< PRESET

direct current path from stage to stage Each stage is self gated

so that power is consumed only when that stage or flip-flop is

being enabled.

mcntcd in integrated circuit form wherein current sources are

used in place of high value resistors.

3,783,307

ANALOC; TRANSMISSION GATE
David R. Breuer, Malibu. Calif., assignor to TRW Inc., Redon-

do Beach, Calif.

Filed Jan. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 214.903

Int. CI. H03k / 7130. I 7/60

U.S. CI. 307-243 8 Claims

3.783,309

SK;NAI. GKNKRATINt; DEVICK K)R I St WITH A

STRCCTl RK W HICH IS StBJKCTKI) TO A RAN(;K OK
VIBRATIONS

Vernon F. Alibert, Chester Hgts.. and Thomas H. Care>.

Chester, both of Pa., assignors to Columbia Research

Laboratories, Inc., Woodlyn, Pa.

Filed Aug. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 278.489

Int. CI. H04r / 7100

U.S. CI. 310-8.7 7 Claims

A transistor switching network, responding to a logic input,

switches current selectively into one of a number of nodes,

each node connecting a pair of bipolar transistors coupled dif-

ferentially in a unity gain amplifier circuit From a number of

analog input signals applied to the differentially connected

transistor pairs, only the one coupled to the selected node will

produce. an output from the voltage follower circuit. Conver-

sely, a single analog input signal may be gated selectively to

any one of a number of output terminals.

3,783,308

FLIP-FLOP ELEMENT
Clark R. Williams, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated. Dallas, Tex.

Filed June 19. 1972, Ser. No. 264.216

Int. CL H03k J/2«6

U.S.CL 307-291 7 Claims

Flip-flop circuits are defined by bipolar elements including

multiple emitter transistors. Schottky diodes and multiple

emitter Schottky transistors configured to operate with a

The present invention employs a piezoelectric crystal

means which is supported by nonrigid material within a hous-

ing device The housing device is adapted to be rigidly held by

a vibrating btxly The piezoelectric crystal means is coupled

to a source of pressure signals which vary in frequency in

response to temperature variations and said crystal means is

further coupled to an electronic network to provide signals

thereto which are converted into pulses whose repetition rate

is commensurate with the frequency of said pressure signals.

The vibration experience to which the housing and therefore

the piezoelectric crystal means is subjected does not cause

the piezoelectric crystal means to generate high amplitude

electrical signals (noise) because the energy of the vibrations

is substantially absorbed by the non-rigid material In addition

the electronic network provides a Hat response over a dynam-

ic range that includes the pressure signals generated by the

temperatures of the device being monitored Accordingly, the

signals from the pressure source can be readily detected and

therefore are readily usable for their intended purpose.
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3,783,310 3,783,312
AIR-DRIVEN GENERATOR VISCOUS DECELERATION DAMPED INCREMENTAL

Carl J. Campagnuolo. Potomac; Clayton D. McKindra. Hyatt- POSITION MOTOR
svllle; Clinton J. Sewell. Silver Spring; Fernando Villarroel, Arnold Schindel, Fairlawn, and David Wojtowicz. South Plain-
Bowie, and Lionel L. Woolston. Silver Spring, all of Md.. as- field, both of N.J., assignors to The Singer Company, Little

signors 4o The United States of America as represented by Falls, N.J.
the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C. Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,843

Division of Ser. No. 44,679, June 9, 1970, Pat. No. 3,712,170. Int. CI. H02k 7/02
Thisapplication June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,935 U.S. CI. 310— 36 10 Claims

Int. CI. H02k 35100

U.S.CL 310- 15 6 Claims

78,

A system for firing aircraft rockets including a fluidic

generatt)r exposed to the airstream passing the launching air-

craft in flight for generating the electrical power necessary to

operate the firing circuit The fluidic generator, produces a

voltage output when a predetermined minimum air speed is

achieved tt» charge capacitors in the firing circuit. Silicon con-

trolled rectifiers are shunted across the capacitors to im-

mediately discharge them when the aircraft decelerates below

the predetermined minimum air speed.

Damping apparatus for use in a dual position stepper motor

is shown. An arm on the motor shaft rotates therewith in a

recess formed in a friction plate held for limited movement
between two surfaces. Damping is obtained by the arm strik-

ing an edge of the recess of the friction plate and moving it

slightly to absorb the momentum of the motor and its load.

Means are provided to adjust the pressure on the friction plate

to allow it to be effective for different motor loads.

3,783,311 3,783.313

MAGNETIC DEVICE FOR USE IN ACOUSTIC ELECTRICAL STEPPING MOTORS HAVING LOW
APPARATUS INERTIA ROTORS

Tadao Sato. Asaka. and Toshio Ebihara, Ichikawa, both of Radhey Mohan Mathur. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, as-

Japan, assignors to Coral Audio Corporation, Kawaguchi signor to Canadian Patents and Development Limited, Ot-

City and Shinko Magnet Kabushiki Kaisha, Narashino City, tawa, Ontario, Canada
both of Japan Filed June 29. 1972, Ser. No. 267,587

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Set. No. 207,081 Int. CL H02ki 7/00

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 19, 1970, U.S. CL 310—49 8 Claims

45/114666
lnt.CLH02kiJ//«

U.S.CL3I0— 27 I Claim

-r
t

This invention relates to a magnetic device comprising a

magnet, a center pole secured \o an upper surface of said mag-
net, a yoke enclosing said magnet and said center pole such

that a gap is formed between said yoke and said center pole, a

voice coil wound on a bobbin loosely received in said gap, and

a metallic member which permits the lines of magnetic force

to move substantially in one direction only. Said magnetic

member is mounted either on the center pole or the yoke in

the vicinity of the surface of the north pole or south pole.

se '"'\ ^^ J5

^^sT^'''^'

The stepping rate of a multi-phase electrical stepping motor

is increased by pairing stator sections with a rotor disc carry-

ing two sets of axially extending rotor poles. Embodiments

having four sections and a rotor of two discs, carrying segmen-

tal strip rotor poles, has stdltor poles of segmental opposed

form aligned across an annular ring slot opening in the outer

torus wall. Another embodiment has an annular pole slot in
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the torus side and angularly staggered salient poles, coopcrat

me with a ring rotor of crenulate form with arcuate segmental

pole faces joined by oblique bridge portions All sections may

be active sections, or an end section may have permanent

magnet excitation of stator poles which number is the count of

all active poles, and the wtor pole set associated has a like

number oi poles, to lock the rolor in each step ?«*'»'"";»

winding energized by low DC current is poled to cancel hold-

ing flux, a magnetic shunt being provnled to avoid magnet

demagnetization.

3,783,314

SIGNAL GENERATING MECHANISM

Charles C. Koston. Detroit. Mkh., assignor to The Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mkh.
Filed Dec. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 316,945

lot.CI.H02ky//00

US. CI. 310-70
SC"*'""

j» *

which passes through the iron core and the hub and body por-

tions of the flywheel The trigger generator generates an out-

put in response to the rotation of the engine without produc-

ing any noise voltage Ignition can be reliably attained during

each rotation and a high output can be obtained even when

the engine is rotating at a low speed

3,783,316

STABILIZED ROTOR CONSTRUCTION FOR WHEEL
SPEED TRANSDUCER

Basil M. Madigan. Wadsworth. Ohio, assignor to The

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. Akron. Ohio

Filed July 25. 1972. Ser. No. 274.860
|

lnt.CLH02k3//A

IJ.S. a. 310-90 H:i»\nis

A signal generating mechanism is disclosed for producing

an electrical signal having a frequency proportional to the an-

gular velocity of a rotating shaft The signal generating

mechanism may be used in the distributor for a breakerless ig-

nition system for a multi-cylinder internal combustion engine,

in which case the frequency of the alternating signal is equal to

the rate at which ignition sparks are to be generated. The

signal generating mechanism includes a lower plate and bush-

ing through which the rotating shaft passes. A non- adjustable

stator assembly is formed by a hub positioned around the

bushing, the hub having an upper plate attache(^ to it on which

IS affixed a permanent magnet A stator is positioned on the

permanent magnet and has an extending pole-piece that

passes through an electrical pickup coil An armature, or ro-

ior is formed by a toothed-wheel that is afTixed to the rotating

shaft The teeth of the toothed-wheel come into and go out of

alignment with the portion of the stator pole-piece that ex-

tends through the electrical coil.

1

3,783,315

FLYWHEEL MAGNETO HAVING TRIGGER

GENERATOR FOR IGNITING ENGINE

Osamu Takahashi, Hitachi, and Nobuhico Ogasawala. Mito,

both o( Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed Nov. 18. 1971, Ser. No. 199,981

Claims priority, applicatioitv Japan. Nov. 25, 1970,

45/104277
Int. CL H02k 7102

U.S.CL 310-74 ^ ^
7 Claims

A trigger generator is incorporated in a flywheel magneto

which IS directly coupled to the crankshaft of an engine to be

driven thereby A plurality of rotary magnetic poles are

mounted on the body portion of the flywheel to constitute a

rotor and the iron core of the trigger generator is disposed in

the space deflned between the magnetic poles and the hub

portion of the flywheel so as to establish a magnetic path

Disclosed IS a new bearing design adaptable for use between

rotatably moving parts having tolerances therebetween which

are subject to change due to temperature or other variations^

A stationary assembly has a bearmg race fixedly attached

about the mner circumference thereof A rotatable member,

received within the stationary member, has a race about the

outer circumference thereof substantially concentrically

aligned with the flxcd race Balls are intcrp<«ed between the

two bearings A spring washer operativcly engages the rotata-

ble member so as to maintain a consistent bearing engagement

between the two races and the balls regardless of temperature

variations or force fluctuations

3,783,317

DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE ROTOR

Hollis D. Sisk, Chesterfield, Mo., assignor to Wagner Electric

Corporation, Newark, N J.

Filed Nov. 22, 1 972, Ser. No. 308,707

Int. CL H02k 3106 •

lin— 212 9 Claims

^tLirrel^age rotor for an electric motor is provided with

a lamination stack having the usual integrally cast windings

and conductively connected opposed end rings, and cold
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strength bars are also integrally cast in said lamination stack another across an air gap and both face the rotor teeth

respectively having opposed ends adjacent to said end rings between them. Each of said plurality of rotor teeth is a

with at least one of said 'opposed ends electrically disas- laminated element made by stacking a plurality of laminations
sociatcd from its adjacent end ring.

j^ th^ J^^^^\ direction of the rotor.

3,783,318 3,783.320
LAMINATED STATOR CORE FOR DYNAMOELECTRIC CLAMPING MEANSTOR MECHANICAL SECUREMENT

MACHINES OF ENCLOSURES TO BUS DUCT
John C. Widstrand. Wausau, Wis., assignor to^Marathon Elec- R^jp^ q clement, Beilefontaine, Ohio, assignor to I-T-E Im-

perial Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,553

Int.CLH02b//04

trie Manufacturing Corporation, Wausau, Wis.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,706

Int.Ci. H02k 1116

U.S.CL3I0-216 6 Claims U.S. CL 317—99 1 5 Claims

N-

—19

A stator core for an induction-run motor comprises identi-

cal laminations. Each has a circular inner edge to which wind-

ing slots open. The outer edge is asymmetrical, defined by ar-

cuate portions curved on a uniform radius concentric to the

inner edge, peripherally alternating with straight portions that

are parallel to mutually perpendicular lines through the center

of the inner edge. Along the stator the laminations have dif-

ferent angular orientations, but orientations differ by uniform

angular increments and preferably vary in a regular sequence

along the core; hence the core as a whole is symmetrical.

Each end of a bus duct plug is provided with a clamping as-

sembly to mechanically secure the plug to a bus duct housing.

Each clamping assembly includes a pair of pivoted L-shaped

crank members having hooks at one end thereof and being

joined at their other ends to a connecting member that is

mounted for guided linear movement. A single adjusting screw

in threaded engagement with the connecting member moves

the latter, with such movement being effective to simultajic-

ously pivot both crank members and thereby selectively move

the hooks into and out of clamping engagement with the bus

duct housing.

3,783,319

LAMINATED ROTOR TOOTH ASSEMBLY FOR AN
ELECTRIC PULSE MOTOR

Sakae Yamamura, Tokyo, and Seiuemon Inaba, Kawasaki,

both of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki-shi

and Fujitsu Fanuc Limited, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, both of

Japan
Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,021

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 24, 1971, 46/76000

InL CI. H02k //22

U.S.C1. 310-268 10 Claims

An electric pulse motor having a rotatably supported rotor

including a plurality of equiangularly arranged rotor teeth car-

ried by a support element and a stator assembly including a

number of stator elements stationarily arranged around the ro-

tor. The stator teeth of the stator assembly project toward one

3,783,321

COAXIAL CONNECTOR
William L. Patterson, Berlin, Mass., assignor to Adams-Russell

Co., Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,326

Int.CLH02b//02
U.S.CL3I7— lOlR 5 Claims

A coaxial connector for making an electrical connection

through the wall of an enclosing box to a printed circuit board.

The connector has one end formed in conventional fashion to

mate with a cable connector, while the other end which ex-

tends through a clearance hole in the enclosing wall, has an

outer cylindrical conductor flatted on two sides and a central

conductor embedded in insulating material and extending

beyond the end of the outer conductor. The slots in the outer

conductor interconnect the flatted portions and a bracket has
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., L J . .1. II frnm *iirh cun The method of applying the non-emitting coat-

of tabs extending out from a U-shaped port.on. the U-
^^'^^"'^^^f^^Jbly sputtering or mn' pitting, but may also be

1 portion fitting through the slots to retain the connector mg is prcteraoiy spuuermg v ba pair

shaped portion fitting _

within the enclosing wall, the tabs supporting the printed cir-

MICM WORK ruNCTlON
MATERIAL fCq Pl«rAul

cuit board and providing an electrical connection to. the

ground plane thereon A retaining ring threads on the opposite

end to fasten the conductors from outside the wall

electroplating followed by vacuum fusion in the case of gold

or other low melting point metals.

3,783,322

ELECTRIC LAMP HAVING PHOSPHOR COATING AND
HEAT DEFLECTOR

John W. Anthony, Pepper Pike, Ohio, assignor to General Elec

trie Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 314,955

lnt.CI.H0lj6//52

3,783,324

PHOTOSENSITIVE CHARGE STORAGE ELECTRODE

HAVING A SELECTIVELY CONDUCTIN(; PROTECTIVE

LAYER OF MATCHING VALENCE BAND ON ITS

SURFACE
Christopher Roman Wronski; Woongsoon Michael Yim, and

Joseph Dresner, all of Princeton, N.J.. assignors to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 287,859

lnt.CI.H0lj.?//2/<

U.S.CL 313-65 A 4 Claims

L.S.CL3I3— 42 5 Claims 16

V. /1^
^ ^, 1 . <^ - - ^ * ' '^ -^ '- t^

A photosensitive charge storage electrode comprises a

photoconductive substrate having a bulk region with a surface

region of reduced conductivity. On the surface region is a

selectively insulating layer of a composition such that the top

of the valence band of the layer is essentially at the same ener-

gy level as the top of the valence band in the bulk region of the

photoconductive substrate.

In electric lamps which contain a gas filling at appreciable

pressure and which have a phosphor coated on the inside of

the envelope, il is necessary to guard against blowing

phosphor off the wall by the jet of gas issuing from the exhaust

tube at gas fill Also in high intensity lamps, a heat dcfiector in

the neck may be desirable to prevent overheating of the base

A heat defiector is provided in the form of a slotted disc which

straddles the press and has tabs bent out therefrom at an acute

angle The tabs overlie the exhaust tube blow-out aperture in

the stem and defiect the gas jet to prevent blowing phosphor

off the wall at gas fill.

3,783,325

FIELD EFFECT ELECTRON GUN HAVING AT LEAST A

MILLION EMITTINC; FIBERS PER SQl'ARE

CENTIMETER

Joe Shelton, Huntsviile, Ala., assignor to The United SUtes of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Army,

Washington. D.C.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,452

Inl.CI. H0IJ//20. /9/24

U,S.CL 313-336 I Claim

3,783,323

X-RAY TUBE HAVING FOCUSING CUP WITH NON-
EMITTING COATING

Zed J. Atlee, Oak Brook, and Roy F. Kasten, Jr., Elmhurst,

both of III., assignors to Picker Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,735

lnt.CI.H0lji5/06

U.S.CL 313-57 7 Claims

An x-ray tube is described including a focusing cup elec-

trode coated with a high work function material, such as

platinum or
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support.ng said contact surface, a cathode base plate contact-

ing said heating element contact surface, a thermionic

emitting layer for emittmg electrons by thermal energy being

in contact with said cathode base plate, whcrem said heating

3,783,332
'

VAPOR LAMP STANDBY APPARATUS

John D. Peterson, and Walter E. Bates, both of Seabrook, Tex.,

assignors to W. E. Bates Engineerinft Co., Seabrook. Tex.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,553

Int. CI. H0Sh4ll46, 37/04,37103

U.S. CI. 315-91 9 Claims

element is formed from a metallic material having an electric

resistance of greater than llOMa-cm at 8U0»^.. a tensile

strength of greater than 15 Wg/mm'. a thickness of 20 - 50m

and a width of 0.5 - 1 .5 mm.

A new and improved apparatus for providing light when a

vapor lamp, such as a mercury vapor lamp, has been extin-

guished because of a temporary failure in the electrical power

supply of such lamp

8 Claims

3,783,333

X RAY TUBE WITH IMPROVED CONTROL ELECTRODE
ARRANGEMENT

3,783,331 *.i»» ()ak Rrnok III assienor to Picker Corporation,

METHOD FOR GENERATING INFORMATION TO
'•^j^.^^'^^oht

"

CONTROL THE SCANNING BEAM OF A DISPLAY ^
"

VVled Feb. ^4. 1972, Ser. No. 229,136
*^^^*^^

.^^ ^, MS, Int. CL HO Ij 29/52

John C. Darnall, Van Nuys, Calif., assignor to The Times Mir-
^ ^ ci. 315-30

ror Company. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 17, 1970, Ser. No. 20,320

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

US. CL 315- 18 10 Claims

eoMfvmt emrmoL

An enlarged photographic transparency of a print character

to be displayed on a cathode ray lube is placed between a

directional light source and a directional light detector aligned

with the light source Relative motion is introduced between
^

the transparency and the aligned source and detector to form

a vertical rectilinear scanning pattern across the transparency

Each subject print character is placed on the transparency

between two reference characters that are in predetermined

spatial relationship to the boundaries of the em square of the

subject character A series of binary indications correspond-

ing to the elemental areas of the scanning pattern is produced

from the response of the detector and stored on a First storage

medium Then, the indications representing the reference

characters are sensed From the indications representing the

reference characters, the indications t»\^t represent the boun

daries of the em squares of the subject characters are deter

mined. Finally, the indications within the boundaries of the em

squares of the subject characters are selectively transferred to

a second storage medium The subjqpt characters arc

retrieved from the second storage medium as required to con-

trol the electron beam of the cathode ray tube.

Electron emissive device such as an x-ray tube having a

cathode for generating electrons and an anode for receiving

the same is provided with an auxiliary electrode insulated

from the focusing cup electrode and positioned behind the

cathode niament A positive potential may be applied to such

auxiliary clectrtxle relative to the filament so that such auxilia-

ry electrode attract electrons and prevent their How to the

anode.

3,783,334

CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAY SYSTEMS

William George Gore, Newbury, and Ro, Perciv.l Parker

Leatherhead. both of England, assignors to National

Research Development Corporation. London. England

Filed July 16, 1970, Ser. No. 55,495

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. July 23, 1969.

37,138/69
Int.CLH01j29/«0

.. <. .r.. lie •« 7 Claims
U.S. CI. 315— 18

A display system, having particular application m gamma

cameras, in which items of information are represented by
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bright spots on the screen of a cathode ray tube. The display is

basically in the form of a digital array of positions corrcspond-

photoflashes and including means for more rapidly and accu-

rately terminating a light flash and/or blocking discharge of

ing to different kinds of item, but is made easier to interpret by

spreading out the spots for each position of the array.

3,783,335

INSTANT-ON CIRCUIT FOR A TELEVISION RECEIVER
OFFERING INDEPENDENT FILAMENT VOLTAGE

CONTROL
Robert Joseph Gries, Marion, Ind., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,786

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S.CL315— 30 6 Claims

I? U K ?? Y j 'Off"1 90
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The instant-on circuit cooperates with a horizontal deflec-

tion system of the type utilizing two bidire.ctionaliy conductive

switching means which serve respectively as trace and com-

mutating switches. When the on-off control for the television

receiver is turned to its "ON" position, the two switches

cooperate to provide those direct potentials needed for image

or reproduction on the face of a picture tube kinescope. When
the control is turned to its "OFF" position, on the other hand,

the trace switch is inactivated, but the commutating switch

continues to operate to provide a reduced fliament voltage for

the picture tube. A resistor-rectifler combination is included

in series with the fliament of the picture tube to provide a

means by which the amplitude and ratio of the voltages ap-

plied to the filament between the "ON" and "OFF" condi-

tions of the receiver can be controlled.

3,783,336

AUTOMATIC PHOTOFLASH DEVICES
Zoltan Vital, Brussels, and Jean Orban, Clabecq, both of Belgi-

um, assignors to Ponder & Best, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 799,554, Feb. 13, 1969,

abandoned. This application Aug. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 174,096

Claims priority, application Belgium, Aug. 24, 1970, 93116;

Mar. 8, 1971, 100618; Apr. 9, 1971, 102057; June 11, 1971,

104488; Sept. 23, 1970, 94290; Feb. 13, 1968, 54471; Nov.

21, 1968, 66425; Dec. 27, 1968, 68017; Jan. 20, 1969, 68982
Int.CLH05bi 7/00. J 7/02

U.S.CL3I5-159 32 Claims

Automatic flash limiting devices for use in electronic

the photoflash energy storage capacitor after termination of

such a light flash.

3,783,337

FLASHING LAMP CIRCUITS
Robert Hulme Brown, Kingston-Upon-Thames, England, as-

signor to C.A.V. Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 271,654

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 17, 1971,

33,692/71
Int.CLH05b J 7/OJ

U.S.CL315—200A 5 Claims

Dl D2

A flashing lamp circuit includes a capacitor which is

charged by a source of d.c. supply when the circuit is ener-

gised and switch means including a relay the operating coil of

which is energised when the voltage across the capacitor at-

tains a predetermined voltage. In addition there is provided a

current sensing means including a resistor and a transistor for

sensing the current flow through the lamp or lamps. The cur-

rent sensing means is arranged to maintain the relay coil ener-

gised in the event of failure of the or one or more of the lamps.

3,783,338

ELECTRONIC FLASH LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Kenneth Bowen, London, England, assignor to Bowens Sales &

Service Limited, London, England

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,555

Int. CLHOSb J 7/00

U.S. CL 315-241 P 5 Claims

An electronic flash unit comprising an electronic flash tube,

a modelling light, and a power supply and triggering arrange-
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ment for the flash tube, in which the said arrangement is cou

pled to the circuit supplying the mixlelling light in such a way

3,783.340

(JROUND SAFE SYSTKM
Richard S. Becker. Burlington, VI.. assignor to Bio-Tek Instru-

ment. Inc., Shelburne. Vt.

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,864

Inl.CI. H.02h.?//6

U.S.CI.317-I8B 5 Claims

that triggering of the electronic tube will, at least for a space of

time thereafter, modify the light output of the modelling light

e/KKite
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3,783,339

METHOD OF AND APPARATt S FOR PRODUCING A

VEHICLE MOVEMENT CONTROL SKiNAL IN

RESPONSE TO SENSING THE DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
OF A VEHICLE

Thomas C. Matty, Irwin. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,829

Int. CLH02p/ 5/00

IJ.S.CL 317-5 8 Claims

The chassis of the equipment which is to be monitored is

connected in series with a closed switch, the secondary wind

ing of a first transformer, and the primary winding of a second

transformer to a ground terminal such as is commonly found

in a grounded wall outlet The primary winding of the first

transformer is supplied with a high frequency signal fri>m an

oscillator The secondary winding of the second transformer is

connected to a transistorized alarm circuit. As long as the

equipment is properly grounded, the high frequency signal will

flow through the scries circuit and keep the alarm inoperative

If the ground line of the hospital equipment is broken or in-

creases greatly in its resistance, the high frequency signal will

be interrupted and this will activate the alarm circuit The

system includes a redundant ground connection to the chassis

of the equipment

3,783,341

PHASE CONDITION INDICATING CIRCUIT

Robert W. Beckwith, 1002 Greenfield Ln., Ml. Prospect, III.

Conlinualion-in-part of Ser. No. 66,486, Aug. 24, 1970, Pal.

No. 3,648,1 12. This application Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,021

lnt.CLH02hi/26

U.S.CL 317-27 R 2 Claims

A pair of tachometers are operatively engaged with the

drive mechanism of a vehicle. The tachometers are aligned

relative to one another such that if the vehicle is traveling in a

forward direction the signal provided at the output of the first

tachometer leads the signal provided at the output of the

second tachometer by a first predetermined phase angle, and

if the vehicle is traveling in the reverse direction, the signal

output of the second tachometer leads the signal output of the

first tachometer by a second predetermined phase angle. Ap-

paratus is included for s<?ftsing the relative phase of the respec-

tive signals provided at the outputs of the tachometers. In

response to sensing that the output signal of the first tachome-

ter leads the output signal of the second tachometer by the

first predetermined phase angle, a vehicle movement control

signal is provided which informs the vehicle drive mechanism

that it is safe for the vehicle to continue its movement. In the

event the apparatus senses that the output signal of the second

tachometer leads the output signal of the first tachometer by

the second predetermined phase angle, the provision of the

vehicle movement control signal is inhibited.

A circuit for an electric polyphase system for indicating

conditions of unbalance between the phases, a condition of

overloading or a condition of underloading, and for providing

response thereto.
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3,783,342 3,783,344
INDICATING FUSE HAVING IMPROVED DEIONIZING LIFTING MAGNET ASSEMBLY

MUFFLER CONSTRUCTION Kuniharu Ono; Tsutomu Kamae; Kinzo Takahashi, and Masao
Peter H. Thiel, and James N. Santilli, both of Bloomington, Miyatake, all of Niihama, Japan, assignors to Sumitimi Ju-

Ind., assignors to Weslinghouse Electric Corporation, Pill- kikai Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
sburgh. Pa. Filed Jan. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 215,588

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,563 Int. CL HOlf 7/04

\iH.C\.HQ\h 85138 U.S.CL317— 123 3 Claims
U.S.CL3I7-I03 11 Claims

fTLP-1

-il*i^g)_4

O ^H4

An improved indicating-type fuse structure is provided hav-

ing an improved deionizution mufficr provided therefor to

prevent ionized gas and metallic particles from the fusing link

from being ejected into areas of high-electrical stress to

minimize the possibility of fiashovcr, and consequent damage
to the equipment The deionizing and condensing muffier has

one end closed by an end-plug, and is provided with one or

more lateral vents to relieve the gas pressure. In addition, the

improved mufiler has a lateral opening to accommodate the

fuse link cable.

3,783,343

CONTAINER IN WHICH A WATTHOUR METER AND A
METER SOCKET ARE ENCLOSABLY MOUNTABLE AND
FOR READABLY DISPLAYING THE WATTHOUR METER
Clarence H. Byland, 1 122 E. Concorda Dr., Phoenix, Ariz.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 78,130, Oct. 5, 1970,

abandoned. This application Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,031

Inl. CI. H02b 9/00

U.S.CL317-107 4 Claims

^^-^IQI M3 rnC-r

L^-T-J 106^
\

M3

The assembly includes at least one core of permanent mag-

net metal, a respective magnetizing winding embracing each

core and a casing having walls at least partially enclosing each

winding. An energizing circuit connected to each winding in-

cludes switch means selectively operable to energize the

windings in a forward direction, to augment the permanent

magnet fiux of the cores, or in a reverse direction, to neutral-

ize the permanent magnet flux of the cores. A timer in the

encrgizcr circuit is operable, following the lapse of a predetcr-

mind short interval after energization of the windings in the

forward direction, to pick up a load by magnetic attraction, to

deencrgize the windings so that the load is4ield magnetically

by the permanent magnet flux of the cores. The energizing cir-

cuit further provides a small holding current to the windings in

the forward direction. Each core has a pole piece of mag-

netizable metal on its outer end and, in one embodiment of the

invention, the pole pieces arc pivotally secured to the as-

sociated cores so as to be swingable to embrace a load having

a circular cross section such as, for example, an iron pipe.

3,783,345

HEAT-DISSIPATING ENCAPSULATED SEMI-
CONDUCTOR ASSEMBLY

Thomas D. Taylor, Roanoke, and Harvey F. Bredlow, Salem,

both of Va., assignors to Graham-White Manufacturing

Company, by said Taylor and Graham-While Sales Corpora-

tion, Salem, Va., by said Bredlow

Filed Sept. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,612

Int. CLHOll J/00, 5/00

U.S.CL3i7—234R 6 Chiims

A container in which a watthour meter and meter socket are

mountable for total enclosure thereof is provided with means
therein for supporting the meter in conductive contact with

the socket and for grounding the meter to the container.

A diode or other semi-conductor device encapsulated with

a directly connected heat sink in a heat-conductive, electri-

cally insulating plastic matrix and dissipating heat generated

by the device from the he^ sink to a mounting bracket

through a thickness of the matrix only sufficient for electrical

insulation.
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3,783,346

SEMICONDUCTOR ARRANGEMENT

Winfried Schien. Nurnberg, Germany. Msignor to Semlkron

Gesellschaft fur Gtekhrkhlerbau und Ekktronik mbH.

Nurnberg, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 8,996, Feb. 5, 1970. This

application Nov. 8. 1971, Ser. No. 196,291

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 1, 1969, P 19 16

554.9
Int. CI. HO II 5/00

U.S. CI. 317-234 R 8 Claims

January 1, 1974

3,783,348

ENCAPSULATED SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
ASSEMBLY

George Allan Swartx, Princeton. N J., and Richard Earl Cham-

berlain, Yardley, Pa., assignors to RCA Corporation, New

York,N.Y. I

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,182

Int. CI. HOlli/00. 5/00

U.S.CL 317-234 R 12 Claims
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A semiconductor arrangement including a continuous band

of planar conductive material forming a geometric structure

with periodically repeating zones. The structure has conduc-

tor portions connected together by a longitudinal edge strip

serving as a transporting strip, at least one contact bar extend-

ing alongside the transporting strip and connected to the

transporting strip by a plurality of ones of the conductor por-

tions and planar contact portions which are also connected to

the transporting strip and arranged between pairs of the plu-

rality of conductor portions The contact bar is arranged to be

offset and to overlap a number of the contact portions by

bending the conductor portions in the direction of the trans-

porting strip and to contact the contact portions under pres-

sure in the manner of a spring to form a clamp-type mount

with the contact portions for at least one semiconductor

wafer.

A semiconductor as.scmbly is presented which uses an en-

capsulated semiconductor device with a substantially U

shaped contact ribbon bonded thereto The contact ribbi>n

has elbows which extend beyond the surface of the semicon-

ductor device Upon the application of direct, downward pres-

sure at the ends of the contact ribbon, the downward pressure

IS transferred to and absorbed by the encapsulating material

This assembly allows for very short lead length to the semicon-

ductor device while at the same time shielding the semicon-

ductor device from direct pressure.

3,783,349

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR

James D. Beasom, Indian Harbour Beach, Fla., assignor to

Harris-lntertvpe Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 25, 1971, Ser. No. 146,737

Int.CI. H01I////4

U.S.CL 317-235 R 12 Claims

3,783,347

HEAT-EXTRACTING HOUSING FOR SEMICONDUCTOR

Liboslav Vladik, Nurnberg, Germany, assignor to SEMIKRON

Gesellschaft fur Gleichrichterbau und Elektronik mbH,

Nurnberg, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 868,328, Oct. 22, 1969, abandoned.

This application July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,887

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 20, 1968, P 18

15 989.2
Int. CL HOlli/00. 5/00

U.S. CI. 317-234 R 14 Claims

A field effect transistor fabricated at least partially in a body

of semiconductor material has a plurality of regions of one

conductivity type adjacent a surface of the body, and has a

gate overlying a plurality of intersecting channels of like con-

ductivity type between the regions. Contacts in each of the re-

gions are interconnected by a metallization pattern such that

ihe regions form an array of alternating sources and drains,

each source and drain being separated by a channel

A semiconductor tablet is in thermally conductive contact

with one face of an oxide ceramic plate. A plastic cover is

molded around the tablet and is mechanically locked to the

oxide ceramic plate. The opposite face of the oxide ceramic

plate IS free of the plastic cover so that heat extracting means

can contact it.

3,783,350

THYRISTOR DEVICE

Tsutomu Yatsuo, and Takuio Ogawa, both of HlUchl, Japan,

assignors to Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan ,

Filed Aug. 10, 1971. Ser. No. 170,595

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 14, 1970, 45/70789

Int. CLHOII /J/00

U.S.CL 317-235 R 15 Claims

A thyristor device comprising a first thyristor and a second

thyristor of smaller capacity which is turned on in response to
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a gate current smaller than that for the first thyristor. In the ing electrode for developing an electrostatic latent image and

thyristor device, majority carriers accumulating in excess in an a charger disposed adjacent to the developing electrode, to
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intermediate layer of the second thyristor due to the turn-on

of the second thyristor are transferred into an intermediate

layer of the first thyristor for turning on the latter. thereby prevent the developing electrode from being charged

with corona ions from the charger.

3,783,351

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVICE AND METHOD FOR
MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Toshihisa Tsukada. Suginami-ku; Junichi Umeda, Kodaira,

and Masao Kawamura, Kokubunji, all of Japan, assignors to

HiUchi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,020

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 7, 1970, 45/77766

Int. CI. HOll 15100, 3120: H05b 33100

U.S.CL317—235R 13 Claims

3,783,353

ELECTROLUMINESCENT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
CAPABLE OF EMITTING LIGHT OF THREE DIFFERENT

WAVELENGTHS
Jacques Isaac Pankove, Princeton, N.J., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New' York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,468

Int. CI. H05b 33/00

U.S. CL 317—235 R 10 Claims

l3<->
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A semiconductor laser device includes an n-type direct

transition III-V Group compound semiconductor substrate,

another n-type lIl-V Group compound semiconductor epitaxi-

al growth layer formed on a principal plane of said semicon-

ductor substrate and having a wider forbidden gap than the

same, a p-type impurity diffusion layer which reaches said

semiconductor substrate through a center portion of said

epitaxial growth layer and extends to a pair of opposing end

faces of the hctero-junction element, an electrode provided on

the surface of said p-type impurity diffusion layer, and another

electrode provided on the surface opposite thereto of said

semiconductor substrate, a pair of opposing end faces of the

hetero-junction clement, being parallel to each other and mir-

ror polished, thereby forming a laser resonator.

An electroluminescent semiconductor device includes a

transparent substrate having mounted on one surface a body

of insulating crystalline gallium nitride and on its other surface

a semiconductor diode which is capable of emitting red light.

Contacts are provided for the gallium nitride body and the

diode with one contact being common to each. When a volt-

age is applied across the gallium nitride body either blue or

green light is emitted depending on the polarity of the voltage.

When a voltage is applied across the diode, red light is

emitted. All three colors of the emitted light can be seen

through one surface of the gallium ij^itride body. A plurality of

the electroluminescent semiconductor devices can be formed

in an array to provide a flat display panel.

3,783,352

DEVELOPING METHOD FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY
Ikuo Soma, Tokyo, and Yujiro Ando, Yokohama, both of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 3 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 276,368

Int. CI. HOlt 79/00

U.S.CI.317—262A 8 Claims

A developing method for electrophotography comprises the

provision of a corona-ion shield member between a develop-

3,783,354

PHASE PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR AC POWER LINES

James C. Fletcher, Administrator of the National Aeronautic

and Space Administration with respect to an invention by,

and Wing J. Wong, 4054 Pelita Ave., Apt. 2, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,727

lnt.CLH02hi/26

U.S.CL317—33SC 5 Claims

A phase protection system is provided for protecting phase

sensitive loads from being or remaining connected to AC
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power lines whenever a phase reversal dccurs. It comprises a

solid state phase detection circuit, a DC power relay circuit,

an AC-to-DC converter for energizing the relay circuit, and a

HL J ' ' • ' '-

3,783^56

Nl'l.I. BALANCE INDICATING AND CONTROL
APPARATUS AND PHASE SENSITIVE PULSE
RESPONSIVE CIRCUITS FOR USE THEREIN

Basil M. Lid«. III. Pittsburgh, and Harry Kowalcheck, West

Newton, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Klectrk Cor-

poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Elkd May 6. 1965, Ser. No. 453,692

Int.CI.UOSb 1 1114

U.S.CL3I8-I8 20 Claims

phht

bistable 4-terminal transducer coupled between the phase de-

tection circuit and the power relay circuit, for controlling both

circuits. :

ERRATA «

For Classes 317—99 and 317—101 R see:

Patents Nos. 3,783,320 and 3.783,321

3,783,355

PLURAL MOTOR DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL
MECHANISM

Peter Gabor Kalman, 5 1 Compayne Gdns., London. England

FiledOct. 29, I971.Ser. No. 193,766

In apparatu^and circuits especially suitable in instrumenta-

tion for indication and control of nuclear power plant coolant

systems, a bridge contains in a sensing arm a resistance ther-

mometer or a differential transformer The output of the

bridge is supplied to a servo ampiiricr which feeds a servo

motor which is operatively connected to a bridge arm to util-

ize an error signal to rebalance the bridge and reduce the error

signal to zero, and at the same time supply an input to a count-

ing or indicating device. Unique circuits provide control set

points, isolation being provided between the indication and

control functions New and improved phase sensitive

monostabic multivibrator transistor circuits are employed.

I

3,783,357

CONSTANT SPEED CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR A

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR
,„^^^ ,„ Toshikazu Ichiyanage. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Canon

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 30. 1970, Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

51,812/70 Filed Nov. 10, 1971. Ser. No. 197,255

Int. CLH02f 5/46 Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 14. 1970, 45-

U.S.CL 318-8 14 Claims 100611
Int. CI. H02k 29/00 I

U.S.CL 318-138 7 Claims

^^ l.L/ "-2

19 16
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Mechanism for controlling the rate of movement of a mova-

ble body by resolving mechanically the difference between the

actual rate of movement of the body and the»desired rate of

movement as established by a motor driven at a predeter-

mined rate so as to provide a differential movement constitut-

ing an error signal. A rotary mechanism has the rotor of a

motor connected through high ratio gear to a coupling wheel

adapted for rotation by movement of the moving body and the

stator of a motor mounted in a housing rotatable relative to a

support; the difference between the actual and the desired

speed is resolved as movement of the housing relative to the

support which actuates a potentiometer to derive a control

signal. A linear arrangement is also described, to control the

rate of filter forwarding in a plastics filtering apparatus.

An improved DC motor is provided with an external

reference (frequency signal) oscillator, means for detecting

the angular position of a rotor of the motor including magnets,

and control means which is adapted to flow the exciting cur-

rent to the field or driving windings of the motor in

synchronism with either the output signals from said reference

oscillator and said detecting means, and to interrupt the excit-

ing or driving current in response to the other signal, whereby

the motor functions as a DC motor until its rotational speed

reaches a predetermined speed to provide the starting torque,

but functions as a synchronous motor which rotates in

synchronism with the signals from said reference oscillator

after the speed of the motor has reached said predetermined

speed.
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3,783,358 3,783,360

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A RELUCTANCE TYPE MOTOR ELECTRIC MOTOR SPEED CONTROL SYSTEMS
Otto Albert Krauer, Tuckahoe, N.Y., assignor to Otis Elevator John E. Bundy, Churchover, near Rugby, England, assignor to

Company, New York, N.Y. Dunlop Limited, London, England

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,174 Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,183

Int. CL H02p 7/i6 Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 28, 1971,

U.S.CL3I8-166 14 Claims 18,079/71

Int.CLH02p5//6
U.S.CL3I8— 327 II Claims

tc?

jLJLr

A control system for a reluctance type motor which is

operable in response to a desired torque signal and a signal sig-

nifying the instantaneous speed of the motor as well as to a

llux producing bias signal and to the position of the motor

rotor to produce voltages for the phase windings of the motor

which produce torque in response to a continuously applied

load to maintain the rotor of the motor under such load at zero

angular velocity at any angular position and to move it at any

speed from zero angular velocity to a rated operating speed.
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A control system, for maintaining an electric motor at a

required speed of rotation irrespective of the externally ap-

plied load, in which a command input provides a voltage pro-

portional to the desired speed and direction of rotation of the

motor and a switching circuit supplies current to the motor as

a series of current pulses of constant frequency. '\\\c switching

circuit is arranged to vary the duration of the pulses of current

applied to the motor in response to input signals received from

the command input and two negative feed back loops, one

feed back loop being arranged to feed back a voltage depen-

dent on the actual velocity of the motor and the other on the

acceleration of the motor, of which the following is a Specifi-

cation.

3,783,359

BRUSHLESS D. C. MOTOR USING HALL GENERATORS
FOR COMMUTATION

Saul L. Malkiel, East Orange, N.J., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Teterboro, N.J.

Filed Dec. 23, 197 1, Ser. No. 21 1,519

Int. CI. H02k 29/00

U.S.CL 318-254 9 Claims

3,783,361

TRIAC MOTOR SPEED CONTROL
Raymond J. Mason, Lynnwood, Calif., assignor to Minarik

Electric Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,892

Int.CLH02p5//6
U.S. CI. 318—331 7 Claims
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A brushless motor is driven by a transistorized bridge and

commutated by an arrangement of Hall generators. The motor

is controlled in torque generating and constant speed modes.

Pulse width modulation is applied to control the amplitude of

the motor voltage and regenerative braking is applied.
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A motor speed control including a full wave diode bridge

rectifier for rectifying alternating current received from a

supply circuit, a triac coupled in a scries loop circuit with the

bridge rectifier and the supply line for controlling the fiow of

current through the bridge rectifier during both positive and

negative half-cycles of the supply line voltage, a control circuit

including a diac coupled in series with a timing capacitor for

controlling the firing of the triac, and a feed back loop cou-

pled between the junction of the diac and timing capacitor and

the negative output terminal of the bridge circuit.
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3.783,362

ELECTRONIC CONTROL DEVICE FOR INTERMITTENT

OPERATION OF A WINDSCREEN WIPER,

PARTICULARLY FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Eugenio Basso, Levico; Gaelano Viviani, and Luigi Cartabia,

both o( Milano, all of Italy, assignors to Fabbrica Italiana

Magneti Marelii S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Nov. 2, 197I,S«r.No. 194,968

Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 5. 1970. 31340/70

Int.CI. H02pi//6

D.S.CL 318-443 6 Claims

3,783,364 '

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE
George P. Gallanis, Elmhurst, and Albert R. Spohr. Park

Ridge, both of III., assignors to Sunbeam Corporation,

Chicago, III.

Filed June 21. 1967, Scr. No. 647,855

Int. CI. HOlm 45/04

U.S. CI. 320-2 10 Claims

r
•

^?r-^./^

An adjustable electronic timing device for controllmg the

operating speed of windscreen wipers. A switch is provided for

operating the wipers in either a continuous or an intcrmittenl

fashion During intermittent operation, a programmable

unijunction transistor ( PUT ) is caused toconduct to trigger an

SCR which is connected in circuit to the wiper motor. A

capacitor is charged during each wiping cycle and discharges

at the termination of each wiping cycle to prevent retriggenng

of the SCR until the capacitor is fully discharged. The wiper

operating frequency is adjusted by adjusting the resistivity of

the discharge path for the capacitor A braking circuit is pro-

vided for dynamic braking of the wiper motor.

3,783,363

VARIABLE POWER ACTUATOR AND SWITCH
THEREFOR

Arthur A. Kraft, Strongsville, Ohio, assignor to Vari-Systems,

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,365

lnt.CI.G05b/i/02

U.S.CL 318-481 16 Claims

^-^'aMUx^^^^gr^l^j, x^
u.

An electric appliance including timing means and adapted

to receive a battery operated device for storage and for the

purpose of charging the battery contained therein. The ap-

pliance has a plastic housing which provides chambers for the

timing means, the battery operated device, accessory items

such as toothpaste and for cord storage Two lamps arc pro-

vided, one of which indicates that the battery operated device

is being charged, and the other both illuminates the timing

means and directs light outwardly to provide a night light

I

3,783,365

BATTERY CHARGING ARRANGEMENT WITH

AUTOMATIC CHARGE TERMINATION CIRCUIT

HAVING INPUT RIPPLE SUPPRESSION

Karl Ackermann, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Robert Bosch

Photokin GmbH , Stuttgart, Germany
|

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,332

Claims priority, application Germany, May 28, 1971,

P 21 26 528.1

Int. CI. H02j 7\04

U.S.CL 320-39 6 Claims

A variable rotary power actuator for modulating damper

position in response to sensed pressure levels includes a solid

state reversible motor drive having SCR's triggered bj» a

switch monitoring diaphragm extension. The switch is adjusta-

ble to vary the pressure differential in conjunction with an ad-

justable spring loaded mechanical linkage for determining the

pressure set point.

The control voltage for a circuit terminating the charging

process of a battery being charged from an AC voltage

source through first rectifiers is derived from a common point

of a second rectifier connected with reversed polarity to one

battery output terminal and a first capacitor connected in se-

ries with said second rectifier and also connected to the output

of a DC. reference voltage source. The DC. reference volt-

age source is a second capacitor connected through a diode

and resistor to an additional winding of the output transformer
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of the A.C. voltage source. A discharge resistor connected in

parallel with the first capacitor allows discharge thereof when

the AC. output voltage decreases.

3,783,366

DUTY CYCLE CONTROL SYSTEM
Harold Autrey Cox, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas In-

struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,673

Int.CI.H02m7//2

U.S. CI. 321—

5

5 Claims

3,783,368

PROCESS AND CIRCUIT FOR THE APPROXIMATELY
CONTINUOUS CONTROL BY MEANS OF AN ELECTRIC

ON-QFF CONTROL
Peter Dosch, Jona, and Dieter Dorsch, Ebnat-Kappel. both of

Switzerland, assignors to Heberleln & Co. AG., Wattwil, in

the Canton of St. Gall, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,543

Int. CI. H02m 7\20; GOSf 1164

U.S.CI.321-18 16 Claims
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A closed loop control system for controlling the average

output of a generator or other device. The output is detected

and the detected signal is applied to a summing point at which

it is summed with an externally supplied control signal. The

summed signal is integrated and applied to a Schmidt Trigger,

the output of which is coupled through control logic to control

the generator. The generator duty cycle is controlled to main-

tain a desired average output. In a specific embodiment

wherein the average output of a three phase converter supply-

ing D.C. to the generator is controlled, at each duty cycle the

converter is turned on at an initial reference potential crossing

point and thereafter the output is a function of the difference

between the most positive and the least positive phases.

3,783,367

CONSTANTVOLTAGE CONVERTER EMPLOYING
THYRISTOR

Katsuhiko Yamamoto. and Ryuhei Nakabe, both of Osaka,

Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Company

Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 200,760

Int. CI. H02p 13126; H02m 7/00

U.S.CL 321-11 1 Claim

e
' 9 20

A constant voltage converter having a rectifier for rectifying

AC power and with a thyristor connected between the rectifi-

er and a filter for selectively passing therethrough a rectified

output to an output terminal. There is a wave generator con-

nected to the output of the rectifier for producing a first signal

and an intergrator circuit connected to the output of the wave

generator for producing an integral output in response to this

first signal. In addition there is a detector circuit for detecting

a fluctuation of the rectified output power and for producing

second signal. A comparison circuit is connected between the

intergra^tor circuit and the detector circuit for producing third

signal in accordance with the comparison. A trigger circuit is

connected between the comparison circuit and the control

gate of the thyristor for supplying a phase control signal to the

thyristor to thereby obtain a constant voltage output re-

gardless of the fluctuation of the rectified output.

Continuous control of an on-off-typc AC powered regulat-

ing system incorporating a thyristor switch is obtained by vary-

ing the switch activation threshold voltage repetitively at a

rate the period of which is several times greater than the

period of the supply voltage.

3,783,369

VOLTAGE COMPENSATED ELECTRICAL CONTROL
SYSTEM

William W. Chambers, Anaheim, Calif., assignor to

Robertshaw Controls Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,009

Int. CI. GOSf 7/44

U.S. CL 323-22 SC 12 Claims

¥W

A voltage compensated electrical control system for con-

nection to an AC source and including a gate controlled recti-t

fier, compensating resistor connected with the source and

cathode of the rectifier and voltage control means responsive

to a selected voltage to be rendered conductive to initiate cur-

rent flow through the resistor in proportion to the magnitude

by which the selected voltage is exceeded to modify the signal

imposed between the gate and cathode to compensate for the

source voltage changes to prevent erratic triggering of the

SCR as a result of voltage changes.
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3,783,370

METHOD AND CIRCUIT FOR COMPENSATING
BARKHAUSEN SIGNAL MEASUREMENTS IN

MAGNETIC MATERIALS HAVING A VARIABLE
GEOMETRY

James A. Birdwell; John R. Barton, and Clarence G. Gardner,

all of San Antonio, Tex., assignors to Southwest Research In-

stitute, San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,675

Int. CI. GO I rii//

2

U.S.CL 324-34 R 13 Claims

of the indicator for a correctly wired socket at each setting of

the switch.

I

3,783,372

ELECTRICAL TEST APPARATUS INCLUDINC; HIGH
GAIN AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

James C. Boyd, Fairborn, Ohio, assignor to The National Cash

Register Company. Dayton, Ohio

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,067

Int. CLGOIr i//22.i//02

U.S.CL324-158T 8 Claims
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In one exemplar embodiment, a feedback circuit in a Bark-

hausen signal measuring system is utilized to reduce variations

in the measured Barkhausen signal due to the geometry of the

magnetic body. The improvement utilizes a magnetic flux de-

tector disposed in the area adjacent where the Barkhausen

signal is measured for detecting the magnetic flux density of

the test body The signal generated by the detector is fed back

to a gain control for controlling the gain of the power source

providing the time-varying current to the Barkhausen signal

measuring system, the gain control controlling the magnitude

of the time-varying current in order to maintain the rate of

change of the magnetic flux in the body in the area of the de-

tector at a predetermined value.

A test apparatus comprising an amplifier circuit including a

high gain or operational amplifier and readout means con

nccted to an output means or lead of the amplifier circuit The

amplifier circuit is adapted to produce a first value output

(current or voltage) in the readout means with the input

means or leads of the amplifier circuit connected in an open

circuit. The amplifier circuit includes amplifier offset produc

ing means which causes a second value output (current or

voltage), distinctively different from the first value output in

the readout means with the input means of the amplifier cir-

cuit connected in a short circuit.

3,783.371

ROTARY SWITCH THREE PIN CIRCUIT TESTER FOR 3,783,373

ELECTRICAL OUTLET SOCKET APPARATUS FOR MEASURING DENSITY AND

Roderick Duncan McMillan. 18 Michleham Down, Woodside MOISTURE
Park, London, England Tadeusz Bronislaw Jawor, London, England, assignor to

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,384 Molins Limited, Deptford, England

Claims priority, application Great Britain. July 7, 1971, Filed Feb. 8. 1972. Ser. No. 224,798

31907/71 Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Feb. II, 1971,

4495/71
I

II Claims Int. CI. GOIr 27/04
Int. CKGOIr i//02

U.S. CI. 324-51
U.S.CL 324-58.5 A 6 Claims

An electrical circuit tester for testing the wiring to an elec-

trical socket comprising a housing having three pins protrud-

ing therefrom for connection into a socket to be tested. A

three-position rotary switch incorporating a neon indicator

bulb is provided on the housing and is arranged to intercon

nect selected pairs of the pins. The switch is provided with a

pointer, and the housing carries a legend showing which pair

of pins is electrically coupled together and the operative state

I

A device for monitoring density of a rod of tobacco in a

cigarette-making machine comprises a source of microwave

radiation and a waveguide through which said radiation is

propagated in the evanescent mode to a detector. The rod is

passed across the path of the radiation, through apertures in

the walls of the waveguide. The radiation may be split into two

beams, one beam being directed through said waveguide and
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the other beam directed through a second, similar waveguide

to a second detector providing a reference signal.

3,783,374

CAPACITANCE DIFFERENCE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
Melvin O. Eide, Bellevue, and Donald E. Clark, Redmond, both

of Wash., assignors to Sundstrand Data Control, Inc.,

Redmond, Wash.
Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,082

Int. CI. GOIr/ 7/52,27/26

U.S.CL 324—60 C 9 Claims

3,783,376

PARTICLE COUNTER HAVING REMOVABLE
APERTURE SLIDE

Thaddeus M. Doniguian, Laguna Beach, Calif., assignor to

Becton, Dickinson and Company, East Rutherford, N.J.

Filed June 2 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 264,748

Int. CI. GOlm 27/00, 27/02

U.S. CI. 324— 71 CP 7 Claims

A circuit for detecting or sensing the ratio of or unbalance

between two impedance elements, as the sections of a dif-

ferential capacitor in a scrvoed instrument. A source of alter-

nating current has two outputs of opposite phase, one con-

nected in each of a pair of circuits with the two impedance ele-

ments. A diode in each of the circuits is poled so that both cir-

cuits conduct during the same half cycle. A load connected

with both circuits sums the opposite phase currents and the

difference between the currents represents the ratio of the im-

pedance elements.

3,783,375

MEANS FOR CALIBRATING A FOUR-PROBE
RESISTIVITY MEASURING DEVICE

Allan I. Bennett, Export, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,326

lnt.CI.G0lr27//4

U.S.CL 324— 64 '6 Claim

/se-
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An aperture slide receptacle has a top and a bottom plate

spaced apart. Each plate has a circular depression formed

therein for receiving an O-ring. Said depressions and O-rings

are juxtaposed so that the O-rings contact each other and form

a seal between the top and bottom plates. A pair of hollow

tubes arc mounted in thcotop and bottom plates so._that they

are in axial alignment having ends spaced apart and terminat-

ing at the center of the O-rings. The first of said tubes extends

downwardly into a fiuid source, while the second of said tubes

is connected to a means for drawing the fluid from the source

through the tubes.

A thin Mylcr slide has a jewel pressed into a hole formed in

the slide. The jewel has an aperture formed therein which is

positioned between the ends of the hollow tubes by inserting

the Mylar slide between the spaced top and bottom plates.

The O-rings forming a seal between the slide and the top and

bottom plates.

The tubes form electrodes upon which an rf signal is im-

posed to develop a voltage across the fiuid which is drawn

through the aperture. The rf signal is modulated by the con-

ductivity of the fiuid instantaneously passing through the aper-

ture so that when a high resistance particle suspended in the

fiuid passes through the aperture, the rf signal intensity in-

creases in relationship to the rf signal intensity when the low

resistance fiuid is passing through the aperture. The rf signal is

processed to provide pulses corresponding to the particles

passing through the aperture and said pulses are counted to

provide an indication of the number of particles passing

through the aperture.

3,783,377

CORONA TEST DEVICE AND METHOD
John J. Shortall, Yardley, Pa., and Calvin C. Oliver,

Gainesville, Fla., assignorsHo Southwire Company, Carroll-

ton, Ga.
Filed Apr. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 138,599

Int.c1.G0lri//02

U.S. CI. 324—72 1 2 Claims

A means for calibrating a four-probe resistivity measuring

device which comprises at least one set of electrical contacts

consisting of a pair of inner and outer conductive pads. The

conductive pads are collinear, coplanar and equally spaced

apart to make electrical contact with each of the four probes.

Each pad is insulated from each of the other pads, and each

pad of each pair of pads is electrically connected to the other

pad of the pair through a resistance equivalent circuit.

VOLTAGE SOURCE

A method and device for using voltages of relatively low

potential to determine the relative susceptibility of an uninsu-

nis o.G— ir.
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lated elcctncal power transmission cable to the occurrence of

corona and related phenomena when extra h.gh voltages are

uansmUted by the cable The method mcludes P'-ng^^^-^

length of an uninsulated electrical power transmission cable

w.t5 its lengthwise axis substantially parallel and relatively

dose to a substantially Hat and relatively large plate of con^

ductive material at ground potential, placing the short length

of cable and the plate in an enclosure with air. and varying the

pressure of the air and the potential of an alternating current

voltage applied to the length of cable so as to cause the occur-

rence or extinction of corona within the enclosure at one or

m"re co„,binations of pressure and potential The device in-

cludes an enclosure having an inner surface formed by a sub-

stantially nat plate of conductive material at ground potential

rr,ountmg means for mounting a short length of an uninsulated

dectncal power transmission cable within the enclosure w. h

Us lengthwise axis substantially parallel and relatively close to

the plate, pressure means for varying the pressure of air within

the enclosure, and voltage means for applying an alternating

current voltage of varying potential to the short length of ca-

ble.

lector and emitter loads through capacitors and diodes to a

common high resistance load and a sustain timing capacitor m

parallel to the load The voltage across the latter is applied to

The base of an emitter loaded Darlington amplifier The

emitter load includes a meter in scries with a second time con-

3,783,378

BATTERY ADAPTER

Walfrid Mlldner, Verlautenheide. Germany assignor to ERA

Electconische Rechnanlagen Studkngesellschaft ««r ^'s-

senschaftliche Datenverarbeitung mbH, Verlautenheide,

Germany
Filed July 31. 1972, Ser. No. 276,690

lnl.CI.G01r/5//2

U^. CI. 324-73 R
>«^'-""*

cLbi

stant circuit The function of the second time constant circuit

,s to accelerate upward deflection of the meter The function

of the first time constant circuit is to hold a charge long

enough to maintain the meter reading for a lime after the peak

pulse has passed.

3,783,380

FREQUENCY SELECTIVE LEVEL METER WITH AN

AUTOMATIC DISTORTION ELIMINATOR

Donald A. Bradley, MilpiUs, Calif., assignor to Cushman Elec-

tronics, Inc., Sunnyvale. Calif. .

Filed May 8. 1972, Ser. No. 251,296 I

Inl.CLG01r//02

U.S.CL324-130
,»9^'-""'
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An adapter may be quickly and easily connected between a

vehicle battery and the vehicle battery terminals A digital

computer may then be connected to the adapter and may

monitor the vehicle electrical system. Means arc provided

whereby the computer may automatically insert any one of a

series of measuring resistors in series with the battery current

now so as to allow a wide variety of measurements to be made

with a single adapter. Means are also provided whereby the

computer may shunt the measuring resistors when excessive

current levels are encountered so as to protect them from

destruction.

3,783,379

FULL WAVE PEAK RESPOND METER

Mioljub R. Nestorovic. Endwell, N.Y., assignor to Mcintosh

Laboratory, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 122,010

Int.CLGOIr /9//6./9/22

U S CI 324— 103 P * Claims

A peak voltage detector responsive to a wide band AC

signal which detects both the negative and positive peaks ot

the signal, indicating which is the larger The signal is applied

to a transistor amplifier, and outputs are taken from equal col-

A frequency selective level meter having automatic circuits

for first adjusting an input attenuator to bring a signal level ap-

plied to a measuring circuit within its measuring range or -

window
•• and subsequently to adjust the input attenuator and

a high gain amplifier in the path of the signal by equal amounts

,n order to reduce distortion generated as a result of non-

Hnearities of components operated on by the signaL Such

distortion is detected by switching simultaneously both input

and output circuits of non-linear elements between two levels

of gain or attenuation while keeping the overall gain of the cir-

cuit the same in both levels.
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3,783,381

RECTIFIER CIRCUIT USING MOS FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR

Masakazu Oshima, 1529 Nakashinden, Ebina-shi, Kanagawa-
ken, Japan

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,270
Cbims priority, application Japan, May 31, 1971, 46/36975

Int. CL GOIn 15/10; H03k / 7/60, 3/26

U.S.CI.324-I32 4 Claims

nitude of the second sinewave signal is adjusted until it is su-

perimposed upon this displayed waveform. The RMS voltme-

ter measures the value of this second sinewave signal after

these two sinewave signals are superimposed. This latter yalue

is equal to the voltage at the output of the current probe. This

latter reading of the voltmeter is multiplied by the calibration

factor to provide the value of the current flowing through the

Gunn diode. Then the first reading of the voltmeter is divided

by the second reading of the voltmeter to determine the low

field resistance of the Gunn diode.

A rectifier circuit, comprising the combination of a MOS
field effect transistor and an amplifier, in which non-linearity

in the input a-c voltage versus output d-c current charac-

teristic in the low voltage region, such as encountered in the

conventional diode rectifier circuit, is improved, thus realizing

linearity down to millivolt range.

3,783,382

APPARATUS AND A METHOD FOR EMPLOYING SAID
APPARATUS TO DETERMINE THE LOW FIELD
RESISTANCE OF DC-BIASED GUNN DIODES

Allan L. Reynolds, White Plains, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N.J.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,767

Int. CI. GOlri 7/22,27/02

U.S.CL324— 158D 23 Claims
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3,783,383

LOW DISPARITY BIPOLAR PCM SYSTEM
Daniel Emile Forster, Suresnes, and Jean Perrault, Louve-

ciennes, both of France, assignors to International Standard
Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 10, 1972, Set. No. 252,1 12

Claims priority, application France, May 28, 1971,
71.19563 *

Int.CI.H04b//00

U.S. CI. 325—38 A 4 Claims

Shaping H

There is disclosed herein a signalling process for a PCM
transmission system having reduced disparity, that is, a sub-

stantially equal number of binary " 1 " digits for the pulse

stream. This is accomplished by complementing normal PCM
words if the number of binary "

1 "s in a word are less than fi/2,

where n is equal to the number of digits per word, and using al-

ternate-polarity bipolar code PCM transmission. In ac-

cordance with the present invention the complementing of

PCM words is indicated by a polarity violation of the bipolar

code of the first digit of the complemented words. This results

in two pulses of the same polarity being adjacent each other

rather than alternate polarity as is usual in alternate-polarity

bipolar PCM. Transmission and reception circuits are also dis-

closed to implement the PCM signalling process of this invcfn-

tion.

A Gunn diode is DC-biased to its operating point. A nega-

tive pulse having an amplitude equal to the bias voltage is ap-

plied across the Gunn diode. A first sinewave signal having a

given frequency and a selected magnitude is applied across the

Gunn diode. A voltage probe is coupled by a switch to one

input of a dual-trace oscilloscope to display the waveform of

the voltage across the Gunn diode on the oscilloscope. A
second sinewave signal having the given frequency is applied

to the other input of the dual-trace oscilloscope. The dis-

played waveform of the second signal is adjusted in magnitude

until it is superimposed upon the first waveform on the oscil-

loscope. ARMS voltmeter is coupled across the second input

of the oscilloscope to measure the value of the voltage of the

second signal and, hence, the voltage across the Gunn diode,

after the two sinewave signals are superimposed. The switch is

moved to a second position so that the output of an AC cur-

rent probe is coupled to the first input of the oscilloscope. The
current probe converts the current through the Gunn diode to

a voltage and has a known calibration or ampere to voltage

conversion factor. The voltage waveform produced by the

current probe is displayed on the oscilloscope and the mag-

3,783,384

HIGH SPEED SELECTIVE CALLING COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM HAVING LOW DRAIN RECEIVER

Keith H. Wycoff, P.O. Box 308, Lexington, Nebr.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 861,719, Sept. 29, 1969, Pat

No. 3,651,413. This application Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No.

222,146

lnt.CI.H04b//00

U.S. CI. 325-55 30 Claims

The system includes a transmitter which sequentially trans-

mits a multiplicity of code signals each having a cue tone and a

predetermined number of control tones, the code signals

being arranged into a plurality of signal groups for sequential

transmission thereof, the number of signal groups correspond-

ing to the number of cue tone frequencies, each signal group

containing all those code signals which include the cor-

responding cue tone of that group. The system also comprises

at least one receiver including a pulser circuit for producing a

series of pulses intermittently to render a signal processing cir-

cuit operative, a decoder responsive to a predetermined cue
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tone for generating a first control signal and responsive to a

predetermined code signal for generating a second control

signal, the pulser circuit being responsive to the first control
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signal to furnish a continuous supply voltage to the processing

circuit, a utilization circuit responsive to the second control

signal to cause an annunciator to provide an alerting signal.

inphasc digital signal, the combined quadrature digital signal

and the recovered data to produce properly phased timing

signals for control of the decision logic, each of the analog-to-

digital converters and an automatic gain control circuit com-

mon to each of the N channels. Each of the channels further

include an arrangement coupled between the associated pair

of analog-to-digital converters and the digital adder arrange-

ment and also to the decision circuit. This arrangement is

responsive to the recovered data and the inphase and quadra-

ture digital signals to determine the maximal ratio weights of

these signals. The determined inphase and quadrature digital

weight signals arc employed to weight the inphasc digital

signal and the quadrature digital signal prior to digitally ad-

ding thereof in the adder arrangement. An automatic gain

control circuit is coupled to the last mentioned arrangement

of each of the channels and to the clock recovery circuit to

produce an automatic gain control signal to control the gain of

the data signal in each of the channels. This is accomplished

by detecting the maximum maximal ratio weight of cither the

inphase or quadrature digital signal of any of the channels in-

volved in the diversity combiner and generating from this

maximum maximal ratio weight an automatic gain control

voltage.

3,783,385

DIGITAL DIVERSITY COMBINER
James G. Dunn, Montclair, N.J.; John R. Cowan, Brooklyn,

and Anthony J. Russo, Richmond Hills, both of N.Y., as-

signors to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion, Nutley,N.J.

Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,192

Int.CI. H04b//06

IJ.S. CI. 325-305 ^ 17 Claims

3,783,386

EQUALIZER OF PRESET TYPE FOR QUADRATURE
AMPLITUDE MODULATED SIGNALS

Yoichi Sato, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Com-

pany, Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 12. 1972, Ser. No. 261,949

Claims priority, application Japan, June 16, 1971,46/42545

Int.CI. H04by//6

U.S.CL 325-321 4 Claims

Aivtm^rr T* nunc I'T 1*

**»'>»?, ^"_ _ , 'r^a. a L ±'»E!!y^!?^'^^f^—i

This relates to a predetection maximal ratio digital diversity

combiner for a phase shift keyed digital data signal propagat-

ing on N different paths through a dispersive medium, where

N is an integer greater than one. Each of N signal channels

respond to the data signal propagated on a different one of the

N different paths. Each of the channels include an arrange-

ment to separate the data signal into an inphase component

and a quadrature component and also a pair of analog-to-

digital converters to convert the inphase component into an

inphase digital signal and the quadrature component into a

quadrature digital signal. A digital adder arrangement is cou-

pled in common to the output of each of the N channels to

digitally add the inphase digital signal of each of the channels

together to produce a combined inphase digital signal and to

digitally add the quadrature digital signals of each of the chan-

nels together to produce a combined quadrature digital signal.

A decision circuit responds to the most significant digit of

both the combined inphase digital signal and the combined

quadrature digital signal to recover the data conveyed by the

data signal. A clock recovery circuit responds to the combined

•-*.tw'>"'i4^!J

An equalizer of the preset type for a demodulated quadra-

ture amplitude modulated signal comprises sampling means

for simultaneously deriving a predetermined number, 2N + \,

of the unit impulse response characteristic samples z(kT- hT)

at each of sampling times kT \z(t), a unit impulse response

characteristic of complex amplitude; T, the code pulse inter-

val t
= 0, the time of occurrence of the greatest complex am-

plitude; *'and /I = -A/ 0, 1 N], variable gain means

for simultaneously deriving a plurality of amplitude varied

signal samples C^z(kT- hT) at each of the sampling times kT,

and adjusting means for adjusting the variable gains C» with

reference to the sampling times, the greatest complex am-

plitude, and the amplitude varied signal samples.
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p 3,783,387

NOISE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
Andreas Wernii, Charlottesville, Va., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Lynchburg, Va.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,537
Int.CI. H04b ///O

U.S.CL 325-348 4 Claims

3,783,389

MEDIAN FREQUENCY GENERATOR
Frank S. Gutleber, Little Silver, N.J., assignor to The Unitetf

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,963, May 27, 1971. This

application May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,273
lnt.CLH03b 19/00

U.S.CL328— 15 4 Claims
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In a power-line carrier receiver having a discriminator that

produces output signals in response to frcqucncy-shift-kcycd

signals, a noise detector circuit is provided to squelch the

receiver under certain noise conditions. The detector circuit

uses two trigger circuits having a signal-to-noise ratio detector

thrcshhold and a noise spike threshhold. If a low signal-to-

noise ratio is detected, or if a noise spike is detected, the

respective trigger circuit produces a signal to squelch or disa-

ble the receiver.

The median frequency generator linearly adds two input

signals having the same amplitude to obtain a third signal hav-

ing a frequency equal to the median of the frequencies of the

two input signals, an amplitude which varies with time, and a

phase which reverses at a frequency equal to the difference in

the frequencies of the input signals. Timing pulses are

generated by a fiip-flop in synchronism with the phase rever-

sals and are used as gating signals to invert the phase reversed

portions of the third signal to produce the median frequency

output signal.

3,783,388

MULTIPLE CARRIER FREQUENCY MODULATED
SIGNAL GENERATING APPARATUS

Donald E. Disinger, North Tonawanda, N.Y., assignor to GTE
Sylvania Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,364

Int.CLH03b2//00
U.S. CI. 325-363 5 Claims

3,783,390

AXIAL TRAJECTORY SENSOR HAVING GATING MEANS
CONTROLLED BY PULSE DURATION MEASURING FOR
ELECTRONIC PARTICLE STUDY APPARATUS AND

METHOD
Walter R. Hogg, 15930 Dornock Round, Miami Lakes, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 84,440. Oct. 27, 1970, and
Ser. No. 101,325, Dec. 24, 1970. This application Feb. 9, 1971^

Ser. No. 113,920

Int. CI. H03k 5/20; GOln 27/00

U.S. CI. 328— III 49 Claims
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Signal generator for use in testing FM communication
receivers including a triggered free-running multivibrator

which may be synchronized to operate at a frequency equal to

the spacing between adjacent channels of the FM receiver. An
audio oscillator modulates the output of the multivibrator

which output is applied to a step recovery diode. The output

of the step recovery diode is a plurality of harmonics of the

frequency of the multivibrator each frequency modulated at

the frequency of the audio oscillator.

A sensor for use with apparatus operating in accordance

with the principles of the Coulter electronic particle studying

device, for differentiating between particles passing on axiil

or near axial paths through an aperture and particles passing

off center. The duration of each particle pulse produced by a

particle passing through the aperture is measured at some
fraction of the amplitude of an artificial pulse produced in the

apparatus and only those particle pulses whose thus-measured

durations meets the criterion of duration established by the
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electronic circuitry are permitted to pass for use in pulse

height analysis following the sensor Each artificial pulse is

produced from each particle pulse by choosing as the am-

plitude of said artificial pulse the amplitude of the particle

pulse at substantially the instant that the particle causing the

same is halfway through the aperture of the particle studying

device and for this purpose electronic circuitry is provided for

finding the center of the particle pulse This is done for all par-

ticle pulses, irrespective of their durations, but only pulses

which have durations that meet the criterion established by

the circuitry arc passed, the others being discarded on the

basis of their longer durations. The apparatus provides struc-

ture for deriving a duration-measuring pulse whose duration is

that of the artificial pulse at its fractional amplitude, convert-

ing the signal into one which has an amplitude proportional to

duration, and then subjecting the latter signal to the criterion

of duration established as an amplitude level to operate gating

means automatically for rejecting the longer duration pulses

and passing the shorter duration pulses.

3,783.392

LONG PERIOD INTEGRATOR
Danid D. Drake, Riverdak; Evan E. M. Lloyd, Columbia, and

Richard F. Norris, Rockville. all of Md.. assignors to The

Singer Company. Binghamlon, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 7. 1972, S«r. No. 242,165

lnl.CI.G06f5 7//«

U.S.CI.328-127 2 Claims

3,783,391

AXIAL TRAJECTORY SENSOR HAVING GATING MEANS

CONTROLLED BY PULSE DURATION MEASURING FOR

ELECTRONIC PARTICLE STUDY APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Walter R. Hogg, and Wallace H. Coulter, both of Miami

Springs, Fla.. assignors to Coulter Electronics, inc., Hialeah,

Fla.

Filed Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 113,165

Int. CLH03k 5/20

US. CL 328^111 36 Claims

» •* # •»

The device of this invention is an integrator which can

operate properly in a wide variety of situations, and particu-

larly in those situations where the input to the integrator may

be relatively constant for long pcruKls of time The integrator

of this invention provides means for separating the incoming

signals into a magnitude indication and a polarity indication.

The magnitude indication is used to control the frequency of a

voltage controlled oscillator whose output is supplied to the

input of a reversible counter The polarity indication is used to

determine the direction in which the counter counts The con-

tents of the counter at any instant is converted into an analog

quantity by a digital-to-analog converter.

3,783,393

DRIFT-COMPENSATED ANALOG HOLD CIRCUIT

Hiroshi Kakiura, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Fischer &

Porter Company, Warminster, Pa.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,946

CUims priority, application Japan. May 31, 1971, 46/37057

Int. CI. G06g 7/ /« H03k 5/00

U.S.CL328-127 1 Claim

A sensor for use with apparatus operating in accordance

with the principles of the Coulter electronic particle studying

device, for discriminating between signals from particles

passing on axial or near axial paths through an aperture and

particles passing off center on the basis of their differing dura-

tions. The pulse duration of a portion of the pulse is measured

and only those which meet the criteria of duration established

by the electronic circuitry are permitted to pass for use in

pulse height analysis apparatus following the sensor. The other

pulses are discarded on the basis of their greater durations.

The apparatus provides structure for deriving a duration-mea-

suring pulse whose duration extends in one case from the peak

of a particle pulse to a fractional amplitude thereof, and in

another case from the time of maximum slope of the leading

edge to the time of maximum slope of the trailing edge In

each case the duration-measuring pulse is converted into a

signal which has an amplitude proportional to duration and

the latter signal is compared with a certain maximum signal

level to operate gating means for rejecting the longer duration

pulses and passing the shorter duration ones Multiple peak

pulses are also discarded by means of suitable circuitry

An analog integral hold circuit adapted to provide a control

signal to the valve of a process control system in order to hold

the valve position, the circuit being drift free. The drift-free

circuit is constituted by an analog hold circuit having integrat-

ing characteristics, the output thereof being converted into

digital signals that are counted by a variation-detecting circuit.

The output of the variation detecting circuit is applied to a

feedback circuit that delivers a compensating signal to the

input of the analog hold circuit to obviate drift effects.
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3,783,394

FREQUENCY COMPARATOR SYSTEM
Leslie Ronald Avery, Byfleet, England, assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,543

Int. CI. H03b 3104

U.S.CL328-134 6 CUims

UPACITORU .
*" «

Input frequency signal wave energy and the signal wave

energy from a variable frequency oscillator are each squared

and applied to separate monostable multivibrators. The out-

put pulses from that multivibrator responsive to the input

frequency signal wave energy arc compared to the output pul-

ses from that multivibrator coupled to the variable frequency

oscillator. A resultant difference rcfiects the difference

between the input frequency and the variable frequency oscil-

lator frequency.

3,783,395

ANALOG WINDOW FOR SCINTILLATION CAMERA
Oreste J. Lucchesi, Schaumburg, III., assignor to G. D. Searle

& Co., Chicago, III.

Division o( Ser. No. 835,534, June 23, 1969, Pat. No.

3,655,974. This application June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,779

Int. CI. GO It 1120; H03k 5120

U.S. CL 328— 147 10 Claims

^^J

3,783,396

SIGNAL TRANSMITTAL CONTROL CIRCUIT
Carl Martin Wawra, Bensheim-Auerbach, and Ivan Chudey,

Ober-Ramstadt, both of Germany, assignors to Carl Schenck

Maschinenfabrik GmbH, Darmstaat, Germany
Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,723

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 21, 1972, P 22

07 993.2

Int. CI. H03k 5118; H03b 3102

U.S. CI. 328—151 10 Claims

VV^^—v<^

The present circuit arrangement controls the transmitting of

signals, for example, rated control signals, in accordance with

predetermined transmittal requirements as represented by the

signals to be transmitted, for example, by their amplitudes.

For this purpose a signal path is provided for each signal

between respective input and output terminals. Switching

means in each signal path controlled by signal responsive con-

trol means arc provided to block or close the respective signal

path in accordance with the instantaneous transmittal require-

ment.

3,783,397

SELECTION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR SIGNALS^
INCLUDING FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR

Milton Dishal, Upper Montclair, and Henri Baran, Parsippany,

both of N J., assignors to International Telephone and Tele-

graph Corporation, Nutley, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 763,225, Sept. 27, 1968. This application

June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 153,087

Int.CLH03di/24

U.S.CL329— 110 9 Claims

I

cmcvtrmr
I

I •4

Analog window apparatus for use with Anger-type scintilla-

tion camera or the like. Two phase-related sinusoidal

waveforms of the same frequency determine an analog win-

dow of a shape dependent upon the phase relationship. Two
comparison circuits receive coordinate signals and the

sinusoidal waveforms and register output indications when the

amplitudes of the waveforms exceed the amplitudes of cor-

responding coordinate signals and a gate and hold circuit re-

gisters an output when coincident output indications are

received at some instant during a comparison period lasting at

least one period of the waveforms.

'X-.

A signal selection and processing system for use with a

broadband LORAN receiver in which the average of the

strongest interfering signal having a predetermined duty cycle

sets the AGC level and, via a special frequency discriminator.
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controls the frequency of a voltage controlled osc.llator (V-

CO) The VCO output is used to shift the entire band of input

frequencies so that s^.d strongest signals fall into the attenuat-

,ng notch of a notch filter while passing the other signals to the

LORAN receiver , ^ .u », ,„,.

In said discriminator, signals arc transmitted through one

channel in which a certain phase shift is produced and a

second channel which also produces the same phase shift plus

an additional phase shift which vanes 1 80° over thf band of in-

terest. Gating pulses are derived from the phase shifted signals

m the second channel and gate out different p^ntions of tbc

signals in the first channel so that the output pulses are of dif-

ferent amplitude and polarity, depending on the input

frequency These output pulses are applied to an integrating

network arranged to maintain its charge in the absence of an

mpul signal. The integrated voltage controls the VCO

frequency. Frequency search and lock-on are accomplished

bv switching broadband and narrow band phase shifting filters

and varying the gam in the first channel to maintain stability^

Up-and-down frequency conversions in said second channel

are effected by said VCO In another embodiment a single

frequency conversion for both channels is employed

circuit input terminal, and a second input terminal alterriately

coupled to the circuit input terminal and a circuit ground by a

switching circuit responsive to a phase reference signa

whereby the operational amplifier is alternately switched

between a nonmverling mode and an inverting mode. The

-12 V,

OUTWIT

3.783^98

FM PULSE AVERAGING DEMODLLATOR

Bert H. D«nn, Mountain View, C-llf, assignor to International

Video Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Sept. I, 1972, Ser. No. 285,924

Int. CLHOid 31 1 a, H03k 5m
U.S. CI. 329-50

«'^'-""'

iZVoc

switching circuit includes three field-effect transistors opcra-

tively associated to provide the desired switching function in

response to an alternating reference signal of the same

frequency as an AC input signal apQ|ied to the circuit input

terminal.

MTMr

3,783,400

DIFFERENTIAL CURRENT AMPLIFIER

Michael J. Gay, Scoltsdale, Arii., assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, m. ,. .. j ^
Continuation of Ser. No. 149,466, June 3, >97' .

«b-ndoned.

This application Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,405

Inl.CI. H03fi/6«

US. CL 330-30 D
'^'•""^

An FM pulse averaging demodulator particularly useful in

high quality broadcast television video tape ^""I^crs and

reproducers employing high carrier frequencies. Extremel

constant area pulses are generated in response to a we 1

limited FM signal by generating ramps in ^«P«"^. « *"^"^-

sive FM wave zero crossings The ramps are applied to '"P^^

live differential comparator/clipper pairs whose threshold

level sets the demodulator gain The resulting constant area

nulses at each zero crossing are applied to a low pass filter

which provides a demodulated signal having high linearity and

excellent differential gain characteristics

OUTPUT

ii/ ig4/\ MnjT

3,783,399

FULL-WAVE MOD t LATOR-DEMODULATOR
AMPLIFIER APPARATUS

James M. Black, Lancaster. Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Xdministra^r of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Washing-

'""'
"

FiledJuly 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,100

lnt.CLH03f//02

US CI 330-9
4 Claims

'Full-wave modulator-demodulator apparatus including an

operational amplifier having a first input terminal coupled to a

A differential current amplifier suitable for realization in

monolithic integrated circuit form includes a pair of input

transistors supplied with differential current at the bases

thereof The emitters of the transistors are interconnected as

are the collectors, and feedback resistors are connected

between the collectors and the bases of the respective

uansistors. A pair of output transistors have the bases coup ed

in common with the bases of the input »'«"^«^^°" .^"^;*'^^.

emitters connected in common with the emitters of the input,

transistors, so that the collectors of the output transistors then

provide a differential output current in accordance with dif-

ferential input current supplied to the bases of the input

transistors.
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3.783,401

MEANS AND METHOD FOR SUPPRESSING
MICROWAVE RESONANCE IN ELLIPTICAL CAVITIES

Henry G. Oltman, Jr., Woodland Hills. CaliL. assignor to

Hughes Aircraft Company. Culver City, Calif.

Filed Mar. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 231.664

Int. CI. H03fJ/60

U.S.CL 330-56 14 Claims

3.783,403

DOUBLE PULSE LASER
William R. Hook. Los Angeles; Ronald P. Hilberg, Redondo

Beach, and Roland H. Dishington, Pacific Palisades, all of

Calif., assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,203

Int.CLH01si//0

U.S.CL 331—94.5 5 Claims

I
I

2
m

|l

Means and method for suppressing resonant modes in a sub-

stantially right cylindrical elliptical cavity by suppressing the

transmission of microwave energy perpendicular to the major

axis of the cavity.

Double pulses arc produced from a single laser by generat-

ing two successive optical pumping pulses from the same flash

lamp and Q-switching once after each pumping pulse prior to

the next pumping pulse.

3.783,404

GAS LASER
Tohru Matsuoka. Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric

Company. Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210.067

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 18. 1970. 45-

1113123
int.CI. H01si/0«

U.S.CL 331-94.5 5 Claims

3.783.402

JOSEPHSON JUNCTION AMPLIFIER
Aldert Van Der Ziel. Minneapolis, and Hyun Mook Choe. St.

Paul, both of Minn., assignors to The United States of Amer-

ica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington,

D.C.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266.910

Int. CI. H03f/ 5/00

U.S. CI. 330-61 R 10 Claims
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lasing medium and the mirrors forming the optical resonator,

means is provided for removing contamination particles, such

as dust and fog from the cavity region in the path that the

renected coherent light beam passes. This is accomphshed by

providing a radioactive source for electrostatically chargmg

the contamination particles and then removing the charged

particles from the path of the light beam by. for example, an

electrical field.

3,783,408

LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

David A. Bird, Pho«nix, Arii., assignor to Honeywell Informa-

tion Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,828

Int. CI. H03b 3/20

U.S.CL33I-I35 10 Claims

3,783,406

LASER Q-SWITCHINC.

William R. Hook, Los Angeles, and Ronald P. Hilberg. Redon-

do Beach, both of Calif., assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo

Beach, Calif.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,153

Int. CLHOIs i//2

U.S.CL 331 -94.5 5 Claims

4
\

'i
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3,783,414

LIQUID DIELECTRIC COOLED TERMINATIONS
Gerald I. Kkin, Baltimore, and Edward R. MIttelman, Silver

Spring, both of Md., assignors to Westinghouse Kle<rtric Cor-

poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FiledFeb.6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,156

Int.CI. H0lp//26

IJ.S.CL 333-22 F 9 Claims

sulalcd wires that arc twisted together and doped with a high

dielectric constant material in the region adjacent the fer-

romagnetic body. By this arrangement, an impedance trans-

forming device is provided that has excellent broadband

characteristics over several octaves in the radio frequency re-

gion and also has extremely low output impedance levels.

Consequently, this device is suitable for matching the input

impedance levels of transistor amplifiers.

V 1?

A termination for terminating or absorbing a signal trans-

mitted along a transmission line is disclosed as comprising a

short circuit disposed across the transmission line and a thin

film of a resistive material disposed a critical length from the

short circuit to absorb substantially the signal transmitted

along the transmission line. A cixiling chamber is formed

about the thin film and a cooling liquid of given dielectric con-

stant and relatively low microwave loss is directed through

said cooling chamber to remove the heat absorbed by the thin

film A window is disposed across the transmission line to form

the cooling chamber The cooling liquid of given dielectric

constant acts as a matching transformer to reduce the im-

pedance seen by a wave propagated along the transmission

line The resistivity or impedance of the thin film is selected to

be substantially equal to that of the transformed impedance

effected by the cooling liquid To establish the desired

matching transformer, the spacing between the window and

the resistive film is selected to be an odd integral multiple of

one-fourth the wavelength of a signal as transmitted through

the cooling liquid FuMher, to ensure that the resistive film ab-

sorbs substantially the energy of the signal transmitted along

the transmission line, the aforementioned critical distance is

selected to be an odd integral multiple of one-fourth the

wavelength of the signal as transmitted through the cooling

medium. The given dielectric constant of the cooling medium

in turn determines the wavelength of a signal transmitted

therethrough, and therefore the spacings between the window

and the resistive film, and the resistive film and the short cir-

cuit.

3.783.415

TRANSFORMER
Suio Koskinen, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada, assignor

to The Anaconda Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 19. 1972. Ser. No. 245.495

Int. CI. H03h 7138, 7142

t.S. CI. 333-25 1 1 Claims

3,783.416

SOLID ULTRASONIC DELAY LINES AND GLASS
COMPOSITIONS THEREFOR

Marshall Field. Toledo. Ohio, assignor to Owens Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 887.264, Dec. 22, 1969. This application

July 6. 1971. Ser. No. 160.164
{

Int. CI. H03h 7I.U). C03c 3130. 3110

U.S. CI. 333- 30 R 4 Claims

Solid ultrasonic delay lines arc provided including an input

transducer for converting electrical energy to acoustical ener-

gy, an output transducer for converting the acoustical energy

to electric energy, and a glass delay line medium located

therebetween as a delay line, the glass having a composition

comprising the following ingredients in approximate molar

amounts:

Ti Ingredients

Sio:

Al,0
RO

Tn Moks
3..VS to 6.0

I

1

where R is a divalent metal such as magnesium, cadmium and

lead

3,783,417

INDUCTANCE COIL
Hisasi Osada, and Tadaharu Akino. both of Tokyo. Japan, as-

signors to TDK Electronic Company. Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 102.596. Dec. 30. 1970, abandoned. This

application Aug. 9. 1972. Ser. No. 279.072

Claims priority, application Japan. Jan. 14, 1970,45/4315

Int.CI. H03h 7132

U .S. CI. 333 - 70 S 6 C laims

A transformer is described comprising a body of fer-

romagctic material and first and second conducting means

that are wrapped around or pass through the ferromagnetic

body. Each said conducting means comprises a plurality of in-

An inductance coil is disclosed having a core with flanges at

both ends thereof A partition wall is provided at an inter-

mediate part of the core so as to form at least two separate coil

winding spaces on the core between the two end Hanges and

the partition wall The coil winding spaces are exactly the

same width and windings are provided in the winding spaces

with exactly the same number of turns.
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3,783,418

CRYSTAL FILTERING DEVICE
Clyde S. Redwine, Longwood, Fla., assignor to Johnson Elec-

tronics, Inc., Casselberry, Fla.

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 320,849

Int. CLH03h7/0«,7//0. 9/00

line section, the inner conductor of which forms a shield

against the electric field due to this line. Alternately the first

capacitivc line also is Lecher line but a metal tube protects the

space containing the sample from the electric field due to this

line.

U.S. CI. 333 -70S 4 Claims

4r ^4 "
^-

1 SP2

/

3,783,420

METHOD FOR COUPLING AND BANDPASS CONTROL IN

UHF VARACTOR TUNERS
Elmer Bastian, Union, III., assignor to Oak Industries, Inc.,

Crystal Lake, III.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,009

Int. CI. H03j 3102; HOlp 7/00

U.S. CI. 334-39 10 Claims

An IF crystal filter for frequency modulation receivers of

the SCA (Subsidiary Communication Authorization) type,

which receive signals utilizing relatively high modulating

frequency subcarriers, is provided which includes, on a single

circuit card, a phase splitter across its input terminals provid-

ing first and second signals of equal an.plitude and opposite

phase to an output resonant circuit tuned to a given center

frequency through first and second resonant crystals, respec-

tively, one resonant above and one resonant below that center

frequency in equal amounts.

3,783,419

RESONATOR FOR GYROMAGNETIC-RESONANC'E
SPECTROMETER

Christian Lafond, Orsay, and Jean Jacques Dunand, Paris,

both of France, assignors to Thomson CSF, Paris, France

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,748

Claims priority, application France, June 7, 1971. 7I204I8

int. CI. HOlp 7102, 7104, 5/04

U.S.CL 333-82 A 5 Claims

,iee eonrrei
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A method for optimizing coupling and bandpass control in

UHF varactor tuners by using two or more types of plating

materials.

3,783,421

PRINTED WIRING CARD MOUNTABLE REED SWITCH

SIgitas Miknaitis, Chicago, III., assignor to GTE Automatic

Electric Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake, III.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,999

Int.CLH01h67/J0

U.S.CL335-152 6 Claims

^10

In order to avoid disturbing the tuning of a resonator,

formed by an essentially capacitivc line and an essentially in-

ductive Lecher line connected in series, when the sample is in-

troduced into the resonator, the capacitivc line is a coaxial

A magnetic latching reed switch is provided with an im-

proved bobbin having a plurality of coil terminals disposed in
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a bottom flange or base On terminal of each reed capsule in-

serted in the bobbin extends beneath the base and the other is

welded to a return strap which also extends through the base

such that the switch terminals and coil terminals arc adapted

to engage a corresponding pattern of apertures in a printed

wiring car A plurality of reed switches arc thus supported by

the wiring card which also provides all internal switch wiring

reset the mechanism of the circuit breaker, the handle struc-

ture engages a pivoted reset member to move the reset

member against the armature to thereby reset the armature in

the initial position.

3,783,422

CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIPPING DEVICE OPERABLE

FROM A LOW ENERGY TRIPPING SIGNAL

John H. Taylor, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, PitUburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 25, 1 972, Ser. No. 292,2 1

1

Int.CI.H0Ih9/20

U.S.CL335-I74 6 Claims

3.783.424

TOROIDAL YOKE FOR TELEVISION CATHODE RAY
TUBE

Charles Kdward Torvrh, Geneva, N.Y.. assignor to GTE Syl-

vania Incorporated, Seneca Falls, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307.027

InLCI.HOIf

U.S. CI. 335-210 5 Claims

An electric circuit breaker comprising an electromagnetic

tripping device The electromagnetic tripping device com

prises an H-shaped structure which is constructed of a per-

manent magnet disposed between two pole pieces. A trip

keeper is releasably held to the pole faces on one end of the H-

shaped structure and a reset keeper is movably held to the

pole faces at the other end of the H-shaped structure A wind-

ing means encircles one leg of the H-shaped structure and

when energized bucks the flux through the magnetic path

closed by the trip keeper and boosts the flux through the reset

keeper so as to release a trip arm and trip the circuit breaker

3,783,423

CIRCUIT BREAKER WITH IMPROVED FLUX TRANSFER
MAGNETIC ACTUATOR

Alfred E. Mater, Beaver VUi* «"<* J«*»" ^ Wafer. Mon-

roeville. both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 327.964

Int.CI. H0Ih9/20

U.S.CL335-174 7 Claims

A deflection yoke for a cathode ray tube comprises a hol-

low substantially frusto-conical core having a plurality of coils

toroidally wound thereabout The coils have terminations to

which connections will be made A plurality of flrst projec-

tions are formed on the core and are circumferentially dis-

tributed thereabout between the ends of the core. A plurality

of second projections arc formed on the wide end of the core

and arc also circumferentially spaced thereabout An annular

terminal board for receiving the coil terminations is fltted over

the narrow end of the core and is provided with slots for en-

gaging the first projections A protective housing having a

shape roughly corresponding to the core is fltted over the ter-

minal board and at its forward end is provided with slots which

engage the second projections.

3.783,425

BOBBIN COIL

Martinus Johannes Van Hirtum. and Wilhelmus Leonard

Louis Lenders, both of Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Nether-

lands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 853.058, July 26. 1969, Pat. No.

3,634,164. This application Mar. 26, l97I.Ser.No. 128,542

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 31, 1968,

6812445
I

Int. CLHOIf 2 7/iO '

U.S.CI.336-189
•^•»''"

A circuit breaker comprises a magnetic trip actuator com-

prising an armature movably supported on a stationary non-

magnetic support pin, and permanent magnet means supply-

ing magnetic flux that operates through a magnetic supporting

frame to maintain the armature in an initial position. When

released, the armature moves in an opening in the frame to ac-

tuate the breaker mechanism to trip the breaker. Upon move-

ment of an operating handle structure to a reset position to

^e

A coil which forms a dry and flrmly coherent unit im-

mediately after the winding process made by winding the coil
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from wire which has previously been provided with a dry layer

of a contact adhesive, with the result that the wire becomes

flrmly flxcd as soon as it contacts the previously wound part of

the coil.

3,783,426

ELECTRICAL INDUCTIVE APPARATUS HAVING RIGID

FOAM SUPPORTING MEMBERS AND METHODS OF
PROVIDING SAME

Louis Morris, Jr., Campbell; Donald R. Slanina, Youngstown,

both of Ohio, and Martin P. Seidel, Monroeville, Pa., as-

signors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,237

Int.CI.H01f27/J0

U.S. CI. 336- 196 II Claims

than the conductor are simultaneously wound on the support.

The tape is wound with a greater pitch than the pitch of the

conductor so that the tape reaches the end of the layer sooner

than the conductor. The tape is then wound with zero pitch

until the conductor reaches the end of the layer, thus forming

edge supports for the winding of twice the thickness of the

conductor. The pitch of the tape on the next layer is abruptly

increased from zero to a value greater than the pitch of the

conductor, and from an intermediate point in the layer at

which the conductor overlies the tape, the pitch of the tape is

decreased so as to build up a body of insulation layer of

greater thickness at the end of the layer.

A power transformer having rigid plastic foam support

blocks and rods. A support block located between the mag-

netic core and the core supporting structure is formed by in-

jecting a plastic foam material into an expandable container

and forming the container of foam in a mold located in the

transformer where the molded support block is to remain. The

foam expands and then solidifies when the block has the

proper shape. A support rod located between the magnetic

core and the winding structure disposed thereon is con-

structed by placing a flexible, substantially non-expandable tu-

bular member between the core and the winding structure, in-

jecting a plastic foam material into the tubular member, and

allowing the foam material in the tubular member to expand

and force the tubular member tightly against the core and the

winding structure.

3,783,427

LAYER WINDING FOR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Uno Zetterlund, Ludvika, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna Sven-

ska Elektriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201,356

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 23, 1970,

15807/70
Int. CI. HOIj 2 7/i2

U.S. CI. 336-206 2 Claims

'r^wrp^^

3,783,428

LOW-VOLTAGE FUSE WITH BLOWN FUSE INDICATOR
Kenneth W. Swain, and Richard A. Belcher, both of Hampton

Falls, N.H., assignors to The Chase-Shawmut Company,

Newburyport, Mass.

Filed Oct. 28, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 93,302

Int.CI. H01hS5/50

U.S. CI. 337-148 7 Claims

6a 4g 4d

A low-voltage fuse has a molded insulating casing of a

synthetic resin and a blown fuse indicator is installed in the

casing's front wall. The spring biased plunger of the indicator

is of electric insulating material and has an axially outer cylin-

drical portion of relatively large and an axially inner cylindri-

cal portion of relatively small diameter. The former is ar-

ranged in an apertupe having a relatively large inner diameter

formed in the aforementioned front wall, and the latter is ar-

ranged in a hollow projection inside the housing coaxial with

the indicating plunger having a relatively small inner diameter.

3,783,429

TEMPERATURE ACTUATED CONNECTOR
Richard F. Otte, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Raychem Cor-

poration, Menio Park, Calif.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,782

Int. CI. HOlh 57/46

U.S. CI. 337—393 12 Claims

In widing a conductor winding for electrical apparatus on a

support, the conductor and an insulated tape of greater width

A temperature actuated device is disclosed which is capable

of movement with a change in temperature of at least a por-
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tion of the device. The device has a first member which is

fabricated from a material which undergoes a relatively large

change in strength over the operating temperature range of

the device. This first member may be opcrably connected to a

second spring member so that movement of the second spring

member causes movement of the first member. The second

spring member preferably has a different strength-tempera-

ture characteristic so that the device will attempt to assume a

first stable configuration at a first temperature and a different

stable configuration at a second temperature.

of the contact members relative to said parts A tubular sheath

of ficxible material encircles the ptution of the rod contact

member located outside said tubular contact member and has

an external shape containing protuberances adapted to notch,

and thereby weaken, any icc forming thereabout.

3,783.430

CONTACTLESS SWITCHING APPARATUS

S«ishiro Nishiba; Masasi Kuroyanagi, both of Tokyo, and

Koichi Ogawa, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Denki

Onkyo Co.. Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed May 23. 1972. Ser. No. 256.153

Claims priority, application Japan. May 24. 1971, 46/42300

Inl.CI. H01c7//6

IJ.S. CI. 338-32 H 17 Claims

3,783.432

CONNECTOR
Edward A. Biba. Westchester, and Leonard A. Sowinski.

Chicago, both of III., assignors to Mandex Manufacturing

Company. Inc., Chicago. 111. i

FiledDec. 22. 1971. Ser. No. 210,939 I

Int. CLHOlr 11130

U.S.CL339-12V 3 Claims

2\ V611
40 612

A contactlcss switching apparatus comprised of a magnetic

strip both ends of which are bent to form opposed terminal

portions, a magnetic piece which is fitted in said strip and is at-

tracted at its both ends by said bent terminal portions, a sup-

porting member which fixes either the strip or the magnetic

piece to a base and hold it at a position a certain distance away

from the base, an actuating means which actuates the rest,

which is not fixed at the base, of the strip and magnetic piece

and galvano-magneto effect devices which arc provided at the

ends of the fixed magnetic member, wherein the magnetic

field intensity applied to the device is varied with movement of

the mova^i magnetic member actuated by said actuating

means.

3,783,431

ELECTRIC CONNECTOR WITH RELATIVELY-

MOVABLE TERMINALS FOR OUTDOOR. ICING

ENVIRONMENT
Paul E. Badey, Media, and John A. Oppel. Aldan, both of Pa.,

assignors to General Electric Company. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,493

lnt.CI.H01ri9/64

U.S. CI. 339-2 R 10 Claims

A connector for connecting a lead wire to a terminal socket,

such as an anode socket. The connector includes a clip formed

of spring sheet metal and comprising legs which bow inwardly

and then outwardly to Hanged ends Compression of the legs

causes the bowed segments to engage and increase spring re-

tention force of the clip A crimp barrel fastens the clip to the

conductor wire, and a bead around a portion of the crimp bar-

rel and along the length of the legs provides an excellent elec-

trical and mechanical connection between the lead wire and

the connector clip, as well as Hexural strength to the legs The

clip is seated in a fiexible, insulating cup which controls the

flexure of the legs.

3,783.433

SOLDERLESS ELECTRICAL CONNECTION SYSTEM

Harvey N. Kurtz, Huntington, and Charles A. Gourley. Bethel,

both of Conn., assignors to Litton Systems. Inc.. Oakville.

Conn.
Filedjan. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 107.240

Int.CLHOSk //«2 I

U.S.CL339-I7C 6 Claims

•^ " ^M «̂' \^y

An electric connector usable in an outdoor, icing environ-

ment for conducting current between spaced-apart, relatively

movable parts. The connector comprises a tubular contact

member, a rod contact member telcscopically slidable therein,

and two universal joints respectively mounting said contact

members on said movable parts to permit angular movement
A solderless electrical connection system is shown having a

main mounting board with a plurality of plated-lhrough holes
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therein. A conductive electrical contact including a central

section is pressed into the plated-through holes with the cen-

tral section thereof flexing as it is urged into the hole and

yielding to generate retention forces therein without destroy-

ing the hole. The flexing central section of the contact pro-

vides a gas seal between the plated-through hole and the con-

tact for preventing deterioration of electrical continuity

therebetween. Each end of the conductive contact may be

provided with a configuration which allows electrical com-

ponents to be mounted thereby or attached thereto.

plastic light bulb accommodating housing formed of two sym-

metrical abutting half sections having electrical terminal

members projecting therethrough, one for contacting the en-

tering end of a light bulb base and the other for contacting the

base pcriperhy. A section of the housing is adapted to inter-

lock with the margin of the supporting panel and an oppositely

disposed section is provided with flexible prong means for

yieldably engaging said panel.

3,783,434

SHIELDED CABLE COUPLER
Herbert E. Ransford. Ill, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Mark III,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,456

Int. CLHOlr/ 7/04

U.S,CL339—60C 7 Claims

3,783,436

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR HOUSING WITH BUILT-IN
STRAIN RELIEF

Allen J. Bury, Prospect Heights, III., assignor to Molex, Incor-

porated, Dowers Grove, III.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,435

Int.CLHOlr /i/5«

U.S. CI. 339— 107 9 CUIms

^/f^
7/ V

..
I!

Ill ., ,1 ll:^^'4

A cable coupler device, of the type used in mining applica-

tions, suitable for interconnecting portions of shielded, three

phase electrical cable which greatly reduces the hazard of

phase-to-phase faults. The coupler device includes electrically

shielded male and female coupling members which arc

adapted to be connected with the shielded portions and con-

ductor portions of the phase conductors such that a continu-

ous shield at ground potential is maintained around each

phase conductor as it passes through the coupler device. The

coupler device also includes annular insulators positioned

between the electrical contacts and the shielded coupling

members.

3,783,435

LIGHT SOCKET DEVICE
Julian V. Fisher, Carpentersville, III., assignor to Illinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 23. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 1 ,355

Int. CLHOlr /J/54

U.S. CL 339-92 M 9 Claims

A plastic electrical housing for mounting a plurality of ter-

minals is provided with mounting ears that extend out from

the body substantially at right angles, and are folded over into

parallelism with the body for receipt in an aperture in a panel

to mount the housing therein. When folded over, the ears ex-

tend to the rear of the housing or body and are provided with

confronting sections for gripping against lead wires in a strain

relief arrangement.

3,783,437

LAMP AND SOCKET FOR DECORATIVE STRING SET
James C. Graff, and Robert M. Rhoades, both of Cleveland

Heights, Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,348

Int. CI, HO Ir /J/26

U.S. CI. 339— 144 R 4 Claims

The present invention relates generally to improvements in

light sockets of the type adapted for accommodating the

metallic threaded base of a conventional electric light bulb

and more particularly to a novel molded plastic light socket

device adapted for use in refrigerator interiors. The embodi-

ment of the invention disclosed herein comprises a molded

An electric lamp having a stem press with op|>osite parallel

faces, each face having a groove terminating in an end wall

followed by an indentation, lead wires bent around the stem

press's outer edge are guided by the respective grooves so as
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to be positioned over the indentations A socket with two con-

tacts adapted to engage the stem press of a lamp, each contact

hav.ng two fmgers one of which makes electrical contact with

the lamps bent around lead wires while the other finger con-

tacts the glass portion of the stem press.

3,783,438

ELECTRIC WALL PLUG

Philippe C. Grant, P.O. Box 1076, Station B. OtUwa. Ontario.

Canada
Filed May 26, 1972. Ser. No. 257,1 15

Int.CI. HOIriJ/06

U.S.CI.339-196R
2CUlnis

3,783,440 '

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Soichi Karube, Tokyo; Yoshio Hamada. HlUchi. and

Yoshiyasu Suganuma. Hiratsuka, all of Japan, assignors to

Kanto SeikI Co., Ltd., SalUma-ken; HiUchi Cable Ltd.,

Tokyo and Nippon Tanshi, Ltd., Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,553

Claims priority, application Japan, June 2, 1971, 46/38751;

June 2, 1971.46/38752
|

lnt.CLH0lr9/0«

IJ.S.CL 339-217 S 5 Claims

il4 113

rrm -^-m-^-w MA "J ^
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",^. M. M. ^ ^. ^.\ '-I00 16- 15 3
•^200

An electric wall plug having a sleeve or insert member

maintaining the contact ends of the nexible prongs in secure

engagement with the ends of the connector wires without any

need for wrapping the wires around the contact ends. This

permits rapid assembly and disassembly of the plug.

An electrical connector for connection to a lead wire com-

prising at least one terminal including a male or female con

tact portion at one end thereof, a resilient bellmouth-shapcd

mTrtion interposed between the contact portion and the end of

the terminal adapted for connection to the lead wire, and an

engaging portion, and a connector body including a tcrminal-

rcccivmg aperture with Us internal surface partly or wholly

tapered and a portion for holding the terminal by engagement

with the engaging portion of the terminal, the engaging por-

tion of the terminal being inserted into the terminal receiving

aperture to such an extent as to engage with the holding por-

tion the bcllmouth-shaped portion of the terminal being

resiliently pressed against the internal surface of the tapered

portion thereby to support the electrical connector

3,783,439

BATTERY CHARGER ADAPTER

Paul Valentino, 790 N.E. 119th SL, Biscayne Park, Miami, Fla.

Filed Feb. 14. 1973. Ser. No. 332.320

lnt.CI.H01r///26

U^.CL 339-234 3 Claims

3.783.441 I

AIR LAUNCHED. WIRE GUIDED TORPEDO

Zaka I. Slawsky. Bethesda. Md.. assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy.

Washington, D.C.

Filed June 30. 1965. Ser. No. 469,060

lnt.CI.G01s9/6*

U^.CL 340-2 13 Claims

An adapter for connecting a battery to a battery charger

wherein the battery is provided with terminals extending along

its side wall with a threaded bore for receiving a connector

post The adapter is provided with a pair of metallic rings each

of which fits over the post and is tightened thereon by an elon-

gated metallic rod threaded on the ring and engaging the post.

The end of each of the rods is bent to form a handle for

tightening and loosening the rods against the posts The rods

are prevented from being separated by an elongated pliable

member that consists of non-conducting material The handles

are each connected by conductors that extend to the battery

charger.

A submarine detecting and tracking system which utilizes

sonouoys to track both a target submarine and a guided tor-

pedo The sonobuoy signals are received and processed on a

surface vessel or aircraft and the torpedo is guided by remote

control to intercept the target submarine.
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3,783,442

DEPTH SOUNDER
George Feinman, Whitestone, N.Y., and Richard Haven, Long

Branch, N.J., assignors to Andrea Radio Corporation, Long

Island City, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,421

lnt.CLG01s9/6S

U^.CL 340-3 R 13 Claims

between the mobile device and the sound source. An
aerodynamic fairing which provides a clean aerodynamic

surface during flight is adapted to separate from the bracket

upon ejection from the mobile device. During recovery,

the sound source is located by a diver, and the line leads to

the device, which may be a rocket buried in mud on the ocean

floor.

A depth sounding instrument including an oscillator for sup-

plying AC energy to a transducer. The oscillator is keyed on

by a multivibrator which produces clock pulses. Each clock

pulses switches the state of a flip flop and starts a time measur-

ing interval each time a clock pulse is supplied to the oscilla-

tor A receiver receives the reflected sonic energy and ter-

minates the time measuring interval of the flip-flop. A meter

responds to the measured time interval to provide a visual in-

dication of the depth from which energy was reflected.

3.783,443

EJECTABLE UNDERWATER SOUND SOURCE
RECOVERY ASSEMBLY

Stephen C. Irlck, Hampton, Va.. assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Administrator of the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,

D.C.
Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,240

lnt.CLH04b///00

U.S. CI. 340-5 R 11 Claims

25' ,.' c13 6^ 14 " ^'6l> V,,

3.783,444

METHOD Ar*D APPARATUS FOR USE IN

INVESTIGATING EARTH FORMATIONS
Geary L. Leger, Yucaipa, Calif., assignor to Schlumberger

Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 1, 1969. Ser. No. 846,907

Int.CI.G01v//40

U.S. CL 340- 18 CM 20CUlras

For ejectable mounting on a mobile device (e.g.. a rocket)

intended to travel over water to facilitate location and

recovery of the device when submerged, an underwater sound

source is mounted in a mounting bracket which is attachable

to the device so as to detach or eject upon impact, destruction,

or automatically at a prescribed time or under prescribed con-

ditions. Preferred attachment means for some uses comprise

bolts which are adapted to fracture upon impact with the

water. A length of flexible line is coiled within a line housing

coupled to the mounting bracket such that the line will freely

feed out from the housing when pulled by one free end

thereof, which free end is adapted for coupling with the

device, the other end being coupled with the sound source

and its bracket. This allows ejection of the bracket with

the sound source, while maintaining a flexible connection

In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the

present invention, a well tool having first and second exploring

means is moved through a borehole for investigating the

media surrounding the well tool. The first exploring device

produces pulses whose rate is representative of a formation

parameter. The second exploring means, on the other hand,

includes an energy emitting transmitter and two nearby energy

receiving receivers. This transmitter is periodically energized

to emit energy into the surrounding media and a sync pulse

representative of the time of such energy emission is produced

for transmission to the surface of the earth. The signals

produced by each receiver are transmitted to the surface of

the earth on alternate emissions of energy. All of these above-

mentioned signals from both exploring means are transmitted

on a common transmission channel. The pulses from the first

exploring means are inhibited from transmission for a

predetermined time interval prior to the transmission of each

sync pulse until after a receiver signal has been transmitted.

Thus, a transmission dead period results during this predeter-

mined time interval prior to the sync pulse transmission. At

the surface of the earth, a detector circuit is repsonsive to the

periodic nature of the sync pulses plus the transmission dead

period for detecting each sync pulse. To identify which

receiver produced each receiver signal, the time interval

between the sync pulses and their corresponding receiver

signals are measured and compared.

3,783,445

VEHICLE LOCATOR SYSTEM
Kent A. Penwarden, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to E-Systems

Incorporated, Dallas. Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 44.219, June 8. 1970, abandoned.

This application Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,631

Int.CLG08g///2

U.S.CL340— 24 4 Claims

A compression type matrix switch comprising rows of paral-

lel horizontal conductors in one plane and columns of parallel
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vertical conductors in a second plane parallel to the first plane

and spaced therefrom by a resilient mat having apertures

therethrough at the crossover points of the honzontal and ver-

tical conductors is located behind a beat map overlay in a po-

lice patrol car. One end of each conductor is connected to a

different sensor that monitors the electrical continuity

between conductors at associated horizontal and vertical cros-

sover points. The location of the car is selected for transmis-

sion to a monitor facility by firmly pressing the map at the

crossover point nearest the actual location of the car This

January 1, 1974

I

operated through relays which arc operated by switches

located in the roadway and which switches arc tripped by the

wheels of a vehicle. Provision is made for warning drivers

when a vehicle stalls in the roadway.

3,783,447

THREE DIMENSIONAL RADAR TRANSPONDER SYSTEM

Robert W. Snaders, San Diefjo, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 291,120

Int. CI. GOIs 7/40

US. CI. 343- 1 7.7 6 Claims

'"" y^;

c<x»f»rr»
I

[nuMSmTTtH

electrically connects a pair of horizontal and vertical conduc-

tors through an aperture in the mat so that the output signals

of only the two associated sensors indicate continuity at the

crossover point. The outputs of all the sensors comprise a bi-

nary code signal uniquely defining the location of the car. This

code signal is coupled, together with a binary code signal

identifying the car. through a shift register to a transceiver for

transmission to the monitor facility Binary signals received at

the monitor facility are processed in a logic circuitry for

presenting on a rt\ap a visual indication of the location of the

patrol car.

3,783,446

TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

John W. McGimpsey, 83 Oakdene Ave., Teaneck, N J,

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 206,274

lnt.CI.G08g//02

U.S. CI. 340-31 R

An independent system to evaluate three dimensional

radars which derive their height information from slant range

and beam elevation. This transponder system consists of two

major units, one of which senses the ship attitude and trans-

mits this information to the control station. The second major

unit on shore receives this information and uses it to update

and pre-set conditions of the transponder, in accordance with

the ship attitude, to synthesize a target at a given range, eleva-

tion and azimuth when the radar uses a specific beam to deter-

mine the angle of elevation of the target above the horizon.

4 Claims

3,783,448

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION

Morris E. Brodwin, 145 Laurel Ave.. Highland Park, 111.

Filed July 30, 1971. Ser. No. 167,734

lnt.CLGOIw//00

U.S.CL343-I00ME 12 Claims

INTEGRATOR

A traffic control and warning system for the control of traf-

fic characterized by a series of traffic lights selectively

This invention relates to a new apparatus for measuring

total electromagnetic radiation or exposure to nonionizing

electromagnetic radiation. The apparatus comprises, in com-

bination, an equiangular spiral antenna, a crystal diode detec-

tor a processor and an integrator. The apparatus, by means of

the integrator totals the amount of electromagnetic radiation

which it is exposed to.

DESIGNS
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229,729

TAB FOR HOLDING THREAD ON A BOBBIN
Hanio Ueda, 36 Sakurazono-machi; Masano Sugi, 607-4

Midorigaoka-cho; and Hiroshi CbayamichI, 3-1 Naka-

gawara-machi, 2-chome, all of Nobeoka, Japan

Original design application June 23, 1970, Ser. No. 23,636,

now abandoned. Divided and this application Oct. 12,

1971, Ser. No. 188,647

Claims priority, application Japan Dec. 23, 1969

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DS—99

U.S. CI. D3—19 A

229,731
CHAIR

Francis B. Walsh, 1865 Charmelton St.,

Eugene, Oreg. 97401
Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,357

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07

U.S. CI. D6—70

229,730
PNEUMATIC PLAY PEN

Shoji Suzuki, 6-11, 3-cbome, Higashi-Mukojima,
Sumida-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,866

Claims priority, application Japan Oct. 20, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—13

229,732

STORAGE RACK FOR WINE BOTTLES OR
THE LIKE

Eugene J. Majewski, 121 Elmore St.,

Park Ridge, III. 60068

Filed Jan. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 218,853

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D7—71
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229 733

CHAFING DISH FOR FONDUE OR THE LIKE

Fred Press, White Plains, N.Y., assignor to House

Mates Inc., Hartsdale, N.Y.

Filed June 23, 1971, Ser. No. 156,166

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl—02
U.S. CI. D7—90

229,736 I

FORK
i)onald Wallace, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., assignor

H. E. Lauffer Co., Inc., Somerset, NJ.

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,879

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—03
U.S. CI. D7—137

to

229,734

CONVERTIBLE HEATER AND COOKER
Manley R. MaKenny, Beggs, and Billy Joe Duncan-

Tulsa, Okla., and Jay N. Smith and Ted J. McDonald,

Wichita, Kans., assignors to Brunswick Corporation

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,111

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02
U.S. CI. D7—110

229,737
FOOD CONTAINER LID

William D. Taylor, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to

Rubbermaid Incorporated

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 294,263

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D7-^2
U.S. CI. D7—131

229 735

REMOVABLE COMPARTMENTED CLP FOR A
DISPENSING CONTAINER

Jack V. Croyle, Woonsocket, and James B. Sweet, Bar-

rington, R.I.. assignors to Dart Industries, Inc., Los

Angeles, Calif. ».,-^^
Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,244

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—06
U.S. CI. D7—129
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229,738
SPOON

Donald Wallance, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., assignor to

H. E. Lauffer Co., Inc., Somerset, N.J.

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,919
Term of patent 14 years

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 1, 1988, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. D7—Oi

U.S. CI. D7—137

229,740
LITTER BIN OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Harry Zelenko, 240 E. 61st St.,

New York, N.Y. 10021
Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No.

141,096, May 6, 1971. This application Jan. 9,

1973, Ser. No. 322,161
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—99
U.S. CI. D7—194

229,741
ADJUSTABLE KEY FOR LOCKS

Kalju Helenurm, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to Jonathan Lock Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,797

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—136

229,739
OYSTER SHI CKING KNIFE

Charles D. Briddell, 335 Hill-N-Dale Drive,

York, Pa. 17403
Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,070

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D7—Oi
U.S. CI. D7—150

229,742
KEY FOR LOCKS

Kalju Helenurm, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to Jonathan Lock Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Filed Jan. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 323,798

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—136
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229,743

RESILIENT CONNECTOR FOR DISPLAY
PARTITIONS OR THE LIKE

David M. Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Armstrong

Store Fixture Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,827

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D^—08
U.S. CI. D8—259

1?>

229,746 I

BOTTLE
Charles J. McPhee. Sylmar, Calif., assignor to American

Hospital Supply Corporation, Evanston, III.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,353

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—159

^^
j> ^

229,744

RANGE GRATE HOLD DOWN CLIP

Joseph J. Oletti, South Bend, Ind., assignor to D & G
Associates, inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,999

Term of patent 3'/2 years

Int. CI. D»—07
U.S. CL D8—259

229,745
INSULATOR BRACKET

Clarence E. Dean, Birmingham, Ala., assignor

Electrical Manufacturing Company
Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 285,011

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D8—230

to Dixie

229,747
ROOF ELEMENT

Willard J. Schroll, Jessup, Md., assignor to Better

Marketing Industries, Inc., Jessup, Md.

Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 202,067

Term of patent 14 years

int. CI. D25—02
U.S. CL D13—1 H
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229,748
LIQUID SPECIMEN TUBE

Fred K. White, Glen Ellyn, ill., assignor to Miles

Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,474

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—99
U.S. CLD16—IR

229,750
FLY

Jim A. Teeny, 915 NE. 108th,

Portland, Oreg. 97220
Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,623

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CLD22—05
U.S. CI. D22—27

W

o

\J

229,751
FISHING THERMOMETER INSTRUMENT

Horst M. Krenz, St. Joseph, Mich., assignor to Heath
Company, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,707
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—05
U.S. CI. D22—99

229,749
VITAMIN TABLET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Ian C. Modelevsky, Plcasantville, Benjamin S. De Young,
Sands Point, and Donald Nevins, East Elmhurst, N.Y.,

and Morley A. Stern, Mexico City, Mexico, assignors

to Bristol-Myers Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,821

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl—()I; D28—0/
l'.S. CI. D16—

3

229,752
VALVE

Eddy K. Dayne, Glendora, and Wilbur G. Land, Anaheim,
Calif., assignors to Bagdad Plastics Company, Phoenix,

Ariz.

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,307
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—0/
U.S. CI. D23—19
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229 753

w'luiamVMorrow, Winston-Salem, NC., assignor to

Aqua-Mist Incorporated, W '"S on-Salem, IS.C.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,488

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2i—146

U.S. CI. D23—146
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229,754

AIR FRESHENER
James V. Ali, 2646 Richmar Drive,

Xenia, Oliio 45385

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,862

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—04. Dll—04
U.S. CI. D23—150

229,755
SPARK PLUG

Lester B. Moss. 5619 Sapphire Ave.,

Jennings, Mo. 63136

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,996

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—07
U.S. CI. D26—1.5

229,756

PCM SUBSCRIBER CARRIER SYSTCM REMOTE
TERMINAL WEATHERPROOF HOUSING OR
SIMILAR ARTICLE

James R. Stewart, San Jose, and Donald G. /weeo.

Mountain View, Calif., assignors to GTE Automatic

Electric Laboratories Incorporated, Norttilake, in.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,974

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—05
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

229,757

TELEPHONE MESSAGE HOLDER
Robert S. Hansen, 151 Glenwood Court,

Santa Rosa, Calif. 95404

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,630

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

/^-\\ '^-

/-^
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229 758
CHRISTMAS TREE BLANKET
Mary F. Bartel, 45 N. Hamilton St.,

Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601
Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,363

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. Dll—05
U.S. CI. D29— 1 B

229,760
NONMONETARY COIN AND THE LIKE=

Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,
Puerto Rico

Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,913
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—Oi
U.S. CI. D29—19 R

- 229,761
NONMONETARY COIN AND THE LIKE

Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,
Puerto Rico

Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,914
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll^Oi
U.S. CI. D29—19 R

229,759
NONMONETARY COIN AND THE LIKE

Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,
Puerto Rico

Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,912
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—Oi
U.S. CI. D29—19 R

t '
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229,762

NONMONETARY COIN AND THE LIKE

Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,

°
Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,915

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—Oi
U.S. CI. D29—19 R

229,765

NONMONETARY COIN AND THE LIKE
Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,

Puerto Rico .,, ,,^ I

Filed July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,334

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—Oi
U.S. CI. D29— 19 R

229,763
NONMONETARY COIN AND THE I IKE

Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,

Puerto Rico
Filed July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,332

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—OJ
U.S. CI. D29—19 R

229,766

COMBINED TABLE AND AQUARILM OR
SIMILAR ARTICLE

Lynn H. Kephart, 2109 Skylark St.,

Arlington. Tex. 76010

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,461

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02
U.S. CLD30—11

229,764

NONMONETARY COIN AND THE LIKE
Tomas Batista, San Juan, Puerto Rico, assignor to Del-

Bros Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Inc., Bayamon,

Puerto Rico . ,,,
Filed July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,333

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—Oi
U.S. CI. D29—19 R

229,767
GOLF BAG DIVIDER

Thomas Kellv Ferguson, Eminence, Ky., assignor to

The Brunswick Corporation

Filed Jan. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 220,540

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34—5 GB
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229 768
SHUFFLEBOARD GAME DEVICE

Raymond J. Lohr and Laurie May Campbell, Erie, Pa.,

assignors to Louis Marx & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,963

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D34—5 BE

229,771
WATCHCASE

Laurie Jay Campbell, Erie, Pa., assignor to Louis
Marx & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,238

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIG—02

U.S. CI. D42—8 R

229,769
TOY BUILDING BLOCK

Robert 4)aenen, Erembodegem, Belgium, assignor

Dart Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,031
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D34—15 FF

to
229,772

TABLE LAMP
Stephen W. Morris, 1354 Eastshore Drive,

Alameda, Calif. 94501
Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,628

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D26—05

U.S. CI. D48—20 F

229,770
TOY BUILDING BLOCK

Robert Daenen, Erembodegem, Belgium, assignor to

Dart Industries Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,058
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—O;
U.S. CI. D34—15 FF

229,773
COMBINED VEHICLE SAFETY LIGHTS ENSEMBLE

AND MOUNTING BRACKET THEREFOR
Ladell P. Olson and Frank P. Cooley, Eagle Grove, Iowa,
assignors to Rycol Corporation, Eagle Grove, Iowa

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,485
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26~06
U.S. CI. D48--32 R

6
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229 774

AUXILIARY LIGHT FOR
^^J^^^^^^^^^

Pierre Cible, 150 Avenue de Wagram 75017,

Paris, France

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,155

Claims priority, application France July 18, 197Z

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—06, 03

U.S. CI. D48—32 R

229 775

PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
Clifford F. Carroll, Box 76,

Cave Creek, Ariz. 85331

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,348

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—99
U.S. CL D52—2 C

229,777

COMBINED RADIO AND RETRACTABLE
TELEVISION RECEIVER

Makoto Terauchi, Yasunobu Nakamuni, (Hamu Su^hara,

Tadashi Sumino, Ka.uhiro Leda, and ^'yoshl SuzuW.

Osaka, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Indus-

trial Co., Ltd., Kadoma, Japan

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,496

Claims priority, application Japan June 18, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CL D56—4 D

' 229,778
PIANO

Thomas E. Kimble. Covington, Ky., assignor to D. H.

Baldwin Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,140

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D17—07
U.S. CI. D56—

9

229,776

BASE KETTLE FOR A MUSICAL DRUM
Robert L. Uighton, Box 22, Cortez, Colo. 81321

Filed Mar. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 121,613

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D17—04
U.S. CI. D56—1 E

229,779
CAMERA ^

Ronald A. Emmeriing. New City, N.Y ,
assignor to Key-

stone Division of Berkey Photo, ParamuSl^^-

Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,663

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D16—Oi
U.S. CI. D61—1 B
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229 780
OVER-HEAd' PROJECTOR
OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Tooru Ishida, Yamato-machi, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu, Tokyo-to, Japan
Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,724

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 7, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—07
U.S. CI. D61—1 L

229,782
TYPEWRITER

Frank C. Fusco, Monroe, and Bill

N.Y., assignors to Louis Marx
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 170,679
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D18—0/
U.S. CL D64—11 A

Gold, Great Neck,
& Co., Inc., New

229,781
APERTURE CARD VIEWER

Thomas C. Laughon, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to'

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,958

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D16—05

U.S. CI. D61—1 N

229,783
PUMP

Jerry L. Campbell and Farral D. Gay, Jr., Salt Lake City,

Utah, assignors to Toran Corporation, Salt Lake City,

Utah
Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,731

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D15—02

U.S. CI. D65—1 R

i

1

1

1

i
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\ 229,784
TRAFFIC MARKER

Howard Bryan Carter, Scarborough, Ontario,

assignor to Rosedale Plastics (Containers)

Toronto, Ontario, Canada ,.„„-,
Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Sen No. 348,973

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—02
U.S. CI. D72—1 J

Canada,
Limited,

229,786 '

ENEMA BAG
Norbert Kinkel, 2 Wiesenstrasse, 6373 Weisskirchen,

Taunus, Germany, and Eckhardt Knauff, 28 Leitziger

Strasse, 6205 Bleidenstadt, Germany
Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,550

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 9, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24

—

04

U.S. CI. D8^—1 U

229 785
WRITING INSTRUMENT

Raymond A. Lanole, East Greenwich, R.I., assignor to

Garland Industries, Inc.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 245,005

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—06
US. CI. D74—17 B

229,787

COMBINED CUP TRAY AND ASH RECEIVER
Benjamin Pitts, 9929 Chenlot, Detroit, Mich. 48204

Filed Mar. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 232,657

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D27—Oi
U.S. CI. D85—2 K
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229,788
FILTERED CIGARETTE

Richard M. Berger, Richmond, Va., assignor to American
Filtrona Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Original design application June 21, 1971, Ser. No.
155,371. Divided and this application Apr. 11,

1973, Ser. No. 350,021
Term of patent 14 years

Int CL Dn—01
U.S. CI. D85—6 B

229,791
MAKE-UP MIRROR

Dominic De Fano, Palatine, and Robert I. Kallman,
Elbum, III., assignors to Clairol Incorporated, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,682
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CLD28—Oi
U.S. CI. D86—10 H

229,789
FILTERED CIGARETTE

Richard M. Berger, Richmond, Va., assignor to American
Filtrona Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Original design application June 21, 1971, Ser. No.
155,371. Divided and this application Apr. 11,

1973, Ser. No. 350,022
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. nn—oi
U.S. CI. D85—6 B

229,792
WALLET

Matt J. Vitol, Woodstock, Va. 22664
Filed Oct 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,599

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D3—02

U.S. CI. D87—3 R

229,790
FILTERED CIGARETTE

Richard M. Berger, Richmond, Va., assignor to American
Filtrona Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Original design application June 21, 1971, Ser. No.
155,371. Divided and this application Apr. 11,
1973, Ser. No. 350,024

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. Tin—01

U.S. CI. D85—6 B

i

\ 'I,

229,793
HANDBAG

Clarence V. Tibbs, 7119 Kingston Pike,

Knozville, Tenn. 37919
Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,142

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D3—0/

US. CI. D87—3 F

918 O.G.—17
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229,794
ELECTRIC SHAVER

Robeit O. Ernest, Oak Park, III., assignor to

Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,120

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2S—U3
U.S. CI. U95—3 A U.S

229,795 I

RAZOR
Bartholomew A. Holohan, 1486 Deer Path,

Mountainside, N.J. 07092

FUed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,540

Term of patent 14 years

int. CI. D28—Oi
CI. D95—3 A

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 1st DAY OF JANUARY, 1974

Note.— Arrangca in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name (in accordance with city and
telephone directory practice).

A & A Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See—
Kielma.Ervin J ,3,782.670. .

A/S Kongsberg Vapenfabrik: See—
Ulrichsen.Borre Bengt, 3,783,036. '

Aaron, Maurice L.: See—
Woyden, Stanley J, and Aaron, Maurice L., 3,782,068.

AB Guktavsbergs Fabriker: See—
Hecktor. Bengt-Olof Ingemar, 3,782,335.

AB Ljungmans Verkstader: See—
Hansen, Bunde Knut; and Persson, Leif Cunnar, 3,782,597.

Abbey, Henry Covered ice bucket 3 ,782,583, CI. 220-3 1 OOs.

Abbott, Edward A., Jr., and Blanchard, David I., to Hughes Aircraft

Company Radiation tracking system. 3,783,271, CI. 250-2O3.OOr
Abbott, Thomas I.; Dappen, Glen M.; and Irani, Nayyir F., to Eastman
Kodak Company. Diffusion transfer reception elements, film units

and processes therefor 3,782.936, CI. 96-3.000.

Abe, Taizo, to Ayumi Industries Company, Limited. Oil diffusion

vacuum pump 3.782,861 . CI 417-1 53.000.

Abel, Irving Raymond, to United States of America, National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration. Optical instruments. 3,782,835, CI.

356-216000
Accles A Shelvoke Limited: See—

Hancox. Roger John, 3,782.018.

Ackermann. Karl, to Bosch. Robert. Photokino G.m.b.H. Battery

charging arrangement with automatic charge termination circuit

having input ripple suppression. 3,783,365, CI. 320-39.000.

Adachi, Takeshi: See—
Sato, Chosei, Adachi, Takeshi; and Inoy, Hiroyuki, 3,783,122.

Adamovske Strojirny, narodni podnik: See-
Sumy. Josef, and Sedlak. Vaclav. 3,782,280.

Adams, Benjamin Baker. Jr.. to RCA Corporation. Filamentary

cathode mount and mounting method. 3.783,327, CI. 313-272.000.

Adams, Kenneth D.. and D'Orio. Salvatore A., to Singer Company.
The Simplified basting stitch mechanism. 3,782,311, CI. 112-

158 OOr
Adams, Norbert: See—

Intrator. Alexander M. and Adams. Norbert. 3.781.978.

Adams. Norbert, and Baum, Edward A., to General Electric Company.
Electorstatic bonding process. 3,783,218, CI. 219-10.530.

Adams-Russell Co., Inc.: See—
Patterson. William L . 3.783.321 .

Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Boie. Immo; Schulte, Walter; Pelz. Willibald; Nittel, Fritz; and Ku-

nitz, Friedrich-Wilhelm, 3,782.956.

Kohn. Erwin; Bickl. Horst; Pfeifer. Josef; and Schrecke. Hans-
Joachim. 3.782.820.

Mucke. Bruno; Lohmer. Karl; and Himmeimann, Woifgang,

3.782.955.

Ohischlager. Hans; Riester. Oskar; Ghys, Theofiel Hubert; Ver-

hille, Karel Eugeen; and Vanheertum. Ir Johannes. 3.782,933.

Ohischlager, Hans; Ghys, Theofiel Hubert; Verhille, Karel Eu-

geen; and Kampfer, Helmut, 3,782,934.

Ranz, Erwin; Himmelmann, Wolfgang; Bergthaller, Peter; and
Hocker, Jurgen, 3,782,950

Agfa-Gevaert N. V. : S«*—
Smolderin, Albert Emiel, 3,782,067.

Ahlstrom, A. Osakeyhtio: See—
Jafs, Daniel; Marttala. Tapani; Christiansen, Kai; and Hakulin.

Bertel. 3.783.095.

Ahmad. Iqbal. to United States of America. Army. Process for electro-

deposition of metals under the influence of a centrifugal force field.

3.783.1 10. CI. 204-12.000.
Air Reduction Company, Incorporated: See—

Tramposch, Ralph F., 3,783,009.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kobayashi, Akira, 3,782,1 10.

Aitken, Michael D. Fully energized plasma jet. 3,783.227, CI. 219-

I21.00p.
Akado, Hajime: See—

Kamo, Hideo; Akado, Hajime; and Kato, Yasutosi, 3,782,349.

Akesson, Stellan. Valve means, particularly automatic waste gas valve

means. 3.782.627. CI. 236-93.000.

Akhmedov. Baba Abbas Ogly: See—
Kheifeis, Georgy Naumovich; Plyatskovsky, Oskar Alexandrovich;

Yankovsky, Vladimir Mikhailovich; Akhmedov, Baba Abbas
Ogly; Lange, Zelman losifovich; Golubev, Jury Vasieievich;

Solomadina, Elizaveta Andreevna; Statnikov, Vladimir Mik-
hailovich; Ibragimov, Irafil NafUh Ogly; Guliev, Tagi Rza Ogly;

and Porokhovnikov, Jury Zinovievich, 3,782,160.
Akino, Tadaharu: See—

Osada. Hisasi; and Akino, Tadaharu, 3,783,417.

Aktienbolaget Bofors: See—

Bakke, Jan Magnus; and Heikmann, Harald Erik, 3,783,142.

Aktieselskabet Donak Gaerings-Industri: See—
Eriksen, Bjorn Westphal; and Danielsen, Svend, 3,782,967.

AkzoN.V: See-
Van Vessem, Cornelis-J.; and Geerdes, Dirk J. F., 3,782,173.

Albers, Gene H.: See—
Weiler, Raywood C; and Albers, Gene H., 3,782,775.

Alberto, Pietro. Automatic machine for forming rolls of piece-fabrics

having a pre-established length and discarding of defective fabric.

3,782,664, CI. 242-56.00r.

Aldinger, Ulrich, to Bosch, Robert, G.m.b.H. Pressure balanced radial

piston machine. 3,782,245, CI. 91-6.500.

Alexander, George L. Spare tire carrier. 3,782,568, CI. 214-454.000.

Alexander, Stephen H.; and Holberg, Arnold J., to Bank of New York,
N.Y.,The,mesne.Asphaltic coatings. 3,782,988, CI. 106-282.000.

Alexeev, Jury Evgenievich: See—
Kozhevnikov^ Sergei Nikolaevich; Tkachenko, Arkady
Semenovich; Verderevsky, Vadim Anatolievich; Cherevik,

Ivanovich; Alexeev, Jury Evgenievich; Bondarenko, Alexandr
Grigorievich; and Vyshinsky, Valery Trofimovich, 3,782,163.

Alfa-Laval AB: See—
Andersson, Jari Anders; and Sudmark, Nils Hagert, 3,783,090.

Morkes, Jakob, 3,782,556.

Alfano, Robert R.; and Shapiro, Stanely L., to GTE. Laboratories,

Inc. Picosecond spectrometer using picosecond continuum.

3,782,828, CI. 356-85.000.

Alferov, Jury Fedorovich: See—
Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Popov, Viktor Andreevich; Alferov,

Jury Fedorovich; Bogachenko, Alexey Georgievich; and Latash,

Jury Vadimovich. 3.781 .935.

Medovar. Boris Izrailevich; Popov. Viktor Andreevich; Alferov.

Jury Fedorovich; Bogachenko. Alexei Georgievich; and Latash.

Jury Vadimovich, 3,783,168.

Alibert, Vernon F.; and Carey, Thomas H., to Columbia Research
Laboratories, Inc. Signal generating device for use with a structure

which is subjected to a range of vibrations. 3,783,309, CI. 3 10-8.700.

Allemand, Pierre; and Havasse, Christian, to Rhone-Progil. Adjuvants

for cements, morUrs and concretes. 3,782,984, CI. 106-90.000.

Allen Anchor Corporation: See-
Allen, George E., 3,782,058.

Allen, Donn W. Fuel storage cell. 3,782,588, CI. 220-88.00r.

Allen, George E., to Allen Anchor Corporation. Tying devices for tying

wooden members to composite brick and masonry walls. 3,782,058,

CI. 52-300.000.

Allen, Philip H., to H.J.J. Co.. Inc. Screw holding driver. 3,782,432, CI.

l45-50.00e.
Alley, Bernard J.: See-

Dykes, Hiram W. H; and Alley, Bernard J, 3,782,900.

Allied Chemical Corporation: See—
Kolyer, John M.; and Kveglis, Albert A., 3,783,150.

Allington, Robert W., to Instrumentation Specialties Company. Dual

beam optical system. 3,783.276, CI. 250-226.000.

Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—
Dandois, Charles L., 3,782,891

.

Drone, Gary A., 3,782,249.

Hartwig, Walter J, 3,782,533.

McCray, Ferris L., 3,782,478.

Onare, Robert F., 3,782,888.

Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget: See—
Dahle.Orvar, 3.782.187.

Sandblom. Henry, 3.782.192.

ZetteHund, Uno. 3,783,427.

Almog, Ehud. Panels and method of making same. 3,783,082, CI. 161-

37.000.

Almond, Francis Martin; Shibley, Edward Albert; and Coroch, Brian

Wilfrid, to Templebouough Rolling Mills Limited and British Ropes
Limited. . 3,783,043, CI. Treatment of hot-rolled steel.

Altenpohl, William F. Poultry shackle suspension. 3,781,946, CI. 17-

44.100.

Alter, Henry Ward; »nd Lovett, Daniel B., to General Electric Com-
pany. Alpha particle dosimeter. 3,783,292, CI. 250-475.000.

Aluminium AG: See—
Moser, Werner; Buchi, Paul; and Weber, Peter, 3,782,655.

Aluminum Company of America: See-
Monks, Frank E, 3,783,071.

Robl,RobertF., 3,783, 121. «

American Air Filter Company: See-
Smith, Thomas R.; Pond, Robert W.; and Rivers, Richard D.,

3,782,082.
American Air Filter Company, Inc.: See-

Woods, Walter E.; and Hammann, Paul E., 3,782,062.

American Carrier Equipment: See—

* PI 1
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S-Wt. FhUlip J . Hamlel. Buck G ;
.n«J S-ee,. Davd L

3,7«2,753.

Amehcmn Cliaic. Inc.: See—
s7«».e..EUolN. 3.782.006.

AmerKW Cy.n.mKl Company See-

Gmllmcher.LBwrence Vincent, 3.783.0V3 ..,,-, ,a^

S. "d«.. Chruto.. .nd C.nnelongo. Jceph Frednck. 3.783.146

W»North,Bry«ntLeonidai. 3.7 82.918

American Meul Climax. Inc5«e-
i i«i on

Hubbard. S Eugene, and Biebuyck. Lawrence P .
3.781.973.

American Micro System.. Inc See-

Hoffmann. Kurt. 3.783.306

len Donald H . and Thorburn. Milton R. 3.782.823

*"'B:c'^''RrrfcrH^::mon.'rame. F . Sh.t.ia. Moun.r A .
R.ch.ns

Davrf A. and Lach. John. 3.782.969

Anerican Safety Equipment Corporation: See-

Michetoon, Irving. 3.782.393.

Aaerican Sundard, Inc.: See—

Feeney.Hugh Aloyaiui. 3.782.881

AMF Incorporated: See—
Cri«ti»ni,Athot. 3.782.229.

Giatti, Filippo, 3.782.523.

Perkina.JoacphR .III, 3.782.544 ,^ ^ , ^^ ,„

Amoth Victor W . Mitchell. Graham R . and Pop.dick. Carl C to

General Electric Company Vacuum type electnc circuit interrupter

3,783,213.C1. 200-144 00b

Amtted Induttriei Incorporated: S*«—

Troy. Walter Charles. 3.783.042.

Anaconda Company. The: See—
Koakinen.Sulo. 3.783.415.

AndenonBrot Mfg Co :S««-
, ,., n-ii

Sorenaen. Robert P . and Strombeck. Leo. 3.782.072

Andenon. Clayton A Co S**—

Sinclair. Stuart W. 3.782.503
, 7., ^.7 ri 251-347 000

Anderaon.Erling. Milking machine valve 3.782,687. CI "l-i«' w"
Andenon. John Dale, to Hes.ton Corporation Spring-loaded gauge

roller 3 782.086, CI 56-344 000

An~l'^: L.;rence, -Medical Incorporated Method of forming

rouuble suturing member on a device 3.78 1 969. CI 29 **vuw^

Heat eichanger plates 3.783.090. Cl 161 166.000

Ando,Yujiro:S««- , -,., i<7
Soma. Ikuo; and Ando, Yujiro, 3,783.352

Andrea Radio Corporation: S«*-
, -,«, a^,

Feinman, George, and Haven, Richard. 3,783,442

''"
WotowoiiukT Walter. Anelli. John, and Dawson, Bruce Edgar

3,782,455.

^"•Anrn."Robert H.. Frielich. Robert S ; and Angell. James P

Angell.'Roin H.. Fr.elK:h, Robert S and AngeH: Jam« P Weapon

having partible firing chamber 3,782,242, Cl 89- 1
1
000

*"•'l,^•C•."«'.r:J»? ".«., H.n.,o.,. ho,„«j,... h.,^,..

Kneubuehler. Werner; and Peter. Richard. 3 ,782 .896

^"•'raTh'am"tV:a"e'!^«rey.?oTert D . Reiu. Henry F ;
and Ret,.

Anthes'jon -.'.i^d'v'na'ty. Joseph, to Dravo C orat.n Proce-

for direct reduction of iron oxide compactt. 3.782.920. Cl

Antho"??. John W . to Genera. Electric Co-P.ny. Electric lamp^hav.ng

phosphor coating and heat deflector 3.783,322. Cl. 3 1 3-42 tjuu

Anthony Manufacturing Corporation: See-

Bumpstead, John, 3,782,638

^"T.^'in.*'Ro';^!i"conkhn'"Hart, William Lewi.; and Antonetti.

Joseph Michael, 3,782,546.
, ,„- -on ni 771 1 1 000

Apfel George J Pill counting machine. 3,782.590, Cl. 221-13.000.

^''%':f;e°n''M7r!.''Ma?d".:ena''Mathi.da. AppeU. Johannes Amoldus

..Td
•

Veriuijlen' Wilhelmus Henricus Cornel.. Gerardus,

3,783.047.

Applcman. Milo Dort. Jr.: See-
ZyM,ThadeusB, 3.782,975

3.782.921.

,3.783.238

Armco Steel Corporation See—
Miller, George D .3.782,662

Palmour. Harold H , 3,782,463

Armstrong Cork Company; S**-

Dietz, George C, and Gro... William G
Doherty, John J .3,782,994 ,,.,.,,
C.arbick. John R . and Miller. JeraW E ,

3.782.433

Armstrong. Donald E: S*»—
» 7«» 7«,o

Broadt. David R . and Armstrong. Donald E^'-^"-""

Armstrong. Homer T . to LTV Aerospace Corporation Braking

device 3.782.505. Cl 188 1 00c.

Aronetics. Inc See—
Gardenier. Hugh Emory. 3.782.074

Arps Corporation See

Schmahl. Calvin O . 3.782.480

AwhiKaseiKogyoKabushikiKaisha S*r-
w.i.nabe Tsu

Katsuyama. Sh.geo. Atsumi. Asami. ^ »••«««« ^^••••'•^'^•;"

tomu. Sato. Toshiaki. Norim.tsu. and Eizo. Nakajima.

1 78 I 9^0

Ashley Eugene, to General Electric Company Zero ullage in,ectK,n

AsMon' io'ii M-."nd" D:br Richard. Jr . to Wagner E.ectr. Cor-

poration Annunciator display 3.782.0I6.C1 40-1 30 OOe

Associated Electncal Industries Limited: See-

Wauon. John Merza. 3,783.280
i la? n21 Cl

Atchis«>n. Maxwell G Projectile launching apparatus 3.782.021. Cl

Attml cJdric D . and Attaway. John A . to State of Florida. Depart-

meni of Ci.ru. E«ence for enhancing the flavor of citrus juice.

3.782.972. Cl 426-192 000 .

Atlantic Richfield Company S»r-
, 7., qq« '

Condo. Albert C. and Reph. Clinton A. 3.782.998.

^"•fu^V G'e'oTge L . G.ger. Robert M .
and At.ee. Zed J .

Atlee. 'zed V'Vnd Kasten. Roy F . Jr . to Picker Corporation X-ray

tube having focusing cup with non-emittmg coating 3.783.323. ti

AtJe'e zldTto P«ker Corporation X-ray tube wUh improved control

electrodearrangemen.3.783.333.CI 315-30.000

Atomic Energy of Canada. Limited See-

Blackstein. Frederick Paul. 3.782.681. I

Atsumi. Asami: S**— u/.i.nah* Tiu-
ICat.uyama. Shigeo. Auumi. A«mi. Ma.ah.de. Watanabe. Tsu

.omu. Sato. Toshiaki. Norimatsu. and E120. Nakaj.ma.

3.781.950

Atuway. John A ; S**- 1 -lat ait I

Atkins.CedricD and Attaway. John A .3.782.972.

Atwood. Daniel HS««-
i u 1 7B7 SB2

Lybbert. Lyie Dean; and Atwood, Dame. H .
3.782.582.

Audi NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft See-

Steinwart. Johannes, and Bauder. Armin. 3.782.869

Auric Corporation See- », 7.1 11 1

Bick Maunce. and Lochet. Jean A .
3.783.1 1.

Australian Wire Industries Pr<^rietary Limited: See-

Faggotter. Neville Charles. 3,782,326

Autologic Limited S«-
1 701 ?">f.

Boyd, Gordon A , and Berger, Franz. 3.782.226

Automobiles Peugeot: See—
Martinet. Charles, 3.782.1 59

Automotive Pattern Co.: See—

Schroeder. Lloyd A . 3.783,224

Avco Corporation: See—
Rruck Georie. 3.783.410

Aveo. iuH." Mile. A.uminothern,ic production «;-;|"-"7,"^5
oxidic slag conuining recoverable a.umma. 3.782.922. t-i

AvVry'^Les.ie Rona.d. to RCA Corporation Frequency comparator

A;2:-L;;:^i;:::i.------3.78i.9i9.a.4.7^

"^^•^::i?.;'SSr^^;S:'td'w.ghtman. Jonn Clifford.

3.782.428 ,

Ayumi Industries Company. Limited: See-
|

Abe. Taizo, 3,782.861.

b Rosenberg. Elliot E S*e-
, 7«inOA

Perdue. Roy D . and Cohn. Morn. 1., 3,783.096.

""
Ta""" viruof D7nda, Seiichi; Baba, Harufune; and Komimiya,

Ya.uo, 3,783,228

Babcock & Wilcox Company , The See—

B-daliTrPra^rrali^uefl^Sn. Roy H to Bel. * H-J^fTl'
pany Film.trip projector with synchronized sound 3.782,811, Cl

Bad"' H^sTto Eckardt, J C , AG Circuit for pneumatic controller..

. BadeTpa^u'E' l^dC^iohn A., to Genera. E.ectric Company.

Ere'ctridnriec^r wUh re.at.ve.y-movable terminal, for outdoor,

fcingenvironment 3.783,431. Cl 339-2 OOr

Badische Anilin- A Soda-Fabrik AkUenge^llschaft^S^-

Beck. Fr.U. Haufe, Juergen, and Nohe, He.nz. 3,783.1 \i.

Bahre and Greten GmbH KG: See—

Olschewski. Paul. 3.782.875.
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Baker, William J.; Galloup, Clifford L.; and Bos, John R., to Gardner-

Denver Company. Cutting, stripping, and wrapping bit for insulated

conductor wire 3.781 ,932. C. 7-14. lOr.

Bakewell. David, to Courtau.d. North America, Inc. Fa.M twister.

3,782,d88.C. 57 34.0hs.

Bakke. Jan Magnus, and Heikmann, Hara.d Erik, to Aktienbolaget

Bofors Process for the preparation of O-aminobenzonitri.e.

3.783.142, C. 260-465 OOe.

Balance Techno.ogy. Inc.: Set-
Anderson, Rona.d W. and Henry. Wil.iam B . 3.782,202.

Fitts, Frederick L, 3,782,20.

Ba.az. Joseph K . to Flinn &. Draffein Engineering Co. Furnace door as-

sembly 3.782.304. Cl 110-173 000.

Bald. Wilfried, to Siemag Siegener Maschinenbau GmbH. Process and

mechani.m for the operating of a rolling mill. 3,782.155. Cl. 72-

14.000
Ba.inski, Hnery A , to United States Gypsum Company. Cargo restrain-

ing bar 3,782,295, Cl . 05-369 OOb.

Ballance, John B , Matas, Stephen J , and Kundig, Konrad J. A , to

Republic Steel Corporation. Low carbon high strength stee..

3.783.040. Cl .48-36.000

Ballin, Gene. Opener for disposable closure. 3,782,578, Cl. 215-

46 00a
Ballis. William L.. Ste-

Gwin. Richard B ; Ballis, William L; Churchheus, Claude W ; and

Hutt, Bruce L ,3,783,222

Gwin. Richard B , Bal.is, WiHiam L , and Churchheus, Claude W.,

3,783,223

Baize rs Patent- und Betciligungs Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Wille. Baptist, 3,783.010.

Bank of New York, N Y ,The, mesne: See-
Alexander. Stephen H ;and Ho.berg.^Arno.d J , 3.782,988.

Baran, Henri: See—
Dishal, Milton, and Baran. Henri. 3,783,397.

Barber. Arthur Adam, to Barber Electrical Services Limited. Vending

machine 3,782,429. Cl. 141-359 000.

Barber Electrical Services Limited: See-
Barber, Arthur Adam, 3,782.429.

Barbour, John P , and Charbonnicr, Francis M., to Field Emission Cor-

poration. Pulsed vacuum arc operation of field emission X-ray tube

without anode melting. 3,783,288, Cl 250-414.000.

Bard.C.R.. Inc. mesne: See—
Ericson. Richard E . 3.781 ,922

Bardot, Ernest Roger Construction set and element thereof

3,782,029, Cl. 46-26.000

Barger, J P , Crande.l, Wi.liam H.; and Gardner, Thomas W., to

Dynatech Corporation. Cryosurgical apparatus. 3,782,386, C. 128-

303 .00
Bark.ey, John R.; and Brixner. Lothar H., to Du Pont de Nemours. E.

. , and Company. Bistable optica, switch utilizing lead phosphate or

lead strontium phosphate crystals. 3,782,806, Cl. 350-149 000

Barmag Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Schippers, Heinz, 3,782,870

Barnard, Dominic Paul Edmund, to Smith Industries Limited. Electri-

cal connections using discrete, electrically conductive particles.

3,783,242, C. 2.9-546.000

Barnes, Dayton W.; and Chiles, Robert D., to Ja-San. Inc. Garinent

hanger. 3,782,612, Cl 223-85.000.

Barnes, Edward, to BP Chemicals Limited. Production of wax heaters.

3,782,910, Cl 44-40 000.

Barnett, David L.; Rose, Stanley E.; and Zurcher, Robert S., to Tally

Corporation. Impact line printer. 3,782,278, Cl. 101-93 00c

Barosko, John M, to Tenneco Inc. Control means for hydraulic jack.

3,782.689, Cl. 254-93.00r.

Barr, Wil.iam MCo.lapsible.ci.K>r.. 3.78 1,992. C. 30-255.000.

Barton, John R.: See—
Birdwe.., James A ; Barton. John R.; and Gardner. C.arence G.,

3,783,370.

Basa, Napoleon A Dispenser device. 3.782.598, CL 222-49.000.

Basila, Michael R.: See—
Ondrey, John A.; and Basila, Michael R., 3,783,125.

Basso, Eugenio; Viviani, Gaetano; and Cartabia, Luigi, to Fabbrica

Ila.iana Magnetic More..i S.p.A. Electronic control device for inter-

mittent operation of a windwreen wiper, particularly for motor vehi-

cle. 3,783,362, C. 3.8-443.000.

Ba.K>n, John Edgar Baron: See—
Kuhn, Stephanas Hendrik; Freeme, Charles Richard; Beu.ink,

Rombout; and Basson, John Edgar Baron, 3.782.486.

Bastian, Elmer, to Oak Industries, Inc. Method for coupling and band-

pas, control in UHF varactor tuners. 3.783.420. Cl. 334-39.000.

Bates. Arthur C, to I-T-E Imperial Corporation. Conucts for use in

vacuum switch arrangemenu. 3,783,212, C. 200-144.000.

Bates, W. E, Engineering Co., Inc.: See-
Peterson, John D.; and Bate., Walter E.. 3.783.332.

Bate.. Walter E.: See—
Peterwn. John D.;and Bates. Walter E, 3,783,332.

Batorewicz, Valeria; and Loving, Jerry P., to Housing Systems Cor-

poration. Expandable prefabricated building system and method of

construction. 3,782.063. Cl. 52-63.000

Batorski. Edward J., to Textron, Inc. Gear finishing apparatus.

3.782.041. Cl. 51-33.OOw.

Batteux, Armand, to Societe Anonyme Francaise du Ferodo. Vane

wheels. 3.782,855. Cl. 418-180.000.

Bauder, Armin: See—

Steinwart. Johannes; and Bauder. Armin. 3.782.869.

Bauer. Alex: See—
Glaesener, Ernest; Schleimer, Francois; Wagner. Femand;

Goedert. Ferdinand; Bauer. Alex; and Mousel. Robert,

3.782,921.

Bault. Wil.iam V.:See—
R app . Fred E .; and Bault, W illiam V . . 3 ^7 8 2 .444

.

Baum. Edward A.: See-
Adams. Norbert; and Baum. Edward A., 3.783,218.

Baum, Wilhelm, to Siemens Aktiengesel.schaft. Artic.es produced by

centrifugal casting. 3,783,094,CI. 161-196.000.

Bax.Roy C: See—
Harrell, Robert E.; Bax. Roy C; Kumpf. Leonard F.; and To.iver.

Dona.dR. 3.782,038.

Harre.., Robert E.; Essmue.ler, Arthur E., and Bax, Roy C,
3,782.532.

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.: See-
Bishop, Robert C; and Shanbrom, Edward, 3,783,103.

Bayer, Edward Bernard. Coding of articles. 3,783,246, Cl. 235-61. 12r.

Bean, Charles, to General Electric Company. Measurement, of parti-

cles and mo.ecu.es. 3.783,1 1 7, Cl. 204-1 SO.OOr.

Bean, Frederick Roland: See—
O.ivares, Ismae. Ado.fo; Bean, Frederick Ro.and; and Haist, Grant

Mi.ford,3,782,949
Beasom, James D.. to Harris-Intertype Corporation, mesne. Field ef-

fect transistor. 3,783.349. Cl. 3 17-23 5.OOr.

Beaudet, Maurice, to Gait Equipment Ltd. Portab.e heating unit.

3,782,628, Cl.237-I23.00c.

Beazer, Charles W, to Phi..ips Pctro.eum Company. Fluid conuin-

mentsystem. 3,782,58 1,CI. 220-9 OOa.

Bechtel International Corporation: See—
Tindal, Ian, 3,782,690.

Beck, FriU; Haufe. Juergen; and Nohe. Heinz, to Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Manufacture of sebacic acid di-

esters. 3,783,1 1 2, Cl. 204-59.00r.

Beck, Robert J.; Heikkinen, Wi.bert; and Johnson, Robert T.. to Brun-

swick Corporation, The. Friction .ock for outboard motor thrott.e

hand grip. 3,782,2 19. Cl. 74-53 1 .000.

Beck, Roderick; Harmon. James F.; Shatila.Mounir A.; Richins. David

A.; and Lach, John, to American Pouto Company. French fry cut

potato dough piece. 3,782,969, Cl. 426-145.000.

Becker, Richard S., to Bio-Tek Instruments. Inc. Ground safe system.

3.783.340. Cl.317-18.00b.
Beckmann.Gunter: See—

Kahanek, Herbert; Bohmers, Karl-Heinz; Schiemann, Willi; and

Beckmann,Gunter, 3,782.739.

Beckwith. Robert W. Phase condition indicating circuit. 3.783,341, Cl.

3l7-27.00r.

Becton, Dickinson and Company: See—
Doniguian,Thaddeus M., 3,783,376.

Beden, Moses. Coupling. 3,782,1 35, CL 64-20.000.

Begley, Donald E.: See-
Cook, Melvin W.; and Begley, Donald E., 3,783,127.

Bekum Maschinenfabriken GmbH: See—
Mehnert. Gottfried. 3.782,877.

Belcher. Richard A: See-
Swain, Kenneth W.; and Belcher, Richard A., 3.783.428.

Bell 8l Howell Company: See—
Badalich, Frank C; and Watterlohn. Roy H.. 3,782.81 1.

Cambey. Leslie A., 3,783,278.

Costanza, Cari; Weber, Walter W.; Set.ejewski, Frank W.; and

Frysuk, Richard, 3,782,816.

Hartmann, Rudolf, 3,783,261. «

MiKhenko, Nicholas, 3,782,658.

Bell & Howell Japan, Ltd.: See—
Isono.Tadao. 3.782.813.

Bell. Christy W.; and Titus. Charles H.. to Electro-Petroleum Inc.

mesne. Electro-thermal process for promoting oil recovery.

3,782,465. Cl. 166-248.000.

Bell, David, to Health Techno.ogy Labs, Inc. Computer controlled

defibril.ator. 3,782.389. Cl. 128-4l9.00d.

Bell. Leo A. Mud weighing unit. 3.782.199. Cl. 73-434.000.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Herrioli, Donald Richard, 3,782,829.

Bell Telephone Laboratories Incorporated: See-
Keller. Harry Nevin; and Pfahnl. Arnold. 3.783,056.

Stone, Julian, 3.783.065.

Be.oit Corporation: See-
Justus. Edgar J. 3,783,097.

Be.tone E.ectronics Corporation: See-
Weiss, Erwin M.; and Brander, Richard, 3,783,201

.

Belue, James C; and Schaefer. Robert S.. to Owens-Corning Fiberglas

Corporation. Method of treating Ucky strand material. 3.782.996.

Cl. 117-45.000.

Bemis Company, Inc.: See-
Montgomery, Ray E., 3,782,622.

Benda... Wi.frid H. Air-cooled roury internal combustion engine.

3.782.107. C. 60-39.610.

Bendix Corporation. The: See-
Cramer, Robert L.; and Henneman, John W., 3,782,402.

Daly, Daniel G.; and Riucco, Gerardo A.. 3.782.997.

Ditlinger. Richard J.. 3.782.220.

Jos.yn. CaH R.; and Dyce. John W., 3,78 1 ,986.

Lewi., Richard L.. 3.782.781

.

Malkiel. Saul L. 3.783.359.
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Beneteau. Donald J Multiple welding electrode 3.783.226. CI 219-

Benker Horst Wilhelm. to Bunker Ramo Corporation Adjustable self

locking clamp for wires, pipes and other structural shapes

3.782.842. CI 403-374 000

Benkowski Frank J , to Warner & Swasey Company. The Boom slider

assembly' 3.782.790. CI 308-3 OOr

Benner, Willard J; S«*—
Remington. John L . and Benner. Willard J.. 3.782.800

Bennett. Allan 1 . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Means for

calibrating a four-probe resistivity measuring device 3.783.375. CI.

324-64000
Bennett William C. to Novar Corporation. Apparatus for operating on

tape in tape cartridges 3.782.731. CI. 274-4 OOd

Berg. Peter G5ee—
Marcoux. Leo. and Berg. Peter G, 3.782.121 .

Berger. Franz: See—
Boyd, Gordon A , and Berger, Franz. 3.782.226

Bergey John M., to Time Computer, Inc.. mesne. Solid state watch

with magnetic setting 3,782, 102. CI. 58-50 OOr

Berggren. John L. Counterbalancing assembly for air motivated device.

3,782,222. CI. 74-590.000.

Bergh Bros. Co., Inc.; See—
Bergh. George G. and Bergh. Robert G. 3.782.592

Bergh George G , and Bergh, Robert G , to Bergh Bros Co ,
Inc

Hingemountmgmeans 3.782.592. CI 220-31 OOr

Bergh. Robert G: See—
Bergh. George G.; and Bergh, Robert G.. 3.782.592.

Bergthaller, Peter; See—
Ranz, Erwin; Himmelmann. Wolfgang. Bergthaller. Peter, and

Hocker. Jurgen. 3.782.950.

Berkey-Colortran. Inc.; See—
Hamilton, Fenton D ; Glickman. Richard B . Hartz. George R..

and Tawil. Joseph N , 3,783,264

Berlin. Aaron S.. Little. Vincent C . and Leadore, Toney, to United

Slates of America, Army. Removable firing pin assembly munition

3,782,288. CI. 102-64 000
Berlin. Daniel, to General Home Products Corporation. PivoUl body-

supporting exercising apparatus. 3.782.717. CI 272-58 000.

Bermges. Manfred, to Palitex Project Company-G m.b H. Closure

means for threading slot of balloon restr'iiner device for textile yarn

processing machine 3.782.098, CI. 57-106 000

Bernstein. Frank H . to Singer Company. The. Radar simulator

3,783, 172. CI. 35-10400
Bethlehem Steel Corporation; See—

Cleary. Harold J.. Horton. James B.. and Melloy. George F..

3,782.909
Bettcher Industries, Inc.; See—

Bettcher, Louis A.. 3.782.230.

Bettcher. Louis A., to Bettcher Industries, Inc Comestible slicing ap-

paratus 3.782.230. CI. 83 174 100

Beulink, Rombout; See—
Kuhn. Stephanus Hendrik. Freeme. Charles Richard. Beulink.

Rombout. and Basson, John Edgar Baron. 3.782.486.

Beverage-Air Sales Company; See—
Whorton. Robert B . 111. 3.782.798

Biba. Edward A , and Sowinski. Leonard A., to Mandex Manufacturing

Company. Inc. Connector 3.783.432. CI. 339-l2.00v.

Bibl. Jdief; See—
Schiesterl, Gerhard, and Bibl. Josef. J.783.207

Bick, Maurice, and Lochet. Jean A , to Auric Corporation Gold plat-

ing bath for barrel plating operations. 3.783.1 1 1 ,CI. 204-46.000

Bickl. Horst; See— >

Kohn, Erwin. Bickl. Horst. Pfeifer, Josef; and Schrecke, Hans

Joachim. 3. 782.820

Bidwell Robert E , and Kurtz. Leonard D . to Deknatel. Inc. Sound

muffler for drainage device 3.782.497, CI 181-33 000

Biebuyck. Lawrence F.; See—
Hubbard, S Eugene, and Biebuyck. Lawrence F.. 3.782.064

Biebuyck. Lawrence P.; See—
Hubbard. S Eugene, and Biebuyck. Lawrence P.. 3,781.973.

Bielfeldt. Heinz, and Birkenhagen. Manfred. Releasable lock for a bolt

ofafirearm 3.782.022. CI 42-70 OOr

Bigelow, John H.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company Pol-

hyhedral borane fogged direct-positive silver halide emulsion con-

Uininganorganicsulfoxide 3.782.959. CI 96-107 000

Biggs. William W , and Clegg. Max D . to Lambda Instruments Com
pany Method and apparatus for measuring area. 3.782.833. CI. 356-

158000
Billmaier. Joseph F . and Sprague. Gordon P . to Reliance Electric

Company. Multiplex system for etevator control. 3.782.504. CI. 187-

29 OOr
Billy. Em ile; Sec—

Enjolras. Christian: Gautier. Pierre; and Billy. Emile. 3,78 1 .972.

Binder. Rudolf; See—
Gmeiner. Gunter; Grabner. Christian, Sigmund. Gerhard; and

Binder. Rudolf. 3.782.218

Bio-Tek Instrumenu. Inc.; See-
Becker, Richard S , 3.783,340

Bird. David A . to Honeywell Information Systems. Inc. Low frequency

osciUatorcircuit 3.783.408. CI. 331-135.000

Birdwell. James A . Barton. John R ; and Gardner. Clarence G. to

Southwest Research Institute Method and circuit for compensating

barkhauseh signal measurements in magnetic materiaU having a vari-

able geometry 3.783.370. CI. 324-34 OOr

Birge. William T , to Kelsey Hayes Company Inspection hole cover.

3.782.513. CI 188-20600r

Birkenhagen. Manfred; See—
Bielfeldt. Heinz, and Birkenhagen. Manfred. 3.782,022. ,

Bishay. Adli; El Hamamsy. Mahmoud Aly. and Omar, Mohammed

Hosny, to United States of America. Air Force. Glass showing elec-

trical switching phenomena 3.782,958. CI 106-47 OOr.

Bishop. Robert C , and Shanbrom, Edward, to Baxter Laboratories,

Inc Thrombin assay system 3.783,103, CI 195-99.000.

Bismuth, Guy; See—
Micheron, Francois, and Bismuth, Guy. 3.782.802.

Bitco, Inc., mesne; See—
Moscly, Donald E, 3.782.540.

Bitterlich. Johannes Method for automatically controlling the

punching of control cards for making patterned textiles in conformi-

ty with a sample design 3.782.625. CI 234 2 000

Bjork Jan. to Svenska Aktiebolaget Bramsregulator Arming device

for a submersible explosive weapon 3.782,282. CI 102-16.000

Bjorkman. Harry K.. to Udylite Corporation Apparatus and method

for making chlorine hydrate from high energy density battery elec-

trolyte and chlorine 3.783.027. CI. I36-86.00C

Bjorksten. Johan; See—
|

Rock. Edward J ,3,782,919

Black. Floyd P. Drying apparatus for grain and the like. 3.782,004, CI

34-174.000

Black. James A . and Farwell. Harry Russell Printing press and web re-

gistry system 3.783,059, CI 156-64 000

Black, James M . to United States of America. National Aeronautics

and Space Administration Full-wave modulator-demodulator ampli-

fier apparatus 3.783,399. CI 330 9 000

Blackman. Calvin C Multiple pedestal furnace installation. 3,782.893.

CI 432-206 000
Blackman, Calvin C Coil separator 3.782.894. CI 432 260 000.

Blackman. Elliot S.; See—
Nisenson. Peter, and Blackman, Elliol S . 3,782,827

Blackstein, Frederick Paul, to Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited.

Thermally actuated and thermally sealed valve 3.782.681 ,
CI. 251-

11.000

Blackwell. William L Tap arrangement useful with measuring means.

3.782.407. CI 137-317000

Blake. Donald L.. to Rockwell International Corporation Textile spin-

dle 3.782.660, CI 242-46210
Blanchard. David I.; See-

Abbott. Edward A.. Jr . and Blanchard. David I . 3.783,27 1

Blankenhorn, Charles F.; See—
Felmann, Ted S.. Carlile. Hollis B., Jr., and Blankenhorn. Charles

F .3.782.471

Blatt. Leiand F Toggle clamp with detent open guided arm. 3.782,712,

CI 209-228 000
Blattner, Dietmar See—

Ettischer, Helmut. Blattner. Dietmar. and Ort, Wolfgang.

3.782.260.

Blattner, Hans; See—
Schindler, Walter. 3.783.161

Blevins. Maurice B , to Deering MiMiken Research Corporation.

Method and apparatus for detecting flaws in a fabric web 3.783.296.

CI 250-572 000
Blohm. Thomas R ; See—

Grisar. Johann Martin, and Blohm, Thomas R, 3.783,162.

Bloom John A . and Wakefield. Gene F . to Texas Instruments. Incor-

porated Metal carbonitrile coatings 3.783.007. CI 117-95 000

Boardman, H. L.,lnc See—
Boardman, Harry Lynn, 3,782,204

Boardman Harry Lynn, to Boardman. H. L.. Inc. Apparatus and

methodsforrecordingacceleration 3.782.204. CI 73-492 000

Bobb Lloyd J . 1/2 to Pond. Chester C and Speaker system and elec-

trostatic speaker 3.783.202, CI 179-111 OOr.

Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH: See—
Heider, Joachim. Eberlein. Wolfgang, and Kobinger, Walter.

3.783.149

Boekkooi. Anton. Luursema. Meerten. and Tol. Taeke. to US. Philips

Corporation. Ignition arrangement for a discharge tube. 3,782,258.

CI 95-11 50r

Boemer, Gerhard, to BoKh. Robert. Photokino GmbH. Photo-

graphic apparatus with automatic diaphragm adjusting means.

3.782,255,C1 95-10 00c

Bogachenko, Alexei Georgievich: See—
Medovar, Bons Izrailevich. Popov. Viktor Andreevich. Alferov.

Jury Fedorovich. Bogachenko. Alexei Georgievich, and Laush.

Jury Vadimovich. 3.783.168.

Bogachenko. Alexey Georgievich; See—
Medovar, Boris Izrailevich, Popov. Viktor Andreevich. Alferov.

Jury Fedorovich, Bogachenko. Alexey Georgievich; and Latash.

Jury Vadimovich. 3.78 1.935 i

Boghosian. Harry; See- I

Rickley. Samuel S., and Boghosian. Harry. 3.782,796.

Bohlman, Ivan C; See-
Martin, William T , 3,782.408.

Bohlman, Vernon O.; See-
Martin, William T , 3,782.408.

Bohmers, Karl-Heinz; See-
Kahanek. Herbert; Bohmers, Kari-Heinz: Schiemann, Willi; and

Beckmann. Gunter, 3.782.739.
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Boie Immo; Schulte. Walter; Pelz. Willibald; Nittel. Fritz; and Kunitz,

Friedrich-Wilhelm, to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Light-sensi-

tive color photographic material with indazolone color coupler.

3,782,956. CI. 96-100.000

Boileau, Jacques, to Compagnie Generale des Etablissements

Michelin raison sociale Michelin & Cie. Tire having carcass cords

describing S-shaped and Z-shaped path 3,782.441. CI. 152-356.000

Bolkey. Harold B.; See-
Peterson. Robert S ; Cook. John W.; and Bolkey. Harold B..

3.782.151.

Boll. Martin William; and MacRobbie. Robert Murray, to Richmond

Screw Anchor Co Concrete supporting form and a hanger therefor.

3.782,675.C1 249-23 000

Boll. Martin William; and MacRobbie, Robert Murray, to Richmond

Screw Anchor Co Concrete supporting form and a hanger therefor.

3,782.676. CI. 249-23.000.

Bolton Richard H.. to Eastman Kodak Company. Lens gimbahng and

carriage release apparatus 3,782.807, CI. 350-255.000.

Boltz Ronald R; and Ojala, William K. to Ford Motor Company. Fuel

injection apparatus. 3.782,639. CI. 239-405.000.

Bomball, William A ; Drury, Raymond L., Jr.; Nevin, Charles S.; and

Witmer. Ralph C, II, to Staley, A. E., Manufacturing Company.

Vicinal halohydrins prepared from olefins containing carbon atoms.

3.782,987, CI. 106-271.000.

Bondarenko, Alexandr Grigorievich; See—
Kozhevnikov. Sergei Nikolaevich; Tkachenko. Arkady

Semenovich. Verderevsky. Vadim Anatolievich, Cherevik.

Ivanovich, Alexeev, Jury Evgenievich, Bondarenko, Alexandr

Grigorievich. and Vyshinsky. Valery Trofimovich. 3,782,163.

Bondina Limited; See-
Pearson, William Michael; and Pearson, Anthony, 3,783,085.

Bonds-Wear Pty. Limited; See-
Lee. Harold Barry. 3.782.309

Bone. Donald, to Hilti Aktiengesellschaft. Repair of lifting lugs on

ingot moulds 3.781 ,965, CI. 29-401 .000.

Bonham. James A , and Petrellis, Panayotis C, to Minnesota Mining

and Manufacturing Company. Dry positive-acting photoresist.

3.782.939, CI. 96-35.100.

Borachok. William: See—
Stretton, Joseph Blake, and Borachok. William, 3.781,991.

Borden. Inc.; See-
Columbus. Peter Spiros. 3.782.600.

Bos. John R.; See-
Baker. William J.; Galloup, Clifford L.; and Bos. John R.,

3,781,932

Bosch, Karl, to Gesipa, Gescllschaft fur Internationale. Riveting tongs

for blind rivets 3,782,165, CI. 72-391.000.

Bosch, Robert, GmbH: See—
Aldinger.Ulrich, 3.782.245.

Frister. Manfred. 3.782.853
' Kammerer. Heinz; and Moller, Heinz, 3.782.353.

Linder. Ernst. 3.782.348.

Schmidt. Peter Jurgen; and Kizler. Harald, 3,782.347.

Scholl. Hermann; Mauch, Harald; Rittmannsberger. Norbert; and

Soil. Wolfgang. 3.782.339.

Strohbeck.Gotthilf. 3,782.693.

Bosch. Robert. Photokino GmbH.: See—
Ackermann. Karl. 3.783.365.

Boerner. Gerhard, 3,782.255.

Bosman, Alfred E F.. to Lee, Raymond, Organization, Inc., The

Photographic enlarger. 3,782,82 1 , CI. 355-70.000.

Bosshard, Fritz. Book binding method and machine therefor.

3,782.306, CI. 1 12-21.000

Boulanger. Henry J., to Texas Instruments. Incorporated. Keyboard

switch matrix assembly with improved guide means for reducing

transfer of bounding motion to movable conductor. 3.783,205, CI.

200-5.00a.

Bould, Fred: See—
Cleaveland. Charles M.; and Bould. Fred. 3,783.209.

Bowen, John G. Serum skimmer. 3.782.548, CI. 210-94.000.

Bowen, Kenneth, to Bowens Sales & Service Limited. Electronic flash

hghting equipment. 3,783,338. CI. 315-241.00p.

Bowens Sales & Service Limited: See—
Bowen, Kenneth, 3,783,338.

Bowles Fluidics Corporation: See-
Jones, Donnie Roland, 3,782,323.

Bown, Delos L.: See—
Golda, Eugene, and Bown, Delos L., 3,782.952.

Boyd. Gordon A . and Berger, Franz, to Autologic Limited. Machine

tools. 3.782.226, CI. 74-821.000.

Boyd, James C, to National Cash Register Company, The. Electrical

test apparatus including high gain amplifier circuit. 3,783,372, CI.

324-1 58.00t.

Boylan, John R: See—
Gallagher, Bernard J., Shufflebarger, Earl D.; Simko. David M.;

Medvick, Richard J.; Boylan, John R ; and Danko, Oliver L.,

3,782.685.

BP Chemicals Limited: See-
Barnes. Edward. 3,782,910.

Bradley. Donald A., to Curhman Electronics, Inc. Frequency selective

level meter with an automatic distortion. 3,783.380, CI. 324-

130.000.

Brandenburg, Klaus, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Thermodynamic

reciprocating machine with temperature-controlled fuel supply to

burner. 3.782, 120, CI. 60-524.000.

Brander, Richard: See-
Weiss. Erwin M.;and Brander. Richard, 3,783,201.

Brandis, Helmut; and Oppenheim, Rudolf, to Deutsche Edelstahlwerke

GmbH. Ferritic heat-resistant steel. 3.782,925, CI. 75-124.000.

Braun, Arthur R. Sealing sleeve. 3.782.865 . CI. 41 8-56.000.

Braun, Franz; Ribnitz, Peter; and Huber. Willi, to Gema AG Ap-

paratebau. Powder spray gun for spraying different color powders

from a power channel of a spray gun 3.782.632. CI. 239-1 1 2.000.

Braun.ThoroasA.Safetyclosure. 3.782.575. CI 215-9.000.

Brede, Alexander. Ill; Talmage. Charles Robert; and Tuttle. Elvin E.,

to Motor Wheel Corporation. Method and apparatus for sintering

annular compacts 3,782,93 1 , CI. 75-224.000.

Bredlow, Harvey F.: See-
Taylor, Thomas D., and Bredlow, Harvey F., 3,783,345.

Breen, Alvin L.; and Lauterbach, Herbert G., to Du Pont de Nemours,

E. I., and Company. Process and apparatus for jet-texturing yam at

highspeed. 3,78 1,949, CI. 28-1.400.

Brekke, Carroll E. Light liquid skimmer. 3,782,553. CI. 210-242.000.

Bretino.Oliver. Material handling roller. 3.782.530,C1. 198-127.00e.

Breuer, David R., to TRW Inc. Analog transmission gate. 3,783.307,

CI. 307-243.000

Bridges, William A.; and Harris, Charles L. Pest exterminating ap-

paratus. 3,782.026. CI. 43-1 24.000.

Briggs & Stratton Corporation: See—
Harkness, Joseph R.. 3,782,084.

Briggs and Stratton; See—
Rubner.HugoG. 3.782,139.

Briggs Eugene C; and Reichel, Lee E., to Koehring Company. Com-

pactor. 3,782.845. CI. 404-133.000.

Brishka. Alexander R, to Sealectro Corporation. Mechanical coupling

3,782,840, CI. 403-361.000.

British Railways: See-
Gibson, John G.; and Holland. Ronald. 3,783,024.

British Ropes Limited: See-
Almond. Francis Martin; Shiblcy, Edward Albert; and Coroch.

Brian Wilfrid. 3.783.043.

British United Shoe Machinery Company Limited. The: See-

Clarke. Terence James Leonard, Quarmby. Robert Charles; and

Lett. Philip Michael. 3.782,425.

Britnell Douglas A., to Outboard Marine Corporation. Wheel as-

sembly and method of manufacture. 3.782,779, CI. 3ni-63.0pw.

Brixner, Lothar H.: See—
Barkley, John R.; and Brixner, Lothar H., 3,782,806.

Broadl, David R.; and Armstrong, Donald E , to GTE Sylvania Incor-

porated. Selective actuating mechanism for pernissive photoflash

lamparray. 3,783,260, CI. 240-1.300.

Brockly, Albert T., to Koppers Company, Inc. Silica welding apparatus.

3.782.631, CI. 239-85.000.

Brockmeyer, Bernard J.; Goedlke. Edward R.; Schweig, Melvern A.;

and Tracy, William R., to Security Fire Door Company. Dumbwaiter

loading and unloading apparatus. 3.782.563. CI. 2 14-1 6.40r.

Brodhead Albert S.. to Thctford Corporation. Method and apparatus

for forming hollow plastic articles. 3.783.078. CI. 156-499.000.

Brodie Donald E.; Camorota. Mathew; and Jakowski. Charles R. Ad-

justable temperature indicators. 3.782.194. CI. 73-343.00r.

Brodwin, Morris E. Apparatus for measuring electromagnetic radia-

tion. 3,783,448, CI. 343-lOO.Ome.

Broes. Frank, to Stradco, Inc. Hydraulic propulsion system. 3.782,1 14,

CI. 60-221.000.
. .

Broghammer. Werner, to Dual Gebruder Steidinger. Firma. Driving

device for oppositely rotating tone shafts of a sound recording

device. 3,782,656, CI. 242-201.000.

Brook Greville B.; and lies. Roger F.. to Fulmer Research Institute.

Limited. Treatment of alloys. 3,783.037, CI. 148-11. 50r.

Brothers, Jack, 70% to Pentel, Jerry. Sealing means. 3,782.587, CI.

220-46.00r.

Brown, Alexander M. Vehicular safety system. 3,782,756, CI. 280-

150.00b. ^. ^

Brown, Donald, to Westinghouse Air Brake Company. Combined over-

speed and safety interlock for vehicle control. 3,782.782. CI. 303-

13.000.

Brown Engineering Corporation: See-

Browne, Ronald O.; and Huffman, James L.. 3.78 1 ,920.

Brown Gary G., to Northrop Corporation. Method of forming fusible

reinforced polymer films and resulting composite structure.

3,783,068, CI. 156-173.000.

Brown, James D.: See— '

Spencer, William H.; Dorius. John O.; and Brown. James U .

3.782.055.

Brown John, to Qantix Corporation. Front projection screen made

from' a transparent material. 3.782,805. CI. 350-129.000.

Brown, Omar L., to Fraze, Ermal C. Easy opening container wall

3,782.586. CI. 220-54.000.

Brown Richard O.. to Tri-Men Manufacturing, Inc. Gaseous fuel

burner. 3,782,887. CI. 43 1-353.000.

Brown. Richard T., Jr.: See— ,,0^01..
Stoliar, Arthur P.; and Brown, Richard T., Jr., 3.782,824.

Brown. Robert Hulme, to C.A.V. Limited. Flashing lamp circuits.

3,783,337. CI. 315-200.00a. ,„,.„„
Brown, Ronald W. Dental pulp tester. 3,782,366, CI. 128-21.OOr.
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Brown Terence J . to USM Corporation High frequency prew with

c.p.cU.*etunin,. 3.783.217. CI 219-10.530,

Rrowne Ronald O . and Huffman, Jame. L , to Brown Engineering

Cor^rat^n Wa.;e d..char,e valve for toilet bow. 3.781.920. CI 4-

Broirg.Char.e.W Knot tying device 3.782.-'**.Cr 2«9->7^<>««,^

Brubaker. Wilton M Hyperbolic field mas. filter 3.783.279. CI 250-

Bru!k' George, to Avco Corporation Waveform edge-.hifting mo<»"'«-

tion »y«em for video recording and reproduction. 3.783.410. Cl

332-9 OOr .. i

Brucken Byron L . to General Motor. Corporation Heat-cleaning

range conitruction 3.782.360. Cl 126-19 OOr

Brumfield, John C . to l-T-E Imperial Corporation Po.itive on petition

indicator 3. 7 8 3.215. Cl 200-153 OOg
, -,., ^^^ nx

Brundiek. Hortt Roller mill of the edgerunner type 3.782.646, Cl.

241-1 17 000
Bruno, Gerald A; S«*—

Czaplintki, Thomat V ; Bruno. Gerald A., and Haney, Thomat A .

3.''83,291

Bruno, Onofrio P Delaying arm fuie principle 3.782,289. Cl 102-

76000
Bnintwick Corporation: See—

Ellingten, Raymond L, 3,782,321 .

Hungerford. Daniel Comttock. 3,782.318.

Bruntwick Corporation, The; S«*—
Beck, Robert J . Heikkinen, Wilbert; and Johnion. Robert T .

3,782,219

Bryant, Shirley; S<e—
Lontz. John Frank; and DAlonzo, Conttance Anthony.

3,782,974

Buccicone, Dario, to Bucciconi Engineering Co.. Inc. Magnetic rail

conveyor 3.782,529, Cl 198-41 000

Bucciconi Engineering Co.. Inc.; See—
Buccicone, Dario, 3,782,529

Buchi. Paul; S«e—
Moter, Werner; Buchi. Paul, and Weber, Peter, 3,782,655.

Buck. Willard E Simplified flat mirror tcanner 3.782.803. Cl. 350-

7 000 . . .

Budzich. Tadeutz. to Weatherhead Company, The Brake anti-tkid

tytteiii 3,782,785, Cl 303-21 OOf

Bwdzyna. Edward S , to Rockwell International Corporation Weft yarn

control device 3,782.42 l.CI 139122 OOw

Buedel. Charlet K , and Caputo, Jamet P . to GTE Automatic Electric

Laboratorict Incorporated Data handling tyttem maintenance ar-

rangement for procetting tyttem trouble conditiont. 3,783,255, Cl.

235-1530ak
Bullard, Haran W.. to United Sutet Steel Corporation. Manipulator

3.782.162, Cl. 72-250.000

Bumb Frank C . Jr . to California Data Machinet Tape trantport dual

reel drive from tingle capttan 3,782,659, Cl. 242-201 000

Bumpttead, John, to Anthony Manufacturing Corporation Part circle

sprinkler 3,782,638, Cl 239242 000

Bundy. John E., to Dunlop, Limited. Electric motor tpeed control

lyttemt 3,783,360, Cl 318-327 000.

Bunker Ramo Corporation: See—
Benker, Hortt Wilhelm. 3,782,842

Bunn Clinton O , to Col-Mont Corporation Method of and apparatut

forlherecoveryofoilfromwater 3.783. 129. Cl 210-30 000

Burch. Daniel G . Liang. Po-Lung; Pierce. Stanely L , Jr .
and Winn,

William C , to Ford Motor Company Mechanical torque tentor for a

hydrokinetic torque converter. 3.783.186, Cl. 73-l36.00r

Burdette. Fredrick E.; See—
Egli. Hant. Burdette. Fredrick E.; and Nancartow. Jamet H .

3.782.850. .. .

Buret Laditlav; Rajnoha. Jarotlav; Chrtek. Milan; Cemy, Mirotlav,

Doudlebtky, Ctibor; and Hybl. Jotef. to Elite*. Zavody Textilniho

Strojirenttvi. Method and arrangement for withdrawing air from

tpinningunitt. 3.782.095, Cl 57-56 000

Burg, Karlheinz: See—
Grottmann. Hant-Hermann, Burg, Karlheinz; and Wolten. Emtt.

3.783.145

Barge. Harland L . and Rodewald. Newell C . to TRW Inc Foam cool-

ing and acouitic damping for internal combuttion enginet.

3.782.1 16, Cl 60-258 000
Burge,Theodor, to Sika AG Aluminum tulfate and calcium tulfate ad-

ditiCet for improving the quality of cement, mortar and concrete and

method for the production of tuch improved producu. 3,782.991.

Cl 106-315 000 ^ ^ , , .

Burger, Jacobui J ; De Jong, Gerrit. and Den Boer. Gradut J J
.
to

Koni'nklijke Nederlandtche Hoogovent en Staalfabrieken NV
Method and a device for mixing and homogenizing of bulk material.

3,782,528, Cl. 198-36.000.

Burgin Electronic Grade Control, Inc.; 5««—

Burgin, Luther B, 3.782.844

Burgin Luther B . to Burgin Electronic Grade Control. Inc Slope con-

trol for paving machinet. 3.782.844, Cl 404- 8 4 000

Burt Harold S , and Carvalho, Vatco O , to Conveyor Syttemt, Inc

Apparatut for ttackmg empty palleu. 3,782,562. Cl. 21 4-6 00m

Burt, Harold S., to Conco Inc Product picking ttacker crane tyttem.

3,782,564, Cl. 2 I4-I6.40a.
.. ^ ,

Bury Allen J. to Molex. Inc Electrical connector houting with built-in

ttrain relief. 3.783.436. Cl. 339-107 000.

Butac, Claut; and Schlitt. Karl, to European Atomic Energy Communi-

ty Temperature tubilization tyttem 3.782,449, Cl 165-32 000

Butter Karl. Kaufmann. Michael, and Dederra. Helmut, to Met-

tertchmitt-Bolkow-Blohm Geielltchaft mit betchrankter Haftung

Regeneratively cooled thrutt gat generator conttruction and method

ofmakingtame 3.782.1 18. Cl 60-260 000

B V S.;S««-
Lev^n.Leon.3.782.4l6

Bye-Jorgenacn. Jorgen. and Larten. Gunnar. to Kruger. I A/S Decant

ing centrifuge for draining off water from tewage tludge 3.782.623.

Cl 233-7 000
Byland. Clarence H ConUiner in which a watthour meter and a meter

locket are enclotably mountable and for readably ditplaying the

watthourmeter 3.783.343. Cl 317-107 000

Byron Melville, to Creative Patenu A Productt Limited Controllable

amusement device 3.782.031 . Cl 46-244 OOr

Byrt. Graham Archie Bruce; Rotevear. Adnan Tuckwell. and Clarke.

William Frank, to Matton Scott Thrittell Engineering Limited.

Winding of conunuoui webi of theet material 3,782.665, Cl 242-

5600r
I

Cadcom. Incorporated S«*— *
'

Gebhardt, John C. 3.782.985

Cain. Jamet P . to Marlboro Manufacturing. Inc. Hydraulic door

cloter 3.781.943. Cl 16-52 000
|

Calgon Corporation: See—
Kirwin, Rotcoe Conklin, Hart, William Lewit; and Antonetti,

Joteph Michael, 3,782.546

Calicchia, David J , and Modan. Michael M .
to General Electric Com

pany Removal of caulytt retidue from polyphenylene ethert.

3,783, 147. Cl 260-47 Oet

California Data Machinet: See—
Bumb, Frank C . Jr . 3,782,659

Callow Donald Sidney. Capel. Brian John, and Evant. Charlet Gervaie

Thorngate. to United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire

land. Secreury of State for Social Servicet in Her Britannic

Majetty's Government of the Production of L-atparaginate

3.78. 102. Cl 195-66 OOa

Calnek Bruce W . and Hitchner. Stephen B. to Cornell Retearch

Foundation Inc Highly potent, viable and stable cell-free virus

preparationt from" cellt infected with cell-attociated viruses and

methodforobtainingtheiame 3.783.098. Cl 195 1 100

Cambey Lethe A . to Bell & Howell Company Single magnet tandem

matttpectrometer 3.783.278. Cl 250-299 000 .

Cameo. Incorporated: See—
'

Walkint, Fred E ,3,782,461

Cammi, Ferdinano Anti-theft device 3,782,862, Cl 417-313.000.

Camorota, Mathew; S*e—
.. ^. , d

Brodie, Donald E , Camorota. Mathew. and Jakowtki. Charlet R .

3.782.194
. „.„

Campagnuolo, Carl J, McKindra. Clayton D ; Sewell. Clinton J .
Villar-

roel Fernando, and Wooltton. Lionel L . to United Suiet of Amer-

ica Navy Air-dnvengenerator 3.783.310. Cl 310-15 000

Campbell. Jamet D . Jr . and Maurey. Joteph E . to Maurey Manufac-

turing Corporation Multiple groove pulley conttruction. 3.782.211.

Cl 74-230 17c

Campbell. Scott VS*»-
Long. Thomas R . Miller. Warren H . Jr . and Campbell. Scott V .

3.782.716
I

Campbell SoupCompany; S«*— '

Hudton. Jamet A . 3.782.878

Campiti. Jimmy T Binocular pocket 3.782.6I4.C1. 224-5.00v

Canadian Patentt and Development Limited; See—

Mathur. Radhey Mohan, 3,783,3 13

Cannelongo, Joteph Fredrick: S**—
, -,, .^^

Savidet, Chrittot, and Cannelongo, Joteph Fredrick. 3.783.146

Canning. Thomat N . to United Statet of America. National Aeronau-

tict and Space Adminittration Heater mixer for ttored Ouidt.

3.782.698. Cl 259-60 000

Canning Thomat N . to United Sutet of America. National Aeronau-

tict and Space Adminittration Bimetallic fluid ditplacement ap-

paratut 3.782.699. Cl 259-98 000

Canon Kabuthiki Kaiaha; See—
. „ w

Fujii. Motoharu; Yamaguchi. Itao; Miyamoto. Kimio. Yamaguchi.

Mataru, and Sano, Yozo, 3,783,290.

Ichiyanage. Tothikazu, 3,783,357

Kanayama, Miuutothi; and Toda.Takako. 3.782.819

Soma. Ikuo. and Ando. Yujiro. 3.783,352.

Capel. Brian John; See— r^w.,!-.
Callow. Donald Sidney; Capel. Brian John, and Evant. Charlet

Gervate Thorngate. 3,783.102.

Capital Producu Corporation: See— .

Gott.LoraneC, Jr. 3,782.054. I

Caputo.JametP : S««—
, ,., ,cc

Buedel.CharletK; and Caputo. Jamet P. 3,783,255.

Caputo Jamet P , and OToole, Gerald, to GTE Automatic Electric

Labo'ratoriet Incorporated Data handling •y»|«"'
'"•i"»"'""

""

rangement for rechecking signals 3,783,256, CI "S-l 53X)ak.

Carboni, Victor B , and Harnton, Paul, to ContoMated Food. Cor-

poration Potitive regittration labehng gun 3,782,279. Cl. 101-

288000.
Carborundum Company . The: See—

Carpenter. Jamet H. Jr.. 3.782.643. ,,.,„, ,,, ,,«
Cardin. Carl J.. Sr. Locking hitch box cover 3.782.761. Cl. 280-

507 000.
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Carey.Thomat H : See—
Alibert. Vernon F.; and Carey. Thomas H.. 3.783.309.

Carl. Robert C:S«*-
Moore. Glenn E.; and Carl. Robert C, 3.782.401

.

Carlick. Daniel J.. Marra. Frank, and Sprenger, Gerhard E., to Sun

Chemical Corporation. Itocyanate-modified esters. 3,783.151, Cl.

260-471 00c.

Carlile. Hollit B, Jr.: See—
Felmann, Ted S.; Carlile, Hollit B., Jr.; and Blankenhorn, Charles

F ,3,782,471.

Carlton, Jacqueline H Camouflaged device for temporary face lifting.

3,782,372. Cl. I28-76.00b.

Carpenter, Jamet H , Jr., to Carborundum Company, The. Apparatus

for conditioning a granular material. 3,782,643, Cl. 241-60.000.

Carr, George W , to Pullman Incorporated. Adapter for marker light.

3,783,265, Cl. 240-8.200

Carr, Norman L , Mattoth, Franklin E.; Stahlfeld, Donald L.; and

Young, John E., Jr., to Gulf Research & Development Company.

Procett for reducing the arsenic content of gaseous hydrocarbon

ttreamt by ute of tupported lead oxide 3,782,076, Cl. 55-74.000.

Cartabia, Luigi; See—
Batto, Eugenio, Viviani, Gaetano; and Cartabia, Luigi, 3,783.362.

Carter. Carol Y Protective device for automobile door handle and

lockt 3.782.149. Cl. 70-455 000
Cartwright. Thomat Edward; and Wightman. John Clifford, to Ayres,

Jonet D , and Company Limited Food ditpensing apparatus.

3.782,428, Cl 141-115 000
Carvalho, Vatco O.: See—

Burt, Harold S.; and Carvalho, Vasco O , 3,782,562.

Cascade Corporation: See—
House, Marshall K, and Train, Michael D., 3,782,409.

Cascione, Alexander, to General Foods Corporation. Soluble coffee

antifoam and sludge suspending agents 3,783,165, Cl. 426-329.000.

Catco, Ernett L , and Kotic, Ralph F., to General Dynamict Corpora-

tion Fixed tpool winch mechanitm . 3,782,692, Cl. 254-1 39.000.

Catler. David Henry, to International Business Machines Corporation.

Optical scanning system 3,783,295. Cl. 250-567.000.

Caterpillar Tractor Company; See—
Fuzzell, Joe E, 3,782,248.

Nieukirk, Robert L. 3,783,301.

Cates, Robert E. to Marley Company, The Hydraulic flow distribution

tyttem for multiple patt air cooled heat exchanger. 3,782,451, Cl.

165-38 000
Catet, Robert L.; Mitchell, Robert M.; and Houx, James R., to Marley

Company, The Siphon breaking vent manifold for multiple pats heat

exchanger 3,782,453, Cl 165-138 000
Catlln. Kenneth A.; See—

Chmura, William J.; and Catlin. Kenneth A., 3.782.794.

C.A.V. Limited: S«—
Brown. Robert Hulme. 3.783.337.

Cavanna.Cetar: See—
Hampton, Robert S.; Cavanna, Cetar; Kungys, Statyt J.; and Eifel.

Paul J .3.782.128.

Center, John L.: See—
Thompton, Thomat C; Center, John L.; and Stocton. Paul M.,

3.782.383.

Central Quality Induttriet, Inc : See—
Eichholz, Arthur H, 3,782,620.

Centro Sperimentale Metallurgico S.p.A.: See—
Sabatini, Bruno, 3,782,152.

Centronict Data Computer Corporation: See—
Howard, Robert, 3,782,520.

Ceplon, Peter Sol. Spacer tyttem for ute with pipet employing tracer

lines. 3.782.452. Cl. 165-135.000.

Cerny. Mirotlav: See-
Sure*, Laditlav; Rajnoha. Jarotlav; Chrtek, Milan; Cerny.

Mirotlav; Doudlebtky. Ctibor; and Hybl. Jotef, 3.782.095.

Cetkotloventka akademie ved: See—
Kolar. Vaclav. 3.782.703.

Chacko Joteph. to Sargent Induttriet. Inc.. metne. Trigger mechanitm

for gat valving apparatut 3.782.41 3. Cl. 137-565.000.

Chadboum. Inc.: See—
Edwin. John J.; and Lathem. Milton. 3.782.090.

Chamberlain. Richard Earl: S*«—
Swartz. George Allan; and Chamberlain. Richard Earl. 3.783.348.

Chambers. William W.. to Roberuhaw Controlt Company. Voltage

compentated electrical control system. 3.783.369. Cl. 323-22.0sc.

Chao, Pao J., to United States of America. Atomic Energy Commis-

sion, metne. Method for producing evaporation inhibiting coating

for protection of silicon-germanium and silicon-molybdenum alloys

at high temperaturet in vacuum. 3,783,03 1 , Cl. I 36-237.000.

Charbonnler, Francit M.: See—
Barbour. John P.; and Charbonnier. FranciiM.. 3,783,288.

Chaie-Shawmut Company. The: See-
Swain. Kenneth W.; and Belcher. Richard A., 3,783,428.

Chatterjea. Probir K.: S««—
Ruhl. Charlet A. H.; Meyer. Edward; and Chatterjea. Probir K..

3.782.489.

Chauffoureaux. Jean, to Solvay & Cie. Protecting plastics from

photodegradation. 3.783.01 1 . Cl n7-l06.00r.

Chemlsche Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Kahanek. Herbert; Bohmers. Karl-Heinz; Schiemann, Willi; and

Beckmann. Gunter. 3,782.739.

Cherevik, Ivanovich: See—

Kozhevnikov, Sergei Nikolaevich; Tkachenko. Arkady

Semenovich; Verderevtky, Vadim Anatolievich; Cherevik.

Ivanovlch; Alexeev. Jury Evgenievich; Bondarenko. Alexandr

Grigorievich;and Vythinsky. Valery Trofimovich, 3.782.163.

Cheskis. Eugene M.; and Price. James D.. to Motorola, Inc. Photoresist

keysanddepth indicator. 3.783,044. Cl. 148-175.000.

Chetsin. Hyman; and Gempel. Robert Francit. Iridescent chromium

plated article. 3.782.907, Cl. 29-194.

Chilet, Robert D.: See-
Barnes, Dayton W.; and Chiles, Robert D, 3,782,612.

Chirnomas, Scheina E. M . Waist mounted sounding Urget and tethered

ball. 3,782,727, Cl. 273-97.00r.

Chitso Corporation: See—
lnukai,Takathi;and Nakamura,Takao, 3,783.136.

Morita, Koh;and Ishli, Teiji. 3,783.012.

Chivari. Hie. to Hackforth & Co.. Firma. Remotely controllable change

speed gear. 3,782.2 U, Cl. 74-331 .000.

Chmura, William J.; and Catlin, Kenneth A., to Textron, Inc. Antifric-

tion bearing. 3.782,794, Cl. 308-193.000.

Choe, Hyum Mook: See-
Wan Der Ziel. Aldert; and Choe, Hyum Mook. 3.783.402.

Chris-Craft Industries. Inc.: See-
Rosin. Jacob, 3.782.990.

Christiansen. Kai: See—
Jafs. Daniel; Marttala, Tapani; Christiansen, Kai; and Hakulin.

Bertel. 3.783.095.

Christophel. Reuben L.: See—
LIvengood, Paul; and Christophel. Reuben L., 3.782,301

.

Chrtek, Milan: See—
Buret, Ladislav; Rajnoha, Jaroslav; Chrtek, Milan; Cerny,

Miroslav; Doudlebtky, Ctibor; and Hybl, Josef, 3,782.095.

Chudey. Ivan: See—
Wawra. Carl Martin; and Chudey, Ivan. 3,783,396.

Chugai Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—
Shibata. Akira. 3.782.930.

Churchheus, Claude W.: See—
Gwin, Richard B.; Ballis, William L.; Churchheus. Claude W.; and

Hutt. Bruce L. 3,783,222.

Gwin, Richard B.; Ballis, WiUiam L.; and Churchheus, Claude W.,

3,783.223.

Chwastyk, Adolph M, to United States of America, Navy. FFT proces-

sor utilizing variable length shift registers. 3,783,258, Cl. 235-

156.000.

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—
DeFago, Raymond; Angliker, Hans-Joerg; Holzrichter, Herbert;

Kneubuehler, Werner; and Peter, Richard, 3,782,896.

Froehlich, Alfred; Oetiker. Alfred; and Schaller,p Heinrich,

3,782,948.

Mueller, Felix Gottfried, 3,782,624.

Ciba-Giegy Corporation: See—
Schindler, Walter, 3,783,161 .

Cimprich, Francis J., to Goodrich. B. F., Company, The. Apparatut for

heat conditioning of green tires for vulcanization. 5.783,241. Cl.

219-535.000.
Cintex Products. Inc.: See—

Kelso. James W.. 3.783.177.

Cities Service Company: See-
Roth. Shirley H. 3.783,015.

Roth, Shirley H, 3,783,018.

Citiet Service Oil Company: See—
Fulford. Richard S.. 3.782.469.

Rotenwald.Gary W.; and Swift, Samuel C, 3,782,585.

Cities Services Company: See-
Roth. Shirley H, 3,783,017.

Clark. Alex, Limited: See—
Masygan. Raymond Joseph. 3.782.264.

Clark. Donald E.: See—
Eide. Melvin O.; and Clark. Donald E., 3.783,374.

Clark Equipment Company: See—
Williamson. William A.. 3,782.488.

Clark. George William Joseph; Colder, Gerald William; and Hart,

Frederick Leslie, to GKN Sankey Limited. Doors for vehicles.

3,782,036, Cl. 49-502.000.

Clark, Ralph E., to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion. Air conditioning structure. 3.782.448. Cl. 165-16.000.

Clarke. Terence James Leonard; Ouarmby. Robert Charles; and Lett.

Philip Michael, to British United Shoe Machinery Company Limited,

The. Manufacture offsprings. 3.782.425. Cl. 140-103.900.

Clarke. William Frank: See—
Byrt, Graham Archie Bruce; Rosevear, Adrian Tuckwell; and

Clarke, William Frank, 3,782,665.

Clauss, Manfred; and Clauss, Ulrich, to Clauss-Markiten Manfred u.

Ulrich Clauu, Firma. Roll-up awning construction. 3,782,443, Cl.

60-22.000.

Clauss, Ulrich: See—
Clauss, Manfred; and Clauss, Ulrich, 3,782,443.

Clauss-Markisen Manfred u. Ulrich Clautt, Firma: See—

Clauss, Manfred; and Clauta, Ulrich, 3,782,443.

Claw Corporation: See-
Lee, Dennis D.; and Gilchrist, Robert F., 3,782,683.

Cleary, Harold J.; Horton, James B.; and Melloy, George F., to

Bethlehem Steel Corporation. Corrosion resitunt aluminum-zinc

coating and method of making. 3,782,909, Cl. 29-196.200.
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Cleveland Charles M . and Bould. Fred, to We«mghou«: Elecir.c

Corporaton Mechanism for holding and levering large draw ou.

Type cTCU.t breakers 3.783.209. CI 200-50 O.a.

'"**B.g1rw.ll.am W . and Clegg. Ma. D .
3.782.833

Clement. Ralph C . to I-T-E Imperial Corporation Clamp.n, mean, for

mechanical securement of enclosures to bus duct. 3.783.320. CI

317-99 000.

Cline. Harvey E.S**- nai q7«
Walter. John L ; and Cline. Harvey E. 3.782.928

Clinton. Geoffrey David: S«- ^ nai 701
Gold. Daniel, and Clinton.Geoffrey David. 3.783.293^

Cnobloch. Herbert; Kohlmuller. Hans, and Marchetto. Manfredo .0

Siemens Aktie.igesellschaft Fuel cell and apparatus for water

removal by evaporating the water from the electrolyte of fuel ele-

ments. 3.783.028. CI. 1 36-86 00c.

Co-Ordinated Industries. Inc See—
Dal Molin.Guido A , 3.783.233

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited. See—

Parfitt. Norman Leslie Cyril. 3.782.511.

Coherent Radiation See—
Manoukian.NubarS .3.783.405

Coherent Radiation Laboratories; See-

Mefferd. Wayne S . and Hobart. James L. 3.783.407

Cohn. Morris IS**— , -,-, rvo^
Perdue. Roy D . and Cohn. Morns I . 3.783.096

Col-Mont Corporation; See—
Bunn. Clinton 0,3.783.129 ,„.„„„ ^, ,,

Colangelo. Peter J Cutting tool setting device 3.781.999. CI 33

185 000
Coleco Industries. Inc ; S«-

^ „^ .^ , tbt t)*
Huffman. Donald; and Majewski. Richard M. 3.782.726.

Coleman. Clarence B . to Fabricated Metals. Inc. Follower for material

containers. 3.78 1.942. CI 15-246 500

Coleman Company. Inc .The See-
Kester Charles E. and Hughes. Thomas E. 3.782.33V

Colton. Martin S . and Schulman. Marvin, to General Foods Corpora-

tion Process for producing coffee extract 3,782.965. CI. 420-

432.000.
Columbia Gas System Service Corporation: S<*—

^, . ^ .

Gwin. Richard B . Ballis. William L ; Churchheus. Claude W ;
and

Hutt. Bruce L .3.783.222 ^, ^ «;

Gwin. Richard B ,
Ballis. William L ; and Churchheus. Claude W ,

3.783,223

Columbia Research Laboratories. Inc.; See—

Alibert. Vernon F.; and Carey. Thomas H. 3.783.309

Columbus. Peter Spiros. to Borden. Inc Co-dispenser applicator and

spatula cap 3.782.600. CI. 222-94.000

Combustion Engineering. Inc.; See—

Vincent. Gerald H , 3.782.986

Commercial Shearing Inc.: See-
Hodgson. Robert F. 3.782.404

Commerical Solvents Corporation; See-

Purcell RobertF ; and Sausaman. David K .3.783.002

Compagnie Generale des Etablissemenu Michelin. raison sociale

Michelin* Cie; See—
Boileau. Jacques. 3.782.441

Compare. Giampiero. to General Electric Information Systems S p^A^

Method for preparing artwork to be used in manufacturing of printed

circuits. 3.782.942. CI. 96-41 000

Componetrol. Inc. . mesne: See—
LeBlanc. Joseph A .Jr.. 3.782.868.

Computer Identics Corporation: See—

Kapsambelis, Christos Basil. 3,783,244.

Conaar Corporation: See—
Zajac. Cruno G . 3.782.519.

ConeastAGSee-
^^^^ H.n.-Dieter. and Thorner, H.n. Otto

3.782.048. CI. 52-

,3.783.098.

.3.782,345.

Willim, Fritz;

3.782.447.

Conco Inc.; See—
Burt. Harold S

Pfister. Leo F
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Conveyor Systems. Inc See—
, ,o-i .*•»

Burt Harold S. and Carvalho. Vasco O. 3.782.562

Cook Harry E . to Ford Motor Company Releasable caliper retainmg

meinsforadiscbrake 3.782.508. CI 188-73 300

Cook. Harry E . and Jamosi. Francs L . to Ford Motor Company

Caliper retaming means for a motor vehicle disc brake 3.7g2,50V,

CI 188-73 300

Cook. John W; See—
, „ ,. u i^ n

Peterson. Robert S ; Cook. John W . and Bolkey. Harold B .

3.782.151

Cook. Melvin W: See—
. „ ,

Cook. Melvin W . and Begley. Donald E (said Begley assor to

said). 3.783.127.

Cook Melvin W ; and Begley. Donald E . said Begley assor to said

Co^k. Melvin W Combination concentrator-dialyzer device.

3.783.127. CI 210-22 000

Cooper Ernest A . to Foodmakers. Inc Food handling equipment and

methodofuse 3.782.272. CI 99-450 700

Coral Audio Corporation: See-
Sato Tadao;and Ebihara.Toshio. 3.783,31 1

Cordell.Carl R . Jr Fish lure 3.782.024. CI 43-42.310

Corein. Marcel Pierre Ernest Marie: See-
.

Kohn. Karl Walter, and Corein. Marcel Pierre Ernest Mane

3.782.357

Corman. Daniel L Longitudinal support post

738.000
Cornell Research Foundation Inc.; See—

Calnek.Bruce W .and Hitchner, Stephen B

Cornell. Richard D: See—
Erickson. Ronald R . and Cornell. Richard D

Corning Glass Works: See— D„K-„t
De Luca. Robert David. Keck. Donald Bruce, and Maurer. Robert

Distler. 3.782.914
, -,o^ ok

Filbert, Augustus M. and Hair. Michael L. 3.782.913. i

Pierson, Joseph E , and Stookcy. Stanley D .
3.782.982 I

Rostoker. David. 3.782.981

Tomb. William H . and Weetall. Howard H.. 3,783,101

Cornish. Robert F See—
.. „ u . c ,-^

Richey. John Cecil; McKelvey. Ralph E.; Contish. Robert F ,
and

Noll. Harry L .3,782.795

Coroch.Bnan Wilfrid: See-
Almond. Francis Martin. Shibley. Edward Albert, and Coroch,

Brian Wilfrid. 3.7 8 3.04

3

,

CosdenOil A Chemical Company: See— I

Hahn.Granville J .3.783.061
^ . «, ^ c ,»v

Costanza Carl. Weber. Walter W . Setlejewski. Frank W .
and Frystak

Richard to Bell & Howell Company Slide return mechanism

3.782.816. CI. 353-112 000
. ^ ^ . i

Cotton. Curran D . to Maytag Company. The. Clothes dryer control

3 782.001. CI. 34-45.000

Couch Francis O . to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor

poraled Battery reversal detection. 3,783,198, CI 179-16.0aa.

Coulter Electronics. Inc : See— ,,„,,„.
Hogg Walter R. and Coulter. Wallace H . 3.783,391

Klein. Robert 1 , and Hogg. Walter R .
3.783.247.

Coulter.WallaceH See-
, ,„, ,oi

Hogg. Walter R . and Coulter, Wallace H .
3.783.391

CourtaAlds North America. Inc.: See—

Bakewell. David. 3.782.088

Cowan. John R: See-
Dunn, James G , Cowan, John R., and Rus«>,

3.783.385 ^
Cowen William E . Jr.. to United Industrial Engineenng Corporation

Shaft driver device and conveyor system embodying the same

3.782.5 15. CI. 192-56.00C.
, .^ t.„.

Cowie George Raymond, to Cowie Scientific, Limited. Taps

3.782.686. CI. 251-309.000.

Cowie Scientific, Limited; See—
|

Anthony J.

.3.782.564
and Rosenow. Darold K.. 3,782,303.

Condo. Albert C .and Reph. Clinton A . to Atlantic Richfield Coin-

pany Method of insulating cold substrate, and the insulated sub-

strates. 3.782.998. CI. 117-66.000.

Connolly. James P.; See— .

Leon, Henry A.; Connolly, Jame. P.; Hitchman, Maurice J.; and

Humbert, John E, 3.782,334

Conrey. John P.; See—
We.Mll., Forre.t A.; and Conrey, John P., 3,782,327.

Conwrc Corporation: See—
, ,„, .a,

Luchok. John; and Wooding. Patrick J., 3.782,445.

Coniolidated Bathurst Limited; See-

Martin. Wilhelm N. 3.783.062

Con.olidated Foods Corporation: See—

Carboni. Victor B.; and Harrison. Paul. 3.782.279.

Consul GmbH; See—
Wei..mann, Peter. 3.782.885 _..^u

Conti Ce.are L Device for .ynchronizing the slackening of the "«"'«

thread with the thread cutting, with timing of the slackening of tne

needle thread and independent control of the <»«>«> of d'*c opening

forlock.titch.ewingmachines.3.782.3l3.Cl. 11-252 000

Continental Gummi-Werke Aktiengewllichaft: See-

Depmeyer. Lothar. 3,782,440.

Cowie. George Raymond. 3.782.686.
^ -, . ,.

Cox Harold Autrey. to Texas Instruments. Incorporated Duty cycle

controlsystem3.783.366.CI. 321-5.000
,^^ i^a ,00

Cox. Robert L Adjustable router guide 3.782.431, CI. 144-144.500.

CPC International Inc., mesne: See-

Knight. James W. 3.782.964

Cramer Howard A., to Lowrance Electronics Oxygen analyzer

3 782, 170, CI. 73-19.000

Cramer, Robert L.; and Henneman. John W «o Jendix Corpor..^«".

The Servo controlled oxygen regulator. 3.782.402. CI. 1 37-81 .uuu.

Crandell. William H: See- ^^ j xh„™.. W
Barger, J P.; Crandell. William H.; and Gardner, Thomas W ,

3,782,386. i

Crane Packing Company; See—
Novosad. Eugene, 3.782.735.

Cranston. Albert E . Ill; and Lewi., Charle. B., to C;""""" Machinery

Company, Inc. Lifting hook for bound packages, 3,782,772. CI. 294-

82.00r.

Cranston Machinery Company, Inc ; See- _ , ,„, „,
Cran.ton. Albert E . Ill, and Lewi.. Charle. B.. 3.782.772.

Creative Patents & Products Limited: See—
|

Byron. Melville, 3,782,03 I. i:ur„„„
Crewe Albert V , to Perkin-Elmer Corporation. The. Electron

microscope 3.783.281, CI. 250-31 1.000.
_. ^ . ,

Cr7.uani Athos. to AMF Incorporated. System «nd device for cuttmg

Tnd "educing od «.gmenU. 3.782.229. CI. 83-37.000.
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Crosby. David Winston, to Imperial Chemical Industrie. Limited.

Treatment of sheet materials 3.782,899. CI. 8-1 49.200.

Cro.field Electronics Limited: See-
Gold. Daniel, and Clinton. Geoffrey David. 3.783.293.

Crumpacker. William H. Wind-responsive sprinkler regulator.

3.782.637, CI 239-232 000.

Cruse. William Marion. Remote lighting control system. 3.783,263, CI.

240-3 000
Csikor. Laszlo; See—

Holzl, Horst; Rosskopf. Max; and Csikor, Laszlo, 3 ,78 1 ,974.

CTCGmbHSee-
Lohoff, Hermann, 3.782.1 32.

Cummins Engine Company. Inc.: See—
Pcrr. Julius P.. 3.782.864

Cunningham, Francis V . to Jo&lyn Mfg and Supply Co Apparatus for

Assembling a cable coupling. 3.78 1 ,964. CI 29-203.0hm.

Curcio. Michael P Miter box 3.782.235. CI 83-762 000

Curtis. George C . and Spight. James S. Pool water temperature con-

trol. 3.781.925. CI. 4-172.150.

Cusato. Anthony J., to Mann. Henry. Inc. Light wire pliers for

orthodontists 3.781.993. CI 32-66 000
Cushman Electronics. Inc.; See-

Bradley. Donald A. 3.783.380.

Cutler-Hammer. Inc.; See—
Offutt. Warren B.. 3.782.826.

Cutters Machine Company, Inc.: See-
Frederick, Cecil S.. and Smith, Hoyt L., 3,782.649.

CyklopGesellschaft Emil Hoffmann; See—
Wehr. Hubert. 3.783.079

Czaplinski. Thomas V.; Bruno. Gerald A., and Haney, Thomas A., to

Squibb. E. R.. & Sons. Inc. Sterile generator housing and support.

3.783.291. CI 250-434 000
Dahle. Orvar, to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget. Magneto-

elastic transducer for force measurement. 3,782,187, CI. 73-

141 00a
Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd.: See—

Ohto, Michihiro; Noshiro, Atsumi; and Mayuzumi, Telsuya,

3,782,940
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft; See—

Grabow, Fritz, 3,782,225
Schiesterl.Gerhard,andBibl. Josef. 3.783,207.

Dainippon Ink and Chemicals. Incorporated: See—
Takahashi. Katsutoshi; and Takase. Masanori. 3,782,961

.

Dal Molin, Guido A., to Co-Ordinated Industries, Inc. Welding gun

cooling structure and electrode tip retainer. 3,783,233, CI. 219-

130 000
D'Alonzo. Constance Anthony: See—

Lontz. John Frank; and D'Alonzo, Constance Anthony,

3.782.974

Dalrymple. Donald D.. to National Forge Company. Dynamic balanc-

ing apparatus. 3.782.203. CI. 73-468.000.

Daly. Daniel G . and Ritacco. Gerardo A., to Bendix Corporation. The.

Method for sealing anodized beryllium components to improve

dielectric and corrosion resistant properties. 3,782,997, CI. 117-

49.000
Dandois, Charles L , to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. External material

lifters for rotary kilns and the like. 3.782,89 1 , CI. 432-1 1 8.000.

Danfoss A/S: See—
Pedersen, Hans Christian; and Nielsen, Erik, 3,782,580.

DanieI.en, Svend: See—
Eriksen, Bjorn We.tphal; and Danielsen, Svend, 3,782,967.

Danilevich, July losifovich; See—
Sigal, Isaak Yakovlevich; Naidenov, Georgy Fedorovich; Gu-

revich. Nikolai Alexandrovich; Danilevich, July losifovich;

Shiman, Andrei Matveevich; Shishkin, Viktor Fedorovich; and

Goncharenki, Nikolai Ivanovich, 3,782,302.

Danko, Oliver L.: See-
Gallagher, Bernard J.; Shufflebarger. Earl D.; Simko, David M.;

Medvick. Richard J.; Boylan. John R.; and Danko. Oliver L..

3.782.685.

Dann.Bert H.to International Video Corporation. FM pulse averaging

demodulator. 3,783,398, CI. 329-50.000.

Dappen.Glen M.: See-
Abbott, Thoma. I.; Dappen, Glen M., and Irani, Nayyir F.,

3,782,936.

Dara.h. Raymond Nicholas, to Weatherland Company, The. Un-

balanced poppet relief valve. 3,782,412. CI. 137-514.000.

Darnall. John C, to Times Mirror Company, The. Method for generat-

ing information to control the scanning beam of a display device.

3,783,331, CI. 315-18.000.

Darnall. John C, Jr., to Time Minow Company, The. Self-ten.ioning

flexible printing plate. 3,782,281, CI. 101-415.100.

Darnell. Eula K. Behavior modification point board. 3,782.009. CI. 35-

23.00r.

Daugirdai. Kri.tupas; See

—

Lynn. Robert J.; Daugirda.. Kristupa.; and Reddy, Redreddy Su-

kumar, 3,782.034.

Davie., John R.: See-
Solomon, William H.; Davie.. John R.; and Eorward. Carrel M.,

3,783,058.
Davie., Norman; and Wobrak, Robert E., to We.tinghouse Electric

Corporation. Metal-enclosed switchgear with interlock means.

3,783.208, CI. 200-50.0aa.

Davies, Norman, to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Circuit inter-

rupter with improved overcenter spring operating mechanism.

3,783,214, CI. 200-153.0SC.
Davis, Andrew W.: See—

Godson, Louis H.; Jacobs, William B.; and Davis. Andrew W.,

3,783,109.

Davis, Charley W ., Jr. Toilet lid or lid and Mat closer. 3,78 1 ,924, CI. 4-

251.000.
Davis, Gilbert L. Pneumo-infufflator apparatus. 3,782,363, CI. 128-

200r.
Davis, Marvin A. Fishing rod holder. 3,782,61 3, CI. 224-5.00e.

Dawson, Bruce Edgar: See—
Wolowodiuk, Walter; Anelli. John; and DawM>n. Bruce Edgar,

3,782,455.
Day. PauLB. Plant telephone communication system. 3,783,195, CI.

179-28.000.

Dayton Manufacturing Company; See—
Materese, Vincent, 3,782,550.

De Jong, Gerrit: See-
Burger, Jacobus J.; De Jong, Gerrit; and Den Boer. Gradus J. J..

3.782.528.

De Luca. Robert David; Keck. Donald Bruce; and Maurer. Robert Dis-

tler. to Coming Glass Works. Heat treating optical waveguides for

OH ion removal. 3,782,914. CI. 65-3.000.

De Staat Der Nederlanden, Ten Deze Vertegenwoordigd Door de

Directeur-General der Posterijen, Telegrafie en Telefonie: See-
Van Dalen, Christiaan Johannes, 3,782,297.

Debeaux, Pierre. Compasses. 3,781,995, CI. 33-27.00f.

DEC International Inc.: See-
Peters, Norman J., 3,783,166.

DeCboer, Charles D., to Eastman Kodak Company. Photosensitive ele-

ment comprising polymers with cyclopropenyl groups and process.

3,782,938, CI. 96-35.100.

Decker, Hanns; Stockmann. Helmut; and Hurtmanns. Heinz, to

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft. Gyratory crusher

with hydraulic adjustment of the crusher gap. 3,782,647, CI. 241-

215.000.
Dederra, Helmut: See—

Butter. Karl, Kaufmann, Michael; and Dederra, Helmut.

3,782,118.

Deering Milliken Research Corporation: See—
Blevins, Maurice B., 3,783,296.

DeFago, Raymond; Angliker, Hans-Joerg; Holzrichter, Herbert; Kneu-

buehler, Werner; and Peter, Richard, to Ciba-Geigy AG. Sublima-

tion transferring hydroxy or amino-dialkylamino-dicyanostyryl dye

and diisocyanate fixation of dyed textile and transfer sheets terefor.

3.782,896, CI. 8-2.5001

Defence of Great Britain .SecreUry of State for: See—
Gibb, Robert David; Smith, Donald Rowand; Wickenden,

Geoffrey Charles; Gallon, Graham Norman; and Shepherd,

Dennis Robert, 3,782,284.

Defense, Secretary of State for: See-
Feller. Fritz, 3,782,337.

Dehnert, Heinz: See—
Korber, Kart-Heinz; Steiert, Hermann; and Dehnert, Heinz.

3,782,188.

Dekan, Howard L.: See—
Goldfarb, Adolph E.; and Dekan. Howard L.. 3.782,027.

Deknatel, Inc.: See—
Bidwell, Robert E.; and Kurtz, Leonard D., 3,782,497.

DeLancey, Warren H.; and Weisman, Donald, to Flood Control Valve

Company. Sumpless pump. 3,782,860. CI. 417-41 .000.

Demag Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Walter, Gustav, 3,782,446.

Demco Corporation: See—
Dowdell, Joshua R.; and Sanderson, Paul H., Jr., 3.782,050.

Den Boer, Gradus J. J.: See— ^

Burger, Jacobus J; De Jong. Gerrit; and Den Boer, Gradus J. J.,

3,782.528.

Denda, Seiichi: See—
Tarui, Yasuo; Denda, Seiichi; Baba, Harutsune; and Komimiya,

Yasuo. 3,783,228.

Deniega, Jose Castillo; and Tellerman, Edward M ., to Wesco Industrie.

Corporation, mesne. Filament feeding and storage device.

3,782,661, CI. 242-47.120.

DenkiOnkyo Company, Ltd.; See— ^

Nishiba, Sei.hiro; Kuroyanagi, Masasi; and Ogawa, Koichi.

3,783,430.

Denver Plastics, Inc.: See-
Wanderer, Herbert J., 3,782,61

1

Depenthal, Fritz; and SwarU. Karl M. Automatic feeding device.

3,782,332, CI. 119-51.130.

Depmeyer, Lothar, to Continental Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft.

Pneumatic vehicle tire. 3,782,440, CI. 1 52-330.000.

Derouineau, Rene. Resuscitation apparatus for simultaneous cardiac

massage and articifial respiration. 3,782,371 .CI. 128-28.000.

Despatch Industries. Inc.: See-
Johnson, David E.; and Polsfoss, Terrance E., 3,782,892.

Desperier, Jean-Michel; and Sermanet, Gerard, to I'Air Liquide,

Societe Anonyme pour I'Etude et I'ExploiUtion des Procedes

Georges Claude. Low temperature storage vessel. 3,782.133. CI. 62-

381.000.

Deters, Elmer M., to Red Jacket Manufacturing Company. Control ap-

paratus for a water supply system. 3,782,858. CI. 417-26.000.

*t
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Deutwhe Babcock & Wilcox Aktiengesen«:haft:S«-

Schaloske. Peter; and Maurer. Ench. 3.782.316.

DeuUcheEdelstahlwerkeGmbHS**- ,70,025
Brand.s. Helmut, and Oppenheim. Rudolf. 3.782.925.

Diamond Power Speciality Corporation See-

Nelson. John E .3.782.336

Didier-Werke AC; See—

D^teM^HaTr^'w -.'to' Dietln. Harry W.. Co. Structure for u.tra«>nic

t:reen.ng. 3.782.547.C1 209-268 000

Dietert, Harry W . Co.:S««-

D.«u°Glro"grc7aiId Gro.v wtlliam G . to Armstrong Cork Company

l^e'cufc curing oven. 3.783,238.CI. 219-395 000.

°'^°o?g.'TLTa"R". iS^tllr. Warren H.. Jr ; and Campbell. Scott V .

DUlard' P."' A." and W.U.amson. Clyde E .
to TRW Inc^

^JJ^'V^c"?
and rigidizing deployable panel and panel as^mbly. 3.783.029. CI

136-89 000
Diman, William C: S«— .,

We.teren. Herbert W . Vanderford. Wallace S.. Jr.; Diman. Wil-

liam C; and Scotto. Vincent. 3.782.705.

Dimension W eld International Corporation. The, mesne; 5ee-

Kuroda, Minoru. 3.783.156.

Dion. Donald J. See-
White, David J; and Dion, Donald J. .3.782.300.

Dishal, Milton, and Baran, Henn, to International Telephone and Tele-

eraph Corporation Selection and processing system for signals, in

ceding frequency discriminator 3,783,397. CI 329-110000

Dishington, Roland H.; See—
, ^ ,. . d i,^a u

Hook. William R ; Hilberg. Ronald P , and Dishington, Roland H ,

DisingeV,^Donald E , to CtE Sylv.nia Incorporated Multiple carrier

frequency modulated signal generating apparatus 3,783.388. ci

325-363.000 ^ .

Ditlinger. Richard J , to Bendix Corporation. The Tension-iorsion tie

bar 3 782 220, CI. 74-579 OOr

Cittbenner,Clyde A Shipping container 3.782.619. CI. 229-14 OOr

DoAll Company; See— 1 -lai i^i
Anderson. William T . and Wallace. Robert A. Jr.. 3.783.253.

Dobson Park Industries Limited; See-

Martin, Dennis Douglas, 3.782.484.
, . A

Doe, Ewart H , to Twyford Moor. (Aircraft & Eng'""""** L>n»>ted

Bar holder arrangement for an automatic machine tool. 3.782.5V3,

CI. 221-248.000. ' , .-

Doerrfeld. Robert E.. to Hansen. A. L .
Manufacturmg Company

Flush type door latch. 3.782.

1

41. CI. 70- 1 46 000

Doherty John J . to Armstrong Cork Company Method for applying

adhe«ve to the edges of a slit tube 3.782.994.CI. 1 17-4 000

Doico Packaging Corporation; See-

Fries. Harry L. 3.782.591.

Dollbaum, Wilhelm; See—
, ,„« „x:o

Herzberg. Claus; and Dollbaum. Wilhelm. 3.782.968

Dolotov. Jury Ivanovich; See— /~-.»,an
Sablev. Leonid Pavlovich, Dolotov, Jury Uanovich; Getman.

Leonid Jvanovich, Gorbunov, Valentin Nikolaevich. Goldiner.

Evgeny Georgievich, Kirshfeld, Karl Teodorov.ch; and Usov,

Vladislav Vasilievich. 3.783.231

Domkraft AB Nike; See—
Ferdriksson.Carl Ewert. 3,781,970.

DonaAoaJl^W Athletic protector 3,782,375, Cr 128-1 58X)00

Don.th. Ernest E . to United State, of America. Interior Two-stage

.asification of coal with forced reacunt mixing and steam treatment

Sfrecycled char 3.782.913. CI. 48-202 000

Doniguian, Thaddeus M . to Becton. Dickinson •"«* ^ompany^Particle

counter having removable aperture slide 3.783,376, Cl 324-

DJnnerEmer«,n B . Jr . to Eg.n Machinery Company Web winder

control 3.782.650, Cl. 242-56 800

Donnelly, Frank R.. to Spin Compwiy. Pipelining apparatus

3 782.636. Cl. 239-216.000 ^ d .«
Doiiohue. Allen C . Grote. Albert O . and Tielborg Bernard P to

Mini-Motor Speedway.. Inc Vehicle-to-track linkage. 3.782,293.

D^rLn °john T°and Maddock, John C Automated handling system for

cont'a.nerheld material 3.782,565, Cl.214.|6^40r

Dore Jacky, to Sandoi Ltd Dyeing polyamide fibe« '.'h chromium-

do;.tmgmonoaiodye.tuff. 3.782.897. Cl 8-43.000

DOrio, Salvatore A ; See-
, la^ 111

Adams, Kenneth D , and DOrio, Salvatore A.. 3.782.3 1

1

Doriu.. John O; See— j n _ ._.. r»

Spencer. William H . Doriu.. John O ; and Brown. Jame. D .

3.782.055

DorKh, Dieter; See—
DoKih.Peter; and Dor.ch, Dieter, 3.783.368. ^ ._ _

Doich, Peter; and Dor«:h, Dieter, to Heberlein * Co AG I''"*"*

and circuit for the approximately continuou. control by mean, of an

electric on-off control. 3,783.368. Cl. 321-18.000.

Doudleb.ky.Ctibor;See- r^v^.w Mn.n Cemv
Bures. Ladi.lav. Rajnoha. »•'<>•'•:;•

f*^"*"/ .^« 5 nQ

5

Miro.lav. Doudleb.ky.Ctibor;and Hybl. Josef. 3.782.095.

Douros.JohnD.Jr; See—
, ,0-. i^ji

Kerst. Al F.; and Douro., John D.. Jr., 3,783,1 WJ.

Dover Corporation; See—
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Moore. Glenn E; and Carl. Robert C. 3.782.401
^„,^„

Dowdell. Joshua R . and Sanderson. Paul H . J r . to D;'"«=« Jo pora-

lion Louver assembly having improved weatherproofing and air now

characteristics. 3.782.050. Cl. 52-473 000.

Downey. Roger B . to Polaroid Corporation Motion picture P'OWMing

and projection system employing multi-purpose cassette 3,782,262,

Cl. 95-89 OOr.

Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft; See-
. na, loa

Wachter. Karl-August, and Rabenecker, Horst. ^'^*^'}^^\

Drake. Daniel D . Lloyd, Evan M . and N°".s. R-ch-rd F to Singer

Company.The Long period integrator 3.783.392.CI. 328-127 000.

Dravo Corporation See-
^ , -,bt oin

Anthes. John A . and Vlnaty. Joseph. 3.782.920

"'"wroi^kTchnUher Roman. Yim. Woongsoon Michael, and

Dresner. Joseph. 3.783.324. ^ .* i^ ^»«trr.i

Drone Gary A . to AUis-Chalmers Corporation Hydraulic control

system with locking valve to prevent accidental or unauthorized

owerTngofatractorimplement3.782.249.Cl 91-411 OOr

Drummond, Courtney L , Jr Electrical heating system for body and

foot warmth 3.783,240.CI 219-486 000

Drury, Raymond L,Jr; See—
»j _ /-i..,u. c

Bomball, William A , Drury, Raymond L , Jr.. Nevin. Charles S .

and Witmer, Ralph C , II, 3,782,987

Du Pont de Nemours, E 1 , and Company; See- I

Barkley. John R, and Brixner, Lothar H ,
3,782.806

Bigelow, John H ,3.782,959 ,,0.0,0
Breen, Alv.n L . and Lauterbach. Herbert G. 3,781 ,949

Fuchs.JuliusJ .3.783,148

Kirkland. Joseph J., 3.782,075.

Lee. Shung-Yan. 3,782,951

Lynnknowles, Frederick. 3.782.873.

Mrowca. Joseph J , 3.782.917

Dual Gebruder Steidinger, Firma; See—

Broghammer, Werner, 3,782,656

Zimmermann,Heinrich, 3,782,801.

Dubois, Richard, Jr: See- ,,.-,niA
Ashton, Donald M, and Dubois, Richard. Jr. 3.782.016

Ducoffe. Arnold L See-
Huang, A Ben. and Ducoffe, Arnold L.

Duke, Jimmy R; See— _ . , •> .-^ c;t

Miller. Walter E , Jr , Peacher. Teddy J .
Duke. Jimmy R.. and Sit-

ton Robert L, 3.782.667

Dulude. Donald O , and Winbigler, Paul H , to Kuhlman Corporation

Spring assembly and methods and machines for the manufacture

thereof 3.782.708. Cl 267-91 000

Dun-Hot. Inc ; See—
Maier. Gary W ; and Jehn. David H .

3.782.976.

Dunand, Jean Jacques: See— , -,ai aio
Lafond Christian, and Dunand. Jean Jacques. 3.783,419.

Dunkley. Willis R Car wash. 3.781 .938. Cl. 15-21 OOe.

Dunlop. Limited; See— I

Bundy. John E .3.783.360

Wortley. William. 3.782.217.
.„ i„,„„a

Dunn James G . Cowan. John R . and Rusk,. Anthony J .
to Interna-

tional Telephone and Telegraph Corporation Dig.ul diversity com-

biner 3.783.385. Cl 325-305 000.

Duplan Corporation. The; See—
Normanton. John Reginald. 3.783.074

«».. r-omn.nv
Duvall. Leroy F . and Stone. Charles D

. 1°
O""*; °""

J°c7426':
The Method of viumin coating cereal products 3.782.963. Cl. 42t>

303 000.

°'"josly:.CarfR'randDyce. John W. 3.781.986^

Dvkes Hiram W H ; and Alley. Bernard J . to United States of Amer-

^i^A my. Gas-liquid chromatographic determination of n. rate

e.'er. .tabiUzer. a^nd pl.sticizers in
"•«7«'i"'°--f'•'23^ ' "

and nitroglycerine in pharmaceuticals. 3,782,900. Cl. 3-230.00r.

Dynamic Systems, Inc ; See— no, cia
Fabian, Thomas R, and Hanek, James R .

3.782,524.

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft; See-

Lingens. Paul, and Martin. Gerhard. 3.782.283.

"''Tat^.TV* Oand':;;: Wim-m H . and Gardner. Thomas W
3.782.386

Dzus Fastener Co., Inc.; See—
Schenk. Peter. 3.781.961.

E-Systems. Inc.; See—
Penwarden. Kent A.. 3.783.445.

Eastman Kodak Company; See-

Abbott. Thomas I.. Dappen.

3.782.936
Bolton. Richard H .3.782.807

DeCboer. Charles D. 3.782.938
Wolf.ane

EttiKher. Helmut; Blattner. Dietmar. and Ort, Wolfgang.

Hartmaii. Paul, and Smith. Gale E.. 3.782.94

1

Harvey, Donald M, 3,782.257
,7.2560

Kahwati. GhaMan N ; and Mercer. Allen C, 3.782,560.

Krall. Harry J. 3.782,947

SltSerSlerA'doIfo; B"n'."ederick Roland; and Hai.t. Gr^it

Milford. 3.782.949.

Roller. Thom a. W. 3.782.812.

Spaulding. Richard A. 3.783,185.

I

Glen M.; and Irani, Nayyir F

I
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York. William C ,3.783.021.

Ea.ton. Thomas C; See— _
Varadi. Joseph, and Easton. Thomas C, 3,782,174.

Eaton Stamping Company; See—
Hamman.Lyle J .3,782.355.

Hamman.Lyle J .3.782.356

Eberlein. Wolfgang; See-
Heider, Joachim; Eberlein. Wolfgang; and Kobinger. Walter,

3,783,149
Ebihara,Toshio; See-

Sato. Tadao; and Ebihara,Toshio. 3,783,31 1.

Eckardt, J C , AG See-
Bader, Horst, 3,782,403

Eden Jamal S , to Goodrich, B. F., Company. The. Catalytic process

forunsaturatedacids 3.783,1 53, Cl. 260-533 000.

Edgeington. James N , Jr ; Lowrance, Edgar G., II; and Odell, Richard

G , to IMS Corporation Carton structure 3,782,621, Cl. 229-

23 00a
Edin Ronald E , to GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Electrically operated

ste'amheater. 3.783.236. Cl. 219-381.000.

Edo-Aire Mitchell Industries. Inc.; See—
Younkin. James R; and Nixon, John M., 3,783,277.

Edwin, John J ; and Lathem, Milton, to Chadbourn, Inc. Method and

apparatusfor producing textured yarn. 3,782,090, Cl. 57-34.0hs.

Eells, Thomas M Rotary internal combustion engine. 3,782,341. Cl.

123-8 450
Egan Machinery Company: See—

Donnell, Emerson B , Jr., 3,782,650

Egger. Hans Method for rendering refuse deposits, industrial waste

and the like, harmless 3.782.299. Cl 110-7 OOr.

Egli. Hans. Burdette. Fredrick E . and Nancarrow. James H.. to Garrett

Corporation. The Energy transfer machine. 3.782.850, Cl. 415-

5300t.
Eichelberger, Edward Baxter, to International Business Machines Cor-

poration Level sensitive logic system. 3.783.254. Cl 235-1 52.000.

Eichholz. Arthur H .. to Central Quality Industries. Inc. Carrying handle

assembly for cartons 3.782.620. Cl. 229-52.0am

Eide, Melvin O , and Clark, Donald E , to Sundstrand Data Control

Inc. Capacitance difference detector circuit. 3.783.374. Cl. 324-

60 00c
Eifel. Paul J; See-

Hampton. Robert S.; Cavanna. Cesar; Kungys, Susys J.; and Eifel.

Paul J .3.782.128

Eigenmann, Ludwig Road surface marking material and marked road.

3.782.843. Cl 404-9.000.

EiMnlohr. Douglas H , and Schiessl. Henry W . to Olin Corporation.

Coating ferrous metals. 3,783.035, Cl. 148-6. I4r.

EiMnmann, Siegfried: See—
Harle, Hermann, and Eisenmann, Siegfried, 3.782.040.

EiMnwerke Gaggenau GmbH; See—
Maisch. Hans, and Jung. Ernst. 3 .78 1 ,923.

Eizo, Nakajima; See—
Katsuyama, Shigeo; Atsumi. Asami; Masahide. Watanabe; Tsu-

lomu. Sato. Toshiaki, Norimatsu; and Eizo, Nakajima.

3.781.950.

EI Hamamsy. Mahmoud Aly; See—
Bishay, Adii; El Hamamsy. Mahmoud Aly; and Omar. Mohammed

Hosny. 3.782.958.

ELD Elektronische Lichenanlagen Studiengcsellschaft fur Wu-
senschafhiche Datenberarbatung mbH: See—

Mildner. Walfrid. 3.783.378.

Electro-Petroleum Inc. mesne; See-
Bell. Christy W .; and Titus. Charles H ., 3,782.465.

Elitex. Zavody Textilniho Strojirenstvi: See—
Bures. Ladislav; Rajnoha, Jaroslav; Chrtek, Milan; Cerny,

Miro.lav; Doudlebsky.Ctibor; and Hybl. Josef. 3.782,095.

Ellingsen, Raymond L.. to Brunswick Corporation. Mounting arrange-

ment for an outboard motor. 3.782.321. Cl 115-17 000.

Ellis. Ernest W .; MacGregor. Paul T; and Simon. Myron S., to Polaroid

Corporation. Photographic products and processes with pH Mnsitive

opticalfilterdyes. 3.782.937, Cl. 96-3.000.

EmerK>n Electric Co.; See-
Lewi.. John G., 3.782.669.

Sugden. Harry. Jr. 3.783.248.

Engli.h Clay. Lovering Pochin & Company Limited: See—

Gwilliam. Ralph Derek. 3.782.554.

Enjolras. Christian; Gautier. Pierre; and Billy. Emile. to Etablissements

J J Carnaud & Forges de Basse-lndre. Method of securing a pull

ring to an easy opening can end. 3,78 1 ,972, Cl. 29-509.000.

Envirotech Corporation: See—
Solum, Dallas H.. 3,782.555.

Eorward. Carrel M .; See-
Solomon. William H.; Davies. John R ; and Eorward, Carrel M..

3,783.058.

Erco-Leuchten KG.. Firma; See—
Seelbach. Heinz; and Ever.berg. Gerhard, 3,783,203.

Erickwn, Ronald R.; and Cornell, Richard D., to Johnson Products,

Inc. Metered mechanical tappet with slotted push rod seat.

3.782.345, Cl. 123-90.350.

Erico Products, Inc.: See—
Gelfand. Leonard, 3,782.677.

Ericon. Richard E . to Bard, C R.. Inc. metne. SaniUry urine collec-

tor. 3,781.922. Cl. 4-1 10.000.

ErikMn. Bjom Westphal; and Danielsen. Svend. to Aktieselskabet

Donak Gaerings-Industri. Preparation of an eatable yeast product.

3.782.967. Cl. 426-62.000.

Eriandson. Howard W., to FMC Corporation. Machiite for over-

wrapping multiple containers. 3,782,070, Cl. 53-184.000.

Ernst, Max. Ball game. 3.782.729. Cl. 273-1 38.00a.

Ernstoff. Michael N.; Fehr. Eric R.; Hoffman, William C; and Winner,

Richard N., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Electronically switched

field sequential color television. 3,783.1 84. Cl. 178-5.4bd.

Eskofot A/S: See—
Norgaard. Richard Arlund;and Larsen, Rex Stemann, 3.782.715.

Esry, Walter. Display frames. 3,782,015, Cl. 40-152.000.

Essex International, Inc.: See— , .

Vogel, Ralph A. 3.782.424.

Essmueller. Arthur E.: See—
Harrell. Robert E.; Essmueller. Arthur E.; and Bax. Roy C,

3,782.532.

Esso Production Research Company: See-
West, Robert C; and Penberthy, Walter L., Jr., 3.782,470.

Esso Research and Engineering Company; See—

Maravetz. Lester L. 3.783.143.

Establecimientos Venturini S.A. Industrial Comercial Y Financiera:

See-
Venturini, Guerrino. 3.782.0 1 9.

Etablissements J J. Carnaud & Forges de Basse-lndre: See—

Enjolras, Christian; Gautier, Pierre; and Bjlly , Emile, 3 ,78 1 .972.

Ethyl Corporation; See—
Marlett, Everett M; and Sanders, Robert N., 3.783,054.

Eto, Yoshizumi: See—
Kanazawa, Yasunori; and Eto, Yoshizumi, 3.782.804.

Ettischer. Helmut; Blattner. Dietmar; and Ort, Wolfgang, to Eastman

Kodak Company. Photographic camera with interchangeable lenses

and bayonet lock. 3.782.260. Cl. 95-45.000.

Eubanks, Elton C. to Gulf Oil Corporation. Control system to auto-

matically maintain a smokeless flare. 3.782.880. Cl. 43 1-4.000.

Euronics Limited: See— •

Horchler, Stephen Alexander, 3.782,730.

European Atomic Energy Community; See—
Busse, Claus; and Schlitt, Karl. 3,782.449.

Evans. Charles Gervase Thorngate: See-
Callow. Donald Sidney; Capel, Brian John, and Evans, Charles

Gervase Thorngate, 3,783,102.

Evans, John Yorath Gwynne. to National Research Development Cor-

poration. Wind tunnel. 3,782.1 89, Cl. 73-147.000.

Evans Products Company: See—
Hassenauer. Robert L.; Wolak. Thomas J.; and Novak. George E..

3.782,185.

Everett, George, to Gros-Ite Industries, Inc. Apparatus for dispensing

plastic material or the like. 3.782,329, Cl. 1 18-215.000.

Eversberg, Gerhard: See—
Seelbach, Heinz; and Eversberg, Gerhard. 3,783,203.

Fabbrica Italiana Magnetic Morelli S.p.A.: See-
Basso, Eugenio; Viviani, Gaeuno; and Cartabia, Luigi, 3.783,362.

Fabi, Franco: See—
Guadagnini, Giuseppe; and Fabi, Franco. 3,783,1 59.

Fabian, Thomas R.; and Hanek, James R., to Dynamic Systems, Inc.

Light bulb sorter and conveyor. 3,782.524. Cl. 198-33.Oaa.

Fabricated Meuls. Inc.: See—
Coleman. Clarence B.. 3.781 .942.

Fabriques Movado, La Chaux-de-Fonds: See—
Favre, Robert, 3,782,209.

Fachbach, Heinz: See—
Thien, Gerhard; Skatsche, Othmar; and Fachbach, Hemz,

3.782,496.

Fader. John H.; Hegel. Robert W.; and West. Burke A., to Monroe

Auto Equipment Company. Energy absorber for vehicle bumpers

and the like. 3.782.769. Cl. 293-88.000.

Faggotter, Neville Charles, to Australian Wire Industries Proprietary

Limited. Primary water quench. 3,782.326. Cl. 1 1 8-67.000.

Fahrenholz, Harley D. Rock picker with high lift dump box. 3,782.477.

Cl. 171-12.000.

Falabella. Rafael. Apparatus and methods for obuining and making

skin graftt. 3,782.387. Cl. 128-305.000.

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning: See—
Grossmann. Hans-Hermann; Burg. Karlheinz; and Wolters. Ernst.

3.783.145.

Farnsworth. Le Moyne E.; and Johnson. Lawrence A., to Ro-Band

Corporation. Winding impregnation system. 3.782,325. Cl. 118-

58.000.

Farwell. Harry Russell: See-
Black, James A.; and Farwell. Harry Russell. 3,783.059.

Fathom Oceanology Limited: See-
Hale, Neville E. 3.782.319.

Favre Robert, to Fabriques Movado, La Chaux-de-Fonds. Mechanical

resonatorofrowtion. 3,782,209, Cl. 74-142.000.

Feeney Hugh Aloysius, to American Sundard, Inc. Gas burner protec-

tive apparatus. 3.782.88 l.CI. 431-90.000.

Fehr, Eric R.: See— ,,_.„.

Ernstoff, Michael N.; Fehr, Eric R.; Hoffman. William C; and

Winner, Richard N, 3.783,184.

Feinman, George; and Haven. Richard, to Andrea Radio Corporation.

Depth sounder. 3.783.442, Cl. 340-3.00r.
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3.782.837. CI 401-281000
, 7., ,64 CI 72-274 000

combusuon
!"»'-,,^^i^„f,VB r .Vnd Blankenhorn. Charle. F .

to

per^"::^'^-B«;!ir^:::r ]e:^^v.7«..-3. ci, 2.

P 'Sir^Wilhelm Kahnt. Johannes, and Jo.t. Gun.er. to U.S^Ph.Hp.

?o,;o7aUon Utz i.re for h.gh-frequency co.ls wound w..h water-

'•moS- ani' d-smount-ng spnng shoe, absorb.ng means

3.781.970. CI 29-446 000

Ferranti Limited. See—

Fey. Curt F . and waieisn. 3i««.]r "
„, -.cji-ioq 000

Surface irregularity analyzing method 3.782.836. CI. 356 ZOV.wo

Fichtel & Sachs AG; See-
Spichala. Paul. 3.782,755

^•"•S:u0^r:;dCh:rb;nn.er. Franc. M .. 3.783.288

F.e.d"M^r;h^.^'o Ow'en\nUno.r.nc Solid u.tr.son.c d.Uy Unc. and

glass coCsit.ons therefor 3.783.416.CI 333^30 OOr

F.fbe«. Aug'ustus M .
and Ha.r M-''"'

^jra"" 3*0 So
Surface-deactivated porous glass. 3.782.915. CI. 65-30 IH)U

Filigree Arts. Inc.. See-
Levy, Eliezer. 3.783.081. ,T«179S n 219

Filsinger. Werner Production of conical bores 3.783.225. CI 2iv

69 OOv

Findlay. Irvine Limited See—
Irving. John Anderson. 3.782,130.

/-„,,„,»•

F.n. Ant'on. and Wentworth. H-old to Metrology System^ Corpora-

tion Three jaw chuck application 3.782.742. CI 279-1 10 OOU

Fischbein Dave. Manufacturing Co.; See—
^ ci. t c»m

F^chbein. \. George, Fischbein. Harold, and Shark. Sam,

3,782.069.

Fischbein. Harold; See—
«:i,,,k Sam

Fischbein.' \. George. Fischbein. Harold, and Shark. Sam.

Fischbein'" otorge. Fischbein. Harold; and Shark. Sam to Fischbein

Dave Manufacturing Co Bag closing machine with fluidic control

system 3.782,069,CI 53-67 000

Fischer & Porter Company; See—

Fisc^'A;^"Sc^devi;^^-^«"^-^' '»-'^^''*'

?lrhe::ir;^"ol,o*rola..nc Process for manufactur.^^^^^

Fi^^-'IX'V";^ m^T:^.'w^^ - ^^' -ket device

3,783,435,Cl 339-92 00m ,,.5 011 CI 36-
FisheA Raymond F. Safety sole for sport shoe 3,782.011. CI.

Fis'h*e?*Robert C Buckle .s«mbly machine and method 3.781.967.

F.s^Her',VolerrE.. to Up-R.,ht. ,nc Toe board ....mb.y for scaffold

FiKXi^^t^:::^^^p~-M
for stabilizing a spherical bearing 3.782.201. CI 73 433 uuu

Flachglas Aktiengesellschaft Delog-Detag; See-

Ouenett. Rudolf. 3,783.084

Fleet Engineers. Incorporation; See—

Juergens. Alfred J ,3.782,757.

Flinn A Draffein Engineering Co : See—

Balaz. Joseph K .3.782.304.

"neLrce7w';:renr.7d wUan. Donald. 3.782.860

Flow^rs^TriV . to spring Mills, inc Apparatus for removin^wrap.

of yam remaining on textile spindles. 3.782.094. Cl. 5 / J* 3""

Fluoroware, Inc.; See—
Wwers Joseoh H. 3,782,522. ^^„

Flury Edwin pTed mechanism 3.782.525,Cl. 198-24.000.

FMC Corporation: See—
Erlandson. Howard W. 3,782.070.

Foodmakers. Inc.; See-
Cooper. Ernest A. ,3,782,272. w 1 . 1 -IB7 1Q4 Cl

Foote, Milton Cigarette snufTmg device for vehicles. 3.782.394. Cl.

131-256000.

Ford Motor Company; See-
, t«i <.30

Boltz. Ronald R . and Ojala, William K.. '-^^ "9
_

Burch, Daniel G , Liang. Po-Lung; Pierce. Stanely L.. Jr.. ano

Winn. William C .3.782.186

Cook, Harry E, 3.782,508
,-,.,509

Cook, Harry E ; and Jamosi, Francis L.. 3,782.509.

Kostan.CharlesG ,3,783.314
» 7«2 221

Nalooka. Edward C; and Street. Tho«i.. R .
Jr.. 3,782.221.

Schaap. Sanford; and Zura, Borys, 3,782046

Forehner, Warren P.. to United Slates of America. Navy. Flare car

tridge. 3,782,285, Cl. 102-32.000.

and Freedman. MeWin,

and Freedman. Melvin.

Fo.kn... Jol,. M Method of .n.k,,., . b.U.> fod^> >"-•'' "" "

po-ro=B„'ln"p'..:L^"Ar.o......•;.«^^
Electric Corporation Low disparity bipolar PCM system 3.783.383.

Cl 325-38.00a .

'""lion^eJmaVerjrnR. and Forsyth. Curtis J, 3.783.1 39

FoulU Noah E, and Lowry. Earl Cutter guide for pipe perforating

,:r^L ii:;^^^:-.^; C:;;?Ln constat pu.se width genera-

Frln^k
• j";i°TaLra^ RTodes. Peter, to Metal Box Company

''u^Uei^The Making can »>"«'-
3^;VlV7'cV2M.97».

Frank. Karl Blow "'*>'<«'"«?;««" ^J^'^rrfo 232 0^^
Franke. Ronald E Lockingdevice 3.782. 146. Cl 70 IM.wiv.

FrankUn Mint. Inc. The; See-

Segel, Joseph M. 3.782.537.

'""SuXl-" W . Franu. Robert J . and H.ldebrecht. Harold V .

Franz. Helmut, to PPG Industries. Inc Squeegee/shield 3.782.328. CL

FrliJel' G«uv and Nimtz. Klaus, to Paliles Project Company-

GmbH Sound reducing housings in textile yarn processing

machines 3.782.087. Cl 57-1 OOr
,782 010 Cl 36-

Frattellone. Michele Detachable heel for shoes 3.782.010. Cl. 36

42 000
Frau Irma Ungerer: See—

Rodach. Alexander. 3.782.234.

Fraze, Ermal C .
See—

Fred^7c^Cec7s 'and'sm;.rHoy. L , to Cutters Machine Company^

Inc Tenstonles; cloth feeding apparatus for cloth spreading

machine 3,782,649, Cl 242-67 200

Freedman. Howard L; See—
Rottman. Joel 1 .

Freedman. Howard L ;

3.782.724

Freedman. Melvin; See—
Rottman. Joel L. Freedman. Howard L

Rombout. and Basson. John Edgar Baron. 3.782.486.
^

'''"H°afrr"KaTHe.nz. Pelka. Walter. Karkutt. Reimund; and Frenyo.

r -Hman' David ^and Segal. Bernard Mortimer, to Singer Company
'
The Response s'ystem l.ih improved computational method, and

apparatus 3.783.257. Cl 235-156.000

'"''An'geTRobert''A: Friel.ch. Robert S . and Ange.l. James P .

Fries HaVrJi*^ to Doico Packaging Corporation Carton dispenser

cammmg'system 3.782.591. Cl. 221-213.000
^

'""
OronLT.Do'naTdT. and Frine. David W .3.782.183

Fri.by Paul W . and Stanny. Edward P . to McGraw-bdison Company

Frr^n;^ci::^-^:i^. -----"->
Froi"^rfa'n G Vo'-Narn'^Cash Register Company. The. Sintered

FroE"'^;r^e;;::^S^- "n^^L. Hemnch. to Ob.

'^Ge' ;G Photographic material conU-ngnaro compounds for

.he silver -V"-*^
'>^rM;?roC'jean''L ^o nSLatJ^^^^^^

'^'MrhlnirCor^por'a^l'^Nralh" riUe'r having two input and n output

paths 3.783.413. Cl 332-23 000

'''•?ost««''caH:Weber. Walter W.; Setlejewski. Frank W ;
and

Frvatak Richard. 3,782.816. ,

Fuchs. Franc-; Joseph, ir . to Western Electric Company ^ncor-

porated. Variable orifice die and control therefor. 3.782.1 54. Cl. 72

Fu'chsT-Uus J., to Du Pont de Nemours. E . .
and Company Proceu

for the preparation of symmetrical azo compounds. 3.783.148. Cl

260-192.000.
I

""'*
!;^!°l;i::^° i^u^l^nj.; Tajlma. Tatsuya; Tan.ka, Mitsugu;

and Tutiya,Yosincn, 3,782,946 ,„, 71,2 043
Hayakawa, Yoshihide; and Satomura. Mas. o, 3.782.943.

Hayakawa. Yoshihide; and Satomura. Masato. 3.782.944.

Kanda.Masao, 3.7»2,330. -na, nm

TA^ro!-'H-s:irT.'or«i.'i™?-'."..-....
«-.

Uen^^caUon system. 3.783.290. Cl. 250-456.000.
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Fujimori Ryo; and Kamachi, Shinichi. to Olympus Optical Company

Limited. Method of correcting photoelectric microscopes.

3.782.834. Cl. 356-167 000.

Fujitsu Fanuc Limited: See—
Yamamura.Sakae;and Inaba, Seiuemon, 3,783.319.

Fujitsu Limited: See

—

Maeda. Takashi; and Shirouchi. Yasunari. 3.78 1 .984.

Yamamura.Sakae; and Inaba. Seiuemon, 3,783,319.

Fulford Richard S , to Cities Service Oil Company Formation and

wellbijre scale prevention 3,782.469, Cl 166-279.000.

Fuller Company: See-
Kramer. Walter W, 3.782,903.

Fulmer Research Institute, Limited; See-

Brook. Greville B ; and lies. Roger F., 3.783.037.

Fulton George L ; Gager. Robert M ; and Atlee. Zed J . to Picker Cor-

poration Anode current stabilization circuit X-ray tube having sta-

bilizer electrode 3.783.287. Cl 250-404000

Funayama. Charles T Combination spinning and fly casting reel

3.782.652. Cl 242-84. lOr

Furstlich Hohenzollernsche Hullenverwaltung: See—

Harle. Hermann, and Eisenmann. Siegfried. 3.782,040.

Futamura, Shoji. to Technology Precision Electrical Discharge Works.

Institute of Optical aligning device for positioning the electrode of a

spark discharge machining apparatus 3,782.830, Cl 356-1 38.000

Fuzzell, Joe E . to Caterpillar Tractor Company Electronic component

positioner for loader vehicles and the like 3.782.248, Cl 91-

35800a , „ ^ J
Gachot, Jean, and Lekarski. Simeon Distributor for fluid under pres-

sure 3,782.415. Cl 137-596.180.

Gaebele. Rolf, to GTE Sylvania Incorporated Aperture correction cir-

cuit for low light level television camera. 3.783,190, Cl. 178-7.200.

GAF Corporation: See—
Komor.Joseph A .3.782.983

Yao. Shi-Kuang. 3,782.935.

Gager. Robert M; .See— ... ., j ,

Fulton. George L.; Gager. Robert M . and Atlee. Zed J.,

3.783.287

Galen. Allen Rotatable display device 3.782.014. Cl. 40-64.00r.

Gallacher Lawrence Vincent, to American Cyanamid Company.

Fibrouspolyethylene materials. 3,783,093, Cl 161-170.000

Gallagher, Bernard J ; Shufflebarger, Eari D ; Simko, David M.; Med-

vick, Richard J , Boylan, John R ; and Danko. Oliver L . to Nupio

Company Bellows sealed butterfly valve. 3.782.685. Cl. 251-

306 000.

Gallagher. Edward F . to Gallagher-Kaiser Corporation. Air washer.

3.782.080.CI 55-226 000
Gallagher-Kaiser Corporation; See-

Gallagher. Edward F. 3,782.080.

Gallanis George P.; and Spohr. Albert R . to Sunbeam Corporation

Electricappliance. 3.783.364. Cl 320-2.000.

Galle Edward L . to Pillsbury Company. The. Process for producing

milled stabilized wheat gem. 3.783. 164. Cl. 426-312.000.

Galloup. Clifford L See- .wo
Baker, William J., Galloup. Clifford L.; and Bos. John R..

3.781,932.

Gait Equipment Ltd.: See—
Beaudet. Maurice. 3,782.628.

Gallon. Graham Norman: See—
Gibb, Robert David; Smith, Donald Rowand; Wickenden,

Geoffrey Charles; Gallon, Graham Norman; and Shepherd.

Dennis Robert. 3.782.284.

Garbick. John R . and Miller, Jerald E.. to Armstrong Cork Company

Method of cutting a joint in a ceiling tile. 3.782.433. Cl. 144-

323.000. ^ . ,

Gardenier. Hugh Emory, to Aronelics. Inc. Process and apparatus for

cleansing and pumping contaminated industrial gases using a nozzle

having a variable throat area. 3.782.074. Cl. 55-19.000.

Gardner, Clarence G: See—
Birdwell. James A.; Barton. John R.. and Gardner. Clarence O..

3.783.370.

Gardner.Thoma. W.:See— ^ . ^.. ,xi

Barger. J. P.. Crandell. William H.; and Gardner. Thoma. W..

3.782.386.

Gardner-Denver Company; See—
, ^ o

Baker, William J.; Galloup. Clifford L.. and Bos. John R..

3,781.932.

Garrett Corporation. The: See—
Egli. Hans. Burdetle. Fredrick E.; and Nancarrow. lame. H..

3,782.850 „ .. ,

Garwood. Jamc. R.. to National Oats Company. Inc. Pocket for use on

a loader, tractor or the like. 3.782.573. Cl. 214-768.000.

Garzotto, Felice, to Rimar S.p.A. Device for shifting products to be

dried on a perforated drying drum. 3,782.003. Cl. 34-1 10.000.

GB..er. Hermann; and Plezer. Imre. to Luwa AG. Apparatu. for

withdrawing rapidly moving yarn matenal. 3.782.617, Cl. 226-

97.000.

Gate. Rubber Company, The: See—
Ker.t, Al F.; and Douro.. John D.. Jr.. 3.783.160.

Gautier. Joel P.. to Societe Anonyme. Public work, machine.

3.782.572. Cl. 2 14-762.000.

Gautier, Pierre: See— ,101077
Enjolra*. Christian; Gautier. Pierre; and Billy. Emile. 3.7B 1 .v /z.

Gay, Michael J , to Motorola. Inc. Differential current amplifier.

3.783.400. Cl. 330-30.00d.

Gebhardt. John C. to Cadcom, Incorporated Light weight, high

strength concrete and method for manufacturing the same.

3,782,985, Cl. 106-97.000. ^ wu c
Gebr. Eickhoff. Maschinenfabrik und Eisengiesserei m.b.H.: iee—

Hafer, Kari-Heinz; Pelka. Walter; Karkutt, Reimund; and Frenyo,

Pal, 3,782,777.

Geerdes, Dirk J. F.: See—
, ,0- . t.

Van Vessem, Cornelis J.; and Geerdes, Dirk J. F., 3.782.173.

Gehrig. Reinhold: See— n v 1-1

Mengeringhausen, Max; Ouenzel, Hermann; Gehrig, Reinhold;

and Spanheimer. Willi. 3.783.232.

Gelfand. Leonard, to Erico Products. Inc. Cable and like splicing ap-

paratus. 3.782.677, Cl. 249-97.000.

Geltenpoth.Ulrich:See— . ,,, • u
Mnilk Reinhold; Kurreck. Manfred; and Geltenpoth, Ulrict|.

3.782.879.

Gema AG Apparatebau: See—
Braun. Franz; Ribnitz, Peter; and Huber, Willi. 3.782,632.

Gempel. Robert Francis: See— ,»,„„,
Chessin. Hyman; and Gempel, Robert Francis, 3,782.907.

General Dynamics Corporation: See—
Casco. Ernest L.; and Kosic. Ralph F., 3,782,692.

Peterson. Rodney J., 3.782.129.

General Electric Company: See-
Adams. Norbert; and Baum, Edward A.. 3.783.218.

Alter, Henry Ward; and Lovett, Daniel B., 3,783,292.

Amoth, Victor W.; Mitchell. Graham R.; and Popadick, Cari C,

3,783.213.

Anthony, John W, 3,783,322.

Ashley. Eugene, 3,782.241.

Badey.Paul E; and Oppel. John A., 3,783.431.

Bean. Charies. 3.783.117.

Calicchia. David J.; and Modan. Michael M.. 3.783,147.

Graff, James C; and Rhoades, Robert M., 3.783.437.

Houston, John M, 3.783.297.

Houston. John M.. 3,783,298.

Houston, John M.. 3.783.299.

Intrator. Alexander M.; and Adams. Norbert. 3.781,978.

Jacobs, Gordon B, 3,782,1 76.

King, RandBll N.; and Skelly, David W., 3.783,025. •

Lampe, Warren R, 3,782,379.

Osteen. Mitchell M.. 3.782.056.

Tarshis. Lemuel A., 3,783,033.

Walker, James L; and Sawyer, Thomas F., 3,783,032.

Walter, John L.; and Cline, Harvey E.. 3.782.928.

Wernli, Andreas, 3,783.387.

Winchester, Amos J. ,3,782, 153.

Zembaty, Stanley A., 3,782.324.

General Electric Information Systems S.p.A.: Sie—

Compare. Giampiero. 3,782,942.

General Foods Corporation: See—
Cascione, Alexander, 3,783,165.

Cotton, Martin S.; and Schulman. Marvin, 9,782,965.

General Home ProducU Corporation: See-
Berlin. Daniel. 3.782.717.

General Mills. Inc.: See— - „.,,
Mullen. Joseph D.; and Nivens. Mary P., 3,782.962.

General Motors Corporation: See—
Brucken, Byron L., 3,782,360.

General R^ractories Company: See—
NorrisiClarence G; and Merrick, WoodrowW.. 3.781.962.

General Signal Corporation: See— .„ ,. ^ w
Philibert. Robert A.; Polimine. Robert, and Parkins, Eversly V..

' 3 783 1 78

Gentsch^ff. Stojan. Device for slitting the sidewall of a wrapping of a

roll ofcoins. 3,781.987. Cl. 30-2.000.

Geomet. Incorporated: See— _„,.«»
Moyer. Rudolph H.; and Sibbett, Donald J.. 3.783,105

Gerber Arthur H.. to Horizons Incorporated. Process for the prepara-

tion of'heterocyclic polymers from aromatic tetramines and deriva-

tives of polycarboxylic acids. 3.783.1 37. Cl. 260-47.0cp.

Gerek. Gene: See— . _ , ^
Hahn. Ernest A.; Haruell. Rowland S.; and Gerek. Gene.

3.783.006. , w 1 nBi nm
Gergovich. Frank A.'Singing sound producer for bicycles. 3.782.030.

Cl.46-175.00r. „. „ . ,

Gerlach, Charles R.; and Schroeder. Edgar C , to Rineer Hydraulics.

Inc.. mesne. Fluid power converter. 3.782.867. Cl. *' S-" 000^

Germer, John A. Coupling apparatus for contkmers. 3.781 .947. Cl. 24-

81.00e.

Gesipa, Gesellschaft fur Internationale: See-

Bosch, Karl, 3,782.165.

Getman. Leonid Ivanovich: See—
. ,. ^ .

Sablev Leonid Pavlovich; Dolotov, Jury Ivanovich; Getman.

Leonid Ivanovich; Gorbunov. Valentin Nikolaevich; Goldiner.

Evgeny Georgievich; Kirshfeld. Karl Teodorovich; and Usov.

Vladislav Vasilievich, 3,783,231. '

Ghys,Theofiel Hubert: See— "

.^._ , , „ w . v/-,
Ohlschlager. Hans; Riester, Oskar; Ghys, Theofiel Hubert; Ver-

hille Karel Eugeen; and Vanheertum. Ir Johannes. 3.782.1*33.

Ohlschlager. Hans; Ghys, Theofiel Hubert; Verhille, Karel Eu-

geen; and Kampfer, Helmut, 3,782,934.
,00, 7,

c

Giambazi, James D. Golf club with eccentric grip tlverefor. 3.782.725,

Cl. 273-81.003.
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Gi.n.rd.. Acoitino. lo Olivetti. Ing . C . & C , S p A. H.nge for the .r-

ticulated connection of partitioning panels, furniture and the like for

ofTicei. 3.781,944. CI. 16-187 000.

Giatt. Filippo. to AMF Incorporated. Storing and feeding device for

ciaarettes. 3.782.523. CI. 198-22.00r

Gib" Robert DavKl. Smith. Donald Rowand; Wickenden. Geoffrey

Charier Galton. Graham Norman, and Shepherd. Denni. Robert, to

Hawker' Siddeley Aviation Limited and D'^"" °/ °'"VV?o?'
Secreury of State for Aircrew escape systems 3.782.284. CI. lOZ-

GibsoJ John G . and Holland. Ronald, to British RaHways Electric

cells'and batteries. 3.783.024.C1 I 36-6 00a

Giebler Fritz, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Arrangement for the

connecting of transmission devices to a program controlled elec-

tronic data exchange system 3.783.183. CI >78-3 000

Gilbert. Lloyd H Bottle valve. 3.782,610. CI. 222-484.000

Gilchrist. Robert F : See—
Let Dennis D.; and Gilchrist. Robert F., 3.782.683.

Gildner.' Kenneth J., to Ray. Milton. Company. Pulse dampener

3.782.709. CI. 267-114.000

Girling Limited; See-
Rath. Heinrich Bernhard, 3.782,510.

GKN Sankey Limited: See—
Clark, George William Joseph, Golder. Gerald William, and Hart,

Frederick Leslie, 3.782,036.

Glaesener. Ernest; Schleimer. Francois; Wagner. Fernand, Goedert.

Ferdinand; Bauer, Alex; and Mousel, Robert, to Arbed Acieries Reu-

nies de Burbach Production of steel with a controlled phosphorus

content. 3.782.921. CI. 75-51.000

Glass. Marvin. St Associates: See-
Glass, Marvin I.; and Schoenfield, Palmer, 3.782.032.

Glass. Marvin 1.; and Schoenfield. Palmer, to Glass, Marvin, & As-

sociates. Combination preschool toy vehicle and launching station

3.782,032, CI. 46-202.000. ^ ^^
Gleisen, Robert K Improved scaffold. 3,782.498. CI. l82-fcl9.000

Glickman. Richard B: See-
Hamilton. Fenton D ; Glickman. Richard B., Haru, George R .

and Tawil. Joseph N.. 3,783,264.

Globe-Union. Inc.; See—
Gonyo. Newell Joseph; and Lower. Kenneth Eugene, 3,782,144.

Glukhov, Ivanlvanovich: See—
Levashov, Gennady Vasilievich; Kalashnikov, Sergei Nikiforovich;

Glukhov. Ivan Ivanovich; and Shemyrev, Mikhail Pavlovich.

3.782.244

Gmeiner. Gunter, Grabner, Christian. Sigmund, Gerhard; and Binder.

Rudolf Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft Adjustable and tiltable

rearview mirror especially for passenger motor vehicles. 3.782.218,

CI. 74-491000
Gobel, Klaus Bearing for support of rooHng tiles 3,782,060, CI. 52-

126.000.
Oobeti.GilesEdward Multi-purpose cart. 3.782.757.CI. 280-47 190

Godson. Louis H ; Jacobs. William B.; and Davis, Andrew W
.
to

United States of America. Army, mesne. Air pollution monitoring

method 3.783. 109.C1. 204-1.OOt.

Go«dert. Ferdinand; See—
Glaesener. Ernest; Schleimer. Francois; Wagner. Fernand;

Goedert. Ferdinand. Bauer. Alex; and Mousel. Robert.

3.782.921.

Goedlke. Edward R: See—
Brockmeyer. Bernard J ; Goedlke. Edward R ;

Schweig. Melvern

A.andTracy.WilliamR ,3,782.563.

Goglio Luigi. Apparatus for securing valves on flexible bags and flat

sheets convertable into bags. 3.783,080. CI. 156-514 000

Golbeck. Bernard J.; See—
Kennedy. Maurice E.; and Golbeck. Bernard J.. 3.783.204.

Gold Daniel; and Clinton. Geoffrey David, to Crosfield Electronics

Liriiited Register control systems. 3,783.293. CI. 250-548.000.

Golda. Eugene, and Bown. Delos L , to Polychrome Corporation

Light-sensitive composition of a tetra (epoxy-propoxyphenyl)-lower

alkane and an initiator 3.782.952. CI 96-93.000

Golder. Gerald William: See—
Clark, George William Joseph; Golder, Gerald William; and Hart.

Frederick Leslie. 3.782.036.

Goldfarb. Adolph E.: See-
Goldfarb. Adolph E ; and Dekan. Howard L.. 3.782.027

Goldfarb. Adolph E ; and Dekan. Howard L.. to GoMfarb. Adolph E.

Doll dresa up set. 3.782.027. CI. 46-22.000

Goldiner. Evgeny Georgievich: See—
Sablev, Leonid Pavlovich. Dolotov. Jury Ivanovich; Getman,

Leonid Ivanovich; Gorbunov. Valentin Nikolaevich; Goldiner.

Evgeny Georgievich; KirshfeW. Karl Teodorovich; and U»ov,

Vladislav Vasilievich. 3.783.231.

Goldman. Gerald M Electronic anit-theft locking system 3.782.148.

CI. 70-278.000.

Goldsworthy Engineering. Inc.: See—
Karlson.HaraldE. 3.782.096

Goldsworthy. William B ; and Hardesty. Ethridge E.. to GoWworthy

Engineering Inc Method and apparatus for making filament rein-

forced storage vessels 3.783.060. CI 156-69.000

Ooldworthy Engineering Inc.; See—
, ,„, „-„

Goldsworthy. William B.;and Hardeity. Ethridge £..3,783.060.

Golubev. Jury Vasieievich: See—

Kheifeis. Georgy Naumovich; Plyatskovsky. Oskar Alexandrovich.

Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikhailovich; Akhmedov. Baba Abbas

Ogly; Lange. Zelman losifovich; Golubev. Jury Vasieievich.

. Solomadina, Elizaveta Andreevna, Statnikov. Vladimir Mik-

hailovich. Ibragimov. Irafil Nafuli Ogly, Guliev. Tagi Rza Ogly;

and Porokhovnikov.Jury Zinovievich. 3.782.160.

Goncharenki. Nikolai Ivanovich: See—
Sigal Isaak Yakovlevich; Naidenov. Georgy Fedorovich; Gu-

rev'ich. Nikolai Alexandrovich. Danilevich. July losifovich.

Shiman. Andrei Matveevich; Shishkin. Viktor Fedorovich; and

Goncharenki. Nikolai Ivanovich. 3.782.302

Gonyo. Newell Joseph, and Lower. Kenneth Eugene, to Globe-Union.

Inc. Security lid for plating conuiner. 3.782.144, CI. 70-164.000.

Goodrich, B. F.. Company. The; See—
Cimprich. Francis J ,3.783.241.

Eden. Jamais. 3.783.153.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. The: See—

Madigan. Basil M.. 3.783.316.

Goorhuis Hendrik. to Sandoz Ltd Electrosutic dyeing with microcap-

sules conuining dyes in liquids of high dielectric constant

3.782.895. CI. 8-2.000

Gorbunov. Valentin Nikolaevich: See—

Sablev. Leonid Pavlovich. Dolotov. Jury Ivanovich; Getman.

Leonid Ivanovich; Gorbunov, Valentin Nikolaevich; Goldiner.

Evgeny Georgievich; Kirshfeld. Karl Teodorovich. and Usov,

Vladislav Vasilievich. 3.783.231. .

Gordon Johnson-Stephens Limited: See-
Taylor. John. 3.78 1 .945

Gordon.Samuel Shaft lock arrangement. 3.782.5 1 2. CI. 188-134 000^

Gore William George; and Parker. Roy Percival. to National Research

Development Corporation Cathode ray tube display systems

3.783.334. CI 315-18 000

Goss Lorane C . Jr . to Capital Productt Corporation. Corner angle for

windows. 3.782.054. CI. 52-758 OOh.

Gothberg Yngve Roland, to Kommanditbolaget United Stirling

(Sweden) AB & Co Stiriing cycle engine with power control by

charge of working gas pressure 3.782.1 19. CI 60 52 1
000

Goto. Kenjiro. to Mansei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Gas lighter.

3.782.882. CI. 431-150.000.

Gourley. Charles A.: See-
Kurtz. Harvey N.. and Gourley, Charles A, 3.783.433.

Grabner. Christian; See—
_. ^ u j a

Gmeiner. Gunter; Grabner. Christian. Sigmund. Gerhard, and

Binder. Rudolf. 3.782.218.

Grabow Fritz, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft Transmission espe-

cially for motor vehicles. 3.782.225. CI. 74-720.000.

Grace.W.R .& Co.;See—
|

Larsen. Donald W . 3.783.152

Wessells. Forrest A; and Conrey. John P . 3.782.327

Graff. James C . and Rhoades. Robert M . to General Electric Com-

pany Lamp and socket for decorative string set 3.783.437. CI 33V-

Graham. Granville Y Collar identification tag 3.782.cfl7. CI. 40-

303 000
Graham-White Manufacturing Company: See—

Taylor. Thomas D ; and Bredlow. Harvey F (said Taylor assor.

to). 3.783.345

Graham -White Sales Corporation: See—

Taylor. Thomas D . and Bredlow. Harvey F (said Bredlow assor.

to). 3.783.345

Grams. Ralph R Biological fluid sampling and tesUng apparatus.

3.782. 197. CI. 73-421.00r.
|

Granger. DerrilD; See—
.. ^ ..... w c _j

Stephens. Leonard J ; Granger. Derril D ; McCullagh. John S.; and

Hagar, Donald K. 3.782.684.

Grant. Philippe G. Electric wall plug. 3.783.438. CI 339.196.OOr.

Gray Tool Company: See-
Slack. John. 3.782.458.

I

Green Hydraulics, Inc.; See—
Zahid.Abduz. 3.782.418

Greenblatt. Louis W Rechargeable battery pack for portably camera.

3.782.814. CI. 352-242.000

Gregg David Paul Scanning mechanism for film developer, and ine

like'3.783.266.Cl 240-10 100

Gregor. Lawrence V . and Maiwel. Leon L.. to International Business

Machines Corporation Method for passivating »«"'^o"«lu«:"»'

material and field effect transistor formed thereby. 3.783.119, ei.

204-192 000 .

Cries. Robert Joseph, to RCA Corporation Insunt-on circuit for a

television receiver offering independent filament voltage control.

3.783,335.CI. 315-30 000
-n., ni45 CI 52

Griffing. Walter Ceiling mounting arrangement 3.782.005. ci. 3Z

Griffiths David K . to United Sutes Steel Corporation. Method of pre-

heating a tundish 3.782.596. CI. 222-1.000^

Grisar. Johann Martin; and Blohm. Thomas R.. to Richardson-Merrell

Inc Hypoglycemic compositions containing benzhydryl- lacUmi-

mide derivatives. 3.783. 162. CI. 424-267 000

Groff. Edwin I., to Reading PreUel Machinery Co^trusion machine

for preuels and the like. 3.782.876. CI. 425-232.000.

Gros-Ite Industries. Inc.; See-
Everett. George. 3.782,329.

Gross. Rudolph Leonard Decking structure with guard rail support.

3.782,057. CI. 52-27.000.
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Gross. William G.; See—
Dietz. George C; and Gross. William G., 3.783,238.

Grossmann, Hans-Hermann; Burg, Karlheinz; and Wolters, Ernst, to

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning. Thermoplastic molding compositions on the basis of

polyoxymethylenes. 3.783. 145. CI. 260-37.00a.

Grote. Alberto.; See—
Donohue. Allen C; Grote. Albert O.; and Tielborg. Bernard P.,

3.782.293.

Groves. Richard N.. Jr. Control assembly for jet boat. 3,782,320, CI.

I15-12 00r
GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories. Inc.: See

—

Miknaitis. Sigitas. 3.783.42 1

.

GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated; See—
Buedel. ChaHes K.; and Caputo. James P., 3.783.255.

Caputo. James P.; and OToole. Gerald, 3,783,256.

Couch. FrancisO. 3.783.198.

G.T.E. Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Alfano. Robert R.. and Shapiro. Sunely L.. 3.782.828.

GTE Sylvania. Inc.: See—
Torsch, Charles Edward. 3.783,424.

GTE Sylvania Incorporated; See—
Broadt. David R.; and Armstrong. Donald E.. 3,783,260.
Disinger. Donald E.. 3.783.388.
Edin. Ronald £.3.783,236.
Gaebele. Rolf. 3.783.190.

McNeill. Frederick J.. Kulik. Joseph S., Jr.; and Smith, David L ,

Sr. 3,783.329.
Williams. George Norman; and Wilson. Robert F.. 3.783,272.

Guadagnini. Giuseppe; and Fabi. Franco. . 3.783,159, CI. Pierrel

Sp.A
Guerici. Carlo: See—

Pagella. Elio; and Guerici. Carlo. 3,781 ,997.

Gulf Oil Corporation; See—
Eubanks. Elton C. 3.782.880.
Oettmeier. Bert W; and Porter. Samuel J.. 3.783.053.

Gulf Research A Development Company: See—
Carr. Norman L.. Massoth. Franklin E.; Stahlfeld. Donald L.; and
Young. John E.. Jr.. 3.782.076.

Guliev, Tagi Rza Ogly; See—
Kheifeis. Georgy Naumovich; Plyatskovsky. Oskar Alexandrovich;
Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikhailovich; Akhmedov. Baba Abbas
Ogly; Lange. Zelman losifovich; Golubev. Jury Vasieievich;

Solomadina. Elizaveta Andreevna; Statnikov. Vladimir Mik-
hailovich; Ibragimov. Irafil Naftali Ogly; Guliev. Tagi Rza Ogly;

and Porokhovnikov, Jury Zinovievich. 3,782.160.
Gurevich. Nikolai Alexandrovich: See—

Sigal. Isaak Yakovlevich; Naidenov. Georgy Fedorovich; Gu-
revich. Nikolai Alexandrovich; Danilevich. July losifovich;

Shiman, Andrei Matveevich; Shishkin. Viktor Fedorovich; and
Goncharenki. Nikolai Ivanovich. 3.782.302.

Gurtler, Charles A ., to United States of America, National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. Dual ^measurement ablation sensor.

3.782.181.CI. 73-86 000
Gusmer. Frederick E. Heat exchange with resilient liquid accumulator.

3.782.456. CI. 165-164.000.
Gutleber. Frank S.. to United States of America. Army. Median

frequency generator. 3.783,389,'Cl. 328-15.000.

Gwilliam, Ralph Derek, to English Clays Lovering Pochin & Company
Limited. Preuures filters and filter elements therefor. 3,782,554. CI.

210-350000.
Gwin. Richard B.; Ballis, William L.; Churchheus, Claude W.; and

Hutt. Bruce L., to Columbia Gas System Service Corporation. Weld-
ing torch oscillator and positioner. 3,783,222, CI. 219-60.00a.

Gwin, Richard B.; Ballis. William L.. and Churchheus. Claude W., to

Columbia Gas System Service Corporation. Welding torch oscillator.

3.783.223. CI. 2 l9-60.00a.

Gysin. Leonhard: See—
Schindler. Walter. 3.783.161.

Haas. Larry A.; and Khalafalla. Sanaa E.. to United States of America.
Interior. Decomposition of carbonyl sulfide (COS) in electric

charge. 3.783.1 16, CI. 204-164.000
Hackbarth, Eugene R.; and yVard. Harry M., Ill, to Outboard Marine
Corporation. Die casuble centrifugal fan. 3,782,851, CI. 415-

213.000
Hacker,Earl.Intermittentdrive.3,782,208,CI. 74-1 12.000.

Hackforth A Co:, Firma: See—
Chivari. Hie, 3,782,214.

Hacskaylo, Michael, to United States of America, Army. Method of

boresight alignment of a weapon. 3.782.832. CI. 356-1 53.000.

Hadam. Wilhelm:See—
Ploppa. Jurgen. and Hadam. Wilhelm. 3,782.136.

Hafer. Karl-Heinz; Pelka. Walter; Karkutt. Reimund; and Frenyo. Pal.

to Gebr. Eickhoff. Maschinenfabrik und Eisengiesserei m.b.H. Ap-
paratus supported by a longwall conveyor frame for hauling coal

mining equipment. 3,782.777. CI. 299-34.000.

Hafner. Michael P.. to Field Emission Corporation. Marx surge pulser

having stray capacitance which is high for input stages and low for

outputstages. 3,783,289, CI. 250-417.000.
Hagar. Donald K.: See-

Stephens, Leonard J.; Granger. Derril D.; McCullagh, John S.; and
Hagar, Donald K., 3.782.684.

Hagedom, Hans. Simultaneous carton former and loader. 3,782,071,
CI. 53-191.000.

Hagen.Fred. Brandy warmer and server. 3,782.361, CI. 126-43.000.

Hahn. Ernest A.; HarUell. Rowland S.; and Gerek. Gene, to PPG In-

dustries. Inc. Coated container and method of coating. 3.783,006,

CI. 117-93.310.
Hahn. Granville J., to Cosden Oil & Chemical Company. Method of

sonic welding of plastics. 3.783,061, CI. 156-73.000.

Hair. Michael L.; See

—

Filbert. Augustus M.; and Hair. Michael L., 3,782,915.

Haist, Grant Milford: See—
Olivares, Ismael Adolfo; Bean, Frederick Roland; and Haist. Grant

Milford. 3.782.949 ,

Hakan^son. Sven Anders Samuel, to Kommanditbolaget United Stirling

(Sweden) AB & Co. Idling speed control for Stirling cycle engine.

3.782.106. CI. 60-24.000.

Hakulin, Bertel: See— c

Jafs, Daniel; Marttala. Tdpani; Christiansen, Kai; and Hakulin.

Bertel, 3,783,095.
Hale. Neville E.. to Fathom Oceanology Limited. Apparatus for

launching, towing and recovering a submersible body from a vessel.

3.782,319, CI. I14-235.00b.
Haller, Albert H.; Larkin, John J.; and Walters, Richard P.. to Western

Electric Corporation. Dispensing of viscous material. 3.782.595, CI.

222-1.000.

Hallite Holdings Limited: See-^

Valente. Peter REginald, 3,782.736.

Hallmann. Hermann, to MRT Magnet- Regeltechnik GmbH. Security

locks. 3.782.147, CI. 70-276.000.

Hamada. Yoshio: See

—

Karube. Soichi; Hamada. Yoshio; and Suganuma, Yoshiyasu.

3,783.440.

Hamilton. Douglas D.: See—
Likas. Algerd C; and Hamilton. Douglas D.. 3.782.567.

Hamilton. Fenton D.; Glickman. Richard B.; Hartz. George R.; and
Tawil. Joseph N., to Berkey-Colortran, Inc. Reflective barndoor.

3,783,264, CI. 240-3.000.

Hamilton, Otis T.. Jr. Connection of advertising cards to carts.

3.782.747. CI. 280-33.99a.

Hamlet. Buck G; See-
Sweet. Phillip J.; Hamlet, Buck G.; and Sweet, David L.,

3.782,753.
Hamman, Lyie J., to Eaton Stamping Company. Recoil starter.

3.782.355. CI. 123-185.00b.

Hamman, LyIe J., to Eaton Stamping Company. Kick starter.

3.782,356, CI. 123-I85.00c.
Hammann, Paul E.: See

—

Woods. Walter E.; and Hammann. Paul E.. 3.782,062.

Hampton. Robert S.; Cavanna. Cesar; Kungys. Stasys J.; and Eifel. Paul

J., to Lox Equipment Company. Cryogenic storage vessel.

3.782. 128. CI. 62-51.000.

Hancock Industries. Inc.: See—
Heesch. Max O., 3,782,037.

Hancox, Roger John, to Accles & Shelvoke Limited. Humane cattle

killers and similar manipulatable appliances. 3,782,018, CI. 42-

1.00m.

Hand, Patrick J.: See—
, United States of Ame^ca, National Aeronau^cs and Space Ad-

ministration, 3,782,205.

Hanek, James R.: See-
Fabian, Thomas R.; and Hanek. James R., 3,782,524.

Haney, Thomas A.: See—
Czaplinski, Thomas V.; Bruno, Gerald A.; and Haney, Thomas A.,

3.783,291.
Hansen, A. L., Manufacturing Company: See—

Doerrfeld,RobertE., 3,782,141.
'"

Hansen, Bunde Knut; and Persson, Leif Gunnar, to AB Ljungmans
Verkstader. Gasoline dispensing system having central control sta-

tion and a plurality of multigrade gasoline pumps. 3,782,597, CI.

222-28.000.
Hansen, Donald H.: See—

Kantorski, Joseph W.; Smith, Donald A.; LaMarre. David A.; Han-
sen. Donald H.; and Thorburn. Milton R., 3,782.823.

Hansen. Henning H. Magnetic toothbrush-holder. 3,782,799, Cl.'3 12-

206.000.
Hanson, Thomas A. Pipe union. 3,782,419, CI. 1 38-109.000.

Hanyu, Susumu, to Janome Sewing Machine Co., Ltd. Button hole at-

Uchment for zigzag sewing ma<<hines. 3,782,307, CI. 1 1 2-77.000.

Hardesty, Ethridge E.: See—
Goldsworthy, William B.; and Hardesty, Ethridge E., 3,783,060.

Hardison, Artson P.; and Hieber, E. Ellsworth, to Kar Industries Incor-

porated. Valving system for supplying fuel to tanks and transferring

fuel between tanks. 3,782.400. CI. 1 37-39.000.

Harkness. Joseph R.. to Briggs & Stratton Corporation. Safe start

system for riding mowers. 3.782.084. CI. 56-10.500.

Harle. Hermann; and Eisenmann. Siegfried, to Furstlich Hohenzol-

lemsche Hullenverwaltung. Gear machine. 3,782,040, CI. 5 1 -52.00r.

Harmon, James F.: See

—

Beck. Roderick; Harmon. James F.; Shatila, Mounir A.; Richins,

David A.; and Lach, John, 3,782,969.

Harrell, Robert E.; Bax, Roy C; Kumpf, Leonard F.; and Toliver,

Donald R., to Western Litho Plate & Supply Co. Apparatus for

graining plates. 3,782,038, CI. 51-6.000.

Harrell, Robert E.; Essmueller, Arthur E.; and Bax, Roy C, to Western

Litho Plate & Supply Co. Apparatus for developing lithographic

plates. 3,782,532, CI. 198-184.000.

Harris, Charles L.: See-
Bridges. William A.; and Harris, Charles L., 3,782,026.
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Harm George A Method for detecting leak, .n conden«r tube.

3 782.UO. CI. 73-69 000

"*"Torh'cL°rr;rand HarmrHarr, Gordon. Ir. 3.7*2.707.

Harn.-lniertype Corporation, mesne See^

Beasom. James D. 3.783,349

Sanders. Thoma. J .3,783,048

"""SJn'vfcVoTB ; and Harruon, P.u., 3,782.279

"•"i^IJk^Gfor'grwUUrJo.eph; GoMer. Gerald W.U.am. and Hart.

Frederick Leslie. 3.782.036.

'^'''^ri:::^'^^^^^- H.n. W.n.,m tewi.; and An.onett..

JoMph Michael. 3.782.546 r-^^o.nw
Hartman, Paul, and Smith. Gale E

. '^ £"«-;"
,'^°f»'' 3ST2%4

Photothermographic element compo.it.on and process 3.782.941,

Ha^Im?nn*Rudolf . to Bell & Howell Company Parallax compensating

cameraiight 3.783.261. CI. 240-1 300.
.. ,^ ,.

Hart*,B Walter J .to Allis-Chalmers Corporation Stabilized side plate

conifrucion for grate conveyor 3.782.533.CI 198-196000

"•^a^L'^.^em^iTD ; Glickman. Richard B.; Hart,. George R .

and Tawil. Joseph N. 3.783.264.

Hartzell. Rowland S. See—
. _. _ j i~-,-,i, n.n*

Hahn. Ernest A ; Hartzell. Rowland S . and Gerek. Gene.

3.783.006. ^ J r ri_
Harvey Donald M . to Eastman Kodak Company Cartridge for film

units! 3.782.257, CI 95-19.000

Hasegawa. Katsumi; See—
ir ,,.„„,

Ito. Shoji; Okamoto. Mitsuhiro. and Hasegawa, Katsumi,

Hashiguchi. Yoshitaka; and Watayama. Shozo to Kabushik. Ka.sha

Kohjin and Teikoku Kagaku Sangyo Kabushik, ^aisha. Method for

producing electrophotographic recording element. 3,783,0iv, ei

HaVsenauer, Robert L , Wolak, Thomas J ; and Novak, George E to

Evans Products Company Railway truck brake testing device

3,782,185,CI. 73-121 000
Haufe.Juergen: See—

, ^, ^ „ inaiii->
Beck. Fritz. Haufe. Juergen; and Nohe. Heinz. 3.783, 11 Z.

Havasse. Christian: See-
, ,«-, oa.*

AUemand, Pierre, and Hava.se, Christian. 3.782.984.

Haven, Richard: See- ^ -, la^ AA-y
Feinman, George, and Haven, Richard, 3,783.442.

Havir Manufacturing Company: See—

Lenz. John O .3.782.358

Hawker Siddeley Aviation Limited: See—

Gibb. Robert David, Smith. Dorald Rowand, W.ckenden,

Geoffrey Charles; Galton, Graham Norman, and Shepherd,

Denni. Robert, 3,782,284

Thomas, Ernest Derek Reginald, 3,782,178.
. -. ,„ pi,m To

Hay.kawa, Yo.hihide, and Satomura, Mawto, to Fuji
^Jf" ^''^^° •

Ltd Procewfor the formation of image polymer. 3,782,'*43, t_i fo

Ha?ak^wa. Yo.hihide; and Satomura, Ma«to to Fuji Pho«°/"•"
J",

Ltd ProccM for the polymerization of vinyl compound 3,782,v*4,

HaVashtVu^o, and Mori, Ya.unon, to Hitachi, Ltd F"/""^^«-"

control arrangement for internal'combu.tion engine. 3.782.338. CI

"''''j!:ka^V.ra".hf;H".ya.hi. T.unekazu. and Saitoh. Hirokazo.

3.783.000

"'*
We^itJrerHeVbert W ; V.nderford. Wallace S .

Jr ,
Diman, W.I-

liam C and Scotto, Vincent, 3,782,705

Hayward, Gardner L , and Meilun, Edwin C . to Stone A ^eb.ter En-

Vineering Corporation Fractionating hydrocarbon, in a dual pre.-

wre fractionation tower 3,783,126, CI 208-35 1 OOa

Health Technology Lab*. Inc.; See-
Bell, David. 3,782,389.

Heberlein & Co , AG See-
DoKh Peter and Dor.ch, Dieter, 3,783,368

Heck Richard F , to Hercule. Incorporated Introduction of organic

group, into ethienic.lly unwtur.ted carboxylic acid, u.ing a group

Vlll metal -It 3,783,140, CI 26O.33OJ0OO

Hecktor, Bengt-Olof Ingem.r. to '^B Gu.tav.berg. Fabr.ke^ Heat

e.changerforliquidatoverprewure 3,782,335, CI 122-13 oua

""
WattfrrD^vid'w . Heek., Robert E . and Sullivan. Donald P .

^ 7 K '7 Q (iO

HeeKh Max O . to Hancock Indu.trie.. Inc Cam operated two .uge

window regulator 3.782,037. CI 49-103 000

"•••^aSetYoh^ H -'ATgel. Robert W . and We.t. B-rke A 3 782 769

Hehl Karl" injection molding machine ^'^^^^'1.^/1^^ to
Heider JoachinK Eberlein. Wolfgang, and Kobnger. Salter to

Bolhnnger Ingelheim GmbH a-L T.jomethylo.ide. of certain

genin. of the c.rdenolide and bufadienolide Mrie.. 3.783.149. CI

260-210.500
Heikkinen, Wilberr.See— ^ . u ^- D»K.rt T

Beck. Robert J ; Heikkinen. Wilbert; and John.on. Rob«rt T .

3.782.219

Heikmann.Harald Erik See-
... c i, nai il7

Bakke, Jan Magnu., and Heikmann. Harald Erik. 3.783, 14i.

Heinemann Electric Company: See—

Lefferu. Peter. 3.783.305 noi mQ
Heintzelm.n. Leo A Spit back water, oil and fuel re-cycle 3.782.079.

He^ke' Robert C , to La Mere Industries Inc Incinerating toilet and

burner with ceramic head 3,782,886, CI 43 I -264 000^

Helm Herbert W, to Smithe, F L , Machine Company, Inc Rot.table

cutler mechanism for cutting different length notche. in a movmg

web 3,782,233, CI 83-356 300

Hem.ath, Klaus H See-
Nesbitt, John D , Hemsath, Klau. H.; and Vereecke. Frank J..

3 782 883
Henderson, William E ; and Ross, Camilla B , to Union Carbide Cor-

poration Method for preparing collagen composition. 3,782,97/,

CI 426-140.000. _ _...

Hengelhaupt, Han.-Georg, to Triumph Werke N"e'"^'8 A^^G R-bbo-,

lifting mechanism for a power-driven typewriter 3,782,521, CI. 197-

HenMlhiupt, Hans-Georg, and Teichmann, Friedrich, to Triumph

Werke Nuirnberg AG Facility for anchoring ribbon to a spool in a

holder 3,782,651, CI 242-74 000

Henneman, John W See- n«7 405 I

Cramer, Robert L, and Henneman, John W, 3,782,402.

Henrick, Olive A, and Siddall, ^»»'" » /^ ,^"«°"oS^ToT"Synthesisofcodlingmothattractant 3,783, 135, CI 260-345^900

Henrickson, Doyle D , to Reel Assist Corporation Spinning reel line

clamo 3 782 023, CI 43-25 000

Henrickson, Henry G , to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation.

Couplerbanddevice3,782,763,CI 285-419 000

Henry, William B See-
, la, in?

Anderson,RonaldW, and Henry, William 8,3,782,202

HenshUwood, ack R . and So.ret, Francois J , to Wilson Pharmaceuti-

" «l ; Chemical Corporation, -"-/"i'^^J"? -;r3";oVoOo'""
system and method of making same '•^"'O^,*^',''' ',„„"„„

Henshilwood, Jack R . to Wilson Pharmaceutical A Chemical Corpora-

tion, mesne Testing and culturing transport system 3,783,106, CI

He'rt^na" Edward J , to TRW Inc Power steering system for adjusta-

ble track vehicles 3,782,491 .CI 180-79 20r

Berber John F , to Monsanto Company Compositions comprising

ph^Iphate esters and 2,6-diamino-pyridine as an ,nt»xidant

3,783, 132, CI 252-78 000

Hercules Incorporated: See-
|

Heck Richard F. 3,783.140

Herman iohnR . ,o kwen.on Spreader & Mfg Co Vehicle mounted

mu^d.tnbutorapp-ratu. 3,782,634, CI 239-156 000

Herrioli, Donald Richard, to Bell
^-';S^°'l\\^^,\Tl7l\^

alignment apparatu.and method 3-782;829<^'„"* '27 000_

Herzbera Clau. and Dollbaum, Wilhelm, to Holtz & Willemsen.

"Methi^ofdehullinglegume. 3,782.968, CI 426-511000

Hesselgren, Sven-Gunnar Arrangement «,«' •*?»""'"« ""'q'^
operation or treatment in the oral cavity^ ' '^ *

' ''J; ?.A "r'^^duc
He.Krt Jame. E , to Phillip. Petroleum Company Method for reduc-

ing ga. production 3,782,467, CI 166-261 000.
I

HeMton Corporation: See—
Anderwn. John Dale. 3.782.086

. , ,„^
H.cker«.n. Norman E Pot nilm, and compacting apparatu. and

method 3.782.033. CI 471000.
|

Hieber. E Ell.worth; See—
HardLon. ArtK,n P . and Hieber, E Ell.worth, 3,782,400

Hiebert,Inc : See—
Timmon., Jay, 3,783.175. |

"'•"^^•^^frfakano, Yukio, H.guchi, Hi.ayuk., and Maki,

Michiyo.hi, 3,783,050

"'"^H^krWinirm R^ Hilberg, Ronald P , and D»hington, Roland H..

Hoiik, William R, and Hilberg, Ronald P, 3 783,406

Hilbrand., Jan WUlem, to M.-hinenfabrik Koppern A Co KG

Hydraulically operated vibration dnve.. 3.782.246.C1. 9I-277.0UU

"'"'MLrph'y.Um^ W . Fr'a^U, Robert J , and Hildebrecht. Harold V..

3.782.571

Hill. Harry W: See- n.i iio
Mill H«rrv W and Slowik, Raymond, 3,783,23V.

Hill H^^y W?.^dSrow.k, Raymond, to Hill Harr, W V.n.ble effec-

tl^rdiameter reflector pan assembly for electric ranges 3,783,239.

Hin' MaHon E**°L Ro». Leonard O , to United Sute. of America.

"Atoll:;" Energy Commi..ion P-""/- PI^^"* ""°™'""° "•

cohol compound. 3.783. 144.C1. 260-633.000

Hilti Aktienge.ellK:haft: See—
|

Bone. Donald, 3,7 8 1,96

5

"'"Murk'e""Co*'"L*oh';'e7. Karl; and Himmelm.nn. Wolfgang.

Rani'lJ^^in. Himmelm.nn. Wolfgang; BergUialler. Peter; and

Hocker.Jurgen. 3.782.950

"'"•ohk?brKrnj?M";.ud., Tak.o, Shib. Kei.uke; H.nata, M...n«,;

Sato. Akira; and Ogawa. Akira. 3.782.957.
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Hiruma. Kenji; and Sugaya, Inawo, to Ricoh Co., Ltd. Method of mak-

ing printing head for thermal printer. 3,78 1 ,983, CI. 29-61 1 .000.

Hit Sale. Corporation: See—
Wolpin.Kermit, 3,782. 150

Hitachi Cable Ltd.: See—
Karube, Soichi; Hamada, Yo.hio; and Suganuma, Yoshiyasu.

3,783,440
Hitachi,Ltd : See—

Hayashi, Fusao; and Mori, Ya.unori, 3,782,338.

Kanazawa, Yasunori, and Eto, Yoshizumi, 3,782,804.

Kusama,Takeo,and Hyodo, Takashi. 3,783,187.

Nanba, Mitsuo; Takano, Yukio; Higuchi, Hisayuki; and Maki.

Michiyoshi, 3,783,050

Takahashi,Osamu; and Ogasawala, Nobuhico, 3,783.315.

Tsukada. Toshihisa; Omeda. Junichi; and Kawamura. Masao.

3.783.351
Yatsuo. Tsutomu; and Ogawa, Takuzo, 3,783,350.

Hitachi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co., Ltd.: See—
Nakano, Kenji, and Teramoto, Ryuzo, 3,782,053.

Hitchman, Maurice J.; See-
Leon, Henry A.; Connolly, James P.; Hitchman, Maurice J.; and

Humbert, John E., 3,782.334.

Hitchner, Stephen B.: See—
Calnek, Bruce W , and Hitchner, Stephen B., 3,783,098

Hjerten, Vilhelm Einar Stellan, to Pharmacia Fine Chemicals AB.
Method for the electrophoretic separation of substance mixture..

3,783,1 18, CI 204-180 OOg
H J J Co , Inc See-

Allen. Philip H. 3.782,432.

Hobart, James L.: See—
Mefferd, Wayne S; and Hobart, James L, 3.783.407.

Hobart Manufacturing Company, The: See-
Russell. Herman F.. 3.78 1 ,936

Hochberg, Howard Martin, and King, Eugene, to Hoffmann-La Roche
Inc. Pacemaker monitoring technique and system. 3,782,367, CI.

128-2 06a.

Hocker, Jurgen: See—
Ranz, Erwin; Himmelmann, Wolfgang; Bergthaller, Peter; and

Hocker, Jurgen, 3,782,950

Hodgson, Robert F., to Commercial Shearing Inc. Adjustable, metered,

directional now control arrangemenu. 3.782.404, CI. 137-101.000.

Hoeber. Gerhard: See

—

Landwehrkamp, Hans, and Hoeber, Gerhard, 3,782,089.

Hoesch Werke Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Sinner, Karl-Helmut, 3,782,793.

Hoffman, David M., to Sun Research and Development Co. High oc-

tane gasoline component.. 3,782.91 1. CI. 44-63.000.

Hoffman. William C: See—
Ern.toff. Michael N.. Fehr. Eric R.; Hoffman. William C; and

Winner, Richard N , 3,783,1 84
Hoffmann, Kurt, to American Micro-Systems, Inc. Low power ring

counter 3,783,306,CI. 307.223.00c.

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Hochberg, Howard Martin; and King, Eugene, 3,782,367.

Pawson, Beverly Ann, and Saucy, Gabriel, 3.783,141 .

Hogg, Walter R: See-
Klein, Robert I.; and Hogg, Walter R., 3.783,247.

Hogg, Walter R. Axial trajectory sensor having gating means controlled

by pui.e duration measuring for electronic particle study apparatu.

and method 3,783,390, CI. 328-1 1 1.000.

Hogg, Walter R.; and Coulter. Wallace H.. to Coulter Electronic. Inc.

Axial trajectory .enuir having gating means controlled by pulse du-

ration mea.uring for electronic particle .tudy apparatu. and method.

3.783.391. CI. 328-111.000.

Hohl. Jean-Marie. Schipf. Anton; and Schmid. Werner, to Me.-

MrKhmitt-Bolkow-Blohm Ge.ell.chaft mit be.chrankter Haftung.

Device for arre.ting the elevation aiming motion of a periKope.

3,782,808, CI. 350-301.000.

Hokuriku Kakoki Kabu.hiki Kai.ha: See—
Kawa.aki, Takuji; Ogihara, Shoki, and Waunabe, Mikio,

3,782,138.

Holberg, Arnold J.: See-
Alexander. Stephen H.. and Holberg. Arnold J.. 3.782.988.

Holbrook. Le Grand K.. to Medical Development Corporation. Body

nuid collection bottle 3.782.4 14. CI. 137-575.000.

Holl. Edward J. Earth .horing apparatu.. 3,782.125. CI. 6l-41.00a.

Holland. Ronald: See-
Gibson. John G.; and Holland. Ronald. 3.783,024.

Holleman, Coanan P. Changeable speed gear attachment for bicycle..

3,782,210, CI. 74-2l7.00b.

Hollin., Je.M R. Motorized retractable padded cu.hion. 3,782,492, CI.

180-82.00C.

Holli.ter, Ralph George; and Stiles, Deni. Arthur, to Johnion, Matthey

& Co., Limited Diffu.ion cell. 3,782,077, CI. 55-158.000.

Hol.te, Merrill R Ga. turbine 3,782,108. CI. 60-39.200.

Hol.tein A Kappart. MaKhinenfabrik PhonixGmbH: See—
Mnilk Reinhold; Kurreck, Manfred; and Geltenpoth, Ulrich.

3.782,879.

Holtz A Willemsen: See—
Herzberg, Clau.; and Dollbaum, Wilhelm, 3,782,968.

Holzl, Hor.t; Ro.skopf, Max; and C.ikor, La.zio, to Huller, Karl.

GeMlUchaft mit bcKhrankter Haftung. Workpiece manufacturing

and machining device. 3.781 .974. CI. 29-568.000.

Holzrichter. Herbert; See—

DeFago. Raymond; Angliker. Han.-Joerg; Holzrichter, Herbert;

Kneubuehler, Werner; and Peter. Richard. 3.782.896.

Hondrea. lusif. to Iprofil "Technolemn"-Industria Produselor Finite

Din Lemn Timisoara. Slide rule with improved calculating capacity.

3.782.626. CI. 235-70.00r.

Honeywell Inc.: See

—

McConnell. Robert G. 3.783,269.

Quinn, Peter T., 3,782.256.
Honeywell Information System., Inc.: See

—

Bird. David A. 3.783.408.

Hood. John W.See-
Tobey. Hubert E.; Hood, John W.; and Irvin. Dee L.. 3.782,271

.

Hook. William R.; Hilberg. Ronald P.; and Dishington. Roland H.. to

TRW Inc. Double pulse laser. 3.783,403. CI. 331-94.500.

Hook. William R.; and Hilberg, Ronald P., to TRW Inc. Lawr Q-

switching. 3,783,406, CI. 331-94.500

Hoop, James M., to United States of America, National Aeronautic,

and Space Administration. Method and apparatus for non-destruc-

tive testing. 3.782.1 77, CI. 73-7 1 .50u.

Hopkins. David L. Chamfer strip. 3,782,680, CI. 249-188.000.

Hoppenstein, Reuben. Stereoscopic radiography techniques and ap-

paratus. 3,783,282, CI. 250-313.000

Horchler, Stephen Alexander, to Euronics Limited. Golf balls.

3.782.730. CI. 273-213.000.

Horizons Incorporated: See—
Gerber, Arthur H.. 3,783,1 37.

Horton, James B.: See

—

Cleary, Harold J.; Horton, James B.; and Meltoy, George F.,

3,782.909.

Horton, William E., Ill, to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Electri-

cal bushing asMmbly having a direct cable to conductor rod terminal

assembly, 3,783,182, CI. 174-145.000.

House, Marshall K.; and Train, Michael D., to CaKade Corporation.

Line take-up assembly. 3,782,409, CI. 137-355.170.

Housing Systems Corporation: See—
Batorewicz, Valeria, and Loving, Jerry P., 3,782,063.

Houston, John M., to General Electric Company. X-ray image intensi-

fier input phosphor screen and method of manufacture thereof.

3,783,297, CI. 250-483.000.

Houston, John M., to General Electric Company. X-ray image intensi-

fler input phosphor screen and method manufacture thereof.

3,783,298, CI. 250-483.000.

Houston, John M., to General Electric Company. X-ray image inten.i-

fler input phosphor screen and method of manufacture thereof.

3,783,299, CI. 250-483.000.

Houx, James R.: See—
Cates, Robert L.; Mitchell, Robert M.; and Houx, James R.,

3,782,453.
Howard, Robert, to Centronics DaU Computer Corporation. Resilient

head assembly having resilient mount. 3,782,520, CI. 197-l.OOr.

Howe-Baker Engineers, Inc.: See—
^

Ondrey, John A.; and Basila, Michael R., 3,783,125.

Howell, John Stuart, to Plessey Handel und Investment A.G. Data cod-

ing system.. 3,78 3,245, CI. 235-61.1 1 e.

Howorth Air Conditioning Limited: See—
Howorth, Frederick Hugh, 3.782,890.

Howorth, Frederick Hugh, to Howorth Air Conditioning Limited.

Fume extractors for the heaters of textile processing machines.

3.782.890. CI. 432-59.000.

Hruby. John O.. Jr., to Rain Jet Corporation. Flow control in ornamen-

tal fountains. 3,782,629, CI. 239-17.000.

Huang, A. Ben; and Ducoffe, Arnold L. Electro.utic precipiuting ap-

paratus and method. 3,782,905, CI. 23-284.000.

Hubbard, S. Eugene; and Biebuyck, Lawrence P., to American MeUl
Climax, Inc. Method of wall construcUon. 3.781,973, CI. 29-

526.000.

Hubbard, S. Eugene; and Biebuyck, Lawrence F. Moisture deflector

for a wall system. 3.782,064, CI. 52-97.000.

Huber, Reinhold: See—
Koester, Waldemar; and Huber, Reinhold, 3,782.788.

Koester, Waldemar; and Huber, Reinhold, 3,782,789.

Huber, Willi: See—
Braun, Franz; Ribnitz, Peter; and Huber, Willi, 3,782,632.

Hudson, James A., to Campbell Soup Company. RoUry extruder and

loader. 3,782,878, CI. 425-314.000.

Huffman, Donald; and Majewski, Richard M., to Coleco Industries,

Inc. Football game with magnetic control rods. 3,782,726, CI. 273-

94 00r.

Huffman, James L: See-
Browne, Ronald O.; and Huffman, James L., 3,781,920.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See-
Abbott, Edward A., Jr.; and Blanchard, David I., 3,783.271.

Ern.toff. Michael N.; Fehr, Eric R.; Hoffman, William C; and

Winner, Richard N., 3,783.184.

Oilman. Henry G, Jr., 3,783,401.

Hughe., George H., to National Di.tiller. and Chemical Corporation.

Stitched non-woven textile fabric having varied pattern of rai.ed rib.

on one face. 3,782,1 37, CI. 66-192.000.

Hughe., Thoma. E.: See—
Ke.ter. Charle. E.; and Hughes. Thomas E.. 3,782,359.

Hugo Sachs Electronik KG: See—
Korber, Kari-Heinz; Steiert, Hermann; and Dehnert, Heinz.

3.782,188.
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Huh..-ICo.v«to-E.ko En..o. .nd S.ar,. R..to V..no Juh.nr Method

•nd .pptratui for d..t,n.ng fre.hw.ter from .e.w.ler 3.78JJ08. CI

H«u.n«?beTr.n.p.ren..hee, 3.782.331. C. 119-5 000

Huller V«rl. Ge.ell.»;h»ft mit be«:hr.nkter H.ftung: See-

How Hor.t. RoMkopf. M.x. and C.kor. LmzIo. 3 781 .974

Hulm« H.rold. to Ferr.nt. L.m.ted Semiconductor devK:e.

3.781,977, CI. 29-584 000

"'""L:on.'He"nrVi''connolly. i.me. P . HUchm.n. M.urke J .
.«d

Humbert. John E. 3.782.334

Hunierford D.n.el Com.tock. to Brunswick Corpor.twn Anchor

nuke 3 782.3 18. CI 114 207 000

Hun.erford Gordon P . to Mobil Oil Corporation Method of making a

coated tape and particularly imooth surface magnetic recording

uoe 3 783.023. CI 117-237 000

Huni Harold G Destratification system and air diffuser unit for uaer

therein 3.782.701. CI 261 65 000

Hunter Engineering Company S«e—

Senften. David A .3.782.831
^, ^ ^

Hurford. Winslow Leroy. to RCA Corporation Fade-to-bl.ck video

signalprocesaingapparatu. 3.783. 188. CI 178-6 800

Hurst Alan R . and M.rawjI. SaUistiano S . to Phillips Petroleum Com-

oany Heat sealed, readily peelable or tearable structure suiuble for

cro.ures,labels.p.ckag.ng.etc3.783.089.Cl. 161-166 000

Hurtmanns. Heinz; S«*—
^ ^ . _. u-;«.

Decker. Hannt. Stockmann. Helmut, and Hurtmanns. Heinz.

3.782.647
, , .

Hutchison. Edward T . Jr . to Walcott-Taylor Company Incorporated

Microficheorcardindex 3.782.01 3. CI 40-124 200

Hutt, Bruce L:S««— u. u; .«/«
Gw.n. Richard B . Ballis. William L. Churchheua. Claude W .

and

Hutt. Bruce L. 3.783.222

"""Vu^rs. tldislav; Rajnoha. Jaroslav. Chrtek. Milan Cerny.

Miroslav. Doudlebsky,Ctibor;and Hybl. Joaef. 3.782.095

Hyodo.Takashi; S*e—
Kusama. Takeo. and Hyodo.Takashi. 3,783.187.

l-T-E Impenal Corporation; See-
Bates. Arthur C. 3.783.2 12

Brumfield.JohnC .3.783.215.

Clement. Ralph C. 3.783.320.

Ibragimov.lsrafilNaflaliOgly S**— ^^ », j i.

Vheifeia Georgy Naumovich. Plyatskovsky. Oskar Aleiandrovich.

Yankovskv Vladimir Mikhailovich. Akhmedov, Baba Abbas

Ogly Lange. Zelman losifovich. Golubev. Jury Vasieievich.

Solomadina, Elizaveta Andreevna. Statnikov. Vladimir Mik-

hailovich. Ibragimov. Irafil NafUli Ogly. Guliev. Tagi Rza Ogly.

and Porokhovnikov, Jury Zinovievich. 3,782, 160

Ichihara, Izumi; S«*— ^ ^- , nat ntn
Kimura. Shinji; Ichihara. Uumi; and Kawaac. Tsuyoshi. 3.783.020

Ichiki.Minoru: See— ,,., ..^
Uhii.Masahito. and Ichiki.Minoru. 3.783.1 14

Ichiyan^e. Toshikazu. to Canon Kabu.hiki •^•'•^«
.^°"V*ri*3?8

controlling device for a direct current motor. 3.783.357. CI. 3l»-

lgwe*G°^wilIM Camera mount. 3.782.671. CI. 248-183.000.

"'""shym^rmu'r'aTls.o. lijima. Yoo. Okutsu. Eiichi, Iwano. Haruhiko.

Shiahido, Tadao. and Ohi. Reiichi. 3.782.945

lies, Roger F; S*e- ,,.,„,-,
Brook, G rev ille B , and lies, Roger F., 3.783.037.

Illinois Tool Works, Inc.; See—
Fiaher.JtilianV. 3.783.435

Rychlik. Frank J .3.782.377

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited See-

Crosby. David Winston. 3.782.899 ^,-,-,noi
Leslie. Victor Jeffrey, and Leggett. Maurice Bemardt 3.783.091

Wheutone. John. 3,782,901

Improved Machinery Inc.; See—
Luthi. Oscar, 3,781.957.

IMS Corporation; S*e— „ .. j «. ,,

Edgiington, Jame. N.. Jr. Lowr.nce, Edgar G.. II; and Odell.

Richard O ,3.782.621.

lnaba.Seiuemon:5«e-
, i«i no

Yamamura.Sakae.andlnaba.Seiuemon. 3.783,31*.

Inaoka, Maaanobu; 5««— ^, . __.
Kitayama. Minonj; Nakamura, Motoharu. Inaoka. Masanobu; and

Okada.Hirothi, 3.783.034

Industrial Construction Company, Inc.: 5*«—

Wing. Aubrey E, 3,782,298 ,^ ^ a
Industrial Science and Technology. Minister of International Trade and

Industry, Agency of: S««—
Tarui. Yasuo; Denda. Seiichi. Baba. Harutsune. and Komimiya,

Yasuo, 3,783,228
.. ^ * c

Industriewerke Karlsruhe-Augsburg Aktiengesellschaft; See-

Schmitt. Roland. 3.782.066

Ingenieurburo fur Rationalisierung der Suss- und Dauerbackwarenin-

dustrie: See—
Weuig. Rudolf. 3.783.076.

Inoy. Hiroyuki; See— t lat t-i-y

Sato, Chosei; Admchi, Takeshi, and Inoy, Hiroyuki, 3.783.122.

Instrumentation Specialties Company: See—

Allington. Robert W. 3.783.276.

International Business Machines Corporation; See- .

easier. David Henry. 3.783.295
|

Eichelberger. Edward Baiter. 3.783.254

Froment.JeanC .and Monrolin. Jean L. 3.783.413.

Gretor.LawrenceV and Maissel. Leon L .3.783.119

icntcn, Donald F. Lagergren. R"h«'d E
•
l-«""-

^^a*"
*

Schaffer. Robert R . and Reidenbach, John R .
3.783,243

Smith. Roy Richard. 3.782.674

Yarrington. James Clifford, 3.782.506. I

International Design Corporation; See- '

Moretini. Billy. 3.782.296

International Flavors A Fragrances Inc See- ,

Pittel. Alan O . and Seitz. Eugene W, 3.782.973
|

International Harvester Company See-
^ „. .. p,„k., K

Ruhl. Charles A H . Meyer. Edward, and Chatterjea. Probir K

3.782.489
International Standard Electric Corporation See-

Forster. Daniel Emile. and Perrault. Jean, 3.783.383.

Spicer. Lyndon Reginald. 3.783.180

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation See-

Clark. Ralph E. 3.782.448

Dishal. Milton, and Baran. Henri. 3.783.397

Dunn. James G . Cowan. John R , and Russo, Anthony J .

3.783,385 I

- Marshall. Neil A. 3.783.259 „^ ^ . , i.^ a-)!
Morgan. Thomas Edward, and Koslo. Robert Carl. 3,782,426.

Reynolds, Allan L. 3.783.382
, ,.-, 571

Tobey. Hubert E . Hood. John W . and Irvin. Dee L .
3.782.271

International Video Corporation; See-

Dann. Bert H .3.783.398 .-,.,,«« '

Jantzen. Johannes K . and Moore. Robert L 3.783200

Intrator. Alexander M . and Adams. Norbert. to General Electric Com^

pany Procew of making thermoelectrostatic bonded semiconductor

devices 3,78 1.978. CI 29 589 000

Inukai. Takashi. and Nakamura, Takao. to Ch.sso C";P°""°"

Method for producing unsaturated carboiylic acid esters 3.783.1 36,

CI 260-4 1 90r
.

_. .

Iprofil -Technolemn- Industria Produselor Finite Dm Lemn Timis-

oara; See— 1

Hondrea.Iusif. 3.782.626 I

Irani. Nayyir F; See— . _
Abbott. Thomas I . Dappen. Glen M . and Irani. Nayyif P..

3.782.936 , .

Irick Stephen C . to United States of America. National Aeronautics

and Space Admmistration Ejecuble underwater sound source

recovery assembly 3.783.443. CI 340-5 OOr

Irvin. Dee L ; See—
.

.

,» • -xnat-yit
Tobey. Hubert E. Hood. John W. and Irvin, Dee L. 3.782.271

Irving. John Anderson, to Findlay. Irvine Limited^ Apparatus for

providing an mdication of the immmence of ice-formation

3,782.1 30, CI 62-128 000
,,.,7^6 c\ 280-

Isaacs. Harold Self-supporting nestmg cart. 3.782.746. Ci ihv

3399H I

Isaacson. Calvin M See—
. _ 1. • w • .

Newton. Emerson H .
Ketteringham. John M .

Sienczyk, John L..

and Isaacson.CalvinM. 3.783,1 13
„ , o w—.i,

iaermann, Heinrich. to Meteor-Siegen Apparatebau Paul Schmeck

THibH Photo pnn,ingmachine3.782.817.CI 355-83 000

l.h.1. Masahito. and Ich.ki. Minoru. to Mitsui Mining A Smelting Co

Ltd Method of electrolytic treatment of waste water 3.783.1 14. ei

204-149 000
lahii.Teiji; See— , „.,

Moriu. Koh. and lshii.Teiji, 3.783.012
r.i- .„^

laono Tadao. to Bell A Howell Japan. Ltd Cine camera film end

seniingdevice 3.782.81 3. CI 352-171000

Itek Corporation; See—
Nisenson. Peter, and Blackman. Elliot S .

3,782.827

Pulaon. Lawrence L. Jr. 3,783.409

Ito. Sho,,, Okamoto. MiUuhiro. and Hasegawa. KaUumi, «» T°r.y ''.^

dustries. Inc Method for winding a plural number of yarns and an

apparatustherefor 3.782,648, CI 242-35 50r

'•^°;.m'amur'a° l-oTluima. Yoo. Okutsu. E.ich. Iw.no. H.ruh.ko.

Shishido. Tadao. and Ohi, Reiichi, 3,782,945
|

Ja-San,lnc.; See— , no-t t.\->

Barnes Dayton W. and Chiles. Robert D. 3,782,612

Jacobs. Gordon B , to General Electric Company^ Apparatus for mea-

suring vibration in a moving ob^c. 3 .782 1 76 C'^ "„ '^'OJ,

Jacobs.HaroldJ Variable camber cleaner 3.78 1.937. CI 15-49 our.

Jacobs, William B; See- . r. - *»x,.-, W
Godson. Louis H ; Jacobs. William B , and Davis. Andrew W .

Jacquemluns'l!i.k Johannes, to Thomassen
*^,"7::;^'^'i'' JJ^^,

Vacuum closure for a jar or conumer. especially a glass preserving

J.irDVn"r Mtn^tlu-'TaV-nTchrist. Kai; and Haku.in. BerteJ^

"
o AhuTror. A Osakey'htio Process for recovering turpentine and

heat in connection with the evaporation of black lye 3.783.095, CI.

162-16.000

'""'Sr'^-ie^DonlS E^'cTmoroU, Mathew; and Jakowski, Charles R .

l.me. 'jakV'jr Adjusuble thrust mechanism for separating the bonds

betweei annuir componenu of pneumatic t.re-wheel assemblies

3.782.442. CI. 157-1.260.
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James, Robert G Oil well pumping apparatus. 3,782,117, CI. 60-

372000
Jamosi. Francis L.; See-

Cook. Harry E.. and Jamosi. Francis L.. 3,782.509.

Jannetty. Louis F Piercing assembly 3,782,23 1 , CI. 83-143.000.

Janome Sewing Machine Co.. Ltd.: See—
Hanyu.Susumu, 3.782.307

Kasuga. Noboru. 3.782.312

Nakada. Tetsuo. and Oyama, Noboru, 3.782,276.

Jantzen. Johannes K . and Moore. Robert L , to International Video

Corporation Self-threading magnetic tape transport and magazine

3.783.200. CI 179-100 200
lawor. Tadeusz Eronislaw, to Molins Limited Apparatus for measuring

density and moisture 3.783.373. CI. 324-58.05a.

Jefferson Chemical Company, Inc.: See—
Speranza. George Phillip, 3,783,133.

Jehn. David H ; See—
Maier, Gary W . and Jehn. David H. 3.782,976.

Jenkins, William A , to Monarch Marking Systems. Inc Composite

web of pressure sensitive labels 3.783.083. CI. 161-38.000.

Jensen. Donald F.; Lagergren, Richard E.; Lentz, Robert C ; Schaffer.

Robert R.. and Reidenbach. John R.. to International Business

Machines Corporation Pneumatic reading system for document
cards 3.783,243. CI 235-61 llj

Jerpe, James H. Apparatus for chromatographic separations.

3.782,078. CI 55-197 000
Johns-Manville Corporation; See-

Terry, Rupert Douglas. 3.783,069.

Johnson tt Johnson: See—
Korpman. Ralf. 3.783.072.

Winnie. Alon P .3,782,381.

Johnson, Amos N. Pedicure prosthesis for the metatarsal arch of the

foot 3.782.390. CI 128-595 000.

Johnson. Benjamin A.; See-
Porter. Henry D.. and Johnson. Benjamin A.. 3.782.954.

Johnson. Cecil J. Method and apparatus for reducing nitrogen oxide air

pollution 3.782.1 15. CI 60-274 000
Johnson. David E.. and Polsfoss. Terrance E.. to Despatch Industries.

Inc Ovens 3.782.892, CI 432-132.000.

Johnson Electronics, Inc.; See—
Redwine,ClydeS .3,783,418

Johnson. John L , Jr . to Lee. Raymond. Organization, Inc., The. Anti-

theft device for motor vehicle. 3,783,303, CI. 307-lO.Oat.

Johnson, Lawrence A.; See—.

Farnsworth, Le Moyne E . and Johnson, Lawrence A.. 3.782.325.

Johnson, Matthey & Co., Limited: See—
Hollister, Ralph George; and Stiles. Denis Arthur, 3.782,077.

Johnson Products, Inc.; See—
Erickson, Ronald R., and Cornell. Richard D., 3,782.345.

Johnson. Robert J. Joint forming and sealing device. 3,782,846, CI.

404-48 000
Johnson, Robert T.: See-

Beck. Robert J., Heikkinen. Wilbert; and Johnson, Robert T..

3.782.219
Johnson, Wayne F . to United States of America, Atomic Energy Com-

mission. Automatic photomultiplier tube voltage controller.

3,783.300. CI. 250-564.000.

Jones, Dennis C.; and McCreery, James F., to Kennametal, Inc

Cuttinginsert 3.781.956,CI.29-95 OOr.

Jones, Donnie Roland, to Bowles Fluidics Corporation. Self contained

nuidic level sensor. 3.782,323, CI. I16-118.00r.

Jones, James J., to Texas Instruments, Incorporated. Programmed

oscillator circuit and fixed threshold variable duty cycle pulse

generator. 3.782.783, CI. 303-2 l.OOp

Jones, Kenneth W.; and Richie, Edward. Non-lethal projectile and

launcher therefor 3.782.286, CI 102-41.000

Jones. Roger L. Safety paper carton opening blade holder. 3,781,988,

CI. 30-2 000.

Jones, Stanley W.: See—
Nye, William M.; and Jones, Stanley W., 3.783,199.

Joslyn, Carl R., and Dyce, John W., to Bendix Corporation, The.

Method of mounting electrical contacts within a connector.

3.781,986, CI. 29-630.00d
Joslyn Mfg. and Supply Co.: See-

Cunningham, Francis V., 3,781,964.

Jost,Gunter: See—
Ferber. Wilhelm, Kahnt. Johannes; and Jost, Gunter. 3.783.179.

Juergens, Alfred J., to Fleet Engineers. Incorporation. Mud flap as-

sembly and bracket therefor. 3,782,757, CI. 280-154.500.

Jung, Ernst: See—
Maisch, Hans; and Jung, Ernst, 3 .78 1 .923.

Jurny, Josef; and Sedlak, Vaclav, to Adamovske Strojimy, narodni

podnik. Sensing mechanism for impreuion cylinders. 3,782.280, CI.

101-232.000.

Justus, Edgar J., to Beloit Corporation. Hydrodynamically loaded web
press with slipper bearing shoes 3,783,097, CI. 162-358.000.

K-N>Enterpri*es, Inc.: See—
Naftulin, Henry; and Kirschner, Leon, 3,782,382.

Kabel- und Metallwer^e Gutehoffnungshutte Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Ziemek, Gerhard; and Scheffler, Ernst. 3,78 1 .982.

Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha: See—
Nozawa, Hideo, 3.782.105.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kohjin: See—
Hashiguchi, Yoshiuka, and Watayama, Shozo. 3,783.019.

Kabushiki Kaisha Oji Goseishi Kenkyujo: See—

Yoshiyasu, Mitsuo; and Toyoda, Takashi, 3,783,088.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Saito, Toshiaki, 3,782,103

Kaesgen, Juergen: See—
Plamper, Gerhard R.; and Kaesgen, Juergen, 3.783.216.

Kahanek, Herbert; Bohmers, Karl-Heinz; Schiemann, Willi; and
Beckmann, Gunter, to Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft.

Method and apparatus for keeping free the agitator shaft seals from

polymeride in polymerization vessels with bottom drive. 3,782,739

CI. 277-62.000.

Kahnt. Johannes: See—
Ferber, Wilhelm; Kahnt, Johannes; and Jost, Gunter, 3.783,179.

Kahwati, Ghassan N.; and Mercer, Allen C, to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Labelling machine with pneumatic monitor. 3.782,560, CI.

214-I.Obs.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation: See—

Henrickson, Henry G., 3,782,763.

Kakiura, Hiroshi, to Fischer & Porter Company. Drift-compensated

analog hold circuit. 3,783,393, CI. 328-1 27.000.
*

Kalashnikov, Sergei Nikiforovich: See—
Levashov, Gennady Vasilievich; Kalashnikov. Sergei Nikiforovich;

Glukhov, Ivan Ivanovich; and Shemyrev, Mikhail Pavlovich.

3,782,244.
Kallianos, Andrew G.: See—

Means, Richard E.; Kallianos, Andrew G.; and Tenney, Kinwood

P., 3,782,391.

Kalman, Peter G^bor. Plural motor differential control mechanism.

3,783,355, CI. 318-8.000.

Kamachi, Shinichi: See-
Fujimori, Ryo; and Kamachi, Shinichi. 3,782,834.

Kamachi, Shinichi, to Olympus Optical Company Limited. Focus in-

dicating devices. 3.783,270. CI. 250-201 .000.

Kamae.Tsutomu: See—
Ono, Kuniharu, Kamae, Tsutomu; Takahashi. Kinzo; and

Miyatake, Masao, 3,783,344.

Kammerer, Heinz; and Moller, Heinz, to Bosch, Robert, GmbH.
Capacitive type ignition arrangement for internal combustion en-

gines. 3,782.353, CI. 123-I48.00e.

Kamo, Hideo; Akado, Hajime; and Kato, Yasutosi, to Nippondenso

Co., Ltd. Intake air temperature automatic adjusting device and air

cleaner with such device for internal combustion engines. 3,782,349,

CI. 123-122.00d.
Kampfer. Helmut: See—

Ohlschlager. Hans; Ghys, Theofiel Hubert; Verhille, Karel Eu-

geen; and Kampfer, Helmut, 3,782.934.

Kanayama. Miuutoshi; and Toda, Takako, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.

MicroHlm driving device for macriofiche camera. 3.782,819, CI.

355-54.000.
Kanazawa, Yasunori; and Eto. Yoshizumi. to Hitachi, Ltd. Holography

using multiple diffused object illumination beams. 3,782,804, CI.

350-3.500.

Kanda, Masami. Contact lens polishing system. 3,782,045, CI. 51-

124.001.

Kanda, Masao, to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd. Web moistening device.

3,782.330. CI. 118-325.000.

Kaneko, Toshiro: See—
Miura, Tatuo; and Kaneko, Toshiro, 3 ,78 1 ,98 1

.

Kantorski, Joseph W.; Smith, Donald A.; LaMarre, David A.; Hansen,

Donald H.; and Thorbum, Milton R., to American Optical Corpora-

tion. Laser microprobc. 3,782,823, CI. 356-85.000.

Kantos Seiki Company, Ltd.: See—
Karube, Soichi; Hamada, Yoshio; and Suganuma, Yoshiyasu,

3,783.440.

Kao Soap Co.. Ltd.: See—
Tomita, Tsutomu; and Mizukoshi, Masahiko, 3,782.970.

Kapsambelis, Christos Basil, to Computer Identics Corporation.

Gauged pulse width determining circuit. 3,783,244, CI. 235-61.1 le.

Kar Industries Incorporated: See—
''Tdison, Artson P.; and Hieber, E. Ellsworth, 3,782,400.

Karg, Dr.,GmbH:See—
Ka^g,Roland,3,782,697.

Karg, Roland, to Karg, Dr., GmbH. Apparatus for dissolving an admix-

ing componenu having a highly different specific gravity in liquid to

highly viscous media. 3,782,697, CI. 259-24.000.

Karkutt, Reimund: See—
Hafer, Karl-Heinz; Pelka, Walter; Karkutt, Reimund; and Frenyo,

Pal. 3.782,777.

Karlson, Harald E., to Goldsworthy Engineering, Inc. Apparatus and

method for producing no-twist center-pull roving packages.

3.782.096, CI. 57-71.000.

Karube, Soichi; Hamada, Yoshio; and Suganuma, Yoshiyasu, to Kantos

Seiki Company, Ltd., Hiuchi Cable Ltd. and Nippon Tanshi, Ltd.

Electrical connection. 3.783,440. CI. 339-217.008.

Kasa, Joseph. Power cord slack takeup reel. 3.782,654, CI. 242-

100.100.

Kasten, Roy F., Jr.: See—
Atlee. Zed J.; and Kasten. Roy F., Jr., 3,783,323.

Kastovich, John C: See—
Meess, Jack D.; Kastovich, John C; and Lackey, Robert S.,

3.782,134.

Kasuga, Noboru. to Janome Sewing Machine Co.. Ltd. Take-up lever

for a sewing machine and protecting cover. 3.782.312. Cl.*112-

241.000.

Kato. Yasutosi: See—
Kamo, Hideo; Akado, Hajime; and Kato, Yasutosi, 3,782,349.
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''''"bhrrt! Takuya; Shirai.hi. Shunla; Matiushima. Hiroshi. Kalo Yu

kiva Shimokawa, Kiyomitsu. and Yoshida, Kiroshi, 3,782.738

Kauuyama'. Shigeo. Atsum.. Asam.. Ma.ah.de. Watanabe. Tsutomu.

Sato Toshiaki. Norimatsu. and Eizo. Nakajima. to Asahi Kasei

Kogyo Kabushik. Kaisha Apparatus for the scouring of wet-spun

filament bundles. 3.78 1 .950. CI. 28-1 .Osm.

Kaufman. Jack 5**- ^,,0,.,^
Lund. Alvin R , and Kaufman. Jack. 3.783,176.

Kaufmann. Michael S««-
, ^ _, u 1 .

Butter. Karl; Kaufmann, Michael, and Dederra. Helmut,

3,782.118
Kawamura.MasaoS**— ». ..„

Tsukada. Toshihisa. Omeda. Junichi, and Kawamura, Masao.

3.783.351 o L e
Kawasaki Takuii, Ogihara. Shoki. and Watanabe. Mikio. to Sakai Sen

1 Koevo Kabushiki Kaisha and Hokuriku Kakoki Kabushiki Kaisha

Apparatus for treating cloth with liquid 3.782.1 38, CI. 68- 1 77 000

Kawase.Tsuyoshi. See— , -.at ntn
Kimura. Shinji; khihara. Izumi. and Kawase. Tsuyoshi. 3.783,020

Keck. Donald Bruce. See—

De Luca. Robert David; Keck, Donald Bruce, and Maurer. Robert

Distler. 3.782.914

Keller Harry Nevin; and Pfahnl. Arnold, to Bell Telephone Laborato

ries "incorporated Technique for the fabrication of an air isolated

crossover 3.783.056.CI 156-3 000

Kelly Henry J., to Lee, Raymond. Organization. Inc .
The Toy

op<irated by drinking straw 3,7 82.028. CI. 46-4 1.000

Kelsey-Hayes Company. See—
Birge. William T .3.782,513.

Kelso. James W.. to Cintex Products. Inc. Insulating cap 3.783.177.

CI 174-87 000.

Kennametal. Inc.; See-
Jones. Dennis G.; and McCreery. James F . 3.781 .956.

Kennecott Copper Corporation; See—
Platzke. Ronald N, and Spedden. Henry Rush. 3,783.158.

Kennedy. Maurice E . and Golbeck. Bernard J .
to Lewandowski.

Raymond F Oak Industries Inc Multiple circuit control pushbutton

switch assembly with improved pushbutton actuator latch bar

mechanism and movable contacts. 3.783,204. CI 200 5.0eb

Kenney. John Thomas, to Western Electric Company. Incorporated

Method of depositing a metal on a surface of a nonconductive sub-

strate. 3.783,005. CI 117-212 000

Kenon Corporation; See—
Panico. Richard. 3.782.889

Kerst, Al F., and Douros, John D . Jr . to Gates Rubber Company. The

Diethyl allyl phosphonate as an antimicrobial agent 3.783,160. CI

426-219000
Kessler. Milton Screw cap with safety cover 3.782.604. CI 222-

153.000
Kester Charles E.; and Hughes. Thomas E., to Coleman Company.

Inc , The Removable clip with roUry projectile cylinder for a gun

3.782.359. CI 124-48.000

Ketteringham, John M; See—
. . w

Newton. Emerson H . Ketteringham. John M.. Sienczyk. John L .

and Isaacsom. Calvin M. 3.783,113.

Khalafalla. Sanaa E; See-
Haas Larry A, and Khalafalla, Sanaa E., 3,783,1 16

Kheifeis Georgy Naumovich. Plyatskovsky. Oskar Alexandrovich.

Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikhailovich; Akhmedov, Baba Abbas Ogly.

Lange. Zelman losifovich; Golubev, Jury Vasieievich. Solomadina.

Elizaveta Andreevna. Statnikov. Vladimir Mikhailovich. Ibragimov,

Irafil NaflaH Ogly; Guliev, Tagi Rza Ogly. and Porokhovnikov. Jury

Zinov.evich. Pipe quenching unit 3.782.160. CI 72-201 000.

Khraschevsky. Vitaly Alexeevich; See-
Lavrinenko. Vyacheslav Vasilievich, Miroshnichenko, Anatoly

Petrovich,and Khra.chevsky, Vitaly Alexeevich. 3,781.955.

Kielma Ervin J . to A A A Manufacturing Company. Inc Carrier link

mechanism for flexible supply lines 3.782.670. CL 248-51.000.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation; See- ,„.,,.
Spencer. Harvey J. and Wittkopf. Eugene W. 3.782.714

Kimura Shinji. Ichihara. Izumi. and Kawase. Tsuyoshi. to Kobe Steel.

Ltd Anti-hygroscopic arc welding coated electrode and the process

for producing the same. 3.783.020. CI 1 17-206 000

Kinderman. Abraham S Apparatus for protecting and displaying tinsel

garland and the like 3.782.538. CI 206-45 1 20

King. Eugene; See—
Hochberg, Howard Martin, and King. Eugene. 3.782.367.

King Randall N. and Skelly. David W . to General Electric Company

Method of making a thin cadmium oxide electrode with an ionic

polymer and subsequent removal of the polymer. 3,783,025, CI. 1 36

King, Robert S Apparatus for mixing and treating fluids 3.782,702.

Cl' 26 1-87 000
Kirkland. Joseph J., to Du Pont de Nemours. E I ,

and Company

Completely porous microspheres for chromatographic uses

3.782.075. CI 55-67 000 .,„„,. w .w ^
Kirkpatrick. Milton E . and Mendelson. Ralph A . to TRW Inc. Method

for producing and evaluating alloys 3.782.926.CI 75-129 000^

Kirsch, Jordan Timer having a color-display system 3.782,104, CI 58-

iO.OOt , . ^ ,. .

Kirschmann. John D. Valve mechanism for liquid applicator

3.782.640. Cl 239-571 000
Kirschner. Leon; See—

Naftulin. Henry, and Kirschner, Leon. 3.782,382.

Kirshfeld. Kari Teodorovich; See—
Sablev. Leonid Pavlovich. Dolotov, Jury Ivanovich, Getman.

Leonid Ivanovich, Gorbunov. Valentin Nikolaevich. Goldiner,

Evgeny Georgievich, Kirshfeld. Karl Teodorovich. and Usov,

Vladislav Vasilievich. 3.783.231.

Kirwin. Roscoe Conklin. Hart. William Lewis; and Antonetti. Joseph

Michael to Calgon Corporation Cationic conditioning agents for

potashflotation 3.782.546. Cl 209-166 000
,„,,.„ ^.

Kiszewski. Robert F . to Microdot, Inc. Control system 3,782,250. tl.

91-433000
Kitayama. Minoru. Nakamura, Motoharu. Inaoka. Masanobu, and

Okada. Hiroshi. to Nippon Steel Corporation Method for forming

an insulating film of good punching characteristics on electrical steel

sheets and strips 3.783.034. Cl 148-6 200

Kittredge. Raymond E . to Singer Company. The Sky fill-m projector.

3.782.815. Cl 353-29 000
Kizler.HaraldSee-

Schmidt. Peter Jurgen. and Kizler. Harald. 3.782.347

Klaeaer Joseph H Pneumatic counter balanced oil well pump actuator

utilizing an improved snifter valve 3.782.247. Cl 91-306 000

Klein. Gerald I ; and Mittelman. Edward R . to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation Liquid dielectric cooled terminations. 3.783,414. Cl.

333-2200f ^, ,0
Klein. Robert I . and Hogg. Walter R . to Coulter Electronics. Inc Par-

ticle analyzing system for Coulter particle device and method

3.783.247,CI 235-92 Ope.

Klein. Walter, to Didier Werke AG Silica bncks 3,783.171. Cl. 13-

35 000
Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft See-

Decker. Hanns. Slockmann. Helmut, and Hurtmanns, Heinz.

3.782.647
Klockner-Werke Aktiengesellschaft; See—

Wehrens. Diethard. 3.782.673.

Kneubuehler. Werner See— **
._ .. w .

DeFago. Raymond. Angliker. Hans Joerg; Holznchter. Herbert.

Kneubuehler. Werner, and Peter. Richard. 3.782.896

Knickerbocker. Barbara Inflatable therapeutic device 3.781 .931
.
Cl.

5-337000 .. u J r

Kniaht James W . to CPC International Inc . mesne Method of up-

grading starch-containing crude gluten 3.782.964. Cl 426-364 000

Kobayashi. Akira. to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha Vane-type rotary

engine 3.782.1 10. Cl 60-39 430

Kobayashi. Motoki. Sakaguchi. Masaoki; and Maeda. Masahiro. to Nis-

san Shatai Co . Ltd Main pole of a fork lift truck 3.782.502. Cl.

187-9 000
Kobe Steel. Ltd See-

u 1 loa n-.^
Kimura. Shinji. Ichihara. Izumi; and Kawase. Tsuyoshi. 3.783.020

KoberAGSee— ,», too I

Koester.Waldemar. and Huber.Reinhold. 3.782.788. I

Koester. Waldemar. and Huber. Reinhold. 3.782,789.

Kobinger. Walter; See-
. „ ^ «/ 1. .

Heider. Joachim. Eberlein. Wolfgang, and Kobinger. Walter.

Kochevar. Rudolph J Sinker putty mounting member 3,782.023, ei.

43-44 900.

Koczela, Louis J; See—
United States of America, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration. 3.783,250. .
I

Koehring Company; See—
Briggs. Eugene C ; and Reichel. Lee E.. 3.782.845

Koester Waldemar. and Huber. Reinhold. to Kober AG Movable and

tiltable bearing, especially for bridges 3.782.788. Cl 308-3 OOr

Koester Waldemar. and Huber. Reinhold. to Kober AG Tillable bear

ing eipeciallyforbridges 3.782.789. Cl 308-3 OOr

Koger John W ; and Lawrence. Eugene J . to United States of Amer-

ica Atomic Energy Commission Electroless coating of molybdenum

on stainless steels 3.783.014. Cl 117-130,OOr.

Kohlmuller. Hans; See— .. , j
Cnobloch. Herbert; Kohlmuller. Hans; and Marchetto. Manfredo,

3.783.028 . .

Kohlmuller Hans, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Water depletion unit

forfuelcells 3.783. 107, Cl 202-160 000

Kohn Erwin. Bickl. Horst. Pfeifer. Josef, and Schrecke. Hans-Joachim.

to Aafa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft Combined reading and enlarg-

ing apparatus for microfilm 3.782.820, Cl 355-45 000

Kohn Karl Walter, and Corein. Marcel Pierre Ernest Mane, to Societe

d-Etudes de Machines Thermiques Internal-combustion-engine

valve-rocker and valve-stem lubrication circuit 3,782,357. Cl. 123-

Kolano Frank J . to W«tinghouse Electric Corporation Electric arc

furnace apparatus having a shaped magnetic field for increasing the

utilized area of the arcing surface of an electrode and improving the

heatingefficiency 3,783. 170. Cl 13-18 000

Kolar Vaclav to Ceskoslovenska akademie ved. Device for mats and

hea'ttransfer 3,782.703. Cl 261-112 000.

Kolver John M . and Kveglis. Albert A . to Allied Chemical Corpora-

tion
'

Monfunctionally-blocked tris (2-hydroxyalkyl) isocyanurates

and polyesters thereof 3.783.1 50. C1260-248.0n..

Komimiya. Yasuo; See— ^ „
Tarui. Yasuo. Denda. Seiichi; Baba. Harut.une; and Komimiya.

Yasuo. 3.783.228
. „ ^ .n c

Kommanditbolaget United Stirling (Sweden) AB & Co ;
See-

Gothberg. Yngve Roland. 3.782.1 19

Hakantton.Sven Anders Samuel. 3.782.106.
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Komor. Joseph A, to GAF Corporation. Air entrainment compositions

for cement mortars 3.782.983. Cl. 106-88.000.

Kondo. Isao; See—
Matsuzaki. Soichiro. and Kondo, Isao. 3.782,254.

Koninklijke Nederlandsche Hoogovensen Staalfabrieken N.V.; See-
Burger. Jacobus J.; De Jong. Gerrit; and Den Boer, Gradus J. J..

3.782,528.

Koper, Robert, to Wild Heerbrugg Limited. Automated stereo-photo-

grammetric instrument. 3.783,294, Cl. 250-558.000.

Koppers Company, Inc.; See—
Brockly, AlbertT., 3,782,631.

Newhall, Henry S., 3.783,169.

Korber, Karl-Heinz, Steiert, Hermann; and Dehnert. Heinz, to Hugo
Sachs Electronik KG. Apparatus for measuring muscular contrac-

tions and the like. 3,782, 188, Cl. 73-l41.0ab.

Kordesch, Karl V., to Union Carbide Corporation. Air-depolarized

cells utilizing a cyanate- or thiocyanate-containing electrolytes.

3,783.026. Cl. l36-86.00a
Korpman, Ralf. to Johnson & Johnson. Extrusion process for pressure

sensitive adhesive sheets and tapes 3.783.072. Cl. 1 56-244.000.

Korr. Peter, Pollark. Gottfried, and Sternjakob. Rolf, to Tehalit Kunst-

stoffwerk GmbH. Firma. Cable installation conduit with L and T
joints 3.782,420, Cl. 138-156.000.

Kosic, Ralph F.; See—
Casco. Ernest L.. and Kosic. Ralph F , 3,782,692.

Koskinen, Sulo'. to Anaconda Company, The. Transformer. 3.783.415.

Cl. 333-25 000.
Koslo, Robert Cari; See-

Morgan, Thomas Edward; and Koslo, Robert Carl. 3.782.426.

Kostan, Charles G., to Ford Motor Company. Signal generating

mechanism. 3,783.314. Cl. 3 10-70.000.

Kotoc, Stefan, to Ustav Pro Vyzkum Motorovych Vozidel. Method and
apparatus for generating waste gases. 3,782.1 1 1 , Cl. 60-39.690.

Kowalcheck. Harry; See—
Lide. Basil M .. Ill; and Kowalcheck, Harry, 3,783,356.

Kozhevnikov. Sergei Nikolaevich. Tkachenko. Arkady Semenovich;

Verderevsky, Vadim Anatolievich. Cherevik, Ivanovich; Alexeev,

Jury Evgenievich; Bcndarenko, Alexandr Grigorievich; and Vyshin-

sky, Valery Trofimovich. Mechanism of turning a billet of tube col-

drolling mills. 3,782,163, Cl. 72-250.000.

Kozlowski. Tadeusz. and Pemberton. Ernest H., to Owens-Illinois. Inc.

Notch sensing control system for a partition assembly machine.

3.782.252, Cl.93-37.00r.

Kraft. Arthur A., to Vari-Systems Inc. Variable power actuator and

switch therefor. 3.783.363. Cl. 318-481.000.

Krainin. Stanley. Talking book, an educational toy with multi-position

sound track and improved styliM transducer. 3,782.734. Cl. 274-

9.00r

Krall. Harry J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Photographic product

with photographically transparent magnetic recording medium.
3.782.947, Cl 96-67 000

Kramer, Dean C, to Martinson Mfg. Co.. Inc. Pitless well adaptor.

3.782.462. Cl. 166-88.000.

Kramer. Walter W.. to Fuller Company. Support pillar for fluid bed

grid. 3.782.903. Cl. 23-284.000.

Krauer, Otto Albert, to Otis Elevator Company. Control system for a

relucunce type motor. 3.783.358. Cl. 318-166.000.

Krawagna. Alois A. Stable cloture for flexible bags. 3.782,601. Cl. 222-

107.000.

Krawczyk. Miecitlaus. Reverse flow lawn sprinkler hose assembly.

3.782,635. Cl. 239-199.000.

Kremer. Phillip A., to Picker Corporation. X-ray image brightness sta-

bilizer. 3.783.286. Cl. 250-401.000.

Kriedt. Frederick A.. Sundstrom. Thomas H.; and Walko. Richard.

Submersible salvage unit. 3.782.31 7, Cl. 114-52.000.

Kruger. I A/S; See-
Bye-Jorgensen, Jorgen. and Larsen. Gunnar. 3.782.623.

Kuffer, Philippe, to Montres Rolex S.A. Timepieces with torsion

resonators. 3.782.101. CI.58-23.OOv.

Kuhlman Corporation; See—
Dulude. Donald O.; and Winbigler. Paul H.. 3.782.708.

Kuhlman. Norma Jean. Finger exercising device. 3.782.719. Cl. 272-

67.000.

Kuhn. Robert R.; See—
Machleder, Warren H.; and Kuhn. Robert R.. 3.782,912.

Kuhn. Stephanus Hendrik; Freeme. Charles Richard; Beulink, Rom-
bout; and Batton. John Edgar Baron, to South African Inventions

Development Corporation. Measuring transient loads. 3,782.486.

Cl. 177-210.000.

Kulik. Joseph S.. Jr.; See-
McNeill. Frederick J.; Kulik. Joseph S.. Jr.; and Smith, David L..

Sr. 3.783.329.

Kulzer. Leonard J. Method and apparatus for reconditioning cylinder

headt. 3.782,847. Cl. 408-1 .000.

Kumpf, Leonard F.; See—
Harrell, Robert E.; Bax. Roy C; Kumpf. Leonard F.. and Toliver.

Donald R. 3.782.038.

Kundig. Konrad J. A.: See—
Ballance, John B.; Matas. Stephen J.; and Kundig. Konrad J. A..

3,783.040.
Kungys. Stasys J.; See-

Hampton. Robert S.; Cavanna, Cetar; Kungys. Statyt J.; and Eifel.

PaulJ. 3.782,128.

Kunitz, Friedrich-Wilhelm: See—

Boie, Immo; Schulte, Walter; Pelz, Willibald, Nittel, FriU; and Ku-

nitz. Friedrich-Wilhelm, 3,782,956.

Kuroda, Minoru, to Nishizawa Shoji Co.. Ltd. and Dimension Weld In-

ternational Corporation. The, mesne. Method of making beaded arti-

cle. 3,783,1 56, Cl. 264-94.000.

Kuroyanagi, Masasi; See—
Nishiba, Seishiro; Kuroyanagi, Masasi; and Ogawa. Koichi.

3.783.430.
Kurreck, Manfred: See—

Mnilk Reinhold; Kurreck. Manfred; and Geltenpoth. Ulrich.

3,782,879.
Kurtz. Harvey N.; and Gourley. Charles A., to Litton Systems. Inc. Sol-

derless electrical connection system. 3.783,433. Cl. 339-l7.00c.

Kurtz. Leonard D.: See

—

Bidwell. Robert E.; and Kurtz. Leonard D., 3.782.497.

Kusama, Takeo; and Hyodo. Takashi. to Hitachi. Ltd. Facsimile trans-

mission system. 3.783. 187. Cl. 178-6.000.

Kuwada. James T.. to Rogers Engineering Co.. inc. Geothermal hot

water recovery process and system. 3.782,468. Cl. 166-267.000.

Kveglis, Albert A.; See—
Kolyer. John M.; and Kveglis, Albert A., 3.783. ISO.

La Mere Industries Inc.: See—
Helke. RobertC. 3.782.886.

Lach, John: See-
Beck. Roderick; Harmon. James F.; Shatila, Mounir A.; Richins.

David A.; and Lach. John. 3.782.969.

Lackey, Robert S.: See—
Meess. Jack D.; Kastovich. John C; and Lackey. Robert S.,

3.782.134.

Lackner. Helmut G., to United States of America, National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration. Method and apparatus for checking

the stability of a setup for making reflection type holograms.

3,782.825, Cl. 356-106.000.

Lafond, Christian; and Dunand, Jean Jacques, to Thomson-CSF.
Resonator for gyromagnetic-resonance spectrometer. 3.783,419. Cl.

333-82.00a.

Lagergren. Richard E.: See

—

Jensen, Donald F., Lagergren, Richard E.; Lentz. Robert C;
Schaffer. Robert R.; and Reidenbach. John R.. 3.783.243.

I'Air Liquide. Societe Anonyme pour I'Etude et I'Exploitation des

Precedes Georges Claude: See—
Desperier. Jean-Michel; and Sermanet. Gerard. 3,782.1 33.

Lale. Walter G. Fluid flow controller. 3.782.682. Cl. 251-61.100.

LaMarre. David A.: See—
Kantorski, Joseph W.; Smith. Donald A.; LaMarre, David A.; Han-

sen, Donald H.; and Thorburn, Milton R.. 3.782.823.

Lambda Instruments Company: See-
Biggs. William W.; and Clegg. Max D.. 3.782.833.

Lampe. Warren R.. to General Electric Company. Method of obuining

room temperature vulcanizable silicone rubber composition.

3,782.379. Cl. 128-152.000.

Land. Edwin H.; and Weed. Lucretia. to Polaroid Corporation. Photo-

graphic system employing film margin rails. 3.782.263. Cl. 95-

89.00r.

Land. Edwin H.. to Polaroid Corporation. Method of manufacturing

photographic film unit. 3.783.075. Cl. 156-309.000.

Landwehrkamp. Hans; and Hoeber, Gerhard, to Schubert & Salzer

Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Apparatus for piecing-up yarn

in an open-end-spinning device. 3.782.089. Cl. 57-34.00r.

Lane. Frances & John S.. Limited: See—
MacMaster. Malcolm John; and MacMaster, Kenneth John

George. 3.782.644.

Lang. Karl; and Steiner. Hans, to Mettler Instrumente AG. Stackable

housings for electronic equipment. 3,782,589, Cl.220-97.00r.

Lange. Gunter; and Ulderup. Jorgen. to Lemforder Metallwaren AG.
Sliding bearing particularly for universal joints in shifting and steer-

ing mechanisms of motor vehicles. 3.782.797. Cl. 308-238.000.

Lange. Zelman losifovich: See—
Kheifeis. Georgy Naumovich; Plyatskovsky. Oskar Alexandrovich;

Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikhailovich; Akhmedov. Baba Abbas
Ogly; Lange. Zelman losifovich; Golubev. Jury Vasieievich;

Solomadina. Elizaveta Andreevna; Statnikov. Vladimir Mik-

hailovich: Ibragimov. Irafil Naftali Ogly; Guliev. Tagi Rza Ogly;

and Porokhovnikov. Jury Zinovievich, 3,782,160.

Langieri. Michael. Jr.; and Meyers. Michael, to Questor Corporation.

Chipholderandditpenter. 3.782.594, Cl. 221-274.000.

Lanier Electronic Laboratory, Inc., mesne: See—
Nye, William M.; and Jones. Sunley W.. 3.783.199.

Larkin. John J.: See—
Haller. Albert H.; Larkin. John J.; and Walters, Richard P..

3.782.595.

Larsen. Donald W.. to Grace. W. R.. & Co. N-arylenepolycarbamate.

3.783. 152. Cl. 260-471.00C.

Larsen. Gunnar: See—
Bye-Jorgenscn, Jorgen; and Larsen, Gunnar. 3.782.623.

Larsen. Rex Stemann: See—
' Norgaard. Richard Arlund;and Larsen, Rex Stemann, 3,782,715.

Larson, Charles O.. to Larson, Chas. O.. Co. Storage hook. 3.782,672,

Cl. 248-302.000.

Larson. Chas. O.. Co.; See-
Larson. Charles O.. 3.782.672.

Larson. Roy F.. and Turner, Almerin W.. to Suley. A. E.. Manufactur-

ing Company. Non-retrograded thinned hydrolyzatcs. 3.783.100. Cl.

1 95-31.OOr.

Latash. Jury Vadimovich: See

—
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o„,.. Iirailevich Popov. VikloT Andreevich. Alferov.

"^CVedo^Jh BoMchen.:. A...., Geor..ev.ch; .nd L.U.h.

M;aoi:i"io;::'ii.ie^;H'"opov. v..^, a-----*^;;;:^-

!ury Fedorov.ch. Bogachenko. Ale.e. Geor,.«vKh. .nd L.U.h.

"-'i r.id F to AnhVuJ -Bu.ch. Incorporated Omelet prep.r.ng
Ronald f-

.
«o %») ?«.q c\ 99-427 000.

m.chine .nd procei* 3.782.269. Ci •*'» *i

"-•"Edwm'lohn r'rnd L.them. M.lton. 3.782.090

L.-rentrAlf°ed Un.t.ry. double ended chuck or coupling 3.782.74.

.

CI. 279-62 000

L.uterb.ch. Herbert GS««-
,. u-,K,ri r. 3 781949

apieioelectricelemeni 3.781.955. Cl 29-25 35U

Lawrence. Eugene J S«»—
i t«-i ni4

lto.er John W.ndL.wrence. Eugene J .3.783.014

, nlLmie Brown Richardson. Edwm A . and Soman. George O .

'•rShe;.C;:.c!mp.ny Bonding ca..ng w.th syntactic epo.y re.in

Le^^lJcltSd^^lLtS.?" --^^^-- J^-.
-- •-

manual release mechanism 3.782.251. CI. 92-63.WH).

•-''S::::J::;;J"c::::;:'^^euvedic. ie.n.P^re. .nd Xmchon.

Le SuerS-mM
'

to tubnzol Corpor.tion The C.lcium-conuin-

ing dispersion, .nd proce« 3 .7 83 . 13 1 C>.2 5 J^'J^OO,

Le.ch irbyHFUme proofing method 3.782.476. CI 169-1 oo.

'"'B:H.rAlron''"s . Little. Vincent C ; «,d Le«iore. Toney.

LebherV.\'uge-DBookb.gs 3.782.434 CI 150^r000

LeBlanc. Joteph A . Jr . to Componetrol. Inc .
mesne Rot.ry

,:;i^r^i^^O:ii::S^^*^^ ... «> CUw Corpor...n Pipe

p^ratus for m.nuf.ctunng .rticle. of clothing 3.782.309. CI I 12

Lel^Lll'rkW Trenching tool 3.782.770.C1 294-49 000

tel-.S-r'n .o P.n.ek Corpor.tion. mesne ^PP--;- -";":«
^

remotely loc.ted device « response «» %« "X*
telephone subscnber station 3.783.193. CI. 179-2 00..

Lee R.ymond.Org.ni2.tion.lnc..The. $*•—

Bosm.n. Alfred EF. 3.782.821.

Johnson. John L , Jr . 3.783.303

Lee%tnr-Y:;:'toDu'p"t de Nemour.. E .. .nd Comp.ny

'";oto;olymeru.b.e composition. c.p.ble of yielding reverse

im.ge. 3.782.95 1. CI 96-86 OOp
,77-245 000

Leen. Morri.WW eight .nnunic.tor 3.782,487. CI. 177 i43 w«

LeeM>n. Corpor.tion. See—

LeffemTetioo ie.nlm"nn Electric Comp.ny Arc elimin.tion cir-

l;;;; ]^;'^:Si^^^^ Technology Corpor.t.n Method

.•nd .pp.r««. for u.e m .nve...g...ng e.nh form.t.on. 3.783.444.

CI. 340-1 50.0tm

Leaaett M.urice Bem.rd: S*#

—

. _,•• /»«•

"Le.he. Victor Jeffrey, .nd Leggett. M.urice B^^Vf '

'^"^^'',5.

Lehrer. Solomon J H.nd-oper.ted .weepers. 3.781.940. CI.

104.800 •

Lek.rski. Simeon S««- n»iAlS
G.chot.Je.n..ndLek.r.ki. Simeon. 3.782.41

5

Lemforder Met.llw.ren AG Set-

L.nge. Gunter. Md Ulderup. Jorgen, 3.782.797

Lenders. Wichelmu.Leon.rd Louis S*«-
wichelmus

V.n Hirtum. M.rt.nu. Joh.nnes. .nd Lenders. Wichelmus

Leon.rd Louis. 3.783.425

Sch.ffer Robert R..ndReidenb.ch. John R.3.783..i«J

Lenx John S .0 H.vir M.nuf«:.uring Comp.ny Engine temper.ture

LerHenr;""con'no;^'j::e.T H.tchm.n. M.urice J .
.nd Hum^

terine contr.ceptive devic.. 3.782.376. CI. 1 28- 1 30 OW
Leroy. Je.n. S««— ,.•> aoi

Lip«hutz. P.ul. .nd Leroy. Je.n. 3 782.493.

Les F.briques d'Aoortimenu Reunies: S#«-

Simon-Vermot. Andre 3.782J69
^^ ^^

^?:^m:^rini:;^;.'Clu:no^on forced si..one

el.stomerse.l 3.783.091. CI 161-168 000

'•"•cr.r::.'*T':r'ete'j.'me. Leon.rd. Qu.rmby. Robert Ch.rles. .nd

Lett. Philip MichMl. 3.782.423.

Lev„hov. Genn.dy VMilievich; K-^-^- ^•^.:";i:^;::;:^
Glukhov. Ivan Iv.novich. .nd Shemyrev. M'.n.ii

Machine for cutting s.raight-tooth bevel gears. 3.782.244. CL 90

9 000 . I

Lever Brothers Comp.ny Sm- ,,,,.-,
Van Roon. Johannes Hendnk.3.782.VM^ B„K,rt Ad-

Levey. John. 40* .0 t-cvey. Sandra .nd 40* -o

J-«>- "J^^l Oo'^o'

. '-•''rhn";^»\rM'X*^'s:;dr;t e^ .nd 40* to Levey. Robert
Levey. John, 40* to Miner, s.nara uc y 215-98 000.
Combin.tion lockable closure spout 3.782.577. CI 20 »» "«

Levey. Robert: Set—
Levey. John. 3.781.926

Levey. John. 3.782.577.

Levey. S.ndr.S*e—

Lev,n'L?on.t"B'v'V App.r.tus for filling .nd emptying reservoir.

3.782.416.C1 127-590 000
. , .i,„«„, 3 783 081 CI

Levy. Eliezer. to Filigree ArU. Inc Om.menul element 3.783.08 1
.

t

.

161-7000
I

Lew.ndowski.R.ymondF S«r-
j 1 n«i 204

Kennedy. Maurice E . and Golbeck. Bernard J .
3.783.204.

mechanum with sep.rable mounting br.cket 3.782.669. tl

Lew.sTch.rd L . to Bendix Corporation. The Single fluid booster

and'syslem 3.782.781. CI 303-9 000

""lu'r^h': Da'nferG . Liang. Po-Lung. P.rce, Stanely L
.
Jr

.
.nd

Libby i;ri^;::i^ou;i;^:b. o.ci..a.or and frequency modul.-

Lil^'^^' '
;^.v- -- -- P-" ^- "-"• -"'""''-'^

v.n.blep.ub.nd 3.783.4l2.Cr 332^9 00

r

Licenti. P.tent-Verw.ltungs-G m^b H : 4**-
|

u.de"B:i'iM'';u\:'drow.i:hi':^
"c'crJo^Ltion- Nur, b.l.nce indicating and control .ppar..us .nd

phaL sensitive pulse responsive circuits for use therein 3.783.350.

Lie^e^^Vn^YrvrnJ. to Wh.tuker Con>ora.ion Method of explosively

Li:r^ "rS^^^'^J^^c-iucirH^:- ...ng dev^e

trUftingheavyloads 3.782.691. CI 254-106.000

''••Uetnr;R.ch:frV^ul.^ C .
.nd Tenney. K.nwood

'''•'po':;lr!'i« B^'veiser. Beverly G . .nd Lightner. Joseph R..

Lik.. AlVerd'?. .nd H.milton. Dougl.. D Combined boom, gr.pple

for K.lping rod .tock 3.782.228. CI 82-20 000.
j

"-'"'Lrdem.'!;"' h'.:*. f'nrLindem.nn. Wolfg.ng. 3.782.228

Lindel Er:.t to Bcch. Robert. G^ b H Combustion engine con-

•tnictioB J.782.34«.Cl 123-119 00«.
, .. 114 ci

Ll"n"kS L . .». S».™.. "«!../..''"»••«•' *"•• '^'^•'

NEIMANNeuilly Anti-theft devices 3.782.493. CI l»u ii*w

Liouid Controls Corpor.tion: Set-

Siebold,How.rdE. 3.782.406

""•T"h'rn.'o;rh.rd. Sk.tsche. O.hm.r. .nd F.chb.cli. Heinz.

3.782.496.

''"'^:;;:;::' AMonT L.tt.e. Vncent C .
«.d Le.dore. Tone,.

3.782.288 |

Litton Systems. Inc S*«- r^w^u.A 3 783 433

3 782.301. CI. 110-8.00C.

"•'"^Drl::" D.n!:r'D, Llcd. Ev«, M. .nd Norris. Rich.rd F.

Lloyd VvVn'M . to Singer Comp.ny. The Synchroscope tr.ining

device 3.782.008. CI 35-19 00.

'-'"'B:ci;'M.-/e%';dLochet.Je.nA..3.783.in. |

"'"^i^u'Aniri. /:;;«. Locke. Reg.n.ld A J .
3.782.061.
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Lohmer. K.rl: See—
Mucke. Bruno; Lohmer. Karl, and Himmelmann. Wolfgang,

3,782,955
Lohoff, Hermann, to CTC GmbH. Heat-exchange system. 3,782.132.

CI. 62-260.000.

Loner. Aldo. to U.S. Philips Corporation, mesne. Dry shaver with

selectively engag.ble short .lid long hair cutters. 3.781,990. CI. 30-

34.100.

Long, Thomas R.; Miller, W.rren H.. Jr.; and C.mpbell. Scott V.. to

Digi-D.t. Corporation. Device for selecting data cards. 3.782.716.

CI. 271-99.000
Lontz, John Frank; and D'Alonzo. ConsUnce Anthony; deceased (by

Bryant, Shirley, executrix). Dietetic salt substitute composition.

3,782,974, CI. 426-229.000.

L"Oreal:S**—
Morane, Bruno P., 3.782,002.

Lorenz, Jerome L., to Ranco Incorporated. Heat motor. 3,782,122, CI.

60-531 000.

Love, Gordon D.vid, to Silverson Machines, Limited. Mixing devices.

3,782,696, CI. 259-6.000.

Lovett. Daniel B.: See—
Alter. Henry Ward; and Lovett, Daniel B.. 3.783.292.

Loving, Jerry P.: See—
B.torewicz, V.leri.; and Loving, Jerry P., 3,782,063.

Lowe, Dennis. Collapsible revolving door having pairs of pivot detents

at the top and bottom of each leaf. 3.782.035. CI. 49-44.000.

Lower. Kenneth Eugene: See—
Gonyo. Newell Joseph; and Lower, Kenneth Eugene, 3,782,144.

Lowey, Joseph: See—
Vilips, Viesturs Valentin., Lowey, Joseph; and Payne, Paul E.,

3,783,194
Lowrance. Edgar G., II: See—

Edgeington, James N.. Jr.; Lowrance. Edgar G.. II; and Odell.

Richard G .3.782.621
Lowrance Electronics: See—

Cramer. Howard A. 3.782.170

Lowry, Earl: See—
Foulks. Noah E ; .nd Lowry. Earl. 3.782.157.

Lox Equipment Company: See—
Hampton. Robert S.; Cavanna. Cesar; Kungys. Stasys J., and Eifel,

Paul J ,3,782.128
Loyd, Patrick V. Breast pump 3.782,385. CI. 128-281.000.

LTV Aerospace Corporation: See—
Armstrong, Homer T., 3,782,505.

Metcalf, John M , 3,782.292.

Lubrizol Corporation, The: See—
Le Suer, William M.. 3.783,1 3 1

.

Lucas, Joseph, (Industries) Limited: See—
Potts. Matthew. 3.782,405

Lucchesi, Oreste J., to Searle, G. D., & Co. Analog window for scintil-

lation camera 3,783.395, CI. 328-147.000.

Luchok, John; and Wooding, Patrick J., to Consarc Corpor.tion.

Method of casting, plurality of ingots in .consumable electrode fur-

nace. 3,782,445, CI. 164-52.000.

Ludwig, Lawrence P., and Strom, Thoma. N., to United States of

America. N.tion.l Aeron.utics and Sp.ce Administration. Spiral

groove wal. 3.782.737. CI. 277-27.000.

Luedicke. Eduard. to RCA Corporation. Magnetically-focu.Md

c.thode-r.y tube comprising a tilted and .kewed off-axis electron

gun. 3.783,326. CI. 313-83 000.

Luginbuhl, Pierre, to Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft. Device for

feeding glue from a glue container to a g'ue applying head.

3,782,599. CI. 222-5 1.000

Lund. Alvin R.; and Kaufman, Jack, to M.rkstone Manufacturing

Company. Connection between electrical conduit and enclosure,

.nd method. 3,783, 176, CI. l74-65.00r.

Luongo, MichMl C. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Electric

power pl.nt system .nd method for operating a steam turbine espe-

cially of the nuclear type with electronic reheat control of a cycle

steam reheater 3,782,1 1 3, CI. 60-73.000.

Luthi, Oscar, to Improved Machinery Inc. Drum including annular grid

. structure. 3,781 ,957, CI. 29-121 OOr.

Lutz, Friedrich, to Ruti Machinery Works Ltd. Arrangement for brak-

ing the picker stick of a loom. 3,782.423. CI. 139-166.000.

Luursema, Meerten: See—
Boekkooi, Anton; Luursema, Meerten; and Tol, T.eke,

3,782.258.

Luw. AG: See—
G.uer, Herm.nn;.nd Plezer, Imre, 3,782.617.

Lybbert. Lyle De.n; .nd Atwood, D.niel H., to Atwood, Daniel H.

Coretr.y. 3.782.582. CI 220-23.006.

Lynn, Robert J.; D.ugirda., Kri.tup..; .nd Reddy, Redreddy Sukumar,

to V.por Corpor.tion. Electric. I door oper.tor. 3,782,034. CI. 49-

13.000.

Lynnknowle., Frederick, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., .nd Comp.ny.

Thickness control .ppar.tu* for polymeric film structure..

3,782.873. CI 425-141.000.

M A J V.lve Comp.ny: See—
W.lle., Rodney A., 3,782,168.

M..., Melvin L., to Moorm.n M.nuf.ctunng Comp.ny. S.mpler.

3.782.200. CI. 73-422.00r.

M.cF.rl.nd. Ch.rle. H. to Scott A. FeUer Comp.ny. The. Vacuum in-

uke Mfety means. 3,78 1 ,94 1 , CI. 1 5-339.000.

M.cGregor, P.ul T.: See—

Ellis. Ernest W.; MacGregor, Paul T.; and Simon, Myron S.,

3,782,937.

Machleder, Warren H.; and Kuhn, Robert R., to Rohm & Haas Com-
pany. Detergent motor fuel. 3,782.912. CI. 44-66.000.

Mackie. Harry A.: S«e

—

Neumann.John W; and M.ckie. Harry A., 3.782.79 1.

MacMaster, Kenneth John George: Siee—

MacMaster, Malcolm John; and MacMaster, Kenneth John

George, 3,782.644.

MacMaster, Malcolm John; and MacMaster, Kenneth John George, to

Lane, Frances & John S.. Limited. Sledger crusher. 3,782.644, CI.

241-69.000.
MacPherson, Charles L., Jr., to Morgan Construction Company. Ap-

paratus and method for aligning roller entry guides in a rolling mill.

3,782, 158. CI. 72-37.000.

MacRobbie. Robert Murray: Sec-
Boll. Martin William; and MacRobbie, Robert Murray, 3,782,675.

Boll, Martin William; and MacRobbie, Robert Murray. 3,782,676.

Maddock, John C: See—
Doran, John T.; and Maddock, John C, 3,782,565.

Madigan, Basil M., to Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, The. Sta-

bilized rotor construction for wheel speed transducer. 3,783,316, CI.

310-90.000.

Madsen, Ditlev P.; and Pikel, John H. Apparatus for rendering.

3,782,902, CI. 23-280.000.

Maeda, Masahiro: See—
Kobayashi, Motoki; Sakaguchi, Masaoki; and Maeda, Masahiro,

3,782,502.

Maeda, Takashi; and Shirouchi, Yasunari, to Fujitsu Limited. Method
for manufacturing electrodes of a display device utilizing gas

discharge. 3,781,984, CI. 29-624.000.

Magnaflux Corporation: Sec-
O'Connor, Donald T; and Frine, David W, 3,782,183.

Mahan, John E.: See-
Reynolds. William B.; and Mahan, John E.. 3,783,055.

Ma>co Fahrzeugfabrik GmbH: See—
Schier,Gunther, 3,782,342.

Maier, Alfred E.; and Wafer, John A., to Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration. Circuit breaker with improved flux transfer magnetic ac-

tuator. 3,783,423, CI. 335-174.000.

Maier, Gary W.; and Jehn, David H., to Dun-Hot, Inc. Popcorn

package and handle assembly. 3,782,976. CI. 426-1 10.000.

Maisch, Hans; and Jung, Ernst, to Eisenwerke Gaggenau GmbH. Ven-

tilating system for a water closet. 3,781,923, CI. 4-213.000.

Maison, Richard L., to Rohr Industries. Inc. RoUUble bridge switch

for trackless air cushion vehicle. 3.782.291, CI. 104-130.000.

Maissel, Leon L.: See—
Gregor, Lawrence v.; and Maissel, Leon L., 3,783,1 19.

Majewski, Martin, to Suhlwerke P£ine-Salzgitter, A.G. Reinforcing

bar, bolt or the like. 3,782.839, CI. 403-43.000.

Majewski. Richard M.: See-
Huffman, Donald; and Majewski, Richard M, 3,782,726.

Majumdar, Amalendu Jyoti, to National Research Development Cor-

poration. Cement cpmpositions containing glass fibers. 3,783,092,

CI. 161-170.000.
Maki, Michiyoshi: See—

Nanba, Mitsuo; Takano, Yukio; Higuchi, Hisayuki; and Maki,

Michiyoshi, 3,783,050.

Maley, Stephen Barry, to Eastman Kodak Company. Purification of

silver halide precipitates. 3,782,953, CI. 96-94 OOr.

Malkiel, Saul L., to Bendix Corporation, The. Brushless DC. motor

using hall generators for commutation. 3,783,359, CI. 3 1 8-254.000.

Mall, Gunther, to Pfaff Industriemaschinen GmbH, Firma. Sewing unit

having a stencil rail for guiding the material. 3,782,308, CI. 112-

121.150.

Mandell, Harry Cre.ton, Jr., to Pennwalt Corporation. Temporary K>il

release resins applied to fabrics in laundering. 3,782,898, CI. 8-

137.000.

Mandex Manufacturing Comp.ny, Inc.: See-
Bib., Edward A.; and Sowinski, Leonard A., 3.783,432.

Mann, Frederick W. Cushioned adjusuble swing hitch for vehicle.

3,782,760, CI. 280-467.000.

Mann, Henry, Inc.: See— '

CuMto, Anthony J., 3,78 1,993.

Manoukian, Nubar S., to Coherent Radiation. Laser having means for

defogging the optical cavity thereof. 3,783.405, CI. 331-94.550.

Mansei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Goto, Kenjiro, 3,782,882.

Mansur, Fred E., to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Polymeric based composition.

3,782,989, CI. 106-285.000.

Marathon Electric Manufacturing Corporation: See—
Widstrand, John C. 3.783,3 18.

Maravetz, Lester L., to Esso Research and Engineering Comp.ny. N-

cyclopropylmethyl-phenylureas. 3.783,143, CI. 260-S53.00a.

Marchetto. Manfredo: See—
Cnobloch. Herbert; Kohlmuller, Hans; and Marchetto. Manfredo.

3.783,028.

Marcoux, Leo; and Berg, Peter G., to Texas Instruments, Incorporated.

Actuator apparatus. 3.782, 121, CI. 60-527.000.

Marker, Hanne.. Individually Mlectively useable anti-glare goggle

gla..es. 3.782,810, CI. 351-47.000.

Marks III, Inc.: See—
Ransford, Herbert E., ill, 3,783.434.

Markstone Manufacturing Company: See—
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Lund. AlvinR. and Kaufman, J«ck. 3.783.176. ^

Marlboro Manufacluring. Inc S**-

M.r.S"kleTe« M'a'ndstnd.r.. Robert N . to Ethy. Corpor.tion

H ;i eneVfy b„yU.um rocket fuel con,po....on. .nd proce..e,

rherefor
3* «3.054.Cl. 49.109 000

Marley Company. The S«»-

^:;:::Vorr.'L •MJ.chV... Robert M . and Hou. ..me, R .

Marouby' Guy'to Socete Anonyme aB A^ VojU«e con-ner .pp.,

,ng an aniiiknl logic element 3.782.784. CI 303-21 OOr

"•""caHlck" D'a'n^l J . Marra. Frank, and Sprenger. Gerhard E .

MarshaVNeil V. lo International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora^

t^; Applratui for re«,lv.ng a complex AC voltage or current .nto

irvector components 3.783.259. Cl 235-186 000

Martelli.Mano: S«*- , -.o, c^i
Martelli Mario, and Martelli. Mano. 3.782.543.

Martelli. Mano. and Martell.. Mario Document recognition .yttem,

A 782 543 Cl 209-75 000
MartenwnLeroyVFlourmill 3.782.645. CI 241-100000

SartfnTenni. Douglas, to Dobson
•'•'V^lrirni,'""

"""

tionmg extensible boom 3,782.484. Cl. 173-43 000.

Martin. Frank L .Jr S*«— j d i.-i D<,k.rt R
Rubel, Edward R , Martin. Frank L , Jr .

and Rubel, Robert B .

3.782,787.

Martin. Gerhard:S«e- ^ ,-,«-, ,a^
Lingens. Paul; and Marun. Gerhard. 3.782,283

^,,. . -
,

Martin. W,lhelm N . lo Consolidated Bathurst L.""ted Method for

name bonding by use of high velac.ty high temperature direct n.me

3 783,062. Cl 156-82 000

Martin William T . 1/4 to Bohlman, Ivan C and 1/4 to Bohlman. Ver

nonO Continuous contact distributor for use with irrigation

systems 3.752,408. Cl 137-344 000

Mlrtincc. Paul W . and Quirk. James F .
.o ^"«;"«''°"**,^ *"='"'

Corpor.tion Electrical bushing having
VyTV/fLTnon

method of constructingsame 3,783.181. Cl »7*->*2,000

Martinet, Charles, to Regie Nationale de. U.ines Renault »"«1 A"J^-
biles Peugeot IsosUtic working process 3,782,159, Cl 72-60 OW)

Martinson Mfg Co . Inc ; S<«—
Kramer. Dean C, 3,782,462

Marttala. Tapani. See— « • _^ u.ii..lin

Jafs. Daniel. Marttala. Tapani. Chnitian^n. K.i; and H.kulin.

Bertel.3,783,095

Marzocchi. Alfred, to Owens-CornmgF.bergla. Corporation Glass

fiberreinforcedelaatomers 3.782,999. Cl 117-71000

Marzocchi. Alfred, to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation Trea^d

glass fibers for glass nber-elastomenc products and method

3 783.001. Cl 117-72 000

^"tt;;;mrSh;^r Auumi, A-m.. Masah.de, Wa.anabe. Tsu-

tomu Sato. To.hi.ki, Norim.t.u, and Euo. N.kaj.ma

3 78 1 .950.

Maschinenfa'brik Augsburg-Nurnberg A G. (M A.N ); See-

Pfleiderer. Ernst. 3,782.792

Maschinenfabrik Koppern & Co . KG Ste-

Hilbrands,JanWillem. 3,782,246

Maschinenfabrik Rieter AG See-

Wangi. Kurt Angst, and Pfyffer, Peter. 3,782.093.

Maskin AB Seico: See-
Sollerud,SorenElofMaur.U. 3.782 270_

,,.3000
Mason Jack D Reusable tree carrier 3.782.773, Cl 296-3 OtJU

Mal^n'. Raymond J . .0 Minank Electric Co. Tr,.c motor speed con-

trol 3.783.361. Cl. 318-331 000

MassonScottThnssell Engineering Limited: See-
. „ .^^

Byrt. Graham Archie Bruce, Rosevear, Adrian Tuckweli, ana

Clarke, William Frank, 3.782,665.

Scott, Graham Robin, 3,782,653.

Wood. David, 3,782,541.

''Tlrt'rrmrnl .'Ma'ssoth. Fr.nkUn E ; StahKeld, Donald L ,
and

Young. John E , Jr , 3,782.076

Master Products Manufacturing Co.: See—

Panfill. Harry, 3,782.156

''"•ohJbo'Kin';itM..ud.,Takao, Shiba. Kei.uke, Hina.a, Masanao.

Sato Akira and Ogawa, Akira, 3,782,957.

Masygan. Raymond Jose'ph, to Clark, Alex. Limited Photographic

developer apparatus. 3.782.264. Cl 95-93 000

Matas. Stephen J See—
. ^ „ ^ a

Ballance. John B ; Mat... Stephen J ; and Kundig. Konrad J A..

Materele^.^vincent, to Dayton Manufactunng Company Waste treat-

Limited Electrical stepping motor, having low inertia rotors

traction procew 3,783.099.CI. 195-2 000

Mat.uhiM. Tsuneya.u. and Nagai, Yo.hi.ki. to Fuji Photo F'"" Co.

Ltd Process for producing a res.n-coated paper .s a support for a

photographic paper 3.783.003. Cl 1
17-76 OOp

M^tsumSra Yoshihiro. to Nippon Air Brake Company. Ltd. Modula-

tor in anti skid system 3.782.7H6.CI 303-21 OOf
|

Maisuo Electric Company. Limited: See—

Tomiwa,Hiroshi, 3,781,976
. a n.. i^^,

M.tsuoka. Tohru, to Nippon Electnc Company, Limited Gas laser

3.783,404. Cl 331 94 500

Malsushima. Hiroshi See— ^
Ohira. Takuya. Shiraishi. Shun.a. Matsush.ma »"»••»'•''•««• ^"

kiya. Shimokawa. Kiyomitsu. and Yoshida. Kiroshi, 3,782,738

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co .
Ltd See—

Okubo. Kei. Yam.molo. Katuyuki, and Murayama. 0«mu.

3.783.064 ,-,B»nci
Shilaya Takao. Tshida. Toro. and Sato. Hisanao, 3.783,05 1.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company Limited See- I

Yamamoto. Katsum.ko. and Nakahe. Ryuhei. '•7"'*;

Matsuzaki, Soichiro. and Kondo, Isao. .0 Olympus Optical Co Ltd^

Apparatus for indicating exposure condition, of cameras equipped

wuh electric shutter mechanisms 3.782.254, CI95.10 0ce

Mattel, Inc See- „, ,,, I

Summerfield. William F .3.782.732 wh«H of
Matty Thomas C , lo West.nghouse Electric Corporation Method of

andappara.us for producing a vehicle "7«'""« -"""'% n
response lo sensing the direction of travel of a vehicle. 3.783,339, Cl

317 5 000
Mauch.Harald: See— m„.k-.« .««!

Scholl. Hermann. Mauch. HaraW. R.tlm.nnsberger, Norbert. and

Soil. Wolfgang. 3.782.339

Maurer. Erich See- ^ w » iqi ii«. I

Schaloske. Peter, and Maurer. Ench, 3.782.316. |

Maurer. Robert Disller See—
,., Bnh..r«

De Luca. Robert David Keck, Donald Bruce, and Maurer. Robert

Distler.3.782.914
|

Maurey. Joseph E See- -.ntfut
Campbell. James D . Jr . and Maurey. Joseph E

.
3.782.21

1

Maurey Manufacturing Corporation See- nai ?ii
Campbell, James D Jr. and Maurey. Joseph E. 3.782.2 IL

Maxie. Lee Am poiM>n distributing apparalu. 3,782,606. Cl. Hi

244000 I

Maytag Company, The See-

Cotton, CurranD. 3.782.001
I

''•^:;;;:::' M":LrNo.hiro. Auum.. and M.yuzumi. Telsuya.

3 782 940

McArthur. Colin S. .0 Reynolds, R J , Tobacco Company App.r.lus

for eleciric.lly perfor.ting sheet miteri.l 3.783.237, tl Zif

McBridrEdward D , to Outboard Marine Corporation Neutral start

onymechan.sm3,782.350.Cl 123-179 00k

M^on^en John A . and Williamu>n, Everet. W Valve mechani.m

1 782 603 Cl 222-153 000

McConnell, Robert G , to Honeywell Inc Automatic focu. positioning

McTo^J i:L\fc':^o "rn-cTporalion Toothbrush and denul-

nossdispenser 3,782,397, Cl 132-84 00a
.w.^ .„h

McCormack. Kent, .0 Texas •-«-"'"»»• '-"'P^l 284 cT^ 2 50
apparalu. for detection of petroleum producu 3,783,284, Cl 250

McOa?Ferri. L . to Alli.-Ch.lmers Corpor.tion Fluid control system

for earthworking apparatus including automatic pressure regulating

mean. 3,782.478, Cl 172-4.500

McCreery, James F See-
c n«i QSft

Jones.DennisG and McCreery, James F. 3,78 1,956

^'^'^sC'hens" Leon/rd'j". Granger, Dern. D .
McCu.l.gh. John S

.
and

Hagar.DonaldK .3,782.684

McCullough,JohnR :
See—

^ . ^ o 1 -la? 7nA
Schramm, Harold J .

and McCullough. John R
•
'

-^ Y*6 *'«-
McDermoll, Hugh L Rotary fluid pressure device 3.782,866. Cl 418

Mcio°^Sd,Bernard Surgical retractor 3,782,370.C1. 128-20 000.

McDonnell DougUi Corpor.lion: S**-

l>.»oW.Ro«...C . '""'„_,
s , „j z„„bol„. L..H.. .0

31 OOr.

McGraw-Ediwn Company: See-
, 7.7 si*

Fri.by, Paul W . and Stanny. Edward P.. 3.782.516.

Mclnich Laboratory, Inc See-

Neslorovic, Mioljub R. 3,783,379

'*'''RSy^"^n CeS McKelvey, Ralph E . Cornuh, Robert F
,
and

Noll, Harry L ,3,782.795

eleciricaloulleisockei 3,783,371. CL 324-51 000.
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McNeill, Frederick J.; Kulik, Joseph S., Jr.; and Smith, David L., Sr., to

GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Tubular incandescent lamp having im-

prov.rd niament .upport. 3.783,329, Cl 31 3-274 000
McNerney, Richard P., lo Schlumber Technology Corporation. Wire

in.ulation .plicing technique for high temperature well logging cable.

3.783.057, Cl 156-49.000.

McWilliam., Jo.eph E. Nulling truck unloading arrangement for mail

bag loading apparatus. 3,782,566, Cl. 214-41 .000.

Means. Richard E., Kallianos. Andrew G., and Tenney, Kinwood P., lo

Liggett & Myers Incorporated. /3-melhylvaleric acid alkyl esters as

lobaccoflavoranls. 3.782,391, Cl 131-17.00r.

Medical Development Corporation: See—
Holbrook. Le Grand K, 3,782,4 14.

Medical Incorporated: See-
Anderson. Lawrence. 3,781,969.

Medovar. Boris Izrailevich; Popov. Viktor Andreevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich. Bogachenko. Alexey Georgievich; and Lalash, Jury

Vadimovich. Method of operation of a convertible ESR furnace-in-

stallation 3. 781,935. Cl. 13-34.000.

Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Popov, Viktor Andreevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich, Bogachenko, Alexei Georgievich, and Lalash, Jury

Vadimovich Eleclroslag remelling plant. 3,783,168. Cl. 13-9.000.

Medvick. Richard J.: See-
Gallagher. Bernard J., Shufflebarger, Earl D.; Simko, David M.;

Medvick, Richard J., Bovlan, John R.; and Danko, Oliver L.,

3,782.685
Meek, John S.. and Nelson. J. Roy. Temperature indicating vessel.

3,782.195,CI 73-343 00b.

Meess, Jack D., Kaslovich, John C. and Lackey, Robert S., to

Weslinghouse Electric Corporation. Absorption refrigeration

system 3,782,1 34, Cl 62-476 000
Mefferd, Wayne S., and Hobarl, James L., to Coherent Radiation

Laboratories. Laser optical resonator. 3,783,407, Cl. 331-94.50c.

Mefina S.A.: See-
Torre, Marcel, 3,783.1 30.

Mehnert. Gottfried, lo Bekum Maschinenfabrlken GmbH. Apparatus

for separating the surplus of thermoplastic material from the neck
portions of blow -molded containers. 3,782.877. Cl. 425-292.000.

Kieilun, Edwin C: See—
Hayward, Gardner L.; and Meilun, Edwin C, 3,783.126.

Melloy, George F.: See—
Cleary. Harold J.; Morton, James B.; and Melloy. George F.,

3,782,909
Mendelson, Ralph A.: See—

Kirkpalrick, Milton E.; and Mendelson. Ralph A., 3,782,926.

Mendelson, Ralph A . Slaudhammer. Karl P., and Valencia, Roberto,

Jr., to United Slates of America, Interior, mesne. Corrosion resistant,

non-auslenitic Fe-Ni-Mo-Co-Se alloy. 3,782,923. Cl. 75-122.000.

Mengeringhausen. Max; Quenzel, Hermann; Gehrig. Reinhold; and

Spanheiner, Willi, to Mero AG. Apparatus for the manufacture of

hollow rod elements. 3.783,232, Cl. 219-124.000.

Menold, Robert F , and Summers, James J, to Mine Safety Appliances

Company. Goggle-supporting assembly for hard hats. 3,781,915, Cl.

2-10000
Mercer, Allen C: See—

Kahwali.Ghas.an N.; and Mercer, Allen C, 3,782,560.

Merit Company, The: See-
Pitt. Willum v., 3,781.948.

MeroACr.See-
Mengeringhausen, Max; Quenzel, Hermann Gehrig, Reinhold,

and Spanheimer, Willi. 3,783.232.

Merrick, Woodrow W.: See-
Norri«.CIarenceG.;andMerrick,WoodrowW.. 3,781,962.

Merry full, Albert Edward Refrigeration system evaporator. 3,782,131,

Cl. 62-218.000.
Mewenger. William E., lo Scovill Manufacluring Company. Childproof

aero.ol actuator consisting of two members operative by relatively

rotating the two members. 3.782.605, Cl. 222-153.000.

Metier Grie.heim GmbH: See—
Rohe, Jo.ef; and Slaacks, Dieter. 3,783,229.

Me.serschmitl-Bolkow-Blohm Gesellschaft mil be.chrankter Haftung:

See-
Butter, Karl; Kaufmann, Michael; and Dederra, Helmut,

3.782.118.

Hohl, Jean-Marie; Schipf, Anton; and Schmid, Werner, 3,782,808.

Mes.mer, Edwin E Label applicator. 3,783,077, Cl. 156-446.000.

Metal Box Company Limited, The: See—
Franek, Jozef Tadeusz'and Rhode., Peter, 3,782,314.

Melcalf, John M., to LTV Aerospace Corporation. Switching system

for a transportation sy.tem employing a guideway. 3.782,292, Cl.

104-130.000.
Meteor-Siegen Apparatebau Paul Schmeck GmbH: See—

l.ermann, Heinrich, 3,782,8 17.

Metrology System. Corporation: See-
Fink, Anton; and Wenlworth, Harold, 3,782,742.

Meltler In.trumente AG: See-
Lang. Karl; and Sleiner, Han., 3,782,589.

Meyer, Edward: See—
Ruhl, Charles A. H.; Meyer. Edward; and Chatterjea, Probir K.,

3.782,489.

Meyer, Thoma. I.; Shaffer, Thoma. N.; and Wright, Lawrence G., to

We.linghouse Electric Corporation. Flowmeter apparatus.

3,782, 193. Cl. 73-181.000.

Meyer., Michael: See—
L.ngieri, Michael, Jr.; and Meyers. Michael, 3,782,594.

and Cohn, Morris I. (said Purdue asK>r. to).

Mica Trust: See—
Perdue, Roy D.

3,783,096.
Michelson, Irving, lo American Safety Equipment Corporation.

Method of making a cigarette of reduced biological damage capabili-

ty. 3,782.393, Cl. 141-9.000.

Micheron. Francois; and Bismuth. Guy. to ThomK>n-CSF. Ferro-elec-

tric system for bulk storage of phase holograms. 3,782,802, Cl. 350-

3.500.

Microdot, Inc.: See

—

Kiszewski, Robert F, 3,782,250.
'

Middleton, Verne L., to Olin Corporation. Method of producing a

mechanical joint between metal sheets. 3,78 1 ,97 1 , Cl. 29-470. 100.

Midland-Ross Corporation: See—
Nesbilt, John D.; Hemsath, Klaus H.; and Vereecke, Frank J..

3,782,883.
Miknaiiis, Sigilas, to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, Inc.

Printed wiring card mountable reed switch. 3,783,421, Cl. 335-

152.000.
Mildner, Walfrid, lo ELD ElektroniKhe Lichenanlagen Siudien-

gesellschaft fur Wissenschafhiche Datenberarbatung mbH. Battery

adapter. 3,783,378, Cl. 324-73.00r. '

Miles, John M.; and Sherk, Fred T., lo Phillips Petroleum Company.
Arylene sulfide polymerization process. 3.783,1 38, Cl. 260-79.000.

Miles Laboratories, Inc.: See-
Wiley, Richard H., 3,783,154.

Milgo Electronic Corporation: See—
Vilips, Viesturs Valentins; Lowey, Joseph; and Payne, Paul E.,

3,783,194.

Miller, Bernard: See— ^

Nagy, Charles E.; Nagy, John F.; and Miller, Bernard, 3,782,762.

Miller, Eugene Boyd. Pistol-grip garden hoe. 3,782,482, Cl. 172-

381 000.

Miller, George D., to Armco Steel Corporation. Simplified strip accu-

mulation. 3,782,662, Cl. 242-55.000.

Miller, Jerald E.: See—
Garbick, John R ; and Miller, Jerald E., 3,782,4^3.

Miller, Sandra Levey: See-
Levey, John, 3,782,577.

Miller, Walter E., Jr.; Peacher, Teddy J.; Duke, Jimmy R.; and Sitlon,

Robert L., to United Stales of America, Army. Beamrider missile

guidance method. 3,782,667, Cl. 244-3.130.

Miller, Warren H, Jr.: See-
Long, Thomas R., Miller, Warren H., Jr.; and Campbell, Scott V.,

3,782,716.
Milner, Freddy L. Self closing tent door. 3.782,399, Cl. 135-I4.00d.

Milovich: See—
Milovich, Dimitrije; and Sloveken, Wayne E., 3,782,744.

Milovich, Dimitrije: See—
Sloveken, Wayne E., 3,782,745.

Milovich, Dimitrije; and Sloveken, Wayne E., 60* lo said Milovich

and 40% lo Sloveken, Wayne E. Snow surfboard with stepped su-

bilizingsides. 3,782,744, fcl. 280-18.000.

Minarik Electric Co.: See—
Mason, Raymond J., 3,783,361

.

Mine Safety Appliances Company: See—
Menold, Robert F; and Summers, James J., 3,781,915.

Mini-Motor Speedways, Inc.: See—
Donohue, Allen C; Grote, Albert O.; and Tielborg. Bernard P.,

3,782,293.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: See—
Bonham, James A.; and Petrellis, Panayotis C, 3,782,939.

tevenson, William W, 3,782,663.

Minoru: See—
oto, Hisashi;

82,995.
amera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
oto, Noboru; and Ohneda, Shoichi, 3,783,191.

Minster Machine Company, The: See—
Voorhees, John E., 3,782,618.

Minutoli, Andrea J.; and Locke, Reginald A. J. Concrete building con-

struction with improved post tensioning means. 3,782,061, Cl. 52-=

125.0Q0.

Mirasol, Salu.tiano S.: See-
Hurst, Alan R.; and Miraral, Salustiano S, 3,783,089.

Miroshnichenko, Anatoly Pelrovich: See—
Lavrinenko, Vyacheslav Vasilievich; Miroshnichenko, Anatoly

Pelrovich; and Khraschevsky, Vitaly Alexeevich, 3,781,955.

Mirtain, Henri Jean, lo Uniroyal. Pneumatic tire and tread therefor

having variable rolling contact with the ground. 3,782,438, Cl. 152-

209.000.
Mischenko, Nicholas, to Bell & Howell Company. Reel drive.

3.782.658. Cl. 242-192.000.

Mitchell, Graham R.: See—
Amoth, Victor W.; Mitchell, Graham R.;

3,783,213.

Mitchell, Robert M.: See—
Gates, Robert L.; Mitchell, Robert M.

3,782,453.

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakanishi, Hisao; and Ushiro, Taku.hi, 3.783,330.

Ueda.Fumio, 3,783,022.

Milsuboshi-Sangyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Takase, Takashi; Hayashi, Tsunekazu; and Saitoh, Hirokazo,

3,783,000.

Minoda, Minoru; and Takagi, Akira,

and Popadick, Carl C,

and Houx, James R.
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M.uu. Mining A Smelting Co Ltd .S««-

Ithii. Matah.to. and Ichiki. Minoru. 3.783.1 U
Mittelman, Edward RS*'— i iR-t 414

Kl«in Gerald 1. and Miltelman. Edward R .3.783.414 ^^,. .

Klein ueraio ' •

^ ^iro, to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd Method

„,,o.";rr.':™"no;jrK.'.v,,,....«.c...o..,,7.«o..

Mizukoshi. Masahiko S«*—
i 7«-> 070

Tomita. Tsutomu. and Mizukoshi. Masahiko. 3.782.970.

Ml'.lncSe*-

paratu. 3.782.879. Cl. 425-450 000
,,0,470 ci 172

Moak. Merv.n S Bar .craper and mud drag. 3,782.479. Cl. 172

26 500
Mobil Oil Corporation; S«e—

Hungerford. Gordon P .
3.783.023

,,„,,,.
Rubin. Mae R ; and Rotinski. Edward J .

3.783.1 24.

Mobile Systems International. Inc See-

White. David J., and Dion. Donald J.. 3.782.30U.

Modan. Michael M:S*e- 1 tbi 147
Calicchia. David J ; and Modan. Michael M .

3.783.147.

ModineManufactuiIng Company; S«--
,7115454

Slaasted. Raymond S
.
and Smith. "•;"^,°-

'(^fjVIzS 170
Moen. Alfred M Faucet construction 3.782.417. Cl. 137-625.

1
iv

Molex.lnc; S<«—
Bury. Allen J ,3.783.436.

Molins Limited; See—
Jawor.TadeuszEronislaw, 3.783.373.

Moller. Heinz; S««— , -m-, i«i
Kammerer. Heinz, and MoUer. Heinz, 3.782.353.

Monarch Marking Systems. Inc ; See—

U.J:P:^:"i^^:-^^^- cum. I , to Xop-Scor Products^

Inc Procesi for separating constituents of gram flour and products

producedthereby 3.783.139.C1 :60-n2 00g

Monks, Frank E., to Aluminum Company of America. Heat-seal.ble

coated meul package and method of makmg same. 3.783,071
,

tl.

156-217.000

Monroe Auto Equipment Company^S«*-
Fader, John H , Hegel, Robert W . and West, Burke A.. 3.7»Z./t>v.

Monrolin. Jean L; See—
» tbi aii

Froment, Jean C , and Monrolm, Jean L.. 3.783.413.

Monsanto Company; See—
Herber. John F ,3,783,132 ,H».i«i.

Monre, Matthew S.lles; deceased (by ^0"" Tere« B adnun.s-

iratnx) Smoking tobacco composition. 3,782.392.C1. 131-17.WO

Monte. Teresa B See-
Monte, Matthew Salles. 3.782.392

..^K.n.-r
Monters, Carl Georg Packing or body for moisture exchanger

3,782.08 1. Cl 5 5-278 000 ,i«7 7ii Cl 269-
Mo^tgomery, Hubert T, Sawmill dog assembly 3,782,711. Cl 269

Moit^mery', Ray E , to Bem.s Company. Inc Plastic bags 3.782.622.

Montg'omeo. Thurman R Self unloading carrying dolly' 3.782.569. Cl.

214-506000.
Montres Rolex S.A .: See—

Kufrer.Philiin>e. 3.782,101

blades. 3.782.852.C1. 416-97 000
-, ib, 7*7 Cl 293-

Moore. Alvin Edward. Resilient, tubular bumpers. 3.782.767, Cl. 293

Ml^r^Alvin Edward Tubular, Shock-abK,rbmg bumper. 3,782,768,

M^re,''ch.?i« H Panel positioning apparatus and method

3 782,77 1,C1 294-67 OOr
, ^ nai 7*7 Cl

Mo;re,beorge A Apparatus for preuure cooking food 3,782.267. Cl.

ML';e.'oien' E , and Carl, Robert C , to Dover Corporation Shut-off

vaw; assembly 3.782,401, Cl. 137-68.000.

Moore,Robert L; S««— „ . _, 1 lai 7nn
Jantzen, Johannes K . and Moore, Robert L.. 3.783.200.

Moorman Manufacturing Company: See—

Mor.^nr'Br'i^o V"!toV"rerHa.r -rye' P-'cularl, adapted to the

drymg of longhair 3.782.002. Cl 34-99 000

'*°"oer;\7er°R"'e':nhoirs'eeSrAlber,; Reif. Winfried. Nagy. Denes,

Moretr Bmy'"tr\r::ln'arVe:in Corpora^n Modular

"•merVhandTdisplay device 3,782,296,CI 108-101 000

Morgan Construction Company: See—

MacPherson.Charle.L.. Jr.. 3.782.158.

,3,783,044.

,3,783.186.

Ricklev Samuels ; and Boghosian. Harry. 3.782.796

Morgan Thomas Edward, and Koslo. Robert Carl, to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation Strap tensioning and cut-off

tool. 3.782.426.CI 140-123 600

Mori.Yasunori;S«-
, lo, i^b I

Havashi Fusao and Mori. Yasunori. 3.782.338

MoriU.Toh: ,„d lihii. Teiji, to Ch.sso Corporation Vacuum metal-

lizedpolyolefin.3,783,Ol2.CI 117-107 000

MorkesJakob, to Alfa-Laval AB Filter for liquids 3.782.556. Cl 2 lu

409.000
Morris Limited: See- I

Stoltz.Andries Johannes. 3.782.047
^ „ . , w„,.„ p ,0

Morris Louis Jr. Slanma. Donald R. and Se.del. Martin P to

Wesiinehou^e Electric Corporation Electrical inductive apparatus

ravmg'r'gid foam supporting members and method, of providing

same 3,783.426, Cl 336-196 000

Morris. Ronald P Non-interfering golf tee 3-^".723.CI 273 33 0«0^

Mosely. Donald E. to B.tco. Inc .
mesne Lumber separator

3 782 540 Cl 209 73.000
,

. _

MosI? Werner. Buchi. Paul; and Weber. Peter. .0 Aluminium AG.

Warpbeamflange 3.782.655. Cl 242-118 500

^"^
Brrdl^AU^Lr m. T'a'mage. Charles Robert, and Tuttle, Elvin

E ,3,782,931

Motorenfabrik Halz KG; See—

Schmuck. Johann, 3,782,344.

Motorola, Inc.; S«—
Cheskis. Eugene M . and Price. James U

Fisher.John A .3,783.052

Gay. MichaeU ,3,783,400

Myers. Charles Frank. 3,783.046

Slavik William H , and Valiquet. Brett A

^""^tel^L": 'E^n'est; Schle.mer. '^—ois. Wagne. Fernand.

Goedert. Ferdinand; Bauer. Alex, and Mousel. Robert.

Moyer,Vu'd^"h H . and Sibbett. Ronald ^. - G--'-
l^'^^/P^OOO

Apparatus for assaying enzyme act.vuy '•'"'O'l^^'^'^Vomoany
Mrowca Joseph J . to Du Pont de Nemours. E 1 .

""^^Company^

"^Cyc'opentaXnyUgroup IV-b metal, -ydrocarbon.u.r.na.es and

sulfinates as agenU for increasmg crop yields. 3.782.917. Cl 71

97 000
MRT Magnet- Regeltechnik GmbH See— I

Hallmann, Hermann. 3.782.147

MTD Products Inc ;
See— -.TBi^if.

Plamper.GerhardR ;andKaesgen.Juergen.3.783.2l6

Mucke. B^uno. Lohmer. Karl, and H.mmelmann Wolfgang ,0 AgU-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft Photographic material 3.782.955. Cl.

M!e*illl%X Gottfried, to Ciba-Ge.gy AG S«P»"'*«" °'
"""t'*^"

apparatus utilizing distribution of solutes between immiscible phases

M;;;":*^SuJ'\.?°v°lth Getriebe KG Hydrokinetic device.

t7K2 514 Cl 188-296.000

M^hl^ofdt. Werner, to US "hihps Corporation Reactor for prepar-

polygalactomannans and process of preparing same 3.782.962. Cl.

Mult'Jacques Filter and aerator device. 3.782.549.C1 2.0-95 000.

"^'orbo.^KeT Y^iramoto, K.tuyuki; and Murayama, Osamu.

MurphJ^amefw ; FranU. Robert J . and Hildebrecht. Harold V to

TowmotoT Corporation Lift truck mast-mounting arrangement.

M^;:;^-^;.i:;iv""T°^- on tooi .--- •- -r ^
cutting and retrieving pipe from a floatmg drill ship. 3.782.459. tl.

Mi^'halek. Ben E . Jr. Hydraulic stroke increaser 3.782.123. C. 60-

M^^r" Malcolm E Bag holder and opening device. 3.782.073. Cl. 53-

Muz'zy%%mond J . to United Sutes of America. Navy Hybrid

M;:;^Xi:sVi;^^^;.i^x M.u«.^.ng hi^^p^

;-;•<>--- -.TixrVtrrtu;^l'^:i"^o"
"S.S°or;\k-ngVhe"s.me 3.;"0*^^- ^'^'^/^ '^'.^^^ ,„, Means
Naftulin. Henry, and Kirschner. Leon. \°

•<>-N |"'"P"^|J^^ q'J^

for blood administration and the like. 3.782.382. Cl li» zi».uu

Na«ai. Yoshiakr See— i ibi nni I

cle trailer hitch connection 3.782.762.CI. 2»u 3u/.uu«

''••'6e'imaVer"R7inhold. Seelos. Albert. Reif, Winfried; N.gy. Denes,

and Stock, Hans Joachim, 3,783,275.

"'••^NurChaHerE.; N.gy, John F , and Miller, Bernard, 3,782,762.

'^"1"S°^'v:S::i:;^'N:u.e«ov, Oeorgy Fedoro^ich. Gu-

*ev,ch Nikolai Alexandrovich. Danilevich, July los.fovich.
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Shiman. Andrei Matveevich; Shishkin, Viktor Fedorovich; and

Goncharenki. Nikolai Ivanovich. 3,782,302-

Nakada, Tetsuo. and Oyama, Noboru. to Janome Sewing Machine Co..

Ltd. Carriage locking arrangement for a manual printer. 3,782,276,

Cl 101-56.000
Nakahe,Ryuhei:See—

Yamamoto, Katsumiko; and Nakahe, Ryuhei, 3,783,367.

Nakamura, Minoru; and Umefuji. Akira. to Osaka Kiko Kabushiki

Kaisha Spinning machinery provided with the flyer twisting and

windingmechanism 3.782.097. Cl 57-96.000.

Nakamura, Motoharu; See—
Kitayama, Minoru; Nakamura, Motoharu; Inaoka, Maunobu; and

Okada, Hiroshi, 3,783,034.

Nakamura, Takao; See—
Inukai.Takashi, and Nakamura, Takao. 3.783.136.

Nakanishi Hisao; and Ushiro. Takushi. to MiUubishi Denki Kabushiki

Kaisha Direct heated cathode. 3.783.330. Cl. 313-310.000.

Nakano. Kenji; and Teramoto, Ryuzo. to Hitachi Shipbuilding & En-

gineering Co.. Ltd. Joint construction for low temperature purpose

liquid-tight 3,782.053. Cl 52-753.00J

Nalle, George S., Jr. Apparatus for extruding woven plastic mesh.

3,782,872, Cl. 425-131.000.

Nalooka, Edward C, and Street. Thomas R., Jr., to Ford Motor Com-

pany Adjustable tie rod link. 3,782,221 ,CI. 74-586.000.

Nam, Joong Woo Gear-type rotary engine. 3.782,340, Cl. 123-

823 000
Nanba, Mitsuo. Takano, Yukio; Higuchi. Hisayuki; and Maki,

Michiyoshi. to Hitachi, Ltd. Method of making semiconductor

device using polycrysul thin film for impurity diffusion. 3,783.050,

Cl. 148-188.000.

Nancarrow. James H.; See—
Egli. Hans. Burdette. Fredrick E.; and Nancarrow, James H.,

3.782,850.

Nankai Tekko Co. . Ltd.: See—
Tomozawa, Yoshiaki, 3,782,778.

Nassof, Martin Ceiling tile 3,782.495. Cl. 181-33.00g.

National Cash Register Company. The: See—
Boyd. JamesC. 3,783. 372

Frock. Brian G .3,783.155.

National Distillers and Chemical Corporation: See-
Hughes. George H. 3.782.137

National Forge Company: See—
Dalrymple. Donald D . 3.782.203.

National Oats Company. Inc.: See—
Garwood. James R., 3,782,573.

National Research Development Corporation: See-
Evans, John Yorath Gwynne, 3,782,189.

Gore, William George; and Parker, Roy Percival, 3,783,334.

Majumdar, Amalendu Jyoti, 3,783,092.

Navarro, Jorge Roca. Rotary roasting device. 3,782.268. Cl. 99-

42l.00p.
Neal, Maurice M. Offset press numbering assembly. 3,782,277, Cl.

101-76.000.

Neeb. Karl Heinz; NeidI, Herbert, and Stockert, Heinz, to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Device for measuring activity concentration in pri-

mary circulation systems of nuclear reactors. 3,783,268, Cl. 250-

370.000.

Neidl, Herbert: See- ,„,,.„
Neeb, Karl Heinz, Neidl, Herbert; and Stockert, Heinz, 3,783,268.

Nelson, Christopher M., to Unrted Sutes of America, Atomic Energy

Commission. Television system for precisely measuring disunces.

3,783,189, Cl. 178-6.800.

Nelson, J.Roy: See-
Meek, John S.. and Nelson, J. Roy, 3,782.195.

Nelson. John, to Leesona Corporation. Bobbin. 3,782,657. Cl. 242-

125.100. ». w J
Nelwn, John E , to Diamond Power Speciality Corporation. Method

and apparatus for cleaning heated surfaces. 3,782,336, Cl. 122-

379.000.

Nesbitt, John D., Hemsath, Klaus H., and Vereecke. Frank J., to

Midland-Ross Corporation. Flat flame burner having a low air to gas

ratio. 3,782,883, Cl. 431-185.000.

Nestorovic, Mioljub R., to Mcintosh Laboratory. Inc. Full wave peak

respond meter. 3,783.379, Cl. 324-103.00p.

Neumann, Gerhard M., to Patent-Treuhand-Gesellschaft fur elek-

trische Gluhlampen mbH. Halogen incandescent lamp. 3,783,328,

Cl. 313-222.000.

Neumann. John W , and Mackie, Harry A., to Udylite Corporation,

The. Vortex diffuser fluid bearing device. 3,782,791, Cl. 308-9.000.

Nevin, Charles S: See—
Bomball, William A., Drury, Raymond L., Jr.; Nevin, Charles S.;

and Witmer. Ralph C, II, 3,782.987.

Nevitt.Milton. Spray shoe polish. 3,782,979, Cl. 106-5.000.

Newcomb, Sidney M. Bottle orienting device. 3,782,517, Cl. 193-

43.00r.

Newhall, Henry S., to Koppers Company, Inc. Method and apparatus

for the continuous fluidizing of steel 3,783, 169, Cl. 13-10.000.

Newton, EmerMn H.; Ketteringham, John M.; Sienczyk, John L.; and

Isaacson, Calvin M, to Shipley Company, Inc., The, mesne. Elec-

trolytic regeneration of spent etchant. 3,783,1 1 3,CI. 204-106.000.

Nicoladu, Michael C. Material for direct thermoelectric energy con-

version with a high figure of merit. 3.782.927. Cl. 75- 134.00b.

NielMn.Erik: See—
Pedersen, Hans Christian; and Nielsen, Erik. 3,782,580.

Nieukirk, Robert L., to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Lockout circuit

for engine starter system, 3,783,301 , Cl. 290-37.000.

Nimtz, Klaus: See—
Franzen, Gustav; and Nimtz, Klaus, 3,782,087.

Nippon Air Brake Company, Ltd.: See— ,

Matsumura, Yoshihiro, 3,782,786.

Nippon Electric Company, Limited: See—
Mauuoka, Tohru, 3,783,404.

Sato, Yoichi, 3,783,386.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Okamoto, Lisaku, 3,782,237.

Tokushima,Tadao, 3,783,041.

Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yamagishi, Hidehisa; and Yokoi, Fumitoshi, 3,781 ,968.

Nippon Steel Corporation: See—
Kitayama, Minoru; Nakamura, Motoharu; Inaoka, Masanobu; and

Okada, Hiroshi, 3,783,034.

Nippon Tanshi, Ltd.: See

—

Karube, Soichi; Hamada, Yoshio; and Suganuma, Yoshiyasu,

3,783,440.

Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See—
Kamo, Hideo; Akado, Hajime; and Kato, Yasutosi, 3,782,349.

Miura, Tatuo; and Kaneko, Toshiro, 3,78 1 ,98 1

.

Nisenson, Peter; and Blackman, Elliot S., to Itek Corporation. Optical

device for characterizing the surface or other properties of a sample.

3,782,827, Cl. 356-120.000.

Nifhiba, Seishiro; Kuroyanagi, Masasi; and Ogawa, Koichi, to Denki

Onkyo Company, Ltd. Contactlew switching apparatus. 3,783.430,

Cl. 338-32.00h.

NishimaUu Construction Company Limited: See—
Ohira, Takuya; Shiraishi, Shunta; Matsushima, Hiroshi; Kato, Yu-

kiya, Shimokawa, Kiyomitsu; and Yoshida, Kiroshi, 3,782,738.

Nishizawa Shoji Co., Ltd.: See—
Kuroda, Minoru, 3.783.156.

Nissan ShaUi Co., Ltd.: See—
Kobayashi, Motoki; Sakaguchi, Masaoki; and Maeda, Masahiro,

3,782,502.

Nittel, Fritz: See—
Boie, Immo; Schulte, Walter; Pelz, Willibald; Nittel, FriU. and Ku-

nitz, Friedrich-Wilhelm. 3,782,956.

Nivens, Mary P.: See-
Mullen. Joseph D.; and Nivens, Mary P., 3,782,962.

Nixon, John M .: See—
Younkin, James R; and Nixon, John M., 3,783,277.

Noble. Samuel. Camera. 3.782.259. Cl. 95-3 1 OOr.

Nohe. Heinz: See-
Beck. Fritz; Haufe, Juergen; and Nohe, Heinz, 3,783,1 1 2.

Noll, Harry L.: See—
Richey, John Cecil; McKelvey, Ralph E.; Cornish, Robert F., and

Noll, Harry L., 3,782,795.

Norgaard, Richard Arlund; and Larsen, Rex Stemann, to Eskofot A/S.

Feeler device, especially for photocopying apparatus. 3,782,715, Cl.

271-57.000.
Normanton, John Reginald, to Duplan Corporation, The. Method of

bonding using strings of adhesive. 3,783,074, Cl. 156-291 .000.

Norris, Clarence G.; and Merrick, Woodrow W., to General Refracto-

ries Company. Apparatus for applying a metal plate to a refractory

brick. 3,781,962. Cl. 29-200.00b.

Norris, Richard F: See-
Drake, Daniel D.; Lloyd. Evan M.; and Noms. Richard F.,

3,783,392.

Northrop Corporation: See-
Brown, Gary G, 3,783,068.

Noshiro, Atsumi: See—
Ohto, Michihiro; Noshiro, Atsumi; and Mayuzumi, Tetsuya,

3,782.940.

Notaras, Angelo Lambrinos: See—
Nouras, John Arthur; and Notaras, Angelo Lambrinos,

3.782,343. «

Notaras, John Arthur; and Notaras, Angelo Lambnnos. Carburetor

mounting. 3,782.343. Cl. 123-52.00m.

Novak, George E.: See—
Hassenauer. Robert L.; Wolak. Thomas J.; and Novak. George E.,

3,782,185.

Novar Corporation: See-
Bennett, William C, 3,782,731 .

Novosad, Eugene, to Crane Packing Company. Banded sealing washer.

3,782,735, Cl. 277-22.000.

Nozawa Hideo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha. Recungular

waterproof watch casing assembly. 3,782,105, Cl. 58-90.00r.

NRM Corporation: See-
Turk, Leonard G., 3,782.871

.

Nupio Company: See—
Gallagher, Bernard J.; Shufflebarger, EaH D.; Simko, David M.;

Medvick, Richard J.; Boylan, John R.; and Danko, OHver L.,

3,782,685.

N.V. Machinefabriek L. te Strake Deume: See—
Vermeulen, Gcert Jan, 3.782,422.

Nye. Vladimir. Remote, controlled, self-propelled lawn sprinkler.

3,782,633, Cl. 239-191.000.

Nye, William M.; and Jones, Stanley W., to Lanier Electronic Labora-

tory Inc mesne. Switching apparatus for selectively interconnect-

ing dicution machines and stations. 3.783,199. Cl. 179-lOO.ldr.

Oak Industries, Inc.: See—
Bastian, Elmer, 3.783,42Q.
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OConnor. Donald T . and Fnne. Dav.d W . to M.««.nu» C°rpor.t.on

Derecfon of pa.ter weld, w.th .cou«.c em«.K>n J.782.183. CI. 73

100 000
t, ^ ,„ Peerless of America. Incorporated Method

OConnor. Joseph M . to Peerless oi «me. . k

of fabricating a finned heat exchanger tube 3.781.959. CI. i^

15730b

°'"td'i';.i"g;on': /ame". N . ir . Lo.r.«ce. Ed... C ... and Ode...

Oe.niav'lfRetntldSos! A.bert. Reif. Win.ried. Nag,. Denes, and

SrockH^n Joachim, to Mora,. Franz. GmbH. Firma Apparatus for

fhe opt" a" electrical scanning of a drawing moving a large number

of pointsof different color, 3.783.275.C.. 250-226 00

^'''VroeMlrh' Arf7ed. OetiKer. Alfred; and Scha.Ur. He.nr.ch.

Oettmeier Bert W . and Porter. Samuel J , to Gulf Oil Corporation

Process for manufacturmg gas-entrained aqueous gel explosive

^ 7R3 053 CI 149-41 000 ,

Offutt Warren B . to Cutler-Hammer. Inc Method and apparatus for

measuring rotational angles by measuring changes in optKal beam

pathlength 3.782.826. CI 356-110 000

Ogasawala.Nobuhico S**-
..,._,, i'7aiai«

Takahashi. Osamu. and Ogasawala. Nobuhico. 3,783.3 1

5

°*"' o'hk'l.bo'Km'j.TMa.uda. T.kao. Sh.ba. Kei.uke. H.n.U. Masanao.

Sato. Akira. and Ogawa. Akira. 3.782.957.

''''i:;Jl:^'£:^r^, Kuroyanagi. M.sa.i. 'and Ogawa. Ko.chi.

3.783.430

Ogawa. Takuio: S««— , -,ai i«ii
Yatsuo. Tsutomu. and Ogawa. Takuzo. 3.783.350.

Oggoian. Waltes. to Smithe. F L . Machine Company Inc Die cutter

drive for an envelope blank forming machine 3,782.232. tl »3-

236000

°*"^!;::;^: "^l.:-,. Og.h,r,. Shok.. and Watanabe. Mik.o.

3.782.138.

'""S:;;;^.fris.o. .*,*«.. Voo; Oku..«. Eiich.. .w.no. H.ruh.ko.

Shishido.Tadao. and Ohi.Reiichi. 3,782.945
vuk.v.

Ohira Takuya. Shiraishi. Shunta, Matsushima, Hiroshi, Kato, Yukiya.

SMmokawa K.yomit.u. and YoshKla. K.roshi. to N.sh.matsu Con-

stru^ttn Comp'«,y Limited Tail seal for a shield type tunneling

machine 3.782.738. CI 277-58 000

°"'"i;::;;'M!:«f",^hkubo, Kin,; T.).m., Tats-ya. Tanaka. Mi.sugu.

and Tutiva, Yosinori, 3,782,946

Ohkub^ K;n,.,'Ma.uda, Tak.o. ^h.b.. Kei.uke H.nat. Ma«n.o.

Sato Akira, and Ogawa, Akira, to Fuji Photo Film Co ,
Ltd foU'<^-

Karel Eugeen, and Vanheertum, Ir Johannes, to A«^»-G«*»*;' ^k

tiengesellschaft Sensitized electrophotographic layer. 3.782,933,

Oh'ilcM.iel^S.n., Ghys, Theofiel Hubert. Verh.lleK.re. Eugeen, and

K.mpflr. Helmut, to Agfa-Gevaert Akt,en,e..ll.ch«fr Specially

Mnsitized electrophotographic maten.l 3,782,934, CI 96-1 700

Ohneda, Shoichi S**- , -,«, loi
Sugimoto.Noboru, and Ohneda,Shoichi. 3,783. 191

Ohto, Michih.ro, No.h.ro, At.umi, and M-y""-"!'
V^^o a 96

Nippon Prmting Co . Ltd. lon-etching method 3.782,940. CI 96

36000
0}ala. William KSm- , -,, *io

Boltz, Ronald R ; and Oja.a. William K ,
3,782.639

°'' K'.t.";:mt MmTru; N.k.mura, Motoharu, Inaoka, Masanobu; and

OkamruJlrt^^iJoif JJakk. Seizo
Y'T^^J^I^T.^'^^

training .y.tem. utilizing electronic musical inrtfumenu 3.782.23 ^

CI. 84-470.000

Okamoto, Miuuhiro: S*#— v...,.™;

Ito. Shoji. Okamoto. Mit.uhiro. and Hategawa. Kat.umi.

Okazaki" Kat.uto.hi. to Yehan Numata In.ide micrometer compri.ing

counter 3.78 1,998, CI 33-166 000

Okubo. Kei; '^.mwroto. K.tuyuki. and Murayama. 0»»"'"- »"»;»'

.«.h It. Elictnc lndu.tnal Co , Ltd Method and apparatus for auto-

mltically connectmg tapes 3,783.064,C1 156-159 000

^''"shim^Srn^'r.^o; .ij.ma, Yoo; Okut.u^ Ei.hi; .wane. Haruhiko;

Shiahido. Tadao; and Ohi. Reiichi. 3,782,945.

Olin Corporation: S«r—
i tbi m5

Ewenlohr. Dougla. H . and Schietal. Henry W.. 3.783.035

O.in'J^'urH" to T';::-ve;.:fnc'wide abraatve b.h type lumber plan

ord\o Eastman Ko^ak Company Photographic element compn,

in, a hydroxy sub.t.tuted aliphatic carboxylic acid aryl hydraz.de

3,782,949, CI. 96-76 OOr

Oliver. Calvin C; S««- ^ . ,. i 7bi 177
Shorull, John J., and Oliver. Calvin C .

3.783.377.

and Eorward. Carrel MOliver Machinery Company; Set—

Solomon. William H , Davie.. John R

3.783,058
c A M E R Audio-vi»ual teaching

niivett Alessandro, to Soc s A ivi c t» (-.»«•»»

""
yttlm c:ns.s:.ng of a self propelling -»«-'-

-'-'"•""".^'^'"cT
along magnetic tracks prerecorded on paged sheeu 3,782,005. CI

35-8 00a
Olivetti.lng ,C ,AC ,Sp A S**-

Gianardi,Acostino, 3,781.944.
|

Pagella. Elio. and Guerici. Carlo. 3.781 ,997

Pagella.Elio. 3,782,501
, -,«, *fcA

Sandrone. Bruno, and Toniolo. Antonio. 3.782.666

Olschewski, Paul, bison werke Bahre •"«» ,«"""
^"t" "^J,

g*^'

paratus for the continuous manufacture of chip boards 3.782,175,

OI^'n*Kaa"'R*l?ter Method and apparatus for deposing foundation.

under submerged structures 3.782.1 27. CI *' '0 000

Olsson. Sven-olle Paul, to Tre.leborgs G""-.fb"ks Aktiebola,

Methods of manufacturing endlew conveyor belt. 3.783.063. tl

156-137 000 .. „.

Ol.man. Henry G . Jr . to Hughes Aircraft Company Means «d

method for suppre.sing microwave resonance in elliptK:al cavities

3.783.401, CI 330 56 000

Olympus Optical Co. Ltd S**-
,-,»-, -.c^

MatMuzaki. Soichiro. and Kondo. Isao. 3.78. .254

Olympu. Optical Company Limited S«-
Fujimori. Ryo. and Kamachi. Shmichi. 3.7>2.«34.

Kamachi. Shinichi. 3.783.270

• Omar. Mohammed Hosny Sre »j„K,-.m,H
Bishay. Adli. El Hamamsy. Mahmood Aly. and Omar. Mohammed

Hosny. 3.782.958
|

Omeda.Junichi Sre— .„..,. Uusn
Tsukada. Toshihisa. Omeda. Junichi. and Kawamura. Maiao.

Onare.'Roirt'V . to Al.is-Cha.mers Corporation Method and ap-

paratus for heat treating with heat '-"^P*"'!""
';73j"'t4 (^0

in. and auxiliary heat during startup 3.782.888. CI 432-14 Ut.u

0.^d?ey. John A and Bas.la. Michael R . to Howe-Baker Engineer.

Inc Sweetening liquid hydrocarbons with a calcined heavy metal

exchanged zeohte 3.783.125. CI 208-191 000

Ono Kuniharu. Kamae. Tsutomu. Takahashi. Kinzo. and Miyatake

Mas." to Sumitimi Jukikai Kogyo Kabushiki Ka.sha Lifting m.gnet

assembly 3.783.344. CI 317-123000

Onoda Cement Co .Ltd 5**-
i -,«. qoi

Uchikawa. Hiroshi. and UchnJa. Shunichiro, 3,782.992.

Oppel, John A S»*— ,,.,..,,
Badey,PaulE,.ndOppel, John A ,3,783,431.

Oppenheim, Rudolf See- „ n.i g2S
Brandis, Helmut, and Oppenheim, Rudolf. 3.782.925.

Orban.Jean See—
ViuLZoltan. and Orban. Jean. 3,783,336

^. , . ^ , „. .

On.. Maaaru Workpiece tran.fer means 3,782,561 .C. 214^1 Obb

Ormont, Louis Convertible roof for a station wagon 3.782.776. CI.

296-137 00b

''''•EtSe7'He7mut, Blattner. Dietmar. and Ort, Wolfgang,

3.782.260
I

Orthopedic Equipment Company. Inc.. See- I

ducuncecoil 3,783,4 17. Cl 333-70 00.
|

0««ka Kiko Kabu.hiki Kaiaha See-
-,-,,, noi

3,782,056, Cl 52-758 OOf

Oti. Elevator Company: See—
j

Krauer. Otto Albert. 3,783.358. I

OToole, Gerald: See-
,j ,-,.• -.«*,

Caputo,Jame.P, and OToole, Gerald, 3,783,256
., . ^„„

Otte Rrchard F , to Raychem Corporation Temperature actuated con-

nector 3,783,429. Cl 337-393 000

Outboard Marine Corporation: See— i

Britnell, Dougla. A ,3,782.779
,„ na? gsi

Hackbarth, Eugene R . and Ward, Harry M ..... 3.782.851.

McBnde, Edward D , 3,782,350

Ward,H.rryM .....3,782.2.2.

Owens ...inois. .nc ; See-
Field. M.r.h.l., 3.783,416

Owen^Corning Fibergl.. Corpor.tion: See--

Be.ue, J.me. C , .nd Schwfer, Robert S

M.rzocchi, Alfred, 3.782,999.

M.rzocchi. Alfred, 3,783,00..

Owen.-..linoi., .nc: See—
^ _ - c»..iH 3 782 252

Kozlow.ki,T.deutz. and Pemberton. Ertie.t H .
3.7H.i..t3x.

Mansur. Fred E. 3.782.989

Oyama. Noboru: See—
-. t«-> -jta

Nakada. Teuuo; and Oyama. Noboru. 3.782.276.

.3.782,996.
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Paffen, Maria Magdalena Mathilda, Appels, Joiiannes Arnoldus; and
Verkuijlen, Wilhelmus Henricu. Cornelis Gerardus, to U.S. Philips

Corporation Method of manufacturing a semiconductor device anr*.

icmiconductor device manufacture by using such a method.
3.78.047. Cl. 148-187 000.

Page, Michael E. Frozen water containers with liquid dispenser for

camping. 3.782,602, Cl 222-143.000.

Page. Sarah J Shield for intravenous feeding apparatus. 3,782.378. Cl.

128-133 ono
Page, Sarah J Medical tube holder. 3,782,388. Cl. 128-348.000.

Pagella, Elio, and Guerici. Carlo, to Olivetti, Ing., C, & C, S.p.A.

Diameter gauge for machine tools. 3,781,997, Cl. 33-143.001.

Pagella, Elio, to Olivetti, Ing., C, & C, S.p.A. Lubricating-oil control

device for use in machines, for instance machine tools. 3,782,501,
Cl 184 6 400

Painter, William Howard, to PM Holding Co., mesne. Benefici.tion of
phosphate ores 3,782,539, Cl 209-2 000

Palitex Project Company-G.m.b.H.: See—
Bermges, Manfred. 3.782.098.

Franzen,Gustav, and Nimtz, Klaus, 3,782,087.

Pall Corporation: See-
Rosenberg, David J , 3,782,083

Paimour, Harold H., to Armco Steel Corporation. Power fluid condi-
tioning unit 3,782,463. Cl 166-68.000.

Panettieri, Pietro. Safety impact switch device for motor vehicles.

3,783,21 l.Cl 200-61 500.

PanTill, Harry, to Master Products Manufacturing Co. Stacked bellows
and apparatus and method for manufacturing the same. 3,782,156,
Cl 72-59 000

Panico, Richard, to Kenon Corporation. Apparatus for rapid curing of
resinous materials 3.782,889, Cl 432-59.000.

Pankove, Jacques Isaac, to RCA Corporation. Electroluminescent
semiconductor device capable of emitting light of three different

wavelengths. 3,783, 353, Cl 3.7-235 OOr
Pantek Corporation, mesne: See-

Lee, Martin, 3,783, .93

ParTitt, Norman Leslie Cyril, to Coal Industry (Patent.) Limited. Self-

adjusting brakes 3,782.511,CI. 188-75 000.
Parker, Gordon M , to PPG Industries, Inc. Method of forming a flat

coated surface 3.783,004, Cl 117-93.310
Parker, James M , and Rydm, Carl N., to Parkton Corporation. Lawn
mower and auxiliary unit with control means. 3,782,085, Cl. 56-

II 600
Parker, Richard J., to United States of America, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Method of making rolling element
bearings 3.781.958.CI 29-l48.04a.

Parker, Robert, to United States of America. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion Neutron-flux re.pon.ive .witch. 3.783.285, Cl. 250-390.000.

Parker, Roy Percival: See-
Gore, William George; and Parker. Roy Percival, 3.783,334.

Parkin.. Ever.ly V .: See—
Philibert, Robert A.; Polimine, Robert; and Parkins, Ever.ly V.,

3,783,178.
Parkton Corporation: See-

Parker, Jame. M., and Rydin. Carl N.. 3.782.085.
Pa.Mnheim, Wolfgang, to Swi.s Aluminium Ltd. Method and ap-

paratus for producing a .tepped rim on a .eamle.. can body.

3.782.315. Cl. .13-7.00a.

Pa.Mra, Franco Ugo. Phy.ical training device. 3,782,721, Cl. 272-

79.00d
Patel, Jayantilal M ., to Procter & Gamble Company, The. Aromatizing

edible oil.. 3,783, 163, Cl. 426-221 .000.

Patent-Treuhand-GeMllKhaft fur elektriKhe Gluhlampen mbH: See-
Neumann, Gerhard M. 3.783.328. ^

Patteraon. William L.. to Adam.-Ruuell Co., Inc. Coaxial connector.

3.783,32l.CI. 317-101 OOr
Pavkovich. John M.. to Varian A..ociate.. Computer auisted radiation

therapy machine 3.783,25 I , Cl. 235-15 1 .000

Paw.on, Beverly Ann; and Saucy, Gabriel, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

3,7.9,1 1-Tetramethyl-lO-alkoxy or benzyloxy-trideca-2.7,1 1-trieno-

ic acid, and e.ter. containing a 4 po.ition triple or double bond.

3,783. 141. Cl 260-410.90r
Payne, Paul E: See—

Vilip.. Vie.tur. Valentin.; Lowey, JoMph; and Payne, Paul E.,

3,783.194.
Peacher. Teddy J.: See-

Miller. Walter E.. Jr.; Peacher, Teddy I.; Duke. Jimmy R.; and Sit-

ton. Robert L., 3.782.667.

Pearaon, Anthony: See—
PearK>n. William Michael, and PearK>n, Anthony, 3,783,085.

Pearaon, William Michael; and Pear.on, Anthony, to Bondina Limited.

Protective material*. 3,783,085, Cl. 161-87.000.

Peck, Jame. G., Jr., to PPG Indu.trie.. Inc. Mercury cathode elec-

trolytic cell.. 3.783.120. Cl. 204-219.000.

PederKn. Han. Chri.tian; and NielMn. Erik, to Danfo.i A/S. Electrical

connecting arrangement for an encaMd refrigerating machine.
3,782,580. Cl.220-4.00b.

Peerle.. of America, Incorporated: See-
O'Connor. Jo.eph M. 3.781.959.

Pelka. Walter: See-
Hafer. Karl-Heinz; Pelka, Walter; Karkutt, Reimund; and Frenyo,

Pal. 3,782,777.

Pelz,Willibald:See-

Boie, Immo; Schulte, Walter; Pelz, Willibald; Nittel, Fritz; and Ku-
nitz, Friedrich-Wilhelm, 3,782,956.

Pemberton, Ernest H.: See—
Kozlow8ki,Tadeuu;and Pemberton, Ernest H., 3,782,252.

Penberthy, Walter L., Jr.: See—
We.t, Robert C; and Penberthy, Walter L., Jr., 3,782,470.

Pennwalt Corporation: See—
Mandell, Harry Creston, Jr., 3,782,898.

Pentel. Jerry: See-
Brothers. Jack. 3.782.587.

Penwarden. Kent A., to E-Systems, .nc. Vehicle locator system.

3,783,445, Cl. 340-24.000.

Per-Erik Pettersson: See—
Swallert, Sven Arild, 3,78 1 ,928.

Perdue, Roy D.; and Cohn, Morris I.; deceased (b Rosenberg, Elliot E.;

executor), said Purdue assor. to Mica Trust. Method of making
paper using a pigment comprising calcium sulfate particle, em-
bedded in silica gel particles. 3,783,096, Cl. . 62-1 8 . OOa.

Pergament, Henry. Anti-skid traction devices. 3,782,439, Cl. fS2-

218.000.

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, The: See—
Crewe, Albert v.. 3.783,281. ^~~

Perkins, Brooks S.. Incorporated: See-
Pink. David A, 3.781,934.

Perkins. Joseph R., Ill, to AMF Incorporated. Automatic grader.

3,782,544, Cl. 209-1...600.
Perr, Julius P., to Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Fuel injector.

3,782,864, Cl. 417-493.000.
Perrault, Jean: See—

Fofster, Daniel Emile; and Perrault, Jean, 3.783.383.
Persson. Leif Gunnar: See—

Hansen, Bunde Knut; and Persson, Leif Gunnar, 3,782,597.

Peter, Richard: See—
DeFago, Raymond; Angliker, Hans-Joerg; Holzrichter, Herbert; '^

Kneubuehler, Werner; and Peter, Richard, 3,782,896.
Peters, Dudley C. Battery truck. 3,782,750, Cl 280-43.017

Peters, Norman J., to DEC International Inc. Method for making
cheese. 3,783, 166. Cl. 426-491.000.

Petershack. Victor D., to Rex Chainbelt, Inc. Clipped-disc device for

right-angle transfer. 3.782.527. Cl. 198-25.000.

Peterson. J. L.: See—
Scott, Dellie J, 3.782,688

Peterson, John D.; and Bates. Walter E., to Bates, W. E., Engineering

Co., Inc. Vapor lamp standby apparatus. 3,783,332, Cl. 3. 5-9..000.

Peterson, Robert S.; Cook, John W.; and Bolkey, Haro.d B.. to

WestinghouM Electric Corporation. Automatic gauge control

.y.tem for undem rolling milt. 3.782,1S1,C1. 72-9.000.

Peterson, Rodney J., to General Dynamics Corporation. Proportionate

now cryostat. 3.782.1 29, Cl. 62-56.000.
Petrellis, PanayotisC: See—

Bonham. James A.; and Petrellis, PanayotisC, 3,782,939.

Petrolite Corporation: See—
Siew, Charles P., Jr., 3,782,472.

Petzetakis. Ari.tovoulos G. Compo.ite synthetic-re.in sheet material.

3.783.067. Cl. 156-163.000.
Peyrot. Jean-Pierre. Centering chuck. 3,782.740. Cl. 279-2.000.

Peyrot, Jean-Pierre. Gun for welding tubes on a tube plate. 3,783,230,

Cl. 219-121.0eb.
Pfaff Industriemachinen GmbH: See—

Stockel, Wilhelm, 3.782,310.

Pfaff Indu.triemaKhinen GmbH, Firma: See-
Mall, Gunther. 3,782,308.

PfahnI, Arnold: See-
Keller. Harry Nevin; and PfahnI, Arnold, 3,783,056.

Pfeifer, John. Combination expandable cutting and .eating tool.

3,782,848. Cl. 408-156.000.
Pfeifer, Josef: See—

Kohn, Erwin; Bickl, Horat; Pfeifer, Josef; and Schrecke, Hans-
Joachim, 3,782,820.

PTi.ter. Leo F.; and Rosenow. Darold K.. to Conco Inc. Draft inducer.

3,782,303, Cl. 110-162.000.

Pfleiderer, Ern.t, to Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg A.G.
(M.A.N.). Cylinder-piston internal combu.tion engine and bearing

con.tniction therefor. 3,782,792, Cl. 308-23.000.
Pfyffer, Peter: See—

Wangi, Kurt Ang.t; and Pfyffer. Peter. 3,782.093.

Pharmacia Fine Chemical. AB: See—
Hjerten. Vilhelm Einar Stellan. 3.783,1 18.

Philadelphia Quartz Company: See-
Pierce, Richard H.. 3.782,906.

Weldes, Helmut H.; and Veuey, Eric W., 3,783,008.

Philibert, Robert A.; Polimine, Robert; and Parkin.. Eversly V., to

General Signal Corporation. Expansion joint for connecting rigid

conduit with grounding continuity. 3,783.178, Cl. 174-86.000.

Phillip. Petroleum Company: See—
Beazer. Charle. W ., 3,782,58 1

.

Hessert, Jame. E., 3,782,467.

Hurst, Alan R.; and Mirasol, Salu.tiano S., 3,783,089.

Miles, John M.; and Sherk, Fred T.. 3.783.1 38.

Reynolds. William B.; and Mahan. John E., 3,783,053.
Stegelman, Albert F.. 3.781.953.

Picker Corporation: See—
Atlle. Zed J.; and Ka.ten, Roy F., Jr., 3,783,323.

Atlee, Zed J, 3,783,333
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Fulton. George L . Gage,. Robert M.. .nd Atlee. Zed J..

3.783.287

''''"';•SbA/an Galen P«t; .nd Van Ne.. Joh.nne. G .
to

•''^^.'."i^roJ-VrntrB V "Al^n-bly for .ep.rat.n, • <»;-^- P•V

from a .pace, and method for dmnfect.ng the ..me 3.782.265. CI.

P,elVe"ood". Jacob, to P.elkenrocd-V.nUex N.V. Sep.r.t.on device.

3 782.557.C1. 210-521 000

'''%";n;;^rj:c^ob;vVn Galen. P.et. and V.n Ne.. Joh.nne. G..

3.782.265.

Pielkenrood-Vinitex N v.. See—

P ''"Sa^di'^to PhSaYelph.. QuarU Company Proce.. for

'"p^/parluon" of a"gglome';ated hy'drated alkali metal ....cate g..« p-r-

ticles. 3.782.906. CI 23-313.000.

•""•^u^r^n*;' G^^i^ng. Po-Lung; Pierce. Sune.y L.. Jr.. .nd

k Wmn.Willi.mC.. 3.782.1 86
. < i... Work.

P,er«>n. Joseph E .
and S.ooKey. Stanley D

. '» <^°;"'"*
^iV'^J'j C

Product, prepared from wluble «lic.te wluuons. 3.782.982. CI

106-75 000.

Pikel.JohnH. S**-
. . ._ « , -jat €u\-y

MadMn Ditlev P. and Pikel. John H. 3.782.902

P„e Ben"m.n D . to Un.ted Sute. of Amertc. Arn.y. Portable .urg-

cal lamp 3.783.262. CI. 240-1 400

PilUbury Company, The. See—

P,„k°Da^"r'ti •p'e^'k.^il'irook. S.. Incorporated Dockbo.rd

3.781.934. CI. 14-72 000
. , K«^i« 1 782 365

Pinna. S.nford Detector for locating vein, in living bodie. 3.782.365

PiS' W.llf.r v.. W2 to Merit Comp.ny. The. Split lid c.ket

^r^-S-';^S. Eugene W . to .terna.c..l Fl^or. *

Fr.gr.nce. Inc. Fl.voring compo.ition. .nd proce..e. 3.782.973.

P,tm«"Robe!J'i.. to Tex.co Inc. Method .nd apparatus for rotary

Hrilltestin. 3 782 I90.CI. 73-151 000

Pli^v Ne.?or to Soc^ite Anonyme d.te. Soc.ete Franca..e de.

^e»;ie. B P .nd Soc.ete Anonyme dite: Soleunche. Liquid .torage

P,.r^/S.Vd S-Vn^KUcn. ^""gen. to MTD Producu .nc

sXv'.w.tch n,ech;ni.m 3.783.216.C1. 200-161 000

Platte Ronald N . and Spedden. Henry Ru.h. to '^"•>««" ^^P*'

C^rjora^on. Proce« for recovering vol.tihzed meUl oxide, from

P,'"= H;^;!nV^"-'-"3:?22"oSo.C..34-9.500,

Ple.My H.ndel und Inve.tment AG; See—

Howell. John Stu.rt. 3.783.245.

Plezer. Imre; S««— , to-, *.n
G.Mer.Herm.nn. and Plezer.lmre. 3.782.617.

Plopp.."urgen. .nd H«J.m. W .Ihelm . to Stoll. H. and company Pu.^^

generator for an electrical control .y.tem of a machine 3.782.136.

Plummtr! Walter A Fl.Uened he.t re.ctive "tubing with expanded

p..Mge 3.783.086. CI. 161-126.000

'''^•^:;;^is:o:;;i^r^:j::*i^.y^^ov.ky . o.k.r ^.^^-rovic^

Yankov.ky Vladimir Mikh.ilovich; Akhmedov. B.b. Abb..

olw L.nge. Zelm.n lo.ifovich; Oolubev. »«"> /wieievich.

?otom.din'.. Eli'z.veu Andreevn. Sftnikov. Vl.d.-r MMc-

h.ilov.ch. lbr.gimov. Ir.f.l N«ft.li Ogly. Guliev T.g. R„ Ogly.

.nd Porokhovnikov. Jury Zinovievich, 3.782.160

PM Holding Co. .me.ne.S<«--
P.inter.Willi.mHow.rd. 3.782.539. ,,0,7^8 ci 280-

Poland. William I Pool uble h.ndhng device. 3.782.748. CI. 2»o

35000.
PoLroid Corpor.tion; See—

X"y™'e:t'
w'

iiG-re'gor. P.u. T . .nd Simon. Myron S .

3 782 937

Land. Edwin H .; and Weed. Lucreti.. 3.782.263.

L.nd. Edwin H. 3.783.075.

Polimine. Robert; See— „ ^ . ..^ p.rkm> Ever.lv V..
Philibert. Robert A.; PoHmine. Robert; uid P.rkin.. Everwy v .

3.783.178.

Poll.rk, Gottfried; See— . u w D„if -x i»J A10
Korr. Peter; Poll.rk. Gottfried; .nd Ster|.).kob. l°\^'l\\\fr\

Polo. Con.untine D. Self-drilling toggle bolt .wembly. 3.782.238. CI

85-3.00r

Polifo... Terr.nce E.;See—
, tqt «05

Johnson. D.vid E ; .nd PoUfo... Terr.nce E.. 3.782.892.

Polychrome Corpor.tion; See-
, ,, o«2

Gold.. Eugene, .nd Bown. Delo. L.. 3.782.952.

Pond, Che.ter C; See—
Bobb. Lloyd J. 3.783.202.

•'°"'sm'i^h'*TJ'om«'R.. Pond. Robert W.. and Rivers. Richard D..

3.782.082.

Ponder * Be.t. Inc: See- ,„,,•,*
ViUl. Zoltan; and Orban, Jean, 3.783.33ft

Popadick.CarlC: See—

January 1.1974

Mitchell. Graham R.; and Popadick. Carl C.
Amoth. Victor W.

"'"' MeiEr:: ui^^eSb- popov. v.k,.r A"---*^;;;;:;--

Jury Fedorovich. Bogachenko. Alexey Georgievich. and Latash.

Jurv Vadimovich, 3.781.935. 4if.,«w
Med^var. Bon. Ur.ilev.ch. Popov. V.k.or ^ndreevich Alferov.

Jury Fedorovich; Bogachenko. Alexei Georgievich. and LaUsh.

Jury Vadimovich, 3.783.168.

Porokhovnikov. Jury Zinovievich; See-
n.i,., AU.androvich

Kheifeis Georgy Naumovich. Plyatskovsky. Oskar Ale««n«>ro^'"-

Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikha.lov.ch. Akhmedov. B.ba Abbas

o"y Lan'ge. Zelm.n lo.ifov.ch. Golubev J-'X /.-oev.ch.

So'lomadinl. El.zaveU Andreevna Statnikov. Vladimir M.k-

hailovich. Ibragimov. Irafil Naf««" Ogly. Gu'.ev T.g. Rxa Ogly.

and Porokhovnikov. Jury Zinovievich. 3.782 IftU
„:,„,„

Porter.'Henry D . and Johnson. Benjamin V Method or the uniform

preparation of silver halide grains. 3.782.954. CI. 96-94 OOO.

Porter.Samuel J ; See— > tbi n<i
'

Oettmeier. Bert W . and Porter. Samuel J .
3.783.053.

Possis Corporation: See—

Pos.rz^o^'T.'io PoLlsTorporation Method of making an im-

pToCedstawrorarmature 3.78 1.980. CI 29-596 000

PoCan. Richard E J . to ^estinghouse Electric Corpor.Uon Control

system and method for a reversed ball mill grinding circuit.

Po'tJ'iSew. fo"L;c:s.'^seph. (Industries, Limited Relief valve.

Po^IS^^e^B^ier^verly G . and Lightner. Jo.ph R^Ap-

paralu. for transporting, unloading and processing live poultry.

• P^:;^H;^r;;^'l^^"chards. Pete. Henry^o ^J^S^
Glasi Company Limited Production of toughened and bent glass

sheets 3.782.916.C1 65-104.000. .

PPG Industries. Inc ; See—

'„X"Ern7s;- V."^a"uell. Rowland S.. and Gerek. Gene.

3.783.006
Parker Gordon M. 3.783.004.

Peck. JamesG. Jr. 3.783. 120.

Precision Engineering (Worcester). Limited; See-

Ward John David, 3.782.679

Price Charges Frederick J Nameplate and business cardholder.

3.782.012,C1 40-1 500

Price.JamesD ;
See— _. , r» 1 -ra^ n44

ri...*kiii EuaeneM and Price.JamesD .3.783.044

Price WUUamRSecunty door locking system for automobites

3.782.140, CI 70-124 000 1

Procter A Gamble Company. The; See—

Patel. Jayantilal M .
3.783.163 n 43 8 000

Puckett. Delbert Vernon Fishing apparatus 3.782.020.CI 43-8.0WI.

Pullman Incorporated; See—
Carr,GeorgeW ,3,783,265

Pyroil Company. Inc.; See—

Feldmann. Robert G. 3.782.837.

Oantix Corporation; See-
Brown. John. 3.782.805.

Qonaar Corporation: See—
Wimpffen. George I.. 3.782.142.

o«..S"'h" »«'r<i?.» 11".. ... —'•.. .'•- •"- "• ""

3 781.939. CI. 15-76.000.
, mi 4gl CI

Ouanbeik. Sherman H. Field cultivator tool support. 3.782.481. CI

172-265 000.

°"T,^\."°T':«.?.^'1."" Uo»..4; 0«.™^,. .Ob... Crt..; ....

suppressing double-gl«ed p.ne. 3.783.084.CI. I61-45.0OO.

constniction 3.;«^05.C - 52^7^000
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^

^t"bVJ^h^Lir.rprh^^u•i^^^^^^^^

^"'''Mir;ir.pl'u'w.;.ndOuirk.J.mesF..3.783..8l.

"*' w"ch«r"K;ri:i:;«^ .nd R.benecker. Horst. 3.782.198.
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Rain Jet Corporation; .Vee—

Hruby. John O . Jr . 3.782.629.

Rajnoha. Jaroslav: Sre—
Bures. Ladislav. Rajnoha. Jaroslav; Chrtek, Milan; Cerny,

Miroslav. Dnudlebsky. Ctibor; and Hybl. Josef. 3.782,095.

Ralmnn Purina Company: See —
Matoushek. Ralph F . .^783.099.

Ramsay, Ian. to Stadium Limited. Safety helmet visors. 3.781,914. CI

2-10 000
Ranco Incorporated: See

Lorenz. Jerome L. 3.782.1 22

Randall. David I . and Vogcl, Calvin Method for imparting flame re-

sistance of fibrous materials 3,7K3,()16,C1 117-136000.

Ransford, Herbert F.., III. to Marks III. Inc. Shielded cable coupler

3,783.434, CI 339-6000c
Ran/. Erwin, Himmelmann. Wolfgang; Bergthallcr. Peter, and Hocker,

Jurgen. to Agfa-Gevaerf Aktiengesellschaft. Photographic material

3,7X2.950. CI 9h-85()00

Rapp. Fred E ; and Bault. William V Fire damper blades and special

frame 3.782,444. CI 160-235 000.

Rapp, Harold: Sre-
lowne, Herbert, and Rapp, Harold. 3.783,274.

Rath. Hoinrich Bernhard. to Curling Limited. Disc brake and support

structure therefor. 3,782,5 10. CI I 88-73.300

Rattunde. Manfred, to Werner Reimers Kommanditgesellschaft In-

rmitely variable cone pulley transmission 3.782,2 I .^, CI. 74-230. 1 7f

Rausch. John J.: See-
Van Thyne. Ray J., and Rausch, John J . 3,783,038

Rausch. John J , and Van Ihync, Ray J., to Surface Technology Cor-

poration. Surface depleted nitrided materials. 3.783.039. CI. 148-

31 OOS
Ravese, John R Stressed skin safety trenching box. 3,782.126. CI. 61-

41 00a
Ray. Milton. Company; Se;—

Ciildner. Kenneth J. 3.782.709.

Raychem Corporation; See—
Otte. Richard F .3.783.429.

Rayner. Roy Allen, and Sandherg, Harold Waldemar. Seed reclaiming

device 3.782.545. CI 209-1 14 000
RCA Corporation: See-

Adams. Benjamin Baker. Jr.. 3.783.327.

Avery, Leslie Ronald, 3,783,394
Fox, Haydn Milton, 3,783,304.
Ones. Robert Joseph. 3.783.335
Hurford.WinslowLeroy. 3.783.188.

Luedicke. Eduard. 3.783.326.

Pankove. Jacques Isaac. 3.783,353.

Stanley, Thomas Osborne, 3,783,196.

Swartz, George Allan, and Chamberlain, Richard Earl. 3,783,348.

Van Hekken, Frans, 3,782,253
Wronski, Christopher Roman; Yim, Woongsoon Michael; and

Dresner, Joseph, 3,783,324.

Reading Pretzel Machinery Co ; See—
Groff, Edwin I .3.782.876.

Reams. William H., to United States of America, Navy. Ordnance arm-

ing assembly. 3.782,290, CI. 102-76.00r

Red Jacket Manufacturing Company; See-
Deters. Elmer M.. 3,782,858

Reddy, Redreddy Sukumar: See-
Lynn, Robert J.; Daugirdas, Kristupas; and Reddy, Redreddy Su-

kumar, 3,782.034
Redmore Products Co.: See-

Reed. Robert H. 3,782,059
Redwine, Clyde S. , to Johnson Electronics, Inc. Crystal filtering device

3.783,418, CI. 333-72.000.

Reed, Robert H , to Redmore Products Co. Guy-wire guard fasteners.

3,782,059, CI 52-147.000.

Reel Assist Corporation: See—
Henrickson, Doyle D , 3,782,023.

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See-
Martinet, Charles, 3.782,1 59.

Reibold, Robert C , to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Transducer

construction and system for measuring respiration. 3,782,368, CI.

128-208 000.

Reichel, Lee E.: See—
Briggs, Eugene C; and Reichel. Lee E.. 3.782.845.

Reidenbach. John R.: See-
Jensen. Donald F.; Lagergren, Richard E.; Lentz, Robert C;

Schaffer. Robert R, and Reidenbach, John R., 3,783,243.

Reif, Winfried;See-
Oelmayer, Reinhold; Seelos, Albert; Reif, Winfried; Nagy, Denes;

and Stock, Hans Joachim, 3,783,275.

Reinfelder, William C; See—
Salkino. Michael J.; and Reinfelder, William C, 3.782,856.

Reitz, Henry F; See— *

Latham, S. Duane; Seeley, Robert D.; Reitz, Henry F.; and Reitz,

Ronald F, 3,782.269
Reitz. Ronald F: See-

Latham. S. Duane; Seeley, Robert D.. Reitz, Henry F.; and Reitz,

Ronald F. 3,782,269.
Reliance Electric Company; See—

Billmaier, Joseph F.; and Sprague, Gordon P., 3,782,504.

Remington, John L.; and Benner, Willard J., to Stanley Works, The.

Latch mechanism. 3.782,800, CI. 3 12-333.000.

Rentel. Alfred; See—

Zeimet, Heinrich; Rentel, Alfred; and Montz, Horst, 3,782.427.

Reph, Clinton A .See—
Condo, AlhertC ; and Reph, Clinton A., 3,782,998.

Republic Steel Corporation: See—
Ballance, John B., Matas, Stephen J.; and Kundig. Konrad J. A..

3.783.040.
Resources Control Corporation: See—

Woyden, Stanley J.; and Aaron, Maurice L., 3.782.068.

Ressel. Franz; and Ritter. Andreas, to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-

G.m.b H. Method of manufacturing diodes. 3.781,975, CI. 29-

583.000.
Revere Copper and Brass, Incorporated: See—

Vecchiarelli, Frank. 3,783.087.

Rex Chainbelt. Inc : .Ver -
'

Petershack. Victor D.. 3.782.527

Reynolds. Allan I, . to International Telephone and Telegraph Cor-

poration. Apparatus and a method for employing said apparatus to

determine the low field resistance of DC-biased gunn diodes.

3.783.382. CI. 324-158 OOd.

Reynolds. R. J .Tobacco Company: See—
McArthur, Colin S.. 3,783.237.

Reynolds. William B.; and Mahan. John E.. to Phillips Petroleum Com
pmy. Propellant containing conjugated diene polymers reacted with

at least 10% of aliphatic mercaptan. 3,783,055. CI. 149-19. 9ss.

Rhoades. Robert M.: See-
Graff, James C; and Rhoades, Robert M., 3,783,437.

Rhodes, Peter: See—
Franek. Jozef Tadcusz. and Rhodes. Peter. 3.782,314.

Rhone-Progil: See—
Allemand, Pierre; and Havasse, Christian, 3.782,984.

Ribnitz, Peter: See

-

Braun. Franz; Ribnitz. Peter; and Huber. Willi. 3,782.632.

Rich,PhihpJ See-
Swenson, Donald R ; and Rich, Philip J., 3,782,584.

Richard, James A.: See—
Swetlitz, Myron, and Richard, James A.. 3.781,989.

Richards, Lorenzo A. Temperature and salinity compensation for soil

water sensitive resistors. 3.782,179. CI. 73-73.000.

Richards, Peter Henry; See-
Powell, John Ernest; and Richards, Peter Henry, 3,782.916.

Richardson, Edwin A.; See—
Lawson, Jimmie Brown; Richardson, Edwin A.; and Soman.
George O ,3,782,466.

Richardson-Merrell Inc.; See—
Grisar, Johann Martin; and Blohm, Thomas R., 3,783,162.

Richey, John Cecil, McKelvey, Ralph E; Cornish, Robert F., and Noll,

Harrv L., to Timken Company, The. Tapered roller bearing.

3,782,795, CI. 308-214.000.

Richie, Edward: See— -

Jones, Kenneth W.; and Richie, Edward, 3,.782,286.

Richins, David A.; See-
Beck, Roderick, Harmon, James F , Shatila, Mounir A.; Richins,

David A.; and Lach, John, 3.782.969.

Richmond Screw Anchor Co.: See-
Boll, Martin William, and MacRobbie, Robert Murray. 3,782,675.

Boll, Martin William; and MacRobbie, Robert Murray, 3,782,676

Rickley, Samuel S., and Boghosian, Harry, to Morgan Construction

Company. Retaining means for a bearing assembly. 3.782.796, CI.

308-234.000.

Ricoh Co.. Ltd.; See—
Araki, Kunihiko, 3,782.261 .

Hiruma, Kenji,and Sugaya, Inawo, 3,781,983.

Riester, Oskar; See—
Ohlschlager, Hans; Riester, Oskar; Ghys, Theofiel Hubert; Ver-

hille,Karel Eugeen;and Vanheertum, Ir Johannes, 3,782,933

Rimar S.p.A.; See—
Garzotto, Felice, 3,782,003.

Rineer Hydraulics, Inc., mesne; See—
Geriach, Charles R., and Schroeder, Edgar C, 3,782,867.

Ritacco, Gerardo A.; See-
Daly . Daniel G.; and Ritacco, Gerardo A., 3.782.997.

Ritter, Andreas: See—
Ressel, Franz; and Ritter, Andreas, 3,78 1 ,975

.

Rittmannsberger, Norbert: See— ,

Scholl. Hermann; Mauch, Harald; Rittmannsberger, Norbert; and

Soil, Wolfgang, 3,782,339.

Rivers, Richard D.: See-
Smith, Thomas R.; Pond, Robert W., and Rivers, Richard D.,

3,782,082.

Ro-Band Corporation: See—
Famsworth, Le Moyne E.; and Johnson, Lawrence A.. 3,782.325.

Robertshaw Controls Company; See-
Chambers, William W, 3,783,369. *

Robinette, James A, to Strong-Robinette Bag Company, Inc Bag tube

feeding and closing means. 3,782,305, CI. 1 12-10 000.

Robins, A. H.. Company, Incorporated; See—
Lerner, Irwin S., 3,782,376.

Robl, Robert F., to Aluminum Company of America. Magnetic field

control in electrolysis cells. 3 ,783 , 1 2 1 , CI. 204-243 .00m
Rock, Edward J., to Bjorksten. Johan. Method of mixing with inclined

rotary kiln to provide metal foam. 3,782,9 19. CI. 75-20.00f.

Rockwell International Corporation; See-
Blake, Donald L., 3,782,660.

Budzyna. Edward S.. 3.782.42 1

.

Jll.S O.G.—18
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Stephens. Leonard J . Granger. Derril D . McCulUgh. John S.. and

Hagar. Donald K . 3.7H2.684

Sundby.GustavB.3,782.294. ^ „ ^ ^a, j^a
Rodach. Alexander, to Frau Irma Ungerer Gripping shaft. 3,782,234.

CI 83-665 000

Rodewald Newell C .S*r—
Burge, Harland L . and Rodewald. NewellC . 3.782.1 16.

Rogers EngineeringCo . Inc ; See—

Kuwada. James T, 3.782.468.

Rogerson. Jerry B Fuel vapor-loss control valve and system

^ 782 351. CI 123-136000

Rohe Josef and Staacks, Dieter, to Messer Griesheim GmbH Device

for plasma weldmg and cutt.ng3.783.229.Cl. 219-121 OOp

Rohm* Haas Company Sff-
, ,o-, on

Machleder. Warren H . and Kuhn. Robert R . 3.782.912.

Rohm GmbH Sff—
, ,0-. ooi

Rothgang. Gerhart; and Simon. Gerhard. 3.782.99 J.

Rohr Corporation; See—
Troy. Walter C .3,782.457

Rohr Industries. Inc. See—
Maison. Richard L .3.782.291

Roller Thomas W . to Eastman Kodak Company Cartridge posilion-

mgapparatus 3.782.812. CI 352-72 000.

Rolls Royce (1971 ) Limited: Ser—
Moore. Alan. 3,782.852.

Roman, Michael H Apparatus for testing filterable solids content in

liquids. 3.782. 175. CI 73-61 OOr

Romer, Gerhard Apparatus for compacting fodder or the like

3 782,273. CI 100-50.000

Ron'zi Giancarlo Process for producing discrete semiconductor

devicesor integrated circuits. 3.783,045. CI. 148-187 000

Rose. Stanley E.; 5*«— n t . c
Barnett. David L . Rose. Stanley E ; and Zurcher. Robert S .

3.782.278

Rosenberg, David J , to Pall Corporation Disposable gas filter

3,782.083. CI. 5 5-491 000

Rosenow. Darold K.: See—
Pfister Leo F ; and Rosenow. Darold K.. 3.782.303.

Rosenwald Gary W . and Swift. Samuel C . to Cities Service Oil Com

pany Concave closure seal 3.78^2.585. CI 220-46 OOp

Rosevear. Adrian Tuckwell; S**—'"

Byrt. Graham Archie Bruce; Rosevear. Adrian Tuckwell. and

Clarke. William Frank. 3,782.665

Rosin Jacob, to Chris-Craft Industries. Inc Process for gelling triaryl

phosphates and resultant products 3.782.990.CI 106-287 00s

Rosinski, Edward J See-
Rubin. Mae R.; and Rosinski. Edward J.. 3.783.124.

Ross.CamillaB ; S«- ,,„,„-,,
Henderson. William E , and Ross.Canulla B. 3.782,977.

Ross. Leonardo.; S«— ,,o-.i.i.i
Hill, Marion E . and Ross, Leonard O.. 3,783.144.

Rosskopf, Max; See— ^ -,0, hia
Holzl Horst.Rosskopf, Max; and Csikor.Laszlo. 3.781.974

Rostoker, David, to Coming Glass Works Alpha-wollastonite pins and

setters.'3.782.981.Cl 106-73.500

Roth Shirley H . to Cities Service Company Process for protecting a

substrate with an arylsulfonamide derivative intumesceni agent

3,783.015. CI. 117-136000

Roth Shirley H . to Cities Services Company Process for protecting a

substrate with an aryl-sulfonamidotriazole intumescent agent

3 783,017. CI I 17-136.000

Roth Shirley H . to Cities Service Company Pwcess for protecting a

substrate with an N«-triazolylaminoarylsulfonamide intumescent

agent 3,783,018. CI. 117-136.000. .^...1.^,
Rothgang. Gerhart; and Simon. Gerhard, to Rohm GmbH-^Method or

the preparation of small medicament particles 3.782.993, Ci 1 1
'

100 00a.

Rottman.Joel, Enterprises. Inc.; S*e—
Rottman. Joel I . Freedman. Howard L ; and Freedman. Melvin,

Rottman. Joel I ; Freedman. Howard L ;
and F;"*!"""- '^*';'"- '°

Rottman. Joel. Enterprises. Inc. Goal post padding 3.782.724. ti

Rouat Pierrette Dahem. Cabin for sweating by means of heat baths

3,781,921.01 4-161 000

Rouviere, Roger Francois; See— , -,0-5 bib
Tiraspolsky. Wladimir. and Rouviere, Roger Francois, 3,782,838

Rubel. Edward R.; Martin, Frank L . Jr ; and Rubel. Robert B Traction

stud assembly for snowmobiles 3.782.787. CI 305-35 Oeb.

Rubel, Robert B: See— >
^ „ w 1 d^s-,. r

. Rubel. Edward R ; Martin. Frank L.. Jr.; and Rubel. Robert B .

Rubin. M^^'iVand Ro.mski. Edward J . to Mobil Oil Corporation

Hydrocarbon conversion with novel zeolite 3.783,124, Ci zub-

111 000.
,_ , TBI 110

Rubner, Hugo G , to Briggs and Stratton Latch mechanism 3,782.1 iv.

CI 70-81 000 „ V i^ .„io
Ruhl. Charies A H . Meyer, Edward, and Chatterjea. Probir It

.
to In-

ternational Harvester Company Hydrostatic transmission control

withhydraulicfollow-up 3,782,489, CI 180-6 480

Rumble. Roy William, deceased (by Rumble, Zilla Kathleen; lega

represenutive). to Rumble, Zilla Kathleen Tamperproof closure for

conuiners; 3.782.574. CI 215-9.000.

Rumble, Zilla Kathleen; See-

Rumble. Roy William. 3.782.574.

Rupp. Warren. Company. The; See—
Rupp.WarrenE. 3.782.863

Rupp 4i^ren E . to Rupp. Warren. Company. The Slide valve ap

paratus 3.782.863. CI 417-393 000

Russell Herman F.. to Hobart Manufacturing Company. The. Meat

handlingequipment 3.781.936.CI 15 3 170

Russell Robert J . to Union Carbide Corporation. Arc weWing coated

electrode 3.783.234. CI 219-146 000.
|

Russo. Anthony J. See—
Dunn. James G.; Cowan. John R ; and Russo. Anthony J .

3.783.385

Ruti Machinery Works Ltd. See—
|

Lutz.Friedrich. 3.782.423
.

Rybicki Robert C . to United Aircraft Corporation Elastomenc bear-

ing for a helicopter rotor 3.782.854. CI 416 134000

Rychlik. Frank J . to Illinois Tool Works Inc Sterile plastic shield

3.782.377. CI 128-132 000

Rydin. Carl N See- , I

Parker. James M, and Rydin.Carl N . 3,782,085

Saari. Risto Vaino Juhani: See—
Huhta-Koivisto-Esko Ensio. and Saari. Risto Vaino Juhani.

3,783.108 c A *
Sabatmi. Bruno, to Centro Sperimentale Metallurgico S^p V Ap

paratus for improving the flatness of rolled strips 3.782,1 52. tl li

9 000 ^ ^ , M
Sablev Leonid Pavlovich. Dolotov. Jury Ivanovich; Getman. Leonia

Ivanovich Gorbunov. Valentin Nikolaevich; Goldiner. Evgeny

Georgievich. Kirshfeld. Karl Teodorovich. and Usov. Vladislav

Vasilievich Apparatus for vacuum-evaporation of metals under the

aeon of an electric arc 3.783.23 1 .CI 2 19123 000

Sabo. William V Sprmkler control system J-'^-^^O.Cl 239^70 000

Sachs.Melv.nH Wall forming blocks 3.782.049. CI 52-309 OOa

Saffro. Dennis W Root canal reversible stop 3,781,996. Ci. m
57 000 „

Saito. Toshiaki, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha Driving arrange

ment for liquid crystal display in timepieces 3.782.103. CI 58

23 000
Saitoh, Hirokazo; .See

. ^ . u ,.

Takase, Takashi, Hayashi. Tsunekazu. and Saitoh. Hirokazo.

3.783,000
Sakaguchi.Masaoki; See—

, ... ^ »- w
Kobayashi. Motoki. Sakaguchi. Masaoki. and Maeda. Masahiro.

3,782.502 ^ .

Sakai. Ichio. to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Speed change

control system for automatic transmission 3,782.216, CI 74-

364 000
Sakai Sen-I Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha; See-

Kawasaki. Takuji. Ogihara, Shoki, and

3.782.138

Salkino. Michael J . and Reinfelder. William C .

Corporation Composite aerodynamic blade with twin beam spar

3.782.856. CI 416-226 000
|

Sandberg. Harold Waldemar; See—
Ravner Roy Allen, and Sandberg. Harold Waldemar. 3.782.545

Sandblom, Henry, to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget

Means for determining a magnitude corresponding to the thickness

profileofapaperweb 3,782.192, CI 73-159 000^
Sandera. Jin, to TRW Inc Method of platinum diffusion 3.783.049.

CI 148-188 000.

Sanders. Robert N See-
, ,,,, „c.i

Marlelt. Everett M. and Sanders. Robert N , 3,78. .054

Sanders Robert W . to United States of America, Navy Three dimen-

sional" radar transponder system. 3.783.447, CI 343-17 700

Sanders Thomas J , to Harris-lntertype Corporation, mesne High

frequency transistor fabrication. 3,783.048.C1 148-187 000.

Sanderson. Paul H. Jr; See-
„ ,u . 1 ibi n<n

Dowdell, Joshua R, and Sanderson, Paul H . Jr .
3.782.050

Sandiford, Burton B , to Union Oil Company "^ California Apparatus

and method for dispensing solid particles in a liquid 3.782.695. CI

259-4 000
Sandoz Ltd ; See—

Dore.Jacky. 3.782.897.

Goorhuis.Hendrik. 3.782.895 ^ *^
Sandrone Bruno, and Toniolo. Antonio, to Olivetti. Ing., C.. * C.,

S D A Re-winding device for the paper for teleprinter machines and

printingmachines.ngeneral 3.782.666. CI 242-67.200

Sano. Yozo; See— „. », w
Fujii, Motoharu; Yamaguchi. Isao; Miyamoto. Kimio. Yamaguchi.

Masaru. and Sano. Yozo. 3.783.290.

Sansui Electric Co Ltd ; See—
Takahashi,Susumu, 3,783.192.

Santilli. James N; See— ,,„,,..,
Thiel. Peter H; and Santilli. James N.. 3.783.342

Sargent Industries. Inc.. mesne; See—
Chacko, Joseph. 3.782.413.

Sarna.TobyR Hair teaser 3,782.395.CI. 132-9.000.

Sartorius-Werke GmbH; See—
Weickhardt. Ludwig. 3,782.485.

^''"ohkubo^'inji; Masuda. Takao; Shiba. Keisuke. Hinata. Masanao.

Sato.Akira.andOgawa.Akira, 3.782.957

Sato. Chosei; Adachi. Takeshi; and Inoy. Hiroyuki, to Showa Denko

Kabushiki Kaisha Inter-cell bus bar connection means. 3.783.1 Zi,

CI. 204-279 000

Watanabe. Mikio,

to United Aircraft
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Sato, Hisanao; See—
Shitaya, Takao; Tshida,Toro; and Sato, Hisanao, 3,783,05 1

.

Sato. Tadao, and Ebihara, Toshio. to Coral Audio Corporation and

Shinko Magnet Kabushiki Kaisha. Magnetic device for use in

acoustic apparatus 3.783.3 1 1 , CI 3 10-27.000

Sato, Yoichi, to Nippon Electric Company, Limited. Equalizer of

preset type for quadrature amplitude modulated signals. 3,783.386,

CI 325-321.000.

Satomura, Masato; See—
Hayakawa, Yoshihide; and Satomura, Masato. 3.782,943.

HLyakawa, Yoshihide, and Satomura. Masato. 3,782,944.

Saucy. Gabriel; See—
Pawson, Beverly Ann; and Saucy. Gabriel, 3,783,141.

Sausaman. David K.; See—
Purcell. Robert F.. and Sausaman. David K.. 3.783.002.

Savides. Christos; and Cannelongo. Joseph Fredrick, to American

Cyanamid Company. Ammonium polyphosphate-phosphonium bro-

mide-alkoxyalkanolamine as flame-retardants for polyolefins.

3.783.146, CI 260-45 90r.

Savin Business Machines Corporation; See—
Smith, Ian E ,3,782,818

Sawyer, Thomas F.; See-
Walker. James L. and Sawyer, Thomas F . 3,783,032.

Saylor. Clarence E. Rope climbing machine. 3.782.718. CI. 272-

60 000
Schaap. Sanford. and Zura. Borys. to Ford Motor Company. Tool rest

for grinding wheel with automatic wear compensation. 3.782,046.

CI 51-238 OOr

Schaefer, Robert S. See—
Belue. James C, and Schaefer, Robert S , 3.782.996

Schael, George W . Jr. Match-book display plaque. 3,782,558,CI. 21 1-

13.000.

Schaffer, Robert R.; See—
, Jensen. Donald F ; Lagergren, Richard E ; Lentz, Robert C,

Schaffer, Robert R., and Reidenbach. John R., 3.783.243.

Schaller, Heinrich; See—
Froehlich, Alfred; Oetiker. Alfred, afld Schaller, Heinrich.

3,782,948.
Schaloske, Peter, and Maurer, Erich, to Deutsche Babcock & Wilcox

Aktiengesellschaft Actuating device for submarine vehicles.

3,782,316. CI 1 14-16 OOr.

Schcffler. Ernst; See—
Ziemek. Gerhsird; and Schcffler. Ernst. 3.78 1 ,982.

Scheman. Mark Free piston apparatus 3,782.859, CI. 417-207.000.

Schenck, Carl, Maschinenfabrik GmbH; See—
Wawra, Carl Martin, and Chudey. Ivan. 3.783.396.

Schenk, Peter, to Dzus Fastener Co . Inc. Insert positioning and fasten-

ing apparatus 3 .78 1 ,96 1 , CI. 29-200.00p

Schiemann, Willi; See—
Kahanek, Herbert; Bohmers, Karl-Heinz, Schiemann, Willi, and

Beckmann, Gunter, 3,782,739

Schier, Gunther, to Maico Fahrzeugfabrik GmbH Cylinder unit for an

air-cooled two-stroke-cycle engine. 3,782,342, CI. 123-41 .690.

Schierz, Winfried, to Semikron Gesellschaft fur Gleichrichterbau und

Elektronik mbH Semiconductor arrangement. 3.783,346, CI. 317-

234.00r
Schiess Aktiengesellschaft; See—

Lieuke, Heinz. 3.782.691

SchiessI, Henry W ; See—
Eisenlohr, Douglas H ; and SchiessI. Henry W.. 3.783,035

Schiesterl. Gerhard, and BibI, Josef, to Daimler-Benz Aktien-

gesellschaft Steering lock in motor vehicles. 3.783.207, CI. 200-

44 000
Schimkat, Harald, to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Steering ar-

rangement for vehicles, especially motor vehicles, with a steering

servo mechanism 3,782.490. CI. 180-79.100.

Schindel, Arnold, and Wojtowicz, David, to Singer Company, The.

Viscous deceleration damped incremental position motor.

3.783.312. CI. 310-36.000

Schindler. Walter; deceased (Blattner, Hans; and Gysin, Leonhard, ex-

ecutors), to Ciba-Giegy Corporation. Derivatives of dibenzo(B.F)

pyrrolo (3.4-D)azepine as CNS-depressants. 3,783,161. CI. 424-

274 000.

Schipf, Anton: See—
Hohl, Jean-Marie; Schipf. Anton; and Schmid, Werner. 3,782,808.

Schippers, Heinz, to Barmag Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktien-

gesellschaft. Process and apparatus for extruding a partially foamed

thermoplastic product 3.782.870. CI 425-4.00c.

Schlage, Ernest L. to Schlage Lock Company. Pickproof lock cylinder.

3.782. 143. CI. 70-362 000.

Schlage Lock Company; See—
Schlage. Ernest L.. 3.7^2,143.

Schleirrer, Francois: See—
Glaesener, Ernest; Schleimer, Francois; Wagner, Fernand;

Goedert. Ferdinand; Bauer, Alex; and Mousel. Robert,

3.782,921.

Schlitt, Karl: See—
Busse. Claus; and Schlitt, Kari, 3.782,449.

Schlumber Technology Corporation: See—
McNerney. Richard P., 3,783,057.

Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—
Leger, Geary L.. 3.783.444.

Whitten. Frank R, 3.782,191

Schmahl. Calvin O.. to Arps Corporation. Slit trench forming ap-

paratuses. 3.782,480. CI. 172-1 10.000.

Schmid. Richard R.: See—
Selke. Donald A.; Tckulve, Layne F.; and Schmid, Richard R..

3.782.710.
Schmid. Werner: See

—

Hohl. Jean-Marie; Schipf, Anton; and Schmid. Werner. 3.782.808.

Schmidt, Peter Jurgen; and Kizler. Harald, to Bosch, Robert. G.m.b.H.

Method and apparatus to reduce noxious components in the exhaust

gases of internal combustion engines. 3,782,347, CI. 123-1 19.OOr.

Schmidt. Verna Grace. Fire extinguisher 3.782,475, CI 169-1.OOr.

Schmitt, Roland, to Industriewerke Karlsruhe-Augsburg Aktien-

gesellschaft. Method of making and filling an aseptic packing con-

tainer. 3.782.066, CI. 53-14.000.

Schmuck, Johann. to Motorenfabrik HaU KG. Internal combustion en-

gine 3.782.344. CI. 123-52.00m.

Schneider, Urs. Safety closure for a container. 3.782.608. CI. 222-

368.000
Schoen. Lowhardt A., to Stamicarbon N.V. Process for the preparation

of a bituminous composition. 3.783,1 34. CI. 260-28.000.

Schoenfield. Palmer: See-
Glass, Marvin I.; and Schoenfield, Palmer, 3,782.032.

Scholl. Hermann; Mauch. Harald; Rittmannsberger, Norbert; and Soil.

Wolfgang, to Bosch, Robert. G.m.b.H. Air meter switching arrange-

ment for an electric fuel injection system. 3,782,339. CI. 123-32.0ea.

Schramm. Harold J.; and McCullough. John R., to Schramm Inc. Ap-

paratus and method for producing air bubbles in a body of liquid.

3.782,704. CI. 261-124.000.

Schramm Inc.: See

—

Schramm, Harold J.; and McCullough, John R.. 3,782.704.

Schrecke. Hans-Joachim; See—
Kohn. Erwin; Bickl. Horst; Pfeifer. Josef, and Schrecke. Hans-

Joachim, 3,782.820.

Schroeder, Edgar C. See—
Gerlach, Charles R.. and Schroeder. Edgar C, 3.782.867.

Schroeder, Lloyd A., to Automotive Pattern Co. EDM electrode con-

struction and method of making same. 3.783,224. CI. 219-69.00e.;

Schubert & Salzer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Landwehrkamp, Hans; and Hoebcr. Gerhard. 3.782,089.

Schulman. Marvin: See—
Colton. Martin S.; and Schulman. Marvin, 3,782,965.

Schulte, Walter: See—
Boie. Immo; Schulte, Walter; Pelz. Willibald; Nittel, FriU; and Ku-

nitz. Friedrich-Wilhelm, 3,782.956.

Schuiz, Hans-Dieter: See—
Willim. FriU; Schuiz. Hans-Dieter; and Thomer. Hans Otto,

3.782.447.

Schwager. Hans-Jorg. Flyer. 3,782,099, CI. 57-1 17.000.

Schweig. Melvcrn A.; See—
Brockmeyer, Bernard J.; Goedlke. Edward R.; Schweig. Melvern

A; and Tracy. William R., 3.782,563.

Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft: See—
Luginbuhl. Pierre, 3.782.599.

Scott & Fetzer Company. The: See—
MacFarland.ChaHesH ,3,781.941.

Scott. Dellie J , 50% to Peterson. J. L. Jack device for tractors and the

like. 3,782.688, CI. 254-2.00r.

Scott, Graham Robin, to Masson Scott Thrissell Engineering Limited.

Web tension control apparatus. 3.782,653, CI. 242-75.430.

Scotto, Vincent: See—
Westeren, Herbert W.; Vanderford. Wallace S., Jr.; Diman, Wil-

liam C; and Scotto, Vincent. 3.782.705.

Scovill Manufacturing Company: See-
Messenger. William E. 3,782,605.

Scribner, Harry E. Automatic bottle thread inspection apparatus.

3,782.542, CI. 209-74.000.

Sealectfo Corporation: See—
Brishka. Alexander R., 3,782,840.

Searle,G.D..& Co.: See—
Lucchesi. Oreste J.. 3.783.395

Seckerson. Clifford Alexander, to TRW Inc. Threaded bolt and mount-

ing therefor. 3,782,437, CI. 1 5 1 -49.000.

Security Fit* Door Company: See—
Brockmeyer, Bernard J.; Goedlke. Edward R.; Schweig, Melvern

A.; and Tracy. William R.. 3,782,563.

Sedlak. Vaclav: See—
Jurny, Josef; and Sedlak, Vaclav, 3.782,280.

Seelbach, Heinz; and Eversberg, Gerhard, to Erco-Leuchten K.G., Fir-

ma. Apparatus for the feed-in and for distribution of an electric cur-

rent. 3,783,203, CI. 191-23.000.

Seeley. Robert D.; See-
Latham, S. Duane; Seeley. Robert D.; Reitz, Henry F.; and Reiu.

Ronald F. 3.782.269.

Seelos, Albert: See—
Oelmayer. Reinhold; Seelos. Albert; Rcif, Winfried. Nagy. Denes,

and Stock, Hans Joachim, 3,783,275.

Seeman, Thomas A., to Thomas Industrial Gases, Inc. Coating for sur-

faces which conuct hot glass. 3,783,01 3, CI. 1 1 7-1 27.000.

Sega Enterprises Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yasuda, Norio, 3,782,728.

Segal, Bernard Mortimer: See-
Friedman. David; and Segal. Bernard Mortimer. 3,783.257.

Segel. Joseph M.. to Franklin Mint, Inc.. The. Coin holder. 3,782.537,

CI. 206-820.
Seidel, Martin P.: See-

Morris, Louis, Jr.; Slanina, Donald R., and Seidel, Martin P.,

3,783.426.
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'*''%ftt?rAuTo'':ndSe.U. Eugene W. 3.782.973
'.

^""ylme" SeTnMc" Remel. Alfred, and MonU. Horst. 3.782.427
Ze.mei.He.nricri Ken

R.chard R. lo

nVefferCo;po'ra..I: TH:- Adl^'.ab.e n.dcauUc Un.ar dece.e.a.o.

1 7R2 710 CI. 267-118 OW) ^ .„
Semikron Gesellschaft fur Gle.chr.chterbau und Elektron.k mbH

See-
Schieri.Winfried. 3.783.346

Se„rrerDa:;dr.To iili^Vng.neenng Company .ngu.a, pc.non

transducer apparatus. 3.782.831. CI 356-152.000

''™:;en::";ean'M^hel.andSern,anet.Ger,rd.3.782..3.

'"'T:«!i;za"cl:rrwe"er. Walter W .
Setle^w^k.. Frank W and

Fryslak. Richard. 3.782.816

Se*ard.JohnA S«-
. , ^ » -i-iqiak

'

Webster, David P , and Sew*rd. John A .
3.782,61 5

Sewell. Clinton J ; S«*- /-i.»,„„ i

Campagnuolo. Carl J; McKindra. Clayton D . Se-""- C -nlon J..

ViUarroel. Fernando, and Woolston. Lionel L .
3.783.3 10

''''''MeyerTh^.SJas'r.Vhafrer. Thomas N . and Wnght. Laurence G .

Shalek^Er^n^l^ and Trafton. Roy Water valve for horn-type musical

instrument 3.782.236.CI. 84-397 000

Shanbrom.Edwrard :Sf«- j,-,wA.m
Bishop, Robert C and Shanbrom.bdward. 3.783. .03^

Shano Charles L. to Western Controls, Inc Apparatus and meth*>d for

mixing materials 3.782.694. CI 259-4 000.

Shapiro. Stanely L.; S«*—
-, nai a-)^

Alfano. Robert R ; and Shapiro. Stanely L.. 3.782.828

^'"'lF'ischbein"l George. Fischbein. Harold, and Shark. Sam.

3.782.069

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Tateda.Koichi. 3.783.219

Shatild. Mounir A . S«f „„..,». a d.^k.^..
Beck. Roderick; Harmon. James F . Shalila. Moun.r A .

Richins.

David A and Lach.John. 3.782.969.

Sheesley. Donald Li>f- , -,om«
Webster. Neil W , and Sheesley. Donald L .

3.782.275

Sheffer Corporation. Tne;.V«- ^ c i.- -< Bi^h»rrt H
Selke. Donald A .

Tekulve. Layne F ; and Schmid. Richard R .

3,782.710

''"V^^im^nrTed /""arlile. Holl.s B.. Jr.. and Blankenhorn. Charles

Lawion. Jimmie Brown; Richardson. Edwin A .
and Soman.

George O. 3.782.466

McLarson. John K .3,782.172

Skinner, Denis J. 3.782,460.

Shelton Joe. to United States of America, Army Field effect electron

gun having at least a million emitting fibers per so.uare centimeter

3,783.325.C1 313-336.000.

Ckemvrev Mikhail Pavlovich: See— » .

Levashov Gennady Vas.l.ev.ch; Kala.hnikov. Serge. N.k.forov.ch.

G^ukho'v Ivan Uanovich. and Shemy.ev. Mikhail Pavlov.ch.

3,782.244

Shenandoah Manufacturing Co.. Inc.: Se*-

Livengood. Paul, and Chriitophel. Reuben L.. 3.782.301

Shepherd. Dennis Robert. S**- j »»,• •, a.„
Gibb Robert David; Smith. Donald Rowand. W.ckenden.

Geoffrey Charles. Galton, Graham Norman, and Shepherd.

Dennis Robert. 3.782.284.

''miIcs JohnM and Sherk. Fred T. 3.783.138

. Shermln.RalJhS. Table protector 3.782.435.C1 150-5200r.

^""ohVubo'Kin'' Masuda. Takao. Sh.ba. Kei.uke. Hinata. Ma.anao.

Sato Akira; and OgBwa. Akira, 3.782,957.

Shibau. AkUa toChuga^ Electric
^-<^-*-^*}^--^'^,,%'T'^ril

taming ferrous-titanium carbide composition 3.782.93U. Ci

204 000.

''"iLoil'V'^n'crMtVn; Shibley. Edward Albert, and Coroch.

Brian Wilfrid. 3.783.043 ^ ,

ShiCb rokio. to Toyoda Kok. Kabushiki K.i.h.. Feed mechanism for

machinelool. 3.782.043. CI 51-165 780.

Shlamura. Isao; lijima, Yoo; O'^"""-
^^^^I'v 7*"«o Ltd Meri

Shishido. Tadao, and Ohi. Reiichi. to Fuji Photo Film Co ,
Ltd Mer

c.ptotet^xa.ndene in photographic prmtmg plate development.

3,782.945. CI 96-66 300

Shiman. Andrei Matveevich.S*e-
^„„»wfrh Ou-

Siial Isaak Yakovlev.ch. Naidenov. Georgy Fedorovich. Ou

*,evich. Nikolai Alexandrovich, D.n.levich. July 'o.'rov.ch

Shiman. Andrei Matveevich. Shiihkin. Viktor Fedorovich. and

Goncharenki, Nikolai Ivanovich. 3.782.302.

Shimokawa. KJyomitiu: S*«- u.,„.Ki Kato Yu-
Ohira. Takuya. Shiraishi. Shunt.. M.uushim. "•7*«''-

"I'^iSg
kiya. Shimokawa. Kiyomitsu. and Yoshida. Kiroshi. 3.782.738

Shinko Magnet Kabushiki KaishaSe*-

Sato, Tadao; and Ebihara, Toihio. 3.783.31 1.
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IShipley Company. Inc.: See—
Souza. Joseph Francis. 3.782.978.

Shipley Company. Inc .The. mesne: S**- , .. ^ ^ i„k» I

Newton, Emerson H . Ketter.ngham. John M ,
Sicnczyk, John L..

and Isaacson, Calvin M. 3.783.1 13

Shiraishi.Shunta: S**— „
Ohira. Takuya. Shiraishi. Shunta. Matsushima "''"»*»;

Y'"-«
kiya; Shimokawa. Kiyomitsu. and Yoshida. Kiroshi. 3.782,738

Shirouchi.Yasunarr.We- ,i«iaiia
Maeda.Takashi. and Shirouchi, Yasunari. 3.781.V84

'"rh:mlmtra.li7 ...ma. Yoo, Okutsu, Eiichi; Iwano. H.ruhiko;

Shishido. Tadao. and Ohi,Reiichi, 3.782.945

Shishkin. Viktor Fedorovich .S*r
c a ..^,.wh C.u

Sigal Isaak Yakovlev.ch. Na.denov, Georgy Fedorovwh. Gu-

rev.ch. N.kola. Alesandrov.ch. Dan.lev.ch. July los.fov.ch

Shiman. Andrei Matveevich. Sh.shk.n. V.ktor Fedorovich, and

Goncharenk., Nikolai Ivanovich, 3,782. 302

Sh.taya Takao, Tshida. Toro. and Sato. Hisanao, to Matsushita Eleo

tMc industrial Co , Ltd Method of making light emitting diode with

goodbrightnesscharacteristic 3,783.051. CI 148-189 1.00

Shorta.l. John J. and Olive.. <-»'-"
f,' V!. ^^^^'T^oo

"^^

Corona test device and method 3.783.377. CI 324-
, 2 000

ShowaDenkoKabushik.Kaisha i>* -

,i«iit7
Sato.Chosei, Adachi, Tak«hi, and Inoy, "''"y"'''-

':]"r, ,88
Shreve. Russell L Brake actuated mechanism 3,782,507. tl. I»»

Sh;orh.rc. Lester F Sight glass assembly '•^«,809^C-. 35O^319J,0O

Shuck Lowell Zane Torque transduce, and method of measuring

torque 3.782, 184, CI 73-101 OOO

ShufflebarKcr, Earl D See-
, j w .

Gallagher. Bernard J . ShufOebargcr. Earl D Simko. R^vid M..

Medvick. R.cha.d J . Boylan. John R.. and Danko, Oliver I
.

1 T ify ^ R s

Shumaker. Willis L . to Standard Oil Company Acid gas burner

3.782.884. CI 431 186000

Sibbctt. Donal«>J .S« , -jui ..»« I

Moyer. Rudolph H ; and Sibbelt. Donald J . 3.783,103. I

Siddall. John B .V*'*' ,-,„,,,»
Henr.ck.OI.veA .and Siddall. John B. 3,783,135

Sie Liep Swan, to Staatsbedr.jf Art.ller.e Inr.cht.ngen Armor piercing

bullet 3.782,287, CI 102 52.000

Siebold Howard E . to Liquid Controls Corpi,ration Fluid separator.

3,782,406. CI 137-202 000

Siemag Sicgener Maschinenbau GmbH: See-

Bald.W.lfried. 3.782,155

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: S**—
Baum.Wilhelm, 3,78^,094

^. , a
Cnobloch, Herbert, Kohlmullcr, Hans, and Marchetto, Manfredo.

3,783,028
I

Giebler, Fritz. 3,783. 183

Kohlmuller. Hans, 3,783, 107
, ,«, ,fc«

Neeb, Karl Heinz, Neidl. Herbert, and Stocketl, Heinz. 3.783.268

Vogelsberg, Dieter. 3.782.092.
|

'""
N^wt^n' EmertVH .

Ketteringham. John M .
S.enczyk. John L.;

and Isaacson. Calvin M. 3.783.1 13

Siest Charles P . Jr . to Petrolite Corporation Steam injection of oil

formations 3.782.472. CI 166-303 000

Si.al Isaak Yakovlevich; Naidenov. Georgy Fedorovich. Gurev.ch.

Nikolai Alexandrovich, Danilevich, July
«°"^"r'=''- ^''''"t"' m ".„',!'

Matveevich, Shishkm, Viktor Fedorovich, and Goncharenki, Nikolai

Ivanovich Method of thermal ?-•«-«•""
°/*»V'cri\S'8'oOr

burning mixture with fuel or air separately 3,782.302. CI 1 10-8 OOr

'"Tm'e.neV.'G'unteTGrabner. Christian. S.gmund. Gerhard, and

B.nder. Rudolf. 3.782.218.

Sigri Elektrograph.t GmbH: See—

Swozil. Adolf, 3.782.450.

Sika AG:S*e—
Burge. Theodor. 3.782.991

Silverson Mach.nes. Limited See-

Love.Cordon Dav.d, 3.782.696

'•"•
GaI?aVHer''Be'rn.Td J .

Shuffleb.rger. Earl D Simko. David M ;

Medvick. Richard J.. Boylan. John R.. and Danko. Oliver L.,

3,782.685 I

"'""mfe'/suVe? of'An:er,ca, National Aeronautic, and Space Ad-

ministration. 3.782,904.

SimmonsCompany See—
Zakaras, Anthony E. 3,78 1 ,927

Simon. Gerhard: See- « w -« i th^ OOT
Rothgang.Gerhart. and Simon, Gerhard, 3,782,VV3

'"""E^liV^ETnest w'TMacGregor. Paul T ; and Simon. Myron S.,

1 782 937

S.mon-Vefmot. Andre, to Le. F.briques dA.sort.ment. Reunie.^

RMulat ng he frequency of an oscillatory system mcluding a

balanceandacoiledspring 3,782.169,0 73-6 000

Simon. Henry M. to Quaker Oat. Company. The Conu.ner orienter.

S.:;*o^n.'rn.^:n;\^Ke?"n.toTea.ron.lnc.A.rcu.h.onvehi^

3 782.494. CI. 180-124 000.
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Sinclair. Stuart W . to Anderson, Clayton & Co. Mast stabilizer for lift

truck. 3.782.503, CI. 187-9.000.

Singer Company. The: See-
Adams. Kenneth D . and D'Orio.Salvatore A.. 3,782,31 1.

Bernstein. Frank H.. 3.783.172.

Drake. Daniel D.. Lloyd, Evan M.; and Norris, Richard F..

3.783.392.
Friedman, David, and Segal, Bernard Mortimer. 3,783.257.

Kittredge. Raymond E .3.782.815 *

Lloyd. Evan M, 3,782,008.

Schindel, Arnold, and Wojtowicz. David. 3.783.312.

Sinner. Karl-Helmut, to Hoesch Werke Aktiengesellschaft. Bearing

construction 3,782,793. CI 308-160 000

Sisk, Hollis D., to Wagner Electric Corporation. Dynamoelectric

machinerotor 3.783.3 17, CI 310-211 000
Sittmann, Brigitte, to Vereinigte Baubeschlogfabriken Gretsch & Co..

GmbH Ski safety binding element. 3.782.743, CI. 280-1 1.35t

Sitton. Robert L.: See-
Miller. Walter E.. Jr ; Peacher. Teddy J.; Duke. Jimmy R.. and Sit-

ton. Robert L. 3.782,667.

Skatsche,Othmar: See—
Thien, Gerhard, Skatsche, Olhmar, and Fachbach, Heinz,

3,782.496.

Skelly. David WSee-
King. Randall N . and Skelly. David W. 3,783,025

Skinner, Denis J . to Shell Oil Company Method of installing a com-

bination pedestal conductor and conductor string at an offshore lo-

cation 3.782.460. CI 166-500.

Slaasted, Raymond S , and Smith, Edward D , to Modine Manufactur-

ingCompany Heat exchanger 3.782.454. CI 165-144 000.

Slack. John, to Gray Tool Company Upright, swivelable buoyed con-

duit for offshore system. 3,782,458, CI 1 66-500
Slanina. Donald R.. See-

Morris, Louis, Jr.; Slanina, Donald R.. and Seidel. Martin P..

3.783.426.
Slavik, William H , and Valiquet, Brett A , to Motorola, Inc. Automatic

hue control and methtul. 3,783,1 86, CI. l78-5.4he.

Slawsky, Zaka I., to United States of America, Navy Air launched,

wire guided torpedo 3.783,441, CI 340-2.000

Sleichter, Kenneth W Vehicle overload spring apparatus. 3,782.754,

CI 280-124. OOr

Slowik. Raymond: See—
Hill. Harry W.and Slowik, Raymond, 3,783,239

Smith, Daniel Paul, Jr., to Sperry Rand Corporation Corona charging

device w.th semiconductive shield. 3,783,283, CI. 250-324 000.

Smith, David L, Sr : See -

McNeill, Frederick J., Kulik, JoKph S , Jr., and Smith, David L..

Sr ,3,783,329
Smith, Donald A.: See—

Kantorski, Joseph W , Smith, Donald A.. LaMarre, David A.; Han-

sen. Donald H.. and Thorburn. Milton R.. 3.782.823.

Smith, Donald Rowand: See—
Gibb, Robert David; Smith, Donald Rowand; Wickenden,

Geoffrey Charles, Galton, Graham Norman, and Shepherd,

Dennis Robert, 3,782.284
Smith, Edward D.: See—

Slaasted, Raymond S ; and Smith, Edward D., 3,782,454.

Smith, Gale E.: See—
Hartman. Paul, and Smith. Gale E . 3.782,941.

Smith, Hoyt L.: See-
Frederick, Cecil S.; and Smith, Hoyt L., 3,782,649.

Smith, Ian E., to Savin Business Machines Corporation. System for

reducing background developer deposition in an electrostatic copier.

3.782,818, C>. 355-10.000
Smith Industrie. Limited: See-

Barnard, Dominic Paul Edmund, 3,783,242

Smith, John D.. to Wellman Industries. Coin controlled vending ap-

paratus. 3,782,5 18, CI. 194-5"4.000.

Smith, Roy Richard, to International Business Machines Corporation.

Kinematic extensible truss mechanism. 3,782,674. CI. 248-370.000

Smith, Terrance M., to Babcock & Wilcox Company, The. Refractory

pouring tube. 3,782,980, CI 106-57 000
Smith. Thomas R.. Pond. Robert W ; and Rivers. Richard D. to Amer-

ican Air Filter Company. Ceiling filter system for clean room.

3.782.082, CI. 55-494 000
Smithe, F. L, Machine Company, Inc.: See-

Helm, Herbert W, 3,782,233.

Oggoian, Walter, 3,782.232.

Smolderin, Albert Emiel, to Agfa-Gevaert N.V. Method and apparatus

for continuously wrapping flexible sheets. 3,782,067, CI. 53-28.000.

Smythe, Walter J., to Orthopedic Equipment Company. Inc. Drill jig

for a femoral prosthe.is. 3.782.373. CI. 128-92.0eb.

Snook. Randolph W., to Pullman Incorporated. Apparatus for provid-

ing expansible chimney.. 3,782,266, CI. 98-58.000.

Soc.S AM E.R See-
01ivett,Ale.sandro, 3,782,005.

Soceite Anonyme dite: Societe FrancaiM des Petrolc. B.P.: See—
Plady*,Ne*tor, 3,782,124.

Societe Anonyme: See—
Gautier. Joel P. 3.782,572.

Societe Anonyme D.B.A.: See—
Le Marchand, Claude, 3,782,25 I.

Marouby. Guy. 3.782.784.

Societe Anonyme dite: Soletanche: See—

Pladys, Nestor. 3,782,124.

Societe Anonyme Francaise du Ferodo: See—
Batteux, Armand, 3,782,855.

Societe d'Etudesde Machines Thermiques: See—
Kohn, Karl Walter; and Corein, Marcel Pierre Ernest Marie,

3,782,357.
Societe d 'Exploitation des Brevets NEIMAN Neuilly: See—

Lipschutz, Paul; and Leroy, Jean, 3,782,493.

Societe du Caoutchouc Technique: See—
Wallyn. Rene, 3.782.765.

Societe Nationale des Petroles D'Aquitaine: See—
Quichaud, Claude; Le Peuvedic. Jean-Pierre; and Tinchon,

Jacques. 3.782.464.
Soiret, Francois J.: See

—

Henshilwood. Jack R.; and Soiret, Francois J., 3,783.104.

Soldan, Gerd. Lauter tub and method. 3,782,55 1 . CI. 2 10-1 79.000.

Soil. Wolfgang: See-
SchoU, Hermann; Mauch, Harald; Rittmannsberger, Norbert; and

Soil, Wolfgang. 3.782.339.

Sollerud. Soren Elof Mauritz. to Maskin AB Selco. Apparatus for mak-

ing food units. 3.782,270. CI. 99-450.400.

Solomadina, Elizaveta Andreevna: See—
Kheifeis. Georgy Naumovich. Plyatskovsky, Oskar Alexandrovich;

Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikhailovich; Akhmedov. Baba Abbas

Ogly; Lange. Zelman losifovich; Golubev, Jury Vasieievich;

Solomadina, Elizaveta Andreevna; Statnikov, Vladimir Mik-

hailovich; Ibragimov, Irafil Naftali Ogly; Guliev, Tagi Rza Ogly;

and Porokhovnikov, Jury Zinovievich, 3,782,160.

Solomon. William H.; Davies. John R ; and Eorward. Carrel M., to

Oliver Machinery Company. Method of applying halide and

checking the same. 3.783.058. CI. 156-64.000.

Solum. Dallas H., to Envirotech Corporation. Feed distribution means

for vacuum filters. 3,782,555, CI. 210-404 000.

Solvay Sl Cie: See—
Chauffoureaux. Jean. 3.783.01 1

Soma, ikuo; and Ando. Yujiro. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha Developing

method for electrophotography. 3.783,352, CI. 31 7-262.00h.

Soman. George O.: See—
Lawson. Jimmie Brown; Richardson. Edwin A.; and Soman.

George O .3.782.466

Soodalter. Arnold. Dispensing machine for food products. 3.782.607.

CI. 222-249 000.

Sorensen, Robert P.; and Strombcck. Leo, to Anderson Bros. Mfg. Co.

Apparatus for wrapping articles. 3,782,072. CI. 53-229.000

Soter, Ernest J., to United States of America, National Aeronautics and

Space Administration. Modification of one man life raft. 3,781,933,

CI 9-1 1.00a

Soulier, Joel Henri Auguste. Device for adjusting the microwave ener-

gy applied to a band or a'sheet to be treated in a resonant cavity fur-

nace. 3.783,221 , CI. 219-10.550.

South African Inventions Development Corporation: See—
Kuhn. Stephanus Hendrik; Freeme. Charles Richard; Beulink.

Rombout; and Basson. John Edgar Baron, 3.782,486.

Southwest Research Institute: See—
Birdwell, James A.; Barton, John R.; and Gardner. Clarence G.,

3.783,370
Southwire Company: See—

Shortall. John J.; and Oliver, Calvin C, 3,783.377.

Souza. Joseph Francis, to Shipley Company, Inc. Electroless nickel

plating. 3,782,978, CI. 106-1.000

Sowinski. Leonard A.: See—
Biba. Edward A.; and Sowinski. Leonard A., 3.783.432.

Spanheimer, Willi: See—
Mengeringhausen. Max; Quenzel. Hermann; Gehrig, Reinhold;

and Spanheimer, Willi, 3,783,232.

Sparser, Frederick J Pressure sensitive fluid injector and pogo stick

utilizing same. 3,782.352. CI. 123-139.0aj.

Spaulding, Richard A., to Eastman Kodak Company. Multi-color

acoustooptic modulator. 3.783.185, CI. 178-5.200.

Speaker Motion Systems, Inc.: See—
Wolbrink, David W.. 3.782.53 1

.

Speaker system and electrostatic speaker: See—
Bobb.Llov J, 3,783,202.

Spedden, Henr^ Rush: See— ^

Plauke, Ronald N., and Spedden, Henry Rush, 3,783,1 58.

Spence, Mack L. Method and apparatus for automatic ranging with

variable power telescopic gun sight. 3.782.822. CI. 356-21 .000.

Spencer, Dudley W.C. Horseshoe. 3,782.473, CI. 168-4.000.

Spencer, Harvey J.; and Wittkopf, Eugene W., to Kimberly-Clark Cor-

poration. Folding apparatus. 3,782.714, CI. 270-69.000.

Spencer, William H.; Dorius, John O.; and Brown, James D.. to Trend

Ceilings Systems Co. Expansion joint assembly for ceiling grid

system. 3,782.055. CI. 52-758.00d

Speranza. George Phillip, to Jefferson Chemical Company. Inc. Rigid

Tire retardantpdiyurethane foam. 3.783,1 33, CI. 260-2. 5ar.

Sperry Rand Corporation: See-
Smith, D. iel Paul, Jr., 3,783,283.

Sprague, Roland E., 3.783,235.

Stoliar, Arthur P.; and Brown, Richard T, Jr.. 3,782,824.

Webster, Neil W.; and Sheesley, Donald L.. 3.782.275.

Sperry Rand Limited: See—
Towner, Frank Richard, 3.783.197

Spicer. Lyndon Reginald, to International Standard Electric Corpora-

tion. Fluted cable. 3,783, I80,CI. 174-1 lO.OOr.
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Soichala Paul, to F.chtel & Sachs AG Hydraulic levelling apparatus

•^foJ auiomotivc vehicle, and shut-off valve for the .ame. 3.782.755.

CI 280-1 24.OOf

Spight.JamesS : Sf-

-

, -.a. qtc
Curtis. Georg C and Spight, JamesS. 3.781,925.

SpinCompany: 5 e—
Donnelly. FankR. 3.782.636.

^ ^ „ ^ ^„ ^

Spindelfabrik .iuessen. Schurr. Stahlecker & Grill Gm.b.H.: 5ee-

StahlecVer. Fritz. 3.782.100.

Spitz Me vin P Connection device for adjustable bedframe

3.7'81,»' O.CI 5-201.000.

Spohr. AibertR. S**—
, ,o-. i^^

Gallanis. George P. and Spohr. Albert R. 3.783.364

Spooner Robert E Shaft position and wear indicator switch device

3.783.210.C1. 200-61 400

Sprague.GordonP ;S«- ^ ^ o » tbt <nA
Billmaier. Joseph F. and Sprague. Gordon P. 3.782.504

Soraaue Roland E . to Sperry Rand Corporation Fuser low voltage

'^^nsorforphotocopymrchine3.783.235.Cl 219-216000

Sprenger. Gerhard E. S«— ^ .. j c
Carlick. Daniel J . Marra. Frank; and Sprenger. Gerhard E .

3.783.151.

Spring Mills. Inc.: See—
Flowers. ThadT .3.782,094

Springer. Charles H Apparatus for producing a laterally directed spray

ofnuid. 3.782.641. CI. 239-598 000
, 7b, ngi ri

Spurgeon, Richard C. Texturing yarns by false twisting. 3.782.091. CI

57-34 Ohs.

Squibb.E R.& Sons. Inc.: Se*—
Czaplinski. Thomas V ; Bruno. Gerald A ; and Haney. Thomas A .

3.783.291

St Clair Theodore A . to Textron. Inc Temperature compensated ro-

tary gas meter 3.782.196. CI. 73-254.000.

Staacks. Dieter: See—
Rohe. Josef, and Staacks. Dieter. 3.783.229.

Staatsbedrijf Artillerie Inrichtingen: S«—
Sie.Liep Swan. 3.782.287.

Stadium Limited: See—
Ramsay. Ian. 3,781,914

Stadmark. Nils Hagert: See-
Andersson, Jarl Anders, and Stadmark. Nils Hagert, 3,783.090^

Stahlecker. Friu. to Spindelfabrik Suessen, Schurr. Stahlecker AG ri I

G m.b.H Spindle for spinning or twisting machines 3,782, lou, ci.

57-135 000.

Stahlfeld, Donald L.:S««-
., .^ „ ,j , a

Carr, Norman L , Massoth. Franklin E.; Stahlfeld. Donald L.; and

' Young. John E. Jr.. 3.782.076.

Stahlwerke Peine-Salzgitter. A G ; See—
Majewski. Martin. 3.782.839.

Staley, A E,Manufacturing Company; S**—
.. ^. , c

Bomball. William A., Drury, Raymond L.. Jr.; Nevin, Charles S..

and Witmer. Ralph C. II. 3.782.987

Larson, Roy F, and Turner. Almerin W. 3.783.100.

Stamicarbon N V : See—
Schoen. Lowhardt A. 3.783,1 34.

Standard Oil Company: See—
Shumaker.WillisL, 3.782.884

.. ^ ^ .

Stanley. Robert K . to Textured Yam Co., Inc.. mesne Method and ap-

paratus for compressively crimping textile strands. 3.781.^31. ci

28-1600
Stanley. Robert K Textile treatment method and apparatus

3.781.952. CI. 28-1.600

Stanley Thomas Osborne, to RCA Corporation High-density capaci-

tive information records and playback apparatus therefor

3.783,196. CI 179-100 lOb.

Stanley Works. The: S«-
, ,«, .nn

Remington. John L . and Benrer. Willard J .
3.782.800.

Stanny, Edward P.: S*e— • ,.,0,,,^
Frisby.PaulW ; and Stanny. Edward P. 3.782.5 16

Starr. James E . to Vishay Intertechnology. Inc Strain multiplier

3.782.1 82. CI. 73-88 50r.

Stasiuk Michael, to Versatile Manufacturing Ltd Power transmission

device 3.782,224, CI. 74-687 000

State of Florida, Department of Citrus: See—

Atkins, Cedric D.;and Attaway, John A.. 3,782.972.

Statnikov, Vladimir Mikhailovich: S**-
Kheifeis,Georgy Naumovich. Plyatskovsky, Oskar Alexandrovich;

Yankovtky, Vladimir Mikhailovich, Akhmedov, Baba Abbas

Ogly Lange, Zelman losifovich; Golubev, Jury Vasieiev.ch;

Solomadina, ElizaveU Andreevna. Statnikov, Vladimir Mik-

hailovich; Ibragimov, Irafil Nafuli Ogly, Guliev, Tagi Rza Ogly.

and Porokhovnikov, Jury Zinovievich, 3.782.160.

Staudhammer, Karl P : S«e—
. ., ,

Mendelson, Ralph A ;
Staudhammer, Karl P ;

and Valencia,

Roberto, Jr., 3,782.923

Stearns. Charles F.;S«*- ^ ,-,o-,ino
Li.iebrink. Kail L . and Stearns. Charles F.. 3.782.109

Stegelman. Albert F , to Phillips Petroleum Company Yarn processing

apparatus. 3,78 1 ,953, CI. 28-7 1 .300.

Steiert, Hermann: S«*— ^ ,> ,. . u.,;.,
Korber, Karl-Heinz; Steiert, Hermann, and Dehnert, Heinz,

3.782,188.

Steiner, Hans: See-
Lang, Karl, and Steiner, Hans. 3.782.589.

Steiner.Joseph Clinch stud 3.782,436, CI. >5^4I 730_

Sleinwart. Johannes, and Bauder, Armin, to Audi NSU Auto Union

Aktiengesellschaft and Wankel GmbH Oil seal construction for ro-

laryengines3.782.869.CI 418-142 000
^ .. , , ^ ^ .

Stephens Leonard J . Granger. Derril D .
McCullagh. John S. and

Hagar. Donald K . to Rockwell '.nternational Corporation Seat in-

serffor butterfly-type valves 3.782.684.a. 251-306 000

Sternjakob. Rolf: See—
. . a ,f ^ nat A'yn

Korr Peter; Pollark. Gottfried, and Sternjakob. Rolf. 3.782.420

Steuby.ThomasA,Valve3.782,4IO.Cl 137-496000

Stevens. Simon, to U.S. Philips Corporation Stretcher. 3.781.929. CI

cat QOr

Stevenson. William W . to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com

pany Artificial roll-up field 3.782.663. CI 242-55 000

Stewart Alice Three dimensional stichery ornaments, apparatus and

methodformakingsame 3.781.954. CI. 28-15 000

Stiles. Denis Arthur See- „ » w , la-, n-n
Hollister. Ralph George, and Stiles. Denis Arthur. 3.782.077

Stock.Hans Joachim: See— , . . ^, r«

delmayer. Reinhold; Seelos, Albert; Reif, Winfried, Nagy. Denes,

and Stock. Hans Joachim. 3.783.275

Stockel. Wilhelm, to Pfaff Industriemachinen GmbH Sewing machine

with equipment for sewing of edge-parallel seams 3,782.310. CI.

112-153 000
I

Stockert. Heinz: See—
. , ,01 >«.«

Neeb. Karl Heinz. Neidl. Herbert, and Stockert. Heinz. 3.783.268

Stockmann. Helmut: See- u.:..
Decker, Hanns. Stockmann. Helmut, and Hurtmanns. Heinz,

3.782.647

Stocton. Paul M: See— jo . d 1 kj
Thompson. Thomas C ; Center. John L . and Stocton. Paul M .

3.782.383 „ ^^
Stoliar Arthur P . and B^own. Richard T . Jr . to Sperry Rand Corpora^

t.on Apparatus and method for ""suring ex.inction coefficient of

an atmospheric scattering medium. 3.782.824. CI. 356-103.000.

Stoll.H, and Company: See-

Ploppa Jurgen. and Hadam. Wilhelm. 3.782.1 36

Stoltz Andries Johannes, to Morris Limited Apparatus for positioning

bricks. 3,782.047. CI 52-749 000

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation: See-

Hayward. Gardner L . and Meilun. Edwin C. 3.783.126.

Stone. Charles D: See—
Duvall Leroy F ; and Stone. Charles D. 3.782.963.

Stone Henry Dermott. to US Phihps Corporation Image intensifiers

andthel.ke 3.781.979.C1 29-592 000
. . Me.hod

Stone. Julian, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. '"^"^P""*'^,^''^"*'

for splicing liquid-core optical fibers 3.783.065, CI 1 56-1 58 000

Stookey. Stanley D: See-
, -,«, qh^

Pierson. Joseph E . and Stookey. Stanley D .
3.782.982.

Stooksberry, Franklin D: See-
, im aas

Womack.RobertR ; and Stooksberry, Franklin D 3.782,668

Slorz, Karl Endoscope with irrigation means 3,782,36'*, Cl 12b-

7 000
Stoveken, Wayne E.: See— '

,-,0,-,.,.,
Milovich. Dimitrije; and Stoveken, Wayne E ,3,782,744

Stoveken. Wayne E . 30% to Milovich. Dimitrije Snow surfboard

3.782.745. CI 280-18 000

Stradco. Inc : See— '

Broes, Frank. 3.782.1 14 ,,0, n^i
Strasbaugh. Ray Howard Lens grinding and polishing units 3.782.U42.

CI. 51-58 000
. ^ ,

Straut Harold J . Jr , and Weber. Raymond E Spool and sleeve pneu-

matic accelerometer 3.782.207. CL 73-515 000.

Street.ThomasR .Jr See-
, ibt m

Nalooka. EdwardC and Street. Thomas R . Jr .
3.782.22

1

Streit James L Lesson selector element controlled device for present-

ing' visual and audio lessons and receiving recorded answers on a

soundtrack 3.782.007, CL 35-8 00a

Stretton, Joseph Blake, and Borachok. William, to Textron. Inc. Brush

cutter 3,781,991, CI. 30-276 000

Strohbeck, Gotthilf, to Bosch, Robert, GmbH. Vibratory compactor

3 782,693, CI. 259-1 000.
^ , ,,

Strohschneider, Walter, to Zellweger AG Method and »PP«"«"« 1°/

controlling a light source of an optical reader mechanism. 3,783.2 M.

CI 250-223 000
Strom.ThomasN :See-

, lai in
Ludwig. Lawrence P ; and Strom. Thomas N.. 3.782,737.

Strombeck,Leo: See— , lat mt
Sorensen, Robert P , and Strombeck. Leo. 3.782.072.

Strong-Robinette Bag Company. Inc.: See— .

|

Robinette. James A .3.782.305.
,.,;«„ o«Knard

Stuelpnagel. John C . to Westinghouse Electric '^"^""'^".^^"'^•'^'j'*

calibration and test of airborne inertial devices 3.782.167. CI. 73

Sturek'jamesS Camper tie-down system. 3.782.774. CI. 296-23 Omc

'"*Tarube''t:c'hT H^ada. Yoshio; and Suganuma. Yo.hiy.su.

3.783.440 I

Sugaya. lnawo:See— i-foio«'»

meter electronic counting instrumentation or the like. 3.783.248. CI.

235-92.0n.
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Sugimoto. Noboru; and Ohneda. Shoichi. to Minolta Camera
Kabushiki Kaisha. Objective lens for television cameras. 3.783.191.

CI 17817 920
Sullivan. Donald P.: See-

Walters. David W.; Heeks. Robert E.; and Sullivan. Donald P..

3.782.960
Sumitimi Jukikai Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ono, Kuniharu; Kamae, Tsutomu; Takahashi. Kinzo; and

Miyatake. Masao. 3.783.344

Summerfield, William F.. to Mattel. Inc. Selectable message voice unit.

3,782.732. CI 274-9 Ora.

Summers. James J.: See—
Menold. Robert F.; and Summers. James J. 3.781 ,91 5.

Sun Chemical Corporation; See—
Carlick, Daniel J., Marra, Frank, and Sprenger, Gerhard E.,

3.783,151.

Sun Research and Development Co.: See-
Hoffman, David M, 3,782,911.

Sunbeam Corporation: See—
Gallanis, George P.; and Spohr, Albert R., 3,783,364.

Sundby. Gustav B , to Rockwell International Corporation. Articulated

railway truck swinging bolster 3,782,294, CI. 105-182.00r.

Sunderman, Lavern C. Automatic loading and unloading bale wagon.

3,782,570, CI 214-519.000.

Sundstrand Data Control Inc.: See—
Eide, Melvin O., and Clark, Donald E., 3.783.374.

Sundstrom. Thomas H.^ See—
Kriedt. Frederick A. Sundstrom. Thomas H.and Walko, Richard.

3.782.317.

Surber. John L.. Jr.. to U.S. Postage Box Company. Stamp dispensing

apparatus 3.782.616. CI. 226-43 000.

Surface Technology Corporation: See—
Rausch, John J ; and Van Thyne. Ray J. 3.783.039.

Van Thyne. Ray J ; and Rausch. John J.. 3.783.038.

Svenska Aktiebolaget Bramsregulator; See—
Bjork. Jan. 3.782.282.

Svilans, Olgerts Janis. Device for air and fluid acceleration and method
of making same. 3,782,857, CI. 416-236.000.

Swain, Kenneth W ; and Belcher, Richard A , to Chase-Shawmut Com-
pany, The. Low-voltage fuse with blown fuse indicator. 3.783.428.

CI 337-148 000
Swallert. Sven Arild. to Per-Erik Pettersson. Device for raising the

head end and/or foot end of a bed. 3.781 .928. CI. 5-68.000

Swartz. George Allan, and Chamberlain. Richard Earl, to RCA Cor-

poration. Encapsulated semiconductor device assembly. 3.783.348.

CI. 317-234.OOr ^
Swartz. Karl M : See—

Depenthal. Fritz; and Swartz. KaH M.. 3.782.332.

Sweet. David L.; See-
Sweet. Phillip J.; Hamlet. Buck G.; and Sweet, David L..

3.782.753.

Sweet. Phillip J ; Hamlet. Buck G.; and Sweet. David L., to American

Carrier Equipment. Pneumatic suspension unit. 3,782.753, CI. 280-

124.OOf
Swenson. Donald R.; and Rich. Philip J. Pill box having safety sliding

closure 3.782,584, CI 220-41.000.

Swenson Spreader & Mfg. Co.; See—
,

Herman, John R., 3.782.634

Swetlitz. Myron; and Richard. James A . to Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration, mesne Can opener. 3.78 1 .989. CI. 30-4 OOr.

Swift. Samuel C: See—
Rosenwald. Gary W ; and Swift. Samuel C. 3.782.585.

Swiss Aluminium Ltd.: See—
Passenheim. Wolfgang. 3.782.3 15.

Swozil. Adolf, to Sigri Elektrographit GmbH. Heat exchanger with

nests of tubes. 3,782.450, CI. 165-81.000.

Symmes. Eliot N. to American Clinic, Inc. Means and methods to

assist people in building up an aversion to undesirable habits.

3,782,006, CI. 35-22.00r.

Tajima,Tatsuya: See—
Arai, Atsuaki; Ohkubo, Kinji; Tajima, Tatsuya; Tanaka. Mitsugu;

and Tutiya. Yosinori. 3,782,946.

Takagi, Akira: See—
Takimoto. Hisashi; Minoda. Minoru; and Takagi. Akira.

3.782.995.
Takahashi, Katsutoshi; and Takase, Masanori, to Dainippon Ink and

Chemicals. Incorporated. Photosensitive composition comprising

polyurethane prepolymer. 3.782.961 . CI. 96-1 1 5.00r.

Takahashi, Kinzo: See—
Ono, Kuniharu; Kamae. Tsutomu; Takahashi, Kinzo; and

Miyatake. Masao. 3,783.344.

Takahashi, Osamu; and Ogasawala, Nobuhiso. to Hitachi, Ltd.

Flywheel magneto having trigger generator for igniting engine.

3.783.315. CI. 310-74.000,

Takahashi. Susumu. to Sansui Electric Co. Ltd. Decoder for use in

matrix four-channel system. 3.783.192, CI. 179-1.Ogq.

Takano. Yukio: See—
Nanba. Mitsuo; Takano, Yukio; Higuchi, Hisayuki; and Maki,

Michiyoshi. 3.783.050. ,

Takase. Masanori: See—
Takahashi. Katsutoshi; and Takase. Masanori. 3.782.961

.

Takase. Takashi; Hayashi. Tsunekazu; and Saitoh. Hirokazo. to Mitsu-

boshi-Sangyo Co.. Ltd. Method for preparing water-proof asphalt

materials. 3.783 ,000, CI. 1 1 7-2 1 .000.

Takimoto, Hisashi; Minoda, Minoru; and Takagi, Akira, to Fuji Photo

Film Co.. Ltd. Method of coating both surfaces of a web. 3.782,995.

CI. 117-34.000.

Tally Corporation: See—
Barnett, David L.; Rose, Stanley E.; and Zurcher, Robert S.,

3,782,278.
Talmage. Charles Robert: See—

Brede. Alexander, III; Talmage, Charles Robert; and Tuttle. Elvin

£.3.782,931.
Tanaka. Mitsugu: See

—

Arai. Atsuaki; Ohkubo. Kinji; Tajima, Tatsuya; Tanaka, Miuugu;
and Tutiya. Yosinori. 3,782.946.

Tanizaki. Hiroshi. to Yamamizu Shoji Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and

apparatus for browning exterior surfaces of foodstuff in an electronic

range. 3.783,220, CI. 219-10.550.

Tarshis, Lemuel A., to General Electric Company. Rapid solidification

to improve the oxidation resistance of directionally solidified eutec-

tic alloys. 3.783.033. CI. 148-32.000.

Tarui, Yasuo; Denda. Seiichi; Baba, Harutsune; and Komimiya, Yasuo,

to Industrial Science and Technology, Minister of International

Trade and Industry. Agency of. Method of manufacturing integrated

circuits. 3,783,228, CI. 2I9-I21.0em.
Tateda, Koichi, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Air cooled microwave

cooking oven and door. 3,783,219. CI. 219-10.550.

Tatsutomi. Yasuo; and Yoshimura. Shigetake. to Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd.

Intake system for internal combustion engine. 3,782,346, CI. 123-

97.00b.
Tawil, Joseph N.: See-

Hamilton, Fenton D.; Glickman. Richard B.; Hartz. George R.;

and Tawil, Joseph N, 3,783,264.

Taylor. John, to Gordon Johnson-Stephens Limited. Poultry processing

machine and method. 3.78 1 .945. CI. 17-11 .000.

Taylor. John H., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Circuit

breaker tripping device operable from a low energy tripping signal.

3.783,422, CI. 335-174.000.

Taylor. Thomas D.; and Bredlow. Harvey F.. said Taylor assor. to

Graham-White Manufacturing Company and said Bredlow assor. to

Graham-White Sales Corporation. Heat dissipating encapsulated

semi-conductor assembly. 3,783.345. CI. 317-23.0ar.

TDK Electronic Company: See—
Osada. Hisasi;and Akino. Tadaharu. 3.783.417.

Technology Precision Electrical Discharge Works, Institute of: See—
Futamura. Shoji, 3.782.830.

Teel, William A. Dismounuble vehicle rope barrier. 3.782.766, CI.

293-1.000.

Tehalit Kunststoffwerk GmbH, Firma: See—
Korr, Peter; Pollark, Gottfried; and Sternjakob, Rolf, 3,782,420.

Teichmann, Friedrich: See—
Hengelhaupt, Hans-Georg; and Teichmann, Friedrich, 3,782,65

1

Teikoku Kagaku Sangyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hashiguchi, Yoshitaka; and Watayama, Shozo, 3,783,019.

Tektronix, Inc.: See—
Veenendaal. Comelis Teunis, 3,782,227.

Tekulve, Layne F.: See—
Seike, Donald A.. Tekulve, Layne F.; and Schmid, Richard R ,

3,782,710.

Tellerman, Edward M.: See—
Deniega, Jose Castillo; and Tellerman, Edward M., 3.782,661.

Templebouough Rolling Mills Limited: See-
Almond, Francis Martin; Shibley. Edward Albert; and Coroch,

Brian Wilfrid, 3,783.043.

Tenneco Inc.: See—
Barosko, John M. 3,782,689.

Tenney. Kinwood P.: See-
Means. Richard E.; Kallianos. Andrew G.; and Tenney, Kinwood

P., 3.782.391. ,

Teramoto, Ryuzo; See—
Nakano, Kenji; and Teramoto, Ryuzo, 3,782,053.

Terry, Rupert Douglas, to Johns-Manville Corporation. Method and

apparatus for producing fibrous tubular articles. 3,783,069, CI. 156-

184.000.

Tetronics Research and Development Company Limited: See—
Tylko, Jozef Kazimierz, 3,783,167.

Texaco Inc.: See—
Pittman, Robert W, 3,782,190.

Texas Instruments, Inc.: See-
Fey, Curt F.; and Watelski, Stacy Bennet, 3,782,836.

Texas Instruments, Incorporated: See-
Bloom, John A.; and Wakefield, Gene F, 3,783,007.

Boulanger, Henry J, 3,783,205.

Cox, Harold Autrey, 3,783,366.

Jones, James J.. 3,782,783.

Marcoux, Leo; and Berg, PeterG., 3,782,121.

McCormack, Kent, 3.783.284.

White. Sheldon S., 3,782.908.

Williams, Clark R., 3,783,308.

Textron, Inc.: See—
Batorski, Edward J. 3.782.041.

Chmura, William J.; and Catlin, Kenneth A., 3,782,794.

Simpson, Anthony Yelverton, 3,782.494.

St. Clair, Theodore A., 3,782.196.

Stretton, Joseph Blake; and Borachok, William, 3,781,991.

Zotter. John F., 3,783,070.

Textured Yam Co., Inc., mesne: See-
Stanley. Robert K., 3,781 ,95

1
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Than,. Hans Apparatus for mak.ng pa.r. of profiled .nterf..t.ng frames

^^T;a"r3.782%78.C. 24.-129 000

Thetford Corporation; S«-
Brodhead.

^'''•'l,^-,^Vames N to West.nghouse Electric Cor-

Fatigue sensors. 3.782.1 78. Cl 73-88 50r

Thomas Industrial Gases, '"=- ^"-
Seeman. Thomas A, 3,783,01 3-

t -lat yt.'t n\ 240-

Thomas Robert E Extendible vehicle light mount 3.783.267.CI. 240

ThomfsLn & Dr.jver-Verblifa N.V^: Sfe-

Thomson-CSF. See— „„,... i 78t 419
Lafond, Christian, and Dunand, Jean Jacques 3.783.4'"

Micheron. Francois, and Bismuth. Guy, 3,782.802

Thorbum. Milton R :
See—

ij » i .Marre David A Han-
Kantorski. Joseph W ,

Smith, D""*"^,^ i"*'? "''gja
sen Donald H, and Thorburn. Milton R, 3.782,823.

^'°
Wi;i.m""Fnur Sc'hu-lz. Hans-D.eter, and Thorner. Hans Otto.

Thorson'lheM^In E Off«t .ubula, stiUs wi.K underlying height ad-

T^r^GJi^d-'^rici: - -s -- '•-^•-'- - -°

457 000

"""SL^io'TAlUn c'-Grote. Albert O ; and Tie.borg. Bernard P

Tieue. w!™e"to Varu AG Galvanic element 3.783,030, Cl. 136-

I34 00p
Time Computer, Inc., mesne; iee—

Bergey, John M ,3,782,102.

Time MinovK Company, The; See—

Damall. John C . Jr.. 3,782,281.

Times Mirror Company, The; See—

Damall. John C , 3.783.33

1

Timesavers, Inc.; See—
Olin, Paul H .3,782,044

^""
R:;£ri^h^S;.^elvey. Ralph E . Cornish. Robert F.. and

Noll.HarryL ,3.782,795
, la-j im Cl 128-

Timmerm.ns. Cl.us Jurgen Surgical suction ,ar 3.782.384. Cl

Timmo°n°° Jay. to Hiebert, Inc. Electnc.l cord g-nle ...emb.y

3 783. 175, Cl. 174-48 000.

3.782.838, Cl 403-32.000

Titus.CharlesH ; S««—
i ib7 ias

Bell, Christy W . and Titus, Charles H ,
3.782,465.

""Secret" ^--.r-N*":;.^.. ^
tuj....o. a....,

o ^i. v«.rH«revskv Vad m Anatolievich. ChereviK.

v\rvrcr'A.e«\t?uV; Hv.en.ev.ch, Bondarenko Ale«^^

GriBorievich and Vyshinsky.ValeryTrofimovich, 3 782,163

Tobev HuCt E Hood. John W ; and Irvin. Dee L ,
to International

^
T^lephonl and Tcleg;aph Corporation Automatic pie apparatus

3,782,27 1,C1. 99-450 600

Toda.Takako: S««— ^ ^ . i-iaiaio

and cooling steps. 3,783,04 1 , Cl 1 48-12 1
OOO

^"'•lret:<i'" Anton. Luursema, Meerten; .«d Tol. Tacke.

^°'' H^ril^" Rob^rt'rBax, Roy C . Kumpf. Leonard F .
and Tol.ver.

Tomb. Wim^H
'
a'nd Welun, Howard H., - Corning Glass Wo ^

Tnxymes bound to carrier, having a meul oxide surface layer

manufacturing chip-shaped solid sute electrolytic capaciio

3,781.976. Cl. 29-583.000

Tomlin«,n. Barbara L Detachable and interchangeable combination

wig and hat 3,782,396, Cl 132-53X)00
B.cvcle wheel.

Tomozawa. Yoshiaki. to Nankai Tekko Co .
Ltd Bicycle wnee

To\:y"D""d"'.o'werVirg.nia Armature Company Mobile transfer

carrier 3.782.536,C1 198-233 000

Toniolo, Antonio; See—
i tot *<.*

Sandrone, Bruno; and Toniolo, Antonio, 3.782,666. 1

^"'•tl^.^mak^^jlllln R-and For.ytH.Curt.. J ...783,139.

^'''^i':"^;:;:'^a^t;. Miuuhiro, and Hasegawa, Katsumi,

Torre. MaVcel'to Mefina S A Solid lubricants 3,783,130, Cl 252-

To'rLrCharles Eilward. to «", Sylvan.a Inc^ Toro^.' yoke for

televisioncathoderaytube 3.783,424. Cl 335 Ziuuuu

3 782 707. Cl 266-35 000 •
|

^"•r;;:.^";-^r : Snt. Robert J. and Hildebrecht. Harold V ,

Towne'Sert' and Rapp. Harold Solid-state switch 3,783,274, C.

Towne^Fr^nk Richard, to Sperry Rand Limited Data acquisition and

recording systems 3,783.197.0. 179-100 20r

^"^'VaSmi': Y^'uo.'a'nVYoshimura. Shigetake. 3,782.346

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha; See-

Shiga. Tokio. 3.782.043

'°^1:;hira::'M't's'u;. and Toyoda. Takashi, 3,783,088

Toyota J.dosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha See-

Sakai.lchio. 3,782,216

^"'^•rSe'^ye';, Be'mard J , Goed.ke, Edw.d R ,
Schweig. Melvern

A and Tracy, William R. 3,782 563 ,-.,.., ^1 239-
TrafTord. Alan Hall Broadcasting device.. 3.782.642, Cl

683.000
Traflon,Roy; See— ynat ixt,

Shaiek, Ernest, and Trafton. Roy, 3.782.236

Train.MichaelD ; S«—
i 7B7 409

Tramposch, Kaipn r
,

i" "
,„,iaiiallv arown aermanium

Method for improving perfection of epiiax.aiiy grown g

films 3,783.009,CI I 17-106 00a

Transport Basics International, Inc ; See-
|

Williamson, George R , HI. 3.782,758

^'"S.cG«n%' w'Tmrm S , Tr.pp. George S , and Zsamboky. Leslie.

3.782,161

Travor. Bruce; S*e-
i tbt itg

Wick. Reyburn. and Travor. Bruce. 3,782.ZJ''.

Trelleborgs Gummifabriks Aktiebolag See-

Ols»on,Sven-olle Paul, 3,783.063

Trend Ceilings Systems Co S«-
Spencer. William H , Dorius, John O.

3,782.055

Tri-Men Manufacturing. Inc ; See-

Brown. Richard O. 3,782.887

Tri-State Oil Tool Industries Inc.; See-

Murray. William K. 3,782,459

Triolex Safety Glass Company Limited See-

Powell, John Ernest, and Richards, Peter Henry, 3.782,916

Triumph Werke Nuernberg A G^ See-

Hen«elhaupt.Hans-Georg. J,/B/.3^'
i-jaifcSI

Troy"wbr-::x^c5;Xj:^^^^^^^

Tr:rwS.ti;'J^-^--9--rr5rr- "'"" "

c^ling. spherical object 3.783,042.C1. 148153 000

TRW Inc See

-

Breuer. David R. 3.783.307 1782116
Burge, Harland L .

and Ro<*««»'V'^?''p ,7M 029
Dillard Paul A and Williamson. Clyde E.. 3.783.029.

K:S^T\^r' H;.i;^'io:ald P . and Dishington. Roland H.,

Hi'k'iuuim R ,and Hi.berg. Ronald
^^^^^^'l'*^^'^^, „,

Kirkpatrick. Milton E , and Mendelson. Ralph A.. 3.782.926.

Sander., Jiri. 3.783.049
, „, .,, I

Seckerson, Clifford Alexander, 3.782.437.

Tsutomu. Sato: See— I

and Brown, James D.
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Katsuyama. Shigeo; Atsumi, Asami; Masahide, Watanabe; Tsu-

tomu, Sato; Toshiaki. Norimatsu; and Eizo. Nakajima,

3,781.950

Tuckey, Charles H., to Walbro Corporation. Automatic compressor re-

lief valve 3.782,354, Cl. 123-182.000.

Tulagin, Vsevolod, to Xerox Corporation. Electrophoretic imaging

process using transparent particles. 3,782,932, Cl. 96-1 .300.

Turk. Leonard G.. to NRM Corporation. Care for tire molding
machine. 3.782. 87 l.CI. 425-54.000.

Turner. Almerin W .; See—
Larson. Roy F.; and Turner, Almerin W., 3,783,100.

Turner, Lloyd Bowman, to United McGill Corporation. Duct access

section 3,782,4 1 1 ,CI. 137-467.000.

Tutiya, Yosinori; See—
Aral, Atsuaki; Ohkubo, Kinji; Tajima. Tatsuya; Tanaka. Mitsugu;

and Tutiya, Yosinori, 3,782,946.
Tuttle,Elvin E; See—

Brede, Alexander, III, Talmage, Charles Robert; and Tuttle, Elvin

E, 3,782,931.
Twomey, Robert C, to United States of America, Army. Gasket-elec-

trically conductive 3,783,1 73, Cl. '.74-35.0gc.

Twyford Moors (Aircraft & Engineering) Limited: See-
Doe. Ewart H. 3,782.593

Tylko. Jozef Kazimierz. to Tetronics Research and Development Com-
pany Limited. High temperature treatment of materials. 3,783,167,
Cl. 13-1.000

Uchida, Shunichiro; See—
Uchikawa, Hiroshi, and Uchida, Shunichiro. 3.782,992.

Uchikawa, Hiroshi, and Uchida, Shunichiro, to Onoda Cement Co.,

Ltd. Cement set retarding composition and method. 3,782,992, Cl.

106-315.000.
Udylite Corporation: See

—

Bjorkman. Harry K.. 3.783.027.
Udylite Corporation. The; See

—

Neumann. John W . and Mackie. Harry A.. 3,782,791.

Ueda, Fumio. to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Electrolu-

minescent panel. 3,783.022. Cl. 117-215.000.
Ulderup. Jorgen: See—

Lange. Gunter. and Ulderup, Jorgen, 3,782,797.
Ulrichsen. Borre Bengt. to A/S Kongsberg Vapenfabrik. Method of

cutting the edge of structural sheet or plate members on automati-

cally controlled cutters. 3.783,036, Cl. 148-9, OOr.

• Umefuji. Akira; See—
Nakamura. M inoru. and Umefuji. Akira. 3.782,097.

Union Carbide Corporation; See-
Henderson, William E., and Ross. Camilla B.. 3.782,977.

Kordesch, Karl V , 3,783,026
Russell, Robert J, 3,783.234

Union Oil Company of California; See—
Sandiford. Burton B . 3.782,695.

Young, Dean Arthur, 3.783.123.

Uniroyal; See—
Mirtain. Henri Jean. 3.782,438.

United Aircraft Corporation: See—
Linebrink, Kail L.. and Stearns. Charles F.. 3.782.109.

Rybicki. RobertC. 3.782.854.

Salkino. Michael J ; and Reinfelder. William C, 3,782,856.

Young. Philip, 3,782.500
United Industrial Engineering Corporation: See—

Cowen, William E., Jr.. 3.782,5 15.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Secretary of

State for Social Services in Her Britannic Majesty's Government of

the; See-
Callow, Donald Sidney; Capel, Brian John; and Evans. Charles

Gervase Thorngate, 3,783,102. "

United McGill Corporation: See-
Turner, Lloyd Bowman, 3,782.41 1.

United States Gypsum Company: See—
Balinski, Hnery A, 3,782,295.

United States of America
Air Force: See—

Bi.hay, Adii; El Hamamsy, Mahmoud Aly; and Omar,
Mohammed Hosny, 3,782,958.

Army; See—
Ahmad. Iqbal. 3,783.1 10.

Berlin. Aaron S.; Little. Vincent C; and Leadore, Toney,

3.782,288.

Dykes, Hiram W H; and Alley, Bernard J., 3.782.900.

Feldmaier. James T., 3,782.240.

Gutleber, Frank S., 3.783.389.

Hacskaylo, Michael. 3.782.832.

Miller, Walter E., Jr., Peacher. Teddy J.; Duke. Jimmy R.; and

Sitton. Robert L., 3,782,667.

O.tdiek, Arthur J.. 3.782.206.

Pile, Benjamin D, 3.783.262.

Shelton. Joe. 3,783.325.

Twomey, RobertC. 3.783.173.

Wick, Reyburn; and Travor, Bruce, 3,782,239.

Womack, Robert R.. and Stooksberry. Franklin D.. 3,782,668.

Ziegler, William H., 3,782.243.

Army, mesne: See—
GodM>n. Louis H.; Jacob., William B.; and Davis, Andrew W.,

3,783,109.
Atomic Energy Commission: See-

Hill, Marion E.; and Ross. Leonard O.. 3,783.144.

Johnson, Wayne F., 3.783.300.

Koger, John W.; and Lawrence, Eugene J., 3,783,014.

Nelson, Christopher M., 3,783,189.

Parker, Robert, 3,783.285.

Van Houten, George Robert, 3,782,924.

Werner, William J.. 3,782,929.
Wolowodiuk, Walter; Anelli, John; and Dawson, Bruce Edgar,

3,782,455.
Atomic Energy Commission, mesne: See—
Chao.Pao J ,3.783,031.

Interior: See

—

Donath, Ernest E., 3,782,913.

Haas, Larry A.; and Khalafalla, Sanaa E., 3,783.1 16.

Interior, mesne: See—
Mendelson, Ralph A.; Staudhammer. Karl P.; and Valencia,

Roberto, Jr., 3,782,923.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See—

Abel, Irving Raymond, 3,782.835.

Black, James M., 3,783,399.

Canning. Thomas N, 3,782,698.

Canning, Thomas N, 3,782.699.
Gurtler. Charles A, 3,782,1 81.

Hoop, James M, 3,782,177.

Irick, Stephen C. 3,783,443.

Lackner, Helmut G., 3,782,825.

Leon, Henry A.; Connolly, James P.; Hitchman, Maurice J.; and

Humberi. John E., 3,782,334.

Ludwig, Lawrence P.; and Strom, Thomas N., 3,782,737.

Parker, Richard J., 3,781 ,958.

Soter, Ernest J, 3,78 1 ,933.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration; Administrator;

with respect to an invention of:

Hand, Patrick J. Temperature compensated digital inertial sen-

sor. 3,782.205, Cl. 73-497.000.

Koczela, Louis J.; and Wilgus, Donald S. Adaptive voting com-
puter system. 3,783,250, Cl. 235-1 53.0ak.

Simmonds, Peter G. Compact hydrogenator. 3,782.904, Cl. 23-

284,000.
Wong, Wing J. Phase protection system for AC power lines.

3,783,354, CI.317-335.OOc.
Navy: See

—

Campagnuolo, Carl J; McKindra, Clayton D.; Sewell. Clinton J.;

Villarroel, Fernando; and Woolston, Lionel L., 3,783.3 10.

Chwastyk, Adolph M., 3,783,258.

Forehner, Warren P., 3,782,285.

Muzzy,Raymond J, 3,782,1 12.

Reams, William H., 3,782,290.

Sanders, Robert W, 3.783.447.

Slawsky.Zaka I, 3,783,441.

Van Der Ziel, Aldert; and Choe, Hyum Mook, 3,783,402.

United States Steel Corporation: See—
Bullard, Haran W.. 3,782, 162.

Griffiths. David K.. 3.782.596.

Up-Right, Inc.: See-
Fisher. Robert E, 3,782,499.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Boekkooi, Anton; Luursema, Meerten; and Tol, Taeke,

3,782,258.

Brandenburg, Klaus, 3,782,120.

Ferber. Wilhelm; Kahnt, Johannes; and Jost, Gunter, 3,783.179.

Muhlpfordt, Werner, 3,782,706.

Paffen, Maria Magdalena Mathilda; Appels, Johannes Arnoldus;

and Verkuijien, Wilhelmus Henricus Comelis Gerardus,

3.783,047.
Stevens, Simon, 3,781,929.

Stone, Henry Dermott, 3,781 ,979.

van der Hoek, Willem, 3.78 1 ,960.

Van Hirtum, Martinus Johannes; and Lenders, Wichelmu.
Leonard Louis, 3,783,425.

U.S. Philips Corporation, mesne: See

—

Loner, Aldo. 3,781,990.

U.S. Postage Box Company: See—
Surber, John L., Jr.. 3.782.616.

Ushiro, Taku.hi: See—
Nakanishi, Hisao; and Ushiro, Takushi, 3,783,330.

USM Corporation; See-
Brown, Terence J., 3,783,217.

Usov, Vladislav Vasilievich: See

—

Sablev, Leonid Pavlovich; Dolotov, Jury Ivanovich; Getman,
Leonid Ivanovich; Gorbunov, Valentin Nikolaevich; Goldiner,

Evgeny Georgievich; Kirshfeld, Karl Teodorovich; and Usov.

Vladislav Vasilievich, 3,783,231 .

Ustav Pro Vyzkum Motorovych Vozidel: See—
Kotoc, Stefan, 3,782,1 1 1

.

Valencia, Roberto, Jr.: See—
Mendelson, Ralph A.; Staudhammer. Karl P.; and Valencia.

Roberto. Jr.. 3.782.923.

Valente. Peter REginald, to Hallite Holdings Limited. Scraper rings.

3.782,736, Cl. 277-24.000.

Valentino, Paul. Battery charger adapter. 3,783,4^9. Cl. 339-234.000.

Valiquet, Brett A.: See—
Slavik. William H.; and Valiquet, Brett A.. 3.783.186.
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128n3 00h
1, c PKiiio»Con)ofation Method of manu

factunngatubeandtmrac..tor3 78M6^^a 29
15^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^

Van Der Ziel. Aldert. and Choe. Hyum Moo*.

An,er.ca. Navy, Josephson junction ampl.ner 3.783.402. C.

61 OOr

^""
?.e,ren:ood'ra7ob. Van Ga.en. Piet. and Van Nes. Johannes G .

Van HeVktn'.'Frlns. to RCA Corporation Color television picture tube

screeningniethod 3.782 253.a 95 rOOr
^^„„^,,

Van Hirtum. Martinus Johannes, and Lender*. ^'C"*^*^^

Louis, to US Philips Corporation Bobbin 3.783.425. Ci

Van^Houten. George Robert..to United Sutes of A-nca. Atom.c

Energy Commission Fine-grained zirconium -base material

3 782.924. CI 75-122 500

"•"
?."klnro"od"ia';ob:Van Galen. Plet; and Van Nes. Johannes G .

van R^ooT'ohanne. Hendr.k. to Lever Brothers Company Food

emulsions containing modified proteins. 3.782.971. CI

185 000
VanThyne.RayJ S*e-

1 iin m9
Bau«ch John J and VanThyne.Ray J .3.'8J.",>''

van ThTntia V. and Rausch. John J -Surface Tech «

poration Nitrided-oxidized boronued articles 3.783.038. Cl 14«

Va'nTesscm. Cornells J . and Geerdes. Dirk J. F .
to Akzo N V

V^d:^::;^^;^. V^uii^-lc^a'-^-c b.lt Camng device

3 782.534. CI 198-230000

liam C ; and Scotto. Vincent. 3.782.705

Vanheertum. Ir Johannes. S*f—
u,.K..ri Ver-

OWschlager. Hans. R.ester. Oskar. Ghys. Theofie Hubcr. Ver

hille Karel Eugeen. and Vanheertum. Ir Johannes. 3.782.V3J

""Ty^n::^'^^' D^ugirdas. Kr.stupas. and Reddy. Redreddy Su-

Varadi'Tos^pi:'-- 'easton. Thomas C Adjustable viscos.me.er

3,782,1 74. CI. 73-57.000

Van-Systems Inc.: See—
Kraft, Arthur A.. 3.783.363

Varian Associates; See—
Pavkovich, John M, 3,783,251.

Varta AG: See—
Tieue, Werner, 3.783,030

Ve Textilkombinat Cottbus: See—

VeccSf F^a^nrV^veH'copper and Brass, Incorporated

Finished metal sheet with removable protective covering. 3.783,087.

Ve^enendaal' Co?nelis Teunis. to Tektronix, tnc Insulation-slitting and

stnppingmachine 3.782,227, CI 81-9510

Velinsky, Milton: S**-
„, ^.^

Wiegand, John Richard. 3.783.249 «» industrial
venturing Guernno. to E.t.blecimientos \" "7' ^j^.^'^^:, 42
Comercial Y Financiera Gas-expelhng pistols. 3.782.01V. 1.1 *i

72.000
. u c

^'"^:^::r r;:"^'".o;joich. Tkachenko. Ark.dy

Semenovich. Verderevsky, Vadim Anatolievch. Ch''*;'^;

rVnovich. Alexeev. Jury Evgenievich. Bondarenko Alex.ndr

Grigorievich. and Vysh.nsky. V.lery Trofimov.ch, 3,782.163

^"'NeibltlToU D-'Hemsath. Klaus H.. and V.reecke. Frank J .

^ 782 883

Vereinigte Baubeschlogfabriken Gretsch & Co.. GmbH: See-

Sittmann. Brigitte. 3.782.743.

Verhille. Karel Eugeen: S«-
Th^ofiel Hubert Ver

Ohlschlager. Hans. Riesier. Oskar. Ghys. Theofiel ""^e"^ ^"
hille Karel Eugeen; and Vanheertum, Ir Johannes, 3.7HZ.V3J_

Ohlschlager*' Hans. 6hys. Theofie. Hubert. VerhiI.e. Karel Eu-

geen. and Kampfer. Helmut. 3.782,934

Verkuijlen, Wilhelmus Henricus Cornells Gerardus: See-

PafTen, Maria Magdalena Mathilda, Appels. Johannes ArnoWus

and Verkuijlen. Wilhelmus Henricus Cornells Gerardus.

Vermeuil^Celrt Jan to N V Machinefabriek L te Strake Deurne

DTv?cl"or per?oircally supplying measured quantities of a pressure

nuid to a nozzle 3.782.422. CI. 139-127.00p.

Versatile Manufacturing Ltd.: See—

SUiiuk. Michael. 3.782.224.

""•
w'eld« Helmurn and Vessey. Enc W .

3.783.008
•

VetoTitzwllhalw Apparatus a/d method for building construction

3.782.052. CI 52-745 000

Tkachenko.
Anatolievich.

Arkady
Cherevik.
Alexandr

Vicra Sterile. Inc.: Ser— ,„h cmcion Paul M..
Thompson. Thomas C ; Center. John L . and Stocton. Paul m

Vilips v'/sJurs" alentins. Lowe,. Joseph, and Payne. Paul E
.
to M.lgo

^
E^e'tronic Corporation Data -dem hav.ng a faM turn-around time

over direct distance dialed networks. 3.783.194. LI 1 /v / uap

"""^^n:":::'^"^ McKmdra. Clayton O^SeweU C,.„.„n J .

Viilafroel. Fernando, and Woolston. Lionel L .

'J*'-'
'«^

Vincent. Gerald H .
to Combustion fe"8'"«""8- '%,,^"'^^",06

producing plaster from byprixJuct gypsum 3.782.986. 1.

1

110 000
Vishay Intertechnology. Inc : See—

Surr. James E . 3.782.182.

Vistron Corporation: See—

v,K'r.r,r,^;':."..v.^^;;"i"'.'"V.-:.cr...ooo,

Viviani. Gaetano: S<*

—

, _„. -^.f

^sso Eugenio.V.viani.GaetanoyandCartabia.Lu.gi 3.783.36^

vua^ I iboslav to Semikron Gesellschaft fur Gleichnchterbau und

'"Et;ktronik mbH Heat-e.tracting housing for semiconductor

3.783,347. CI 7-27-72

VInaty. Joseph: .S^r-
, tb-> o^n I

Anthes.John A . and Vlnaty. Joseph. 3.782.920
|

Vogel. Calvin S*«
, ^ . 1 -rai nif.

Voith Getriebe KG: See—
Mueller. Helmut. 3.782.514

Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft See-

Schimkat.Harald. 3.782.490
tk, «,ock feeding

Voorhees. John E . to Minster Machine Company. The Stock feedmg

device 3.782.618. CI 226-155 000

Voss. Josef. KG . Firma See-

Wolter. Heinz. 3.782.145.

Vulcan Iron Works. Inc : See—

Wandell. George C .3.782.483

Vvshinsky.ValeryTrofimovich S**-

Kozhev'nikov. Sergei Nikolaevich.

Semenovich. Verderevsky. Vadim
.„,„..,

Ivanovich. Alexeev. Jury Evgenievich. ^""darenko

Grigorievich. and Vyshmsky. Valery Trofimovich.
3-7«2'

J'

Wachter Karl-August, and Rabenecker. Horst. ,0 Dragerwerk Akuen-

gesellschaft Device for measuring or detecting gas 3.782,198, CI.

73-521 50r

Wafer, John A: S*c-
, nai at\

Maier. Alfred E. and Wafer, John A ,
3,783,423

Wagner Electric Corporation Sff- „ . . ,, ,71,2016
Ashton. Donald M . and Dubois. Richard. Jr .

3.782.016.

Sisk.HollisD .3.783.317

«T,L;jp"f^, --"V
-CO. w.^^

Goedert. Ferdinand, bauer. /\ie». •"
3.782.921

Wakefield. Gene F:Se*-
, .^ ^ ^ 1 mi nm

Bloom. John A. and Wakefield. Gene F. 3.783,007

Walbro Corporation: See—
Tuckey.CharlesH .3.782.354

Walcott-Tay lor Company Incorporated: See-

3 783.032. CI 148-3 000

^"
Kne"^l'F';ede'rrc7 A .

Sunds.rom. Thoma. H.; and W.lko. Richard.

3.782.317

Wallace. Robert A. Jr.: S**— „ . ^a , » -rat 7<1
Anderson. William T . and Wallace. Robert A . Jr ,

3.783,253.

Walled Lake Door Company: See—

Wall« Rodne;A'foM i"-vVlve Company Method and apparatus

for calibrating and testing pressure responsive apparatus. 3.782.168.

W^l'lyn'Re'!;'/. to Societe du Caoutchouc Technique Latch assembly

continuou.cas,.ngmold^3 782 446 c,^,6
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

Walter John L., and Cline. narvcy t.. »»#

;
Composite alloy for high temperature application.. 3.782,928, CI.

75-134.00r
Sullivan. Donald P . to

''^^ ^r:::on^^t-; St ;;«-^s;:::t^:;rr-^\j:;:;n^^^:^- 3.;^.^"a%6-.o8 00

^*'H"neT Albert HTfrkin. John J . and Walters. Richard P .

Walwon^^B^ant Leonid.s to Amy " C^--^^^ Company. Car-

boxanilidesasherbicides3.782.9l8.Cl
71-98.000.
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Wandell, George C, to Vulcan Iron Works, Inc. Percussion hammer.
3,782,483, CI 173-15 000.

Wanderer. Herbert J., to Denver Plastics, Inc. Dispensing closure as-

sembly for containers 3,782.61 1 . CI. 222-569.000.

Wangi. Kurt Angst, and Pfyffer. Peter, to Maschinenfabrik Rieter AG.
Apparatus for winding undrawn thread material onto a waste yarn

take-up member Of a draw-twisting sponge. 3,782,093, CI. 57-

34.500
WankelGmbH: S*r—

Steinwart. Johannes, and Bauder. Armin, 3.782.869.

Ward, Harry M, III: Sff-
Hackbarth. Eugene R.; and Ward. Harry M.. Ill, 3,782,851.

Ward, Harry M., Ill, to Outboard Marine Corporation. Combined
sheave and flywheel assembly and method of making same.

3.782.212. CI 74-230.300 .

Ward. John David, to' Precision Engineering (Worcester). Limited.

Split mould with hinged upper part 3,782.679. CI. 249-170 000.

Warnbcrg, Archie E. Method for transferring indicia to fabrics.

3.783.073. CI 156-230000.
Warner & Swasey Company. The: See

—

Benkowski. Frank J . 3.782.790
Warwick. David W Self sharpener for rotary cutter. 3.782,039. CI. 51-

250000
Watanabe. Katsumi. Miniature phonograph having rest^rter

mechanism 3.782.733. CI. 274-9.00b.
Watanabe. Mikio: See—

Kawasaki. Takuji. Ogihara. Shoki. and Watanabe. Mikio.

3.782,138
Watayama. Shozo: See—

Hashiguchi. Yoshitaka; and Watayama, Shozo, 3,783,019.

Watelski. Stacy Bennet: See-
fey. Cutt F . and Watelski. Stacy Bennet. 3.782.836.

Watkins. Fred E.. to Cameo. Incorporated. Pressurized chamber well

safety valve 3.782.461 .CI. 166-72.000

Watson. John Merza. to Associated Electrical Industries Limited.

Method and apparatus for charged particle spectroscopy. 3.783,280.

CI 250-305 000
Watson. Kenneth; to Westland Aircraft Limited. Power transmission

systems 3.782.223. CI 74-665 001
Watt. Gordon James. Precision hole verification system. 3.782.1 7 1 . CI.

73-37 900
Watt. John R. Method for detecting and recording abnormal human

eye responses 3.782.364. CI. 128-2 OOt.

Watterlohn. Roy H.: See—
Badalich. Frank C.and Watterlohn. Roy H.. 3.782.81 I.

Wawra. Carl Martin, and Chudey. Ivan, to Schenck, Carl, Maschinen-

fabrik GmbH Signal transmittal control circuit. 3,783,396, CI. 328-

151 000
Wean United, Inc.: See—

McGeeney, William S.; Trapp, George S.; and Zsamboky, Leslie,

3,782.161
Weatherhead Company, The: Se«—

Budzich,Tadeusz, 3,782,785

Orzel. Edward S. 3.782.780.

Weatherland Company, The: See—
Darash, Raymond Nicholas, 3,782,41 2.

Webb, Ronald W Variable friction-resistance rope exercising device.

3,782,722, CI 272-79.00^.
Weber, Peter: See—

Moser. Werner; Buchi. Paul; and Weber. Peter, 3,782.655.

Weber. Raymond E.: See—
Straut. Harold J.. Jr.; and Weber. Raymond E., 3.782.207.

Weber, Walter W:S«*-
Costanza. Carl; Weber. Walter W.; Setlejewski, Frank W.; and

Frystak. Richard. 3.782.816

Webster. David P.; and Seward. John A. Roll cutting and slicing

dispenser. 3.782.615. CI. 225-94.000.

Webster. Neil W.. and Sheesley, Donald L . to Sperry Rand Corpora-

tion. Light weight plunger for a hay baler. 3.782.275, CI. IOO-98.00r.

Weed. Lucretia: See-
Land. Edwin H. and Weed. Lucretia. 3,782.263.

Weetall. Howard H.: See-
Tomb. William H.. and Weetall. Howard H.. 3.783.101.

Wehr, Hubert, to Cyklop Gesellschaft Emil Hoffmann. Apparatus for

securing together straps made of thermoplastic material. 3.783,079,

CI. 156-502.000.

Wehrens, Diethard, to Klockner-Werke Aktiengesellschaft. Connect-

ing means between a support cap and a prop head. 3,782,673, CI.

248-357.000.
Weickhardt, Ludwig, to Sartorius-Werke GmbH. Weighing balances

with parallelogram support formed by two parallel guide members.

3,782.485. CI. 177-157.000.

Weiler. Raywood C. and Albers, Gene H. Camper tie-down.

3,782,775. CI. 296-23.0mc.
Weisman. Donald: See—

DeLancey, Warren H.; and Weisman, Donald, 3,782,860.

Weiss, Erwin M.; and Brander, Richard, to Beltone Electronics Cor-

poration. Miniature hearing aid structure. 3,783,201, CI. 179-

107.00e.

Weistmann, Peter, to Consul GmbH. Piezo electrically ignited lighter.

3,782,885, CI. 431-255.000.
Weldes, Helmut H .; and Vessey, Eric W ., to Philadelphia Quartz Com-

pany. Piorans for preparing coated detergent particles. 3,783,008,

CI. 117-IOO.OOa.

Wellman Industries: See—
Smith, John D, 3,782,518.

Wendell, Stephen T. Floating sucUon nozzle. 3.782.552, CI. 201-

242.000.
Wentworth, Harold: See-

Fink, Antpn; and Wentworth, Harold, 3,782.742.

Werner Reimers Kommanditgesellschaft: See—
Rattunde. Manfred. 3,782,213.

Werner, William J., to United States of America. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Fluxless aluminum brazing. 3.782.929. Ct. 75-143.000.

Wernli. Andreas, to General Electric Company. Noise detector circuit.

3,783,387. CI. 325-348.000.

Wesco Industries Corporation, mesne: See—
Deniega, Jose Castillo; and Tellerman. Edward M.. 3.782.661

.

Wessells. Forrest A; and Conrey. John P.^ to Grace. W. R. & Co. Ap-
paratus for layering a liquid composition. 3.782.327. CI. 118-

100.000.

West, Burke A: See-
Fader, John H.; Hegel, Robert W.; and West, Burke A., 3,782,769.

West. Robert C; and Penberthy. Walter L.. Jr.. to Esso Production

Research Company. Thermal oil recovery technique. 3.782,470. CI.

166-303.000.
West Virginia Armature Company; See—

Toney. David. 3.782.536.

Westeren. Herbert W.; Vanderford. Wallace S.. Jr.; Diman. William C;
and Scotto. Vincent, to Hayes, C. J., Inc. Continuously operated

vacuum furnace having work part transfer conveyor and load un-

load. 3,782,705, CI. 266-5.00r.

Western Controls, Inc.: See—
Shano, Charles L., 3,782,694.

Western Electric Company, Incorporated: See—
Fuchs, Francis Joseph, Jr., 3.782.154.

Kenney, John Thomas. 3.783.005.

Western Electric Corporation: See—
Haller. Albert H.; Larkin. John J.; and Walters, Richard P.,

3,782,595

Western Litho Plate & Supply Co.; See—
Harrell, Robert E.; Bax, Roy C; Kumpf, Leonard F.; aild Toliver,

Donald R, 3,782,038
Harrell, Robert E., Essmueller, Arthur E.; and Bax, Roy C,

3,782,532.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company: See-
Brown, Donald, 3,782,782.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation: See-
Bennett, Allan I., 3,783.375.

Cleaveland. Charles M .; and Bould. Fred. 3.783,209.

Davies, Norman; and Wobrak, Robert E., 3,783,208.

Davies, Norman, 3,783.214.

Horton, William E.. III. 3.783.182.

Klein, Gerald I; and Mittelman, Edward R., 3,783,414.

Kolano, Frank J., 3,783,1 70.

Lide, Basil M., Ill; and Kowalcheck, Harry. 3,783,356.

Lingenfelter, Robert C, 3,783,206.

Luongo, Michael C. 3.782.1 1 3.

Maier. Alfred E ; and Wafer. John A., 3,783,423.

Martincic, Paul W; and Quirk, James F ,3.783,181.

Matty, Thomas C, 3,783,339.

Meess, Jack D.; Kastovich, John C; and Lackey, Robert S.,

3.782.134.
Meyer, Thomas 1.; Shaffer, Thomas N.; and Wright, Lawrence G.,

3,782,193.
Morris, Louis, Jr.; Slanina, Donald R.; and Seidel, Martin P.,

3,783,426.

Peterson, Robert S.; Cook, John W.; and Bolkey, Harold B..

3,782,151.
Potman. Richard E. J, 3.783.252.

Stuelpnagel. John C. 3.782,167.

Taylor, John H. 3,783,422.

Thiel, Peter H.; and Santilli, James N., 3,783,342.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, mesne: See—
Swetlitz, Myron; and Richard, James A, 3,781,989.

Westland Aircraft Limited: See-
Watson, Kenneth. 3,782.223.

Wetzig, Rudolf, to Ingenieurburo fur Rationalisierung der Suss- und

Dauerbackwarenindustrie. Device for applying labels on plane sur-

faces. 3,783,076, CI. 156-364.000.

Whetstone, John, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Apparatus

for the semicontinuous manufacture of a phospharic acid ester of a

polyhydric alcohol. 3,782,901, CI. 23-260.000.

Whistler. Lawrence V.. Ill; See-
Whistler, Lawrence V., Jr.; and Whistler, Lawrence V., Ill,

3,782,166.
Whistler, Lawrence V., Jr.; and Whistler, Lawrence V., 111. Die set as-

sembly and magnet means for releasably attaching dies therein.

3,782,166, CI. 72-462.000.

White, David J.; and Dion, Donald J., to Mobile Systems International,

Inc. Human waste incinerator. 3,782,300, CI. I IO-8.00r.

White, Sheldon S., to Texas Instruments, Incorporated. ThermdsUt
metal. 3,782,908, CI. 29-195.500.

Whittakcr Corporation: See—
Lieberman, Irving, 3,78 1 ,966.

Whitten, Frank R., to Schlumbcrger Technology Corporation. Ap-

paratus for testing earth formations. 3,782,191, CI. 73-155.000.

Whorton, Robert B., Ill, to Beverage-Air Sales Company. Closure con-

struction. 3.782,798, CI. 3 12-1 38.00r.
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W.C.. Rcyburn. and Tr.vor. B-cc .o U « - S f ^„,en«.

Army Penetralingarrangement 3.782.239, CI 86 1 ow«

""

Geomey CharleV 6al,o„. Graham Norman, and Shepherd.

Wic«r^MT iotrliThed'and rear .eg con.ro. means for hand-

wEr^V:IJ^;j:;n^2cin^Man.ra..r.ngCo.ora..on
Lammated stator core for dynamoelec.r.c machines. 3.783.318. C.

310-216.000
Wiegand.JohnR S«—

Wieeand. John Richard. 3.783.249

Weg^^d' John R.chard. 1/2 each ,o Vel.n.ky. M..ton and W.ega d

John R Coded magnetic card and reader 3.783.249. CI ZJ3

61 lid
Wiahtman. John Clifford. S*«— r-\ n^^A

Cartwright. Thomas Edward, and W.ghtman. John Clifford.

3.782.428.

Wild Heerbrugg Limited; S«*—

Koper. Robert. 3.783.294
, .^

Wiley Richard H . to Miles Laboratories. Inc. Production of citric

acid 3.783.1 54. CI 260-535 OOp • .

Wileus. Donald S. S*e— j e — a-<

United States of America. National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration. 3 783.250 ii„i.,ft

Wille Baptist, to BaUers Patent- und Beteiligungs Aktiengesellschaft

RefracUng. light permeable oxide layer and method for its manufac-

ture. 3.783.010. CI 1 17-106 OOr
, ^. „ ,

Williams Clark R . to Texas Instruments. Incorporated Flip-nop eie

ment 3.783.308. CI 307-291 000 ^^^ c . i»

Williams. George Norman, and Wilson. Robert F . to GTE Sylvania In-

corporated Optical-to-electrical transducer assemblage 3.783.Z/Z.

Wmlams'!vIct?E Oval shaped wheels. 3.782.75. .CL 280-87.010

Williamson. Clyde E . See—
Dillard. Paul A . and Williamson. Clyde E . 3,783.029

Williamson. Everett W Set- , -,«> t.c\\

McConnell.JohnA and Williamson. Everett W, 3.782.603

Williamson. George R . Hi. to Transport Basics International. Inc Load

restrainer 3.782.758. CI. 280-179 OOr

Williamson, William A .to Clark Equipment Company Xontro. system

for differential hydrostatic steering 3.782.488. C. '»"-* '»""_^„^^ .

Willim FriU. Schulz. Hans-Dieter, and Thorner. Hans Otto, to Concast

AGContinuouscastingplant 3.782.447, CI 164^28 LOOa

Wilska. Matti Relatively movable valve actuator 3,782,430, Ci \<*\

362000 _

Wilson Pharmaceutical & Chemical Corporation, mesne, ^ee-

Henshilwood, Jack R , and Soiret, Francois J .
3.783.104

Henshilwood. Jack R. 3.783. 106.

Wilson Porter Carol Field markmg system and a marker therefor

3.782.322. CI. 116-63 OOp

Wilson. Robert F S*e- „ .. . c i -lai -y-i-y

Williams George Norman, and Wilson, Robert F, 3,783. Z/.J

Wimpffen. George . . to Qonaar Corporation Housing for coin

operatedconstructions 3.782. 142. CI 70-170 000

Winbigler.PaulH ;S**- ,-,«,,«»
Dulude.Dona.dO ; and Winbigler. Paul H ,3,782,708

Winchester, Amos J . to General Electric Company Method and

systemforcontrollingatandemrollingmill 3.782.1 53. CI 72-9 000

Winckelhaus. Werner System for securing an *"""'«'
""f"^''

'°»

shaft for torque transmission therebetween 3.782.841. Ci *UJ-

373 000.

Wina Aubrey E . to Industrial Construction Company. Inc Igniter sup-

port for a waste wood burner 3.782.298, CI. 1 10-1 OOf.

Winn.WilliamC ;
5«-

^ , , i,— ,4

Burch, Daniel G ; Liang. Po-Lung; Pierce. St.nely L .
Jr

.
and

Wmn, William C. 3.782. 186

Winner. Richard N:S««- ^ «. i- . .-a
Ernstoff. Michael N , Fehr, Eric R., Hoffman, William C, and

Winner, Richard N ,3,783,184

Winnie Alon P to Johnson & Johnson Method for preventing skiving

ofacatheter 3.782,381. CI 128-214.400.
.-,„-, aia

Wiseman. Ben W, Jr Method of putting out oil well fires. 3.782.474,

CI. 169-2 OOr
Witmer.RalphC.ll.se*- ... ^ /-i..,i-. «

Bomball. William A . Drury. Raymond U.. Jr.; Nevin. Char.es S..

and Witmer. Ralph C. II. 3,782.987.

Wittkopf, Eugene W.: S<*— ,,o->-,i.
Spencer, Harvey J . and Wittkopf. Eugene W . 3,782 7 14.

Wittrock.Ludwig Plastic mixer 3.782.700. CI 259-192 000.

Wobrak, Robert E;S«*-
, ,«, ,««

Davies. Norman; and Wobrak, Robert E.. 3.783,208.

Wojtowicz, David: See—
Schindel. Arnold, and Wojtowicz. David. 3.783.3 1 2.

Wolak. Thomas J.; S<*— _
Hassenauer. Hobert L . Wolak. Thomas J ; and Novak. George E .

3.782.185.
, ^ u „;.„

Wolbrink David W . to Speaker Motion Systems, Inc. Trip mechanism

forconveyingapparatus. 3.782.531. CI 198-155.000

Wolowodiuk. Walter; Anel.i. John, and Dawson, Bruce Edgar to

United States of America. Atomic Energy Commission Heat

exchangertubemounts 3.782.455. CI 165-162 000

Wolpin. Kermit. to Hit Sales Corporation Fob-key-ring assembly.

3,782,1 50, C. 70-439.000.

Wolter. Heinz, to Voss. Josef. KG . Firma Steernig lock, particularly

for automotive vehicles 3.782.145. CI 70. 86 000

Wo.Iers. Ernst: See— . ... ,. „ c,_.t
Grossmann. Hans-Hermann. Burg. Karlheinz. and Wol.ers. Ernst.

Womack^Rober't R ; and Stooksberry, Franklin D. to United States of

America. Army Ramp forward of control fin. 3.782.668, CI. 244

3 240

^""unUed*Sut«'of America. National Aeronautics and Space Ad

ministration. 3.783.354
, ..-..j *_

Wood. David. to Masson Scott Thrissell Engineering L'«"'««« Ap-

paratus for transferring stacks of mail or the like articles 3.782.541 .

CI 209-74 OOr.

Wot>dbr.d«e David D Apparatus and method for converting wave

^ntg" into electrical energy 3.783.302.C1 290-42 000

Wooding. Patrick J 5**-
, to? aas

Luchok. John, and Wooding. Patrick J 3.782 445

Wood* Walter E and Hammann. Paul E . to American Air Filter

Cor^pany. Inc Modular assembly for attaching skirt facade to an air

handlmgunit 3.782.062. CI 52-75 000

"'"trpa'^nutlo. CaH-7. McK.ndra. Clayton D Sewe,,^ C.inton J .

Vi.larroel. Fernando, and Woolston. Lionel L .
3.783.3 10

Wortley William, to Dunlop Limited Balancing of wheel/tyre assem

blies 3 782.217. CI 73-457 000

Woyden. Stanley J , and Aaron. Maurice L . »°
f
«»°"7"

J""""^,",;
poration Carousel for solid waste compactor 3.782.068. tl 33

64 000

^''''Mey^rTh"o"fsl'sUer. Thomas N; and Wright. Lawrence G..

Wright^'hifip'c'ceilingcyclerack 3.782.559.Cr21l-17^0O0_

Wronsk. Christopher Roman. Yim. Woongsoon Michael, and Dresner.

Joseph to RCA Corporation Photosensitive charge storage eiec

trode having a selectively conducting protective layer of matching

valencebandonitssurface 3.783.324. CI 313-65 00a

Wvcoff Keith H High speed selective calling communication system

'havrnglowdrainreceivVr 3.783.384. CI 325.55 000

Wyers. Joseph H . to Fluoroware, Inc Transfer mechanism. 3.782.522,

CI 198-20 OOr
|

Xerox Corporation: See—
Tulagin.Vsevolod. 3.782.932

Wautrs. David W . Heeks. Robert E . and Sullivan. Donald P .

Yamag«h.!^Htdehisa. and ,
Yokoi. Fumitoshi. «» Nippon Kokan

Kabushik. Kaisha Method for manufacturing steel sheets with layers

of protective meul 3.78 1 .968. CI 29-420.000

"""TujirMo'ha'ru' Yamaguchi. Isao. Miyamoto. Kimio. Yamaguchi.

Masaru. and Sano, Yozo. 3.783.290

Yamaeuchi. Masaru: 5**— ._

Fujii. Motoharu. Yamaguchi. Isao. Miyamoto. Kimio. Yamaguchi.

Masaru, and Sano, Yozo. 3.783.290.

Yamamizu Shoji Kabushiki Kaisha: See— I

Tanizaki Hiroshi, 3,783.220

Yamlmoo imiko and Nakahe. Ryuhei. to Matsushita Electric

Industrial Company Limited Constant-voltage converter employing

thyristor 3.783.367. CI. 321-11 000

Yamamoto.Katuyuki: S«— rk.«m.i
Okubo. Kei. Yamamoto. Katuyuki. ana Murayama. Osamu,

3 783 064. . . . c •
Yamamura. Sakae. and Inaba. Se.uemon.

««J"i'"\VT>r an"elec"tr^
su Fanuc Limited Laminated rotor tooth assembly for an electric

pulsemotor 3.783.319. CI 310-268.000

Yankovsky. Vladimir Mikhailovich: S«—
Kheife s. Georgy Naumovich. Plyat.kovsky. Oskar ^lexandrovich

Yankovsky. V.ad.mir Mikhailovich. Akhmedov. Baba Abbas

Ogly. Lange, Zelman losifovich; Golubev >"'> /asieievich;

Solomadinl Elizaveta Andreevna, Statnikov. Vladimir MO.-

ha.lovich. Ibragimov. Irafil Naftali Ogly. Gu'iev Tagi Rza Ogly.

and Porokhovnikov. Jury Zinovievich. 3.782. 160 ^ ...

Yao Shi-Kuang. to GAF Corporation Novel tetranuclear methine

dyes processes for preparing the same. »"«* «'«'-P''°««|'2»5;'*=

systems and silver halide emulsions containing the same 3.782.933.

Yamngton!°james Clifford, to International Business Machine, Cor-

poration Mechanical motion retarding means 3.782.506. CI. 188

Yasuda. Norio. to Sega Enterprises Kabush.ki Kaisha Sinking vessel

V=:"S=:':^^I^^-o^^---. ... Thynstor

device 3.783.350. CI. 317.235.OOr.

Yehan Numata: See— I

Okazaki.KaUutoshi. 3.781.998.

"^''ToweT'j'lme.'BTYei.er. Beverly G ; and Lightner. Joseph R..

3.782.398.

^'"•wronrkTc"h:i:op"cr'Roman; Yim. Woongsoon Michael, and

Dresner, Joseph, 3,783.324.
|

Yokoi. Fumitoshi: S**— •.• itqi o<ib
Yamagishi.Hidehisa.andYokoi.Fumitoshi.3.781.968

YonkervJohn L Method and apparatus for assembling liner, in con-

nectors 3.78 1.985. CI 29-629.000.
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York William C . to Eastman Kodak Company. Conducting lacquers

for'electrophotographic elements 3.783.021. CI. 1 17-212.000

Yoshida.Kiroshi:Sf*- u •/ • v
Ohira. Takuya; Shiraishi, Shunta. Matsushima. Hiroshi; Kato. Yu-

kiya. Shimokawa. Kiyomitsu; and Ywshida. Kiroshi. 3.782.738.

Yoshimura.Shigetake:S*e— , -,., ,„^
Tatsutomi. Yasuo; and Yoshimura, Shigetake, 3.782.346.

Yoshivasu Mitsuo. and Toyoda. Takashi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Oji

GoseishiKenkyujo. Synthetic paper. 3,783.088, CI. 161-160.000.

Youne Dean Arthur, to Union Oil Company of California. Hydrocar-

bon conversion process 3.783.1 23. CI 208-111 000

Young, John E. Jr.: See—
Carr. Norman L.. Massoth. Franklin E ; Stahlfeld. Donald L.. and

Young. John E . Jr . 3.782.076.

Young. Philip, to United Aircraft Corporation. Lubrication means.

3.782.500. CI 184-64 000
. „ . ^

Younkin, James R . and Nixon. John M . to Edo-Aire Mitchell Indus-

tries. Inc. Light responsive sensor system. 3,783,277, CI 250-

237 bor ^ . .

Yount Robert H One man holder for vehic.es doors, bumpers, and the

.ike during repair thereof. 3,782,7 . 3, C. 269-297.000

Yousch, Thomas. Screw conveyor coil wiper. 3.782,535, CI. 198-

229.000
, ^

Zahid. Abduz, to Green Hydraulics, Inc Pressure pu.se dampener

device 3.782,4. 8, CI .38-26.000.

Zajac Bruno G , to Conaar Corporation. Coin contro.led meter con-

struction. 3,782,519, CI. 194-83 000.

Zakaras Anthony E , to Simmons Company. Motor operated bed hav-

ing low leakage current 3.78 1 ,927. CI 5-67.000.

Zarges Walther. Collapsible receptacle. 3.782.579. CI. 220-4.00f.

Zeimet. Heinrich. Rentel. Alfred, and Montz. Horst. to Seitz-Werke

GmbH. Device for shutting off the return gas line of counterpres-

sure filling elements of multi-chamber vesse. fil.ing machines.

3.782.427, C. 141-39.000.

Zellweger AG: See— '

'

Strohschneider, Walter, 3.783.273.

Zembaty. Stanley A., to General Electric Company Meter dial with

mirror image portion. 3.782,324, CI. 116-129.00t.

Zeppenfeld Gisela, to Ve Textilkombinat Cottbus. Process for the

radiation treatment of polyethylene. 3.783,1 15, CI. 204-1 59.200.

Zetterlund, Uno, to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget. Layer

winding for electrical apparatus. 3,783,427, CI. 336-206.000.

Ziegler, William H., to United States of America. Army. Automatic

azimuth recovery system for cannons. 3,782.243. CI. 89-37.00c.

Ziemek, Gerhard; and Scheffier. Ernst, to Kabel- und Metallwerke Gu-

tehoffnungshutte Aktiengese..schaft. Method of making a supercon-

ductor. 3,781,982, CI. 29-599.000.

Zimmermann, Heinrich, to Dual Gebruder Steidinger, Firma. Console

for record players. 3.782,801, CI. 312-284.000.

Zoecon Corporation: See—
Henrick, Olive A.; and Siddall, John B.. 3,783,1 35.

Zotter, John F., to Textron, Inc. Method of making a bearing seal.

3,783,070, CI. 156-211.000.

Zsamboky, Leslie: See—
.. , , ,

McGeeney, William S.; Trapp, George S.; and Zsamboky. Leslie.

Zucconi". Homer R. Keg tapping assembly 3.782.609. CI. 222-394.000.

Zura. Borys: See—
Schaap. Sanford; and Zura. Borys. 3.782.046.

Zurcher. Robert S.: See—
r. w - c

Barnett. David L.; Rose. Stanley E.; and Zurcher. Robert S..

3,782,278. ^ ^ r

Zvss Thadeus B.. 20% to Appleman. Milo Don. Jr Method of produc-

ing cured low sodium meat products. 3.782.975, CI. 426-28 1 .000.
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Baker. Sara Z. : Sfc—
. . .-. nviion-

Baker. William P., Jr.. and Sahatjian. TDlS.OOo.

Baker William P. Jr.. decreased, late of Cliadils honl. l«.v

S Z Baker, executrix, and K. A. Sahatjian. said .sahatjian

ftisiLMiors to K. 1. tlu I'out de Nemours and Co. lra«-t;il)le

aromatic poly(scldflf bases). T918.00o. l-l-«3. CI. 2t.tt—

Ba'ttLsta. Mario A.. L. K. Freed. R. S. Harbison. J. W. Nestork.

J li Struk and I>. Tuman. to International Business .Ma

chines Inc. Integrated circuit junction isolation structure.

T918.007. 1-1-74, CI. .UT— •-';{.->. „.,,.. . , ,

Brack Karl. .M. (Jhafphaichi. and H. Wimpfhelnier. to Inter

national Business Machines Corp. Inte<^ated ilrcuit struc

ture electricallv Isolated by a coniliination »f amorphous
silicon walls and insulatlnj; PN junction. TOIS.OOS, 1-1 74.

Chappel,' wTlliam M.. II. C. Fallon, O. C.eortzel. and W. «;.

Strohm. to International Business Machines Corn. Procrnin

jienerator for branching questionnaire. T91S,004. l-l-i4,

CI. .'^40— 172..'>.

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Co. : See—
Baker. William P.. Jr. TOIS.OO.").

Fallon. Hush C. : .*^Vr ^ , .

Chappell. William M.. Fallon. fJeortzel, and strohm.

T91S.004.
Freed, I.arry E. ; S<t— ^. ....

Bnttista, Mario .\.. Froe.l. Harbison. Nestork. ^t^uk. anil

Tuman. T91 8,007.

Freeman. Kmma J.: Src- -.^-on^o
Sherwin, Ernest H.. Luckadoo, and freeman. TOIS.OO.T

»;amblno, (^lluUano f!rr

Wrye. Robert <! . and Cambino. T91S.009.

Cieort/el, C.erald : f^ee- -

Chappell, William .M., Fallon. Oortzel. and strohm.
T01S,004.

Ohafcbaichi. Majld : Rre— ^ rr.o.,oru^a
Brack. Karl, Chafjrhaichi, ami Wimpfheimer. T91S.00S

Crav. Theodore F.. Jr., J. C. W.-aver. and M. A. McCall. Flame
retnrdant moldinc composition-; bavlnjr desirable mechanical
properties. TOl.S.OOl, 1-1-74. CI. jr.O 10.

Harbison. Richard S. : Ser~
Battlsta, Mario A.. Freed. Harbison. Nestork. Struk. and
Tuman. T91 8.007.

International P.uslne.ss Machines Corp. : i>cf—
, o-mu n.w

Brack. Karl, (;iiat);Uaichi. and W impthcimer. T918.00H.

ChapiH'll. William M.. Fallon. «;.ort/el. and Strolnii.

T".HS.(I04.
International Business Machines, Inc. : «fe— . ., , ,

Battlsta. .Mario A.. Freed. Harbison. Nestork. .struk. and

T\iman. •|!tlS.(M»7,
., , , .i ..

Knotb KuRene K. Automatic system for pnntinp Information

on the trailinjr end oi continuously traiis|>orted articles.

T'.»l,s.O()i>, 1-1-74, CI. 101 -41.

Luckadoo, P.obby M. : Str '

T^moon-i
Sherwin. K.rnest R. Lucka.loo. and hreeman. TDIS.OO.J.

Macalusa. Carroll J.: See m\^onn,•
Schramm, James .N.. Macalusa. and Schumann. TDls.wui.

^''^''I'rnv'' Themiore k!" Jr.. Weaver, and McCall. TOl 8.001.

Nestork. William J. : S. c .......
Battlsta Mario A.. Freed, Harbison. Nestork. struk. ami

Tuman. T!»l.*».007.

Sabatjl.in. Ronald A. : Srr— I

Baker. William P , Jr. TOKS.OO.x . „ ^ ^ ^ ,,
Schramm. James N.. C. J. Macalusa. and R. C. Schumann. Jr.

MethcMl of securlnp stacked polyolefin containers ORalnst

•illpplntr. TIMS. (tor,. 1-1-74. CI, 117-94.
Schumann. Rol)ert C, Jr. :

F!rr - o^oic onr.
Schramm Jnm.-s N.. Macalusa. and Schumann. TniS.noi..

Sherwin. Ernest R. B. M. Luckadoo. nnd E. .1. Freeman.

.\nfioxldant compositions. T91S.00.1. 1-1-.4, CI. 42(^—181.

Strohm, William <i. : Src
. .. c. u

Chappell, William M.. Fallon, ^eortzel. and strohm.

T1>1S.()04.

Struk James R. : f!rc ^. ,.,.., ,

Battlsta. Mario A.. Freed, Harbison. Nestork, Struk. ami
Tuman T91.'<.007.

Tuman, Panlel : Srr
Battlsta Mario A., Freed. Harbison. Nestork. struk, and
Toman T918 007.

Weaver, James C. : f<rr

Cray, Theodore F.. Jr.. Weaver, and McCall. T91 8.001.

Wlmofhelmer. Hans: S'rr /rmcnoQ
Brack. Karl. Chafphaichi, and Wimpfheimer. T91><.ons.

Wrve Rob<«rt C. nnd <:. Camblno. Method for pro.luclnc a

hiL'li strot«-h textured polyester yarn for package dyeing.

TiMS.OOO. 1-1-74, CI. .">7—157.
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.\dler. Stanford L.. to Technicon Corp. .Vpparatus for the auto
matic determination of the coagulation. agKregation and or

fluocculation. or the like, rates or fluids, and novel reaction

Intensifying agent for use therewith. Re. 27.800, 1-1-74. CI.

2.'i— 2.->.1.

Asahl Tov Co.. Ltd. : Sec—
Mlufa. Kelichlro. Re. 27.8.->9. ^ . ,.

Baker Robert C, and S. R. Rosen, to Nordson Corp. Applica-

tor having a fixed module with static parts and a removable
mo<lule with moving parts. Re. 27.80.5. 1-1-74, CI. 222~~.'>0».

Davis Steven J., and R. A. Llberman. to Ceneral PataComm
Industries. Inc. Closed loop test method and apparatiis for

duplex data transmission modem. Re. 27.804, 1-1-74. CI.

179—2.
Dav Ronald H„ to Sargent Industries, Inc. .\splrator nPi»«-

fatus for bag Inflation systems. Re. 27,860. 1-1-74. CI.

417—184
Cteneral nntnComm Industries. Inc. : see—

Davis, Steven J., nnd Liberman. Re. 27.804.

Ceneral Electric Co. : Ser-
Porter. Dennis A. Re. 27.868.

Hansford. Rowland C. : fire--

Helfrev Paul F., Kav, Peralta, Reeg, and Hansforil.

Re. 27.8.17.

Helfrev Paul F., N. L. Kav. B. Peralta. and C. P. Reeg. to

I'nlon Oil Co. of California. Hydrocracking proo'ss. Re

27,S.->6, 1-1-74, CI. 208—59.
Helfrev, Paul F., N L. Kay. B. Peralta. C. P. Reeg nnd R C.

Han-iford to I'nion Oil Co. of California. Hydrocracking

process. lie. 27.S.-.7. 1-1-74. CI. 20<5—111,

Kav Nicholas L. : See -
, „ „ «- o--

' Helfrev, Paul F. Knv, Pernltn. and Reeg. «"
^'-^Ji," ,

Helfrev Paul F., Kay, Peralta. Reeg. and Hansford.

Re. 27,857.
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Kraus. Charles E. Motion transmission device. Re. 27.801,

1 — 1—71 I'l ~J •>•>"

Laughlin" Eugene W.. by Trextron. Inc. Centrifugal clutch.

Re 27.8.-.S, 1-1-74, CI. 74—2.10.17.
l.llH'rman, Richard .\. : See

-,-, o<«

.

Davis Steven J., nnd Liberman. Re, 27,804.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. : See—
Yano. Tadasbl, an.H»kn Re 27.80.1 97 ono

Miura. Kellcliiro. to Asahl Toy Co.. Ltd. Toy car. Re. 27.859.

1-1-74 CI. 4t^ 200.
Mohan. William L. :

Srr -

,^. , „ o, oro
Wllllts. Samuel P.. and Mohan. Re. 27.8r.9. i

.Nordson Corp. : Sre -
. „ „ o- ort-

Baker, Robert <5.. and Rosen. Re. 2i.80.>.

Oka, Shunzo : Srr
. „ „- ono

Yano. Tndnshl. nnd Oka. Re. 27.803, '

''"'"Helfr^^PaufF, Kay. Peralta. and Reeg. He. 27.850.
,

Helfrey: Paul P.. Kay. Peralta. Reeg. nnd Hansford.

Porter ^*')en.iis'A.. to General Electric Co. DC shunt starter

generator. Re. 27.808. 1-1-74. CI. 290-11.

''"^^^e&.''pau^F.. Knv. Peralta. and Reeg. Re.

Helfrev Paul P.. Kay. Peralta. Reeg. and

Re. 27.8.-»7,

Rnsen. .Samuel R : Scr

—

r, o-r aa\
Baker. Robert C, and Rosen. Re. 27.865.

.Sargent Industries. Inc. -fl^r--

Dnv, Ronald H. Re. 27,800.

Slleh.nstedt, Albert IV Means and method forJocaMng sl^^^^

and other marine animals. Re. 27.802. 1-l-T-t. v-t- ^-^

Spartonlcs Ltd.: Srr-- ..^^..^ o- ot «r.O
Wllllts, Samuel P.. and Mohan. Re. 27.8b»

_;7.S50.

Hansford.
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Technicon Corp. : Sec—
Adler. Stanford L. Re. 27.800.

Texas Insiruments Inc.: .See

—

Years. Kenneth E. Re. 27.807.
Trextron, Inc. : See—

Laughlin. Eugene W. Re. 27.858.
Cnion Oil Co, of California : .Sec—

-

ot qk«
Helfrev. Paul F.. Kay, Peralta. and Reeg, Re, 27.856,

HelfreV. Paul F,, Kay, Peralta, Reeg, and Hansford.

He. *27.8.')7.

Wllllts, Samuel P., and W. L. Mohan, to Spartonlcs Ltd. Pitch

matching detecting and counting system. Re. 27.869. 1-1-

74. CI. 235—92.
Yano, Tadashl. and S. Oka. to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co.. Ltd. Variabl(> resistor of sliding type with switch acti-

vated by slider. Re. 27,863, 1-1-74. CI. 338—198.

Years, Kenneth E., to Texas Instruments Inc. Radiation-sensi-

tive camera shutter and aperture control systems. Re.

27,807, 1-1-74, CI. 95—10.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
DufTett, William E. : Srr

Jessel, Walter IL. Jr., and DufTett. 3.410.

Skou. William J., Knicely, and DufTett. 3,41(.

Sweet. Ja<k S., Jessel, and Duffett. .•i.421,

(Jilbert, Franklin A. Apple tree, 3,420. 1-1-.4. CI. .14.

Jackson & Perkins Co. : Sre ~

Kordes, Kelmer, 3,411.
Taiitau, .Mathlas. 3.415.

Jessel, Walter IL. Jr. : Srr
, ^ „ ^. o .01

Sw.-.t. Jack S.. Jessel, nnd DufTett. 3.-121.

Jessel, Walter IL, Jr.. an.l W. E. Duffett. to 'ioder Brothers,

liie. Cbrvsanihemuiu plant. 3,410, 1-1-74. CI. (4.

Kulcely. Walter W. :
Srr

. t^ « »* •> .17
Skou. William J., Knicely, and DufTett. 3,417. ^ _ ,, ,

Kor.les, Relmer. to Jackson & Perkins Co. Rose plant. J.414.

Mnscm.' Herbert S. Apple tree. .1.418. 1-1-74 CI 34.

Merrill, Crant. Peach tree, 3.413. 1-1-74. CI. 43.

.Mot/.kn4i, Henry W. : Sec- ^ t» «r »* q 117
Skou, William J., Knicely, nnd Duffett. .i.417.

Ownbey. Marion, to The Wayside Gardens Co. Dicentra plant.

Skou, Wliriaiu J.. W. W. Knicely. and W. E. Duffett. to Henry
W. Motzkau. Azalea plant. 3.417, 1-1-74. CI. 00.

Small, Earl J.. (Jrowers Inc. : Sre—
Sweet. Jack S.. Jessel. and Duffett. 3.421. ^^ ^ _ , .,

Sweet, Jack S,. W, H. Jessel. Jr.. and W. E. Duffett to Earl J.

Small, Growers Inc. Chrjsanthemum plant. 3,421. l-i-<4,

CI 78 -

Taiitau Mathias, to Jackson & Perkins Co, Rose plant. 3,415.

1-1-74, CI. 15.

Thomson. W. W., Co. Inc.. The : .Sec

—

Thomson. William P. 3.422. _ ^^ _ . „„^„„
Thomson William P.. to The W. W. Thomson Co. Inc. Carna-

tion plant. 3.422. 1-1-74. CI. 70.

Wav.slde Gardens Co.. The : See—
Ownbey, Marion. 3.419.

Yoder Brothers. Inc.: See—
, .^ ^ ^^ ^ ..r

Jessel, Walter H.. Jr.. and Duffett. 3,416.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
.Ml, James V. Air freshener, 229,754. 1-1-74, CI, D23—150.

American Filirona Corp. : Srr
Berger. Richard M. 2i;9.7S,S.

r.erger. Kletiar.l M. 229.789.
Berger, Richard M. 229,790.

American Hospital Supply Corp. : Sec—
.McPhw. Charles J. 229.740.

Aqua Mist Inc. : Sre
Morrow. William B. 229.7»3.

Armstrong Store F'lxture Corp. : .See-
More, David M. 229.743.

Bagdad Plastics Co. : See „,„-:.o
Davne, Eddv K.. and Land. 229.752.

Baldwin, D. H., Co, : .See-

Kimble, Thomas»E. 229,7.8. 000 -«;« 1 1 74 CI
Bartel, Mary F. Christmas tree blanket. 229.. 58. 1-1-.4. ci.

B.a'tlsya. 'Tomas. to Del Bros Jewelry Mfg. Co I"^- Non-

monetary coin and the like. 229,759. l-l-^'};^^'-,!?^^
j.^;^:

Batista. Tomas. to Del Bros Jewelry ^fg- Co In.
. J^on

monetary c.dn and the like. 229.700, ItI-^-*;^^'-,":'>.„„
Batista, Tomas. to Del Bros Jewelry ^fg. Co In<^ Non-

monetary .oln and the like. 229.761. l-l-^-^^^^^
,i?,ri^;'"

Batista. Tomas. to Del Bros .Tewelry ^fg- Co Inc. Non-

monetary coin an.l the like, 229,762, Ir^-^'*; ^1- D29— l.t.

Batista, Tomas, to Del Bros Jewelr.v Mfg. Co Inc Non-

monetary coin and the like. 229.763, ItI-^'*;^*-^-,^?^^-;^^^-

Batista, Tomas, to Del Bros Jewelry Mfg. Co In._^^ Non-

monetary coin and the like. 229.764, 1-1-74. C>- 1529—19.

Batista Tomas, to Del Bros Jewelry Mfg. Co Inc. Non-

monetary coin and the like. 229.765. 1-1-74, CI. D29--19.

Berger Richard M., to American Flltrona Corp. Filtered ciga-

rette. 229.788. 1-1-74. CI. DH.".—0.
.

Berger Richard M.. to American Flltrona Corp. Filtered ciga-

r.'tte 229.789. 1-1-74. CI. 1)8.5—0.

Berger Richard M.. to American Flltrona Corp. Filtered clga-

r.'tte 229,790, 1-1-74, CI. D85—0.

Better Marketing Industries. Inc. : See—
Schroll. Willard J. 229.747. ..„„ ,o« , , t t

Briddell. Charles D. Oyster shucking knife. 229.739. 1-1-74,

CI. D7— l.'iO.

Bristol-Myers Co. : See— _ .^, , , o*„,r,
Modelevesky. Ian C, De Young, Nevins, and Stern.

229.749.
Brunswick Corp. : .See

—

Ferguson, Thomas K. 229.707.
, ,, ^ ,3

MnKennv. Manley R.. Duncan, Smith, and McDonald.
''"'9 734

Campbell "Jerrv L.. nnd F. D. Gay. Jr.. to Toran Corp. Pump.
229.78.1. 1-1-74, CI. D0.5— 1.

Campbell Laurie J., to Louis Marx & Co., Inc. Watchcase.

229.771. 1-1-74. CI. D42—8.

Campbell. Laurie M. : See—
Lohr. Raymond J. 229.768.

Carroll, Clifford F. Paper towel holder. 229.775. 1-1-74. CI.

D52—2.

Carter Howard B.. to Rosedale Plastics (Containers) Ltd.

Traffic marker. 229.784, 1-1-74, CI. D72—1.

Cible, Pierre. Auxiliary light for automobiles. 229,774. 1-1-74

CI. D48—32.

Clairol Inc. : See—
DeFano, Dominic, and Kallman. 229.791.

Cooley. Frank P. : See— „ , ^. __„
Olson, Ladell P.. and Cooley. 229.773.

Croyle, Jack V., and J. B. Swett. to Dart I°<lustrle8 Ilc Re-

movkble- compartmented cup for a dispensing container.

229,735. 1-1-74. CI. D7—129.

D & G -Vssoclates. Inc. : See

—

Daenen'"RoK"to'm?t''lndustries, Inc. Toy building block.

Da2n*^RoVerT'1o^Dart 'industries. Inc. Building block toy

(IV). 229.770, 1-1-74. CI. D34—15.

Dart Industries. Inc. : See—
' Crovle. Jack V.. and Swett. 229,735.

Daenen. Robert. 229.769.

D.v„°°'lS K°%'nd wVb™r C. Land, to B.^d.d Pl.s.lc, Co.

n.^S''?-.S.'l'E.:irDl'xFe>&Ja M.n>.'.«>.H« Co. .„-

mirror 229,791, 1-1-74. CI. DSO—10,

Del Bros Jewelry Mfg. Co.. Inc. :
See—

Batista. Tomas. 229.759-64.

De Y'oung. Benjaipln S. : .See—-
x- . „ „„^ sfom

Modelevesky. Ian C, De Young. Nevins. and Stern.

229.749.
Dixie Electrical Mfg. Co. : See

—

Dean. Clarence E. 229.745.

"""
MaKenny.' Man''i;7 R- Duncan. Smith, and McDonald.

220.734.
Eastman Kodak Co. : See--

EmmV?llfg" Ro'nS'klVftSone Division of Berkey Photo.

Kr'nlT^oU?i'o.: \o'^utibSm"'cW.- Electric shaver. 229,-

FeSt-oV^ Thomas^^KT'to Brunswick Corp. Golf bag dl-

r^:^o'rr'^::.l'Wl^n.'%'''oS^'^^^^ * Cc, mc.

Typewriter. 229,782. 1-1-74, CI. D64—11

GTE Automatic Electric I-ahoratories Tnc : See-
Stewart, James R.. and Tweed. 229,756.

Garland Industries. Inc. :
S«^—

^

Lanole, Raymond A. 229,785.

Gay. Farral D., Jr. : See—
Campbell. Jerry L., and Gay. 229.783.

Gold Bill. :
See—

., ^ , ooq tbo
Fusco. Frank C, and Gold. 229,782.

Hansen Robert S. Telephone message holder. 229,757. l 1

74, CI. D26—14 A.

Heath Co. : See— „„„ ,^.
Krenz. Horst M. 229,751. -

Helenurm. Kalju. to Jonathan Lock Ltd. Adjustable key

locks. 229.741. 1-1-74, CI. D8—136.

Helenurm, Kalju. to Jonathan Lock Ltd. Key for locks

229.742. 1-1-74. CI. D8—136.

Holohan, Bartholomew A. Razor. 229,795. 1-1-74. CI.

D95—3.

Hou.se Mates Inc. : See

—

Press, Fred. 229,733.
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Over-head pro-
Ishida. Toorn. to Kabuslilki Kaisha Koparu.

j.Mtor 22".t.7SO. 1-1-74, CI. IM)1— 1.

Jonathan Lo.k Limited :Xce"
Helenurm, Kaljii. L'29.741.

Ilelenurm, Kaljii. 229. < 4 J.

Kabuslukl Kaisha K«p;iru : &«e

—

Isl.ida. Tooni. 229.780.

Kallman, Kobert I. •
•^«-- ..,.„„ ..^q -qi

i>^Kan(> i)omtnlc, anil Kallman. JJy.iyi.
.

Kephi^t I vnnTl Combined tnble and a.,iiarl.im or similar

artiHe 229.7fi<!. 1-1-74. CI. I>30-11.
Kevstone Division of IL-rkey I'hoto : See-

Kmiiierlinu'. Konald .\ 229.7.9
i.^-nn •^•>ft 778

Kimble. Thom i^ E. to I>. H. Haldwln Co. I tano. —».<7f«,

Kinklr.'N.SeM?'ind K. Knauff. Knema baR. 22».78r.. 1-1-74.

CI. l»s::~-l.

Knauff. Kckhardt :
'*»'«--. _ ^oo -or

Kinkel Norbert. and Knauff. 229. iH«>.

Krenz llorst M. to Heath Co. Fishing thermometer instni-

m..nt. 229,7.-, 1.1 -1-74. CI. I>22-99.
Land. Wilbur «:. : ,?ee- .^.,

Davne. Kd.lyK. and Land 229...»2
xvrjfin..

iJinoie." Uavmoml A., to Carland Indust-ries. Inc. Wrltlnp

histrum.Mit. 229.7Nr.. 11 74. CI. D.4— 1..

I^auffer. IF. E.. Co.. Inc. : ^ee-
W;i11anre. Donald. 229..:?t..

Lau«hon'"homaT"c!! Fo-"f^Sman Kodak Co. Aperture card

vi.w.r 22'.>.7S1. 1 1 74. CI IH51— 1. ooo —

r

Lelshton. Kobert L. Uaso kettle for musical drum. 229... 0.

LoVr' RaymonyTriind I^J
,^»TolrVR^'^^""74 ^cVlfS^'

In.. Shuffle board game device. 229.7fiS. l-l-J^. CI ''•";..;•

Maj.-wski. Kusrene .1. Stojup^- rack for wine bottle or the like.

Mii^i^enin'" Manlev' K.. B. J.' Duncan. J. N. Smith and T. .1.

M.-Donabl to Hrunswlck Corp. Convertible heater and

cooker. 229.7.'?4. 1-1-74. CI. D7— 110.

Marx. Louis. & Co . Inc. : Siv—
Campbell. Laurie .7. 229.771. '

Kusco. Frank C. and tlold. 229.7S2.

Lohr Ravmond .1.. and Campbell. 229,70.8.

Matsushita Electric In.lustrlal Co.. 1 td. ^^ce^
.

Terauchi. Makoto. Nakamura. Sui:lhara. Sumino. \ eda.

and Su/uki. 229.777:

^''^^MaKenny. "Mariley^R.. Duncan. Smith, and McDonald.

McPhee"chnrles .7. to American Hospital Supply Corp. Bot-

tle. 229,740. 1-1-74. CI. D9—159.

Miles Laboratories, Inc. : Nee

—

White. Fred K. 229.748.

Modelevesky. Inn C. B. S. De Younc. D. Nevlns. «»*«
•;^. ^J,*'^'-"-

to Bristol Mvcrs Co. Vitamin tablet or similar article. 2J9.

749. 1-1-74.CI. Die, :^.

Moore. David M.-. to Armstronc Store Fixture Corp. Re

sillent connector for display partitions or the like. —U.-

743. 1-1-74. CI. DS— 259.

Morris. Stephe:n W. Table lamp. 229.772. 1-1-74. O. mS—20.

Morrow. William 1?. t.. A.iua-Mlst Inc. Combined air scoop

and duct couplinc collar assembly for humhliher unit. —9,-

753. 1-1-74. CI. D23— 140.

Moss. Lester B. Spark plu«. 229.755. 1-1-74. CI. 1)26—1.

Nakamura. Yasuuobu : Hec^-
Terauchi. Makoto. Nakamura, hURlhara, feumino, I eUa.

and Suzuki. 229.777.

Olettl. Joseph J. to I> k « Associates. Inc. Range Rrate hold

down dip. 229,744. 1-1-74. CI. IKS -259. ^ w. ^
Olson. Ladell 1'.. antl F. P. Co.dey. to Rycol Corp. Combined

vehicle safety liphts ensemble and mountiuK bracket there-

for. 229.773.1-1 74. CI. IMS .12.

IMtts Benjamin Design for combined cup tray and ash re-

rei-eiver. 229.7S7. 1-1-74. CI. DS5 2. .,,,,.
Tress Fre<l. to House Mates Inc. Chating dish for fondue or

90.
Ser-

229.773.
Inc. Roof

thf like 229.733. 11 74. CI. D
R..sedal<' riastics (Containers) Ltd.

Carter. Howard B. 229.784.
Rubbermaid Inc. : .s're-

Taylor. William D. 229.737.
Rvcol Corp. : Srr—

Olson. Ladell IV. and Cooley. —
Schroll Willard J., to r.ettcr .Marketing Industrh

.lement. 229.747. 1-1 74. CI. D13 1.

Smith Jay .V : see-
Ma Kenny. Manley R.. Duncan. Smith and McDonald.

•••9 7.H4

St.war?"laincs R.. and D. C Tweed, to OTE Automatic P:1«h'-

tric Laboratories. Inc. PCM subscriber carrier system remote

termin.'il weatherpn of housing or .similar article. 220.75*'.,

11 74. CI. I)2f.- 14.

Sugi. Masanao : .sec

leda. Haruo. Sugl. and Chayamichl. 229.729.

Sugihara. Osamii : Srr
Terau<hl. Makoto. Nakamura. Sugihara. Sumino. i eda.

an<l Suzuki. 229.777.
.Sumino. TaMashl : Scr

Terauchi. .Makoto. Nakamura
and .Suzuki. 229.777.

Sunl)eam Corp. : Srr
Ernest. Robert <>. 229.7!»4

Suzuki. KlvoshI : Srr
Terauchi. Makoto, Nakamura
and Suzuki. 229.777.

Su7aiki. Shoji. Tneumatlc play
|)t; i:'..

I

Swett. James B. : Srr '

Crovlc .I.K Iv v., and Sw.-tt. 229.73.-..

Taylor William D.. to Rubbermaid Inc. Food container lid.

229.737. 1-1-71. CI. D7 131.

T.cnv. Jim A. Fly. 229.7.-.0. 1-1-74. <'l. D22 27.

Teralicbi Makoto. Y. Nakamura. O. Sugihara. T. Sumino. K.

Ccda and K Suzuki, to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co..

Ltd. Combined radio and retractable television receiver.
'•'9 777 1-1-74 <'l D".'- L

Tlbbs. Clarence V." Handbag. 229.793. 1-1-74. CI. D87—3.

'roran Corp. : Sr>
\

CamplM'll. Jerry L.. and tJay. 229. < 83. '

Tweed. Donald (J. : Scr
Stewart. James R. and Tweeil. 229. (;»«..

leda Haruo M. Sugi. and 11. Chayamichl. Tab for holding

thread on a bobbin. 22!»,729. 1-1-74. CI. D3 19.

Leda Kazuhiro :
Srr

. .^ ... .t»,i_
Terauchi. Maki.to. Nakamura. Sugihara. sumlno. l^e<la.

and Suzuki. 229.777. _ , , ta r>i
a wallet. 229.792. 1-1-74. CI.

Sugihara. Sumlno. re<la.

I

Sugihara. Sumlno. I'eila.

pen. 229.730. 1-1-74. CL

Design for

II. E. Lauffer. Co.. Inc. Fork. 229.736.

Vltol. Matt
Ds7 •!

Wallance. iHmald, to

1 l-7». CI. D7 -137. » „ , o OOO710
Wallance. Donald, to II. E. I^uffer. Co.. Inc. Spoon. 229.738.

WafshT 'Francis B. Chair. 229.731. 1-1-74. CI. IXV--70.

White Fr.'d K to .Miles Laboratories. Inc. Llcpild specimen

tul«''. 229.74S. 1-1-74. CI. DDV 1. ooo 7jn i i 71
/..lenko. Harrv. Litter bin or similar article. 229.740. 1-1-74.

CI. 1)7—194.

/"

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 1, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

10

88

7

8S
no
161

172 15

213
228
2SI

67
68
8IR

201

337

CLASS 2

3.78l.<<14

3.781.915
3.781.916

CLASS 3
3.781.917

3.781.918

CLASS 4
3.781.919

3.781.920
3.781.922
3.781.921

3.781.925
3.781.923
3.781.926
3.781.924

CLASS 5

3.781.927
3.781.928

3.781.929
3.781.930
3.781.931

CLASS 7

14 IR 3.781.932

CLASS S
3.782.895
3.782.896
3.782.897

3.782.898
3.782.899

2

2.5

43
137
149.2

1 lA

1

9

10

18

34
35

72

196 2

200B
200P
201
203HM
401

420
430
445
446
470.1

509
526
568
583

584
589
592
596
597
599
61 I

624
629
630D

CLASS 9
3.781.933

CLASS 13
3.783.167
3.783.168
3,783.169
3.783.170
3.781.935
3.783.171

CLASS 14

3.781.934

CLASS 15

3 17 3.781.936

21

F

3.781.938

49R 3.78 1.937

76 3.781.939

104 8 3.781.940

246 5 3.781.942

339 3.781.941

CLASS 16

52 3.781.943

187 3.781.944

CLASS 17

II 3.781.945

44 1 3.781.946

CLASS 23

230R 3.782.900

253R Re 27.866

260 3.782.901

.280 3.782.902

284 3.782.903
3.782.904

3.782.905

313 3.782.906

CLASS 24

81

E

3.781.947

CLASS 27

17 3.781.948

CLASS 28

ISM 3.781.950

1.4 3.781.949

1.6 3.781,951

3.781.952

15 3.781.954

71.3 3.781.953

4R
34 I

255
276

35
57
66

27F
143L
166

I85R

CLASS 29
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16

23
27R
32
41

52
64
76R

130

245

IS2R
M4B

CLASS 103
3.782,282
3.782.283

3.782.284

3.7^2.285
3.782,286
3.782.287

3.782.288
3.782,289

3.782,290

CLASS 104
3,782,291

3.782.292

3.782.293

lOS
3.782.294

3.782.295

CLASS

CLASS 106

1 3,782,978

5 3.782,979

47R 3.782,958

57 3.782,980

73.5 3.782.981

75 3.782.982

88 3.782,983

90 3.782.984

97 3.782.985

110 .3.782.986

271 3.782.987

282 3.782.988

285 3,782,989

287S 3.782.990

315 3.782,991

3,782,992

CLASS 108

101 3.782,296

CLASS 109

38 3,782,297

CLASS 110
IF 3,782.298

7R 3.782,299

8C 3.782,301

gR 3,782.300
3.782.302

162 3,782,303

173 3.782,304

CLASS 112

10 3,782,305

21 3,782,306
77 3,782,307

121.15 3,782,308

121.29 3,782,309

153 3,782,310

I58R 3,782,311

241 3,782,312

252 3,782.313

CLASS 113
IG 3,782,314

7A 3,782.315

CLASS 114
I6R 3.782,316

52 3,782,317

207 3.782,318

235B 3,782,319

CLASS lis

I2R 3.782,320

17 3,782,321

CLASS 1 1*

63P 3,782,322

118R 3.782.323

I29T 3.782,324

CLASS 117

215 3.783.022

237 3.783.023

CLASS 1 IS

58 3.782.325

67 3.782.326

too 3.782.327

118 3,782,328

215 >.782.329

325 3.782.330

CLASS 1 19

5 3.782.331

51.13 3.782.332

52R 3.782.333

S4 3,782,334

CLASS 122

13A 3,782,335

379 3,782,336

CLASS 123

. 8.05 3.782.337

8.23 3.782.340

845 3.782.341

32EA 3,782.338
3,782,339

4169 3,782,342

52M 3,782,343
3.?82.344

90.35 3.782.345

97B 3.782.346

n9A 3,782,348

I19R 3.782.347

122D 3.782.349
136 3.782.351

139AJ 3,782.352

I48E 3.782.353

I79K 3.782.350

182 3,782,354

185B 3.782,355

I85C 3,782,356

196S 3,782.357

198DC 3.782,358

CLASS 124

48 3.782.359

CLASS 12*

I9B 3,782.360

43 3.782,361

CLASS 128

101 3.782,404

no 3,782.405

202 3.782.406

317 3,782.407

344 3.782.408

355.17 3.782.409

467 3.782.411

496 3.782.410

514 3.782.412

565 3.782.413

575 3.782.414

590 3.782.416

596.18 3.782.415

625 17 3.782.417

CLASS IM
26 3,782.418

109 3.782,419

156 3.782.420

CLASS 139

122W 3.782,421

127P 3,782,422

166 3.782,423

CLASS 140
92.2 3,782,424

103 3.782,425

123.6 3,782,426

CLASS 141

39 3,782,427

lis 3,782.428

359 3.782.429

362 3.782.430

CLASS 144
1445 3.782,431

323 3.782.433

CLASS 145

50E 3,782.432

CLASS 14S

28
100. IDR
100.18
100.2T
I00.2Z
I07E
IIIR

4

21

34
45
49
66
71R
72
75
76P
93.31

95
lOOA

106A
I06R

107

127

I30R
130

201

206
212

3.782.994
3.783.000
3.782,995
3.782,996
3.782,997
3,782,998
3.782.999
3.783,001

3.783.002
3.783.003
3.783.004

3.783.006
3.783.007
3,782,993

3.783.008
3.783,009
3.783.010
3,783,011

3.783,012
3.783.013
3,783,014
3,783,015
3,783,016
3.783,017

3.783.018
3.783.019
3.783.020
3.783,005
3.783.021

IB
2R

2T
2.06A
2.08

2 IR
7

20
28
76B
92BB
92EB
130
132
133

152
158
173H
214R
214
214.4
277
281
303.1

305.

S

348
419D
595

3.782.362
3,782,363
3,782,365
3,782,364
3,782,367
3.782,368
3,782.366
3,782.369
3.782.370
3.782.371

3.782.372
3,782.374
3,782,373
3,782,376
3,782,377
3,782,378
3,782,379
3.782,375
3,782,380
3,782.382
3.782,383
3,782,381
3.782,384

3.7,82.385

3.782.386
3,782.387
3,782.388
3.782,389
3,782,390

3

6.14R
6.2

9R
II 5R
31 5

32
36

121

153
156
175

187

188

189
191

CLASS 131

9 3,782,393

I7R 3,782,391

17 3,782.392

256 3,782,394

CLASS 132
9 3,782,395

53 3,782,396

84A 3,782,397

CLASS 134

133 3.782.398

CLASS I3S
14D 3.782.399

CLASS 136
6A

76
86A
86C

89
134P
237

39
68
81

86

3.783.024
3,783.025
3,783.026
3.783.027
3.783.028
3,783,029
3.783.030
3,783.031

CLASS 137
3,782.400
3.782.401
3.782.402
3.782.403

3.783.032
3,783,035
3,783,034
3,783,036
3,783.037
3.783.038
3.783.039
3.783.033
3.783.040
3,783.041
3.783.042
3.783.043
3.783.044
3.783.045
3.783,046

3,783,047
3,783,048
3,783.049
3,783,050
3.783,051
3.783,052

CLASS 149

199SS 3,783,055

41 3.783,053

109 3.783.054

CLASS ISO

1 3.782,434

52R 3,782,435

CLASS ISl

41.73 3.782,436

49 3.782,437

CLASS IS2
209R 3.782.438

218 3.782.439

330 3.782.440

356 3.782.441

CLASS IS«

3 3.783.056

49 3.783.057

64 3.783.058
3.783,059

69 3.783.060
73 3.783.061

82 3.783.062
137 3.783,063

158 3,783.065

159 3,783,064

161 3.783.066

163 3.783,067
173 3,783,068

184 3,783,069

211 3,783,070

217 3.783.071

230 3.783,073

244 3,783.072
291 3.783.074

309 3.783.075

364 3.783.076

446 3.783,077

499 3.783,078

502 3,783.079

514 3,783,080

CLASS IS7
126 3,782,442

CLASS IM
22 3.782.443

235 3.782.444

CLASS 1*1

7 3.783.081

37 3.783,082
38 3,783,083

45 3.783.084

87 3.783.085 6.48

126 3.783.086

127 3.783.087 79.1

160 3.783,088 79.2R

166 3.783.089 82C
3.783.090 114

168 3.783.091 124

170 3.783.092
3.783.093

196 3.783.094

CLASS 162

16 3.783.095

18IA 3.783.096

358 3.783.097

CLASS 164

52 3.782.445

260 3.782.446

281 3.782,447

CLASS 165

16 3.782.448

32 3.782,449

38 3,782,451

81 3,782,450

135 3,782,452

138 3,782,453

144 3,782,454

162 3,782,455

164 3,782.456

165 3.782.457

CLASS 1««

5 3.782.458
3.782,459
3,782.460

68 3,782,463

72 3,782,461

88 3,782.462

224 3.782.464

248 3.782.465

254 3.782.466

261 3.782.467

267 3.782.468

279 3.782.469

303 3.782,470
3,782.472

307 3.782.471

CLASS 160
4 3.782,473

CLASS 1*9
A 3.782.476

IR 3.782.475

2R 3.782.474

CLASS 171

12 3.782.477

CLASS 172
4.5 3.782,478

26.5 3.782.479

110 3.782,480

265 3,782.481

381 3.782,482

CLASS 173

15 3.782.483

43 3.782,484

CLASS 174
3,783.173
3,783.174
3,783,175

783.195
j.783.199
3.783.196
3.783,200
3.783,197
3.783.201
3,783,202

CLASS ISO
3,782,488
3,782,489
3.782.490
3.782.491
3.782.492
3.782.493
3.782.494

CLASS 181

33C 3.782,495

33IC 3,782.496

33 3.782.497

CLASS 1S2
119 3.782.498

230 3.782,499

CLASS 1S4
64 3.782,501

64 3,782,500

CLASS 1S7

9 3.782,502
3,782,503

29R 3.782,504

CLASS ISS
IB 3.782.506

IC 3.782,505

2D 3.782.507

73 3 3.782.508
3.782.509
3.782,510

75 3,782,511

134 3,782.512

206R 3.782,513

296 3,782,514

CLASS 191

23 3.783,203

CLASS 192

56C 3,782,515

88A 3,782.516

CLASS 193
43R 3.782.517

CLASS 194
54 3.782,518

83 3,782,519

CLASS I9S

59R
106
149
1592
164
I80G
I80R
192
219
243M
279

59
III

191

351

11
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S6
61

82
83
142

49
292

181

CLASS 4IS
3.782.865
3.782.86*
3.782.867
3.782.868
3.782.869

CLASS 423
3.783.158
3.782.877

CLASS 424
3.783.159

D03-
D06—

D07-

19A 229
13 229
70 229
71 229
90 229.

no 229
129 229
131 229
\37 229,

229
150 229
194 229

,729

.730

.731

.732

.733

734
,735

.737

.736

.738

,739

.740

219 3.783.160

267 3.783.162

274 3.783.161

CLASS 425

4C 3.782.870

J4 3.782.871

131 3.782.872

141 3.782.873

190 3.782.874

223 3.782.875

232 3.782.876

D08- 13*

230
259

D09-
DIJ-
D16-

D22-

159
IH
R
3

27
99

229.741
229.742
229.745
229.743
229.744
229.746
229.747
329.748
229.749
229.750
229.751

314
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Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered in the Month
of November 1973

Examiner affirmed ^^^
Examiner affirmed in part _3

2T
Examiner reversed

Total
^'^*

Registration to Practice

The following list contains the names of all applicants for

registration to practice before the United States Patent Office

who attained passing grades in the examination of September

11 1973 Information tending to affect the eligibility of any

of 'said applicants on moral, ethical, or other grounds should

be furnished the Commissioner of Patents on or before Feb-

ruary 15. 1974.
LUTRELLE F. PARKER.

Chairman, Committee on Enrollment.

Abolins. Peter, 194 Livingston Ave.. New Providence. N.J.

Adaml^John M.. 1014 Vermont Ave.. Pittsburgh. Pa, 152.^4

Adduddel Richard E.. 4 Preston Circle. Plttsford. N.V 14.34

Allen Joseph Bin: 2720-19 SW. Archer Rd.. Oalnesvllle.

AlK Robeit E.. 2010 Blackwood Dr., Walnut Creek. Calif.

Almlfull Prabodh I.. 425 E. 63rd St.. »E-6B. New York. N.Y.

Anabl?.^ James W.. 1074 Brookdage Dr.. Martinsville. N.J.

An^d?r!on. Margaret E.. 4223 South West Freeway. «213.

An?hes.'°jih'n"Al''j?.. 131 Robinson St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Anl,el.^Gary S.. 161 South Craig Dr.. Orange. Calif. 02669

Aretakis .\nge ina H.. 9 Madison Ave.. Summit. ^3 J)>pOl

irnd\ DennTR.. 7009 Roberts Dr.. Woodrldge 111. 60615

Ascani. Diamond C. Twinbrldge Apts.. -33o-E. Carney

s

AuffemaJn^Pau? W.. 38 Edgelawn Ave.. «12. North Andover.

Mass. 01845 „

Bach. Klaus J.. 159 Kelvlngton Dr Monroevllle. Pa 15146

Bahr Arthur E.. 1705 Sutherland Dr.. Louisville K>v 4020o

Rnipr fienree P Box 70 RD =1, Wexford. Pa. 15090

iX'r Ch°aTes P.. 3^2 N St. SW.: Wa^hing|o". D.C. 20024

Balogh. Imre. 78 Karen PI.. Edison. N.J. 08817

Barbie Joe E.. General Electric Co.. 2001 Jefferson Davis

Hwy.. ArJ'ngton. Va. 22202 , ,» .. » v v
Battersby. v..egory J.. 10 S Station Lane. Huntington. N.^i.

Bayer. Edward M.. 9619 Arleta Ave.. Pacolma. Calif. 913.31

Beavers. Walter L.. 2206 W. Market St.. (.reensboro. NC.

Be?ke?.^Paul A.. Sr.. 221 E. Temple St.. Columbus. 111. 62236

Benn. Marvin N.. 2220 N. Clark. Chicago. 111. 60614

Bennett. Doris M.. 35 S. Broadway Irvington. ^;^,;.10^-^\,,
Benson. Margin J.. 4107 N. Spauldlng Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Ben^^ Daniel A.. 2137 N. Abington St.. Arlington Va 22207

Berens. Philip E.. A 303 Presidential Apts.. Phlladelphi.a. Pa.

BeintseV Denis A.. 19 W. 211 Pipers Way. «5. Downers Grove.

Best: Jerry F.. 7306 Erie St.. Sylvanla Ohio 43560

Biddison. Alan M.. 15.'»6 Scandia Ct^. Rfston. \a- 22090

Bls^ell Barrv S., 11 Indian Pipe. Painted Post N.\. V^'"
Blackwood Terry M.. 700 Rand Rd.. »B205. ArUngton Hgts..

BlJck.^Kt A.. 2702 S. 9th St «101 Arlington Va. 22204

Blum. Israel, 233 Murray St.. Elizabeth. N.J. 07202

Boivln. Robert J.. 3 Windsor Dr.. Princeton Junction. N..I.

Bo*ldfng. James C. 12832 Bellerlve Est. Dr.. St. Louis. Mo.

BridleV. Francis X.. Jr.. 7909 FalstafT Rd., ^cLean^Va. 22101

Bramham. Stanley R.. P.O. Box 367. Murr.vsvllle. Pa- l^^Rfi^-^

Branscomb. Ralph S.. 1211 Azusa St.. San Diego. Cnlif. 02110

Brendzel. Henrv T.. 6 Woodbine Trail. Parslppan.v N.J. 07.504

Breneman. William D.. 21 Beacon St. Boston. Mass 02108

Brlcker Charles E.. 4201 Rolling Meadows Dr.. Bartlesville.

Okla. 74003 „ ,„,^,
Bright. Roval E.. 808 Dover Rd.. Philadelphia. Pa. 10151

Brown Norman V.. 1645 Colonial Terr.. Arlington, Va. 22209

Bulchis. Edward W.. 428 N. Armistead St.. Alexandria, va.

22312
Burns. Bernard J., 2171 Disston St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 19149

Byron. Richard M.. 848 Acadia. Wichita. Kans. 67212

Caruso. John A.. 221 E. S9th St.. «5B. X^^" yof^ ^.Y. 10022

Calto Richard B.. P.O. Box 243. Saratoga. Calif. 95070

CeplcAn John e'. 3211 30th St.. »5B. Des Moines. Iowa

Cher'Allce L.. 15 Evergreen Ct Glen ^^^se.SJ. 0102S

Chick Marshall J.. 160 Oxford Rd.. New Rochelle. N.\. 10804

Chin Davis. 100 Brookebury Dr.. «2A. Relsterstown. Md.

CUniJs. Bruce A.. 4810 S. 29th St.. »C-1. Arlington. Va.

ooonR
Cl^ft'on. Ronald A.. 41 Wolfplt Ave.. «3D. Norwalk, Conn.

Clemens William J.. 2727 Oxbridge Dr., Toledo. Ohio 43614

Se": •Richard G.. 347 Clarksville Rd.. Princeton Junction.

Co?kbu?n!^Toscelyn «.. 1705 East West Hwy.. Silver Spring.

Co?b.' Wo% T.. 23312 E. Balntree Rd.. Beachwood. Ohio

Cofiln" David W.. 36 Vallyvlew Rd.. ^atchung. N^J. 07060

Crabtree. Edwin H.. 11044 Coachman Rd.. \ukon. Okla.

CunhTRobert E.. 19715 Tomlee Ave.. Torrance. Calif. 90503

D

Dachs. Louis L.. 11795 Laurel Cress Dr.. Studio City. Calif.

DaUon.%hilip A.. Jr.. 2914 Pinewood Ct.. FuUerton. Calif.

D'Arrlgi>. Mario. 38 Nisa Lane. Rochester. N.Y 14006

Dauerman. Leonard. 44 Beauvoir Ave.. Summit N.J. 07901

Davis. Alan R.. 3103 E. Collldge Ave.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Dec Ellen T.. 6 Pamela Ct.. Old Bridge. N.J 08857

De CamiUis. Mason. RR «1. Box 251-C. Pennington. N.J.

DeSaugh. Geoffrey G.. 1229 E. 57th St.. Chicago. 111.

De*^'Sstre, Robert. 321 McClellan Dr.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

DiJkPnifon. Robert E.. 12 Devon Terr.. Newton Centre. Mass.

Dlp?eft^ William H.. 103 Wiltshire Rd.. »D-15. Scarsdale.

Dlxoi': iSony J.. 6.50 N. Monroe St. M/d»«- I'°^9063
Dowd James P.. 154.55 W. Antone Crcle Hous on Tex. 77071

Dowell. Ralph A.. 66.34 Gordon Ave. Falls Church %a^ 22045

Draper. Ralph M.. 4 Nottingham Way South. Llnora. N.Y.

Du Ch'ez. Neil A.. 135 Chestnut Lane. «310. Richmond Hgts..

DiJJa.'VrVhur M. III. 1322 Prytania St.. New Orleans. La.

D^n^n^onald. 1R45 Oreenbrlar PI Cmclnnat^i^ Ohio 45237

Dynda Frank J.. 920 Pennsylvania Ave.. I nion Township.
"

N.J. 07083

Edgerton. Nelson W.. 1112 Middle Rd.. Martinsville. N.J.

Egan^^Rlchard J.. Midland Apts.. »M-3. Norwich. y\ 13815

Elfstrum, James T.. 2250 Sultana Dr.. "iorktown Hgts.. N.Y.

ElUs.'^Willlam T.. 5340 Holmes Run Pkwy.. «217. Alexandria.

EngUsh""j"ames T.. 872 Alameda St. Altadena Calif 91001

Engstroni. Harry C. Jr.. 609-D Eagle Hgts.. Madison. Wis.

Ernst.*^ Hubert G.. 529 Brunswick Circle. Cincinnati. Ohio

Ertei!^Patrick D.. 2101 Newton Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.

Espy^^Isaac P.. 93 Woodland Hills. Tuscaloosa. Ala. 35401

F

Fay. Regan J.. 3307 Martha Custls Dr.. Alexandria. Va. 22302

Faziari Vincent M.. 72 N. Munn Ave.. Newark. N.J. 07107

Feller William S.. 5050 S. Lake Shore Dr.. «801. Chicago. 111.

FeKin. Mark I.. 10120 Crestwood Rd.. Kensington. Md.

Flfl?W ^Davld H.. 1913 Eastlawn. D-10. Midland. Mich 48640

Fischer Morland C. 5375 Duke St.. »116. Alexandria. Va.

22304 ^^„„^
Fisher. John W.. 6 Sunderland Dr.. Denvllle. N.J. 07834

Fitz Gerald Thomas R.. 2241 Palmer Ave.. New Rochelle. N.Y.

10801 ^ -
Flagiello. Steven C. 2025 I St. NW.. «824. Washington. D.C.

20006 ^ ^ ,,,

Fleeson. William H.. 11019 Nestle Ave., Northrldge. Calif.

91514
Fraley Lawrence R.. 11 Oak St.. Waterloo. NY. 13165

Francone. Bruce E.. 4041 Simms Ct.. S.E.. Aluburquerque. N.

Frederick R Lamar. 1949 Winchester Rd.. Toledo. Ohio 43613

Fredericks Wendell K.. 99 Broadway St.. PIttsfleld. Mass.

01201
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Frelburger. Thomas A.. 6640 Salisbury Rd., «114, Maumre.

Fr?eman','Ro'bert S.. 515 S. 1st Ave.. Highland Park. N.J.

FrSfin. Martin. 117 Druid Dr.. Williamsburg. Va. 23185

G

Gernsteln. Terry M., 2000 S. Eads, «932. Arlington, Va.

Ge?^hm'.n. Arthur. 333 S. Glebe Rd.. «503. Arlington. Va.

GlacMone. Frank P., 4623 Fox Run R^-. ^oul-iUe. Ky. 40207

fMii«w T oiiK S 23 Well ngton Ave.. Short HUis. r*.J. uiwio

clynn.' Kenneth- P.: 305 w' Masonic View Ave.. Alexandria.

Goa? Keith J.. 810 Thornton St.. S.E.. Minneapolis. Minn.

Grubman. Ronald E.. 60 Joaquin Rd.. Portola Valley. Calif.

Guueue. Robert L.. 12665 Epica Ct. San Diego. Calif. 92128

H

ffibnf^SnSd^'SJ ^lin^^"S^"3f^^; "Surgh.

Ham.nSnfl" Richard J.. 2262 Longvlew Dr.. Woodbrldge. Va.

IlSlk Joseph T.. 26 Judson St.. 4-B. Edison. N.J. 08817

IL-lrrfson; Michael L.. 1072 Belvadere Lane. San Joso. Calif.

K—Contlfaued

Kitchen. Harry E.. 3701 Massachusetts Ave. NW.. Washing-

Kivens?n;^Gi?berl 22030 Wyandotte St.. Canoga Park. Calif.

Klein^Alan P.. 1618 E. Washington Lane. Philadelphia. Pa.

Kle?n?'Mllton. 150 West End Ave.. »245. New York. N.Y.

KlieJS. Robert T., 266 Del Prado Dr.. Daly City. Calif.

Kolfz^im. Fay I., 13567 Gilmore. Van Nuys. Calif. 91401

Kos^ Theodore J.. 81-11 Pettit Ave Elmhurst N.Y. 11373

Kovir Henrv C P.O. Box 571. Anoka. Minn. 5580^
t^„>,«

Kraft.' Charles L.. II. 525 Warm Springs Ave.. Boise. Idaho

Kretchmer. Richard A.. 270 Walker Ave.. Clarendon Hills. 111.

KrS.^Bernhard, Box 957. RR »2. McLean. Va 22101

Kro 1. Michael I.. 171 Stillwell Lane. Syofset, NY. 11791

KiKlirka Paul E., 160 Evergreen Rd., Edison, N.J. OH»w
Kulik. Joseph P.: Jr.. 8540 Barrington Ct.. Springfield. Va.

Ku"d\ia. Ronald H.. 13 Tappan St.. Kearny. N.J. 07032

L

Lahey. William E.. 5451 Sheffield Ct.. »252. Alexandria. Va.

Innacek James V.. 2436 N. Newland. Chicago. 111. 60635

Laramie. James R . 1200 S. Washington St.. «111. Alexandria.

iJimann^^Richard D.. 937 E. Gorham St.. Madison. Wis.

Ha^sek' William R.. 14 The Horseshoe. Newark. Del. 19711

HafcoVk Don H.; 7321 Westlawn Ave.. Los Angeles. Calif.

uXk, Leo Norbert. 2809 Valley Ridge Dr.. Richardson. Tex.

Hemfngway. Alfred H.. Jr.. 58 Normal Ave.. Upper Montclalr.

HendersS:* John W.. Jr.. 6128 Edsall Rd.. «302. Alexandria.

n.^nes"ame. R 3447 W. 79th St.. Chicago. III. 60642

Henry. Da"[d J.. 924 S. 19th St. East. Salt Lake City. Utah

IIo^fTman. Richard B.. 1133 Drummond. «B-5. Chicago. HI.

IloS.nn, Michael R., 4710 Lake View Dr., Des Moines, Iowa

HoS/Booker T., Jr., 8711 Crenshaw Blvd.. Inglewood. Calif.

Hook:, \ithur K 5lairRd wiillamstown. Mass. 01267

Hopkths Joseph W. 3125 Benjamin Rush Ct.. Cornwells Hgts..

Hu'gheJ"arrlstopher A.. 50-31 97th St ..
Queens. SY 11368

i^sL^rk('^^t^ii^^i/ii^K'^|:S'--^
Inge. John R.. 29 Carey Ave.. Burlington. Mass. 01803

M
Madden Thomas R., 21 Lindys Dr., RD «1, Butler, N.J. 07405

Ma^i^RoVerfc, 2 Kent Lane. Newfoundland N.J. 07«5

Ma?chlck. Robert J.. 9348 Cherry Hill Rd.. College Park, Md.

MarUn.^ Robert B.. 2113 Lakeview ri70. Ypsilanti, Mich.

M.i1fer^Vhomas O.. 7011A Fordham Ct.. College Park, Md.

iSr^iiKi: i4ii^t i^aK^!^:^-trir?:aiif.

Mc^ArX. John J.. Jr.. 5895 Crestview Ave.. Indianapolis.

Mcalnnan. Gilbert M.. 406 E. Ashman St.. Midland. Mich.

McC^onagay. John D.. 2955 Somerset PI., San Marino. Calif.

Mc^Cormack. John M.. 3970 Legation St. NW.. Washington.

D.C. 20015

TRck«on David A.. 70 Kaye Vue Dr.. Hamden Conn 06164
jacKson im\iij «..

jj Danlev Sq.. Lorain. Ohio 44052

JranW^f"waU?r-E''nil030 Berkeley St.. Santa Monica,

Tohnson Russell L.. Star Route. Weyauwega. W is. 54983

iohns^oA. Harold K.. II. 1475 Daphlne. Broomfield. Colo.

80020
J.

Kachmar. George M.. III. 100 Pulaski St.. »7A. Dunellen. N.J.

Ka*l?n ^Leonard R.. 70 N. Grove St., Freeport. N.Y. 11520

Kane John J., 5K Colonial Dr.. Little Falls, N.J. 07424

Kaplan, Alan Ja^on, 12 Bedford St.. Salem. Mass. 01970

Kapustlj, Mvron B.. 291 E. Kirby. Detroit. Mich. 48202

Kasper Leslie J.. 4439 Maplepark Rd.. Stow. Ohio 44224

Kayuha Thomas A.. 3944 W. Bath Rd.. Akron. Ohio 44313

Keaty Thomas St. Paul, Jr.. 1364 Lexington Ave., New York,

N.V. 10028 _ ^, ^

Keller Michael L.. 3003 Van Ness St.. »W220, Washington.

D.C: 20006
, ^, ^

Kessler, Armin M.. 7300 Old Post Rd.. »6. Lincoln. Nebr.

68520
Kllllon, Joseph H.. 282 Ridgehill Rd.. Milton. Mass. 02186

Kim Dong Whee. 1528 Stratford Rd.. Deerfield. 111. 60015

Kinberg. Robert. 915 S. 17th St., Arlington, Va. 22202

Mc^SS David L.. 11002 Holly Springs. Houston, Te^- J7042

McSy. Thomas M.. 209 Lakeside Dr., »102. Greenbelt. Md.

McK^wn. Daniel C. 800 S. Sullivan St.. «D-3. Santa Ana.

McMur'ra?.^Michael B., 19202 Llnville. Grosse Pointe Woods.

McNaughton^^homas J.. 35 Cardinal Rd.. Horseheads. N.Y.

Memr'^Raymond E.. 310-B N. 137th Seattle. Wash. 98133

Miller. Robert A.. 611 W. Patterson. ^320. Chicago. II .
60613

Minne. Charles A.. 2924 W. Wilson Ave.. Chicago 111. 60625

Moore. Stanley R.. 3033 Rosedale, Dallas, Tex 75202

Morck, Charles W., Jr., 3468 St. Vincent St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

19149
Morgan. George H.. 1217 Diamond Ave.. South Bend, Ind.

46628 „. ^ T^, ,

Morrison. Walter C. Meadowyck Lane. Vincentown, N.J.

ososs
Muckleroy, William L.. 13 Ingleside Ct.. Rockvllle. Md. 20880

Murray. Jack B.. Jr.. 171 Main St., »16. Madison. N.J. 07940
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Muscoplat. Joel M., 700S Red Brook Rd., Norfolk, Va. 23518

Myers. George C. Jr.. 9004 Orange Hunt Lane. Annandale,

Va. 22003 „. „ u v t atiaa
Myers. Jonathan E., 304 Eastern Pkwy., Newark. N.J. 07106

N

Nab«r, Thomas C. 3 Tulip Dr.. New Castle. Del. 19720

Nanfeldt. Richard E.. 19 Ferndale Rd.. New City N.Y. 10956

Nath. Gary M.. 607 Scenic Dr.. Trenton. N.J. 0S628

Nathan, John E.. 230 E. 79th St.. New \ork. N.\. 10021

Nerenberg. Aaron. 359 Heathollffe Rd.. Huntingdon Valley. Pa.

Neuner. George W., 5407 Southampton Dr. Springfield. Va.

22151
Newcomb. Robert B. C. 19052 Chadbourne Lane. Santa Ana,

Ney Wlllfam O.. 18 Williams Woods. Mahtomcdl. Minn. 55115

Nicholson. Hugh P.. 3714 Oakdale Ct., HuntsvlUe. Ala. 35810

Nlyoglj Bidyut K., 101 Mayberry Dr.. MonroevlUe. Pa. 15416

Hoe George T.. 90 SW 131st Ave.. Beaverton. Oreg. 97005

Novovlcb, Serge. 7029 E. 66th St.. Tulsa. Okla. 74133

Obenland. Clayton O.. 62 Culpepper Rd.. WllllamsyHle. NY.
14221

Oliver, John D.. 145 Staats PI.. BartlesviUe. Okla. 74004

Ort, Ronald G., 451 Fulton Ave.. Hempstead, N.Y. 11550

Page. Alfred E., Jr.. 41 Charter Circle. Osslnlng. N.\. 10562

Park. Theodore S.. 1408 Banyan PI.. Davis, Calif. 95616
Parks, Michael L., 6427 Buffalo Speedway. Houston. Tex.

Parks Raymond E.. 5422 S. Millard Ave . Chicago. 111. 60632
Passman. Aaron. 9424 W. Noel, Des Plalnes. 111. 60016

Pattl. Carmen B.. 18W147 Buckingham Lane. Villa Park. 111.

Pa1?on.Valter, 1165 Route 22. North Plalnfleld. N J 07060

Pavlak John J., 1255 N. Sandburg Terr. Chicago, 111. 60610

Pechmann, Karl, 126 Rosedale Dr., Blnghamton. N.\. 1390o

Peoples, Veo, Jr., 2833 Glen Parkway Dr., St. Louis, Mo.

Perchem, Costa, P.O. Box 148. Dover, N.J. 07801

Perkins, John H., 519 Mifflin Ave.. Pittsburgh. Pa 15221

Petruncio. John M.. 838 22nd St. S. Arlington. \a^22202
Pettis, David W.. Jr., 609 Overhlll Dr.. Brandon. Fla. 33511

Pfelffer. Clarence R.. 2819 Jackson, San Francisco, Calif.

94115
Phillips, Joseph J.. 513 Holly Lane, Kokomo. Ind. 46901

Pine, Jack R.. 4417 Elm St.. Downers Grove, IR 60515

Polndexter, Johnny A.. 1648 Fernleaf Circle N.W.. Atlanta.

Polk. Manfred. 1231 E. Henry St.. Linden N.JJ)7036

Pope. Lawrence S., 4639 Rolling Hills Rd.. Whitehall. Pa.

Porter Wayne D.. Jr.. 6314 Alamo St.. Springfield Va. 22150

Potthast. James W.. 927 Kenllworth Dr.. Round Lake Beach.

Potts ^j2"y R.. 144 Mlraleste Dr.. »203. Mlraleste. Calif.

90732

Quiogue Manuel. 2301 Jefferson Davis Hwy.. «511. Arlington.

Va. 22202
B̂

Radio. Edward J.. 10 Edgemore Rd.. Pawtucket. R.I. 02861

Rama Nath, Bagepalll N.. 524 Fleldstone Dr., MonroevlUe, Pa.

Rapp, Edward C. 1205 W. Solano Dr., Phoenix, Ariz. 95013

Rasmussen, David G.. 1164 Old Lancaster Rd., Berwyn. Pa.

19312
Redmond. Kevin P.. 141 S. Hillside Ave.. Nesconset. N.Y. 11767

Redo. Ronald W.. 773 Blossom Way. Hayward, Calif. 94541

Relchard, Harry S.. 301 Riverside Dr.. Princeton. N.J. 08540

Relchman, Ronald, 1506 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

Reld, Malcolm D., Rte. 2, Box 238, Excelsior, Minn. 55331

Relnisch, Morris N.. 1233 E. 19th St.. Brooklyn. NY. 11231

Reynolds. Thomas K.. 1316 E. Maypard Dr.. St. Paul, Minn.

55116
Rhodes, Alex, 5865 Dunmore Ct, West Bloomfleld, Mich. 48033

Richards, Robert N., 362 Vista Maders, Newport Beach, Calif.

92660
Richardson, Andrew J., 4102 Sequoia Ct. Alexandria. Va.

22312
Rlckln. Michael M.. 2039 Cruger Ave.. Bronx. N.Y. 10462

Rodman, Charles B., 27 Iroquois »Rd., Oslnlng, N.Y. 10562

Rodrlck, Richard J., 89 West End Ave.. North Plalnfield, N.J.

07060

Rice, Edith A., 66 Garden Quarter «8A, Newark, Del. 19711

Roehrs, Robert E., 442 Harlanwood Dr., »215. Fort Worth,

Tex. 76101

Rose. James S.. 1820 Durham Rd.. Quilford. Conn. 06437

Rosen. Jeffrey A.. 51 5th Ave., New York, NY. 10003

Rossa, Thomas J., 1241 E. Whltlock Ave., Salt Lake City,

Utah 84106
Rubenstein, Jack D., 535 N. George Mason Dr., Arlington, Va.

22203
Rudy, Douglas W.. 1745% E. Olive. Decatur. 111. 62526

Saccoclo. Richard M.. 1720 Jamestown PI.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

15235
Salal. Stephen B.. 107 Delaware Ave.. Albany. N.Y ^^202

Santorelll! Calvatore L.. 160—14 10th Ave.. Beechhurst. N.I.

SaulJn^ George N.. 2009 Gravers Lane. Wilmington, Del.

Sclfe^tU. Joseph. Jr.. 120 C St NE.. Suite 110. Washington.

ScivSne^.^^Thomas G., 2020 Lincoln Park W.. «27F. Chicago.

Schial.* Ernest A., 505 Ramona, Angleton Tex 77515

Schaefer Ira J., 401 E. 81st St., New \ork, N.Y. 10028

SchUdnecht. Chines W., 5530 5th Ave., ]'">*bu'-gh. Pa. 15232

Schipper, John F.. 3133 Flowers, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

Searle. Karen L.. 1910 Lillian Lane. Arlington Hgts.. 111.

Sellt?o,\alph W.. Jr.. 3314 Buchanan St., «202. Mt. Ranler.

Seiko! John J., 985 Yorkshire Rd., Bethlehem. Pa 18017

Shelton, Dennis K.. 386 E. Hlghllne Circle. Littleton, Colo.

Shlup^Guy W.. 300 E. 33rd St.. '"-N. XeVr^. N'^'. 10016

Slmpsin. Harry E.. 1409 Traymore. Dallas^ ^"o^A'^^^
Sloan. Jack C. 958 Lincoln St. Denver. Colo 80203

Sloat Robert E.. 308 S. HI Lusl. Mt. Prospect. II .
60056

Slutter Regis E.. 1926 Columbia Pk.. »10. Arlington. \a.

00004
SmUh. Roger C... 38 Slcard St., New Brunswick, N.J 08901

Imlth. Shaler G., Jr.. 66 Ruby Dr.. Ashbourne Hills. Claymont.

Sm^ollar^ Marvin. 5855 N. Sheridan Rd.. Chicago. IH- 60660

Sohl Charles E, 5 Howe St.. North Haven. Conn 06473

Sokolov. ski. Myron B.. 1807 D/laney Lane Elkhart Ind. 46.514

Speer, Raymond M., Vaux Lane, RD «1. I'hoenlivlUe. Pa.

StJffin%'llllam C, 14013 W. Old Harbor Lane. »318. Marina

Sti^lneJ.^Andrer A.!* 4345 S.W. Garden Home Rd., Portland,

St?Je*'ns,"samuel S.. 1510 S. California Ave.. Palo Alto. Calif.

Stout. Ferris M . 3 Barnfield Rd.. Roway ton Conn 06853

Streck. Donald All.in. 1.330 S. 21Sth St SeaJ, >«•. ,^f »i
»^}«8

Streghtoff. Frank. 2.'-.0 N. Home Ave^
''^.""'''i"' J"i v^looM

Striker. John M.. 285 Central Park W.. New \ork, N.\. 10024

Tavares. Robert F.. 3 Ridge Ct.. Cedar Grove. ^;;J-. 07009

Teltscher Erwln S.. 69 Dlannas Trail, Roslyn, N.\. 11576

Theodore,' Marcus C, 1493 Ken Rey St.^Salt Lake City. Utah

94108 „ noArtO
Thompson. David G.. 8390 Glastonbury, Annandale. \a. 22003

Toppelberg, Alan S., 700 Forbes Ave.. «309. Pittsburgh. Pa.

15219 ^, _

Tundermann, Werner O.. 35 Normandy Rd.. Colonla, N.J.

07067 ,,„,,
Turner. William K.. 18D View Dr.. Fairfield. Ohio 45014

Ubell. Franklin D.. 1021 N. Vermont St.. Arlington. Va. 22201

Ichlzono. Shlro A.. 20421 Everglades Lane, Huntington Beach.

Calif. 92646

Vanocek. Charles W.. 5-11 125th St., College Point, N.Y.

VanoSm. Remy J.. 34039 Coachwood Dr., Sterling Hgts..

Van'Trl^ffpaul J.. Patent Operations RCA/David Sarnoff

Res. Center, Princeton, N.J. 08540 .

Vastlne, Frederick D., 502 Tantallon Drive E.. Oxon Hill. Md.

20022
Venne Vernon F.. 1130 Shawnee Rd.. Lima, Ohio 45805

Verhaagh, Dennis J.. 1540 Cardinal Lane, Green Bay. Wis.

54305 _
VirelU. Louis J., Jr.. 2383 Middlegreen Ct., Lancaster. Pa.

17601 W I

Wadler. Sanford. 39 Remsen St.. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

Wagner, Robert F., 213 E. Bruceton Rd., Pittsburgh. la.

Wagu"pack. Leon B.. 2800 Ingrld Lane. Metalre. Pa 70003

Wakeley. Richard B.. 12053 Wesco Dr.. Maryland Hgts.. Mo.

Walford. Craig W.. 2408 Yorktown, Apt. 211, Houston, Tex.

77027
Walker. Robert C. 31 Oxford Dr.. Glastonbury, Conn. 06033

Ware Paul H . 8910 2nd Ave.. Inglewood, Calif. 90305

Welt' John V.. Jr., 739 E. 231st St.. Chicago Hgts.. 111. 60411

Wells. William K.. Jr.. 340 E. 80. New York. N.Y. 10021

Weston. Harold C, 6931 Loyola Dr.. Huntington Beach. Calif.

Williams. Douglas J.. 719 35th St.. Des Moines, Iowa 50312

Wilson. Abraham. 508 Ellis Pky., Piscataway. N.J. 08854

Wilson, Fred A., 23 Washington Crossings Rd.. Pennington.

Wlnburn. John T.. 2308 S. Joyce St. Arlington. Va. 22202
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Wright Stephen R.. 2600 Abbott Rd., Apt. A-2, Midland.

Mich'. 4.S640 ^^ ^,, „ .

Wynn John G., 1813 Greenwich Woods Dr., «21. Silver Spring,

Md.' 20903

Yahwak, George M.. 12 Elaine Ct. Morrlstown. N.J. 07960

Yeo, John S., 58 Shire Oaks Dr.. Pittsford. N.\. 14534

Z

Zacharv, Ruly Z., 31 Glenn Dr.. Wilbraham. Mass 01095

zSu Michael E.. 426 E. 23rd St.. New York. N.Y. 10028

Patent Salts

Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290 ;
Patent Act of 1952

2 729^1. C. C. Cohn. SURFACE TREATMENT OF ALUMI-

NUM AND ITS ALLOYS, filed May 4, 1973. DC. Md. (Balti-

more) Doc 73-444-B, Colonial AU0118 Company (a partner-

ghip 0/ Samuel L. Cohn and Charles C. Cohn) v. £a8Co Cor

poration.

.I.OOS.seS. J. Ellmnn, BUBBLE PRODUCING TOY, filed May

21, 1973, DC, S.D.X.Y., Doc. 73-C-2267, George Lerner and

JuliUK Hllmnn v. Ohio Art Company.

S.072.M2. C. B. Frost, POLYETHER URETHANE FOAMS
AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME, filed May 30, 1973, DC.

Del. (Wilmington), Doc. 4665, BASF Wyandotte Corpora-

tion v. The General Tire and Rubber Company.

3.079.728. A. K. Melin. HOOP TOY. filed May 25, 1973, D.C.,

E.D.N. Y. (Brooklyn), Doc. 7.3-C-743. WhamO hlfg. Co. v.

Ail-American Yo-Yo Corporation.

3 137.937. Cowan and Holtzman. EXPLOSIVE BONDING;

3.233,312. same, EXPLOSIVELY BONDED PRODUCT, filed

May 17, 1973, DC. Colo. (Denver). Doc. C-5018, E. I. du

Pont de Semoura and Company v. E. F. Industries, Inc.

3.139,213. (See 3,061,139.)

3 162 114. F. Quiroz. FRUIT JUICE EXTRACTION ;
3.682.-

092' G C Scott, RANGING SYSTEM USING PHASE DETEC-

TION, filed Feb. 1, 1973, DC. CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc.

73-218-RJK. Federated Machinery, Inc.. Juice Tree. Inc. and

Francisco A. Quiro: v. John Satalicio. Judgment by consent,

patent valid, bv mesne assignments, plaintiff, Juice Tree Inc.,

now is the owner of the legal title thereto, defendant has

infringed, permanently enjoined. May 30, 1973.

3.202.006. W, G. Lewellen, Jr.. ROTATING MECHANISM

F^ PLATING BARREL OR THE LIKE, filed June 2, 1972,

D.C.. E.D. Mich. (Detroit), Doc. 38390, Imperial Industries.

Inc.\. Rea A. York, doing business as C d R d D Industries.

Consent judgment : Court has jurisdiction, Imperial Indus-

tries, Inc. Is the owner, patent valid, defendant has Infringed,

May 22. 1973.

3.233.312. (See 3.137,937.)

3.265.290, A. J. Call. AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSORS FOR

JP:T engines, filed May 22, 1973, D.C. E.D.N.Y. (Brooklyn),

Doc. 73-C-724. Anthony J. Caii v. Braniff Airways, Inc. et

ano.

3.S33.888, Williams and Williams, WALKING TRACTOR

CABS, filed Jan. 22. 1973. D.C, N.D. Ind. (Fort Wayne) Doc.

73-F-13. Original Tractor Cab Company, Incorporated v.

International Harvester Company and Royal Industries. Inc.

Case dismissed. Plaintiff remains free to refile its claims In a

district with proper vinue over the patent infringement

claims. May 24, 1973.

3,389,242. L. A. Gross. Jr.. CODED ELEMENT AND MEANS

FOR USE THEREWITH, filed July 22, 1971, D.C. S.D. Ohio

(Cincinnati), Doc. 8054, Randomatic Data Systems v. Access

Corporation. Judgment : Court has jurisdiction over plaintiff

and defendant, patent valid, plaintiff is owner of patent,

defendant has Infringed. May 23, 1973.

3 419,876. Edwards and Wlnterstein. STREAMLINED AN-

TENN\ AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME, filed May

25 1973 D.C. N.D. Ohio (Cleveland), Doc. C-73-534, Ster-

ling Manujacturing Co.. doing business as Tenatromcs. Ltd.

v. Radio Shack, a division 0/ Tandy Corp. and Ward Products

Co.

3.438,520, M. A. Williams, SLUG FILLING OF BINS, filed

Mav 21 1973, D.C, W.D. Okla. (Oklahoma City), Doc. 7d-

353-C. CMI Corporation v. Metropolitan Enterprises. Inc.

and Metropolitan Paving Company. Inc.

3.514.074. R. E. Self, HIGH ENERGY LOSS FLUID CON-

TROL, filed May 31, 1973, D.C. CD. Calif. (Los Angeles),

Doc. 73-1211-EC, Richard E. Self v. Fisher Controls Co..

Inc. and Control Specialists, Inc.

3,665.637. I. Starr. BUBBLE PIPE TOY. filed May 21. 1973

D.C, C.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 73-1138-JWC, Imperial

Toy Corporation v. Chemtoy Corporation.

3 670.089. Paton, Latash, Medovar, Emellaneko and Klujuev,

\PP\RATUS FOR ELECTROSLAG REMELTING OF

*MEt\lS WITH MOLTEN SLAG INTRODUCTION ;
3,736,124,

same" METHOD FOR ELECTROSLAG REMELTING OF

MEt'\LS WITH SLAG INTRODUCTION, filed Apr. 10.

1973, D.C. Pa. (Philadelphia), Doc. 73-831, Patent Manage-

ment Inc. v. Lukens Steel Company.

3,671,261, Drews and Raffensperger. PACKAGED MIXES

FOR FLAVORED FOOD PRODUCTS AND THE PROCESS

OF MAKING THEM, filed Jan. 9. 1973, D.C, E.D. Tenn.

(Knoxvllle), Doc. 8142. The White Lily Foods Company y.

Martha White Foods. Inc. Case dismissed by stipulation, the

defendant having taken a license, complaint dismissed with

prejudice, Apr. 30, 1973.

8.682.092. (See 3,162,114.)

3 706,914, G. F. Van Buren, LIGHTING CONTROL SYS-

TEM filed May 31, 1973, D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles),

Doc. 73-1217-DWW, Van Buren Industries, Inc. v. Century

Strand. Inc. and Dennis Moore.

3,736,124. (See 3,670,089.)

p p 2,056, H. C Swim, ROSE PLANT ; P.P. 2.078. same

;

P.P. 2.592. L. Lens, same, filed Oct. 10, 1972, DC. ED. Tex.

(Tyler), Doc. 5595, Armstrong Xurseries, Inc. v. Charles R.

Cadey, TyTex Rose Nurseries and Consolidated Nurseries.

Inc. Consent judgment: Plant patents owned by plaintiff,

defendants have Infringed and are hereby enjoined. Oct. 24,

1972. —
P.P. 2.078. (See P.P. 2,056.)

P.P. 2.592. (See P.P. 2.056.)
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Certificates of Correction for tlie Week of Jan. 8, 1974 Dedications

I). 227,lOG

:;.640.937

.!.041,9GJ>

:!.G43,922

:;,r)60,47*<

:5,667.03;>

:;.6S2,09.{

:{,GSo,01G

.•'.,094,247

:•.,695.854

:!,700,044

:!,702,7r.s

:j.70G.946

:!.7ir»,."?:59

' .••..719,2;5G

:!.719.G47

::,72:!.17l

:!.724..">s'.>

:{.724,GS7

:5.725.5G;5

:;.72G.97G

::.727.S97

:;,72S,294

.;,72S,4G7

:5.72.<J..'>01

;5,730,6i:!

3,730,G7S

3,731,009

3,731,024

:!.731,13G

3,731,.'J5;!

3,731,903
3.733.17r»

:!,733,547

3.734,7C2
3,734,784

3.734,813

3,734,814

3,734,868

3.735.728

::.737,.'ll2

3.737, 50.-.

:*..7;'.7.531

:*..73S,099

;i.738,S74

3.738,981

:;.739,2C7

:;,740.070

3,740,172

.1.740.28:;

3.740,901

.;,741,330

3,741,587

3,741,775

3,742.371

3.743.271

:!,744,O0G

'3.744,012

.•!.744.475

3.744, 7G1

:;.744,857

3,745,109

3.745.224

3,745,938

3,746..307

3.746,314

3,746,.TS6

:;,747..52::

:;.747,8o:!

3.747.S82

3,747.913

:5,747,922

3,748,05s

3.748,137

3.748.222

.-..748.238

;;.748.."»95

.••..748,64!t

3.748,G.->«i

3.749,174

3,749,371

.••,,750,012

3.7.50.08::

3.750.227

3,750,546

3,751.025

3.751.037

3.751,747

3,731,987

3.752.125

3.752.4 is

3.752,55S

:!.752.972

::.753.129

3.753.246

3.753.58(1

.l.75;5.667

:!.754.22'.t

3.755.244

.3.7.57.103

2.750.674—7o/i (I ir. I.cc, Fi'stus, Mo. (J LASS CUTTEK. Tat

flit (lattMl Juiu' 19. 1956. IVilicntioii Jilod .lul.v 25. 1973.

I),v tin- a>si^Miff, /•/•(; liKliixtiirs, Inc.

Ih'H'b.v d«Mlicat<'s for the rt'Uiaimlcr of Its tt-rm 1<> I In- free

nst> anil iM'iii'lit of tin- IVoplc of flii> I'liitcd States.

2.755,518.—C/inWc* K. Utrouff. Tanntiiiii. Pa. SAFETV WIN-
DOW COXsriUCTIOX. I'atont ilal.d .lul.v 24. 1956.

I»(><li»atioii tilctl .Inly 25. 197:5. h.v tlio assifiioi". I'P'!

ImlHxtrirs, Iiir.

llt'n-h.v il«'<li<atfs for lln- rcmaimltr of its term to tin- frt-i-

nsi" and Ix-nt'tlt "f tlif IVoi'lo of tin- Initial Stat.s.

2.7.56,545.— ^-/ori'iii I . Atkixoit, Sprinplah'. Pa. AVTOMATIO
<;i,ASS Cri'TINd MArillNK. ratriil ilat.'.l .lul.v :'.l.

1956. l>o(H«atlon tili-.l .lul.v 25. 1!>7:'.. l>.v 111.' assign. «•.

I'l't; Imhixliii-M, Inc.

lI.Tcli.v (h'ditatfs for till- niiiaindtr of its term to tlif fn-i"

iisi> and hciictit i>f th.- rroj.lf of flif rnitfd States.

Disclaimer and Dedication

3,705.9:18.—*T!/»ioMr Ihjmnn, Now York. NY.. Hnuc .v. IUn<

Htcin Somorvillf. N..I.. and Ramcuh Kapoor. Soaford. 1>«>1.

ACTIVATED POLY.MEK MATERIALS AND PROCESS

FOR MAK1N(; SAME. Patent dated Dto. 12. 1972. Dis

claimer and dedication filed Sept. 10, 197:5. I..v the as-

signee. Ilcnulite Protcctirc FahriCH Corporation.

Hereb.v disclaims and dedicates olaiins 24. :;o ami 67 of

said i>atent.

2.757,4!H.— I»'i7/i(im F. (iaUii, Tan-ntuin, Pa. PLASTIC POL
ISHINt; RINNER. Patent dated Aug. 7. 1956. Dediea

tion tiled .lul.v 25. 197::. h.v tlie assljri PPf! ItnltiH

trirn. Inc.

Hereb.v dediiate> f"r I lie reniaiinler <>f its term to tlie free

use an<] benefit i>f llie P.i>l'le of tlie lliited Slates.

2.7.58.042.

—

Khhiinl F. Kinimotiil, Saxoiiburj:. and Fniil A.

Fiiscn, Pitt>l.ur;:b. Pa. SAFETY OLASS CONSTRIC
IION. Patent dated Au^-. 7. 1956. Dedication tiled .Tnl.v

•_*5. 197:5. b.v the assignee. PP(! IiKhislriis. Inc.

Hereb.v dvdicates for the riniainder of its term to the free

Use and benefit of the People of the I'nited States.

Disclaimers

3.080.135—«of/o/ P. .StciJ". WilnihiBton, Del. TEXTILE AP
PAKATIS. Patent dated Mar. 5. 196:5. Disclaimer filed

Ma.v 16. 197:;, b.v the assipnee. F. I. flu Pont )h Srwoins

iiini Vonipanii.

Herebv enters this disclaimer to claims 1 lo of said patent.

:5 233,0:;i.

—

Wnltir Munch, Jr., Covington. K.v.. and Ruhvrl V.

Sclnrvr, Cincinnati. Ohio. GATING CIRCllTS Ft>R

ELECTRICAL UlSICAL IXSTRIMEXTS. Patent dated

Feb. 1. 1966. Disclaimer filed Oi t. 11. 197:5, bv the as

slgnec. If. II. HaUhrin Companii.

Hereby enters this diselalmer to claims 12, i::. 14 and 1.".

of .said patent.

3.350,611— /^o«»«/7 /. Sciicc, Skaneateles. X.Y. GATE FIRED
RIDIRECTIOXAL SWITCH. Patent dated Oct. ::i. 1967.

Disclaimer fib-d Nov. 26. l'.»7:;, by the as>itfnee. iicncriM

Flictrir Compnnii.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1. 2. :., 4. .'•. 6. 7,

s and 9 of said patent.

:;..54:!.447.—.4^c l.rihuiril:, London. England. APPARAITS
TO CONTROL GRAVITATIONAL MOVEMENT OF A

GEM STONE POLISHlNt; TANG TOWARDS A STONE
POLJSIIIXG SlRFACE. Patent dated Dec. 1. 197o. Dedl

cation filed Sept. 7. 197:5. by the assignee Spectrum Din

iiionils {Propriitarin Lt<l.

Hereby dedicates the entire remaining tern of said patent

to Ilie Public.

:;.755.940.— 1 i»rc»if .{n<h>xon, Chicago, ill. THREEMOXTH
WATCH HAXD CALEXDAR WITH .lEWELRY LIKE

SURFACE. Patent dated Sept. 4. 197:;. Disclaimer filed

Mar. 1".». 197::. by the asslgnti-. Chicuiio Ftchini) Corpo

ration.

Hereby disclaims the portion of the term of the patent

subsequent to .Ian. 16. 1990

:;.762,3i:;.—C/i(i)/f« .W. Schott, Jr.. (Houcester, Mass. EX
TRCDING PLASTIC. Patent dat«Ml «Vt. 2. 197::. Dis

elaimer filed May 29. 1973. by the asslgne.. t!louccstn

Fnijhiccrint/ Co. Inc.

Hereby disclaims the portion of the term of the patent

subsequent to Feb. 2!». 19S0.

National Technical Information Service

<;oVKUNMKNT OWNKM IWKNTIOXS I

.Vo/ic«' of .Xniilnhilitii for I.icinsini.i

The inventions listed below are owned by the I'.S. Govern

meiit and are available for licensing In accordance with GSA

Patent Licencing Regulations.

Copies ..f patent applicati^.ns. either paper copy (PC) or

mlcr.'Hclie (MF>. ran be purchased from the National Techni

lal Information Service (NTISi. Springfield. Va. 221.-.1. al

the prices cit'ed. Requests for c.ples of i-atcnt applications

nuwt Include the patent application number and th.- title.

Requests for liiVnsiiig Information should be directe.l to the

addrex^ clte.l with each « opy of the patent application.

Paper copie- of patents cannot be purchased fnuii NTIS

but are available from the Commissioner of Patents, Wash

ington, D.C. 20231. at $0..5O each. lUMpiests for licensing

information should be" dlre<ted to the address .ited below for

ea<-h agency.
•Doti.i..\.s .1. C.\.Mrio.\,

Patent Program Coordinator,

Xational Technical Injortnn

lion ficrricc.

.Atomic EvF.Rr.v Co.\i mission

Assistant General Counsel for Patents.

Washington. DC. 20.54..

Patent 3.7:53.1:50. Slotted Probe for SP<'^,»/0"""l.''*"i,H'-r'\«f
ments File,! Mar. 7. I!t72. Patented May 15. 197.?. Not

availabl.' NTIS.
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DKI'AUT.MKNT ok TRAXSI'ORT.VTIOX

Patent Counsel, 400 7th Street SW., Washington. D.C. 20.590

Patent application ••'•-2.T49,.Automotive Exha.ist System Leak

T<>st. Filed .lune 22. I!t73, PC !<.5/MI' !F1.4...

Patent application :«»q.241 Condition ResM.onsiv.. Control Ap-

paratus. Filed Sept. 7. 1973. PC .$3/Ml> .?1.4..

Dki'.xktmkxt ok tub Ixtkuiok

Hranch of Patents. ISth and C Streets XW.,
Washington. D.C. 20240

Patent 3 763.8:50. Api.aratus for Burning Sulfur Containing

I-'uels Filed .Ian. 24. 1973. Patented Oct. 9. 1973. Not avail-

able NTIS.
DK.r.MlT.MKNT OK THK N.\\\

Assistant Chief for Patents. Oftice of Naval Research.

Code :502. Arlington. \a. 2221<

Patent :5..-oo.l45. Thin Vapor-Deposited Metal r»«\,Y""»f';
Regulator. Filed Mar. 1, 1967. Patented Mar. 10. 19,0. Not

available NTIS.

Patent :;.500,172. High Voltage, High ^l"^^ •;';,l?"'l\';, ";;«!; \\S%-,
FiliMl .lune 21. 19(57. Patented Mar. 10. 19<0. Not a\aii.iiii«

NTIS.
Patent :5,5i:;.3:{2. P(dyplmse Power Int(Trupti(.n Apparatus

Including bidirectional Semiconductors. Filed .Tuly 2., 196,.

Patented M.iv I'.t. 1970. Xot available MIS.

Patent 3.514.949. Turboprop Fuel Control for
J,

7.'^'^^' '»'''"'.;,

laminated or Varied Fuels. Filed .lune Is. 19(,s. latent. <i

.lune 2 l'.>7o. Not available NTIS.

Pat.-nt :5".515.449 Soft Rubber, Squeeze Film Beari'ig. FU'^1

S.pt lo I'.HSs Patented .lune 2. 1970. Not available NTIS.

I'.,l,.„t :: 517.170. Svst.-m or Aiqwiratus for Optiinizing thj-

'•Wp.ra.ioi. ;.f a Ci.mbustion ITocess. F.le,l May 29. 19(m.

I'atent.-d .lune 2:5. 1970. Not available NTIS.

IMt.-nt :: 517.5.50. Load an.l Rale of Chang.; of I'.<.>\''>

V,-o*' v''J
Sy"t.-m Filed May S. 196S. Patented .Tune .:o, 19,0. Not

available NTIS.

Patent 3,5ls.l21. N.uia.iu.ous Ammonia Primary tt-ll I till/-

available NTIS.
, . ,..

l>itent •: 701 0.59 Remote Controlled. Adjustable Bandwidth

low Pass Filter Filed Apr. 16. 1971. Patented Oct. 24,

1972. Xot available XTIS.

Pafiit 3.701,143. Wiilsh Functioii CJenerator Filed Aug. -4.

1970 Patented Oct. 24, 1972. Xot available NTIS.

Pitent 3 701 144. High Frequency Analog-to Digital Converter.

nied Oct 28. 1970. Patented Oct. 24, 1972. Not availabl.-

NTIS.

X.\TION.\L AKKON.M-TICS .\XD Sl'ACE ADMIXISTH.^TIOX

Assistant (ieneral Counsel for Tatent Matters, NASA-
Code GP-2. Washington, D.C. 20o46

Patent application 237 491 Iiitegrated Lift /Drag Controller

f,.r Aircraft. Filed Mar. 23, 19 r 2. PC *3.2o/MI: *1.4o.

Patent application :i07,714.
'Vi^'^'jf-^o^^?,"^"**'^/^^*!^*'^''**

Radio Device. Filed Nov.. 17, 19,2. PC $3/MF !?1.4o.

Pat.-nt application 332.529. Temperature_ Measurement Sys-

t,.m FiKHl Feb. 14, 1!»73. PC .^S/MF !?1.4o.

Patent application 3.50..300. Apparatus and Method of Mold-

ing Fih'd Apr. 11. 1973. PC Jf3/MF !F1.4o.

Pat.-nt application .-579.049. Ev.icuat_ed Displacement Com-

pression Molding. Fil.'d .Tuly 13, 19,3. PC ^J/MB !M.4d.

Patent application :5S6.793 Hologriiphic ,^>-^^eiii /or Nonde

stru.tive Testing. Filed Aug. S, 1973. PC .S3/MI- !?1.4. •

Pat.-iit application :5S7.094. A Guide for a Typewriter. Hied

Aug. 9, 197:5. PC .>i:3/MF .S1.45.

Pit.>nt anidlcation 389,916. Variable Ratio Mixed-Mode Bi-
,

'

'V/it^'^al
• 'Mas1er"siav.> 'Control System ("r ..SI.V»»-,3«C"'o/^,

Manipulator System. Fil.-d Aug. 20. 19,... IL )^.i.-../^ll•

l.M.,. I .it.nt.d .Iul.^ 14.
,^ ^_ application 393,523. Material Suspension ^^ it an an

\<<.nsti('allv Excited Resonant Chamber. I- iled Aug. 31.

i!»7:5. PC $:5..50/MF .81.45.

Patent :5.:595.565. Gang., ^^'libration by Diffusion. Patented

Vug 6. 196S. Not available NTIS.

l..,t,.nt 3.446,075. Apparatus for Absolute Press^ureM.-asure-

in.'nt. i'at.'nted May 27, 1969. Not available NTIS^

Pat.'ut :5.745.0S2. Semiconductor Surface Protection Material.

Patented .Tuly lo. 1973. Xot available NTIS.

Pitent 3 745.410. Driving Lamps by Induction. Patented July

10, 1973. Xot available XTIS. <=

Pat.'iit 3.745.475. Measurem.-nt System. Patented July 10.

I'.l":; Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 748.853. Swirl Can Primary Combustor. Patented July

:;i. 1973. Not available XTIS.
t. . * .

Patent 3 748 905. Vacuum Probe Surface Sampler. I atented

'lulv:5i 197:5. Not available XTIS.

Pat.Mit :5.749.123. Dual Stage Check Valve. Patented July ..1.

1!(7:5. Not available XTIS.

,,,...t ••-.!•{ S70 Metho.l of Fabricating a ri.-.\iui.- y••r'^^•
,,,,„,, ^ •> 740 i.'ir. Thermal Control System for a Spacecraii

n:.rV;V;s;rFib.^'mh.T.ILivingMa^^ •1;;l„i;;;'musinJ.' Patented July 31. 1973. Not available

V-^JiT:'. 749.205. Metal Shearing Energy Absorber. Patented

'julv 31. 197:5. Not available XiTS. ^^

Pat.'Ut 3,749,362. Fastener Stretcher. Patented July 31. i.»<--

Xot available XTIS.
. - „•

i...t..„t •{740 911 Collimator of Multiple Plates >\ ith Axialb
' *

AHgned &-?it\cal Randoni Arrays of Apertures. Patente.l

July 31. 1973. Not available XI IS.

Patent 3.750.016. RF-Source Resistance Meters. Patented July

31. I!t73. Not available NTIS.

I'at.-nt :{.750,067. Ferrofluidic Solenoid. Patent.-d July 31,

1973. Not available NHS.

Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,751,12:5. L..W Mass Rolling Element for Bearings.

Pat..nted Aug. 7. 1973. Xot available NTIS.
^

Patent 3.752.559. Ritchey-Chretien Telescope. Patented Aug.

14 1973. Not available XTIS.

Patent 3,752.564. Optical^I^. \^:^^^l^\^{^':Si''SSl-
.Mirror Segments. Patented Aug. n. i."

Scatter Attemiatlon Gamm:i^, R^a^v

p.iteiit ::.521 1S9. Multiple Crystal High Powder Las.r I><;;^»-'"

Flll-I .Tan :5. 1967. Patented July 21. 1970. Not available

XTIS. *

Pitent ', 5'"> 0:57 Stainless Steel Canposltions With Incr.'as.>d

Corroslv"R.'sistam^ Filed Oct. 31. 1966. Pat.-nte.I July

2S 1970. Not available XTIS.

Patent 3..523.514. Salvage Ponto.m. I^.«lt"l ^"^•• 27. l'.*"^ I'^'t

..nt.'d Aug. 11. 1970. Xot available N IIS.

Patent 3 .524.276. Eliminatb.n ..f Jell.vPsh and the Lik.-. 1- iI.mI

Tan "6 196S. Patent.-.l Aug. 18. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,526.745. W.-lding Machine. Fil.Ml S.-pt. 12. 1966. Pat

ent.'d S.pt. 1. 1970. Not available NHS.

i>-,tent :5 527 919. Ext.-nded El.Htrode ^yebllng T.-chnuiiie.

Filed ivii. 5. 19(59. Patenl.-d Sept. S, 1970. Not availabl.-

NTIS. „., , .

6, 1970. Not availabl.- NTIS,

PaL-nt :5 5::2.1.sO. Seiui Flexible Seal for C'U'turo.
"V,';- "'r*'

\VbblV.. Fil.;.I.May 17. 1968. I'at.nted Oct. (.. V.UO. Not

P Hent *:;'.-^3:'5 S70. Method of Fabricating a Fle'''l»l'\}''lV':;"J;•"-,'; Fiber Tether Having Max inum f^treng h Pro

,.rti..- Filed July 21. 1966. Patent.M Oct. 1... 19,0. Not

available NTIS.

I'at.-nt :5.5:5:5.s;.7. Optically.Clear Ro"H!'<>'J^}.i'l^::r,^:';Lw'^!r

V.,l""f..r' Making Slime. Y.-iled June 19. 1967. Patent.^.l Oct

13. I'.t70. Xot available NTIS.

Pitent :5 5:55 246. H.-at Producing (N.mposltl..n ami Meth(>.l of

Enid.Ivment. Filed Mar. 21. 1968. Pat.nte.l Oct. 20. 19,0.

N..t available XTIS.

Patent :; 541. .503. Optical Glid.' Slope Keference Indi.at.)r for

Vlrcraft. Flle.l O.t 27. 1969. Patented Nov. 1,. 19,0. Xot

available NTIS.

.. . . .. -1JJ01 i.'i|.|iii,>iit Wound Structural Laminates.

"Filed >iat'3L l96^i4tented Dec. 1. 1970. Not available

NTIS.

availabb' NTIS.

Patent :: 548,411. R.-tractable Goggl.;s for
"«'1"V^-J'*'';''

''''

26 19(i9. Patent.'d D.-c. 22. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent :5.549.155. Helically Cut Sleeve Seal. File.l Apr. 26.

VMS. Patented Dec. 22. 1970. Not available NHS.

I'atent :6 551.8.50. Sui-pressed-Carrier Modulator l-'jl',:' ^'"^

14 19(is. Pat..nt..d Dec. 29. 1970. Not available XTIS.

Patent 3 700.9:59. Ferr.i.-lectrlc Ceramic Stack File(l S.-pt.

10 1971. Patente.l Oct. 24. 1972. Not available NHS.

.\ug. ;{0, 1971. Patented Oct. 24. 19,2. Not a\aiiani< ..sii.->. 1
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Patent 3.752.993. Spacecraft Attitude Sensor. Pntcnted .\ur.

14. 1973. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3.744.912. Holographic Thin Film Analyzer. Patented

July 10. 197.1. Not available XTIS.

[FR Doc. 73-26204: Filed 12-11-73; S : 45 am]

Govern MENT-Uw NED Inventions

Xotice o/ Availability for Licen*iii!i

The inventions listed below are owned by the U.S. Govern

ment and are available for licensing in accordance with the

GSA Patent Llcen.slng Regulations.

Copies of patent applications, either |)aper Copy (PC) or

Microfiche (MF), can be purchased from the National Tech

nlcal Information Service (NTIS). Springfield. Vn. 22151

at the prices cited. Requests for copies of patent application*

must Include the patent application number and the title

Requests for licensing Information should be directed to thi-

address citt-d with each copy of the patent application.

Paper topies of patents cannot be purchased from NTIS
but are available from the Commissioner of Patents, Wasli

Ington, D.C. 20231, at $0.50 each. Requests for licensing In

formation should be directed to the address cite«l below for

each agency.
DOIOL.\S J. C.VMI'IOX.

Patent Program Coordinator.

Xational Technical Informn
tion Service.

ATO.MK- EXEROY COM.MISSION

Assistant General Counsel for Patents,
Washington, D.C. 20545

Patent ;{,725,C5y. Thermolumlncscence Dosimeter System.
Filed Mar. 16. 1971. Patented Apr. 3. 1973. Not available
NTIS.

Patent 3,736,429. Random Source Interrogation System. Filt-d

.June 28, 1972. Patented May 29, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent :?.737.78ft. Count Rate Discriminator. Filed Dec. 21.

1971. Patenteil June 5. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.738,171. Attenuation Compensation for I'ltrasonic

Thermometers. Filed Apr. 26. 1972. Patented June 12. 1973.

Not jfvailable NTIS.
Patent 3.740,554. Multl Ampere Duoplgatron Ion Source. Filed

Apr. 13, 1972. P.Ttented June 19, 1973. Not available NTIS

Depart.ment of the Interior

Branch of Patents, ISth and C Streets NW..
Washington, D.C. 20240

Patent 3.761,713. Method of Detecting Loose Rock. File«l July
13. 1971. Patented Sept. 25, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,763,055. Mlcroporous Support for Reverse Osmosis
Membranes. Filed July 7. 1971. Patented Oct. 2, 1973. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3.763,493. Recovery of Nickel and Cobalt. Filed Aug.

31, 1972. Patented Oct. 9, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,764,540. Magnetoflulds and Their Manufacture. Filed

May 2S. 1971. Patented Oct. 9. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Dei'.artmext ok the Navy
Assistant Chief for Patents, Office of Naval Research.

Code 302. Arlington, Va. 22217

I'utHnt 3,701.147. Surface Wave Devices for Signal Process
Ing. Filed Feb. :'., 1971. Patented Oct. 24. 1972. Not avail-

able NTIS.
Patent 3.701.152. Bipolar Sample and Hold Circuit. Filed July

20. 1970. Patented Oct. 24. 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,701,954. Adjustable Pulse Train Generator. Filed

July 7. 1971. Patented Oct. 31, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,702.395. Condenser System for High Intensity Light

Source. Filed Oct. 9, 1970. Patented Nor. 7. 1972. Not avail

able NTIS.

Patent 3,702.597. Salvage Work Vehicle. Filed Apr. 7, 1971

Patented Nov. 14, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.703.012. Close Packing of Uniform Size Spheres.

Filed Dec. 12. 1969. Patented Nov. 21. 1972. Not available

NTIS.

Patent 3,703,719. Sequence Matrix. Filed May 31. 1967. Pat
ented Nov. 21, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,703.894. Rigid Foam Polyurethane Hand Splint.

Filed Feb. 10. 1971. Patente<l Nov. 28. 1972. Not available
NTIS

Patent 3.703.968. Linear Linkage Manipulator Ann. Filed
Sept. 20, 1971. Patented Nov. 28, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.704,420. Automatic Frequency Control for Suppressed
Carrier Receivers. Filed July 20. 1970. Patented Nov. 28.
1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,704.463. Direction Finding Antenna System. Filed
June 2. 1970. Patented Nov. 28. 1972. Not available NTIS.

I'ntt-nt 3.704.673. Light Weight Pallet Construction. Filed
Jan. 20. 1971. Patented Dec. 5. 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.704,966. Method and Apparatus for Rock Excavation.
Filed Sept. 13, 1971. Patented Dec. 5, 1972. Not available
NTIS.

Patent 3,706,535. Carbon Monoxide Burner for Undersea Habi-
tats. Filed Nov. 23. 1970. Pntente<l Dec. 19, 1972. Not avail
able NTIS.

Patent 3,706,621. Vacuum Process for Application of Sheet
Coatings. Filed Jan. 7, 1970. Patented Dec. 19, 1972. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3,706,651. Apparatus for Electroplating a Curved Sur-
face. Filed I>ec. 30. 1970. Patented Dec. 19. 1972. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3.706,691. Depotting Solvent. Filed Sept. 4. 1970. Pat
ented Dec. 19. 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.706.772. Fluorodlglycldyl Ethers. Filed Mar. 23. 1971.
Patenteil Dec. 19. 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.706.932. Amplitud»> Independent. Automatic Fre-
quencv Control/ Discriminator. Filed Jan. 7, 1971. Patented
Dec. 19, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.706.967. Underwatt-r Acoustic Projector. Filed Jan.
21, 1971. Patented Dec. 19, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.7()7.4.s:;. Fliiorinattnl Monoglycidyl Ethers. Flle<l Feb.
4, 1971. Patented Dec. 26, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent .5.71 1,1. {9. Pressure .Vctuated Spring Biased Latch
••'lied Aug. 20, 1971. Pafenttnl Jan. 16. 1973. Not available
NTIS.

Patent 3,711.351. Method of Imiiregnating Inorganic Filament
Strands. Filed Sept. 9. 1970. Patented Jan. 16. 1973. Not
available NTIS.

Paffnt 3,711,514. Highly Fluorlnated Alkyl Esters of Triniel-

iitic .\cid Anhvdride and Method for Their Production.
Filed Feb 12. 1970. Patented Jan. 16, 1973. Not available
NTIS.

Patent .3,711.5s6. Method of Increasing Tensile Strength of
Plastic Materials. Flle<l Mar. IS. 1971. Patented Jan. 16,

1973. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,712,131. Heat Flux Indicator. Filed Feb. 22. 1971

Patented Jan. 23, 1973. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3.713.034. Audio Signal Controlled .Vmplitude .Mwlula

tion Circuit of .Square Wave Output. Filed Oct. 26. 1971.
Patented Jan. 23. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,713..394. Smoke Signal Device. Filed Mar 1. 1971.
Patented Jan .30. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,713,414. Svslem for .Vttachment to and Lifting of
Objects From De<"p Water. Filed Aug. 26. 1905. Patented
Jan. .30, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,713. .548. Folded Tensloned Highline System. Flle«l

Oct. 21. 1971. Patente<l Jan. 30. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.713,636. Inceiidiarv Cutting Torch for Underwater
Use. Filed Sept. 22, 1970. Patented Jan. .30, 1973. Not
available NTIS.

Patent .t.713,75<». Circulation Control Rotor System. Filed
Dec. 7, 1970. Patented Jan. .30, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Pat«Mit 3,714.430. Photoelement Intense Radiation Protective
Device. Filed May 19, 1967. Patented Jan. 30, 1973. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3.721.994. Dual Visor Headgear. Filed Mar. 29. 1971.
Patented Mar. 27, 197.3. Not available NTIS.

National Aeronaitms anh Space Administration
Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters. NASA

—

Code GP-2. Washington, DC. 20546

Patent applicatlou 25.3,725. Three .\xls, .\djustable Loading
Structure. Filed May 10, 1972. PC ?3/MF $1.45.

Patent application 280,029. Bimetallic Fluid Displacement
Ai.paratus. Filed Aug. 11. 1972. PC |3/MF $1.4,5.

Patent ap|ilicatlon 280.032. Heater-Mixer for Stored Fluids.
Fll.-d Aug. 11. 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent application 310.193. Photomultipller Circuit Includ-
ing Means for Kapidlv Reducing the Sensitivity Thereof.
Filed Nov. 2S, 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent application .321.180. Slnglt- Wing Supersonic .VIrcraft.

Filed Jan. 5. 1973. PC S4/MF $1.45.

Patent application 387,095. An Improved System for Enhanc-
ing Tool Exchange Capabilities of a Portable Wrench. Filed
Aug. 9. 1973. PC $3.25/MF $1.45.

Pateut application 386,790. Automatically Operable Self-Level-
ing Load Table. Filed Aug. 8, 1973. PC $3.25/MF $1.45.

Patent 3,452,103. Fluorohydroxy Ethers. Patented June 24.
1969. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.463.761. Polyurethanes of Fluorine Containing Poly-
carbonates. Patentetl Aug. 26, 1969. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,463,762. Polvurethanes From Fluoroalkyl Propylene-
glvcol I'olvethers. Patentwl Aug. 26, 1969. Not available

Nils.

Patent 3,475.384. Fluorine Containing Polyurethane. File<l

Oct. 28. 1969. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.577.356. Highly Fluorinated I'olymers. Patented May
4. 1971. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.745,352. Radiation Sensitive Solid State Switch.
Patented July 10, 197;$. Not available NTIS.
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Patent 3 746,998. Automatic Carrier Acquisition System. Pat-

ented July 17. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent .'. 749,S31. Television Multiplexing System. Patented

July 31. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.751.91.3. Barium Release System. Patented Aug. 14,

1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 752,847. Fluorinated Esters of Polycarboxylic Acids.

Patented Aug. 14, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent application 287,149. Stagnation Pressure Prove. Filed

Sept. 7, 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent Hpi)lication 294,727. Nuclear Thermionic Converter.

Filed Oct. 3, 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent at>pllcation .301,417. Auditory Display for the Blind.

File<l Oct. 27. 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent application .307,727. Rotating Raster Generator. Filed

Nov. 17, 1972. PC $3.50/MF $1.45.

Patent application 317.567. Method of Producing « storage

Bulb for an Atomic Hydrogen Maser. Hied Dec. 22. 1972.

PC $.! MF $1.45.

Patent :,ppli.ati..M .•.27.921. Circuit for Detecting I"«t'«l
f ^,^i,

tole ami Dicrotic Not<h. Filed Jan. 30. 1973. PC $3/MI
$1.45.

Piitcnt appll«ati<in 32S,792. Strain Gauge Ambiguity Seii>or

for Segmented Mirror Active Optical System, tiled leb. 1.

1973 PC $.t MK .•«:i.45.

Patent application 331,760. Specific Wavelength Colorim«'ter.

Filed Feb 13. I'.t73. PC $3..50/MF $1.45.

Patent application 289.018. Deployahle Flexible Ventral Fins

for I'se a* an Emergencv Spin Recovery Device In Air-

.raft. Filed Sept. 14, 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Pat.nt application 298.156. Duplex Aluudnized Coatings. Filed

Oct. 16, 1972. PC $3/MF $1.4.5.

Patent application 301.418. Miniature Ingestible Telemeter

Devices To Measure Deep Body Temperature. Filed Oct. 2i.

1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent apidlcation .316,618. Cas Turbine Exhaust Noz/le.

Filed Dec. 19, 1972. PC $3/MF $1.45.

Patent application 326,326. Method and Device for I ><;f«'f <'_"."

of Surface Discontinuities or Defects. Filed Jan. 24. 19 < 3.

PC $3.25/.MF $1.45.

Patent application 327.982. Formaldehyde Base Disinfectants.

File.l Jan, .30, 1973. PC $3 MF $1.45.

Patent api)llcatiou 329,243. Solid Propellant and Method of

Preparation. File.l Feb. 2, 1973. PC $3.25 '.MF $1.45.

Patent apidicatlon 340.864. Method of Fabricating an Object

With a Thin Wall Having a Precisely Shaped Slit. I- ile<l

Mar. 13, 1973. PC $3/MF .-fl.45.

Patent aiuillcatloii 343,607. Thrust Isolating Mounting. File.l

Mar. 21. 1973. PC $3.75/MF $1.45.

Patent application 352,382. Continuous Courier Transform

Method and Apparatus. Filed Apr. is, 1973. PC $3.25/Ml-

$1.45.

Patent application 346,341. Hollow Rolling Element Bearings.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973. PC $3/MF $1.45.

IFR Doc. 73-26205; Filed 12-11-73: 8:45 am]

Patent 3,715.692. Mlcrostrip-Slot Line Phase Shifter. Piled

.Tan 10, 1972. Patented Feb. 6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,717,580. Method of Disinfecting and Self-Limiting

Solutloii Therefor. Filed Dec. 2. 1909. Patented Feb. 20,

1973. Not available NTIS.

Atomic Energy Commissio.n

Assistant General Counsel for Patents,
Washington, D.C. 20545

Patent 3,725,294. Method for Dissolving Plutonium D'oxide.

Filed Jan. 27, 1972. Patented Apr. 3, 1973. Not available

NTIS.
Patent 3.730.833. Scavengers for Radioactive Iodine. F^lwl

May 17, 1971. Patented May 1, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,733,265. Cross-Flow Filtration Process for Removial

of Total Organic Carbon and Phosphates From Aqueous

Sew^ige Effluents. Filed Nov. 22. 1971. Patented May la.

1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 733.760. Reactor Vessel. Filed Mar. 5, 1970. Patented

Mav 22. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.730.658. Thermionic Gas-Pressure-Bonded Sheathed

Insulators an.l Method of Producing Same. Filed Oct. 12.

1970. Patente.l June 5. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 742 219. High Energy Neutral Particle Beam Source.

Vile.l .Tune 23. 1971. Patented June 26. 1973. Not available

NTIS. •
Dei'art.me.nt of the Interior

Branch of Patents. 18th and C Streets. NW..
Washington. D.C. 20240.

Patent application 393.385. Recovery of Sulfur. Filed Aug. 31.

1973. PC $3/MF .•<1.45.

Patent 3 760,868. Disposal of Waste Heat. Filed Jan. 28, 1971.

Patented Sept. 25, 1973. Not available NTIS.

I'ltent 3 760 949 Sealing Means for Hollow Fiber Bundles.

FUed Aug 13 1971. Patented Sept. 25, 1973. Not available

NTIS.
^, ^

Patent 3 761,622. Amplitude Modulated Telemetering Kvstem.

fXi Nov. 23. 1970. Patented Sept. 25, 1973. Not available

Patent 3,761.708. Electron Suppressor Grid for a_ Mass Spec-

trometer. Filed Oct. S, 1971. Patented Sept. 2o, 19<3. Not

available NTIS.

Department of the Navy

Xs^istant Chief for Patents, Oflice of Naval Research.

Cod.- 302. Arlington, Va. 2221.

Patent 3,712,232. Variable Delay Fuse for Aircraft I'arachute

Flare Filed Oct. 23, 1968. Patented Jan. 23. 1973. Not

available NTIS.

Patent 3,714.009. Corrosion Preventing Composition. F^led

Dec! 17. 1970. Patented Jan. 30. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,714,189. Phenylated Pyromellitlmides. Filed July 22,

1971. Patented Jan. 30, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Governmentowned Inventions

Sotirr of Arailabititu for Licenninn

The inventions llste.l below are owned by the U.S. Govern

nient and are available for licensing in accordance with the

(JS.V Patent Licensing Regulations.

Copies of jiatent applications, either paper copy (PC) or

microfiche (MF), can be jiurchased from the National Tech-

nical Information .Service (NTIS), Springfield, Va. 22151.

at the prices cited. Requests for copies of patent applications

must Include the patent application number and the title.

Requests for licensing Information' should be directed to the

address cited with each copy of the patent application.

Paper copies of patents cannot be purchased from NTIS

but are available from the Commissioner of Patents, Wash-

ington, D.C. 20231, at $0.50 each. Requests for licensing

Information should he directed to the address cited below for

ea<'h agency.
DOfGLAS J. CAMTION.

Patent Program Coordinator,

Xational Technical Infornia

tion Sc'iioc.

Dei'artment of the .\rmv

Chief Patents Division, Pentagon, Oflfice of the Judge Advocate

General. Patent Division, Rm. 2C-455,
Washington, D.C. 20310

Patent 3 715.668. Alr-Launched Radio Apparatus. Filed Sept.

26. 1967. Patented Feb. 6. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,715,689. Wideband Microwave Power Divider. Filed

Feb. 10, 1972. Patented Feb. 6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

I'ltent 3 714 498. Television camera. Filed Feb. 16, 1970. Pat-

ented Jan. 30, 1973. Not available NIIS.

i»iitent 3 714 552 Method of Reducing Errors Arising From

the Rad\o Frequency Oscillator System of Optically Pumped

Magnetometers. Filed Jan. 19. 1972. Patented Jan. 30. 1973.

Not available NTIS.

I'll tent 3 714 001 Variable Direct Current Bias Control Cir-

cuU for Linear Operation of Radio Freq»enc.v fowerJran-

sist.^rs. Filed Oct. 14, 1971. Patented Jan. 30, 19<... No

available NTIS.

ot

Patent ;!.714,001. Method and Apparatus for Coupling Multi-

pi "pover Sources to Single Radiating Antenna Filed Jan.

24, 1972. Patented Jan. 30, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,714.777. Pressure Differential Limiter Filed July 6.

1970. Patented Feb. 6, 197:^ Not available NIIS.

Patent 3,714,830. Water Sampling Device^ Filed Mar. 20, 1971.

Patented Feb. 6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,715,574. Interface Converter for .deeding High Fre-

quency Signals Into Low Frequency Circuits. F^led Jul>

21 1971. Patented Feb. 6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

v.teiit 3 715 654 Crvstal Magnetometer and Gradlometer.

FUed June 4 1970: patented Feb. 6. 1973. Not available

NTIS.

Patent 3 715.748. Method and Apparatus for pleasuring the

Intensity of Atmospheric Turbulence Filed Apr. 30, 1971.

Patented Feb. 6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,716,711. Water Level Gauge ,%*^''}e
^'^"*'°'\Sbre '

Filed June 18, 1971. Patented Feb. 13, 19(3. Not axauaoi*

NTIS.

Patent 3 718 570 Cathodic Protection Anode With Sections

Replaceable Underwater. Filed June 1. 1970. Patented Feb.

27. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 719.610. Low Loss Electrical Comluctive Coaling and

Bonding Materials Including Magnetic I'lJ-t'*'!';^:/.*'';JVilS
Filed Aug. 4, 1971. Patented Mar. 6. 1973. Not a\aiiaDie

NTIS.
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Patent ;{,720,O'.>;{. Carbon Diitxidc Indicating Mettr. Kilt'd Ih'v.

;{. 1070. Patented Mar. 1.!. lit"-!. Not available NTIS.

I'atent ."{."•JO.lOl. Autoniatle Si>rin>: Kate Plotter. Filed .Inl.v

2.5. 1!)71. Patented Mar. l.l, l!t7;!. Not available NTIS.

Patent .•{.720.l6f'.. Api.aratiis and Method for Terrain Clearant e.

Filed Aiij:. 2. I!t71. Patented Mar. i:{. 1!>7.!. Not available
NTIS.

Patent ;!.720.tJll. Gelation Inhibited Silicone l'liiid>. Filed

Mar. 2;{, 1971. Patented Mar. 1.!. 107;?. Not availabl.' NTIS.

Patent .'..720.«.:!». Fluorinated Polyols. Filed .Iiine 24, 1!»71.

Patented Mar. 1::, 107.;. Not available NTIS.

Patent .!.720.7.!t>. I'roeess lor the Synthesis of l>ihydro Tar
honphosphlnates. File<l Mar. 17. 1070. Patented Mar. i;!.

in7:{. Not available NTIS.

Patent .''..720.S;54. High Power Infrared ImaBlng Devire. Filid
June ir>. 1071. Patented Mar. 1.5. 107.5. Not available N TIS.

Patent O.721.207. Collection and Disposal of Ship's Sewagi-.
Filed Apr. 1."., 1071. Patented Mar. 20. 107.5. Not available
NTIS.

'atent .;,721.40s. Variable .Mode Sling for Ilelicnpter Hecoverv
SvsteiUN. Filed Nov. 10. I!t71. Patented Mar. 2t». 107:!. No"t

available NIIS
'atent :'..721..">»'i>. instrument for Measuring the Hepnlari/.a
tion of Mackscattered Light. Filed .\ug. tJ. 1!»71. Patented
Mar. 20, 107.:. Not available NTIS.

'atent .;.721 .7t'i.",. .Single Line Ui-Directional Data 'I'ransniis
sion Svsteni. Fil.d .Inlv 20. 1071. Patented Mar. 20. 107.;.

Not available NTIS,
'atent :!.721.7r,4. .\udltory Test Facility With Multistage
Single Sideband Heterodyning, l-'iled .Ian. 14, l'.>7n. Patt>nte<l
.Ian. 20. P.t7;!. Not available NTIS.

'jitent .'!.722.0f(7. Low Heat (feneration Turbine F.ngine IJear
ing. Filed (»et. 2fi. I!t71. Patented Mar. 27. 107.'.. .\ot avail
able NTIS.

'atent .!.72.'!.2n7. Process for Preparing Stable INsentially
Water I'ree .Slurries of Nitrocellulose .ind Products Thereof.
Filed Oct. 2;:. 107<». Patented .Mar. 27. I".t7::. Not availalile
NTIS.

|FK Doc. 7:; 2«;2(M', ; Filed 12 11-7;!: ^ :
4." am |

PATENT EXAMINING CORPS

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Acting Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF DECEMBER 22. 1973

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual
Filing Date

ot Oldest
New Case
Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS ^^^_^

nv^VMKX CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY GROUP 110-MSTE^^^

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OROUJl^^^^^^^^^

HPierocycllo. Anildes; Alkaloids, Aio. Sui( r,

^J^'^l^^^^'^'^^^^^ Acid HHlidcs.

0x0 and Oxy; Quinones; Acids, Carboxylic Aoa e-siers, al' ^ „„ .^.. p reNT. Director ------- 10-1W2

COATING AN,. LAMINAT.NO BLEACHINO DVE^^^^^^^ ^,,^,„ B»nd,„«. Sp.oW Ch.mW

C3Se3.

ELECTBICAL EXAMINING GBOUPS
.„,bi!r nimtor ... Mt-n

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS^ gnSf/.SS^eVA'JoSjd'ioSn- 8«irt«

SPEarrL7ws'ADrms™AT..ON. OROUP
»^^^^^^

^^-.rBKsyu-oirRrc-irpJM^^^ ^»-«

'-c7„^Jsr»„rM*sf.K°T^.'cS?„?.*°EiLTS''^^^^^^^^^
—

-
-»'- °-^ •"

, ,, „
RECErA-^L^S: SAN.TAT,ON_,AND CLEANmo W^^^^^^^ JSt&SSSi

works; Optics; Radiant Energy; Mea-suring.
,_

2-17-72

DESIGNS GROUP 290-R L. CAMPBELL. Director

Industrtal Arts; Household. Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
^ _ 3^,5.73

Fire Extinguishers; Coin Hanaiing; ^"^^' ^"'UVakp«- RaUwavs'an~d"R^^^^^ Equipment. ia.i(wT2
Motor and Land Vehicles and Appurtenances, Brakes, Railways ana ^»«'" > ]yj STOCKING, Director .^-- 10-10-72

Working; Metal Fusion-Bonding. Meta Founding, M^^^^ '

j^^^^^„ Woodworking; Tools, Cutlery, Jacits.

Earthenware Apparatus: Machine Tools for Shaping or uiviaing, "J"^ rjpoTTP 330—A RUEOG. Director 3-(K-7d

MISCELLANEOOS CONSTRUCTIONS. TEXTILES *ND MIN NO, OE^^^ clMure OperMotJ

Coaling; Textiles;' Apparel and Shoes. Sewing Machines
^

. .

indicated below expire _duHng December
^^^^ r^^rs^t^iM^'pubi;;

Patents
Plant Pat«aU
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Matter enclosed In heavy brackets [] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification ;
matter

printed in Italics indicates additions made by reissue.

27,870

FOLDABLE BLANKS AND CARTONS, BOXES,
TRAYS OR PACKING CASES MADE THERE-
FROM

Karl Rune Persson, Halmstad, Sweden, assignor to AB
Ahlen & Akerlund, Forpackning, Halmstad, Sweden

Original No. 3,112,854, dated Dec. 3, 1963, Ser. No.

140,004, Sept. 22, 1961. Application for reissue Mar.

26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,236

of certain components of the carriage to achieve the load

retrieval or placement actions. An amplifier derives low

Int. CI. B65d 5/J8
VS. CI. 229—39 R 14 Claims

^^
A carton formed of a blank having fold lines to form

at least bottom and side panels when folded along the

fold lines. Pairs of cooperating engaging panels are inter-

locked with one another by the provision of an insertion

slot in one panel and a cooperating tab forming the slot

in the other panel. One of the pair of panels is inserted

into the slot of the other panel until the edge of one panel

engages a fold line along which the other panel is folded,

to assure registry of the cooperating slots with the tab

portion of the tab being offset from the other slot. Inter-

locking is obtained by applying sidewise pressure to the

tab thereby snapping the tab over a portion of the other

slot.

values of direct current from low voltages of direct cur-

rent voltage to provide the instructional signals.

27,871

POSITION CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR AN ARTICLE
HANDLING APPARATUS

Ward F. O'Connor, Denville. NJ., assignor to The
Lummus Company, New York, N.Y.

Original No. 3,406,846, dated Oct. 22, 1968, Ser. No.
651,791, July 7, 1967. Application for reissue Oct.

16, 1970, Ser. No. 81,338

Int. CI. B65g7 /06
U.S. CI. 214—16.4 A 22 Claims

Automated warehouse apparatus operating at a central

point for continuously controlling a load transporting car-

riage located at a remote point to retrieve a load from a

preselected storing space or to place a load therein, and

comprising a plurality of groups of discrete electric buses,

each group including continuous electric conductors and

segmented conductors, for continuously transmitting in-

structional signals from the central point to the remote

point and vice versa, and a plurality of electric motors

located on the carriage and controlled by the instruc-

tional signals continuously transmitted on the electric

buses for providing the necessary X. Y and Z movements

27,872

CARTON
Joseph J. Esty, San Diego, Calif., assignor of a fractional

part interest to Oberlin J. Evenson, San Diego, Calif.

Original No. 3,521,806, dated July 28, 1970, Ser. No.
645,968, June 14, 1967. Application for reissue Mar.
22, 1971, Ser. No. 126,652

Int. CI. B65d 5/60. 81/20 \

U.S. CI. 229—14 B 5 Claims

A package for preserving perishable products, such as

food and flowers, in which the product is in an impermea-

ble container which has been purged, after the product is

in the container, by forcing an inert gas through the con-

tainer. The composite package includes the container en-

closed in an inherently stable carton.
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27,873

DEBONING APPARATUS

Ferdinand Welts, Holland, and Theodore C. ZwIep,

Grand Rapids, Mich., assignors to Prince Manufactur-

ing Company, Holland, Mich.

Original No. 3,457,586, dated July 29, 1969, Ser. No.

720,052, Apr. 10, 1968. Application for reissue July

22, 1971, Ser. No. 166,324

Int. CI. A22b 5/00; A22c 77/00

U.S. CI. 17—1 G 30 Claims

normally coiled thereon, pump means suitably connected

between the reservoir and the hose to pump from the

reservoir through the hose, valve means to control the

flow of water; an internal combustion engine utilized to

drive the pump means and a source of heat; the improve-

ment for use with severe winter freezing conditions com-

prising a shroud assembly which in combination with a

wall of the reservoir encloses the water-handling compo-

nents and source of heat on all four sides and the top, the

source of heat being arranged to circulate a flow of warm

air within the space enclosed by the shroud in

a continuous flow path against the wall of the reservoir

and across and around the water-handling components to

maintain all of such components and water in the reservoir

above the freezing temperature of water.

27,875

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING
DEFLECTION OF A STRUCTURE

Gilbert Swift, Rte. 3, Box 266A, Bryan, Tex. 77801

Original No. 3,481,183, dated Dec. 2, 1969, Ser. No.

760,125, Sept. 12, 1968, which is a continuation-m-part

of Ser. No. 192,475, May 4, 1962, now Patent No.

3,341,706, and a continuation of abandoned !»er. ino.

386,342, July 30, 1964. Application for reissue Nov.

30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,490

Int. CI. GOlm 7/00; GOln 29/00

U.S. CI. 73—67.1 1« Clauns

This disclosure relates to a method and apparatus for

removing meat from bones. The meat is removed by

plowing the meat away from the bone by a plurality of

dull plow members which rotate about the bone and are

urged against the bone to force the meat away from and

separate it from the bone without cutting the meat. Special

tools are disclosed for holding the different ends of the

bone so that the bone can be held without crushing dur-

ing the deboning operation. Special tools are also dis-

closed for removing kneecaps and fibula bones prior to

the meat stripping operation.

27,874

SHROUD FOR SEWER CLEANING TRUCK

Benjamin P. Fisco, Jr., Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor

to Aquatech Inc.

Original No. 3,570,526, dated Mar. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

752,662, Aug. 14, 1968. Application for reissue Aug.

23, 1971, Ser. No. 174,282

Int. CI. F16k 49/00
• U.S. CI. 137—340 14 Claims

A pair of counter - rotating masses are rotated syn-

chronously in a vertical plane, the masses being arranged

with respect to a mechanical coupling means which may

be formed of a single wheel trailer so as to produce a

cyclic variation of the downward force exerted by the

wheel of the trailer on the surface of the structure being

tested. The trailer is designed with respect to the force

generated by the rotatable masses such that there will

always be a downward force acting against th« surface,

avoiding any negative force during the entire cycle of the

rotating masses. Motion sensing devices are provided to

determine the amplitude of the vertical oscillatory motion

and/or the phase angle of the motion with respect to

the driving force of the rotating masses.

In a mobile unit which includes a water reservoir;

water-handling components including a hose reel and hose

27,876

DISPENSING APPARATUS

Fredrick W. Hudson, West Henrietta, and WilUam C.

Emerson, Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corpo-

ration, Rochester, N.Y.

Original No. 3,596,807, dated Aug. 3, 1971, Ser. No.

796,964, Feb. 6, 1969. AppUcation for reissue Aug.

25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,882

Int. CI. GOlf 11/20 ^ ^, ,

U.S. CI. 222—181 * Claims

A disposal-dispensing unit for dispensing particulate ma-

terial in which a substantially enclosed container having
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an opening in the bottom thereof is sealed by a resilient

open-celled elastomeric roll which is rotatably supported

in biasing contact with the walls of said opening to retain

particulate material therein. Further means are provided

exterior the container for rotating the roll sequentially

January 8, 1974

through the toner material in the container wherein the

open-celled cavities on the roll surface are uniformly

loaded with particulate material, and then past at least

one biasing wall where the roll surface is deformed suffi-

ciently to force the particulate material from the roll sur-

face into the dispensing opening.

27,877

HEATLNG DEVICE FOR ELECTRICAL
ACTUATlOxN

James W. Wekh, Summit, NJ., and Fred Adier, West-

bury, lV.Y., assignors to Standard Motor Products, Inc.,

Long Island Cit>, N.Y.

Original No. 3,657,518, dated Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No.

28,326, Apr. 14, 1970. Application for reissue Oct. 2,

1972, S«r. No. 293,805

Int. CI. H05b 2106
U.S. CI. 219—536 17 Qaims

27,878

PROCESS

Gary L. Somraars. 63 Brittain Road, Akron, Ohio 44305,

and Adel F. Halasa, 5040 Everett Road, P.O. Box 244,

Bath, Ohio 44210

No Drawing. Original No. 3,692,883, dated Sept. 19, 1972,

Ser. No. 150,837, June 7, 1971, which is a continuation-

in-part of Ser. No. 854,267, Aug. 29, 1969. Applica-

tion for reissue Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,875

Int. CI. C08d il04, 3/06
U.S. CI. 260—94.2 T 13 Claims

Conjugated dienes arc polymerized by a new catalyst

system which permits control of the molecular weight

and gives a more easily processed product. This catalyst

system comprises ( I ) a sodium hydrocarbon compound

having 1-10 carbon atoms in which the hydrocarbon

portion is a primary, secondary or tertiary alkyl or an

aryl radical, and (2) potassium hydroxide or preferably

lithium hydroxide. The diene polymers produced by this

process have controllable molecular weights in the range

of 5.000 to 1.000,000, preferably 100.000 to 500.000.

broad molecular weight distribution, high glass transition

temperatures, high degree of branching and are more

easily processed in the production of rubber and other

compositions for commercial ''se.

27,879

OHMIC CONTACT FOR GROUP ni-V p-TYPE
SEMICONDUCTORS

Neil E. Collins, Richmond Heights, and Ira E. Halt,

Chesterland, Ohio, assignors to General Electric Com-
pany

Original No. 3,684,930, dated Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No.
101,971, Dec. 28, 1970. Application for reissue Feb.

21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,237

Int. CI. HOII 1/14
U.S. a. 317—234 R 14 Claims

X 43
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A combination of gold-germanium or gold-silicon

alloy and zinc or other metallic Group 11 element pro-

vides an electrical contact and low-temperature bond-

ing material for p-type semiconductors of Group III-V

such as gallium arsenide.

A heating device for electrical actuation is shown

which includes an elongated convoluted support and an

insulated electrical resistance wire disposed upon the

support. A base member optionally underlies the sup-

port and is secured thereto. The support may be formed

alternatively of a pair of superimposed members, a

lateral inturned portion, or a pair of spaced lateral in-

turned portions or folded portions. Flange portions may
also be optionally provided upon the base member for

stiffening purposes.

27,880

LIQUID POLYSULnOE POLYMERIC GLASS-TO-
METAL SEALANT COMPOSITION

John P. Gallagher, Forked River, N.J., Robert M. Meyers,

Fairless Hills, Pa., Eari H. Song, Trenton, NJ., and
Clark M. Willitts, Lewisfown, Pa., assignors to Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Bristol, Pa.

No Drawing. Original No. 3,697,472, dated Oct. 10, 1972,

Ser. No. 76,300, Sept. 28, 1970. Application for reissue

Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,240

Int. CI. C08g 51/04.51 /30. 51 /60
'

U.S. CI. 260—33.8 R H Claims

A liquid polysulfide polymer sealant composition for

sealing glass to metal having greatly improved adhesion
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stability when exposed to ultraviolet radiation or sunlight

transmitted through glass and greatly improved penetrom-

eter cure and adhesion rate properties is obtained by use

of hydroquinone and quinone ultraviolet radiation adhe-

sion stabilizers and quaternary ammonium chloride curing

and adhesion rate regulators.

Quinone and compounds having the structure

Therefore, the addition of curing and adhesion rate regula-

tors is required.

Improved quick adhesion and cure rate properties are

obtained by the use of quaternary ammonium chlorides

represented by the formula

R

RO-^/ \-0R

K

[

CHj "

—CHj—N—

R

CHi J

Cl-

where R represents an alkyl having 8 to 24 carbon atoms

[and quaternary ammonium chlorides represented by the

formula

where R represents H or alkyl groups having 1-6 carbon

atoms, e.g. hydroquinone and p-methoxy phenol, are ef-

fective additives for preventing loss of cohesive strength

or loss of adhesion of cured polysulfide polymer composi-

tions to glass where the sealant /glass interface is exposed

to ultraviolet radiation, including sunlight. However, the

addition of these adhesion stabilizers have an adverse

effect on quick adhesion and curing rate of the sealant.

- C3IIS r H 1 ir

/ S_cna-N-o-Lcn,-Cn-oJn Cl-

where R' represents hydrogen or methyl and n is.a number

from 3 to 5].
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Illustrations for plant patents are usually In color and therefore it Is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

3,423

ROSE PLANT

WiUiam A. Wairiner, Tustin, Calif., assignor to Jackson

& Perkins Company, Medford, Oreg.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,839

which are carried on short peduncles branching from rela-

tively long flower stalks which tend to spread laterally

above relatively large, almost circular leaves carried on

long, horizontally extending petioles to provide a sharply

contrasting background for a bunched mass of the flowers.

U.S. CI. Pit.—18
Int CL AOlh 5/00

1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the hy-

brid tea class, substantially as herein shown and described,

characterized particularly as to novelty by the unique

combination of a plant branching freely from its base,

bearing very freely flowers which change from Indian

Lake in the tight bud t^, Phlox Pink in the open flower;

generally light green foliage; thorny stems; long pointed

flower buds; extremely strong pleasant fragrance.

3,424

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Walter H. Jessel, Jr., Doylestown, and William E. Duffett,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to Yoder Brothers, Inc., Bar-

berton, Ohio

Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,954

int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—78 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared

to the parent cultivar Puritan by its yellow flower color;

approximately one-quarter inch smaller diameter flowers;

approximately one to two inches shorter plant habit; its

slightly lighter foliage color and its approximately two to

five days later response, with such response difference

being greatest during low light periods of winter, and least

during high light, high temperature periods.

3,427

AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT

Arnold W. Fischer, Isernhagen, Germany, assignor to

Geo. J. Ball, West Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,505

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—69 1 Claim

A new variety of African violet plant distinguished by its

very profuse year around production of relatively large,

long lasting, dark pink flowers which grow in clusters on

strong upright stalks. The blossoms are medium large in

size and appear massed above a flatly spreading bed of

dark green leaves.

3,428

AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT

Arnold W. Fischer, Isernhagen, Germany, assignor to

Geo. J. Ball, West Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,507

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—69 1 Claim

A new variety of African violet plant characterized by

the delicate pink color of its very large blossoms which

bloom profusely and recurrently the year around, and by

its vigorous growth with abundant outwardly spreading

foliage and relatively high display of closely massed

flowers.

3,425

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, Chichester,

England, assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited,

Chichester, Sussex, England

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,834

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—74 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of Chn-santliemimi

morifoliiini Bailey, spray type, substantially as shown

and described, characterized particularly as to novelty by

the unique combination of a red bronze color, extreme

vigor, and ability to set buds and flower uniformly in a

wide range of environmental conditions.

3,429

AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT

Arnold W. Fischer, Isernhagen, Germany, assignor to

Geo. J. Ball, West Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,506

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
I , ^ .

U.S. CI. Pit.—69 1 Claim

A new variety of African violet plant distinguished by

its profuse, year around production of long lasting blos-

soms which appear on erect stalks displaying the flowers

well above the plant foliage. The new plant flowers uni-

formly with large blossoms of a pleasing pink color.

3,426

AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT

Arnold W. Fischer, Isernhagen, Germany, assignor to

Geo. J. Ball, West Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,508

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—69 1 Claim

A new variety of African violet plant distinguished

by the medium to large size of its delicate pink flowers
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3,430

CARNATION PLANT

Bent E. Graust, 3233 Freedom Blvd.,

Watsonville, Calif. 95076

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,296

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—73 1 Claim

1. The new and distinct variety of carnation substan-

tially as herein disclosed characterized as to novelty by

ihe color of its flower.
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3,431
ROSE PLANT

WilUam A. Warriner, Tustin, Calif., assignor to Jackson

& Perkins Company, Medford, Oreg.

Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,421

Int CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit. 11 1 Claim

*l! A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the

hybrid tea class, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unique combination of its vigorous, well branched plant,

large dark green foliage, long pointed buds, burnt orange

color opening to Chinese coral and fading Hghtly to a

lighter carrot red.

3,432

ROSE PLANT
William A. Warriner, Tustin, Calif., assignor to Jackson

& Perkins Company, Medford, Oreg.

FUed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,422

Int CL AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit—14 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of a type

intermediate between hybrid tea and floribunda in bush

habit, flower clustering, flower size; a prolific producer of

cut flowers in the greenhouse, nearly white bud and open

flowers, and a strong resistance to rose powdery mildew.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3.783,449

BL LLET-PROOF PROTECTIVE ARMOR AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Richard C. Davis, 861 1 W hitehorn. Romulus, Mich.

Filed May 8. 1972, S«r. No. 251,077

Int.CI. F4lh 1102

U.S. CI. 2-2.5 ^
4 Claims

3,783,45

1

INSECT PROTECTIVE GARMENT
Eugene F. Malin, 1040 Ba>%iew Dr., Suite 201, Fort Lau-

derdale. Fla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 138,677. April 29, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,676

Int. CI. \42h J100

II.S. CI. 2-4 6 Claims

A bullet-proof armor formed of a pad made of a number of

loose sheets woven of heavy gauge, hnearly oriented nylon

threads, the pad being enclosed vMthin a cloth envelope, and

means for holdmg the envelope contammg the pad upon the

object to be protected The sheets are treated by subjcctmg

them to super-coofrng m a cryogenic atmosphere to thereby

increase their impact resistance capabilities.

An insect protective garment for use in a \^arm climate

comprising an insect netting material coupled ti» skin separat-

ing members such as. circular rings or elongated rib members

vkhich hold the netting material off the users skin to prevent

mosquitoes from reaching or making contact NMth the skin of

the vkearer Insects adjacent the net area are unable to reach

the skin, v^hile the garment provides sutTicient air ttoy^

through the net and aK>ut the wearer's skin

3,783,450

HOCKEY HELMET
William Raymond O Connor, 2190 Sargent Ave., SI. Paul,

Minn.

Continuation oJ Ser. No. 216,633, Jan. 10, 1972. abandoned.

This application Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,320

Int. CI. A42b .VOO

t.S.CL2-3R l2CUinis

3.783,452

REMOVABLE (JtKHILES FOR HELMET
Alden P. Benson; Kenneth J. Foster, both of Dedham, and Al-

fred R. Quellette. Saugus. all of Mavs.. assignors to The

I nited Slates of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy, Washington. D.C.

Filed Apr. M. 1972, Ser. No. 242,999

lai. CI. A42b J100

l.S.CI.2-6 3 Claims

A hockey helmet is disclosed in which an outer shell is

formed of lightweight material generally by injection molding

with three protective ribs extending longitudinally over the

top of the helmet, the two outer ribs having openings formed

therein The openings progressively decrease in area as they

extend from the front to the back of the helmet The inside of

the helmet has three protective pads secured to the inside of

the outer protective shell so that a pair of passages are formed

in cooperation with the ribs in cooling the upper part of the

head of the wearer The central pad covers the central rib and

forms an air cushion for the top of the head of the wearer

Apparatus for attaching removable photochromic goggles

to a conventional crash helmet includes a post on one side of

the helmet adjacent the face opening thereof and an over-

center latch on the other side of the helmet which engage

apexes of triangular eyelets formed in straps extending from

the distal ends of the goggles The over-center latch has a lever

with a camming surface formed thereon, notched to retain the

apex of one of the eyelets and pivoted such that upon turning

of the lever aftwards the notch is moved aftwards. stretching

the straps, within side brackets formed on the helmet for verti-

cally locating the goggles in front of the wearer's eyes.

532
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-, 7R-, 45, woven or knitted textile sheath, which is secured by silicone

SELF-REGULATING ARTIFICIAL HEART elastomer adhesive to the body and is used as a suturing

Victor W. Bolie, 7504 American Heritage Dr., Albuquerque,

N. Mex. „^ . • / }
Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,485 _ ^ / /

Int.CLA61f //24 ^ ^"

IJ.S.CL3-I
17 Claims

member for securing the duct to the ureter. Near its lower end

the body is provided with a similar sheath or a radially out-

wardly projecting flange to secure it. e?g., to a bladder.

This invention describes a complete artificial heart system

which is capable of providing complete self-rcgulative control

of the pumping action of the heart. It comprises a right and left

ventricular bladder connected to the blood system. These

bladders are housed in right and left ventricular chambers, the

space between the bladder and the chamber being filled with a

drive fluid Means are provided for sensing the volume of

blood in the right and the left ventricular bladders.

There is a power fluid system which comprises a sump main-

tained at atmospheric pressure, a pump, a flow control means

and a switching means The right and left sensors m the cor-

responding right and left ventricular chambers have outputs

which are functions of the blood volume in the right and left

ventricular bladders A control means takes these sensor out-

puts and computes two control signals, one of which is a func-

tion of the difference between the volumes m the right and the

left ventricular bladders, and the other is a function of the sum

of the volumes in the right and the left ventricular bladders.

The sum function goes to control the rate of flow of the power

fluid and the difference function goes to control the switching.

The switching means is provided so that when one bladder,

for example the right ventricular bladder, becomes fully ex-

tended the left ventricular bladder becomes fully compressed,

whereupon the drive fluid is switched into the right ventricular

chamber to compress the bladder and push its contained

blood out into the body system; at the same time, the power

fluid that was Ailing the left chamber is released to flow back

to the sump

3,783,455

TOILET OPERATING ASSEMBLY

WiUiam R. Vanderbrook, 623 Sunny Side Dr., Cadillac, Mich.

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273351

Int. CL A47k 17/00; E03d 11100

L.S.CL4-1 5 Claims

A toilet operating assembly for protecting the hands of a

user of a toilet against germs, the operating assembly being

adapted to attach to a toilet seat and to include a partially

housed vapor emitting, wick, separating an operating handle

and the toilet seat.

3,783,456

BATHING FACILITY

Troy L. Doan, 2090 Alta Vista Dr., VisU, Calif.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,135

Int.CLA47ki//4,i/22

IJ.S.CL4-149
9 Claims

3,783,454

SURGICALLY IMPLANTABLE PROSTHETIC DUCT FOR^

THE REMOVAL OF BIOLOGICAL LIQUIDS

Andre Sausse, Hautsde-Seine, and Andre Stem, Paris, both of

France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,218

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 7, 1971, 71 12306

Int.CL A61f 1124; A61m 27/00

U.S.CL3-1 11 Claims

A duct for Ihg removal of biological liquids, especially

urine, in the form of a tubular body having internal and exter-

nal surfaces, at least, of silicone elastomer. Near its upper end.

e g for connection to a ureter, the body is surrounded by a

The outer side rim of a tub or a shower has a rib along the

outer, upper margin forming an abutment and water seal for a
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closure such as a weighted curtain or sHding shower doors. In

the case of sliding shower doors, further guidance for the

doors is provided by an upstanding abutment interposed

between the doors and by a pair of U-shaped guide members,

each attached to one door and extending under the other door

to guidingly bear on the opposite side of the other door The

rim is sloped to drain inwardly.

3,783,459

COIL SPRING ANCHOR ASSEMBLY

James Plliero. 30-83 37th St., Astoria, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 11. 1972, Ser. No. 313,804

Int. CI. A47c 23102

U.S. CL 5-259 B 5 Claims

3,783,457

DRAIN CLEANER
Salvatorc J. Tornabene, 164-30 90th St., Howard Beach, N.Y.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,557

Iiit.CI.E03<I///00

U.S.CL 4-255 5 Claims

«'--'l' .>im^'.'I

A vertical shaft is manipulated through a drain trap cover so

as to lower a cleaning member into the drain trap and dislodge

clogging substances therein. The vertical shaft is provided

with a spring which urges it out of the drain trap when the

cleaning member is not in use.

A prefabricated spring anchor assembly is disclosed com-

prising a furniture slat along whose length L-shaped anchoring

staples are partially embedded at substantially equal intervals.

Protruding vertical legs of each staple are curved to form a

pair of spring clenching fingers which serve, in cmiperation

with the btntom turn of a tapered coil spring, to lock the

spring to the top surface of the slat.

3,783,460 !

HONEYCOMB FOUNDATION INSTALLING DEVICE

Thurman E. Goff. 2216 N.W. 38, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972. Ser. No. 294,404

Int. CLAOIk 47/02

U.S.CL6-10 2 Claims

3.783.458

HAMMOCK BED-SUPPORTING FRAMES
James L. Westrich. Algoma, Wis., assignor to Gleason Cor-

poration, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Apr. 3. 1972. S«r. No. 240,489

Int. CLA47k// /02

U.S. CI. 5-129 3 Claims

A pair of upstanding guides, secured in parallel spaced-

apart relation to a horizontal base, are interposed between

horiAintal side members forming a honeycomb frame bottom

rail for forcing the side members apart and loosely disposing a

longitudinal edge portion of a honeycomb foundation

therebetween.

A hammock-supporting stand or frame, formed of metal

tubing or the like and designed particularly for lounge-type

hammocks, is provided with a pair of leg portions on each side

thereof which extend downwardly at an angle to a point ad-

jacent the stand longitudinal midpoint and are thence

deflected to a substantially straight, horizontal position form-

ing elongated ground-engaging portions, the horizontal por-

tions of said legs on each side of the stand being pivotally

joined to permit said stand to be jackknifed to a folded, space-

conserving compact condition for convenient shipping,

storage, or display.

3,783,461

PLEASURE BOAT CONSTRUCTION
Dave Charles Sugden, 2935 W. 3590 South, Salt Lake City,

Uuh
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,439

Int. CI. B63c

U.S.CI.9-1R 4 Claims

An improved boat construction wherein the front and side

windshield structure provides light for both a tower cabin area
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as well as for an upper viewing area. The upper horizontal por- peripheral contour corresponding to that

«[

^^e "nit sole a top

:rof : molded Srsh. by wa^ of example, constitutes a parti- surface ^^^^^^^^^^1^:^1^1
thickness of the unit sole, and a bottom surface, the longitu-

dinal profile of which is substantially parallel to the top sur-

face Alternatively, the bottom may be flat and provided-with

a peripheral flange. The matrix is employed to enable

traversing the unit sole peripherally in a machme provided

with cross-feed rolls for advancing the peripheral edge of the

matrix against fixed guides or provided with opposed feed rolls

arranged to engage the inner and outer sides of the bottom

flange to advance the matrix peripherally.

tion or roof of the so-defined cabin area. By the invention the

cutting of apertures in the boat hull, deck or cabin for supply-

ing light to the boat interior are avoided.

3,783,462

CONCRETE FORM SNAP-TIE ROD AND METHOD OF
FORMING THE HEAD THEREFOR

William J. SteHan, Fremont, CaUf., assignor to Burke Concrete

Accessories, Inc., Burlingame, Calif.

Filed June 17, 1971, Ser. No. 153,979

lnt.CI.B21k//46

U.S. CI. 10-27 H 3 Claims

3,783,464

MACHINE FOR APPLYING PRESSURE TO SHOE
BOTTOMS

Leo F. Stanton, Newburyport, Mass., assignor to American

Shoe Machinery Corp., Wakefield, Mass.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,1 10

Int. CLA43d 09/00. S9/00

U.S.CL12-142T 13 Claims

^py_80A^8z rn

A snap-tie rod having a hot-upset end with other than a

round periphery so that the end may be gripped with a socket-

type wrench. The head of the rod is fabricated by a hot-up-

setting method wherein the periphery of the head is confined

within a Oat-sided peripheral die during upsetting so that the

periphery of the head is formed with flat sides conforming to

the die.

3,783,463

MATRIX FOR SUPPORTING A UNIT SOLE FOR

ROUGHING OR THE APPLICATION OF ADHESIVE

Bertram A. Von Schoppe, Mariboro, Mass., assignor to Compo

Industries, Inc., W altham, Mass.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,630

Int. CI. A43d 25100

U.S.CLI2-17R .
15 Claims

The spacing between the heel and toe abutting members in

a sole pressing machine is adjustable automatically to enable

proper spacing of the abutting members lengthwise of shoe as-

semblies of varying sizes. The machine includes a pad box

which supports the shoe, bottom down, below the abutting

members. The pad box is movable upwSrdly to urge the shoe

against the abutting members and to apply pressure to the bot-

tom of the shoe. Means are provided for moving the heel and

toe abutting members inwardly toward each other in response

to and as the pad box moves upwardly. The inward motion of

the abutting members terminates when the upwardly moving

shoe engages one or both of them. This locates the abutting

members in proper longitudinal spacing on the shoe so that

they may properly brace the shoe against the further applica-

tion of increased force against the shoe bottom. The machine

also includes means for disabling the automatic adjustment for

spacing the abutting members to enable the spacing to be ad-

justed manually.

A matrix for receiving a rigid unit sole of the kind wherem

there is a sharp slope and relatively large drop from heel to

forepart comprising a rigid form containing a cavity of such

shape and depth as to contain the unit sole with its top surface

substantially flush with the top of the form, said form having a

3,783,465

CAR WHEEL WASHING APPARATUS

Shigeo Takeuchi, Nagoya, Japan, assignor to Takeuchi Tekko

Kabushiki Kaisha, Nagoya, Japan

Filed June 2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,228

Claims priority, application Japan, June 3, 1970, 45/53996

Int. CLB60si /06

U.S.CL 15-21 E ICtolm

A car wheel washing apparatus comprising a movable

frame, a pair of rotatable washing brushes mounted movably

in the direction transverse to the direction of movement of the

frame, and feeler means provided adjacent to the lower end of
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the movable frame for controlling the stoppmg of said mova-

ble frame and for controlling the transverse movement and the

3.783,467

COMBINED SCOLRING DEVICE HOLDER AND
SCRAPER

Harry Grossman, 5105 Venlnor Ave., Ventnor, NJ.

Hied Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,146

Int. CI. A47I / 7/04

t.S. CI. 15-105 4 Claims

rotation of said washing brushes, said feeler means having a

feeler arm adapted to contact with the outer periphery ot a

wheel on a car to be washed.

A handle member, one end of which is provided with clamp-

ing means for receiving and holding a steel wotil pad for scour-

ing pots and pans and the like The other end of said handle

member may take the form of a scraper

3,783,468

PAINT BRUSH WITH BRISTLE CARTRIDGE
Louis SakHitos, 4002 Drexel Ave., Madison, W is.

Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,324

lnt.C\.\4bb moo. J108

L.S. CI. 15-202

3,783,466

MANUALLY CONTROLLED VEHICLE WASHING
APPARATUS

Donald A. Bemardi, Camp Hill, Pa., assignor to Bernardi Bros.

Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.

FiledOct. 26, 1971. Ser. No. 192.154 <

Int.CI. B60s ^/06

U.S.CL 15-21 E ,
12 Claims

1 Claim

A paint brush with a removable bristle packet. The bristle

packet comprises one or more cartridges, each having a mul-

titude of bristles permanently secured in a ferrule with an

epoxy type adhesive The bristles encircle a central void or

reservoir area for holding paint. The ferrule of a single bristle

cartridge may form a portion of the paint reservoir or the fer-

rules of two or more bristle cartridges may engage one another

to form a portion of the reservoir. In addition, the bristle

packet may include a bristle reservoir cartridge releaseably

secured in the central reservoir area.

Vehicle washing apparatus including a movable frame

adapted to be driven in first and second opposite directions for

passing over a vehicle to be washed, a pair of side brush as-

semblies disposed on the frame and transversely movable rela-

tive thereto, and a unitary control assembly which is manually

movable to control both the movement of the frame and the

transverse position of the side brush assemblies whereby the

apparatus may be inexpensively manufactured and may be

operated by the manipulation of only a single control device.

3.783,469

COMBINATION WINDOW WASHER, SCRAPER AND
SQUEEGEE

Herbert A. Siemund, 2800 N. Lake Shore Dr., Apt. 3201,

Chicago, III.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264.61

2

lnt.CLA47l//0.S

U.S. CL 15—209 R 8 Claims

A cleaning implement of a type including a frame structure,

a manipulating handle attached to the absorbent member of a

sponge or sponge like resilient material, the absorbent

member being covered by a tight encompassing reticulated

netting material and mounted on the frame structure by an im-

proved comb-like mounting member or strip. The mounting

strip having prongs projecting in spaced relation along the

strip. The prongs being so arranged that upon the mounting

strip being positioned in a longitudinally extending parallel

relation to the absorbent member with the prongs being

directed into the absorbent member. The longitudinally ex-
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tending strip may be thereupon forced into the resilient

material of the absorbent member and covering netting

material so as to form a pair of juxtaposed roll shaped portions

of the absorbent member with the prongs of the mounting

strip passing through a portion of the resilient material of the

absorbent member intermediate the pair of roll shaped por-

tions thereof. The prongs of the mounting strip thus projecting

prising a body adapted for insertion into said cartridge-receiv-

ing passage of said player, said body having cleaning means

disposed adjacent to an end thereof such that when the body is

inserted in said cartridge-receiving passage with said cleaning

means at the leading end of said body said cleaning means

become positioned for and can pass into abutment with said

operative portions of said player, said cleaning means being

movable past said operative portions so as to exert a wiping

action thereon.

3,783,471

FOOT GRILLES AND MATS
Frank L. McGeary, Scotch Plains, and Patrick L. Zampetti,

Cranford, both of NJ., assignors to Construction Specialties,

Inc., Cranford, NJ.
Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200372

Int. CI. A47I 23122; E04f 19/10

U.S.CL 15-215 10 Claims

^^ 24 )?f Vi'

through the intermediate portion of the absorbent member are

m turn positioned in a channel defined by opposite plate por-

tions of the frame structure and secured therein so as to in

turn fasten the mounting strip to the frame structure, thereby

effectively mount the pair of roll shaped portions of the absor-

bent member covered by the encompassing reticulated netting

material on the frame structure. ,

A foot grille, grating, mat, or the like comprises parallel,

closely spaced bars, each of which has a shallow channel that

has overhanging lips and receives and captures a replaceable

carpet strip. Each carpet strip has a semi-rigid backing that

imparts sufficient stiffness to the carpet to prevent it from

pulling out of the bar channel.

3,783,470

CLEANER FOR TAPE CARTRIDGE PLAYERS
Mark Stanley Myers, Cockfosters, and Ronald Frederick

Bishop. Brookmans Park, both of England, assignors to

Metrosound Manufacturing Company Limited, Waltham

Abbey, Essex, England

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,514

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Ma^ 18, 1971,

15,458/71
Int. CL Glib 5/00

U.S.CL 15-210 R 4 Claims

3,783,472

WALL MOUNTED VACUUM CLEANER UNIT AND
METHOD OF INSTALLATION

Jacob C. MoL Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Wal Vac, Inc.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 37,21 1, May 14, 1970,

abandoned. This application Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,890

Int. CL A471 5/38

U.S.CL 15-314 20 Claims

"''^^

29 '28

The invention provides a device, for cleaning tape-coacting

operative portions of a magnetic tape cartridge player-of that
cKctontiaiiv =.

kind which includes at least a cartridge-receiving passage in A wall mounted vacuum cleaner unit bemg substantially a

which said operative portions are disposed and which may four piece assembly and consisting of a main support frame

further include means for retaining a cartridge in fully inserted with an integral lower rearwardly projecting cover shell having

position in said cartridge-receiving passage, said device com- a front opening defming a receptacle compartment, upper
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front and rear cover shells in opposite and opposed relation

releasably secured to the main support frame defmmg a power

compartment and a front access door for the receptacle com-

partment front opening The front cover shell of the power

compartment is characterized by being outwardly protrudmg

from the main support frame and having a downwardly

oriented bottom surface within which there is provided a

vacuum hose receptacle Conduit means are provided to be

communicant with the receptacle compartment and with the

downwardly disposed hose receptacle

A mounting frame to which is mounted the main support

frame, after the former is initially installed in an opening pro-

vided in the wall, is provided to be adjustably installed to com-

pensate for wall thickness and insure flush engagement of the

main support frame relative to the wall surface upon final in-

stallation.

front stroke of the nozzle, and so that the rake pivots away

from a rug on the nozzle stroke across a rug reverse from that

during which the points are maintained upright. This enables

3.783.473 the rug shag strands to be rake-combed during any selected

W ASHING DEVICE ^^^ ^r both of the back and front strokes of the mvzle across

Jan-Erk Engqubt. Eskilstuna, Sweden, assignor to Forenade ^^^ ^^^

Fabriksverken, Eskilstuna, Sweden

Filed Nov. 9. 1972. Ser. No. 305,002

Int. CI. A47I 7/00 3.783.475

LS CI 15-322 n Claims SAFETY PIN

Rodvinon I. Zamotin. P.O. Box 721, Miami Springs, Ha.

Filed .Sept. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 285,642

Int.CI.A44b9//0

IJ.S.CI.24-I58S 5 Claims

20«

A washing device for cleaning surfaces such as human skin

and the like hygienically which includes an upper shell portion

and a lower plate portion having discharge and suction return

openings therein adapted for connection, respectively, to a

source of washing foam and a source of vacuum A porous

cover element is received over the shell and the lower plate

and underlies the discharge and suction return openings in a

manner to effect passage of the washing foam through the

porous cover onto the surface being cleaned when the device

is pressed thereagainst. the cover effecting passage of the

discharged washing foam directly to the suction return open-

ing so as to prevent dripping when the device is raised from

the surface being cleaned.

A safety pin in which the back and front legs are resilicntly

biassed apart The back leg extends to form one arm of a U-

shaped end loop, the other arm of which has a guide slot as-

sociated therewith to receive the pointed end of the front leg.

A band on the end loop is movable to an end position at which

it encircles the pin point in the closed position thereof, and in-

cluding a coil spring on the end loop resiliently urging the

band to the said end position

3.783.474

SHAG RIG ATTACHMENT FOR SUCTION CLEANER
NOZZLE

Max L. Fairaizl. Chagrin Falb, and Eugene F. Martinec, East

Cleveland, both of Ohio, assignors to Health-Mor Inc.,

Chicago, III.

Filed July 3, 1972. Ser. No. 268,860

Int. CI. A47I 9/06

U.S.CL 15-369 7 Claims

A skid is attached to the nozzle of a suction cleaner, per-

manently or detachably and adjustably, and has a pair of

spaced sled-like runners extending laterally of the nozzle

opening and connected together laterally in spaced relation. A

rake is mounted for limited pivoul movement at either or both

of the front and rear ends of the skid Each rake has spaced

straight tines, points or teeth The skid determines the height

of the nozzle above the backing and shag strands of a shag rug

during cleaning. Pivotal movement of any rake is controlled so

that the rake points extend upright on either the back or the

3.783,476

SLIDE FASTENER STRINGER WITH STITCHED
COUPLING ELEMENT

Alfons Frohlich, Essen, Germany, assignor to Opti-Holding

AG. Glarus, SwiUerland

Filed Feb. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 227,485

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 13, 1971, P 21

51 001.0: Oct. 13, 1971. P 21 51 002.1

Int. CI. A44b I9HU. DOSh 31 1

2

IJ.S.CL 24-205.16 C 6 Claims

A slide-fastener stringer has its turns (of continuous coil or

meander coupling element) secured to its fabric support tapes
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by means of single-needle or double-needle double chain-

stitch or lockstitch wherein bights of the needle thread strad-

dle the coil turns and pass through the filler cords. The U-

shaped bights of the needle-thread loops of each stringer half

snuelv embrace the individual turns and this thread is so ten-

sioned that the looper or gripper thread lies completely along

the opposite face of the support tape. The support tape is

formed parallel to at least one of its longitudinal edges with a

longitudinally extending valley or channel in which the looper,

locking or gripper thread lies. In addition the upper side of the

coil is formed with a longitudinally extending groove (formed

by notches in the shanks of the turns) in which the needle

thread lies After stitching of the interleaved coils to the tapes

the thermoplastic monofilament needle thread which has been

stretched, is heated to thermally fix and shrink it.

3.783.477

SNAP FASTENER
Ross Lynton Hamilton. 12 Bhenheim Ave., Glen Waverly. and

W ilfred Laurence Hallam. 4 Garden Rd., Burwood, both of

Australia

Filed Sept. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,568

Claims prioril>, application Australia. Oct. 7. 1970. 2781/70

Int. CI. A44b / 7100

U.S. CI. 24-213 CS 6 Claims

V 12 «3

3 783 479

METHOD OF PREPARING A NONWOVEN,FABRIC
Claude E. Terry, Rockmart. Ga., assignor to Southern Milk.

Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Aug. 27, 1970, Ser. No. 67,595

Int. CI. B32b 5/06; D04h 13100

U.S. CL 28-72.2 R " Claims

i6 28

A method of preparing a nonwoven fabric from a plurality

of randomly disposed and interlaced sections of yarn or the

like comprising mechanically entangling fibers from a first

section of yarn within a second section of yarn below the first

section of yarn. If a backing material is used, fibers from yarn

are entangled within the backing to secure the backing to the

nonwoven fabric. At least a portion of the sections of yarn is

disposed angularly with respect to the remaining sections of

yarn.

12 Z6

The invention comprises a single or two piece snap fastener

comprising a head and depending shank arranged to snap en-

gage with a second part. A washer having a bore slightly less

than the diameter of the shank is mounted on the shank. The

washer has the inner-edge portion thereof directed away from

the head so that the edge bites into the shank and firmly resists

forces tending to move the washer along the shank away from

the head.

The fastener is fixed onto clothing, fabric or other material

by clamping the material between the washer and the head of

the fastener.

3.783.478

HAND TOOL FOR USE IN MAKING TUFTED YARD
GOODS

Florence Osterhout. 10935 Bonavista Ln., Whittler, Calif.

Filed Apr. 26. 1972. Ser. No. 247.735

Int. CI. D04d 7/06, A41h 43100

U.S. CI. 28-2 2Ctaims

3,783,480

METHOD OF MAKING A CAPACITOR
James M. Booe. Indianapolis, Ind.. assignor to P. R. Mallory &

Co. Inc.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Filed Mar. 9. 1972, Ser. No. 233,252

Int. CK HOI g/ 5/06

U.S. CI. 29-25.42 21 Claims

/a-,

Improved capacitors employing metal foil electrodes having

polymeric dielectric coatings thereon are described for use at

operating voltages up to moderately high values such as

1 ,000-2.000V of either AC or DC. A bonding agent is used to

bond together adjacent dielectric coatings, and an edge clear-

ing technique is used to recess the edge of alternate electrodes

on each side of the device.

A hand tool is positionally arranged with a slotted gauge for

use in making tufts of material.

3,783,481

CURVED ROLL
James O. Gallant, Rehoboth, Mass., assignor to Mount Hope

Machinery Company, Taunton, Mass.

Filed Nov. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 92,657

Int. CI. B2 lb /J/02

U.S.CL 29-116 AD
'

12 Claims

A longitudinally-curved roll has a rotating surface sleeve

which extends over the full face length of the roll without sup-

port apart from a series of spaced bearings mounted on a

curved axle. The sleeve is formed of reinforced resin, and has

the configuration of a circular cylindrical tube. It is rotatably

mounted by the series of bearings, and is deflected thereby
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within Its elastic limit into the longitudinally curved form of a

toroidal segment This form remains stable as the sleeve

3,783,483

METHOD OF MAKINC A KLl IDCOl PLING MEMBER
John Saxoa Ive>, Hilchin. England, assignor to Borg-Warner

Limited, Letchworlh, Hertfordshire, England

Division of Ser. No. 73,526, Sept. 1 8, I V70, Pat. No.

3,709,635. This application Sept. II, 1972, Ser. No. 287,959

Int. CI. B2lk.1104. B23p I5IU2, 15/04

U.S.CT.29-156.8EC 10 Claims

rotates. A surface sleeve of elastomeric material can be Httcd

snugly over the resin sleeve, and does not require reinforcing

cords if it is bonded thereto.

3,783,482

METHOD OF FILLING ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS

Karlheinz Kunert, and Herbert Kozalla, both of Schweinfurt,

Germany, assignors to Kugelfischer Georg Schafer & Co.,

Schweinfurt, Germany
Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,295

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 28, 1971,

2104063
lnt.CLB23p///00

L.S.CI.29-148.4A .
2 Claims

A hydraulic coupling member including an mitcr holUm

part-toroidal shell and an internal hollou p.iit-tor»>Kl..l core

ring and blading between and connected ti> the >hcll and core

ring, the blading being provided b\ an undulating clement

with the undulations of generally triangular section provuling

back-to-back triangular section How channels I he uiidul.mng

element can be cast of stamped in a single piece, or tormcd

segmentally and secured ttigether. and then connected to the

shell and core ring.

3,783.484

METHOD OF MAKING HI Il/I -IP TIRE WITH HI TT

W ELDED INTERNAL BAND IRON

Frederick D. Estahrook, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.. assignor to

Mitchell Industrial Tire Co.. Inc.. ( hattanooga. Tenn.

Continuati.m-in-part of Ser. No. 860J54. Sept. 23. 1%9. .1 his

application Nov. 4. 1971. Ser. No. 195.683

Intel. H21h I / Id. K2lk / /.<.s

L.S.CI.29-159.1 1 Claim

A -method is disclosed for introducing rolling elements

between the inner and outer rings of an antifriction bearing,

each of which is provided with two uninterrupted shoulders,

wherein the inner and outer rings are shifted to a relative ec-

centricity and at least one rolling element is introduced

between the two rings at the widest place in the center of the

crescent-shaped gap, whereupon the rings are re-shifted into a

position concentric with respect to each other and then the

outer ring is elaslically compressed by two oppositely directed

forces to form an ellipse said forces being applied to said outer

ring in the region of the rolling element which has been in-

troduced and in the region diametrically opposite the region

of the rolling element, and the elastic deformation being ef-

fected until the shoulders of the two rings are at such a

distance apart in the two regions of the small radii of curvature

of said ellipse as to permit the introduction of the remaining

rolling elements which are then introduced.

The method of making a tire built up from many radial com-

pressible pads having registering openings through which an

internal band iron passes 1 he pads are compressed together

into a toroidal shape under heavy force, bringing the ends of

the band iron into abutment sMthin a spacer and must be

aligned with great accuracy for welding in order to accomplish

maximum strength of the finished product Instead of a lap

joint as heretofore used, the ends are butt welded together.
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3,783,485

DEVICE FOR EXTRACTING AND FOR INSERTING

BEARINGS IN A ROLLER SKATE W HEEL
Gaetano Nastasi, 1251 Ash Ave., Bensenville, III.

Filed July 19, 1972, Set. No. 273,160

Int. CLB23p/ 9/04

l).S.CL 29-201
'Claims

;i-_:

rality of plungers which are reciprocably movable relative to

the terminals. A slide is reciprocably movable relative to the

plungers by an air cylinder or other source of motive power

and has a plurality of pawls mounted thereon for engagmg the

plungers A keyboard is used to preset individual ones of the

pawls for engaging associated plungers, then the air cylinder is

actuated to advance the slide and pawls so that the preset

pawls drive the plungers forward to engage and eject the ter-

minals. Upon reversal of the operation of the air cylinder, the

slide the pawls, and the plungers are returned to their mitial

positions. The connecting block is released bv and removed

from the terminal ejector device upon the insertion of another

connecting block into the device.

3,783,487

CABLE SPLICE APPARATUS

Francis A. May, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Consolidation

Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. I79,445,Sept. 10, 1971. This application

Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,603

Int. CL HO Ir 43/04

U.S. CI. 29-203 D ^ Claims

A device for extracting the bearings from a precision roller

skate wheel comprising means for gripping the bearing while

in the skate wheel and applying a pressure against the wheel to

move the skate wheel axially with respect to the stationanly

gripped bearing to thereby move said wheel away from the

bearing and extract the bearing from the skate wheel. Said

device also has means which insets the bearings in the skate

wheel.

3,783,486

TERMINAL EJECTOR DEVICE

Harry M. Wagner, Jr., Timonium, Md., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,690

Int. CI. H05k 13100; B23p 19104

US. CI. 29- 203 P 11 Claims

A device for ejecting snap-in terminals from a connecting

block releaseably positioned within the device includes a plu-

An improved cable splice joining a pair of cables and a

cable splicing tool for forming that splice The cable splice in-

cludes a pair of overlapping cable end portions held together

in a common copper sleeve. The sleeve is crimped into com-

pressing contact with the overlapping cable end portions and

includes a plurality of crimping indentations formed in a circle

around the periphery thereof whereby the cable splice has a

tensile strength up to the maximum safe tension of the cables

being spliced. A cable splicing tool for crimping the copper

sleeve having overlapping cable portions therem comprises a

pair of opposed die housings adapted to be fitted together in

abutting contact for forming a channel-shaped crimpmg die

for receiving said overlapping cable end portions m a copper

sleeve Each die housing includes a semicircular die extending

longitudinally thereof and each die includes pendent means

projecting radially inwardly thereof whereby fitting said die

housing together in abutting contact may compress said pen-

dent means into said sleeve and overlapping cable end por-

tions for forming a crimped cable splice having desired tensile

strength. Thereafter, plastic tape, rubber putty and neoprene

filler material may be placed around the splice and held there

with a suitable insulating tape for sealing and insulating, the

spliced cables.
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3,783,488

FILM MOUNTED ELECTRONIC COMPONENT
INSERTION MACHINE

Phillip A. Ragard, Binghamton, and Jim Paton, Johnson City,

both of N.Y., assignors to Universal Instruments Corpora-

tion, Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,168

lnt.CI.H05k/J/04

U.S. CI. 29- 203 B ,
21 Claims

of the pin engages the central hole of an insulator, the extent

of penetration into the latter being limited by the collar and

the pin with the thus centered insulator is then moved

downwardly so as to introduce the insulator into the aperture,

while the collar prevents the sleeve from enclosing the free

end of the pin.

3,783,490

APPARATUS FOR SPLICING WIRES

Jack Garfinkel, Bavside, N.Y., assignor to Censtapc, Inc.

Division of Ser. No. 21,363. March 20. 1970. Pat. No.

3,685.148. This application June I, 1972, Ser. No. 258,809

Int.CI. H01r4.?/04

U.S. CI. 29-203 D 5 Claims

An apparatus for severing electronic components from a

film strip upon which they are mounted; for bending the leads

of the component, and for inserting the components into a cir-

cuit board.

3 783 489

APPARATUS FOR FIRINGCERAMIC SPARKPLUG
INSULATORS

Josef Duffner. Bamberg, Germany, assignor to Robert Bosch

GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Aug. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 279.634

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 9, 1971, P 21

45 057.7
lnt.CI.H05k/.?/04

U.S. CL 29-203 P » >
Claims

An apparatus is provided for splicing wires, which apparatus

includes shaping means for shaping a blank strip material into

an approximate U-shape. and die means including a bottom

wall and two side walls The walls define a die cavity having an

open side spacedly opposite the bottom wall between the side

walls The bottom wall has an elongated ridge spacedly inter-

mediate the side walls and two concavely arcuate face por-

tions whose axes of curvature are parallel to the ridge and

which connect the same to the side walls The apparatus also

includes a ram member, moving means for moving the ram

member inward of the cavity through the open side toward the

bottom wall, and means for placing the shaped blank in the

path of movement of the ram member for insertion of the

blank into the cavity by the ram member and crimpi^jg of the

blank by sliding contact with the side walls The cavity is open

longitudinally of the ridge for insertion of wires to be spliced

The ram member has a front face opposite the bottom wall,

which front face has a crest and flares from the crest in a

direction away from the bottom wall The crest of the front

face is transverse to the ridge of the bottom wall.

y.m

Apparatus for firing sparkplug insulators comprises a jig

having an apertured bottom wall A pin having a free end and

a collar situated adjacent the latter is arranged to move verti-

cally from below the bottom wall through a respective aper-

ture therein. A sleeve slidably mounted on the pin is in-

troduced into the aperture to be expanded therein m response

to a further upward movement of the pin beyond the point at

which a stop prevents the sleeve from moving upwardly, and

thus to center the pin in respect to the aperture. The free end

3,783,491

AUTOMATIC SCREW DRIVER
Frederick W . Meitz, Chicago, III., assignor to MSL Industries,

Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 241,922

Int. CI. B23q 7//0, B23p 19/04

U.S.CL 29-212 R 19 Claims

A portable powered screw driver handling individual screws

that have slotted and recessed heads. The screws are fed axi-
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ally through the driver between non-rotating normally spread

jaws which close behind the screw to form a screw driver bit

engageable surfaces of the cartridge positioned for engage-

ment by supporting surfaces on a holder. Guide means are

formed in a side wall of the dispenser unit to one side of each

of the chambers for guiding the supporting surfaces of the

holder into or out of engagement with the engageable surfaces

of the cartridge. One of the cartridge chambers is empty, and

the next successive chambers have unused cartridges therem.

that engages the head of the screw and advances it through a

wrenching surface which rotates the bit to drive the screw into

a work piece.

3,783,492

TOOL FOR INSTALLING LOCKING PIN USED TO HOLD
A DIEcCUTTING MAT ON A ROTARY ANVIL

John C. Duckett, Clyde; Ivan Gaster. Waynesvllle, and Rufus

Ncal Ensley, Clyde, aU of N.C., assignors to Dayco Corpora-

tion, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,725

Int. CI. B25b 27/02

U.S. CI. 29-278 9C"*™*

When an initial cartridge on the holder is no longer suitable

for use it is placed in the empty chamber, and the unused car-

tridge in the next successive chamber is used. Thereafter, each

cartridge, when no longer suitable for use, is replaced in the

chamber from which the cartridge was removed and the car-

tridge from the next successive chamber is removed for use

until all the cartridges are successively removed from the

dispenser unit.

3 783 494

METHOD OF REPETITIVELY IMPACTING SMALL

PIECES OF METAL IN ORDER TO PRODUCE A

DENSIFIED CONTINUOUS BODY

Mark E. Whalen, Pepper Pike, and Joseph W. Malleck,

Chagrin Falls, both of Ohio, assignors to Republic Steel Cor-

poration, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,788

Int. CI. B22f 3/24. B23q/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 29-403
27Ctaims

42^ *i ** 93-"' C"'

An improved tool for installing and removing an elongated

wedge which has a longitudinal opening therein between

locking fianges of a die-cutting mat to thereby urge the flanges

tightly against holding surfaces provided on an associated ro-

tary anvil supporting the mat to tighten and lock such mat

against the anvil.

3,783,493

METHOD FOR DISPENSING RAZOR BLADE
CARTRIDGES

Jan Dawidowicz, Fairfield, and Frank A. Ferraro, Trumbull,

both of Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company,

Morris Plaines, N.J.

Continuation «f Ser. Nos. 191,665, Oct. 22, 1971, and Ser. No.

236,723, March 21, 1972, and Ser. No. 258,682, June 1, 1972.

This application July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,138

Int. CI. B23p / 7100; B23q 7H0

U.S. CI. 29-400 4 Claims

The specific embodiments provide a method for dispensing

a plurality of razor blade cartridges comprising at least one

dispenser having a longitudinal row of transverse cartridge

chambers. Means are provided in each one of the chambers

for releasably maintaining a razor blade cartridge therein with

A method and apparatus for forming metal products from

scrap or other small pieces. Pieces of scrap metal are bonded

together by baling into bales of from 20 percent to 50 percent

metal by volume. The bales are then heated from 1 ,200°F. to

2,350°F and fed through a feed magazine into a harmonic im-

pacting press.

Deformation of bales prior to reaching the impacting station

in the harmonic press is controlled by control of the press and

by peripheral confinement of the bales prior to being fed into

the impacting station in the press.

There is also a disclosure of a means to fuse bales together

through use of a thermal powder.

3,783,495

CABLE DE-LASHING^TOOL

Carson E. Derrer, 6821 104th St., N.W., Gig Harbor, Wash.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. i 12,1 88

int. CI. B23p 7 9/00

U.S. CI. 29-426 9 CUIms

A tool for stripping lashing wire from cable assemblies com-

prising a utility cable lashed to a support line comprises a trol-
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ley which rides along the support line and mounts a wire
^j^^.-Ih,; ^ ^^ tD MKTALTl BING

str,pping bar arranged for placement ^-'-^ '^^ "''''

^/^^ ^J HoHr.m (Jr es^^^^^^^ <-rman>, avsignor .o Kabel-

and support hne .n ^^'"^
-^^^^^^^'^Vn^^lt,' To ImIIiZZ' (;u..hoffnun«shu... AMie„Res..ls.hafl.

whch in a preliminary operation has been severeu inio u
.. ,„„„^Hanover. i»erman>

Filed Feb. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 228.947

Claims priorit\. application (;erman>. Feb. 25. 1971. P 21

08 895.9
Int.CI. B23p.</00

L.S. CI. 29-460

*^j

6 Claims

lengths Upon moving the trolley along the support line, the

bar pushes the lashing cable ahead of the trolley, forming a

loose ball comprised of wire strands At periodic intervals

these are clipped and the lashing wire removed, thus freeing

the cable from the support line.

3.783.496

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING MEMBERS HAVING
MISALIGNED HOLES

Joseph T. Slkr. 1678 Columbia Dr., Mountain View. CaUf.

Continuation-in-part of Set. Nos. 785;J23, Dec. 19. 1968. Pat.

No. 3390.461 , agd Division of Set. No. 97340. Dec. 14, 1970.

Pat. No. 3.725.993. this application Aug. 31, 1972. Ser. No.

285.528

. lBt.CLB23qi/00

l.S.CL 29-4*4 4 Claims

Longitudinally paid metal strip or tape is formed into a tube,

the two edges of the tape or strip having been flanged so that

upon tube forming the flanges abut and extend radi.ilK i>ut

wardly; and squeezing the flanges for the flanges to undergo

plastic deformation and forming a tightlv cK>scd tab. the tvM>

flanges may be differentU high and the higher one is fi>lded

around the lower one prior to squeezing the flanges into a

three layer tab Ihe \v.o flanges ma> be quite long and of

similar height, and the> are bent over prior to squcc/ing to

form a four layer tab The tab may then be bent against the

tube which is subsequently jacketted in plastic

3.783.498

METHOD OF CON.STRICTINC; A HOLLOW BEAM
Harris P. Moyer. Deerfield. and Herbert H. Klein. Arlington

Heights, both of 111., assignors to Lnarco Industries, inc.,

Chicago. III.

Division of Ser. No. 74.046. Sept. 2 1 . 1970. Pat. No.

3,735,547. Thb application Apr. II. 1973, Ser. No. 349,913

lnt.CI. B23li.<//<>2

U.S. CL 29-47 1 .3 •* Claims

Following are disclosed methods and apparatus for facilitat-

ing the alignment of the eccentric bores of "work side" and

"blind side" bushings used in the misaligned, fastener receiv-

ing holes of structural members A shaft is sized to extend into,

the eccentric bores, and a latch element is laterally carried by

the shaft and adapted to extend into, and retract from at least

one indentation in the bore of a selected bushing for rotational

orientation thereof. An adjustment bushing is carried by the

shaft and has a uniform cylindrical wall thickness equal to the

minimum wall thickness of the work side bushing An align-

ment collar is also carried by the shaft and has an aperture that

receives the shaft, the collar having a larger diameter than the

diameter of an engaged bushing to enable application of

torque and visual reference for detecting axial angularity mis-

alignment between said bushing and its receiving hole in the

• structural member When used with the alignment collar, the

adjustment bushing gauges and establishes the position of the

blind side bushing to enable insertion of the work side bushing

and a fastener in a more efficient manner without need for ad-

ditional rotation of either the blind side or the work side bush

ing. Hence, the work side and blind side bushings may be ac-

curately aligned through the utilization of both the alignment

collar and the adjustment bushing.

28. '5 /39b

/f^
33^

26^ \-^38k

34

^ i^ J»*
3C

A hollow steel beam is formed of sheet metal by automated

forming machines including a continuous welding operation.

To provide sufTicient material along the upper and lower sur

faces of the beam, to develop the full potential strength of the

beam in bending, reinforcing strips arc vkcldcd to the upper

and lower stringer sections of the beam in an automated

machine operation.
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3,783,499

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE FABRICATION USING
MAGNETIC CARRIER

Harry EIroy Hughes, Jr., and Meyer Herbert Wachs, both of

Reading, Pa., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, In-

corporated, Murray Hill, N J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 136,127, April 21, 1971, abandoned.

This application Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,852

Int. CLBOlj 7 7/00

U.S.CL 29-574 5 Claims

3,783,501

AUTOMATIC ARMATURE WINDING

John M. Biddison, and Clarence W. Donnaker, both of Dayton,

Ohio, assignors to The Globe Tool and Engineering Com-

pany, Dayton, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 812,258, April 1, 1969, Pat. No.

3,628,229. This application July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,978

Int. CL HO Ir 45/00

U.S.CL 29-597 4Ctaims

H::^'^:zf^l
«6Sr. , CO ,

\mj^

-XT'

n
#1.^^^^^

A—

A prtK'css is described in which a semiconductor slice con-

taining an array of individual semiconductor devices is tem-

porarily mounted on a magnetic carrier plate initially by adhe-

sive means Final processing, such as lapping or otherwise

thinning the slice, is done and a film of magnetically respon-

sive material is applied to the semiconductor slice. Alterna-

tively such material may be included in the earlier metaliza-

tion of the semiconductor devices. The slice is then treated to

separate it into an array of individual devices and the adhesive

is removed. The devices then remain in the original spaced

array and orientation for electrical testing and assembly into

apparatus. In such form the devices are suitable for transpor-

tation.

In the automatic winding of armatures, the last lead wire

from a coil wound in an armature is looped about an ap-

propriate commutator tang and the wire portion connected

between the newly wound armature and an unwound arma-

ture is cut closely adjacent the aforementioned commutator

tang Also disclosed is a double flier apparatus for winding ar-

matures, wire cutting assemblies, and a transfer mechanism

adapted to hold the connecting wire portions in a position

where they may be cut closely adjacent the tangs about which

the wires are looped. In one embodiment the commutator

tangs are collapsed at the time the connecting wire portions

are cut.

3,783,500

METHOD OF PRODUCING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Takashi Tokuyama, Hoya, and Takaaki Mori, Kokubunji, both

of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 7 16,033, March 26, 1968, Pat. No.

3,632,433. This application Apr. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 136,795

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 26, 1967, 42/26325

Int. CI. BOlj 7 7/00

U.S.CL 29-577 3 Claims

3,783,502

METHOD OF MAKING HIGH SPEED HOMOPOLAR
GENERATOR WITH STRAIGHT WINDING

CONSTRUCTION
Eike Richter, and George E. Brissey, both of Erie, Pa., as-

signors to General Electric Company, Wilmington, Mass.

Division of Ser . No. 1 8 1 ,00 1 , SepL 1 6, 1 97 1 , Pat. No.

3 737,696. This application Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,137

InLCLH02k 75/00

U.S. CL 29-598 • ^ ^'*''"*

A method of producing a semiconductor device in which a

first insulating film of silicon dioxide is provided on surface of

a semiconductor substrate, at least one passive circuit element

is formed on said first insulating film, and a second silicon

dioxide layer containing uniformly a small amount of

phosphorus is deposited from the vapor phase on said first in-

sulating film and passive element, thereby realizing stable pas-

sivation of the electrical characteristics of said semiconductor

device. The water-proof property and accurate etching of said

films are also accomplished.

A high speed homopolar generator is described capable of

operating efficiently at rotational speeds of 90,000 rpm and

above. The generator includes a smooth cylindrical rotor with

axially in-line magnetic north and south poles at opposite ends

of the rotor. The AC windings in the individual slator stacks

are offset by 180 electrical degrees as they pass between

stacks to insure that the induced voltage in the active portions

of each winding are of the proper polarity. The cylindrical

rotor construction minimizes windage losses and includes p

straight bar of magnetic material with the circumferential in-
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terpolar space filled with a non-magnetic material. The non-

magnetic material is bonded to the magnetic bar so that the

resulting magnetic-non-magnetic composite rotor is strong

enough to withstand the mechanical stresses to which it is sub-

jected at speeds in excess of 90.000 rpm. Layers of the non-

magnetic material are deposited on the bar of magnetic

material by a plasmaarc hot wire welding process and the as-

sembly is then machined into the desired cylindrical shape to

minimize windage In this fashion, the geometry of the rotor is

optimized, the maximum amount of axial magnetic section is

obtained with the simplest rotor geometry, the requisite physi-

cal strength is obtained, while at the same time, reducing or

minimizing windage at the very high velocities obtained in the

machine.

ducer wherein each of a plurality of aligned magnetic heads

thereof are formed of a plurality of composite laminations.

wherein the composite laminations are arranged to form a

magnetic circuit and electric and magnetic shields.

3,783,503

METHOD OF PRODUCING A COMPOSITE CONDUCTOR
BAND FOR USE IN MAKING A TUBULAR

SUPERCONDUCTOR
Heinrich Diepers, Erlangen-Bruck. and HorsI Musebeck, Er-

langen, both of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktkn-

gesellschaft, Munich, Germany
Filed Aug. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 279^85

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 2, 1971, P 21 54

452.5
Int.CLH01v///00

U.S.CL 29-599 6 Claims

3,783,505

METHOD FOR ELECTRICALLY INSULATING
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE MATERIAL

Oscar W. Schoen, Jr.. Corona, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington. D.C.

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,153

Int. CL HO If 7/06

U.S.CL 29-609 6 Claims

A method for producing a conductor band which includes a

layer of niobium adjacent a layer of an electrically normal

conducting metal and respective ribbon-like niobium chords

defining the longitudinal edges of the band The conductor

band is produced by joining niobium chords to the longitu-

dinal narrow sides of a niobium strip respectively to form a

niobium band having a U-shaped profile, each of the chords

having a thickness greater than the thickness of the strip, at

least approximately filling the space bounded by the inside

surface of the U-shaped niobium band with an electrically nor-

mal conducting metal, and then joining the normal conducting

metal to the U-shaped niobium band to form the conductor

band. The conductor band made in this manner is used in a

method of producing a tubular conductor for superconducting

cables and the like.

A process of electrochemically plating and annealing in a

protective atmosphere the surface of ferrous material used in

the construction of underwater transducer scrolls and trans-

former cores to insulate sheets and plates from each other.

The process also eliminates work hardening of the material

due to handling, and increases operating and production effi-

ciency. •

3.783.504
' PROCESS OF FABRICATING MULTICHANNEL

MAGNETIC HEAD UNITS

Guy Prival, Chilly Mazarin, and Lucien Robert Prieur,

Ecouen. both of France, assignors to Societe Industrielle

BULL-GENERAL Electric (Societe Anonyme), Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 62,525, Aug. 10, 1970, Pat. No. 3,701,858.

This application June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,224

Int.CLGllb5/42.H01f 7/06

U.S. CL 29-603 ^ Claims

A process of fabricating a multichannel magnetic trans-

3,783,506

METHOD OF PRODUCING ELECTRICAL FUSE
ELEMENTS

Lothar RehfeW, Drosselbartstr 4, Berlin, Germany

Filed Oct. 12. 1971. Ser. No. 188.582

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 13, 1970, P 20

50 125.1 ,

. Int. CL HO Ih 69/02 I

U.S. CL 29-623 ^* Claims

The present disclosure relates to a method of producing

electrical fuse elements by single or multiple vacuum deposi-

tion of one or several electrically conductive elements or com-

pounds onto substrates of insulating materials in forming

thereon resistance paths having predetermined geometrical

configurations and a predetermined electrical conductivity

and/or magnetic, optical, radioactive, photoconductive or

semiconductive properties.
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3.783,507 body frame, a sheet metal body casing enclosing the frame and

STRIP FEED SAFETY RAZOR supported parts, with a cutter drive member projecting

Roger L. Perry, Lynnfield Center, Mass., assignor to The Gil- through the casing and carrying externally thereof a

ktte Company, Boston, Mass. reciprocable cutter which co-operates with a shear plate car-

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 887.910, Dec. 24. 1969,

abandoned. This application Oct. 8, 1971.Ser.No. 187,610

Int.CLB26b2//26.2//."i2

U.S.CL 30-40.1 19 Claims

3J lOfcJS ~* B

- a

ried on a head casing detachably secured to the body. The

head casing also carries a long hair trimmer. Provision is made

for recharging the cells from an external power source and for

operating direct from an external source in an emergency,

suitable external sources for both purposes being disclosed.

A shaving implement has a body member and front and rear

cover members 1 he body member defines a blade supply

position, a blade take up position, and a blade support plat-

form which receives a shaving length of ribbon-like razor

blade in supporting position with the sharpened front edge of

the blade projecting beyond the front edge of said support

platform, and a blade guard structure extending in generally

parallel spaced relation to and disposed forwardly of the front

edge of said blade support platform. The front cover member

has integral upstanding spaced side wall portions and an end

wall portion which define a recess for receiving the body

member and an integral handle portion that extends

downwardly away from the recess. The rear cover includes a

cap portion that overlies the blade support platform, and a

spring member that acts against the blade support platform to

urge said blade support platform toward said cap portion for

securing said blade in proper shaving position on said support

platform between said cap portion and said support platform

while allowing sliding movement of said blade across said plat-

form Blade take up mechanism that is coupled to the take up

position and operates to position a sequence of shaving por-

tions of said blade on said blade support platform, includes a

molded member that comprises an arbor portion to which one

end of the blade is secured, a handle portion, and a shaft por-

tion connecting the arbor and handle portions, the shaft por-

tion being journalled in the body member.

3,783,509

FOLDING KNIFE
Ronald W . Lake, 38 lUini Dr., Taylorville, lU.

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,699

lnt.CLB26b//04

U.S.CL 30- 161 3 Claims

3,783,508

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
Norman Joseph Brown, Maidenhead; Charles Christopher

Packham. Wokingham, and Raymond Graham Parsonage,

Maidenhead, all of England, assignors to The Gillette Com-

pany. Boston, Mass.

Filed Aug. 13. 1971, Ser. No. 171,476

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 14, 1970,

39,377/70; Mar. 12, 1971,6,714/71

Int. CLB26b 79/02, 79/20

U.S. CI. 30-43.92 2 Claims

An electric dry shaver of the cordless type has the motor,

battery and other parts supported in an integrally moulded

The following specification describes a knife in which a pair

of plates are spaced apart along one edge by an elongate

pivotable detent member having a tooth at one end for en-

gagement in a recess of the blade under the influence of a can-

tilever spring to latch the blade in open position. The cantil-

ever spring is integrally formed on a spacer located at the butt

end of the knife and the detent member is operated from the

butt end against the spring bias to release the blade for

enabling the blade closure. The detent member tooth also en-

gages a recessed portion of the blade to hold the blade closed

under the spring bias. A projection adjacent the cutting edge'

of the blade engages a stop on the detent to prevent the

cutting edge of the blade from being dulled on closure. In ad-

dition the external surfaces of the plates are recessed to

receive a respective inlay of contrasting appearance and the

pins supporting the blade and spacer are finished flush with

the plate surface to disguise their appearance.

itis O.G.—2"
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3.783.510

RAZOR HAVING TANDEMLY MOl NTFD BLADES

BONDED IN A DISPOSABLE CARTRIDGE

Jan DawidoHkz, FalrfieW. and Frank A. Ferraro. Trumbull,

both of Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Compan>,

Morris Plaines.N.J.

FiledOct. 22, 1971,S«r.No. 191.665

Int. CLB26b 2 //24. 2 //20. 2 //.'^'<

U.S.CL 30-32 R 5 Ctaims
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tional heat transfer device are combined into one operable

unit with each element functionally cooperating together to

form an Integrated Shaving Instrument.

It

3,783.512

SCISSORS

Werner Schon. No. 15, Eintrachtstrasse. Solingen. (Germany

Filed Apr. 27. 1971.Ser. No. 137.931

Claims priority, application (Jerman). Apr. 28. 1970. P 20

20 702.7
lnt.CLB25R < <J

l].S. CI. 30-254 12 Claims

nI^

The specific disclosure provides a disposable bonded blade

cartridge having a pair of single edge blades tandemly

mounted and vertically spaced apart by a spacer The blades

and the spacer are permanently bonded in the cartridge, and

the spacer has a plurality of channels for providing now paths

for shaving residue from between the cutting edges of the tan-

demly mounted blades rear>*ardly between the blades and out

the rear end of the cartridge The cartridge comprises an

upper cap portion and a lower blade seat portion The lower

blade is positioned against vertically rising stops extending

from the front part of the blade seat portion The spacer is alst>

positioned against the stops of the blade seat portion, and the

upper blade is positioned against vertically rising stops of the

forward and outward portions of the spacer The cap portion

has a plurality of posts extending downwardly through the

blades, spacer and blade seat portion which are deformed at

the lower ends thereof to bond the components of the car-

tridge together A T-shaped channel is formed in the lower

side of the blade seal portion for sliding engagement with out-

wardly extending flanges formed at the top end of a holder

A pair of scissors comprise a pair of blade members

preferably made of bright steel sheeting and including each a

blade part and a handle part with plane faces, a pivot pin con-

necting said blade members with one another at the end pt»r-

tions of the blade parts adjacent the handle part, and two ini-

tially separate grasp eyes each made of a section of bright

material and secured to its associated handle part at large-area

plane faces formed on said handle part and said grasp eye

3.783.513

CARPET CI TTER

James L. Escoe. Route No. 2. Logan* iile. Ga.

Filed Mar. 21. 1972. Ser. No. 236.673

Int. CLB26b 25/00

L.S.CL 30-273 6 Claims

3,783,511

LATHER DISPENSING SHAVING INSTRUMENT

Roger D. Pass, 1 1 19 W . Montana Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Mar. 10. 1971. Ser. No. 122.686

Int. CLB26b 2//44.2//52

U.S.CL 30-41 ICtoim

The basic elements for shaving the face, a razor, a lather

dispensing contamer. a lather spreading surface and an op-

Apparatus for use in cutting carpet including a frame sup-

port means having a power driven motor for supporting a ro-

tary cutting disc The cutting apparatus includes a skid plate

mounted beneath the rotary cutting disc and attached to the

frame support means by adjustable support means whereby

the skid plate can be secured in a plurality of vertically ad-

justed positions relative to the rotary cutting disc The cutting

apparatus includes a pair of diametrically opposed backing

plates supported by adjustable link means and detailed m loca-

tion to include a shaped surface for cooperating with the ro-

tary cutting disc to provide a backing means for carpet being

cut A sharpening element is adjustably mounted on the frame

support means for movement from a displaced inoperable

position to an adjusted position for sharpening the rotary

cutting disc.
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3,783,514

STRUCTURES FOR USE IN CREATING ARTIFICIAL
DENTURES

Daniel D. Kersten. 984 Chestnut, Escondido. Calif.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,530

lnt.CLA61c/i/00

U.S.CL32-2 5 Claims

ment about the same stationary axis such that the liquid jet is

periodically directed to the part of the borehole which has

been vacated as a result of the slow movement of the drill spin-

dle.

t

3,783,516

NAVIGATION DEVICE

Nathan Kurzrok, 40 Candy Ln., Great Neck, N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 143,902

Int. CLGOlb 5/24

U.S.CL 33- ISD 5 Claims

A structure for use in creating an artificial denture can be

constructed utilizing a sheet-like self-supporting part and a

plurality of simulated tooth elements The self-supporting part

is formed to include a plurality of upwardly opening pockets

located in a generally U-shaped line corresponding to a line of

teeth in a mouth and includes regions on both sides of this line

having upper surfaces corresponding to the configuration of a

mouth on both sides of such a line of teeth. The simulated

tooth elements are located within the pockets so as to be ex-

posed at the upper surface of said part. Preferably the pockets

have open bottoms. 1 he pockets are preferably intercon-

nected, several of the tooth elements can be integral with one

another.

3,783,515

DENTAL DRILLING MACHINE HAVING IMPROVED
COOLING

Michel Joseph Auphan, Courbevoie, and Guy Martin, Puteaux,

both of France, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,314

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 21, 1972, 7202043

lnt.CLA61c//0S

U.S.CL 32-28 7 Claims
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A navigation device which includes map holding means and

a position indicator, together with a plurality of mounted and

mountable navigation aids. Such device is of a construction

whereby the aids may be interchanged and used individually

or in combination to suit varied navigational requirements and

lending itself to single handed manual operation.

3,783,517

PATTERN GRADING MACHINE
David Post, 69-20 108th St.. Forest Hills, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225^21
lnt.CLA4lhi/00

U.S.CL33— I7A 7 Claims

EIBn

A dental drilling machine having a drill spindle which per-

forms two periodic movements:

a fast rotary movement about its own axis and a comparatively

slow rotary movement about a stationary axis which is parallel

to the drill spindle Moreover, a cooling liquid jet which is

parallel to the drill spindle performs a slow periodic move-

This invention has to do with a pattern grading machine

adapted to be supported upon a table surface at the edge

thereof and provided with adjustable slide assemblies, one of

which extending fore and aft of the edge of the table and the

other of which is carried upon the slide of the first assembly

and running longitudinally on the machine and set to carry a

series of finger clip assemblies for grasping the pattern that is

to be moved from one station to another either to reduce the

size of the pattern or to enlarge the pattern upon a pattern

mater lying under the original pattern. The individual finger

clip assemblies are connected to the longitudinally extending

slide for fore and aft adjustment so that one finger can be ex-

tended beyond the other and wherein extensions are provided
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with this means to have an unusually large adjustment of the

finger clip assembly and at the same time be sufTiciently rigidly

carried and secured to the slide for adjustment therewith A

common operating member is provided upon the slide and

adapted to engage clip members on each of the clip assemblies

so that the clip assemblies can be opened in unison to allow

the pattern to be slid under the same Extensions are provided

on the ends of the slides for carrying further clip assemblies

and the common operating member is extended in such a

manner as to overlie the assemblies on the extensions from the

ends of the longitudmally extending slide A clamping nut for

holding the finger clip assemblies on the longitudinally slide

may also serve to hold the clip assemblies extensions on the

ends of the slides in their adjusted position and at the same

lime the supports for the clip assemblies on the slide can be

longitudinally adjustable along the slide The common operat-

ing member is mounted on a bracket extending upwardly from

the slide and beyond a horizontally extending portion having a

slot therein so that the operating member can be operated fore

and aft and the upper clip members have extended handles

with which the common operating member can engage

whereby with any extent of adjustment of the finger clip as-

semblies the common operating member can serve as the han-

dles and finger clip assemblies The common operating

member can alsti extend over and have engagement with the

handles of the clip assemblies on the lateral extensions in their

adjusted positions

3."W3.5I9

DRAWING APPARATIS

Daniel Sartori. residence Jeanne d Arc. rue Jeanne d Arc. Pau.

France
Filed Jan. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 106.088

Claims prioril>. application France. Jan. 14. 1970.

7001484; Dec. 22, 1970.7046928
,

Inl. CI. B43I /-<//•<

l.S. CI. 33-77 19 Claims

%
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cal disposition of the base along an axis normal to the axes of

the legs v^ hen said ends of the bubble defme a line of reference

normal to the axes of the legs

3.783,526

PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF MATERIAL
LENGTHS

Heinz Fleissner, Egelsbach near Frankfurt am Main. Germanv

.

assignor to Vepa AG. Basel. Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 799.478. Feb. 14. 1969. Pat. No.

3,605.280. which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 654.728,

July 20, 1967, abandoned. This application July 1 , 1970, Ser.

No. 60,205

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 14, 1968, P 17

10 513.4The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Mar. 31, 1987, has been disclaimed.

lnt.CLF26g-?/06,/.?/J0

L.S.CL34-12 9 Claims

tieNator drive motor, a temperature transducer located under

the belt in the final zone, each transducer connected through a

separate controller to a booster relay arranged to select the

lower of the two control signals and apply this to regulate feed

apron drive motor speed. I

3,783,528 I

REACTOR STA(;iNG

Harold R. Sheely. Newton, Mass., avsignor to The Badger C om-

pan> , inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Jan. 5, 197 1, Ser. No. 104,003

lnt.CLF26b/7/yO

L.S.CL34-57A 1 Claim

The present disclosure is directed to a process for the treat-

ment of materials which comprises a heat-insulated treatment

chamber, a plurality of sieve drum means subjected to a suc-

tion draft rotatably disposed within said treatment chamber,

fan means for producing a suction draft and for circulating the

treatment medium in said treatment chamber, heating means

provided in the circulation zone of the treatment medium, ten-

tering means containing tensioning chains at least partially

disposed outside of the treatment chamber as inlet means, said
^ « j j .1 . v, .,» io . r^ .,Mnr is

.entering means cooperating with the sieve drum means for Catalyst staging of a flu.dized catalys bed in - reac o^ ,

the effective conveyance of the material being treated to said achieved by providing horizontal ridges or Hangcs w h.ch in er-

sieve drum means, and outlet means for removing the material rupt downward How of catalyst as a dense layer along vertical

being treated from the treatment chamber interior surfaces of the reactor.

3,783.527

DRYING APPARATUS WITH FEED AND HUMIDITY
CONTROL

Gerald Jon Driscoll. Crozet. and James Larkin Wellborn,

Waynesboro, both of Va., assignors to E.i. du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,603

Int. CL F26d 13112; ¥2tb2ll08

U.S. CI. 34-56 2 Claims

An improved dryer for bulk material of the type employing

a feed apron, a pin elevator and an endless, foraminous belt

3,783.529

CLOTHES DRYER W ITH PRESS SAVER CYCLE
INCLUDING PERIODIC SIGNALS

James L. MiUer. Dayton; Carl J. Wright. Bellbrook. and

MarshaU C. Harrold. Dayton, all of Ohio, assignors to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed No*. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201,763

Int. CI. F26h 19/00

U.S. CI. 34-45 ^ ^'"'""«

A clothes dryer including a press saver cycle to obviate

fabric wrinkling is provided with an intermittent buzzer signal

GENERAL AND MECHANICALJanuary 8, 1974

during the extended tumbling following normal drying. The
TEACHING<AID DEVICE

requisite intermittent signal is developed by the dryer timer
^^^,^^ ^ Kattenhorn, 4592 W. Olive, Fresno, Calif.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,287

Int. CI. G09b / 7l(f4

553

U.S.CL 35-35 8 12 Claims

contr»>l by the addition of appropriate contacts, thus avoiding

the necessity for an auxiliary timer.

3,783,530

TRAINING DEVICES

Bruce Duval, Nassau, Bahamas, assignor to T. P. 1. Limited,

Nassau, Bahamas
Filed Dec. 6. 1971, Ser. No. 205,176

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 5, 1970,

57,887/70
Int. CL G09b 9/06

l).S.CL35-ll 10 Claims

ii]j__.ay^^

The improved device comprises a plurality of stacked plates

or disks joined together on a concentric axis for individual

rotation. The plates include fjrst and second masking plates

having alignable viewing afpertures and behind them first and

second viewing plates of differing diameter and bearing radi-

ally alignable indicia on the front surfaces thereof, which in-

dicia are viewable through the masking plate apertures. A

clamp or the like can be provided to rcleasably hold the front

masking and sec6nd viewing plate together while permitting

free rotation of the other plates. Indicia on the back of the two

viewing plates facilitate alignment of the indicia of the front of

those plates. Rapid rotation means, such as a spring-controlled

advancing mechanism can be provided to permit the second

masking plate to rotate at a controlled rate relative to the front

masking plate to permit only a predetermined momentary

viewing of the indicia on the viewing plates.

3,783,532

WATER SHOES

Hubert W. Harradine, 1688 Armanda St., Windsor, Ontario,

Canada
Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,607

Int. CLA43b 00/00

L.S. CL 36-2.5 AA 3 Claims

^J^f̂ J^lM^ML^ -1

1 ; I : 'I

A simulator by which a pupil can learn something of the art

of sailing, has a sail, a device for giving the sail a fluttering

movement, and means for starting and stopping the fluttering

so that the pupil can be provided with a representation of the

fluttering of a sail which occurs in actual sailing. The fluttering

is preferably started and stopped automatically by a control

system and the device is conveniently a vibrator carried by the

sail itself In learning to sail on water, pupils have difficulty

both in determining the direction of the wind, and in setting

the sails to provide a useful forward thrust even when the wind

direction is known. It is found that this difficulty is minimised

for pupils who have been trained on the present simulator.

This invention consists of shoes for walking on the surface

of water as a sport or recreation. It consists primarily of a foam

plastic, streamlined, solid throughout pontoon for each foot of

the wearer. The pontoons are provided with flexible fins which

are wrapped around the sides and bottom of, and attached to.

the pontoon. These fins open up to resist backward motion

thereby providing traction, and close against the bottom and

sides of the pontoon to reduce drag during the forward mo-

tion. Also, when the fins are closed, folds are formed at the

bottom corners of the pontoon to provide additional stability
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3,783^33
MOWING MACHINE

Kark-Heinz Konig, and Antonius Huntrup. bolh of Essen. Ger-

nian>. assignors to H. Vissers N.V., NieuH-Venne. Nether-

lands

Division of Ser. No. 795,296, Jan. 30, 1969, Pat. No.

3,623.300. This application Dec. 9. 1970, Ser. No. 96,546

lnt.CI.AO Id 75/JO

L.S. CI. 56-6 2 Claims

The tongue is held in place by straps at the top and bottom

which pass through loops attached in pairs to the back strap of

the boot. The lower pair of loops also serves as an anchoring

means for straps holding a "steel shoe" in place over the st>le

and toe of the left boot which is dragged when rounding cor-

ners.
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3,783,535

APPARATl S FOR COLLECTING SPEC IMENS

Klelchrr Hanks, c/o Hanks Seafood Co., Inc., P.O. Box 70,

Easlon, Md.
Filed Jan. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 215,454

Int. CI. E02f -V<W

t.S. CI. 37-55 1 Claim
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.,.U, „ova^. p.,. Has ». of o,.,.n> a„.n,oa opcn,„^ «, ..u^^^^^^^^

arranged to pn^uce a time sequence of digits in each of the

rectangular arrays of openings so that the invention may func

tion as an illuminated digital clock Drive means is coupled to

the orbitally movable plates to drive the plates in predeter-

mined correlation around their respective orbits A trans-

parent light-diffusing element may be wound over each open-

ing in the face plate to spread the light transmitted through the

openings and make the openings appear larger than they ac-

tually are.

3,783.540

VIEWING APPARATUS
Roger Barclay. Vernel Les Bains, France, assignor to Pierre

Naguet. Le Grand and Societe Anonyme Laboservice. Tou-

louse, France

Filed Mar. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 238.295

Claims priority . application France. Apr. 1 9. 1 97 1 .
7 1 1 3683

lnt.CI.G09f ;//iO

U^. CI. 40-78.07 10 Claims

pose a current date having a unique appearance to enhance

that date with respect to all other dates Various and different

graphical presentations such as drawings and photographs of

an> selected subiects, advertising messages and the like may

be printed on the backing member The device ma> be used

for other purposes such as games or similar applications.

3.783,542

MAP DISPLAY SVSTKM
Coyote Johnson, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Atkins & Merrill, In-

corporated, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305.217

lnl.CI.G09f /-?/^M

i;.S.CI.40-132R 8 Claims

10

/ i-

Apparatus for receiving a stack of flat objects and for seri-

ally presenting such objects to a viewing window is disclosed

The viewing apparatus includes a manually operated recipro-

cal slide member which withdraws objects from the top of a

stack and returns the withdrawn objects to the bottom of the

stack whereby the objects are advanced upwardly in the stack

for viewirrg.

3,783,541

CALENDAR OR THE LIKE WITH DETACHABLE
OVERLAYS

WiUiam R. Bowerman, 1824 Mississippi St., Lawrence, Kans.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 274.046

int. CI. G09d 3104

U.S.CI.40-121 4 Claims

A graphic arts product is formed by a plurality of separable

plies mounted in superimposed staggered relation over a

backing member The backing member as well as the superim-

posed plies bear selected graphical representations such as

drawings, photographs, numbers, etc.. having a pre-

I

This invention describes an improved type of map display

system. It comprises a rectangular framework covered with a

sheet of translucent material that is held rigidly in a plane,

such that a sheet of photographic material can be adhered to

the front surface of the display sheet Means including a plu-

rality of spaced vertical rails and adjustable hor:zontal rails at-

tached thereto are provided for holding lamp fixtures which

may be positioned on the horizontal rails so that a lamp house

can be positioned at any point on the back surface of the dis-

play sheet The lamp fixture is of improved design in that it

comprises a system which can be moved vertically or horizon-

tally, and has an arm which rotates about a horizontal axis per-

pendicular to the display sheet, and a lamp fixture that can be

January 8, 1974

rotated about this arm. and holds a lamp house which can be

rotated separately about its axis. The lamp house may include

1 . 2 or 4 separate lamp bulbs which can be lighted one or more

at a time. The lamp house may also include dividers between

the lamps such that the light from one or two or four of the

lamps can be directed to separate areas of the display sheet.
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3.783,543

FRAME FOR EXCHANGEABLE POSTERS OR THE LIKE

Sven Anders Hemgren. Kungsangen. Sweden, assignor to

D>mo Industries, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,997

lnl.CLG09f ///2

L'.S.CI.40-I52 2 Claims

resin body is uniformly transmitted also through such body to

light evenly and brightly the entire colored cast resin body,

and light transmitted diffusely through the outer portions of

said translucent sheet around the colored cast resin body,

highlights the colored representation in the brightly lighted

colored cast resin body. Preferably, a border area, which may

be of decorative design, and formed of an opaque polyester

resin, is disposed around the outer edge portions of the trans-

lucent resin sheet.

42 AO

The above lamp element is attached over a front opening in

a lamp box containing a lamp such as an electric light bulb,

preferably positioned directly behind the colored cast resin

body. The result is a brightly colored glass-lfke appearance of

the colored representation in the colored cast resin body

highlighted by the light passing through the adjacent portions

of the translucent sheet and framed by the decorative

border area.

The invention concerns a frame for exchangeable posters or

the like, normally comprising four frame side bars, the ends of

which are pairwise connectable over mitre joints to form said

frame. Each such bar contains at least one channel which on

all sides is defined by means of substantially continuous walls

and extends coextensively along the side of said bar. intended

to form one circumferential side of the frame, and also a

groiive for accommodating one edge of said poster, said

groove extending coextensively along the opposite side of the

bar An angle connector is arranged at each corner of the

frame one leg thereof being fully inserted into and secured in

said channel of one frame bar forming the comer, whereas the

other angle connector leg is fully insertable in the correspond-

ing channel of the other bar of the corner and is releaseably

lockable therein

3.783,545

LOADING LEVER ARRANGEMENT FOR MUZZLE
LOADING REVOLVER

Harry H. Sefried, II, New Haven, Conn., assignor to Sturm,

Ruger Si Co.. Inc., Southport, Conn.

Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,046

lnt.CI.F41c//00

U.S. CI. 42-61 „
9 Claims

3 783 544

DECORATIVE LAMP ELEMENT AND LAMP
Norman M. Brody. Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Norman In-

dustries, Inc.. Santa Fe Springs, Calif. „„,,,
Division of Ser. No. 64,533, Aug. 31, 1970, Pat. No. 3,709,766.

This appUcation Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,537

Int. CLG09f/ 5/00

U.S. CI. 40-152.2 10 Claims

Lamp element comprising three dimensional plastic colored

article, e.g., reproduction of a cartoon character and the like,

in the form of a clear transparent polyester cast resin body

having a colored fiber glass paper inlay embedded m the resm,

such inlay preferably being a silk screened multicolored con-

figuration, the cast resin body having an external shape cor-

responding to the external shape of the colored inlay, formmg

a three dimensional plastic duplicate of the colored mlay hav-

ing the corresponding coloration and outlines of the colored

fiber glass paper inlay, and creating a three dimensional effect

to the eye of^an observer, and a light translucent polyester

resin sheet attached to the rear surface of the colored cast

resin body, and preferably extending outwardly therefrom,

whereby light from a light source behind such translucent

sheet and transmitted diffusely through such sheet to the cast

A loading lever arrangement for muzzle loading revolvers

comprises a loading lever having an integrally formed trans-

verse pivot pin located adjacent the rearward end of the lever

and an integrally formed rammer engaging lug located below

the pivot pin, a cylinder base pin having a transverse pivot pin

receiving groove formed in the upper surface thereof and a

transverse retaining pin receiving groove formed in the lower

surface thereof a base pin retaining pin releasably engaging

the cylinder base pin, and a bullet rammer having a T-shaped

vertical slot formed in the forward end portion of the rammer.

The transverse pivot pin of the loading lever is received in the

pivot pin receiving groove of the cylinder base pin, the bullet

rammer engaging lug of the loading lever is received in the 1 -

shaped vertical slot of the bullet rammer, and the base pin

retaining pin is received in the retaining pin receiving groove

of the cylinder base pin. As a result, the*cylinder base pin is

retained in the frame by the base pin retaining pin, the loading

lever is pivotally secured to the cylinder base pin and the bul-

let rammer is connected to the loading lever.
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3.783.546

FISHING Lt'RE RETRIEVER
Puane A. Meyers, 7125 Main St.. Trumbull. Conn.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,706

int. CI. AO Ik 97/00

U.S.CI.43-17.2

closed bottom and an open top with mounting means at the

base thereof to secure said holder to a stationary surface The

mounting means includes a ball, with the base of the tube hav-

ing a socket formed therein, and with clamping means includ-

ing a transversely mounted screw and a compression block.

10 Claims being provided at the base of the tube to lockingly retain the

tube it^redetcrmincd disposition The screw has relatively

movable Clamping members mounted thereon to urge the

block towards the ball.

3.783.548

FISH CATCH KEEPER
Frank W . Fisher. 27 1 4 1 1 3th St., Highland, Calif.

Filed Jul\ 5. 1972. Ser. No. 269.282

Int.CT.AO Ik 65/00. 97/70

l.S. CI. 43-21.2

A fishing lure retriever for recovering lures which have

become entangled in submerged debris The retriever com-

prises a latching member adapted to be applied to a fishing

line, and to slide along the line to the lure so as to latch onto

the latter The body of the member has a substantially greater

density than that of water, thereby enabling it to readily sub-

merge. The body is provided with a longitudinal slot into

which the fishing line can be easily and quickly inserted

without requiring that it be broken or cut; thereafter the

retriever body is allowed to gravitationally slide downward

along the line to the location of the lure The retriever body is

also connected with a recovery line which is fastened to one of

its ends A pair of spring-loaded retractable grippers are

disposed at the other end of the body, and have camming sur-

faces which can engage the usual hollow ball carrying swivel

eyes by which the lure is fastened to the line. With the

retriever body securely seizing the swivel ball, the lure can

now be recovered by merely forcibly pulling on the recovery

line.

6 Claims

An accessory for water storage of fish caught from a small

boat, the device comprising a fish safety pin racking rod

fastened to the gunwale and extending outward therefrom

with a horizontal portion for racking a multiplicity of pins, the

rod arching upwardly and then pointing downwardly at its

outer end to retain said pins racked on said horizontal portion,

a chain long enough to reach the water being attached to the

end of the rod and terminating in a keeper disc preventing the

escape of fish holding safety pins threaded on said chain. The

rod is optionally welded to a clamp for attachment to the boat

gunwale or provided with an eye insertable in a secondary

fishing rod holding clamp which in turn has a primary clamp

for securing the same to a boat gunwale.

3,783,547

FISHING ROD HOLDER
Andrew G. C. Bystrom, 4901 Trillium Ln., Minneapolis,

Minn., and Mikeal G. Bystrom, 6106 Park Ave., Min-

neapolis. Minn.

Filed Nov. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 306^67
lnt.CI.A01k97//0

II.S. CI. 43-21.2 3 Claims

3.783.549

ANTI-SNAGGING FISHING GEAR
W. Kenneth Griggs, Champaign. III., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization Inc.. New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 20, 1971. Ser. No. 190,953

Int. CI. A01k«5/04. 95/00

L.S. CI. 43-42.4 3 Claims

A fishing rod holder arranged to receive the butt end of a

fishing rod and including a generauy cylindrical tube having a

A device for use with fishing tackle to prevent snagging and

loss of fishing lures and sinkers. The device consists of a

curved flat runner fastened to three trailing legs of stiff wire
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The fishing line is threaded through eyes at the head and tail of

the runner and then fastened to the lures and sinker. In opera-

tion the tripod configuration of the three trailing wires guides

the curved runner to ride over and around underwater ob-

structions including rocks, weeds and underwater tree limbs.

3,783,552

DRIVING APPARATUS, ESPECIALLY FOR A FLOATING
TOY

Wend Goldbach, Muehlheim am Main, Germany, assignor to

Erika Goldbach, Muehlheim am Main, Germany

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,969

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 30, 1972, P 21

48 789.8
Int. CI. A63h 23/70

U.S. CI. 46-92 8 Claims

3,783,550

NOVELTY ELECTRIC MOTOR
Roger W ayne Andrews, 4190 Oakman St., South, Salem, Oreg.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,454

Int. CI. A63h 33/26

I.S.CL 46-45 14 Claims
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A permanent magnet armature is arranged to be moved ini-

tially in spaced proximity to an induction coil connected in an

electric circuit including a source of electric potential and an

electronic switch such that when the moving magnetic field of

the magnet cuts the coil turns the resulting induced current

operates the switch momentarily to connect the source of

electric potential across the coil. The resulting current flow

through the coil produces a magnetic field which is imposed

upon the moving magnet such as to accelerate its movement.

The magnet may take many forms, such as a spinning top, a

motor rotor, a pendulum or other reciprocating member, and

others.

The present driving apparatus is especially suitable for float-

ing toys having a flexible skin. The driving apparatus imparts a

wriggling or serpent like motion to the skin by means of a

coiled member having a coiling extending at least over 180 .

The skin is supported on flexible upper and lower longitudinal

ribs and on cross ribs connected to said longitudinal ribs. The

cross ribs have guide slots therein through which the coiled

member extends. The coiled member is cranked by a motor,

for example, a spring motor or^n electric motor.

3,783,553

BLANK-FACED CHILDS DOLL

Murray Goozner. 642 Diane PI.. North Woodmere, N.Y.

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,441

Int.CI. A63h7i/00

3,783,551

BALLOON AND SEALING MEANS THEREFOR

Rudolph L. AUison, and Gary L. Lindstrand, both of Rockford,

III assignors to MTL Incorporated, Rockford, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 133,143, April 12, 1971, Pat. No.

3,720,991. This application Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,233

Int.CI. A63h3/06

L.S.CL 46-90 3 Claims

U.S.CI.46-116 7 Claims

A doll assembly includes a stuffed doll body having a plastic

blank face portion of a single uniform color secured to the doll

head The face portion is devoid of facial features and is

formed with slight concave depressions suggesting the loca-

tion of eyes and a m^outh. The surface of the blank face por-

tion is made to accept the markings of crayons or similar non-

permanent drawing materials, whereby the child user may

.. „ desired,
by the same disc.
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3.783,554 flower pot trap tho^s<iil and thereby eliminate the need for a

APPLIABLE DOLL DECORATIONS porous plug of thehype which is normally used for that pur-

VVallace H. Shapero, El Toro. Calif., assignor to Mallei, Inc., pose-al such a water/soil interface

Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Feb. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 223,586

lnt.CI. A63hyi/0«
6 ClaimsL.S.CL46-1I6

3,783,556

DOOR CONTROL SYSTEM PROVIDINC; Al TOMATIC
DELAYED DOOR REVERSAL

John F. Cook, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Telectron, Inc.,

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Filed Jul> 13. 1972, Ser. No. 27 1.5 II

lnt.CLE05f /-V/6

l!,S.CL49'?-25 8Ctaims

» /!•

A doll construction kit which enables a child to mold a

three-dimensional doll and decorate it w ill preprinted labels so

that the doll has an attractive appearance similar to that of a

doll wholly constructed at a factory Preprinted labels defining

clothing and defining facial and hair features are provided for

application by a child to a doll he has molded, the labels being

constructed of a rubber-like material so they can stretch when

applied to a contoured doll surface, to eliminate wrinkles

They will also stretch when doll is posed in various positions.

3,783,555

SELF-WATERING FLOW ER POT
James R. Peters, Chicopee, Mass., assignor to I niversal

Products Development Corporation, Simsbury , Conn.

Filed Jan. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 214.764

lnt.CLA01g27/00

U.S.CL 47-38 10 Claims

A doi>r control system for controlling a dtnu which is

operated by an instantaneously electrically reversible motor is

disclosed When a d«>«ir t>pen sensor is actuated while the do«>r

is closing, the control system stops the door and after a

predetermined delay energi/es the motor to reopen the door

fully If an emergency reverse sensor is actuated while the

door is closing, the drive motor is instantaneously reversed to

stop the door in a minimum time and immediately reopen it.

3,783.557

CLOSl RF MEANS FOR VACl I M CHAMBERS
Manfred Heiland, Hahn Pfungstadl. Germany, assignor to

Firma Carl Schenck (imbH. Darmstadt, (;ermany
|

Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190.801

Claims priority, application Germany. Aug. 14, 1971, P 21

40 880.0
Int.CLE05d/V/«

U.S.CL 49-221 5 Claims

A self-watering flower pot has a unitary, double-walled con-

struction comprising an outer shell, a potting receptacle

therewiihin, and a water-receiving chamber in the space

between the outer shell and the inner receptacle An upwardly

opening recess is defined in the upper surface of the bottom

wall of the outer shell, and the potting receptacle has a de-

pending peripheral wall element which extends about a

passageway through a lower portion thereof and is disposed

with its lower edge within the recess of the bottom wall. In

operation a vacuum is created in the space between the dou-

ble walls, which is relieved when the soil withm the potting The present closure means such as a gate for vacuutn

receptacle becomes sufficiently dry to permit air to permeate chambers, is movably supported in front of an opening of such

and pass outwardly into the chamber This effectively meters a vacuum chamber on a carnage by means of f^at or leaf

the water by allowing a small amount to flow as dictated by the springs which permit a movement of the gate toward and away

dryness of the soil The elements in the lower portion of the from said opening.
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3,783,558

DIRECTIONAL TRAFRC CONTROL DEVICES

Frederic R. Keator. Bryn Mawr, Pa., assignor to Auto Parks,

Incorporated, Devon. Pa.

Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,501

L.S.CL 49-49 ^ ^'"""'^

-s/

secured in desired position together with cover members

releasably mounted on the frame members in a position to

cover the web portions and the hinge butts secured thereto.

3,783,560

APPARATUS FOR WASHING PACKING CASES

Gherasim Casapopol, and Napoleon
«f™'

'^^^'^ J?"?*!;

Romania, assignors to Intreprinderea Judeteana De Morant

Si Panificalie, G alati, Romania

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,090

lnt.CLB24bi//00

U.S.CL51-5
SCIatms

1 raffle direction control device for automobile roadways

normally operable to permit automobile traffic in one

direction and prevent such travel in the opposite direction

comprising an enlongated casing adapted to be recessed in a

roadway transversely thereof and having a top plate suppor ed

substantially flush with the surface of the roadway A shaft is

supported longitudinally within the casing and a plurality ot

prong assemblies is provided each having a helical spring por-

tion mounted on the shaft and provided al one end with a

prong portion projecting angularly upward through a slot in

the top plate mclined in the direction from which automobile

traffic is to be prevented, the other ends of the spring portions

of the prong assemblies being connected to a common tie bar

extending longitudinally within the casing. A fixed suppor

member is mounted in underlying engagement with the helica

spring portions of the prong assemblies to prevent downward

deflection and deformation of the assemblies and shaft as a

result of impact engagement of the projecting prong portions

by the tires of automobiles moving in the direction in which

traffic is to be prevented by the device.

An apparatus for washing packing cases and delivery trays,

e e for baked goods has a downwardly sloping trough leading

onto a grate in a receptacle filled with a detergent solution m

which sand is suspended. A rotating shaft carrying a plurality

of axially-spaced blades is provided in the receptacle below

the grate for agitating the solution and cleaning the cases

which are immersed therein. From the grate each case is

pushed by the following case up a second chute and onto a

second grate above which a plurality of nozzles are provided

which spray the washed crate with recycled rinse water from

which the sand has been separated, with the further upstream

spray ejecting clean fresh water.

3,783,561

CONSTANT SURFACE SPEED GRINDER

Anthony C. Fortunski, Grosse Pointe Park, Mich., assignor to

Fargo Machine & Tool Company. Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,342

lnt.CI.B24b47//«

U.S.a.51-134.5R
1^^'-™''

3,783,559

DOOR FRAME ASSEMBLY

Norman E. Yocum, Salem, Ohio, and Frank H. Mclntyre Jr.,

New Castle, Pa., assignors to Superior Industries, Inc.,

Youngstown, Ohio

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,794

lnt.CLE06b//04

U.S. a. 49-504
^^»«™''

A grinding wheel spindle pivoting bracket unit provides ele-

ments for effecting delivery of a constant wheel peripheral

speed as the wheel diameter becomes progressively reduced.

The position of the Nvheel spindle is adjusted by pivoting the

bracket unit, upon which the spindle is mounted, in a direction

toward the work-supporting table of the grinding machine.

The bracket unit is pivotally mounted in bearings affixed to

the machine. The grinding wheel spindle is fixedly secured to

the bracket unit in a position whereby the peripheral edge of

the grinding wheel is disposed closely adjacent and in opera-

tive relationship to a work uble mounted upon the machine

housing at a level reasonably comfortable for the machine

operator. As the grinding wheel wears and gradually decreases

A door .ame assembly formed of frame numbers including

^^X^::^^^::^^::^^^^::^
web portions to which hinge butts and striker plates can be so that the center aisia
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and the driving self-adjusting motor pulley is decreased, allow-

ing the drive belt therebetween to assume an adjusted posi-

tion, and thus maintain a substantially constant peripheral

edge surface speed.

3,783,562

FOLD DOWN EAVE FOR MOBILE HOME
Edward M. Eysenring, Camarillo, Calif., assignor to Dual-

Wide, Inc., Oxnard, Calif.

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, S«r. No. 189.089

lnt.CI.E04b7/;6

U.S. CL 52—69 3 Claims

3,783,564

ROOF LOCK ASSEMBLY W ITH EAVE STRl CTURE
R. S. Dunn, 200 S. Occidental, Los Angeles, Calif., and VN illiam

J. Rife. 4142 W. Whitten, Phoenix, Ariz.

Divisionof Ser. No. 148,470, June 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,729.884.

This application Oct. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 297,269

Int. CI. E04b 7100

I'.S. CI. 52-96 4 Claims

10 26 59 37 56 57

A mobile home is equipped along an upper portion with a

movable eave that is capable of being swung between a func

tional extended position and an in-transit retracted position on

top of the roof. The eave and mobile home upper portion are

interconnected by a flexible sheet that bends as the eave is

being swung between its extreme positions.

3,783,563

PREFABRICATED BUILDING COMPONENTS
Clyde Maurice Moore, Richmond, Va., assignor to Moorex In-

dustries Inc., Richmond, V a.

Filed July 6, 1971. Ser. No. 160,037

Int. CI. E04b ///4, E04c //yo

t:S.CL52— 11 13 Claims

A method of roof construction in which a flexible roof co\or

sheet is placed over the upper surface of a roof frame and is at-

tached to that upper surface at pomts spaced mwardly from its

outer edge, an eK>ngated rot)f lock member is positioned ad-

jacent the outer edge of the roof frame, the cover sheet is ex-

tended out over the upper surface of the rt)of K>ck member,

the cover sheet is attached to the upper surface of the roof

lock member at various points spaced along the length of the

member, the outer longitudinal edge of the member is rotated

downwardly sti as to stretch the ctner sheet in a lateral

direction, and then the roof lock member is rigidly fastened in

its rotated position so as to maintain the lateral tensii>n in the

cover sheet.

Apparatus for carrying out the forgoing method, including a

roof lock member which is formed as an aluminum extrusion,

the outer surface of one longitudinal edge of the extrusion

being rounded to provide a pivotal bearing upon the roof

frame edge, and the extrusion being hollow adjacent its

rounded edge so as \o receive a wooden insert member for

purpose of attachment of the cover sheet

3,783,565

Bl'lLDING CONSTRICTION AND COMPONENTS
THEREOF

John K. Hughes, Hunnewell Rd., Scarboro, Maine I

Division of Ser. No. 836,782, June 26, 1 969, Pat. No.

3,594,971. This application May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 143,086

int. CI. E04b 1100; E04c 1 1 10. 3134

U.S. CI. 52-127 6 Claims

Prefabricated building construction using panel and con-

nector modules formed of molded plastic material reinforced

with glass fibers. The connector modules are elongated beam-

like members having longitudinally extending open channels

adapted to receive complementary ribs on the edges of

generally flat panel modules. The connector modules permit

the assembling of panels in any desired angular relationship

and 'are provided with interior passageways constituting con-

duits for electrical wiring, heating, water and waste facilities.

Building

framework

constructions are disclosed in which the

comprises preformed, reinforced concrete
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columns, beam modules having angularly disposed beam por-

tions, and intermediate beam members. Means are provided

to interconnect the reinforcements of vertically aligned

columns through the module supported by one column and in

support of another column. The beam portions and the beam

members include end plates secured to their reinforcements,

the end plates including complemental structure enabling

each intermediate beam member to be supported by beam

portions prior to the joining of the engaged plates by a weld

The modules and columns provide for the marginal support of

wall panels and the beam portions of the modules have mar-

ginal shoulders for support of floor structure.

side to the other. The glazing strip can prevent heat being con-

vected through the panel and may have a coating which ex-

pands when heated to seal any gaps which appear following

distortion or burning of the timber.

3,783,566

W ALL CONSTRUCTION BLOCKS AND MORTARLESS
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

Richard F. Nielson, 925 Bertch, Waterloo. Iowa

Filea Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,492

Int. CI. E04c 2146

U.S. CI. 52-232

3,783.568

AUTOMOTIVE W INDOW ASSEMBLY AND PROCESS
Jurgen Adier; Karl Erck, both of Wolfsburg; Horst Klebba,

Weyhausen; Wolfgang Kramer, Ribbesbuttel; Ernst

Maneck, Tappenbeck; Hans Mueller-Eckhardt, and Kurt

Schwenk, both of Wolfsburg. all of Germany, assignors to

Volkswagenwerk Akt, Wolfsburg, Germany

Filed May 21. 1971. Ser. No. 145.764

Claims priority, application Germany. May 21. 1970, P 20

24 753.4
Int.CKB60jy/00

U.S. CI. 52—400 5 Claims

4 Claims

A mortarless system for constructing a wall from masonry

bltK-ks Each block is coated on its top, bottom, and ends with

a material having a relatively low melting point. Each block

also has multiple vertical openings, one of which contains a

connecting rod held in place by a material, such as wax, hav-

ing a very low melting point The blocks are put into place to

erect the wall, and then heat is applied to melt the substances

which will fuse the blocks together and allow the connecting

rods to drop into the blocks in the next lower course to further

interlock the individual blocks and form a solid stable wall.

An automotive window assembly is constructed by gluing a

windowpane to an auxiliary frame at a location remote from

the automobile and thereafter attaching the auxiliary frame to

a primary frame on the automobile.

3.783.567

GLAZING STRIP

William J. B. OUis, Haddenham, England, assignor to Timber

Research and Development Association, W ycombe, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 831,407, June 9, 1969, abandoned.

This application Feb. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 1 13,063

Int. CI. E04c 2104; E06b 1108

U.S. CL 52— 232 10 Claims

3,783,569

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION FOR FORMING A CEILING
FLOOR

Yvonne Henriette Roussin, 81 Boulevard Soult, Paris, France

Filed June 21, 1971. Ser. No. 155.116

Claims priority, application France, June 29, 1970.

7024059
Int. CI. E04b 5152

U.S. CI. 52-480 3 Claims

^Q

A building construction suitable for forming ceiling floor

and wall structures comprises spaced pairs of profiled mem-

bers, each pair consisting of two U-shaped or channel section

members arranged back-to-back with their bases adjacent so

as to form an 1-section member. The profiled members have

This invention is a grooved glazing strip of non-combustible, flanged webs forming edges against which rest intermediate

poor heat-conducting material for enabling a glazed timber members located between successive pairs of profiled mem-

panel to have good resistance against fire spreading from one bers.
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3.783,570

ROOFING SYSTEM
Harold A. Storch, 31819 Mayfair Ln.. Birmingham, Mich.

Filed Sept. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 182,361

lnt.Cl.E04<il 108.1134

US. CI. 52-520 15 Claims

/r/<'

3,783,572

FACINC; l»ANKI.

Francesco Sironi, Via Plinio 63, Milan, Italy

Filed July 2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,372

Claims priority, application Italy, July 7, 1970, 27098 A/70

Int. CI. E04c 2I2S

L.S. CI. 52-599 7 Claims

A roofing system particularly adapted for roofs having

eaves, gables, valleys, peaks and/or ridges The system com

prises identical roofing tiles with novel means for sealing and

fastening both the longitudinal and lateral edges of adjacent

tiles. The system further comprises special gable end sections

and valley, ridge and hip peak sections which interfit with the

aforementioned tiles to assure proper sealmg at hip peaks, val-

leys and ridges The roofing system includes filler pieces

fabricated from the tiles which permit the length of a roof por-

tion to be independent of the tile si/e Also included are vari-

ous eave edge strips which interfit with the tiles and may in-

corporate drip caps, facia boards and gutters Further shown is

a vent stack formed integrally with the tile to eliminate

leakage potential and having a flexible connection to a con-

duit from a gaseous fluid source.

A facing panel for buildings and similar structures com

prises a lost-type form including a plurality of longitudinal

staves each having stave engaging means along the longitu-

dinal edges thereof, and a plurality of counter-staves each ha\ -

ing counter-stave engaging means along the longitudinal edges

thereof The stave and counter-stage engaging means are

adapted to mate with and engage one another 1 he lost-type

form further includes a suitable decorative covering on a frt)nt

side thereof and containing means on a rear side thereof A

hardened material occupies the containing means and anchor-

ing means are provided for fastening the hardend material to

the lost type-form

3,783,571

BLILDING I NIT

Eugene A. Horvath, 1121 Cosper PI., Rockford, 111.

Filed June 24. 1971, Ser. No. 156^77

Int. n.E04< 1 104J 130

L.S. CI. 52—575

3.783.573 '

EXPANDABLE TRl SS STRl CTl RE

Desmond H. Vaughan, San Diego, Calif., assignor to (Jeneral

. ^. . D\namics Corporation, San Diego, Calif.
1 Claim " ..,,

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,039

Int.CI. E04h/2//«

l).S. CI. 52-646 16 Claims

A building unit adapted to interfit various different relation-

ships with like units in a building system in which the building

unit is a ten faced polyhedron having two rectangular faces,

two pair of outwardly converging isosceles trapezoid end faces

at opposite ends of the unit, and two pairs of isosceles trape-

zoid side faces at opposite sides of the unit converging in-

wardly at an angle corresponding to the angle of the outwardly

converging end faces.

A standard structural building module which is a three-

dimension triangulated truss, capable of being retracted into a

compact package for storage and shipment and then expanded

on site for erection and connection to similar modules

Modules may be joined side-by-side or end-to-end to con-

struct many structural forms such as. for example, a bridge in

the horizontal orientation or a tower in the vertical orienta-

tion. A structure may be sized to support any magnitude or

mode of loading by adding modules until adequate strength is

attained.
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3,783,574

CENTERING BLOCK FOR POSITIONING

REINFORCEMENT IRON PIECES

Giuseppe Cennerelli, 8, Cite Jean Grenmillon, Bobigny, France

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,800

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 6, 197 1 , 7 100230

Int.CLE04c5//6

L.S. CL 52-687 3 Claims

with propellant through an open end thereof beneath the con-

tainer closure member. The propellant filling head includes a

A centering block for positioning reinforcement iron pieces,

in a mould adapted for manufacturing concrete building ele-

ments, the said block comprising a circular plastic member

provided with a central channel and with peripheral radially

arranged branches, the said channel forming a plurality of

recesses of decreasing sizes adapted for lodging iron pieces of

different sizes.

closure applying assembly for sealing the closure member to

the container after the propellant filling operation.

3,783,577

SYSTEM FOR PACKING FOOD PATTIES

Orlie E. Knutson, Downers (Irove. III.; Louis E. Gernandt,

and Arthur J. Charmoll. both of Eau Claire, Wis., assignors

to Armour and Company. Chicago, III.

Filed June 24, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 56,324

Int.CI. B65b57/y2

L.S.CL 53-24 28 Claims

3,783,575 •

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR STRAPPING AND
LABELING OF OBJECTS

Jacob Anton Angenendt, Obersasbach, Germany, assignor to

Hoesch Aktiengesellschaft, Dartmund, Germany

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,402

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 21, 1971, P 21

19 385.1
Int. CLB65d 75/00

U.S.CL53-3 10 Claims

J7^ FT/--' ^^ %?:

A strapping tape is guided in a predetermined path about

the circumference of an object to be packed, and across its

path there is placed a label having one or two openings

through whiph the advancing tape is guided, whereupon the

tape on completion of its encirclement of the object, is

tightened and secured.

^^

Individual meat patties are deposited on an endless con-

veyor belt. The patties are formed into individual drafts. Each

draft is then conveyed along the belt, and compacted sideways

as well as longitudinally. The compacted drafts are then fed

onto a sheeting conveyor lined with a continuous plastic film

fed onto the conveyor by powered feed rolls. The drafts hold

the continuous film in frictional engagment with the sheeting

conveyor which runs slightly faster than the film is being paid

out to keep the film taut. The drafts are then fed onto a

separator conveyor moving at a slightly higher speed. After a

draft is fully deposited onto the separator conveyor at deter-

mined by sensing fingers, the film is cut between drafts so that

the separated draft travels faster than the web and is further

separated from a subsequent draft to facilitate removal of that

draft at a final packing conveyor section from which the drafts

are placed in cartons.

3,783,576

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FILLING AND
SEALING CONTAINERS

James H. RIesenberg, Amherst, and Joseph M. Rait, Buffalo,

both of N.Y., assignors to Pelorex Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 223,842

Int. CLB65b 3 //02

U.S.CL53-7 20 Claims

An apparatus and method for charging an aerosol container

3,783,578

MATERIAL GUIDE MEMBERS FOR A COMPRESSING

AND CONVEYING APPARATUS

Arnold L. WUIis, Chicago, and Harold Wortman, Morton

Grove, both of III., assignors to MSL Industries, Inc.

Division of Ser. No. 844,348, July 24, 1969. This appUcatlon

Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,380

Int. CI. B65b 63/02

U.S. CI. 53—24 ' Claim

An apparatus having aparallel, spaced apart belt conveyors
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a pair of nexible spaced apart material guide members pi>si- dirtciea inio eac jf

27 >\.
1 v7

vevors from becoming entangled therewith ly fitted product filled bag is pulled from the \Mcket

3.783,579

METHOD OF PACKAGING CONTAINERS IN A CARTON
BLANK

William J. Houe, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Georgia-Pacific
3,783,581

ASEPTIC PACKAGIN(; METHOD AND MACHINE
Corporation. Portland, Oreg.

Allentonn. Pa., assignor to Dart Industries

Division of Ser. No. 883.216. Dec. 8. 1969. pat. No. 3,704,823. JoseP
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^

Filed Apr. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 245,112

Qri.im« lnt.Cl.B65b.^//02
ll.S.a.53-24 9CWn.s

j__g_ ^,,^ 53_37 27 Claims

This application Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,815

Int.Cl. B65b4J/0(;.6J/(;(9

A methtxl of packaging a plurality of containers in a carton

blank having a bottom wall portion, two opposite side wall

portions, oppositt front and rear walls, and top wall portions

First, one side wall portion is erected by folding it ninety

degrees relative to said bottom wall portion, and the other side

wall portion is partially erected Next a plurahty of containers

are placed on the bottom wall and snugly against the erected

side wall portion, so as to occupy substantially fully the area of

the bottom wall and to extend up nearly but not quite for the

distance between the widthwise fold lines of the fully erected

side wall portion. Then, the other side wall portion is fully

erected until it bears snugly against the containers, so that the

two side walls squeeze the containers against each other The

front and rear walls are then erected so that they act to

squeeze said containers against each other, the top wall por-

tions are folded to a horizontal position, and the walls are

secured together.

3,783,580

CLOSE FITTING ARTICLE PACKAGING SYSTEM

Vytas Andrew Raudys. Chicago. lU.. assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,949

Int. CI. B65b 43136

U.S.CL 53-29 8 Claims

Stacked wicketed flexible bags are air-opened sequentially

An apparatus for aseplically packaging food and other

products includes a housing which defines an enclosed sterile

chamber and contains an endless conveyor having an upper

flight adapted to transport individual containers through a plu-

rality of operating stations. The housing is formed w ith a con-

tainer sterilization section located adjacent one end of the

conveyor and has a container dispenser mechanism mounted

therein which holds individual containers in this section for a

predetermined period of time and thereafter dispenses the

containers on the upper flight of the conveyor; the latter trans-

ports the containers to a filling station where a sterile product

IS placed in the container. Downstream of the filling station, a

continuous strip of interconnected covers is sequentially ad-

vanced, through a cover sterilization section formed in the

housing, into position in registry with the containers on the

conveyor. Thereafter, the covers are heat sealed to the con-

tainers and discharged from the housing The entire sterile

chamber is supplied with a sterile atmosphere at a pressure

above atmospheric pressure to maintain the containers and

covers in a sterile condition during the filling and cover sealing

operation.
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3 783 582 from a conveying belt to and between a pair of spaced rollers

SHRINK-FILM CAPPING MACHINE having ledges for receiving the group of packages and when

Ernest W illvon-seder, 530 Shore Arris Dr.. Mamaroneck. N.Y.

Filed No%. 30. 1972. Ser. No. 310,978 _
Int. CL B65b 7/28

I' S CL 53—67 8 Claims „ '^^fig^^^ 22
23

25-

An automatic shrink-film capping machine for forming and

applyingcapsof shrink film to the open mouths of containers

I his dcMcc comprises means to advance, cut and position a

sheet ofshrink-nini over the top of a container. A positioned

sheet is engaged by a capper head which is lowered relative to

the sheet and container whereby heating elements, disposed

therein are moved radially inwardly and contact the shrink-

film and ctmtainer to form a heat shrunk cap thereover.

3.783.583

GATHERING MEANS FOR CLIPPERS

'/(mold E. Dobbert. Fremont. Calif., assignor to Rheem Manu-

facturing Compan> . New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,334

lnt.Cl.B65b/i/20

lt.S, CI. 53- 1 38 A 5 Claims

said rollers are rotated in opposite directions the group of

packages is lowered into a collecting carton and the sequence

of steps is repeated until the carton is filled.

3,783,585

MACHINE FOR CLOSING FILLED BAGS
Trevor Hoyland, Norwich, England, assignor to Thurme En-

gineering Company Limited, Norwich, Norfolk, England

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,867

lnt.CLB65hyi//6

U.S.CL 53- 198 A 8 Claims

Gathering means adapted to be employed with a clipping

device which applies a sealing clip to the mouth of a flexible

bag or like container. The gathering device compresses the

material simultaneously in two directions substantially at right

angles to each other to optimize the sealing effect.

3,783,584

DEVICE FOR THE PLACING OF PACKAGES INTO A
COLLECTING CARTON

Jan Axel Ingemar Rauser, Lomma, Switzerland, assignor to

Tetra Pak International AB, Lud, Sweden

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,179

Int.CLB65bi5/46

U.S.CL 53- 160 3 Claims

A device for depositing groups of packages into a collecting

carton in which successive groups of packages are delivered

A machine for closing the open ends of filled bags which «re

conveyed through the machine by a conveyor comprises a

guide for receiving the open end part of each filled bag as it is

moved through the machine, a stop which is movable between

a retracted position and an advanced position in which it ex-

tends into the path of the end part of the bag as this moves

along the guide a follow-up member which is moved along the

guide following the bag to compress the open end part of the

bag against the stop which then moves towards the retracted

position as the compressed end of the bag is moved further

along the guide, means for supplying a length of adhesive strip

and holding it across the path of the compressed part of the

bag as this moves further along the guide and means for

clamping the adhesive strip around the compressed end part

of the bag to close the bag, the clamping means subsequently

releasing the closed end of the bag to allow it to be moved by

the conveyor out of the guide. Preferably the stop comprises a

pair of contra-rotatable members which are pivotable between

the advanced and retracted positions and these members are

biassed by a spring into the advanced position and are moved

to the retracted position by the pressure against them of the

compressed end of the bag.
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3,783,586

COIN WRAPPING DEVICE

Patrick Steven Donnan. 37 Exhibition St.. Truro, Nova Scotia,

Canada
Filed May 8. 1972. Ser. No. 251,058

Claims priority , application Canada. Feb. 9, 1972, 134284

Int.CI.B65b///04

L.S. CI. 53-213 . 9 Claims

when they reach a transfer station all articles of a respective

group are engaged and raised and at the same time moved

laterally for deposition in another path If the articles are

originally in a case they are remo\ed and deposited in the

other path in uncased condition, or if the articles are originally

in uncased condition they are moved to the other path and

deposited in a case

3 78^ ^88

POLYMER FILM ELECTRET AIR FILTER

Martin Hudis. Scotia. N.Y.. assignor to (ieneral Elettric C om-

pany
Filed Dec. 20, 1 97 1 . Ser . No. 2 1 0,054

Int.CLB03c^/2^

t.S.CL55-I26 3 Claims

A coin wrapping device comprises a flat surface of a width

greater than the length of a desired pack of coins and merging

into a depression having a part-cylindrical surface A sheet of

coin wrapping material is laid on these surfaces and over a

stack of coirs arranged on their sides in the depression, at

each end of which is provided a roller which can roll in con-

tact with the part-cylindrical surface and the flat surface dur-

ing a coin wrapping operation m which the stack of coins and

the rollers move together out of the depression and along the

flat surface. Outward movement of the two rollers is

prevented, so that the number of coins of a given denomina-

tion which can ^e inserted into the depression between the

two rollers is determined by the dimensions of the rollers

3,783,587

TRANSFER OF DISCRETE ARTICLES BET VV EEN TVVO
PATHS

Willi Kurtenbach, Klothkamp, Germany, assignor to Holstein

& Kappert Maschinenfabrik Phonix GmbH. Dortmund.

Germany
Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189.998

Claims priority, application Germany. Oct. 17. 1970, P 20

51 139.1
lnt.CI.B65b2///S

U.S. CL 53-247 5 Claims

0^
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A duct for the transmission of an air flow therethrough is

proNided with at least one thin film i>f a permanently elcctri

cally charged polymer Ihe polymer film electret may be

oriented in the duct normal, or at some desired angle, to the

air flow in which case it has small ht>les formed therethrough,

or It may be in parallel relationship to the air flow Electro

static fields generated by the polymer film cause electrostatic

collection on the polymer Him of charged particles in the air

flow The polymer film may be adapted to be constantly mov-

ing and be rolled up onto a spool to maintain a constant effi

ciency of filtering. •
i

A method and apparatus are disclosed for transferring dis-

crete articles between two paths, in particular for casing or un-

casing of articles such as bottles The articles are advanced in

groups in a first path, either in a case or without a case, and

3,783,589

CORONA-DISCHARGE ELECTRODE SYSTEM
Dietrich Ertl, konigstein; Horst-Gunter EishoM, Frankfurt am

Main; Helmut GiUes. Bergen-Enkheim; Gunther

SchmoUing; Walter Steuemagel, both of Frankfurt am Main,

and Jurgen Nitz, Neu Isenburg, all of Germany, assignors to

Metallgeselkchaft Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany
Filed July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,070

Claims priority, application Germany, July 13, 1970, P 20

34 628.5
Int.CLB03ci/4/

U.S.CL55-146 13 Claims

A corona-discharge electrode system, especially for electro-

static precipitators and similar devices for the electrostatic

separation of particles from a Huid stream, wherein the elec-

trodes are secured to an upper carrying structure and a lower

spacing structure. The electrodes, which are suspended from
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the upper structure, positively engage the same, e.g., via ing a skirted housing, a power motor mounted on the housing,

hooks eyes or a clamping connection. Tensioning weights of a a rotary grass cutting blade driven by the power motor, and a

nonconducting material, preferably waterproof concrete, are

blade lifting assembly for selectively raising the rotary blade

substantially against the underside of the housing.

removably secured to the lower ends of the electrodes and are

provided with openings adapted to receive the spacing struc-

ture

3,783,590

FILTER-SILENCER FOR PNEUMATIC DEVICES

Alton K. AUen, 1 1 Flower Ln., Kings Point, N.Y.

Filed July 9, 1970, Ser. No. 53,564

Int. CI. BO Id 46/42

11.S.CL 55-310 6 Claims

ERRATLM
For Class 56—6 see:

Patent No. 3,783,53*

3 783 592

GARDEN GROOMING MACHINE AND ROTOR
THEREFOR

Karl Schraut, 5431 E. Sussex, Fresno, Calif.

Filed May 6, 1970, Ser. No. 35,069

Int.CLA01d57/yO

U.S.CL56-13.3 4 Claims

A filter-silencer for pneumatic devices such as air valves,

cylinders and the like of the type including a porous filter of a

sintered metallic mass wherein, upon clogging of the filter and

reduction of the air fiow through the exhaust port for the cor-

responding air device, an auxiliary exhaust path is established

which precludes the build-up of excessive back pressures in

the pneumatic device and which also provides an audible

warning signal indicating the need for servicing of the filter-

silencer to restore the porous filter to its normal and intended

functional state.

3,783,591

POWER MOWER SAFETY MECHANISM
John B. Sotak, 122 Church Rd., Irwin, Pa., and Harold A. WU-

liamson, 559 Idlewood Rd., Penn Hills Township, Allegheny

County, Pa.

Filed Dec. 23, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 1 ,385

Int.CLA01d5J/00

U.S.CL56-10.2 12 Claims

This disclosure relates to a rotary type of lawn mower hav-

^^!£^W¥

A self-propelled lawn vacuum, mower and sweeper having

interchangeable reel-type mower and rotary brush units, both

feeding material tangentially toward the intake of the vacuum.

The drive wheels are spring-loaded to follow the ground con-

tour, and the height of the interchangeable units with respect

to the vacuum is adjustable. A moveable shutter is interposed

between the mower and brush units and the vacuum intake to

regulate air flow. The prime mover drives an axial-intake fan

having an unusual rotor design, with two pairs of diametrically

opposed blades perpendicular to the back plate, each of the

pairs being tangent to its own circle concentric with the shaft

of the fan, the two circles being of differing diameters. The

radially inner corner of each blade away from the back plate is

bevelled.
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3,783,593

PLANT CUTTING APPARATUS
AmoM E. Ernst, Wolverton, Minn.

•Filed June 12, 1972. Ser. No. 261,878

Int. CI. AO Id 45/02

U.S. CI. 56—14.4 '

platform about a vertical axis. The platform is of the type

wherein the location of the drive system components con-

tributes to an asymmetrical center of gravity A balancing

spring is connected between the frame and the platform to

counter the effect of the asymmetrical center of gravity

3 Claims

3.783,595

GRAPE HARVESTER
Chcslav Stanislavovich Tolochko. ulitsa Budennovskaya 203/2,

Wv. 17; Vladimir Ivanoich Popov, ulitsa Budennovskaya

203/2. kv. 9. both of Novocherkavsk; Miron Vasilievich Tsit-

siv. ulitsa narodnaya. 14, Kishinev. Alexandr Nikolaevic

Varfolomeev, Kotovskoe Shosse, 226. kv. 16, Kishinev, and

Marlen Mikhailovich Gervobky. ulitsa Frunze, 9, kv. 3,

Kishinev, aU of I.S.S.R.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 760,81 1. Sept. 19, 1968,

abandoned. This application July 9, 1971,.Ser. No. 161,061

U.S. CI. 56-331 3 Claims

A plant cutting apparatus adapted for mounting to a self-

propelled vehicle The apparatus having a frame connected to

the forward portion of the vehicle, a cutter bar including a

reciprocal blade disposed transversely to the direction of

movement of the vehicle, a first motor for operating the blade

and adapted to selectively adjust the speed of movement of

the blade, a rotatable reel to comb the plants toward th« cutter

bar, a second motor selectively operable to control the speed

of rotation of the reel, and an adjusting unit interconnecting

the vehicle and frame to adjustably fix the height of the cutter

bar relative to the ground

3,783,594

HARVESTER PLATFORM SUSPENSION AND LINKAGE
SYSTEM

J. Donald Watt, Millgrove, Ontario, and Herbert VN
.
Moizahn,

Hamilton. Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to Interna-

tional Harvester Companv, Chicago, 111.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,912

Int.CI. A01d.?'!//4

U.S.CI.56-15.8 9 Claims

A grape harvester comprising a blade cutting apparatus

mounted on a carrier bar so that its longitudinal axis of s\m

metrv forms an acute angle with the plane normal to the

direction of movement of chassis, the upper end of said

cutting apparatus arranged in front with respect to the

direction of the harvester movement in the cutting position

Cutting apparatus is mounted on the carrier bar at another

acute angle to the plane superpoNublc upon the espalier

canopy.

3,783,596

JET APPLICATION OF TEXTILE FINISH TO MOVING
THREADLINES

Richard B. Waldkirch, Camden, S.C. assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company. VN ilmington. Del. ,

Filed May 26. 1971. Ser. No. 146.876

Int.CI. DOlh/.^/.^O

U.S.CL57-157F 3 Claims

^^

A self-propelled windrower having a wheeled frame and a

harvester platform disposed forwardly of the frame for cutting

a standing crop and depositing the crop onto the ground in a

windrow. The platform is mounted on the frame by a central

ball and socket joint permitting radial fioat The platform is

movable vertically by a pair of hydraulic lift cylinders and is

floatably supported by coil springs disposed on the cylinder

units. A stabilizer bar prevents undesirable swinging of the

An air jet of the type used to apply torque to a moving

threadline is used as an applicator for liquid finish. The liquid

IS supplied to the yarn passage of the jet at a controlled rate

and the yam is contacted around its periphery by the liquid as

the yarn passes through the jet.
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3,783,597

THREAD-TWISTING APPARATUS WITH DUAL THREAD
GUIDE

Aloys Grelve, and Aloys Treus, both of Westfaba, Germany, as-

signon> to Hamel GmbH Zwimmaschinen, Munster/Westf.,

Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 188,335,Oct. 12, 1971. This

appUcation June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,280

Claims priority, application Germany, June 21, 1971, G 71

23 827.2

lnt.CI.D01h///0. 7/56. /i//0

U.S. CI. 57-58.52 13 Claims

gitudinal movement of a colored liquid in the tube progres-

sively in synchronism with the movement of the clock

mechanism. Preferably, two such tubes are provided, one in-

dicating the hours and the other indicating the minutes, both

being actuated by one clock mechanism.

» mm «

/"m:

3,783,599

ALARM TIMEPIECE
Kazuo Tanaka, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Citizen Watch Com-

pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,727

Claims priority, application Japan, July 15, 1971,46/52716

Int. CI. G04c 21116; G04b 23/06

U.S.CI.58-16.5 II Claims

A thread-twisting apparatus has a hollow stem through

which the threads to be twisted together are drawn axially. A

pair of axially spaced thread brakes are provided in the stem,

and a hub carrying a thread guide is rotationally mounted on

the stem. This guide is a bent wire having a C-shaped central

portion embracing the hub and formed with an inwardly

directed finger engaging in a radially open hole in the hub for

rotational coupling of the hub and guide. A rotation brake acts

on the hub and the adjustment for this brake and for one of the

thread brakes can be carried out in a single operation whereby

both braking effects are either increased or decreased simul-

taneouslv

.

3,783,598

INSTRUMENT FOR INDICATING TIME
Edward L. Parr, 301 N. Cuyamaca, El Cajon, Calif.

Substitute for Ser. No. 806,412, March 12, 1969, abandoned.

This application Oct 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,240

Int. CI. G04b 45100

U.S. CI. 58-2 8 Claims

An alarm mechanism having an improved presetting device

for use in a small timepiece, especially an alarm watch. A
multi-point prcsetter is provided comprising a unique memory

device comprising in turn a stationary preset ring having a

number of substantially inwardly extending elongated resilient

spring contact arms, on the one hand, and an alarm switch disc

which is arranged to rotate in unison with the hour hand of the

watch movement, on the other. When a manipulating crown

or knob is turned so as to bring the alarm switch disc to a cer-

tain predetermined position corresponding to a first alarm

time point, and it is pulled in. Then, a corresponding one of

the spring contact arm is forcibly transferred from below to

the top of the disc, so as to occupy a preset memory position.

Second and further presetting operations can be performed in

the similar way as above. When the hour hand arrives at the

earlier preset position, a conductive layer or member provided

on the disc is brought into electrical connection with the

preset one of the contact arms, so as to energize an electrical

alarming buzzer.

An instrument for indicating time in which an elongated

tube is in registrable relationship with time indicating indicia

and in which clock mechanism is employed for effecting lon-

3,783,600

ELECTROMECHANIC DRIVING MECHANISM FOR THE
HANDS OF A TIMEPIECE

W olfgang Ganler, Schramberg-Sulgen, and Horst Dinger, Ten-

nenbronn, both of Germany, assignors to Firma Gebruder

Junghans G.m.b.H., Schramberg, Germany

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,872

Claims priority, application Germany, July 29, 1971, P 07

12931.8;July29, 1971,P07 12931.9

Int. CI. G04b / 7/00

U.S. CI. 58-28 B 1 1 Claims

A driving mechanism for a timepiece comprises a shaft

which rotatably mounts a stepping anchor and a coil. The coil

is disposed between a plurality of permanent magnets. Suita-
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ble electrical connections are provided between the coil and ranged on a circle on one side of the dial plate, a «>"r<-^ «f

,n inTnuse Generator The coil may be asymmetrically ar- light mounted on the opposite side of the dial plate at the
an impulse generator I tie co.i may y k

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ enclosed by an opaque

ranged on the shaft to compensate for unbalances in the

mechanism Alternately, a bushing or disk may be mounted on

the shaft to compensate for unbalances

rotary cylinder provided with a radial opening and the light is

successively transmitted to the unit lime display openings by

means of a bent light transmission member with one end fitted

in the radial opening

3,783,601

PENDULUM SWITCH ASSEMBLY FOR CLOCKS OR THK

LIKE WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC IMPl LSE MEANS

Samuel Crowe Curran, Lniversily of Siralhclyde Royal Col-

lege, 204 George St., Glaseow , Scotland

Filed Oct. 11 . 1 972. Ser. No. 296.568

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Oct. 14, 1971,

47,756/71 V

Int. CI. G04c 3102; HOlh 35102. 5 1 134

U.S.CL 58-30 12 Claims

3.783,603

CLOCK WITH OPTICALLY DISPLAYED DIGITAL TIME
INDICATION

Paul Himmelsbach, Bad Kreuznach. (lermany. assignor to Jos.

Schneider & Co. Optishe WerWe. Kreuznach. Germany

Filed June 2. 1972. Ser. No. 259,224

Claims priority , application Germany . June 4. 1 97 1 . P 2 1
27

932.3
lnl.CI.G04b/9/-^0. /V/<;6

U.S. CI. 58-50 R 9 Claims

^

. A pair of terminals are arranged one on either side of the

vertical rest position of a main pendulum An inverted secon

dary pendulum is pivotally mounted on the main pendulum

such that oscillations of the main pendulum induces

synchronous oscillation of the secondary pendulum between

and into and out of contact with the terminals whereby the

secondary pendulum is usable as a switching member.

A clock with two coaxial transparent or translucent disks

bearing hour and minute digits, respectively, has a screen onto

\khich the instantaneous time is projected by an optical system

including an objective in line with overlapping peripheral

zones of the two disks The digits of one disk are carried on an

annular ridge of its peripheral zone received in an annular

depression of the other disk so that the two sets of digits lie in

the same plane, the objective being focused upon that plane.

3,783,602

OPTICAL TIME DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING
INTERMITTENT DRIVE

JIro Ochiai, Yokohama, and Rintaro Nishina, Yonezawa, both

of Japan, assignors to Tamura Electric Works. Ltd.. Tokyo,

Japan
Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,782

Claims priority, application Japan, May 25, 1971,46/41977

U.S. CI. 58—50 R * Claim

An optical time display device comprises a dial plate pro-

vided with a plurality of unit time display perforations ar-

3.783,604 I

WRIST WATCH W ITH A DIAL-ILLUMINATING DEVICE

Brigliano Florent; Vogt Ernest, and Edmond Marmound, all of

Geneva. Switzerland, assignors to PR Societe de Revision,

Traitement de llnformation et Recouvrement SA. Geneva,

Switzerland

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,553

lnt.CI.G04b/9/J0.J7/0S

U.S.CL 58-50 R SCUims

In a wrist watch comprising a pivotally mounted bracelet

clement housing an electric storage cell supplying a miniature

bulb for illuminating the dial, the bulb is housed in a recess

between two glass-retaining snap grooves in the watch case.
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said recess communicating with the exterior via a bore in a tu- are coax.ally mounted on a common shaft. One element bears

bular oroiection on the watch case. A sheathed conducting axially against a shoulder of the shaft by the force of a spring

ScoSng the bulb to the cell passes through and is con- bearing on another shoulder of the shaft. A control member

stricted in said projection by ductile deformation of the metal

J e

thereof to form a watertight fit, and is likewise constricted in a

similar projection on the cell casing. The bracelet element also

includes contact means for closing and opening the electric

circuit of the bulb.

3,783,605

W RIST W ATCH HAVING A PUSH-BUTTON
Tetuya Yasuda. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Citizen Watch Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
"

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,150

Claims priority . application Japan, Oct. 1 2, 1 97 1 , 46/93460

Int. CI. G04f 7104

U.S. CI. 58-74 3 Claims

acts on the spring to effect movement of the spring and two

elements until the driven element abuts a locking stud causing

release of the force against the elements and thereby releasing

them one from another.

A wrist watch having two externally operating members, at

least one of which is a push-button, in which said push-button

is provided on the side surface of a case between the 7:30 and

830 positions of a dial and the other one of said externally

operating members is provided on the side surface of said case

opposite to said push-button but at a location deviating from

the position squarely opposite to said push-button with respect

to the center of said case.

3,783,607

PUSHER FOR ELECTRONIC DIGITAL WATCH
Walter Alphonse Feurer, Armonk, N.Y., assignor to Feurer

Bros., Inc., North W hite Plains, N.Y.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,731

Int.CI.G04bi7/0S,/9/J0

U.S. CI. 58-90 B 5 Claims

A manual actuating arrangement on electronic watches for-

illuminating the dial face of the watch or setting the time. A
plunger is actuated against the force of a spring withift a

sleeve-shaped housing. Upon actuation of the plunger, a

switch may be closed for connecting the battery within .the

watch to means for illuminating the dial face. The actuation of

the plunger may also set the time for the watch. The plunger

has either a cap-shaped head portion or a recessed head por-

tion which may be actuated by the thumb of the user. O-rings

between the plunger and the internal surface of the housing

provide for waterproof construction.

3,783,606

MECHANISM FOR COUPLING AND LOCKING A

ROTATABLE MEMBER OF A TIMEPIECE AND OF A

SMALL MECHANISM
Gerald Dubois, and Francois Berthoud, both of Le Lieu, Swit-

zerland, assignors to Ebauches S.A., Neuchatel, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,300

Claims priority, application Syvitzerland, Mar. 15, 1972,

761/72
Int. CI. G04f 7/04, G04b 33100

U.S. CI. 58-74 4 Claims

Mechanism for coupling and locking a rotatable member of

a timepiece. Rotatively connected driving and driven elements

3,783,608

INDEXING DEVICE FOR A STEP MOfOR IN AN
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE

Hideichi Miyazawa, Owa Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Suwa Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,586

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 17, 1971, 46/8428

Int. CI. G04c/ 7/00, /J/00

U.S.CI.58-116R 3CUims

An indexing device is provided for an electronic timepiece

which includes a rotor and stator arrangement. The indexing

device includes a pinion rotatable with the rotor and an index
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wheel engaged with and rotated by the pinion. An index spring
.,^.^^, ,^TiI^lV?-oMHi i«TinK FNiriNF

having canfuever form .s mounted adjacent the mdex wheel ANTI-POLLLTION INTERN AL COMBtSTION ENGINE
naving tannic c

Orville Gano. 18632 Talisman, Hespena, Calif.

Filed Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224,423

Int. CI. FO lb 29/04

l'.S.CI.60-16 33 Claims
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and a pallet jewel is mounted on the spring and is in engage-

ment with the index wheel to prevent reverse rotation and

vibration of the same.

3,783,609

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVING THE Bl RR
OF CHAIN-LINKS

Toni Wuest, Cologne. Germany, assignor to Meyer, Rolh &

Pastor, Maschinenfabrik GmbH, Koln. Germany

Filed Mar. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 234,352

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 11, 1971, P 21

1 1 659.6
Int.CI.B21l/-';/00

U.S. CI. 59-35 <» Claims

This disclosure relates to an anli-pollution mternal com-

bustion and compressed air operated engme The engme m-

cludes a group of firing cylinders and a group of compression

cylinders A storage reservoir is filled with compressed air dur-

ing the engine firing and braking modes of operation After

stopping, the stored air motors the engine until it begins firing

The engine is provided with a pressurized fuel system which is

regulated by the pressure in the storage reservoir A selector

valve is used to select the proper modes of operation for the

compression cylinders, namely, the braking mode for storing

compressed air, the motoring mode for driving the engine on

the compressed air stored during the braking mode or the nor-

mal compression mode when the engine is firing.

3,783,611

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM
Edward J. Bojas. Marshall, Mich., assignor to Ealon Corpora-

tion, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,086

Inl.CLF16hi9y46

t.S.CI.60-19 29 Claims

I

/^-^
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A method and apparatus for fully removing weld-burrs from

a workpiece formed by butt-welding two sections end to end.

such as a welded chain link The weld-burr which extends an-

nularly of the workpiece cross-section is removed by shearing

the burr into two diametrically opposed pieces The method

for removing the weld-burrs is applicable for any cross-section

of the work-piece which is symmetrical about an axis in the

plane of the cross-section. An apparatus for removal of weld-

burrs uses a fork-shaped tool having two cutting edges formed

at the ends of in-turned members provided one each at the

free ends of the fork-shaped tool The tool is expediently

pivotally mounted so as to be capable of controlled oscillatory

movement about an axis perpendicular to a plane containing

the two limbs of the fork The apparatus also incorporates

means to move and retract the fork-shaped tool in a direction

parallel to the length of the workpiece so that the removal of

the weld-burr is effected by longitudinal shear strokes of the

cutting edges which are %uccessively made to engage diametri-

cally opposite sides of the welded cross-section of the work-

piece.

An improved control system for a hydrostatic transmission

includes an anti-stall system for preventing overloading of an

engine which drives the hydrostatic transmission The anti-

stall system senses the speed at which the engine is operating,

the input to output speed ratio of the transmission as indicated

by the displacement of one unit of the hydrostatic transmis-

sion, and the setting of a throttle for the engine. The anti stall

system utilizes these three inputs to regulate the pressure of

control fluid conducted to a speed control valve The speed

control valve is selectively operable to vary the pressure of

control fluid conducted to a pressure responsive control

motor which adjusts the displacement of a unit of the hydro-

static transmission. The anti-stall system varies the pressure of

the control fluid conducted to the speed control valve with

variations in the fluid pressure conducted to the control motor

from the speed control valve. However in the event of an im-

pending stalling of the engine, the anti-stall system reduces

fluid pressure conducted to the speed control valve. The speed

control valve opens in response to this decrease in pressure to

quickly decrease the fluid pressure to which the control motor
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is exposed. This effects operation of the control motor to

decrease the output speed of the hydrostatic transmission and

thereby reduce the load on the engine.

3,783.612

HOT-GAS PISTON ENGINE
Johan Herman DeWilde DeLigny; Cornells Leendert DeWIt,

and Petrus Johannes Cornelius Van Rooij, all of Emmasin-

gel. Eindhoven. Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Cor-

poration. New York. N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 19,577, March 1, 1971, abandoned.

This appUcation May 24, 1972. Ser. No. 256,486

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 28, 1970,

7004499
Int.CLF02gy/04

U.S. CL 60-24 1 Claim

is driven by pressurized liquid from the same generator. The

working fluid in the generator is preferably a mixture of two

different fluids, one of which is more volatile than the other

and which is soluble in the other. The vapor and liquid exhaust

from the two devices is piped to an absorber unit where the

vapor and liquid are cooled and remixed before being recy-

cled back to the generator. The absorber is located in the air

inlet path to the burner for the generator and preheats the pri-

mary and secondary air for the burner. The mixed fluid from

the bottom of the absorber is pumped to a heat exchanger

which is connected so as to be in a heat exchange relationship

with the hot liquid that is moving from the bottom of the

generator to the pressurized-liquid-driven device. This pre-

heats the mixed fluid just before it is pumped into the genera-

tor.

3,783,614

TURBINE ENGINE
Harold L. Walker, P.O. Box 185, Finch, Ontario, Canada

Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,121

Int. CLF02g 5/00

U.S.CL 60-39.18 R 3 Claims
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combustion apparatus and provided with a non-return valve.

The inlet chamber and the air compression chamber of the
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3,783.617 I

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ENERGY IN A GAS
GENERATOR SYSTEM

Donald PiUpovich, Venlum. Calif., assignor to Rockwell Inter-

national Corporation. El Sepindo. Calif.

Filed Sept. 26. 1968, Ser. No. 762,938

liH.CI.C06d'i/(>»4

U.S. CI. 60-218
^^l*'""

control unit are connected by channels with the expansion

chamber and the compression chamber, respectively of the

motor.

s
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members are mounted in such a manner as to be at least

slightly oscillatable and urged into tight slidmg engagement

with the associated passageways by means of tension of the

endless chains. The passageway having the smaller cross-sec-

tional area comprises the elevating passageway for elevating

fish to the higher level and the passageway having the greater

cross-sectional area comprises the return passageway or

means for lowering fish to the lower level. In this manner, a

points of water leakage or oil leakage in civil engineering and

construction, in preventing gas leaks in soils or in construc-

tion, or in increasing bearing capacities of pull-out or push in

piles to be constructed

Thus, the invention is intended to provide a technique for

plugging formations having interstices and a technique for

compacting formations by filling interstices with a solidified

substance and also provide a reinforced ground structure and

an underground structure for reinforcing the ground, charac-

terized in that a fluidal substance, such as an isocyanate com-

pound, which upon coming into contact with water, reacts

thereby to pnxluce water-insoluble solidified substance and

liberating a gas. is forced to be present in the interstices in for-

mations such as water leakage regions in civil engineering and

construction and a ground or weak ground where water

leakage or water seepage is expected, so that it reacts with the

water and the resulting insoluble solidified substance is al-

lowed to be intimately bonded to the surfaces of the interstices

under the pressure of the liberated gas. thereby sealing off the

interstices easily and effectively.

greater downward thrust is applied to the partition members in

the return passageway by the head pressure of water acting

upon the upstream side of the partitions disptwed in the return

passageway than the pressure exerted by head pressure in the

fish elevating passageway and the elevator thereby works

somewhat in the manner of an undershot waterwheel with

means being provided to admit C\sh to be elevated to the

higher level or lowered to the lower level into the compart-

ments defined between adjacent partition members.

3.783,625

LINING SYSTEM FOR TUNNELS AND LIKE PASSACJF-S

Franz Ganike; Walter Zywietz, both of Dortmund; Rudolf

Sell, Herrsching, and Heinz Eickhoff, Bochum. all of (;er-

many. assignors to Hoesch AG. Dortmund and Eisenhutte

Heintzmann & Co.. Bochum, Germany i

Filed Feb. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 228,855

Claims priority, application Germany. Feb. 27, 1971. P 21

09 354.9
I

lnt.CI.E2ld ////•/

t'.S.CL 61-45 R 1 1 Claims

3,783,624

METHOD OF PROVIDING A PILE IN A GROl ND
FORMATION HAVING A HIGH RESISTANCE TO

MOVEMENT
Sadao Nakade, lUmi; Himsuke Kubota, Osaka: Toshiyuki

Oshita, Osaka, and Kunivoshi Sakane, Osaka, all of Japan,

assignors to kabushiki kaLsha Takenaka komuten, Osaka-

shi, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 808,865, March 20, 1969, Pat. No.

3,623,330. This application May II, 1971, Ser. No. 142,377

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 16. 1968,

43/83940; July 13, 1968,43/49492; Mar. 21, 1968,43/18635

Int.CI.E02di/y2.J//4

L^.CL 61-36 R 8 Claims

This invention relates to technique of plugging formations

in civil engineering and construction, reinforced underground

structure and underground structure required for strengthen-

ing the ground thereof, which may be effectively utilized in

plugging or in strengthening unstable ground in sealing-off

A plurality of arcuate lining units are adapted to be arrayed

in longitudinal direction of a passage and are each composed

of two or more arcuate segments having an outwardly open

profiled cross section and provided with a pair of Hanges ex-

tending substantially parallel in longitudinal direction of the

passage One of the fianges has one face which is directed out-

wardly of the passage and provided with a recess extending

longitudinally thereof and the other flange has another face

directed inwardly of the passage and provided with a bead

which also extends in longitudinal direction of the passage,

with the bead of one segment being received in the recess of a

circumferentially adjacent segment so that the fianges of the

two segments overlap one another. These fianges are con-

nected and sealing means may be provided at the joints

between the fianges. i
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3.783,626 3,783,628

STRUCTURE, AND METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING
FOUNDING A STRUCTURE LIQUEHED NATURAL GAS

Erode Johan Hansen, Kingswood, England, assignor to Robert Fredrick Reiche, Wheaton, ID., assignor to Chicago

Redpath Dorman Long (Contracting) Limited, Edinburgh, Bridge & Iron Company, Oak Brook, lU.

Scotland P""* J"'y 1"^' ^^"'2. S«r. No. 272,127

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,590 Int. CI. F17c 7/02

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 8, 1971, U.S.CL 62-55 6 Claims

4,191/71

Int. CI. E02b y 7/04; £026 27/52

U.S.CL6I-46.5 10 Claims y^a^^^b^^^

A method of founding a structure in a subaqueous bed com-

prising disposing the structure on the bed and excavating

beneath the structure, the excavation being effected by a

wheeled positively buoyant vehicle which moves upon an un-

dersurface of the structure and which is provided with ex-

cavating equipment.

Liquefied natural gas is transported by subcooling the

liquefied natural gas below a temperature at which it has a

vapor pressure equal to atmospheric pressure, loading the sub-

cooled liquefied natural gas into an insulated vacuum vessel in

a transporting means, transporting the subcooled liquefied

natural gas in said insulated vacuum vessel to a destination,

without refrigerating the liquefied gas, during a time period

such that the liquefied natural gas arrives at the destination at

a temperature no warmer than —260*F. and, unloading the

liquefied natural gas at the destination. The liquefied natural

gas while subcooled is unloaded and stored at about at-

mospheric pressure in an insulated tank without added

refrigeration.

3,783,627 3,783,629

AIR CUSHION VEHICLE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

Leon C. Bhirton, Brea. Calif., and Saverio J. CIna, Brooklyn, Clyde G. PhilUps, 105 Maryland Ave., Westview III, Wilming-

N.Y., assignors to Global Marine Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. ton,DeL

Division of Ser. No. 1 2,778, Feb. 19, 1970, Pat. No. 3,693,729. Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,542

This application Apr. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 130,462 Int. CLF25b 47/00

Int.CLE21b7//2 U.S.CK 62-85 7 Claims

U.S. CL 6 1 -46.5 5 Claims

An air cushion vehicle particularly useful for a drilling rig

for oil wells and the like employed in arctic environments hav-

ing open water, muskeg, ice, snow, and tundra is described.

Means are also described for launching the air cushion vehicle

from a ship and for preparing an arctic drilling site for the air

cushion supported drilling rig. Means are provided on the bot-

tom of the vehicle for preventing thawing of the frozen soil or

ice beneath the vehicle as oil well drilling or workover opera-

tions are performed.

A refrigeration system having a compressor and a con-

denser, a pipeline connected betweeji the compressor and

condenser and a filter-dryer heat exchanger connected to a

high gas velocity ejector built into a pipeline between the com-

pressor and condenser. This ejector is formed by a port

through which passes refrigerant gas at high velocity. At the

discharge end of this port a pipe of small diameter is inserted

to the exact spot which will cause a suction to be drawn on it,

thus creating the ejector effect. The suction on the small-

diameter pipe causes hot refrigerant gas to be drawn from a

hot gas discharge line through a filter-dryer heat exchanger of

large size where the hot gas is filtered and cooled so it will

change to a liquid in the small diameter pipe and be ejected

back into the main hot gas line as a cool liquid refrigerant by

the action of the ejector. The ejector is of large port design so

as not to cause back pressure on the main refrigerant system.

91S O.G.—21
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3,783.630

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COOLINC LIQUIDS

Douglas Clark, Scarborough. OnUrio. Canada, a&signor to

CDRH Limited. Toronto, Ontario. Canada

Filed Nov. 24. 197 1, Ser. No. 201,788

Int. CI. F25d 1 7100

L.S. CI. 62-98 10 Claims

"2-tr:HlI)3-
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ing an absorbent comprised of an aqueous solution of a lithi-

um halide salt and including at least one fluoroalcohol which

is stable at high temperatures and which increases the rate of

absorption in the absorber and the rate of heat transfer in the

condenser for a given amount of surface.

3,783,632 1

ICE WASH APPARATUS
Richard G. Reimus. c/o P.O. Box 1500. Brandon, Manitoba,

Canada, and Anthony Saporito. 1 1 Parker St.. Warren, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 889,231, Dec. 30, 1967, abandoned.

which is a di>Lsion of Ser. No. 763,058, Sept. 27, 1968, which is

a division of Ser. No. 718,510, April 3, 1968, Pat. No.

3,432,308, which is a division of Ser. No. 51 1.173. . Pat. No.

3.381.302. This application May 19. 1971, Ser. No. 145,051

Int.CI. A23f //06,B01d9/rt4

U.S.CI.62-123 6 Claims

A valve for mixing two separate liquids, in which a discon-

tinuous conduit provides a separably adjustable nozzle and

seat, the scat forming the upstream end of a Venturi. and

means for lateral entry into the conduit at the discontinuity In

a pair of separate containers for housing the liquids, one of the

containers holds liquid under pressure and is connected with

the conduit while the other container has a spigot connected

with the lateral entry means. In a method and apparatus for

cooling the liquids within different temperature ranges a

closed refrigerant circuit includes coils encompassing the con-

tainers, throttling means preceding each coil, and temperature

sensing means for each liquid, the temperature of the first

liquid in the series controlling the operation of the fan of the

condenser and the temperature of the second liquid con-

trolling the overall operation of the circuit.

3,783,631

ABSORPTION HEAT EXCHANGE SYSTEMS, METHODS
AND ABSORBENT COMPOSITIONS

Robert Modahl, Galesville, and Paul J. Lynch, La Crosse, both

of W is., assignors to The Trane Company. La Crosse. Wis.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 168.870. Aug. 4. 1971,

abandoned. This application Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,788

lnt.CI. F25b/5/06

U.S.CL62-112 19 Claims
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A system of apparatus for removing water from coffee and

tea extract by first chilUng to form a suspension of solids in the

liquid is provided which forms a mixture of ice and liquid. The

ice is separated in a centrifuge and is washed.

3.783,633 i

CO' REFRKJERATION SYSTEM
Emmett P. Glynn. Lemont, and Howard L. Hsu, Hickory Hills,

both of HI., assignors to Liquid Carbonic Corporaiton.

Chicago. III.

Division of Ser. No. 66.961. Aug. 26, 1970, Pat. No. 3,695,056.

This application Aug. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 279,968

lnt.CI.F25d-?//2

L.S.CI.62-168 4 Claims

^•»

Refrigeration apparatus utilizing solid carbon dioxide as a

refrigerant comprising a pair of refrigeration compartments, a

solid carbon dioxide hopper defined by a pair of hollow con-
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densers arranged in the shape of a V for cooling a circulating

heat-exchange fluid. A pair ofevaporators vertically below the

hopper define a chimney between compartments for the circu-

lation of air being cooled. A blower may be used to control air

circulation.

3,783,634

HEAD PRESSURE BIASED CONTROL VALVE
John H. Heidom, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,000

lnt.CLF25b4//04

U.S.CL 62-217 4 Claims

3,783,636

AUTOMATIC ICECUBE MAKER
Eriing B. Archer, Flushing, N.Y., assignor to Eric Archer,

Town of Old Saybrook, Middlesex, Conn.

Filed June 22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,592

Int.CLF25cy//0

U.S.CL 62-353 4 Claims

An automatic control for preventing freezing of the

evaporator of an air conditioner including a piston type main

valve within the compressor inlet. One side of the main valve'

is exposed to a control pressure in a space connected by a port

to compressor inlet. A control valve in this port is operated by

an expandable, evacuated bellows which opens and closes the

valve to maintain a substantially constant pressure in the

space. A plunger of small cross section is aligned with the con-

trol valve and is exposed to the high pressure discharge of the

compressor to tend to open the control valve in response to in-

creased discharge pressure This lowers the control pressure

and allows the main valve to open earlier than during lower

discharge pressure operation.

3,783,635

REPLACEABLE DEFROST HEATER FOR FIN AND TUBE
EVAPORATOR AND SPRING RETAINING CLIP FOR

SAME
John L. Perez, Bridgewater, Va., assignor to Dunham-Bush,

Inc., Harrisonburg, Va.

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 275,005

Int.CLB25b27//4

U.S.CL 62-276 8 Chiims

t

An automatic icecube maker having a tray that tilts freely

during each ejection.

An elongated divider unit moving freely vertically during

the ejection period, same having one divider nestling within

each tray mold, dividing each mold into two sections while the

tray remains horizontal. Each divider being provided with

means to release the cubes from the molds when mechanical

force is being applied to the unit, and means to release the

cubes from the deviders.

Means to release the tray to a vertical position to allow the

cubes to fall into the harvesting bin, and means to return the

tray and deviders into the normal freezing position.

3,783,637

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
Norman W. Woods, c/o Keep Rite Products Ltd., Brantford,

Ontario, Canada
Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 21,105, March 19, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 231,905

Int. CI. F25d / 7106

U.S.CL 62-427 19 Claims

Spring retaining clips maintain an electrical heating wire in

contact with the side edges of the fins in a fin and tube

refrigeration evaporator coil. The U-shaped spring retaining

clips project within the spaced fins with the free ends grasping

opposed sides of a longitudinally extending tube carried by the

right angle, spaced heat transfer fins.

A room air conditioner having a relatively short front to

back dimension made possible by a novel compact arrange-

ment of the condenser, compressor and evaporator on the

chassis of the unit in combination with a novel air flow pattern

through the unit. The interior of the air conditioner casing is

divided lengthwise by an upright partition into a rear compart-

ment in which the condenser and compressor are located and

a front compartment in which the evaporator and blower are

arranged. The blower is of the axial intake, radial discharge

type and has its inlet facing the partition rather than the front

grille of the unit so as to reduce the noise incident to the high

velocity air stream. The unit diso includes a pair of ventilating

doors on the partition arranged to be operated by a single

manually operable control knob for selectively admitting out-

side air to the room and discharging room air to the outside.
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The front griDe inside the room is provided with a novel air

scoop and vane arrangement for directmg the conditioned air

effectively in the desired direction. The air conditioner also in-

cludes in the condenser compartment a slmger nng and

deflector arrangement for picking up evaporator condensate

and depositing it on the coils of the condenser to evaporate

the condensate and discharge it from the unit with the con-

denser cooling air.

3.783,638

DUAL RCTAINING RING DEVICE FOR FACILITATING

THE ASSEMBLY OF UNIVERSAL JOINTS

E James Donin, Southfield, Mkh., and Waliw* H. Berliner,

Jerkbo, N.Y., assignors to Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., Long

Island Chy,N.Y.
Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,333

Int. CL F16d 3126

U.S.CL69-17A 7 Claims

and outer members in relative rotational relationship while

maintaining their coaxial alignment. The connecting means is

in the form of a cup provided with an inner cylindrical pocket

rouubly containing a ring with a polygonal bore fitting about

the inner member and an outer socket non-rotatably receiving

the end of the outer member. The joint is assembled by sliding

the cup and ring over the inner member followed by sliding

the outer member and rubber springs over the inner member

until the end of the outer member is received in the socket.

3,783,640

MECHANISM FOR THE CONTROL OF REVERSIBLE

STEP-BY-STEP ROTATION OF SELECTOR DRUMS OF
CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINES

Norbcrt Paul Bourgeois, Troyes. France, assignor to Etudes el

Bonneteric S.A.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258.783

Claims priority, application Switierland. June 7, 1971,

8250/71
InL CI. D04b 75/74

U.S. CI. 66-50 B 9 Claims

(S«al.M>

For use in holding two grease (bearing) cups in place on the

trunnions of the cross of a universal joint prior to final clamp-

ing of a yoke thereto, a dual retaining ring device comprising

two like external spring retaining rings of the radially installa-

ble type permanently secured one to the other in spaced-

apart, parallel plane, coaxial, gap-aligned relationship by a

substantially non-resilient strap-form bridge preferably

fashioned integral with said rings and being connected to cor

responding outer-edge points or portions thereof

3.783.639

RESILIENT JOINT

Derek J. Goodman. IngersoU, Ontario, and Gerald N. Farr,

Woodstock. Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to Ingersoll

Machine and Tool Company Limited. IngersoU. Ontario.

Canada
Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,742

Int.CI.FI6di/y4

U.S. CI. 64-27 NM 5 Claims

««> >' Ji

Each selector drum of a circular knitting machine is as-

sociated with a control device including two coaxial pairs of

axially spaced apart like toothed wheels, the wheels of each

pair being fixed together with the teeth of one wheel angularly

dephased by half a pitch in relation to those of the other A

cam able to selectively occupy four discrete positions is

mounted on a rotatable crown so that each revolution it may

angularly displace a selected wheel by half a pitch or a pitclw

depending on the initial position thereof, this displacemenf

being transmitted into a rotation of the drum by one or two

steps of its selection members in a selected direction accord-

ing to the pair of wheels acted upon.

3,783,641

KNITTING MACHINE
Hiroshi Kitazawa. Nagoya. Japan, assignor to Brother Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha. Nagoya-shi. Japan

Filed Dec. 28. 1971. Ser. No. 213.010

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 29. 1970.

45/124567
Int. CI. D04b im

U.S. CI. 66-60 R 9 Claims

-^
V—V-r?S

An elastic joint of the type using interposed elastomeric

springs for resilienlly restraining against relative rotation an

outer tubular member and an inner polygonal member con-

nected to a torsion arm and means for connecting the inner

For reading or memorizing a pattern perforated in rows in a

card, pattern-reading members having pointed ends in a row
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are successively fed from a first to an arbitrarily selectable last

row of the irregular perforations making up the pattern. The

thus memorized pattern is conveyed to needle-selecting mem-

bers including pattern plates which have projections formed at

constant spacings thereon. Some of the pattern plates as-

sociated with those of the pattern-reading members which

correspond to the perforations in each row are operated to

select needles that are required for the knitting operation in

accordance with the pattern, the selected needles being urged

to their operative positions by the projections on the pattern

plates.
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said comparator indicating a position to which said stop

and/or said points are to be moved, and means which utilize

said information imparted to said comparator to control the

3,783,642

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DATA TRANSMISSION
IN KNITTING MACHINES

Wilhehn Hadam, Reutllngen, and Ernst GoOer, Pfullingen,

both of Germany, assignors to H. StoU & Company, ReutUn-

gen, Germany
FUed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,599

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 23, 1971,

P21 14013.6
Int. CI. D04b 7/00. 75/66

U.S.CL 66-75 R 14 Claims

speed, and the direction of operation, of said motor operated

means. Means are also provided to limit the extent of move-

ment imparted by said motor cohtroUed means to said stop/or

points.

STATIOHliDr
PATTCIININO

3,783,644

LOOP TRANSFER MEANS FOR CIRCULAR KNITTING
MACHINES

Heinz MuUe, Kari-Marx-Stodt; Gerhard Barth, Dittersdorf,

and Klaus Kertzscher. Zschopau. all of Germany, assignors

to Veb Wirkmaschinenbau Karl-Marx-Stadt, Karl-Marx-

Stadt, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 856,083, Sept. 8, 1969,

abandoned. This application Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 169,573

Int. CI. D04b 75/02, 9/56

US. CI. 66-95 2 Claims

A method for transmitting data between an electronic nee-

dle selector system located on the carriage of a flat knitting

machine and a stationary programmer unit, provides for trans-

mission of the data optically and conversion of the data so

transmitted into corresponding electrical signals using photo-

electric transducers. The optical system includes pairs of light

conducting rods which extend parallel to the direction of

travel of the carriage and which serve to conduct light signals

to and back from the needle selector system. The light con-

ductor rods preferably include light transmissive side and end

walls the side walls of the first of rods of each pair of rods

comprising a checkered pattern of alternate light transparent

and light opaque sections the pitch of which is equal to the

pitch of needles in the needle bed or beds of the machine.

3,783,643

KNITTING MACHfNES HAVING LINEARLY ARRANGED
NEEDLES

Peter Francis Ladyman, Long Eaton, and Dennis Gaunt, Berry

Hill, both of England, assignors to Stibbe-Monk Develop-

ments Limited. Leicester. England

Filed Apr. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 243.591

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 23, 1972,

11112/72
Int.Cl.D04b7 7/06

U.S. CI. 66-89 9 Claims

In a knitting machine having at least one set of linearly ar-

ranged needles and motor operated means for moving the sel-

vedge stop and/or fashioning points of said machine during the

production of a series of garment blanks, the provision of at

least one coded element associated with said needles, reading

means adapted to scan said coded element and to transmit a

signal to a comparator indicating the actual position of said

stop and/or points, at least one coded tape, other reading

means adapted to scan said tape and to transmit a signal to

Loop transfer jacks for circular knitting machines, espe-

cially single cylinder machines for closing tubular knitted

goods, wherein the jacks are arranged in pairs, one jack of

each pair for loop receiving, the other for loop delivering. The

jacks are separately moveable back and forth in a pivotable

half dial. The jacks of a pair have tips which provide cooperat-

ing hooks and tongues. These are constructed and arranged in

such a manner that at least during the pivoting of the half dial

the hooks and tongues have vertical surfaces contacting one

another in a common plane, and have additional surfaces

which provide a substantially continuous, smooth and unob-

structed sliding path for the yarn loop to be transferred.

3,783,645

SINKER OPERATING CAMS FOR CIRCULAR KNITTING
MACHINES

Massimo Bianchi, Firenze, Italy, assignor to G. BiUi &
C.S.p.A., Firenze, Italy

Filed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 163,007

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, July 20, 1970, 9587 A/70

Int. CI. D04b 75/06

U.S.CI.66-108R 5 Claims

The sinker operating cams at each feed of a multiple feed

circular knitting machine are mounted upon a slide, the slides
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are supported by and are movable radially of the sinker cam
ring of the machine whereby the slides and the sinker operat-

ing cams thereon may be selectively moved at each of the

feeds to each of a pair of radial positions. An annular plate cir-

cumfercntially movable to three angular positions atop the

sinker cam ring is operatively related to a tappet on each of

the slides whereby in one position of the plate all of the slides

are in their outer radial position, in a second position of the

plate alternate slides only are in their inner radial position, and

in the third p<isition of the plate all of the slides are in their

inner radial position.

3.783,646

HOLDER HAVING SLIDE NEEDLES MOUNTED
THEREIN FOR KNITTING MACHINES

Siegfried Naumann; Manfred Lauckner; Christian Golbs. and
Harry Schubert, all of Limbach-Oberfrohnau, Germany, as-

signors to Veb W irkmaschinenbau Karl-Marx-Stadt, Karl-

Marx-Stadt, Germany
Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,098

Claims priority, application Germany, June 23, 1971,

WPD 046/ 156007

Int. CI. D04b 35/04, 35106
I.S.CL66-I20 SCUims

In a knitting machine, a needle holder having grooves, a

needle mounted in each of the grooves, each of the needles

having a head, a shaft and a groove extending into the head
and the shaft, the needle groove being laterally bounded by

parallel side walls, the side walls being thicker in the shaft than

in the head.
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I3,783,647

KNITTING MACHINE NEEDLE
James Peter Torrant, and Carl F. Benson, both of Torrington,

Conn., assignors to The Torrington Company, Torrington,

Conn.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,409

Int. CI. D04b .^V02
U.S. CL 66- 123 2 Claims

^JTL
-r-
14

TN. ::]

A butt section made of flat stock is fused to a hook and

blade section made of wire stock The fusion is made along

longitudinal portions of the two sections.

3,783,648

CLEANING AND LIGHTING APPARATl S FOR
KNITTING MACHINE

Roland P. Ileinrichs. I.indenhurst. N.^ .. as^i^nor to I niwave.

Inc., Farminudale. N.^

.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,597

Int. CI. D04b 35132, 35/00
L.S. CL66— 168 14 Claims

A knitting machine having a rotatable part is provided with

an axially extending conduit positioned in substantial align-

ment w ith the axis of rotation of said rotating part and extend-

ing therethrough. The conduit is provided with a cable chan-

nel and a separate air passage. A rotary joint is mounted on
said conduit for rotation about said axis of rotation, said

mounting permitting selective axial displacement of said ro-

tary joint along said conduit to one end thereof for the

removal of said rotary joint therefrom. Electrical cable passes

through said cable channel to a lamp releasably mounted on
the conduit at said one end thereof. The rotary joint is

mounted in registration with an opening in said conduit

providing communication between the air passage in the con-

duit and an air passage in the rotary joint for directing air

under pressure to the portions of the machine to be cleaned.
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Katsuo Yamamoto; Hideo Sato; Toshio Iwasa; Hisao Nakamu- Corporation Benton HarlH,rM^ch

ra, all of Fujishi, and Katsuhiro Adachi, Moriyamashi, aU of Filed D*^; ^^^ »971 Ser No 211,885

Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushik. Ka.sha. »"*' ^' ^^'^ '"'''

„ , I _ U.S. CI. DO

—

I^K
Osaka, Japan

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,500

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 7, 197 1, 46/78340

Int.CLD06c///0

II.S.CL68-5E 3 Claims

1 1 Claims

?«. ^7 '» '">
'f-

Jatcurr'

Fibrous materials are continuously heat-treated under pres-

sure by passage through a heat-treating chamber filled with a

pressuri/ed heating fluid and provided with at least a pair of

symmetrical sealing chambers which arc located at the inlet

part and the outlet part of the heat-treating chamber. Sealing

fluid is introduced into the sealing chambers through pipes for

introducing the sealing fluid; and ejected from the clearances

A and A' toward the outside of the heat-treating chamber,

while appKing a static pressure to the atmosphere around the

flhrous materials passing through the slits formed in the cen-

tral part of the inlet and outlet of the heat-treating chamber,

leakage of the pressurized heating fluid from the heat-treat-

ing chamber can be thereby prevented, and the fibrous materi-

als can be heat-treated without any damages.

An automatic washer employs a digital control circuit com-

prising a programmable memory having an alterable informa-

tion content controlled by operator actuated selection

switches. A decoder reads the output of the memory and is

operable to control driver circuits in accordance with the

selected program, which driver circuils accordingly control

the operation of the associated machine elements.

3,783,650

APPARATUS FOR THE PROCESSING OF TEXTILES,

FIBRES AND THE LIKE

Hans-Peter Weber, Basel; Alfred Litzler, Itingen; Jean Hertig.

Basel; Branimir Milicevic, Riehen, all of Switzerland; Hein-

rich Fuhring, Augsburg, and Johannes-Helmut Sieber,

Aystetten, both of Germany, assignors to Ciba Limited and

Bowe Bohler & Weber KG, Maschinenfabrik, Basel, Swit-

zerland

Filed June 2, 1970, Ser. No. 42,818

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 2, 1969,

8327/69; Germany, June 20, 1969, P 19 31 353.2

Int. CI. D06f 43/08

U.S.CL68-18C 8 Claims

19 23 72 S- 3 a A K t

3,783,652

WASHING MACHINE
Ralph L. Archbold, Euclid, Ohio, assignor to Franklin Manu-

facturing Company, St. Cloud, Minn.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,422

Int.CLD06f2-?/04

U.S.CL 68-23.7 3 Claims

32-

30-

"
(J>^27q

31 e

26

1 . c »^ a nl.,nt for the orocessinK of tex- A power drive in a washing machine oscillates an agitator

The invention relates to a plant for the processing oi lex ^^ •. _ jrive and spins a basket with a limited torque

tiles, fibers or the like in a liquor, in which an organic solvent

^f X^^^'^^^^he .^ngement includes a transmission

immiscible with water, having a specific gravity greater than 1.
[°

«^^f^^^^^^^^^^ ^j^^er the agitator or the basket as

and forming azeotropic mixtures with water is used. for selectively anv.ng euncr k
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determined by the direction of rotational input. The drive to

the transmission includes a one-way clutch adapted to posi-

tively drive the transmission in the agitation direction and a

slip clutch to drive the basket with a predetermined torque in

the opposite spin direction. A rotatable housing of the trans-

mission forms both a sealed enclosure and a rigid structure in

which a gear train is mounted. The housing has two mating

sections in each of which are mounted spatially independent

gear sete connected by a common pivotal link whereby critical

gear center to center distances between housing sections are

eliminated.

of roll-like assemblies at least one of which roll-like assemblies

carries a plurality of reciprocally movable pads thereon which

can be selectively, reciprocally moved in a predetermined

manner in a direction normal to the longitudinal axis of the

roll-like assembly to contact the yarn being printed on. Con-

trol of the pads is, in turn, made possible by a plurality of pat-

terned program bars which can be selectively moved in a pre-

determined manner in a direction normal to the reciprocal

direction of movement of the pads.

. 3,783,653

LOCKING DEVICE FOR WASHING MACHINE DRUMS
Jan Annand Haerick, Gent, Belgium, assignor to Em. D'Hooge

N.V., Ledeberg, Belgium

Filed July 18, 1972, S«r. No. 272^26
Int.CI.D06fi9/74

U.S.CL68-14S 7 Claims

Improved locking device for washing machine drums of the

type in which said drum's periphery is fitted with one or more

access doors, characterized in that it mainly consists of one or

more hook-shaped components fitted to one side border of a

curved door; of one shaft assembled in a rotary manner with

regard to the drum wall and. fitted to this shaft, of devices

operating together with said hook-shaped components when

the door involved is being closed, all this for the purpose of

both locking and tightening said door in its guides.

3,783,655

AUTOMOBILE TRUNK LOCK SAFETY ADAPTER
Salvatore Giannetto. 35 Acorn Ln., Plainview, N.Y.

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,476

Int. CI, E05b 63100

U.S.CI.70-1.5 3 Claims

7/ffT^
i'GHl)-V-'?i-3-Wtoj

An adapter safeties an automobile trunk lock when the lock

cylinder is forcibly removed. A spring on the lock rod serves

as a secondary precaution.

3,783.656

LOOPED CABLE END CLAMP
Daniel J. Foote, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to Master Lock

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,328

Int. CI. E05b 73100

U.S. CI. 70— 18 4 Claims

3,783,654

PRINTING APPARATUS
AUan H. Crawford, Amsterdam, N.Y., assignor to Mohasco In-

dustries, Inc., Amsterdam, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,089

Int. CL B05c 1/04. 1/06; B41f /7//0

U.S. CI. 68—200 50 Claims

The opposite" looped ends of an article protecting cable,

which can be brought into adjacency for the reception of a

lock, have clamps applied thereto which are polygonal with

the angles between adjacent sides being obtuse. Bores extend-

ing longitudinally through the clamps receive the cable ends

which form the loops. By swaging portions of all sides of a

clamp, displaced extents of metal form internal protuberances

whose ends bite into the bore-inserted extents of the cable

ends in inwardly converging, angular relationship and thus

very effectively clamp the inserted portions of the cable ends.

A method and apparatus for printing a plurality of single

warp ends of yam wherein the ends of yarn are passed through

a series of printing assemblies, each assembly including a pair

3,783,657 I

PADLOCK BODY AFFIXED SHACKLE ENVELOPING
GUARD

Daniel J. Foote, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to Master Lock

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,714

Int. CI. E05b 6 7/02, 6 7/ii

U.S. CK 70—52 7 Claims

To provide a metallic protector for substantially enveloping

the major exposed portion of a retracted and locked padlock
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shackle an eccentrically shaped guard is affixed to the end

portion of the padlock body in covering relation to the nor-

mally exposed portion of the shackle. The outer end of the

guard is slotted so that when the shackle is unlocked and

second and third levers are disposed in such a manner that the

first lever abuts against the rear surface of the latch bolt and

an external force acting directly on the dead bolt to retract the

same will tend to prevent rotation of the second lever and the

third lever by abutting engagement of the abutting means with

the rear portion of the dead bolt whereby both the latch bolt

and the dead bolt are restrained against retraction.

21

3,783,659

BICYCLE SECURING APPARATUS
Gerald F. Rossi, 715 4th St., San Ramon, Calif.

FUed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,508

Int. CI. E05b 7 //OO

U.S. CI. 70-234 7 Claims

reciprocated outwardly for staple eye engaging or releasing

purposes, it will freely move outwardly through the slotted end

of the guard while the guard remains immovably affixed to the

padlock body.

•77y

3,783,658

DOOR LOCK
WaichI Wada, 35-29, 1-chome, Ilkegami, Ohta-ku, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,713

Int. CI. EOSb 59/02

U.S.CI.70-110

A device for locking a bicycle in place has a base fixed rela-

tive to the ground, and a pair of arms upwardly extending from

the base. Each arm has a cross bar fixed to its upper end, and

one arm is pivotally attached to the base so as to be movable

towards and away from the other arm. The cross bar fixed to

the pivotable arm has three shafts extending therefrom

generally toward the other cross bar. When the pivotable arm

is positioned away from the other arm, the bicycle may be

positioned between the arms and is in proper position for

locking. Swinging of the pivotable arm toward the other arm

4 Claims brings the shafts through the body of the bicycle, one passing

through the frame of the bicycle and the other two passing

through the front and rear wheels respectively. The extended

ends of the shaft are brought into close proximity with the

other cross bar by the pivoting, and a lock is provided to hold

the ends of the shafts in such close pix)ximity so that the bicy-

cle may be secured between the arms.

3,783,660

PICK RESISTANT LOCK
Vincent A. GIU, Montclair, N J., assignor to Unican Security

Systems, Ltd., Montreal, Canada

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,736

Int. CI. EOSb 27/05,63/00

U.S. CI. 70-363 3 Claims

A door lock in which there is provided a latch bolt, a dead

bolt, a first lever secured to the dead bolt and having an

abutting portion being capable of abutting against the rear

portion of the latch bolt, a second lever pivotably connected

at one end to the first lever, abutting means on the second

lever and being capable of abutting against the rear portion of

the dead bolt, and a third lever pivotally connected at one end

to the other end of said second lever and rockable about its

axis. The second lever and the third levers move in a manner

of toggle levers when the third lever is rocked about its axis

and, when the dead bolt is in its projected position, the first.

A pick resistant lock having a housing and a rotatable spin-

dle therewithin. each having a registrable aperture. Interposed
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between the housing and spindle is a ring that is rotauble rela-

tive to said housing a hmited distance and has an aperture re-

gistrable with said housing and spindle apertures. A tumbler is

disposed in said registrable apertures and is biased to a normal

position in which said spindle and ring must move together.

When the spindle is torqued to pick the lock, the spindle and

ring will rotate said limited distance to permit the apertures

therein, and the tumbler, to move out of register with said

housing aperture and thus prevent the unlocking of the lock.

The tumbler is further provided with a chamfered end so that

it cannot be felt when the tumbler moves into said housing

aperture. —

'

3,783,661

ANTl-PICK LOCK ASSEMBLY
Harry Greenwald. Whitestone, N.Y., assignor to Walter Kidde

& Compaa>, Inc., Clifton, NJ.
Filed July 26, 1972, S«r. No. 275,218

InL CL E05b 63100

U^.CL 70-419 2 Claims

tion circuitry as well as safety features for protecting the

operator and the apparatus. The safety features include an

electro-optic guard and clock circuit. The initial let down

force of the ram as the dies make initial closing contact with

the workpiece is limited by a let-down circuit incorporated

into the control circuit.

3,783,663

METHOD OF AND DEVICE FOR THE DRAWING OF
TLBL'LAR WORKPIECES

Tadeusz Prajsnar; Jozef Rulinski, both of Gliwice; Edward

Zglobicki, Zabrze, and Bronislaw Sojka, Zawadzkie. all of

Poland, assignors to Instytut Mctalurgii Zelaza im. St.

Staszica. Gliwice. Poland

Filed Mar. 17. 1971, S«r. No. 125.191

Int. C\.h2lb 45102

U.S. CI. 72-41 7 Claims

An anti-pick lock assembly in which the rotor of a tumbler

lock is biased toward its locking position by a torsion spring

The spring bias force is sufficient to prevent the tumbler rotor

from being set at a displacement within the working tolerance

of the internal lock parts that allows the code pins to be

manipulated one at a time into their release positions by a pick

tool.

3,783,662

CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR MAGNETIC ACTUATOR
Joseph Richard Keller, and Bruce Cameron Longenecker. both

of Harrisburg, Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Har-

risburg. Pa.

Filed May 15, 1972, S«r. No. 253,039

Int. CI. B2 Id 55/00

U.S.CL72-I 10 Claim.

A control circuit for a magnetically actuated die closing ap^

paratus. featuring force responsive die closing cycle termina

A tubular workpiece. to be reduced in diameter and wall

thickness, is drawn through a progressively narrowing gap

formed between a die and a mandrel coaxial therewith, the die

and the mandrel having confronting annular undercuts in an

intermediate region of the gap whereby the latter is widened

to form storage chambers for lubricant entrained under pres-

sure by the inner and outer surfaces of the advancing work-

piece The lubricant is supplied to the outer storage chamber

through a reservoir formed by a sleeve upstream of the en-

trance end of the die while being also funneled into the inner

storage chamber through a narrowing clearance between the

tail end of the mandrel and the workpiece. This clearance is

surrounded by a converging first die section whose smallest

diameter, preceding the undercut, is larger than the exit

diameter of a converging second die portion in which the

workpiece is shaped to its final dimension; the inner and outer

workpiece surfaces are coated with films of lubricant leaving

the respective storage chambers.

The invention permits to introduction of the plug into the

tube unconstrainedly and to obtention an optional small

clearance beweeen the plug and the tube, whereby the draw-

ing process operates under conditions of hydrodynamic lubri-

cation The method of drawing consists in bending the tube

around the bearing part of the plug by means of a bearing-

working tube drawing die situated immediately in ahead of the

working tube drawing die which has a cross section reducing

in co-operation with the plug and the tube wall.

The plug for application of the method has an initial entry

part in the form of a cone and a cylindrical-and-conical part

serving for reduction of the tube-wall thickness, behind which

a pressing part is situated with at least one pressure-regulating

undercut being provided to mainuin and to govern the pres-

sure.
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3,783,664

PROCESS FOR CONTROL OF LUBRICANTS IN AN
ALUMINIUM ROLLING MILL

Krishna Chandra Tripathi, Deddington, England, assignor to

A lean Research and Development Limited, Montreal,

Quebec, Canada
Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,248

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 13, 1971,

1767/71
Int.CLCI0m//06.y/05

U.S. CI. 72—42 *= ^ Claims

In the operation of an aluminum rolling mill, in which the

lubricant is an oit-in-water emulsion, having an oil phase con-

sisting of a hydrocarbon oil base, containing a free fatty acid

and an amino-soap, the average particle size of the oil phase

particles is periodically adjusted by the addition to the water

phase cither of multivalent metallic ion to increase particle

size or of an alkali metal soap or material to generate an alkali

metal soap by reaction with free fatty acid to reduce particle

size so as to retain the particle size within an optimum range.

3,783,666

APPARATUS FOR FABRICATING LITHIUM ANODES

Martin G. Rosansky, Mousey, and Bruce E. Jagid, Whitestooe,

both of N.Y., assignors to Power Conversiea, Inc., Tuckahoe,

N V
Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,530

Int. CI. B2 lb y/00

US. CL 72- 199 7 Claims

3,783,665

SPINNING MACHINE
Viishimi Vshizawa. Kana«awa. Japan. a.ssi>jnor to Toshiba

Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 3 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 276,797

Claims priorit\. application Japan, Aug. 11. 1971, 46/60768

Int. CI. B2 Id 22//«

U.S. CI. 72-81

^'-^

An apparatus and method for rolling and laminating highly

malleable metals such as lithium. A plastic belt is interposed

between the rollers and the lithium during the rolling opera-

tion to prevent the lithium from adhering to the roller sur-

faces.

3 Claims
3,783,667

APPARATUS FOR STRAIGHTENING METAL BY
STRETCHING

Curt Munchbach, Pforzhelm-Sonnenberg, Germany, assignor

to Irma Ungerer, Pforzheim-Brotzingen, Germany

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,135

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 14, 1971,

P 21 18 051.8

Int.CI.B21d//02.B2lbi9/0S

U.S.CI.72-160 4 Claims

In a spinning machine for shaping a blank into a product of

a desired configuration without using a metal mold, there are

provided a rotary shaft, a push rod. the rotary shaft and push

rod cooperating to clamp therebetween a flat plate shaped

blank for rotating the same, a back-up roller having a

peripheral contour conforming to a portion of the inside con-

tour of a spinned product, means to urge the back-up roller

against one side of the blank, means to move the back-up

roller along a predetermined path conforming to the inside

contour of the product, a work roll having a working edge of

smaller radius of curvature than said back-up roller, means to

urge the work roll against the opposite side of the blank with a

predtermined definite axial spacing between the work roll and

the back-up roller and means for moving the work roll to fol-

low the movement of the back-up roller while maintaining the

definite axial spacing with respect to the back-up roller.

In an apparatus for straightening a continuously running

metal strip with a stretching operation, there provided a hold-

back roll assembly and a drawing roll assembly, every roll in

both roll assemblies has the same diameter and is. with the ex-

ception of the fastest roll in one assembly and the slowest roll

in the other assembly, associated with a separate differential

gearing, the output rpm of which is individually variable by a

regulating device in accordance with the required rpni in-

crease or rpm decrease of the associated roll with respect to

the adjacent roll.
*
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3,783,668

VIBRATORY FORMING
Graham Robert Dawson, Bcwdky, and Dennis Hugh Sansome,

Sutton Coldfield, both of England, assignors to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,546

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 18, 1971,

7201/'y
int. CL B21d 26102; B21c 1124

U.S.CL 72-283 3 Claims

engaging the edges of the die and portions of at least two ad-

jacent bearing bars extending beyond the edges of the die.

3,783,670

APPARATUS FOR THE TRANSFER OF WORKPIECES IN

A MULTISTAGE PRESS FOR THE COLD DEFORMATION
BY MEANS OF COLD EXTRUSION ANDTHE LIKE

Kurt NklirawleU, Pattscheid, Germany, assignor to Eumuco

Aktiengesellschaft fur Maschinenbau, Leverkusen-

Schlebusch, Germany
Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,183 ,

Int. CLB2 Id 45/00

U.S. CL 72-346 5 Claims

A vibratory forming method, and apparatus, in which

material is drawn across a pair of forming tools which are both

vibrated. The phase angle between the two vibrations is

neither zero nor 1 80°. but is adjusted to a defmed intermediate

value to increase the efficiency of the process, especially by

minimising the drawing force required. The invention applies

particularly to the plug drawing of metal tube.

3,783,669

UNDERFIRED FORGING DIE HEATER
Charles P. Fumey, Jr., Delmont, Pa., assignor to Aluminum

Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,590

lnt.Cl.B21jy/06

U.S. CL 72—342 3 CUims

A structure providing efficient gas heating of forging dies

comprising a plurality of bearing bars made of a high strength

metal located between the dies of a forging press and respec-

tive die supporting structures. The bars are spaced apart to ac-

commodate gas fired burners and layers of heat insulation in

such a manner that only the bearing bars receive forging loads,

the layers of insulation and the burners, being accommodated

in the spaces between the bearing bars, receive no forging

loads. The bearing bars are provided with longitudinally ex-

tending openings for preheating and conducting the gas (or

gas-air mixture) to the burners, and for limiting the conduc-

tion of heat from the dies to the die supporting structures.

Each die supporting structure includes a plate or platen pro-

vided with slots adapted to receive and retain die clamping

bolts, the bolts being located between adjacent bearing bars,

and extending from the plate to and through respective clamps

A multistage press for the cold deformation of workpieces

comprising a first and second opposing toolholders capable of

reciprocating relative to each other by the distance

therebetween is disclosed which is characterized by an ap-

paratus for transferring the workpieces from one working sta-

tion to the next and permitting bilateral deformation of the

workpieces. The apparatus comprises a plurality of die

recesses in each of the said toolholders, the first toolholder

having a greater number of die recesses than the second tool-

holder; means to displace the first toolholder laterally with

respect to the second toolholder; means to displace the second

toolholder longitudinally with respect to said first toolholder;

ejector means associated with each die recess in the two tool-

holders; and an ejector press in operative communication with

the ejector means and being coordinated with the deformation

press to alternately transfer the workpieces from one tool-

holder to the other.

3,783,671

APPARATUS FOR SIZING JOINT RINGS FOR
CYLINDRICAL PIPES

Homer C. Lamborn, Glendora, Calif., assignor to Curwood,

Inc., New London, Wis.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,907

Int. CI. B2 Id 47/02

U.S. CI. 72-392 22 Claims

A method and apparatus for sizing steel joint rings welded

to the ends of cylindrical pipes. A substantially closed integral

ring member is used within a joint ring and expanded out-
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Z£..S::S:%XT^^^'^^^li^^^^Tr^ MACH.NErORFORM£!jETALSTOCKFORHOT

Ame O. Andresen, Racine, Wis., assignor to Walker Forge,

Inc., Racine, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 148,092, May 28, 1972, Pat. No.

^^n>r -«i^« 3,713320. This application Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,866—— ^^-
Int.CLB2Ij9//2

U.S.CL 72-407 4 Claims

ring member which distributes the force in a radially oiJtward

direction against the inner circumference of the joint ring for

the desired sizing thereof.

3,783,672

HIGH-SPEED MACHINES FOR SHAPING METALS
WHICH EMPLOY THE ENERGY OF HIGH-PRESSURE

GAS
Anatoly Sergeevich Morgolenko, ulitsa Chkalova, 15; Vadlm

Grigorievich Kononenko, uUtsa Chkalova, 15, kv. 12; Igor

Grigorievich Fedoscnko, 602 mikroraion, 51, kv. 206; Gen-

nady Dmitrievich Selivanov, uUtsa Chkakiva, 15; Sergei

Grigorievich Kushnarenko, poselok Pesochin, ulitsa

kooperativnaya, 7, and Vladimir Semenovich Lepetjukha,

607 mikroraion, 52, kv. 8, aU of Kharkov, U.S.S.R.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,714

Int.CI.B21j7/2S

U.S. CI. 72-407 3 Claims

A machine for deforming the end of a piece of metal for

handling it for insertion into a forging press or the like to form

the finished article. The machine receives, holds and deforms

a piece of metal which has been heated to a plastic condition,

and has stop means for holding the piece against axial shifting

in one direction while its squeezing jaws deform the end of the

piece into a holding portion. The swingable jaws of the

machine are of a shape ( 1 ) that precludes axial shifting of the

piece in the other direction and (2) that forms the holding

portion into a fiattened and axially elongated shape having

tool engaging projections.

3,783,674

TUBE EXPANSION TOOL
Ralph Hinerman, 120 Seventh St., N.E., North Canton, Ohio

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 181,854

Int.CI.B21c3/76

U.S. CI. 72-476 3 Claims

A metal forming machine is disclosed having a working tool

mounted on the head of a ram located within a receiver and

performing a working stroke under the action of the com-

pressed gas filling the receiver. In order to return the working

tool to its initial position, the ram is connected through a rod

with a crank gear. The rod through its one end is hinged to the

crank arm and through its other end is connected to a piston

which is located in the space provided within the ram. The

stroke of the piston is somewhat greater than the stroke of the

ram.

A hand tool for expanding thin-wall metal tubes such as the

inlet and outlet tubes of vehicle heater radiators. A pair of

cylindrical shank members are joined together at a generally

right angle. The free ends of the shank members are formed

with a plurality of tapered fiat surfaces terminating in an elon-

gated tip. The surfaces form sharp corners at their junctions

extending along the tapered ends, which corners expand a

damaged tube when either of the tapered ends is rotated and

moved downwardly within a tube having a diameter equal to

the inserted shank diameter. The other shank member func-

tions as a handle for rotating the inserted shank member

within a tube being expanded.
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3,783,675

AUTOMATIC WATER HEATER CONTROL
TEMPERATl RE CALIBRATION MEANS

Emmett E. Kreps, Lynwood, Calif., assignor to Rob«rtshaw

Controls Company, Richmond. Va.

Filed Oct. 4, 197I,Ser.No. 185.975

Int.CI.GOIk/5/00

January 8, 1974

I

sured to determine the density of the fluid into which the jet is

directed. The geometry of the fluid jct is derived from

R = ( V /i p )//x

I

U.S. CL 73- 1 F 13 Claims

R is the Reynolds number and is in excess of 1 7()().

V is the veltK'ity of the fluid delivered to the device,

p is the density of the fluid delivered to the device,

p is the viscosity i>f the fluid delivered to the device, and

h is the hydraulic radius obtained from.

/,= (tA)/(P,). where

A is the area of the fluid jet orifice , and

P, is the distance around the perimeter of the fluid jet ori-

fice.

3.783,677

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TESTING CIGARETTES

OR LIKE ROD-SHAPED ARTICLES

Ine Heitmann, Hamburg, and Hans Jochen Grasse. VVentorf.

both of (iermany. assignors to Hauni-Uerke korber & Cie

KG. Hamburg. Germany |

Filed Apr. 26. 1972. S«r. No. 247.7 14

Claims priority, application (iermany. Apr. 30. 1971. P 21

21 366.1
Int.CLG0Im.?/26

I.S.CL 73-41 17 Claims

An assembly is disclosed for automatically calibrating water

heater controls and like controls having a clutch spring

disposed in friction engagement about a temperature control

shaft and adopted to carry a suitable adjusting knob The

cahbraion assembly includes a temperature-to-motion trans-

ducer and a calibration lockup head which cooperate to sense

ambient temperature, seize the clutch spring and position the

same to a dial position corresponding to the sensed ambient

temperature. A motor is also included and is driven by a flow

sensing control device to rotate the control shaft for opening

and closing the water heater control valve several times before

the clutch spring is set at the proper control point.

# X
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3.783.676

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE
DENSITY OF A FLUID

John V\. Tanney. 34 Har^ick Crescent, Ottawa, OnUrio,

Canada
Filed Mar. 13. 1973. Ser. No. 340.929

lnl.CLG0lB9/J2

U.S. CI. 73-32 8 Claims

jrr
fLOm=^

Cigarettes or analogous rod-shaped articles are tested on a

conveyor having flutes wherein the cigarettes move sideways

betv^een pairs of sealing elements each having an apertured

sealing face and an annular nozzle At least one sealing ele-

ment of each pair is movable toward the other sealing element

so that their sealing faces engage portions of or entire end sur-

faces of wrappers on cigarettes in the respective flutes. A test-

ing fluid is thereupon passed through the cigarettes, either by

admitting such fluid at both ends of cigarettes or by admitting

the fluid at one end and allowing it to issue from the other end

of each cigarette. During testing, the nozzles discharge annu-

lar streams of compressed air which impinge upon the external

surfaces of wrappers in immediate or close proximity of their

end surfaces to prevent uncontrolled escape of testing fluid in

the event that the end surfaces of the wrappers are not located

in planes which are exactly normal to the axes of the respec-

tive cigarettes. The sealing air can be discharged at right an-

gles to the axes of the cigarettes or in directions having a first

component normal to and a second component parallel with

the axis of the respective cigarette

A fluid densitometer and its method of use, comprising

directing a fluid jet into a fluid whose density is to be mea-

sured and towards an open end of a tube The nozzle and lube

have a turbulent jet forming space extending between them a

distance of less than fifty times the maximum distance across

the nozzle orifice, and the fluid pressure in the tube is mea-

3,783.678 '

VACUUM GAUGE CALIBRATOR
Khandeiwal B. Das. Seattle, and William E. Strobelt, Auburn,

both of Wash., assignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle,

Wash.
I

\ FlWOct. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 188,903

\ Int. CI. GOII 27/02

U.S.CL73-4V 4 Claims

A vacuum gauge calibrator characterized by a vacuum

chamber having an outlet for an ionization gauge to be

cahbrated in combination with a vacuum chamber and as-
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sociated vacuum pump, which pump includes a liquid nitrogen

trap to liquefy any foreign gas heavier than nitrogen, a

hydrogen analyzer, a heated palladium disc permeable to

hydrogen and an electrolysis cell for generating a precisely

vibrations of a transient nature which would give false indica-

tions. A unique multichannel electronic circuit is provided

iLtctnoivrtc
CtIt

known amount of hydrogen, whereby hydrogen generated by
detector signals are fed to remotely monitor the

,hc cell IS caused to seep through the disc and to be collected
'^^^.'^

^^^/S^^^f^;^^^^^^^^^^ both an alarm and point lo-

.n the vacuum chamber where the ionization gauge is then P^-^^j^'^/,^^^^^^^^^^^

calibrated

3,783,679

TIME BASE MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

Jerry L. Jackson. San Antonio. Tex., assignor to Walter A.

Gunkel, San Antonio, Tex.

FiledFeb. 22. 1971.Ser. No. 117,663

Int. CI. GO In 29/04

U.S. CI. 73-67.7 1 Claim

24

-^>r^^^
25

3,783,681

METHOD AND APPARATUS TO MONITOR QUALITY OF
OPERATION OF A PISTON IN A CYLINDER

Dieter Hirt, Augsburg; Leonhard Gerlich. HirbUngen, and

Eugen Heinle, Neusass. all of Germany, assignors to

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nuniberg Aktiengesellschaft,

Augsburg. Germany
Filed Jan. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 324,1 1

1

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 22, 1972, P 22

03 047.3
lnt.CLGOlm/5/00

U.S.CL73-n9R 21 Claims

NTCCMATQR q [^ u-alarm

A time base measurement circuit is disclosed which

responds to the lapsed time between two electrical signals to

provide an electrical voltage proportional to this lapsed time

by detecting a phase condition of the second of the electrical

signals Ihe circuit is particularly useful in an ultrasonic in-

spection system which determines the relative thickness of an

object being ultrasonically inspected

'toansduces
j

fREOuENCr y
StLECT.vt ««<P

TRANSDyCCR -<:3
i»ulSC shaping «
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3,783,680

MULTIPOINT VIBRATION MONITORING SYSTEM

Charles H. Mason. Paducah. Ky., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the United States Atomic Ener-

gy Commission. Washington, D.C.

Filed July 12, 1972. Ser. No. 270,883

Int.CI.G01h//08

US.CL 73-71.2 10 Claims

A mJ'.tipoint vibration monitor has been provided for moni-

toring vibration emanating from rotating equipment. A plu-

rality of seismic-type detectors are placed at various vulnera-

ble points on the equipment. These detectors are elec-^

tromechanical generators whose output signals are propor-

tional to both frequency and magnitude of vibration in a single

plane thereby reducing errors introduced by extraneous

A transducer is connected to the cylinder sleeve or liner,

and deflection, preferably axial vibration or oscillation of the

liner is converted into an electrical signal, which is integrated,

and detected with respect to a reference level; if a vibration

frequency, particularly in the ultrasonic range is detected, or if

vibration amplitudes exceed a certain level, an alarm signal is

provided. The reference level may be a dynamic level, in

which output signals from all cylinders of a multi-cyhnder en-

gine are combined, and the combined signal is utilized as a

dynamic reference for comparison with any individual

cylinder signal. Additional operating parameters can be con-

sidered in a logic circuit, for example fuel supply, or extent of

loading on the engine, with feedback to reduce fuel supply, or

shut off the engine upon detection of excessive vibration In

any one or more cylinders.
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3,783,682

TORQliE TESTING SCREWDRIVER WITH AUTOMATIC
TORQUE INDICATING MEANS

Dominic Timothy Liparl, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to B«U

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,683

Int.CI.GOlli/24

U.S.CI.73-139 lOCtolms

differential pressure gauge connected with said further

diaphragm, said further pressure gauge delivering a signal A

P', means for keeping the temperature and pressure of the gas

supplied at any instant to all of said diaphragms at common
constant values, and calculation means for deriving from said

A torque-testing screwdriver is disclosed which includes a

blade, a handle, a spring for transmitting torque from the han-

dle to the blade, a scale for indicating the amount of torque

transmitted from the handle to the blade, and an indicating

contact which continuously enables a signal device during the

torque test and which automatically positions itself opposite

the scale reading representing the maximum resistive torque

exerted by the screw under test.

3,783.683

MINIMIZING CLAY DAMAGE IN A LOG-INJECT-LOG
PROCEDURE

Robert P. Murphy, and Frank O. Jones, Jr.. both of Tuba,

Okla.. assignors to Amoco Production Company. Tulsa,

Okla.

Filed Dec. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 212,783

Int. CI. E2 lb 49/00

U.S.CI.73-152 3 Claims

This invention relates to determining the oil saturation in an

underground rock reservoir penetrated by a well such as by

use of a log-inject-log technique. In some such techniques

thermal neutron decay time logs are taken in the native state

and then after fresh water injection. These logs are used in an

equation to find oil saturation. This invention is directed to a

method of treating the fresh water so that clay impairment or

permeability loss is prevented but such that the neutron cap-

ture cross section of the treated water is not significantly dif-

ferent from that of fresh water.

Z-X^tXjt
(gK*

"•> '*'^ ,«•

I

signal and from the flow rates A P,. A P,. measured by said

differential pressure gauges in each one of said stations quanti-

ties proportional to VAP,/AP', VAP,/AP . ... and repre-

senting the actual heat flow rates in each one of said stations.

3,783,685

HIGH POWER LASER ENERGY MEASURING DEVICE
Glenn W. Zeiders, Jr.. Boston, and Richard A. Hella, Andover,

both of Mass.. assignors to Avco Corporation, Cincinnati,

Ohio
Filed Aug. 23. 1972. Ser. No. 282.901 i

Int. CI. GO Ih 7 7/00
'

U.S.C1. 73— I90R 6 Claims

3.783.684

FUEL GAS FLOWMETER CORRECTOR EQUIPMENT
FOR GASES HAVING VARIABLE CHARACTERISTICS

Guy Baudelet De Livois, Paris, France, assignor to Controle

Bailey (Societe Anonyme), Clamart, France

Filed Mar. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 236,255

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 2, 1971, 71.1 1674

Int. CI. GOle/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 73— 190 1 Claim

Corrector equipment for converting gas flow rate measure-

ments into heat flow measurements in a fuel gas distribution

network using gas or gas mixture having variable charac-

teristics and including a plurality of user stations branched on

the general piping of said network, each of said stations in-

cluding a gas admission valve, a diaphragm inserted upflow of

said valve and a differential pressure gauge connected with

said diaphragm. The equipment comprises a calorimelric oven

gas-supplied from said network through a pipe, a regulator

valve inserted on said pipe and controlled by a regulator

system so as to keep the heat flow in said oven at a constant

value, a further diaphragm inserted on said pipe and a further

Ol^rtlUJITUITO*J^^^ii^fe^u-l
»-(^

Apparatus for measuring high power laser output by

calorimetric means, wherein the laser beam whose energy is to

be measured is directed within a hollow container. The beam

within the container is redirected to evenly illuminate the in-

terior surface of said container. The temperature rise of the

container is measured and the effective energy of the incident

beam is thereby determined calorimetrically.
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3,783,686

MAGNETIC FLOWMETER ARRANGEMENT
RHiner Hentschcl, Hanover, Germany, assignor to Fischer &

Porter Company. Warminster, Pa.

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,01

1

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 6, 1970, P 20 54

624.1

Int. CI. GO If //04

U.S.CI.73-194EM 9 Claim*

r «. r-J~>-. /-.

voltage induced in the fluid being transferred to a pair of elec-

trodes mounted at diametrically opposed points on the tube.

To avoid spurious voltages arising from stray couplings

between the electromagnetic and the loop constituted by the

electrodes and the liquid extending therebetween, without,

however, causing polarization of the electrodes, the elec-

tromagnet is energized by a low-frequency square wave. This

wave is produced by applying the output voltage of an unfil-

tered full-wave rectifier to the electromagnet and periodically

reversing the voltage polarity at a low-frequency rate by

means of an electronic switch, filtration of the applied voltage

being effected largely by the electromagnet induction. Since

the steady state field produced by the square wave is disrupted

by switching transients occurring at the points of reversal, the

converter to which the signal from the electrodes is applied in-

cludes a demodulator which is gated synchronously with an

electronic switch to yield an output only when the magnet flux

achieves a steady state condition.

A magnetic flowmeter in which a pair of metering elec-

trodes IS disposed at diametrically opposed points in a flow

tube through which flows the fluid to be measured, a magnetic

field being established at right angles to the direction of flow

by an excitation winding. The winding is energized by a cycli-

cal voltage derived from an a-c power line, the polarity of the

cyclical voltage being reversed at a rate which is a sub-multi-

ple of the line frequency whereby each interval between suc-

cessive points of reversal contains the same number of full cy-

cles and the polarity of the last half cycle in each interval is the

same as the first half cycle in the succeeding interval. The ar-

rangement is such as to cancel error voltage components

resulting from line frequency disturbances.

3,783,687

ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWMETER WITH SQUARE-
WAVE EXCITATION

Elmer D. Mannherz, Southampton; Hubert A. Riester,

Huntington Valley; Roy F. Schmoock, Ivyland, and John S.

Yard, Warminster, aU of Pa., assignors to Fischer & Porter

Company, Warminster, Pa.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,378

Int. CI. GO If 1 100; GOlp 5/08

U.S.CI.73— 194EM 7 Claims

An electromagnetic flowmeter system wherein liquid to be

measured is conducted through a flow tube to intersect a

transverse magnetic field produced by an electromagnet, the

3,783,688

FLOW METERING DEVICE
Berthold A. Knauth, Daytona Beach, Fla., assignor to Rotroo

Incorporated, Woodstock, N.Y. ""

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280^33
IdL CI. GO If 7/06

U.S.CL73— 194R ' 15 Claims

-r

A metering device for measuring volume flow rate or densi-

ty conditions has a linearly moveable fluid reactive screw

member. At one position of movement, the assembly is posi-

tively driven so that the screw carries to another position at

which the drive means is rendered inoperative. As such, the

screw assembly seeks a null position at which forces operating

on the assembly are balanced, the sensed revolutions of the as-

sembly being equatable to the volume flow or density condi-

tion depending upon the mode of operation of the device.

Buoyancy and gravitational force components acting along

the line of movement are equalized when the device is used in

the fluid flow mode of operation while a force biasing the

screw assembly into the drive position is needed when density

conditions are being sensed. Gravitational and magnetic bias-

ing is illustrated although other means may be used. One em-

bodiment uses a pivotal mounting arrangement for the screw

assembly and the drive motor is energized and de-energized in

response to the sensed position of the pivot arm. In another

embodiment, a clutching arrangement is used and wherein

one clutch plate is driven and the other clutch plate is fixed to

the screw assembly. The screw under such circumstances

seeks a null position at which clutch plate slippage occurs and

the forces acting on the line of movement of the assembly are

equalized.
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3,783ii89

DISCRETE LEVEL DETECTOR

Albert D. Ehrenfried, and Norton T. Pierce, both of Concord.

Mass.. assignors to Metritape. Inc.. West Concord. Mass.

Filed Mar. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 22,204

lnt.CI.G01l2J//5

U^.CL 73-301 9 Claims

ly be displaced The thermocouple comprises a tube which is

suspended from a stationary pressure chamber but electrically

insulated therefrom and which contains in the lower portion

thereof a liquid having gixjd electrical conductivity and sup-

plied from a reservoir, two electrically conductive wires

--^r*

A level indicator for indicating the presence or absence of a

nuent material at a discrete position. An elongated sensing

element is provided which is operative in the presence of sur-

rounding pressure to actuate one or more redundant contacts

integrally formed therewith and which is isolated from the

working environment.

3,783.690

LEVEL INDICATOR FOR W ATER TANK OF
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE

James Earl Bridegum, 12143 Gothic Ave.. C.ranada Hills,

Calif., and Rudy A. Laczkovich, 1343 Carmelena St., West

Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Feb. 1 1 , 1972, Ser. No.225,482

lnt.CLG01f2-?/02

t.S.CL 73-328 1 1
Claims

formed of different metals and connected at the upper ends

thereof to a voltmeter whilst the lower ends are immersed in

said liquid, and pneumatic means for displacing the level of

the free surface of the liquid within the tube, said tube being

formed of material which is compatible with the liquid.

3,783^92

RESISTANCE BULB COMPENSATION CIRCl ITS

Peter D. Hansen, Wellesley Hilb, Mass., assignor to The Fox-

boro Company. Foxboro, Mass.

Fikd Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,547

Int. CL GO Ik 7/20

t.S.CL 73-362 AR 9 Claims

A flow tube arranged in fluid communication with a remote-

ly located water storage tank is coupled to a convenient fix-

ture inside a recreational vehicle.

A transparent part of the tube is stably held against the fix-

ture by a retaining means. In order to indicate the water level

of the tank, a floatation marker is located within the tube for

viewing by a person.

Bridge circuits for three wire resistance bulbs used for tem-

perature measurements including compensation for line re-

sistance and non-linearity of platinum type resistance bulbs.

3,783,691

THERMOCOUPLE PROBE FOR TEMPERATURE
MEASLHEMENT

Jean-Claude Arlaud, Aix-en-Provence, France, assignor to

Commissariat A L Energy Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,727

Claims priority, application France, Feb. I, 1972, 7203250

Int. CLGOlk J/06. 7/05

U.S.CL 73-341 3 Claims

A thermocouple probe for the indication of temperature

over a wide range of values has a hot junction which can readi-

3,783,693

ABSOLUTE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Jerome M. Paros, 1 5 109 N.E. 68th St., Redmond, Wash.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 4,576, Jan. 21, 1970, Pat. No.

3 664.237. This application Feb. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 1 15,954

Int. CL GO II 9// 2,/ 9/04

US. CL 73-398 C 4 Claims

Disclosed is an absolute pressure transducer including a

mechanical assembly comprising an open bellows, a suspen-

sion system, and a sealed bellows arranged to yield a torque

about a single sensitive axis when pressure is applied to the
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open bellows and an electronic circuit comprising a detector 3,783,695

for sensing angular motion and a torquing device to restore FLUID SAMPLING APPARATUS

the mechanical assembly toward its null position. The amount John Grothe, Lakefield, Ontario, and Brian Frank Osborne,

Peterborough, OnUrio, both of Canada, assignors to Mill-

tronics Limited, The Kingsway Peterborough, Ontario,

Canada
Filed Apr. 1 2, 1 972, Ser . No. 243,298

8^^ 9^^ Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 13, 1971,

9,233/71
Int. CLGOln 7/70

U.S. CL 73-422 9 Claims
iy,V.y,-..-.j.-.-4»

T)
^
-fri, .

-
.-T

.v^ M

of electrically generated torque necessary to balance the pres-

sure induced torque is proportional to, and a measure of. the

applied pressure.

3,783,694

PUNCH FOR PIERCING SAMPLE CAPSULES
Eginhart Otte, and Dietrich Jentzsch, both of Uberlln-

gen/Bodensee, Germany, assignors to Bodenseewerk Perkin-

Elmer & Co., GmbH,, Uberlingen/Bodensee, Germany

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,618

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 18, 1971, P 21

12991.9
Int.CLG0In//22

U.S.CL 73-422 GC 5 Claims

A fluid sampling apparatus comprises a tubular duct of cir-

cular or elliptical cross-section, a sampling tube extending into

the duct and terminating in an outlet opening, and means for

rotating the sampling tube about a rotary axis to cause the

inlet opening to sweep a circular area bounded by the internal

surface of the tube.

3,783,696

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL PIPET

Charles M. Coleman, 958 Washington Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 206,442

Int. CLBOll J/02; G0If2J/02. 79/00

U.S. CL 73-425.4 P 3 Claims

1 --"F-

-..*.'—.

A punch assembly for releasing individual samples con-

tained in metallic capsules into an analytical instrument in-

cludes a punch for piercing the capsule. The punch has a

generally cylindrical piercing front end having a chamfered

front surface formed by a plane cutting the front surface at an

oblique angle and a central longitudinal channel extending

from the front surface through the length of the punch. The

cylindrical front end has a diameter which is only moderately

smaller than the interior diameter of the capsule, so that the

punch acts at least in part as a piston to push the sample

material into the longitudinal channel which is connected to

the analytical instrument. A relatively rapid flow of transfer

gas is caused to flow around the surface of the punch into the

capsule to both avoid sample loss and to carry the rest of the

sample into the longitudinal channel. The punch assembly

thus tends to inject all of the sample into the analytical instru-

ment (e.g., a gas chromatograph) rapidly as a discrete rela-

tively compact "packet" or "slug" of sample material.

'--ii
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An automatic filling capillary pipet having a tubular body

defining an elongated bore having a fluid entry end. The in-

terior surface of the tubular body having a first zone with

hydrophobic means for resisting wetting by aqueous liquids.

The tubular body interior surface having a second zone which

is hydrophilic with respect to aqueous fluids. Introduction of

an aqueous fluid into the elongated bore will effect retention

therein of a predetermined volume of aqueous fluid propor-

tional to the cross section of the bore and the length of the

second zone. In one embodiment the hydrophobic first zone

originates at a position spaced from the fluid entry end and the

hydrophilic second zone is disposed between the first zone and

the fluid entry end. In another embodiment a hydrophobic

third zone is disposed intermediate the hydrophilic second

zone and the fluid entry end.
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X lA-K I407
3,783,699

METHOD OFDETERM^Si SMALL SURFACE AREAS APPARATUS FOR BALANCING MASSES AT A PUNCH

Fifed June 20, 1972, Scr. No. 264,461 Bniderer AG. Arbon.SwItoerland

Int. Ch coin 15108

lis. CL 73-432 PS

Filed S«pl. 26, 1972. S«r. No. 292378

2 Claims Claims priority, application Switzerland. Oct. 1, 1971,

14367/71
,

lBt.CLF16li2;/J2

U.S. CI. 74-40

a~\

3 Claims

As an improvement over the method of U.S. Pat. No.

3.555.912 which uses flowing mixtures of adsorbate and inert

diluent gases to develop surface measurement data, the within

improved method further advances this technique by utilizing

a cell, which contains the powder sample being measured, of

an appropriate design to overcome errors which are found

when low surface areas are measured One optimum con-

sequence using the improved cell hereof is that the measuring

gaseous mixture is forced through the mass of the powder

sample, thus controllably confining the surface area thereof

being measured to the surface bounding the internal voids of

the powder sample.

ERRATUM
For Class 74—5 see:

Patent No. 3.784.363

3,783,698

PRESET DEVICE FOR tHF Tl'NER

Shoji Ogasawara: Teruzo Tamate, and Toshimltsu Sonobe, all

of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Alps Electric Co. Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Jan. 18, 1972.Ser. No. 218,747

Int. CL H03j 1114; F16h 35118

U.S.CL74-10.2 5 Claims

An apparatus for balancing the masses at a transverse shaft-

double connecting rod-punch press for follow dies or the like

wherein the press ram is driven through the agency of two

pressure columns, guides and double levers from a crank

defined by the double connecting rods arranged at the trans-

verse shaft For balancing the vertically moved masses and the

vertical components of the eccentrically rotating masses, the

crosshead driven by the crank and guided in vertical direction

carries a balance weight. For balancing the horizontal com-

ponents of the eccentrically rotating masses there are pro-

vided further balance weights connected with the crank

through the agency of double levers and guides mounted at

the press housing.

3,783.700

WINDSHIELD WASHER Pl'MP ASSEMBLY
Lloyd L. Kuck, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 29. 1972, Ser. No. 310,578

lDt.CLF16h23/0«

U.S. CL 74-55 3 Claims

A preset device for a tuner comprises a plurality of exter-

nally threaded tuning screws rotatably mounted in grooves on

the periphery of a channel selector drum Each screw is pro-

vided with a nut threadedly mounted thereon and movable

within the drum grooves axially therealong in response to rota-

lion of the screw

In a preferred form, this disclosure relates to a washer pump

assembly for a windshield cleaning apparatus for an automo-
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live vehicle. The washer pump assembly includes a reciproca-

ble pump having a spring actuated delivery stroke and an in-

terruptible driving connection with a drive means. The washer

pump assembly further includes a control and timer

mechanism which is selectively operable, when energized, to

diecasting formed with bearings, backing surfaces, and retain-

ing claws for the movable elements of the mechanism includ-

ing a gear wheel driven by the motor and a circumferentially

toothed segment meshing with the gear wheel. A guide sleeve

pivoted on the plate slidably receives the window operating

'U 9 72 TJ
28 73 ' J* » 33

provide either a demand wash cycle during which the pump

operates as long as the operator desires or a programmed wash

cycle during which the pump is drivingly connected with the

drive means for a predetermined time interval and then auto-

matically disconnected therefrom.

3,783,701

VIBRATOR
Werner Steprath, Gohr, and Manfred Birkholz, Schoen-

kirchen, both of Germany, assignors to Maschinenfabrik

Buckau R. Wolf Aktiengesellschaft, Grevcnbrolch, Germany

Filed Aug. 9^ 1972, Ser. No. 279,170

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 10, 1971, P 21

40 006.6
Int.CLF16hJi//0

U.S. CL 74-87 18 Claims

In an apparatus for producing vibrations, there is provided a

combination consisting of a housing having an annular chan-

nel and at least one mass accomodated in and movable cir-

cumferentially of the channel. The combination further in-

cludes an arrangement for effecting movement of the mass cir-

cumferentially of the channel to respective locations therein.

Abutments are provided in the channel for impeding move-

ment of the mass through distances in excess of a predeter-

mined portion of arc.

lever, one end of which is hingedly connected to a radial crank

arm on the segment. Angular movement of the segment is

limited by an abutment on the plate, and a spiral spring biases

the segment away from the position of abutment in a direction

to assist lifting of the window and to brake its descent.

3,783,703

RATCHET MECHANISM
Lester B. Trimble, Downey, and Zygmunt J. Sopinski, Pko

Rivera, both of Calif., assignors to Jo-Line Toob, Inc.,

Anaheim, Calif.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,428

Int. CLF16h 27/02

U.S.CL74-157 11 Claims

3,783,702

ELECTRIC WINDOW OPERATING MECHANISM
Bemhard Dehler, Coburg, Germany, assignor to Metallwerk

Max Brose & Co., Coburg, Germany
Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,628

Claims priority, application Germany, June 28, 1971, P 21

32 067.2
Int. CLF16h 27/02

U.S.CL 74-89 9 Claims

The operating mechanism for a window includes an electric

motor fastened to a mounting plate which is a unitary zinc

^z J>

A ratchet tool is described which has a ring for reversal of

the ratcheting mechanism. The ratcheting tool comprises a

work-receiving member that fits into a cylindrical recess of a

ratchet tool housing and which has a segmentally relieved,

inner, flat surface to define a segmental recess with a chordal

shoulder. A segemental pawl is disposed within the recess and

is biased to either side of the segmental recess by resilient

means that is biased between the pawl and abutment means,

the latter being eccentrically carried on the inside surface of

the ring means. In its preferred embodiment, the ratcheting

tool has a cap that serves as a force plate and is in force trans-

mitting relationship to the work-receiving iheans whereby an

axial force or pressure can be applied to the tool. Another

preferred embodiment employs a circular flange on the work-

receiving member to provide a peripheral gripping surface

whereby the work-receiving member may be rotated with

' finger pressure.

3,783,704

POWER TRANSMISSION, CONVEYOR AND VEHICLE
TRACK *

Neil Lawson, Glamorgan, Wales, assignor to Dunlop Limited,

London, England

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,854

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 11, 1971,

06,637/71
Int. CLF16g 7/00

L.S.CL 74-231 J 16 Claims

A belt having a joint with abutting ends both above and

below the neutral axis of longitudinal bending of the belt, and
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jointing ply being of a strength sutTicient to withstand substan-

tially the same tensile load as that which the uncut belt is capa-

ble of withstanding

3.783.707

CROSSTABIT. FOR POSITIONINC ARTK LKS

Anionius Kranciscus Fo*derfr: Andrlanus Jacobus Jwef Fran-

ken, and Jacobus Andrianus Johannes Maria \ an Noord, aU

of FmmasinRel. Eindhoven. Netherlands, avsignors to I .S.

Phtlips C orporalion, Ne^ York, N.Y.

Filed June 5. 1972. Ser. No. 259.9I2

Claims priority, applicalioa Netherlands. June 16. 1V71.

7108235
Int. CI. G05g// /OO

I.SCI. 74-470 4 Claims

3.783.705

V-BELT FOR A STEPLESS VARIABLE ASYMMETRIC V-

BELT DRIVING GEAR
Friedrich Moogk. Sinn, (;erman>. assignor to tmil and Adolf

Becker KG. Sinn. (;erman>

Filed June 14, 1972. Ser. No. 262,442

Int. CLFl6g 5/00

L,S.CL 74-234 5 Claims

« TF J. *[ »
I

^ • , !; ,\ n TT n

^a

Mitef^t.
JO n 2 t "• "

Oirl-:^--^^

A crosstable for positioning articles, comprising a frame and

a table which is movable relative thereto An adjusting lever is

connected by a diaphragm to the frame and to the table The

table is connected by a first pair of leaf springs, to an inter-

mediate member which in turn is connected, by a second pair

of leaf springs to the frame The direction of support i>f the

first pair of leaf springs being transverse to that of the second

pair.

It is the object of the invention to provide a V-belt in such a

manner that at higher rate of power input the V belt will have

longer life-time.

It was found that this object is met if the flank of the V-belt

associated with the almost vertical side flank is inclined by at

least r more than this side flank; and if the flank of the V-belt

associated with the inclined side flank is inclined by at least 1°

less than this side flank

3,783,708

KNOB FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROL SHAFT

Henr> J. VMtkowski. 5625 E. Lake Rd., Erie. P«.

Filed Oct. 27. 1971. Ser. No. 192,909

lnt.CLG05g///0

U.S.a. 74-553
^^'•"'

3,783.706

SIX-BAR LINKAGE HAVING SYMMETRICAL
DISPLACEMENT CURVE

Kiyoshi Ogawa; Yoshiaki Yokoyama, and Yoshio Fukushima,

all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh,

Tokvo. Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 23,073, March 26, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,455

Int.CLG05g;/04

L.S.CL 74-469 5 Claims

/r

i This specification discloses a handle knob or button for a

shaft such as the shaft of electronic components, for example,

volume controls for use in radio and television sets, poten-

tiometers and the like. The conventional handle or knob of

this type is molded of a plastic material and has an inserted

metallic spring to engage the flat side of a shaft or a slot in the

shaft The knob disclosed herein has an integral web molded

into it The web is curved from the sides of the opening toward

A six bar linkage which has an angular displacement curve the diammetncal center of the opening in the handle and,

befweentand ; whe^ 8 is the angle of rotation of a driving therefore, provides in effect a resilient member or spring.
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3,783,709

MACHINE GUARD
Robert E. Scott. 1471 Club Dr.. Bloomfield Hills. Mich.

Filed May 26. 1972, Ser. No. 257,084

Int.CI.FI6p-?/0/<

l.S.CL 74-612 6 Claims

fixed locations in the housing so as to be able to shift the

center of rotation of the intermediate gears along a certain

predetermined line.

ze

18

48

3,783,711

PLURAL RANGE TRANSMISSION

Elias Orshansky, Jr., San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Orshan-

sky Transmission Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,025
^

Int.CLF16h4 7/04

U.S. CL 74-687 22 Claims

27

A machine guard for protecting the machine operator and

i>thers comprising a cage-like hood adapted to at least par-

tially cover the machine when in use and capable of being

swung away from the machine to a retracted position Means

are provided to cut off power to the machine immediately

upon initial retraction of the hood.

3,783,710

POWER TRANSMITTING DRIVE APPARATUS
Horst G. Steinhagen, Racine, Wis., assignor to Twin Disc, In-

corporated. Racine, Wis.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,103

Int. CL F 1 6h i 7/06 .3108,5 7102

U.S. CL 74-665 GA 3 Claims

A transmission comprising a plurality of planetary assem-

biles. each having input means, output means, and reaction

means, the output means for the one assembly being in driving

relation with the input means of a succeeding assembly.

Respective clutches connect ( 1 ) the input means of the first

assembly to the input shaft, (2) the input means of the first as-

sembly to the output means thereof, (3) the output means of

the first assembly to the output shaft, (4) the output means of

the second assembly to said output shaft. First and second

hydraulic units are connected together so that when one is a

pump the other is a motor and vice versa, the first hydraulic

unit having a fixed stroke and the second hydraulic unit having

a variable stroke and driven by the input shaft, the second

hydraulic unit being connected by a gear train to the reaction

means of both planetary assemblies, which rotate in opposite

directions.

3,783,712

HIGH RATIO FRICTIONLESS SPEED REDUCTOR
Rene D. Colinet, 4902 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,887

Claims priority, appUcatioa Belgium, July 30, 1971, 770716

Int.CLF16h//2S

U.S.CL 74-805 • 3 Claims

A power transmitting drive apparatus for distributing power

from a single power source to a plurality of outputs for driving

various mechanism, such as fluid pumps. A fixedly located

power input means is rotatably mounted in the housing and

furnishes power to two intermediate gear means, the inter-

mediate gear means then each transmitting the power to two

output gear means which are attached to the load, such as

fluid pumps or the like. The output gear means is at a fixed lo-

cation in the housing and need not be changed. The inter-

mediate gear means as well as the input gear means are

changeable as to size and number of teeth to effect different

gear ratio changes. The arrangement is such that the inter-

mediate gears can be replaced with others of different size, but

at the same time, the housing requires no additional mounting ... f^, i,:„i, „ti« r^Hnrtion
holes for mounting the intermediate gears in various positions. A mechanical rotary speed reductor for high

"^'^J^";^'^^^

Instead, various types of gear support means are provided in of speed between an input shaft and an output shaft w.th.no m-
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termed-lary shaft. With no friction between the teeth of the

gears and a unique design, high torques can be transmitted

with great mechanical efficiency

.

saw, located after the grinding wheel in the direction of pitch

feed. The provision of the additional appliance ensures

identical profiles of the saw teeth throughout the length of

the saw.
,

3.78J:713
,

3.783,715

KICKDOWN ARRANGEMENT FOR A HYDRAULIC TIRE REPAIR TOOLS
TRANSMISSION Alec W. Nkonchuk, 267 Lowell St., Peabody, Mass.

Gerhard Win, Bcutebbach, Germany, assignor to Robert Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,113

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart. Germany Int. CI. B60c 25116

Filed Oct. 4, 1972. Ser. No. 294,889 t.S. CL 81-15.7

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 9, 1971,

P 21 50 468.7

Int. CL B60k 2//00. F16h 3174

U.S.CL 74-865 5 Ctaims

3 Claims

V

A kickdown arrangement for the hydraulic transmission of a

motorcar includes an electrohydraulic transducer with a throt-

tle valve operated by an electromagnet, and a control valve

controlled by pressure fluid from the throttle valve, and

producing a hydraulic kickdown signal when a predetermined

maximum control pressure is reached upon full depression of

the gas pedal. Both valves receive fluid under pressure from

the outlet of a pump driven by the motor which drives the

transmission. A servo main valve connects the outlet of the

pump with the hydraulic transmission, and is controlled by a

control flow from the outlet of the throttle valve.

3,783,714

BAND SAW GRINDER
Vladimir Viktorovich IdeL ulltsa Gertsena 3, kv. 37, Zavolzhie

Gorkovskoi Oblasti, U.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,414

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Oct. 25, 1971,

1706658; Feb. 22, 1971, 1746568

lnt.CLB23d6i//2

U.S. CL 76—37 •» Ctaims

/S 36'

There is disclosed in the specification a tire repair tool for

inserting plugging material typically in the form of rubber

coated twisted strands, into a tire puncture The plugging

material is threaded into the open eye of a needle forming a

part of the tool and inserted into the puncture. The inserting

motion is limited by a stop free to rotate on the needle's shank

so that the ends of the strand are not drawn into the puncture

and the stop also limits the withdrawal of the needle.

3,783,716

TOOL DEVICES OF THE VARIABLE TORQUE TYPE

Susumu Saito, Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Tokyo Ferrite Manu-

facturing Company, Ltd., Kita-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 218.906

Int. CL B25b

U.S.CL 81-52.4 R 6 Claims

,(? »

In a tool device of the type comprising rotary driving means,

a working tool and a clutch adapted to couple the working

tool with the rotary driving means, the clutch comprises a first

magnetized disc driven by the rotary driving means and a

second magnetized disc confronting the first magnetized disc

and connected to the working tool and wherein means is pro-

vided for varying the spacing between the first and second

magnetized discs whereby to adjust the torque applied to the

working tool.

A band saw grinder wherein the saw-holding device com-

prises a flexible appliance for holding the side surfaces of the

saw, a flexible appliance for holding the back surface of the

saw, located before the grinding wheel in the direction of saw

pitch feed with relation to the grinding wheel, and an addi-

tional flexible appliance for holding the back surface of the

3,783,717

ALIGNMENT AND INSTALLATION TOOL FOR
THREADED MALE MEMBERS

Ronald T. Ramge, 2275 N. Cable Rd., Apt. No. 5, Lima, Ohio

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 250,059

Int CL B25b 13148

U.S.CL 81-119 5 Ctaims

A support and alignment tool for installing a threaded elbaw
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into a threaded opening whose axis extends at right angles to

the line of sight of the installer, and access to which opening

can only be had from a direction that is at right angles to the

axis of the threaded opening.

3,783,718

MACHINE FOR ROUGH-AND/OR FINISH-TURNING OF
HEAVY WORKPIECES

Wolfgang Kuhne, Dorimund-Huckarde, and Hubert Goletz,

Bergkamen, both of Germany, assignors to Hoesch Maschin-

enfabrik Deutschtand AG, Dortmund, Germany
Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,188

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 1, 1972, P 21 04

534.1

Int. CI. B23b 5108

U.S.CL82—2R 10 Ctaims

23 • r
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s

ble along, either one of two axes. This control apparatus is

operable in response to command signals from a stored pro-

gram or from manual data inputs to effect movement of either

one of the turrets while the other turret remains parked or sta-

tionary. The control apparatus includes a single function

A heavy-duty machine for rough- and/or finish-turning of

heavy workpieces has a bed to which is bolted a headstock and

which reciprocably supports a tailstock. The spindles in the

headstock and tailstock are rotatable in hydrostatic bearings

and the tailstock is provided with hydrostatic ways which are

parallel to the common axis of the spindles. The main trans-

mission of the turning machine has a discrete casing mounted

behind the headstock and supporting the main motor which

rotates the spindle of the headstock by way of the transmission

and a coupling for transmitting torsion only which connects

the output element of the transmission with the headstock

spindle. The output shaft of the main motor is located in a ver-

tical plane which includes the common axis of the two spin-

dles. The outer dimensions of the housing of the headstock

match the outer dimensions of the housing of the tailstock.

The headstock, the tailstock, the transmission, the main motor

and the coupling have halves which are mirror symmetrical

with reference to the aforementioned plane.
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generator and two discriminators or position error signal

generators, each of which is selectably switched between one

position servoloop associated with the side turret and one

position servoloop associated with the end turret. Switching

may be initiated either by command signals from a stored pro-

gram or from manual data inputs.

3,783,720

STOP GAUGES WITH HANDLE MOUNTED INDICATOR
AND LOCKOUT MEANS

Harrison Martin Dean, 205 N. 31st Ave., Yakima, Wash.

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,249

Int. CI. B23b 25/06

U.S.CL 82— 34 A 1 1 Ctaims

3,783,719

MACHINE TOOL
Donald R. Gugliotta, Chagrin FaH, Ohio, assignor to The
Warner & Swasey Company, Clevetand, Ohio

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,870
Int. CLB23b 27/00

U.S.CL82—21B 11 Ctaims

An improved control apparatus is utilized with a machine

tool having side and end turrets. Each of the turrets is movea-

A stop gauge attachment for lathes, milling machines, drill

presses and the like, for accurately measuring critical finishing

advances of a cutting tool as the tool carriage is tightened

against a stop. The device is generally applicable to machines

having a tool carriage and drive means for moving the carriage

toward a work piece held in the machine, where relative

movement between the work piece and tool is terminated by

impact of a stop screw or the like on the tool carriage with a

stationary stop on the machine, to measure minute amounts of

advancement of the tool after the initial impact shuts down the

machine drive. Embodiment disclosed include indicators for

the bar stop, the ram carriage and the cross feed carriage of a

lathe. A dial indicator is included in the knob of the handle

used for gripping the device for adjustment purposes. Lockout

means are disclosed for rendering the indicator inoperative so

as to serve simply as a stop mechanism and provide a

reference point from which measurements are made.

;
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tkm, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 257,515

Int. CI. B23b 3/04; B23d 67/00

U.S. CI. 82-82 * Claims

^
,^

The invention is a device for severing a tube inwardly of the

lube sheet An arbor is journaled m a spherical bearing struc-

ture mounted in. a housing. The housing has a tubular exten-

sion for insertion in the outer end of the tube being severed for

positioning the housmg relative to the tube The arbor extends

a distance into the tube and a circular cutter is fixed to the

inner end of the arbor The opposite end of the arbor extends

from the housing for attachment to a hand manipulated,

power-operated driver, such as a portable drill.

and causing overhanging portions of the brittle material to

bend below the plane of the flat surface, whereupon it is cut by

the edge of the template

3,783,722

INTERNAL BEAD TRIMMERS
Clive James Arthur Bosworth, Kettering, England, assignor to

British Steel Corporation, London, England

Filed Aug. 28. 1972, S«r. No. 284,080

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Sept. 21, 1971,

44,019/71
iBt. CL B26d 3100

U.S.CI.83-1 13 Claims

W
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3,783,724 ' '

PLASTIC BOTTLE MANUFACTURE
Albert R. Uhlig, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to O^ ens- Illinois Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 103,660, Jan. 4. 1971. This application

Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,547

Int. CI. B26d 3100

U.S.CL83-140 5 Claims

An internal bead trimmer for removing the internal bead

formed in the production of welded metal tube, in which the

trimmer is mountable for relative axial movement within a

tube The trimmer includes: a bead cutting member; a measur-

ing jet orifice carried by the trimmer downstream of the bead

cutting member, said measuring jet orifice being connectable

to a source of fluid pressure; and means for enabling the fluid

pressure at the outlet of the measuring jet to be sensed, said

orifice being so arranged and disposed that in use it follows the

path of the cutting member at a predetermined spacing from

the internal tube wall and directed at the weld line.

3,783,723

METHOD OF CUTTING THIN. BRITTLE MATERIAL
William H. Van Orden, Enfield, Conn., assignor to I nited Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 282,996

lnt.CLB26f //44

U.S.CL 83-21 1 Claim

A method of cutting shaped pieces from thin brittle materi-

al, such as composite fiber reinforced tape, comprises posi-

tioning the material to be cut on top of the flat surface of a

template, wherein an edge of the template defines the

periphery of the flat surface and is the cutting edge of the tem-

ii-

A blow molding apparatus for forming containers from or-

ganic plastic material wherein the container is formed with an

expanded radially extending wall at the finish of the container

so that the flash and moile material can be removed by a die

cut or blanking operation of the apparatus.

3,783.725

MECHANICAL SHEARS
Marcel Payeur, PlessisviUe. Quebec, Canada, assignor to

Forano Limitec, PlessisviUe, Quebec, Canada

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,666

Int. CL B26d 1156; B27b 23/00

U.S.CL 83-326 18 Claims

The invention is in mechanical shears for slashing tree stems

into logs. It is formed of a pair of conveyor assemblies includ-

ing endless tracks of which the forward portions are mounted

so as to face one another and be inclined toward one another

whereby to define therebetween a tapering passage along

which the stems to be slashed are moved, the wide end of the

passage being the inlet end and the narrow one. the outlet end

The tracks have, mounted thereon, an equal number of shear

blocks spaced from one another a distance equal to the length

of logs desired, the shear blocks each having a shear blade

projecting laterally outwardly of the respective track The

blocks are so located along the tracks that the cutting edge of

a shearing blade of one block edgedly faces the cutting edge of

a shearing blade of a block on the other conveyor track when
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the blocks ride along the track forward portions. Because the of various desired shapes, such as flat slices, wavy slices,

latter are inclined toward one another, the blades move chequered wavy slices and substantially cubical shaped pieces.

•jr^9 « '

^f

toward one another and thus shear any tree stem fed into the

tapering passage.

3,783,726

WIRE CUTTING APPARATUS
John L. Marks, Peabody, Mass., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N.J.

Continuation of .Ser. No. 147,097, May 26, 1971, abandoned.

This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,336
Int. CL B26d 5/22

U.S. CI. 83-355 5 Claims

3,783,728

NEEDLE TABLE FOR PADDING OF PATTERN FABRICS
Leon Glasman, 30 Boulevard de Strasbourg, Paris, and Jean

O. Prioux, 3 Villa de 1
' 'Alliance, Sannois, both of France

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,621

Claims priority, application France, May 14, 1971,

7117465

InLCLB26f 7/24

U.S.CL 83-620 3 Claims

An apparatus for padding of pattern fabrics wherein said

padding and fabric are supported upon a table having a plu-

rality of holes or aperatures or the like to permit the passage of

a plurality of needles positioned beneath said table. The holes

or aperatures serve as guiding means for the needles as they

are raised for the purpose of penetrating the padding and

fabric.
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3,783,729

TOOL HOLDER
Edward L. Parr, El Cajon, Calif., assignor to Wendell L.

Thompson, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,186

Int. CL B27b 5/32

VS. CL 83-666 4 Claims

This is an invention for wire cutting apparatus. A drive shaft

is coupled both to means for continuously feeding wire and

rotating means for cutting and providing clearance for the

continuously fed wire.

3,783,727

VEGETABLE CUTTING AND SLICING MACHINE
Francois C. Brignard, 1 Bis rue du Marechal Joffre, Nice, and

Jean E. Lefranc, "La Montagne", Beaune, both of France

Filed Apr. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 132,408

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 9, 1970, 7012908
Int. CI. B26d 5/08

U.S. CL 83- 592 3 Claims

A tool holder for circular tools, such as saws, the tool holder

having a recess. A sleeve is adapted to be received in the

recess, the sleeve having at least two concentric, circular and

stepped shoulders that are parallel with the axis of the sleeve,

each shoulder being adapted to be received by tools having

different and complementary diameter eyes. The holder also

having removable means for readily clamping tools thereto.

3,783,730

MUSIC BOX
James B. Waters, Jr., 12111 Parklawn Dr., Suite 206,

Rockville, Md.
Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,131

Int. CLGl Of //06

U.S. CI. 84-94 " 22 Claims

A machine adapted to slice vegetables, and particularly An improved music box having an internal rotatable endless

potatoes, and especially a machine adapted for cutting slices belt carrying a pair of swiss reeds offset 180° one from the
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other and a box enclosure with two lines of music on one long

side of the box. Swiss reed actuating pegs in the form of notes

3,783,732
|

WIND-TYPE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Yasuharu Ihara, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nippon

Gakki Seize Kabushiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu-shI, Shizuka-

ken, Japan
Filed Juiy 3 1 , 1 97 2, Ser. No. 276,585

Int. CI. GlOd 7/08

U.S. CI. 84-385 9 Claims

are insertable through the music Hnes The notes are of vary-

ing widths to give corresponding varying time values for the

notes.

3,783,731

CHROMATIC MULTIPLE STRINGED MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

James E. Pash, 1025 W. Gladstone St.. La Puente, CaMf.

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,641

Int.CLG10d;/00

U.S.CL84-173
'*^*""~

Herein disclosed is an improved wind-type musical instru-

ment such as a saxophone, wherein at least one outwardly pro-

jecting air chamber is formed in a tubular neck section

between a mouthpiece and a tubular body section or in that

portion of the tubular body section which is located mter-

mediate between a tone-hole for the highest note and the neck

section The air chamber serves as if it were a capacitor in an

electric circuit, storing therein a portion of the tonal energy

and thus giving the player a feeling of responsiveness and re-

sistance.

3,783,733

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Demosthenes Zirimls, 25 Croley St.. Huntington, L. I., N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8. 1972, Ser. No. 313,51

1

Int. CLGlOd /J/02

U.S. CI. 84-402 4 Claims

The disclosure is of a chromatic, multiple strfnged. musical

instrument having features of conventional banjos, and also

features of the sitar of India. As best employed, it comprises a

five stringed instrument with each string tightened or loosened

to play in any chord. After the strings have been tuned to a

chord, a mode is played on a melody string (one of the five).

By arranging the strings in a sequence of gauges and by em-

ploying a pitch raising peg means critically with relation to

string arrangement it is possible to obtain the effects of playing

a chromatic melody with a fixed chord tuning. A conventional

sitar type bridge may be used to achieve unique string sound.

Also a thumb rest may be provided to aid the manual leverage

of the player. With this background instrument, mode-stick

sets are provided, selectively to be attached beside the neck of

the instrument, the respective mode-sticks being color coded

to guide finger manipulation upon the melody string with rela-

tion to respective frets, in correspondence with various

modes, as for instance, with various international musical

scales.

A hand held sound emitting instrument embodying a sound-

ing shell having a handle formed integrally therewith and a

clapper freely hinged to the shell. Back and forth motion of

the shell produced by hand yields rotational motion of the

clapper with respect to the shell. Such clapper rotation is

limited by a stop in a direction substantially away from the

shell and by the shell itself in the opposite direction. Sharp

contact between the clapper and the shell results in a particu-

lar sound emanating from the unit.

3,783,734
'

CLAMP LOAD INDICATING AND SEALING FASTENER
ASSEMBLY

Arthur E. Veithoven, Werren, Mich,, assignor to Federal

Screw Works, Detroit, Mich. I

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,284

Int. CL F 16b 5 //02

U.S.CL 85-62 7 Claims

A fastener assembly in which a plastic member is snap titled

on a threaded metallic fastener. As the fastener is tightened
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the plastic is extruded into the fastened joint. When the clamp
load reaches a predetermined value, the plastic is severed by

the fastener, causing the outer peripheral portion of the plastic

to fall off the fastener. This gives a visible signal that the

desired clamp load has been reached.

3,783,735

APPARATUS FOR PREPARING AND PACKAGING STICK
SLURRY EXPLOSIVES

Charles H. Murphy, Northumberland, England, and Lex L.

Udy, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignors to Ireco Chemical, Salt

Lake City, Utah

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,162 ^
Int.CI.C06d//0S

U.S. CI. 86-20 R 4 Claims
Packaged sticks of stiff slurry blasting composition are

produced by apparatus and method which ( I ) form a slurry of
pumpable consistency by blending together a solution of inor-

ganic oxidizer salts, such as ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate

and/or others with solid fuels and/or sensitizers, (2) pump the

slurry, by means of an air-diaphram pump, through a hollow
mandrel or tube, ( 3 ) package the extruded slurry as it emerges
from the mandrel by encompassing the composition in a

packaging material of tubular shape, which is either surround-

ing or sealed around the extruded slurry, (4) performing a

tying and cutting operation between successive lengths to

form sticks as they are filled, and (5) conveying the filled'

sticks to packaging or delivery, all in a continuous process.

3,783,736

BRAIDING MACHINE
Donald Richardson, 70 Grandview Blvd., Wyomissing Hills,

Reading, Pa.

FUed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,631

Int. CLD04ci/02, 3/40

U.S.CL 87-29 14 Claims

and the like, having mechanism for directing strand supply

carrier spindles in intersecting serpentine paths around a

braiding point, the mechanism including a circle of carrier

spindle drivers, cooperating means on the drivers and carrier

spindles for retaining each carrier spindle in contact with a

driver while it is being driven thereby and for transferring each
carrier spindle from a driver to a next adjacent driver of the

circle, said cooperating means eliminating the necessity of a

track plate or other stationary part acting upon the carrier

spindles, the braider also including means for maintaining a

strand pay-off point of each carrier substantially on a line

drawn through the center of the spindle and the braiding point

during the travel of the carrier spindles in their serpentine

paths around the braiding point, the last-mentioned means
contributing to the operation of the carrier spindle retaining

and transfer means.

3,783,737

SEAL
Eugene Ashley, Burlington, Vt., assignor to General Electric

Company, Burlington, Vt.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,643

Int. CL F41f

U.S.CI.89-7 3 Claims

32 F*
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A liquid propellant gun is provided with a seal and a multi

diametered chamber which centripetally deflects the seal to

generate a preseating force thereon.

3,783,738

RECOIL ABSORBER
Patrice Pelat, Paris, France, assignor to International Vibra-

tion Engineering and Avions Marcel Dassault

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228^23
IntCLF4If 79/04

U.S. CL 89—44 R 2 1 Claims

QuMtH
iSSB^BSSS

A maypole-type braider for the reinforcing of hose and
other tubular products and for the production of ropes, cables

Recoil absorber comprises combination of spring means
and friction means for absorbing a part of the energy imparted
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to a weafHin when it is fired The friction means is arranged to

absorb energy only during the recoil, but not when the weapon

is being restored to its initial position.

operably connected to the spindle or a separate motor at^

tached to a shaft which is permanently drivingly engaged with

the spindle.

I

3.783,739

GUN TOGGLE MECHANISM WITH BIASING MEANS

POSITIONED IN PREDETERMINED AREA ON TOGGLE

TO ABSORB SHELL EXPLOSIVE REACTIVE FORCES

Walton E. Perrine, 11833 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205.533

Int. CLF4 Id J/02

U.S.CL89-189
nCtaims

«^ ^ »i3n M

3,783,741

PROGRAM CONTROLLED COORDINATE MACHINE

Gerhard Schadebrodl, Neu-lsenburg; Guslav Altischner,

Kleinosiheim: Hans-Helmut Feldmann, Neu-lsenburg; Bern-

hard Graichen, Neu-lsenburg, and Wolfgang Pabst Neu-

lsenburg, all of Germany, assignors to LICENTA Patent-

Verv*altung-GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Filed Aug. 30, 1971. Ser. No. 176,1 18

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 29, 1970, P 20

Int. CI. B23b 47/00; B23c ///6

l..S.a.90-J3C
'o^'*'""*

A toggle action pistol in which a toggle is tnpped to recede

into its handle by the effects of gas pressure generated at the

time of firing and employing a toggle biasing means in a given

area on the toggle mechanism for absorbing shell explosive

reactive forces.

3,783,740

GEAR SHAPING APPARATUS W ITH IMPROVED

CUTTER RETRACTION ARRANGEMENT

Walter Seiberikh, EttUngen, Germany, assignor to Maschinen-

fabrik Lorenz Aktiengesellschah, Ettlingen, Germany

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,566

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 25, 1971, P 21

47 923.2
Int.CLB23f2i/00

U.S.CL90-7 15 Claims

A program controlled coordinate machine including at least

two separately functioning coordinate modules each including

a bed on each of which a carriage is supported for movement.

One of the modules is supported by the other module which in

turn is supported by a support module. The support is such

that the carriages move in defined perpendicular directions

with respect to each other. The support module is enclosed by

a housing module which also supports electronic modules

which house the electronic components required for machine

control.

3,783,742

REMOTE ROTARY CONTROL

Jack R. Kobeh, 235 E. 5th Ave.. Vancouver, Canada

Filed July 27. 1972. Ser. No. 275.489

Int.CLF15b////»

U.S.CL 91-413
9 Cteims

A gear shaping apparatus in which a spindle with the cutting

wheel thereon is movable axially from its normal operating

range to a retracted position to facillitate insertion and

removal of the work piece. A retracting drive is provided

separate from the stroke drive which reciprocates the spindle

axially for normal cutting For retraction of the spindle, the

stroke drive is first disengaged from its driving connection to

the spindle, after which the retracting drive is drivingly en-

gaged with the spindle to retract the same The retracting

drive may be a fluid operated piston and cyhnder unit

This disclosure pertains to that class of remote rotary con-

trols wherein an actuated rotary element situate remote from

a control rotary element duplicates or reproduces the rotary

action of the control element. More particularly, my present

invention provides for a remote roury following action which
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is infinitely variable and infinitely continuous in either

direction of rotation. A rotary control head and a rotary ac-

tuator are rotatably mounted on a common base means. A
cam integral to the control head sequentially actuates a plu-

rality of pressure varying control valves as the head is rotated.

Each of the control valves is duct connected to one of a plu-

rality of linear actuators mounted on the base means. Each of

the linear actuators is interconnected to an extensible and

retractable fluid controlled actuator link; each actuator link is

interconnected to the rotary actuator. Each linear actuator is

duct connected for fluid flow through a shuttle-valve to the ac-

tuator link of an adjacent linear actuator whereby the fluid

pressure in each actuator link is substantially inversely propor-

tional to the fluid pressure in its interconnected linear actua-

tor. Sequential actuation of the plurality of control valves by

rotation of the control head causes sequential operation of

each linear actuator whereby the rotary actuator reproduces

the rotation of the control head.

3.783.744

HYDRAULIC FLUID DEVICE AND METHOD OF
ASSEMBLY THEREOF

Roger J. Benkovic, Marshall. Mich., assignor to Eaton Cor-

poration. Cleveland. Ohio
Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,829

Int. CI. FOl by i/04
U.S.CL 92-57 8 Claims

3,783,743

AXIAL PISTON HYDRAULIC TRANSDICER SHOE
RETAINER STRUCTURE

David G. Raymond; Gary C. Smith, Jr., both of Westerville,

and Alan H. Viles, Columbus, all of Ohio, assignors to Abex

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307^20
Int.CI.F01b;j/04

U.S.CI.91-488 7 Claims

In hydraulic transducer apparatus of axial piston type hav-

ing a rotatable piston barrel mounted within a body, a rocker

cam defining a swash plate having a slip surface pivotally

mounted within an accommodating cradle including within

the said body, and a plurality of piston structures including

piston shoes reciprocatively mounted with such piston shoes

disposed in abutting relation with the swash plate. A piston

shoe retainer structure is provided operable to urge said piston

shoes into even and uniform abutting contact with the swash

plate slip surface. The shoe retainer structure comprises: A
shoe retainer plate is provided which is rotatable with the

pistons and which respectively retains the piston shoes against

the slip surface. A spherical retainer socket is disposed to urge

the plate and the shoes against the swash plate surface through

a thrust bearing, the retainer socket having means cooperating

with said rocker cam to prevent rotation of 'the retainer

socket. A fastener means extends into the rocker cam and

connects the retainer socket and the retainer plate through a

spherical washer universally fitted into the socket. Resilient

retainer means, such as a Belleville spring structure, connects

the fastener means into prestressed relation with the rocker

cam. The shoe retainer structure is operable independently of

the piston barrel structure.

--^s*.

/o-^

A hydraulic fluid device includes a cylinder block, a plurali-

ty of pistons with inner ends disposed for reciprocation within

cylinders in the cylinder block, and an inclined cam plate hav-

ing a bearing surface facing one end of the cylinder block. The
outer ends of the pistons have bearing means in the form of a

slipper which slidably follows the bearing surface on the cam
plate. The cylinder block is mounted for rotation relative to

the cam plate. A fluid inlet and outlet means communicates

successively with ports in the cylinder block upon rotation of

the cylinder block relative to the cam plate. The cylinder

block has a hub portion projecting therefrom and a spherical

collar is pressfit on the hub portion. A slipper retainer plate is

supported on the spherical surface of the collar and is engage-

able with the slipper, and a spring means biases the cylinder

block and collar in a direction to create a predetermined

clearance which during running provides a clearance between

the retainer plate and the slipper.

The hydraulic fluid device is assembled by a process in

which the cylinder block is pressfit part way into the spherical

collar and the assemblage thereof is placed in the housing of

the hydraulic fluid device. A fixture or ram member is then en-

gaged in a cooperative association with the cylinder block and

moved inwardly to move the cylinder block farther into press-

fitting relationship with the spherical collar. The fixture is then

removed and a cover is bolted onto the housing. The spring

means then biases the cylinder block and collar in a direction

toward the cover for the housing. These steps result in the

predetermined clearance referred to above being established.

3.783,745

GAS-SUPPORTED ROLLING DIAPHRAGM SEAL FOR
PISTON AND CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

Roelf Jan Meijer. and Hendrik Alphons Jaspers, both of Em-
masingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 26.580, April 8, I97U. at>andonea.

This application Dec. 23, 1971, Set. No. 21 1,406

Int. CI. F15b 21104; F16j \H9
U.S.CL92—83 12 Claims

A piston and cylinder element in an assembly as in a com-
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pressor or hot gas engine, with a rolling diaphragm seal

secured between these elements, with supportmg gas on both

3.783,747

OIL-CONTROLLED PISTON. AND OIL CONTROL
MEANS

Raymond N. Alford. Coopers Plains, and Hugh A. Race. Big

Flats, both of N.Y.. assignors to Ingersoll-Rand Company.

W oodcUff Lake, NJ.
Filed Sept. 8. 1972, Ser. No. 287,541

Int.CI.F16j//0S

U.S.CL92-160
5 Claims

sides of the seal and a constant pressure differential mam-

tained across the seal.

3,783,746

ROTARY ACTUATOR
Alphonse A. JacobelUs, Woodland Hllb, Calif., assignor to

Gr«er HydrauUcs, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif

.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 120,656, May 3. »971 Pa*

No 3,680,982. This appUcaUon May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,663

Int. CLFOlc 9/00

U,S.CL92-121
20Clalms

The oil control means, in one embodiment thereof, com-

prises an elongated conduit formed of a spring pin for mser-

tion into drain holes of a piston to restrict admittance of oil

into the drain holes from within the piston. The oil-controlled

piston comprises a typical gas-engine-type piston having at

least one oil-control-ring drain hole formed therein in which

drain hole the aforementioned oil control means has been m-

serted (for instance, by way of retrofitting).

3,783.748

CAM FOLLOWER PISTON

Sinclair Upton Cunningham. Glasgow, Scotland, assignor to

National Research Development Corporation. London. En-

gland

Filed Sept. 2. 1971, Ser. No. 177,266

Claims priority. appUcation Great Britain. Sept. 2. 1970,

42010/70
Int.CI.F16j//02.///0

U.S. CI. 92— 249 2 Claims

Z3 25 U *3? 16

fl-

The invention relates to a rotary actuator of the type having

a movable vane positioned in an arcuate chamber and secured

to and extending radially outward from a shaft extending

coaxially with the axis of said arcuate chamber. The arcuate

chamber forms a central part of a substantially U-shaped

chamber having a pair of legs open at their outer end. each

chamber receiving a deformable bladder having a closed end

adapted to react against opposed ends of the vane, means

being provided to permit fluid under pressure to charge said

bladders to effect expansion of one of the bladders for con-

sequent movement of said movable vane and the shaft to

which it is secured with resultant compression of the other

bladder.

A piston adapted to carry a cam follower and particularly

for use as a ball or roller piston in a hydrostatic pump or mo-

tor comprises a piston body having a seating at one end. an in-

sert of low friction material which is shaped to provide in the

seating a bearing for the cam follower, and means for securing

the insert to the piston body. The piston body preferably has a

recess or aperture communicating with the seating and the in-

sert of low friction material extends into or through the recess

or aperture to lock the insert to the piston body. The insert is

conveniently made of polytetrafluorethylene. nylon or an

acetal material.
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3,783,749

CAM FOLLOWER PISTON

Sinclair Upton Cunningham; James Rutherford Wells, and

Donald Firth, aU of Glasgow, Scotland, assignors to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,265

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 3, 1971,

18,903/71
Int.CI.F16j//02.///0

U.S. CI. 92-249 6 Claims

20 f /^ fi ^

movement is converted to continuous motion prior to coiling

the leading length of web onto rotary prongs of a winding

head. The prongs are arranged in a circle, the circle of prongs

being contractable to facilitate stripping of the coil. There are

two alternately operable such winding heads. While the

prongs of one of the heads are not rotating, they are projected

longitudinally so that the web being coiled on the other head

passes through the circle defined by the stationary prongs.

Upon braking said other head and simultaneously setting said

one head into rotation, the coiled length is severed from the

rest of the web along one of the scorelines and the next coil is

formed on said one head.

n-

A piston adapted to carry a cam follower and particularly

for use as a ball or roller piston in a hydrostatic pump or mo-

tor, comprises a piston body having a seating at one end, an in-

sert of low friction material which is shaped to provide in the

seating a bearing for the cam follower, and means for securing

the insert to the piston body. The piston body preferably has a

recess or aperture communicating with the seating and the in-

sert of low friction material extends into or through the recess

or aperture to lock the insert to the piston body. The insert is

conveniently made of polytetrafluorethylene, nylon or an

acetal material.

3,783,750

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING PACKAGES
OF BAGS MADE FROM PLASTICS MATERIAL

Carolus Lambertus Josephus Antonlus Maria Heimeijer, Am-

sterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Verenigde Fabrieken Van

L. J. Heljmeljer N.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands

Filed June 7, 1971. Ser. No. 150.647

Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 9, 1970,

7008368
Int. CI. B31b IIQO; B65h 19120

U.S. CI. 93-32 23 Claims

3,783,751

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING SACKS OR
BAGS

Aloys Winnemoller, Rhine. Germany, assignor to Windmoller

& Holscher, Lcngerkh, Westphalia, Germany

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230^60

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 6, 1971, P 21

10 815.6
.Int.CI.B3Ibi9/02

U.S. CI. 93-35 R 11 Claims

A method and apparatus for making bags or sacks which

comprise an outer sack and an inner sack, part of which pro-

jects from the mouth end of the outer sack. Tube portions for

the inner sacks are applied to a web of material for the outer

sack, and the web is made into a tube around the tube portions

and divided into the lengths required for the individual sacks.

The sacks pass through the apparatus with their mouth end

leading, the mouth end of each inner sack being folded in-

wardly by the amount corresponding to the intended project-

ing part of the inner sack. The apparatus has a double-belt

conveyor for passing the inner sack tube portions over a dis-

placeable plate which initiates the inward fold and which then

pushes the folded edge into a second double-belt conveyor to

complete the fold and convey the tube portion on to the outer

sack web.

A method and apparatus for forming a package of plastics

bags, wherein a web of flattened tubular bag material is inter-

mittently fed to welding and perforating stations where the

web is respectively welded transversely to define the bag bot-

toms and perforated transversely to form scorelines along

which the bags can be separated for use. The intermittent web

3,783,752

CARTON OPENING DEVICE

Marinus J. M. Langen, and Jacobus J. Langen, both of

Rexdale, OnUrio, Canada, assignors to H. J. Langen & Sons

Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,765

Int.CI.B3 lb// 76

U.S. CI. 93-53 SD 28 Claims

Improvements in carton loading machines and, in particu-

lar, the carton manipulating mechanisms used for opening

knocked down cartons. The improvements include a transfer

mechanism mounted on a chain so as to be movable in one

direction only from a carton loading station to a carton open-

ing station to transfer a carton therebetween. A carton storage

means is also provided which includes primary and secondary

drive wheels for urging a leading carton to a predetermined

pick-off position. The secondary drive wheels are preferably

provided at the upper and lower edges of the cartons in the

storage means. A suitable detection device is also provided for

detecting the presence or absence of a carton at the pick-off

position. The detecting means serves to activate the secondary

!»1S O.G.
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drive means when the absence of a carton is detected. A car-

ton dispenser is also provided for separating the leading carton

from a stack of cartons to facilitate its transfer by providmg

carton engaging means for engaging an outwardly directed

face of the of the outermost carton at at least one predeter-

mined location and actuator means for moving the carton en-

gaging means between an inner position and an outer position

with its open ends spaced along the common axis of the feed-

ing blades. In operation, the feeding blades are moved cen-

trally on their common axis sti that their pointed ends extend

almost to the center of the tube. The blades are then moved

along the conveyor feed axis until the score line of one corner

of the blank is driven into the nip of the conveyor. The blades

then are raised to their original position and moved apart

along their common axis until their tips are withdrawn far

enough to clear aligned ptirtions of the blank

A4,V.N
*-.•-_-..

3.783,754

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTl'RING
COLOR PKTIRKTIBKS

Takeo Takemoto; EIkh YamazakI; Kokhi Maniyama, and

Toshio I eda, all of Mobara, Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,312

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 5, 1971, 46/1 1275

Int. CI. C03b 2 7/02

U.S.CI.95-1R 14 Claims

and stop means for limiting the extent of withdrawal of a

predetermined portion of the carton during movement of the

carton engaging means from the first position to the second

position. The present invention also provides a further im-

provement in the carton device for use in opening knocked

down cartons. The improved opening device includes an

opening mechanism which is mounted for rotation about a

fixed axis in one direction only.

3,783,753

APPARATUS FOR FEEDING FLATTENED. TUBULAR
CONTAINER BLANKS

Jack J. Rejsa, MinneapoUs, Minn., assignor to The Pillsbury

Company, Minneapolis. Minn.

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,290

lnt.CI.B31b//06

U.S.CL 93-58.1 SCUims

I

In a method of manufacturing a colour picture tube wherein

the phosphor coated on the inner surface of the panel of the

tube is exposed to the light emanated from a source of light

and transmitting through a correction lens having a discon-

tinuous surface, the phosphor is exposed to the light while

continuously changing the relative positions of the panel, the

source of light and the correction lens thereby uniformly ex-

posing the phosphor.

3,783,755

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING INDICIAS TO SHEETS

Herbert Lagin, 31 Deer Park Rd., Great Neck, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 885,456, Dec. 16. 1969. abandoned.

This application June 5. 1972. Ser. No. 260.002

Int. CI. G03b/ 7/24

U.S.CI.95-1.1 4 Claims

-v-"
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A pair of cooperating, rotating conveying elements are

located adjacent to a storage station in which the tubular con-

tainers are temporarily stored The tubular blanks in the

storage station are oriented normal to the feed axis of the con-

veyor with the center of each blank approximately aligned

with the conveyor feed axis A pair of coaxial feeding blades

located in the plane of the feed axis extend into the open ends

of the blank. The blank when in the storage station is oriented

This combination payroll check, data and identification

sheet is prepared on a computer One prepunched computer

card controls typing on the check and on the data section of

the sheet. Attached thereto is an identification section con-

trolled by an identification card prepunched for proper

stacking and carrying a photo of the employee, and a replica

of his signature This identification is photocopied on the

identification section. When the check is being cashed, the

photo can be looked at to identify the employee and the em-
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ployee countersigns on the identification section, thus making

doubly sure that the check is not cashed by an unauthorized

person.

3,783,756

EXPOSING AND DEVELOPING APPARATUS FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPOSING DEVICE

Murray Friedel, North Miami, Fla., assignor to Visual

Graphics Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Piled May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 249^62

lnt.CLB41b/3/00

U.S.CL 95-4.5 5 Claims

motion transmitting connection between the main diaphragm

and the auxiliary diaphragm is separable in response or prior

to detachment of a removable flash unit so that the main

diaphragm can be adjusted by the focussing ring when the

flash unit is detached or when the housing of the camera is

connected with a different flash unit.

^

3 783 758

COMPOUND LIGHT RECEIVING ELEMENTS FOR
EXPOSURE METERS

Kayoshi Tsujimoto, Osaka; Kotaro YaU, Ikeda. and Motonobu

Matsuda, Sakai, aU of Japan, assignors to Minolta Camera

Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka-shi, Osaka-fu, Japan

Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 204,832

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 10, 1970,

45/109168
Int.CLG01j//52

U.S.CL95-10C 7 Claims

An exposing and developing apparatus for a photographic

composing device in which the photosensitive material to be

exposed and developed is transported through a series of cells.

Each cell has a transparent block overlying but spaced from

the photosensitive material. Pumps deliver the developing and

fixing solutions to the space between the blocks and the sur-

face of the photosensitive material in a constant flow to insure

uniform coverage of said material and minimize solution

deterioration.

3,783,757

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS FOR THE MAKING OF
EXPOSURES IN ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

Karl Wagner, Ottobrunn; Otto Rosenberg, Grunwald, and

Adam Hummel, Munich, all of Germany, assignors to Agfa-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,576

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 16, 1971, P 21

12 599.5
Int. CI. G03b/ 5/05

U.S.CL95-10CE 10 Claims

A photometric device for generating an electric signal re-

lated to coincident light intensity comprises a number of pho-

toresponsive means each including first and second photocon-

ductive elements having response characteristics such that the

logarithm of resistance to the logarithm of light intensity are

respectively proportional over different ranges of light intensi-

ty Additionally, the first photoconductive element in each of

the photoresponsive means has a higher sensitivity than that of

the second photoconductive element. The first and second

photoconductive elements are positioned to receive light for

different areas of the objective field. The first and second

photoconductive element of each photoresponsive means are

specifically interconnected with similar elements of another

photoresponsive means to enhance the light response charac-

teristics.

^ , < }
I

- -
(
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A still camera wherein the main diaphragm can be adjusted

by a focussing ring is coupled with or incorporates an electric

flash unit wherein a photosensitive receiver which measures

the amount of light reflected from the subject is located be-

hind an adjustable auxiliary diaphragm. The auxiliary

diaphragm is adjustable with the main diaphragm to change

the threshold value of the control circuit of the flash unit. The

3,783,759

ELECTRONIC EXPOSURE CONTROL ARRANGEMENT
IN PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS

Karl Wagner, Ottobrunn, and Klaus Nicolay, Gruenwald, both

of Germany, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 63,096, Aug. 12, 1970. This

application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,807

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 20, 1969, P 19

42 287.8
Int. CLG03b 7/05, 9/62

U.S.CL95-10CT 3 Claims

One input of a differential amplifier is connected to a charg-

ing or discharging capacitor and the other input to a discharg-

ing capacitor that has previously been charged to the voltage

across one leg of a voltage divider consisting of a photocon-
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I

ductor and a resistor connected in series across a battery
p^-^^.-p^^^^o,^'"?^;!^^^^

When the voltages at the two inputs are approximately equal. EXPOSURE CONTROL UtVILttOK KMUIOOKAi-nii,
CAMERAS

Josef Schild, Vienna, and Harald Wessner. Neunkirchen. both

of Austria, assignors }o Karl Vockenhuber and Raimund

Hauser. both of Vienna, Austria

Filed Dec. 1 1. 1972, Ser. No. 313.696

Claims priority, applkatkni Austria, Dec. 9, 1971, 10617

lnt.CI.G03b///00

U.S.CI.95-1I R 9 Claims

f>-^^—r--—T-
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one branch of the differential amplifier shuts off. de-energiz-

ing the shutter control magnet and closing the camera shutter.

3,783,760

COLLAPSIBLE VIEWING DEVICE

Joseph H. Allen, Necdham, and Richard R. Wareham, Mar-

blehead, both of Mass., assignors to Polaroid Corporation,

Cambridge, Mass.

Piled Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,967

Int.CLG03b/9//2

U,S. CL 95-11 V II Claims

In a camera an objective is provided which defines an opti-

cal path having an axis. The objective comprises an adjustable

diaphragm arranged within a diaphragm plane, and a neutral

density spot cooperating with the diaphragm to diminish light

intensity in the diaphragm plane within a central range on the

axis. A gate is arranged on the optical path in a plane normal

to the axis and receiving light through the objective for expo-

sure of a film having a specific spectral sensitivity. A support is

provided to carry the neutral density spot and has at least an

inoperative and an operative position, in the operative posi-

tion the neutral density spot is arranged in a central position

on the axis, and in inoperativeposition the neutral density spot

is excentric to the axis A control device is connected to the

support to control its position, the control device having at

least two positions according to the spectral composition of

light used for exposure of the film, whereby with artificial light

the support is in the inoperative position, with day light the

support means is in operative position. i

3,783,762

MOTOR DRIVE FOR A CAMERA
Shiro Sugimori, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kagaku

K.K., Tokyo. Japan
Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,628

lnt.CI.G03b 19104, 1160, 17/36

L.S.CI.95-31EL 7 Claims

A compact folding camera including a plurality of housing

sections coupled to each other for movement between folded

and extended positions and a collapsible viewing device

mounted on one of the housing sections for movement

between inoperative and operative positions. An elongated

link structure is pivotally coupled intermediate its ends to one

of the housing sections and has its opposite ends pivotally and

slidably coupled to the viewing device. One end of the link

structure is mounted in position to be engaged and rotated by

a second housing section, during movement of the housing

sections into the folded position, to move the viewing device

into its inoperative position When the camera and the viewing

device are in their folded positions, inadvertent movement of

the viewing device into its extended operative position is

precluded by the engagement between the end of the hnk

structure and the second housing section. Movement of the

housing sections of the camera toward the extended position is

effective to move the second housing section in a direction

away from the end of the link structure, thereby allowing rota-

tion of the link structure to move the viewing device toward

the extended operative position.

A motor drive for a camera has a motor drive system which

comprises a motor, a circuit for driving the motor including
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two switches, means for blocking film transportation in a re-

winding direction, a first manually operable member con-

nected to the rewind blocking means and movable ^between

first and second positions, and a second manually operable

member for engagement with a supply spool and connected to

the motor and movable between first and second positions.

One of the two switches in the circuit may be opened and

closed in response to movement of the first operable member

to its first and second positions, respectively In the second

position of the first operable member, the rewind blocking

means is rendered ineffective. The other switch is opened and

closed in response to movement of the second operable

member to its first and second positions, respectively In its

second position, the second operable member is engageable

with the supply spool so that the spool may be rotated by the

drive from the motor to take up the film thereon.

3,783,764

REFLEX CAMERA AND VIEWING DEVICE

James G. Baker, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 98,356, Dec. 15, 1970. abandoned.

This appUcation June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,933

Int.CI.G03b/9//2

U.S. CI. 95-42 96 Claims

3,783,763

DATA RECORDING CAMERA
Ernest M. Whitley, Palo Aho; Don L. Beaman, and WUliam S.

McCombie, both of Sunnyvale, aU of CaBf., assignors to

Redlake Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif.

Filed Dec. 29, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 13320

Int. CI. G03b U32, 1 7122, 19102

U.S. CI. 95-31 EL 15 Claims

y^2M'

The specification describes a reflex camera and a viewing

device particularly suited for use with it which forms an erect,

unreverted viewing image of a subject to aid a user in focusing

and ainting the reflex camera. One version of the viewing-

device employs the reflex camera's mirror to direct light from

a reflective focusing screen to an approximately ellipsoid con-

cave mirror. An eye lens magnifies a real image formed by the

concave mirror. Another version of the viewing device uses a

hemispherical lens, having a substantially piano mirror on its

rear surface, to form a real image and a concave mirror used

obliquely to magnify the image for an observer.

A data recording camera for periodically photographing

oscilloscope displays, using a self-threading takeup cassette

which may be removed without fogging remaining film, and a

solenoid-driven pivoted-blade shutter which closes during au-

tomatic film advancing. Film is supplied from a supply spool

and automatically severed adjacent the cassette by a solenoid-

driven knife prior to release of the cassette from the camera.

Data is projected from the oscilloscope face onto the emulsion

side of the film by a lens system, and a removeable data slide

may have the data written on it contact printed onto the rear

side of the film by an internal lamp. The film is automatically

advanced before and after the data card is projected onto it.

and the camera is disabled during operations likely to fog the

film. The interlocks also disable the camera when the cassette

is not in place, when it is full, when the camera is out of film

and when the film supply compartment is open. The electronic

control circuit controls the duration of shutter opening, with

decade incremental selection of duration, and also boosts

shutter opening by applying an initial opening voltage higher

than the subsequent holding voltage. Delay circuits allow the

shutter to begin closing before the film is moved, and hold the

shutter closed to allow time for film movement to be

completed.

3,783,765

PHOTOMETRIC DEVICE IN A SINGLE LENS REFLEX
CAMERA OF THROUGH-THE-LENS TYPE

Naoyuki Uno, Oimachi; Katsuhiko Nomura, Kawagoe; Tadazu-

mi Sakazaki; Koichiro Watanabe, both of Tokyo; Katsuhiro

Miyata, Kawasaki, and Fumio Urano, Tokyo, all of Japan,

assignors to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-

to, Japan
Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,226

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 9, 1971, 46/7045ff

Int.CI.G03b/9/;2

U.S. CI. 95-42 8 Claims

A single lens reflex camera of through-the lens type having

an objective lens, a pentaprism, a snap-up mirror and a view-

finder and providing a light path for an image between the ob-

jective lens and the viewfinder across the mirror and through

the pentaprism. An electrically controlled shutter system of

through-the-lens type is provided^ having a photosensitive

sensing element located in the light path and in the path of
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light from the viewfinder. A light intercepting means is pro- v^ith the upper sealini: ed^ie under the action of gravity to

vided together with means for moving the light intercepting seal the ventilator and includes slots v^hich receive the tabs

means into and out of the light path at a p<isition along the to guide the plate for vertical movement out of engagement

light path in between the pentaprism and the mirror. with the sealing edge in resptmse to pressure developed

uithin the tubular member.

3.783,766
—

ENCLOSIRES 3,783,768 '

Reginald Comvn Boucher. MilLsted. near Sittingbourne, En- DAMPER ASSEMBLY
gland, assignor to E. P. S. (Research & Development) Lionel P. Caming. New York Cit>. and Frank J. Fromwiller.

Limited, Kent. England New Cit>, both of N.Y., assignors to Imperial Damper Co.,

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, S«r. No. 223,234 |,k:., Bronx, N.Y.

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 10, 1971, Filed Oct. 14. 1971,Ser. No. 189,085

4,330/7

1

Int. CI. F24f l.^lOii

Int. CI. F24f 7/02 II.S.CL 98—110 13 Claims

U.S. CL 98-33 R 6 Claims

The invention concerns enclosures having especial applica-

tion in relation to storing equipment liable to atmospheric

deterioration comprising a rigid base having a strip

peripherally secured thereto with coupling means sealingly to

connect the strip to a bag-like cover to provide a generally

weather pr9of enclosure.

3,783.767

ROOF VENTILATOR
James E. Stalker, Richardson. Tex., assignor to Home Metal

Products Company, Piano, Tex.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,309

Int. CL F24f 7/02

L'.S. CI. 98-42 3 Claims

7^

t^-

A damper assembly is provided in a rectangular frame with

streamlined blades rotatable on parallel shafts, the shafts

ma\ be square in section and ride in square orifices extending

through hubs of the extruded blades Air, smoke or other gase-

ous leakage is immeasurably reduced between the ends of the

blades and the frame by a unique composite seal disp»)sod

between the end of the blades and the damper frame.

3,783,769

COOKING COMPl TER MEANS
Carl J. Goodhouse, Litchfield, and Robert Strachan, New

Haven, both of Conn., assignors to Roberlshaw Controls

Company, Richmond, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 1 12.132, Feb. 3. 1971, Pat. No. 3,688,978.

This application July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,134

lnt.CLA47j27/0/<6
|

t'.S.CL 99-332 lOCIaims

22>

I

30ft ^20
36
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^33
coo« Houns

.\ roof ventilator includes a tubular member extending to

an upper flange defining an upper sealing edge and providing

a radially outwardly extending lip which prevents moisture

from entering the ventilator. Three tabs are mounted at

circumferentially spaced points around the tubular member

and support a cover which extends over the tubular member
and downwardly to a flange positioned below the upper

sealing edge. An annular screening section extends between

the tubular member and the cover to prevent foreign objects

from entering the ventilator. A plate is normally engaged

A cooking computer for determining the cooking operation

of a cooking apparatus, the computer having a stationary

input means indicating selectable variables other than the

weight of a meat item. The computer has a manually settable

weight input means for indicating a single selected indicated

weight applicable to all meat items and corresponding to the

weight of a particular meat item to be cooked, the weight

input means being settable in relation to a selected variable of
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the stationary input means. The computer has a time period --ical y alignmg "^^ ^/^^^^^^

output means operatively associated with the input means to on s
^^^^^^^

-^^'Z"^^,;^^^^^^^^^^^ , reciprocating

provide as an output a cooking time period
f^^J^f P-^^^^ Se bar operate Jp^n detection of a predetermined weight

meat item computed as a function from the selection of both feeder bar ope^^ ^^^^po

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

of the input means according to a cooking formula
^^^^

J^

continuously moving endless belt conveyer. Simultane-

3,783,770

STIRRER DEVICES FOR CULINARY PURPOSES

Graham John Aries, 30 Worcester Ln., Pedmore, Stourbridge,

England
Filed Oct. 15. 1 97.1, Ser. No. 189,643

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 20, 1970,

49,774/70
Int. CL A47j 431044, 43107; BOlf 7116

U.S.CL99-348 6 Claims

""1

3

, , , , 1 ! .^^> , , 1 1 i-v.

ously with the actuation of the pusher bar, a memory circuit is

actuated to record the position of the objects on the conveyer.

This memory circuit then controls the application of the

topping to alternate rows of objects and subsequent pickup,

inversion and layering of untopped rows of objects onto

topped rows.

A ctwking vessel or a lid therefor is described, having a

shaft journalled for rotation by drive means and one or more

wiper arms connected to the lower end of the shaft and posi-

tioned so as to wipe the major portion of the upper surface of

the base of the cooking vessel as the shaft is rotated.

3,783,773

APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING A BATTEN MOUNTED
PACKAGE

Edwin J. Willard, East Longmeadow, Mass., and James El-

more, Simsbury, Conn., assignors to The Stanley Works,

New Britain, Conn.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,807

Int.CLB65byi/06

U.S.CL 100-7 6 Claims

3,783,771

SPACER FOR A FIRE-RATED AIR BAR

Lyndon Ci. HartzeU, Gaithersburg, Md., and James C.

Ollinger, Lancaster, Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork Com-

pany, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed May I, 1972, Ser. No. 249,039

Int. CL F24f 13106

U.S.CL 98-40 D 5 Claims

r 16
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An air bar has supports made of a low temperature melting

point material located between the side rails. A high tempera-

ture melting point spacer assembly is frictionally fitted

between the side rails of the air bar. at periodic pomts along

the air bar, to support the side rails and prevent their collapse

in afire.

Apparatus for use with a" package compression strapping

machine including a batten receiving passageway below a

lower pressure platen in adjacent spaced relation thereto and

a batten lift mechanism, in the passageway for raising a batten

from a recessed position in the passageway below the lower

pressure platen into engagement with a bottom surface of a

compressed package and for holding the batten in a controlled

position thereon for subsequent engagement and tensioning of

strapping about the batten and compressed package.

3,783,772

SANDWICH MACHINE
Rudolph J. Fay, 691 1 Wildflower TraiL Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Sept. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 181,476

Int.CLA21c/5/04,9/0«

U.S. CL 99-450.4 27 Claims

A sandwich making machine for receiving columns of ob-

jects in irregularly spaced and misaligned rows and for auto-

3,783,774

PRE-STRESSED PRESS FRAME
Horst Hans Groos, Metzkausen, and Walter Zander, Krefeld,

both of Germany, assignors to Schloemann Aktien-

gesellschaft, Dusseldorf , Germany

Filed Aug. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 169,630

lnt.CLB30b//00

U.S.CL 100-2 14 11 Claims

It is known to provide a pre-stressed frame for a hydraulic

press in which the frame has two opposed cross-heads with
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Zr^^vesucss^gr^c frame There .s provided a s.mpler block sl.dable m the housing which forcibly engages the chase
and tnus pre stressing me iran ^ y

^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ through the block to main-

tain the desired force upon the chase and type The marking

assembly is connected to the frame of the device by an adjust-

ment assembly which enables adjustment of the angle between

the type dies and the preselected surface of the object to be

marked The drive assembly includes a rotating disc mounted

in the frame of the device and adjustable in position along a

line perpendicular to the line of travel of the objects to be

construction which is easier to manufacture, and which is not

so susceptible to notch stresses, by having the traction mem-

bers in the form of plates.

3,785,775

STANDS FOR PRESSES

Bahzar Carl Voo Platen; Finn Unnart Jonssoo. and Slen

TroUe, all of Ystad, Sweden, assignors to EUbllssemeol

Radiator, Vaduz, Liechtenstein

Division of Ser. No. 72J58. Sept. 15, 1970, Pat. No. 3,687.066.

This application Mav 19. 1972. Ser. No. 254.910

Int. ci.B30b/ /OO

L.S. CI. 100-214 3 Claims

marked past the marking station The drive disc rotates

against the object to be marked to rotate that object in the

direction opposite to its direction of linear travel past the

marking station to enable the placement of a plurality of

marks on the surface of the object A ring of urethane or other

resilient material is mounted around the circumference of the

drive disc, and a block of urethane or other resilient material

is mounted in the marking assembly between the rear of the

chase block and the adjusting screw to absorb partially and

limit the forces and stresses applied to the object being

marked by the interaction of the marking assembly and the

drive assembly.

This invention relates to stands for high pressure presses

Such presses are often of a type including a pair of yokes,

separated by a pair of uprights and surrounded by a girdle

built up from prestressed steel strip In order to reduce the

piece weight and increase the strength of such presses, it is

now proposed to build up the yokes, and preferably also the

uprights, from sections arranged in face to face relationship.

Each section is similar in shape to its fellows and the sections

may be bolted together in closely packed or spaced face to

face relationship.

3,783.777 •
I 1

APPARATUS FOR IMPRINTING OBJECTS SUCH AS

BOTTLES AND THE LIKE

Richard J. Killen, Manchester, Mo., and Robert C. Jones,

Sapulpa. Okla., assignors to Liberty Glass Company. Sapul-

pa,Okla.

Filed Nov. 30, 197f , Ser. No. 203.288

int.CLB41f /7//S

U.S.CL 101-40 46CUims

3,783,776

AUTOMATIC MARKING DEVICE FOR METAL OBJECTS
Arthur J. Noble; Edwin W. Speicher, and Walter J. Speicher,

all of Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to M. E. Cunningham Com-

pany, Ingomar, Pa.

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217320
Int. CLB4 If/ 7/20

U.S. CI. 101-7 3 Claims

A device for marking metal objects having a conveyor

which carries the object to be marked to a marking station

positioned between a marker assembly and a drive assembly

The invention comprises a vertical bottle conveyor, two

movable carriages adjacent thereto with a stencil-screen and a
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squeegee-circulating conveyor supported on each of the car-

riages. The squeegee conveyor and the screen are subject to

three independent adjustments relative to the bottle conveyor

to accommodate various sizes and shapes of bottles. In addi-

tion each screen is adjustably tiltable. Each squeegee con-

veyor slants over a color pool on its support to pick up color

by its squeegee strikers and deliver color to one side of the

screen for striking therethrough to sides or necks of bottles

which substantially roll on the other side of the screen. Each

squeegee during travel is driven toward each screen under air

pressure, and is air returned, there being included positive

mechanical safety return means. Cam means, upon air return,

properly positions the strikers to pick up color from rotary

drums which lift color from the color pool. Bottles moving

from a loading station are fed serially to centering bottle han-

gers and then to dual rotary bottle carriers on the bottle con-

veyor. Included are bottle registration means and clutches for

initiating substantial rolling of the bottles on the screens. The

inputs to the clutches are driven from the bottle conveyor in

all positions of the carriages. Change gears are provided to ob-

tain for any bottle diameters equal linear speeds on opposite

sides of each screen of striking squeegees and of substantially

rolling bottles.

3,783,778

DATA INDICATING DEVICE FOR PRINTING MACHINES

Tetuo Nakada; Noboni Ooyama, and Kenichi Miyazkaki, aU of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Janome Sewing Machine Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 8 1 ,887

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

45/133079
Int. CI. B4If 5/05

U.S.CL 101-45 8 Claims

layer of etchable material on the outer surface thereof. An

etch-resistant coating is provided over selected portions of the

etchable material corresponding to the area surrounding the

design to be printed and the grid pattern of the printing sten-

cil. The etchable material is then removed in those areas

thereof not protected by the etch-resistant coating. The result-

ing stencil having a foraminous design area with a grid pattern

therein and an imperforate section surrounding the design

area is then separated from the base member. ^

3,783,780

INTAGLIO PRINT MACHINE WITH NOVEL ROLL
MOUNTING MANDREL AND BUSHING ASSEMBLY

Johann Heinrich Saueressig, 19, Barlerstrasse, Wuellen,

A haus, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 210,064, Dec. 20, 1971, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 23,564, March 30, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,075

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 29, 1969, P 19

16 359.8
Int.CLB41f /i/20

U.S.CL 101-153 8 Claims

The disclosure relates to a data indicating device for print-

ing machines wherein a plurality of rotatable type wheels ad-

jacently aligned, and respectively inscribed with printing nu-

merals on the peripheries thereof are each furnished with a

gear at one side thereof, and the same number of rack bars are

arranged each to engage the gear of the type wheel, and

manual operating end portions of the rack bars project out of

the machine housing in spaced relation. To these operating

portions are connected nexible data indicating bands bearing

on one face thereof numerals corresponding to the printing

numerals on the peripheries of the type wheels, and these

bands are guided on a concave curved inner surface to win-

dows formed in the machine housing, thereby to indicate at

the windows the selected printing numerals corresponding to

those on the type wheels which are rotated by manipulation of

the operating and portions of the rack bars.

3 783 779

ROTARY SCREEN PRINTING CYLINDER

Aaron O. Greenwood, Greenwood; Ramon J. Magee, Indepen-

dence, and Stanley W. Otto, Platto City, all of Mo., assignors

to HaUmark Cards, Incorporated, Kansas City, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 844,777, July 25, 1969, Pat. No.

3,610,143. This appUcation May 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,516

Int.CI.B44ai/06

U.S.CL 101-127 4 Claims

' A rotary screen printing stencil is produced by etching

techniques. A cylindrical base member is first provided with a

An intaglio print machine for muhicolor operation has a

multiplicity of pairs of cooperating intaglio rolls and back up

rolls rotatably supported on the machine frame and a vertical

gate member pivgtally mounted on the frame with a multplici-

ty of inking units suppored thereon in vertical spaced align-

ment and cooperating with the intaglio rolls. The intaglio rolls

are of cylindrical configuration #nd supported upon the

frameby novel cone assemblies and novel expandable

bushings which press fit in the ends of the cylindrical rolls and

are engaged to prevent relative rotation.

3,783,781

DOCTOR BLADE CONTROL MECHANISM,
PARTICULARLY FOR USE IN PRINTING PRESSES

Siegfried Grommek, Luisenstrasse 11, D-7600 Offenburg,

Germany
Filed Sept. 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 8 1 ,767

Int. CLB41f 9/70

U.S.CL 101-157 ' 12Ctaims

To control the application pressure of a doctor blade

against a cylindrical surface, for example a cylinder used in

rotogravure printing, a parallelogram support fqj- the doctor

blade is provided having resUient, parallel arms to hold the

doctor blade to move in ah essentially radial direction with

respect to the cylindrical surface against which the doctor

blade is adapted to bear, and a deflection meter is secured to
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the doctor blade support, measuring the resilient deflection of

the doctor blade holder with respect to the support, the meter

may be included in an electrical control circuit which re-sets

3.783.783

METHOD OF MAKING WEB OK RECORD MEMBERS

Paul H. Hamisch. Sr.. Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Monarch

Marking System Company. Dayton. Ohio
|

Filed Nov. 24, 1970. Ser. No. 92,468

lnt.CI.B4lf /J/6U

U,S. CI. 101-226 6 Claims

'the holder with respect to the support so that the application

pressure of the doctor blade against the cylindrical surface will

be uniform.

3,783.782

REVOLVING TURRET FOR SUPPORTING PRINTING

PRESS CART
David R. Hardt, Milwauliee. Wis., assignor to Faustel Incor-

porated. Butler, Wis.

Filed Aug. 4, 1972. Ser. No. 278.074

lnt.Cl.B41f9//«.i//i2

U.S. CI. 101-216 15 Claims

There are disclosed record members in the form of a web of

pressure sensitive labels and a web of tickets formed by trans-

verse cuts in the web. with each member having a mark

printed at one marginal edge, the mark preferably being

printed using invisible ink A metht>d of making the record

members includes the step of inking a cutter and operating the

cutter to simultaneously cut the web to provide a plurality of

record members and printing along at least one marginal edge

of each member Another record member has an aligner

formed in it and a printed mark forming an outline around the

aligner, the ahgner having a predetermined relationship with

respect to a cixle printed on the record member A method of

making the record member comprises providing code forming

members and aligner forming members, inking the aligner

forming member, applying the code to the record member and

substantially simultaneously forming an aligner in the record

member and printing a mark immediately adjacent the aligner

There is also disclosed a web of record members comp<^sed

either of pressure sensitive ticket, or label stock material in

which there are marks disposed at equally spaced apart inter-

vals along Its length The marks are used to control intermit-

tent feeding of the web of record members st> that recording

can be at any desired location on the record members and the

record members can be cut to the desired length without shift-

ing the cutter or the recorder means relative to each other

There is also disclosed apparatus for practicing these methods.

3,783,784 '

MARGIN CONTROL MEANS FOR DUPLICATOR DRUM
George W. Bookless. Franklin Park, 111., assignor to Bell &

Howell Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,679

Int.Cl. B41f /.?//4

IJ.S. CI. 101-248 7 Claims

A wheeled printing press cart comprising an ink pan. a

removable printing roll, an ink applicator and a doctor blade is

insertable and removable in an upright position through an

opening in the side of a web type printing press When in-

serted, the cart is raised slightly, pivotably connected to a

revolving turret on the press, and the turret is rotated 1 80° to

raise the cart to operating position The turret is further

rotatable 180° to return the cart to lowered position in either

the upright position or in inverted position Return of the cart

in upright position allows for removal of '^e printing roll
^ .^^.^, ^^^hine which includes a drum mounted

while still on ine lurrei nc
providing selective arcuate adjustment of the drum

carts simultaneously on opposite sides. ^
sna" '"^ P" »
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relative to the shaft to adjust the head margin on a sheet of

copy paper fed to the drum. The coupling means includes an

eccentric mounted on the drum for movement bodily

therewith and for selective rotation relative thereto about an

axis parallel to the axis of the drive shaft, and an abutment

member fixed to the drive shaft in position for engagement by

the eccentric on rotation thereof relative to the drum to cause

relative rotation between the drum and drive shaft and. thus,

providing angular adjustment therebetween.

^
3 783 787

BLASTING CHARGE AND CONTAINER THEREFOR
Gary M. Thomley, Bountiful, and Robert C. Stokes, Sandy,

both of Utah, assignors to Ireco Chemicals, Salt Lake City,

UUh
Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218^24

Int. CI. F42bi /OO

U.S. CI. 102-24 R 10 Claims

3,783,785

LAYOUT MARKING WHEEL
WiUiam Frank, 3N71 1 Elizabeth St., Addison, lU., and Frank

E. Lindgren, 4818 N. Clifton Ave., Norridge, lU.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,448

lnt.CLB43l/i/00

U.S. CI. 101-328 7Ctaims

28 3 J
4n

~29

A marking device comprising a drum having a plurality axi-

ally elongaled peripheral receptacles or pockets and car-

tridges arranged to be inserted into the receptacles from op-

posite ends of the drum and floatingly supported therein for

radial movement which effects a pumping action to force

marking fluid into a marking wick and aspiration of excess

fluid into the cartridge.

3,783,786

SELF-INKING HAND STAMP
Lynn E. EUison. 476 Golf Rd., and Charles D. EUison, 297 S.

Virginia St., both of CrysUl Lake, 111.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,024

lnt.Cl.B41f //50

U.S. CI. 101-333 16 Claims

The invention is a container especially suitable for

packaged blasting charge. A particular embodiment is one of

the type used in mines for support on a stick or a pile, at points

where a local blast is required as for removal of hangups of

ore, protruding rock formations, and the like. The container is

a bag or envelope of internally valved type, made of

preformed flat or folded flexible sheet material, preferably a

tough elastic heat scalable polymeric film or sheeting material

suitably inturned and sealed to form a self-closing compart-

ment for liquid or flowable slurry explosive. A supplemental

pocket may be formed at the side of the main compartment

for supporting the charge on a stick or pole. The main com-

partment is sealed along both sides and across one endj^nd is

closed by a flat lying valve element integral with one of the

main side walls but sealed to the other main side wall across

part only of its width and along a line spaced from the end of

the valve element. A filler opening is thus provided at one or

both sides of this cross-seal.

3,783,788

ELECTRIC DETONATOR FREE FROM ACCIDENTAL
ELECTROSTATIC FIRING

Keizo Hayashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Oils and Fats

Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,459

Int.CLF42bJ//«

U.S. CI. 102-28 R ' 14 Claims

An electric detonator carrying a fuse head disposed in a

tube and being fired by an electric current delivered through a

pair of legs carried by a plug fitted at an open mouth of the

A self-inking hand stamp includes a novel positively index- tube. The plug is made of a moldable sealing 7»«;*^' "^^jf ^

ine qu ck seuable character band printing unit structure and comparatively low electric resistance, and at 'east one of the

a noveUnk ng structure, as well as a simple, rugged and dura- legs is electrically connected to the plug so as to allow the

ble arrangement of parts for extended life in hard usage. grounding of the tube through the plug and the leg.
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, ,«, ,ao
'

case, a very hard and brittle martcnsite structure is created

RI ASTING OPERATIONS along the path of beam travel When detonated, the explosive

NatHa-le. G. RoL .2 Te^r^lld M^^I^L-vle.. Joh.- easel... fragment along the bntt.e martens.te zones created.

nesburg. South Africa
^^^ ...

i

Filed Mar. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 234,564
3,783,791

'

Claims priority. appUcation South Africa, Mar. 15, 1971,

71/1675

U.S.C1. 102-28 A
lBl.Cl-F42bJ//0

SWITCH FOR ELECTRICAL IMPACT DETONATORS

Gunter Backstein, and Lothar Petrsch. both of Meerbusch-

13 Claims Laogst. Germany, assignors to RheinmeUU GmbH, Uussel-

dorf . Germany
Filed Oct. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 188,953

Claims priority. appUcatioo Germany, Nov. 7, 1970, P 20 54

839.4 I

Int.CLH01hi5//4

L.S.CL 102-70.2 R »<^»«""*

This invention relates to a device for maintaining a detona-

tor and its associated firing connection in position relative to

an explosive charge while the latter is inserted into a previ-

ously prepared hole during blasting operations The device

comprises an elongated member divided into two arms by a

generally right-angled bend, the free end of one arm having a

spike extending substantially parallel to the other arm which

has at its free end a clip adapted to frictionaUy engage a fuse

or detonating wire extending roughly parallel to said first arm.

said arms being flexible but substantially non-deformable.

3,783,790

CONTROLLED FRAGMENTATION WARHEAD
Raymond J. Pokha, Fredericksburg, Va.. assignor to The

Lnited SUtes of America as represented by the Secretary ol

the Navy, Washington. D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 145,977, May 21, 1971. This appbcation

Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,242

lnt.CKF42b/i/45

L.S.CK 102-67 3CUims

THAMSUO'KMAL

mjTIOH

ROTATtS

A switch for electrical impact detonators, which comprises

an inertial mass effective as a contact member A housing

forms a complementary contact and surrounds the contact

member for axial and tillable movement therein A spring acts

m a direction against the firing direction and retaining the

contact member in resting position, and the contact member

has the greatest possible mass relative to the external dimen-

sions of the housing

3,783,792

REPAIR FACILITY FOR OVERHEAD CRANE

John T. Cullom. 628 6th Ave., San Manuel. Ariz.

Filed Jan. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 219,217 |

Int.CI. B61b^/00

L.S.CL 104-128 7 Claims

m J_\ f

A method of producing fragmenting warheads that permits

selecting sizes and numbers of fragments desired while allow-

ing for assembly line production The sizes and shapes of

desired fragments are traced onto the outside of an explosive

case by an electron beam welder The electron beam creates a

thin molten zone along its path of travel Upon fast cooling of

the molten zones by circulating a liquid coolant inside the

An overhead crane arrangement that includes an overhead

railway and at least one traveling crane riding on the rails of

the railway is provided with a crane repair bay located directly

below the overhead railway and with a vertically movable

crane elevator section of the overhead railway that is adapted
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to receive and transport the traveling crane from the level of

the overhead railway to the level of a railway spur located in

the crane repair bay. Lift means are provided for moving the

crane elevator section from the level of the overhead railway

to the level of the repair bay railway spur and return.

3 783 793

TRACK SYSTEM HAVING NON-LOAD BEARING TRACK
SWITCH

Francis Cyril Perrott, The Manor House, S. Cemey,

Cirencester, and Ian Miller Edington Aitken, London, En-

gland, assignors to said Perrott, by said Aitken

Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 126,556

Int. CI. EOlb 7/00, 26/00

L.S. CI. 104-130 ^3 Claims

rail of magnetically permeable—ferromagnetic—material.

The suspended vehicle comprises, on a portion of the vehicle

confronting the rail and therebelow, controlled electromag-

nets which regulate the suspension force and, adjacent the

controlled electromagnets and preferably alternating

therewith, uncontrolled suspending magnets which provide a

substantial proportion of the suspension force.

w
r

3,783,795

PROPULSION SYSTEMS L'SING SQUIRREL CAGE
INDUCTION MOTORS TO OPERATE FROM AN AC OR

DC SOURCE
Robert Helmer, 19 Cornwallis Rd., Setauket, N.Y.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,144

Int. CLB61C 9/45, B50I9//6

U.S. CL 105-61 15 Claims

The means of transportation include tracked vehicles, are

especially applicable to railways and provide improvements

relating particularly to the routing of vehicles at track

branches. The means comprise a vehicle and two pairs of sup-

port tracks which define alternative routes for the vehicle at a

branch, with one track of each pair not meeting the cor-

responding track of the other pair. The tracks continuously

support the vehicle while passing over the branch, and

guidance means are operative at and immediately before the

branch to align the vehicle with respect to either one of the

pairs of tracks whereby to select the corresponding route for

the vehicle without relative movement of the support tracks.

3,783,794

MAGNETIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES AND

THE LIKE W ITH NON CONTROLLED SUSPENDING
MAGNETS

Max Gopferi, and Rudolf Gebhardt, both of Munich, Ger-

many, assignors to Krauss-Maffei AG, Munich, Germany

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,454

Claims priority, application Germany, July 28, 1971, P 21

37 691.0
Int.CLB61b/J/0S

U.S.CI. 104-148MS 10 Claims

3 «

A mechanical load is coupled to an AC drive motor via a

planetary gear transmission controlled by a magnetic torque

convenor such that speed of the load is variable while speed of

the motor is constant. A magnetic coercive force clutch is ar-

ranged to brake the load while the motor runs continuously.

The system may be energized by alternating or direct current.

A DC to AC inverter provides alternating current to run the

AC motor when di>B£t current is supplied to the system. The

converter and clutchXare supplied with direct current via

rectifiers connected to aHransformer energized by alternating

current. Alternatively, theHransformer is energized by alter-

nating current which may beVipplied by the inverter.

X"

3,783,796

LATERALLY SHIFTABLE RAILWAY CAR SPRING
SUSPENSION

Ernst Florian Kreissig, Seuzach, Switzerland, assignor to

Sulzer Brothers Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland

Filed June 15, 1971, Ser. No. 153,239

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 17, 1^70,

9155/70
Int. CI. B61f i/00.J//4,^5/20

U.S. CI. 105- 199 R 10 Claims

A magnetic-suspension system for vehicles and the like ' The 'spring-like supporting elemenu are connected at one

adapted To travel along a track provided with a fixed armature end to either the body or the bogie while a deflecting element
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i

is connected to the other end of each supporting element The passes up that s.de of the stack and over the '*^P ;;f

J')!*'^;''

'"

lever serves to reduce the lateral movement of the deflecting attach to the opposite s.de of the car. while another chain por-

elements in proportion to the lengths of the sub-divided lever tion passes in that same chain trough in the opposite direction
eiemcnis pii^H" »

^^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^j^ adjacent that opposite car side, up that

side of the stack and over the lop of the stack to attach to the

arm Thus, the supporting elements are subjected to only a

fraction of the total displacement between the body and the

bogie.

3,783,797

HOOPER DOOR ACTUATING MECHANISM AND
AUXILIARY LOCK

William R. Shaver, Hammond. Ind., assignor to Pullman In-

corporated, Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, S«r. No. 223,424

Int. CI. B6Id 7/02, 7118, 7128

U.S. CI. 105-251 4 Claims

A railway hopper car includes a hopper construction pro

vided with a pair of motor actuated discharge gates pivotally

supported for swinging movement from a closed position of V-

shaped configuration to a spread apart gravity discharge posi-

tion In the closed position lower terminal edges of the gates

respectively overlap and are moved to and retained in this

position by a power actuated linkage arrangement An auxilia-

ry lock or latch is provided which includes a keeper pivotally

connected to one of the doors and includes finges and sup-

porting surfaces disposed in V-shaped relation and in the

closed position of the doors support and lock the terminal

edges against the possibility of accidental opening.

first car side A plurality of bulkheads each extending from

one side of the car to the other and movable along the length

of the car in a pair of tracks which each extend along one car

side are also preferably provided for securing the stack against

movement in a direction parallel to the car sides.

3,783,799

FOLDING TWO-LEVEL TABLE, BENCH OR THE LIKE

Emanuel F. Dupuis, 12 Parkview Rd., Si. Catharines, Ontario,

Canada
Conlinuation-in-partof Ser. No. 106,821. Jan. 15, 1971,

abandoned. This application Mar. 9. 1972, S«r. No. 233,035

\ni.C\.MlhM08,9ll8

U.S.CLI08-I9 2 Claims

3,783,798

RAILROAD CAR FOR HAULING FLAT STACKS OF
MATERIAL

Frank Gordon Christian, Jr., Huntington, W .
Va.. assignor to

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Cleveland,

Ohio and The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, Bal-

timore, Md.
Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,224

Int. CI. B60p 7108- B61d 45100

U.S. CL 105-369 A 2 Claims

A railroad car for hauling stacked, flat sheets of material,

such as rectangular cut sheet steel, and a method of securing

such a stack in a railroad car having a plurality of sunken

chain troughs extending in the bed of the car from one side to

the other with a chain holding member or saddle mounted in

each trough, and a plurality of chain holding devices, each at-

tached to one side of the car roughly above the intersection of

a trough with that side. To secure the load, a first chain por-

tion passes along in each of one or more troughs beneath the

load to the side of the stack adjacent one side of the car.

A two-level foldable table, bench or the like comprises a top

divided into two parts with the parts hinged together. Four in-

dividual leg assemblies are provided, two to each top part,

each of which has one long leg and one short leg. The assem-

blies are pivotally mounted to the underside of the top at the

junction of the two legs, so that with the short legs vertical the

long legs extend along the underside of the top. and vice versa

when the long legs are vertical, thus providing a fully sup-

ported top at two different selected levels. Catches are pro-

vided to hold the legs in their selected positions. When the top

is folded the short legs engage each other so that the table etc.

forms a compact, solid package suitable for storage and/or

carrying
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3,783,800

DRYING TROLLEYS FOR BRICKS AND OTHER
ARTICLES

Franz Backer, Laggenbeck, Germany, assignor to C. Keller U.

Co., Laggenbeck, Germany
Piled Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,170

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 23, 1971, P 21

57 996.4
lnt.CT.B65d/9/iS

U.S.CL 108-53 3 Claims

Elongated grate bars are disposed on the support means cir-

cumferentially in rows about the interior of the hollow body.

A trolley for drying bricks in a drier comprises a demounta-

ble stack of pallets. 1 he stack comprises first and second sets

of pallets alternately arranged. When the pallets of the two

sets arc arranged in the same configuration, adjacent pallets

are spaced apart by equal distances, and when the pallets of

the two sets are arranged in different configurations, each pal-

let o the second set rests on the frame of an adjacent lower

pallet of the first set. In this manner, the distance between ad-

jacent tier of pallets is increased.

3,783,801

ARTICLE OF FURNITURE
Gerald Engman, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Emco Indus-

tries, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa

Filed June 1 , 1972, .Ser. No. 258,732

Int.CI.A47b57/W0

U.S.CL 108-60 2 Claims

Each grate bar is engaged at its center with an intermediate

support and the opposite ends of each grate bar bear freely on

opposite axially spaced supports to enable biaxial stress relief.

3,783,803

FURNACE CONSTRUCTION
Johannes Josef Martin; Walter Josef Martin, and Erich Weber,

all of Munich, Germany, assignors to Josef Martin

Feuerungsbau GmbH, Munich, Germany

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,783

Claims priority, application Germany, June 11, 1971, P 21

28 998.5
lnt.CLF23j//02

U.S. CI. 110- 165 R ', 10 Claims

An article of furniture comprised of a number of in-

dividually available pieces which may be assembled in any

fashion by the purchaser, then disassembled and reassembled

as a different article of furniture, and which includes a side

wall unit having one or more vertical grooves therein for com-

bination with a rear wall, and being connectable with other

elements by a single male-dual female connecting unit.

A horizontal trough accommodates a body of water and has

two transversely spaced lateral sides one of which is provided

with an edge. A substantially vertical discharge chute has an

upper endportion into which slag and other combustion

residue from a furnace is permitted to enter and a lower end-

portion with an outlet through which the residue enters into

the trough. The lower endportion is bounded by two transver-

sely spaced walls one of which is closer to the first edge and

the other of which is closer to the second edge of the trough,

with the other wall being vertically movable with reference to

the stationary upper portion of the chute. A pusher pushes

residue out of the trough, beneath the vertically movable wall

and over the free edge of the trough.

3,783,802

GRATE STRUCTURE FOR INCINERATOR

Donald J. Schrage, Germantown, Wis., assignor to Aqua-

Chem, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. '

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,579

Int. CLF23g 5/06

U.S.CL 110-14 14 Claims

In a hollow pyrometric incinerator grate structure are

groups of axially spaced grate support means such as rings.

3,783,804

SUB-SURFACE ROOT FERTILIZER AND PROBE
Edward A. Platz, Opossum Rd., Bellemead, NJ.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 245,959

Int.CLA01c2i/02

U.S.CL 111-7.4 11 Claims

A sub-surface root fertilization apparatus for use in mject-

ing the soil with a concentrated liquid fertilizer comprising a.
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frame, a portion of the frame adapted to receive at least one

tank, at least one tank within this portion, a pump mounted on

the frame having an inlet and an outlet, a tube communicating

one of the tanks with the input of the pump, control means for

operating the pump, a probe having a mounting chuck at one

portion of the piece into the entry of the machine for fixing the

turning-in.

:.!»

iil

end, a fluid passage within the probe, the fluid passage ter-

minating in a nozzle means at the end of the probe opposite

the mounting chuck, a tube mounted on the probe commu-
nicating the probe with the outlet of the pump and an impact

hammer attached to the mounting chuck of the probe.

3,783,805

DEVICE FOR TURMNG-IN THE BORDER OF PIECES
MADE OF FLEXIBLE SHEETS

Jean Guichard, Yeires, France, assignor to Centre D Eludes

Techniques Dcs Industries De L'Habillement, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,787

Claims priority, application France, Jan. II, 1971,7100607

Int. CI. D05b 2 7/00, iJ /02

L.S.CL 112-2 SCUims

3.783.806

STITCH SPACER FOR BROOM STITCHING MACHINE
Edmund McCaffray, Jr., 2800 Sissoo St., Bahimore, Md.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,873

Int. CL D05b 2JI00

IJ.S.CL 112-6 5 Claims

Device for turning-in the border of pieces made of flexible

sheets comprising ; means for supporting the piece in such a

way that its marginal portion that is to be turned-in finds itself,

at least partially, in a predetermined reference plane , a lateral

guide for positioning the border of the said marginal portion ;

means for causing the border of the marginal piece portion

which finds itself in the said reference plane to advance lon-

gitudinally, against the said lateral positioning guide . a stop

whose position', in relation to the lateral guide, determines the

width of the turning-in that is to be formed , a turning mobile

member ensuring the formation of the tuming-in in coopera-

tion with the said stop ; control means for the turning-in

member ; and means for introducing the tumed-in marginal

A broom stitching machine having a movable vise assembly

including movable jaws for clamping the broom in sewing

position wherein reciprocating needles move through the

broom stravks at substantially 70° to 80° to the plane of the vise

jaws for binding the strands together, including improved

means for moving the broom vise a predetermined distance

between each stitch by providing an intermittent rotating shaft

to which the movable vise assembly is connected including

means for adjusting the amount of the shaft rotation for regu-

lating the length of the stitch

3,783,807

WORK CLAMP MECHANISM FOR SEWING MACHINES
Gunter Tolle, Wendelinusstr. 15, Bruchsai, Germany

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,079

Claims priority, application (iermany. May 6, 1972.

P 22 22 294.2
|

Int. CI. D05b 3104

IJ.S.CL 112—76 8 Claims

A work holding clamp for a cyclic sewing machine in which

the stitch forming instrumentalities are organized with the

loop taker arranged above the work and the needle

therebeneath. The loop uker supporting bracket arm can be
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raised and lowered and a spacing member is provided between

the loop taker supporting bracket arm and the upper jaw of

the work clamp to provide uniform spacing between the work

and the loop taker during sewing despite work thickness varia-

tion. The work clamp is also pivoted to the machine frame and

articulated with respect to the work feeding mechanism so

that the entire work clamp may be swung up to provide access

to the needle.

3,783,808

HOLDER FOR SHANK BUTTON
Daniel V. Miscevic, Miami, Fla., assignor to Martin D. Gop-

man, Miami, Fla., a part interest

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 295,988

Int. CI. D05b 3100

U.S. CI. 112-114 10 Claims

machine is mounted with its working face in the same plane as

the supporting face of a table on which the fabric to be

stitched is located. The sewing machine is contained or

mounted on a frame in such a way that it can be moved

laterally with respect to the surface of the table from an inner

position where it can cooperate with the surface of the sup-

porting table and an outer position where it is located or posi-

tioned completely outside of the confines of the supporting

structure. The movement of the sewing machine between one

position and the other can be effected by any suitable means

such as hydraulic or pneumatic cylinders or by reversible elec-

tric motor if desired. Also included is a safety inner lock

system that prevents the sewing machine from becoming auto-

matically operated when it is located in a position outside the

supporting frame.

3,783,810

LOOPER DRIVING DEVICE WITH PERIODICALLY
VARIABLE SPEED IN ZIG-ZAG CHAINSTITCH SEWING

MACHINES
Nerino Marforio, Milan, Italy, assignor to S.p.A. Virginio

Rimoldi&C, Milan, Italy

Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 196,974

Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 18, 1970, 31873 A/70

Int.CLD05bi/02.//06

L.S. CI. 112-159 7 Claims

A holder for articles such as shank buttons and the like to be

attached to a material such as a fabric has a body member pro-

vided with walls defining a recess. This recess is arranged for

receiving an article, and cooperates with a needle of an as-

sociated sewing machine for sewing the button to a material

arranged between the recess and needle, such that the button

is sewed to the underside of the material. A block member and

a holding member are combined with the body member to

form a holder which is adjustable for different size buttons and

the like.

3 783 809

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING STITCHING PATTERNS
W ITH SEWING MACHINE REMOVING MEANS

Nerino Marforio, Milan, lUly, assignor to S.p.A. Virginio

Rimoldi & C, Milan, lUly

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 253,965

Claims priority, application Italy, June 18, 1971, 26013

A/71
Int. CI. D05b 75/00

U.S. CI. 112-121.14 5Claims

_s2! lilf*i

The invention relates to an improved means for driving the

looper device of a sewing machine of the type which sews a

chain-stitch in a zig-zag pattern. According to the invention,

the looper is oscillated respectively at different speeds in mu-

tually perpendicular directions.

3,783,811

"sewing MACHINE
Albert A. Schmedding, and Ernest L. Pfeifer, both of OradeU,

N.J., assignors to Bergenfield Development Co., Inc., Du-

mont, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 720,632, April II, 1968, Pat. No.

3,595,188. This application Aug. 20, 1970, Ser. No. 65,672

Int. CI. B65h 59/26

U.S. CI. 112-218 R 9Claims

This invention relates to an apparatus for producing Sewing machine, here illustrated as a machine for simul-

stitching patterns on fabric workpieces in which a sewing taneously embroidering a plurality of pieces of goods with an
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identical pattern or for embroidering a plurality of identical

patterns on a single piece of goods The illustrative machine

comprises a plurality of embroidering stations, a plurality of

embroidering mechanisms each of which is disposed at a

respective embroidering station, and means for traversing the

goods relative to the mechanisms at the stations to embroider

the goods in accordance with the pattern.

3.783,814

THRUST ALGMENTINC; EXPANSION ENGINE
Carl T. Zovko, 302 Penwood Rd., Silver Spring, Md.

Filed Jan. 23. 1 968, Ser. No. 70 1 ,8 1 3 |

Int. CI. F42b IVH2. 191 IH, 19/22

U.S. CI, 1 14-20 A 26 Cbims

3,783,812

SEWING MACHINE WITH A PRINTED CIRCUIT SWITCH
AND VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL MEANS

Harry Fersch, Lakewood, and Walter Heinz Kopido.

Rockaway, both of NJ., assignors to The Singer Company,

New York, N.Y

.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309.318

lnt.CLD05b69//4
U.S.CL 112—220 9 Claims

•» t:

A sewing machine is provided with a printed circuit switch

and a cooperating control means whereby the mechanisms

thereof can be selectively operated with variable speed in a

forward direction or in a reverse direction such that the con-

ventional handwheel of a sewing machine can be eliminated.

Additionally, a sewing machine may be operated without the

use of the conventional operator-actuated foot controller con-

nected to the machine.

3,783,813

UNDERBED THREAD TRIMMING DEVICE FOR SEW ING
MACHINES

Gunter KroU, Munich, Germany, assignor to The Singer Com-

pany, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280.701

Int. CL D05b 65/00

U.S.CL 112-252 I Claim

An expansion engine capable of extracting energy from an

expanding gas and distributing that energy between the gas

and a fluid stream to generate a propulson or power fi>rce I he

engme mcludes a thrustor mounted for rt)lation about a shaft

and consisting of a hub and a concentric shroud connected by

a number of evenly spaced, helical vanes The vanes divide the

annular space between the hub and shroud into equal si/ed

helical channels which are open at both ends The forward

ends of the channels are open during a portion of the rotation

and closed during a second portion of the rotation I he chan-

nels are filled with fluid when in the unobstructed positi»)n.

and an expandable gas is delivered behind each slug of fluid in

the channel when in the obstructed position The high pres-

sure gas accelerates the already moving water to the rear of

each channel.

3.783,815

HEAVY DUTY MARINE ANCHOR
Richard C. Towne, 822 W. Roderick Ave., and Johnnie V. Stal-

cup, 3121 Paula St.. both of Oxnard, Calif.

Fikdjan.24. 1972. Ser. No. 220.148 .

Int.Cl. B63b2//26

U.S. CL 1 14— 208 R •» Claims

i__J "

A device for severing both the bobbin and needle threads of

a lockstitch sewing machine in which a movable cutting blade

is carried h>eneath the sewing machine throat plate for

cooperation with a ledger blade formed on the bottom surface

of a throat plate insert having a needle aperture formed

therein.

A large cast low cost anchor construction of high holding

power to weight ratio. Specially shaped fluke stiffening ribs

permit relatively thin flat flukes in massive anchors and a new

aspect ratio of fluke length to shank length in excess of 0.600.
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3,783,816

SYSTEM FOR MOORING SHIPS TO STRUCTURES
Christain de Chassy, Vauhallan, and Andre Capdeboscq, Ju-

rancon, both of France, assignors to Entreprise de

Recherches Et D'Activites Petrolieres (ElO, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 1 2, 1 972, Ser. No. 243,293

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 16, 1971, 71 13441

Int. CLB63b 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 1 14—230 10 Claims

which comprises ( I ) providing a developing electrode in the

proximity of a surface holding the electrostatic latent image to

be developed thereon and in facing relationship to the surface;

(2) moving the surface with respect to the electrode; (3)

developing the latent image by flowing cascade developer in-

cluding charged toner particles and carrier particles between

the surface and the electrode while applying to the electrode a

This invention concerns a system for mooring ships to struc-

tures consisting of two rigid arms ( 3 and 4 ), jointed at one

end to two diametrically opposite points ( 7 and 8 ) on a

crown-wheel, which can revolve on the mooring structure ( 2

), and at the other end. by means of universal joints ( 3 1 and

32 ), to two floating caissons ( 5 and 6 ); these are connected

by flexible couplings (51, 52 and 53 ), and the stem-post of

the ship ( 1 ) passes between them.

The invention concerns the mooring of oil-tankers or other

vessels, floating appliances, etc.

3,783.817

MECHANICAL TRIM TAB MEANS FOR MARINE CRAFT
Philip M. Banner. 28 Oxford Rd., Massapequa, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 16.476, March 14, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,628,484. This application Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 204,996

lnt.CLB63b///«

U.S. CL 1 14—66.5 P 6 Claims

first electric potential of a polarity capable of attracting the

toner particles; and (4) after the portion of the surface con-

taining the developed image is moved past the space under the

influence of the electrode, changing the first potential on the

electrode to a second potential which attracts said charged

toner particles less than the first potential while maintaining^

the now of developer to thereby remove toner particles

sticking on the electrode.

3,783,819

MOVEMENT OF A WORKING STATION WITH
REFERENCE TO A SUBSTANTIALLY VERTICAL

SURFACE
Paul Hammelmann, Zum Sundern 17, Oelde/Westfalen, Ger-

many
Division of Ser. No. 803,126, Feb. 26. 1969. Pat. No. 3,623,902.

This application Nov. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 88,722

Nov. 1 2, 1 970, Ser. No. 88,722

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 28, 1968, P 15

56 454.2

Int. CI. B08b 3/02; B05c 5/00

U.S.CL 118-4 19 Claims

A pair of trim tabs are pivotally connected to the transom of

a power boat adjacent to the water line. The angle of the trim

tabs is adjusted to desired operating positions by a hand

operated lever and cable assembly attached to leverage arms

and gears adjustable for mechanical power means. The

leverage arms are adjustable for lesser or greater leverage

power to the trim tabs.

3,783,818

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPING PROCESS
Katsuo Makino, Odawara; Seiji Joh, and Kouzou Takeda, both

of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,577

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1970, 45-

119046
lnt.CLG03g/J/0«

U.S.CL118—4 6 Claims

An electrophotographic cascade developing process and

apparatus for rendering an electrostatic latent image visible

Arrangement for moving a working station with reference

to a substantially vertical surface, particularly the external sur-

face of a ship hull. A vehicle is advanced in a horizontal path

adjacent to and along the surface and a working station,

movably supported on the vehicle, is simultaneously moved in

a substantially vertical path with reference to the travelling

vehicle between an upper and a lower end position whereby it

moves along a substantially vertical strip of the surface. On
reaching one or the other of its end positions, the working sta-

tion is rapidly shifted in the direction of advancement of the

vehicle and thereupon again moved in a substantially vertical

path with reference to the travelling vehicle along another

substantially vertical strip of the surface which is directly ad-

jacent to but does not overlap over the first vertical strip.
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I

3 783 820 3,783,822

POPCORN FLAVORING AND DISPENSING APPARATUS APPARATUS FOR USE IN DEPOSITION OF FILMS FROM

Harry B. Hautly, Kirkwood, and Samuel T. Echob, Jr., A VAPOR PHASE

Bismarck both of Mo., assignors to Buttemiist. Inc., John S. Woilam, 53 Atcott St., Acton, Mass.

BismarckiMo. Flkd Ma, 10, 1972. S«r. No. 251.931

Fikd Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,592 Int. CI. C23c 13108

lnt.CI.A23gi/26 U.S. CI. 118-49.1

U.S.CI. 118— 19 10 Claims

9 Claims
t

A popcorn flavoring and dispensing apparatus, comprising a

hopper for popped popcorn, an opening in the bottom of the

hopper, a valve in the opening to control dispensing of pop-

corn through the opening, and a spray nozzle closely adjacent

the opening to spray liquid butter or other flavoring uniformly

and positively onto the popped popcorn as it is dispensed

through the opening.

3,783,821

PLANETARY WORKHOLDERS
Christopher D. Dobson, 44 Fields Park Rd., and Kenneth Nash

Knight Willmott. 158 Linden Ct., both of Newbridge,

England
Filed July 20, 1971, Ser. No. 164^36

Claims priority, application (Jreat Britain, Mar. 2. 1971,

5745/71: June 14.1971, 27788/71

lnt-CLC23c///0«

U.S. CI. 118-48 16 Claims

Separate platform discs for carrying workpieces or sub-

strates such as slices or wafers of semiconductor material in a

deposition environment are moved in a common circular orbit

and rotated by the action of two co-axial annular support sur-

faces upon which each disc rests at opposite areas of the lower

periphery of the disc, one of these support surfaces being

driven with respect to the other in rotation about the axis com-

mon to the two annular supports. The temperature of the discs

and/or substrates is maintained by proximity to a heat or other

energy source or sink, with deposition occurring on the ex-

posed upper surface of the substrate resting on the disc.

3,783,823 I

FILM THICKNESS CONTROL APPARATUS
William C. Sievert, Chesterton; William A. Carter, Gary, and

James L. Munson, Highland, all of Ind., assignors to Inland

Steel Company, Chicago, HI.

Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 142,927

Inl. CI. B05c/ 7/06.5/00

U.S. CI. 1 18-63 10 Claims

A movable workholder in a vacuum enclosure, for vacuum

deposition, including a planetary system comprising a number

of planet workholders engaging a horizontal driving annulus at

their lower edges and resting on a sun wheel at their upper

edges, the planets being held apart by a rotary spider. The an-

gular inclination of the planets can be adjusted by locating

them selectively on one of two spaced sun wheels, or by tilting

one of the sun wheels so that the planets tilt as they rotate. The

apparatus may include means for rotating sections of the

planets to expose the opposite *ides of the workpieces, and

each planet may incorporate a subsidiary planetary system.

A coating system for a continuous strip comprising a roller

means station and an air knife station spaced from and verti-

cally above the roller means station with a fluid depositing

means located between the roller means station and air knife

station.
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3,783,824

ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTION FOR COATING CONTROL
EQUIPMENT

John B. Kohler, North Canton, and David H. Croston,

Navarre, both of Ohio, assignors to The Kohler Coating

Machinery Corporation, Greentown, Ohio

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,063

lnt.Cl.B05c ///06

U.S.CI. 118—63 24 Claims

the substrate upon picking-up or separating of the substrate

from the solution so that the solution remained on the sub-

strate is dropped from the substrate whereby unwanted mixing

of the solutions neighbouring each other can be avoided.

3,783,826

ION FILM REGULATING DEVICE
Edwin A. Urbanek, Penfield, and, Richard C. Vock, Ontario,

both of N.V., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Rochester,

N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 73,583

Int. CI. G03g 13100; B05c 5100

U.S. CI. 118-620 1 Claim

An elevator construction for holding and positioning jet

nozzle coating control equipment with respect to a vertically

extending strip of coated metal. A horizontal platform is sup-

ported by two pairs of parallel support links above a fixed

base The support links, base and platform are arranged in a

parallelogram or pantographic configuration. A pair of con-

trol links, one-half the length of the support links, are pivotally

attached at the midpoints of the pair of the support links and

to the base. A frame is slidably mounted within the base and

the lower ends of the support links are pivotally attached

thereto, whereby straight-line horizontal movement of the

frame within the base imparts a straight-line vertical motion to

the platform through the movement of the support and control

links Blocks for supporting the jet nozzles are slidably

mounted in horizontal slideways formed in the platform for

horizontal movement of the jet nozzles towards and away from

the coated strip, independent of the vertical position of the

platform. ,

3,783,825

APPARATUS FOR THE LIQUID-PHASE EPITAXIAL
GROWTH OF MULTI-LAYER WAFERS

Hiroyuki Kobayasi, and Isamu Akasaki, both of Osaka, Japan,

assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Company^
Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,661

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 5, 1971, 46/12067
Int. CI. B05c 3100; BO Id 9100

U.S. CI. 118-422 I Claim

An apparatus for the liquid-phase epitaxial growth of multi-

layer wafer comprising a refractory furnace tube, a boat

placed in the furnace tube and having a plurality of bathes

which are aligned in the longitudinal direction of the furnace

tube and respectively carry solutions each containing

semiconductive substances, and a holding member for holding

a substrate which is arranged to succeedingly flood the sub-

strate with the solutions so as to epitaxially grow a multi-layer

wafer on the substrate. The holding member arranged to upset

Apparatus for regulating liquid film thickness are provided.

The apparatus provided by the present invention comprises:

an elongated corona discharge electrode;

a corona generating potential source connected to said

discharge electrode adapted to apply a corona generating

potential between said discharge electrode and a ground

electrode;

means adapted to overcoat a surface with a non-conductive

liquid film; and

means adapted to establish relative motion between said

discharge electrode and the overcoated surface in close

spaced relation to said discharge electrode, whereby said

discharge electrode creates an ion curtain extending

across the path of relative movement of the surface and

the discharge electrode which impinges upon said non-

'

conductive liquid film, and. upon relative movement of

said surface and said discharge electrode, wipes at least

the portion of said film from said surface.
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3,783,827

LIQUID DEVELOPMENT APPARATLS FOR
ELECTROPHOTOG RAPH

Y

Osamu Fukushima: Masamichi Sato, and Satoru Honjo. all of

Asaka-shi, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.,

kanagawa, Japan
Filed Dec. 30, 1971, S«r. No. 214,252

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 30, 1970,

45/122799
Int.CI.G03g/J/yO

U.S. CI. 118-637 2 Claims

arranged a rotatably mounted drum formed of non-magnetic

material and within which there is provided a stationary mag-

net system with a core of soft magnetic material and prismatic

permanent magnets arranged about such core. Ihe magnets

starting from the lowest location of the internal compartment

of the drum and within the ascending drum wall possess alter-

nating polarity and at least two successive permanent magnets

at the upper portion of the inner compartment ot the drum

have the same polarity. I

R 17 r9 20 31

9 23 C 24^ a 26' Q 27

3,783,829

MAM RE SHEDS AND JOIST CLEANER ARRAN(;EMENT
Anthony J. Siciliano. V ineland. N.J., assignor to Diamond In-

ternational Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,407

Ini. CI. \0\k 31 lO-i

t.S. CI. 119-17 IHdaims
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lively connecting end portions thereof to one another. An eye

is connected to an end portion of the first strap adjacent the

3,783.837

MILKING MACHINE

I

Karl Erik Olander, Sodertalje, Sweden, assignor to Alfa-Laval

AB.Tumba, Sweden
Filed July 14, 197i,S«r.No. 162,448

Claims priority, application Belgium, Feb. 16, 1971.99814

Int.CI. AOljO.VO'*

U.S. CI. 119-14.08 4 Claims

second strap for selectively connecting a line thereto for con-

trolling the movement of the bird.

3,783,835

ANIMAL LEASH
Joseph Kepirq. R.D. No. 2, Parkesburg. Pa.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271.637

Int. CI. AOlk 2 7/00

t'.S.CL119-I09 2 Claims

An animal leash is normally provided with two looped ends

One looped end is used to receive the hand of the person walk-

ing the animal. The other looped end is used to receive some

type of fastening means which connects the leash to the

animal. The leash herein has the two looped ends formed

without the utilization of any fastening structures. The ends of

the leash are braided into a loop, causing the leash itself to be

the means for sustaining the loop structure

A duct under partial vacuum leads mik from the teat cup

cluster and creates a milking milk therein, the duct having a

regulating valve operable to vary the milking vacuum A

device for sensing changes in the rate of milk flow thrtiugh this

duct is connected to control means for operating the regulat-

ing valve to decrease the milking vacuum from a working

value to an idling value in response to a decrease in the milk

flow rate and in increase the milking vacuum from an idling to

a working value in response to an increase in said rate.

I

3.783,836

TIMER CONTROLLED FEEDER APPARATUS

Albert E. Williams. 502 Hawkins Blvd.. Copiague. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 306,991

Int. CL AOlk 5/02

U.S.CL 119-51.14 3 Claims

3 783 838

STEAM GENERATOR FOR PRESSURIZED WATER
NUCLEAR REACTORS

Ebcrhard Michel, BoxdoH, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Munich. (ierman>

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,249

Claims priority, application Germany, June 11, 1971, P 21

28 879.9
Int.CLF22by/06

U.S.CL 122-34 1 Claim

A timer controlled feeder apparatus in which the timer has a

projecting pin that secures a door closed to retain feed materi-

al within a receptacle until a preset time interval has elapsed,

and then the timer pin moves to release the door for opening

to discharge the feed material from the receptacle.

A steam generator for pressurized water nuclear reactors

has an upright U-tube bundle of heating surface members. A
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cylindrical hollow chamber is provided at the center of the U-

tube bundle and serves as preseparator for a steam-water mix-

ture supplied tangentially to the chamber from a region of the

U-tube bundle which contains the vertically extending legs,

whereby water is separated from the steam-water mixture and

flows downwardly while steam containing remnant moisture

entrained therein flows upwardly from the hollow chamber. A
fine separator is diposed between a portion of the U-tube bun-

dle and the hollow chamber and separates the remnant

moisture from the upwardly flowing steam to produce purified

steam. The steam then passes through the above-mentioned

portion of the U-tube bundle with the remnant moisture

removed thereby providing increased super-heating of the

steam.

and at right angles thereto, and a bore is provided within the

included angle parallel to the crankshaft bore constituting a

3,783,839

ROTARY PISTON ENGINE WITH EXHAUST
RECIRCULATING DEVICE

Hiroshi Shimizu, Hiroshima, Japan, assignor to Toyo Kogyo

Co., Ltd., Hiroshima-ken, Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,746

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 21, 1970,

45/116179
Int. CI. F02b 53/06

U.S.CL 123—8.45 23 Claims

IS « |7»

valve cylinder which has ports for supplying air or fuel and air

to the cylinders.

rick J. Mar*

3,783,841

FUEL SYSTEM
Daniel A. Hirschler, Jr., Birmingham, and Frederick

^^
see, Clawson, both of Mich., assignors to Ethyl Corporation,

» Richmond, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 152,678, June 14, 1971, apd a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 174,015, Aug. 23, 1971. This

application Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 185,940

Int.CLF02mi///6

U.S.CL 123-127 4 Claims

A rotary piston internal combustion engine provided with

an exhaust recirculating device for effecting the reduction of

both the nitrogen oxide content and the noxious unburned

compounds present in the automobile exhaust gas and concur-

rently improving the engine power output with efficient fuel

consumption by recirculating a portion of the exhaust gas

from the engine working chamber under the power stroke to

the engine working chamber under the compression stroke in

response to the rotation of the power output shaft.

A dual liquid fuel system for an internal combustion engine

is disclosed which delivers a liquid volatile hydrocarbon fuel

to the engine induction system during start and warm-up and

switches to gasoline after the engine attains operating tem-

perature. The volatile hydrocarbon fuel is generated from the

normal gasoline used to operate the engine by delivering

gasoline to a vaporizing chamber, heating the gasoline in the

chamber to vaporize a portion thereof, and condensing the

vapors.

3,783,840

CYLINDER BLOCK
John Edward Squelch, 24B Greenfern Ave., Slough, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 808,798, March 20, 1969,

abandoned. This application Mar. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 120,848

Int. CI. F02d 39/04; F04b / 7/00, 7/00

U.S.CL 123-65 B 2 Claims

A two-stroke internal combustion engine has cylinders in

two planes offset from each other at 90°. a bore to contain a

crankshaft is provided adjacent the inner ends of the cylinders

3,783,842

LEAK-FUEL COLLECTING AND DETECTING DEVICE

FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Karl Walter Kuhn, Saint-Gennain-en-Laye, and Marcel Pierre

Ernest Marie Corbin, Lisle Adam, both of France, assignors

to Societe D'Etudes Machines Thermiques, Saint-Denis,

France
*

Filed Mar. 1 4, 1 972, Ser. No. 234,5 1

3

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 15, 1971, 71 13340

Int. CLF02m 5 //OO

U.S. CL 123—32 R 8 Claims

The present invention is concerned with a device for col-

lecting and detecting leak-fuel in the fuel discharge pipe con-

necting the injection pump with the injector of the cor-

responding cylinder of an internal combustion engine. The

device comprises a hood tightly covering the head of the injec-

tion pump and through which pass said delivery pipe and the
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sheath surrounding it. and leak-fuel discharge means for

discharging the leak-fuel accumulated in the mternal volume

i._y2_

3.783.845
|

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Walter R. Brandsletter. Isenbuttel, Germany, assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 317,396

Int. CI. F02b 29/0^, 75/22

U.S. CI. 123-55 VE 4 Claims

•<^„ -

of said hood. Preferably, said discharge means comprise a col-

lecting vessel provided with a warning device

3,783,843

INLET MANIFOLD FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE

James D. McFariand, Jr., 20012 Septo St., Chatsworth, CaUf.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 30,329, April 2, 1 97 1 .
This

application Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207.407

Int. CI. F02b 75118, 75122, 75120

U.S. CI. 123-52 MV l3CUiims

The entrance to each runner of a ram type manifold has a

D-shaped cross section with the flat side of the D being along

the short wall of the runner. The provision of a flat wall along

the short side of the runner simulates a condition where all

walls of the runner are of the same length. Consequently there

is uniform flow of air and fuel throughout the cross section of

each runner.

3,783,844

FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

John A. Gural, Pittsford. N.Y.. assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 227,456

Int. CI. F02b 75122

U.S. CI. 123-52 MV 1 Claim

An air induction system for an internal combustion engine

wherein an elongated, header housing adapted to be posi-

tioned between the banks of angularly disposed cylinders of

the engine encloses an intake manifold chamber having an

elongated throttle valve reciprocably positioned therein to

regulate airflow to the engine through a rectangular aperture

in the top wall of the housing to passages in the side wall of the

housing, the side wall passages corresponding in number and

position to the number of cylinders of the engine and the in-

take manifold chamber having header tubes positioned

therein to further provide a uniform airflow from the aperture

through the intake manifold chamber and the side wall

passages to each of the cylinders of the engine

In an electronically controlled fuel injection system, the air

inlet body and the fuel rails are secured by a bracket whereby

the air and fuel metering components of the system which are

mounted thereon may be tested and shipped in a unitary

package.

3.783.846

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE IGNITION SPARK
VACUUM ADVANCE SYSTEM

Bruce R. Bamhart. Livonia, and David C. Hill, Detroit, both of

Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.
Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,369

Int. CI. F02p 5l04i F02n / 7/00

U S CI 123— 1 17 A I Claim

A system for enabling the ignition spark vacuum advance

mechanism of an internal combustion engine until the engine

has reached operating temperature for use with ignition spark

vacuum advance systems which disenable the vacuum spark

advance mechanism with vehicle speeds less than a predeter-

mined magnitude of the type having a speed sensitive switch,

closed below a selected vehicle speed, connected in series in

the energizing circuit of the operating coil of a two-way valve

which, when energized, operates the valve to the condition
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which vents the associated spark advance vacuum unit to at-

mosphere. The parallel combination of a normally open tem-

perature sensitive in-vehicle temperature switch and a nor-

mally open temperature sensitive engine temperature switch is

3,783,848

EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION VALVE
Ernst L. Ranft, Webster, N.Y.. and William F. Thomburgh,

Rochester, Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,569

Int. CI. F02m 25106

U.S.CI. 123-119A 5 Claims

S "
'

r. .\

connected in series with the speed sensitive switch to prevent

the operation of the valve to the condition which vents the

spark advance vacuum unit vacuum port to atmosphere until

the engine has reached operating temperature.

3,783.847

ENGINE SPARK CONTROL AND EXHAUST GAS
RECIRCULATION VACUUM SIGNAL SELECTOR

Dak A. Kolody. Plymouth. Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company. Dearborn. Mich.

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,445

Int. CI. F02m 25/06. FQ2d 33102

U.S. CI. 123-119 A 17 Claims

A diaphragm operated control valve assembly, responsive

to" exhaust back pressure, controls recirculation of exhaust

gases from the intake manifold exhaust crossover passage to

the intake manifold induction passages. The back pressure

signal is applied through a restrictive orifice in a passage

formed in the valve stem. A screen disposed above the

diaphragm prevents any ice formed on the diaphragm cover

from dislodging to cause malfunction of the valve assembly.

3,783,849

DUAL FUEL SYSTEM
Thomas Hugh Bramfitt, Pasadena, Tex., assignor to Ethyl Cor-

poration, Richmond, Va.

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 195,949

Int. CLF02m 73706

U.S. CI. 1 23— 1 27 3 Claims

r--||||||

—

I
Ty/n/-

I
\ Tf/WS. \

- i/44 "'<" /4a

An engine emission control system includes exhaust gas

recirculating and engine spark timing devices each normally

connected respectively to axially spaced EGR and spark ports

in the carburetor induction passage above the closed position

of the throttle valve. Valving is provided under the control of

temperature changes and changes in the operation of the vehi-

cle transmission to at times switch the connections to the ex-

haust recirculating device from EGR port to spark port opera-

tion and vice versa, to at times improve emissions while main-

taining a constant vehicle drive quality, and at other times im-

prove vehicle drive quality while maintaining a constant emis-

sion level.

A fuel system for a spark ignited internal combustion engine

which feeds gasoline and a volatile gasoline fraction to the en-

gine has a volatile fuel generation means with an appropriate

valve switching system designed to allow operation of the en-

gine on the volatile fuel during start and warm-up and then

switch to normal fuel during warmed-up operation. The self-

generation system utilizes engine vacuum as an aid in vaporiz-

ing a portion of the normal gasoline.
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3,783,850

IGNITION ADVANCE CIRCUIT

Roger Jean Habert, Eplnay sur Seine, France, assignor to Du-

cellier & Cie, Paris, France

Continuatioa-in-part of Ser. No. 835,661, June 23, 1969,

abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,627

Int.CI.F02p//00.J/04

U.S. CI. 123-146.5 A. 2 Claims
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3,783,852

ELASTIC TYPE ARROW PROJECTING GUN

Robert G.Shepi... ., 1513 Sew anee Dr., Columbia, S.C.

Filed Sepi. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,896

lnt.CI.F41b7/00

L.S. CI. 124-22 4CUims

^iHMH^^

An ignition advance circuit which produces an advance

varying linearly with engine speed and which advance reaches

a maximum at some engine speed beyond which the advance

remains fixed. Two voltage generators are driven by the en-

gine One generator has an output producing a series of time-

separated pulses, each pulse increasing linearly from a fixed

reference point. The other generator has an output which in-

creases with engine speed. A pulse generator is controlled by a

predetermined coincidence relationship between the outputs

of the voltage generators. .

3,783,851

REWIND STARTER
Noble Sherwood, Greenwich, and Ralph Lombard, SUmford,

both o« Conn., assignors to Textron, Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,536

lnt.CLF02ni/02

U.S.CL 123-185 BA 1 3 Claims

A cocking mechanism for a crossbow type 'weapon includes

a cocking lever pivotally connected to the outer end of the

weapon and to a trigger assembly slideable along the length of

the weapon. A U-shaped portion of the carriage assembly au-

tomatically engages and holds the loop type bowstring of the

bow and forces it as the carriage moves, the bowstring being

tensioned in response to the movement of the cocking lever

from a position underlying and perpendicular to the weapon

to a position substantially adjacent to the weapon and

received between a trackway which guides a projectile The

L -shaped member is spring biased to an out of bowstring en-

gaging position, and the U-shaped member is pivoted into an

upright position to receive the bowstring when an extension of

the U-shaped member engages the bowstring when the car-

riage is moved forwardly by the action of the cocking lever A

trigger holds the U-shaped member in a bowstring engaging

position.

3,783,853

TEXTURED CONTINUOUS CLEANING SURFACE FOR
COOKING OVENS

Raymond L. Dills. Louisviie, Ky.. assignor to General Electric

Company
Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,777

lnt.CLA2lb//00

U.S.CM26-19R 7 Claims

A rewind starter secured on the side of an internal com-

bustion engine has a gear which is rotatable and axially slida-

ble on a shaft which is rotatable in one direction by a pull cord

wound on a pulley and in the opposite direction by a rewind

spring Means is provided for connecting the gear to the shaft

so that when the shaft is rotated by pulling the cord, the gear is

first moved axially to engage gear teeth on the fly wheel of the

engine and then rotated with the shaft to crank the engine

When the engine starts, it immediately accelerates to a speed

much higher than cranking speed. The starter gear is thereu-

pon disengaged from the fly wheel gear but before full disen-

gagement, it is given a forward spin. The connecting means

between the starter shaft and gear permits the gear to overrun

the shaft and avoids shock or impact Means is provided for

applying a fnctional drag to rotation of the gear.

A cooking oven having at least the bottom wall and the two

sides and the rear wall, formed of embossed metal with a layer

of vitreous porcelain enamel of dark porous matte finish

covering the exposed surface of the embossed metal to have

the continuous cleaning property during normal cooking

operations of diminishing the accumulation of carbonaceous

residue which results from the exposure to grease spatters dur-

ing cooking.
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3,783,854

FLOW-THROUGH SELF-CLEANING GAS OVEN WITH
HEAT EXCHANGER

Bohdan Hurko, and Raymond L. Diib, both of Louisville, Ky.,

assignors to General Electric Company
Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,073

Int.Cl.A21b7/2S

U.S. CI. 126-21 R 10 Claims

-. 3,783,856

FLAME EQUALIZER FOR TWO OR THREE BURNER
CAMP STOVES

James H. Amos, Mission Hilk, Calif., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company
Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,357

Int. CL F24c 75/ /O; F23d 2J/00

U.S.CL 126-38 10 Claims

A self-cleaning gas-fired oven having a power burner

beneath the oven cooking cavity so the flue gases pass up

through the cooking cavity and exit through an oven exhaust

means at the top rear of the oven. A counterflow heat

exchanger rising from the oven exhaust means, and an air col-

lector means at the bottom of the heat exchanger to convey

the preheated cooling air to the power burner by means of a

motor-blower unit. The heat exchanger is of special design

with cylindrical flue gas tubes so the opposite wall plates

operate at relatively cool temperatures.

3,783,855

HEATING DEVICE
Vann O. Newinger, 452 Holly St., Laguna Beach, Calif.

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 284,010

Int. CLA47ji 7/07

U.S.CL 126-25 R 5 Claims

f*, 'p

28 42

A flame equalizer for use in a two or three burner camp

stove of the type having a primary burner with a series connec-

tion for fuel flow to the other burners associated therewith,

the flame equalizer being contained within the primary burner

to provide a variable restriction for the gas flow from the.-

plenum to the primary burner surface to divert an equal flow

of gas to the secondary burners as the secondary burners are

actuated.

3,783,857

FIREPLACE ACCESSORY FOR BURNING NEWSPAPERS
George B. Schwenk, Yucca Valley, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,493

Int. CI. F23h 13100

U.S.CI. 126— 164 aClaims

-^;:^

The functions of barbecue cooker, fry plate, and space

heater are combined in a single unit consisting of a tray on

which a fire box is pivotally mounted. The fire box is fiifmed

with a grate at one surface, and a solid wall at an opposite sur-

face and it can be tilted so that either of those surfaces lies

substagtially horizontally for use in barbecuing or frying. The

fire box can also be mounted vertically so that heat escapes

through its grate in a horizontal direction to form the space

heating function. The tray serves as an ash collector, as a sup-

port for the fire box in its several positions, and as a means by

which the fire box is made portable without need to extinguish

its burning fuel.

A T-shaped metal base supporting a vertical metal member

on the upper end of which a horizontal paper supporting arm

is pivotally supported at one of its ends to swing freely on a

vertical axis, the stem of the base, the vertical member and the

arm each being approximately 1 8 inches in length.

3,783,858 ^

WIND OPERATED HEATING SYSTEM
Baruir Ashikian, 505 Frechette, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

Filed Sept 1, 1971, Ser. No. 177,009

Int. CL F24c 9100

U.S.CL 126-247 8 Claims

The pressure decrease resulting from wind's flow around

suitably shaped bodies is used ii\a manner to produce oscilla-
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^ojections to facilitate emplacement in the medullary canal

T^
' $' n 3,783,861

INSERTER FOR INTRAITKRINF DF.VKES

Har>e> J. Abramson, Ne^ York, N.Y., assignor lo G. D. Searle

& Co.. C hicago. III.

HledJuneII,l97I.S«r. No. 152,101

Int.CI. A61f5/46

t.S. CI. 128-127 27 Claims

generated by the accompanying viscous dissipation is stored in

the liquid and used as needed.

3 783 859

NOVEL EXTERNAL CIRCLLATORY ASSIST DEVICE

Harold S. Sauer. Carlisle: Nubar D. Hagopian. V\ altham, and

John M. Colman, Lexington, aU ol Mass., assignors to Medi-

cal Innovations, Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297.250

lnt.CLA61hy/00

1,5. CL 128-24 R 6 Claims

An instrument for the insertion into the uterus of a flexible

contraceptive device formed from a tubular barrel having a

Tirst end for insertion into the uterus and an adjustable stop

member for engaging the cervical is at a selected distance for

the anterior end of the insertion end The barrel has diametri-

cally opposed axially extending apertures therein located

posteriorly of the stop member for receivmg the intrauterine

device vMth the first arm thereof extending through the aper-

tures transversely of the barrel and the second arm extending

axially vkithm the barrel tov^ard the posterior portion thereof.

A crossbar is provided on the barrel adjacent the apertures for

folding the first arm into the barrel adjacent the second arm

and substantially parallel thereto A plunger member, tele-

scopically inserted in the posterior portion of the barrel, has a

free end adapted to move the folded intrauterine device from

its position adjacent the apertures through the first barrel end

to deposit the device in the uterus.

3.783,862

SURGICAL TOWEL
Mark S. Schniding, Menasha. and Marion T. Arps. Neenah.

both of Wis., assignors to Kimberiy-Clark Corporation.

Neenah. Wis.

Filed July 7. 1971. Ser. No. 160,428

lnt.CLA6If /-?/00

IJ.S.CL 128-132 D 2 Claims

Novel external pressure circulatory assist apparatus utilizing

movement of a shell portion of a limb-enclosing housing as a

mechanical means for applying the requisite cyclic pressure to

the limbs of a patient being treated.

3.783,860

INTRAMEDILLARY ROD
Albert H. Burstein. Shaker Heights, and WilUam C. Allen.

Gainesville, both of Fla.. assignors to The Sampson Corpora-

tion. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972. Ser. No. 301,473

Int.Cl. A61f5/04

U.S.CL 128-92 BC 6 Claims

An elongated rectangular towel for use in squaring off a

fenestration during a surgical operation or the like, the towel

being transversely folded along two longitudinal fold Imes

forming a center and two outer portions, one of which is

folded on the top of the center, with the other being folded

under the center.

An intramedullary rod for internal fixation of long bone

fractures in the form of an elongated hollow tube having lon-

3.783,863 '

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMMOBILIZING A

PATIENT AND CONDUCTING AN X-RAY EXAMINATION

Waldo H. Kliever, P.O. Box 136. Gates Mill. Ohio

Filed Feb. 1. 1971, Ser. No. LJ-1,602

Int.CLA61g/i/0<^
U.S.CL 128-134 21 Claims

Patient immobilizing apparatus comprises a patient support-

ing table unit on which a patient lies. The patient is covered by
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an imperforate sheet of film-like material which forms a seal 3.783.866

between the patients body and the table The region between DOSING DEVICE UTILIZING AN ELECTRONIC SCALE
AND REGULATING MEANS

Erkki Tapio Tirkkonen. Kajavarannantie 3 as 5. Helsinki, Fin-

land

FiledFeb.3, 1971, Ser. No. 112,112

Claims priority, application Finland. Feb. 5, 1970, 318/70

Int. CLA61m 5/00

U.S. CI. 128-213 4 Claims

the tabic top. the patient and the sheet is evacuated so that dif-

ferential pressure forces secure the patient on the table.

y,/,//////''/>f''i"'""^-'"<.((^/^'

3,783,864

EAR PLUG
Frederik Christian Moller, 46, Finsensgade, Arhus N,

Denmark
Filed Oct. 8, 1969, Ser. No. 864,592

Claims priority, application Denmark, Oct. 11, 1968,®

4897/68 J

lnt.CI.A61f ///02

U.S. CI. 128-152 ' 3 Claims

The invention relates to an ear plug to be inserted into the

auditory meatus of an ear. having an exterior member of a soft

Hexible material and an interior tubular member which ex-

tends through the exterior member from one end thereof, and

having manually operable means, operatively connected with

the exterior as well as the interior member, operable to cause

an expansion of the exterior member and thereby engage the

exterior member firmly against the wall of the auditory canal.

3,783,865

SUCTION ELECTRODE
James R. Ricketts, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Marquette

Electronics Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,605

Int.CI. A61b.V0^
U.S. CI. 128-2.06 E 5 Claims

12.^

A method for dosing patients with blood, nutrients, chemi-

cal solutions and the like, using a new device which includes

gravity dose feeding means and gravity dose removal means

both in communication with a regulating valve. The valve is

regulated by an electric motor which is turn controlled by an

electronic scale. The scale senses changes in gravity flow con-

tainers to automatically control the dosage.

3,783,867

WOMAN'S HYGIENE APPARATUS
E. John Summersby, Lawndale, and Dietmar Nagel. Redondo

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Beverly Enterprises,

Pasadena City, Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 95,524

Int.CLA61my/00
U.S,CM28-230 3 Claims

An improved suction electrode includes an electrically con-

ductive ring suitable for application to the patient's skin. A

body having an angular passage therethrough is affixed to the

ring by a static sealing means such as an O-ring. A suction bulb

is mounted on the body in communication with the passage to

provide the suction necessary to affix the electrode to the skin.

A woman's hygiene apparatus having a fluid colitainer, noz-

zle, pump, and motor. The nozzle has a hollow tubular struc-

ture with a number of perforations at its extended end. The

pump contains a pressure relief mechanism to limit the max-

imum pressure output of the pump, so that a user cannot inad-

vertently exceed the medically determined maximum pressure

and thereby cause injury.
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3,783,868

PERCUTANEOLS IMPLANT

Jack C. Bokros, San Diego, Calif., assignor to Gulf Oil Cor-

poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.
. ,„ „^„

Fikd May 6, 1971, Set. No. 140,869

lnt.CI.A6l«J//00.A61f//00

L.S. CI. 128-260
»2^»-""

chamber connecting the collector chamber with a pressure

regulating manometer chamber, and a second manometer

connected to the collector chamber in by-passing relation with

the seal chamber having calibrations providing an indication

'J

..-v.. -.
'

r'l • _iV • ;
-! • 1

;-::-r-3-!

I*'

A percutaneous device for drug injection in a living body

which is implanted through the skin and which has a pyrolytic

carbon coating The device has a stem and a stabilizing flange,

and a collar associated with the stem for preventing the

progressive growth of epithelium tissue along the stem and for

anchoring the device A normally closed valve is in a

passageway through the stem for administration of medica-

tion.

of the pressure within the collector chamber, the pressure

regulating chamber being connectable through a restricted

orifice to the source of negative pressure to reduce the bub-

bling of air through the reservoir portion of the manometer

3,783,869

COMBINED SANITARY NAPKIN AND MEDICATED
BANDAGE

Leonard B. Schnipper, 2373 56lh Dr., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed May 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,386

Int. CL A61m i5/00. A61f 7i//6

L.S.CL 128-261 21 Claims

3,783,871

DIAPER WITH THICKENED FASTENING AREAS

Reinhardt N. Sabee, 728 S. Summit St • Applejon, Wis

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 17.714. March 9. 1970

abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226.067

lnt.CI. A41b/J/02

US. CL 128-287 24 Claims

Medication, in the form of an anaesthetic gel, is applied to

the incision resulting from an episiotomy by providing a gel-

retaming zone in a sanitary napkin The medication is pro-

vided on an impermeable layer affixed to the absorbmg face of

the napkin and is protected from contamination, prior to use.

by a covering membrane The impermeable layer between the

anaesthetic gel and the napkin prevent the absorption of the

former on the latter The gel-retainmg zone is approximately

two inches by three inches in size and is spaced by about one

inch from the forward edge of the absorbent region of the

sanitary napkin.

An article such as a diaper or bed pad which includes a pad

an absorbent ply and a polymeric cover ply of extruded

synthetic resin, may advantageously be made in various forms

having. If desired, a synthetic resin cover ply light in weight

and selectively given variable pin or tape retention strength by

varying extrusion according to the strength needed to make

the film stronger or weaker or softer or more flexible.

3.783,870

SUCTION DRAINAGE DEVICE

Eli Schachet. St. Louis. Mo., assignor to Sherwood Medical In-

dustries, Inc., Saint Louis, Mo.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971. Ser. No. 212,075

Inl.CLA61m//00

LS CI 128—276 12 Claims

A suction drainage device having a drainage collector

chamber for connection to a pleural cavity, a series liquid seal

3,783,872

DISPOSABLE ABSORBENT PADS CONTAINING

INSOLl BLt HYDROGELS

Paul A. King. Warwick, N.Y.. assignor to I nion Carbide Cor-

poration. New York. N.Y.
„,,.,,, i

Filed June 23. 1969. Ser. No. 835,721
|

lnt.CLA6lf /i//6

US. a. 128-290 R ^
'C"""'

Improved disposable absorbent articles, such as diapers

catamenial devices and sanitary napkins, are provided which

contain certain insoluble hydrogels as an absorbmg media.
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3 783 873

WEIGHTED SURGICAL CLAMP HAVING FOLDABLE
PROP

Harvey Barry Jacobs, 1 1613 Vantage HUl Rd., Reston, Va.

Filed Sept. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 181,040

Int. CL A61b / 7/02. / im, 1 7128

U.S. CI. 1 28-303 R 2 Claims

trated upon a selected fundus area by refractive media of the

eye for effecting photo-coagulation of said fundus area, and

means adapted to direct a beam of collimated light of relative-

ly lower intensity upon said light-emitting surface of the laser

means to be reflected therefrom in said single direction per-

pendicular to said surface, whereby said apparatus can be

positioned for directing said reflected beam of light upon an

eye to be concentrated upon a selected fundus area prior to

actuation of the laser means, and can thereby be positioned

for directing light subsequently emitted from the laser means

to be concentrated upon the selected fundus area for effecting

photo-coagulation of said fundus area.

3,783,875

CIRCUMCISION SURGICAL TOOL
Alan W. Winshel, 1408 Patuxent Dr., Silver Spring, Md

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,467

Int. CL A6 lb 7 7/J26

U.S. CL 128—318 6 Claims

Weighted clamp for surgical retracting use in the operating

room. In one form, a clamp is fitted with weights in one or

both handles which may be detachable and will vary in ac-

cordance with the surgical procedure. For gall bladder or her-

nia operations in adults the weights may vary from about V4

pounds to about 5 pounds. In infants the weights are smaller,

e.g.. from V« to 2 pounds. For venous or arterial surgery the

weights may vary from 2 to 6 ounces for light veins up to 1-2

pounds for larger arteries. For use in stabilizing fractures the

weights vary from 2 pounds up to 50 pounds. The weighted

units may be screwed on, clipped on, pushed on or magneti-

cally attached to or taken off of the handle. A pivoted folding

prop is attached to each leg of the clamp. The arms of the prop

are swung outwardly to stabilize the weighted clamp in, out-

side or on the body. A modified form of weighted clamp is

fitted with a suction pad in the jaw portion for atraumatically

holding hollow organs, such as bowel, heart or lung or solid or-

gans such as spleen, liver, or kidney and the handles with pad

may be separated by unbolting at the scissors pivot.

3,783,874

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EFFECTING PHOTO-
COAGULATION

Charles J. Koester. South Woodstock, Conn., and EUas Snitzer,

Sturbridge, Mass.. assignors to American Optical Company,

Southbridge, Mass.

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 108.020, May 5. 1%1,

abandoned. This application Oct. 23, 1963, Ser. No. 318,45i,

Int. CLA61b 7 7/36

U.S.CL 128-303.1 8 Claims

A surgical tool fashioned from scissors having an attached

cam member for moving along the lateral face of one scissor

member thereby crushing skin positioned between the cam

and lateral face which seals veins and arteries along the

crushed line. Scissor action follows the crushing action -nd

severs skin along the crushed line instantaneously.

3,783,876

TABBED ECCENTRIC LOCKING DEVICE

John F. Dye, Barrington, III., assignor to The KendaU Com-

pany, Walpole, Mass.

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,237

Int. CL A61b 7 7/34; A6lm 25102

U.S.CL 128-347 10 Claims

1 Photo-coagulation apparatus comprising laser means

having a pair of plane, parallel, reflective, opposite end sur-

faces said laser means being actuable to emit a collimated

beam' of relatively intense light from one of said surfaces in a

single direction perpendicular to said surface, means for

directing said light through the pupil of an eye to be concen-

A locking guard device regulating the penetrating depth of a

rigid or semi-rigid hollow member such as a hypodermic nee-

dle catheter, or hollow members used for draining body cavi-

ties is formed by mounting on the shaft of the member a guard

comprising a male and female element with holes bored

therethrough, the holes being concentric with respect to each

other but eccentric with respect to the true centers of the ele-

ments. Both the male and the female elements of the guard are

provided with projecting tab members, so that pinching the

tab members together locks the guard upon the shaft upon

which they are mounted.

918 O.G.—23
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3,783,877

BODY IMPLANTABLE STIMULATOR BATTERY
UTILIZATION CIRCl IT

David L. Bowcn, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. Ma>»auliee. Wis.

Filed Apr. 26. 197 1, Ser. No. 137,418

lat.CLA6lB//J6

U.S.CII28-419P 2Clatas

3,783,879

WAIST SUPPORT AND HIP GIRDLE
Otto Suider. Buchs/Schweli, Switzerland, assignor to Establb-

scment Temova, V'adui, Furstentum. Fla.

Filed Aug. 25. l97|.Ser. No. 174.637

.Claims priority, application SwiUerland, Sept. 2, 1970,

13088/70
I

Int.CI. A4IC//00 '

U.S. CI. 128-570 7CUims

10

37/-=- -?-^35 ^T «5

Z
PULSE

GENERATOR

-t
\2

\2

'lIMOlPFERENT

ELECTRODE

Paralleled sets of batteries are used to supply power to an

implantable electric organ stimulator stimulus signal genera-

tor Each set has a device having the characteristics of a diode

connected in series with it The diodes have different forward

voltage characteristics. One preferred set of batteries supplies

current initially and the others do not deliver current unless

the preferred battery is near depletion or unless there is a high

current drain from the batteries. In one embodiment, a mild

but perceptible physical sensation is produced to warn a pa-

tient of impending battery depletion

3,783,878

ATRIAL AND VENTRICULAR PACER HAVING
INDEPENDENT RATE AND AV DELAY CONTROLS

Sherwood S. Thaler. Lexii „Umi, and Richard E. Daynard,

Chelmsford, both of Mass.. assignors to American Optical

Corporation, Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,178

lat.CI. A6lB//i6

U;S. CI. 128-419 P 7 Clai«

Waist support and hip girdle having a trunk part of knitted

elastic fabric made of synthetic fibers suitable for producing

static electricity and of sufficiently open mesh construction to

allow skin moisture to evaporate The girdle has spaced paral-

lel stiffeners at the back and adapted to be positioned parallel

to the spinal column, one on each side thereof, when the girdle

is worn. The girdle also includes a strong elastic band having

ends secured at the back adjacent the stiffeners without over-

lapping the latter, and having front ends adapted to be

fastened together to close the girdle.

3,783,880

METHOD FOR AIDING FORMATION OF BONE
FORMING MATERIAL

Werner Kraus, Bauerstrasse 31 , Munich. Germany

Division of Ser. No. 26.809. April 9. 1 970. Pat. No. 3.745,995.

This applicatioa May I, 1973, Ser. No. 356.162

Claims priority, application Germany. Apr. 10. 1969, P 19

18 299.1

IdI. CI. A61n 75/00
|

U.S. CI. 1 28-82.

1

1 2 Claims

^-<^
«cl .t'l'«.CVH.»»l • -

r-f ntTC COHTWL

There is disclosed an atrial and ventricular pacer having in-

dependent rate and AV delay controls. Adjustment of one

potentiometer changes the basic pacer rate without affecting

the AV delay; adjustment of another potentiometer varies the

. AV delay without affecting the pacer rate. This is achieved by

having the rate control determine the atrial escape interval, a

variable one-shot multivibrator being provided to delay the

ventricular stimulus after it is triggered simultaneously with

the generation of an atrial stimulus. The variable one-shot

muhivibrator is reset when a spontaneous ventricular beat is

detected, and the atrial timing period always begins at the end

of a fixed time interval following an atrial stimulus, the fixed

time interval being longer than the maximum AV delay.

Method for aiding formation of bone forming material in

the region of a bone structure of a living being. Two electrodes

arc applied to spaced areas on opposite sides of the region of

the bone structure. An alternating electric potential difference

is applied across the electrodes. This potential difference has a
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freuuencv below 100 c/s and a magnitude such that it housing. A press bar in= a hinged lid covers the^housing and

prXes'a current density of at most 1 ^A/mm* at the elec- forms the second half shell on th, side of the lid. An ejector

trode surfaces in physical contact with the areas.

3 783 881

METHOD AND MACHINE FOR MAKING A CONTINUOUS
CIGARETTE ROD

Georg Lakos, Wentorf Bei Hamburg, Germany, assignor to

Hauni Werke Koerber and Co. KG, Hamburg-Bergedorf,

Germany
Cootinuation-iii-part of Ser. No. 152,510, Nov. 15, 1961,

abandoned. This applicatioa Jan. 13, 1966, Ser. No. 528,688

Claims priority, applicatioa Gennaay, Nov. 17, I960, H

40971
Int. CI. A24c 05i34

U.S. CI. 131-21 D 8 Claims slide for ejecting a compressed tobacco plug into a paper tube

is provided.

Zi.
5 >

3,783,883

COMBINATION DENTAL FLOSS HOLDER AND
TOOTHPICK

Dale Alexander, 324 Royal Pahn Way, Patei Beach, Fla.

Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253^46
Int. CLA61C 75/00

U.S. CI. 132-91 1 Claim

A cigarette rod making machine including a hopper to feed

a stream of shredded tobacco containing tobacco in excess of

that required in the rod, onto an elongated conveyor adapted

to form the same into a filler stream. The filler stream is con-

veyed thereby to the lower portion of a vertically disposed

suction wheel having a peripheral groove adapted to receive

the stream and hold the same therein. A trimmer is positioned

adjacent to the periphery ofthe wheel near the upper portion

thereof, and is adapted to remove the excess in order to pro-

vide a uniform rod An adjustable roller is positioned adjacent

to the periphery of the wheel in advance of the trimmer, and

presses on the free surface ofthe tobacco stream in the groove

in order to compact the same before the excess is removed by

trimming. The roller is driven so that its peripheral speed is the

same as the peripheral speed of the wheel. The trimmed

stream is transferred to another elongated conveyor where it is

wrapped into a rod and then cut into individual cigarettes. A

detector measures the quantity of tobacco in the wrapped rod

and provides a signal which is fed to a device which adjusts the

position ofthe roller with respect to the suction wheel thereby

controlling the degree of compaction ofthe filler stream in ad-

vance ofthe trimmer If desired, a detector may be located so

as to measure the quantity of tobacco in the filler stream. The

trimmed excess is returned to the filler stream in advance of

the wheel.

T.

A device for cleaning teeth formed of a handle portion hav-

ing a toothpick detachably mounted thereto, and an end por-

tion extending away from the handle portion having a string of

dental floss secured thereto.

3,783,884

SECURE MONEY CHANGING AND MONEY RECEIVING
SYSTEM

Edwin W. Carlberg, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Dale O. Simpson,

Dallas, Tex., a part interest

Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,404

Int. CI. G07f 9/00

U.S. CI. 133-1 R 3 Claims

3 783 882

DEVICE FOR FILLING CIGARETTE TUBES

Rudolf Messner, Trossingen, aad Haas-Joachim Zilkea, Stutt-

gart, both of Germaoy, assigaors to EFKA-Werke Fritz

GmbH, Trossiogea, Germany »

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 212,941

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 31, 1970, P 20

64 641.7; Aug. 19, 1971, P 21 41 471.1

Int. CI. A24c 05\42

U.S. CI. 131-70 l4CUims

A device for filling cigarette tubes or cigarette filter tubes

comprising a housing with a chamber for pressing tobacco, the

chamber being arranged in the longitudinal direction of the

housing and having the shape of a first half shell fixed in the

A secure money changing and money receiving system for

convenience establishments and the like includes a safe, a
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money-changing apparatus, andT a money receiving apparatus.

The safe has a theft proof housing and a normally locked ac-

cess door, and the money-changing apparatus has a theft proof

housing which is attached to the housing of the safe The

money receiving apparatus includes a theft proof housing hav-

ing at least one v»^indow and includes a partition which

separatesthe housing into coin and currency receiving por-

tions. A pair of doors are provided for normally retaining

coins and currency in the coin and the currency receiving por-

tions of the housing, respectively, and for selectively per

mitting the coins and the currency to pass into the safe. Thus,

all of the money that is on the premises of the convenience

establishment is situated either in the safe or in the change-

making apparatus and is therefore totally secure from theft.

is provided for maintaining the side members in their open

position, in rigid locked relation to the front member; the

locking means including release means operative to allow the

side members to be moved to their folded overlapping posi-

tion, the release means being of a character to allow the same

to be easily operated with a minimum force requirement.

5,7»3,885

DISC DISPENSING APPARATUS
John Gordon Williams, 74 RavenhiU Rd., Swaasea, and Peter

John Griffiths, 2 Castle St., Glamorgan, both of Wales

Filed June 27. 1972. Ser. No. 266,648

lnt.CI.G07dy/00

L.S. CI. 133-5 16 Claims

3 783,887

SELF-CLOSING VALVEDEVICE IN A PIPING SYSTEM
OF FLUIDS

Kkin Shojl, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon AutonatioB

Kiki Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,528

CUims priority, applkatioa Japan, June 23, 1 97 1 ,
46/45437

lntCLF16ky7/J6

U.S. CL 137-38 8 C"*'"*

The specification discloses a disc dispensing apparatus in

which the discs are placed in a hopper in the base of which is a

pair of plates placed one above the other, the upper plate

being rotatable and having a number of holes to receive discs

which drop into a recess of the lower plate and are ejected

from the recess by an ejecting member depending from the

upper plate and running in an annular groove in the lower

plate.

A self-closing valve device in a piping system of fluids com-

prising : a permanent magnet provided in the upper part of a

valve chamber, a globe valve member hanging down attracted

by said permanent magnet, an inlet pipe for a fluid being con

nected to a primary side including an upper portion of the

valve chamber and a piston in a control cylinder, an outlet

pipe for a fluid located at the bottom of said valve chamber

and adapted to close by fall of said globe valve member, said

outlet pipe being connected to a secondary side of said control

cylinder, and a shut-off valve disposed in a piping system con-

necting the inlet pipe to the outlet pipe, said shut-off valve

being closed by pressure difference of a fluid through trans-

mission means combined with the piston in the control

cylinder.

3,783,886

FOLDING WALKER
Morton I. Thomas, 125 South St., Monroe. N.Y.

Filed Sept. 24. 1971. Ser. No. 183^60

Int.CI. A45by/00

L.S.C1. 135-45A 3 Claims

3.783.888

SIPHON
Verne E. Johnson. P.O. Box 421. Rockford. Minn.

Filed Nov. 8. 197 1 . Ser. No. 196,403

Int.CI. F04f/ 0/02

1J,S.CL 137-145 2 Claims

A siphon particularly adapted for transferring gasoline with

operator induced pressurizing means for initiating fluid flow

without exposing the operator s mouth to the fluid path. The

A folding walker construction having side members sw.velly siphon is characterized by a primary ^jphon »ube and a secon-

mounted on a front member for movement from an open dary blow tube each of which pass through a "anged colla •

operative position, to a folded inoperative position to allow for and includes a screen and weight on the inUke end of the pn-

convenient storage when not in use. Improved locking means mary siphon tube.
|
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3,783,889

CONDENSATE VALVE
Kenneth E. Pyle, Marine City, Mkh., assignor to Reef-Baker

Corporation, East Detroit, Mkh.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 31,649, April 24, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,682,194. This application June 15, 1972, Ser. No,

263,093

Int. CI. F16t/ /OO

IJ.S. CI. 137-204 l^"*'"

which communicates with the inlet and outlet ports in the

open position of the valve. Removable sealing means are pro-

vided between the bore and the plug for preventing leakage

between the inlet and outlet ports and to the outside of the

valve. The plug has an opening extending axially inwardly

from one or both ends thereof corresponding to the open end

or ends of the valve body. The openings are normally closed

by closure plugs and serve is storage compartments for

replacement parts of the valve. In some forms of the invention

a valve operating handle can be threaded into a hole in either

closure plug or into a storage compartment itself to serve as an

aid in seating or unseating the plug in the valve body.

3 783 891

BALANCED REGULATOR SECOND STAGE
Raymond A. Christianson, Inglewood, CaDf., assignor to Under

Sea Industries, Inc., Compton, Calif.

Fikd Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,180

Int. CI. A62b 7/00; B63c 11/16

U.S. CI. 137-491 14 Claims

A condensate valve comprising a housing having a chamber

for the accumulation of liquid, and a double-acting valve

member for closing an outlet passage from the chamber. The

valve member comprises a stem having a rod extending

through the passage and also comprises a tubular member

sleeved on the rod which is of polygonal cross section to guide

the reciprocatory movement of the valve member in the

passage while providing clearnace for the flow of liquid. Seal-

ing members are sleeved on the rod at opposite ends of the tu-

bular member. The sealing members and tubular member are

held assembled on the rod by a nut. A manually operable

device is provided for holding the valve member in a shut-off

position and for holding it in an intermediate position for

draining the condensate valve.

J

ast-
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of which is connected to the supply conduit upstream of said

restriction, and a diaphragm or pressure reactor, whereby the

a

ryssssab

plates Aligning means are provided to align the closure

member with the valve seat The valve plate is biased by an up-

standing balance weight and a removable domed closure cap

is provided to house the balance weight and provide access to

the valve.

3,78^94
NON-RETURN VALVES

CeoiT»e Robert Davison, Chesterfield. Kngland. assignor to The

Bryan Donkin Company Limited. C hesterfield, Derbyshire.

England
Filed Nov. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 308.457

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 26, 1971,

55.074/71

Int. CL F

1

6li/ 5/02

ir.S. CI. 137-535 8 Cbims

Qnk<M^
A non-return valve having a closure member disposed in a

casing and supported on pins loosely located at their outer

ends in the casing wall so that it can move freely towards or

away from a valve seat.

3.783,895

UNIVERSAL PARENTERAL FLUID ADMINISTRATION
CONNECTOR

module insures that the pressure drop across the restriction is Theodore E. Welchselbaum, St Lotiis, Ma, assignor to Sher-

nf a low value ^o"* Medical Industries Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
ofa low value

3^83^893 Filed May 4, 1971, Ser. No. 140,139 I

PIVOTED WEIGHT BIASED VALVE
,,« ri 1 17_«;8«

Int. ^IFl^k 45/00
5 claims

George Robert Davison, Chesterfield. England, assignor to The ^S- <-•• ••*'

Brvan Donkin Company Limited, ChesterfieW, Derbyshire,

England
Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,785

Claims priority, application (Jreat Britain. Nov. 26. 1971,

55076/71

Int. CI. F 1 6k /5/Oi

U.S.CI. 137-527.8 4 Claims

A connector for connecting parenteral fluid administration

tubing to any one of a plurality of different parenteral fluid

supply containers having different closure means. The con-

nector includes threaded means for engagement with the

threaded closure portion of one form of such parenteral fluid

supply containers and piercing means for piercing a pierceable

closure portion of a different form of such containers. The

connector further includes an improved anti-siphoning valve

providing for venting of the container during withdrawal of

the fluid therefrom while preventing undesirable loss of the

A non-return valve having a closure member which pivots fluid through the venting means. The venting means includes

on knife-edged bearing portions in contact with flat bearing means for filtering the venting fluid, such as ambient air.
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3,783,896

VALVE MECHANISM FOR THROTTLING A FLOWING
FLUID

Raymond Jacquemard, Paris, France, assignor to Compteurs-

Schlumberger, Montrouge, France

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,443

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 2, 1971, 71 1 1719

lnt.CI.F16k //52

U.S.CL 137-630.14 lOCIaims

third conduit to the second conduit through the mixing

chamber when the valve is closed thereby continuously

providing warm liquid in the mixing chamber. Each of the

second and third conduits has a restriction therein whereby

the pressure in the mixing chamber is lower than in the second

and third conduits upstream from the restrictions thereby

According to an illustrative embodiment, a mechanism is

provided for throttling a fluid flowing through an opening in a

body between two regions at different pressures. A first and a

second throttling flow paths are provided through said open-

ing by means of a valve member movable between a first and a

second position. First seal means are provided around this

opening for sealingly engaging such valve member in the first

position thereof to close the first flow path. This first flow path

is opened by movement of the valve member toward its

second position for throttling a first flow of fluid. Means

movable with the valve member between the first and second

positions thereof are also provided for controlling the dis-

placement of the valve member, the pressure difference

between the two regions acting to urge the valve member into

sealing engagement with second seat means carried by the

movable controlling means, between the first and up to the

second position of the valve member. A tubular extension sur-

rounding the opening has lateral throttling apertures formed

therein the lateral wall of the valve member is arranged to

progressively uncover larger portions of the apertures when

moving from first to second position, thus varying the section

of the first flow path in a non-linear manner with the displace-

ment of the valve member. Abutment means are provided to

maintain the valve member in its second position whereby the

second flow path opens upon movement of the controlling

means with respect to the valve member in the section posi-

tion, the flow throttling section of such second flow path vary-

ing linearly with the latter movement.

causing mixing of the hot and cold liquid in the mixing

chamber when the valve is open, the restrictions also limiting

the recirculation thereby preventing material heating of the

liquid in the second conduit. Each of the restrictions has a

valve therein selectively actuable between open and closed

positions.

^3,783,898

FLUID FLOW CONTROL DEVICES

Douglas Frederick Kirkman, Ickenham, England, a^ignor to I.

V. Pressure Controllers Limited, Feltham, Middlesex, En-

gland

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,744

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 15, "1971,

58,300/71
Int.CLF16ki7/00

U.S. CL 137-596.2 8 Claims

3 783 897

WARM LIQUID SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR RESERVOIR AND
MIXING VALVE THEREFOR

Claude L. Pegg, 149 Grant St., Wabash, Ind., and John L.

Pegg, both of Wabash, Ind., assignors to Claude L. Pegg, by

said John L. Pegg

Filed Aug. II, 1971, Ser. No. 170^20

InLCL A47k 17/00; E03d 3/00

U S. CL 137—564 ^ * Claims

A system for supplying warm liquid to a reservoir, such as a

toilet tank. A mixing chamber is provided and a first conduit

couples the mixing chamber to the reservoir for supplying

warm liquid thereto, the first conduit having a valve therein

for opening and closing the same. Second and third conduits

are respectively coupled to the mixing chamber for respective-

ly supplying hot and cold liquid thereto, a source of a cold

liquid under pressure being coupled to the second conduit and

heating means coupling the source to the third conduit for

continuously heating the liquid supplied to the mixing

chamber. The heating means is positioned at a lower level

than the mixing chamber whereby liquid recirculates from the

A fluid flow control device having first and second valve

means biassed normally towards closed positions, and control

means. The control means is operable, when the device is con-

nected in a fluid flow path, either to displace the first valve

means against its bias into an open position to permit fluid to

flow through the device from an inlet side to an outlet side

thereof, or to displace the second valve means against its bias

into an open position to vent the outlet side of the device. The

second valve means is also openable independently of the con-

trol means under the action of excess pressure on the outlet

side of the device to relieve this excess pressure.
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3,783.899
^

VALVE OPERATOR
Joha H. Fowler, and Charles F. Johnson, both of Houston.

Tex., assignors to Rockwell International Corporation,

Houston, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 72,838, Sept. 16, 1970, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 705,876, Jan. 3, 1968, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 587,892, Oct. 19, 1966. This

application Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,229

lnt.CI.G05b/9/06

U.S. CI. 137-624.2 »9 Claims

ble with the ports. A stiffening element is inserted in the recess

to provide assurance of sufTicient radially outward pressure of

A.

\^
G>

li£1 r-©-«.'
said walls against the internal surface of said body to seal off

said ports when the plug is rotated to a sealing position

A pilot control system for selectively activating a plurality

of hydraulically operated devices with power supplied from a

remote source through a single conduit The control system

comprises a sequencing unit with a case enclosing a rotating

and reciprocating stem. Attached to the end of the stem is an

actuating plate which on rotation of the stem registers with

various control devices and on reciprocating movement of the

stem engages one or more of these control devices to permit

pressure from the power source to activate one or more of the

hydraulically operated devices To impart rotational and

reciprocal motion to the stem an annular piston is non-

rotatingly and slidingly received in an annular space between

the stem and case. This annular space is connected to the sin-

.gle conduit from the power source. The stem is provided with

a continuous slot traversing its circumference and having

upper and lower extremities connected by inclined channels

to give a sawtooth-like appearance. The annular piston has a

projection thereon which engages the stem slot By applying

pressure to the annular piston, which is spring biased Against

movement, the piston may be reciprocally moved causing the

stem to rotate due to the slot configuration and the engaging

piston projection The stem, which is also spring biased against

reciprocal motion, may then be reciprocally moved by a

further increase in pressure since the piston projection lies ai

one extremity of the saw -tooth- like slot. Alternate increase;

and decreases in pressure will cause complete rotation of the

stem due to the slot configuration. If it is not desired to actuate

a particular control device by reciprocal movement of the

stem, intermediate pressure only is used to re-register the

plate engaging device, the higher pressure step, which initiates

reciprocal motion, being eliminated. As previously stated, all

control devices, hydraulically operated devices, and the

sequencing unit are supplied with power from the remote

power source through a single conduit.

3,783,901 I

ELECTRO HYDRAULIC CONTROL L'NIT

Klaus Schneider, Ludwigsburg, and Heinz Flaschar, Asperg,

both of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stutt-

gart, Germany
Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,823

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 20, 1972, P 22

13 439.0
I

int.CI.F16k ///07.J//02

U.S. CL 137-625.64 15 Claims

.t.'* ri^"". .^t

6 *

' •

—

i
'

, 17

A fluid-pressure controlled piston element is shiftable in a

housing element and a valve, including a preselecting

member movable from a rest position for controlling the flow

of pressure fluid and preselecting the position of the piston

element, is provided. A solenoid moves the preselecting

member from its rest position, and the solenoid and valve are

both connected with one of the elements whereas a restoring

device connects the preselecting member with the other of the

elemenu and permanently urges the preselecting member to

its rest position.

3,783,900

STOP COCK
Charles C. WaMbillig, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Medex,

Inc., HUliard, Ohio
Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,945

Int. CL F16k 1 1100

U.S. CL 137-625.47 5 Claims

A stop cock comprising a cup-shaped body having three

ports and associated spigots formed at right angles to one

another, and a plug disposed in the body and sealed thereto

above said ports. The plug has a downwardly depending,

generally cylindrical wall which defines a recess in the bottom

of the plug, the wall being slotted to provide openings aligna

3,783,902

FLUIDIC SURFACE DEVICE AND NOZZLE SYSTEM FOR

THE FORMATION OF JETS IN THE DEVICE

ArnuH Schwarz; Gerhard Konig, and Manfred Pieloth, aU of

Dresden, Germany, assignors to Veb Kombinat Mess-und

Regelungstechnik Dessau, Dessau, Germany
|

Filed Mar. ?7, 1972, Ser. No. 238,260

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 5, 1971, WP F

15 d/ 154 207
Int.CLFI5cy/00

U.S. CI. 137-803 10 Claims

A fluidic circuit element includes a nozzle assembly in the

form of a nozzle supplied from a supply source of Ouid by way

of one or more throttles separated from each other and from

the nozzle by intermediate chambers. The spacing between

the throttles and between the last throttle and nozzle are less
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than the smallest transverse dimensions of the throttles. A switching gain is provided in which vortexes are generated in

symmetrical jet is produced by a single arrangement of this

type, or alternatively an asymmetrical jet may be produced by

an interaction region so that the high output power may be ob-

tained even when the output load is increased.

employing a similar series of throttles and outlet nozzle of

larger dimensions cooperating with the first system. The noz

zle system is shown and disclosed in combination with a wall

attachment device.

3,783,903

FLUIDIC PRESSURE RATIO CONTROL
Hugh Francis CantweU, Derby, England, assignor to The

Secretary of State for Defense In Her Britannic Majesty's

. Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, London, England

Filed June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,705

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 16, 1970,

29,003/70
Int.CI. F15c///2

U.S. CI. 137-805 II Claims

3,783,905

HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATOR
Harry Simister Bottoms, Warwickshire, England, assignor to

Joseph Lucas Industries Ltd., Birmingham, England

Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,723

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Oct. 8, 1970,

47,832/70
Int. CLFl 61 55/04

U.S. CL 138-30 10 CUims

A hydraulic accumulator has a chamber divided into com-

partments by a slidable member and a bellows. The bellows is

provided at its outer and inner edges with axially extending

portions which nest together when the bellows is compressed

by discharge of hydraulic fluid from one of the compartments,

whereby relative lateral movement of the bellows segments is

prevented.

This invention relates to a fluidic apparatus for controlling

the ratio between two variables, namely, the inlet and outlet

pressures of the compressor of a gas turbine engine, through

the use of error detectors, sensing means and amplifier means

all for the purpose of producing a control pressure for the

Huidic means, which also incorporates feedback means in one

of its stages.

3,783,904

FLUID AMPLIFIER

Keizo Amagami, Neyagawa; Masaru Nishijyo, Ya-

matokoriyama; Yutaka Takahashi, and Motoyuki Nawa,

both of Nara, aU of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,132

Int. CLF15C 7/76

U.S.CL 137-811 10 Claims

A pure Huid amplifier with a high output power and a high

3,783,906

APPARATUS FOR WELDING VERTICAL MEMBERS
DURING INCLEMENT WEATHER

Lee J. Matheme, 2717 W. Main St., Houma, La.

EileihJtHie 23, 1972, S«r. No. 265,675

I ^t.CLF16l 55/00

U.S. CL 138-103 \ 7 Claims

A canopy for rtiountii^^Qnthe^jrxternal surface of the upper

member of a pair of verticallyaligned and abutting members

to protect the juncture area between the members while being

butt welded to protect the weld from rain, snow, hail, sleet and

the like which causes crystallization of the heated metal due to

rapid cooling of certain areas when contacted by rain and the

like. The vertical members are pipes such as employed in oil

wells such as conductor pipes, casings and the like with the

upper end of the upper pipe being provided with a closure cap

to prevent entry of rain and the like into the interior of the

pipe thereby protecting both the interior and exterior of the
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pipes to enable effective continuance of the welding operation

and installation of the pipe into the oil well during periods of

inclement weather. In practicing the method and employing

the apparatus, any residual moisture on the pipe is quickly

dried due to the heat generated by the welding operation and

the canopy is sealed to the external periphery of the upper

the liner forms a helical lap joint. The tube is continuously

formed and an interior protective coating is concurrently ap-

pipe above the juncture area and is of sufficient dimension to

enable normal welding operations thereby eliminating the

necessity of shutting down operations during periods of rain,

hail, sleet, snow and the like.

3,783.907

PIPE SPACERS
Harvey G. Skinner. Latrobe, Pa., assignor to Westmoreland

Plastics Company, Latrobe. Pa.

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, S«r. No. 235,360

Inl.CI.F16li//0

U.S.CK138-106 4 Claims

;,'_j>.

plied to the tube as an airless spray of coating material com-

prising 100 per cent solids in a liquid state, which hardens sub-

stantially on contact with the tube.

3,783,909

TREATING SKINNED ANIMAL CARCASSES
Beveriy E. VN iUiams, P. O. Box 299, San Mateo, Calif.

FiledSept.22, 1971, S«r. No. 182,846
|

Int. CLD03d/ 5/00

II.S. CL 139—426 4 Claims

Treating skinned animal carcasses such as beef by using

shrouds in which the individual yarns comprise a blend of

ramie fiber and a synthetic fiber, the ramie fiber comprising

between 50 and 65 percent and the synthetic fiber comprising

between 35 and 50 percent The preferred synthetic is a

polyester filament. The blended yarn in the shroud is charac-

terized by the fact that the filaments, both the ramie and the

polyester average six inches in length and are twisted together

approximately 25 turns per inch. In use. the shroud is soaked

in brine and is applied to the carcass while soaking wet and is

tightly skewered to the carcass promptly after slaughter and

skinning. The shrouded carcass is then put in the cooler for up

to about 24 hours, during which time the shroud tends to lose

its moisture content before being pulled off the carcass. The

shroud of the present invention has an outstanding combina-

tion of strength against tearing both while wet and while dry.

I

3,783,910

BENDING MACHINE FOR STRAIGHTENING
ELONGATED WORKPIECES

John F. Kopczynski, 1671 Sweeney, Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,543

Int. CI. B2 If //02 '

U.S. CI. 140-147 6CUims

A pipe spacer is provided of blow molded plastic having two

opposite sides with corresponding semi-cylindrical recesses

therein corresponding to one half of the circumference of a

pipe to be spaced.

3,783,908

HELICALLY WOUND TUBES
Paul W. Stump. North Olmsted; James A. Huber, Strongsvllle,

and John M. Lipinski, Cleveland, all of Ohio, assignors to

Ckvepak Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 172,010. Aug. 16, 1971, abandoned, which

is a division of Ser. No. 842.298, July 16, 1969, Pat. No.

3,620,869. This application Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,579

Int. CLE 161 9/76

U.S. CL 138— 144 5 Ctaims

A helically wound tube comprised of sheet-like plies includ-

ing a liner and a plurahty of body plies. The liner and a first

surrounding body ply are interwoven along a helical butt joint

defined by adjacent edges of the surrounding body ply, and

A machine for rolling elongated workpieces by inserting the

workpiece between two spaced parallel series of rolls and

holding the workpiece in position in a work zone by means of
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two opposed series of fingers which cause the workpiece to be

retained substantially in a plane connecting the centers of

rotation of the spaced series of rolls, the two series of fingers

approaching the work zone from opposite directions simul-

taneously because they are driven by a differential type of

linkage, with one of the seriesof fingers comprising carrier fin-

gers which carry the straightened workpiece from the work

zone and deposit it on a conveyor, and a toggle mechanism

mounting the carrier fingers so as to cause them to be moved

to a position, after depositing the workpiece, which permits

them to clear the workpiece in returning to the work zone, and

thereafter assume a carrying position for carrying a sub-

sequent workpiece to the conveyor.

ble distance as a separate member from a retracted position

within the filling head to an extended position where it pro-

3,783,911

METHOD FOR SAFELY COLLECTING HYDROCARBON
VAPORS PRESENT DURING LOADING OR UNLOADING

OF FLAMMABLE FUELS
Howard W. Husa, Park Forest, and Irwin Ginsburgh, Morton

Grove, both of III., assignors to Standard Oil Company,

Chicago, III.

Fifed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,132

Int. CL B65b 1130

U.S.CL 141— 11 3Claims

fcOgJgL-';

jects from the filling head to contact liquid in an associated

bottle and control termination of the bottle filling action.

3,783,913

CONTROL FOR CONTAINER FILLING MACHINE
William H. Tnisselle, Braintree, Mass., assignor to Pneumatic

Scale Corporation, Quincy, Mass.

Filed July 8, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 60,840

Int. CLB65bi//00, 57/74

U.S.CL 141-46 15 Claims

Disclosed is a method for collecting hydrocarbon vapors be-

fore they are dispersed in the atmosphere surrounding a site

where loading or unloading of flammable fuels occur. The col-

lected vapors are monitored to determine when the air-

hydrocarbon vapor mixture is near or in the combustible

range. When it is determined that the mixture is near or in the

combustible range, a hydrocarbon gas such as propane is in-

jected into the mixture to remove the danger of explosion or

fire. The collected vapors are held in a holding tank and,

preferably, are periodically burned.

3,783,912

BEVERAGE CONTAINER FILLING HEAD
Kenneth F. Friendship, Akron, Ohio, assignor to A-T-O Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 30, 1968, Ser. No. 787,700

Int. CLB65bi 7/00

U.S.CL 141—46 3 Claims

A beverage container filling head including a valve means is

provided for controlling flow of fluid through the filling head

and an electrically conductive probe extends longitudinally of

the filling head. The probe is adapted to be moved an adjusta-

A control circuit for filling apparatus of the kind wherein

there is a nozzle through which liquid is delivered to a con-

tainer and a filling valve for controlling flow through the noz-

zle. The circuit includes valve means that supplies sensing

pressure to a sensing tube, an exhaust valve through which the

pressure in the circuit is adapted to be exhausted to below

operating pressure to terminate the filling operation by closing

the filling valve in the nozzle and a diaphragm responsive to

back pressure developed in the sensing tube to effect opera-

tion of the exhaust valve. There is also in the circuit, valve
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!

means for at times terminating the flow of sensing air and in-
^.„„„^„ ^u,„ oJJiJlMir vjTBiirTllBF

jecting high-pressure air into the sensmg tube to clear it CHIPPER CHIP-REMOVING STRUCTURE
J K 6 ^' Thomas W. Nicholsoa; Ray B. Jorgensen. and Stanley DonaW

Vanek. all of Seattle, Wash., assignors to Nicholson Manu-

3,783,914
~

facturing Company, Seattle, Wash.

STUMP CUTTER Coatinuatk»-in-part of S«r. No. 883,038, Dec. 8, 1 969, Pat.

James T. Daughcrty, and James J. Baber, Jr., both of P.O. Box no. 3,661,192. Thb appUcatkm May 2, 1972, S«r. No. 249,721

668. Valley, Nebr. lot CI. B27i 11102

Filed June 22, 1972, S«r. No. 265,418 U.S. CI. 144-172 6 Claims

lBt.CI. A01g2i/06. B27g2//00. /i/05

U.S. CI. 144-2 N 5 Claims

23

A manually operated stump cutter is disclosed including an

elongated tubular frame member with an engine mounted at

one end and a cutting means at the other An operator handle

extends from the other end and a shield assembly protects the

operator. The tubular frame member is supported by a pair of

wheels on a transverse axle midway of the tubular frame

member.

3,783,915

ROUTER OVERARM ATTACHMENT
Norman E. Bryden, 2407 Arden Dr., Champaign, lU.

Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 258,045

lBt.CI. B27ci//0

U.S.CI. 144-134B

A rotating chipping drum is mounted in a hollow body with

a portion of its periphery exposed to a chipping chamber for

holding log sections to be chipped. Cutting bits are mounted in

apertures of the chipping drum so that chips cut from the log

section enter the interior of the drum. The chips are removed

from the interior of the drum by a conveyor of the screw type,

of the belt type, or of the chain type, extending partially or en-

tirely through the interior of the drum The rotative axis of the

chipping drum may be inclined to urge a log section toward

one end of the chipping chamber.

3,783,917

WOOD SLICER MACHINE
Nakataro Mochizuki, Shizuoka, Japan, assignor to Maninaka

Tekkosho Inc., Shizuoka-shI, Japan

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,698

Int.CI.B2715/06

U.S.CI. 144— 175 4 Claims

7 Claims

A device which will contain an electric router in a detacha-

ble manner and provide for a controlled vertical movement of

the router relative to a work surface. The device is detachably

mounted to a round pipe column or spindle. Affixed in this

manner, the tool is used for cutting wood, and other materials.

A wood stock sheer machine for slicing a wood stock having

a bar. pillar, thick plata or the like, cut by cut into thin' sliced

sheets having preferably a thickness of the order of 0.2 - 2.0

mm. by performing the slicing operation in the axial direction

and generally in a v^arallel direction to the orientation of the

wood fibers of the stock.

The machine is provided with a stationary table in which a

cutter unit is adjustably provided, with said unit having a

cutter knife with its cutting edge arranged in an acute angle

relative to the travelling direction of the stock on the table.

Above the table, there is provided a stock feed unit, the

positional level of the latter unit relative to said table being ad-

justable by a manipulating unit mechanically coupled with

said stock feed unit. The sliced product is discharged

downwardly through a discharge opening formed through said
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table and partially defined by said cutting edge. The stock feed

unit includes a rotatable belt which is resiliently pressurized at

its lower side run, so as to compensate for possible undulations

for positive and accurate force-feed of the stock by keeping

pressure contact of said belt with the upper surface thereof.

3,783,920

CONTAINER AND CLOSURE THEREFOR
Roy J. Weikert, c/o General Films, Inc., Covington, Ohio

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,488

Int. CI. B65dii//6. 39/00

U.S. CI. 150-8 20 Claims

3,783,918

ROTATING DRUM WITH ELASTOMERIC PAD-

MOUNTED SUPPORTING RINGS

Arthur R. Simpson, Riverside, and Frank S. Egloff, LaGrange,

both of III., assignors to Chicago Bridge & Iron Company,

Oak Brook, 111.

• Filed Feb. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 226.788

Int. CI. B27I/ /OO

U.S. CI. 144-208 B 1 Claims

I8>

i^jt

A bag having a relatively large diameter, closure or valve,

the components of which are formed in molds using a one

piece mold cavity. The three components ot the valve include

a base having a flange positioned within the bag and a neck ex-

tending through an opening in the bag, a collar which clamps

the bag to the base and a cap which forms a seal with the neck

of the base. The collar and base have complementary, verti-

cally extending beads to grip the bag material and the cap has

a dome shaped central portion which seals against the inner

surface of the neck.

A horizontally positioned cylindrical drum, such as for de-

barking logs, a pair of spaced-apart circumferential metal

rings located longitudinally along the drum, and an elastomer-

ic pad means between each of the rings and the drum holding

the rings in position thereon. The drum can be supported by.

and rotate on. trunnion wheels.

3,783.921

SCREW FASTENER AND METHOD OF APPLYING SAME
David P. Wagner, Ebnhurst, lU., assignor to lUinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago, IH.

Filed Apr. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 130,199

Int. CI. F16b 37/04

U.S. CI. 151-41.7 3 Claims

3,783,919

GLAZIER'S POINT HOLDER
Julian Torres, c/o George Spector, 3615 Woolworth BWg.. 233

Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 247,403

Int. CL B25c 3100

U.S. CI. 145-46 2 Claims

A tool for holding a glazier's point in position for drivmg

into a window frame in an easy manner; the device consisting

of a base unit around which there is a slidable frame for sup-

porting in a correct driving position a glazier point located m
front thereof, so that when the base unit is hit with a hammer,

the point is properly installed into the window frame.

The present invention relates generally to improvements in

screw type fasteners and to novel methods of applying such

fasteners to a preformed aperture in a workpiece. The em-

bodiments of the present invention disclosed in the accom-

panying drawing includes a headed screw member, the enter-

ing extremity of which is encapsulated by an adhesive having

the functional characteristics of a partially cured epoxy resin.

Interposed between the threaded peripheral surface of the

screw shank and the aforesaid adhesive is a release coating to

prevent the establishment of a bond between the adhesive and

the peripheral screw surface when said adhesive is completely

cured or solidified within a work aperture.

3.783.922

BLIND MOUNTING FASTENER
Stephen Petrus. Parma. Ohio, assignor to Eaton Corporation,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,51

1

Int.CI.F16b/3/06

U.S. CI. 151—41.74 9Clalms

A caged nut or bolt for assembly and retention preferably in

a round mounting hole in a blind panel. The retainer is formed

integrally from a flat blank and has a base with central aper-
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ture for bolt clearance and a pair of integral leg portions ex-

tending outwardly from the base in cupped arrangement The

free ends of the legs have transverse portions formed in

semicircular configuration with the edges flanged radially out-

wardly. Each of the transverse portions has a pair of integral

lugs extending therefrom toward the base with the ends of the

lugs flared outwardly. Integral outwardly extending tabs are

provided on the base in cupped arrangement for retaining a

nut or bolt head centrally between the tab and leg p<irtions.

Portions of the tabs and legs are chamfered or sized near the

base portion to permit insertion of the retainer, with a nut or

bolt head therein, in a panel mounting hole of a diameter sub-

stantially that of a circle including the nut points. Where a nut
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3,783.924

REPLACEMENT TREAD BAND FOR RETREADING A
WORN TIRE

Guy Pelletier. Ville d'Anjou, Quebec. Canada, assignor to

Roi-kland Industries Ltd.. Kingsbury. Quebec. Canada

Filed Feb. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 224.001

lnt.CI.B60c9/y<>«

IJ.S. CI. 152-330 4 Claims

is caged, a bolt is inserted through the mounting hole,

threaded into the nut. and tightened to draw the nut away

from the base portion toward the panel undersurface. As the

bolt is tightened, the leg and lug portions of the retainer are

wedged between the edge faces of the nut and the wall of the

mounting hole, and the nut is thereby secured in the mounting

hole. Where a bolt is used, the head of the bolt is received

between the leg portions and the shank extends outwardly of

the retainer between the radially flanged portion. A nut is

threaded over the bolt to draw the bolt head away from the

base portion toward the panel undersurface wedging the leg

portion between the wall of the mounting hole and the bolt

head.

3,783,923

PROTECnVE CHAINS
Hans Otto Dohmcier, 24 Shipstoo Ln., Johannesburg. South

Africa

Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 218,920

Claims priority. appUcatioo South Africa, Jan. 28, 1971,

71/0553
lnt.Cl.B60c27/00

U.S. CL 152-243 9 Claims

Chain comprising links connected together by resilient steel

loops threaded through apertures in the links and with the

ends of the loops closed by means of a locking member
located on the ends of a loop when it is in a resiliently

deformed condition such that the release of the loop after lo-

cation of the locking member thereon causes interlocking

between the locking member and the loop end.

A replacement tread nand for retreading a worn tire includ-

ing a band of vulcanized rubber having the width of the tread

band of a worn tire, cords embedded longitudinally into the

band of vulcanized rubber and haying opposite ends arranged

to overlap longitudinally of the replacement tread band of a

worn tire and to be secured one to another, then forming a>

reinforcement ring acting against separation of the band of

vulcanized rubber from the tire under action of the centrifugal

force. The opposite end portions of the band of vulvanized

rubber are provided with cutouts adapted to Icxlge said ends of

said cords and an elastomeric material to secure said ends

together

3,783,925

TIRE HAVING Bl-BIASED CARCASS
Jacques Boileau, Clermont-Ferrand. France, assignor to Com-

pagnic Generate des Etablisscments Michelin. raison socialc

Michelin & Cic. Clermont-Ferrand. France

Filed Mar. 2. 1972. Ser. No. 231,105

Claims priority, application France. Mar. 8. 1971,

71.08006; Jan. 14, 1972.72.01371

Int. CI. B60c 9/06

U.S.CI. 152—356 13Claims

A tire has an asymmetrical carcass comprising two plies of

cords forming a network of quadrilateral meshes. The sides of

the quadrilaterals form with the circumferential direction of

the tire acute angles a and /3 which are different and which

vary as a function of the distance of the mesh from the axis of

the tire. The angle a is larger than the angle /3 and varies,

between any two points located at different distances from the

axis, more than does the angle /3. In manufacturing the tire by

turning the edges of the two plies around bead wires on a

building drum and then shaping the assembly into the form of

a tire, at least one of the bead wires is permitted to rotate

about the axis of the tire so that the meshes rotate about nor-

mals to the carcass.
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3,783,926

TIRE HAVING TWO-PLY CARCASS MERGING INTO
ONtPLY

Yves Jacques de Zarauz. Le Ccndre, France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Generale Des Etablissements Michelin, raison Sociale

Michelin & Cie. Clermont-Ferrand. France

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,780

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 28, 1971,

71.15304
Int. CI. B60c 9106

U.S.CL 152-356 7 Claims

bearing and stop surfaces is inclined with respect to the com-

mon axis of the tire and rim by an angle within the range of 1
0°

to 30°. The structure prevents the tire and rim from slipping in

rotation with respect to each other and is particularly ad^ted

for use on construction equipment and the like.

3,783,928

STRUCTURE FOR MOUNTING TIRES ON WIDE RIMS

Robert B. Lee, 4925 N, 73rd St., Scottsdale, Ariz.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,160

Int.CI.B60c25//2

l'.S.CL 157-1.1 7 Claims

A tire carcass is formed of a pair of plies adjacent to each

other and extending through the tire from one bead to the

other Each ply comprises cords arranged with the same pitch

and along the same direction, and the cords of each ply are

staggered with respect to those of the other by half the pitch.

The cords of the two plies, in regions of the carcass close to

the beads, are located respectively at different distances from

the inner wall of the tire. Successive cords of each ply, in re-

gions of the carcass between the midheights of the two

sidewalls, are inserted between adjacent cords of the other

ply, so that the cords of the two plies, in regions of the carcass

between the midheights of the two sidewalls. are located sub-

stantially at the same distance from the inner wall of the tire.

A pneumatic tire mounting device for mounting pneumatic

tires on wheel rims, and more particularly for mounting tube-

less pneumatic automotive tires on wheel rims of substantially

greater than normal width.

3 783 927

TIRE AND RIM STRUCTURE FOR CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT

Henri Verdler, Beauregard-L'Eveque, France, assignor to

Compagnie (lenerale Des Etablissements Michelin. raison

sociale Michelin & Cie. Clermont-Ferrand, France

Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190,892

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 20, 1970,

70.37907
Int.CLB60b2J//0

U.S.CL 152-409 4 Claims

3,783,929

VENETIAN BLIND
Andrew Logar, 555 W. Middlefield Rd., Mountoinview, Calif.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 231,878

Int. CI. E06b 9130

U.S. CI. 160- 168 13 Claims

Each bead of a large pneumatic tire nas permanently con-

nected to its bottom an annular metal part serving as a bead

seat and formed with a conical bearing surface. The rim for

the tire has a fixed or movable axial stop member for each

bead. Each axial stop member is formed with a conical stop

surface, and the conical bearing surfaces are respectively en-

gageable with the conical stop surfaces. Each pair of engaged

A Venetian blind slat webbing unit is constructed for ease of

replaceability. This construction replaceability of the slat unit

may serve as an alteri^tive to arduous cleaning of the slats and

webbing of dirty blinds.
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3 783,930 trix of the angle formed between said wings, so as to constitute

TRAIN OPERATED FOLDING PARTITION means for efficiently retaining an extra-thickness of material

Charles E. WiUiams, Janesvilk, Wis., assignor to Hough Manu- formed along the marginal portion of the covering sheet to be

facturing Corporation, Janesvillc, Wis. fixed in position.

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, S«r. No. 241356 _

int. CI. E05d 15126
^ ^^^ ^^2

L .S. CI. 160- 199 13 Claims
^^^.^.j^^jp ^^ CONTROLLING MOLTEN METAL-HEIGHT

IN CONTINUOUS CASTING
Jack R. Crowell, Cedar Lake, Ind.; James R. Tomashek. Wood

Dale, and Donald H. Ward, Glen Ellyn, both of III., assignors

to Borg-W amer Corporation, Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 3.42 1 , Jan. 1 6, 1 970, Pat. No.

3,670,801. This application Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189.569

Int.CLB22d///00 i

U.S. CI. 164-4 1 Claim

20*

A train operated foloing partition of the top supported,

center folding, operable panel, type, in which each panel is

supported from an overhead trackway by its own carrier, and

the panels are hinged together in side by side relation for

movement between wall forming or unfolded positions, and

wall folded or stacked positions, wherein each carrier is free to

move relative to the panel it carries between a position at the

center of the panel and a position adjacent one edge of the

panel, as the panels are moved between their stacked and the

wall forming positions.

3.783,931

DEVICE FOR FIXING A COVERING SHEET INSIDE A

DIHEDRON FORMED BY TWO PERPENDICULAR
SURFACES

Marcel Assad, 1 2 Place Maurice Gillet, Brest, France

Filed Feb. 12, 1973. Ser. No. 331^58

Claims priority, appUcatkm France, Feb. 15, 1972,

7204992; May 18, 1972,7217817

int. CLA47li2J/00. /J/00

U.S. CL 160—327 6 Claims

?0G

20G

A method of controlling the height of molten metal in a con-

tinuous casting system of the type having a mold unit having a

generally vertical, integral and electrically conductive form,

which form defines a shaping surface and into which form

molten metal is poured and from which form a continuous bil-

let is produced, and a cooling jacket about said form in which

an electrically conducting coolant is circulated from which

unit a continuous billet is extracted by a drive system therefor,

comprising the steps of; providing an inductance level detec-

tor; positioning the detector in said jacket adjacent to but out-

side of the form; developing a time-varying magnetic field em-

ploying the inductance level detector positioned within the

mold jacket and adjacent to the core; sensing the magnetic

field strength of the detector as affected by the height of mol-

ten metal in the form, and controlling the drive system to

counter changes in the level of molten metal in the mold form

so as to tend to maintain that level at or about a predeter-

mined desirable level.

3,783,933

METHOD OF MAKING AN INGOT MOLD STOOL
Verne B. Leedy, Palos Heights. 111., assignor to United States

Steel Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 20, 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 73,435 |

lnt.Cl.B22d27//S

U.S. CI. 164— 58 4 Claims

Device for fixing one or two covering sheets, such as

hangings, inside a dihedron formed between two perpendicu-

lar surfaces, said device consisting of a section member com-

prising two wings extending at right angles to each other and

adapted to be secured to the corresponding perpendicular sur-

faces, respectively. Said wings carry inside the angle or corner

formed therebetween a pair of resilient blades projecting

towards each other and haying their ends curved or bent

towards the apex of the angle formed by said wings, these

wings contacting subsUntially each other in their inoperative

or unstressed condition and carrying at their aforesaid ends in-

turned lips extending subsUntially at right angles to the bisec-

22—0^

!\ V vv^ < >. «-^^^v<>;^^\^^^'^s.

A cast iron ingot mold stool having a coating of granulated

iron oxide particles fused into the upper surface thereof to

prevent cast ingots from sticking thereto.
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3,783,934

APPARATUS FOR REPLACING THE ROLLER GUIDE
SECTIONS OF THE STRAND GUIDING ASSEMBLIES OF

CONTINUOUS CASTING PLANTS
Karl-Heinz Golde, am Kleinen Rahm 61. Ratingen, and Ernst

Schuler, FeWstrasse 47, DusseMorf, both of Germany

Filed Oct. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 193,686

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 2, 1970,

P 20 53 755.5

Int.CLB22d////2

U.S.CL 164-282 7CUuns

3,783.936

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT A

HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN A HEAT CARRIER
MEDIUM AND A DRUM REACTOR

Edward Wisz, Kaiseraugst, Switzeriand, assignor to Buss AG,

Basel, Switzeriand and Eisenbau Wyhlen AG, Wyhlen/

Dentschland, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217.133

Claims priority. appUcation Austria. Jan. 13, 1971. 226/71

Int. CLF28d/ 7/02

U.S. CL 165-90 3 CUims

",t' ;'i

'J .M a '%

An apparatus for replacing the roller guide sections of the

strand guiding assemblies of continuous casting plants which

embodies a carriage movably guided at a trackway located ex-

ternally of its associated strand guide assembly, A pair of rails

forming each trackway extends along each such strand guide

assembly. This carriage contains supporting surfaces for the

individual strand guide sections of the strand guide assemblies.

According to important aspects of the invention the carriage

can be commonly employed for servicing the strand guide as-

semblies of multiple continuously cast strands. This common

carriage is designed for selective shifting to each of the rail

pairs of each of the trackways associated with each strand

guide assembly.

The present invention pertains to the indirect heating or

cooling of a drum reactor by the exchange of heat from a heat

carrier medium. The heat carrier medium is fed to one or

more annular distribution chambers fixedly disposed about a

stationary outer wall or jacket, thence through openings in the

jacket into the annular space between the jacket and the

rotatable drum wall, and finally out to one or more annular

collection chambers. The distribution and collection cham-

bers are spaced apart from each other and cause the heat car-

rier medium to flow longitudinally along the drum for more ef-

ficient heat exchange. In addition, the various inlet and exit

ports of the alternate distribution chambers are radially

spaced from each other such that the heat carrier flow is both

longitudinal and rotational about the drum reactor.

~

3 783 937
3.783.935 APPARATUS FOR COOLINGA CONTINUOUS CASTING

SURFACE COOLER MOULD
Cari E. Simmons, and Joseph F. Femandes, both of Dayton, ^^gust Maurer, LInz, Austria, assignor to Vereinigte Oster-

Ohio, assignors to United Aircraft Products. Inc., Dayton,
reichische Eisen-und Stahlwerke Aktiengesellschaft, Linz,

Ohio Austria

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,127 f\i^ Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 207,167

Int. CL B60h i/00 Claims priority, application Austria. Dec. 16, 1970,

U.S. CL 165—44 12Cteims 11303/70

U.S.CL 165-107
Int. CI. B22d 7104

8 Claims

}}\ *f

A surface cooler for interposing in ram air or the like.

Aerodynamic devices at the leading end of the cooler capture

high energy air from the free air stream outwardly of the

cooler mounting surface and divert the more stagnant air at

the mounting surface away from the cooler inlet, the function

being to reject heat to this captured air from a fluid used as a

coolant in a location remote from the cooler. At the trailing

end of the cooler other aerodynamic devices utilize the air

flowing over the cooler to facilitate venting of a system fluid.

The invention relates to an apparatus for cooling a continu-

ous casting mould, comprising a cooling water supply conduit.
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an emergency cooling water supply conduit and a cooling

water return conduit, all three conduits being joined to an

overhead container which for its greatest part is filled with

boiler feed water. At the uppet part of said overhead con-

tainer a space filled with a pressurized fluid is provided form-

ing an elastic pressure cushion to protect the overhead con-

tainer and all conduits from corrosion and boiler scale.

The spray shield is made in component parts which are

joined together in a manner which enables its assembly to the

well head without the necessity of dismantling any portion of

the pumpjack.

3,783,938

DISTURBING DEVICE AND HEAT EXCHANGER
EMBODYING THE SAME

Andre Chartet, Meudon, France, assignor to Societe Anonym*

Des t'sines Chausson, Asnieres, France

Filed Jan. 1 1. 1972, Ser. No. 216,925

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 28, 1971,

7102885
Int. CI. F28b 3102

U.S. CI. 165-166 10 Claims

^ ?• « -f,

3,783,940

APPARATUS FOR PLUGGING WELL BORES WI^TH

HARDENABLE FLUENT SUBSTANCES
Harold J. Urbanosky, Pearland, Tex., assignor to Schlum-

bergcr Technology Corporatioo, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972. Ser. N«. 245.421

Int. CI. E21b J-?/ /27

U.S.CL 166-181 17 Claims

L^U

A heat exchanger comprises at least one tube containing at

least one flow directing turbulence member disposed longitu-

dinally therein and comprising a thin metal strip having at

least one row of longitudinally spaced wings struck angularly

therefrom and extending in the same direction longitudinally,

said wings each having an aperture therein and being disposed

at an obtuse angle alternately on opposite sides of the strip and

resiliently engaging the inner wall of the tube.

3,783.939

SPRAY SHIELD FOR OIL WELLS
Billy J. Edge, and Lloyd O. Collins, both of P.O. Box 6487,

Odessa, Tex.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239.699

Int. CI. E2 lb Ji/Oi

U.S.CL 166-81 SCblms

As a preferred embodiment of the apparatus of the present

invention disclosed herein, an expansible bag mounted around

a first tubular body is operatively arranged to be expanded

into engagement with a well bore wall by a hardenable Huent

substance initially contained in a selectively-operable dis-

placement assembly including a second tubular body

suspended from a cable and releasably coupled to the first

body Biasing means are operatively arranged for imposing op-

posed axial forces against the ends of the expanded bag to

securely anchor the tool until the fiueni substance has

solidified The new and improved apparatus further includes a

unique release mechanism which is capable of withstanding

severe shocks and other forces which may be imposed on the

apparatus to guard against the unexpected or premature un-

coupling of the two tubular bodies as it is being moved into a

well bore and operated. The release mechanism is. however,

easily and positively released by the discharge of the fiuent

substance from the displacement assembly.

9 Claims

A spray shield assembly for oil wells which require artificial

lift apparatus The shield assembly includes a hollow bonnet

member and a seal assembly wherein the seal assembly is sup-

ported in overlying relationship relative to a stuffing box on an

oil well. The bonnet member is affixed to oil well structure by

resilient biasing means. A polished rod is sealingly and

reciprocatingly received axially of the bonnet member and the

seal assembly.

3.783,941

ANCHORING MECHANISM FOR A W ELL TOOL
James W . KisUng. 111. Houston. Tex., assignor to Schiumberger

Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 200,912

Int. CI. E2 lb 2i/00

U.S.CI. 166-217
An anchoring mechanism for a well tool includes a slip ele-

ment coupled for both tilting and lateral movement to an as-

sociated housing and held in normally retraction position by a

conical coil spring capable of defiection to a substantially fiat

condition, said slip element when contacted by an expander

tilting in one direction until a slip tooth engages the casing,

whereupon continued movement of the expander behind the

slip head causes lilting in the opposite direction for full en-
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gagement of all slip teeth with the casing. Such tilting and out-

ward movement is enabled by the coil spring's ability to as-

3,783,943

SECONDARY RECOVERY PROCESS UTILIZING BRINE

ELECTROLYZED TO REMOVE HYDROGEN SULFIDE

Vernon H. Schievelbein; Leonard A. Shankic, both of Houston,

Tex., and Herbert N. Wade, Riverside, Conn., assignors to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,190

Int. CLE2 lb 43/22

U.S. CI. 166-266 2 Cbins

sume a substantially fiat condition so that the parts occupy a

minimum of space.

3,783,942

INSIDE DRILLING TOOL BLOWOUT PREVENTER
James D. Mott, Houston, Tex., assignor to Hydril Company,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201378
Int.CLE21b4//00

U.S. CL 166-244 13 Claims

A process for the recovery of liquid hydrocarbons in which

brine is injected into the formation via an injection well and a

mixture of liquid hydrocarbons together with brine con-

taminated with hydrogen sulfide is recovered through a

production well. After separation of the liquid hydrocarbons,

the brine is subjected to electrolysis to fomj sodium

hypochlorite which reacts with the hydrogen sulfide to yield

brine having a substantially reduced hydrogen sulfide content

suitable for reinjection into the formation.

A drilling tool connected in a drilling string includes a pres-

sure responsive rotatable ball valve for enabling drilling fluid

flow down the bore of a drill string which automatically

rotates closed for blocking flow through the bore of the drill

string when incipient pressure conditions indicate the

direction of flow through the bore may be reversed. Means for

releasably locking the ball in the open position in response to a

preselected directional pressure to enable the running of other

tools and the like through the bore of the drilling string are

provided. The drilling tool may be employed for controlling an

undesired flowing stream of fluid from the bore of the drilling

string by stabbing the tool to connect with the drilling string

utilizing a stabbing member which is removed after connect-

ing to enable the ball valve to rotate closed to control the flow-

ing stream.

3,783,944

IMPROVED PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF OIL

Robert R. Jennings, Walnut Creek, Calif., and William M.

Thornton, Houston, Tex., assignors to Dow Chemkal Com-
pany, Midland, Mich, and Marathon Oil Company, Findlay,

Ohio; a part interest to each

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,204

Int.CI.E21b4i/22

U.S.CI. 166—274 15 Claims

Improved oil recoveries, where the reservoir is flooded with

a REM (recovery enhancing material) followed by a mobility

control polymer, are obtained by either preceding the injec-

tion of the REM with a PCA (polymer conserving agent) or in-

corporating the PCA in a portion of the REM. The PCA, then,

preferentially adsorbs onto available adsorption sites within

the subterranean reservoir which otherwise would be occu-

pied by the mobility control polymer. Examples of the PCA in-

clude polymers and copolymers of, for instance, acrylamide

and sodium acrylate. They generally have an average molecu-

lar weight within the range of about 2000 to about 500,000.

3,783,945

REMOVING WATER FROM OIL-PRODUCING
FORMATIONS

Dwight L. Dauben, and H. R. Froning, both of Tulsa, Okla., as-

signors to Amoco Production Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Jan. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 215,660 .

Int.CI.E21b4J/76.4i/25

U.S.CM66—305 11 Claims

Water is removed from the portion of an oil-producing for-

mation near a producing well. A micellar solution is'"used for

this purpose. The solution may be a water-free concentrate or

it may contain water. When the salt content of water in the

well and in the formation is between about 20,000 and about

100,000 parts per million by weight, the formation of obje<«

tionable emulsions may occur. The severity of this problem is

decreased by injecting a batch of low-viscosity substantially

aliphatic hydrocarbon liquid ahead of the micellar solution. In
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I

some cases, such as where very highly saline brines are

present, the aliphatic hydrocarbon liquid may be preceded by

a small batch of water containing little, if any. salt. The

aliphatic hydrocarbon liquid may also be preceded by an aro-

matic hydrocarbon liquid or other solvent to dissolve organic

deposits, such as parafTin. asphaltenes. and the Hke. Use of the

aliphatic hydrocarbon liquid is also advantageous, even when

low-salinity brine is present.

ing a portion engaging the lever to hold the latter in position,

and latch tabs on the cover engaging the housing, at least one

of which Ubs is separably attached to the cover by fusible

material which releases when the ambient temperature

reaches a predetermined high value Four forms are shown.

3,783,946

SELF-CONTAINED AUTOMATIC SEQUENCING FIRE

EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM

Robert G. Petrinec, and Joan A. Petrinec, bo<h of 6 1 7 S. East

Ave., Oak Park, III.

Filed Jan. 29. 1973. S«r. No. 327.706

Int.CI. A62ci5//2

3.783,948 I

CULTIVATORS
Ary Van Der LeIy. Maastand, and Cornells Johannes Gerardus

Bom, Rozenburs. both of NetherUnds

Continuation of Ser. No. 817.110. Apr. 17. 1%9. abandoned.

Filed Sept. 13, 1971. Ser. No. 180,125

Claims priority, applicatioo Netherlands. Apr. 17, 1968,

6805358
Int. CI. AOlb JJ/00

U.S.CL 172-49 6CUims

U.S.CI. 169-2A 10 Claims

-> - - ; ti

. Sdb ^io '^"^ '^''

CONTROL CIRCUIT

7
/2^

The invention disclosed herein is directed to a self-con-

tained fire extinguishing system which includes a quantity of

fire extinguishing material under pressure which is connected

through conduit means to one or more dispensing nozzles

Control valve means are interposed in conduit means and are

initially energized to cause the extinguishing material to pass

through the valve means during a first initial condition and

thereafter to cause subsequent sequential energization of the

now control valve means to insure that fire extinguishing

characteristics are mainuined for a predetermined time

thereafter.

A cultivator with a frame that supports a plurality of side-

by-side rotatable members having spaced-apart tines that

crumble the soil during operation The tines are held by a sup-

port in a vareity of positions so that the soil working portions

are changed depending on the amount of soil working desired

A traihng soil-smoothing member is attached to the rear of the

cultivator.

3.783,949

SNOW HANDLING APPARATUS
Loren R. Maxey, 615 S. Loomis. Fort Collins. Colo.

Filed Apr. 5, 1971. Ser. No. 130.892

Int. CI. AO lb 5/00. E02a 5100

U.S.CL 172-133 9 Claims

3.783.947

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER HEAD
Keith M. Dix. Des Plaines, and Bert Bonbrake. Jr.. Ar^o. both

of III., assignors to Fire Protection Company. Chicago. III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 205.224. Dec. 6. 1971.

abandoned. This application Apr. 2. 1973, Ser. No. 346,760

Int. CI. A62ci 7/05

U.S.CL 169-40 30 Claims

An automatic sprinkler head adapted to be mounted m a

ceiling approximately flush with the ceiling surface including a

dish-shaped housing member having a water inlet adapted to

be attached to a supply pipe, a deflector mounted on the hous-

ing opposite the inlet and having a fulcrum thereon opposed to

the inlet a valve disc closing the inlet, a strut holding the disc,

a lever holding the strut, a cover closing the housing and hav-

Snow handling apparatus especially useful for the grooming

of ski slopes or roads or trails used by over-the-snow vehicles.

A pan assembly with a flat rectangular bottom panel and op-

posed vertical side walls is mounted in a snow roller frame to

be towed behind a towing vehicle The pan assembly is

pivotally supported at its rearward end on the snow roller axis

and its forward end can be raised or lowered relative to the

roller frame by hydraulic motors controlled from the towing

vehicle. A bulldozer-like blade extends transversely between

the opposed side walls and is supported on the bottom panel

for movement between the front and rear edges of the bottom

panel, movement of the blade again being controlled by

hydraulic motors. A gate is pivotally mounted on the side walls

for movement between a closed position in which the gate

rests on the front edge of the bottom panel and closes the

space between the forward ends of the side walls and an open

position in which the gate projects upwardly from the rear-
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ward ends of the side walls. When the blade is in its rearward

most position, the gate when in its open position provides a

vertical extension of the blade. With the gate opened and the

blade in its rearwardmost position, the pan assembly is

lowered to scoop up snow as it is towed. When the pan is filled

the gate, which is curved concentrically about its pivotal axis,

is closed and the pan assembly is elevated to enable the snow

in the pan assembly to be transported to a dumping area.^At

the dumping area, the gate is opened and the blade is ad-

vanced forwardly at a rate related to the speed at which the as-

sembly is being towed to discharge snow from the pan as-

sembly in a layer of selected thickness. The discharged snow is

leveled and compacted by the trailing snow roller.

justment is provided and of importance is the fact that the

connection between the flanges or pockets and the cranks is

3,783,950

SEMI-MOUNTED PLOW
Cletus J. Geurts, Gwinner. N. Dak., assignor to Geurts, Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 486,712, SepC 13, 1965, Pat.

No. 3,642.074. Divisioa of Ser. No. 666,047. Sept. 7, 1967,

Pat. No. 3,642,073. This application Apr. 29, 1971, Ser. No.

138,827

lot. CI. AOlb 69100, 63/16, 59/042

U.S.CL 172—285 12 Claims

free and not fixed thus allowing upward hinging and flexibility

of the wing sections relative to the center section.

3,783,952

ROTARY SOIL WORKING MACHINE
Antonius Josephus Van Gemert, Wanroy, Netherlands, as-

signor to Van Gemert N.V., Wanroy, Noord-Brabant,

Netherlands

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 824,556, May 14, 1969,

abandoned. This applicaUon Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,922

Claims priority, application Netherlands, May 17, 1968,

6807087
Int. CL AOlb 35//O

U.S.CL 172-540 3 Claims

A semi-mounted moldboard plow connected to the draft

links of a tractor by a hitch having longitudinal, upright and

transverse pivotal movements with respect to the frame of the

plow. The hitch is connected to a tail wheel of the plow so that

the wheel turns in the direction of movement of the tractor.

Each plow bottom of the plow is held in the ground working

position by a hydraulic holding, release and return

mechanism. Ruidly coupled with the hydraulic mechanism of

each plow bottom is a fluid cylinder which yieldably holds a

colter in ground working position.

A shaft mounted in the machine to rotate on a horizontal

axis extending transverse to the travel of the machine carries a

plurality of generally radial members lying substantially in a

common plane perpendicular to the shaft. A plurality of sod-

lifting arms extend axially in the same direction from the ends

of the radial members. Each of the arms consists of a substan-

tially flat plate which is L-shaped in outline and consists of a

base portion having substantially parallel sides which is at-

tached to the radial member and is r^ked forward in the

direction of rotation and a stem portion having substantially

parallel sides which is raked backward.

3,783,953

POST DRIVING APPARATUS
Arnold F. Kopaska, Guthrie Center, Iowa

Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,247

Int.CLE21c///02

U.S.CL 173-23 15 Claims

3,783,951

HARROW ASSEMBLY WITH ROCK FRAME TUBES
Robert J. Gugin, P.O. Box 926, Minnedosa, Manitoba, Canada

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,280

Int. CL AOlb 49/00

U.S.CL 172-311 1 Claim

A flange or pocket is offstanding on one end of the rock

tube of the wing sections of a harrow and is engageable by an

offstanding crank on the corresponding end of the rock tube

of the center section so that rotation of the center section rock

tube also rotates the rock tubes of the wing sections. An ad-

Apparatus for driving a post into the earth, including a

mounting frame assembly for attaching the apparatus ft> a sup-

porting vehicle, and a vertically extending mast assembly

pivotally mounted on the mounting frame assembly for pivota-

tion about horizontal and vertical pivotal axes. A driving as-

sembly is slidably mounted on the mast assembly for vertical

reciprocating movement, and a hydraulic piston and cylinder

assembly is mounted on the mast assembly and includes a

hydraulic cylinder having one end pivotally connected to the

lower end of the mast assembly, and a piston rod extending

from the upper end of the hydraulic cylinder, and detachably

engaging teeth on said driving assembly. The piston rod car-
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. . , ,„„ ,„^|, _iaf»« and IS covcrcd bv the guard means An air motor for driving the

.« 15

the teeth on the driving assembly at the stroke limit of the

'piston rod.

3,783,954

SONIC RESONANT DRIVING OF A COLLTVIN MEMBER
LTILIZING COMPLIANT RESONATOR ELEMENT

Albert G. Bodine, 7877 Woodbury Ave., Van Nuys, CaW.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,250

lnt.CLE02d7//5

U.S.CL 173-49 6 Claims

the handle and driving the work implements through

gearing

suitable

3.783.956 i

AUTOMATIC DRIVER
|

Donald J. Schulti. 3505 Silver Creek Rd.. Joplin, Mo.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,261

Int. CLB25b 79/00

II.S. CL 173-93.7 15 Claims

viaaadM
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is reversibly power driven to move the platform and trailer

The vertical and rotational movement of the jack is accom-

plished by a smgle drive source which drives a tranmission

which in turn is connected, respectively, to the drives for vert,

cally translating the jack column, and for rotatmg it The

directions of movement and power applications are deter

mined by a control circuit and control switches, the switches

Tor controlling wheel direction and wheel -versible ro.aUcM.

being located in a hand control unit at the end of a length of

electrical cable.

axis is normal to the reciprocal movement of the fulcrum arrn

with the control lever connected to valve spool whereby the

^-^

3.783,961

LOOP DRIVEN VEHICLES

Bernard Hooper. Wordsley -ear StourbiMge. EngUind. as-

signor to Norton VilBers Limited, Wolverhampton, England

niedjuly 2. 1971.Ser. No. 159,448

Claims priority, application (Jreat Britain. July 7. 1970.

32803/70
lBt.CLB60k5//2

1 2 Claims

position of the fulcrum arm will automatically determine the

direction of valve movement when the control lever is actu-

ated.

3,783.963

LINKAGE ANGLE STEERING CONTROL FOR POW ERED
IN-TANDEM VEHICLES

Louis R. Erwin. Livonia. Mich., assignor to The Bendix Cor-

poration. Southfield. Mich.

Filed Feb. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 229.900 .

lnt.CLB62d y//04
'

IJ.S.CL 180-6.3 2 Claims

The specification discloses a motor cycle in which a power

unit is mounted in a frame on resilient mountmgs and the rear

road wheel is mounted in a fork swingmg on the power unit

and connected to springing means. There are two mounting

means and a lateral locating means between the power unit

and the frame, such mountmgs being at the apices of a triangle

lying in a plane perpendicular to the rotary axis of the rear

road wheel The mounting means are resilient and the means

together are sUch as to allow a greater amplitude of move-

ment in directions radial of said rotary axis than in directions

parallel to said rotary axis and the movement of the power unit

relative to the frame at each of said means is positively con-

trolled in directions parallel to said axis The specification also

discloses that the mountings are located on parts of the frame

which are rigidly interconnected with a link from one of the

mountings to the power unit. The frame may be of sheet metal

construction.

A steering control arrangement for powered in-tandem

vehicles, in which a powered vehicle trails a leading powered

vehicle connected thereto by a linkage, the arrangement com-

prising an angle sensor at the connecting linkage sensing the

angle between the vehicles created by steering of the lead

vehicle or by deviations of the trailing vehicle due to roadway

variations or other causes, and means for controlling the

power to individual wheels of the trailed vehicle so as to create

a stcering-by-driving thereof in accordance with the sensed

angle so that the trailed vehicle is steered so as to tend to

eliminate the angle therebetween and follow the lead vehicle

In the embodiment disclosed, the angle existing at the linkage

controls a valve which distributes flow from a pump to drive

individual fluid motors on the trailed vehicle in accordance

with the sensed angle to steer-by-drive the trailed vehicle to

track the lead vehicle. l

3,783.962

MECHANICAL LINKAGE FOR ALXILIARY DRIVE

CONTROL IN VEHICLES

Walter M. Shaffer. Peoria, lU., assignor to Towmotor Corpora-

tion, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 296,222

Int. CL B60k 7/00

U.S.CL 180-44 F 4 Claims

By employing a pivoted bellcrank having one end con

nected to a transmission control lever in a vehicle a linkage-

valve arrangement can provide automatic directional control

for an auxiliary drive when connected to the other end of the

bellcrank without complex mechanisms. This arrangement in-

cludes a fulcrum bar reciprocally mounted in a guide having

one end connected to the bellcrank and a fulcrum pin at its

opposite end. a control lever having an elongated slot engaged

on the pivot pin with a valve mounted so its cylindrical spool

3,783.964

VEHICLE WITH QLICK-DISCONNECT ENGINE
MODULE

Geor«e O. Telesio. 7709 S. Milan Ave., W hittier, CaHf.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,133

Int.CI. B60k5//0

IJ.S.CL 180-64 L 5 Claims

A commercial vehicle, such as a refuse collection truck, has

a chassis which includes a frame, drivable ground-engaging

traction means mounted to the frame, and drive means cou-

pled to the traction means and connectible to an engine for

driving the traction means An engine for the vehicle is earned

in a support which is mounted to the frame for movement of

the support between a retracted position, in which the engine

is connected to the drive means, and an extended position in

which the engine is disconnected from the drive means and is
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accessible for ready disconnection from the support and the

vehicle. Selectively operable means are provided for moving

the engine support between its retracted and extended posi-

'V <n^
•Jt« ^'7

coupled to the opposite ends of the axle, a pair of king pins as-

sociated with each of the wheel lean members, a pair of spin-

dle housings individually pivotally movable on each wheel

lean member through the king pins and having an integral

steering arm thereon, a pair of wheels individually rotatable

with respect to the spindle housings, a tie rod directly connect-

ing each of the steering arms, and at least one steering cylinder

connected between one of the steering arms and the axle to

provide a high angle of steer for increased vehicle maneuvera-

bility and a minimum of interaction between wheel lean and

steering functions.

tions relative to the frame and for connecting the engine to the

drive means in the retracted position of the support. All con-

trol systems provided between the vehicle operating station

and the engine include quick-disconnect couplings by which

the engine is readily disconnected from the vehicle. Also, fuel

lines and the like associated with the engine also include

quick-disconnect couplings.

3,783,967

FOCUSING PROTECTIVE ENCLOSURE FOR
ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER

Edward G, Apgar, Lexington, Mass., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the SecreUry of the De-

partment of Transportation, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,084

Int. CLGlOk; 7/06

U.S.CI. 181—.5ED 5 Claims

3,783,965

AIR CUSHION VEHICLE SEAL SYSTEM
Raymond Grenville Whitehead Wright, New Orleans, La., as-

signor to Textron Inc., Providence, R.L

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,886

lnt.CLB60v;//6

U.S.CL 180-128 12 Claims

A*

In an air cushion vehicle, a novel side-by-side arrangement

of a plurality of like sized-and-shaped two-part "jupe" type

airinnated cell-bag units of novel form; providing a novel

two-stage stiffness air cushion seal system featuring improved

maintainability.

Disclosed is an enclosure for ultrasonic transducers that can

either project a narrow beam of energy or receive energy

within a narrow cone of angles and also protect the transducer

from damage. The enclosure defines an opening that is

covered with a screen mesh that permits ingress and egress of

wave energy. Within the enclosure the wave energy is sub-

jected to a plurality of reflections from conically shaped

reflective surfaces that provide optical shielding for the trans-

ducer, yet maintain the planar wave characteristics. An em-

bodiment is disclosed that passes the wave energy through a

honeycomb structure to further enhance directional proper-

ties. The subject enclosure can be used as a transmitter of

wave energy or a directional receiver of wave energy.

17«^Q66 3,783,968

Int. CLB62d 5/06. 7/00
iisril81-33G 17Claims

U.S. CI. 180-79.2 R 13 Claims U.S. CI. 181 m.

iikii

A steering system for vehicles includes an oscillating axle, a A sound barrier comprising a plurality of hollow, wedge-

pair of wheel lean members individually transversely rockably shaped, energy dissipating cells mounted in parallel, side-by-
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side, spaced relationship as inverse-acting acoustic horns, fir^t

sides of all cells being coplanar Each of the cells has a plurali-

ty of openings in the remaining two sides thereof along the

edges which are adjacent the first side and a plurality of elon-

gated openings along the apex defined by the intersection of

The two sides Each cell is made in two interlocking parts, one

part formmg the first side and the other part forming the

remaining two sides. Each part comprises a thin outer shell of

structurally rigid material and an inner lining of sound deaden-

ing material, such as polyurethane closed cell foam.

January 8, 1974

I

3,783,970

SOUND ATTENtATING DEVICE FOR A WORK STEEL

OR THE LIKE

Irvin R. Danieboii, Burr Ridge, lU., assignor to Thor Power

Tool Company, Aurora, III.

Flkd June 7. 1972, Ser. No. 260,373

lnt.CI.E04b//99

II.S.CI. 18I-33A 12 Claims

"
. '

L.

3,783,969

ACOUSTIC INSULATION COMPRISING ANISOMETRIC

COMPRESSED AND BONDED MULTILAYER KNITTED

WIRE MESH COMPOSITES
David B. Pan. Rosiyn Estates, N.Y., assignor to PaU Corpora-

tion. Glen Cove, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 732,443, May 27, 1968, Pat. No.

3,690,606. This application Sept. 29, 1970, Ser. No. 76,634

lnt.Cl. F01n;/yO. //04.7//6

U.S.CL181-33G 18 Claims

A sound attenuating device for a work steel or other tool

subject to impact blows during the operation thereof is dis-

closed, wherein a metal sleeve encircles a portion of the btxly

of the steel and a quantity of elastomcric material is provided

in the clearance between the sleeve and steel so as to fill such

clearance and engage both the exterior of the steel and the in

teriorof the sleeve.

(61)

3,783,971

LUBRICATION OIL APPLICATOR DEVICE

Susumu Miyake, Takamatsu, Japan, assignor to Fuji Toyuki

Co., Ltd., Takamatsu City, Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232.828 I

Int. CI. F16n 9/02

i;<:ri 184— 3 R 4 Claims

Acoustic insulation is provided which comprises anisomet- ^•^- ^'- •«

ric compressed and bonded knitted wire mesh composites

composed of a plurality of sheets of knitted wire mesh, su-

perimposed at random orientation with respect to each other.

compressed or densified to a voids volume within the range

from about 10 to about 90 percent and bonded together. The

sheets are taken in sufficient number, usually at least five and

preferably 10 or more, and as much as 1 .000 or more, to form

a self-supporting relatively non-resilient composite of high

tensile strength and high breaking strength having an average

pore diameter of less than 200 microns, and preferably less

than 100 microns, that is relatively uniform in any unit area of

the surface, and having an anisometric porosity, the through

pores extending crosswise of the sheet greatly exceeding in

number the through pores extending lateraUy of the sheet,

which latter pores can be reduced virtually to zero in a highly

compressed composite.

The composite is formed by superimposing a plurality of

knitted wire mesh sheeu. annealing the composite to avoid

wire breakage during later processing, compre^ing the com^
lubrication oil applicator device for applying lubrication

posite to the desired density and anisometricity by application A >"*'"^^"°" °'' ^^P '

^j, , ^^^ „, 3 ^^u on which said

^pressure in a direction approximately Perpendicular to the oil on a-nnmg vehicle w^^^^^

^^ ^^ ^^^^^^
plane of the layers of the com,K>sUe. and bonding the shee

"^^^^^^^^^^^X^ ^^^ ^ to contact and apply lubrication

layers and the wire filaments of the sheets together at their tor ^^^^el assemo y p
^^^ ^^.^

pomts of contact and/or crossing. The bonding holds the com- oil on
'"^^''^^^l^l^^^Z^tc^^^^ a reciprocally and

posite at the selected density, prevents relative movement of
^"f

^ °''

'"^^^^"^J^trXri^^^^^^^ to reciprocally

L wires m the composite, and m conjunction with the mul- -^^^'^ -^-^J; and route in respond to the rotational

tilayer structure imparts the self-supportmg "onresihent
"'^^l'^^^'^^^^^^

characteristic, together with high tensile strength and ^''«^
^^^^^^^^^J ^^p^^^^^^^^^

breaking strength.
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3,783,972

WIRE LUBRICATING DEVICE
David R. MobUd, Box 3 18, Bbir, Wis.

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,695

lnt.CI.F16ni/70

U.S.CL 184-15 R

zero velocity, through constant positive jerk to a constant ac-

celeration which, if a run of sufficient length is required, is fol-

lowed by a constant negative jerk into a maximum constant

velocity. The length of the constant acceleration interval is

terminated by achieving a predetermined velocity which when

2 Claims subjected to the predetermined negative jerk value will

achieve zero acceleration at the given maximum velocity.

Deceleration is initiated at the moment the control pattern is

indicated to be capable of stopping the car, within the con-

straints of jerk and negative acceleration, at the desired

destination.

The instant of initiation of the terminal phase of the pattern

is ascertained by a high speed repetitive predicted pattern

A wire lubricating device for lubricating cable to facilitate

sliding the cable through conduit. The device is a hollow cylin-

drical tube section which fits around the wire and holds the

lubricant under pressure therein. Apertures juxtaposed to the

cable spread the lubricant on the cable as it passes through the

device.

3,783,973

CENTRAL LUBRICATING SYSTEM
Fritz Kurten, Domap, and Horst Saretzky, Ennepetal, both of

Germany, assignors to De Limon Fluhme & Co., Dusseidorf,

Germany
Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,1 18

Int. CI. F 16n 25/02

U.S. CI. 184—7 E 10 Claims

A central lubricating system with at least a first and second

distributing means each of which has cylinder means with

reciprocable valve spools each having two end pistons and an

intermediate control member. The control members of each

distributing means control the admission of lubricant to areas

to be lubricated. Conduit means lead from outlet means of the

first distributing means to a control member controlled con-

trol chamber of the second distributing means. The conduit

means establish the sole fluid communication of the last men-

tioned outlet means of the first distributing means with the

control chamber of the second distributing means.

generated from the control pattern, for example at a speed

one thousand times faster than the control pattern and with

constraints which make its performance slightly inferior to

that of the elevator. The predicted pattern indicates a stop

position slightly in advance of the stop achieved by the eleva-

tor under the predetermined constraints of the control pat-

tern. During deceleration, the predicted pattern is repetitively

generated from the control pattern as an initial point. The in-

dication of a predicted pattern stopping position short of the

desired stop causes the control pattern to switch to positive

jerk while prediction of a stop beyond the desired stop causes

the control pattern to switch to negative jerk. This chattering

control brings the elevator to the desired floor in a closed loop

control.

3,783,975

POSITION INDICATING APPARATUS
Robert Lindegger, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Armor Elevator Company, Inc., Louisville, Ky.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,429

Int.CI.H02j;/00

U.S. CI. 187-29 R 11 Claims

Lf r4J.

3,783,974

PREDICTIVE DRIVE CONTROL
Edward O. Gilbert, and Elmer G. Gilbert, both of Ann Arbor,

Mich., assignors to Reliance Electric Company, Cleveland,

Ohio
Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,810

Int.CLB66b7/J0

U.S. CI. 187-29 R 81 Claims

A drive control illustrated for controlling an elevator hoist

motor and car position involving a control pattern causing the

car to follow idealized constraints of constant jerk in transi-

tions between constant velocity and constant acceleration. In

the initial phase the control pattern for the car is started, from

A position indicating apparatus for an elevator system is

remotely located from a position sensing apparatus in a struc-

ture having n number of floors and a corresponding n number

of position indicators which are electrically divided into a plu-

rality of P number of groups. N number of conductors are em-

ployed for connecting the n number of position indicators to

the position sensing apparatus as determined by the formula

N=A+P where A is equal to n divided by P with the quotient

increased to the next whole number if fractionalized.
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3,783.976

SAFETY DEVICE FOR HYDRALLICALLY OPERATED
LIFT

Jffmcs W. Kerr, 18232 Magnolia, Southfleld, Mkh.

Filed July 26, 1972, S«r. No. 275,279

Int. CI. B66f 7100; F15b 15126

U.S.CL 187-8.45 13 Claims

/J

of a building by a coupling mechanism with an elevator shaft

door located at each such building floor The elevator cabin

door is movable through the agency of a thrust crank drive

located in a dead-center position v^-hen the elevator cabin door

is closed, such thrust crank drive possessing a crank wrheel

driven by a motor arranged at the elevator cabin through the

agency of a speed reduction drive According to important

aspects of the invention the coupling mechanism incorporates

an entrainment parallelogram mounted at the elevator cabin

door and forming the entrainment member of the couplmg

mechanism. An actuation mechanism serves to actuate the en-

trainment parallelogram. At least one pin member is secured

to the elevator shaft door The entrainment parallelogram

cooperates with such pm member for the purpose of coupling

the elevator shaft door with the elevator cabin dtx>r A

blockmg lever is connected for movement with the entrain-

ment parallelogram A stop member is secured to the elevator

cabm and cooperates with said blocking lever to prevent

openmg of the elevator cabin door when the blocking lever is

located within the effective range of said stop member and

permits opening of said elevator cabin door when said

blocking lever is located outside of the effective range of said

stop member.

The device is shown as associated in the usual subfloor pit

with a conventional hvdraulically po« -"-d lift ^"rh;,n.*m to

check fall of a lift or elevator in the event of an emergency

loss of pressure or ovcrspeed. A fixed housing is mounted

atop the lift's power cylinder super-structure; and a pivotal,

bifurcated arm or fork-shaped actuator head embraces the

fixed housing, an operating extension tail of said head pro-

jecting from one side of the latter. The furcations of said

pivoted head carry trunnion-like actuator pins, which

extend through vertically elongated slots in opposite sides

of the fixed housing; and the ends of said trunnions are

received in outer side openings of each of a pair of identical

collets. These arc actuable in the fixed housing parallel

to the axis of the lifts hydraulic power rod or piston for

releasable frictional radial engagement with said rod of arcu-

ate inner collet areas, thus to safety-halt an undesired

downward retrograde movement of the latter To this end ex-

ternal tapered collet wedge surfaces engage correspondingly

tapered mternal wedge surfaces of the fixed housing The

same source of hydraulic power which operates the lift rod is

at all times in communication with a Spring return-type safety

cylinder unit of the device; and the plunger of this unit is con-

nected to the extension taU of the pivotal actuator head This

is in a manner such that normal hydraulic pressure urges the

head in a direction to de-wedge the collets from clamping en-

gagement with the lift power rod, through the agency of ihf

head's trunnions. A loss or substantial droppage of the hy-

draulic pressure correspondingly depressurizes the safety

cylinder unit, enabling its built-in return spring to operate

the actuator head in the opposite direction and cause the

collet members to grip the power rod against fall. Supple-

mental spring means normally assist in insuring separation

of the collets from the rod when the device is not in

operation. ^___^

3,783,977

DOOR ACTUATION APPARATl S WITH LOCKING
MECHANISM FOR ELEVATORS

Albert Voser, Ebikon. SwUzeriaiid, assignor to Inventio AG.

Hergiswil, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 20. 1971, S«r. No. 209,826

Claims priority, appUcation Switzertand, Dec. 30. 1970,
|

19397/70
Int. CL 1166b /i/00

7ri.lms An elevator safety mechanism that includes a means for

U.S.CL187-52 ,
, . « u,h^rein an eleva- stoppmgmovement of elevators in the event of earthquakes or

3.783.978

STOP CONTROL FOR ELEVATORS
Douglas Hamilton, Baltimore. Md.. assignor to Elevator Safety

Company, Baltimore, Md.
Filed July 24. 1972. Ser. No. 274.320

lnt.CI. B66bi/y6

U.S.CL 187-73 7 Claims

i-ii
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3 783 979 3,783,981

BRAKE PADS AND WEAR INDICATORS THEREFOR SELF-ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR BRAKES

Wolfgang Hess. Koblenz, Cri^rmany, assignor to GirUng Jochen Burgdorf, OdenwaWring, Germany, assignor to ITT In-

Limited, Birmingham, England dustries. Inc., New York, N.Y. „^ „

.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253349 Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275^74

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 21, 1972. Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 31, 1971, P 21

16 275/72 43 575.7

Int. CLF16d 66/02 Int.CL F16d 55//

6

U.S.CL188-1A 2 Claims U.S. CI. 188-106 F 10 Claims

A disc-brake pad has a wear indicator characterised in that

the indicator is separate from the frictional material and is slid

into position on the backing plate from one edge thereof. The

advantage is that the wear indicator and the leads thereto do

not occupy space behind the backing plate .

3,783,980

BRAKE LINING HOLDING ARRANGEMENT FOR SPOT-

TYPE DISC BRAKES
Werner Kallmeyer, Gifhom. Germany .'.assignor to ITT Indus-

tries. Inc.. New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 22. 1972, Ser. No. 290,284

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 13, 1971, P 21

51044.1
Int. CLF16d 65/00

U.S. CI. 188-73.5 1 1 Claims

This relates to an automatic lining-wear adjusting device for

a hydraulically and mechanically actuated spot-type disc

brake. The adjusting device includes an adjusting spindle and

an adjusting nut threaded together by a steep thread. The ad-

justing spindle is connected to the actuating piston and follows

the axial piston movement without rotary motion. The adjust-

ing nut rotates on the spindle for lining-wear adjustment. This

rotation of the adjusting nut is accomplished by a spring bias-

ing the adjusting nut against a low friction bearing at the

cylinder bottom. To maintain handbrake clearance and to ac-

tuate the piston by the handbrake, a handbrake actuated

mechanism engages the spindle-nut arrangement to prevent

relative rotary motion of the two elements of this arrangement

and at the same time causes axial mot on of the arrangement

to actuate the piston for brake application.

3,783.982

TELESCOPING TONGUE AND BRAKE ASSEMBLY FOR
TRAILERS

Robert F. Wells, 1921 Kentucky. Lawrence, Kans.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,390

Int. CI. B60t 7120

U.S.CL 188-112 14 Claims

14 a2t X li

There is disclosed an arrangement to hold the brake-lining

carrier plates and their associated brake lining in place in a

spot-type disc brake. The holding arrangement eliminates one

of the usual holding pins without any disadvantage. A cross-

shaped expanding spring having a longitudinal beam and a

transverse beam is employed in the holding arrangement. This

spring has one end of the longitudinal beam engaged in a

recess in a holding pin while a pair of transverse projections

extending in opposite directions are formed integral with and

on the other end of the longitudinal beam. The transverse pro-

jections take over the function of one holding pin. The trans-

verse beam is provided with downward extending projections

to engage the surface of the upper edge of both the carrier

plates.

m' K
•li

A combination telescoping tongue and brake actuator as-

sembly for brake-equipped trailers in which a first section of

the tongue is reciprocally received by a second section and is

held against extension beyond a predetermined limit by a

releasable latch, yet is shiftable in an opposite direction, such

shifting or shortening of the tongue causing the brake actuator

to apply the trailer brakes. A spring-dampening structure

yieldably maintains the two tongue sections biased in opposite

directions relative to one another when the latch means is in

engagement such that a certain predetermined compressive

force must be achieved before the relative movement between

the two sections is sufficient for an arm of the brake actuator
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to cause the latter to actuate the brakes. Wher, released the

latch permits the extension of the tongue beyond the P«dctcr-

mined limit. A chain interconnects the sections at their tra I-

ing. rearmost ends and determines the maximum extent to

which the tongue may be lengthened.

3 783 983

HYDRAULIC JACK LIFT SAFETY BRAKE SYSTEM

John P.4VlcNaIly, 3336 Duke, Kalamazoo, and Henry O. New-

mann, Rt. No. 1 , Matta>*«n, both of Mich.

Filed Jan. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 107,625

Int. CI. F16d 59/00

U.S.CL 188-189 6CI««s

achieved in that the return sprmg is disposed between an

abutting element concentric with the adjusting nut and an

abutment secured to tne end of the adjusting nut remote from

the adjusting spindle

3 783 985

TRANSMISSION OVERDRIVE SHIFTED BY CLUTCH
RELEASE

Oswald May, Bonn, Germany, assignor to Klockner-Hum

boMt-Dcuti Aktlengeselbchaft, Koln-Deutz. (Germany

Division of Ser. No. 79,0 1 1 , Oct. 8, 1970. This application Dec.

30. 1971, Ser. No. 214.115

Int. CI. B60k 2//00. F16h 5136

U.S. CI. 192-3.5 2 Claims

B r^io/?'?'^

In a hydraulic jack lift safety brake system having a safety

brake for braking the downward travel of the jack shaft in the

event of a malfunctioning condition in the jack lift system m

which at least a pair of tapered brake shoes are driven on a

taper during a braking operation to clamp against the jack

shaft improvement in said safety brake comprising an ar-

rangement joining the brake shoes together so that they can be

held together in a poised position out of contact with the jack

shaft, mechanical advantage mechanism connected to and

operative upon the arrangement joining the brake shoes

together a latch operative upon the mechanical advantage

mechanism for latching a force against operation except dur-

ing a braking operation so that the brake shoes are normally

held in said poised position, the latch being actuatable to in-

itiate a braking operation in the event of a malfunctioning

condition in the jack lift system, and the mechanical ad-

vantage mechanism operative upon the brake shoes for driv-

ing them during a braking operatwn with a brake shoe driving

force which is multiplied over that which is latched by the

latch.

3 783 984

SELF-ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR DISC BRAKES

Wilhel. K-pp, FrkdrkhsthnL «kI S»effHed Ohm^. W-

fenlMch. both of Germany, assignors to ITT Industries, IK.,

New York. N.Y. „, «oo
FUcd July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273.589

Cteims priority, application Germany, Aug. 4. 1971. P 21 39

030.7
tat. CI. F16d 65/36

U.S. CI. 188-196 BA
WCW-.

This relates to self-adjusting devices to compensate for

worn brake linings and more particularly to such self-adjusting

devices as employed in a hollow disc brake piston. A more

compact structure and economy of structural components are

An arrangement including a master friction clutch selective-

ly engageable and disengageable with respect to mechanism

for controlling a multi-stage change gear transmission with a

main gear control group. A control group is ^^'ftable under

load and is provided either preceding or following the "la.n

control group, in which the group shiftable under load has at

least two forward stages with the step of progression of being

considerably less than, for instance half, the step of progres-

sion of the mam control group During the shifting operation

from one control sUge to an adjacent control stage of the

main control group, first the step of Progre^.on of the mam

control group is subdivided by the group shiftable under load

and dunng the subsequent engagement of the next control

Uge of the main control group, the interposed contro stage

of the group shiftable under load is automaucally shifted by

operation of the master clutch.

3.783.986

VENDING MACHINE WITH COUNTING MECHANISM

Wnkto E. Boten, Morris, IB., assignor to The Northwestern

Corporatioa, Morris. III. .,,„„«
Filed Mar. 9. 1972, Ser. No. 233,080

tat.CI.G07f ///OO

ii«irL194-2 8 culms

A vending machine has a hollow base and a merchandise

container supported thereby. A coin-actuated mechanism is

preferably moVnted on the front wall of the base and is ar-
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ranged to operate a wheel which dispenses merchandise. A the service system and insert the coins in the apparatus in-

counting mechanism is mounted in the base and is operatively stalled in their houses. The automatic power supply control

coupled to the dispensing wheel in such a manner that the apparatus comprises a detector which functions to dis-

counting mechanism is visible through an opening in the rear criminate whether a coin inserted into the apparatus is a

prescribed one or not for generating a detection signal only

when the coin is a prescribed one, a time switch for generating

of the base. Thus, the counting mechanism does not interfere

with servicing of the coin-actuated mechanism and also is visi-

ble without (jaining access to the interior of the vending

machine.

3.783.987

PRODUCT RELEASE CONTROL FOR A VENDING
MACHINE

John A. Hanert, Buffalo Grove, and Gordon F. Seversen,

Schaumburg, both of III., assignors to Televiso Electronics.

DivisMHi of Domain Industries, Inc.. Arlington Heights. lU.

Filed June 16. 1971. Ser. No. 153,521

Int.CI.G07f ///OO

U.S. CI. 194-10 23 Claims

nnMEMimma

a first signal upon termination of the effective period of the

prescribed coin, switching means connected between a source

of service and utilization apparatus enjoying the service, and a

control member responsive to the detection signal from the

detector and to the first signal from the time switch for con-

trolling the switching means.

3,783,989

ESCROW AND SECURITY DEVICE FOR COIN AND
DOLLAR BILL OPERATED VENDING MACHINE

Herman George Jensen, Chicago. III., assignor to The Seeburg

Corporation of Delaware. Chicago. III.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,731

Int. CI. G07f//02. 7/04

U.S. CI. 194-4 G 10 Cbims

^\.
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A product release control means for a coin operated vend-

ing machine comprises a trigger capacitor which is charged,

after the proper coins have been accepted by the machine and

a product has been selected, to apply a turn-on firing voltage

across the gate of a thyristor switch. A storage capacitor is

then discharged, causing the energizing of a product release

solenoid for dispensing the selected product.

3.783.988

AUTOMATIC POWER SUPPLY CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR FLAT RATE ELECTRIC SERVICE SYSTEMS

Masao Kinemura. Matsue City, Japan, assignor to Koshei

AriU. Minamimagome. Ohota-ku, Tokyo, Japan, a part in-

terest

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,491

Claims priority, application Japan, June 26, 1971, 46/55600

(utility model)

Int.CI.G07f /5//0

U.S. CI. 194-11 3Ctalms

The customers of a service system purchase prescribed

coins having a predetermined effective period from dealers of

A door may be slid across the insert slot of a dollar bill

validator for a vending machine to prevent removal of an in-

serted dollar bill during the validation and vending process.

The door also closes the coin slot to prevent the insertion of

coins after a dollar bill has been inserted. A locking arrange-

ment is provided to prevent opening of the door until the dol-

lar bill has been validated and transported to the cashbox.

Once the vend of merchandise has been completed, the

locking arrangement releases the door permitting the door to

slide open for subsequent insertions of coins or dollar bills.

3,783,990

END TO END EGG TRANSFER>MECHANISM
Anthony J. SieiUano, Vinebnd, NJ., assignor to Diamond In-

ternational Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,003

tat. CI. B65g 47/00

U.S. CI. 198—20 R 4 CUims
A transfer mechanism for moving eggs or like objects across

conveyor units disposed in end-to-end relationship comprising
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in comb.nat.on with sa.d un.ts a flat plate d-POsed between

the ends of sa,d conveyor un.ts to close up the '"Cerent gap

hereSetween and an endless transfer belt member d.sposed

over the transfer zone at the adjacent ends of sa.d conveyor

units to yeldably grasp eggs or l.ke objects m sandwiched rela-
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t.„nsh.p w.th said conveyor uni^ to. mov.^^^^^
iSeir^^:^:-^ sirr^ enga.^ surjace

;i^e of spongehke mater.al and .s d.sposed at a s .ght .ncl.na-

l>n wuh rVspect to the belts of sa.d conveyor un.ts.

glassware for inspection purposes and includes a plurality of

'p^ed arms both of sa.d arms .n each pa.r be.ng -vable ub^

slanfally equal d.stances between open and closed pos,t.ons

for «rquen?.ally engaging art.cles and pos.t.on.ng the same.

rpuTand d.scharge'screws are .ncluded to ^-'7-"^ -7;/
art.cles .n t.med relationsh.p to the open.ng and clos.ng move-

ment of sa,d arms and the movement of sa.d art.cles along a

predetermined path wh.le engaged by sa.d arms.

3.783.993

WASTE TREATMENT APPARATUS

William Herbert. Middletown. and Dean H. Kohlhepp, Dayton,

^^h o( Ohio, assignors .0 Block Cbwson Fibrecla.m. Inc..

'•"'"%iw!ij.n.l8,.972,Ser.No.218,742
lnl.CI.B65g/7//2

, .„ 1 C laim
L.S. CI. 198-140

3.783.991

CONVEYOR
l»hB o McCahoo, West Slmsbury. Coon., and W.Uiani J.

^
By^, ^efri rT^, N.Y., assignor, to Smyth Manufacturing

^Tr^nTse"";':;: 7^926, ... 20. »-».--,
3 59 US. This appUcation July 2, 1971.S«r.No. 159.227

U.S. Cl. 198-33 AB

4t- /=:^.;:iiti

Apparatus for conveying sheet matenal or the l.ke m

suspension compnsing clamping means adapted to be opened,

closed and routed in response to movement thereot.

3 783 992

APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING ARTICLES

Charles W. Cook, Muncie, Ind.. assignor to BaU Corporatioo,

Muncic.Ind. .n-r -i^it

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,236

Int.CI.B65g47/2'l

US. CI. 198-33 AB
^O^*^

A junker for removing relatively infrangible -»'ds f^«;"

^
nuloer of a solid waste treatment system As the relat.vely

ran«bre\irt.ons of the soUds are treated .n the pulper, he

eSely^f^ang.ble port.ons pass from the P"'P«^ '" «
»J^

t^uor^ of the junker through an .nterconnect.ng chute and

^e conveyed Upwardly from the bottom of the junker by

means of a series of chain mounted buckets. The top and bot-

Tm iris of the interconnect.ng chute d.verge away from

eaTh other towards the junker so that relat.vely long objects

such as long pieces of pipe, do not jam .n the chute as they are

eneaeed by the upwardly mov.ng buckets, and a -asher-con-

rp~r.Vd^fXVr aX^';; as >he sol sapper, fo, .he

X„ As a esul. the chain hangs freely downwardly .n.o .he

LnTer i .ha. f he bucke.s become jammed .he cham may

Tp :n ,"e spJocke. .o decrease .he possibitty of damage .o

the unit.

Apparatus for rapidly and accurately positioning articles,

said apparatus being part.cularly well suited for pos.t.on.ng

3 783 994 '

CLIP STRUCTURE AND CONVEYING
MEANS

Donald Ernest Tomahy, 209 Acadia Rd., Lachine, Quebec,

^""**'
Filed SepL 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,1 15

Int. Cl.B65g 75/00
.,- 7 Claims

U.S. CI. 198-179

There is provided a conveying system for restaurants or the

like for moving conta.ners, e.g. bottles, f^o'";^^'"^^^^^"^

oading area to a point of use in the restaurant. This system in-

dudls spaced-apart first and second stations, convey.ng

means movable between the first and second stat.ons. the con-

Tey^ng means compris.ng an endless belt, spaced-apart rotata-
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ble means on which said endless belt is mounted, and drive

means for rotating at least one of the rotatable means, and a

plurality of spaced-apart retaining clip means mounted on the

endless belt. Each clip means is adapted to releasably retain a

container therein, the clip means comprising a pair of spaced-

3,783,996

SYRINGE PACKAGE
William L. Gerard, Overland, and John D. Ruck, St. Louis,

both of Mo., assignors to Sherwood Medical Industries Inc.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Mar. 1 4, 1 972, Ser. No. 234,560

Int. CI. B65d 5/50. S5/00

U.S.CI.206-17.5 5 Claims

apart L'-shaped members mounted in opposed relationship,

each of said members comprising opposed tapering arms

adapted to retain the body of a container and an intermediate

arcuate arm connected to the tapering arms with the inter-

mediate arcuate arm being adapted to retain the neck or top

portion of the container.

3,783,995

TIE RACK
Robert A. Tobin, 67 Lake Bluff Rd.. Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,071

Int. CI. B65d 85118; A47f 5/08, 7112

U.S. CI. 206-7 D

A three-piece syringe package which, when separated, is

adapted to contain a fluid for performing an irrigation

procedure. The package has a tubular base portion and a tu-

bular cap portion separated by a tubular collar, the latter hav-

ing a central opening receiving the syringe. A sealing tape

joins the base, cap and collar such that the interior of the

package may be sterilized as a completed unit.

3,783,997

SYRINGE PACKAGE
Alexander M. Brown, Daytona Beach, Fla., assignor to Sher-

wood Medical Industries Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,222

Int. CI. A61m 3100; B65d 85154

U.S. CI. 206-43 5 Claims

4 Claims

--:
'i

•

*i

X* -V J^

A tie rack specially suited for travel is formed of a sheet of

plastic or leather having a hook and transverse openings with

flaps near the top for holding ties. Other openings near the

bottom hold cuff links, tie tacks, tie clips, rings and credit

cards. A plastic sleeve, having an open bottom and a top cen-

tral opening to receive the hook, is provided for covering the

sheet, ties and articles.

A package for a hypodermic syringe having a relatively

shiftable barrel and needle assembly for arming the syringe is

provided which includes a needle sheath engageable with the

needle assembly for arming the syringe when unpackaged, and

a sleeve member encircling the syringe and holding the prox-

imal end portion of the sheath radially inwardly against a por-

tion of the syringe to prevent inadvertent arming.

ms u.G.—24^
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i-roiQQil which are suitable for use in consuming the product packaged

SAMPLING SYRINGE m the containers, which spoons are disposed between the rows

DooaM C. Brush, and Robert D. Oswald, both of Ballwin, Mo..
|

assignors to Sherwood Medical Industries inc., St. Louis,

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,877

Int. CL A6lb 19100; B65d 85154

U.S. a. 206-43 10 Claims

of containers so as to form a divider and which arc not accessi-

ble without removing at least a portion of the wrapper.

A sampling syringe for the collection and transport of a

sample, particularly a fecal sample The syringe comprises a

syringe barrel into which the sample may be forced or

aspirated by a plunger slidable therein A sheath having a

distal end of greater internal diameter than the external

diameter of the barrel is slidable on the barrel and a cap

sealingly closes both the distal ends of the barrel and sheath.

5,784,001

ANTICLOCKSPRING CONNECTOR
Clifford B. Bushnell. Rochester; Edward J. Sheffer, Caledonia,

and Robert C. Sulhff. Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to

Eastman Kodak Company. Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,007

InLCI. B65d«i/67
|

U.S. CI. 206-52 F 7 Claims

3,783,999

DISPLAY BOX WITH AN ATTACHABLE LID MOVABLE
RELATIVE TO THE BOX

Leonard Richard Smith, Chicago, lU., assignor to The S. K.

Smith Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186.067

InLCI. B05d 5/52 .

II.S. CI 206-45.23 9 Claims

3P >3 P4 /

In a film cartridge having a core support hub extending at

least partially through the film core, clockspringing of a roll of

film therein is prevented by providing a frangible connector

between the core and a portion of the cartridge which has suf-

ficient strength to prevent the core from rotating during

shipping but which will break as the film is withdrawn from the

cartridge, permitting the core to rotate The frangible connec-

tor is formed of a molded plastic insert arranged to engage

both the core and the cartridge and having a necked-down

portion which will fracture when a sufficient force is applied

thereto, as by pulling the film from the cartridge At the same

time, the necked-down portion is sufficiently strong to prevent

clockspringing of the film during shipment.

A display box with an attachable lid. which lid is movable to

a cover position to close the top of the box and is movable to a

vertical position to extend rearwardly of one of the ends of the

box to support the box in an inclined display position and is

also movable to a vertical position rearwardly and parallel to

the bottom of the box to provide an open display box sup-

ported in an upright vertical position or in a horizontal posi-

tion.

3,784,002

MULTIPLE CONTAINER CARRIER AND INDIVIDUAL

CONTAINER LID ARRANGEMENT
Ronald Charles Owen, Harwood Heights, lU., assignor to Il-

linois Tool Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 246,037

Int.CI. B65d7//00

U.S. CL 206-65 C 10 Claims

3,784,000

MULTIPLE UNIT CONTAINER PACKAGE WITH
CONSUMER TOOL DIVIDER ASSEMBLY

William M. Brown, Daricn, Conn., assignor to Federal Paper

Board Company Inc., Montvale, N J.
Filed June 2 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 54,828

Int. CI. B05d 71100; B65d 79/00

U.S. CL 206-47 R * Cbhns

A package characterized by two rows of product containers,

such as. cans or jars, enclosed in an open ended tubular

wrapper of foldable sheet material, with an assembly of spoons

-n«-

26 ^
TV
28

^
30
4-

24

::i

26a

22

J I I

II

II!

A multiple container package for cans and the like having

outward chime, rim or bead formations at the upper ends

thereof and in which there is provided a carrier in the form of
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a resilient deformable sheet of plastic material preformed to

provide downwardly open recessed pockets receiving the

upper end portions of containers arranged in side by side rela-

tionship in the package with the material around the open end

of each pocket stretched to pass over an associated chime or

rim formation and then resiliently contracted as a gripping

edge in engagement with the container wall beneath the chime

formation for assembly of the containers in the package and

transport thereof, the material of the plastic sheet forming the

closed end of each pocket being joined to the adjacent

gripping edge by a substantially inert or relaxed annular wall

portion which has been stretched beyond its elastic limit; and

the carrier sheet being provided with weakened web portions

between adjacent containers in the package permitting selec-

tive removal of one or more containers from the package with

the remnant recessed sheet material remaining attached

thereto and separately removable to permit opening of the

container proper and dispensing of the contents thereof and

then reusable as a reclosure lid for the opened container

where only part of the contents has been dispensed.

below a heater assembly sufficiently to raise the temperature

of the film above the melt temperature thereof and permit the

radiant heat from the heater assembly and the film to raise the

temperature of the barrier coating above its melt temperature

with exception of that part of the barrier coating immediately

subtending said article; said parts of the substrate which have

3,784,003

BOTTLE CARRIER
Herbert S. Bolton, 8501 W. Higgins Rd., Chicago, lU.

Continuation of Ser. No. 78,527, Oct. 6, 1970, abandoned.

This appUcation Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,517

Int.CI.B65d 7 7/02, «5/62

U.S. CI. 206-65 E 6 Claims

16

22.6A, mmj-id^ ^ rr ''

20A
^ 22^ 4-.t

melted barrier coating thereon being impregnated therewith

and thereby being rendered pervious to air so as to permit a

vacuum draw through the substrate for vacuum forming the

softened plastic film around the article and laminating same to

the substrate. The resulting skin package has an air impervious

area immediately below the carded article provided by the un-

melted coating which thereafter functions as a moisture vapor

barrier for the film encased article.

3,784,005

ADDITIVE PACKAGE AND METHOD OF
COMPOUNDING RESINS THEREWITH

Malcolm Scott C. McVay, Aurora, Ohio, assignor to U.S.

Chemicals and Plastics, Inc., a division of AIco Sundard

Corporatkm, Canton, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 10,316, Feb. 10, 1970,

abandoned. This application Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,018

IntCLB65dS//i2
U.S.CL206—84 12 Claims

A carrier for a plurality of containers in package form, such

as a six-pack, and including a sheet of elastic material aper-

tured in accordance with the number of containers to be sup-

ported thereby and defining constrictive apertures to receive

and snugly engage the upper ends of corresponding con-

tainers, and further including a band portion initially disposed

around the carrier sheet in substantially the plane thereof and

integral therewith at frangible and generally permanent con-

nection areas with the frangible areas breaking when the band

portion is moved downwardly to encircle and confine the in-

termediate body portions of the packaged containers and with

the generally permanent connection areas then forming

inclined strap portions connecting the band portion to the car-

rier sheet.

3,784,004

SKIN PACKAGING PROCESS AND SKIN PACKAGE
THEREOF

Melvin H. Meyer, Maywood, HI., assignor to Stone Container

Corporation, Chicago, HI.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,776

Int.CI. B65d7i/00,75/i6

U.S. CL 206-80 A 13 Claims

A method of making a skin package which comprises card-

ing an article on a substrate of porous or air-permeable

material having a meltable, thermoplastic barrier coating sub-

tending the article which renders the substrate substantially

impervious to passage of air or moisture therethrough; feeding

the substrate with carded article to the vacuum forming sta-

tion of a skin packaging machine concurrently with the feed-

ing of said article-bearing substrate and a thermoplastic film

A package to contain materials to be added to a resin for-

mulation containing vinylic monomer comprises a thin-walled

plastic envelope which is soluble in the resin formulation.

Preferably the envelope is made of polystyrene film. The

polystyrene envelope is formed from sheet stock over a hot

mandrel by sliding a rigid container onto the mandrel over a

sheet of flexible plastic film overlying the mandrel. The sheet

of film is large enough to form a lining for the rigid container

with flaps of the film protruding from the rigid container.

After materials are placed inside the lined rigid container, the

flaps are sealed to form an enclosed film package within the

rigid container. Additive materials which would themselves

dissolve or attack the plastic envelope may be carried in an

inert vehicle and/or be coated with an inert coating material to

protect the envelope during storage.

3,784,006

DRAGEE SORTING APPARATUS
Hans Braun, Ilvesheim, Germany, assignor to Boehringei

Mannheim, GmbH, Postfach, Germany
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 26^,959

Claims priority, application Germany, July 8, 1971, P 21 33

968.4
Int. CI. B07c

U.S. CL 209—73 * Claims

Apparatus for sorting dragees according to diameter and

thickness of the dragees, which apparatus comprises, in com-
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bination. (a) plate-type sorting means comprising a perforated

surface adjusuble in tilt and oscillatable and disposed to

receive the dragees to be sorted and. disposed therebelow. (b)

5 3

5A) A second embodiment (FIG 7) utilizes a single flat tray

with a staggered series of progressively larger, grading holes

therein ir place of the trays with the V-shaped channels of the

first embodiment.

3.784,008

OZONATINC APPARATIS FOR DRINKING WATER

Vincent R. Troglione. Mead v ilk. Pa., assignor to Moody Aqua-

matic Systems. Inc.. Meadvllk. Pa.

Filed Aug. 20. 1971. Ser. No. 173,552

Int. CI. BOld 2//24

t.S.Cl.210-104 8 Claims

'ZT 26

roller-type sorting means comprising a plurality of substan-

tially parallel rollers wherein adjacent rollers rotate in op-

posite directions and wherein the spacing between said rollers

is&teplessly adjustable.

3,784,007

DYNAMIC SHRIMP GRADER AND GRADING METHOD
Raphael Q. Skrmetta. 4610 Press Dr.. New Orleans, La.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276^91

liit.CI.B07b/i/04

D.S. CI. 209-85 13 Claims

With this apparatus ozone gas is automatically applied to

contaminated water in a contact tank, and is then transferred

to a discharge tank in such manner that contaminated water

cannot accidentally pass from one to the other tank, when the

system is on automatic operation. Electrical controls respon-

sive to sensing means disposed exteriorly of the contact tank,

and responsive to predetermined changes in the weight or

level of the water in the contact tank, automatically replenish

the supply of ozonated water in the discharge tank, when

necessary. A system is also disclosed for supplying ozone gas

to a system selectively, and one at a time, from one of a plu-

rality of ozone generators to prevent undue overloading of the

generators, but the circtiit to pump motor 46' may be tem-

porarily interrupted as noted hereinafter.

3,784,009

HYDROCLONE FOR SEPARATING AN IMMISCIBLE

HEAVY PHASE FROM A LIGHT PHASE LIQUID

L. Andrew Maciula, SllUwater, Okla., assignor to Oklahoma

State University. Stillwater. Okla.

Filed Dec. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 207.047

Int. CI. B04c 5104

U.S.CL 210-1 14 9 Claims

A dynamic shrimp grader and grading method of universal

application to all types of shrimp which m a first embodiment

(FIGS 1-6) utilizes a series of sequential, slightly inclined

trays each hving a number of parallel V-shaped channels with

grading slots at their end The trays are mounted on an upper

frame which is driven by an eccentric drive upwardly and

simultaneously forwardly with respect to the grader s basic

support structure, imparting a dynamic action, the upper

frame and basic support structure being connected together

by a number of angularly disposed, flexible reinforced

fiberglass strip springs. Shrimp enter at the top of the grader

moving down the channels under the dynamic action of the

moving trays and are graded by their width, the smaller falling

through the slots in the upper trays, the slot width and length

becoming larger from each upper tray to the succeeding lower

tray. The shrimp are aligned generally vertically by the sides of

the channel and have a tendency to flatten out under the

dynamic action of the trays as they progress down the channel

(FIG 8A-8C) The V-shaped channels are formed by means

of joining together an alternating series of flat ^tnps (Fia 5)

or alternatively by appropriately bending a single strip (FIGS.

i

^o ,08

A hydroclone for separating an immiscible heavy phase

from a light phase liquid including an upright cylindrical

chamber having a tangentially intersecting inlet, an axial light

phase outlet at the upper end thereof, a heavy phase outlet in

the lower end. an opened top cylindrical interface member

within the cylindrical chamber having an exterior diameter
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providing ^ annulus area between the interface member and

the wall of the cylindrical chamber forming a passageway

whereby heavy liquid cast outwardly by centrifugal force of

circular liquid flow in the cylindrical chamber flows

downwardly to the lower portion of the cylindrical chamber,

and means of controlling the discharge of liquid from the

heavy phase outlet in response to the level of heavy phase

liquid in the cylindrical chamber.

support means. A cavity is formed between the filtering medi-

um and the support means with the cavity receiving filtered

automatic transmission fluid which has passed through the fil-

tering medium. A magnetic material surrounds the outlet port

3,784,010

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING OIL AND SOLIDS FROM
WATER

Frank J. Barra, Midwest City, Okla., and Kenneth R. Murrell,

Odessa, Tex., assignors to Black, Sivalls & Bryson, Inc.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,180

Int.CI. B01d2i/26

U.S. CL 210-1 14 5 Claims

>/?

Ou\ E^v*

The present invention relates to improved apparatus for

separating oil and solids from a stream of water. A closed ves-

sel is provided having a first vertical partition disposed therein

dividing the vessel into first and second compartments. A

second vertical partition is disposed within the lower portion

of the first compartment dividing it into two separate filter

areas and a filter bed is disposed in each of the filter areas. An

inlet water connection is provided extending to within the first

compartment, and a pair of slotted inlet water distribution

conduits are disposed in the first compartment, each posi-

tioned horizontally within a filter area centrally above a filter

bed. The slotted water distribution conduits are connected

together and to the inlet water connection. Means for remov-

ing separated oil from the first compartment are provided

therein and a pair of filtered water outlet connections are pro-

vided, each disposed in a filter area below a filter bed. Filtered

water inlet and outlet connections are disposed in the bottom

portion of the second compartment, and conduit means for

conducting filtered water between the first compartment and

the second compartment are connected to the first compart-

ment filtered water outlet connections and the second com-

partment filtered water inlet connection. A backwash pump is

connected to the conduit means and valve means are provided

in the conduit means for controlling the flow of filtered water

from the first compartment to the second compartment, and

the flow of backwash water from the second compartment

separately to the filter areas of the first compartment.

and attracts magnetic particles in the filtered fluid and is posi-

tioned out of the direct flow of the filtered fluid to prevent the

washing away of magnetic particles attracted to the magnetic

material.

3,784,012

SEPTIC TANK CONSTRUCTION
Henry B. Carlson, 95 Broadview Ave., Kings Park, N.V.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,138

Iiit.CLC02c///4

U.S.CL 210-170 5 Claims

s

3,784,011

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID FILTER

Elmer E. Ward, Lake Forest, III., assignor to F. P. Smith Cor-

poration, Melrose Park, III.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,695

Int. CL FOlm / 1 100; BOId Ji/06

U.S.CL 210-168 8 Claims

An automatic transmission fluid filler having an outlet port

for supplying filtered fluid to the intake of an automatic trans-

mission and including a filtering medium which is held by a

Precast 'concrete septic tank constructions and their as-

sembly with leaching pools are disclosed wherein important

economies in construction are obtained as well as improved

efficiency and better access. In its preferred form the septic

tank is supported inside the leaching pool from the top of the

wall thereof, the wall being made of sanitary drain rings which

provide rows of apertures for diffusion of effluent into the sur-

rounding earth.
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3,784,013

MULTI-UNIT APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING OIL

FROM THE SURFACE OF A BODY OF W ATER
William H. Daniel, 541 Putman Rd., Rogers, Ark.

Filed Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 1 13.555The portion of the term of

this patent subsequent to June 6, 1989, has been disclaimed.

lnt.CI.E02b/5/04

U.S.CL 210-242 5 Claims

example electrically conductive metallic alluminum powder

and electrically conductive carbon granules.

ERRATUM
For Class 210—321 see:

Patent No. 3,784,470

3,784,015

FILTER

Walter Kasten. Franklin. Mich., assignor to The Bendix Cor-

poration, Southfteld, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 24,778. April I, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 17, 1972, Set. No. 227.642

Int. CI. BOld 4J100

U.S.CL 210-322 7 Claims

Oil is collected from the surface of a body of water by im-

mersmg a tent-shaped collector from above the surface of the

water to a depth such that the hydrostatic pressure of the oil iit

the collector will pump oil to an elevation above the surface of

the water and into a collection receptacle The collector slides

vertically on a conduit and delivers the oil into the lower end

of the conduit, the lower end of the conduit being positioned

at a depth which determines the height to which the oil can be

pumped above the surface of the water. The tent-shaped col-

lector is in the form of a plurality of superposed coaxial cones

mounted on a sleeve that slides on a hollow multiperforate

stem.

3,784,014

WASTE AND WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

Abner B. Turner, Greensburg. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 80,985, Oct. 15, 1970. Pat

No. 3.716,159. This application July 1, 1971, Ser. No. 158.852

Int. CI. BO Id/ 7/06

U.S. CI. 210-263 3 Claims

A stacked washer multi-stage impaction and centrifugal

separation filtering apparatus with a filter element composed

of nat washers having a channel system formed thereon utiliz-

ing particle collection pockets to remove and store contami-

nants.

The purpose of the foregoing abstract is to enable the

Patent Office and the public generally, and especially the

scientists, engineers or practitioners in the art who are not

familiar with patent or legal terms or phraseology, to deter-

mine quickly from a cursory inspection the nature and essence

of the technical disclosure of the application The abstract is

neither intended to define the invention of the application,

which is measured by claims, nor is it intended to be limiting

as to the scope of the invention in any way

A device for the separation of particulate matter including

colloidal particles from a liquid medium consisting of a con-

veyer belt composed of tightly coiled springs, a dry chemical

feed system, a surge conditioning tank, an incinerator and a

plurality of filtration columns. The columns include a bimetal-

lic medium which separates particles electrophoretically. for

3,784,016

AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUSLY BACKFLOW WASHING-
TYPE FILTER

Jiro Akiyama, Yokohama. Japan, assignor to Kanagawa Kiki

Kogyo Co., Ltd., Yokohama-shi, Japan

Filed May 16. 1972, Ser. No. 253,871

Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 197 1 . 46/56187

int.CI. BOldii/02

US. CI. 210-333 •^''•"

An automatic backflow washing-type filter comprising a pri-

mary filtering unit a substantial area portion of which is em-

ployed to primarily filter a charge of oil to be filtered, a filtrate

accumulation unit for accumlating and supplying a substantial

portion of the filtrate from said primary filtering unit to a con-

suming device and for recycling the remaining minor portion

of the filtrate as a backflow washing filtrate. This washing fil-

trate washes the primary unit to remove foreign matter

deposited on the primary filtering unit. In addition, the device

includes a secondary filtering unit for filtering said backflow
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washing filtrate containing foreign matter after the washing of

the primary filtering unit, the secondary filtering unit also

3,784,018

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS SEPARATION OF
FINE PARTICLES FROM LIQUOR

William Ernst Hope; Mary Jarvie Hope, both of 56 Merryvale

Ave.. GIffnofk, Scotland, and Thomas WlUiam McNeil, 6

Wayside Acres. Bodelwydden, Great Britain

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 219,946

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 2, 1971,

03673/71
Int.CI. B01dii/04,J5//6

U.S. CI. 210-393 6 Claims

being washed while filtering the backflow washing filtrate

from the washing operation on the primary filtering unit.

3,784,017

LIQUID-SOLIDS SEPARATOR
Orlan M. Arnold, Grosse Pointe Park. Mich., and Carlo A.

Vancini. Stamford, Conn., assignors to Peabody Engineering

Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Dec. 13. 1971, Ser. No. 207,048

lnt.CLBOldii/06

U.S. CI. 210-354 16 Claims

The invention provides filtering apparatus capable of con-

tinuous operation and without the need for shut down periods

for cleaning the filter elements. The apparatus broadly com-

prises an endless filter conveyor, means for driving said con-

veyor at an appropriate speed, a catchment tank

wherethrough a part at least of the operative run of said con-

veyor is guided below the liquid level in said catchment tank,

retaining walls the lower edges wherebf are in contact with

said filter conveyor, means for directing liquid to be treated

onto said conveyor within the confines of said retaining walls,

an outlet in said catchment tank for removing treated liquid,

and means for removing deposited solids from the filler con-

veyor.

3,784,019

BAG FILTER UNIT
George Gordon, III, Glenbrook, Conn., assignor to Peabody

Engineering Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,329

Int. CLBOld 29/74

U.S.CL 210-486 3 Claims

A liquid-solids separator comprising a rotating drum having

a perforated peripheral surface immersed in the liquid. Liquid

is drawn in through the peripheral screen and discharged

through an axial pipe. A reverse Hush is provided by an elon-

gated liquid jet directed against the interior of the perforated

wall and enmeshed particles are removed by an outside

scraper blade or by a rotating outer brush. The device is par-

ticularly adapted for use in the reservoir of a gas washing unit

for removing particulate material from the wash liquid.

A bag filter unit for a filter module comprising a front plate

carrying a U-shaped frame which supports a bag filter ele-

ment. The fabric filter element is formed with overlapped

seams having rows of stitches at the edges of the overlapped

fabric which are spaced to lie beyond the frame elements so as

not to increase the overall thickness of the fabric which is con-

tacted by such elements. The elements are spring pressed to

hold the filter bag under tension and to relieve strains on the

bag due to variations in size or shrinkage.
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I

3.784.022
3,784,020 poBTARIF AND DISPOSABLE DISPKNSING PACKAGES

TELESCOPING CLOTHES DRYER STRtCTLRE
^^JJ^^N Beeskv J 2755 Apple Blvd.. Salt L-Ke City, I tah

Walter Stelner. Oberseeverstrasse 14. Wlnte^hur s..tzer..nd >^^^^l;^;, „, Ser. n'o. . .4,284. Keb. 10. .97

.

Filed Feb. .4, 1972. SerNo_ 225,954
.^anLed. This application Mar. 22, .972, Ser. No. 237,.92

Claims priority, application SwiUerland, Feb. 12, iv/i,
I„|. CI. A47f 7/fW

2080/71

L.S.CL 21 1-1.3

lnt.CLA47b5i/00
I.S. CI. 21. -49 D 1 Claim

10 Claims

A plurality of inlerengaging sliding, hollow elements of es-

sentially rectangular cross-secfonal area are so arranged that

the hollow profiles have gu.de surfaces fomied on the outs.de

and the inside, the profiles be.ng additionally formed w.th

mter-engagmg projections and recesses at the horizontal sides

of the rectangular profiled elements, so that the weight of

clothes bemg hung on the dryer is accepted by the guide sur-

faces and the guide surfaces do not distort Preferably a pair

of parallel arms are provided with rods interengag.ng the

arms secured to stubs attached to the telescoping inlerengag-

ing elements, the stubs sliding in open notches formed in ad^

jacent telescoping elements, to form a rigid assembly, which

can support the weight of laundry hung thereon, without

deformation.

Two tier portable and disposable dispensing packages of

cardbt>ard or plastic construction including upper and lower

tapered ramps connected by a chute and flanked by side

panels for storage and sequential dispensing of canned or

cylindrically-encased food or drink The packages are also

collapsible and can be manually carried in hand from place to

place Some packages may be vertically coupled together such

that two tier packages may form a contmuous mult.tier

dispensing unit for rece.vmg and dispensing cylindrical con-

tainers.

3,784,023

HANG RAIL SI PPORT STRICTI RE

Albert S. Varoo, and Burton L. Siegal, both of Skokle, ill., as-

signors to Crown Metal Manufacturing Co., Chicago, ill.

clnUnuation-in-part of Ser. No. 93,09 1 , No. 27. 1 970 Pat.

No 3 68*5.662. This application Aug. 30, 197 1 ,
.Ser. >o.

176.224
I

\nt.Cl.\41t5IOO

L.s.a.2ii-io5.i
^^'-'"»

3,784,021

BOOKRACK
Marsaret F. Mark. P.O. Box 1267. Chicago. iU.

FikdDec.23.1971,S«r.No.211,405
Int. CLA47b 65/00

U.S.CL 211—43
4 Claims

A connecting member or adapter which is adapted to be

connected to a generally horizontal support member for sup-

porting a hang rail has a generally C-shaped bracket member

secured at the forward end thereof w.th the C opening up-

ward The C-shaped bracket member is preferably extruded

and formed of a synthetic resin that has substantial rigidity but

nevertheless has sufficient resilience so that the arms of the

member can yield slightly A hang rail is carried by the C-

shaped bracket member, the hang rail comprising a tubular,

extruded shape having a protruding rib along .ts bottom side.

A self-contained bookend-bookrack structure, adjustable in there^^^^^ ^^^-r-:;:::t;^;:^:;;::r:;i m
width, and also adjustable in -B'-f/^'-^/^J,^^,:^"';. ^nfigurt.^n.n' mounting the hang rail, the ends of the arms

vertical ends, so as to accommodate books but more espe
^"^^'^ ^^^^^^, ^^^^, ^,, spread apart to pass over

cially ring-binders or binders contaming many or h.ck otttie^
J^ ,„,„ engagement with the

pasteups wherein the covers are not necessarily parallel but the rib ajter n y y
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

may form either an acute or an obtuse angle when the covers grooves andJ-Kmly^ locK
^ ^^^^ ^8^^ ^^^^^.^^^ enlargements

are closed.
bracket member The said ends have hooklike enlargements

to engage beneath the widest part of the rib in the grooves
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3,784,024

ROTARY BUFFET WHEEL
Joseph Krfcly, Box 1440, Yellowknife, N.W. Territories,

Canada
Filed May 9, 1972, Ser, No. 251,814

int. CL A47f J/ /4. 5/02

U.S.CL 211-131 2 Claims

frames at their upper and/or lower end comers to each other.

l^y.iaXuAI. 1.1.1

^

^ i ll

the connecting element including a pair of opposed members

having projection means abuting the comers of the frames.

ryr 3,784,027

DISPLAY DEVICE AND METHOD OF MERCHANDISING
AND INVENTORY CONTROL

, _, ^ Ronald J. Gold, Spring Valley, N.Y., assignor to Unl-Systems,

A ferris-wheel shaped display device for various foods such ^^ ^^^ y^^j^^ j^ ^
as may be served at a party, the device comprising a rotatable

contVnuation-ln-'part of Ser. No. 1,764, Jan. 9, 1970, Pat. No.

reel supporting a plurality of trays each of which contains a ^^^^^^ T^is application May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 142,995

different food, the reel being supported upon a frame that can
^^^ ^, j^^^f ^jqq

bemovedalongafloor upon small wheels or casters.
U.S. CL 211— 184 8 Claims

3,784,025

SHELF SUPPORT LEG LOCK BRACKET
Joseph P. Dumit, Chicago, III., assignor to Atco Corporation,

Chicago, IU.

Filed Sept. 28, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 84,430

Int. CLA47f 5/00

U.S.CL 21 1-148 9 Claims

Display device having support means and indicating means

which enables a merchandise inventory control system to be

easily maintained.

A clip or snap-on bracket allows a shelf to be removably at-

tached to the top of a vertical post. The bracket includes two

parts, a first of which slips over the top of the post and has at-

tachment pins for giving support to a cantilevered shelf, ex-

tending from either or both the right or the left sides of the

post. Also, suitable connectors on this bracket give horizontal

stabilization on either or both sides. The other part of the

bracket is a very low cost folded piece of metal, which hangs

on the pins of the first bracket.

3,784,028

GANTRY CRANE
Kenneth James Stewart, Muskegon, Mich., assignor to Dresser

Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261 ,470

Int. CI. B66c 1 7106

U.S.CL 212-11 10 Claims

3,784,026

CONNECTING ELEMENTS FOR WIRE FRAMES
Wolfgang C. F. Grosse, Seestrasse, Au near Zurich, Switzer-

land

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,484

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 22, 1971, P 21

19 585.7
Int.CLA47f5//4

U.S.CL 211-181 12 Claims

A connecting element similar to a snap fastener for securing

two to four laterally adjacent and/or superimposed wire

A heavy duty gantry crane suitable for railroad piggyback

operations. Forming the bridge is a pair of spaced apart paral-
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Srhonzontal and veft.carplanes A pendant push-button disposed m locking relation to the rod member end they are

ftatlon connected to a widely pLtal swivel boom enables one secured to when the support is in its operative position.

man operational control from ground level
j

3.784,031

MACHINF FOR PERFORMING WORK
Morituda Mitu, Kawasaki, and Toshio Ide, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Company, Ltd.,

Kawasaki-shi, Japan
Filed Sept. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 183.141

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 25. 1970.

45/83371 .

lBt.CLB63c«/()0 I

II.S.CI. 214-IBC 5 Claims

3.784,029

FLUID ACTUATED JACKING FRAME
Cecil A. Pehs, 2500 N. 24th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972. Ser. No. 296,890

Int. CI. B66c 5102

ll.S.CI.212-14 II Claims

i> »i t^ i: „ "
•'•rfi'**, " f

if

qg^ V y -r \,i „ .....j-i-'.t-r!?

I

A jacking frame for hoisting and transporting cargo from

one position to another wherein the hoisting mechanism com

prises a load beam moved vertically upwardly and

downwardly in an inverted U-shaped bridge like structure by

two rams providing step by step vertical travel while periodi

cally repositioning themselves on the bridge like structure.

In a machine for performing work characterized by a

manipulator arm having a working hand rotatably carried in a

frame rotatably mounted in a support and gear train means for

rotating the hand, the frame and the support to permit bend-

ing and swivelling motions of the hand A transmission gearing

arrangement is provided between the frame rotating means

and the hand rotating means to prevent rotating the hand

through rotating the frame, and another transmission gearing

arrangement connects the support rotating means and the

frame rotating means for preventing rotating the frame and

the hand through rotating the support, whereby undesirable

bending and swivelling of the hand are eliminated

3,784,030

AIR HOSE SUPPORT FOR CUSHION CARS
Osvaldo F. Chierici, Elmhurst, lU., assignor to Holland Com-

pany, Elmhurst, III.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,405

Int. CI. B61g5/0«.F16li//6

I) .S. CI. 2 13- 76 9 Claims

3,784,032

HOIST ARRANGEMENT ON SHIPS

Tage Westerlund. and Jari Hedman. both of Skelleftea,

Sweden, assignors to Linden-Alimak AB, Shelleftea, Sweden

Filed May 19. 1972. Ser. No. 255.1 14

Claims priority . application Sweden. May 26. 1 97 1 .
6796/7

1

lnt.Cl. B65g67/5«

IJ.S.CI.2I4-I5R I Claim

An-^r hose support for cushion cars, to replace the conven-

tional chain and Shook support, comprising a rod member

formed from a resiliently stretchable elastomeric material,

such as polyurethane, having its ends each formed with a plu-

rality of cross holes spaced longitudinally of the rod member

for selectively receiving special connector elements to con-

nect the rod member ends to existing coupler and glad hand

supporting lugs. Each connector element is of one piece con-

struction formed from a length of resiliently flexible but stiff
.„, ^fth^WinHin

wire to define a rectilinear loop, with one length end being This inventK,n relates to a hoist arrangen^ent of the kmd in^

straight and parallel to the loop throughout its length and the tended for use on ships and comprising a lift cage guided by a

other length being similarly parallel and straight to an end por- vertical frame and movable therem.
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3,784,033

VIBRATORY FURNACE CHARGING APPARATUSES
Francis T. Kaiser, and Robert R. Schanen, both of Port

Washington, Wis., assignors to Modem Equipment Com-

pany, Port Washington, Wis.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,043

Int. CI. B66c / 7108

U.S.CL 214-19 3 Claims

drag-type endless chain conveyer having a width substantially

equal to the width of the coking chambers and which is

telescoped into the oven from the pusher door opening..The

generally horizontal cantilevered conveyer simultaneously

fills, levels, and compacts the coal in the coking chamber.

3,784,035

VEHICLE MOUNTED LOADING HOIST
Glenn G. Dunbar, 2608 Overbrook Dr., Toledo, Ohio

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,414

Int. CLB60p 7/54

U.S. CI. 214-75 H 5 Claims

An apparatus for introducing a charge into a metal melting

furnace, featuring a wheeled skip car supporting a spring-

suspended charge bucket provided with a vibrator and

adapted to have the charge ingredients weighed externally of

said skip car and bucket unit prior to being deposited therein,

said skip car being designed to be mechanically elevated on

inclined tracks to a position projecting into the furnace charg-

ing doorway where said car can be adjustably tilted to

discharge the bucket contents into the furnace while simul-

taneously actuating the vibrator to impart a vibratory motion

thereto promoting the evacuation of the charge under control

with a minimum of force and reduced cH-ree door size

requirements.

The invention is a vehicle mounted loading hoist for use

with a vehicle having a pair of spaced parallel rails positioned

on a load carrying bed. A carriage is positioned for movement

along the rails and a hoist is mounted on the carriage. The car-

riage includes a pair of axles mounting wheels which ride on

the rails. A motor is positiSned at one side of the carriage and

drive chains on that side of the carriage are connected from

the motor to the axles to selectively drive the loading hoist

along the rails. An outrigger assembly is provided on the car-

riage. The outrigger assembly includes a mechanism for ad-

justing the positions of a pair of outrigger legs both horizon-

tally and vertically. The outrigger legs may also be moved

between storage and operative positions.

3,784,034

COKE OVEN PUSHING AND CHARGING MACHINE AND
METHOD

Buster Ray Thompson, Rt. No. 1, Lowes Ferry Pike, LouUville,

Tenn.
Filed Apr. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 240,937

Int. CL CI Ob J //OS

3,784,036

TOW TRAILER FOR VEHICLE

H. Eric Gjoerloff, Gem Park, Fla., assignor to Redy-Tow, Inc.,

Evanston, III.

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,329

lnt.CLB60pi/y2

U.S.CL 214-86 A 15 Claims

U.S.CL 214-21 20 Claims

A combined coke oven pushing and charging machine is

supported on tracks for movement along the front of a bank of

coke ovens and is operable to open an oven door, push the

coke from the open oven, and close the oven door, and to

open the door of an adjacent empty oven, charge the oven

with a uniform, level, compact charge of coal, and close the

door. The machine is then moved along the track a distance

equal to the width of one oven, a second oven is pushed, and

the oven previously pushed is charged. The pusher head is

provided with roller supports adapted to roll along the oven

floor during the pushing operation, and the head is water

cooled to prevent warping and damage by the intense heat of

the coke. The coal is deposited into the empty ovens by a

A self contained independent two trailer unit comprised

generally of a horizontally disposed V frame, having a for-

wardly extending tongue, providing a trailer hitch at its for-

ward end, and a transverse axle, extending across the distal

ends of the V, carrying a pair of support wheels. A vertical

beam is fixed to and extends upwardly from the apex of the V

and houses a hydraulic cylinder which is operable by a hydrau-

lic pump means, carried on the frame, to actuate a pair of lift

arms to elevate one end of a vehicle by means of chains fixed

relative to a clevis bar carried by the lift arms.
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3,784,037

GOLF BALL RETRIEVER

Leslie WoodaD, 3560 Oulette Ave., Windsor, Ontario, Canada

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,382

Int.a.B60p//00

U.S. CI. 214-356 8 Claims

3,784,039

NURSING BOTTLE CONSTRUCTION AND ASSEMBLY

Leslie Stephan Marco. Oaklawn, lU.. assignor to lUinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,402

Int. CLA61J 9/00

U.S.CL2I5-IIE 2 Claims

Golf balls lying at random locations on the golf driving

range are picked up and deposited automatically m baskets

mounted on a trailer forwardly of pick-up wheels, each of

which consists of a pair of spaced resilient metallic discs,

preferably of steel, with inwardly-converging peripheral por-

tions. The wheels and baskets are mounted in multiple sets

upon independent units of the trailer which can be coupled to

one another, by pivoted rocking links and connected by con-

verging draw bars to a junction plate drawn by a single tractor.

The pickup wheels have pairs of discs with integral frusto-

conical portions facing toward one another and spot-welded

to one another to form a hub for each pickup wheel These

hubs are welded to shafts which are rotatably mounted in

bearings on the trailer frame. The balls picked up and gripped

between the opposing steel discs are ejected into the baskets

by ball-expelling members extending therebetween and

mounted on the trailer frame.

A disposable nursing container made from a preform having

an annulus and a plastic material wall integral therewith and

extending across the opening therethrough to be subjected to

localized heating and forming of the plastic material into a

container with a thin flexible wall remaining integral with the

annulus and collapsible or foldable within the confines of the

annulus to form a saleable article which can later be interiojly

attached to a more permanent type of holder with the flexible

container wall disposed therein and filled with formula for

dispensing through a nipple attached to the annulus.

3,784,038

PLASTIC BOTTLE MANUFACTURE
Albert R. Uhlig. Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-IUinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 103,660, Jan. 4, 1971. This application

Nov. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 304,316

lnt.CLB65dJ9/0«

U.S.CL215-1C 2 Claims

^1 ^ ^

3,784,040 I

CONTAINER
Livingston C. Douglas, Leonia, N.J., assignor to Colgate-Pal-

molive Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,619

Int.CLB65d;/02

U.S. CL 215-31 4 Claims

A blow moWing apparatus for forming containers from or- .... .

game plastic material wherein the container is formed with an A plastic bottle or like container "^ P[«^'d«^d
f
^J««"' *" ".

fxpLnSed radially extending wall at the fin«h of the container ternally threaded discharge nozzle with
f

'«"«'»"'' "^"y"""=^^,

!o thartL flth and moile material can be removed by a die gripping portion whereby it may be held without substantial

cut ofb ank^ng o^ration of the apparatus. deformation during capping in an automatic capping machine.
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3,784,041

CLOSURE CAP
Ralph W illiam Birch, 4 Fort Rd., Guildford, England

Filed May 5, 1971, Ser. No. 140,353

Int. CL B65d 55/05

U.S. CL 215-40 3 Claims

3,784,043

LIGHTWEIGHT COLLAPSIBLE STRUCTURES
Michael C. Presnick, 1 1 1 Bloomingdale Rd., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 779,750, Nov. 29, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,517,849. This application June 26, 1970, Ser. No.

50,065

Int. CL B65d 7/iO, F16b 5/00

U.S. CL 220-4 F 4 Claims

The invention concerns a closure cap adapted to seal the

neck of a container, the closure cap being formed of a molding

of elastomeric material and having a top portion, an annular

skirt which extends from the periphery of the top portion, an

abutment portion of said skirt v^hich is adapted firmly to en-

gage said neck to relcasably retain the closure cap thereon,

and an annular resilient flange portion which extends from

and radially inwardly of the skirt and which is spaced from the

internal surface of the said top portion by an annular groove

whose outside diameter is less than the major internal diame

ter of the skirt, the resilient flange portion having a surface

which is remote from the top portion and which, even when

the resilient flange portion is undeformed, is radially inwardly

inclined towards the top portion, the radially innermost part of

the last mentioned surface being convexly curved, the

resilient flange portion, when the cap is fitted to the container,

effecting a primary sealing engagement with the radially outer

edge of the end portion of the neck and a secondary sealing

engagement with the top surface of the end portion of the

neck, and the resilient flange portion engaging the internal

surface of the top portion and trapping a pocket of air

therebetween.

^
3,784,042

UNDERFLOOR BOXES
Robert W. Hadfield, Belpre, Ohio, and William H. Harding,

Parkersburg. W . Va., assignors to Textron Inc., Providence,

R.I. >

Filed May 1 1, i9V l,Ser. No. 142,318
' Int. CI. H02g 3/08

U.S. CL 220-3.3 2 Claims

A lightweight, collapsible or knock-down parallelepiped

structure and other geometric structures, such as geodesic

domes, having a high strength-weight ratio, erected without

:ools from series of standardized wall sections are disclosed

herein. Each wall section of the structure comprises a plurality

of framing rails which define a closed frame, which supports a

rigid sheet of lightweight, durable paneling. The cross section

of the framing rials is hermaphroditic, i.e., it is especially con-

figured to mate with itself. The appropriate mating of two of

the framing members is the first step in forming a unique edge

joint of the structure without the use of tools. The edge joint is

rigidly established by swinging toggle clamp members which

firmly lock together the mating framing members of adjacent

wall sections. When desired, the new structure may be disas-

sembled or knocked down, also without tools, for storage in

minimum space, by releasing the toggle clamp members by a

simple pivoting movement. Spring keeper elements hold the

toggle clamps in predetermined relation to the wall sections in

both the operative and inoperative positions of the toggle

clamps.

3,784,044

WIRE BOX OR CRATE
Frans Bruggeman, Zulzeke, Belgium, and Jacobus C. Smit,

Venhuizen, Netherlands, assignors to N.V. Bekaert S.A.,

Zwevegem, Belgium

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,915

Claims priority, application Belgium, July 30, 1971, 770714

Int. CL B65d 5138,21/00; A47b 5/14

U.S.CL 220-19 11 Claims

An underfloor box made of identical upper and lower sec-

tions which abut each other through flanges. The flanges carry

fasteners which lock the flanges together and also serve as

nuts for leveling lugs. In one particular form, the box is com-

bined with an adapter which conditions the box to accept

either small of large size ducts.

This invention relates to a wire box or a crate made of wires

welded to one another in which to place flower pots, whereby

the frame of the upper and base surface consists of four wires

running perpendicular to one another, the base and upper sur-

face being parallel to one another at a distance practically

equal to the height of the flower pots to be placed therein.
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3.784,045

PERMANENTLY SEALED CONTAINERS AND END CAPS
THEREFOR

Henry Komendowskl, Evanston, III., assignor to Automatic

Liquid Packaging, Inc., Elk Grove V illage. III.

FikdOct. 26, 1971,S«r. No. 192.127

Int.CI. B65d 17100,51120

IJ.S. CI. 220-27

notches in the spout and latching is effected upon turning of

the cap. is provided with ek>ngated blocking prongs extending

8 Claims

downwardly from and rigid with the lugs which prevent turn-

ing of the cap unless the cap is fully seated on the top of the

spout.

Improved thermoplastic containers which normally are per-

manently scaled and which have end caps thereon which,

upon being threadedly manipulated, are operable to open the

containers.

3,784,048

CONTAINERS FOR CORROSIVE FOOD PRODUCTS
Bernard J. McKernan, Massillon, Ohio, assignor to Van Dorn

Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Sept. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 70,843

Int. CI. B65d / 7120

L.S.CL 220-54 4 Claims

3,784,046

PREFECTEDCASE
Nicolas G. Cata, Malgrat De Mar, 30 Mahon St., BarcekMia,

Spain

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,429

lnt.CLB65d4i//J.5//70

U.S.CL 220-35 9 Claims
An aluminum food product container or can having an easi-

ly opened can end seamed to one end of the can body. The

outer surface of the can end member has a score line along

which the can end is severed for opening the can. The inner

can end surface is coated with an enamel coating to withstand

the corrosive attack of food products packed in the can. The

undersurface area of the can end member beneath the score

line is coated with a sealing compound material to prevent

corrosive attack of the aluminum by the food product con-

tents of the can where the enamel may have cracked incident

to scoring the can end member.

A case or receptacle for cigarettes, change or as a purse it-

self, for example, and having opposed casing parts freely

pivoted at a lower extremity without linking elements, but by

eyelets disposed in an aperture formed partially in one casing

part and partially in the other casing part, which parts are held

together by opposing pairs of pincer springs which also serve

lo establish stable open and closed positions of the casing

parts. The bottom of the case is closed by an element which is

removably secured in notches along the outer edges of the cas-

ing parts and allows the free opening and closing of the case

while retaining its contents securely.

3,784,049

CONTAINER WITH BAG-LINER LOCKING RIM
Bob R. Hawk, Crowley, Tex., assignor to I^ma Corp., Ft.

Worth. Tex.

Filed Oct. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 301,177

int. CLB65b 67/72

U.S. CL 220-63 7 Claims

3,784,047

SAFETY CLOSURE CAP
Alfred Cooper, 1381 Via La Paloma, San Lorenzo, Calif.

Filed May 4. 1972. Ser. No. 250,241

Int. CLB65d 5/02. 5/42

U.S. CL 220-40 R » Claims

A safety closure cap for bayonet connection with a spout,

wherein latching lugs on the cap insertable through bayonet

A container is provided with a locking rim for securing flexi-

ble-bag liner in an open configuration in the container. The

upper rim of a container is formed with a plurality of locking

ribs angularly spaced around the rim. Each of the ribs is

formed with a socket of a configraution that interlocks with
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the nexible-bag liner. Rolling of the upper periphery of the
cxa^^k ARi^t^rONTAINFR

h IP liner over the rim and into the socket locks the liner to the STACKABLlLl^urN i Air<ii!.R

bag hner over ine rim anu mi
^^ Edwards, Clarendon Hills, III., assignor to Illmois Tool

container. /,, , , _. . ,,,Works Inc., ChKago, III.

Filed Dec. 30, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 4,276

3,784,050 Int. CI. B65d 2 1 102J 126

FLOATING BAFFLE SYSTEM FOR FUEL TANKS U.S. CL 220-97 C 2 Claims

Melvin Pollack, Coral Gables, Fla., assignor to Apeco Corpora-

tion, Evanston, Fla.

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,044

Int. CL B65d 25100

U'.S.CL 220-85 3 Claims

A floating baHle system for dampening the liquid fuel in fuel

tanks supplying vehicular engines is described. A plurality of

hollow, thin-walled, three-dimensional perforate objects of a

tough, semi-rigid, somewhat resilient material are contained

within the tank to be churned up and more or less uniformly

distributed within the fluid fuel upon agitation of the tank in

use, whereupon they act as individual baffle members dam-

pening fluid flow not only by baffle action, but also b^ absorb-

ing kinetic energy within the fluid by their reactive collision

with one another.

A relatively thin walled plastic container including bottom

stacking means such that a plurality of the subject containers

in a stacked or nested condition will provide a column of con-

tainers which are not subject to jamming in storage or trans-

port.

3,784,053

ARTICLE CARRIER
James T. Stout, Doraville, Ga., assignor to The Mead Corpora-

tion, Dayton, Ohio
Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,83J

int. CL B65d 73100

U.S.CL 220-113 7 Claims

3,784,051

CONTAINER
James Anthony Carpenter Shaw, and Eva Shaw, both of

Tabacum. Mareeba, Australia

Filed Feb. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 1 13,919

Claims priority, appUcation AustraUa, June 8, 1970,

1460/70
Int. CLB65d 25/70.25/32

U.S.CL 220-93 4 Claims

The invention relates to containers for the preservation of

materials which evaporate, deteriorate or oxidise when ex-

posed to air. Preservation is achieved by a closure member

sealingly movable in the container in contact with the contents

and exclude air from the surface of the contents.

Ah article carrier of the so-called basket type having bot-

tom, side and end walls secured medially thereof to riser

panels which in turn are connected with medial handle struc-

ture is provided with two rows of article receiving cells on

each side of the handle, the cells being defined by spaced

transverse partition strips connected with each side wall and

the handle structure together with a longitudinal partition

strip struck from each transverse partition strip and foldably

joined thereto and to the adjacent end wall together with a

longitudinal partition panel secured between each of the

transverse partition strips substantially mid-way between each

side wall and the handle structure by means of anchoring flaps

foldably joined to the longitudinal partition panels and

secured in face contacting relation with one of the transverse

partition strips. Web structure interconnects the bottom edge

of each end wall panel while web structure interconnects the

bottom edge of each end wall panel at the other end of the car-

rier and the lower end of the riser panels at the opposite end of

the carrier in order to strengthen the bottom wall thereby to

enhance the overall strength ^nd stability of the carrier.
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3.784,054

LOADING CONTAINER MEANS
Frances E. IVf autz. 7922 Fairfield St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 27, 1971. Ser. No. 175,439

Int. CI. B65d 5 7100
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I

IJ.S. CI. 220-22.3 3 Claims

3,784,056

MOISTl'RE-IMPERMEABLE PACKAGE
Harry Spruyt, New York, N.V., and Louis S. Hoffman, Mor-

ristown, N.J., assignors to Scott Paper Company . Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,703

Int.CLB65hy/^;0

U.S.CL22I-63 10 Claims

A loading container means comprising a body having

horizontal top and bottom walls and vertical side walls provid-

ing a storage chamber therein, at least one of said walls

providing an opening to said chamber of the body which is

closed by a door, at least one of the walls is movable for con-

trollably reducing the size of the chamber of the body to con-

fine the material stored therein, and a plurality of wheel units

movable between a retracted position and an extended posi-

tion for movably supporting the body over a supportmg sur-

face when in their extended position The body is of elongated

configuration with first and second ends which are respective-

ly provided with wheel units which are selectively actuatable

allowing controlled elevating, lowering and leveling of the

body.

3.784.055

RECLOSABLE PACKAGE
John R. Anderson, c/o Anderson Packaging. Inc.. 1313

Samuelson Rd., Rockford, 111.

Filed Dec. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 3 1 1 ,485

Int. CLA47k; 0/20

U.S.CL 221-46 8 Claims

A moisture-impermeable package including a flexible con-

tainer having a bottom wall and side walls extending upwardly

from the bottom wall The side walls terminate in upper mar-

ginal ends which define an opening into the container. A thin,

Hexible, substantially non-stretchable closure is secured to the

container and extends over the opening defined by the mar-

ginal ends. The closure has overlapping sections which define

a slit that is elongate in a predetermined direction, and the

container is in a differentially stressed condition to apply slit-

sealing tension forces to the closure in the direction of slit

elongation whereby the overlapping sections of the closure

defining the slit are maintained in sealing relationship for

establishing a substantially moisture-impermeable closure.

i

3,784,057

PRIMER FEEDER FOR HAND LOADING OPERATIONS
Louis P. Tuttk, 4544 Hillard Ave., La Canada, Calif.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,029 i

Inl.CLB65h-^/J4 '

t'.S.CL22l-l96 4 Claims

Alcohol-impregnated tissues are stacked face-to-face in a

plastic dish-shaped container which is initially sealed air-tight

by a peel-away sheet or film to prevent evaporation and

leakage of the alcohol. The container is nested within a paper-

board carton having a hinged cover whose underside carries a

closure plug adapted to telescope into and reclose the con-

tainer after removal of the sealing sheet.

Disclosed is a small parts feeder designed to supply a shell

primer between the thumb and forefinger of the operator from

a supply upon the depression of a handle by the little finger of

the same hand. The feeder includes a motion multiplying

mechanism to actuate an ejector ram which advances the

lower most of the stack of hat shaped shotgun shell primers or

other small parts to a delivery region. The mechanism includes

a restricted passage which allows only one primer in the

upright position to be delivered at a time. The feeder includes

provision for ejection of inverted primers. The driving

mechanism for the ram ejector includes spring means which

prevents undue load upon the mechanism in the case of

jamming.
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3,784,058 retracted positions to permit insertion of the can

DISPENSER therebetween and subsequent holding of the can by moving

Dean H. Buchtel, Canton, Ohio, assignor to NuCon, Inc.. the movable member to its advanced position.

Canton, Ohio
Filed Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 202,90^

Int. CI. EC3d 9103 3,784,060

4 Claims CHILD RESISTANT DEFORMABLE CLOSUREU.S.CL 222-57
Robert E. Hazard, North Kingstown, R.I., assignor to Polytop

Corporation, Slatersville, R.I.

riled Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307^57
Int. CL B67b 5100

U.S.CL 222—153 12 Claims

1(0 ^ /-^l /50

A device for dispensing a measured quantity of first liquid

into a body of a second liquid as the second liguid falls and

rises. A container for the first liquid has a dispensing nozzle

which includes a small orifice. The nozzle is at the lower most

point of the container which is otherwise closed. A U-shaped

passage extends from the orifice to an opening within the con-

tainer adjacent the lowest point thereof. The opposite side of

the orifice communicates with an open-bottomed chamber.

As the second body of liquid rises air entrapped in the open-

bottom chamber is forced through the orifice and U-shaped

passage and into the container. When the second body of

liquid subsequently drops a controlled quantity of the first

liquid is drawn out of the container.

3,784,059

BEVERAGE CAN DRINKING HOLDER
John Katzakian, 341 1 Arden Creek Rd., Sacramento, CaliL

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,421

Int. CI. B67b 7128

U.S. CI. 222-86 6 Claims

A child-resistant closure can be constructed so as to include

a deformable member mounted on a closure body by flexible

means which serve to control the deformation of the deforma-

ble member when it is manually engaged. During such engage-

ment, deformation of the deformable member is concentrated

by the controlled flexure permitted so as to move the deforma-

ble member to a position in which a closure member mounted
on the closure body can be moved from a closed position to an

open position. Preferably, the closure member includes a sur-

face which will engage and move the deformable member as

the closure member is moved from an open position to a

closed position so that when the closure member is in the

closed position a part of the deformable member will overlie a

part of said closure member so as to hold the closure member
in a closed position.

3,784,061

FEEDER VALVES
John Gabriel Kogan, 19 Meadvale Rd., Addiscombe, England

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,366

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 25, 1971,

3049/71

Int. CLB65gJ//2, 65/70

U.S.CL 222-200 7 Claims

A beverage can drinking holder including an annular sleeve

encircling the upper end margin of a beverage can wherein the

sleeve has an interior surface gradually tapering radially in-

wardly progressively upwardly for receiving and seating the

upper end edge of the can. The sleeve includes an annular

upper end edge forming a drinking lip encircling the sleeve

and spaced above the upper edge of the can a distance suffi-

cient to provide an overflow reservoir for receiving an expand-

ing volume of foam and beverage from the can below. In addi-

tion, a sharp rigid can-piercing element is carried within the

sleeve for driving an opening into the top of the can. A stein or

mug-like holder assembly includes a pair of spaced annular

members for receiving the opposite ends of the can wherein

one of the members is movable between advanced and

The invention consists of a feeder valve for periodically

discharging material from a storage hopper or other source

and consists of a valve housing having a valve aperture passing

therethrough and valve opening and closing means consisting

of a plurality of vanes oi blades extending across said valve

aperture and being rotatable about their axes from a horizon-

tal position, in which they close said aperture and a vertical

position in which they open said aperture.
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3,784,062

INSERT FOR MEASURING. MIXING AND DISPENSING

LIQUIDS

Jooas C. Harschei, 8 Mariposa Ct., Burlingame. CaUf

.

Continuation.iii-partof Ser. No. 845.166, July 28, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,596,806. This application Apr. 16, 1971, S«r. No.

134,796

Int. CI. B67d 5150

US. CI. 222-377 6Ctaims

comprises an actuator body which includes a bore for fitting

over the dispensing tube of the aerosol bottle Also mounted

on the actuator body is a coupling means which provides for

mounting of a dispensing tube in a scaled and rotatable con-

figuration The dispensing tube has a bend near its free end

and may be rotated so as to position the dispensing end against

any surface A seal within the housing comprises a spring

loaded seal that compensates for wear and compression of the

O-ring seal The spring also forces a detent sleeve into associa-

tion with a detent washer creating a plurality of detent posi-

tions for the rotatable dispensing tube

3,784,064

PRESSURIZED FLUID DISPENSING DEVICES

Jean Hardt, Fribourg, Switzerland, assignor to Aluminium

Suisse S.A., Chippis. Switzerland

Filed June 19. 1972.S«r.No. 264.156

Claims priority, application Switzerland. June 22. 1971,

9097/71
Int.Cl. B65d<S.?//4

U.S.CL 222-397 4CUims

^^WJIJ^I 111' ' ^H 7-

12 4^ 4f*^

A device for measuring and dispensing liquids is dimen-

sioned to fit through the neck of a container for a liquid, the

device may also be used to mix the measured liquid with a

measured diluent, if requested. A lube extends from a normal

extended position above the neck to a valve unit near the bot-

tom of the container. The tube is formed with a ball on its

lower end and is formed with apertures above the ball. A

cylindrical valve seat unit is secured to the bottom of the tube

and has a fiexibly mounted ring which engages the ball in the

extended position of the device to form a liquid seal but fiexes

away fVom the ball to permit flow of liquid in a single direction

— into the tube — under stress imposed by pushing down on

the tube. Below the seat unit is an axially flexible apertured

second valve unit which seals off a predetermined quantity of

liquid when the tube is pushed down and then compresses axi-

ally to force a predetermined quantity of the entrapped liquid

past the ring and into the tube; Upon release of the tube, liquid

is sucked from the container into the valve slot unit. Water or

other diluent may be poured in the open end of the tube to mix

with the concentrate The liquid in the tube is poured from the

open upper end.

An aerosol dispenser comprises a can closed by a cup-like

cap member, a valve body supported on the cap member, and

a manually operable push button adapted when depressed to

dispense the aerosol Outward movement of the push button is

limited by means such as a cover, and one of the can and cap

member include a part which when subjected to an internal

pressure above a safe value deforms and moves outwards

together with the valve body, thereby depressing the push but-

ton to dispense the aerosol as for normal operation

3,784,063

APPARATUS FOR FACILITATING APPLICATION OF
FLUIDS

George A. Otis, 715 E. Los Angeles Dr., Vista, Calif., and Ken-

neth W. Gor«s, 9831 N.E. 16th St.. Bellevue, Wash.

Filed July 7. 1971. Ser. No. 160,400

Int.CI. B65d«i//4

U.S. CL 222-394 12 Claims

3.784,065

INJECTION

George Arthur Rodolf Patfoort, Maidegem-Kleit. Belgium

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,440

Claims priority, application Belgium. Apr. 15. 1971. 102219

Int.Cl. B29bJ/(>2

U.S. CI. 222-413 13 Claims

An apparatus for facilitating the application of fiuids from a

source of fiuid such as an aerosol container. The apparatus

The invention provides a method of injecting by forcing,

and apparatus for carrying out that method, which comprises

the steps of (i) introducing material to be injected into a

cylinder, (ii) compressing the solid material to injection pres-

sure by rotating a screw in said cylinder, (iii) preventing said

solid material at least to a large extent from slipping counter to

the direction of rotation of the screw to achieve this pressure,

(iv) plasiicizing the solid material in a small space outside the

zone where pressure is generated, and (v) injecting the plas-

ticised material by forcing into a mould by means of the pres-

sure generated in the solid material.
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3,784,066

PRIMING HORN
Bobby H. Allen, Louisville, Ky., assignor to DJ Incorporated,

Louisville, Ky.

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258349
Int. CLB65d 4 7/2S

U.S.CL 222-514 11 Claims

forward under an arm of the wearer on an opposite side of the

wearer from the aforementioned shoulder, and also secured to

said rod adjacent a midportion thereof. The over-shoulder

5 S

Discloses a priming horn for delivering a premeasured prim-

ing charge of powder to the pan of a flint lock rifle. A powder

reservoir contains a powder dispensing neck into which a hol-

low tube is pressure fit so as to communicate with the main

body of the reservoir. The tube is closed at it's outer end and

contains a charge outlet in its wall and a sliding sleeve is fitted

over said priming charge outlet and urged into normally

closed position by means of a spring mounted between the

body of the powder reservoir and the sleeve proper. The size

of the charge may be adjusted manually by pulling the sliding

sleeve back a portion of the total distance or it may be

premeasured by pushing the hollow tube further back into the

body of the powder reservoir. This decreases the total distance

that the sleeve may slide and thus effectively decreases the

opening of the charge outlet. Further the closure plug at the

end of the hollow tube is so spaced from the charge outlet as

to leave a proper gap between the flash hole of the pan of the

flint lock rifle and the main body of the priming charge.

portion of said band thus forms a much smaller angle to the

rod than does the underarm portion when said device is at the

level of the wearer's eyes.

3,784,069

TURKEY AND ROAST LIFTER SLING
John F. Stoffel, Vonkers, N.Y., assignor to Stoffel Seab Cor-

poration, Tuckahoe, N.Y.

FiledMar.7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,383 '

lnt.CI.B65d6J/y6

U.S. CI. 224—49 2 tlaims

3,784,067

BOOTJACK
Carroll Hicks, Calico Rock, Ark., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,499

lnt.CLA47j5//02

U.S.CI.223-114 1 Claim

A boot jack comprising a pair of boards secured together at

one end. the other end of the second board being raised above

the first and having a boot heel receiving recess therein; and

means interconnecting said boards.

Apparatus for use in lifting a large fowl or roast from a

roaster pan after the comestible has been cooked. The appa-

ratus includes flexible cords joined together at selected areas

to provide loops at opposite ends and such loops are disposed

about opposite ends of the comestible.

3,784,068

VIBRATION DAMPENER SUPPORT FOR LENTICULAR
DEVICES

Henry L. Pistilli, 3 Bedford Rd., Kendael Park, N.J.

Filed Nov. 16, 1967, Ser. No. 683,556

Int. CI. A45f 5100

U.S. CL 224-5 V 6 Claims

A preferred embodiment of this vibration dampener in-

cludes, a stiff upstanding rod of light weight supports a lenticu-

lar device such as a movie camera or a field glass or glasses. A
ball and socket connection supports this rod from a wearer's

belt and a flexible band extends from adjacent a mid-portion

of said rod over a shoulder of the wearer, across the back and

3,784,070

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR BREAKING AWAY
PRESTAMPED PIECES OF MATERIAL IN SHEET-LIKE

WEBS
George Manfred Vossen, OP dem Felde 28, Elmpt, Germany

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,460

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 27, 1971, P 21

58 907.1

Int.CI.B26fi/02

U.S.CL 225-1 = 6 Claims

A method of breaking away pre-stamped pieces of material

in sheet-like webs of material comprises moving such a web of

material in the direction of its length, progressively bringing a

break-away matrix up to the speed of movement of the web to

make surface contact with one side of the web on attaining

speed synchronism therewith, also progressively bringing up
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to the speed of movement of the web pairs of members

whereof one of each pair is at each side of the web to grip

therebetween on attaming speed synchronism with the web

pieces of material to be broken away from the web. and break-

ing away the so-gnpped pieces of material against the support

of the matrix.

A device for carrying out the method comprises means for

progressing such a web along a plane in the direction of its

length, networks of rigidly-mounted break-away pins mounted

in first and second carriers which are mirror images of one

another one above and one below said plane, the first and

second'carriers being mounted in the frame of the machine at

a break-away zone of a stamping machine for movement

towards and away from said plane with the axes of the break

away pins normal to said plane and the lower break away pins

resiliently displaceable m the directions of iheir lengths, a

third carrier supported in said frame below said plane and

mounting a matrix having through-openings each co axial \*ith

an'upper and a lower break-away pin. and means for guiding

the first, second and third carriers each along a path of move-

ment in relation to the movement of the web with appropriate

correlation of the break-away pins and the through-openings

direction generally opposite to that of the other belt Each belt

IS driven independently of the other belt by drive means at

least one of which is controlled in response to a pair of sensors

respectively detecting the predetermined maximum and

minimum extents of the length of the stored loop. In the par-

ticular and proximate utility of the invention, the web being

handled comprises bias cut wire fabric breaker belt stock for

use in pneumatic tires The respective sides of the variable

length loop are held against the ass*>ciated surfaces of the belts

to insure movement of the web together therewith by a plurali-

ty of magnets arranged to act through the belt.

jt

in the break-away matrix with the pieces of material to be

broken away such that in a first section the three carriers are

accelerated from starting pt«itions to the speed of the web. in

a second section at least between the start and finish of the

break-away operation the three carriers move synchronously

with the web. in a third section the three carriers are

decelerated, and in a fourth section the three carriers are

returned to their starting positions, the path of movement of

the first carrier including a phase of downwards movement

towards said plane and substantially coincident with its first

and second sections and a phase of upwards movement away

from said plane and substantially coincident with its third sec-

tion, the path of movement of the second carrier including a

phase of upwards movement towards said plane and substan-

tially coincident with its first section, and a phase of

downwards movement away from said plane and substantially

coincident with its second and third sections, and the path of

movement of the third carrier including a phase of upwards

movement towards said plane until the matrix is applied

against the web. said phase being substantially coincident with

Its first section, and a phase of downwards movement away

from the web and falling into the end of its fourth section.

3.784,072

STRIP SHAPE CORRECTION IN GALVANISINC. LINE

David Aiun Armstrong, and Kenneth Gill Lewis, both of

(;iamorgan. VNaks. assignors to British Steel Corporation,

London, England I

Filed Apr. 15. l971.S«r. No. 134.266

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 15. 1970,

17,964/70
Int. CI. B65h 2M00

L'.S.CL226-I 1 3 Claims

3,784.071

VARIABLE LENGTH FESTOONING OF WEB MATERIAL
Eracst A. Milan, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company .Akron. Ohio

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,295

Int. CL B65h / 7/i4

U.S.CL226-I 15 Claims

Variable length storage of running length material between

stations in a web handling or processing line in which storage

of the selfsupporting portion of the variable length is nearly

constant in length independent of the total length of the stored

loop. The sides of the stored variable length loop are held

against the respective surfaces of a pair of opposed and nearly

vertical endless belts each of which belt is drivable in a

A method of correcting planar disconformities in moving

metal (eg . ferromagnetic) sheet, in which a said disconformi-

ty from a predetermined plane is detected, (e.g.', by a mag-

netic field detector), and in which the sheet is Hexed (e.g.. by

electromagnets) in dependence on the degree of disconformi-

ty from the plane, the fiexing being of such sense and mag-

nitude as to urge the sheet to conform to the plane.
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3,784,073 3,784,075

TAPE DISPENSING APPARATUS APPARATUS FOR THE STEPWISE FEED OF
Francis Edward Faggetter, Dartford, England, assignor to WORKPIECES

Better Packages (U.K.) Limited, London, England August Thomas Portmann, Arbon, Switzerland, assignor to

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,446 Bruderer AG, Arbon, Switzerland

Int. CL B65h / 7/22. 25116 Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292385
U.S. CL226—47 2 Claims Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 1, 1971,

14369/71

Int. CI. B65h / 7126

U.S. CL 226— 143 9 Claims

In a tape dispensing apparatus by which predetermined

lengths of tape material are dispensed from a reel by co-

operating rotatable feed and pressure rollers the feed roller is

rotatable by a motor through a spindle driven by the motor.

An electric signal producing means is operated by the spindle

following a predetermined angle of rotation of the spindle and

then sends an electric signal to a selection device which in

response to the signal applies the brake to stop rotation of the

spindle thus determining the length of tape drawn from the

reel by the feed and pressure rollers.

3.784.074

ROLL MEMORANDUM DEVICE
Chuzo Mori, 7-9 3-chome, Tateishi, Katsushika-ku, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301 ,550

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 27, 1971, 46/22491

Int. CI. B65h / 1122

U.S.CL226— 127 17 Claims

Apparatus for the stepwise feed of a workpiece comprising

two contrarotating oscillating driven feed rollers which serve

to receive the workpiece therebetween and which are respec-

tively alternately movable at the point of time of reversal of

their direction of rotation towards one another into a feed

position and away from one another into an idle position.

There is also provided a holding mechanism for the work-

pieces which can be synchronously switched-in or activated

with the movement of the feed rollers from their feed position

into the idling position and can be switched-out or inactivated

when the rollers move from their idling position into the feed

position.

3,784,076

W EB GUIDING APPARATUS
R. Stanton Avery, Pasadena, Calif.; Robert T. Scharenberg,

Mentor, and Gordon G. Zeidman, Columbus, both of Ohio,

assignors to Avery Products Corporation, San Marino, Calif.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,223

Int. CL B65h / 712?

U.S. CL 226- 179 '7 Claims

A roll memorandum device is shown which is formed with a

body having a forwardly disposed table portion thereupon

provided with a writing surface. A transversely disposed first

shaft is connected to the body and is forwardly spaced and

horizontally aligned with the paper roll support. Feed rollers

are disposed upon the first feed shaft. A. horizontally disposed

pivotally movable holding member lies above the writing sur-

face and overlies the feed rollers. A spring is connected to the

holding member biasing the same toward the feed rollers.

Means are provided to rotate the paper roll support and feed

rollers simultaneously. Guide means are also provided within

the body to guide selected portions of the paper roll.

A web guide roll is bodily translated in a direction parallel

to its axis to one or the other side of an intermediate bodily

position and in opposition to lateral shifting of the web. At the

same time, the steering action of the roll on the web is varied

as a function of the translation of the web to one side or the

other of such intermediate bodily position while maintaining

the roll axis normal to the desired direction of web travel.
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3.784,077

PORTABLE PNEUMATIC FASTENER DRIVING DEVICE

WITH IMPROVED ACTUATING MECHANISM
George E. Burke, Jr.. East Greenwich; WaHer G. Lemos, and

Dennis M. Shippee, both of Coventr>, aU of R.I.. assignors to

Textron Inc.. Providence, R .1.

Filed May 5. 1972. S«r. No. 250,672

Int.CI.B25<//04

U.S. CI. 227-8 19 Claims

ing surface An alternate embodiment of the carpet stretching

and securing apparatus provides a staple gun which includes a

plurality of staple magazines and a plurality of simultaneously

operable plunger elements capable of ejecting a plurality of

staples into a carpet and a carpet supporting means

3.784,079

ULTRASONIC BOND CONTROL APPARATUS

Keith G. Spanjer. Scottsdale. Ariz., assignor to Motorola Inc.,

Franklin Park, lU.

Filed Apr. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 240.404

lnt.CLB23k.'iy2t)

U.S. CI. 228-

1
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A portable fastener driving device of the conventional

pneumatic type having an improved actuating mechanism in-

cluding an acutating member mounted for movement from a

normal inoperative position into an operative position for in-

itiating the movement of the fastener driving means through a

fastener driving stroke, a contact trip mounted for movement

from a normal inoperative position into an operative position

in response to the movement of said device into cooperating

engagement with "a workpiece. a trigger mounted for manual

movement from a normal inoperative position into an opera-

tive position and an enabling structure operatively associated

with the actuating member, the trigger and the contact trip for

<
( 1 ) enabling movement of the trigger into its operative posi-

tion when the contact trip is in its inoperative position without

movement of the actuating member into its operative position.

(2) enabling movement of the trigger into its operative posi-

tion when the contact trip is in its operative position to effect

movement of the actuating member into its operative position,

and ( 3 ) enabling movement of the contact trip into its opera-

tive position when the trigger is in its operative position

without movement of the actuating member into its operative

position.

A method and apparatus for improving the quality of the

bond obtained from an ultrasonic welding apparatus Ihc for-

mation of the bond is delected by monitoring the voltage ap-

plied to the ultrasonic transducer and by detecting a drop in

the applied voltage indicative of bond formation The bonding

apparatus is turned off immediately following bond formation

to prevent further ultrasonic energy from weakening the bond

3,784.080

APPARATUS FOR FRICTION WELDING

Edwin D. Ditto, 1332 Lake Crescent Dr., Bloomfield Hills,

Mkh. .. .

Division of Ser. No. 184.660, Sept. 29, 197 1 .
This application

Nov. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 304.228

Int. CI. B23k 27/00

U.S. CL 228-2 I Claim

3.784,078

CARPET STRETCHER AND KICKER

James L. Escoe, Rt. No. 2, Loganville, Ga.

Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,672

Int.CLB25c;/00

U.S.CL227-I3 7 Claims

Apparatus for use in stretching and securing carpet in place

on a supporting surface, including a carpet gripping head hav-

ing a plurality of carpet engaging prongs and including an

elongated handle means capable of being utilized to provide

tension on carpet engaged by the carpet gripping head. A sta-

ple gun is carried by the carpet gripping head and is operable

for ejecting staples into the carpet whereby the staples can be

used for securing the edges of carpet in position on a support-

A flywheel driven through a one-way clutch by a motor can

be selectively clutched to a drive spindle and connected chuck

to relatively rotate workpieces which are moved into engage-

ment under load. After expenditure of a portion of its stored

energy, the rotating flywheel is released so that it can be readi-

ly accelerated by the motor under low load to a predetermined

speed and energy level for another friction welding operation.

The remaining stored energy in the rotating spindle and parts

connected thereto is employed to complete the friction weld

after flywheel release A positioning device to faciliUte load-

ing of the workpieces into the chuck from a loader, an auxilia-

ry brake to shorten friction weld times after flywheel release,

and means for removing weld flash are disclosed.
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3,784,081

APPARATUS FOR AND WELDING OFTAPERED PIPE

Thomas R. Karmann, Omaha, and Alton A. Adams, Arlington,

both of Nebr., assignors to Valmont Industries, Inc., Valley,

Nebr.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,007

Int. CLB23k 7/20

3,784,083

TOTE TRAY
James L. Pfaffendorf, Maple Grove, and Mariyn D. Johnson,

Minneapolis, both of Minn., assignors to Liberty Carton Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,950

Int. CL B65d 5122

U.S.CL 228-17 5 Claims U.S.CL 229-34 R 1 1 Claims

An apparatus capable of receiving a tapered tube having a

straight, open seam, forcing and guiding the tube in a seam

aligned condition into a welding station where the tube is then

drawn through the welding station by the application of fric-

tional pressure upon opposite external sides thereof, the guid-

ing and alignment of the tube as it is being welded aided by a

torque unit applied to the emerging end thereof, the torque

unit capable of rotating the tube about its longitudinal axis as

it is being longitudinally moved and welded; and with a

hydraulic system capable of applying appropriate pressure to

the sides of the tube-ever increasing in diameter, to aid in

maintaining the open seam at a proper dimension for thermal-

electric welding, and capable further of automatically

decreasing the pressure at a predetermined distance from the

butt end of the tube for the same reason, the apparatus capa-

ble of automatically completing the weld, ejecting the welded

tube, and resetting itself for receiving and processing another

tube for welding thereof.

3,784,082

NON-RETURNABLE CONTAINER CASE
Arthur C. Hurlock, Walled Lake, Mich., assignor to Ex-Cell-O

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 193,809

Int. CI. B65d 5120

U.S. CI. 229-3Q • 2 Claims

*s-^

A collapsible tray constructed from a single blank of

fiberboard material folded and formed to provide an open top

tray having a relatively short, front end wall providing a front

access opening, and reinforced by a rigid rim extending

around the entire, inner periphery of the tray with the side legs

of the rim extending along the side walls of the tray in a

downwardly and forwardly inclined position. The front end of

the inclined rim extends across the top of the short, front end

wall of the tray, and the rear end of the rim is supported at a

higher elevation coinciding with the top of the rear end wall of

the tray; and the side legs of the rim taper inwardly towards

each other towards the front of the tray to provide for the snug

positioning of the rim along the entire length of the inclined

side walls of the tray.

3,784,084

BAG WITH BAIL HANDLE
Curt Charles Pearl, Pikesville, Md., assignor to APL Corpora-

tion, Great Neck, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 3 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 76,496

Int. CL B65d 33106

U.S. CI. 229-54 R 1 Claim

22

A bag having a pair of bail handles is provided for use in bag

vending machines. The bail handles are each connected to a

different panel of the bag with the bag being folded into a

planar configuration. The panels which have bail handles con-

nected thereto are disposed in opposed relation with one of

the handles having a projection which extends from the handle

in the plane of the bag and the other of the handles having an

A single piece corrugated case blank which can be formed opening therein for receiving the projection so that the han-

into a four support post one way case having reinforced three dies are secured together by insertion of the projection in the

column structure per post provided with a support shelf sup- opening to prevent the handles from being separated in a bag

ported by the support post members. vending machine.
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3 784 085

MLLTIWALL BAG CONSTRUCTION

William E. Kilgorc. Palalka. Fla., assignor to Hudson Pulp &

Paper Corporation, Palatka, Fla.

Filed Mar. 17, 197!,Ser.No. 125^10

int. CI. B«5d 33/02

VS. CI. 229-55

by heat-sealing it to one side and folding the ends thereof to

the other side of the bag and sealing thereto Accordingly,

when attached and sealed to a bag. the envelope portion of the

closure containing the deformable wire, will not seal thereto

so that the end tab portions of the enclosed wire can be un-

15 Claims

*|— — II .lO

A hag formed of spunbondcd material has an outer surface

and at leajil one ply of paper secured to the outer surface in

order to reduce actinic degradation of the olefinic polymer

materia!. •

3.784,086

DISPLAY PACKAGE
Hampton E. Forbes, Jr., Wilmington, Del., assignor to West-

vaco Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971. S«r. No. 213,880

tnt. CI BbSi 33102,33104

L.S. CI. 229-55 2 Claims

folded from the bag permitting the bag to be opened I he bag

can then be reclosed by refolding the enclosed wire tabs Prior

lo the initial opening, the heat-sealed segment must be rup

tured so that the closure provides an indication that the con-

tainer has been t>pcncd

3,784,088

CONVERTIBLE HOSIERY PACKAGE

John V. Shea, and Raymond A. Cote, both of Charlotte, N.C.,

assignors to Rexham Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 248,105

lnt.CLB65d2 7/(W

L.S.CL 229-68 1 2 Claims

A package is disclosed for packaging articles having little or

no depth and constructed from a pre-scored blank of material,

such as paperboard, to which there is secured a tubular seg-

ment of transparent flexible material The ends of the tubular

segment are either heat sealed after the package is loaded with

Its contents, or the ends of the tube are closed by end flaps at-

tached to the pre-scored blank.

3,784,087

TAMPERPROOF, RECLOSEABLE PACKAGE AND
CLOSURE THEREFOR

Henry H. Styers, Chicago, 10., assignor to Kk«-Seal Products

Co., inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, S«r. No. 218,407

Int. CI. B65d 33130

L.S.CL 229-62 5 Claims

A container having a tamperproof. reclosable closure, the

container being of the bag or carton type and havmg an open-

ing formed bv opposite front and rear walls, the closure com-

prising a nat strip, a portion of which is folded upon itself to

form an envelope for a deformable wire The closure is formed

from a paper strip heat-sealable on one side only so that when

the heat-sealable side is folded in face-to-face relationship

over a portion of the width of the strip to form an envelope for

the deformable wire sealed therein, there results a segment

along the length of the strip which is heat-sealable and an ad-

lacent segment, containing the wire, which is not heat-seala-

ble The closure is attached to the flattened openmg of a bag

Disclosed herein is a new and improved reclosable converti-

ble envelope for packaging hosiery or soft goods, having

unique end constructions which accommodate the conversion

of a normally flat, two-walled hosiery envelope into a bulging

four-walled envelope, i e , an envelope having front and rear

walls and two end walls disposed there between Specifically,

the unique end wall construction of the new envelope includes

generally diamond shaped panels which are derived in part

from an envelope wall and in part from a closing flap^ The

diamond-shaped end panels are longitudinally bisected by the

end scores of the flat two-waUed envelope. For use with non-

bulky contents, the envelope tends to remain flattened with its

end flaps folded along the longitudinal end scores, however.

:or use with bulky goods, the envelope takes on "dimension

or is expanded by the separation of the front and rear walls.

The expansion is accommodated by the formation of vaulted,

generally diamond-shaped end walls by the infolding or col-

lapsing of the end flap and wall portions along the opposite

sides of the diamond-shaped panels. The new envelope may be

lined with a flexible liner or preformed plastic sleeve. It is

provided with convenient tear opening and ub reclosmg ar-

rangements designed m such a manner as to ehminate rough

edges that.mighl snag or otherwise harm the hosiery.
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3,784,089 3,784,091

POSTAL BOX CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR
n-. --Ml W. Koch, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to N L Industries, Inc., Georg Hilkr, Bergstrasse 8, Vilsbiburg, Germany

New York, N.Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,058

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,334 Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 3, 1971,

lnt.CLB65d9//06) 2154558

U.S.CL232—24 4 Claims Int. CL B04b //20. 73/00

U.S.CL 233-7 19 Claims

An improved postal box comprising a molded container

having a plurality of letter compartments arranged into an

even number of rows and two door assemblies for closing the

compartments. Each door assembly has an identical die cast

frame which extends around half of the rows of compart-

ments Integral members divide the frame into sections which

are aligned with compartment openings. A door is selectively

mounted within each section to pivot from adjacent either of

two opposed section sides. Lock plates are formed on each of

the opposed section sides for engaging a lock on a door when

the door mounted adjacent the opposite section side is closed

and lucked.

3,784,090

SAFE DEPOSIT APPARATUS
Michael H. Markham, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Chubb Industries Limited, Brampton, Ontario, Canada

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,148

Int.CLB65g///04

U.S. CL 232—44 9 Claims

10 n »

A centrifugal separator comprising a rotary bowl and a

screw conveyor rotatable in said bowl on the uniflow princi-

ple, wherein liquid separated from slurry in the bowl is

withdrawn under suction through a conduit disposed beyond

the level of the liquid in the bowl.

3,784,092

CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR
Roland Richard Gibson, London, England, assignor to The

Glacier Metal Company Limited, Alperton, Wembley, Mid-

dlesex, England

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,796

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 27, 1971,

1 1 ,569/7 1 ; Sept. 2,1971, 40,904/7

1

Int. CLB04b 7/ /06

U.S.CL 233-20 R 5 Claims

A safe deposit apparatus includes a rotary drum providing a

receptacle into which the deposit is placed. The receptacle in-

cludes a reciprocatory ejector plate for ejecting the deposit

when the drum is rotated into a discharging position. The ejec-

tor plate is actuated by a cam mechanism in accordance with

the rotation of the drum, the ejector plate being retained by

the mechanism in a position flush with the surface of the drum

until the drum is returned to a receiving position.

A centrifugal separator for separating say, oil from water,

for example, in a cooling water system for a machine, has a

separating chamber divided into two regions by a transverse

plate which serves to collect the lighter fluid on one side and

to allow the heavier fluid to flow to the other side around its

edge. There may be a separate fluid for spinning the chamber

and one of the fluids may also leave the chamber langentially

to help spin it. There may be a conical surface enabling the

lighter fluid to run downwardly and inwardly to its outlet to

assist separation.
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3.784,093

FACTORMATIC SLIDE RULE

Kent H. Bennett, 2724 J-3 Waiaka Rd., Honolulu. Hawaii

FHed Oct. 2, 1972. Ser. No. 297.147

Int.CI.G068y/02

L.S. CL 235-70 R * ^*"'""

in response to the expansion and contraction of a plurality of

aligned thermal expansion cells. Each of the expansion cells

comprises an expander of a material having a high thermal ex-

I- r 11 -r V- f g Sea . , , - t-,

—

.—«— — —^•3

A slide rule extending the physical dimensions and calculat-

ing capacity of a logarithmic scale comprising a frame having

start-answer index lines at its respective ends slidably support-

ing a slider having one or more scales adjacent one longitu-

dinal side The slider is longitudinally scored across its remain-

ing transverse width to define a plurality of longitudinal paral-

lel lines expending between transverse end limits respectively

coinciding with the indexes. A logarithmic scale, equal in

length with the combined length of the plurality of parallel

lines, is equally divided to form a like plurality of logarithmic

scale segments, which are progressively scored on the plurali-

ty of parallel lines. A cursor, supported by the frame, includes

a scale line number calculator for determining the magnitude

and location of a calculated result.

pansion coefFicient. and means restraining the expander

against deformation other than m the direction in which the

cells are aligned

3.784,094

MODLLATING HEAT CONTROL
Ralph C. Goodwin. 1430 Ranier Ln. Rt. 2, WayzaU, Minn.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, S«r. No. 290,246

Int. CI. GOSd 23130

IJ.S.CL 236-68 C 9 Claims

3.784.096

HYDROGEN HEATING SYSTEM

Fritz Zwelfel, LInthal. Switzerland, assignor to The Raymond

Le* Organization, Inc.. New York. N.Y.. a part interest

Filed July 12. 1972. Ser. No. 271,178

Int. CI. CO lb 13104, F24d 12100

U.S.CI.237-1R 1 Claim

A heat loss time throttling circuit is disclosed in which an

outdoor heat loss detector subordinates the indoor thermostat

by using a condition sensitive housing to encapsulate the out-

door "heat loss detector and a heating element which actuates

the outdoor loss detector in short time durations through an

electrical source The heating element is placed in series with

the source and the indoor thermostat may be connected

between the source and the heating element or between the

control device and the heating element. An alternate form is

disclosed for use with a cooling mechanism, both forms being

relatively inexpensive in their construction.

A gas furnace heating system, utilizing as a fuel, hydrogen

gas obtained from the electrolytic decomposition of water

Water is fed from a storage tank into an electrolytic decom-

position cell, with the hydrogen gas fed through appropriate

piping and valves to the burner. The burner is controlled by a

Thermostat in the heated area The oxygen produced may be

vented into the atmosphere.

3,784,095

TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE DEVICE

Robert A. Bllbrey, Orinda. Calif., assignor to Benjamin W.

West d/b/a California Controls Company. Berkeley. Calif.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,043

Int. CI. GOSd 23102

U.S.CL236-101 12 Claims

A temperature responsive device is described for use in

operating a control element which, for example, controls the

opening and closing of a valve or an electrical switch. The

control element is moved by a trip rod which, in turn, is moved

3 784 097

DIRECT FIXATION RAIL FASTENER

Robert L. Landis, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to The Landis

Sales Company, Los Altos, Calif.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297318

Int. CI. BO lb 9/62

U.S.CL 238-310 9 Claims

The track of a rapid transit rail system is fastened to a sup-

porting structure via the intermediary of a plurality of rail

fasteners Each rail fastener includes a track plate supported

from a base plate via the intermediary of an elastomer layer
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bonded between the plates. A pattern of voids is provided in vaporized coalescing chemicals aiding in the coalescence of

the elastomer to enhance the vibration damping effect of the water droplets and the released latent heat diffuses upwardly

elastomer layer. Increased lateral restraint for the track plate in an outward expansion to produce an updraft whereby to

and rail is provided by means of a pair of tubular members up- puncture atmospheric inversions and inhibit the formation of

secondai^ pollutants.

3,784,100

FLOW CONTROL DEVICE FOR LIQUID APPLICATORS
AND PROCESS OF OPERATING SAME

John D. KIrschmann, 323 Airport Rd., Bismarck, N, D^k.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,684

Int. CI. B05b 9/06,75/04

U.S. CI. 239- 11
'

7 Claims

standing from the base plate on opposite sides of the rail. High

compressive strength inserts are provided between the lateral

side edges of the track plate and the upstanding tubular mem-

bers for taking the lateral forces on the track plate in compres-

sion on the insert members.

3,784,098

RAIL FASTENING
Marian Serafin. Paris, and Maurice Decubber, Beaumont S.

Oise, both of France, assignors to Soclete Anonyme de

Traverses en Beton Arme Systeme Vagneux. Paris, France

Filed July 3. 1972, Ser. No. 268.801

Claims priority, application France, July 30, 1971,

7I28079;Dec. 17. 1971,7145480

Int. CI. EO lb 9/JO

U.S. CI. 238-349 4 Claims

A rail fastening comprises a resilient U-shaped clip the base

of which is supported against the sleeper with the free outer

ends of the chp arms engaging the rail foot. Holding down

means acting against an intermediate portion of the arms

stresses the clip to clamp the rail foot. The intermediate arm

portions are circularly curved in a vertical plane, and the hold-

ing down means engaging the curved portions has a comple-

mentary shape. This enables greater deflection of the clip for a

given clamping pressure. The outer end portions are flattened

where they engage the rail foot.

«j^^ M^

The distribution of a pressurized treating liquid, such as

liquid fertilizer, from spray nozzles on an agricultural vehicle

is metered and controlled to maintain a desired application

rate onto the ground in gallons per minute at varying ground

speeds of the vehicle by means of a control valve assembly in-

cluding an applicaion selector valve located directly in the

main flow line to the spray nozzles and serving to divide liquid

flow between the spray nozzles and a bypass line leading to the

inlet of a circulation pump. The selector valve is initially ad-

justed to establish a predetermined supply pressure to the

spray nozzles which will provide the desired liquid application

rate for a particular vehicle ground speed, crop row spacing

and orifice size of the selector valve. On applications where

the aforesaid circulation pump is driven by a power take-off

from a vehicle engine, a second, ground speed control valve

forming part of the control valve assembly and located

directly in the main liquid flow line upstream of the aforesaid

selector valve is adjusted to a setting corresponding to the

predetermined vehicle ground speed and divides the liquid

flow between the main flow passage leading to the selector

control valve and a return line leading back to a liquid supply

tank, or to the pump inlet.

3,784,099

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL METHOD
Francis N. Bosco, 61 19 W. 38th Ave., Wheat Ridge, Colo.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,595

Int.CI.E01b //00,2//00,25/2S

U.S.CL 239-2 R 12 Claims

A mixture of seeding, pollutant inhibiting, and coalescing

chemicals are vaporized and dispersed in a jetting action into

the atmosphere to provide an aggregate of nuclei on the order

of subcolloidal approximately submicromolecular sizes upon

which nucleations of water vapor in the atmosphere take place

free from adjacent nucleations to form water droplets and ice

crystals with accompanying releases of latent heat, the water

droplets, ice crystals further serving as nuclei in a breeding ac-

tion for a chain reaction of latent heat releases with the

3 784 101

LIQUID DISCHARGE NOZZLE HAVING CYLINDRICAL

INTERNAL LIQUID FLOW DIRECTOR MEANS
Wayne W. Frempter, Burbank, CaUf., assignor to Rain Jet

Corp., Burbank, Calif.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,186

Int.CLBO5b/7/0S

U.S.CL 239-17 2 Claims

A liquid discharge nozzle for discharging liquid generally

upwardly therefrom has an elongate straight body which

defines a duct which extends between liquid inlet and outlet

openings at the lower and upper ends of the body. A plug hav-

ing substantial length between its opposite ends is disposed

across the duct adjacent the duct outlet opening. A plurality of

liquid flow passages are defined through the plug at regular in-

tervals around the plug at locations proximate to the periphery

of the plug. An elongate cylindrical liquid flow director

member extends from the plug lower end along the duct

toward the lower open end of the body. The director member

and the body cooperate to define an elongate annular liquid

flow path between the passages and the liquid inlet opening.
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The annular flov. path gas a width transversely has the body and reciprocable m a cylinder, the piston and tubular member

Ihtc^rs umdent^y gre^t to prevent the upper end of the arranged to be cocked by fluid pressure applied to a follower

^iSo^mLber frJnfrestrict.^ to any s.gn.cant degree the - -ap.d to l.^re.r.n^

« SI 44 « <1

'^ • ^" __

J fi «

liquid flow area of the passages formed through the plug The

director member has a length which is substantially greater

than any dimension of the director member transversely of the

duct.

arranged to be released to fire the device thereby driving a

ram carried on the end of the tubular member into a water

filled cavity whereupon the water is caused to be extruded at

high pressure and high velocity through a nozzle.

I

3,784,104

GAS COOLER AND ATOMIZING SPRAY NOZZLE
THEREOF

Charles A. Hartung, Kearny. Ariz., assignor to Kennecott

Copper Corporation, New York City, N.Y.

Filed May 1. 1972. Ser. No. 248,967 I

Inl.CI.B05bJ//4

U.S. CI. 239- 102 3 Claims

3,784,102

PENDANT CAPABLE OF EXPOSING DIFFERENT AREAS

OF A VOLATILE TABLET

Allan C. Stults, 301 Edgewater, Balboa, CaUf.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 322,931

Int. CLA6 1 1 9/04

U.S.CL 239-36 UCtoims

zy Zg'^ ^

A device for exposing different areas of a body of a volatile

material can be constructed using a multi-part housing to con

tain the body. At least one of the parts of the housing has at

least one perforate area and at least one imperforate area The

housing and the body are shaped so that the body may be as-

sembled in the housing against movement in different posi-

tions in which different portions of the body are covered by

the perforate area or areas of the housing. Preferably the

device is formed as a pendant so as to include means for secur-

ing the housing to a support member such as the collar fitting

around the neck of an animal. Preferably the body used is in a

disc-like tablet form and includes a volatile flea and tick insec-

ticide.

3,784,103

PULSED LIQUID JET DEVICE
William C. Cooley, 5400 Pooks Hill Rd.. Bethesda. Md.

Filed Aug. 1, 1972. Ser. No. 277,077

lnt.CI.B05bi//4

U.S. CI. 239-101 12 Claims

A gas spring driven hydraulically cocked pulsed water jet

device having a driving piston supported on a tubular member

The usual vertical reactor vessel of a conventional gas

cooler of a fluosolids or other dust-generating system has com-

bined therewith special atomizing spray nozzles constructed

and arranged in the reactor vessel to eliminate caking, on in-

terior walls of the reactor vessel, of particulate solids

suspended in the entering hot gas. and. thus, the necessity of

digging out the caked solids at frequent intervals. The spray

nozzles are of acoustic resonance type having respective

resonator cups spaced from air-water-mixing nozzle discharge

to interrupt, atomize, and disseminate the air-water streams.

In accordance with the invention, the space between nozzle

discharge and resonator cup of such a nozzle is protected

against induction of particulate solids by a cylindrically tubu-

lar shield, thereby protecting nozzle parts against abrasion and

the air-water stream against entrainment of solids. In contrast

to conventional gas coolers, relatively few nozzles of relatively

great capacity are positioned in the top only of the reactor ves-

sel, the remainder of the reactor vessel being free of spray noz-

zles.

I

3,784,105

ATOMIZING DEVICES FOR LIQUID FUEL

Mark Wallinger Goodinge, Brentwood, and Norman Moss, II-

(ord, both of England, assignors to Plessey Handel und In-

vestments A.G., Zug, Switzerland

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,778

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 29, 1971,

30,370/71
Int. CLB05b//i-<,//05./ 7/06

U.S.CL 239-102 \^^^T
In the end portion of a fuel-atomization nozzle in which the

fuel passage contains at its end pressure-atomization means as

well as an end opening for atomization by ultrasonic vibration

of the nozzle, the pressure-atomization means include a swirl
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plug having helical passages and. spaced from it by a swirl rod extending through the nozzle body to the exterior thereof

chamber, an orifice disc containing a final orifice of smaller The exterior end of the support rod can be manipulated to

diameter than the plug. Both the plug and the disc are secured

in a larger-diameter counter-bore at the end of the fuel

ML
;7-.f

L
Ki-

r-
33--fi

\2
yU

passage. They are secured in the counter-bore by electron-

beam welding, the plug by radial spot welding through the

wall, and the disc by a circumferential weld, which also forms

seal closing the ends of the counter-bore.

3,784,106

IRRIGATION CENTER PIVOT STRUCTURE
Warren N, Ross, 2 1 23 N. First St., Hermiston, Oreg.

Division of Ser. No. 836,739, June 26, 1969, abandoned. This

appUcation Feb. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 1 19,024

Int. CL B05b 3100

U.S.CI.239-I77 1 Claim

cause movement of the orifice plate relative to the nozzle

body and thereby prohibit material buildup at the inner end of

the nozzle.

3,784,108

FLUIDIZED BED APPARATUS
Herbert Raymond Hoy, Surrey; Ronald Leslie Johnson,

Bletchley, and WhaUey Vowe Battcock, Surrey, all of En-

gland, assignors to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited, London,

England
Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,559

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 23, 1970,

61,032/70
Int.CI.B05bi/02

U.S. CI. 239-264 9 Claims

An irrigation line move has a pipe supported by carriages

with flexible, tapered trusses below the pipe extending

between the carriages with the central portions of the trusses

rotatable on and slidable along the pipe. Control boxes over

the carriages mount switches which are actuated by bars at-

tached to the pipe to stop the carriages when excessive mis-

alignment is approached. A center pivot water supply device

has a flushing exit, and a slip ring connector for electrical

power to electric motor drives of the carriages. The carriages

have adjustable wheel supports to provide toe-in.

Fluid material distributing apparatus for use in a fluidized

bed consists of a rotatable shaft having a longitudinal passage

therein communicating with nozzle members located adjacent

an outlet of the shaft. The nozzle members are tubular arms

affixed to a distribution Jiead carried by the shaft. Fluid

material is, in use. conveyed, e.g. pneumatically, through the

passage and discharges through the arms by virtue of centrifu-

gal force generated by the rotation of the shaft, the material

thereby being distributed within the fluidized bed.

3,784,107

NOZZLE FOR ROTARY KILN

Eugene F. Rossi, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,716

Int.CLB05bi/00. yf/yO

U.S.CL 239-208 3 Claims

A nozzle connected to a kiln for supplying fluid thereto

wherein the nozzle orifice plate is supported by an elongated

3 784 109

DEPLOYABLE NOZZLE EXTENSION FOR ROCKET
ENGINES

John Wilbur Dueringer, Kenniore, N.Y., assignor to Textron,

Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255^94
lnt.CLB63hyy/yO

U.S.CL 239-265.19 14 Claims

A deployable nozzle for rocket engines and method of mak-

ing same is disclosed in which the extension initially is in col-

lapsed state and is provided with a detachable cover so that in-

ternal pressure may be utilized to extend and deploy the ex-

tension. The extension includes an outer convolution of annu-

lar divergent frusto-conical form joined along a fold line to an

intermediate convolution also of frusto-conical form but
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directed oppositely from the outer convolution and the inter-

mediate convolution is joined at its small end to a divergent

•frusto-conical rocket nozzle portion through a relatively nar-

row cylindrical band v^hich surrounds the divergent nozzle

portion and is joined to it at a point spaced from the end of

such nozzle portion. The length of this band is of predeter-
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3.784,111 '

FOAM PRODUCING NOZZLE

Richard G. PIggott, Bellwood, ill., assignor to Spraying

Systems Co., Wheaton, 111.

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, S«r. No. 239.167 I

int. CI. B05b 7/00

U.S. CI. 239-427.3 5 Ctoims

^s

mined relation with respect to the length of the free end por-

tion of the nozzle extension such that when the nozzle exten-

sion IS deployed, it will unroll over the edge of the free end of

the nozzle extension to embrace it and form a non-offset and

coplanar extension of the inner surface of the rocket nozzle

portion.

3,784,110
* MIXING AND DISPENSING GLN HAVING A

REPLACEABLE NOZZLE
William R. Brooks, 365 Alexander. Ebnhurst, 111.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972. Ser. No. 307.092

lnt.Cl.B05b7//2

U.S. CI. 239-304

A foam producing nozzle of the type using an air and fluid

mixing chamber for discharging a foaming stream from the

nozzle. A pair of spaced orifice plates are between the nozzle

inlet and the mixing chamber and arranged to enhance the

foam producing effect

3,784,112

NOZZLE
Jean Collignon. Villa Fleur des bob", Chamonix, France

Filed Apr. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 246,284

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 27, 1971, 71 16458

Int.Cl. B05b//y6

L.S. CI. 239-443 9 Claims

5 Claims

A nozzle to provide either a weak dispersed jet or a strong

concentrated jet comprises a sprayer with stages in the form of

hollow rings joined together, each ring having the same inner

diameter as the others, the stages having slant perforations for

the emission of liquid. The sprayer slides on a tube supplying

the liquid, the tube end acting as a regulator If the tube is only

just inserted in the sprayer, all the perforations of all the stages

omit a diffused spray. As the regulator is further inserted in

the sprayer, stages are progressively cut out until only the end

one, pierced with a few axial holes, emits liquid in a concen-

trated jet.

A dispensing gun for fluids such a^ urethane foam and the

like is provided in which separate fluid components are in-

dividually led to the gun and are mixed within a replaceable

mixing and dispensing nozzle member After gun use, the used

nozzle member can be removed for cleaning or replacement

with a fresh nozzle, thereby obviating difficulties encountered

in cleaning and purging the entire gun. Also disclosed are m-

expensive and effective component fluid flow control valves,

which are opened by a gun trigger Each valve is positively

closed into a fluid-tight seal by pressure of the controlled fluid

against a sealing resilient ball member, and is opened by the

action of a plunger against the ball member.

3,784,113 I

NOZZLE
Gknn E. Specht, Charles Town, W. Va., assignor to American

La France Inc., Willoughby,Ohio

Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972. Ser. No. 288,017

lnt.CI.B05b//iO

U.S. CI. 239-460 * C""'"*

A Are hose nozzle of the high constant gallonage class posi-

tions a cylindrical stream pattern sleeve for reciprocal motion

around and about a beveled discharge orifice in the nozzle

which includes a centrally positioned baffle A rotatable dial

on the nozzle has a cam channel therein engaging a detent on
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the cylindrical sleeve for imparting reciprocal motion thereto,

the cam channel being so formed that rotation of the same to

y^(g;

for example, ore pellets, in a mill unit by the crushing, grinding

or milling of the dry material is achieved by measuring the

amount of material being fed and the amount of process

material being discharged to obtain a first signal value and a

second signal value, respectively, with each of these two signal

values being thereafter fed to a first control means. The

degree of fill of the milling unit is electroacoustically detected

to obtain a signal value therefor which is thereafter passed to a

second control means. The output signal of the second control

means is passed to the first control means to adjust same to a

constant value. The output signal of the first control means ad-

justs the first control means so that the first and second signal

values of the material being fed and the material being

discharged will be substantially equal during the processing of

the dry material.

predetermined positions locates the pattern forming sleeve so

as to provide a straight stream, narrow fog or wide fop patterns

as desired.

3,784.114

PROTEIN-ENRICHED WHEY FRACTIONS

Ivan A. Wolff, Oreland, Pa., and Arthur C. Stringfellow,

Washington, III., assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture. Washington.

D.C.
Filed June 7, 1972. Ser. No. 260.573

lnt.CI.B02c/ J//

4

lJ.S.CI.241-24 2 Claims

Protein-enriched and lactose-enriched whey fractions are

obtained by fine grinding dried whey in a pin or other impact

milling device operated in the range of about 9,000 to 14,000

r.p.m. and then air classifying the fine ground whey into sized

fractions in a standard air classifier.

3,784,116

PULPING SYSTEM WITH JET ASSIST FOR PULPER
DISCHARGE

Wayne T. Buckman, PIpersville; Blaine Monrot Miller. Mal-

vern, and Thomas Robert Lewis, Hatboro, all of Pa., as-

signors to Wascon Systems Incorporated. Hatboro. Pa.

Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,461

Int.CI. B02C/S/40

US. CI. 241-46.17 2 Claims

3,784,115

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURING OF DRY

MATERIAL, BY CRUSHING, GRINDING OR MILLING

Wilkm Krijger. Uitgeest. and Jacobus J. Burger. DrIehuU,

both of Netherlands, assignors to Koninklijke Nederlandsche

Hoogovems En SUaHabrieken N.V.. Ijmuiden, Netherlands

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188.265

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 12, 1970,

7014936
Int. CI. B02c 25100

U.S. CI. 241-30 5 Claims

A pulping system is disclosed herein, having a pulping tank

wherein waste is abraded and comminuted, and discharged

therefrom, to a press as a water-waste slurry. Water is ex-

tracted from solids in the press, and is pumped therefrom,

through a jet located at the pulper discharge, with the jet being

operative to educt slurry from the pulper, and to assist its con-

veyance to the press. Waste water which feeds the jet is ex-

tracted from a return line of press water being recycled to the

pulper.

3 784 117

ROTOR FOR USE IN IMPACT CRUSHERS

Rolf Koenig, Handorf. and Gerhard Hemesath, Munster, both

of Germany, assignors to Hazemag Hartzerkleinerungs Lnd

Zement-Maschinenbau-Gesellschaft mbH, Muenster, Ger-

many
Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,373

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept 30, 1971, P 21

48 752.5
Int.CLB02cyi/06.yi/2S

US CI 241— 191 10 Claims

The method of controlling a process for the production of ' A rotor body is composed of a plurality of axially spaced

drr-aterial on a continuous'feed and discharge basis such as, parallel plates which are rigidly connected for rotation about a
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joint axis. The outer periphery of the rotor body is provided

with slots extending inwardly of the periphery and m parallel-

ism with the axis, and impact bars are arranged in the respec-

tive slots. Between the bars and one sidewall of each slot is

mounted a support bar which interengages with the impact

bar the latter extending to some extent outwardly beyond the

periphery of the rotor body. Between the other sidewall of the

slot and the impact bar is arranged a wedge member which is

urged to wedging position by a plurality of pressure-fluid

3.784,119

APPARATLS FOR FASTENING YARN WINDING TAILS

Samuel P. Kenworthy. Phoenixvilk. Pa., and Marcus A. HaU,

Branford. Conn., assignors to Frederic S. Claghorn. C hesler

Hill; John H. DeWitt, Huntington Valley and d/b/a Cezoma

International, Ro>ersford. Pa.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 228,042

Int.CI. B65h54//0

t.S.CI.242-18R 7 Claims

In the formation of a winding of yarn wherein a tail is left on

the winding, a method and apparatus for releaseably fastening

the tail which involves placing a bead of adhesive over the tail

on the winding and causing the adhesive to set.

operated elements arranged in the slots and being connected

via branch conduits with main pressure fluid conduits ar-

ranged in the rotor body.

3.784.120

SPLIT DRIVE ROLL AND METHOD OF FORMING SAME

Ted D. Harris. Dallas. N.C.. assignor to Universal Machine

Company. Inc., Dallas. N.C. ,.„„,o '

^^fUl\f^ Filed Dec. 26, 1972. Ser. No. 318.028

MIXING ANDCOvivJi^CTING APPARATUS .„. CL B65h 5./.6.../... B2lb.;/..
^
^^^^^^

Mathew HurwiU, 63 Oakland Ave.. Aubumdale, Mass. L.S. CI. 242- 18 UV

Filed Feb. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 224.1 1

1

lnt.CLB02c/S//2 •
i

U.S.CL 241 -282.1 16 Claims

« f? » <w 33 M

An agitator and cutter assembly for a food blender and the

like having cutter blades arranged so that they may be tilted

from a vertical axis to change the pitch of the blades.

This drive roll is particularly adapted for use as the drive for

rotating a yarn take-up package on a textile machine. The

drive roll includes a pair of identical sem.-c.rcular molded

plastic shell-like parts which may be easily mounted on and

removed from a drive shaft Each semi-circular shell includes

a plurality of pins formed integrally with and spaced along one

si5e of the shell and a plurality of matching recesses spaced

along the other side of the shell and aligned with the pins so

that the pins of one shell will mate with and be positioned in

the recesses of the other shell when the shells are aligned and

join at opposite sides of the drive shaft. Suitable fastening

means is provided for maintaining the shells in joined together

relationship and means is provided for preventing rotation of

the assembled drive roll on the drive shaft.
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3,784,121 3,784,123

TRAVERSING MECHANISM TENSION CONTROL SYSTEM
David Michael Amo, Toledo, and John Gilbert Mohr, Mau- Ernest E. Lewb, Topsfield, Mass., assignor to Whiteley Indus-

mee, both of Ohio, assignors to Johns-Manville Corporation, tries, Inc., Wilmington, Mass.

New York, N.Y. Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 130,925

Filed Mar. 2, 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 20.260 Int. CI. B65h 59100

Int. CI. B65h 54/2S U.S. CI. 242—75.53 14 Claims

U.S. CI. 242—43 14 Claims

A traversing mechanism for strands comprising a series of

cams mounted for rotation about an axis inclined working

faces of the cams cooperate with faces parallel to the axis of

rotation to traverse the strand over a path which maintains an

essentially constant spacing from the axis of rotation during all

traversing positions.

3,784,122

SHEET REWINDER
Hiroshi Kataoka. 5-8, Asahi 1-chome, lyomishima. Japan

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209.074

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 18, 1970,

45/113030
Int.CI.B65h/9/26, /9/06

U.S. CI. 242-56 A 8 Claims

A tension control system for web movement and processing

applications. The system employs improved tension reference

and error detecting means together with variable displace-

ment hydraulic units which provide for direct adjustment of

driving and/or retarding torques to control web tension in

response to set point and error signals.

3,784,124

FISHING REEL
Marvin T. Shumate, 2316 Liverpool, Mesquite, Tex., and

Bobby G. Williams, 9551 Crestshire, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 26,586, April 8, 1970,

abandoned. This application Oct. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 191,740

Int. CI. AO Ik 59/02

U.S. CI. 242-84.1 R 2 Claims

AB X 60 so

In the rewinding of a sheet from I feed roll onto smaller

rolls, a bonding agent is applied to the upper surface of the

sheet after a predetermined amount of the sheet has been

wound to a predetermined tension and the sheet is cut so as to

divided the area to which bonding agent has been applied to

the front and rear. The front portion serves as a seal for the

roll already wound while the rear portion serves to fasten the

sheet to a new core.

A reel designed primarily for cane pole fishing, the device

having a construction which eliminates need to wind the line

around the pole for adjusting length when fishing at different

depths, one embodiment of the device comprising a housing

securable to the fishing pole, a one-piece spool for storing lihe

not in use, a housing end for enclosing the spool within the

housing, a spool handle of crank shape and a winged nut for

fitting the spool handle through the housing end, spool and

spool housing, the spool handle serving to rotate the spool. In

another embodiment of the invention, the reel is formed by

the engagement of a housing having an annular shoulder ad-

jacent its open end with a unitary spool body having an axle,

two flanges and a crank.

nis o.fJ.—25
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3,784,125

FISHING APPARATUS

Richard D. La^, 10867 W. 30th Ave.. Lf"*-**!'
^do., and

Robert E. Eckeb. 2101 YoungfleW St.. GoWeo Colo.

Filed July 22. 1971. Ser. No. 165.231

lnt.CI.A89kS9/00

U.S. CI. 242-96 2 Claims

scmbly withm the housing A plurality of stabilizing guide

members are secured in spaced relation with each other to the

.nside surfaces of the housing walls and extend inwardly

therefrom adjacent to preselected portions of the external sur^

faces of the follower assembly and are arranged to guide and

stabilize the follower assembly in its traverse along the spool-

ing shaft The housing walls form a substantially enclosed con-

tainer for lubricating material for the spooling shaft, the sur-

faces of the guide members and the follower assembly.

Fishing apparatus having a tubular disc-shaped member

mounted on a handle and a rotatable open face spool for fish

ing line, drag for the spool being mechanically adjuslable^

Line feed and drag .s further controllable by manipulation of

the handle relative to the line direction.

3.784,127

TRANSCRIPTION CONTROL FOR CASSETTE TAPE

PLAYER

Mario E. Bachmann. 1324 S. FInle, Rd., Apt. IC. Lombard.

"continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 131,012^pril 5. 1971

abandoned. This application July 3. 1972. Ser. No. 268.536

Int Cl.G03b //04. Glib 1 5132.23104

L.S.CI.242-199
24 Claims

3.784,126

LEVEL WIND SPOOLING DEVICE WITH A STABILIZING

HOUSING

Eston F. Petry. McMurray, Pa., assignor to Consolidation Coal

Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.
,. , .-.^

Filed June 14, 1972. Ser. No. 262.476

Int.CI.B65h57/2S

U.S.a.242-158.3
^ Claims

The level wind spooling apparatus includes a spooling shaft

mounted in a spooling device housmg and connected to ap-

paratus operable to rotate the spooling shaft The outer cylin-

drical surface of the spooling shaft has formed therein a pair of

compound threads including a right-hand thread and a left^

hand thread, each thread having the same pitch The roo and

side walls of each thread form a continuous cam track extend-

ing along the length of the spooling shaft. A cam track fol-

lower assembly mounted on the spooling shaft includes an ac-

tuator positioned in one of the cam tracks to guide the fol-

lower assembly longitudinally along the shaft ^"""8 ^°»ation

of the shaft and operable to transfer, at either end of the shaft,

to the oppositely oriented cam track for guidance of the fol-

lower assembly in a reverse direction longitudinally along the

shaft to the other end thereof The housing substantially en-

closes the spooling shaft and follower assembly along the

length of the shaft A longitudinal slot extends along the front

of the housing to permit the passage along the housing ot a

flexible strand guide assembly connected to the follower as-

A case holding the transcription control apparatus mounts

over the cassette Sockets are aligned with each «el axis and

are movable along that axis. The sockets have teeth which

when the sockets are moved against the reels, engage the

reels The teeth on the socket associated with the take-up reel

project through the spokes of the reel to disengage the sp.ndle

from the reel A finger is movably mounted to push the pres-

urTroU away from the capstan The socket associated with

the feed reel is connected to a gear A ratchet '""hanism en^

gages that gear in a direction such as to rotate the feed reel in

fhe reverse of its feed direction A foot control is connected by

a Bowdin wire to a first slide within the case An arm connects

the first slide to a second slide When the foot control is n he

top position, the first slide moves one or both sockets into the

respective reels to disengage the spindles and »he second^^e

moves the back-up roll away from the capstan When the foot

Control is set in the play position the back-up roll is freed to

press the tape against the capstan and the socket associated

^ Mhe take-up'reel is raised away from the -sp««-
;^^^^^^

As the foot control is moved between the stop and backspace

positions the back-up roll is held away from the capstan, the

sock^ associated with the take-up reel is held in a position to

^sengage the respective spindle and the ratchet mechanism

rotates t^he feed reel in a direction to take up tape thereon.
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3.784.128

TAPE DRIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
Michinori Nagahiro. Nishinomiya; Toshiomi Yabu. Kyoto;

Hiroo Hosono, Hirakata. and Masaharu Lshihara. Katano.

all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co..

Ltd.. Osaka. Japan

RIed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,489

Claims priority , application Japan, Oct. 1 5, 1 97 1 , 46/95863

int. CI. 81 lb 15132; G03b 1/04

U.S.CL 242-201 8 Claims

3,784,130

FUEL SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE
ENGINES

Keith Robinson, Churchdown, England, assignor to Dowty

Fuel Systems Limited, Cheltenham, England

Filed Feb. 29. 1972, Ser. No. 230.494

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 10, 1972,

1,093/72

Int. CI. B64d 3 1100; F02k 3/02

U.S. CI. 244-76 J 9 Claims

A'/V/V//////;'9'^15 '

A system for automatically effecting various controls of the

tape drive system in magnetic recording and reproducing

systems or similar systems using magnetic tape in accordance

with the tape position.

3,784,129

ALTERNATE WINDING AND UNWINDING OF A TWO-
ENDED PROGRAM TAPE

Norberi Paul Bourgeois, Troyes. France, assignor to Etudes et

Bonneterie S.A.. Lausanne. Switzerland

Filed Feb. 25. 1 972. Ser. No. 229,542

Claims priority, application Switzerland. Mar. 5, 1971,

3245/71

Int. CI. Bl lb /5/i2, Gl lb 5/00; G03b 1/04

U.S. CI. 242-201 7 Claims

In an aircraft having a gas-turbine engine, one or more main

jet nozzles directed downwardly to provide weight-supporting

thrust for the aircraft, a plurality of stabilising nozzles, duct-

means for feeding air at pressure from the engine compressor

to the stabilising nozzles, and a pilot's adjustable valve means

for adjusting air flow from the stabilising nozzles to control the

attitude of the aircraft, the provision of a fuel system for the

engine comprising, a source of fuel at pressure, a constant

speed fuel flow control to feed fuel from the source to the en-^

gine for constant and slowly varying speeds, an acceleration

fuel flow control to feed fuel from the source to the engine

during engine acceleration at a rate ensuring safe acceleration

without compressor stall, an auxiliary fuel flow control and

control means for said auxiliary fuel flow control responsive to

air flow to one or more stabilising nozzles to supply extra fuel

flow to the engine during engine acceleration over and above

the fuel flow supplied by the acceleration fuel flow control.

3.784,131

AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR
Henry Ralph Stratford, 337 Fairview Dr., Whitby, Ontario,

Canada
Filed May 19. 1972. Ser. No. 255.096

Int. CI. B64c 25/^8

U.S.CI.244-102R 4 Claims

A two-ended program tape is alternately wound and un-

wound between two spools by a reversible motor, the spools

being connected to this reversible motor via couplers and

respective clutches so that the tape-receiving spool is also

driven by the motor, and each spool also having a respective

auxiliary motor. When a pre-reversal data on the tape passes

under a reader, the clutch of the receiving spool is disengaged

and its auxiliary motor supplied to rotate in the opposite

direction thereby forming a length of loose tape between this

spool and the reversible motor. A subsequent reading of a

reversal data on the tape actuates reversal of the main motor

and engagement of the clutch of the empty spool which is

driven in the direction to wind tape thereon, supply to the aux-

iliary motor of the first spool being cut when the pre-reversal

data passes back under the reader.

\j

This invention provides an aircraft landing gear in which a

bogie axle is mounted horizontally in bearing means at the

bottom of a vertical strut which incorporates a shock absorber

cylinder. The bogie beam extends in either direction from the

bearing means and the latter is constructed for minimal re-

sistance to rolling movement, preferably by incorporating a

spherical bearing surface. Resistance to rolling movement is

provided by two torque linkages extending between the verti-

cal strut above the shock absorber piston and the ends of the

bogie beam.
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3,784,132

EJECTOR RELEASE UNITS

Cyril Ne>*eU, Odiham. England, assignor to The Secretary o

SUte for Defense in Her Britannk Majesty s Govemmeni of

thTunUed Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

London, England
,,i: ,«»

Filed Mar. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 236387

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 25. 1971.

7'^'^^^'^'
. lnt.CI.B64d//02

IJ.S. CI. 244-137 R ^

^C"-"'

from the woven fabric for seam wefts Weft strands on each

end of the woven fabric are removed to leave warp pickets

which are then interwoven with the seam wefts to form he

seam, whereby the pattern of the weave across the seam is the

same as that in the body of the fabric The ends of succe^ive

warp strands are terminated over different seam wefts in a pat^

tern which includes at least a s.x-warp sequence The ends of

adiacent warp strands terminate in spaced rows off
am wefts

m a repeated'sequence with a plurality of seam wefts between

adjacent rows The spacing and direction of the respective

warp terminations are such as to achieve suitable seam

strength and a reduced tendency to mark the paper sheet

formed on the belt.

3.784.134

SWITCH FOR RAIL VEHICLES

Gunter Claus. and Friedrich Doring, both of Bochum. Ger-

many, assignors to Krupp Huttenwerke AG. Alleestr.. Ger-

"""^
FlIedMar. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 234.567

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 27. 1971, P 21

14926.8
Int. CI. EO lb 7/00

IJ.S.CL 246-446
'^C**""^

An elector release unit, for carrying aircraft stores such as

bombs, enables securing and crutchmg of a store to be accom^

pushed in one manoeuvre The store must have tw^, saddles

spaced apart thereon, with store-facing surfaces on the saddle^

The preferred release unit has two h.>oks for each saddle, he

hooks engaging the store-facmg surfaces Wedges between the

toTof each' addle and structure of the unit are forced into en-

gagement w.tli saddle and structure by spring loaded plungers

asJ>ciated with the hooks. A manually operable crank and

lever arrangement allows hooks to be engaged or disengaged

with a store, and plungers to be engaged with or disengaged

from wedges as required Any movement of store relative to

unit after engagement results in t.ghtenmg of the wedges^

Operationally stores are released by a cartridge operated

piston acting on the crank.

3,784,133

SEAM FOR WOVEN PAPER MAKING FABRICS

Vernon J. HiU, Jr.. Chagrin Falls; Eari A. Southam. Cleveland

Heights, both of Ohio, and John R. McDowell, Knoxville.

Tenn.. assignors to The Lindsay Wire Weaving Company.

Cleveland. Ohio
Filed Jan. 19. 1972. Ser. No. 219.050

lnt.Cl.B21f27//0

lJ.S.CI.245-10
2 Claims

a I J J

=fB if.

-t —-f—' '' T

i f

An improvement in a switch for rail vehicles having a switch

and pivoting frog in which the frog point can be joined to

either of the rails which are disposed within the frog wherein

there arc longitudinally d.splaceable rails ahead of the switch

which can be brought to contact a set of movable lateral

deflectable rails A system is disclosed wherein there are non^

movable rails, i.e.. non-p.vot.ng rails ahead of the frog po nt of

the switch According to the disclosure branch track rails are

provided which can be elevated or depressed with respect to

the main track rails suitably at the beginning of the entrance of

the sv^ritch. These rails can be canted.

3.784.135
'

ELEVATION MECHANISM

William S. Owen. Jr.. Webster. N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company. Rochester, N.Y.
,,,,„.

Filed Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232.382

Int. CI. F 16m 13100

I.SCI. 248-11
^•^'•'«'»

An elevation mechanism for varying the angle of a main

housing relative to a base pivoted to the housing is disc osed

At ie front of the base is provided a senes of vertically

JisJoid openings or indentations into one of which a detem

.seamforjoiningoppositeendsofawovenfabrictofo^ar^^^^^^^^^^
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whereby pressure applied to the operating surface will com- 3,784,138

press the spring members and retract the finger to permit rota- ROTATABLE GOLF BAG HOLDER

tion of the housing relative to the base. When pressure is Charles A. HerUng, 1308 Orchard Hills PL, Hagerstown, Md.,

withdrawn from the operating surface the spring members and Bernard L. Maizlish, 1016 FlagtreeLn.,Bammore,Md.

urge the finger into an opening in the base to establish the Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,047

desired angle of the base relative to the housing. Int. CI. A63b 55108

L.S.CI. 248—96 10 Claims

3,784,136

CHRISTMAS TREE STAND HOLDER
Eriindo C. Lopez, 9270 Hemlock, Cucamonga, Calif.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 281,995

lnt.CI.A47gii//2

L.S. CL 248—44 5 Claims

A device for holding the wooden Christmas tree stand with

the bottom end of the tree trunk submerged in water, so that

the tree can take up water and retain its freshness. The device

comprises a shallow, flat-bottomed basin of sufficient lateral

dimension to receive the conventional wooden stand, and suf-

ficient depth to hold water to cover the stand and the cut end

of the trunk A two-piece lid is provided, in which the two

halves are hinged together near one edge, so that they can be

swung apart to pass the tree trunk between them, said halves

being brought together with the trunk in the center A swing-

ing latch on one of the halves fastenes to the other half to tie

the two lid halves together At its center, the lid has a circular

opening to receive the tree trunk, and a series of slots radiat-

ing from the opening form flaps that bend upwardly to accom-

modate a trunk that is larger than the opening Score lines pro-

vide lines of weakness, so that the flaps will bend up freely at

their bases.

A rotatable golf bag holder for use on various types of golf

cans. The holder includes a rotatable base on which the bot-

tom of a conventional pocketed golf bag rests and a rotatable

ring assembly which encircles and clamps the top of the golf

bag, permitting full 360° rotation of the holder and bag to pro-

vide easy access to the ball and accessory pockets thereof

3,784,139

ARTICLE SUPPORT AND LADDER ATTACHMENT
Carter D. Ellis, R.D. No. 2. Fairvlew, Pa.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,900

Int.CI.E06c7/;4

l).S.CL 248-210 6 Claims

3,784,137

TRANSMISSION LINE CABLE CLAMP
Fletcher C. Eddens, W ilmington, N.C.; William P. Corley. Bir-

mingham, Ala.; Jack Ronald Sailing. Birmingham, Ala., and

Ralph E. McDonald. Birmingham. Ala., assignors to Ander-

son Electric Corporation, Leeds, Ala.

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,652

Int.CI.F16li/00

U.S. CI. 248-63 7 Claims

\ \ l6-i~T

-38

\

a-

138 '^2^

39

24—(?r

i
26

•^29

2b
-^

A paint bucket support and ladder attachment is disclosed

herein. The attachment has a platform and support member

which may be received in a hollow rung of a ladder, and a

locking means on the support member to clamp the support

member in the hollow rung. The paint bucket support has a

An elongate tapered clamp body is designed to flex under flat surface for supporting a paint bucket and lugs to ho'd the

load in such a manner as to provide an arcuate support of paint bucket in place. The platform has several holes m it

large radius for a suspended cable. A pair of U-bolts clamp the which may receive such tools as putty knives, screwdrivers.

cable between the clamp body and an upper keeper. and other similar tools.
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3.784,140

REMOTE FASTENER FOR LAMPS AND THE LIKE

Shcrwin Leonard AucrtMch. 473 VaUejo St., San Francisco,

CaUf.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285.929

lnt.O. F16m/J/02

D.S.CL 248-214 12 Claims

iributing apparatus which may include the air supply duct

This apparatus, which is completely assembled before mount-

mg m the grid, comprises a lower air flow channel section

formed of two extruded metal bars having vertical webs with

hooks on the outside of the web defining ways into which the

wings of a bracket project to hold the spaced bars in a channel

assembly A clip integral with the bracket htxiks over the top

of a grid tee and has gripper conformations to mate with a clip

on the opposite side of the tee to align channels Along the top

of the web of each bar are two outwardly extending spaced

arms which are used to hold the sides of a fiberglass air duct.

Between the webs and below the air duct is an optional air ex-

tractor The air from the duct discharges out through the

opening betv^ecn the v^cbs At the bottom of the webs are

flanges forming supports for ceiling panels and air flow control

dampers

3,784,142

EXTENSIBLE AND RETRAC TABLE SI PPORT

Edward M. O Brien, 1717 E. St. Louis A*e., Las Vegas. Nev

Filed Jul) 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,672

Inl.CI. A47c7/7()

t.S. a. 248-311

10

The fastener includes a head carrying a clamping jaw and an

opening in which a rod is slidably received Registering slots

on the head and rod receive one end of a locking lever which

is pivotally connected to the head The opposite end of the

lever carries a clamping jaw A pin is carried by the rod and

engages in a slot on the one lever end whereby reciprocating

movement of the rod moves the jaw carried by the lever

toward and away from the fixed clamping jaw To retain the

fastener clamped about a support, a locking sleeve is threaded

on the rod By threading the sleeve into butting engagement

against the head the jaw carried by the lever is maintained in

engagement against the support The opposite end of the rod

pivotally mounts a lighting fixture or the like

5 Claims

c

3,784,141

VENTILATING AIR DISTRIBLTINC. CHANNEL
FASTENING ANDSLPPORTING BRACKET

Joel R. RachUn, 1785 Wedgewood Way, Elm Grove, Wis., and

Rudolph Otto Neudek, W. 271 N. 1275 Meadowbrook Rd.,

Waukesha, W is.

Division of Ser. No. 10,508, Feb. 1 1, 1970, Pat- No. 3,673.945.

This application June 12, 1972. Ser. No. 262.039

lnt.CLF16by/00

11.S.CL 248-214 5 Claims

An extensible and retractable support mountable under a

horizontal supporting structure, such as a counter top. table

top, chair seat, or the like, and adapted, when extended, to

hold a drinking glass, or other article The extensible and

retractable support includes a horizontal guide means adapted

to be secured under the supporting structure inwardly of an

outer edge thereof A horizontal supporting member is slida-

ble horizontally in the guide means between a retracted posi-

tion beneath the supporting structure and an extended posi-

tion wherein the supporting member projects outwardly

beyond the outer edge of the supporting structure, the project

ing portion of the supporting member being provided with an

opening therethrough having an axis which is upright in both

the extended and retracted positions of the support A stirrup

is pivotally mounted on the supporting member for gravity in-

duced movement into a position below the opening when the

supporting member is m its extended position, whereby a

drinking glass, or other article, placed in the opening is seata-

ble on the stirrup The stirrup is pivotable upwardly into a

position wherein it is aligned with the supporting member and

is insertabte into the guide means, whereby the stirrup is

retractable into the guide means in response to movement of

the supporting member into its retracted position

I

3.784,143

CONNECTION DEVICE FOR ELONGATE LIGHTING
HTTINGS

Charles Henri Joseph Anderson, and Henricus Johannes Ver-

wegen, both of Emmasingel. Netherlands, assignors to MS.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271349

Claims priority, application Germany, July 17, 1971, G 71

27 546.2
Int. CLFl6m /i/02

U.S.CK 248-316 R 2 Claims

The supporting grid (eg, mam and cross inverted tees) of a The inventK^n to a device for securing against a -all an

suspendeKling also completely supports ventilation air-dis- elongate lighting fitting which is provided with projecting
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edges extending in its longitudinal direction, which device supported thereby by one hand operation by a nurse or

comprises a brace which is provided at its ends with hooks for hospital attendant.

clamping the edges of the lighting fitting. At least one of the

m J 11 10 15 1 4

3,784,146

HORIZONTAL VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEM
John W. Matthews, 17635 San Diego Cir.. Fountain Valley,

Calif.

Filed Apr. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 247,122

Int. CL F 16m ///22

U.S.CL 248-358 R 10 Claims

hooks is movable in the longitudinal direction of the brace and

can be tightened in the direction transverse to the wall by

means of a clamping member.

3,784,144

CEILING SYSTEM SUSPENSION CLIP

James C. Ollinger, Lancaster, and John W. Shenk, Columbia,

both of Pa., assignors to Armstrong Cork Company, Lan-

caster, Pa.

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,036

Int.CI. F16li/00

t.S. CL 248—317 6 Claims

A U-shaped clip is fastened directly to the ceiling joists. Into

the clip member is inserted a simple conventional runner

member to which is fastened the ceiling tile. A spring finger

structure is utilized to hold the runner member relative to the

clip member.

3,784,145

HANGER FOR INTRAVENOUS BOTTLES
Raymond William Lawrie, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Capital

Cubicle, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972. Ser. No. 239,997

Int. CLFl6m /J/00

U.S. CI. 248-334

A horizontal vibration isolation system including a hollow

piston defining a chamber closed by a top plate which is

formed with a central aperture. An internal plate is suspended

in the chamber by a plurality of cables secured between the

top plate and the internal plate which supports a connecting

rod which protrudes axially through the aperture in the top

plate. The protruding end of the connecting rod is formed to

be secured to the bottom surface of the member which is to be

isolated from horizontal vibrations. The chamber may be filled

with oil for damping the horizontal motion of the system at

resonance. The cables may be solid metallic rods or be formed

of braided wire. Each cable is swaged at its lower end, e.g.,

with a ball end, which fits into a hole therefor formed in the in-

ternal plaie. The cables are adjustably secured to the top plate

for aligning the internal plate to a desired horizontal position.

In operation, a plurality of the pistons are provided, each of

the pistons being secured to a bottom surface of the isolated

member. Each of the pistons may be supported on a flexible

diaphragm which provides vertical isolation of the vibrations,

the diaphragm also forming the sealing surface of a fluid

chamber, the fluid being a compressible gas such as air or

nitrogen.

3,784,147

SEAT ADJUSTING MECHANISM
Arthur J. Harder, Jr., Franklin Park, III., assignor to Coach

and Car Equipment Corporation, Elk Grove Village, III.

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,474

lnt.CLA47ci/00
U.S.CL 248-371 3 Claims

1 1 Claims

An adjustable intravenous bottle pendant assembly per-

mitting heightwise and translatory adjustment of feeding units

Vehicle seat is mounted on an assembly which moves seat

vertically to a selected elevation corresponding to a setting on

a polygonal plate without significant horizontal movement of

the seat or plate. Vertical position of rearward portion of seat

is adjusted by operation of a support means actuable by a seat

occupant leaning forward and lifting said rear portion of the

seat.
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3.784.150
I3,784,148 PICTLRESLPPORT I

_. E. H.„. P. o.r.T/.:? w. S.K s... P.....». ..-."
-'%^:iir'.:n';f:i,T.:.a-i^si .

^•^ ,.«,-, c %j -xin^n im.CI. A47g///7
Filed May 15. 1972, S«r. No. 253.020

, (^j^j^

Int. CI. A47c i/02 U.S. CI. 248-4«*6

L,S. CI. 248-382
6CUin.s

This IS -a SM/ivel rocker base for a rocking chair A rocker

base frame is swivel mounted on a swivel base frame A

rockmg trunnion comprising a steel rod is welded in horizontal

position on the upper edge of a vertical plate which is

mounted in diametral position on the rocker base frame A

rocker frame has a semicylindrical saddle bearing overlying

the full length of the trunnion rod to support the chair A

nylon cushion is mterposed as a bushing between the trunnion

rod and saddle bearing Four upstanding bolts on the rocker

base frame extend upward through openings in the rocker

frame two of these bolts being on the front side of the trun-

nion rod and two on the rear side Each bolt carr^s a coil

spring compressed between a lower spring seat on the rocker

frame and an upper spring seat on the upper end of the bolt

whereby the springs are readily replaceable in case ot

breakage.

A picture support for mounting on the rear of a picture

adapted to space the picture from a conventional picture dis-

plav surface includes a shell formed from a front panel for fric-

tionallN engaging the displa> surface, a pair of opposed side

panels'connectcd to opposite edges of the front panel and ex-

tending lov^ard the picture and means for engaging the rear ol

the picture for fastening the shell to the picture The front

panel has at least one transverse flap mounted to pivot m-

wardly of the shell to stabilize the shell

3,784.149

RETRACTABLE TRLCK MIRROR

Peter E. Brudv. Willowdale, Ontario. Canada, assignor to

Dominion Auto Accessories Limited. Ontario. Canada

Filed Jan. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 214,594

Int.CI.B60r//06

L,S. CI. 248-478 18 Claims

3,784,151

FORMWORK FOR LSE IN SI PPORTING SHLTTERING

Raymond Ernest Steele. Kenil^»orth. England, assignor to

Kwikform Limited. Birmingham. England

Filed Apr. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 246,824

Claims priority, application (ireat Britain, Apr. 28, 1971,

11,757/71
Int.CLE04g///0«

L'.S.CI.249-18
15 Claims

A truck mirror comprismg a U-shaped support on which a

mirror is pivotally mounted The ends of arms of the support

are pivoted to vertically spaced brackets that are adapted to

be mounted on the truck Pivot means are provided between

the ends of the support arms and the brackets and comprise

two members of low friction material One of the members has

axially extending circumferentially spaced grooves therem

and the other of the members has complementary projections

The members are yieldingly urged toward one another such

that the mirror is held in angularly adjusted position but may

be readily moved to a new angular position by manual

manipulation.

Formwork for supporting shuttering panels for forming

concrete floors and the like, comprising vertical props,

between the heads of which extend shuttering supporting

beams the beams and heads having upstanding edge flanges

for engaging with dependent projections on the ends of shut-

tering supporting transoms which extend between the prop

heads and/or the beams.
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3,784,152

PROCESS OF PRODUCING A COMPOSITE MOLD
HAVING COOLING PIPES EMBEDDED THEREIN

Paul Johnson Gamer, Thorp Bay, and Thomas Robert Stephen

Collins, Letchworth, both of England, assignors to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 885,172, Dec. 15,1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,926

Int.CLB29cy/02

3,784,154

WATER VALVE DIAPHRAGM
Edwin A. Ostrowski, Mount Prospect, and Charles A. De Lew,

Des Plaines, both of lU., assignors to Controls Company of

America, Melrose Park, III.

Filed Oct. 1 2, 1 970, Ser. No. 79,975

Int.CLF16ki//06.J//i«5

U.S.CL 251-30 5 Claims

U.S. CI. 249-80 38 Claims

Producing a mould by spraying a metal shell around a

model, attaching pipes to the shell with a metal filled epoxy

resin and subsequently backing the shell with a reinforcing

material to enable the shell to be used in moulding, the

method of attaching the pipes being such that no air pockets

are formed in the region of the underside of the pipes adjacent

the shell after the reinforcing material has been applied.

3,784,153

ROLLING MILL ROLL COOLANT CONTROL
Hugh MacDonaW Ross, and AUan Ball, both of Parkstone, En-

gland, assignors to Loewy Robertson Engineering Company

Limited. Dorset. England

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,212

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 15, 1971,

9,508/71
Int. CL G06c 7/02, F16k J7/;4

U.S.CL 251-25 8 Claims

The rigid, plastic insert molded into the diaphragm has a

raised seat against which the soft tip, solenoid plunger seats

with no need for critical registry, thus allowing greater

clearance between the plunger and guide. The insert includes

a depending boss which cooperates with the outlet to throttle

flow during closure to reduce water hammer. The necessary

bleed hole is in the insert for greater precision and uniformity

of operation. The diaphragm material is molded to include a

spacer preventing seating the bleed hole against the cup-like

portion of the guide with consequent inability to close.

3,784,155

BALL AND SEAT ARRANGEMENT FOR BALL VALVE

Jerry B. Tomlin, Houston, Tex., assignor to ACF Industries,

Incorporated, New York, N.V.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 228,999, Feb. 24, 1972,

abandoned. This application Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 351,125

Int. CLF16k 5/06. 5/20

U.S.CL251-18I 4 Claims

L R

A control panel for use with a pneumatic control system has

a plurality of openings on one face of the panel positioned

relative to guide means on the panel so that an operator can

temporarily cover up the openings by sliding a closure

member, guided by the guide means, over the face of the panel

to cover up in turn the openings beneath the path of travel of

the closure member. The member is conveniently the opera-

tors finger. By closing the openings, pneumatically operable

switching components forming part of the control system are

actuated. The components are pneumatically connected to

the openings on the panel at a postiion away from the face of

the panel.

The purpose of the invention is to eliminate or minimize

seat seal damage which occurs when opening a ball valve

under full differential pressure. The seat seals are angularly

displaced from the conventional position of 45° to the valve

axis, to a position closer to the axis. The spherical seating

surfaces of the ball extend equally on either side of the 45°

lines. As the ball rotates to open the valve or to close the

valve, the seal is first uncovered where the ball and seat form

a metal to metal back-up downstream of the seal, which

protects the seal against blowout or damage.
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I

llHA l^ft
3,784,158

VALVE FLUID-FLOW CONTROL VALVES AND SEALING MEANS

M*rh..rt Paetzel and Horst Pfeiffer. both o( Oedl-Mulhausen, THEREFOR
. ^ , ^.

G^nr-^^g-" t^^-H-"-" l"tem.tion.l. Inc.. Nor- Gordon Miiford Cave. Solihull. EnRl.nd. -.s.gnor to Coplast.x

^V.
^

Limited. Redditch. Worcestershire, England
--«•'

'^'^iwd Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228.567 Filed M.> I
.

•

'J^
Ser No 248,987

Claims priority, application (German,. Feb. 25. 1971. Int. CI. Fl6k i//2
^^^^^^

P2I 09217.1
l.^.cl. -tr.1

Int.CI. F 1 6k.?/ /5i

IJ.S.CL 251-250 16CUims ^
29

Corrosive Huid valve having a fixed valve plug and a shifta

ble valve seat ring A fiuid passage liner comprising flexible

bellov^s endwise-engaging the seat ring, and which liner seals

the valve end-to-end without any inside sealing points A valve

actuator engaging the seat ring to open and close the valve

from outside the valve passage, and sealed off by the liner

from exposure to the corrosive fluid

3,784,157

BLTTERFLY VALVE STEM SEAL ENERGIZER

Fraak G. Wenglar. Houston. Tex., assignor to FMC Corpora-

tion, San Jose. Calif.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,369

lnt.CLFI6k//22

U.S.CL25I-306 14 Claims

A valve of the type comprising a sliding closure member

shdable across an opening to control flov^ of fluid through the

opening and including a frame, a closure member shdable in

the frame between an open condition and a closed condition,

and a sealing member so disposed and arranged as to be com-

pressed when the closure member is in the closed condition

between adjacent surface portions of the frame and the clo-

sure member respectively to effect a seal between the frame

and the closure member, the sealing member comprismg a

portion of resilient material bonded to one of said surface por-

tions and a bearing portion bonded to said resilient portion

and bearing on said other surface portion and having a low

coefficient of friction with respect of said resilient portion and

said other surface portion, said bearing portion being arranged

to slide on said other surface portion as the closure member is

moved between its closed and open conditions in the opera-

tion of the valve

3,784,159

, MOBILE, ROCK DRILL SI PPORTING RIG

Rune Carl Valfrid Skattman. 1. 96 Gubbangsvagen. Enskede,

and Olov Richard Bjork, 2, 7 Lasarettsvagen. Ektorp, both

of Sweden I

Filed Mar. 1 7. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 25.957

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 19, 1970, 361

1

Int.CI. B66f7/26,E2Ic///02

US. CL 254-45 1 1 Claims

titilmir"^'*-*'''-^^^'—^*-

A butterfly valve with an improved valve stem seal that

maintains a positive seal with a valve disc In the valve, a

removcable valve seat assembly fitted within the valve body is

provided with rigid sleeve-type seat energizers disposed about

the valve stems to compress liner material of the seat assembly

into sealing contact with adjacent valve disc surface portions

Each seat energizer is disposed in a radial bore in the valve

seat assembly with its radially outermost end pushed radially

inward by the valve body to compress seat liner material

between the valve disc and the radially innermost end of the

seat energizer.

The drill rig comprises a mobile chassis, rock drill support-

ing means mounted on the chassis, hydraulic jacks attached to

the chassis for setting up the rig in a work position, an opera-

tor s platform resting upon the chassis in a transport position

by means of cooperating support means and lift and support

means attached to the platform for separating the platform

from the chassis into a work position in which the vibrations in

the chassis, caused by the rock drill or drills, are not trans-

ferred to the platform.
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3,784,160

VEHICLE SUPPORT SYSTEM
David P. Phillips, Lookout Mountain, Tenn., assignor to Wild-

wood Products, Inc., Lookout Mountain, Tenn.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,123

Int. CI. B60s 9102

U.S. CL 254—86 R 9 Claims

3,784,162

SCISSOR HOISt
Glenn L. Channell, Loveland; Blaine W. Fuller, Gr^ley, and

Kenneth R. Davisson, Severance, all of Colo., assignors to

Hydraulics Unlimited Mfg. Co., Eaton, Colo.

Filed Aug. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 169,644

Int. CI. B66f 3100; B60p 1104

U.S. CL 254— 124 7 Claims

A vehicle support system for supporting the front and/or

back end of travel vehicles and the like The system includes

first and second screw jack assemblies secured to the vehicle

and a means to drive the jacks simultaneously with an equal

torque into ground engaging position for self-leveling and lift-

ing of the support system on any terrain. The jacks have drive

shafts which drive extensible jack elements in the same

direction when the drive shafts are rotated in opposite

directions A motor having an output shaft is mounted for free

rotation with respect to the vehicle. The motor output shaft is

coupled to one drive shaft and the motor housing is coupled to

the other drive shaft.

A scissor hoist for dump truck beds. The hoist is especially

designed to be extremely rigid and resistant to twisting forces

resulting from unbalanced loading of the tilting bed.

3,784,163

WHEEL WINCH WITH UNIVERSAL HUB
Paul A. Swanson, Excelsior, and Robert W. Wiele, Min-

neapolis, both of Minn., assignors to Frank D. Werner, Mift-

neapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 31,1971, Ser. No. 1 76,506

Int. CI. B66d 3100

U.S. CL 254- 166 10 Claims

3,784,161

WHEEL REMOVAL SAFETY DEVICE
Ralph L. Frese, 3109 Ross Rd., Palo AHo, Calif.

Filed July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,831

Int. CI. E02c 3100; B66f 1122

U.S. CL 254—88 3 Claims

A wheel mounted winch for vehicles such as automobiles or

four wheel drive vehicles utilizing a hub which permits univer-

sal mounting of the unit onto any of the standard wheel bolt

patterns. The hub is made so that it may self-center through

the use of the proper wheel support bolts. The winch includes

a drum that is drivably mounted with respect to the hub, and

which can be released from driving engagement for free

wheeling to unreel the cable or rope used on the winch.

A rotating or swiveling plate is mounted on bearings above a

stationary bed plate so that it may assume an acute angle with

the bed plate to provide a ramp or incline for the vehicle

wheel to ride upon. When the vehicle rises to a predetermined

height on the ramp, gravity causes the rotating plate to assume

a horizontal position where it is held by a suitable automatic

positive stop, the wheel then being elevated and ready for the

next step in removal.

3,784,164

KNOCKDOWN WINCH ASSEMBLY FOR MOUNTING
UPON A POWER DRIVEN VEHICLE WHEEL

Julius A. Blum, 5450 Vale Dr., Denver, Colo.

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299310
Int.CLB66di/00

U.S.CL 254-166 4 Claims

A knockdown type winch assembly for mounting upon a

power driven vehicle wheel. The assembly includes two or
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more rigid rod members threaded at one end for mounting the

rod members upon the vehicle wheel in place of the vehicle

wheel retaining nuts or bolts When mounted upon the wheel,

the rod members project axially from the wheel at locations

spaced generally symmetrically about the wheel axis. Longitu

3.784.166

LEVEL WIND DRUM
Walter D. Rcnfroe. Geneva, N.Y., assignor to Terra Marine

Scoop Companv. Inc.

Filed Dec. 1 . 1 97 1 , S«r. No. 203,778

lat.CI.B66d 1100

U.S.CI.254-I86 6 Claims

dinally adjustable struts are then mounted between adjacent

rod members to brace the members in their axially extending

positions. When the struts and rod members are so assembled

upoa the wheel, the resulting assembly provides a reel struc-

ture fixed to the vehicle wheel upon which a winch cable may

be wound upon driven rotation of the wheel.

3,784.165

VARIABLE SPEED HOIST

Dana L. Pruitt, 209 N. Park, Martinsville. Ind.

ContinuatkMi-inpart of Ser. No. 829.503. June 2. 1969. This

application Nov. 13. 1970, Ser. No. 89,170

rnt.CI.B66d//00

US. CI. 254- 168 4 Claims

9^^^

A drum for hoist, winches, pullers, and the like having a

substantially cylindrical member provided with longitudinally

spaced end portions and a winding surface having a diameter

at a point at each end portion which is less than the diameter

at a point substantially equidistant between the end portions

for permitting a level wind action onto the drum of a line

passing through a fairlead or sheave assembly.

3.784.167

GUARDRAIL ASSEMBLY W ITH PIVOTAL SUPPORT
POSTS

Ernest Glaesener. Dudelange, Luxembourg, assignor to

ARBED-Acieries Reunies de Burbach-Fkh-Dudelange, Lux-

embourg G.D. dc Luxembourg. Luxembourg

Filed Oct. 1 1. 1972, Ser. No. 296.653

Cbims priority, application Luxembourg. Oct. 15, 1971,

64085
Int. CI. EO If / 5/00

U.S. CI. 256-13.1 7 Claims

Tr^V\ \

A hoist of light weight e.g.. 10 lbs., and high capacity, e.g..

500 lbs., with infinitely variable speed and holding charac-

teristics. A sprocket engaged with a roller chain is driven

through a multiple-stage spur gear reduction train by a high-

speed universal reversible electric motor energized through a

modified silicon control rectifier The reduction gears are of

high tensile alloy steel, mounted on roller bearings to give an

efficient drive, and the gear reduction is of such high ratio as

<o give the gear train a high degree of irreversibility One-way

drag braking opposes load-lowering movement of the high-

speed and of the gear train, and interacts with the irreversibili-

ty to positively hold suspended loads and require the motor to

drive the load down as well as up. This combines with the SCR

control of the high-speed motor to give positive variable-speed

lifting, lowering, and holding control of the rated load.

A guard rail formed of a downwardly open channel whose

interior is filled with a bonded-in-place synthetic-resin mass is

formed approximately every 10 meters with a downwardly

open pocket in which the upper end of a support post is

received A pivot bolt transverse to the rail passes through the

rail and the post and allows pivoting of this post relative to the

rail in a horizonul plane including the rail The lower end of

the post is received in an upwardly open channel so that on

collision of a vehicle with the post or a similar blow being

struck to the post below the rail, this post will pivot out of its

socket and up into the pocket so that the rail itself will take the

blow to prevent a vehicle from flipping over the guard rail.
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3,784,168 3,784,170

VIBRATORY DEVICE SAMPLE CELL AND STIRRER THEREFOR

Wolfgang Schneider, LeinfeMen; Gotthilf Strohbeck, Leon- Arnie J. Petersen, Newport Beach, and Jack L. HoHa, Brea,

berg; Walter HarUn, Stuttgart; Friedrich Ruckert, Stetten, both of Calif., assignors to Beckman Instruments Inc., Ful-

and Eugen Stable, Magstadt, all of Germany, assignors to lerton, Calif.

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,474

Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,451 Int. CL BOH 7/02

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 9, 1970, U.S. CL 259-65 3 Claims

P 20 60 538.3

int.ci.Boif yy/00 „ „
U.S.CL259— IR 10 Claims nfirll

A vibratory compactor has a vibration-producing drive

which is mounted in an elongated tubular housing. The hous-

ing has spaced end walls one of which is of one piece with its

peripheral wall, and the peripheral wall increases in thickness

towards the one end wall. A cap is provided which can be

releasably connected with the one end wall.

3.784,169

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE CONTROLLED
MIXING OF TWO REACTIVE COMPONENTS

Alfred Bockmann, and Rudi Keuerleber, both of Munich, Ger-

many, assignors to Krauss-Maffei AG, Munich, Germany

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,122

Claims priority, applicatwn Germany, Apr. 6, 1971,

2116665
Int. CI. BOlf 5/04. 75/02

U.S.CL 259-4 15 Claims

A sample cell for use in a spectrophotometric instrument

and a stirrer for mixing sample and reagent in the cell. The cell

is formed with closely spaced parallel planar sidewalls and two

end walls of radiation permeable material. The cell is disposed

so that the end walls lie in the optical path defined between

the source of radiation and the radiation detector in the instru-

ment. A stirring element is positioned in the cell with its mag-

netic axis parallel to the sidewalls of the cell. A rotatable drive

magnet is positioned outside of the cell so as to rotate the stir-

ring element about an axis perpendicular to the sidewalls so

that the plane of rotation of the stirring element is parallel to

the sidewalls. A plurality of such cells may be stacked in paral-

lel relationship and a single drive magnet employed to rotate

stirring magnets in the cells.

3,784,171

EVAPORATIVE HEAT EXCHANGE APPARATUS
John Engalitcheff, Jr., Gibson Island; Thomas F, Facius, Bal-

timore; Wilson E. Bradley, Jr., Ellicott City, aU of Md., and

Axel F. L. Anderson, Clearwater. Fla., assignors to Bal-

timore Aircoil Company, Inc., Baltimore, Md.

Division of Ser. No. 706,003, Feb. 16, 1968, Pat. No.

3.442.494. This application May 1. 1%9. Set. No. 820.852. The

portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 6, 1986,

has been disclaimed.
^

Int. CI. F28d SI02

U.S.CI. 261— 29 3 Claims

' \ -19
•

A method of and an apparatus for the mixing of two interac-

tive components, especially two components adapted to form

a caslable synthetic resin such as a caprolactam system

wherein the components are to be combined in a high-volume

ratio wherein the components are circulated along closed

paths at superatmospheric pressures and. by pressure in-

creases in the respective paths, are discharged through injec-

tion nozzles into a mixing chamber.

A blow-through evaporative heat exchange apparatus hav-

ing a blower section with a wet deck section above it. The

blower section has at least one slanting «'all to provide space.
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for an electric motor and blower under the slanting wall. Dif-

fusion means are provided to ensure a uniform flow of air over

the cross section of the wet deck.

3,784.172

CARBLRETOR FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Takakazu Sato, and Takaya Masago, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited,

Yokohama City, Japan

Filed Oct. 1 1, 1972, S«r. No. 296,530

Claims priority , application Japan, Oct. 1 9, 1 97 1 .
46-966 1

8

Int. CI. F02m 9/06

L^. CI. 261 -44 R 1 Claim

carburetor, in such a manner that it will be slidingly projected

from or retracted into said suction chamber under the in-

fluence of the suction pressure in the air intake passage of the

carburetor, and a jet needle is fixed to said suction piston,

while a fuel nozzle is provided in the main btxly of the carbu-

retor, and the fuel metering area is varied by said jet needle

moved into and out of said nozzle, a method of producing a

positioning pin for maintaining said jet needle and said nozzle

in a fixed relative position which is determined by the main

body of the carburetor and the suction chamber, said method

comprising boring holes through the main body of the carbu-

retor and suction chamber in communication with each other

and pouring a molten resin or the like into said holes to form a

positioning pin after the relative position of said carburetor

main body and suction chamber has been adjusted.

t^RONT SI'

3,784,173

AIR VALVE TYPE CARBURETOR AND METHOD OF
CONSTRICTION

Isamu Kawai, Katsuta; Tadao L'chida, Hitachi, and Kenji

Ishima, Katsuta. all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 7, 1972, S«r. No. 269,732

Claims priority , application Japan, July 12, 1 97 1 , 46-5 1018

Int. CI. F02m 9106

L.S. CI. 261-44 R 6 Claims

A twin carburetor of the variable-area choke type for use in

multi-cylinder engine of a motor vehicle which twin carbure-

tor includes a balance tube interconnecting a front side mix-

ture passage and a rear side mixture passage at a point

downstream of each throttle valve for balancing the pressures

therein to equalize the amounts of air-fuel mixtures to be sup-

plied to individual cylinders of the engine and an additional

balance tube interconnecting the front side mixture passage

and the rear side mixture passage at a point downstream of

each choke for balancing the suctions or depressions acting on

each air valve to provide the same effective cross-sectional

area at each fuel jet for thereby producing air-fuel mixtures

having equal air-fuel ratios in each mixture passage

3,784,174

CARBURETOR FOR MODEL AIRCRAFT
Benjamin Tarnofskv, 942 (iroy*, St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, S«r. No. 285,497

Int. CI. F02m / 7134

IJ.S. CI. 261-65 7 Claims

An adjustable friction clutch is provided for the lever arm of

the throttle valve permitting it to override when the throttle

valve reaches a limit slop thus allowing the rotary arm linking

the carburetor to a remote controlled servo mechanism

operating the carburetor to reach maximum travel, as a result,

unnecessary battery current drain and induced load to the

servo mechanism are avoided

3,784,175

DOWNCOMER FOR FLUID CONTACTOR APPARATUS
Shoichi Hirao, kakogaua; Satoshi Ihara, and Kanji Ueda. both

of Ashiya, all of Japan, assignors to SeiteLsu Kagaku Co.,

Ltd., Miyanishi, Harimacho, Kako-gun. Hyogo-ken. Japan

Filed Sept. 1 4. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 80,378

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 9. 1970, 45-109766

Int. CI. B01d.?/20

U.S.CI. 261-II4R 12 Claims

In an air valve-type carburetor in which a suction piston is

mounted in a suction chamber, fixed to the main body of the

A downcomer for a fluid contactor apparatus comprises a

vertical passage having an opening at the upper end thereof,

which consists of a movable member and a fixed member, or

consists only of movable members. Said movable member is

supported on the fixed member or on the other fixed parts in a

manner to be tilted and an area for discharging an effluent of
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the downcomer can be automatically changed according to a stacked container means are positioned about the rod. These

fluctuation in fluid load

.

container means contain the desired addition agents. The mol-

3,784,176

EXPENDABLE WORK SUPPORT FOR A BURNING
TABLE

Joseph J. Walters, and Verdun R. McGibbon, both of

Coatesville, Pa., assignors to Lukens Steel Company,

Coatesville, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 88,876, Nov. 12, 1970, Pat. No. 3,701,514,

This application June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,753

Int. CI. B23k 7102

U.S. CI. 266- 1 R 14 Claims

cr ..^ ...i— t* - •»• trr -rr? ttt t" t- .
••j : :.^

.; ii-i 'J t[r k..' ^V 'iJ'^iL'-'^SiLii^-H.

The combination of a table for cutting steel plate and an ex-

haust system for evacuating the fumes and smoke produced by

the cutting operation The expendable grating of the cutting

table utilizes bars which are diagonal to the usual cutting

directions and are connected by staggered stiffening bars also

diagonally located so that the bars are not normally cut along

their longitudinal axis Duct work under the grating comprises

heavy vertically extending removable plates resting on edge

which additionally provide support for the grating and lead to

an elongated exhaust manifold channel having a plurality of

openings and a normally closed plate covering each of such

openings. The openings are disposed in a horizontal dividing

plate and communicate with the space formed between each

of the vertically extending plates making up the ductwork

under the grating The cover plates are hinged and raised from

a horizontal position by a pneumatic cylinder actuated

through a photoelectric cell which is responsive to light from

plasma of the cutting torch. The photoelectric cell further ac-

tuates adjacent cover plates on either side of the cover plate

which corresponds to the duct with which the photoelectric

cell involved is aligned Each hinged cover plate has a deep lip

st>ft sealed ring which seats on the peripheral surface of the

dividing plate about the corresponding opening and the ar-

rangement is such that the fumes must make a 90° turn prior

to entering the opening which slings out heavy particles which

then drop to the bottom of the exhaust chamber for easy

removal.

ten metal is then teemed into the ladle and the container

means and addition agents are consumed thereby.

3,784,178

TILTABLE FOUNDRY CONVERTER FOR TREATMENT
AND STORAGE OF MOLTEN METAL

Max Wernii, Schaffhausen, Switzerland, assignor to Georg

Fischer Aktiengesellschaft, Schaffhausen, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,741

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 29, 1971,

6304/71
Int. CI. C2 lb 7/;

4

U.S. CI. 266-38 9 Claims
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3,784,177

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LADLE ADDITIONS

George Rocher, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Pierre Andre Vayda,

Burlington, OnUrio, Canada, assignors to Metallurgical Ex-

oproducts Corporation, McKees Rocks, Pa.

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,184

Int. CLC21C 7/04

U.S. CI. 266-34 T 7 Claims

A ladle for receiving molten metal is equipped with an elon-

gated, refractory lined rod having an enlarged bottom portion

and terminating at the lower end of the ladle. A plurality of

A generally cylindrical foundry converter, located normally

about a horizontal axis, is pivotally secured to a pair of arms *t

intermediate points thereof. The forward ends of the arms

pivot about a support, the rearward ends of the arms are

abutted against the support, but free to be lifted therefrom. A

first power lift means is connected between the converter ves-

sel and the arms to effecc tilting movement of the converter

vessel with the arms stationary, to place the converter in a ver-

tical position foK treatment of metal contained therein with ad-

ditives; a second power lift means is connected between the

arms and the base support to lift and tilt the entire converter

vessel together with the arms forwardly, so that molten metal

in the converter can be poured out of the mouth opening

thereof, the entire assembly being compact and permitting

pouring of molten metal from essentially a single outlet loca-

tion without change thereof as the converter continues to be

tilted.
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» 7«4 170 3,784,181

ritHinNINr. DEVICE ENERGY ABSORBING BUCKLING BOX

Toshih-ro Sasiur. T.?«° .pan ,»«nor .. Aisin S.iki J*. E. N«»c, T.U„.d.., Ohi.^ ^.gnor .. Th. G.„.r.. Tir.

C1.I-.S priority, -pplicUon Japan, Ma, 14. 1971. 46- ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^
IntCl. F16f 7//2

^^^^^^^
39278; June 25, 1971,46-55499

lnt.CI. B60g///62

L.S. CI. 267-35 * Claims

l).S.CI.267-140

An energy absorbing buckling box having a tubular

polygonal elastomeric member The energy absorber

preferably includes a pair of telescoping tubular polygonal

members, each of which include a restraining means between

which means is positioned at least one elastomeric member to

control the relative telescoping of the members and absorb

energy by buckling
|

A cushioning device including a closed cylindrical chamber,

floating piston means within the chamber to divide the same

into first and second axially arranged chamber sections, liquid

filling the first chamber section and a compressible solid, such

as silicone rubber, filling the second chamber section, a piston

rod entering from outside the chamber and extending through

the second chamber section and into the first chamber sec-

tion, ind a piston head on the inner end of the piston having

axial orifice means therein, whereby the energy of buff forces

applied to the piston rod is dissipated as a result of both a

throttling effect produced by the liquid and a volume-pressure

change undergone by the compressible solid.

3,784,180

STABILIZER BAR LINK

Alvin G. Massinger. 426 Church Ln., Yeadon, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1972, S«r. No. 254.187

Int. CI. B60q 25/00

U.S. CL 267-66

3,784,182

DEFORMABLE SHOCK ABSORBING GUARD
Leonard H. Sobel. Rockaway Park, N.Y., assignor to Collision

Devices, Inc.. Rockaway Park, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 792,737, Jan. 21, 1969. This

application Oct. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 185,633

Int. CI. F 1617/02

lJ.S.CI.267-140 19 Claims

3 Cbims

J^^^JS

A stabilizer bar link device for vehicles such as trucks,

buses, and automobiles. This device consists primarily of a

structure of which the rubber bushings are replaceable on the

stud portion of the device.

Energy absorbing crash or collision devices for vehicles or

the like to reduce shock of collision by utilizing energy absorb-

ing components which are flexible and compressible and/or

rigid and crushable, which components may used singly or in

combination, which may be used with single or multiple pres-

sure plates, to effect gradual deceleration upon collision.
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3,784,183

HOLDING AND SMOKE REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR A
LASER CUTTER

Rodolfo Castro, La Palma; Esteban J. Toscano, Oceanside, and

Felix Jerome Viosca, Canoga Park, all of Calif., assignors to

Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,139

Int. CI. B23q 3/00; B23k 27/00

U.S. CI. 269-20 6 Claims

-i-f--',

3,784,185

CROSS FOLDED ENVELOPE PAMPHLET
Robert E. KaU, Livingston, NJ., assignor to Webcraft Packag-

ing, Inc., North Brunswick, NJ.
Filed Mar. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 125,213

Int.CLA22c/y/0S

U.S. CI. 270-37 7 Claims

To remove combustion by-products and to secure fabric

being cut. the cutting area of a laser fabric cutter is enclosed in

a hood through which air flows in a stream, first over and then

under the enclosed air-permeable cutting surface on which the

cloth is supported.

3.784.184

CLOTH FOLDING MACHINE HAVING MEANS FOR
CONTROL OF THE EDGES OF CLOTH UNWOUND FROM

A ROLL
Gunter Stumpf. Mehrstetten/Kreis Munsingen, Germany

Plied June 9. 1971, Ser. No. 151,433

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 5, 1970,

P 20 39 009.4

Int. CI. B65h 29/46

U.S.CL 270-31 1 Claim

Material is unwound from a roll and deposited in layers by a

reciprocating carriage supporting the roll. The roll is mounted

on a rod supported in two carriers attached to the carriage and

the rod is transversely displaced to maintain the edges of the

unwound material in predetermined locations. The carriage

carries a motor which drives a threaded spindle to impart

transverse movement to the rod. the supports for the rod being

secured to the carriage either fixedly or pivotably.

Pairs of envelopes formed by stitch glue and remoist glue

applied in transverse lines to web, the web is split longitu-

dinally, ribbons folded transversely to superimpose and

crease, the crease is cut off to separate pages, folded again to

form book, which is cut off transversely.

3,784,186

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING PLEATED
AND FOLDED ARTICLES FROM A WEB

Robert Lenthall, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada, and Charles A.

Lee, Knoxville, Tenn., assignors to International Paper Com-

pany, New York. N.Y.

Filed June 24, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 56, 1 84

Int.CI.B65h45//6

U.S. CL 270-64 6 Claims

An elongated continuously traveling web is longitudinally

pleated, transversely folded and subsequently severed to pro-

vide pleated and folded articles therefrom. The traveling web

is first bowed into a substantially concave transverse cross sec-

tion and then is pleated by forcing portions of the web to move

outwardly in a direction normal to the direction of web travel.

The pleats are formed along lines extending radially from the

bowed cross section and the pleats converge at a focal point at

which the pleats are forced together to form a longitudinally

pleated web. Next, the pleated web is transversely folded in a

zigzag manner and is severed to form a longitudinally pleated

and transversely folded article.
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3.784,187

FOLDING APPARATUS

Shieenao T.kayanagi. Mihara City, and Toyoo Nlmoda, Fu-

kuyama City, both of Japan, assignors to MitsubUhi Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1970, S«r. No. 102,341

Claims prioritv, application Japan, Jan. 14, 1970.45/3539

int. CI. B65h 45109

t.S. CI. 270-64 2 Claims

January 8, 1974

I
3.784,189

PAPER EDGE TRANSPORT SYSTEM
John A. Thiel, W haling, lU., assignor to Bell A Howell Com-

pany, Chicago, ill.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239.476

Int.CI.B65h3/02

U.S. CI. 271-45 8 Claims

7r rf

Improved sheet material handling apparatus and method

having two rotating belt members disposed at opposite edges

of the sheet for engaging or gripping the sheet between the

belts by application of a slight compressive force Pressure

means such as a pair of plates are disposed adjacent the sheet

material to confine the sheet material and prevent buckling of

the sheet material.

A web transferring, cutting and folding apparatus shiftable

between two modes of operation for producing from a con

tinuous web, either two streams of eight page sections or one

stream of 16 page sections In the first mode, two triangular

formers double and redouble the web about its longitudinal

axis Then it is cut into single width, double length and finally

single width, single length eight page sections which are al-

ternately forwarded to separate streams In the second mode,

one triangular former doubles the web about its longitudinal

axis Then it is cut into double length, double width sections

which are next folded into single length double width sections

transversally and forwarded in one stream to a right angle

folding unit which folds these sections about the longitudinal

axis into single length, single width 16 page sections In shift-

ing between the two modes, most of the apparatus is relatively

rotated 90° to alternatively utilize or by pass the one of the two

triangular formers.

3.784.190

SHEET REMOVING APPARATUS

Roy P. Crawford. Saratoga, Calif., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y .

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212359

int. CI. B65h 5/06 I

U.S. CI. 271-80 9 Claims

3,784.188

ACCORDION. FOLDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS

John De Ligt. Covington, Va., assignor to Westvaco Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 31. 1971, Ser. No. 176.487

Int. CL B65h 45120

U.S.CL 270-79 6 Claims

'

7

Apparatus is provided for separating a copy sheet bearing

an unfused toner image from a moving electrophotographic

surface to which the copy sheet is electrostatically attracted

during the image transfer operation The separating apparatus

utilizes a nozzle assembly having a plurality of nozzles

mounted near the electrophotographic surface. A high

velocity flow of pressurized fluid from the nozzles for a

predetermined time is sufficient to detact the leading edge of

the sheet and a lower velocity flow of pressurized fluid from

the nozzles is sufllcient to hold the copy sheet closely adjacent

to the nozzle assembly and permit movement of the copy sheet

across the nozzle assembly to a sheet transport toward a fusing

station.

=ES^-

Apparatus for forming accordion folds in a longitudinally

traveling web of substantially uniform width and indefinite

length including web cutting means disposed upstream or

downstream of said folding apparatus.

3.784,191

CONVERTIBLE POWER STACKER

John A. Thiel, W heeling. iU., assignor to BeU and HoweU Com-

pany. Chicago. Hi.

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,141

lnl.CLB65h29/22.3//06

U^.CL271-80 5 Claims

A document stacker at the exit of a processmg device for

business or other forms which accommodates automatic
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sequential vertical stacking of the forms, and is readily con- structure for limiting the rotation of the arm and the platform

vertible to conventionally and horizontally stack larger size The resilient hand exerciser may have a spring substituted for

^S -J6

documents Power stacking means are provided during the

vertical stacker mode of operation of the invention to drive

the lower edge of each form into the stack.

3.784.192

W HEEL SUPPORTED EXERCISING DEVICE
Donald J. Nutter, Norton, Ohio, assignor to Gordon B. Seward.

Akron. Ohio; a part interest

Filed Oct. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 301,598

Int. CL A63b 23104

U.S.CL 272-57 J 9 Claims

3,784,193

FRICTION TYPE EXERCISING DEVICE WITH
SEPARATE HANDGRIP EXERCISER

Luther G. Simjian. 7 Laurel Ln., Greenwich, Conn.

Plied July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,467

Int. CI. A63b 23100, 21122, 21100

U.S. CL 272—68 20 Cbims

An exercise apparatus includes a platform adapted to be

mounted by a person and rotate responsove to a twisting mo-

tion executed by such person. An arm extends generally up-

ward relative to the platform and is disposed for being grasped

by the person on the platform. The platform and the arm un-

dergo coordinated counterrotating motion in response to the

twisting motion, thus providing muscle toning and exercise to

a user. A latching device is provided to latch the platform after

it has reached its limit of rotational excursion and to unlatch it

in response to a manually supplied force whereby to obtain ad-

ditional exercise for hand and arm muscles. A valve is pro-

vided to control the amount of fluid passing from a resilient

fluid type hand exerciser on the arm. The apparatus has a

the resilient fluid type hand exerciser, to require the user to

exert a larger twisting force to rotate the platform against a

friction brake. ^ «

3,784,194

BILATERAL RECIPROCAL ISOKINETIC EXERCISER
James J. Perrine, 8973 Kobe PL. San Diego, CailL

Filed Apr. 20, 1 972. Ser. No. 245,742

Int. CI. A63b 23/04 ,21100

U.S. CL 272—79 C 12 Claims

The device supports the user's feet and ankles when the user

is in the prone position. The device is structured to move
across a flat surface on wheels. The upper portion is shaped to

receive the ankle, instep and foot of the user, with a retainer to

hold the foot in place. The wheels are preferably caster wheels

to provide for movement in any direction. In use, the device is

a means for body-building, exercise, or play.

An Isokinetic Exerciser for exercising the limbs of a person

bilaterally reciprocally includes an actuator means with simul-

taneous reciprocal force receiving input members on opposite

ends of the actuator. A limb supporting lever is attached to

each of the force receiving members. The actuator is coupled

to a valve which adjustably controls the limit speed of rotation

of the levers effectively independent of the forces applied

thereto by controlling the flow of fluid through the valve.

3,784,195

PUSH PULL EXERCISER WITH SPRING RESISTANCE

James E. Johnson. 917 Major Potter Rd., East Greenwich, R.L

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,537

lnLCLA63b27/(74

U.S^CL 272-83 R 10 Claims

An excercise device comprising a hollow cylinder having a

heavy coil spring loosely positioned therein. A rod passes

through the center of the spring to the bottom of the cylinder.

A cross bar is mounted on the bottom of the rod and engages

the bottom end of the spring. A hollow rod is telescopically

slidable at the upper end of the rod. A cross bar is mounted at

the bottom end of the hollow rod and engages the top end of

the spring. Above the hollow rod, the rod is provided with a

vertical slot. A transverse handle is provided with a pin ex-
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tending through the slot to perm.t vertical sl.d.ng '"o-'"^"^

of the handle along the rod. On downward moven^ent he

handle engages the top of the hollow rod and pushes the rod

anS its cros! bar dow'n aga.nst the top of the spnng^Th.

movement can continue until the handle reaches the bottom

of the slot On upward movement of the handle. .
engages the

upper end of the slot and pulls the rod upwardly ^^ '^at .ts

c'os. bar .s pulled agamst the bottom end of the sp"ngJo^h

ends of the cylinder are closed to hm.t the movement of the

spring.

*^
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^ 784 197

REACTION GAME WITH SCRAMBLING OF INDICIA

Alfred i.. Massicotte. 4752 Green Ave.. Los Alamitos, C alif.

Filed June 14, 197l,Ser.No. 152385

lDt.CI.A61b5//6
^. -^^ • c 10 Claims

U.S.CL273— IE

Now when the bottom of the cylinder is Piv«»^"> '"""";;'*

on a noor or base, movement of the
^--<'\^\^^:^^''Z72

. »ii»nt ^.vercise for the arms, shoulders and bacK.

short board for easier handlmg and storage.

>

3,784,196

BALANCING SKILL GAME

Evan H. Berlin, 119 Dunn Ave Uke ^Uy. P«-

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,707

lnt.CI.A61b5//6.A63f9/06
^ ^^.^^

I] .S. CI. 273- IE

A mechanical device that, when actuated, will randomly

rotate hoops loosely carried by an axle so as to scramble in_

Zla carried on the exterior of the hoops relative to each

"' An indicating apparatus, which can be used with the indicia

scrambler, includes a movable indicator member supported by

two changeable-position reaction members, either of which,

when moved, can cause the indicator mehiber to move to as-

sociate with it.

3.784,198

FINGER HOLE LINER FOR BOWLING BALL

Burton E. Bach. 1661 Grand Ave., B*"""^/'^"'"

Filed Aug. 21 . 1972, Ser. No. 282,890

Int.CI. A63b.?7/00

U.S.CL 273-63 A ^^"-""^

/^*«

An elongated substantially cylindrical toy simulating the

head end portion of a snake including a throat portion

flanges, and head having a base •"^'^^^'.^PP^^'W aim of a
adapted to be balanced in an upright position in the palm of a

players hand An electrical circuit, including lamps se ective-

iy located in the toy and a time delay circuit for each lamp, a

iurce of electncal energy and manually operated switches

adjacent the base, is contained by the toy which selectively

energies the lamps in a predetertnmed sequence >*'h'le the ^y

remains balanced A plurality of mercury switches arc located

in the body and are connected in series between the source of

electrical energy and lamps. If the toy is caused to tilt beyond

a certain point the mercury switches open and deactivate the

time delay circuits and lamps.

A pliable plastic liner for a finger hole in a bowling ball is

described The liner is comprised of a rubber-like material,

having a Shore hardness of. for example. 65 and is formed mto

a tube-like member having a wall thickness of about one-

eiehth of an inch Circumferentially disposed around the out-

side of the tube-like member is a key-like ridge that is shaped

to lock into a keyway or circumferential groove formed withm

the finger hole of the bowling ball. To provide an elongated or

elliptical hole if the bowler prefers to grip the ball with his fin-

sertips the liner is formed with a circular hole and the outside

tall of the tube-like member has an elliptical cross-section.

Then when the liner, being pliable, is inserted within the m-

herently round finger hole of the bowling ball, the opening in

the liner becomes elliptical thereby increasing the bowler s

control.
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3,784,199

MESH TARGET AND DART CAPTURABLE THEREIN
John F. Chmela, 7256 W. Davis St., Morton Grove, III.

Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141,658

Int. CI. A63b 7/ /02

U.S. CL 273-95 R 6 Claims

3,784,201

ROTATABLY SCORING DART BOARD
Dennis G. Wyman, Owings Mills; William J. BicheU, Phoenix,

and Humber Oliveri, Randallstown, all of Md., assignors to

Granta Corporation, Baltimore, Md.
Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217311

Int.CLA63b7//02

U.S. CL 273-102.1 E 6 Claims

A dart game which comprises a target in the form of a net

which is affixed to a frame which has legs so that the net is sup-

ported a spaced distance above a surface upon which the

frame is placed. The darts used with the game preferably and

advantageously are molded as integral units of plastic, and

comprise a shaft having a plurality of fins affixed thereon to

guide the flight of the dart and a tip portion on the end of the

shaft which is correspondingly sized with the net to engage the

net to resist removal of the dart after the tip has once

penetrated the net. This tip also preferably has a weight

disposed therein and a resilient bumper on its end. The latter

and the target permits the game to be played indoors, with the

resilient bumper further providing a safety feature.

3,784,200

PROJECTILE INCLUDING A CYLINDRICAL BODY WITH
ONE FLANGED END AND A TARGET BOARD

Robert William Hotchkiss, 8861 W. Aibain Rd., Ida, Mich.

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,570

Int. CI. A63b 77/00

35 ^

A dart game comprising a stand-up or hanging board having

a target supported thereon for rotation about a generally

horizontal axis. A plurality of darts are provided and, when

thrown, the darts attach to the target. Each attaching dart

tends to turn the target about its rotational axis by an amount

which is a function of the radial and angular position of the

dart on the target, and its relation to other darts attached

thereto. Scoring means responsive to angular and/or

directional target movement is provided.

3,784,202

SHUTTLECOCK
Raymond M. Pon, 7 1 Blake St., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,183

Int.CI.A63b67//S

U.S. CI. 273-106 A 1 Claim

U.S. CI. 273-95 R 1 Claim

A multiplayer game for several persons which is comprised

of and based around a square playing board which has on its

upper playing and planar surface a plurality of circular target

areas randomly distributed thereon and a centrally elevated

launch area from and upon which a hollow cylindrical

member, enclosed at one end, is propelled in a vertical path

from a position with the open end upwards by a flip of a

player's finger in order to cause the cylindrical member to

land on one of the target circles in a position with its closed

portion upright. ^

A shuttlecock for sports use in which the shuttlecock is

kicked about a playing surface and into the air. The shut-

tlecock includes a soft plastic body of a substantially flat

generally circular shape and having an axial socket for holding

guiding feathers. The plastic body is generally in the form of a

disk and in one form of the invention is hollow. In a second

form of the invention the hollow cavity of the body has

weights positioned therein. In a third form of the inventionihe

body is solid and has vertical bores extending therethrough.
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3,784,203

LIGHT-ON TARGET GAME
Albert Nathanson, 75-60 199lh St., Flushing. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,372

Int. CLA63f J/00

U.S.CI.273-I26A

January 8, 1974

I

9 Claims

3,784,205

BOARD GAME APPARATI S

Norton M. Cross, Jr., White Bear Lake, Minn., assignor to

KevnoMs W. Guyer, Jr.,St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 19,673, March 1. 1971. This

appUcation Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,057

Int. CI. A63f J/00

L'.S.CL273-13I AC 9 Claims

In a preferred embodiment of the mvention, the game m-

cludes a playmg board having an upper flat face about rectan

gular in shape having a fence of resilient plastic circumscrib-

ing continuously at least about three sides with two separate

closely spaced-apart electrified plates about centrally spaced

intermediately between two of the opposite fenced sides and

having also about intermediately spaced between the two op-

positely spaced fenced sides a barrier structure nearer the

remaining end and at a point adjacent the remaining end a

sliding-missile propelling-device for propelling a slidable mis-

sile along the flat playing board face on one or the other side

of the barrier structure reboundingly against the resilient

fence, the missile being typically a disk in shape, and a light

bulb-carrying slidable disk which when struck by a rebounding

missile-disk becomes purposely slid toward a straddling posi-

tion whereby one electrical contact of the lightbulb is in con

tact with one of the electrified plates while another of the op-

positely charged plates is in contact with the reamining electri-

cal terminal of the lightbulb resulting in the lightbulb becom-

ing illuminated thereby, the propelling device preferably in-

cluding an elastic strip extending vertically anchored at each

of opposite ends thereof

A game including a game board having a plurality of

recesses preferably defined by upstanding pegs and a plurality

of spherical playing pieces which are of a diameter such that

they can be placed in adjacent recesses in diagonal rows but

not in adjacent recesses in orthogonal rows The purpose of

the game is to form all of the playing pieces into squares with

the playing pieces in the diagonal corners of the square, these

squares being designated as crown squares An alternative way

of winning is to capture all but a designated number of the op-

ponenis spherical playing pieces by enclosing them in capture

squares. Capture squares are squares in which the playing

pieces are arranged in alternate squares along orthogonal rows

so that a captured piece will fit between the four playing

pieces of the square.

3,784,204

HOCKEY PLCK
Julius Felber, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignor to Julius

Felber and Bela Szabo, Montreal. Quebec, Canada

Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,264

Int.CI. A63b7//00

U.S.CI.273-128R 8 Claims

3,784.206

CHINESE RING PUZZLE

WiUard L. Shiss, 7616 Brush Lake Rd., North Lewlsburg.

Ohio
Filed Mar. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 342,951

Int. CI. A63f 9108

U.S.CL273-I58 I Claim

t_ -kv'.t
."

fS
-^ V .'S

An improved hockey puck having spherical rollers mounted

and retained in depressions formed on each face of the puck

during the molding of the puck. The depressions on one face

are laterally offset with respect to the depressions on the other

face so as to obtain accurately dimensioned depressions after

the molding operation.

A Chinese ring puzzle consisting of a series of rings, each

one of which is fitted through an eyelet secured in a bottom

plate, an elongated loop trapping all the eyelets with the rings

on top and the plate on the other side; the loop being able to

be extracted by skilful maneuvering of the rings; the puzzle

being integral with a handle carrying a pen-lite battery, switch

and lamp for illumination so the puzzle can be played after

dark at night, and the handle also supporting a timer so to in-

dicate the length of time competitive players take to solve the

puzzle The timer can be so arranged in the lamp circuit as to

actuate the lamp when the timer is set and deactuate the lamp

at the termination of the time interval set on the timer.
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3,784,207

GOLF GAME
Joseph A. Gentiluomo, 1456 Belmont Ave., Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 6. 1971, Ser. No. 204,890

Int.CI. A63b 67/02, 69/J6

U.S. CI. 273- 176 A 17 Claims

< rr,ii^.<,A.«.,4,.*.*-a.'.i -v-i- A-,r-:i-vM-^

.."-"T

.^'*-

'--'

13 20 t

Golfing lanes constructed and equipped for the playing of a

golf game which lends itself to a handicap system whereby

players of varying abilities can compete on a handicap ad-

justed scoring basis. Each lane has a golf tee disposed at one

end. an upright target disposed at the opposite end for

segregating balls on a directional accuracy basis, a ball

receiver for receiving and classifying balls gravitating from the

upright target, and ball confining members disposed with

respect to the golfing laijcs for preventing ball cross-fire into

adjacent targets. The upright target has ball-to-target impact

sensing devices functionally associated with control apparatus

for providing ball momentum classification. Since the mass of

a golf hall is constant, ball momentum is representative of ball

velocity or the time required for the ball to travel the fixed

distance between the tec and target. The apparatus for deter-

mining ball momentum may include such components as an

acoustic sensing unit, one or more inertia switches, a time

sequence programmer, an operatively associated pulser,

relays and a counter. Scoring of each ball hit is provided by

combining numerical representations of a directional accura-

cy factor and a ball momentum factor. For playing the game,

each player hits a predetermined number of balls with both

wood and iron clubs in a prearranged sequence into the verti-

cal target. This game can be extended to include also floor tar-

gets which can be disposed forward of each vertical target. For

scoring purposes, these floor targets with associated controls

have apparatus for classifying and providing a numerical

representation of all balls hit therein with short range irons.

Game scoring is devised to place a premium on directional ac-

curacy with the ball momentum factor associated with balls hit

to said vertical target included merely to more thoroughly

scruntinize each golf shot and add a challenging distinctive

quality to the game. Scores of each shot taken are displayed

on a counter situated on a score table located at each golf tee

area.

a straight line is provided to denote the relatively short height'

of the mat and a golf tee receiving opening is provided about

midway of the line and about 1 inch normally offset

therefrom.

3,784^08
GOLF SWING IMPROVING DEVICE

Maurice E. Weygandt, 5396-4th St. North, Apt. 102, St. Peter-

sburg, Fla.

Filed Jan. 23. 1973, Ser. No. 326,075

Int. CI. A63b 69\36

U.S. CL 273-183 A 3 Claims

3,784,209

GOLF BALL
Aaron Robert Berman, deceased, late of Hatfield, Pa., and

Katharine D. Berman, administratrix. Valley View Apart-

ments C-605, King of Prussia, Pa.

Filed June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,722

Int. CI. A63b 37/00, J 7/72

U.S. CI. 273-218 1 Claim

One-piece, nonhomogeneous, molded golf ball is obtained

by forming a center of an uncured elastomeric material, sur-

rounding the center with a compatible but different uncured

elastomeric material, and curing both elastomeric materials,

such that when said materials are cured they become integral

with each other to form an one-piece molded golf ball which is

harder at its center than at its outer surface.

3,784,210

KISSING DOLL PHONOGRAPH
James H. Fox, Torrance; Han-Chung Leung, Los Angeles, and

Howard R. Stem, Anaheim, all of Calif., assignors to Mattel,

Inc.. Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,625

Int. CI. G 1 1 b 25104, 1 7106; A63h 3133

U.S.CI.274-1 A 4 Claims

u^

A pliant shape-holding mat having generally the shape of an

elongated isosceles triangle for use by golfers. Indicia defining

A doll with a phonograph that plays each time the lip por-

tion is depressed, the doll being constructed to enable large

dimensional tolerances in the location of the switch that is

operated by depressing the lips, and the phonograph being

constructed to sequentially play different recordings. An elec-

trical switch that turns on the phonograph when the lips are

depressed, includes a relaxation member extending from the

lips to a switch contact to push the contact against another

contact when the lips are depressed, the relaxation member
constructed of an ordinary plastic that quickly loses its

resilient resistance to deflection. The phonograph includes a

cam for returning the tone arm to the outside of the record,

and a stop pivotally mounted on the cam for positively engag-

ing a catch on the turntable to rotate the cam with the turnta-

ble after each record groove is played.
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3,784,211

PHONOGRAPH FOR PLAYING STATIONARY RECORD

WiUiam F. Summerfield. Huntington Beach. CaUf.. assignor to

Mattel, Inc.. Hawthorne. C alif.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,508

Int. CI. Glib/ 7/06

U.S. CI. 274-9 R 5 Claims

3,784,213

ROTARY FACE SEAL ASSEMBLY

Robert M. Voitik, Glenview, lU., assignor to Innovatex Cor-

poration, Glenview, III.

Filed June 20. 1972, Ser. No. 264,446

Ini. CI. ¥\6i 1 5140J 5154

U.S. CI. 277-40 10 Claims

A phonograph which plays a selected one of several spiral

grooves on a stationary record, including a drive shaft with a

high helix angle thread which engages a tone arm carrier, so

that when the drive shaft begins rotating, the carrier is urged

to rotate and is also urged to move axially down towards the

record. A stop on the phonograph housing presents rotation

of the carrier past the stop until the carrier has moved suffi-

ciently towards the record for a tone arm on the carrier to en-

gage a record groove, the carrier then lying below the stop so

it can be rotated The record has a peripheral portion contain-

ing pictures that can be viewed, a hub portion containing

several spiral record grooves, and a resilient portion connect-

ing the hub to the peripheral portion to allow up and down

movement of the hub

3,784,2(2

COMPOSITE GASKET
Ralph G. Doerfling. V\ ailed Lake. Mich., assignor to Detroit

Gasket Manufacturing Company. Oak Park, Mich.

Filed May 22. 1972. Ser. No. 255.812

lnt.CI.F16j/5//2

L.S.CL 277-22 7 Claims

A face seal assembly for cooperation with a mating ring to

provide a rotary face seal, the assembly including a stressed

resilient sealing ring which provides a secondary seal and, in

addition, cooperates with other structure for maintaining the

parts in assembled relation during storage and handling The

assembly also includes a pair of secured anti-rotation mem-

bers for a seal nose member each having a retaining tab serv-

ing to hold in the assembly the anti-rotation member in the

event it becomes unsecured A biasing annular wave spring of

generous size permits yieldable axial movement of the nose

member The aforesaid secured anti-rotation members are

received in diametrically opposed peripheral slots in both the

nose member and biasing spring, the respective slots in the

nose member and spring being aligned, the retaining tabs of

the anti-rotation members lying on the side of the spring op-

posite the nose member The slots in the wave spring are

located midway between adjacent peaks and valleys of the

spring so the retaining tabs which are aligned therewith serve

as rigid stops preventing permanent deformation of the spring

due to axial thrust of the nose member The design of the parts

of the assembly is such that the structural features responsible

for the various functions are accommodated for the most part

within an axial length of the nose member which has uniform

cross-sectional size and shape, thereby providing a nose

member of desirable size possessing high structural integrity.

A composite gasket suitable for use as a cylinder head

gasket for internal combustion engines or the like. The gasket

comprises a deformable base sheet having a plurality of

openings therein, the edges of which are reinforced by overly-

ing metal grommets Heat-conductive strips overlie the face

surfaces of the base sheet and are disposed in heat conductive

contact with the reinforcing grommets and are effective to

rapidly conduct heat away from localized hot-spots to areas of

cooler temperature, thereby substantially prolonging the use-

ful operating life of the gasket.

3 784 214

SEAL THAT IS RESPONSIVETO EITHER MECHANICAL
OR PRESSURE FORCE

Jack W . Tamplen. Rural Rt. No. 2. CeUna. Tex.
|

Filed Oct. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 190.086

lnt.CI.FI6j5/00,F16l2//04

U.S.CL 277-1 16.8 10 Claims

A sealing device for sealing between two concentrically

disposed surfaces characterized by longitudinally movable

shoulders for compressing the seal and a tubular, laterally ex-

pansible seal for effecting a seal intermediate the two surfaces

in response to longitudiaal compression by the shoulders; the

seal being characterized by at least one annular ridge having

an outer portion connected with two inner portions by two

respective side walls, the side walls defining in cross section an

angle a therebetween that is less than 90° in the set condition.

Having an angle less than 90° in the set condition enables a

relatively large compressive force to be generated in effecting
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a seal by engagement of the outer portion with the outer seal-

ing surface. After setting, the seal is responsive to either

boot. In operation, the boot is biased into the socket assembly

and when a force is applied to the boot overcoming the bias,

the boot is released from the ski to prevent injury to the skier.

mechanical force or pressure force in retaining its seal. Also

disclosed are specific structural embodiments.

3.784.215

INTERLOCKING JOINT FOR SEALING RINGS
Meyer L. Ruthenberg. Owings Mills. Md., assignor to Koppers

Company. Inc., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Nov. 12. 1971, Ser. No. 198,245

Int. CLF16J 9124; F16r 1122

U.S.CI. 277—220 2 Claims

An interlocking joint assembly for Annular split sealing rings

where overlapping end sections form both radial and axial

sealing faces; the end sections are formed with axially opposed

overlapping segments creating a pair of axially overlapping

radial sealing interfaces at the opposed ends of the sealing ring

and a pair of axially offset axial sealing interfaces extending

radially from the midportion of the ring to the outer radial

face of the ring.

3,784,216

RELEASABLE SKI BINDING
Roe J. Maler, Jr., Rt. 1, Box 704A, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,21

1

Int. CI. A63c 9m
U.S.CI. 280- 11.35 D

A binding to releasably attach a boot to a ski which

facilitates release of the boot with the heel of the boot

fastened to the ski or with the heel of the boot free to route

above the ski about the toe of the boot above the ski. The

binding includes a pin assembly mountable to the ski and a

socket assembly which rotatably and releasably engages the

pin assembly and which receives and carries the toe of the

3,784,217

ICE SKATES
John Staples, Slough, England, assignor to Mitchel & King

Skates Limited, Slough, England

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,437

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 26, 1971,

11438/71
Int.CLA63c7/i«

L.S.CL 280-1 1.17 3 Claims

^
15 12

In an ice-skate of the kind having a longitudinally-extending

tubular reinforcing member for the blade and a pair of cup-

shaped support members extending from the tube to a bed-

plate and a sole-plate for a skate boot, the lower ends of the

'

cup shaped members are formed with flanges having a semi-

cylindrical cross-section so that they wrap completely around

the tubular member, up to the blade.

3,784,218

VEHICLE TRAILER
Edwin A. Stone, 1433 VVescott Rd. No. 7. Colusa. Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 715,696, March 25, 1968,

Pat. No. 3,574,388. This application Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No.

133,104

Int.CI.B62d2y//S

U.S. CI. 280-43.23 8 Ctalms

B4 ,B2 «0^ ^83 ^«l Bid

A trailer vehicle having frame pivotally mounted on wheels

with mechanical lock to lock frame in predetermined position

in relation to wheels and with fluid pressure means to release

mechanical lock and to cushion lowering and to effect raising

of frame.

9 Claims

3,784,219

SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR ROAD TRANSPORT
VEHICLES

Gerrit Johan van der Burgt, Pijnacker, and Dusan Ryba. Delft,

both of Netherlands, assignors to Van Doome's Automobiel-

fabrieken N.V., Eindhoven, Netherbnds

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,178

Cbims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 28, 1971,

7101116
Int.CI.B60p//24

U.S.Cl.280-104 7CUims

A suspension system for road transport vehicles in which

the total axle pressure on at least one axle of the vehicle, or on

two independent wheel suspensions positioned in a single

transverse plane, is applied through two separate spring as-

semblies operating thereon. Each of the spring assemblies has
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a pa. or spaced sp.n.s .av,„. sHoC^sorbe. .eans^a. ^^ -::;t^- -^^^nl^::;^^
soc.ated therewuh Each spnng a^^^^^^^

fn^^the "ame for abso'rb.ng shocks rece.ved by the axle. A
representing part of a vehicle and having weigni

semi-cyhndrical insert is provided for adapting the system to

an axle having a square cross section This insert has a planar

face provided with a recess arranged to receive the axle for

permitting a beam connecting the air bag to the axle to pivot

to at least one quarter of the total axle mass. The weight

masses are free to move relative to one another and to move

relative to the axle.

3,784,220

MOISTURE ELIMINATOR WITH REGENERATIVE
PURGE CYCLE

Joseph W. Wanner, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,217

Int. CI. B60g / 7104

U^. CI. 280- 124 F 3Chiins

or tilt the axle and arrange its drive line at a desired angle A

system particularly suitable for use when lifting an axle off the

vehicle supporting surface when the axle is not in use has an

additional spring m place of the upper torque arm connected

between the axle and the frame at points adjacent ends of the

first mentioned spring, and arranged in a plane substantially

parallel to that spring and spaced therefrom toward the frame

3,784,222 I

SAFETY APPARATl'S

Richard Chute, Huntington Woods, Mich., assignor to Eaton

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 849,394. Aug. 1 2, 1 969, Pat. No.

3,638,964. This application July 16, 197 1, Ser. No. 163,189

Int. CLB60r 27/70

L.S. CI. 280-150 AB 4 Claims

L

A vehicle leveling system having an inlet cartridge with des-

sicant means therein for removing moisture from atmospheric

air during a pump-up phase of operation wherein a compres-

sor operated only in response to vehicle operation draws air

from atmosphere through the dessicant means to remove

moisture therefrom During an exhaust phase of operation

when the vehicle is stopped, the compressor no longer draws

air through the dessicant means, the air is exhausted from the

pressurized system back through the dessicant means for

removing moisture therefrom A vehicle component is located

closely adjacent the cartridge for changing the temperature

thereof from a reduced temperature during the intake phase

of operation and to an elevated temperature at the exhaust

phase of operation to provide an effective high temperature

regenerative purge of the dessicant means during exhaust

from the pressurized system when the vehicle is slopped.

3,784,221

AIR RIDE SUSPENSION FOR TRUCKS

Van L. Frasicr. Sr., 5227 Sportscraft Dr., Daytoo, Ohio

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,405

Iiit.a.B60g/7/46

U,S.CL 280-124 F 13 Claims

An air-ride suspension system for vehicles such as trucks,

tractors, trailers, and the like has a spring and an air bag at-

tached to an axle of the vehicle and arranged outside a frame

thereof for permitting the axle to be selectively moved toward

the frame a distance sufficient to lift a wheel on the axle out of

contact with a surface supporting the vehicle The suspension

has a pair of adjustable, pivoully mounted torque arms posi-

tioned embracing the spring and arranged in parallel so as to

An improved safety apparatus for protecting an occupant of

a vehicle during the occurrence of an accident includes an ex-

pandable confinement having a collapsed condition and an ex-

panded condition for restraining an occupant of the vehicle

during an accident A unitary assembly for effecting expansion

of the confinement includes a percussion actuated explosive

valve which is impacted with an actuator in response to the oc-

currence of an accident to effect operation of the valve to an

open condition Opening the valve enables fluid to flow from a

source of fUiid to the confinement to efl^ect expansion of the

confinement The actuator can be either a mass which is im-

pacted against the valve in response to the occurrence of an

accident or a fixed member against which the valve is im-

pacted The flow of fluid from the source of fluid is at least

pariially stabilized by a flow regulator assembly to thereby

tend to eliminate "peak" or excessively high rales of expan-

sion of the confinement.

3.784,223

SAFETY APPARATUS

David P. Hass, Detroit, and John E. Kunz, Westtond, both of

Mich., assignors to Eaton Corporation. Cleveland, Ohio

FikdJunelO, 1971, Ser. No. 151,665

Int.CI.B60r27/05

U.S.CL 280-1 50 AB 19 Claims

A safety apparatus for a vehicle includes a plurality of ex-

pandable confinements for protecting an occupant of the vehi-
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cle during an accident, an elongate diffuser member, an elon-

gate fluid reservior disposed concentrically with the longitu-

dinal axis of the elongate diffuser member, and a valve for ef-

fecting fluid flow from the reservoir. The valve is mounted at

one end of the reservior and engages with one end portion of

the diffuser member so as to positively locate the diffuser

member relative to the reservior. Mounting means are pro-

vided for supporting the ends of the diffuser member adjacent

the side walls of the vehicle, and providing for relative move-

ment of the diffuser member and the vehicle in the event an

occupant impacts with the diffuser member so as to absorb

and dissipate the kinetic energy of the occupant The diffuser

when engaged with the knees of a seated vehicle occupant. An

upper inflatable cushion includes a plurality ofside-by-side in-

terconnected fluid passageways looped to the lower cushion

and having their ends opening to the lower cushion so as to be

inflated by pressure fluid received therefrom. The upper

cushion is provided with end walls having openings to the in-

terior thereof These openings are each provided with sleeve

type valves permitting the induction of ambient atmosphere

into the upper cushion when the fluid passageways of the

upper cushion are inflated. The end walls also include

V i'^^

/'

member includes a first group of openings for directing fluid

to a first one of the plurality of confinements and a second

group of openings for directing fluid to a second one of the

plurality of confinements. The first and second groups of

openings each have an effective area and a location on the

elongate diffuser member to control the fluid flow from the

reservior so as to effect expansion of their associated confine-

ments in a predetermined manner.

openings covered by porous material to permit the expuKion

of the ambient atmosphere from within the upper cusjnion

upon engagement with the torso of the seated occupant.^Jlie

upper cushion is normally folded adjacent the lower cusin

When the lower cushion is inflated, it initially functions as a

deployment cushipn as it moves the upper cushion outwardly

from the instrument panel. The lower cushion then inflates the

fluid passageways of the upper cushion as the upper cushion is

inflated to induct ambitnt atmosphere into the upper cushion

and complete the inflation thereof

3,784,224

PASSENGER SAFETY DEVICE 3,784,226

Donald H. Peeler, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Irvin Industries DEVICE FOR REDUCTION OF SOILING OF MOTOR
Inc., Greenwich, Conn. VEHICLES

Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 205,914 ^.^^ Wllfert, Gerlingen-Waldstadt, and Hans Gotz, Sindelfin-

Int. CI. B60r2//02 g^^^ ij^ti, ^f Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz i^^ktlcn-

U.S. CI. 280— 1 50 B 8 Claims geselbchaft, Stuttgart-Unterturkheim, Germany

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,185

Claims priority, applicatioa Germany, Sept. 24, 1971,

P 21 47 750.9

Int. CL B62b 9116

U.S. CI. 280- 157 12 Claims

A safety seat and safety cushion which are preferably used

in combination with each other and with a safety belt as a pas-

senger safety device for protection of a child during vehicular

travel.

3,784,225

OCCUPANT RESTRAINT SYSTEM
Lawrence L. Fleck, Warren, and Robert Hlckling, Royal Oak,

both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,151

Int.CI.B60r27/0S

U.S. CL 280- 1 50 AB 3 Ctalms

An occupant restraint system for an automotive vehicle in-

cludes a cylindrical lower inflatable cushion mounted on the

instrument panel of the vehicle and communicating with an in-

flator. The inflated lower cushion functions as a knee cushion

A wheel casing for reducing the self soiling and the external

soiling of motor vehicles so secured that it is able to follow the

spring movements and possibly also any steering movements;

on the inside of the casing, on each side thereof, is provided a

water-collecting groove extending at an inclination from the

front downward toward the rear and an apron consisting of

elastic, coarse-porous material is arranged at the rear end of

the casing, which extends down to a position very close to the

road surface.

3,784,227

RETRACTABLE STEP FOR PASSENGER VEHICLES
Gail E. Rogge, 2385 1 Lyon St., San Jacinto, Calif.

Filed June 1 9, 197 2 , Ser. No. 263,927

Int. CI. B60r i/02

U.S. CI. 280— 166 6 Claims

A retractable step for a pickup truck or other vehicle which

includes a tread member secured at one end to a bracket
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which attaches to and extends downwardly from the bottom of

the door The tread member extends inwardly beneath the car

and IS slidably supported by a U-shaped bracket mounted to

and beneath the frame of the truck Opening the door slides

and down about a horizontal transverse axis relative to the

draft implement The hinge connection further includes struc-

tural features whereby mcreasing downward forces are ap-

the tread member outwardly from beneath the truck, the tread

member bemg supported, when the door is open, between the

bracket attached to the door and the bracket attached to the

frame to form a step.

^-

-Z>

y Ea

L^

plied to the front end of the tongue m response to mcreasing

forward pulling forces on the draft implement by the towing

tongue

3.784.228

REGULATING APPARATl S FOR A FLl ID

CONTROLLED CAR SUSPENSION
Hans-Jurgen Hoffmann. Schalksmuhle-Heedfeld. and Fried-

helm Fisther. Villigst, both of Germany, assignors to Hoesch

Aktiengeselkchaft, Dortmund, Germany
Filed July 17. 1972. Ser. No. 272,657

Chims priority, application Germany, Oct. 22, 1971,

2152601
Int. CI. B60g / 7/00

U.S.CL 280-6 H 12 Claims

r

3.784.230

UTILITY TRAILKR
Ashton L. WorraU. Jr., 325 Edison-Furlong Rd.. Doylestown,

Pa.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,1 18

lnt.CLB60dy/04

U.S.CL 280-491 6 Claims

8^

—

i

'

36

30

A lightweight serviceable utility trailer which can double as

a wheelbarrow The trailer includes a trailer body with a sup-

port frame therefor A pair of support arms are provided for

pivotal connection to the trailer to convert it to a wheelbarrow

type of vehicle A trunnion means pivotally connects the

trailer frame to a snubber and wheel assembly for supptirt pur-

poses. Clamp members are provided on the frame to secure

the trailer to a vehicle.

A regulating apparatus for a motor car suspension has

resilient shock absorbing supporting legs, each including a

cylinder and a piston forming a working chamber in the

cylinder connected by conduits with a pump started by a door

switch of the car otherwise used for illuminating the interior of

the car The fluid pumped into the working chamber compen-

sates an increased load, and a decreased load causes discharge

of fluid from the working chamber, for maintaining the

suspension at a normal level. Instead of a pump, an other pres-

sure fluid source can be used which is connected by an elec-

tromagnetic valve with the working chamber when the door

switch, or other control switch, is operated The control

switch can also be operated by the trunk lid. or be a manual

switch operated by the driver.

3,784,231

TOW HITCH
Donald <;. Know les. 7471 N. Meadowpark Dr.. Bedford. Ohio

Filed June 2 1 . 1 972, Ser. No. 264,726

Int.CLB60d 1114

U.S. CL 280-502 9 Claims

3,784,229

TORQUE HINGE FOR DRAFT MEMBER
Edwin A. Seifert, Jr., Route I , Belgrade, Mont.

Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,129

Int. CLB60d/ /06

U.S. CI. 280—446 R 5 Claims

A hinge connection between a draft implement and its tow-

ing tongue allowing the forward end of the tongue to swing up

A tow hitch adapted to be releasably clamped to a vehicle

bumper to effect a tow connection between two vehicles. The
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hitch includes a tow connection member, ball or socket, and

at least one clamping mechanism for clamping the connection

member to the bumper. Each clamping mechanism includes a

pair of bumper clips adapted to be connected to spaced apart

bumper edges. A cable interconnecting the clips is placed in

tension by forces applied intermediate the length of the cable

to force the frame of the tow hitch against the bumper.

3,784,232

APPARATUS FOR SECURING ARTICLES
Alan D. Greene, 19 Shirlawn Dr., Short Hills, NJ.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,754

lnt.Cl.B42dJ//0.J//«

U.S.CL 281-20 2 Claims

3,784,234

HYDRAULIC CONNECTOR ACTUATING APPARATUS
Harvey O. Mohr, Houston, Tex., assignor to Hydrotech Inter-

national, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,982

Int. CLF 161 35/00

U.S.CL285— 18 4 Claims

> t

K IS " "
iO it ii

. ^,

A caiiier for checksheets, such as a checkbook binder, hav-

ing a latch-cngaging. dowel-like element extending pro-

jectingly from one of the carrier covers and in penetration of

the other cover, is slidably received in a portable container.

The container comprises a box having only one open end.

through which the carrier is inserted thereinto, and the con-

tainer has a locking mechanism fixed to the inner surface

thereof, opposite the open end. which is operative for engag-

ing the dowel-like element to secure the carrier within the

container.

3,784,233

CABLE-TERMINATION ADAPTER
Wolfgang Herman Gustav Hilbert, Holzkirchen, Germany, as-

signor to Bunker Ramo Corporation, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,628

Int. CLFl 61 25/00

U.S.CL 285-12 2 Claims

A hydraulically actuatable connector having a housing

adapted for positioning about a tubular member, means car-

ried by the housing for gripping the tubular member, and a

plurality of longitudinally aligned cylinders circum-

ferentially spaced about within the housing is provided with a

plurality of coaxially aligned pistons slidably positioned in

each cylinder arranged to actuate the gripping means in

response to a hydraulic pressure. Means are included for

selectively applying a hydraulic pressure to selected ends of

the pistons in each cylinder after they have actuated the

gripping means into gripping engagement with the tubular

member. The method includes selectively applying hydraulic

fluid and hardenable hydraulic fluid to the pistons to clamp
and lock the connector to the tubular member.

3,784,235

TUBULAR ADHESIVlJJOINT WITH SNAP LOCK
Hyman Kessler, Silver Spring, and Harvey L. Peritt, Behsville,

both of Md., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 8, 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 87,673

Int. CLF16I 73/70, 47/02

U.S.CL 285-21 . 7 Claims

« 15 "3 14
12 7 19

A straight-line backshell assembly providing strain relief

and shield grounding for an electrical cable connector is

separable between the tubular housing section which carries

the cable gripping means and the rotatable-ring coupling sec-

tion which is adapted to screw on the rear of the connector.

For an angular backshell. an elbow section of the desired

angle and an identical rotatable-ring coupling section are

added to the straight-line backshell assembly.

A pipe coupling including male and female attachment

members connected to a pair of tubular sections which are to

be coupled. The female attachment member includes a cir-

cumferential groove formed interiorly therein while the male

attachment member includes a reduced diameter portion

whose outer diameter is smaller than the inner diameter of the

female attachment member and which has an outwardly ex-

tending lip formed at the edge thereof which will interfere

with the female attachment membefr on assemk^ly. Adhesive is

deposited on the outer surface of the reduce4 diameter por-

tion and on the inner surface of the feftiale member and upon

assembly, the male member is inseYted> intp the female

member until the lip snaps into the groove y-hejeupon both a

mechanical and adhesive connection is attainetT
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3.784.236

FITTING FOR FLEXIBLE CONDUITS

Fred H. SkKum, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Robroy Indus-

tries, Verona. Pa.

Filed Oct. 5, 197 1 . Ser. No. 186.683

lnt.CI. FI6n//;2

L.S. CI. 285-45 6 Claims

3.784.238

INTERMEDIATE DRILL STEM
Glenn G. Chance; Sam T. Cre>*s. both of Houston, and Clenis

E. Wilson. Spring, all of Tex., assignors to Smith Interna-

tional. Inc.. Midland. Pa.

Filed May 17, 1971. Ser. No. 143,953

lnt.CI.F16l/.?/02

l).S. CL 285-286 25 Ctaims

An improved fitting, especially a compression couplmg. for

flexible conduits, such as flexible plastic hose and the like. A

coupling includes a coupling nut assembly and further in-

cludes a rigid, usually metallic, nipple having a fluid

passageway therethrough The nipple is adapted to slidably

receive and mount a flexible conduit thereon whereby the

conduit may pass into and be received by the coupling The

coupling nut assembly comprises male and female members

adapted to be engaged, as by threading, whereby an annular

gasket is urged into annular compressing contact with a con-

duit in the coupling. Integral sleeve means are provided ex-

tending from said coupling in operable contact with said con-

duit whereby crimping or breaking of the conduit near the end

of the nipple on which it is mounted is substantially

eliminated. Preferred sleeve means comprises a polymeric

coating, especially a polyvinylchloride coating, bonded to the

coupling nut assembly and terminating in a polymeric annular

sleeve extending from the coupling nut assembly and ter-

minating in a polymeric annular sleeve extending from the

coupling nut and adapted to receive a flexible conduit passing

into the coupling. In that fashion, crimping and breaking of

the flexible conduit in the coupling is substantially prevented

3,784,237

PRESSURE CONTAINER TUBE CONNECTION

Wilhetan Zlri»s, Hemmingen. Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart. Germany

Filed June 8. 1972. Ser. No. 260.785

Claims priority, application Germany, June 12, 1971, P 71

22 754.8
bit.CLF16l4//(70

U.S. CI. 285-208 3 Chims

Intermediate drill stem includes an alloy steel body of

smaller inner diameter than usual for drill pipe machined to

drill pipe outer diameter except having one or more integral

protectors of larger outer diameter at intervals along its length

and except further having integral transition portions of

somewhat larger than drill pipe outer diameter near its ends

and portions of elevator shoulders at the ends, the ends also

being built up externally and internally with weld metal to

match the wall thickness of extra long alloy steel connector

members rod welded to the ends of the body Typically the

body of the intermediate drill stem is made from a worn out

drill collar and if the ends of the collar are not too far gone the

original integral drill collar connectors can be used New

material may be used for the body and if anticipated loading is

not too great carbon steel could be used instead of alloy steel.

In any case, the integral protectors could be omitted

3,784,239

SEALED, FILAMENT-WOUND PLASTIC SLEEVE

J. Wame Carter, 2206 Weeks Park Ln., Wichita Falls, Tex.,

and Martin Duane Neher. 900 Aztec St.. Burkbumett. Tex.

FiledSept. 7. 1971.Ser.No. 178,239

Int. CLE 1 61 47/00

U.S.CL 285-293 4 Claims

A tube is connected with a pressure container by a flange

end portion located in the container pressing against the

holder ring which closes the gap in the opening of the con-

tainer around the tube An elastic annular body has a slot into

which a flat resilient annular hard disk is partly inserted so that

an annular disk portion is clamped between the flange end

portion and the holding ring, permitting easy assembly.

A sealing ring joint for non-ferrous pipe or tubing is formed

by fixing an external engaging sleeve to the end of a section of

pipe or tubing and by fixing a collar member to the end of

another section of pipe or tubing External engaging means on

the sleeve coact with internal engaging means in the collar to

fasten the sleeve to the collar, while mating tapered sections

on the sleeve and the collar coact to position, fasten and seal

the sleeve in the collar when the external engaging means is

engaged with the internal engaging surface of the collar. A
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sealing ring groove disposed on the tapered section within the

collar positions a sealing ring which coacts with the external

engaging sleeve and the sealing ring groove of the collar to ef-

fectively provide a pressure seal for the joint.

The collars are made by a filament winding process in which

die members, including at least one deformable die member,

are arranged into collar-forming sets which are assembled in

scries on a mandrel.

3,784,240

PANEL FASTENER
Irving L. Berkowitz, Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to Kason

Hardware Corporation, Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,791

Int. CI. E05c 5/00. /9//2

U.S.CI.292-III 8 Claims

arm carries, on an upper, relatively short arm portion thereof,

a large headed actuator pin which is received in an L-shaped

opening at the top of the actuator slide. When the pin is

located at one end of a substantially horizontal leg portion of

this opening, a downward shift of the slide is effective to move

the pin, hence swing the pawl arm, in an undogging way to free

the latch forks to spring to unlatching position. In a laterally

shifted position of the slide to bring the opposite end of its ver-

tical slot leg portion into line with the pawl arm's actuator pin,

the slide will free-wheel vertically relative to said pin so that

the slide is ineffective to shift the pawl out of dogging engage-

WVv^/-^'

This panel fastener comprises a casing having aligned bear-

ing openings journalling oppositely extending aligned hubs of

a circular cam. The hubs are eccentrically located relative to

the axis of the cam. A polygonal central hole through said

hubs and cam serve to receive a wrench to turn the cam. The
cam has oppositely extending wings substantially diametrically

opposed to said hubs. Said wings and cam have cut away

means to cradle a curved friction spring clip. On the cam is a

panel latch hook having a hole to rotatably receive the cam.

About 270° of the hole in the hook, contacts the cam with a

rotary fit. The remaining 90° of the hole is cornered with a

curved comer edge of reduced radius to facilitate the unflexed

spring clip to pass into the cornered portion of the hole in the

hook, so that as the cam is thereafter rotated relative to the

hook, the spring clip is flexed to frictionally press against the

inner edge of the hole in the hook, to prevent looseness

between the cam and hook.

ment between the shoulders of the latching forks. The latter

are subject to spring bias only in latching and unlatching, hav-

ing no gear or equivalent interconnection. Vertical shifting of

the slide, whether in an unlocked condition or a locked disa-

bled or free-wheeling condition, is through the agency of an

outside manually operated bell crank or lever, which has a lost

motion pin and slot connection to the lower end of the actua-

tor slide. An over-center spring-operated locking lever has an

offset tab portion engageable in an elongated slot in said slide

to automatically swing the latter between its locked and un-

locked conditions.

3,784,242

DOOR LOCK ACTUATOR
Kim Hill, Rochester, Mich., assignor to General Motors Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sept. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 286,255

Int. CLE05C 75/70

U.S. CL 292-336.3 4CUims
3,784,241

AUTOMOBILE LOCKING LATCH
Joseph Pickles, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to Ferro Manu-

facturing Company, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,830

Int. CI. E05c 7 i/00

U.S. CI. 292—216 15 Claims

A pair of forked keeper-engaging latch members on a door

edge are pivoted on parallel axes to swing toward and away

from one another, respectively into and out of latching rela-

tionship to a door post-mounted keeper pin, being strongly

spring-biased toward a keeper disengaging position. They are

held in keeper-engaging and latching position, in which they

are well overlapped in relation to one another all about the

keeper pin, by a plate-like dogging pawl on a pivoted and

spring biased, bell crank-shaped pawl arm. This pawl

releasably engages between dogging shoulders on the respec-

tive fork members, the latter being substantially completely

enclosed within an external housing formation on a door edge

surface of a mounting plate, but entirely external of that plate.

The pawl is undogged in opposition to its spring bias by a verti-

cally shiftable actuator slide when the latch is in an unlocked,

non-free wheeling condition; and to this end the pawl crank

This disclosure relates to an actuator for a locking

mechanism for an automobile door. The actuator comprises a

support member which is pivotally supported within the door

and a one-piece, flexible actuator rod. The actuator rod has a

first portion that extends outwardly of the door and which is

axially shiftable by manual manipulation between door lock

and door unlock positions. The actuator rod has a second per-
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7HS

„on that extends w.thin the door and which is axiaHy

unaligned w.th the first portion The second portion is adapted

,o be operably connected with the locking '"«»'^"'7. "^ .^/^

feet locking and unlocking thereof in response to axial shifting

of the second portion The actuator rod also has a transverse

portion between the first and second
P«^»'«"'^J»"^^J^.^^;

ported for axial movement by the supp<nt member The trans-

verse portion pivots the support member and slides axial^

therein and the actuator rod deflects between the transverse

portion and the firs, portion and between «»!%transverse

^^
Mon and the second portion in response to shifting of the firs

portion between its door locked and door unlocked positions

for axially shifting the second portion to effect locking and un-

locking of the locking mechanism

portion of the slidable frame so as to keep the slidable frame

under the chassis of the car against the spring, but are disen-

•
* " «

*

3.784,243

DOOR STABILIZER

John V. Pastva. Jr.. P.m,. Heights, Ohio, assignor to The

Eastern Company . Cleveland. Ohio

- Filed Mar. 28. 1972, S«r. No. 238,849

int. CI. EOSc / 9/00. E06b 3IJ4

L.S. CI. 292-300
»^^»-""'

gageablc with the slidable frame by the rockmg movement of

fhe poles, whereby the slidable frame being projected forward

of the bumper by the force of the spring

n
^¥^.^

r^Tr^

3,784,245 '

SHOVEL
Josef koller. 8069 All am Ai|;en. Iber Pfaffenhofen/Ilm.

(;erman> ^_, ,.^
Filed Jan. 12. 1972. Ser. No. 2 17,3 1

9

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 14. 1971. C 71

01 221.0 ^, ,

UI.CL AOIbi /02 I

l).S. CI. 294-54
^^'•™'

A device for restraining movement of a pivoted or hinged

closure member in closed position relative to a second

member at the distal edge thereof, such as an adjacent second

door and/or a door frame The restraining device is especially

useful on double doors of truck trailers and cargo containers

and complements the usual door latches in preventing fraine

racking and openmg of the door in response to an internally

applied force ?ue. for example, to a load shift The device

comprises two interengageable members, one fixed y con^

nected to a hmged closure member adjacent to the distal edge

thereof and the other on an adjacent second member Open-

ing of the closure member is prevented by the device when

both the hinged closure member and the second member^

such as the second door, are moved or when forces strain the

hinged closure member to cause the interengaged ntembers o

bind Movement in the plane of the door (so-called

•rackmg •

is inhibited through a rigidifymg effect from the in

terengagement of the members of the restraining device.

A generally rectangular fiap is pivotally connected to the

blade of a shovel near its front terminal edge, with the longitu-

dmal edge of the Oap opposite the pivot being slightly up^

turned As the shovel is thrust forward through a media, such

as snow, the flap is pivoted flush upon the shovel »>«ade and

when the shovel is pulled rearwardly the media on the blade

raises the flap to a raised locked position at right angles to the

blade to entrain the media on the blade for removal, particu-

larly from beneath an object. •
i

3,784,246

BOTTLE CARRIER
Mindaugas Julius Klygis, Evergreen Park, III.. as.slgnor to Il-

linois Tool V\ orks Inc.. Chicago. III.

Filed May 1. 1972. Ser. No. 249.062
j

iBl.CLB65d7//00

II.S. CI. 294-87.2 9 Claims

3 784 244

PEDESTRIAN PROTECTING FENDER

Tadashi Emi. No. 4-33-109. Sengoku-higashi-machi. Osaka,

Japan
Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284.753

Claims priority, application Japan. Feb. 28, 1972,47/21834

lnl.CLB60r/9/0«.2//y4.B6lf /9//0

U.S.CL 293-25 12 Claims

A pedestrian life saving apparatus for a motorcar The ap-

paratus includes a mountmg frame secured to the underside of

a chassis and bumper of a motorcar for mounting a

mechanism of the apparatus, a panel attached to the front por-

tion of a bumper of the car through a cushioning means, a pair

of poles having pins at the lower ends thereof and perpendicu-

lar to said panel, said poles penetrating through said panel at

both ends thereof, a soft net stretched between the upper por-

tion of said poles, a slidable frame with a life net stretched

thereon and slidable on said mounting frame, a spring

mounted between said mounting frame and said slidable

frame The poles are pivoted at the middle portion thereof on

the panel. The pins of the poles are engaged with the front

»4 IrrT ^—Tisr-"<~'-T'

«

L. , .mTn-

A carrier for a plurality for bottles arranged in a row. The

carrier is made from a resilient deformable plastic sheet

material which folds and mechanically locks into a prism-like

shape in which the end faces are triangles Aligned apertures
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through the base and apex of the carrier provide an inter-

locking relationship of the carrier with the bottles such that

the side walls of the carrier are bowed outwardly to project the

marginal edges of the apertures in the apex of the carrier

firmly against the underside of the cap portion enlargements

of the bottles with the marginal edges of the apertures in the

base of the carrier being firmly circumferentially urged

downwardly against the enlarging neck portions of the bottles.

The bottle gripping apertures in the apex of the carrier are

defined by partially lapped larger apertures in lapped sections

of the carrier Simple tabs permit the carrier to be unlocked

and the larger apertures in lapped sections of the carrier may
then be axially aligned to permit the carrier to be easily lifted

from the bottles The carrier may be reused by mechanically

interlocking the tabs in the tab receiving apertures and pro-

jecting the carrier downwardly over the bottles until the apex

apertures snap below the enlarged cap portions of the bottles.

shelter for living within when arriving at a shelter site and per-

mitting transport of a powered water-borne craft or motor

vehicle on a load carrying trailer to and from the scene of

recreatiojial activity without having to disturb the shelter

trailer.

3,784,247

FOOT REST FOR TRUCKS
Billy R. Mills, 250 East St., Wasco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 194,932

int. CI. B60n 3/06

U.S.CL 296-75 1 Claim

A driver's footrest for attachment to the interior of a vehicle

including a base member having a vertical portion adapted to

be affixed to a vehicle interior wall and an integral horizontal

extending portion, an elongated step member pivotally affixed

to the base member horizontal portion and pivotal between a

horizontal position adaptable to receive the placement of the

driver's foot thereon, for resting the driver, and pivotal in a

vertical position wherein the foot rest is removed from inter-

ference w ith the driver.

3,784,248

COMBINATION MOBILE SHELTER AND SEPARABLE
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT CARRYING TRAILER

Richard L. Neuman, Houston, Tex., assignor to The Laitram

Corporation, New Orleans, La., a part interest

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,233

int. CL B60p 3/32

U.S. CI. 296-23 B 5 Claims

The present disclosure is directed to a load carrying trailer

which is removably coupled to and transported within a

shelter trailer wherein both are attached to a vehicle and

pulled by a central draft beam on the first trailer, or if desired,

trailered separable by means of secondary hitch; and because

of their compactability, lend themselves to providing a mobile

3,784,249

CHAIR WITH FOLDABLE TABLET ARM
Philip J. Hendrickson, and Richard J. Resch, both of Green

Bay, Wis., assignors to Knieger Metal Products, Inc., Green

Bay, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 886,174, Dec. 18, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,946
^ Int.CLA47bi9/00

U.S. CI. 297—162 9 Cbims

A folding chair of the V type has an offset post fixed to its

rear leg for supporting the rear end of a tablet arm. The front

end of the tablet arm is collapsibly supported on a transversely

fulcrumed brace. A lock holding the front of the tablet arm

against collapse is released by slightlyjifting the tablet arm

and tilting it to an on-edge position, whereupon the front end

of the tablet arm may be lowered along its brace toward

storage position.

3,784,250

REVOLVABLE CANOPY HAVING TWO POINT
SUSPENSION

Archie W. Beeman, P.O. Box 245, Odessa, Tex.

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 175,920

Int. CI. A47c 29/00

U.S. CI. 297-184 4CUims

A revolvable canopy supported from a base by a two point

suspension arrangement. The canopy includes an umbrella

having a circumferentially extending edge portion which bears

against a base while a swingable arm is attached to the central

axis thereof. The swingable arm is journaled to a vertical sup-

port post with the lower end of the post being received by the

base so as to form the second suspension point. Jhe swingable

arm can be swung 360° about the post while the umbrella

peripheral edge portion rolls about in a manner to describe a

circle upon the base.

918 O.G.—26
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I. mat 251
J,7cr*,Z3J

Ertc Si.,kl P„»^"H."?f.J^,''" hV-S. P,r.»n.M.li«. H.n, K.ri K,*lcr, B>^^^tZ'^'1^>.«>. B,n.. ho.h .1

Mfr. b^'hTs."a..!.^;.n..^ U. Exp. N.rd AB. H.rt.,. S..U.,Und.^,^ » C«,p.,»i. I.du«»i..k R.d»,..c.

,. . triqu«, Benie.SwiUerUind

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, S«r. No. 223.264 Filed M.r. 7. 1972. &er. No. 232.539

CUilmspriority.appHc.tlonSweden,Feb.4. 1971. 1376/71 CUlms priority. appbcatKH. Sw.UerUnd. Mar. 8, 1971.

Int.CI.A47cy//24 3380/71 ^. *^, ,,,n7/*/.
II«;ri297 248 * 6Clalin5 int. CI. A47c ///O. 7/.?6

U.S. CI. 297-248
U.S. Ct 297-410 4 Ctaims

A furniture assembly comprises a piece of sitting furniture

and at least one furniture part releasably coupled with said

piece of furniture, said furniture part and said piece of furni-

ture each having on confronting sides one coupling flange

which is substantially L-shaped in cross section, said flanges

extending in parallel and in coupling engagement along at

least parts of their lengths and having within said parts of their

lengths length portions directed at an angle to the horizontal

plane.

3,784,252

SEAT BACK ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM FOR BABY
PRODLCTS

Arnold E. Peterson. Glendak. Calif., assignor to Peterson Baby

Products Co., North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212.212

lnt.CI.B60ny/02

U.S. CL 297-364 * Claims

This invention relates to a neck support for car scats having

a support roll in form of a support cushion, a lever and a fixing

device, said lever being connected by stop devices as well to

the cushion as to the fixing device, which is fixed in such a

manner to the back rest of the car seat, that it can be brought

and secured in several positions relatively to the back rest, in

which said stop devices w hich connect the cushion to the lever

are at least almost identical to those which connect said lever

to the fixing device.

r^^:«'^ "Oitxk -V"^*^
»-'3e:A,

«

3,784,254

PRE-STAMPED SEATING DEVICE

Giuseppe Longato. Via Makalle 19. Padova. luly

Filed May 15. 1972. Ser. No. 253.123

Cbims priority, application luly. Sept. 15. 1971.7089 B/71

Int. CI. A47bJ/06

II.S. CI. 297—445 2 Claims

/^t

An improved seat back adjustment mechanism for baby

products such as strollers and the like having a positive en-

gagement and being easily operable even with the baby in the

stroller The mechanism is in part comprised of a sector plate

mounted to the frame of the stroller at each side of the lower

portion of the back of the seat, with each sector plate having a

first hole therein receiving a pin coupled to the back of the

seat to provide pivotal support for the back, and a plurality of

additional holes distributed in an arc about the pivot hole A

lever member is pivoully attached to the lower portion of the

seat back, with engaging members pivotally attached thereto

and projecting outward through members attached to the seat

back so as to be engageable with any of the holes in the sector

members A coil spring is connected to the lever member to

encourage the lever member to a position whereby the engag-

ing members are in an extended position, with an actuating

member atuched to one of the engaging members to provide a

convenient means of actuating the mechanism for adjustment

of the position of the back

A chair made of prestamped synthetic plastic material, hav-

ing underneath the seat a plurality of sleeves with frusto-coni-

cal scored or knurled regions, which accept thereon mating

threaded regions provided in the upper extremities of the

chairs legs The basis of the scored or knurled region in the

legs forms an annular ledge for perfect assembly due to the

smaller diameter of the scored or knurled region in the leg
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3,784.255

AIR-BAG ELEVATED DUMP VEHICLE
Edmund G. Smock, 1502 August St., Zanesville, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 148.783, June 1, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,7 11,157. This application Sept. 11, 1972. Ser. No.

287,764

Int.CI. B60p//76

3.784,257

STEERING SYSTEM FOR A TUNNEL BORING MACHINE
Ernst Abraham Lauber, and Josef Birrer. both of Thun, Swit-

zerland, assignors to Atlas Copco Aktiebolag, Nacka. Sweden

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226^14
Int.CI.EOlgi/04

U.S. CI. 299—3

1

8 Claims

U.S, CI. 298-8 T 8 Claims

SJ SI S2 le 72 m 76 *7

A dump vehicle comprising a dump body pivotally mounted

on the vehicle chassis frame for movement between a horizon-

tal normal position and an inclined dumping position using an

air bag or air bellows assembly as a means of power to raise

and lower the dump body. The dump body is so pivoted and

the air bellows is so disposed between the body and the chassis

frame that maximum lift is obtained with a minimum stroke of

the air-bag assembly. The air-bag assembly consists of two or

more air bags stacked in end-to-end relationship to obtain

maximum lift A stabilizer plate is disposed between the ad-

jacent ends of the two bags and is hinged at the pivot point of

the dump body so as to prevent undue lateral displacement of

the bag assembly as the bags are expanded into an arcuate

body with its axis concentric with the hinged or dump axis.

3.784.256

DUST CONTROL IN LONGWALL MINING
John E. Katlic, Madison. NJ., assignor to Allied Chemical Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 258,563

Int. CLE21C 35/22

U.S. CL 299- 12 25 Claims

. , iWooF Supports
i^\l iCMOCHS)

OiRCCTiON OF
MINING PATH or
0<>CII*TtON OPiRATiON 0*

SNCARCn-LOAOCtt

SI Se 71 l» 7S 46 13 39 5 —J

A tunnel boring machine having a large rotary boring head

carried by a main frame which consists of a forward portion

and a rear portion, the two portions being hinged together so

as to provide for the lateral steering. Power actuated clutches

are provided for locking the hinge connection. A bar of the

rear frame portion extends rearwards and it is slidably guided

in an anchoring device so that the vertical steering can be ef-

fected by raising and lowering the slide in the anchoring

device. The machine is advanced, and steered laterally as well,

by means of two hydraulic jacks connected between the

anchoring device and the forward frame portion.

Method and apparatus for removing dust ladened air from

the vicinity of a moving mining machine engaged in longwall

mining, wherein a conduit maintained at reduced pressure is

parallel and fixedly positioned with respect to the path of

operation of the longwall mining machine, and the machine

activates ports in the section of the conduit adjacent to the

mining machine irrespective of the location of the machine

within its field of locomotion. The air is exhausted from the

conduit and directed to the fallen roof area of the mine.

3,784,258

GUIDE SYSTEM FOR MINE-PLANER BLADES
Gert Braun, and Ernst Braun. both of Essen-Heisingen, Ger-

many, assignors to Halbach & Braun. Wuppertal-Barmen,

Germany
Filed Feb. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 223,661

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 6, 1971, P 21 05

582.3
Int.CLE21c27/i4

U.S. CI. 299-34 14 Claims

* 7 *I X 3
/5

^^ .. '_
. . J

A mine excavator such as a coal planer comprising a flight-

type conveyor along the periphery of the conveyer trough or

rail of which planer blades are provided to remove coal from

the walls and floor of the excavation and direct the mass onto

the conveyer. The guiding system for the planer blades com-

prises articulated guide segments mounted along the rails at

the sides of the conveyer trough, limitedly movable in the ver-

tical plane and grouped to include a pair of end segments

separated by a central segment whose length is twice that of

the end segments. The segments are hinged for relative angu-

lar movement about horizontal axes close to the floor-engag-

ing (stress or impact) side of the assen»bly while successive

pairs of central segments are interconnected by high-force

constant flexing rods traversing the intervening end segments

of two successive sets. The segments are held in a channel of

the conveyer pan with limited freedom of up and down move-

ment and are enabled to cant in a plane parallel to the rails.
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3.784,259

CUTTING CHAIN LINK FORMED AS INTEGRAL
ELEMENT

F«y E. Munger. t'pp«r ArUngton; Warren E. Fife, and Alfred

P. Paolini, both of Columbus, all of Ohio, assignors to Jeffrey

Gallon Inc., Columbus, Ohio

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, S«r. No. 243,194

Int.CLE2lc25/i4

U.S. CI. 299-84 7 Claims

control system operated by mechanical elements of the

transfer system is employed to control the application of pres

II 112

A cutting chain for mining apparatus which includes chain

links with integral protruding bosses Some of the bosses are

laterally centered on the chain link bodies, and some of the

bosses are laterally offset on the chain link bodies. Each boss

terminates in a face that is obliquely disposed with respect to

the direction of advance of the cutting chain Each cutting

chain link has a cutter bit receiving bore which extends from

the oblique face into the chain link body

3,784,260

WHEEL RIM
Kumakichi Araya, No. 2, Daishoji Seki-machi. Kaga, Japan

Filed Nov. 12, 1971,S«r.No. 198,122

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 2, 1971, 46/21796;

Feb. 2, 1971,46/21795
IntCLB60b2///0

U.S.CL 301-97 3 Claims

sure or vacuum to article handling elements of the system at

appropriate pomLs in the cycle to enable the elements to grip,

release or convey the article being handled

3,784,262

DEVICE FOR INTERCONNECTING TRACK SHOES OF A
CRAWLER

Hiroyuki Kaizaki, and Takeshi Kato, both of Hirakata, Japan,

assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed June 17, 1971,Ser.No. 154,010

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 15, 1971, 46/7408

(utility model)
Int. CL B62d 25100

U.S.CL30S-11 1 Claim
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radial direction necessary for the squeeze film action, a linking

member has one end pivotally connected to the housing and

spaced-apart. generally parallel, elongated members One of

the members has a plurality of holes therein and the other

member has a plurality of upwardly-open slots laterally

aligned respectively with the holes Finally, the case includes a

plurality of article carriers each having two oppositely

directed trunnions respectively loosely disposed in a hole and

in an aligned slot, each artick carrier having a handle protrud-

ing through an uncovered portion of the housing to enable

pivoting of the carrier to view the articles thereon without

gaining access to the interior of the housing.

the other pivotally connected to the annular support member

near its outer edge A thrust bearing between the housing and

annular support member bears axial loads.

3,784,270

MANICURE TABLE

Mary Eddy DeLapp. 5328 Chateau Dr., El Paso, Ten.

Fikd Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,142

lnl.CI.A47b77/0«

II.S. CI. 312-236 1 Claim

3,784,268

BEARING SEAL

Peter A. De Gloia. Sandusky , and Charles B. Sutton, Port CUn-

ton, both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317373

lnt.CLF16cJi/75

U,S. CI. 308- 187.2 4 Claims

^i
^z-^-^^^^^^\

J^
A needle roller package bearing disposed on the end of a

shaft has a combined nylon separator-seal The seal element in

connected to the separator element by a thin annular web and

is provided with flyweights to enhance sealing efficiency dur

ing operation of the bearing.

A table for use by a manicurist, and including a top member

that IS inclined upwardly from the customers side The top

member has recessed cups therein for manicuring lotion, and

such are heated by heating elements concealed beneath the

top The table has a tray, a drawer and a pair of cabinets on

the rear or manicurists side thereof, for the instruments and

materials of the manicurist.

• • 3,784,269

DISPLAY CASE
MarshaD S. Frenkel, Des Plaines. 111., assignor to Pan-Amer-

ican Records (Casa Pan Americana) Inc.. Chicago, lU.

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,552

Int. CI. A47f 3108, A47b 81100

L.S.CI.312-136
3CUims

3,784,271

KITCHEN CABINETS

Chaim Samuel Schreiber, c/o Schreiber Furniture Limited,

Harlow. England

Filed Aug. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 284.1 17

Claims priority, application Great Britain. June 22, 1972,

29,376/72
Int. CL A47f .V05

IJ.S. CI. 312-257 R 6 Claims

The back frame of a knock-down kitchen cabinet is pro-

•

A display case having a housing and a transparent lid which v.ded with a ^0^-1 abu^^^^^^^^^^

::::Z:::^^^^^
can be locked in a closed position to preclude access to the edge of the top or

^''^J'"^/";!^^'^;";^^ f^^^^ f.^^e. In a

housing interior Mounted m the housing is a pair of laterally on the upper edges of the side panels and tront tram
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preferred form the abutment surface is the upper surface of a

groove dimensioned to receive an edge of the top surface, the

groove extending longitudinally of an upper, horizontal cross

member of the back frame.

3,784,272

KITCHEN CABINETS
Chaim Samuel Schreiber, c/o Schreiber Furniture Limited,

Harlow, England

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,133

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, June 22, 1972,

29,377/72
Int. CI. A47f 5108

L.S.CL 312-245 1 Claim

35a

W.

3,784,274

DRAWER AND SUPPORT SYSTEM
Frank Holmes, Buena Park; William A. Moore, West Los An-

geles, and George Read, Glendora, all of Calif., assignors to

Ajax Hardware Manufacturing Corp., City of Industry,

CaUf.

Filed Oct. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 193,661

Int. CI. A47b 88100

U.S. CL 312—330 42 Claims

360-,
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as large as substantially 180° The apparatus is particularly

suitable for taking holograms of aerodynamic phenomena

such, for e^tample. as a wake of a bullet or the perturbations

created in a wind tunnel by a model plane. One form of the

hclocamera includes a lens for generating a virtual point

source for a reference beam while the scene beam is projected

3,784,278

NIGHT VISION DEVICE WITH VIEWING ACCESSORIES
Alan Litman, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to General Ordnance

Equipment Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,972

lnt.Ci.G02b2J//6

U.S.CI.350-10 I Claim

radially through the phenomenon to be recorded. Another

embodiment makes use of a specially recorUed hologram to

diffract the reference beam onto a recording material so that

the reference beam has a virtual point source along the axis of

a wind tunnel or the like. This hologram serving as an optical

element may be recorded in situ.

3,784,277

CORRECTED OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR SHALLOW
CAMERA OR THE LIKE, COMPONENTS THEREOF

James G. Baker, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 680,621, Nov. 6, 1967. This application

Dec. IS, 1969, Ser. No. 889,788

int. CI. G02b ; 7100

L.S. CI. 350—6 4 Claims

This invention relates to a passive night vision device fitted

with interchangeable viewing accessories such as oculars and

cameras for still photography, television, or cinematography

3,784,279 I

ROADW AY MARKER
Peter Hedges ick. Windsor, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Reflex Corporation of Canada Limited, Ontario, Canada
Filed May 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 248,875The portion of the term of

this patent subsequent to Dec. 14, 1988, has been disclaimed.

Int.CLG02b.';/y-?

U.S. CL 350- 103 30 Claims

A corrected optical system is provided for a shallow camera

that is characterized by an extremely short dimension between

the forward position of the first refracting surface and the

rearward position of the final image surface. In the compact

hand-held camera illustrated herein as an example, the optical

system is panoramic in operation, comprising (at one end of

the camera) a pivotal scanning mirror and (at the other end of

the camera) a slit, past which the photosensitive film is moved

at a linear rate, with which the scanning mirror rate is

synchronized in Order to synthesize a complete image from a

continuous sequence of increments.

A roadway marker comprising a metal housing having a

base and a plurality of walls projecting from the base including

a reflector supporting wall extending from the plane of the

base at an angle less than fifteen degrees. An opening is

formed in the reflector supporting wall, and a reflective insert

of light transmitting synthetic resin is mounted in the housing

with an outer surface extending across the opening and an

inner surface formed with a plurality of cube corner reflex

reflector elements. In order to increase the optical efficiency

of the reflective insert, a sheet of flexible plastic material

covers the inner surface of the reflective insert to protect the

reflector elements from moisture and chemical attack and

eliminate the necessity to metalize the reflector elements. The

housing is filled with a mass of resin which contacts the plastic

sheet on the side thereof opposite the reflector elements, the

plastic sheet protecting the reflector elements from the resin

filler to isolate the reflector elements from the resin to in-

crease the optical efficiency.

3,784,280 I

LIGHT-DARK REFLECTIVE LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
John E. Bigelow, Clifton Park, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,466

Int.CLG02f ///6

U.S.CI.350-I50 5 Claims

Described are light-dark contrasting displays comprising a

liquid crystal cell including a nematic liquid crystal composi-
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tion with a positive dielectric anisotropy having mutually effective regions are interconnected by connecting regions of

parallel molecular alignment at opposing planar surfaces of larger inclination angles with respect to the bottom surface,

the cell, an optical polarizer positioned on one side of the cell

and an optically reflecting member on the other side of the

cell. Light-dark images are produced by controllably altering

the molecular alignment of the liquid crystal composition in

selected regions.

opaque or translucent films are applied to the connecting re-

gions.

3,784,281

FERRIMAGNETIC GARNET CORRECTED FOR
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE FARADAY
EFFECT AND METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME

Dieter Kuse, Niederrohrdorf, Switzerland, assignor to Brown

Boveri & Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 1 53,740, June 16, 1971, abandoned. This

appUcation Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,632

Int. CLG02f/ /22

U.S. CL 350—151 4 Claims

3,784,283

ZOOM LENS FOR SUPER-8 FILM

Trude Muszumanski, Vienna, and Helmut Gela, Maria-Enzer-

sdorf, both of Austria, assignors to Karl Vockenhubfer and

Raimund Hauser, Vienna, Austria

Filed Apr. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 133,818

Int.CLG02b/5//6
U.S. CL 350— 184 4 Claims

A ferrimagnetic garnet having the general composition Y^^

Gd^ FesO,2 in which x has a value between and 3 at which,

for a given wavelength, the temperature dependence of the

Faraday effect is corrected.

3,784,282

CORRECTING LENS USED TO FORM FLUORESCENT
SCREENS OF COLOUR TELEVISION RECEIVING TUBES

Eiichi Yamazaki, Ichihara; Koichi Maniyama, and Toshio

Ueda, both of Mobara, aU of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,639

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 5, 1971, 46/13665

lnt.CLG02bi/00

U.S. CI. 350- 1 75 R 5 Claims

In a correcting lens utilized to form the fluorescent screen

of a colour television receiving tube, the lens being of the type

wherein the effective surface of the lens through which the ef-

fective light beams pass is divided into a plurality of discon-

tinuous effective regions of relatively small inclination angles

with respect to the bottom surface of the lens and the adjacent

A main lens unit having a fixed focal length and consisting

of a positive lens member is preceded by an afocal forward

lens unit having a variable magnification and consisting of a

positive forward lens member, a negative intermediate lens

member which is axially movable to change the magnification,

and a positive rear lens member. The intermediate lens

member is arranged to direct divergent bundles of rays to said

rear lens member. The rear lens member is arranged to con-

vert said divergent bundles of rays into bundles of rays which

are substantially parallel to the optical axis of the lens and to

direct them to said main lens unit. The forward lens member is

axially movable to control the position of the image plane. The

lens is designed to meet the condition

where /«„ is the smallest focal length of the lens, /„ the focal

length of the intermediate lens member, and ly the image field

diagonal.
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• , .^. ,«. 1/3.5. with a diaphragm placed outs.de the lens the outer len-

Kogaku K.K.. Tokyo. Japan

Fikd July 22, 1971.S«r.No. 165.169

claims priority, application Japan. July 25. 1970, 45/64707

lnt.CI.G02b/5//S

t.S.CI.350-186
'^'•""

f2

M ** '6 5^ (8 l9 Up Jll M S <I2 'l3 ^4 f^

^ (tediQdii

rernsrsn'o ninzran^n's

I8fl9'50f5l'52l?3'54

A zoom lens comprising a magnification varymg system

consisting of three lens groups of convergmg. d.vergmg and

converging types, respectively, at least one of the three lens

groups being a focusing lens group, a relay lens disposed rear-

wardly of the magnification varying system and consisting of

two lens groups. A stop and a beam splitter are both disposed

between the two lens groups forming the relay lens, the third

of the three lens groups in the magnification varying system

being adapted to be individually advanced by a predetermined

amount for its respective magnification varying positions,

whereby an ultra-short shot can be accomplished.

moulding, polymerization or shaping Their surfaces can be

aspheric The lens power of the inner lenses is O when they are

spherical The choice of curves for the lenses allows a higher

degree of correction.

3.784.285

ZOOM LENS

Riiuo Watanabe, and Masatoshi Shimojima, both of Tokyo.

Japan, assignors to Ponder & Best. Inc.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed June 1. 1972. Ser. No. 258.816

lnt.CI.G02b7/;0. y5//«

U.S. a. 350-187 16 Claims

3,784.287

PLASTIC TRIPLET OBJECTIVE LENS SYSTEM

David S. Grey. Waltham. Mass.. assignor to Berkey Photo,

Inc.. Clifton, N J. ,..,,^
Filed Dec. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 314.724

lnt.CLG02b//04.9//6

IJ.S.CL 350-226 6 Claims

This disclosure relates to variable focal lens for a still

camera having from front to rear a focusing group, a zooining

group, a compensating group, and a fixed objective In a

zooming mode of operation, means are provided for moving

the second and third groups in a first predetermined relation

to vary the effective focal length of the lens system, while in a

close focusing mode of operation means are provided for mov-

ing the second and third groups in a second predetermmed

relation for close-up focusing.

3,784.286

WIDE-ANGLE OBJECTIVE LENS

Raymond Andre Dudragne. 152 Boulevard Haussmann. Paris,

France ,_^
Filed May 8, 1972. Ser. No. 251,359

Ctoims priority, application France. May 7, 1971, 71 16725

Int. CI. G02b 9134

U.S.CL 350-220 4 Claims

A wide-angle objective lens which provides good definition

over a field of more than 120" at an aperture greater than

A three element f/5.6 objective lens system is adapted for

use with still picture cameras All three elements of the system

are preferably constructed of plastic materials.

3,784.288

PERISCOPIC VIEWING SYSTEM

William W . Toy. 459 Henley Dr.. Bloomfield Hills. Mich.

Filed Jan. 5. 1972. Ser. No. 215,498

lnt.CLG02b5/0«

U.S. a. 350-302 . ^ , ^'^""J^K
A periscopic rear view optical system for vehicles in which

an image of a rearward objective is reflected downwardly from

a rooftop mirror through a prismatic device constructed as a

transparently faced housing filled with a liquid suitable for the

optical path to be within the critical angle at the desired

reflective (3ces for reflection of the image to the driver of the
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vehicle. A modification of the device includes adjustable moving-picture scene, a camera objective of the varifocal type

prism faces to accommodate different driver heights, with the

1

spatial dimension variations produced by the adjustment ef-

fecting a vertical movement of the device.

3,784,289

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HIDING AND VIEWING
HALFTONE IMAGES

Ralph C. Wicker, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to American Bank

Note Company. New York. N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 856.663. Sept. 10. 1969, Pat. No.

3,675,948. This application July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 167,058

Int. CLG02b 2 7/00

U.S.CL 350-321 5 Claims

A

13
\ jBlumng Diaphragm

i Focusing Diaphragm

is provided with an iris diaphragm whose leaves consist of

light-scattering translucent material.

3,784,291

ELECTROMAGNETIC SHUTTER RELEASING DEVICE
FOR A PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA

Noritsugu Hirata, Yokohama, and Tomoshi Takigawa, Tokyo.

both of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kabha, Tokyo.

Japan
Filed Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,609

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 23, 1970, 45/93807

Int. CL G03b 1 7/46

U.S.CL352-169 ^ , 14 Claims

A method of halftone printing is disclosed which permits an

image to be disguised or hidden in a printed field from detec-

tion by ordinary photography or the eye of a viewer and an ap-

paratus is presented which can be used to bring out or detect

the hidden image. The printed field comprises three halftone

components; an overall halftone at a given angle; a second

halftone at a different angle and containing a negative of the

image; and the image itself in halftone at a third angle and

coincident with the negative portion of the second halftone.

When each of the halftones is made up of dot figures of similar

size, period and tone, the field will give a uniform appearance

to the eye, obscuring the image and resisting photographic

analysis except by impractical magnification.

3 784 290

DEFOCUSING DEVICE FOR OPTICAL SYSTEMS
Joseph Strobcl, Roxheim, and Norbert Beisiegel, Traisen, both

of Germany, assignors to Jos. Schneider & Co., Optische

Werke, Bad Kreuznach. Germany

Filed May 24. 1972. Ser. No. 256.246

Claims priority, application Germany, May 26, 1971, P 21

26 131.4
Int.CLG03b2//i6

L.S. CL 3S2-91 5 Claims

To produce a totally blurred image in the dissolution of a

An electromagnetic shutter releasing device for a photo-

graphic camera utilizes, in combination with a permanent

magnet, an electromagnet controlled by a pulse-like electric

input to electromagnetically release a movable shutter blade

from its normal stop position to a position for exposing a film.

The polarity of the electric input to the electromagnet may be

reversed so as to cause an interaction between the electromag-

net and the permanent magnet and the resulting relative

movement of the two magnets 'is detected to start and stop a

shutter shaft drive motor. During a continuous shot, the drive

motor may be maintained operative with the aid of the per-

manent magnet alone and without any electric input applied

to the electromagnet.
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3,784,292

BATTERY TEST ARRANGEMENT IN A MOTION
PICTLRE CAMERA

Alfred W inkkr; Richard Pelte: Theodor Huber. all of Munich.

and Helmut Mavr. Taufkirchen, all of Germany, assignors to

Aefa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290.995

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. 21, 1971, P 21

47 073.5
int. CI. G03b / 7120

L.S. CI. 352-170 7 Claims

3.784,294

IMAGE DENSITY CONTROL
John B. Wells, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corporation,

Rochester. N.Y. .,„,.
Division of Ser. No. 863,506, Oct. 3, 1969, Pat. No. 3,645,874.

This application Oct. 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 86,537

Int. CI. G03g/.V22

U.S. CI. 355-3 15 Claims

A photoelectrophoretic imaging apparatus comprising two

additional electrodes for increasing tfte density and reducing

background level of an image reproduced at high speeds.

Connected m parallel with the electromotor driving the film

transport is a threshold circuit which causes an indicator lamp

to light when the voltage applied thereto is too low A single

switch connects both the threshold circuit and the electromo-

tor to the battery, causing the battery to be tested under actual

operation Contacts which are closed at the end of the film can

be interconnected with the threshold circuit to cause the lamp

to light at film end.

3,784,295

PRESSURE PLATE MEANS FOR PROJECTORS AND THE
LIKE

Takeshi Okano. NUhinomiya, Japan, assignor to Fuji Shashin

Film Kabushiki Kaisha, Kanagawa-ken. Japan

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 154,952

Claims priority , application Japan, July 1, 1970, 45/65794

Int.CLG03b//4«

U.S.CL 353-95 9 Claims

3 784 293

NON-REGl LAR FOUR BLADE SHLTTER

Eugene Li-Chun Yang, 710 W. Haven Dr., Ariington Heights.

lU.

Filed Jan. 4. 1973, Ser. No. 320.870

lnt.CI.G03b9/;0

> II • n^wtt\ww^\

U.S. CI. 352-208 2 Claims

A pair of pressure plate members for clamping a film in the

focal plane of a projector from both sides thereof are pivoted

to one ends of a pair of levers for opening and closing opera-

tion The two levers are operated by means of a solenoid in

such a manner that one of them reaches the focal plane before

the other one does.

A non-regular four-blade shutter for motion picture projec-

tor which provides a composite of a two-blade shutter which

gives maximum light and a three-blade shutter which provides

minimum flicker The present shutter transmits more light

than a three-blade shutter without undesirable light modula-

tion or flicker.

3,784,296

CODING MEANS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE
APPARATUS

Lon R. Davis, 11116 Cumpston St.. North HoUywood. Calif.

Filed June 19. 1972, Ser. No. 263,816

Int. CI. G03b 2/// /.2i/04

US. CI. 353- 1 20 5 Claims

Coding means are disclosed for use in cooperation with

photographic slides and an automatic projection apparatus,

whereby specific slides can be identified for selection and pro-

jection. As disclosed in one form, the coding means comprises
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an adhesive tab that may be affixed either to an individual

slide or to a slide magazine which carries a plurality of in-

dividual slides. The adhesive tab includes a flat base member,

eg, mylar film, with a reflective surface, carrying adhesive on

one side for affixing the unit to a slide or magazine and also

having adhesive on the opposed side to receive a plurality of

3,784,298

ROLL DUPLICATOR „

Mitsutoshi Kanayama, and Takao Toda, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336379

Claims priority, application Japan. Mar. 3, 1972. 47/26402

Int.CI.G03b27/y2

U.S.CL 355-109 5 Claims

non-reflecting sheet members for selective removal to provide

reflective elements of a desired code pattern. In other exem-

plary forms as disclosed herein, the code elements are carried

by a clamp-on metallic sheet for individual slides, and are

printed on the slide magazine or molded therein during initial

fabrication.

3,784.297

PHOTOCOPYING MACHINE
Yoshio Ito; Hajime Katayama; Hiroshi Nitanda. aU of Tokyo,

and Masaru Yamaguchi. Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors

to Canon KabushiU Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 120,132

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1970,

45/20075; Apr. 15, 1970,45/32112

Int. CI. G03g/ 5/05, 75/00

U.S. CI. 355-3 "^ Claims

An improved roll duplicator is employed to continuously

produce a predetermined number of copies from an endless

original film by means of counting the number of an output

signal of a photo-senser by a counter. The photosenser for

generating the output signal in response to the reception of the

light reflected back from a mark on the endless original film

comprises a photo-electric cell having a large light intercept-

ing surface. The counter has a plurality of first contacts and a

movable contact which is stepped in response to an output

signal from the photosenser. A presetting device comprises a

switch having a plurality of second contacts each correspond-

ing to each the plurality of first contacts. The transport of the

endless original film and copy film is interrupted when the

movable contact makes into contact with one of the first con-

tacts corresponding to one of the second contacts which has

been presetted.

II
b—

300.^n7LQjr5i3-^;_ .42\'
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3,784.299

DARK DECAY RETARDATION
Arjan T. Manghirmalani. Pittsford, N.Y.. assignor to Xerox

Corporation. Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972. Ser. No. 280^66
Int. CLG03g 75/02

U.S.CL 355-3 6 Claims

An electrophotographic copying machine of this invention

has an original holder reciprocating on the upper surface of an

electrophotographic photosensitive member which is

rotatably fixed to the supporting device therefor. The charging

device is arranged on one side of the photosensitive member.

The copying machine further includes optical system for slit

exposure, developing device, fixing device and cleaning

device which are arranged on the other side of the photosen-

sitive member. Copy sheet feeding device, image transfer

device are also arranged below the photosensitive member.

ERRATUM
For Class 355—41 see:

Patent No. 3,784,812

The device described herein relates to a method and ap-

paratus for reducing the dark decay rate of a photoreceptor

surface. Disclosed is a method of reducing the dark decay rate

of a photoreceptor surface by a set of steps reducing the inter-

nal field intensity causing reduction in a recombination of

trapped diffused hole-electron pairs, including the steps of

placing a charge of a first polarity on a surface of the pho-

toreceptor thereby creating an internal field in the pho-

toreceptor, and applying to the photoreceptor an opposite

polarity field for maintaining the surface charge but reducing

the internal field intensity and thereby reducing the dark

decay. Apparatus for effecting reduction of dark decay as dis-

closed includes a means for inductively creating an oppositely

charged field in conjunction with a critical segment of the

photoreceptor surface or, alternatively, for placing a negative-
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ly charged electrode adjacent the critical segment of the pho-

toreceptor surface.

3.784,300

PRE-TRANSFER STATION
Frederick W. Hudson. West Henrietta, and John E. Cranch.

Penfield. both of N.V.. assignors to Xerox Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 23. 1 97 1 . S«r. No. 2 1 1 .382

lnt.Ci.G03g/i//4

U.S. CI. 355-3 7 Claims

tracted away from the intermediate, uniformly exposed re-

gion, and towards the image and charged regions on either

side thereof. Upon transfer of the developing toner to a sub-

strate, the substrate bears a toner-free border around the

image region and corresponds to the uniformly exposed inter-

mediate region of the photoconductive insulating layer.

A pre-transfer station is provided in a reusable xerographic

imaging system. The pre-transfer station includes a pre-

transfer corotron and lamp arranged such that the exposure of

the system xerographic plate is subsequent and not simultane-

ous with the pre-transfer corona charging.

3.784.301

electrophoto(;raphic border apparatis

Masamichi Sato, Asaka, Japan, assignor to Xerox Corporation.

Stamford. Conn.
Filed Jan. 7, 1972. Set. No. 216.004

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 3, 1970. 45/77456

int. CI. G03g/ 5/22

U.S. CI. 355-7 5 CUIms

*s.

\i\

<S^i/

f4~kj "

3.784.302

ELECTROPHORETIC IMAGING APPARATUS
INCLUDING APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC STRESS ON

THE PARTICLE SUSPENSION
Edwin Zucker. Rochester. N.Y.. assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion. Rochester. N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 746.720. Oct. 3. 1968. Pat No. 3.61631.

This application Apr. 16, 1971. Ser. No. 134,902

Int. CI. G03g 9104
'

U.S.CL355-10 8CWms

Method and apparatus for improving image density, con-

trast and quality and photographic speed in a photo-elec-

trophoretic imaging system utilizing a particulate suspension

for forming the image The method and apparatus stresses an

electrophoretic suspension of particles in a carrier on an elec-

trode by applying forces across the image suspension during

imaging through sliding motion between the electrodes.

3,784,303

AUTOMATIC MICROFICHE COPIER
William A. Sullivan. Jr.. Webster, and Augustus W. Griswold.

Rush, both of N.Y.. assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stam-

ford, Conn.
Filed May 1, 1972. Ser. No. 249,232

lnt.CLG03b27/46
U.S. CI. 355-50 13 Claims

M 'eJllf /j»

Apparatus for producing a toner-free border surrounding an

image region on a charged photoconductive insulating layer

comprising imagewise exposure means, electromagnetic

radiation means for uniformly exposing the border portions of

the photoconductive insulating layer and an electromagnetic

radiation intercepting shielding plate positioned perpendicu-

larly adjacent to the photoconductive insulating layer and a

covering plate parallel and adjacent to the photoconductive

insulating layer arranged to provide uniform exposure only on

the desired width of the toner-free border sought white main-

taining a charged surface surrounding and external to the

desired toner-free border. Use of the apparatus in elec-

trophotographic imaging results in a photoconductive insulat-

ing layer having an image region thereon, a uniformly exposed

region surrounding the image region and a charged region sur-

rounding the uniformly exposed region. Toner is thus at-

A microfiche copier automatically scans successive rows of

microfiche frames and copies the scanned frames onto a fan-

folded copy web. to produce a copy set which when bound on

one edge provides a quasi duplex book form of copy of the

successive frames. The scanning of successive microfiche

frames is synchronized with the copy web to locate each frame

on a separate panel of the fanfolded web.
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3,784.304 plane when the objective is focused thereon and to cause the

PHOTOCOPYING MACHINE image to rotate in the image plane when the objective is not

Frank A. Babin. Chicago, and Kenneth E. Klein, Mount focused on the subject.

Prospect, both of III., assignors to SCM Corporation, New _
York, N.Y. -

3 784 306
Division of Ser. No. 863 013 ^P» 26. 1969. This application

SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE STROBOSCOPIC
Jan. 26. '^72. Sen No 220,921

INTERROGATION OF MEMORY
. , c ^. ic« A7 9 Claims Fo"»y« ^ TutUe. deceased, late of Palm Beach. Fla., and by
U.S. CI. 355-67 V Claims

£,^j,„^^ p^^er Tuttle. executrix. P.O. Box 908. Palm Beach.

Fla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 861,509. Sept. 26. 1969, abandoned.

This appUcation Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184.171

Int. CI. GO 1 pi/40

U.S. CL 356-23 2 Claims

99-
Z3

V
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3,784.308

MtTHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE
INDEX OF REFRACTION

WiUiam H. SouthweU. Allison Park, and Richard M. Walters,

Glenshaw, both of Pa., assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio
Filed Feb. 9, 1973, S«r. No. 331,055

Int.CI.G0In2//46

U.S.CI.356-I28 12 Claims

first receiver, a second intermediate layer in which 50 percent

of the fibers are directed towards the first receiver and 50 per-

cent of the fibers are directed towards a second receiver, and a

third external layer of fibers directed towards the second

receiver The width of the intermediate layer is such that the

value of d at which the signal of the first receiver is of max-

imum value is equal to the value of d at which the signal of the

second receiver is located at the center at its linear range of

variation.

I

3,784,310

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMPROVED OPERATION

OF A COLORIMETER OR LIKE OPTICAL ANALYSIS
APPARATUS

Stephen P. Barton. New MiHord, Conn., and Herman G. Die-

bler. North Haledon, NJ., assignors to Technicoo Instru-

ments Corporation, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,552

Int. CL GOlj 3146; G06g 7100

U.S.CL356-I8I 14 Claims

A method and apparatus for measuring the index of refrac-

tion of a cylindrical article of material wherein a beam of radi-

ant energy is divided against a peripheral surface of said arti-

cle at an acute angle to a tangent thereto, the article is moved

relative to the beam in a direction transverse thereto until the

transmitted light is autocollimated by a first mirror positioned

with its plane at a right angle to the light beam, and thereafter

a second mirror is moved until the light reflected from said ar-

ticle is autocollimated and the angular position of the second

mirror is measured and the index of refraction is determined

by the relationship n = 2 cos [(%)01 wherein 8 is the angle of

incidence and n - 26 is the angle of movement of the second

mirror from a relationship wherein its reflective surface is per

pendicular to said beam to the position wherein the reflected

light is autocollimated.

New and improved system and method for improved opera-

tion of a colorimeter or like device are provided and comprise

the processing of the colorimeter output data in such manner

that a separating fluid-segmented fluid sample stream may be

passed through the colorimeter flow cell without adverse ef-

fect on said output data This is accomplished by sampling said

output data at periodic intervals and selecting for retention

only that of the thusly sampled data which is known to have

occurred when the flow cell sight path was filled with a fluid

sample segment to the exclusion of the separating fluid seg-

ments.

3 784 309

OPTICAL COMPARATOR WITH INTEGRATED
REFLECTIVITY COMPENSATION

Rene Brelot, Paris, and Jean Tourret, Montrouge. both of

France, assignors to Compagnie Des Compteurs, Paris,

France
Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,349

Claims priority, application France. Aug. 12, 1970,

7029725
Int.CLG0Ib/y//4

U.S.CL356-156 4 Claims

_£!>//

3,784,311

LIQUID W AX DISPENSER

Jim E. Failing, 1302 Sixteenth Ave., Greeley ,
Colo.

Continuation-inpartof Ser. No. 218,181, Jan. 17, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,729,268. This application July 21, 1972, Ser. No.

273,812

Int. CI. A47I 13126; B67d .V64

U.S.CL401-137 1 1 Claims

The variable relative distance d between the comparator

and a test surface is measured by means of an optical system

comprising a first glass-fiber bundle which directs a luminous

flux to the surface and is surrounded by a second glass-fiber

bundle which recieves the reflected flux and directs the flux to

a receiver The bundle of receiving fibers consists of three jux-

taposed layers, namely a first layer which is adjacent to the
taposed layers, namely a tirst layer wnicn is auja.c... .. .... A liquid wax dispenser adapted to be rnounted t.pon a fl^J

irtung bundle and the fibers of which are directed towards a type wax applicator A cylindrical supply tank is rotat.vely
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supported on a frame mounted on the applicator pad assembly upper end thereof whereby the upper end of the stake will

in a horizontal position above and behind the applicator pad. snap into engagement with the forming strip between the

An axially extending housing or manifold is mounted on the

exterior of the tank and provided with a row of wax discharge
.

•
'

openings, the interior of the housing or manifold communicat-

ing with the interior of the tank through offset bores in the

tank wall to minimize splashing and achieve a steady flow of

wax during the dispensing operation. The supply tank is

rouuble about its axis between a non-operative position in

which the housing or manifold is located above the tank axis

and a gravity feed dispensing position in which the manifold is

located below the tank axis. A vent system is provided for

venting the head space in the tank during a dispensing opera-

tion. Both the vent system and the wax dispensing openings

are sealed by a frame mounted resilient web type seal when

the tank is in its non-dispensing position. Positioning of the

tank is accomplished by a control system which includes a

sleeve slidably mounted upon the applicator handle.

3,784,312

FLOTATION BEAM FOR MATTING CONSTRUCTION
Donald T. Gordon, Oxnard, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the SecreUry of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 1 2, 1 972, Ser. No. 26 1 ,76

1

Int. CLB64f 7/00

U.S. CI. 404—35 2 Claims

upper and folded-over portions of the strip and the strip will

be retained on the stake by the lip on the folded-over portion.

3,784,314

TAMPING MACHINE FOR SETTING FLOOR COVERING
TILES

Felix Ernst Durst, Oberweningen-Schofflisdorf, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,332

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 2, 1971,

1515/71; July9, 1971, 10103/71

Int. CLEOlc 79/25

U.S.CI.404-117 18 Claims

Lightweight box beams filled with a plastic foam provide

buoyancy for support matting in marshy or low bearing ter-

rain. The beams have a substantially square or rectangular

shaped cross section and connectors are placed on each beam

to permit facile connection to other beams and to permit

paneling to be attached thereto. Landing pads would be the

most common use for the beams of this invention, but they can

be used for a multitude of purposes.

3,784,313

MEANS FOR ATTACHING A KEY-JOINT FORMING
STRIP TO A SUPPORT STAKE

Thomas G. Collier, Jr., Houston, Tex., assignor to Burke

Concrete Accessories, Inc., Burlingame, Calif.

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,571

Int.CLEOlc/y/04

U.S.CL 404-51 4 Claims

A concrete slab key joint forming strip has an upper edge

construction that includes a folded-over portion which ex-

tends downwardly in spaced, parallel relationship with the

upper part of the forming strip and terminates in a lip which

extends inwardly toward the upper portion of the forming

strip. A stake for supporting the forming strip has outwardly

and downwardly sloping protrusions provided adjacent the

The tamping rtiachine has a frame including rollers and

vibrating means, and the frame includes two longitudinal

beams interconnected by cross beams secured at their ends to

the longitudinal beams. A respective bar of plastic composi-

tion material is interchangeably secured to each longitudinal

frame beam and each bar has two vertically spaced rows of

longitudinally spaced apertures serving as bearings for the rol-

lers. The rollers are mounted in the lower row of apertures

and, if a bar is damaged, it may be inverted so that the rollers

can be rotatably mounted in the former upper row of aper-

tures. The vibrating means comprises at least two parallel con-

nected magnetic vibrators secured at central portions of the

cross beams, and noise-reducing insulating material is as-

sociated with each vibrator. The cross beams are preferably

inverted channels whose legs or flanges are secured to the lon-

gitudinal beams, and the longitudinal beams are preferably an-

gles. The channels of the cross beams are preferably filled with

a sound-absorbing material such as plastic foam. As a feature

of the invention, an eccentric motor may be mounted on an in-

termediate cross beam with its axis extending parallel to the

axes of the rotor, and one or more weights, which may be

either units or multi-part weights, may be supported on the

frame.
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3,784,315

PORTABLE TOOL FOR DRILLING HOLES IN

HARDENED STEEL

Eugene O Brien. 5567 Wheeler Si., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 9. 1972, S«r. No. 233.059

lnt.a.B23b45//4

IJ,S.CL 408—92
9 Claims

from the arbor To accommodate the use of the drive arbor

with a reversible power unit, a lockmg ring havmg a non-circu-

lar aperture is slidably mounted around a mating portion ot

the arbor and is rotatable around a reduced cross section neck

of the arbor to a locking position to prevent axial movement of

the drive rmg upon reverse rotation of the shaft The neck of

the arbor is provided with lobes forming stops to establish the

lockmg and non-locking position of the lock ring^ A compres-

su'n spring fr.ct.onally engages the drive ring and the locking

rmg to resist relative rotation and to urge the lockmg ring

away from the drive rmg in the non-lockmg position thereot

3,784,317

CENTRIFLGALPIMPS
Geoffrey Arthur Lewis. SollhuU. Warwickshire. EngUnd. as-

signor to Joseph Lucas (Industriest Limited. Birmingham.

England
Filed Oct. 26. 197I.Ser.No. 192.265

Claims priority, application Great Briuin. Oct. 27. 1970,

50.877/70
lnl.CLF04d///2

li.S.a.4I5-l44

I

7 Claims

A portable tool for drilling holes in hard metal pieces, such

as safe lock mounting plates, employing a high speed electric

drill a lever arm. a fulcrum at one end of the lever arm, means

to adjustably attach the fulcrum to a support near the work-

pie^e and means operatively connecting the lever arm at an in-

termediate position thereof to the drill Kniy in such a manner

that the force applied to the lever towards the workpiece is

transmitted along the axis of the drill bit thus making it possi-

ble to drill a hole rapidly and with minimal effort and at vari-

ous angular positions.

3.784.316

HOLE SAW AND REVERSIBLE QLTCK DISCONNECT
DRIVE THEREFOR

Joseph E. Bittern. Weatogue. Conn., assignor to Capewell

Manufacturing Company. Hartford, Conn.

Filed July 1 2, 1972, S«r. No. 27 1 .039

Int.CLB23b5//04

U.S.CL 408-204 9 Claims

A centrifugal pump for liquid has its rotor provided with a

groove which acts as a sccwp to urge liquid from the periphery

of the pump casing into a gutter carried by the rotor A tubular

scoop extends into the gutter to discharge liquid within the

gutter from an auxiliary outlet The pump may this be effec-

tively purged of liquid when shut down

3.784,318

VARIABLE DIFFISER CENTRIFIGAL PI MP

Donald Y. Davis. Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to General Electric

Company
FiledDec. 29. l97I.Ser.No.2l3,417

lnt.CLF04d 15100,29146

U.S.CL4I$-I58 8 Claims

A hole saw equipped with a quick disconnect drive arbor

having a pair of axially spaced threaded sections of opposite

threaded direction with a non-locking included angle between

the helices thereof of about 15° A drive ring is mounted on

the threads with the higher helix angle and a hole saw on the

other threaded section Rotation of the drive nng and hole saw

in unison relative to the drive shaft in one direction causes the

bottoming of the drive ring and the hole saw for transmitting

A centrifugal pump is supplied with a discharge shutter

valve which provides a variable diffuser for the pump The

shutter valve includes a hollow, slotted cylinder positioned for

_r ^,<^t.xja rLr>cition« between thebottoming of the drive rmg and the hole saw for transmitting

^^"J^"
^

-^^^^^^an^ty o^^^^ ^sitions'^ between the

torque Reverse rotation quickly disconnects the hole saw movement into a variety oi pc k-
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impeller and the diffuser vane passages. Each operative posi-

tion completely closes one or more of the diffuser passages

while leaving the remaining passages completely open,

thereby providing a pump with high head rise over the

complete operating range of the pump.

3,784,319

CORIOLIS-RELIEVING AIRCRAFT ROTOR ASSEMBLY
Kenneth B. Amer, Los Angeles, and Howard T. Lund. Playa

Del Ray, both of Calif., assignors to Summa Corporation,

Culver CItv. Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,427

Int. CLB64C 2 7/52

L'.S.CL416-135 I3Ctaims

favorable elastic properties for absorbing the relatively large

rotative and centrifugal forces between the rotor and blade

during use. Since the force between blade and rotor transfer is

almost exclusively through elastic deformation of the shim

means, the friction coefficients between the shim and rotor or

blade structure need not be precisely controlled. The shim is

fixed to the rotor structure by brazing or the like. The

predeformed metal felt material also acts as a heat insulator

to prevent or inhibit the transfer of high blade temperatures

and heat to the rotor.

3,784,321

PUMP IMPELLERS
Fred T. Woell, Jr., Little Rock, Ark., assignor to Jacuzzi Bros.

Incorporated

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser, No. 315,296

Int. CI. F04d 29/38

U.S.CL 416-223 2 Claims

In a multiple blade tail rotor of a helicopter, cyclic Coriolis

forces are cushioned by resilient stress-absorbing means inter-

posed between the engine output member and the pairs of

trunnions on the teetering axes of the blade hubs to permit the

pairs of trunnions to oscillate relative to each other and rela-

tive to the engine output member.

3,784,320

METHOD AND MEANS FOR RETAINING CERAMIC
TURBINE BLADES

Axel Rossmann, and Wilhelm Hoffmuller, both of Munich,

Germany, assignors to Motoren-Und Turbinen-Union,

Munich, (iermanv

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,809

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 20, 1971, P 21

08 176.5

int. CLFO Id 5/iO

U.S.CL 416-215 20 Claims

REF(QW»

An impeller blank of conventional design, has its blade

geometry altered by trial and error to create a blank of sub-

stantially higher efficiency and one which can be trimmed to

meet a wider-range of power requirements without any materi-

al change in such higher efficiency. The physical requirements

of the new blank are defined in the specification by empirical

formulae.

3,784,322

PROPELLER BLADE
Reinhard Erich; Hermann, both of Hoffmann. Degerndorf/Inn,

and Gerd Rudiger Muhlbauer, Rosenheim/Upper Bavania,

both of Germany, assignors to Firma Hoffmann GmbH &
Co., KG., Rosenheim/Obb., Germany

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, S«r. No. 217,747

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 25, 1971, G 71

02 599.5
Int. CLB64C// /26

U.S.CL 416-229 13 Claims

A method and means for retaining ceramic turbine blades in

steel rotors using metallic felt shims interposed between the

edges of the blade root and side walls of a slot formed in the

rotor. The metallic felt shims are formed of very thin metallic

fibers sintered together to form a thin sheet of felt material.

This sintered felt sheet is then compressed beyond its first

plastic limit, at which point it again becomes elastic, exhibiting

A propeller blade of the kind having a light wood body, a

root of harder wood, and a metal ferrule connecting the root

to the propeller hub, is reduced in bulk without loss in

mechanical strength or efficiency by using a^ special

wood/resin lamination for the root and covering the whole of

the body with a skin composed of a resin reinforced by one or

more layers of fiber, e.g., woven glass fiber fabric. The appli-
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cation of a metal protection to the leading edge of the blade

and the retention of this protection are also assisted by the

aforesaid skin, and special forms of screw for anchoring the

blade root to the ferrule, and special forms of ferrule, are also

proposed.

3,784323
PERISTALTIC PLMP

Andre Sausse, Sceaux. France, assignor to Phone-Poulenc S.A.,

Paris. France

ContinuaUon of S«r. No. 83^05, Oct. 23, 1970, abandoned.

This application Nov. 9, 1972. Ser. No. 304.975

Int. CI. F04b 43108, 43112, 45106

l)^. CI. 417-53 2 Claims

nuid vanes is collected in a fluid reservoir and recycled via a

pump. ... u u
An improved fluid vanes compressor is described m which

the fluid entrance opening of the rotor is situated substantially

m the same circumferential plane of the rotor as the discharge

openings of the jets. , j u
As a result of these measures the relative rate of discharge

of the fluid from the jet openings is substantially equal or little

lower than the local circumferential speed of the rotor which

results in a considerable improvement in efflciency.

3,784,325

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE GAS-LIFT

W ITHDRAW AL OF A LIQITD FROM A SUBTERRANEAN
SPACE

Henry Coanda; Gheorghe AWea; Ion Bodea; Vasile Truica;

Valentin Hanciulescu; Radu Posirca; Cristian Laiar. and

lacob Gabor. all of Bucharest, Romania, assignors to Institu-

tul De Cercetare Si ProiecUre Tehnologica Pentru Industria

Extractive De TItei SI Gaza, Cimpina. Romanb

Filed May 22, 1972. Ser. No. 255.822

Claims priority, application Romania, May 28, 1971, 67059

Int. CLF04I 5/22.5/4* .

U.S.CL417-165 2 Claims

A peristaltic pump in which the material and thickness of

the wall of the tube are chosen so that, at a predetermined

pressure differential, between the exterior and interior, col-

lapse of the tube wall to a flattened condition occurs, thereby

causing restriction in the flow rate of liquid in the tube as a

function of the pump inlet pressure
cgrrfi^

3,784,324

CENTRIFUGAL FLUID VANES COMPRESSOR

''Pieter Van Staveren. Pijnacker, Netherlands, assignor to

Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Toegepast-Natuur-

wetenschappclijk Ondersoik Ten Behoeve Van Nijverheid,

Handel En Verkeer, The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Mar. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 129^03

lnt.CLF04f ///OO

U.S.CL 417-67 2 Claims

A system for the gas-lift withdrawal of liquid from a subter-

ranean location, especially an oil well, wherein the gas is in-

troduced into a tubing drain at axially spaced circular slot to

induce the liquid to flow upwardly through respective venturi-

type nozzles immediately above each slot in accordance with

the Coanda effect.

A centrifugal fluid vanes compressor for compressing an ef

fluvium is described, which comprises a compression chamber

bounded by two parallel walls between which the fluid vanes

are rotatmg, which vanes are formed by a flowmg fluid which

emerges at a high velocity through jet openings in a rapidly

rotating driven rotor.
„ ^ r u

The compressed effluvium is discharged and the fluid ot the

3,784,326

PRESSURE COMPENSATED PUMP

Joseph A. Lagana. Vieriden, and John E. Cygnor. Middletown,

both of Conn., assignors to Chandler Evans Inc., West Hart-

ford, Conn. ,,^„^,
Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220.042

Intel. F04b //06, FOlc 27/76. F03c i/00

U.S.a. 417-221
'Claims

A constant pressure fluid source is provided by operating a

balanced variable displacement vane pump as a pressure com-

pensated device. The pressure differential across the pump is
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sensed and employed to hydraulically and automatically con-

trol pump displacement by adjusting the position of the mova-

3,784^28
POWER TRANSMISSION

Nicholas F. Pedersen, Fannington, Mich., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, Troy, Mich.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262^98
Int. CLF04b 7/26

U.S.CL41J-222 8 Claims

K//////ff

ble seal blocks with respect to the rotor to thereby regulate

flow in the interest of maintaining the desired output pressure.

3,784,327

POWER TRANSMISSION
Kurt R. Lonnemo, Troy, Mich., assignor to Sperry Rand Cor-

poration, Troy, Mich.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 26237
Int. CI F04b 7/26, 49/00

U.S.CL 417-222 4 Claims

A pressure regulated variable delivery hydraulic pump in-

cludes a control for varying the pump displacement which

responds not only to outlet pressure of the pump, but also to

the rate of change of pressure and to the rate of change of

pump delivery. Regulation is by outlet pressure opposed by

two springs in back-to-back relation with a dashpot inter-

mediate the two springs which retards rapid movements of one

spring in backing up the other. The dashpot action is further

modified by a feedback responsive to the rate of change of

pump displacement. The result is a servocontrol system which

has high gain characteristics for small transients and lower

gain for large transients and an increased damping ratio with a

reduction in overshoots of pressure transients.

3,784,329

FUEL SUPPLY ARRANGEMENTS FOR GAS TURBINE
ENGINES

Alan Arthur Crawley, Bromsgrove, England, assignor to Lucas

Aerospace Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,645

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 29, 1972,

4,311/72
Int. CI. F04c 23100

U.S. CI. 417-252 4 Claims

A pressure regulated variable delivery hydraulic pump in-

cludes a control for varying the pump displacement which

responds not only to outlet pressure of the pump, but also to

the rate of change of pressure and to the rate of change of

pump delivery. Regulation is by outlet pressure opposed by

two springs in back-to-back relation with a dashpot inter-

mediate the two springs which retards rapid movements of one

spring in backing up the other. The dashpot action is further

modified by a feedback responsive to the rate of change of

pump displacement. This is derived from pressure differentials

generated by flow in the displacement varying servomotor

system. The result is a servocontrol system which has high gain

characteristics for small transients and lower gain for large

transients and an increased damping ratio with a reduction in

overshoots of pressure transients.

A fuel supply arrangement for a gas turbine engine com-

prises a pair of centrifugal fuel pumps and a fuel control ap-

paratus downstream of the pumps. A valve is responsive to the
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fuel pressure downstream of the control apparatus to connect

said pumps in series or to cause the fuel flow to be provided by

one of the pumps.

,s formed between the front and rear walls to reduce compres-

length. The sheet metal shell and cylinder housmg form a
sor

3 784»330

FUEL INJECTION APPARATUS FOR GAS TURBINE-

TYPE VEHICLE POWER PLANT

Franz Eheim. and Reinhard Schwartz, both of Stuttgart, Ger-

many , assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Apr. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 244,671

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1971, P 21

20 112.7
Int. CLF04b 49/0*

I.S.CL 417-279 4 CUims

?rj^'jf^-:^

sealed suction cavity located centrally of the scaled discharge

.space.

3,784,332

PORTIONING DFVICE FOR DOUGHY MATERIAL

Karl Schnell. Karlstrasse 7065. W interbach, Germany

Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,605

Claims priority, application Germany, May 12, 1970, P 20

23 034.6
Int. CI. F04b 9102

U.S. CI. 417-319 8 Claims

In a fuel injection apparatus of the type that is associated

with a gas turbine-type vehicle power plant, there is provided

a differential pressure valve which is disposed in the fuel path

and which ensures a constant pressure drop across a fuel me-

tering valve regardless of the fuel quantities metered thereby.

In order to reduce the back pressure effect of the fuel on the

operation of the differential pressure valve, the stationary flat

valve seat of the latter has. instead of one. a plurality of fuel

now openings, so that the pressure cross section for any given

opening cross section is reduced with respect to known dif-

ferential pressure valves.

"'rffTtTlll^

3,784.331

RADIAL COMPRESSOR WITH TWO-PIECE CYLINDER
HOUSING AND SHELL

John H. Heidom. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,5 1

1

lnt.CLF04b//04

U.S.CL 417-273 1 1 Claims

A compact high capacity rotary refrigerant compressor

suitable for iise in automotive refrigeration systems including

a cylinder housing having cross bores formed therein Front

and rear cylinder walls support a circumferentially located

sheet metal shell sealed to form a continuously circum-

ferential high pressure discharge space with enlarged

discharge muffler cavities A short shaft and bearing assembly

A hopper supplies doughy material to a rotary gear pump

which may also be supplied with liquid, and the rotary gear

pump pumps the supplied material through an outlet^ A con-

stantly rotating crank mechanism drives the pump through a

driving mechanism including two one-way clutches or free-

wheeling devices, arranged to permit rotation in respective

opposite directions One one-way clutch allows drivmg of the

gear pump m only one direction, and the other one-way clutch

fs interposed betwjen the pump drive shaft and a Hxed portion

of the device to prevent reverse rotation and backlash of the

pump A connecting rod included in the crank mechanism is

connected to a slide which is radially adjustable of a con-

stantly rotating crank disk, and the position of the slide is ad-

justable by a threaded spindle which is driven, t^hrough bevel

gearing by a shaft extending through a tubular drive shaft for

fhe crank disk A differential gearing is mterposed between

the tubular shaft and the drive shaft for the threaded spindle.
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and is adjustable by a manually operable adjusting wheel to set and to the lever for simultaneous opposite corresponding

the magnitude of the portions delivered by the pump during directional movement. The reciprocating motion of the elec-

each stroke of the crank mechanism.

3,784333

PISTON AIR COMPRESSOR FOR AIR ASSIST SHOCK
ABSORBER

James E. Whelan, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,086

Int. CL F04b 9// 0; FO II 25/04; F04b 35/02

U.S.CL 417-383 3 Claims

A fluid control system for a diaphragm type air compressor

including a spring biased shuttle valve rapidly moved between

a first position supplying pressurized fluid to the diaphragm

and a second position exhausting the fluid from the diaphragm

for intermittently actuating the diaphragm to compress air.

The shuttle valve is spring biased to a first position and is

moved against the spring to a second position intermittently

directing the pressurized fluid against one end of a spring

biased piston which in turn pumps fluid against one side of the

air compressing diaphragm. Valve means'are associated with

the piston and are responsive to movement thereof to direct

the pressurized fluid against one end of the shuttle valve main-

taining it in the second position while the pressurized fluid is

exhausted from the cylinder containing the diaphragm actuat-

ing piston and its spring then returns the shuttle to the first

position The fluid control system of this invention automati-

cally applies the pressurized fluid to the piston to rapidly pulse

the diaphragm thereby providing a source of compressed air.

tromagnetic drive unit results in the opposite actuation of the

compressors; the outputs of which are interconnected to a

common pressure load.

3,784,335

PROPORTIONING PUMP
James C. Cevera, c/o IRC Corporation, 1363 E. 286th St.,

W ickliffe, Ohio
Filed Dec. 13, 197 l,Ser.JMo. 207,123

Int. CLF04b 7/ /OO

U.S.CL 417—539 13 Claims

3,784,334

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY DRIVEN FLUID
COMPRESSING APPARATUS

Adolph J. Hilgert, Mequon, Wis., assignor to Johnson Service

company. Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,718

Int. CI. F04b 35104

U.S.CL 417-415 11 Claims

A pneumatic supply includes a permanent magnet mounted

to the upper end of a driven lever. An encircling rectangular

member has an opening through which the lever extends to

locate the permanent magnet generally centrally of the encir-

cling magnetic frame. Coils are wound and oriented on the

second frame to establish a pair of alternating current fields

within the frame with corresponding polarity with respect to

the permanent magnet to create oppositely directed driving

forces on the permanent magnet in synchronism with the al-

ternate polarities, thereby causing the permanent magnet to

oscillate. Pole shoes are provided on opposite sides of the per-

manent magnet to concentrate and direct the flux. A pair of

diaphragm type air compressors, each of which includes an

operating piston aligned with and located to the opposite sides

of the lever. The piston members are connected to each other

A proportional displacement mechanism is disclosed for im-

parting proportional strokes to the piston rods of a plurality of

pump units. A stroke of a first length is imparted to the piston

rod of at least one pump unit by reeiprocable drive means con-

nected directly to the piston rod. and a stroke of a propor-

tional length is imparted to the piston rod of another pump
unit through linkage means interconnected between the drive

means and the latter piston rod. The piston rods of the pump
units are reciprocable relative to fixed support means, and the

linkage means is in the form of a parallelogram of link ele-

ments pivotally connected at one point to the drive means and

at another point to the support means. The piston rod of the

second pump unit carries a cam track component which ex-

tends transverse to the axis of the piston rod, and an adjacent

pair of the link elements carry cam elements which coopera-

tively engage the cam track means. In response to reciprocat-

ing motion of the drive means, the link elements of the paral-

lelogram linkage means are displaced in a manner whereby

the cam elements displace the cam track means and ac-
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<:ordingly the p.sion rod of the second pump unit in the

direction of movement of the drive means and a distance pro-

portional to the movement of the drive means.

3.784^136

POWER TRANSMISSION

Richard Allen Schuhz, St. CWr Shoc«. Mkh.. assignor to

Sdcitv Rand Corporation, Troy. Mich.

FiledDec. 10. 1971. Ser. No. 206345

lnt.CLF0lc//22

US. CI. 418-61
»^'-'-

JANUARY 8, 1974

3.784.338

EXPANSIBLE SECTOR CORE FOR CURING BELTS

Augusto Pr«viati. Miton. luly. assignor to Industrie Pir«ili

S.p.A., Milan. lUly

Filed Apr. 9. 1971, Ser. No. 132.687

Ctaims priority , application lUly, Apr. 9. 1970. 23080 A/70

int. CL B29d 29100; B29h 5118, 7/22

U.S. CI. 425-28 6 Claims

An orbital or compound displacement fluid motor has an in-

ternally lobed stator and an externally lobed rotor-orbitor with

one lobe less than the number of lobes on the stator An out-

put shaft IS journalled in the housing coaxially with the stator

and a driving connection from the rotor-orbitor is provided by

a single very loose fitting spline drive providmg direct driving

contact'from the rotor-orbitor to the shaft This avoids the use

of the inclined coupling shaft commonly used in orbital mo-

tors and provides greater durability at a lower production cost

The mvention relates to an expansible type core for a belt

curing mold A plurality of complementary sectors are inter

fitted to form a cylinder and. in addition, means are provided

for interlocking the sectors in expanded position against either

axial or radial displacement relative to each other Further,

the sectors are expansible symmetrically relative to the core

axis.

3.784,339 |

DISK EXTRUDER

Artur SpringfeW. Munich. Germany, assignor to KunststoH-

wcrk Gebruder Anger GmbH. Munich. Germany

Filed Dec. 21. 1971. Ser. No. 210.354

lnt.CI.B29f J/00

3.784337

OIL SEAL ARRANGEMENT FOR ROTARY ENGINE

John G. Sebring. Arcanum, and Thomas C. Downs. Dayton,

both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit. Mich.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304.135

lnt.CLF01c/9/0«

U.S.CL418-142
^Ctoims

l)^.CL425-133
8 Claims

An oil seal arrangement for a rotary engine having a spring

seal mounted on the engine s rotor that maintains sealing en-

gagement with one of the engine s inner end walls and in addi-

tion an elastic seal mounted on the rotor that maintains sealing

engagement with the spring seal and the rotor.

A disk extruder comprises a pair of spaced stators each hav-

ing a spiral channel on its mner face and a disk-shaped rotor is

routably mounted between the spiral channels and closely

positioned to the channels so that rotation of the rotor moves

a plastic moldmg material along the spiral channel. One stator

has a central opening defining a nozzle and a cylindrical core

on the other stator extends into the nozzle to define an annu ar

aap Hollow cylindrical sections can be attached to the outer

face of the stator to extend the annular gap and a temperature

controlling medium may be circulated through the sections. A

cylindrical extension on the rotor is positioned withm the gap

and separates the plastic material flowing from each stator

until this molding material reaches the cooling sections

whereby a multi-ply tubular member is formed.
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3,784340

MACHINE FOR CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURING OF
CHIP BOARDS

Into Isak Kerttula. Luotsikatu 16B. and Per Amo Jaatinen,

Vaskisepankija 4B, both of Helsinki. Finland

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280^54

Claims priority, application Finland, Aug. 16, 1971,

2278/71
Int. CI. B29c J/06. B29j 5100

U.S.CL 425-141 6 Claims

cutting blade for alternately positioning the cutting edges in

cutting relation adjacent the opposed portions of the

peripheral edge of the scoop member.

W 19 U2i

Machine for continuous manufacturing of chip boards, con-

sisting of a strewing station for strewing chips to form a mat on

a moving surface and a continuous action press for pressing

the chip mat in the press gap between two moving surfaces, at

least one of which consists of an endless belt, most ap-

propriately a steel band, which is loaded by the aid of a pres-

sure chamber to be urged in direction against the chip mat.

The chip strewing station has been formed to constitute a

chamber provided with a closable feed opening, which

chamber directly communicates with the press gap provided

with marginal seals and into which chamber pressure fluid can

be introduced under a pressure which at the most equals the

pressure prevailing in the pressure chamber.

3,784,342

APPARATUS FOR DEEP DRAWINGS CONTAINERS OF
THERMOPLASTIC FILM MATERIAL

Horst Merklinghaus, HUchenbach-Alknbach, Germany, as-

signor to Tedeco, N.V., Deventer, Netherlands and Tedeco

Verpackung G.m.b.H., Hamburg, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 61,361, Aug. 5, 1970, abandoned.

This appUcation Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 280,975

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 6, 1969, P 19 39

872.2
Int.CLB29ci/00

U.S. CI. 425-292 5 CUims

3,784,341

HAND TOOL FOR DISPENSING FROZEN FOOD ITEMS

Thomas D. Magalotti, 4371 Ammon Rd., Lyndhurst, Ohio, and

Ernest August, deceased, late of South Euclid, Ohio (by Ele-

anor J. August, executrix)

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 883,784, Jan. 28, 1970,

abandoned. This application Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,748

Int. CL A23g 5/02

U.S.CL 425-280 8 Claims

20 38 39
1^ 16 41 49 34

An apparatus of forming containers of thermoplastic film

material, said containers having back-cut portions, said ap-

paratus comprising the means of maintaining the film material

preheated into the plasticized range stressed over the opening

of a mold means and of urging it into said mold means after a

mechanical prestretching by a pneumatic pressurizing against

the walls of said mold means until the solidification thereof,

the margin of the molded article being severed to the desired

dimension and said mold means divided in longitudinal

direction being opened for the removal thereof, said apparatus

being characterized by the fact that said mold means is opened

only within the region having the back-cut portions and a re-

gion at least uninterrupted on its circumference being moved

along the molded article toward a cutting plate for severing.

A food dispensing tool including an elongated body having a

hollow semi-spherical scoop member adjacent one end and a

handle portion adjacent the opposite end. The scoop member

includes a circular endless peripheral edge defining an open-

ing therefor. A semi-circular blade is mounted for oscillatory

movement within the scoop member being defined by op-

posed, laterally extending cutting edges positionable adjacent

opposed portions of the peripheral edge of the scoop member.

A power means including a rotatable shaft is operably con-

nected to the cutter blade. Rotation limiting means is con-

nected between the cutter blade and shaft for converting ro-

tary movement of the shaft to oscillatory mdvement of the

3,784,343

BRICK PRESS WITH MEANS FOR WITHDRAW ING AIR

FROM BRICK RAW MATERIAL
Shigeo Iwasaki, Okayama, Japan, assignor to Mitsuishi Fukai

Tekkosho, Ltd., W akegun, Okayama Prefecture, Japan

Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,626

Claims priority, application Japan, June 12, 1970,45/50795

Int. CI. B29c 3100

U.S.CL 425-352 1 Claim

A lower fixed frame has a lower fixed piston thereon. An

upper movable frame has thereon an upper movable piston

adapted to be moved toward and away from the lower frame

such that the upper and lower pistons oppose each other. A
mold having a cross-section corresponding to that of the

pistons is positioned to support brick raw material between

the upper and lower pistons. A pair of bellows surround the

upper and lower pistons in an air tight manner. The upper bel-

lows has its lower end connected to a plate which is supported

by servo-cylinders. An air tight ring is fixed to the bottom of
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the plate and is adapted to create an air tight seal with the top

of the wold when the servo-cylinders are actuated to move the

January 8, 1974
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3.784.345

APPARATUS FOR THE EXTRUSION OF HOLLOW
ARTICLES

WaMcmar WIssinger, SiegburR; Josef Kurth, Trobdorf. and

Peter Gauchel, Eilorf-AUenbach. all of Germany, assignors

to Dyamlt Nobel Aktiengesellschaft

Filed Oct. 20, 197 1 . Ser. No. 190,772

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 12, 1970, P 20

55 628.9
Int. CI. B29d 23104

U.S. CI. 425-325 19 Claims

upper bellows downwardly A suitable vacuum pump is con-

nected by vacuum lines to the areas within each of the bel-

lows.

3,784344

MULTI-PART BLOWMOLD FOR MAKING HOLLOU
BODIES FROM THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL

Gunter Korsch. Berlin, Germany, assignor to Firma Emil

Korsch Spezialfabnk Fur Komprimlermaschinen. Berlin.

Germany
Filed Sept. 9. 1971, Ser. No. 179.006

Int. CI. B29d 23103

U.S. CL 425-387 ^ ^•™*

An apparatus for the extrusion of hollow articles of ther

moplastic synthetic resin includes an extruded tool and a siz-

ing device adjacent the extruding tool where the hollow article

IS drawn therefrom The sizing device has a minor conicity so

that the outlet opening in the sizing device is smaller than the

inlet opening so that the shrinkage of the dimensions of the ar

tide is compensated for A cooling device may be inserted

within a hollow chamber of the article and in addition be ex

lernally coupled to the surface of the extruded article as it is

drawn through the sizing device.

o »J N 7 f* i
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3,784,346

CONVERTED CORRUGATED PIPE MOLDING MACHINE

Ernest J. Maroschak, Roseboro, N.C., assignor to Plastic Tub-

ing Inc., Roseboro. N.C.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,780

Int. CI. B29d 23103

U.S. CI. 425-326 B 1 1 Claims

The parts of the blow-mold have cooling spaces tor circula-

tion of a coolant, and have a negative inner wall correspond-

ing to the outer contours of the hollow body to be formed.

Each blow-mold part includes a box-type metal body frame

and a thm-walled insert presenting the negative contour, each

insert being secured to the associated body frame and closing

i( off internally so that each insert and its associated body

frame defines a respective cooling chamber of substantially

the height of the insert The inserts may be relatively thin

sheet metal in which the contours are formed by cold working

or cold shaping The blow-mold has centering apertures, at

each end, for a shoulder insert and a bottom insert both of

which have recesses seating the sheet metal shell inserts. The

cooling chamber is divided, for coolant circulation, by guide

plates which are shorter than the height of the chamber and

terminate alternately in engagement with the shoulder insert

and with the bottom insert so that a zig-zag flow path is pro-

vided.

A blow-molding machine for molding corrugated plastic

pipe having uninterrupted annular ribs thereon is converted

for forming corrugated plastic pipe having interrupting gaps or

recesses in certain annular ribs of corrugated pipe being

formed Essentially the conversion is effected by inserting and

relcasably securing relatively short inserts or segmental blocks

in otherwise uninterrupted semicircular valleys of cooperating

pairs of semitubular mold sections or dies between and against

which the plastic pipe is molded.
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3,784347 mold for receiving the vertically disposed molding core

BLOWN FILM TUBE COLLAPSING together with a parison formed thereon, another hydraulic

Leroy E. Robinson, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips device for opening, closing, and clamping said metal molds.

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 08,977, Feb. 5, 1970, Pat. No. 3,689,609.

This appUcation Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,1 12

Int. CI. B29d 7/00

U.S. CL 425-387 # 5 Claims

and an injection device nozzle touching the parison forming

metal mold. «

A blown film tube collapsing frame comprising two separate

plenum chambers having perforate metal surfaces facing a

blown film, tube, or bubble is used to force air through the

perforations in said surfaces to collapse the tube or bubble.

Each plenum chamber conuins adjustable baffles, movable by

ropes to fit any size bubble, to ensure the air egress through

the perforations immediately adjacent the bubble. Magnets

imbeded into the surface of the baffles ensure contact of the

perforated plate and the baffles.

3,784,348

INJECTION BLOW-MOLDING APPARATUS
Katashi Aoki, 6037, Oaza Minamijo, Sakahi-machi, Sakaki,

Japan
Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,222

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept.

46/77631; Nov. 12, 1971, 46/90413; Nov.

46/90728; Nov. 19, 1971,46/108338
Int.CI.B29ci/06

U.S.CL 425-324 B

29,

13,

1971,

1971,

8 Claims

3,784,349

PIPE COATING BEVELER AND SEALER
Francis L. Bickham, Dickinson, Tex., assignor to H. C. Price

Co., Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 154,735

Int.CI.B28b2;/96

U.S. CL 425—402 6 Claims

A method and apparatus for finishing the terminal coated

end of a joint of pipe covered with an asphaltic, mastic coat-

ing. The joint of pipe is lifted from a supporting surface and

rotated about its longitudinal axis to expose the complete

diameter of the terminal edge of the coating to a heat source

which partially softens the coating. A beveling iron having a

configuration corresponding to that desired for the finished

edge is moved into engagement with the coating edge and held

stationary relative to the rotating pipe. The beveling iron is

also heated to facilitate smoothing of the terminal edge and to

assure seahng of the coating relative to the pipe surface. By

maintaining the beveling iron stationary relative to the rotat-

ing pipe, an accurate and highly uniform terminal edge is

presented. Any exCess coating material which is removed dur-

ing the beveling operation is prevented from adhering to the

uncoated end of the pipe by a stationary scraper which con-

tinually engages the uncoated surface of the pipe as the latter

rotates. The scraper is also heated to prevent the removed

coating from adhering to it.

3,784,350

APPARATUS FOR HARDENING WINDING INSULATION

Knut Nylund, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Maschinen-

fabrik Oerlikon, Zurich, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 792,544, Jan. 21, 1969, abandoned.

This application Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 179,978

Int. CI. B29h 3/00

U.S. CI. 425-445 ' 5 Claims

An injection blow-molding apparatus comprising a core

mounting pedestal having vertically and horizontally directed

surfaces for mounting molding cores each having a blowing

hole therethrough, a rotating device for rotating the core

mounting pedestal around a bisector of an apex angle formed

by said two surfaces so that the molding cores mounted on the

pedestal are thereby shifted between two symmetrical posi-

tions angularly spaced apart by 1 80°, a hydraulic device for

shifting the core mounting pedestal forwardly and

backwardly. a parison forming metal mold for receiving the

horizontally disposed molding core and a blow-molding metal

The hardening of winding insulation containing ther-

mosetting plastics where deformation of the winding coil is a

factor, is accomplished by variably heating the winding along

its length in accordance with the different mechanical or elec-

trical characteristics required in the winding. A portion of the
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..^.ns .nsu.at.on can be hardened un.fon., .n a ^^ed ^---:;-^^;-;j^:;:j';:;t;^"^^^l^
mow with the remainder being heated by -r«b^ spaced "j'

»°^
^^^J j^^, f^^„ ^he.eservoir to the valve assembly

heater bands wrapped around alummum fo.I enclosmg the

'-[^^2M^Xe\r^^^^^^
winding insulation

•

porous member.

3,784451

ELECTRIC IGNITION SYSTEM

Denis G. WoHe, and Hugh J. Tyler, both of S«Ui Ana CaUf.,

assienon to Robertshaw Controls Company, Richmond. Va.

Filed Apr. 1 4. 1 972. Ser. No. 243,942

lnt.Cl.F23hJ/00

U.S.CI.431-66
»>^'-*"*

3,784.353

FL\MELESS GAS CATALYTIC HEATER

Gennady Akxandrovich Chapurin, ulitsa Kadischeva 3. kv. 49.

Saratov. t.S.S.R. ,,. .„,
Filed Jan. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 221.682

lnLCLF23d/i/y4

l,.S.a.431-329
•»CW"«»

The present fuel control and ignition system senses both the

temperature of an electric igniter and flame at a burner NV hen

the system senses that the igniter has reached ignition tem-

perature, the main fuel valve k opened and the igniter deener^

gized If ignition occurs, then the mam fuel valve will be held

open and the igniter deenergized until there is no more de-

mand for heat, when the fuel valve will be closed However if

Ignition does not occur or if power is lost after a Ham e
has

been established at the burner, then the mam fuel valve will be

closed and the ignition sequence will be automatically

restarted.

Flameless gas catalytic heaters for local heating m explosive

environments and installations whose operating principle is

predicated on the catalytic oxidation of combustible gases as

ihey pass through a porous catalytically active bed positioned

,n a heater housing whose side walls are hollow along the

perimeter of the active bed and covered inside with a material

having a high heat reflection coefficient.

3,784.352 3.784.354

LIGHTER AND FLEL RESERVOIR BAKERS OVEN
Patrick R. J. Court, West Los Angeles. Calif, assignor to Paul

^^^.^^^ \„hty, Katendrechtse Lagedijk 217b,

G. Garrity, Stamford. Conn.
,,,„^. NetherUnds

Filed Feb. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 224,051 ^.j^ j^^ ,7 ,972, Ser. No. 218.425

Int.Cl.F23q//02
,nri-!m« Claims priority, application Netherlands. Jan.

U.S.CL431-277
lOClaims

^^^^^^^
I«t.Ci.F27b9//4

IJ.S.CL432-152

Rotterdam.

I

19, 1971,

8 Claims

A lighter and fuel reservoir is disclosed in which the fuel

utilized IS a liquified gas The lighter is characterized by a

The volume of a bakers oven is rendered adjustable by the

provision of a movable rear wall, preferably havmg sidewall

screens screening the space not used from the heat «>u ce^An

oven having a plurality of oven compartments "c»i of wh ch

is formed for mdcpendent adjustment of the volume thereof, is

also disclosed.

CHEMICAL
3,784,355

SOLVENT DYEING OR SOLVENT CREASEPROOFING
WITH STEAM AND SOLVENT VAPOR DRYING

Brian Crosbie Fielding, Runcorn, England, assignor to Imperi-

al Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
' ^ Filed Nov. 8, 1971. Ser. No. 196,333

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Nov. 6, 1970,

52943/70
Int. CI. D06p 102

U.S. CI. 8-175 10 Claims

A process for the application of a finishing agent to a sub-

strate which comprises treating the substrate with a solution,

or a dispersion, or an emulsion of the finishing agent in an or-

ganic solvent and then treating the substrate with steam for a

time sufficient to remove a major proportion of the organic

solvent, and subsequently finally treating the substrate with

superheated steam or with the vapor of an organic solvent.

an expanded shale aggregate, which aggregate has been im-

pregnated with chemicals toxic to marine organisms. The
toxic material will leach out very slowly over a long period to

provide the desired protection. Such protective surfaces or

liners are readily removable and can easily be replaced when

the toxic chemicals are completely leached out.

3,784,356

CELLULOSIC FLAME RETARDANT SYSTEM
Gebrge M. Wagner. Lewiston. N.Y., assignor to Hooker

Chemical Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Filed Nov, 10, 1971, Ser, No, 197,479

Int,CI, D06myi/4'>

L.S.CL8-196 11 Claims

A process for imparting flame retardant character to cellu-

losic containing materials has been devised in which the cellu-

losic material is treated with an aqueous solution of further

polymerizable methylol-phosphorus compound obtained by

reacting a tetrakis{hydroxymethyl)phosphonium acid salt e.g.,

tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride with about 0.5

to 1.5 mol proportion of ammonia, in the presence of a car-

bamic acid derivative, e.g., urea, and the treated material is

contacted with an aqueous solution of ammonia thereby cur-

ing the methylol-phosphorus-compound in and on the cellu-

losic material.

3,784,357

PROTECTIVE SURFACES OR LINERS FOR
SUBAQUEOUS STRUCTURES

James S. Muraoka, Oxnard, Calif,, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D,C,

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser, No. 217,501

Int.CI,A61l/J/00;C04bJ///2

U.S. CI, 21-61 6Ctaims

3,784,358

SUPPORT FOR CHROMOGENIC GLYCOL TEST
REAGENT

Harry N. Drake, Jr,, Fairless HiUs, Pa., assignor to Cities Ser-

vice Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,697

Int. CI. GO In 37/22

U.S. CI, 23-253 TP '- 11 Claims

An improved supporting medium for a chromogenic re-

agent for use in an aldehyde detection test. The chromogenic

reagent, preferably 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolinone hydrazone

hydrochloride monohydrate (MBTH), is absorbed on a

porous polymeric material. The preferred polymeric support-

ing medium is a film of porous polyethylene. The chromogenic
reagent supported on the porous polymer finds particular utili-

ty in a test for determining the presence of glycol in engine oil.

Dow

3,784,359

ANALYTICAL APPARATUS
William H. Parth. Saginaw. Mich., assignor to The

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser, No, 195,387

Int,CLG01n 37/72

U,S, CI, 23-253 PC 9CIalms

^?,
/oyaey

^\-
j»i

(f^" dtlrcfo,

6t^
sa «^

S4Y

Apparatus for determining the oxygen demand of combusti-

ble materials in aqueous dispersions and for determining the

total carbon content of aqueous systems. The apparatus com-

prises a combustion tube surrounded by controlled heating

means. The combustion tube has samjile insertion means and

reference gas including oxygen inlet means at an entry end,

sample expansion zone and catalyst disposed within the tube,

an oxygen detector cell disposed within the tube and gas outlet

means coupled to the exit end of the tube. The gas outlet

means is coupled to carbon dioxide detection means. Readout

A concrete slab or a tubular concrete pipe is provided with means are coupled to both detectors. The reference gas passes

a wall surface or liner to protect the concrete member from through a closed path in the oxygen detector prior to its inser-

marine-fouling organisms. The surface or liner incorporates tion at the entry end of said combustion tube.

767
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3,784^60

FLtID CATALYTIC CRACKING

Dorr«nce P. Bunn, and Henry E. Jo«es, both of Houston. Tex.,

assisoors to Texaco Inc.. Nev* York, N.^

.

Filed Sept. 20, If71. Ser. No. 182.030

Int. CI. BO Ij 9/20

II.S.CI.23-288S
3^'-""'

rHACtOMUlOM

fUM SAS

A nuid catalytic cracking apparatus wherein the reac .on

zone comprises one or more nsers and «/«--»-"
^"f^^^f^

constant .nventory of catalyst is ma.ntamed .n a n^'d.zed state

m "he reaction vessel and catalyst .s contmuously withdrawn

from the reaction at a rate equal to the rate catalyst enters the

eaTtion vessel An improved catalyst check valve connect.ng

Ihe reaction vessel and stripping zone controls the catalyst in-

ventory and catalyst withdrawal rate

walled conforming I.ner in the shell, an upr.ght conduit ax.ally

centered in the shell which extends along the whole length of

the cylindrical middle body, from a built in grating m the

ower hemisphere like head close to a manhole atop the upper

^ad the ma'nhole being just large enough for 'n-^^'-
«/ ^^

conduit therethrough A body of particulate catalyst ma er.al

nils the annular space between the liner and the conduit and

ex enS: from the grating almost to the top end of the conduit

Coolmg means are axially spaced through the bed An electric

heater and a shell and tube heat exchanger are arranged one

above the other in the conduit, both adapted for preheating of

the mam portion of the gaseous reactants before the reactants

enter the catalyst body The remainder of the reactants is in_

iected into the catalyst body through the cooling means which

comprise at least one system of gas permeable coffers extend-

ing radially over the entire flow section of the catalyst bed

3.784.362 I

ANTI-STATIC FUEL COMPOSITION

William R. Sieg-rt. Poughke^psie. NY.;
^^^^J'^^:^''^^

Lake Elmo. Minn., and Harry Chafetz, Poughkeepsic. N.Y.

assianon to Texaco Inc.. New York. N.Y.

Filed June 21. 1972. Ser. No. 265,030

lnt.CI.C10i;//6

US CI 44-62 >«^»-'""'

Antistatic fuel composition containing the reaction

product of an organic hydroxy compound having the formula

ROH in which R is a hydrocarbyl radical having from . to 30

carbon atoms and a nuorinated polymer from the group con-

sisting of fluorinated polystyrene and fluorinated

polypropylene.

to

3,784,363

DAMPED GYROSCOPIC STABILIZER

William G. Rannelly, South Windsor, Conn., assignor

Kaman Aerospace Corporation, Bloomfield Conn.

Filed Apr. 28, 1971,Ser. No. 138.259 |

Int. CI. GOlc 79/00

-,. «^ m tA 13 Claims
U.S. CL 74—5.34

u—

3.784361

CONVERTER FOR HIGH PRESSURE SYNTHESIS

Jiri Kubec, HIavni, and Vladimir Saroch. Brno, both of

Cz«:hoslovakia, assignors to Kralonopobka Strojirna narod-

niPodnik, Brno. Czechoslovakia
,,i .070

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 31,124. April 23. 970

abandoned. This application June 24. » '^ »'
S*'.

" 2^1969
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Apr. 23. 1969.

2887/69
Int. CL BO Ij 9/04

U.S.CL23-289
"^Claims

A damped gyroscopic stabilizer employs two gy^osco^s

each haTing a gyroscopic mass and a drive motor for rotating

the mass abou? a spin axis to generate gyroscopic stabilizing

mLents The gyroscopes are universally P^^''^ "^0^'
on a support frame so that the spm axes of the gyroscopic

massesTay assume a generally aligned relationship m a nor^

^allv stTble or steady-state condition. A coupling connected

bet"^en the wo gyroscopes constrains the gyroscopes to

pv^;" motions wit'h respect to the support f--
-^-fj-

equal in magnitude but are opposite in sense. With the pivotal

moUons so constrained, stabilizing moments generated by the

TroTcopes are applied additively to the support frame and

ftabilize the frame about axes perpendicular to the normally
stabilize ine

damping mechanism is connected

bSe n The tr gyroscts'to'limit or damp the universal

p vm ng motions of the gyroscopes and the associated stab^iz-

fng effect of the gyroscopes on the support ^""^^
.j*^; f^"^,

A converter for high-pressure synthesis c. ammon. or jnS^echanism . ^sta.e - can elimmate ajl un. er.
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3,784364
PRODUCTION OF FUEL GAS

William L. Slater. La Habra; Warren G. SchKnger, Pasadena,

and William B. Crouch, Whittier, all of Calif., assignors to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov, 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,771

Int. CL CO 1 b 2/ / 4 , C07c 9104

U.S.CL 48-215 13 Claims

hydride is totally water soluble and is, therefore, suitable for

the manufacture of liquid fertilizers. Concentrated wet-

process phosphoric acid containing polyphosphoric acids is

reacted with potassium chloride at a reaction temperature of

150°-500°C. in the presence of a dehydrochlorination

catalyst. Hydrogen chloride is vaporized from the reaction

melt and the melt is quenched in aqueous alkaline solution to

produce the potassium polyphosphate fertilizer solution.

-CEh'i^-i

3C

rt/fl *«5

v

3,784368
BICYCLO(N.1.0)ALKYL UREAS AS HERBICIDES

Elmar Sturm, Arlesheim, and Christian Vogel, Binningen, both

of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ard-

slej , N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 886,356, Dec. 18, 1969, Pat. No.

3,714,217. This application Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,364

Int. CL AOln 9120

U.S.CL 71-119 6 Claims

Bicyclo[n.l.01alkyl-ureas of the formula "

Fuel gas suitable for use in conjunction with a gas turbine is

prepared by subjecting a hydrocarbon oil to partial com-

bustion using air as the oxidizing medium and injecting addi-

tional hydrocarbon oil into the hot partial combustion

products.

./
Ri

3.784,365

ORGANIC-BONDED ABRASIVE CONTAINING
OCTACHLORONAPHTHALENE FILLER

Richard T. Caserta, Lansdale, and Merrill Ellendman,

Philadelphia, both of Pa., assignors to Red Hill Grinding

W heel Corporation. Pennsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 131,778

Int.CI.C08g5///2

U.S.CL 51-298 2 Claims

In an organic-bonded abrasive product comprising abrasive

material and an organic binder, the improvement comprising

adding to said abrasive material and binder an effective

amount of a completely chlorinated hydrocarbon whose car-

bon skeleton consists only of aromatic carbon atoms.

(CHj)„ |V\H-C-N'

wherein

R, represents hydrogen, a lower alkyl or alkoxy radical,

R2 represents a lower alkyl, alkenyl or alkynyl radical, and

n represents an integer of from 3 to 6

are disclosed as herbicidally active compounds. Herbicidal

compositions and a method of controlling undesirable plant

growth with the aid of such compounds are also described.

3,784,366

METHOD FOR PROMOTING FORMATION OF FRUIT
ABSCISING LAYER

Shogo Takahashi, Tokyo; Takayasu Yamada, Fujisawa. and

Hiromi Okudaira, Soka, all of Japan, assignors to Sankyo

Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 17. 1971. Ser. No. 209.403

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 27, 1970,

45/127181
Int. CL AOln 9/72

U.S.CL 71-90 1 Claim

Fruit abscising compositions for facilitating the harvest of

fruits, especially citrus fruits, which comprises as an active in-

gredient at least one thiamine derivative selected from the

group consisting of

thiamine esters and their salts with inorganic acids; and

S-acyl and disulfide derivatives of thiol-type thiamines, their

esters and their salts with inorganic acids

and an agriculturally-acceptable carrier.

3,784,369

METHOD FOR PRODUCING REFRACTORY METAL
POWDER

Kjell A. Svanstrom, Sandhamnsvagen 27, Nynashamn, Sweden

Continuation of Ser. No. 813,746, April 4, 1969, Pat. No.

3,701,649. This application Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,575

Int. CL C22b 57/00, 49100, 51100

U.S.CL 75-0.5 BB 6 Claims

3,784,367

PRODUCTION OF POTASSIUM POLYPHOSPHATES
William Percy Moore, Chester, Va., assignor to Allied Chemi-

cal Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 170,641

Int. CLC05b 7/00

U.S.CL 71-36 I Claim

A process for producing a potassium polyphosphate fertil-

izer solution wherein the available amount of phosphoric an-

A method is provided for producing refractory metal

powder from a refractory metal ferro-alloy containing a

refractory metal selected from the group consisting of tung-

sten, molybdenum, niobium and tantalum and containing at

least about 8 percent total of iron plus silicon, the silicon con-

stituting at least one halidizable metal in addition to iron as an

impurity. The alloy is crushed and then subjected to dissolu-

tion at a temperature of at least about 900° C with a gaseous

hydrogen halide selected from the group HCl and HP for a

time at least sufficient to effect substantial removal of said

iron and said at least one other metal impurity as halide vapor,

whereby to provide a finely divided refractory metal powder

low in said impurities.
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3,784^70

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING PIG IRON

Edward Stephenson. Jr.. Lathnip Village, Mkh.. assignor to

Stephenson Papesch Processes, Inc., Lathnip. MKh.

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 183,999

Int.CLC21b5/06

U.S. CI. 75-42 4 Claims

•V=

. r^

3.784372

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINUM
Herbert M. Scull, Jr.. Baton Rouge. La., assignor to Ethyl

Corporation. Richmond. V a. ,^ .«-«
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 50,878, June 29, 1970

abandoned. This application Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,804

Int. CLC22b 27/00

U.S.CL 75-68 C
,, ^

2® Claims

In the production of aluminum by thermally decomposmg

an alleylaluminum compound with the aid of suitable ap-

paratus, a problem arises with the fouling of such apparatus by

the adherence of alummum particles. Such fouling is reduced

by conducting the decomposition within a neutral liquid sol-

vent which IS non-reactive with the alkylalummum compound

and is at a high temperature well above the temperature at

which the compound normally decomposes in the pure state.

In a commercial operation heated surfaces would normal y be

used to supply heat to the solvent and these surfaces would be

highly susceptible to fouling To further minimize this fouling

a continuous process is envisaged where the decomposition

occurs in a series of stirred reactors, the solvent in the last

reactor being depleted of alkylaluminum compound This

depleted solvent is passed through a heat exchanger and then

back to the first reactor. This depleted solvent would not

cause fouling of the heat exchanger.

A method of operating a blast furnace in which the blast fur-

nace gas is stripped of nitrogen by the use of a molecular sieve

and recycled.

ERRATUM
For Class 75—84 see:

Patent No. 3,784,593

3,784.371

CORROSION RESISTANT FROZEN WALL
Leigh B. Bangs; James O. Huml, and Gilbert S. Layne. aU of

Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

Midland. Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 159, Jan. 2. 1970, abandoned. This

application Dec. 27, 197 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 2,367

Int. CLC22b 2 //04

U.S.CL 75-68 R 4 Claims

3,784,373

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL

Martin N. Omitz, Pittsburgh; Arthur Moskowitz. New

Brighton Twsp.. Beaver County, and Jerome P. Bressanelli.

Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to Crucible Inc., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,305

lnt.CI.C22ci9/2«

U.S.CI.75-I28F 3 Claims

Highly corrosive molten or vaporous halometaliferous

systems comprising metals and metal halides are confined by

heat transferring walls on which a frozen layer of the highest

meltmg component of the system is maintained as a protective

coating The confining walls are in essence composites which,

in transverse cross-section, consist of a thermally conductive

structural wall member having an adherent solid layer of the
,„,,^„:,:_ stainless steel and a thermal reactor con-

highest melting component of the confined system The struc- An
^"^^^"'"^^^'—j^Jfessentially of. in weight percent,

tufal member is continuously cooled sufHciently to maintain
^l^^^^'^\f'^^^'Z^^^^^^̂ ^ max phosphorus 0.04

its temperature below the melting point of the adhering solid

"^^^°"Jfif ^^^ Jf^sUicon 1.0 max.. nickel 22 to 32,

layer. In one embodiment of the invention, the protected walls "!"- "^^^^^
fo j^niirogen 0.10 max., boron 0.01 max..

are employed as heat exchanging surfaces on which vaporous ^hromaim to 3U.

mixtures of metal halides and metal vapors are condensed and the balance iron.
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3,784374
METHOD OF IMPROVING THE MACHINABILITY AND

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF A STEEL
Edouard Abnand, Dunkerque, France, assignor to Creusot>

Loire, Paris, France

Filed May 7, 1971, Ser. No. 141,414

Claims prioritv. application France. May 8, 1970, 7016776

Int. CI. C22c J 7/00; B22d 27/20

U.S. CI. 75—129 6 Claims

The machinability and mechanical properties of a steel are

simultaneously improved by adding to the molten steel a sodi-

um oxysulphide and one or more of selenium, tellurium and

bismuth. The oxysulphide is suitably introduced into the ladle

and the selenium, tellurium and bismuth into the molten steel

when it is in the ingot mould.

print of a continuous wedge or a :Stepped density tablet ex-

posed through the unexposed processed portion of the emul-

sion to be balanced.

3,784,375

LATENT ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE FORMS A
DEVELOPABLE IMAGE IN A SILVER SALT

Paul B. Gilman, Jr., and Joseph Y. Kaukeinen, both of

Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,

< Rochester. N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 887.41 1. Dec. 22, 1969. This

application , Ser. No. 264,2 1

4

Int. CI. G03g \3\22; G03c SlOO

U.S. CI. 96— I R 14 Claims

A process of rendering visible electrostatic charge patterns

is described. The process involves the formation of a charge

pattern on a charge-retaining member which is then placed in

contact with an unexposed silver salt-containing element to

form a latent image on the element which is then processed by

standard photographic techniques to form a visible silver

image The process eliminates detrimental solvent and abra-

sive action which occur in standard electrophotographic

development techniques.

— 3,784,376

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE ELEMENT CONTAINING
FURANS, INDOLES, OR THIOPHENES

Charles J. Fox, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 73,257, Sept. 16, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,770

Int. CI. G03g 5^100

U.S. CI. 96—1.5 10 Claims

Organic photoconductive elements of improved elec-

trophotographic speed are prepared by coating on an electri-

cally conducting support a photoconductive layer containing a

1 ,3-diarylisobenzofuran or 1 ,3-diaryl-4,7-dihydroisobenzofu-

ran or the corresponding isoindole or isobenzothiophene

derivatives.

OM«f.

This invention relates to the use of a curve analysis method

in determining the proper color balance necessary to make a

color print from a color negative.
. ,

3,784,378

DOUBLE-EXPOSURE METHOD FOR PRODUCING
REVERSE IMAGES IN PHOTOPOLYMERS

John Vincent Gramas, Middletown, N J., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DeL
Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,835

Int. CI. G03c 5/04, 5/24

U.S. CI. 96-27 E 1 1 Claims

For the production of reverse images, a photosensitive ele-

ment comprising a polymerizable (or crosslinkable) material

and two photoinitiators responsive to different wavelengths of

actinic radiation is exposed successively to actinic radiation of

wavelengths appropriate for the two photoinitiators. The first

exposure is imagewise and the second is nonimagewise. A
polymerization inhibitor is present during both exposures. The

method is useful in the graphic arts where a positive-working

system is required, e.g., for relief or planographic printing

plates, direct positive copying films, and the like.

3,784,377

CURVE ANALYSIS METHOD IN COLOR PRINTING
Marilyn Levy, Red Bank, and Richard G. LeSchander,

Trenton, both of NJ., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Army,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,602

Int.CI.G03c7//6

U.S. CI. 96—23 4 Claims

The proper color balance to be used in making a color print

in color photography from a color negative is determined from

analysis of the characteristic curves generated from a test

3,784379

METHOD OF LAMINATING ONE OR MORE MATERIALS
WITH A BASE STRUCTURE FOR USE IN A HIGH
VACUUM ELECTRON TUBE AND METHOD OF

MASKING THE BASE PREPARATORY TO LAMINATION
Richard Kaspar Orthuber, Sepulveda, Calif., assignor to Inter-

national Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York,

N.Y.
Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,158

Int. CI. G03c 5\00

U.S. CI. 96-36.2 7 Cbims

A method of making a structure for use in a black and white

or color Kinescope or the like, the structure being called a

multichannel array and including a perforated channel type

electrdn multiplier with two perpendicular sets of insulated

conductive strips extending over rows and columns of the mul-

tiplier holes. The strips have holes in registration with the mul-

tiplier holes. Conductive strips and glass insulating layers are

iUS O.G.—27
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deposited using a photoresist layer with or without a trans-

parent photographic film The photoresist is exposed to hght

through the multiplier holes.

3 784380

METHOD FOR MANLFACTl RING ARTWORK FOR

PRINTED CIRCl IT BOARDS
Giwnpiero Compare. Milan, ltal> , assignor to HooeyweU Infor-

mation Systems lulia. Cahiso, luly

Filed Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,481

Claims priority, applictioo lUly. No> 1 1. 1970, 31569/70

Int. CI. G03c 5/06

U s CI 96-44 ' *
^'""*

A method is provided for manufacturing matrix artworks

for use in fabricating printed circuit boards which mcludes

submitting a photographic plate to subsequent exposures

through different masking means, to obtam latent images

whose superposition, after development, results in the Tinal

artwork Optical reference means, for ensuring the exact su-

perposition of the latent images, are obtained by partial

development of the plate in well defmed marginal areas of the

same.

3,784383

LIGHT SENSITIVE SILVER HALIDE COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Masakuni Iwama; Mitsuto Fujiwara; Tamotsu Kojima. and

Toshihiko Yamamoto. all of Tokyo. Japan, assignors to

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co.. Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan

Continuation in-part of Ser. No. 28.083, April 13, 1970,

abandoned. This application May 23. 1972. Ser. No. 256,010

Claims priority . application Japan. Apr. 14, 1969. 44-28287

lnt.Cl.G03c//40

U.S. CK 96- 100 ,
* Claims

A compound of the formula;

OH
I .

.^

tCillii

N

N
I

/^N-COOK

3.784,381

HIGH SPEED SILVER CHLOROIODIDE EMI LSIONS

Phibppe Perignon. Vincennes, France, assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 3, 1971. Ser. No. 195.465

Claims priority, application France. Nov. 13. 1970.

70.40564
Int.CLG03c//02

L.S. CK 96-94 5 Claims

In a process for the preparation of a silver halide photo-

graphic emulsion containing a major proportion of chloride,

about 1 mole to about 5 mole percent of iodide and up to

about 10 mole percent of bromide comprising precipitating

said silver halide in the presence of a hydrophilic colloid, the

improvement which comprises precipitating said silver halide

into a medium having a pH in the range 5-9 and a pAg of at

least about 7.8 by adding to the precipitation mixture, no later

than at the end of said precipitation, a weak solvent for silver

halide selected from the group consisting of ammonium

chloride, ammonium nitrate and magnesium chloride in a

quantity m stoichiometric excess with respect to the quantity

of alkali metal chloride necessary for the precipitation of the

silver halide. this excess being between 4 moles and 1 80 moles

per 1 00 moles of formed silver halide

wherein n is an integer of I to 4 and R is a lower alkyl group is

found to be useful as a cyan coupler providing auto-masking

mechanism for light-sensitive color photographic materials st>

as to compensate for the deficient color reprtnluctivity of said

materials.

I

3,784,382

INTERNAL SUPPORT FOR DIFFUSION TRANSFER
ELEMENT

Kai Liang, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 2 1 5,096

Int. CI. G03C//76. 5/54. 7/00

U.S.CL 96-77 "^^""ir
An internal support for a photographic element and film

unit is described comprising a porous, polymeric material with

pore diameters ranging from about 0.5 to about 12 microns

and a porosity of from about 1 to about 25 percent. The

transfer image has an improved image quality and sharpness

and postprocess retention of processing fluid is minimized.

3.784,384

HIGH TEMPERATURE CERAMIC COMPOSITION FOR
HYDROGEN RETENTION

Ronald W . Webb. Canoga Park. Calif., assignor to The I nited

States of America as represented by the United SUtes Atomic

Energy Commission. Washington. D.C.

Filed Mar. 1 7. 1 964. Ser. No. 353,024

Int. CI. C03c 3104

U.S.CL 106-39 '*^'[*''"*

I. A ceramic coating composition consisting essentially of

about, by mole percent;

SiOi - 60-70

NajO- 1-4

Li,0- 1-6

CaO — up to 6

TiO, -6-14
MgO— up to 3

BaO- 10-20

SrO— up to 2

ZrO, - 3-5

MnOi— up to 3.

3.784.385

METHOD OF PREPARING MIX FOR PRODUCING

REFRACTORY GAS CONCRETE AND THE PRODUCT
OBTAINED THEREBY

Konstantin Dmitrievich Nekrasov. Bronitsky pereulock. 2. kv.

26; Alexandra Petrovna Tarasova, Bronitsky pereulok. 2,

kv. 9; Alfred Avgustovich Bljusin, ulitsa Borisa Galushkina,

17 kv 397- Tamara Petrovna Avdeeva. 4 Veshnyakovsky

. pr^zd. 5. korpus 1. kv. 48. aU of Moscow; Vyacheslav Alex-

androvich Elin. ultlsa Lomonosova. 10. kv. 27. Moscow-

Zhukovsky; Pavel Aronovich Roizman. uUtsa BIjukhera,

33/1, kv. 55. Temirtau Karagandinskaya Obtast, and Alex-

andr Panteleevich Denisenko. ulitsa Mendeleeva, 10, kv. 4,

Magnitogorsk, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,623

Int. CL C04b 33100, 33102,33112

U.S.CL 106-40 R ^
*^»"""*

Method of preparing a mix for producing refractory gas

concrete containing powdered chrome-alumina slag and a
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high-alumina refractory material as fillers, comprising the

mixing of constituents followed by adding a gas-developing

agent. The resulting concrete is also subject of the invention.

\

3,784386
CLADDING GLASSES FOR PHOTOCHROMIC OPTICAL

FIBERS
Roger J. Araujo, and Loris G. Sawchuk, both of Coming, N.Y.,

assignors to Coming Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 115370
int. CI. C03c 13100, 3/08; G02b 5/14

U.S.CL 106-50 2 Claims

This invention relates to the discovery of glass compositions

suitable for cladding phott>chromic optical fibers. Such glasses

consist essentially, in weight percent on the oxide basis as cal-

culated from the batch, of about 50-67 percent SiOz, 5-15

percent AUOj, 5-25 percent BjOj, 0-5 percent PjOj, 0-5 per-

cent RO wherein RO is one or more oxides selected from the

group consisting of CaO, SrO, MgO. ZnO, BaO and NiO. 0-5

percent LijO, 0-12 percent Na^O, 0-10 percent K^O and 0-5

percent Cs^O, wherein [ 2Li,0 + NajO -t- KjO + 1 /2CsjO ] is at

least about 10 percent, 0-10 percent TiOj and 0-10 percent

Ce0.i, wherein |TiOj + CeOi) does not exceed about 10 per-

cent. 0-0.5 percent SbjOj and 0-0.5 percent AsjOj, to which

may be added 0-15 percent F, as calculated in excess of the

weight of the other glass constituents. These glasses are par-

ticularly useful because, in addition to combining proper ther-

mal expansion and refractive index with good ultraviolet light

abstirption, they do not deleteriously effect the natural fading

rate of the photochromic core glass during the fabrication of

the cladded fiber optic.

3,784,389

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR BURNING CEMENT
INCLUDING ATOMIZING DRYER IN CYCLONE

PREHEATER BYPASS
Niels Erik Hastmp, Copenhagen-Valby, Denmark, assignor to

F. L. Smidth & Co., Cresskill. N.J. and Atkieselskabet Niro

Atomizer, Copenhagen, Denmark, part interest to each

Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,758

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 22, 1971,

5124/71

Int. CL C04b 7/02

U.S. CL 106- 100 22 Claims

3.784,387

GLASS COMPOSITIONS OF LOW INHERENT
RADIOACTIVITY

Werener Sack, Mainz-Gonsenheim, Germany, assignor to

JEN Aer Glaswerk Schott & Gen., Mainz. Germany

Filed Mar. 4, 1971. Ser. No. 121.166

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 6, 1970,

P 20 10 683.6

Int. CL C03c 3/08, 3/10, 3/30

U.S.CL 106-54 9Ctaims

Borosilicate glass of low inherent radioactivity, free of

potassium oxide.

3,784,388

WEAR RESISTANT ALUMINOUS CERAMIC ARTICLES
Alan G. King, Aurora. Ohio, and John C. Logan, Leicester,

Mass., assignors to Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 764,582, Oct. 2, 1968, abandoned. This

appUcation Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,461

Int.CLC04b55//0
U.S. CI. 106—73.4 1 Claim

This invention relates to low cost, strong, highly wear re-

sistant ceramic articles, the wear resistance being comparable

to that of cemented carbides. The ceramic articles are hot-

pressed bauxite compositions, 78-94 percent AI2O3, less than

9 percent SiOj, 2-8 percent FejOj, 2-4 percent TiO, and a

total of less than 3 percent CaO, MgO, NajO.

In the manufacture of cement clinker from cement raw

materials containing an urrtlesirably high amount of alkalis, a

rotary kiln having a preheater for the raw materials is em-

ployed. A portion of the effluent gases from the kiln is caused

to bypass the preheater as a separate divisional flow. Water is

atomized into this flow in such amounts that substantially all

of the alkalis entrained therein in the form of solids, liquid or

vapor are struck by the atomized fine drops^of water. All of

the water is vaporized in the hot flow of gas so that a substan-

tial part of the alkalis is precipitated in the form of a fine dry

powder, and the gas is simultaneously cooled.

3,784390
SHAPED BODIES OF PULLULAN AND THEIR USE

Hiromi Hijiya, and Makoto Shiosaka, both of Okayama, Japan,

assignors to Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories, Incor-

porated, Okayama-ken. Japan
Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,378

Claims priority, application Japan. July 23. 1971, 46/

54579; Oct. 30, 1971 , 46/85960

Int. CLC08h 7/00,7/00

U.S.CL 106— 139 14Claims

Pullulan, a water-soluble polysaccharide produced by Pullu-

laria pullulans from conventional culture media and consisting

of repeating units of maltotriose linked by a- 1 ,6 bonds, can be

shaped by compression molding or extrusion at elevated tem-

perature or by evaporation of water from its aqueous solutions

to form shaped bodies, such as films or coatings which are

practically impermeable to atmospheric oxygen in thin layers

and unaffected by oils and fats so as to provide valuable

packing materials for food, pharmaceuticals, and other ox-

ygen sensitive materials. Pullulan is edible and biodegradable.

3,784391

FINELY DIVIDED HOLLOW MICROCAPSULES OF
POLYMERIC RESINS

Uno Knise, Neptune, and Daniel F. Herman, Princeton, both of

NJ., assignors to N L Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,685

Int. CLCOSb 27/22. 2 //06;C08f47//6

U.S. CL 106-170 12 Claims

Spheroidal shaped, hollow microcapsules of thermoplastic

polymeric resins have been prepared which have an average
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diameter of from 0. l/x to 1 Om- Each of the microcapsules are

filled with air and have an average wall thickness of from

about 3 percent to 30 percent of the diameter of the

microcapsules.

These microcapsules are obuined from an emulsion com-

prising water and microcapsules of the polymeric resin con-

taining a non-solvent for the resin. The microcapsules are

suspended in the water and the non-solvent is present inside

the microcapsules.

Either one of these products, i.e. the microcapsules them-

selves or the water emulsion containing the microcapsules

described above, may be used as an opacifier in paint or other

systems.

The reverse surface is coated with a dye precursor such as a

gallate. A wax transfer sheet or the like is used for providing

the DTO deposits. The resulting master is capable of providing

both visible and invisible entries on a nickel or copper salt-

coated receptor sheet by passing the master and receptor

through an infrared copying machine.

3,784392

PRODI CTION OF FINELY DIVIDED AMORPHOUS
ALLMINO-SILICATE PIGMENTS FROM KAOLIN

Orlando Leonard BertorelB, Havre de Grace. Md.. assignor to

J. M. Huber Corporation, Locust, N J.
Filed Apr. 29, 1971,Ser.No. 138,791

Int.CI.C09c//00

U,S. CL 106-288 B * Claims

A method for preparing finely divided alumino silicate pig-

menu of increased brightness from refined kaolinic materials

is disclosed. The method involves the hydrothermal treatment

of an aqueous dispersion of refined kaolins or kaolinic pig-

ments and an alkaline earth metal hydroxide The products

have particular utility as high grade paper coating pigments

3,784,395

PROCESS FOR COATING PARTICl LATE ADHESIVE

Alan G. McKown. St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Minnesota Min-

ing and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 768,675, Oct. 18, 1968, Pat. No.

3.655,818.ThU«pplicationOct. 20, l97I,S«r. No. 191,104

Int. CI. BOSb 5102; B44d 11095

L.S.CL 117-17 3 Claims

3,784,393

PIGMENTED PLASTICS

George Frank Sonn, Edison, and Frank Michael McGonigle,

South PUinfield, both of N J., assignors to Inmont Corpora-

tioa. New York, N.Y.

Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,979

Int. CI. C08h / 7/02

U.S. CL 106-288 Q ^ Claims

Compositions containing pigment, cellulose triacetate, and

small amounts of high boiling solvents are prepared for use as

concentrates for coloring cellulose triacetate solutions prior to

spinning of yarns and filaments from the solution.

3,784,394

LATENT IMAGE COMPOSITE MASTER AND METHOD
Lconas L. Bildusas, Wheaton, lU., and tVendeD J. Manske, Vil-

lage of Birchwood, Minn., assignors to MinnesoU Mining

and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 6, 1971, Ser. No. 140,925

Int.CI. B41m5/yS

U.S.CL 117-1.7 7 Claims

Processes are provided for applying flowable, particulate,

powdered, curable adhesive to a substrate (eg, a metallic

honeycomb structure).

3.784,396

A PROCESS FOR TREATING A SUBSTRATE WITH
ETHYLENE-MALEIC ANHYDRIDE COPOLYMER

POWDER
Marie-Claude Gloriod Nee Fourment, Bully-Les-Mines, and

Adrien Nicco, Bethune. both of France, assignors to Ethylene

Plastique, Courbevoie, France

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,915

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Mar. 25, 1971,

7853/71
Int.Cl. B44d//02,//44

U.S. CI. 117-21 II Claims

A process for treating the surface of a material is provided

which comprises treating the surface with a powder of a

statistical copolymer of ethylene and maleic anhydride having

a particle size of between 0.5m and 400/x and possessing, in

the dispersed slate, on its particles, at least one crosslinking

agent for the copolymer, which contains as reactive groups

one. two. three or four alcoholic-OH groups and at least one

amino or amido group, in an amount from 0.05 to 6 reactive

groups per anhydride group present in the copolymer, and

then bringing the powder to a temperature of between 1
10°

and 300°C.

In the disclosed method for making a composite master

capable of producing both visible and invisible images on a

copy or receptor sheet, a first and second set of infrared ab-

sorptive images are entered on the obverse, uncoated surface

of the master and mirror image deposits of dithiooxamide

(DTO) or a derivative thereof corresponding to the second set

of images are entered on the reverse surface of the master.

3,784,397
|

IMAGING SYSTEM
Masamichi Sato, Asaka, and Osamu Fukushima, Tokyo, both

of Japan, assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 29, 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 10,92

1

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 4, 1970, 45-9841

lnt.CLG03g/i//0. /5//0
|

U.S.CL1 17-37 LE 16 Claims

Method for forming images by providing an electrostato-

graphic imaging member bearing an electrostatic latent image
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on a recording surface, positioning the recording surface

spaced from and facing a development electrode, contacting

the recording surface with toner particles whereby at least a

portion of the toner particles deposit on the recording surface

to form at least a partially imaged recording surface, and

valence ofQ and the other surface of the film having the sulfo-

nyl groups in the — (S03),Me form wherein Me is a cation and

n is the valence of the cation and processes for preparing the

film.

"^

maintaining the field strength of the development electrode

weak during the initial periixl of development and then in-

creasing the field strength of the development electrode dur-

ing the latter period of development to form a substantially

uniform developed image substantially free of streak, halo,

edge effect, and background deposits.

3,784.398

TRANSFERRING RECORDED SIGNALS AND LATENT
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGES BEFORE DEVELOPMENT

Kenneth A. Metcalfe, Lockleys, and Alwin Spencer Clements,

Largs Bay, both of Australia, assignors to The Common-

wealth of Australia, care of the Secretary, Department of

Supply, Parkes, Canberra, Australia

Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,085

Claims priority, application Australia, Aug. 17, 1970,

2214/70
Int. CI. G03g 13108, 13110, 13116

U.S,CLII7-I7.5 3 Claims

tjM Jtta/tcfrrc Lonat^tt

Mfi jm/eefr,c Constat I

3,784,400

METHOD OF PREPARING DRY-CLEANABLE SOIL-

RESISTANT LEATHERS
Vincent Joseph Cassella, Jr., Audubon, Pa., assignor to Penn-

walt Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 37,019, May 13, 1970, Pat. No. 3,668,124.

This application Mar. 22, 1 972, Ser. No. 237,2 1

7

Int. CI. CI 4c 9\02; B44d 1132

U.S.Cl. 117—62.2 6 Claims

A fatliquor composition useful for leather treatment com-

prises a mixture of alkenyl substituted succinic acid or suc-

cinic acid anhydride, sulfated fatty oil, and an amine or amide.

The leather is treated with an aqueous emulsion of the fat-

liquor composition and then with an aqueous solution of the

chromium coordination complex of perfluoroalkyl-containing

carboxylic acid to provide a soil and water-repellent leather

that is resistant to loss of lubricity when drycleaned.

TrmXtftr Aftml>tr

3,784,401

PROCESS FOR IMPREGNATING NON-WOVENS WITH
BUTADIENE CARBOXYL POLYMER LATICES

George L. Wheelock, Avon Lake, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 739,584, May 20, 1968,

abandoned. This application July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,006

Int.CLB44d7/4«

U.S.Cl. 117-62.2 10 Claims

A process for obtaining nonwoven materials having im-

proved physical properties, especially internal bond strength

and resistance to delamination is provided. Nonwoven fabrics

and papers impregnated with carboxyl-containing butadiene

polymer latices, especially carboxylated butadienestyrene and

carboxylated butadiene-acrylonitrile copolymer, are exposed

to ammonia or amine vapors prior to the drying and curing

operations to obtain the improved properties. Papers treated

in this manner have shown a marked increase in internal bond

strength.

The invention relates to a method of and means for transfer-

ring recorded signals and latent electrostatic images before

development The insulating medium which is placed over the

photoconductor surface is so constructed that the dielectric

constant or permittivity on one side is lower than the dielectric

constant on the other side. This can be achieved by forming

the insulating medium of a laminate of two differing materials

of differing dielectric constants.

3,784,399

FILMS OF FLUORINATED POLYMER CONTAINING
SULFONYL GROUPS WITH ONE SURFACE IN THE

SULFONAMIDE OR SULFONAMIDE SALT FORM AND A
PROCESS FOR PREPARING SUCH

Walther Gustav Grot, Chadds Ford, Pa., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sept. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,782

Int. CI. C08h 79/00

U.S.CL 117—62.1 17 Claims

A film useful as an ion exchange membrane of fluorinated

polymer containing pendant side chains containing sulfonyl

groups which are attached to carbon atoms which have at least

one fluorine atom attached thereto; one surface of the film

having a majority of the sulfonyl groups of the polymer in the

-(S02NH)n,Q form wherein Q is H. NH4 cation of an alkali

metal and/or cation of alkaline earth metal and m is the

3,784,402

CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION COATINGS ON
TITANIUM

Carl D. Reedy, Jr., Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Divisioa of Ser. No. 821,506, May 2, 1969, Pat No. 3,656,995.

This application Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,383

IntCLC23c///00
U.S.CL 117—69 5 Claims

A process for coating titanium-containing substrates with a

dense, adherent, chemically vapor deposited coating by ini-

tially effecting a protective, adhesion-promoting, intermediate

layer on the titanium surface and subsequently depositing

from the vapor phase a metal nitride, carbide, or carbonitride

coating on the intermediate film. For example, a titanium arti-

cle may be initially nitrided to provide a titanium nitride pro-

tective layer and titanium nitride, titanium carbide, or titani-

um carbonitride may subsequently be deposited from the

vapor phase onto this film to provide a dense, adherent, pro-

tective coating on the titanium article. The barrier layer serves

to promote adhesion between the titanium substrate and the

final overlay and to prevent reaction between the substrate

and such a reaction ingredient as titanium tetrachloride,

which is a preferred constituent for supplying titanium in the

titanium carbide, nitride, or carbonitride final coating.
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3,784,403

PROCESS FOR CLADDING STEEL

Frederick A. Glaski, Torrance, CaUf ., assignor to Fansteel Inc.,

North Chicago, lU.

Continuation-in-partofSer. No. 117,929, Sept. 7. 1971. This

appUcation Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,639

Int.CLC23c///00

L.S.CL 117-71 M 3 Claims

3,784,406

METHOD OF APPLYING BATTERY ELECTRODES ONTO
CONTINUOUS CARRIER STRIP

Geza F. Kosta, Plainfieid. and Anthon) W. Pomper, Edison,

both oC N.J., assignors to ESB Incorporated, Philadelphia,

Filed Jan. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 220,136

Int.CI. HOlr-^/0^

l'.S. CI. 117-212 1 Claim
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A process for cladding of steels and the resulting product. A

consistent and acceptable bond is obtained by providing a

containment coating to prevent diffusion of the ingredients of

the substrate into the cladding material. A desirable contain-

ment coating is one in which one of the constituents is pro-

vided by the sub-strate to provide a composite which is more

stable than similar compounds of the cladding coat such as

tantalum or columbium This permits a chemical vapor

deposition of the cladding without adverse reaction with sur-

face ingredients A further step in the process is available in

the localizing of flow of gas in the deposition to bring them

together just prior to contact with the shape to be coated.

3 784 404

METHOD FOR PROTECTING PAINTED WORK-PIECES

IN A BAKE OVEN
Robert E. Cavanaugh, Jr., Detroit, Mich., assignor to Amchem

Products, Inc.. Ambler, Pa.

Filed Jan. 12. 1972, Ser. No. 217,219

Int. CI. B44d 1146; FlbhJIOO

U.S. CI. 117-97 4CUims

A polysiloxane oven coating for use in paint baking ovens to

trap undesirable solid particulate matter and thereby prevent

its deposition on the baking paint film. The coating can be em_

ployed effectively without causing paint defects in the finished

paint film.

Intermittent deposits of battery electrodes are applied onto

a continuous carrier strip by a rotating patch roller which has

an outer wiping surface and at least one indention recessed

from and interrupting the continuity of the wiping surface

The electrode formulation is wiped from the wiping surface of

the patch roller onto the carrier strip to prtxluce the electrode-

deposits, and the indention in the patch roller causes the elec-

trode deposits to be intermittent A back bar assembly causes

the carrier strip to undergo a sharp change in direction at the

point where the electrode formulation is wiped onto the carri-

er strip. The battery electrtxle formulation comprises a plu-

rality of electrochemically active particles contained in and

dispersed throughout a binder matrix ,

3 784 407

BAKED-RESISTANCE MEMBER AND THE PROCESS OF
MANUFACTURE THEREOF

Hajime Shiio, Nishi, and Masuni Yamaguchi. Kozakai, both of

Japan, assignors to Ceramic Kagaku Yugen Kaisha. Toukai-

shi, Aichi-ken. Japan

Filed May 25, 1971, Ser. No. 146,788

Claims priorilv. application Japan, May 26. 1970. 45/45059

lnt.CI.B44d//02.///«

U.S.CL 117-227 14 Claims

A resistance member is produced by forming a paste of zinc

metal powder and synthetic resin paint, applying the paste as a

film on a base and heating the base to remove the paint com-

ponent and leave a baked film of zinc on the base. The zinc

film is substantially non-oxidized and has a determinate re-

sistance value Glass powder and other metal powders may be

mixed with the zinc to control the final resistance value, but

the zinc must be initially present in an amount of at least 20

percent by weight.

3,784,405

OXYBENZOYL POLYESTER COATED ARTICLES

James Economy. BuHalo; Steve G. Cottis, Amherst, and

Bernard E. Norwalk. Lancaster. aU of N.Y., assignors to The

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 828,693. May 28, 1969, Pat. No.

3.656.994. This application Oct. 8. 1971. Ser. No. 187,713. The

portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 25, 1989,

has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B32b 15108. C09d 3168

t.S.CL117-132C 9 Claims

A substrate coated with an impervious film of an ox-

ybenzoyl polyester having a molecular weight of at least about

3,500.

3,784.408

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING XYLOSE

Gerald Myer JaHe; William Szkrybak). both of Verona, and

Peter Hans Weinert. Wayne. aU of NJ.. assignors to Hoff-

mann-LaRoche Inc.. Nutley,N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 863,358, Oct. 29, 1969,

abandoned. Thisiipplication Sept. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 72,898

lnt.CI.C13ky/00

U^. CL127—37 5 Claims

Material containing cellulose, lignins and xylan is

hydrolyzed and the resulting aqueous solution is extracted

with methanol to obtain crystalline xylose. The xylose may be

hydrogcnated to produce xylitol.
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3,784,409

PROCESS FOR PURIFYING GLUCOSE SYRUPS
CONTAINING FRUCTOSE

William Junior Nelson, Camanche, Iowa, and Charles William

Hinman, deceased, late of Fort Madison, Iowa (Roy W.
Deitchler, administrator), assignors to Standard Brands In-

corporated, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 705,318, Feb. 14, 1968,

abandoned. This application June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,915

Int. CI. CI 3k 9/00

U.S. CL 1 27-46 A 10 Claims

A method of purifying cnzymatically isomerized glucose

syrups containing fructose. These syrups contain salts which

contribute to the ash content, colored bodies, odoriferous

materials, and other impurities. To remove these impurities,

the isomerized, glucose syrups are treated with a strong acid

cation exchange resin in the hydrogen form which removes

therefrom a portion of the colored bodies and appreciable

quantities of the metallic constituents of the salts. Following

this treatment, the syrups are subjected to a carbon treatment

which removes the major portion of the colored bodies and

odoriferous materials. The syrups are then treated with a weak

base anion exchange resin in the free base form, a strong acid

cation exchange resin in the hydrogen form, and with a strong

base anion exchange resin in the hydroxyl form.

respect to that electrode and the metal adjacent the negative

electrode is nonreactive with respect to that electrode; (3) a

trimetal whose outer two layers are nonreactive as in (2); and,

(4) a bimetal or trimetal in which the metal adjacent the posi-

tive electrode is nonreactive with respect to that electrode and

in which the other metal functions as the negative electrode in

the battery. The particular metals employed will depend upon

the electrochemical system used in the battery.

3,784,410

BATTERY WITH DUPLEX ELECTRODE
CONSTRUCTION USING CONTINUOUS METAL

CARRIER STRIP HAVING AT LEAST ONE
NONREACTIVE METAL SIDE

Bernard C. Bergum, Monona, and John A. Youngqutst, Madis-

on, both of Wis., assignors to ESB Incorporated, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 100,237, Dec. 21, 1970, Pat. No.

3,706,616. This application May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,650

Int.CI. H01mi9/06
U.S. CI. 136-10 4 Claims

3,784,411

ELECTRIC CELL BATTERY W ITH PLASTIC WEBBING
SPACER FOR FAST AND COMPLETE EPOXY

ENCAPSULATION
Frank Leonard Ciliberti, Jr., Ossining, N.Y., assignor to P. R.

Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,933

Int.CI. H01m2i/00.2//00

U.S. CI. 136-87 15 Claims

Duplex electrodes are constructed by placing intermittent

deposits of positive and negative electrodes on opposite sides

of a continuous metal carrier strip having two nonreactive

metal sides. In another embodiment, duplex electrodes are

constructed by placing intermittent deposits of positive elec-

trodes on the only nonreactive side of the bimetal carrier strip,

with the reactive side of the bimetal strip functioning as the

negative electrode in the duplex electrode. The duplex elec-

trodes are assembled into multicell batteries. The assembly

preferably occurs while the duplex electrodes are structurally

and electrically connected by the continuous metal carrier

strip; the carrier strip is then subsequently cut between duplex

electrodes to obtain structurally and electrically unconnected

batteries Alternatively, the carrier strip may be cut between

duplex electrodes before those electrodes are assembled into

multicell batteries.

The metal carrier strip may comprise; ( 1 ) a unimetal which

is nonreactive to the positive and negative electrodes and to

the electrolyte within the battery; (2) a bimetal in which the

metal adjacent the positive electrode is nonreactive with

se 50

A cell spacer consisting of a grid of polypropylene fila-

ments, providing a non-friction, non-wetting spacer for cells in

a container, with free runways in spacer, and three-dimen-

sional adjustability of spacer to permit epoxy flow along,

around and under spacer to form complete epoxy closure, and

battery made with such spacers, and method of epoxy flow

control.

3,784,412

METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF POW DERED
TUNGSTEN CONTAINING ELECTRODE MATERIAL

Konrad Mund; Gerhard Richter, and Magdalena Wenzel, all of

Eriangen, Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft,

Eriangen, Munchen, Germany
Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,309

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 22, 1971,

2108457
Int. CI. HOIm 75/04

U.S. CI. 136—122 18 Claims

Method for making electrode material containing tungsten

in powdered form. A tungsten compound selected from a ha-

lide or oxide, a tungstic acid, a tungstate, a thiotungstate is

mixed with a solid or liquid cokable substance. A solutioe of

such organic substance may also be used. The organic sub-

stance in the mixture is precoked and the tungsten carburized

or sulfidized.

3,784,413

DRY CELLS
Jun Watanabe, Osaka; Susumu Hosoi, Neyagawa; Masahlro

Kuwazaki, Osaka; Akira Ota, Osaka; Toshikatsu Takata,

and Junichi Asaoka, both of Moriguchi, all of Japan, as-

signors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka,

Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 843,598, July 22, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,647,552. This application Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No.

171,594. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Mar. 7, 1989. has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. HOI mi/00
U.S. CI. 136-131 7 Claims

A dry cell of excellent performances, particularly in

discharge characteristics, in which an ion-permeable barrier
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membrane is interposed between a cathode mixture and a

negative electrode-consistuting zinc casing and more specifi-

cally between the cathode mixture and a paste layer, said

membrane being of such a character that it blocks the transfer

of water and a paste from the paste layer side to the cathode

Sameuxr*
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mixture side without being dissolved during storage and in

the earlier stages of discharge of the cell, whereas it is

dissolved to prevent a sharp increase of the zinc ion concen-

tration in the vicinity of the paste layer in the latter stage of

discharge of the cell when the zinc ion concentration in the

electrolyte is increased.

3 784 415

METHOD OF MAKING A HIGH VOLTAGE DEPOSITED
FUEL CELL COMPONENT

Ralph E. Hopkins, F«lb Church. Va.. assignor to The United

Slates of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army. Washington. D.C.

Division of S«r. No. 110.499. Jan. 28. 1971. Pat. No.

3.717.506. Thb application Aug. 3. 1972. Ser. No. 277.546

Int. CL HO Im 27/02

L.S.CL 136-175 1 Claim

This inventiori pertains to a method of making an improved

high voltage deposited fuel cell component The improved

fuel cell component is especially adaptable to high voltage.

high power applications in that a large number of planar cell

assemblies may be stacked in a compact manner to afford a

relatively high power density.

3 784 416

MANUFACTURE OF WHITE CAST IRON
Barry John Davies. BuHington. Ontario. Canada, assignor to

Canron Limited. Montreal, (Quebec, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 93.754. Nov. 30. 1970.

abandoned. This application Sept. 29. 1972. Ser. No. 293.339

int. CL C21d 5i04, B22d 25>iOO

U^.CL 148-3 6 Claims

3,784.414

BATTERY SEALANT CARRIER HAVING ADHESIVE

PATCHES IMPREGNATED THEREIN AND A METHOD
FOR MAKING IT

WiUiam R. Macaulay, Madison; Ralph H. Feldhake. Verona,

both of Wis.; Dale G. Higgins. East Brunswick, and Rwhard

C. SanU Maria, Edison, both of N J., assignors to ESB Incor-

porated. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed June 1 . 1972. Ser. No. 258.663

lnt.CLHOlaii/04

U.S.CL 136-175 22Clalnis
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A battery sealant carrier is impregnated with adhesive

patches each of which is in the form of a closed loop. The sur-

faces of the adhesive patches rise above the surfaces of the

carrier on at least one and preferably both sides of the carrier

The patches are produced by passing the carrier between a

pair of applicators, the first of which has a surface that is suffi-

ciently rigid and uncompressible so that it does not deform

and the second of which has a surface that is sufficiently

elastomeric so that it deforms during adhesive application.

Preferably the two applicators apply adhesive to the carrier

simultaneously The adhesive patches applied by the second

applicator are preferably applied at a higher viscosity than

those applied by the first applicator Preferably the sealant

carrier is also the battery separator material, in which case

there is an area of separator material inside each adhesive

patch into which the adhesive has not been impregnated; al-

ternatively, the sealant carrier may have a void area inside

each adhesive patch, with the void area being provided to

receive a piece of battery separator material.

An improved method for the production of martensitic

and/or lower bainitic white cast iron The method of this in-

vention includes the steps of preparing a meh of molten cast

iron having a chromium content in the range of 5 percent to

1 5 percent, a total additional content of hardenability increas-

ing alloying elements in the range of trace to 3 percent, casting

into a mold having a maximum cavity thickness of about 2 5

inches and retaming the casting in the mold until it cools to a

shake-out temperature in the range of l.TOCF to 1.950^..

The casting is then cooled after shake-out in still air to a tem-

perature m the range of l.325»F to 1.650T and thereafter

the casting is quenched when at a temperature within the

range of 1,325'F to 1.650"T. by immersing it in the liquid

quenching medium at a temperature above 80°F so as to cool

the casting at a rate of cooling sufficient to prevent the forma-

tion of pearlite without cracking or distorting the casting

3.784.417

SURFACE CONVERSION TREATMENT FOR
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

James A. Brown, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-

cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Cootinuation-in-pan o( Ser. No. 89,130, Nov. 12, 1970.

abandoned. This application Oct. 26. 1971. Ser. No. 192,558

Int.CLC23f 7//6

U.S. CL 148-6.15 R 59 Claims

An aqueous composition for surface conversion treatment

of magnesium and magnesium alloys prior to application of a
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painted or photoresist coating is described. The composition

comprises a water solution of about 9.4 to about 19.5 grams

per liter NHr ; about 50 to about 103 grams per liter PO^—
about 1.0 to about 2.S grams per liter Ca* '; and a total of

about 1.9 to abt>ut 4.8 grams per liter of ions selected from

the group consisting of (I . N()i . and SOr", and is char-

acterized by having a pH of abtiut 3.0 to about 4.5.

3,784,418

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF COLD-HOLLED
SHEETS FROM A RUST-RESISTANT, FERRITIC STEEL
ALLOY CONTAINING CHROMIUM AND MOLYBDENUM
Alfred Randak, and Karl Michel, both of Huttental-Geisweid.

Germany, assignors to Stahlwerke Sudwestfalen AG, Hut-

tental-Geisweid, Germany
Filed Nov. 3, 1970, Ser. No. 86.610

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 3. 1969.

P 19 55 026.6

lnt.CI.C2ld9/4«

U.S.CL 148-12 13 Claims

Cold-rolled strip and sheets are made from a special steel

alloy containing chromium and molybdenum by subjecting

hot-rolled strip formed from the alloy to multi-stage annealing

at controlled temperatures and thereafter cold rolling and an-

nealing after each cold rolling step.

3.784.419

PROPELLANT COMPOSITION CONTAINING A NICKLE-
SILVER COMPOSITE

Robert P. Baumann, Dover; Eugene F. Bozza, Rockaway, both

of N.J., and Gardner S. Hunt, Freeport, Maine, assignors to

The United Sutes of America as represented by the Secreta-

ry of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 120,683, March 3, 197 1, abandoned. This

application June 30, 1972. Ser. No. 267,737
,

Int. CLC06b/ 9/00

U.S.CL 149-2 4 Claims

Solid propellants compositions and method for the prepara-

tion thereof, comprising the addition of a staple to a wetted

propellant composition, casting, subjecting the casting to a

magnetic force in order to radially orient the staples therein,

solidifying and recovering the product.

3,784,420

THERMALLY STABLE HIGH DENSITY-IMPULSE
ENERGETIC COMPOSITION OF MATTER

Milton B. Frankel, Tarzana, and George A. Lo, Canoga Park,

both of Calif., assignors to Rockwell International Corpora-

tion, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Dec. 9, 1968, Ser. No. 785,024

Int. CLC06b 75/00

U.S.CI. 149-22 ' 18Claims

This invention is concerned with a novel, energetic, ther-

mally suble, dense binder system suitable for formulating

energetic compositions of matter wherein said binder system

comprises the energetic prepolymer of a compound of the for-

mula

3,784,421

SLURRY EXPLOSIVES CROSS-LINKED WITH A
COMPOUND OF TELLURIUM VI

William Allan Craig, Glasgow. Scotland, assignor to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Division of Ser. No. 196,797, Nov. 8, 1971, Pat No. 3,734,864.

This appUcation Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,637

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Nov. 30, 1970,

56694/70
Int. CLC06d 5/06,5/70

U.S. CL 149—29 7 Claims

Slurry explosives and aqueous gels therefor containing, as

thickener, a macromolecular compound containing vicinal

cis-hydroxyl group (e.g., guar gum) cross-linked with com-
pound of tellurium VI.

3,784,422

2,3-BIS(DIFLUOROAMINO) PROPYL 2,2-DINITRO-

PROPYL CARBONATE, USEFUL IN PROPELLANTS
Albert L. Rocklin, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to Shell Oil

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 81,637

Int. CI. C06b 75/00, C06c 69\00

U.S.CL 149—88 5 Claims

The novel allyl 2,2-dinitropropyl carbonate and the conver-

sion thereof to the novel 2,3-bis(difluoroamino)propyl 2,2-

dinitropropyl carbonate useful as a high energy plasticizer of

polymeric binders for solid propellant systems.

3,784,423

CRYSTALLINE BERYLLIUM HYDRIDE
Paul Kobetz, Baton Rouge, La., and Leonard M. Niebylaski,

Birmingham, Mich., assignors to Ethyl Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1964, Ser. No. 392,677

Int. CL C06b 75/00. COlb 6/04, COll 6124

U.S. CL 149-109 8 Claims

1. A crystalline beryllium hydride-containing composite

which consists essentially of from about 99.5 to about 80.0

mole percent of beryllium hydride and from about 0.5 to

about 20.0 mole percent of lithium hydride.

4. A crystalline beryllium hydride-containing composite

which consists essentially of from about 0.5 to about 20.0

mole percent of a compound selected from the group consist-

ing of lithium hydride and lithium aluminum hydride and from

about 99.5 to about 80.0 mole percent of beryllium hydride

and which is characterized by a density exceeding 0.75 gram

per cc and by intense X-ray diffraction lines at </ = 3.78 and d

= 2.95.

3,784,424

PROCESS FOR BORON CONTAINING GLASSES USEFUL
WITH SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Shao-Yuen S. Chang, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,093

Int. CL C03c 75/00, HOll 1150

U.S.CL 156-15 4 Claims

CH, CH-
\ /
O

-R—O-CH. (NO,),F

in which R is alkylene of I to 4 carbon atoms and the energetic

plasticizer bis-(dinitrofluoroethyl)-formaI. The energetic

composition also contains at least one fuel and at least one ox-

idizer homogeneously dispersed in and held together by said

binder system.

A glass containing about 5 percent or more by weight boron

oxide may be etched using fluoroboric acid as an etchant. The
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fluoroboric acid etchant is advantageously employed becuase

of its comparatively lov. acidity. The boron oxide contammg

glass riay be utilized as a boron diffusion source in the fabrica-

tion of semiconductor devices and may be covered by a barri-

er layer, such as phosphosilicate glass.
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3.784,425

PROCESS AND APPARATIS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

PLASTIC-SHEATHED TAMPONS
W ilhelm Schuster. Frankfurt, Germany, assignor to Vereinigte

Papier\*erke Schickedanz & Co.. Nurnberg, Postfach, Ger-

many .,^
Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196.537

Int. CI. B32b.?///4. B65h S//06,- A61f 13120

U.S. CI. 156-83 .
3 Claims

rigid material supporting surlace and. together with the seg-

ments provides a firm working surface for building the tire

The foregoing abstract is not to be taken as limiting the in

vention of this application, and in order to understand the full

nature and extent of the technical disclosure of this applica-

tion, reference must be made to the accompanying drawings

and the following detailed description

. I

3 784 427

METHOD OF MAKING AND TREATING BIAS CUT
FABRIC

Thomas Franklin (JrifTin. Kernersville. N.C.. assignor to

BurUngton Industries, Inc., Greensboro. N.C.

Filed June 3, 1970, Ser. No. 42.914

Int. CI. B29h 7122

l).S. CI. 156-139 6 Claims

I

A
,'^^^M^^ •• • .%^y

w w •.

A process is disclosed for the production of plastic-sheathed

or covered tampons of fibrous organic materials, especially for

feminine hygiene, wherein a fiberbody is made selected from

the group consisting of unpressed and prepressed fibcrbodies.

a porous coating of water-insoluble plastic is sprayed or spun

around the fiberbody, and the fiberbody and covering arc

pressed to fofm the tampon.

A fabric suitable for V-beh covers and hose reinforcing is

made by bias-cutting a tubu'ar woven fabric into a continuous

strip, stretching the continuous strip in the width direction as

with a pin tenter frame to increase the angle between warp

and filling to greater than 90°, applying an elastomcric coat-

ing, and longitudinally slitting the strip into a plurality of nar-

rower tapes which arc then wrapped around a V-belt core in a

conventional manner or used as hose reinforcing.

3.784.426

METHOD OF BUILDING TIRES

Edwin S. Uoodhali; Paul E. Appleby, both of Cuyahoga Falls,

and John W . Touchette. North Canton, ail of Ohio, assignors

to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company .Akron. Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 99,428. Dec. 18. 1970, Pat. No. 3.698,987.

This application June 26. 1972. Ser. No. 266,025

lnt.CI. B29h/7//2./7//4. ;7//6

IJ.S.CI.J56-132 4 Claims

I

/
10

•s

*• *• '

i
4« %1

M

A tire building machine comprising an expansible drum on

which tires are built The drum includes a pair of sets of seg-

ments movable radially of the drum axis and which are

covered with a rubber sleeve and are disposed between two

sets of fingers which are also movable radially of the drum

axis The fingers are designed to hold a pair of wire beads con

centrically of the longitudinal axis of the building drum in

equidistant spaced relation from the centerplane of the drum

The segments are movable radially outwardly of the drum to

form shoulders in the carcass plies on which the beads may be

seated after which the turn-up of the plies and tie-in of the

wire beads are made, and tread and sidewaU are applied to

complete the uncured tire The fingers and segments have

rigid material engaging surfaces The center section of the

building drum intermediate the segments has a substantially

3.784,428

METHOD FOR MAKING CARBON FILAMENT TAPES

Donald James Willats, Fillongk). and Peter Ernest Morgan,

Coventry, both of England, assignors to CourtauWs Limited,

London, England
FlledMay7, 1971,S«r. No. 141,391

Claims priority, application (ireal Britain, May 12. 1970.

22.856/70
lnt.CI.B31c.B65h«//00

IIS CI 156 174 4 Claims

A process for making a tape of filaments which comprises

winding at least one bundle of filaments, for example carbon

filaments, helically on a mandrel to produce a multilayer

structure of filaments of even thickness, and helically cutting

the filaments in the same -sense as they are wound to produce a

tape of filaments Apparatus for performing the process is also

described.

I

3,784.429

METHOD FOR PRODUCING ROTATIONALLY
SYMMETRICAL GLASS FIBER REINFORCED

LAMINATED HOLLOVN STRUCTURES

Manfred Muller. Wuppertal-Barmen, Germany, assignor to

Akzona Incorporated. Asheville, N.C.

Filedjuly22, 1971, Ser. No. 165,127

Claims priority, application Germany, July 23, 1970,

P 20 36 513.3

Int. CI. B65h«/ /OO

L S CI 156—175 8 Claims

Method and apparatus for producing laminated hollow

structures having at least one glass fiber reinforced resinous
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layer wherein there are simultaneously applied to a winding

core or rotationally symmetrical form (a) a filamentary fleece

or web of a fibrous organic polymer such as continuous

polyester filaments, and (b) a winding layer of glass fiber rov-

ing or rovings impregnated with a curable thermosetting

synthetic resin such as unsaturated polyester resins or epoxy

resins. The apparatus includes, in addition to means for

3,784,431

MANUFACTURE OF WINDSHIELD WIPER BLADES
Mathew Kuts, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich

Company, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 135,092, April 19, 1971, Pat. No.

3,697,356. This application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,149

Int.CLB31f 7/00

U.S.CL 156-201 5 Claims

jX::::^. ,V,\vKVN'^'^^'0-V-

wrapping the roving or rovings of glass fibers, a blowing nozzle

means for the continuous deposition of the fibrous fleece or

web at a displaced angle with reference to the winding appli-

cation of the glass fiber roving material. The products of the

invention are useful as storage vessels, pipes, tubes, cylinders,

fittings and the like, e.g. as frequently required in the

petrochemical industry.

3,784,430

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING CORRUGATED
ANGLE MEMBERS

Jack A. Gilbert, and Stanley Franklyn, both of Clifton, N J., as-

signors to Container Company of New York, Irvington, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 782,209, Dec. 9, 1968, Pat. No. 3,652,367.

This application Dec. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 94,327

lnt.CI. B3 If 7/00

U.S. CL 156—200 4 Claims

The method of making a distendable stationary window

wiper blade which is suitable for cleaning a movable window
as in station wagons. The blade is distendable by fluid pressure

to simultaneously press the wiper blade against the window
and spray liquid against the window to provide means for

lubricating and wetting the window. Such wiper blade is made
by encasing a tube with fabric reinforced material, folding

such fabric material over the tube, to cover such tube

completely, adhering a thin bead along the central length

thereofand cutting such blade into predetermined lengths.

3,784,432

METHOD OF MAKING A FLEXIBLE CLOSURE
Takashi Noguchi. Seisan Nippon Sha, Ltd. New Kohjim-achi

BIdg. 3, 5-Chome, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,087

Int. CI. B29c 23100

U.S.CL 156-244 11 Claims

A method for manufacturing corrugated angle members.

These members are made of heavy paper, for example, and

serve as protective reinforcements in relatively large packages

containing appliances and the like, so that the corrugated

angle members by engaging the appliances within the con-

tainer of the package will protect the appliances against

damage. A plurality of corrugated plies are glued to each

other while being longitudinally angled to a gradually increas-

ing extent by a forming means which provides the glued-

together corrugated plies with a preselected angular cross sec-

tion. Then the angled corrugated structure is dried while con-

veyed by a conveyer means through a heat tunnel. Thereafter,

the corrugated structure is cut by a cutting means to

preselected lengths.

A mechanism and method of attaching to a laminated

plastic sheet a fastener profile wherein the preformed sheet is

removed from a roll and passed through a heating chamber
having controlled humidity and thereafter passing said sheet

over a roll which forms a joining zone with an extruded plastic

profile strip fed onto the sheet with a jet of air directed

thereagainst. and the joined sheet and strip thereafter passing

through a chamber where the strip is cooled and the heat in

the sheet is maintained.
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3.7g4.433

REINFORCED COMPOSITES
Edward William Garnish. Saffron Waldcn. and Barr> James

Hayes, Little Eversden. both of England, assignors to Ciba-

Geig> AG, Basel. Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 2,441, Jan. 12, 1970.

abandoned. This application Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,765

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. Jan. 17. 1969.

2880/69
lnt.CI.B32bJ///2

U.S. CI. 156-276 1 1 Claims

Composites of unidirectional carbon fibers and a thcr-

moseltable resin are made by applying the resin as a contmu-

ous solid film to the carbon fibers, applying heat and pressure

so that the resin flows about the fibers and forms a coherent

structure, and then converting the resin into its solid, fusible

B-stage

3,784,434

METHOD OF LAMINATING PACKAGING FILM

George C. Paisley. Millbrae. and Fred G. Tier. Sunnyvale, both

of Calif., assignors to Milprint, Inc.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 717.844. March 1. 1968. abandoned.

This application Mar. 8, 1971. Ser. No. 122,205

Int. CLB32b J//0<i,i///2

II.S.CL 156-280 I Claim

The crystallizable polymers are preferably applied in film

form to preheated threaded fasteners. By correlation ot

the preheat temperature, the length of time during which

the molten polyitKr is allowed to melt and flow onto the

thread surfaces, and the rate of ciwling of the assembly,

the geometry of the locking element and the degree of

crystallinity of the polymer are controlled.

3.784.436

METHOD OF TREATING A WOOD SIRFACE W ITH

LINEAR HEAT-HARDENABLE COPOLYMERIZATE
Jurgen Fock. Essen- Bredeney, and I'Irich HoHschmidt, Essen.

both of Germany, assignors to Th. GoWschmidl AG, Essen,

Germany
Division of Ser. No. 31 .748. April 24. 1970. Pat. No.

3.694.418. This application Oct. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 190.397

Claims priority, application Germany. May 6. 1969,

1922942
I

Int. CL C09j 7102 . B32b 2 7/ /
'

L.S.CL 156-334 2 Claims

This invention relates to a linear heat-hardenablc

copolymerizate. and to a method of treating a wood surface

with a foil of the said copolymerizate, the copolymerizate hav-

ing a limiting viscosity of t) = 7 to 3 (100 ml g') mea-

sured in toluene at 20''C , and comprising

70 to 94 mole percent of a compound selected from the

group consisting of styrene or at least one monomer having

the formula

cni-^r-cooK,

A multiple layer laminated packaging film incorporating

'cellophane coated on only one side with a heat sealable coat-

ing, heat sealable polyethylene applied to the uncoated side of

the cellophane, and a polypropylene exterior layer joined to

the coated side of the cellophane by means of a heat sealable

coating on the inner surface of the polypropylene.

3.784,435

METHOD OF FORMING PATCH-TYPE SELF-LOCKING
SCREW FASTENERS

Mansour A. H. Bagheri, Downey; Walter P. Fitzgerald. Jr..

and Beatrix Y. Sanders, both of San Diego, aU of CaUf.. as-

signors to Long-Lok Fasteners Corporation, Cincinnati,

Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 26,882, April 19, 197 1

,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 36,960.

May 13, 1970, abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser.

No. 226,147

InLCLB32bi//26

U^. CL 156-293 58 CUims

Hi

in which R, is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen

and a methyl group, and R, is an alkyl group having one to

four carbon atoms,

2 to 1 5 mole percent of at least one compound selected

from the group consisting of maleic anhydride and itaconic

acid anhydride, and

4 to 15 mole percent of at least one compound selected

from the group consisting of acrylic acid glycidyl ester

and methacrylic acid glycidyl ester

3,784,437

TIRE BUILDING APPARATUS
Paul E. Appleby, Cu>ahoga Falls; Denver C. Folden, Akron,

and Donald C. Kubinski, Seville, all of Ohio, assignors to The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron. Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 880.522. Nov. 28, 1969, abandoned.

This application Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,167

lnt.CLB29h/7//6./ 7/22

II .S. CL 156-401 37 Claims

Thermoplastic polymer locking elements are formed on

threaded fasteners to provide a range of self-locking torque

characteristics. The thermoplastic resins are of the type that

crystallize during cooling from the molten sute.

A tire building apparatus having an expandable-collapsible

drum for which an elastic tubular membrane forms the drum
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surface, and a pair of annular members disposed for radial and

axial movement on and relative to a pair of rigid axially mova-

ble end members cooperable with the membrane to expand

the drum surface to a high crown and an expanded cylindrical

stiffly supported building surface.

3,784,438

APPARATUS FOR WRAPPING BOTTLE NECKS
Karl Duiiinger, Neutraubling. Germany, assignor to Hermann

Kronseder. Neutraubling, Germany
Filed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 192,955

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 13, 1970,

2055834
lnt.CLB65b6//24, B65ci//«

U.S. CL 156—487 , 1 1 Claims

riage, the margin of the card overhanging the carriage. The
carriage is shiftable along a platform with respect to a linear

scale, to align a selected point on the margin with a tab ap-

plicator station. At the station, the margin partially overlies

the upper end of a hole in a die plate below which is disposed a

strip of tab material. A reciprocating die punch cooperating

with the die plate, acts in passing through the die hole to ex-

cise a tab from the strip and to press it against the underface of

the margin whose upper face is backed by an anvil. To effect

bonding of the tab to the card margin, the tab material may be

provided with a pressure-sensitive layer or a hot-melt coating,

in which latter event the anvil is heated to activate the coating

when the margin is sandwiched between the pressed tab and

the anvil.

Apparatus for wrapping bottle necks, preferably with foil

wrappers. The apparatus includes wrapper applying

mechanism and following treatment apparatus to shape and

conform the wrapper to the bottle neck and crown. The treat-

ment apparatus includes a series of pressing and smoothing

tools which are arranged on a serpentine path and conveyor

means for advancing the bottles on said serpentine path past

said tools. The wrapper shaping and conforming tools are

desirably arranged on circular arcs and the conveyor desirably

comprises star wheels which convey the bottles on said arcs

for engagement with said shaping and conforming tools.

3,784,439

MACHINE FOR FORMING AND APPLYING INDEX TABS
TO RLE CARDS

Isidore Dorman, Whitestone, N.Y., assignor to Bell & Howell

Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 221,896

lnt.CLB32bJ//20.i7//«

U.S.CL 156-518 10 Claims

3,784,440

ALUMINUM-CLAD PLASTIC SUBSTRATE LAMINATES
John H. Gninwald, New Haven; Eugene D. D'Ottavio,

Thomaston; Harold L. fthodenizer, Bethlehem, and Michael

S. Lombardo, Waterbury, all of Conn., assignors to Mac-

Dermid, Incorporated, Waterbury, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 889,472, Dec. 31, 1969, Pat. No.

3,620,933. This appUcation Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197,161

Int. CL B32b 15108, 15120; H05k 1100

U.S.CL 161— 185 7 Claims

Plastic parts are formed against an anodically treated alu-

minum surface by molding, laminating, etc., to produce

laminates useful, after removal of or separation from the alu-

minum, in providing a plastic surface of a high energy level

promoting greater adhesion of deposited metal conductor cir-

cuits in the additive process of making printed circuit boards.

3,784,441

COMPOSITE STRUCTURE
Charles E. Kaempen, Orange, Calif., assignor to Kaempen In-

dustries, Inc., Orange, Calif.

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,5^6

Int. CLB32b 5/72

U.S. CI. 1 6 1 —58 19 Claims

A machine for automatically forming index tabs and for ap-

plying the tabs to file cards at selected points along the upper

margin thereof A file card to be tabbed is supported on a car-

A corrugated laminate comprises at least two superimposed

plies of continuous filament strands bonded together by a

hardened plastic resin. The plies are biaxially pre-tensioned

prior to hardening of the resin which impregnates and bonds

the strands together in a generally concave parabolic configu-

ration at each corrugation. The laminate finds particular ap-

plication to tubular structures, such as sewer pipe liner and

underground tanks, which contribute to the control and im-

provement in the quality of the nation's environment.

The method and apparatus for making the laminate in the

form of a desired composite structure comprises placing a first

ply of unidirectional continuous filament strands upon one or

more longitudinally spaced pairs of a gapped forming struc-

ture so that the ply bridges each forming gap. After the ends of

the first ply are held in place, they are pressed and deflected
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into the forming gaps by a superimposed second ply contain

ing pre-tensioned. unidirectional continuous filament strands

oriented approximately at right angles to the filament strands

of the first ply The parabolic configuration formed at each

corrugation of the laminate resuhs from a substantially

uniform pressure which is applied to the first ply by the second

or defiecting ply The filament strands of each laminate ply are

thoroughly impregnated with the liquid resm which sub-

sequently hardens to bond and maintain the laminate in its

corrugated form.

reactor The opening comprises a vertical cylindrical collar

surmounted by an annular bell which is rigidly fixed to the

heat exchanger shell and shaped so as to constitute in con-

junction with the collar an annular space between the cylindri

cal collar an annular bell which is maintained unprimcd by in

jecting a gas under pressure into this space.

3 784 442

ALKALI METAL ALl MINO SILICATES, METHODS EOR

THEIR PRODI CTION AND COMPOSITIONS THEREOF

Lowell E. Hackbarth. Bel Air. Md.. and Joseph T. Crockett,

Auburn, Ala., assignors to J. M. Huber Corporation. Border.

Tex.
., . L •

Division of Ser. No. 1 1 2,469, Feb. 3. 197 1, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 730,892, May 21, 1968. Pat.

No. 3,582,379. This application July 20, 1972, Ser. No.

273,673The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

'

June 1, 1988. has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. D2\h 3 182

l'.S.CM62-181C I Claim

The subject matter of the following specification concerns

the production of finely divided materials useful as pigments,

moisture conditioners, paper fillers, and in rubber reinforce

ment and the like Considering present economics, perhaps

the most practical embodiment of the subject matter employs

the reaction of a soluble sodium silicate and aluminum sulfate

in producing precipitates commonly known and identifiable as

isodium alumino silicates, the precipitate being ultimately col

lected as a dried particulate material of sub-micron particle

size The disclosed process involves conducting this general

type of reaction in the presence of calculated quantity of sodi-

um sulfate from the outset of the reaction whereby economics

are improved and highly refined modifications in the charac

tensile of the final matenals become obtainable. The reaction

may be varied according to several conditions, such as pH.

temperature, concentration, manner of feeding materials and

the like whereby to better adapt the new materials to highly

specialized needs, such as in rubber compounding and paper

production.

3,784,443

DEVICE FOR THE LEAK-TIGHT ASSEMBLY OF HEAT
EXCHANGERS IN NCCLEAR REACTORS

Mkhcl Vercassoo, La CeOe-Saint Cloud, France, assignor to

< Commissariat a lEnensie Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Aug. 4. 1971. Ser. No. 168,924

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 7. 1970, 70.29197

Mt.CLG2lc 13102. l3l06;F2Sd 1106

L.S.CL 176-63 • 6 Claims

3,784,444

PROCESS FOR PRODI CIN(i 2-Sl BSTITl'TED 6.AMINO

PI RINE RIBOTIDES

Kiyoshi Nakayama, Sagamihara. and Haruo Tanaka. Machida.

both of Japan, assignors to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co. Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,158

Int. CL CI 2d 13106

\].S. CL 195-28 N '' ^'•'•n*

Ribosyl phosphates of 2-substiluted b-amino purine deriva-

tives are produced by fermentation of an aqueous nutrient

medium containing a 2 substituted 6-amino purine derivative

or the riboside thereof by organisms of the genera Brevibac

terium. Corynebacterium, Arthrobactcr and Micrococcus

3,784,445

CULTURE MEDIl M AND PROCESS FOR THE
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTION OF ALPHA, OMEGA-

ALKANEDIOIC ACID

Robert Victor Dahbtrom. and James Herbert Jaehnig. both of

Manitowoc. Wis., avsignors to K. 1. duPont de Nemours and

Company . V^ ilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,379

lnt.CLC12b//00

U.S. CI. 195-28 R -'' Claims

An aqueous culture medium comprising (1 ) 3 to 35 grams

per liter of alkali metal, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate,

strontium nitrate and/or beryllium nitrate. (2 ) 0.3 to 10 grams

per liter of alkali metal phosphate, ( 3) 1 to 15 grams per liter

of an alkali metal acetate, calcium acetate, magnesium

acetate, strontium acetate and/or beryllium acetate, and (4) a

nutrient source, and a process for the prinluction of an

alpha,omega-alkanedioic acid of 10 to 16 carbon atoms com-

prising ( I ) introducing a mutated strain of Corynebacterium

into a composition which h.is a pH ortrt)m 6 u> ^ .md v\hn.h

comprises I to 50 percent by volume of an n-alkanc of iO to

16 carbon atoms and a complemental amount of the culture

medium aUne, ( 2 ) maintaining the composition at a tempera-

ture between 20" and 45°C. for 48 tO 96 hours; and (3)

separating the alpha.omega-alkanedioic acid from the result-

ing mixture.

A leak-tight passage is provided for a heat-exchanger shell

within an opening formed in the primary vessel wall of a fast

3.784,446

METHOD OF PRODI CING L-GLLTAMIC ACID BY

FERMENTATION OF AROMATIC ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS

Hiroshi Nishida, Yamato; Masao Yamamoto, Yatsushiro;

AUuo Kitai, Kamakura; Asaichiro Ozaki, Tokyo; Yuklo

Nishimura. Kamakura; Hiroto TakemI, and Chimo Takemi,

both of N atsushiro. all of Japan, assignors to Ajinomolo Co.,

Inc. and Sanraku Ocean Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 13,830, Feb. 24, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 8, 1972. Ser. No. 232,950

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1969, 44-

17974; Mar. 11, 1969. 44-17975; Aug. 20, 1969, 44-65326;

Dec. 10,1969,44-98634
lnt.CLC12d/i/06

|

U.S.CL 195-30 8 Claims

L-Glutamic acid is produced by culturing glutamic acid

producing strains of Brevibacterium. Corynebacterium.

Microbacterium, and Micrococcus on media which provide

catechol, benzyl alcohol, benzoic acid, hydroxybenzoic acid.
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phenylacetic acid, protocatechuic acid, phenol and other aro-

matic compounds as at least 70 percent (by weight) of the car-

bon sources available during fermentation.

3,784,447

MYCAROSYL MACROLIDE ANTIBIOTICS
Robert John Theriault, Kenosha, Wis., assignor to Abbott

Laboratories, North Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 246,095

Int. CL CI 2k 1/00

U.S.CL 195-81 6 Claims

Covers the desisovaleryl derivative of niddamycin. Also

ci>vcrs a method of performing the microbial conversion of

niddamycin, magnamycin A, magnamycin B, leucomycin A,

and leucomycin A-, to the corresponding desisovaleryl deriva-

tives

3,784,448

DIAGNOSTIC DEVICE
Thomas Cekoric, Jr.. Hopatcong, and Patrick Michael Yanan-

ton, Garfield, both of N.J.. assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche

Inc., Nutley, N.J.

Filed May 25, 1972. Ser. No. 256,984

lnt.CLC12k7//0
U.S.CL 195-139 6 Claims

Compartmented tube containing pre- prepared culture

media for the differential identification of microorganisms,

particularly, organisms of the family Enterobacteriaceae . The
improvement comprises inserting a rigid member into the

device after innoculation is effected, said rigid member being

preferentially provided by severing a scored innoculation wire

rod which extends through the tube. It further comprises the

use of a material to overlay the media which biochemically

reacts under anaerobic conditions.

3,784,449

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR GENERATING
ELECTRICITY

(ieorge E. Merrill. 266 Sposito Cir., San Jose. Calif.

Filed Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,002

Int.CLB0IdJ/0(^

ocean floor thereby providing a natural head with respect to

the turbine that is great enough to drive the generator which

has a generating capacity sufficient to vaporize a substantial

part of the water supplied to furnaces from the turbine. The
steam produced in the furnaces is piped upward to a con-

denser, located at or near the surface, in which it is condensed

into potable water and the water supplied to the turbine passes

through the condenser to be preheated before dropping

through said head to the turbine.

3,784,450

EVAPORATORS WITH MIXING CONDENSERS
Anthohie Van Hengel, Westville, South Africa, assignor to Hu-

lett's Sugar Corporation Limited

Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,183

Claims priority, application South Africa, May 18, 1970,

70/3313
lnt.CLBOldi/00

U.S.CL 202-185 5 Claims

A condenser zone is located inside an evaporator above an
evaporation zone, the condenser zone having an inlet for coo-

lant and an outlet for condensate, the condenser zone being

insulated on those surfaces that are cooled to prevent con-

densed vapours falling back into the evaporation zone.

U.S.CL 202-180 3 Claims

3,784,451

METHOD OF FABRICATING A COMPOSITE MOLD
HAVING A RESIN-IMPREGNATED METAL MOLDING

SURFACE
Paul Johnson Garner, Thorp Bay, England, assignor to Imperi-

al Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 886,782, Dec. 19, 1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,924

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 23, 1969,

31606/69 *

Int. CLC73b 5/60.

U.S. CI. 204-20
*

1 1 Claims

Producing a mould, particularly a prototype mould by

spraying a metal shell on to model.' impregnating the metal

shell with a curable resin so that it is no longer porous, elec-

A turbine driven high frequency generator located in a troplating the shell to form a moulding surface and backing

chamber at the bottom of a deep hole in the earth or on the the shell to produce a mould.

tSzS,
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3,784,452

METHOD OF TREATING THE SURFACE OF
StPERCONDtCTING NIOBIUM CAVITY RESONATORS

Hans Martens; Heinrkh Diepcn; AKred MuUer. and Rai-Ko

Sun, all of Eriangen, Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft, Eriangen, Germany
Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,1 10

Claims priority, application Germany. Feb. 12, 1971,

2106628
Int. CI. C23b J/56. 5/50

. U.S. CI. 204-26 8 Claims
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heterocyclic brightening additive selected from the group con

sisting of mercaptothiazoles. mercaptobenzthiazoles, mercap-

tothiadiazoles, mercaptopyrimidines, and mercap-

toiminazoles. and (2) an auxiliary brightener selected from

the group of step plating inhibitors consisting of imino diacetic

acid, malonic acid, cinammic acid, aurine tricarboxylic acid,

aliphatic dicarboxylic acids having at least seven carbon

atoms, salts of the aforesaid acids and hydroxyethyl cellulose,

said auxiliary brightener being in a proportion of from 3:1 to

3:4 based on the weight of said heterocyclic brightener.

rgrji 3,784,455

METHODS OF ELECTROLYTIC REGENERATIVE
ETCHING AND METAL RECOVERY

Girish D. Parikh, Columbus, and WiUiam C. WiUard. Reynold-

sburg, both of Ohio, assignors to Western Electric Company,

Incorporated, New \ ork, N.Y.

Piled Dec. 28, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 2 1 2,9 1

1

Int. CI. Mlk 1100.3100

U.S. CI. 204-130 13 Claims

A process for improving the surface quality of supercon-

ducting niobium cavity resonators The process comprises at

least partially providing the resonator cavity with a niobium

oxide layer by anocid oxidation.

3,784,453

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING
RADIOACTIVE LABELED PROTEIN MATERIAL

Howard J. Dworkin, 5581 Tadworth PI.. Birmingham, Mich.,

and Robert F. Gutkowski, 36824 Manning Ct., Sterling

Heights, Mich.

Filed Dec. 1 6, 1 970, Ser. No. 98,574

Int.CI. B01k;/00

U.S.CL204-131 14 Claims

jy

A closed sterile electrolytic system for tagging human serum

albumin and other compounds and/or substances including

proteins with a radioactive iSotope, such as the 99m isotope of

technetium, producing a radioactive tracer material which is

suitable for biological studies and medical uses.

KB. CMt.OI> %I >VJMCS

fm3 S^**^ CTCHANT
T^ IKSCMIMTCO tICH»NI^ 900HJM HfDMIiOC . C>«.on**^

as soowM HvoMOiioe^ Ov€» '1.0« 0> SW*" «»TI"^ MTtO
mm SP**' •*!€* WITH co»PC"K HTOaoCHLOKiC KIO ruMCV

cun<ic CHLOaiOC mist

®'

Methods and apparatus are disclosed for electrolytically

recovering metal from an electrolyte and/or an etchant on

specially constructed and configured cathtxies. The metal

deposits advantageously may be subsequently removed from

the cathodes with no mechanical or chemical cathodic

stripping operation being required In a more specific applica-

tion, the invention relates to a continuous cupric chloride-

hydrochloric acid etching system for use in recovering etched

copper from articles, such as printed circuit boards, wherein

the spent etchant is continuously, or intermittently, elec-

trolytically regenerated and etched copper simultaneously

recovered as loose, spongy, fine grain deposits on elongated

cathodes preferably having arcuate or curvilinear plating sur-

face profiles The recovered copper deposits advantageously

may be readily removed from the cathodes by passing them

through a water spray.

3,784,454

ADDITIVE FOR THE ELECTRODEPOSITION OF COPPER
Derek Martin Lyde. Stourbridge, England, assignor to Al-

breght A Wilson Limited, OWbury, near Birmingham, War-

wickshire, England

Division of Ser. No. 63.954, Aug. 14, 1970, PaL No. 3,674,660,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 724,225. April 25,

1968, abandoned. This application Dec. 16. 197 1 , Ser. No.

209,004

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, May 1, 1967,

19989/67
Int. CL C23b 5/46

L.S.CL 204-52 R 14 Claims

Brightener compositions for aqueous copper pyrophosphate

electroplating electrolyte consisting essentially of { I ) a

3,784,456

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PURIFYING ALKALI
METAL HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS

Jack M. Otto. New Martinsville. W. Va., assignor to PPG In-

dustries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 806.173. March 11. 1969.

abandoned. This application Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,271

Int. CL BOlk i/00, 3/04; COld //40

U.S.CL 204-153 3 Claims

Aqueous alkali metal hydroxide solutions are purified by
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passage through a porous cathode of an electrolytic cell hav-

ing an anode located downstream of the cathode. An elec-

Ti-r'Uy

3
1 l>i^^^

taining a coating of the material to be sputtered therefrom and

onto the blade edge. A shutter arrangement is provided to

shield the blade edge against contamination during the time

the target is being cleaned in vacuo prior to coating, and to

protect the target from contamination when the blade edge is

being sputter etched in order to clean it before coating. Means
are provided for indexing the shutter to desired positions for

these operations and for rotating the fixture so as to cause por-

tions of the blade coil to be passed successively adjacent the

target in facing relation thereto when the shutter is indexed so

as to provide a generally perpendicular line of sight between

the target and the portion of the blade coil facing the target.

l,Otl fHD LlOUOft _ f -
-'

}

trolytic cell of special construction particularly useful is

described.

3,784,457

PROCESS FOR REMOVING ELECTROLYTES FROM
AQUEOUS SOLUTION

Yukio Mizutani; Toshikatsu Sata. both of Tokuyama; Ryuji

Izuo. Kudamatsu. all of Japan, and Reiichi Yamane,

deceased, late of Tokuyama, Japan (by Masako Yamane,

heir), assignors to Tokuyama Soda Kabushiki Kaisha,

Tokuyama-shi. Yamaguchi-ken. Japan

Filed Sept. 13. 1971, Ser. No. 179,992

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 14, 1970, 45-

79992/70
lnt.CI. BOld/J/02

U.S. CI. 204- 180 P 4 Claims

A process for removing electrolytic substances from water

which comprises electrodialyzing an aqueous solution con-

tainmg electrolytic substinces using an ion-exchange mem-
brane to remove the electrolytic substances from the aqueous

solution, such exchange membrance consisting of an insolu-

ble, infusible synthetic organic polymer having dissociable

ionic groups chemically bonded thereto and having pores

through which ions can pass the membrane, at least one sub-

stantial surface of the ion-exchange membrane intimately

retaining an electrolytic substance having an opposite electric

charge to the charge of the ion-exchange group of the ion-

exchange membrane and being incapable of passing through

the pores of the ion-exchange membrane.

SW/rcM A
mrcHmc
COHTROL

The fixture is preferably in the form of a disc with an annular

groove therein for receiving the blade coil and for providing

controlled exposure of the edge portion thereof, while the

shutter preferably is in the form of one or more rotatably

mounted apertured plates. The sputtering process includes the

formation of a plasma within the evacuated chamber by the

ionization of an otherwise inert or non-reactive gas; the coat-

ing materials may be metals or alloys as well as dielectric

materials such as organic plastics applied to the edge for im-

parting lubricity thereto. Coating thicknesses range from

about 50 Angstroms or less up to several hundred Angstroms

or more, but, in any case, are insufficiently thick to dull the

previously sharpened blade edge.

3,784,459

DEVICE FOR DETERMINING THE ACTIVITY OF
OXYGEN IN MOLTEN METAL

Paul L. Jackson, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,896

Int. CLGOln 27/46

U.S. CL 204-195 S 9 Claims

3,784,458

METHOD OF COATING A CONTINUOUS STRIP OF
RIBBON RAZOR BLADE MATERIAL

George C. Lane, Danbury, Conn., assignor to Warner-Lambert

Company, Morris Plains, N J.

DivUion of Ser. No. 144,510, May 18, 1971. This application

Apr. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 347,732

Int. CLC23c/ 5/00

U.S.CL 204— 192 6 Claims

A method and apparatus for placing extremely thin finish

coatings on previously sharpened coils of band or ribbon type

razor blade material prior to cutting such strips into shorter

lengths for eventual inclusion in magazine fed ribbon blade

safety razors. The method includes winding a relatively great

length of ribbon blade into a helix or coil with an open center,

fitting the coil within a special fixture, and placing the coil and

fixture within an evacuable chamber wherein one or more

coating materials are sputtered onto the blade edge in ex-

tremely thin layers under carefully controlled conditions. The

chamber, in addition to conventional vacuum system com-

ponents, includes at least one, and sometimes plural elec-

trodes, each adapted to receive thereover a target plate con-

A device for determining the activity of oxygen in molten

metal is disclosed. The device has a reusable portion which is
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used during each oxygen determination The device also has

•

an expendable portion which is consumed in the molten metal

during each oxygen determination A feature of the device is

that no fine wires are utilized in connecting the expendable

portion to the reusable portion In the expendable portion of

the device, a half cell comprising a solid electrolyte and an ox-

ygen reference material is protected from thermal and

mechanical shock upon its immersion mto the mohen metal

Another feature of the device is that the expendable portion

can be easily attached to the reusable portion

output of said error detector being connected to the actuating

mechanism of a valve controlling the discharge of the salt

water and mud sludge from the electric dchydrator. inserted

3.784,460

COMBINED ELECTRODIALYSIS AND
ULTRAFILTRATION OF AN ELECTRODEPOSITION
^^

BATH
Louis R. Le Bras, Gibsonia. and Robert R. Zwack. Ne%*

Kensington, both of Pa., assignors to PIH:; Industries, Inc.,

Pittsburgh. Pa. ^,. „ ^,

Division of Ser. No. 123,299, March 1 1, 1971, Pat. No.

3 663,406. This application Mar. 13, 1972. Ser. No. 234.007

Int. CL BOld 13102. BOIk 5/02. C23b LI/OO

U.S.a. 204-301 4Ctaiins

between the current difference detector and the error detcc_

tor is a unit shaping a signal corresponding to the real value of

I

the currents in the circuits of the electrodes

3.784.462

PR(KT-SS AND APPARATUS FOR OIL SHALE
RETORTIN(;

George W. Frick. Mercervilkr. N J., assignor to Cities Service

Research & Development Company. Cranbury, N J.

Filed Feb. 25.1971, Ser. No. 1 1 8.795

lnl.CLCI0g//02

IJ.S.CL208-11 10 Claims

A method of controlling undesirable components in an elec-

trodeposition bath comprising a film-formmg vehicle resin in

an aqueous medium, by subjecting at least a portion of the

electrodepositable competition, simultaneously or at a

separate time, to an electrodialysis process in conjunction

with a selective separation process whereby process parame-

ters and the properties of the deposited film are maintained

3 784 461

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING THE PROCESS OF

DESALTING AND DEHYDRATION OF OIL IN AN

ELECTRIC DEHVDRATOR
Boris Isaakovich Kusovsky. TroUeibusny pereutok. 21, kv. 32;

Nikolai Ivaoovich Pavtov, Oktyabrskaya ubtsa, 39, kv. 30;

Anatoly Prtrovlch Matiichenko, Pervomaisky prospekt,

29/2 kv. 20; Sergei Alexandrovich Zakharov. Pervomaisky

pros^kt. 32, kv. 15. and Anatoly Fedorovich Kirilin. 3

Linia. 2. all of Ryazan. L .S.S.R.

Filed June 1 . 1972. Ser. No. 258.582

Int. CL BOld /J/02

L.S.CL 204-306 ^ .

* *^'''"!!

A device for controlling the process of desalting and

dehydration of oil in an electric dehydrator having two elec-

trodes comprising a current difference detector responding to

the currents in the circuits of said electrodes and being con-

nected to an error detector comparing the real value of the

currents in the electrode circuits with a specified value, the

A process and apparatus are disclosed for the continuous

steady state retorting of ground oil sbalc in the absence of air.

Retorting is accomplished by countercurrently contacting

heated spent oil shale with fresh ground oil shale in a vessel

from which air is excluded The spent oil shale is heated by

combustion of its carbonaceous residue to form a hot heat

transfer medium which, when contacted with fresh oil shale in

the retorting process, provides the energ> for the recovery ot

hydrocarbons.

3.784.463

CATALYTIC CRACKING OF NAPHTHA AND GAS OIL

David L. Reynolds. Nederland; Douglas J. Youngblood.

Groves; Dorrance P. Bunn. Jr.. Houston, and Roy K Pratt,

Groves, all of Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc.. New ^ ork, N.Y .

Filed Oct. 2. 1970. Ser. No. 77.479

Int CLCI0g////S.i7/02.B0lj9/20

tS CI 208-74 29 Claims

Low octane naphtha and fresh gas oil are catalytically

cracked with a zeolite catalytic cracking catalyst in separate

elongated reaction zones yielding a naphtha having an m-
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creased octane rating. Recovering a naphtha fraction, particu-

larly a heavy naphtha fraction, from the cracked product, and

combining it with the fresh naphtha feed, further enhances the

octane rating of the naphtha product. A cycle gas oil may be

recovered from the reactor effluent and combined with the

.%. '*V..'./**^

an up-throw impeller, to aid in the separation of the bitumen

from the solids in the froth, passing the mixture into a lower

quiescent settling zone, floating the bitumen to the surface of

the liquid in the annulus formed by the draft tube, removing

the floating bitumen from above the liquid level, removing the

solids and water from the settling zone.

3,784,465

TREATMENT OF GASES AND LIQUIDS
Thomas Nicklin, Middleton, and Frederick Farrington, Sale,

both of England, assignors to The Gas Council, London, En-

gland

Division of Ser. No. 843,832, July 22, 1969, Pat. No.

3,714,328. This application July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,697

Int. CLClOg 27/00. 2i/02

U.S. CL 208—208 R 10 Claims

Gases or liquids are steam desulphided in the presence of a

catalyst containing a uranium oxide together with a thorium

oxide and/or a cobalt oxide. Air may also be present. The
process is useful for dcsulphiding inorganic gases, for example

effluent gases and for desulphiding organic compounds such

as oils.

fresh naphtha feed or introduced into a separate (a third)

elongated reaction zone to effect maximum recovery of

naphtha and lighter stocks having improved product quality.

Optionally, any of the feedstocks may be subjected to further

cracking in a dense bed of the zeolite catalyst.

3,784,464

PR()CE.SS FOR WASHINC; SECONDARY SEPARATOR
FROTH TO RECOVER BITUMEN

Victor Paul Kaminsky. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, assignor

to Canada Cities Service Ltd.; Imperial Oil Ltd.; Atlantic

Richfield Canada, Ltd. and Gulf Oil Canada, Ltd., part in-

terest to each

Filed Dec. 23, 1971. Ser. No. 21 1,549

Int.CLCIOg//00
U.S. CL 208- 1

1

1 Claim

3,784,466

OIL AND GAS TREATMENT
Thomas B. Arnold; Eugene B. Byrnes, both of Dallas, and

Ak>nzo R. Castoe, Irving, all of Tex., assignors to Atlantic

Richfield Company, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 100,905, Dec. 23, 1970, Pat. No.

3,702,296. This application July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,143

lnt.CLC10g7yOO
U.S. CL 208—361 8 Claims
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3,784,467

DROPLET COUNTERCURRENT
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Takenori Tanimura, Tokyo, Japan, and Yolchiro Ito,

Chevy Chase, Md., assignors to the United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare

Filed May 26, 1971, Ser. No. 147,133

Int. CI. BO Id 15/08

U.S. CI. 210—31 C 7 Claims

3,784,469

PROCESS OF PREVENTING SCAI E AND DEPOSIT

FORMATION IN AQl EOUS SYSTEMS

Friedrich Krueser, Edingen, and
»;i«'*'°"%»X;ck?ser

Duerkheim, Germany, assignors to Joh. A. »enf»?'S"

GmbH, Chemische Fabrik, Lud^igshafen (Rhine),

Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,610

Claims priority, appUcatlon Germany, July 1, 1971,

P 21 32 802.9

Int. CI. C02b 5/06

U.S. CI. 210—58 15 Claims

Scale and deposit formation in aqueous systems is pre-

vented or suppressed by the addition thereto of cyclohex-

ane-1.2.3,4,5-pentacarboxylic acid preferably in substoi-

chiometric amounts calculated for the scale and hardness

causing compounds present in such aqueous systems. A

synergistic effect is achieved by the admixture of sub-

stoichiometric amounts of amino alkylene phosphonic

acids or alkane phosphonic acids.

A droplet countercurrent chromatographic all-liquid

separation technique for partitioning a solute between a

steady stream of droplets of moving phase and a column

of surrounding stationary liquid phase. Milligram quan-

tities of biochemicals may be separated using this process.

3,784,470

COMPOSITE COILED MEMBRANE ASSEMBLY

John Llovd Richardson and Gilbert Segovia. Santa Ana,

Fred jii, Huntington Beach, and Wilfred Hugo Bachle,

Long Beach. Calif., assignors to Philco-Ford Corpo-

ration, Blue Bell, Pa.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,1 20 I

Int. CI. BOldii/OO
VS. CI. 210—321 5 Clauns

3,784,468

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SEPARATING
HEAVIER AND LIGHTER COMPONENTS
OF LIQUID MIXTURES
Juan A. Garcia, Houston, Tex., assignor to Esso

Production Research Company

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 181,989

Int. CI. BOld i 7/02

U.S. CI. 210—44 14 Claims

"^'

Separate lengths of semipermeable membrane suitable

for reverse osmosis and ultrafiltration are connected to

each other by a short, strong connector assembly. The

resulting assembly is wound onto a spool shaped housing

in a helical multi-layered coil. A compressible or elasto-

meric pad separates the inner diameter of the coil from

the hub of the housing to absorb dimensional changes

caused by pressurization of the membrane during its op-

eration in a reverse osmosis system. The connector as-

sembly preferably includes soft elastomeric extensions on

each end of an inner member which fits inside the con-

nected ends of the membrane to dissipate stress concen-

trations.

A mixture of liquids capable of gravity separation,

such as oil and water, is charged with gas or aerated in

a cyclone. The aerated liquid mixture is then separated

in a flotation chamber or cell. The lighter liquid com-

ponent floats to the surface of the liquid mixture in the

flotation cell aided by the rising gas in the liquid mix-

ture. Several cyclone-flotation cells may be connected

together in series in which arrangement the heavier sepa-

rated component mixed with the lighter unseparated

component is cycled from a particular flotation cell to

the next succeeding cyclone-flotation cell.

3,784,471

SOLID ADDITIVES DISPERSED IN PERFLUORI-
NATED LIQUIDS WITH PERFLUOROALKVL
ETHER DISPERSANTS
Robert Kaiser, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Avco

Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed May 11, 1970, Ser. No. 36,429

Int. CL ClOm 3/02. 3/06, 3/24

U.S. CI. 252-21 11 Claims

Stable dispersions of a wide variety of solids, e.g.

magnetite, silica, carbon black, graphite, and the like,

are provided in perfluorinated liquids. The colloids pro-

vided by the present invention can be utilized in the

same fashion as hydrocarbon based colloidal dispersions,
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and additionally, because of the particular characteristics

of the carrier medium, have the additional advantages of

immiscibility with both hydrocarbon and aqueous media.

Thus, the ferrofluids formed by dispersing magnetic par-

ticles in accordance with the present invention are par-

ticularly useful as seal fluids. They can be positioned

in space by a magnetic field. The stable dispersions are

formed by dispersing finely divided solids of up to about

one micron in the presence of a perfluorinated liquid,

such as Freon E or Krytox oil and a surfactant having the

following:

CCFi \ CFi

djF-CFr-oA-C-'-coon

^

where n is an integer of from 3 to 50,

3 784 472
ANTI-CORROSION LUBRICATING COMPOUND

Stanley J. Caplan, Northridge, Calif., assignor to

Accralube Company, Northridge, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,576

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Feb. 22, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. ClOm 5/14
U.S. CI. 252—25 .

10 Claims

An improved heavy duty coating composition for pro-

tection against corrosion of metallic substrates and for

lubrication of metallic parts comprises a substantially uni-

form mixture of at least about 40 weight percent of a

selected lead compound in particulate form and an essen-

tially homogeneous grease-containing vehicle. The vehicle

comprises a major proportion of grease, preferably heavy

duty grease, and a minor proportion of lubricating oil,

preferably high pressure lubricating oil. The grease-con-

taining vehicle is non-separating and preferably the

grease is present in the vehicle in a weight ratio to the

oil of about 3:1. The lead compound is selected from the

group consisting of lead carbonate, lead subcarbonate and

mixtures thereof.

highly rust and corrosion inhibitory while also possessing

the ability to reduce or prevent the formation of varnish,

sludge and deposits on the inner metallic surfaces of inter-

nal combustion engines. The preferred polyoxyalkylene

derivatives are the polyoxyalkyene polyols or oxaalkanols.

3 784 475
DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
OXIDIZED POLYSACCHARIDE BUILDERS
Francis L. Diehl, Wyoming, Ohio, assignor to The
Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 802,255, Feb. 25, 1969. This application Nov. 17,

1971, Ser. No. 199,812
Int. CI. Clld 3/02

U.S. CI. 252—89 6 Claims

Detergent and laundering compositions comprising an

organic water-soluble synthetic detergent and a water-

soluble oxidized polysaccharide builder in a proportion

by weight of detergent to builder of 10:1 to about 1:20;

the builder having a degree of carboxylation of 1.0 to

3.0, an equivalent weight of 68 to 200, a degree of polym-

erization, n, of 20 to 30,000 and a molecular weight of

4,000 to 5,000,000.

3 784 473
LUBRICATING OIL COMPOSITIONS

Alphonso W. Marcellis, Boonton, and Paul M. Kersctaner,

Trenton, NJ., assignors to Cities Service Oil Company,
Cranbury, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,668

Int. CL ClOm 1/36
U.S. CI. 252—51.5 A 4 Claims
An additive having detergency properties for incor-

poration in lubricating oils and lubricating oil composi-

tions containing sad additve. The addtive s the condensa-

tion product of an aliphatic polyamine and a mixture of a

monocarboxylic acid and a polyhalo aliphatic acid having a

terminal —CF3 group in which at least 50% of the amino

groups of the polyamine are converted to amide groups by

condensation with the mixture of acids. Th% preferred

lubricating oil composition is a 2-cycle engine oil compris-

ing a major proportion of a hydrocarbon lubricating oil

and a minor proportion of the additive of this invention.

3,784,476
DETERGENT COMPOSITION

Daniel Marten van Kampen, Vlaardingen, and Jacobus

Hendricus Marinus Weenen, Brielle, Netherlands, as-

signors to Lever Brothers Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
161,970, July 12, 1971, which is a continuation of

appUcaHon Ser. No. 767,511, Oct. 14, 1968, both now
abandoned. This application Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No.
209,460

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, Oct 16, 1967,

54,673
Int. CI. Clld 7/42

U.S. CI. 252—109 4 Qaims
A particulate enzyme-containfng detergent composition

contains a detergent surface-active agent, a water-soluble

builder salt and discrete, shaped inorganic solids contain-

ing proteolytic or amylolytic enzymes.

3 784 474
LUBRICATING OIL COMPOSITION

Stuart Houston Brown, San Rafael, and Warren Lowe,
El Cerrito, Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Com-
pany, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,398
Int. CI. ClOm 1/32

U.S. CI. 252—51.5 R 9 Claims
A lubricating oil composition containing a hydrocarbyl

substituted amine ashless detergent where the hydrocarbyl

substituent contains at least 40 carbon atoms, a polyoxy-

alkylene derivative, and an alkaline earth metal carbonate

dispersed in the oil to provide an alkalinity value of about

10 mg. KOH/g. These compositions are found to be

3 784 477
PAINT REMOVAL COMPOSITIONS

Raymond G. Esposito, R.F.D. 2, Union, Maine 04862
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

5,944, Jan. 26, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part of

application Ser. No. 670,428, Sept 25, 1967, both now
abandoned. This application Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No.
171,760

Int CI. C09d 9/00
U.S. CI. 252—162 11 aauns

Paint and other finishes can be readily and safely re-

moved from even the most delicate pieces of furniture by

using a mixture of (1) xylol or aromatic naphthas with

(b) at least 5 parts per hundred of either dimethylformam-

ide, dimethylacetamide, or mixtures thereof. A preferred

mixture is that of approximately 20% dimethylformamide

with approximately 80% of xylol to form an azeotropic

mixture. The object is immersed or sprayed in a tank with

the mixture which is allowed to remain on the surface

until it is softened. Then the swollen finish is removed by

washing with fresh mixture and air-dried.

3,784,478
CONTROL OF NITROGEN OXIDES FROM
COMBUSTION PROCESS EFFLUENTS

Elmar R. Altwicker, EInora, and Richard E. Gibbs and
Nicholas P. Kolak, Troy, N.Y., assignors to Argo Re-
search International, Ltd., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,305
Int CI. BOld 47/02; C09k 3/00

U.S. CI. 252—192 6 Claims

A process for the removal of nitrogen containing com-

pounds from a gas containing a mixture of the same com-
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prising contacting the gas with a composition comprising

an electron donor compound, water, and an alkali com-

pound.
*

'

3 784 479
FOAM CONTROL COMPOSITION

Joseph W. Keil. Midland, Mich., assignor to Dow Corning

Corporation, Midland, Mich.

iNo Drawing. Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,617

Int. CI. BOld 17/00

U.S. CI. 252 358 8 Claims

A* composition for controlling foam is disclosed which

comprises a base oil of polyoxypropylene polymers, poly-

oxypropylene -.polyoxyethylene copolymers or siloxane

glycol copolymers, a foam control agent comprising a

liquid polydimethylsiloxane. 88-95 parts by weight, and

0.1-10 percent by weight of a siloxane copolymer dis-

persing agent. Silica may also be present.

• 3,784,480

CED\R POLYPHENOLS AND THIODIPROPIONIC
ACID AS ANTIOXIDANTS FOR LSE IN ANIMAL
FATS AND VEGETABLE OILS

.

Arthur Karchmar, Clifton, NJ., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Application Feb. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 8.054,

now Patent No. 3,628,971, which is a continuation-in-

part of applicarion Ser. No. 690,755, Dec. 15, 1967,

now Patent No. 3,573.936. Divided and this appUca-

tion Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,602

Int. CI. A23d 5/04; Cllh 5/00

U.S. CI. 252 404 "^ Claims

Mixtures of cedar polyphenols and thiodipropionic acid

exhibit synergistic antioxidant effects when added to

animal fats and vegetable oils and foodstuffs containing

these materials. The amount of the polyphenol compo-

nent of the mixture should be at least equal to the amount

of thiodipropionic acid therein. These cedar polyphenol-

thiodipropionic acid additives greatly increase the storage

life of fats and oils when added thereto in amounts of at

least about 50 parts per million.

3,784,481

HYDROGENATION CATALYSTS CONTAINING A
TRANSITION METAL SALT AND AN ALUMI-
NUM HYDRIDE COMPOUND

Christian Lassau, Paris, Robert Stem, Marly-Ie-Rol, and

Lucien Sajus, Croissy-sur-Seine, France, assignors to

Institut Francais du Petrole, Des Carburants et Lubri-

fiants, Rueil-Malmaison, France,

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

856,251, Sept. 5, 1969, now Patent No. 3,663,635.

This application Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,495

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 6, 1970,

7012441; Dec. 23, 1970, 7046582
Int. CL C07c 5/02

U.S. CI. 252—431 C 12 Claims

In a process of hydrogenating an unsaturated organic

compound capable of being reduced, e.g., olefins, in the

presence of Ziegler-type catalysts, substantial advantages

are obtained by using as the organo metallic reducing

agent an aluminum hydride of the formula:

wherein

AlHaX3_n or Me(AlH„X'4_„)m/p
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3,784,482

HYDROCARBON SOLUBLE PHOSPHORIC-
MODIFIED MOLYBDENUM CATALYSTS

Stanley Bruce Cavitt, Austin, Tex., assignor to

Jefferson Chemical Company, Inc., Houston. Tex.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 102,138

Int. CI. C07d 1/08

US. CI. 252 431 P " Claims

Stable, homogeneous phosphorus-modified molybdenum

catalysts are prepared by incorporating phosphorus

ligands into molybdenum compounds. The molybdenum

compounds are prepared by reacting an ammonia-contain-

ing molybdate with a hydroxy compound, for example,

an organic primary or secondary alcohol, a glycol or a

phenol. The hydrocarbon-soluble phosphorus-modified

molybdenum solutions are useful as homogeneous oxida-

tion catalysts, particularly for the oxidation of olefins lo

olefin oxides. Olefin oxides are useful in the manufacture

of non-toxic antifreeze, urethane-grade polyols and many

other applications. The catalysts of the invention may

also be used as metal-plating solutions, lubricant addi-

tives, pigments, ammoxidation catalysts, printing inks, or

solution components for organic laser devices. They may

also be used as catalysts or co-catalysts for various polym-

erization processes, such as homopolymenzation of iso-

cyanates, isocyanate-polyol reactions, or olefin oxide

polymerization reactions. i

3,784.483
'

COBALT, IRON, PHOSPHORUS AND OXYGEN
CONTAINING OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENA-
TION CATALYST ^ ,.^

Robert S. CichowskI, Arroyo Grande, Calif., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed May 6, 1971, Ser. No. 140,969

Int. CI. BOlj 77/82

U.S. CI. 252^-437 ^ Claims

Organic compounds are dehydrogenated to compounds

having a higher degree of unsaturation by contacting the

feedstock in the vapor phase in the presence of an oxygen-

containing gas with a catalyst comprising cobalt in

association with iron, phosphorus and oxygen. Represen-

tative of such conversions is the oxidative dehydrogena-

tion of isopentane to isoprene and isoamylenes. The con-

version products are valuable compounds particularly

useful as intermediates for the preparation of polymeric

m iterials such as synthetic rubbers and the like.

3 784 484

ACTIVITY AND STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF
REFORMING CATALYSTS BY ALUMINUM
CHLORIDE LEACHING

William B. Inncs, Upland, Calif., Maiden W. Michael,

Norwalk, Conn., and Stephen F. Adier, Santa Claus,

Ind., assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stam-

ford, Conn.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 444, Jan. 2, 1970. This application Mar.

8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,932
Int. CI. BOlj 77/72 I

U.S. CI. 252 442 ^ Claims

This invention relates to platinum-alumina reforming

catalysts and particularly to a process for manufacturing

such catalysts which includes the step of leaching alumina

with aluminum chloride.

n is 1 or 2,

m is 1,2, or 3,
"

'

Me is a metal of Group \a or Ila of the Periodic Table,

p is the valence of the metal Me,

X is OR, NR2, NHR or SR,

X' is R. OR. NRj, NHR or SR,

R, taken separately, is a monovalent hydrocarbon, and

when taken in pairs represents —A—Z—B— wherein

A and B each is alkylene. and Z is alkylene, an oxygen

. or sulfur atom, a NH or N-hydrocarbyl group or a

polyvalent metal.

I

3,784,485

OXIDATIVT DEHYDROGENATION CATALYST
Edward S. J. Tomezsko, Media, Pa., assignor to Atlantic

Richfield Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Mar. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

124,979, now Patent No. 3,697,614. Divided and this

appIicaHon Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,995

Int. CI. BOlj 77/06, 77/22

U.S. CI. 252—467 5 Oalms
Method for the oxidative dehydrogenation of paraffins

to produce olefins by contacting the paraffins with mo-
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lecular oxygen in the presence of molten alkali metal hy- pound. Important to obtaining the unique films of the in-

droxides, aluminum, and a soluble transition metal oxy- vention is the requirement that the polymer be insoluble

anion included in the molten alkali metal hydroxide.

3,784,486
a,a-CARBOXYALKOXY SUCCINIC ACID COM-
POUNDS AS DETERGENT BUILDERS AND
SEQUESTERING AGENTS

Gunner E. Nelson and Tillmon H. Pearson, Baton Rouge,
La., assignors to Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,816
Int. CI. C02b 5/06; CI Id 3/20

U.S. CI. 252—546 10 Claims

To obviate eutrophication of water, non-phosphorus

detergent builders and sequestering agents are provided.

These are either

(a) a,a'-carboxyalkoxy succinic acids wherein the car-

boxyalkoxy radicals contain from 2 to about 7 carbon

atoms,

(b) water soluble salts of such acids

or mixtures of (a) and (b). Conventional detergent ac-

tives may be used with these builders.

3 784 487
PROCESS FOR MAKING A FOAM FROM A
COMPOSITION COMPRISING BITUMINOUS
MASSES, A NOVOLAC, AND HEXAMETHYL-
ENETETRAMINE

Heinz-Gerhard Franck and Walter Metzendorf, Duisburg-
Meiderich, and Erich Schweym, Herbert Beneke, Rolf
Marrett, Jozef Nijssen, and Jaafar Omran, Castrop-
Rauxel. Germany, assignors to Rutgerswerke Aktien-
gesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 885,308, Dec. 15, 1969. This application Apr. 5,

1972, Ser. No. 241,397
Int. CI. C08j 1/14

U.S. CI. 260—2.5 F 28 Claims
Foam materials of cellular structure are prepared from

mixtures of bituminous materials with novolak by ex-

panding and hardening said mixtures in molten condition

by crosslinking and propelling. The molten mixture is

preferably expanded and hardened by the incorporation

therein of hexamethylenetetramine which acts as a cross-

linking as well as hardening and propelling agent. The re-

sulting inexpensive materials of cellular structure have
satisfactory isolating characteristics, good mechanical re-

sistivity, high resistance to temperature changes, con-

siderable chemical stability and are not inflammable.

The foaming and hardening process according to the

invention can be favorably influenced by subjecting the

molten mixture of bituminous materials and novolak to

a short pretreatment consisting of adding thereto a small
amount of hexamethylenetetramine at about 150°-
160° C.

3 784 488
PROCESS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR PREPARING
UNIQUE FILMS HAVING A MULTIPLICITY OF
VOIDS AND AN ORGANIC MATERIAL CON-
TAINED THEREIN

Alfred F. Steinhauer and Otis R. Mclntire, Midland,
Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-
land, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
799,873, Feb. 17, 1969. This application Feb. 14, 1972,
Ser. No. 225,994

Int. CI. C08j 1/14
U.S. CI. 260—2.5 M 22 Claims

Novel film forming solution compositions which con-
tain a high level of a non-volatile liquid organic com-
pound in proportion to the film forming polymer are
capable of forming unique coherent films having a multi-
plicity of voids which contain therein the organic com-

in the organic compound and immiscible therewith and be

more soluble in the solvent than the organic compound.

3 784 489
ANION EXCHANGE RESINS FROM ALKYLATED
CONDENSATION POLYMERS OF POLYETHYL-
ENEIMINE AND DIHALOALKANES

Mark Dales, 1114 Churchill Road, Southampton, Pa.

18966, and Jong Jai Whang, 294-18 Fee-Kyong Bong,

Bong-Dae-Moon-Gu, Seoul 131, South Korea
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,272

Int. CI. C08g 33/08 .

U.S. CI. 260—2.1 C 13 Claims

Anion exchange resins are produced by (a) condensing

polyethyleneimine with at least one dihaloalkane, followed

by (b) reacting the product of (a) with an alkylating

agent to convert substantially all of the nontertiary amine

groups in (a) to tertiary or quaternary amine groups.

3,784,490
MICROPOROUS VINYL CHLORIDE POLYMERS

AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME
Norman B. Rainer. Richmond, and Donald A. Full. Lex-

ington, Va., assignors to Philip Morris Incorporated,

New York N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 183,256

Int. CI. C08f 29/7S, 47/08
U.S. CI. 260—2.5 M 16 Claims

This disclosure relates to a novel process and to novel

products. The products comprise shaped structures of a

vinyl ch'oride polymer having an improved microreticu-

lated structure and are made by a process involving the

formation of a dispersion of vinyl polymer particles in

certain orcnnic liquids which are non-solvents for the

polymer, reduced pressure deaeration of the dispersion and

heating of the deaerated dispersion to sinter the vinyl

chloride polymer particles to form a microreticulated

microporous structure. The products of this invention are

particularly useful as filter materials and the process of

the invention is especially suited for the formation of

shaped porous articles, useful as filters.

3 784 491
POLYMERIZATION OF VINYL MONOMERS USING
COACERVATE STABILIZING AGENTS CON-
TAINING GELATIN
Roman L. Pozorski, South Holland, III., assignor to

Wilson & Co., Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 792,153, Jan. 17, 1969. This application

May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,676
Int CI. C08f 45/60

U.S. CI. 260—8 10 Claims

Significant improvements in the process and product

are achieved using a dispersion polymerization method
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comprising polymerizing a vinyl monomer in an aqueous

medium together with a coacervate of a water-soluble

positively-charged, proteinaceous colloid and at least one

negatively-charged, water-soluble colloid as a stabilizmg

agent.

3,784,495
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3,784,492

N.(5.NORBORNEN-2-YLMETHYL)CARBAMATE
OF CELLULOSE ACETATE

Henry Octave Colomb. Jr., and David John Trecker,

South Charleston, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Application Sept. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 72,543,

which is a division of application Ser. >o. »04,27y.

Mar. 4, 1969, now Patent No. 3,554,886, whicn in

turn is a continuation-in-part of abandoned apphca-

tion Ser. No. 697,635, Jan. 15, 1968. Divided and this

application May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,426

tnt. CI. C08g 22100

U.S. CI. 260—13 R 1 C'"'"™

The N-(5-norbornen-2-ylmethyl) carbamate of cellulose

acetate.

ROOM TEMPERATURE SOLUBLE MELT-CON-
DENSED POLYAMIDE INTERPOLYMERS

Jerome William Sprauer, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,930

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 25. 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C08g 20120

U.S. CI. 260—18 N

I

6 Claims

3,784,493

AMINOLIGNOSLTLFONATE-FORMALDEHYDE
REACTION PRODUCTS AND PROCESS OF
PREPARATION

Jacques Giguere and Jean-Guy Landry, Quebec City,

Quebec, Canada, assignors to Dryden Chemicals Lim-

ited, Oakville, Ontario, Canada

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 4, 1969. Ser. No.

874,680, now abandoned. Divided and this applicaUon

Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,543

Int. CI. C08h 5102, 15/00

U.S. CI. 260—17.5 10 Claims

The invention relates to the treatment of spent sulfite

liquor by changing the base metal lignosulfonates there-

in to amine lignosulfonates which are then reacted with

formaldehyde to produce products which are useful, for

instance, as setting control agents in cement, as hydra-

tion shale inhibitors, and as fillers in the formation of

resins.

Melt-condensed polyamide interpolymers consisting

essentially of at least four different recurring polyamide

repeat units in which (a) about 35 to 55 percent of the

amide equivalents are polymethylene-w-amtnoacid repeat

units of 6 to 20 carbon atoms, (b) about 10 to 30 percent

of the amide equivalents are diamine diacid repeat units

in which the diamine is polymethylene diamine of 6 to .0

carbon atoms and the diacid is polymethylene diacid of

6 to 20 carbon atoms, (c) about 10 to 30 percent of the

amide equivalents are diamine diacid repeat units in

which the diamine is polymethylene diamine of 6 to .0

carbon atoms and the diacid is polymethylene diacid of

6 to 20 carbon atoms different from the diacid of (b)

above, and (d) about 10 to 30 percent of the amide

equivalents are diamine diacid repeat units in which the

diamine is polymethylene diamine of 6 to 20 carbon atoms

and the diacid is polymethylene diacid of 6 to 20 carbon

atoms different from the diacids of (b) and (c) above,

or dimerized fatty acid of 16 to 48 carbon atoms, are

soluble to the extent of at least about 20 percent in com-

mon solvents at room temperature.

3,784.494

PROCESS OF PRODUCING ARTIFICIAL LUMBER
FROM UNTREATED SAWDUST. A POWDERED
UREA-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN AND WATER

Geia Domokos, 312 Ocean Drive, •

Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 120,343

3,784,496

RUBBER AND AMINE MODIFIED
PHENOLIC RESINS

Harry A. Smith and Erwin H. Kobel, Midland, Mich.,

assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,

Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,177

Int. CI. C08d 9/10: C08g 37/18
,

U.S. CI. 260—29.3 " Claims

Phenolic resin adhesives having improved impact

strength are obtained by reacting a phenolic-aldehyde

resole with a butadiene rubber or rubber latex and ar-hy-

droxyaniline or a mixture of hydroxyaniline with aniline

or a substituted aniline.

U.S. CI. 260—17.3
Int. CKC08g 57/78

3 Claims

This is a process for producing a wood product from

natural untreated sawdust and a binder. The binder used is

a mixture of powdered incompletely cured thermosetting

resin, such as urea-formaldehyde resin and a sufficient

amount of a curing agent to fully cure the resin at room

temperature. During the process, the binder is mixed with

sufficient water to form a paste and the paste is then mixed

with the sawdust to form a plastic mass. The mass is

molded to the desired shape and completely cured at

room temperature and low pressure. It also includes the

resulting product which is at least as strong as or stronger

than natural wood and is non-flammable, non-warping,

non-rotting and resistant to vermin, insects and fugus. It

is capable of being nailed, sawed and otherwise shaped

with the usual wood working tools.

3,784,497

TEXTILE STRENGTHENER

Julius F. T. Bcriiner, Chicago, HI., assignor to The

Hosiery Mate Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,135

Int CI. C08f 29/72 ' ^. .

U.S. CI. 260—29.6 XA 2 Claims

An improved textile strengthening agent which renders

textiles such as nylon stockings and the like, stronger

and more durable. The strengthening agent consists es-

sentially of a plastic emulsion containing polyethylene

and an acrylic compound, a cationic agent and at least

one soluble chelate selected from the group consisting of

zinc and zirconium metal chelates. The strengthening

agent is prepared and then added in controlled amounts

to the water in which the textile is to be washed or other-

wise treated.
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3,784,498
PROCESS FOR PREPARING LOW EMULSIFIER

SYNTHETIC LATEX
Gary W. Ceska, Coraopolis, Pa., assignor to Sinclair-

Koppers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,143
Int. CI. C08d 7/09; C08f 7/7i

U.S. CI. 260—29.6 TA 4 Claims
A two-step process for preparing latices containing a

small amount (0.1%) or no emulsifier comprising (1)

polymerizing a 20-30% portion of one or more monomers
with from 1-5% by weight based on total monomers of an

ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid in aqueous acidic

emulsion, and (2) adjusting the pH to 7.0-10.0 with

aqueous ammonia, adding the remaining portion of

monomers and polymerizing in aqueous basic emulsion

to complete conversion.

3 784 499
NONFLAMMABLE COATING COMPOSITIONS

Albert C. Krupnick, Huntsville, and Carlo F. Key, Madi-
son, Ala., and Roger J. Harwell, Ardmore, Tenn., as-

signors to the United States of America as represented
by the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 84,212, Oct. 26, 1970. This application
Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,382

Int. CI. C09d 1/04, 5/18
U.S. CI. 260—29.6 S 10 Claims
Nonflammable coating compositions for use in high-

oxygen environments include an aqueous suspension of

synthetic mica, an alkali metal silicate gelant and a water-

base "latex" resin emulsion. Inorganic white and/or color

pigments and additives such as glass microballoons are

employed to provide a wide range of colors and optical

properties.

3,784,500
HALOGENATED EPOXIDES

Carl L. Gibbons, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
74,205, Sept. 21, 1970, now Patent No. 3,674,812.
This application Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,751

Int. CI. C08f 45/32, 45/60
U.S. CI. 260—30.4 R 10 Claims

Trihaloneopentyl alcohol is reacted with epihalohydrin

and then with base to give an adduct of the formula

(XCHi)jCcniO- -j^cujcno—

1

\ Cn.x' /,

o

-CHjCnCII:

where each X and X' is independently Br or CI and n

is an integer of to about 10. Such compounds are useful

as plasticizers for polyvinyl chloride, as fire retardants for

polyesters and as intermediates.

3,784,501
ACRYLIC POLYBLEND POWDER COATING

COMPOSITION
Paul H. Pettit, Jr., Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,857

Int. CI. C08f 29/36, 29/38, 29/46
U.S. CI. 260—31.6 8 Claims
The thermoplastic acrylic polymer powder coating com-

position comprises finely divided particles having a di-

ameter of 1-75 microns wherein the powder particles

are a blend of

(A) 50-74.5% by weight of polymethyl methacrylate

or a copolymer of methyl methacrylate and an alkyl

methacrylate having 4-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl

group or a blend of polymethyl methacrylate and a

copolymer of methyl methacrylate;

(B) 10-20% by weight of a hydroxy containing acrylic

copolymer of methyl methacrylate, an alkyl meth-

acrylate having 2-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl group

or an alkyl acrylate having 1-12 carbon atoms in

the alkyl group, a hydroxy alkyl acrylate, a meth-

acrylate, and an a,/3-ethylenically unsaturated car-

boxylic acid;

(C) 15-30% by weight of an organic plasticizer;

(D) 0.5-3% by weight of a cross-linking agent such

as an alkylated melamine resin or a block polyiso-

cyanate;

the polymer powder particles have a glass transition

temperature of 30-60° C. and a melt viscosity of below

75,000 poises measured at 160° C. and can contain pig-

ments and dyes; the novel acrylic polymer powder coat-

ing composition is particularly useful as an exterior finish

for automobiles and trucks.

3,784,502
BLOCK COPOLYMER COMPOSITIONS

Ramsis Gobran, Roseville, Leon V. Kremer, Cottage

Grove, and Dolores O. Ethier, White Bear Lake, Minn.,

assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, St. Paul, Minn.

No Drawing. Application Jan. 27, 1969, Ser. No. 794,354,

now Patent No. 3,649,579, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 707,976, Feb. 26, 1968.

Divided and this application Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No.
197,506

Int. Cl.£08f 15/00. 3/08, 45/28
U.S. CI. 260—33.6 PQ 6 Claims

Adhesives, inks, primers, etc., in which tackifying resins =

are combined with certain poly alpha-olefin block poly-

mers, have excellent specific adhesion to low energy sur-

faces such as polyethylene and polypropylene as well as

to such other surfaces as metal, wood, plastics, glass and

rubber. The polymer is a block alpha-olefin which has the

general formula A—(B—A)n wherein A blocks are at

least capable of crystallization and B blocks are substan-

tially amorphous.

3,784,503
URETHANE COATING BASED ON A SUBSTITUTED
ISOCYANURATE-LACTONE ADDITION PRODUCT
John E. Pregler, Wallingford, Conn., assignor to Olin

Corporation, New Haven, Conn.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,918

Int. CI. C08g 22/06, 57/25
U.S. CI. 260—33.6 UB 10 Claims

This invention relates to urethane coating compositions,

comprising as a cross-linking agent, an addition product

of a substituted isocyanurate with a lactone.

3,784.504

THERMOSET RESINS PREPARED FROM DIHY-
DRIC PHENOL, DIHALOBENZENOID COM-
POUND AND POLYHALOHETEROCYCLIC
COMPOUND

Ronald George Feasey, Welwyn Garden City, England,

assignor to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Lon-

don, England
No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.*

801,837, Feb. 24, 1969. This application July 19,

1971, Ser. No. 164,147
Int. CI. C08g 33/10

U.S. CI. 260—37 N H Claims

Thermoset resins containing units of Formulae I, II and

TIT, in such proportions that I is in molar excess of II

and III is present to the extent of about two-thirds of this

molar excess, may be made via a new thermosettable pro-

polymer from a double alkali metal salt of a dihydric

phenol HO—E—OH. a dihalobenzenoid compound

X—E'—X and a polyhaloheterocyclic compound (IV)

where Z is:N. or :C(X'). (X' is halogen), st'ch as penta-

chioropyridine or 2,4,6-trichIoro-l,3,5-triazine. Some of

the alkali metal phenoxide may be omitted initially and
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is then added to the incomplete prepolymcrs for curing.

The combination of the dihalobenzeno.d compound -ah

an equimolar amount of the alkah metal salt of the d.

h^drlc phenol may be replaced by an alkah metal salt of

a suitable halophenol.

£o-E-ol
(I) ^

(11)

\
z z

i IV
(III)

z

f

/
c-x

N
(IV)

and (2) a polymerization accelerator which .s soluble n

LTd poymer at a temperature less than abo"t 90 C m

fn amount of from about 1 to 5 percent by >ve.ght of

p"epolymer and which is a compound selected from the

group consisting of compounds of the formula

R(X)n
'

wherein R is an aliphatic radical. X is halogen. COOH

or SH and n is an integer of at least 2; and

R(X)„ '
I

wherein R is an aromatic radical, and X is OH or SH

and n is an integer of from 1 to 3.

COATING COMPOSITION CONTAINING SILANE,
COAllINU

^jji^^joj^^E A^D FILLER

Robert Wendell Lerner, Hossein Hayati and John Robert

Flasch, Adrian, Mich., assignors to Stauffer Chemical

Srffin'gr FiJ:r'De?;l6, 1971 Ser. No. 214,426

Int. CI. C08g 57/04 .. r^.x^.
wTc a ^<;ft__^7 SB 14 Claims
^
A ^oa^rcomposition containing a hydrolyzed and

condensed organotrihydrocarbonoxy silane. a dike one.

and a particulate solid. The coating composition will im-

part galvanic protection to metal surfaces coated there-

with.

3,784.506 ^^^^^
POLYVINYLIDENE FLL ORIDE COATING

COMPOSITIONS
Joseph A. Vasta, Woodbur>, N.J., assignor to E- »• o"

P^Sfde Nemoirs and Company, WilminRton Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser.

No. 37,064. May 13, 1970, and Ser. No. 174,280, Aug.

23 1971, both now abandoned. This apphcation Feb.

25*. 1972, Ser. No. 229.509
' '

'

Int. CI. C08g 51/04

U g Pl 260 39 R Claims

*A co'ating composition containing polyvinylidene flu-

oride, an epoxy resin, an aminoplast resin, and optiona ly,

TiO, or zirconium silicate and zinc, all m an organic liq-

uid carrier, useful for lining water heater tanks and indus-

trial containers.

3,784,507

CTABILIZED POLYESTER FILM

David M, Braunstein, Edison, NJ., assignor to Celanese

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Mar.
f; I'V' »"• ^°- ^"'*^^

Int. CI. C08g 17/133. 51/58

U S Q 260 45.7 P "* ^'"""*

*A process is disclosed and claimed employing a cata-

lytic system of a manganous salt and antimony trioxide m
combination with di(polyoxyethylene) hydroxymethyl

phosphonate to produce polyester resins which exhibit im-

proved thermal stability and embrittlement resistance m

the resultant film. The thermally stable polyester films of

this invention exhibit utility as films in xerography, tape

recorders and the like.

3,784,509 _^^,o
FIRE RFTARDANT COMPOSITIONS

Anderson O Dotson, Jr., New Brunswick, and Jack New-

^"combe and L^nelT. Wolford Freehold, NJ assignors

to Cities Service Company, New York, rN.Y.

No D.a-in,. F"|-,S-;|-,^,V'//V«'-
'" "•^'

r-i iKA ic 7S R * Claims

"^tir^retS^/agents having the structure of substituted

imides. with the imide portion derived from a halogenated

Diels-Alder adduct of an unsaturated carboxylic com-

pound such as maleic anhydride and a diene such as cyclo-

^ntadiene and the substituent group on the "'trogen be-

ing alkyl or aromatic, are useful in flame retardant plastic

compositions.

3,784.510

NICKEL PYROLYZATE STABILIZERS FOR^'^
OLEFIN POLYMERS ^ „ , ^, ,

Peter Kartschmaroff, Arlesheim, Basel-Land Pa"' "Vtoser

Basel, and Kurt Berger, Allschw.I, B^^'Land, S^.t-

zerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,

XiTiiawine Original application July 16, 1970, Ser. No.

"""sI^J??, now Patent 'no. 3,660,444 d^t^^^
^^/^J/

1972. Divided and this apphcation Feb. 7, 1^7^, »er.

CWm"priority, appUcation Switzerland, July 31, 1969,

11,650/69

Int. CI. C08f 45/62

IT <! ri 260—45 75 N ^ Claims

""tyr^c^^zaltTare produced by heating the nickel salts o

phosphonic acid semiesters. The obtained pyrolyzates are

stabilizers for synthetic high-molecular materials.

I

3,784,508 , ^^
RAPID CURE POLYEPOXIDE OXAZlNE OR

OXAZOLINE SYSTEMS
Donald A. Tomalia and Robert J. Thomas, Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-

land, Mich. . ,_ J J „„.»i:^o
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 131,406, Apr. 5, 1971. This apphcation

Sept. IS, 1972, Ser. No. 289.324

Int CL C08g 30/14

U.S. CI. 260—47 EN ^
* Claims

This invention relates to compositions of matter con-

sisting essentially of (1) a latent curable prepolymer of

a polyepoxide and an oxazine or oxazoline compound

3,784,511

COLOR STABILIZATION OF FIBERS FROM
ACRYLONITRILE POLYMERS

James Ray Kirby, Durham, N.C., assignor to Monsanto

Company, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Filed%lar. 28 1972 Sen No. 238,958

Int. CI. C08f 45/58, 45/62
^ ^^^^^

"^

CoS; ""^iS'^of acrylonitrile-containing polymers

may be accomplished through treating acrylonitnle-con-

Sng polymers and articles formed therefrom with an

organophosphorus compound not exceeding 5 weight pr-

cent of said polymer, said compound having the general

formula:

o R o

MO-P i—P-OM

6m on OM

wherein M is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, sodium, lithium.
P°^.^^^'"'"'/"f ,^

'

^radlc^l
ber selected from the group consisting of an alkyl radical

having one to eleven carbon atoms, a pheny. radical, and

an a?kyl Phenyl radical no more than eight carbon atoms.
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3,784,512

COLOR STABILIZED ACID-DYEABLE ACRYLONI-
TRILE-CONTAINING FIBERS

James C. Masson, Chapel Hill, and Albert M. Hall,

Durham, N.C., assignors to Monsanto Company, St.

Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,959

Int. CI. C08f 45/58, 45/62
U.S. CI. 260—45.95 P 3 Claims
A method and product is herein described for impart-

ing color stability to acid-dyeable acrylonitrile/bromine-

containing polymers capable of being formed into fila-

ments comprising forming an acid-dyeable acrylonitrile/

bromine-containing polymer comprising at least 60 weight

percent acrylonitrile, 1 to 15 weight percent of a bromine-

containing monomer, and 1 to 8 weight percent of a basic

monomer selected from the group consisting of free radi-

cal polymerizable unsaturated aliphatic amines, substi-

tuted ammonium bases, and mixtures thereof, and contact-

ing said polymers with an organophosphorus compound

in an amount not exceeding about one equivalent per

equivalent of said aliphatic amines, substituted ammonium
basic groups, or mixtures thereof, incorporated in said

polymer, said organophosphorus compound being repre-

sented by the formula formula:

o li O
II I II

on—p—c—p—on

O.M OH OM

wherein M is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, sodium, lithium, potassium, and R is a mem-
ber selected from the group consisting of an alkyl radical

having one to eleven carbon atoms, a phenyl radical, and

an alkyl phenyl radical containing no more than eight car-

bon atoms.

product is blended with an appropriate curing agent, such

as an aldehyde, the compositions cure very rapidly at

ambient temperature. When pieces of wood or other ma-
terials are spread with the preferred adhesives employing

the resin compositions of this invention and brought into

contact with another wood surface the bond strength de-

velops within minutes. The durability, strength and flexi-

bility of the adhesives of this invention under adverse

weathering conditions are excellent.

3,784,513
N-(p-ALKANOYLOXYBENZYLIDENE)-p'.n.

BUTYLANILINE
Edward L. Sfeiger and Heinz J. Dietrich, Toledo, Oliio,

assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 169,094

Int. CI. C07c 135/00
U.S. CI. 260—479 R 3 Claims

There is disclosed the preparation of novel liquid-crys-

tal compositions of the structure:

o

n-C,ir,.MCO^/Q \-CII=N-/Q \-c«n,-n

where .v equals 1 to 10, typically 1 to 5. The compounds

are prepared by the reaction of para-n-butylaniline and

para-n-alkanoyloxybenzaldehyde.

3,784,514
RAPID CURING PHENOLIC-ALDEHYDE RESIN
COMPOSITION POLYMER MODIFIED WITH
A HETEROCYCLIC NITROGEN-CONTAINING
COMPOUND

George T. Tiedeman, Seattle, Wash., assignor to

Weyerhaeuser Company, Tacoma, Wash.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

tion Ser No. 822,868, May 5, 1969. This application

May 26, 1971, Ser. No. 147,186
Int. CI. C08g 9/00. 9/06

U.S. CI. 260—51.5 45 Claims
Described herein are resin products having particular

utility as rapid curing adhesives for wood and other mate-

rials, and processes for making the resin compositions.

The products are made by reacting an aldehyde condensa-

tion polymer containing reactive alkylol groups, such as

a phenol-formaldehyde condensation polymer, with a het-

erocyclic nitrogen-containing compound to obtain an
amine-modified polymer. When the resulting reaction

3,784,515
PHENOLIC-RAPID CURING RESIN COMPOSI-
TIONS COMPRISING THE REACTION PROD-
UCT OF ALDEHYDE CONDENSATION POLY-
MER WITH A PRIMARY AROMATIC AMINE
FURTHER REACTED WITH A CURING AGENT

Harlan G. Freeman, Gene F. Baxter, and George Graham
Allan, Seattle, Wash., assignors to Weyerhaeuser Com-
pany, Tacoma, Wash.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.
113,681, Feb. 8, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 821,996, May 5, 1969, both

now abandoned, which in turn is a continuation-in-part

of appUcation Ser. No. 639,270, May 18, 1967, now
Patent No. 3,518,159. This appUcation Aug. 25, 1971,

Ser. No. 174,942
Int. CI. C08g 9/06, 9/32

U.S. CI. 260—51.5 55 Claims
This invention describes resin products having par-

ticular utility as rapid curing adhesives for wood and

other materials, and processes for making the resin com-

positions. The reaction products are made by reacting an

aldehyde condensation polymer, such as a phenol-form-

aldehyde condensation polymer, with a primary aromatic

amine having the formula:

Xi
X,

Xi

where:

Xi is —NHi
-CHjNHi

Xils Ci to C4
-II
—aryl

alkyl and A is

Xi Is -Xj Xj Is —Xi
-OH -COOH
—alkoiy -NHCOCHi

—NO,
-OH
—Ci to C» alkyl

—haloRen
—halogenated alkyl

, —alkoxy

L Y, Jz . •

-SO,—
-NH-
-O—
—s-
-c=c-
—s-s-
_N=N-

where Yi and Y2 are hydrogen or alkyl radicals having

from 1 to 3 carbon atoms and Z is an integer from to 2,

to obtain an amine-modified polymer. On blending an ap-

propriate hardening agent with the amine-modified

polymer, the composition cures very rapidly at ambient

temperature. When pieces of wood or other materials are

spread with the preferred adhesives employing the resin

ccJmpositions of this invention and brought into contact

with another wood or other surface the bond strength

develops within minutes.
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POLYMER REACTED WITH A »>S-ARYL AMl>b

rJni V Baxter. Harlan G. Freeman, and George T.

^•^M^in^il^tS^yi^^'^ assignors to Weyerhaeuser

No^?SXg'coSSiatio"S^.p«rt of abandoned appUca-
^
rioT^r No. SS?,961, May%, 1969. This appUcation

June 1, 1971. Ser. No. US-^fiS

Int. a. C08g 9/06. 9/32
^^ ^^^

^
De^r'iillVrdn are resin products having particular

utility as rapid curing adhesives for wood and other ma-

"er als and processes for making the res.n compositions.

-Se products are made by reacting an aldehyde condensa-

tion ^lymer containing reactive alkylol groups suh as

phenol-formaldehyde condensation polymer, with di-sub-

stituted bis-aryl amines having the formula:

H.K NH,

iodine and the corresponding alkanol'at a temperatui^

f^m about 25- to about 150' C. and a pressure from

St atmospheric to about 500 p.s.i.g. irf contact w
nj^

a

catalyst composition comprising metallic rhodium, ruthe

S^rn or iridium or the iodides of these metals supported

on an inert material.

where R and R' are alkoxy, amino, hydrogen, hydroxyl.

nitro, carboxyl or Ci to C* alkyl

—SOi
—NH—
—O—
—8—
—C=C-—S-8-

wherc Y, and Y, are hydrogen or alkyl radicals having

from 1 to 3 carbon atoms and Z is an integer ranging

from to 2; •

to obtain an amine-modified polymer. When the resulting

reaction product is blended with an appropriate curing

agent, such as an aldehyde, the compositions cure very

rapidly at ambient temperature. When pieces of wood or

other materials are spread with the preferred adhesives

employing the resin compositions of this >n^ent.on and

brought into contact with another wood surface the bond

strength develops within minutes. The durability, strength

and flexibility of the adhesives of this invention under

adverse weathering conditions are excellent.

3 784 519

/-ATAt V«n" COMPOSITION FOR THE PRODUC
^^^^"^^^N O^OXANE POLYMERS

Albrecht Hilt, Ludwigshafen, and Franz ^"^^t
«°J

Frich Schwartz, Mannheim, Germany, assignors jo

BadSche AniUn- & Soda-Fabrik AktiengesellsiHaft,

Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
Xn Dra^ne Original appUcation Apr. 15, 1970, Ser. INo.

28^9ir now^bandon^S. Divided «>d this appUcation

Jan. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 218,461

Claims priority, appUcation Genn/ny. Apr. 18, 19W,

P 19 19 744.5
I

Int. a. C08gi /20
,nn«lm,

IT « n r/M 67 FP ^^ Claims

A processlTr polymerizing trioxane with a special cat-

alyst composition based on a blend of hydrofluoric acid

and fluoboric acid.

1 "JUA ^20

SEGMENTED THERMOPLASTIC COPOLYEpTRS
G^nther Kurt Hoeschele, Wilmington^ DeU^.gno to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Wilmhigton, Del.

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 26.1972, Ser No. 221.098

Int. CI. C08g 17/08. 23/22

iT« ri ma ^75 R 9 Claims

tgmented thermoplastic copolyesters containing re-

curring long chain ester units derived from d.carboxylic

acSs and pSly(alkylene oxide) glycol having a molecular

weight of about 400-3500 and a carbon to oxygen rat^

of about 2.0-2.4 and short chain ester units derived from

dicarboxylic acids and low molecular ^'g^t d.ols_ At

least 70% of the dicarboxylic acid used is t=reph halic

acid and at least 70% of the low molecular weight diol

is 1 4-butanediol. The short chain ester units constitute

about 25-65% by weight of the polymer. Such copoly-

esters rapidly harden from the molten state and have

outstanding physical properties over a wide range of tem-

peratures and are especially resistant to oil sweU.

3,784,517

PREPARATION OF POLYBENZIMIDAZOLES IN

TOE PRESENCE OF A SULFONE SOLVENT
Frederick L. Hedberg, Dayton, Ohio, and Carl S. Marvel,

Tucson, Ariz., assignors to the United States of Amenca

as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force

No Drawing. Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,814

Int.Cl.C08gii/02

VS. CI. 260-63 R
, k I'^J^,

A one-step process for preparing polybenzimidazoles is

disclosed that comprises reacting an aromatic tetraammo

compound with the diphenyl ester or anhydride of an aro-

matic dicarboxylic acid in the presence of an aliphatic or

aromatic sulfone solvent or reaction medium. The process

provides in quantitative yields high molecular weight

products that are particulariy suitable for use in fiber

formation.

3,784,518

METHOD FOR PRODI CING ALKYL IODIDES
Frank E. Paulik, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,602

Int CI. C07c 19/00

UA CI. 260 65 F 11 Claims

Alkyl* iodides in which the alkyl group contains from

1 to 6 carbon atoms are prepared by reacting hydrogen,

3,784,521 ,^^
METHOD OF ACCELERATING THE CURE

OF POLYURETHANES
Anthony F. FlnelU and John R. Stanley, Akron, Ohio,

So« to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,

N^maSSg. Filed Apr. 11, W72, Ser No. 243,044

Int. CI. C08g 22/M. 22/54 . ^. .

ITS a 260 75 NB ^ Claims

The cure of liquid polyurethane reaction mixtures con-

taining a ketone diamine curative is accelerated by the use

of polyhydroxy benzenes and polyhydroxyl carbonyl ben-

zenes containing two to four hydroxyl groups when used

in about one-tenth to two parts per hundred parts of the

polyurethane.

3 784 522

SELF-BONDTNG ELASTOMERIC SEALANT

Basil P. Gray, Negley, OUo, assignor to Commercial

Shearing, Inc., Youngstomi, On'o

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 16, 1972,^Ser. No. 297,767

Int. CI. C08g 22/04
¥Tc r-i -itM 77 f m 10 ClaloM
^
A sealant^atlnaffor steel or concrete tunnel segments

and the like is the product of a urethane type reaction

between a hydroxy terminated polybutadiene liquid resin

with a polyfunctional isocyanate incorporating a mono-

meric halogcnated phosphate ester.
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3,784,523

REACTION OF HALOMETHYLATED POLYMERS
WITH QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SALTS OF
PROTECTED AMINO ACIDS

Albert Loffet, Brainc-Ie-Chatcau, Belgium, assignor to

UCB, Societe Anonyme, Saint-Gilles-lez-Brussels, Bel-

gium

No Drawing. Filed July 21, 1970, Ser. No. 56,972

Claims priority, appUcation Belgium, July 25, 1969,

37,542

Int. CI. C08g 20/00; C07c 103/52. 101/42

U.S. CI. 260—78 A 6 Claims

The present invention relates to a process for binding

an amino acid having an amine protective group fixed

on the amino group to a styrene-divinylbenze polymer

carrying halomethyl groups, by reacting a salt of the so

protected amino acid with the said halomethylated sty-

rene-divinylhenzene polymer in an inert solvent to form

an amino acid ester useful in solid phase peptide syn-

thesis, whereby the salt is dissolved in said solvent and

the polymer is swelled in said solvent, the improvement

wherein the salt of the said protected amino acid is a

salt of a quaternary ammonium hydroxide of the formula:

[

Ri

K«—N—Uj

k J

on-

wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4, taken separately, each rep-

resents a member selected from the group consisting of

alkyl having 1 to 18 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl having 5

to 12 carbon atoms, phenyl, naphthyl, aralkyl having 7

to 16 carbon atoms, or Ri and R2 together with the

quaternary nitrogen atom form piperidinyl or morphinyl,

or Ri, R2 and R3 taken together form pyridyl or 2-

styryl-pyridyl.

3,784,526

WATER SOLUBLE POLYMER COMPOSITIONS AND
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION THEREOF

Alain Ribba, 16 Rue Ronsard, Chateaurenault, France

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,650

Claims priority, appUcation France, Feb. 18, 1971,

6,571

Int. CI. C08f 15/40
U.S. CI. 260—78.5 R 6 aalms

The invention provides a process for making novel

water-soluble polymers which are useful as flocculating

agents. These polymers are formed by polymerization of

fa) itaconic acid, or the water soluble sodium or am-

monium salts thereof, in proportion of from 0.2 to 15

percent by weight; (b) a monomer of an amide of un-

saturated alpha-beta monocarboxylic acid, such as acryl-

amide or immediate derivatives thereof, in proportion of

from 5 to 95 percent by weight; (c) an unsaturated water-

soluble monomer, for example: acrylic acid or maleic

acid, and the salts of said acids; allylalcohol. and deriva-

tives thereof. The polymerization is carried out by dis-

persing the three above-described monomers (a), (b) and

(c) in a water insoluble organic medium, e.g.. toluene in

presence of a surface-active agent such as sulphonated

petroleum distillate with a molecular weight in the range

of 300 to 1000, a polymerization catalyst, in proportion

of 0.005 to 0.2 percent by weight, e.g.. ammonium per-

sulfate. A Redox reducing agent is preferable in this sys-

tem.

3,784,524

URETHANE/THIOETHER-CONTAINING POLYENE
COMPOSITION AND THE REACTION PRODUCT
THEREOF
Charles R. Morgan, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to

W. R. Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,921

Int. CI. C08g 22/04
VS. CI. 260—77.5 CR 4 Claims

A urethane/thioether-containing polyene composition

is prepared and is cured in the presence of a free radical

generator, such as ultraviolet irradiation, and a polythiol.

forms odorless, solid, elastomeric products. The cured

products may be used as sealants, coatings, adhesives,

silverless photographic materials, printing plates, and

molded articles.

3,784,527

NOVEL COMPOUNDS AND PROCESS
Adnan A. R. Sayigh and Fred A. Stuber, North Haven,

and Henri Uh-ich, North Branford, Conn., assignors to

The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 15,852, Mar. 2, 1970. This appUcation

Nov. 27, 1970, Ser. No. 93,446

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Oct. 17, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C08f 27/06. 27/08
VS. CI. 260—78.5 T 3 Qaims

Radiation (thermal and light) -sensitive polymers are

provided which are characterized by the recurring unit of

the formula:

-CH-

R'
I

-CH-CH-CHj-

.COORj COORi

wherein R' is lower-alkoxy or phenyl; one of Rj and R3 is

hydrogen and the other is

3,784,525

LONG-CHAIN DIGLYCIDYL ESTERS
Dieter Baumann, Birsfelden, and Juergen Habermeier,

Pfeffingen, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corpo-
ration, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,459

Int. CI. C08f 27/00; C07d 1/18
U.S. CI. 260—78.4 EP 6 Claims

New diglycidyl esters are obtained by glycidylizing

butadiene-acrylonitrile copolymers or butadiene polymers

which have terminal carboxyl group. The new diglycidyl

esters can be converted into flexible mouldings or coatings

by curing with conventional epoxide resin hardeners, with

the flexibility of the mouldings being to a relatively large

extent independent of the temperature and being retained

up to -50° C.

O

-0-C-NH-^

(SOjNi),

wherein A=alkylene from 2 to 10 carbon atoms having 2

to 6 carbon atoms between valencies, R"=lower-alkyl or

halogen, r is 1 to 2. y is to 2, and x-\-y=\ to 3. Water

soluble salts also disclosed. The polymers are useful for

chemically bonding basic dyestuflFs to non-dyereceptive

substrates (e.g. polyethylene) by coating the substrate with

radiation sensitive polymer and exposing the coated sub-

strate to irradiation. The treated substrate is then con-

tacted with a basic dyestuff which bonds thereto via the

free carboxylic groups in the coating. The irradiation can

be carried out imagewise to produce an appropriate image

on the substrate which image is developed by dissolving

out unexposed radiation-sensitive polymer prior to ap-

plication of the dye. Bonding of the radiation-sensitive
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polymers of the invention to substrates in the above .an- ^^^^^J^^^^^l^^^
ner can be also be employed as a means of rendenng hy-

^^^JP^/jfjJ^^'.^.d butyl rubber,

drophilic a variety of substrates which are hydrophobic. nated or cnionnaicoy

3,784,528

PREPARATION OF ALKOXYLATED RESINS

Dietrich Pirck, Reinbek, Gundolf Fuchs, Meilsen. and

Gerhard Sachse, Hamburg, Germany, assignors to

Deutsche Texaco Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg, C,er.

So°Dra^ing. Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,279

Claims priority, application West Germany, Oct. 4, 1971,

P 21 49 471.3

Tnt. CI. C08f l/ll. 15/02. 27/00
.

Ij
o Qt 260 78.5 T ^^ Claims

Resin products* are prepared by alkoxylation of copoly-

mers of vinyl aromatic hydrocarbons such as styrene, with

alpha, beta-unsaturated dicarboxylic acid half esters such

as the maleic acid-n-butyl half ester. The thus-formed

resin products are useful as lacquer resin components for

baking varnishes.

3,784.529

POLYMERIC QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COM-
POUNDS AND METHODS FOR MAKING SAME
John W. Baye», Perrysburg, and Edgardo Santiago,

Toledo. Ohio, assignors to Owens-IlIinois, Inc.

No Drawing. Ori^nal appIicaHon Oct. 19, 1965, Ser. No.

498.088. now Patent No. 3.489.663. da**''J^"- "'

1970. Divided and this application May 26, 1969, ser.

^°-"'''^'
In..C..C08gii/02 ^^^.^

U.S. CI. 260—79.3 M ^* ^a'™«

Disclosed are new polymeric quaternary compounds and

methods for making them. The quatemized atoms are m

the polymer chain backbone. Also disclosed in an electro-

lytic method of polymerization of unsaturated monomers

in the presence of a polymeric ternary or a polymeric

quaternary ammonium compound as a conducting electro-

lyte.

3,784,530
HYDROCARBONDERIVTD RESIN

Robert A. Osbom, Stow. David R. St. Cyr. Unlontown,

and Herbert L. Bullard, Norton Village, Ohio, assignors

to The Goodyear rire & Rubber Company, Akron,

No*Drawing. Filed Jan. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 219,497

Int. CI. C08d 9/05; C08f 15/40

VS. a. 260—80.7 ^ 4. Claims

A resinous material characterized with a softening point

in the range of about 60° C. to about 110' C. prepared

by polymerizing pipcrylene, 2-methyl-2-butene. dicyclo-

pentadiene and a-methyl styrene in the presence of a cat-

alyst selected from aluminum chloride and ethyl alumi-

num dichloride and a solvent selected from aliphatic and

aromatic hydrocarbons. The resinous material has par-

ticular utility as a tackifier for rubbery butadiene styrene

copolymers.

3,784,531

PROCESSING OF RUBBER
Stanley D. Zimmerman, MorrlsvlIIe, Pa., and Paul O.

McCoy, Hightstown. NJ., assignors to Cities Service

Company, New York, N.Y. ,., ^,«
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 23, 1971. Ser. No. 211,639

Int. CI. C08d 3/04. 5/04: C08f 15/40

U.S. a. 260—85.3 H
. • H ^^V^

A halogen is incorporated into a solution of rubber

dissolved in an organic solvent to effect halogenation of

the rubber. Anhydrous ammonia is then dissolved in the

rubber solution and reacts with any free halogen, hy-

drogen halide, or hypohalide present in the solution after

halogenation of the rubber. The ammonium halide re-

action product is filtered or washed from the halogenated

rubber solution and the organic solvent is vaporized and

3,784,532 ^,^^
RIIIK POLYMERIZATION PROCESS MODIFIED

WITH SOLVENT TO REDUCE RESIDUAL
MONOMER CONTENT

Robert P. Fellmann, Wrightstown, and Jong Jai Whang,

Southampton, Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
,. ^. c iw«

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of aPP''Sf*«o" J': ^J*
709,785, Mar. 1, 1968. This application Sept. 18, 1970,

Ser. No. 73,628
Int. CI. C08f 3/64. 3/66, 15/18

_

U.S. CI. 260-86.1 E f^SjU^l
The polymerization of a monomer system is improved

by the presence of 1 to 30 percent by weight based on

the total weicht of the system of a non-polymenzable,

chemically inert, volatile solvent. The s>stem is char-

acterized as one which: (1) if bulk polymerized would

produce a polymer product which would degrade or de-

polymerize upon application of conditions necessary to

remove residual monomer by volatilization and which

product would contain amounts of residual monomer sut

ficiem to affect its physical properties; (2) if buk polym-

erized would be limited in reaction rate by the Jiffi-ulty

of diffusion of monomer to reactive sites, and or (3) if

bulk polymerized would produce a polymer product

which would limit reaction rate of further polymerization

by inhibiting diffusion of monomer to reactive sites.

3.784.533

APPARATUS FOR IMPARTING GLOSS TO SOAP
Thomas F. Mach, 2141 Sherwood Ave.,

St. Paul, Minn. 55119

Filed Mar. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 121,716 1

Int. CI. B28b 11/16: B29c 17/10
,

U.S. CI. 264-146 8 Claims

A method and apparatus for improving the gloss on ex-

truded bar soap from a plodder by using blades to cut

away an unfinished surface to form a glossy face.

3,784,534

YELLOW SIT>FUR DYES
Satosi Yosioka, Sinobu Tokunaga. Tomoyoshi

T*"!!"^.""''

and Sigeru Tamura, Fukuyama, and Mono Wada,

Hiroshima-ken, Japan, assignors to Nippon Kayaku Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan ^^o io^
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 24, 1972, S«r. No. 229,192

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 26, 1971,

46/9,309

Int. CI. C09b 49/00 I

U.S. CI. 260-128
^ M !I!r

This invention relates to clear and pure yellow sulfur

dyes, which can be obtained by blending the compounds
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represented by the following Formulas I, II, and III with

an optional blending ratio and sulfurizing:

tem by heating in the

monosulfides, and polysulfid

J-/
:_^^^-N IIj

(I)

NHCHO
I

I

NIICIIO

(II)

<^
^\ /^ 3^

8 6^ \<LJ^

(III)

(in the Formula III X is a amino, nitro, or formylamino

radical substituted at 2,2' or 4,4').

3,784,535

NONAPEPTIDE INTERMEDIATE TO GONADO-
TROPIN RELEASING HORMONE

George Rogelio Flouret, Waukcgan, III., assignor to

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,159

Int. CI. C07c 103/52: C07g 7/00: C08h 1/00

U.S. CI. 260—112.5 8 Claims

The synthesis of the nonapeptide His-Trp-Ser-Tyr-Gly-

Leu-Arg-Pro-Gly-amide carrying easily removable protec-

tive groups on the Ser, Tyr, Arg and optionally on the His

moieties is described. The correspondingly protected octa-

peptide is used as the starting material. The nonapeptide,

upon removal of any N°-protective group on the histidine

moiety is an important intermediate for the preparation of

the gonadotropin-releasing hormone.

3,784,536

PROCESS FOR REDUCING THE NUCLEIC AOD
CONTENT OF SINGLE CELL PROTEIN AFFORD-
ING ^^CROORGANISMS

Cavit Akin, Oakbrook, and Kwei C. Chao, Homewood,
III., assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 112,779

Int. CI. A23j 7/00, 1/18
U.S. CI. 260—112 10 Claims

The nucleic acid content of single-cell protein (SCP)

materials is reduced to a level acceptable in food products

by treatment of the whole cells with aqueous ethanolic

mineral acid at elevated temperatures within the range

from 60° to 125° C. Removal of nucleic acids without

substantial removal of protein material is accomplished

by limiting the treating time to about 5 to 30 minutes.

3,784,537

CONJUGATION OF UNSATURATED FATTY
MATERIALS

Roland Pierre Franz Scharrer, Pelham, N.Y., assignor to

Arizona Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,407

Int. CI. C09f 7/08: Cllc 3/14
U.S. CI. 260—97.5 11 Claims

A process for treating unsaturated fatty materials is

given whereby they are conjugated in a homogeneous sys-

801

of substituted aryl thiols,'

^
3,784,5p8

CONTROLLING A HIGH-PRESSURE REACTOR

Helmut Pfannmueller, Brasschaat, Antwerp, Belgium, and

Friedrich Urban, Limburgcrhof, and Oskar Buechner,

Hans Gropper, and Wolf Sist^g, Ludwigshafen, Ger-

many, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik

Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigsb^en (Rhine), Germany

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,006

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 25, 1970,

P 20 47 290.6

Int. CI. C08f 1/60, 3/04
U.S. CI. 260—94.9 R 6 Claims

A process for polymerizing olefins at high pressure in

tubular reactors in which the pressure is lowered at inter-

vals for short periods, the whole of the tubular reaction

zone being subdivided one or more times and the de-

creases in pressure being carried out in only one sub-

division, and a number of examples of construction of

appropriate reaction zones and control equipment for

carrying out the process.

3,784,539

PROCESS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION
OF OLEFINS

Morris R. Ort, Seabrook, Tex., assignor to

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,431 '

Int. CI. BOlj 11/84; C08f 1/56, 3/06
U.S. CI. 260—94.9 C H Claims

Olefins are polymerized in the presence of hydrogen as

a molecular weight control agent with a Ziegler-type cata-

lyst composition comprising a mixture of a compound of

vanadium and a reducing agent which is an organo-

aluminum compound and an alkylaluminum alkoxide, said

composition being prepared by combining said com-

ponents in such order that said aluminum alkoxide

is present prior to combination of said vanadium

compound with said organoaluminum compound. The
^

catalyst so prepared enhances the ability of hydrogen

to act as a chain-transfer agent in controlling molecular

weight, that is, lower molecular weight polymers can be

produced at a given hydrogen concentration or lesser

amounts of hydrogen are required to produce polymer

products having specified molecular weights.

3,784,540

PROCESS OF PREPARING SOLUBLE
HEMA-BASED POLYMERS

Karel Kliment, Princeton, and John M. Rutherford, Jr.,

North Brunswick, NJ., assignors to National Patent

Development Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,796

Int. CI. C08f 15/16, 15/18

U.S. CI. 260—86.1 E 15 Claims

Solvent soluble solid hydrophilic polymers and copoly-

mers of hydroxyethyl methacrylate and other hydroxyal-

kyl acrylates and methacrylates are prepared by polym-

erizing the monomer in an organic solvent or diluent for

the monomer which is a non-solvent for the polymer

having a coefficient of swelling of not over 2. preferably

not over about 1.5 and a temperature of precipitation of

or above, preferably 30° C. or above, while maintaining
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the solids content in solution below that at which the

polymer is still completely soluble in dimethyl formamide

at 10% concentration. Gradual feeding of monomer can

be used.

3,784,541

POLYAMINE COMPOUNDS AND METHODS
FOR THEIR PRODUCTION

Townley P. Culberfson and -neodore H. Haskell, Ann

Arbor, Mich., assignors to Parke, Davis & Company,

Detroit, Mich. *,- r*^
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,626

Int. CI. C07c 47/18

U.S. a. 260-2lb R 1 c'!"™

5.0-(5-amino-5-deoxy-D-xylofuranosyl)-Ni-(4 - amino-

2-hydroxybutyryl) - 4 - O - (2,6-diamino-2.6-dideoxy-D-

glucopyranosyl) - 2 - deoxystreptamine. also known as

aminodeoxybutirosin A. 5 - O- (5-a"^i"^5-deoxy-D-r.bo-

furanosyl)-Ni-(4 - amino - 2 - hydroxybutyryn-4-0-(2,6-

diamino-2,6-dideoxy - D - glucopyranosyl)-2-deoxystrept-

amine. also known as aminodeoxybutirosin B. These com-

pounds can exist in free base and in acid-addition salt

forms. They have a wide spectrum of antibacterial ac-

tivity They can be produced from butirosin A and buti-

rosin B, respectively, by the sequence of reactions which

comprises forming the tetra-(trifluoroacetyl) derivative,

converting the primary alcohol group lo an arylsulfonate

ester, converting the arylsulfonate ester group to the azido

group by reaction with sodium azide, reducing the azido

group to the amino group by catalytic hydrogenation, and

hydrolyzing the trifluoroacetyl groups.
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3,784,544

N-(l-ALKEN-l.YLVAMINO-S-TRIAZINES

John P. Chupp, Kirkwood, and Ching C. Tung, St. Louis,

Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 103,881

Int. CI. C07d 55/20

U.S. CI. 260-249.8 15 Claims

Compounds of the formula

II

/

N N Ri

CII^C

Ri

Ri

3.784.542

BENZ0DIAZEPIN.2.0NES

Joseph Hellerbacb. Basel, Switzerland, and Armin Walser,

West Caldwell. NJ., assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche

Inc., Nutley, NJ.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 10.053. Feb. 9, 1970. This application

Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 169,564

Int. CL C07d 53/06

VS. CI. 260—239.3 D 21 Claims

1-substituted benzodiazepin-2-ones, derivatives thereof,

and processes for the preparation of same are described.

These compounds are useful as anti-convulsants, muscle

relaxants and sedatives.

where

X represents chloro or alkylthio of a maximum of 4 car-

bon atoms; „.^.„c.

R, represents alkyl of a maximum of 2 carbon atoms.

R, represents alkyl of a maximum of 4 carbon atoms;

R3 and R4 each represent alkyl of a maximum of 4 car-

bon atoms.

These compounds have been found to be superior

herbicides.
|

3,784,545

l.(5-PHENYL.4.0XO-2-OXAZOIIN-2-YLV
"CINNAMOYLPIPERAZINES

Cheuk Man Lee, Waukegan, HI., assignor to Abbott

Laboratories, North Chicago, HI.

No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,144

Int.Cl.C07d5i/72 o rw,,„,
U.S. CI. 260-240 J 8 Claims

l-(5-phenyl-4-oxo-2-oxazolin - 2 - yl) - 4 - cinnamoyl-

piperazines represented by the formula

or\
o

NV K U'

0=! N

3,784,543

4-rN-(5.MTRO-2-THIAZOLYL)-FOR\nMlDOYLl.
THIOMORPHOLINES AND OXIDES

Atso Ilvespaa, Neu-AIIschwill, Switzerland, assignor to

Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 881,637, Dec. 2, 1969. This application

June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,572

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 28, 1970,

P 20 52 990.2

Int. CI. C07d9;/i'^
U.S. CI. 260—240 G 10 CUims

Compounds of the formula

-N

OiN -N=CH—

R

(I)

in which R represents a thiomorpholixio residue which is

substituted at at least one carbon atom and/or is oxidized

at the sulfur atom, and their salts are useful as anti-

parasitary and antibacterial agents.

wherein: R is hydrogen or loweralkyl; R' is hydrogen or

loweralkyl; and X. Y and Z each are hydrogen, halogen

or loweralkoxy. The compounds exhibit ant.-depressant

activity.
'

i

3,784,546

nn niFTHYLAMlNO - 4-METHYL-6-PRIMIDINYU
o',O.D™ETHYL PHOSPHOROTHIOATE AND ITS

Stuart Peter Sharpe and Brian Kenneth Snell, Bracknell,

England, assig^rs to Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited, London, England
« ,n^o c m«

Vn Drawine Original application Sept. 9, 1968, Ser. m.
"""758 5^9 now PatL No. 3^651,224. Divided and th«

application Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,346

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Sept. 21, 1967,

43,133/67

Int. CI. C07d 57/56 ' .
ri,ini.

U.S. CI. 260-256.5 R
.

„^^'""'
0(2-diethylamino-4-methyl - 6 - pynmidinyDO.O - di-

meVhyl phosphorothioate. This compound has pest.c dal

properties and is characterized by its extremely low tox-

fcity to mammals. Pesticidal compositions and methods

of using the same to combat pests are also disclosed. The

acid addition salts of the indicated compound may also

be used.
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3,784,547
SELECTED 5-SUBSTITUTED-5-PHENYLALKYL

BARBITURIC ACIDS
Carlos M. Samour, VVellesIey, and Julius A. Vida, Bos-

ton, Mass., assignors to The Kendall Company, Wal-
pole, Mass.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 88,193, Nov. 9, 1970. This appUcation

Sept. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 181,543
Int. CI. C07d 57/20

U.S. CI. 260—257 18 Claims
Selected 5-substituted - 5 - phenylalkyl barbituric acids

having the formula

gether with the nitrogen to which they are attached may
form a heterocyclic group having the formula

Ri

(I)

wherein ni is I or 2; Ri and Ra are independently selected

hydrogen, methyl or ethyl, with the provisos that the

radical ^CRiR2>m can contain no more than one ethyl

group or two methyl groups, that when /// is 1 said radi-

cal contains at least one hydrogen and that when m is 2

said radical contains at least two hydrogens; R3 and R4

are independently selected hydrogen or methyl, or R3 and

R4 are both methoxymethyl or acetox\ methyl; X is hy-

drogen, chlorine. —NO2 or methoxy; and Z is hydroxyl,

o

—

N

X'

in which X' represents NR*. O, S or CH2, r represents 1,

2 or 3; R* represents hydrogen, lower alkyl, hydroxy-lower

alkyl, lower alkanoyloxy-lower alkyl. hydroxy-lower alk-

oxy-lower alkyl; didower alkyl )amino-lower alkoxy-low-

er alkyl. lower-alkylamino-lower alkyl. di-lower alkyl

amino-lower alkyl, amino-lower alkyl; and R^ represents

any of the R* groups; n is 0, 1 or 2; and n' is 0, 1 or 2.

These compounds are useful as central nervous system

stimulants, muscle relaxants, anti-inflammatory agents, and

antibacterial agents.

—0—R' or —0—C-R'

3 784 549
N-[2,3 - DIHYDROQUIn'oBENZOXAZEPIN - 3-

YLIDENE]-0-(SUBSTITUTED CARBAMOYL)
HYDROXYLAMINES

Harry L. Yale, New Brunswick, and Ramesh B. Petigara,

Somerset, N.J., assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.,

Princeton, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,730
Int. CI. C07d 39/00

U.S. CI. 260—287 R 9 Claims
1,2-dihydroquinobenzoxa (or thia)zepine derivatives

are provided having the structures

wherein R' is alkyl having 1 to 3 carbon atoms, or

—OSi(R")3 wherein R" is methyl or ethyl. These com-

pounds are useful as analgetics or intermediates for the

preparation of analgetics.

3,784,548
3-PIPERAZINYL-QUINOBENZOXA(ORTHIA)

ZEPINE DERIVATIVES
Harry L. Yale, New Brunswick, and Ramesh Petigara,

Somerset, N.J., assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 24, 1971, Ser. No. 156,557

Int. CI. C07d 39/00
U.S. CI. 260—268 PC 11 Claims

2.3-dihydroquinobenzoxa(or thia)zepine derivatives are

provided having the structures

a-ch, ^
(X)„--Q 0~^"^^

RiR'N-

or

-NR'Ri

wherein A is O or S; X and Y are the same or different

and can be halogen, trifluoromethyl. lower alkyl. cyclo-

alkyl. lower alkylmercapto. lower alkyloxy, cyano, iso-

cyanido or di-lower alkyl-sulfamoyl; R* and R^ taken to-

(X).--Q . O"^"'^^'

RiR«N—C—0N=
II

Z

or

(X)„--Q

'-'"</\

Q-(Y)..

/V/
N

NO—C—NR»R>
II

Z

wherein A is O or S; Z is O or S; X and Y are the same

or different and can be halogen, trifluoromethyl, lower

alkyl, cycloalkyl, lower alkyl-mercapto, lower alkoxy,

cyano, isocyanido, or di-lower alkysulfamoyl; R' and R^

can be the same or different and are hydrogen, lower alkyl,

aralkyl, aryl, arylsulfonyl or alkenyl; or R^ and R^ taken

together with the nitrogen to which they are attached

can be a heterocyclic radical having Ihe formula

R*

-N X'

Ic^.

in which X' represents NR<, O, S or CH2, r represents 1,

2 or 3; R* represents hydrogen, lower alkyl. hydroxy-lower

alkyl, lower alkanoyloxy-lower alkyl, hydroxy-lower alk-

oxy-lower alkyl, didower alkyl)amino-lower alkoxy-lower

alkyl, lower-alkylamino-lower alkyl, di-lower alkyl amino-

lower alkyl, amino-lower alkyl; R^ represents any of the

%

918 O.G.—28
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R« groups; n is 0, 1 or 2; n' is 0. 1. or 2. and Phartnaceuti-

Tally acceptable salts thereof. These compounds are useful

as central nervous system stimulants, muscle relaxants,

ami-inflammatory agents, and antibacterial agents.
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3,784.550 -^,„*^
N-ri 3 . DIHYDROQL INOBENZOX \(OR THT\>

&Pn^ . 3 - YLIDENE] . ©-(SUBSTnLTED
BENZOYDHYDROXYLAMINES

Harrv L. Yale, New Brunswick, and Ramesh B. Pefigara,

Wm\ N J., assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.,

Ri"S!a'win^.''FiIed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,731

Int. CI. C07d 39/00

VJS, CI. 260—287 R -
. .

* , '

Esters of l,2-dihydroquinobenzoxa(or thia)zepm-3-one.

oximes are provided having the structures

A-CHi >v

Q-(Y).

or

w--(0| |G]-'^'-

cu

wherein A is O or S; X and Y are the same or different

and can be halogen, trifluoromethyl. lower alkyl. cyclo-

alkyl, lower alkylmercapto, lower alkyloxy. cyano. iso-

cyanido or di-lower alkylsulfamoyl; R is lower alkyl. ary .

arylalkyl, arylalkenyl, aminoaryl, aminoalkyl. piperid>l.

furyl or pyridyl; n is 0, 1. or 2; and n' is 0, 1. or 2; and

pharmaceutically acceptable acid-addition salts thereof.

These compounds are useful as central nervous system

stimulants, muscle relaxants, anti-inflammatory agents,

and antibacterial agents.

maceutically acceptable acid addition and quaternary am-

monium salts thereof are useful as acetylchlonne antag-

onistic agents and gastric juice secretion inhibiting agents.

3,784.552 ^,r^„^
lifFTHOn FOR OBTAINING HIGH PURITY
^,™ . TETRACHLORO-4.(METHYI SULFONYL)

PVRIT)I%E
DemetriosKyriacou, Clayton, Calif., a«i8n»r *« T*"*

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, ^"<^i}-

No Drawing. Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,269

Int.CI.C07dJ//4S

I .S. CI. 260-294.8 F
^. ^ !ho,Tfr

The present disclosure is directed to a method tor

separating 2.3.5.6-tetrachloro-4-( methylsulfonyl )pyndine

from admixture with closely related chlorine and sulfur

substituted pyridines. The separation is carried out by

comacting a mixture of the above pyridine compounds

with sulfuric acid to precipitate the 2.3.5.6-tetrachIoro-4-

(methylsulfonyl) pyridine product, and recovering said

product from the acid medium.

3,784,553 ^
PYRIDOXINE ALPHA-KETOGLl TARATE AND

ITS DERIVATIVES
Cristobal Martinez Roldan and Dario Rodrigues Devesa,

Madrid, Spain, assignors to Laboratories Made, h.A.,

Madrid. Spain
. ^ . i- „.j„„ c«.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application J»er.

No. 878,959, Nov. 21, 1969. This application Jan. 17,

1972, Ser. No. 218,614
Int. CI. C07d 31/32

|Tc c\ 260 297.5 Claiius

Pyridoxine alpha-ketoglutarate is prepared by reacting

pyridoxinc with alpha ketoglutaric acid or functional

derivative thereof, in an organic or inorganic solvent. The

compound is useful for improving neuronal metabolism,

treating tremors, convulsions and nervous problems and

alcoholism. It possesses an anabolic activity and affects

fatty acid metabolish. It also is an anti-anemia agent and

is useful for treating skin diseases. ;

3.784,551

2-OXO-l,4-DIOXA-8-AZASPiRO (4.5) DECANTS
AND RELATED COMPOt NDS

Michio Nakanishl, Oita, Katsuo .\rimura, Yoshitomi. and

Hideki Ao. Oita, Japan, assignors to Yoshitomi Phar-

maceutical Industries. Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160.937

Int. CI. C07d 99/04. 99/06

U.S. CI. 260—293.66 H Claims

Spiro compounds of the formula

R«

3,784,554

PESTICIDAL PHOSPHORYLATED THIAZOLE
DERIVATIVES

Michael D. Barker, Maidstone, England, assignor to

Shell Oil Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 229,152

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 12, 1^71,

6,684 71
I

Int. CI. C07d9//J2
U.S. CI. 260—302 E

. . "^
•'**"*

Novel pesticidal pho^phorylated thiazole derivatives.

I

(CH,)n.CH X-C(R')(R2)
/

...
(CH,)^ o—c=o

wherein each of R» and R» is H. CH3 C2H5. phenyl, p-

chlorophcnyl or benzyl; X is O or S; R' is H and R* is

H, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, methoxycarbonyl. eth-

oxycarbonyl, acetyl, benzoyl, benzyl, phenethyl, pyridyl-

methyl, pyridylethyl. furfuryl, thenyl, cinnamyl, cinnam-

oyl, allyl or propargyl, and m plus /i is 2 or 3 (m being

or 1 and n being 2 or 3); or R» and R« combincdly

represent —CHj—CHj—. m is 2 and n is I, and phar-

3.784.555

CERTAIN OXADIAZOLYL AND THIADIAZOLYL
AMIDINES

Tonv Cebalo, Indianapolis, and Robert Edward Buntrock,

>iunster, Ind.. assignors to Air Products and Chemi-

cals. Inc., Allentown, Pa.
c m ut jqh

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 87,298

Int. CI. C07d 85/54. 91/62

U.S. CI. 260—306.8 D
. r J®^1

This invention relates to novel amidines of the general

formula:

N N R» R'

V R'

wherein R, R'. R». R' and Y are as hereinafter defined.

Methods for using these compounds as agricultural chem-

icals, and formulations for pre- and post-emergent her-

bicidal applications are also disclosed.
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3,784,556
CERTAIN 2-AM1NO-6-PHENYL.4H.S-TRIAZOLO

[l,5-al[l,41BENZODIAZEPINES
Andr£ Gagneux, Basel, Roland Heckendorn, Arlesheim,

and Ren^ Meier, Buus, Basel-Land, Switzerland, as-

signors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,072

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 23, 1971,

10,884/71
Int CI. C07d 57/02

U.S. a. 260—308 R 9 aaims
Compounds of the class of 2-amino-6-phenyl-4H-s-tri-

azolo[l,5-a][l,4]benzodiazepines, their 5-oxides and their

pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts have

valuable pharmacological properties, in particular anti-

convulsant effectiveness, and are active ingredients for

therapeutic preparations. Specific embodiments are 2-

amino - 6 - phenyl - 8-chloro-4H-s-triazoIo[l,5-a][l,41

benzodiazepine, 2-amino-6- (o-fluorophenyl ) -8-chloro-4H-

s-triazolo[l,5-a][l,4]benzodiazepine and 2 - amino-6-(o-

chlorophenyl) - 8 - chloro - 4H-s-triazoIo[l,5-a][l,4]

benzodiazepine.

drogen atom, a lower alkyl or lower alkoxy or phenoxy

group, R represents a lower alkyl, phenyl-lower alkyl,

cyano-lower alkyl, lower alkoxyalkyl or acyloxyalkyl

group or a radical of the formula —A—S—B, and A rep-

resents a lower alkylene group that may be substituted by

a lower alkanoyloxy or a benzoyloxy group and B repre-

sents a phenyl group.

3,784,557
PHOTOTROPIC 2,4,5-TRIPHENYLIMlDAZOLYL

RADICALS AND DIMERS THEREOF
Lawrence Anthony Cescon, Wilmington, DeL, assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del.

No Drawing. Continnatlon-in-part of application Ser. No.
388,010, Aug. 6, 1964, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 181,475, Mar. 21, 1962, both
now abandoned. This application Mar. 10, 1967, Ser.

No. 622,085
Int CI. C07d 47/36

VS. CI. 260—309 33 Claims
2,4,5-triphenylimidazolyl radicals and their dimers

(2,2',4,4',5,5' - hexaphenyl biimidazoles) having on the

phenyl groups from 1 to 10 substituents free from a hy-

drogen atom capable of reacting with methyl magnesium
iodide, one such substituent being in the ortho position on
the 2-phenyl group and having a sigma value below 0.7.

The 2-phenyl group can contain up to four substituents,

while the 4 and 5 phenyl groups can contain up to three

substituents each.

The radicals and the dimers are stable and form a

photochromic system, finding utility as components in sun

shields or shades.

They are prepared by oxidizing the corresponding sub-

stituted 2,4,5-triphenylimidazole to form the biimidazole

which is dark stable. The radical forms upon exposure

of the biimidazole to a light source and is stable in the

presence of the light radiation.

NO
\

C

T-

C=CII-< >\
Yi

A—S-B

3,784,559
STYRYL DYESTUFFS

Nalln Binduprasad Desal and PonnusamI Jayaraman,
Goregaon-Bombay, India, and Visvanathan Ramana-
than, Basel, and Klaus Artz, Muttenz, Switzerland,

Navnitrai Nagarji Naik, Goregaon-Bombay, India, and

Walter Jenny, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-

Geigy AG, Basel, Switzeriand

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
806,291, Mar. 11, 1969, now Patent No. 3,679,657,

dated July 25, 1972. This appUcation Dec. IS, 1971,

Ser. No. 208,410
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 18, 1968,

3,958/68
Int a. C07c 121/70

U.S. CL 260—465 D 4 Claims
Styryl dyestuffs containing at least one group of formula

—X—C O—NR—SO:—aryl

wherein R is hydrogen, alkyl or cycloalkyl, and X is an

oxygen or sulphur atom or a group of formula—NRi—

,

wherein Ri is hydrogen, alkyl or cycloalkyl. The dyestuffs

dye polyester fibers in fast yellow shades.

3,784,558
STYRYL DYESTUFFS

Richard Peter and Walter Jenny, Basel, Switzerland,
assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 662,313, Aug. 22, 1967. This application
Oct 13, 1970, Ser. No. 80,496

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 29, 1966,
12,485/66

Int CI. C07c 121/70
U.S. CI. 260—465 D 7 Claims

Water-insoluble styryl dyestuffs of the formula

3,784,560
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

METHACRYLONITRILE
Takachika Yoshhio, Yokohama, Shigem Saito, Fucho,

Masukuni Sobukawa and Isao Nagase, Yokohama,
Masao Nikura, ChigasakI, and Jun Ishikura and Yutaka
Sasaki, Yokohama, Japan, assignors to Nitto Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed May 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,500

Claims priority, application Japan, May 23, 1970,

45/43,714; Aug. 7, 1970, 45/68,690; Sept 28,

1970, 45/84,145
Int CI. C07c 121/02

US. CI. 260—465.3 8 Claims

A process for the production of methacrylonitrile in

high yields by vapor-phase catalytic ammoxidation of

isobutylene utilizing a catalyst comprising as the principle

catalytic components at least one oxide selected from

the group consisting of Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Cd and Pb oxides

together with an oxide of tungsten, and, optionally, at

least one oxide of an element selected from the group

consisting of P, B, S, Se and Te.

in which X represents a cyano, carbo-lower alkoxy or
phenylsulphone group, Yj and Yj each represents a hy-

3,784,561
PROCESS FOR CARRYING OUT CHEMICAL

REACTIONS IN A FLUIDIZED BED
Mikhail Gavrilovitch Slinko, Siberia, U.S.S.R., assignor

of a fractional part interest to UCB Societe Anonyme,
Brussels, Belgium
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,774

Int CI. C07c 121/02
U.S. CI. 260—465.3 9 Oaims
A process for carrying out chemical reactions by cata-

lytic fluidization, in a reactor containing heat exchange

means and filling elements, in which said filling elements

used are windings of rigid wire, the volume of material of

which represents 2 to 12% of the volume occupied by the

catalyst under working conditions, and in which the speed

of displacement of the gaseous constituents through the

reactor is from 0.25 to 0.95 times the speed of entrainment

of the fluidized particles of the catalyst.
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3.784,562 ^^ ^ ,

MFTHYI ACETOACETIC ESTER ENAMINE OF D-2-

SALT-DLMETHYLFORMAMIDE ADDLCT
Frkdrich Diirsch, Hopewell, NJ., assignor to E. R.

Squibb & Sons, Inc., Princeton, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 265,078

Int. CI. C07c 69174

U S. CI 260 468 J * Claims

'The 'dimethylformamide adduct of methyl acetoacetic

ester enamine of D-2-(1.4-cyclohexadien-l-yI) glycine, so-

dium salt and its method of preparation are disclosed.

jacent nitrogen atom from a 5 to 6 membered hetero-

cyclic ring having up to 1 oxygen atom therem;

R4 is Ri or
s
II

HiOC—

or phenyl ethylene or halophenoxymethyl having up

to 3 halogens and up to 1 methyl group on the aromatic

ring;

K is selected from the group consisting ot

o I) 00
-ol(CU,).co^. oicHCiito-J

and

3,784,563

CARBAMIC ACTD ESTERS OF POLYHALO
DISULFIDE ALCOHOLS

Carl D. Emerson, Kansas City, Mo., and P»"' C.

Alchenegg. Prairie Village, Kans., assignors to Baychem

Corporation, New York. N.Y. ,« ja-r
No Drawing. AppUcation Sept. 4. 1968. Ser. >fo. 757,487.

now Patent No. 3,641.109. dated Feb ». 1972, which

is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. >»• 5*W,1".

June 24, 1966. Divided and this appIlcaHon Mar. 27,

1969, Ser. No. 811,191

Int. CI. C07c mm, 101/44
.

U.S. CI. 260 471 C 2'* Claims

Compounds are prepared having one of the formulae

? o

OC-X ' N-co-J:

U)
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10.
glycol diacetate. diethylene glycol diacetate, triethylene

glycol diacetate, and ether-esters characterized by the

formula
o

ROCn,CH,Oi.CCH.

3,784,574

HERBIODAL N-FLRFURYL SUBSTITUTED
2,6-DINITROAMLINES

Lester L. Maravetz, Westfield, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 24, 1970, Ser. No.

18,407, now Patent No. 3.686,230. Divided and this

application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 268,220

Int. CI. C07d 5/30

US. CL 260—347.7 2 Claims

The compounds of the subject invention are represented

by the following generic formula

Rt
. /
N

wherein n is 1, 2, or 3 and R is an alkyl group containing

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

Ri

R NOi

v
wherein Rj is selected from the group consisting of

Rs

CHj. n*4- -|-CH.. K.-|| r cn,.

R,_L _LcH,. H.-|l- jLcH,. u.-|- -j-cn,

ka/ '\a/ \n/\N'

C. alkyl

R,4- -j-CH,. Rr-j- -|-CH,.R.-j-
I

l-CHi

C, alkyl

3,784,576

HALOGENATED CHOLESTEROL
Raymond E. Counsell, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to The

Regents of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 75,269

Int. CI. C07c 169/58

U.S. a. 260—397.2
. u, . , 'S'^

Disclosed herein is a halogenatfd cholesterol which

can be utilized as an intermediate to prepare radioactive

pharmaceuticals and to increase the fat content in animals.

3 784 577 '

FATTY AOD AMIDE DERIVATINTS
Toshitsugu Fukumaru, Kyoto, Noritaka Hamma, J^Jshino-

mi>a, Hiroshi Nakatani, Toyonaka, and HideakI Fuku-

shima and Katsu>uki Toki, Nishinomlya, Japa"- as-

signors to Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited,

Higashi-ku, Osaka, Japan
, ^ ^ j n^.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Set. No. 671,228, Sept. 28, 1967. This apphcation

Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,338

Int CL A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 260—404 .^ ^ ^ ^

SOalms

N-substiiuied fatty acid amides of the formula.

R'

R-CON
/

R'

wherein R5 is H; Ci-Cg alkyl, alkenyl, haloalkyl, halogen.

NO2; R2 is hydrogen, Ci-C« straight or branched chain

alkyl. alkenyl, or alkynyl, Ca-Cg cycloalkyl, C4-C,o cyclo-

alkylalkyl, Ci-Cb alkoxyalkyl. Ci-C, hydroxyalkyl. C,-C«

haloalkyl. Ci-Cg cyanoalkyl, Cr-Cg acylalkyl. Ci-C« alkyl-

mercaptoalkyl. and related sulfoxide and sulfone analogs;

R3 is H. NO2 halogen, Ci-Ce alkyl; and R4 is H. Ci-Ce

alkyl. haloalkyl. cycloalkyl. halogen. CF3. NO2. C = N.

CHjSCOx, C2H5S(0)x, CjHtSCOx. wherein or is 0. 1 or

2,. SO2NR6R7 wherein R« and R7 can be the sam.* as

R2 or Rg and R^ when taken together wi:h the nitrogen

atom to which they are attached form a pyrrolidmo. piperi-

dino, aziridino, or rttorpholino ring.

3,784,575
OXIDATION OF PHENOLS

Thomas F. Rutledge, Wilmington, Del., assignor to ICI

America Inc., Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 879,540, Nov. 24, 1969. This application

May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,573
Int. CI. C07c 43/20. 49/64

VS. a. 260—396 R M Claims

An improved process for the oxidation of mono and

dialkyl phenols which comprises the coupling of the phe-

nol in the presence df an oxygen containing gas and a

catalyst selected from the group consisting of manganous

acetylacetonate. manganous salicyclidcneimine, cerium

acetylacetonate and other chelates of manganous and

cerous ions. The process is solvent specific and has been

found to yield the best results in a solvent which is a satu-

rated aliphatic monohydric alcohol containing from 2 to

wherein R is a C^-Cz-, aliphatic hydrocarbon cham or a

C.r-Cv. hydroxylated aliphatic hydrocarbon cham; K is

racmic-. d- or 1-a-benzylbenzyl; R" is hydrogen, which

are useful for cholesterol lowering agents, may be pre-

pared by any of methods which produce carboxylic acid

amides. .

3,784,578

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
ALLYL ESTERS

, ^ . .

Wolfgang Swodenk, Odenthal-Globusch, and Gertard

Scharfe and Johann Grolig, Levcrkusen, all % Farben-

fabriken Baver AG, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing! Filed June 26, 1970, Ser. No. 50,342

Int. CI. C07c 67/02 „ cuims
"^

Allyl'e'steVol'carboxylic acids are prepared in high

purity and yield in short reaction times by reacting allyl

Legate with the methyl or ethyl f^er of the carboxyhc

acid in the contacting presence of a Group I. H or 111

metal alkoxide.

DRILLING FLLTD AGENT AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Raymond E. McGlothlin, Eugene R. Werlein andB™"

U.S. CI. 260—414
12 Claims

rated aliphatic monohydric alcohol containing from 2 to A fl"';*-;°^'

^^"f
'°"

bfr"Jact°ng''fatty Lids, titanium

10 carbon atoms, a saturated aliphatic ketone contaimng method for making same oy B
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compounds, and soap producing metals or metal oxide

compounds.

3,784,580

ORGANOSULFONYLMETHYL(TRIHYDRO-
CARBYL)TIN COMPOUNDS

Donald J. Peterson, Springfield Township, Hamilton

County, Ohio, assignor to The Procter & Gamble
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 10,303, Feb. 10, 1970. This application

July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,941

Int CI. C07f 7/22
VS. CI. 260—429.7 H Claims

Disclosed are novel organotin compounds and a process

for preparing same. These organotin compounds corre-

spond to the general formula:

A—s—Cllj—Sn—Ri'

II

o

where A is alkyl of from 1 to 14 carbon atoms; aryl;

substituted aryl; or R2N— , where each R is alkyl of from 1

to 14 carbon atoms; and each R' is alkyl of from 1 to 14

carbon atoms; or aryl. The organotin compounds of the

invention having insecticidal. acaricidal, bacterio-

static, fungicidal and herbicidal properties are employed in

the formulation of pesticidal compositions.

wherein R and R' are each selected from the group con-

sisting of lower (1-4C) alkyl, alkenyl, substituted alkyl,

alkoxy, alkenoxy and substituted alkoxy groups.

The compositions of Formula I above are halogen and

phosphorus derivatives of cyanonorbornene. These com-

positions are useful additives in thermoplastic compositions

and lend flame retardant characteristics thereto. The

compositions may be prepared by reacting equimolar

amounts of substituted acrylonitrile of the formula:

CHj—c—C=N

i

Formula 11

wherein Z is defined as in Formula I with halogenated

cyclopentadiene of the formula:

3,784,581

SUBSTITUTED NORBORNENE COMPOUNDS AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS IN THERMOPLASTIC
POLYMER COMPOSITIONS

Nicodemus E. Boyer, Parkersburg, W. Va., assignor to

Borg-Warner Corporation, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 824,668, May 14, 1969. This appUcation Apr. 28,

1972, Ser. No. 248,773

Int. CI. C07c 121/02, 121/48
U.S. CI. 260—464 5 Claims

Novel compositions of matter having the following

structural formula:

C=N

x4Lx

Formula III

wherein each X is chlorine, fluorine or bromine and Y
and Y' are each selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen; halogen, preferably chlorine, bromine or

fluorine; lower (1-4C) alkyl, alkoxy and halogen-sub-

stituted alkyl and alkoxy radicals.

3,784,582

l-AMIDINO-3-(CYANOPHENYL)UREAS

Leslie Percy Walls, London, England, assignor to

Burroughs Wellcome, Research Triangle Park, N.C.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

650,225, June 30, 1967, now Patent No. 3,539,616.

This application June 30, 1970, Ser. No. 51,325

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 7, 1966,

30,479/66; Dec. 16, 1966, 56,546/66; Feb. 3, 1967,

5,391/67; Apr. 25, 1967, 19,028/67

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Nov. 10, 1987, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C07c 121/78

VS. CI. 260—465 D
1-amidino

the formula

8 Claims

3 - (substituted-phenyl)urea compounds of

'-<!>NC.CO.NH.C'

NH

NHi

Formula I

and pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts

thereof, wherein Y* is halogen or cyano and Y is hydro-

gen, halogen, methyl or cyano; provided that one of the

substituents Y* and Y's but not both is always cyano, and

that not more than three of the substituents Y* and the

Y's is a substituent other than hydrogen; and provided

that not more than one of the substituents Y* and the Y's

is methyl.

wherein each X is selected from the group chlorine,

fluorine and bromine: Y and Y' are each selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, halogen and lower

(I-4C) alkyl, alkoxy and halogen-substituted alkyl and

alkoxy radicals; and Z is selected from the group con-

sisting of halogen, (1-4C) alkyl, (I-4C) alkoxy, nitrile,

thiocyanate, isocyanate. isothiocyanate and phosphono

groups of the formula:

o
T

—P—

R

3,784,583

LATENT ORGANIC PHOSPHONIUM SALT CATA-
LYSTS FOR CURING GLYCIDYL ETHER EPOXY
RESINS

James D. B. Smith, Turtle Creek, Pa., assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,323

Int. CI. C08g 45/06

V.S. CI. 260—830 TW 4 Claims

A resinous composition, suitable for insulating elec-

trical members, is made from a mixture containing about
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90 to 120 parts of a glycidyl ether epoxy resin, about 130

to 165 parts of an acid anhydride and about 0.02 to 0.70

part of a quaternary organic phosphonium salt acting as a

latent catalyst.

3,784,584

METHYLOLGLYCIDYL ETHERS

Alfred Renner, Munchenstein, and Wolfgang Seiz, Basel,

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation,

Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,386

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 26, 1971,

4,515/71

Int. CI. C08g 45/06

U.S. CI. 260—830 TW
New polyglycidyl ethers of Formula 1:

January 8, 1974

10 Claims

(t)

VcHi CH-CHi-O-CHa/o -I-

yx
Xa Am

I-

x/-o-i{—o—

I

VcHj-G-CHa-C H Clh/

,

as a slow release encapsulating material for insecticides

and medicinals, thickening agents, and surfactants for

food packaging.

3,784,586

COPOLYMERIZABLE COMPOSITION OF OLIGO-
ESTERS HAVING MALEIC ACID END GROUPS
AND VINYL MONOMERS

Philippe Thomas, Boulogne, Seine, and Jacques Meyer,

Paris, France, assignors to Pechiney-Saint-Gobam,

NeullIy-sur-Seine, France

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 84,194

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 30, 1969,

6937328

Int. CI. C08f 21/00 I

U.S. CI. 260—861 1' Claims

A process for preparation of copolymerizable composi-

tions comprising reacting maleic anhydride with one or

more polyhydroxylated compounds in the ratio of 1 mole

maleic anhydride per hydroxyl group of the polyhydrox-

ylated compounds at a temperature within the range of

50-100° C. until a hydroxyl number of 20 or below is

reached and thereafter adding at a temperature within the

ranee of room temperature to 100' C. of at least one

cross-linking vinyl monomer in the presence of a polym-

erization inhibitor. I

wherein R represents an alkylene or alkenylene croup

having a maximum mass of 2000 atomic weiiiht units,

and which can be interruped by benzene nuclei and oxy

gen atoms, as well as carry halogen- or ox\cen-conia:ninc

substituents. X stands for an alkyl group ha\ing at most

12 carbon atoms, chlorine or bromine, m stands for 0.

1 or 2, and n stands for 1.2 or 3. and their preparation

are described. They can be cured with epoxide curing

agents, and are used for the production of coatings, or

as lacquer-, casting-, dipping- and impregnaling-resins.

3,784,585

WATER-OEGRADABLE RESINS CONTAINING RE-
CURRING, CONTIGUOl S, POLYMERIZED GI.Y-

COLIDE UNITS AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING
SAME

Edward Emil Schmitf, Norwalk, Tzeng Jiueq Suen, New
' Canaan, and Ivor Heberling UpdegratT, Stamford,

Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid Company,
Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 21, 1971,' Ser. No. 191,465

3,784,587 I

ADHESIVE COMPOSITION CONTAINING AN
A-B-A BLOCK COPOLYMER, POLY ALPHA-
METHYL STYRENE AND A TACKIFYING
RESIN

Thomas G. Chambers, Akron, Ohio, assignor !o The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,805

Int. CL C08f 19/08

U.S. a. 260—876 B 8 Claims

A pressure-sensitive adhesive composition suitable for

application as a hot melt, without a solvent, which com-

prises a mixture of (a) an unvulcanized elastomeric block

copolymer having the general configuration A—B— .A,

where A is a non-elastomeric styrene pol>mer block and

B is an elastomeric diene polymer block selected from

isoprene and 1,3-butadiene, (b) a compatible thermo-

plastic tackifying resin containing carbon-to-carbon un-

saturation and derived from hydrocarbons having 5 to 8

carbon atoms and (c) a poly(a-methylstyrene) character-

istically having a viscosity at 60° C. in the range of about

100 to about 900 centipoises.

U.S. a. 260—861
Int. CLC08f 27/02

9 Claims

This invention provides water-degradable or hydrolyz-

able thermoplastic or thermoset resins containing blocks

of polyglycolic acid units and to a process for preparing

the same. More particularly, the invention provides a

process relating to the copolymerization of either a resin-

ous prepolymer or a polymerizable monomer with glycol-

ide to produce a plurality of contiguous glycolic acid

units which renders the resultant polymer containing such

polyglycolic acid units water-degradable. Still more par-

ticularly, the invention provides a thermoplastic or resin-

ous polymeric material manufactured by introducing of

from about 2% to about 35%, by weight, of glycolide

into either a polymerizable monomer or resinous prepoly-

mer and effecting block copolymerization so as to obtain

a water-degradable polymeric material. Resultant resin

containing recurring, contiguous, polymerized glycolide

units finds utility as a disposable packaging material or

3,784,588

ACRYLATE ADDITION PRODUCTS OF DIALKYL
PHOSPHORODITHIOIC ACIDS

Peter Miles, Moston, England, assignor to Ciba-Geigy

AG, Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 107,827

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 29, 1970,

4,296 70

Int. CI. C07f 9/16: ClOm 1/78

U.S. CI. 260—928 13 Claims

Esters of S-alkylcarboxylic derivatives of 0,0-dihydro-

carbyl phosphorodithioic acids are used as antioxidants

and extreme pressure additives for lubricants. The esters

are prepared by reacting an O.O-dihydrocarbyl phosphor-

odithioic acid with an acrylate.
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3 784 589
2.carbometh6xy-i.methylvinyl

ethyl phosphonothioates
George B. Large, Pinole, Calif., assignor to StaufFer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 74,136

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/40

U.S. CI. 260—941 9 Oalms
New compounds corresponding to the formula

X H)

n-v roj-ciii

o-c=cii
I

wherein X can be sulfur or oxygen; R can be selecteJ

from ;i group consisting of alkyl, haloalkyl. alkoxy, thio-

alkyl and aryl; R, can be selected from a group consisting

of thioalkyl. aminoalkyl. thioalkylnitrile. thioalkyl acetate,

thioalkyl acetamiJe. thioalkynyl. amine, thioaryl. nitro-

aryl, h'llogenated thioaryl. thioalkylaryl, amino oxazoli-

dine, keto oxime. aminoaryl. aminocycloalkyl, aminoalk-

ylaryl. amino furfnryl, cycloalkylamine alkoxy. and alk-

enyloxy; and Rj can be ' elected from a group consisting

or aryl and alkyl. The compoNitions described herein are

useful as insecticides and miticides.

wherein R is a linear aliphatic hydrocarbon radical hav-

ing 1-20 carbon atoms and wherein X is bromine or chlo-

rine, preferably bromine. The use of such esters as reac-

tive fire retardant agents for polymeric systems, especially

urethane foams, is suggested; as is their use for other pur-

poses such as light stabilizers for such systems.

3,784,590
HYDROXY AND IMINO CONTAINING

PHOSPHONIC ACID DIESTERS
Raymond A. Firestone, Fanwood, N.J., assignor to

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 2, 1969, Ser. No.
789,060, now Patent No. 3,637,763. Divided and this

application Apr. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 133,730

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; €0119/48
VJS. CI. 260—944 5 Claim

This invention relates to [ l-hydroxy-2-methyl-3-(sub-

stituted-imino)pentyllphosphonic acid diesters and ri-(l-

hydroxyethyI)-2-(substituted-imino)lphosphonic acid di-

esters which have utility as intermediates in the prepara-

tion of (cis-1.2-epoxypropyl)-phosphonic acid. The acid

product thus obtained and its salts are antimicrobial agents

which are useful in inhibiting the growth of gram-positive

and gram-negative pathogenic bacteria.

3 784 593
PROCESS FOR CLASS IV-B METALS ORE

REDUCTION (IMPROVEMENT)
Paul FrankUn Taylor, P.O. Box 468,

Crossville, Tenn. 38555
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

117,098, Feb. 19, 1971. This appUcation Mar. 22, 1972,

Ser. No. 236,961
Int. a. C22b 53/00. 61/02

U.S. CI. 75—84 12 Claims

Ores containing oxides of titanium, zirconium, and haf-

nium are reduced by mixing them with a solution con-

taining primarily phosphoric acid as well as zinc oxide

and a sulfated surfactant. Calcium carbonate is added to

the solution and it is brought to a boil, allowing the vola-

tile materials to vaporize to form a syrupy mixture. Op-

tionally, sodium ^licarbonate and water are added and the

resultant mixture is decanted. The resulting material is

leached and dried. The residue is immersed in molten so-

dium hydroxide, diluted with water, rinsed, re-dried, and

smelted to yield the pure metal.

3,784,591
BIS(a,^-DIHALOALKYL) l-ACYLOXYALKANE

PHOSPHONATES
Arthur D. F. Toy, Stamford, Conn., and Eugene A.

Uhing, Ridgewood, NJ., assignors to Stauffer Chemical
Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. FUed June 10, 1971, Ser. No. 151,953

Int. CI. C07f 9/40: C08f 45/58
U.S. a. 260—952 7 Claims
The new compounds, bis(o,/3-dihaloalkyl) 1-acyloxy-

alkane-phosphonates, and particularly bis(2,3 dihalopro-

pyl) l-acyloxya!kanephosphonates are disclosed which

have been found to be effective flame retardants in vari-

ous polymer compositions such as polymethyl methacry-

late and polystyrene.

3 784 594
CELLULAR MATERIAL PRODUCED FROM CO-
POLYMERS OF CYCLIC VINYL ETHERS AND
CYCLIC ACETALS

Anthony Joseph Papa, St. Albans, and William Robert

Proops, Charleston, W. Va., assignors to Union Car-

bide Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1971, Ser. No. 146,843

Int. a. C08g 53/08
U.S. a. 260—2.5 AM - 24 Claims

Novel copolymerization products are provided by the

cationic polymerization of a di-(dihydropyranyl) com-

pound with a substituted 1,3-dioxolane or a substituted

1,3-dioxane. The copolymerization products possess im-

proved abrasion resistance and toughness as compared

with the homopolymers of the di-(dihydropyranyl)

monomers. Especially useful, particularly in providing

foamed polymeric materials of improved friability re-

sistance, are the polymerization reaction products of 3,4-

dihydro-2H-pyran-2-methyl(3,4 - dihydro-2H-pyran-2-car-

boxylate) and a bis-dioxolanyl or a bis-dioxanyl carba-

mate.

3,784,592
HALOGENATED POLYHYDROXY-CONTAINING

PHOSPHATE ESTERS
Lewis R. Leonard, Alma, Mich., assignor to Michigan

Chemical Corporation, St. Louis, Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 118,936

Int. CI. C07f 9/08: C08g 22/44
U.S. CI. 260—953 3 Claims

There is disclosed certain esters of phosphoric acid rep-

resented by the formula:

(

CH,X \

HO— K—C—CHjOJ

CHjX A
p=o

3 784 595
POLYCARBONATE MOLDING COMPOSITIONS
HAVING IMPROVED RELEASE PROPERTIES
CONTAINING AN ESTER OF A TRIHYDRIC
ALCOHOL AND A C-10 TO C-22 SATURATED
ALIPHATIC CARBOXYLIC AOD

Hermann Schirmer, Krefeld, and Gunter Pellstocker,

Krefeld-Bockum, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,641

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 28, 1970,

P 20 64 095.3
IntCLCOSg 57/56

U.S. CL 260—18 TN 10 Claims

Polycarbonate molding compositions are provided

which contain from about 0.1 to about 2% by weight

based on the weight of the polycarbonate of one or more

esters of trihydric alcohols and saturated aliphatic car-

boxylic acids containing from ten to twenty-two carbon

atoms.
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NON-AQUEOUS PAPER COATING COMPOSITIONS
Robert T. Nagler. Prairie du Sac, Wis., assignor to

Bergstrom Paper Company

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 202,000

Int CI. C08g 51/04

US. a. 260—23 R
. u

'^
.

"*
Paper coating pigment is combined with polymeiK

binder, organic solvent and rheological modifier to form

a uniform, high-solids, water free coating composition of

controllable rheology which may be applied to paper, film

or web material to produce a smooth coated product with

superior properties.
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3 784 599

WATER-SOLUBLE QUATERNARY AMMONIUM
PHTHALOCYANINE DYFSTUFFS

Patrick J. Jefferies, Erianger, Ky., and Nathan N. Crounse.

C incinnali. Ohio. assiKnors to Sterling Drug Inc., iNew

York, N.Y. ,. ^ c . m«
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. rso.

51,676, July 1, 1970. now Patent No. 3-709^903 which

is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 777,»»4,

Nov. 21. 1V68. which in turn is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 551,868. May 23, 1966 both

now abandoned. This application Nov. 22, 1971, ^er.

No. 201,153 ^^^ ^^^ , ,^
I

Int. CI. C09b 47/04: D06p 1/14

U.S. CI. 260—242 „ , u ,

2<^"al'"s

Water-soluble cationic dyestufTs of the formula

3 784 597

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A PARTIALLY
HYDROLYZED ACRYLAMIDE POLYMER

Takehiko Fujimoto. Masashi Okada, and Shigeo Inou*'

Kyoto, Japan, assignors to Sanyo Chemical Industries,

Ltd., Kyoto, Japan
Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,875

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 19, 1970,

45/114,562
Int. CL C08f 3/90. 27/14

VS. a. 260—80.3 N . « ^'a""'

/^—j-N— tower alkyhne)—

N

:© H'/k

Acrylamide polymers and copolymers are partially hy-

drolyzed in an extruder from high concentration gel-like

aqueous medium.

3,784,598

PROCESS FOR THE CONVERSION OF A 3.HY.

DROXY-5,6-OXlDO GROUP OF A STEROID
INTO A :\«-3-OXO GROUP

Percy L. Julian and Arnold Hirsch, Oak Park, III., and

Ernst Isell, Basel, Switzeriand, assignors to Ciba Cor-

poration, Summit, NJ.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 818,434, Apr. 22, 1969. This application Jan. 20,

1972, Ser. No. 219,544
Int. CI. C07c 173/00

US. a. 260—239.55 D 31 Claims

The present invention is concerned with the conversion

of a 3-hydroxy-5,6-oxido group of a steroid, and more

especially of a 37hydroxy-5a.6a-oxido group of a steroid

of the pregnane series, into a :i*-3-oxo group. A process

for a conversion of this kind is of special value for the

manufacture of known progestatives such as 17a-hydroxy-

progesterone. corticoids such as cortexolone. cortisone,

hydrocortisone, triamcinolone, dexamethasone. betameth-

asone and fluprednylidene and their derivatives, from

starting materials of the* pregnenolone type which them-

selves are obtained in good yield and economically from

diosgenin.

wherein

R' is hydrogen, lower-alkyl or hydroxy-lower-alkyi;

R> is lowcr-alkyl. lower-alkenyl or hydroxy-lowL-r-alkyl;

R- is lower-alkyl. lower-alkenyl. hydroxy-lower-alkyl or

-(lower-alk\lene)-NR°Y or R' or R- together with the

nitrogen atom, are p>rrolidino. pipjndino or 4-lower-

alkanoyl piperazino;

Y is hydrogen or

O
H

-C-R

wherein R is hydrogen, lower-alkyl. lower-alkenyl,

phenyl or phenyl-lower alkyl;

A is a phthalocyanine dyesiuff radical attached to *

quaternary ammonium nitrogen atoms through the same

number of methylene bridges;

it is a small integer whose value has a range from one

to five; and

An is an anion; '

are particularly useful for coloring natural fibers, syn-

thetic fiber-forming materials and cellulosic materials.

These dyes d\e cotton and paper various shades of a

stable turquoise. The dyeings .from these dyes on paper

are less prone to bleed and have a high degree of color

discharge when bleached with hypochlorite or chlorine

bleaches.

3,784,600
4-Sl'BSnTUTED COLHSIARINS

Max von Strandtmann, Rockaway Township, David T.

Connor, Parsippany, and John Shavel, Jr., Mendham,

NJ., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company, Morris

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 191,830

Int. CI. C07d 7/24

U.S. CI. 260—343.2 R ..,„•" ,!P^
4-substituted coumarins having the foUowmg structural

formula are disclosed:

i{ 1

(I)

v|y^(
'L J=o

H,

wherein Ri is (methylsulfinyl) methyl, (methylsulfonyl)

methyl, acetyl (methylthio) methyl,
dimethoxymethyl.

formyl, hydroxymethyl, (arylimino) methyl, (arylamino)

methyl or (oximino) methyl; Z is an aromatic or hetero-

aromatic nucleus; Rz and R3 are hydrogen, halogen, alkyl,

aralkyl, aryl, alkoxy, acylamino. or hydroxy.
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These compounds are prepared by the following reac-

tion scheme:

CHi PhiP^CHCOjH,
>

-on

Ui (II)

wherein R4 is lower alkyl.

The 4 - [(methylsulfinyl) methyl] coumarins are then

converted to other 4-substituted coumarins of this inven-

tion.

The compounds of this invention are useful as gastric

antiscretory agents and are indicated in conditions such

as gastric hyperacidity.

3,784,601
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MOLDED
ARTICLES OR COATINGS FROM POLYADDUCTS
BY REACTION OF POLYETHERS WITH POLY-
ISOCYANATES

Karl Jellinek, Letmatbe, Udo Post, Wibmar uber Gieben,

and Rudi Oellig, Duisburg-Meiderich, Germany, as-

signors to Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt,

West Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,256

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 17, 1971,

P 21 07 441.9

Int. CI. C08g 22/10, 22/14
US. CI. 260—77.5 AP 8 Oalms

Process for preparing a composition of matter suitable

for the production of molded articles or coatings, said

process comprising preparing a polyether by reacting an

unsubstituted, halogen-substituted or alkyl substituted

hexahydrophthalic acid diglycidyl ester with a cycloali-

phatic diol in a molar ratio of 1:0.8 to 0.8:1, and mixing

the resulting polyether with a polyisocyanate.

thereof possess corticoid properties. Preferred are the 6-

dehydro analogs, i.e. the 6-azido-21-oxygenated-4,6i

pregnadiene-3,20-diones, having enhanced anti-inflam-

matory activity. Compounds useful as intermediates which

also possess glucocorticoid properties are 6^-azido-7a-

hydroxy-21-oxygenated-4-pregnene-3,20-diones and the

7a-acylates thereof.

The preferred 6-azido-21-oxygenated-4,6-pregnadiene-

3,20-diones are prepared by treating a 6a,7a-oxido-4-

pregnene with an alkali metal azide in an aqueous, inert

organic solvent; esterifying the thereby formed 6^-azido-

7a-hydroxy-4-pregnene; and treating the resulting 6^-

azido-7a-acyloxy-4-pregnene with a tetraalkylammonium

halide in an aprotic solvent. Alternatively, the 6-azido-

4,6-pregnadienes are prepared by treating a 6/3-azido-7o-

hydroxy-4-pregnene or 7a-acylate thereof with concen-

trated hydrochloric acid in a lower alkanoic acid in an

inert solvent.

The 6a-azido-21-oxygenated-4-pregnene-3,20-diones and

1-dehydro analogs thereof are prepared by treating a 6/3-

halogeno- (or 6/3-suIfonyloxy ) -2 1 -oxygenated-4-pregnene-

3,20-dione or I-dehydro-analog thereof with an alkali

metal azide in an inert solvent.

The 6-azido-2 1 -oxygenated - 1,4,6 - pregnatriene-3,20-

diones are prepared by treating a 6-azido-21-oxygenated-

4,6-pregnadiene-3,20-dione with 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-

benzoquinone in the presence of a strong acid and water.

3,784.602
ARYLOXY. AND ARYLTHIOALKANOIC ACIDS

AND ESTERS AND SALTS THEREOF
Jorg Frei, BInnlngen, Basel, Charles J. Morel, Arlesheim,

Basel, and Oskar Wacker, Basel, Switzerland, assignors

to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 125,823

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 20, 1970,

4,256/70
Int CI. C07d 63/18. 5/44

U.S. CI. 260—346.2 M 13 Claims
Compounds of the class of substituted 6,7,8,9-tetrahy-

drodibenzofuranyloxy-, 6,7,8,9 - tetrahydrodibenzothio-

phenyloxy-, and the corresponding furanylthio- and thio-

phenylthioacetic acids, lower alkyl esters thereof and

alkali and alkaline earth metal salts thereof have hypo-

lipaemic activity; they are active ingredients of pharma-

ceutical compositions and are useful for treating hyper-

lipaemic conditions in warm-blooded animals.

3,784,604

l.p-(« . AMINOALKOXY)PHENYL - 4,4 - DIARYL-
CYCLOHEXAIVES, CYCLOHEXENES AND CY-
CLOHEXANDIENES AND THE SALTS AND
N-OXIDES THEREOF
Mario G. Buzzolini, Morristown, NJ., assignor to

Sandoz, Inc., Hanover, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 12, 1969, Ser. No. 806,680

Int. CI. C07c 93/06; C07d 27/00

U.S. CI. 260—570 R 12 aainu
This invention relates to l-p-(«u-aminoalkoxy)phenyI-

4,4-diarylcyclohexanes and cyclohexenes. The cyclohex-

anes are prepared by catalytic hydrogenation of either

the cyclohexenes or cyclohexan-dienes while the cyclo-

hexenes are prepared by dehydration of a corresponding

cyc!ohexan-l-ol and the cyclohexan-dienes are prepared

by dehydration of a corresponding 2-cyclohexen-l-ol, a

representative compound being l-[4-(2-diethylamino-

ethoxy ) phenyl ] -4,4-diphenyl-cyclohexane hydrochloride.

The invention also relates to intermediates and methods

useful in the preparation thereof and to pharmaceutical

compositions and methods utilizing said compounds.

3,784,603
6-AZIDO-21-OXYGENATED-STEROIDS OF THE
PREGNANE SERIES, METHODS FOR THEIR
MANUFACTURE AND INTERMEDIATES PRO-
DUCED THEREBY

Elliot L. Shapiro, Cedar Grove, NJ., George J. Tentsch,
Nancy, France, and Hershel L. Herzog, Glen Ridge,
NJ., assignors to Schering Corporation, Bloomfield,

NJ.
No Drawing. Contfaraation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 59,367, July 29, 1970. TUs appUcation July 13,

1972, Ser. No. 271,463
Int CI. C07c 173/10

US. a. 260—349 44 Claims
6-azido-21-oxygenated-4-pregnene-3,20-diones and the

I-dehydro-, 6-dehydro-, and 1,6-bis-dehydro-analogs

3,784,605

2.(P0LYSUBSTrnJTED PHENYL>1,3.INDANDI0NE
COMPOUNDS

John A. Durden, South Charleston, W. Va., and Anthony

A. Sousa, Raleigh, N.C., assignors to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

816,024, Apr. 14, 1969. This appUcation May 13, 1971,

Ser. No. 143,207
Int. a. C07c 49/76

U.S. CI. 260—590 2 Oaims
A new series of 2-(polysubstituted phenyl)-l,3-iridan-

dione compounds have been found to have exceptional

miticidal and herbicidal activity. These compounds may

be represented by the following general formula:

o

y\
R.-
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where R is lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halogen; x is

or a positive integer from 1 to 4, Rj is lower alkoxy; R2

and R3 are lower alkyl; R* is low^ alkyl or lower alkoxy

and y is or a positive integer of of from 1 to 2.

3,784,606

NOVEL 2.ARYL-l,3.INDANDIONES AND Z-ARYL-
2,3-DfflYDROBENZ[f]INDENE-l,3-DIONES

Gerald F. Holland, Old Lyme, and Joseph G. Lom-

bardino, Niantic, Conn., assignors to Pfizer Inc., New
York, N.Y. ^^^ ^ ^,

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 29, 1968. Ser. >o.

756,324, now Patent No. 3,622,632. Divided and this

application Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,589

Int. CI. C07c 49/76, 49/82

U.S. CI. 260—590 3 Claims

Novel 2 - aryl-1.3-indandiones and 2-aryl-2,3-dihydro-

benzfflindene-l,3-diones and their use in lowering the

blood lipid level in mammals.

3,784,607

HALOHYDRIN THIOETHERS AND METHOD
OF PREPARATION

Richard A. Hickner and Corwin J. Bredeweg, Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-

land, Mich.
No Drawing. Original application Oct. 3, 1968, Ser. No.

764,956, now abahdoned. Divided and this application

Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,302
Int. CI. C07c 149/18

U.S. CI. 260—609 R 10 Claims

Compounds of the structure RCSCHaCHOHCHjX),,
when n=\ to 4 and R is a hydrocarbon, ether, ester,

acetal, hydroxy aliphatic, hydroxy aromatic, imide or

amide group or halogenated derivatives thereof are pre-

pared by reacting l-halo-3-mercapto-2-propanol with an

aliphatically unsaturated compound using free radical

initiators as catalysts. The compounds in which R is an

unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon group of 2 to 24

carbon atoms, or an unsaturated cycloaliphatic group,

and those in which the aliphatic or cycloaliphatic group

is connected to two or more —S--CH2CHOHCHCI
groups, and compounds where R is an alkylene substituted

aromatic group and hydroxy, thioalkyl. alkoxy, aryloxy.

ester, carbamidoalkyl and sulfamidoalkyl, halogenated

derivatives of said groups are new compounds. The thio-

ether halohydrins can be converted to epoxides. The

process utilizing a radioactive energy source as a catalyst

is new.

The novel compounds of the present invention are

suitable for use as herbicides, fungicides and insecticides,

and are further useful as intermediates in the preparation

of substituted ethyl phenoxyacetate compounds, which in

turn have utility as herbicides.

3,784.609

ALLYLIC SUBSTITL TION OF OLEFINS
Robert Schwenn Ncale, Ossining, N.Y., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing, Filed Oct. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 82,172

Int. CI. C07c 47/06

U.S. CI. 260—611 R 7 Claims

A liquid phase process for the production of allyi

ethers comprising admixing an olefin, a nucleophilic sol-

vent (an alcohol), an organic hydroperoxide, and an ex-

change promoter selected from the group consisting of

acids having a pKa value of less than 3 and salts formed

from such acids and nitrogen bases having a pKa value

greater than 5 in the presence of a catalyst compound

containing copper in a +1 or -f2 oxidation state, at

least 1x10-* mol of said catalyst compound per mol of

hydroperoxide being present in the admixture in a

solubilized state.

I

3,784,610

SUBSTFTLTED PHENOXY- AND PHENYLTHIO-
ALKANOLS AND ALKANETHIOLS

Eric R. Larsen, 314 W. Meadowbrook Drive; Lennon

H. McKendrv, 205 Hollybrook Drive; and Fred Y.

Edamura, 509 Capitol Drive, all of Midland, Mich.

48640 ^ ^,
No Drawing. Original application Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No.

111,685. Divided and this application Oct. 30, 1972,

Ser. No. 301,877
Int. CI. C07c 149/32

U.S. CI. 260—609 D 1 Claim

Novel substituted phenoxy- and phenylthio-alkanol and

alkanethiol compounds corresponding to the formula:

M.

XaCCFjY

R

-Y'-C IIClIiY"!!

• 3,784.608

SUBSTITUTED HALOALKOXY- AND HALOALKYI^
THIO-PHENOLS AND THIOPHENOLS

Eric R. Larsen, Midland. Bernard R. Andrejewski, Lin-

wood, and Fred Y. Edamura, Midland. Mich., assignors

to The Dow Chemical Companv. Midland. Mich.

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No.

111,683. Divided and this application Oct. 30, 1972,

Ser. No. 301,876
Int. CI. C07c 149/32

U.S. CI. 260—609 D 1 Claim

Novel substituted haloalkoxy- or haloalkylthio-phenol

or thiophenol compounds corresponding to the formula:

M.

XjCCFtY

-Y'H

wherein

each X independently represents hydrogen, bromo, chlo-

ro or fluoro, with the proviso that at least one X is

always bromo, chloro or fluoro;

Y and Y' e^ch independently represent oxygen or sulfur;

each M independently represents bromo, chloro, fluoro,

iodo, nitro or loweralkyl containing from 1 to about

4 carbon atoms, both inclusive, and

a represents an integer of from 1 to 3, both inclusive.

wherein

each X independently represents hydrogen, bromo, thloro

or fluoro, with the proviso that at least one X is always

bromo, chloro or fluoro;

Y, Y' and Y" each independently represents oxygen or

sulfur;

each M independently represents bromo. chloro, iodo.

fluoro, nitro or loweralkyl containing from 1 to about

4 carbon atoms, both inclusive;

a represents an integer of from to 3. both inclusive, and

R is hydrogen or loweralkyl containing from 1 to about

4 carbon atoms, both inclusive.

The compounds are suitable for use as herbicides and

fungicides.

3,784,611

SUBSTITUTED PHENOXY-ALKANOLS
Eric R. Larsen, Lennon H. McKendry, and Fred Y.

Edamura, Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chem-

ical Company, Midland, Mich. ,,- ^o«
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 111,685

Int. CI. C07c 43/22

U.S. CI. 260—613 D ... „^
Claims

Novel substituted phenoxy- and phenylthio-alkanol and

alkanethiol compounds corresponding to the formula:

M.

XiCCFiY

K

Y'-ciicniY"n
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wherein

each X independently represents hydrogen, bromo, chlo-

ro or fluoro, with the proviso that at least one X is

always bromo, chloro or fluoro;

Y, Y' and Y" each independently represents oxygen or

sulfur;

each M independently represents bromo, chloro, iodo,

fluoro, nitro or loweralkyl containing from 1 to about

4 carbon atoms, both inclusive; "^

a represents an integer of from to .3, both inclusive, and

R is hydrogen or loweralkyl containing from 1 to about

4 carbon atoms, both i.iclusive.

The compounds are suitable for use as herbicides and

fungicides.
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3,784,612
METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF ACETALS
AND KETALS OF ALPHA-CHLORINATED ALDE-
HYDES AND KETONES

Wilhelm Vogt, Cologne-Suelz, and Herman Richtzenhain,

Post Marialinden, Germany, assignors to Dynamit
Nobel Aktiengesellschaft, Troisdorf, West Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 774,216, Nov. 7, 1968. This application Aug. 5,

1971, Ser. No. 169,494

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 11, 1967,

P 16 93 017.9

Int. CI. C07c 43/30
U.S. CI. 260—615 A 20 Claims

Reaction of halogenated olefins of the formula

R' U'

>=<
R2 X

wherein X is chlorine, fluorine or bromine; R' and R^ are

hydrogen, haloalkyl, alkyl alkoxy alkyl or aryl; R2 and

Ri are the same or different radicals, and R^ is haloalkyl

or alkoxyalkyl with chlorine in the presence of mono-

hydric alcohols to produce a-chlorinated acetals or

ketals.

Under the aforesaid conditions "seepage" occurs, where-

by the catalyst is continuously cleaned and accordingly

undergoes no decline in activity. The preparation of the

alcohols by the instant catalytic hydration of olefins can

thus be effected with good results over long periods of

operation,

3,784,615
HALOADAMANTANES

Robert E. Moore, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun

Research and Development Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Original application Dec. 17, 1968, Ser. No.

784,486, now Patent No. 3,666,806. Divided and this

appUcation Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,170

Int. CI. C07c 17/00. 17/16

U.S. CI. 260—648 R 10 Claims

Halogenated derivatives containing adamantane nucle-

us are produced by admixing, in the presence of strong

sulfuric acid, adamantane or alkyl-substituted adamantane

with a selected halo-yielding salt of an alkali or alkaline

earth metal, or a corresponding hydrogen halide.

3.784,613
PREPARATION OF 2,6-DINITRO-

4-ALKYLPHENOLS
Eddie Vi Ping Tao, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli

Lilly and Companv, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,596

Int. CI. C07c 79/28
U.S. CI. 260—622 P 7 Claims

4-alkylphenols are converted to 2,6-dinitro-4-alkyl-

phenols via reaction with nitrogen tetroxide. The end

products are useful intermediates in the preparation of

certain herbicidally active N,N-disubstituted-2,6-dinitro-

4-alkylanilines disclosed in United States Pat. 3,257,190

and British Pat. No. 917,253.

3,784,616

DECOMPOSITION OF OXALATES TO FORM .

ALDEHYDES AND ALCOHOLS
Donald M. Fenton, Anaheim, Calif., assignor to Union

Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 181,274

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Sept. 22, 1987, has been disclaimed and dedicated to

the Public
Int. CI. C07c 57/02. 27/00

U.S. CI. 260—638 R < Claims

A process for the preparation of aldehydes and alcohols

comprising contacting a dihydrocarbyl oxalate with a cat-

alyst comprising a complex of a Group VIII noble metal

and a biphyllic ligand at a temperature between 150° C.

and 250° C. and at a pressure sufficient to maintain liquid

phase reaction conditions. Soluble complexes of zero

valent iron are cocatalysts for this reaction. The products

produced, chiefly alcohols with some aldehydes, formate

esters and ethers are useful as intermediates for a variety

of products including plasticizers, acids and resins, etc.

3,784,617
HYDROALKYLATION OF MONONUCLEAR

AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
Robert M. Suggitt, Wappingers Falls, John M. Crone, Jr.,

Fishkill, and Alfred ArkeU, Wappingers Falls, N.Y.

(all % Texaco Inc., P.O. Box 509, Beacon, N.Y.

12508) ^ ,
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,441

Int. CI. C07c 5/12

U.S. CI. 260—668 R 14 Oaims

3,784,614
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF ALCO-
HOLS BY THE CATALYTIC HYDRATION DF
OLEFINS

Wilhelm Ester and Wilhelm Heitmann, Heme, Germany,
assignors to VEBA Chemie Aktiengesellschaft, Gelsen-

kirchen-Buer, Germany
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 651,945, July 7, 1967. Thb application Nov. 9,

1970, Ser. No. 78,722
Int. CI. C07c 29/08, 29/04

U.S. CI. 260—641 17 Claims
An improved process for the preparation of alcohols by

the catalytic hydration of olefins is disclosed. In the proc-

ess the olefin and water are brought into contact with a

catalyst comprising a support material such as bentonite

impregnated with phosphoric acid, at a temperature not

exceeding 280* C, and employing a water-to-olefin ratio

of between about 0.8:1 and 1.1:1.

HydroaMcylation of mononuclear hydrocarbons is

effected under controlled conditions to yield product hy-

droalkylate with minimum formation of undesired by-

products.
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3,784,618 polyamides have units selected from the group consist-

HYDROALKYLATION PROCESS ing of

Robert M. Suggitt, Wappingers Falls, and John M. Crone, _ ^ ^
Jr., Fishkill, N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc., New •

|

York N.Y.
I

NiiKXiicRC

FUed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,869 *-

US. a. 260 668 R* * 17 Claims \\ herein R and R' are aromatic or aliphatic. Exemplary

of the polyamides are nylon-6 and nylon 6, 10.

and
r <>T_

I ''""^
J.

"^
M. J^'^lJ?-

4!>
I J

-.'

J^ «' f.' _
At/" -V

»

•

3,784,621
'

DISPROPORTIONATION OF ALKYLAROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS

Robert M. Suggitt, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignor to

Texaco Development Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 11, 1971. Scr. No. 197,832

Int. CI. C07c 3/62

U.S. CI. 260—672 T 19 Claims

Increased yield of cyclohexyl benzene may be achieved

by hydroalkylating benzene in the presence of dicyclohexyl

benzene.

3,784,619

METHOD OF SEPARATING DICYCLOHEXYL
BENZENES

John M. Crone, Jr., Fishkill, and Robert M. Suggitt,

Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Fikd Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,870
Int. CI. C07c 5/12

VS, CI. 260—668 R 20 Claims

S^l'^i-
vt-

vxj n

esg^

Para-dicyclohexyl benzene may be separated from non-

para-dicyclohexyl benzene by cooling a mixture prefer-

ably in the presence of lower alkanols, and separating

crystals of para-isomer from the mixture.

3,784,620
PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF STYRENE

FROM ETHVLBENZENE
EU Perry, St. Louis, \lo., and William F. Stradk, Wilbra-

ham, Mass., assignors to Monsanto Company, St Louis,

Mo.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Scr. No. 315,254

Int. CI. C07c 7/02
U.S. CL 260—669 A 10 Claims

Styrene is separated from organic mixtures comprising

styrene and ethylbenzcnc by contacting the said mixture

under pcrvaporation permeation conditions against one

^ide of a polyamide permeation membrane and withdraw-

ing on the other side of the membrane a vaporous mix-

ture having an increased concentration of styrene. The

A process is provided for the production of methylated

aromatic hydrocarbons, and in a particularly preferred

embodiment tri- and tetramelhylbenzcnes. by the steps

of di^proportionating touenc in a first disproportionation

reactor, separating a Cg aromatic fraction from the prod-

ucts of the firbt reactor and disproportionating the Cg

fraction in a second disproportionation reactor and sepa-

rating and recovering tri- and tetramethylbenzenc frac-

tions substantially free of ethyl-aromatic derivatives.

I

3,784.622

SATURATED HYDROCARBON AVERAGING
Thomas R. Hughes, Orinda, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser.

No. 864,870 and Ser. No. 864,871, both Oct 8, 1969,

both now abandoned, Ser. No. 3,303 and Ser. No.

3,306, both Jan. 16. 1970. This application Sept. 14,

1972, Ser. No. 289,036 i

Int. CI. C07c 5/7«
'

U.S. CI. 260—676 R 6 Oaims
A process for producing light hydrocarbons and jet

fuel boiling range paraffinic hydrocarbons which com-

prises averaging a raflfinate rich in paraffins with another

paraffinic feedstock selected from the group consisting

of propane or C4 or C,o to C30 hydrocarbons or mix-

tures of the foregoing hydrocarbons, to obtain at least

C5 a-d Cio4- hydrocarbons.

3,784,623

INHIBITION OF OLEFIN ISOMERIZATION IN
DISPLACEMENT REACTIONS

Kaye L. Motz, Ponca City, Okla., assignor to Continental

Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

No Drawing. Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,689

Int. CI. C07ci//0, ///OO

UA CI. 260—677 R
. . u I ,

"'

Isomerization of alpha-olefins produced by displace-

ment reaction from aluminum alkyl growth products may
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be inhibited by maintaining" the displaced alpha-olefins

in contact with a C2-C3 olefin until after deactivation of

the aluminum alkyls.

3,784,624
PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF DIENE

FROM ORGANIC MIXTURES
EU Perry, St. Louis, and William F. Strazik, St. Ann,

Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,458

Int. CI. C07c 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—681.5 R 16 Claims

Dienes are separated from organic mixtures compris-

ing diene and alkene having one double bond by con-

tacting the mixture against one side of a polymeric per-

meation membrane, the membrane having a transition

metal molecularly dispersed therein and withdrawing oa

the other side of the membrane a vaporous mixture hav-

ing increased diene concentration. Exemplary of the or-

ganic mixture is a mixture of butadiene and butene. Ex-

emplary of transition metal is silver as elemental silver

and as silver tetrafluoroborate.

selectivity from mixtures containing them through ex-

traction and/or extractive distillation with the aid of an

agent consisting of morpholine and another solvent such

as an oxygen containing derivative of morpholine and

water, e.g., morpholine-water, morpholine-N-formyl mor-

pholine and morphoIine-N-formyl morpholine-water.

3,784,627
CATALYSTS AND PROCESS FOR

DEHYDROGENATION
Brent J. Bertus, BartlesvUIe, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,077

Int. CI. C07c 3/2%
U.S. CI. 260—683.3 .

9 Claims
Compositions prepared from (I) a transition metal

compound of the iron group, (II) a Group II-A metal-

containing compound, and (III) Group VI-A element-

containing compound, are effective in a process to convert

paraffins or monoolefins to a greater degree ofe unsatura-

tion.

3,784,625

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF DIENE
FROM ORGANIC MIXTURES

Eli Perry, St. Louis, and William F. Strazik, St. Ann,

Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,459

Int. CI. C07c 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—681.5 R 4 Claims

Dienes are separated from organic mixtures comprising

diene and alkene having one double bond by contacting

the mixture against one side of poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone)

membrane and withdrawing at the other side a vaporous

mixture having increased diene concentration. Exemplary

of the organic mixtures is a mixture of butadiene and

butene.

3,784,628
REMOVING ALKYL FLUORIDE WITH HP
ACID FROM AN ALKYLATION HYDRO-
CARBON EFFLUENT

Charles C. Chapman, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,884

Int. CI. C07c 3/50
U.S. CI. 260—683.42 1 Claim

3,784,626

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF CONJU-
GATED DIOLEFINS FROM MIXTURES CON-
TAINING THEM

Alessandro Ginnasi and Carlo Rescalll, San Donato
Milanese, Italy, assignors to Snam Progetti, S.p.A., San

Donato Milanese, Italy

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,485

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Dec. 29, 1970,

33,614/70
Int. CI. C07c 7/OB

U.S. CI. 260—681.5 R 4 Claims

4jb
11n

lJ
10

12

n
13

U. 3

J]

T= ur

fa

X
20
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Method and apparatus are described wherein alkylate

containing alkyl fluoride is passed upwardly through a

series of contacting zones or members in contact with

downflowing high purity HF acid, acid is settled below

the contacting zone and returned to alkylation while hy-

drocarbon phase formed above the contacting zone is re-

covered substantially free from fluoride.

A process is disclosed whereby conjugated diolefins,

such as isoprene and butadiene, are separated with high

3,784,629

DIMERIZATION OR CODlMERIZATION
OF a-OLEFINS

Neil A. Maly, Tallmadge, Henry R. Menapace, Stow, and

Gerald S. Benner, Tallmadge, Ohio, assignors to The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Oluo

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,279

Int CI. C07c 3/10

U.S. CL 260—683.15 D * . 7 Claims

There is disclosed a process for the dimerization or co-

dimerization of a-olefins by means of a catalyst system
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comprising (A) an organometallic compound (B) a nitro- The compounds of this invention may be used as agents

gen containing ligand and (C) the reaction product of a having physiological activity toward the circulatory sys-

tung^ten hahde and a monocarboxylic acid or a semi- tern, or as anti-inflammation agents,

ester of a dicarboxyiic acid.

3,784,630
DIMERIZATION OR CODUVfERIZATION

OF a-OLEFINS
Nell A. Maly, Tallmadee. Henry R. Menapace, Stow, and

Gerald S. Benner, Tallmadge, Ohio, assignors to The
t^oodvear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron. Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9. 1972, Ser. No. 233,363

Int. CI. C07c 3/10
U.S. CI. 260—683.15 D 9 Claims

There is disclosed a process for the dimerization or

codimerization of a-olefins by means of a catalyst s\s-

tem comprising (A) an organometallic compound. (B)

a nitrogen-containing ligand and (C) the reaction prod-

uct of a tungsten halide and a phenolic compound.

3,784,633
rVIIDAZOLINYL-ETHYL-DITHlOCARBAMIC

ACID ESTERS
Manfred Schorr, Frankfurt am Main, and Dieter Duwel,

Hofheim, Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning. Frankfurt am Main, Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 16. 1972, Ser. No. 253,730

Claims priority, application Germany, May 18, 1971,

P 21 24 572.7
Int. CI. C07d 49/34

U.S. CI. 260—309.6 5 Oalms
Imidazolinyl-ethyl-dithiocarbamic acid esters and their

physiologically compatible salts are described as well as

the process of their manufacture and their anthelmintic

action. The novel compounds correspond to Formula I

3,784,631
DIMERIZATION OR CODIMERIZATION

OF a-OLEFlNS
Henry R. Menapace, Stow, and Gerald S. Benn£r and

Neil A. Maly, Tallmadge, Ohio, assignors to The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,364

Int. a. C07c 3/10
U.S. CI. 260—683.15 D 7 Claims

There is disclosed a process for the dimerization or co-

dimerization of a-olefins by means of a catalyst system

comprising (A) an organometallic compound. (B) a ni-

trogen-containing ligand and (C) the reaction product of

a tungsten halide and a diketone.

3.784.632
2,6-BIS(THIOUREA) DERIVATIVES OF PYRIDINE
Ikuo Matsumoto and Masao Okazawa. Tokyo, Japan.

. assignors to Banyu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., and
Hirovoshi Hidaka. both of Tokvo. Japan
No Drawing. Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254.941
Claims priority, application Japan, Julv 1, 1971,

46 47.700
Int. CI. C07d 31/50

U.S. CI. 260—293.69 6 Claims
Pyridyl thiourea derivatives having the formula:

^~.

n

R'RJNCN'H-
i^
-NnCNRiR=

NC
I

CH,- CIlj-

X

MI-CS-S- -nt:-/^ X
Y
(I)

in which X and Y stands for hydrogen or halogen.

I

3,784.634
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PROSTAGLANDINS

George F. Just, 499 Mount Pleasant Ave., Westmont,
Quebec, Canada, and Chaim Simonovitch, Risbon-le-

Zion, Israel; said Simonovitch assignor to said Just

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 657,085, July 31, 1967. This application

Dec. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 103.315
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 9, 1966,

35,550 66; Jan. 24, 1967, 3,588/67
Int. CI. C07c 61/32. 69/74

U.S. CI. 260—468 D 19 Claims

Prostaglandin F],, prostaglandin F,^, and analogs of

those are produced from bicyclol 3.1.0|hexanc interme-

diates.

wherein R* and R^ respectively, represent a hvdropen

atom, a lower alkyl group or an hydroxyalkyi group or

R' and R^ together can form a heterocyclic rine with »he

nitrogen atom, can be prepared by renctinc bisfalky'di-

thiocarbamate) derivatives having the formula:

.^.

3,784,635
SUBSTTFUTED PHENOXYBENZOIC ACIDS AND

ESTERS THEREOF
Robert J. Theissen, Westfield, NJ., assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

819,412, Apr. 25, 1969, now Patent No. 3,652,645.

This appIicaHon Feb. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 114,712

Int. CI. C07c 69/78
U.S. CI. 260—471 R 6 Claims

i-nitro-5-(substituted-phenoxy)henzoic acids and esters

salts, amides, and acyl halides thereof comprse a class

of compounds that are highly effective herbicides.

s
II

RSCNII
I

-NHC S R

wherein R represents a lower alkyl group, with an am-
monium hydroxide or amine having the forrru'a:

R1R2NH

wherein R' and R^ are as defined above. Alternative'y, the

compounds can be prepared by reacting 2.6-di(isothio-

cyanato) pyridine with a dialkylamine of the formula:

RJR2NH

wherein R* and R' are as defined above.

3,784.636

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PROSTAGLANDINS
George E. Just, 499 Mount Pleasant Ave., Westmount,

Quebec, Canada, and Chaim Simonovitch, Rishon-Ie-

Zion, Israel; sa'd Simonovitch assignor to said Just

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 657,085, July 31. 1967. This application

Dec. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 103.336

Int. CI. C07c 67 /i2.69/7'^

U.S. CI. 260—468 D 18 Claims

Prostaglandin Tw prostaglandin Fig. and analogs of

those are produced from bicyclo[3.1.0]hexane intermedi-

ates.
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3,784,637
MULTIFUNCTIONAL POLYMERIZATION INITIA-
TORS FROM VINYLSILANES OR VINYLPHOS-
PHINES AND ORGANOMONOLITHIUM COM-
POUNDS

Ralph C. Farrar, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Original application Jan. 30, 1969, Ser. No.

795,364, now Patent No. 3,624,057, dated Nov. 30,

1971. Divided and this application Sept. 1, 1971, Ser.

No. 177,155
Int.CI.C07f 7/05, 9/50

U.S. CI. 260—448.2 Q 9 Qaims
Multifunctional polymerization initiators are prepared

by reacting an organomonolithium compound with a

polyvinylsilane compound or polyvinylphosphine com-

pound.

wherein R is lower alkyl, and R^ and R' are as defined

above. a-Methyl-/3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-alanine is ob-

tained by hydrolyzing the compound (II) with concen-

trated mineral acid. Alternatively, a-methyl-j3-(3,4-di-

hydroxyphenyl) -alanine may be obtained by hydrolyzing

compound (II) with dilute mineral acid to produce the

corresponding a-methyl-/3-phenylalanine ester, hydrolyz-

ing the alanine ester with an alkali metal hydroxide to

produce the corresponding a-methyl-/3-phenyIalanine, and

then hydrolyzing some with concentrated mineral acid.

3,784,638
PREPARATION OF TERTIARY ORGANO- ,

PHOSPHINE OXIDES
Ronald F. Lambert, Melrose, Mass., assignor to Polaroid

Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
No Drawtag. Filed Dec. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 888,023

Int. CI. C07f 9/28, 9/30
U.S. CI. 260—526 S 7 Claims

Organophosphines are converted to their final phos-

phorus oxidation products hy the addition of 1, 2 or 3

atom equivalents of oxygen by treating the primary, sec-

ondary or tertiary organophosphine starling material with

aqueous alkali.

3,784,641
N,N-BIS ALKOXYMETHYL AND N,N.
DIMETHYLOL SULFONAMIDES

GiuUana C. Tesoro, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., assignor to J. P.

Stevens & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Original application Nov. 16, 1965, Ser. No.

508,149, now Patent No. 3,617,190. Divided and this^

application Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 173,637

Int. CI. C07c 143/74. 143/78
U.S. CI. 260—556 A
Compounds of the structure:

6 Claims

Q-SO:-N
/

I

\

CHjOR

CHiOR'

3,784,639
DISPROPORTIONATION OF ALKALI METAL
SALTS OF AROMATIC CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Donald K. Kuper, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164.099

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Feb. 8, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C07c 63/26
U.S. CI. 260—515 P 9 Claims

A slurry comprised of an alkali metal salt of an aro-

matic carboxylic acid, a disproportionation catalyst, an

aryloxy compound and an inert high-boiling organic dis-

persant is subjected to heatirg at an elevated temperature

in the presence of a compatible gas atmosphere to form

a polycarboxylate having at least one additional carboxyl

group.

wherein R and Ri are hydrogen or lower alkyl and Q is

an aliphatic or aromatic group useful as crosslinking

agents.

3,784,642
1-AMINE-CYCLOBUTENE

Erwin F. Jenny, Rudolf Wackemagelstrasse 14, Riehen,

Switzerland, and Karl Schenker, Rottmannsbodenstrasse

99, Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

535,368, Mar. 18, 1966, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 297,675, July 25, 1963.

This application Nov. 3, 1967, Ser. No. 680,324

Int. CI. C07c 103/28
U.S. CI. 260—558 A 5 Claims

Compounds of the formula

3,784,640
PROCESS FOR PREPARING a-METHYL-^-(3,4-

DIHYDROXYPHENYL)-ALANINE
Kentaro Okumura, Kobe, and Kazuo Matsumoto and
Mamoru Suzuki, Osaka, Japan, assignors to Tanabe
Seiyaku Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Sen No. 207,950

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,
46/129,807

Int. CI. C07c 707/72
U.S. CI. 260—519 11 Claims
A lower alkyl ester of a-isocyano-propionic acid is con-

densed with a compound of the formula:

i
i-CHj—Y'

in which Ph represent an optionally substituted ortho-

phenylene radical, R' hydrogen or a substituted or un-

substituted alkyl radical and Y' an acylamino group op-

tionally further substituted at the nitrogen atom, e.g. 1-

(acetyl-aminomethyl)-benzocyclobutene. Use: intermedi-

ates for the corresponding N-substituted l-(aminometh-

yl)-benzocyclobutenes which possess analgesic, particu-

larly antimorphine activity and also antitussive activity

R'O-/\
R«0

-CHaX

Ay (t)

wherein each of R* and R^ is lower alkyl, or R^ and R^
are combined together to form a methylene radical and

X is halogen, to produce a compound of the formula:

CHi

R'O-/\-cn,-c-c o R

R»0
NC

"\/ (ID

3,784,643
ARYLOXYALKYLGUANIDINES

John T. Suh, Mequon, and Joseph A. Skorcz, Milwankee,

Wis., assignors to Colgate-Palmolive Company, New
York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

755,744, Aug. 27, 1968. This appUcation Dec. 11, 1970,

Ser. No. 97,312
Int. CI. C07c 129/00

U.S. a. 260—564 A 2 Claims

The compounds are aryloxyalkylguanidines which are

useful as central nervous system depressants and anti-

hypertensive agents. A compound disclosed in the appli-

cation is l-methyl-2-(2-methoxy-5-fiuorophenoxy)-ethyl-

guanidine nitrate.
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3,784,644

PROCESS FOR PREPARING FLLOROPERHALO-
ALKYLIDENE LMINES

Bryce C. Oxcnrider, Florham Park, Wilhelmus M.

Beyleveld, Whippany, and Cyril Woolf, Mornstown,

NJ., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation, New

York, N.Y. _^_^ „ _. ^.^g^
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 14,653

Int. CI. C07c 119/00

U.S. CI. 260—566 R ^ 9 Claims

Fluoroperhaloalkylidene imines having the tormuia

YiY2C=NH, wherein Yi and Yj are fluorine or fluoro-

perhaloalkyl radicals, are prepared by hydrolyzing the

corresponding fluoroperhaloalkyl isocyanate having the

formula Y1Y2FCNCO with water in the form of a hydrate

such as hexafluoroacetone monohydrate. The fluoroper-

haloalkylidene imines are useful as intermediates in the

preparation of other fluorinated compounds.

3,784,645

METHOD FOR TREATING NITROGEN-CONTAIN-
ING POLYMERIC DISPERSANTS

Harry Chafetz, Poughkeepsie, William P. CuIIen, Fishkill,

and Edward F. Miller, Beacon, N.Y., assignors to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y. „„ ,^,
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,^67

Int. CI. C07c 57/20

U.S. CI. 260—583 N 13 Claims

Method for treating nitrogen-containing polymeric dis-

persants for mineral lubricating oil compositions com-

prising admixing the dispersant with a particulate metal

reactive with the unstable materials present in the dis-

persant, heating the mixture at a temperature in the

range from about 200 to 400° C, separating a metal-

containing layer, extracting the treated dispersant with a

lower aliphatic alcohol and recovering a dispersant of

improved thermal stability.

3,784,648

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF FREE-
FLOWING, LUMP-FREE, REDISPERSIBLE, SYN-
THETIC RESIN POWDERS

Eduard Bergmeister, Paul-Gerhard Kirst, and Heinz

Winkler, Burghausen, Germany, assignors to Wacker-

Chemie GmbH, Munich, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 185,807

Int CI. C08g 37/32

U.S. CI. 260—856 ^ 7 Claims

This invention relates to a process for the preparation

of free-flowing, lump-free, redispersible synthetic resin

powders by spray-drying aqueous dispersions of synthetic

resins containing an added amount of a water-soluble

condensation product from melamine, formaldehyde and

containing sulfonate groups.

3,784,649

HIGH MOLECUIAR WEIGHT lONENE
POLYMERIC COMPOSITIONS

Stanley J. Buckman. John D. Pcra, Fred W. Rafhs, and

Gerald D. Mercer, Memphis, Tenn., assignors to Buck-

man Laboratories, Inc., Memphis. Tenn.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 129,593

Int. CI. C08f 3/24, 29/34

U.S. CI. 260—874 31 Claims

High molecular weight ionenc polymeric compositions

are prepared by reacting a dihalo organic compound with

a secondary or a ditertiary amine and then reacting the

resultant product with a polymeric backbone composi-

tion and a coupling agent. The resulting polymers have

utility in many diverse applications.

3,784,646

REACTIONS OF HALOGEN-SUBSTITUTED OLE-
FINS WITH ALKENES AND ALCOHOLS

John M. Holovka, Albuquerque, N. Mex., and Edward

Huriey, Littleton, Colo., assignors to Marathon Oil

Company, Findiay, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 18, 1970, Ser. No. 64,813

Int. CI. C07c 49/08

U.S. CI. 260—593 12 Claims

In reactions involving the oxidation of olefins by

rhodium trichloride in alcohol solutions, vinyl halides or

allylic halides can be incorporated into the system to re-

generate the catalyst. The prodycts of both oxidation and

regeneration reactions comprise olefins and/or acetals

and/or ketones, e.g. l-methoxy-l-phenyl ethane, 1,1-di-

methoxyethane which are useful for octane improvers.

3,784,650

3,5-DIALKYL-4-HYDROXYBENZYL MERCAPTO
(ACETIC ACID ESTER) CONTAINING PHOS-
PHITES

Heinz Eggensperger, Gademheim uber Bensheim, Volker

Franzen, Heidelbcrp. and Hans Stephan. Bensheim,

Bergstrasse, Germany, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Marien-

berg GmbH, Lautcm-Odenwald, Germany
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

748.619, July 30. 1968, now Patent No. 3.655,833. This

application June 22, 1971. Ser. No. 155,623

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 12, 1967,

P 16 43 880.5

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Apr. 11, 1989. has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C07f 9/08: C08f 45/58

U.S. CI. 260—948 23 Claims

Novel compounds having the formula

--O-CHr-S—X-O-P
\

ORi

3,784,647

CURING EPOXIDE RESIN WITH BORON
TRICHLORIDE-AMINE COMPLEX

George Latto Fleming, Saffron Walden, and Richard John
Martin, Linton, England, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG,
Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,388

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 11, 1970,

38,647/70
Int. CI. C08g 45/06

U.S. CL 260—830 TW 9 Claims
Cuable compositions comprise an epoxide resin and

a complex of formula BCljNR^R'RS where R\ R5 and

R« together with the nitrogen atom form a heterocyclic

ring, or R* and R^ both represent methyl groups and R^

denotes an alkyl or aralkyl group of at least 6 and at

most 1 8 ca-bon atoms.

Preferred compositions contain complexes in which

NR*R^R^ denotes pyridine, and those in which R^ denotes

an alkyl hydrocarbon group of 6-18 carbon atoms or a

benzyl group.

The complexes act as latent hardeners.

r 0R«

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and alkyl radicals having I to 6 carbon atoms,

R2 is an alkyl radical having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, X is

selected from the group consisting of alkylene radicals

having I to ft carbon atoms are carboxyl interrupted

alkylene radicals having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, when R\

or R2 is other thin tert. butyl R3 and R4 are selected

from the group consisting of alkyl, ar\I, alkaryl, aryl-

alkyl, alkoxyalkyl. aryloxyalkyl. chloroalkyl, and chloro-

arylalkyl all having 1 to 30 carbon atoms and

Ri

no CHt-S-X-

and. when R, and Rj are tert. butyl, R3 is selected from

the group consisting of alkyl, aryl. alkaryl, arylalkyi, alk-

oxyalkyl, where R,, R2 and X are as defined above and

are useful as stabilizers for polymeric compositions.
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3,784,651 cidal and insecticidal, properties and which may be pro-

TERTIARY PHOSPHORIC ESTERS OF TRICYCLIC duced by conventional methods.

ALIPHATIC ALCOHOLS The compounds have the formula

Yoshlaki Inamoto, Wakayama, and Takeji Kadono,
^^ ^ ^ ^^

Kainan, Japan, assignors to Kao Soap Co., Ltd., Tokyo, I h
h /

P_S_CHr-S-CH-CHr-S-

P

UjO
/

CHt
\
ORi (I)

wherein

Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,610

Claims priority, application Japan, June 24, 1970,

45/54,978

„ « ^, -.^A nc^
^*' ^'* ^^^^ ^^^*

1 riaim ^1 »s an optionally halogen-substituted lower alkyl or
U.S. CI. 260—956 i ciaim

^i^oxy radical.
A compound of the formula

^^ .^ ^ opUonally halogen-substituted lower alkyl radical,

7 and
X is an oxygen or sulfur atom.

o=p-/o

wherein Z is a single or double bond, is prepared by react-

ing 2-exo-hydroxy-exo-trimethyIenenorbornane or 2-exo-

hydroxy-2,3-dihydro-exo-dicyclopentadiene with phos-

phorus oxyhalide, in the presence of heterocyclic aiomatic

tertiary amine having a nitrogen atom as a member of the

heterocyclic ring. The compounds are useful as additives

for synthetic lubricants and hydraulic oils.

3,784,652
ESDENYLPHOSPHONATES

Jerome A. Gourse, Chicago, III., assignor to Velsicol

Chemical Corporation, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,631

Int. CI. C07f 9/40

U.S. CI. 260—956 6 Claims

This invention discloses new chemical compounds of

the formula

/ \.
1

x><'/Y
I{iO-P-OIt»

wherein X is halogen; and R> and R^ are independently

selected from the group consisting of alkyl and

-<-<::^
I

Y.
11(5-D»

wherein A is an alkylene group of up to 4 carbon atoms;

m is an integer from to 1; Y is halogen or alkyl; and "

is an integer from to 5. The compounds of the above de-

scription are useful as fire retardants.

3,784,654
O-ALKYM-CYCLOALKYD-S-ALKYL-S-PHENYL- •

PHOSPHORODITHIOLATES
Toyohiko Kume and Kazuomi Yasui, Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

many
No Drawing. Filed June 3, 1969, Ser. No. 830,153

Claims priority, application Japan, June 18, 1968,

43/41,618
Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16

U.S. a. 260—958 11 aaims
0-alkyl(-cycloalkyl)-S-alkyl - S - phenyl-phosphorodi-

thiolates, i.e. 0-aIkyl and cycloalkyl-S-alkyl-S- (optionally

chloro and methyl-substituted) -phenyl - phosphorodithio-

lates or -dithiolphosphates, which possess fungicidal prop-

erties.

3,784,655

PRESS POLISHING CURVED TRANSPARENT
POLYCARBONATE SHEET MATERIAL

Richard R. Lewchuk, Allison Park, and Norman Shorr,

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 124,928

Int CL B29d 11/00
U.S. CI. 264—1 5 Claims
• An improved method of press polishing transparent

polycarbonate sheet material between complementary

shaped, optically smooth surfaces of press polishing mem-

bers that have shapes conforming to the shape desired for

the transparent polycarbonate sheet involving timely -ep-

aration.

3,784,656

METHOD OF PRODUCING SPHERICAL POWDER
BY ECCENTRIC ELECTRODE ROTATION

Albert R. Kaufmann, Lexington, Mass., assignor to

Whittaker Corporation

Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,493

Int. CI. BOlj 2/02

U.S. CL 264—8 14 Claims

3,784,653
THIOL- OR THIONOTHIOL-PHOSPHORIC OR

-PHOSPHONIC ACID ESTERS
Gerhard Schrader, Wuppertal-Cronenberg, and Ingeborg

Hammann, Cologne, Germany, assignors to Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 65,323

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept 10, 1969,

P 19 45 700.2

Int a. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16. 9/40
U.S. CI. 260—929 5 Oalms

Thiol- or thionothiolphosphoric or phosphonic acid

esters, e.g. bis-0,0-dialkyl thiolphosphoric or bis-0-alkyl-

alkanethiol phosphonic acid esters of halomethyl-1-halo-

isopropylthioether and their thiono analogues, wherein the

alkyl groups are lower alkyl and are optionally halogen-

substituted, which possess arthropodicidal, especially acari-

•^-1 44-

'Si

A method for producing generally spherical particles

from materials, e.g., metals, initially in rod form. The

preferred method comprises feeding a consumable i-od

from which the particles are to be formed into a heating

zone while orbiting the leading end of the rod about its

longitudinal axis and, simultaneously, rotating the rod
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about the same axis. The leading end of the rod is heated

to cause melting of the rod material. Due to the spinning

of the rod and the melted form of the rod material, liquid

droplets are formed around, and spun off from, the

periphery of the heated end of the rod. The droplets are

allowed to cool below their melting temperature before

conucting any surfaces to preserve their shape and are

thereafter collected as solid, generally-spherical particles.

The method is preferably carried out in apparatus

comprising a chamber with wall openings to receive one

end of a rotatable shaft and a conventional electrode in

opposing relationship. The shaft has a bore extending

therethrough which is angled with respect to the longi-

tudinal axis of the shaft and which is sized to slidably

receive a consumable rod which, in turn, forms a consum-

able electrode. Power sources are provided (a) to rotate

the shaft about its own axis to produce orbiting of the

consumable electrode, (b) to rotate the latter about its

own axis, and (c) to feed the consumable electrode

through the shaft and into the chamber. An electrical

energy source sufficient to establish an arc between the

electrodes within the chamber to heat and melt the con-

sumable electrode is provided. The chamber may be

evacuated and then filled with an inert gas to provide a

non-oxidizing atmosphere and is provided with seals

necessary for this purpose.
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or subtracted in increments to increase or decrease the

point in time at which lower secondary hydraulic pressure

is applied, or (3) injection pressure may be respectively

raised or lowered.

3.784,658

METHOD FOR THE SEVE<25Tf„1»?^????? 21
A VOLATILE LIQl ID FOA\nNG ACFNT BY
HEATING IN FORMING PLASTIC ARTICLES

James R. Shider. Woodridge, 111., assignor to Monsanto

Companv. St. Louis, Mo.
Filed June 9, 1971, S«r. No. 151,457 I

Int. CI. B29d 7/22, 27/00

U.S. CI. 264—45 ^ Claims

3,784,657

TIME MONITORED PROCESS FOR CONTROLLING
INJECTION MOLDING CYCLE

Herman R. Hutchinson, Wyncote, Vasken F. Arpajian,

Huntingdon Valley, and Robert S. Malcomson, Lans-

dale. Pa., assignors to Pennwalt Corporation, Phila-

DivLsion of application Ser. No. 59,499, July 30, 1970,

now Patent No. 3,695.800, dated Oct 3, 1972. Con-

tinuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 18,142, Mar.

10, 1970, now Patent No. 3,642,4 J2, dated Feb. 15,

1972. Divided and this application May 24, 1972, Ser.

No. 256,607
Int. a. B29f 1/08

VS, CI. 264—40 * Claims

Improvements in forming an integral foam layer on the

outer surface of the sidewall of a thin walled thermo-

plastic container which involves contacting the inner sur-

face of the container opposite the outer surface portion

to be foamed, prior to exposure to the foaming agent,

with an elevated temperature surface to preheat the wall

portion of the cup which is to be foamed, thereby in-

creasing the rate of penetr.ition of the foaming agent into

the thermoplastic during its subsequent exposure and

preferably avoiding the necessity of a period of aging

the container after its removal from exposure to the foam-

ing agent and prior to foaming. The elevated temperature

surface is preferably that of a mandrel conforming in

shape to the inner surface of the container and which

may have relieved areas thereon which do not contact

and therefore, do not heat the wall of the container.

thereby leaving unfoamed. indicia bearing or patterned

portions within the foam boundary after vaporization of

the foaming agent. An additive may be incorporated into

the foaming agent to decrease the rate of generation of

the foam cells' during foaming and to improve the uni-

formity of cell size or. when the relieved surface mandrel

is used, a dye which vaporizes at substantially the tem-

perature of the foaming agent may be employed to

generate a foam layer of one color having an indicia

bearing or patterned area of another color. The thermo-

plastic of the container preferably has a coloring pigment

incorporated therein which has been found to act as an

effective nucleating agent.

Process control for injection molding machines in

which the viscosity of the plasticized material in a shot

being prepared is monitored as a function of ram injec-

tion speed (rate of melt flow) at constant hydraulic pres-

sure. The interval is measured during ram advancement

between the time at which a pressure relief valve opens

and the time that the mold cavities arc substantially

filled (when the ram is at end of stroke). If the time

period exceeds or falls below predetermined limits, either

(1) the heat input to subsequent shots being prepared

may be respectively raised or lowered in increments, (2)

high pressure injection time may be respectively added

3.784,659

METHOD OF PRODUCING CONTINUOUS
PLASTIC SHAPES

Rosemarie Lupert, Eggll 1040, CH-9030
Abtwil, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,504

Int. CL B29d 27/Oi

VS. CL 264—47 ** Claims

Continuous plastic shapes, such as channels or tubes

are made from a laminate of curable, fluid, synthetic resm

composition and a filamentous reinforcing materia laid

up on a continuously moving carrier foil by gradually de-

forming the laminate transversely to the direction ot

elongation. The laminate is held by suction or pressure
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in conforming engagement with a rigid shaping face whose

cross section changes gradually in the direction of lami-

carried out on blow molding machines operating at a

pressure in the hydraulic system of less than about 1600

p.s.i. and generating an apparent shear rate, as the resin

is extruded through the die gap, of between about 10,000

to about 100,000 reciprocal seconds. The particular type

of all-particle form polyethylene resins are those having

a density of from about 0.94 to about 0.97, a melt index

of from about 0.1 to about 2.0 decigrams per minute, a

die swell of from about 3.5 to about 4.5 and a critical

stress for melt fracture of between about l.OxlO" to

about 4.0x10* dynes per square centimeter.

nate movement, and the resin in the deformed laminate is

cured thereafter.

3,784,660

METHOD OF EXTRUDING MATERIAL FROM A
PARTICULATE MASS USING A ROTATING
EXTRUSION DIE

Harold Kenyon Hardy. Soutbport, England, assignor to

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, London,

England
Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205.549

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 18, 1970,

60,364/70
Int. CI. B29b 3/00

U.S. CL 264—88 5 Claims

3,784,662

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
UNIAXIALLY STRETCHED ARTICLES DIFFI-
CULT TO SPLIT LONGITUDINALLY

Hiroyuld Hino, Hlroyoshi Asakuno, and Tetsuya Yamada,
Ichiharashi, Japan, assignors to Chisso Corporation,

Osflkii Jspflii

Filed Oct. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 186,891

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 13, 1970,

45/89,882
Int. a. B29d 7/24: D06c 5/00

U.S. CI. 264—95 7 aaims

An extrusion process in which hydraulic pressure is

exerted about a mass of particulate material to force it

against a die member having a minor face carrying the

extrusion orifice disposed so as to exert additional com-

pressive stress against the particulate material to force it

through the extrusion orifice.

3,784,661
PROCESS OF BLOW MOLDING CONTAINERS
FROM PARTICLE FORM POLYETHYLENE
RESINS

Jerome Sandel Schaul, BIoomfieM, Kurt Faike WIssbrun,
Short Hills, and Martin John Hannon, Plainfield, NJ.,
assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 102,554, Dec. 29, 1970. This application

Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,806
Int CI. B29c 77/07; C08f 3/04. 45/08

VS. CI. 264—98 8 Claims
The present invention relates to a process of blow

molding liquid containers from a specific class of all-

particle form polyethylene resins; the process being

A uniaxially stretched tubular film of thermoplastic

resin difficult to split in the longitudinal direction is pro-

duced from an unstretched tubular film of thermoplastic

resin, by a process in which said unstretched tubular film

is passed through a nip of feeding roll means, then passed

vertically downwards the outside surface of a mandrel

while enveloping the latter and while being heated from

the outside, said mandrel being suspended by the nip of

two parallel sets of mutually abutting roll means, and then

the resultant film is drawn out by a roll means whose

peripheral speed is greater than that of feeding roll means

to effect longitudinal stretching, and in which said man-

drel has a peripheral length equal to or slightly smaller

than the peripheral length of the unstretched tubular film,

the inside of said tubular film between the mandrel and

the drawn out roll means is filled with a gas under

pressure.

3,784,663
METHOD FOR MAKING ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR
Ralph G. D'AscoIi and Leon L. Alleva, Yonkers, N.Y.,

assignors to The Anaconda Company
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 24,952,

Mar. 6, 1970, which is a division of appUcation Ser.

No. 710,944, Mar. 6, 1968, now Patent No. 3,539,708.

This appUcation Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,314

Int CI. B29c 27/20

VS. a. 264—230 1 Cl*fan

Moisture-tight connectors are made from cut lengths of

heat-shrinltable plastic tubing by shrinlcing one end of
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.u . K „ orn.,nH » nia^tic nellet that softens and bonds material is injected into the mold cavitv by means of core

» i. trfor'r„g^se'arrn5:!!ard cl:rric,ton is formed pta. or lugs proi«.,„g from th. mandrels and e«end.ng

in the other end of the tubing by shnnking it over a

OVEN

llLi..J.^f,-J=Fgp

60

through the openings in one tube into the the correspond-

ing opefiings in an adjacent tube. ,

block that is spaced away from an internal metal sleeve.

The constriction is needed to retain a dielectric paste with

which the connector is filled.

3,784.664
MOULDING PROCESS

Norman Brian NlckUn, Halesowen, England, assign^ to

British Industrial Plastics Limited, Manchester, En».

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

tion S«r. No. 20,407, Mar. 17, 1970. This application

Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,833

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 24, 1969,

15,311/69
Int. CI. B29c 9/00

UA a. 264—246 l® Oalms

A method of producing decorated thermoset polyester

mouldings by a two-step process, wherein the first step

comprises shaping, in a mould and under heat and low

pressure, a thermosetting unsaturated polyester moulding

composition, preferably a nil or low-shrinkage type, hav-

ing applied thereto an unimpregnated decoration sheet of

paper-like material whereby the decoration sheet is partly

impregnated with polyester resin from the moulding com-

position and the moulding composition is at least partially

cured so that the decoration sheet adheres to the surface

of the moulding, and wherein the second step comprises

applying thermosetting resinous material to the surface of

the decoration sheet and reapplying heat and pressure

to cause the resinous material to flow over the surface,

complete impregnation of the decoration sheet ano cure,

and to complete curing of the moulding composition; the

thermosetting resinous material preferably is a polyester

resin or a surface finishing material such as melamine-

formaldehyde resin.

3,784,666

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ACRYLIC FIBERS

Hldeto Seklguchi, Yasuo Matsumura, Kojiro Aral, Kunlo

Maniyama, and Mltsuru WakltanI, Okayama, Japan,

assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford,

Conn.
Filed June 8, 1971, Ser. No. 151,040

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1970,

45/69,481

Int. CI. B29c 25/00; DO If 7/00

U.S. CI. 264—234 ^0 Ch>«""

(1 o<

01

iZ/
/

ttmoio rndrf* ftin 'Ml i%i

3.784,665

METHOD OF FABRICATING AN INTEGRATED
PISTON AND CYLINDER MECHANISM AND
VAL\'E ASSEMBLY

Jack D. Keefe, Dayton, and Eugene W. Finke, Mlamls-

burg, Ohio, assignors to The Monarch Marking System

Company, Dayton, Ohio
Filed Jan. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 104,873

Int CI. B29d 3/00; B32b 31/06
VS. a. 264—261 9 Oaims
A method and apparatus for fabricating the housing

of an integrated piston and cylinder mechanism and con-

trol valve. The housing is formed by placing in a cavity

defined by complementary mold sections a cylinder tube,

a control valve tube and an inlet tube, with the three

tubes properly positioned in the mold cavity and with re-

spect to each other by means of removable mandrels.

Openings through the tubes, which serve as fluid passages

in the completed assembly, are kept open as a hardenable

An improvement in conventional wet-spinning proce-

dure for acrylic fibers wherein the fibers are heated under

high humidity conditions to obtain an increase in bonded

water and a resulting increase in elastic recovery

properties.
|

3,784,667

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING PIPES

Frede Hilmar Drostholm, 2950 Vedbaek, Denmark, and

Leonard S. Meyer, Columbia, S.C.; said Meyer assignor

to said Drostholm
Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,120

Int. CI. B29d 23/08

VS. CI. 264—145 9 Claims

The method and apparatus provide for production of

pipe lengths having bell and spigot ends adapted to co-

operate with each other serially in laying pipeline. The
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technique provides for continuous production of pipe, with

bell portions spaced at intervals, the bell portions being

divided or severed in order to provide a bell end on

the adjacent ends of the pipe lengths formed by the divi-

sion. At points intermediate to the bell portions the pipe

is also divided or severed in order to provide pipe lengths

having spigot ends at one end and bell ends at the other

end.

leached. The concentration is effectively and economically

carried out to give a high grade concentrate which has

a coarse grain and a good fluidity.

3,784,668

MELT BLENDED POLYETHYLENE-ETHYLENE
COPOLYMER POLYBLENDS

William K. Neldinger, Columbus, Ind., assignor to Amos-
Thompson Corporation, Edinburg, Ind.

No Drawing. Original application June 4, 1970, Ser. No.

43,591, now abandoned. Divided and this application

July 23, 1971, Ser. No. 165,726

Int. CI. B29c 5/04; B29b 5/04

VS. a. 264—310 2 Claims

Claimed is a process of rotational molding of high

density polyethylene and ethylene-polar monomer poly-

blends produced by a melt blend technique. Such poly-

blends have a high density polyethylene content of from

about 50 to 95 percent by weight and an ethylene-polar

monomer content of from about 50 to 5 percent by

weight. These melt blended polyblends substantially re-

tain the beneficial properties of high density polyethylene

with the ethylene-polar monomer enhancing the stress-

crack resistance and, unexpectedly, their improved stress-

crack resistance is retained in rotational mold processing

of the blends.

3,784,671

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF ANTIMONY
PENTACHLORIDE FROM CATALYST SOLUTIONS
Egon Joerchel and Rudolf Kohlhaas, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesell-

schaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,301

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 6, 1971,

P 21 10 797.1

Int CI. COlb 29/00
U.S. CI. 423—88 ^ Claims

The invention relates to a process of recovering anti-

mony pentachloride from catalyst solutions used for the

fluorination of chlorine containing hydrocarbons. The

process is based upon a thermal decomposition of anti-

mony pentachloride into antimony trichloride and chlo-

rine at a temperature of 60° to 300" C. The organic im-

purities are extracted from the precipitated antimony tri-

chloride by means of halogenated hydrocarbons. The re-

maining antimony trichloride is reoxidized with chlo-

rine—which may be recycled from the step of the thermal

decomposition—at a temperature of from 60° to 150° C.

and a pressure of zero to five atmospheres to yield anti-

mony pentachloride which is refined by distillation.

3,784,669

RECOVERY OF METAL VALUES FROM CHROME
ETCHING SOLUTIONS

Carl H. Elges HI, Philip R. Haskett, Donald J. Bauer,

and Roald E. Lindstrom, Reno, Nev., assignors to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Interior

No Drawing. Filed Oct 3, 1972, Ser. No. 292,232

Int CI. COlg 3/02, 37/02

U.S. CI. 42J—43 5 nalms
Chromium and copper are recovered, as oxides, from

spent chrome etching solutions by means of a process

comprising the steps of: (1) addition of a reducing sugar

to reduce Cr(VI) to Crdll) and to complex Cr(III) and

Cu values in solution, (2) addition of base to raise the

pH to a value of about 10 to 12, to reduce the copper

and precipitate it as CuaC (3) separating the precipitated

CU2O, (4) heating the remaining solution at a tempera-

ture of about 50 to 70° C. for a period sufficient to break

the Cr(lll) complex, and (5) adjusting the pH of the

solution to a value of about 6 to 9 to precipitate the

chromium as hydrous chromium oxide.

3,784,670

TITANIUM DIOXIDE CONCENTRATE AND ITS
MANUFACTUREVG PROCESS

ShlgeU Yamada, Kyoto, and Koklchi MIyazawa, HideaM
Naka, and Yoshio Yoshida, Kusatsu, Japan, assignors

to Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 68,555, Aug. 31, 1970. This appUcation

Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,772
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 12, 1969,

44/72,016, 44/72,017; Sept 22. 1969, 44/74,672

Int a. COlg 23/00; C22b 1/00
U.S. CL423—80 16 Claims
An improved process for leaching a titaniferous iron

ore with an acid to remove iron and concentrate the titani-

um valve. The ore is leached with a mineral acid and the

intermediate concentrate during the process of acid-leach-

ing is magnetically separated into a fraction which is suf-

ficiently concentrated and a fraction which is not suf-

ficiently concentrated and only the 4atter is continuously

3,784,672

PROCESS FOR REDUCING THE TRIVALENT
CHROMIUM CONTENT OF ALKALI METAL
BISULFATE SOLUTIONS

Thomas R. Morgan and WilUam W. Low, Syracuse,

Christian A. Wamser, Camillus, and Charies P. Broen,

Fayettevllle, N.Y., assignors to AlUed Chemical Cor-

poration. New York, N.Y.
Original application Oct 19, 1972, Ser. No. 82,024, now

Patent No. 3,715,425. Divided and this appUcation

Sept 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,911
Int CI. cold 5/02. 5/16

U.S. CI. 423—202 3 Oaims
Chrome chemica's such as chromic acid (CrOs) and

alkali metal chromates and bichromates are prepared by

a process which avoids the formation and treatment of

"brown muds" which includes the processing steps of

reacting an alkali metal bisulfate solution substantially

free of trivalent chromium values with an aqueous solu-

tion of an alkaline roasted chrome ore mixture containing

dissolved chrome ore values to convert the roasted mix-

ture's chrome ore values at least in part to an alkali metal

bichromate and separating said bichromate values. The

alkali metal bichromate values may be reacted with a

sulfuric acid to produce chromic acid. Also covered by the

present invention is the removal of the chloride impurity

from the bichromate values.

3,784,673

PROCESS FOR TREATING SODIUM BISULFATE
Wilson Stewart Cathcart, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wllmtogton,

Del
Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,971

Int CI. cold 5/02

VS CI. 423—203 ' Claims

An improved process to cool and rehydrolyze a melt

mixture of sodium bisulfate and sodium pyrosulfate to

sodium bisulfate is provided. The process comprises feed-

ing water and the melt into a pipeline mixer having a

reaction zone, the water fed at a pressure sufficient to

atomize the water in the mixer and attain mixing of the

water and melt, and the melt mixture fed through a venturi

into the mixer at a temperature of at least 220° C. and at

a pressure sufficient to seal the ventyri throat against
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back pressure of steam formed ir. the reaction zone within nesium oxide with regeneration of the oxides from sulfates

'he mb^erT^us. rehydrolyzation of fhe sod.um pyrosulfatc formed m the ox.dat.on.

N>MSp./No, S,0 STE»M

••OMSO4

(ZNTRIFUMC S£>W>»TOR

3,784,677

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF
METAL BORIDES

Geert Vereteeg. Petten, and Albertus J. G. Engel, Helloo,

Netherlands, assignors to Reactor Centrum Nederland,

The Hague, Netherlands

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 25, 1969, S«r. No. 8J0.375

Claims priority, application Netheriands, Mar. 26, l!*6»,

6804216: Belgium, Mar. 10, 1969, 71,113

InL CI. coif 13/00

VJS CI. 423—252 *' Claims

A method for the preparation of metal bondcs by

heating metal halides or metal oxyhalides of the actmide

group, the lanthanide group and the alkaline earth metals

with boron.

to sodium bisulfate occurs and sodium bisulfate is with-

drawn from the reaction zone for further proccssmg.

3.784,674
^ ^^

ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION OF RADON AND
RADON DAUGHTER ELEMENTS

Lawrence Stein, Downers Grove, ni., «ss«gnor to the

United States of America as represented by the United

States Atomic Energy Commission -_«,-«
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,229

Int CI. COlb 23/00

UA CL 423^249 ' Claims

A method of removing radon and radon daughter ele-

ments from an atmosphere containing these elements by

passing the atmosphere through a bed of fluorinatmg com-

pound whereby the radon and radon daughters are oxi-

dized to their respective fluorides. These fluorides adhere

to the fluorinating compound and are thus removed from

the atmosphere which may then be recirculated. A method

for recovering radon and separating radon from its daugh-

ter elements is also described.

3,784,678

PROCESS FOR REMOVING IRON FROM
PHOSPHORIC ACID

Klaus Beltz, Budenheim (Rhine), Klaus Frankenfeld,

Kirberg, Taunus, and Kari Gotzmann, Budenheim

(Rbine), Germany, assignors io Cbemische Fabrik

Budenheim ^ ^, --^ ->*
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,240

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 25, 1970,

P 20 47 261.1
I

Int. CI. COlb 25/16
'

U.S. CI. 423—321 6 Claims

a' process for removing iron from phosphoric acid. A

barium compound is added to the phosphoric acid mclud-

ing sulfate ions to precipitate barium sulfate whereby the

iron content of the phosphoric acid is substantially

reduced.

3,784,675

PROCESS FOR REDUCING THE CONTENT OF
NITROGEN OXIDES IN THE EXHAUST GASES
FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

T^deusz P. Kobylinski, Cheswick, and Brian W. Taylor,

Richland Township, Allegheny County, Pa., assignors

Ifo Gulf Research & Development Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

168,430, Aug. 2, 1971. This application Dec. 13, 1971,

Ser. No. 207,545
int a. BOld 53/34

VS. a. 423—213.5 W Claims

A method is proposed for the reduction of nitrogen

oxides in exhaust gases from internal combustion engines

to selectively form nitrogen as substantially the only nitro-

gen-containing product. The method comprises contacting

an exhaust gas from an internal combustion engine at an

elevated temperature in a reducing atmosphere with about

0.003 to about 0.5 troy ounce of ruthenium per 1000

cubic feet of exhaust gas per hour.

3.784,679

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING CARBON FIBRES

Pierre Chiche, VemeulI-en-Halattc, France, assignors to

Charbonnages de France, Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 137,976

Claims priority, application France, May 19, 1970,

7018171
I

Intel. COlb 57/07

U.S. CI. 423—447 ** Claims

A process for the production of carbon fibres from coal

tar pitch or from other strongly aromatic distillation resi-

dues subjected to heat treatment at a moderate tempera-

ture wherein a hydrocarbon polymer is added to the start-

ing material before or during said heat treatment which is

followed by spinning, oxidizing, and carbonizmg. Poly-

ethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene. polybicyclol2.2.1]-

heptene-2. and rubber arc preferred polymers.

3,784,676

REMOVING SULPHUR FROM HYDROCARBONS
Gerald Moss, Oxford, England, assignor to Esse Research

and Engineering Company
Original application June 5, 1968, Ser. No. 734,816, now

abandoned. Divided and this application Apr. 30, 1971,

Ser. No. 138,883
Int a. COlb 17/60

VS, a. 423—242 10 Ctalms

Production of an SOj free gas by oxidation of sulfur

containing materials in a fluidized bed of calcium or mag-

3,784,680

CYCLICAL PROCESS FOR RECOVERY OF ELE-

MENTAL SULFUR FROM WASTE GASES
Herbert W. Strong, Shaker Heights, Jerrold E. Radway,

Westlake, and Henry A. Cook, Fremont, Oblo, as-

dmors to Basic Incorporated, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,772

Int CL COlb 17/04

VS. CI. 423^571 * Claims

A* process for removing sulfur dioxide (SOj) from gases

and recovering elemental sulfur comprising scrubbing the

gases with a slurry containing a metal sulfide under con-

ditions to react the sulfur dioxide with the sulfide to form

a precipitate which is predominantly metal sulfite and ele-

mental sulfur. A portion of the slurry is withdrawn and

the precipitate is separated therefrom. The remaining

slurry is recycled for reaction wilh additional sulfur di-

oxide and the precipitate is heated under condiuons to
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remove water therefrom and convert any metal thiosul-

fate therein to additional sulfite and elemental sulfur.

Some metal sulfate may be present. The elemental sulfur

is separated, and the sulfite and sulfate are then reduced

to the sulfide which is recycled to the scrubbing slurry.

Preferably, the metal sulfide is an alkali sulfide or alka-

line earth sulfide.

3,784,681

X-RAY CONTRAST COMPOSITION CONTAINING
BARIUM SULPHATE

Max Fiscbler, Enskede, Sweden, assignor to Astra

Lakemedel Aktiebolag, Sodertalje, Sweden

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,169

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 18, 1970,

17,187/70

Int CI. A61k 27/08
VS. CI. 424—4 4 Claims

X-ray contrast composition containing barium sulphate

and an acid stable protective colloid which is an anionic

heteropolysaccharide formed by fermentation of Xantho-

homonas campestris in a carbohydrate containing nutrient

solution. The composition has improved stability during

storage and during freezing and thawing.

3,784,684 '

CORONARY DILATOR IN A PHARMACEUTICAL
DOSAGE UNIT FORM

Friedrich Bossert, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Wulf Vater,

Opiaden, Kurt Bauer, Opiaden-Lutzenkirchen, and

Karl-Heinz Adams, Cologne, Germany, assignors to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

FUed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,476

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 24, 1971,

P 21 42 316.5; Feb. 29, 1972, P 22 09 526.7

Int CI. A61j 3/07
VS. a. 424—37 16 aalms

An instant oral-release capsule is produced having a

shell of gelatine which contains a mixture of

(a) 1 part by weight of 4-(2'-nitrophenyl)-2,6-dimethyl-

3,5-dicarbomethoxy-l,4-dihydropyridine;

(b) 6 to 50 parts by weight of at least one polyalkylene

glycol of 2 or 3 carbon atoms in the alkylene moiety

and a mean molecular weight of 200 to 4000; and

(c) to 10 parts by weight of at least one alcohol of 2

to 8 carbon atoms and 1, 2 or 3 hydroxy groups.

3,784,682

DENSIFYING METAL HYDRIDES WITH HIGH
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

Leonard M. Niebylski, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 392,370, Aug. 24, 1964. This application

Apr. 9, 1968, Ser. No. 721,135

Int CI. COlb 6/00, 6/06
U.S. CI. 423—645 8 Oalms

A method of increasing the density of a hydride of a

metal of Groups 11-A. II-B, III-A and III-B of the

Periodic Table which comprises subjecting a hydride to

a pressure of from about 50,000 p.s.i. to about 900,000

p.s.i. at or above the fusion temperature of the hydride;

i.e., between about 65° C. to about 325° C. Beryllium

hydride obtained from this process has a density of at

least 0.69 g./cc.

ERRATUM
For Class 424—4 see:

Patent No. 3,784,681

3,784,683

TABLET PREPARATION
Elliott Benjamin Prillig and Alexander HIng Chinn Chun,
Waukegan, III., assignors to Abbott Laboratories, North
Chicago, III.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 661,600,
Aug. 18, 1967. This application Mar. 29, 1971, Ser.

No. 129,225
Int CI. A61k 27/12

V.S. a. 424—19 2 aalms
A pharmaceutical dosage form for oral administration

IS provided which travels substantially intact through the

stomach and the small intestines and exposes the active

ingredient erythromycin stearate in the large intestines

where it is particularly useful in combatting amebiasis,

a parasitic infestation. The new dosage form is prepared
in such a manner to substantially prevent the active drug
from being absorbed by the gastro-intestinal tract.

3,784,685

COSMETIC COMPOSITIONS TO REDUCE GREASY
APPEARANCE OF THE HAIR AND SKIN

Gregoire Kalopissis, Paris, Claude Bouillon, Eaubonne,
and Georges Manoussos and Claudine Berrebi, Paris,

France, assignors to Societe Anonyme dite: L'Oreal,

Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed July 21, 1970, Ser. No. 56,962

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, July 23, 1969,

59,150

Int CI. A61k 7/06
V.S. CI. 424—70 4 Claims

The active ingredient in a cosmetic preparation to re-

duce the greasy appearance of hair and skin has the for-

mula:

CIIjOH

HO-

CH

-CII2—S—

R

in which R is an organic radical having at least one amine

function and can include a carboxylic acid function, the

latter can be esterified or amidified. The amine function

can be salified by a mineral or organic acid and be sub-

stituted with an acyl or sulfonyl group, or substituted

with one or two alkyl radicals which, in turn, can include

an acid, acid ester, amide, amine, alcohol or quanide sub-

stituent or the amine function can be quaternized. The

active ingredient can be administered in a conventional

medium both orally and as a topical remedy by applying

same to the skin.

3,784,686

METHOD OF INHIBITING THE ACTION OF RENIN
IN HYPERTENSIVE MAMMALS

Richard P. Miller, Zionsville, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly

and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,744

Int CL A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—94 1 Claim

Method of inhibiting the action of resin by pepstatin

both in vivo and in vitro, useful in determining presence

of renin-associated hypertension.
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3,784,687

PHOSPHINE OR PHOSPHIITE GOLD COMPyEXM
OF THIOETHANOL AND DERIVATIVES THERE-

OF TO TREAT ARTHRITIS
Elizabeth R. McGusty, Philadelphia, and Blaine M.

Sutton, Hatboro, Pa., assignors to Smithkllne Corpo-

ration, Philadelphia, Pa. . .«-, c iw

No Drawing. Original application June 7. I'Jl. Ser. No.

150,734, now Patent No. 3,718,680. Divided and this

appUcation Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,961
^*^

Int. CI. A61k niOO
U « Q\ 424—212 Clauns

Phosphine or phosphite gold complexes of thioethanol

and derivatives thereof, such as ether or ester derivatives,

having anti-arthritic activity are prepared by reaction ot

an appropriate phosphine or phosphite gold halide with

thioethanol or its corresponding derivative.

wherein R,. Rj. R3 and R4 represent certain organic sub-

stitucnts. or salts of such amidines with inorganic or

organic acids; these compositions are particularly useful

for the protection of plants against phytopathogenic fungi;

and also for combatting acarinae such as ticks. Methods

for controlling such fungi on the one hand, and acarinae,

on the other hand, with the aid of the aforesaid amidine

derivatives arc also described.

3,784,688

ANTI-ANXIETY COMBINATION
Bernard Beer, Princeton, Donald E. Clody, Somerset,

John R. Vogel, South Bound Brook, and Zola P.

Horovitz, Princeton, NJ., assignors to E. R. Squibb «
Sons. Inc.. Princeton, NJ.

ton *oi
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 190,691

Int. CI. A61k moo
UA a. 424—244

. ^ u ^
An anti-anxiety combination is provided having sub-

stantially no sedative side effects and comprising a chlor-

diazepoxide-type compound or pyrazolopyridine car-

boxylic acid or ester and a xanthine-type compound.

3.784,691 _,
IMIDAZOLE DERIVATIVES FOR TREATING PAIN,

INFLAMMATION AND FEVER
Konrad FItzi, Neuallschwil, Basel-Land, and Rudolf

Pfister, Basel, Switzeriand, assignors to Ciba-Gelgy Cor-

poration, Ardsley. N.Y. «„.«-« c m
No Drawing. Original appIicaHon Dec. 28, 1970, Ser. No.

102.131. Divided and this application Aug. 23, 1972,

Ser. No. 283.135
^ ^ ,, ,_ ..

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 31, 1*6^.

19.401 69

Int. CI. A61k 27100 I

U.S. CI. 424—273 ' Claims

Compounds of the class of 2-alkyI- and :-cycloalkyl-4.5-

bis-phenyl-imidazoles. the phenyl groups of which being

substituted by methoxy. methyl, hydroxy, methylsulfonyl

and 'or chloro. and pharmaceutically acceptable acid addi-

tion salts thereof have analgesic, antiphlogistic and anti-

pyretic activity; they are active ingredients of pharmaceu-

tical compositions and can be used for the relief and re-

moval of pain as well as for the treatment of rheumatic,

arthritic and other inflammatory diseases.

3,784,689

IMIDAZOLIDINONE DERIVATIVES AS CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS

Walter Schlndler, RIehen, Basel-Land, Erich Schmld.

Basel, and Armln Zuest. Birsfelden, Basel-Land. Swit-

zerland, assignors to Ciba-Gelgy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.
No Drawing. Original application Aug. 5. 1970, Ser. No.

61,511, now Patent No. 3,720,677. Divided and this

application Aug. 23. 1972, Ser. No. 283.008

Claims priority, applicarion Switzeriand, Aug. 11, ivov,

12,125/69
Int. CI. A61k niOO

U.S CI 424 250 ' Claims

Com'pounds of the class of l-(2-r4-(thieno[2,3-b][ 1.5)

benzothiazepin-4-yll - I
- piperazinyll-alkyl]-3-alkyl-2-

imidazolidinones and their pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salts have a depressant effect on the central

nervous system; pharmaceutical compositions comprising

such compounds and mfethods of producing a central ner-

vous system depressant effect therewith are provided; a

typical embodiment is l-[2-[4-(thieno[2.3-b][ l.SJbenzo-

thiazepin - 4 - yl)-l-piperazinyl]ethyl]-3-inethyl - 2 - imid-

azolidinone.

3,784,692

17-PROPIONATE, 21-ESTER DERIVATIVES OF
6a,9a.DlFLL'OROPREDNISOLONE, COMPOSI-
TIONS AND USE

Alberto Ercoll. Milan, and Rinaldo Gardi, Carate

Brianza, Italy, assignors to Warner-Lambert Company,

Morris Plains, NJ. ^ o »j
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

880.962, Nov. 28, 1969, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 735.536, June 10. 1968,

both now abandoned. This appUcation Dec. 9, 1971,

Ser. No. 206,523
_ ^^ ,„_

Claims priority, appllcatloB Italy, June 16, 1967,

17,273/67
Int. a. A61k 27100

U.S. CI. 424 243 15 Claims

There have been prepircd the new 17-propionatc, 21-

acetate. 17-propionate, 2l-isobutyrate and l7.2I-dipropio-

nate of 6a.9a-difluoroprednisolon; useful as anti-inflam-

matory agents. They may be incorporated in a suitable

pharmaceutical carrier to obtain pharmaceutical com-

pos t ions for the systemic and local treatment of inflam-

matory conditions and diseases.

3.784,690

CONTROL OF PHYTOPATHOGENIC FUNGI WITH
AMIDINE COMPOl NDS

Kari Gatzi, Basel, Switzeriand, assignor to Clba-Geigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application May 22, 1968, Ser. No.

731.255. now Patent No. 3.598,800. Divided and this

application Feb. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 113,108

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 30, 1967,

7.615/67
Int. CI. AOln 9120. 9/22

VS. a. 424—244 12 Claims

Antifungal compositions are disclosed which contain as

active ingredients amidines of the formula

N-Rt

Rt-C Ri
\ /
N

3,784.693

3-SUBSTITUTED PHENYL-QUINAZOLINE.4(3H).
ONES AS SEDATIVE HYPNOTICS

DIetmar A. Habeck. Heidelberg, Germany, and William

J. Houlihan, Mountain Lakes, NJ., assignors to

Sandoz-Wander, Inc.. Hanover. N.J.
^ c ^

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. I>o.

78 164 Oct. 5, 1970, which is a continuatlon-m-part

of 'application Ser. No. 16.603. Mar. 4, 1970, both now

abandoned. This application Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No.

Int. a. A61k 27/00
'

,

U.S CI. 424—250 ' Claims

2-alkoxy and substituted alkoxy-3-substituted phenyl-

quinazolinc-4(3H)-ones. e.g.. 2-ethoxy-3-(o-tolyl)-quina-

zoline-4(3H)-onc arc useful as central nervous system

depressants.
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3,784,694

HALOGENATED 2-ACYLOXY.DIPHENYLETHERS
AS BACTERICIDES AND FUNGICIDES

Ernst Model, Basel, and Jakob Bindler, RIehen, Switzer-

land, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.

No Drawing. AppUcation Aug. 16, 1967, Ser. No. 660,926,

now Patent No. 3,576,843, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 570,742, Aug. 8, 1966,

now Patent No. 3,506,720, which in turn Is a continu-

ation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No. 345,-

080, Feb. 17, 1964. Divided and this application Dec.

28, 1970, Ser. No. 102,053

Int CI. AOln 9/20, 9/24
U.S. CI. 424—304 9 Claims

tato plants, with the aid of isopropyl 4,4'-dibromo-benzil-

ate are also described.

Diesters of organic dicarboxylic acids and certain halo-

genated hydroxy-diphenylethers wherein the acyl radical

is linked to the benzene nucleus of the diphenylether in

2-position to the ether bridge inhibit microbial growth

and are suitable for disinfection and the like purposes,

and especially those of the aforesaid diesters wherein at

least one diphenyl ether moiety is substituted at least in

4-position and preferably in 4- and 4'-position by halogen

are particularly useful for the protection of cellulosic

materials against bacteria and fungi, and for the treatment

of infections of the intestinal system and the urinal tract

of warm-blooded animals caused by pathogenic micro-

organisms; compositions containing the aforesaid esters in

combination with a carrier therefor; and process of

using the aforesaid compositions for the described pur-

poses.

3,784,695

PRODUCTION OF AN HYPOTENSIVE EFFECT
WITH ESTERS OF GALLIC ACID

William D. Cash, Riverside, Conn., assignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,695

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—308 2 Oalms

Method for producing an hypotensive effect and hypo-

tensive agents containing as active compound a gallic acid

ester. An illustrative embodiment of the active compound
is butyl gallate.

3,784,697

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITION CONTAINING
PHENOXYALKANE-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS, SALTS
AND ESTERS THEREOF

Helmut Nahm, Kelkheim, Taunus, Germany, and Walter
Siedel, deceased, late of Bad Soden, Taunus, Germany,
by Helene Elise Siedel, nee Graf, heu-ess. Bad Soden,
Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst
Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Brunlng,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 9, 1969, Ser. No.
790,897, now Patent No. 3,721,703. Divided and this

application Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,162

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Jan. 11, 1968,
P 16 68 896.3

Int. a. A61k 27/00
U.S. a. 424—309 13 Claims

Phenoxyalkane-carboxylic acids with a 4-substituted

phenoxy group in para position of the benzene ring, their

esters with aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or araliphatic alcohols

and their salts with non-toxic bases having a decreasing

effect on the serum cholesterol level and a process for

their manufacture.

3,784,696

CONTROL OF INSECTS AND ACARINAE WITH
4,4' • DIBROMO- AND 4 • CHL0R0.4'-BR0M0-
BENZILIC ACID ESTERS

Kurt Gubler, RIehen, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-
Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. AppUcation Jan. 26. 1968, Ser. No. 700,750,
now Patent No. 3,639,446, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned application Ser. No. 589,530, Oct.

26, 1966. Divided and this appUcation June 7, 1971,
Ser. No. 150,718

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 13, 1965,
17,135/65; Feb. 2, 1967, 1,566/67; May 17, 1967,
6,921/67

Int. a. AOln 9/24
U.S. a. 424—308 9 Claims

Certain esters of 4,4'-dibromo- and 4-chloro-4'-bromo-

benzilic acids are disclosed as having useful acaricidal,

and in the case of certain esters, also insecticidal activi-

ties superior to those of the corresponding esters of 4,4'-

dichloro-benzilic acid. The preparation of the new esters,

and compositions containing them as active ingredients

as well as a method of controlling, in particular, Acarinae
with the aid of the new esters, and a method of controlling

certain insects, in particular the Colorado beetle on po-

3,784,698

HALOGENATED DIPHENYLETHER-CONTAINING
COMPOSITIONS AND CONTROL OF PESTS
THEREWITH

Ernst Model, Besel, and Jakob Bindler, Riehen, Switzer-

land, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y. i

No Drawing. AppUcation Apr. 3, 1967, Ser. No. 627,603,
now Patent No. 3,629,477, which is a continuation-in-

part of appplication Ser. No. 570,742, Aug. 8, 1966,
now Patent No. 3,506,720, which in turn is a continu-

ation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No. 345,080,
Feb. 17, 1964. Divided and this appUcation Sept. 8,

1970, Ser. No. 70,190

Int. CI. AOln 9/24; A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—311 16 Oalms

Halogenated 2-hydroxy or 2-acyloxy-diphenylether-con-

taining compositions which inhibit microbial growth and
are suitable for disinfection and the like purposes, and

especially those containing 2-hydroxy-diphenylethers or 2-

acyloxy-diphenylethers substituted at least in 4-position

and preferably in 4- and 4'-position by halogen, which

are particularly suitable for the protection of cellulosic

materials against bacteria and fungi, for the treatment of

the infections of the intestinal system and the urinal tract

of warm-blooded animals caused by pathogenic micro-

organisms, and the protection of polyamide fiber mate-

rials against attack by certain insects; furthermore proc-

esses of using the aforesaid compositions for the described

purposes.

3,784,699

METHOD FOR INmBITING MICROBIAL GROWTH
EMPLOYING 2,6 - DIHYDROXY - 3,5-DITERT.
BUTYL BENZOIC ACID

Togo Yamano, Nara, Kumiko Jono and Shigehiko Sato,

Osaka, and Michio NakanishI, Oita, Japan, assignors

to Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd., and Yoshitomi

Pharmaceutical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 65,261

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 20, 1969,

44/65,873

Int CL AOln 9/24
U.S. CI. 424—317 1 Claim

2,6-dihydroxy-3,5-di-tert.butylbenzoic acid and salts

thereof have an antimicrobial activity and are applied to,

for example, foodstuffs, detergents, cosmetics and the like.
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3.784.700

A\nNO BENZYL ALCOHOL DERrVATTVES FOR
TREATING HYPERTENSION AND LNHIBITING
GASTRIC SECRETION __,„ ^

Walfred S. Saari, Lansdale, and Charles S. Miller, de-

ceased, by Ruth A. Miller, executrix, Norristown, Pa.,

assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.

No Drawing. Original application July 10. 1969, Ser. No.

845420, now Patent No. 3,714.229. Divided and this

application Nov. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 88,140

Int. a. A61k 27/00

VS. CI. 424 311 ^ Claims

Novel derivatives of 3-hydroxy-a-(l-aminocthyl) -ben-

zyl alcohol, particularly ester derivatives of erythro or

threo 3-hydroxy-a-(l - aminoethyl) - benzyl alcohol and

the corresponding 3-ether and 3-ester derivatives thereof,

are described. Processes for preparing such novel com-

pounds are also described. The novel compounds are

useful as antihypertensive agents and inhibitors of gastric

secretion.

I
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3,784,704 _
COMPOSITIONS OF 4-BIPHENYL ACETIC ACID

AND METHOD OF USE
Elliott Cohen, Pearl River, Adolph Edward Sloboda, New

City, and Arnold Curtis Osterberg and Ralph Grassing

Child, Pearl River. N.Y., assignors to American Cyan-

amid Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,540

Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424 317 ^ Claims

The compound 4-biphenylacetic acid, its use and metbod

of preparation is described. It is useful for the long lastmg

amelioration of pain in warm-blooded animals.

3,784,701

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING SUBSTITUTED
BENZOYI PROPIONIC ACIDS AND METHOD
OF USE TO TREAT INFLAMMATION AND
FAIN

Andrew Stephen Tomcufcik. Old Tappan. N.J., and Ralph

Grassing Child, Pearl River, and Adolph Edward

Sloboda, New City, N.Y., assignors to American Cyan-

amid Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 74,108

Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—317 3 Oaims
Compositions of matter and method of use of com-

pounds of the formula:

R-^ \-C-CH,CHiC-on
\ / w II

o o

wherein R is phenyl, phenoxy, lower alkoxyphenyl. phen-

ylmercapto or benzoyl. These compounds are useful for

meliorating inflammation and pain in warm-blooded

animals.

3,784,705

THERAPEUTICALLY ACTIVT: PHENYLALKANE
DERIVATIVES

Stewart Sanders Adams, Bernard John Armltage. and

John Stuart Nicholson. Nottingham, England, and

Antonio Ribera Blancafort, Madrid. Spain, assignors

to Boots Pure Drug Company Limited, Nottingham,

England
No Drawing. Application Dec. 15, 1969, Ser. No. 885,280,

which is a continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 425,624. Jan. 14, 1965. Divided and this

application Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,557

Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—317 ^ Claims

2- (4'-'chIoro-4-biphenyl) propionic acid possessing valu-

able anti-inflammatory activity. It also exhibits analgesic

and antipyretic properties.

I

3,784,706

INHALANT ANESTHETIC COMPOSITION
AND METHOD

Ross C. Terrell, Plainfield, NJ., assignor to Alrco, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,582

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—342 2 Claims

l-chloro-l-hydroperfluoropropyl difluoromethyl ether

of the fomula

CF3—CFr-CHCl—O—CHFj

3,784,702
ANTI-TUSSIVE COMPOSITIONS

Eugene Tatsuru Kimura, Morton Grove, and David John

Anderson, Mundelein, TI., assignors to Abbott Labora-

tories, North Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,944

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
VS. CI. 424—317 9 Claims

Covers a method of treating patients requiring anti-

tussive therapy by administering to said patient an eff'ec-

tive dose of a composition selected from the group

consisting of 2-phenylbutyric acid, diethylaminoethoxy-

ethanol. mixtures of 2-phenylbuiyric acid, and diethyl-

aminoethoxy-ethanol, and medicinally acceptable acid or

base addition salts of the foregoing; and a pharmaceutical

carrier.

is useful as an inhalation anesthetic.

3.784.707

TREATMENT AND CONTROL OF >nLK FAT
DEPRESSION IN LACTATING COWS

Jerry W. Young, Ames, Iowa, assignor to Iowa State

University Research Foundation. Inc., Ames, Iowa

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,728

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
VS. CI. 424—343 8 Claims

A method of treatment or control of milk-fat depres-

sion in lactating cows wherein 1,3-butanediol is orally ad-

ministered to the cows. The method is particularly use-

ful where the lactating cows are being fed a high energy,

low roughage ration.

3,784,703
METHOD OF TREATING HYPERTENSION
Clement A. Stone, Blue Bell, Pa., assignor to

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 89,104, Nov. 12, 1970. This appUcaHon Feb. 29,

1972, Ser. No. 230,534
Int. CI. A61u 27/00

VS^ a. 424—317 9 Oalms
A method of treating hyptertension in an animal by

administering to the animal L-dopa or its salts in con-

junction with L-a-hydrazino-a-lower alkyl-3,4-dihydroxy-

phenylpropionic acid or a-hydrazino-3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-

propionic acid, the esters of each compound and the phar-

maceutically acceptable non-toxic salts thereof.

3,784,708

DIRECTLY COMPRESSIBLE MONOCALCIUM
PHOSPHATE

Joseph Anthony RanuccI, Bloomfield, NJ., and Prab-

hakar Ranchhordas Sheth, Nanuet, N.Y., assignors to

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,068

Int. CI. A61k 9/00

VS. CI. 424—357 ^ ^^SSll?
Directly compressible monocalcium phosphate (MCF)

having a particle size distribution such that not less than

70% is below 74 microns, not less than about 98% is

below 105 microns and not more than about 1% is larger

than 150 microns as well as its use in directly compressi-

ble tablet formulations are disclosed.
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3 784 709
POLYOXYALKYLENe' DERIVATIVES OF POLY-
GLYCEROL ESTERS AS DOUGH CONDITIONERS
Antal G. Oszlanyi, Brook Park, and Richard J. Zielinski,

MIddleburg Heights, Ohio, assignors to SCM Corpo-
ration, Cleveland, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 107,513

Int CI. A21d 2/16
U.S. CI. 99—91 5 Claims

Yeast-raised bakery products are shown containing as

a portion of the dough conditioner therefor a polyoxy-

alkylene derivative of a polyglycerol higher fatty acid

ester.

3,784,710
READY-TO-USE BATTER PRODUCT

Roland D. Earle, 749 N. Southlake Drive, and Morton
S. Baum, 1131 Washington St., both of Hollywood,
Fla. 33020
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,586

int. CI. A21d';i/0S
U.S. CI. 426—128 19 Claims

A liquid, ready-to-use batter mixture which is stable

chemically and bacteriologically. In addition to conven-

tional batter components such as flour, water, shortening

and flavoring, the batters of this invention contain effec-

tive amounts of ethyl alcohol to prohibit bacterial growth

in the mixture at room temperature. The amounts of ethyl

alcohol are also effective to prevent an increase of vis-

cosity of the mixture by controlling the swelling of the

flour by the water. TTie batter also contains effective

amounts of heat coagulatable binding agent having the

capability of forming a texture around the flour upon the

application of heat to the batter.

3,784,711
SURFACE TREATED CHEESE PACKAGE

AND METHOD
William P. Kane, Bon Air, Va., assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,368

Int CI. B65b 25/06
V.S. a. 426—130 2 Claims

A cheese package comprising a piece of cheese wrapped
in a polyester film. The inner surface of such film, which

contacts the cheese, is uncoated and the outer surface

thereof, which does not contact the cheese, is coated

with a vinylidene chloride copolymer containing at least

an ester wax and a solid particulate. The uncoated inner

surface of the film is treated, by electrical discharge, to

improve adhesion between such inner surface and the

cheese which is extruded onto, or positioned in contact

with, this film surface in molten form.

pared from a mixture of xanthan gum

831

andheating is pre

tara gum.

3,784,713

MOISTURE BARRIER COATING COMPOSITION
Frank E. Colten, Dover, Del., and Morton Kaplan, Battle

Creek, Mich., assignors to General Foods Corporation,

White Plains, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 103,863

Int. CI. A23g 7/00. i/00
U.S. CI. 426—171 6 Claims

A chocolate coating with improved moisture barrier

properties is obtained by the incorporation of a minor

amount of an alkali or alkaline earth metal derivative of

isolated soy protein into the composition.

3 784 714
PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR CONFECTIONERIES

AND BAKERY PRODUCTS
James L. McReynolds and Harry H. Topalian, Dover,

Del., assignors to General Foods Corporation, White
Plains, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,697

Int CI. A23g 3/00
U.S. a. 426—171 4 Claims

Improved moisture and oxygen protection is obtained

in a chocolate or imitation chocolate coating by the addi-

tion of a minor amount of calcium stearate to the com-

position. This type of coating prevents the moisture loss

from coated candy centers or bakery products with high

moisture and vapor pressure. The candy center, cookie

filling or bakery product consequently remains soft in

texture and of stable flavor quality over extended periods

of time.

3,784,715
CHOCOLATE FLAVORED UQUID CONFECTIONS

AND METHODS OF MAKING THE SAME
Sidney Arden, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to Consolidated

Foods Corporation, doing business as Popsicle Indus-

tries, Englewood, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Oct 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,058

Int CI. A23g 1/00
V.S. CI. 426—172 II Oalms

Chocolate flavored liquid confections in which the cocoa

or chocolate particles are uniformly suspended and which

possess excellent storage properties may be produced by

combining a solution of about 1 to 5 weight percent cocoa

or equivalent in chocolate liquor or bittersweet chocolate,

about 15-25 weight percent of a sweetener, about 0.05 to

0.75 weight percent xanthan gun, about 0.05 to 0.20 weight

percent preservatives, with added food acid, optional salt

and artificial flavoring and sufficient water to achieve a

solution solids content of 15-30 weight percent solids.

The food acid is added in sufficient quantity to maintain

a solution pH of about 4.7 to 5.6. The solution mixture

is heated to about 180° F. for 30 minutes then cooled to

40-45° F. and filled in plastic film paks.

3,784,712
GUM GELLING SYSTEM XANTHAN-TARA

DESSERT GEL
Martin Glicksman, Valley Cottage, and Elizabeth H.

Farkas, Yonkers, N.Y., assignors to General Foods
Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 101,151

Intel. A23I 7/04
U.S. CI. 426—167 2 Claims
A thermally-reversible, room-temperature setting gel re-

sistant to either acid degradation or syneresis upon lengthy

3,784,716
CEREALS CONTAINING DISCRETE NUTRIENT

PARTICLES ON THE SURFACE
Herbert D. Spangler, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 6,577

IntCI. A2317/iO
U.S. CI. 426—289 2 aaims

Cereals are dry coated with a coating composition con-

taining nutrient particles precoated with a fatty acid, the

coating composition having been applied when the cereal

and the coating composition are at a temperature at which

said fatty acid is tacky.
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3.784,717

GROUP TEACHING SYSTEM FOR MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED WITH INFORMATION
EXCHANGING ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN A TEACHER
STATION AND A PLURALITY OF STUDENT STATIONS

Eisaku Okamoto, Hamakita, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gakki

Scizo Kabusliiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizfoka-ken,

Japan
Filed Mar. 13, 1973. Ser. No. 340,656

Claims priorit>, application Japan, Mar. 14. 1972, 47-

25889
int. CLG09b; 5/00

U.S.CI,84-470 4 Claims

nected to the break contact; a switching transistor with its

base connected to the make contact; and a second charge-

discharge circuit being provided between the emitter of the

transistor and the ground with a second capacitor and with a

series circuit of a second resistor and an normally closed

switch which is ganged with the key switch, the capacitor

being connected to the keyer circuit. While the movable con-

-Pi

A group teaching system for musical instruments in-

cludes with an information-exchange circuit arrangement

provided between a teacher station and a plurality of student

stations. The teacher station comprises a clock pulse genera-

tor, a ring counter for generating the same number of sequen-

tial pulses as the student stations upon receipt of clock pulses

from said generator and a switch assembly for selectively sup-

plying as selection pulses one or more pulses from the ring

counter to the student stations. Each student station com-

prises a ring counter and a circuit for detecting the cor-

responding selection pulse in synchronization with a clock

pulse from the clock pulse generator, the detected selection

pulse being used in producing a gating signal. The student

station, further has gate circuits or switches included in the in-

formation-exchange circuit arrangement so as to establish a

communication path between the teacher station and one or

more selected student stations in response to the gating

signal thereby permitting information exchange there-

between.

•B
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tact of the key switch travels from the break contact to the

make contact, the first charge-discharge circuit is discharged

with a predetermined time constant The switching transistor

is brought conductive to the extent responsive to a charged

voltage remaining in the first charge-discharge circuit at the

lime the movable contact touches the make contact The

second charge-discharge circuit is charged through the

transistor to establish a keying voltage

3,784,719

BRIDGE BIDDING INDICATOR
Janics A. Mentzer, 3821 Bassett Creek Dr., Minneapolis,

Minn.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,678

Int. CLG09b 79/22

U.S.CL35-8B
I

8 Claims

o

C!*w<to

3,784,718

TOUCH-RESPONSrv E KEYING CIRCUIT FOR
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Yasuji Uchiyama. Hamakita, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gakki
Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka-ken,

Japan
Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,608

Claims priority, application Japan, July 20, 1971,

46/53580; July 20, 1 97 1 . 46, 63475; July 20, 197 1 , 46/63476
Int.CLG10h//02

U.S.CL 84-1.13 5Cteims

In an electronic musical instrument, tone keyer circuits are

respectively controlled by touch-responsive keying circuits.

The touch-responsive keying circuit comprises: a key switch

having a break contact, a make contact and a movable con-

tact; a first charge-discharge circuit having a charging capaci-

tor and a discharging resistor both connected between the

movable contact and the ground; an electrical source +B con-

832

ttiO «••• mmf.
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A bridge biddmg indicator having a plurality of magneti-

cally attractable instruction cards each of which includes an

apertured information field representative of a bridge hand of

particular evaluation, and a bidding instruction corresponding

to such evaluation The instruction card deck is placed in a

box housing having a hinged closure member, and pegs are

selectively inserted through one face of the housing into the

apertured information fields to represent a particular hand

evaluation and to retain all but the appropriate instruction

card. The chosen card is removed from the deck by opening

the closure member, a portion of which is magnetized and en-

gages the deck when closed.
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3,784,720 recorded announcement may be modified by the subscriber at

VARIABLE VISIBILITY SIMULATOR any time to tailor the announcement to the occasion to enable

Melvain Oliphant. Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to The Singer

Compauy, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 1 4. 1 970. Ser. No. 7 1 ,983

Int. CL G09b 9108; B64g 7/00

U.S.CL35-12N 3 Claims

Apparatus to simulate the effects of fog or the like in a film

projection visual system. The effects are obtained by placing a

fog mask mounted on a moveable holder in the path of the

projected image between the film and projection lens. By con-

trolling the vertical position of the mask and holder various

degrees of visibility may be simulated.

ERRATA
For Classes 8-4—470 and 84—1 see:

Patents Nos. 3,784,717 and 3,784,718

^ J I1CL**ED )
^it^ - - - - ^

NClAkATOM

.^"^^ »•• ' ' ~\

the calling party to better use his judgment as to when to inter-

rupt. Other telephone answering functions are also described.

3,784,722

WATER-COOLED ELECTRIC FURNACE CABLE
Daniel J. Goodman, 32326 Westbury Dr., St. Clair Shores,

Mich.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272^79
Int. CL HO lb 7/34

U.S. CL 174- ISC 9 Claims

ERRATUM
For Class 179—6 see:

Patent No. 3,784,721

3,784,721

SYSTEM FOR SCREENING TELEPHONE CALLS
Jack S. KUby, 7723 Midburg, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 200304
Int. CLH04m 7/64

U.S. CL 179—6 R 15 Claims

A system for screening telephone calls is described which

intercepts an incoming ring signal to prevent disturbing the

called party. The system produces an off-hook condition and

responds with a recorded announcement specifying the activi-

ty in which the called party is involved and indicating that he

would prefer not to be interrupted, and also gives instructions

as to how the calling party may nevertheless continue the call

by initiating an additional dialed signal if he wishes. When the

calling party initiates the additional signal identified by the in-

struction, such as by dialing one or more digits, or when an ad-

ditional prearranged signal is transmitted, the called party is

summoned to the telephone. As an alternative to interrupting

the called party, the calling party may record a message. The

To prevent wear and cutting of the hair-like wires of the

stranded conductor wire ropes of a flexible water-cooled elec-

tric furnace conductor cable and its tubular jackets and core

by their flexing against the end of the riser tubes in the ter-

minals thereof, the riser tube of each terminal is flexible and is

constructed from non-ferrous flexible non-magnetic metal

such as phosphor bronze, as a short hose portion or as a short

tightly-wound coil spring, either of which flexes with the bend-

ing of the cable as the furnace is tilted and the cable is con-

sequently stretched while suspended between the furnace and

the transformer. The flexible riser tube extends from the cable

conductor rope pocket of the terminal head into the interior

of the cable so as to prevent the solder used in securing the

conductor ropes in the pocket from flowing into the interior of

the cable and plugging up the water holes through which the

cooling water flows from the terminal end through the riser

tube by way of the perforated tubular core into the interior of

the cable and into the flexible elastomeric perforated tubular

jackets surrounding the cable conductor ropes. The connec-

tion between the terminal and the flexible riser tube is made

by means of a tubular coupling including a threaded tubular

stem or nipple threaded into the inner end of the terminal

cooling water bore and carrying a correspondingly internally-

threaded annular disc the periphery of which is joined to the

inner end of the flexible riser tube by an annular layer of

solder. The coupling and disc are of non-magnetic metal such

as brass.
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3.784,723

SPACING MEMBER FOR WIRE GROUPS IN

ELECTRICAL OVERHEAD LINES

Lorenzo Cantomessa. via del Tonak e della Mendota 58, En-

dine, Italy ,,,«.^
Filed May 23, 1973. Ser. No. 363,014

Claims priority, application lUly, Aug. 3. 1972, 2943/72

Int.CI.H02g7//4.7//2

L.S.CL 174-42 4CWins

3,784,725
|

ELECTRONIC HYBRID PACKAGE

CarroU R. Perkins. San Diego, and lr%*in A. Lucks Garden

Grove, both of CaUf., assignors to Solitron Devices. Inc.. San

Filed July 24. 1972. Ser. No. 274.627

int. CL H02r I3l0fi: H05k 5100

U.S. a. 174-52 R 5 Claims

An electronic package in which semiconductor technology

,s bonded to a lead-frame and thereafter encapsulated and

formed to be functional of its self.

Spacing member for wire group in electrical overhead lines

capable of ensuring a constant rate of damp for the vibrations

of wires connected thereto The spacing member includes a

central body to which a plurality of anchoring clips for the

electrical wires are connected The connection between the

clips and central body is provided by movable arms rockingly

carried on pins of ovoidal cross-section with the mterposition

of cores made of resilient material.

3.784,726

MICROCIRCl IT PACKAGE ASSEMBLY

James M. SmHh, San Jose, and George A. Drennan. Mountam

View, both of CaUf.. as.signors to Hewlett-Packard Company.

Palo Alto. Calif

.

FiledMay20. 1971. Ser. No. 145,457 |

lBt.CI.H03k5/00

L.S. CI. 174-52 S 15 Claims

3,784,724

SLBFLOOR SYSTEM FOR GRINDING APPARATUS

Richard G. Hopkins, 5160 Lake Dr., Rt. No. 1. Bennington

Twp., Shiawasse County. Mich.

Filed Dec. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 316,101

lBt.CI.H02gi/26

U.S. CI. 174-48 »2 Claims

'T.-^T^terfTT;:,
'

I H ! l J "^ •^

A subfloor system for supporting machinery having hydrau-

lically and electrically operated components The system com-

prises a framework of horizontal beams some of which define

trenches for hydraulic piping. The beams arc raised on stools

or pedestals to allow electric conduits to pass beneath. Anchor

bolts are rigidly secured to the beams to anchor the machin_

erv At final installation, concrete is poured up to the level o

the tops of the beams to embed the beams and the electrical

conduits, but without filling the trenches so that the hydraulic

piping remains accessible.

A hermetically sealed package for microcircuits employs a

base plate on which one or more microcircuits may be

mounted by. for example, soldering thereto or by means of

studs, the studs being positioned in the base plate so as to ac-

commodate the microcircuits which are held down on he

base plate, for example, by spring fasteners mounted on the

studs The microcircuits may be mounted on a heat conduc-

tive carrier base. Electrical feedthroughs are hermetically

sealed in the base plate. In certain forms of the package, an

isolation wall structure is employed to isolate one microcircuit

from another, the wall being secured to the base plate via

studs and stud fasteners. A cover is hermetically sealed to the

base plate over the microcircuits. carrier, isolation wall and

feedthroughs. A novel diffusion weld technique is used to seal

the studs and feedthroughs in the base plate.
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3,784,727

TAMPER RESISTANT, LOCKABLE ENCLOSURE
APPARATUS FOR TRANSFORMERS AND THE LIKE

Harold Dennis Haubein, Centralia, Mo., assignor to A. B.

Chance Company, Centralia, Mo.
Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,725

Int. CI. H05k 5104

U.S.ei^ 174-52 R 14 Claims

3,784,729

ELECTRICAL CABLE CONNECTOR
John P. Davis, Hallsville; Robert W. Harmon, Centralia, and

James T. Odom, Glasgow, all of Mo., assignors to A. B.

Chance Company, Centralia, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 20,640, March 18, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 173,837

Int.CI.H02gJ/00

U.S.CI. 174—73R 6 Claims

»-^

Enclosure apparatus has one member, such as the swingable

access hood of an electrical transformer, which may be

secured tightly against another member, such as the body of

the transformer, and locked in that position without exposing

the locking means to tampering. A closed overhang on one

member has an inset receptacle which both conceals and pro-

tects a threaded fastener interconnecting the member, and a

padlock, also removably disposed in the receptacle, blocks an

access hole in the overhang for the fastener when the padlock

is locked.

An electrical connector unit has a unitary insulating housing

provided with an epoxy resin wheathershed portion integrally

united with an elastomeric cable-receiving portion. One em-

bodiment utilizes a polyolefin type solvent dispersed polymer

bonding agent to join the two housing portions, while a second

embodiment utilizes an epoxy resin band integrally joined with

the elastomeric portion during molding of the latter, and an

adhesive to bond the weathershed portion to the outer surface

of the band. Each embodiment utilizes a retaining ring em-

bedded within the housing to firmly retain components of the

connecting structure within the housing once connection has

been effected, thereby precluding axial movement of the cable

relative to the housing.

3,784,730

3,784,728 COUPLING ASSEMBLY FOR SHIELDED TUBULAR

CONNECTING BLOCK WITH HINGED TERMINAL JACKETING
MEANS Hans E. Bannies, Laguna Beach, Calif., assignor to Walter A.

George De Bortoli, Ottawa, and Helmut Hans Lukas, Carleton Plummer, Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Place. Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to Northern Elec- Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,570

trie Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada Int. CI. H02g 1 5100

Filed Nov. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 308,054 U.S. CI. 174-75 C 7 Claims

Int. CI. HOI r 9/02

U.S.CI. 174-60 7 Claims

k5
/3 lixJZ^^ f

A connecting block in which a support member has a large

number of terminal clips extending through the member, for

connection of wires to both ends, the support member

pivotally mounted in a housing so that one or other side of the

support member, and related ends of terminal clips, can be

selectively presented for wiring. A hinged cover attached to

the support member can be utilized to retain the support

member in one selected position, the support member nor-

mally positioned in the other position, as by gravity.

A coupling for connecting a shielded tubular jacket

equipped with a re-openable seam to another shielding as-

sembly in a mechanically strong inexpensive and electrically

efficient manner. The metal lined jacket is clamped between

the tubular metal insert at the end of the jacket and a sur-

rounding annularly beaded sleeve having a split sufficiently

wide to accommodate the jacket seam and forcibly contracta-

ble about the jacket as the coupling clamping nut is cammed

against the annular bead during tightening of the clamping

nut. The clamping nut also compresses the tubular insert axi-

ally against a threaded metal bushing to complete an electrical

bond between the jacket shield and other shielding means for

the contents of the jacket.

91S O.G.—29
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I

3 784 731 3,784,733

rONNFCTOR FOR INSl'l \TH) C OVmXTORS BUSHING FOR TRANSFORMERS ANDTHF LIKE

Tl..m« N.':'^^ L™Si mL! ««i.~r .. TRW «.. D«„M J. F.n..r; Ch.ri» J.C.,k.n b«h.,P™. B.„.. Ark

\ni- I A t\uJ .ndPelerW.MuschonR, SI. Louis, Mo., assignors to Central

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,008 Molone> inc.. Pine Bluff, Ark

lnt.Cl.H02g/5/0«

L,S. CI. 174-87

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,559

3CUiins int. CI. HOI b/ 7/26

IJ.S.CI. 174-153R 11 Claims

An electrical connector of the composite sleeve type having

an inner sleeve carrying a plurality of tangs for piercing insula-

tion and engaging the metal wires of a plurality of electrical

conductors inserted into the inner bore in the sleeve to inter

connect the conductors responsive to a crimping of the con-

nector includes a liner of thin, filmlike material disposed

within the bore in the inner sleeve opposite the distal ends of

the tangs. The liner is retained in assembly with the connector

by a reversely bent extension thereof which is sandwiched

between the outer surface of the outermost metallic sleeve of

the connector and the inner surface of the outer insulative

jacket of the composite sleeve forming the connector.

3,784,732

METHOD FOR PRE-STRESSING ARMORED WELL
LOGGING CABLE

WiUiam A. Whitfill, Jr., Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlum-

berger Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 809,357, March 21, 1969,

abandoned. This application Mar. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 124,689

int. CI. B29d 231 12 i HOlb 13100, 7122

L.S. CI. 174-108 9Ctoiins

A bushing for a transformer or the like comprising an insu-

lating member having a bore therethrough and an opening ad-

jacent one end thereof intersecting with the bore and includ-

ing at least one substantially flat side wall portion The insulat-

ing member has a shoulder between said bore and opening. A

rigid conductor member extends through the bore and open-

ing and has a pair of threaded ends extending exteriorly of the

bore and opening The conductor member has a flange for

abutting engagement with the shoulder and a retainer in

threaded engagement between one of the threaded ends

thereof and the other end of the bushing urging the flange into

engagement with the shoulder The conductor member carries

a pair of spaced seals sealably engaged between the conductor

member and the bore and defining therein an isolated

chamber.

3,784,734

COLOR IMAGE PlCKl P DEVICE

Toshiro Watanabe, and Yasuhani Kubota, both of Kanagawa-

ken, Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct. 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 88,029

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 14, 1970,45/90214

Int. CI. H04n 9/06

U.S. CL 178-5.4 ST »0 Claims

The particular embodiment described herein as illustrative

of the invention relates to method and apparatus for use in

manufacturing pre-stressed well logging cables. By use of the

present invention, the occurrence of undesirable permanent

stretch while the cable is in use will be reduced. The method

includes the steps of heating the finished cable to a point sub-

stantially less than the melting point of the visco elastic, ther-

moplastic inner conductor insulators but high enough to make

the insulators very pliable, and placing the cable under tension

sufficient to deform the conductor insulators. The cable is

then cooled to a normal ambient temperature while still under

tension. Apparatus capable of performing this method is also

disclosed.

A color image pickup device of the type in which the image

is separated into individual colors by a striped filter and is
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focused on the photoelectric conversion layer of a camera

tube. To avoid moire patterns in the reproduced television

image, means are provided between the filter and the object

being televised to form multiple images of the object spaced

apart by an integral multiple of p/N in which l/N is the duty

cycle of the color component stripes and p is the pitch of the

stripes

for the conversion of black and white or monochrome pictures

to retouched black and white pictures, multicolor video pic-

3,784,735

COLOR TELEVISION WITH CONTROL OF A WOBBLING
BEAM

Earl Franklin Brown, Piscataway, and William Kaminski,

West Portal, both of N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, incorporated, Murray Hill, Berkeley Heights,

N.J.

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,269

Int. CI. H04n 9124

L.S. CI. 178-5.4 6 Claims

tures and multicolor film pictures, using high speed and large

capacity storage memory units.

3,784,737

HYBRID DATA COMPRESSION
Glenn C. Waehner, Riverside, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,155

Int. CI. H04b //66. H04n 1140, 7112

U.S. CI. 178-6 7 Claims

An electron beam is used to scan a striped color pattern ar-

ranged parallel to the scan line and the beam is caused to wob-

ble transversely to the scan line so as to impinge on a number

of the color stripes during each pass. Sensors located at an

edge of the raster but outside the image portion are positioned

in pairs — one above and the other below a preselected scan

line Impingement of the scanning beam upon a sensor

produces an index signal and the signals from each pair of sen-

sors are applied to opposite inputs of a differential circuit. The

resultant difference signal is used to modify the beam deflec-

tion system to align the mean scan line with the preselected

line so that the proper color information is generated during

the entire pass. The technique is useful both in cameras and

displays.

.1
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shift into the coarse mode; when in the coarse mode, a return

to the delta mode is effected by sending the signal for pure

black (ZERO. ZERO) followed by a signal for pure white

(ONE. ONE), since this is a least-likely signal combination to

occur When this combination naturally occurs, it is automati-

cally changed to a lesser shift by sending ZERO, ZERO fol-

lowed by ONE. ZERO, in order to avoid ambiguity Clocking,

switching, comparing and other functions are disclosed.

circumferential lines with the end of each such line being

joined to the beginning of the next line by a short helical line

Preparation for the subsequent generation of a control signal

to stop engraving is effected in response to stepping move-

ment of the heads and the actual stop signal is generated after

the stepping inovement so that engraving will always actually

stop at some p<jint along the next circumferential line while

3,784,738

IMAGE REPRODUCTION SYSTEM FOR DIMENSIONAL
STEREOPTIC PERCEPTION

Howard Natter, 185 Grandview Blvd., Yonkers, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, S«r. No. 210,348

Int. CI. H0411 9/56. 9158

t'.S. CI. 178-6.5 5 Claims

_r

y^

.Mr\r-

Dual images of the same scene are registered through two

viewing stations, the geometric centers of which are spaced

apart the average interpupillary distance An image tube

camera receives the images and produces corresponding video

signals In one embodiment, the images are optically jux-

taposed to side by side relationship and focused on a

photoconductor surface of a single image tube to produce

video signals. Receiving stations convert the video signals into

two visual side by side images on a CRT. The receiving sta-

tions include headgear having spaced apart observation win-

dows, magnifying lenses and means which preclude peripheral

visual distraction An accompanying stereophone acoustical

system includes equipment in the headgear to stereophoni-

cally reproduce audible sounds in simulation of the sounds as-

sociated with the scene Optionally, the image registered

through each viewing station may be focused on the

photoconductor surface of an individual image tube to pro-

vide separately generated video signals for each viewing sta-

tion. In this embodiment, the receiving stations include a CRT

for each of the generated signals.

neither head is moving Thereafter, further stepping of the en-

graving head is suspended until the engraving is to be restarted

so that the engraving head "idles" along the path on which en-

graving ceased The signal to restart engraving is timed to

occur immediately prior to the point at which the stop engrav-

ing signal occurred so that there is always the slight overlap

between stop and restart, and no non-engraved gaps occur

between stop and restart.

3,784,740

PIPELINE INSPECTION SYSTEM
George V. Copland, Duncan, Okla., assignor to Halliburton

Company, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Aug. 23, 1972. Ser. No. 282,906

lnt.CI.H04n5//9. 7//«

U.S. CI. 178-6.8 6 Claims

3,784,739

APPARATUS FOR ENGRAVING A CYLINDER WITH
REPEATED OVERLAPPING PATTERNS

Ferdinand Altard de Vos, Castricum, and Jan Hendrik ter

Slecgc, Breukelen, both ol Netherlands, assignors to N.V.

Werkspoor-Amsterdam, Amsterdam. Netherlands

CoatiDuatioii-in-part <d Ser. No. 809.643, March 24, 1969,

abandoned. This appUcatioa Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 185,947

Claims priority, applicatioa Netherlands, Apr. 2, 1968,

6804633
lnt.CLH04ay/04

U.S. CL 178—6.6 B J7 Claims

Method ajid apparatus for controlling the scanning and en-

graving heads associated respectively with a rotating cylinder

having a master pattern thereon and a rotating cylinder on

which a half-tone screen pnnting form pattern of the master is

to be produced. The control is such that the heads are inter-

mittently stepped so that the scanning and engraving paths

each are in the form of a series of axially spaced incomplete

A television inspection system for pipelines wherein the

gain of the television camera and/or the camera target voltage

is varied in a predetermined manner in synchronism with the

scan of the television camera to compensate for nonlinear illu-

mination of the pipeline interior. i

3,784,741

CATHODE RAY TUBE DEVICE
Hiroshi Minami; Masao Ando, both of Yokohama, and

Yoshihani ObaU. Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Tokyo

Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd., Kawasaki-shi, Japan

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 165,420

Cbims priority, appUcatWrn Japan, July 24, 1970,

45/73478; July 24. 1970,45/73479

Int. CL H04n 5136
\

U.S.CL 178-7.88 5 Claims

A cathode ray tube device comprising a face plate having a

picture transmission glass plate and a picture reception fiber
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plate, and a reflector disposed slantwise in front of the glass

plate In picture reception, the medium is traveling in front of

the face plate. In picture reading or transmission, however, the

tary pseudorandom key signal generators at the respective

transmitting and receiving terminals of a data transmission

system. The key signal constructed from a selected one of the

parallel streams is applied to the remaining streams after

graphic medium is traveling along the side of the face plate.

These media are traveling in front and on the side of the face

plate in their respective positions independent of each other.

3,784,742

GROUNDBASED FLIGHT SIMULATING APPARATUS
Donald Burnham. Blelchley; Samuel Walter Honeyball, Ayles-

bury; Archer Michael Spooner. Henley, and Daniel Richard

Lobb. Farnborough. all of England, assignors to Redifon

Limited. London, England

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,258

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, May 12, 1971,

14494/71

Int. CI. G02b ; 7100, 27110 i G03b 27/56

U.S. CI. 178-7.88 » • Claims

1 J.l.*.*.«-1

J'

OMMa —

predetermined differential delays. Where the key signal is

generated in a multistage binary shift register, the required dif-

ferentially delayed signals are readily obtained from different

stages thereof.

3,784,744

DECODERS FOR QUADRUPHONIC SOUND UTILIZING
WAVE MATCHING LOGIC

Benjamin B. Bauer, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Columbia

Broadcasting System, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 24, 1971, Ser. No. » 8,271

Int. CI. H04r 5100

U.S.CL179—IGQ
'

20Claims

^

An infinity visual display for a ground-based vehicle or craft

simulator. A view of terrain passed over is obtained by a

television camera controlled in simulated motion over a ter-

rain model. The view is projected by a television projector

onto a back-projection screen, the front of which screen is

viewed by trainee crew by way of a collimating mirror. The

television projector and back-projection screen are located

overhead of the trainee crew and the collimating mirror in

front, facing upwards. To provide for this inclined viewing axis

of the screen relative to the projector axis to the screen, the

screen must have a diffusing transmission characteristic and

preferably a ray-deflecting characteristic also.

3,784,743

PARALLEL DATA SCRAMBLER
Henry Charles Schroeder, East Brunswick, NJ., assignor to

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

NJ.
Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,159

Int. CLH04I 9/02

U.S. CI. 178-22 10 Claims

Parallel streams of synchronous binary digital data are

scrambled and descrambled with the aid of single complemen-

1/ .
f~. k-.'o-f

J c

|—I *'iC'\ ^

K*
T

^•

Apparatus for decoding four separate channels of informa-

tion transduced from a medium having only two separate

tracks and presenting it on four loudspeakers to give the
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listener the illusion of sound coming from a corresponding high fidelity sound system In a third mode of displacement the

number of separate sources. The realism is enhanced by a actuator is either shifted to a position wherein it is inclined

decoding system which accepts the two outputs from the with respect to the predetermined axis, or as that its axis is

medium, which may be a disc record, one for each track, shifted so as to be parallel with the predetermined axis, to ef-

separates them into four independent channels each carrying

predominantly the information contained in the originally

recorded sound signals, and. utilizing a novel wave-matching

technique, derives control signals for controlling the gains of *

amplifiers associated with the four looudspeakers The use of

the wave-matching technique improves the separation of the

four independent channels, particularly the generally "front" ^ . - :>^^^'^-^'u
from the generally "back" signals, thereby to enhance the *'^S^^^.':>^

realism of four-channel simulation. •

3,784.745

METHOD AND APPARATl S FOR PROVIDING
ELECTRONIC SOUND CLARIFICATION FOR AIRALLY

HANDICAPPED PERSONS
William P. Stearns, Scottsdak, Ariz., assignor to Shaiako

Resource Systems, Inc., Scottsdale, Ariz.

Filed Apr. 12, I971,S«r. No. 133.229

Int. CL A61b.V/2, H04r 23100

L.S. CK 179— 1 N 27 Claims

i

A method is described for determining the frequency

response curve or characteristic to be incorporated into sound

amplification apparatus utilized by aurally handicapped per-

sons. An auditory threshold is first determined as a function of

frequency utilizing pink or white noise passed through Mi oc-

tave bandpass filters Subsequently, comfort level response is

determined (in the same manner) with the loudness increased

for each nominal frequency band until the patient indicates

distinct discomfort, the loudness being then decreased until

the patient considers the level to be comfortable. Examination

of the curves thus obtained may reveal one or more Vs octave

frequency bands at which dynamic range, the difference

between the threshold and comfort levels, is abnormally

reduced. Playback apparatus is then adjusted generally to con-

form to the comfort level curve. Preferably, these tests and the

playback apparatus comprehend a broad frequency range on

the order of 1 00 hz to 10 kHz. The adjustment of the playback

apparatus may subsequently be altered in accordance with

predetermined principles in order to enhance the aurally han-

dicapped person's capacity to understand the spoken lan-

guage.

feet a third form of control to arrange the stereo image or

balance presented by the high fidelity sound system. The ac-

tuator is furthermore displaceable in a multiple mode includ-

ing any two or even all three of the aforementioned modes to

simultaneously effect the forms of control.

3,784,747

SPEECH SI PPRE.SSION BY PREDICTIVE FILTERINC;

David Arthur Berkley, New York, N.V., and Olga Mary

Mracek Mitchell, Summit, N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N J.

Filed Dec. 3, 1971. S«r. No. 204,509

Int. CI. H04m 1120; H04b 13100

L.S. CI. 179— I HF 11 Claims
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3,784,746

SINGLE ACTUATOR FOR EFFECTING MULTIPLE
CONTROLS

Richard L. Hess, 111-31 78th Ave., Forest Hills, N.Y.

Filed July 6, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 59,988

Int. CI. H04r 5100

U.S. CL 1 79- 1 GQ 12 Claims

A control actuator in a first mode of displacement is shifted

longitudinally along a predetermined axis to effect a first form

of control to blend the sound for a stereo high fidelity sound

system. In a second mode of displacement the actuator is

rotated about the predetermined axis to effect a second form

of control to vary the volume or loudness level of the stereo

MIMTO
FM END
STUTKJII

Speech signal energy from an undesired source is sup-

pressed by extracting from the undesired signal a delay

parameter and a gain parameter. These parameters control a

delay and gain network through which both the desired and

undesired signals are routed. The delayed, amplified signal,

when applied to a subtractor along with the undelayed signal,

suppresses the undesired signal. The invention is applied to

several hands-free telephony situations and to the suppression

of one of two speakers in a room.
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3,784,748

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE SOUND DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM

Donald E. Brinkerhoff , Kokomo, Ind., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 218,975

Int. CLH04r 5/02

U.S.CL179-1 VE I Claim

signals, and the band-elimination filters are thereby brought

into a state effectively blocking the frequency band when the

input audio signal level in said frequency band is lower than a

predetermined value and vice versa.

X ^AUDIO
> • SIGNAL

SOijUCt
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^ r->y'*rr

In a sound distribution system for an automotive vehicle, a

relay is manually operable to shift control over the sound level

of a rear seal speaker from a front seat fader exclusively to a

rear scat fader exclusively. Further, a limiting resistor is con-

nected to the rear seat fader to prohibit unloading of the audio

signal source of the sound distribution system.

3,784,750

APPARATUS AND PROSTHETIC DEVICE FOR
PROVIDING ELECTRONIC CORRECTION OF
AUDITORY DEFICIENCIES FOR AURALLY

HANDICAPPED PERSONS
William P. Steams, Scottsdale, and John K. Lauchner,

Phoenix, both of Ariz., assignors to Shalako Resource

Systems, Inc., Scottsdale, Ariz.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229^22

Int. CLH04r 29/00

U.S.CL 179-1 N 6Ctoims

3,784,749

NOISE ELIMINATING DEVICE
Shogo Shigeyama, Kawasaki; Yoichiro Yamada, Yokohama,

and Kunihiro Kondo, Urawa, all of Japan, assignors to Trio

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-To, Japan

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,790

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 10, 1971, 46/5361

Int. CI. H04b/.VOO

U.S. CI. 179-1 P 8 Claims
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There is disclosed herein improved methods and apparatus

for measuring and describing auditory deficiencies for pur-

poses of prescribing compensatory amplification, and im-

proved methods and apparatus for providing such compensa-

tory amplification in a prosthetic device in practical wearable

form, and particularly electronic circuits which may be used

both in measuring and correcting such deficiencies.

ERRATA
For Classes 235—61 and 235—88 see:

Patents Nos. 3,784,789 thru 3,784,797
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3,784,751

PDM-TDM SWITCHING MATRIX
Robert C. Amdt, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,177

Int.CLH04ji/04

U.S.CL 179-15 A 7 Claims

In a noise reducing device for reducing noises contained in

audio signals^ a frequency band whereii. noises contained in

audio signals are highly sensible to an auditor, but the frequen-

cy of appearance therein of the audio signals is substantially

low is blocked by a required number of band-elimination fil-

ters provided in series in a transmission line for transmitting

the audio signals, each of tfie band-elimination filters being

bypassed by a corresponding variable impedance circuit,

while the same frequency band is passed through a cor-

responding number of band-pass filters, the outputs of said

band-pass filters being supplied respectively to corresponding

control signal producing circuits to produce control signals,

whereby said variable impedance circuits bypassing the band-

elimination filters are controlled respectively by said control

FDOM KEOItTC* 29
Of COtlHOM COirWJL

SECTCM

A switching matrix for making electrical connection

between any one of a number of input lines and any one of a
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number of output lines. The signal to be switched will be on m.tter signal amplitude variations, the system being part.cu-

one of the input lines. This signal first modulates a carrier larly adapted for application m magnetic compass systems to

signal and then is multiplexed with the other input signals in an
|

input subsection into a single signal stream. Several streams

may be present, dependent on the total number of inputs, as

the number of inputs in a subsection is limited. These signal

streams are then fed to each output subsection. Each output

subsection has one output line The desired output line is first

selected, thus selecting an associated output subsection. At

the output subsection, that particular signal stream containing

the desired input signal is first selected from all the streams

available. The one desired input signal is then selected from all

the signals available in the stream, and subsequently appears

on the desired output line.

3.784,752

TIME DIVISION DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Roger J. Peron, Z.U.P. Batiment 63, Lannion, France

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, S«r. No. 301,995

lnt.CI.H04jJ//6

U.S. CI. 179-15 AQ 2 Claims

L

compensate for changes in the field strength of the horizontal

component of the earths magnetic field, especially in high

latitude navigation.

3,784.754

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING AND
RECEIVING SIGNALS BASED UPON HALF CYCLES

Isamu Hagiwara. 3-1-17, Katamachi. Fuchi-shi, Tokyo, and

Shiro Okamura, 1494 Jindaijimachi. Chofu-shi. Tokyo, both

of Japan
{

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228.643

Claims priority , application Japan, Feb. 23, 1 97 1 , 46/883

1

Int.CI. H04by/66

U.S. CI. 179- 15.55 R 19 Claims

Data transmission system over routes composed of a chain

of cascaded time division switching networks and through a

number of time slots depending upon the data fiow and

selected by the data transmitter station. The message data to

be transmitted are chopped into as many words as there are

transmission time slots. The transmitting routes are defined by

the incoming slots in the home time division exchange of the

transmitter station and the outgoing slots in the home time

'division exchange of the receiver station. The slot numbers of

the incoming and outgoing slots are stored together with the

chronological numbers of establishment of the routes through

said slots. Reception of the message words takes place in

groups of shift registers whose number is equal to the number

of time slots and selectively in a particular shift register of said

register groups depending upon the delay encountered in the

transmission by the word considered.

,P\ /^ .

,^A A_

3,784,753

MULTIPLEXED GAIN CONTROL FOR A SYNCHRO
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Janes R. Erspamer, and George W. Snyder, both of Phoenix,

Aril., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, Great Neck,

N.Y.
Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,144

Int. CI. H04j 7/00

U.S.Ci. 179-15 FE 10 Claims

A synchro data repeater system is provided with a propor-

tional gain control for compensating for undesirable trans-

Selected portions of an input signal are sampled. Preferably,

the portions not sampled are redundant with respect to the

sampled portions. This is true if, for instance, the sampled por-

tions are half cycles of a sound wave. The sampled informa-

tion can be distributed over the time intervals occupied by the

sampled and the not sampled portions of the input wave to

produce a coded signal having a lower frequency than the

original wave This process can be reversed to substantially

reproduce the original wave.
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3,784,755

LONG-LINE TELEPHONE CIRCUIT

Ronan M. Cambridge, and Milan Chytil, both of Ottawa. On-

tario, Canada, assignors to Bell Canada-Northern Electric

Research Limited, Ottawa, OnUrio. Canada

Filed Sept. 7. 1971, Ser. No. 178,198

Int. CI. H04b y /52, H04m y/60

U.S. CI. 179-16 F 4Claims

3,784,757

LIMITED ACCESS DIALING SYSTEM
Julius Isadore Woolf, Teaneck, N J.; Roman Sadowy. Jr.. New

York, N.Y., and Russell John Gershman, Englewood CUffs,

N.J., assignors to Information Flow Incorporated, in care of

Ocean & Atmospheric Science Inc., Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.

Filed June 1 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 52,538

lnt.CI.H04my/66

U.S. CI. 179-18 DA 38Claims

CENTRAL
OFFICE

^—f , t -°-T JO _

1 »>j PO«EI> SUPPLY

:.J

23 22 •
J

A long-line telephone circuit which utilizes a combination

of two-wire and four-wire transmission to advantage in order

to achieve subscriber loop lengths of up to 36,000 feet from a

central office with less overall conductive material (i.e. finer

gauge wire ) than is currently used and without the necessity of

employing loading coils in the lines.

3,784,756

SUBSCRIBER LOOP RANGE EXTENDER
Joseph Michael Nemchik. Lake Hiawatha, N.J., assignor to BeU

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,489

lnt.CI.H04gy/J0

U.S.CI. 179-16 F 7Ctoims

»0 -hiR

r'- ,

MCDt

^
:. offft'lH— '6.' ,j-*7^, SUBSCRIBER

5ffC'0«
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wwc sysTtM

mirurt
]

'^'Pfx

h

A limited access dialing system having a plurality of line

monitors each connected in parallel to a separate trunk line to

be monitored and communicating through parallel lines to a

central memory system containing a list of authorized

telephone numbers. The line monitor unit counts the pulses of

each digit and stores the digits in a number register. It deter-

mines if an area code has been dialed and if a leading " 1

" has

been dialed and accommodates for them. The central memory

system sequentially interrogates the line monitors until it finds

one which is storing a number in its registers. It then stops in-

terrogating and checks the number stored against the

authorized list. If the number is authorised the line monitor is

reset and the sequential interrogating is resumed. If the

number is not authorized, the trunk line is interrupted before

resetting. The numbers in the list can be updated by entering

or removing numbers through a control panel.

3,784,758

PULSE RATIO DETECTOR
Alexander Charles Mcintosh, Redmond, and Maurice Irvin

Smith, Kirkland, both of Wash., assignors to Tel-Tone Cor-

poration, Kirkland, Wash.

Division of Ser. No. 867,788, Oct. 20, 1969, Pat. No.

3,636.270. This application May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,621

Int.CI.H04by/yO

U.S. CI. 1 79-84 VF 3 Claims

This disclosure relates to a range extender having a through

transmission path, a voice transmission path including a re-

peater, a relay for transferring back and forth between paths

and a dual mode, loop current detector. In the idle state, the

current detector is in a "slow" mode for the purpose of

preventing (spurious) operation of the detector, except in

response to an off-hook current flow. The transfer relay con-

nects the repeater to the loop immediately after an off-hook is

detected and the current detector is switched to its "fast"

mode in preparation for dialing pulsing. The repeater nor-

mally remains connected to the loop for the duration of the

call, even over dial pulsing. Dial pulsing is therefore repeated

via the repeater, and not shunt aided. The dial pulses are de-

tected by the fast current detector and the office loop is

opened and closed through the repeater, which, from the of-

fice side, looks like a low resistance ( 1 K ) to low frequencies.

:J'-.

A frequency detection system provides a distinct output for

each sinusoidal input signal represented by a selected frequen-
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cy or combination of frequencies appearing on a common

transmission line Included are a frequency detector and a plu-

rality of station selectors. The frequency detector comprises

circuitry converting any input signal into a rectangular wave

whose frequency and wave shape are related to that of the

input signal. The rectangular wave is applied to a pulse ratio

detector whose output normally blocks the rectangular wave

from the frequency detector's output When a legitimate

sinusoidal input signal is being received, as distinguished from

noise, the rectangular wave has a unity ratio of positive-nega-

tive pulse widths and the pulse ratio detector is operative to

allow the frequency detector to produce a pulse waveform

whose pulse width is directly related to the input frequency

Each station selector initiates a reference pulse in

synchronism with one of the output pulses from the frequency

detector The pulse waveform and the reference pulse are

coupled to a coincidence circuit. The duration of the

reference pulse is chosen to correspond with that of the pulse

waveform, if an input signal having a frequency corresponding

to that established for the particular station selector is being

received. If the termination of the reference pulse and the

pulse from the frequency detector coincide within narrow

limits, an output signal is provided to station output device

and additionally to a lock circuit in the frequency detector

which blocks further, operation until the input signal has been

removed.

3,784.760

TELEPHONF SET ILLl MINATION CIRCIIT

Richard Michael Rickert, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,501

Int.CI. H04m H22
IJ.S. CI. 179-90 L lOCIaims

'^

i ^i"

<fe-4.:
~¥

oj'i'

Illumination for the dial of a telephone set is provided by

one or more light-emitting diodes powered from a local bat-

tery Battery power is mamtaincd at an operative level by ap-

plying a constant trickle charge from the line To conserve the

battery, the light source is energized only when the set goes

off-hook - and then, only for a timed interval

3,784,759

TELEPHONE SUBSTATION APPARATUS
William John Haight, and John Edward Critchley, both of

London, OnUrio, Canada, assignors to Bell Canada-

Northern Electric Research Limited, Ottawa, Ontario,

-Canada
Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,528

lnt.CLH04ni//30

U.S. CL 179-84 VF 8 Claims

3,784,761

TAPE AUTOLOADING RECORDING AND
REPRODUCING APPARATUS

Norishige Moritan. Sagamihara; Ikuro Moriya, Zushi; Junichi

Ura, and Makoto Koono, both of Yokohama, all of Japan, as-

signors to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama City,

Japan l

Filed Apr. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 246,301

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 24, 1971,

46/26438; June 5. 1971, 46/39558; June 6, 1971, 46/39559;

Junes, 1971,46/47217 (utiUty model)

lnt.CLGllb/5/66.2J/0'/ I

U.S.CL I79-100.2ZA 8 Cbims

A multifrequency signalling arrangement for a subscriber

telephone set or other telephone substation circuit. In this ar-

rangement a resonant circuit, comprising a pair of tapped in-

ductors and associated capacitors, is energized with a direct

current by connecting said resonant circuit in series with the

voice transmitter unit after a selected digit button is actuated

Other contacts, linked to the digit buttons, subsequently ena-

ble an amplifier which forms part of the multifrequency oscil-

lator, and still later interrupt the flow of direct current through

the resonant circuit to initiate oscillations in said resonant cir-

cuit at the selected frequency.

A tape auto-loading recording and reproducing apparatus

comprises means for drawing tape from the interior of a cas-

sette to the outside, through a tape guide member which en-

ters the loop of the tape thus drawn out As the guide is about

to pass through this loop, it engages the tape and pulls it

around A rotating ring-shaped member provided with this

tape guide member is adapted to rotate while surrounding a

guide drum and. moreover, with an inclination. The tape

drawn out of the cassette is pulled around by the tape guide

member together with the rotation of the ring-shaped member

and is loaded in a predetermined tape travel path, including a

passage wherein the tape is caused to contact the guide drum

over a specific range of angle.
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3,784,762

AUTOMATIC TUNER DRIVE DEVICE APPLICABLE TO
RADIO RECEIVERS WITH AN INCORPORATED
MAGNETIC TAPE OR WIRE RECORDER AND/OR

PLAYER
Renato Seregni, Cascina Emanuela, Solaro, Italy

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,054

Claims priority, application Italy, Sept. 28, 1971, 29194

A77I
int. CL Gl lb i//00. H04b 1132; H03j 3/00

U.S.CL 179— 100.11 1 Claim

3,784,764

RACKING MECHANISM FOR DRAW-OUT TYPE
MINIATURE HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUIT BREAKER

George A. Wilson, Pineville, Pa., assignor to I-T-E Imperial

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

_ Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,319

Int. CLHOlh 9/20, ii/42

U.S.CL 200-50 AA .
23 Claims

h^- -'-^^

An automatic tuner drive device applicable to radio

receivers with an incorporated magnetic tape or wire recorder

and/or player comprising pulleys arranged to cause the move-

ment or rotation of the tuner unit, and connected to a a roller

by means of an elastic endless belt. The roller is driven by any

rotating member of the recorder and/or player unit.

3,784,763

UNIVERSAL RECORDING CARD
Charles R. Budrose. Melrose. Mass., assignor to Bio-Dynamics,

Inc., Cambridge. Mass.

Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137319

Int. CL Gl lb 5/«0, 2//04, 2i//S

U.S.CL 179-100.2 MD 5 Claims

Miniaturized modular high voltage truck mounted

switchgear in which circuit interrupter elements on a frame

are movable with respect to a truck frame and the truck frame

is itself removably mounted in a cubicle in a switchboard. The

circuit interrupter elements may then be racked into a con-

nected position with respect to busses in the switchboard and

may also be racked out. The circuit interrupter elements,

when racked out, telescope with the operating elements of the

truck mounted frame; the connection between the operating

elements of the truck mounted frame and the circuit inter-

rupter elements includes a link which is pivotally mounted on

a driving member carried by the truck and hingedly connected

to the circuit breaker elements. This link may swing into the

region of the operating members mounted on the truck and

may swing away therefrom, to permit the telescoping of the

frame which carries the circuit interrupter elements into the

truck frame. Racking mechanism is provided which will move

the frame carrying the circuit interrupter elements with

respect to the truck. The racking mechanism may be motor

driven or manually driven and is mounted on the truck frame.

Interlocks are provided between the truck frame and the cubi-

cle in the switchboard not only to anchor the truck frame in

the switchboard but to ensure that racking out will occur only

under an open condition of the interrupter breakers and that

auxiliary contacts will be disengaged before any removal of

the truck.

3,784,765

MANUALLY ADJUSTABLE MULTIPOSITION SWITCH

John Patrick Daly, Maitland, Fla., assignor to Scope Incor-

porated, Reston, Va.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,571

Int. CL HO Ih 3/20

U.S. CL 200-5 R 10 Ctaims

sff f(GS. w rw*: I
[~

A card is provided with at least two recording sections on

which an audio generated signal is recorded. The audio „

generated signal is recorded on one section in a first direction

at a first rate and is recorded on the other section in a second

direction at a second rate. The audio generated signal is

recorded simultaneously on each section by means of a

recording device having at least two recording heads. Each

recordinc head is mounted on a slidable platform and each
, • r <- j

platform IS operatively connected to a driver in such a way A switch within a housing having a plurality of fixed con-

t^oTcLZtllL the first direction at the first rate and tacts within the housing. A plurality °f .-°-^'^
""J^^^^J

^^
he other head is driven in the second direction at the second located within the housing and are spring biased away from
me omcr iicau

^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^.^^^ contacts and in contact with another set of
rate.
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fixed contacts The movable contacts may be selectively posi-

tioned manually Manual pressure exerted to overcome the

spring bias causes mating of selected movable contacts with

the ffxed contacts Terminals extend from the fixed contacts

outwardly of said housing so as to provide means for connect-

ing the switch to various electrical circuits.

3,784,766

POSITIVE LOCK TOGGLE GUARD

Norman F. Johnson, San Diego, and Elmer R. Smith, La Mesa,

both of CaUf., assignors to The Lnited States of America as

reoresented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washmgton, DC

Filed Feb. 9, 1 973, Ser. No. 330,939

int. a. HOI h 27/00

L.S. a. 200-42 T *^«-'"»

tion is in the open position The members have respective con-

tact jaws for grasping the stationary switching part when the

movable switching portion is in the closed position The con-

tact jaws have a length approximately half the length of the

members and the second pivot divides the two parts of the

second member in a length ratio in the range of I ; 3 to 1 .
b.

3,784,768

SUBMERSIBLE TOUCH-OPERATED SIGNALER WITH

Fi.iiD DRAIN \(;e passa(;es

Theodore R. Hunt, Aloha. Oreg., assignor to Data Time, Inc.,

Portland. Oreg. ,,„,«,
Filed Feb. 28, 1972. Ser. No. 229.782

|

Int. CI. HOlh 35100; A63k 3100

U.S. CI. 200-52 R <^^ '•""''

ISO

A toggle switch has a uniquely configured bail sprmg-biased

in-place which allows one-handed operation while positively

preventing the accidental actuation of the switch. Separate

oppositely directed motions by an operator to remove the bai

and to displace the toggle lever ensure against the accidental

actuation of the switch By its simplicity of design the toggle

lock guard is capable of being mass produced at minimal cost

to provide a markedly high degree of reliability.

3,784,767

DISCONNECT SWITCH

W infried Oltersdori, Berlin. Germany . assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munchen. Germany

. Continuation of Ser. No. 1 17,928, Feb. 24, 1971 abandoned.

This appUcation Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,785

Int.CI.H0ihi//i4

U.S. CI. 200-48 V
*^^^'

A submersible, touch-operated signaler including at least a

pair of facially confronting, electrically conductive plates^

Strips of resilient, non-conductive material are interposed

between the plates to maintain a substantially preset spacing

therebetween and yieldably resist movement of the plates

toward each other. The strips are disposed in a plurality of

spaced rows with vertical fluid-draining passages

therebetween Rigid strips along adjacent margins of the

plates secure the edges of the plates against movement away

from each other These rigid strips have openings extending

therethrough which align with the vertical passages between

the resilient strips to provide free fluid flow into and out of the

space between the plates.

3,784,769

SEAT SENSOR SAFETY SYSTEM WITH IMPROVED

SWITCH SENSOR CONTAINING SLIP CLUTCH
COUPLING MEANS

Medard Z. BryU, Pak>s Park, lU.. assignor to Gateway Indus-

tries. Inc.. Chicago. lU. ,.,o,„ I

Filed Dec. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 312,818 '

Int. CL HOlh i5/00

U.S.CL 200-52 R

A disconnect switch has a stationary switchmg portion and a

movable switching portion movable between open and closed

positions The movable switching portion has a rigid first

member and a second member joi;ied to the first member a a

first pivot. The second member has two rigid parts mutually

joined at a second pivot. These pivots permit the '"e'"*'"^ °'

^ occupancy of a vehicle seat upon ini-

12 Claims
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removal of a predetermined weight. A seat follower is opera-

ble through a coupling means which comprises a slip clutch to

operate a switch actuator means in the form of a turnable cam

to actuate a switch means after a predetermined extent of seat

deflection in either the upward or downward directions ir-

respective of the total deflection or the initial reference point

for the deflection. The cam is limited to a short turning move-

ment and the slip clutch allows the seat follower to continue to

travel with additional seat deflection The preferred seat fol-

lower is a cable wound on a reel, and the slip clutch comprises

one clutch face on the reel and another clutch face on the

cam.

3,784.770

CONTROL UNIT FOR LIGHTS, DIRECTION
INDICATORS. AND W INDSHIELD-WIPER

Giuseppe Codrino, Viale Staiione, Quattordio, Italy

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,542

Int.CI.H01hJ//«

the electric field of the conductor is maintained. The

switchgear assembly has a metal enclosure containing the con-

ductor arranged to extend along the axis of the enclosure. The

conductor is supported with respect to the enclosure by disc-

shaped insulators that partition the enclosure into fluid-tight

compartments separated from each other. A disconnect

switch is arranged at a gap in the line of the conductor , the

gap being defined by mutually adjacent end portions of the

conductor. The switch includes a cylinder formed in one of

the end portions of the conductor so as to define a cylinder

chamber that communicates with the compartments. A piston

switching member is slideably mounted in the cylinder and

moves to mutually connect and disconnect the end portions of

the conductor in response to changes in fluid pressure in the

compartments.

U.S.CL 200-61.36

3.784,772

FLUID PRESSURE ACTUATED SWITCH WITH
PRESTRESSED DIAPHRAGM

8 Claims James E. Nelson. 36 Lehn Springs Dr., WiUiamsville, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 18.673. March 11, 1970,

abandoned. This application Oct. 7. 1971. Ser. No. 187,391

Int. CI. HOlh J5/i4

U.S. CI. 200-83 Y 8 Cblms

i "

An improved control unit for lights-direction indicator-

windshield wiper for a motor car wherein the direction indica-

tor is constructed to maintain, after acutation of the indicator,

the respective indicator light turned on to indicate the turn the

car will make, even if the steering wheel should be turned

slightly in opposite direction, until the wheels of the car are

moved back to the normal driving position.

3 784 771

HIGHVOLTAGE PISTON ACTUATED SWITCH WITH
ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY AND LIGHT BEAM

INDICATING MEANS
Willi Olsen. Berlin, Germany, assignor to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft. Munich, (Jermany

Filed July 20, 1972. Ser. No. 273,61

1

Claims priority, application Germany, July 29, 1971, P 21

38 456.5
Int. CI. HOlh 35138, 33/30, 33164

U.S. CI. 200-82 B 15 Claims

'"t^i'^TirT/"^ '

A metal-clad, high-voltage switchgear assembly is disclosed

for an electrical conductor wherein the rotational symmetry of

A fluid pressure responsive switch including a housing, a

fluid inlet in the housing, a partition member in the housing, a

first diaphragm efi^ectively positioned between the fluid inlet

and the partition member to define a first chamber between

the partition member and the first diaphragm, a switch

member on the housing, a second diaphragm effectively posi-

tioned between the partition member and the switch member

and defining a second chamber between the partition member

and the second diaphragm, a plurality of apertures in the parti-

tion member for effecting communication between the first

and second chambers, a single flapper valve member attached

to the partition for normally preventing communication

between the first and second chambers, said first diaphragm

being deflected upon the sensing of fluid pressure from an ex-

ternal source by said first diaphragm to cause fluid to be

moved from said first chamber to said second chamber

through said plurality of apertures, and bleed aperture means

in the partition member for permitting bleeding of fluid from

the second chamber to said first chamber after said external

fluid pressure is no longer sensed and said flapper valve

member is closed, said second diaphragm actuating said

switch means upon the movement of fluid into said second

chamber. The first diaphragm can be prestressed as desired

during fabrication so as to vary the sensitivity of the switch.

The present invention relates to an improved fluid pressure

actuated switch and more particularly to a switch of this type

for use in conjunction with laundry tubs which are located

below sewer line level, and also for use in other applications

where fluid pressures are to be measured.
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* 3 784 773

TRAILER ANTI-FISHTAIL ACCtLERATlON

RESPONSIVE SWITCH ASSEMBLY WITH ACTLATOR
MAGNETIC HOLDING STRUCTURE

Arthur R. Jubenville, deceased, late of 20 Grist Mill Ln.,

Halesite. N.V.. b> Irene L. Jubenville. Administratrix

Division of Ser. No. 80.834, Oct. 15. 1970. Pat. No. 3.715,003.

This appUcation Nov. 28, 1972. Ser.No.310.I71

Int.CI.H01hJ5//4

U.S.CL 200-61.45 M 5 Claims

T3 « 3C69 ST

between the bearings The contact rod is driven by the bushing

through a spring connected between the bushing and a spring

bearing element on the rod in order to provide for overtravel

of the drive mechanism connected to the bushing after the

movable contact engages a complementary contact. Addi-

tional elements may be connected to said contact rod.

kp (^(5\(6\ gi ^t^'r^^^i^^

3,784.775

ARC RUNNER BETWEEN STATIONARY CONTACTS

Carl E. Cryctko. Haddon Heights, N.J.. assignor to I-T-E Im-

perial Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 27. 1972, Ser. No. 275,523

Iiit.CI.H01h.U//2

U.S.CI. 200-146R 9 Claims

o c O o

Or c "

. r

-i^
T* .'I-

A towed vehicle anti-fishtail control system in which a fer-

romagnetic ball functions as an acceleration sensing body and

is movable in response to lateral acceleration of the towed

vehicle, from a central rest position to either side relative to

the inclined branches of a path provided by ramp assembles

which preferably are movably mounted Magnetic apparatus is

providd for adjustably biasing the ball to hold it in its rest posi-

iion Movement of the ball along either path branch results

first in actuation of a warning device and then actuation of the

towed vehicles brakes Apparatus is also disclosed for

releasably trapping the ball at either extremity of its path

A high current capacity molded case circuit breaker having

arcing and main contacts and an arc chute to receive and

extinguish arcs drawn between the arcing contacts is provided

with a magnetic arc runner disposed between the stationary

sections of the main and arcing contacts to direct arcs that m-

itiate at the stationary main contact onto the stationary arcuig

contact.

3.784,774

VACUUM CIRCUIT BREAKER CURRENT TRANSFER 3,784,776VACUUM
^»»^^»;j^"^^cTUATION ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCKING MECHANISM FOR A

Georse A. Wilson, Pineville, Pa, assignor to I-T-E Imperial MICROWAVE OVEN

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa. Kazuyoshi Asanuma, Yokohama, Japan, a&signor to Tokyo

Filed Aug. 21. 1972. S«r. No. 282,339 Shibaura Electric Co.. Ltd.. Kawasakl-shi. Japan

Int. CLHOlh 3^/66 Filed Apr. 14, 1971. Ser. No. 133.840

ll«i Ci 200-144B SCUims claims priority, application Japan. Apr. 20. 1970 45/37606
U.S. CL ZtW t44 B

^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ j^^^j 45/37607 (utility model)

Int. CI. H05b 9/06

,
.( U.S. CI. 219- 10.55 8 Claims

4

In a high frequency heating apparatus comprising a cabinet
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gized together with the timer for locking the do^r in the closed

position. Also provided is a switch operated by the locking

mechanism for controlling the operation of the high frequency

oscillator to deenergize the high frequency oscillator when the

door is unlocked.

3,784.777

MICROW AVE FURNACE FOR THE TREATMENT OF
SHEETS OR PLATES MADE OF A MATERIAL

ABSORBING SAID WAVES
Joel Henri Auguste Soulier. 66 Chaussee Jules Cesar, Eau-

bonne, France

Filed Dec. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 210,801

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 31, 1970, 7047567

Int. CI. H05b 9/06

U.S.CL 219— 10.55 21 Claims

nl-,'

A welding cycle commences with a stationary arc develop-

ing a weld pool, causing expansion sealing the junction, fol-

lowed by advance at uniform speed with controlled current

levels, the arc being sustained beyond 360° and the complete

cycle spanning two revolutions and terminating with a bead-

cooling gas flow. Repeatable welds of high quality on a

production basis may be obtained, characterized by minimal

fall-in of bead, full area fusion of faces, and constant internal

diameter.

. .-'ti-^ -^ ^ -^ -^.la^'.j

I. .- - ri

W ^
^j

L-y

A microwave furnace comprises a guide with a slot of a

length corresponding to the width of a sheet which is to be

treated by being continuously moved through the guide. A

microwave generator is electrically connected to said guide

and at least one metal plate is placed in front of said slot.

3,784.778

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR T. I. G. TUBE WELDING
Neil Freeman McPherson. Oakville. Ontario, and Nils Hanss-

mann. Ancaster. Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. Ontario. Canada

Division of Ser. No. 782.370, Dec. 9, 1968. Pat. No. 3,621,177.

This application Mar. 29. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 28.984

Int. CI. B23k 9i02

U.S.CI. 219-60 A 18 Claims

3,784,779

ARTICLE INCLUDING A WELD JOINT IN CLOSE
PROXIMITY TO A FRAGILE OR THERMALLY

SENSITIVE ELEMENT AND METHOD OF MAKING THE
SAME

Daniel A. Schaitberger. Grosse Pointe Park, Mich., assignor to

Quanta Welding Company, Troy, Mich.

Filedjan. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 218.091

. Int. CI. B23k 9100

U.S. CI. 219-117 22 Claims

FORCt SYSTtM

An assembly of at least two metal elements and at least a

third fragile and/or heat sensitive elements utilizing a solid

state resistance weld between the metal elements made in

close proximity to the third element in a manner to avoid

mechanical and thermal deterioration or stresses. Typicaly a

hinge mounting for a glass window is comprised of a piece of

tempered glass having a hole containing an elastomeric bush-

ing through which is passed a headed metal rod which is solid

state resistance welded to a metal plate abutting the glass and

bushing. Such welds are made by a short duration pulse of

high current density programmed in time relation with a pres-

sure pulse to effect the bond with very little temperature in-

crease of the mass of the elements and essentially no change in

their form.

3,784,780

APPARATUS AND METHOD OF INDUCTIVELY
HEATING SPACED SURFACES ON AN ELONGATED

WORKPIECE
John R. Laughlin, Brecksville, and George M. Mucha, Parma

Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to Park-Ohio Industries,

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,928

Int. CI. H05b 5102

U.S.CL 219—10.43 14 Claims

A method and apparatus for fully automatically weldjoining

lengths of metal instrument tubing employs the TIG welding

process to advance a weld puddle about the periphery of the

junction of butted aligned ends of straight tubing, respective

end portions of which are held in a closed chamber rigidly

clamped in spaced seats of a robust metal head to compel

elongation into the junction as heat flows into the tubing ends;

the unit comprises a handle portion axially separably joined

with the head, providing drive to rotate an electrode carrier

spool about the work angular interval marking signals being

transmitted to a remote control unit from which welding cur-

rent is supplied to the refractory electrode and gas to the head

chamber and tubing interior.

"f-Jj?" 102c

Tiori ' ' /•

94 90

There is provided an apparatus and method of heating a

number of axially spaced, wear surfaces on a camshaft
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preparatory to quench hardening the surfaces At least two

fixed inductors surrounding the camshaft simultaneously heat

two or more axially spaced surfaces The workp.ece .s moved

successively through the two inductors until all of the wear

surfaces have been inductively heated for quench hardening.

3 784 781
*

MAGNETRON MODING INTERRl PTER CONTROL
CIRCITT

Richard A. Foerslner. Iowa City, and Rex E. Fritts, Cedar

Rapids, both o( Iowa, assignors to Amana Refrigeratioii,

Inc., Amana, Iowa

Filed Apr. 1 1, 1973, S«r. No. 350,270

int. CI. HOSb 9/06. HOlj 29/00. H03b 9//0

I.S. CI. 219-10.55 8 Claims

sembly which delivers both the welding current and the shield-

ing gas to the electrode that travels in a circular path and arcs

to the grounded workpiece

3,784,783

DE-ICING STRl CTl RE FOR ROOFS

Guy Gordon Cray. 1654 Pine Rd., Terrebonne Heights,

Quebec, Canada
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344.646 I

Int.CI. H05b//00

t,S.CI. 219-213 8 Claims

2t i** Zt.

iSS^l

T

-i

.L^—
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A magnetron operating control circuit is disclosed including

means for sensing the commencement of electromagnetic

energy radiation and means derived from the sensing means to

mterrupt the application of line voltages to the magnetron

power supply and allow the voltages to decrease for a suffi

cient time to shift to desired normal operating mode condi

tions when the supply is reenergized The circuit incorporates

a nexible sensing feature which accommodates the time of the

interruption cycle to variations in tubes, line voltages and

other circuit parameters, particularly m microwave oven ap-

paratus to substantially reduce the magnetron moding

problems.

A device and method for melting ice and snow on a rtwf

structure, the device comprises upper and lower portions with

heating means, for example, a heating cable supported on said

lower portion, the device is supported on a sloping portion ofa

roof and the melted and melting ice and snow flows

downwardl) under gravity

3.784,784

HAIR CLRLER HEATING DEVICE WITH ELECTRIC

RESISTANCE CABLE

Louis Joseph Henri Geomlny; Hubertus Johannes Josephus

Gommans; I eonardus Frans Hekne Mans, and Silvester

Marie Ruytenbeek, all of Venlo, Netherlands, assignors to L.

S. PhlUps Corporation, New York, N.^.
,.,, ,„!

Division o* Ser No. 52,801, July 7. 1970, Pat. No. 3.621,203.

This applicatioii Nov. 8, 1971. S«r. No. 196,275

Claims priority, application Netherlands, July 10. 1969,

6910582; June 26, 1970, 7009422

Int. CL HOSb 1100. A45d 4/06

ui.CL 219-222 ^ Claims

3,784,782

WELDING GLN
Lochen, 23, Boulevard de Magnan, Nice,

Michel Chalks
France ^ .

Continuation of Ser. No. 60.005. July 31, 1970, abandoned.

This appUcation May 16. 1972. Ser. No. 253,903

lat.CLB23k9//2

II.S.CL 219-125
4Ctaims

4^-^

It tr "

As^ ^^^ rS.

A welding gun for performing shielded arc welding of tubes

to tubesheels. and having a rotatable electrode holder as-

A hair curler heater device having a base plate and a plurali-

tv^of hollow cylindrical fingers mounted on and projecting

from the base plate for receiving a hair curler to be heated An

electric resistance heating cable having high and low tempera-

ture sectors is arranged for heating the fingers The high tem-

perature sectors are accommodated within the fingers and the

low temperature sectors are provided in the base plate The

heating cable has a core of flexible non conducting material

and a heating wire helically wound about the core so as to

form the high and low temperature sectors The low tempera-

ture sectors are formed by an odd number of layers of heating
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wire wound around the core in electrical contact with each

other to form a plurality of partial resistors electrically con-

nected in parallel Alternate layers of the cold sectors are

wound about the core in the same direction as the heating wire

is wound about the core in the high temperature sectors and

the number of layers in each of the low temperature sectors

exceeds the number of layers in each high temperature sector

by at least two.

3,784,785

ELECTRICALLY HEATED FLUID CONDUIT COUPLER

Wayne B. Noland, 155 Jefferson, Carlisle, Iowa

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 181.790

Int. CL H05b 3158; F16I 53100

U.S.CL 219-301 I Claim

air How thereby uniformly cooling the heater surfaces and for

redistributing the mixed and heated air flow over a wide area

at the location where the heated air enters a reactor.

3,784,787

DEVICE FOR STORING AND COOKING FOOD
Thomas S. Shevlin, W hite Bear Lake, Minn., assignor to Min-

nesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 173,414, Aug. 20, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,736,981. This application Mar. 26. 1973, Ser. No.

344.830

Int.CLF27dy7/02.F24c7//0

U.S.CL 219-386
' 8 Claims

A flexible conduit coupler for connecting a water source to

a point of use, such as a house trailer, in conditions where the

fluid is subjected to freezing temperatures. The coupler in-

cludes an elongated flexible heating conduit secured in side-

by-side heat exchange contact with the major portion of the

length of a flexible fluid conduit by spaced tape strips. A ther-

mal insulation jacket surrounds the conduits. An electric re-

sistance heating element is removable inserted into the heat-

ing conduit and is substantially coextensive in length therewith

and can be replaced without disturbing the thermal insulation

jacket. The ends of the coupler are provided with flexible pro-

tective boots to cover fittings and other hardware not pro-

tected by the thermal insulation jacket. An electric power

supply cord having connectors on both ends can also be incor-

porated in the coupler.

^'vvwV'.^vl-vVV^'v^'v^^^^^^^^^''^^'-^"
'

^ ^'-'"^^''-"^'-

A tray supporting individual thermally insulated casseroles

of food portions for serving complete meals such as entree

food to be cooked and frozen and chilled side dish food. The

entree and individual side dish food portions are each placed

in separate casseroles in chilled or frozen condition. Each cas-

serole thermally encloses the separate food portions and the

thermal insulation of the casserole and the initial low tempera-

ture levels of the chilled or frozen food retains the food in the

casseroles without degradation or pathogenic effects for

storage periods up through several hours and retains the side

dish food without pathogenic degeneration during the time the

entree food is cooked in separate casseroles.

3.784.786

HEAT AND MASS FLOW FORCED CIRCULATION
ELECTRIC AIR HEATER

W iUard R. Calvert. Sr.. 809 Teakwood Dr.. Sevema Park. Md.

Fikd Jan. 25. 1971. Ser. No. 109,348

Int. CL F24h 3104

U.S.CL 219-368 5 Claims

3.784.788

ELECTRIC LIQUID BOILING APPARATUS HAVING AN

ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE SENSOR CONTROL
Denise Gisele Josette Foumy. Monte Carlo. Monaco, assignor

to BeUing & Co.. Limited, Enrield, Middlesex. England

Filed May 4, 1972. Ser. No. 250,349

Claims priority, application France, May 4.1971.711 5967

Int.CLF27dyy/02

U.S.CL 219-441 8 Claims

Apparatus for distributing uniformly a mass flow of air to a

heater, for distributing heat from the heater uniformly into the

An electric liquid boiling apparatus, particularly an electric

kettle, having an automatic cut-out operated by an electronic

temperature sensor, e.g. a thermistor which is subjected to

vapour when the liquid boils.
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I^ 7JU 7S9 " 3,784,791

FRACTION COMPUTER FOR MULTI-COMPONENT OPTICAL ADDRESSING SYSTEM
tRAC I lOlN tuiviri.

'^^^^^^ l^^jj^^ L Pease. Bountiful, tUh. aisignor to Eaton torpora-

Jan A. Vanden Broek, Ann Arbor. Mkh., assignor to ««"•
^"^'If"^' J^l'" ,__, „ ^„ ,^7,,,

\nt.ClG06k 11102. Gm714SJ5l20.GOH7ll2 U.S. CI. 235-61.11 E SCta.ms

U.S.CL 235-61.6 A 17 Claims

/1/%\r..^
j,,,'^-' 5;—;

An electronic system for computing the integrals of various

fractions of the time varying electrical output of a scanning

densitometer provides that output to a graphic recorder, an

analog-to-digital converter and to a slope detector which

generates signals representing the boundaries of various frac-

tions of the signal This detector output is also provided to the

recorder to produce a curve representing the amplitude varia

tions of a densitometer signal with marks at the boundaries

The outputs of the analog to digital converter and the slope

detector are provided to a shift register An operator

generates correction signals based on an observation of the

recorder trace representing desired changes in the boundaries

as determined by the slope detector The densitometer output

of the shift register is integrated over time periods controlled

by the boundary output of the shift register as manually cor-

rected.

An optical addressing system for an automatically con-

trolled vehicle comprising a plurality of opaque address plates

mounted at appropriate locations along possible paths of

movement of the vehicle, the plates each being formed with a

pair of elongated strobe-indicating bars located at respective

ends of the plate to provide optically readable strobe signals

and a plurality of shorter bars and spaces disposed inter

mediate the strobe-indicating bars ccwperating to provide an

optically readable address signal, and photoelectric means

carried by the vehicle for sensing the optically readable signals

provided by the address plates.

3,784.790

AUTOMATIC MONEY-ISSUING APPARATUS

Yoshlhiro HaUnaka: HWeto Shigemori, and Akio Ueba, ail of

Himeji. Japan, assisnors to Kabushiki Kaisha Kobuei

Kikai Seisakusho. Himeji-shi. HvoRO-ken. Japan

Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,045

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. II. 1970.45/79763

U.S.CL 235-61.7 B
Int. CI. G06k / 7100

3,784.792

CODED RECORD AND METHODS OF AND APPARATUS

FOR ENCODING AND DECODING RECORDS

Bruce W. Dobras, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Monarch Marking

Systems, Inc., Davton. Ohio

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,168

Inl.CLG06k7//0

U.S.CL 235-61.1 IE 20 Claims

I

4 Claims
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An automatic money-issuing system adapted to automati-

cally issue bank notes and a necessary amount of money of

predetermined denominations with the aid of a tape informa-

tion input or a manual input, which comprises a device

adapted to indicate an amount of money to be paid, a circuit

storing a signal from the device, a means to issue bank notes or

coins, a circuit adapted to compare the amount of money is-

sued with the amount of money indicated, and a device

adapted to stop the operation of the device issuing money by a

coincidence signal issued from a comparison ciicuit.

A novel record with alternate width modulated bars and

spaces is decoded by comparing the width of each bar or space

with a pair of reference values based on the product and quo-

tient of a constant and the width of another bar or space to

establish bit value When the width value is greater or less than

the reference value, the bit value is established When the

width values lie between the reference values, a stale ot

equality is established which is resolved into a bit value by

reference to the results of a prior or subsequent comparison

A system embodying the method includes storage means for

storing width values, reference registers for establishing suc-

cessive different sets of product and quotient reference values,

and comparators controlled by the stored width and reference
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values for establishing the greater and less than and equality

status conditions. In one embtxiiment, a shift register and logic

circuits controlled by the status conditions provide dynamic

interpretation of the status conditions into code bits as the

character is read. In another embodiment, the status condi-

tions are stored and then translated into code bits after a

complete character has been read. In one code set, each

character code of seven bits formed by four bars and three

spaces uses five bits to define the character and the remaining

two bits to provide separate bar and space parity bits. This and

the fact that only one space " 1 " and one bar " 1 " are included

in a proper ctxle results in a code with an extremely low ex-

pected rate of undetected error. The system also includes

separate parity check circuits for the decoded bar and space

bits.

member. A second element, which also may comprise either a

light source or detector, is located adjacent the spherical

3,784,793

CARD READER DEVICE
Katsunori Ito. and Shinichiro Imai, both of Kariya, Japan, as-

signors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed Dec. 20, 1971 , Ser. No. 209,656

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1970,

45/125613
Int. CI. H04j 3/08; H04m 1/48; G06k 7/08

U.S.CL 235-61.1 ID 8 Claims

lO
i—
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layer has a surface formed without pronounced edges on the

peripheral portions of the magnetic layer Illustratively, the
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3 784 798

ADAPTIVE MACHINING
Bruce R. Beadle. Fond du Lac. and John G. Bollinger. Madis-

on, both of Wis., assignors to Giddings & Lewis, Inc.. Ford

du Lac, Wis.

Filed Jul) 3. 1972, Ser. No. 268.648

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 9, 1971,

51917/71
Int. CI. G05b 1 3102 i G06I 15146

L.S. CL235-151.il 41 Claims

peripheral portions of the magnetic layer are inclined or

curved surfaces Thus, the magnetic card can move smoothly

across a gap surface of a magnetic head

3 784.797

CALCULATOR FOR DETERMINING SPECIFICATION OF
CRANES

Joseph G. Kroll. Wauwatosa, Wb.. assignor to Harnischfeger

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wb.
Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302.247

Int. CLG06C 2 7/00. i/00

U.S. CL 235-88 * ^'•''"*

A calculator for determining specifications of various

models or types of cranes comprises a first plate or disc having

four separate graphs or charts radially arranged on each side

Each graph plots the operating radius, elevation, angle and

capacity for a known type or model of a specific crane

Second and third plates or discs are rotatably mounted on op-

posite sides of the first plate by mounting means such as a

cylindrical pin or grommet and each of the second and thud

discs comprises a window or hole through which one selected

graph is visible Movable indicator means calibrated for van

ous boom lengths are provided for use with the selected graph

to provide information relative to a particular crane having a

boom of particular length The indicator means are pivotably

and linearly movable with respect to the selected graph The

indicator means comprise a first elongated Hat transparent

member with appropriate indicators thereon and disposed

between the first and second discs and having a slot therein for

accommodating the aforesaid grommet which movably

secures the indicator means relative to the first disc The in-

dicator means further comprises a second member, similar to

the first member, which is disposed between the first and third

discs The ends of the two members of the indicator means

project beyond the edges of the discs and are joined together.

Methods and apparatus for adaptively controlling a

machine tool to provide optimized instantaneous performance

as unforeseen or unforeseeable changes in cutting conditions

occur; -characterized by a continuous search out of and back

into apermissible area defined by constraint boundaries in the

cutter speed vs feed rate ( V vs R ) plane The mcthtnl and ap-

paratus always adjust the cutter speed and feed rate to condi-

tions of optimized economic operation (eg .
minimum cost or

minimum time)-hut subject tp other limitations of the

machine tool, the cutter and the workpiece material-because

one such boundary defines the optimum values of cutter

speeds and feeds representing minimum cost or minimum time

per unit length of machining The latter boundary is

established by straightforward use of empirical contants.

available in the literature or readily determined by known

techniques, associated with the well known modified Taylor

equation By sensing machine tool variable and signaling ac-

tual values of a plurality of operating parameters, the output

rate of the machine tool is increased until the economic

restraint, or some other inherent limitation restraint, is

reached The corrective action to remove any constraint viola-

tion is based upon a grouping of the several signaled parame-

ters according to the shapes of the respective boundary Imcs

corresponding thereto in the V. R plane, so that the method

steps for effecting correction of any constraint boundary

violation are relatively few in number and may be carried out

by novel apparatus which is simple and practical.

3,784,799

HIGH SPEED DEFLECTION MODULATOR ELECTRON
BEAM SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Waiter E. CrandaU, Malibu, and OrIk L. Curtb, Jr.. Rolling

Hilk Estates, both of Calif., assignors to Northrop Corpora-

tion, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 8, 1972. Ser. No. 251.018

Int. CL H04b J/52. H03c i/i4

U.S.CL 325-130 10 Claims

DI«IT*L
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A high-speed electron beam signal processor suitable for

time-multiplexing a plurality of digital signals is disclosed. A
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focused electron beam, which may be developed by an elec-

tron gun, is conically scanned. The conical beam is passed

through an addressing plate structure which includes a plurali-

ty of plate electrode members, each for receiving a separat*

digital input signal. The beam is deflected in accordance with

the signals addressed to the addressing plates as it travels past

these plates in succession. The beam passes from the ad-

dressing plates through an electrostatic lens which focus it

onto a target The target which may comprise a target diode

provides a multiplexed output signal in accordance with the

digital inputs fed to the addressing plates.

or remains present during the recycle operation, two types of

detecting circuits are provided. Error detecting circuits

respond if the false signal condition has a single occurrence,

and does not remain present during the recycle operation and

thus is interpreted as an error condition caused by the spuri-

ous introduction of noise pulses or the like, and fault detecting

circuits respond if the false signal condition continues to be

present or reappearing during the recycle operation to in-

dicate a fault condition and to request other equipment to ser-

vice the data handling system. Also, the maintenance arrange-

3,784,800

SYSTEMS FOR SURVEYING AND CORRECTING
TRAJECTORIES

Guy Claude Willoteaux, Salnt-Germaln-en-Laye, France, as-

signor to Societe Francabe d'Equipments pour la Navigation

Aerodrome de Villacoublay

Filed May 26. 1972, Ser. No. 257^45

Claims priority, application France, May 27, 1971,

71 19184; May 27, 1971,7119185
Int. CLG06g 7/78

U.S.CL 235-150.27 7 Claims

5 M

V.

—

A 1 t

ment designates the group of signals resulting in the false

signal condition by storing group-identifying information in

the memory of the data handling system so that the servicing

equipment can determine the source of the problem. A re-

gister of the data handling system storing information relating

to the group of signals resulting in the false condition is in-

hibited from being altered by the maintenance arrangement,

which sets a freeze indicator in such a register so that all other

information stored therein is preserved for use by the servicing

equipment.

A system for controlling the trajectory of a moving body

such as an aircraft or missile moving in the vicinity of one or

more relevant objects which may be moving or stationary. The

trajectory is required to fulfil certain imperatives such that the

body following it either avoids the relevant object by at least a

specified distance or the imperatives may require the body to

hit or come within at least a specified distance of the object.

The system calculates the distance between the body and ob-

ject and by taking account of the speeds and direction of each

simulates a series of hypothetical trajectories diverging on

either side of the actual trajectory until a hypothetical trajec-

tory is determined which satisfies the imperatives, the system

then instructs the body's controls to change the linear and/or

angular speed thereof so that the aircraft follows the latter

trajectory.

3,784,802

INVENTORY CONTROL DEVICE

Masataro Imai; Hiroshi Ishizawa, and Takehiko Kanbayashi,

all of Ise, Japan, assignors to Shinko Electric Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 1 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 162,586

Claims priority, application Japan, May 20, 1971,46/34595

Int. CLG06f 75/24

U.S.CL 235-168 7 Claims

CODER FUNC
SE"TIER I

3,784,801

DATA HANDLING SYSTEM ERROR AND FAULT
DETECTING AND DISCRIMINATING MAINTENANCE

ARRANGEMENT
James P. Caputo, Chicago, and Fred A. Weber, Glen EUyn,

both of 111., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laborato-

ries Incorporated, Northlake, III.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270,909

lnt.CLG06f ///04

U.S.CL 235-153 AK 15 Claims

A maintenance arrangement responds to a false signal con-

dition, produced by a data handling system, by recycling the

timing generator controlling the data handling system to cause

the signals in question to be repeated. In order to determine

whether the false signal condition occurred only momentarily

-> 7DJ
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A comparatively small electronic inventory control device

for indicating the current stocks of goods, individually or in

succession. The item numbers of the goods are selectively en-

tered by push-button switches. New inforifiation for updating

the stocks is entered by the same switches. Numerals for item
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number and the information are differentiated by separate

manual switch means A rotary memory means having ad
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3,784.804

SPRAY GtN LIGHT ASSKMBLY
Leo C. Sabalclli, 318 S. Church St.. Clifton HtinUts, and Wil-

liam L. Jesse. 524 Kim St.. I pper Darb>. both of Pa.

Filed Ma> 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,920

inl.CI.F2lvi.?/00

t'.S. CI. 240-2 FD -5 Ctaims

r|r%0< gLEOw] * c"
0«DE»

dresses corresponding to the item numbers of the goods is

used for storing and updating the stock information of the

goods.
A hght for attachment to a paint spray gun wherein a high

intensity halogen lamp is forced air ctH>led from the st>urcc of

air that is used in spray painting The lamp has a flame retar

dant screen to prevent ignition of a combustible mixture

within the spray area

3,784.803

MLLTl-MODE COMPtTlNC CIRCITT

Thomas A. Brvndle. Hamburg, N.Y., assignor to Audn Cor

poratioo, Hamburg, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 328.001

lnt.CLG06g7//6

IJ.S.CK235-195

3.784,805

SONAR IMAGE CONVERTER
Albert L. Rolle, L>nn Haven, Fla., assignor to The I nited

,-. ^u.- States of America as represented b> the Secretary of the

Navy, y^ ashmgton. D.C .

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 296.500

lot. CL GO Is 9/66

U.S.CL 340-3 R 17 Claims

A single electrical circuit is capable of alternatively calcu-

lating an output voltage V„ according to the general formula.

V„= K^ (K,/K,)-or K„=X 1« (Kc/l^.)'

where V\, V^ and K< are circuit input voltages and n, K, and 7,

are determinable values of the circuit. A first relaxation oscil-

lator may be selectively coupled to a second relaxation oscilla-

tor or to a chargeable capacitor supplied with constant cur-

rent The value of K„ is repeatedly adjusted as a function of

decaying response time V,^s computed when two response

times are driven into equality.

A sonar system is disclosed as having a rotatable shaft with

an electroacoustical transducer array mounted on one end

thereof, a light output diode readout array mounted on the

other end thereof, a receiver mounted on said shaft and con-

nected between said transducer and readout arrays. A trans-

mitter is also connected to said electroacoustical array An

electric motor rotates said shaft through a pair of gears, and a

programmed function generator causes sonar target search

and echo signals to be timely broadcast by said transmitter and

received by said receiver during the rotation of said arrays An

objective lens views the outputs from the light diode output

array and transmits it via a bundle of optical fibers to a pair of

readout prisms located m a divers face mask With the excep-

tion of a large portion of the optical fibers and readout prisms,

the entire sonar system may be encased in a waterproof hous-

ing to facilitate its being used as a visual aid to underwater

swimmers and divers working in turbid water.
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3 784 806 3,784,808

LUMINAIRE HEAT RADIATING DEVICE FOR ILLUMINATING

Lewis W. Kenyon, Flat Rock, and Jerry R. Plemmons. West APPARATUS

Asheville, both of N.C.. assignors to General Electric Com- Shinjiro Mori. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Mori Denki Manufac

pany
Filed Mav 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,444

Int.CI.F21sy//0,-?/yO

U.S.CL 240-25

turing Co., Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed Aug. 21. 1972. Ser. No. 282.011

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 21, 1972,

9 Claims 47/27398
Int. CI. F21v 29/00

U.S.CL 240-47 6 Claims

// /^ iza y.^
30

Post top luminaire has a plurality of gaseous discharge

lamps arranged in a sealed annular optical enclosure formed

by an inner assembly of reflectors, an outer cylindrical hous-

ing, and a bottom transparent panel. An axially extending sup-

port formed of four elongated angle members attached at the

bottom to a slipfitter is provided at its lower portion with

quick-disconnect means for detachably securing a ballast as-

sembly selectively to the sides of the central support. The ar-

rangement provides for light ray distribution with effective

light sheilding cutoff without crossing of the light beams from

the lamps, while the central mounting of the ballast assemblies

permits cooler operation of the latter as well as ready access

for servicing

3,784,807

ELECTRIC LAMP
Anton Boekkooi, and Andreas Maria Heeman, both of Emmas-

ingel, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,596

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Sept. 17. 1971,

7112768
Int. CLF21V 7 7/02

U.S. CL 240-4 1 .5 "* Claims

A heal radiating device for use in an illuminating apparatus

comprising a heat radiating member secured to a wall of a

body of said apparatus and formed with end openings at the

opposite ends thereof Air vent means adapted to establish air

communication betv^»een the inside of said body and the at-

mosphere pass through the inside of the heat radiating

member. As a result the temperature rise of the apparatus

which is caused by a lamp bulb therein can be kept below a

certain value and the life of the bulb can be increased. Addi-

tionally, stainless steel which has not been used in the past in

the construction of the apparatus because of its relatively low

heat conductivity may now be used so that the painting

process applied to said body may be eliminated and the dura-

bility of said body may be increased.

3.784,809

EMERGENCY ROTATING WARNING LAMP
John Smith. 505 Cummer Ave., WiUowdale. Ontario, Canada

Filed July 26, 1 972. Ser. No. 275,2 1

7

Int. CLF21m 7/00

U.S. CL 240—49 8 Claims

A lamp in which the reflector which is provided with a

halogen incandescent lamp is beaded, on its widened circum-
• • k

ference around the edge of a cover glass and an epoxy glue is An emergency rotating warning lamp comprising a base, a

present 'between said flanged part and a more central part of plurality of sealed beam bulbs, an electric motor mounted on

the cover glass. The flanged edge serves to secure the cover the base and having a shaft on which the bulbs are supported

glass and the epoxy resin serves for a substantially completely by pairs of modular brackets, and a lens telescoped over the

diffusion-tight seal against water vapour from the atmosphere, lamps and fixed to the base.
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Fr«nz Seyfried, Sindelfingen, all of Germany, assignors to inl.ci.ou^
, 1 Claims

Daimler-B«iiz AG, Stuttgart, Germany l.s.i-i.J--

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 195,984

Claims priority, applicatioa Germany, Nov. 6. 1970, P 20 54
^ ^ ^

644.5

L.S. CI. 240-7.1 U
Int.CI. B60g//06

20 Claims

A pneumatically operating control installation for the auto-

matic alignment of motor vehicle headlights, in which the con-

trol members coordinated to one or two axles of the motor

vehicle which align the headlights to a constant light range as a

function of changes of the distance of the respective axle to

the superstructure of the motor vehicle by way of adjusting

motors and a control device, are constructed as pressure

modulators while a vacuum, available at all times, is fed to the

control installation.

Microfiche enlarger printer apparatus which includes ran-

dom frame selection circuitry wherein the frame selection

input data is inserted via a novel panel, the front panel surface

having positions for data entry corresponding to the

microimage format on a microfiche card The apparatus

further includes logic and storage components for allowing

entry of the frame selection data for one microfiche card prior

to the completion of the reproduction cycle of the selected

frames on another microfiche card and which is responsive to

only the first and last panel positions actuated by an operator

The panel further includes display means at each panel posi-

tion, for providing the operator a visual indication of the panel

positions which have been actuated

3,784,811

LAMP WITH INDIRECT AND DIRECT LIGHTING
FIXTURES

Abe Hyman Feder, 15 W. 38 St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,782

Int. CLF21sy//2, i//0

t.S. CI. 240-81 LD *0 Claims

42 48

3 784 813

TEST APPARATUS FOR PNEUMATIC BRAKE SYSTEM

Paul T. Ryan, Erie, Pa., assignor to General Electric Company,

Erie, Pa.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,123 |

lnt.CI.B61l//20

U.S.CL 246-169 R 9 Claims

...^

Lamps embodying a shade together with a bulb and a refiec-

tor lamp element which provides both indirect lighting

through the top of the shade and direct lighting through the

bottom of the shade. The lamp is characterized by an especial

baffle which directs the indirect lighting upwardly and out-

wardly of the shade and simultaneously downwardly through

the sides of the shade.

An apparatus for cyclical testing in integrity of a railway

pneumatic brake system. A transmitter and receiver with as-

sociated induction loops are situated on opposite sides of the

track, and are magnetically coupled to respective inductive

coils located on opposite sides of a rearward track car A

switch electrically couples the inductive coils in response to

the pneumatic pressure in the brake system, the signal recep-

tion from the transmitter to receiver thereby providing an in-

dication of system integrity. In an automatic railroad opera-

tion the test can be made by a single person at the remote

operation station, or be programmed as part of the control cy-

cle.
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3,784,814

QUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER HAVING
RESOLUTION VARIATION CAPABILITY

Tadashi Sakai; Masahiko Sakimura, and Yoichi Ino, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Nippon Electric Varian, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 123,687

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 14, 1970,

45/21704; July 18, 1970,45/63410
Int.CI.H01ji9/i4

U.S. CI. 250-4 1 .9 DS 5 CUims

3,784,816

METHOD FOR EXECUTING TIME-DETERMINED
ANALYSIS IN PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL EXAMINATION

OF SUBSTANCES AND AN APPARATUS FOR
EXECUTING THE METHOD

Sixten Abrahamsson, 3 1 , Sodermalmsgatan, Molndal, Sweden

Filed June 1, 1970, Ser. No. 42,258

Claims priority, application Sweden, May 30, 1969,

7700/69; Feb. 13, 1970, 1892/70

Int. CI. GOln 27/00

U.S. CI. 250- 273 12 Claims

lU
13
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A quadrupole mass spectrometer includes an ionization

chamber, an ion detector, and a quadrupole structure having

four electrodes extending therebetween. A d.c. voltage U and

a high frequency voltage of amplitude V are linearly superim-

posed and are applied to the electrodes while maintaining the

relationship U=a4,V - K, where a M denotes a critical U/V

ratio. This constrains the mass peaks of a spectrum to be of

substantially uniform shape. Variation of the parameter K per-

mits the spectrometer resolution to be varied.

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, the

d.c. voltage is maintained constant at values lower than the

peak value of the stability curve for atomic hydrogen in a

range of smaller values of the voltage amplitude V. The spec-

trum for atomic hydrogen can thereby be isolated.

3,784,815

LOW VOLTAGE FIELD EMISSION SCANNING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

Vincent J. Coates, Los Altos, and Leonard M. Welter,

Saratoga, both of Calif., assignors to American Optical Cor-

poration, Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 171,815

Int. CLHOlji 7/26

U.S.CL 250-49.5 C 16 Claims

25 ,-ll

' it'

5^«
I^ftetiixr
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The invention concerns a method for measuring the mag-

nitudes of a great number of quantities which may vary very

rapidly within wide limits. Each of the magnitudes to be

measured is converted into a light signal having an intensity

corresponding to the magnitude of the respective quantity.

All such light signals are individually integrated during

successive, accurately defined time intervals. At the end of

each interval it is determined which integrals having reached

at least one of a plurality of predetermined levels.

3,784,817

RADIO LUMINESCENT SIGHTING ARRANGEMENT
Dean B. James, Delmont; Seymour H. Smiley, Pittsburgh, and

Ralph E. Whittaker, Jr., Upper St. Ctolr, aU of Pa., assignors

to Atlantic RichfieM Company, Glenolden, Pa. '

Filed May 11, 1971, Ser. No. 142,190

int. CLF2 Ik 2/02

U.S. CL 250-467 4 Claims

A Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope having a

field emission tip for generating charged particles and being

axially aligned with an electrode and with an intermediate

electrode interposed there between. The electrode and the in-

termediate electrode forming a field lens for focusing the

charged particles from the field emission tip. Appropriate

voltages are applied for providing extraction, acceleration and

focus fields. The electrode potential being lower than the in-

termediate electrode potential with respect to the charged

particles and selected to provide a real focus of the charged

particles at a position outside the lens field and distal of the

field emission tip thereby producing an intense beam of low

energy particles.

°Mf^

An illuminating arrangement is disclosed which, in one par-

ticular embodiment, includes a pair of optically-alignable "-

sight markings", the markings being illuminated and defined,

at least in part, by a "radio-luminescent" segment, especially

suited for a dimly-Ut field of view, these segments including a

phosphorescent material and a "matched" radio-isotope

adapted to induce prescribed phosphorescence.
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3,784,818

SCINTILLATION SCANNER WITH REMOTE CONTROL
APERTURE

Albert L. Stoeckel, Euclid; Walter F. Mog, WiBowIck, and Carl

J. Brunnett. Mayfield Heights, all of Ohio, assignors to

Picker Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed June 3, 1971, Ser. No. 149,736

Iiit.CI.G01t//20

US. CI. 250-71.5 S IlCtoims

KS
I r-Ki©^

'
,191

I @ f O I 142

visible light at each point by a process known as scintillation^

Photomultiplier tubes at each end of the scintillation crystal

convert the light to electrical pulses The amplitudes of elec-

trical pulses are converted to logarithms of the amplitudes and

summed A pulse height selector chooses only the sums of

those logarithms desired for observation The logarithms of

the amplitudes are also subtracted to find the location of the

scintillation in the scintillation crystal.

• ,*— le>^

— k(Il>

'l^^

A scintillation scanner having a visual image producing

means coupled to the boom which supports the scintillation

detector. The image producing means includes a light source

for producing a beam of light along a path An adjustable

aperture controls the size of the image produced

Means are also prov'ided for moving the source of radiation

relative to the collimator A recording means stores informa-

tion concerning the relative positions of the source and the

collimator during the time radiation is received Information

from a plurality of scans allows a determination of a pattern of

the radiation at different depths and areas within the source.

It is also possible to use a plurality of collimators and scintil-

lation crystals and a single scan to determine radiation pat-

terns at multiple depths within the source.

3 784 819

SCINTILLATION CAMERAWITH LIGHT DIFFUSION
SYSTEM

Ronald J. Martone, Cheshire; Samuel C. Goldman, Bethany,

and CUfford C. Heaton, Meriden, all of Conn., assignors to

Picker Corporation. Cleveland. Ohio

Filed Mar. 5, 1971. Ser. No. 121,445

Int.CI.G01t//20

U.S. CI. 250- 366 ^ Chhns

3.784,821

SCINTILLATION CAMERA W ITH IMPROVED
RESOLUTION

Ronald J. Jaszczak, ArUngton Heights, III., assignor to G. D.

Searle & Co., Chicago. lU. i

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 200,700 I

lnt.CI.G01t//20

U.S. CI. 250 - 368 * Claims

f ,<

A scintillation camera of the multiple phototube type A

thin light pipe and masks are employed to diffuse the light sti

that the camera operates on a principle of light diffusion

rather than phototube "viewing" as described in the prior art
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An Anger type scintillation camera system fitted with a

gamma ray filter between the object under study and the de-

tector and a signal funneling type of output signal filter, in

mechanical or electrical form, associated with an image

recording film The gamma ray filter and signal funneling type

of output signal fiher scan in synchronism so that the total

radioactivity distribution in the object is documented on the

film with improved resolution

3,784,820

TOMOGRAPHIC SCANNING PROCESS

Ftoro D. Miraldi, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor to Case

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 48,166, June 22, 1970, Pat. No. 3,688,1 13.

This application June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,951

Int.CI.G01ji9//«

U.S. CI. 250-362
lOCtaims

A radioisotope device having a collimator dehmits radiation

from a source. A scintillation crystal having a rectangular

cross-section and a generally elongated shape receives radia-

tion after it passes through the collimator and changes it to

3,784,822 I

RADIOACTIVITY WELL LOGGING METHODS AND
APPARATUS

Nick A. Schuster, Darien, Conn., assignor to Schlumberger

Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,068

Int. CI. GO Iv 5/00

U.S. CI. 250-260 8 Claims

An illustrative embodiment of the invention compensates

neutron measurements of the porosity of an earth formation

for sudden changes in borehole diameter Typically, a sidewall
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porosity logging tool for transport through a borehole is

equipped with two neutron detectors spaced at different

distances from the neutron source. In order to improve the

vertical resolution of the tool, a circuit stores the signal from

the longspaced detector until the shorter spaced detector has

<JXw J 4

^% -^
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3,784,826

APPARATUS FOR ANALYSING CONTINl Ol SLY

DISCRETE BIOLOGICAL LIQL ID SAMPLES

Kenneth D. Bagshawe. London, and Derek N. Marchant, Has-

socks, both of England, assignors to The Hayward Founda-

tion. London. England

FiledFeb. 24. I971,S«r.No. 118.426

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Mar. 3, 1970.

10.023/70
Int.CLG01t//y6

U.S.CL250-106SC 26 Claims

January 8, 1974
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The housing utilized to encapsulate the radioactive source

can provide adequate shielding to protect nearby personnel by

using a metal such as stainless steel because of the low energy

output of the source A thin window, formed as an integral

part of the housing, freely passes a portion of the source radia-

tion that is used for inspection purposes The housing is con-

structed from standard metal bar stock in a particular manner

that minimizes the possibility that the thin window will include

defects or impurities contained withm the metal bar sti>ck

A collimation means is utilized m front of the source hous-

ing window to confine the beam of radiation that emanates

from the source through the window This collimatcd radia-

tion beam is directed at the area of the container to be ex-

amined and the amount of radiation passing through the con-

tainer provides an indication as to whether or not the con

tainer has properties different from a particular standard

3,784.828

DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF VERTICAL
CHANNELS IN A WELLBORE

Donald A. Hayes. Midland. Tex., assignor to SchiumberRer

Technology Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Mar. 25. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 27.907

lBt.CI.GOlv.s/00

L.S.CL250-I06L 9 Claims

Analysis apparatus primarily for carrying out biological

analyses using radioimmunoassay techniques includes a

turntable disc for carrying a plurality of specimens A delivery

arm delivers successive samples to a row of dilution containers

and simultaneously supplies a diluent. A transfer arm con-

trolled by a code on the turntable disc picks a selected diluted

sample, and transfers it to one of a long series of incubation

chambers each of which contains a reagent A second reagent

is added at the time of transfer and the mixture is incubated

prior to removal by an appropriate device After removal the

active constituents are filtered and measured quantitatively by

a counter.

The pumps for transfer of liquids are peristaltic and w here a

sample has to be drawn up incorporate an integral bellows
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pattern scanned Sampling means are provided which sample

the binary signal produced by the scanning means at a rate

higher than the rate at which the signal is ultimately to be

quantised and the output from the sampling means controls a

gating circuit which operates to prevent the signal represent-

ing the pattern from changing from a representation of one

colour to a representation of another unless a predetermined

number of the samples all represent one colour. This avoids

any indeterminacy in the quantised signal at colour junctions

where there are two or more colours present in an element

being scanned, and no colour is sufficiently predominant for

the detectors to unambiguously provide an output represent-

ing only that colour.

I
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3,784.833

APPARATUS FOR DERIVING DIFFRACTIVE RAYS BY

DIFFRACTION GRATINGS

Katsuhiko Kimura, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical

Co., Ltd., Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed July 1 1. 1972, S«r. No. 270,688

Claims priority, application Japan, July 17, 1971, 46/73584

Int. CI. HOI j 39/02

U.S. CI. 250-237 G » ^^l*™

one store magazine and a holder for the magazine fixed to the

automat. The invention is particularly characterized in that

the supply magazine is provided with a device for removmg in-

dividually film sheets located in the magazine as a pile of

sheets lying directly one upon the other. The supply magazine

is also provided with means actuating the film removing

device by the transportation device of the automat.

3,784,835

FILM SHEET CASSETTE

Gunter Schmidt, Malibu, Calif., assignor to Productron, Inc.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 104,652. Jan. 7, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 52,848,

July 7 1970. This application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,105

Int.CI.G03b4///6

U.S. CI. 250-480 12 Claims

^A — 1

40^46
3to 3a

Apparatus for deriving diffractive rays by diffraction

gratings which enables light measurement to be effected with

high accuracy in addition to the feasibility of making the

whole apparatus in a compact size. These features of the ap-

paratus are obtained by the provision of a photoelectric ele^

ment on the rear side of an index grating at a position in which

it faces a movable scale grating with a small distance from this

latter grating.

3,784,834

AUTOMATIC FILM DEVELOPING MACHINE WITH

MEANS TO SEQUENTIALLY REMOVE FILM SHEETS

FROM A MAGAZINE
Helmut Berger, Erlangen, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Erlangen. Germany

Filed Mar. 16. 1972, Ser. No. 235,218

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 22, 1971,

P21 19 598.2

Int. CI. G03b / 7/26

US. CL 250-477 ^ Claims

Tfe I?-*

A film sheet cassette useful in medical X-ray applications

and particularly in daylight film handling systems which in-

clude a dispenser for dispensing film sheets one at a time into

the cassette. In use, the loaded cassette is first exposed to an

X-ray source to photograph a patient after which it may be

positioned in operative relationship with respect to a film

processor for releasing the exposed film sheet into the proces-

sor The cassette is comprised of a housing including a back

plate and a cover plate fixed thereto in parallel spaced rela-

tionship A pressure plate is disposed between the back plate

and cover plate and spring urged against the back plate in light

tight relationship therewith. The cassette housing defines

channels along opposite edges thereof for slidably receiving

cam rods. The pressure plate is provided with follower studs

along the edges thereof which ride on cam surfaces of the

rods Actuating pins are provided on both the dispenser and

processor for protruding into the channels when the cassette is

positioned in operative light tight relationship with respect

thereto The pins engage the cam rods and slide them within

the channels thus causing the cam surfaces to lift the follower

studs and space the pressure plate from the back plate to thus

allow film sheets to enter or exit from the cassette.

3,784,836

IR GENERATOR HAVING ELLIPSOIDAL AND
PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTORS

Peter Marvin ToUiver, Brighton, N.Y., assignor to Sybron Cor-

poration. Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,421

lnt.CLG2lhi/00

U.S.CL 250-495 10 Claims

. A „ infrur^H oenerator wherein an ellipsoidal reflector has a
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reflector at the other focus merges with a paraboloidal reflec-

tor positioned so that the focus of the latter reflector coincides

with the said other focus of the former. A second ellipsoidal

reflector may be inserted between the former said reflectors

^with one of its foci coinciding with the said other focus of the

former said ellipsoidal reflector, and its other focus coinciding

with the focus of the paraboloidal reflector. The axes of the

reflectors are coincident, and a lens and plug or equivalent

may be provided to recover radiation that might otherwise be

lost.

The frequency converter includes a rectifier circuit, and a

chopping circuit. The chopping circuit includes an SCR and a

firing circuit connected to the SCR. The chopping circuit does

3,784,837

X-RAY DEVICE WITH A STAND
Lars Olof Holmstrom, Solna, Sweden, assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengeseUschaft, Munich, Germany
Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,376

Int. CLH05g 7/00

U.S.CL 250-523 2 Claims

not require a conventional shut-off circuit. The SCR is con-

nected to an ozone generator through a transformer and auto-

matically shuts off.

3,784,839

ANTI-THEFT APPARATUS INCLUDING TURNOVER
MODE OF OPERATION

John A. Weber, Franklin, Wis., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mkh.
Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,141

Int. CLB60r 25/00

U.S. CI. 307-10 AT 2 Claims

ENCODC *N0
TRANSM '

X
An X-ray device has a stand and an X-ray tube mounted

upon a bracket which is supported rotatably about a support

axis extending perpendicularly to its longitudinal axis. The in-

vention is particularly characterized in that a carrying arm is

rotatably mounted upon the free end of the bracket and that

the X-ray lube is mounted upon the free end of this arm for

rotation about further axes extending parallel to the support

axis of the bracket. Driving means are provided which keep

constant in space and independently from the swinging loca-

tion of the bracket the position of the carrying arm relatively

to the X-ray tube, whereby the central ray of the X-ray tube is

always maintained parallel to the longitudinal axis of the

bracket.
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3,784,838

SOLID STATE FREQUENCY CONVERTER FOR CORONA
GENERATOR

Frank E. Lowther, Phelps, N.Y., assignor to Purification

Sciences, Inc., Geneva, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 141,148, May 7. 1971, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 830,248, June 4, 1969,

and Ser. No. 709,485, Feb. 29, 1968, abandoned, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 612,751, Jan. 4, 1967,

abandoned. This application Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,691

lnt.CI.C01b /i//0,/i//2

U.S. CI. 250-536 22 Claims

A method and apparatus fBr converting low frequency cur-

rent to high frequency current and for applying the high

frequency current to the electrodes of a corona generator.

Starting of a motor vehicle is controlled from electronic

combination lock circuitry which may be placed in a turnover

mode of operation after the engine has been started to

thereafter permit a predetermined number of engine starts

without the entering of the lock combination.

3,784,840

SOLID STATE REMOTE POWER SWITCH
Richard A. Kirkpatrick, Peabody. Mass., assignor to KLH

Research & Development Corp., Cambridge. Mass.

Filed Dec. 21. 1972. Ser. No. 317,240

Int. CI. H03k/ 7/00

U.S.CL307-11 6 Claims

A solid state remote power switch is provided, e.g., in an

amplifier system having a remotely located phonograph

turntable or tape deck. Turning on the phonograph turntable

or tape deck ensures that the amplifier is energized at the

same time. When the phonograph turntable or tape deck turns

off it simultaneously removes power from the amplifier. The
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series between the AC power source and the energization cir-

cuitry of the amplifier unit. The phonograph turntable or tape

2̂>

S2

x:

"A

.:>.-^

La sm
96-'^r t pliance upon detecting current flow through the body that ex-

ceeds a predelennined, safe level.
|

deck is adapted to be connected to the amplifier unit and.

when turned on. provides the control signal which activates or

turns on the triac device, thereby simultaneously providing

power to the amplifier unit.

3.784.841

ELECTRIC POWER StPPLY SYSTEM

Akio Hosaka. Yokohama City, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor

Conpany, Limited, Yokohama City, Japan

Flkd Nov. 28, 1972, S«r. No. 310,098

Claimspriorit\,application Japan, Feb. 19, 1972,47/19983

Int. CL H02j 9106

l.S. CI. 307-64 4 Claims

Di
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3,784.843

CONDITION RESPONSIVE CIRCUIT WITH CAPACITIVE

DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE
C. Douglas Gustus. Bloomington. Minn., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis. Minn.

Filed JuK 21, 1972, Ser. No. 274,125

Int. CL H02h .V«4

11.S.CL307-II7 6 Claims

Ba+ R _L D2 LOAD^R^

30

An electric power supply system having a capacitor as an

auxiliary power source in addition to a DC battery as a main

power source. In this power supply system, the capacitor is

charged only through a resistor by a source voltage of the DC

battery to a voltage approximately equal to the source voltage

The resistqr has a value of resistance considerably higher than

that of a load to be connected with the power supply system

The DC battery is grounded at its positive or negative ter-

minal. The power supply system is adapted for energizing an

actuator of a safety device for a motor vehicle.

3,784,842

BODY CURRENT ACTIVATED CIRCUIT BREAKER
Frederic B. Kremcr, 1600 Garrett Rd.. Apt. B204, Upper Dar-

by. Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 223,096. Feb. 3, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,706.008. This application Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No.

314,162

Int.CLH02hJ/y6

U.S.CI.307-9ik 9 Claims

A body current activated circuit breaker responsive to the

blow of current through the human body including at least one

body encircling sensor to monitor the flow of electrical cur-

rent in a human being A circuit breaker is interposed between

the source of electrical power supply and an electrical ap-

pliance being operated by the human being which causes the

current flow, the circuit breaker being responsive to the flow

A condition responsive circuit, disclosed as including a tem-

perature responsive element, is adapted to be connected to b>

a pair of terminals by an alternating current load and to a

source of alternating current voltage The condition respon

sive circuit operates through a differential amplifier to control

a solid state switch, shown as a.silicon controlled rectifier

This solid state switch in turn operates further solid state

switching to control the load. A capacitor for creating a dif-

ferential voltage in the input circuit of the differential amplifi-

er IS connected by a discharge circuit to the silicon controlled

rectifier so that the voltage on the capacitor is discharged

every time the silicon controlled rectifier is conductive

3.784,844

CONSTANT CURRENT CIRCUIT

EUwood Patrick McGrogan. Jr.. Cherry Hill, N J., assignor to

RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319.006

lnt.CI.H03k//04

U.S.CL 307-270 *''J^'*'"*
A constant current circuit is disclosed which is useful, for

example, in a system in which a constant current is supplied to

one selected light emitting diode in an array of diodes The

constant current circuit, when energized, supplies a constant

current through an output transistor to terminals of a row of

light emitting diodes The current flows through a selected one

of the diodes having a closed return-path switch. The constant
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transistor. The coupling is constructed so that changes in the

current is generated by coupling a constant reference voltage 3,784,846

developed across a reference voltage diode through a SOLID STATE MOTOR CONTROLLER FOR

semiconductor device to input electrodes of the output DISCONNECTING A MOTOR FROM A POWER SOURCE
P WHEN A PREDETERMINED UNDERVOLTAGE

CONDITION PERSISTS FOR A PREDETERMINED TIME
John B. Krick. Joppa, and Bernard Coleman. Westminster,

both of Md.. assignors to Rowan Controller, Inc., West-

minster, Md.
Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,610

Int. CI. H03k / 7/26; HOlh 47/18

U.S. CI. 307-293 7 Claims

-3

<L0GICMT[
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junction voltage drop of the semiconductor device, due to

temperature, balance changes in the base-emitter voltage drop

in the output transistor, when both are rendered conductive

by a logic signal applied thereto.

*^^

3.784.845

LINEAR FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER
CIRCUIT

George C. Haas. Phoenix. Ariz., assignor to Sperry Rand Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 6, 1973. Ser. No. 330,129

Int. CI. H03k 5/20

U.S.CL 307-233 6 Claims

A combination solid state voltage sensing and timing relay

employed for disconnecting equipment from a line source

when the line voltage drops below a preset voltage for a preset-

time period. Whereas the pick up voltage of the voltage sensor

is fixed at a first level, the drop out voltage is adjustable by

means of a variable resistance element to be at a value lying

within a range which is just slightly below the pick up voltage

at the top of the range to a value which is significantly below

the pick up voltage. The time delay interval is adjustable by

way of a second variable resistance over a range of the order

of from 0.5 to 10 seconds. The output of the undervoltage

timer is a single pole normally open solid state switch for

selectively connecting or disconnecting the line source from

the load, depending upbn the condition from the source and

the length of time during which this condition persists.

3,784,847

DIELECTRIC STRIP ISOLATION FOR JFET OR MESFET
DEPLETION-MODE BUCKET-BRIGADE CIRCUIT

Bruno Kurz, Schenectady; Mark B. Barron, and Walter J. Bu-

tler, both of Scotia, all of N.Y.. assignors to General Electric

Company. Schenectady. N.Y.

FiledOct. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 295.835 *

Int. CI. Hon 79/00

U.S. CL 307-304 20 Claims

A device which includes a squaring amplifier responsive to

an applied input frequency signal for producing constant am-

plitude square waves at the same frequency as the applied

input signal. A switch coupled to the amplifier enables a

capacitor to be rapidly charged from a reference voltage and a

voltage due to an accumulated charge on a second capacitor

during the first half cycle of each square wave. The charge ac-

cumulated on the first capacitor is rapidly transferred to the

second capacitor during the second half cycle of each square

wave through a second switch. The voltage due to the accu-

mulated charge on the second capacitor is coupled through a

long time constant discharge circuit to a buffer amplifier in-

cluding a feedback ripple filter whereby the amplifier provides

an output DC. voltage which is linearly proportional to the

frequency of the input signal.

26(p*)

Undesired coupling of JFET or MESFET bucket-brigade

stages through the epitaxial layer in a monolithic integrated

918 O.G.—30
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bucket-brigade circuit is prevented by isolating adjacent

stages by strips of thick oxide dielectric material such as SiO,

The dielectric strips are formed by selective oxidation to ob-

tain local conversion of the n-type silicon epitaxial layer to

SiOt In a second embodiment, elongated spaced-apart mesas

of the SiOt arc formed on the substrate prior to forming the

patterned n-type silicon epitaxial layer. The storage capacitors

of the bucket-brigade stages are MOS devices formed by

metal layers overlapping the drain electrode regions of the

JFETs or MESFETs diffused in the epitaxial layer with the

dielectric material being a SiO, layer therebetween.

produces on an external terminal or lead a low frequency

signal representative of the deflection of the controlling trans-

ducer.

3 784,848

DETECTOR CIRCUIT WITH AUTOMATIC SENSITIVITY

CONTROL AND POST DETECTION FILTERING FOR
TOUCH CONTROL CIRCUITRY

WUliam F. Hamihoa, II, 1528 C. Miramar BeiKh, Santa Bar-

bara,CalU. >.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 26531

1

Int.Cl.H04i;//0.H03d//20

U.S. CI. 307-308 12 Claims

3,784,850

ELECTRIC PULSE MOTOR
Seiucmon Inaba, Kawasaki; Yo Ikebe. and Sakae Yamamura,

both of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited,

Kawasaki-shi, Japan ,

FikdDec.27. 1971. Ser. No. 212,156 '

Claims priority, appttcatioa Japan, Dec. 28, 1970,

45/132283; Dec. 28, 1970, 45/132285; Dec. 30. 1971,

46/134169
Int. CLH02ki 7/00

U.S. CI. 310-49 10 Claims

II ^
12
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A detector circuit for use in connection with touch control

circuitry incorporates automatic sensitivity control and post

detection filtering The detector circuit includes a touch

receptor operable by electrical contact with a human body for

producing an oscillating signal which increases in amplitude in

response to a touch input, detecting means responsive to the

oscillating signal for producing an output to indicate the in-

crease in the amplitude of the oscillating signal, a feedback

path including a low pass filter responsive to the output of the

detecting means for controlling the sensitivity of the detecting

means to the oscillating signal, and means responsive to the

output of the detecting means for eliminating undesired

frequency components from the output of the detecting

mean^.

9—

Tl.^ disclosure relates to an improved electric pulse motor

having an arrangement wherein, with respect to a rotor ele-

ment having a number of rotor-teeth, a stator assembly includ-

ing a number of geometrically and electrically paired

laminated U-shape stator elements is assembled based upon

the conventional arrangement, but. the rotor element is pro

vided with a specific construction for strengthening the rotor-

teeth, so that radially extended rotor-teeth are reduced in

axial thicknesses so as not to increase moment of inertia, mak-

ing it possible to obtain a large magnetic attractice force from

the stator elements so as to provide a large output torque.

The stator elements are also provided with a structure and

members to provide a large magnetic attractice force so that a

large output torque is obtainable from the electric pulse mo-

tor.

3 784 849

DEVICES INCORPORATING CAVITY RESONATORS
Briaa Frederick Cooper, Chelmsford, EngUnd, assignor to En-

glish Electric Valve Company Limited. Chelmsford, England

Filed July 28. 1972, Ser. No. 276.093

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Aug. 26. 1971.

40,034/71
lat.CLH04r/7/00

L.S.CK 310-8.2

3,784,851 I

VENTILLATING ARRANGEMENT FOR DYNAMO-
ELECTRIC MACHINES

Hisashi Fujli, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Fuji DenkI Seizo

Kabushiki Kabha. Kawasaki-shi, Japan

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,875

Claims priority, application Japan. Mar. 3, 1971, 46/1 1 187

Int. CI. H02k 9100

U.S. CI. 310-58 I Claim

4 Cbims

A device incorporating a cavity resonator and in which

there is employed a transducer for controlling a conductive

member and a further transducer subject to the same strain as

the controlling transducer whereby the further transducer

A dynamo-electric machine of the natural ventillation type

having no forced cooling nor any fan means to increase cool-
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ing of the machine utilizes fan-action caused by the rotation of

the rotor whereby cooling air sucked into the rotor space pro-

vided by a rotor-spider is generally discharged, through radial

ducts in the rotor into the machine air gap and finally axially

through the machine air gap. Where very high rotational

speeds are involved such as in high frequency generators, in

order to reduce excessive windage losses caused by all the

cooling air discharging axially through the machine air gap,

the dynamo-electric machine stator is provided with indepen-

dent duct systems comprising stator radial ducts in communi-
cation with the rotor radial ducts and stator axial ducts in

communication with the stator radial ducts so as to substan-

tially divert the cooling air discharge from the machine air gap

into and through the stator, thereby reducing windage losses.

The stator may be provided with an additional annularly sur-

rounding cooling arrangement.

The turntable, magnet, and current feeding device are ar-

ranged cooperatively to form a homopolar motor, with the

turntable functioning as the armature of such motor.

3,784354
BINARY ADDER USING JOSEPHSON DEVICES

Dennis J. Herrell, Somers, N.Y., assignor to International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319312 '

Int. CI. H03k/ 7/50./9//0

U.S.CL 307-212 9 Claims

3,784,852

SPEED SELECTOR, IN PARTICULAR FOR CRANES OR
HOISTING GEARS

Jean Noly, La Clayette, France, assignor to Potain, Val de

Mame, France

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,953

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 5, 1971, 7129485
Int. CI. H02k 49/02

U.S. CI. 310-105 5Ctoims

The invention relates to a speed selector. The belts drive the

inductor of an eddy-current clutch. When the latter is ener-

gized together with the yoke, which puts off the brake against

the action of the spring, the shaft is caused to rotate. The

speed variation is obtained by varying the current intensity in

the inductor.

3,784,853

HOMOPOLAR MOTOR FORMING A SOUND RECORD
SUPPORT

Peter A. A. Wangsness, 5035 E. Scarlett, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 250,019
'

Int.CI.H02ki//00

U.S. CI. 310-178 7Ctoims

3^^

A sound record moving device for a sound recording and

reproducing apparatus has a base member and a turntable

mounted for rotation on the base member. The turntable is

constructed from an electrically conductive material. A mag-

net is arranged near the periphery of the turntable, and a

device in contact with the turntable feeds a current thereto.

A binary adder using Josephson devices for the sum and

carry gates is disclosed. A gating current I«i is applied to a

Josephson device operating as a sum gate, and a gating current

Ift is applied to a Josephson device operating as a carry gate.

Each of said Josephson devices switches from v = to v #
when the control current applied thereto lowers the critical

gating current below the applied gating currents i^i and Ipt

respectively. The binary bits to be added, A, B. and Carry, C,

from the prior stage, are applied to the Josephson devices as

control currents Ix. The sum gate switches to v ?* 0, corre-

sponding to a sum bit output, S, when the total control current

is Ix or 3Ix. The carry gate switches to v ?* 0, corresponding

to a carry bit output, C, when the total control current is

2Ixor3I,.

3,784355
DEVICE FOR COOLING THE COLLECTOR PORTION OF

A ROTARY ELECTRIC MACHINE
Shoji Motegi, Hitachi; Norihiro Oki, Katsuta, and Sadao MHo,

Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Oct. t, 1971, Ser. No. 185,744

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 5, 1970, 45/86633

Int. CI. H02k 9\28

U.S.CL310—227 2 Cbims

A device for cooling the collector portion of a rotary elec-

tric machine, including a brush adapted to be pressed with a

predetermined pressure against a collector ring which is pro-

vided on a rotor shaft in such a manner as to rotate with the

rotor while being in sliding engagement with the brush, the

sliding portion being adapted to be cooled with a forced flow

of cooling air, wherein the cooling air is made to flow in sub:

stantially the same direction as that in which the brush is com-

pressed, whereby improved current flow characteristics can

be established between the collector ring and the brush.
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3,784,856

BRUSH HOLDER ASSEMBLY
Charles F. Preston, Brockport, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,675

"lnt.CI.H02kyJ/00

U.S. CI. 310-239 10 Claims

and symmetrically disposed about its axis. An ion beam outlet

aperture is formed in the cylindrical wall of the cathode, and

The invention is a motor brush holder assembly including a

tubular holder member and a brush member freely slidable m

the holder with spring means between the two biasmg them

apart One of the members, generally the brush, has longitu

dinal surface groove means part of its length and termmatmg

short of the brush end to form a stop. The other holder

member has a fixed projecting means for slidable reception m

the groove and the holder is deformable so the brush can be

inserted past the stop so the brush is freely slidable m the

holder and the stop prevents separation from the holder unless

it is deformed Thus, the entire assembly is preassembled for

later use in the motor frame and only the actual functional

parts alone form the preassembly

an inlet is provided in the cathode for introducing a gas

therein.

I

3.784.859

DEFLECTION YOKE FOR LSE ON CATHODE RAY Tl BE

Minora Morio. and YoriyoshI Ay*aU. both of Tokyo. Japan, as-

signors to Sony Corporation. Tokyo. Japan .

Filed Apr. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 245.231

Claims priority . application Japan. Apr . 20, 1 97 1 .
46/30640

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

t.S.CI.313-75 3 Claims

3,784,857

TELEVISION DEFLECTION CIRCl IT WITH
POWER REQITREMENT

Todd J. Christopher, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to

poration. New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 16. 1972, Ser. No. 281,191

Int. CL HO Ij 29/70

t.S. CI. 315-27 TD

Vcc
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containing the electrodes and filled with a luminous inert gas,

there are provided a plurality of display units in the envelope

Each display unit comprises a plurality of first electrodes, a

plurality of second electrodes, insulator spacer means

disposed between the first and second electrodes, the spacer

means being provided with a plurality of perforations which

define independent discharge cells between the first and

second electrodes, a plurality of starting anode electrodes

respectively contained in the discharge cells, a plurality of

starting cathode electrodes respectively contained in the

discharge cells, a plurality of resistors respectively connected

to the second electrodes and a plurality of erasing electrodes

disposed near the first electrodes The plurality of display

units are arranged in the direction of lines, the erasing elec-

trodes of respective display units are arranged in the direction

of lines, and the first electro<fes and the starting anode elec-

trodes of respective display units are arranged in the direction

of columns The starting cathode electrodes and the second

electrodes of respective display units are arranged in the

direction of both lines and columns.
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chambers thereof formed by fins arranged parallel to one

another and perpendicularly to the anode surface opposite the

cathode Each chamber is of a width given b> the following

formula:

I

3.784.865

FILAMENT SI PPORT
Bruce E, Shanks. WIckHffe, Ohio, assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,433

Int. CI. HOIj 1198. 19152; HOIk 1124

U.S. CI. 313-274
,

ICtaim

L

6=2J-^"(t/.)»/*-

^{'"c*(.ls5,)]

where

h= width of the chamber.

f, = anode voltage other than zero,

At/«„ = a difference between anode voltage ('„ and the

minimum chamber potential, i.e., a p<ilential drop in the

chamber.

j = average density of the maximum anode current which

Hows via a surface passing through the centre of the

chamber perpendicularly to its lateral inserts.

ch = hyperbolic cosine,

a = depth of the chamber.

A wire support for the coiled-coil filament of a tubular in-

candescent lamp having a pinch seal in which the wire support

is formed with two transverse helical sections of several turns

each with the sections having different diameters, the one of

smaller diameter receiving the filament and the one of larger

diameter engaging the inner wall of the envelope, the support

being provided with a longitudinal tail section sealed in the

press In assembly, the helical section of larger diameter is

twisted to reduce its diameter to enable passing the envelope

over the wire support.

3,784.867

LAMP
James N. Duprce. Los Angeles. Calif., assignor to Dupree. Inc.,

South El Monte, Calif.

Filed Oct. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 295,669

Int. CI. HOIj 5/45. 5/30

L.S.CL 313-318 2 Claims

3,784,866

ELECTRON TUBE HAVING CHAMBER ANODE
STRUCTIRE

Vaiery Nikolacvkh Manyafov, Grazhdansky prospekt, 15 kor-

pus 4, kv. 93; Aaatoly Ivaaovkh Bushccv. Kolomenskaya

ulitsa, 27, kv. 14; Roman Lvovfch Semenov ,
prospekt Engel-

sa, 60, kv. 7, and Valery Alexeevkh Kkvtsov, Apraxin

pcrculok, 21, kv. 69. aO of LeniBgrad, U.S.SJt.

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,818

Iat.CLH01j2y//4

U.S.CL313—299 * ^*"*"

An electron tube is disclosed having at least one grid posi

tioned between the cathode and the chamber anode with the

A lamp having a bulb fixed in the housing and a moving

socket engaging pin spring loaded to an extended position. A
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housing with an inner insulating sleeve molded in place in an

outer metal sleeve with a cup-shaped conductor pin retained

by the housing and receiving a spring welded to a bulb lead,

with the spring-bulb lead connection encapsulated and with

the bulb cemented in the housing with the other lead spot

welded to the outer sleeve.

3,784,868

DEGAUSSING CIRCUIT FOR PORTABLE TELEVISION
COLOR PICTURE TUBE

Kinya Shinkal, Yokohama; Yoshitaka Abe, Tokyo, and Masato

liumisawa. Yokosuka. all of Japan, assignors to Sony Cor-

poration, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,435

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 28, 1971,

46/100456 (utiUty model) *

Int.CI.HOlf /i/00

U.S.CL 315-8 6 Claims

3,784,870

PROTECTION CIRCUIT
Denis Peter Dorscy, Lcvittowii, Pa., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tioo. New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,280

Claims priority, appUcatioa Great Britain, Apr. 24, 1972,

19,017/72

Int. CLHOlj 29/70

U.S.CL 315-20 6Chtaiis

^-|J1 fi^^r

10 16 «

The circuit of the invention operates in conjunction with an

imaging transducer to sense the loss of applied horizontal or

vertical deflection signals, and to respond to such loss by

changing the bias voltage on the transducer in a direction to

turn "off" its electron beam.

A degaussing circuit for demagnetizing a color video tube in

a portable television receiver in which the degaussing coil cur-

rent is supplied through a thermistor from the horizontal out-

put circuit of the portable television receiver.

3.784,869

VERTICAL CONVERGENCE CIRCUIT

Michiaki Takahashi, Iwai, Japan, assignor to Vktor Company

of Japan, Ltd.. Karagawa-ken, Japan

Fikd Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,679

CUims priority, applkation Japan, May 29, 1971, 45-

18596;June3, 1971, 45-39124; July 8, 1971, 45-50464; July

8, 1971,45-50465; July 19, 1971,45-53736

Int. CLHOlj 29/50

U.S.CL 315-13 C 13 Claims

fN-

a ^*i4

3,784,871

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR GENERATING A

SAWTOOTH CURRENT THROUGH A DEFLECTION
COIL

Pkrre Vacher, St-Germain-en-Laye, France, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,639

Claims priority, application France, May 4, 1971, 71 16044

Int. CLHOlj 29/70

U.S. CL 315—27 TD 6 Claims

U 2S

M^9

Vb

t
27

^r^V^^

^ J«-i 12 1 13 I

A vertical convergence circuit comprises a single saw-tooth

waveform voltage source in a vertical deflection circuit, a vari-

able resistor for regulation of the amplitude of a parabolic cur-

rent which applies a saw-tooth waveform voltage to one ter-

minal of a convergence coil circuit, and a variable resistor for

tilt regulation of a parabolic current which applies a pulsive

voltage obtained by differentiating a saw-tooth waveform volt-

age to the other terminal of the convergence coil circuit.

A circuit arrangement for generating a sawtooth current

through a deflection coil including two switches. The series

network of an inductor and a capacitor is arranged between

the two switches, while a second inductor is arranged between

the supply source and a junction of one switch and the series

network. The network constituted by the two inductors and

I the capacitor has a resonant frequency which is preferably

between 0.5 and 0.8 times the repetition frequency of the sa\y-

tooth current (the line frequency) and the said switch is a

unipolar switch (a thyristor). .,
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3.784372
SCAN DEFLECTION CIRCUIT DEVICE

Donald N. James, St Paul, Minn., assignor to Ball Brothers

Research Corporation, Boulder, Colo.

Filed Sept. 2, 197i,Ser. No. 177»242

lHt.CI.H01j29/70

U.S. CI. 315-27 TD 9 Claims

A device of this kind, which is of small size and low cost,

renders unnecessary the conventional control of amplitude

and phase of the signals which are injected into the bunching

device and the accelerator structure, which are coupled in a

direct manner. Furthermore, it enables operation to be carried

out under conditions of heavy current, whilst achieving good

efTicieftcy.

3,784,874

LIGHTINC. CONTROL SYSTEMS
James Howard Barrett, Lomlon, and Jack Keleher. Wembley,

both of England, assignors to Dynamic Technology Limited.

Wembley. Fngland

Filed Dec. 23. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 2 1 1 ,509

Int. CI. H05b.? 7/02.^9/06

U.S.CL 315-294 16 Claims

A circuit device for use in a multi-line rate image reproduc-

ing assembly such as. for example, a video monitor is disclosed

herein The device, which permits changing the line rate of the

assembly without changing the horizontal dimensions of the

reproduced image and which in normal operation requires

only a single adjustment control for acheiving this end, in-

cludes circuitry connected with the adjustment control and

responsive to a selected voltage level supplied from a source

for producing, across the horizontal deflection coil of the

image reproducing assembly, a scan deflection signal having

both its peak amplitude and frequency of occurrence depcn

dent upon the selected voltage level A linear voltage con

trolled oscillator is provided and cooperates with the voltage

source and single adjustment control for changing the deflec-

tion signal's frequency of occurrence without changing it

peuk-to-peak amplitude.

3,784,873

DEVICE FOR BINCHING THE PARTICLES OF A BEAM.

AND LINEAR ACCELERATOR COMPRISING SAID
DEVICE

Dominique Tronc, and Hubert Leboutet.»both of Paris, France,

assignors to Thomson-CSF, Paris, France

Filed Oct. 22, 1971, S«r. No. 191,763

Claims priority, application France. Oct. 30. 1970.

70.39261
Int.CI. H01J2-V/0

L.S. CI. 315-5.41 5 Claims

The bunching device in accordance with the invention is es-

sentially constituted by a cylindrical cavity resonator, which

advantageously replaces the conventional device encountered

in linear accelerators, including a velocity-modulation cavity

for modulating the particles and a drift space for bunching

said particles.

The length of this bunching cavity is associated with the

velocity of the particles in said cavity and with the operating

frequency of the accelerator.

'
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Lighting control apparatus for controlling the brightness of

a group of (typically 256) lamps in which a number of (typi-

cally 128) lighting plots comprising brightness control infor-

mation are transferred in turn from a main store to an opera-

tional store and which includes time-division-multiplex means

for controlling the brightness of the lamps in the group in ac-

cordance with a lighting plot in the operational store Embodi-

ments are described which include an "action" operational

store and a "standby" operational store and means which may

be manual or automatic for cross-fading control of the

brightness of lamps from the action to the standby store,

which is then designated the action store.

Lighting plots are built up in an operational store by storing

brightness information for each individual lamp and transfer-

ring light plots to the main store.

3,784,875

STAGE LIGHTING CONTROL UNITS
David Keith Baker. Famham; Ronald Charles Eason, East

Ewell; Richard Melville Gascoigne, Kingston-upon-Thames,

and Andrew Schryver. Hartley Wintney. all of England, as-

signors to The Rank Organisation. Limited, London, En-

gland

Filed May 8, 1972. Ser. No. 251.272

Claims priority, application Great Britain. May 7. 1971.

13748/71

Int. CLHOSbi 7/00 I

U.S. CI. 3 1 5—294 9 Claims

A lighting control apparatus for stage lighting and the like in

which lighting values are stored and handled entirely by digital

techniques, the apparatus being based on a general-purpose

digital computer.

The invention also provides a novel method of controlling

crossfades from one lighting state to another which is
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economical in its demands on data handling capacity, since it

operates by defining the required changes as a given number

3,784,877

RF POWER TRANSISTOR SECONDARY BREAKDOWN
PROTECTION CIRCUIT

David Cowell, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Sybron Corporation,

Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,564

Int. CLH02h 7/20

U.S. CL 317-33 R , 10 Claims

JV gP S^?'

of increments thus permitting further control to be by means

of addition and subtraction only. A novel clock circuit for use

in this incremental cross-fading is described.

3,784,876

STATIC DECHARGER
Alexis Neal De Gaston. Orange, Calif., assignor to McDonnell

Douglas Corporation. Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,698

Int.CI.H05fi/02

U.S.CL 317-2 R 18 Claims
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A protection circuit for RF power transistors to prevent

secondary breakdown includes gate means to monitor both

the collector current and collector voltage. A gate pulse

generated each time the collector voltage exceeds a preset

value is used to gate a wave form derived from the transistor

collector current. When the current wave form is in phase

with the gate pulse and is of sufficient amplitude, the gate

means provides a controlled voltage to bias off the transistor

power supply for purposes of reducing the output power to

safe operating levels.

3,784.87^ *

MATRIX ASSEMBLY
John P. Neu, Berkeley. III., assignor to GTE Automatic Electric

Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake. III.

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,346

Int.CI.H05k7/04

U.S. CI. 317-101 CE 10 Claims

Electrostatically charged nonconducting fluid is rendered

temporarily conductive by subjecting the fluid to ionizing

radiation of selected radioactive material Ion pairs are

created by the radiation and a predetermined density of ions is

produced whereby the fluid is made sufficiently conductive so

that it practically cannot hold a charge. While conductive, any

acquired charge is free to drain to ground. A volume ionizing

embodiment of the invention includes radioactive material

disposed in a grounded grating configuration through which

the fluid flows and is ionized, and any fluid charge is largely

drained to ground through the grating. In another version of

the invention, a laminar ionizing embodiment includes

radioactive material disposed in a sleeve configuration

through which the fluid flows and an adjacent layer of fluid

having an opposite charge to its fluid core is produced, and

charge neutralization is achieved by subsequent mixing of the

fluid layer and core.

A matrix assembly comprised of a plurality of electrical

components (diodes) having one lead or electrical connector

thereof permanently or semi-permanently attached to a

printed circuit board and in electrical contact with the printed

circuit conductors on it. The electrical components are

disposed and retained within openings extending through a

spacer, in a fashion such that the other lead or electrical con-

nector thereof functions as a plug to receive a contact pin

receptacle. The openings in the spacer function to support the

electrical components and to guide the contact pin recepta-

cles into engagement with the electrical connectors of the

electrical components. In this fashion, an electrical path may

be readily made, or interrupted, to program or encode the

matrix circuit, by simply affixing an electrical component into
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the appropriate ones of the openings in the spacer and electri-

cally connecting the one lead thereof Upon being plugged

into the contact pin receptacles, the electrical interconnec-

tions are established. The contact pin recepUcles can be af-

fixed to another support member such as. for example,

another printed circuit board.
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3,784,881

OFF-DELAY TIMING APPARATUS
Lawrence E. Van Horn. Greendale; William H. Elliot, White-

fish Bay, and Russell P. Schuchmann, Racine, all of Wis., as-

signors to Cutler-Hammer. Inc., Milwaukee, W is.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 298,429

Int. CI. H03k / 7128. 1 7166. 1 7174

IJ.S.CL 317-141 S 10 Claims

3.784,879

RELAY MEMORY CIRCUIT
William J. Dukette, Washington Township, NJ., assignor to

American Associated Cybernetics, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 27, 1972, S«h No. 275,527

Int. CI. HOlh 47/00

U.S.CI.317— 136 11 Claims
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A circuit comprised of a pluraUty of relays, all of which are

connected in parallel The energization of any one relay auto-

matically deenergizes and unlatches any previously latched

relay.

Ulz

ofeil

A device for supplying current to a load from a relatively

wide range of D C and AC voltage sources, and affordmg

time delay-OFF mode of deenergization upon opening of a

selector switch. An electric illuminous indicating device pro-

vides indication of steady stale and time delay OFF modes of

operation by steady and blinking illumination conditions

Provision is made to prevent improper operation of the device

when the leakage current resistance shunting the open selec-

tor switch circuit exceeds, for example. 40.000 ohms Un-

wanted operation due to transient voltage and current condi-

tions IS provided by extensive use of suppression and blocking

devices.

3.784.880

APPARATUS FOR EFFECTING PULSE-WISE CONTROL
OVER A DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR

Vladimir Ivanovich Stakhno. Dnepropetrovsk. t.S.S.R.

Filed Aug. 2. 1971. Ser. No. 168,127

Int. CI. H02k 29/00

U.S.CL3I8-138 4 Claims

3,784,882 I

SOLENOID ASSEMBLY
Hideo Niwa. Nago>a. Japan. a.ssignor to Yuken Kogvo Limited.

kanagav«a-ken. Japan

Filed Sept. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 292.512

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 30. 1971.

46/76680
Int. CL HOI h 4 7/02

U.S.CL317-157 8 Claims

Systems for effecting control over direct-current electric

drives, and. more particularly, to pulse-type control means in-

cluded into the circuits of the armature windings of motors

Apparatus for effecting pulse-wise control over a direct-cur-

rent motor, consists in connecting the winding of the armature

of the motor in parallel with two opposing rectifiers through

limiting saturation chokes, thyristors and power diodes, the

thyristors being electrically connected to each other through a

tvra-windings transformer and capacitor means, the inputs of

the recrifiers being connected to the secondary windings of

the supply transformer.

In a solenoid assembly of the type wherein a solenoid coil is

connected to an external conductor, through a terminal con-

nector there are provided an insulation substrate including a

connector connected to the external conductor and a contact

piece spaced apart therefrom and connected to the coil, and a

plurality of contact plates adapted to be selectively combined

with the insulation substrate The contact plates are provided
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with circuit elements of different type, each circuit element

bridging the connector and the contact piece when a selected

contact plate carrying the circuit element is combined with

the insulation substrate.

3,784,883

TRANSISTOR PACKAGE
David M. Duncan, San Francisco and Joseph H. Johnson,

Sunnyvale, both of Calif., assignors to Communications

Transistor Corporation, San Carlos, Calif.

Filed July 19, 1971,S«r.No. 163,981

Int. CI. HOII J/00, 5/00

U.S.CL 317-234 R 6 Claims

base, the aperture accommodating the two bonding rails and

the first insulating body positioned therebetween. The alu-

mina disk has two metal boivding pads formed thereon. A very

low inductance, low resistance connection from the emitter of

a transistor to the metal base may be provided by means of a

plurality of parallel stitch bonds from the emitter bonding

pads on the transistor die to the bonding rails. Balanced feed-

ing may be provided to the emitter, base and collector.

INPUT MICROSTDIP

INPUT

KM

OUTPUT HICMSTRIP

OUTPUT
LEAD 20

22

3 784 885

SEMICONDUCTOR ASSEMBLY HAVING
SEMICONDUCTOR HOUSING AND CONTACT DISCS

DISPOSED WITHIN A TUBE
Erwin Weldemann, Eriangen, Germany, assignor to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft, Munchen, Germany

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,876

Claims priority, applkation Germany, Dec. 3, 1971, P 21 60

001.1
Int. CLHOll J/00, 5/00

U.S.CL317—234R 10 Claims

In a transistor packaging having an input, an output and a

common lead, the common lead includes a pair of terminal

strip portions disposed on opposite sides of the transistor die.

An array of generally parallel common connector wires inter-

connect both of the common lead terminal strip portions and

one of the base or emitter electrode structures on the

transistor die. The other one of the emitter or base electrode

structures is connected to the input lead via the intermediary

of an array of wires interdigitated with the array of common
connector wires. In this manner, the common lead inductance

of the transistor package is reduced resulting in improved gain

and/or r.f stability of the transistor.

3,784,884

LOW PARASITIC MICROWAVE PACKAGE
Dcmir S. Zoroglu, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, lU.

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,466

Int. CI. HOII 5/00

U.S.CL 317-234 R 14 Claims

A semiconductor arrangement is disclosed for use particu-

larly with thyristors and in which the semiconductor bodies

are arranged in disc-shaped housings having cooled electrical

connecting elements. The housings and connecting elements

are inserted into a tube, which may serve as a protective en-

closure to establish a pressure connection and partially to con-

duct the coolant. By arranging flat contacts at the outside wall

of the tube a plug-in component of compact design is ob-

tained.

3,784,886

BIDIRECTIONAL SWITCHING SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICE

Kenji Miyata, and Masahiro Okamura, both of Httachi, Japan,

assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 25,1 19, April 2, 1970, abandoned.

This application Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,577

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 4, 1969, 44/25562

Int. CL HOII 9H2, 11/10, 19/00

U.S.CL 317-235 R 8 Claims

A low parasitic microwave transistor package is provided

with a pair of parallel rectangular bonding rails extending

from the metal header. A first insulating body having a metal

film thereon is positioned closely between the two rails and is

attached to the header. A microwave transistor die may be at-
j

tached to the metal film on the insulating body. A second insu- A bidirectional switching semiconductor device coinpnsing

lating body having an aperture therein is atuched to the meul a pair of four layer Pitching semiconductor devices which are
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connected in reverse parallel with each other, the base layers

of respective devices being electrically connected to each

other, thereby improving the turn-on characteristics of the

device.

3,784,887

PROCESS FOR MAKING CAPACITORS AND
CAPACITORS MADE THEREBY

John Leo Sheard, Willlamsvllle. N.Y., assignor to E. 1. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilminjjton. Del.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, S«r. No. 354340
lnt.CI. H01g//0/

L.S.CI.317-258 8 Claims

direction switch is actuated forward, first gates of the three

logic sets are opened to enable the uansistors during first ro»or

position signals displaced 1 20° to generate a clockwise rotat-

ing stator field, and when the direction switch is actuated to

the reverse position, second gates are opened to enable the

transistors during second rotor position signals displaced 1
80°

from the first signals to thereby shift the stator field 180° and

thus reverse rotor direction Third gates of the logic sets are

opened when the motor attains a predetermined speed to ena-

ble the transistors during rotor position signals shifted 60°

from the first signals to thereby vary the motor torque angle A

plurality of timing pulses are generated during each rotor posi-

tion signal, variable delay means generate delay pulses from

the timing pulses after a selectively adjustable time delays the

delay pulses open delay gates disposed between the logic gates

and the power transistors, and motor speed controlling means

vary the time delay between the timing and delay pulses to

thereby change the power duty cycle of the power transistors

and thus control motor speed and torque

'f2

An improved process for making multilayer monolithic

capacitors, usmg metallizations which can be cofired with

reactive dielectric materials at elevated temperatures The

metallizations contain critical proportionate amounts of Pt

and/or Au and Pd. and optionally Ag Also the resultant

capacitors.

3,784.889

MOTORIZED CONTROL ROD DRIVE

tirich Michael, ErIangen, Germany , assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiennesellschaft. Berlin, dermanv

Coatinuationin-part of Ser. No. 870.575. Nov. 20, 1969,

abandoned. This application Oct. 1 , 1970. Ser. No. 77.097

Claims priority, application Germany. Oct. 4. 1969. P 18 09

845.8
int.CLH02p//52

L.S.CL 318-171 3ClalBis

ERRATUM
For Class 318—138 see:

Patent No. 3,784,880

3,784,888

CONTROL FOR COMMLTATORLESS MOTOR
Allois F. Gciersbach, Milwaukee, and Frederick A. Slich, Hales

Corners, both of Wis., assignors to AUis-Chalmers Corpora-

tion, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 26. 1972, Ser. No. 266,286

Int. CLH02k 29/00

U.S.CL3I8-138 52 Claims

H

A variable speed drive for nuclear reactor control rods in-

cludes a synchronous motor having a permanent magnet rotor

and stator pole windings, and means for selectively connecting

the stator pole windings to a multiphase rotating current

source for relatively rapidly moving the control rod and to a

direct current source for stepwise and relatively slowly moving

the control rod, the stator pole windings being connectibic to

the direct current source by the connecting means in a selec-

tive sequence and direction and at a selective winding-

switching frequency A blocking device prevents inadvertent

upward travel of the control rods at the rapid operating speed

Three stator phase windings of a commutatorless motor are

energized from a battery through power transistors. A capaci-

tive rotor position sensor coupled to the motor rotor derives

three phase square wave rotor position signals displaced 1
20°

apart at a frequency proportional to motor speed Three sets

of logic gates receive rotor position signals as inputs and con-

trol the conduction interval of the transistors. When a motor

3,784,890

PULSE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR A DC LOAD
Allois F. Geiersbach, Milwaukee, and Raymond G. Price,

Franklin, both of Wis., assignors to Allls-Chalmers Corpora-

tion, .Milwaukee, W is.

Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314^41
Iat.CLH02p5/y6

U,S.CL 318-345 4 Claims

A circuit for providing controlled pulses of direct current to

vary the speed of a direct current motor. A main controlled

rectifier applies current to the motor. A commutation circuit

consisting of an inductor, a capacitor and another controlled
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rectifier turns off the main controlled rectifier by reversing its

polarity. Another circuit, referred to as a "ring-around" cir-

'b
—4

TO pa »Pn V on/» o>jii rmrun

TO c*F r»c\jn

«.RI

3,784,892

BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEM FOR EMERGENCY
BATTERY SYSTEMS

William B. Zelina, Edinboro, Pa., assignor to General Systems,

Inc., Erie, Pa.

Filed May 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,388

Int. CI. H02j 7/06, 7134

U.S. CI. 320-40 19 Claims

cuit. consisting of another inductor and controlled rectifier

reverses the polarity of the commutating capacitor preparato-

ry to the commutation of the main controlled rectifier.

W-'2! ^

3,784,891

MULTIAXES TWO CYCLE GIMBAL ERROR
CORRECTOR

William W. Burmeister, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 109,422

lnt.CI.G05b///0/

U.S.CL 318-633 23 Claims

A completely static battery charging system which recog-

nizes the battery charged state and also the battery operating

temperature where a solid state valve is used to isolate the bat-

tery from the load; said valve rendered conductive instantly

when the load voltage drops below a predetermined value.

Means is included for decreasing the charge rate to the float

voltage that will maintain full charge on the battery at all tem-

peratures after it has been fully charged. Protective means is

included to prevent either battery or system damage should an

abnormal battery condition develop, said protective means in-

cluding individual shorted cells, improper solution level, ab-

normal battery impedance, and poor electrical connections

either in the individual cells or the interconnecting electrical

connections.

3,784,893

HIGH VOLTAGE SHUTDOWN PROTECTION CIRCUIT
WITH BIAS ARRANGEMENT TO DECREASE THE
VOLTAGE SHUTDOWN POINT WITH INCREASING

LOAD
Robert Rando, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,406

'i Int.CI.H02m//y*

U.S.CL 321— 11 6 Claims

121 ,7J "K-N '"it"" /"

Apparatus for compensating for gimbal error occurring in a

directional gyroscopic data transmission system under simul-

taneous conditions of pitch and roll attitude of the aircraft by

the provision of an electrical circuit connected in a three-

branph line coupling the gyro transmitter to an electrical

receiver at which the output data is produced. The compen-

sating circuit includes a pair of amplifiers connected across

one branch of the three-branch line. The signals provided at

the outputs of the respective amplifiers are modified in ac-

cordance with discrete functions of aircraft pitch and roll at-

titude, the one amplifier output being connected into the one

branch of the line across which the amplifiers are connected

while the other amplifier output is coupled into the two addi-

tional branches of the line thereby providing the receiver with

electrical heading signals compensated for the gimbal error.

A current and voltage regulated DC to DC converter is

designed with protection features to permit its operation in

parallel with like DC to DC converters. The features are
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designed to assure shutdown protection against overcurrent

and overvoluge conditions and to assure that each converter

will contribute a current to the common load The protection

features include a selective high voltage shutdown to shut

down only the converter causing an overvoltage and an over-

current protection circuit to supersede the normal current

regulation in response to a fault condition. A reverse current

shutdown circuit protects the common load from faults and

short circuits internal to the converter circuit These protec-

tion features permit the converters to operate in parallel

without shutting down the entire system should an individual

converter malfunction.

semiconductor rectifiers, control means electrically con-

nected to the inverter and adapted to cut off the same, at least

two of the semiconductor rectifiers being series connected in

the current path and being feedable with control signals p

times during one period of the inverter output voltage simul-

taneously for a time interval respectively dependent upon the

generator current (i«) and on the load voltage (re, ).

3,784,894

ALTERNATORS
Cyril SUvertown, London, England, assignor to RoUx Limited.

Birmingham, England

Filed June 5, 1972, S«r. No. 259,795

Cbims priority, appUcation Great BriUin, June II, 1971,

27411/71
int. CI. H02m 7/44

U.S.CL 321-47 3 Claims

3,784,896

EQl IPME^T FOR THE Al'TOMATIC
RESYNCHRONIZATION OF A SYNCHRONOUS

GENERATOR
Josip Lakota. Luzem. Switzeriand. assignor to Aktien-

gesellschaft Brown Boveri & Cie, Baden, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 134,741, April 16, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317.766

Claims priorit>. application Switzerland, Apr. 20. 1970,

5853/70 I

Int. CI. H02p 9144

U.S.CL 322-20 4 Claims

An electrical power supply system comprising an alternator

having a closed output winding divided into at least five phase

windings and including an equal number of pairs of diode

rectifiers for producing a d c output Tappings are provided

on the winding for additionally providing a balanced multi-

phase alternating current output

3 784 895

DEVICE FOR CONVERTING THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY
OF A THERMIONIC GENERATOR

Manfred Depenbrock, Bochum-Stiepel. (.ermany, assignor to

Brown, Boveri & Cie AG, Mannheim. (Jermany

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,039

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 21, 1971, P 21

42 059.7

lnt.CI.H02p/i/04

U.S.CL 322-2 R 4 Claims

Apparatus for effecting automatic resynchronization of a

synchronous generator in the event that it falls out of

synchronism includes a stabilization circuit which produces an

output signal that corresptindingly influences the excitation

voltage whenever the slip lies within a range determined by a

given relationship between the rated frequency of the genera-

tor, the inertia constant of the machine group that includes the

generator and the maximum value of the synchronous mo-

ment

3,784,897

CAPACITOR TRANSDUCER
(.eorge Ogilvie Norrie. Bromham. England, assignor to Landis

Tool Company, Waynesboro, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 7,187, Jan. 30, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,156

lnt.CI. H0lg5/06.5//2.5//4

U.S.CL 323-93 19 Claims

125 I5F p—-——

—

Device for converting electrical energy of a thermionic
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screen is interposed between the exciter electrodes and the

pick-off electrode and is connected to ground potential so as

to block capacitive coupling between the exciter electrodes

and the pick-off electrode except as between discrete areas of

the exciter electrodes and an opposite area of the pick-off

electrode exposed or coupled through an aperture in the

screen.

3,784,900

PLURAL FREQUENCY BOREHOLE METHODS AND
APPARATUS FOR INVESTIGATING EARTH

FORMATIONS
Nick A. Schuster, Darien, Conn., assignor to Schlumberger

Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 824,981, May 15, 1969, Pat. No.

3,601,692. Thk application Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,682

Int.CI.G01vJ//5

U.S. CI. 324— 10 10 Claims

3,784,898

METHOD FOR REDUCING BOREHOLE SIGNALS IN

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC LOGGING
Henry C. H. Darley, and Joseph D. Robinson, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,988

Int. CLGOln 27/75

U.S. CI. 324—0.5 R 6 Claims

In a nuclear magnetic logging system a method for reducing

the proton free-precession signal emanating from the borehole

fluids by replacing the borehole fluid with a fluid containing at

least 0. 10 Ibs/bbI of fluid of magnetized magnetite. The mag-

netite is first mixed with a fluid to form a concentrated mix-

ture or slurry and the slurry passed through a magnetic field to

magnetize the magnetite The concentrated slurry is then

mixed with additional fluid to provide a fluid for use in dis-

placing the borehole fluid.

3,784,899

METAL DETECTION SYSTEM
Gregory T. Chalfin, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Aerojet-

General Corporation, El Monte, Calif.

Filed Feb. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 17,986

Int.CI.G01vi/y2

U.S. CI. 324-6 14 Claims

In accordance with illustrative embodiments of the present

invention, a well tool having wall-engaging pad members is

moved through a borehole. Current is supplied to a current

electrode A on each pad member and the resulting potential

on a nearby electrode M on each pad member is measured to

provide a measure of formation resistivity. A shunt resistor is

connected between the A and M electrodes of each pad

member and has a resistance value suitable to enable the

system to provide reasonably accurate measurements when

the A and/or M electrodes fail to make reasonably good elec-

trical contact with the formation. However, when the contact

resistance between the A and M electrodes is so bad that

genuine resistivity measurements cannot be made, the mea-

suring system will produce very high, off-scale measurement

values to indicate such an occurrence. In another embodiment

of the invention, the electrodes are energized with current at a

plurality of frequencies to enable separate measurements to

be made. These measurements when utilized in a desirable

manner, can enable a relatively authentic resistivity measure-

ment to be obtained.

In accordance with the present disclosure, the probability of

the presence of metal in a predetermined region is determined

by deriving representations of first and second antenna tem-

peratures, each representative of the strength of received

microwave signals of different polarizations. The probability

of the presence of metal is determined by ascertaining the ex-

istance of a change in the antenna temperature of one

polarization which is not coincident, in time, with a change in

the antenna temperature of the other polarization. One

method for ascertaining the probability of the presence of

metal resides in deriving a representation of the average of the

first and second antenna temperatures and a representation of

the difference of the first and second antenna temperatures. A

ratio is obtained by dividing the representation of the average

of the first and second antenna temperatures by the represen-

tation of the difference between the first and second antenna

temperatures to determine a representation of the probability

of the presence of metal. One feature of the present invention

resides in the provision of analog computer means for carrying

out the process in accordance with the present invention.

3 784 901

CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION SYSTEM TESTING
APPARATUS

Arnold W. Miller, New Berlin, and William D. Larson, Jr.,

Franksville, both of Wb., assignors to Electro-Specialties,

Inc., New Berlin, Wis.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 210,842

Int.CI.GOlm/5/00

U.S. CL 324-16 R 8 Ctoims

A potentiometer with leads interconnects to the conven-

tional 12 volt battery. The potentiometer tap is connected to
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the capacitor charging terminals of a capacitor discharge igni-

tion system with a meter for setting to a selected charging

level. A test switch grounds connects the controlled rectifier

gate for discharging of the capacitor through the ignition

system pulse transformer A relatively large dropping resistor

in series with a low voltage selection potentiometer is con-

nected to the transformer. A self-controlled rectifier has its

gate connected to the selection potentiometer tap in series

with a diode. An output circuit including a lamp and a low

voltage battery responds to the selective triggering of the test

rectifier.

3,784.«M)4

A.C. ENERGIZED MAGNETIC PARTICLE FLAW
DETECTOR WITH MEANS TO RAISE AND LOW ER
ELECTROMAGNETS FROM PATH OF WORKPIECE

Takenobu Suzuki: Buemon Nagashima. both of Tokyo:

Masayoshi Inoue, and Voji Ho. both of Vokosuka City, all

of Japan, assignors to Tokushu Toryo Co. ltd.. Tokyo,

Japan
Filed S«pl. 1 , 1 970, S«r. No. 68,62

1

IiiLCI.G01rii//2

U.S.CL 324-38 2 Claims

3,784,902

APPARATUS FOR SENSING PARTICULATE MATTER
Henry J. Huber, Newtoa Highlands, Mass., assignor to Ikor In-

corporated, Burlington, Mass.

Filed Dec. 8, 197I,Ser. No. 206,084

lnt.CLG01r5/2S

U.S. CI. 324-32 2 Claims

Apparatus for sensing particulate matter in a gas stream and

having a sampling probe tube with a Pitot tube for measuring

the velocity of the gas stream A Venturi arrangement is pro-

vided inside the probe tube for measuring the velocity of the

sample stream taken by the probe, so that the two velocities

can be matched to provide isokinetic sampling The sensor

used is a pair of coaxial electrodes and the sensor includes an

arrangement for mixing air into the sample stream adjacent

the electrodes to minimize deposition of the particulate matter

from stagnant volumes of gas.

3,784,903

LEAKAGE DETECTOR FOR DETERMINING POSSIBLE

SHOCK HAZARDS TO HUMANS
Lucius Ponder Thomas, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 88,362

lnt.Cl.GOlr 3 1102J 9H 6

U.S.CI.324-51 4 Claims

a iiU IUKa ** *0

9
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An arrangement for continuous magnetic flaw detection for

steel materials comprising spraying magnetic particles

suspended in a liquid over a steel material under inspection

such as a long square billet while said material is moved just

before being magnetized, and magnetizing the particle-

sprayed material according to by an alternating magnetic field

of a magnetizing device including an alternating current elec-

tromagnet without bringing the inspected material into con-

tact with the magnetizing system. i

3,784,905

APPARATUS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE DENSITY

OF IN-PLACE MATERIALS BY MEASUREMENT OF
THEIR DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

Lyman L. Blackwell, Denver, Colo., assignor to .Soihest, Inc..

Evanston, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 10,074, Jan. 27, 197 1

,

abandoned. This application Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,588

Int. CL GO Ir 27/26

U.S. CL 324-61 QS 3 Claims

'
r ^ ^\ i
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t^^
A full-wave rectifier bridge circuit is coupled to a current

reading meter by a resistor approximating the body load re-

sistance of a human being The meter provides an "up scale"

indication for electrical sources supplying alternating power

or direct current powers of either polarity, and is useful in per-

forming leakage current tests on electrical appliances.

An apparatus for measuring the dielectric properties of

materials to thereby determine density, weight per unit of

volume, thickness or the like. A special application is shown to

determine the thickness, weight, roughness and density of

bituminous pavement. The instrument includes a plurality of
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runners, some of which are vertically displaced relative to the

others to form a capacitor in a tuned circuit. The instrument is

slowly drawn across the surface of the material to be tested

and variations in the detuning of the circuit are amplified and

recorded whereby the density, thickness or the like can be in-

stantly determined

3,784,906

BRIDGE HAVING MULTIPLE NULLS
Donald S. Ironside, King of Prussia, Pa., assignor to James G.

Biddle Company, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,400

Int. CLGOlr 27/02

U.S. CI. 324-62 9 Claims

pendently of the system input/output and controls. Using this

scan capability, the method of the invention provides for the

state of the storage circuitry to be preconditioned and inde-

pendent of its prior history. Selected propagation paths

through the system circuitry are sensitized by test patterns

from an automatic test generator. By altering selected inputs

and cycling controls applied to the networks of combinational

logic and their respective associated storage circuitry,

propagation delay indications through the selected paths are

obtained to determine the status of these path delays through

the logic system.

A multiple null bridge has more than two parallel branches,

all of the branches being divided into two series portions of

predetermined resistance ratio, except the first branch which

contains a known resistance and means for connecting an unk-

nown resisunce in series with the known resistance. High

input impedance d.c. null-detecting amplifiers all have one

input terminal connected between the known and unknown

resistance in the first branch with the other input terminal of

each amplifier being connected between the respective series

portions of different ones of the other parallel branches. The

amplifiers are of high input impedance type so that they will

not load the voltage divider branches in off-null condition.

3,784,907

METHOD OF PROPAGATION DELAY TESTING A
FUNCTIONAL LOGIC SYSTEM

Edward Baxter Eichelberger, Purdy Station, N.Y., assignor to

International Business Machines Corporation, Amienk,

N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,071

Int. CLGOIr 2 7/00

U.S.CL 324-57 DE 9 Claims
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3,784,908

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT
METHOD AND APPARATUS

Weston Arthur Anderson, 763 La Para Ave., Palo Aho, Calif.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,913

Int. CLGOIr 2 7/02

U.S.CL 324— 62 II Claims

A method and apparatus is disclosed for minimization of the

effect of contact potential and polarization at the electrodes

while making electrical conductivity measurements of animal

tissue samples. A current driven by an alternating polarity

voltage source is passed through the sample. The polarity of

the voltage source is reversed after a predetermined amount

of charge has passed through the sample such that in one

complete cycle equal amounts of charge have passed through

the sample in opposite directions. The value of the sample

conductivity is determined by the frequency of the alternating

polarity voltage source.

3,784,909

PICOSECOND BEAM MONITOR
Dale W. Schutt, South Bend, Ind., aad Gerhard O. Beck, Ber-

lin, Germany, assignors to The United ^ates of America as

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis-

sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 325,961

InLCLGOln 2 7/00

U.S. CI. 324-71 EB 7 Claims

lL£ff/>TOff\M.CIL

*x ^if

Propagation delay testing is performed on a generalized and

modular logic system that is utilized as an arithmetic/logical

unit in a digital computer. Each arithmetic/logical unit of a

computer is formed of arrangements of combinational logic

networks and storage circuitry. The storage circuitry has the

capability for performing scan-in/scan-out operations inde-

Current in the beam of a particle accelerator is monitored

with picosecond resolution by causing the beam to impinge
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of electromagnetic energy in response thereto This pulse is prising

detected by means such as a sampling oscilloscope.

3 784 910

SEQUENTIAL ADDRESSING NETWORK TESTING
SYSTEM

Tage Peter SyKan, Milton. Mass., assignor to Teradyne. Inc..

Boston, Mass.

Filed July 1 3, 1972. S«r. No. 27 1 .268

lnt.Cl.G01r/5//2

U.S. CI. 324-73 AT •* ^^l"'"*
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component block provided with bores for the separate com

ponents. .

The testing apparatus disclosed herein is adapted to test

backplane wiring so as to determine if all desired connections

exist and whether any undesired connections may be present.

Such backplanes typically comprise a multiplicity of terminal

points which may be interconnected in arbitrary manner to

form a plurality of networks of connected points. The tester

employs an addressable switching and memory unit for each

terminal point. When addressed, each point is first connected

to a first bus and, when the addressing is terminated, is

thereafter connected to a second bus, this second connection

being maintained under the control of the memory or latch as-

sociated with each switching unit Prior to being addressed,

each point is in effect isolated by the switchmg unit and al-

lowed to float in potential. As the successive points in a given

network are addressed, the system tests for continuity

between the first and second buses to determine if the desired

connections exist. After all terminal points which should be in

the selected network have been latched into connection with

the second bus, all remaining points are commonly switched

into connection with the first bus. Testing for isolation at this

time determines whether any undesired connections affecting

the selected network are present.

3.784,912

AUTOMATIC ZERO DEVICE

Harold R. Van Aken. Livingston Manor, N.Y., assignor to KoU-

morgen Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, S«r. No. 279,960

Int. CI. G01r//02./ 7/06

U.S. CI. 324- 130 2 Claims

1
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3,784,917

CONSTANT LOCK-IN RANGE AUTOMATIC
FREQL'ENCY CONTROL

Roger Y. Kenyoa, Hatfield, Pa., assignor to Phiko-Ford Cor-

poration, Blue Bell, Pa.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,493

lnt.Cl.H04b/yy6

U.S. CI. 325-422 7Clalins

3,784,919

DRIFT-COMPENSATED ANALOG HOLD CIRCUIT

Tadashi Azegami, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Fbher & Porter

Company, Warminster, Pa.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,672

Claims priority, application Japan, \ug. 31, 1971,46/66328

Int. CI. G06g 7118: H03k 5/00

U.S.CI.328-127 1 Claim

In a voltage variable capacitor tuned superheterodyne

receiver, the manual tuning voltage and the automatic

frequency control voltage are ordinarily applied to separate

voltage variable capacitor diodes connected to the local oscil-

lator tuned circuit Constant automatic frequency control

lock-in range over the tuning band is achieved by applymg a

small fraction of the automatic frequency control voltage to

the manual tuning capacitor.

3,784,918

STORAGE CIRCUITS

Charles Joseph Fassbender, San Diego, Calif., assignor to

RCA Corporation, Princeton, N.J.

Filed Oct. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 299^1^
Int. CI. H03k / 7104. 1 7128, 19J20

U.S. CI. 328—97 6 Ctaims
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A drift compensated analog hold circuit in which the output

of the analog hold circuit is converted into a pulse train signal

which is compared with reference clock pulses to detect the

amount of drift in terms of a time-based signal An analog

drive circuit responsive to this time-based signal supplies a

drift compensation signal to the analog hold circuit

3,784,920

DIRECT CURRENT AMPLIFIERS
PhilHp Harvey Jilberi, Tadley, England, assignor to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Oct. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 294,545

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 18, 1971,

48,379/71 I

Int.CI.C06g7//S,7//2

U.S.CI.328-127 10 Claims
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Each stage of a register includes first and second logical

product gates, a logical sum gate receptive of the signals

produced by the logical product gates and a feedback connec-

tion from the logical sum gate to the second logical product

gate. A data signal is applied to the first logical product gate.

In response to one binary value of a timing pulse, the first logi-

cal product gate is primed and the second disabled and in

response to the other binary value of the timing pulse, the first

logical product gate is disabled and the other primed.

A direct current amplifier comprises a low impedance

reversing switch having a pair of input terminals for connec-

tion to an input source and an integrating circuit connected to

the output from said reversing switch The integrating circuit

comprises an amplifier having an integrating capacitor con-

nected between its input and output. A differentiating circuit

is connected to the output of the integrating circuit, said dif-

ferentiating circuit comprising an amplifier having a capacitor

in series with its input and a resistor connected between its

input and output. Also provided are means for indicating the

direct-current output of the differentiating circuit, said in-

dicating means being connected to the output of the dif-

ferentiating circuit via a second reversing switch, and a

waveform generator connected to drive said two reversing

switches in synchronism and providing a waveform which

causes said switches to conduct synchronously in alternate

directions, preferably for substantially equal periods.
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3,784,921

CIRCUIT INDICATING CHANGE AND STEADY STATE
OF A DC SIGNAL

Rene M. ladipaolo, Southfleld, Mkh., assignor to General Mo-
tors Corporation, Detroit, Mkh.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,071

Int.CI.H03k5/20.J/75i

U.S. CI. 328- 1 35 3 Claims

. /
Arm.
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An input signal is applied to the subject circuit for deter-

mination of when the signal changes or reaches a steady state

condition Initially the input signal is stored in a sample and

hold circuit and that stored value is compared with the input

to determine when a preset difference has occurred. Then

either of two one-shot multivibrators produces a short pulse

depending on whether the difference is caused by positive or

negative input change. The short pulse is used to reset the

sample and hold circuit to the new value of the input signal

and the same pulse is used to trigger either of two integrating

one-shot multivibrators having long time constants providing

long pulses indicative of positive or negative change. A gate

responsive to the long pulses from both integrating multivibra-

tors produces a steady state signal in the absence of both pul-

ses.

tor. A high speed timer divides each frame period into a plu-

rality of equal time segments. A constant current source ar-

ranged to charge or discharge the capacitor is actuated simul-

taneously with the first timing pulse during each frame period.

Current source ON time is determined by coincidence logic

which associates with each possible step size a given number
of time segments. Syllabic companding is simultaneously

achieved by varying the magnitude of the current source out-

put in accordance with the input signal envelope.

3,784,923

CONTROLLABLE AUDIO AMPLIFIER FOR MINIATURE
RECEIVER PROVIDED BY A THICK FILM MODULE

INCLUDING AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
John R. Rezek, Coral Springs, Fla., assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, III.

Filed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,461

Int.CI.H03fi/04

U.S. CI. 330-22 14 Claims

r I
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3,784,922

ADAPTIVE DELTA MODULATION DECODER
Donald Edgar Blahut, Bloomfiek), N.J., assignor to Bell

Tckphone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeky Heights, NJ.
Filed June 22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,582

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 20, 1972,

236315/72
Int. CI. H03k 13122

U.S. CI. 329—104 11 Claims

OUMTIZC*
OUTWT
J.

TO UarUATOK
MHT rOyiNAL 'T~~-47

In an adaptive delta modulation system, step sizes are in-

stantaneously companded by digital logic which controls the

charging or discharging time interval of an integrating capaci-

Controllable audio amplifier for miniature radio receiver,

such as paging receiver, provided as a hybrid module which in-

cludes a monolithic circuit chip on a circuit providing base. A
pre-amplifier on the thick film applies signals to a differential

power amplifier on the integrated circuit. The differential am-

plifier has two balanced sides, each having a plurality of stages

and a direct current feedback loop with a voltage reference

for providing bias stability for the class B output stages. A volt-,

age regulator on the thick film is controlled by transistors on .

the integrated circuit to provide operating voltage to the am-

plifier only when the proper control signal is received. A con-

trol circuit turns on the regulator in response to various con-

trol signals, and includes a latching circuit for holding the am-
plifier on subject to reset by multiple means. This can be

responsive to a voltage from a decoder or a receiver squelch

circuit. Manual on and off operation is also provided.

3,784,924 .

MULTI-INPUT LOOP FILTER WITH INDEPENDENT
BANDWIDTH AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Harlan H. Mansnerus, Newbury Park, Calif., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222^49
lnt.CI.H03f3/65

U.S. CI. 330-30 R 2 Claims

A single loop filter with multiple inputs and separate signal

paths for each input using an operational amplifier with feed-

back capacitor connected in series with one or more damping
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resistors and having an input resistor associated with each

damping resistor; the multiple input resistors achievmg more

4^ »OOT

than one bandwidth whift the damping resistors maintain a

desired damping factor for each input respectively

3,784,925

BROADBAND APPARATUS USING HIGH EFFICIENCY
AVALANCHE rftODES OPERATIVE IN THE

ANOMALOUS MODE
Kern Ko Nan Chang, Princeton; Hans John Prager. Belle

Mead, both of N J., and Sherman W eisbrod, Morrisvilk, Pa.,

assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FiledOct.8, 1971,S«r. No. 187,742

Int.CLH03fi//0

U.S. CL 330-34 8 Claims
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together by circulators, and low power, frequency modulated

input signals are injected into the oscillator to vary the oscilla-

tor frequency Signals from the oscillator are applied to the

amplifier and amplified. High quality signals at frequencies

above 6-18 gigahertz and at power levels greater than I watt

can be obtained with this amplifier.

3,784,927

GAS LASER
Joseph Rudolph, Augsburg, Germany, assignor to Patent-

Treuhand-Gesellschaft fur elektrische Gluhlampen mbH,

Munich, (;erman>

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,193

Claims priority, application Germany, June 11, 1971, P 21

29 142.9

Int.CI. HOlsJ/02

U.S.CL 331 -94.5 8 Claims

A discharge tube is located coaxially within an outer en-

velope and in pressure balance communication with the latter.

Resonator mirrors are fastened to its respective ends The

discharge tube is elastically supported at several points rela-

tive to the outer envelope but rigidly supported at only one

point, to permit differential thermal expansion of the tube

within the envelope.

3,784,928 I

The frequency bandwidth of a microwave apparatus using GAS DISCHARGE DEVICE AND ELECTRODE FOR USE

an avalanche diode operating in the anomalous mode is in- THEREIN

creased by providing a frequency insensitive current path at Robert Anthony Crane, Lachlne, Quebec, Canada, assignor to

frequencies harmonically related to the desired frequency «^^ L'"**"*'
'J*?"»'""''.2i;!*^'^'"*?;o o.«

. ^. .,.. Filed June 4, 1971, Ser. No. 149,915
^^"*^*'**'^

• ; I«t.CLH0lsi/02.J/22"
U.S. CI. 331-94.5

3.784,926

MICROWAVE POWER AMPLIRER
Jaoics A. Hall, Lynchburg, Va., assignor to General Electric

Conpany, Lynchburg, Va.

Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 251,913

Int. CL H03fJ/60

U.S.CL 330-53 TCtaims

IM> OOT

A relatively high power, good quality microwave power am

plifier is provided by a transferred-electron device (TED)

)
^

1 1 Claims

r.-v. J 1 J f\ r—-.' .•:•> ( . . .-

A carbon dioxide laser having a dense ceramic casing of

high thermal conductivity which is non-reactive with the gas

mixture. The anode and cathode electrodes of the laser com-

prise a rhodium-platinum alloy, which exhibits a low sputter-

ing rate and which is also non-reactive with the gas mixture.

oscillator and a negative resistance power amplifier having an The resulting device exhibits a lifetime of 8,000 hours or more

IMPATT diode. The oscillator and amplifier are coupled under sealed conditions.
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3 784 929 3,784,931

THERMALLY-CONTROLLED CRYSTALLINE LASERS FOUR PORT COMBINER UTILIZING SINGLE

Patrick Francis Joy, Jr., TumersvlUe, and Donald George Her- TRANSFORMER . ^ « ,

rog, CoUingswood, both of NJ., assignors to RCA Corpora- Dennis H. CovlU, Nova Scotia, Canada, »»'g»of »« Na"t,
«

Uwi, New York, N.Y. Electronic Laboratories Limited, Hackett's Cove, Halifax

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,298 County, Nova Scotia, Canada

Int. CL HO Is J/04

U.S.CL 331 -94.5
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Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 194,985, Nov. 2, 1971, Pat.

7 Claims No. 3,747,026. This appUcation May 23, 1973, Ser. No.

363,112

Int. CL H03h 7148

U.S.CL 333-6 7Ctalms

ARC-LAMP

CATHODE

WITH HEAT

PIPE 116

The use of a crystalline laser element itself as the evaporator

of a heat-pipe is achieved by fluting a surface of the element

with capillary grooves for the heat-pipe working fluid. This

maintains the surface at a substantially uniform temperature.

3,784,930

AMPLITUDE STABILIZED OSCILLATOR
Robert E. Vostecn, 3 15 W. Center St., and Alan J. Werner, Jr.,

304 W. Center St., both of Medina, N.Y.

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,454

Int. CL H03b 3102

U.S.CL331-183 12 Claims

(Dm

lEFsaw.

A combiner network for combining two synchronous,

coherent AC signals each having differing power levels to

form a single relatively high power output. The combiner net-

work is comprised of an output port for supplying a load. &

first and a second input port and a single transformer having a

first and a second winding. One end of each winding is mu-

tually connected to a terminal of the output port. The other

end of the first winding is connected to one terminal of the

first input port and the other end of the second winding is con-

nected to one terminal of the second input port. The windings

are connected and the windings have a turns ratio so that

under rated operating conditions net flux attributable to cur-

rent flow through the windings is substantially zero and the

output currents from the first and second windings additively

combine at the output port. The combiner network further

comprises dissipative means connected across the windings,

the dissipative means having an impedance selected to

balance rated load impedance and responsive to non-zero net

flux in the transformer to dissipate a portion of the energy sup-

plied by the input ports so as to maintain an impedance

balance between the input ports.

An electrometer apparatus having an amplitude stabilized

oscillator circuit with an electromechanical resonant trans-

ducer connected to the input of the oscillator active stage. The

transducer has first and second terminals. A differentially con-

nected operational amplifier is also provided having plus and

minus inputs, the first terminal of the electromechanical reso-

nant transducer being connected to the plus terminal of the

operational amplifier, and the second terminal being

connected to ground. A light emitting source is connected

between the output of the operational amplifier and ground,

and is responsive to the output of the operational amplifier to

supply a corresponding amount of energy to a light responsive

element connected to the output of the operational amplifier.

A negative feedback path connected between the light respon-

sive element and the minus terminal of the operational ampli-

fier is also provided. The electrometer may be used to mea-

sure unknowns such as the electrostatic potential of a surface

in non-contacting manner or an electrostatic field.

3,784,932

PARALLEL TRANSMISSION LINE MATCHING
NETWORK FOR CONNECTING TOGETHER A

PLURALITY OF R.F. AMPLIFIER TRANSISTORS
David S. Wisherd, Hoffman Estates, III., assignor to Motorola,

Inc., FrankUn Park, lU.

Filed Dec. 1 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 313,899

Int. CL HOlp 5//2. H03h 7138

U.S.CL 333-9 11 Claims
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A transmission line matching network for connecting a plu-

rality of RF amplifier transistors together in parallel in a
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manner to assure substantially symmetrical division of power

between the amplifier transistors mcludes a first plurality of

similar transmission line matching networks each connected

to one of the amplifier transistors to transform the impedance

of each transistor to a predetermined level and a second trans

mission line matching network connected to each of the first

§ matching networks for matching the impedances of the in

dividual matching networks to that of another transmission

line
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3.784.935

TOUCH SENSITIVE POLYPHONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Aiaa R. Pearbnan. Newlon Highlands, and Dennis P. Colin.

Beverl). both of Mass.. assignors to ARP Instruments. Inc.,

Newton Highlands. Mats. i

Filedjune 15. 1972. S«r. No. 263,178 I

lnt.CI.H03h7//0

U.S. CI. 333-70 CR 6 Claims

3.784.933

BROADBAND BALUN
James P. Scherer. Sunnyvale, and John A. Koerner. Belmont.

both of Calif., assignors lo Textron. Inc.. Bebnont, Calif.

Filed May 3. 1971. Ser. No. 139,570

Int. CI. HO I p 5/05. H03h 7138. 7142

U.S. CI. 333-26 5 Clahns

111 c

A balun comprised as electrical leads forming a slot line and

having a tapered configuration to provide a matching im-

pedance to an Asymmetrical conducting system such as coaxi-

al cable, strip-hne. microstrip. etc. Broadband impedance

matching is achieved between symmetrical and asymmetrical

electrical transmission systems.

3.784.934

ALL-PASS PHASE-SHIFT CIRCUIT
Mitsuo Ohsawa. Kanagawa-ken. Japan, assignor to Sony Cor-

poration, Tokyo, Japan >

Flkd Nov. 10. 197?>^r. No. 305,530

Claims priority, application JaAin. Nov. 19. 1971, 46/92800

Int. CI. Hoih 7130

U.S.CL 333-29 8 Claims

A touch sensitive device is associated with at least one key

of an electronic musical instrument such as an electronic or-

gan, indues a layer of a pressure responsive, variable con-

ductance material, and exhibits a switching action when sub-

jected to pressure beyond a threshold pressure, any increase in

pressure thereafter providing an increase in conductance up

lo a saturation pressure The device may be used either as a

combined switch and amplitude control or may be used in as-

sociated with one or more capacitors to provide either a high

pass or low pass touch-control audio filter. In a totally

polyphonic instrument a tone generator and touch-control

filter are respectively associated with and responsive to each

key depression, the output signal from each activated filter

being coupled preferably to audio mixer circuitry.
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3.784.936

ELECTROMECHANICAL FILTER
Dagobert Klein, Ludwigsburg, and CfUnter Schneider. Rennin-

gen, both of Germany, assignors to International Standard

Electric Corporation. New York. N.Y.
|

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319.250

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 22, 1972, P 22

02 948.7

Int. CI. H03h9//0. 9/26

U.S.CL 333-71 5 Claims

C«.3 Cn-l

An all-pass phase-shift circuit having an input circuit for

supplying signals with reversed phases at first and second ter-

minals, and a phase-shifter bridge circuit with a first capacitor

connected in series with a first resistor between the first and

second terminals, a second resistor connected in series

between the first capacitor and the first resistor, a series con-

nection of a third resistor and a second capacitor connected in

parallel with the first resistor, a third capacitor and means for

connecting the third capacitor in parallel with the second re-

sistor. A signal applied to the input circuit of the phase-shift

circuit is linearly phase-shifted with respect to frequency.

In this electromechanical filter arrangement having a plu-

rality of resonators vibrating in the first flexural mode, with

each coupled to the adjacent resonators at the antinodal line,

acoustic coupling between resonators not adjacent to one

another is prevented by means of partitions or walls between

each resonator or between a group of resonators and the ad-

jacent group. The partitions are mounted on the inside of the

filter cover or on the filter base plate.
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3,784,937

BLOCKING CAPACITOR FOR A THIN-FILM RF
TRANSMISSION LINE

WeMon H. Jackson, Sunnyvale, and John C. Lamy, Palo Alto,

both of Calif., assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo

Aho, Calif.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,634

Int. CL HOI p 5/02, i/0«

U.S. CL 333-84 M 2 Claims

3,784,939

APPARATUS FOR CONNECTING WAVEGUIDE AND
METHOD THEREFOR

Tsutomu Maeda, Itami, and Yoshikazu Sato, Amagasaki, both

of Japan, assignors to Dainichi-Nippon Cables, Ltd.,

Amagasaki-shi, Hyogo-ken, Japan

Filed July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,728

Claims priority, application Japan, July 10, 1970, 45/69418

Int.CI.H01p7/04

U.S. CI. 333-98 R II Claims
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A blocking capacitor is formed in the center conductor of a

thin film RF transmission line which is situated over a metal

conductor and insulated from the center conductor and outer

conductors of the transmission line. The distributed capacitor

so formed couples RF signals over a broad frequency range

while blocking DC and very low frequency signals on the

transmission line.

3,784.938

MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY
John Cuthbert. Bottisham. and James Albert Stow, Ely, both of

England, assignors to Cambridge Scientific Instruments

Limited, Cambridge. England

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,207

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Jan. 12, 1971.

1,343/71

Int. CI. HOIpi/ 72

U.S. CL 333-95 9 Claims

A waveguide flared at its end is connected to a waveguiding

connector means by so positioning a pressure member loosely

encompassing the waveguide as to press the flared end of the

waveguide against the connector means with the pressure

edge of the pressure member so that both waveguiding paths

of the waveguide and the connector means are precisely

aligned, fixing a pair of half shells onto the surface of the

waveguide thereby sandwiching the pressure member between

the flared end and paired half shells, and securing the connec-

tor means, pressure member and paired half shells together by

means of bolts and nuts.

In assembling such connecting apparatus, a jig having struc-

ture for adaptability to the bolt apertures and the waveguiding

path of the connector means is prepared in advance. The pres-

sure member is so placed as to encompass the waveguide by

using the jig so that the bolt apertures of the pressure member

are precisely but tentatively positioned with respect to the

waveguiding path of the waveguide and then the paired half

shells are fixed to the waveguide with the pressure member

keeping the said position by being sandwiched between the

flared end of the waveguide and the half shells. Then the jig is

removed and instead, the connector means is secured to the

pressure member as well as half shells by means of the bolts

and nuts with the result that the bolt apertures of the connec-

tor means are precisely positioned with respect to those of the

pressure member. As a result the waveguiding paths of these

are precisely aligned.

/<^ (L

In a Lide type of absorption cell for use in Stark modulation

microwave spectroscopy the cell is in two mutually insulated

halves which are secured together by longitudinally spaced

releasable clamps allowing the cell to be taken apart readily

for cleaning but holding the halves accurately in their correct

relative positions when assembled. The clamps can be of C-

shape with disengageable leaf springs fitting in their open

sides.

3,784,940

CIRCUIT BREAKER WITH OVERCURRENT AND
AUXILIARY RELEASES

John De Torre, Albemsrle, N.C., assignor to Federal Pacific

Electric Company, Newark, NJ.
Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,763

Int.CLH01h7i/4S

U.S.CL 335— 18 6 Claims

An automatic circuit breaker here includes a mechanism for

manual opening and closing of the contacts, and an overcur-

rent release. Auxiliary release means is also included for open-

ing of the contacts, as in response to a detected ground fault.

The overcurrent release includes a latch that is caused to

deflect laterally in response to an overcurrent, and the

mechanism includes a shiftable latch part having a lateral sur-

face that engages an abutment part of the overcurrent latch.

Deflection of the latch, or retraction of the latch part effects

releas»5of the circuit breaker. An electromagnet has an arma-
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ture for operating the shiftable latch part The armature is

located close to the shiftable latch part in the closed configu-

cuil or all in parallel to open a controlled circuit and each sen-

sor is arranged to respond to magnetic fields of a bias and an

operate magnet and is therefore in a first state unless both

magnets are demagnetized or have polarities that neutralize

each other in the region of the sensor. When remanent mag-

nets, i.e magnets having high retentivity. are employed as

ration of the mechanism, but there is no possible interference

by the armature with any of the operating paths of the circuit

breaker mechanism.

3,784.941

RELAY CONSTRUCTION
Gideon A. Du Rocher, Mt. Ckmens, Mkh.. assignor to Essex

International inc.. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972. S«r. No. 232.145

lBt.CLHOlhy/02

U^. CI. 335-196 18 Claims

operate magnets a corresponding array of electromagnets is

provided to selectively magnetize with selected polarity or

demagnetize each magnet of the array of magnets to impress

an address code on the operate magnet array. A similar array

of electromagnets, when juxtaposed to the array of senstns

selectively magnetizes the array of bias magnets to condition

the array to respond to a particular address code

3.784,943

SOLENOID ACTUATOR
Ivan N. MarkowlU. Oklahoma City, and Darby A. Gray. Nor-

man, both of Okla., assignors to Honeywell Information

Systems Inc., W aitham, Mass.

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273.092

Int.CI. HOlf 7/0«

L.S. CI. 335-266 2 Claims

A relay construction having an energizable and deenergiza-

ble electrical winding operable to effect movements of an ar-

mature to and from a switch-closing position and wherein a

non-conductive, elastomeric pad is interposed between the

switch contacts, the elastomeric pad containing discrete, nor-

mally separated, electrically conductive particles dispersed

therein in such quantity as to render the pad electrically con-

ductive in response to compression thereof The pad is

mounted in such position as to be compressed in response to

movement of the armature toward its switch-closing position.

The elastomeric pad may be impregnated with or immersed in

a lubricant and may form part of an electrically non-conduc-

tive, oil impervious seal or gasket for effect an environmental

seal for the operating parts of the relay.

3,784,942

TERNARY ESCORT MEMORY SYSTEM
Glean J. Eggcrt, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Rex Chainbelt

Inc., Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Nov. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 307.600

Int. CI. HOlh 27/00,36/00

U.S. CL 335-206 8 Chfais

In an addressing sysfem of a transportation facility an array

of magnetically operated sensors, reed switches. Hall devices,

etc. are arranged to operate on a ternary system, as contrasted

to a binary system, by providing each sensor with a selectively

magnetized bias magnet, either a permanent magnet or an

electrortfagnet, so that each sensor is responsive to the polarity

as well as field strength of a corresponding permanent or elec-

tromagnetic operate magnet of an array of operate magnets

movable into juxtaposition to the array of sensors. The sensors

are connected either all in series to complete a controlled cir-

A solenoid actuator having a core which can be attracted to

either of two extreme positions in a housing by separately

energized, longitudinally spaced coils and at least one relative

ly rotatable shaft protruding from the core Springs mounted

between the core and interior walls of the housing are com-

pressed when the core is attracted to an extreme position

When an adjacent coil is de-energized, the compressed spring

pushes the core toward the other extreme position. An elec-

tromagnetic field established by simultaneously energizing the

other coil attracts the spring-propelled core to the other ex-

treme position. Spring forces and electromagnetic forces com-

plement one another, resulting in a high speed, long throw ac-

tuator with low electrical power requirements.

3.784.944
'

ADJUSTABLE ELECTRIC BUZZER
Spencer C. Schantz, New Berlin, and Wiliam R. Berry,

Menomonee Falls, both of Wb., assignors to Spencer C.

Schantz. New BcrUn, Wis.

Filed June 21. 1972, Ser. No. 264^99
Int. CLHOlf 7/74

U.S. CL 335-276 9 Claims

A ferromagnetic pole piece with a coil therearourid is at-

tached at one end to a ferromagnetic frame and a ferromag-
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netic armature is pivoted to the frame for vibratory movement thereof, a groove in the shape of a triangular prism. A coil is

toward and away from the other end of the pole piece to form wound around the core and has outer turns the perimeter of

a buzzer. The pivotal attachment of the armature includes

non-magnetic pivot bearings which are so positioned as to

direct the flow of magnetic flux between the frame and arma-

ture into a path which enters the armature transversely and

thus eliminates undesirable vibration of the armature at the

pivot bearings when the armature is pivoted on a conical end

face of the pole piece in the "off' position. The intensity of

the buzzing sound is controlled by a variable abutment

member which varies the maximum air gap between the free

end of the armature and the pole piece, which abutment

member includes a rotatable shaft with a cam member posi-

tioned to vary the limit of movement of the armature away

from the pole piece.
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which is successively reduced by step-like winding, from the

turns around the central part of the core, symmetrically, to

the turns around the ends of the latter.

3,784,947

TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE SWITCH
Donald J. Zelenka, Flushing, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,933

Int. CL HOI h 37/40

U.S.CL 337-320 2Ctaims

3,784,945

PERMANENT MAGNET FOR SUSPENSION BEARINGS

Max Baermann, 506 Bensberg, Bezerk Cologne, Germany

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,247

Claims priority, application Germany. June 28, 1972,

P 22 31 591.9

Int. CI. HO If 7/02

U.S.CL 335-302 14 Claims

A permanent magnet is formed from a mixture of powdered

permanent magnet material and a synthetic resin binder. The

magnet includes first and second layers. One layer has a coer-

civity substantially greater than the second layer.

3,784,946

SMOOTHING CHOKE
RoaM Bingen, Marcinelle, and Jacques Van Hulsc, De Pinte,

both of Belgium, assignors to ACEC Cateliers DE Construc-

tions Electriques de Charierol, Charleroi, Belgium

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,930

Claims priority, appUcation Belgium, Feb. 25, 1972, P 3822;

Mar. 7, 1972, P 3823
Int. CL HOI 12 7/02

U.S. CL 336-59 10 Claims

This invention concerns a smoothing choke of a highly

reduced weight. The smoothing choke consists of a magnetic

core made up of a stock of trapezoidal metal sheets having the

two parallel sides thereof alternately reversed so as to obtain a

core of general parallepipedal shape having, at each end

This invention relates to a temperature switch and more

particularly to a temperature responsive switch used in a cata-

lytic converter generally found in internal combustion engine

exhaust systems. The temperature switch is an independent

self-contained unit that is mounted directly on the converter

and has a sensing element that extends into the converter to

activate switch contacts to provide an initial signal, as well as a

second signal that the catalyst within the converter may

become ineffective due to deterioration of the catalyst and

therefore maintenance of the converter is required. The signal

could also be used to activate bypass means in or adjacent to

the converter.

3 784 948

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PACKAGE OF UNIFIED

STRUCTURE WITH VARIABLE RESISTOR
Samuel A. Johnston, Fontana; John G. Lyons, Janesville, and

Henry J. Riedmayer, Fort Atkinson, all of Wis., assignors to

The Bunker-Ramo CorporatioD, Oak Brook, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 58^72, July 27, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,655

Int. CLHOlc 9/02

U.S. CL 338-183 » 1 Claims

An integrated circuit-type component including a ceramic

substrate having conductive and resistive paths, including
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both variable and fixed resistances; a pair of terminal strips

each having a plurality of terminal elements, secured to the

substrate on opposite sides thereof by clinching and soldering

in electrical engagement with respective ones of the paths and

forming a unitary, rigid and mechanically strong assembly; the

terminal strips forming in-line pin elements, flat bonding ele

68 78 8e

terminating resistor The connector includes a hollow body

surrounding an insulator assembly within which is disposed a

spring contact assembly The spring contact assembly includes

two spring contact fingers normally biased to a first position,

but which are adapted to be displaced to a second position

upon the insertion of a coaxial cable center conductor

II r-» 12

IM _4 " '*

ments on opposite surfaces of the substrate enclosing the

clinching elements, a case having a hollow interior, and a lead

screw and carrier in the case, the lead screw being exposed to

the exterior for adjusting manipulations, the carrier being

moved by the lead screw and having a contact member engag

ing the variable resistance paths, to form a potentiometer

3 784 949

SET-POINT ASSEMBLY WITH SPIRAL RESISTOR TO
REDLCE RESISTOR VN EAR

Matthew A. Jankowski, Stratford, and Simeon J. Donahue.

Cheshire, both of Conn., assignors to American Chain &

Cable Companv. Inc., New Y ork. N.V.

Filed May 28. 1971,S«r.No. 148.112

Int. CL HO Ic 5/02

lJ.S.CI.338-196 20 Claims

therebetween The terminating resistor has one of its leads

connected to the connector body The other lead of the tcr

minating resistor makes direct electrical and mechanical con-

tact to one of the spring contact fingers when the fingers are m

the first position but the terminating resistor is mechanically

and electrically disconnected therefrom when the spring con-

tact fingers arc displaced to the second p<isition

3.784.951

THIN FILM RESISTORS

Charles A. Steidel, Plainfieid. N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Incorporated. Murray Hill, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 731,183, May 22, 1968. Pat. No.

3.627.577. This application Dec. 16. 1970, Ser. No. 98.723

Int. CL HO Ic 7/00

L.S.CL 338-262 I Claim

23--

A set-point assembly for use in monitoring a process varia-

ble and generating an input reference signal to a controller

unit used for controlling the process variable The set-point as-

sembly includes a housing drum with a scale, a set-point

device rotatably mounted within the drum and having a set

pointe?for cooperating with the scale, a meter movement unit

disposed within the drum and having an indicating pointer

cooperating with the scale, and a slide wire mechanism for

generating a signal corresponding to the position of the set

pointer along the scale.

Thin film resistors may be obuined by depositing tantalum-

aluminum films containing from 25-60 atom per cent alu-

minum upon an insulating substrate member by conventional

condensation techniques and on anodizing the deposited film.

3.784,950

COAXIAL CONNECTOR WITH INTEGRAL SW ITCHED
TERMINATING RESISTOR

Rudlcigh G. Coffman, 769 Bay Tree Ln.. El Cerrito, Calif.

Filed Oct. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 301,237

Int. CLHOlc /J/00

U.S.CL 338-220 6 Claims

A coaxial connector which is especially suitable for use in

CATV systems in which the connector contains an integral

3,784.952
j

HIGH VOLTAGE ANODE CUP
Myles N. Murray, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, assignor to Industrial

Electronic Rubber Company, Twlnsburg. Ohio

Filed Apr. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 245,816

Int.CLHOIr///iO

II.S.CL339-I2V 7 Claims

A suction type of high voltage lead connection comprising a

molded eiastomeric body having a bottom receptor portion of

appreciable length with rounded exterior comers at its ends.

There is a T-shape slot in the bottom of the cup which inter-

sects an axial passage in the receptor part, with a power lead

interiorly connected to a spring clip which extends upwardly

through the stot to make the energy available for connection
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within the interior of the cup The slot is filled with insulating

material, such as silicone gel, and the exit end of the power
nected with a contact element secured to a support, the circuit

boards sliding in guides secured to the support at their edges

which are in parallelism with the direction of insertion of the

circuit boards. According to the invention a respective dou-

ble-arm lever having an actuation arm and an engagement arm

is rotatably mounted in mirror-image fashion at the narrow

sides of the fixed contact element.^The engagement arm pos-

sesses a slot at its end removed from the axis of rotation for

receiving a bolt secured to the circuit board and by means of

the actuation arm the circuit board through the agency of the

engagement arm and the bolt can be selectively inserted into

and removed from the fixed contact element.

lead passage is formed of a relatively reduced diameter which

acts as a wiper to contain the sealant and provide a watertight

joint for the lead

3,784,953

GROUNDING CONNECTION FOR ELECTRICAL UNIT

Bhartoor Lingaraju, AUentown, Pa., assignor to Rodale Manu-

facturing Co., Inc., Emmaus, Pa.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,448

lnt.CLHOIri/06

U.S.CL339-I4R 5 Claims

3,784,955

CONNECTING DEVICE FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
Charles Edward Reynolds, Camp Hill, and Eugene Leonard

Gombar, Harrisburg, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incor-

porated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 1 1 1,402, Feb. 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,718,895.

This application Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,203

Int. CL HO Ir 5/04. 9112; H05k 1102

U.S. CI. 339- 1 7 R 5 Claims

Clips are carried by an electrical unit in such manner that

when the unit is mounted in a flush box a reliable electrical

circuit connection between the unit and the flush box is as-

sured.

3,784,954

APPARATUS FOR PLUG CONNECTION OF PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS

Hans-Ueli Grimm, Eblkon; Daniel Zuffercy, Luzem, and An-

tonio Messina, Emmenbnicke, all of Switzerland, assignors

to Inventio Aktiengesellschaft, Hergfewil, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,395

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 6, 1971,

6734/71
Int.CLHOlr/J/54

U.S.CL339-17LM 10 Claims

Printed circuit board has connecting device mounted

thereon and soldered to a conductor on the board. The con-

necting device has a mounting portion which extends into a

hole in the PC board and a receptacle portion which extends

above the surface in the board. The receptacle portion is off-

set from the hole in the PC board and the mounting portion is

hemi-ellipsoidal and faces away from the receptacle portion.

Solidified solder is in the hole and bonded to an external side

of the receptacle portion but is not flowed into the receptacle

portion.

3,784,956

PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR ^

Gerald R. Gassman, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to GTE Auto-

matic Electric Laboratories, Incorporated, Northlake, III.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,617

Int. CL HO Ir 9/00

U.S. CL 339-18 R H Claims

5 30o, 43, 410, 9q 9b. 30t), 8

An apparatus for establishing a plug connection at printed

circuit boards wherein the circuit boards can be plug con-

This solderless connector comprises a rigid dielectric base

having a plurality of holes therethrough with longitudinal axes

that are parallel and in a common plane; a resilient channel-

shaped dielectric cover; a straight strapping pin that is U-

shaped; and a crossover strapping pin with parallel legs and a

U-shaped head having a crossbar that is offset from adjacent

ends of the legs of the second pin. A particular connector is as-

sembled by inserting the legs of a first strapping pin into

selected holes in the base through which electrical connection

is desired. Connection through selected holes on either side of
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one leg of the first pin. without making electrical connection

thereto, is provided by inserting legs of a crossover pin into the

selected holes with the offset crossbar bypassing the one leg.

The base and cover have complementary locking surfaces for

holding the assembled connector together. In a connector for

making more complex interconnections, the dielectric base

and cover comprise complementary body halves that are

hinged together. A plurality of complementary grooves having

longitudinal axes parallel to each other and in a common
plane are formed in one surface of each body half for receiv-

ing the legs of strapping pins. A pair of complementary

troughs with longitudinal axes perpendicular to the axes of the

grooves are formed in the one surface of each body half for

receiving the offset crossbars of strapping pins. Mating locking

surfaces are formed on both body halves for holding an assem-

bled connector together.

3.784.959 I

SELF-HEALING ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR MEANS
Edward E. Horton, Portuguese Bend. Calif., aMignor to Deep

Oil Technology, Inc., Long Beach, Calif.

Filed Nov. 10, I97I,Ser. No. 197.324

Int. CI. HOlr 11120. 11102. 13154

IJ.S. CI. 339-60 M 8 Claims

3.784,957

CONDUCTIVE SHUNT FOR DUAL-IN-LINE TERMINAL
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

Richard J. Bailey, Tonawanda, N.Y.. assignor to GTI Corpora-

tion, Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1972, Scr. No. 267,400

Int. CL HOlr J y /OS

U.S. CL 339—W 3 Claims

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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A shunt for dual-in-line terminal integrated circuits has a

channel-shaped body of a conductive elastomer, the upstand-

ing flanges of the channel being provided with a plurality of

holes extending therethrough perpendicular to the web.

An electrical connector means for use in an adverse hostile

fluid environment such^s a subsea installation, and compris-

ing electrical contact members embedded in and normally

covered by a dielectric material having a relatively soft

deformable resilient surface means having raised portions

which under pressure engagement are adapted to be

penetrated by one of the contact members which includes a

hard contact point while the other contact member includes a

relatively soft contact portion to make full electrical contact

under pressure Shims between housing portions are also pro-

vided to limit and control the depth of penetration thereby

permitting repeated use of the connector means with full elec-

trical contact.

3,784.960

CARRIER FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PACKAGES
Richard Bruckner. West Chester, Pa., assignor to Bunker

Raroo Corporatioa, Oak Brook, III.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,980

lnt.CLH01ryj/i4

U.S. CL 339-91 R 5 Cbims

3,784.958

SELF-EJECTING ELECTRIC PLUG
Lee M. Harris, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Gould Inc., Chicago,

lU.

Division of Ser. No. 754.188, Aug. 21. 1968. Pat. No.

3.609,635. This appUcation Apr. 5. 1971. Scr. No. 131.511

Int.CI. HOlr/i/62
U.S. CL 339—45 R 9 Claims

2^ M « 26 10

if', « 15 16 14 22 23 27

The plug includes a plunger normally spring retracted

between the prongs and a chamber containing thermally ex-

pansible material and an electric heater which is the plug cord

circuit, a remote switch closure energizing the heater to ex-

pand the material against the plunger to drive it outwardly and

eject the plug from the receptacle.

A carrier for dual-in-line integrated circuit package having

a rigid flat body is provided with retention means including an

opposite pair of cantilever fingers integrally formed in op-

posite walls of the carrier and rearwardly extending therefrom

in elongated form and at an acute angle with body-engaging

surfaces provided with a plurality of rearwardly spaced-apart

detents to accommodate bodies of differing thicknesses. The
cantilever fingers are adapted to be deflected toward the walls

by insertion of the body with at least one of the detents engag-

ing a side of the body in a finger-force releasing relationship.

The carrier also is provided with guide shoulders and rear-

wardly positioned support shoulders for predetermined posi-

tioning of the packages.

3.784,961 displacement of the assemblies is in each instance con-

CABLE CLAMP siderably less than comparable assemblies heretofore em-

Albert J. GarUand. Jr.. TrumbuU. Conn., assignor to Harvey ployed. It is a terminal junction system comprised of coopera-

Hubbei Incorporated, Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972. Ser. No. 246,933

Int. CL HOlr /i/5S

U.S.CL339-107 9 Claims

SB ^2, f\
/s^^

Hia *s

An apparatus for clamping electrical cables, particularly

where cables of widely varying diameter are clamped. Cables

of relatively greater diameter are accommodated by utilizing

clamping jaws with criss-cross gripping ribs to reduce elliptical

distortion through a multi-mode distribution of the clamping

forces. Cables of relatively lesser diameter are accommodated

by extending the gripping ribs to overlap the interface

between the clamping jaws and enfold the cable within a con-

duit. The overlapping and crisscrossed ribs also provide for a

more even distribution of the clamping forces to prevent cable

ruptures.

tive components which are assembled as circumstances

require in order to establish selectively predetermined electri-

cal continuity through one or more circuits.

3.784,962

MODULAR JACK PANEL
Lucid L. Byrd. Mt. Prospect, lU., assignor to Carter Precision

Electric Company, Skokie, III.

Filed Oct. 12. 1971, Ser. No. 188,079

Int. CL HOlr; J/60

U.S.CL 339-121 13 Claims

JO 6S.SS

Electrical connectors or jacks are fastened to the rear face

of synthetic resin modules in alignment with access openings

therethrough for jack plugs, the modules being grouped in jux-

taposed relation and removably secured within a supporting

channel frame for mounting between the uprights of a rack,

cabinet or other structure.

3,784,964

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR WITH RETAINER MEANS
Albert P. Newman, and Clem Edward Haun, both of CindD-

nati, Ohio, assignors to Empire Products, Inc., Cincinnati,

Ohio
Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,174

Int. CL HOlr 9/76

U.S. CL 339—2 19 R 1 » Claims

v< VV^ V \r^

An electrical connector for terminating an electric cable,

and an insulating sleeve therefor, said sleeve containing a cen-

tral bore for receiving a male or female connector therein, and

means securing said male or female cbnnector against axial

movement and rotation within said bore, said means compris-

ing an insulated elongated member having major and minor

body portions, wherein said minor portion engages said male

or female connector and said major portion engages said

sleeve in a manner to provide a seal against intrusion by

moisture for said engaged connector.

3,784,963

CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY FOR TERMINAL JUNCTION
SYSTEM

Herbert A. DeCenzo, 17901 Yorba Linda Blvd., Apt. 20,

Yorba Linda, CaUf.

Filed Aug. 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 73,422

Int. CL HOlr 9/00

U.S. CL 339— 198 P 25 Claims

Terminal block assemblies for establishing selective con-

tinuity through a multiplicity of electrical conductors, wherein

female contact and retension units are included in a predeter-

mined circuitry that receive and anchor male contacU at the

terminal ends of said conductors. The completed assemblies

are qualified as high reliability electrical equipment and are

both vibration and moisture proof; while the total volumetric

3,784,965

TERMINAL CONSTRUCTR)!^
James V. Murphy, Warwick, R.L, assignor to Electronic Mold-

ing Corporation, Woonsocket, R.L

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,260

Int. CL HOlr /i//2

U.S. CL 339-258 R 1 CUim

A terminal for insertion into an integrated circuit panel

board including an upper barrel portion in which a bore is

formed, the outermost end of the upper barrel portion being

countersunk to define a tapered entry for the bore; an inner

member defining an interior contact member being located
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..th.n the bore ad3acent to the tapered entry of the outer the

-"-^l^^'J^^^^^^^^^^^^^
member, wherein the tapered entry forms an enlarged openmg respondmg traces of the or.gmal recora y

for leading a male element into the inner contact member for

electrical engagement therein

to-trace coherency and across-the-section continuity of the

resulting Hnal display, are surprisingly improved

3,784,966

CONTACT FOR ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Kenneth M. Clark, Beaumont. Calif., assignor to The Deutsch

Company Electronic Components Division, Banning, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 167,31 7. July 29. 197 1 , Pat. No.

3,727,172, **hich is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 83,782,

Oct 26, 1970, abandoned. This application Apr. 4, 1973, Ser.

No. 347,803

Int.CI.H01r/ //OS

U.S. CI. 339-276 T 4 Claims

3,784,968

NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Jorgen Broson. Hackspeltragen 13, Bromma, Sweden

Filed May 27. 1971, Ser. No. 147,410

Claims priority, application Sweden, May 29, 1970, 7415/70

Int. CI. G08g 5100

VS. CL 340-25 2 Ctoims

-iO.'

^3
x^

^-a

A
a-i

A.

.^

>o
A

A A

An electrical connector that includes an insert having con-

tinuous openings between the forward and rearward ends,

each of the openings receiving a contact which is retamed

between a rearwardly facing shoulder in each opening and m-

tcgral resilient fingers on the insert, which incline forwardly

and inwardly from the circumferential wall of the opening to

engage the rear contact shoulder, which is undercut to stabil-

ize the ends of the fingers and improve contact retention.

A navigation system for determining on board a moving

craft the position of the moving craft in relation to a fixed sta-

tion which is provided with visual means for guiding said mov-

ing craft wherein there are means on said station for visible

said visual means to the navigator of said moving craft by

means of laser beams.

3.784.967

SEISMIC RECORD PROCESSING METHOD
John Michael Graul, Houston. Tex., assignor to Chevron

Research Company. San Francisco. Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 797,844, Feb. 10, 1969,

abandoned. This application July 2, 1971, Ser. No. 163,526

Int. CI. GO Iv 1132

L.S.CI.340-15.5TC 1 1
Claims

A seismic record processing method is described wherein

groups of traces comprismg the original record are sono-

grammed and events selected to identify, withm each group of

sonogram traces, coherent energy at specified record

moveouts wherein the aforementioned coherencies are ad-

vantageously enhanced; after the picked sonogram traces are

again sonogrammed to produce traces of a simulated record.

3,784,969

AIRCRAFT LANDING DISPLAY APPARATUS

Volkmar Wikkens, 2 Nebcler Str., Lnterpfaffenhofer 8034,

and Wolfram Schattenmann, No. 62 Memekrstrasse,

Munich, both of (Germany

Continuation-in-partofSer.No.772,511,Nov. I, 1968,

abandoned. Thb appUcation Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,593

Int. CI. G08g 5102

U.S.CL 340-27 NA 17 Claims

<>l ''1 "> "I

Display apparatus for use on aircraft is designed to present

all the required guidance information in pictorial form for use
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by a pilot permitting him to land an aircraft on the basis of the

pictorialty presented information even under the worst visual

conditions.

3,784,970

EMERGENCY WARNING SYSTEM WITH RANGE
CONTROL

W illlam E. SImpkIn, 4435 Fairfax, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Feb. 17, 1971. Ser. No. 116,007

lnt.CLG08g//0/

IJ.S. CI. 340-33 7 Claims

« "

Etl>vt» ^~rV '
' ^

' ' M*H -49

0-°

to control the operation of a traffic signal at its associated in-

tersection. A central controller is connected to the local con-

trollers for the transmission of signals thereto. The central

controller is programmed to provide output data which ac-

tivate the local controllers. The data includes two digital
'

words. One digital word selects the local controller to be ac-

tivated and the other digital word selects the phase to which

the selected local controller is to be advanced. The selected

local controllers are operated by the central controller for

controlling the traffic lights at their associated intersections.

Each local controller includes a set of timers for controlling

intervals that are program invariants. The local controllers will

continue to operate in a fixed time mode in the absence of an

overriding signal for the local controllers. When a local con-

troller is activated by the central controller to advance to a

designated light phase, the local controller will advance to the

appropriate vehicle clearance interval and to time-out this in-

terval independently before advancing the intersection lights

to the phase designated by the central controller.

r^.

ULTIUSOMiC

3,784,972

SEAT BELT SYSTEM
Arthur E. Hulls. 1 1019 Reichling Ln., Whittier. Calif.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,254

Int.CLB60r2///0

U.S. CI. 340-52 E 6 Claims

A range controlled emergency vehicle warning system

wherein a directional radio frequency transmission has pulses

superimposed thereon at a predetermined rate are concomi-

tantly transmitted with ultrasonic pulses at the same rate. At a

receiving station in a vehicle or a traffic signal controller the

radio frequency signals and the ultrasonic pulse signals are

received. A gate at the receiving station responsive either to

the simultaneous reception, or a preselected time phasing, of

the radio frequency carried pulses and an ultrasonic pulse

signal generates an enable signal to cause any radio frequency

carried warning advisory signal to produce a intelligible alarm

such as a visual display and/or an audible alarm in the vehicle

and/or to control traffic signals during approach to a given in-

tersection. The difference in propagation velocities of the

radio frequency and ultrasonic pulses fixes a time length win-

dow to limit the range of the warning zone.

3,784,971

DIGITAL SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING TRAFFIC
SIGNALS

John J. Mav. 1398 Flicker Way, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,919

lnt.Ci.G08g//07

II.S. CI. 340-40 2 Claims

29-
-46

M BELT
I KEAK P>A5S£V6£I!S

A vehicle seat belt system for use in automobiles, buses, air-

planes, boats and the like. A seat system responsive to the oc-

cupancy of a seat by a passenger and use of the seat belt for

that seat. A switch system actuated by said seat system. A

signal system controlled by the switch system for signaling

non-use of a seat belt of an occupied seat. A vehicle power

system controlled by the switch system. The vehicle power

system being inoperative when the seat belt of an occupied

seat is not in use. A delay cut-off switch in said switch system

which delays for a predetermined time interval the rendering

of the vehicle power system inoperative when a seat belt is dis-

engaged during operation of the vehicle.

System for controlling traffic signals in which a local con-

troller is located at each controlled intersection, respectively

3,784,973

LIQUID LEVEL MAGNETIC GAUGE CIRCUITRY

James F. Burgett, Garden City; Lawrence J. Vanderberg, and

Gary F. Woodward, both of Ann Arbor, aU of Mich., as-

signors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,608

Int. CLG08b 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 340—59 ^ Claims

Magnetic gauge circuitry in which a magnetic gauge has a

plurality of coils and has indicating means responsive to cur-

rent in the coils is provided with switching means for inter-

rupting the current flowing to the coils. The gauge may be

constructed to maintain its reading even though its input cur-

rent has been interrupted. Current interruption to the gauge

occurs when the switching means undergoes accelerations or

918 O.G.—31
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decelerations or a change in its orientation with respect to the

earth's gravitational field The magnetic gauge circuitry is par-

P^

flasher switch position, the high beams are connected to the

battery via the dimmer and main "on-off switches Flashing

of the high beams in response to activation of the flasher

sw itch is independent of the position of the conventional "on-

off headlight switch and dimmer switch by virtue of the fact

that these two switches are not in the flasher circuit Steady

low beam operation may be maintained during the high beam

flashing operation, and independently of it. by the dimmer and

"on-off switches, which are connected between the low

beams and the battery.
|

ticularly advantageous when used in the measurement of the

liquid level in a fuel tank of a motor vehicle.

3,784.974

DRIVER S COMMLNICATING SIGNAL LIGHTS FOR
ACCELERATING. BRAKING AND TURNING

OPERATIONS
Carl H. Hamashige, 14454 Lime Ave.. Long Beach, Calif.

Filed May 14, I97I,S«r.No. 143.432

Int.CI. B60q//J«

t'.S. CI. 340-67 •» Claims

3.784.976

MONOLITHIC ARRAY ERROR DETECTION SYSTEM
lining T. Ho, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.. assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 101,680. Dec. 28. 1970, abandoned.

This application Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,667

lBt.CI.G06f ////O

t .S. CL 340- 146. 1 AG 5 Claims

••• • '^••11
I- ni ••;'

1
'' J:|i ,::.! r. .si = i" ::;» /

An electrically operated communicating signal light as-

sembly that is mounted on an automotive vehicle, and is auto-

matically actuated to visually indicate from either the rear,

front or side thereof that the vehicle is being accelerated,

braked or turned, and if turning whether the same is at a

steady or accelerated rate of speed.

3,784.975

ALTERNATELY FLASHING WARNING SYSTEM
Richard W. Ward. Westchester, Ohio, assignor to KD Lamp

Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 103,427, Jan. 4, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 12. 1972, Ser. No. 314,372

lnt.0032B60q 1 152

IJ.S.CL 340-76 IChiw

I ..«;:: ;_-J..,-. .| .j{

L "u-JTiJ.I i*
•4'<^, r—»- —^

1

I
-i .I'rX-

I " Li

An error detection system of n inputs is adaptable for fabri-

cation in large scale integrated circuit form An integrated cir-

cuit logic array provides a parity check in response to digital

signals received via X and Y dectnlcrs Reduction in the

number of array cells and the X and Y driving dectuler circuits

IS obtained by interconnecting even parity subgroups and odd

parity subgroups of lines from the X and Y dect>ders to pro-

vide even master parity lines and odd master parity hnes A
logic array having less thi'.n 2" operative cells compares the

signals on the master lines and generates an error paritv signal

The improvement described herein specifically separates the

decoder driver circuits into independent subgroups, each hav-

ing their own array comparators for handling a large number

of inputs.

The high beam filaments of a vehicle's headlights are con-

trolled to flash in order to provide a warning signal. A double-

pole, double-throw flasher swtich. in one position, completes a

circuit from a battery through a flasher to the high beam fila-

ments of the headlight to flash the high beams. In the other

3,784.977

SELF-TESTING CHECKING CIRCl IT

William C. Carter, RidgefieM, Conn., and Aspi B. Wadia,

Shrub Oak, N.Y.. assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation. Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 20. 1972, Ser. No. 264,693

lnt.CI.G06f ////2

IJ.S. CI. 340- 146. 1 AB 4 Claims

There is disclosed a self-testing checking circuit which

checks that greater than or equal to k out of n input variables

are I. This circuit has the output (1.0) or (0.1) if the =? k con-

dition is satisfied and the output (0.0) or (1 .1 ) if it is not. The

circuit is self-testing, i.e., every line other than the primary in-

puts is tested during normal operation. The logical equation

representing this circuit is

(c».,.</».,) = (a,e».».,(a,a,. .ai^,).a,.e».,.,^,(a,.a,. . /i«-i))

wherein <;i a„ are the n input variables, ca ,»(«i.«.' a„)

denotes the function with the threshold k, the function being I
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if greater than or equal to k of the n input variables fli flj. . - •

,a, are I . It is suitably implemented as an OR circuit of (Jf)

AND circuits, each of the latter AND circuits being a conjunct

constituted by k of the n input variables. The function Kck.iAk.n

) is a two-output threshold k function, i.e., it is (0,1 ) or ( 1.0) if

greater than or equal to k out of the n input variable are 1 and

(0,0) otherwise Logical equations representing the two out-

put k threshold function are

wherein v represents the OR function.

A two-output self-testing circuit which checks for less than

or equal Ui k out of n input variables equal to 1 is represented

by the following logical equation

(/?*.«.^».ii)=(''ii*/ii-*.«-i(<'i ai.-i).<i»»/ii-*-i.ii-i (<J a-.))

wherein (j?».,. h,,,) is the two output threshold which is (0,1

)

dress and parity signals in such a manner that if a fault exists in

the input codes or the decoder, the decoder will either

properly decode the input address or will signal the presence

of the defect. In addition, if invalid code combinations are ap-

plied to the circuit on a regular or selective basis, the circuit is

arranged to signal the existence of faults of which the circuit

was tolerant.

T
J

—

-—k-» r-r

-U-

+-4

* |U III !'i

3^ ...

or ( 1 .0 ) if less than or equal to k out of n input variables are I

.

a Mm i>re the input variables./*., is the function with the

threshold k. i e., it is if greater than or equal to k out of n in-

puts are 0. The function /*., is represented by the following

equation

/».=(<' * t^t I flj » . . .
V Ok) (aiva,v vak-iVOktx) (a^k*t^'

»u,)

which comprises (i) OR circuits providing inputs to an AND
circuit, each OR circuit being constituted by a disjunct of A.

input variables. By providing the outputs of both of the two-

output circuits mentioned above to a morphic AND circuit,

there is provided a circuit which indicates whether greater

than or equal to / of the input variables and less than or equal

to k of the input variables are 1 . When this condition is ob-

tained, the output of the morphic AND circuit is either (0,1

)

or(l.O).

3,784,978

SELF-CHECKING DECODER
Meyer Joseph Zola, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,349

Int.CI. H03kyj/i4
U.S. CI. 340-146.1 AB II Claims

^nr

-Ti£

nn:
IF

cmoa I

|oc«[«"0«|

-v i"'Y '"Y '"ul
A' .i.V '-W "»V 5 4]

The self-checking decoder of the present invention includes

a number of logic NAND gates arranged to process input ad-

3,784,979

RESPONSE SYSTEM WITH IMPROVED
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND APPARATUS

David Friedman, Framingham, Mass., and Bernard Mortimer

Segal, Binghamton, N.Y., assignors to The Singer Company,

Binghamton, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 62,382, Aug. 10, 1970, Pat No. 3,658,243.

This appUcation Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,117

U.S. CI. 340-146.2 8 Claims

\^p*9

r'
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mismatch, the counter is reset; if all components match, an

output signal is given If the signals are in binary code, the

Si«noi*
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229,801
' BAR STOOL

Roy Bruce Lindvall, St. Peter, Minn., assignor to Beam
Furniture, Inc., St. Peter, Minn.

Filed July 17, 1972, Sen No. 272,169

Term of patent 14 years

int. CI. D6—01

VS. CI. D6—J7

229,804
'

CHAIR
Herman A. HassinRcr, Moorcstown, N.J., assignor to

Hassiuger & Scliwam Associates, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

' Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,189

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D^—O'l

U.S. CI. D6—78

229,802
CHAIR

Roy Bruce Lindvall, St. Peter, Minn., assignor to Beam
Furniture. Inc., St. Peter, Minn.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,455

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—47

.U

'u

4

229.805
TISSl E ROLL HOLDER

Curtis C. James, 65 Puritan Place,

Hamburg, N.Y. 14075
Filed June 1. 1973. Ser. No. 366,188

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
I .S. CI. D6—97

229,803
BENCH

Roy Bruce Lindvall, St. Peter, Minn., assignor to Beam
Furniture, Inc., St. Peter, Minn.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,168

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01

U.S. CI. D6—60
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229,806

SKI RACK OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Walter L. Hasser. 3 Loma Linda Drive,

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80906

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,263

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06

U.S. CI. D6—125

229,808
TABLE OR THE LIKE

Ronald J. McDonald, 201 E. 61st St.,

New Rochelle, N.Y. 10021
Continuation of design applications Ser. No. 18,144 and

Ser. No. 18,152, both June 18, 1969, and Ser. No.

20,723, Dec. 31, 1969. This application Apr. 20, 1970,

Ser. No. 22,536
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—Oi
U.S. CI. D6—177

ncoj]
xn7

'i^]

229,807
DISPLAY RACK

Donald E. Greenberg, 3163 Beaudry Terrace

Clendalc, Calif. 91208
Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,926

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06

U.S. CI. D6—132

229,809
FURNITURE PANEL

James A. Snowden, Okemah, Okla.

(Rte. 1, Carnegie, Okla. 73015)

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,257

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06

U.S. CI. D6—192
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229,810

DISPLAY HANGER FOR BOOTS
Michael Wahl, Searington, N.Y., assignor to ^ahl

Associates, Inc., Long Island Cit>. >.Y.

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Sen No. 239,002

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—08
U.S. CI. D6—252

229,813
BEVERAGE TRAY

Allan Robinson, 25 Kilsyth Road,

Brookline, Mass. 02146

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,322

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—99
U.S. CI. D7—21

8, 1974

I

229,811 '

CLOTHES HANGER
Malcolm Laughton. Birmingham. England, assignor to

Laughton & Sons Limited. Birmingham, England

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 291,037

Claims priority, application Great Britam Mar. 21, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—05

U.S. CI. D6—252

229.814
PLATE OR THE LIKE

Keith D. Popovich, Corning, N.Y.. assignor to Cornmg
Glass Works, Corning, N.V.

Filed Sept. 21. 1971, Ser. No. 182,569

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl—01
U.S. CI. D7—36

229.812
DISPOSABLE PLASTIC DISH

Paul Davis, Swampscott. Mass., assignor to Sweetheart

Plastics, Inc., Wilmington, Mass.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972. Ser. No. 222,428

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—0/

U.S. CI. D7—

1

229.815
POWER-DRIVEN Jl ICE EXTRACTOR

Brian Scott Smith, High W> combe, England, assignor to

Tower Housewares Limited, Wolverhampton. Stafford-

shire, England
Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 25, 1972

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,809

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—0-^

U.S. CI. D7—48
I
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229 816
PORTABLE SERVING BAR

Larry N. Wynveen. Sheboygan, and Stephen J. Jambretz,

Jackson, Wis., assignors to Thanco, Inc.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,833

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—99

U.S. CI. D7—71

229,819
HANDLED SUPPORT STAND FOR A

COOKING VESSEL
Richard B. Hall, Glen Ellyn, III., assignor to

Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,497
Term of patent 14 yeara

Int. CI. D7—06

U.S. CI. D7—130

229,817
BUILT-IN ELECTRIC TOASTER

Norman A. Beam, Boonville, Mo., assignor to McGraw-
Edison Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,943

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02

U.S. CI. D7—93

229,820
FIREPLACE GRATE

Richard W. Mellow, Jr., Ladue, Mo., assignor to

Liberty Foundry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,462

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—05
U.S. CI. D7—207

229 818
MICROW AVE OVEN

Eldon J. Klemp, Mayer, and Vernon E. Cassibo, New
Hope, Minn., assignors to Litton Systems, Inc., Beverly

Hills, Calif.

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,195

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02

U.S. CI. D7—128

229 821
COILED WIRE DISPENSER

Francis Kurt Bourhenne, I3O81/2 Anaheim St.,

Harbor City, Calif. 90710
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,658

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—99

U.S. CI. D8—220
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229,822
SCAFFOLD BRACKET

John H. Born, 2002 W. 31st N.,

Wichita, Kans. 67204

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,789

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D»—09
U.S. CI. D8—236

229 825

ACTUATOR CAP FOR A PRESSURIZED
CONTAINER

Thomas H. Hayes, Westport, Conn., assignor to

\ CA Corporation, Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,225

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—^7
U.S. CI. D9—258

229 823

CONTAINER FOR BAKERY PRODUCTS
William Henry Day, Brantford, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to W. R. Grace & Co., Duncan, S.C.

Filed Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224,649

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—03
U.S. CI. D9—183

229,826
POURING SPOUT

George M. Raptis, 17866 Vicino Way,
Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,295

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—277

229,827
TIRE

Claude Albert Hart, Sutton Coldfield, and Eric William

Haycocit, Alrewast, England, assignors to Dunlop Hold-

ings Limited, London, England
Filed Jan. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 104,194 |

Term of patent 7 years

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 23, 1970

Int. CI. D12—75

U.S. CL D12—152

229.824
BASE FOR A CONTAINER

Herbert R. Erickson, Denver, Colo., assignor to Best

Qualit> Plastics, Inc., Denver, Colo.

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,400

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—03
U.S. CI. D9—219

January 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

229 828
PORTABLE CHEMICAL TOILET

William J. Hinkley, 106 E. Washburn,
La Crosse, Wis. 54601

Filed June 12. 1972, Ser. No. 261,741

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D25—99

U.S. CI. D13— 1 L

229,831
UTILITIES POST

Donald F. Sparling, 425 NE. 32nd St.,

Boca Raton, Fla. 33432
Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164,203

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—03
U.S. CI. D26—12

909

229 829
AIRFOIL CABINET FOR A TRUCK
Leo G. Arnold, Jr., 801 St. Louis St.,

Joplin, Mo. 63031
Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,075

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—76

U.S. CI. D14—6 A

n

,:j*-

'A^i;..^-
^V-

229 832
ANTENNA HOUSING

Edward Finkel, New York, N.Y., assignor to JFD
Electronics Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed June 15, 1971, Ser. No. 153,487

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—05
U.S. CI. D26—14 F

229 830
DIGITAL COMPUTER

John W. Carroll, Pepperell, Mass., assignor to Digital

Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,355

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C
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229,833
STEREOPHONIC HEAD SET

Sidney Becker, Woodbur>, N.Y., assignor to Stanton

Magnetics, Inc., Plainview, >.Y.

Filed Sept. 30, 1971. Ser. No. 185,468

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—07.0i
U.S. CI. D26—14 H

229 834

TWO-WAY RADIO HOUSING OR SIMILAR
ARTICLE

Terrance S. Taylor, Cary , III., assignor to

Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park. III.

Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,528

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—03
VS. CI. D26—14 K

229,835
TELEPRINTER

Forrest H. Dahl, General Delivery,

Fergus Falls. Minn. 56537

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 188,630

(Filed under Rule 47(b) and 35 U.S.C. 118)

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D14—03
U.S. a. D26—14 R

229,836
I

TELEPHONE PANEL ENCLOSURE

'

William M. Wollet, Huntsvllle, Ala., assignor to GTE
Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated, North-

'^ *'
Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,836

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—05
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

229 837
TELEPHONE HANDSET

Donald Michael Genaro, Haworth, N.J., and Joh" N el

McGarvey, Drexel Hill, Pa., assignors to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973. Ser. No. 351,081

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

January 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 911

229 838
COMBINED FRAMED AQUARIUM AND

COVER THEREFOR
Boyd R. Johnson, 519 C St., Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,580

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02
U.S. CI. D30—

8

229,841
BILLIARD TABLE TOP

Phillip E. Crossman, Green Bay, Wis., assignor to

The Brunswick Corporation

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,995

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—O;
U.S. CI. D34—

3

229,839
AQUARIUM

Irving Schlesinger, Laguna Niguel, and Charles Flecnor,

Laguna Beach, Calif., assignors to South Bay Treasure,

Inc., doing business as Treasure Industries, Hawthorne,

Calif.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,732

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02

U.S. CI. D30—

9

229,842
CABINET FOR A COIN-CONTROLLED

AMUSEMENT MACHINE
Joseph E. Lally, McHenry, and Terrence A. Reedy, Jr.,

Skokie, III., assignors to Bally Manufacturing Corpo-

ration, Chicago, III.

Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,737

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—Oi
U.S. CI. D34—

5

229,840
COMBINED FRAMED AQUARIUM AND

COVER THEREFOR
Bovd R. Johnson, 519 C St., Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 153,151
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02
U.S. CI. D30—12

229 843
GOLF TEACHING AID

Leroy Goans, 6217 Fairhurst Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio 45213
Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 227,010

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34—5 GC
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229,844
GOLF CLUB HEAD

Richard Pavelle, 756 N. Countr> Club Drive,

Tucson, Ariz. 85716

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,315

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
US. CI. D34—5 GH

229,847
TOY ROADWAY SECTION

Russell C. Edmisson and LC J. Kingsburj, Manhattan

Beach, and George Soulakis, North Hollywood, Calif.,

assignors to Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,726

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—01
U.S. CI. D34—15 MM

229 845
WHEEL FOR A Jl VENILE VEHICLE

Viktor Schreckengost, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor

to The Murray Ohio Manufacturing Co., Nashville,

Tenn.
Filed Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,927

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—0/

U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

229,848
SNOW Al'GER

Robert A. Mittelstadt, Burnsville, and John M. Berner,

Minneapolis. Minn., assignors to Toro Manufacturing

Corporation, Minneapolis. Minn.
Filed Sept. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 183,302

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—03
U.S. CI. D35—2 B

229,846
TOY ARK

Donald A. Rae and Madalene B. Ray, both of Box 51,

Jenkintown, Pa. 19046
Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,231

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. on—01

U.S. CI. D34—15 JJ

229,849
EXPANDABLE GEM SETTING

Walter H. Glascr, Kaufbeuren-Neugablonz, Germany, as-

signor to E. H. Ashley & Company, Inc., Providence,

R.I.

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 160,249

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL Dll—01
U.S. CI. D45— 1 B

January 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

229 850
PENDANT OR THE LIKE

Albert F. Loertz, 5825 Guilford Ave.,

Indianapolis, Ind. 46220

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,904

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—07
U.S. CI. D45—15

229,853
LIGHT FIXTURE

Harry Taormina, 8427 Dacosta, Downey, Calif.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,581

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—23 A

913

90240

229,851
CANDLESTICK

Frederick W . Lindblad, 7 Hatherbury Court, Prestbury

Subdivision, Aurora, III. 60504
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,381

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—07
U.S. CI. D48—

2

229,854
FLASHLIGHT

Harold F. Bajusz, Woodridge, N.J., assignor to Accutec,

Inc., Wallington, N.J.

Filed Jurfe 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,053
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—02
U.S. CI. D48—24 A

229.852
CANDLESTICK

Frederick W. Lindblad, 7 Hatherbury Court, Prestbury

Subdivision, Aurora, III. 60504
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,382

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—07
U.S. CI. D48—

2

229,855
GAS LIGHTER

Kenjiro Goto, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Mansei Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaishya, Saitama, Japan

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 227,002

Tenn of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D27—05
U.S. CI. D48—27 R
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229,856
TAPE MEASIRF.

Michel Quenot, Besancon, France, assignor to

Stanley Mabo, Besancon, rranct

Filed Jan. 5, 1972. Ser. No. 215,709

Claims prioritj, application France July 12, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—04
U.S. CI. D52— 1 R

229 858

SPECTACLE FRAME CALIBRATOR
Joseph Santinelli, 36 Bucknell Drive,

Plainview, N.Y. 13137

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,901

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D10—99
U.S. CI. D52—6 B

\

229.857
HEIGHT GAGE

James L. Tav lor, 12319 Woodruff Ave.,

DoWnev, Calif. 90024

Filed Nov. 20," 1972, Ser. No. 308,052

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—04
U.S. CI. D52—6 R

229 859
MULTI-BAND PORTABLE RADIO

Richard Culbertson, Manlius, and Cornelius W. Christie,

Fulton. N.Y.. assignors to General Electric Company

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,996

Term of patent 14 vears

Int. CI. D14—Oi

U.S. CI. D56—4 B

January 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 915

229,860
PHONOGRAPH CABINET

Robert A. O'Neil and Michael C. Wilson, Glen Ellyn, 111.,

assignors to The Seeburg Corporation of Delaware,

Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,536

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—07

U.S. CI. D56—4 R

229,862
STILL CAMERA

David E. Hansen, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,722
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—Oi
U.S. CI. D61—1 B

(Ml 'Ii^Im

229,863
TAPE EMBOSSING TOOL

Andrew Graybeal, Mountain View, Calif., assignor to

Dymo Industries, Inc., Emeryville, Calif.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,690
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D18—99
U.S. CI. D64—10

229,861
EYEGLASS HOLDER

Jerome Mende, 109 Roman Ave.,

Staten Island, N.Y. 10314
Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,469

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—02

U.S. CI. D57—1 C
229,864

CABINET FOR TELEPRINTER OR THE LIKE
Berndt Ebbe Frick, 9 Herrgardsvagen,

13500 Tvreso, Sweden
Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 211,169

Claims priority, application Sweden June 23, 1971

Term of patent 14 years *'

Int. CI. Dl8—07

U.S. CI. D64—11 R
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229.865

ELECTRIC PRINTING MACHINE OR
SIMILAR ARTICLE

Robert E Schmeck, Greenwich, Conn., assignor to

ASremaPiS -Bowes GmbH, Heppenheim-BerRStrasse,

^""""Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295 544

Claims priority, application Germany Apr. 8, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D18—02
U.S.CI. D64—UB

229,868
SEWING MACHINE

Marco Zanuso, Milan, Italy, and Richard Sapper. Stutt-

Kart-Dcserloch, Germany, assignors to Necchi S.p.A.,

Favia. Italy .,

Filed Julv 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,421

Claims priority, application Italy Jan. 26, 1V71

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—OA
j

U.S. CI. D70—

1

'

229,866
WATER PLMP BAFFLE

Arthur Marr, 589 Wesley Ave.,

Oakland, Calif. 94606

Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,634

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—02
L.S. CI. D65—1 R

229,869

CAPPED BATTERY OPERATED CAl TERY
David E. Staub. Clearwater, FI;«.. assignor to

Concept, Inc., St. Petersburp. Fla.

Filed June 9. 1971, Ser. No. 151.622

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12 R

1 i

229,867

DRIP PAN FOR REFRIGERATORS OR THE LIKE

Harry R. Shanks, Glen Ellyn, III., assignor to Sears,

Roebuck and Co., Chicago, III.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,744

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—07
U.S. CI. D67—3 B

U

229.870

PORTABLE HANGER FOR » ^»\S P^RSJ,,.
Jane M. C/amy, 5919 Larkins, Detroit, Mich 48210

Filed Aug. 30. 1972, Ser. No. 284,747

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—99

U.S. CI. D87—2 R

January 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 91'

229,871
HANDBAG

Clarence V. Tibbs, 7119 Kingston Pike,

Knoxville, Tcnn. 37919
Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,143

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—0/

U.S. CI. D87—3 F

229,874
BABY BUNTING

Zeev Scharf, 138 Galloway Ave.,
Staten Island, N.Y. 10302

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,230
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—;i
U.S. CI. D92—2 R

229,872

CO> ER FOR PRIMARY CHAIN FOR
MOTORCYCLE

Larry L. Ziegler, 1918 5th St.,

San Fernando, Calif. 91340
Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 218,048

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—77

U.S. CI. D90—

5

229,875
SAFETY RAZOR

Martin Glaberson, Ardsley, N.Y., assignor to Warner-
Lambert Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

Continuatton-in-part of abandoned design application Ser.

No. 191,958, Oct. 22, 1971. This application May 3,

1972, Ser. No. 250.100
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D28—Oi
U.S. CI. D95—3 A

229,873
TIRE

Eugene E. McMannis, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to

Max-Trac Tire Co., Inc.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,344
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—75

U.S. CI. D90—20 R

229,876
SAFETY RAZOR

Martin Glaberson, Stratford, Conn., assignor to Wainer-
Lambert Companv, Morris Plains, N.J.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 288,189
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D28—Oi
U.S. CI. D95—3 A
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3.784.702.

Hing Chinn,

Alan H

.SVf-

Toshio; Nakamura.

3.784.081.

Karl-

A-T-O Inc .SV« —
Friendship. Kenneth F . 3,783.41 2

Ahbt)lt Lab«>ratories. .SVf

—

Flouret. George Rogelio, 3,784,535.

Kiinura. Eugene Tatsuru, and Anderson, David John
I ee, Cheuk Man. 3,784.545

Prillig, Elliott Renjamin, and Chun. Alexander
3.784.683

Theriault. Robert John. 3.784.447

Abex Corporation See—
Ravmond, David C. Smith. Gar> C . Jr., and Viles.

3,783.743
Abrahamsson. Sixtcn Method for executing time-determined analysis

in physical or chemical examination of substances and an apparatus

for executing the method 3.784.8 1 6, CI 250-273 000
Ahramst)n. Harvcv J , to Searle, G D., & Co., mesne. Inserter for in-

tr.iutcrinedcviccs 3,783.86I,CI 128-127000.
Accralubc Compan> .S«"< —

Caplan, Stanle> J , 3,784,472

Acre ( Ateliers de Constructions F.lectriquesde Charler«>i

)

Bingen, Roald, and \'an Hulse. Jacques, 3,784,946.

ACF Industries, Incorporated .Sec—
lomlin, Jerry B .3,784,155

Adachi, Katsuhiro See—
Yamamoto, Katsuo, Sato, Hide*), Iwasa

Hisao, and Adachi, Katsuhiro. 3,783,649

Adams, Alton A See—
Karmann, Thomas R , and Adams, Alt»in A.

Ad.ims. Karl-Hein/ See—
Bossert, Fnedrich, \'ater, Wulf; Bauer. Kurt, and Adams,

Hein?, 3,784,684
Adams, Stewart Sanders, Armitage, Bernard John, Nicholson, John

Sluart, and Ribera. Antonio, to Boots Pure Drug Company, Limited

Therapeutically active phenylalkane derivatives 3.784,705. CI. 424-

317 000
Adier. Jurgen. Erck. Karl, Klebba. Horst, Kramer, Wolfgang, Maneck,

Ernst, Mueller Eckhardt, Hans, and Schwenk, Kurt, to V4)lkswagen-

ttcrk Akt Automotive window assembly and prt>cess. 3.783,568. CI.

52-4(l() 00(1

AdIer, Stephen F See—
Innes, William B , Michael, Maiden W , and AdIer, Stephen F ,

3,784.484
Aerojet-General Corporation; ,S<'<'—

Chalfin.C.regorv T, 3.784,899

Agfa-Cievaert Aktiengesellschaft. See—
Wagner. Karl, Rosenberg, Otto, and Hummel. Adam. 3.783.757.

Wagner, Karl, and Nicolay, Klaus, 3,783,759

Winkler, Alfred, Pelte, Richard, Huber. Theodor; and Mayr. Hel-

mut, 3,784.292

Ahe, Yoshitaka; See—
Shinkai, Kin>a, Ahe, Yoshitaka. and Izumisawa. Masato.

3,784,868
Aichenegg, Paul C: See—

Emerson, Carl D , and Aichenegg, Paul C , 3.784.563

Aillet. Claude, to Societe l.annionnase d"Electroniques. Multi-step

phase shift modulator demodulator. 3.784.914. CI 325-30.000.

Air Products and Chemicals. Inc : See—
Cebalo. Tony, and Buntrock. Robert Edward, 3.784.555.

Airco, Inc : .SVf—

Terrell, Ross C ,3,784,706

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: .SV*"

—

Sugiura, Toshihiro, 3,784, 1 79.

Aitkey, Ian Miller Edingtun: -SVf—

Perrott. Francis Cyric; and Aitkey. Ian Miller Edington.

3.783.793

Ajax Hardware Manufacturing Corporation: See—
Holmes. Frank, Moore, William A ; and Read, George. 3,784.274.

Ajinomoto Co , Inc.: See—
Nishida, Hiroshi; Yamamoto, Masao, Kitai, Atsuo; Ozaki.

Asaichiro. Nishimura. Yokio, Takemi. Hiroto, and Takemi,

Chime. 3.784.446.

Akasaki. Isamu: See—
Kobayasi. Hiroyuki. and Akasaki. Isamu. 3.783,825.

Akin. Cavit; and Chao. Kwei C . to Standard Oil Company (Indiana)

Process for reducing the nucleic acid content of single cell protein

affording microorganisms 3.784.5 3«»> CI 99-14 000
Akiyama. Jiro. to Kanagawa Kiki Kogyo Company. Ltd. Automatic

continuously backflow washing-type filter. 3,784,016. CI. 210-

333000.
Aktiengesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie: See—

Lakota,Josip, 3,784,896
Aktieselskabet Niro Atomizer: See—

Hastrup. Niels Erik. 3,784.389.

Akzt>n Incorporated: ,SV<"

—

Muller, Manfred, 3,784,429

Albright & Wilson Limited: .SVe

—

Lyde, Derek Martin. 3.784.454.

Alcan Research and Development Limited: See—
Tripathi. Krishna Chandra, 3.783.664

Aldea. Gheorghe: See—
Coanda. Henry, Aldea. Gheorghe, Bodea. Ion; Truica. Vasile;

Hanciulescu. Valentin; Posirca. Radu; Lazar. Cristian; and
Gabor.lacob. 3.784.325.

Alexander. Dale W. Combination dental floss holder and toothpick.

3.783,883, CI. 132-91.000.

Alfa-Laval AB: See—
Olander. Karl Erik, 3.783.837.

Alford. Raymond N.; and Race. Hugh A., to Ingersoll-Rand Company.
Oil-controlled piston, and oil control means. 3.783.747, CI. 92-

1 60 000.

Allais. David C . to National Bank of Commerce of Seattle, mesne.

Electro-optical reader for bar codes or the like. 3.784.794. CI. 235--

61 lie

Filter-silencer for pneumatic devices. 3.783,590, CI:

to D. J. Incorporated. Priming horn. 3,784.066. CI.

Allen. Alton K.

55-310.000.

Allen. Bobby H
222-514.000

Allen. Joseph H.. and Wareham. Richard R., to Polaroid Corporation.

Collapsible viewing device 3,783.760. CI. 95- 1 I OOv.

Allen, William C: See—
Burstein. Albert H.. and Allen. William C, 3.783.860.

Alleva, Leon L.: See—
D'Ascoli. Ralph G.; and Alleva. Leon L.. 3,784.663.

Allied Chemical Corp<iration: See—
Katlic.JohnE .3.784.256.

Moore. William Percy. 3.784.367.

Morgan, Thomas R.; Low. William W.; Wamser. Christian A.; and

Bruen. Charles P.. 3.784.672

Oxenrider. Bryce C ; Bevleveld. Wilhelmus M ; and Woolf, Cyril.

3,784.644. , ^
Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—

Geiersbach. Allois F ; and Stich. Frederick A.. 3.784.888.

Geiersbach. Allois F ; and Price. Raymond G.. 3.7§4,890.

Rossi. Eugene F.. 3.784.107

Allison, Rudolph L ; and Lindstrand, Gary L., to MTL Incorporated

Ballon and sealing means therefor. 3,783,55 1 , CI. 46-90 000
Almand, Edouard, to Creusot-Laire. Methtxl of improving the machin-

ability and mechanical properties of a steel. 3.784,374, CI. 75-

I 29.000.

Alps Electric Co. Ltd.: See—
Ogasawara, Shoji; Tamate. Teruzo; and Sonobe. Toshimitsu.

3.783.698.

Alquist. Henry E.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Oxidative catalytic

converter. 3.783,619. CI. 60-288.000

Altwicker. Elmar R.; Gibbs. Richard E ; and Kolak. Nicholas P.. to

Argo Research International. Ltd , mesne Control of nitrogen ox-

ides from combustion process effluents. 3.784.478, CI. 252-192.000.

Altzschner.Gustav: See—
Schadebrodt, Gerhard; Altzschner, Gustav; Feldmann, Hans-Hel-

mut; Graichen, Bernhard; and Pabst, Wolfgang, 3,783,74 1

.

Aluminium Suisse S.A.: See—
Hardt. Jean. 3,784.064.

Aluminum Company: See—
Furney. Charles P . Jr.. 3.783.669.

Amagami, Keizo; Nishijyo. Masaru; Takahashi

Motoyuki. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co..

3.783.904, CI. 137-811.000.

Amana Refrigeration, Inc.: See—
Foerstner, Richard A.; and Fritts. Rex E., 3.784,78 1

.

Amchem Products, Inc.: See—
Cavanaugh, Robert E., Jr., 3,784,404.

Amer, Kenneth B ; and Lund, Herbert T , to Summa Corporation.

Coriolis-relieving aircraft rotor assembly. 3,784,319, CI. 416-

135 000
American Associated Cybernetics, Inc.: See—

Dukette, William J, 3,784,879.

American Bank Note Company, mesne: See—
Wicker, Ralph C, 3,784,289. ».

American Chain & Cable Company. Inc.: See—
Jankowski, Matthew A.; and Donahue, Simeon J., 3,784,949.

American Cyanamid Company: See-
Cohen. Elliott; Sloboda. Adolph Edward; Osterberg. Arnold Cur-

tis; and Child. Ralph Grassing. 3.784.704.

Yutaka; and Nawa.
,
Ltd. Fluid amplifier.
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Innes. William B . Michael. Maiden W and Adicr. Stephen F

V784.484
Schmitt. Edward Emil. Suen. Tzeng Jiucq. and LpdegrafT. Ivor

Heberling. -1.784.585 ^ ^
Sekiguchi. Hideto. Matsumura. Yasuo; Arai, Kojiro. Haruyama.

Kunio. and Wakitani.Mitsuru..1.784.666

Tomcufcik. Andre* Stephen. Child. Ralph Gra.ssing. and SU>ht.da.

Adolph Edward. .1.784.701

American La France. Inc .S>«'—

Specht. Glenn E ..1.784.111

American Optical Company .S*-*--
,-,„,„-,,

Koester. Charles J . and Snit/er. Elias. .1.78.1.874

American Optical Corporation .W-
Coates Vincent J , and Welter. Leonard M .3.784.815

Thaler. Sherw»H>d S . and Da\nard. Richard E .
3.78.1.87H

American Shoe Machinery Corporation -SV.-—

Stanton. Leo F . 1.781.464

Amoco Production Company See— ,-„,„,,
Dauben. Dwight L . and Fromng. H R

. '•/«-'/"-, ^„,
MurphN . Robert P , and Jones. Frank O . Jr .

1.78.1.683

Amos. James H . to Minnes»Ua Mining and Manufacturing Company

Flame equalizer for two or three burner camp su>\es 3.7X.VN>6. «. i

126 18 000
Amos-Thompson Corptirali«#n: .SV*-—

Neidinger. W illiam K . 3.784.668

AM P Incorporated .SV.-— ,-„.,.„
Keller. Joseph Richard, and Longenecker. Bruce Camcr..n.

1,7H3.66:

Resnolds.^ Charles Edward, and Gombar. Eugene Leonard.

.i,784.«<55

Anaconda Company. The. mesne Sei

D Ascoh. Ralph G and Alleva. Leon I .
1.7K4.661

Anderst>n. Axel F I .SV.-- ^ „ .. »., , c t,

Engalitcheff. John. Jr . Facius. Thomas F Bradley. Wilv^n F
.
Jr .

and Anderson. Axel F L. 3. 784.1 7 I

Anderson. Charles Henn Joseph, and Verwcgen. Hcnricus Johannes,

to I S Philips Corporation Connection dcMce tor elongate lighting

fittmgs 3, 784. 141. CI :48-316()Or

Anderson. DaMd John SV.--
i 7u . 7,,-.

Kimura. Eugene Tatsuru. and A|iders«in. David John. 3.7H4.7tl-

Anderson Electric Corporation .SVi—
. . „ , , ,

Eddens. Fletcher C . Corley . W illiam P . Sallmg. Jack Ronald, and

McDonald. Ralph E .3.7K4.137

Anderson. John R Reclosablc package 1,7X4.(.55.CI ::i-46(HH.

Anderson Weston Arthur Electrical conductivity rteasufement

method and apparatus 3.784.W8.CI 324-62 WM).

Ando.Masao See— i-tuj-tii
Minami. Hir.>shi. Ando. Masao. and Obata. Yoshiharu. 3.784.741

Andreiewski. Bernard R .V<«— civ
I arsen. Eric R . Andrc)e«ski. Bernard R . and Edamura. Fred N

.

3.7H4.608 ^ „
Andres Rudolf. Moller. Hermann, and Seyfricd. Fran/, to Daimler

Ben/' Aktiengesellschaft Pneumatically operatmg control ""'••^"^

tion for the automatic alignment of motor vehicle headlights

1 784.810. CI 24-7 I l| #

Andresen Arne O . to Walker Forge. Inc Machine for forming metal

stock for hot forging 3.783.673.CI 72-407 (HK)

Andrews. Roger Wayne Novelty electric motor 3.783.5.SO. CI 46

Angell^not. Jacob Ant.>n. to H.H^sch Akt.engesxlls^haft Method of

and apparatus for strappmg and labeling of ob^-cts 3.7»3.>7>. I i

53-3 000
Ac. Hideki .V«'«'— .^ . . . i, iiua^^i

Nakanishi. Michio. Arimura. Katsu.v and Ao.
"'^^VV^J r i aU

Aoki. Katashi Injection blow-molding apparatus 3.784.348. CI 4..-<

324 00b
Apeco Corporation .S*-*"—

Pollack. Melvm. 3.784.050

Apgar. Edward G . to United States of America Transportatu.n

FiHTUsing protective enclosure for ultras*inic transducer. 3.783.V6/.

CI 181- 5ed

APL Corporation See—
Pearl. Curt Charles. 3.784.084

Appleby. Paul E See— , . ^j,

Woodhall. Edwin S . Appleby. Paul E . and Touchette. John W
^ 784 4''6

Appleby. Paul'E. Folden. Denver C. and Kub.nski D».nald C to

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The Tire building apparatus

3.784.437. CI 156-401(K)0

Aqua-Chem. Inc .SV*"—

Schrage. Donald J . 3.783.802

Arai.Kaneyoshi .S*'f—
i iua -utt,

Namikawa. Mamoru. and Aral. Kaneyoshi. 3,784, /vo

Aral, Kojiro: See—
. „ u .,... ..„,

Sekiguchi. Hideto. Matsumura. Yasuo. Arai. Kojiro. Haruyama.

Kunio and Wakitani.Mitsuru. 3.784.666

Araki. Yoshitoshi. Yanagisawa. Yu/uru. and Nakayama, Akira to

Sony Corporation Method and apparatus for electron tubes

3.784.862. CI 313-174 000

Araujo. Roger J . and Sawchuk. Lor» G, I" Corning Glass Work

v

Cladding glasses for photochromic optical fibers 3.784,386, 1
1

luo

50 000
Arava Kumakich. Wheelrim 1.784.260.CI 301 -V7 000

ARBED-Acieries Reunies de Burbach Eich-Dudelange See—

I

Arthur J

Glaesener. Ernest. 3.784.167

ArchK>ld Ralph L . to Franklin Manufacturing Company Washing

machine 3.783.652, CI 68-23 7tH)
|

Archer. Eric .V<v—

Archer. Erlmg B . 3.783,636

Archer Friing B. to Archer. Eric Automatic icecube maker

3.78.1.636. CT 62 353(HK»

Arden Sidnev. to C..ns.ilidatcd F.hkIs Corp..ration. d/b/a Popsiclc In

dustries Ch.>colate flavored liquid confections and methods ol mak

ing the same 1.784.7 15. CI 426 172 (KM)

Argi» Research International. I td .
mesne .SV. -

u .i ., p
Altwicker. Flmar R . C.ibbs. Richard I . and kolak. Nicholas P .

Aries. Gr.ih.im John Stirrer devices t..r culin.iiv purposes 3.783.77tl.

(^1 i^<.^48 tHK>

Arimur.i. K.itsuo .S<«- u i l i-»«.i<<i
Nakanishi. Michl.v Arimura. Katsuo.and A... Hideki, 3,784.551

Arita. Koshei .S.'.- —
Kinemura. Masao. 3.783.W8

Ari/on.i Chemical C onipany S. < - »

Scharrer. Roland Pierre Fran/. 3.784.537

Arkell. Alfreil S.'.
, » . m auv .1

Suggitt. R..Krt M . C rone. John M . Jr . and Arkell, Altrcd.

3.784.617

Arlaud. Jean Claude, to C ommisviriat a ITnergy Atomiquc I her-

mi>couplc probe for tcmpcr.iturc me.isurement 3.783.6M1. CI ^^

341 IHX)

Armitage. Bernard John .S.«—
. . ^ » i.

Adams. Stewart Sanders, Armit.ige, Bernard John. Nicholson.

John Stuart, and Ribcra. Antoni.>. 3.784.705

Armor Elevator C .impany. Inc . mesne S.-.—

I indegger. Robert. 1,783.'J75

Armour and Company Sc-

Knuts4>n. Orlie E . Gernandt. Louis E , and C harmoli.

1.783.577

Armstr«>ng Cork Company SV.- ,,o,tti
Hart/cll I vndon(. ..iiulOllinger.JamesC ,3.78A.7M

Ollinger, James C .and Shenk.Ji.hnW .1.784.144

Armstrong. David Alun. and Lewis. Kenneth ( .ill, to Hrilish Steel ( or

p,.r.ition Strip sh.ipc' correcti..n on g.iKan.sing luu 1,784.0?.. I I

Armit Robert C , to Lnited States of America. Army PDM T DM
sw Itching m..trix 3.784.751. CI P^^IS.H.a

Arno David Michael, and Mohr. John Ciilbert, to Johns Manville C or

poration I raversing mechanism 1.7S4.121.C1 242 41 (MM.

Arm.ld Orlan M , and N ancmi. Carl.. A . t.. PeaKKJy Engineering C or

porati..n liquids lsscpar.itor 1.784.017.C1 21.. IM.M.O

Arnold. rh..m..s B , Bvrnes. Eugene B and C astoe^ ^'•;"''' « •.,"• '^"

lanticRuhlield Company Oil ..nd gas treatment 1.784,466. CI -08

:t61 (MM.

ARP Instruments. Inc See - ,,„...,,
Pearlman, Alan R . andColin. fX-nnis P .

1.784.435

Arpaiian, \ askcn E ,S.-.-—
. .. «

HutchinM.n. Herman R .
Arpajian. \ .isken F and Mak-..mM.n,

Roberts. 1.784.6^7

Arps. Marion T .V.-.- -
_ , ,

Schrading. Mark S . and Arps, Marion T .
1.783.86.

|

Art/. Klaus .S.« - d _ ii. „
Desai Nalin Binduprasad. Jayaraman. P.mnusami. Ramanathan.

Visvanathan. Art/. Klaus. Naik, Navnitrai Nagarp. and Jenny.

Walter. 3.784.554
AsahiKasiiKogvoKabushikiKaisha .SV.-

Yamamoto. Katsuo. Sat... Hide... Iwas.i. L.shio. Nakamura.

Hisa...and Adachi. Katsuhiro. 3.783.64V

Asahi Kogaku K..gy.. Kabushiki Kaisha S,-.

Lno Na..vuk.. N..mura. Katsuhik... Saka/aki. lada/umi,

Watanabe. K.>ichir... Miyata. Katsuhik... and I ran... Eumi...

3.783.765

Asakuno. Hir..y..shi .SVf—

Hm... H..r..yuki. Asakun... Hir.iy..shi. and > amada. letsuya,

3.784.662 ^ . . r-,

Asanuma. Ka/uv..shi. t.. Toky.. Sh.baura Electric Co. Hf"^/.'^;--

tr..magnetic Unrking mechanism f..r a micr..wave ..sen 3.784.776.

CI 21410 55(.

As.i..ka.Junichi S.-.-- , At.r.
Watanabe Jun. Hos..i. Susmu. Kuwa/aki. Ma-sahir.., Ola, Akira,

Takata.T.«ihikatsu. and Avu.ka. Junichi. ^784 41 3

Ashikian. Baruir Wind ..perated heating system 3.783.858, CI 1.6-

247 0<K)
. . ., u c

Ashi/awa Y..shimi, t.. T..shiba Kakai Kabushiki Kaisha Spinning

machine 3.783.665,CT 72-81000
, ,«, 7,7 ri 84

Ashley. Eugene, to General Electric Cmpany Seal 3,783.7.^7, 1 1
K4.

Assael Marcel Device for fixing a c.nering sheet inside
•'J'»'«v'|;""

^rmedby two perpendicular surfaces 3.783.431, CI 160-327.000.

Astra I akemedel Aktieb«.lag S*-.-—
Fischlcr. Max. 3.784,681

AtcoC..rp».rati..n See—
Dumit. Josepy P . 3.784,025.

Atkins & Merrill. Incorporated .S<^—

J.»hns..n.Coy«>te. 3.783.542

Atlantic Richfield Canada I td See—

Kaminsky. Vicu.r Paul, 3,784,464.

Atlantic Richfield Cmpany; See—
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Byrnes. Eugene B.; and Castoe. Alonzo R
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Arnold. Thomas B
3.784.466

Tome/sko. Edward S J . 3.784,485

Atlantic Richfield C.impany. mesne: See—
James. Dean B . Smiley. Sevmour H.; and Whittaker. Ralph E, Jr..

3,784.817

Atlas Cope. Aktiebolag: .SV.-—

Lauber. Ernst Abraham, and Birrcr. Josef, 3,784.257.

At..mic Energy ..f Canada. I.imitetl ,SVc—
McPherst.n. Neil Freeman, and Hanssmann. Nils. 3,784,778,

Audn Corporatu.n ,SV<'

—

Brendle. Tht.mas A.. 3.784,803,

Auerbach. Sherwin Leonard Remote fastener for lamps and the like

3.784.140. CI 248.2I4()(M.

August. Elean..r J ,SV.'—
MagaL.tti. Th.imas D; and August. Ernest. 3,784,341.

August, f-rnest ,V<'.'

—

Magalotti. 1 homas D . and August. Ernest. 3.784,34 1

Auphan. Michel Joseph, and Martin (iuy. t<. I' S Philips C.>rp..rati..n

r)ental drilling machine basing impr..ved coling. 3.783.5 15, CI 32-

28 000
Auto Parks, Inc See—

Keator. Frederic R . 3.783.558

Automatic 1 iquid Packaging. Inc .SV."

—

Komendowski. Henry . 3.784,045.

AvcoC..rporaIi.>n Sec—
Kaiser. Robert. 3,784.47 1

/eiders. Glenn W . Jr and Bella. Richard A . 3.783.685
Avdeesa. laniara Petrovna See -

Nekrasov. Konstantin Dmitrievich. Taras..va. Alexandra Petrt.v-

na. Bl|usin. Alfred A\gust..vich. Avdeeva. Tamara Petrovna.

Elm. V'yachcslav Alexandros ich. R..i/nian. Pavel Ar.>n.>vich.

and Denisenko, Alex.in.lr Panteleevich. 3.784.385

Ascrv Products C"orporation .S<<-

A\er\. R Stanton. Sch.irenbcrg. Robert T . and Zcidman. Gordon
G .'3.784.(.76

Asery . R Stant<.n. Scharenberg. Robert T . and Zeidman. (i..rd..n G..

to A\er\ Products C.rp.iration Web guiding apparatus. 3.784,076.

CI 226 174 000
As I.. MS Marcel Dassault Si'.' —

Pelat. Patrice. 3.783.738

Auala. Y<.riy>.shi See—
,

Mono. Minoru. and Awata. Y.trisoshi. 3.784,854

A/cgami, ladashi, to Fisher A: P<.rler C"ompan\ Drift-compensated

anah.ghoUUricuit 1.784,414, CI 128- 1 27 (M)()'

A/ionaria Costru/ioni Macchinc Auloniatiche A.C M A S.p.A.: .SVr

—

Borghi. V incen/o, 3.783.457

Baher. James J . Jr .S<<- -

Oaughcrly. James! .and Babcr. James J . Jr . 3.783.414

B.ihin. Frank A . and Klein. Kenneth E . t.. SCM C..rp..ration

Pholocopsing machine 1.784.1(.4.CI 355 67 (UHI

Bach. Burton E Finder h.ile liner for b..wling ball 3.784,148. CI. 273

61 OOa
Bachle. Wilfred Hugo SV.-

Richardson. Jt.hn 1 losd. Seg.ivja. Gilbert. Ju. Fred, and Bachle.

Wilfred Hugo. 3. 784.47(»

Bachmann. Man.. E 1 ranscription cntr..! for cassette tape player

1.784. 127. CI 242-144 00(1

Backstein. (iunter. and Pet/sch. l.othar. to Rheinmetall GmbH
Switch f..r electrical impact detonaU.rs. 3.783,741 . CI. 102-70.200.

Badger C.mpany. Inc . The .SVc—
Sheels, Harold R .3.783.528

Badische Anilin- & S<.da-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: .SV.-

—

Hilt. Albrecht. Schmidt, Fran/, and Schwartz. Erich. 3.784.514

Plannmucller. Helmut. Irban. Friedrich. Buechner. Oskar.

Gropper. Hans, and Sistig. Wolf. 3.784.538

Rohr. W ..Ifgang, and Fischer. Adolf. 3.784.564

Baermann. Max Permanent magnet f..r suspension bearings.

1.784.445. CI 335-3(12000
Bagheri, Mans.iur A H , Fitzgerald. Walter P. Jr ; and Sanders.

Beatrix Y . to L..ng-Lok Fasteners C.>rp..rati.>n. Meth.>d of f.irming

patch-type self-l.>cking screw fasteners 3.784.435, CI 156-243000
Bagshawe. Kenneth D . and Marchant. Derek N . to Hayward Ft.unda-

tion. The Apparatus for analysing continu.iusly discrete biological

liquid samples 3.784.826. CI 250-lOOOsc
Bailey. Rex Edward Automatic egg turner 3.783.833. CI I 14-44 OHO
Bailey, Richard J., to GT I C\)rp.)ration. Cnductive shunt for dual-in-

line terminal integrated circuit 3.784.457. CI. 334-14 000
Baker. Das id Keith; Eason. R.inald Charles. Gascoigne. Richard Mel-

ville, and Schryver. Andrew, to Rank Organisation Limited. The.

Stage lighting control units 3.784.875. CI 3 1 5-244 000.

Baker. James G . to P.ilaroid Corporati..n Reflex camera and viewing

device 3,783.764, CI 45-42 000
Baker, James G . to Polar.tid C..rp..rati.in. Corrected optical system f.>r

shallow camera or the like, components thereof. 3,784,277, CI. 350-

6000
Ball. Allan -SVf—

R.)ss. Hugh MacDonald; and Ball. Allan. 3.784,1 53.

Ball Brothers Research Corporatit.n: .SV."—

Bancroft. James R.; Cleavinger, Richard L.; and Hall, James M..

3.784.829
James, Donald N.. 3.784.872

Ball Corporation: .SV.-

—

CtJok. Charles W , 3.783.442

Baltimore Aircoil Company. Inc.. mesne: See—
Engalitcheff. John. Jr.; Facius, Thomas F.; Bradley, Wilson £., Jr,;

and Anderson, Axel F I... 3,784. 171

Baltimt.re and Ohio Railr.iad Company, The: .Sy*"

—

Christian. Frank Gord.>n. Jr.. 3.783.798.

Bancr..ft. James R ; Cleavinger, Richard L.; and Hall, James M.. to Ball

Brothers Research Corp.iration. Radiant energy selection means.
3.784.824. CT. 25()-203.0ct.

Bangs, Leigh B., Huml. James O.; and Layne, Gilbert S.. to Dow
Chemical Company. The. Corr.isi.>n resistant frozen wall. 3.784.37 1

.

CI 75-680()r
Banner. Philip M Mechanical trim tab means for marine craft.

3.783.8 17. CI. 1 14-66 5()p

Bannics. Hans E . to Plummer. Walter A Coupling Sssembly for

shielded tubular jacketing 3.784.730. CI. 174-75.00c

Banyu Pharmaceutical Co . Ltd.: .SV."

—

Matsum.ito. Iku..; and Okazawa. Masao. 3.784.632.

Barclay. R».gcr. to Pierre. Naquet and Societe Anonyme Labtiservice.

Viesi ing apparatus 3.783.540. CI. 40-78.070.

Barker. Michael D . I.) Shell Oil Co'irtpanv Pe;sticidal phosphorylated

thiazole derivatives. 3.784.554. CI. 260-302.00e
Barnhart. Bruce R ; and Hill. David C . to General Motors Corpora-

ti.in Internal combustion engine ignition spark vacuum advance

system. 3.783.846. CI. 123-1 17.00a

Barra. Frank J . and Murrell. Kenneth R . to Black. Sivalls & Bryson.

Inc. Apparatus f..r separating oil aftd solids from water. 3.784.010.

CI. 2 10-1 1 4.000.

Barrett. James H..ward; and Kellcher. Jack, t.i Dynamic Tcchn.>U>gy

Limited Lighting control systems. 3.784.874. Cl.'s 1 5-294 000.

Barron. Mark B.: .SVf

—

Kur/. Bruno, Barron. Mark B.. and Butler. Walter J . 3.784.847.

Barth. Gerhard: .SV.'—

Mutze. Heinz; Barth. Gerhard; and Kertzscher, Klaus. 3.783.644.

Bart.tn. Stephen R ; and Diebler. Herman G.. t.i Technicon Instru-

ments C.)rp.iration. System and metht.d for impr.ived operati.in .if a

col.>rimetcr or like optical analysis apparatus. 3.784.310. CI. 356-

181.000.

Basic lnc.irp.>rated: .SV.'

—

Strong. Herbert W ; Radway. Jcrrold E.. and Co.ik. Henry A..

3.784.680.

Bates. Herbert E .SV.'—

C.K-ks. Franklin H . and Bates. Herbert E.. 3.784.860.

Battcock. Whalley Vowe: .SV.-—
H..y. Herbert Ravmond. Johns.>n. Ronald Leslie, and Battcock.

Whalley Vowe.'3.784. 108.

Bauer. Benjamin B.. to C.lumbia Br.>adcasting System. Inc. Decoders
f..r quadrupht.nic sound utilizing wave mathing logic. 3.784.744. CI.

I79-1.0gq.

Bauer. Donald J.: See—
Elges. Carl H III. Hasket. Philip R.. Bauer. Donald J . and Lind-

strom. Roaia E.. 3.784.664

Bauer. Kurt: .SVc

—

Bossert. Friedrich; Valer. Wulf; Bauer. Kurt, and Adams, Karl-

Heinz, 3.784,684.

Bauer. Lieselotte: .SV.'

—

Krueger. Friedrich; and Bauer, Lieselotte. 3.784.469.

Baum. M.)rton S.: .SV."

—

Earle, Roland D.. and Baum. Morton S . 3.784.7 10.

Baumann. Dieter, and Habermeier. Juergen. to Ciba-Geigy Corp.>ra-

ti.)n. Long-chain diglycidyl esters. 3.784.525. CI. 260-78.4ep.

Baumann. Rt.bert F.; Bozza, Eugene E.; and Hunt. Gardner S.. to

United States ..f America. Army. Propellant omptjsilion containing

a nickle silver comp.>site 3.784.4 1 9. CI. 149-2.000.

Baxter. Gene F.: .SV.-

—

^

Freeman. Harlan G.. Baxter. Gene F.; and Graham. George.

3.784.515. «

Baxter. Gene F.; Freeman, Harlan G.; and Tiedeman, George T., to

Weyerhaeuser Company. Rapid curing resin compositions employ-

ing a phenol-aldehyde condensation (polymer reacted with bis-aryl

amine. 3,784,5 1 6. CI. 260-5 1 .500.

Baychem Corp<.ration: See—
Emerst.n. Carl D.. and Aichenegg. PaulC 3.784.563.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See— °

Bossert. Friedrich; Vater. Wulf; Bauer. Kurt; and Adams, Karl-

Heinz. 3.784.684.

Kume. Toyohiko; and Yasun. Kazuomi. 3.784.654.

Schellhammer, Carl-Wolfgang. 3.784.570.

Schirmer. Hermann; and Peilst.)cker. Guntcr. 3.784.595.

Schrader. Gerhard; and H'ammann. Ingebdrg. 3.784.653.

Bayer, John W.; and Santiag.i, Edgardo. to Owens-Illinois, Inc.

Polymeric quaternarv amm.)nium compounds and methods for mak-
ing same. 3,784,529,'CI. 260-79.30m.

Beadle. Bruce R.; and Btillinger, John G., to Giddings & Lewis. Inc.

Adaptive machining. 3.784.798. CI. 235-151.1 10.

Beaman, D.»n L.; See—
Whitley. Ernest M.; Beaman. Don L.; and McCombie. William S..

3.783.763.

Beck, Gerhard O.: See—
Schutt, Dale W.; and Beck. Gerhard O.. 3.784,909.

Beckman Instruments, Inc.: See—
Peterson, Arnie J.; and Hoffa, Jack L.. 3.784.1 70.

Beeman. Archie W. Revolvable canopy having two point suspension.

3,784.250. CI. 297-184.000.
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R.er Bernard Clody. Donald E . Vogel. John R .
and Horov.u. Zola

"
!o Sqibb. E R . & Sons. Inc Anl.-anx.el> comb.nat.on

1 784 f>88 CI 424-244 OOO .

Bcesley wuiiam N . Jr Portable and disposable dispensing packages

3.784.022. CI 2 11-49 OOd

Bcisiegel. Norbert See-
Sirobel. Joseph, and Beisiegel. Norbert. 3.784,290.

Belt& Howell Co .S^f—

Hartmann. Rudolf. 3.784.305.

Bell & Howell Company See—

Bookless. George W. 3.783.784

Dorman. Isidore. 3.784.439

Thiel. John A. 3.784. 189

Thiel. John A. 3.784. 191

Bell Canada Northern Electric
^^^''''''"'^^i^AlTs

Cambridge. Ronan M . andChyti .
Milan. ^^^*-^^\

Haight, William John, and Critchley. John Edward. 3.784.759

Bell Telephone Laboratories. lnc^rp*>rated^.W-
»,,... ..l

Berkley, David Arthur, and Mitchell. Olga Mary Mracck.

3.784.747

Blahut. Donald Edgar. 3.784.922

Brown. Earl Franklin, and Kaminski, William 3.784 73S_

Hughes. Harry EIroy. Jr . and Wachs. Meyer Herbert. 3.783.499

Kmg. Michael Charles. 3.783.520 ^

Lipari. Dominic Timothy. 3.783.682

Nemchik. Joseph Michael. 3.784.756

Rando, Robert. 3.784.893.

Rickerl. Richard Michael. 3.784.760

Schroeder. Henrv Charles. 3.784.743

Steidel. Charles A .3.784.951

Zola. Meyer Joseph. 3.784.978

Bella. Richard A .S^f- naifcus
Zeiders, Glenn W . Jr . and Bella. Richard A . 3.78 3.685

Baling & Co . Limited See-
^ Fournv,DeniseGiscleJos«tte.3.784.788
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, Inc Manually contr»>lled vehi-

15-21 (H)e

hournv uenise \jiscic ji'a»^»»«.. -'. •-
. .

.

Belu Klaus Frankenfeld, Klaus, and Gotzmann. Karl, to Chem.schc

Fahr.k Budenhe.m Process for removing iron from pho>rhoric acid

1784.678. CI 423-321 000

Benckiser.Joh A .GmbH. Chcm.sche Fabnk See-

Krueger. Friedrich. and Bauer, Lieselolte. 3.784.46^

Bendu Corporation. The See—
Erwin. Louis R .3.783.963

Kasten. Waller. 3.784.01 5

'•^"VVan"r.'H:inrG^rhard. Met.cndorf. Walter Schweym. Erich

Beneke. Herbert. Marrett. Rolf. Nip^sen. Jo/ef. and Omran.

BenkoviT^RogerJ^.to Eaton Corporation Hydraulic fluid device and

"ethi of assembly thereof 3.783.744.CI 92-57 ..OO

^"MaK."Nlil'A'"'Menapace, Henry R, and Benner. Gerald S,

Mab.'*NefrA. Menapace. Henry R. and Benner. Gerald S.

MenapacV.^Hc^nry R, Benner. Gerald S. and Maly. Neil A.

Benne.;. Ke'nfH Fac.ormatic slide rule ^784^93 CI 235-70 0,)r

Bens*,n Alden P . Foster. Kenneth J .
and Quellctle A'!'*^*! »* •

Lmted States of America. Navy Rem,>vable goggles for helmet

3.783.452. CI 2-6 000

Bens«>n.CarlP -SVf-
r- , o i 7h^ fc47

Torrant, James Peter, and Benson. Carl P .
3.783.647

Bergenfield Development Co Inc ''«»— nuian
Schmedd.ng. Alb^t A . and Pfiefer. Ernest L ./•783.81 1

Ber.er Helmut to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Autornat.c film

developing machine with means to sequentially remove film sheets

from a magazine 3.784.834. CI 250-477 000

'"Ta 'schmar'oTf. Peter. Moser, Paul, and Berger^Kurt. 3.784,5 .0

Bergmeister Eduard. Kirst. Paul-Gerhard, and Winkler. Hem/, to

Xker Chemie GmbH Process for the preparation o/I--"--?^
lump-free, redispersible. synthetic resin p..wders 3.784.648. CI

260-856000
Bergstrom Paper Company See—

Berg:;:'^'Bern:rd c' and'v1.u::.u.s., John A . to ESB .ncorp,>r.ed

Battery with duplex elec.r.MJe construction using ;-""""7"; ,7'",'

carrier strip having at least one nonreactive metal sKie 3.784.410.

CI 136-10 000
Berkey Photo. Inc .S>«'—

Grey. David S .3.784.287
, , b..|i

BerkVev David Arthur and Mitchell, Olga Mary Mracek, to Bel

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Speech suppression by pre

dictive filtering 3.784.747. CI 179-1 Ohf

Berkowui! IrvinJ L . to Kason Hardware Corp.>ra.K>n Panel fastener

t 784 '40 CI 292-1 1 1 000

Be l^E'vanH Balancing skill game 3.784.I96.CI273-I^0(^

Berliner. Julius F T . to Hosiery Mate Company. The Textile

strengthener 3.784.497. CI. 260-29 6xa

Berliner. WallaceHS**-— , iu» a^k
Doran E James, and Berliner. Wallace H. 3.783.638

Berman Aaron Robert, deceased (by Berman. Katharine D .
adminis-

tratrix » Golf ball 3.784.209. CI 273-21 8 000.

Berman. Katharine D . See—

Berman. Aaron Robert. 3.784.209

Bernardi Bros . Inc Set—
Bernardi. Di>nald A .

3.783.466

Bernardi. Donald A . to Beinardi Bri>s

cle washing apparatus 3.783,466. CI

^''"tl^^'Z.:^^^. Bouillon. Claude. Man,H»s<>s. Georges, and

Berrebi.Claudine. 3.784.685

Berry. William R.S^f-
«. ,1 ™ b W84 944 I

Schanl/. Spencer C .and Berry. William R .
3.784.944

|

Berthoud. Francois ,V»-.-—
1 la-i iu\t,

DuN>is Gerald, and Berth..ud. Francois. 3.783.606 _ , ,. „
BertoreH. Orlani, eonard. to Hubcr. J M Corp,>ration Pr.Hlucti.n,

of finei; divided amorphous alumino-silicatc pigments from kaolin

1784 39"' CI 106-288 (K)b ,

Heriu; Bre-n. J , to Phillips Petroleum C^^l'^-^^^'^^y^'^
^^ P"'^"'*--

fordehvdrogcnalion 3,784.627. CI 260-683 3(H)

Bettor Packages ( V K ) Limited ^^-
Faggcttcr. Francis Fdward. 3.784.073

Bcverlv Enterprises .W*--
1 twi M/.7

Summersbv , E John, and Nagel. D.etmar. 3.783.867

Bevleveld. Wilhelmus M See-
1 uy „jf r-vni

•

Oxcnnder. Brvcc C ,
Bevleveld. Wilhelmus M .

and W«.lf. C yril.

Blanch' M^sMmo. to Billi. Ci * C S^P^A S-nlcer o^-""* --^ ^«>'

circular knitting machines 3.783.645. CI 66-108 (K)r.

^

•^'^'wym'n'.-DJnni G . B.chell. William J . and Oliver.. Humbcr.

BKkham'Vra'iL'is I . to Price. H C . Co Pipe c.Mtmg beveler and

Bi^!:^.^;n^:'a^ r^:^:^;%rence W , toGU^f... ^^.
gineering Company, The Automatic aramalurc winding 3.783.501.

CI 29 597 (HK)

Biddle. James (i .Company -W*"—
Irt^nsidc Donalds .3.784.906

. ^ . . n ... .

B„ck~ John t . ,0 0..n«,.l tk.IrK
VrrCUJ,"

Company lempOrature resp,>ns.vc devK,e 3.784.095. CI .6

B.ldus.ls'*! eonas I and Manske. Wendell J . to Minnev.ta Mining and

^ManufactuTrg Company I aten. image comp..Mtc master and

melh.Hl 3.784.394. CI 117-1 7(K)

Billi.G ,&C .Sp A See-
Bianchi Massimo. 3.783.64">

, .- i.- a

Billin^gs", Ro O
.
and

"-^^-'-^^k'^-' «,-,';, .^MnVr'
^"^

'

mesne Vehicular p,.wer plant 3.78Vhl3.CI 60 38 (HK)

Bindler. Jakob See-
, lu . ^uj

M.Hlel Ernst, and Bindler. Jakob. 3.784.694
, r- .„

Bingen. Roald. and Van Hulse-, Jacques^ .0 ACT C <
Atelier^s dc C on

slructions ElectriMuesde CharleroO Sm.H.lhmg ch..ke 3,784.946.

C^'6 59(HK)
I

KnljKnamics, Inc See—
'

-BudroM.-, Charles R, 3.784.763
,,S40,KM1

Birch, Ralph William Closure cap 3.784.(UI.CI 215-40(881

Birkhol/. Manfred See- muMiu
Stepraih. Werner, and Birkh.»l/. Manfred. 3.783.701

Birrer. Josef .S«r—
.r 1 7JI4 •»<1

I auber. Ernst Abraham, and Birrcr. J»»ef. 3.784..57,

Bish«>p. Ronald Frederick See—
, ,. .t » 7111 470

Mvers. Mark Stanley , and Bishop. R.>nald Frederick. ^•7«3.47t)

Bittern. J.^eph E . .0 Cape-well Manufacturing C "-P;;";,
^^'^f'^ ^.^

reversible quick disconnect drive therefor 3.784.316. CI

204 000

'^"
Sk^;r:a''n'tun'e oTvalfrid. and B..rk. Olov Richard. 3.784.1 59

Black Clawv.n Fibreclaim. Inc mesne-^S^^--

Herbert William, and Kohlhepp, Dean H .
3.783.993.

""sl:i.*"'»: ".. R'."Bla.l>lc,. *,!„.„, D. and ChaW,. H„„,

Adaptive delta mixlulalK.ndec.Hler 3.784.9... Cl 3.v |U4 in-v

n. Rliusin Alfred Avgustovich. Avdeeva. Tamara Petrovna.

Elin.Xchctlav AlexSndrovich. Ro'---/-/' ^^ -»'•

«.
'"^ 'STIv-er 3^783t'5 a 3 Vr7l^SoJ- •

BlurJu^rA' "Cnocicdown- winch .ssembly^fi^^^^^ «P«n a

Bi^-t'Tc ^::^-^^.^^^^-- - -
cushion vehicle 3.783.627. CI ftl-46 50a

^srre'v^p.'z^w:;"^^^^^^^^

Bockmann'ilfied. and Keucrleber. Rudi. to Krauss-MafTei AG

^eS of and apparatus for the controlled mixing of two reactive

o>mponents 3.784.169. CI 259.4 000

C

Bodea. Ion. -SV*-—

Coanda. Henry. Aldca. Ghet.rghc. Bodca. Ion. Truica. Vasile;

Hanciulescu. Valentin. Posirca. Radu. Lazar. Cristian; and
Gabor.lacob. 3.784.325

Bodenseewerk Perkin-Elmer & Co.. GmbH: See—
Otte. Eginhart. and Jent/sch» Dietrich. 3.783.694

Bodine. Albert G Sonic resonant driving of a column member utilizing

compliant resonator element 3.783.954. CI 1 73-49 ()(K)

Boehnnger Mannheim GmbH See—
Braun. Hans. 3.784.006

Boeing C"ompanv . The See—
Das Khandelwal B , and Strobelt. William E . 3.783.678.

Boekkooi. Anion, and Heeman, Andreas Maria, to US Philips Cor-

piualion Electric lamp 3.784.807. CI 240-415(K)

B«iileau. Jacques, to Compagnie Generate des Etablissements

Michelin. raison sociale Michelin & Cie. Tire having bi-based car-

cass 3.783.925. CI

Bojas. Edward J . to Eaton Corp«>ration Hydrostatic transmission con-

trol system 3.783.61 1. CI 60-19000
Bokros. Jack C . to Gulf Oil Corporation Percutaneous implant

3.783.868. CI 128 260(100
Bolcn, Waldo H , to Northwestern Corporation, The. Vending machine

with counting mechanism 3.783.986. CI 194 2 (K)0

Bohc. Viclor W Self regulating artificial heart 3.783.453. CT 3- 1 (KK)

Bollinger. John G See—
Beadle, Bruce R , and Bollinger, John G . 3.784.798

Bolton. Herbert S Bottle carrier 3.784.003. CI 206-65 (»0e

Bonbrake, Bert. Jr See—
Dix, Keith M , and Bonbrake. Bert. Jr. 3.783.947

Bo«ien, James M . to Mallorv. P R . & Co . Inc. Method of making a

capacitor 3.783.480. CI 29 25 ()42

Bookless, (ieorge W . to Bell & Howell jL'ompanv Margin control

means for duplicator drum 3.783.784. CI 101 248.000

Boots Pure Drug Company, 1 imited .Sj'c—
Adams. Stew.irt Sanders, Armitage. Bernard John. Nicholson.

John Stuart, and Ribcra. Antonio. 3.784.705.

Borg-W arner Corporation See —
Bovcr.NicodcmusI , 3,784.58!

Crowcll. Jack K . Jomashek. James R . and Ward. Donald H .

3.78t.43:

Borg Warner I imited .S«'«'--

Uc>, John Saxon, 3,7X3,483

Borghi, Vinccn/o. to A/ion.iria Costru/ioni Macchine Aulomatiche

A C M A S p A Apparatus for supplying loose materials in amounts

of weight to continuousK moving containers 3.783.957. CI. 177-

54 000
Borouski, Chester Joseph. Jr . and l)u\ all. Dale Rodney, to Recogni-

tion I tjuipmcnt Incorporated Normali/er for optical character

reognilion system 3,784.98 I . CI 340-146 30h
Bi>sch. Robert. G m b H See—

Duffncr, Josef. 3,783,489

Fheim, Fran/, and Schwartz, Reinhard. 3.784.330.

Schneider. Klaus, and Flaschar. Heinz. 3.783.901

.

Schneider. Wolfgang. Strohbeck. CJotthill. Harlin. Walter.

Ruckcrt. Friedrich. and Stable. Fugen. 3.784.168.

Will.Cicrhard.3.783.7 13

/irps.Wilhelm. 3.784.237

Bosco, Francis N Air pollutii>n contri>l method 3.784.099. CT 239-

2 OOr
Biissert. Friedrich. \'ater. Wulf. Bauer. Kurt, and Adams. Karl-Heinz.

to BaNcr .Aktiengesellschaft Coronarv dilator in a pharmaceutical

dosage unit form 3.784.684. CI 424-3'7 (100

Bosworlh, Clive James Arthur, to British Steel Corporation Internal

be.id trimmers 3.783.722. CI 83-1 000
Bottoms. Harr\ Simister, to I ucas. J<iseph. (Industries) Limited.

Hsdrauhc accumulator 3.783.905. CI 138-30 000

Boucher. Reginald Comvn. to EPS (Research & Development)

I imited Enclosures 3.783.766. CI 98 3 3 OOr
Bouillon. Claude .SV«-—

Kalopissis. Ciregoire. Bouillon. Claude. Manoussos, Georges, and

Berrebi.Claudine. 3.784.685

Bourgeois. Norbert Paul, to Etudes et Bonneterie S A Mechanism for

the control of reversible step-by step rotation of selector drums of

circular knitting machines 3.78.3.640. CI 66-50OOb
B«)urgeois. Norbert Paul, to Etudes et Bonneterie S A Alternate wind-

ing and unwinding of a two-ended program tape 3.784.1 29. CI. 242-

201 000
Bowe Bohler & Weber KG ,SV.—

Weber. Hans Peter. I.itzler. Alfred. Hertig. Jean. Milicevic,

Branimir. Fuhring. Hcmrich; Sieber. Johannes-Helmut; and

042818.3.783.650
Bowerman. William R Calendar or the like with detachable overlays.

3.783.541. CI 40-121000
Bowers. David L . to General Electric Company Body implantable

stimulator battery utilization circuit 3,783.877. CI 128-419 000 *

Boyer. Nicodemus E . to Borg-Warner Corporati«>n Substituted nor-

bornene compounds and their applications in thermoplastic polymer

compositions 3. 784.581. CI 260-464 0<H)

Bozza. Eugene F . See—
Baumann, Robert F . Bozza. Eugene F.. and Hunt. Gardner S..

3.784.419
Bradley. Wilson E . Jr ; .SVf—

Engalitcheff. John. Jr ; Facius. Thomas F.; Bradley. Wilson E.. Jr..

and Anderson. A xe IF. L.. 3. 784, 171.

Bradshaw, Robert Fagan Donat: See-

Jackson, John; and Bradshaw. Robert Fagan Donat, 3,784.307.

Bramfitt. Thomas Hugh, to Ethyl Corporation Dual fuel system

3,783.849. CI. 123-127.000.

Brandstetter, Walter R., to General Motors Corporation. Air induction

system for an internal combustion engine. 3,783,845, CI. 123-

55 0ve
Braun. Ernst: See—

Braun. Gcrt, and Braun, Ernst. 3.784.258

Braun. Gert. and Braun. Ernst, to Halbach & Braun. Guide system for

mine-planer blades 3,784.258,CI. 299-34 000.

Braun, Hans, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH. Dragee sorting ap-

paratus 3,784.006, CI. 209-73.000

Braunstein, David M., to Celanese Corporation. Stabilized polyester

film 3.784.507, CI 260-45. 70p.
Bredeweg. Corwin J.: See—

Hickner. Richard A ; and Bredeweg, Corwin J.. 3,784,607

Brelot, Rene; and Tourret, Jean, to Compagnie des Compleurs. Optical

comparator with integrated reflectivity compensation. 3.784.309,

CI 356-156000
Brendle. Thomas A, to Audn Corporation. Multi-mode computing cir-

cuit 3,784,803. CT 235-195 000.

Bressanclli. Jerome P.: .SV*-—

Ornitz, Martin N.; Moskowitz. Arthur; and Bressanelli. Jerome P.,

3.784.373.

Bridegum. James Earl; and Laczkovich. Rudy A. Level indicator for

water tank of recreational vehicle 3,783,690. CI. 73-328 000
Brignard. Francois C ; and Lcfranc. Jean E. Vegetable cutting and slic-

ing machine 3.783.727, CI 83-592.000.

Brinkerhoff, Donald E . to General Motors Corporation. Automotive

vehicle sound distribution system. 3,784,748, CI I 79- 1 Ove

Brissey, George E.: See—
Richter. Eike; and Brissey, George E., 3,783,502.

British Industrial Plastics. Limited: See—
Nicklin, Norman Brian, 3,784,664.

British Steel Corporation: See—
Armstrong. David Alun, and Lewis, Kenneth Gill, 3,784,072.

Bosworth.Clive James Arthur. 3.783.722

Broek. Jan A. Vanden, to Transidyne General Corp<iration. Fraction

computer for multi-component trace. 3.784,789. CI. 235-61 60a

BrtHiks. William R. Mixing and dispensing gun having a replaceable

nozzle 3,7«4.1 lO.CI. 239-304.000.

Brosow. Jorgen Navigation system. 3,784,968, CI 340-25.000.

Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kitazawa. Hiroshi. 3.783.64!

Brown. Alexander M., to Sherwood Medical Industries Inc Syringe

package 3.783.997. CI. 206-43000
Brown. Boveri & Cie AG: See—

Depenbrock. Manfred. 3.784,895

Brown Boveri & Company Limited: See—
Kuse ..Dieter, 3,784,281.

Brown. Earl Franklin, and Kaminski. William, to Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Incorporated. Color television with control of a wob-

bling beam. 3.784,735. CI. 178-5 400.

Brown. James A . to Dow Chemical Company. The Surface conver-

sion treatment for magnesium alloys. 3.784,41 7. CI. 148-6 15r

Brown. Norman Joseph; Packham. Charles Christopher; and Par-

sonage, Raymond Graham, t*) Gillette Company. The Electric

shavers 3,783.508, CI. 30-43.920.

Brown, Stuart, and Lowe. Warren, to Chevron Research Company.
Lubrication oil composition 3.784.474. CI 252-5 I 50r

Brown. William M . to Federal Paper Board Company. Inc Multiple

unit container package with consumer tixil divider assembly.

3.784.000. CI. 206-47.OOr

Bruckner. Richard, to Bunker Ramo Corporation. Carrier for in-

tegrated circuit packages 3,784,960. CI 339-91 OOr

Bruderer AG: .SV<'

—

Portmann. August Thomas, 3.783.699.

Portmann. August Thomas, 3.784.075.

Brudy. Peter E . to Dominion Auto Accessories. Limited. Retractable

truck mirror 3.784.149, CI. 248-478.000.

Bruen. Charles P.: Sfp—
Morgan, Thomas R., Low. William W., Wamser, Christian A.; and

Bruen. Charles P . 3.784,672

Bruggeman. Frans; and Smit. Jacobus C. to N V. Bekaert S.A. Wire

box or crate 3.784,044, CI. 220-19.000.

Brush, Donald C; and Oswald, Robert D., to Sherwood Medical Indus-

tries Inc. Sampling syringe. 3,783,998, CI. 206-43.000

Bryden, Norman E. Router overarm attachment. 3,783,91 5,^Cl. 144-

134.00b.

Bryll, Medard Z., to Gateway Industries, Inc. Seat sensor safety system

with improved switch sensor containing slip clutch coupKng means.

3.784.769, CI. 200-52.00r.

Buchtel, Dean H Dispenser. 3.784,058, CI. 222-57 000
Bucker. Franz, to Keller. C, u. Co. Drying trolleys for bricks and other

articles. 3.783,800, CI. 108-53.000.

Buckman Labt»ratories. Inc.: S«e—
Buckman, Stanley J.; Pera, John D ; Raths, Fred W.; and Mercer,

Gerald D, 3,784,649 /^^
Buckman, Stanley J; Pera, John D; Raths, Tred W; and Mercer, \^
Gerald D.. to Buckman Laboratories, Inc. High molecular weight

ionene polymeric compositions. 3.784,649, CI. 260-874.000.

Buckman. Wayne T.; Miller, Blaine Monroe, and Lewis, Thomas
Robert, to Wascon Systems, Incorporated. Pulping system with jet

assist for pulper discharge. 3,784. 1 1 6. CI. 24 1 -46. 1 70.
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Budrose. Charles R . to Bio-Dynamits. Inc Uni%ersal recording card

3.784.763. CI 179-100 2md.

Buechner.Oskar 5«'r— ^ . , w n ». rwi. .,

Pfannmueller. Helmut. Urban. Friedrich. Buechner. Okar

Cropper. Hans, and Sistig. Wolf. 3.7H4.53X

Bullard. Herbert I. -Sr^- ^ .„ .on i u ,k..,. I

OsKirn. Robert A . Si Cyr. David R . and Bullard. Herbert I

3.784.530

Bunker Ramo Corporation: See—
Bruckner. Richard. 3.784.'J«)

Hilbert. Wolfgang Herman Gustav. 3.784,233

Bunker-Ramo Corporation, The Vc—
Johnston. Samuel A , Lyons. John G . and RK-dmayer. Henry J

3.784.«M8

Bunn. Dorrance P . Jr .S>«"—

LIST OF PATENTEES Januarys. 1^74

Kanayama. Mitsutoshi. and Ttnla. Takat>. 3.784.2VK. 1

Canr«>n 1 imiled See— I

Davies. Harr\ John. 3.784.416

Cantamevsa. I i.rcn/o Spacing member for wire group^ in electrical

overhead ImcN 3.784.723, CI 174-42 (KM) _, „ ,

Cant*cll, Hugh Francis, to United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland. The Secretary .if Stale for IXfence in Her Britan-

nic MajeMv s G<»vernmcnt of the Kluidic pressure rati., c.nlrol

3.783.4113. CI 137-81)5 (HK)

CapdeK^K.^. Andre Vr-- . , -,yi hi*.
de Chassy . C hriMian. and t apdeb.»cq. Andre. 3.783.8 1ft.

Cape»ell Manufacturing C«>mpany .W—
Bittern. J.«seph I . 3.784.3 16

Capital Cubicle. Inc .V«-—
I awrie. Raxmond William. 3.784.14.5-•

„ , . „ I awrie. Kaxmomi wiiiiani. /•.'o-..!-... ....
-Re^ynoldv D^vid L^'voungbUHid. Douglas J . Bunn. Dorrance P Cap.an. Stanley ^J^;«; Accralube Company An.l-corr.^on lubricating

/ ._...» r 1 -»u « H.1 comrKiund 3.7K4.4 /_.». l .:>---^ """
Jr . and Pratt. Rov E . 3.784.463

Bunn Dorrance P . Jr , and Jones. Henry E . to Texaco Inc Fluid cata

Ivliccrackmg 3.784.360. CI 23-288 (MK

Buntrock. Robert Edward See— ,-,„.,€<
Cebalo. Tony, and Buntr»H.k. Robert Edward. 3.784.555

Burgdorf. Jochen. to ITT Industries. Inc Self adjusting device for

brakes 3.783.»»8 1 .CI 188-106 0<)f

Burger. Jacobus J .SV*-—
Knjger. Willem. and Burger. Jacobus J .3.784.115

Burgett James K . \ anderberg. Lawrence J . and W\.odward. Gary F

to Ford .Motor Company Liquid level magnetic gauge circuitry

3.784.973. CI 340-59 000

Burke Concrete Access*>ries. Inc See—
Collier.ThomasG.Jr. 3.784.313

Steffan. W illiam J . 3.783.462Steffan. W illiam J ..*./» -'.•o-
•

Burke George F . Jr . Lemos. Walter G . and Shippce. Dennis M . to C arrier ( orporaiion V.
-.. i_ . D... .1.1.. A...« .1.,- r.vt.-n.-r .Irivini; device with im- Miller. C harlie n .

'

compound 3.784.472. CI 252 2MHH.

Caput... James P . and WeK.r. Fred A . t.. C.lh AuL.malK Electric

1 aKuatories. Incrporated Data handling svstem error and tau t do

tecling and discriminating maintenance arrangement 3.784.801
.
C I

2^5 153 t>ak

Carb«>rundumCompanv, I he S«r-

Fcom.mv. James. Cotlis. Steve Ci ind N..«ak. Bernard F

^ 784.405

Carlberg Fdwin W . 50S t.< Simpv.n. Dale (> and Secure money

changing and m.>nev receiving system 3.78V884.CI 1 V< I «H»r

C"arlson. Charles J V«— « . u,

Farmer IXmalil J . t arlvm. C harles J . and Muschong. Peter W
3.7H4.71^

Carls..n. Henry B Septic tank c.>nstrucli.»n 3,784.012. CI 210

I 7(1 (MM)

urne, ueorge r . ji . i.tim-s. »»u..^i -.-• . — »i

Textron Inc Portable pneumatic fastener driving device with im

proved actuatmg mechanism 3.784.077. CI 227-8000

Burlingt.>n Industries. Inc See—
GrifTin. Thomas Franklin. 3.784.427

Burmeisler. William W . to Spcrrv Rand C.>rporatu>n Multiaxes tw..

cycle gimbalerr.u corrector 3.784.891. CI 318-633 (MH)

Burnham. Donald, H.>nevball. Samuel Walter. SptH.ner. Michael, and

lobb Daniel Richard, to Redif.»n Limited Cir.mnd based flight

simulating apparatus 3.784.742. CI 178-7 880

Burroughs Wellcome .S«'«"—
W alls. I cslie Percv. 3.784.582

Burstcin Albert H . and Allen, William C . to Sampson Corp.>ratM»n.

The Intramedullary r.Hl 3. 783.860. CI 1 28-92 Obc

Bushcev. Anatolv Ivamivich See —
Manvaf.iv, V alerv Niki>laevich. Busheev. Anatoly IvanovKh.

Semenov. Roman Lvovich. and KlevtM.v. \ alery Alexeevich.

1.784.866

Bushnell. Clifford B . Sheffer. Edward J . and Sutlifl. Robert C t..

Eastman Kodak Company Anticl.'ckspring c.»nnect.>r 3.784.0t)l.

CI 206-52 oof

Buss AG See—
Wis/. Edward. 3,783.9.36

Butler, Claude D .S<«-

Krehbiel. Delmar D . and Butler. Claude D . 3.784.57.

Butler. Walter J .S>«-—
Kur/, Bruno, Barron. Mark B . and Butler. W alter J . 3,784,847

Buttermist.Inc .S«-f— -
Hautlv. Harrv B . and Echols. Samuel! . Jr . 3.783.8.0

Buz/olini.Mario G . to Sand../. Inc 1 p (u> Amin.>alk..xv )phenvl 4.4

diarvl-cvclohexanes. cvclohexenes and c>cl..hexandienes and the

salts' and N-..xidesthere..f 3.7x4.604. CI 26O-870 OOr

Bvrd Lucid L . to Carter Precision Electric Ci>mpany M.ulular jack

panel 3.784.962. CI 339-121 000

Bvrne. William J .SV.--

McGah.)n. John O . and Byrne. W illiam J .
3.783.991

Byrnes. Eugene B.SVf—
Arnold. Thomas B . Byrnes. Eugene B . and Cast.nr. Al.>n/o R .

3.784.466
. .. .,

Bystrom. Andrew C C . and Bystrom. Mikeal G Fishing riul holder

'3,783.547,CI 43-21 200

Bystrom. MikealG-SV.-— -.-.oic.t
Bvstrom. Andrew GC . and Bystrom. Mikeal G .3.783..^4 7

Calhoun Fredrick L . to Industrial Dynamics Cmpany. Ltd C .>n

tamer Inspection system and meth..d 3.784.827. CI 2.M)-498 (M)0

Calvert W illiard R . Sr Heat and mass now f..rced circulatu.n electric

air heater 3.784.786. CI 219-368 (XK)

Cambridge. Ronan M . and Chytil. Milan, to Bell Canada-Northern

Sealed, niamcnt \»ound

and Muns..n. James I.

Miller.Ch.irlieD. V7Kt.72l

Carter J Warne. and Meher. Martin Duane

pListic sleeve 3.784.239. CI 28v:yx (KM)

Carter PrecisM.n Electric Company See-

Bvrd.l ucidl .3.784.962 .

CArter. William A Vi —
Sievert. Willuim C . CArter. William A

\ 783.823

Carter. William C . and Wadia. Aspi B. to International Business

Machines C ..rporalu.n Self testing checking circuit 1.784.977. C I

14() 146 lab

Cas,ip.>p».l. Ciher.isim. and Liru, Nap..le..n. t.. Intrcpriiulerea Judetan.i

de M..rarit si Panificatie Appar.ilus f..r \»,ishing p.icking c.ises

3.781.^6(1. CI <il 5 (MKI .

Case Westen Reserve IniversiiN See—
|

Mih.ildi. FU.r.. D .
V7S4.K2(l

Ciserta Richard 1 , and Mlendman, Merrill, to Red Hill Grinding

Wheel C..rp..rati..n Organic K.nded abrasive c.mtaining .k

t..chl..r..naphthalenc tiller 1.7S4.thS,CI 51 298(MM)

C-.ish William D. to CibaCieigv C-..rp..rati..n Pr.Hluctu.n ..I an

hvp..tensive elTcct with esters ..f gallic .icid 1,7X4.6^5. CI 424

3()8(MM) »...,.
Cissella Vincent Joseph. Jr . t.. Pennualt C ..rjH.ration Meth..d ..I

preparing dry cleanable soil resist.int leathers 3.784.4(M). C I 117

62 2»M)

.Cast.H.-.AI«»n/oR .V«i--

Arnold. rh..mas B . Byrnes. I ugene B , and C .ist..c, Alon/o K

1 784.466

C.istr.. R..d..lf.., Toscan... Lsteban J . and Si..sca. Felix Jer..me. t..

Hughes Aircraft C.mpans H..Uling and sm..kc removal system for a

lasc-r cutter 3.784. 183. CI 26920 (MM)

Cata.Nic.lasG Prelecte^ case- 3.784.046. CI 220 .VS (MMI.

Caterpillar Tractor C".)mpan> .S«-. — |

Campbell. J.>hn J . and Hart.Cullen P ,
3.783.966

Cathcart W ils..n Stewart, t.. Du Pont de Nemours. I I . andC ompany

Pr..cessf..r treating s,Hlium bisulfate 3.784.673. CI 423 2()3 (MM)

Cavanaugh. R..bert E . Jr . to Amchem Products. Inc Meth.uJ for pr.>-

tecting painted w..rkpieces in a bake ..ven 3.784.404. CI 117-

97(MM)
, , ,

Cave Gordon Milf..rd. t.. Cplastix Limited Fluid n..w contr..l valves

and sealing means theref.>r 3.784. 158. CI 251 327 (MK)

Cavitt Stanley Bruce, to Jefferst.n Chemical Company. Inc Hydr.Kar-

bt.n s.>luble ph..sph.)rus m..diried m.»lybdenum catalysts 3.784.48..

CI 252-431 lK)p „ ,

Cebalo. Tony, and Buntrock. R..bert Edward, t.. Air Products and

Chemicals, Inc Certain oxadia/..lyl and thiadia/olyl amidines

3.784.555.CI 260--H)6 8()d
imbridge. Ronan M . and Chytil. Milan to Bell Canada-Northern

J^^^'^-^^ ..„j Yanant..n. Patrick Michael. ... Hoffmann-La
Electric Research. Limited L..ng-line teleph.me circuit 3,784.755. *" '^J^ "'^^^ ,'„"

d,_„,,^,,^. j^vice 3,784.448. CI 195 139 000
CI 179-16 00f

Cambridge Scientific Instruments' Limited .S«f—

Cuthbert, John, and Slow. James Albert. 3.784.938

earning Lionel P . and Fr.>mwiller. Frank J . to Imperial Damper Co.

Inc damper assembU 3.783.768. CI 98- 1 10 (MX)

Campbell. John J . and Hart. Cullen P . to Caterpillar Tract.u C.>m

pany Steering system f.>r vehicles 3.783.966. CI 180-79.20r

Canada Cities Service. Ltd .S>r—

Kaminsky. V ict..r Paul. 3.784.464

Canavan. Thomas E Off-road vehicle 3.783.958. CI 180-5 OOr

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha See

R.K.he Inc Diagn..stic device 3,784.448. CI 1 95 1 39 000

Celanese C..rporation .SV«"—

Braunstein. David M , 3.784,507

Schaul. Jer.ime Sandel. Wissbrun. Kurt Falke. and Hannon, Mar-

tin John. 3.784.66

1

Cennerelh Giuseppe Centering bl.H:k f..r p««iitioning reinforcement

,r.>n pieces 3.783.574.C1 52-687 tXM)

Central Moloney Inc .SVf— .... o . \i;

Farmer, [X.nald J . Carlson. Charles J , and Muschong. Peter W .

3,784,733

Centre d'Etudes Techniques des Industries de IHabillement: See—

Guichard. Jean. 3,783,805
Hirata.Noritsugu.andTakigawa.Tomishi. 3.784._91

"'""^"'.".I'^rv.ioVn K lisha See
Ito. Yoshio. Katayama, Haj.me. Ni.anda, Hir.«h., and Yamaguchi. C

"^^^l^^*^-^^^::^^^:^^^^ Masami, 3,784.407
Masaru. 3,784,297.
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Cesc.m. Lawrence Antht.ny. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. L, and Com-
pany Phototr.tpic 2.4.5-lriphenylimidazolyl radicals and dimers

thereof 3.784,557. CI. 260 309(M)0

Ceska. Gary W . to Sinclair-K.)ppers Cmpany. Process for preparing

low emulsifier synthetic latex 3.784.498, CI. 260-29 6ta

Cevera. James C Proportioning pump 3.784,335, CI. 417-539.(MM)

Chafet/, Harry. .S*'*-—

Siegart. William R . Blackley. William D , and Chafctz, Harry.

3,784,362

Chafet/. Harry. Cullen, William P . and Miller. Edward F., Ui Icxaco

Inc Method f.u treating nitrogen-containing polymeric dispersants

3,784.645. CI 260-583 (M)p

Chalfin. Ciregory T . to Aert.jet-General Corporati.»n. Metal detection

system 3.784.899. CI 356-5 000
Chambers. 'Thomas G.. to Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. 1 he

Adhesive composition containing an A-B-A bl.>ck cop.)lymer. p.)lv

alph.i-methvl styrene and a tackifving resin 3.784.587. CI. 260-

876 OOh
Chance, A B.C.mpany .SVr—

Davis. John P . Harmon. Robert W . and Wo.im. James T .

3.784.729
Haubein. Harold Dems. 3.784.727

Chance, (ilcnn d . Crews. Sam I . and Wils..n. C"lenis F. . t.t Smith In-

ternatu.nal. Inc Intermediate drill stem 3.784.238. CI 285-

;K^ o(M)

Chandler Evans Inc See—
I agana. Joseph A . and C"\gnor. J. >hn F. 3.784,326.

Chang. Kern Ki> Nan. Prager. Hans John, and Weisbr..d. Sherman, to

RC.\ C"«.rp..rati.)n Broadband apparatus using high efficiency

.ivalanche diodes .operative in the anomalous mode 3,784,925. CI.

330-34 0(M)

Chang. Sha..- Y'uen S . to Cieneral Electric C".>mpany Process for boron

containing glasses useful with sennconductj.r devices. 3.784.424. CI

156 15 ()(M)

Channell. Glenn I . Fuller. Hlaine W . and Davisson. Kenneth R . to

Hvdrauhcs Unlimited Mfg Co Sciss.ir hoist 3.784,162. CI 254-

124 0(K)

Ch.io. KwciC See—
Akin. Cavil, and Chao. KweiC . 3.784.5 36

Chapman. C harles C . to Phillips Petr.)leum Company Rem.>ving alkyl

fluoride with HE aciil from an alkylalion hydrocarbon effluent

3.784.628. CI 2606X3420
(haputin. Ciennadv Alex.indrovich Flameless gas catalytic healer

3 784.353. CI 431 129 (MMI

Charhonn.iges de Erance .Vr«'—
Chichc. Pierre. 3.7X4.679

Charmoli. Arthur J See

Knuts..n. Orlie E . Ciernandt. Louis I" , and C^harmoli. Arthur J ,

1.7X3.577

Chartel. Andre, lo Societe Anonvme des Usines Chaussen Distributing

device ami hc.it exch.inger emhoilving the same 3.783.938. CI 165-

166 DIM)

Chemische Fabrik Budcnheim See—
Bell/. Klaus. Frankcnfekl. Klaus, and Cjot/mann. Karl. 3.784.678

C'hesape.ike and Ohm R.iilvk.is Conip.iny. The See—
("hrislMn. FrankGordon. Jr . 3.7X3.798

Chevron Research Comp.inv .Sic -

Brown. Stuarl. and Lowe. Warren. 3.7X4.474.

Gr.iul. John Mich.icl, 1.7X4.967

Hughes. 1 hom.is R . 1.7X4.622

Chicago Bridge \ Iron Comp.inv See—
Reich. R..bert Frederick. 3.7X1.62X

Simpson. Arthur R . and i:gl.>ff. Frank S. 3.783.91 8

Chiche. Pierre, to Charbonnages de France Process for pr.)ducing car

hon fibres 3.784.679. CI 423-447 (MM)

Chierici. Osvald.. F . to Holland Company Air h.>se support for

cushion cars 3. 784.030. CI 2I3-76.1HM).

Child. Ralph Grassing .SV«'—
Cohen. Elliott. Sloboda. Adolph Edward. Osterberg. Arnold Cur

lis. and Child. Ralph C.rassing. 1.784.704

Tomcufcik. Andrew Stephen. Child. Ralph Grassing; and Sloboda.

Adolph Edward. 3.784.701.

Chiss.i Corp.)ralii>n: See—
Hint). Horoyuki. Asakuno. Hir.iyoshi, and Yamada. Telsuya.

3.784.662

Chmela. John F Mesh target and dart capturable therein. 3.784,199,

CI 273-95 OOr

Christian, Frank Gordon. Jr . to Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Com-
pany, The and Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. The Rail-

road car for hauling flat stacks of material 3.783.798. CI 105-

369l)0a
Christianson. Raymond A , to Under Sea Industries, Inc Balanced

regulator second stage 3.783.891 , CI. 1 37-491. 0(M)

Christopher. Todd J . to RCA Corporation. Television deflection cir-

cuit with low p.iwer requirement. 3.784.857. CI. 3 I 5-27. Otd.

Chubb Industries. Limited. .SV<-—

Markham, Michael H , 3.784.090

Chun. Alexander Hing Chinn: See—
Prillig. Elliott Benjamin; and Chun. Alexander Hing Chinn.

3.784.683.

Chupp. John P; and Tung, Ching C, to Monsanto Company. (1-

Alken-l-yD-amino-s-triazines 3.784.544. CI. 260-249.800.

Chute. Richard, to Eaton Corporation. Safety apparatus. 3,784.222.

CI. 280-1 SO.Oab.

Chytil. Milan: See-t
Cambridge, Ronan M.; and Chytil, Milan. 3,784,755.

Ciani, John B ; and l.uthy, Richard G., to United States of America.-

Navy. Underwater angle measuring device. 3.783.524. CI. 33-

285.000.
CibaCorp<iration; .SVf—

Julian. Percy L.; Hirsch. Arnold; and Iseli. Ernst. 3.784.598.

Ciba Limited: See—
Weber. Hans-Peter; Litzler. Alfred; Hertig, Jean; Milicevic.

Branimir. Fuhring. Heinrich; Sieber. Johannes-Helmut; and

042818.3.783.650.
Ciba-Geigy AG: See—

Desai. Nalin Binduprasad, Jayaraman, Ponnusami, Ramanathan.

Visvanathan; Artz, Klaus. Naik, Navnitrai Nagarji; and Jenny,

Walter. 3.784.559
Fleming. George Latto; and Martin, Richard John, 3,784.647.

Garnish. Edward William, and Hayes. Barry James. 3.784.433 »

Kirchmayr. Rudolf; Heller. Hansjorg; and Rody. Jean. 3.784.569.

Miles. Peter. 3.784.588

Peter. Richard, and Jenny. Walter. 3.784.558

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: .SVc—

Baumann. Dieter, and Habermeier. Juergen. 3.784.525.

Cash. William D . 3.784.695.

Fit/i. K.mrad. and Pfister. Rudolf. 3.784.691

.

Frel. J.irg; Morel. Charles J . and Wacker. Oskar, 3.784.602.

Gagneux. Vandre. Heckendorn. Roland, and Meier. Rene.

3.784,556.

Gat/i. Karl. 1,7X4.690.

Gubler. Kurt. 3.784.696.

Ilvespaa. Also,- 3.784,543.

Kartschmaroff. Peter; Moser, Paul, and Berger. Kurt, 3.784,5 10.

Model. Ernst; and Bindler. Jakob. 3.784.694.

Model. Ernst; and Dindler. Jakob. 3.784.698.

Renner. Alfred, and Seiz, Wolfgang. 3.784.584

Schindler. Walter. Schmid. Erich, and Zuest. Armin. 3.784.689.

Sturm. E'Imar; and V'ogel. Christian. 3.784.368.

Ciba-Geigy MarienbergGmbH: See—
Eggenspepger. Heinz; Franzen. Volker; and Stephan. Hans.

3.784.650.

Cichowski. Robert S . to Phillips Petroleum Company. Cobalt, iron,

phosphorus and oxvgen containing lixidative dchydrogenation

catalyst 3.784.483. CI. 252-437.0(K).

Cilberti. Frank Leonard, Jr., to Mallory. P R.. & Co . Inc Electric cell

battery with plastic webbing spacer for fast and complete ep.>xy en-

capsulation 3.784.4 1 1 , CI. 1 36-87,(X)0.

Cina. Saverio J.: See—
Blurton. I.e.in C ; and Cina. Saverio J.. 3.783.627.

Cinnasi. Alexxandro. and Rescalli. Carlo, to Snam Progetti. S p.A

Process for the separatu.n of conjugated diolefins from mixtures con-

taining them 3.784.626. CI. 260-68 1 .50r

Cities Service Company : .SV<'—

Dotson. Anderst.n O . Jr ; Newc.>mbe, Jack; and Wolford. Litinel

T. 3.784. 509
Zimmerman. Stanley D . and McCoy. PaulO.. 3,784,531.

Cities Service Oil Companv : .SV*-—

Drake. Harrv N . Jr . .1,784,358.

Marcellis. Alphanso W , and Kerschner, Paul M., 3.784.473. *

Cities Service Research & Development Company: See—
Frick.GeorgeW. 3.784.462. , '

Citizen Watch Co . Ltd : .SV<'—

Yasuda. Tetuya. 3.783.605.

Citizen Watch C^ompany Limited: .SV*-—

Tanaka. Kazuo. 3.783.599.

C"laghorn. Frederic S : See—
Kenworthy. Samuel P; and Hall, Marcus A . 3.784,1 19

Clark, Kenneth M, to Duetsch-C.impany Elcctr.>nic Components Divi-

sion. The Contact for electrical connector. 3,784,966, CI. 339-

276001.
Claus. Gunter; and Doring, Friedrich, to Krupp Huttenwerke AG.

Switch fi>r rail vehicles. 3,784,1 34.C1. 246-446 000.

Cleavinger. Richard l..: .SV*-—

c Bancr.>ft. James R ; Cleavinger. Richard L.; and Hall. James M..

3.784.829.

Clements, Alwin Spencer: See—
Metcalfe, Kenneth A ; and Clements, Alwin Spencer, 3.784,398.

Cleveland Trencher Company. The: See—
Penote. Vincent S ; and Rear Melvin K., 3,783,537.

CIcvepak Corporation: See-
Slump. Paul W ; Huber. James A ; and Lipinski. John M..

3,783,908.

Clody. Donald E : .SV<-—

Beer, Bernard; Clody, Donald E.; Vogel. John R.. and Horovitz,

Zola P.. 3.784,688.

Coach and Car Equipment Corptiration: See—
Harder. Arthur J. Jr. 3.784,147

Coal Industry (Patents), Limited: .SVf—

Hoy. Herbert Raymond; Johnson, Ronald Leslie; and Battcuck.

Whalley Vowe.'3.784, 1 08

Coanda, Henry; Aldeat Gheorghe; Bodea, Ion; Truica. Vasile; Hanciu-

lescu, Valentin; Posirca. Radu; Lazar, Cristian. and Gabor, lacob, to

Institutul de Cercetare si Proiectare Tehnologica Pentru Industria

Extractiva de Titei si Gaza. Method of and apparatus or the gas-light

withdrawal of a liquid fr.>m a subterranean space. 3,784,325, CI.

417-163.000.
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3.78.A.6«Jft. CI

y.ixyjM CI

CoaJcs Vincent J . and Welter, Leonard M . to American Optical Cor

poration Low voltage field emission scanning electron microscope

3 784.8 15. CI 250-307 000

Cocks. Franklin H and Bates. Herbert E . to Tyco Laboratories, inc

Improvements in and morintings for radiation detecting devices

3 784.860. CI 313-93 000

Codrino Giuseppe Control unit for lights, direction indicators, and

windshield «,iper 3.784.770. CI 2(K)-61 360

Coffman Rudleigh G Coaxial connector with integral switched ter-

minating resistor 3.784.950. CI 338-200 000

Cohen. Elliott. Sloboda. Adolph Edward. Osterberg. Arnold Curtus.

and Child. Ralph Grassing, to American Cvanamid Company Corn

positions of 4-biphenyl acetic acid and method of use 3.784.704. CI

424-317 000
Coleman. Bernard See—

Krick. John B . and Coleman. Bernard^3.784.846

Coleman. Charles M. Automatic volume control pipet

73-425 40p
Colgate-Palmolive Company See—

Douglas. Livingston C . 3.784.040

Suh. John T , and Skorcz. Joseph A . 3.784.643

Colin. Dennis P See—
Pearlman. Alan R . and Colin. Dennis P . 3.784.935

Colinet. Rene D High ratio frictionless speed reductor

74-805000
Collier. Thomas G. Jr . to Burke Concrete Accessories. Inc Means for

attaching a key-joint forming strip to a supp«>rt stake 3.784.3 1 3. CI

404-5 1 000
Collignon. Jean Nozzle 3.784.1 12. CI 239-443 (HH)

Collins. Lloyd O See-
Edge. Billy J ; and Collins. Lloyd O . 3.783.939.

Collins. Thomas Robert Stephen .V*-*-—

Garner. Paul Johnson, and Collins. Thomas Robert Stephen.

3.784.152

Collision Devices. Inc Set —
Sobel. Leonard H .3.784.182

Colman.JohnM .SV«-—

Sauer. Harold S . Hagopian. Nubar D . and Colman. John M .

3.783.85W

Colten. Frank P . and Kaplan. Mort.>n. to General FiM>ds Corp«uation

Moisture barrier coating composition 3.784.71 3. CI 426 I 7J (MWl

Columb. Henrv Octave. Jr . and Trecker. David John, to In ion Car

bide Corporation N-( 5-norbornen 2 yimcthyl) carbamate of cellu

lose acetate 3.784.492. CI 260-13 tK)r

Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc .S>«-—

Bauer. Beniamin B . 3.784.744.

Commercial Shearing. Inc .Vf«—

Gray. Basil P .3.784.522

Commissariat a lEnergie Atomiquc SV*-—
Kostic.Svetislas.and Le Meur. Roger. 3,784.823

Commissariat a lEncrgie Alomiqut exchangers in nuclear reactors

See—
Vergasson, Michel, 3,784,443

Commissariat a lEnergy Atomlque See—
Arlaud. Jean-Claude, 3.783,691

Commonwealth of Australia. The. care of the Secretary. Department

of Suppiv SVt-

—

Metcalfe, Kenneth A : and Clements. Alwin Spencer, 3,784. .398

Compagnie desComptcurs .SV.-—

Brelol. Rene, and Tourret. Jean. 3.784. .109

Compagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin. rais«.n sociale

Michelin & Cie SV*"—

Boileau. Jacques. 3.783.925

De Zarauz. Yves Jacques. 3.783.926

Verdier. Henri. 3.783.927

Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications Cit- Alcatel See—

Oswald. Jacques, and Rainsard, Yves. 3.784.915

Compagnie Industrielle Radu)electrique .SV*-— »

Kohler, Hans Karl, and Trachsel, Fred NV
,
3,784,253

Compare, Ciampiero. to Honeywell information Systems Italia

Method for manufacturing artw,>rk for printed circuit Niards

3,784,380, CI 96-44 (KK)

Compo Industries Inc .SV«'— ,

Von Schoppe, Bertram A . 3.783.463.

Compteurs-Schlumberger .S^-

—

,^

Jacquemard. Raymond. 3.7U3.896

Computer Identics Corporation; ,^«'«'—

Ruhro, Richard H , 3,784,745

Connor, David T.-SV*"—

Strandtmann, Max Von, Connor, David T ; and Shavel, John, Jr

3.784,600
Consolidated Foods Corporation; d/b/a Popsicle Industries .SVc—

Arden, Sidney, 3, 784, 715

Consolidation Coal Company See—
Ma\. Francis A ,3,783.487 •

Petry.Eston. 3,784,126

Construction Specialties Inc See—
McGeary. Frank L , and Zampetti, Patrick L .3.783.471

Container Companv of New York See—
Gilbert, Jack A , and Franklyn, Stanley. 3.784.4.30

Continental Oil Company .S*-*"—

Krehbiel. Delmar D . and Butler. Claude D , 3,784,572

Motz,KayeL ,3,784,623

Controle Bailey (Societe Anonyme ( See—

De l.ivois.Guy Baudelet, 3.783,684.

Contr»>ls Company of America See—
Ostrowski.Edwin A .andDelew.CharlcsA .3.784.154

Ctxik, Charles W . to Ball Corptiration Apparatus for p<»sitioning arti-

cles 3,783,992. CI 498 33 Gab

C«H>k.HenryA .SV*-— ..,,.• a
Strtmg. Herbert W . Radway, Jerrold E , and Cook. Henry A .

3,784.680

CiKik John F to Telectron. Inc I>>.>r control system providing auto-

matic dclaved d.nir reversal 3.783.556. CI 49-25 0(K)

C.x>lev. William C Pulsed liquid jet device 3.784.103. CI 239-

loi'ooo

C.ioper. Alfred Safetvck»surecap .^,784,047. CI 220-40 ()0r

C.Hiper. Brian Frederick, to English Electric Valve Company. Limited

Devices incorporating cavitv res.mat«us 3.784.849. CI 3IO-8^(H)

Copland. George S . to Halliburton Company Pipeline inspectu.n

system 3.784.740. CI 178-6 8(K>

Coplastix Limited .S«-«- -

Cave. Gordon Milford. 3.784.158

Corbin. Marcel Pierre Ernest Mane ,S««

—

Kuhn, Karl Walter, and C orbm. Marcel Pierre Ernest Mane.

3.783.842

Corlev. William P .VV.—
. .

„' ,. •

Eddens. Fletcher C . Corlev . W ilUim P . Sailing. Jack Ronald; and

McDonald. Ralph E . 3.784. 1 37

Cornford. Arthur Selwyn Journal bearing 3.784,265.CI .308-73 tKM)

CiirninpCilass Works See—
Arau|o, Roger J . and Sawchuk. LorisCi . 3.784.386

Cote. Ravmond A ,"><•«• —
Shea, John V . and C«ite, Ravmond A . 3,784.088

Cottis. Steve C". .SV« —
Economy, James. Cottis. Steve G . and Nowak. Bernard h .

3.784.405

C«>unsell Ravmond. to I niversitv of Michigan. Ihe Regents of the

Halogenated cholesterol 3.784.576. CI 26<) 397 2(K>

Court. Patrick R J . to Garrity. Paul G Lighter and fuel reservoir

3.784.352, CI 431-277 (MK).

Ci>urtaulds Limited .SVr —
W illats, Donald James, and Morgan, Peter Ernest, 3.784.4.8

Covill. Dennis H . to Nautical Electronic I ab«>r.itories Limited Four

p<ut combiner u.ilizing single transformer 3.784.93 1 .
CI 333-6 (MM)

Cowell David to Svbron Corp«.ration RF power transistor secondary

breakdown protection circuit 3.784,877, CI 317.33()(»r

Craig, W illiam Allan, t«> Imperial Chemical Industries I imited Slurrv

expUisives cross linked with a comp«>und of tellurium VI 3.784.42 I

.

CI 149-29(881 p
Cranch. John F .Vi<' -

HudM.n. Frederick W . and Cranch. John F . 3.784, .3(K)

Crandall. Walter E . and Curtis, Orlie I , Jr , t.> Ni>rthrop Corporation

High speed dellection m»>dulator electron beam signal process.ir

3 784,794. CI 325-130(88)

Crane Robert Anthonv. t«> Rt A Limited G.is discharge device and

electr.HJe f..r use therein 3.784.928. CI 331 94 500

Crawford. Allan H . to Mohasco Industries. Inc Printing apparatus

3.783.654. CI 68 2(H)(«Ht

Crawford Rov P , to International Business M.ichines Corporation

Sheet removing.ipp.ir.itus :«,784,190, CI 271-80 0(8)

Craw lev Alan Arthur, to Lucas Aerospace I imited Fuel supply ar

rangements for gas turbine engines 3,784,129. CI 417 252 (MX)

Creus«»l-Laire See— , ,

Almand.Edouard, 3,784.374 I

Crews. Sam T .S'<r— -

Chance. Glenn CJ . Crews, Sam 1 . and Wilson. Clems E ,

3.784.238
Oitchlev.Ji>hn Edward .SV.-— ,,„..,,..

Haight. William John, and Critchley.J«'hn Edward. 3.784.759

CriH-kelt. Joseph I Set— ,,,.,,
Hackbarth. Lowell E. and CriKkett. Joseph 7 ,

3,784.442

Crone. John M .Jr .S*'*-—

Suggitt. Robert M . Crone. John M . Jr . and Arkell. Alfred.

3.784.617
Suggitt. Robert M . and Crone. John M . Jr . 3.784.61 8

Crone John M Jr . and Suggitt. Robert M . to Texaco Inc Method of

separating dicyclohexyl benzenes 3.784.619. CI 260-668 (Mtr

Cross Norton M . Jr . to Guyer. Reynolds W . Jr . d/b/a Winsor Con-

cepts B«iard game apparatus 3.784.205. CI 273-l3I.Oac

Croston. David H See—
Kohler, John B , and Croston, David H , 3,783,824.

Crouch, William B See—
Slater, William I , Schlinger. Warren G . and Crouch. William B..

3.784.364

Crounse. Nathan N.: See—
Jefferies. Patrick J .and Crounse, Nathan N ,

3,784,599

Crowell, Jack R , Tomashek. James R -, and Ward, Donald H ,
to Borg-

Warner Corp«>ration Method of controlling mohcn metal height in

continuous casting 3,783,932. CI 164-4 (MX)

Crown Metal Manufacturing Company .V*-*"—

Varon. Albert S . and Siegal. Burton L .
3.784.023.

|

Crucible Inc ,<<•«•—

Ornitz. Martin N ; M«iskowitz. Arthur, and BressaneUi. Jerome P..

3,784.373 „ . ^ .

Culbertson, Townley P , and Haskell, Theodore H . to Parke. Davis &
Company Polyamine compounds and methods for their prtxluction.

3,784.54 1. CI 260-2 10 OOr

Cullen. William P S<e—
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Chafetz. Harry; Cullen. William P.. and Miller. Edward F..

3,784.645

Cullom, John T Repair facility for overhead crane. 3,783,792, CI. 104-

128000
Cunningham. M E .Company: See—

Noble. Arthur J . Speicher. Edwin W . and Speicher. Walter J .

3.783.776

Cunningham. Sinclair Lpton. to National Research Development Cor-

poration Cam follower piston 3.783.748. CI 92-249000

Cunningham. Sinclair I'pton. and Wells. James Rutherford, to Na-

tional Research Development Corporation Cam follower piston

3.783.749, CI 92-249000
C'urran, Samuel Cr<iwe Pendulum switch assembly for clocks or the

like with electromagnetic impulse means 3.783.601. CI 58-30000
Curtis & Marble Machine Co See—

Maass. Edward Ralph. 3.784,91 3

Curtis. Orlie L . Jr See—
Crandall. Walter F . and Curtis. Orlie I . Jr . 3.784.799

Curwood. Inc See—
1 amborn. Homer C" . 3,783.67 I

Cuthbcrt. John, and Stow. James Albert, to Cambridge Scientific In-

struments limited Microwave spectroscopy. 3.784.938. CI. 333-

95 000
Cutler-Hammer, Inc .SV<'—

\ an Horn, Lawrence E . Elliot. William H . and Schuchmann.

RussellP. 3.784.881.

Cvgnor.J»>hn E .S'«"«'—
l.agana. Joseph A . and Cygnor, John F.., 3,784,326.

D J Incorporated .SVi' —
Allen, Bobby H, 3,784,066

Dahlslrom, Robert \'ictor, and Jaehnig, James Herbert, to Du Pont de

Nemours, F I, and Company Culture medium and process for the

biological production of alpha-omega-alkanedioic acid. 3,784,445,

CI 195-280()r
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft .S<'<'—

Andres, Rudolf, Moller, Hermann, and Seyfried, Franz,

3,784,8 10

Wilferl, Karl, and Gotz, Hans. 3.784.226
*

DainichiNippon C"ables. I Id See—
Maeda. 1 sut«imu. and Satt>. Yoshikji<u. 3.784.939

Dales. Mark, and Whang. Jong Jai Anion "Exchange resins from alky-

lated condensation polymers of polyethylene-imine and dihaloal-

kanes 3.784.489. CI 260-2 lOc.

Dalv, John Patrick, to Scope Incorporated. Manually adjustable mul-

tiposilion switch 3,784,765, CI 200-5O0r

Daniel, W illiam H Multi unit apparatus for collecting oil from the sur-

face of a bodv of water 3,784.01 3. CI 210-242000

Danielson. Irvin R , to 1 hor Power lool Company Sound attenuating

device for a work steel or the like 3,783,970, CI I81-33.()0a

Darlev, Henry C H , and Robinson, Joseph D , to Shell Oil Company
Method for reducing borehole signals in nuclear magnetic logging

3,784,898. CI 324- 50r

Dart Industries Inc . mesne See —
Pierce,JosephE ,3,783,581

Das Khandclvkal B , and Strobelt, William E . to Boeing Company, The

Vacuum guage calibrator 3,783,678, CT 73-42000

D'Ascoli, Ralph Ci , and Alleva, Leon I , to Anaconda Company, The,

mesne Method for making electrical connector 3,784.663, CI. 264-

23()O0()

Data Time. Inc AV«'—

Hunt, Theodore R , 3,784,768

Dauben, Dvnghl l. . and Froning, H R , to Am«ico Production Com-

pany Removing water from oil-producing formations. 3.783,945. CI

166-305000
Daugherty, James T , and Baber, James J , Jr Stump cutter 3,783,914,

CI 144-2 OOn
Davies. Harry John, to Canron Limited Manufacture of white cast

iron 3,784.4 16. CI 148-3 000
Davis. Donald Y . to General Electric Company Variable diffuser cen-

trifugal pump 3.784. 318. CI 415-158000
Davis, John P . Harmon. Robert W , and W«H>m. James T., to Chance.

A B.. Company Electrical cable connector 3.784.729. CI. 174-

7300r
Davis, Leonard C , to General Motors Corporation Squeeze film bear-

ing support movement limiting apparatus. 3,784,267. CI. 308-

174 000
Davis. Lon R Coding means for photographic slide apparatus

3.784,296, CI. 353-1^0000
Davis. Richard C Bullet-proof protective armor and method of making

same 3.783.449. CI 2-2 005
Davison. George Robert, to Donkin. Bryan. Company Limited. The

Pivoted weight biased valve 3.783,893. CI. 1 37-527 800

Davison. George Robert, to Donkin. Bryan. Company Limited. The

Non-return valves 3.783.894. CI 137-535.000

Davisson. Kenneth R.: See—
Channell, Glenn L., Fuller, Blaine W ; and Davisson, Kenneth R .

3.784.162
Dawidowicz. Jan, and Ferraro, Frank A . to Warner-Lambet Company
Method for dispensing razor blade cartridge 3.783.493, CI 29-

400.000
Dawidowicz. Jan; and Ferraro. Frank A . to Warner-Lambert Com-
pany Razor having tandemly mounted blades bonded in a disposable

cartridge 3.783.5 10. CI 30-32.00r.

Dawson. Robert Graham; and Sansome, Dennis Hugh, to National

Research Development Corporation. Vibratory forming. 3.783,668,

CI 72-283 000.

Dayco Corporation : .SW

—

Duckett, John C; Gaster, Ivan; and Ensley, Rufus Neal.

3.783.492.

Daynard. Richard E.: See—
Thaler. Sherwood S.; and Daynard. Richard E . 3,783.878.

de Chassy. Christian; and Capdeboscq. Andre, to Entreprise de

Recherches et dActivites Petrolieres (ELF) System for mooring

ships to structures 3,783.8 16. CI. I 14-230.000

De Gioia. Peter A ; and Sutton, Charles B , to General Motors Cor-

p<uation Bearing seal 3.784,268, CI 308-187.200.

De Lew. Charles A.: See—
Ostrowski. Edwin A.; and De Lew. Charles A.. 3.784.1 54

De Ligt. John, to Westvaco Corporation. Accordion, folding and

cutting apparatus. 3.784.1 88. CI. 270-79.000.

De Livois. Guy Baudelet. to Controle Bailey (Societe Anonyme). Fuel

gas flow-meter corrector equipment for gases having variable

characteristics 3,783.684. CI 73-190 000.

De Torre. John, to Federal Pacific Electric Company Circuit breaker

with overcurrent and auxiliary releases 3.784,940. CI 335- 1 8 000

De Wilde De Ligny. Johan Herman; De Wit. Comelis Leendert; and

Van Rmiij. Petrus Johannes Cornelius, to US Philips Corporation.

Hot-gas piston engine 3.783.6 1 2. CI. 60-24.000.

De Wit. Cornelis Leendert; .SVf—

De Wilde De Ligny. Johan Herman; De Wit. Cornelis Leendert;

and Van Rooij. Petrus Johannes Cornelius. 3.783,612.

De Zarauz. Yves Jacques, to Compagnie Generale des Etablissements

Michelin. raison sociale Michelin & Cie Tire having two-ply carcass

merging into one ply. 3,783,926, CI. 152-356 000.

Dean. Harrison Martin Stop gauges with handle mounted indicator

and lockout means 3.783.720. CI. 82-34.00a

DeBortoli, George; and Lukas. Helmut Hans, to Northern Electric

Company Limited Connecting block with hinged terminal means.

3.784.728, CI 174-60.000

DeCenzo. Herbert A. Connector assembly for terminal junction

system 3.784.963. CI 339-l98.0pt

Decubber. Maurice: .SV*"

—

Serafin, Marian; and Decubber. Maurice, 3,784.098

Deep Oil Technologv, Inc.: See—
Horton, Edward E . 3,784,959

DeGaston. Alexis Neal. to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Static

decharger. 3,784,876, CI. 31 7-2.00r.

Dchler. Bernard, to Metallwerk Max Brose & Co. Electric window

operating mechanism. 3.783,702. CI. 74-89.000

Deitchler, Roy W ; See—
Nelson, William Junior, and Hinman, Charles William, 3,784,409

Del.imon Fluhme & Co.; .SV*-—

Kurten. Fritz; and Saretzky, Horst, 3,783.973.

Denisenko. Alcxandr Panteleevich; See—
Nekrasov, Konstantin Dmitrievich; Tarasova. Alexandra Petrov-

na; BIjusin, Alfred Avgustovich; Avdeeva, Tamara Petrovna;

Elin, Vyacheslav Alcxandrovich; Roizman, Pavel Aronovich;

and Denisenko. Alexandr Panteleevich. 3,784,385.

Depenbrock, Manfred, to Brown. Boveri & Cie AG Device for con-

verting the electrical energy of a thermionic generator. 3,784,895.

CI. 322-2.OOr
Derrer. Carson E. Cable de-lashing tool. 3,783,495, CI. 29-426 000

Derry, Carl E Sound barrier. 3.783,968, CI. 1 8 I -33 OOg. ^

Desai. Nalin Binduprasad; Jayaraman. Ponnusami; Ramanathan.

Visvanathan, Artz, Klaus; Naik, Navnitrai Nagarji, and Jenny.

Walter, to Ciba-Geigy AG Styralyl dyestuffs 3.784,559, CI. 260-

465 OOd.
Detroit Gasket and Manufacturing Company: See—

Doerfiing, Ralph G. 3.784.2 1

2

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Schneideanstalt vormals Roessler: See—
Kleemann. Axel; Schreyer, Gerd; Weiberg. Otto, and Weigert.

Wolfgang, 3.784.568.

Deutsche Texaco Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Pirck. Dietrich; Fuchs. Gundolf; and Sachse. Gerhard. 3.784.528.

DeVos, Ferdinand Allard; and Ter Steege. Jan Hendrik, to N.V Werk-

spotir. Apparatus for engraving a cylinder with re(>eated overlapping

patterns 3,784.739. CI. 178-6.60b.

DeWitt, John H.; d/b/a Cezoma International: See—
Kenworthy. Samuel P.; and Hall, Marcus A.. 3,784,1 19.

Diamond International Corporation: See—
Siciliano, Anthony J., 3,783,829.

Siciliano, Anthony J. 3.783.990.

Diebler. Herman G.: See—
Barton. Stephen R ; and Diebler. Herman G., 3,784,3 10.

Diehl, Francis L., to Procter & Gamble Company, The Detergent

compositions containing oxidized polysaccharide builders.

3.784,475, CI. 252-89.000.

Diepers, Heinrich: See-
Martens. Hans; Diepers. Heinrich; and Muller. Alfred. 3.784,452.

Dills, Raymond L.: See—
Hurko, Bohdan; and Dills. Raymond L.. 3.783.854.

Dills. Raymond L., to General Electric Company. Textured continuous

cleaning surface for cooking ovens. 3,783,853. CI. 126-19.00r.

Dilpers. Heinrich; and Musebeck, Horst, to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft. Method of producing a composite conductor band for

use in making a tubular superconductor. 3.783.503. CI. 29-599000

Dindler. Jakob: See—
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Model. Ernst, and Dindler. Jakob. 3.784.6«»8.

Dinger. Horst; See—
Gan.er. Wolfgang, and D.nger. Horsl.

'J*
V^HX

Ditto. Edwin D Apparatus for frictmiv welding 3.784.080. CI 2.8-

Dix Keith M and Bonbrake. Bert. Jr . to Fire Pr«>tection C.^mpans

Automatic sprinkler head 3.78.V**47. CI 16«>-40 (KH)

D.>an.Tro>L Bathing facility 3.78.^ .456. CI 4-149 (KK)

Dobhert Arnold E . to Rheem Manufacturing Company Gathering

meansforcl.ppers 3.783.583. CI 53-138 OOa
. ^ . . ,

Dobras Bruce W . to Monarch Marking Systems. Inc C«Hlcd record

and methtids of and apparatus for encoding and decoding records

3.784.7<j:.CI :35-6l lie

Dobson Christopher D . and Willmott. Kenneth Nash Knight Planeta

ryworkholders 3.783.821. CI 118-48(KK)
,,„,^,,

Dodd. Vaal Ray Method and apparatus for shaft alignment .V7N.*.>...

CI 33-181 OOr ,

Dt>dds Dale I Organic acid addition salts ol 1
(butylcarhamoyi

)
.

(methylamino)-bcnzimidazole and method for preparing the same

• » 784 '571. CI 260-309 200

Doerflina Ralph G . to Detroit Gasket and Manufacturing Company

Composite gasket 3.784.2 12. CI 277-22(8)0

DohZer HaLotto Protective chains 3.783.923.CI 152-243 188)

Dominion Auto Accesstuies. Limited .SV*-—

Brudv. Peter E .3.784.149

Domokos. Ge/a Process of producing artificial lumber from untreated

sawdust, a powdered urea-formaldehyde resin and water 3.784.494.

CI 260-17 300

Donahue. Simeon J .'»€'«'— t-.o,u,u
Jankowski. Matthew A . and D*>nahue. Simeon J . 3.784.949

Donkln. Bryan. Company Limited. The .SVf—
Davis*in. George Robert. 3.783.893

Davistm. George Robert. 3.783.894

Donnaker. Clarence W See-
, -,wi <m

Biddison. John M. and Donnakcr. Clarence W . 3.783.50I

Doran E James, and Berliner. Wallace H . to Waldes K.>hin.H>r. Inc

Dual retaining ring device for facilitating the assembly of universal

joints 3.783.638. CI 64-I7(M)a

Doring, Friedrich .SV*"—

Claus. Ciunter.and Doring. Fricdrich. 3.784.134

Dorman Isidore, to Bell & H.>well Company Machine for forming and

appK ing index tabs ,o file cards 3.784.439. CI 1 5^-^' « l^«'

Dorman. Patrick Steven Com wrapping device 3.783.586. tl ' ^-

2 1 3 000 „ .

Dorsey Denis Peter, to RCA Corporation Protection circuit

1 784.870. CI 315-20 000
, . .

Dots*,n. Anderson O . Jr . Newcombe. Jack, and Wolford I "^n^" ^ .to

Cities Service Company Fire retardant comp«>sitions 3.784.5ti9. 1

1

260-45 75b
D'Ottavio. Eugene D See— „ „u i u iii

Grunwald. John J . DOttavio. Eugene D . Rh«>deni/er, Harold I
.

and Lombardo. Michael S . 3.784.440

Douglas I ivingslon C . to Colgate Palmolive Company Container

3.784.040. CI 215-31 000

Dow Chemical Company. The -SV*"—

Bangs. I eigh B ; Huml. James O ; and Layne. Gilbert S

3.784.371

Browii. James A . 3.784.417

Gibbons. Carl L. 3.784.500
, ,«^ ^,7

Hickner. Richard A . and Bredcweg.Corwin J .
3.784.607

Jennings. Robert R . and Thornton. William M .
3.783.944

Kvriacou. Demetrios. 3.784.552

Larsen. Eric R ;
Andrejcwski. Bernard R . and Edamura. Fred Y .

3.784.608
. ^ . c . V

Larsen. Eric R . McKcndry. Lennon H . and Edamura. Fred Y

3.784.611

Parth. William H. 3.784.359

Smith. Harrv A . and Kobel. Frwin H .
3.784.496

Stcinhauer. Alfred F . and Mclntire. Otis R .
3.784.488.

Tomalia. Donald A . and Thomas. Robert J .
3.784..508.

Dow Corning Corporation See—
Keil. Joseph W .3.784.479

Downs. Thomas C.SV*-—
Sebring. JohnG ; and Downs. ThomasC. 3.784.337

Dowty Fuel Svstems. Limited See—
Robinson. Keith. 3.784.130

Drake Harry N . Jr . to Cities Service Oil Company Support for

chromogenic glycol test reagent 3.784.358.CI 23-253()tp

Drennan. George A See—
Smith. James M . and Drennan. George A . 3.784,726.

Dresser Industries. Inc. See—
Jackstin.GC. Jr. 3. 784.264 „ ., , o c
McGlothlm. Raymond E . Werlein. Eugene R .

Taylor. Bruce F .

and Schultz. Roger Lee. 3.784.579

Stewart. Kenneth James. 3.784.028

Driscoll. Gerald Jon. and Wellbtun. James Larkin. to Du Pont de

Nemours. E I . and Company Drying apparatus with feed and hu

midity control 3.783.527. CI 34-56 000

Drostholm. Frede Hilmar -S^r—

Drostholm. Frede Hilmar; and Meyer. Leonard S (said Meyer as

sor to said). 3. 7 84.667 ...
Drostholm. Frede Hilmar. and Meyer. Leonard S . said Meyer ass..r to

said Drostholm. Frede Hilmar Method for manufacturing pipes

3.784.667. CI 264-145 000

Dryden Chemicals, Limited See—

^erbert.

Giguere. Jacques, and Landry. Jean Guy. 3.784.493

Du Pont de Ncm«>urs. E I . and Company See -

Cathcart. Wilson Stewart. 3.784.673

Cescon. Lawrence Anth«»ny. 3.784.557

Dahlstrom. Robert Victor, and Jaehnig. James

3.784.445 _

Drisc«>ll. Cierald Jon. and WellN.rn. James I arkin. 3.78.VS- /.

(iramas. J«>hn \ inccnt. 3.784.378

Grot.WaltherCiustav. 1.784.399

H.>eschele.(iuenther Kurt. 3.784.520

Kane. William P. 3.784.711

Pettil. P.iul H Jr . 3.784. 501

Shcard. John I c... 3.784.887

Spraucr. Jerome W illiam. 3.784.495

Vasta. Joseph A .
V7K4.S06

Waldkirch. Richard B . V783. 596

Du Rocher. Gideon A , I.. I sscx Inlcrnational Inc Relay cnstruction

t. 784.941. CI 335196(88)
Dual-Wide. Inc .SV«-—

I VNi-nring. I dwardM ,3.783.562
^ .. » .. u

Dub,>is. Gerald, and Bcrthoud. Francois, to Ebauchis S A Mehcanism

for c.upling and l.H.king a rotaiable mcmbv-r of a timepiece and i.i a

small mech.inism ^78^.606. CI 58 74 (MIO

Ducellier & Cie .S«-«-— I

Mabcrt. Roger Jean. 3.783.850 !

Ducketl John C . Ciaster. Ivan, .ind I nsUv. Rufus Ncal. to DaycoC or

poratu.n I. nil for installing l.Kking pin used to hold a die cutting

mat on a rotary anvil 3.783.492.4 1 29 278 (MK.

Dudragne, Raymond Andre Wide angle ob|ectivc lens 3.7tf4..86. 1

1

tSt) 22(» (HMI

Dueringer J»>hn Wilbur. I.> Textron. Inc Deplovablc no/zle extension

for rocket engines 3.784. 109.CI 239 265 lOg

Duetsch Companv Meclronic Components Divisi..n. I he .V.-*--

Clark. Kenneth M .
1.784.966

Duffner Josef to Bosch. Robert. Ci m b H Apparatus for firing ceram

ic sparkplug insuLitors 3.783.489. CI 29 203 (Hip

Dukette William J . to American Ass»)ciated C ybernelics. Inc Kcl.iv

memorv circuit 3.784.879. CI M7 lt6(KM»

Dullinger Karl, to Kri.nseder. Hermann Apparatus lor wrapping bot

tie necks 3.784.418. CI 156-487 0(81
. .^ i

Dumit Josepy P . to Atco C orporation Shelf supp«>rt leg lock bracket

1 784.025.'CI 21 1-148 (MH)

Dunbar. Cilenn G Vehicle m.>unted loading hoisl 1.784.035. CI -14

75(H)h .

Duncan. David M. and Jt.hnM.n. Joseph H I ransislor package

V784.881.CI 317 214(8)r

Dunham Bush. Inc .S«f—
Perez. John I .3.783.635

DunUip Limited .V«-—
I awson. Neil. 3.783.704

Dunn. R S . and Rife. William J R.'of I.H.k assembly with cave struc

ture 3.783.564. CI 52 96 0(8)

Dupree. Inc See—
\

Duprec James N . 3.784.867

Dupree James N. to Dupree. Inc lamp 1.784.867.C1 31 1-318 ()<)()

DuPuis. Emanuel F Folding tw..level table, bench or the like

1 781 799 CI 108 19(HH)

Durden John A . and Souse. Anthony A . to Lnion Carbide C orpora

ti..n 2 (Polvsubslituted phenyl ) 1 .lindandionc Ci>mp.<unds

1 784 605.Cr260 590(88»

Dursch. Friedrich. to Squibb. F R . A Sons. In. Methylac^toacetic

ester enamme of D 2 ( 1 .4 cvcU.hex.idien I yDglycine. Medium salt

dimethylformamideadducl 3.784.562. CI :60.468 (H),

Durst Felix Ernst Tamping machine ft>r setting no.>r covering tiles

1 784 11 4. CI 404 1 17 (88)

Duval. Bruce, to T P I Limited Training devices 3.783.5.10. C I 35

1 1 (8)0

DuVall. Dale Rodney See-
. ^ ., „ ... , o i

Borowski. Chester Jt>seph. Jr. and Du\all. Dale Rodney.

3.784.981
.

I

Duwel. Dieter .SVc— l

Schorr. Manfred, and Duwel. Dieter. 3.784.633

Dworkin. Howard J . and Gutkowski. RoKrt F P"'^^^/"^,^PP,^"/"*

for making radioactive labeled protein material 3.784.453, CI 204-

111 OOO , .

Dye John F to Kendall Company. The Tabbed eccentric Unrking

device 1.783.876. CI 128-347(88)

Dymo Industries. Inc .S*-*-

—

|

Hemgren. Sven Anders. 3.783.543

Dynamic Technology Limited .SV*-—

Barrett. James Howard, and Kellcher. Jack. 3.784,874,

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellsthaft See- ,-„-,,, I

VoRt Wilhem. and Richt/enhain. Herman. 3.784.612

Wissi'nger. Waldemar. Kurth. Josef, and Gauchel. Peter.

3.784,345

Earic Roland D . and Baum. Mort.>n S Ready-to-use batter product.

3.784.710. CI 426-128000

East>n. Ronald Charles .S«'«'— ^^ . ^ n i. i

Baker. David Keith. Ea.s.»n. Ronald Charles. Gascoigne. Richard

Melville, and Schryver. Andrew, 3,784.875

Eastern Company. The .S**"— i

Pastva. John V . Jr .
3.784.243 1

Eastman KiHlak Company SV.-—
. e i « d k . «-

Bushnell. Clifford B , Shcffer, Edward J., and Sutliff. Robert C .

3,784.boi.
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Fox. Charles J .3.784.376

Gilman. Paul B . Jr . and Kaukeinen. Joseph Y . 3.784,375.

Liang. Kai. 3.784. 382

Owen. Willaim S. Jr . 3.784.1 35.

Perign.in. Philippe. 3.784.38 1

.

Eaton Corporation .SW—
Benkovic. Roger J . 3.783.744

Bojas. Edward J .3.783.61 I

Chute. Richard. 3.784.222

Hass. David P . and Kun/. John E . 3.784.223.

Petrus. Stephen. 1.783.922

Eaton Corptiration. mesne: See—
Pease. Logan 1. 3.784.791

F.bauches S A .SV<

—

Dubt>is. Gerald, and Berthoud. Francois. 3.783.606.

Echols. Samuel T . Jr .S«r—
Hautly. Harry B . and Echols, Samuel T. Jr. 3.783,820.

Eckels, Robert F .SVf—

law. Richard D . and Eckels. R.ibert E . 3.784.1 25

Eckert. John Presper. Jr . Weiner. James R . Shaw. Rt)bert F.. and

Weiss. Herbert Fra/er. to Sperrv Rand Corporation Information

handling system 3.784.983. CI 340-172 ()()5

Economy, James. C«ittis. Steve Ci . and Nowak. Bernard E.. t«) Car-

borundum C^ompanv. The Oxy benzoyl polyester coated articles

1.784.405, CI 1 17-r32 OOc
Edamura, Fred Y .SV*-—

Larsen, Eric R . Andrejewski. Bernard R ; and Edamura. Fred Y .

3.784.608

Larsen. Eric R . McKendry. Lennon H . and Edamura. Fred Y .

3.784.610
Larsen. Eric R . McKendrv. lennon H . and Edamura. Fred Y .

3.784.611

Fddens. Fletcher C C^uley. William P . Sailing. Jack Ronald; and Mc-
Donald. Ralph L . to Anderson E'lectric Corptiration. Transmission

line cable clamp 3.784.1 17. CT 248-63000
Edge. Billv J . and Collins. I loyd () Spray shield for oil wells

3.781.9.19.CT 166.81000
Edmond. Marmound See—

Florenl. Bngli.ino. Irnesl. Vogl. and Edmond. Marmt>und.

3.78 3.604

Edwards. Brvant. to Illinois Lool Works Inc. Stackahic container

3.784.052.CT 220-97 OOc
EFKA W crke Fritz Kienh CimbH .S<< —

Mcssncr, Rudolf, and /ilkcn, Hans Joachim. 3,783.882

Eggenspcpgcr. Hcmz. Franzen. \ olker. and Stephan. Hans, la Ciba-

Gcigv Mancnhorg CimhH 3.5 Diallayl-4-hydrorgbcnzylmcrcapIo

(acetic acid ester) containing' phosphites. 3.784.650. C"l. 260-

94 8 OOO
Fggerl. (ilenn J . to Rex C hainhelt Inc Ternary escort memtiry system

3.7X4.942. CI lis 206 000
Egl.>ff, Frank S .S<-.-

Simpson, Arthur R , and Egloff. Frank S . 3.783.91 8

Eheim. Franz, and Schw.irlz. Reinhard. to Bosch. Robert. GmbH.
Fuel injection apparatus for gas turbine-type vehicle power plant.

3.784.330. CI 417-279000
Ehrenfried. Albert D . and Pierce. Norton T . to Metritape. Inc Dis-

crete level detector 3.7X3.6X9.C1 73-301000
Eickhoff. Heinz .S«'«' —

Gantre. Franz, yCywict/. Walter. Sciz. Rudolf; and Eickhoff. Heinz.

3,783.625
Eisenbau Wghlen AG .S<c—

Wisz, Edward. 3,783.936

Eishold. Horst-Ciunter See—
Ertl. Dietrich. Eishold. Horst Ciuntcr. Gilles. Helmut. Schmolling.

Gunthcr. Steucrn.igel. Walter, and Nitz. Jurgcn. 3.783.589.

Electro-Specialties, Inc .Sec

—

Miller. Arnold W . and Larson. William D . Jr . 3.784,901

Electronic Molding Corporation: .SV«'—
Murphy. James V . 1.7X4.965

Elevattir Safctv Company: .SVc—
Hamilton.' Douglas. 3.783.978

Elges. Carl H . III. Hasket. Philip R . Bauer. Donald J . and Lindstrom.

Roald E . to I'nited States of America. Interior Recovery of metal

values from chrome etching solutions 3.784.669. CI 423 43 000

Elin. Vyacheslav Alexandrovich: .SV<'—

Nekrasov. Konslantin Dmitrievich. Tarasova. Alexandra Petrov-

na. BIjusin. Alfred Avgustovich. Avdecva. Tamara Pctrovna.

Elin. Vyacheslav Alexandrovich; Roizman. Pavel Aronovich;

and Denisenko. Alexandr Panteleevich. 3.784.385.

Ellendman. Merrill: .SV*-

—

Cascrta. Richard T ; and Ellendman. Merrill. 3.784.365.

Elliot. William H See-
Van Horn. Lawrence E ; Elliot. William H . and Schuchmann.

RussellP. 3.784.881

Ellis. Carter D Article support and ladder attachment. 3.784,139, CI.

248-210 000.

Ellison, Charles D: See —
Ellison. Lynn E ; and Ellison. Charles D. 3.783.786

Ellison. Lynn E ; and Ellison. Charles D Self-inking hand stamp.

3.783.786. CI 101-333 000
Elmore. James: See—

Willard. Edwin J ; and Elmore. James. 3.783,773.

Em DHoogeN \/ See—
Haerick. Jan Armand. 3.783.653

Emco Industries, Inc.: See—

Engman. Gerald. 3.783.801. •
Emerson. Carl D.; and Aichenegg. Paul C . to Baychem Corporation

Carbamic acid esters of polyhalo disulfide alcohols. 3,784.563. CI.

260-47 1.00c

Emi. Tadashi Pedestrian protecting fender 3.784.244, CI. 293-

25.0(K)

Emil und Adolf Becker KG; See—
Moogk. Friedrich. 3.783.705.

Empire Products. Inc.: See—
Newman. Albert P . and Haun. Clem Edward. 3.784.964

Engalitcheff. John. Jr ; Facius. Thomas F ; Bradley. Wilson E . Jr ; and

Anderson. Axel F. L.. to Baltimore Aircoil Company. Inc.. mesne.

Evaporative heat exchange apparatus 3.784. 1 7 1 . CI 26 1 -29.000.

Engel. Albcrtus J. G : See—
Verstecg, CJeert; and Engel. Albertus J G.. 3.784,677.

English Electric Valve Company. Limited; See—
Cooper. Brian Frederick. 3.784.849

Engman. Gerald, to Emco Industries. Inc Article of furniture

3.783.801. CI. 108-60.000.

Fngouist. Jan-Eric, to Forenade Fabriksverken. Washing device.

3.783.473. CI 15-322.000.

Ensley. Rufus Ncal: ,SV<"—

Duckett. John C. Caster. Ivan, and Ensley. Rufus Neal.

3.783.492

Entreprise de Recherches ct d'Activites Petrolieres ( ELF ); See—
de Chassy. Chri.stian. and Capdeboscq. Andre. 3.783.8 1 6.

EPS ( Research & Development) Limited; See—
Boucher. Reginald Comyn. 3.783.766.

Erck, Karl: .S<'<-

—

Adicr. Jurgen; Erck. Karl; Klebba. Horst; Kramer. Wolfgang.

Maneck. Ernst. Mucller-Eckhardt. Hans, and Schwenk. Kurt.

3.783.568.

Ercoli. Alberto; and Gardi. Rinaldo. to Warner-Lambert Company 1?-

Propionate. 21 -ester derivatives of 6a.9a-difluoroprednisolone.

compositions and use 3.784,692. CI 424-243000
Erich. Reinhard; Hoffmann. Hermann; and Muhlbauer. Gerd Rudiger.

to Hoffmann GmbH & Co.. KG.. Firma. Propeller blade. 3,784.322,

CI 416-229 000
Ernest. Vogt: See—

Florenl. Brigliano. Ernest. Vogt; and Edmond. Marmound.
3.783.604

Ernst. Arnold E Plant cutting apparatus 3.783.593. CI. 56-14 400

Erspamer. James R.; and Snyder. George W.. to Spcrry Rand Corpora-

tion. Multiplexed gain control for a synchro data transmission

system 3.784.753. CI. I79-I5()fe.

Ertl. Dietrich; Eishold. Horst-Gunter, Gilles. Helmut. Schmolling.

Gunther. Steuernagel. Walter; and Nitz. Jurgen. to Metall-

gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Corona-discharge electrode system.

3.783.589. CI. 55-146.000.

Erwin. Louis R . to Bendix Corporation. The. Linkage angle steering

control from powered in-tandem vehicles 3.783.963. CI. I 80-6 300.

FSB Incorporated: .SV*'

—

Bergum. Bernard C; and Youngquist. John A.. 3,784,410.

Kosta. Geza F ; and Pompcr. Anthony W . 3.784,406

Macaulay. William R ; Feldhake. Ralph H ; Higgins. Dale G ; and

Santa Maria. Richard C. 3.784.4 14.

Escoe. James L. Carpet cutter. 3.783,5 1 3. CI. 30-273000

Escoe. James L Carpet stretcher and kicker. 3.784.078. CI. 227-

13.000
Esposito. Raymond G. Paint removal compositions. 3.784,477, CI.

252-162.000
Es.sex International Inc.: .SV**

—

Du Rocher. Gideon A . 3.784,94 1

.

Esso PrtHluction Research Company: ,SVf

—

Garcia. Juan A. 3.784.468

Ess*-) Research and Engineering Company: See—
Maravetz. Lester L . 3.784.574.

Moss. Gerald. 3.784.676
Establissement Temova: See—

Stalder. Otto. 3.783.879.

Estabrook. Frederick C. to Mitchell Industrial Tire Co . Inc MeShod

of making built-up tire with butt welded internal band iron

3.783.484. CI. 29-159.001.

Ester. Wilhelm; and Heitmann. Wilhelm. to VEBA Chemie Aktien-

gesellschaft Process for the manufacture of alcohols by the catalytic

hydration of olefins. 3.784.6 14, CI 260-641 000

Etablissement Radiator: See—
Von Platen. Baltzar; Jonsson. Einn I.ennart; and Trolle. Sten.

3.783.775.

Ethier. Dolores O.: See—
Gobran. Ramsis; Kremer. Leon V.; and Ethier. Dolores O..

3.784.502.

Ethyl Corp<iration: .Sff—

Bramfitt. Thomas Hugh. 3.783.849

Hirschler. Daniel A . Jr ;and Marsee. Frederick J.. 3.783.841,

Kobetz. Paul; and Niebylaski. Leonard M . 3.784.423

Nelson. Gunner E ; and Pearson, Tillmon H., 3,784,486.

Niebylski. Leonard M . 3.784.682. .

Scull. Herbert M. Jr. 3.784.372.

Ethylene Plastique: See—
Fourment. Marie-Claude Gloriod; and Nicco, Adrian. 3,784,396.

Etudes ct BonneterieS A.: .Sfc—

Bourgeois. Norbert Paul. 3.783.640.

Etudes et Bonneterie S.A.: See—
Bourgeois. Norbert Paul, 3,784, 1 29.
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Eukumaru. ToshiJsugu, Hamma. NoriUka, Nakatani. Hiriwhi. Fu-

kushima. Hideaki. and Toki. Kutsuyuki. to Sumitoma Chemical

Company. Limited Fatty acid amide derivatives 3.784,577. CI 2W)

404 000
Eumuco Aktiengesellschaft fur Maschinenbau See—

Nickrawietz. Kurt. 3.783.670.

Everbrite Electric Signs. Inc. See—
Trame. Charles E. 3.783.53V.

Ex-Cell-OCorptiration See—
Hurlock. Arthur C. -3.784.082.

ExpoNord AB -SVe-—

Persson, Eric Sigrid. and Persson-Melin. Signe Harriet. 3.784.25 I

Eysenring. Edward M . to Dual-Wide, Inc Fold down cave for mobile

home 3.783,562. CI 52-69 000
Facius. Thomas F.: See—

Engalitcheff, John, Jr , Facius, Thomas F , Bradley, Wilson E , Jr ,

and Anderson. Axel F L , 3.784.171

Faggetter. Francis Edward, to Bettor Packages (V K ) Limited. Tape

dispensing apparatus 3.784.073. CI 226-47 000

Failing. Jim E Liquid wax dispenser 3.784.3 1 1 , CI 401-1 37 (HK)

Fairaizl. Max L . and Martinec. Eugene F . to Health-Mor Inc Shag rug

attachment for suction cleaner nozzle 3.783.474. CI 1 5-369 000

Fansteel Inc. See—
Glaski. Frederick A , 3.784.403

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meisler Lucius &
Bruning: See—

Joerchel. Egon. and Kohlhaas. Rud«)lf. 3.7K4,67 I

.

Nahm, Helmut, and Siedel, Walter, 3,784,697

Schorr, Manfred, and Duwel, Dieter, 3,784,633

Fargo Machine & Ttnil Company; .SV*-—

Fortunski, Anthony C, 3,783,561

Farkas, Elizabeth H .SVf—

Glicksman, Martin, and Farkas, Elizabeth H , 3,784,712

Farmer Donald J , Carlson. Charles J , and Muschong, Peter W ,
to

like
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Inc Pusher for electronic

Central Moloney Inc Bushing for transformers and th*

3,784,733, CI 174-15300r
Farr, Gerald N : See—

Goodman. Derek J . and Farr. Gerald N . 3,783.639

Farrar, Ralph C . to Phillips Petroleum Company Multifunctional

polymerization initiators from Mnylsilanes or vinylphosphines and

organomonolithium compounds 3.784,637, CI 260-498 20q

Farrington. Frederick: See—
Nicklin. Thomas, and Farrington. Frederick, 3,784,465

Fassbender. Charles Joseph, to RCA Corporation Storage circuits

3.7X4.91 8. CI 328-97 000
Faustel Incorporated .SV*-—

Hardt. David R .3,783.782

Fay.RudolphJ Sandwich machine 3,783,772, CI 99-450 4(K)

Feasev. Ronald George, to Imperial Chemical Industries, I imited

Thermoset resins prepared from dihydric pheni>l, dihalobcnzcnoid

compound and polyhaloheterocyclic comp«>und 3.784.504, CI 2Wt

37 OOn
Feder. Abe Hvman Lamp with indirect anil direct lighting fixtures

3,784.81 I, CI 240-81 Old
'

Federal Pacific Electric C»impany See—
De Torre. John, 3.7X4.940

Federal Paper Board Companv. Inc. See—
Brown. W ilham M .3,784,000

Federal Screw Works See—
Velthovcn, Arthur E , 3,783,734

Fedoscnkii, Igor Grigorievich: .V«'<'—

Morgolenko. Anatoly Sergeevich, Kononenko, Vadim

Grigorievich, Fedosenko, Igor Grigorievich, Sclivanov, Cien

nady Dmitrievich, Kushnarenko, Sergei Grigorievich. and

Lepetjukha. Vladimir Semenovich. 3.783,672

Felber, Julius See—
Felber. Julius, 3,784,204

Felber. Julius, to Felber. Julius and Szabo, Bela Hockey puck

3.784,204, CI 273-l28()()r

Feldhake, Ralph H .SV«-

Macaulay, William R , Feldhake, Ralph H
Santa Maria, Richard C , 3,784,414.

Feldmann, Hans-Helmut .S>f—

Schadebrodt, Gerhard, Altzschner, Gustav, Feldmann, Hans-Hel-

mut, Graichen, Bernhard, and Pabst, Wolfgang, 3,783,74 1

Feliz,Jack M Trailer maneuvering jack 3,783,960, CI 180-I40()a

Fellmann. Robert P, and Whang, Jong Jai, t«) Rohm & Haas Company
Bulk polymerization process modified with s*ilvenl to reduce

residual monomer content 3,784,532, CI 260-86 lOe

Fenton, Donald M , to Union Oil Company of California Decomposi-

tion of oxalates to form aldehydes and alcohols 3,784,616. CI. 260-

638001-
Fernandes, Joseph F . .SVf

—

Simmons, Carl E . and Fernandes, Joseph F., 3.783.935.

Ferraro, Frank A.: See-
Da* idoviicz. Jan, and Ferraro, Frank A., 3,783.493.

Dawidowicz. Jan. and Ferraro. Frank A.. 3.783.510.

Ferro Manufacturing Company : See—
Pickles, Joseph, 3,784,241

Fersch, Harry, and Kopido, Walter Heinz, to Singer Company, The

Sewing machine with a printed circuit switch and variable speed con-

trol means 3.783.812, CI 1 12-220 000.

Feurer Bros, Inc : -Vff—

Feurcr, Walter Alphonsc. 3.783.607,

Feurer, Walter Alphonse, to Feurer Bri>s

digital watch 3.783,607, CI 58-9().(H)b

Fichelbergcr, Edward Baxter, to lntemati«>nal Business Machines Cor-

p«>ration Methtxl of pr»»pagation delay testing a functitmal logic

system 3,784,9(17, CI 324-57 Ode

Fielding, Brian Griisble. to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited Sol

vent dyeing or solvent creascprtuifing with steam and st»lvent vapor

drying 3,784,355, CI 8-175 IKK)

Fields, Ellis K , and Puskas, Imre, to Standard Oil Company Catalysis

of trans acidolysis reaction 3,784,573. CI 260-346 300

Fife. Warren F. See —
Munger, Fay E , Fife, Warren E . and Paolini, Alfred P

,

3.784,259'

Finelli, Anthonv F . and Stanley. John R . to (Wmdyear Tire & Rubber

Company. The Method of accelerating the cure of ptilyurethanes

3.784.521. CI 26<l-75()nb
]

Finke, Eugene W' .SV«'—

Kcefe. Jack D , and Finke, Eugene W ,
3,784,665

Fire Protecti«<nC«>mpan\ .S'«r—
Dix, Keith M . and Bonbrake, Bert, Jr , 3,783,947

Firestone. Ravm.md A . to Merck & Company, inc Hydr«>xy and immo

containing phi>sphonic acid diesters 3,784,590. CI 260-944 (MK>

Fischer* Porter Companv .S<-»- —
Mannhcr/, Elmer D , Riester, Hubert A , Schmtxtck, R«>y F ,

and

Yard. J«>hnS. 3.783.687. I

Fischer, Adolf St-e—
|

Rohr, Wolfgang, and Fischer, Adolf, 3,784,564 »

Fischer. Friedhelm .Sii —

Hoffmann. Hans Jurgen. and Fischer, Friedhelm. 3.784,228

Fischer, Cieorg, Aktiengesellschaft .Si'«' -

Wernh, Max, 3,7X4.178

Fischler. Max. to Astra I akemedel Akticbtilag \ ra> contrast com-

position containing barium sulphate 3.784.681, CI 424-4 (KK>

Fishcer & Porter Company See-
Hentschel, Rainer, 3,783,686

|

Fisher & Porter Companv See—
Azegami. ladashi, 3,7X4,919

Fisher. Frank W Fish catch keeper 3,783,548, CI 43 21 2(M>

Fitzgerald. W alter P , Jr S,t —
Bagheri, Manstiur A H , Fitzgerald. Walter P . Jr . and Sanders,

Beatrix V ,3,784.435

Fitzi. Konrad. and Pfister. Rudolf, to Ciba (ieigv Corporation

Higgins. Dale G.. and

Imidazole derivatives for treating pain, inflammation and fever

3.7X4,691, CI 424 273 (KM)

Flannellv. William G. t«> Kaman Aerospace Corp«»ration Damped
gyroscopic stabilizer 3,784,363, CI 74 5 340

|

Flasch, John Robert .S«-«'—

l.erner. Robert Wendell. H.ty.iti, Hossein. and Flasch. John

Robert, 3,784,505

Flaschar, Heinz See—
Schneider. Klaus, and Flaschar. Hem/. 3.7X3.90I

Fleck, Lawrence I . and Hickling. Robert, to General Motors Corp«>ra

tion Occupant restraint system 3,784,225, CI 2X0 1 50 Oab

Fleissner, Heinz, to \ epa AG PrtKcss for the treatment of material

lengths 3,7X3,526. CI 3412 (KH)

Fleming. George Latto. and Martin, Richard J«)hn, ti> Ciba-Geigy AG
Curing epoxide resin with boran trichlt>ride-amine complex

3,784,647. CI 260-830 Otw

Fl»>rent, Brigliano, Ernest. \ogI, and Kdmond. Marmound, to PR

S«>ciete de Revision. Traitement de llnformalion et Recouvrcment

SA Wrist watch with a dial-illuminating device 3.783.604. CI 58

50(K)r

Flt>uret. George R«)gelio, to Abbott I aboratones Nonapeptide inter-

mediate to g«>nadotrogin releasing hormime 3,784.535, CI 260-

1 1 2 500 '

Fluharty, Gordons .SV*-—

Phillips, Richard F , and Fluharty, Gordon S , 3,783,534

EMC Corporation See—
Wenglar. Frank G ,3,7X4,157

Fock, Jurgen, and Holtschmidt, L'Irich, to Goldschmidt, Th , AG
Method of treating a w<M)d surface with linear heat-hardenable

copolymerizate 3.784,436, CI 1 56-334 0(M)

Foederer, Antonius Franciscus, Frankcn, Andrianus Jacobus Jozef,

and Van Noord, Jacobus Andrianus Johannes Maria, to IJ S Philips

Corpt>ralion CriMWtable for articles 3,783,707, CI 74-470 000

Foerstner, Richard A , and Fritts, Rex E , to Amana Refrigeration, Inc

Magnetron moding interrupter control circuit 3,784,781, CI 219-

10 550
Folden, Denver C: .S*"*-—

Appleby, Paul E , Foldtn, Denver C; and Kubinski, Donald C ,

3,784,437

FtKite, Daniel J , to Master Ltick Cj>mpany Looped cable end clamp

3,783,656, CI 70-l8(K)0

Foote, Daniel J , to Master Lock Company PadltKk body affixed

shackle enveloping guard 3,783.657. CI 70-52 0(H).

Forano Limitee: See—
Payeur. Marcel. 3.783.725

Forbes, Hampton E , Jr , to Westvaco Corporation. Display package

3,784,086, CI 229-55.000

Ford Motor Company: See—
Burgett, James F ; Vanderberg, Lawrence J., and Woodward,

Gary F, 3,784,973.

Jackson, Paul L , 3,784,459.

KoU>dy, Dale A , 3,783,847
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Forcnade Fabriksverken: .V*-*"—

Engouist, Jan-Eric, 3,783,473

Forgo. Gabor; Meyer, Erwin; and Schilter, Josef, to Zellweger AG. Ap-
paratus f«>r developing latent electrostatic charge images. 3,783,828,

CI I 18-637 000.

Fortunski. Anthony C , to Fargo Machine & Tool C«)mpany. Constant

surface speed grinder 3 ,783,56 1 . CI. 5 I - 1 34.50r

Foster, Kenneth J See—
Benson, Alden P , Foster, Kenneth J , and Oucllette, Alfred R ,

3,783,452
Fourment. Marie-Claude Gloriod, and Nicc«i, Adrien, to Ethylene

Plastique Process for treating a substrate with ethylene-maleic an-

hydride copolymer powder 3,784,396, CI. I 17-21.000.

Fourny, Denise Gisele J»>sette, tt) Belling & Co , Limited. Electric

liquid boiling apparatus having an electronic temperature senstir

control 3,784,788, CI 219-441 000
Fowler, John H . and Johnson. Charles F , to Rockwell International

Corporation Valve operator 3,783,899, CI 1 37-624 200

Fox, Charles J , to Eastman Kodak Company Photoconductive ele

men! containing furans, indoles, or thiophenes 3,784.376. CI. 96-

I 5(M)

Fox. James H.. Leung. Han-Chung, and Stern. Howard R.. to Mattel,

Inc Kissing doll phonograph 3,784,2 10, CI. 274-1 00a
F«>xboro Companv. The See—

Hansen. Peter D , 3,783,692

Franck, Hemz-Gerhard, Metzendorf, Walter, Schweym, Erich;

Bcneke, Herbert, Marrett. Rolf, Nijssen, Jozef, and Omran, Jaafar.

to Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft Pr»)cess for making a foam from

a composition comprising bituminous masses, a novt>lac, and hex-

aelhvlcnetetramine 3.784,487. CI 260-2 50f.

Frank. William, and I indgren, Frank E Layout marking wheel

3,783,7X5, CI 101-328 000
Frankel, Milton B . and I «i. Cieorge A , to Rockwell International Cor-

poration Thermallv stable high densitv-impulse energetic composi-

tion of matter 3,78'4.420,C1 149 22.000

Franken. Andrianus Jacobus Jozef See-
Fiiederer. Antonius Franciscus; Franken. Andrianus Jacobus

Jozef. and Van Noord, Jacobus Andrianus Johannes Maria.

3.7X3.707
Frankcnfeld, Klaus .SVe —

Bcltz, Klaus, Frankcnfeld. Klaus, and G«>tzmann, Karl, 3,784,678.

Franklin Manufacturing Companv .S<t—

Archbold. Ralph I . 3.7X3.652

Franklvn. Stanley .SVr—
Gilbert, Jack A .and Franklvn, Stanley, 3,784,430.

Franks. J.>seph Ion sources 3,7X4.X5X.CI 313-63 000.

Fran/en. \olkcr See—
Eggenspcpger, Heinz, Franzen, Volker; and Stephan, Hans,

3,784,650
Frazier, Van I , Sr Air ride suspension for trucks 3,784.221, CI. 280-

I24 00f
Freeman, Harlan G : .S><'

—

Baxter, Cicne F , Freeman,
3.784,516

Freeman. Harlan G
haeuser Company

Harlan G ; and Tiedeman, George T.,

Baxter. Gene F . and Graham, George, to Weyer-

Rapid curing resin compt)sitions comprising the

reaction product of aldehvde condensation polymer with a primary

aromatic amine further reacted with 3.784.5 15. CI 260-51 500

Frel. Jorg. Morel. Charles J . and Wacker. Oskar. to Ciba-Geigy Cor-

poration Arvloxv and arvlthioalkanoic acids and esters and salts

thereof 3.784.602. CI 260-346 ()2m

Fremptcr. Wayne W , to Rain Jet Corporation Liquid discharge nozzle

having cylindrical internal liquid fiow director means 3,784, 101, CI

239-17 (ioo

Frenkel, Marshall S . to Pan-American Records (Casa Pan Americana)

Inc Display case 3,7X4,269. CI 312-136(M)0

Frese. Ralph L Wheel removal safety device 3,784,161, CI 254-

88 ()()()

Frick. George W , to Cities Service Research & Development Com-
pany Process and apparatus for oil shale retorting 3,784,462, CI.

208'-
1 i {)00.

Friedel, Murray, to Visual Graphics Corporation Exposing and

developing apparatus for photographic composing device

3,783,756, CI. 95-4.500

Friedman. David; and Segal. Bernard Mortimer, to Singer Company.

The Response system with improved computational methods and

apparatus 3,784,979, CI 340-146 200

Friendship, Kenneth F , to A-T-O Inc Beverage container filling head

3, 783,912. CI 141-46.000.

Fritts. Rex E : .SVf—

Foerstner. Richard A; and Fritts. Rex E.. 3.784.781.

Frohlich. Alfons. to Opti-Holding AG Slide fastener stringer with

stitched coupling element 3.783.476, CI 24-205. 16c.

Fromwiller, Frank J.: See—
Caming, Lionel P ; and Fromwiller, Frank J., 3,783.768.

Froning, H. R.: See—
Dauben, Dwight L ; and Froning, H R., 3,783,945.

Fuchs, Gundolf: See—
Pirck, Dietrich; Fuchs, Gundolf; and Sachse, Gerhard, 3,784,528.

Fuhring, Heinrich: See—
Weber, Hans-Peter; Litzler, Alfred; Hertig, Jean; Milicevic,

Branimir, Fuhring, Heinrich; Sieber, Johannes-Helmut; and

042818,3,783,650.
Fuji Denki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Fujii.Hisashi. 3,784,851.

Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.; Sff— '
"

Fukushima, Osamu; Sato, Masamichi; and Honjo, Satoru,

3,783,827.

Fuji Shashin Film Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
^

Okano, Takeshi, 3,784,295.
^

Fuji Toyuki Co., Ltd.: See—
Miyake, Susumu, 3,783.97 1

.

Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.: See—
Makino, Katsuo; Joh, Seiji; and Takeda, Kouzou. 3,783.8 1 8.

Fujii. Hisashi. to Fuji Denki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Ventillating ar-

rangement for dynamo-electric machines. 3.784.851, CI. 310-

58.000
Fujitsu [limited: See—

Inaba, Seiuemon, Ikebe, Yo, and Yamamura, Sakae, 3,784,850.

Fujiwara, Mitsuto: .SVf

—

Iwama, Masakuni; Fujiwara, Mitsuto; Kojima, Tamotsu, and
Yamaoto.Toshihiko, 3,784,383.

Fukushima, Hideaki: .SVf

—

^

Eukumaru, Toshitsugu, Hamma, Noritaka; Nakatani, Hiroshi; Fu-

kushima, Hideaki; and Toki, Katsuyuki, 3,784,577.

Fukushima, Osamu: .Sff—

Sato, Masamichi; and Fukushima, Osamu, 3,784.397.

Fukushima, Osamu; Sato, Masamichi, and Honjo, Satoru, to Fuji Photo

Film Co.. Ltd Liquid development apparatus for electrophotog-

raphy. 3.783,827, CI. I 18-637.000.

Fukushima, Yoshio: See—
Ogawa. Kiyoshi. Yokoyama. Yoshiaki; and Fukushima. Yoshio.

3.783.706. ^
Full. Donald A.: See— ^

Rainer. Norman B.; and Full. Donald A.. 3,784,490.

Fuller. Blaine W.:Sff—
Channell. Glenn L.; Fuller, Blaine W.; and Davisson, Kenneth R.,

3,784,162.

Furney, Charles P., Jr., to Aluminum Company. Underfired forging die

heater. 3,783,669, CI. 72-342 000.

GaKir, lacob: .SVf

—

Coanda, Henry; Aldea, Gheorghe; Bodea, Ion; Truica, Vasile;

Hanciulescu, Valentin; Posirca, Radu; Lazar. Cristian. and

Gabor. lacob, 3,784,325

Gagneux, Vandre; Heckendorn, Roland; and Meier, Rene, to Ciba-

Geigy Corp<iration. Certain 2-amino-6-phenyl-4H-s-lriazolo( 1,5-

aII I ,'41benzodiazepines 3,784,556, CI. 260-308.00r.

Gallagher. John J : .Sff

—

Prcus, Paul; and Gallagher, John J., 3,783,62 1

Gallant, James O., to Mount Hope Machinery Company. Curved roll

3,783,48 1. CI 29-1 16.0ad

Gambell, Charles L Method and system for the containment and

salvage of chemicals and oils at sea. 3,783,622, CI 61-1 OOf

Gano, Orville. Anti-pollution internal combustion engine. 3,783,610,

CI 60-16.000
Ganter, Wolfgang; and Dinger, Horst, to Gebruder Junghans G.m b H ,

Firma. Electromechanic driving mechanism for the hands of a

timepiece. 3,783,600, CI 58-28.00b

Gantre, Franz; Zywietz, Walter; Seiz, Rudolf; and Eickhoff, Heinz, to

Hoesch AG and Bochumer Eisenhutte Heintzmann & Co Lining

system for tunnels and like passages 3,783.625, CI 61-45.00r

Garcia, Juan A., to Esso Productiori Research Company. System and

method for separating heavier and lighter components of liquid mix-

tures 3,784,468, CI. 2 10-44.0(K).

Gardi, Rinaldo: .SVf

—

Ercoli, Alberto; and Gardi, Rinaldo, 3,784,692

Garfinkel, Jack, to Genstape, Inc Apparatus for splic'ing wires.

3,783,490, CI. 29-203.00d.

Garner, Paul Johnson; and Collins, Thomas Robert Stephen, to Imperi-

al Chemical Industries. Limited. Process of producing a composite

mold having cooling pipes embedded therein. 3.784.152. CI. 249-

80.000.
Garner. Paul Johnson, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited

Method of fabricating a compt)site mold having a resin-impregnated

metal molding surface. 3,784.45 1 . CI. 204-20.000.

Garnish. Edward William; and Hayes. Barry James, to Ciba-Geigy AG
Reinforced composites 3.784,433, CI. 1 56-276.000.

Garrett Corporation,'The: Sff

—

Norman, Leslie W.; Hunter, Skillman C ; and Russell, George A.,

3,783,616.

Garrity, Paul G.: Sff

—

Court, Patrick R. J, 3.784,352.

Gartland. Albert J.. Jr.. to Hubbell. Harvey. Incorporated. Cable

clamp. 3.784,961, CI. 339-107.000

Gas Council, The: .Sff

—

Nicklin, Thomas; and Farrington, Frederick, 3,784,465.

Gascoigne, Richard Melville: .Sff

—

Baker, David Keith; Eason, Ronald Charles; Gascoigne, Richard

Melville; and Schryver, Andrew, 3,784.875. . .

Gaster, Ivan; Sff

—

Duckett, John C, Gaster, Ivan; and Ensley, Rufus Neal,

3,783,492.

Gateway Industries, Inc ; Sff

—

Bryll, Medard Z., 3,784,769.

Gatzi Karl, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Control of phytopathogenic

fungi with amidine compounds 3,784,690, CI. 424-244.000.

Gauchel, Peter: Sff

—

Wissinger. Waldemar; Kurth, Josef; and Gauchel, Peter,

3,784.345.

Gaunt, Dennis: Sff

—
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Lad>inan. Francis Peter, and Gaunt. Dennis, 3,783.643

Gehhardt. Rudolf See—
Gopfert. Max. and Gebhardt. Rudolf. 3.783.7"M.

Gehruder JunghansG m b H . Firma See—
Ganter, Wolfgang, and Dinger. Horst. 3.7S3.6(X)

Geesen. Michel, to Societe dite Electronique Marcel Dassault Serially

oDerated comparis<in system with discontinuance of coinparis«»n on Gihb«>ns. Carl I . to Dow Chemic

first mismatch 3.784.«J80. CI 340-146 :()() idcs 3.784.5(K). CI 26()-3(l 4()r— "
Gihbs. Richard E: .SV<'—

Geurts. Cletus J . to Geurts Inc. Semi-mounted plow. 3.783.«*5(). CI

I7:-285.(MH)

Geurts Inc.: See—
Geurts. Cletus J . 3.783.«J5()

GiannctiH>. Salvatore Autom«>bile trunk lock safety adapter.

3.783.65.S.CI 70-1 5(K)

to Dow Chemical C«impany. The Halogenated epox-

Geiersbach. Allois F . and Stich. Frederick A . to Allis-Chalmcrs Cor-

poration Control for commutatorless motor. 3.784,888, CI 318

138 000
Geiersbach. Allois F , and Price. Raymond G , to Allis-Chalmers Cor

poration Pulse control circuit fi>r a DC load. 3.784.8»J(), CI 318-

345 000 '

Gela. Helmut: See—
Mus7umanski. Trude. and Gela, Helmut. 3.784.283.

General Dynamics Corporation See—
Vaughan. Desmond H . 3.783.573.

General Electric Company: .SV*-—

Ashle\. Eugene. 3,783,737

Bigelow,JohnE ,3,784,280

Bowers. David L.. 3.783.877

Chang. Shao-Yuen S . 3.784.424

Davis. Donald Y , 3,784,3 1 8

Dills. Raymond I. , 3,783.853.

Hall. James A .3.784.«»26

Hudis. Martin. 3,783,588
Hurko. Bohdan. and Dills, Raymond I . 3.783,854

Kenyon. Lew is W .'and Plemmons, Jerry R . 3,784.806

Kurz. Bruno. Barron, Mark B , and Butler, Walter J .
3,784,84"'

Preston. Charles F , 3.784,856

Richter, Eike,and Brisses . George E , 3,783.502.

Ryan. Paul T ,3,784.813

Shanks, Bruce E , 3,784,865

General Foods Corporation See—
Colten, Frank P ,and Kaplan. Morton. 3,784,713

Glicksman, Martin, and Farkas. Elizabeth H , 3.784,712

McReynolds. Janijes I. . and Ti>palian. Harry H .3.784.714

General Motors Corp<iration Sei—
Barnhart. Bruce R. and Hill. DavidC .3.783,846

Brandstetter. Walter R . 3.783.845

Brinkerhoff. Donald E , 3.784.748

DaMS. Leonard C. 3,784,267

Dc Gioia. Peter A . and Sutton. Charles B . 3.784,268

Fleck. Lawrence L .and Hickling. Robert. 3.784.225

Gural, John A ,3,783,844

Heidorn. John H. 3,783,634.

Heidorn, John H ,3,784.331.

Hill. Kim. 3. 784. 242

ladipaolo. Rene M .
3.784.*J2I

Kuck. Lloyd L .3.783,700

Miller. James L , Wright, Carl J . and Harrold, Marshall C .

3.783,52V.

Ranft, Ernst L , and Thornburgh. W illiam F , 3,783,848

Sebring, John G , and Downs, Thomas C , 3.784.337.

Wanner.JosephW. 3,784.220

Weber, John A .3.784,83^
Whelan. James E . 3.784.333

Zelenka. Donald J . 3.784.^47

General Ordnance Equipment Corporati«>n: See—
Litman. Alan. 3.784,278

General Systems, Inc .SVf—

Zelina, William B . 3.784.8V2

General Tire & Rubber Company, The: .SV*"—

Nemec.John E, 3.784,1 81

.

Genstapc. Inc See—
Carfinkel.Jack.3.783.4«^)

Gentiluomo. Joseph A Golf game 3.784.207, CI 273- 1 76 ()0a

Geominy, Louis Joseph Henri. Gommans. Hubertus J«ihannes

Josephus, Mans, Leonardus Frans Helene. and Ruytenbeek, Silvester

Mane, to L' S Philips Corporation Hair curler heating device with

electric resistance cable 3,784,784, CI 2 I y-222 000

Georgia-Pacific Corporation: See—
Howe, William J ,3,783.579

Gerard, William L , and Ruck. John D . to SherwiKid Medical Indus-

tries Inc Syringe package 3,783,9%, CI 206- 1 7 50<)

Gerardus Bom, Cornells Johannes: .SVi*

—

van der Leiy, Ar>, and Gerardus Bom, Cornclis Johannes,

3,783,948
Gerhard, Scharfe See—

Wolfgang, Swodenk, Gerhard, Scharfe, and Grolig, Johann.

3,784,578
Gerlich Leon hard: See-^

Hirt, Dieter, Gerlich Leonhard. and Heinle. Eugen. 3.783.68

1

Cernandt. Louis E : .^rf—

Knutson. Orlie E , Gernandt, Louis E., and Charmoli, Arthur J ,

3,783,577
Gershman, Russell John .SV*"—

Woolf, Juhus Isadore. Sadowy, Roman. Jr.; and Gershman, Russell

John, 3,784,757
Gervolsky, Marlen Mikhailovich See—

Tolochko, Cheslav Stanislavovich, Popov. Vladimir Ivanovich,

Tsitsiv, Miron Vasilievich. Varfolomeev. Alexandr Nikolaevich.

and Gervolsky, Marlen Mikhailovich. 3.783.S9S.

Altwicker, Elmar R , Gibbs, Richard E , and Kolak. Nichol.is P ,

3,784,478
Gibson, Roland Richard, to Glacier Metal Company. Limited. The

Centrifugal scp.iraIor 3.784.092. CI 233 20(8)r

Giddings& Lewis. Inc .S*'*"—
Bcullc. Bruce R . and Bollinger, John G , 3,784.798.

|

Ciebcn. W ihm.ir Iber .SV«-—
Jellmek, Karl. Post. I'do, C.icbcn, Wihmar Uber; and Oellip, Rudi.

3.784,601

Giguere. Jacques, and Landry. Jean-Guy. to Dryden Chemicals,

Limited Aminoligmisulfonate-formaklehydc reaction products and

process of preparation 3.784,491. CI 26« I 7 5(K)

Gilbert. Edward O , and Gilbert, t Imcr G . to Reli.ince Electric Com
panv Predictive drive control 3.7S3.974.CI 187 29 00r

Gilbert. Elmer G .S<'«-—

Gilbert. Edward <> .and Gilbert. Elmer G . 3,783,974

Gilbert, Jack A . and Frankly n. Stanley, to Cimtainer Comp.ins of New
Y«>rk Method for manufacturing corrugaltd angle members
3.784.430. CI 1 56 200 0(M)

Gill. Peter John, to G K N Screws & Fasteners Limited Power tool

3,783,955. CI 173-50 (MM)

Gill. Vincent A . to I'nican Security Systems. Ltd Pick resistant lock

3,783,660, CI 70-363 (MMl

Gilles, Helmut .S«< —
Ertl. Dietrich. rish«)ld, Horst-Gunter, Gilles, Helmut. Schmolling.

Gunther. Steuernagel, Walter, and Nitz, Jurgen, 3,7S3.'i89

Gillette Ct>mpan\, I he .S«'i-

-

Brown. Norman Joseph. Packham. Charles Christopher, .ind P.ir

st^nage. Ravmond (irah.im, 3.783.508

Pcrr\.Ri>gerl . 3.783.507

Ciilman. Paul B . Jr . and Kaukeinen, Ji»seph Y , to Eastman Kod.ik

Company Latent electrostatic image forms a dcveUipable image in a

silver salt 3.784.375. CI '<6 I IKlr

Ginsburgh. Irwin .V«r -

Husu. Howard W . and Ginsburgh. Irwin, 3,783.91 I.

Girling Limited .S«'«'

Hess, Wolfgang. 3.783.979 '

GJiK-rloff, H Eric, to Redy low. Inc low trailer for vehicle

3.784.036. CI 214-86tM(a

G.K N Screws & Fasteners Limited .S'<«'

—

Gill, Peter John. 3.783.^55

Glacier Metal Company. I imited. 1 he .SV«'—
Gibsi.n. Roland Richard. 3.784.092

Glaesener, Ernest, to ARBED Acieries Reunies de Burbach-Eich Du
delange Guard-rail as.sembly with pivotal support posts 3.784,167,

CI 256-13 KM)

Glaski, Frederick A , to Fansteel Inc Process for cladding steel

3,784,403, CI 11771 (M)m

Glasman. Leon, and Prioux. Jean <) Needle table for pudding of pat

tern fabrics 3.783,728. CI 83-620 (MM)

Gleason Corporatuin See—
Westrich. James L , 3,783,458

Glicksman, Martin, and Farkas. Elizabeth H . to Cieneral

poration Cium gelling system xanlhan lara dessert gel

CI 426-167 (MM)

Global Marine Inc .SVf—
Blurton. Leon C , and C"ina. Savcri«i J , 3,783,627.

GUibe 1»K>I and Engineering Company . The See—
Biddison. J«)hn M . and Di>nnaker, Clarence W , 3,783,501

GIvnn. Emmett P . and Hsu. Howard L , to Liquid Carbonic Corpora-

tion CO, refrigeration system 3,783,633, CI 62 1 68 0(8)

Gobran, Ramsis. Kremer, Le«in V . and Ethier, Dolores O , to Min-

nesota Mining and Manufacturing Company BltK'k copolymer com
p<»sitions 3,784.502, CI 260 33 6pq

Goff, Thurman E Honeycomb foundation installing device. 3.783.460.

CI 6-I0 0OO
I

Golbs. Christian: .9«r

—

'

Naumann, Siegfried; Lauchner, Manfred; Golbs, Christian, and

Schubert. Harry. 3,783,646

Gold. Ronald J . to lini-Systems. Inc Display device and method of

merchandising and inventory control 3,784.027, CI. 2 1 I - 1 84 0(X)

Goldhach. Enka .SV*-— I

Goldbach. Wend, 3,783,552

Goldbach, Wend, to Goldbach, Enka Driving apparatus, especially for

a floating toy 3,783.552, CI 46-92 (MK)

Golde, Karl-Heinz, and Schuler, Ernst Apparatus for replacing the

roller guide sections of the strand guiding assemblies of continuous

casting plans 3,783,934, CI 164-282 (MM)

Goldman, Samuel C : See—
Martone. Ronald J , Goldman. Samuel C; and Hcaton. Clifford

C , 3,784,819
Goldschmidt, Th , AG: See—

Fock, Jurgen, and Holtschmidt, Lllrich, 3,784,436.

Goletz. Hubert See—
Kuhne. Wolfgang, and GoleU, Hubert, 3,783,7 1 8.

FtH>ds Cor
3,784,712.
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Goller, Ernst: See—
Hadam, Wilhelm, and Goller, Ernst, 3.783,642

Gombar, Eugene Leonard. .S>«'—

Reynolds, Charles Edward, and Gombar, Eugene Leonard,

3,784,955
Gommans, Hubertus Johannes Josephus: .SV*-—

Geominy, Louis Joseph Henri, Gommans. Hubertus Johannes
Josephus, Mans. Leonardus Frans Helene, and Ruytenbeek, Sil-

vester Marie, 3,784,784.

Goodhousc, Carl J., and Strachan. Robert, to Robertshaw Controls

Company Cooking computer means 3.783.769. CI 99-332 000
Goodinge, Mark Wallinger, and Moss, Norman, to PIcssey Handel und

Investments AG Atomizing devices for liquid fuel. 3,784,105, CI.

239 102 (MM)

Goodman, Daniel J Water-cooled electric furnace cable. 3,784,722,

CI 174-15 OOc
Goodman. Derek J , and Farr. Gerald N , t«» Ingersoll Machine and

lool Company Limited Resilient joint. 3,783,639, CI. 64-27.0nm
Goodrich. B F . Company , The. See—

Kuts.Mathew, 3,784.431

Parker, Richard G, 3,784,565
Wheelpck, George 1. , 3,784,401

(Joodwin. Ralph C Modulating heat control 3.784,094. CI 236-

68 (M)c

Goodvear Tire & Rubber C«>mpany, The: Set—
Appleby, Paul E., Eolden, Denver C, and Kubinski, Donald C ,

3,784,437
Chambers, Thomas G, 3,784,587

Finelli. Anthony E. and Stanley, John R , 3,784,521

Malv, Neil A., Menapace, Henry R., and Benner, Gerald S.,

3,'784.629

Maly. Neil A . Menapace, Henry R., and Benner, Gerald S.,

3,'784.630

Menapace. Henry R , Benner, Gerald S., and Maly, Neil A ,

3,784,631

Milan. Ernest A .3.784,071

Oshorn. Robert A . St Cyr. David R . and Bullard, Herbert L ,

3.784.530
Woodhall. Edwin S , Appleby, Paul E., and Touchette, John W..

3.784.426
(ioonssen. Jan .SV*"--

Notelteirs. Victor Rosallie. and Goorissen. Jan. 3,784,861

Goozner. Murray Blank faced childs doll 3,783,553, CI 46-1 1 6 (MM)

(Jopfert. Max. and Gebh;irdt. Rudolf, to Krauss-Maffei AG Magnetic

suspension system for vehicles and the like with non-controlled

suspending magnets 3.783.794, CI 104-148 0ms
Gopman. Martin D.: See—

Miscevic. Daniel V , 3,783,808

Gordon. Donald T . to Tnited States t>f America, Navy. Flotation beam
for matting construction 3.784.3 1 2. CI 404-35 <M)0.

Gordon, George, to Peabodv I'ngineering Corporation Bag filter unit.

3.784.0 19. CI 2 10-486. (Uio
^

Gt>res, Kenneth W .Sec -

Otis. George A .and Gores. Kenneth W.. 3.784.063

Golz. Hans .S'«'i'—
W ilfert. Karl, and Gotz. Hans, 3,784,226

Ciotzmann. Karl .V«'«-—

Beltz. Klaus. Frankenfeld, Klaus, and Gotzmann, Karl, 3,784,678

Ciould Inc See—
Harris. Lee M .3,784,958

Gourse. Jerome A . to Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Inde-

nslphosphonates 3,784,652, CI 26()-956.(MM).

Grace. W R & Co See—
Morgan Charles R .3.784.524 1

Graham. George See—
Freeman. Harlan G , Baxter, Gene E ; and Graham, George,

3.784.515
Graichen. Bernhard .V<"«-—

Schadebrodt. Gerhard. Altzschner. Gustav; Feldmann. Hans-Hel-

mut. Graichen. Bernhard, and Pabst. Wolfgang. 3,783.741

Gramas, John Vincent, to Du Pont de Nemours, E I, and Company
Double-exposure method for prt>ducing reverse images in

photopolymers 3.784.378. CI 96-27 OOe

Granta Corp«)ration .SVf

—

Wyman. Dennis G , Bichell. William J ; and Oliveri, Humber,

3,784,201

Grasse, Hans Jochen: ,S>«'

—

Heitmann, Owe; and Grasse, Hans Jochen, 3,783,677.

Graul, John Michael, to Chevron Research Company Seismic record

processing method 3,784.967. CI 340-15 5tc

Gray, Basil P , to Commercial Shearing, Inc Self-bonding elastomeric

sealant 3,784,522. CI. 260-77. 5cr.

Gray, Darby A.. See—
Markowitz, Ivan N ; and Gray, Darby A , 3,784,943.

Gray, Guy Gordon. De-icing structure for roofs. 3,784,783, CI. 219-

213 000
Greene, Alan D Apparatus for securing articles. 3,784.232. CI. 281-

20000 .

Greenwald. Harry, to Kidde, Walter, & Company, Inc. Anti-pick lock

assembly. 3,783,661 , CI. 70-419 000
Greenwood. Aaron O , Magee, Ramon J., and Otto, Stanley W.. to

Hallmark Cards. Incorporated Rotary screen printing cylinder

3,783,779,CI. 101-127.000
Greer Hydraulic, Inc.: See—

Jacobellis, Alphonse A., 3.783,746.

Greive. Aloys; and Treus, Aloys, to Hamel GmbH. Zwirnmaschinen.

Thread-twisting apparatus with dual thread guide. 3,783,597, CI. 57-

58.520.

Grey, David S., to Berkey Photo. Inc Plastic triplet objective lens

system. 3,784.287, CI. 350-226.000.

Griesinger, Wolfram, to Kabel- und Metallwerke Gutehoffnungshutte

Aktiengesellschaft Method for making thin walled metal tubing.

3,783.497, CI. 29-460.000

Griffin, Thomas Franklin, to Burlington Industries, Inc. Method of

making and treating bias cut fabric. 3,784,427, CI. 1 56-1 39.000

Griffiths, Peter John: See—
Williams, John Gordon, and Griffiths, Peter John. 3.783.885

Griggs. W. Kenneth, to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.. The. Anti-

snagging fishing gear 3,783,549, CI 43-42 400
Grimm, Hans-Ueli; Zufferey, Daniel; and Messina, Antonio, to Inven-

tio Aktiengesellschaft. Apparatus for plug connection of printed cir-

cuit boards. 3,784,954, CI 339-l7.0lm
Griswold, Augustus W.: See—

Sullivan, William A., Jr.; and Griswold, Augustus W.. 3.784,303.

Grolig, Johann: See—
Wolfgang, Swodenk; Gerhard, Scharfe; and Grolig, Johann.

3.784.578.

Grommek. Siegfried. Doctor blade control mechanism, particularly for

use in printing presses 3.783,781, CI I0I-M57.000

Groos, Horst Hans; and Zander, Walter, to Schloemann Aktien-

gesellschaft. Pre-stressed press frame 3,783,774. CI. 100-214 000
Groppcr. Hans: See—

Pfannmueller, Helmut, Urban, Friedrich; Buechner, Oskar;

Gropper. Hans; and Sistig, Wolf, 3,784,538

Grosse, Wolfgang C. F. Connecting elements for wire frames.

3,784,026, CI 211-181.000.

Grossman, Harry Combined scouring device holder and scraper.

3,783,467, CI. 15-105.000.

Grot, Walther Gustav, to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company.
Films of fluorinated polymer containing sulfonyl groups with one

surface in the sulfonamide or sulfonamide salt form and a process for

preparing such 3.784,399, CI 1 17-62 100

Grothe, John; and Osborne, Brian Frank, to Milltronics Limited Fluid

sampling apparatus 3,783,695. CI 73-422 000

Grunwald. John J ; D'Otlavio, Eugene D ; Rhodenizer, Harold L ; and

Lombardo. Michael S.. to MacDermid. Incorporated. Aluminum-
clad plastic substrate laminates 3.784.440, CI. 161-185 ()00.

Grycik»>, Carl E , to l-T-E Imperial Corporation Arc runner between

stationary contacts 3,784.775, CI 200-1 46 OOr

GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, Incorporated: See—
Caputo, James P , and Weber. Fred A.. 3.784.80

1

Jassman. Gerald R , 3.784,956

Neu. John P. 3,784,878

GTI Corporation: -SVf

—

Bailey, Richard J , 3,784,957

Gubler, Kurt, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Control of insects and

acarinae with 4,4-dibromo and 4-chloro-4-bromo-benzilic acid

esters. 3,784.696, CI. 424-308.(M)0

Gugin, Robert J Harrow assembly with rock frame tubes. 3,783,951,

CI. 172-31 1.000

Guichard. Jean, to Centre d'Etudes Techniques des Industries de I'Ha-

billement. Device for turning-in the border of pieces made of flexible

sheets. 3,783,805, CI I 1 2-2.000.

Gulf Oil Canada Limited: See—
Kaminsky, Victor Paul, 3,784,464.

Gulf Oil Corpt)ration: See—
' Bokros, Jack C, 3,783,868.

Gulf Research & Development Company: See—
Kobylinski, Tadeusz P., and Taylor, Brian W , 3,784,675

Guliotta, Donald R , to Warner & Swasey Company, The Machine

tool. 3,783,7 19, CI. 82-21 00b.

Gunkel. Walter A.:.S^f—
Jackson, Jerry L., 3,783,679.

Gural. John A., to General Motors Corporation. Fuel injection system.

3,783.844. CI. 123-52 Omv
Gustus. C Douglas, to Honeywell Inc Condition responsive circuit

with capacitive differential voltage. 3,784,843, CI. 307-1 17.000.

Gutkowski, Robert F.: See—
Dworkin, Howard J ; and Gutkowski, Robert E., 3,784,453.

Guyer, Reynolds W, Jr.; d/b/a Winsor Concepts: See-
Cross, Norton M, Jr., 3,784,205.

Haas, George C to Sperry Rand Corptiration. Linear frequency to

voltage converter circuit 3,784,845, CI 307-233.000.

Habeck, Dietmar A., and Houlihan, William J , to Sandoz-Wander, Inc.

3-Substituted phenyl-quin^zoline-4(3H)-ones as sedative hypnotics.

3,784.693, CI 424-250.000
Habermeier, Juergen: See^

Baumann, Dieter; and Habermeier, Juergen, 3,784,525.

Hackbarth, Lowell E ; and Crockett. Joseph T.. to Huber. J M.. Cor-

poration. Alkali metal alumino silicates, methods for their produc-

tion and compositions thereof. 3,784,442, CI. 1 62- 1 8 1 OOc.

Hadam, Wilhelm; and Goller, Ernst, to Stoll, H.. & Company Method

and apparatus for data transmission in knitting machines. 3,783.642,

CI 66-75.00r'

Hadfield, Robert W.; and Harding. William H., to Textron, Inc. Un-

derfloor boxes. 3,784,042, CI. 220-3.300.

Haerick, Jan Armand, to Em. D'Hooge N. V. Locking device for wash-

ing machine drums. 3,783.653, CI. 68- 1 45.000.
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Hagiwara. Isamu. and Okamura, Sh.ro Apparatus >"^ '"•^1^'*^^ ("'

transinitting and receiving signals based upon half cjcles 3.784.754.

CI 179aI5 55r .

Hagopian.NubarD .?«-*•—
j ^ , i u »*

Sauer. Harold S ,
Hagopian. Nubar D . and Colman. John M .

3 783 854

Haisht William John, and Crilchley. John Edward, to Bell Canada

Northern Electric Research, limited Tclephii.^ substation ap

, paratus 3,784.75<».CI 179-84 Ovf

-Halbach &. Braun See—
Braun. Geri, and Braun. Ernst. 3.784.258

Hall. Albert M 5*<—
Masson. James C . and Hall. Albert M . 3.784.5 1 2.

Hall James A , to General Electric Company Microwave power ampli

Tier 3.784.926. CI 330-53 000

Hall. James M.S*c— ^ ^ ,. , %.
Bancroft. James R . Cleavinger. Richard L . and Hall. James M .

3.784,829

Hall. Marcus A 5cr— ,-,„.,,„
Kenworthy. Samuel P . and Hall. Marcus A . 3.784.1 19

Hallam. Wilfred Lai^rence-SV*"-

Hamilton. Ross Lynton. and Hallam. Wilfred I aurcncc.

3.783.477

Halliburton Company; S*r—
Copland. George V. 3.784.740

Hallmark Cards. Incorporated .SV*-
e i »i.

Greenwood. Aaron O . Magec. Ramon J . and Otto. Stanley w .

3.783.779.

HamashiRC Carl H Drivers communicating signal lights for accelcrat

ing. brakmgand turning operations 3.784.974. CI 340-67 OIK)

HamelGmbH.Zwirnmaschinen See—

Greive. Aloys, and Treus. Aloys, 3.783.597

Hamilton Douglas, to Elevator Safety Company Stop control for

elevators 3.783.978. CI 187-73 000

Hamilton. Ross Lynton. and Hallam, Wilfred Laurence Snap fastener

3 783,477. CI 24-21 3.0CS

Hamilton. William F . II Detector circuit with automatic sensitivity

control and ptwt detection filtering for touch control circuitry

3,784 ,848. CI 307-308 000

Hamisch, Paul H . Sr , to Monarch Markmg System Company he-

Method of making web of record members 3,783.783. CI UM

226000
Hamma, Noritaka See— .... l. u c

Eukumaru, Toshitsugu, Hamma, Noritaka, Nakatani. Hiroshi. ^u

kushima. Hideaki. and Toki, Katsuyuki. 3.784.577

. Hammann. Ingehorg iJ*?*"—
-.-.o^^ci

Schrader. Gerhard, and Hammann. Ingcb*»rg. 3.784.65.4

Hammelmann. Paul Movement of a working station with reference to

a substantially vertical surface 3.783,819. CI 118-4 0(M)

Hanciulescu, Valentin .">«•«•—

Coanda Henr\, Aldea, Gheorghe. Bodea, Ion, Truica, Vasilc

Hanciulescu! Valentin, Posirca, Radu. La/ar, Crtslian. and

Gabor.lacob. 3.784,325

Hanert John A , and Severscn, Gordon F , t.. Telcvis*i Electronics,

Division of Domain Industries, Inc Product release control for a

vending machine 3.783.987. CI. 194-10 000
,^„,,.,, ^,

Hanks. Fletcher Apparatus for collecting specimens 3, 7X.*. .>.«.'>. «. i

37-55 000
, ^, , ,

Hanks Fletcher Apparatus for collecting biological and/or gcoU)gical

specimens from waterways 3,783,536, CI 37-55 000

Hannon, Martin John .SVf—

Schaul, Jerome Sandel, Wissbrun, Kurt Faike, and Hannon, Mar

tin John, 3,784,661

Hansen Frode Johan, to Redpath Dorman Long (Contracting)

Limited Structure and method and apparatus for founding a struc

ture 3,783,626, CI 61-46.500

Hansen Peter D, to Foxboro Company, The Resistance bulb compen

sation circuits 3,783,692, CI 73-362 Oar

Hanssmann, Nils; .<;<•«'—
> ioa iia

McPherson, Neil Freeman, and Hanssmann.-Nils. 3.7S4,/ /»

Harder Arthur J . Jr , to Coach and Car Equipment Corpi>ration Scat

adjustingmechanism 3.784. 1 47. CI 248-371 000

• Harding, William H5^r— ,„.„..-,
Hadfield, Robert W . and Harding. William H .

3.784.042

Hardt David R . to Faustel Incorporated Revolving turret for supptut

ingprintingpresscart 3.783.782. CI 101-216000

Hardt Jean to Aluminium Suisse S A Pressurized fluid dispensing

devices 3.784.064. CI 222-397 000 '

Hardy Harold Kenyon. to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

Method of extrudmg material from a particulate mass using a rotat-

ing extrusion die 3.784.660. CI 264-88 000

Harlin. Walter .V^e—
,

Schneider, Wolfgang, Strohbeck, Gotthilf; Harhn. Walter,

Ruckert, Friedrich; and Stable, Eugen. 3.784.168.

Harmon, Robert W; 5*'«'—

Davis. John P. Harmon, Robert W ; and Woom, James 1 ,

3.784.729.

Harnischfeger Corporation; .S^*^-.

Kroll. Joseph G . 3.784,797

Harradine,HubertW Water shoes 3.783.532. CI 36-2 5aa

Harris. Lee M , to Gould Inc Self-ejecting electric plug 3.784.958. ti

359-45 OOr
, .. . j n

Harris Ted D . to Universal Machine Company, Inc Split drive roll

and method of forming same 3,784. 120. CI 242-1 8.0dd

and Harrold. Marshall C

Key. Carlo F , and Harwell. Roger J ,

ind Haskell. ThetHlorc H .
3.784.54

1

and Iind-

Harrold. Marshall C See—
Miller. James 1 . Wright. Carl J

3.783.529

Harschel Jonas C Insert f.>r measuring mixing and dispensing liquids

3,784,062, CI 222-377 (XK)

Hart.CullenP Sti —
Campbcll.John J and Hart. CullenP, 3, 783,966

Hartmann. Rudolf, l.. Bell & Howell Co N.nlal slide rangefinder

W84..3()5.CI 356-3 (KM)

HartunK Charles A . to Kcnnectt Copper Crporation Gas c.H>ler

anatomising spray no,,lc thereof 3.784,1.M,C1 239-102 (KK)

Hart/ell I vndon G , and Ollmger. James C . to Armstrong C ork C om-

piny Spacer for a fire-rated air bar 3.783.771.0 98.4(K) (HK)

Haruvama. Kunui See-
.. u _.

Sckiguchi. Hideto. Matsumura. Yasuo. Aral, Kopro, Haruyama.

Kunio. and Wakitani. Mitsuru. 3.784,666

Harwell, Roger J S.*-—
Krupnick. Albert C

3.7X4.499

Haskell. Thcod.>rc H S..

Culberts«>n. l«)wnlc> P

Haskct.PhilipR NV. -
Elgcs, Carl H . Ill, Hasket. Philip R .

Bauer. D«>nald J

strt.mRoaldE ,3,784,669

Hass David P , and Kun/. John F . to Eaton Corp«»ration Safety ap

paratUN V784.223.CI 280 I 50 Oab ......
Hastrup Niels Erik. 1/2 to Smidth. F I . & Co and 1/2 U. Aktiescl-

skabet Niro Atomi/er Meth.Kl of and apparatus f..r burning cement

including atomi/ing dryer in cyclone prehealcr hypavs 3,784,389.

CI 106 ItKXKM)

Hatanaka. Yoshihiro. Shigemori. Hidcto. and I eba. Akio, to Kabushiki

Kaislja K.^kuci Kikai Seisakusho Automatic money -issuing ap

paratus V784.79().C1 235 61 7()b

Haubein, Harold Denis, to Chance. A B Company Tamper resistant,

lockable enclosure apparatus for transformers and the like

3.784.727. CI 1 74 52 tK)r

Haun.Clem Edward .SV*--
.,-,„.,.-.

Newman. Albert P . and Haun.Clem Edward, 3.784.964

Hauni Werke K«>erberandCo KG.;.S«r—
|

Lakos.Cieorg, 3,783,881

Hauni Werke Korber & Cie KG .V*-."—

Heitmann, Owe, and Ciras.se, Hans Jochen, 3,783,677.,

Hauser, Raimund .V«t—
Mus/umanski.Trude,andGela, Helmut, 3.784.283

Schild. Josef, and Wessner. Harald. V78^,7M

Hautlv Harrv B . and Echols. Samuel 1 . Jr , to Buttermist. Inc Pop

cornnavoring and dispensing apparatus 3.783.820.C1 1 IH-|9(K)()

Hawk Bob R . to I «>ma Corporation Container with bagliner locking

rim 3,784,049, CI 220-63 (KM)

Hayashi, Kei/o. to Nipp»»n Oils and Fats Ci>mpan> 1 imited Electric

detonator free from accidental elcctrost.itic firing 3.783.788. CI

102-28(H)r

Hayashibara Bu>chemical I aboratories. lncorp«»rated See—

Hijiya. Hiromi. and Shiosaka. Makoto. 3.784.390
|

Havati. Hossein See—
. ,-, u i u

lerner. Robert Wendell. Hayati, Hos.sein, and Flasch, John

Robert. 3.784.505

Haves, Barrv James .SVe— .,-,„.,,,
Garnish, Edward William, and Hayes, Barry James, 3,7X4.433

Hayes, Donald A , to Schlumberger Techmilogy Corporation Deter

mining the Uxation of vertical channels m a wellK>re 3.784,828. CI

250-260 (KX)

Hayward Foundation. The .SV*- —

Bagshawc, Kenneth D , and Marchant. Derek N . 3.784.826.

Hazard Robert F . to Polytop Corporation Child resistant deformable

closure 3.784.060. CI 222 153 (K»0

Hazemag Hartzerkleinerungs und Zement Maschinenbau Gesellschalt

mbH See-
Koenig. Rolf, and Hemesath. Gerhard. 3.784. 117.

|

Health-Mor Inc See—
Fairaizl. Max L . and Martinec. Eugene F , 3,783.474

Heaton. Clifford C .S>f

—

Martone, Ronald J . Goldman. Samuel C
C ,3,7X4.819

Heckendorn, Roland; See—
Gagneux. Vandre. Heckendorn. Roland;

3.784.556

Hedberg. Frederick L , and Marvel, Carl S , to United States of Amer-

ica Air Force Preparation of pt>lybenzimidazoles in the presence of

a sulfone solvent 3.7X4.5 17. CI 260-63 OOr

Hedgewick Peter to Reflex Corptiration of Canada Limited. Roadway

marker 3.784.279. CI. 350- 103 000.

Hedman.Jarl Srr—
Westerlund. Tage. and Hedman, Jarl. 3.784.032.

Heeman. Andreas Maria; See—
Boekkooi. Anton, and Heeman. Andreas Maria, 3,784.807.

Hefiinger. Leo O See—
, ,„ . ,,.^

Wuerker. Ralph F . and Hefiinger. LcoO . 3,784,276.

Heidorn John H , to General Motors Corporation Head pressure

biased control valve 3,783,634. CI 62-2 1 7 000

Heidorn. John H , to General Motors Corporation Radial compressor

with two-piece cylinder housing and shell 3.784.331, CI 417-

269.000.

and Heaton. Clifford

and Meier, Rene,
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Heijmeijer, Carolus Lambertus Josephus Antonius Maria, to Verenigde

Fabrieken Van L. J Heijmeijer N V Method and apparatus for

forming packages of bags made from plastics material. 3,783,750.

CI. 93-32 000
Heiland Manfred, to Schenck. Carl. Firma Closure means for vacuum

chambers 3.783.557. CI 49-221 0(K)

Heinle. Eugen See—
Hirt, Dieter, Gerlich Leonhard. and Heinle. Eugen, 3.783,68

1

Heinrichs. Roland P , to Uniwave. Inc Cleaning and lighting apparatus

for knitting machine 3.783,648, CI 66- 168 0(H)

Heitmann, Owe, and Grasse, Hans Jt>chen, to Hauni-Werke Korber &
Cie KCi Method and apparatus for testing cigarettes or like rod-

shaped articles 3,783,677. CI. 73-41.(KK).

Heitmann, Wilhelm .SV*-—

Ester. Wilhelm. and Heitmann. Wilhelm. 3.784,614

Heller. Hansj«)rg -SVf—

Kirchmayr. Rudolf. Heller. Hansjorg. and Rody. Jean, 3,7X4,569

Hellerbach Joseph, and W'alser. Armin. to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Benzodiazepm-2-ones 3,7X4,542, CI 260-239.30d

Helmer, Robert Propulsion systems using squirrel cage induction mo-

tors to operate from an AC or DC s«iurce 3,783,795. CI. 105-

M (M)0

Hemesath. Gerhard. .SV*"—

Koenig. Rolf, and Hemesath. Gerhard. 3.784,1 17

Hcmgren. Sven Anders, to Dvmo Industries, Inc Frame for exchangea-

ble posters or the like 3.783.543. CI 40-152.000.

Henders4>n. Samuel R .Se"*-—
Hillings. Roy O . and Henderson. Samuel R .

3.7X3.613.

Hcndrickson. G Verm)n. and Hendrickson. Kermit A Snowmobile

running frame and track control 3.784,263. CI. 305-22.000.

Hendrickson. Kermit A .SV«'—
Hendrickson, G Vernon, anil Hendrickson. Kermit A ,

3,7X4,263

Hendrickson, Philip J , and Resch, Richard J , to Krucger Metal

Products, Inc Chair with foldable tablet arm 3.784.249. CI. 297-

ih: ()()()

Hcntschel. Rainer. to Fishccr & Porter Company Magnetic flowmeter

arrangement 3.7X3,6X6, CI 73-l94()em

Hcrhcrl. William, and Kiihlhepp, Dean H, to Black Clawson

Fibrcclaim, Inc , mesne Waste treatment apparatus 3.7X3.993. CI

19X140 OOO
Hcrling. Charles A , and Maizlish. Bernard I, Rotatable golf bag

holdir 3,7X4, 1 3X. CI 24X-9h OOO
Herman. Daniel F .St< —

Kruse. I no. and Herman, Daniel F. 3.784,391

Hcrrcll Dennis J . to International Business Machines Corporation Bi

nary adder usmg |osephoson devices 3,7X4,X54,C1 307-212.000.

Herlig. Jean .SVf-—
Weber. Hans Peter. I it/ler, Alfred, Hertig, Jean. Milicevic.

Hranimir. Fuhring. Heinrich; Sieber. Johannes-Helmut; and

042X1X. 3.7X3,650

Herzog. Donald George. .SVf—

Jos . Patrick Francis, Jr , and Herzog, Donald George, 3,7X4.929

Herzog. Hershel I .SV.-

Shapiro. Elliot L . Teutsch. George J , and Herzog. Hershel L .

3.7X4.h()3

Hess, Richard I Single actuator for effecting multiple contrt)ls

3.7X4.746. CI 179-1 Ogq

Hess Wolfgang, to Girling 1 imited Brake pads and wear indicators

therefor 3.7X3,979. CI IXX-IOOa

Hewlett Packard Company .S<< —
Jackson. Weldon H .and Lamy. JohnC . 3.784.937.

Smith. James M .and Drennan, George A , 3.784.726

Hickling. Robert See—
Fleck. Lawrence I . and Hickling. Rq^ert. 3,7X4.225

Hickner. Richard A , and Bredeweg. Corwin J , to Dow Chemical

Companv, The Halohydrin thioethers and method of preparation.

3,7X4.6()7,C1. 26()-6()90()r.

Hicks, Carroll, to lee. Ravmond. Organization. The Boot jack

3.7X4.067. CI 223-1 14.0(M)

Higgins, Dale G ; .S'«'«'— „ , ^ i

Macaulav, William R . Feldhake, Ralph H ; Higgins. Dale G.. and

Santa Maria. Richard C .3.7X4.414

Hijimoto. Takehiki. Okada. Masashi; and Inque. Higashiyama. to

Sanyo Chemical Industries. Ltd Process for producing a partially

hydrolyzed acrvlamide polvmer 3.7X4,597. CI 260-80 30n

Hijiya. Hiromi, and Shiosaka, Makoto, to Hayashibara Biochemical

Laboratories, Incorporated Shaped bodies of pullulan and their use

3,784,390, CI 106-139000

Hilbert Wolfgang Herman Gustav, to Bunker Ramo Corporation

Cable-tcrmmation adapter 3.7X4,233, CI. 285-12.000.

Hilgert, Adolph J . to Johnson Service Company. Electromagnetically

driven fluid compressing apparatus 3,7X4,334, CI. 4 1 7-4 1 5O00.

Hill. Bernard E Rocker base 3,784. 148. CI. 248-382.000.

Hill. David C;.SVe—
Barnhart. Bruce R.; and Hill, David C . 3,783.846.

Hill. Kim. to General Motors Corporation Dinir lock actuator.

3.784.242. CI 292-336.300.

Hill, Vernon J , Jr , Southam, Earl A , and McDowell. John R. to Lind-

say Wire Weaving Company Seam for woven paper making fabrics

3,784, 133, CI. 245-10.000.

Hiller Georg Centrifugal separator 3,784,091. CI 233-7 000.

Hilt, Albrecht, Schmidt, Franz; and Schwartz, Erich, to Badische

Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Catalyst composition for

the production of trioxane polymers 3.784.5 19,CI. 260-67.0fp.

Himmelsbach. Paul, to Schneider, Jos.. & Co. Optische Werke. Clock

with optically displayed digital time indication. 3.783,603, CI. 58-

50 OOr.

Hinerman. Ralph. Tube expansion tool. 3.783,674, CI. 72-476.000.

Hinman. Charles William See—
Nelstin. William Junior; and Hinman. Charles William. 3.784,409.

Hino, Horoyuki, Asakuno, Hiroyoshi; and Vamada, Tetsuya, to Chisso

Corporation PrcKess and apparatus for producing uniaxially

stretched articles difficult to split longitudinally. 3,784,662, CI. 264-

95 000
Hirao, Shoichi; Ihara, Satoshi; and Ulda, Kanji. to Seitetsu Kagaku Co..

Ltd Downcomer for fluid contactor apparatus. 3,784,175, CI. 26I-.

lU.OOr
Hirata, Noritsugu, and Takigawa, Tomishi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.

Electromagnetic shutter releasing device for a photographic camera.

3.784,291. CI. 352-169.000.

Hiroyoshi Hidaka; See—
Matsumoto. Ikuo; and Okazawa, Masao, 3,784,632.

Hirsch, Arnold; See— <

Julian, Percy L. Hirsch. Arnold, and Iseli, Ernst, 3.784,598.

Hirschler. Daniel A . Jr.; and Marsee, Frederick J., to Ethyl Corpora-

tion Fuel system. 3,783.841. CI 123-127.000.

Hirt. Dieter; Gerlich Leonhard; and Heinle. Eugen. to Maschinenfabrik

Augsburg. Method and apparatus to monitor quality of a piston in a

cylinder 3.783.6X1, CI. 73-1 19.00r.

Hitachi, Ltd.; .SVe—

Kawai, Isamu, Uchida, Tadao, and Ishima, Kenji, 3,784, 1 73.

Miyata, Kenji; and Okamura. Masahiro. 3.784,886.

Motegi, Shoji; Uki, Norlhiro; and Mito, Sadao, 3.784.855

Takemoto. Takeo; Yamazaki, Eiich; Maruyama. Koichi; and

Ueda.Toshio. 3.783.754.

Tokuyama, Takashi, and Mori.Takaaki, 3,783,500.

Yamazaki, Eiichi, Maruyama, Koichi; and Ueda, Toshio,

3,784,2X2.

Ho. Irving T. to International Business Machines Corporation.

Monolithic array error detection system 3.784,976, CI. 340-

146 lag

Hoesch AG; .SVf

—

Gantrc. Franz; Zywietz. Walter; Seiz, Rudolf; and Eickhoff, Heinz.

3,783,625.

Hoesch Aktiengesellschaft; See—
Angcnenot. Jacob Anten. 3.783.575.

Hoffmann, Hans-Jurgen; and Fischer, Friedhelm. 3,784,228.

Hoesch Maschinenfabrik Deutschland AG; .SVf—

Kuhne, Wolfgang; and Goletz, Hubert, 3,783,7 18.

Ht>eschele, Guenther Kurt, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Com-

pany Segmented thermoplastic copiilyesters. 3,784,520, CI. 260-

75.60r.

Hoffa, Jack L; .SVf—

Peterson. Arnie J., and Hoffa. Jack L.. 3.784.1 70.

Hoffman. Louis S ; .SVf

—

Spruyt. Harry; and Hoffman. Louis S., 3,784,056.

Hoffmann GmbH & Co , KG. Firma; -SVf

—

Erich. Reinhard; Hoffmann. Hermann; and Muhlbauer, Gerd Ru-

diger. 3,7X4.322.

Hoffmann. Hans-Jurgen; and Fischer. Friedhelm. to Hoesch Aktien-

gesellschaft Regulating apparatus for a fiuid controlled car suspen-

sion. 3.784.228. CI. 280-6.00h.

Hoffmann, Hermann; iff

—

Erich. Reinhard; Hoffmann. Hermann; and Muhlbauer, Gerd Ru-

diger. 3.784.322.

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc : .SVf

—

Cekoric. Thomas. Jr.. and Yananton. Patrick Michael. 3.784.448.

Hellerbach, Joseph, and Walser, Armin. 3.7X4.542.

Jaffe. Gerald Myer. Szkrybalo, William; and Weinert, Peter Hans.

3.784.408.

Ranucci.< Joseph Anthony, and Sheth. Prabhakar Ranchhordas.

3.784,708
Hoffmuller, Wilhelm; .SVf

—

Rossmann. Axel; and Hoffmuller. Wilhelm. 3.784.320.

Hogan. John Gabriel. Feeder valves. 3.784,061 . CI. 222-200.000.

Holland Companv; .SVf—

Chierici, Osvaldo F , 3,784,030.

Holland, Gerald F.; and Lombardino, Joseph G., to Pfizer Inc. Novel 2-

aryl-I 3-indandiones and 2-aryl-2,3-dihydrobenz (F) indene-1,3-

diones. 3.784,606, CI 260-590.000.

Holm William Z., to Ross-Holm Division Holm Tractor & Equipment

Coiiipany. Automatic milking barn 3,783,830, CI. 119-14.030

Holmes, Frank; Moore, William A . and Read. George, to Ajax Hard-

ware Manufacturing Corporation. Drawer and support system.

3,784,274, CI. 312-330.000.

Holmstrom, Lars Olof, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. X-ray device

with a stand. 3,784,837, CI. 250-523.000.

Holovka, John M.; and Hurley, Edward, to Marathon Oil Company.

Reactions of halogen-substituted olefins with alkcnes and alcohols.

3,784,646, CI. 260-593.000.

Holstein & Kappert Maschinenfabrik Phonix GmbH; See—

Kurtenbach, Wilh, 3,783,587.

Holtschmidt, Ulrich; .Sff

—

Fock, Jurgen; and Holtschmidt, Ulrich. 3.784,436.

Home Metal Products Company; See—
Stalker, James E.. 3,783,767.

Honeyball. Samuel Walter; .Sff

—

Bumham. Donald, Honeyball. Samuel Walter; Spooner. Michael;

and Lobb, Daniel Richard, 3,784,742.
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Honeywell Inc.; 5^c—
Gustus. C Douglas, 3.784.843

Joesting. Frederick D. 3.783.8^:

Honeywell Information Systems. Inc SVc—

Markowitz. Ivan N , and Gray, Darby A . 3.784.943,

Honeywell Information Systems Italia .*«•—

Compare, Giampiero, 3,784.380

Honio, Satoru iV*"—
, ., _

.

Fukushima, Osamu, Sato. Masamichi. and Honj»>. Satoru.

3.783.827

Hooker Chemical Corporation Set-—

>V agner, George M . 3,784,356

Hope, Mary Jarvie .SV.-— .

. .. v, i tu ».
Hope William Ernst, Hope. Mar> Jarvie. and McNeil. lhoma.s

William, 3,784.01 8

Hope William Ernst, Hope, Mary Jarvie, and McNeil, Thomas W il

ham Apparatus for the continuous separation of fine particles from

huuor 3,784,0 18, CI 210-343 000
.. u , .

Hopkins, Ralph E„ to L nitcd Stales of America, Army Method ot

making a high voltage deposited fuel cell component 3,784.4
1 >. l 1

136-175 000
Hopkins, Richard G Subfloor system for grinding apparatus

3 784.724, CI 174-48 000

Hopper, Bernard, to Norton Villiers Limited l.»H>p driven vehicles

3,783.961. CI 180-33 00a

Horovitz, Zola P .SV.-—
. . .. « . l.

Beer Bernard, Clodv. Donald E . Vogel. John R , and Horovil/,

Zola P, 3,784,688

Horton Edv^ard E , to Deep Oil Technology. Inc Self-healing elcctri

cal connector means 3.784,959, CI 339-60 00m

Horvath, Eugene A Building unit 3,783,57 1 , CI 52-575 »H)0

Hosaka Akio, to Nissan Motor Company, I imiled Electric power

supply system 3,784,841. CI 307-64 OOO

Hosierv Mate Com pan\, The .V.«

—

Berliner, Julius FT, 3,784,497

Hosoi. Susmu .Sfc—
. .-» »l

Watanabe, Jun, Hosoi, Susmu, Kuwa/aki, Masahiro, Ota, Akira,

Takata, Toshikatsu, and Asaoka, Junichi, 3,784,4 1 3

Ho'sono, Hiroo SVf—
Nagahiro, Michinori, Yabu. loshiomi, Ht.sono, Hiroo, and

l'shihara,Masahjru, 3,784,128

Hotchkiss Robert William Projectile including a cylindrical body with

one flanged end and a target board 3.784.200, CI 273-95 OOr

Hough Manufacturing Corporation ,SVf—

Williams. Charles E . 3.783.930

Houlihan. William J SVf—
., ,0 . ,..,,

Habeck. Dietmar A , and Houlihan, W illiam J ,
3,784,69.V

Howe W ilham J , to Georgia-Pacific Corporation Method of packag

ing containers in a carton blank 3.783,579. CI 53-24 000

Hov Herbert Ravmond; Johns«>n. Ronald l,eslie. and Batlcock. W hal

lev Vowe to Coal Industrv ( PatentM. limited Fluidised bed ap

paratus 3.784. 108. CI 239-264 000

Htnland Trevor, to Thurne Engineering Company limited Machine

for closmg filled bags 3.783.585. CI 53- 19K (UUi

Hsu, Hi>»ard I. Sec

—

Glynn. Emmett P : and Hsu. Howard I. .3.783,633

Hubbell. Harvev. Incorporated .SVi —
Gartland. Albert J . Jr , 3,784.96 1

Huber Henrv J , 10 Ikor Incorporated Apparatus for sensing particu

late matter 3,784,902. CI 324-32 000

Huber. J M .
Corporation St-c—

Berlorelli, Orlando Leonard. 3,784,392

Hackbarth, Lowell E and Crockett, Joseph T , 3,784,44_

Huber, James A .SV«—
. . , ,1. k4

Stump, Paul W , Huber. James A , and l.ipinski, Jt^hn M
3,783,908

Huber. Theodor SVf—
,

Winkler, Alfred, Pelte, Richard; Huber. 1 heodtir. and Mayr, Hel-

mut, 3,784,292

Hubers, Cornells Expansion engine 3,783.61 5, CI 60- .39.Mt)

Hudis Martin, to General Electric Company Polymer film clectret air

filter 3.783,588, CI 55-126000

Hudson Frederick W , and Cranch, John F , to Xerox Corporation

. Pre-transfer station 3,784,300, CI 355-3.000.

Hudson Pulp& Paper Corporation: .SV« —
Kilgore, W illiam E , 3,784,085

Hughes Aircraft Company: .Si'*'—
Castro, Rodolfo, Toscano, Esteban J , and Siosca, Felix Jerome,

3.784.183. „ ,,

Hughes. Harry EIrov. Jr. and Wachs. Meyer Herbert, to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated Semiconductor device fabri-

cation usmg magnetic carrier 3,783,499, CI 29-574 000

Hughes John K Building construction and components thereol

3, 783.565. CI. 52-127 000
Hughes, Thomas R , to Chevron Research Company Hydrocarbim

conversion 3,784,622, CI 260-676 (M)r.

Hulettis Sugar Corporation Limited ,S>f—

Van Hengel, Anthonie, 3,784,450

Hults, Arthur E Seat belt system 3,784.972, CI. .34O-52.0Oe.

HumI, James OSf*"— . r _ • . _

Bangs, Leigh B. Huml, James O., and Layne. Gilbert S.

3,784,371

Hummel. Adam .Wf—
-,-,oi-i<-i

Wagner. Karl. Rosenberg. Otto, and Hummel, Adam, 3,7»j,/?/

Hunt, Gardner S.: See—

Baumann, Robert F ; Bozza. Eugene F . and Hunt. Gardner S ,

3,784.419.

Hunt, TheiHlore R . to Data Time, Inc Submersible '""'^^h-^.perated

signaler with water drainage pas.sages 3.784.768, CI 2(H).52 OOr

Hunter, SkillmanC.SV*-— ,./-,„. a
Norman*. Leslie W . Hunter. Skillman C ; and Russell, George A .

3,783.616

Huntrup. Ant»>nius .SVf—

Konig, Karl Hcin/. and Huntrup. Antonius. 3.783.533

Hurko. Bohdan, and Dills, Raymond I ,
to General F'*-'*-'"^- <^;'";P-;">

Flow-through self-cleaning gas oven with heat exchanger 3,783.X>4.

CI 126-21 tH)r
I

Hurlev, Edward ,SV«

—

Flolovka, John M , and Hurlev, Edward, 3,784,646

Hurlock Arthur C , to Ex Cell O Corporation Non-returnable con-

tainer case 3,784,082,0 229 .30(8)0

Hurwit/, Malhew Mixing and comminuting apparatus 3,7»4,l l^, «. 1

"41-282 UHl

Husa Hi.ward W , and C.inshurgh, Irwin, to Standard Oil C .»mpany ( In

diana) Method for safelv collecting hvdrocarKm vapors V"-'^'^"*

durmg loading or unloadmg of fiammable luels 3,783,91 I
,
C 1 14 1

Hutchinson, Herman R , Arpa)i..n, \ ..skcn F , and MalcomM.n, Robert

S l» Pennwalt Ci.rporation Time monitored pr.KCSS for controlling

iniection molding cycle 3.784.657. CI 264 40 (KH»

Hsdraulicsl nlimiled Mfg Co Sc. — .1
Channell. Glenn I . Fuller. Blaine W . .md Davis-^.n. Kenneth K ,

3,784,162

HvdrilCompanv .S'«-i'—

Mott, James D, 3.783,942

Hydr«)tcch International. Inc .S«-<-—

Mohr. Harvey O .3,784.234

I
\' Pressure Contr«illers I imited .SVf—

Kirkman, D«>uglas Frederick. 3.783.898

l-T-E Imperi.il Corporation ,Sff—
Grvctko,CarlE ,3,784,775

Wilson, George A , 3,784,764

Wils.>n, Ciei>rge A . 3,784.774

ladipa..lo ReneM . to General Motors Corporation Circuit indic.ilmg

change and steady slate of a DC sign.il 3.7S4.'v; I .
CI 328-135000

laru, Napt)let>n .Scf

—

Casapopol.Ciher.isim.and laru. Napoleon. ^783,560 1

ICl America Inc .Sff—
|

Rutledge, I homas F , 3,7X4.575

Ide. loshio Sff

—

Niitu, Morilada,and Ide. loshio. 3.784.031

Idel, \ ladiniir \iktorovich Band s.iw grinder

37 000
Ihara. Satoshi .Sff

—

Hir.io Shoichi,lhara.Saloshi..indl Ida.Kani.

Ihara Yasuharu to Nippon Ciakki Sei/o Kabushiki Kaisha Windlype

musical instrument 3.783.732. CI 84-385(8(0
|

Ikebe.'lo SVf
, ,0 . uc/i

,ind >'amamur.i, Sakae, 3,784.KS(i

3,783,714, CI

I

L t.7S4.|75

76

Inaba, Seiuem«)n, Ikebe, N'l

Ikor Incorporated .Sf« —
Huber.Henry J .3.784.902

Illinois 1 t>ol W orks Inc Sff —

Edwards, Bryant, 3,784.052

Klygis, Mindaugas Julius. 3.784,246

Marco. Leslie Stephan, 3,784,039

Owen, Ronald Charles, 3,784.(Kl2

Wagner,D.ividP, 3,783,921

llvespaa. Also, to Ciba Cieigy Corpor.ilion 4-N ( 5 nitr..-2-thia/oIyI»

formimidoylthiomorpholines and oxides 3,784,543, CI 260

240O0g
Imai Masataro, Ishi/awa. Hiroshi, and Kanbayashi, to Shinko Electric

Co, ltd Inventory control device 3,784.802, CI 235-l68(KKI

Imai, Shinichiro. .Sff

—

Ito, Katsunori, and Imai, Shinichiro, 3,784,793

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited SVf—

Craig, William Allan. 3,784,421
|

Feasey, Ronald George, 3,784,504

Fielding, Brian Grosble, 3,784,355

Garner, Paul Johnson, and Collins, Thom.is Robert Stephen,

3,784,152

Garner. Paul Johnson, 3,784,45 I

Sharpe, Stuart Peter, and Snell, Brian Kenneth, 3,784,546

Imperial Damper Co , Inc .SVf—

Caming, Lionel P . and Fromwiller, Frank J .
3.783.768.

Imperial Oil Limited .SVf— ,

Kaminskv, Victor Paul. 3.784,464 I

Inaba Sciucmon, Ikebe, Yo. and Yamamura, Sakae. to Fujitsu

I imited Electric pulse motor 3.784,850, CI 310-49 (KM)

Inamoto, Yoshiaki, and Kadono, 1 akeji, to Ka.. S..ap Co Ltd Tertiary

phosphoric esters of tricyclic aliphatic alcohols. 3.784,65 I ,
CI. 260-

956000
Industrial Dynamics Company, Ltd.: -SVf—

Calhoun, Fredrick L , 3,784,827.

Industrial Electronic Rubber Company; See—
Murray. MylesN .3.784.952.

Industrie Pirelli S p A ; .SV*"—

Previati. Auguslo, 3,784,338.

Information Flow Incorporated; in care of Ocean & Atmospheric

Science, Inc ; .SVf—
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Woolf. Julius Isadore. Sadowy. Roman. Jr.; and Gershman, Russell

John. 3.784.757

Ingersoll Machine and Tool Company Limited: .SVf

—

Goodman. Derek J , and Farr. Gerald N., 3,783.639.

Ingcrst>ll-Rand Company .SVf

—

Alford. Raymond N, and Race. Hugh A.. 3.783,747.

Inland Steel Company .Sff

—

Sievert, William C , CArter, William A , and Munsttn. James L..

3.783,823

Inmont Corp»)ration .SVf

—

Sonn. George Frank, and McGonigle, Frank Michael. 3.784,393

Inncs, William B . Michael, Maiden W , and Adier, Stephen F , to

American Cyanamid Company Activity and strength properties *)f

reforming catalysts by aluminum chloride leaching. 3,784,484. CI.

252-442 000
Innovalex Corporation. .SVf

—

Voitik, Robert M ,3,784.213.

Ino, Yt>ichi: .Sff

—

Sakai.Tadashi;Sakimura. Masahiko, and Ino, Yoichi, 3,784,814

Inoue. Masayoshi .SVf

—

Su/uki, Takenobu, Nagashima, Buemon, Inoue, Masayoshi; and

llo. Yo|i, 3,784,9(14

Inijue, Higashiyama; .SVf

—

Hi)imoto. Takehiki; Okada, Masashi; and Inque, Higashiyama.

3.784.597

Insliiui Francaisdu Petrole. desCarburants et Lubrifiants .SVf—

l.assau. Christian. Stern. Robert, and Sajus, Lucien, 3,784,48 I

InslitutuI de Cercelare si Proieclare lehnologica Pentru Industria Ex-

iractiva de 1 itei si {};i7a .Sff

—

Coanda. Henry, Aldea, Gheorghe, Bodea. Ion; Truica. Vasile;

Hanciulescu, Valentin, Posirca, Radu; l.azar, Cristian; and

(iabor.lacob. 3.784.325

Instytut Metalurgii /ela/a .Sff

—

Prajsnar. ladeus/. Rulinski, Jo/cf, Zglobicki. Edward, and Sojka.

Bronislaw. 3.783.663

International Business Machines C«)rp»>ration: .SVf

—

Carter, William C , and Wadia, Aspi B , 3,784,977

Crawford, RovP ,3,784.190

Fichelberger. Edward Baxter. 3,784,907

Herrell. Dennis J .3.784.854

Ho. Irving! . 3.784.976

Intern.ilional Harvester Companv .SVf—

Watt. J Donald, and Mol/ahn. Herbert W. 3.783.594

InterPiition.il Paper Companv . mesne SVf

—

I enthall. Robert. Mills. Don. and Lee. Charles A . 3.784,186

Internalional Standard Electric Corporation SVf

—

Klein. Dapobert.and Schneider. Ciunter, 3,784.936.

international I elephone and Telegraph Corporation: .SVf

—

Karchmar, Arthur. 3.784.480

Marks. John I . 3.783.726

Orlhuber. Richard Kaspar. 3.784.379.

Reif. Phihp George. 3.784.83 1

Intcrnation.d Vibration Engineering: .Sff

—

Pelat, Patrice. 3. 783. 738

Intreprinderea Judetana de Morarit si Panificatie: ,SVf

—

Casapopol. Ciherasim.and laru. Napoleon, 3,783,560.

inventio A(i .Sff—
Voser. Albert. 3,783.977

Inventio Aktiengesellschaft: .SVf

—

Grimm. Hans I eli. Zuflerey. Daniel, and Messina. Antonio.

3.784.954
Iowa Stale I'niversitv Research Foundation, Inc ; .SVf

—

Young. Jerry W, 3,784,707

Ireco Chemicals .Sff—

Murphv, Charles H; and i:dy. Lex I. 3,783,735

1hornle\,Ciar> M , and Stokes, Robert C, 3,783,787

Ironside. Donald S . to Biddle, James G, Company. Bridge having mul-

tiple nulls 3.784,906. CI 324 62O00.

Irvin Industries Inc.: .SVf

—

Peeler, Donald H , 3,784,224

Isard, Arsene, and Weiss, Francis, to Ugine Kuhlmann Method for

producing derivatives of 6-hydroxy caproic acid. 3,784,567, CI 260-

488 OOf
Iseli, Ernst .SVf

—

Julian, Percy L ; Hirsch, Arnold; and Iseli, Ernst, 3,784,598

Ishihara Sangvo Kaisha, Ltd.: ,SVf—

Yamada, Shigeki; Miya/awa, Kokichi; Naka, Hideaki; and

Yoshida, Yoshio, 3,784.670

Ishikura, Jun .SVf—

Yoshino, Takachika, Saito, Shigeru, Sobukawa, Masukuni;

Nagase, Isao; Niikura. Masao. Ishikura, Jun, and Sasaki, Yu-

taka, 3,784,560.

Ishima, Kenji: See—
Kawai, Isamu, lIchida,Tadao; and Ishima, KenJi, 3,784.173.

Ishizawa. Hiroshi: .SVf—

Imai, Masataro, Ishizawa, Hiroshi; and Kanbayashi. 3.784.802

Isotec Incorporated: .Sff

—

Schlang, Arthur, 3, 784,982

Ito, Katsunori, and Imai, Shinichiro, to Nippondenst> Co., Ltd. Card

reader device 3,784.793. CI 235-61 1 Id.

Ito, Yoichiro. See—
Tanimura, Takenori; and Ito, Yoichiro. 3.784.467.

Ito, Yoji: ,Sff

—

Suzuki. Takenobu. Nagashima. Buemon; Inoue, Masayoshi; and

Ito. Yoji, 3,784.904

Ito. Yoshio; Katayama. Hajime; Nitanda. Hiroshi; and Yamaguchi.

Masaru. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha Photocopying machine.

3.784.297, CI. 355-3.000.

ITT Industries. Inc.; .SVf

—

Burgdorf. Jochen. 3.783.98 1

.

Kallmeyer. Werner, 3.783.980.

Knapp, Wilhelm, and Ohmayer, Siegfried. 3.783.984.

Ivanov. Vyacheslav Ivanovich: .SVf

—

Mamin. Evgeny Borisovich; Makarov. Viktor Alexeevich; Kor-

neeva, Calina Petrovna; Poppel. Boris Safronovich; and Ivanov.

Vyacheslav Ivanovich. 3.784.825.

Ivey. John Saxon, to Borg-Warner Limited Method of making a fluid

coupling member. 3,783,483, CI 29-156.8fc.

Iwama, Masakuni, Fujiwara, Mitsuto; Kojima, Tamolsu; and Yamaoto.

Toshihiko, to Konishiroku Photo Industry Company, Ltd Light sen-

sitive silver halide color photographic material. 3,784,383, CI. 96-

100000
lwasa,lc>shit): .SV<

—

Yamamoto, Katsuo. Sato. Hideo; Iwasa. Toshio; Nakamura,

Hisao; and Adachi, Katsuhiro, 3,783,649

Iwasaki, Shigcj), to Mitsuishi Fukai Tekkosho, Ltd Brick press with

means for withdrawing air from brick raw material 3,784,343, CI.

425-352000.
Izumisawa, Masalo: .SVf

—

Shinkai, Kinya; Ahe. Yoshitaka. and Izumisawa. Masato,

3,784,868.
'

Izuo, Ryuji: .SVf

—

Mizutani, Yukio; Sata, Toshikatsu; Izuo, Ryuji; and Yamane,

Reiichi, 3,784,457

Jaatinen. Per Arno: .SVf

—

Kerttula, Into Isak; and Jaatinen, Per Arno, 3,784,340

Jackson* G C , Jr , to Dresser Industries, Inc Earth boring bit bearing

system having a pitted bearing surface 3,784,264, CI 308-8 200.

Jackson. Jerry I, to Gunkel, Walter A Time base measurement cir-

cuit. 3,783,679, CI. 73-67.700.

Jackson, John; and Bradshaw, Robert Fagan Donat, to U.S. Philips

Corporation Methods and apparatus for determining the relative

amount of substance present in a transparent medium 3,784,307,

CI 356-51000.
Jackson, Paul L., to Ford Motor Companv. Device for determining the

activity ofoxygen in molten metal 3.784,459, CI 204-195 00s

Jackson, Weldon H , and Lamy, John C , to Hewlett-Packard Com-
pany Blocking capacitor for a thin-film RE transmission line.

3,784,937, CI 333-84.00m

Jacobellis, Alphonse A , to Greer Hydraulic, Inc. Rotary actuator

3.783,746,CI. 92-121 000
Jacobs, Harvey Barrv Weighted surgical clamp having foldable prop.

3,783,873. CI. 1 28'-.303O0r

Jacquemard, Raymond, to Compteurs-Schlumberger Valve

mechanism for throttling a flowing fluid 3,783,896, CI 137-

630 140
Jacuzzi Br«>s Incvirporated: See—

WoeIl,FredT,Jr, 3,784,321.

Jaehnig. James Herbert: .SVf—

Dahlstrom, Robert Victor, and Jaehnig, James Herbert,

3.784,445.

Jaffe, Gerald Myer, Szkrybalo, William; anrfWeinert, Peter Hans, to

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc Process for producing xylose 3.784.408,

CI 127-37.()()0

Jagid. Bruce E.: .SVf

—

Rosanskv. Martin G; and Jagid. Bruce E . 3.783.666.

James. Dean B ; Smtley, Seymour H.. and Whittaker, Ralph E , Jr ,
to

Atlantic Richfield Companv, mesne Radio-luminescent sighting ar-

rangement. 3,784,8 1 7, CI. 250-7 1 OOr.

James. Donald N. to Ball Brothers Research Corporation Scan deflec-

tion circuit device. 3.784.872. CI. 3 1 5-27.0td

Jankowski, Matthew A , and Donahue, Simeon J , to American Chain

& Cable Company, Inc. Set-point assembly with spiral resistor to

reduce resistor wear. 3,784.949, CI 335-196.000

Janome Sewing Machine Co.. Ltd : .Sff

—

Nakada. Tetuo; Ooyama. Noboru; and Miyazkaki. Kenichi.

3.783.778.

Jaspers. Hendrik Alphons: .SVf—

Meijer. Roelf Jan; and Jaspers. Hendrik Alphons, 3.783.745.

Jassman. Gerald R . to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories. Incor-

porated Programmable electrical connector. 3.784,956, CI 339-

IS.OOr.

Jaszczak, Ronald J , to Searle, G. D.. & Co. Scintillation camera with

improved resolution. 3.784.82 1. CI. 250-368.000

Jayaraman, Ponnusami: .SVf

—

Desai, Nalin Binduprasad; Jayaraman, Ponnusami; Ramanathan,

Visvanathan, Ariz, Klaus; Naik, Navnitrai Nagarji. and Jenny,

Walter, 3,784,559

Jefferi^, Patrick J.; and Crounse, Nathan N , to Sterling Drug Inc

Water-soluble quaternary ammonium phthalocyanine dyestuffs.

3.784,599, CI. 260-242.000.

Jefferson Chemical Company, Inc. ;
See—

Cavitt, Stanley Bruce. 3.784.482

Jeffrey Galion Inc.. mesne: ,SVf

—

Munger, Fay E.; Fife, Warren E.; and Paolini. Alfred P.

3.784,259.
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Jellinck Karl; Post. Udo; Gieben. Wibmar Uber; and Oellig. Rudi. to

Rutgersueke Aktiengesellschaft Process for the prixluction of

molded articles or coating from polyadducts by reaction of

polyethemwuh polyisocyanates 3.784.60 1. CI. 260-77. Sap.

Jenaer Glaswerk Schott & Gen .S>f—

Sack. Werner. 3.784. 387 ^-w i

Jennings. Robert R . and Thornton. William M . 1/2 to Don. Chemical

Company The and 1/2 to Marathon Oil Company Process for the

recovery of oil i.783.944.CI 166-274 000
, -,w . m-

Jennv. Erwm F ; and Schenker. Karl I -Amine-cyclobutene 3.784.64..

CI 260-558 00a

Jenny. Walter 5^e—
Desai Nalin Binduprasad. Jayaraman. Ponnusami. Ramanainan.

Visvanathan. Artz. Klaus. Naik. Na%nitrai Nagarp and Jenny.

Walter. 3.784.55^

Peter Richard, and Jenny. Walter. 3,784.558

Jensen Herman George, to Seeburg Corporation. The Escro* and

security device for coin and dollar bill operated vending machine

3.783.^89. CI l«M-4 00g

Jentzsch. Dietrich .SVf—
, ,„, ^.«

Otte. Eginhart. and Jentzsch. Dietrich. 3.783.6'M

Jesse. William 1 See— '

Sabatelli. Leo C . and Jesse. W illiam I. .
3.784.804

Jilbert Phillip Harvey, to National Research Development Corp.ua

7on" Direct current amplifiers 3.784.«)20.CI 328-i:71HH)

Jo-Line Tools. Inc.SVf—
,-,„,-,,.

i

Trimble.l-esterB .andSopinski.Zygmunt J .3.78.^,7U.«

Joerchel Fgon. and Kohlhaas. Rudolf, to Farbx^crkc H<H:chst AWlicn

eesellschaft vormals Meister I ucius & Bruning PriKCSs lor the

recovery of antimony pentachloride from catalyst solutu>ns

«.784.67 I. CI 423-88 000

Joestmg Frederick D . to Honeywell Inc long timmg. slov* no«

device 3.783.892. CI 137-493 000

Joh.Seiji .Sfr— ' .^ , , .. i-Tttiuiu
Makino. Katsuo; Joh. Sciji and Takeda. Kouzou. 3,783.8 1

8

Johns-Manville Corporation See-
,-,<,,,-,,

Arno. David Michael, and Mohr. John Gilbert. 3.784.1 .

1

Johnson. Charles F.:.W«—
, ,„, o.>.,

Fovkler.JohnH and Johnson. Charles F. 3.783.899

Johnson Coyote, to Atkins & Merrill. Incorptirated Map display

svstem 3 783.542. CI 40-132 OOr.

Johnson. James E Push pull exerciser with sprmg resistance

3,784.195. CI. 272-83()Or

Johnstin. Joseph H.SV^-
, -r«. wwi

Duncan. David M . and Johns«>n. Joseph H .
3.784.KK,*

Johnson. MarlvnD.V*-- ,-,«. ,iwi
Pfaffendorf. James I. . and Johnson. Marlyn D .

3.784.(I8.<

Johnson. Norman F . and Smith. Elmer R
.

»'' *-

"''^f ^^'^'^/^f^.f

'"^'

ica. Navy Positive lock toggle guard 3.784.766. CI 2110-42 (K)t

Johnson. Ronald Leslie; .V.-^-—
._. . , . n ...... v

Hoy. Herbert Raymond. Johnson. Ronald Leslie, and Batlcock.

Whalley V ovie.'3.784.l08

Johnson Service Company See—
Hilgert.Adolph J .3.784.334

Johnson. VerneF Siphon 3.783.888. CI 137-145 000

Johnstotf. Samuel A . Lyons. John G . and Riedmayer. Henry J
.
to

Bunker-Ramo Corporation. The
^"'^^'^'^['^J"':;'''^'''^^^^^^^

unified structure v^ith variable resistor 3.784.948. CI 338-183 »M)0

Jon«s. Frank O. Jr .SV^- ,i«,kv^
Murphy, Robert P . and Jones. Frank O . Jr .

3.783.683

Jones. Henry E .SV.-- ,-,u-i«ji
Bunn. Dorrance P . Jr . and Jones. Henry E .

3.784..^60.

Jones. Robert G .S*-*-—
, -,„, -.t-t

Killen Richard J . and Jones. Robert G. 3.783./ /
/

Jones.RoberiJ Carpenter-stool 3.783.518.CI 3.3-75 (K»r

Jono. Kumiko .SV*"

—

j ».t i. i.

Yamano. Togo Jono. Kumiko. Sato. Shigehiko. and Nakanishi.

Michio.3.7 84.699

Jonsson.Einn Lennark^*"'—
. j t it- c.-o

Von Platen. Baltzar; Jonsson. Einn Lennart; and Trolle. Men.

3.783.775

Jorgensen.Ray B :
.SV*^— „ „ j » i, «:..,„i„i

Nicholstm. Thomas W . Jorgensen. Ray B . and Vanek. Stanley

Donald. 3.783.91 6

Joy. Patrick Francis. Jr . and Herzog. Donald George to RCA Cor-

poration Thermally -controlled crystalline lasers 3.784.929, CI

331-94 500.

Ju. Fred: See— ^ . . „ ui

Richardson. John Lloyd. Segovia, Gilbert; Ju. Fred, and Bachle.

Wilfred Hugo. 3.784.470

Jubenville. Arthur R Trailer anti-fishtail acceleration responsive

SNUtch assembly with actuator magnetic holding structure

3.784.773. CI 200-61 45m
Julian Percy L . Hirsch. Arnold, and Iseli. Ernst, to Ciba Corporation

Process for the conversion of a 3-hydroxy-5.6-oxide-group of a ste

roid into a delta 4-3-oxo group 3.784.598. CI 260-239 55d

Just. George E: .V^

—

Just. George E . and Simonovitch. Chaim (said Simonovitch as-sor

to said). 3.784.636
.

Just George E . and Simonovitch. Chaim. said Simonovitch asstir to

said Just. George E Princess for producing prostaglandins

3.784.636. CI 260-46* OOd

Just. George F 5^?—

Just. George F . and Simonovitch. Chaim (said Simonovitch assor

to said). 3.784.634

Just Gev>rgc F . and Simonovitch. Chaim. s.iid Simonovitch assor to

said Just. George F Pr.Kess for pr. lucing prostaglandins

3. 784.634, CI 260-468 (H)d „ u ^ w

Kabel- und MetallwcrkeGuteKiffnungshutte Akticngesellschan: .See-

Griesingcr. Wolfram. 3.783.497

Kabushiki Kaisha .SV*-—

Mivazawa. Hideichi. 3.783.608

Kabushiki Kaisha Kokuci Kikai Seisakusho .SV« —
Hatanaka. Yoshihiro. Shigemori. Hideto. and Hcba, Aku>.

3.784.791)

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakush«) .Vrf—

Kai/aki. Hiroyuki. and Kato. Takeshi. 3.784.26-

Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh See— v w; ,

Ogawa. Kiyoshi. Yokoyama. Yoshiaki. and Fukushima. Y..shio.

3,783.71)6

Kabushiki Kaisha Takcnaka S..
i c .i, .„..

Nakade. Sadao. KuN.ta. Hirosuke, Oshita, Foshiyuki. and Sakanc,

Kuniyoshi. 3.783.624
|

Kadono.Takeji Vf -
,-iu,a<i

Inanu.lo. Yoshiaki, and K.idono. 1 akcp, 3,784,6> I

Kacmpcn. Charles L , to Kaemp^n Industries, Inc Comp.«ile struc

ture ;<,784,441, CI 161-58 (KH)

K.icmpcn Industries. Inc .S<«' -

K.iempen. Charles E , 3.784.441

Kaiser, Francis I , and Schanon. Robert R to ^'^le^" ' ^"'P'"*-"'

Companv Vibratory furn.ice charging apparatuses ^.784.(t»<. 1

1

214 19(kH)
.

.

Kaiser Robert, to Avco Corporation S.>lid additives dispersed in per

nuorinated liquids with pertluor.wlkyl ether dispersants 3.784.471.

CI 212 21 (MK)

Kai/aki Hirovuki. and Kato. Takeshi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu

Seisakusho Device for mteronnccting Ir.ick sh.H.-s ol a crawler

3 784.262. CI 305 11 OOO
^ ,,

Kallmever Werner, to ITF Industries. Inc Brake lining h.ildmg ar

rangemeni for spot-tvpe disc brakes 3.783.981). CI 188-73 500

KaU.pissis Grep.nre. Bouillon. Claude. ManousM«. Georges, anil Her

rebi Claudine. t.> S<H.iete Anonvme dite I Oreal Csmetic com

posituins to reduce greasy appearance ol the hair and skin

3.784.685. CI 424 71) (KM!

Kaman Aerospace Ci>rp«irati«>n See-

Flannelly. W illiam G . 3.784.363
|

Kaminski. William .SV«— ,-,u.ti«
Brown Farl Franklin, and Kaminski. W illiam. ^784.7.«>.

Kaminskv. Victor Paul. .30''. to Can.ida Cities Service. Ltd .
30T to Im-

perial Oil Limited. 30':; to Atlantic Richfield Canada I td and l«t

to Gulf Oil Can.ida I imiled Process for washing seci>ndary separa-

tor froth to recover bitumen 3.784.464. CI 208-
1 1 OOO

Kanagawa KikiKogyo Company. Ltd : .S«v—
|

Akivama.Jiro, 3.784.016
.. , „ u

Kanavama Mitsutcv^hi. and T..da. Takao. to Cam.n Kabushiki Kaisha

Roil duplicator 3.784.298. CI 355- 109 (KK)

Kanbayashi .SV.-—
. .,. . u i tw i wii->

Imai. Masataro. Ishi/awa. Hiroshi. and Kanbay.ushi. 3.784.KO.

Kane William P . to Du Pont de Nemours. F I . and Company Surlace

treated cheese package and method 3.784.7 II .
C 1 426- 1 .30 0(M».

Ka«>SoapCo Ltd .SV«-

-

Inamoto, Yoshiaki. and Kadono. Fakcii. 3.784.6.S i ,

Kaplan. Morton .SV«-— ,-,.-,,,
Colten. Frank P . and Kaplan. Morton. 3.784,7 1

:t

Karchmar Arthur, to International Leiephone and Telegraph C orp<ua-

lion Cedar polvphen.>ls and thunlipropumic acid as anli ..xidants for

ul in animaTfa.s and vegetable oils 3,784.48.), CI 252404 0()0

Karklvs Joseph, to WJiirlpool Corp..ration Digital U>gic control for au

tomatic washer 3.783.65 1 . CI. 68- 1 2.(K)r

Karlskronavarvet AB See—
\

Ramstrom.Sven. 3.784.91 1.
. . ,

Karmann. Thomas R . and Adams. Alton A , t.. Valmont Industries Inc.

Apparatus for and welding of tapered pipe 3.784.081. CI --8-

17 ItOO

Karp. Stewart .SV*-—

I owell. Seymour, and Karp, Stewart. 3.783.697

Kartschmaroff Peter. Moser. Paul, and Berger. Kurt, to Ciba-Geigy

Corporation Nickel pyrolysate stabilizers f.>r olefin p«.lymers

3,784,5 10. CI 260-45 75n . »
Kison Hardware C»>rp*iration; See—

|

Berkowit/. Irving 1. 3.784.240

Kasten. Walter, to Bendix Corporation. The Filter 3.784.01 5, CI. 210-

J > 2 (MX)

Kataoka. Hiroshi Sheet rewinder 3,784,122, CI. 242-56 ()Oa

Kalayama.Hajime .SVc—
. , x, u

Ilo. Yoshio. Katayama. Hajime. Nitanda. Hiroshi. and Yamaguchi.

Masaru. 3.784.297

Kathc John E to Allied Chemical Corporation Dust control in long-

wallmining 3.784.256. CI 299- 1 2 (KX)
|

K ato. Takeshi .S>«-—
.. , -,o. ^^-,

Kaizaki.H.royuki. and Kato. Takeshi. 3.784 26.

Kattenhom. Marion R Teaching aid device 3.783,531 CI 35-35 (K)b

Katz Robert E to Webcraft Packaging. Inc Cross folded envelope

pamphlet 3 784 185. CI 270-37 000

Katzakian. John Beverage can drinking holder 3.784.059. CI. 222-

86000
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Kaufmann. Albert R . to Whittaker Corporation Methtid of producing

spherical powder by eccentric electrode rotation. 3.784,656, CI

264-8000
Kaukeinen. Joseph Y See—

Gilman. Paul B . Jr ,and Kaukeinen. Joseph Y.. 3.784.375

Kawai. Isamu. Uchida. Tadao. and Ishima. Kenji. to Hitachi, Ltd Air

valve type carburetor and method of construction. 3,784.173. CI

261-44()()r

Kawamura. Osamo Aerodynamic engine system 3.783.618. CI 60-

226 OOr

KD lamp Co .SV*-—
Ward, Richard W., 3,784,975.

Keator. Frederic R , to Auto Parks. Inc Directional traffic control

devices 3.783.558, CI 49-49 000
Keefe. Jack D . and Finke. Eugene W . to Monarch Marking System

Company. The Method of fabricating an integrated piston and

cylinder mechanism and valve assembly 3.784.665, CI. 264-

261 OOO
Keil. J»>seph W . to Dow Corning Corporation Foam control composi-

tion 3.784.479. CI 252-358000.
Kelleher, Jack See—

Barrett. James Howard, and Kelleher. Jack. 3,784.874.

Keller.C .u Co .SV«"—

Bucker. Franz. 3.783.800

Keller. Joseph Richard, and L«ingenecker. Bruce Cameron, to AMP In

corporated Control curcuit for magnetic actuator 3.783.662. CI

72-1000
Kendall Comp.inv. The .SV<"—

Dye. John F'. 3.783.876.

Kendall C"ompany. The, mesne .S>«'—

Samour. Carlos M . and Vida. Julius A . 3,784.547.

Kennecolt Copper Corpor.ilion See—
Hartung. Charles A .3.784.104

Kenworth\. Samuel P . and Hall. Marcus A . to CTaghorn. Frederic S

and DeWitl. John H . d/b/a Cezoma International Apparatus for

fastening yarn winding tails 3.784.1 19. CI 242-l8O0r.

Kenvon Lewis W . and Plemmons. Jerrv R , to General Electric Com
pans I uminaire 3,784.806, CI 240-25.000.

Ken\on Roger Y , to Philco Ford Corporation Constant lock-in range

automatic frequencv control 3.784.91 7, CI. 325.-422000.

Kcptro, Joseph Animal leash 3.783.835. CI I19-109O00.

Kerr. James W Safety device l\>r hydraulically operated lift 3.783.976.

CI 1«7 8 4S0

Kerschner. Paul M : .S'«'«

—

Marcellis. Alphanso W , and Kerschner. Paul M . 3.784,473

Kersten. Daniel D Structures for use in creating artificial dentures

3. 783. 514. CI 32-2 000.

Kerllula Into Isak. and Jaatinen. Per Arno Machine for ctintinuous

manufacturing of chip boards 3.784.340, CI 425-14 I OOO.

Kerl/scher. Klaus See —
Mut/e. Hem/. Barlh. Cierhard. and Kert/scher. Klaus. 3.783.644.

Kessler. Hvman. and Peritt. Harvey I. to United States of America.

Navy Tubular adhesive |oint with snap lock 3.784.235. CI. 285-

2! 000
Keuerleber, Rudi See—

Bockmann. Alfred, and Keuerleber. Rudi. 3.784.169

Key. Carlo F See—
*"

Krupnick, Albert C . Key. Carlo F.. and Harwell. Roger J..

3,784,499
Kidde, Walter. Ai Companv. Inc .SV«-—

Cireenwald. Harry. 3.783,661

Kilby. Jack S System for screening telephone calls 3.784.72 1 . CI. 179-

6 ()0r

Kilgore. William F . to Hudson Pulp & Paper Corporation Multiwall

bag construction 3,784,085. CI 229-55000

Killen. Richard J . and Jones. Robert G . to Liberty Glass Company

Apparatus for imprinting objects such as bottles and the like

3.783.777. CI 101-40.000.

KimberlvCTark Corporatuin. .SVc—

Schrading. Mark S . and Arps. Marion T , 3.783.862.

Kimura. Eugene Tatsuru. and Anderson. David John, to Abbott

Laboratories Anti-tussive compositions 3.784.702. CI 424-

3 I 7 000
Kimura. Katsuhiko. to Olympus Optical Co.. Ltd Apparatus for deriv-

ing diffractive rays by diffraction gratings 3.784.833. CI. 250-

23700g
Kmemura. Masao. 1/2 to Arita. Koshei. Automatic power supply con-

trol apparatus for flat rate electric service systems 3.783.988. CI.

194-11 OOO
King. Alan G ; and Logan. John C. to Norton Company Wear re-

sistant aluminous ceramic articles 3.784.388. CI. 106-73.400.

King. Michael Charles, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated

High accuracy alignment procedure utilizing moire patterns

3.783.520. CI 3 3-180 00^
King. Paul A . to Union Carbide Corporation Disposable absorbent

pads containing insoluble hydrogels 3.783.872. CI 1 28-290 OOr.

Kirby. James Ray. to Monsanto Company Color stabilization of fibers

from acrylonitrile polymers 3.784.5 1 1 . CI. 260-45 95p

Kirchmayr. Rudolf. Heller. Hansjorg. and Rody. Jean, to Ciba-Geigy

AG V-triazolyl coumarins 3.784,569. CI 260-3()800a.

Kirilin, Anatoly Fedorovich: See—
Kusovsky. Boris Isaakovich. Pavlov. Nikolai Ivanovich; Mattichen-

ko. Anatoly Petrovich. Zakharov. Sergei Alexandrovich; and

Kirilin, Anatoly Fedorovich. 3.784.46

1

Kirkman. Douglas Frederick, to L V. Pressure Controllers Limited

Fluid flow control devices. 3,783,898. CI 137-596.200

Kirkpatrick. Richard A., to KLH Research and Development Corpora-

tion Solid state remote power switch 3.784,840, CI. 307- 1 I .(X)0.

Kirschiiiann, John D. Flow control device for liquid applicators and

prt>cess of operating same. 3,784,100, CI. 239-1 1.000.

Kirst, Paul-Gerhard: See—
Bcrgmeister. Eduard; Kirst. Paul-Gerhard; and Winkler, Hemz,

3.784.648.

Kisling James W.. III. to Schlumberger Technology Corporation.

Anchoring mechanism for a well tool. 3.783,941, CI. 166-217.000.

Kitai. Atsuo: See—
Nishida. Hiroshi; Yamamoto. Masao; Kitai. Atsuo; Ozaki.

Asaichiro. Nishimura, Yokio; Takemi. Hiroto; and Takemi.

Chimo. 3.784.446

Kita/awa. Hiroshi. to Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Knitting

machine 3.783.641. CI 66-60.00r.

Klebba. Horst: See—
Adlcr, Jurgcn; Erck. Karl; Klebba. Horst; Kramer. Wolfgang.

Maneck. Ernst, Mueller-Eckhardt, Hans, and Schwenk, Kurt,

3.783.568.

Kleemann. Axel; Schreyer. Gerd; Weiberg. Otto; and Wcigert. Wolf-

gang, to Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Schneideanstalt vormals

Roesslcr. Process for the production of glycerine diesters and

glycerine (II) 3.784.568. CI 260-491.000.

Klein. Dagobcrt. and Schneider, Gunter, to International Standard

Electric Corporation Electromechanical filter 3,784,936, CI 333-

71 000.

Klein, Herbert H: .SVe—

Moyer. Harris P.; and Klein, Herbert H , 3,783,498.

Klein, Kenneth E : See—
Babin. Frank A.; and Klein. Kenneth E , 3.784.304.

Klevtstiv. Valery Alexeevich: .S><'—

Manyafov, Valery Nikolaevich; Busheev. Anatoly Ivanovich;

Semenov, Roman Lvovich; and Klevtsov, Valery Alexeevich,

3.784.866

KLH Research and Development Corporation: .SVf—

Kirkpatrick. Richard A . 3.784.840.

Kliever. Waldo H Method and apparatus for immobilizing a patient

and conducting an X-ray examination 3.783.863. CI 1 28- 1 34 000

Kliment. Karel. and Rutherford. John M . Jr . to National Patent

Development Corporation Process of preparing soluble hema based

polymers 3.784,540. CI. 260-86. lOe.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft: .S<-f—

May. Oswald. 3,783.985

Kloz-Seal Products Co.. Inc : .Sff—

Styers, Henry H.. 3.784,087.

Klygis. Mindaugas Julius, to Illinois TiwI Works inc Bottle carrier.

3.784,246, CI. 294-87.200.

Knapp Wilhelm; and Ohmaver. Siegfried, to ITT Industries. Inc Self- ~

adjusting device for disc brakes 3.783.984. CI. 188-196 Oba.

Knauth, Berthold A , to Rotron Incorporated. Flow metering device

3.783.688. CI. 73-194.00r.

Knowles. Donald G Tow hitch. 3.784.231. CI 280-502.000

Knutson. Orlie E.; Gernandt. Louis E.. and Charmoli, Arthur J . to Ar-

mour and Company System for packing ftnid patties. 3.783.577. CI

53-24.000.

Kobayasi. Hiroyuki; and Akasaki. Isamu, to Matsushita Electric Indus-

trial Company. Limited Apparatus for the liquid-phase epitaxial

growth of multi-layer wafers 3.783.825. CI 1 18-422000

Kobel. Erwin H : .Sff—

Smith. Harry A.; and Kobel. Erwin H.. 3.784.496

Kobetz Paul and Niebylaski. Leonard M.. to Ethyl Corporation.

Crystalline beryllium hydride 3,784,423, CI. 149-109.000

Koblet. JackR Remote rotary control 3,783,742, CI. 91-413.000

Kobylinski. Tadeusz P.; and Taylor. Brian W . to Gulf Research &
Development Company Process for reducing the content of

nitrogen oxides in the exhaust gases from internal combustion en-

gines. 3,784.675, CT. 423-2 1 3.500

Koch, Byron W.. to NL Industries. Inc. Postal box. 3.784,089, CI. 232-

24000
Koenig, Rolf; and Hemesath, Gerhard, to Hazemag HarUerkleinerungs

und Zement-Maschinenbau Gesellschaft mbH Rotor for use in im-

pact crushers 3.784,1 17,CI. 241-191.000.

Koerner. John A.: See—
Scherer. James P ; and Koerner. John A . 3.784.933.

Koester. Charles J.; and Snitzer. Elias. to American Optical Company

Method and apparatus for effecting phdto-coagiilation. 3.783.874.

CI 128-303.100.

Kohler Coating Machinery Corporation, The: See—
Kohler,John B; and Croston, David H, 3,783,824.

Kohler Hans Karl; and Trachsel, Fred W., to Compagnie Industrielle

Radioelectrique Neck support. 3,784,253, CI. 297-410.000

Kohler, John B ; and Croston, David H , to Kohler Coating Machinery

Corporation. The Elevator construction for coating control equip-

ment 3.783.824, CI. 1 18-23.000. _
Kohlhaas. Rudolf: See—

Joerchel, Egon; and Kohlhaas, Rudolf, 3.784,671

.

Kohlhepp, Dean H.: See—
Herbert. William, and Kohlhepp, Dean H., 3,783,993.

Kojima. Tamotsu; See—
Iwama. Masakuni; Fujiwara. Mitsuto; Kojima. Tamotsu; and

Yamaoto.Toshihiko, 3.784.383.

Kolak. Nicholas P See—
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anil Kolak. Nicholas P

Kunihiro.

Manfred.

Mou

Altwicker. Elmar R . Gibbs. Richard E

^.784.478

Kolkr, Josef Shovel 3.784.245. CI 294-54 (MH>

Kollmorgen Corpiiration See-
San Aken. Harold R . 3.784.9I 2

Kolods. Dale A . to Ftud Motor Company Engine spark control and

exhaust gas recirculation vacuum signal select«u 3.783.847, CI I 23

IIQOOa
Komendowski. Henry, to Automatic liquid Packaging. Inc Per

manently scaled containers and end caps therefor 3.784,045. CI

2 21)- 2 7 000
Kondo. Kunihiro See—

Shigeyama. Shogo. Yamada. Yoichiro. and Kondo.

3.784.74*}

Konig. Gerhard See—
Schwar?. Arnulf. Konig. Gerhard, and Pielolh.

3.783.«H)2

Konig. Karl-Hem/, and Huntrup. Antonius. to Vissers. H . N V
mgmachine 3.783.5^3. CI 5f>-M)0()

Koninkli)kc Nederlandsche Hoogovens en Staalfahriekcn N \ .S« •
-

Krijger. Willem. and Burger. Jacohus J .3.784,115

Konishiroku Photo Industry C«impany. I td .S'«v—
Uama. Masakuni. Fujivkara. Mitsuto. Kojim.i. lamotsu. and

Yamaoto.Toshihiko. 3.784.3X3

Kononenko. Vadim Grigoricvich .S<<- —
Morgolenko. Analoly Sergeevich. Kononenko. \ .idim

Crigorievich. Fedosenko. Ig«ir GrigiTievich. Sclivanov. Gen
nady Dmilnevich. Kushnarenko. Sergei CirigoricMch. anil

1 epet|ukha. V ladimir Semenovich. 3.783.f>72

Koono. Makoto .SVf

—

Moritan. Norishigc. Moriya. Ikuro. I ra. Junichi. .ind Koono.

Makoto. 3.784.7M
Kopaska. Arn.ildF Post driving apparatus 3.783,«»53. CI 173 23(HH)

Kopc/vnski. John F Bending machine fi>r straightening elong.ited

vkorkpieces 3.783.410. CI 140-147 0(Mt

Kopido. Waller Hem/ .SVi-—
Fersch. Harry, and K«>pido. Walter Hcin/. 3,783.812

Koppers Company . Inc See—
Ruthenherg. Meyer L. 3.784.215

Kornecva. Calina Petrovna See —
Mamin. Evgeny Boris«)vich. Makarov. \ iktor Alcxeevich. Kor

neeva. Calina Petrovna. Poppel. B«>ris Safronovich. and Ivanov.

V vacheslav Ivanovich. 3.7S4.825

Korsch. Fmil. Spe/ialfahrik fur Komprimicrmaschinen. Firma .SVr —

. Ki>rsch,Gunter, 3.784.344

Korsch, Gunler. t«) Korsch. Emil. Spc/ialfabrik fur Komprimicr

maschinen. Firma Multi-part blow -mold for making holU>vk h«>dies

from thermoplastic maferial 3.784.344. CI 425 387 (MM»

Kosta. Ge/a F . and Pomper. Anthtmy W . to I SB Incorporated

Method of applving hatterv electrodes onto continu»>us carrier strip

3,784,406, CI 117 212 000

Kostic, Svetislav, and I e Meur. Roger, to Commissariat a lEnergie

Alomique Meth«>d and device for the detection of fis.sK>n prtnlucts

3.784,823. CI 250-370 000

Ko/alla. Herbert .Sj-.-

Kunert. Karlhein/. and Ko/alla. Herbert. 3.783.482

Kraloropolska Strojirna. narodni podnik .S>«-—
Kubec. Jiri. and Saroch.-Vladimir. 3. 78:). 36

1

Kramer. Wolfgang .S«-f—

Adier. Jurgen, Frck. Karl. Klebba. H«)rst

Maneck. Ernst. Mueller Fckhardt. Hans.

3,78 3.568

Kraus. Werner Method for aiding f«<rmation «>f Kine forming material

3.783.880. CI 128-82 100

Krauss-Maffei AG See -

Bockmann. Alfred, and Keuerleber. Rudi. 3.784,16**

Gopfert, Max, and Gebhardt, Rudolf, 3,783,744

Krehbiel. Delmai D , and Butler, Claude D , to Continental Oil Com
pany Production of delta sultones by isomeri/ation of alkenesul

fonic acids 3.784.572. CI 260-327 (H»s

Kreissig. Ernst Florian. to Sul/er Brothers limited Laterally shiltable

railway car spring suspension 3.783. 7«*6. CI M)5-IW(M)r

Kremer. Frederic B Body current activated circuit breaker 3,784.842.

CI 307-42 000
Kremer, l.eon V See—

Gobran, Ramsis. Kremer. Leon V : and Ethier. I>>lores O
3.784.502

Kramer. Wolfgang

and Schuenk. Kurt

Krueger, Friedrich. and Bauer. I iesclotte. to Bcnckiser. Joh A .

GmbH. Chemische Fabrik PriKcss of preventing scale and dept)sil

formation in aqueous systems 3.784,464, CI 21()-5K.(H»0.

Krueger Metal Pnxlucts. Inc See —

Hendricks* .n. Philip J . and Resch. Richard J .
3.784.244

Krume. Robert F Ski Vehicle with impr«ived front support means

3.783.454. CI l80 6(H)a

Krupnick. Albert C . Key. Carlo F . and Harwell. Roger J . to llnited

States of America. Natmn.il Aeronautics and Sp.ice Administration

Nonflammable coating compositions 3.784.444. CI 260 24 6<)s

Krupp Huttcnwerkc AG .SVi -

Claus.Gunter. .mil During. Frieilrich. 3.784.1 34

Kruse. I no. and Herman. Daniel F . ti. Nl Industries. Inc Finely di

vided hollow micriKapsules of polymeric resins i. 784. 341. CI I06

I70 OOO
Kubec. Jiri. and SariKh. Vl.idimir. to Kraloropolska Slro|irna. narodni

podnik Converter for high pressure svnihesis 3.784.361. CI 23

284(MM) 1

Kubinski. Donald C See-
'

.Appleby. Paul F . Folden. fX-nvcr C . and Kubinski. Donald C .

,t, 7X4.437
KuKUa. Hirosuke See—

Nakaile. Sadao. KuN<ta. Hirosuke, Oshil.i. loshiyuki. and Sakane.

Kuniyoshi. 3.78^.624

Kubota. Yasuharu \««-

Walanabe. Toshiro. and Kubota. Yasuharu. 3.784.734

Kuck. I lovd I . to (ieneral Motors Corporation Windshield washer

pumpassemblv 3.783, 7(H). CI 74 5*1 (MM)

Kuhn. Karl Walter, .ind Crbin. M.inel Pierre Frnesl Mane, to Sociele

d I tudes Machines I hermiques I eak fuel collecting ind detecting

device for an inlern.il combustion engine ^.783.842. CI 12' '2 oOr

Kuhne. Wolfgang, and Gold/. Hubert, to Hoesi h M.isehinenf.ibrik

Deutschland AG M.ichinc lor rough .ind/or finish turning «>f heaw
wi.rkpieces V7X3.^IX.(I 82 2 lM)r

Kulicke. Barbara Picture support V7X4.1S0.CI 24S 4»MMM)

Kume. lovohiko. and Yasun. Ka/uomi. to Bayer Aktiengesellschalt

O alkvN cvcloalkvh-S alkvl S-phenyl phosph.>riHlithiolatcs

3.7X4.654;CI 260 45X (MHl

Kunert. Karlhein/. and Ki>/alla. Herbert, to Schafer. Kugelfischer

Georg. & C"o Method of filling antifriction bearings 3,7X3,4X2. CI

24 14X04a
Kunstsioffwerke Ciebrudcr Anger (inibH N<«- -

i

Springleld. Artur. VS4,V'4
Kun/. John F See - I

Hass. David P . and Kun/. John E . 3.784.22'

Kuper. Don.ilil G . to Phillips Petroleum t'omp.inv Disproportion.iti€>n

of alk.ili metal salts of aromatic c.irK>\\lic acids l.784.6t4. ( I 260

515 (M)p

Kurten. Frit/, and Saret/ky. Horst. to Del imon Fluhme A: Co Central

lubricating sv stem V78V473.CI |X4 7(M)e

Kurtenbach. Willi, to Holstcin A Kappcrt Maschinenfabrik Phoniv

GmbH Iransfer of discrete .irticles between two p.iths ',783,'>X7,

CI 53 247 (MH)

Kurth. Josef S«<' -

Wivsinger. Waldemar. Kurth, Josel, and <i.iuchel, Peter.

.V7H4.345
Kur/. Bruno. Barron. Mark B . and Butler, Waller J .

to (ieneral Flee

trie Companv Dielectric strip isolatu>n for JFF 1 or MFSFF 1 deple

Hon m.Kle bucket brtg.iile circuit 3.784,X47,CI 307-304 IKMI

Kur/rok, Nathan Navigation device 3.783. 516. CI 33-LOsd

K use. Dieter, to Brown Boveri & <'ompany I imited Ferrim.ignetic gar-

net corrected for temperature dependence of the Far.idaN effect and

methiHl for making the same '.784.28 I, CI 350 151 (MM)

Kushnarenko. Sergei Grigorievich .SV«-—

Morgolenko. Anatoly Sergeevich. Kononenko, Vadim

(irigorievich. Fedosenko. Igor (irigorievich. Selivanov, Gen-

nadv Dmitrievich. Kushnarenko. Sergei (irigorievich. and

l.epetiukha. \ ladimir Semenovich, 3,783,672

Kusovsky. Boris Isaakovich. Pavlov. Nikolai Ivanovich. Mattichenko.

Anatolv Petrovich. /akharov, Sergei Alexandrovich, and Kirilin.

Anatoly Fedorovich Device for controlling the process of desalting

and dehydration of oil in an electric dehydrator 3,7X4.61 . CI 204

306 0(M)

Kuts Mathew. to Cio<HJrich. B E , Company, The Manufacture of

windshield wiper blades 3,784.431. CI 156-201 (KX)

Kuwa/aki. Masahiro See—
Watanabc. Jun. Hosoi. Susmu. Kuwa/aki. Masahiro. Ota. Akira;

Takata.Toshikatsu. and Asaoka. Junichi. 3.784,413.

Kreps. Emmett E . to Robertshaw Controls Company Automatic water Kwikform. I imited .S«-.-

heater control temperature calibration means 3.783.675. CI 73-

I OOf
Krick, John B . and Coleman, Bernard, to Rowan Controller, Inc Solid

state motor controller for disconnecting a motor from a p<»wer

source when a predetermined underv^ltage condition persists for a

predetermined time 3.784,846, CI 307-243 OOO

Krijger. W illem. and Burger. Jacobus J . to Koninklijkc Nederlandsche

Hoogovens en StaalfabriekenN V 3.784.1 1 5. CI 24 1 30 0(K)

Knsty. Joseph Rotasary buffet wheel 3.7X4.024. CI 21 1-131 (MM)

Kroll. Gunter. to Singer Company. The. mesne Underbed thread

trimming device for sewing machines 3.783.8 1 .3. CI I 12-252 000

Kroll. Joseph G , to Harnischfeger Corporation Calculator for deter-

mining specification of cranes 3.784.747. CI 235-88 (MK1

Kronseder, Hermann: See—
Dullinger. Karl. 3.784,438

Steele. Raymond Ernest. 3.784,1 5 I

Kyowa Hakko KogyoCo.. Ltd See—
Nakayama. Kiyoshi. and Tanaka. Haruo. 3.7X4.444

Kvriacou. Demetnos, to Dow Chemical Company. The Method for

obtaining high purity 2.3.5,6-tetrachloro-4-(methylsulfo-

nyhpyridinc 3.784.552. CI 260-244 80f

Laboratories Made, S A See—
Martinez. Cristobal, and Rodriguez. Dario. 3.784.553

Lac/kovich. Rudy A : .SV*-—

Bridegum. James Earl, and Laczkovich. Rudy A.. 3.783.640.

Ladyman. Francis Peter, and Gaunt. Dennis, to Stibbe-Monk Develop-

ments. Limited Knitting machines having linearly arranged needles

3.783,643. CI 66-84 000
Lagana. Joseph A . and Cygnor, John E , to Chandler Evans Inc Pres-

sure compens.ited pump 3.784,326, CI. 417-221.000.
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I. agin, Herbert Apparatus for applying indicius to sheets. 3.783,755,

CI 45-1000
Laitram Corporation. The .S>«"—

Neuman, Richard I, 3.784.248

Lake. Ronald W Folding knife 3.783.504. CI 30-161 000.

I akos, Georg. to Hauni Werke Koerber and Co KG Method and

machine for making a continuous cigarette rod. 3,783,881, CI 131-

21 (M)d

Lakola. Josip. to Aktiengesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie Equipment

for the automatic resynchroni/ation of a synchronous generator

3.784,846. CI 322 20 000

I ambert. Ronald R . to Polaroid Corporation Preparation of tertiary

organophosphme oxides 3,784.63X.CI 260 526 00s.

I amborn Homer C . to Curwood. Inc Apparatus for sizing joint rings

for cylindrical pipes 3.783.67 1. CI 72 342 OOO
Lamv.JohnC See —

Jackson. WeldonH .and I amy. John C .3.7X4.437

I andis. Robert L . to I andis Sales Company, The Direct fixation rail

fastener 3.784.047. CI 23X-3IOO(M).

I.andis Sales Companv . 1 he .SV*-—
I andis. Robert 1. .3,784.047

Landis Tool Company .SV«' —
Norrie. George Ogilvie. 3.784.847

Landry. Jean Guy .S>«-

Giguere. Jacques, and Landry . Jean-Guy. 3.7X4.443

i ane, George C , to Warner I ambert Company Method of coating a

continuous strip of ribbon ra/or blade material 3,7X4,458. CI 204-

142 000
.Str-
and Langen, Jacohus J . 3.783.752

Langen.H J .& Sons Ltd

I angen. Marinus J M
Langen. Jacobus J See -

langen. Marinus J M. o. .,;,.... • .-ind Langen. Jacobus J .3.783.752

angen. Marinus J M . and langen. Jacobus J . to langen. H J . &
Sons I td Carton opening device 3.7X3.752. CI 43 530sd

I arte (ieorge B . to Stauffer ( hemical Companv 2-Carbomethoxy l-

methvlvln^l ethvl phosphonothioates 3.7X4.5X4. CI 260-441 (M)0

I arsen. I ric R . Andre|ewski. Bernard R . and Fdamura. Fred Y .
to

Dow Chemical Companv. The Substituted haloalkoxy and haloal

kvlthio-phenols and thiophenols 3.7X4.60X. CI 260 604 (M)d

Larsen. Erie R , McKendry, I ennon H , and Edamura, Fred Y Sub-

stituted phenoxy ami phenylthio alkanols and alkanethiols

3.7X4,610. CI 260-604(H)d

Larsen. Inc R . McKendry. lennon H . and Edamura. Fred Y . to Dow
Chemical Company. The Substituted phenoxy-alkanols 3.784.61 I,

CI 260-61 3 OOd
I arson. W illiani D . Jr .S«'«--

Miller. Arnold W , and I arson, William D . Jr, 3.7X4,40 I

lassau. Christian, Stern, Robert, and Sa|us, I ucien, to Institut Francais

du Petrole, des Carburants et I ubrifiants Hydrogcnation catalysts

containing a Ir.insition metal salt and an aluminum hydride com-

pound 3.7X4.4X1. CI 252 43100c
l.auber. FrnsI Abraham and Birrer, Josef, to Atlas Copco Aktiebolag

Steering system for a tunnel boring machine 3,784,257. C"l 244-

31 («)0

I auchner. John K .Sci —
Stearns. William P and I auchner. John K .

3.7X4.750

I auchner. Manfred See—
Naumann. Siegfried. I auchner, Manfred, Ciolbs, Christian, and

Schubert, Harrv, 3,7X3.646

l.aughlin, John R . and Mucha. George M . to Park-Ohio Industries.

Inc Apparatus and method of inductivelv heating spaced surfaces on

an elongated *orkpieces 3.7X4.7X0. CI 214-10.430

Law. Richard D . and Eckels. Robert L Fishing apparatus 3.7X4.125.

CI 242-46()()0

I awrie Ravmond William, to Capital Cubicle, Inc Hanger for in-

travenous bottles 3.784. 145. CI 248-334000

I awson Neil, to Dunlop I imited Power transmission, conveyor and

vehicle track 3.7X3.704. CI 74-23 lOOj

Layne. Gilberts .SV<-—

Bangs. Leigh B . Huml. James O. and Layne. Gilbert S.

3.784.371

l.a/ar. Cristian: .SVf— ,. .

Coanda. Henrv. Aldea. Gheorghe, Bodea. Ion. Truica. V asile;

Hanciulcscu! Valentin. Posirca,_ Radu; Lazar, Cristian. and

Gabor.lacob. 3,784.325.

Le Lapp. Mary Eddy Manicure table 3.784.270. CI. 312-236 000

l.e Meur. Roger: See—
Kostic. Svetislav, and Le Meur. Roger, 3.784,823.

Lehoutet, Hubert .SV*-—

Tronc. Dominique, and Lehoutet. Hubert. 3.784,873

LeBras, Louis R . and Zwack, Robert R . to PPG Industries. Inc Com-

bined clectrodialysis and ultrafiltration of an electrodeposition bath

3.784.460, CI 204-301.000

Lee. Charles A.: See—
Lenthall. Robert. Mills. Don. and Lee. Charles A.. 3.784,186.

Lee Cheuk Man. to Abbott Laboratories l-(5-Phenyl-4-oxo-2-ox-

azolin-2-yl)-4-cinnamoylpiperazines. 3.784.545. CI. 260-240.00J.

Lee. Raymond, Organization, Inc., The: See—
Griggs. W Kenneth. 3.783.544.

Zweifel. Fritz. 3,784,096

Lee. Raymond, Organization, The; Sff—
Hicks, Carroll. 3,784.067.

Lee. Robert B Structure for mounting tires on wide rims. 3,783.428,

CI. I57-I.IOO.

Leedy, Verne B.. to United States Steel Corporation. Methixi of mak-

ing an ingot mold st«H>l 3,783,433, CI. 164-58.000.

Lefranc, Jean E.: See—
Brignard. ErancoisC; and Lefranc, Jean E., 3,783,727.

Lemos. Walter G.: See—
Burke. George E , Jr.; Lemos. Walter G.; and Shippee, Dennis M..

3.784,077.

Lenthall. Robert. Mill;,. Don. and Lee. Charles A . to International

Paper Company, mesne Methixl of and apparatus for making

pleated and folded articles from a web. 3,784. 1 86. CI 270-64 000

Leonard. Lewis R Halogenated polyhydroxy-containing phosphate

esters. 3.784,542, CI. 260-453.000.

Lepetjukha. Vladimir Semenovich: See—
Morgolenko. Anatoly Sergeevich. Kononenko, Vadim

Grigorievich, Fedosenko. Igor Grigorievich. Selivanov. Gen-

nady Dmitrievich; Kushnarenko. Sergei Grigorievich, and

Lepctjuktia. Vladimir Semenovich. 3.783,672

Lerner. Robert Wendell. Hayati. Hossein. and Flasch. John Robert, to

Stauffer Chemical Company. Coating composition. 3.784.505. CI.

260-37.0sb
Leschander. Richard G : .V<'<'—

Levy. Marilyn, and Leschander. Richard G. 3.784.377.

Leung. Han-Chung: .SV«'—

Fox. James H . Leung. Han-Chung, and Stern. Howard R..

3.784.210.

Lever Brothers Company: See—
Van Kampen. Daniel Marten, and Weenen. Jacobus Hendricus

Marinus. 3.784.476

Levy. Marilyn, and Leschander. Richard G.. to United States of Amer-

ica. Army Curve analysis method in color printing 3,784,377. CI.

46-23 (KM)

Lewchuk. Richard R ; and Shorr. Norman, to PPG Industries. Inc

Press polishing curved transparent pi>lycarbonate sheet material.

3.784.655. CI 264-1 (KM)

Lewis. Ernest E . to Whiteley Industries. Inc Tension control system

3.784.1 23. CI 242-75.530

Lewis. Geoffrey Arthur, to Lucas. Joseph, (Industries) Limited. Cen-

trifugal pumps 3. 784.3 17, CI 415-144 (K)0

Lewis. Kenneth Gill .SV«'—

Armstrong. David Alun; and Lewis, Kenneth Gill, 3.784.072.

Lewis. Thomas Robert: See—
Buckman. Wayne T . Miller. Blaine Monri>e; and Lewis, Thomas

Robert, 3.7X4.1 16

I lang Kai to Eastman Kodak Companv Internal support for diffusion

transfer clement 3,7X4.3X2, CI. 46-77000

Libcrtv Carton Co ; See—
Pfaffendorf". James L , and Johnson. Marlyn J) , 3,784.083

Liberty Glass Company: See—
Killen. Richard J ; and Jones. Robert G . 3.7X3,777.

Licenta Patent-Vcrwaltung-G m b H.: See—
Schadebrodt. Gerhard. Alt/schner, Gustav. Feldmann. Hans-Hel-

mut; Graichen. Bernhard.and Pabst. Wolfgang. 3.783,741

I icentia Patent-Verwaltungs-GmbH: See—
Maurer. Robert, 3.784.416

Lilly. Eli. and Companv: .SV<

—

'Miller. Richard P. 3.784.6X6
"

Tao. Eddie Vi Ping. 3.7X4.613

I indeggcr Robert, to Armor Elevator Company. Inc . mesne Position

indicating apparatus. 3.783.475. CI l87-24.()Or

Linden-Alimak AB: See—
Westerlund. Tage; and Hedman. Jarl. 3.784.032.

Lindgren, Frank E : See-
Frank. William; and Lindgren. Frank E . 3,783,785

Lindsav Wire Weaving Company; See— '

Hill, Vernon J . Jr . Southam. Earl A., and McDowell, John R..

3.784, 133.

LJndstrand. Gary L.; See—
Allison. Rudolph L ; and Lindstrand. Gary L.. 3.783.55 I

Lindstrom. Roald E: .SV< —
Elges, Carl H . Ill; Hasket. Philip R.; Bauer. Donald J.; and Lind-

strom. Roald E. 3,784,664.

I ingaraju Bhartoor. to Rodale Manufacturing Co.. Inc Grounding

connection for electrical unit 3.784.953. CI. 334-14 OOr.

Lipari. Dominic Timothy, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-

porated Torque testing screwdriver with automatic torque indicat-

ing means. 3,783.682. CI 73-139 000.

Lipinski. John M.: See—
Stump. Paul W.; Huber. James A., and Lipinski, John M ,

3,783,908. »
. '.

Liquid Carbonic Corporation; -SV*"—

Glynn. Emmett P ; and Hsu. Howard L , 3,783,633.

Litman. Alan, to General Ordnance Equipment Corporation Night vi-

sion device with viewing accesstiries. 3.784.278. CI. 350-10 000.

Litzler, Alfred: See—
Weber. Hans-Peter, Litzler, Alfred; Hertig. Jean. Milicevic.

Branimir; Euhring. Heinrich; Sieber. Johannes-Helmut; and

042818,3,78^,650.

Lo. George A.: See—
Frankel. Milton B.; and Lo. George A.. 3,784.420.

Lobb, Daniel Richard; See—
Burnham. Donald; Honeyball. Samuel Walter, Spooner. Michael;

and Lobb, Daniel Richard, 3,784,742.

Lochen, Michel Chazles. Weldinggun 3,784.782, CI. 2I9-I25.00r.
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Loffel. Albert, to UCB Societc Anonyme Reaction of halomethylated

polymers with quaternary ammonium salts of protected amino acids

3.784.523. CI 260-78 00a
Logan. John C : See—

King Alan C. and l.ogan. John C , 3.784.388.

Logar. Andrew Venetian blind 3.783.929. CI 160-168000.

Loma Corporation: See—
Hawk. Bob R .3.784.049

Lombard. Ralph See—
Sherwood. Noble, and Lombard. Ralph. 3.783,85 1

.

Lombardino. Joseph C: See—
Holland. Gerald F . and Lombardino. Joseph G . 3.784.606

Lombardo. Michael S See—
Grunwald. John J . D'Ottavio. Eugene D . Rhtnlenwcr. Harold L .

and Lombardo. Michael S . 3.784.440

Long-Lok Fasteners Corporation See—
Bagheri. Mans*>ur A H . Fitzgerald. Walter P . Jr . and Sanders.

Beatrix Y. 3.784.435

Longaio. Giuseppe Pre-stamped seating device 3.784.254. CI 297

445 000
Longenecker. Bruce Cameron: See—

Keller. Joseph Richard, and Longenecker. Bruce Cameron.

3.783.662

Lonnemo. Kurt R , to Sperry Rand Corporation Power transmission

3.784.327. CI. 417-222 000
Lopez. Erlindo C Christmas tree stand holder 3,784.136. CI 248

44 000
Low, William W See-

Morgan. Thomas R . Low. William W . Wamser. Christian A . and

Bruen. Charles P . 3.784.672.

Lowe. Warren: i><"—

Brown. Stuart, and Lowe. Warren. 3.784.474

Lowell. Se\mour. and Karp. Stewart Method of determining small sur

face areas 3.783.697. CI 73-432 Ops

Lowther. Frank E . to Purification Sciences. Inc Solid state frequency

converter for corona generator 3.784.838. CI 250-5 36 (MM)

Lucas Aerospace Limited See—
Crawley. Alan Arthur. 3.784.329

Lucas. Joseph. (Industries) Limited See—
Bottoms. Harry Simister. 3.783.9t)5

Lewis. Geoffrey Arthur. 3.784.317

Lucks. Irwin A . See—
Perkins. Carroll R . and Lucks. Irwin A . 3.784,725

Lukas. Helmut Hans See—
DeBortoli. George, and Lukas. Helmut Hans, 3,784.728.

Lukens Steel Company .S>f

—

Walters. Joseph J . and McGibbon. Verdun R . 3.784,176

Lund. Herbert J . See—
Amer. Kenneth B . and Lund. Herbert T , 3.784.3 1

9

Lupert. Rosemarie Method of producing continuous plastic shapes

3.784.659. CI 264-47 000
Luthv. Richard G -SVf—

Ciani. John B . and Luthy. Richard G .3.783.524.

Lyde. Derek Martin, to Albright & Wilson 1 imited Additive for the

clectrodeposition of copper 3.7K4.454.CI 204-52 OOr

Lynch. PaulJ .S.-^—

Modahl. Robert J .and Lynch. Paul J , 3.783.631.

Lyons. John G See—
Johnston. Samuel A . Lyflns. John G . and Riedmayer. Henry J .

3.784.948

Maass. Edward Ralph, to Curtis & Marble Machine Co Speedometer

3.784.91 3. CI 324-173 000
Mabert. Roger Jean, to DuAllier & Cie Ignition advance circuit

3,783.850. CI 123-146 50a

Macaulay. William R . Feldhakc. Ralph H . Higgins, Dale G . and Santa

Maria. Richard C . to ESB Incorporated Battery sealant carrier hav-

ing adhesive patches impregnated therein and a methtxl for making

it 3. 784.414. CI 136-175 000
MacDermid. Incorporated: See—

Grunwald. John J . D'Ottavio. Eugene D . Rhodenizer. Harold L .

and Lombardo. Michael S , 3.784.440

Mach. Thomas F Apparatus for imparting gloss to soap 3.784.533. CI

264-146 000
Maciula, L Andrew, to Oklahoma State University Hydroclone for

separating an immiscible heavy phase from a light phase liquid

3.784.009. CI 210-1 14000
Maeda. Tsutomu. and Sato. Yoshikazu. to Dainichi-Nippon Cables.

Ltd. Apparatus for connecting waveguide and method therefor

3.784.939. CI 333-98OOr
Magalotti. Thomas D . and August. Ernest, deceased (by August. Ele-

anor J . executrix) Hand tool for dispensing frozen food items

3.784.341, CI 425-280 000.

Magee, Ramon J : See—
Greenwood. Aaron O . Magee. -Ramon J . and Otto. Stanley W .

3.783.779
Maier. Roe J . Jr Releasable ski binding 3.784.2 16. CI. 280- 1 I 35d

Maizlish. Bernard L.: See—
sterling. Charles A . and Maizlish. Bernard L , 3.784,1 38.

Makarov. Viktor Alexeevich: See—
Mamin. Evgeny Borisovich; Makarov. Viktor Alexeevich; Kor-

neeva. Calina Pctrovna. Poppcl. Boris Safronovich; and Ivanov,

Vyacheslav Ivanovich. 3,784,825

Makino. Katsuoi Joh. Sciji; and Takeda. Kouzou. to Fuji Xerox Co.,

Ltd Electroph«<tographic developing pri>cess 3.783.818. CI 118-

4 (XK)

Malci>ms*>n. Ri>bert S .%<•«•

—

Hutchinst>n. Herman R . Arpajian. Vasken F ; and Malcoms«>n.

Roberts .3.784.657

Malm. Eugene F Insect protective garment 3,783,45 1 . CI 2-4 (HH).

M a 1 leek . Joseph W See—
Whalen. Mark E . and Malleck. Jtiseph W . 3.783,494.

Mallorv . P R . & Co . Inc See—
B<HH;n. James M . 3.783.480

Cilberti. Frank Leonard. Jr . 3.784.4 1 I

Maly. NcilA .SV.-

Men.ipace. Henry R. Benncr, Gerald S. and Maly, Neil A.
3.784.631

Maly. Neil A . Menapace. Henry R . and Bonner. Gerald S . to

GtHKlvear Tire & RubK-r Companv. The Dimeri/ation or

ciHJim'cri/atioii of alph.i olefins 3.784.629. CI 260 683 ! 5d

Maly, Neil A. Menapace. Henry R. and Benncr. CJerald S. I»

G<M)dyear lire & Rubber Companv. The Dimeri/ation or

c»Klimeri/ation ot alpha olefins 3.784,630. CI 260 683 1 5d

Mamin. Fvgcny Borisovich. Makar«>v. Viktor Alexeevich. Ki>rneeva.

Calina Pctrovna Poppcl. Boris Safronovich, and Ivanov , \ yacheslav

Ivonovich Beta irradiation appar.itus 3.784,825, CI 250 496 (MK)

Maneck. Ernst .SV«-—
Adier. Jurgen, Erck, Karl. Klebba. Horsl. Kramer. Wolfgang,

Maneck, Ernst. Mueller Fckhardt. Hans, and Schwenk. Kurt,

3,783,568

Manghirmalani. Arjan T . to Xerox Corporatum Dark decay retarda

, tion 3,784.299, CI 355-3 (KM)

Mannher/. Elmer D , Riester, Hubert A . Schm«HKk. Roy F .and Yard^

John S , lo Fischer & Pt>rter Company Electromagnetic flowmeter

with square wave excitation 3,783.687. CI 73 194()cm

Manouss«>s. Ciei>rges See-

Kalopissis. Gregoire. BouilUm. Claude. Man«>ussos. Cieorgcs. and

Berrebi.Claudine. 3.784.685 i

Mans. Leonardus Frans Helene .SVi-—

Gcominy, Louis Joseph Henri, (iumm.ins, Hubertus Johannes

Josephus, Mans. Leonardus Frans Helene. and Ruvlenbeek. Sil-

vester Mane. 3.784.784

Manske, W cndell J .S««-

-

Bildusas. l.eonas I . and Manske. Wendell J .3.784,394

Mansnerus. Harlan H , lo I niled States of America. Navy Multi input

lo«<p filter with independent bandwidth and response characteristics

3.784.924. CI 330 3()(M)r

Manyafov. Valery Nikolaevich. Busheev . Anatoly Ivanovich. Semenov.

Roman Lvovich, and Klevlsov. Valery Alexeevich Electron tube

having chamber an.>de structure 3,784.866. CI 313 :9V(MH)

Marathon Oil Companv .V<'i'

-

i

Hol.ivka,John M ! and Hurley. Edward. 3.784.646 I

Jennings. Robert R . and I hiunton, William M , 3.783,944

Maravet/. Lester L , t«> Esso Research and Engineering Company Her-

bicidal N-furfurvl substituted 2 16-dinitr«>anilines 3.784.574. CI

260-347 7(M)

Marcellis. Alphanso W , and Kers«.hner, Paul M . to Cities Service Oil

Ci>mpany Lubricating oil ci>mpositu>ns 3,784,473. C'l 252-51 50a

March.int. Derek N .SV*-—

Bagshawe. Kenneth D . and Marchant. Derek N . 3.784.826

Marc«>. Leslie Stephan. to Illinois linil Works Inc Nursing bottle c«>n

struction and assembly 3.784.039. CI 215 ll(M)e

Marforio. Nerino. t»> S p.A Virgini«) Rimoldi & C Apparatus for

priMiucing stitching patterns with sewing machine removing means.

3.783.809. CI 112 121 140

Marform, Nerin«i. to S p A Virginui Rimoldi & C Lwiper driving

device with pcruHlically variable speed in /ig-/ag chainstitch sewing

machines 3.783.8 10. CI 1I2-159(M)0 ,

Mark. Margaret F B<H>krack 3.784,02 1 .CI 2 I 1-43 IXX). I

Markham. Michael H . to Chubb Industries. Limited Safe deposit ap-

paratus 3.784.090. CI 232-44 OOO
Markowilz, Ivan N , and Gray, Darby A . to H«)neywell Information

Systems. Inc Solenoid actuator 3.784,943. CI 3 <5-266 OOO

Marks. John L . to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion Wire cutting apparatus 3.783.726. CI 83 355 OOO
Maroschak. Ernest J . to Plastic Tubing Inc Converted corrugated pipe

molding machine 3.784.346. CI 425-326 (H)b

Marquette Electronics. Inc. See—
Richetts. James R , 3.783,865.

Marrett. Rolf See—
Eranck. Heinz-Gerhard. Metzendorf. Walter. Schweym. Erich,

Beneke. Herbert. Marrett. Rolf, Nijssen, Jozef, and Omran,
Jaafar. 3.784.487. ,

Marsee. Frederick J: .S*-^— i '

Hirschler. Daniel A . Jr ; and Marsee. Frederick J . 3.783.841

Marsh. Albert F Automatic egg incubator 3.783.832. CI 1 19-37 000.

Martens. Hans. Diepers. Hemrich. and Muller. Alfred, to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft Metht>d of treating the surface of superconductor

niobium cavity restinators 3.784.452, CI 204-26 000.
|

Martin Guy. .S>f—

Auphan. Michel Joseph, and Martin Guy. 3.783.5 1 5

Martin. Johannes Josef. Martin, Walter Josef, and Weber, Erich, to

Martin, Josef. Feuerungsbau GmbH Furnace construction.

3.783.803. CI 1 10-165 OOr

Martin. Josef, Feuerungsbau GmbH: See—
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Martin. Johannes Josef. Martin. Walter Josef; and Weber. Erich.

3.783.803

Martin. Richard John. .SV*-—

Fleming. George Latto; and Martin. Richard John, 3,784.647

Martin. Walter Josef: .SVp-
_, „, ^. r- u

Martin. Johannes Josef. Martin. Waller Josef, and Weber, Erich,

3,78.3,803

Martinec. Eugene E : .SV*-—

Fairaizl. Max L.and Martinec. Eugene F , 3.783.474

Martinet. Cristobal; and Rodriguez. Dario. to Laboratories Made. S A

Pvridoxine alpha-ketoglutarate and its derivatives. 3.784,553. CI

260 297.500

Martone. Ronald J . Goldman. Samuel C; and Heaton. Clifford C . to

Picker Corporation Scintillation camera with light diffusion system.

3.784.8 19. CI 2 50-366000
MarunakaTekkosho Inc : .SV*-—

Mochi/uki. Nakataro. 3.783,917.

Maruvama, Koichi .SV<-—

Takemoto, Takeo, Yamazaki, Eiich. Maruyama, Koichi. and

Leda.Toshio. 3.783.754

Yamazaki. Eiichi, Maruyama. Koichi. and Ueda, Toshio.

3.784.282

Marvel. Carl S .SV*-—

Hedberg. Frederick L . and Marvel. Carl S. 3,784,517.

Masago. Takaya ,V»"«'—

Sato. Takaka/u. and Masago. Takaya. 3.784. 1 72

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg .SV«

—

Hirt. Dieter, Cierlich Iconhard; and Heinle. Eugen. 3.783,68

1

Maschinenfabrik Buckau R Wolf Akticngesellschaft: .SV*-—

Steprath. Werner, and Birkhol/. Manfred, 3,783.701

M.ischinenfabrik I orcnz Akticngesellschaft .SV<—

Seiberhch, W alter. 3.783.740

Maschinenf.ihrik Oerlikon See—
Nslund.Knut, 3.784.350

Mason, Charles H , to I'nited States of America, Atomic Energy Com-

mission Multipoint vibration nu)nitt)ring system 3.783,680, CI 73-

71 200
Masoneilan International, Inc See—

Paet/el. Herbert, and Pfeiffer. Horst. 3.784. 1 56

Massicotte, Alfred G Reaction game with scrambling of indicia

1 784 197, CI 273-1 (M)e

Massmger, Alvin G Stabilizer bar link 3,784.1 80. CI 267-66.000

Masson. James C , and Hall, Albert M , to Monsanto C ompany Color

stabih/ed acid-dyeable ;icr>lonilrilc containing fibers 3,784,5 12. CI

260-45 95p
Master lock Companv See—

Foote. Daniel J . 3.783.656

Fi>ote.DanielJ .3,783,657

Matherne 1 ee J Apparatus for welding vertical members during incle-

ment weather 3.783.906. CI I 38-103 (H)0.

Matsuda. Molonobu See—
Tsujimoto. Kayoshi. Yata, Ki.taro. and Matsuda. Motonobu.

3.783.758.

Malsumoto, Ikuo. and Oka/awa. Mas.io. to Banvu Pharmaceutical Co .

ltd and Hiroyoshi Hidaka 2,6-Bis(thio urea) derivatives of

pvridine 3.784,632, CI 260 293 690

Matsumoto, Kazuo See—
Okumura, Kentaro. Matsumoto. Kazuo; and Su/uki. Mamoru.

3.784,640
Matsumura, Yasuo: .SV<

—

Sekiguchi. Hidcto. Matsumura. Yasuo; Aral. Kojiro. Haruyama.

Kunio. and Wakitani. Mitsuru. 3,784.666

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co . ltd .SV<

—

Amagami. Kei/o. Nishijvo. Masaru; Takahashi. > utaka; and

Nawa. MotONuki. 3.783.904

Nagahiro. Michinon. Yabu. Toshiomi. Hosono. Hiroo; and

Ushihara.Masaharu, 3,784, 128

Watanabe. Jun. Hosoi. Susmu. Kuwazaki. Masahiro; Ota, Akira.

Takata. Toshikatsu. and Asaoka. Junichi. 3.784.4 1 3.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company. Limited: See—

Kobayasi. Hiroyukt. and Akasaki. Isamu. 3.783.825

Mattel, Inc .SVf—
Fox. James H.. Leung. Han-Chung, and Stern, Howard R .

3.784.210.

Shapero. Wallace H . 3.783.554

Summerfield.WilliamF. 3.784.211

Matthews. John W Horizontal vibration isolation system 3,784,146,

CI 248-358 OOr

Mattichcnko. Anatoly Petrovich: •Vf*'—

Kus.>vsky. Boris Isaakovich; Pavlov. Nikolai Ivanovich; Mattichen-

ko. Anatoly Pctrovich. Zakharov. Sergei Alexandrovich. and

Kirilin. Anatoly Fedorovich. 3.784.461.

Maurer August, to Vereinigte Osterreichische Eisen- und Stahlwerke

Akticngesellschaft Apparatus for cooling a continuous casting

mould. 3.783.937. CI 165-107000

Maurer Robert, to Licentia Patcnt-Verwaltungs-GmbH Coherent

phase receiver circuit 3.784.916, CI 325-419.000

Mautz, Frances E Loading container means 3.784.054, CI. 220-

22.(K)3.

Maxey. Loren R. Snow handling apparatus. 3.783,949. CI. 172-

133 000
May Francis A., to Consolidation Coal Company. Cable splice ap-

paratus. 3,783,487. CI 29-203()Od

May. John J. Digital system for controlling traffic signals. 3.784,971,

CI. 340-40.000.

May. Oswald, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deuu Aktiengesellschaft. Trans-

mission overdrive shifted by clutch release. 3.783,985, CI. 192-

3 500
Mayr, Helmut; See—

Winkler. Alfred; Pelte. Richard; Huber. Theodor; and Mayr, Hel-

mut. 3.784.292.

Mc Intyre. Frank H. Jr.: .SVc—

Yocum. Norman E ; and Mc Intyre. Frank H. Jr.. 3,783,559.

McCaffray. Edmund. Jr. Stitch spacer for broom stitching machine.

3.783.806. CI 1 12-6.000.

McCombie, William S.: See—
Whitley. Ernest M.; Beaman. Don L.. and McCombie, William S..

3.783.763.

McCoy . Paul O ; See—
Zimmerman. Stanley D ; and McCoy. Paul O.. 3.784.531

.

McDonald. Ralph E: .SV*-—

Eddens. Fletcher C ; Corley. Willjam P.; Sailing. Jack Ronald; and

McDonald. Ralph E. 3.784.1 37.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: .SVf

—

DcGaston. Alexis Neal. 3.784.876.

McDowell. John R: .SV< —
Hill. Vernon J . Jr ; Southam. Earl A ; and McDowell. John R..

3.784.133.

McFarland. James D , Jr Inlet manifold for an internal combustion en-

gine. 3.783.843. CI 123-52.()mv.

McGahon. John O.. and Byrne. William J., to Smyth Manufacturing

Company, mesne. Conveyor 3.783.991. CI 198-33.0ab.

McGeary Frank L ; and Zampetti. Patrick L., to Construction Special-

ties Inc Foot grilles and mats. 3.783.47 1 . CI 1 5-2 1 5.000.

McGibbon. Verdun R.: .SV*-—

Walters. Joseph J.; and McGibbtin. Verdun R , 3,784.1 76.

McGlothlin. Raymond E ; Werlein. Eugene R ; Taylor, Bruce F
.
and

Schultz Roger Lee, to Dresser Industries, Inc. Drilling fluid agent

and method of making same 3.784.579. CI. 260-414.000.

McGonigle. Frank Michael: .SVt —
Sonn. George Frank, and McGonigle. Frank Michael. 3.784.393.

McGrogan. Ellwood Patrick. Jr.. to RCA Corporation Constant cur-

rent circuit. 3.784.844. CI. 307-270.000.

McGusty. Elizabeth R ; and Sutton, Blaine M . to Smithkline Corpora-

tion Phosphine or phosphite gold complexes of thioethanol and

derivatives thereof to treat arthritis. 3.784.687. CI. 424-2 1 2.(K)0.

Mclntire. Otis R : .S>f—

Steinhaucr. Alfred F ; and Mclntire. Otis R.. 3.784.488.

Mcintosh Alexander Charles; and Smith. Maurice Irvin. to Tel-Tone

Corporation. Pulse ratio detector 3.784.758. CI. 179-84.0vf

McKendry.Lennon H : .SVf—

Larsen. Eric R , McKendry. Lennon H ; and Edamura. Fred Y .

3.784.610.
r- .^

Larsen. Eric R.; McKendry. Lennon H.; and Edamura. Fred Y..

3.784.611. •

McKernan Bernard J . lo Van Dorn Company Containers for corro-

sive f«Hid products. 3,784.048. CI. 220-54 000.

McKown. AlanG.. to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.

Process for coating particulate adhesive. 3.784.395. CI 1 17-17 000

McNally John P . and Neumann. Henry O. Hydraulic jack lift safety

brake system 3.783.983. CI 188-189000.

McNeil. Thomas W il|iam: .SV<'—

Hope. William Ernst, Hope. Mary Jarvie; and McNeil. Thomas

William. 3.784.01 8.

McPherson. Neil Freeman; and Hanssmann. Nils, lo Atomic Energy of

Canada. Limited Method and apparatus for TIG lube welding

3.784.778. CI. 2 19-60.00a. _ ^ ^
McReynolds. James l. ; and Topalian. Harry H .

to General Foods Cor-

poration Protective coatings for confectioneries and bakery

products. 3.784.7 14. CI. 426- 1 7 1 .000.

McVay. Malcolm Scott C , lo U.S. Chemicals and Plastics. Inc.. A Div_

of AIco Standard Corporation Additive package and method of

compounding resins therewith. 3.784.005. CI 206-84.000.

Mead Corporation. The: See—
Stout, James T, 3,784,053

Medical Innovations. Inc.: -Vff—

Sauer. Harold S.; Hagopian. Nubar D ; and Colman. John M ,

3.783.859.

Medix, Inc.: See—
Waldbillig.CharlesC. 3.783.900

Meher. Martin Duane: See—
Carter, J Warne, and Meher. Martin Duane. 3.784,239.

Meier. Rene: .SVf— ... n
Gagneux. Vandre, Heckendorn, Roland; and Meier. Rene.

3.784,556.

Meijer. Roelf Jan; and Jaspers, hjendrik Alphons, to U.S. PHilips Cor-

poration Gas-supported rollmg diaphragm seal for piston and

cylinder assembly. 3,783,745, CI. 92-83.000

Meitz. Frederick W.. to MSL Industries, Inc. Automatic screw driver.

3.783,491. CI. 29-212.00r.

Menapace. Henry R.:Sff— ^ ,, c
Maly. Neil A.; Menapace, Henry R.; and Benner, Gerald S.,

« 3,784.629.

Maly, Neil A.; Menapace, Henry R.; and Benner. Gerald S..

3.784.630.
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Menaoace Henry R. Bcnner. Gerald S. and Mal>. Neil A. to

c3vcar Tire & RubNrr Compans. The D.mcn/a,.on or

c.:^.n,er..a,.on of alpha olef.ns 3 .784.03 1 • CI :«>-^« 3i I d

Mcntzcr. James A Br.dge bidding indicator 3.7X4.7 19. CI 3^« lH»h

"'"y^cfrn'sunl^:: . Pera. John D . Rath.. Fred W .
and Mercer.

Gerald D . 3,784.649

Merck &. Co . Inc -S*-*"—
Saari. Walfred S . and Miller. Charles S .

3.784.7U).

Spangler. Herbert D . 3.784.716

Stone. Clement A . 3.784.703

Merck & Company . Inc .SVf—
Firestone. Raymond A. 3.784. S«*)

Merklinghaus. Horst. to Tedeco. NV and Tedcco S erpachung

GmbH Apparatus for deep drawings containers of therm.>plaMic

film material 3.784.3.4:. CI 4:.s.:9:iHH)

Merrill George S Apparatus and meth*>d for generating cleclricity

3.784.449. CI :o:- 180 0(H)

Messina. Antonio See— ^ , . »- a»i .-...

Grimm. Hans-LIeh. Zufferey. Daniel, and Mevsma. AntonK>.

3 784 9^4

Messner. Rudolf, and Zilken. Han^oach.m. to FF^A^^crl* Frit/

Kienh GmbH Device for filling ci^rettc tubes 3.78 1.88.. II I ' i

70 000
Metallgescllschaft Aktiengcscllschaft v. -

cu ii

Frtl Dietrich, Eishold. HorM Gunter. Gilles. Helmut. Schmolling.

Gunther.Steuernagel, W ahcr. and Nitz, Jurgen, 3,783.589

Metallurgical F xoproducts Corp«>ration .S.t

-

Rocher, George, and Vayda, Pierre Andre, 3.784.177

Metallwerk Max Brosc & Co .S.-«

—

Dehler. Bernard. 3.783.7o:

Metcalfe Kenneth A . and Clements. Al%^in Spencer, to Common

_

wealth of Australia. The. care of the Secretary. Department ..I

Supply Transferring recorded signals and latent electr..static imago

before development 3.784.398. CI ll7.17.MlO

Methi>d Industries, ltd SVc-
, ^. . u

Vamano. Togo. Jono, Kumiko, Sato, Shigehikt., and Nakanishi,

Michio. 3.784.699

Metritape, Inc .%«•«•- i-rui^wo
Ehrenfried, Albert D . and Pierce. N»>rton I .

3,783.689

Metros4>und Manufacturing Ci>mpjn\ I imited Vr— ,_„,,„.
Myers. Mark Stanley, and Bishop. Ronald Frederick. 3.783.470

Mct/endorf.VN alter \..-
. , .. , c i. -, i-r. h

Franck Hcin/ Gerhard. Met/endorf. >», alter. Sch»eym. Fri^h.

Beneke. Herbert, Marrett. Rolf. Silssen. Jo/el. and Omran.

Jaafar.3.784.4H7

Meyer. Fr»in .S«r- .^w. i i- i im «->«
Forgo. Gabor. Meyer. Erwin. and Schilter. Jiisef. 3.78 «.8-8

Meyer. Jacques \«v- ,,«,«„,.
Thomas. Philippe, and Meyer. Jacques. 3.784.S86

Mever. Ka\e A , mesne Se, -
, -,„, ^, i

Billings, R.n O , and Henderw.n. Samuel R ,3,783,61*

Me\er. I eonardS S<-. -
i -iw !».<.->

Drostholm.FredeHilmar. and Meyer. Leonards , 3,784,66_

Me\er Melvin H , l» Stone Container Corp*.ration Skin packaging

process and skin package thereof 3,784,004. CI 206-80 (K)a

Meyer. Ri>th& Pastor, Maschienefabrik GmbH V«-t-

Wuest Tom 3 781,609

Mevers.DuaneA Fishing lure retriever 3,783,546,CI 43-
1
7 2(8)

Michael. Maiden W V.-
v. k „ l-

Innes, William B , Michael, Maiden W , and Adler. Stephen F

1.784,484
. , ,

Michael ririch. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Motori/ed control r*Kl

drive 1 784.8X9. CI 318 171 (MH)

Michel. Fberhard. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Steam t!^n-;f;'«'" f'"

pressuri/ed water nuclear reactors 3.783.838. CI 12: 34 000

Michel. Karl Sre-
Randak, Alfred, and Michel. Karl. 3.784,418

Mihaldi Floro D . to Case Westen Reserve L niversity Tomographic

scann.ngprocess 3,784,820, CI 250362(88.

M.Ian Ernest A . to Goodvear Tire & Rubber Company. The Variable

length festooning of web material 3.784.071. CI 226-1 0(M.

Miles Peter to Ciba Geigv AG Acrylate addition products of dialkvi

phosphorodithioic acids' 3.784.588. CI 260-928 000

Milicevic.Branimir .SVf— kai.—^^-
Weber Hans Peter littler. Alfred. Hertig. Jean. Milicevic

Branim.r. Fuhring. Heinrich. Sieber. Johannes-Helmut, and

042818.3.783.650

Miller Arnold W . and l.ar«>n. William D . Jr . to Electro Specialties.

Inc Capacitor discharge ignition system testing apparatus

3.784.901. CI 324-16 OOr

Miller. Blaine Monroe .SV*-— tk ._ .<

Buckman. Wavne T . Miller. Blame Monr^nr. and I ewis. Thomas

l^obert. 3.784.1 16.

Miller. Charles S.S*'.'—

Saari. Walfred S . and Miller. Charles S .
3.784.7(H)

Miller. Charlie D . to Carrier Corp.)ration Rotary internal tube cutter

3.783.721-. CI 82-82 (H)0

Miller. Edward F .S>f— ^
Chafetz. Harry. Cullen. William P and Miller. F.dw-ard F.

3.784.645 .. ^ _
,

Miller James I . Wright. Carl J . and Harrold. Marshall C to General

Motors Corporation Clothes dryer with press saver cycle including

periodic signals 3.783.529. CI. 34-45 OOO

O.

Miller. Richard P . t.> I illy, Eli, and Company MelfHKl
"f

'"h-bitiing the

action of renin in hypertensive mammals 3,784.686, C 1
4-4-'« »nj.i

Miller, Ruth A Sre-
j

Saari, Walfred S , and Miller. C harles S .
3.784.7(KV

Mills, n.llyR FcH.1 rest for trucks 3.784.247. CI 296-75 (HX).

Mills. Don See— „. , » i tuj u«,

I enthall. R..bert. Mills. D..n. and lee. Charles A .
3.784.

1
86

Milltronics limited V*-- ,,„,„.««
Grothe. John, and C)NN>rne. Brian Frank. 3.783.69?

j

Milprint. Inc .V<t— ,-,„, .,,
Paislev . Ciorge C . and Tier. Fred G .

3.784 .4 .«4

Minami. Hiroshi. Ando. Masao. and Obata^ >«
^'"7•Ka^JI Cl'

Shibaura Electric Co . I Id Cathiide ray tube device 3.784.74 1. CI

178-7 88(.

Minnes».la Mining and Manufacturing C ompany ,Vf—

Amos, James H .
3,783,856

, -,„ . ,oj
Bildusas. I eonas I , and Manske. Wendell J ,

;^84,3'M

Gobran, Ramsis, Kremer, I eon V. and Lthier. DoU^es

1 784, 502
Mckown. AlanCi , 3,784,395 i

Shevim, IhomasS , 3,784,787 I

Minolta C amera kabushiki Kaisha .SV.--
». . .„ .h..

lsu|im».to, Kayoshi, Vata, Kotaro, and Matsuda, MoUmobu,

Miscevic Daniel \ , 1/2 to CK»pman. Martin D Holder for shank but

Ion 1.783.808. CI 1 12 IMtKK)

Mitchell King Skates 1 imited .V« —
Staples, J..hn, 3.784.217

Mitchell Industrial Tire C»« . Inc Srt-—
Estabr«H>k, Frederick C . 3.783.484

Mitchell. Olga Marv Mracek ,S«v- ... i* i,

Berkley David Arthur, and Mitchell. Olga Mary Mracek.

1.784.747

Mho. Sad.io .Vf-
i 7«j ««<

Motegi. Shop. I ki. Ni.rthiro. and Milo. Sad.M.. 3.784.8.s>

Mitsubishi Jukogvo Kabushiki Kaisha Vc

lakayan.igi. Shigena.., and Niminla. loy«H>. 3.784. 1 87.

Mitsuishi Fukai fekkosho. I td .V*-—

Iwasaki.Shigeo. 1.784.343
, , .,

Miyake Susumu. t.. Fu|i Tovuki to . I td I ubricatu.n oil applicator

device 3. 783.971. CI 184-3 (H)r

Mivata. Katsuhiko Vi— i.„,„,
I no Na,.vuki, Nomura. Katsuhiko. S.ik.i/aki. Tuda/umi.

Watanabe. Koichiro. Miyata. Kalsuhik... and I rami. Fumn..

M.vata'Ken,i"!.nd Okamura. Ma.sah.ro. to "''•'l^^h'' •;',"';!.?'"""•''

switching semiconductor device 1.784.886. C I 1 1 7 21^ <K r

M.va/awa. Hide.chi. to Kabushik. Kaisha '"Jy.V"*^ "".V '?w .
'
*

motor m an electronic timepiece 3.783.608.C I 58 I 16 (K.r

M.va/awa. Kokichi >««•-
,, , . _i

Yam..da, Sh.geki. Miya/awa. Kokichi. N..ka. Hideaki. and

Voshida. Voshio. 1.7)<4.670

M.va/kaki. Kenichi Srr—
i. .„. u.

Nakada, letu.., <).>yama, N.iN.ru, and Miya/kaki, Kenivhi,

1.78 3.778
. .^, a u

Mi/utani. Yukio. Sata. loshikalsu. l/u... Ryu,., and ^ ..mane. Reiich.

deceased (bv Vamane. M.isako. heir), to lokuv.ima Vnla Kabushiki

Kaisha Pr.K.ess for removing electrolytes from aqueous s».lution

V784.457.C1 204 l80(H)p
|

Mobil Oil C orp«>ration .S«e' -

lheissen.R..bertJ .3.784.6l«i
. , . » i i. - .,

Mochi/uki. Nakataro. to Marunaka lekkosho Inc W.hkI sheer

m.ichine 3.783.917. CI 144-175 <HH.

M.Klahl. Robert J . and I ynch. Paul J }^' }''"": ^
'^^^^^^^ ^,' Jl^

s,.rptu.n heat exchange svstems. meth.nls and abs..rhent comp.>M-

tions 1 783.631. CI 62 II2(H8)

M.Hlel, Ernst, and Bindler, Jakob, to Ciba Ge.gv C orp,.r..tu.n

Halogenated 2 acyU.xv diphenylethers as bactericides and fungi-

cides 3,784.694. CI 424-304 (88)

M..del Ernst, and Dindler. Jakob, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation^

Halouenated diphenvlether ct.nlaining c.mpositions and control ol

pests therewith 3.78'4.698. CI 424311.88)

M«HJern Equipment Company '.^'-
i7«. oii

I Kaiser. Francis T . and Schanen. Robert R
• ^•7»*^!,'^\^

^,,, „, ^,
M.ie. Jack M Synchronizer for hydraulic cylinders 3.783.620. CI 60-

547 (HH)

Mohasco Industries. Inc : Srr—
Crawford. Allan H .3.783.654

M.ihr Harvey O . to Hydrotech Internatu.nal. Inc Hydraulic connec-

t.^ actuating apparatus 3.784.234.CI 285-18(KH)

Mohr. John Gilbert .V.-t—
. w i- ik . ^ T«a . i|

Arm. David Michael, and Mohr. John Gilbert. 3.784.1 21

Mol Jaci>b C to Wal \ ac. Inc Wall mounted vacuum cleaner unit

^ and method of .ns.a.lat.o. ^.783.472 CI .^-^4 CHK.

Moller. Freder.k Chr.stian Earplug 3.783.864. CI 1.8-|s.O(8)

Moller. Hermann Sfe—
, c r ,. i ir,-.n,

Andres, Rudolf. M.iller. Hermann, and Seyfried. Franz.

M<.lstad; David' R Wire lubrKraling device 3.783.972.CI IM-l5.(H)r.

Molzahn. Herbert W .SV«— , .. ^ „, ^ ^u\ ^qa
Watt. J D.>nald. and Molzahn. Herbert W .

3.783.594.

Monarch Marking System Company .
The Ser—

Hamisch, Paul H,Sr. 3.783.783
, ,„^ ^,

'

Keefe. Jack D . and Finke. Eugene W .
3.784.665

Monarch Marking Systems. Inc See—
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Dobras. Bruce W .3.784.792

Monsanto Company See—
Chupp. John P . and Tung. ChingC. 3.784.544.

Kirby. James Ray. 3.784.5 1 1

Masson. James C . and Hall. Albert M.. 3.784.5 1 2.

Ort. Morris R .3.784.539

Paulik. Frank E. 3.784.518.

Perry. Eli, and Strazik. William F . 3.784.620

Perry. Eli. and Strazik. William F . 3.784.624.

Perry. Eli. and Strazik. William F . 3.784.625.

Studer. James R .
3.784.6.S8

Moodv Aquamatic Systems. Inc See—
Troglione. Vincent R . 3.784.008

M«>oKk Friedrich. to Emil und Adolf Becker KCJ V-belt for a stepless

variable asymmetric V-belt driving gear 3.783.705. CI 74-234 (MM)

Moore Clyde Maurice, to Moorex Industries. Inc Prefabricated build-

mg components 3.783.563. CI 52 I I (M)0

MtHirc Robert E . to Sun Research and Development Co Haloada-

mantanes 3.784.61 5. CI 260-648 (M)r

Moore. William A See— I

Holmes. Frank. Moore, William A . and Read. George. 3.784.274

Moore. William Percy, to Allied Chemical Corporation Prtnluction of

potassium polyphosphates 3.784.367. CI. 7I-36.(HK)

Moorex Industries. Inc SVr -

Moore. Clvde Maurice. 3.783.563

Morel. Charles J SVf—
Frel Jorg Morel. Charles J . and W acker. Oskar. 3.784.602

Morgan. Charles R , to Grace, W R , & Co Crethane, thioether-con-

taining polyene composition and the reaction product thereof

1.-'84.';24.CI 260-77 5cr

Morgan.PeterFrnest .Sir —
W illats Donald James, and Morgan. Peter Ernest. 3.784.4_8

Morg.in Thomas R . I ow . W illi.im W . Wamser. Christian A ;
and

Hruen. Charles P . to Allied Chemical Corporation Process for

reducing the trivalent chromium content of alkali metal bisulfate

solul.ons 3.784.672. CI 423 202 0(H)

Morgolenko. Anatoly Sergeevich. Kononenko. Vadim Grigorievich.

Fedosenko. Igor Grigonevich. Selivanov. Genn.idy Dmitrievich.

Kushnarenko. Sergei (irigorievich. and lepetjukha. Vladimir

Semenovich High speed machines f..r shaping metals which employ

theenerv of high pressure gas 3.783.672. CI 72-407 (M)0.

Mori.( hu/o Roll memorandum device 3.784.074. CI. 226-127.000.

Mori Denki Manufacturing Co . I td .SVr—

M..ri,Shin|iri.. 1.784.808

Mori Shiniiro to Mori Denki Manufacturing Co . ltd Heat radiating

device for illuminating apparatus 3.784.808. CI 240-47 (M)0.

Mori.Takaaki See—-

lokuyama.1akashi.and Mori.Takaaki. 3.783.5(M).

M.irio Mlnoru. and Awala. Yoriy.ishi. to Sony Corporation Deflec-

l,on\okeforuseonc.ithoderay tube 3.784.859. CI 3 13-75 ()()()

Morilan Nonshige. Morna. Ikuro. Ira. Junichi. and Koono. Makoto

lo \ Klor C ompanv of japan. I td Tape autoloading recording and

reproducing apparatus 3.784.761 .CI. l79-l(M).2za.

Moriva. Ikuro Sri

—

Moritan. Nonshige. Moriva. Ikuro. Ura. Junichi. and Koono.

Makoto. 3.784.761

Morris. Philip. Incorptirated .SVi —
Rainer. Norman H . and Full. Donald A .

3.784.490

Moser. Paul .Sii-— , -,o . c,
Kartschmaroff. Peter. Moser, Paul, and Berger. Kurt. 3.784.5 10

Moskowitz. Arthur Sii —
Ornil/. Martin N . Moskowitz. Arthur, and Bressanelli. Jerome K

1.784.173

Moss Gerald to Esso Research and Engineering Company Removing

sulphur from hydrocarbons 3.784.676. CI 423-242 ()(M)

Moss. Norman See—
-, -mt n\<

Goodinge, Mark Wallinger, and Moss. Norman. 3.784.105.

Motegi Shoji. Uki. Northiro. and Mito. Sadao. to Hitachi. Ltd Device

for c.oling the collector portion of a ri>tary electric machine

3.784.855. CI 3 10 227000
Motoren undTurbine-l'nion SVi

—

Rossmann. Axel, and Hoffmuller. W ilhelm. 3.784.320.

Motorola. Inc : .Si-i"—
Rezek. John R .3.784.923

Spanjer. Keith G .3.784.079

Wisherd. Davids .3.784.932.

Zoroglu.DemirS .3.784,884

Mott James D . to Hydril Company Inside blowout preventer drilling

tool 3.783.942, CI 166-244.000 ,,^ .

Motz Kaye L . to Continental Oil Company Inhibition of olefin isome-

rization in displacement reactions 3.784.623. CI 260-677.00r.

Mount Hope Machinery Company: .SV<

—

Gallant.JamesO. 3.783.481

Mover Harris P . and Klein. Herbert H . to Unarco Industries. Inc.

Method of constructing a hollow beam 3.783.498. CI. 29-47 1 .300,

MSL Industries. Inc .SVi-—

Meitz, Frederick W .3,783,491

Willis, Arnold L , and Wortman. Harold. 3.783,578

MTL Incorporated ,S>«'— , -lo i «< i

Allison. Rudolph L . and Lindstrand. Gary L.. 3.783.55 1

Mucha. George M.; iff—
Laughlin, John R. and Mucha, George M ,

3.784.780.

Mueller-Eckhardt. Hans: See—

Adler, Jurgen; Erck, Karl; Klebba. Horst. Kramer. Wolfgang,

Maneck, Ernst, Mueller-Eckhardt, Hans; and Schwenk. Kurt.

3.783.568.
Muhlbaucr.Gerd Rudiger: iVf—

F.rich. Reinhard, Hoffmann. Hermann; and Muhlbauer. Gerd Ru-

digcr. 3.784.322.

Muller. Alfred: .SVi

—

Martens. Hans; Diepers. Heinrich; and Muller. Alfred, 3.784.452.

Muller. Manfred, to Akzon Incorporated. Method for producing rota-

tionally symmetrical glass fiber reinforced laminated hollow struc-

tures. 3.784.429. CI 156-175 000

Munchhach. Curt, to Ungcrer. Irma Apparatus for straightening metal

by stretching. 3.783.667. CI. 72-160 000.

Mund Konrad; Richter. Gerhard; and Wenzel. Magdalena; to Siemens

AktienKCsellschalt Method for the manufacture of powdered tung-

sten containing electrode material 3.784.4 1 2. CI. 136-122 000

Munger Fay E Fife. Warren E.; and Paolini. Alfred P .
to Jeffrey

Galion Inc . mesne Cutting chain link formed as integral element.

3.784.259. CI. 299-84.()(M).

Munson. James L: .SVr

—

Sievcrt. William C . CArter. William A.; and Munson. James L..

3.783.823.

Muraoka. James S . to United States of America. Navy. Protective sur-

faces or liners for subaqueous structures. 3,784.357. CI 21-61 .000.

Murphy. Charles H ; and Udy. Lex L . to Ireco Chemicals Apparatus

for preparing and packaging stick slurry explosives 3,783.735. CI

86-20.00r*

Murphy. James V . to Electronic Molding Corporation Terminal con-

struction 3.784.965. CI 339-258 (H)r

Murphy. Robert P ; and Jones. Frank O . Jr . to Amoco Production.

Company Minimizing clay damage in a log-inject-log procedure

3. 783,683, CI. 73-152000.

Murray Myles N . lo Industrial Electronic Rubber Company High

voltage anode cup 3.784,952, CI 339-12 OOv

Murrell, Kenneth R : ,SVf—

Barra, Frank J ; and Murrell. Kenneth R . 3.784.010.

Muschong. Peter W: .SVi-—

Farmer. Donald J ; Carlson. Charles J ; and Muschong. Peter W .

3.784.733.

Musebeck. Horst: See—
Dilpers. Heinrich; and Musebeck. Horst. 3.783.503

Muszumanski. Irude. and Gela. Helmut, to Vockenhuber. Karl and

Hauser. Raimund Zoom lens for super-8 film 3.784.283. CI 350-

184.()(H) ., ^ „,. .

Mutze Heinz. Barth. Gerhard, and Kertzscher. Klaus, to Veb Wirk-

maschienbau Karl-Marx-Stadt. Loop transfer means for circular

knitting machines 3.783.644. CI 66-95 (H)0

Myers Mark Stanley, and Bishop. Ronald Frederick, to Metrosound

Manufacturing Company Limited Cleaner for tape cartridge

players 3.783.470. CI 15-2IO.(M)r

Nagahiro Michinori, Yabu. Toshiomi; Hosono. Hirtni; and Ushihara.

Masaharu. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co . Ltd Tape drive

control system 3.784.1 28. CI. 242-201.000.

Nagase. Isao: .SV<

—

Yoshino. Takachika. Saito. Shigeru; Sobukawa. Masukum;

Nagase. Isao. Niikura. Masao. Ishikura. Jun; and Sasaki. Yu-

taka. 3.784.560.

Nagashima. Buemon: .SVi"—

Suzuki. Takcnobu; Nagashima. Buemon; Imiue. Masayoshi; and

Ito.Yoji. 3.784.904 '^

Nagel. Dietmar: See—
Summersby. E John, and Nagel. Dietmar. 3.783,867.

Nagler Robert T , to Bergstrom Paper Company Paper coating com-

positions. 3,784, 596^ CI 260-23.00r

Nahm Helmut; and Siedel, Walter; deceased (by Siedel, Helene EIkc,

nee Graf heiress), to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meister Lucius & Bruning. Pharmaceutical composition containing

phenoxyalkane-carboxylic acids, salts and esters thereo 3.784.697.

CI 424-309 000 <^

Naik.NavnilraiNagarji: ,SV<'—

Desai Nalin Bindupras;id; Jayaraman, Ponnusami; Ramanathan.

Visvanathan; Artz, Klaus; Naik, Navnitrai Nagarji; and Jenny.

Walter, 3,784,559.

Naka, Hideaki: .Sff—

Yamada, Shigeki; Miyazawa. Kokichi; Naka, Hideaki, and

Yoshida, Yoshio, 3,784,670.

Nakada Tetuo, Ooyama, Noboru. and Miyazkaki, Kenichi. to Janome

Sewing Machine Co , Ltd. Data indicating device for printing

machines. 3,783,778, CI. 101-45000.

Nakade Sadao; Kubota. Hirosuke; Oshita, Toshiyuki; and Sakane. Ku-

niyoshi to Kabushiki Kaisha Takenaka. Method of providing a pile

in a ground formation having a high resistance to movement

3,783,624.C1. 61-36 OOr.

Nakamura. Hisao: ,9ff

—

Yamamoto, Kalsuo; Sato. Hideo; Iwasa, Toshio; Nakamura,

Hisao, and Adachi. Katsuhiro, 3,783,649

Nakamura, Soichi, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Zoom lens system for close

upphotography 3,784.284. CI 350-186 000

Nakanishi, Michio: iVf—
. ^, . u

Yamano. Togo; Jono. Kumiko; Sato. Shigehiko; and Nakanishi.

Michio, 3,784,699

Nakanishi, Michio; Arimura. Katsuo; and Ao. Hideki. to Yoshitomi

Pharmaceutical Industries. Ltd. 2-Oxo- 1 ,4-dioxa-8-
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260-
a2aspiro( 4 5 )dec^nes and related compounds 3.784.551, CI

293 660
Nakatani. Hiroshi See—

Eukumaru. Toshitsugu. Hamma, Nontaka, Nakatani, Hiroshi, Fu-

kushima. Hideaki; and Toki. Kauuyuki. 3.784.577

Nakayama. Akira See—
Araki, Yoshitoshi. Yanagisawa. Yuzuru. and Nakayama. Akira.

3.784.862

Nakayama. Kiyoshi; and Tanaka. Haruo. to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co .

Ltd Process for producing 2-substituted 6-amino purine ribotnles

3.784,444, CI 195-28 OOn

Namikawa. Mamoru; and Aral. Kaneyoshi. to Tokyo Magnetic Printing

Company. Ltd Magnetic card 3.784.796. CI 2 35-61 12m

Nastasi. Gaetano Device for extracting and for inserting hearings in a

roller skate wheel 3.783.485. CI 29-201 000

Nathanson. Albert Light-on target game 3.784.203. CI 273-1 26 (H)a

National Bank of Commerce of Seattle, mesne See—

Allais. David C .3.784.794

National Patent Development Corporation See—
Khment. Karel. and Rutherford. .|ohn M . Jr . 3.784.540

National Research Development Corporation .S>r—

Cunningham. Sinclair L'pton. 3.783.748

Cunningham. Sinclair Upton, and Wells. James Rutherford.

3.783.749
Dawson. Robert Graham, and Sans*ime. Dennis Hugh. 3.783.668

Jilbert. Phillip Harvey. 3.784.920

Natter. Howard Image reproduction system f«>r dimensional stereoptic

perception 3.784.738. CI 178-6 50O

Naumann. Siegfried. Lauchner. Manfred. Golbs. Christian, and Schu

bert. Harry, to Veb Wirkmaschinenbau Karl-Marx-Stadt Holder

having slide needles mounted therein for knitting machines

3.783.646. CI 66-120 000
Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited .SV*-—

Covill. Dennis H .3.784.931

Nawa. Motoyuki; See—
Amagami. Keizo. Nishijyo. Masaru. Takahashi. .Yulaka. and

Nawa. Motoyuki. 3.783.9t)4

Neale. Robert "Schwenn. to Union Carbide Corporation Allylic sub-

stitution of olefins 3.784.609. CI 260-61 1 OOr

Nederlandse Organisatie voor Tocgepast-Natuurwetenschappclijk On-

derzoek ten behtK-ve %an Nijverheid. Handel en V erkecr See—

Van Staveren. Pieter. 3.784.324

Neidinger. William K . to Amos-Thompstin Corporation Melt blended

polyethvlcne-ethylene cop«)lymer ptilyblends 3.784.668. CI 264

310 000
Nekrasov. Konstantin Dmitrievich. Tarasova. Alexandra Petrovna. Bl

jusin, Alfred A\gustovich. Avdeeva. Tamara Petrovna. F.lin.

Vyacheslav Alexandrovich. Roizman. Pavel Aronovich. .and

Denisenko. Alexandr Panteloevich Method of preparing mix for

producing refactorv gas concrete and the product obtained thereby

3.784.385. CI 106-'4000r

Nelson. Gunner E . and Pearson. Tillmon H . to Ethyl Corporatiojj.

a a' Carboxyalkoxv succinic acid compounds as detergent builders

and sequestering agents 3.784.486. CI 252-546 (HH)

Nelson James E Fluid pressure actuated switch with prestressed

diaphragm 3.784.772. CI 200-83 (M)y

Nelson, William Junior, and Hinman. Charles William, deceased ( b\

Deitchler. Roy W. administrator), to Standard Brands Incorporated

Process for purifying glucose syrups containing fructose 3.784.409.

CI 127-46 00a ^

Nemchik. Joseph Michael. Jt> Bell Telephone Lab*)ratories. Incor-

porated Subscriber liK>p range extender 3.784,756, CI |7y-16(K)r

Nemet. John E . to General Tire & Rubber Company. The Energy ab-

sorbing buckling box 3.784. 181. CI 267-140 000

Neu John P . to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories lncorpt»rated

Matrix assembly 3.784.878. CI 317-101 Oce

Neudek.RudolphOtto ,SV<—

Rachlln, Joel R . and Ncudek. Rudolph Otto. 3.784.141

Neuman. Richard L . 1/2 to Laitrum Corporation. The Combination

mobile shelter and separable recreational equipment carrying trailer

3.784.248. CI 296-23 00b.

Neumann. Henry O. .V^?—

McNally. John P . and Neumann. Henry O . 3.783.983

Newbold. Thomas, to TRW Inc Connector for insulated conductors

and method for manufacturing said connector 3.784.731. CI. 174-

87 000
Newcombe, Jack; 5*r—

Dotson. Anderson O.. Jr.. Newcombe. Jack, and Wolford. Lionel

T. 3.784.509

Newell. Cyril, to United Kingdom of Great Britain & Northern Ireland.

Secretary of State for Defense in Her Britannic Majesty's Govern-

ment of the Ejector release units 3.784.1 32. CI 244-
1
37()Or

Newinger. VannO Heating device 3.783.855. CI 126 2500r

Newman. Albert P . and Haun. Clem Edward, to Empire Prtxlucts. Inc

Electrical connector with retainer means 3.784.964. CI 339-

2 19 OOr
Nicco. Adrien; See—

Fourment. Marie-Claude Gloried; and Nicco. Adrien. 3.784.396

Nicholson. John Stuart See—
Adams. Stewart Sanders. Armitage. Bernard John. Nicholstin.

John Stuart, and Ribera. Antonio. 3.784.705

Nicholson Manufacturing Company: See—
Nicholson. Thomas W . Jorgensen. Ray B , and Vanek. Stanley

Donald. 3.783.916

Nich»>lst>n. Th*>mas W . Jorgensen. Ray B . and Vanek. Stanley

Donald, to Nichols«>n Manufacturing Company Chipper chip-

removing structure 3.783.916. CI 144-172 (KH)

Nicklin. Norman Brian, to British Industrial Pla.stics. Limited Mould-

ing prtnress 3.784.664. CI 264-246 (KK)

Nicklin Thomas, and Farrington. Frederick. t«i Gas Council. The.

Treatment of gases and liquids 3.784.465. CI 208-208 OOr

Nickrawiet/. Kurt, to Fumuco Aktiengescllschaft fur Maschinenbau

Apparatus ft>r the transfer of workpieces in a multipage press for the

cold dcformatu»n by means of cold extrusion and the like 3.783.670.

CI 72-346 0(K)

Nicolay. Klaus .S*-*" —
W agner. Karl, and Nicolay . Klaus. 3.783.759

Niconchuk. Alec W Tire repair ttH>ls 3.78J.7 15.CI. 81- 15 70V

Niebylaski. Leonard M .%«•«•—
|

Kohet/. Paul, and Niebylaski. Leonard M . 3.784.423

Niebylski. Let>nard M . to Ethyl Corp«>ration Densifying metal

hydrides with high temperature and pres-sure 3.784.682, CI 423

645 <MH)

Nielson. Richard P W all construction blocks and mortarless meth«Kl of

construction 3.783.56^.CI 52-232(8)0

Niikura. Masao See—
Yoshino. Takachika. Saito. Shigeru. S*>bukawa. M.isukuni,

Naga.se, Isao. Niikura. Masao. Ishikura. Jun. and Sasaki. Yu-

taka. 3.784.560

Niitu. Moritad.i. and Idc. Toshio. lo TokN«> Shibaur.i Electric C om-

pany.ltd Machine for performing work 3.784.()3 1 .CI 214 10bc

Nijssen. Jozef See—
Franck. Hem/Gerhard. Met/endorf. Waller. Schweym. Erich.

Benekc. Herbert. Marrett. Rolf. Nijs.sen. Jo/ef. and Omran.

Jaafar. 3.784.487

Nikolai. Gerhard Cabinet construction 3.784.273. CI 312-257()sk

Nim*»da.Toy«-K) .V«-«-—

Takayanagi. Shigena«i. and NimiKla.ToyiH>. 3.784.187

Nippon Automation Kiki Ct> . Ltd. .SV*-—

Shoji. Akira. 3.783.887

Nippiin Electric Varian, Ltd See—
Sakai. Tadashi. Sakimura. Ma-sahiko. and Ino. YoKhi. 3.784,8 I

Nippon Gakki Sei/o Kabushiki Kaisha .SVr—

Ihara. Yasuharu. 3.783.732

Okamoto. Eisaku. 3.784.7 1 7

Ichiyama. Yasuji. 3.784.718

Nipptin Kagaku K K .S*"*"—
Sugimori. Shir«>. 3.783.762

Nipp«<n KavakuCo . ltd See—
Yosioka. Sati>M. Tokunaga. Sinobu. lamenori. Tomoyoshi, Tamu

ra. Sigeru. and Wada. Mtirio. 3,784,534.

Nipp«>n Kogaku K K .V«'«---

Nakamura. Soichi. 3,784.284

Nippt<n Oils and FatsCompans Limited .SVc—

•

Hayashi.Kci/o. 3.783.788.

Nipp«)ndcnst>Co . Ltd See-
Ito. Katsum)ri. and Imai. Shinichiro. 3.784.743

Nishida. Hiroshi. Yamamoto. Masa«>. Kitai. Atsuo. Ozaki. Asaichiro.

Nishimura. Yokio. Takemi. Hiroto. and Takemi. Chimo. to

Ajinomoto Co . Inc and Sansaku Ocean Co . ltd Mcth«>d ol

priHlucing L glutamic acid bv fermentation of ar«>matic organic com

pounds 3.84.446. CI 195 30 IKK)

Nishijyo.Mas.iru.SVf—
Amagami. Kei/o. Nishijyo. Masaru. Takahashi. Y utaka. and

Nawa. Motoyuki. 3.783.904

Nishimura. Yokio See—
Nishida. Hiroshi, Yamamoto. Ma.sao. Kitai. Atsuo, O/aki,

Asaichiro. Nishimura. Yokio. Takemi. Hiroto. and Takemi.

Chimo. 3.784.446

Nishina. Rintaro .SVf— .

Ochiai. Jiru. and Nishina, Rintaro. 3,783,602.
|

Nissan Motor Company. Limited: .SVf—
Hosaka.Akio. 3.784.841

Sato. Takaka/u. and Masago. Takaya. 3.784.172.
|

Nitanda. Hiroshi .SV«

—

Ito Yi>shio. Katayama. Hajime. Nitanda. Hiroshi. and Yamaguchi.

Ma.saru. 3.784.297

Nitto Chemical Industry Co . Ltd .SVi--

Yoshino. Takachika. Saito. Shigeru. Sobukawa. Masukuni.

Nagase. Isao, Niikura. Masao. Ishikura. Jun, and Sasaki. Yu-

taka. 3,784.560

NiU. Jurgen. .Vee-—

Ertl. Dietrich. Eishold. Horsl-Gunter. Gilles. Helmut. Schmolling.

Gunther. Steuemagel. Walter, and Nitz. Jurgen. 3.783,589

Niwa, Hideo, to Yuken Kogyo Limited Solenoid assembly. 3.784.882.

CI 317-157 000
NL Industries, Inc See-

Koch. Byron W . 3.784.089

Kruse. Uno. and Herman. Daniel F . 3.784.391

Noble. Arthur J . Speicher. Edwin W . and Speicher, Walter J . to Cun

ningham. M E.. Company Automatic marking device for metal ob-

jects 3.783.776. CI 101-7000

Noguchi. Takashi Method of making a flexible closure 3.784.432, CI

156-244000 ^ ,

Noland Wayne B Electrically heated fluid conduit coupler.

3,784.785. CI 219-301 000

Noly. Jean, to Potain. Chevilly. Larue ( val de Marne) Speed selector,

in particular for cranes or hoisting gears. 3,784,852. CI 310-

105 000.
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Nomura. Katsuhiko: See—
Uno, Naoyuki. Nomura. Katsuhiko; Sakazaki. Tadazumi.

Watanabe. Koichiro. Miyata. Katsuhiko; and Urano. Fumio.

3.783.765

Norman. Leslie W.; Hunter. Skillman C; and Rus.sell. George A , to

Garrett Corporation. The. Control method for detonation com-
bustion engines 3.783.616. CI 60-204 000

Norrie. George Ogilvie. to Landis Tool Company. Capacitor^trans-

ducer 3,784.897, CI 323-93 000
Northern Electric Company Limited: See—

DcBortoli. George, and Lukas. Helmut Hans, 3.784.728.

Northrop Corporation .SV«"—
Crandall. Walter E . and Curtis. Orlie 1. Jr . 3.784.799

Northwestern Corporation. The: See—
Bolen. Waldo B . 3.783.986.

Nortt)n Companv .SVf—
King. Alan G . and Logan, John C, 3,784.388

Norton Villiers Limited See—
Hopper, Bernard. 3.783.961

Notelleirs. Victor Rosallie. and Goorissen. Jan. to U.S. Philips Ct>r-

poration Lamp with opaque screen 3.784,861. CI 313-1 17 ()<K)

Novak. Joseph F Method and apparatus for converting monochrome
pictures to multi-color pictures electronically. 3.784,736. CI. 178-

5 40r
Nowak. Bernard F.: .SVf—

Economy. James. Cottis, Steve G.. and Nowak. Bernard E .

3.784.405
Nutter. Donald J ,

25'? to Seward. Gordon B Wheel supported excr

cising device 3.784.192, CI 272-57 OOj

N V BckaertS A .SVf—

Bruggcman. Frans. and Smit. Jacobus C. 3.784.044.

N.V. Werk spoor See—
DcNos. Ferdinand Allard. and Tcr Steege. Jan Hendrik.

3.784,739

Nylund. Knut. to Maschinenfabnk Oerlikon Apparatus for hardening

winding insulation 3.784,3.50, CI 425-445 000.

Ob.ita, Yoshiharu See—
Minami. Hiroshi. Ando. Masao. and Obata. Yoshiharu. 3.784.741

O'Brien. Edw.trd M Extensible and retractable support 3.784.142. CI.

248-31 I 000
O'Brien. Eugene Portable tool f»)r drilling h«)les in hardened steel

3.784.3 I 5. CI 408 92 OIU)

Ochiai. Jiru. and Nishina. Rintaro. to Tamura Electric Works, Ltd Op-
tical time display device having intermittent drive. 3.783.602. CI. 58-

5(1 OOr

O'Connor. William Raymond Hockey helmet 3.783.450. CI 2-3 OOr

Oclhg.Rudi .SVf-

Jellinck. Karl. Post. Ud«); Gieben. Wibmar Uber. and Oellig. Rudi.

3.784.601

Ogasawara. Shoji. lamate. Teru/o; and Sonobe. Toshimitsu. to Alps

Electric Co Ltd Preset device for UHF tuner 3.783.698. CI. 74-

10 200
Ogasa*ara. Talsui> .SVf—

Sasaki, Rentaro. Watanabe. Akinori; Ogasawara, Tatsuo;

W atanabe. Satosh. and Sogabe. Hidetoshi. 3.784.864

Ogawa, Kivoshi. Yokoyama. Yoshiaki, and Fukushima. Yoshio. to

Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh Six-bar linkage having symmetrical dis-

placement curve 3.783.706. CI 74-469000.

Ogden. Stanley L Fish escalator 3.783.623. CI 61-21 000.

Ohmaver. Siegfried .SVf—
Knapp, Wilhelm. and Ohmaycr. Siegfried. 3.783.984

Ohsawa. Mitsm>. to Sony CorporatK)n All-pass phase-shift circuit.

3.784.934. CI 333-29 000
Okada, Masashi .SVf

—

Hijimoto. Takehiki; Okada. Masashi. and Inque. Higashiyama.

3.784.597.

Okamoto. Eisaku. to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha Group
teaching system for musical instruments inc«>rporated with informa-

tion exchanging arrangement between a teacher station and a plu-

rality of student stations 3.784.7 1 7. CI. 84-470 000

Okamura. Masahiro: .SVf—

Miyata. Kenji; and Okamura. Masahiro. 3.784.886.

Okamura. Shiro: .Sff

—

Hagiwara. Isamu. and Okamura. Shiro. 3.784.754.

Okano Takeshi, to Fuji Shashin Film Kabushiki Kaisha. Pressure plate

means for projectors and the like 3,784,295, CI 353-95 000

Okaya Electric Industry Company: -Sff

—

Sasaki. Rentaro. Watanabe. Akinori; Ogasawara. Tatsuo;

Watanabe. Satosh. and Sogabe. Hidetoshi. 3.784.864.

Okazawa. Masao: ,Sff—

Matsumoto. Ikuo; and Okazawa, Masao, 3,784,632.

Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd.: .Sff—

Sasaki. Rentaro. Watanabe. Akinori; Ogasawara, Tatsuo;

Watanabe, Satosh; and Sogabe, Hidetoshi, 3,784,864.

Oklahoma State University See—
Maciula. L Andrew, 3.784.009.

Okudaira. Hiromi: .Vff

—

Takahashi. Shogo. Yamada. Takayasu; and Okudaira, Hiromi,

3,784.366
Okumura. Kentaro. Matsumoto. Kazuo; and Suzuki. Mamoru. to

Tanabe Seiyaku Co.. Ltd Process for preparing alpha-methyl-beta-

(3.4-dihydroxyphenyl-alanine 3.784.640. CI. 260-519.000

Olander, Karl Erik, to Alfa-Laval AB Milking machine. 3,783.837, CI

119-14.080.

Olin Corporation: 5ff—

Pregler, John E , 3,784,503.

Oliphant. Melvain, to Singer Company, The. mesne Variable visibility

simulator. 3.784.720. CI. 35-12.00n

Oliveri, Humber: See—
Wyman. Dennis G.; Bichell, William J.; and Oliveri, Humber.

3.784.201.
Ollinger, James C: .Sff

—

Hart/ell, Lyndon G.; and Ollinger, James C, 3,783,77

1

Ollinger, James C; and Shenk, John W ., to Armstrong Cork Company.
Ceiling system suspension clip. 3,784, 144. CI. 248-317.000.

Ollis, William J B , to Timber Research and Development Association.

Glazing strip 3,783,567, CI. 52-232.000

Olsen. Willi, to Siemens Aktiengescllschaft High-voltage piston actu-

ated switch with rotational symmetry and light beam indicating

means. 3.784.77 1 .CI. 200-82.00b.

Oltersdorf. Winfried. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Disconnect

switch. 3.784.767. CI 200-'48.00v.
,

Olvmpus Optical Co., Ltd.: -Sff— ,

Kimura. Katsuhiko. 3.784,831

Omran. Jaafar: .SVf

—

Franck. Heinz-Gerhard; Metzendorf, Walter; Schweym, Erich.

Beneke. Herbert; Marrett. Rolf; Nijs-sen. Jozef; and Omran.
Jaafar. 3.784,487.

Ooyama. Nob<iru: .Sff

—

Nakada. Tetuo; Ooyama, Noboru. and Miyazkaki. Kenichi,

3,783.778.

Opti-Holding AG: .Sff

—

Frohlich. Alfons. 3,783,476.

Ornitz. Martin N.. Moskowitz, Arthur; and Bressanelli, Jerome P., to

Cruciblelnc.Austenitic stainless steel. 3,784.373, CI 75-128.00f

Orshansky, F.lias. Jr.. to Orshansky Transmission Corporation, mesne.

Plural range transmission. 3,783,7 1 I , CI. 74-687 000,

Orshansky Transmission Corporation, mesne; .SVf

—

Orshansky, Elias, Jr., 3,783,7 II.

Ort, Morris R, to Monsanto Company. Process for the polymerization

of olefins 3,784.539, CI. 260-94.90c.

Orthuber. Richard Kaspar. to International Telephone and Telegraph

Corporation. Method of laminating one or more materials with a

base structure for use in a high vacuum electron tube and method of

masking the ease preparatory to lamination. 3,784,379, C1.96-

36 200
Osborn, Robert A.; St. Cyr. David R.; and Bullard. Herbert L., lo

Gmidyear Tire & Rubber Company, The. Hydrocarbon-derived

resin 3.784.530. CI 260-80.700

Osborne. Brian Frank; .Sff

—

Grothe. John, and Osborne. Brian Frank. 3,783,695.

Oshita, Toshiyuki; .SVf

—

Nakade. Sadao; Kub<ita, Hirosuke; Oshita, Toshiyuki; and Sakane,

Kuniyoshi. 3.783.624.

Osterberg. Arnold Curtis; .Sff

—

Cohen, Elliott; Sloboda. Adolph Edward; Osterberg. Arnold Cur-

tis, and Child. Ralph Grassing. 3.784.704.

Osterhout. Florence Hand tool for use in making tufted yard goods.

3.783.478. CI. 28-2.000.

Ostrowski. Edwin A., and De Lew. Charles A., to Controls Company of

America. Water valve disphragm 3.784,1 54. CI. 251-30.000.

Oswald. Jacques; and Rainsard, Yves, to Compagnie Industrielle des

Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel. Apparatus for improving the

signal-to-noise ratio of a received signal. 3,784,915, CI. 325-

367.000
Oswald, Robert D.; .SVf—

Brush. Donald C; and Oswald. Robert D , 3.783.998.

Oszlanyi. Anial G.; and Zielinski, Richard J., to SCM Corptiration.

Polyoxyalkylene derivatives of polyglycerol esters as dough condi-

tioners. 3,784.709, CI. 99-91 000.

Ota, Akira; .Sff—

Watanabe. Jun; Hosoi. Susmu; Kuwazaki, Masahiro, Ota. Akira;

Takata,Toshikatsu,and Asaoka. Junichi, 3.784,413.

Otis. George A.; and Gores, Kenneth W Apparatus for facilitating ap-

plication of fluids 3,784,063, CI. 222-394.000.

Otte, Eginhart; and Jentzsch, Dietrich, to Bodenseewerk Perkin-Elmer

& Co , GmbH. Punch for piercing sample capsules 3,783,694, CI.

73-422.0gc.

Otto. Jack M., to PPG Industries, Inc. Apparatus and method for puri-

fying alkali metal hydroxide solutions. 3,784,456, CI. 204- 1 53.000.

Otto, Stanley W.; 5ff—
Greenwood, Aaron O.; Magee, kamon J.; and Otto, Stanley W.,

3,783,779.

Owen. Ronald Charles, to Illinois Tool Works Inc Multiple container

carrier and individual container lid arrangement. 3,784.002. CI. 206-

65.00c.

Owen, Willaim S., Jr., to Eastman Kodak Company. Elevation

mechanism. 3,784, 135, CI 248-1 1.000

Owens-Illinois. Inc.; -Sff

—

Bayer, John W.; and Santiago, Edgardo, 3,784,529.

Potter, Terry C; and Rhoads, Roger R. 3.784.261.

Southwell. William H; and Walters, Richard M, 3.784.308. -

Uhlig. Albert R. 3.783,724.

Uhlig, Albert R, 3,784,038.
"

Oxenrider, Bryce C; Beyleveld. Wilhelmus M ; and Woolf. Cyril, to Al-

lied Chemical Corporation Process for preparing fluoroperhaloalky-

lidene imines. 3,784,644. CI. 260-566.00r.

Ozaki, Asaichiro; See—
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Nishida. Hin>shi. Yamamoto. V1asa<.. Kitai. Atsm>. 0*aki.

Asaichiro. Nishimura. Yokio. Takemi. Hirolo. and Takcmi.

Chimo. 3.784.446

Pabst. Wolfgang See—
Schadehrodt. Gerhard. Altzschner. Gustav. Feldmann Hans-Hci

mul. Graichen. Bernhard. and Pahst. Wolfgang. 3.78.^.74

1

Packham. Charles Christopher SW-
Brown. Norman Joseph, Packham. Charles Christopher, and Par

sonage. Raymond Graham, 3.783.508

Paetzel Herbert and Pfeiffcr. H.>rst. to Mas»>neilan International. Inc

Valve 3.784.1 56. CI :5i:50(K)()
„. u i r

Paisley George C . and Tier. Fred G . to M.lprint. Inc Meth.Kl of

lammat.ng packaging rum 3.784.434. CI I 56-280 (K)0

Pall Corporation V*-*-—

Pall, David B,3,783,96Q

Pall David B to Pall Corporation Acoustic insulation comprising

anisomctric compressed and K^nded multilayer knitted *irc mesh

composites ,V783.46»i.CI l81,VV00g

Pan American Records (Casa Pan Americana) Inc V.—
Frenkcl, Marshall S . 3.784.269

Paolini. Alfred P .%>«•-
. « . ai.v.i p

Mungcr, Fay E , Fife, Warren E . and Paolini. Alfred P

3,784,259' ^ u ,

Papa Anthonv Joseph, and Proops. William Robert, to I nu.n Carbide

Corporation Cellular material produced from copolymers of cyclic

vinvl ethers and cvclicacetals 3,784.594. CI 260. 2 5arn

Parikh Girish D , and W .Hard. William C , to Western Electric C om

nanv Incorporated Methods of electrolytic regenerative etching

and metal recovery 3,784.455. CI. 204-130 000

Park Ohio Industries, Inc SV.--
,-,«.-,«„

laughlin. John R , and Mucha. George M . 3.784.780.

Parke. Davis & Company See- .^^ . „ it«i<ji
Culbertson.To»nlev P . and Haskell. The.Klore H ,

3.784,541

Parker Richard G '. to Goodrich, B F , Company, The Stabili/ers ti>r

chlorine-containmg polymers 3,784,565, CI 260-482 (H)r

Parlevhet Theodor. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Pivoted segmen

tal thrust bearing providing simulated oftset support of centrally

suppor,edbearing%egmea.s3J84,266,C1308-1600.KV

Paros, Jerome M Absolute pressure transducer 3.7».l.6W.v 1 1
/«-

Parr, Eduard L Instrument for indicating time 3,78.^.598. CI 58

Parr* Edward I , to Thompson, Wendell I 1m>l holder 3.783.729, CI

83-666 000
Parsonage, Ravmond Graham SVf—

. ^^ . id ,

Brov^n, Norman J..seph. Packham, Charles Christopher, and Par-

sonage, Raymond Graham, 3,783.508

Parth William H . to Dow Chemical Company, The Analytical ap

paratus 3,784,359, CI 23 253 Ope

Pash James E Chromatic multiple stringed musical instrument

3, 783.731, CI 84-173 tlOO ,-,wwm (,
Pass, Roger D I ather dispensing shaving instrument 3.783,51 1, I i

»0-41 OOO ^ . ,

Pastva John V , Jr , to Eastern Company, The D*H.r stabili/er

3 784.243, CI 292 300 OOO

Patent FreuhandGesellschaft fur elektrischeC.luhlampen mbH .Vf-

Rudolph. Joseph. V784.927 , -,„. m^< ,i -.-.-.

Patfoort. George Arthur Rodolf Injection 3,784 .t>6!., tl ---

Patliff, Edmond l.evus Nesting place for purple martin 3.783.8.* I
.
C i

119-23000
Paton.Jim .SV«"—

Ragard. Phillip A, and Paton. Jim. 3,783,488

Patterson, John A , to Texaco Inc Process f..r preparing dial-

kvlaminoethvlmethacrylate 3,784,566,CI 260-486 OOr

Paulik Frank E , to Monsanto Company Methinl for producing alkyl

iodides 3,784,5 I 8, CI 260 65 OOf

Pavlov, Nikolai Ivanovich SVi-—
u »« .. i. „

Kusovskv Boris Isaakovich, Pavlov, Nik..lai Ivanovich, Mattichcn

ko. Anatoly Petrovich. Zakharov. Sergei Alexandrovich. and

Kirilin. Anatoly Fedorovich, 3,784,461

Payeur, Marcel, to Forano [imitee Mechanical shears 3.78.«./-t.
«. i

83-326 000
Peabodv Engineering Corporation NVf— ,,„.,,,,

Arnold,OrlanM .and Vancini,CarloA . 3.784.0I 7.

Gordon. George. 3.784.019
. u i u n

Pearl. Curt Charles. U. API. Corporation Bag vnth bail handle

3 784,084. CI 229-54 OOr

Pearlman. Alan R . and Colm. Dennis P. to '^RP
'"V'^TT^'r' A"^

Touch sensitive polyphonic musical instrument 3.784.9.43. ». i -vv -

700cr
Pearson. TillmonHSVi"- , iua Ant.

Nelson. Gunner E . and Pearson. Tillmon H . 3.784.486

Pease Logan L . to Eaton Corporation, mesne Optical addressing

system 3.784.791 , CI 235-61 I le

Pechinev-Saint-Gobain See—
Thomas. Philippe; and Meyer. Jacques. 3.784.586.

Pedersen Nicholas F . to Sperry Rand Corporation Power transmis-

sion 3.784. 328. CI 417-222 000

Peeler Donald H . to Irvin Industries Inc Passenger safely device

3.784,224. CI. 280- 1 50.00b

Peea. Claude L S^f—
. ^ .

Pegg. Claude l. . and Pegg. John L (said Pegg. John L .
assor to

said). 3.783.897

Pegg Claude I . and Pegg. John 1 . said Pegg, John I. .
ass..r to said

PcoB Claude I Warm liquid supply system f.u reservoir and mixing

valve therefor 3.783.897.CI I37.564(KK)

Pegg, John I. .V***"—

Pegg. Claude I . and Pegg. J»>hn 1. , 3.783.897

Peilstt>cker,Ciunter .S.«'—
, -,„ • <o<

Schirmer, Hermann, and Peilstocker, Gunter, v784.?.9s

Pclat Patrice, t.. Internati.>nal Vibration Engineering and Avions Mar-

cel' Das.s..ult Recoil abvubc-r 3.783.738. CI 89-44 (M)r

Pclleticr Guv to Rockland Industries ltd Replacement tread band for

retreading a worn tire 3,783.924. CI I 52-330 (KK)
|

Pel.>rexCorp«.rati..n \.. nui <7#.
Riesenherg. James H . and Rait. Joseph M .

3.783.576

Pelte, Richard N.<-
. .. , u .i

Winkler, Alfred, Pelte, Richard, Hubcr, Phcxlor, and Mayr. Hel-

mut, 3,784,292
r-i -)i->

Pelts, Cecil A Fluid .ictuated jacking frame 3.784.0.9. tl -I--

14 (MH)
I

Pcnnw alt Corporation V«'— '

Cavsella. Vincent Joseph. Jr .3.784.4(8)

HutchinM>n. Herman R . Arpajian. Vasken F . and Malcoms.>n.

R..bcrtS. 3.784.657 u ^- „
Penote. Vincent S . and Rear Melvin K to Cleveland I^'L"'^*'"

!^ "T"
pany. The Plow assembly lor excavating machine 3.783.53 ^ CI

37 94 OOO
Pera. John D .S«'«'—

. .... , .,

Buckman. Stanlev J . Pera, John D Raths. Fred W .
and Mercer.

Cierald D ' 784,649

Pcrc/ John I to Dunham Bush, Inc Replaceable defrost heater for

Im and tube evaporator and spring retaining clip tor same

1 781,63";. CI 62-276 0(K)

Perigm.n Philipi^e, to Eastman Kodak C omp.lny High speed silver

chlorouKlide emulsions 3,784,38 1. CI 96 94 (KH»

Peritt,Harvev I See— .,-,„.-,,£ '

Kes.sler, Hvman. and Perilt, Harvey I .3.784,.35

Perkins Carr.^ll R , and 1 ucks, Irwm A , t.> Solitron IXvices Inc Elec-

tronic hvbrid pack.ige V784,725,CI 174S:,)()r

Peron, Roger J Time division data transmission system 3,784, r>.. l I

179-I5()aq
, J -)«, luj

Perrine, James J Bilateral reciprical isokinetic exerciser 3,/84,|V4,

CI 272-79 (H)c

Perrine Walter E Ciun toggle mechanism with biasing means pt>M

tioned in predetermined area on toggle to absorb shell expK.sive

reactive forces 3,783,739, CI 89-18»*(H)0

Perrott. Francis Cvric .SV«'—
Perr..tl. Francis Cyric. and Aitkey. Ian Miller I dington (said Alt

ken ass«>r t.> said). 3.783.79.V

Perrott Francis Cvric. and Aitkey. Ian Miller Edington. said Aitken as-

s.>r to said Perrott. Francis Cvric 1 r.ick system having m.n lo.id

bearing track switch 3.783.793. CI 104- 130 (MK)

Perrv. Ell. and Stra/.k. William F . to Monsanto ^\""P-;">, P",*^;^^";;';/

the separation of slyrcne lr..m cthvlbcn/cne V784.6.0. CI -Wl

669 (H)a ,. „ f ,

Perrv. Mi. and Stra/ik. William F . to Monsanto C ..inpany Process for

the separatum of diene from organic mixtures 3.784.6.4. C I .r>u

681 50r ,. _ ,.

Pcrrv Eh and Stra/ik. William F . to Monsanto C ompany P"^:p; '";

the separation of dieiie fr.im ..rganic mixtures 3.784.6.5. t 1
-hti

68 1 50r ,. , ,

Perry Roger I . to <iillette Company. I he Strip leed salely razor

1 78V507,CI 30-40 UK)

Pervson Eric Sigrid, and Perss,.n Melin, Signe Harriet, to Exp*. Nord

AB Furniture assemblies 3,784,25 I . CI 297-248 (K)0

PcrssonMelin,Signe Harriet .SV.— ,.
. ^. „ . »7na->si

Perss*.n, Eric Sigrid, and Pervs..n-Melin, Signe Harriet 3.784..5

Peter Richard, and Jennv. Walter. U. Ciba Geigy AG Styralyl

dvestuffs 3.784.558. CI 260-465 (M)d

Peters James R to Universal Product Development C orp«.ration Self

watering llower pot 3.783.555.CI 47-38^KM)

Peter«.n, Arnie J , and Hoffa, Jack I. . to Beckman Instruinents. Inc

Sample cell and stirrer therefor 3,784, 1 70, CI
^^''f

»>(K)

Peterson, Arnold E , to Peters<,n Baby Prc>duc^ts C o Seat back adjust-

ment mechanism for baby prtulucts 3,784.252. C I. 297-364000

Peters*>n Baby Products Co See— i

Peterson', Arnold E .3.784.252
'

Peterson. Donald J . to Pr.wter & Gamble Co-npanV. The Orgam>su I-

fonylmethyldrihydriKarbyl) tin comp«mnds 3./84.580. CI -6U-

429 700. I

Petigara. Ramesh See-
. , ,o^ .jo

Yale, Harry 1, and Petigara, Ramesh. 3.784.348.

Petigara, Ramesh B.SVf- n«j iju
Yale Harry I. , and Petigara. Ramesh B ,

3.784,-">49

Yale. Harr^ L . and Petigara, Ramesh B ,
3,784,550

Petrinec. Joan A ;
.SW—

, ^«-i qaa I

Petrincc. Robert G, and Petrinec. Joan A . 3.783.946.

Petrinec Robert G . and Petrinec. Joan A Self contained automatic

fencing fire extinguishing system 3,783,946, CI I ^^^ ^>0-

Petrus Stephen, to Eaton Corporation Blind mounting fastener

3.783.922. CI 151-41 740

Petrv. Eston. to Consolidation Coal Cornpany l,^,^ *"1'^^*P™'""«

device with a stabilizing housing 3.784. 1 26. CI 242-^1 58 300

Pettit. Paul H . Jr . to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . ^"^ Company Aery

ic polyblend powder coating composition 3.784.501, Ci. .iou-

31 60()

Petty. Waller L See—
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Rocklin. Albert L.. and Petty. Walter I. . 3.784.422.

Pet7sch. l.othar; .S^<"—

Backstein. Gunter. and Pet/sch. l.othar. 3.783.791

Pfaffendorf, James I. . and JohnMin. Marlyn D . to Liberty Canon Co
Tote tray 3.784,083. CI 229-34 OOr

Pfannmueller. Helmut. Urban. Friedrich. Buechner. Oskar. Cropper.

Hans, and Sistig, Wolf, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fahrik Aktien-

gesellschaft Controlling a high-pressure reactor. 3.784,538. CI. 260-

94 90r

Pfeiffcr, Horst See—
Paetzel, Herbert, and Pfeiffer. Horst. 3.784.1 56.

PHefer, Ernest I. See—
Schmedding, Albert A , and Pfiefer. Ernest L. 3.783.81 1.

Pfister, Rudolf .SVf—
Fit/i, Konrad. and Pfister, Rudolf, 3.784.691

Pfi/er Inc See—
Holland, Gerald F.. and l.ombardino. Joseph G . 3.784,606

Philco-Ford Corporation. See—
Kcnyon. Roger V .3.784.917

Richardson. John Lloyd, Segovia. Gilbert. Ju. Fred, and Bachle,

Wilfred Hugo, 3,784,470
Phillips, Clyde Cj Refrigeration system 3,783,629. CI. 62-85 ()(K)

Phillips, David P , to W'ildwood Products. Inc \ ehicle support system

3.784. 160, CI 254-86()Or

Phillips Petroleum Company .SVf—

Alquist. Henry E .3.783.619
Bertus.Brent J .3.784.627
Chapman. Charles C .3,784.628.

Cichowski. Robert S . 3.784.483.

Farrar. Ralph C .3.784.637

Kupcr. Donald Ci . 3.784.639
Robinson, leroy E , 3,784,347

Phillips, Richard F. and Fluharty. Gordtin S Protective boot

3.783,534, CI 36-72 OOr
Picker Corporation .SV«'—

Martone, Ronald J , Goldman, Samuel C ; and Heaton. Clifford

C . ^.7X4,819

Picker Corporation, mesne .SV«'

—

Stoeckel, Albert I , 3,784,8 I 8

Pickles, Joseph, to Ferro Manufacturing Company Aut4>mobile

locking latch 3. 784.241. CI 292 216000
Pieloih, M.infred .SVc—

Schwar/, Arnulf, Konip, Gerhard, and Pieloth, Manfred,

3,781,902
Pierce, Joseph F , to Dart Industries Inc , mesne Aseptic packaging

method and machine 3, 783, 581, CI 53 37000
Pierce. Norton 1 .SV<'—

Ehrenfried, Albert D . and Pierce. Norton T . 3.783.689.

Pierre, Naquet See—
Barclay, Roger, 3,783,540

Piggott, Richard G , to Spraying Systems C^) Foam producing no/zle

3.784.1 1 I. CI 2 39 427 300

Pilier<>. James Coil spring anchor assembly 3.783.459. CI 5-2590()b

Pilipovich. Donald, to Rochwell International Corporation Process for

producing I'nerpy in a pas generator system 3.783,617, CI 60-

218 000
Pillsburv Company . The .SVc—

Re|sa,Jack J , 3,783,753

Pirck, Dietrich, Fuchs, Ciundoll, and Sachsc. Gerhard, to Deutsc'hc

Texaco Aktiengesellschaft Preparati.>n of alkoxylated resins

:<,784,528,CI 260-7S 50t

Pistilli, Henrv I Vibration dampener support for lenticular devices

3,784,068,'CI 224 5O0v
Plastic Tubing Inc : .SV<'—

Maroschak, Ernest J , 3,784.346

Plat/, Edward A Sub-surface root fertilizer and probe 3,783,804, CI

I I 17 400
Plemmons, Jerry R : .SVf—

Kcnyon, Lewis W. and Plemmons, Jerry R . 3,784.806.

Plessey Handel und Investments A Ci : .SVr—

Goodinge. Mark Wallinger. and Moss. Norman. 3.784.105.

Plummer. W alter A. .SV*--

Bannies, Hans E , 3,784.730

Pneumatic Scale Corporation: .SVf—

Trusselle, William H ,3,783,913

Polaroid Corporation ,SV<'—
Allen, Joseph H and Wareham. Richard R . 3.783.760.

Baker. James G .3.783.764.

Baker. James G . 3.784.277

Lambert. Ronald R . 3.784.638

Polcha. Raymond J . to United States of America. Navy Controlled

fragmentation warhead 3.783.790. CI 102-67000.

Pollack Melvin. to Apeco C«>rporation Floating baffle system for fuel

tanks 3.784.050. CI 220-85.0(M).

Polytop Corporation: .SVf

—

Hazard, Robert E . 3.784.060

Pomper. Anthony W.: .SVf—

Kosta.Geza F ;and Pomper. Anthony W . 3.784.406.

Pon. Raymond M Shuttlecock 3.784.202. CI 273- 106.00a.

Ponder & Best. Inc.: .SVf—

Watanabe. Rinzo; and Shimojima, Masatoshi. 3.784.285.

Popov. Vladimir Ivanovich: .SVf

—

Tolochko. Cheslav Stanislavovich; Popov, Vladimir Ivanovich,

Tsitsiv, Miron Vasilievich; Varfolomeev, Alexandr Nikolaevich,

and Gervolsky. Marlen Mikhailovich, 3.783,595.

Poppel, Boris Safronovich: See—
Mamin, Evgeny Borisovich. Makarov. Viktor Alexeevich; Kor-

neeva. Calina Petrovna. Poppel. Boris Safronovich; and Ivanov.

Vyacheslav Ivanovich, 3.784,825.

Portmann. August Thomas, to Bruderer AG. Apparatus for balancing

masses at a punch press 3,783.699. CT 74-40.000.

Portmann. August Thomas, to Bruderer AG Apparatus for the step-

wise feed of workpieces 3,784.075. CI 226-143 000
Posirca. Radu: .SVf

—

Coanda. Henry; Aldea. Gheorghe; Bodea, Ion; Truica. Vasile;

Hanciulescu. Valentin; Posirca. Radu, Lazar, Cristian, and

Ciahor.Iacob. 3.784,325

Post, David Pattern grading machine 3.783.5 I 7. CI. 33- 1 7.00a.

Post. Udo: .SVf

—

JcIIinek, Karl. Post. Udo; Gieben. Wibmar Uber; and Oellig, Rudi.

3.784,601.

Potain.Chevilly. Larue (val de Marne): .SVf—

Noly. Jean. 3.784,852

Potter. Terry C. and Rhoads, Roger R.. to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Article

transfer apparatus 3,784.26 1. CT .302-2.O0r

Power Conversion. Inc.: .SVf

—

Rosansky, Martin G ; and Jagid. Bruce E . 3,783,666.

Pozorski, Roman 1. . to Wilson & Co.. Inc Polymerization of vinyl

monomers using coacervate stabilizing agents containing gelatin.

3,784.491, CI. 260-8.000.

PPG Industries, Inc.: ,Sff—

l.eBras, Louis R., and Zwack. Robert R . 3.784.460.

Lewchuk, Richard R , and Shorr, Norman. 3,784.655.

Otto, Jack M ,3,784,456

PR Societe de Revision, Traitement de llnformation et Recouvrement

SA .SVf

—

Fltirent. Brigliano, Ernest, Vtigt; and Edmond, Marmound.
3,783,604.

Prager, Hans John: .SVf

—

Chang, Kern Ko Nan, Prager, Hans John; and Weisbrod. Sherman.

3,784.925

Prajsnar. Tadeusz. Rulinski. Jozef; Zglobicki, Edward, and Sojka,

Bronislaw, to Instytut Metalurgii Zelaza Method of and device for

the drawing of tubular workpieces 3.783,663, CI 72-41 OOO
Pratt, Roy E : .SVf—

Reynolds. David L ; Youngblood. Douglas J ; Bunn, Dorrance P ,

Jr.. and Pratt, Roy E , 3.784.463

Pregler, John E , to Olin Corporation Urethane coating based on a

substituted isocyanurate-Iactone addition product 3,784.503. CI

260-33.6ub.

Presnick, Michael C Lightweight collapsible structures 3,784.043. CI

2 20-4.OOf
Preston. Charles F . to General Electric Company Brush holder as-

sembly 3,784,856, CI. 310-239.000.

Preus. Paul, and Gallagher, John J Convertible barrier for substances

floating on water. 3.783.62 1 , CI 61 - 1 OOf

Previati, Augusto, to Industrie Pirelli S p A Expansible sector core for

curing belts 3.784,338, CI 425-28.000.

Price.H C ,Co :.Sff—

Bickham, Francis L , 3,784.349

Price. Raymond G : .Sff

—

Geiersbach, Allois F.. and Price. Raymond G . 3.784,890

Prieur, Robert: .Sff

-

Prival.Guyand Prieur, Robert, 3,783,504

Prillig Elliott Benjamin, and Chun. Alexander Hing Chinn. to Abbt>tt

Labiiratories Tablet preparation. 3.784,683, CI 424-19000.

Prioux, Jean O.: .SVf

—

Glasman, Leon; and Prioux. Jean O. 3,783,728.

Prival. Guy. and Prieur. Robert, to Societe Industrielle Bull-General

Electric (Societe Anonvme) Process of fabricating multichannel

magnetic head units. 3.783,504. CI 29-603.000.

Prtxrter & Gamble Company, The: .SVf

—

Diehl. Francis L. 3.784.475.

Peterson, Donald J.. 3.784.580.

Production. Inc.: .SVf

—

Schmidt. Gunter, 3.784.835

Proops. William Robert: See—
Papa, Anthony Joseph, and Pro»)ps. William Robert. 3.784.594

Pruitt. Dana L. Variable speed hoist. 3.784,165, CI. 254-168.000.

Pullman Incorporated: ,SVf—

Shaver, William R, 3,783.797.

Purification Sciences, Inc.: .SVf—

Lowther. Frank E.. 3.784.838

Puskas. Imre: See—
Fields, Ellis K; and Puskas. Imre, 3,784.573

Pyle, Kenneth E . to ReefBak^r Corporation Condensate valve.

'3,783.889, CI 137-204.000.

Quanta Welding Company: .Sff

—

Schaitberger. Daniel A., 3.784.779.

Ouellette. Alfred R: -Sff

—

Benson. Alden P ; Foster. Kenneth J ; and Ouellette, Alfred R ,

3,783,452

Race. Hugh A.: .SVf

—

Alford, Raymond N.. and Race. Hugh A.. 3.783.747.

Rachlin. Joel R ; and Neudek, Rudolph Otto Ventilating air distribut-

ing channel fastening and supptirting bracket. 3,784,141, CI. 248-

214.000
Radway, Jerrold E.: See—

Strong, Herbert W.; Radway, Jerrold E ; and Cotik, Henry A.,

3,784,680.
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Ragard Phillip A . and Paton. Jim. to Universal Instruments Corpora

tion Film mounted electronic component insertnin machine

3.783.488. CI 2<*-20.VOOb

Rain Jet Corporation: Sre—
Frempter. Wayne W. 3.784.101

Raincr Norman B. and Full. CK^nald A. to Morns. Philip. Incor

porated Microporous vinyl chloride polymers and methiHl of mak

ing the same 3.784.490. CI 2M)-: 50m
Rainsard. Yves See—

Oswald. Jacques, and Rainsard. Yves. 3.784.9I5

Rait. Joseph M .Ve?—
Riescnherg. James H. and Rait. Joseph M . 3.783.576

Ramanathan. Visvanathan .V^*-—

Desai. Nalin Binduprasad. Jayaraman. Ponnusami. Ramanathan.

Visvanathan; Artz, Klaus. Naik. Navnitrai Nagarii; and Jenny.

Walter. 3.784.559

Ramge Ronald T Alignment and installation t»Hil for threaded male

members 3.783.717. CI 8l-II90tH)

Ramstrom. Sven. to Karlskronavarvet AB Directional coupler for

measuring forward and reflected power comprising a bored metal

block 3.784.91 1. CI 324-95 (HX)

Randak. Alfred, and Michel. Karl, to Stahlwerke Sudwestfalen AC.

Process for the manufacture of cold-rolled sheets from a rust re

sistant. ferriticsteel alloy containing chromiam and molybdenum

V784.4I8.CI 148-12000

Rando. Robert, to Bell Telephone I .iboratories. Incorporated High

voltage shutdown protection circuit with bias arrangement I«>

decrease the voltage shutdown p«>int with increasing 3.784.893. CI

321-11000
Ranft. Ernst L . and Thornburgh. William F . to General Motors Cor

poration Exhaust gas recirculation valve 3.783.848. CI 123

1 19 00a
Rank Organisation limited. The See— .

Baker. David Keith. Fason. Ronald Charles. Gascoigne. Richard

Melville, and Schrwcr. Andrew. 3.7K4.875

Ranucci. Joseph Anthonv. and Shcth. Prabhak.ir Ranchhordas. to

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc Directlv compressible monocalcium

phosphate 3.784.708. CI 424-357 00<)

Raths. Fred W .SV.--

Buckman. Stanlev J . Pcra. John D . Raths. Fred W . and Mercer,

Gerald D .3.784.649

Raudys Vytas Andrew, to In ion Carbide Corporatnin Close fitting ar

tide packaging system 3.7H3.580. CI 53-29(K><)

Rauser. Jan Axel Ingcmar. to Tetra Pak International AB Device tor

the placing of packages into a collecting carton 3.783.584, CI 5 3

1 60 000
Ravmond. David G . Smith. Gary C . Jr and Viles. Alan H to Abex

Corporation Axial piston hvdraulic transducer shoe retainer struc

ture 3.783.743. CI 91-49*i ()(H)

RC A Corporation .SV.-—
.. ^ . o.

Chang. Kern Ko Nan. Prager. Hans John, and Weisbrod. Sherman

• 3 784.925
Christopher. Todd J . 3.784.857

Dorsev. Denis Peter. 3.784.870

Fassbcnder. Charles Joseph. 3.784.918

Jov. Patrick Francis. Jr . and Her/.>g. Donald George. 3.784.929

McGrogan. Ellwood Patrick. Jr . 3.784.844

Thomas. I ucius Ponder. 3.784.903

RCA Limited .SVf—
Crane. Robert Anthony. 3.784,928

Reactor Centrum Nederland .SV«- —
Verslecg.Geert.and Engel. Albcrtu> J G .

3.784.677

Read. George See—
, ,„. -,t.

Holmes. Frank. Moore. William A . and Read. George. 3.784.274

Rear Melvin K .S*'?—

Penote. Vincent S . and Rear Melvin K
Recognition Equipment Incorporated See—

Borowski. Chester Joseph, Jr ,
and

3.784.981

Red Hill Grinding Wheel Corporation SV.—

Caserta, Richard T . and Ellendman. Merrill. 3.784.365

Redifon Limited See—
Burnham. Donald. Honeyball. Samuel Walter. SpiHiner. Michael,

and Lobb. Daniel Richard. 3,784.742.

Redlake Corporation .S«-e—

Whitley. Ernest M . Beaman. Don L . and McCombie, William !.

3.783.763

Redpath Dorman Long (Contracting) Limited .SV*-—

Hansen. Erode Johan. 3.783.626

Redy-Tow. Inc . See—
GjoerlofT.H Eric. 3.784.0.36

Reedy. Carl D . Jr . to Texas Instruments. Incorporated Chemical

vapor deposition coatings on titanium 3.784.402. CI. 117-69.000

Reef-Baker Corporation See—
Pyle. Kenneth E. 3.783.889

Reflex Corporation of Canada Limited See—
Hedgewick. Peter. 3.784.279

Rehfeld. Lothar Method of producing electrical fuse elements

3.783.506. CI 29-623 000
Reich. Robert Frederick, to Chicago Bridge & Iron Company Method

and apparatus for transporting liqueHed natural gas 3.783.628. CI

62 55 000
Rcif Philip George, to International Telephone and Telegraph Cor-

poration Electrooptical system 3. 784.831. CI 250-213 Ovt

3.783.537

DuVall. Dale Rtnlnev

Reifenschweiler. Otto, to US. Philips Corporation Tntium target with

compensated sputtering 3.784.824. CI 250-501 (XK)

Reimus Richard G . and Sap«>rito. Anthony Ice wash apparatus

3.783.632. CI 62 123(KK)
, , , n .

Reisa Jack J to Pillsbury Company. The Apparatus for feeding flat

tened. tubular container blanks 3.783.753.CI 93-58 100.

Reliance Electric Company .S*-*"— ,„,„,. '

Gilbert. Edward O . and Gilbert. Elmer G . 3.783.974

Renfriw: Walter D . to Terra Marine Scin.p Company. Inc l.«vel wind

drum V784.I66.CT 254-1 86 (KX)

Renner Alfred, and Sei7. Wolfgang, t.^ Ciha Geigy Corporation

Methylolglycidyl ethers 3.784.584.CI 26t)-8.30 0tw

Rcpubllc Steel Corptiration .Vc-— ,,,,,„. '

Whalen. Mark E . and Malleck. J«>seph W .
3.783.494

Rescalli. Carlo See—
Cmnasi. Alcxxandro. and Rescalli. Carlo. 3.784.626

Resch. Richard J .S«-«— ,^o.-i4.»
Hendricks.>n. Philip J . and Rcsch. Richard J .

3.784.^49.

Rex Chainbelt Inc .SV«'— •

Eggert.Glenn J .3.784.942 •

|

Rexham Corp*>ratK'n .SVi —
Shea. John V . and Cote. Raymond A .

3.784.088.

Reynolds. Charles Edward, and Gombar. Eugene Leonard, to AMP In

corp*ualed C»>nnectint: dcMCc fi>r printed circuit board 3.784.955.

CI 33^-17 (K)r

Reynolds. David I . Youngbl.HKl. Dt>uglas J . Bunn. Di>rrance P .
Jr

and Pratt. Rov I . to Texaco Inc Catalytic cracking of naphtha and

gas oil 3.7X4.463. CI 208 74 0(H)

Rc/ck. John R . lo Motorola. Inc Controllable audio amplifier for

miniature receiver provided b\ a thick film module including an in-

tegrated circuit 3.784.923. CI 3.30 22l)00

Rheem Manufacturing Company .V*-*-—

Dobbert. Arnold E . 3.783.583

Rheinmetall GmbH .S«« —
B.ickstcin.Gunter. and Pet/sch. Lothar. 3.783.791

Rhoads. Roger R See-
Potter. Terry C . and Rhoads. Roger R . 3.784.261

Rh«>deni/er. Har»>ld I See—
(irunwald. Ji>hn J . D Ottavio. Eugene D . RhtHJeni/er. Harold I

and lombardo. Michael S . 3.784.440

Rhone Poulenc S A See—
Sausse. Andre, and Stern. Andre. 3.783.454

Sausse. Andre. 3.7K4.321

Ribba Alain Water stiluble pi.lvmcr comp.>Mtions and pr»H.evs for

preparation therefor 3.784.526. CI 260 78 50r

Ribera. Antonio V«- —
•Adams. Stewart Sanders. Armitage. Bernard J»»hn. Nicholvin.

J«>hn Stuart, and Ribera. AntonMi. 3.784.705

RichardM.n. D«>naUI Braiding m.ichine 3.783.736.CT 87.290(X)

RichardM.n. John I lovd. Segovia. Ciilberl. Ju. Fred, and Bachle. Wil

fred Hugo t«» Phiico Ford Corporation C»>mp<iMlc coiled membrane

assembly 3.784.470. CI 210 321 (MK)

Richetts. James R . to Marquette Electronics. Inc Suction electrode

3.783.865. CI 128 206(H)e

Richter. Fike, and Brissev. George F . to CJener.il Flectric Compan\

Method of making high speed homopolar generator with straight

winding construction 3.783..M)2.CI 2y-.«i9K (KM)

Richter. Cierhard See-
. .. , ,

Mund. K»>nrad. Richter. Gerhard, and Wcn/cl. Magdalena.

3.784.412

Richt/cnhain. Herman .V*-.-—
Vogi, Wilhem, and Richt/enhain. Herman. 3.784.61-

Rickert. Richard Mich.iel. to Bell Teleph.>ne I aboratories. Incor-

porated 1eleph«>ne set illuminatH>n circuit 3.784.760. CI 179-

90 UK)
Riedmayer. Henry J See—

. „ , ,. ,

Johnston. Samuel A . Lyons. John G . and Riedmayer. Henry J .

^ 784,948

Riesenberg. James H . and Rait. J.«eph M . to Pelorex Corp.ration

Meth«Hi and apparatus for filling and sealing container 3.783.576.

CI 53-7(KK)
I

Riester. Hubert A See—
, „ r- ,

Mannher/. Elmer D . Riester. Hubert A . SchmiHKk. Roy F .
and

Yard. Johns .3.783.687

Rife. William J Vi"—
Dunn. R S . and Rife. William J . 3.783.564

Rtibertshaw Controls Company ."»«•«—

GtxHlhouse. Carl J . and Strachan. Robert. 3,783.769.

Kreps. Emmett E. 3.783.675

Wolfe. Denis G. and Tyler. Hugh J .3.784.351

Roberts«>n. I.oewy. Engineering Company. Limited See-

Ross. Hugh MacDimald. and Ball. Allan. 3.784.153.

Robins*>n. Joseph D .SV*-—
Darley. Henry C H . and Robinson. Joseph D .

3.784.898

Robinson Keith, to D*»wt) Fuel Systems. Limited Fuel systems for air-

craft gas turbine engines 3.784. 130. CI 24476(X)j

Robins*»n I croy E . to Phillips Petroleum Company Blown film tube

collapsing 3.784.347. CI 425-387 000
|

Robray Industries .SVe—

Slocum. Fred H .3.784.236

Rocher George, and Vavda. Pierre Andre, to Metallurgical Ex-

oproducts CorTH>ratKin Method and apparatus for ladle additions

3.784, 177. CI 266-3400t

Rochwell International Corporation 5«r—
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Pilipovich, Donald, 3.783.617.

Rockland Industries Ltd : See—
Pelletier. Guy. 3.783.924

Rocklin. Albert L , and Petty. Walter L . to Shell Oil Company 2,3-

Bis(dinuoroamino)propyl 2,2-dinitro-propyl carbonate useful in

propellants 3,784,422, CI 149-88 000

Rockwell International Corporation See—
Fowler, John H. and Johnstm. Charles F, 3,783,899.

Frankel, Milton B , and Lo, George A . 3.784.420.

Rodale Manufacturing Co , Inc .See—

Lingaraju, Bharto«ir, 3,784,953.

Rodriguez. Dario See—
Martinez, Cristobal, and Rodriguez. Dario, 3,784,553.

Rody. Jean See—
Kirchmayr, Rudolf, Heller, Hansjorg, and Rody, Jean. 3.784.569

Rogge. Gail E Retractable step for passenger vehicles. 3,784.227, CI.

280-166 000
Rohm & HaasCompany .SVe—

Fellmann. Robert P ; and Whang. Jong Jai. 3.784,532.

Rohr. Wolfgang, and Fischer. Adolf, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Acetoacetanilide substituted by a phenyl-

carbama/loxy group 3.784,564, CI. 260-472 000

Roizman, Pavel Aronovich: See—
Nekras«>v. Konstantin Dmitrievich. Tarasova. Alexandra Petrov-

na. Bljusin. Alfred Avgustovich. Avdeeva. Tamara Petrovna;

Elm. Vyacheslav Alexandrovich. Roizman. Pavel Aronovich,

and Denisenko. Alexandr Panteleevich. 3,784.385

Rolle. Albert 1. . to United States of America. Navy Sonar image con-

verter 3.784.805. CI 340-3 OOr
Rosansky. Martin G . and Jagid. Bruce E . to Power Conversion, Inc

Apparatus for fabricating lithium anodes. 3.783,666, CI. 72-

1 49000
Rose. Nathaniel G Blasting operations 3.783.789, CI. 102-28.00a

Rosenberg. Otto See—
Wagner. Karl. Rosenberg, Otto; and Hummel, Adam, 3.783,757

Ross. Hugh MacDonald. and Ball. Allan, to Robertson, Loewy, En-

gineering Company, Limited Rolling mill roll coolant control

3,784. 153, CI 281-25000
R«)ss, Warren N Irrigation center pivot structure 3,784.106. CI. 239-

177 0(K)

Ross Holm Division Holm Tractor & Equipment Company See—

Holm. William /. . 3.783.830

Rossi. Eugene F . to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Nozzle for rotary

kilii 3.784.107. CI 239 208 000

Rossi. Gerald F Bicycle securing apparatus 3.783,659. CI. 70-

234 000
Rossmann. Axel, and Hoffmuller, Wilhelm. to Motoren- und Turbine-

Union Method and means for retaining ceramic turbine blades

3.784.320. CI 4 16-215 OCX)

Rotax Limited See—
Silserlown, Cyril. 3,784,894.

Rotron Incorporated .SV*-—

Knaulh. Bcrthold A . 3.783.688

Roussin. Yvonne Henriette Building construction for forming a ceiling

floor 3.783.569, CI 52-480000
Rowan Controller, Inc .SV*-—

K rick. John B. and Coleman, Bernard, 3,784,846

Royal Industries. Inc See—
Schmidt. Raymond H . 3,783.521.

Ruck. John D .S."*"—
Gerard. William I . and Ruck. John D

Ruckert. Friedrich .SVe—

Schneider. Wolfgang. Strohbeck

Ruckert. Friedrich. and Stable. Eugen. 3.784. 1 68

Rudolph Joseph, to Patent-Freuhand-Gesellschaft fur elektrische

GluhlampenmbH Gas laser 3,784,927. CI 331-94.500.

Rugcr. Sturm & Co . Inc See—
Sefried. Harry H .11.3.783.545

Ruhri>. Richard H . to Computer Identics Corporation. Label reader

3.784.795. CI 235-61 1 le.

Rulinski, Jozef. .S>e—

Prajsnar, Tadeusz. Rulinski. Jozef; Zglobicki. Edward, and Sojka,

Bronislaw, 3,783,663

hussell, George A See—
Norman. Leslie W ; Hunter, Skillman C ; and Russell. George A .

3.783,616
Rutgersweke Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Jellinek. Karl; Post, Udo; Gieben. Wibmar Uber, and Oellig, Rudi,

3.784.601

Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft See—
Franck. Heinz-Gerhard. Metzendorf. Walter; Schweym. Erich,

Beneke. Herbert, Marrett. Rolf; Nijssen. Jozef; and Omran,

Jaafar, 3,784,487

Ruthenberg, Meyer I , to Koppers Company, Inc. Interlocking joint for

sealing rings 3,784.2 1 5. CI 277-220 000
Rutherford, John M , Jr .S>«'—

Kliment, Karel, and Rutherford. John M.. Jr . 3.784,540.

Rutledge. Thomas F , to ICI America Inc Oxidation of phenols.

3,784.575, CI 260-396 OOr

Ruytenbeek, Silvester Marie See—
Geominy, Louis Joseph Henri; Gommans, Hubertus Johannes

Josephus; Mans, Leonardus Frans Helene, and Ruytenbeek, Sil-

vester Marie, 3,784.784

Ryan, Paul T . to General Electric Company. Test apparatus for pneu-

matic brake svstem. 3.784,8 13. CI. 246-169.00r.

3.783.996

Gotthilf. Harlin. Walter.

Ryba. Dusan: See—
VanderBurgt.Gerrit Johan; and Ryba. Dusan. 3.784,219

Saari, Walfred S.; and Miller, Charles S.; deceased (by Miller, Ruth A.;

executrix), to Merck & Co., Inc Amino benzyl alcohol derivatives

for treating hypertension and inhibiting gastric secretion. 3,784.700.

CI. 424-3 II 000.

Sabatelh. Leo C; and Jesse. William L Spray gun light assembly.

3.784.804, CI. 240-2 Ofd

Sabee, Reinhardt N. Diaper with thickened fastening areas 3,783.871.

CI. 128-287.000.

Sachse. Gerhard: See—
Pirck. Dietrich; Fuchs^Gundolf; and Sachse. Gerhard. 3.784.528.

Sack. Werner, to Jenaer Glaswerk Schott & Gen. Glass compositions

of iow inherent radioactivity 3,784,387, CI. 106-54.000

Sadowy, Roman, Jr See—
Woolf. Julius Isadore; Sadowy, Roman. Jr.; and Gershman. Russell

John. 3.784.757.

Saito. Shigeru: See—
Yoshino. Takachika; Saito. Shigeru; Sobukawa, Masukuni;

Nagase. Isao. Niikura. Masao; Ishikura, Jun; and Sasaki, Yu-

taka, 3,784,560.

Saito, Susumu, to Tokyo Ferrite Manufacturing Company, Ltd. Tool

devicesof the variable torque type 3.783,716, CI. 81-52 40r.

Sajus, Lucien: See—
Lassau. Christian; Stern. Robert; and Sajus, Lucien, 3,784,48 1

Sakai, Tadashi, Sakimura, Masahiko. and Ino, Yoichi, to Nippon Elec-

tric Varian, Ltd Ouadrupole mass spectrometer having resolution

variation capability. 3.784,8 14, CI 250-4 1.9ds

Sakane, Kuniyoshi: See—
Nakade, Sadao; Kubota, Hirosuke; Oshita, Toshiyuki; and Sakane,

Kuniyoshi, 3,783,624

Sakazaki, Tadazumi: See—
Uno. Naoyuki; Nomura, Katsuhiko; Sakazaki. Tadazumi;

Watanabe. Koichiro; Miyata, Katsuhiko; and Urano, Fumio,

3,783,765.

Sakimura, Masahiko: See—
Sakai, Tadashi; Sakimura, Masahiko; and Ino, Yoichi, 3,784,8 14.

Sailing, Jack Ronald: See—
Eddens. Fletcher C; Corley. William P.; Sailing, Jack Ronald; and

McDonald, Ralph E., 3,784.1 37.

Saloutos. Louis. Paint brush with bristle cartridge 3,783,468, CI 15-

202 000
Samour, Carlos M , and Vida, Julius A , to Kendall Company, The,

mesne Selected 5-substituted-5-phenylalkyl barbituric acids

3,784,547, CI 260-257.000

Sampson Corporation, The: See—
Burstein, Albert H.; and Allen, William C. 3.783.860.

Sanders, Beatrix Y.: See—
Bagheri, Mansour A. H.; Fitzgerald, Walter P , Jr . and Sanders.

Beatrix Y, 3,784,435

Sandoz, Inc.: See—
Buzzolini, Mario G.. 3,784,604.

Sandoz-Wander. Inc : See—
Habeck, Dietmar A ; and Houlihan, William J., 3.784,693

Sankyo Company, Limited: Se^j—

Takahashi, Shogo. Yamada, Takayasu; and Okudaira, Hiromi,

3,784,366.

Sansaku Ocean Co., Ltd.: See—
Nishida, Hiroshi; Vamamoto, Masao; Kitai, Atsuo; Ozaki,

Asaichiro; Nishimura. Yokio, Takemi. Hiroto; and Takemi.

Chimo. 3,784,446.

Sansome, Dennis Hugh: See—
Dawstm. Robert Graham, and Sanstime, Dennis Hugh, 3,783,668.

Santa Maria. Richard C : See—
Macaulay. William R ; Feldhake, Ralph H., Higgins, Dale G ;

and

Santa Maria, Richard C, 3,784,4 14.

Santiago, Edgardo: .SVe—

Bayer, John W ; and Santiago, Edgardo, 3,784,529.

Sanyo Chemical Industries. Ltd : See—
Hijimoto. Takehiki; Okada. Masashi; and Inque. Higashiyama.

3.784.597.

Saporito, Anthony: See-
Remus, Richard G.; and Saporito. Anthony. 3,783.632.

Saretzky. Horst: See—
Kurten. Fritz; and Saretzky. Horst, 3.783.973.

Saroch, Vladimir: See—
Kubec. Jiri; and Saroch. Vladimir. 3.784.361

.

Sartori. Daniel. Draw ing apparatus. 3,783.5 19. CI. 33-77 000.

Sasaki. Rentaro; Watanabe. Akinori; Ogasawara, Tatsuo, Watanabe.

Satosh; and Sogabe, Hidetoshi. to Oki Electric Industry Company

Ltd. and Okaya Electric Industry Company. Cold cathode discharge

display apparatus manifesting memory action 3,784.864. CI. 31-

217.000.

Sasaki. Yutaka: See—
Yoshino, Takachika; Saito, Shigeru; Sobukawa, Masukuni;

Nagase, Isao; Niikura, Masao; Ishikura, Jun, and Sasaki, Yu-

taka. 3,784,560.

Sata.Toshikatsu: See—
Mizutani. Yukio; Sata, Toshikatsu; Izuo, Ryuji; and Yamane,

Reiichi, 3,784,457.

Sato, Hideo: See—
Yamamoto. Katsuo;

Hisao; and Adachi,

Sato, Masamichi: See—

Sato. Hideo; Iwasa.

Katsuhiro, 3,783,649.

Toshio; Nakamura.
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Fukushima. Osamu. Sau.. Masamichi. and Honjo. Satoru.

.V783.827

Sato Masamichi. to Xerox Corpi>ration Electrophoti^Rraphic methinl

3 784. 301. CI 355-7 IXK)

Sato Masamichi. and Fukushima. Osamu. to Xerox Corp..ration

Imaging system 3.7H4.3»*7. CI I 17-37 01c

Sato. Shiachiko if*-—
. . , v, l w

Vamano. Togo. Jono. Kumiko. Sato. Shigehiko; and Nakanishi

Michio. 3.784.6«W

Sato. Takakazu. and Masago. laka>a. to Nissan M^"^'' ^ ""JP^">

Limited Carburetor for internal combustion engines 3,784.1 < -, 1.

1

261-44 OOr

Sato. Yoshikazu .SVf—
Maeda. Tsutomu. and Sato. Yoshika/u. 3.784.V3V

Saucr Harold S . Hagopian. Nubar D . and Colman. John M .
lo Mcdi

cal Innovations. Inc Novel external circulatory assist device

3 78V85**.CI i:>N:4 00r

Saueressig. Johann Heinrich Intaglio print machine »ith novel roll

mounting mandrel and bushing assembly 3.783.780. CI 101-

153 000
Sausse Andre and Stern. Andre, to Rhone Poulenc S A SurgicalU im

plantable prosthetic duct for the removal of biological liMUid>

^ 78^ 4S4 CI 3-1 000

Sauvse. Andre, to Rhone-Poulenc S.A PcrisUiltic pump 3.784.323. C I

417-5? 000
Sawchuk.LorisG .SVt'-

Araujt^.Roger J .andSawchuk.LorisG . 3.784.386

Sayigh. Adnan A R . Stuher. Fred A . and I Inch. HenriMo I'pji.hn

Company. The Novel compounds and process 3.784.527. C I -W)

78 Ost

Schachet F.li. to Sher>HH>d Medical Industries. Inc Suction drainage

device 3.783.870, CI 128-276 000

Schadebrodt. Gerhard. Alt/schner. Gustav. Feldmann. Hans Helmut.

Graichen. Bernhard. and Pabsl. Wolfgang, to l.icenta Patent-\er

wallung-G m b H Program controlled Ciuirdinatc machine

3.783.74 I. CI 90- 13 00c

Schafer. Kugelfischer Georg. & Co See—

Kunert. Karlhein/. and Ko/alla, Herbert. 3.783.482

Schaitberger. Daniel A . to Quanta Welding Company Article includ-

ing a weld ji>int in close pri)ximity to a fragile or thermally sensitive

element and method of making the same 3.784.77**. CI 2n
I17(K)0

Schanen. Robert R See-
'

Kaiser. FrancisT . and Schanen. Robert R .
3.784.033

Schant/. Spencer C.SV^— „ ,„
Schant/, Spencer C , and Berry, William R (said Berry ass*.r to

said).3.784.«M4

Schant/. Spencer C . and Berry. William R . said Berry assor to said

Schant/. Spencer C Adjustable electric bu//er. 3.784.944. C I 33.«'

276 000
Scharenberg. RTobertT S.'f- .... ,. ,

Averv. R Stanton. Scharenberg. Robert T. and Zeldman. Gord«>n

G .3.784.076

Scharrer R»)land Pierre Fran/, to Ari/ona Chemical Company Con|u

galu>ti of unsaturated fatty materials 3.784.537. CI 260-S>7.5tK)

Schattenmann.Wolfram SV.-
, 7. , u/.u

W ilckens. Volkmar. and Schattenmann. Wolfram. 3.784.969

Schaul Jerome Sandel. Wissbrun. Kurt Falke. and Hannon. .Martm

John, to Celanese Corporation Process of bl,.* '"'''^'"8
'''"''f

'"*^^'''

from particle form polvethvlene resins 3.784.661. CI 264-98 000

Schellhammer. Carl Wolfgang, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 4

Chloropyra/olyl compounds 3.784.570.CI 260.308 OUb

Schenck. Carl. Firma See—
Heiland. Manfred. 3.783.557

Schenker. Karl See—
Jenn\.Frwin F. and Schenker. Karl. 3.784.642

Scherer James P . and Koerner. John A . to Textron. Inc Broadband

halun 3.784.93J. CI 33.^-26.000

Schering Corporation SVf—
,. u 1 1

Shapiro. Elliot L , Teutsch. George J , and Her/og. Hershel I
.

3.784.603 , . .. V
Schievelbein. Vernon H . Shankle. Leonard A . and Wade. Herbert N.

to Texaco Inc Secondary recovery process utili/ing brine clec-

IroK/ed to remove hydrogen sulfide 3.783,943. CI 166-266 000

Schild. Josef, and Wessner, Harald, to V\>ckenhuber, Karl and Hauser.

Raimund Exposure control device for photographic cameras

3. 783. 761. CI 95-1 1 OOr

Schilter. Josef Sff— ,,-,„-,«-,„
Forgo Gabor. Mever. Erwin. and Schilter. Josef, 3.783,».J».

Schindler. Walter. Schmid. Erich, and Zuest. Armin. to Ciba-Geigy

Corporation. Imidazolidinone derivatives as central nervous system

depressants 3,784,689. CI 424-250 000

Schirmer. Hermann; and Peilstocker, Gunter, to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft Polycarbonate molding comp<isitions having improved

release properties containing an ester of a tnhydric alcohol and a C-

10 to C-22 saturated aliphatic carboxylic acid 3,784,595, CI -60-

'8 Otn
, ^ ...

Schlang Arthur, to Isotec Incorporated Electro-optical handwritten

character reader 3.784.982, CI 340-146 30j.

Schlinger.WarrenG .?<•«'—

Slater. William L . Schlinger. Warren G.; and Crouch. William B .

3.784.364

Schloemann Aktiengesellschaft; .SVf

—

Groos, Horst Hans, and Zander. Walter. 3.783,774.

Schlumbcrger lechn«>U>gv Corptiration: Ser—
Haves. [>>nald A . 3.784.828

Kisling. James W .111.3.783.941.

Schuster.Nick A .3.784.822

Schuster. Nick A . 3.784.91K)

L rban.isky. Har.>ld J . 3.783.940

Whitnil.William A .Jr. 3.784.732
.- . . n. 1

Schmedding. Albert A and Pfiefer. Ernest L . t.> Bergcniield Dcvelop-

, mentCo . Inc Sewing machine 3,783.81 1. CI 1 12-218 lH)r

Schmid. Erich .SV«- •
-nuA t.iio

Schindler. Walter, Schmid, Erich, and /ucsl, Armin. 3,784.689

Schmidt. Fran/ .SV.-
u iTut<iiu

Hill. Albrechi. Schmidt. Fran/, and Schwartz, Erich. ^•\«'»--\'''

Schmidt, Gunter. to Prinluction, Inc Film sheet cassette 3,784.83.s,

CI 25()48t)(HH)
. ^ . u

Schmidt Ravmond H . to Roval Industries. Inc \ chicle torsion bar

sctlinBgaugc3.783.52l.CI33 18IO.it

Schmitl. ldN*..rd Em.l. Sucn. I /cng Jiueq. and I pdegrall. Ivor

Hebc-rling. to American Cyanamid Company Water degradabic

resins containing recurring, contiguous, polymeri/ed glyc.. ide units

and process for preparing same 3.784.585.CI 260-861 IKM)

Schmolling.Gunthcr .SV« —
Lrll Dietrich. Lishold. Horsl-Gunter. Gillcs, Helmut. Schmolling.

Gunther. Steuernagel. Walter, and Nitz. Jurgen, 3.783.589

Schm»K>ck. Ron F .S<«—
, „ r- 1

Mannher/. Elmer D . Riester. Hubert A . Schm.HH.k. Roy F .
anO

Vard.JohnS. 3.783.687
,

Schneider. Gunter .V*-*'—
Klein. Dagobcrt. and Schneider. Gunter. 3,784,936.

Schneider. Jos .& Co Oplische Werke .S.-*--

Himmelsbach. Paul. 3.783.603

Slrobel. Ji>scph.and Beisiegel. Norbert. 3.7.S4.291I

Schneider Klaus, .ind Flaschar, Hem/, to Bosch. Robert. G m b H

Electro hvdrauhc control unit 3.783.90 1. CI 137-625 640

Schneider Wolfgang. Strohbeck. C;otlhilf. Harlin. Walter. Ruckert.

Friedrich. and Stable. I ugen. to B..sch. RoKrl. Ci m b H \ ibratory

device 3.784.168. CI 259118),
, ,„. ,1, ,1

Schnell. Karl Portioning device lor doughy material 3, 784, .«.<-. 1.

1

417.319000
Schnipper I eonard B Combined sanitary napkin and medicated band

age 3.783.869, CI 128-2610(8)
. ^ ,

Sch.>cn. Oscar W . Jr . to I nited States of America. Navy Method lor

electrically insulating magnet«»strictive material 3.783.505. CI 29-

609 (M)0

Schon.WernerSciss..rs 3.783.5 12. CI .tO-254(KK)

Schorr Manfred, and Du«el. Dieter, ti. Farbwerkc Hoechst Aktien

Bcsellschaft v..rmals Meister Lucius & Brunmg Imida/olinyl-ethyl-

dithu.carbamic acid esters 3.784.633. CI 26() 302 60()

Schrader. Gerhard, and Hammann. Ingeborg. to Bayer Aktien^

gesellschaft ThM>l or thionothiol-phosphoric or -phosphonic acid

esters 3 784.653. CI 26()929(HM)

Schrading Mark S . and Arps. Marion F . to Kimberly CTark C orp<ira-

tion Surgical towel 3.78 t.H62. CI I 28-1 32 OOd

Schrage. Donald J . to Aqua-Chem. Inc Ciratt structure lor incinera

tor 3.783.802, CI I 10 14 OOO

Schraut. Karl Garden gr«Himing machine

3.783.592. CI 56-13 .300

Schreibcr. Chaim Samuel Kitchen cabinets

257 OOr
Schrciber. C haim Samuel Kitchen cabinets

245 (M)()

Schrevcr.Gerd See-—
Kleemann, Axel; Schreyer, Gerd, Weiberg,

Wolfgang. 3.784,568

Schroeder Henrv Charles, to Bell Telephone Lahoratones, Incor

porated' Parallel data scrambler 3,784,743. CI l78-22()00.

Schryver, Andrew .SV«—
. . ,. out

Baker. David Keith. Eason. Ronald Charles. Gascoignc. Richard

Melville, and Schryver. Andrew, 3.784.875

Schubert. Harry -SV.-— ,.,,... ^. .

Naumann. Siegfried. Lauchner. Manfred. Golbs. Christian, and

Schubert. Harry. 3.783.646

Schuchmann. Russell P .SV<

—

, o 1. u
Van Horn, Lawrence E . Elliot, William H , and Schuchmann.

Russell P, 3,784,88

1

Schuler. Ernst See— ,-,„,<>-,.
Golde. Karl-Heinz. and Schuler. Ernst, 3,783,934.

Schultz, Donald J Automatic driver 3,783,956, CI 173-93 700

Schultz, Richard Allen, to Sperry Rand Corporatuin Power transmis-

sion 3.784,336,CI 418-61 000
Schultz, Roger Lee SVf— „ .,. , a c

McGlothlin, Raymond E ; Werlein. Eugene R.; Taylor. Bruce F ;

and Schultz. Roger Lee. 3.784.5''9

Schuster. Nick A . to Schlumberger Technology CorrKiration Radioac-

tivity well logging methods and apparatus. 3.784,82.2. CI. ^nv-

266 000 ^ n, I

Schuster Nick A., to Schlumberger Technology Corp<iration Plural

frequency borehole methods and apparatus for investigating earth

formations 3,784.900, CI 324- 10 (KX)
. ,^, ^ .„

Schuster, Wilhelm, to Vereinigte Papierwerkc Schickedanz & Co.

PriKess and apparatus for the production of plaslic-sheathed tam-

pons 3,784.425, CI 156-83000.

Schutt, Dale W , and Beck, Gerhard O , to United Slates of Amenca.

Atomic Energy Commission. Picosecond beam rot.nitor. 3,784,909,

CI 324-7 1.Oeb

and rotor

3.784.271.

3.784.272.

therefor

CI 312

CI 312-

Ollo. and Wcigert.
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Schwarlz. Erich; See—
Hill. Albrechi. Schmidt. Franz, and Schwartz. Erich. 3,784.5 19

Schwartz. Reinhard See—
Fhcim, Franz, and Schwartz. Reinhard. 3,784,330.

Schwarz, Arnulf; Konig. Gerhard, and Piclolh. Manfred, to VEB Kom-

binal Mess-und Regelungstechnik Dessau Fluidic surface device and

nozzle system for the formation of jets in the device. 3.783.902. CI

137-803000
Schwenk, George B Fireplace accessory for burning newspapers

3.783.857, CI 126-164000
Schwenk. Kurl See—

Adier. Jurgen. Erck. Karl; Klehba. Horst; Kramer. Wolfgang.

Maneck. Ernst. Mueller-Eckhardt. Hans; and Schwenk, Kurt.

3.783.568

Schweym. Erich .SVf—

Franck. Heinz-Gerhard; Met/endorf. Waller, Schweym, Erich;

Beneke. Herbert. Marretl, Rolf; Nijssen. Jozef; and Omran.

Jaafar. 3.784.487

Schwier/, Gunter, and Wulff, Peter. Ki Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Image magnirier 3.784.830. CI 250 2l30vt

SCM Corporation See—
Babin. Frank A . and Klein. Kenneth E . 3.784.304

Os/lanyi. Anial G ; and Zielinski. Richard J . 3.784.709

Scope Incorporated .SVf

—

Dalv . John Patrick. 3.784.765

Scott. Kenneth, lo Thorn Electrical Industries Limited Vapour

discharge lamps 3.784,863, CI 313-174.000

Scott Paper Company .SVf—
Spruvl. Harrv. and Hoffman. Louis S.. 3.784,056.

Scott. Robert L Machine guard 3.783.709. CI 74-612000

Scull. Herbert M . Jr . lo Ethyl Corporation Pr»>duction of aluminum

3.784.372. CI 75-68()()c

Searle.G D .& Co SVf—
Jaszc/ak, Ronald J , 3.784,82 I

Searle. (i D . & Co . mesne .SVf

—

Abramson. Harvey J . 3.783.861

Scbring. John G ; and Downs. 1 homas C . to General Motors Corpora

lion Oil seal arrangement for rotary engine 3.784,337, CI

142 000
Secure monev changing and money receiving system

Carlherg. Fdwin W . 3.78 3.884

Sccburg Corporation, The .SVf—
Jensen. Herman Cieorgc. 3.783.989

Sefried. Harrv H . II. lo Ruger. Sturm & Co . Inc

rangement for mu//le loading revolver. 3.783.545

Segal, Bernard Mortimer .SVf

—

Friedman. David, and Segal. Bernard Mortimer,

Segovia. Gilbert: .Vff—
Richardson. John Llo\d. Segovia. Gilbert; Ju

Wilfred Hugo. 3.784.470.

Seiberlich. Walter, to Maschinenfabrik Loren/ Aktiengesellschaft

Gear shaping apparatus uith improved culler retraction arrange-

ment 3.783.740. CI 90-7.000

Seiferi, Edv*in A . Jr lorque hinge for draft member. 3,784.229, CI

280-446 000
Seitetsu Kagaku Co . Lid .Sff—

Hirao,Shoichi. lhara,Satoshi, and Ulda, Kanji, 3,784,175.

Sei/, Rudolf SVf—
Gantre, Franz; Zywietz, Waller; Seiz, Rudolf, and Eickhoff. Hemz,

3,783,625

Seiz, Wolfgang .SVf

—

Renner. Alfred, and Sei/, Wolfgang. 3.784.584

Sekiguchi. Hidelo. Malsumura. Yasuo. Aral. Kojiro. Haruyama. Kunio;

and Wakilani. Milsuru. to American Cyanamid Company. Process

for producing acrylic fibers 3.784.666. CI 264-234000

Selivanov. Gennadv Dmilrievich: -SVf

—

Morgolenko. Analoly Sergeevich. Kononcnko. Vadim

Grigorievich. Fcdoscnko. Igor Grigorievich. Selivanov, Gen-

nadv Dmilrievich; Kushnarenko, Sergei Grigorievich. and

l.epetjukha. Vladimir Semenovich, 3,783,672

Semenov, Roman Lvovich. .SVf—
Manyafov. Valery Nikolaevich. Busheev. Analoly Ivanovich;

Semenov. Roman Lvovich; and Klevlsov. Valery Alexeevich.

3,784,866.

Serafin, Marian, and Decubber, Maurice, lo Societc Anonyme de

Traverses en Beton Arme Systeme Vagneux. Rail fastening

3,784,098, CI. 238-349.000.

Renato. Automatic tuner drive device applicable lo radio

.SVf-

Loading lever ar-

, CI 42-6 1 000

. 3.784.979.

Fred, and Bachle.

Seregni,
tape or wire recorder

3.783.987.

and Seyfried, Franz,

receivers with an incorporated magnetic

and/or player 3,784,762. CI. 179-100 HO.
Seversen, Gordon F : .SVf—

Hanerl, John A , and Seversen, Gordon F

Seward, Gordon B.: -SVf—

Nutter. Donald J., 3.784.192.

Seyfried, Franz: See-
Andres. Rudolf; Moller, Hermann;

3.784,810.

Shaffer. Waller M , lo Towmotor Corporation Mechanical linkage for

auxiliary drive control in vehicles 3,783,962, CI I 80-44 OOf

Shalako Resource Systems. Inc.: .SVf—

Stearns. William P . 3,784,745.

Stearns, William P ; and Lauchner. John K.. 3.784.750.

Shankle, Leonard A.: 5ff—
Schievelbein, Vernon H.. Shankle, Leonard A.; and Wade, Her-

bert N, 3,783,943.

Shanks, Bruce E., to General Electric Company Filament support.

3.784,865, CI. 313-274.000.

Shapero, Wallace H., lo Mattel. Inc. Appliabic doll decorations

3.783,554. CI 46-116.000

Shapiro. Elliot L ; Teutsch. George J.; and Herzog. Hershel L.. to

Schering Corporation. 6-Azide-2 1-oxygenated-steroids of the

pregnane series, methods for their manufacture and intermediates

produces thereby 3.784,603, CI 260-349 000.

Sharpc, Stuart Peter; and Snell, Brian Kenneth, to Imperial Chemical

Industries Limited 0( 2-Diethylammo-4-melhyl-6-py rimidinyl )0,0-

dimethyl phosphorothioate and its salts. 3,784,546, CI. 260-256.50r.

Shavcl, John, Jr.: ,SVf

—

Strandlmann. Max Von; Connor. David T.; and Shavel, John. Jr.,

3,784.6(M).

Shaver William R , lo Pullman Incorporated Hooper door actuating

mechanism and auxiliary lock 3.783.797. CI 105-251 000

Shaw. Eva: .SVf—

Shaw. James Anthony Carpenter, and Shaw, Eva, 3.784,05 I

.

Shaw, James Anthonv Carpenter; and Shaw, Eva Container

3.784.05 I . CI 220-93'.0(K).

Shaw. Robert F.: .SVf

—

Eckert. John Presper. Jr ; Weincr. James R . Shaw. Robert F ; and

Weiss. Herbert Frazer. 3.784.983

Shea. John V ; and Cole. Raymond A., lo Rcxham Corporation Con-

vertible hosiery package 3.784.088. CI 229-68 000

Sheard. John Leo. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Company.

Process for making capacitors and capacitors made thereby.

3.784.887, CI. 3 I 7-258. OCX)

Shcely, Harold R , lo Badger Company, Inc . The, Reactor staging

3,783.528. CI. 34-57.OOa.

Sheffer. Edward J.: .SVf—

Bushncll. Clifford B ; Sheffer, Edward J.; and Sutliff, Robert C,
3,784,001.

Shell Oil Company: .SVf

—

Barker, Michael D., 3,784.554.

Darley. Henry C H ; and Robinson. Joseph D . 3.784.898

Rocklin. Albert L . and Petty. Walter L . 3.784.422

Shenk. John W:.Sff—
OlJiinger. James C; and Shenk. John W., 3,784. 1 44.

Shepherd. Robert G Elastic type arrow projecting gun 3.783.852. CI

124-22.000
Sherv^ood Medical Industries Inc See— «

Brown, Alexander M, 3.783,997

Brush, Donald C ; and Oswald, Robert D . 3.783,998

Gerard. William L ; and Ruck. John D.. 3.783.996.

Schachet. Eli. 3.783.870

Weichsclbaum. Theodore E . 3.783,895.

Sherwood. Noble; and Lombard. Ralph, lo Textron. Inc Rewind

starter 3.783.85 I .CI. 123-185.0ba

Shcth. Prabhakar Ranchhordas: .SVf—

Ranucci. Joseph Anthony; and Shelh. Prabhakar Ranchhordas.

3.784.708.

Shevlin, Thomas S., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com
pany Device for storing and cooking food. 3.784.787. CI 219-

386'0()0.

Shigemori. Hidelo: .SVf—

Halanaka. Yoshihiro; Shigemori. Hideto; and Ueba. Akio.

3.784,790

Shigeyama, Shogo, Yamada. Yoichiro; and Kondo. Kunihiro. to Trio

Kabushiki Kaisha; a/t/a Trio Electronics. Inc Noise eliminating

device 3.784,749, CI. 179-l.OOp

Shiio, Hajime; and Yamaguchi, Masami, to Ceramic Kagaku Yugen

Kaisha Baked resistance member and the process of manufacture

thereof 3.784.407. CI. I 17-227.000

Shimizu. Hiroshi, to Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd Rotary piston engine with

exhaust recirculating device. 3,783.839. CI. 123-8 450

Shimojima, Masatoshi: .Sff—

Watanabe, Rinzo. and Shimojima. Masatoshi. 3.784,285

Shinkai, Kinya; Ahe, Yoshitaka. and Izumisawa. Masalo, to Sony Cor-

poration. Degaussing circuit for portable Television color picture

tube 3,784,868. CI. 315-8.000

Shinko Electric Co , Ltd.: .Sff

—

Imai. Masataro, Ishizawa, Hiroshi; and Kanbayashi, 3.784,802

Shiosaka, Makoto: See—
Hijiya, Hiromi; and Shiosaka, Makoto, 3,784.390.

Shippee. Dennis M: -Sff—

Burke, George E , Jr.; Lemos, Walter G; and Shippee, Dennis M.
3.784.077.

Shoji, Akira, to Nippon Automation Kiki Co., Ltd. Self-closing valve

device in a piping system of fluids. 3,783,887. CI. 137-38.000.

Shorr, Norman: .Sff

—

Lewchuk, Richard R ; and Shorr, Norman, 3,784,655.

Shumate, Marvin T ; and Williams, Bobby G Fishing reel. 3.784.124,

CI. 242-84. lOr

Siciliano. Anthony J., to Diamond International Corporation. Manure

sheds and joist cleaner arrangement 3,783,829, CI 119-17.000

Siciliano Anthony J, to Diamond International Corporation. End to

end egg transfer mechanism. 3.783,990, CI. l98-20.00r.

Sieber, Johannes-Helmut: See—
Weber, Hans-Peter; Litzler. Alfred; Hertig. Jean; Milicevic.

Branimir; Fuhring. Heinrich; Sieber, Johannes-Helmut; and

042818,3,783,650.
Siedel, Helene Elise. n&e Graf See—

Nahm, Helmut; and Siedel, Walter, 3.784,697.

Siedel. Walter: See—
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Nahm. Helmut, and Siedel. Walter. 3.784.6'*7

Siegal. Burton L : See—
Varon. Albert S . and Si^gal. Burton L.. 3.784.023.

Siegart. William R ; Blackley. W illiam D ; and Chafetz. Harry, to Tex

acoinc Anti-static fuel composition 3.784.362. CI. 44-62 0(K)

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Berger, Helmut. 3.784,834

Dilpers. Heinrich; and Musebeck. Horst. 3.783.503

Holmstrom. Lars Olof. 3.784.837 .,,„...-,
Martens. Hans. Diepers. Hcinrich. and Muller. Alfred. 3.784.45.

Michael. Ulrich. 3.784.889

Michel. Eberhard. 3.783.838

Mund, Konrad. Richter. Gerhard, and Wenzel. Magdalena.

3.784.412
Olsen. Willi. 3.784.771

Ollersdorf. Winfried. 3.784.767.

Parlevliet. Theodor. 3.784.266

Schvkierz.Gunter. and W ulff. Peter. 3,784.830.

Weidemann. Erwin. 3.784.885

Siemund. Herbert A Combination window washer, scraper and

soueegee 3.783.469. CI 1 5-209 OOr

Sievert. William C . CArter. William A . and Muns«in. James I .to In

land Steel Company. Film thickness control apparatus 3.783.823.

CI 118-63 000
Slier Joseph T Method of assembhng members having misaligned

holes 3.783.496. CI 29-464.000

Silvertown. Cyril, to Rotax Limited. Alternators 3.784.894. CI 313

47 000
Simjian Luther G Friction type exercising device with separate

handgrip exerciser 3.784. 193. CI 272-68 0(K)

Simmons Carl E . and Fcrnandes. Joseph F . to United Aircraft

Products. Inc Surface ciHiler 3.783.935. CI 165-44 IKK>

Simonovitch.Chaim. .^V«'—

Just.George E. and SimonoMtch. Chaim. 3.784.636.

Just. George F . and Simt>novitch. Chaim. 3.784.634

Simpkin. William E Emergency warning system with range contr»>l

1 784 970. CI. 340-33 000
Simpson. Arthur R . and Egloff. Frank S . to Chicago Bridge & Iron

Company Rotating drum with elastomcric pad-mounted supporting

rings 3.783.91 8. CI 144-208.00b

Simpson. Dale O : Set—
Carlberg. Edvun W .3.783.884

Sinclair-Koppers Company See—
Ceska.GaryW .3.784.498

Singer Company. The; .S*"*-—

Fersch. Harry, and Kopido. Walter Hein?. 3.783.8 12

Friedman. David, and Segal. Bernard Mortimer. 3.784.979

Singer Company. The. mesne See—
Kroll,Gunter.3.783.8l3

Ohphani. Melvain. 3.784.720

Siosca. Felix Jerome: See—
Castro. Rodolfo; Toscano. Esteban J

3.784.183

Sironi. Francesco Facing panel 3.783.572. CI 52-599 OOO

Sistig. Wolf See—
Pfannmueller. Helmut. Lrban. Fricdrich,

Gropper. Hans, and Sistig. Wolf. 3.784.538

Skattman Rune Carl \ alfrid. and Bjork. OUn Richard Mobile. riKk

drill supportmg rig 3.784.1 59, CI 254-45 000

Skinner. Harvey G . to Westmoreland Plastics Company Pipe spacers

3.783.907. CI 138-106.000

Skorcz. Joseph A.; See—
Suh. John T. and Skorcz. Joseph A. 3.784.643

Skrmetta Raphael O Dynamic shrimp grader and grading method

3.784.007. CI 209-85.000

Slater William L . Schlinger. Warren G . and Crouch. William B
.
to

Texaco Inc Production of fuel gas 3.784.364. CI 48-2 1 5 000

SImko. Mikhail Gavrilovitch. 1/2 to UCB Societe Anonyme Pf"««>

for carrying out chemical reactions in a fluidizcd bed 3.784.56 1 .
C I

260-465 300
Sloboda. Adolph Edward See—

Cohen. Elliott. Sloboda. Adolph Edward. Osterberg. Arnold Cur

tis. and Child. Ralph Grassing. 3.784.704

Tomcufcik. Andrew Stephen. Child, Ralph Grassing, and Sloboda.

Adolph Edward. 3.784.701

Slocum. Fred H . to Robray industries Fitting for flexible conduite

3.784.236. CI 285-45.000

Sluss. Willard L Chinese ring puzzle 3,784.206. CL 273-158.000

Smidth.F L .&Co See—
Hastrup. Niels Erik. 3.784.389.

Smiley. Seymour H: .V*"*-— „ • . c
James. Dean B ; Smiley. Seymour H ; and Whittaker, Ralph E. Jr.,

3.784.817.

Smit, Jacobus C: See—
Bruggeman. Frans. and Smit. Jacobus C . 3.784.044.

Smith. Elmer R See—
Johnson. Norman F . and Smith. Elmer R . 3,784.766.

Smith. F P, Corporation; See—
Ward. Elmer E .3.784.011

Smith. Gary C.Jr;5*'<'—
Raymond. David G . Smith. Gary C. Jr.; and Viles. Alan H

3.783,743.

Smith, Harry A , jnd Kobel. Erwin H . to Dow Chemical Company

The Rubber and amine modified phenolic resins. 3.784,496. CI

260-29 300

Sam T.. and Wils»>n. Clenis E..

and Si»»sca. Felix Jerome.

Buechner. Oskar.

Smith International. Inc See-
Chance. Glenn G . Crews.

3.784.238
Smith. Ivan O Tire caliper 3.783.523. CI 33-203 130.

Smith. James D B . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Latent or

game phospht>nium salt catalysts for curing glycidyl ether eptixy

resins 3.784.583. CI 260-830 Otw

Smith James M . and Drennan. George A . to Hewlett-Packard Com-

pany Micr.K-ircuit package as.sembly 3.784.726. CI '''•»-« (H)s_

Smith. John Emergency rotating warning lamp 3.784.809. CI 240-

49(8)0
Smith. Leonard Richard, t.. Smith. S K . C ompany. The Display box

with an attachable lid movable relative to the box 3,783.999. CI

206-4-5 230
Smith. Maurice Irv in .V««-—

.^ , •

Mcintosh. Alexander Charles, and Smith. Maurice Irvin.

3.784.758

Smith. S K .Company. The See— i

Smith. Leonard Richard. 3.783.999 I

SmithklincCorp«>ration .Sf*"—

McGusty. Fh/abeth R . and Sutti>n. Blame M . 3.784.687

Smock. Edmund G Air bag elevated dump vehicle 3.784.-55. CI

298 8 OOt
,

Smyth Manufacturing Ccmipany . mesne See—
McCiahon. JohnO . and Byrne. William J .3.783.991 '

Snam Progetti. S p A See—
Cinnasi. Alexxandro. and Rescalli. Carlo. 3.784.626

Snell. Brian Kenneth .SVc-

Sharpe. Stuart Peter, and Snell. Brian Kenneth. 3.784.546

Snit/er. Elias See—
Koester. Charles J . and Snit/er. Elias. 3.783.874

Snyder. George W See—
Erspamcr. James R . and Snyder. George W .3.784.753

Sobel. Leonard H . to Collision Devices. Inc Deformable shock ab

sorbing guard 3.784. 182. CI 267-l400tK)

Sobukawa. Masukuni .SV« —
Yoshino. Takachika. Saito. Shigeru. Sobukaw.i. Masukuni.

Nagase. Isao. Niikura. Masao. Ishikura. Jun. and Sasaki. ^ u-

taka. 3.784.560

Societe Anonyme de Traverses en Bet.m Arme Systeme V agneux

.SVf—
Serafin. Marian, and Decubber. Maurice. 3.784.098

Societe Anonyme des I sines Chauvsen .S«'«-—
Chartet. Andre. 3.783.938

S<Kiete Anonyme dite L'Oreal; .NVf—

KaUipissis. Gregoirc. BouilUm. Claude. Manoussos. Georges, and

Berrebi.Claudine. 3.784.685

Societe Anonyme I aboservice See—
Barclay. Roger. 3.783.540

Societe d Etudes Machines Thermiques .SV«'—

Kuhn, Karl Walter, and Corbin. Marcel Pierre Ernest Mane.

3.783.842 I

SiKiete'dite Electronique Marcel Dassault .V<'< —
Geesen. Michel. 3.784.980

Sticiete Francaise dtquipemcnls pour la Navigatum Aeriennc

Aerodrome de Villacoublay See—
|

Willoteaux. Guv Claude. 3.784.8(H)

Societe Industrielle Bull-Cleneral Electric ( Societe Anonyme )
.SV.

Prival. Guy, and Prieur. Robert. 3.783,-504

StKiete Lannionnase dElcctroniqucs; See—
\

Aillet. Claude. 3.784.914

S«igabe. Hidet«>shi See—
Sasaki, Rentaro, Watanabe, Akinori, Ogasawara,

Watanabe. Satosh, and Sogabc! Hidetoshi. 3.784.864

Soiltest. Inc .S*-*-— .

Blackwell. Lyman L . 3.784.905. I

Sojka. Bronislaw .SV*"—
, c- i

Prajsnar. Tadeusz. Rulinski. Jozef. Zglobicki. Edward, and Sojka.

Bronislaw. 3.783.663. ,

Solitron Devices Inc .S*-*"— '

Perkins. Carroll R . and Lucks. Irwin A .
3.784.725

Sonn George Frank, and McGonigle. Frank Michael, to Inmont Cor-

p*,ration Pigmented plastics. 3.784.393. CI 106-288 OOg

Sonobe.Toshimilsu .SV*-— -^ .

Ogasawara. Shoji. Tamate. Teruzo. and Sonobe. Toshimitsu.

3.783.698

Sony CorporatKin: -SVf—

Araki. Yoshitoshi. Yanagisawa. Yuzuru. and Nakayama, Akira,

3.784,862
Mono, Minoru, and Awata, Yoriyoshi. 3,784.859

Ohsawa. Wlitsuo. 3.784.934

Shinkai. Kinya. Ahe. Ytishitaka. and Izumisawa. Masato.

3.784.868
Watanabe. Toshiro. and Kubota. Yasuharu. 3.784,734.

Sopinski.Zygmunt J :iV«'— ,,„,,„-.
Trimble. Lester B . and Sopinski. Zygmunt J . 3.783.703

Sotak John B and Williamson. Harold A Power mower safety

mechanism 3.783.591 . CI 56-10.200

Soulier. Jt>el Henri Auguste Microwave furnace for the treatment of

sheets or plates made of a material absorbing said waves. 3,784.777.

CI 219-10 550
Souse. Anthony A See—

Durden. John A., and Souse. Anthony A.. 3,784.605.

Southam. Earl A.: Sre—

Tatsuti.
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Jr., Southam, Earl A.; and McDowell. John R.

Edwin W ; and Speicher, Walter J..

,
Shaw. Robert F.. and

,3,784.753.

Hill, Vernon J

3,784,133

Southern Mills, Inc ; .SV*"—

Terry, Claude E., 3.783.479.

Southwell. William H ; and Walters. Richard M. to Owens-Illinois. Inc.

Method and apparatus for measuring the index of refraction.

3.784.308. CI 356-128 000.

S p A Virginio Rimoldi & C ; See—
Marforio. Nerino. 3.783.809.

Marforio. Nerino. 3.783.810.

Spangler. Herbert D . to Merck & Co., Inc. Cereals containing discrete

nutrient particle on the surface 3.784.7 16. CI 426-289.000.

Spanjer. Keith G. to Motorola. Inc. Ultrasonic bond control apparatus.

3.784.079. CI. 228-1.000.

Spccht, Glenn E., to American La France. Inc. Nozzle. 3,784.1 1 3. CI.

2 39-460000.
Speicher. Edwin W ; See—

Noble. Arthur J . Speicher. Edwin W.; and Speicher. Walter J..

3.783.776.

Speicher. Walter J See—
Noble. Arthur J ; Speicher.

3.783.776.

Sperry Rand Corporation; .SV*"—

Burmeister.WilliamW. 3.784.891.

Eckert. John Prespcr. Jr . Weiner. James R.

Weiss. Herbert Frazer. 3.784.983

Erspamer. James R . and Snyder. George W
Haas. George C. 3.784.845

Lonnemo. Kurt R . 3.784.327.

Pcdcrsen. Nicholas F . 3.784.328

Schultz. Richard Allen. 3.784.336.

Spooner. Michael .SV«'—
Burnham. Donald. Honeyball. Samuel Walter; Sptx>ner. Michael;

and I ohb. Daniel Richard. 3.784.742

Sprauer. Jerome William, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I . and Company
Room temperature soluble melt-condensed polyamide inter-

poKmers 3.784.495. CI 26018 OOn.

Spraying Systems Co ; .SV<'—

iPiggott. Richard G .3.784.11 1

Springfeld. Artur. to Kunststoffwerke Gebruder Anger GmbH. Disk ex-

truder 3.784.339. CI 425-133 000

Spruyt. Harry, and Hoffman. Louis S . to Scott Paper Company
Moisture-impermeable package 3.784.056. CI. 221-63.000

Squelch. John Edward Cylinder block 3.783.840. CI 123-65.00b

Squibb. E R . & Sons. Inc ; .SV< —
Beer. Bernard; Clody. Donald E ; Vogel. John R ; and Horovit/.

/ola P .
3.784.688'

Dursch. Friedrich, 3.784.562

Yale. Harry L . and Petigara. Ramesh. 3.784.548

Yale. Harry l. ; and Petigara. Ramesh B . 3.784.549.

Yale. Harry l. ; and Petigara. Ramesh B.. 3.784.550.

St Cvr. David R .SV*-—

Osborn. Robert A . St Cyr. David R ; and Bullard. Herbert L .

3.784.530
Stable. Eugen; See—

Schneider. Wolfgang. Strohbeck. Gotthilf, Harlin, Walter.

Ruckert. Friedrich. and Stable. Eugen. 3.784.168.

Stahlwcrke Sudwestfalen AG .SVf—

Randak. Alfred, and Michel. Karl. 3.784.4 1 8

Stakhno. Vladimir Ivanovich Apparatus for effecting pulse-wise con-

trol over a direct current motor 3.784.880. CI 318-138.000.

Stalcup. Johnnie V.; See—
Towne. Richard C; and Stalcup. Johnnie V.. 3.783.815

Stalder. Otto, to Establissement Temova Waist support and hip girdle.

3.783.879. CI 128-570()()()

Stalker. James E . to Home Metal Products Company. Roof ventilator

3.783.767.CI 98-42 000
Standard Brands Incorporated; .SV*"—

Nelson, William Junior, and Hinman, Charles William, 3,784,409

Standard Oil Company; See—
Fields. Ellis K; and Puskas. Imre. 3.784.573

Standard Oil Company ( Indiana ); .SVf

—

Akin. Cavit, and Chao, Kwei C , 3,784.536.

Husa. Howard W. and Ginsburgh. Irwin. 3,783.91 1.

Stanley. John R ; See—
Finelli. Anthony F.. and Stanley. John R.. 3.784.52 I

Stanley Works. The; See—
Willard. Edwin J.; and Elmore. James. 3.783.773

Stanton. Leo F . to American Shoe Machinery Corporation Machine

for applying pressure to shoe bottoms 3,783.464. CI. I2-I42.00t

Staples. John, to Mitchel & King Skates Limited. Ice skates. 3.784,2 1 7,

CI 280-1 1.170

Stauffer Chemical Company; See-
Large, George B , 3,784,589

Lerner, Robert Wendell. Hayati. Hossein; and Flasch. John

Robert. 3.784.505.

Toy. Arthur D. F.; and Uhing. Eugene A . 3,784.591

.

Stearns. William P . to Shalako Resource Systems. Inc. Method and ap-

paratus for providing electronic sound clarification for aurally han-

dicapped persons 3.784.745. CI. I 79- 1 OOn.

Stearns. William P ; and Lauchner. John K . to Shalako Resource

Systems. Inc Apparatus and prosthetic device for providing elec-

tronic correction of auditory deficiencies for aurally handicapped

persons. 3.784,750, CI. 179-1.OOn.

Steele. Raymond Ernest, to Kwikform. Limited. Formwork for use in

supporting shuttering. 3,784. 1 5 1 . CI. 249- 1 8 000.

Steffan, William J, to Burke Concrete Accessories. Inc. Concrete form

snap-tie rod and method of forming the head therefor. 3.783,462, CI.

10-27.00h.

Steidel. Charles A., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Thin film resistors. 3.784,95 1 . CI. 338-262.000.

Stein. Lawrence, to United States of America, Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Atmosphere purification of radon and radon daughter ele-

ments. 3,784,674, CI. 423-249.000.

Steiner, Walter. Telescoping clothes dryer structure. 3.784.020. CI

211-1.300
Steinhagen. Horst G., to Twin Disc, Incorporated. Power transmitting

drive apparatus. 3,783,7 10, CI. 74-665.0ga

Steinhauer, Alfred F.; and Mclntire, Otis R , to Dow Chemical Com-
pany, The. Process and compositions for preparing unique films hav-

ing a multiplicity of voids and an organic material contained therein.

3.784.488. CI. 260-2. 50m.
Stephan. Hans; See—

Eggenspepger. Heinz; Franzen, Volker; and Stephan. Hans.

3,784,650.

Stephenson, Edward, Jr., to Stephenson Papesch Processes. Inc.

Process of manufacturing pig iron. 3.784,370. CI. 75-42.000.

Stephenson Papesch Processes. Inc.: See—
Stephenson. Edward. Jr.. 3.784.370.

Steprath Werner; and Birkholz, Manfred, to Maschinenfabrik Buckau

R. Wolf Aktiengesellschaft. Vibrator. 3,783,701. CI. 74-87.000.

Sterling Drug Inc.; See—
Jefferies. Patrick J.; and Crounse. Nathan N.. 3.784,599.

Stern, Andre: See—
Sausse, Andre, and Stern, Andre, 3.783.454.

Stern. Howard R ; See-
Fox. James H.; Leung, Han-Chung; and Stern, Howard R..

3,784.210.

Stern, Robert: See—
Lassau, Christian; Stern. Robert, and Sajus, Lucien, 3,784.48 1

Steuernagel. Walter: See—
Ertl. Dietrich; Eishold. Horst-Gunter; Gilles. Helmut; Schmolling.

Gunther; Steuernagel. Walter, and Nitz, Jurgen, 3,783,589

Stevens, J. P.. & Co., Inc.: See—
Tesoro.GiulianaC. 3,784,641

.

,

Stewart. Kenneth James, to Dresser Industries. Inc. Cantry crane.

3. 784.028. CI. 212-11.000.

Stibbe-Monk Developments, Limited; See—
Ladyman, Francis Peter; and Gaunt, Dennis. 3.783,643.

Stich. Frederick A.: .See—

Geiersbach. Allois F.; and Stich. Frederick A., 3.784.888.

Stoeckel. Albert L . to Picker Corporation, mesne. Scintillation

scanner with remote control aperture. 3.784.8 1 8. CI. 250-368.000.

Stoffel. John F , to Stoffel Seals Corporation Turkey and roast lifter

sling. 3.784.069. CI. 224-49.000.

Stoffel Seals Corp<iration: See—
Stoffel. John F. 3.784.069.

Stokes. Robert C : See—
Thornley. Gary M.; and Stokes. Robert C. 3.783.787.

Stoll. H . & Company; See—
Hadam. Wilhelm; and Goller. Ernst. 3.783.642.

Stone Clement A . to Merck & Co . Inc Method or treating hyperten-

sion. 3.784,703. CI. 424-3 1 7.000.

Stone Container Corporation; i'ff—

Meyer. Melvin H. 3,784.004.

Stone. Edwin A Vehicle trailer 3.784.2 1 8. CI 280-43.230

Storch. Harold A Roofing system. 3.783.570. CI 52-520.000

Story, Jake TOuail harness. 3,783.834. CI. 1 19-96.000.

Stout. James T . to Mead Corporation. The Article carrier. 3.784.053,

CI. 220-1 13.000.

Stow , James Albert: See—
Cuthbert, John; and Stow, James Albert, 3.784,938.

Strachan, Robert; See—
Goodhouse, Cari J.; and Strachan, Robert, 3,783,769.

Strandtmann, Max Von; Connor. David T ; and Shavel. John. Jr.. to

Warner-Lambert Company. 45Substituted coumarins. 3.784.600. CI.

260-343. 20r.

Stratford. Henry Ralph. Aircraft landing gear.

102.00r.

Strazik, William F.: See-
Perry. Eli; and Strazik. William F.. 3.784.620.

Perry. Eli; and Strazik. William F , 3.784,624.

Perry, Eli; and Strazik, William F , 3,784.625.

Stringfellow, Arthur G.: See—
Wolff. Ivan A., and Stringfellow. Arthur G., 3,784,1 14.

Strobel, Joseph; and Beisiegel, NorbeEi, to Schneider, Jos, & Co.. Op-

tische Werke. Defocusing device for optical systems. 3.784.290. CI.

352-91.000.

Strobelt, William E.: See-
Das Khandelwal B.; and Strobelt. William E., 3.783.678.

Strohbeck, Gotthilf: See-
Schneider, Wolfgang; Strohbeck. Gotthilf; Harlin,

Ruckert. Friedrich; and Stable. Eugen. 3.784.168.

Strong. Herbert W.; Radway, Jerrold E.; and Cook. Henry A.,

Incorporated. Cyclical process for recovery of elemental sulfur from

waste gases. 3,784.680. CI. 423-57 1 .000.

Stuber, Fred A.: See—
Sayigh, Adnan A. R.; Stuber, Fred A.; and Ulrich, Henn,

3.784.527.

3.784.131. CI. 244-

Walter;

, to Basic
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Studer James R . to Monsanto Company Method for the selective ah-

^rpiion of a volatile Nu.d foaming agent by heating m formmg

niastic articles 3.784.658. CI 264-45 000

Stults Allan C Pendant capable of exposmg different areas of a

volat.letablet3.7H4.102.Cl 239-36 eKH)
,„ Cleveoak

<ti.,mn Paul W Huber. James A . and I ipinski. John M . to C levepak

''ruporatnHellally wound tube^^

Stumof Gunter Cloth folding machine having means for control i>f thi

edgesofclothunwoundfromaroll3.784.l84.CI 270-31 CKH)

Sturm. Elmar. and Vogel. Christian, to C.ba-Geigy CorfH^ratu>n

BicvcMN 1 Oalkvl ureas as herbicides 3.784.368.C I 7 1-1 iv tRn».

Stvors. Henry H. to Kloz-Seal P-<l-«%<^-- '"•.
.J^^^T -^

recloseable package and closure therefor. 3.784.087. CI. —V-

62 000

'""sJhmm.'Edwa'dimil. Suen. Tzeng J.ueM. and UpdegrafT. Ivor

Heberling. 3.784 585
,7bia#.i ri «i

Sugden. Dave Charles Pleasure boat construction 3.783.461. tl v-

1 OOr

Suggitt. Robert M :
5<c—

, -,u t t-m
Crone. John M. Jr. and Suggitt. Robert M. 3.784^6 1

4

Suggitt. Robert M . Crone. John M . Jr . and Arkell. Alfred Hydroal-

kylation of mononuclear aromatic hydrt>carbons 3.784.617. CI

260-668 OOr ^ i u ^ .i

SuKKitt Robert M . and Crone. John M . Jr . to Texaco Inc Hydroal

kvlation process 3.784.618. CI 260-668 OOr

Suggitt. Robert M .
to Texaco »«^^-f'"P'"f ' ^'^ r'r"6.. J^Mr

uonation of alkaromatic hydrocarbons 3.7X4.621. CI 60-67. OOt

Sugimori. Shiro. to Nippon Kagaku K K Motor drive for a camera

^ 783.762. CI »i5-310el

Sug.ura Tashihiro. to Ais.n Seik. Kabushiki Kaisha Cushioning

device 3.784. 17g.CI267-35.0(H)

Suh John T and Skorc?, Joseph A . to Colgate-Palmolive Company

Arvloxvalkvlguanid.ncs 3.7K4.643. CI 260-564 OUa

Sullivan. W.lham A . Jr , and Gnswold. '^"g";'"'; '^ • «" ^erox C or-

poration Automatic microfiche copier 3.784.303. CI 355-50.tMH»

Sulzer Brothers limited .SVf—

Kreissig. Ernst Florian. 3.783,7»*6

Sumitoma Chemical Company. I imited.SW--

Eukumaru Toshitsugu. Hamma. Noritaka. Nakatani. Hiroshi. Fu

kushima. Hideaki. and Toki. Katsuyuki. 3,784.577

Summa Corporation .SVe—
.. ^ -r ,-,«, iia

Amer. Kenneth B and I und. Herbert T. 3.784.3 1 «*

Summerfield. William F . to Mattel. Inc Phonograph for playing sta-

t.onarvrecord 3.784.211. CI 274-4 OOr
p„, .,„„«.^

Summersby E John, and Nagel. Dietmar. to Beverly FnterpriM.s

WomanVhygiene apparatus 3.783.867.C1 128-230 0(H)

Sun Research and Development Co.: .W*-—

Moore. Robert E .3.784,615

Superior Industries. Inc .SV«

—

, ,, , i-tui<<u
Yocum, Norman E . and Mc Intyrc. Frank H . Jr .

3.783.55V

^""'Bushndl' Clifford's . Sheffer. Fdward J . and Sutliff. Robert C.

3.784.001

Sutton, Blame M .SV«-
„, », i -,»a «.h7

McGusty , Eli/abeth R , and Sutton. Blaine M .
3.784.687

Sutton. Charles B.SV*-—
, -.bj iam

De Gioia. Peter A . and Sutton. Charles B .
3,784.268

'""ok^a'^KemJ^o. Matsumoto, Kazuo, and Suzuki. Mamoru.

3.784.640 .. . .
,,

Suzuki Takenobu. Nagashima. Buemon. Inoue. Masayoshi. and Ito.

Yoji to Tokushu Tory.. Co Ltd AC energi/ed magnetic particU^

flav. detector with means to raise and lower electromagnets from

nath of workpiece 3,784,904, CI 324-38 (K)0

Svanstrom. Kjell A Method of producing refractory metal powder

3 784,369. CI. 75- 5bb

Swanberg. Melv.n E . to Xerox Corporation Data msertwn apparatus

3 784 812 CI 355-41000 ^ „ . ,

Swanson. Paul A . and Wiele, Robert W '" ^^^^^^^ f/^"''
^ ^''"'

winchwithuniversalhub 3.784, 163, CI 254-166 000

Sybron Corporation See—
Cowell. DSvid. 3.784.877.

Tolliver.Peter Marvin. 3.784.836
, .. „„,.^ .,i,

Sylvan Tage Peter, to Teradvne. Inc Sequential addressing network

testing system 3.784.910.C1 324-73 Oat

Szabo. Bela See—
Felber. Julius. 3.784.204.

Szkrvbalo. William S>f— j ,., ^ o .-, u..n«
jaffe. Gerald Myer. Szkrybalo. William; and Wemert. Peter Hans.

3.784.408.

T P I Limited See—
Duval. Bruce. 3.783.530

. ^ ., ^ i ^„„
Takahashi. Michiaki. to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd Venical con-

vergence circuit 3.784.869, CI 3 1 5- 1 3 00c
,„c,„

Takahashi. Shogo. Yamada. Takayasu. and Okudaira. Hiromi. to San-

kyo Company. Limited Method for promoting formation of fruit ab-

scismglayer 3.784.366. CI 71-90 000

Takahashi. Yutaka .S*^.-— '
-^ w w v.....i,c and

Amagami. Keizo. Nishijyo. Masaru. Takahashi. Yutaka. and

Nawa. Motoyuki. 3.783.904

Takata. Toshikatsu .Vf—
. ». u r».o Ak.n

Watanabe. Jun; Hosoi. Susmu: Kuwazaki. Masahiro, Ota. Akira.

Takata.Toshikatsu.and Asaoka, Junichi. 3.784.413

Takayanagi. Shigenao. and Nim,xla. T^Y-. to Miuub.shMjikogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha Folding apparatus 3.784. 187. CI 270-64 OIK)

Takeda Chemical Industries, ltd .SV^-
, M..i,,„«h.

Yamano, Togo, Jono, Kumiko. Sato. Shigehiko. and Nakanishi.

Michio, 3.784,699

Takeda, Kouzou .SV*-— ^ , ^ „ i-xuBiii
Makino. Katsu... Joh. Seiji. and Takeda. Kou/ou. 3.783.8 18

Takemi.Chimo .SVf—
r»,..i,i

Nishida. Hiroshi. Yamamoto. Masao. K.tai. ^tsuo. Ozak .

Asaichiro. Nishimura. Yokio. Takcmi. Hiroto; and Takemi.

Chimo. 3.784.446

Takemi. Hiroto .SV*"—
r»,..i,i

Nishida, Hiroshi. Yamamoto. Masao. Kitai. Atsuo. CJzaki.

Asaichiro. Nishimura. Yokio. Takemi. Hiroto. and Takemi.

Chimo. 3.784.446 .,,

Takemoto. Takeo. Yama/..ki. Eiich. Maruyama. Ko.chi. and Ucda.

Toshio to Hitachi. I td Mothml and apparatus for manufacturing

colourpicturelubcs 3.783.754, CI 95-1 (H)r
,

^, ^ ^. ...
1akcuch,%higeo. to Takeuchi Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha Car wheel

washing apparatus 3.783,465. CI 15 2 0<>e

Takeuchi Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha See-
\

Takeuchi. Shigco. 3.783.465

lakigawa.Tomishi .S«r- unua ->«i
Hirata. Noritsugu. and Takigawa. Tomishi. .<. /»4,.vi

^'"ogal::";: "^u Tamate. Teruzo. and S.>nobe. Toshimitsu.

3.783.698
lafnenori.Tomoyoshi .Vc.'—

t .„,..

Yosi«>ka. Satosi. Tokunaga. Sim.bu. Famem.ri, lomoyoshi, 1 amu

ra Sigeru. and W.Ida, Mono. 3.784.5 34

Tamplen Jack W Seal that is responsive to either mechanical or pres

sure force 3,784,214. CI 277- 116 800

lamuraFlectnc Works, ltd .SV«- -

|

Ochiai, Jiru, and Nishina, Rint.iro, 3.783.M)-.
I

lamura. Sigeru See— u -i

Yosioka.Satosi,Tokunaga,Sinobu.Tamenori.1om..yoshi. lamu

ra. Sigeru. and Wada. Mono. 3.784.5 34

IanabeScivakuC«> .1 td See- .c i ».«.,«.,.>
Okumura. Kentaro. Matsumot... Ka/uo. and Su/uki, Mamoru.

3,784.640
anaka,Haruo See-

, -,o , . . . I

NakaNama.Kivoshi,.indranaka.Haruo. 3.784.444
|

Tanaka. Ka/uo. to Citi/en Watch Company Limited Alarm timepiece

3 78^599. CI 58 16 500

Tanimura. Takenori. and Ito. Yoichir... to I nited States ol America.

Health Fducatu.n. and Welfare Droplet cunter current chro

m..tographv 3.784.467, CI 2 10-3 l(M>c
u . . .

Tanney John W Meth.Hl and apparatus for me.isuring the density ol a

fluid 3,783,676, CI 73-32 (KM)

Tao Fddie Vi Ping, to Lillv, Eli, and Company Preparation of -,6

dinitro 4-alkylphenols 3.784,613, CI 260-622 OOp

T aras.>v a, Alexandra Petrovn.1 S< I-
, o.

Nekrast.v Konstantin Dmitrievich. Taras..va. Alexandra Petrov

na Bhusin, Alfred Avgustosich, Avdeeva. Tamara Petr.una.

Klin Vyacheslav Alexandrovich, Roi/man. Pavel Ar.>n..vich.

and Denisenko, Alexandr Panteleev.ch V784,38.S

Tarnofskv, Benjamin Carburetor for model aircraft 3.784.174, CI

261-65 (KH)
j

Tav lor. Brian W.SV»—
y iua t.-r<

Kobylinski. 1 adeusz P . and Taylor. Brian W .
3.784.675

TavKir. Bruce F See— ^ -r- , a c
McGlothl.n. Ravm..nd F . Werle.n. Eugene R .

Taylor. Bruce F .

and Schult/, Roger Lee, 3,784,579

Taylor Paul Franklin Process for class IV B metals ore reduction (im

provement) 3,784,593, CI 75-84 (KM)

TechniconhistrumentsC<up«>ration ,SV«--
,,„,,,,,

Barton. Stephen R , and Dieblcr, Herman O. .3.784.3 lO

Tedeco, NV .*><•«

—

Merklinghaus, Horst, 3,784.342

Tedeco VerpachungCJm b H See— \

Merklinghaus. Horst. 3.784,342

Tel-Tone Corp*>ration SVf—
_ ^^ ,

Mclnt..sh Alexander Charles, and Smith. Maurice irvin.

3,784.758

Telectron, Inc .SV^— i

C.Hik, John F .3.783.556 J

Telesio George O Vehicle with quick-disconnect engine module.

3 78 3,964, CI 180-64001

Televist> Electronics. Division of Domain Industries. Inc See—

Hanert. John A . and Scverscn. Gordon F .
3.783.987

TerStecae. Jan Hendrik .V*-*-—
,, j .

D^Vo;. Ferdinand Allard. and Ter Sieege. Jan Hendrik.

3.784.739
j

Teradyne. Inc .SVe—

Sylvan. Tage Peter. 3.784.910
|

Terra Manne SciH»p Company. Inc See—

RenfriHT. Walter D. 3.784.166

Terrell Ross C to Airco. Inc Inhalant anesthetic composition and

metht>d 3.784.706. CI 424-342 000

TeVry Claude E . to Southern Mills. Inc Meth*>d of preparing a non-

and N.N-dimcthylol sulfonamides 3.784.641, CI 260-55600a

Tetra Pak International AB Sre-
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Rauser, Jan Axel Ingemar, 3.783.584.

Teutsch. George J.; .SW—
Shapiro, Elliot L ; Teutsch. George J ; and Herzog, Hershel L..

3,784.603

Texaco Development Corporation: See—
Suggitt, Robert M, 3,784,62 1

Texaco Inc.; See—
Bunn. Dorrance P . Jr . and Jones. Henry E . 3.784.360.

Chafetz, Harry. Cullen. William P ; and Miller, Edward F ,

3,784,645

Crone, John M, Jr, and Suggitt, Robert M, 3,784,619

Patterson. John A . 3,784,566

Reynolds, David L , Youngblood, Douglas J . Bunn. Dorrance P..

Jr , and Pratt, Roy E , 3,784,463

Schievelbein. Vernon H , Shankle. Leonard A.; and Wade. Her-

bert N, 3,783.943

Siegart, William R , Blackley. William D ; and Chafetz. Harry.

3.784.362
Slater. William I. . Schlinger. Warren G ; and Crouch, William B..

3,784,364

Suggitt, Robert M. and Crone. John M, Jr.. 3.784.618.

Texas Instruments, Incorporated: See—
Reedy,CarlD ,Jr ,3,784,402

Textron. Inc.: See—
Burke. George E . Jr . Lemos. Walter G. and Shippee. Dennis M .

3.784.077
Ducringer. John Wilbur. 3.784.109

Hadfield. Robert W , and Harding, W illiam H . 3.784.042.

Schcrer. James P , and Koerner, John A , 3,784,933

Sherwood, Noble, and Lombard, Ralph, 3,783,85 1

.

Wright. Raymond Grenvillc Whitehead. 3.783.965

Thaler. Shcrwtiod S , and Daynard, Richard E , to American Optical

Corporation Atrial and ventricular pacer having independent rate

and A V delay controls 3,783,878, CI 128-419.00p

Thcissen, Robert J , to Mobil Oil C"orporati«)n. Substituted phenox-

yben/oic acids and ester thereof 3,784,635. CI 260-47 I OOr *

Theriault. Robert John, to Abbott laboratories Mycarosyl macrt>lide

antibiotics 3.784.447, CI 195-81 (MM)

Thiel. John A . to Bell & Howell Company Paper edge transport

system 3,784,189.CI 271-45 (MM)

Thiel. John A , to Bell & Howell Company Convertible power stacker

3.784. 191, CI 271 8()(KM)

Thomas. Lucius Ponder, to RCA Corporation Leakage detector for

determining possible shock hazards to humans 3,784,903, CI. 324-

51 (M)(i

Thomas, Morton I Folding walker 3.783.886. CI l35-45.00a.

Thomas. Philippe, and Meyer. Jacques, to Pechiney-Saint-Gobain

Copolymcrizahle composition of oligoesters having maleic acid end

groups and vinyl monomers 3.784,586, CI 260-861 OOO
Thomas. Robert J See—

- lomaha. Donald A. and Thomas. Robert J. 3.784,508

Thompson, Buster Ray Coke oven pushing and charging machine and

method 3, 784,034, CI 214-21 («M)^
Thompson, Wendell I .S>«'

—

Parr, Edward L.. 3.783.729.

1 homs»)n-C"SF See—
Tronc, Dominique, and l.eboutet. Hubert. 3.784,873.

Ihor Power Tool Companv See—
Danielson. Irvin R .

3,'783,970

Thorn Electrical Industries Limited: See—
Scott. Kenneth, 3,784,863.

1 hornburgh, William F : .S'<"«-
—

Ranft. Ernst I. . and Thornburgh. William F . 3.783.848

Thornlvs . Gary M . and Stokes, Robert C. to Ireco Chemicals. Blasting

charge and container therefor 3,783,787. CI. l02-24.00r.

Thornton. William M : .S><'—

Jennings. Robert R , and I hornton, William M , 3,783.944.

Thurne Engineering Company Limited: .SV<'—

Hoyland, Trevor, 3,783,585

Tiedeman, George T : See—
Baxter, Gene F , Freeman, Harlan G ; and Tiedeman, George T ,

3,784,516
Tiedeman. George T . to Weyerhaeuser Company. Rapid curing

phenolic-aldehyde resin composition polymer modified with a

heterocyclic nitrogen-containing compound 3.784.514. CI 260-

51 500
Tier. Fred G.: See—

Paisley. George C ; and Tier. Fred G., 3.784.434.

Timber Research and Development Ass»)ciation: See—
Ollis. William J B . 3.783.567

Tirkkonen. Erkki Tapio Dosing device utilizing an electronic scale and

regulating means 3.783.866. CI 128-213.000.

Tobin. Robert A Tie rack 3.783.995. CI 206-7.000.

Toda. Takao: See—
Kanayama. Mitsutoshi; and Toda. Takao. 3.784,298.

Toki. Katsuyuki: See—
Eukumaru. Toshitsugu; Hamma. Noritaka; Nakatani. Hiroshi; Fu-

kushima. Hideaki; and Toki. Katsuyuki. 3.784.577.

Tokunaga. Sinobu: See—
Yosioka. Satosi; Tokunaga, Sinobu. Tamenori, Tomoyoshi; Tamu-

ra, Sigeru, and Wada, Morio. 3,784.534

Tokushu Toryo Co. Ltd.: See—
Suzuki. Takenobu; Nagashima. Buemon; Inoue, Masayoshi; and

Ito, Yoji. 3.784.904.

Tokuyama Soda Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Mizutani. Yukio; Sata. Toshikatsu; Izuo. Ryuji; and Yamane,
Reiichi. 3.784.457.

Tokuyama. Takashi; and Mori, Takaaki. to Hitachi, Ltd. Method of

producing semiconductor devices. 3,783.5(K), CI. 29-577.000.

Tokyo Ferrite Manufacturing Company, Ltd.: See—
Saito, Susumu. 3.783.7 1

6

Tokyo Magnetic Printing Company. Ltd.: See—
Namikawa. Mamoru; and Arai. Kaneyoshi. 3.784.796.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—
Asanuma. Kazuyoshi, 3,784.776.

Minami, Hiroshi; Ando, Masao; and Obata, Yoshiharu. 3,784.741.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Company, Ltd.: See—
Niitu. Moritada; and Ide. Toshio. 3,784.03 1

.

Tolle, Gunter Work clamp mechanism for sewing machines.

3.783,807, CI 1 12-76.000.

Tolliver, Peter Marvin, to Sybron Corporation IR generator having el-

lipsoidal and paraboloidal refieclors.' 3,784.836. CI 250-495 000

Tolochko, Cheslav Stanislavovich; Popov, Vladimir Ivanovich; Tsitsiv.

Miron Vasilievich; Varfolomeev, Alexandr Nikolaevich; and Gervol-

sky. Marlen Mikhailovich Grape harvester. 3.783.595. CI 56-

331.000.

Tomalia. Donald A.; and Thomas. Robert J., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The Rapid cure polyepoxide oxazine or oxazoline systems.

3.784.508. CI. 260-47.()en

Tomalty, Donald Ernest Clip structure and conveying means

3.783.994, CI 198-179.000.

Tomashek, James R.: See—
Crow ell. Jack R.; Tomashek. James R.; and Ward. Donald H.,

3.783.932.

Tomcufcik. Andrew Stephen; Child. Ralph Grassing; and Sloboda.

Adolph Edward, to American Cyanamid Company Compositions

containing substituted benzoylpropionic acids and method of use to

treat inflammation and pain 3.784.70 1 . CI 424-3 1 7.000

Tomezsko. Edward S J., to Atlantic Richfield Company Oxidative

dehydrogenation catalyst. 3.784.485, CI 252-467.000

Tomlin. Jerry B , to ACF Industries, Incorporated Ball and seat ar-

rangement'for ball valve. 3.784. 1 55. CI. 25 1 - 1 8 1 .000

Topalian, Harry H.: See—
McReynolds. James L ; and Topalian. Harry H . 3.784,7 14.

Tornabene. Salvatore J Drain cleaner 3.783,457, CI 4-225.000.

Torrant. James Peter; and Benson. Carl P . to Torrington Company,

The Knitting machine needle 3.783,647, CI 66- 1 23.000

Torres, Julian Glazier's point holder 3,783,919, CI 145-46.4)00.

Torrington Company, The: See— '

Torrant. James Peter; and Benson, Carl P , 3.783,647.

Toscano, Esteban J : See—
Castro, Rodolfo; Toscano. Esteban J ; and Siosca. Felix Jerome.

3.784,183.

Toshiba Kakai Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ashizawa, Yoshimi, 3,783,665.

Touchette, John W.: See—
Woodhall, Edwin S . Appleby, Paul E ; and Touchette, John W..

3,784,426.

Tourret, Jean: See—
Brelot, Rene; and Tourret, Jean, 3,784.309

Towmotor Corporation: See—
Shaffer. Walter M.. 3.783.962

Towne, Richard C ; and Stalcup. Johnnie V Heavy duty marine

anchor 3.783.8 15. CI 1 14-208.00r

Toy. Arthur D F.. and Uhing, Eugene A., to Stauffer Chemical Com-
pany Bis (a.beta-dihaloalkyl) 1 -acyloxyalkane phosphonates.

3,784.591, CI. 260-952.000.
,

Toy, William W Periscopic viewing system 3.784,288, CI 350-

301.000.

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Shimizu. Hiroshi. 3.783.839

Trachsel. Fred W.: See—
Kohler. Hans Karl; and Trachsel, Fred W.. 3.784.253.

Trame. Charles E . to Everbrite Electric Signs, Inc. Digital clock dis-

play. 3,783,539. CI. 40-28.00c.

Trane Company, The: .SVf

—

Modahl, Robert J.; and Lynch, Paul J.. 3.783.63 1

.

Transidvne General Corporation: .SVf

—

Broek. Jan A Vanden. 3.784,789.

Trecker. David John: See—
Columb. Henry Octave, Jr.. and Trecker. David John. 3.784,4^.

Treus. Aloys: See—
Greive, Aloys; and Treus, Aloys. 3.783.597.

Trimble. Lester B ; and Sopinski. Zygmunt J., to Jo-Line Tools. Inc

Ratchetmechanism 3.783,703. CI. 74-157.000.

Trio Kabushiki Kaisha; a/t/a Trio Electronics. Inc.: S^e—
Shigeyama. Shogo; Yamada, Yoichiro; and Kondo, Kunihiro,

3,784,749.

Tripathi, Krishna Chandra, to Alcan Research and Development

Limited Process for control of lubricants in an aluminum rolling

mill 3,783.664. CI. 72-42.000.

Troglionc. Vincent R , to Moody Aquamatic Systems, Inc. Ozonating

apparatus for drinking water. 3.784.008. CI. 210-104.000.

Trolle. Sten: See-
Won Platen, Baltzar. Jonsson, Einn Lennart; and Trolle, Sten,

3.783,775.

Tronc, Dominique; and Leboutet, Hubert, to Thomson-CSF. Device

for bunching the particles of a beam, and linear accelerator compris-

ing said device 3.784.873. CI. 315-541.000

Truica. Vasile: See—
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Coanda Henry. Aldea. Ghcorghe. Bodea. Ion; Truica. Vasile.

Hanciulescu. Valentin; Posirca. Radu. La^ar. Cristian. and

Gabor.lacob, 3.784.325 ^ . i r^,

Trusselle William H . to Pneumatic Scale Corporation Control for

container filling machine 3.783.913.CI. 141-46.000

TRW Inc See—
Newbold. Thomas. 3.784.731

, ,o^ -.i*
Wuerker. Ralph F . and Heflinger. Leo O . 3.784.276.

Tsitsiv. Miron Vasilievich iVf— ..... • ,w

Tolochko, Cheslav Stanislavovich. Popov. Vladimir Ivanovith.

Tsitsiv. Miron Vasilievich. Varfolomeev. Alexandr Nikolaevich.

and Gervolsky.MarlenMikhailovich. 3.783.595

Tsuiimoto. Kayoshi. Yata. Kotaro; and Matsuda. Motonobu. to Minol-

ta Camera KabushiKi Kaisha Compound light receivmg elements for

exposure meters 3.783.758. CI. 95-10 00c.

Tung. ChingC .Se«—

Chupp. John P. and Tung. ChingC. 3.784.544

Turner Abner B . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Waste and

water treatment system. 3.784.014.C1 210-263 000

Tuttle. Eleanor Porter See—
Tuttle. FordyceE..3.784.306

Tuttle Fordyce E ; deceased (by Tuttle. Eleanor Porter, executrix)

Simultaneous multiple stroboscopic interrogation of memory

3.784,306. CI 356-23 000
i -,« . n<7

Tuttle. Louis P Primer feeder for hand loadmg operations 3.7K4.U?7.

CI 221-196 000
Twin Disc, Incorporated: See—

Steinhagen.HorstG. 3,783.710.

Tyco Laboratories. Inc SVe-
., , ^ i -t«j ii».o

Cocks, Franklin H , and Bates, Herbert E ,
3,784,860

Tyler, Hugh J: ire-
Wolfe, Denis G . and Tyler. Hugh J . 3.784.35

1

UCB Societe Anonyme: ,SVf

—

Loffet. Albert. 3,784.523

Slinko. Mikhail Gavnlovitch. 3.7«4,561

Uchida. Tadao; .SVr— ,-,0,111
Kawai. Isamu, Uchida.Tadao. and Ishima. kenji 3.784.1 7.<_^

Uchiyama. Yasuji. to Nippon Gukki Se./o Kabushiki Kaisha Touch-

responsive keying circuit for electronic musical instrum^-nts

3,784.7 1 8. CI 84-1.130.

L'dy.LexL SVf-
, ,um<

Murphy, Charles H ; and L'dy, Lex L . 3.783.735

^^
Hatanaka''^ oshihiro. Shigemori. Hideto, and Leba, Akio,

3,7«4,7S»0

Ueda.Toshio: .SV«'— .. u »

Takemoto, Takeo, Yamazaki, Eiich. Maruyama. Koichi, and

Leda.Toshio. 3.783,754
, ., ^ , u

Yamazaki. Eiichi; Maruyama. Koichi. and Ueda. loshio.

3.784.282.

L'gine Kuhlmunn; .Set—
, -,0 , «^-t

Isard. Arsene. and Weiss. Francis. 3,784.50/.

thing. Eugene A SVf—
. ttuicui

Toy Arthur DF and Lhing. Eugene A ,3,784, >V1

Uhhg Albert R . to Owens-lllinois. Inc Plastic bottle manufacture

3.783.724. CI 83-140 000

Bhlig Albert R , to Owcns-lllinois, Inc Plastic bottle manufacture

' 3,784,038,C1. 215-I.OOc

Uki, Northiro SVe—
, tua b<<

Motegi. Shoji; Lki. Northiro. and Mito. Sadao. 3.784.835.

Lllda, Kanji: Ve— .. , .,„ . ,,1
Hirao, Shoichi, Ihara, Satoshi; and Ulda, Kanji. 3.784. 1 75.

Ulrich. Henri .SVf— ^ . . j 111^,1. u..„r.
Say.gh, Adnan A R , Stubcr. Fred A; and LUrich. Henri.

3,784,527.

Lnarco Industries, Inc .?ff—
. , -,o, lou

Moyer, Harris P , and Klein, Herbert H. 3.783.498

Under Sea Industries. Inc See—
Christianson, Raymond A . 3,783.891.

L'ngerer, Irma; .Wt

—

Munchbach,Curt, 3.783.667.

Uni-Systems, Inc See—
Gold, Ronald J ,3.784,027

Lnican Security Systems. Ltd ; See—
Gill, Vincent A ,3,783,660

L nion Carbide Corporation .SVe-
1 i»a aui

Columb. Henrv Octave, Jr . and Trecker. David John. 3.784.49.

Durden, John A . and Souse. Anthony A., 3.784,605

King. Paul A .3.783.872.

Neale. Robert Schwenn. 3.784.609
, -jua ^oa

Papa. Anthony Joseph; and Proops, William Robert. 3.784.594

Raudys. Vytas Andrew, 3,783.580

Union Oil Company of California: .SVf

—

Fenton. Donald M, 3,784.616.

United Aircraft Corporation: See—
Van Orden, William H , 3,783.723.

Waehner, Glenn C , 3.784.737.

United Aircraft Products, Inc : .Sff— , -.0, oi«
Simmons, Carl F . and Fernandes. Joseph F.. 3.78 j.v.o.

United Kingdom AtomicEnergy Authority: See—

Hardv. Harold Kenyon. 3.784.660
. , ^ c .,„...,v ,,f

United Kingdom of Great Britain & Northern Ireland. Secretary of

State for Defense in Her Britannic Majesty's Government of the

See—
Newell. Cyril. 3,784.132.
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.3.784.114.

,3.784.517

3,784.909

3.784.467

. Donald J and l.ind-

Un.ted Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. The Secretary

of State for Defence in Her Britannic Majesty s Government of the

Cantwcll. Hugh Francis. 3.783.903.

United States of America
Agriculture: See—

Wolff. Ivan A and Stringfellow, Arthur O
Air Force See—

Hedbcrg. Frederick L . and Mai vel. Carl S

Army See—
Arndt. Robert C. 3,784.751

. /- ,«4«*r <L

Baumann. Robert F . B*.Z7a. Eugene F . and Hunt, Gardner S .

3.784.419
Hopkins. Ralph E. 3.784,41 5

, 7u. ,77
levy, Marilyn, and Leschander. Richard C. .

3.784.377.

Atomic EnergN Commission .SVc—

Mas«m. Charles H . 3.783.680

Schutt. Dale W . and Beck, Gerhard O
Stem, Lawrence, 3,784,674

Webb, Ronald W , 3,784,384

Health, Education, and Welfare .SV«--

Tanimura. Takcnori. and Ito. Yoichir.v

Interior .SVe-—

Elges, Carl H , III. Haskct, Philip R .
Bauer.

Strom. RoaldE ,3,784.664

National Aeronautics and Space Administration .S.r-

Krupnick. Albert C. Key, Carlo F. and Harwell. Roger J

3.784.4W *

Benson. Alden P . Fiwter. Kenneth J . and Ouellette. Alfred R

3,78.3,452

Ciani, John B . and Luthy. Richard G , 3,783,524

Gordon. Donald T. 3,784,3 I 2
,-,„.-,.^

Ji>hns.>n. Norman F . and Smith. Elmer R .
3,784,766

Kessler. Hvman, and Peritt, Harvey I , 3.784,235

Mansnerus, Harlan H , 3.784,424

Muraoka, James S. 3,784.357

Polcha. RavmondJ . 3,783,740

Rolle. Albert L .3.784,805

Schoen. Oscar W , Jr , 3,783,505

Transp<irtation See—
Apgar, Edward Ci. 3.783.967

United Stales Steel Corporation .SV« —
Leedy, Verne B, 3,783.433

I niversallnstruments Corporation .S«« —
Ragard. Phillip A , and Pat»>n. Jim. 3.783.488.

Universal Machine Company. Inc :
.SV«-—

Harris.TedD .3.784,120

Universal Product DeveK>pmcnt Corp«>ration .SV«-

Pcters, James R .3.783.555

fniversitv of Michigan, The Regents of the See—

Counsell, Raymond, 3.784.57^

L'niwave, Inc' .SV<'—

Hemrichs, Roland P. 3.783.648

I'no Naovuki. Nomura, Katsuhiko. Saka/aki. lada/umi, Watanabc.

Koichiro, Mivata, Katsuhiki.. and Urano, Fumio. to Asahi Kogaku

KoKVO Kabushiki Kaisha Photometric device m a single lens reOcx

camera of through-the-lens type 3.783,7h5.Cl 45-42 (KK)

Updegraff, lvi>r Heberling See—
, , , , rr i. „

Schmitt Edward Emil, Suen, I /eng Jiueq, and Updegraff, Ivor

"
Heberling, 3,784,585

Upjohn Company, The .SV<
^ , ^ .1,11, u..„r.

Sayigh. Adnan A R , Stuber. Fred A . and Ulrich. Henri.

3.784.527.
|

l!ra Junichi: .SVe

—

. l • 1/

Moritan. Norishigc, Moriyj, Ikuro. Ura. Junichi. and Kotino.

Makoto. 3.784.761

Urano, Fumio: .SVe— „ . , -^ j

Uno Naoyuki, Nomura. Katsuhiko. Sakazaki. Tada/umi;

w'atanabe. Koichiro. Miyata, Katsuhiko. and Urano. Fumio.

3.783.765.

Urban. Friedrich .SV«

—

^ . . „ u rv^t.,
Pfannmueller. Helmut, Urban. Friedrich. Buechner. Oskar.

Gropper. Hans; and Sistig. Wolf. 3.784.538.

Urbanek Edwin A . and Vock. Richard C . to Xerox Corporation Ion

film regulating device 3.783.826. CI 11 8-620 (KK)

Urbanosky Harold J , to Schlumberger Technology Corporation Ap-

paratus for plugging well b*,res with hardenable fluent substances.

3 783.940.C1 166-181 000
. ^ ^ .^

US Chemicals and Plastics, Inc . A Div of AIco Standard Corpora

tion: -See

—

McVay. Malcolm ScottC 3.784.(K)5

US Philips Corporation See—
Anderson. Charles Henri Joseph; and Verwegen. Henr.cus

Johannes. 3.784,143. ,70, «,<
Auphan. Michel Joseph, and Martin G^V- 3/83.5 IV

Boekkooi. Anton, and Heeman. Andreas Maria 3.784 8()7.

De Wilde De Lignv. Johan Herman; De Wit. Cornells Leendert.

and Van Rooii.Petrus Johannes Cornelius. 3.783.61 >

Foederer. Antonius Franciscus. Franken. Andrianus Jacobus

Jozef. and Van Noord. Jacobus Andrianus Johannes Maria.

Geomini!°Louis Joseph Henri; Gommans, Hubertus Johannes

Josephus; Mans. Leonardos Frans Helene. and Ruytenbeek. Sil-

vester Marie. 3.784.784.
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Jackson. John, and Bradshaw. Robert Fagan Donat. 3.784.307.

Meijer.Roelf Jan. and Jaspers. Hendrik Alphons. 3.783.745.

Notelteirs. Victor Rosallie. andGoorissen. Jan. 3.784.861

.

Reifenschweiler. Otto. 3.784.824.

Vacher. Pierre. 3.784.87 1

.

Wiedijk.Piet. 3.784.275.

Ushihara. Masaharu: .See—

Nagahiro. Michinori. Yabu. Toshiomi; Hosono. Hiroo; and

Ushihara. Masaharu. 3.784.128.

Vacher. Pierre, to US Philips Corporation. Circuit arrangement for

generating a sawtooth current through a deflection coil. 3.784,871.

CI 315-27 Otd

Valmont Industries Inc.: .See—

Karmann. Thomas R . and Adams. Alton A.. 3.784.081

.

Van Aken, Harold R . to Kollmorgen Corporation. Automatic zero

device 3.784.91 2. CI 324-130 000.

Van der Burgt. Gerrit Johan, and Ryba. Dusan. to Van Doorne's

Bedrijfswagenfabriek Daf B V Suspension system for road transport

vehicles 3.784, 219. CI 280-104 000
van der Lely. Ary. and Gerardus Bom. Cornelis Johannes. Cultivators.

3.783.948. CI 172-49.000.

Van Doorne's Bedrijfswagenfabriek Daf B V : .See-

Van der Burgt. Gerrit Johan. and Ryba. Dusan, 3,784.219.

Van Dorn Company: iVe—
McKernan, Bernard J , 3.784.048

Van Gemert. Josephus Antonius. to Van Gemert. N V Rotary soil

workmg machine 3.783.952. CI 172-540 000

Van Gemert. N V .See-

Van Gemert. Josephus Antonius. 3.783.952.

Van Hengel. Anthonie. to Hulettis Sugar Corporation Limited

Evaporators with mixing condensers 3.784.450. CI 202-185 000.

Van Horn. Lawrence E . Elliot. William H . and Schuchmann. Russell

P . to Cutler-Hammer, Inc Off-delay timing apparatus. 3.784,881,

CI 317-141 OOs
Van Hulsc. Jacques: .See—

Bingen. Roald. and Van Hulsc. Jacques. 3.784.946

Van Kampen. Daniel Marten, and Weenen. Jacobus Hendricus

Marinus. to Lever Brothers Company Detergent composition.

3.784.476. CI 252-109()0()

Van Noord. Jacobus Andrianus Johannes Maria: iee—
Foederer. Antonius Franciscus. Franken. Andrianus Jacobus

Jozef. and Van Noord. Jacobus Andrianus Johannes Maria.

3.783.707
Van Orden William H . to United Aircraft Corporation. Method of

cuttmg thm. brittle material. 3.783.723. CI. 83-2 1 .000.

Van Rooij, Petrus Johannes Cornelius: .See—

De Wilde De Ligny, Johan Herman. De Wit. Cornelis Leendert;

and Van Rooij, Petrus Johannes Cornelius. 3.783.612.

Van Staveren. Pieter, to Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast-

Natuurwctenschappclijk Onderzoek ten behoeve van Nijverheid.

Handel en Verkeer Centrifugal fiuid vanes compressor. 3.784.324.

CI 417-67.000
Vancini. Carlo A.: .See-

Arnold. Orlan M .and Vancini. Carlo A.. 3.784.017.

Vanderberg, Lawrence J.: .See—

Burgctt. James F . Vanderberg. Lawrence J ; and Woodward.

Gary F .3,784,973

Vanderbrook, William R Toilet operating aSsembly. 3.783.455. CI. 4-

1.000.

Vanek. Stanley Donald: -See-

Nicholson. Thomas W . Jorgensen. Ray B.; and Vanek. Stanley

Donald, 3.783.91

6

Varfolomeev. Alexandr Nikolaevich: .See—

Tolochko. Cheslav Stanislavovich. Popov. Vladimir Ivanovich;

Tsitsiv. Miron Vasilievich; Varfolomeev. Alexandr Nikolaevich;

and Gervolsky. Marlen Mikhailovich. 3.783.595

Varon, Albert S.; and Siegal. Burton L.. to Crown Metal Manufactur-

ing Company Hang rail support structure. 3.784.023. CI. 211-

105 100
Vasta. Joseph A., to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.

Polyvinylidene fluoride coating compositions. 3.784.506. CI 260-

3900r
Vater.WulfSee- ^ ^ ,

Bossert. Friedrich; Vater. Wulf; Bauer. Kurt; and Adams. Karl-

Heinz. 3.784.684

Vaughan. Desmond H. to General Dynamics Corporation Expandable

truss structure 3.783.573. CI 52-646 000

Vayda. Pierre Andre: iVe—
Rocher. George; and Vayda. Pierre Andre. 3.784. 1

77.

VEB Kombinat Mess-und Regelungstechnik Dessau: .See—

Schwarz. Arnulf; Konig. Gerhard, and Pieloth. Manfred.

3.783.902.

Veb Wirkmaschienbau Karl-Marx-Stadt: .See—

Mutze. Heinz; Barth. Gerhard; and Kertzscher. Klaus. 3,783.644.

Veb Wirkmaschinenbau Karl-Marx-Stadt: 5ee—
Naumann, Siegfried; Lauchner. Manfred; Golbs. Christian; and

Schubert. Harry. 3,783.646

VEBA Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: .See-

Ester. Wilhelm; and Heitmann. Wilhelm. 3,784.614.

Velsicol Chemical Corporation: 5ee—
Gourse, Jerome A., 3.784,652.

Velthoven, Arthur E . to Federal Screw Works. Clamp load indicating

and sealing fastener assembly. 3,783,734, CI. 85-62.000.

Vepa AG: 5ee—
Fleissner, Heinz, 3,783,526

Verdier, Henri, to Compagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin,

raison sociale Michelin & Cie. Tire and rim structure for construc-

tion equipment. 3,783,927, CI. 152-409.000.

Vereinigte Osterreichische Eisen- und Stahlwerke Aktiengesellschaft:

5ee

—

Maurer, August, 3,783,937.

Vereinigte Papierwerke Schickedanz & Co.: .See-

Schuster, Wilhelm, 3,784,425.

Verenigde Fabrieken Van L. J. Heijmeijer N.V.: See—
Heijmeijer, Carolus Lambertus Josephus Antonius Maria,

3,783.750. e

Vergasson. Michel, to Commissariat a I'Energie Atomiqut exchangers

in nuclear reactors. . 3.784.443. CI. 176-63.000.

Verhey. Adriaan. Baker's oven. 3.784.354. CI. 432-152.000.

Versteeg, Geert; and Engel. Albertus J-^G.. to Reactor Centrum Neder-

land Method for the preparation of metal borides. 3,784.677. CI.

423-252.000.

Verwegen, Henricus Johannes: 5ee

—

Anderson. Charles Henri Joseph; and Verwegen. Henricus

Johannes. 3.784.143.

Victor Company of Japan. Ltd.: 5ee—
Moritan. Norishige; Moriya. Ikuro; Ura, Junichi; and Koono,

Makoto, 3,784,761. •
''

Takahashi. Michiaki. 3,784,869.

Vida. Julius A.: .See—

Samour. Carlos M.; and Vida. Julius A.. 3.784.547.

V'iles. Alan H.: .See

—

Raymond. David G.; Smith. Gary C. Jr.; and Viles. Alan H.,

3,783,743,

Vissers, H.,N V .See—

Konig. Karl-Heinz; and Huntrup. Antonius. 3.783,533.

Visual Graphics Corporation: 5ee—
Friedel. Murray. 3.783.756.

Vock. Richard C : 5ee—
Urbanek. Edwin A.; and Vock. Richard C. 3.783.826.

Vockenhuber. Karl: .See—

Muszumanski. Trude; and Gela. Helmut. 3,784,283.

Schild, Josef; and Wessner.Harald. 3.783.761.

Vogel. Christian: See-
Sturm. Elmar; and Vogel. Christian. 3.784.368.

Vogel, John R.: See-
Beer, Bernard; Clody, Donald E.; Vogel, John R.; and Horovitz,

Zola P., 3,784,688.

Vogt. Wilhem; and Richtzenhain. Herman, to Dynamit Nobel Aktien-

gesellschaft. Method for the preparation of acetals and ketals of

alpha-chlorinated aldehydes and ketones. 3,784.612. CI. 260-

615.00a
Voitik Robert M. to Innovatex Corporation Rotary face seal as-

sembly 3,784.2 I 3. CI. 277-40.000.

Volkswagenwerk Akt.; See—
Adler. Jurgen; Erck. Karl; Klebba. Horst; Kramer. Wolfgang;

Maneck. Ernst. Mueller-Eckhardt. Hans; and Schwenk. Kurt.

3.783.568.

Von Arnim. Dietlof. Steaming and ironing appliance. 3.783.538. CI.

38-97.000.

Von Platen, Baltzar; Jonsson. Einn Lennart; and Trolle. Sten. to

Etablissement Radiator. Stands for presses. 3,783.775. CI. 100-

214.000.

Von Schoppe. Bertram A., to Compo Industries Inc. Matrix for sup-

porting a unit sole for roughing or the application of adhesive.

3.783.463, CI. 12-1 7.00r.

Voser Albert, to Inventio AG. Door actuation apparatus with locking

mechanism for elevators. 3,783,977, CI. 187-52.000.

Vossen, George Manfred. Method and device for breaking away

prestamped pieces of material in sheet-like. 3,784,070, CI. 225-

1 000.

Vosteen Robert E.; and Werner, Alan J., Jr. Amplitude stabilized

oscillator. 3,784,930, CI. 331-183.000.

Wacfis, Meyer Herbert; See-
Hughes, Harry EIroy, Jr.; and Wachs, Meyer Herbert, 3,783,499.

Wacker, Oskar: See—
Frel, Jorg; Morel, Charles J.; and Wacker, Oskar, 3,784,602.

Wacker-Chemie GmbH: See—
Bergmeister, Eduard; Kirst, Paul-Gerhard; and Winkler, Heinz.

3,784,648.

Wada. Morio: See

—

Yosioka. Satosi; Tokunaga. Sinobu; Tamenori. Tomoyoshi; Tamu-

ra. Sigeru; and Wada, Morio, 3,784,534.

Wada, Waichi. Door lock. 3.783.658. CI. 70-1 10.000.

Wade. Herbert N.; See—
Schievelbein, Vernon H.; Shankle. Leonard A.; and Wade. Her-

bert N. 3,783,943.

Wadia, Aspi B.: See-
Carter, William C ; and Wadia, Aspi B., 3.784.977

Waehner Glenn C, to United Aircraft Corporation Hybrid data com-

pression. 3,784,737, CI. 178-6.000.

Wagner David P., to Illinois Tool Works Inc. Screw fastener and

method of applying same. 3,783,92 1 , CI. 1 5 1 -4 1 .700

Wagner George M., to Hooker Chemical Corporation. Cellulosic

flame'retardant system. 3,784,356, CI. 8-196.000.

Wagner Harry M., Jr., to Western Electric Company, Incorporated.

Terminal ejector device. 3,783,486, CI. 29-203.00p.

Wagner, Karl; Rosenberg, Otto; and Hummel, Adam, to Agfa-Gevaert

Aktiengesellschaft. Photftgraphic apparatus for the making of expo-

sures in artificial light. 3,783,757, CI. 95- lO.Oce.
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Wagner. Karl, and Nicola>. Klaus, to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengcsellsthaft

Electronic exposure control arrangement in photographic apparatus

3.783.759. CI 95- 10 Oct

Wakitani. Mitsuru -S^^—

Sekiguchi. Hideto, Matsumura. Yasuo. Arai. Kojiro, Haruyama.

Kunio. and Wakitani. Mitsuru. 3.784.666.

Wal Vac.Inc See—
Mol.JscobC. 3.783.472

Waldbillig. Charles C . to Medix. Inc Su>P cock 3.783,900. CI 137-

625 470
Waldes KohintHjr. Inc S*r— •

Doran. E James, and Berhner. Wallace H . 3.783.638

Waldkirch. Richard B . to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Compan\

Jet application of textile Finish to moving threadlines 3.783.596, CI

57-157 OOf

Walker Forge. Inc -SVr—

Andresen. Arne O , 3.783.673

Walker. Harold L Turbine engine 3.783.614. CI 60-39 I8r

Walls Leslie Perc>. to Burroughs Wellcome l-Amidino-3-

(cyanophenyl)-ureas 3.784.582. CI 260-465 (K)d.

Walser. Armin .SV*"—

Hellerbach, Joseph, and W alser. Armin. 3.784.542

Walters. Joseph J . and McGibbon. Verdun R . to Lukens Steel Com
pany Expendable work support for a burning table 3.784.176. CI

266-1 OOr
Wallers. Richard M: .Sff—

Southwell. W illiam H . and Walters. Richard M . 3.784.308

Wamser. Christian A. .SVf—

Morgan. Thomas R . Low . William W . Wamser. Christian A .
and

Bruen. Charles P. 3.784.672

W angsness. Peter A A Homopolar motor forming a s«>und record sup-

port 3.784.853. CI 310-178 0(K)

Wanner Joseph W . to General Motors Corporation Moisture elimina

tor with regenerative purge cycle 3.784.220. CI 280-
1 24 tK)f

Ward. Donald H See—
Crowell. Jack R . Tomashek. James R . and Ward. Donald H .

3.7113.932

Ward. Elmer E . to Smith. F P . Corp*>ration Automatic transmis-sion

nuid filter 3.784.01 I. CI 210-168 (MM)

Ward. Richard W . to KD Lamp Co Alternately fT^shing warning

system 3.784.975. CI 340-76 (MM)

Wareham. Richard R See—
Allen. Joseph H . and Wareham. Richard R .

3.783.760.

Warner & Swasev Company. The .SV.-—

Guliotta. Donald R .3. ''83.719

Warner-Lambert Company .Sff—
Dawidowic/. Jan. and Ferraro. Frank A.. 3.783.510.

Frcoli. Alberto, and Gardi, Rinaldo. 3.784.692

Lane. George C .3.784.458

Strandtmann. Max Von. Connor. David T . and Shavel. John. Jr .

3.784.600
Warner-Lambet Compan> .SV«'—

Dawidowicz. Jan. -and Ferraro. Frank A .
3.783.493.

Wascon Systems. Incorporated See—
Buckman. Wayne T . Miller. Blaine Monroe, and Lewis, Thomas

Robert, 3.784.116

W'atanabe. Akinori See—
Sasaki. Rentaro. Watanabe. Akinori. Ogasawara. Tatsuo.

Watanabe. Satosh. and Sogabe. Hidetoshi. 3.784.864

Watanabe.. Jun. Hosoi. Susmu. Kuwazaki. Masahiro. Ota. Akira.

Takata Toshikatsu. and Asa»)ka. Junichi. to Matsushita Electric In

dustriaICo .Ltd Dry cells 3. 784,413. CI 136-131 0(K)

Watanabe, Koichiro .SV*"—

tno, Naoyuki, Nomura, Katsuhiko. Sakazaki. Tadazumi.

Watanabe. Koichiro. Miyata. Katsuhik«>. and Irano. Fumio.

3.783.765
Watanabe. Rinzo. and Shimo|ima. Masatoshi. to Ponder & Best. Inc

Zoom lens 3.784.285. CI 350-187 000

Watanabe. Satosh See—
Sasaki. Rent.iro. Watanabe. Akin.»ri. Ogasawara. Tatsuo.

Watanabe. Saiosh. and Sogabe, Hidett)shi. 3.784.864

Watanabe. Toshro. and Kubota, Yasuharu, to Sony Corptuation

Color image pickup device 3,784,734, CI 178-5 4st

Waters, James B . Jr Music box 3.783.730. CI 84-94 000

Watt. J Donald, and Molzahn. Herbert W . to International Harvester

Company Harvester platform suspension and linkage system

3.783,594. CI 56-15 800
Webb, Ronald W , tc United States of America. Atomic Energy Com-

mission High temperature ceramic composition for hydrogen reten-

tion 3,784,384, CI 106-39 000
Webcraft Packaging, Inc See—

Katz. Robert E .3.784.185

Weber. Erich See—
Martin. Johannes Josef. Martin. Waller Josef, and Weber. Erich.

3.783.803

Weber. Fred A See—
Caputo. James P , and Weber. Fred A . 3.784.80

1

Weber. Hans-Peter. Litzler. Alfred. Hertig. Jean. Milicevic. Branimir;

Fuhring. Heinrich. Sieber. Johannes-Helmut, and 042818. to Ciba

Limited and Bowe Bohler & Weber KG Apparatus for the

proccssingof textiles, fibers and the like 3.783.650. CI 68-18 00

Weber. John A . to General Motors Corptualion Anti-theft apparatus

including turnover mode of operation 3.784,839, CI 307-lO.Oat

Weenen. Jacobus Hendricus Marinus Sre—

Van Kampen. Daniel Marten; and Weenen. Jacobus Hendricus

Marinus. 3.784.476

Weibcrg. Otto .SV*-—
. .„

Kleemann. Axel. Schreyer. Gerd. Weiberg. Ott.>. and Weigcri.

Wolfgang. 3.784.568

Weichselbaum. Theiulorc E . t«> ShervuHul Medical Industries Inc

Universal parenteral fluid administration connector. 3.783.895, CI.

137-588000
Weidemann. Erwin. to Siemens Aklieiigescllschaft Semiconductor as-

sembly having semiconductor housing and contact discs disposed

withinatubc 3.784.885. CI 317-234 (K)r

Wcigcrt. Wolfgang .V*-*

—

Kkemann. Axel. Schreyer. Gerd. Weiberg. Otto, and Weigert.

Wolfgang. 3.784.568

Weikert. Roy J Container and cU>sure therefor 3.783.920, CI. 150-

8>HM)

Wciner. James R.SVf—
Eckert. John Presper. Jr . Wcincr. James R . Shaw. Robert F .

and

Weiss, Herbert Fra/er, 3.784.983

Wcinert. Peter Hans Set—
Jaffc. Gerald Myer. S/krybak>. William, and Wemert. Peter Hans.

3,784.408
I

WcisbrinJ. Sherman See—
Chang. Kern Ko Nan. Pragcr. Hans Ji>hn. and Weisbn>d. Sherman,

3,784,925

Weiss, Francis See -
j

Isard, Arscne, and W'eis.s, Francis. 3.784.567.

Weiss. Herbert Fra/er .SV«

—

Eckert John Presper. Jr . Weiner. James R . Shaw. Robert F

Weiss. Herbert Fra/er. 3.784.983

Wellborn. James Larkin See -

Driscoll. Gerald Jon. and WellK.rn. James L arkin. 3.783.527

Wells. James Rutherford .Sr« —
Cunningh.im. Sinclair I'pton. and Well

3.7K3.749

Wells. John B . to Xer»>x Corporation Im.igc

3.784.294. CI 355-3 (MM)

Wells. Robert F Telescoping tongue and brake

3.783.982. CI 188 1 12 (KH)

Welter. Leonard M See-
Coates. Vincent J . and Welter. I eonard M .

^,784.8 1
^

Wenglar, Frank G . to FMC Corp«>ration Hullerfly valve stem seal

energi/er 3.784.157.CI 25-.306tHK> i

Wen/el, Magdalena See— '

~ " Gerhard, and Wen/el. Magdalena,

. and

James Rutherford,

density control

assembly lor trailers

I

, Wcrlein. Fugenc R .

3.784.579

I ay lor, Bruce F

, Jr , 3.784.930

Mund. Konrad. Richter.

3.784.412

Werlein. Eugene R See—
McGkithlin. Raym«>nd E

and Schult/. Roger I ee.

Werner. Alan J . Jr See —
Vosteen. R«>bert E . and Werner. Alan J

Werner. Frank D .V*-*-—
SwanM.n. Paul A .and Wiele. Robert W . 3.784.163

Wernli. Max, to Fischer. Georg, Aktiengcsellschaft Tillable foundry

converter for treatment and storage of mt>lten metal 3.784.1 78. CI

266 38 0<HI
IW essner. Harald .SV«'—
|

Schild. Josef, and Wessner. Harald. 3.783.761

West Benjamin W .d/b/a California Contr«>ls Company .V*-*-—
Bilbrey. Robert A . 3.784.095

Westerlund. Tage. and Hedman, Jarl. to I inden-Alimak AB. Hoist ar

rangement on ships 3.784.032. CI 214 15 tK)r

Western Electric Company. lncorp«>rated See—

Parikh. Girish D . and W illard. W illiam C . 3.784.455.

Wagner. Harry M .Jr .3.783.486

W estingh«»use Electric Corp<uatK>n See—
Smith. James D B . 3.784.583

Turner. Abner B . 3.784.014

Westmoreland Plastics C«»mpany See—
Skinner. Harvey G. 3.783.907

Westrich James L . to Cileas»>n CorporatH)n Hammock bedsupp*)rt-

mg frames 3.783.458. CI 5-129(MK)

Westvaco Corpt>ration .V*"!-— i

DeLigt.John.3.784.188
Forbes. Hampton E . Jr . 3.784.086

Weyerhaeuser Company Srr—
Baxter. Gene F , Freeman, Harlan G

3.784.516

Freeman. Harlan G . Baxter. Gene
3.784.515

Tiedeman. George T . 3.784.5 14

Weygandt. Maurice E Golf swing improving device 3.784.208, CI.

273-183 00a
Whalen. Mark E . and Malleck. Joseph W , to Republic Steel Corpora-

tK>n MethiHJ of repetitively impacting small pieces of metal in order

topriKJuceadensifiedcontmuousbody 3,783,494, CI 29-403 000

W hang, Jong Jai See—
Dales. Mark, and Whang. Jong Jai. 3.784.489

Fellmann. Robert P . and W hang. Jong Jai. 3,784,532

Wheelock. George L . to GtHxlrich. B F . Company. The Prtx;e$s for

impregnating non-wovens with butadiene carNixyl pt>lymer lalices.

3. 784.401. CI 1 17-62 200

Whelan James E . to General Motors Corporation Piston air compres-

sor for air assist shock absorber 3,784.333. CI 4 1
7-383 000.

, and Tiedeman. George T.,

F . and Graham. George,
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WhirlpoolCorptiration: .See

—

•

Karklys. Joseph. 3.783.65 1. -

Whitelev Industries. Inc :
.?<•<•—

Lewis. Ernest E .3.784.123

Whitnil. William A . Jr . to Schlumbergcr Technology Corporation.

Method for pre-stressing armored well logging cable 3.784,732. CI.

174-108 000
Whitley. Ernest M., Beaman, Don L.; and McCombie, William S.. to

Redlake Corporalum. Data recording camera. 3.783,763. CI. .

Whittaker Corporation See—
Kaufmann. Albert R . 3.784,656.

Whittaker, Ralph E . Jr .V<v—

James. Dean B; Smiley. SeymoupH ; and Whittaker. Ralph E . Jr..

3.784.817
Wicker. Ralph C . to American Bank Note Company, mesne Method
and apparatus for hiding and viewing halftone images 3.784,289, CI.

350-321 000
Wiedijk, Piel, to I' S. Philips Corporation. MethtKl of manufacturing

an incandescent lamp 3.784.275. CI 316-19000
Wiele. Robert W : See—

Swanson. Paul A . and Wiele. Robert W , 3.784.163

Wilckens. Volkmar. and Schattenmann. Wolfram Aircraft landing dis-

play apparatus 3.784.969. CI 340-27 Ona
Wildwood Products. Inc.: .SV«"—

Phillips. David P .3.784.160

Wilfcrl. Karl; and Gotz. Hans, to Daimler-Ben/ Aktiengesellschaft

Device for reduction of soiling of motor vehicles. 3.784.226. CI. 280-

157 000
Will. Gerhard, to Bosch. Robert. GmbH. Kickdown arrangement for

a hydraulic transmission 3.783.7 1 3. CI 74-865 000
W illard. Edwin J . and Elmore. James, to Stanley Works. The Ap-

paratus for assembling a battern mounted package 3.783,773, CI

l()<)-7 000
Willard. William C See-

Parikh,Girish D , and W illard, William C , 3.784,455.

Willats, Donald James, and Morgan. Peter Ernest, to Courtaulds

Limited Method for making carbon filament tapes 3.784.428. CI

156-174000
Williams. Albert E Timer controlled feeder apparatus 3.783,836. CI

1 19-5 II 40
Williams. Beverly E. Treating skinned animal carcasses. 3.783,909, CI

1 394 26 000
Williams. Bohbv G .S><'—

Shumate. Marvin T ; and Williams. Bobby G, 3,784,1 24

Williams Charles F , to Hough Manufacturing Corporation. Train

operated folding partition 3,783.930. CI 160-199 000
Williams. John Ciordon. and (iriffiths. Peter John Disc dispensing ap-

paratus 3.783.885. CI 133-5 000
WNIiamson. Harold A See —

Sotak. John B .and Williamson. Harold A . 3.783.591

Wilhs. Arnold I . and Wortman, Harold, to MSL Industries. Inc Ma-
terial guide members for a compressing and conveying apparatus.

3.783.578. CI 5 3-24. (MR)

Willmott. Kenneth Nash Knight: See—
Dobson, Christopher D . and Willmott, Kenneth Nash Knight.

3,783,821

Willoteaux. Guy Claude, to Societe Francaise d'Equipements pour la

Navigation Acriennc Aerodrome de Villacoublav Systems for sur-

veying and correcting trajectories 3.784.800. CI 235- 1 50.270.

Willvonseder. Ernest Shrink-film capping machine. 3.783,582. CI. 53-

67O00
Wilson & Co . Inc.: See—

Pozorski. Roman L.. 3.784.491.

Wilson. Clems F. : See—
Chance. Glenn G . Crews. Sam T.; and Wilson. Clenis E.,

3.784.238.

Wilson. George A . to l-T-E Imperial Corporation Racking mechanism

for draw-out type miniature high voltage circuit breaker 3.784,764.

CI 200 50 Oaa *

Wilson, George A , t«i l-T-E Imperial Corptiration. Vacuum circuit

breaker current transfer and actuation 3,784»774,CI 200- 144.00b.

Windmoller & Holscher See—
W innemoller. Aloys. 3,783.75 I

Winkler, Alfred, Pelte, Richard; Huber, Theodor; and Mayr. Helmut,

to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft Battery test arrangement in a

motion picture camera 3.784.292. CI. 352-170.000

Winkler. Heinz: See—
Bergmeister. Eduard. Kirst. Paul-Gerhard; and Winkler. Heinz,

3.784.648.

Winnemoller. Alovs. to Windmoller & Holscher Methods and ap-

paratus for making sacks or bags 3.783.75 1 . CI. 93-3500r.

Winshel. Alan W Circumcision surgical tool. 3.783.875. CI. 128-

318 000
Wisherd. David S . to Motorola. Inc Parallel transmission line

matching network for connecting together a plurality of R.F. amplifi-

er transistors 3.784,932, CI. 333-9.000.

Wissbrun, Kurt Falke .SV*"—

Schaul, Jerome Sandel; Wissbrun, Kurt Falke; and Hannon, Mar-

tin John, 3,784,661

.

Wissinger, Waldemar, Kurth, Josef; and Gauchel, Peter, to Dynamit

Nobel Aktiengesellschaft Apparatus for the extrusion of hollow arti-

cles. 3,784,345. CI. 425-325.000.

Wisz. Edward, to Buss AG and Eisenbau Wghlen AG Method and ap-

paratus for carrying out a heal exchange between a heat carrier

medium and a drum reactor. 3,783.936, CI. 1 65-90.000.

Witkowski. Henry J. Knob for electronic control shaft 3,783,708, CI.

74-55J.OO0.

Woell, Fred T . Jr.. to Jacuzzi Bros. Incorporated Pump impellers.

3.784,32 1 , CI. 4 1 6-223.000.

Wolfe. Denis G.; and Tyler, Hugh J., to Robertshaw Controls Com-
pany. Electric ignition system. 3.784,35 I , CI. 43 1 -66.000.

Wolff, rvan A ; and Stringfellow. Arthur G.. to United States of Amer-

ica. Agriculture. Protein-enriched whey fractions. 3,784,114, CI.

241-24.000.

Wolfgang. Swodenk; Gerhard. Scharfe; and Grolig. Johann. Process for

the production of allyl esters. 3.784.578. CI. 260-4 10.09n.

Wolford, Lionel T : See—
Dtitson. Anderson O.. Jr.; Newcombe. Jack; and Wolford. Lionel

T. 3.784.509.

Wollam, John S. Apparatus for use in deposition of films from a vapor «

phase. 3,783,822. CI. 1 18-49.100.

Woodall. Leslie. Golf ball retriever. 3.784,037. CI. 214-356.000.

WtMjdhall. Edwin S.. Appleby. Paul E.; and Touchette, John W.. to

Gtx>dyear Tire & Rubber Company. The. Method of building tires.

3.784.426. CI. 156-132.000.

Woods. Norman Room air conditioner. 3.783.637. CI. 62-427.000.

W<x>dward, Gary F.; See—
Burgett, James F.; Vanderberg. Lawrence

J.;
and Woodward.

Gary F, 3,784.973.

Woolf. Cyril -SVf—

Oxenrider, Bryce C , Beyleveld, Wilhelmus M.; and Woolf, Cyril.

3.784.644. ^

Woolf, Julius Isadore; Sadowy. Roman. Jr.; and Gershman. Russell

John, to Information Flow Incorporated; in care of Ocean & At-

mospheric Science. Inc. Limited access dialing system. 3.784.757.

CI. 179-18.0da.

Woom. James T.: See—
Davis, John P.; Harmon. Robert W.; and Woom. James T..

3,784.729.

Worrall. Ashton L. Jr. Utility trailer. 3,784.230, CI. 280-491.000.

Wortman, Harold; 5<'f—

Willis, Arnold I..; and Wortman. Harold. 3.783,578.

Wright. Carl J : .SV*"—

Miller. James L.; Wright. CaH J.; and Harrold. Marshall C.
3.783.529

Wright. Raymond Grenville Whitehead, to Textron, Inc Air cushion

vehicle seal system 3.783,965. CI. 180-128.000.

Wuerker. Ralph F ; and Heflinger. Leo O . to TRW Inc Holographic

apparatus for large field of view 3.784,276. CI. 350-3.500

Wuesl. Toni. to Meyer, Roth & Pastor, Maschienefabrik GmbH
Method and apparatus for removing the burr of chain-links.

3.783,609. CI. 59-35.000.

Wulff. Peter: See—
Schw lerz. Gunter; and Wulff. Peter. 3.784,830.

Wurzburger, Paul D. Plug valve with storage compartment. 3,783.890.

CI. 137-315.000

Wyman. Dennis G . Bichell. William J.; and Oliveri. Humber, to Granta

Corporation Rotatably scoring dart board 3.784.201. CI 273-

I02.10e.

Xerox Corporation: See—
Hudson. Frederick W.; and Cranch. John F.. 3.784.300

Manghirmalani. Arjan T.. 3.784.299.

Sato, Masamichi, 3,784.301.

Sato, Masamichi; and Fukushima, Osamu, 3,784.397.

Sullivan. William A.. Jr.; and Griswold, Augustus W.. 3.784.303.'

Swanberg, Melvin E.. 3,784,8 1 2.

Urbanek, Edwin A.; and Vock, Richard C, 3,783,826.

Wells. John B. 3.784,294.

Zucker, Edwin. 3.784.302.

Yabu.Toshiomi: See—
Nagahiro, Michinori; Yabu, Toshiomi; Hosono, Hiroo; and

Ushihara, Masaharu, 3,784,128.

Yale. Harry L.; and Petigara. Ramesh. to Squibb. E. R.. & Sons. Inc. 3-

Piperazinyl-quinobenzoxa (or thia) zepine derivatives. 3,784.548.

CI 260-268.0pc

Yale, Harry L ; and Petigara. Ramesh B. to Squibb. E. R.. & Sons. Inc.

N-( 2.3-dihvdroquinobenzoxazepin-3-ylidene |-0-(substituted car-

bamoyl) hydroxylamines. 3.784.549. CI 260-287.00r.

Yale. Harry L.; and Petigara. Ramesh B.. to Squibb, E R., & Sons. Inc.

N-(2.3-dihydroquinobenzoxa(or thia) zedin-3-ylidenel-O-sub-

stituted benzoyl) hydroxylamines. 3,784.550, CI. 260-287.00r.

Yamada, Shigeki; Miyazawa, Kokichi; Naka. Hideaki; and Yoshida,

Yoshio, to Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha. Ltd. Titanium dioxide concen-

trate and its manufacturing process. 3.784.670. CI. 423-80.000

Yamada. Takayasu: See—
Takahashi. Shogo; Yamada, Takayasu; and Okudaira. Hiromi.

3.784.366.

Yamada. Tetsuya: See—
Hino. Horoyuki; Asakuno, Hiroyoshi; and Yamada, Tetsuya,

3,784.662.

Yamada. Yoichiro: See—
Shigeyama. Shogo; Yamada. Yoichiro; and Kondo. Kunihiro.

3.784,749.
"*

Yamaguchi, Masami: See—
Shiio. Hajime; and Yamaguchi, Masami, 3,784.407.

Yamaguchi, Masaru: See—
Ito. Yoshio; Katayama, Hajime; Nitanda, Hiroshi; and Yamaguchi,

Masaru, 3,784,297.
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Yamamoto. Kalsuo; Sato. Hideo. Iwasa. Toshio. Nakamura H,$ao. and

Adachi Katsuhiro. to Asahi Kase» Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Ap

paratus for continuously treating fibrous materials under pressure

3.783.649. CI 68-5.00e

Yamamoto. Masao; S*e— .,. . . ' n i.

Nishida. Hiroshi, Yamamoto. Masao; Kitai. Atsuo. Ozaki.

Asaichiro. Nishimura. Yokio. Takemi. Hiroto. and Takemi.

Chimo. 3.784.446

Yamamura.Sakae .S«—
i -»o^ a«n

Inaba, Seiuemon. Ikebe. Yo; and Yamamura. Sakae. 3.784.BM)

Yamane.Masako S<^e— „
*
^ v _.„.

Mizutani. Yukio. Sata. ToshikaUu; Izuo. Ryuji. and Yamane.

Rehchi, 3.784.457

Yamane. Reiichi: S<^<^—
. v _

Mizutani. Yukio. Sata. Toshikatsu. Izuo. Ryuji. and Yamane.

Reiichi. 3.784.457

Yamano Togo. Jono. Kumiko. Sato. Shigehiko. and Nakanishi.

Michio, to Takcda Chemical Industries. I td and Method Industries.

Ltd A method for inhibiting microbial growth employing 2.6-

dihydroxy-3.5-di-tert-butyl benzoic acid 3.784.6W. CI. 4.4-

3 1 7 000
Yamaoto.Toshihiko; .Se^—

Iwama. Masakuni. Fujiwara. Mitsuto; Kojima. Tamotsu. ano

Yamaoto. Toshihiko. 3.784.383

Yamazaki. Eiich See— „ u i

Takemoto. Takeo. Yamazaki, Eiich. Maruyama. Koichi. and

Ueda, Toshio. 3.783.754 .

Yamazaki. Eiichi. Maruyama. Koichi; and Ueda. Toshio. to Hitachi.

Ltd Correcting lens used to form fluorescent screens of colour

television receiving tubes 3.784.282. CI 350-175 (X)r

Yanagisawa. Yuzuru :.S«'e—
^ ^, . .i,

•Araki. Yoshitoshv, Yanagisawa, Yuzuru. and Nakayama. Aitira.

3.784.862

Yananton. Patrick Michael SVc- ^ », ^ i i -isa aah
Cekoric. Thomas. Jr . and Yananton. Patrick Michael. ^^^***^

Yang. Eugene Li-Chun Non-regular four blade shutter 3.784.-93. CI

352-208 000 —
Yard. John S5e*^— .or »

Mannherz. Elmer D . Riester. Hubert A . Schmoock. Roy F . and

Yard. Johns .3.783.687

Yasuda Tetuva. to Citizen Watch Co . Ltd Wrist watch having a push

button 3.783.605. CI. 58-74 000.

Yasun. Kazuomi: See—
Kume. Toyohiko. and Yasun. Kazuomi. 3.784.654

Yata. Kotaro .S>?—
. .i . u

Tsujimoto. Kayoshi. Yata. Kotaro; and Matsuda. Motonobu.

3.783.758 ^ . , ^
Yocum. Norman E and Mc Intyre. Frank H . Jr . to Superior Indus-

tries. Inc Door frame assembly 3.783.559. CI 49-504 OOO

Yokoyama. Yoshiaki: .SVf— ^ . ,. v w
Ogawa. Kiyoshi. Yokoyama. Yoshiaki. and Fukushima. Yoshio.

3.783.706.

Yoshida. Yoshio; .S^*'— .

Yamada. Shigeki. Miyazawa. Kokichi. Naka. Hideaki. and

Yoshida. Yoshio. 3.784.670

Yoshino. Takachika. Saito. Shigeru. Sobukawa. Masukuni. Nagase.

Isao Niikura. Masao. Ishikura. Jun. and Sasaki. Yutaka. to Nitto

Chemical Industry Co. Ltd Process for the prtnluction of

• methvlacrvlonitrile 3.784.560. CI 260-465 300

Yoshito'mi Pharmaceutical Industries. Ltd SW- ,,o. cc,
Nakanishi. Michio. Arimura. Katsuo. and Ao. Hideki. 3.784 ..t? 1

. Yosioka. Satosi. Tokunaga. Sinobu. Tamenori. Tomoyoshi. Tamura.

Sigeru and Wada. Mono, to Nippon Kayaku Co . Ltd Yellow sulfur

dyes 3.784.534. CI 260-128 000

Young Jerry W . to Iowa State University Research Foundation. Inc

Treatment and control of milk fat depression in lactating cows

3.784.707. CI 424-343 000
Youngblood. Douglas J .S*-*"— ,

Reynolds. David L . YoungbUxnl. Dt>uglas J Bunn. Dorrance P .

Jr . and Pratt. Roy E . 3.784.463

Youngtjuist.JohnA .Srr— , -,oa Atn
Bergum. Bernard C. and Youngquisl. John A.. 3.784.410.

Yuken Kt>gyo Limited See—
Niwa. Hideo. 3.784,882

Zakharov. Sergei Alexandrovich .S«r—

Kuwvsky Boris Isaakovich. PavUiv. Nikolai ivanovich. Mattichen

ko. Anatoly Petrovich Zakharov. Sergei Alcxandrovich. and

Kirilin. AnatoK Fedorovich. 3.784.461

Zamotin. Radvinon I Safely pm 3.783.475.0 24-158 OOi.

Zampetti. Patrick I See- noi^Ti
MtGeary. Frank L . and Zampetti. Patrick L , 3.783,471

Zander. Walter .S>«--
, ,0, -.t.

GriHW.Horst Hans, and Zander. Walter. 3.783.774.

Zeiders. Glenn W . Jr . and Bella. Richard A .
«" '^;„^"f»^;,?"?"

High p«mer laser energy measuring device 3.783.685. tl /.»-

19<)(Mlr

Zeldman. Gordon G. :
.Srr

—

. -» i _ /- .„i„„
Avery. R Stanton. Scharenhcrg. Robert T . and Zeldman. Gordon

C...3. 784.076

Zelenka Dt>nald J . Xo General Mt>tors Corp«>ratKin Temperatun

resp.>nsive switch 3.784,947. CI 337. 320 (XK)

Zelina William B . to General S% stems. Inc Battery charging system

for emergency battery systems 3.7K4.892.C1 320-40 (KH)

Zellweger AG .v.-— .^^, , , , -,ui «•>«
Forgo. Gabtir. Meyer. Erwin. and Schilter. Josef, 3,783.«-K

Zglobicki. Edward See—
. ^ . . j c l

Praisnar. Tadeusz Rulinski. Jozef. ZglobKki. Edward, and Sojka,

Bronislaw. 3.783.663

Zielinski. Richard J .S>«--
, ,„ , -,,,0

Os/lanyi. AnialG . and Zielinski. Richard J .
3.784,709

Zilkcn.Hans-Jtwchim .SV.-- ,-,«,««-.
Mes.sner Rudolf, and Zilkcn. Hans- Joachim. 3.7K3.KH-

Zimmerman. Stanley D . and Mc-Coy. Paul O . to Cities Service Com

nanv Proccs-sing of rubber 3.7S4.531.CI 260-85 30h

Z.^im^s Demosthenes Musical instrument 3.783.733. CI 84-402 (KK.

Zirps Wilhclm. to Bosch. Robert. GmbH Prcs.surc container tube

connection 3.7K4.237. CI 285-20H()<K)

Zola Mever Joseph, to Bell Telephone I ab.>ratories. lncorp»>ratcd

Seif-checkingdeciHler 3.784.978. CI 340146 lab

Zoroglu Demir S . to Motorola. Inc I ow par;i.sitic microwave

package 3.784.884. CI 31 7-234 (H)r

Zovko. Carl T Thrust augmenting expansion engine 3.783.814. CI

1 14-20 CH)a

. Zucker. Edwin. t«> Xerox Corporation Electrophoretic imaging ap-

paratus including application t>f dynamic stress on the particle

suspension 3.784..302. CI 355-10 tKK)

Zuest. Armin .S*"*-— , -,u\ auo
Schindlcr. Walter, Schmid, Erich, and Zuest. Armin. 3.784.689

Zufferey. Daniel .SV*-— ... . .

Grimm. Hans-Ueli. Zufferey. Daniel, and Messina. Antonio.

3.784.954

Zwavk. Robert R .SV«'—

LeBras. Louis R . and Zwack. Robert R 3.784.460

Zweifel Fritz 20*1 to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc. The

Hydrogen heating system 3.784.096. CI 2 37 1 lM)r

Zywietz. Walter SV*'—
. ^ , ^ rr ..

Gantre. Franz, Zywietz. Walter; Seiz. Rudolf, and Eickhoff. Heinz,

3,78.3,625
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NOTE -Arranwd In accordance with the first siRnificint character or word of the name (in accordance with city and
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"
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telephone dir-itory practice).

Ohmic

.\.\.\ I'l|M' Cleaiiini: Corp. : sec
Kisco. Keiijaiiiiii V.. .Ir. He. 27,S74.

.\1{ .Milcii & .Vkerliiml Fi.rpaikninu : Net

—

I'trssoii. Karl iLvKe. IIT.HTO.

.\dler. I'i eil : Siv _ __
Welsh .lames W.. anil .Vdltr. Re. lii.S( (.

Collins Neil i:., .inil I. K. Halt. ti> <;eneral IClnctric Co. <>hm

coiilact for (;roiip III-V 1' type scmieondm-tors. Ue. 27,
S"

1 s 71. CI. :u7 r.M n.

Kmerson. William C. : See _ _ _

Ilndsnii Frederick W., and lOmerson. He. Ji.Sii,.

IMv .loscph .1. assignor ol a fraitional part interest to Olter-

llii .1. Evens.. n. Carton. He. 27,s72. 1-8-74, CI. 229—14 1..

Dveiison, olicrlin .1. : >•(
»'

i:stv. .Ii.sepli .1. lie. 27,S7_'.
, ^, ^., ,

Kisc, IJenjamin P.. .Tr.. to -V.V.V lM|.e Cleaninfr ^ on;. Shroinl

for s.wer eleaniiiK truck. He. 27.s74, 1 8-74, (1. iS'^,-^-*''-

t;all:n:lier .John I'., H. M. Meyers. K. H. Sonfi. and C. .M.

Willllis. to Thiokol Clumiral Cc.rp. I.iiinld polysnlfide pol.y-

nirrie ;:lass-to metal sealjint composition. He. 27,880, 1-S-

74. n, •_•<!(» :{.'?.SO H.
(Jcneral l-^lfCtric Cii. : Seer-

Collins. .Neil V... ami Halt. He. 27,879.
Halasa, .\.l.-l 1'.

: srr-^
Sommers, «;ary L., and Halnsa. Re. 2(,S(8.

Halt. Ira K. : Sec
'

^_^
Collins. Nell 1'

. and Halt. He. 2<..S(9.

Hudson Frederick W.. and W. C. Kmer-on, to Xerox Corp.

IMsj.onsinK ai)paratus. He. 27.S7(!, 1- S-74. CI. 222—181.
I.uinmiis Co., The : S(

r

O'Connor. Ward F. Re. 27,871.
Meyers, Hol.ert M. : Nrr ,„..,„, „ ot

(;allai:lier, John I'., Meyers, Song, and Willitls. Re. 27.-

8S0.

O'Connor, Ward F.. to The Lummus Co. I'osition control sys-

tems for an article handling apparatns. Re. 2(,871, l-S-74,

I'ersso'n Karl' H, to A15 Ahlen & Akerlund Forpackning. Fold-

able blanks and cartons. bo.\es. trays or packing cases made
therefrom. He. 27.870. 1-8-74, CI. 229—39 R.

Prince Mfg. Co. : Sec—
Weits, Ferdinand, and Zwiep. Re. 27.873.

Sommers, <;arv L.. and A. F. Halasa. Process. Re. 27,878, 1-8-

74. CI. 2(10-^94.20 T.

Song. Earl II. : ."^'ee

—

,xri,,i.. tj„ ot
(Jallagher, John P., Meyers, Song, and Willitis. Re. 27,-

sso.
standard Motor Products, Inc. : Sec—-

Welsh James W.. and Adler. Re. 27,877.

Sxvift, flilbert. Method and apparatus for determining deflec-

tion of a structure. Re. 27.875, l-S-74, CI. 7.i—67.1.

Thiokol Chemical Corp. :
See— „..„.,. tj ot

<;allagher, John P., Meyers, Song, and \Mllitis. Re. 27,-

hSU.

Weits Ferdinand, and T. C. Zwiep. to Prince Mfg. Co. Debon-

ing apparatus. Re. 27,873, 1-8-74. CI. 17—1 G.

Welsh James W.. and F. Adler, to Standard Motor Products,

Inc' Heating device for electrical actuation. Re. 27,877,

1 s 74, CI. 219—53C..

Willifis. Clark M. : See— ~~
^ ^,,,^ , ^ „^

Gallagher, John P., Meyers, Song, and Willitls. Rf. 27.-

sso.

Xerox Corp. : Sec—
Hudson. Frederick W., and Emerson. Re. 27,876.

Zwiep. Theodore C. : Sec—
Weits, Ferdinand, and Zwiep. Re. 27,8(3.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES

Hall. (Jeo. J. : Scr
Fischer. Arnold W. ."{.426.

lis.h.T. Arn(dd W. :!.42T.

Fischer. Arnold W. :{.42S.

Fiseh.-r. Arnold W. ;;.42;i.

UnfTett, Willi.im E. : See
Jtss.I. Walter H., Jr.. and Duffett.

W
CI,

w
CI

w.
CI

W., to

.•1.429. 1 S-74. CI. 69.

Franipton's Nurseries Ltd.
M.ichin, Barrie .1. .iA

Fischer.
:<.42ti.

Fischer.
:?.4_'7.

Fischer.
3.42S,

Fiseher.

.\rn<dd
l-S-74.
.\rnold
l-S-74.

Arnold
1 .S-74.

Arnold
S-

. to

69.

. to
69.

. to
6».

(leo.

Geo.

Geo.

(.ieo.

J.

J.

J.

J.

Ball.

Ball.

Ball.

Ball.

3.424,

African v

.\frican v

African v

.\frican v

iolet plant,

iolet plant,

iolet plant,

iolet plant.

Sec

(;raust. Bent E. Carnation plant. 3,4§0, 1-8-74, CI, 73.

Jackson & Perkins Co. : Nee

—

i

Warriner. William A. 3.423.
W.irriner. William A. 3.431.
Warriner. William A. 3.432. ,. ^ „ v

Jessel. Walter H.. Jr.. and W. E. Duffett. to \oder Brothers,

Inc. ChrysaiUhemuni plant. 3,424, 1-8-74, CI. 78.

.Machin Biriie J., to Franipton's Nurseries Ltd. Chrysanthe-

mum plant. 3.425. l-S-74, CI. 74.

Warriner William A. to Jackson & Perkins Co. Rose plant.

3.423. l-S-74, CI. 18.

W.iriiiier. William A., to Jackson & Perkins Co. Rose plant,

3.431. l-S-74, CI. 11.

Warriner Wi'liam A,, to Jackson & Perkim; Co. Rose plant,

3.432. i-S-74, CI. 14.

Yoder Brothers. Inc.: /?ee-

Jessel, Walter H., Jr., and Duffett. 3,424,

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
.\ccutec. Inc. : Sec —

Bajiis/., Harold F. 229,854.
Adrema Pitnev Bowes Gmhll : See

—

Sclmieck. Kolierf E. 229.sr,5.

Arnold. Leo G., Jr. Airfoil cabinet for a truck, 229,829, 1-8-

74, CI. ni4 6.

Ashlev. E. IL. & Co.: Sec
Glaser. Walter II. 229,849.

Bajusz, Harold F., to Accutec, Inc. Flashlight. 229,854,
1-S 74. CI. D4S— 24.

Ballv Mfg. Corp. : .Sec-
Lally, Joseph E., and Reedy. 229,842.

Beam Furniture. Inc. : Sec—
Llndv.i'l. Rov B. 229.801.
Lindvall, Roy B. 229,802.
Lindvall. Hoy B. 229.803.

Beam. Norman A., to McGraw-Edlson Co. Built in electric

toaster. 229,817. 1-8-74, CI. D7—93.

Becker. Sidney, to Stanton Magnetics, Inc. Stereophonic head
set. 229,833, 1-8-74, CL D26-rl4.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. : See—
Genaro. Donald M.. and McGarvey. 229,83 1.

Berner. John M. : See— „.,«o.o
Mittelstadt. Robert A., and Berner. 229.848

Best Quality Plastics. Inc. : Sec—
Erick.son. Herbert R. 229,824.

Born. John H. Scaflford bracket. 229,822
Bourhenne, Francis K. Colled wire

l_8-74. CI. D8—220.
Brunswick Corp., The: See—

Crossman. Phillip E. 229.841.

Carroll, John W.. to Digital Equipment Corp
puter. 229.830. l-S-74, CI, D26—5.

Cassibo, Vernon E. : See— ^^„ „,

.

Klemn. Eldon J., and Cassibo. 229.818.

Christie. Cornelius W. : Sec— oio o-.o
Culbertson, Richard, and Christie. 229,8.)9.

Concept, Inc. : See—
Staub, David E. 229,869,

Corning Glass Works : See—
Popovich, Keith D. 229,814.

l_S-74, CI. D8—236.

dispenser. 229,821,

Digital com-

918 O.G.—33 PUS
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Davis, raiil. to Sw.H'Uieart I*lj>^tu>, Inc. UispoNaiii. i

i^oortz. Al»)ert F. Pendnnt or tho like. 2

I).;v;wU^am^iif..^.^^V*K.'G^^,^ & O- Container for bakory m^j
^^^_^^ Knl.ushiki Kalslm : S.r-

229,850, 1-8-74, CI.

prodiu-ts. 2-".»..s2.;. IS-. 4. CI. 1)!> INJ

Digital Kcnilpnipnt Corp. : Sff
Carroll. .Tolm W. 22!t.sao.

iMinlop llohUiiRs Ltd.: See
.^.^o »i'7

Hart Claud.' A., and llr.vi-o.k. 2J!t.S-i

Dymo Industri.-s. Inr. : -^^^

GravbcaU Andrt'w. JJSt.S*....

Kastniaii Ko.lak Co.: ^er -

Hansen. David K. 229..Sfi2.

Manspl Kop.vo Kabuslilki Kalslm :
Scr

(Joto, kenjlro. 229. H').".. _ . p,
Marr, Arthur. Water |>nnii> battle. 229.8«.fi. l-«-(4, ci.

Ktih— 1.

^""Kdmlsslor'"R"ssell C, Klnps.mry. nn.l Soulakls. 229,-

847.
Max Trao Tire Co.. Inc. : -"^Jlf „ ^,_„

.McMannis. Knpene K. 229.S.3.

ar»f.>, .o'lui .... . -iv
..oil oo-

(;enaro, Donald M.. and Mc«.arvey. 229,83..

MtMiraw-Kdison Co. : svr
Beam, Norman A. 229, HI..

MeMannls. Eiipene E.. to Mae-Trae Tire ( o.. Inc. Tire. -->.

M^dJow.^ Riciilird'
w!' j7.^''to Liberty Konndry Co. Fireplace

prate. 229.820. 1 8-74. CI. D7 . -2« '.,.,. _,., , 074 ci
Mende. Jerome. Fvetrlass holder. 229.8M. l-8-,4. II.

MittelstTadt Robert A., and .1. M. Herner to Toro Mff. Corp.

Snow autfer, 229,848, 1-8-74. CI. D.i..—2.

Motorola. Inc. : SCc -

Tnvlor. Terrance N. 229.884.

MnrravOhlo Mfe. Co.. The -^i:*-^,,

«enaT:::'^:.n;^:rT and-rN'"Mc<;arvev^.^t.. T.dl T^^^

^^^^J^;^^^^^^^-;^^^^^^-
'''•''^

Laboratories. Inc. Telephone handset. 229.S,?.. In .4.
(

I ^"<-<
•j^!^;;„';-^X,„V'o. and Sapper. 229.sr,8.

Gene-raTneetric Co. : See- O-Neil. Rob;rt A., an.l M. C. Wilson.
V;oo^L\-o'"";""'"74'^°n

Ctberts." Richard, nnd Christie. 229.8.-,9. of Delaware. l'hono>:rapb cabinet. J29.SI.0. 1-S .4. 11.

C.laberson Martin, to Warn.-r Land.ert Co. Safety ra/.T. d.W -4.

2-9.S7.-.. 18-74. CI. D!.r. .T musnik. Sam. Ilanper for necktl.>s or the like. _29. .9. . 1 8-

fJInberson. Martin, to Warner Lambert C. Safetj r.i/"r. .^ ^^ Im;- 251.

rr'-^'r" W,]4il ^oT'lT'Ssblev & Co Expandable pern Tavelle. Richard. Golf club head. 229.844 1-8-74 Ci^ m4--.K

'''.r,Tinr229'8]9.1 8'V4 CI mr.--l. . ^, ^^^ . rop..vich. Keith D.. to Cornlnp Glass Works. I'late or the

Goan" lter7.v Golf teu-hlns: aid. 220.S4.T 1 8-74 CI n.14 ^
-

,4^0 •..29,814. 1-8-74. CI. I>7- M>.

^Vl^mei"."' I'm. Toy r<':><lway section. 229.847. IS 74. <1.

Krlckion!' Herbert R.. to Best Qnality Elastics. Inc. Base for

•t ...nt liner "29 n24. 1-S 74.'(1. I>9 219.

Flilkel E.lw.I.d to .IFD Ele,tronics Corp. Antenna housing.

229,'8.{2. 1-8-74. CI. I)2r, 14.

.">0'"r to Fischer, .leronie .1. : N«'<

Eckstein. Roman A. 229.79(>.

Fleenor. Charles : Sec
Schlesinu'cr. Irvlnp. and Heenor—9 s.,. .

...,n ^.U
Frlck Berndt K. Cabinet for teleprinter or th.> like. .-.J.S'h,

l.S-74. CI. Dri4 11.
, , „

GTF \utomatic Electric Laboratories. Inc. : See

Wollet. William M. 229.s:?r,

Goto Keniiro. to Mansei Kou'vo Kabnshiki Ka1sli\a. <..i>

lighter 2-'9.8.-..-i. l-S-74. CI. D48 27.

Grace, W. R . & Co : Srr
Dav. William II. 229.82.''..

Gravb..nl Andrew to D'-mo Industries. Inc. Tape emhossinp

t.M.I 229 sr,.^. 1 8-74. CI Dr,4 -10.

Greenberu'. Donald E. Display tray. 229.807. l-.'J-74. CI

!)•;— 132.

Ilaaser Walt.T L. Ski rack or similar article. 229.800.. IS-, 4.

CI. DC, 12"..

Hall Rich<rd B . to Snnb.>am C..r|.. Hand'ed siii)t...rt stand

f..r a cooklnc vessel. 229.S19. 1-8-74. CI. D7 1.30

O.ienot. Michel, to Stanley Mabo Tape measure. 2.9,850.

1-s 74. CI. D.-.2—

1

_^ _,

Rae Donald A., and M. B. Toy ark. 229.S4r.. 1-S-.4. CI.

d:u— 15.
I

it.Te Madalene B. ; f'ce—

•

Rae Donald A . and M. B. 229.s4«.

Raptls (Jeorce M. I'ourinp spout, 229.820. 1-8-74. CI.

D9 277.

R.-.-dv. Terrence A . .Ir. :
^^<r -

„,.,. ^ .^
Lall.v. Joseph E, and Reedy. 229.S42,

Robluson. Allen, Beverape tray. 229,813. 1-8-74. CI. D7- 21.
f.ir a cooklnc vessel. S^M.^lit. i-,>-.-». 1^1. i-. i.>". i»u...i.-< - • m ...,,„, 000 c-,q i_«

Hans..n D-vid E. to Eastman Kodak C. Still .amera or Sautlnelll. Jos.;ph. Spectacle frame calibrator. _-9.8o8.
1

thf like 229.802. 1 8-74. CI. Dfil 1, 74. CI, ..2— «..

Hart Claude A., and E. W. Havock. to Dunlop H.d.linps Sapi.er. Richard
:
Nrr - 000 «,-,«

Ltil, Tire, 229,827. 1-8-74. CI. D12 -152. Zanuso. Marco, and Sapper. —9.Ht.M

S.harf Seev. Baby buntinp. 229..S74. 1-8-74. CI. D92-2.

Schlesinper. Irvinp. =".dC Fleenor. to S^^Mith "«>, J^en^^ore

Inc., d.b.a. TreaMin- Industries, A(|uarlum, _29.S.«». l-«-

Haves, Thomas H,. to VCA Corn. \ctuat.>r cap for a pres ""*•*"!•
'!i!*^. ^J ,, .„ i,ira„.n l«itnev-Bowes (Jinbll. Elec-

snri-,.ed container. 229.S25. l-,8-74. CI. D9 2.-.S.

^^'T^'ij-i.K' mJciilne ;l;'XllaV''aNVle°"229.8"5,\-8-74.

S,h Jeckenp^st. Vikt-r. to The Murr.ay Ohio Mfp Co. Wheel

for u juv.Miib- v.hi.le. 229.S4... l-,s^.4. CI. I).54— 1.>.

Sears. Roebuck and Co, :
>f/

-

I

Shanks. Harry R. 229.8C.7. I

Seebnrp Corp. of Delaware. The : ^er-^
(VNeil. Robert A., and Wilson, 229.8(.0,

Shanks Harrv R,. to Sears. R..elnuk & Co, Drip pan, 229.-

,S07, 1-8-74. CI, IM!7—

3

Smith. Brian S.. to Tower Ilonsew.ares Ltd, Fower driven

juice extractor, 229.815. 1-S-.4, (ID. 48.

snowden James A. Decorative panel for furniture, 229.809.

l_S-74, CI. DC— 192.

'^"''S'mlssrorR.f^'eirc.. Kingsbury, and Soulakls. 229.-

847.

South Bay Treasure : See—
Schlesinper. Irvinp. iind Fleenor. 229.839.

Sparlinp. Donal.l F. Utilities post. 229.831. 1-8-74. 01.

D2f.- 12.

Stanley Mabo : Sec—
Qiienot. Michel, 229.856.

Stanton Mapnetlcs, Inf- =
'\^^~

Lauphton. Malcolm, 229.811. Becker. Sidney. 229.8rfrf.

r„nned Batterv operated
.uphton. Malcolm, to Lauphton & Sons Ltd. Clothes hanper. Staub. David F.. to Concept Inc Capped Batterj operated

229.811. 1-8-74. 01. DO—252. .autery. 229.809, 1-8-74. ci. ua^ x-^.

Liberty Foundry Co. : .«fee-- ^""''.7 n o^T„',/n"^50 819 '

>fellow. Richard W.. Jr. 229.820. Hall. Richard B. .29.819.

Llndblad. Frederick W. Candlestick. 229,851, 1-8-74. CI. Suzuki, Shoji. Pneumatic play pen. 2.9,. 99. l » f*.

D48—2. DO— 13.

Llndblad. Frederick W. Candlestick. 229.852. 1-8-74. CI. Sweetheart Plastics Inc :
kec—

£)48 2. Davis, I'aul. 229,81J.

Hasslnper. Herman A. Chair. 229,804. 1-8-74. CI, DO— 78.

Havcock. Eric W. : See -

Hart. C'aude A,, and Haycock. 229.82.

Hink'ev WIlMam J. Portable chemical t.dlet. 229.828. 1-8-74.

CI. D1.3— 1.

Howa.d. Jerrv E Chair 229.798. 1-8-74. CI. DO 20,

JFD Electronics Corp, : See—
Flnkel. Edward. 229.832.

Jambretz, Ste|>hen J. : See- -

Wynveen. Larry X. 229.810.

James. Curtis G. Tissue roll holder, 229.805. 1-8-74, CI,

Df,— 97,

Johnson. Bovd R. Combined framed aquarium and cover there

for, 229,s.3S. 1-8-74. CI, D30- 8.

Johnson. Bovd R. Combined framed a<iuarlum and cover there-

for. 229.840. 1-8-74. CI, D30— 12.

Jones, Joseph J. Rocking exercise stool. 229.800. 1-8-74, CI.

DO—32.

Kinpsbury. L, C. J. : See—
Edmisslon. Russell C, Kingsbury, and Soulakls. 229.-

847.

Klemp. Eldon J,, and V. E. Cassibo. to Litton Systems. Inc.

Microwave oven. 229.818. 1-8-74. CI. D7—128.

Lallv, Joseph E., and T. A. Reedy. Jr.. to Bally Mfp. Corp.
Cabinet for a coin controlled amusement machine. 229.842.
1-8-74. CI. D34— 5.

Lauphton & Sons Ltd. : See—
Lauphton. Malcolm, 229.811.

Lai
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Taorlmlna, Harry. Light fixture. 229,853, 1-8-74. CI.
1»48 2.!.

Taylor. James L, Height gage. 229,857, 1-8-74. CI. 052—0.
Tavlor. Terrance N., to Motorola, Inc. Two-wav radio hou.s-

inp or similar article. 229,834. 1-8-74. 01. I>2(;— 14.
Tliaiicd. Inc. : Sec—

Wviiveeii. Larrv X. and Jambretz. 229.810.
TIbbs. Ci.ireiH." V. Handbag. 229.871. 1-8-74. CI. 1)87—3.
Toro .Mfg. Corp, : Nee

Mittclstadt. Robert A., and Beriier. 229,848.
Tower Housewares Ltd. : Sec

Smith. Brian S. 229,815.
VC.\ Corp. : Sec

ll.iy.'s, Thomas H. 229,825.
Walil .\ssoeiates, Inc. : Sec—

Wahl. .Michael. 229,S 10.

Walil, Michael, to Wahl Associates, Inc. Display hanger for
boots. 229,810, 1-8-74. CI. DO—252.

Warner-Lambert Co. : See—
(ilaberson, Martin. 229,875.
Glaberson. Martin. 229,870.

Wilson, Michael C, : See—
(iXeil. Rol)ert A., and Wilson. 229.800.

Wollet, William M., to (;TE Automatic Electric Laboratories
Inc. Telephone panel enclosure. 229,830, 1-8-74, CI.
1)20 14,

Wviiveeii, Larrv X. and S. J. Jambretz. to Thaiico, Inc. I'orta-*
ble .serving bar. 229.810. 1-8-74, CI. L)7— 71.

Zanuso. .Marco, and R. Sapper, to XecchI S.p.A. Sewing ma-
chine. 229.808. 1-8-74. CI, 1)70-1,

Zie>;ler. Larry L. Cover for primary chain for motorcycle.
229,872. 1-8-74, 01. D90—5.



CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 8, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

2 5

3R
4
6

144

255

1 1"*

25VB

10

175

196

IR

27H

I7R
I42T

21E

lOS
202
20VR
2IUR
215

314
322
369

CLASS 2

3.783.449
3.783.450
3.783.451

3.783.452

CLASS 3

3.783.453
3.783.454

CLASS 4
3.783,455

3.783.456
3.783.457

CLASS S

3.783,458
3.783.459

CLASS 6
3.783.460

CLASS 8
3.784.355
3.784.356

CLASS 9
3.783.461

CLASS 10

3.783.462

CLASS 12

3.783.463

3.78 3,464

CLASS 15

3.783.465
3.783.466
3.783,467
3.783.468
3.783,469

3.783.470
3.783,471

3.783,472
3.783.473
3.783.474

CLASS 17

IG Re 27.873

CLASS 21

61 3.784.357

CLASS 23
253PC 3. 784. 359
288S 3.784.360
289 3.784.361

CLASS 24
I58S 3.783.475

205 1 6C 3.783.476
2I3CS 3,783.477

CLASS 26
253TP 3,784.358

CLASS 28
2 3.783,478

72 2R 3,783,479

CLA.SS 29
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I32C
212
227

3.784.405
3.784.406
3.784.407

CLASS lit

4 3.783.818
3.783.81'*

14 3.783.820

48 3.783.821

44 1
3.783.822

63 3.783.»23
3.783.824

422 3.783.825

020 3.783.826

e,37 3.783.827

3.783.828

CLASS 119

14 03 3.783.830

14 08 3,783.837

17 3.783.82V

23 3,783.831

37 3.783.832

44 3.783.833

SI 14 .
3.783.836

96 3.783.834

109 3.783.835

CLASS 122

34 3.783.838

CLASS 123
8 45 3,783.839

12R 3.783.842

5:MV 3.783.843
3.783.844

5SVE 3.783.845

65B 3,783.840

1I7A 3,783.846

119A 3.783.847
3.783.848

127 3.783.841
3.783.849

146 5A 3.783.850

185BA V783.85I

CLASS 124

22 3.783.852

CLASS 126

19R 3.783.853

2IR 3.78 3.854

25R 3.783.855

38 3.783.856

164 3.783.857

247 3.783.858

CLASS 127

37 3.784.408

46A 3.784.409

535
564
588
596 2

624 2

625 47

625 64
630 14

803
809
81 1

30
103

106
144

426

147

II

46

CI^ASS
2.06E
24R
82 I

92BC
127

132D
134

152

213
230
260
261
276
287
290R
303R
303 I

318
347
419P

570

I2S
3.783.865
3.783.859
3.783.880
3.783.860
3.783.861

3.7f3.862
3.783.863
3.783.864

3.783.866
3.783.867

3.783.868
3.783.869
3.783.870
3,783.871
3.783.872

3.783.873
3.783.874
3,783.875
3.783.876
3.783.877
3.783.878
3.783.879

CLASS 131

2ID 3.783.881

70 3.783.882

CLASS 132

91 3.783.883

3.783.894
3,783.897
3,783.895
3,783.898
3,783.899
3,783.9<H)

3,783.9t)l

3,783.896
3,783.902
3,783.903
3.783.904

CLASS 13a
3,783.905
3,783.906
3,783.<J07

3,783.908

CLASS 139
3.783.909

CLASS 140
3.78V*»lt)

CLASS 141
3.783.91 I

3.783.912
3.783.913

CLASS 144
2N 3.783.914

I34B 3.783.915

172 3.783.916

175 3.783.917

208B 3.783.918

CLASS US
3.783.919

CLASS 148
3.784.416

15R 3.784.417

3.784.418

CLASS 149
>.784.4I9
3.784.420
3.784.421

3.784.422
A,784.423

CLASS ISO
3.783,920

CLASS ISI

7 3.783.92 1

41 74 3.783.922

CLASS IS2
3.783.92 3

3.783.924
3.783.925
3.783.926
3.783.927

CLASS IS«
3.784.424

40 3.783.947

CLASS 172

49 3.783.948

133 3,783.949

285 3.783.950

311 3,783,951

540 3.783.952

CLASS 173

23 3.783.953

49 3.783.954

50 3.783.955

93 7 3.783.956

CLASS 174

|5C 3.784.722

42 3.784.723

48 3.784.724

52R 3.784.725

3.784.727

52 3.784.726

60 3.784.728

73R 3.784.729

75C 3.784.•30

87 3.784.731

108 3.784.732

I53R 3.784.7 3 3

CLASS 17*

63 3.784.443

CLASS 177
«i4 3.783.957

CLASS I7S

46

3

6

i:

22
29
88
109

41

243
330
356

409

5 4sr
5 4R
5 4

6
6 5

6 6B
6 8

7 88

V7H4.734
3.784.736
3.784.735
3.784.737
3.784.738

3.784.7 39

3.784.740
1.784.741

3.784.742

3 784.743

CLASS 179

CLASS 133

IR 3,783.884

5 3.783.885

CLASS I3S

45A 3.783.886

CLASS 136

10 3.784,410

87 3,784.411

122 3.784.412

131 3.784.413

175 3.784.414
3.784.415

CLASS 137

38 3.783.887

145 3,783.888

204 3.783.889

315 3.783,890

340 Re 27.874

491 3.783.891

493 3.783.892

527 8 3,783,893

15

83 3.784.425

132 3.784.426

139 3.784.427

174 3.784.428

175 3.78^429
200 3.784.430

201 3.784.431

244 3.784.432

276 3.784.433

280 3.784.434

293 3.784,435

334 3.784,436

401 3.784.437

487 3.784.438

518 3.784.439

CLASS IS7

1 1 1.783.928

CLASS 160
3.783.929
3.783.930
3.783.931

CLASS 161
3.784,441

3.784.440

CLASS 162
3.784.442

CLASS 164
3.783.932
3,783.933
3.783.934

CLASS I6S
3,783.935
3.783.936
3,783,93
3,783,93

CLASS 166
3.783.939
3.783.940
3,783.941

3,783.942
3,783.943
3,783.944
3.783.945

CLASS 169

2A 3.783.946

IGO

IHF
IVE
IN

IP
6R
15AO
I5FE
I5A
15 55R
I6F

I8DA
84V F

90L
1 00 I I

l(K) 2MD
100 2ZA

3.784.744
3.784.746
3.784.747

3.784.748
3.784.745

3.784.750
3.784.749

3.784.721

3.784.752
3.784.753
3.784.75 1

3.784.754

3.784.755
3.784.756
3.784.757
3.784.758
3.784.759
3.784.760
3.784.762
3,784,763
3,784,761

CLASS I9S

28N 3.784,444

28R 3.784,445

30 3.784.446

81 3.784.447

1 39 3.784.448

CLASS I9S

20R 3.783.V9«)

33AB 3.783.9VI

3.783.992

140 3.783.993

179 3.783.994

CLASS 200
5R 3.784.765

42r 3.784.766

48V 3.784.767

50AA 3.784.764

52R 3.784.768

3.784.769

61 36 3.784.770

61 45M 3.784.773

82B 3.784.771

83Y 3.784.772

I44B 3.784.774

146R 3.784.775

CLASS 202

180 3.784.449

185 3.784 .4 50

CLASS 204

20 V784.45I
26 3.784.452

52R 3.784.454

1.30 3.784.455

131 3.784.453

153 3.784.456

180P 3.784.457

192 V784.458
I95S 3.784.459

301 3.784.460

306 3.784.461

CLASS 206
7D V783.9V5
17 5 3.783.996

43 3.78 3.997

3.78 3.998

45 23 3.78 V999
47R 3,784.tHH»

52F 3.784.001

65C 3,784.(812

6SF 3,784.(8)3

80A 3,784.(814

84 3.784.(81^

CLASS 215
IC 3.784.038

I IF. 3.784.039

31 3.784.040

40 3.784,041

CLASS 219
10 43 3.784.780

10 55 3.784.776
3.784.777

3.784.781

60A 3.784.778

117 3.784.779

,2S 3.784.782

2I3 3.784.783
2->2 3.784.784

\oi 3.784.785

368 3.784.786

386 3.784.787

441 3.784.788

S36 Re 27.877

CLASS ISO

168
199

327

58
185

I8IC

4

58
282

44
90
107
166

81

181

217
244
266
274
305

5R
6A
6 3

I4A
33A
44 F
64 L
79 2R
128

CLASS 181

3.783.958
3,783.959
3,783.963
3,783.960
3,783.961
3,783.962

3.783.964
3.783.966
3.783.965

CLASS 208

1 1
3.784,46;
3,784,464

74 3,784,463

208R 3.784.465

361 3.784.466

CLASS 209
3.784.(8)6

3.784.(8)7

CLASS 220 1
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447
571

645

4
19

37
70
94
212

3.784.679
3.784.680
3.784.682

CLASS 424
3.784.681
3.784.683
3,784.684
3.784.685
3.784.686
3.784.687

243
244
250

267
273
304
308

309

3.784.692
3.784.688
3,784.689
3,784.693
3,784.690
3.784.691
3.784.694
3.784.695
3.784.696
3.784.697

311

317

342
343

3.784.698
3.784.700
3.784.699
3.784.701
3 784.702
3.784.703
3.784.704
3.784.705

3.784.706
3.784.707

357

28B
133
141

280
2)2
324B
325
326B

3.784.708

CLASS 425
3.784.338
3.784.339
3.784.340
3.784.341
3.784.342

3.784.348
3.784.345
3.784 346

3S: 3.784.343

387 3,784.344
3.784.347

402 3.784.349

44S 3.784.350

CLASS 426
24 3.784.709

128 3.784.710

IH) 3,784.7 11

167 3.784.712

171 3.7K4.7I3
3.784.7 14

172 3,784.7 15

289 3,784.716

CLASS 431
66 3,784,351

277 3.784.352

329 3.784.353

CLASS 432
152 3,784.354

Classification of Designs
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3,761.072

3,762,290

3.762.535

3.762,670

3.762.825

3.762.958

3.763.199

3.765.214

3.765.790

National Teclinical Information Service

Government Owned Inventions

ArnUiibilitu for Licensing

Patent 3 493.220. Furn.ice for Trrnting Mat.rlal in a G.is

Atmosi.lH-re. Filed Mar. 7. 1908. I'ateutiHl Feb. 3. 19.0. Not

available NTIS.

Patent 3.495.158. Harmonle Generator System I-Mled Ma.v 23.

196,^. i'atente.1 Feb. 10. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.496.609. Universal VuUanl/inB Mold Filed Oct. 3,

19(!7. Patented Feb. 24. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.496.906. Day/NiKht .R'i'Vrectional Marine Mar^^^^^^

Filed Feb. 2. 1968. Patented Feb. 24. 1970. Not avauaoic

NTIS.

Piteiit 3 497 312. .Xtniospbere Kepeneration Method for 9'>^-P«>

F^,vin>nmental Vehl.les. Filed .Ian. 23, 1964. Patented Feb.

24, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.497.393. Sea Water Activated «-«)t"-'' Jim«
'^"*^" '''

1967. Patented Feb. 24, 1970. Not available NT IS.

Patent 3.497.S46. Magnetic Anchor for Ouryed «'"' '"^B';^"

Surfaces. Filed Dec. 27, 1967. Patented teb. 24, l.t<0. Not

available NTIS.

Patent .3,497.889. Inflatable_Life Preserver Filed Mar. 21,

19t!8. Patente<l Mar. 3. 1970. Not available NTIS.

I'atent 3 497.962. Method and Means for MlnimizinR Horizon

t^l Accelerations In Shi,. Poar.l Vertical Pendnla. Filed Nov.

6, 1967. Patented Mar. 3. 1970. Not available N 1 IS.

Patent 3 4'.t7.962. Metho.l and Means for
^II""V''f'"'i.,Vj^'"&

tal \ccel..rations In Ship Board Vertical I endula. Filed Nov.

6 1967 Patent»-<1 Mar. 3. 1970. Not available N IIS.

The Inventions listed below are owned fty the U.S. •"vej'"

ment and are available for licensing in accordance with the

GSA Patent Ucensins Repulations.

Copies of patent applications, either paper copy (
C) «r

n.lcr'oflche <MF). can be purchased from »>;' ^ ";'"-'
^/\'^;

nical Information Service (NTIS). Springfield. \a. 221..1. t-

"L prices cited. U,H,nests for copies of patent "l-;'';-' --
must include the patent application number an.l the tltl..

R^,.ests for licensing Information should be dlrectcHl to the

address cited with ea.h cop.v of the patent "IM' ;-•;•«-

Paper copies of patents cannot be purchase<l irom NTIS but

are avaUabe from the Commissioner of Patents. Washing on.

i> C ooo:;i at S0.50 each. Re<,uests for licensing Information

should be directed to the addres.. cited below for each agency.

DoiGUxs J. Camimon.

Patent Program Coordinator,

Xational Technical Informa-

tion Service.

?971 Patented Oct. 16. 1973. Not available NTIS.

Department of the Naw
Assistant Chief for Patents. Office of Xaval Research,

Code .302. Arlington. N a. 2221

.

Patent 3.489.318. Buoyancy System. Filed Dec. 11. 1967. Pat-

ented Jan 13 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.489.591. Method of Making R»<l»V3"'i.f7o' NofivaS
ric Fiie«l Feb. 16. 1967. Patented Jan. 13. 1970. Not a^all

able NTIS. t.„„t oo
Patent 3 489.988. In Line Cable Connectors^ FUed Sept. —

.

1967. Patented Jan. 13. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 490 2.30. Combustion Air Control Shutter Filed Mar.

22 1968. Patented Jan. 20, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 490 268. Nondestructive Testing of Hull Stlffeners^

Fired Jan. 22, 196H. Patented Jan. 20, 1970. Not available

NTIS.

Patent 3 490 924 Method of Electroless N>ci^«'ll''a ting and

P^atlngTiVhs Therefor. Filed May 13, 1966. Patented Jan.

20 1970. Not available NTIS.
•

Patent 3.491.027. Composition and Method for Cleaning Salt

Residues From Metal Surfaces. Filed Feb. 28. 1966. Patentetl

Jan. 20. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.491,355. Automatic Data Sequencer Filed Jan. 24.

* 1966. Patented Jan. 20. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 491.358. Atmospheric Turbulence Detection S.vsteni^

FUed Feb 2. i96S. Patented Jan. 20, 1970. Not available

NTIS.

Pntent 3 49'' 149 Surface Modified Hard Inorganic Solid and

"MethcMl ofMaklng Same. Filed Oct. 31. 1967. Patented Jan.

27. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Pntent 3 492 150 Surface Modified Hard Inorganic Solid and

Xthod of Making Same. Filed Oct. 31. 1967. Patented Jan.

27, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 498.112. Microwave System for Determining Water

Content m Fuel Oil. Filed Apr. 30. 1968. Patented Mar. 3.

1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 498 124. Apparatus for Measuring Tension In a R^in-

nliig lilne of M.il'netic Material. Filed Dec. 26. 19.... Pat-

ented Mar. 3. 1970. Not available N 1 IS.

Patent 3 49S.768. Rust-Inhihitlve Abrasive R'a^/lnP^jf!}'^'' O*"*-

IS. 1967. Patented Mar. 3. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Piteiit 3 49S 922. Method of Displacing Liquid Organic Filnis

From S.ili.l Surfaces. Filed Oct. IS. 1966. Patente.l Mar. 3.

1!)70. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 49S 923. Surface-Active Compositions and Method for

Di.plaling Liquid Organic Films from Solid Surfaces, filed

Oct IS. PtC.O Patented Mar. 3. 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 499.0.58. Mixture of Two Polyesters With Pyromellittc

Dianhl.lri.le. Filed Apr. 22, 1966. Patented Mar. .?. 1970.

Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 499.240. Ulumlnate.l Grid for backlighted IMottlng

Boards. Filed Feb. 21, 1967. Patented Mar. 10. 1970. Not

available NTIS.

Patent 3.499.315. Contamination I»<'«''-'n'"'»""" '" "-/'JJ''!

Svst..m. Filed Aug. 31. 1967. Patented Mar. 10, 19.0. Not

available NTIS.

Patent 3 .500.0r,7. Symmetrical Waveform «=V "/
'^'^''..'^'Vn'Tn'"

\ni,.lifl..r. Fih'd July 11, 1966. Patented Mar. 10. 19,0.

Not available NTIS.

Patent 3..500.191, Mi.-rocir,uit T*'''^
o'^^^'oTO^' Not ^nSSe

Filed Dec. 7. 1967. Patented Mar. 10. 1970. Not avaiianie

NTIS.

IMtent 3 512.493. Adjustable Buoyancy Lift r),7
'^ v^l

s'

.\pr 23. 19«8. Patented May 19, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 520 218 Transistor Cap Remov<>r. Filed Apr. 10. 1968.

Patented July 14, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3..521.443. Hook for Cargo Tie Down Filed May 23.

1968. Patented July 21. 1970. Not available NTIS.

National Aeronaitics and Space AnMixisTRATios

Assistant General Counsel for '""t''" V^'ooVrifi
^'^^-^^

Cole GP-2. Washington. D.C. J0.>4«>

Patent application 174.684. Stored Charged Device. Filed Aug.

25 1971. PC *3..50/MF $1.45.

Patent application 177.985. Recor.ler/Processor Apparatus.

Filed slpt. 7. 1971. PC ?4.75/MF $1.45.

Patent application 389.929. Digital Phase Locked Loop. Filed

\ug 20 1973. PC $3.25 /MF $145

Patent application .394.898. Dual CvmIc Aircraft Turbine En-

glne Filed Sept. 6. 1973. PC $3/MF $145.

Patent 3..394.2S6. Ultrahigh Vacuum Measuring Ionization

Gauge. Patente<i July 23. 1968. Not available NTIS.

[PR Doc. 73-26622; Filed 12-18-73; 8:45 am]
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Acting Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF DECEMBER 22. 1973

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual
FlliDEDate

ol Oldest
New Case
Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

GENERAL CHEMI8TKY AND PETROLEUM CHE^^^^^^^^^

''''^a.nrnm.^^^tn^^^^^^
Compositioa.s; Gaseous Compositloas; Fael and

Igniting Devices. _ &-12-72

GENERAL ORGANIC CnKMISTRy.^m^^^^^

"o'ro'^Jid Ox^Qu non^Jitc?^; c\°b'o"^ Xcld Anh'ydrldes; Acid H.lldes-

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY. PLASTICS AND MOLDING GROUP '^^^A P. KENT Dh.C^^^^^^

'^^\?h*LSl^>K^;s^anTri:;s;'S
(P'«> -«= ""^''"^^ •^°''*'"'^

nMHve ITaZIZI Compc;sitions; Molding. Shaping, and T«-""|,P;^«^;^_„p .„ . ^ LEAVITT Director 1-02-73

"^Man'ufaSVspeclal Utility Compositions. R'«^<=hing; Dyeing and Photography.
frieDMAN. Director.. 9-01-72

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENQINEER^^^^^^ q„.
*^

FertllUers: Foods; Fermentation: Analytical Chemlsnr;Rpacto«^^ Uq-idfoas. and Solid Separation;

'^Xl SuV»S?^Ap^pSs^ SfSiS^onSK"E?a'S>rLS'Mfne^ O^Us A^pparatus; Mlsc Physical Proo-

esses.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

Photography; Motion Pictures; Illumination; Horology; Acoustics; Recorders; Weighing Scales.
^^_^2

Active Batteries; Nuclear Reactors. Powder Metallurgy. Rocket Fuels; R^<i'°;AC"^'f"^«^^'^
... 4-02-73

"rnVlraSw s»u„"EV,J-rfln,; Winding .nd R»Ung. Meuunns
"fJ"'™'

'",'''"""». .„„ „„„„, .... l-15-»

works; Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring 2-17-72

DESIGNS. GROUP 290-R L. CAMPBELL, Director

Industrial Arts; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
z^B-TZ

HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA GROUP 31^^0M.F0RI^^^^

^°F^^^E^Tin"gSillf;.''a°7la^nffi^;"crc'^"^ r:^^^^^ ^ p'or»ds; raats?^Shlps; Aeronautics;

Ltto^Vnffind Vehldesand Appurtenances; Brakes; Railways and Hallway Equlpment.^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

3-02-73

3-12-78

Earthenware Apparatus: ivittciuiir luuia lui ""»ri''» " — •• -^ „„^ttt, oon > oTTwan nirector

AMUSEMENT. HUSBANDRY. PERSONAL TREATMENT INFORM^^^^^^ I^^V^oyk^S anJ Ex'cavaVi^;

^?K."^t^rTS^^clrA^t%'lrB<ST^a'ie^?'Se^!^^^^
Information Dissemination

and
Gear-

ing. Bearings; cfutches. Power Transm1s.sion; Fluid Handhng and Control. Lubrication.
_^ ___.„ nireetor

MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTIONS. TEXTILES AND MINING GROUP 350-^^^^^

Coating; Textiles; Apparel and Shoes. Sewing Machines

9-28-72

E,pir«tion or patenu: The patents within the range of number,
»"<"«„«^^^'\°''c^«es1."Srov'^™^^^^^ tlJeW^t'Sofand^^

expired earlier due to shortened terms under the provisions of Public Law 690, 79th Congress approveuAiigu
^ ^^„ j^e provisions of

Law 619. 83rd Coni:ress. approved August 23, 1964 (68 Stat. 764), or '^hlch may have had their
^^^^^^1^^^^°^^^ ^'efore the luU term of 17 years Jor

35 U.S.C 2.-^3. Other patents, issued after the dates of the range ol numbers indicated below, may nave expireu uc.

the same reasons, or have lapsed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 15L
M,,mh«r^ 2 772 415 to 2,776.761. IncluslTa

Numbari 1.632 to 1.642, IncluUTaPatents
Flaat FatenU
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REISSUES
JANUARY 15, 1974

Matter enclosed tn heavy brackets [J appears In the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification ; matter

printed In italics Indicates additions made by reissue.
{

27,881

COMPACT DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
FORMING MACHINE

Gaylord W. Brown and Bradley A. Schncpp, Beaverton,

Mich., assignors to Kochring Company, Milwaukee,

Wis.

Original No. 3,513,505, dated May 26, 1970, Ser. No.

584,436, Oct. 5, 1966. AppUcatioo for reissue May 11,

1972, Ser. No. 252,500

are degassed as they flow downward to a receiving area

of the tank. Venturi-type dual ejector apparatus is located

Int CI. B29c 11/00: B29d 7/22

VS. CL 425—155 11 Claims

r 119 1

r

J.

in a sump in the tank to remove degassed mud and to

draw a vacuum on the upper portion of the tank.

27,883
I

SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR VEfflCLES

Artliar E. Vogel, 1860 E. Cherry St 43205, and Palmer
Fultz, 4280 Hayden Run Road 43221, both of Colum-
bus, Ohio

A differential pressure forming machine for forming Original No. 3,480,288, dated Not. 25, 1969, Ser. No.

shapes in « sheet of deformable thermoplastic material ^29,328, Feb. 23, 1966, which Is a «<>n»'n""«<>";i°-Pf^
, . ,. .J * .u K . . !-.» of abandoned Ser. No. 479,225, Aug. 12, 1965. Appnca-

mcludmg: molds on opposite sides of the sheet; at least
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ jg^ 1970, Ser No. 92,959

one of the molds having a mold cavity and one mold

being movable relative to the other to substantially en- Int CI. B62d 37/(K); B60s 9/00

gage and separate the molds; wherein an advancing chain U.S. CI. 280—6.1 35 Claims

grips the sheet for moving it in increments and a recipro-

cating drive for the chain has a clamp member clamping

to the advancing chain during a forwarding stroke.

The chain at each side of the machine has pins extend-

ing laterally outwardly of the outer side of the chain .

which ride along the undersurface of a laterally extending

guide.

27,882

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE DEGASIFI-
CATION OF DRILLING MUDS

Gerald E. Bumham, Sr., Lafayette, La., assignor to

Thermotics, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Original No. 3,616,599, dated Not. 2, 1971, Ser. No.
12,543, Feb. 19, 1970. AppUcation for reissue Sept
6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,723 y

Int a. BOld 19/00
U.S. CL 55-^1 40 Claims

Drilling mud degasification apparatus having baffle

plates in a vacuum tank over which thin films of mud

A controlled suspension system for a vehicle having

unsprung and sprung weight portions including a verti-

cally expansible and contractable chamber disposed be-

tween those portions, together with a compressor con-

nected with the chamber, the chamber having an outlet

922
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orifice which is at least partially opened and closed as

the static load on the unsprung portion decreases and

increases, respectively.

Preferably, the compressor inlet and the outlet onlice

are connected directly with atmosphere: Also, preferably,

the control system is embodied as a part of the shock

absorbing apparatus for the sprung weight of the vehicle.

27,884
TOOLHOLDER ASSEMBLIES

Wlalko Mihic, Tegnervagen 9, 802 28, Gavle, Sweden

Original No. 3,579,776, dated May 25, 1971, Ser. No.

776,443, Nov. 18, 1968. Application for reissue July

3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,757
Int CI. B26d 7/00

U.S. CI. 29—96 5 Claims

I 3 *

923

for direct engagement in the play mode. A recess or V-

notch in one side of the cartridge coacts with a preposi-

tioned retention member biased into the opening. The

member engages the notch to provide a substantial for-

ward force component that presses an exposed tape por-

tion against the drive capstan and for transcription by a

pick-up head, and simultaneously provides a lateral force

component that presses the cartridge against an opposite

side guide that holds the certridge in stable play position.

27,886

KNIT GARMENT AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

Martin Robert Johnson, Broughton Astley, England,

assignor to Prenihan A.G., Chur, Switzerland

Original No. 3,673,821, dated July 4, 1972, Ser. No.

790,363, Jan. 10, 1969. AppUcation for reissue Jan.

31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,449 ,^ ,«^o
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 16, 1968,

2,414/68; Feb. 26, 1968, 9,278/68

Int CI. A41b 9/02

U.S. CI. 66—177 37 aaims

A toolholder assembly incorporates a body which at

one end has a recess for receiving an indexable cutting

insert. A bore for a two-armed lever which is pivotally

connected to the body extends from the recess in the tool-

holder body, and one end of the lever cooperates with the

cutting insert, while the other end of the lever cooperates

with a piston which is movable in the body. The piston is

under the action of a pressure medium which is contained

in a hollow space in the body and acted upon by a pres-

sure actuating member movable into and out of the space.

27,885

MAGNETIC TAPE CARTRIDGE PLAYER SYSTEM
WiUlam P. Lear, Verdi, Nev., assignor to The Gates

Rubber Company, Denver, Colo.

Original No. 3,560,126, dated Feb. 2, 1971, Ser. No.

712,648, Mar. 13, 1968, which is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 494,645. Oct. 11, 1965, now Patent No.

3,403,868, which is a division of Ser. No. 393,083,

Aug. 31, 1964, now Patent No. 3,350,025. Application

for reissue June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 268,183

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Oct 1, 1985, has been disclaimed

Int CI. B65h 17/48; Glib 23/06

U.S. CI. 242—55.19 A 12 Qalms

A two legged lower-body garment of the class compris-

ing panti-hose, body stockings, leotards, tights, panta-

loons, and pants, is made from a single blank of essen-

tially seamless tubular form throughout knitted on a

circular knitting machine and comprising two leg portions

and an intermediate pant-forming portion. A waist open-

ing is made in the waist portion; toes may be formed by

cutting and seaming, or automatically on the knitting ma-

chine. At least the intermediate portion and preferably

each portion is knitted of stretchable yam which may be

stretch yarn of elastomeric yarn. If of stretch yarn, the

garment may be unboarded but may be given a relaxing

treatment.

The player accommodates magnetic tape cartridges with

the tape arranged in endless array. The cartridge is in rec-

tangular form, and is inserted in an opening of the player

27 887
ESTERS OF PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING ACID,
EPOXIDE AND DICARBOXYLIC ACID AND
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SAME

Charles W. McGary, Jr., Charieston, and Percy L. Smith,

Dunbar, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Corpo-

ration . _ ..
No Drawing. Original No. 3,419,642, dated Dec. 31,

1968, Ser. No. 198,729, May 31, 1962. AppUcation for

reissue Aug. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 68,059

Int CI. C08f 9/08, 9/38; C08g 22/44

U.S. a. 260—952 26 aaims
Phosphorus-containing esters are provided comprising

the reaction products of (a) orthophosphoric acid, ortho-

phosphorous acid and epoxide adducts thereof, (b) vicinal

epoxides including alkylene oxides and halogen-substituted

alkylene oxides, and (c) dicarboxylic acid anhydrides in-

cluding aliphatic and aromatic acid anhydrides and

halogen-substituted derivatives thereof.

27 888
SEPARATING HYDROCARBONS WITH

LIQUID MEMBRANES
Norman N. LI, Edison, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company
Original No. 3,410,794, dated Not. 12, 1968, Ser. No.

533,933, Mar. 14, 1966. AppUcation for reissue Not.

6, 1970, Ser. No. 87,641
Int a. BOld 13/00

U.S. a. 208—308 15 aaims
A process for separating mixtures into their componerit

parts by means of selective permeation through liquid
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(surfactant) membranes. The mixture to be separated is

first emulsified in aqueous medium co"tam.ng a selected

surfactant. The emulsified mixture droplets which are

coated with surfactant are then contacted w.th a selected

solvent. The more permeable component(s) of the mix-

ture permeate the membrane coating and pass into the

solvent phase. The less permeable component(s) remain

in the droplets in the emulsion phase. The separated com-

ponents are then separated from the respective phases by

conventional means.

adhesive material and having partial cuts aligned in the

tape transverse direction and spaced at equal intervals

in the tape longitudinal direction, a tape advancmg means

driven by movements of said grip lever to engage suc-

cessively said cuts to advance said label tape step by step

toward a dispensing opening of the machine frame, a tape

cutting device driven by movement of said grip lever to

cut successively the label tape at said cuts, a printing de-

vice driven by movement of said grip lever to imprint

inscriptions on each of said cut pieces of the label tape,

and a tape applying device disposing in the vicinity of the

dispensing opening of the machine and operating to press

each label piece onto an article to cause said adhesive

material to stick the cut piece to the article. The tape

advancing means has at least one pawl tooth for engaging

at least one of the cuts of the label tape, said pawl tooth

undergoing an intermittent reciprocating motion result-

ing from one cycle of the squeezing and releasing the grip

lever. The tape advancing means may be a tape advancing

roller provided around its cylindrical surface with project-

ing pawl teeth spaced at constant circumferential intervals

equal to the spacing intervals of the cuts of the label tape,

and may be a conveyer type mechanism. Disclosed also

are various kinds of the cutting mechanism adapted to

carry out improved and effective cutting of the cuts of the

label tape. The adhesive material may be provided with a

moisture applying device for applying moisture thereto.

27 889

PORTABLE, ONE-HAND-OPERABLE
LABELING MACHINE

Yo Sato, Tokyo, Kiyoji NagasWma, Ageo, Yoshio

Murata, Oraiya, Kazunosuke Makino, Ageo, Euchi

Matsushima, Oraiya, and Sozo Izum hara, Kawaguc^^^^

Japan, assignors to Sato Kiko Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

OriS No. 3,551,251, dated I>ec..29. 1970, Ser. No.

738,176, June 19, 1968. AppUcation for reissue July

17, 1972, Ser. No. 272.136

Claims priority, application Japan, June 26, 1^67,

42/40 906; Aug. 17, 1967, 42/52,452; Sept. 16,

}567 '42/59,244; Se^t. 22,
JJ^^^ J2/80

476; Nov.

11. 1967, 42/72,485; Fel>. 20, 1968, 43/10,474
'

Int. CL B32b 31/00; B44c 7/00

U.S. a. 15(^-384 6 Claims

"mb"^,,

An improved portable, one-hand operable labeling

machine comprising a machine frame having a palm-grip

handle integrally joined thereto, a grip lever operated by

manual squeezing thereof, a roll holder holding rotatably

a roll of label tape coated on one surface thereof with an

27.890 _ ^ ^^^
PROTECTIVE COATING FOR METAL SURFACES

Edward Holbus, 6108 Greenleaf Blvd.,

Racine, Wis. 53406

No Drawing. Original No. 3,518,099. dated June 30,

1970, Ser. No. 792,862, Jan. 21, 1969, ^h.ch Is a con-

tinuation-in-part of abandoned Ser. No. 469,309, July

22, 1965. Application for reissue June 22, 197Z, aer.

No. 265,263^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

U S CI 106 10 ' Claims

*For applyinc a self-polishing coating to an automobile

body in a car wa^h as a separate application following

wash and rinse:

Ranges of ingredients in preferred composition

3-10 parts by weight of carnauba wax

1 1-14 parts by weight of mineral oil I

7-14 parts by weight of a cationic emulsifier

1-4 parts by weight of non-ionic emulsifier having 1-3

parts water soluble portion and Va-I part oil soluble

portion , , , .^„

Sufficient water to bring 40 pounds of the foregoing

ingredients to a total of 30 gallons in volume.

Procedure

The composition is emulsified by stirring the heated

ingredients to make a concentrate. At the point of use

the concentrate is usually diluted. Water is added and

stirred. It is then sprayed on the surface to be protected

at a temperature usually 120° F. or higher The spray-

ing is normally done with a vehicle of additional hot

When excess moisture is wiped off. a self-polishing

glossy and protective coating is left on the surface. In

a typical car wash using forty to fifty pounds pressure

the application may involve twelve to sixteen ounces of

the dilute solution applied in about thirty seconds with

about five to eight gallons of water.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 15, 1974

' "

Illustrations for plant patents are usually In color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

3,433
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Barrie John Machfn, East Broyle Estate, England, assignor

to Frampton's Nurseries Limited, Chichester, Sussex,

England
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,829

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit. 82 1 Claim

*l! A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum mori-

folium Bailey (pot type), substantially as herein shown

and described, characterized particularly as to novelty by

its unique combination of a year round response period

of approximately eight weeks, its stability as to type, and

its red bronze color.

described, characterized particularly as to novelty by its

large blossoms of pure white with no variegation, longer

and stronger stems, with the flowers lasting longer.

3,434
PECAN TREE

Allie Bohls, Austin, Tex., assignor to

O. S. Gray, Ariington, Tex.

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,446

Int. CI. AOlh 5/03

U.S. CI. Pit. 31 1 Claim

A* new variety of pecan tree distinguished by its vigor-

ous, spreading and twiggy growth habit and by its pre-

cocious and prolific production of thin shelled nuts having

a high weight ratio of kernel to shell. <

3 438
ROSE PLANT

David L. Armstrong, Upland, Calif., assignor to

Armstrong Nurseries, Inc., Ontario, Calif.

Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,798

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—20 1 Claim

A bush seedling rose of the hybrid tea class, asexually

reproduced by budding in Ontario, Calif. Flowers are of

a light red color, range up to SVi" in diameter, and con-

sist of 30 to 36 large petals with between 5 and 12

petaloids. The fragrance is moderate and mixed. The

plant has large dark green foliage which is generally

g!ossy and usually flat, though sometimes slightly

troughed. The habit of growth is vigorous, moderately up-

right, and well-branched. The flowers usually are borne

singly on peduncles and stems which are medium to large

in length and caliper. Steady bloomer. Wet weather may
delay or prevent opening of buds or cause peduncles to

bend under weight of flowers.

3,435
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, England, assignor

to Frampton's Nurseries Limited, Chichester, Sussex,

England
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,830

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—81 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum

morifolium Bailey, pot type, substantially as herein shown

and described characterized particularly as to novelty by

its unique combination of an intense purple color, luxu-

riant foliage, an increased number of flowers per plant,

and uniform response under poor winter light conditions.

3.439
CARNATION PLANT

Marion M. Dropinski, Colorado Springs, Colo., assignor

to Broadmoor Hotel, Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,209
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—70 1 Oalm
1. A new and distinctive variety of carnation plant

of the Littlefield variety, substantially as herein shown

and described, characterized particularly as to novelty

by its large blossoms of very deep orange with no variega-

tion, longer and stronger stems, with the flowers lasting

longer.

3,436
AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT

Arnold W. Fischer, Isernhagen, Germany, assignor to

Geo. J. Ball, West Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,504
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—69 1 Claim

A new variety of African violet plant distinguished by

the very deep violet color of its blossoms, which bloom

recurrently the year around, its uniform and heavy flow-

ering habit and its very abundant foliage.

3,437
CARNATION PLANT

Marion M. Dropinski, Colorado Springs, Colo., assignor

to Broadmoor Hotel, Inc., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,210
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—70 1 Claim

1. A new and distinctive variety of carnation plant of

the Littlefield variety, substantially as herein shown and

3,440
ROSE PLANT

David L. Armstrong. Upland, Calif., assignor to

Armstrong Nurseries, Inc., Ontario, Calif.

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,984
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—11 1 Claim
A new variety of asexually reproduced grandiflora rose

characterized primarily in the color transition of its bloom, =

from yellow overlaid with red as the calyx breaks, then

through purplish red petals streaked with yellow, after

\\hich the petals of the cup-shaped bloom are progres-

sively light yellow with some petals almost white and

others sometimes tipped with purplish pink, then deepen to

a purplish pink intermixed with yellow, and when full

blown, the flower is purplish red with little if any yellow

showing. The plant is of a very tall bush type with a

tendency to develop pendant tips of the initial canes. The

leaves are large, dark green and glossy, and leathery in

texture. Initial primary stems tend to bear clusters of five

or more flowers; on later growth there are some clusters

of from five to two blooms, and occasionally a flower is

borne singly.

925
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3,441
AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT

Arnold W. Fischer, Isernhagen, Germany, assignor to

Geo. J. Ball. West Chicago, Dl.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,509
lot CL AOlh 5/00

VS. a. Pit.—69 1 Claim
A new variety of African violet plant distinguished by

the deep violet color of its blossoms, which bloom recur-

rently the year around, its sturdy and relatively long up-

right flower stalks which display the flowers high above

the foliage, and its abundant production of plantlets dur-

ing cut leaf propagation.

3,442
GLADIOLUS PLANT

Carl H. Fischer, St Charles, Minn., assignor to

Selected Glads, Inc., New Albany, Ind.

FUed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 199,049
Int CL AOlh 5/00

VS, CI. Pit.—85 1 qaim
1. A new and distinct variety of gladiolus plant, *sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized

particularly as to novelty by the unique combination of

its unique color, which is an unusual blend of the pink

blush of ripe peach into yellow, and its strong and

healthy growth.

PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 16, 1974

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3 784 984 side, and an opening is used to insert and withdraw an inflata-

HEADGEAR STRUCTURE ble bag into the space between the athletic armor and the soft

Jackson Anthony Aileo, Carbondale, Pa., assignor to Gentex

Corporation, Lackawanna, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 88,823, Nov. 12, 1970. This appUcatloo

Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,456

int. CI. A42b MOO

US. CI. 2-3 R 10 Claims

base material. The bag is inflated through air-fill means so that

the assembly absorbs shocks in an improved manner.

A nexible helmet having plural inner and outer panels of

woven fabric cut and assem^jled so as to conform closely to

heads of different shapes and sizes, and plural pads for pro-

tecting the wearers head against impacts, the pads bemg

removably carried in separate pockets formed by the mner

and outer panels. The pads may be fabricated of resilient ener-

gy-absorbing material and/or may include a layer of Oexible

ballistic material for protection against blows from sharp ob-

jects The helmet panels may be made of open mesh fabric,

and the pads may be perforated for ventilation of the helmet;

also the inner surfaces of the pad may be so shaped or lined as

to provide ventilation spaced between the pads and the

wearers head. Sound-attenuating earcups are carried by the

helmet in position for close-fitting engagement with the head.

Size adjustment of the helmet is effected by means of a varia-

ble length nape strap at the rear of the helmet. In addition the

helmet may carry communications equipment, including

earphones within the earcups. and a microphone, with a

switch for the microphone sealed in a watertight enclosure

within one of the earcups. An elongated flap extending across

the lower inner margin of the rear of the helmet may be folded

over and fastened to provide a passage for holding the wiring

of the communications equipment. For further protection of

the head, a rigid outer shell may be placed over and

detachably secured to the flexible helmet, being stabilized m

position relative thereto by means of cooperatmg, comple-

mentary pressure-actuable surface contact fastening elements

respectively carried on the crown portions of the outer surface

of the flexible helmet and the inner surface of the rigid shell.

3,784,986

TROUSERS
Rolf Klaproth, Friedrich-Bach-Str. 25-26, Buckenburg, Ger-

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,325

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Sept. 8, 1971,

7134248
Int. CLA41d 7/06

U.S. CI. 2-237 6 Claims

3,784,985

ATHLETIC ARMOR AND INFLATABLE BAG ASSEMBLY

Robert E. Conroy, Park Ridge, 111., assignor to Air Guard In-

dustries, Rosemont, HI.

Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,668

lnt.CI.A41d/i/06

US CI. 2-22 10 Claims

An inflatable bag for use with curvilinear athletic plate to

protect anatomical parts of the torso, arms and legs. The

curved athletic plate has a soft base material mounted to one

The trousers comprise a waistband defining a belt tunnel

and a beU extending through said belt tunnel in the longitu-

dinal direction thereof. The belt comprises an intermediate

belt portion consisting of a rubber band and contained in sdid

belt tunnel, a first belt end portion connected to one end of

said rubber band and extending out of said belt tunnel at one

end thereof, a second belt portion connected to the other end

of said rubber band and extending out of said belt tunnel at the

other end thereof, and a belt buckle connected to said second

belt end portion and disposed outside said belt tunnel and

adapted to be fixed to said first belt end portion at a selected

portion of the length of said first belt end portion.

927
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3,784,987

ARTICLE OF CLOTHING INCLl DING A COMBINED
BELT AND StSPENDER ARRANGEMENT

Delores Bryant, 936 West End Ave., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,426

Int.CLA41f /9/00

through the foot in a horizontally inclined plane and connect-

ing the foot parts, and a rubber cushion mounting the ends of

the leaf spring.

U.S.CL 2-310 1 Claim

3,784,989

HIGH-DENSITY RELAX-TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Pierre LeGrand, 98 Rue de Rennes, Paris, France

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270.164

Claims priority, application France. July 20, 1971,

71.26437;Oct. 25, 1971,71.38309

Int. CI. A47c 19120; B6ld J i 100; B64d / l/OO

U.S.CI.5-9R 5 Claims

n to

An article of clothing is provided including a belt portion

with suspender parts connected thereto. The suspender parts

are of such length as to maintain the belt portion above the

waist of the wearer The different elements of the article may

be of different material such as interengaged leather loops or

cloth or the like. The belt may be closed by a thong and the

suspender parts may be interconnected In one arrangement,

the suspender parts are connected at the front of the body of

the wearer to the belt by a part which interconnects the open

endsof the belt.

3,784,988

LEG PROSTHESIS WITH RESILIENTLY MOl NTED
STLMP SOCKET

Theodor Tnimplcr, Haydnstrasse 2a. Heidelberg. Germany

Filed May 15. 1972. Ser. No. 253.468

Claims priority, application Germany. May 18, 1971,

2124564
Int.CI.A61f //02.//(W.//0«

U.S.CL3-18 9 Claims

A high-density relax-transp«irt system, intended especially

to equip the useful space of means of transit and transport,

fundamentally characterized by its arrangement in this space,

in a compact interlocking structure, of a certain number of in-

dividual berths These berths are formed of couchettes whose

flexible and/or rigid bottoms have an at least transversally

concave general shape and whose widths decrease ad-

vantageously toward the extremities, particularly from the

hips to the feet. The said interlocking is so conceived that each

couchette berth is limited to the functional volume required to

permit the occupant's movements, with a generous space al-

lowance in the torso and head region

3,784,990

CHILD'S BED SUPPORT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Barry A. Elisofon, and Judith EILsofon. both of 2010 Newkirk

Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed May 11. 1972, Ser. No. 252,281

Int. CL A47c 27/05. A47d 7/00

L.S. CI, 5—94 8 Claims

A leg prosthesis comprises a stiff upright leather casing, a

sleeve freely suspended from the upper rim thereof and ex-

tending into the casing with free elastic play in all directions,

and a foot affixed to the lower end of the casing. The fool in-

cludes a sole and a separate ankle part, a leaf spring extending

A stand for supporting a baby's bed within a motor vehicle

which consists of two individual, interengageable, foldable

units. Each unit consists of a telescoping rod capable of being

braced against opposed surfaces of a car interior. Each rod is

adapted to be rested on the seat of the vehicle and has a folda-

ble leg erectable to support it on the floor of the vehicle. Each

January 15, 1974 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 929

rod also has a foldable spacing member capable of being

moved into normal relation thereto and having at its free end

means for engaging the rod of the other unit, to thereby both

space and connect the units into a platform; the two spacing

rods being connected to their rods in relatively different posi-

tions, intermediate the ends of the rod.

time serving as a back rest for the couch, and wherein the

wedge bolster is hollow with a central compartment within

3,784,991

COT FRAME MOVABLE BETW EEN A PRONE POSITION

AND AN UPRIGHT POSITION

Robert E. Watson, and Claude L. Pitts, both of Meridian,

Miss., as-signors to Hoscot Limited, Meridian, Miss.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,504

Int. CI. A47k/ 9/06

U.S. CI. 5- 136 1 Claim

which the bedding used for sleeping, is stored during the day

time so to form a convenient storage for the same.

LI

T#-
'n. j^
a

3,784,994

AIR BED
Edmund Kery, 908 E. 55th St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,734

Int. CLA47C 2 7/05

U.S. CL 5-348 7 Claims

A cot frame movable between a prone position and an

upright position Back and front legs are respectively pivotally

mounted to the back and front portions of the frame. The

back legs are so mounted to the frame that the frame, in its

upright position, is constrained to extend upwardly and rear-

wardly of the back legs The front legs are so mounted to the

frame that the front legs, when the frame is in its prone posi-

tion, extend downwardly and forwardly of the frame.

3,784,992

ELASTIC SUPPORTING SURFACE AND METHOD FOR
ITS PRODUCTION

Roberto Galiani, Piazzale Brunelleschi 15, Napoli, lUly

Filed Nov. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 91,883

Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 29, 1%9, 62117 A/69

Int. CI. A47c/ 9/00

U.S.CI.5-186R 3 Claims

" p—

L

n a 3J

cXfS:

» ° »^' "J

An air bed comprising an air spring unit disposed on a sup-

port platform and comprising a plurality of parallel, uniformly

spaced and vertically aligned inflatable bellows having closed

tops and open ends, the tops interlocked and the ends fixed

through the platform, and an elastic expandable member cou-

pled to the open end of each bellows and disposed within an

expansion-limiting frame. An air tube is coupled to each

elastic member and leads into an enclosed distributor by en-

gagement with a valve mounted therethrough. Inflation of the

combined bellows and elastic member is effected by air

pumped from a compressor having an air line leading into the

distributor. Closing and opening of the valves is effected by a

table within the distributor selectively moveable against the

valve release pins.

An elastic supporting surface for beds, divans, arm-chairs

and the like, and a method of producing such surface, com-

prising preparing a particular chemical composition suitable

to form rubber-like elastic elements, connecting these ele-

ments in perpendicular rows^by hooks, and connecting the ele-

ments at the ends of the rows under tension to a peripheral

frame so as to form a plane elastic surface.

3,784,993

WEDGE BOLSTER BEDDING HOLDER
Florence Berkowitz, 2182 Barnes Ave., Bronx, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,556

Int. CI. A47c/ 7/00,27/00

U.S. CI. 5-308 I Claim

A wedge bolster for a *'hi-riser" or day couch which is con-

vertible for night time use as a bed, the wedge bolster at day

3,784,995

SHOE MANUFACTURING APPARATUS

Robert B. Egtvedt, Comstock Park, and WUIiam M. Booth,

Grand Haven, both of Mich., assignors to Wolverine WfcrW

Wide, Inc., Rockford, Mich.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,766

Int. CI. A43d 3100

U.S.CL12-1A 4lCtaims

Herein is disclosed a carrier for securely holding, at a fixed

reference plane, an inverted shoe last upon which a shoe

upper is mounted during the manufacturing of the shoe. The

carrier includes two vertically movable posts to which the in-

verted shoe and last are mounted and which are movable to

hold the bottom of the shoe against a horizontal reference

plane during a gauging step for establishing the reference

plane for the shoe last during manufacture. Gauging and

locking apparatus along the side of the carrier advancing con-

veyor cooperates with each carrier.
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The gauged and .oc.ed earner. wUH Us shoe .ast hav.ng a ^^^^^l^t^Vt^T^^:^
shoe upper thereon .s transported along various stages of an

^^"J' ^/^^^h to a'^rush' section during one cycle of

automated assembly l.ne held m the fixed predetermined
l''^^;^l';^ZrX^ <i^^^^^^

reference plane.
^^.^^^ rotatable container support for holding an aerosol can

^ of polish, a dispensing adapter removably attachable to the

can. and a spray rail actuator for operating the adapter one or

.^» more times during each revolution of the can. Control means

Unique roughing apparatus cooperates with the shoe last

and shoe upper to sequentially controllably roughen selected

portions of the shoe upper for subsequent sole adhesion

thereto.

3,784,996

GOLF BALL CLEANING MACHINE
Karl J. Ambrose, 9009 Bag Cove Ln., Jacksonville, Fla.

Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Set. No. 304,344

IiH.Cl.A63b47/04

t.S.CI. 15-21 A

for initiating and maintaining energization of the brush motor

and the gear motor for each dispensing assembly during one

7 Claims cycle of operation comprise a coin-operated mechanism, a

starter switch momentarily actuated thereby, and a cam-

operated time responsive to rotation of the container support

to actuate a timer switch which initiates operation of the brush

motor and maintains operation of the gear motor until the

cycle is complete.

3,784.998

COMPOSITION APPLICATOR
John LesUe Jones, Sr., 1070 Glen Oaks Blvd., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,804 ,

Int. CI. A47k 7103; A47I 23105

U,S.CL 15-209 R 3 Claims

A washing machine for washing small articles comprising a

generally horizontal drum having a circumferential wall and

end walls; means mounting said drum for rotation about its

axis so that the articles to be cleaned are tumbled within the

lower part of the drum during rotation thereof; an adjustable

scoop device within said drum and rotatable therewith, said,

scoop device being selectively adjustable between a first posi-

tion in which it forms a surface projecting inwardly from the

circumferential wall of the drum for gathering articles from

the lower portion of the drum and for retaining such articles

during a portion of any given revolution of said drum and a

second position in which it is inoperative to gather and retain

articles, and outlet means including a movable closure

member in a wall of said drum through which articles retained

by said scoop device may be removed when said drum is not

rotating.

3,784,997

AUTOMATIC SHOE POLISHER
William A. Beck. River Hills, His., assignor to Beck, Inc.,

Grafton, Wis.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,669

Int. CI. A47I 23102

U.S. CI. 15-31 10 Claims

A coin-operated automatic electric shoe polisher comprises

a motor-driven rotatable two-section polishing brush and two

A pair of coplanarly disposed support sheets, suitably hav-

ing co-extensive areas, have multiple ply solvent-resistent,

thin, flexible sheets disposed in a coplanar stack adjacent to

one planar face of the pair of coplanar support sheets The

pair of support sheets and the multiple ply applicator composi-

tion sheets are preferably co-extensive in area and are secured

contiguously together by a central securing means. A mul-

tiplicity of incised slit apertures extend from the exterior

perimeter of the toilet applicator inward to the perimeter of a

central applicator support area, the slit apertures extending

completely through the pair of coplanar support sheets and

the multiple ply solvent-resistent applicator sheets Multiple

toilet applicator leaves are disposed between the multiple slit

apertures Multiple handle flaps are formed by the first im-

permeable applicator sheet, which can be folded to form a

finger tip grip oppositely disposed to the multiple ply of sol-

vent-resistent flexible sheets. The toilet applicator can be im-

pregnated with solid or liquid chemical compositions suitable

for a single use application. The applicator can be used also to

apply chemical compositions such as beauty toilet prepara-

tions, shoe polish, and other paste and liquid compositions

from a commercial storage container.
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^ „ . ^„„ plicator blade is mounted to a^flexible acrylic plate backed by

3.784,999 H
resilient plastic or rubber foam. The mounting

The Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,423

Int.CLA47l2y/04

U.S.a. 15-218.1 3 Claims

A device for cleaning forks employing a U shaped member

with a handle extending outward from the cross piece. A plu-

rality of spaced parallel cleaning elements essentially coplanar

Jith member and handle extend transversely and taut between

the two legs of the member.

3,785,000

SPONGE BRUSH

Russell S. Zacha, and Bonnie D. Zacha, both of c/o Bon-Del

Ceramics, Corvallis, Mont.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,005

Int.CI.A47l/i//6,B44dJ/2«

U.S. CI. 15-244 R » Claim

"U"-shaped channel member. Downward pressure on the

blade is maintained by weight placed on top of the channel

member and distributed through the resilient layer of foam.

3,785,002

WINDSHIELD WIPER ASSEMBLY

WiUlam J. Quinlan, and Lawrence L H«ver both of Hasting*'

Mich., assignors to Hastings Manufacturmg Company,

Di"i:SLTs::'^o.259,672,June5 i973,P^^

Continuation-in-partofSer.No.l90,067,Octl8
1971 Pat.

No 3 72'?,971, which Is a continuation-in-part of ^er. i>o.

90 987 Nov. 19, 1970, Pat. No. 3,717,900. This application

' '

Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,743

lnt.CI.B60s7/i5

U.S. CI. 15-250.36
^C**'"*

A sponge brush is made of a cylinder of open cell resilient

synthetic resin foam, for example, foamed polyurethane and a

cylindrical stick of hardwood having a planar end face and of a

diameter about one half the diameter of the open cell foamed

resilient resin cylinder. A known type contact cement secures

the end of the stick to the sponge. The remainmg area of he

sponge end surface is secured by the contact cement to the

cylindrical surface of the stick immediately adjacent to its

planar end face by gathering the upper part of the sponge

cylinder inward.

3,785,001

BOWLING LANE FINISH APPLICATOR

Arvi E. Niemi, and John R. Marecek, both of Muskegon, Mich.,

assignors to Brunswick Corporation, Skokie, III.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,298

Int.CLB05c///04

US CI 15-245 7 Claims

The invention is a device for applying high viscosity finishes

upon bowling lanes. A rubber billiard cushion used as the ap-

A Winer blade unit has fasteners extending through

clearance apertures in an arm connector so that the blade unit

may become laterally canted within limits relative to the arm

Connector in both wiping directions. The blade unit includes a

resilient blade body having a frown portion with ^ cav'ty con^

taining metallic leaf springs and a wiping portion beneath the

crown portion including a narrow wipmg lip and an inter-

mediate body portion which is progressively narrowerun cross

7.cTon from the base of the crown portion in the direction of

he wiping lip. A longitudinally expending hollow core which s

capable of cross sectional deformation to correspondingly

deform and vary the resiliency of the body portions surround-

ing the core as a function of changes in direction and pressure

of wiping forces at the wiping lip is provided in the blade body

spaced below the spring cavity and extending into the progres^

sfvely narrower intermediate portion. Straps inserted into end

portions of the cavity are provided with closure caps which

abuttingly engage the leaf springs and prevent longitudinal

movement of the springs relative to the blade body.
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3.785.003

CURTAIN HANGING
Gwendoline May Thomson. P.O. Box 49017. Roseltenville.

Johannesburg. South Africa

Filed Oct. 4. 1971.Ser. No. 186,063

Claims priority, application South Africa, Oct. 13, 1970.

70/6975
Int. CI. A47h /J/00

U.S. CI. 16-87.2 3 Claims

with slides perpendicular to the traverse rod at each end of the

rod. and movable carrier members slidable m the traverse rod

track also having sHdes perpendicular to the traverse rod.

there being provided a first set of pivotally interconnected

drapery support links including an end link having a projec-

tion slidable in one of the end carrier slides and a butt link

having a projection slidable in one of the movable carrier

member slides, the projection on the end link being square

and the end carrier member slide being sized to maintain the

A curtain or drapery hanger is provided which includes a

body having a vertical dovetailed slot with forwardly extend-

ing side walls, one of whichf is wider than the other, each of the

forward edges of the side walls having a flange extending

towards the other wall The hanger includes a keeper or ton-

gue element complimentary in shape to the space defined by

the walls of the body member and adapted to engage drapery

material which is slid into the slot by sideways insertion of the

tongue towards the wider side wall.

3.785.004

DOOR CHECK ATTACHMENT
Gunter Stoffregen, 16 Davis Downs PI.. WesthiU, OnUrio,

Canada
Filed Jan. 27, 1972. Ser. No. 221 JOO

Int.CI.E05fi/00

U.S. CI. 16-49 1 Claim

end link perpendicular to the traverse rod. there also being

provided a second set of pivotally interconnected drapery sup-

porting links including an end link and a butt link, with the

second set butt link being identical to the first set end link and

the first set butt link being identical to the second set end hnk

to reduce the number of dies required to make the first and

second set end links and butt links, with the slides associated

with the movable carrier members being larger than the slides

associated with the end carrier members so that the butt links

may freely pivot with respect thereto.

jw /r H fS

t« u r '-

3.785.006
I

HINGE FOR A COVER
Helmut Metz. Neuberg. Germany, assignor to Audi NSl Auto

Union Aktiengeselkchaft. Ingolstadt, Germany

Filed Nov . 8. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 96.693

lnt.CI.E05f //y2

U.S. CI. 16-184 3 Claims

A device adaptable for attachment to a pneumatic or

hydraulic door check unit, which serves to keep a fully opened

door in that position, until subsequently released The device

consists of a latching mechanism in which a pivotably

mounted hooked member is directed by lateral pressure of a

trigger member responsive to the motion of the door into the

position in which the hooked member will latch on the initial

return stroke to retain the door in the open position. The

latching effect on the hooked member creates lateral motion,

such that upon further opening motion of the opened door,

the trigger member acts to move the hooked member away

from the latching position so that on the second return stroke,

the hooked member is free of latching engagement, and per-

mits the door to close.

3,785,005

DRAPERY SUPPORT
George H. Baker. Sr.. Dunlap, III., assignor to Baker Drapery

Corporation, Peoria, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 52,879, June 14, 1971. This

application Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,304

Int. CI. A47h/i//2. 5/052

U.S. CI. 16-87.4 R 7 Claims

A traverse rod assembly mcluding a horizontally disposed

traverse rod with a track therein having end carrier members

A hinge is provided for a cover preferably used for a tank

closure in the body of a motor vehicle. The invention is

characterized in that the cover is rotatably mounted upon a

crankshaft having a crank pin which is engaged by a sheet

spring supported on a ground plate. The other crank pin of the

shaft is fixed to the cover.
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3,785,007

FISH-CLEANING APPARATUS

Elmer R. Hogan, Bellevue, and John I. Simpson, Seattle, both

of Wash., assignors to Smith-Berger Manufacturing Cor-

poration, Seattle, Wash.

Division of Ser. No. 19,162, March 13, 1970, Pat. No.

3 670,363. This application Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,270

Int.CI.A22c25/;4

U.S. CI. 17-59 2 Claims

3,785,009

ATTACHING OF BUTTONS AND THE LIKE WITHOUT
SEWING

Bernhard P. Nysten, Aachen, Germany, assignor to Firma Wil-

liam Prym-Werke K.G., Stolberg/Rhineland, Germany

Filed Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,369

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 29, 1970,

P 20 53 091.0
Int.CLA44by//S

U.S.a.24-90TA 7 Claims

Tail-impaling pins on the bull ring of fish-cleaning

mechanism hold fish to the periphery of the bull ring in mov-

ing them past cleaning implements located in positions spaced

circumferentially around the bull ring. A parallel-link control

maintains the belly-fin cutter in proper angular relationship to

the bull ring and a more direct and simplified drive arrange-

ment is provided for t^he rotary cleaning scrapers and brushes

alongside the bull ring.

3,785,008

FISH SCALER

Amelia Mary Parker, 16 Memorial Dr., Pittsfield, Mass.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,392

Int. CI. A22c 25/00

^1 i^fS

A plate element has extending from one major surface

thereof a filament portion; it is provided with two passages ex-

tending between the two major surfaces, and on the major sur-

face remote from the filament portion with an open groove ex-

tending between the two passages at right angles to the elonga-

tion thereof The filament portion is pushed through a web

and from the remote side of the web pushed through again,

thus forming at the side of the web remote from the plate a

loop in which a button or the like may be engaged. The fila-

ment is then pushed successively through the two passages in

the plate forming at the side of the plate which is remote from

the carrier web a loop through which the free end portion of

the filament is then pulled so that it is located m the groove^

Instead of the plate, the filament portion may also be provided

on the bottom or on a section of a snap fastener which can

thus be connected with a carrier web without sewing.

U.S.CL 17-70 8 Claims

3,785,010

PIN-BACK BUTTONS

Cyril Howard Owen, Hockley, Engtand, assignor to A. Ornstm

Limited, London, EngUnd ,,,,,,
Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,573

Int.CLA44by/yS

U.S.CI.24-90PR 12 Claims

A collapsible fish scaler having a base support plate to

which a scaling board having a roughened surface is collap-

sibly attached The scaling board has a tail e"d >v,th a clarnp

rotatably attached thereto for holding the tail of the fish. The

head portion of the scaling board includes a rail extension

which defines an aperture about which a container, such as a

plastic bag. is attached so that the scales of the fish can drop

into the bag during the scaling procers. A pair of wire supports

are rotatably secured to the bottom of the scalmg board and to

the top of the base plate with at least one wire support having

its respective ends aligned in parallel and positioned under the

wing portions of a wing nut when the scaling board is in posi-

tion for scaling. The wing portions of the nut restrain the

movement of the wire supports. When the scaling board is to

be stored the wing nut is rotated approximately 90 to free the

ends of the wire supports thereby permitting the wire supports

to rotate downwardly toward the base support. The scaling

board therefore collapses onto the top of the support board

for compact storage.

"Pin-back" buttons, as commonly used on clothmg, shoes,

handbags and other articles of flexible carrier material are

distinguished by their method of securing to the carrier

material. The button has an opening in its rear face to receive

a pin having a head. The pin is pushed through the carrier

material and into the opening of the button. In the button

there are gripping means, to engage the pin. consistmg of one

or more elements formed at an inward inclination adjacent the

opening and so arranged as to permit easy insertion of the pin

but prevent any withdrawing movement of the pin. The inven-

tion provides an improved arrangement of gripping means m-

corporated in an insert, the insert being engaged in an un-

dercut seating formed at the rear wall of the button and being

locked against inward movement by a flange and against out-

ward movement by the undercut seating.
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I3,785,011 3,785,013

FISHING LINE FASTENER

William J. Marks, 5348 W. Lazy Heart St., Tucson, Aril. Walter Stone Nugent, 1048 Cedargrove Blvd.. Oakville, On-

Continuation-in-partofSer. No. 853,241, Aug. 27, 1969, tario, Canada

abandoned. This application June 10, 1971,Ser.No. 151,980 Filed Sept. I, 1971, Ser. No. 141,130

Int. a. F16g 1 1100; AOlk 91100. 91104 Int: CL A44b / 7/00

US CI 24-1 15 H 1 Claim U.S. CL 24-204 3 Claims

A novel device for fastening flexible line to inflexible arti-

cles The primary application is in sport fishing for tying fish-

ing line to fishing tackle. Fishing line can be conveniently and

securely fastened and unfastened to fishing tackle in a matter

of seconds without knotting the line In the device, a hook is

formed at one end of an elongate shank as a means for at-

tachment to the eye of a fish hook, snap swivel, lure or similar

apparatus. The end of the device s hook is formed to provide

an anchor for a fishing line bight whose ends wind around the

shank to means at its upper end for engaging the bight ends.

^^y u

A two-dimensional object is one which has substantially no

depth relative to its length and width, eg. a sheet of paper or

a fabric sample A fastener therefor, comprising a substan-

tially two-dimensional row of hook-like clasping means is at-

tached to a two-dimensional object, and may be releasably en-

gaged with a matted surface for hinging relationship of the

substantially two-dimensional article therewith The fastening

locus, i.e , the locus defined by the engagement of discrete

ones of the hook-like fastening means with the material of the

matted surface, is substantially one-dimensional, as is the

hinging locus.

3,785.012

FLEXIBLE BANDS FITTED WITH HOOKS FOR THE
FABRICATION OF SEPARABLE FASTENING DEVICES

Patrick Billarant, Nantes, France, assignor to Veico France,

Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 881,533, Dec. 2, 1969, Pat. No. 3,673,301.

This application Sept. 1 . 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 77, 1 1

8

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 13, 1968,

68.176343
Int. CI. D03d 39124; A44b / 7/00

U.S. CL 24— 204 4 Claims

3.785.014

ADHESIVE SLIDE FASTENER PRODUCT
William P. Canepa, Forest Hills, N.V., assignor to Kay-Cee in-

dustrial Products, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212.040

Int. CLA44b 79/00

U.S.CL 24-206.16 R 9 CUims

An improved adhesive slide fastener construction is disclosd

wherein at least one surface of a slide fastener stringer has

coated thereon a thermoplastic adhesive film layer and a rela-

tively thin pressure sensitive adhesive layer in intimate contact

with said thermoplastic adhesive. The thermoplastic adhesive

film firmly secures said pressure sensitive adhesive layer to the

slide fastener stringer and isolates the stringer fabric and an

underlying fabric surface from said pressure sensitive adhesive

composition. The pressure sensitive adhesive composition

enables rapid alignment and positioning of the slide fastener

stringer on a garment surface prior to permanent installation

of the slide fastener into the garment.

A flexible band having hooks formed of threads of ther-

moplastic material for engagement with a similar flexible band

having elements adapted to cooperate with said hooks so as to

constitute a separable fastening device, in which the hooks are

obtained by cutting one of the two loop arms of thermoplastic

threads, the cutting operation being carried out at a predeter-

mined distance from the crest of each loop. A terminal en-

largement is essentially formed on at least one of the two

thread extremities which result from the cutting operation.

3,785,015

SAFETY HOOK
Robert H. Dorton, P.O. Box 122, Eaton, Ind.

Filed July 26. 1972, Ser. No. 275,223

Int. CLA44b; i/00

U.S. CL 24-241 PP 3 Claims

Disclosed is a load carrying hook for hoisting apparatus or

the like in which the clevis portion is provided with registering
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elongated apertures and the eyelet for the hook portion has a molecular weight polymers is described, which contains a

elongatea apertures anu mc c,
. . „ „• ,^, „:„ „„ Hrawoff device a auide dev ce, a heating box having slit noz-

provided on the clevis and the hook. When these abutments

are engaged, as occurs when the pin and hook are at one limit-

ing position in the elongated slots, a closure arm carried by the

clevis locks closed the open side of the hook.

3,785.016

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING PATTERNED PILE

FABRICS

Heinz Hergert, Frankfurt. Germany, assignor to Polrotor Inc.,

East Farmingdale, N.Y.

FiledMay27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,585

Int. CLD06C/ 5/00. 2i/00

t.S.CL26-2R 10 Claims

of the steam used for the crimp development flowing through

the walls of the heating box. condensation of steam is avoided.

The equipment furthermore contains a horizontally moving

conveyor belt, another heating box for the after-setting of the

crimped fiber tow, as well as a draw-off device.

3,785,018

HOT STEPWISE DRAWING WITH INDEPENDENT FREE-

WHEELING IDLER ROLLS

Thomas Carl Bohrer, Charlotte, N.C.; George Franklin Ecker,

Toms River, N J., and David Hsiao Tsung Chen, Wilmmg-

ton, Del., assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 769,893, Oct. 23, 1968,

abandoned. This application Nov. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 88,461

Int.CLD02jy/22

U.S. CL 28—71.3 5 Claims

A universal fabric conveying unit for processing synthetic

pile fabrics, wherein portions of the fabric are selectively

presented to the processing equipment to process the various

portions differently. The equipment uses a driven pattern roll

having profile blocks which can be selectively positioned to

control the presentation of a fabric to any one of a plurality of

processing elements. The pattern roll assembly is pivotally

mounted to adjust its proximity to the processing elements,

and means are provided for its withdrawal and re-assembly

with new patterns.

3,785,017

EQUIPMENT FOR THE CONTINUOUS CRIMP

DEVELOPMENT OF THREE-DIMENSIONALLY
CRIMPED SYNTHETIC FIBERS AND FILAMENTS

Insolf Jacob; Gert Buttner, and Karl Heinrich, all of Bobmgen,

Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktien-

gesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany
Filed , Ser. No. 248,853

Claims priority, application Germany, May 3, 1971,

P 21 21 674.0
Int.CLD02g//00

U S. CI. 28— 1 .2 * Claims

An equipment for the continuous crimp development of

latently crimped fiber tows made from synthetic linear high

By using at least three independent, free-wheeling idler

rolls high speed hot drawing of orientable synthetic strand

material such as polybenzimidazole yarn is accomplished in a

more favorable and improved manner as stepwise drawmg is

permitted in each of the passes through the heatmg zone; the

strand material being drawn wherever the yield point occurs,

rather than at a predetermined location for a fixed amount

which might not be optimum.

3,785,019

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING LAMPS

Vincent Chlola; James S. Smith, and Clarence D. Vanderpool,

all of Towanda, Pa., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incor-

porated, Seneca Falls, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 3,937, Jan. 19, 1970, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 647,106, June 19, 1967,

abandoned. This application Jan. 12, 1972. Ser. No. 217,154

Int.CLH01j9//5

U S CL 29—25.13 ^ Claims

Lamps operating at high temperatures, and more particu-

larly incandescent or arc lamps having sealed-in lead-in elec-
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trical conductors with improved service characteristics anJ

longer service life are fabricated with a "coating " on the

aforesaid leads comprising at least one of the following; a

phosphate or phosphide of tungsten, or a phosphate or phos-

phide of molybdenum.

Illustrative of the results obtained upon service testing 400-

W, 120-V quartz-iodine lamps, at operating temperatures of

50O°-6OO''C.. using

A untreated, uncoated. molybdenum electrode assemblies,

B. platinum-clad, molybdenum electrode assemblies (exem-

plary of the prior-art techniques ) ,
and

of a somewhat resilient clamping arm. One end of the clamp-

ing arm is fixed to the holder whilst with its free other end it

clamps the insert in the insert site. The clamping force is sup-

10

plied by bending the clamping arm Preferably, the clamping

arm is tapered from its fixed end to its opposite or free end,

with a gradient selected to provide a substantially constant

bending stress.

C tungsten phosphate-coated molybdenum electrode as-

semblies,

are as follows:

A failed through oxidation and subsequent disintegration,

with accompanying seal and lamp failure at 100 hours'

operation,

B. failed at approximately 1 50 hours of life testing,

C. was still operating on a life test after 200 hours

Processes for forming metal phosphides from metal

phosphates and process for coating leads with refractory metal

phosphates and phosphides are also disclosed.

3.785,022

TEXTILE WORKING UNIT

Glenn W. Bowlint;. Greenville. S.C., and Donald D. Kidd,

Waynesvilkr. N.C.. assignors to Dayco Corporation, Dayton,

Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 876.410,>ov. 13. 1969.

abandoned. This application May 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,357

Int. CI. B2lh 3 1 108

U.S. CI. 29-132 5 Claims

«
/e

3,785.020

METHOD OF BASING ELECTRICAL DEVICES

Sieve Boros. Memphis. Tenn.. assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 1 1, 1971, Ser. No. 197,662

lnt.CI.H01j9//S

U.S. CL 29-25.13 3 Claims

A textile working unit having a central shaft with raised

bosses having fiber drafting cots adapted for mounting on the

bosses The cot has a rigid core and an outer elastomeric

working surface, which may>be bonded to the core by means

of an adhesive.

7' ^zt

a

'''K\
Y"

zz
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3.785.023

METHOD FOR ADJUSTING TAPERED ROLLER
BEARINGS AND FOR ASSEMBLING DEVICES
EMPLOYING SUCH BEARINGS AS JOURNALS

William E. Harbottk. Canton, Ohio, assignor to The Timken

Companv, Canton, Ohio
"

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,462

Int. CI. B23p / 1 100; B23q / 7100

U.S.CL29-148.4A 16 Claims

A method of electrically connecting an outer wire lead of an

electric lamp to the metal shell of the base thereof by flatten-

ing a section of the wire lead and soldering the flattened sec-

tion flatwise to the inner side of the base shell rim.

3,785,021

THIN CHIP CUTTING TOOL
Lars Erik Norgren, Sandviken. Sweden, assignor to Sandvik

Aktiebolag, Sandviken, Sweden

Filed Feb. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 227,422

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 1, 1971, 2547/71

Int.CI. B26dy/00
lie c\ 29 96 - 2 Claims r • c

A thin cutting tool comprises a plate-shaped holder having A shaft is joumaled in a shaft housing by «"""« ^^ ^ P^'' ^^

an insin site and an insert securecVin said insert site by means tapered roller bearings, and the assembly of the foregoing
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structure, including the adjustment of the tapered roller

bearings, is performed on an assembly tool having a fixed anvil

and a shiftable pilot base which moves against a spring load

toward the anvil. In addition, the tool includes a carriage

which shifts axially relative to the anvil against a spring bias

and may be locked in a fixed axial position. To assemble the

foregoing structure the cone assembly of one of the bearings is

fitted against an abutment oji the shaft, while the cup of that

bearing is seated in the housing. Next the shaft is supported on

the shiftable carriage of the tool and thereafter the housing is

fitted over the shaft and supported on the pilot base, with its

cup receiving the cone assembly. Next an axial force is applied

to the housing in the direction which seats the rollers of the

bearing, so that the force is transmitted to the shaft through

the bearing The force depresses the pilot base against the

anvil while depressing the carriagt in opposition to the spring

load thereon Once the pilot base engages the anvil, the car-

riage is locked in position, and the housing is allowed to return

to its initial position so that a prescribed or working point

clearance exists between the anvil and pilot base and likewise

in the bearing With the other cup seated in the housing, the

remaining cone assembly, which is shiftable along the shaft to

effect adjustment of the two bearings, is advanced along the

shaft toward its cup. and when the rollers of that bearing seat,

a portion of the axial force is transmitted to the housing, and

the housing is again depressed along with the pilot base. The

advancement is continued until the clearance in the first in-

stalled bearing reaches a prescribed value, and that clearance

is ascertained by measuring the distance between the pilot

base and the anvil The shaft is rotated slowly as the rollers of

the two bearings are seated against their respective cups and

cones to insure proper seating.

3,785,025

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING A HERMETIC
COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE TUBE JOINT

Rudolf Herman Wolf, Adrian, Mich., assignor to Tecumseh

Products Company, Tecumseh, Mich. ^

Division of Ser. No. 31,503, April 24, 1970, Pat. No.

3,687,019. This appUcation Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,065

Int. CI. B23p 25100

U.S. CL 29- 1 56.4 R 7 Claims

3,785,024

METHOD FOR FORMING SELF-ALIGNING BEARING
STRUCTURES

Benjamin Phillips, Owosso. Mich., assignor to Universal Elec-

tric Company, Owosso, Mich.

Filed May 1,1972, Ser. No. 249,191 .

Int.CI. B23py//00

U.S.CL 29- 149.5 B 4 Claims

A hermetic compressor discharge line construction wherein

the discharge chamber in the cylinder head of the compressor

is connected to an external high side outlet by a discharge

passageway which includes a discharge muffler and inlet and

outlet tubes connected thereto. The muffler inlet tube is

joined to the cylinder head by spaced portions of the inlet tube

engaging with an interference fit the wall of a bore in the

cylinder head. A reduced diameter portion of the inlet tube

disposed between the spaced portions defines a clearance

space with the bore which is filled with an anaerobic curing

adhesive sealant composition. The muffler outlet tube is

joined to a discharge conduit by a telescopic connection

wherein a male tube end is engaged mechanically at two

spaced points in the bore of the female member, the space

between the two engagement points likewise being filled with

an anaerobic curing sealant composition. These joints are

made by outwardly flaring the mouth of the female member,

partially inserting the male end in the mouth, placing liquid

adhesive in the well defined by the space between the mouth

and male tube, and then further inserting the male member

until it engages an internal shoulder in the female member.

3,785,026

METHOD OF DISMANTLING TUBE BUNDLES
Gene E. Ohmstede, Beaumont, Tex., assignor to Ohmstede

Machine Works, Inc., Beaumont, Tex.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,443

Int. CL B23p 15126, 19102, 13104

U.S.CL 29- 157.4 3 Claims

A method for forming self-aligning bearing structures from

a workpiece having radially extending fingers to form a bear-

ing having cantilever mounted segments. Each segment has a

first portion extending generally radially and a second portion

forming a free end extending generally axially so that the seg-

ment is yieldable axially. The ends of the segments define a

cylindrical supporting surface that engages a spherical con-

tacting surface of a bearing member which has a bore therein

for receiving the shaft of the rotor. Alternate segments have

their free ends extending generally axially in opposite

directions from adjacent segments. Portions of the fingers are

engaged to form the free end portions into the second portions

extending axially in opposite directions.

This invention is related to an improved method for disman-

tling tube bundles in a manner more efficient than has hereto-
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I

fore been known in the prior art. The tube dismantling method

is capable of effectively removing a plurality of tubes at a sm-

gle time The improvement is directed towards locating a tube

bundle end that has been cut-off to remove a tube sheet, ad-

jacent and in operative relation to a pair of cooperating paral-

lel rollers. An operator is used to feed successive tubes toward

the rollers until they are frictionally engaged thereby The rol-

lers are rotated in a direction to continue the movement of the

tubes from the bundle After a particular row of tubes has

been removed, the rollers are remotely controlled so as to

move in a plane perpendicular to the axes of the tubes, and

thereby position the rollers in operative relation with another

row of tubes to be removed.

3.785,028

PROCESS FOR THE PRODI CTION OF HUBS FOR
SPIRAL SPRINGS OF TIMEPIECES

Wolfgang Muller. Schramberg. Germany, assignor to FIrma

Carl Haas, Schramberg. Germany
nied Feb. 9. 1972, Ser. No. 224,887

Claims priority. appUcation Germany, Feb. 10, 1971,

2106188
Iirt.CI.B23p/i/00

L.S.CI. 29— 177 5 Claims

3,785,027

METHOD OF PRODUCING FLITD BEARING TRACK
STRLCTIRE

Cecil A. Lasch. Jr., Cupertino, Calif., assignor to Industrial

Modular Svstems Corporatio, Santa Claro. Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 174,808, Aug. 25. 1971. Pat. No.

3,718,371. This application Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,273

Int.CI. B21d5i/00

IJ.S.CI.29-157C 8 Claims
Hubs for supporting the spiral springs used in timepieces are

produced in rough-finished condition by extruding an elon-

gated piece of metal having a cross-section determined by em

pirical formula which corresponds substantially to the cross-

section of the desired fine-finished hub. from which a series of

individual hubs, in practically finished condition, is produced

by transversely sectioning the extruded material.

3,785.029

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING INSERTS WITH PRECISION
LOOSENESS

Alan J. McClellan, Germantown. Ohio, and Harold R. Dutton,

deceased, late of Dayton. Ohio (by Edna M. Dutton. ex-

ecutrix), assignors to General Motors Corporation. Detroit,

Mich.
Filed Aug. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 284,164 |

Int. CLB2 Ik 25/00

U.S. CL 29- 157.1 R 4CUims

An improved fluid bearing track structure for supporting

and transporting articles on a fluid bearing, components of

such track structure, and a method for fabricating such track

structure. The track structure includes as a novel component

thereof a flexible insert strip having directional fluid passages

therein for directing a supporting fluid against an article to be

transported over the upper surface of the track structure. The

insert strip is frictionally or otherwise held in place in the track

structure with its upper edge flush with the upper surface of

the track structure so that support fluid emanating from the

fluid passages therein may support and move successive arti-

cles along the track

The flexible characteristics of the insert strip permit the

track structure to be formed with curved or other non-straight

configurations. The track also has bi-directional article move-

ment capability. In its preferred embodiment the insert strip is

produced by a chemical etching procedure which allows elon-

gated lengths of insert strips to be inexpensively and accurate-

ly produced from various materials.

In an illustrative embodiment, a limitedly radially slidable

orifice element or insert is assembled within an aperture of a

piston end cap of a hydraulic dashpot type of mounting unit

for automotive vehicle bumpers The orifice insert is assem-

bled in the end cap by a method involving the forming of at

least one radial flange in a crimping-like operation to tightly

engage it and an opposite preformed flange with respective

surfaces of the end cap. and subsequently reforming one of the

flanges to displace the other a predetermined distance from its

respective end cap surface affording precision clearance for

relatively free sliding movement of the insert within the end
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3,785,030

HYDRAULIC JIG FOR CORRECTION OF MIS-

ALIGNMENT BETWEEN JOINTS OF PLATES
Tatuyuki Une, Hiroshima-ken, and Akira Kamata, Tokyo, both

of Japan, assignors to Ishikawajima-Harima Jokogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo and KabushikI Kaisha Osaka Jack

Seisakusho, Osaka-shi, Osaka-fu, Japan

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,917

Claims priority, application Japan. Feb. 23, 1971, 46/

10804[U1
Int. CLB23p /WOO

II.S.CL 29-200 P 2 Claims

the carrier is passed through the stations thereahead. If the

station is defective and continues to perform its operation

badly, a carrier stop mechanism may be attached to the track

ahead of the station to have the operation performed on the

workpiece manually until the defect in the station has been

corrected.

3,785,032

DEVICE FOR PILING ROTOR SHEETS FOR MAGNETIC

CIRCUITS OF ELECTRICAL MACHINES

Isaak Yakovlevich Feldshtein, ulitsa Rymarskaya 23, kv 5;

Valery Sergeevich Epifanov, 605 Mikroraion, 20, kv. 22;

Vladimir Fedorovlch Isygankov, prospekt Pravdy, 7, kv.

160; Alexandr Nikltovich Pashkov, pereuk>k Rubeihansky,

24; Dmitry Gavritovich Mogilny, ulitsa Sumskaya, 7/9, kv.

23, and Mikhail Vasllievlch Yakovkv, ulitsa Plekhanov-

skaya, 41/43, kv. 6, all of Kharkov, U.S.S.R.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,061

Int. CL H05k 13100; H02k 15100

U.S. CI. 29-203 L ^ Claims

A hydraulic jig for aligning plates edge-lo-edge prior to

welding provided with a first hydraulic jack for clamping a

first plate having a width within a predetermined range in the

direction of its width and thickness and also provided with

hydraulic jacks for exerting pressure to a second plate in the

direction of its width and thickness.

3,785,031

NONSYNCHRONOUS CONVEYOR SYSTEM

Lyman K. Shepard, Upper Saddle River, and Zoltan E. Zilahy,

Nutley. both of N.J., assignors to Standard Tool & Manufac-

turing Co.. Lyndhurst, N.J.

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,321

Int. CLB23p /WOO

U.S.CL 29-200 A 28 Claims

\-

/r-

Device for piling rotor sheets for magnetic circuits of elec-

trical machines comprising, a stationary mandrel provided

with at least Ave grooves along its generating line which en-

sures orientation and lamination of the sheets; wherein at least

one of said grooves houses driven rolls, two other grooves

house chain conveyers with rollers for catching the sheets, and

the last two grooves house, respectively, squeezing rolls to

rotate the sheets and orienting means in the form of elastic

spring-loaded keys, consisting of strips which are fixed m a

row on a fl?i spring; said stationary mandrel being mounted in

a support assembly provided y^ith successively operating pairs

of hollow rotating levers whose cavities contain gear trains to

link kinematically said driven rolls and said conveyers of the

mandrel.

.^-B

3,785,033

DUAL INLINE PACKAGE HANDLING TOOL

Leonard J. Lynch, 939 S. Seventh St., De Kalb, III.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,061

Int. CLH05k/ 5/04

U.S.CL 29-203 H 8Ctaims

Jt -LI

The machine has vertical tracks forming one or more con-

tinuous loops with or without transfer mechanism

therebetween which permits sub-assemblies on fixture

mounted pallets on carriers of one loop to be progressively

worked upon at stations and transferred to sub-assemblies on

pallets of carriers on one or more other loops to continue the

assembly operations until the product is completed. The car-

riers are stopped in a collecting area ahead of the stations and

are positively advanced out of and into the stations where the

pallet is accurately located and clamped. The work performed

at the station is checked to make certain a correct operation

was performed and if an indicating flag shows that it was not.

This tool is especially designed for handling dual inline

package components as in removal from sockets and circuit
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boards, where the term.nals are solder
<^«""-^f-J'?^?,^"

feature of this tool is the provision of a pair of
^^\^^^'^''\'^l

iTZrTd orm disposed in face-to-face abutting relationship

a as^ be opT able'between the thumb and forefinger of one

Tand the blades being pivotally ^^^^^ JZToX^Z
upper ends and having finger grip surfaces on »her outer ^des

aMhe lower end above outwardly projecting extensions that

carrv downwardly reaching vertical jaw portions between

wh ch the package to be handled fits, these jaw portions each

haIg on the ouler end a downwardly and inwardly extending

hook to hook under the end terminals at diagonally opposite

orne'ofThe dual mime package, -^^at the componen. c^^^^^

be pulled out of the socket or circuit board when the leads a e

free The hooks, by virtue of their having contact only w uh

diagonally opposite corners of the component, canno apply

pressure on the center terminals that are close to the m-

fegr ted circuit chip, an'd it is a simple matter to open and

dose the tool between the thumb and forefinger o one hand^

n v'ew of the smallness of the tool the op-rMor.\..ysJ^^s.

eood view of the entire operation. One size »««' -
'/^"^^^^f

feveral sizes of dual mime packages; for example, the eighty

,0 14 16 and 18 terminal types The finger grips enable

holding the component quite securely Closely spaced dual in-

line packages can be operated upon easily.

of liners are placed on top of the templet and the templet is

vibrated untS one liner enters each hole in the templet.

3.785.034
'

WIRE LEAD CUTTER FOR ARMATI RE WINDING
MACHINE

Glen E. BucholU. Tipp CIt,. Ohio, assignor to The Globe Tool

•nd Engineering Company. Dayton. Ohio

Filed Sept. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 286,954

Int. CI. H02k/ 5/00
4 Claims

L'.S.C1. 29-205C

4^
«• *•

\ \ M

Thereafter, the templet is placed on top of the Panted ^^^^
board and the individual liners are punched from the templet

holes into the printed circuit board holes.

7«b

7f

3,785.036

METHOD OF MANl FACTl RING FINE METALLIC
FILAMENTS

Yoshiyuki Tada; Hideo Ogita, and Takeshi Yoda. all of Ham..

J«P«n, assignors to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd..

Higashi-ku, Osaka, Japan ,c,i-»^
FiledMay 17. 1972, Ser. No. 254. 24

Claims priority, application Japan. May 17. 1971,46-33080

Int.C..B23p;7/00.yW00

U.S.CL 29-419

Cutters are mounted for movement within the assembly of

comriutator shields used in a double fiier arnriature winding

marine The cutters are drivmgly connected to a moving

shield.

3,785,035

INSERTION OF LINERS INTO HOLES IN PRINTED

CIRCLTT BOARDS

Willard Leroy Busier: Milton Dean Ross, both of Harrisburg,

and Thomas Edward SchwarUer, York, all of Pa., assignors

to AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg. Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 74i .760. July 1
,
1968

abandoned. This application Feb. 12. 1969. Ser. No. 81 1.269

Int. CI. H05k 3100

U.S.a. 29-203 B /^»-7;
Liners are inserted into holes in printed circuit boards by

means of a templet having holes therein ^t locations cor^

responding to the holes in the printed circuit board. An excess

A method of producing fine metallic filaments by covering a

bundTe ofVplurality of metallic wires with an outer tube me a

anS drawing' the resultant composite wire, wherein the outer

mbe metal on both sides of the final composite wire obtained

af^rTali drawmg step is cut near to the core filaments present

fns^e'he outer tube and then both uncut surfaces of the com-

'Xe wteTe slightly rolled, thereby -^'vide th^uter tu^^^^

metal of the composite wire continuously and thus separating

the outer tube metal to be recovered in situ.
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3,785.037

HAND TOOL FOR ASSEMBLING OPEN, BOWEDBODY
RETAINING RINGS HAVING LOCKING PRONGS IN

SHAFT OR SPINDLE GROOVES
Hans Erdmann. Maplewood, N.J., assignor to WaWes

Kohinoor. Inc.. Long Island, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,100

Int. CLB23p 79/00. 79/04

t .S. CL 29- 200 H <» Claims

blank out of metal powder compressing the blank and sinter-

ing it. Pursuant to the disclosure, an additional step is pro-

vided, wherein the sintered blank is subjected in a die to one

or more further press operations in which the material of the

blank is allowed to flow freely in the direction transverse to

the direction in which pressure is applied. In this manner the

density of the product is increased. Preferably the article is

sintered again or annealed after the further press operation or

operations to provide it with the required strength charac-

teristics. The additional step is advantageously carried out at

room temperature.

,-^

A hand tool mounts plier-like handles at one end of its elon-

gated body member operative through a force-multiplying

leverage system to actuate a reciprocatory slide member

throughout a working stroke. Said slide member mounts at its

relatively forward end ring-grip means effective to spring-grip

an open, bowed-body, spring retaining ring having locking

prongs projecting from the convex side or face thereof, against

the relatively under-face or side of the tool body member,

then acting as an extended-length fixed grip jaw. Thus, as the

slide member is actuated throughout its working stroke the

gripped ring is correspondingly projected (thrust) along a

straight-line path terminating in the groove of a shaft or spin-

dle in which said ring is to be assembled. Means are provided

for preventing any uncontrolled turning of the ring about its

axis during the course of its aforesaid movement with the slide

member, and the body member is further provided in its rela-

tively forward end portion with an eye-form shaft or spindle

receiving opening Groove-locating means affixed to the

under side of the body member extend into said opening.

3.785.038

PROCESS OF WORKING A SINTERED POWDER METAL
COMPACT

Gerhard Zapf. Krebsoge/Rhld.. Germany, assignor to Sinter-

metallwerk Krebsoge GmbH, Krebsoge/Rhld., Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 849,354, Aug. 12, 1969,

abandoned. This application Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,510

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 20, 1968,

1758849
lnt.CLB22fi/24

U.S.CL 29-420.5 5 Claims

3,785,039

METHOD OF FABRICATING CONTINUOUS PRODUCT
FROM MOLDED SECTIONS

James E. Huffaker, Kingsport, Tenn.; Ernest L. Myers, Hil-

tons, Va.; Brian D. Dillon, and Cecil W. Dolen, both of King-

sport, Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 42,106, June 1, 1970, Pat. No. 3,695,573.

This application June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,581

Int. CLB23p 79/00

U.S. CI. 29-428 .
1 <^'«'"'

A mold for casting solidifiable materials and method of

fabricating a continuous belt from molded sections is dis-

closed In the mold, a plurahty of apertures are provided in a

special pattern, each of which is adapted to receive a core

member The core members are easily removable. Removable

end plates are provided which enable the pattern to be con-

tinued to the very edge of the mold. A continuous belt mold is

fabricated by butting and connecting edges of molded sec-

tions.

3,785,040

MULTILAYER PRESSURE VESSEL METHOD
Raymond E. Pechacek, Houston, Tex., assignor to Hahn &

Clay, Houston, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 814,126, April 7, 1969, Pat. No.

3,604,587. This application Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 134,294

Int.CLB23p7 7/02

U.S. CI. 29-447 3 Claims

A multilayer pressure vessel method wherein the vessel has

both a multilayer cylindrical body and at least one multilayer

head with an inner shell being formed of stainless steel or

other metal resistant to hydrogen embrittlement and with the

multilayer body and multilayer head being provided with

means for relieving hydrogen pressure in the layers externally

of the inner shell, whereby the outer layers may be ordinary

A process of manufacurin, articles by means of powde, carbon s.eel for both ,he body and ,he head w«ho„. danger of

mecallurgy, including the conventional steps of forming a hydrogen embrittlement
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3,785.041

METHOD FOR PLUGGING PIPE

Joseph B. Smith, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Pipe Line

Development Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 13,295, Feb. 24, 1970, abandoned. This

application Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,368

Int.CLB23kJ//02

IJ.S.CL 29-471.3
*^'»""''

the strut seat. The construction is such that a popular conven-

tional end connection may be converted to the connection of

this invention without new parts being required.

3,785,043

METHOD OF PRODI CING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Takashi Tokuyama, Hoya, and Takaaki Mori, Kokubunji, both

of Japan', assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 716.033, March 26, 1968, Pat. No.

3,632,433. This application Apr. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 136,815

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 29, 1967, 42-

19093
Int. CLBOlj/ 7/00

U.S.CL 29-578 2 Claims

An apparatus and method for blocking a conduit or pipe

carrying fluid under pressure The apparatus comprises a fluid,

tight housing adapted to be secured to the exterior of an inter-

mediate portion of the pipe, a cutter or shear within the

housing, an actuator for moving the shear through the wall of

the pipe, and a sealing surface engageable with a portion of

the pipe while the shear extends into the pipe.

A first insulating film of silicon dioxide is provided on the

surface of a semiconductor device, and a second silicon diox-

ide layer containing uniformly a small amount of phosphorus

IS deposited from the vapor phase on said first insulating film,

thereby realizing stable passivation of the electrical charac-

teristics of said semiconductor device The waterproof pro-

perty and accurate etching of said films are also accomplished

3,785,042

BRAKE BAND END CONNECTION AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

Thomas J. Victory, 25167 Harcourt, Farmington, Mich.

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256.447

Int. CI. B23k J //02

U.S.CL 29-480 5 Claims

3,785,044

METHOD FOR MOUNTING INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

CHIPS ON INTERCONNECTION SUPPORTS

Franco Forlani, Monza, Italy, assignor to Honeywell Informa-

tion Systems Italia. Caluso. lUly I

Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 194,829

Claims priority, application Italy. Nov. 17. 1970, 31828A/70

Int. CI. BOlj/ 7/00

L.S.CL 29-591 3 Claims

An end connection for a brake band used in automatic
*
transmission housings which permits installation of a replace-

ment band without the necessity of removing and dismantling

the transmission The end connection comprises a curved end

plate welded to the strap and a low profile strut seat welded to

the end plate A bent back extension on the strap reinforces

A method for obtaining the precise positioning of semicon-

ductor chips on a ceramic support which employs an auxiliary

support comprising an insulating sheet having openings pro-

vided therein and on which portions of conductors forming

the beam leads for all the chips are etched from an adherent

aluminum sheet Portions of the conductors extend over the

opening, and are subsequently welded to the chip and the ter-

minal pads on the ceramic support prior to being severed from

the auxiliary support.
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3,785,045

METHOD OF CASTING AND SUBSEQUENTLY
DEBURRING OF WORKPIECES AND A DEVICE FOR

CARRYING OUT THE METHOD
W alter Reis, Frankenstrasse 1 , Obernburg, Germany

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,051

Claims priority, application Germany, May 14, 1971,

P 21 24 142.9; Jan. 12, 1972, P 22 01 353.2

Int. CI. B23p / 7100, 23104

U.S.CL 29-527.6 10 Claims

3,785,047

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING MAGNETIC READ-
WRITE HEADS

Donald M. Ackley, Torrance, Calif., assignor to Computer

Communications, Inc., Culver City , Calif.

Filed Oct. 27, 1970, Ser. No. 84,383

Int. CL Glib 5/42, HOlf 7/06

U.S.CL 29-603 4 Claims

Jl '^nk
VJ

A method of producing castings and subsequently deburring

and also machining the castings if necessary. According to this

method, the castings are removed from a casting machine

while still in a hot state and conveyed by a gripper assembly to

a deburring machine. This machine includes a pattern device

into which the hot casting is placed. The device is slowly

closed as the casting cools thereby shrinking the casting upon

the pattern As a result, appreciable deformation of the cast-

ing is effectively prevented. When the casting is substantially

cooled and has thus reached its final configuration it is

deburred in the deburring machine and if necessary surface

finished. .

There is also disclosed a device for carrying out the atore-

described casting and deburring steps in automated sequence

A magnetic head has a thin magnetic gap in which there is a

highly conductive non-magnetic material which is deposited

on the gap face portion of at least one of the two magnetic

pole pieces of the head. This head is fabricated by depositing

ihin conductive layers of equal thickness on spaced surface

portions of one of the pole pieces and by joining together he

two pole piece members to form an integral unit, with the

deposited conductive layer portions of one pole piece abutting

against opposed parallel flat surfaces of the mating pole piece

so as to form a thin uniform magnetic gap therebetween. The

unit IS then cut crosswise to provide an open ended arm por-

tion over which a prewound coil is placed, and finally^ a wide

gap which appears opposite the narrow gap is bridged with a

magnetic member to complete the magnetic circuit.

3.7.85,048

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING AN

UNSOLDERED SHEATH ABOUT A STRAND

Warren Eugene Petersen, Omaha, Nebr., assignor to \^estern

Electric Company Incorporated, Neyy York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972. Ser. No. 230,021

Int.Cl.H01b/3/26.7i//6

U.S. a. 29-624 14 Claims

3,785,046

THIN FILM COILS AND METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

MAKING THE SAME
Thomas A. Jennings, Sutton, Coldfield, England, assignor to

Hull Corporation, Hatboro, Pa.

Filed Mar. 6, 1970, Ser. No. 17,157

Int. CL HOlf /9/00

U.S.CL 29-602 7 Claims

Thin film inductance coils, separately or in transformer

combinations, are made by depositing on a substrate from

vapor sources directed through selected apertured masks, su-

perimposed layers of alternate films of electrically conductive

metal and electrical insulating material in successive segments

of each of a plurality of coil turns.

In the forming of an unsoldered sheath about a strand, such

as a cable core assembly, in which the strand is advanced lon-

gitudinally through an elongated tube and m which a corru-

gated metal tape for sheathing the strand is ad^n^ed

therewith and folded about the periphery of the tube(sp^s to

envelop the strand as the strand exits from the tube, edge por-

tions of the metal tape are overformed into a relatively sharp

curved configuration. Subsequently, the edge portions are

reverse-formed to a curved configuration similar to that of an

intermediate portion of the tape and are overlapped. Radial

inward pressure then is applied to an edge section of the ad-

vancing tape to form it inward and to cold-work the edge sec-

tion so that it achieves a permanent set. At the same time, the

inner edge portion of the tape is deflected radially inw^ard to

facilitate this forming of the edge section, and then is per-

mitted to return into tight-fitting engagement with the edge

section whereby the overlapped edge portions form a tight

seam Preferably, the strand is sheathed in two corrugated

metal tapes, and a non-adhesive corrosion inhibitor is initially

coated on one side of a first tape while air jets preclude flow of

the inhibitor onto the opposite side of the tape. The coated

side of the first tape then is brought into meshing engagement
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with a second tape and the two tapes are formed about the

strand wuh the uncoated s.de of the first tape facing outward

Subsequently, the outer side of the first tape is coated with a

corrosion inhibitor having adhesive qualities, to facihtate

bonding of an extruded plastic jacket to the tape. An overlay

tape also may be embedded in the second corrosion inhibitor

over the seam formed by the overlapped edge portions of the

tape.

3,785,049

SLIP RING ASSEMBLY AND METHOD OF MAKING
SAME

Hisanobu Kanamaru, Yasushi Ohuchi, and Hideo Talsumi. all

of Hitachi. Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed Ma\ 10. 1971. Ser. No. 141.923

Claims priority, application Japan. May 15, 1970, 45-40942

Int. CI. H02g/ 5/00

U.S.CL 29-629 1 3 Claims

3,785,051

DISPENSING SYSTEM FOR BONDED RAZOR BLADE
CARTRIDGES

Jan Dawidowicz, Fairfield, and Frank A. Ferraro, Trumbull,

both of Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company.

Morris-Plaines. N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 191,665, Oct. 22, 1971. This

application Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,723

Int. CI. B26b 2 1 124. A45d 2 7 124

L.S.CK 30-40.2 17 Claims

A slip ring assembly in which principal components, a

molded cylindrical base, conductive rings and tcrmmal> are

separateK manufactured and assembled together In as

sembling' the terminals are fitted m diametrically spaced

grooves formed on the cylindrical base and the conducliNc

rings are press-fitted on the cylindrical base thereby to bring

the conductive rings into pressure contact with the respectise

terminals and to ensure satisfactory engagement of the con

ductive rings with the cylindrical base

The specific disclosure pr.>vides a dispensing system for

bonded ra/or blade cartridges comprising a dispenser, a plu-

rality of disposable cartridges in the dispenser, and a holder

Each of the cartridges has a T shaped channel formed trans-

versely thereof, and the holder has a pluralits of supporting

surfaces formed transverseU thereof for sliding engagement

uith the T shaped channel The dispenser has a plurality ot

guide surfaces for aligning the supporting surfaces ot the

holder ^^.^\h the T-shaped channel of at least one of the car-

tridges Means are als,. pn^vided on the dispenser for abutting

stop means on the holder when the supporting surfaces are in

an improper alignment and for clearing the stop means when

the supporting surfaces are in a proper alignment

3,785,050

COUPLING ATTACHMENT DEVICE

, Jon K. Whitledge. Mantua, and Fdnard M. Kavick. Chardon.

both ol Ohio, assignors to Samuel Moore & Company. Man-

tua, Ohio
Filed Jan. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 216,093

Int. CLB23p/ 9/02

L.S.CL 29-237 * ^'»«""'

3,785,052

HEAVY Dl TY MBBLFR
Israel J. Vermis. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor

Machine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed June 27. 1972. Ser. No. 266.805

Int. CLB26b/.VOO

t.S.CL30-24l

to Fenway

10 Claims

An apparatus is provided for fastening a fitting to the end of

a hose having a ball nut and ball screw carrying a pusher

means for pressing a fitting an* hose assembly into a swaging

die, the pusher means comprising a bearing which transfers

the force of the rotating screw to the non-rotating pusher

means.

A heavy duty nibbler possessing certain improvements over

the nibbler tools of L. S. Pat. Nos 2.888.744. 2.967.355 and

others, mcluding a punch that is threadedly seated in a main

body part such that it is not necessary to remove any parts

when the punch is threadedly withdrawn from the bottom of

the main body part The punch is of half-moon shape so that
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the punch makes an initial partial cut into the work. The por-

tions of the punch are angularly related such that the punch is

divided into an extending leg having a flattened edge and i

main stem with an inclined edge, the angle between the flat

tened edge and the inclined edge lying between 81°and 83°

The heavy duty nibbler tool further includes a bronze guide

sleeve that replaces the nosepiece of U. S. Pat. Nos. 2,888,774

and 2,'^67,?55 The bronze guide sleeve will guide the plunger

or ram, thereby preventing the punch from running off center.

In the present invention the die is provided with ripples to

prevent the metal from backing out, and the die holder is pro-

vided with a concave surface

Furthermore, the stripper mechanism is adjustable through

the addition of stripper plates in 1/16 increments. Thus, the

stripper can be adapted for different thicknesses of the work

by simply inserting one or more plates in the lop of the

stripper

Finally, the mam driven gear is provided with a series of

openings to eliminate backlash

3,785,055

. CARPET MEASURING APPARATUS
Lloyd E. Anderson, 3123 Upton Ave. North, Minneapolis, and

Gilbert L. Alinder, 5312 Shoreview Ave. South, Min-

neapolis, Minn.
Filed Feb. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 117,429

Int.CLGOlbi/02

U.S.CL 33- 128 3 Claims

3.785.053

COMBINATION SAW
Dennis M. Michaelson. Chicago. III., assignor to Pan-Technic,

Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed Julv 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,767

int.Cl. B27b/V/0^

I.S.CL30-394 4 Claims

An apparatus and method for measurement of coiled

material in situ is provided wherein a tube is inserted between

the convolutions of the coiled material. A cord member hav-

ing a means for attaching the end thereof to the inner end of

the material to be measured passes through the tube. The tube

is spirally passed around the convolutions of the coiled materi-

al, unwinding cord as it travels. A measure of the cord un-

wound gives the length of material in the coil.

r-^mh 3,785,056

STATICALLY BALANCED PROBE ASSEMBLY
Frederick S. Schiler, Stow, Ohio, assignor to Portage Machine

Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 128,367

Int. CLGOlb 5/20

U.S.CL33-169R 4 Claims

*>,^

A combination saw which can be used as a saber or jig saw

and which has a main body portion with a handle and a power

output portion rotatable to different angular positions relative

to the main body portion and handle.

3.785.054

LINING FOR ARTIFICIAL DENTURES
Ambrose B. Van Handel. 8653 Louis Ave., Northridge, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 17,329, March 6, 1970,

abandoned. This application Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,263

Int.CL A61c/i/00

U.S. CI. 32-2 9 Claims

A probe unit for use with Layout and Inspection machines

and like measuring apparatus with the improvement relating

to the use of a pivoted mechanical linkage that results in a

desired mechanical advantage to achieve increased sensitivity,

and further relating to the use of counter-weights to statically

balance the pivoted linkage components of the probe so as to

permit usage in a vibratory environment without effecting the

operation of the probe.

c

An artificial denture incorporating as resilient lining on its

base, silicone rubber denture base material containing more

than 2 percent and less than 10 percent by weight, based on

the silicone rubber, of methylmethacrylate polymer. A vinyl-

silane or acryloxyalkylsilane can be added in an amount suffi-

cient to increase the bonding of the silicone rubber to the

denture base.

3,785,057

WORKPIECt EDGE AND CORNER LOCATING TOOL
George W. Streander, Alamogordo, N. Mex., assignor to

Design SYSTEMS, Inc., Alamogordo, N. Mex.

Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,187

Int. CLGOlb 5/25

U.S.CL33-169R 12 Claims

A gauge body deflning a reference axis and including first,

second and third abutments disposed in and spaced about a

1 80 degree sector extending about the reference axis. The first

and second abutments are disposed on opposite sides of the

axis and include corresponding abutment surfaces facing in

the same direction disposed in a diametric plane of the

reference axis and the adjacent sides of the third abutment

and one of the other abutments are disposed in radial planes of
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and second abutments are disposed m radial planes of the piece.

reference axis angularly displaced 90° apart. Also, a fourth

3,785,060

WALL PANEL LAYOIT APPARATIS

Lloyd E. Brewer, P. O. Box 8158, Corpus Christi, Tex

Division of Ser. No. 848,634, Aug. 8, 1969. Pat. No. 3.628.232.

This application Sept. 17, 1971,Ser.No. 181.346

lnt.CI.GOlb.S/00

t.S.CL33-l91
"'^•-""^

abutment is provided and is spaced generally radially of the

reference axis from the third abutmert and includes remote

side surfaces contained in the same radial Pla^^s of the

reference axis in which the opposite side surfaces of the third

abutment are disposed

3,785,058

APPARATl S FOR AND METHOD OF CALIBRATING

WORKPIECE SENSpR AND FOR ALIGNING SENSOR

anduoAkpiece
Henry O. Egli, 76 Riverside Dr., Sidney .

NY.

Filed May 13, 1971.Ser.No. 143,020

Int. CI. B23b 49100; GOlb 5102

L.S.CI.33-172D
»-^^'«'""'

A wall panel layout apparatus for laying out bottom and top

plates for any size house or similar building, whereby wall

panels may be assembled rapidly and accurately by relatively

inexperienced personnel.

/W /at

Machine tool and workpiece alignment apparatus using a

sensing element connected with a sensitive indicator to align

the sensing element both with the center line of the tool spin-

dle and with a location on the workpiece The sensing element

is offset positioned to sense thin workpieces. A recalibration

assembly is attached to the apparatus for being periodically

moved into engagement with the sensing element to facilitate

recalibration Methods of initially calibrating and of re-

calibrating the apparatus are also disclosed.

3,785,061

MAGNETIC COMPASS OR LIKE INDICATING

INSTRUMENT
Douelas V. Carroll, Ottawa, Ontario, and Ramsis 1. Attia,

Winipeg, Manitoba, both of Canada, assignors to FMC

(Canada) Limited. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 827,376, May 23, 1969. This

applicationMar. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 122,684

Int.CI.GOlc I7I0H

L.S. CI. 33-364 ^ ^'•""''

3,785,059

ROD GAUGE AND HOLDER
Mederic J. Breau, 236 Lincoln St., Saugus. Mass.

Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201.498

Int. CL GOlb i/50

U.».CL 33-178 B 8 Claims

A rod gauge and holder with rods clamped together

between two V-blocks in a framework in order to use the com-

An inner indicating member immersed in a liquid can turn

with three axes of rotational freedom in a spherical housing A

b^dy of mercury at the bottom of the housing forms a captive

pool in a recess of the member for holdmg the same erect m

the housing.
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3.785,062

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
MANUFACTURE OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS

Donald L. Finley, and Edward A. Morehead, both of King-

sport, Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 257,406, May 26, 1972. This

application Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,103

lnt.CI.F26hi/00

U.S. CI. 34-34 II Claims

predry the material, and a main dryer in communication with

the conditioner for further subjecting the material to a heated

-..» torn
I

- torn

Xt/MfFmA/y^

J-

Disclosed is a method of controlling the processing of a con-

tinuous length filamentary tow of synthetic fibers wherein the

tow is moved through a water bath, drafted, and subsequently

moved through a heatsetting chamber wherein the tow is heat-

set the method of controlling the processing comprising

A sensing the temperature of the fibers leaving the heat-

setting chamber and generating a first signal reflective of

the magnitude of the sensed temperature of the fibers,

B comparing the first signal with a signal reflective of a

desired temperature for the fibers leaving the heatsetting

chamber and generating a second signal renective of the

magnitude of the result of the comparison, and

C. responsive to the second signal, removing water from the

wet fibers entering the heatsetting chamber to allow the

fibers to* achieve the desired temperature.

In a preferred embodiment a thermocouple is used to sense

the temperature of the fibers leaving the heatsetting chamber

and water is removed from the wet fibers entering the heat-

setting chamber by positioning a horizontally extending jet

body member at the downstream exit from the water bath,

then guiding the two from the water bath to that portion of the

surface of the jet body member wherein there is located an

opening through which air is blown and then removing water

from the fibers by blowing air through the opening. This in-

vention is particularly applicable to the manufacture of high

tenacity poly(ethylene terephthalate).

gaseous current to dry the material to a predetermined level.

The conditioner may be a single pass dryer, and the main

dryer a multipass dryer.

3,785,064

AIR-CONDITIONING SIMULATION SYSTEM AND
METHOD

Sanford E. Thomas, Jr., Houston, Tex., assignor to Dyna-Kool

Corporation, Houston, Tex.

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,640

Int. CI. G09b 25J02

U.S.CI.35-I3 7 Claims

3,785,063

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR DEHYDRATING
MOISTURE CONTAINING MATERIAL

Ralph W. Bishop, 1620 S. Ocean Dr., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Filed Oct. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 187,087

Int.CI.F26b///02

U.S.CI.34-128 6 Claims

Apparatus for performing a process of dehydrating

moisture-containing material for processing into animal feed

has the steps of predrying a comminuted moisture-containing

material by subjecting the material to a heated gaseous cur-

rent, and drying the predried material by subjecting same to a

heated gaseous current. Apparatus for carrying out this

process has a conditioner for subjecting a comminuted

moisture-containing material to a heated gaseous current to

A method and apparatus for simulating the normal and ab-

normal operating conditions in an air-conditioning system

comprising a plurality of mechanically and electrically

operated working units functionally interconnected into a

thermodynamic loop, including a plurality of simulating com-

ponents responsive to control signals from a central control
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station for simulating desired conditions The station includes

afemale receptacle for receiving a programmed plug-in board

thereby automatically and simultaneously affectmg the state

of energization of certain of the simulating components and

working units whereby certain of the working units will

operate in an abnormal mode.

connection with the heel, a hardened steel strip is molded into

the shoe The strip extends from the upper portion of the heel,

through the shank, and partly into the sole The strip is pro-

3.785,065

LANDSCAPE KIT

Walter E. Kamm, 514 S. CoHege Ave., Claremont, Calif.

Fikd June 21, 1972. S*r. No. 264.884

Int. CI. G09b 25104

U.S.CI.35-16
^*^^^' vided with a central, longitudinal stiffening rib and a plurality

of openmgs adjacent the pcripher> When the shoe is molded

the mold material, usyally polyurethane. will pass through

these openings to anchor the reinforcing strip in place.

Accurate small scale colored cardboard cutouts depicting

shrubs and trees have base spikes for insertion into a base

sheet of foamed plastic that is colored green to represent laN^n

areas A white crayon may be used to coal the green base

sheet to represent cement walks and driveways and a brown

crayon may be used to represent the bare earth of planted

areas A swimming pool or a fish pond is shown by a hue

crayon The plan area of a house and garage may be depicted

bv a paper sheet cut to scale and adhesively bonded to the sur-

face of the base sheet. Numerous plant cutouts are provided

With individual' indicia on the cutouts which refer to cor-

responding indicia on a descriptive list of available trees and

shrubs.

3.785.068 I

INNER SOLE FOR SANDALS

Walter Bretschneider. I erzell-Neustadt. C.ermanv, assignor to

Continental (.ummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft. Hannover.

Germany ,.o«n '

FiledJan. 19.iq72.Ser.No.218,9l3

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 21, 1971,

2102715 I

Int. CLA43b .?//.'

i.s.a.36-11.5
•'^»-""''

3,785.066

MODI LAR PAPER SCLLPTLRES

Milton Tuitt, 356 Peoria St.. Daly City. Calif.

Filed Julv 19. I971.Ser. No. 163,670

Int. CLA63h -?-?//

6

U.S.CL 35-72

A sandal, especially for ladies, which has an inner sole made

of bending and v^alking clastic material and also has an ap-

proximately L' -shaped frame connected to and covering tha

peripheral portion of the inner sole which extc-nds from the

ball section of the inner sole rearwardiv to the heel region of

the sandal, said frame being united to (he heel

5 Claims

3.785.069 I

FOOTWEAR
John W illiam Brown. 23. Goatstown Rd.. DubUn. Ireland

Filed July 12. 1972. Ser. No. 271.1 12

Int.CI.A43b/^/-^«

U.S.a.36-44
24 Claims

A construction element is constructed from a sheet of folda-

ble material and provided with a plurality of face panels hav-

,ng a common apex The element is symmetric about a hnc

through the apex and manipulable to form three-dimensional

geometric modular elements with which to construct complex

geometric ornaments and sculptures.

3.785.067

MOLDED SHOE AND REINFORCEMENT THEREFORE

Fernando M. Ronci. 2 Atlantic Blvd.. Providence. R.I.

Filed Sept. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 288.644

Int.CLA43b//yO

US CI 36-4 3 Claims

'a molded woman's shoe having a thick sole and a bulky

high heel To reinforce the shank and prevent breakage at its

An insole for a boot or shoe which has ari enclosed air con^

taming cavity in at least the heel portion and a va ving open ng

for thf cavity The insole is resiliently deformable to vary he

nternal volume of the cavity In use. on application of the

wearers weight to the heel portion, the vaMng opening is

closed and the air within the cavity is compressed un.l

equU.brium is achieved. When the wearers weight is trans^

Sred from the heel portion to the toe portion, the air can

flow out of and into the cavity and the nsole resumes its

onlal shape The invention also provides a boot or shoe

whfch incor^rates this insole as an integral portion of the sole

of the boot or shoe
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3,785,070

CUSHION INSOLE FOR SHOES
Cleo Stafford. 705 W . 10th St., Corning. Ark.

Division of Ser. No. 190.497. Oct. 19, 1971, Pat. No.

3,707.784. This application Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302.145

Int. CLA43b/-?/i«,J//2

U.S.CL 36-44

3,785,072

NEEDLEPOINT BLOCKING DEVICE
Fred P. Meyer. Coral Springs, Fla., and Donald W. Meyer,

Sharpsville, Pa., assignors to Meyer Enterprises, Inc.. Sharp-

sville. Pa.

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,560

9 Claims Int. CI. D06c 3108

U.S.CL 38- 102.5 8 Claims

i'Y S/ 'x-^ '//?

A composite insole for shoes is disclosed including a

generally rigid upper layer and a resilient and compressible

lower layer which underlies the upper layer throughoi-t and is

laminated thereto. Spaced upper elements of a shoe -re im-

pressed through a binding element, attached to the insoio, into

the resilienj and compressible lower layer in order to provide a

substantially uninterrupted bottom binding surface to which a

shoe outsole is attached. Heel attachment, without openings,

and v^ith a smooth, sculptured appearance for the shoe upper

is also disclosed.

3,785,071

Ml LTI-BICKET EXCAVATING MACHINE
Hans Schaeff . 7 1 83 Langenburg. Germany

Filed Mar. 2. 1972. Ser. No. 231.228

Claims priority, application Germany. Mar. 3. 1971.

2109993
Int. CI. E02f 5/06

U.S.CL 37-90 16 Claims

4— H^.;:U—-4^

1 V^"

-rrrrrr:
a » „ a

\J

. f.f.^.>.!.;3P. •••••, J-*:f«
1^

c a —I

An outer rectangular frame having intermediate members

adjustable between opposite outer side members to provide a

canvas engaging rectangular stretching frame of any desired

size having four flush canvas enagaging frame members on

which a needlepoint canvas of any size may be engaged and

stretched for blocking the canvas to truly rectangular shape.

Canvas engaging pins project from two side and one inter-

mediate frame members; and staple pins are hinged to the

other intermediate frame member and engage over the top of

and through the canvas at one edge of the canvas. Crank arm

screws are journaled in opposite side members and have screw

thread engagement with the intermediate members to adjust

the latter toward and away from the side members. The inter-

mediate members normally are maintained parallel with the

side members between which the intermediate members are

movable. The staple mounting intermediate frame member

has a series of removable blocks of varying lengths to provide

staple zones variable by uniform increments on said stapl^

mounting member.

3,785,073

NEGATIVE PROOF VIEW ER
George K. Var Fine, 905 Harvey Rd., Claymont. Del.

Filed Dec. 27. 1971. Ser. No. 212.608

Int.CLG09f /i//0

U.S. CI. 4S-63 A 2 Claims

A trench-digging machine for attachment to a general-pur-

pose carrier vehicle, the vertically moveable frame of the

machine enclosing an upright bucket conveyor whose ele-

ments are carried by two separate endless chain pairs which

move upwardly in a parallel path and separate on their upper

reversal, the outer chain pair carrying cutting yokes, while the

inner one carries buckets. The buckets may move indepen-

dently at a higher speed than the cutting yokes, or they may be

synchronized at the same pilch, so that the cutting yokes and

the partial buckets on the inner chain pair form composite

buckets which open conveniently for emptying, as the chain

paths separate The machine may further include a drag sup-

port with a hydraulically controlled glide shoe pressing against

the bottom of the trench to stabilize the carrier vehicle.

Negative proof viewer for viewing negatives and seeing

them as positive pictures comprises a casing with support

structure inside said casing for holding photographic nega-

tives. A light source inside said casing is spaced from said sup-

port structure and said source is constructed and arranged to

direct a beam of light onto a photographic negative on said

support structure. A lens associated with said casing is located

in the path of light reflected from said photographic negative

on said support structure.
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3,785,074

CALENDAR DISPLAY CONSTRICTION WITH

INDEXING CALENDAR BEARING MEMBER

Edward B. H.lperin, Wayland, Mass.. assignor to

Products Corporation, Randolph. Mass^

Filed D«c. 7. 1972. S«r. No. 31 1,704

lnt.CLG09d-?/0«
.^ .,-, 13CI«inis

t'.S.a.40-113

3,785.076

ADJUSTING MECHANISM FOR PERPETUAL
CALENDARS

Wallln K. S^ensson. Furuhajdsvagen 9. H"ddinge. Sweden

Filed Nov. 5. 1971. Ser. No. 195.987

Int. CI. G09f V/00

.„ i^e 2 Claims
I.S. CI. 40- 335

A calendar construction in wh.ch a lobed. resiliently nexible

carendar-bearmg annular d.sk .s n,ounted for -tat.o^pon a

nedestal-supporled drum and retained on the drum b> a radi

ally ntrro/up uh.ch enables selective removal and replace-

:^em of the dfs. by forcmg the d.sK over the ^'P

J^"^^;^-
->.

be indexed to a selected position where a portion of the calen

dar .s at a predetermined viewmg location, and abutments en-

gage a lobe'to retain the disk at that position. A relatively large

5tplay surface is provided at the v,e>.able end of the drum for

displaying advertising copy, other information or decorative

effects.

An adjusting mechanism for calendar pens comprises a pen

barrel having an interior toothing near its bottom, and two

ho ow members, being rotatably adapted wi.h.n said barrel

one "f them bearing indications for years and weekdays and

r other indicationt for dates and months, the former hav.ng

at one end a tmnhing cooperating w„h the toothing of the pen

barr" 1 and at its opposite end a reversed toothing cooperaung

w.th a similar toothing of the second member, said second

member having at its opposite end coupling means for

"ooperation with a rotatably but not ^isplaceable adjus ng

member, a spring being adapted to press said first and second

member against each other and towards the toothing of the

pen barrel.

3,785,075

MINIATURE SCROLL WINDING AND DISPLAY^DEV ICE

Walter G. Naylor. Jr.. Sioux City. Iowa, assignor to Diane D.d.-

er Enterprises. Inc.. Sioux City. Iowa

Filed Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,526

lnt.CLG09f///24

L.S.CL 40-94
»^'«""

3.785.077

REVOLVER CYLINDER RELOADER

Joe C. Price. 49 1 3 Princeton St.. Amarillo. Tex.

Filed Feb. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 224,073

Inl.CLF42b.?9/04

l.S.a.42-89
10 Claims

45

JT'

JO*

IT »

A cigarette lighter is shown having a recess in one edge

thereof A frame having a guide wall and a pair of parallel,

rolatable arbors is mounted in the recess. A scroll having its

ends coupled to the arbors extends over the guide wall. Gears

are mounted on the arbors to control movement of the scroll.

Resilient means are mounted on the frame to hold the scroll in

a taut configuration. A cover member conforming to the nor-

mal configuration of the lighter is releasably secured over he

recess to hold the frame in place. A window is provided in the

cover member m line with the guide wall to permit viewing of

the scroll, a manually actuable gear extends through a slot in

the cover member to permit positioning of the scroll.

5*+-

An elongated strap of shape retentive, resilient and

de-^lable'material wE.ch may be rolled up '"-P---

-

its ends in end abutted relation to form a hollow generaUy

cvlindr ell bodv at least substantially closed at one end and .
n-

cud"ng a plurality of elongated longitudinally extending Hn-

.ers arranged in a concentric circular pattern within the body^

The f^^gers are formed integrally with the body and project

Jrom he closed end thereof toward the open end thereof. The
trom tne ei"^e

circumferentially spaced

^e axial extent of the cylindrical body defined by the rol ed

Itrao and when the open end of the body is abutted against the

l.r of a revolver cylinder and forward pressure is applied to

Tcfnter of th: dosLd end of the body cartridge shells wit in

hrrecesles defined by the body are at least partially ejected

fl^rthe'ctes whe'reby the cartridge shells are displaced
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toward the more flexible free ends of the fmgers and the fric-

tion of the fingers on the imposing inner surfaces of the body

on the cartridge shells is reduced to allow the latter to fall by

gravity from the recesses when the body is oriented m a

downwardly opening position.

placed over the leader ends and snapped into the holes to hold

the leaders in place. In a modified form of the invention, a

3,785,078

FISHING BAIT SINKER

Carl R. Seitz, 2806 E. AUerton, Si. Francis, Wis.

Filed July 6.1971, Ser. No. 1 59,877

Int. CLAO Ik 95/00

z^

6 Claims
third set of notches is provided for holding hooks at the ends

of the leaders.

\-3

A sinker which is to be attached to a fishing line ahead of

the bait and for causing the bait to sink in the water. The

sinker has a tapered and pointed nose and is suspended from

the line at a point forward of its midpoint length. That portion

of the sinker located behind the attaching point is formed of a

lighter weight, less dense material than the main body of the

sinker, and the rear portion acts to maintain the sinker in a

position with its pointed nose up-stream.

3,785,081

TOY SPINNING TOP
Larry J. Burkhart, Edon, Ohio, assignor to The Ohio Art Com-

pany, Bryan, Ohio

Filed Aug. 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 73,572

Int. CLA63h 7/26

lJ.S.a. 46-66 11 Claims

3,785,079

DEEP TROLLING REEL W ITH TEMPERATURE
MONITORING CAPABILITY

W illiam C. Rohn. P.O. Box 288. St. Joseph. Mich.

Filed Oct. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 299.584

Int. CLAOlk 59/00

U.S.CL43-4 • 12 Claims

A reel for deep trolling utilizes a coaxial electrical cable as

the bait positioning line in conjunction with a shielded

thermistor which is connected mechanically and electrically

to the cable near its weighted end. The provision of slip rings

and a simple phone jack on the reel mounting bracket enables

monitoring of one or more reels by means of a single ther-

mocline meter The reel additionally features a positive pin

lock and a convenient adjustable friction brake or drag. The

length of cable payed out from the reel is conveniently mea-

sured by counting reel revolutions. Other convenience fea-

tures are included.

A top having a hollow partially transparent rotating body

mounted on i stationary base and driven by a vertical

reciprocating screw axially located in the body, a horizontal

stationary scenic plate or platform within the body, a reduc-

tion gear unit within and driven by the rotating body and

disposed below the scenic plate, an object supporting tubular

column around the screw within the body and rotated by the

gear unit and at least one rotating figure within the body

above the stationary scenic plate having its axis of rotation

parallel to the tubular column and being driven by the gear

unit, whereby the object, body, column and/or figure all rotate

at different speeds and/or directions to each other.

3,785,080

HOLDER FOR FISHING LEADERS

Maynard Wallace, 38172 Seaway Dr., Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,758

Int. CLAOlk 97/06

U.S. a. 43-54.5 R \ »J
Claims

A flat rectangular panel with pairs of aligned notches in its

opposite edges for winding and storing fishing leaders. Rows

of holes are formed in the panel, and slotted plugs can be

3,785,082

FILAMENT ACTUATED VEHICLE

Emanuel A. Winston, 190 A Skokie Valley Rd., Chicago, HI.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 269,954

Int. CI. A63k 30100

U.S.CL 46-210 J^^i^l
A wheeled toy vehicle including a drive assembly which

comprises a monofilament line having one extremity con-

nected to a manually operable control means and the opposite

end connected to the running gear of the vehicle. The dimen-

sions and configuration of the monofilament line is such as to

transmit rotation of the line about its own longitudinal axis,

caused by activation of the control means, directly to the

running gear which may comprise a drive axle and/or one or

more drive wheels. Connecting means may attach the one ex-

nis o.o.—3.">
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tremity of the line to a predetermined outer portion of an axle

or wheel by means of formmg a socket therem cor-

respondmgly shaped to at least partially enclose a fmger at-

tached to the extremity of the line means cooperating
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3,785,084

SELF-PROPELLING AQUATIC TOY

Martin W. Aenishanslin, Bi^luan-Strasse 42, Basel. Switierland

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,179

lnt.CI.A63h2i//0

U.S.a.46-92 »0 Claims

therewith. Alternately, a fmger can be connected to the ex-

tremity of the drive axle and be disposed so as to be enclosed

within a socket formed within a sleeve which is connected to

-the extremity of the line and comprises another embodimen.

of the connecting means.

Self-propelling aquatic toy. for example a fish adapted to -

swim" in water, having a body portion and a tail portion, the

latter including a driven intermediate and a non-driven ter-

minal member, the former being swiveled by an electric motor

within the body portion, while the terminal tail member is limp

and freely pivotable with respect to the intermediate tail

member, so that the toy performs a life-like "swimming

movement m the water, the terminal member swiveling in a

direction opposite to the movement imparted to the inter-

mediate member.

3,785,083

REACTION TOY ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD

Reginald F. Pippin, Jr., 7806 Ruxwa, Rd-.Towson, Md

DiSsion of Ser. No. 102,294, Dec. 29, 1970, w1,.ch .s a d.v«H,n

of Ser. No. 504,300, Oct. 24, 1965, Pat. No. 3,550.313. This

application Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,824

lnt.CLA63h27/06

U.S.CL 46-74 C ^^ C"-™'

3,785,085

MODEL VEHICLE FOR ERRATIC ACTION

Gary J. Peroni, Key Biscayne, Fla.

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Sef. No. 200.1 18

Int. CI. A63h / 7100, 1 7/26

U.S.CL46-206
9 Claims

A fluid discharge reaction-propelled toy missile arrange-

ment capable of formation in multiple stages or units

releasably interconnected as a function of internal propulsive

pressure in the succeeding stages or as a function of internal

propulsive pressure in the succeeding stages or units, or capa-

ble of individual unit single stage use, if desired. A self-sealing

lateral inlet valve separate and spaced from the fluid discharge

propulsion orifice of an individual missile unit enables in-

dividual unit pressurization from an external fluid pressure

source Missiles are launched from a launching unit which

may have a fluid pressurizing inlet and a fluid pressurizable

releasable missile-holding connection, or may have other

releasable missile'-holding connection, and launch simulation

enhancement can be provided, if desired, by controlled-

release lateral liquid spray from one or more discharge orifices

in the launching unit and separate from the fluid pressurizing

inlet therefor.

A self-motivating toy vehicle capable of erratic behavior

comprising-relatively large main support wheels, flexible tricy-

cle frame means, a smaller forward action wheel, and propul-

sion means attached so as to locate the center of gravity and

the direction of the prbpulsion vector in positions which

promote vehicle instability when moving, and especially when

the influence of said action wheel moving over uneven terram

is present The action wheel may be resilient or spongy m

order to enhance bouncing.

3,785,086

SELF-STEERING BICYCLE-TYPE TOY VEHICLE

Francisco Escobedo, 23305 Ladeen Ave., Torrance, Calif.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320.084

Int.CLA63h/7/i6.5i/26

LIS CI 46—213 10 Claims

a" tandem-wheeled bicycle-type toy capable of self-steering

so as to maintain sufficient balance as to remain upright as

long as moving longitudinally. May be started by being shoved

or allowed to roll down a ramp, or may contam a spring motor

or a battery-operated electric motor. Rear non-swervmg

wheel mount is connected to upstanding posi,of forward wheel

assembly by vertically separated pair of forwardly upslanted
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rods Mounted laterally-swingable on the lower rod is a lon-

gitudinal, weighted member which at its forward end fixedly

supports a transversely upstanding alignment plate having an

arcuate slot traversed by the upper rod and having a top arcu-

ate edge formed with gear teeth. An angularly upstanding

spindle is journaled in the post dependently carrying a forward

guide wheel. At its top the spindle carries a generally horizon-

tal, semicircular steering plate having gear teeth engaging

those of the alignment plate. Accordingly, as the moving cycle

3,785,088

NURSERY POT

Theodore J. Guarrlello, 33 Van Blarcom Ln.. Wyckoff, NJ.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335.521

Int. CLAOlg 9/02

U.S.a.47-34
5Ctolms

leans to one side or the other in response to a slanted or

uneven track, the pivoted wheeK centered below the axle level

of the rear wheel) swings to the "down" side and the arc of

mutually engaging teeth correspondingly turns the upstanding

spindle and guide wheel in the same direction so as to correct

the balance of the ongoing cycle. Optionally the cycle may

have a flat-faced rear wheel which additionally tends to

straighten the vehicle so as to accommodate to a slanted or

curved track.

3.785.087

TOMATO PLANT TYING MACHINE

Robert Lewellyn Cook, Lake Worth, Fla., assignor to Flavor

Pict, Inc., Del Ray Beach, Fla.

Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,292

Int.CI.AOIg/7/OS

U.S.a.47-1
"Claims

A nursery pot having a first series of vertically and circum-

ferentially spaced, relatively large openings in the side wall of

the pot. and a second series of openings at the juncture of the

side wall and the bottom of the pot. Both series of openings

permit drainage of excess moisture from and entry of ambient

air into the pot to promote root growth, with the second series

of openings being bounded by inwardly directed flanges for

the purpose of directing root growth in the vicinity of the

second series of openings inwardly toward the center of the

pot rather than outwardly through the bottom openings.

3,785,089

DOOR OPERATOR
Wesley A. Smith. Island of Dnimmond. Mich.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,021

Int. CLEOSf/ 5/00

U.S.CL49-139 19 Claims

;
wm^/>Mm:^mmmm.

A machine for supporting tomato plants and like plants

between lengths of twine tied to vertical stakes, to support the

tomato plants during their period of growth, facilitating har-

vesting and increasing the plant yield. The machine utilizes a

stationary needle member and a rotating needle member to

feed two lengths of twine, with the strings being tied at each

stake, as the machine passes a stake. The machine mcludes a

tensioning mechanism associated with the feed roll of twine

for each of the two needles, to maintain a uniform tension on

the string as it unwinds from the roll, a rotating brush to brush

plants out of the path of movement of the rotating needle, and

means responsive to the position of a stake to mitiate the tying

cycle.

A power operated tilting door system for opening and clos-

ing a portal in a building includes a door and pivot elements in

the building mounting the door for tilting movement on a

horizontal axis. A winch and a motor for rotating the winch

are carried by the door adjacent the upper edge thereof An

elongate strand wraps around the winch, one end of the strand

being secured by a quick release unit to the building and the

other being secured to the door remotely from the winch. A

strand tension member is mounted on the building and ex-

tends therefrom to a position, near the winch location when

the door is open, for supporting the portion of the strand

between the winch and the other end of said strand. The ends

of the strand and the tension member are located to equalize

the required length of the strand at all positions of the door.

Limit switches are fixedly mounted with respect to the build-

ing for engagement by an actuator pivotable with the door so

as to de-energize the motor at the fully open and fully closed

positions of the door.
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3,785,090

METAL WINDOW CONSTRUCTION WITH CLAMPED
CORNER JOINTS

Donald J. MacGiUls, 1821 Old Ranch Rd., Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236.027

Int.CI.E05d/i/02

U.S.CK 49-425 10 Claims

of the piece at a predetermined period of time from the detec-

tion of said first dimension, and means for forming the dif-

ference between the two memorized values, said difference

representing the quantity of material removed in said

predetermined interval of time.

^

24 Z3 ZZ 21 I—

i

»—
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*

3.785.092 !

ABRADING TOOL HAVING SUCTION SYSTEM FOR
COLLECTING ABRADED PARTICLES

Alma A. Hutchins, 49 N. Lotus Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213.018

Int. CI. B24b2i/00. 55/06

U.S. CI. 51-170 MT 16 Claims

W^

A metal window structure including frame and vent (sash)

members with unwelded corner joints embodying corner

brackets of dihedral L-form. secured by screw and clamping

attachments of frame and vent bars In the corner joint of a

sliding vent the clamping structure includes a mounting for

rollers which locates the rollers in the extreme corners of the

vent Clamping force, applied by screws on axes 90° apart,

with a camming action against ramps on the sash bars, draws

mitred ends of the bars together under compression to rigidifs

the corner.

ERRATUM
For Class 051—009 see:

Patent No. 3,785,105

3.785.091

DEVICE FOR DETECTING THE SPEED OF REMOVAL OF
THE CHIPS IN A GRINDING MACHINE

Mario Pozzetti. Bologna. Italy, assignor to Finike Italiana Mar-

poss-Soc. In Accomandita Semplice de Mario Possati & C.

Bentivoglio. Italv

Filed Jan. 19. 1972. Ser. No. 219.016

Claims priority . application Italy. Jan. 20. 1 97 1 , 33 1 2/7

1

Int. CI. B24b 49/04

U.S. CI. 51-165 R 6 Claims

A portable tixil for sanding or otherwise abrading a work

surface and having an air motor which drives the abrading part

or unit, with an air suction system being provided for sucking

dust and other abraded particles from the work surface to

prevent their escape into the surrounding air. and with the

suction effect desirably being created by energy derived from

the exhaust of the air motor, preferably through an aspirator

action.

3.785.093

METHOD OF BONDING DIAMOND W ITH REFRACTORY
CERMET MATERIAL

Leonid Fedorovich Vereschagin, Kutuzousky prospekt, 10/9,

kv. 231; Jury Sergeevich Konyaf%. ulitsa Fersmana II. kv.

26. both of Moscoh; Akxandr Vasilievich Dovbnya. Podol-

skyraion. Akademgorodok. ulitsa Tsentralnaya. 10. kv. 112.

Mosko>ska>a Oblast; Evgeny Valentinovich Polyakov. Be-

lyaevo^Bogorodskoe. 39. k>. 73. Moscow; Nov gorodo. Alex-

andr Stepanovich. Timviyazevskaya ulitsa. 34. korpus I. kv.

51. Moscow; Abdulia Ogly Asan-Nuri. Naberezhnaya

Shevchenko. '^2 k>. 118. Moscow; Polikarp Avtonomo*lch

Paly, ulitsa Zoi i Alexandra Kasmo-demyanskikh. 4. kv. 316.

Moscovt. and Grigory Sergeevich Gevorkov. Oktyabrsky

propekt 365. kv. 34, Ljubertsy Moskovsko Oblasti. all of

U.S.S.R.

Filed Dec. 21. 1970, Ser. No. 100,119

Int.CI.B24di/06.i/;4

L.S.CL 51-307 2 Claims

A device for detecting the speed of removal of the chip from

a workpiece in a grinder comprising a measuring member

adapted to detect at each moment the dimension of the part

being machined, and characterized by first memory means for

memorizing a first dimension of the piece being worked,

second memory means for memorizing the second dimension

The diamond and cement materials to be sintered are

placed in a hermetic graphite sheattiing which is, in turn, ar-

ranged inside a sheathing of some low-mehing metal The

latter is to be made from a metal whose melting point is lower

than the temperature at which diamond will be sintered with

the cermet material The fiUed-up graphite sheathing is placed

into a high-pressure reaction chamber and heated up until the

low-melting metal gets soft. Thereafter the tenTperature and

the pressure are raised lintil they are adequate for diamond to

be sintered with cermet material The softened sheathing of

the low-melting material is a hydrostatic medium which pro-
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vides for a uniform distribution of pressure and temperature

over the entire volume of materials being sintered.

3,785,094

ABRASIVE MEDIUM
Rudolf Holzhauer. Marienheide/Rhld., Germany, assignor to u,s, ci. 52—79

Firma August Ruggeberg, Rhineland, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 15.164,, Feb. 16, 1971. This

application Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,655

Claims priority, application Germany, May 11, 1971, P 21

23 126.5

lnt.CI.B24d 7/ /OO

U.S.CL 51-401 7 Claims

3,785,096

MODULAR BUILDING
Charles P. Neuhardt, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Interface

Systems, Limited, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124^82
Int.CI.E04h;/02

6 Claims

A flexible grinding tool made up a synthetic resin im-

pregnated fiberglass mat with a layer of abrasive grains at-

tached to both surfaces of the mat by a synthetic resin binder

cffntaining short fibers of glass, asbestos, ceramic material or

graphite therein.

3,785,095

MULTI-UNIT FOLDING SLAB CONSTRUCTION
Edwin Abercrombie Verner, 2922 Derby, Berkeley, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 842,322, July 16, 1969, abandoned.

This application Julv 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,462

Int. CI. E04b/ /.?44

A modular building whose external shape comprises at least

a major portion of a dodecahedron, the faces of the

dodecahedron being rhombic and of like shape and area.

3,785,097

ADJUSTABLE ANCHOR BOLT & BLOCK BUILDING AND
LEVELING MEANS

W illiam B. Seymour, 1 10 N.E. 160th St., Miami, Fla.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,101

Int. CI. E04g 27/70

U.S. CI. 52-70 15 Claims U.S. CI. 52-126 14 Claims

A structural support for supporting two ceiling panels upon

a base wall panel. One edge of each ceiling panel has protube-

rances rigidly conjoined thereto which span outwardly and

over the upward edge of the wall panel for supporting the ceil-

ing panels. The protuberances of one ceiling panel are

hingeably conjoined to the wall panel to allow pivotal move-

ment therebetween during the erection procedure. The sup-

porting interconnection provided by the protuberances and

underlying supporting walls permits successive building units

to be stacked in columnar relation with abutment between

overlying walls, and grout to be placed between the supported

panels to integrally conjoin the wall panels of the joint as

erected.

Anchor bolt means for a building whereby all vertical or

horizontal structural components such as columns and floor

slabs, either reinforced concrete or steel, are securely

anchored and leveled by means of simple bolt adjustments.

Steel anchor plates, including outwardly projecting anchor

bolts, are embedded in concrete footings, floor slabs, beams or

columns and when any two or more of the above components

are joined, adjustment nut means are provided to perfectly

align and level all of the main structural components relative

to each other. Additionally, all of said components are con-

tinuously tied together by steel reinforcing members.
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3,785,098

COMPOSITE PANEL STRUCTURE

Hans E. SchweJUer. and Ernst Hub*r. both of Wettingen, Swit-

zerland, assignors to H. E. Sch»*eit2*r AG. Wettingen, Swit-

zerland

Filed June 4. 1970, Ser. No. 43,385

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 1. 1969,

IO(V48/69. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Jan. 18, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. E04« 2142

L.S. CI. 52-663
»7^»-""*

3,785,100

GROUND ANCHOR
Hikoitsu Watanabe. No. 5-13. 1-chome, Ehara-cho, Tokyo,

Con.?nuation.in-part of Ser. No. 86,814, Nov. 4. >970 P«t. No.

3 662.505. This application Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,036

Claims priorit>, application Japan, May 10, 1971, 46/30425

lnl.CI.E02d5/«0

U.S.CI.52-162 4 Claims
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,„, .^e w.ee, „d. p.,e. ap.„ .o engage a .o,d,n, s.o„,de, on
';;X::;:Z:Z:<:::^^^^^^''^'^'

the blades to prevent further radial outward movement; and a mg tence post

^^

JT M-

.removable centermg plate mounted in the central opening to

prevent radial inward movement

"

vertically embrace the fence board side remote from the cor

3,785.106 responding fence post.

GLAZING FLANGE ATTACHMENT SYSTEM ^

Frederick M. Fink. McHenry. III., assignor to Continental Alu-

minum Products Company, McHenry.m. „ "IV-to. vvt^»i
FiledOct.6. 1971, Ser. No. 186.849 ROOFTRISSES

lnt.CLE06bi/60

L.S.CL 52-476

Eric William Satchell. Cammeray. New South Wales. Aus-

4 Claims ,raiia^ assignor to Duraframe Systems Pty. Ltd., New South

W ales, Australia

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,839 I

Int.CLE04c-?///

U.S.CL 52-645 6 Claims

A snap-in metal glazing Oange for a window or building

panel is initially separate from a supporting frame member

which IS provided with a longitudinal slot for receiving the side

margin of the glazing flange A notch in one of the slot walls

receives a locking and locating projection or rib on the glazing

flange A compressible vinyl spline is pressed between the

glazing flange and a stepped shoulder in the slot to secure the

projection in the notch and lock the glazing flange in the ap-

propriate overlapping position on the window or panel mar-

gin The spline is removable to release the flange for replace-

ment of the window or panel An inclined or tapered camming

abutment at the end of the slot engages the side edge of the

glazing flange and moves the projection into the notch as the

flange is inserted in the slot and prevents angular displacement

of the glazing flange in the slot

^-«^

A roof truss has two top chords and a bottom chord extend-

ing therebetween The upper ends of the top chords are

received in separate ridge sockets which are pivotally attached

so as to form a ridge fltment The lower ends of the lop chords

are each received in the upper socket of spaced bottom fit^

ments each bottom fitment also having a lower socket which

respectively receive the ends of the bottom chord The respec-

tive upper and lower sockets are arranged for pivotal move-

ment relative to each other over a selected range of pitch an-

gles The respective upper and lower sc^ckets may be main-

tained at anv selected pitch angle within this range by inserting

a bolt through any selected set of aligned holes provided

therein.

3.785.107

POST AND POST BASE ASSEMBLY

George W . Garretson. Rt. 3. Box 260. Ocala, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 45.176, June 10. 1970, Pat No. 3.683,739.

This appUcation Aug. 15, 1972, S«r. No. 280,891

Int. CL E04c 3130

U.S.CL 52-514 5 Claims

A repair assembly including a first post repair structure and

a second repair structure for attaching horizontal fence mem-

bers to fence posts. The first structure includes an upstanding

split clamp sleeve with downwardly divergent bracing legs for

clamping about the rotted lower end of a fence post and em-

bedding in ground anchored concrete and the second struc-

ture includes an endless, formed and tensioned wire loop ar-

3.785.109

STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT
Guy Letourneur. Mareil-Marly. France, assignor to Coparfi.

Rueil-Malmaison, France

Filed Dec. 8. 1971. Ser. No. 205.931

Claims priority, application France. Dec. 18. 1970,

7045779; Nov. 12, 1971,7140572

Int. CL E04b 1118. 11343; E04c 3104

U.S.CL 52-633 '^"'^^

A structural arrangement for connecting one or more verti-

cal posts to a horizontal girder A connection is fixed to the

end of the vertical post and designed so as to transmit the

compressive forces resulting from axial loading. Two ties are

mounted on the girder at opposite sides thereof and have their
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ends adapted to provide bearing surfaces for the vertical post

connection. Means are provided for locating the connection in

3,785,111

METHOD OF FORMING CONTAINERS AND PACKAGES
Brian R. Pike, Monterey Park, Calif., assignor to William S.

Schneider, Glendale; Carl F. Schneider, Palos Verdes Penin-

sula and Mrs. V. Wayne Rogers, South Pasadena, Calif., part

interest to each

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 39,375, May 21, 1970,

abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,583

Int. CL B65b 9108

l).S.CL 53-14 24 Claims

alignment with the ends of the ties to prevent lateral disen-

gagement.

3,785,110

MODULAR CEILING CONNECTOR
Lawrence H. Galloway, Barrington; Leonard E. Harast, and

Frank V. Pliml, Jr., both of Cicero, all of III., assignors to H-

linois Tool W orks Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 106,508

Int. CLE04b 5/52

U.S.CL 52-715 4 Claims

The present invention relates generally to improvements m

modular connectors for horizontal runners of a ceiling grid

system, and more particularly to improvements in modular

connectors comprising a one piece sheet metal stamping. The

embodiment of the invention disclosed in the present applica-

tion includes a central sheet metal plate section having a plu-

rality of integral arms radiating therefrom. Each arm presents

a plate portion having integral flanges extending upwardly

from opposite margins thereof for telescopically accommodat-

ing the extremity of a complementary grid channel member.

Means is also provided for accommodating the lower extremi-

ty of a vertically disposed grid suspending member such as a

wire.

This disclosure relates to a method of forming containers

and packages wherein either an unfilled container or a par-

tially filled package may be formed. The method basically re-

lates to the forming of a container or package having two faces

from web material wherein the web material is formed into a

tubular container with the two walls closed transversely at the

bottom end and open at the top end. and a wide seam joins

together double overlapping thicknesses of the web material

to form a filling passage between the double thicknesses with

the seam extending across the full width of the overlapping

thicknesses and through which filling passage a substance or

an additional substance can be added to the interior of the

package, the entire filling passage being positioned within the

wall of one package face which under pressure from contents

within the package curves outwardly to hold the passage walls

in mutual contact preventing the exit of the contents of the

package through the passage and in the case of a partially

formed package, introducing a first substance into the tubular

container through the remaining open upper end of the tube

walls, and thereafter placing a closing seal across the top end

of the container.

ERRATUM
For Class 052—748 see:

Patent No. 3,785,114

3,785,112

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING SHAPED
PACKAGE

William C. Leasure, Houston, and Luis Garcia, Bellaire, both

of Tex., assignors to Mira-Pak, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Sept. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 182,415

Int. CLB65b 9/05, 45/70

U S CI 53 28 ^ Claims

The invention relates to a meothod and apparatus for form-

ing packages on form, fill and seal package machinery wherein

strip packaging film is shaped into a tube by passing over a

former. The former is provided with means for shaping the

package with corners so that a package with any desired con-

figuration with side faces is provided. Means may also be m-
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corporated in the former for creasing the
»"|'">f

j';^P*^'|
o.mdiNG PANEL ENCLOSURES FOR VALLEY AND HIP

packaging f.lm to provide gussets m the side walls. Additional BLILDING PANEL
'^•'^gV^i^^^,^^,^^.^

John K. Rough. Morgan Hill: Otis M. M.rtln. San Jo««. •««

Silas N. Miller. Saratoga, all of CaUf.. assignors to Dil2-

Crane. San Francisco. Calif.
, ^«^ ma

Division of Ser No. 856.235. Aug. 7. 1969. Pal. No. 3 696,570.

This application Dec. 20. 1971, Ser. No. 210.038

Int. CI. E04b 7/06

U.S.CL 52-748 2 Claims

sealing means may be provided beneath the former to reen-

force the corners formed by the former. .

3,785,113

PACKAGING MACHINE

Kicll Halvard Martensson; Bjorn H son Linde. both of Malmo;

Jan Fredrik Palsson. and Sven Torsten Jerre, both of Lund,

all of Sweden, assignors to Tetra Pak International AB,

Lund, Sweden
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,812

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 25, 1971.

3864/71
Int. CL B65b J 102

U.S.CL53-186
SCUims

A packaging machine by which package blanks having

suitable crease lines are fed onto and erected on mandrels on a

rotating wheel and the crease lines for the bottom of the

package are broken and then heated, folded and sealed at suc-

cessive stations to form a package When packages having dif-

ferent lengths for packages of different volumetric capacity

are employed on one machine it is necessary to accurately

position each erected blank on the mandrel so that the crease

lines for the bottom of the package are at the outer end of the

mandrel whereby breaking and folding thereof will take place

OTope^y The present machine is provided with stop means for

automatically cooperating with the walls of the mandrel to

form an abutment for the erected blank so that it can be

properly located on the mandrel for the successive operations

to form the bottom of the package.

Prefabricated enclosure tip panels and a method of manu-

facturing the tip panels for enclosing valley and/or hip areas

The tip panel at one longitudinal end is beveled at an angle a

which angle is dependent upon the relative angle between the

two sections at the valley and/or hip jomt. The other longitu-

dinal end is adapted for interengagement with a standard

panel A method of manufacturing the tips includes segment-

ing a standard panel at the angle a to form a first valley tip

panel and a first hip tip panel A second standard panel is then

segmented at an angle l80°-a) to form a second valley tip

panel complementary to the first valley tip panel and a second

hip tip panel complementary to the first hip tip panel The tip

panel segments are adapted to be joined in combination along

the valley line and/or hip line to form a complete valley and/or

hip construction and to engage standard panels A valley flash-

ing may be positioned along the valley center line and extend

laterally relative to the center line beneath the valley tip

panels to provide a hidden run-off path for water on the roof

3.785,115

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A PACKAGED
ASSORTMENT OF DIFFERENT SWEETS

Klaus Oberwelland. Steinhagen, and Siegfried Wiegratz. Halle.

Westfalen. both of Germany, assignors to Flrma August

Storck GmbH. Halle. Westfalen. Germany

FiledMar. 25. 1971, Ser. No. 127.935

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 24. 1970. P 20

57 724.6
Int. CI. B65b 35108, 35126; B65g 49/00

US. CL 53- 154 ^ 6 Claims

An apparatus for the production 9f a packaged assortment

of sweets, in particular of different sweets, which comprises a

feeding ram. and a wrapping mechanism including the feeding

ram An intermittently movable main feeder is provided which

contains consecutively disposed pockets for the reception of

the sweets and for delivering the same to the feeding ram of

the wrappmg mechanism. A plurality of supplementary, inter-

mittently movable feeders are arranged which have pockets

adapted to be fed from storage means, in which for achieving a

predetermined sequence of the different kinds of sweet m the

packaged assortment the main feeder is positioned adjacent to

the supplementary feeders The number and relative spacing

of the pockets of both the main and supplementary feeders

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL- — ^ ^n « X^T^'VTTm-* AT A^TIin/ILl'fl'1-IU.IXIIIJAI. - t/DX
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and their frequency of intermittent movement are so length is equal to the distance between adjacent stations^.^^^

:ythroni.ed. Lt /ach supplementary feeder fills only a
fan^-rT^^^^^^^^^^^

which is vertically reciprocable into and out of operative rela-

tion with the lower tools. The runner is reciprocated through a

stroke equal to the distance between two adjacent stations. In

each of the two positions of the runner, the four upper tools

cooperate with a respective end station and the three stations

immediately succeeding the end station.

3,785,117

ROTATING CONCENTRIC HOMOGENEOUS
TURBULENCE ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION GAS

CLEANER METHOD
WiUiam Gumming Leith, 7501 Latona N.E., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 223,835

lnt.CLB03ci/74

U.S.CL55-2 2 Claims

predetermined associated pocket or pockets in the main

feeder.

3,785,116

DEVICE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF FILLED AND
CLOSED PLASTIC CONTAINERS

Paul Munz. Netstal, and Hans Byland. Mitlodi. both of Switzer-

land, assignors to Maschlnenfabrik und Glesserei Netstal

AG, Nafels, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,589

Int. CLB65b/ /02

U.S.CL53-194 6 Claims

I^^-« This invention relates to the application of couette motion

caused by centrifugal forces in a rotating concentric "-

homogeneous turbulence" electrostatic precipitation gas

cleaner, to provide uniform separation of gaseous, liquid, and

solid particulates in a carrier fluid, by adjustable levels of im-

posed discrete "homogeneous turbulence" established by

Taylor circular couette motion with a multiple array of double

rows o<" secondary flow cellular vortices in the annulus

between the inner perforated cylinder and the outer per-

forated cylinder, with the cylinders rotating at about the same

velocity in opposite directions. When the outer cylinder

rotates about three times faster and in the opposite direction

to the inner cylinder, with the electrical power turned off, an

adjustable level of imposed discrete spiral band of turbulence

in a travelling wave, will move up or down in the annulus, and

will clean the collected material from the surfaces of the

discharge and collecting electrodes.

In a method of producing, filling and closing plastic con-

tainers, the steps of producing a container preform, blowing

up the preform and filling the resultant container, closing the

filled container and removing the filled container are per-

formed simultaneously at different locations or stations,

whereby several containers are simultaneously subjected to

respective different steps. Each container is produced, filled,

closed and removed in two successive steps, the removal being

effected at opposite ends of a row of stations, with the produc-

tion of a preform being effected, in both steps, in the same sta-

tion of the row by injection molding, while the blowing up and

filling of a container, the closing of a filled container and the

removal of the filled container are effected in successive steps

at two different stations in the row and adjoining the injection

molding station. The apparatus includes at least one row of

five stations arranged at equal distances from each other, with

first and fifth being removal stations, the second and the

fourth being blowing up, filling and closing stations, and the

third or central station being an injection molding station. A

runner reciprocable longitudinally of the row in steps whose

3,785,118

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ELECTRICAL
PRECIPITATION

John A. Robertson, Chillicothe, Ohio, assignor to The Mead

Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,851

Int.CLB03ci//6

U.S.CL55-5 10 Claims

A liquid spraying electrical precipitator comprising a pair of

electrically conductive walls and a plurality of spouts on each

wall. A cleaning liquid such as water is applied to one of the

walls, as by drippers at the top thereof, and flows downwardly

to the spouts thereon. The liquid is caused to transit the gap

between the walls by application of a strong electrical field.

Preferably the wall of initial application is grounded, and the

other wall is connected to a source of high positive potential.

The electrical field so created causes negatively charged drops

to be sprayed from the spouts on the first wall, and to follow a

somewhat downwardly directed trajectory until they impinge
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upon the second wall Water .mp.ngmg on the '^cond wall
Pi RIFIEd'HELIUM OR HYDROGEN

runs downwardly to spouts thereon, and - -P"^^^ ^^
RECOVERS OF Pl^R^

F
^^ ^„xtlrES

tively charged drops across the gap to the first wall Ih.s
«„_i„.„ Kingston; John H. Pashkv. Oakridge;

process .s cont.nually repeated unt.l the water f.nally ex.ts at
J-;j«^«^,^^%V;;j;„^X:rid,e. and D.vid I. Dunthorn.

Oakridge. all of Tenn., assignors lo The I niled Stales of

*
America as represented by the Lnited States Atomic Energy

Commission. Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 15. 1971, Ser. So. 189,546

,1, Int.Ci. B01d5.?//4

U.S. CI. 55-44 10 Claims

:>^}

the bottom of the precipitator A stream of dirty gas flows up-

wardly through the precipitator, and is cleansed by the action

of the positively and negatively charged drops continually

spraying and respraying back and forth between the walls

3.785,119

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVING
PARTICULATES AND OXIDES OF SULPHUR FROM GAS

Robert W. Mcllvaine. Northbrook. III., assignor to Environeer-

ing. Inc., Skokie, III.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,006

Int.CI. BOJci/O-^

US. CI. 55-7 25 Claims

A process for the removal of a component selected from

helium and hydrogen from gaseous mixtures also containing

contaminants' The gaseous mixture is contacted with a liquid

fluorocarbon in an absorption zone maintained at superat-

mospheric pressure to preferentially absorb the contaminants

in the fluorocarbon Unabsorbed gas enriched in hydrogen or

helium is withdrawn from the absorption zone as product

Liquid flurocarbtm enriched in contaminants is withdrawn

separately from the absorption zone.

3,785.121

COMBINATION GAS STRIPPER AND COOLING TOWER
Peter M. Phelps, 15 Buckeye Way, Kentfield, Calif.

Filed Mar. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 238,307

lot. CI. BOIH 9100

U,S.CL 55-53 13 Claims

The method of removing dry particulates and oxides of

sulphur from gas comprises passing said gas through a dry

treatment stage for separating dry particulates therefrom,

passing a portion of said gas treated in said dry treatment stage

through a wet absorber stage for separating the oxides of

sulphur therefrom, and intermixing said dry particulates

separated in said dry treatment stage with the wet, sulphur

containing materials separated from the gas in said wet ab-

sorber stage producing a semi-dry material suitable for use in

land fills and the like.

A method and apparatus for simultaneously stripping a

liquid stream contaminated with a dissolved gas impurity in a

stripping section and cooling a fluid (liquid or gas) in a fluid

cooling section The stripping efficiency is increased by sup-

plying an air stream for stripping which has been warmed by

heat transfer with the cooled fluid in the fluid cooling section.

In one embodiment, one or more fluid cooling sections of a

crossflow type are disposed below and to the sides of an

upright stripping section so that a fan can draw air sequentially

through both sections. In another embodiment, fluid cooling

sections of crossflow type are disposed at the sides of the

stripping section at the same elevation. For economy, the
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cooled fluid exiting from the liquid cooling section may be

directed past a heat generating source for cooling the same

and thereafter recycling to the fluid cooling zone.

3,785,122

PROCESS FOR PREPARING 4,5A ZEOLITE AND

METHOD FOR SEPARATING MIXTURES USING SAME
Yoshifumi Yatsunigi, 6-507 7.ban, 2-chome, Tsujido,

Nishikai-gun, Fujisawa; Tatsuo Kuratomi, 2-18, 4-chome,

Hamatake, Chigasaki, and Tetsuo Takaishi, 1461-251,

Nagae, Hayamacho, Miuragun, Kanagawa, all of Japan

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,431

lnt.CLB01d5i/04

U.S. CL 55-75 4 Claims

This invention is concerned to a process of preparing a

novel kind of A-type zeolite having specific molecular sieving

actions and a method of using said zeolite to separate a mix-

ture of substances into substances having a different adsorp-

tion effective cross-sectional area.

activated charcoal filter and a deodorizing chemical spray.

The grease extractor and precipitator are provided with hot

water and detergent washing sprays. The hood has hollow

walls'containing air supply conduits for fresh air outlets which

discharge streams of fresh air for sweeping into the exhaust

3,785,123

ROTATING CONCENTRIC HOMOGENEOUS
TURBULENCE FABRIC BAG GAS CLEANER METHOD

William Camming Leith, 7501 Latona N.E., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 223,851

Int. CL BO Id 46/04

U.S. CL 55-96

duct smokey and grease-laden air from the cooking equip-

ment. A control system provides an automatic wash and dry

cycle for the grease extractor and precipitator and includes

3 Claims thermostatic control means for closing fire dampers and turn-

ing on the water sprays in case of fire in the ventilator.

Jii
J FIGlune oi

3,785,125

MULTI-CONCENTRIC W ET ELECTROSTATIC
PRECIPITATOR

Alexander P. DeSeversky, Asharoken Beach, Northport, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 53,255, Aug. 31, 1960, Pat.

No. 3,716,966. This application Apr. 24, 1968, Ser. No.

723,810

lnt.CLB03ci/7S

U.S.CL55-119 1 Claim

Ci«*y -ftf Our
\ t t 21 t 22 f

This invention relates to the application of couette motion

caused by centrifugal forces in a rotating concentric "-

homogeneous turbulence" fabric bag gas cleaner, to provide

uniform separation of gaseous, liquid, and solid particulates in

a carrier fluid, by adjustable levels of imposed discrete "-

homogeneous turbulence" established by Taylor circular

couette motion with a multiple array of secondary flow cellu-

lar vortices in the annulus between the inner perforated

cylinder and the outer perforated cylinder, with both cylinders

rotating in the same direction. When the outer cylinder rotates

in the opposite direction to the inner cylinder, an adjustable

level of imposed discrete spiral band of turbulence in a

travelling wave, will ripple the fabric bags, will move either up

or down in the annulus, and will clean the collected material

from the inner surface of the fabric bags.

3,785,124

POLLUTION-FREE KITCHEN VENTILATOR

Asa K. Gaylord, Portland, Oreg., assignor to Gaylord Indus-

tries, Lake Oswego, Oreg.

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,019

Int. CL BO Id 50/00

U.S.CL55-118 15 Claims

A ventilating hood has an ascending exhaust duct equipped

with a series of air cleaning and purifying instrumentalities for

removing grease, smoke and fumes generated by cooking

equipment. Air rising through the duct passes successively

through a grease extractor, an electrostatic precipitator, an

A Multi-concentric wet electrostatic precipitator of large

operating capacity, wherein concentric annular gas passages

having the same radial dimensions are defined by a series of

vertically-disposed, concentrically-arranged tubes of progres-

sively increasing diameter, inner and outer surfaces of ad-

jacent tubes which form the walls of the passages having

downwardly-flowing, uniform liquid films produced thereon.

A discharge-electrode structure is disposed in each annular

passage, a high voltage being applied between the electrode

structures in the several passages and their associated liquid

films which act as collectors, thereby causing contaminants in

a gaseous stream conveyed upwardly through the passages to
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be ionized and to migrate toward the films to be carried

downwardly thereby for disposal, gas emerging from the upper

end of the passage being free of contaminants.

3,785.126

POLLUTION CONTROL APPARATUS FOR SMOKE
EMITTER

John B. Smitherman, Rural Route, Box 297, Danville, Ind.

Filed Nov. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 87,160

int. CI. BOld 47/00

IJ.S. CI. 55-228 1 Claim

separate fractions. Each stage is provided with means for

scrubbing the gas with liquid droplets and by impingement

with surfaces wet with liquid, and also with means for

eliminating droplets whereby they are not delivered to the

next scrubbing stage. ,

3,785,128

EXPANSION TURBINE SEPARATOR
Hubert Redemann, Weiss, Germany, assignor to Linde Akticn-

gesellschaft, Wiesbaden, Germany

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,673

Claims priority, application Germany, July 15, 1970. P 20

35 138.6

Int. CI. BOld 45/74 I

U.S. CI. 55-405 * Claims

U-2

An apparatus for controlling the pollution in a smoke

emitter. The apparatus is connected to the emitter by ducts

which route the smoke past a smoke detector and through a

water spray eventually emerging beneath water in a water-

holding basin. A filter and pump arrangement circulate the

water in the basiri to water nozzles mounted to one of the

ducts. The water spray emitted by the nozzles is directed

through a duct to the basin The water flow to the nozzles Ls

controlled by a solenoid valve operably connected to the

smoke detector A sediment removal pipe-pump arrangement

is provided in the basin Pressure within the basin is released

via a vent mounted atop the basin and opening into the at-

mosphere Baffles are provided in the ducts for directing the

water spray and smoke flow An emergency escape duct is

mounted atop the emitter

3,785,127

SCRUBBING APPARATUS
Ernest Mare. Johannesburg. Transvaal. South Africa, assignor

to J. Ronald Hershberger, Palo Alto. Calif.

FiledFeb. 22. 1971.Ser.No. 117.348

Int. CI. BO Id 47/06

U.S.CL 55-233 .
8CUims

An expansion turbine, especially for the work expansion of

low-temperature liquefiable gases, which comprises around

the axis of the rotor a liquid-collecting chamber, communicat-

ing witft the gas-outflow chamber, provided with an outlet

through which the liquefied gas can be led after it is centrifu-

gally collected along the annufar walls of this chamber.

3.785,129 I

SPINON AIR FILTER '

Charles J. Szmutko. Edison, N J., assignor to Purolator. Inc.,

Rahway,NJ. '

Filed Nov. 1,1 97 1, Ser. No. 194,352 '

Int. CI. BO Id 27/05

U.S.CL 55-419 2 Claims

An apparatus for scrubbing a stream of air or other gas with A spin-on air filter has a casing and ^nd cap forming oppo -

a scrubbing liquid (e.g.. water ). The scrubbing is carried out in mg seats, and a pleated paper annular filter element has .ts

successive stages simultaneously with classification of the ends closed by these seats to provide for radial air flow

removed material, the removed material being withdrawn as through the element.
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3,785,130

HEADER MOUNTING FOR ROW UNITS

Melvin V. Gaeddert, Newton, Kans., assignor to Hesston Cor-

poration, Hesston, Kans. >

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,560

Int. CLAO Id 45/02

U.S.CL 56-98 10 Claims

3,785,132

GRAIN PICK UP

Duane L. Wilson, 240 N. 1st East, Richfield, Utah

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,764

Int. CL AOld 89100

U.S. CI. 56-364
2 Cbims

A series of spring-loaded row units are individually mounted

on the header of a harvester by a hinge assembly on the cutter

bar and by upper supports extending between the units and a

rear frame piece of the header. The hinges have interlocking

hooks which rock relatively as the row units swing up and

down over uneven terrain, the hooks being of such nature as

to permit relative sliding movement as the distances between

the units are varied. The supports are releasably hooked at the

frame piece so that the entire distance adjustment as well as

unit removal and remounting may take place quickly and easi-

ly by a single operator with but a single tool to release a pair ot

fasteners on each unit. Adjustment of the tilt of the units is

equally as rapid and easy because of the use of a hook-slot ar-

rangement in each of the top-rear supports.

A pick up unit mounted to and turned by a gram combine m

advance of the feed reel of the combine to raise and position

the grain. The pick up unit consists of a cylinder having a

number of flexible fingers projecting from the outer wall

thereof The cylinder is rotated in Uie path of the movmg com-

bine so as to comb the flexible fingers upwardly through the

stalks of a crop untangling and elevating the stalks prior to

their contact with the bats of the combine feed reel. The feed

reel bats in turn directs the crop stalks over a cutting blade

secured to the combine.

3,785,131

FRUIT HARVESTING APPARATUS

David G. Friday, and Philip L. Friday, both of R.R

Hartford Township. Van Buren County, Mich.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,576

Int. CI. AOlg 79/06

No. 2,

3,785,133

HAY MAKING MACHINES

Cornelis van der Leiy, 7 Bruschenrain, Zug, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 231,899

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 5, 1971,

7102932 ,,,^^
Int. CI. AOld 77/06

U.S. a. 56-370
12 Claims

U.S.CL 56-328 TS
14 Claims

rA4

JSC

A fruit harvester having a limb shaking apparatus mounted

in association with a catching structure adapted to be disposed

below a tree for catching the dislodged fruit. The shaking ap-

paratus includes a telescopic boom assembly which can be

linearly extended into the tree, and which can also be horizon-

tally and vertically swingably displaced to enable jaws

mounted adjacent the end of the boom to be positioned in

gripping engagement with a selected limb. A vibrator

mechanism is mounted adjacent the end of the boom and is

connected to the jaws for causing vibration thereof in a

direction substantially perpendicular to the longitudmally ex_

tending direction of the boom. The vibrator mechanism and

the jaws are mounted on a head assembly which can be angu-

larly displaced about the longitudinal axis of the boom.

A hay making machine includes at least two rotary raking

members that are driven by a horizontal shaft housed in a

sheet metal beam. Coupling elements are secured to opposite

ends of the sheet metal beam and are pivotally joined to a

hinge The hinge is secured to tubular beams or a draw bar

which can be coupled to the rear of a prime rnover and by

moving the tubular beams or draw bar about the hinge dif-

ferent transport and working widths are arranged. The shaft is

connected via pinions to rotate sleeves with horizontal spokes

attached and tines are connected to the spokes. A centrally
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located ground wheel is adjustably mounted beneath each

sleeve to support its respective raking member All of the

moving parts are easily accessible and replaced and the entire

machine is economically constructed.

trolled torque characteristics, novel yarn packages, fabric

produced therefrom and garments made from said fabric.

3.785,134

MULTIPLE USE FINGER ASSEMBLY FOR A COMBINE
HARVESTER

Robert L. Francis, East Moline, and Paul L. Rouse. Moline.

both of III., assignors to International Harvester Compay.

Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330.768

lnt.CI. A01d77/Ot>

U.S.Ci.56-40<) SCUims

3,785.136 '

APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING TORQUE
CONTROLLED VOLUMINOUS SET YARN AND YARN

AND FABRIC PRODUCED THEREBY
Frederick C. Tecce. Lafayette. Pa., and Chester J. Dudzik.

Warwick. R.I.. assignors to Leesona Corporation. Uarv»lck.

R.I.

Filed May 10. 1971. Ser. No. 141.622

Int.CI.D02g;/02

U.S. CL 57-34 HS 1 1 Claims

A finger assembly having various uses in connection with a

combine harvester such as. for example, to provide gram pan

fingers, beater grate fmgers. or pick-up reel fingers A channel

member constitutes a base support for a muhiplicity of fmgers

which are capable of quick and easy manual removal and in-

stallation in various relief areas which are provided in the

Channel flanges and web.

3.785.135

PRODUCING TORQUE CONTROLLED VOLUMINOUS
SET YARNS

Warren A. Seem. Nassau. Bahamas: Nicholas J. Stoddard,

Berwyn, and Robert W . Stoddard. Chester Springs, both of

Pa., assignors to Leesona Corporation. Warwick. R.I.

Filed Apr. 5. 1971. Ser. No. 131.367

lnt.CI.D02g/ 02.// 76

U.S. CI. 57-34 HS 35 Claims

Disclosed IS u method and apparatus for producing a

torque-controlled voluminous set yarn False twisting means

are employed to impart a relatively low number of twists per

inch to a torque stretch yarn passed under low tension in the

region of a yarn heater The covering power of the yarn, i e .

the bulk or voluminosity of the yarn, thus produced is

enhanced and residual torque in the yarn is controlled Also

disclosed is a set yarn with high bulk and reduced torque

characteristics and a fabric produced therefrom.

3,785,137 I

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING NO-

TW 1ST CENTER-PULL ROVING PACKAGES
Harald E. Karkon. Santa Monica. Calif., assignor to Gold-

sworthy Engineering, Inc.. Torrance. Calif.

Filed Oct. 6. 1970. Ser. No. 78,723

Int. CI. DOlh //04. B65h 54/02

L,S.CL 57-71 27 Claims

Disclosed is a method and apparatus for producing a

torque-controlled voluminous set yam. Novel false twisting

means hereinafter referred to as a "whirlcr" is employed to

impart a relatively low number of twists per inch to a torque

stretch yarn by blowing air circumferentially around the yarn

at a pressure and flow coordinated with the yarn tension and

the amount of heat imparted to the yarn. The covering power

of the yam and the bulk or voluminosity of the yarn thus

produced is enhanced and residual torque in the yarn is con-

trolled uniformly throughout the length of the yarn which is

treated .Also disclosed is a set yam with high bulk and con-

An apparatus and a method for producing a roving package

by pretwisting a roving band during winding of the package to
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sIruUaneouX orbited about a Mandrel for winding filament field of each electromagnet,

containing roving strands thereupon. The winding is accom-

plished over the end of the mandrel so that a twist is incor-

porated in each turn of the roving strand for every revolution

of the feeding eye. A device is also provided for shifting the

winding eye radially outwardly as the diameter of the roving

package increases during winding.

3,785,138

SPINNING UNIT FOR OPEN END SPINNING MACHINE

Jaroslav Rajnoha. Tyniste Nad Orlici. and Ladislav Bures Usti

Nad Orlici. both of Ciechoslovakia, assignors to Elitex,

Zavody Textilniko Strojirenstvi. Liberec. Czechoslovakia

Filed Mar. 9, 1972. Ser. No. 233,095

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Mar. 26, 1971,

71/2211
Int.CI.D01h///2

U.S. CI. 57-58.95 12 Claims

The design of the twisting portion permits the axis of the
^

machine rotor to be located in the vertical or inclmed posi-

tion.

""W

3,785,140

DEVICE FOR W INDING THREADS, PARTICULARLY
TEXTILE THREADS

Artur Muller, Karlsruhe, Germany, assignor to Industrie-

W erke Karlsruhe Aktiengesellschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany

Filed Dec. 14, 1970, Ser. No. 97.789

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 23, 1969, P 19

64 478.1
Int.CI.D01h7/5«. //24

U.S. CI. 57-100 12 Claims

A spinning unit for use in textile machines, particularly

open end spinning machines, comprises a carding roller and a

spinning chamber A supply channel is provided for fibers

travellmg from the carding roller to the spinning chamber. A

yarn withdrawal channel is provided through which yarn is

withdrawn from the spinning chamber. At least one

delachably mounted expandable wear portion is provided,

defining at least part of one of the channels.

3,785,139

W IRE-ROPE WINDING MACHINE AND METHOD OF ITS

OPERATION
Viktor Filimonovich Groza, ulitsa Darvina. 7, kv. 12; Nikolai

Ivanovich Drozdov, ulitsa Lazareva 1; Jury Nikolaevich

Sharapov, 521 mikroraion 73, kv. 16; Alexandr losipovich

Garbovitsky-Gordon. ulitsa Darvina 19, kv. 21, all of Khar-

kov Khristofor Sergeevich Shakhpazov, prospekt Mira 188,

korpus 4, kv. 30, Moscow; Nikolai Grigorievich Filatov,

gostinitsa Rossia. Orel; Ivan Timofeevich Skripnik, uUtsa

Tikhomirova 9/3, kv. 190, Moscow; Alexei Trofimovich

Semkin, uUtsa Gastello 26, Khartsyzsk Dooetskoi oblasti;

Vladimir Ivanovich VasUiev, uUtsa Vokzalnaya 68, kv. 13,

Khartsyzsk Donetskol oblasti; Valentin Dmitrlevlch Judin,

ulitsa Vokzalnaya 72a, kv. 50, Khartsyzsk Donetskol obUsti;

Evgeny Jurievich Belenky, pereulok PaUrzhikskogo 7, kv. 6,

Khartsyzsk Donetskol oblasti; Anatoly Evgenlevlch

Grigorenko, uUtsa MIra 9, Khartsyzsk Donetskol oblasti,

and Gennady Fedorovich Baryshnlkov, uUtsa Suvorova

126/4, kv. 44, Magnitogorsk Chelyabinskoi oblasti, all of

USSR
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300^20

Int. CI. D07b 3/72. 7/02

U.S. a. 57-58.34 ^ ^ Claims

In the swinging portion of the wire-rope winding machine

the holder with the reel is so positioned inside the rotor that

their common centre of gravity lies on the rotor axis. The

holder is restrained from rotation when the rotor is in motion

by means of an electromagnet in whose magnetic field the

A device for winding textile threads with constant tension

on a vertically disposed winding body with a thread guide

which moves in spaced relation from the winding body con-

centrically around the same in a horizontal circular path. The

thread guide comprises a pierced magnetizable member or a

pierced member of magnetic material and moves in a circular

path formed in a stator ring carrying a slator winding supplied

with electrical energy by an adjustable frequency changer

which produces in the stator ring a rotary magnetic field act-

ing upon the thread guide which upon an axially reciprocable

movement of the stator ring moves the thread guide in addi-

tion to its rotary movement also back and forth in axial

direction of the winding body so as to cause the thread to be

wound in layers on said winding body.

3,785,141
'

MECHANISM FOR A TIMEPIECE HAVING A
PLURALITY OF TIME DISPLAY

Toshimasa Ikegami, Chino, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Suwa Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,493

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 13, 1972, 47/6986

Int. CLG04b 79/22,27/00

US CI 58—42.5 10 Claims

'a snap mechanism for a timepiece having a plurality of time

displays in which either a first hour wheel or a second hour
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wheel IS orovided with saw teeth, and between the f.rst and coating on those portions of the transparent cover through

Tecond hour wH^r^r^^^ L .nterposed a sUd.ng member wh.ch the md.c.a are normally v.ewed. The absence of an ant-

having saw teeth which are engaged with the saw teeth on the

reflection coating on the remaining portions of the transparent

instrument cover results in reflection resembling that from a

transparent cover . portions of which are cut at an angle.

particular hour wheel and a spring pressmg the slidmg

member so that the saw teeth are in engagement. The first and

second hour wheels, sliding member and spring are assembled

as a self-contained unit

3,785.144

HEAT ENGINE

EJ L. Fairbanks, 51 1 S. 850 East, Orem, L'Uh

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, S«r. No. 303,246

Int. CI. F03g 7/06

L.S. CI. 60-531 7 Claims

3,785,142

WATCHCASE COMPRISING AT LEAST A TWO-PIECE
CASING ASSEMBLY

Rene Soguel, Rue de la Chapelle 10, Les HautsGeneveys, Swit-

zerland

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,055

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 16, 1972,

3880/72
Int. CI. G04b J7/05; B65d 53100; F16j 9/00

U.S.CL 58-90 R 23CUiins ,"

A watchcase comprising generally at least a two-piece cas-

ing assembly is described. The asseiAbly may comprise exter-

nal and internal casing members. These two members are as-

sembled with a ring of elastic material retained for the most

part therebetween. Aligned grooves are formed in each of the

members, and that portion of the ring projecting from the

groove in the inner member penetrates a groove in the outer

member Watchcases, particularly when they are shaped

and/or fluid-tight, are relatively complicated article. Further-

more, the assembly of the different component parts is rela-

tively intricate and expensive especially to obtain a good

quality watchcase presenting good fluid-tightness charac-

teristics.

3,785,143

TRANSPARENT INSTRUMENT COVER HAVING ANTI-

REFLECTION COATING ON SELECTED PORTIONS
THEREOF

YoshSaki Fujimori, Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kabha

Suwa Selkosha. Tokvo, Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,867

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 21, 1970,

45/128083
Int. CI. G04b 39/00, G02b 5128

U.S. CI. 58-91 2 CUims

Visibility of indicia on an instrument face and particularly

on a watch face is increased by the use of an anti-reflection

A heat engine adapted to perform work utilizing the tem-

perature differential betcveen hot and cold heat reservoirs as a

source of energy, includes a horizontally disposed, rotatable

shaft attached to one end to the center of a disc which is

adapted to rotate about the longitudinal axis of the shaft. A

plurality of heat exchanger sets are disposed in mutually

spaced-apart relationship around the circumference of the

disc Each heat-exchanger set comprises two pairs of heat

exchangers, with each pair communicatingly connected with

the other pair, and respectively disposed at diametrically op-

posing edges of the disc. Each of the pairs of heat exchangers

includes two enclosed containers acting as heat exchangers

and communicatingly connected with each other and adapted

to be immersed simultaneously in respective hot and cold heat

reservoirs disposed preferably at the bottom edge of the disc.

Each heat exchange set contains a high vapor pressure liquid.

When a particular container is in the hot heat reservoir, the

liquid therein is heated and the vapor pressure is increased to

drive liquid from the container into the container in the cold

reservoir and then across the disc into the other pair of heat

exchangers. As the volume of liquid increases in the opposite

pair of heat exchangers, gravity forces the disc to rotate, and

energy to perform work is thereby generated. In one embodi-

ment, all containers adapted for immersion in the cold heat

reservoir are replaced by a single tube-like container disposed

about the circumference of the disc and connected to all heat

exchanger containers which are adapted to be immersed in a

hot heat reservoir.
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3,785,145

GAS TURBINE POWER PLANT

Charles A. Amann, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,300

Int. CLF02c7//0. 9/02

U.S.CL 60-39.24

mm
I

I

\_/ I ""^A

6 Claims

other as "slaves," in which event each "slave" is equipped

with a magnetic ball head speed governor and the bias coil of

each such governor is supplied with a digital control signal

which is modulated in accordance with any difference

between the speed of the associated "slave" and that of the "-^

master." Alternatively, a pair of prime movers may be

synchronized by equipping each of them with a magnetic ball

VXri^ i^:
h—

'i

-SH

—

^^

A regenerative fuel-fired gas turbine power plant includes

ducting and a valve to direct some of the engine exhaust mto

the engine inlet where it mixes with air flowing into the com-

pressor of the engine This recirculation of exhaust gases is

controlled so that it takes place substantially only durmg the

warm-up period of the engine after it is started and brought up

to idling speed, and until the regenerator has been brought to

something like normal operating temperature. Recirculation

volume is controlled by a temperature in the engine.

3,785,146

SELF COMPENSATING FLOW DIVIDER FOR A GAS

TURBINE STEAM INJECTION SYSTEM

Gordon B. Bailey, Taylors, S.C, and Carl F. Wilhelm. Jr.,

Scotia, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Schnectady, N.Yj^^^
,, ,972, Ser. No. 249.393

Int.CI.F02c7//4

U.S.CL 60-39.53
^^»»""'*

head speed governor and by supplying the bias coils of those

governors with digital signals which are complementarily

modulated in accordance with any difference between the

speeds of the prime movers. The reference level of the digital

control pulses may be adjusted manually or automatically to

establish and maintain a desired phase relationship between

the synchronized prime movers.

3,785,148 .

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPERATING

A STEAM TURBINE WITH INDEPENDENT OVERSPEED

PROTECTION ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR A NUCLEAR
REACTOR POWERED STEAM TURBINE

Michael C. Luongo, Brookhaven, Pa., assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,230

Int.CLF01k /3/02./ 7/02

U.S.CL 60- 105 64 CUims

_^ TO TURBINE 102-

THROTTLE-STOP
.VALVES

REACTOR a STEAM
GENERATORS

VALVES) / \

GOVERNOR
VALVES

100

,104 ,122

TURBINE
HP LP LP

GENERATOR

In a gas turbine, steam is injected into the combustion

chamber both upstream and downstream of the combustion

reaction zone. A self-compensating feeding device divides the

steam flows between the upstream and downstream injection

points and supplies a constant percentage of steam to air to

the combustion reaction zone regardless of the total rate of

steam flow into the gas turbine cycle.

INDEPENDENT
OVER SPEED

PROTECTION SYSTEM

3,785,147

DIGITAL SYNCHRONIZING AND PHASING SYSTEM

James L. Leeson, Jr., Rockford, III., assignor to Woodward

Governor Company, Rockford, ill.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,792

Int. CLFOlb 25/06

U,S.CL 60-97 S »9 Claims

Digital systems for synchronizing prime movers equipped

with magnetic ball head speed governors provide smooth and

continuous synchronizing control. A plurality of prime movers

may be synchronized by operating one as a "master" and the

In a steam turbine an overspeed protection system and

method is provided which operates completely independently

of the conventional steam valve controller or governor. Exist-

ing hydraulically actuated valves such as stop valves, governor

valves, interceptor valves, etc., are deactivated by draining

hydraulic control fluid from the aforementioned through the

action of specially provided dump valves. A pair of dump

valves is provided for each of the steam flow valves.

Three turbine speed sensing transducers operating indepen-

dently provide signals which are translated through three cor-

responding check circuits into related overspeed check

signals. The three resulting check signals relating to overspeed

are translated through majority switching logic into two dump

valve trip signals. Each set of such trip signals operates one of

the pair of dump valves on^ach steam control valve.
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METHOD FOR FILLING A BAG WITll WATER VAPOR

AND CARBON DIOXIDE GAS

Hubert G. Timmerman, Manhattan Beach. Calif., assignor to

Specialty Products Development Corporation, Hytek Park,

Medina, Ohio ,^. „«,
Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 261,041

Int. CI. C06d 5/00

-_-„c 9 Claims

^' A deflagration composit.on yielding a gas compris.ng prin-

c.pallv carbon dioxide and ^^ater vapor comprises a subslan-

,.all> homogeneous mixture of citric acid powder •" the range

of from about 25 to 37 percent by weight and an oxidizer

powder selected from the group consisting of potassium

chlorate, potassium perchlorate. sodium chlorate, and sodium

perchlorate. This composit.on may be used adjacent a coolant

powder comprising up to about 40 percent by weight of po as-

sium chlorate and an endotherm.c decomposition coolant

having a thermal decomposition product selected from the

class consisting of carbon dioxide and water.
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I

bejjinning at a predetermined converter temperature with the

amount of exhaust gases being recirculated increasing with in-

creases in converter temperature until such time as all of the

exhaust gases are being recirculated back to the engine.

3,785,150

INTEGRAL THRl ST NEl TRALIZER FOR ROCKET
ENGINES

Emanuel E. Katcher, W ashington, D.C., assignor to The tnited

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C. „, ,40
Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Set. No. 322348

int. CK F02k 9104

U.S. a. 60-229
* Claims

3,785,152

INLET THROTTLED AIR PLMP FOR EXHAUST
EMISSION CONTROL

Donald J. Pozniak, Mt. Clemens, and Robert M. Slewert. Bir-

mingham, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,985

Int. CL FOln 3100. F02b 751 10

U.S.CL 60-290
8 Claims

A pressure operated control valve throttles the inlet to the

engine driven air pump used to supply injection air for the

emission control system of an internal combustion engine of a

vehicle, the inlet to the air pump being throttled in relation to

engine throttling.

Thrust-neutralizing means for a missile having a rocket

motor having igniter means, said neutralizing means com_

pressing a set of blowout ports in the casing of said igniter and

blowout discs in said ports, a similarly spaced set of ports in

the neck of the combustion chamber of the rocket motor, and

a similarly spaced set of ports in the body of the means which

couples the motor to the missile The igniter means is rotata-

ble so that all sets of ports can be aligned in the "safe" posi-

tion The ports in the body of the coupling means is forwardly

angled so that any gas discharge thru these ports provides

backward thrust for the missile.

3,785,153

ENGINE W ITH EXHAUST REACTOR ARRANGED FOR
EARLY IGNITION

Richard C. Schwing, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,830

Int. CL F02b 75110; FOln 31 10

U.S.CL 60-303
• 3 Claims

3,785,151

EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM

W illiam H. JJoll, Flint, Mich., assignor to General Motors Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,057

Int. CL F02m 25/06, F02b 75//0

U.S.CL 60-277 2 Claims
„,^f--„rf embodiment a V-type internal combustion

An exhuast gas recirculation system m which engine ex- In a
PJ^^^^^^^^d J^^'^ ^f ,Z,,, „,anifold reactors,

haust gases are recirculated to provide over-temperature pro- «"g'"7^ P^^^*;,^
J^^J l^^Md reactor has a main reaction

^v:':^:^^:;::::^ :h:rtr:ed w.th .1 but one of the c^mders of ..
gases
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respective bank and a smaller ignition chamber inside the

main chamber and connected with the remaining cylinder of

each bank. During engine start-up. excess fuel is supplied to

the cylinders connected with the ignition chambers forming a

richer than normal exhaust to which excess secondary reac-

tion air is added. This mixture passes through the ignition

chamber where it receives heat from the surrounding exhaust

gases in the main chamber and is ignited, causing combustion

to propagate into the leaner mixture in the main chamber so

that early start-up of the reaction process results.

sorption capacity of the converter. By feeding fluid to the con-

verter through a special feed passage, the turbine and stator

thrust forces can be cancelled to effect the disengagement of

the clutch to release of auxihary pump and thereby increase

the capacity of the converter.

3,785,154

HYDRODYNAMIC FLUID UNIT WITH ENERGY
STORAGE

Marvin J. Malik. Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,198

Int.CLF16h4//04

U.S.CL 60-347 4 Claims

3,785,156

HYDRAULIC CONTROL FOR SELF-LOADING SCRAPER
WITH THREE-SPEED ELEVATOR DRIVE

John A. Junck, Joliet, III., and Joseph Kokaly, Buckeye, Ariz.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, 111.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,136

Int.CLFI6hi9/4S

U.S.CL 60-421 3 Claims

This torque converter has an auxiliary rotor which is

drivingly connected to an inertia mass that stores energy dur-

ing normal converter operation. When increased output

torque is desired, the blades of the stator are switched to a

high angle position to change the direction of flow into the

auxiliary rotor. Under these conditions the inertia mass drives

the auxiliary rotor causing it to act as an auxiliary pump to in-

crease flow rate in the converter so that torque on the turbine

is increased.

3,785,155

HYDRODYNAMIC UNIT WITH AUXILIARY ROTOR

Ernest W . Upton, Bkwmfield Hills, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,025

Int.CLF16h4//00

U.S.CL 60-347 6 Claims

«;tr-

^>

A hydraulic control system for a self-loading scraper eleva-

tor drive having a plurality of pumps for combined control of

the scraper bowl, ejector, and elevator drives, the flow from

the pumps being selectively combinable under the control of

an operator to vary the speed of the elevator drive to accom-

modate different conditions of machine operation. The system

permits more efficient utilization of the available engine

torque which must be used for propelling the vehicle and driv-

ing the scraper bowl, ejector and elevator.

3,785,157

FLOW CONTROL DUMP VALVE
Carl Edwin Kittle; Seaton Moon, both of Cedar Falls, and

Keith Louis Spencer, Waterkw, all of Iowa, assignors to

Deere & Company, Moline, IIL

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,365

Int.CLF16hJ9/02

U.S.CL 60-493 7 Claims

A bladed auxiliary pump, disposed adjacent to the exit of a

bladed primary pump of this torque converter, is selectively

connectable to the converter input by a clutch actuated by

turbine and stator thrust forces. When the clutch is engaged,

the blading of the auxiliary rotor changes the fluid flow from

the primary pump into the turbine to decrease the torque ab-

I
' m»

The wheel motor of a hydrostatic drive system is coupled to

the wheel through a pressure responsive clutch which discon-
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nects the motor' from the wheel during periods when fluid

under pressure is not supplied to the motor A flow control

dump valve is built into the clutch actuator and regulates a

specific rate of flow through the actuator from zero to lock-up

pressure The flow control dump valve blocks all flow through

the actuator above lock-up pressure. The flow control dump

valve provides a controlled bleed for purging of air and sump-

ing of oil which leaks past the control valve below lock-up

pressure The sumping of oil below lock-up pressure ensures

complete release of the clutch when fluid pressure is not sup-

plied to the motor.

face or towards the bottom or floor of the body of water.

These effects are utilized to perform useful work, including

diminishing wave height, speed and period, moving subsurface

and surface debris and contaminants such as spilled oil to a

collecting point or facility, transportation and dispersal of

waters polluted by thermal, chemical or other discharges.

3,785,158

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING INSTALLATIONS

Andrew Noel Schofield. Didsbury, England, assignor to Na-

tional Research Development Corporation, London. England

Filed Sept. 17. 1971, Ser. No. 181.414

Claims priority, applicatioii Great Britain. Sept. 18, 1970,

44,589/70; Sept. 18, 1970, 44,590/70; Sept. 18, 1970,

44,591/70
Int. CL E02b JIOO, 5102; E02d 3110

L.S.a.61-1
»«c'-'-»

transfer of sand. sill, or other solid material on the bottom

from one location to another, and generation of electrical or

hydraulic power. Various styles and conflgurations of these

vaned structures, manners in which they can be arranged to

perform an intended function, and methods for securing them

in operating position also are described

I

3,785,160

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR WORKING ON
SUBMERGED PIPELINE MEANS ^

Mark P. Banjavich; George R. Morrissey. both of New Orle-

ans, and Anthony V. Gaudlano, Metalrie. all of La., as-

signors to Taylor Diving & Salvage Co.. Inc., Plaquenenes

Parish, La.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 841,777, July 15, 1969, Pal.

No. 3,641.777. This appUcation Feb. 1 , 1972, Ser. No.

222^77. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Feb. 15, 1989, has been disclaimed. ,

Int. CL B23k 17/04, B63c 11 lOO

IJ.S.CL 61-72.3 12 Claims

A marine foundation in a pool is provided by placing a

liquid impermeable sheet on the bed of the pool and locating a

drain below the sheet. Then, by applying suction force to the

drain, a pressure differential is set up whereby the sheet is

sealed to the bed and the adjacent bed material consolidates

to effectively form a solid mass embedded below and sealed to

the sheet This action affords a large capability for lateral

shearing stresses. In use, anchorages, dam-form barriers,

storage tanks, and other structures can be tied to the sheet

3,785,159

ATTENUATION OF WATER W AVES AND CONTROL AND
UTILIZATION OF WAVE-INDUCED W ATER

MOVEMENTS
Douglas L. Hammond. San Carlos. Calif., assignor to FMC

Corporation. San Jose. CaliL

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 13,521, Feb. 8. 1971.

abandoned. This application Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,368

Int. CLE02b J/06, /5/04

U.S.CL61-5 33 Claims

Curved vane-like structures for positioning beneath or at

the surface of a body of water to attenuate incident waves, and

change the wave-induced normal orbital water movements to

produce currents and other useful hydrodynamic effects or

combinations thereof The vanes in the structures are con-

figured and oriented to intercept the water at various locations

in its orbital movements, guide it into new paths deflned by the

shape of the vanes, and discharge it from the structure as a

current flowing in a preselected direction, such as counter to

or in the direction of wave movement, towards the water sur-

Method and apparatus for working on submerged pipeline

means where multiple forces are exerted on each of a plurality

of disconnected pipeline sections to effect alignment of these

sections On at least one section one of the forces functions as

a fulcrum or restraining force while another force is operable

to effect alignment inducing movement of a free end of the

one section. e v
MetUod and apparatus for effecting the laying of a pipeline

where laying is implemented in conjunction with a transporta-

ble submerged enclosure The enclosure provides a gaseous

environment for pipeline section joinder operations and may

be at least partially flooded to facilitate the moving of the en-

closure away from an already laid pipeline area.
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% 78^ 161 3,785,163

cc^o. o .T,r.M nir roMPONENTS OF VAPOROUS FLUIDS REFRIGERANT CHARGING MEANS AND METHOD

^^:^^TTJ^.?^^TZs^^^^ StiU- WiUiatn Wagner, c/o Watsco. Inc., 1800 W. 4th Ave., Miami

water, both of OkU assignors to Phillips Petroleum Com- Beach. Fla^^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

pany, Bartlesville, Okta.
, p, p2«h4 5/00

Filed Mar. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 23.940 Int. CLF25b 45/00

int. CL F25j i/06 U.S. CL 62-77

U.S.CL 62-23 9 Claims

High molecular weight components are separated frotn

lower molecular weight components of a vaporous fluid

stream A first vaporous fluid feedstock is expanded. A second

vaporous fluid feedstock is compressed. Said expanded and

compressed streams are then passed in indirect heat exchange

relationship to cool said compressed stream. The cooled com-

pressed stream is then passed to a separation zone to separate

the more volatile lower molecular weight components from

the less volatile higher molecular weight components.

3.785,162

DIFFUSION PUMP ASSEMBLY
Jacques Long, Annecy, and Jean-Jacques Bessot, Arpajon,

both of France, assignors to Compagnie Industrielle des

Telecommunications, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 312.891

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 7, 1971, 7143944

Int. CLBOld 5/00

U.S.CL 62-55.5 8 Claims

Means and method for introducing an optimum charge of

refrigerant into a refrigeration or air conditioning system.

When the system is charged to optimum capacity there is a

melting of frost, which indicates when the charging operation

is to be stopped. This is accomplished by converting a liquid

refrigerant to a saturated vapor and feeding the saturated

vapor into the low side of the refrigeration or air conditioning

system.

3.785.164

PRECHARGED RECEIVER DRIER FOR AUTOMOBILE
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

George T. Wrenn, Jr.. Crittenden. Va.. assignor to Virginia

Chemicals Inc.. Portsmouth. Va.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254.287

Int.CLF25b4i/00

U.S.CL62-129
'

8 Claims

'
Pumping assembly in which the condensation elements for

preventing oil from entering the enclosure to be emptied con-

sists of a baffle cooled by conduction coming from a cold

source and by a liquid nitrogen trap in communication with a

liquid nitrogen receptacle. The cold source of the baffle is in-

corporated in the wall of the pump body; the liquid nitrogen

receptacle is fixed under the'pump cover, so that the assembly

is easy to dismantle and to clean.

A precharged receiver drier unit for automobile air condi-

tioning systems, including a molecular seive and an axially

reciprocable valve fitting for connection to the automobile

refrigerant system. The valve fitting seals the refrigerant

system in one attitude as the spent receiver drier is removed

and opens the refrigerant system in another attitude, as the

fresh receiver drier is threadedly attached to the valve fitting.
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3.785,165

AIR CONDITIONER CONTROL
Vaknzuela, Jr., 1 1 19 2nd Ave., Chula Vista. Cal.f.

Fikd Mar. 15, 1972, S«r. No. 234.825

Int. CI. G05d 23132

62-158 ^C"""'

pan and to attenuate the dominant sound wave in the

refrigerant hnes produced by the pulsating refrigerant. The

means employed include coil springs and elastomeric mounts

for the compressor to the base pan and a hollow cylinder con-

nected to the compressor's outlet

A thermostatic air conditioner control for use with in^

dividual unit air conditioners having a thermostatic swuch

disposed at a location remote from the air conditioner The

control includes circuitry interposed between the a.r cond,^

tioncr and a source of electrical energy operative a selected

time interval after closure of said thermostatic switch to ener-

gize a socket m which the air conditioner is plugged and

operative a selected time interval after openmg of said ther-

mostatic switch to de-energize the socket

3.785.166

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER ^ROST PROTECTION WITH

BIMETAL CONTROL THERMOSTAT

Paul D. Schrader, Louisville, K)., assignor to General Electric

Company, Louisville, Ky. „n n«7
Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,087

Int.CLF25by/00
. ., ,,- 7 Claims

U.S.CL 62-227

3,785,168

HOUSEHOLD REFRIGERATOR

Albert A. Domingorene, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General

Electric Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,224

Int.CLF25d/9/00

I.S. a. 62-455
-^^'-""''

A room air conditioner comprising a refrigeration system

including an evaporator, air circulating means, and a control

thermostat is provided with a conduit for directing room air

over the thermostat, the conduit being heat exchanged with

the evaporator so that a frosting temperature of the evapora-

tor prevents energization of the refrigeration system by the

thermostat. »

A household refrigerator cabinet comprising a condens'ng

unit compartment at the bottom thereof includes a fullw.dth

air inlet at the front of the compartment and an a.r outlet at a

rea corner A serpentine tube condenser mounted adjacent

and substantially coextensive with the air inlet """P'^/^'f

front half of the compartment while t^e compressor is

mounted in the rear corner portion opposite the a.r outlet An

air circulating fan positioned between the compressor and the

air outlet draws a.r into the compartment through the air inlet

and d'ects air transversely of the rear Po^'iono the compart^

men. toward the air outlet Partition means between the fan

Tnd the air outlet defme a muffle chamber havmg sound ab-

sorbing walls for absorbing compressor noises.

3,785,167

NOISE REDUCTION MEANS FOR CONNECTING

REFRIGERANT COMPRESSORS IN AIR CONDITIONERS

Leonard J. Sahs, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Amana

Refrigeration.Inc, Amana, Iowa

Continuation of Ser. No. 181,858, Sept. 20, 1971. This

application Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 314,149

Int. CLF25d 79/00

US CI 62-296 6 Claims

a' refrigerant compressor in an air conditioning unit is con-

nected to the base pan of the unit and to the refrigerant system

to reduce transmission of compressor vibration to the base

3,785,169

MULTIPLE COMPRESSOR REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

Ernest F. Gylland, Jr., Waynesboro, Va. assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P^tf^u^f
J'/"-

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264.101

Int.CLF25b4i/02 .
,

4 Claims

^' A multiple compressor refrigeration system having at least

first and second herm.tic shell compressors with the suction

l.ne of the system connected into the upper portion of ^e first

compressor shell and a suction line extending from within the

upper portion of the first compressor shell to >-'th.n the upper

portion of the shell of the second compressor and with he

discharge lines of the first and second compressors connected

in parallel to the high pressure line of the system. An o 1

equalizing conduit is connected between the crankcase por-
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^- OIL iCVtL

first compressor when both compressors are running with nor-

mal quantities of oil in the system.

3.785,170

ABSORPTION TYPE COOLING UNIT

Miroslav Beranek, Donberg. Germany, assignor to Firma Var-
conduits start from the bottom

b « r« FUktrnwerke K G. Wuppertal-Barmen. Ger- ana naving oouuin i-v-c

werk &. Co., ElektrowerKe iv o, »tui*i»v
faces of the collector housing.

*"""*
Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,745

Claims priority, application Germany, July 9, 1972, P 21J4

278.9
Int. CLF25b/ 5//0

U.S.CL 62-489

?7 IJ'

3,785,172

CONSTANT VELOCITY UNIVERSAL JOINT

P,
. Richard H. Parsons, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

1 Claim |Q„ Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972. Ser. No. 304,000

Int.CLF16di/iO

U.S.CL 64-21 6 Claims

-.T+^-T-V/- 7-7-

An absorption cooling unit including a heat exchanger con-

sisting of a plurality of telescoping tubes that comprises an

Inner tube which is adapted to feed a rich solution

therethrough and that extends straight. An ^^'\'
'^"'^'^^l^^^

inner wall and the lattei-is engaged at least partly by the 'nner

tubes The inner tube has over its straight length a uniformly

extending flat shape, to include flat walls. The outer tube has

ribs on opposite sides which ribs are spaced apart from each

other The ribs extend up to the flat walls of the inner tube,

and on one side in between relative to the ribs on the opposite

side.

A constant velocity universal joint of the ball and groove

type is provided with a double offset cage for locating the

drive balls in the constant velocity plane. The cage has an in-

terior bearing seat at one end only and an enlarged opening at

the other end which facilitates the assembly of the joint by

permitting the direct axial insertion of an inner drive member
^

into the cage in the properly oriented position. The enlarged

opening is closed by an end plate which cooperates with

means carried by the inner drive member to mamtain the

inner drive member in bearing engagement with the cage^ In

one disclosed construction this means comprises an under-

sized ball carried in a cavity in the end of a shaft on which the

inner drive member is mounted. In a second disclosed con-

struction the means comprises a spring biased bearing shoe

telescopingly carried by the shaft.

3.785,171

ABSORPTION COOLING DEVICE

Miroslav Beranek, Donberg, and Heinz G. Krumm, Ennepetal-

Milspe, both of Germany, assignors to Firma Vorwerk &

Co.. Elektrowerke K G. Wuppertal-Barmen, Germany

FiledJune 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,078

Claims priority, application Germany, June 11, 1971, V zi

28 931.6
lnt.CLF25b75//0

U S CI 62—490 ^ Claims

'An absorption-cooling unit which comprises a collector and

a plurality of conduits originating from the collector and at

3,785,173

TUBULAR KNITTED FABRIC

Philip Michael Hanney; Thomas Raymond
Stainforth, and WU-

Uam Arthur- Bland, aU of Uicester, England assignors to

The Bentky Engineering Company Limited, Leicester, tn-

*'""**

Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,230

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 23, 1970,

50,450/70 ^,,^
Int. CLD04b 9/56

US CI 66-9 R 7 Claims

k tubular knitted fabric having a closedend at which loops

of an end course having a reduced number of wales are drawn
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together in closed condition is produced on a circular knitting

machine having a circular series of independently operable

needles by knitting tubular fabric on the needles, transferring

needle loops from selected spaced needles to intervening nee

dies to reduce the aumber of wales and the number of active

needles, knitting a plurality of courses on the reduced number

of active needles including an end course, passing a closure

3,785.175

APPARATUS FOR INSERTING WEFT THREAD BUNCHES

INTO WEFT THREAD STORAGE DEVICES IN WARP
KNITTING MACHINES

Heinz Kamp, Rickelrath. Germany, assignor to W .
Schlafhorst

& Co., Monchengladbach, Germany

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,300

Claims priority, application Germany, May 14, 1971, P 21

24 171.4
I

lnt.CI.D04b2i//2

U.S.CI.66-84A 6 Claims

yam successively through needle loops of the end course while

held on the machine and successively releasing the needle

loops of the end course from the machine when the closure

yarn has been passed through them while tensioning to draw

the successively released loops together so that when the final

loop of the end course has been released from the machine the

loops of the end course have all been drawn together to form a

closure.

3,785,174

DELAYED-ACTION AUXILIARY STITCH CAMS

Lester Mishcon, Miami Beach, Fla., assignor to The Smger

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248.5 18

Int. CI. D04b 9/00, /5/J2

U,S.CL 66-57 >^'«''"

"M-N

Apparatus for inserting bunches of weft threads into a weft

thread storage device in a warp knitting machine includes

means for making the weft threads ready, and a weft thread

drawing-off device including a suction no/zle displaceable

over the width of a fabric web being warp knitted by the

machine, and means for actuating the suction noz/lc to align

the ends of the weft threads made ready by the readying

means and to sei« the weft thread ends as well as draw off the

seized weft threads and insert them into the weft thread

storage device.

3,785,176 I

THREAD SUPPLY APPARATUS FOR TEXTILE

MACHINERY, PARTICULARLY CIRCULAR KNITTING

MACHINES
Rolf Hebbecker, Bodelshausen, and Robert Hofmann. Rotten-

burg, both of Germany, assignors to Fouguet-Werk Frauz &

Planck, Rottenburg am Neckar. Germany

Filed June 13, 1 972, Ser. No. 262.409

Claims priority, application Germany. June 21, 1971, P 21

30 697.8
Int. CI. D04b/5/4«

U.S.CI.66-132T

An auxiliary stitch cam is provided for use in combination

with a main stitch cam in a circular knitting machine and is

spaced from the main stitch cam by at least the distance

between adjacent knitting needles The main stitch cam is

used to move all needles into stitch forming positions, whereas

the auxiliary stitch cam is used to actuate only selected nee-

dles after they have moved through the space separating the

main and auxiliary stitch cams such that yarn instead of being

pulled from a supply spool as stitches are extended by the ac-

tion of the auxiliary stitch cam are instead pulled from the

loops of the stitches in the cloth being knitted.

7 Claims

To permit ready selective use of thread supply apparatus in

textile machines, particularly circular knitting machines, a

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
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plurality of support arms, all similar, are clamped to a rail on

the machine (which may be a ring for a circular knitting

machine). The arms carry projecting rods which extend at

right angles to the planes in which drive belts are continuously

driven from the machine, to permit selective vertical adjust-

ment of thread supply apparatus to be engaged by selected

ones of<he drive belts. In one form of the invention, the arms

carry two vertical rods, one for idler pulleys around which the

G.ive belts can be looped and the other for the thread supply

apparatus itself, so that dismounting and remounting of the

thread supply apparatus can be eliminated by mere selective

engagement of the belts with the thread supply apparatus, or

the idler pulleys, respectively, the thread supply apparatus it-

self being mounted for both vertical as well as radial adjust-

ment on their mounting rods.

977

needles of one needle bed. and the corresponding stitches of

the other single fabric are formed on selected second needles

of a second needle bed. the second needles bemg opposite to

the needles of the first needle bed inactive in this course, while

for the laying of the sinker loops of both single fabrics in the

same connecting element of the double fabric on one side of

3,785,177

DEVICE FOR SENSING A BROKEN YARN OF A

CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINE

Mikuni Hino; Shozo Hanawa; Hisao Itaya; Toshihiko Okada,

all of Avabe, and Masayuki FujIwara, Okayama, all of

Japan, assignors to Gunze Company, Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Filed July 23, 1971, Ser. No. 165,492

Claims priority, applicaUon Japan, July 29, 1970,

45/66781; July 29, 1970, 45/66782

Int.CLD04b.?5//4

U.S.a.66-157 y 7 Claims

the same a stitch of one single fabric is transferred on to the

opposite needle of the other needle bed which needle is inac-

tive in this course, on the active needle of which needle bed

the stitch of the other fabric is immediately formed. In the

process of knitting the stitches of the first single fabric on the

active needles of the first needle bed the stitch of the other sm-

gle fabric remains on the needle of the second needle bed.

3 785 179

APPARATUS FOR APPLICATION OF DYES AND/OR

CHEMICALS TO FABRICS, WEBS. STRANDS OF YARN.

OR OTHER MATERIAL

Thomas E. Davis, and Thomas B. West, both of Burlington,

N.C., assignors to Da^es Enterprises, Incorporated,

Gastonia, N.C. „„„,.
Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,821

Int. CI. B05b 13104: D06t 33/02

U.S.CL68-5D 22Ctaims

A device for sensing a broken yarn of a circular knitting

machine of the type wherein are provided one or more latch

needles which are elevationally movably positioned at the nee-

dle groove of a cylinder with one or more cam members to

operate the latch needles with at least one sensing member

disposed in the lower cam which is located under the latch

needle butt with a means for generating an electrical signal

when the latch needle falls by its own weight so that the butt

touches the sensing member which is responsive thereto, and a

mechanism for stopping the knitting machine, a means for

feeding the electrical signal to the mechanism, and means for

stopping the mechanism responsive to the transmission of the

electrical signal to the mechanism.

3,785,178

WEFT KNITTED FABRIC AND METHOD OF PRODUCING
THE SAME

Frantlsek Machacek, StreUce U Brno; Josef Minarik, Brno;

Lubomlr Rossa, Brno; Zdenek Koristek, Brno, and Miroslav

BrandsUdter, Brno, all of Czechoslovakia, assignors to Vyz-

kumny Ustav PleUrsky, Brno, Czechoslovakia

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,899

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Jan. 7, 1971,

89/71
Int. CLD04b 7/04. /;/04

U.S.CL66-196 13 Claims

Method of producing a weft knitted fabric on a rib knitting

machine, and fabric produced thereby, at least a part of the

fabric being a double fabric composed of two single fabrics. In

the practice of the method, for the formation of connectmg

elements of the linking course of the double fabric, the cor-

responding stitches of one single fabric are formed on selected

The present invention relates to apparatus and a method for

space or solid dyeing yarn ends, fabrics and other materials. It

comprises means for guiding the material along a predeter-

mined path, at preferably a high continuous rate m tensioned

or tensionless manner. A plurality of spraymg stations are

disposed along the path at spaced apart positions and are pro-

vided for transverse movement above and across the yam ends

or fabric to spray dye solutions or other chemicals into the

material, with penetration being achieved due to dispersion

and atomization of the dye solution emerging from the spray

nozzles. The nozzles may be oriented at various angles to

produce narrow or wide apphcation. The parameters are set

so that the kinetic energy of the dye solution is sufficient to

penetrate the material. Steam chest (steam venturies in the

case of yam ends) are used to fix or stabilize the colors, rebulk

or even enhance bulking, and wash away excess chemicals.

Conventional application of background color by nip rolls or

other means of conventional application, drying and other

steps are incorporated in the process to achieve the overall ob-

ject of space of solid dyed textile material which exhibits its

original or greater bulk in a process which is repeatable.
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3,785.180

DYEING APPARATIS

Roy Luckenbach, Asheboro, and John Funk, Grwnsboro, both

of N.C., assig.M>rs to BurUngton Industries, Inc., Greensboro.

Filed Mar. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 237.683

Int. CI. B05c 8102

I.S. CI. 68- 15
' "^ "-'""'

which clothes are washed A perforate spin basket is inside the

water container and includes an agitator which is driven by a

prime mover means beneath the water contamer Water is

supphed from a conduit having its terminus in an upper por-

tion of the water container A fluid control system prevents

water from overflowing the water container in order to

prevent contamination of the water supply in the upper part of

the water container and the prime mover means beneath the

water container The fluid control incorp<uatcs a siphon hav-

mg one portion connected to the water container at its

predetermined fill level and another portion adapted for com-

munication with a remote drain and having a bight portion at a

level limiting the uppermost level of water in the water con-

tainer.

3.785.182

PADLOCKS
Leo F Van Lahr. deceased, late of Cincinnati. Ohio (by Helen

F. Van Lahr. administratrix ». assignor to Progress Tool and

Engineering Co.. Inc.

Filed Dec. 1.1972.Ser. No. 31 1.390
|

lnt.CLE05bA7/2J

I.S.CL 70-38 8 4 Claims

^W

The disclosure embraces a method of dyeing and an ap-

paratus comprising a horizontally extending generally cylin-

drical article dyeing vessel which is provided with a bank ot

nozzles extending along the interior bottom wall portion of the

vessel the nozzles are disposed to discharge liquid in a

generally tangential direction with respect to the interior of

the vessel, the nozzles are divided into groups each of which is

connected to the out-put of a pump through one or more con-

duits The conduit or conduits which deliver Ouid to the noz-

zles are provided with a valve means so that the output of the

nozzles can be controlled whereby a substantially uniform, cir

cular fluid flow may be obtained The vessel is provided with a

suction liquid outlet slot on one side of the nozzles opposite

the direction of fluid delivery and which extends the length of

the vessel to enable the vessel to handle variably sized loads A

large unloading valve is provided to enable the vessel to be

rapidly emptied and fluid nozzles are arranged on the interior

of the vessel to flush articles out through the unloading valve

A padlock bodv having a key operated pin tumbler lock

which turns a cam that establishes the normal locked and un-

locked positions of the padlock shackle, the pin tumbler lock

being operative by a second key that turns the cam to an in-

operative position releasing the shackle and the pin tumbler

lock from the padlock body

3,785,181

CLOTHES WASHER HAVING A SIPHON-ACTIATED
FLOOD CONTROL ARRANGEMENT

Melvin A. Menk. Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit. Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 89,826, Nov. 16, »970.

abandoned. This application May 10. 1972, Ser. No. 252,107

Int.CLD06fi9/OS

IJ.S.CL 68-208 3 Claims

3,785,183

THEFT DETERRENT FOR OFFICE MACHINES.

TELEVISION SETS AND SMALL FACTORY TOOLS

Paul F. Sander. WanUgh, N.Y., assignor to I. O. Prague Cor-

poration, WanUgh, Nassau, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 222,142

Int. CLEOSb 69/00. 7i/00

U.S.CL 70-58 6 culms

A recirculating-type domestic clothes washer has an open

top water container for containing water and washing agent in

A novel tethering device for securing appliances or other

portable equipment of value, to prevent a thief from takmg the

same the device consisting of a flexible cable that is resistant

to being cut or otherwise severed, and one end of the cable

being flrmly secured to the object being protected while the

other end is fixed to an anchoring stationary object, at least
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one of the ends including a key operated lock whereby the at-

tachment can be disconnected.

3,785,184

LOCKING LATCH FOR A DISK-PACK STORAGE
CONTAINER

Wayne M. W irth. North St. Paul. Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972. Ser. No. 292,488

Int.CLB65d55//4

U.S. CI. 70-63 2 Claims

3,785,186

CLOSURE LATCH ARRANGEMENT
Bruce A. James, Sterling Heights; Michael J. Lawless, Warren,

and David L. Clark, Grosse Pointe Woods, all of Mich., as-

signors to General Motors Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,770

Int. CL E05c 3124

U.S.CL 70-240 3 Claims

A squeeze operated mechanism for releasably attaching the

bottom cover of a disk-pack storage container to a disk-pack

which mechanism includes a key-operated lock.

A closure latc^ arrangement particularly for an automobile

deck lid including a latch bolt, a detent lever, an actuating

cam element and a lock cylinder connected to the cam ele-

ment through a disengageable connecting bar. The cam ele-

ment normally rotates with the lock cylinder barrel portion to

move the detent lever between a detenting and a releasing

position. If the lock cylinder is forcibly removed from the deck

lid the connecting bar disengages from the cam element

whereupon a spring acting on the detent lever causes the latter

to rotate the cam element to a remote position permitting

movement of the detent lever to a dead bolt position in which

the latch bolt is irreversibly maintained in a latched condition.

3,785,185

KEEPER LOCK FOR A SLIDE FASTENER

WiUiam J. Kerr, Glenview, III., assignor to Chicago Lock Co.,

Chicago, lU.

Filed May 30. 1972. Ser. No. 257,751

lnt.CLE05b67/iS

U.S. CL 70-68 ^ Ctaims

3,785,187

INSTITUTIONAL SECURITY SYSTEM

Francis T. Wolz, Jollet, 10., assignor to Folger Adam Co., Divi-

sion of Telkee, Inc., Jdiet, HI.

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,681

Int. CLE05b 4 7/02,47/00

U.S. CL 70-264 1® Claims

5^^^^

A concentric three-part, key-operated keeper lock for a

slide fastener and including an outer barrel, an intermediate

rotatable tubular handle disposed within the barrel and having

a radial keeper flange, and an inner tumbler-type cylinder

mounted in the tubular handle and having a locking bolt which

releasably maintains the barrel and handle in telescoped rela-

tion. In the locked condition of the cylinder, the keeper flange

closely overlies the pull tab of the slide fastener and prevents

access thereto. In the unlocked condition of the cylinder, the

keeper flange springs upwards under the influence of a helical

compression spring and assumes a condition where it may be

rotated in either direction through an angle of 360° so that no

portion thereof interferes with manual access to the pull tab of

the slide fastener.*

Security system for use with a plurality of swinging doors

having individual key-released locks, comprising a plurality of

deadbolts with a single electrically operable power means for

each door controllable by control switch means located at a

remote control point, safety switch means controlled by each

door to prevent operation of the associated power means un-

less that door is closed and operable, after actuation of the

control switch means, to cause automatic locking actuation of

the associated plurality of deadbolts when the door is closed.
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and signal means for indicating at the control point closed and

open positions of each dot>r and active or inactive positions of

the deadbolts.

Van

3,785,188

MAGNETIC CONTROLLED DOOR LOCK

Cari J. Drathschmidt, c/o Modern Annuciation. Inc.

livanSt., New York, N.V.

Fikd Mar. 2 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 236,7 10

lnt,CI.E05b/9/26.i5//0

IJ.S.CL 70-276

3,785.190

HIGH PRESSURE PORTABLE TUBE BENDER

Wallace J. Schall, 1101 17th St., N.W., and Richard F.

Horn. 921 14th St.. N. W., both of Canton, Ohio

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297.232

Int.CLB21d7/04

l.S.CI.72-149
"^Cl*™*

57 Sul-

2 Claims

/J A

A lock for a door, the lock including a safety feature that

prevents an intruder or unauthorized person from opening the

lock the safety feature consisting of a magnetically operated

mechanism which is operative by a special key of unconven-

tional design and which magnetically pulls a part of the

mechanism into an operational position so it "n co-operate

with the remainder of the mechanism for sliding a bolt

between a locked and an unlocked position.

This invention relates to an improvement or. U.S. Pat. No.

3 336 779 wherein a plurality of control cams are provided for

progressive operative engagement of pawls carried thereon

with a control rack gear to aid in obtaining high pressure

bending movements in the apparatus A pressure transmitting

shoe engages with the tube to aid in retainmg it m the ap-

paratus and to aid in applying pressure to the tube as it is being

bend A handle or other drive means operatively engages a

shaft on a carrier frame for cam actuation.

3,785,189

TUBE CORRUGATING APPARATUS

Peter Asselboro; Werner Cramer, Bergtech Gladbach, and

Helnrich Mullejans, all of Dusseldorf . Gennan> -^signors to ^^ ^^ ^^_ ^^^

Felten & Gullleaume Kabelwerke Aktienge^lkchaft,

Cdogne, Germany
Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,420

Claims priority, application Germany, May 10. 1971. K ^i

"'**'*
lnt.CLB21d/5/06

U.S.a.72-78
^^••^''

3.785.191

METAL STRIP ROLL FORMING STAND

Herbert F. Dewey, 1368 Mac Dr., Stow, Ohio

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257.308

Int.CKB21d5/0S
3 Claims

V .. rr

A tube is advanced lengthwise through passages provided in

two longitudinally spaced universally movable bearing means

of which each surrounds a portion of the path of advancement

of the tube. That section of the tube which is located between

the bearing means can thus flex transversely of the path

without appreciable stretching of its material A grooving unit

is located between the bearing means and can orbit about the

tube engaging the same individually and successively with a

plurality of grooving tools each of which comprises at least

two pressure rolls, with the tools traveling about an axis at

least substantially normal to the path of advancement of the

tube and at such a rate of speed that the tube section is con-

tacted by one tool at a time.

A roll forming stand including a plurality of pairs of forming

rolls for progressively shapmg a light gauge metal strip, such as

an aluminum metal strip to a desired shape and wherein one

roll of each of the pairs of rolls is resiliently positioned for

movement away from its companion roll whereby if an ob-

struction in rolling is met. the rolls can move apart and

wherein a unitary drive system is provided for the plurality of

pairs of forming rolls.

1971.

3.785.192 I

TUBE BENDING DEVICE

Benet Fiellstrom. Vadsbrovagen 1 2. Jarna. Sweden

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,170

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Sept. 30,

12360/71
Uit.CI.B21d///04

U S CI 72-319 2 Claims

A rut,e bending device for bending tubes of a circular cross^

section includes a frame element and a pulley provided with a
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groove which is firmly attached to the frame element. A steer- 3.785.194

ine element for steering the tube during bending has a lever PRESS
-. . ,

arm which is connected to the steering element and the pulley Charles R. Bradlee. Kokomo. Ind.. assignor to Textron. Inc.,

via a first joint and a second joint. A number of lamellas are Providence, R.I.

arranged in a flexible chain configuration and are linkably but Filed Sept. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 293.403
*

Int. CI. B21j 9/00

U.S. CI. 72-405 12 Claims

not firmly connected to each other and also provided with

grooves. The lammellas are connected to each other via'a wire

which at its one end is connected to a self-locking abutnfent or

heel member and at its other end to a lamella holder which is

pivotably connected to the steering element via a joint which

is connected to a strelchable wire.

A transfer press which utilizes two rams each carrying a plu-

rality of forming plungers which may be independently ad-

justed in their rams with respect to both lash and shut height.

3,785.193

LINER EXPANDING APPARATUS

Myron M. Kinley. Chickasha, Okla.. and Charles W. Agee.

Houston, Tex., assignors to John C. Kinley, Houston, Tex.

Filed Apr . 1 0, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 242.7 1

2

Int. CLB2 Id 39/05

U.S.CI.72-393 12 Claims

3,785,195

APPARATUS FOR TESTING PRESSURE RESISTANCE OF
BOTTLES

Tomita Vasuhiro, Nishinomiya. and Nakayama Katsutoshi.

Itami, both of Japan, assignors to Yamamura Glass

Kabushiki Kaisha, Hyogo. Japan

Filed Aug. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 278.485

Int. CI. GOIm J/02

U.S. CL 73-37 9 C*'""*

31 25

Apparatus for repairing tubular members, such as oil well

casing or tubing, wherein a malleable liner is expanded into

sealed engagement with the inside of such tubular member in

spite of variations therein, by driving a mandrel with a collet

mounted thereon through the liner, the collet having flexible

fingers extending therefrom into yieldable engagement with

the liner.

An apparatus comprises a cross feed conveyor to be driven

intermittently by an intermittently driving mechanism for

transporting bottle-containing boxes and temporarily stopping

each of the boxes at a pressure fluid supply station, pressure

applying heads identical in number and arrangement to the

bottles in the box for supplying a pressure fluid to the bottles

to conduct a pressure resistance test, a feed conveyor for sup-

plying the bottle-containing boxes onto the cross feed con-

veyor in timed relation to the intermittent travel of the latter

conveyor, and a delivery conveyor for receiving bottle-con-

taining boxes from the cross feed conveyor after they have

been tested and transferring the boxes to the next process. At

the pressure fluid supply station, the bottle-containing box on

the conveyor is raised or the pressure applying heads are

lowered to associate all the bottles with all the pressure apply-
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ing heads simultaneously to introduce the pressure fluid into

the bottles and thereby apply pressure to the bottles in the as-

sociated state, whereby all the bottles in each of the intermit-

tently transported boxes are subjected to the pressure re-

sistance test. ,

3.785.196

APPARATLS FOR TESTING SHEAR STABILITY OF
LUBRICANTS

Marvin F. Smith, Matawan. N J., assignor lo Esso Research

and Engineering Company, Linden, N J.
Filed Apr. 3. 1972, S«r. No. 240,561

inl.Cl.G01n/;/00.iJ/26

U.S. CL 73-64 •
<^^'*''"

3,785,198

SCRATCH RESISTANCE TESTER

Jakobus Heetman, Koblenz. Switzerland, assignor to Lonza

Ltd.. Gamp«l/V alais. Switzerland

Filed June 13. 1972. Ser. No. 262.173

Claims priority, application Switzerland. June 14, 1971,

8626/71 I

Int. CLG01n.</-^6

l'.S.CL 73-78 11 Claims

10 10 ,» /'•

^-i

I

C

•3 , L^V:"S^>^-^'^ ^ -

' A scratch resistance or hardness tester is disclosed wherein

a test point is guided across two flat parallel surfaces of a test

specimen The testing point is loaded in the direction of one of

the surfaces of the test specimen and is disposed movabh in

that direction A path or track, along which the test point and

a receiving surface for the test specimen, against which the

other of its two flat parallel surfaces is intended to fit, are

movable relative to one another in order to guide the test

point across the flrst mentioned surface of the test specimen

The path together with the receiving surfaces enclose or form

an acute angle The test point is loaded with the force of a pen-

dulum which increases when there is an increased deflection

from its rest ptisition

An apparatus for rapidly determmmg the loss in viscosity

which occurs when a lubricant containing a polymeric viscosi-

ty improvement addllive is subjected to high shear is charac-

terized by a tapered roller bearing assembly, pre-loaded to a

constant torque, in which one race revolves at a constant and

measurable speed in a cell containing the lubricant while

maintaining the lubricant at a set temperature.

3,785,197

APPARATIS AND METHOD FOR LOCATING THE

CENTER OF GRAVITY OF A GOLF CLLB
Charles P. Finn, 406 Lamberton Dr.. Silver Spring, Md.

Filed Aug. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 277,970

Int.CLGOlm 1106

L.S.CL 73-65 4 Claims

3.785,199

DYE PENETRANT INSPECTION PROCESS

Orlando G. Molina. Westminster. Calif., assignor to Air

ProducU and Chemicak. Inc.. Allento>»n. Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 852.458, Aug. 22, 1969, abandoned. This

application Feb. 25, 1 97 1 . Ser . No. 1 1 8,979

Int. CL GO In/ 9/02

L.S.CL73-104 I Claim

Viscous compositions of gel-like consistency are disclosed

for removing excess dye penetrant from parts subjected to

liquid d\e penetrant inspection. The compositions comprise a

cleaner, a carrier, and a viscosity increasing agent, and have a

viscosity between 10 and 100 poises at 100 reciprocal

seconds I

y

An appara'-s and method for supporting a golf club by the

handle and rotating the club so that the head of the club spins

about Its center of gravity and mark' g the center of gravity of

the club head to indicate the desired point of contact with a

golf ball

ERRATUM
For Class 073—134 see:

Patent No. 3,785,216

3,785,200

APPARATUS FOR IN SITU BOREHOLE TESTING

Richard L. Handy, Des Moines. Iov*a. assignor to Ion a State

Lnivcrsity Research Foundation. Inc.. Ames. Iowa

Filed June 1 . 1972. Ser. No. 258.548

Int.CLE21b4W00

U.S. CL 73- 151 7 Claims

Borehole test apparatus includes upper and lower laterally

expandable side pressure units joined by a vertically expanda-

ble piston and cylinder unit The laterally expandable side

units are provided with diametrically opposing gripper sur-

faces to exert normal pressure to the sides of the borehole at

vertically spaced locations when they are expanded. After the

side pressure units are expanded to exert a predetermined nor-

mal force, the vertical cylinder unit is expanded to urge the

side pressure units apart One side pressure unit acts as a reac-

tion base and the other shears the soil surrounding the
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borehole The maximum vertical separation force tolerated by '^'^^^"?.^}^^,.^„^, o»,o^r.». r^o
the soil is a measure of its shearing strength, and is recorded as ELECTRONIC SUPERVISORY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR

DRILLING WELLS
Ray M. Kelseaux, Tulsa; Harold J. Dobbs, Bartlesvillc, both of

Okla., and Frank D. Priebe, Houston, Tex., assignors to Ci-

ties Service Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,645

Int. C\.E2lb 45100

U.S. CL 73- 151.5 10 Claims

y/4 t--ru -<*?<

a function of the normal pressure exerted by the expandable

side pressure units to obtain the cohesion C and internal fric-

tion angle of the soil. rock, or other material tested.

3,785,201

DETERMINING HARDNESS OF SOFT MATERIALS

Manuel Jesus Rubio, Bridgeport, Conn., and Victor Mario

Leal. Monterrey. Mexico, assignors to Roberto (Gonzalez

Barrera. Monterrev . Mexico

Filed Nov. 3. 1971, Ser. No. 195.315

Int.CLGOIn-?-?/yO

U.S.CL73-169 12 Claims

« 60.

SUPERVISORY CONTROL SYSTEM

ROTARY
POWER

PENETRATIQW
HATE

KtiO^XR

An electronic supervisory control system is disclosed herein

wherein rotary power, rotary speed, bit weight, hole size,

penetration rate and mud weight ratio are utilized in conjunc-

tion with analog and electronic sensing means in order to af-

ford drilling personnel a supervisory control system over

drilling operation. Recorded information includes the rate of

penetration, corrected d exponent and rotary torque, which

may be visually recorded and electronically stored for use for

both supervisory control and simultaneous understanding of

the monitored drilling variables and their effect upon the

drilling operation.

3,785,203

W AVE FORCE TRANSDUCER
Michael M. Mull, Van Nuys, Calif., assignor to Mechanics

Research, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,869

Int. CLGOlp 5/02

U.S.CL 73-170 A 3 Claims

In determining hardness of soft materials a cutting edge

which is preferably blunt and preferably a wire, is pushed or

pulled into the test specimen in a direction transversely to the

cutting edge under a force, and the relation of the force, the

length of cut and the time is determined. The force is

preferably applied progressively diminishing from a maximum

at the time of application to a minimum at the end of test.

Either the length of cut or the time is preferably a variable.

The force application is preferably tangential to the arc of a

circle.

The area of the cutting edge exposed to the sample is

preferably constant or substantially constant. In the preferred

embodiment three faces of the sample are exposed to the cut.

A wave force transducer, including a shell mounted around

a support column by a set of flexures which permit substan-

tially only lateral movement of said shell and a set of hydraulic

load cells spaced around said shell between said shell and sup-

port column which measure the total wave force acting upon

said shell.

3,785,204

MASS FLOW METER
Edward L. Lisi, Freeport, N.Y., assignor to Esso Research En-

gineering Company, Linden, NJ.
Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,140

Int.CLG01f//00

U.S.CL 73-194 M 1 Claim

A mass flow meter determines the weight flow of a fluid

stream by combining in series a density-sensitive flow measur-

ftlS O.G.— :{<•.
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ing device and a densitv-msensitive flow measuring device

The density-insensitive flo>* measuring device is a vorlex-

shedding meter which requires no moving parts to determine

volumetric or velocity flow In combination with the vortex-

shedding meter, the density-sensitive flow measuring device

I I 111! iiT---*"-"--*-
-^^ ,.-..>...

4- "^..._ J-
r

~^

'

may be an orifice meter or preferably a pressure differential

instrument connected across the vortex shedding meter itself

Information obtained from the density-sensitive flow measur-

ing device and the density-insensitive flow measuring device

may be combined to obtain mass flow rate.

3.785,205

DEVICE FOR TRANSFERRING AND MEASURING THE
FLOW OF PI RE GAS

Andre Lambert, Gif-sur-YveUe; Jean-Pierre Sourv. Igny. and

Gaston SIfre, Orsay, all of France, assignor, to Societc

Generak de Constructions Electriques et Mecaniques

(Alsthom), Paris, France

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 262,945

Ctoims priority , application France, June 5. 197 1 ,
7 1 2 1 777

Inl.CLGOlf //OO

U S CI 73—198 10 Claims

'Device for transferring and measuring the flow of very pure

gas comprising a connection block, to which is linked, up

stream in the direction of flow of the gas. a flowmeter hav in^

a calibrated tube and a float., and inside which are arranged a

flow regulating valve and two stop valves each ensuring com

mun.cation with a gas utilization circuit The valves and the

connection pipes inside the block are arranged so that the

paths followed by the gas inside the block are the same what-

ever the utilization circuit The adjusting valve and the flow-

meter are interchangeable

3,785,206

FLLID FLOW MEASURING DEVICE

James M. Benson, and William C. Baker, both of Hampton.

Va assignors to Teledvne. Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,841

Int.CLGOIf //OO

L.S.a. 73-212
8^'-""''

T iimi^,- /,

3,785,207

DIGITAL READOUT INSTRl MENT EMPLOYING

ENABLEMENT CIRCUITS FOR SYSTEM WHEN UNDER
READING CONDITIONS

Janusz Brzeiinski. c/o John E. Wagner, 1041 E. Green St.,

Suite 202, Pasadena, Calif.

FiledJune28, 1971, Ser. No. 157.465 ,

Int. CL GO Ik 7/24 I

t,S.CL 73-362 AR 14 Claims

*w M

If--
i

WCK-'C*

J

A digital readout thermometer employing a resistance

bridge with a temperature sensitive element such as a

thermistor m one leg of the bridge and including a motor

driven adjustable resistance or potentiometer for rebalancing

the bridge A servo amplifier, d c motor and digital counter

provide a reading indicative of the temperature 1 he circuit

includes a differentiator for accelerating the time response o

reado-t It als^i includes timer, a comparator, logic circuit and

visual indicator for enabling the readout system onl> when the

transducer senses the temperature in the range to be read and

the logic circuit is oper.itive to enable the visual indicator

when a temperature in the required range has been sensed tor

a period sufficient for the counter to complete its movement

to the correct reading The thermometer is automatically

powered when the probe is removed from its storage tube.

3.785.208

CLINICAL THERMOMETER
Louis P. Marsilia. East Boston, and Robert J. Moran. Littleton,

both of Mass.. assignors to Cardinal Instruments C orpora-

tion, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Mav 11, 1971, Ser. No. 142.241

Int. CI. GO Ik 5/42

L.S.CL 73-368.4 8 Claims

Apparatus for measuring the velocity of fluid flow includes

a form of pitot tube having orifices that develop a differential

pressure related to the stream velocity and a means of direct-

ing an auxiliary stream of gas at or near one of the orifices.

The auxiliary stream is arranged to be deflected by the main

stream so that in the range of low velocities of the main

stream, wherein pitot tubes are insensitive, the sensitivity of

the apparatus is enhanced. In a preferred form of the device, a

purged thermal flowmeter connected to the two orifices sen-

ses the velocity of the main stream.

A quickly responsive, dial-type clinical thermometer is pro-

ded to give fast, accurate and easily readable clinical tem-

peratures A temperature sensitive liquid is sealed in a sensing

probe element and expands proportionately with a rise in tem-

perature The liquid in the probe communicates with an at-
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tached bellows which is flexed by the expanding liquid to actu-

ate a dial indicator drivingly connected to the bellows. The in-

dicator dial is graduated with temperature markings. A simple

locking arrangement holds the indicator needle at the highest

recorded temperature until reset by replacing a disposable

sterile probe cover Placement of a new cover over the probe

tip automatically resets the indicator needle.

3,785,209

PRESSURE GAUGE
Johannes Schijf, Delft, Netherlands, assignor to Nederlandse

Organisatie Voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappeiijk On-

derzoek Ten Hehoeve Van Nijverheld, Handel en Verkeer,

The Hague, Netherlands

FiledOct. 28, 1971,Ser.No. 193,508

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 29, 1970,

7015908
Int. CI. GO II 7/00

U.S.CL 73-395 5 Claims

ported by two separated bearings, one movable and the other

immovable and, each having a force measuring device as-

sociated with it for each measuring the force which the shaft

applies to its associated bearing. The force measuring devices

are connected via suitable resistances to a two position switch

which in turn is connected to an indicator for displaying im-

balance. The switch has a first position connecting both force

measuring devices to the indicator so that, when the body is

mounted with one of the planes coinciding with the immova-

ble bearing, the indicator displays the imbalance in that plane

after imbalance in the other plane has been corrected. The

second switch position connects only the force measuring

device associated with the movable bearing to the indicator so

that, when the body is mounted with the one of the planes

coinciding with the immovable bearing, the indicator displays

the imbalance in that other plane.

3,785,211

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRIMMING AND
BALANCING VEHICLE W HEELS

Charles Earl Branick, 1601 S. 9th St., Fargo, N. Dak.

Filed Dec. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 95,717

Int.CLG01m;//2
U.S. CI. 73—480 1 1 Claims

" >• » i n 1,

A pressure gauge for extrusion and injection moulding

machines, in which a push rod connects a membrane at one

end and a displacement meter at the other end of the casing.

The usual thermal sensitivity of this kind of pressure gauges

has been suppressed bv the use of a hollow, thin-walled push

rod that fits in the casing with a narrow clearance.

3,785,210

BALANCING APPARATUS FOR BALANCING OUT-OF-
BALANCE BODIES

Richard Muller, Worfelden, Germany, assignor to Gebr. Hof-

mann KG, Damstadt, Germany
Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,213

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 26, 1971, P 21

14 770.6
Int.CLG01m//22

U.S.CL 73-459 10 Claims

A method and apparatus for trimming tires and balancing

wheels which includes a fixed frame structure pivotally sup-

porting thereon a wheel-support frame that carries a rotatable

wheel-mounting assembly, adapted to be selectively con-

nected with an electric motor by a clutch; the wheel support

frame includes a displaceable weight as well as a pointer to in-

dicate any in^balance in the wheel when the clutch is disen-

gaged and when a latch mechanism is unlatched to permit free

pivotal movement of the wheel-support frame together with

the wheel mounted thereon; the fixed frame structure also

pivotally supports a trimming apparatus which can be

manually pivoted and adjusted for removing any out-of-round

conditions of the tread surface of the tire when the latter is

rotated with the clutch engaged and the latch mechanism

latched.

An apparatus for balancing a body such as a motor vehicle

wheel in two balancing planes whereby a driving shaft is sup-

3,785,212

MOTION ALTERING APPARATUS
Robert J. Eminger, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Windamatk

Systems, Inc., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Filed Feb. 23^ 1973, Ser. No. 335,240

Int. CL F16h 2 //OO

U.S.CL 74-23 6 Claims

Disclosed is an apparatus for changing rotary driving mo-

tion of uniform velocity into driven rotary motion whose

velocity varies in a uniformly recurring pattern. The length of

and number of minimum velocity or "dwell" periods is ad-

justable over a wide range. The apparatus can be utilized in

actuating the movement of a winding head for winding wire on

electric stators. or the like. An offset driving crank drives a

Scotch yoke slide, the slide carrying a freely rotatable
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her The rotatable member has a pm and slot connection output shaft, rotary idler member and the closed loopof the

edriv n. or mout shaft and this mput shaft also dr.ves the casmg may be m communication with the cylmder or ma> bemem
to the driving or input

offset driving crank. The freely rotatable member has a pin

and slot connection to the output or driven shaft

separated from the cylinder by a packing gland through which

extends the piston rod.

3,785,213

MECHANICAL MOVEMENT
John L. Bergeren, 1 148 Clark Ave.. Billings. Mont. 3,785,215

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,633 paWL AND RATCHET INDEXING MECHANISM FOR ON-

iBt. CI. F16h JJ/00 OFF SWITCHING

L.S. CI. 74-60 10 Claims Joseph P. Stefani. Warwick, R.I. , assignorto General Electric

Compan\. Providence, R.I.

Filed Mar. 31. 1972. Ser. No. 239,908

lnt.CI.F16h27/0>
^"^^^^^ " ' U.S.CI.74-142 6 Claims

This invemion is a mechanical movement for convertmg

reciprocating linear motion to rotary motion. An arm is

pivotally connected at one end to a source of reciprocating^

motion The opposite end of the arm is connected to a driving

member mounted on a rotatable shaft at approximately a 45°

angle to the longitudinal axis of the member. As the arm

moves in response to the reciprocating motion, corresponding

movement of the opposite end of the arm is effected, produc-

ing actuation of the driving member to rotate the shaft on

which the driving member is mounted.

An improved indexing mechanism is provided for generat- •

ing an indexed rotary motion from a reciprocating plunger

motion In the mechanism a plunger adapted for linear motion

along its longitudinal axis has a pivotable actuator mounted at

its end On a plunge stroke the actuator pushes on a tooth of a

set of ratchet teeth mounted about a rotor w here the rotor axis

is set generally at a right angle to the plunger axis On a return

stroke, under the urging of a return spring, the actuator pivots

about its point of support on the plunger as the actuator passes

over the ratchet.

3,785,214

FLLID PRESSURE OPERATED ROTARY ACTUATORS

John Cecil Ridley, Newcourt House, New St., Lymington, En-

gland

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,221

Int. CI. F16h 29/02

U.S. CI. 74-89.21 7 Claims

A fluid pressure operated rotary actuator in which

rectilinear movement of a piston in a cylinder by the action of

fluid pressure is converted into rotary movement of an output

shaft The piston is fixed to a closed loop pivoted link chain of

tHe kind known as a leaf chain, which passes around the out-

put shaft and a rotary idler member so that one run of the

closed loop is substantially parallel to the line of movement of

the piston. The chain is fixed to the output shaft at a point

spaced from the point at which it is fixed to the piston. The

3,785,216

CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR HYDROKINETIC DEVICES

Norman McLean; Donald Bernard Lewis, and Robert John

Lawson McLaren, all of Worcester, England, assignors to

Redman Heenan Froude Limited, W orcester, England

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198.564

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Nov. 27. 1970,

56410/70
I

lnt.CLGOlli/20 I

U.S. CL 73- 134 5 Claims

A control system for a hydrokinetic device such as a

dynamometer in which an electrical signal dependent upon

the difference between a desired and the measured value of an

operating parameter of the device is applied to a control unit.

The latter is adapted to control the position of a fluid regulat-
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ing valve associated with the inlet or outlet of the device, the transmitted by two levers pivotally connected together. The

valve being specially characterised so that displacement coarse or fine adjustment levers are moved by control means

thereof is directly proportional to the torque developed by the

dc\icc

3,785,217

ROI.LKR ASSEMBLY AND METHODOF MAKING THE
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^,^ ,c,ew.,h,eaded p.ns.cam surface, or an

«.r„n A. Peur., M.d>»„. «.,., ,.,gn,r .. C.ns..i.3.«. ^}^:^^^:^<^nZ:^:^^Tr"'"
'''"'"

Foods Corporation, Chicago. III.

Filed July 17. 1972. Ser. No. 272,553

Int. CI. FI6h 55/36; B32b 23/00

in actual contact with the element to be moved.

U.S. CI. 74-230.3 16 Claims
3,785,219

COASTER BRAKE SYSTEM FOR A MULTI-SPEED*
BICYCLE

Joseph L. Anthamatten, Precious Blood Seminary, Ruth Ewing

Rd., Liberty, Mo.
Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,568

Int.CLF16h7//04

U.S.CL 74-217 B 8 Claims

A roller assembly having an inner stator member and an

outer roller member rotatably supported on the stator

member and method of making the same in which the roller

member is molded in an annular form with an inner bearing

surface of circular cross-section extending axially through the

roller member, and the inner stator member is thereafter in-

jection molded inside the inner bearing surface, of a plastic

material having a molding shrinkage characteristic such as to

provide sufficient clearance between the stator and roller

members for a running Gt therebetween. In molding the stator

member in the roller member, circumferentially spaced por-

tions of the inner bearing surface of the roller member are

preferably sealed from the mold cavity for the stator member

so that the stator member is formed with a non-circular cross-

section with only circumferentially spaced portions having a

shape conforming to and in a running fit with the inner bearing

surface on the roller member.

a (a

A mechanism for maintaining tension in the drive chain on a

multi-speed bicycle having an exposed drive ratio change

device with a plurality of different sized rear sprockets and

front sprockets and having a coaster brake actuated by reverse

rotation of the front sprockets.

3,785,218

COARSE AND FINE ADJUSTMENT MEANS
Andre Louis Czapek, Le Perreux, France, assignor to Societe

d'Optique, Precision Electronique et Mechanique-Sopelem,

Paris, France

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,735

Claims priority, application France, May 24, 1971,

71.18559
Int. CLG05gy/ /OO

U.S. CL 74-479 7 Claims

A coarse and fine adjustment device especially for focusing

a lens system in which both the coarse and fine adjustment are

3,785,220

CLUTCH DEVICE
James W. Jacobs, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,922

Int. CLF16h 7/72

U.S.CL 74-242.1 FP » 5 Claims

The drawings illustrate a belt-type clutch device wherein a

pulley rotatably mounted on an arm pivotally mounted within

the perimeter of an endless belt is urged or "teased" by a rela-

tively small actuating force communicated thereto from any

suitable power source, into a self-energizing or wedged rela-
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tionship with the belt to thereafter be urged by the tractive ac- base about a rearwardly disposed vertical hinge axis A foot-

tion of the belt into an angular relationship therewith which engageablc lip is provided on the front closure and the gate is

substantially cll-shaped having a length greater than the width

to facilitate the side opening actmn

results in the belt being fully tightened about its assi>ciated

driving and driven pulleys

3,785,221

LOAD CONTROL DEVICE
Ralph R. Fifield, 49 Bonnie Brae, Novate, Calif.

Filed Mav 10. l971,Ser. No. 141.506

Inl.CLF16h7//2

U.S. CL74-242.il P 4 Claims

A load control device for continuously running a source of

power in a hydraulically activated system is disclosed having a

housing carrying an idler bearing adapted to engage a belt

driven by the source of power A fluid inlet is associated with

the housing and is in fluid communication with means for dis-

engaging the bearing from the belt under no-load or dead-end

conditions in the system.

3,785,222

FOOT CONTROL Gl ARD
James C. Dawson, Kirkwood, Mo., assignor to Bohn and

Dawson, Inc., St. Louis, VIo.

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 396,704

Int.CLFI6pi/00

U,S.CL 74-561 10 Claims

This foot control guard includes a base, mounting a cover,

side guards and a front closure and provides substantially

complete enclosure for the control. The front closure is pro-

vided by a side-opening gate, which is hingedly mounted to the

3,785,223 ,

ROTARY INDEXIN(; MACHINE
Richard C. Steele. Warwick, R.I.. assignor to The Cleveland

Twist Drill Company, Cleveland. Ohio

Filed June 5. 1972, Ser. No. 259.662

lnt.CLB26h2y/.<2

t.S.CL 74-815 19(laims

3—

.

A rotary indexing machine comprising a housing, a spindle

mounted for rotation in the housing, an index plate mounted
on the spindle substantially coaxially therewith, means for

mounting a workpiece-holding member substantially coaxially

with the spindle, a fluid motor for continuously rotating the

spindle in one direction about its axis, the motor being located

within the housing substantially concentric with the spindle

and positioned between the index plate and the means for

mounting the workpiece-holding means, means for periodi-

cally arresting rotation of the spindle for a predetermined in-

terval of time during which the workpiece may be machined,

and means for periodically releasing the rotation arresting

means The means for periodically arresting rotation of the

spindle for automatic step indexing, may be easily rendered in-

operative so that thereafter the spindle will be rotated con-

tinuQusly without step indexing The preferred embodiment

also includes means for moving the spindle axis through an arc

relative to a horizontal position and means for adjusting the

spindle angularly about its axis and relative to the location

plane of the index plate, whereby the location sides of the

notches of the index plate may be accurately aligned with

premachined notches existing in the workpiece.
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3,785,224

ELECTROHYDRAILIC TRANSMISSION SHIFTING

APPARATl S FOR A MOTOR CAR
(;erhard Will, Beutelsbach, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,654

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 13, 1971, P 21

45 666.6

Int. CL B60k 2/ 00, F 1 6h J/ 74

L.S.CI.74-865 14 Claims

tioned in the retainer chamber. This shaft, includes a cap

removal means secured at one end thereof within the retainer

and a gripping means at the other end of the shaft outside of

the retainer chamber. There , is also disclosed a pressure

release plate containing a number of orifices slideably posi-

tioned on the shaft above the cap removal means. When used

to remove a radiator cap from a hot radiator, the device

shields the person using the tool from being burned or scalded

by steam or water emitting from the radiator and prevents

water and the radiator cap from being blown back onto the en-

gine or the person u^ing the device.

An electrohydraulic transmission shifting apparatus in-

cludes an electrohydraulic transducer with a throttle valve

operated b\ an electri>magnet and a pressure-limiting valve

w hich effects a kick dov^ n signal at a predetermined maximum

pressure when the gas pedal is full> depressed. Fluid under

pressure is supplied from a pump to the valves A fluid-pres-

sure control flow, limited by the pressure-limiting valve, is

supplied to a main valve connecting a pump, with the shifting

means of a transmission so that the valve operates in ac-

cordance with the control flow. The pump is also connected

with the kick down shifting means of the transmission by a

kick-down valve when the electrohydraulic transducer is

operated upon a kick-down gas pedal operation.

3,785,225

SAFETY DEVICE FOR REMOVING RADIATOR CAPS

James J. McKenna. Lake Worth, Fla., and Roy Harter, late of

Palm Springs, Fla.. assignors to H. Elisabet Harter surviving

spouse of Roy S. Harter, Palm Springs, Fla.

Filed Mav 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,823

Int. CL B67b 7144; B25b 29100

C.S.CI. 81-3.1 R 9 Claims

3,785,226

LOCKING W RENCH
Jerry E. W ard. Star Rt. Box 222, Vian, Okla.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,433

Int.CLB25b/i/46

U.S. CL 81— 119 13 Claims

An open ended wrench having a hexagonal-headed

threaded member-engaging cavity formed in the wrench head

configured such that when torque is applied through the

wrench to a hexagonal-headed member engaged in the cavity

the wrench is effectively locked onto the member and is

prevented from slipping from engagement therewith. In one

form the novel aspects of this invention are applied |o an

otherwise conventional open ended wrench; and in another

form the novel aspects of this invention are applied to a

ratchet-type open ended wrench.

3,785,227

LATHE
Paul Wolff, lUkirch Graffenstaden, France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Industrielle Des Telecommunications Cit-Akatel,

Paris, France

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,421

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 14, 1970,

7037161

Int. CL B23b ilOO, 19/02,

1

7/00

U.S.CL82-2 21 Claims

f (* .2

There is disclosed a radiator cap removing device which

comprises a steam retainer chamber positionable over a radia-

tor cap. The steam retainer chamber has an opening in the

bottom which is at least as large as the neck of the radiator to
. x ^ w a

which the radiator cap is attached but smaller then the A lathe has a bedplate to which is mounted a lathe bed

greatest width of the radiator cap. The radiator cap projects deflning first and second slideways and a fixed heads.tock

though this opening. A shaft is slideably and rotatably posi- holding a rotatable spindle. A movable tailstock slides on at
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least one of the slideways such that \he spindle axis hes in a

first plane and the first and second slideways lie in a common

second plane perpendicular to the first plane and equally

spaced therefrom.

3,785.228

FRONT RELEASABLE, LATERALLY CLAMPING.

OITCK-CHANGE TOOL HOLDER FOR AN ORBITING

CRANKSHAFT LATHE GIRT

Thomas E. tUgelt. and Martin VS. Dahl, both of Sagma*.,

Mich., assignors to The Wickes Corporation, Sagma^, Mich.

Filed Mav 22. 1972. S«r. No. 255.444

Int CL B23b 2V/00. 5118. B26d llOO

lJ.S.a. 82-36 B
'''<^'»""*

means parallel to the moving ribbon and out of contact with it

until Its Hpeed is slightly less than that of the ribbon as the end

of the selected length approaches the scoring means, attaching

the moMng ribbon and scoring means together as the end of

the length to be cut reaches the scoring means whereby they

move in unison, activating the scoring means, disengaging the

scoring means, and returning it to its original position.

3,785,230

AITOMATIC SAFETY BRAKE FOR ROTARY BLADE
EQIIPMENT

Robert C". Lokey, Tamal, Calif., assignor lo Lokey Tool. Inc.,

San Leandro. Calif.

Filed Nov. 8. 1972. Scr. No. 304,726

lnl.CLB27h/V/02./V/04

I.S.CL83-58 5 Claims

-^ ."..u".-'

-^tf
'-,•<

»-•. ^ /5

••^ SB • ' ' ..3J5

[31: . \.

12

20

A tool holder and girt assembly wherein a tool holder is

mounted for fore and aft movement perpendicular to the

crankshaft axis of rotation on a girt way It is secured in p<isi-

tion by a laterally movable clamp member which anchors the

tool holder in machining position on the girt support. The

lateral clamping force is created by an accentric part, pro-

vided on a front to rear extending rotatable clamp actuator,

which is manipulatable from the front of the tool holder

3,785,229

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CUTTING GLASS

Friedrich Halberschmidt. Merkstein, and Josef Audi, Aachen,

both of Genrtany. assignors to Saint-Gobain. Neuilly-sur-

Seine. France

Filed Mar. 21. 1972, S«r. No. 236,601

Cteims priority, appUcation France, Mar. 22, 1971.

7109942
Int. CL C03b 33102 i B26d 3108. 5138

U.S. CL 83-6 3 <^'«''"*

An automatic safety brake for rotary blade equipment in

which a capacitance proximity sensor utilizes the spinning

blade as an antenna so that when any portion of the body of

the user approaches the blade to closely a cam brake will be

instantaneously actuated to stop the rotation of the blade be-

fore the body of the user comes in contact with the cutting

edge of the blade In one form of the invention cam members

are applied to opposite side faces of the blade to serve as a

brake for the instanteous stopping of the rotation of the blade.

In another form of the invention a rubber wedge is driven into

the cutting edge of the blade so as to instantaneously stop the

rotation of the blade In both forms of the invention the sen-

sitivity of the sensor may be adjusted to suit the capacitance

effect of the individual user of the equipment.

3.785,231

APPARATUS FOR CUTTING BLANKS

Willett R. Lake. Jr.. and James O. Ward, both of Portland.

Oreg., assignors to Pak-W ell Corporation. Denver. Colo.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 281,836

Int. CL B26d 3100, 7106

U.S.CL83-I03 6 Claims

' .' ,'

^_H »' tf^g-Jft w ^ :e

A method of scoring glass at a selected distance from the

end of an advancing ribbon of glass which comprises poising
^ ^ ^heet. A method of

scoring means in proximity
^^ rJ^^J^^^o^^^^^^^^^^^ cuft n^s^^btk^S a cutting table and cutting die which

Tl^ch'^r tLToirme^^rrct.:^:.!;"! lo^.^ are relative, movable to position the die over different re-
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gions of a sheet to ready the die for cutting. The apparatus

specifically disclosed comprises a die press having a vertically

movable cutting die which is forced downwardly to cut a

blank A horizontally disposed cutting table below the die is

movable in increments along a horizontal path between

retracted and extended positions, to advance sheets supported

on the table to different positions under the die. A sheet is sup-

plied to the cutting table from a support table disposed at one

end of the cutting table with the latter in its retracted position.

Sheets are deposited on such support table from a supply.

Sheets moved off the cutting table move over a drop table and

thence onto an ejector table, such tables being aligned in a

direction extending transversely of the path of movement of

the cutting table Clamps on the cutting table hold a side mar-

gin of a sheet, with the sheet edge bounding such side margin

positioned parallel to the path of movement of the cutting

table and remote from the side of the cutting table which is ad-,

jacent the drop table. Using the method of the invention, these

clamps are released in succession, and the cutting of blanks is

performed using a last sequence of cuts which occurs along

the side margin of the sheet held by the clamps,

cylindrical cutting punch is brought downwardly into engage-

ment with the cutter member to sever the needle and another

3,785,232

WEB SUPPORT TABLE

Kenneth G. Frye; Robert G. Lucas, both of Downingtown;

Kenneth L. Seidel, Temple, all of Pa., and Soma M. Rohosy,

Sterling Forest, N.Y., assignors to Beloit Corporation, Beloit,

Wis.
Filed Dec. 16, 1969, Ser. No. 885.548

Int. CLB23d 79/06

U.S. CL 83- 156 1 2 Claims

part of the syringe, to destroy the assembly rapidly in a .

manner rendering impossible its repeated use.

3,785,234

DEVICE FOR AN INFINITE ADJUSTMENT OF THE
SPECIMEN STROKE IN MICROTOMES AND

ULTRAMICROTOMES
Hellmuth Sitte, Homburg-on-Saar, Austria, assignor to C.

Reichert Optische Werke AG, Vienna, Austria

Filed Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 313,912

Int. CI. B26d 7/06

U.S.CL 83-414 lOCtiims

A web conveying apparatus having a support "table" por-

tion where the web is moved over two parallel rollers under

tension to flatten the web between the rollers to treat the flat-

tened portion of the web. At least one and preferably both of

the rollers are made up in a plurality of longitudinally aligned

sections with a spacing element, preferably of wear usistant

material, located between and axially spacing adjacent sec-

tions of each roller. The two rollers are located at the top of

the legs of a U-shaped frame and when the table portion is

used with a slitting apparatus, the lower slitter and a trim

removal pipe may be located in the space between the legs of

the U.

A microtome having continuous adjustment to vary the

length of the specimen cutting stroke is provided by a pair of

eccentric members mounted on a drive shaft with one eccen-

tric member selectively positionable about the periphery of

the other eccentric member in order lo provide a continuous

range of eccentricity with a corresponding adjustment range

in the specimen stroke. A cam may be also connected to the

drive shaft and adjustable about the drive shaft to operate a

switch for controlling the return stroke of the specimen arm.

'n motor driven microtomes, a means for varying the cutting

and/or return stroke speed is desirable to accommodate long

and short cutting strokes and provide consistent tissues.

3,785,233

CUTTING PUNCHES FOR DESTROYING HYPODERMIC
SYRINGES

Murry M. Robinson, 17121 St., N.W., Washington, D.C.

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,695

Int. CLB23d 75/04

U.S.CL 83- 167 8 Claims

A cutting punch for destroying effectively the components

of hypodermic syringes, after their use. in order to prevent the

salvaging thereof from waste receptacles for eventual use as

essential paraphernalia in the illicit drug field. An annularly

shaped female cutter member is fitted with diametrally op-

posed slots for supporting the cannular needle and the syringe

elements extending therefrom in horizontal position, and a

3,785,235

PUNCHING OR SHEARING TRAIN
Werner Peddinghaus, Sprockhovel, and Ludwig Regenbrecht,

Hasslinghauser Str. 129, Gevelsberg, both of Germany, as-

signors to said Ludwig Regenbrecht, by said Werner Ped-

dinghaus

Filed Sept. 24, 1971. Ser. No. 183,509

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 25, 1970, P 20

47 215.5
lnt.CLB26d5//2

U.S.CL 83-557 11 Claims

An apparatus for punching or^shearing work members by

tool elements which are supported in a holder, with one of the

tool elements movable toward and away from the other. The
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holder is supported in a frame in which a work member is

guided between the tool elements The holder is resiliently

3,785,237

HARPSICHORD MECHANISM
guided between the tool elements me no.uer '- ""-'"^

u.in^r Schutze Muhltalstrasse 128. Heidelberg, Germany
Lpported .n the frame so that ^"""ga work operation the a^^^ Ra.ner SchuUe^luhUab

^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^_ ^^^^^^^SUPPOIICU III 11". iii.i.i>. c-
, I. J

tuated tool element v^ill first engage the work member and Filed Feb. 28. 1972, S«r. No. 229,838

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 15, 1971, P 21

18 322.2
lnt.CI.G10c//06

U.S.CI.84-258
1 2 Claims

3t!f ' ^

then the holder will move to bring the other tool element mto

engagement with the work member and the work operation is

then completed by continuing the actuation of the actuated

tool element.

A mounting for vertically adjustably supporting the

keyboard and jack guide means of a harpsichord on its wrest

plank The mounting comprises supports affixed to iHe plank

and supporting the keybourd and jack guide means to form

them into an operational unit with the plank

3,785,236

IMPACT DIE AND CARBIDE INSERT THEREFOR

Francis C. Peterson. AfTton. Mo., assignor to C. Hager &

Sons Hinge Manufacturing Company. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed May 30. 1972, Ser. No. 258,010

Int.CI.B26f 7//4,//46

II.S. CI. 83-685
"C'-''"*

3,785,238

TONE CHANGING AND TONE MARKING APPARATUS
FORGIITARS

WiUard L. Wheeler, 2251 N. Watts, Portland, Oreg.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,293

lnt.CI.GI0di//4

IJ.S. CI. 84-312 10 Claims

> A punch and die set for blanking or otherwise shearing

pieces with curved edges from flat stock has carbide inserts on

ihe punch and die thereof The inserts are mechanically

clamped in position and cut the rounded corners as the punch

descends toward the die Those corners are disposed so that

the curved surfaces thereof merge into existing straight edges

on the flat stock. The greatest wear occurs at these locations

on existing punches and dies and the presence of carbide in-

serts at these locations greatly reduces wear and thereby ex-

tends the life of the entire punch and die set.

«»,»>
" M

Apparatus for selectively loosening and tightening the

strings of a guitar while the guitar is being played to change

the tone of the strings and thereby produce different chord

combinations. A series of tone changers is mounted adjacent

each end of a bank of guitar strings, each tone changer engag-

ing a respective guitar string for selectively tightening or

loosening it The tone changers are selectively actuated by

pedals or knee levers, or a combination of both, through a se-

ries of tension members and rotatable axle cranks. Each pedal

comprises a primary lever coupled with one or more tone

changers for causing single or multiple string tension adjust-

ments and a secondary lever mounted on the primary lever

which can be selectively actuated simultaneously with the pri-

mary lever for causing additional string tension adjustments

different from those caused by actuation of the primary lever

alone Some of the pedals are mounted to rotate only about a
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horizontal axis, while others are universally mounted for rota-

tion about both a horizontal and a vertical axis. Such univer-

sally mounted pedals are capable of actuation in four different

modes for producing four different tone adjustment combina-

tions The knee lever system comprises a set of six knee levers

for each knee, two of the levers being arranged horizontally

with their free ends adjacent to one another, two other levers

depending vertically from mounting points adjacent the jour-

naled ends of the aforementioned pair of horizontal levers,

and a third pair of horizontal levers located in a vertical plane

inboard of the other four levers The rotatable axles by which

the various pedals and knee levers are coupled with their

respective tone changers are mounted transversely to and

beneath the bank of guitar strings, and each includes a plurali-

ty of upper and lower cranks protruding therefrom. The

cranks are threaded into upper and lower rows of sockets in

each axle, and can be easily removed and relocated if it is

desired to alter the guitar for different tone changing com-

binations Each individual tone changer is constructed of

three arms pivotally connected end to end, the middle arm

being engaged by a pair of tension members actuated by

cranks on the rotatable axles One of the tension members

causes the tone changer to loosen its respective string and the

other causes tightening of the string when pulled. The guitar

also includes a tone marking panel beneath the guitar strings

which is magnetically mounted to the guitar sounding board so

that it may be easily detached and replaced.

eludes an elongate box having a front stringboard wall. A plu-

rality of parallel rows extend longitudinally on the front string-

board wall, the rows representing the strings of the instrument.

A plurality of parallel rows extend transversely of the string

rows and represent frets of the instrument. A plurality of aper-

tures are provided in regularly spaced, longitudinal alignment

along each string row, and in regularly spaced, transverse

alignment relative to the string. rows. The elongate box further

25A^^--

13- 20

j;

27

^

C«»JOR FRET 3--

|

s|t|r|i1n|g|$H ^

^^ '6 28 21 23

3,785,239

FRET BOARD FOR GUITAR

Walter E. Smith, P.O. Box A, Payette, Idaho

Continuation-in-part of S«r. No. 202,371, Nov. 26, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,739,072. This application Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No.

344,259

lnt.CI.GIOdi/06

U.S. CI. 84-314 6 Claims

includes a card-supporting wall behind and spaced from the

front stringboard wall to provide a slot behind the apertures. A

chord card fits in the slot. This card includes a designation of a

chord and a fret, an index for alignment with a fret row, and a

designation of fingers located for alignment with appropriate

apertures when the index is aligned with a fret row to indicate

visually through the apertures the finger placement on the

strings of the instrument.

3,785,241

EXPANSION ANCHOR
Artur Fischer, Altheimer Str. 219, Tumlingen, Germany

Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,512

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 8, 1970, P 20 60

241.9
Int.CI.F16b/i/04

U.S. CI. 85—71 6 Claims

An acoustic guitar to be played with a slide bar aginst the

strings in the manner of a Hawaiian guitar has a fret board car-

rying markings for the actual fret locations together with addi-

tional visual indicators for determining proper positions of the

steel bar on the strings to produce desired chords. The string-

contacting slide bar is provided with a retainer loop to encircle

the guitar neck to facilitate manual positioning of the slide bar

with respect to the tensioned strings.

3,785,240

CHORD-TEACHING DEVICE FOR A STRINGED
INSTRUMENT

Elgie E. Hill, Jost St., Bourbon, Mo.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,089

Int.CI.GlOb/5/00

U.S. CI. 84-485 7 Claims

A device for teaching chords for a stringed instrument m-

cluding a stringboard having strings and frets. The device in-

An expansion anchor sleeve has a leading portion and a cir-

cumferential wall which is circumferentially complete at the

leading portion but subdivided into a plurality of longitudinal

webs rearwardly of the leading portion. The webs each have

two axially adjacent sections the first one of which extends

rearwardly from the leading portion and has a greater radial

thickness and the second one of which extends rearwardly

from the first section and has a lesser radial thickness. At the

juncture between the two sections of each web a buckling line

is provided and the first portion extends radially outwardly

from the longitudinal axis of the sleeve at an acute angle
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thereto whereas the second portion extends in substantial

parallelism with the longitudinal axis. A screw or similar

means is provided for subjecting the sleeve to axial tensile

forces to thereby effect radial outward buckling of the two

sections of each web with reference to one another.

tures which permit firing only upon correctly ptisitioned struc-

tural parts.

3,785,242
*

BELT FEEDER FOR AUTOMATIC FIREARMS

Rolf Hartmann. Dusseldorf. Germany, assignor to Rheinmetall

GmbH, Dusseldorf. Germany

Fikd Mar. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 235,542

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 19, 1971,

P 21 13 319.7

. Int. CI. F4 Id 9/02

I.S.CI.89-33CA 23 Claims

3,785,244

METHOD OF AND MEANS FOR GENERATING GEAR
TEETH

I

Ernest Wildhaber, 1 24 Summit Dr., Brighton, N.Y. '

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259.737

Int.CI.B23f ///OO

U.S.CI.90-4 14 Claims

The invention relates to the generation of tooth surfaces on

wormgears. especially wormgears mating with large worms,

crowned teeth of gear-coupling hubs, crowned teeth in

general, and others The tool used rotates in timed relation

with the work-spindle It may be a hob with a singly thread or

with a smaller number of threads than the worm of a worm-

gear pair Standard hobs may be used to cut wormgears rather

than a hob that directly represents the mating worm

A belt feeder arrangement for automatic firearms with spe-

cial spring and cam arrangements to prevent the jamming of

tl^e belt member in the ejector slot during changes in ammuni-

tion belts. Two spring biased pivotal lever ^members are

mounted adjacent one another to engage the beltNm^ber and

hold it up out of the ejector slot as it passes thereby. One lever

is longer than the other so the levers engage thebelvmember

in series. Alternative embodiments include le^spring mem-

bers in place of the pivotal lever members _^M^. spacer mem-

bers can be arranged at the mounting of the levers for adjust-

ing to different size ammunition and belt members.

3,785,245

Ml LTl-CLRVE GENERATOR
George W. Streander, Alamogordo, N. Mex., assignor to

Design Systems, Inc., Alamogordo, N. Mex.

Filed Sept. 3, 197 1 , Ser. No. 177,699

Int.CI. B23q///6 ,

IJ.S.CI.90-11R 9 Claims

3,785,243

RIFLE ^
Nicolaos C. Christakos, 2832 N. Austin Ave., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,089

Int.CLF41d///02

L.S.CL89-149 8 Claims

c=U

A cutting tool automatically traces a path of variable curva-

ture on a workpiece to which movement is imparted. The mo-

tion of the workpiece relative to the tool is controlled by a pair

of fixedly spaced pivots with respect to which the workpiece is

A rifle of the type which exploits pressure of the exploding slidably and pivotally constrained The pivots lie on ai:ircular

gafes for cocking the same, with the rifle operating in a sem. arc of selected radiu. with respect to which the cutting tool is

or fully automatic state and including cooperating safety fea- maintained in adjusted radially spaced relation.
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3,785,246

RECIPROCATING CUTTING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Tadao Ohno; Namio Shimose, and Shunzl Konomi, all of

Minami Ashigara-machi, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film

Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,148

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 28, 1970,

45/120334
Int. CLB23ci//2. 5/00

U.S. CI. 90- lie

3,785,249

POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Jozsef Piroska, Kallangsvagen 6, Lidingo, Sweden

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 5,204, Jan. 23, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,863

Int.CLF15b/5/26

U.S.CL 91-41 10 Claims

3 Claims

Fdge cutting of a work piece is achieved by a rotary cutter

which rotates in a first direction as it moves linearly across the

edge of the work .piece and then rotates in an opposite

direction as it reverses its movement to cut off any uncut por-

tion of the projecting edge

3,785,247

RECIPROCATING CUTTING MACHINE

Tadao Ohno; Namio Shimose, and Shunzi Konomi, all of

Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 3,622

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

45/133145 ,

Int.CLB23ci//2

U.S.CL90-15 2 Claims

/'

A power transmission system includes a linear fluid actuator

having a cylinder and a piston, a screw rotatably mounted in

the cylinder in an axially fixed position and having a threaded

connection with the piston wherein there is some play

between the threads, and means arranged to rotate the screw

in either direction only when the mechanical load on the

piston has counterbalance by corresponding force derived

from fluid pressure for movement in both directions.

A cutting machine has the edges of two rotary side cutters

rotating reversely to each other disposed at both sides of arti-

cle to be cut by reciprocating cutters across the work piece.

3,785,248

ROCK DRlLl!

Edward A. Bailey, RFD No. 2, Box 37, Newport, N.H.

Filed Nov. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 92,028

Int. CI. FO lb 25/00, FOll 21102

3,785,250

PISTON-TVPE MACHINE
Anton Steiger, Illnau, Switzerland, assignor to Sulzer Brothers

Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,708

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 7, 1971,

10030/71
Int. CLFOlb/ /OO

U.S.CL 92-72 3 Claims

U.S.CL 91 -6 5 Claims

A rock drill and more particularly an independent rotation

rock drill assembly having an improved method and apparatus

for initiating reciprocable movement of the piston thereof

The pistons are reciprocally mounted within cylinders,

which are disposed to rotate about a given axis perpendicu-

larly disposed to the longitudinal axes of the cylinders. In addi-

tion an annular support surface or ring surrounds the pistori

to rotate about an axis parallel to and eccentrically spaced

from the axis of rotation of the cylinders. This annular support

surface includes flat sliding surfaces on which each piston can

slide during rotation of the cylinders and support surface.
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3.785,251

SEALING COMPOSITION FOR PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR

Waller Griffin Paige, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Burroughs

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 13, 1971,Ser. No. 143,144

lnt.CI.FOlb/6/00

U.S. CI. 92-98 R 5 Claims

two brackets secured along a common axis at one end of the

cylinder and extending longitudinally of the cylinder. In the

latter position, an end portion of the cylinder is received and

secured in recesses formed in the leg flanges whereby two

cylinder support points are provided and spaced a predeter-

mined distance apart.

3,785,253

RADIALLY YIELDING CYLINDER AND PISTON
ARRANGEMENT

Hartmut Sandau, Moglingen. Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, S«r. No. 217,920

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 27, 1971, P 21

03 646.4
I

iBl. CLF 1 6j 7/00,9/00
'

U.S.CL92-181 5 Claims

23 13 19 2217 ' '•< 'J it -

An imp^ved pneumatic actuator for recording heads ad-

jacent a magnetic memory disk is described In a preferred

embodiment a pair of heads are actuated toward a pair of

disks by a single actuator having opposed flexible diaphragms

The diaphragms are each integral with one part of a two piece

air chamber where the two elastomeric pieces are sealed

together by a conical sealing surface Air pressure within the

chamber wedges the conical seal into tight engagement A pair

of rigid walled air tubes enter through the sides of the one of

the pieces forming the air chamber A flexible elastic sleeve

protrudes into the chamber around each rigid walled tube and

has an inside diameter smaller than the outside diameter of the

tube for gripping the tube and holding it in position and so that

air pressure within the chamber seals the sleeve against the

tube.

3,785,252

FLUID MOTOR PRESSURE CYLINDER MOUNTING
APPARATUS

Russell J. Cornair, Akron, Ohio, assignor to International

Basic Economy Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Ma> 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,169

Int. CI. FO lb 29/00

U.S.CL92-16I 17 Claims

A piston structure, located in a cylinder to which pressure

fluid can be supplied, includes a piston rod with a rigidly

secured support piston on which a sealing piston, sliding in the

cylinder, is mounted with radial play The support piston is

spaced from the cylinder surface and can move radially rela-

tive to the sealing piston and to the cylinder surface when the

piston rod is radially displaced. Preferably, pressure areas

balance the sealing piston in axial direction so that friction is

reduced during relative radial movement between the support

piston and the sealmg piston due to radial displacement of the

piston rod.

3,785,254

INSULATED CONTAINERS OR THE LIKE

Robert H. Mann, 7034 Via Pradera, San Jose, Calif.

Filed May 26, 1971. Ser. No. 146,931

Int. CLB3 lb 49/02

U.S.CL 93-36.01 1 Claim

An apparatus for selectively mounting fluid motor pressure

cylinders on supporting surfaces in at least three different

ways The apparatus comprise's at least two novel mounting

brackets each of which includes a support flange and a leg

flange extending at right angles from one edge of the support

flange. Four bxackets are secured in pairs to both ends of the

cylinder and extend laterally of the cylinder for the foot

mounting position. A pair of brackets is secured along a com-

mon axis at one end of the cylinder and also extends laterally

of the cylinder for the pivot mounting position. The head

flange mounting position allows the cylinders to be mounted

in a cantilevered position from one end thereof and utilizes

A method is disclosed for making an insulated container by

spraying a cardboard surface with a resinous foam material

having a wet-out time of no greater than about three seconds

and a cure time of no greater than about thii^y seconds. The

cardboard surface may be formed into a container either be-

fore or after spraying, with the spraying forming an msulating

coating on the internal surfaces of the container.
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3 785,255 P'ate is completed by the second roll nip after the collecting

HOT AIR SEALING APPARATUS FOR CARTONS cam has resumed a stationary, collecting position.

Richard C. Talbot; Edyvard Rose, both of Skokie, and Robert

A. Roth. Chicago, all of III., assignors to Peters Machinery

Company, Chicago, III. 3,785,257

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305353 APPARATUS FOR FORMING STACKS OF FLAT,

Inl.CLB31bJ/60, //44,//64 APERTURED WORKPIECES
U.S. CI. 93—41 *' Claims Konrad Tetenborg, Lengerich, Westphalia, Germany, assignor

to WindmoUer & Holscher, Lengerich, Westphalia, Ger-

many
Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,324

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 8, 1971, P 21

44 990.1

Int. CL B65h 29140; B31b 1198; B6Sh31l30

U.S.CL 93-93 HT 2 Claims

Apparatus for forming and heat sealing a flat cardboard car-

ton blank, die cut to proper size and shape and crease scored

to provide the proper lines at which forming is to take place.

The inside of the blank is coated with a non-toxic coating of

thermoplastic material which will bond to cardboard when

liquified by heat and put under pressure. Hot air guns in the

form of vertically extending cylinders are pivotally mounted at

each side of the forming run of the blank for movement

toward and from the forming run Fluid pressure cylinders and

pistons are provided to move the hot air guns away from the

forming run when a blank is not present at the forming run,

when the blanks become jammed in the apparatus and when

the apparatus is turned off. The hot air guns support nozzle as-

semblies at their lower ends in the form of ducts extending

over the end panels of the blanks and having auxiliary ducts

extending upwardly along the sealing tabs of the blanks. These

ducts have nozzle openings therein for supplying hot air to the

insides of the end panels to liquify the thermoplastic coating

and to spot heat the sealing tabs. When the end panels and

sealing labs are heated, a forming block moves into the center

of the blank and forms the carton to form and applies pressure

to the sealing tabs and end panels to seal the blank to carton

form

.

3,785,256

PANEL COUNTING, COLLECTING AND GATING
APPARATUS

Willem Andre Nikkei, Covington, Va., assignor to Westvaco

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,875

Int.CLB3lb//9«

U.S.CL 93-93 C 10 Claims

ili r" tg]

The workpieces are successively threaded onto a mandrel

and are removed from the same as a stack. The mandrel is car-

ried by and freely suspended from stack flights, which are

mounted on a revolving flight conveyor and engage bearing

surfaces of the mandrel from below. The pitch of the flights on

the flight conveyor is selected so that workpieces can be

threaded on the receiving end of the mandrel between any two

successive flights. The delivery end of the mandrel is angled

downwardly behind the position where the flights of the flight

conveyor leave the bearing surface of the mandrel. The

downwardly angled portion of the mandrel is provided at its

end with a stop bar, which is slidably mounted and can be

fixed in position and has an upwardly directed stop nose,

which defines with the delivery end of the mandrel a step in a

length which can be adjusted as desired. A guide rail extend-

ing in the longitudinal direction of the stop bar is pivoted to

the stop bar at that end of the guide rail which is remote from

the stop nose, for an up and down movement. The stop nose

protrudes over the guide rail when the same is in its lower end

position. The guide rail in its upper end position extends

obliquely to the stop bar and with its free end protrudes over

the stop nose.

A continuously conveyed series of uniformly dimensioned

panels of thin sheet material are counted and stacked from the

bottom against an abutment edge of a stationary but rotatable

cam plate. When a predetermined number of panels is col-

lected in the stack, the cam plate is rotated to lift the stack

into a rotating roll nip for conveyance to a second roll nipr

Removal of the stack from the proximity of the collecting cam

3,785,258

TYPE COMPOSING APPARATUS HAVING NOVEL
CHARACTER W IDTH DERIVATION STRUCTURE

Edward A. Aron, Needham, Mass., and Louis E. Griffith,

Hampstead, N.H., assignors to Graphic Systems, Inc.,

Lowell, Mass.

Contlnuatlon-ln-part of Ser. No. 878,368, Nov. 20, 1969, and a

continuatlon-inpart of Ser. No. 43,763, June 5, 1970. This

application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,473

Int.CLB41b/5/05

U.S.CL 95-4.5 9 Claims

Type composing apparatus is disclosed as including means

for representing its binary code a series of characters, means

for generating a relative width value for each character, means

for representing a succession of point size factors, one for

each character, and means for multiplying a relative width
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value assigned to each character by a point size factor for that

character The means for multiplying associated pairs of rela-

tive width values and point size factors is disclosed as compris^

ing a memorv having stored therein products of relative width

values and point size factors. Means are shown for addressing

and extracting from the memory an adjusted width value and

sure time is used The power supply is then used to energize

the flashbulb and the accuracy of the shutter timing is unaf-

fected as might be the case if the power source were energiz-

ing both the flashbulb and driving or energizing the shutter

The same shutter-operating elements are used in both modes

of operation and the change-over arrangement eliminates the

use of the delay circuit when the brightness level is below a

predetermined level so that flash photography becomes neces-

sary .

point size factor The means for generating a relative width

value for each character is depicted as including a read-only

integrated circuit memory having permanently stored therein

at mutuallv exclusive addresses a relative width value for each

of the characters One embodiment of a photocomposing

machine is disclosed.

3,785.260

HAMMER-DRIV KN SHI TTER AND PFRCl SSION

IGNITION SYSTEM
lb Penick, Whwling. III., assignor to Simpro Corporation of

America, Englewood Cliffs, N.V.

Conlinualion-in-part of Ser. No. 229.355. Eeb. 25, 1972. Pat.

No. 3,747.492. This application Nov. 9. 1972. Ser. No.

305,179

inl.CI.G03bV/7<>

I.S. CI. 95 -11.5 R 7 Claims

3.785,259

DAYLIGHT AND FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY CHANGE-

OVER ELECTRICALLY-OPERATED SHI TTER

Kiyoshi Kitai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Seiko Koki Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FiledDec. 21. 1972. Scr. No. 317.710

Claims priority, application Japan. D«c. 21, 1971. 46-

103815
Int. CI. G03b 7108

L.S.CL 95-1OCT

X

8 Claims

r

8* '^ n

A hammer-driven shutter and flashlamp igniting system for

cameras adapted for use with percusMon-ignitabIc flash-

lamps The shutter system consists of two overlapping shutter-

blades which co-act to open the camera exposure aperture

radially outwardly from the center, and co-act to close the

camera exposure radially inwardly toward the center A

flashlamp firing pin is integral with one of said shutter-blades,

and it is movable into and out of percussion igniting position in

synchronization with the operation of said shuttcrbladc.

3.785.261

EVENT RECORDER
Robert A. Ganteaume. 676 Rutgers PI.. Paramus. N.J.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972. Ser. No. 286.023

lnl.CLG03b2V/(^(^

U.S. CI. 95- 12 5 Claims

An electrically-operated shutter provided with a change-

over device or arrangement for effecting daylight and flash

photography automatically shifting from a daylight mode to a

flash photography mode as a function of the detected

brightness level of the Held being photographed One embodi-

ment provides for manually presetting the camera for flash

photography which is then automatically carried out with an

automatic change-over from a daylight photography mode to

a flash photography mode When carrying out daylight

photography the power source energy is used in control and in

energizing an electromagnet that controls the exposure ter-

mination under control of a delay circuit. When taking flash

exposure the delay circuit is not employed and a fixed expo-

This invention pertains to apparatus adapted to make an im-

mediate record as by a photograph of a theoretical hit such as

in hunting wild game .There is shown both a mechanical and

an electrically actuated means for causing this theoretical hit

to be exposed on the film of a camera which is carried by and

actuated with the pulling of the trigger of the gun. The

distance, trajectory and windage factors are reflected in this

photographic record. The hunter using the gun fires a blank

cartridge rather than a real cartridge so that this photographic

record indicates what results this hunter would have achieved

had a real bullet been fired.
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3.785.262

OPTICAL APERTURE SYNTHESIS
George W . Stroke, 23 Southgate Rd., Setauket, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 9, 1969, Ser. No. 883,534

lnt.CLG03bJ5/02,J5/0«

U.S.CL95-I8

aperture permits communication between a viewfinder as-

sociated with the camera and a focusing screen situated within

the exposure chamber.

16 Claims

M • Amfmrymi
TO W

3,785,264

SWINGING-SECTOR CAMERA SHUTTER WITH
IMPROVED W ARNING INDICATOR

Peter Loseries, Diez, Germany, and Toshio Hayashi, Osaka,

Japan, assignors to Minolta Camera Co., Ltd., Osaka. Japan

and Ernst Leitz GmbH, Wetzler, Germany, part interest to

each

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,576

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 11, 1972, 47/36249

Int. CL G03b 9/i6

U.S. CL 95-55 4 Claims

m»Qf Of pomr to >

* •mivfLntcTH
t •fOCML Lfmrt

There is disclosed a method and apparatus for synthesizing

large-aperture optics by exposure of a single photographic

plate either successively or simultaneously through small-

aperture optics. The technique represents the extension of the

•synthetic aperture radio telescope" principle to the optical

domain by the relatively simple photographic synthesis of a
"-

high resolution" image in a single photograph, exposed either

successively through sets of small "low-resolution" apertures

sucessively placed to generate the spatial frequency com-

ponents of the desired large aperture, or exposed simultane-

ously through a set of small 'low resolution" apertures having

such optical characteristics and being so arranged as to

generate the spatial frequency components of the desired

large aperture.

3,785,263

CAMERA BELLOWS TO PREVENT DUST ENTERING
THROUGH AN APERTURE THEREIN

James G. Baker, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,995

Int. CL G03b / 7/04

U.S.CL 95-39 21 Claims

A thin-walled, opaque, flexible envelope for excluding light

from the exposure chamber of a camera is described. It has a

dielectric insert of high resistivity to prevent dust and other

airborne particulate matter from entering the exposure

chamber through a small open aperture in the envelope. The

A swinging-sector camera shutter having a plurality of sec-

tors; each sector has a plurality of blades including a primary

blade and a plurality of covering blades. The primary blades

execute a combined rotary-sliding motion while the covering

blades execute a rotary movement about a common pivot

point. The shutter has a control lever which, when the shutter

is cocked, seizes and moves successively the operating crank

of the first rotary slide and the operating crank of the second

rotary slide. The second slide is held in the initial position by a

pawl under the tension of a spring which disengages this pawl

and which, with its other end, is hingedly connected to the

control lever and is tensioned at the beginning of the opera-

tion of this lever. The shutter has a holding magnet to which

voltage is applied at least when the control lever starts opera-

tion and this magnet retains the pawl in the locking position

against the force of the spring until the magnet is deenergized

by a timer.

The shutter has a warning indicator comprising:

a. a warning lever which is longitudinally displaceable from

a rest position into a functional position on a fixed pin by

means of a slotted hole, and which is furthermore tiltable

about this pin, one end of which is held, in the rest posi-

tion, by means of spring force at a fixed abutment outside

of the path of the operating crank of the first rotary slide;

b. the warning lever has a first pin which, in the rest posi-

tion, is in the path of the disengaging armature locking

lever for the second rotary slide and, when the armature

drops off when the magnet is deenergized, is seized by this

locking lever so that the one end of the warning lever is

tilted, against spring force, into the path of the operating

crank of the first rotary slide and is shifted thereby to

such an extent that the armature locking lever slides off

the first pin and releases the second rotary slide with a

time delay with respect to the first rotary slide, for accom-

plishing its operating cycle; and

c. the warning lever has a second pin which, when the warn-

ing lever is not tilted by the armature locking lever, is in

the operational path of the control lever and is longitu-

dinally shifted by the latter so that the first pin is no

longer in the path of the dropping off armature locking

lever.
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3.785,265

IRIS DIAPHRAGM

Jacques Lardeau, Rosny-sous-Bois, France, assignor to Societe

d Optique, Precision. Eleclronlque et Mecanique-Sopelem,

Paris. France , „,

,

Filed Ma, 25, 1973. Ser. No. 363.866

Claims priority, application France, July 6, 1972, 72.24426

Int. CI. G03b 9/06 <

t.S..Cl. 95-64 R
^^^"-'-"^

terchangeable lens for open aperture photometry is mounted

on a camera

3.785.267

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATl S HAVING BtlLT-IN

PROCESSOR
Yoshio Asano. Nlcinomi>a. Japan, assignor to Fuji Photo Him

Co.. Ltd.. KanaRa^»a. Japan

Filed Dec. 4. 1 97 2. Ser. No. 3 1 2,(M)6

CUims priority, application Japan. Dec. 3. 1971. 46-98200

lnl.CI.G03dy/00

U.S. CI. 95-89 L
"'^'-'"»

^7d 7c

An ins diaphragm includes shutter blades moved by a con-

ventional control member during a first phase of adjustment to

reduce the aperture to a size at which diffraction effects are

still unimportant In a second phase of adjustment the shutter

blades are stationary and a transparent support member is

moved to intriHiuce increasingly dense portions of a graduated

filter mto the optical path Light control over a range of

1 1 000 000 may thus be obtained There may follow a third

phase in which the shdtter blades again move to reduce the

aperture to zero The blades and the filter support may be

placed on opp<«ile sides of a permanent stop and actuated by

respective control members coupled to a common setting ring

Alternatively the blades and filter support may be on the same

side of the stop and actuated by a common control member

The filter support mav be introduced into the optical path only

after the first phase has ended, or a transparent portion

thereof mav be always in the optical path, the filter-carrying

portion being brought into action only during the second

phase.

A developer solution supplying device is made indepcn-

dentlv of the camera body and integrally fixed to a spool for

feeding out a positive image forming paper The unit of the

solution supplier and the posi-paper spool is demountably at-

tached to the camera body The developer solution supplying

device is operable from outside the camera by operating two

manual operating members The pos.-paper is provided with a

number of solution containers for the respective images which

are filled one by one with the developer solution as the paper

advances by pulling the paper with the negative film out of the

camera.

1

3,785.266

SINGLE LENS REFLEX CAMERA CAPXBI E OF OPEN

APERTLRE PHOTOMETRY AND APERTl RE STOP
PHOTOMETRY

Yoshlaki Watanabe. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Canon

Kabushiki Kaisha. Tokyo. Japan

Filed Nov. 1. 1971. Ser. No. 194.410

Claims priority, application Japan. Nov. 5, 1970, 45/97330

Int. CLG03b 9/07

U.S.a. 95-64 R
'CW-ns

3,785.268

SCANNING TYPE PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM DEVELOPING

SYSTEM AND APPARATl S

David P. Gregg. 1936 Kelton Ave.. Los Angeles, and Charles

K. Pooley. Santa Monica, both of Calif., assignors to said

Gregg, by said Pooley

Continuation of Ser. No. 2 14.924. Jan. 3. 1972 abandoned.

This application Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,201

lnt.CLG03dJ/yO

L.S.CL 95-89 R
^^^'"*'

i

A single lens reflex camera, on which can be mounted both

types of interchangeable lenses for open aperture and aper-

ture stop photometry, is provided with a mechanism. This

mechanism enables to operate open aperture photometry or

aperture stop photometry selectively, even when an in-

A system and apparatus is provided for developing photo-

graphic film such as X-ray film, for example, in a dental office,

or in any other establishment. The system is capable of caus^

°ng the film to be developed with any desired density, and

wShin known limitations, regardless of whether the film has

been over-exposed or under-exposed, and regardless of he

temperature of the developing bath, and the age of the

devdopmg solution The apparatus incorporates a control

system which responds to the scanning of the exposed filrn in a

developing solution by a radiant energy beam to which he

particular film is relatively insensitive, and which causes the
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developing process to be terminated when a desired density is

achieved. The system of the invention has a feature in that the

very clear and very opaque areas, and other areas of no in-

terest, are eliminated from the processing, and the desired

density is established by processing the film between such

minimums and maximums.

3,785,269

AUTOMATIC FILM PROCESSOR HAVING SWITCHABLE
TRANSPORT PATH

Masami Morioka, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Log Electronics

Inc., Springfield, Va.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,739

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 31, 1972, 47-

108499
lnt.CLG03dJ//2

U.S. CL 95—94 R 10 Claims

and an upper picture taking position. The chamber has an

opening to receive the light beam from the camera lens and a

mirror fixedly mounted in the chamber reflects the light beam

onto the upper ground glass of the chamber. The image is

erected by a second fixed mirror outside the chamber. A
power-actuated crank moves the chamber and a light shield in

the chamber automatically co^vers the chamber opening at the

upper picture taking position of the chamber.

3,785,271

NEW LOW PROFILE VENTILATOR APPARATUS MEANS
Edward Joy, Owosso, Mich., assignor to Ventrola Manufactur-

ing Company, Oswosso. Mich.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,052

Int. CI. F24f 7102

U.S.CL 98-40 DL 3 Claims

An automatic film processor having a transport system for

normally transporting sheets of film to be processed through a

series of treatment stations in predetermined sequence, in-

cludes a movable guide element for altering the transport path

to vary the sequence of processing steps for a selected sheet of

film The selected sheet can be provided with a distinctively

colored leader, the presence of which is detected by a color-

sensitive control system operative to alter the transport path,

e.g.. to divert the selected sheet of film away from the drier in

the film processor and deliver it in wet condition to a catch

tray.

3,785,270

REFLEX CAMERA VIEW FINDER
Otto M. Schiff, Laguna Beach, and Vitolds Rikis, Costa Mesa,

both of Calif., assignors to Coleman Systems, Irvine, Calif.

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,955

Int. CLG03b/ i/02

U.S.CL95-I1V 8 Claims

A low profile ventilator apparatus means for use in mobile

homes, modular homes, and the like which includes a struc-

tural combination of lighting means or a radiant heat lamp

cooperatively associated with a bathroom fan such as to per-

mit straight through or vertical discharge of air and being

uniquely constructed to fit ceiling to roof depths ranging from

approximately 4 to 1 3 inches.

3,785,272

AIR DIFFUSER FIRE DAMPER
John C. McNabney, and Gerhard J. Hantke, both of La Crosse,

Wis., assignors to The Trane Company, La Crosse, Wis.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,786

Int. CL E05f / 5/20; F24( ;i/06

U.S. CL 98-40 D ^Claims

A fire damper apparatus for use with a ceiling mounted air

distributor or diffuser. The fire damper is held in the inopera-

tive position against the urging of torsion springs by fusible

A ground glass is the upper wall of a view finder chamber pins. Melting of the pins allows the damper to rotate into the

that is movable bodily between a lower view finding position operative position.
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3.785,273

TACO SHELL MACHINE

Daniel T. Stickk, 310 E. 40th St., Lubbock, Tex.

Filed Feb. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 222,493

Int.a.A47jJ7//2

U.S. CI. 99-404
»*C»»""'

v^ardlN from its outer edges toward Us center An annular rib

surrounds the fire bowl open.ng and an aperture is located

Tortillas are placed on a flexible, pliable P'^^f^^'';^ ^^^

made of woven metal A plunger folds o^er the tortilla, folding

the tortilla and the metal web. and the combination wherein

the tortilla is fried crisp in the folded position, thus forming .

into a taco shell Thcfeafter. the plunger with the taco shcl

thereon is unfolded from the metal web and the fat drained

and shaken from the shell and the shell dropped from the

plunger.

3,785,274

REVERSIBLE COOKING INSTRl MENT

Yuki Vamamoto, 1343 Ishita-machi, Hiroshima, Japan

Filed Oct. 20, 197 1 , Ser. No. 190.99

1

Int. CLA47J J 7y 70

U.S. a. 99-425 2 Claims

]• 6

proximate said rib on the side thereof opposite said opening

for communication with a receptacle mounted on said cooker

downwardly of said aperture

^_ I

3,785,276

EOITPMENT FOR CONDITIONING AND PACKAGING A

PRODI CT

David A. Noor, Fort Wa>ne. Ind., assignor to Norr Engineer-

ing-Manufacturing Corp., Fort \Va>ne. Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 797.134, Feb. 6, 1969, Pat. No-^.7'2.020.

This application Aug. 30. 1 97 1, Ser. No. 175,858

Intel. A23n//00

L.S.CI.99_516
^^"-""^

»«.»,,»•'

v^/''..!'""

A reversible cooking instrument comprising mainly a vessel

and a brim of which edge having a downward projection and

said instrument, when reversed, comprising a crown-like body

corresponding to said vessel and a brim of which edge having

an upward projection, wherein a head of said body havmg a

central plane portion surrounded with an outer sloping pin-

„on extending to and connecting with a peripheral wall of said

body said peripheral wall further connecting with said brim ot

which edge being projected upwards to form a circular groove

in combination with said peripheral wall

The invention is directed to a system whereby a product is

sealed in a fusible plastic wrapper by shriveling and fusing p<n-

tions of the latter and the product is conditioned or treated

prior to packaging or wrapping

3,785.275

BARBECUE COOKER
Richard L. Keats, Sands Point, Port Wash., N.Y.; Harold

Gtaser, and Charles Leach, both of St. Louis County, Mo.,

assignors to G laser Products Corporation, Neosho, Mo.

Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,004

lnt.CLA47j^7/07

U.S.CL 99-446 , 6 Ctaims

A barbecue cooker, which may be adapted for gas opera-

tion comprising a fire bowl, a gas burner provided m the

lower portion of said fire bowl, there being an opening in the

base of said fire bowl through which extends means for con-

necting said burner to a suitable source of gas, A grill is sup-

ported above said burner and constructed for mclination up-

3,785,277

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MAKING TRIASES

Jack N. Schmitt, Binninghan., Mich., assignor to Truswal

Systems, Inc., Troy, Mich.
„ci47

Filed July 26, 1972. Ser. No. 275,147

Int. CI. B30b 3104

^ ., 7 Claims
U.S.CL 100-41

Fabricating wood trusses ivith toothed connector plate

joints upon a'two-truss position support plate which is endwise

sWablyTupported upon a roller table having a roller press ar-

ranged transversely of the middle of the table Pre-cut chords

and web members are arranged at one side of the table and are

Lad^d upon one plate position, with connector plates loosely

positioneTwith their teeth down over the abutted joints and

'hen the support plate is slid through the roller press to the
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other side of the table for press embedding the connector

plate teeth into the members Then the truss is turned upside

down upon the second plate position and connector plates are

arranged over the opposite faces of the joint, while simultane-

ously another truss is, assembled upon the first plate position.

ly "override" the latter system to permit applying a higher

than normal temperature to the press platens to impart initial,

rapid heating to the plywood panel thereon. The temperature

controller system re-assumes control of the press temperature

Then the plate is returned through the roller press wherein the

completed truss is then removed from the second position and

the cycle is repeated. Thus, all loading of truss chord and web

members are on one side of the table and on opposite sides of

the press and all unloading of completed trusses is at opposite

sides of the table and at opposite sides of the press.

3,785,278

MACHINE FOR COMPACTING TRASH
Stephen Hopkins, W ashington, D.C., assignor to Compackager

Corporation, Washington, D.C. <.

Filed Apr. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 138,446

Int.CLB30by-V/6

U.S. CI. 100-51 II Claims

after the momentary rise of the platen temperature. Ac-

cordingly, the time required to hpat and cure a plywood panel

is reduced with increased productivity of the plywood press

being realized.

3,785,280

MOBILE APPLIANCE FOR THE TREATMENT OF
DOMESTIC GARBAGE

Gwenole Jean-Claude Lejeune, Port-JoinviUe, France, as-

signor to Societe d Etudes, Fabrications. Installations et

Manutention en abrige EFIM S.A.. Ambergenville (Les

Yvelines), France

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,263

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 22. 1971,

7109972
Int. CI. B30b 9/06

U.S.CL 100-100 * 4 Claims

This invention is a machine for compacting trash, following

which the compacted trash is removed for disposal. The trash

is compacted by a ram operating within a compression

chamber containing a trash receptacle, which preferably com-

pfl^es a sleeve into which trash is placed. A trash-receiving

bag is pulled over the lower portion of the sleeve, the sleeve

and bag bein-j removed from the machine as a unit for empty-

ing the compacted trash from the sleeve into the bag. The

compacting ram is automatically retracted by a pressure-ac-

tivated or time-activated ram returning device and is provided

with a load limit shut-off member.

3 785 279

PREHEATING SYSTEM FOR PLYWOOD HOT PRESS

MACHINE
Julius G. Fails. 91 1 Fairview Dr., Springfield, Oreg.

Filed Mar. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 122,742

Int. CI. B02c 1 1108; B30b 15134

U.S.CL 100-93 P

A system for operation in conjunction with an existing tem-

perature controlling system for a plywood press to momentari-

2 Claims

Mobile appliance for treating domestic garbage to obtain by

compression, on one hand, an inert part, and on the other, a

liquid, fermentable part, the appliance consisting of a motor-

driven vehicle provided with a swivelling mechanical arm.

fixed on a rotary turret, the arm comprising at its free end and

at least two articulated jaws acting like pincers to grasp the

loose garbage and discharge it into a compression chamber of

a press carried by the vehicle, the chamber being provided

with a plurality of radial orifices opening out into a common

chamber for evacuating the liquid.
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3,785,281

REFUSE COMPRESSOR

David R Lieh, 193 Main St., Madison, N J.

""d vton o 'se'r. No. 884.178, Dec. 1 1, 1969. abandoned. Th.s

application Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,807

Int. CI. B30b 9/06
«« ..^ 6 Claims

U.S. CI. 100-116

3,785,283 I

TELEPRINTER ASSEMBLY '

James F. Kearney, Oak Park, III., assignor to Teletype Cor-

poration. Skokie, ill.

Filed Sept. 18, 197 2, Ser. No. 290. 192

Int CI B41j:i//'<.H02b//t)4.H05k//07

i:.S.CL101-93C
^^••""^

A refuse compressor has a housing provided with inlet

means through which quantities of refuse to be compressed

may be admitted into the interior chamber of the housing A

platen is received in this chamber for sliding forward move-

ment towards one end wall of the chamber to thereby^ com^

press the refuse, and for return movement away from the end

wall oCthe chamber An operating arrangement is associated

with the platen and serves to cause the latter to move forward

at a first speed and under a first pressure, and to cause the

platen to return lo its starting position at a higher second

speed but under a lower second pressure Drain openings are

provided in the region of a door of the housing, through which

liquid expressed from the refuse may leave the housing.

3,785.282

MECHANICAL PRESS WITH TOGGLE LEVER CRANK
DRIVE

Ivan Kamelander, Brno, Czechoslovakia, assignor to Zdarske

strojirny a slevarny. narodni podnik, Zdar nad Saiavou,

Czechoslovakia
. ,„ „« ,

Filed June 8, 1971, Ser. No. 150,982

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, June 10, 1970,

704061
Int. CI. B30b 5100

U.S.CL 100-257 *C»"'""

Each of a plurality of self-restoring hori/ontally spaced

apart print hammers' selectively is driven lineally toward a

printing position in response to movement of the armature qf

an electromagnet The electromagnets are disposed in a pair

of spaced apart banks, their armatures extendmg inwardly and

providing a plurality of aligned working inner ends as agents

for application of electromagnetic energy A circuit card is

physically secured and electrically connected to the coil as-

sembly of each of the electromagnets of each bank and has a

plurality of aligned apertures enabling passage and rocking

movement of the corresponding armatures The circuit cards

are vertical and are disposed in horizontally extending paral-

lelism, the working inner ends of said armatures being

disposed therebetween A circuit board is Phys^^ally secured

and electrically connected to said cards with which it is

orthogonally disposed

3,785,284

SCREEN PRINTING MACHINE

Jacobus Gerardus Vertegaal. Boxmeer. Netherlands, assignor

to Stork Brabant N.V.,Boxmeer. Netherlands

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. S^^.^^^'?^- "•>'*''
.

abandoned. This application May 16. 1972 Ser. No. 253 764

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 28, 196-*.

6901386
Int. CL B41I yi/06. B65h / 7/34

IJ.S.CL 101-118

I

3 Claims

Drive mechanism for the slide of a mechanical press espe-

cially a toggle lever crank press In the slide driving

mechanism means are provided comprising two eccentrics ad-

mstable relative to one another for continuously changmg the

slide speed during its stroke, especially its slowmg down close

before the tool comes into contact with the stock to be

worked.

A screen printing machine comprising a plurality of cylin-

drica screens capable of printing a travelling web which is

temporarily affixed to a supportmg belt, said machine com-

pr7smg means for discharging said web immediately beyond

the last screen under an acute angle with said belt.
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3,785,285

DAMPING DEVICE FOR ROTARY OFFSET PRESS

Louis Jean Chambon, Paris, France, assignor to Societe

d'Etudes de Machines Specials S.A., Paris, France

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,545

Claims priority, application France, July 10, 1970,7025901

Int.CI.B41f2i/02

3,785,287

SHEET INTERRUPTER
Harold P. Dahlgren, 726 Regal Row, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 737,521, June 17, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,664.261. This application May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,944

Int. CLB41f /J/24

U.S. CI. 101-247 5 Claims

U.S.tl. 101-148 4 Claims

A damping device for a rotary offset printing machine com-

prising a trough of dampening fluid in which is partially im-

mersed a transfer roll having a hard hydrophilic surface. A

wiping roll having a flexible surface is pressed against the

transfer roll. In order to prevent a build-up of sludge at the

inlet to the zone of contact between the two rolls, the w iping

roll is rotated very slowly at a speed between one hundreth to

one tenth of the speed of the transfer roll, the sludge entrained

by the wiping roll being collected by a scraper blade or other

means so as lo prevent it being recycled.

3,785,286

WIPING CYLINDER OF STEEL ENGRAVING PRINTING

MACHINE AND METHOD OF MAKING IT

Gualtiero Glori, Lausanne, Switzerland, assignor to De La Rue

Giori S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 833,622, June 16, 1963,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

462,355, June 8, 1965, abandoned. This application Aug. 26,

1971, Ser. No. 175,224

Claims priority, application Italy, June 18, 1964, 48397/64

Int. CI. B4 If 9/0«

U.S. CI. 101-155 6 Claims

Sheet interrupter means for a sheet-fed printing press

wherein upper and lower printing cylinders are supported by

eccentric bearings permitting simultaneous actuation of the

upper and lower cylinders between printing and "off-impres-

sion" positions. A throw-off cylinder actuates a series of links

to rotate the eccentric bearings.

3,785,288

INK ROLL CARTRIDGE
Alexander Hunter, Chalfont, Pa., assignor to Decision Data

Corporation, Warminster, Pa.

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,81

1

lnt.Cl.B4U 1/46,31124,31/32

U.S.CL 101-348 12 Claims

^0«

The wiping cylinder of a steel engraving printing machine is

coated with a plurality of thin plastic layers over a rubber base

layer. When the wiping cylinder is to be cleaned with an or-

ganic solvent, the plastic coatings are of a thermoplastic

synthetic resin that is soluble in water but not in organic sol-

vents, for example polyvinyl alcohol that is partially saponified

and contains acetyl groups. When the wiping cylinder is to be

cleaned by an aqueous solution, the coatings are of a synthetic

resin such as polyvinyl chloride that is not soluble in water.

The thin plastic layers are applied successively by means of a

doctor blade assuring smoothness, uniformity and exact

thickness of the layers, and each layer is hardened before the

next is applied.

S7a

A cartridge for an ink roll is disclosed comprising a pair of

cyUndrical casing or shell elements each of which has a cylin-

drical side wall and end walls. The ink roll is encased within

the two cylindrical elements which are nested together and

mounted for limited relative rotation with respect to one

another. Each cylindrical element has an opening in the side

wall. The openings are out of registry with one another

thereby sealing the cartridge and preventing contact with the

ink roll when the cylindrical elements are in a first position.

Upon relative rotation of the elements to a second position the

openings are in registry so that a portion of the ink roll is ex-

posed for contact by a printing member. A releasable fitting,

for example of the bayonet type is provided on the end wall of

one of the casing elements. Upon rotation of the other casing
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element to lock the bayonet fitting the two casing elements are

cauTed to rotate relative to one another to expose the mk roll

Re"ative rotation of the casing elements m the opposite

dfrect on effects release of the bayonet fitting and movement

of ^casing elements to close the cartridge^ Also disc osed

^re mounting means for moving the cartridge tov^ard and

away from the printing members.

3.785.289

COPIER-DIPLICATOR

William N^ard Davidson. Jr.. Port Washington, N V.. assignor

to RobertC Bro.n. Jr.. Highwood J"^-
P-*'"

^^^^

,

Continuation-in-part of S«r. No. 1 1 ^^O^. Feb. 1 6. 197 X

abandoned. This application July 3>' ^^2 Ser. No. 276.718

,„t.a.B41n//06. 8411.^5/06
^^^.^^

L.S. CI. 101-450

shock absorber slideablv mounted on said support A collar

m:lted on one end of the shock absorber is coupled to the

bomb fin by link members such that the ''^ock absorber will

reduce the shock caused by the opening bomb fin. by col

lapsing at least in part

3.785.291

DEVICK FOR CLOSING OFF DKFKCTIVK HEAT

EXCHANGER TIBFS

Axel Bergbauer; Manfred Ploger. and (iunlher Sevd. a of Er-

langen Germany, assignors to Siemens AkfengeselUhaft.

Munich, (.ermanv ,ciiici I

Filed May 16. 1972. Ser. No. 253.853

Claims priority, application Germany. May 18. 1971. F ^l

24 530.7
I

. . . „ 6 C laims
l.S. CI. 102-24 R

A method and apparatus for producing multiple high quality

copies of each of a series of one or two sided originals on ordi-

narv P4Per while obtaining maximum net production in terms

o? boU^'he number of originals copied and the number of co-

pes produced, wherein a first right reading offset «-thographK

Taster or pair of masters are produced by known means f om

one or both sides of a first original, processed. P-^^^ -j^^"^

tached to the plate holding surface or surfaces of -" «*^-^

lilhoBraphic duplicator which then produces the desired

numSer'of one Sr two sided copies of the H- or.gmal.^i h

the image or images on the master or pair of masters being

dampened (if required), inked and then offset onto a first ofT^

fet blanket of Hrst pair of offset blankets from which said

mage or.mages are in turn offset onto one or both sides of or-

Tarrcopy aper While these copies ^-^ th^Hrst origin^^

are being run, a second master or pair of masters are t>eing

p odu
"5 from the second original, processed and pre-wet^

When the desired number of one or two sided copies of the

fi.t original have been produced, the first --ter or pair o

masters are ejected The second master or pair of masters are

Ten'mmediiely attached to the plate holding surface or sur-

faces and the process repeated.

The device for closing off a defective heat e^^hanger tube

.ncludes a metallic plug havmg a blind hole
'"^J;^^^^

j";';;;^^

of plastic cardb.>ard or the like is mounted The plug has a

c Imdr ca, cross-section at the forward end to fit in the tube

and a conically tapered outer surface at the open end The

sleev' enclose an explosive charge within the plane of he

con calK tapered outir surface of the plug and is provided

wXan enlarged end porUou which projects from the plug^

This end portion is conically tapered and
f

'"'"'^'^J-'" '" '!

herexchanger tube Upon detonation, the explosive cha ge

exjands aidlclds the conically tapered surface portion of he

plu'g to the heat exchanger tube to close off the end of the

tube.

3,785,290

BOMB FIN SHOCK ABSORBER ASSEMBLY

Gary E Castor, China Lake, Calif., and W illftm J. De Gam,

"^W^rren, Mich., assignors to The L nited States oj A--« "s

represented by the Scetretary of the Navy W ash.ngton, D.C.

Filed Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 1 19,769

int. CLF42b 25/02
. , 1 Claiin

• I o CI 102 4
"-

A bomb fin shock absorber assembly having a bomb fin sup^

port attached to a bomb by set screws, and a bellows type

3.785,292

PIEZOELECTRIC PERCl SSION Fl ZE

HeUmut Bendler. Nurnberg; Iwe Brede Schwe.g; Hem.

"Tv^lick, Furth, and Hans-Heinrich Rudolph Egersdorf a

H

^, Germany, assignors to Dynamit Nobel Akt.engesellschaft,

Troisdorf, Germany ., aai
Filed June l,1970,Ser. No. 42,063

Claims priority, application Germany. May 30. I96V.

'''''''
l„».a.F42c///02.//04./9/06 ^^^^^^

^•p.e''.oerecU.c''pe"rcussion fuze for projectiles wherein

mechrntS impact energy is converted, in a piezoelectric
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:-z-"z^:t:z:v-=.^: z^:^^^:^

\T n

r

ih

ducer is connected to the primer charge via a semiconductor

clement exhibiting a threshold value breakdown charac-

teristic.

3.785.293

PRACTICE AMMUNITION
li^in R. Barr; Nicholas J. La Costa, and William O. Davis, all

of Baltimore. Md.. assignors to AAI Corporation,

Cockevsville. Md.

Continuation of Ser. No. 103,079, Dec. 31, 1970, abandoned.

This application Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,910

Int. CLF42b 9/20,5/22

II.S.CL 102-92.7 16 Claims

a V> M 23 41

/

It n Jfc He 41o 210 23a

fixed track its outer end can continue turning towards the in-

side of the track and thereby provide a smooth path for the

passage of the trains.

3,785,295

CAR CONVEYOR, IN PARTICULAR FOR A W ASHING

CAR MACHINE
Olli Juhani Kiukkonen. Kotka, Finland, assignor to Rateko Oy,

Karhula, Finland

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,619

Claims priority, application Finland, Mar. 2. 1972, 776/72

Int. CLB65g 35/00

U.S.CL 104-155 6 Claims

Practice ammunition including a projectile formed by a thin

walled frangible plastic body casing or shell havmg a spm-weld

interconnected rear closure element and being filled with a

loose mass of finely divided particulate material of substan-

tially higher density, and preferably of relativelyjow animal

toxicity The plastic body casing or shell is smooth walled and

formed without longitudinal grooving, and if fragmented on

exit from a rifled barrel through the combined lateral forces ot

set-back and centrifugal force operating to radially expand the

mass of particulate filler The particulate material is partially

dispersed by these same forces and further dispersed and re-

tarded by wind resistance after leaving the barrel so as to fall

to the ground within a relatively short distance from the bar-

rel A key slot is formed in a rear closure element for rota-

tional locking during spin welding assembly of the body casing

or shell, and a rearwardly facing annular obturator encom-

passes the key slot.

Car conveyor, in partlc^ular one intended for a car washmg

machine, which moves the car with the aid of stops pushing

against the wheels on one side at least and which consists of an

elastic tube flattening under the car wheel to full closure, into

which tube a liquid or gaseous pressure medium is conducted

so that the stop moving the car wheel is formed of the inflatmg

tube The tube has been composed of hollow wedge-Iike parts,

which have been placed one into the other and joined at their

outer rims so that within the tube chambers are formed, and

that at the narrower end of the wedge-shaped part there is an

aperture for conducting the pressure medium from one

chamber to the other.

3 785 294

SW ITrtl FOR ELEVATED BINARY RAILWAY VEHICLES

Alejandro Goicoechea Omar, Madrid, Spain, assignor to S.A.

De Trenes Vertebrados, Madrid, Spain

Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,459

Int. CI. A63h 9132

U.S.CL 104-130 \^^T^
A switch for elevated binary railway vehicles, in which the

outer rails are completely fixed and the only moving piece is a

central articulated tongue or blade which turns through the

angle necessary to allow trains to pass over one or other of the

3,785,296

CABLE GRIP CLAMP ARRANGEMENT

Walter V. Berry, Pittsburgh, and Paul J. Hunziker. Zelienople.

both of Pa., assignors to Pullman Incorporated, Chicago, 111.

Filed Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,754

Int.CLF16g///0i, ///OO

U.S.CL 104-202
, .''^'"ir

A cable grip clamp arrangement for a ski tow wherein the

arrangement includes a fixed outer jaw member connected

with the ski lift chair hanger bar and an inner movable jaw

member and a spring cartridge within the arrangement

between the fixed and movable jaws for urging the movable
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3aw tcard the Hxed p. ^r t.,h. engagement oHHe c.a.p a.
-;:;;;;>;"^^^;rnt*;n:;o:e;tr'^ ^IT;:::t

rangemenl about the cable, the cartridge mcludmg a pural.ly ^''^•^y"'-;;
J '*;,,;";,'' ^^ ,^ck between the roof of the

of pa.rs of opposed Belle.iUe spr.ng washers A urther fea urc --^
>^ ;;^,;

-^>
no.^^adapter hav.ng a substant.ally Hat

.s to provde for a flat generalh vertical shoulder on the f xcd P^^^^'^^i^
extending axially alon^each edge

3,785.299

KF-F.ASEL

<;e«.rKe H. C aperlon. Jr.. IH501 Hilliard R^ Apt. 104. Rmky

Ri\er. Ohio / ^ »

Dnision of .Ser. No. 846.312. July 28. 1969. Pat. No.

3 660,903. This application Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174.415

Int.CI. A47b«5/f;«

IS. CI. 108- II 2 Claims

ward by centrifugal force as it comes around the bull wheel A

further' feature is to provide for a spring washer installed in the

outer barrel portion of the fixed jaw member for engagement

with the chair clamp that is disposed peripherally about the

barrel portion of the fixed jaw member to exert pressure

against the end of the chair clamp in order to prevent swinging

of the chair back and forth, in the line of the cable

3.785,297

MOTORIZED RAILWAY SCALE TEST CAR

Benjamin R. Barnard, Minnetonka, and Douglas A. Puanea,

St. Paul, both of Minn., assignors to The Maxson Corpora-

tion, Ramsey, Minn.

Filed Julv 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,084

Int. CI. B61c 7/00. 9/00. B6Id 15100

L.S.CL105-n2 ..
'^'»""»

-/^,
.,..--_- ^^ ..»V' I,'

-/£

As a drawing aid. a collapsible easel is provided which may

be converted to a drawing table with a removable I ront sup-

porting leg serving interchangeably as a portion of an easel

brace

-/^ TT^ ' /^

A railway scale testing car of a known weight which is self

propelling and which has jacks designed to lift the entire car

and truck on a short section of rail including special retaining

brackets to lift the wheels and axles as well

3 785 298

CUSHION MOUNTING BEARING ADAPTOR FOR
RAILWAY TRUCKS

David J. Reynolds, Upper Arlington. Ohio, assignor to Buckeye

Steel Castings. Columbus. Ohio

Filed Feb. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 226,698

Int. CI. B6If.Wi0.5/i«,/5/02

U.S.CL 105-218 R 12 Claims

3.785,300

VEHICLE SNACK TRAY

Robert K. Anderson, 638 N. Dellrose. W ichita, Kans.

Filed Apr. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 242,415

Int. CI. A47b^ 7/00

U.S. CI. 108-44
1 Claim

An elastomeric cushion is provided for a railway vehicle

truck which allows for lateral movement between the bearing

i

Tray apparatus has a mount with an arm pivotally secured

thereto A tray is pivotally secured to the outer end of the arm.

A lock fixes the positions of the mount and the arm in the ex-

tended position It preferably has means to secure the tray in a

storage position. The tray apparatus is adapted to pivot

between an extended position where it is locked for use and a

folded storage position.
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3,785,301

ADJUSTABLE SHELVING STRUCTURE

Harald Oskar Lundqvist, 17, rue Emile Yung, Geneva, Swit-

zerland

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,587

Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 18, 1972,

5049/72
Int.CI.A47b57/0S

U.S.CL 108-109 7 Claims

over public roads and then after arrival to specific multiple lo-

cations off public roads it is conveniently moved over unim-

proved land to places where the incinerator is needed.

3,785,303

PORTABLE DEBRIS INCINERATOR

Henry R. Hopkins, 7201 92nd St.. S.E.. Merder Island, Wash.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 285,030

Int. CI. F23g 7/00

U.S. CI. 110-8 R 23 Claims

In a shelving structure comprising vertical corner posts and

shelves having end portions disposed between two opposite

corner posts, each end of the shelf is supported by a piece of

rigid wire extending in a groove across the under-side of the

end portion of the shelf and having end portions bent up-

wardly and inwardly and enter holes in the front and back

edges'of the shelf The bent end portions of the wire form ver-

tically disposed protruding loop portions which extend into

grooves in the corner posts and are positioned and supported

vertically by pins inserted in horizontal holes intersecting the

grooves in the corner posts.

3,785,302

INCINERATORS FOR POLLUTION FREE BURNING OF

SOLID WASTE MATERIALS AT LOW COST AND WITH

REDUCED POSSIBILITY OF ACCIDENTAL FIRE

SETTING, OFTEN, TRANSPORTABLE, PORTABLE,

AND/OR SEMI PERMANENTLY LOCATED

Elmer H. Davis, 404 N. D , Apt. 5W , Tacoma, W ash.

Filed Feb. 1 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 225,540

Int. CI. F23g 7/00

U.S.CM10-8C 16 Claims

A portable incinerator for use in burning debris, for exam-

ple obtained in right-of-way clearing operations, has an in-

cinerating region vertically enclosed by a pair of sidewalls and

end walls in a rectangular configuration. The contamer is

mounted on a pair of hollow skids which are longitudinally di-

vided into two air channels. The longitudinal sidewalls of the

container are formed from two spaced-apart plates which

form an air passage. The upper end of the outer plate is open

to form an air inlet. The bottom end of the air passage commu-

nicates with one of the fluid channels in the skids. Air is drawn

through the sidewalls from the top into the first fluid channel

in the skids by a fan operably connected to the skid channel.

Feed air is supplied to the incinerator through ports in the

skids adjacent the bottom of the sidewalls, which ports com-

municate with the second air channel in the skids. The exhaust

from the fan supplies the feed air to the skid channels. The fan

exhaust air is also directed to a pair of plenums mounted on

top of the sidewalls. These manifolds have ports which direct a

curtain of air over the top of the container to prevent smoke

and ash from rising out of the container. The fan is mounted

adjacent one of the end walls, which is constructed fropi three

parallel spaced plates. The spaces between the three plates

form two manifolds for the intake and exhaust from the tan.

Burning of solid waste material such as: slash and small

growth, resulting from logging operations to acquire

merchantable timber and wood products and/or to clear right

of wavs for vehicles or power lines; selected debris from

demolition operations; selected debris taken from transfer sta-

tions and/or deposit areas where city wastes are received; and

selected debris from wastes created at dwellings; is accom-

plished in a manner whereby controlling the burning process

in an incinerator eliminates completely or in varying degrees

the amount of pollutants discharged into the atmosphere. At

the same time this method reduces the direct operating costs

possibilities of setting ancillary fires and the need for extended

tending and/or dousing of several fires. In some embodiments,

this incinerator is completely transportable to the general area

3,785,304

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE THERMAL
REDUCTION OF RUBBER OR PLASTIC MATERIAL

Kenneth W. Stookey, 780 Maple Rd., W illiamsville, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,003

Int. CI. F23g 7100

U.S.CL110-8R 26 Claims

A method and apparatus for thermally reducing rubber or

plastic materials in which the rubber or plastic material is

comminuted to a predetermined size and it is then subjected

to primary combustion in the lower portion of a first chamber

with the gases and distilled combustible vapors in the upper

portion of the first chamber being subjected to secondary

combustion and with the still only partially oxidized gases then

being conducted to a second chamber and admixed with

further air for tertiary combustion and the combustion thereof

completed and with these last hot gases being used as the heat

input for a boiler, such as a waste heat boiler. Automatic con-
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irols are provided to control the temperature in the upper por^

tion of the first mentioned chamber to w.thm predetermmed

limits and a further control is provided to msure substantially

Janvary 15, 1974

an externalK heated rotating furnace and util./ing the com-

bustible gases emanating from the refuse to supply part of the

complete combustion in the second mentioned chamber, and

with a bare minimum of excess air. This meth.>d and apparatus

IS not suitable for generally municipal v^aste disposal

3.785,305

INCINERATOR

Donaia J. Schrage, Germanlo^^n, Wis., assignor lo Aqua-

Chein. Inc.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,947

Int.Cl.F23g5//2

C.S.CI.U0-8A 15 Claims

fuel used to heal the furnace The invention includes ap-

paratus for use in carrying out this princess.

3.785,307

CI FF MAKING SYSTEM

John P. Hunter. Jr.. Dunv*ood>; Ross Erie Norton, Dawson,

and VN iiliam O. MitcheU, Vidalia, all of Ga.. assignors to Ox-

ford Industries. Inc., Atlanta, (ia.

Filed Apr. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 243,683 <

Int. CI. D05b 2M00

t'.S.CI.II2-I2I.27
^^'-""''

An incinerator having a support assembly structure >*hich

also conducts combustion air to a main combustion chamber

and an afterburner Refuse is fed into the mam combustion

chamber by a compactor which includes a refuse receiving

chute having a wall which pivots for refuse compaction The

afterburner air feed system includes a first tangential set of air

passages for gas mixing, a venturi section to create a positive

draft and a combustion air feed system A temperature con

trol regulates the air feed and afterburner temperature by ad-

justing air feed and fuel

•A system of making shirt cuffs wherein cuff panels arc

stitched to a continuous strip of lining material to form a con-

tinuous strip of substantially contiguous cuff assemblies De-

tecting means determines the line between two cufi assen^blics

and automatically actuates a cuff corner cutter which shapes

the corners of the cuff assemblies A two needle sew ng

machine and cutter sews together the
'^^"»'f

^^"^"^^ "^^, .*!"

cufT assemblies and cuts the lining between the cuff assemblies

to separate the cuff assemblies, and turning means position the

cuff assemblies properly for sewing across the shaped corners.

I

3,785.306

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INCINERATING
REFUSE

Jean Jaget, deceased, late of 34, rue Moliere, Montreuil.

France, and by Pierre Jaget, legal representative, 20 rue

Ramponeau, Paris, France

Filed Feb. 15, 1972. S«r. No. 226,626

lDt.CI.F23g5/06

tjS CI 110-14 1 2 Claims

Refuse is incinerated by advancing it longitudinally within

3,785.308

APPARATUS FOR MONITORING THREAD TENSION

Robert C. Brandriff. P.O. Box 95. Clarksburg, N.J.. and John

F.Wilcox.P.O.Box503,Dover,NJ.
|

Filed Dec. 9, 197 1, Ser. No. 206.432

Int.CI.B65h39//0

U.S. CI. 1 12-218 R '«^;-™;

Apparatus for monitoring thread tension in a plurality o

threads employed m a power driven machine having at least

one needle and a plurality of threads which comprises a plu^

"ality of means for sensing the tension of"dividual thread

and operatively connected means for individually adjusting

the tension of each sensor means, A P^-f^^^^^^PP^^I^l'V^;

electromechanical thread tension device which further n^

eludes an electrical switch associated with the means for

sensmg thread tension. A particularly preferred apparatus

whTch IS suitable for monitoring chain stitches produced by

Tewmg and like machines comprises the electromechanical

tS tension device, gating assembly means for detecting
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thread tension during the period when the stitch is being set,

and an electrical control system designed to produce a warn-

3,785,310

LUBRICANT SEALING DEVICE FOR A WORK FEEDING
MECHANISM OF A SEWING MACHINE

Nerino Marforio, Milan, Italy, assignor to S.p.A. Virginio

Rimoldi & Co., Milan, Italy

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Set. No. 231,276

Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 29, 1971, 22415

A/71
Int.CI. D05b7//00

U.S.CL 112-256 3 Claims

nri

ing signal and/or mark the fabric and/or stop the machine in

the event of insufficient thread tension.

3,785,309

THREAD TENSIONING MECHANISM FOR A SEWING
MACHIISE

Stanley J. Ketterer. Jamesburg, N.J., assignor to The Singer

Company. New York. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 306.091

Int.Cl. D05b4 7/00

U.S.CL 112-254 7 Claims

A lubricant seal member for a sewing machine carried on

the feed bars that actuate the device for advancing a work-

piece as it is sewn and disposed so as to prevent the leakage of

lubricant from the source of drive for the feed bars to the

workpiece advancing device.

3,785,311

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A METALLIC CONTAINER
ORGAN

Tatsumi Yoshikawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Daiwa Can Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed May 26, 1971, Ser. No. 147,073

Claims priority, application Japan, June 4, 1970, 45/54468

Int.CI.B21d22/iO

U.S.CL 113-1 20 H 1 Claim

The present invention relates to a thread tensioning

mechanism for a sewing machine The mechanism is intended

to obviate the problem of fatigue which normally occurs in

such mechanisms, as a result of extended use of the machine

The tension regulating member of the machine is thus enabled

to retain its accuracy through substantially the life of the

machine The tensioning mechanism comprises thread engag-

ing means adapted to generate thread tension by providing re-

sistance to the movement of a thread therethrough in propor-

tion to a force applied to said thread engaging means and

means for developing and applying said force thereto. The

means for developing said force and for applying same to said

thread engaging means comprises magnetically interacting

elements, one of which is carried by a lever operatively con-

nected to said thread engaging means, and the other of which

is carried shiftably by operator influenced means, whereby

said other clement may be selectively positioned relative to

the fulcrum of the lever to vary the thread tension.

The present invention relates to a thread tensioning

mechanism for a sewing machine and more particularly to a

tensioning mechanism for the needle thread of such sewing

machine.

A metal blank or tin plate is drawn to form a cup, said cup is

then subjected to ironing, trimming and flanging to produce a

metallic container or can. However the final ironing is not ef-

fected at all on the upper part of the can body wall. For this

purpose, a punch core is used which has the upper portion of

smaller diameter and the rest portion of larger diameter, the

latter constituting a substantial part of the core. The container

thus produced has a thin walled center portion constituting a

greater part of the body wall and a thick walled upper portion

constituting a smaller part of the body wall.
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3,785.312

MODLLAR FLOATING STRl CTl RE

Gordon L. Schneider, 5546 E. Donner Ave.. Fresno. Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 7Q3.306. Jan. 23. 1969.

.bandoned. This application July 26. 1971,Ser.No. 166.101

lnt.CI.B63b.?5MJ

U.S.CI.114_.5F -
l9Ll»ims

3.785,314 !

FLOATING FACTORY FOR THE MANl FACTl REOF
BUI niN<; components

Harr) J. Scanlan. (iarden Cit), N.Y.. assignor to Shorehne

Precast Compan>. New York. N.Y.

Filed Jul> 3. 1972. Ser. No. 268.500 i

int.CI. B63b.<'i/0'^ '

I.sen 14-0.5 F 27 Claims

^" 1
/8

-^

;

''
!'

''

J

A fabricated floating structure particularly suited for use as

a houseboat or the like, characterized by a repetative plurality

of interchangeable, prefabricated, modular flotation units, or

modules, including closed chambers selectively used to con-

tain notage, payload, or consumable ballast, and which are

adapted to be interchangeably interconnected with beam-like

members so arranged and disposed as to form a plurality of

trusses extending between the modules, whereby the devices

may be rapidly assembled and interconnected into laterally

and longitudinally extended truss-like structural components

which integrate the modules into a bouyant hull capable of

supporting vertically disposed bulkheads forming living com-

partments and the like

3,785,313

SPHERICAL MODULE CONNECTORS
Edgar N. Rosenberg, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The I nited

States of America as represented b> the Secretary of the

Navy, W ashington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,699

lnt.CI.B63bi5/00

tS.CL 1 14-0.5 T 2 Claims

A floating factorv for the manufacture of building com

ponents comprises a multiplicity of modular floating deck

barges arranged m adjacent relation to form a substantia y

continuous work area The barges are ballasted or initially

constructed to maintain the work area esscntu.lK lesel with

-

the barges in a plane The barges arc preferably connected

together to form the work area in a manner that resilientls

holds them in adjacent relation while still affording a con-

trolled relative movement under wave action, wind loads, live

load transfer or other forces tending to cause relative move

ment of the barges A roof and exterior walls enclose at least a

part of the wtJrk area, and preferably all of the work area, and

bridges connect the decks of at least some of the adjacent

barges for transport of materials and products around the

work area

3,785,315

LIQITD-HAMMFR ICEBREAKER FOR SHIPS

Jacob W. Wagner, Schuster Rd., Jarrettsville, Md.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 16,516, March 4, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,698,34 1 , and a continuation-in-part of .Ser. No. 1 20,27 1

,

March 2. 1971. Pat. No. 3,698,340. This application June 16,

1972,Ser. No. 263,554

Int. CI. B63b.* 5/61*

II.S.CLII4-40 28 Claims

Elongate rigid flotation modules are coupled together along

deck and submerged portions to provide a stable floating plat-

form The submerged portion on one of the floating modules is

spherically shaped and a cylindrical extension from the sub-

merged portion of an adjacent flotation module is configured

to mechanically cooperate with the spherically-shaped portion

in a sealed relationship Evacuating the water from the now-

sealed cylindrical extension creates a pressure differential

which holds the submerged portions of the flotation modules

together This n^^nner of seatmg between the cylindrical ex-

tension on the spherically-shaped surface allows precise posi-

tioning of the deck portions prior to their interconnection.

Open water ice breaking means and method including in

one embodiment a vertical tube for disposal beneath floating

ice valves for closing off the ends of the tube, a pump for

evacuating ambient water from the tube, and a control system
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for admitting water to gush upward under ambient pressure

through the lower valve, the evacuated tube and the upper

tube, to break the ice through impact of the upward moving

column of water against the lower face of the ice; in a second

embodiment a plurality of tubes similar to that described

operates in synchronism to focus the effect produced by im-

pact of the water on the icc. alternating operation of a plurali-

ty of tubes is provided in another, similar embodiment; a

further embodiment uses compressed air to displace the am-

bient fluid and operates without top and bottom valves; spe-

cial tubes and valves are provided fof the invention, as well as

ship adaplii>ns

comprising a plurality of elongated tubular pneumatically

filled floats joined in a flexible manner. Each float has a plu-

rality of compartmented segments with the extreme forward

and rear segments projecting away from the water. A cargo

carrier is lashed to the connected floats ajid the device is

propelled by an outboard motor that has been mounted to a

transom lashed between the assembled floats. The method in-

cludes lashing flat platforms to be used as cargo carriers to

floats which have also been lashed together. Vacant spaces are

provided between selected ones of the floats providing a

recessed area for receiving cargo. Assembling the floats and

cargo carrier according to this invention accommodates sig-

nificant bending movements of the boat construction over ob-

stacles encountered in the water.

3,785,316

HEAVY DUTY SWIVEL PLATFORM CONVEYOR
John C. Leming, 25180 Stratford Rd., Glen EUyn, III.; Donel-

son C. Glassie, 3810 Bradley Ln., Chevy Chase, Md., and

Roy M. Jahnel, 2016 Jameson St., Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,460

Int. CI. B63b 35150

U.S.CL 114-43.5 18 Claims

3,785,318

DOCKING AND DRYDOCKING MEMBERS FOR
EXTERNALLY INSULATED SHIPS

Frank J. larossi, Middletown, N.J., and Walter C. Cowles,

Cobhan, England, assignors to Esso Research and Engineer-

ing Company, Linden, NJ.
Filed May 18, 1971, Ser. No. 144,421

Int. CI. B63b 25//

6

U.S.CI. 114-74A ' 6 Claims

A heavy-duty swivel platform conveyor such as may serve as

a helicopter landing pad on a ship deck includes a platform

structure, transporting longspan screw device under the plat-

form fixed to the deck or other base and with driving

couplings with the platform enabling swiveling of the platform

relative to the path along which the platform is adapted to be

transported by operation of the longspan screw.

3.785,317

BOAT CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD
Jack L. Currev. 1580-A Millcreek Way, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Apr. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 242,559

Int.CI. B63b///0

U.S.CL 114-61 8 Claims

X

:V^
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3,785,320

INTEGRAL TANK FOR TRANSPORTING LIQIEFIED

GAS

Michel Bourgeois, Le Havre, and ^^"\i'"'J'^^^'^l, |;"

Mallet, both of France, assignors to Gaz Transport S.A.K.L.,

*'""'*'"FiLd Aug ^0, 197I.Se..No. 175,980

CU.in,s pri^:S -PPHca'tion France. Sept. I, 1970, 7033789;

July 21, 1971,7126652
•' ^

Int. CI. B63b 25/05
^. .,.-,* ».

22 Claims
t.S. CI. 114-74 A

ships hull the liquid level in the actual narrow spaces w.ll be

adTp ed after the sea level whereby the level of the produc m

?he cargo space takes a balanced position m which leakage of

he producl IS prevented As an alternative to water the trans-

ported product proper may be contained in ^^e narrow spaces

in which case a small leakage may occur if the hull of the ship

becomes damaged.

3,785,322

HATCH COVER
Ammon W. Kersteter, Covington, La., assignor to Equitable

Equipment Company. Inc., New Orleans, La.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,122

Int.CI.B63b/V//4

II.S. a. 114-201 R 27 Claims

JT" ''

Methane tanker comprises two heat insulating t'-^mers and

two fluid-tight barriers, positioned -l^'^^"^'^' >/'^^^;^""';';

tight barrier innermost and the outermost .nsu ating Earner a -

ached to the hull of the ship The other fluid-t.f
.

l barrier is

positioned between the two insulating barriers and compr^^es

vertical plates joined together by welding to horizonta me tal^

Uc strips One edge of each strip is slidably connected to the

outer Tn^ulating b'arner and the other edge is resiliently con-

nected to the inner insulating barrier.

3,785,321

SAFETY DEVICE AGAINST LEAKAGE FROM SHIPS,

ESPECIALLY TANKERS

Arne L. Backstrom. Stockholm. Sweden, assignor to Svenska

Entreprenad AB Sentab, Stockholm Sweden

FiledNov.l8.1971.Ser.No.l99998

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 23, 1970.

15866/70
Int.Cl.B63b25/y2

. ^ * n 6 Claims
I.S. CM 14-74 R

Sealing problems attendant dimensional variations in

separate haKh cover panels arranged in side-by-side relation

alone the length of the hatchway are eliminated by an arrangc-

menf wherein one panel is first installed in a P-dcterm.ned

fixed position relative to the hatchway, preferably central

thereof. The remaining panels are installed s"^"-;;'^>> ^^^

from the first panel toward the ends of ^^c atchway^ A 1

panels are provided with means interengageable on installa

tinof an aV-nt panel to maintain a fixed P-d^^--'-^.

spacing between adjacent panels A range is provided for the

eai^g locus of the end panels with the ends of the hatchway

therefore compensating for cumulative dimensional variations

m the panels along the length of the hatchway.

3,785,323

ANCHOR HOLD-DOWN DEVICE

William F. Lantz, 3915 N.E. 72nd Ave Poij^'^jd. Oreg.

Filed Aug. 9. 1972. Ser. No. 279,084

Int. CI. B63b 2 //22

I.S.CL 114-210 • 2 Claims

il^U „ 6C it

A ship such as a tanker for the transport of oil and oil

products, is provided with a safety ^evce to prevent leakage

of the product being stored or transported. The safety device

comprises a shield which preferably is flexible and extends

along the ships hull in spaced relation thereto so as to defme

verticallv extending narrow spaces at the inner side of the hull

Said narrow spaces are opening in the bottom region of he

ship and shall when the ship is used contain a l-qu.d having the

same or a higher density than the transported product. As an

exTmpTe the product may rest on a bed of water at the ship s

bottZ water than also being present m the said narrow

spaceT If for instance due to a collision a hole is formed in the

I

A hold-down device including a front bracket for hooking

over the crown of an anchor, a cradle for receiving a rearward

nor ion of the shank of the anchor, and a pair of deck plates

serv ng as resVfor the tips of the anchor flukes The cradle in-

Hndes a leaf spring on which the shank of the anchor rests.

The Shan treSbly held in the cradle by a locking bar hav^

ing a laterally extending pin engageable in notches in the

upper portion of the cradle The lockmg ^^^^^^^^^
soJine on its underside which in an over-center locked post

iW the locking bar holds the shank of the anchor dovvn on

he spr ng m the cradle. A spring pressed catch is "tilled to

assist'm maintaining the pm in the notches except when pulled

out by the operator.
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3 785 324 3,785,326

RATCHET HAUL DEVICES WATER PROPULSION SYSTEMS USING SUBMERGED

Harold A. Guthans, Mobile, Ala., assignor to Guthans En-
.'*'*?^^l'^*^'^.5„^"hf • . r-iif

„!„«.r!„orn Mobile Ala Steven B. Mullerheim, 89 Edgecroft Rd., KensmgtoD, Calif.
*'""""'

FlMT;i7,^971, Ser. No. 193,022 Filed Nov. 8, 19Zl.Ser.No. 196,489

Int.CLB63b2//5S Int. CI. B63b 2/ /56

U.S.a.ll4-235A 4 Claims U.S. CI. 115-7 9 Claims

izzzuzD eizzzi

A ratchet haul device is provided for fastening two barges or

like objects together which have upstanding stanchfons, which

device includes an elongated base member fastened to one

barge, a guide rail extending lengthwise of said base, a plurali-

ty of stanchions on a line parallel to the guide rail, a crosshead

movable on the guide rail having a locking hook, a ratchet

means flxed at one end to the guide rail and at the other to the

crosshead whereby the crosshead is movable on the guide rail,

a cable having a loop at each end and a cable locking means

receiving one such loop and the other loop being removably

engaged in said hook means.

A water transportation system of the kind in which a vessel

is driven by a submerged moveable propulsion cable, particu-

larly one which may assume greatly varying depth. The vessel

is connected to the propulsion cable by flexible tension mem-

bers, such as connecting cables, and there are winches aboard

the vessel on which the connecting cables may be wound. The

winches are controlled by electronic control equipment

which, in addition to radio signals received from shore, is

governed by tension and declivity sensors monitoring the con-

necting cables. Provisions of different kind are made available

for changing the effective moment arm about the vessel cen-

troid at which the members hnking the vessel to the propul-

sion cable are connected to the hull longitudinally thereof

3,785,325

AMPHIBIOUS STRUCTURE
Leonora M. Mycroft, 1973 Campus Dr., Fairborn, Ohio

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152,501

Int. CI. B60f J/00

U.S.CL 115-1 R

3,785,327

LIQUID PROPULSION APPARATUS AND METHOD OF
* Claim FABRICATION

Albert C. Smith, Box 782, Los Altos, Calif.

Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,462

Int. CI. B63h 25/46

U.S.CL 115-16 15 Claims

< 39 ^ 37

An amphibious vehicle having means for driving the vehicle

on land at one end thereof and having means for driving the

vehicle in the water at the other end thereof including a seat in

the vehicle adapted to be pivoted about an axis transverse of

the vehicle to provide a driving seat for the vehicle when it is

driven from one end and a rear seat for the vehicle when it is

driven from the other end.

An improved liquid pumping unit for marine propulsion and

the like includes as the rotatable shaft of an internal com-

bustion engine a conduit which includes internal impeller

vanes for pumping liquid therethrough at high volume and

velocity and which also serves as the flywheel of the engine.

918 O.G.- -37
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» 3,785.328

OUTBOARD MOTOR ANTI-TILT LOCKING
MECHANISM

Rob«rt F. Kloiber. Oshkosh. Wis., assignor to Brunswick Cor-

poration, Skokie, III.
-.on -.ti IS CI 115—70

FiledAug. 14, 1972, S*r. No. 280,272 l.!>.ci. ii-

Inl. CI. B63h ///4

U.S. a. 115-17
'^'•'"^

3,785,330

AIR DRIVEN VEHICLE

Robert M. Fox, 30518 Freda, Warren, Mich.

Filed Apr. 21 , 1972, Ser. No. 246,298

Int. CLB62ni 27/02
12 Claims

A tilt lock mechanism for an outboard motor incorporating

locking fingers actuated by a flexible shaft driven by a channel

cam keyed to the shift shaft of the engine A readily disassem-

blable ball joint links the flexible Operating shaft to a rotating

ipechanism carrying the locking fingers.

An air powered vehicle including a frame having a longitu-

dinally extending central member which extends from the

front of the vehicle rearwardly and upwardly in arcuate con-

figuration to upper rear end A transversly extending lowef

outrigger member is attached to the central member toward

the front end of the central member and upper transversely

extending outrigger member is disposed toward the rear of the

central member A vertical support member extends upwardly

from the central member and supports the upper outrigger^ A

motor mounting means is disposed at the rear upper end of the

central member and is defined in part by the upper outrigger

member whereby a motor is supported at the rear upper end

of the central member A steerable surface engaging assembly

IS disposed at the front end of the central member and side

surface engaging assemblies are connected to the outriggers

and the frame by struts, connecting rods and pivotably inter-

connected links.

3,785,329

COMBINED REVERSE LOCK AND SW IV EL BRACKET

HOLDING MECHANISM
William J. Shimanckas. Waukegan, lU., assignor to Outboard

Marine Corporation, VN aukegan. III.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,198

lBt.CLB63h2//26

L'.S. a. 115-41
>«^'-""*

3,785,331

PLASTIC SIGN KIT

Robert C. Ferris, Chicago, lU., assignor to Coursigns, Inc..

Chicago, 111. .

Filed Sept. 25. 1972. Ser. No. 291.789

lnt.CLE01f9//0

U.S.a.II6-63R ,

'"''""''

^ *' •*

CARTllK

A restrictive sign designed primarily for use on go«f5°"""

to designate restricted areas comprising a signboard for con-

taining an inscription conveying certain information or in^

suuct'on^ and an associated mounting stake for supporting the

s en and a cord adapted to be extended between two or more

stfkes and hLd in slip-free relation on each stake to define

areas to be avoided. The signboard is removably mounted on

the stakes for ready interchangeability and the board and

0.sc.osed herein is a marine propu..on device inc.dmg ^Xl^nlhi^^h^nrftrhiri^S -^
means connected to a reverse lock and to a swive bracket

^^^ "^^^j^.^^j elevation and a reinforced surface for

folding means for providing coordinated contro, of the -^^^oa^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^

reverse lock and ofthe swivel bracket holding means use m poun g
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the signboard and mounting stake is such as to lend itself to

manufacture in impact resisting molded plastic which may be

of a conspicuous color.

3,785,332

MAGNETIC PRESSURE INDICATOR

Bernard F. Silverwater, Plainview, N.Y., assignor to Pall Cor-

poration, Glen Cove, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,266

Int. CLGOll 79/72

U.S. CM 16-70 20 Claims

control zone. The housing includes a first passage between the

actuating fluid zone and the control zone which has a valve

seat at the connection of the actuating fluid zone which »is

closed by a first valve body which is carried on the diaphragm

and which is urged by the diaphragm under normal operating

pressure to close the valve seat and close off the first passage.

A monitoring spring biases the body in a direction to move off

the valve seat when the monitoring pressure reduces by a

predetermined amount. An alarm conduit having a fluid-

operated alarm, such as a whistle, is connected to the control

zone and it has a valve seat at the connection to the control

zone which is sealed by a second valve body carried by the

sealing diaphragm arrangement and which is normally opened

by a biasing spring to permit the control medium to flow

through the alarm conduit and actuate the whistle. The sealing

means which carries the valve body is such that a throttle

passage extends between the control zone and the closed zone

in order to permit flow of the fluid from the control zone into

the closed zone and a closing of the alarm conduit to, thus,

cause a stopping of the flow ofthe medium pressure fluid.

3,785,334

GAS GENERATOR FIRE ALARM
Thomas A. Waldeck, 3517 E. Skinner, WIchlU, Kans.

Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,478

Int. CI. G08b 1 7100

U.S.CL 116-106 4 Claims

A magnetic differential pressure indicator is provided for

detecting and indicating a pressure differential thereacross

that is greater than a predetermined value in a fluid system. A

loose nonmagnetic ball detent prevents resetting of the mag-

netic indicating means after actuation.

3,785,333

ALARM FOR SENSING A REDUCTION OF GAS SUPPLY

PRESSURE FOR RESPIRATORS

Ernst W arncke, and Hans Haas, both of Lubeck, Germany, as-

signors to Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Lubeck, Germany

Filed June 2, 1972. Ser. No. 259,308

Claims priority, application Germany. June 15. 1971, P 21

29 529.4
Int.CLG01l/9/;2

U.S.CL 116-70 5 Claims

A fire alarm is contained in a housing. There is a gas genera-

tor connected to a whistle. An ignitor starts the gas generator.

More particularly, a fire alarm with a gas generator operated

whistle noisemaker is actuated by excessive heat in the vicinity

of the fire alarm.

3,785,335

AIR HORN
WiUiam Wagner, cy© Watsco Inc., 1800 W. Fourth Ave., Hi-

aleah, Fla.

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 168,821

Int. CLG08b 2 7/00

U.S.CL 116-112 8 Claims

An alarm for sensing a reduction of gas supply pressure to a

respirator comprises a housing having a first chamber with a

gas pressure monitoring inlet connection for connection to the

gas supply container and a medium pressure line for actuating

fluid which is connected into the first chamber but which is di-

>^ided from the monitoring gas connection by a diaphragm. A

:ZVrZ:i:^:ZZi^;i::^^.Vi^^r:,^ Z,^., a h^n which ™., b. «,u„ded se>ecuve,y by Mowin,

arrangement dividing .he chamber in.o a close zone and a through a mouthpiece or by release of compressed gas Valve
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means are provided to control the release of compressed gas

and valve means are provided to close the mouthpiece. The

two valve means may be independent or may be jomed.

In the preferred embodiment a button, which when

manually depressed opens a valve permitting the compressed

gas to escape via the diaphragm and sound the horn, is pro-

dded with a central hole communicating to the diaphragm

and is shaped like a mouthpiece The horn may be sounded by

blowing into the mouthpiece button to provide a stream of air

past the diaphragm and through the horn By manually

depressing the button, the hole therein is automatically sealed

3,785.338

January 15, 1974

I

SYSTEM FOR INDICATING THE POSITION OF A

CONTROL MEMBER ADJl STABLE BY MEANS OF A

HANDUHEEL AND SPINDLE

Jao Cornells Visser, Soensdrecht, Netherlands, assignor to BA.

Maschinefabrik en Ilzergletery Holland-Bergen op Zoom,

Bergen op Zoom. Netherlands
. „, „,

FiledNov.8. 1971, Ser.No. 196,572 .

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 11, 1970,

7016473
Int.CLFI6ki7/00

US. CI. 116-125
^^'•""»

3,785,336

TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

Gregory J. Roszkowski, Arcadia. Calif., assignor to Bio-Medi-

cal Sciences. Inc.. Fairfield. N J.

Filed July 1, 1971, S«r. No. 158,946

Int.CLG01ky//06

U.S.CL 116-114.5 7 Claims

A system for indicating the position of a control member ad-

justable by means of a handwheel and a spindle, in which the

handwheel or a part connected thereto has an aperture and a

surface provided with indicia is situated behmd the aperture

and can perform a relative rotation with respect to the

handwheel about the spindle and is coupled to the spindle via

means which rotate the said surface from an initial position

through a given angle with respect to the spindle in depen-

dence on the number of spindle revolutions.

A temperature indicator to determine if a patient s tempera-

ture is above normal or feverish comprises an elongated body

having a gob-like coating on one end which has a contrasting

color relative to the body and which will melt at a temperature

slightly above the accepted normal of 98.6° F.

3.785.337

WIRE MARKER
Carl W. Flowerday, Holland, Mich., assignor to Maes Incor-

porated, Holland, Mich.

Filed Sept. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 289,992

Int.CLG01d2//00

U.S.CL 116-1 14 R 7 Claims

3,785.339

WEATHER INDICATING INSTRUMENT

George J. NIccoli, Chicago, III., assignor to Airguide Instru-

ment Compan> . Chicago. III.

Filed Oct. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 300,423

Int. CI. G09f 9/00

U.S.CL 116-1 29 R 5 Claims

A warning device for use on fence wire, trees, posts and the

like The device has a flat base and an integral strap extending

from an edge thereof. The free end of the strap has fastening

means on the end thereof adapted to be coupled with the base

of the device or the base of an adjacent warning device. The

strap can encircle a fence wire or it can be secured, as by nails

to trees and posts for marking trails, driveway entrances and

the like. A light reflector is mounted on the base.

A weather instrument for indicating atmospheric pressure

and expected weather conditions incident to falling and rising

barometric conditions, including a stationary panel with a cir-

cular scale for indicating atmospheric pressure, an angularly

adjustable transparent dial concentric with the pressure scale

and having a reference line together with indicia at opposite

sides thereof to indicate weather expectations, and a baro-

metric device responsive to atmospheric pressure having an

angularly movable needle over the pressure scale and the

transparent dial, in an arrangement which permits the adjusta-

ble dial to be set with reference to the needle, wherever the

needle is positioned, so that subsequent movement of the nee-

dle relative to the adjustable dial indicates not only at-

mospheric pressure but also expected weather conditions in-

cident to falling and rising atmospheric conditions.
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3,785.340

METERING BAR
Larry O. Stafford, Beloit, Wis.; William P. Wentworth,

Rockford, and James J. Melead, Roscoe, both of III., as-

signors to Beloit Corporation. Beloit, Wis.

Filed Aug. 8. 1972. Ser. No. 278.710

lDt.CLB05c///04

U.S.CL 118-101 18 Claims

// f^

relation with the article so that a portion of the article lies

within the fluid-filled concavity. A quantity of fluid within the

concavity contacts and flows about the article, coating jt.

Simultaneous coating of a plurality of paramagnetic-leaded

electrical devices utilizes magnetic holding of the devices, lur-

ing the coating process, and an applicator with a plurality of

spaced teeth arranged in a comblike array.

3,785,342

SELF-CLEANING AQUARIUM
George H. Rogers, 3160 Wright St., Denver, Colo.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,169

int. CLAOlk 65/00

l).S.CL 119-5 13 Claims
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partment are formed of solid transparent plastic sheets, with

each compartment being removable from the cage assembly,

and with the openings in the main cage compartment to the

bathing and sleeping compartments being closeable by a slid-

ing door or grill. The base section of the cage is removable for

cleaning purposes, and is located below a grill of plastic bars

which may be fastened to. or removed from the cage indepen-

dently of the removable base section.

3.785344
CAGE APPARATUS

Carol M. Patterson, Bryan, Tex., assignor to Research Equip-

ment Company, Inc., Bryan, Tex.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, S«r. No. 248,1 1

1

lnt.CI.AOIky/00

lJ.S.CI.119-17
8Ctaims

which they are attached, thus permitting proper grow-out and

leaving the cage top open, to a second position closing the

cage top for transportation at an appropriate cage height.

Further drop tubes for food and water extend into each cage

through the open top and are pivotable out of the cage about a

trough and water line to which they are respectively attached.

The cage tops in at least one row are closed by a dropping col-

lecting board which also collects droppings from the row of

cages above. A scraper blade is movable along the board for

periodically removing droppings and for pushing, with an at-

tachment, the cages along the rails on which they rest for

transportation.

3,785346

STALLS FOR ANIMALS AND GATE ASSEMBLIES
THEREFOR

James Dower. Kiladangan Dungarvan. Ireland

Filed Aug. 22. 1972, Ser. No. 282.685

Int. CI. AO Ik 29/00

L.S. CM 19-27 7 Claims

JI70 TOc

Cage apparatus for confining an animal within a cage and

preventing undesired movement of the cage including an

animal cage havmg wheels mounted at the rear thereof,

resilient support means mounted at the front of the cage to

support the cage and to provide reaction forces in substan-

tially the opposite direction from forces exerted by the animal

in the cage such that the cage tends to move m substantially

one direction only. and. transport means for connecting to the

front end of the cage to render the cage transportable.

3.785.345

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS FOR RAISING AND
TRANSPORTING BROILERS

Vance E. Rhinehart. Apison; James D. Coffelt. Soddy. and

Fkjyd G. Vother. Daisy, all of Tenn., assignors to Cumber-

land Corporation. Chattanooga. Tenn.

Filed Feb. 2, 1972. Ser. No. 222,821

Int.CLA01ki//00

US. CI. 119-18 17 Claims

A gate assembly for fitting to a stall for animals, comprises

inner and outer barrier elements which are movably mounted

one behind the other at the entrance to the stall Each barrier

element is movable between an operative position in which it

bars the entrance to the stall and an inoperative displaced

position, and the operation of the barrier elements is so inter-

related that one of the barrier elements is in the position in

which it bars the entrance, when the other is in the inoperative

position and vice-versa.

3.785.347

ANIMAL EXERCISING OBSERVATORY
Albert J. Dinnerstein. Brooklyn. N.Y.. assignor to Metaframe

Corporation. Mav^»ood, N.J.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237.355

Int. CI. AO Ik 29/00

U.S. CI. 119-29 16 Claims

M ^

An animal raising system, particularly for fowl such as

chickens, which includes a plurality of cages disposed on a

frame in a plurality of rows, one row above the other Each

cage preferably has two members attached to opposing cage

walls at the top thereof and movable from a first position in

which the members provide a vertical extension of the walls to

An animal exercising observatory which includes a hollow

transparent sphere in which an animal may exercise for caus-
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ina translatory rolling of the sphere along an external surface The poultry catcher is operated by one attendant and can pro-

in contact therewith, the animal remaining continuously ob- vide for complete collection of poultry with a minimum of

servable. The sphere includes a door which in contour is com- labor,

plemental to the sphere for permitting access into the latter.

3,785350

3 785 348 HEAT TRANSFER APPARATUS

AUTOMATIC PET FEEDER John McCormick, I0I8 Beryl St., P.O. Box 9368, San Diego,

U.S.CL 119-62 7 Claims

> /4 ^

The automatic pet feeder comprises a base; a dish assembly

having a dish-retaining body, dishes operable to be retained in

the body, and a hingedly mounted lid; and a lid-actuating as-

sembly having hinge drive means operable to raise and lower

the lid away from the dishes, body, and control means to selec-

tively activate the lid-actuating drive means.

3.785,349

LIVE POULTRY CATCHER
James E. Christopher, 3715 69th St., Lubbock. Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 48,92 1 , June 1 8, 1 970, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 78,345, Dec. 5, 1968,

abandoned. This application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,571

Int. CI. AOlk 29/00

U.S. CI. 119-82 17 Claims

A heat transfer apparatus or steam boiler wherein a closed

vessel of reinforced pressure resisting construction is provided

with intake means for fluid or water, and exit means for heated

fluid or steam. Passing through the interior of the vessel but

forming a completely independent set of passages is a series of

channels for intake of heat via fire, hot liquid or other means.

The channels pass through and within the interior of the vessel

and are physically connected to fins which extend through the

interior. The fins are more closely spaced at the top and wider

spaced at the bottom of the vessel. The fluid or water intake

means may be provided with means to convert the fluid intake

into a fine spray within the vessel. Thus a highly efficient rate

of heat transfer is provided from heat source to the internally

injected fluid in a relatively small vessel area suitable for small

volume engines as for personal automotive vehicles and the

like.

24

3,785,351

SOOT CLEANING METHOD
Ralph J. Hail, 161 Hoyle St., Marion, N.C.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,215

Int.CLF22b37/4S

U.S. CI. 122-379 5 Claims

A live poultry catcher for collection of poultry in a poultry

house. The poultry catcher is mounted upon wheels and is

provided with extensible pickup bars, which extend horizon-

tally under the chicken or other type of poultry. The pickup

bars are adapted to be rotated upwardly with protective tip

guards to lift the chickens and move them along a protective

shield to deposit the chickens under a hood upon conveyor

belts which feed the chickens onto a central conveyor belt.

The central conveyor belt feeds the chickens in an extensible

conveyor hood to deposit them into a collection crate. By

means of the extensible accordion-type conveyor hood, the

poultry catcher, which extends from one side wall to an op-

posite wall or divider fence in a chicken house, can be

propelled to collect the chickens by means of the pickup bars

where they are then conveyed to a collection coop or crate.

Method of cleaning soot particles from heat transfer sur-

faces in a boiler automatically and at predetermined intervals

without the need of manual supervision.
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3.785.352

ROTARY PISTON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Tasuku Date. Tokyo, and Junji OUni, Omiya, both of Japan,

assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo.

^"'*""
Filed Sept. 25. 1972. S«r. No. 292.167

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 29, 1971, 46-

75388
Int. CI. F02b 53104

U.S. CI. 123-8.13
4CUims

the engine and whose duration depends on the pressure in the

inlet manifold.

The second multivibrator receiving the signals from the en-

gine speed transducer shapes pedestal pulses of a specified du-

ration in synchronism with the engine speed.

The durations of the pulses of the first and second mul-

tivibrators are compared, and a signal is produced which trig-

gers the third multivibrator when the duration of the pulse of

the first multivibrator exceeds the duration of the pulse of the

second multivibrator.

This provides for a jumpy change in the characteristic of the

pulses controlling the injectors without using electromechani-

cal transducers operating when shifting the engine to full-

power operation and when cutting off the fuel supply.

3.785,354

Fl EL INJECTION SYSTEM
John VS. Moulds. Penfield. N.Y.. assignor to General Motors

Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Feb. 18^ 1972. Ser. No. 227.461

lnt.CLF02in5//00

U.S.CL 123-32 EA 2 Claims

A rotary piston engine thai can operate efficiently with a

lean fuel-air mixture, producing clean exhaust gases. It in-

cludes two rotors arranged in respective cavities and an igni-

tion chamber arranged in communication with the com-

bustion chambers defined in said respective cavities. A richer

mixture is fed in one of the two combustion chambers than in

the other and compressed to a higher extent so that the igni-

tion chamber is filled with such mixture and the combustion

name formed therein is used to ignite the lean mixture fed in

the other, major combustion chamber.

jf->

3.785.353

FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Jury Modestovich Borisov. annikov prospekt. 21. korpus 1;

Jury Ivanovich Budyko. ulitsa Petropavtovskaya, 8, kv. 66;

Nikolai Borisovich Dubnitsky. ulitsa Vosstania. 19. kv. 6;

Valentin Eizerovich Koganer. ulitsa Strelbischenskaya. 26.

kv. 35; Alexandr Ivanovich Lisitsyn. ulitsa Sofiliskaya, 32.

korpus 2. kv. 112. all of Leningrad; NIkoUi Gavrilovich

Mozokhin. ulitsa Avtomobilnaya. 16. kv. 16; Konstantin

Mikhailovich Masenskov. pknchad Maxima Gorkago. 5. kv.

33, both of Gorky, and Jury Vasilievich Dukhnin, Lenin-

gradskoe shosse. 63. kv. 6. Poselok Strelna Leningradskoi

Obla$ti,allofU.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 31. 1972. Ser. No. 240.076

Int.CI. F02b//02

U.S.CL 123-32 EA 3 Claims

In an electronically controlled fuel injection system, the

electronic package is mounted on a finned heat dissipating

pad extending horizontally from the air inlet body whereby

heat generated during operation of the electronic package

may be dissipated through the fins to the atmosphere and to

the air fiow through the air inlet body.

3.785,355

ENGINE WITH INTERNAL CHARGE DILUTION AND
METHOD

Richard R. Toepel. Warren. Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Mar. 2. 1973, Ser. No. 337,376

Int. CI. F02b 33100, 75102, F02d 39102

U.S.CL123-119A 4 Claims

m

[T]4--ci}

V
^HHZI

I-.

The proposed system comprises electromagnetic injectors

feeding the fuel cyclically into the inlet manifold of the engine

The operation of the injectors is controlled by an electronic

device having at least three driven multivibrators

One multivibrator receives the signals from the engine

speed transducer and from the pressure transducer responding

to the air pressure in the inlet manifold of the engine and shap-

ing pulses whose repetition frequency depends on the speed of

In a preferred embodiment, a spark-ignited internal com-

bustion engme is provided with a valved receiver chamber

connected with the combustion chamber adjacent the spark

plug The receiver valve is open at peak combustion pressures

to admit combustion chamber gases which are reuined in the

receiver until discharged to the combustion chamber after ig-

nition of the charge on the following cycle. The arrangement

and method provide substantial combustion chamber charge
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dilution for limiting nitrogen oxide emissions without adverse-

ly affecting ignition of the air-fuel mixture.

the crankcase together with the connecting rod to a suiuble

position where the piston is taken from the engine.

3,785,356

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED IGNITION SYSTEM

Donald E. Niemoeller, Lafayette, Ind., assignor to Arvin Indus-

tries, Inc., Columbus, Ind.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,598

Int. CL F02p 5104

U.S.CL123-148E » lOCIalms

3,785,358

TENNIS BALL PROPELLING MACHINE
Thomas J. D'Angelo; William H. Strohmeyer, and John K. Ul-

brich, all of San Antonio, Tex., assignors to Meyer Machine

Company. San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,178

Int.CLF41bi/04

U.S.CL 124—1 8 Claims

An electronically controlled ignition system for controlling

the ignition timing of an internal combustion engine for ac-

cordance with engine speed and load Three linear transdu-

cers convert the engine speed, the amount of intake manifold

vacuum and the amount of carburetor spark port vacuum into

electrical voltages Three corresponding non-linear function

generators generate predeterminable output voltages in ac-

cordance with the transducer output voltages. The aggregate

of the generator output voltages is taken and used to alter the

ignition timing angle of the engine. Any error between the ac-

tual alteration and the alteration signalled for is detected by a

feedback potentiometer and used to further adjust the ignition

timing in accordance therewith.

3,785,357

CYLINDER CONSTRUCTION FOR TRUNK PISTON
ENGINE

Take© Okazaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Mitsui Shipbuilding

and Engineering Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,127

Claims priority, application Japan, May 31, 1971, 46-38105

Int. CI. F02f 7100

U.S.CL 123-195 R 3 Claims

A device employing motor driven variable speed drive

means rotating two spaced propelling wheels rotating in op-

posite direction. Balls are fed into the ball propelling wheel as-

sembly through a hopper incorporating an Agitating carrousel

with an auxiliary ball agitator. A speed drive with a split drive

pulley varies the rate of rotation of the carrousel and the rate

of delivery of the tennis balls through a tube to a ball feed

guide, first positioning the balls in contact with the upper ball

propelling wheel then into the ball propelling space. The angle

of projection is regulated by adjustably varying the^ angle of

the ball wheel arm. The device is normally electric powered

incorporating remote control cables, a wheel mounted cabinet

is desirable for mobility.

Cylinder construction for easily taking out the piston from

the engine characterized by that the each cylinder liner can be

removed in the crankcase and each piston can be rotated in

3,785,359

WINDSHIELD WASH WATER HEATER
Thomas H. Whittaker, 9114 OWe Eight, Northfield, Ohio '

Filed Mar. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 238,850

lnt.CLF24by/00

U.S.CL 126-19.5 5 Claims

For inclusion on the line between the wash liquid supply and

the discharge jets of an automotive vehicle windshield wash

liquid pumping system, a liquid heater secured on the engine

exhaust pipe, comprising a pipe-embracing saddle-shaped

metal body with a cavity forming a liquid heating flow space

provided with line connector nipples.
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3,785.360

DEMOUNTABLE CAMP GRILL

Ed>*ard J. Martin. 4909 Fremont Ave.. Minneapolis. M.nn

Fikd Jan. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 214,658

Int. CL A47j 3 7/00; F24b 3IOd; F24c / / /6

U.S. CI. 126-30
1 2 Claims

3,785.362

RADIATING SYSTEM FOR BODY WARMING DEVICES

Sakujiro Okui, Kyoto. Japan, assignor to Kodama Brothers

Co., Ltd.. Kaiso-Run. Wakayama-ken. Japan

Filed May 10. 1972, Ser. No. 251,905

U.S. CI. 126-208
Int.CI. A61f 7/06

1 1 Claims

J^4

A demountable grill for use over a cooking fire and includ-

ing support channels retained against separation and having

grill rods insertable transversely through one channel in holes

aligned but not normal to the channel and into the other chan-

nel additional rods or support structure binding the channels

to be relatively fixed, and a demountable and extendible

horizontal rod spaced above the grill for supporting a reflector

media to concentrate reflected heat upon items on the grill

3.785,361

GAS BURNER DEVICE FOR FOOD GRILLING

Carl.Anker Mejyr, and Lars Eric Ledin, both of Sundbyberg.

Sweden, assignors to Prim us-Sievert AB. Vretenvagen. Sol-

na. Sweden
Filed Oct. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 294,831

Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 15, 1971,

13094/71
Int. CLA47ji 7/00

U.S. CI. 126-41 R 3Cl»ims

zjy^^

In a safety radiating system suitable for use with body warm-

ing devices, the system comprises a fuel storage tank which

contains liquefied gas to be used for fuel and is adiabatically

connected to the system through means of a heat-resisting,

adiabalic fuel feeding pipe whereby tTic heat developed by the

system is prevented from being conducted to the tank The

system further comprises a safety appliance provided with a

bimetallic actuator adapted to thermostatically stop the

radiating action of the system once over-heating takes place.

3,785.363

CLFANING APPARATUS FOR AUTOMOBILES WITH
INDIRECT HEAT EXCHANGE FOR HEATING THE

CLEANING FLUID

Joseph G. Machado. 3447 Railroad Ave., Ceres, Calif.

Continuation-in-partofSer. No. 88.818. Nov. 12, 1970,

abandoned. This application Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,096

Int.CI.F24h///2

U.S. CI. 126-350 R 7 CUims

A gas burner device for food grilling and operating with

LNG. said device comprising a burner body mounted on a ver-

tical axis in a casing, which is cupshaped and open upwardly

and which supports a grill grate, said device further compris-

ing a flame holder device consisting of a flame holder wall ex-

tending from below the burner gas discharge openings and

towards the casing periphery and an apertured flame holder

screen located above said burner body but below the grill

grate.

A cleanmg apparatus for heating water and for delivering it

at a substantially constant temperature. A pump circulates an

intermediate or heat-transfer liquid through a first heat-

exchange coil and an annular chamber. A burner heats the

first heat-exchange coil, which delivers the hot heat-transfer

liquid to the chafnber with a swirling motion. The water to be

heated is sent through a second heat-exchange coil in the ari-

nular chamber where it is heated by the heat-exchange liquid,

giving a very good control for maintaining even temperatures.

Detergent may then be injected, if desired, into the hot water.
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3 785 364 the device, evacuating a chamber in the device, and then in

SMOOTH TOP RANGE jecting in liquid form a low boiling point heat carrier into the

Edward A. Reid, Jr.; Robert G. Venendaal, and George W. chamber

Myler, all of Columbus, Ohio, assignors to Columbia Gas __

System Service Corporation, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,778

Int. CI. F24c 3104

U.S.CL 126-39 J

3,785,366

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISEASE DIAGNOSIS

1 H riflim* Hugh J. Davis, 507 Castle St., Baltimore, Md.

Continuation of Ser. No. 199,373, June 1, 1962, abandoned.

This application Dec. 19, 1968, Ser. No. 805,064

CUims priority, application Great Britain, June 5, 1961,

20197/61
Int. CLA6 lb 70/00

U.S. CI, 128-2 B 34 Claims

/»
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and also flanking the spinal column while another probe is

held tightly in the patient's hand whereby a low voltage circuit

can be provided which develops fluctuations in a meter read-

ing the current or voltage through the circuit as the T-shaped

probe is drawn along the back of the patient. A method for de-

tecting nerve root pressure subluxations of the body of a pa-

3,785370

DETECTION OF IMPAIRED PULMONARY FUNCTION
Powell Richards, Bayport; Herbert Susskind, Huntington, and

Louis G. Stang, Jr., Sayville, all ol N.V., assignors to The

United States of America as represented by the United States

Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 1 4, 1 972, Ser. No. 289,204

Int.CI.A61b5/0S

U.S. CI. 128- 2.08 3 Claims

-k EB

25

24

tient in the regions of the spinal column in a manner which

identifies the locus of the subluxation comprises a number of

manipulative steps characterized by drawing the cross-piece

of the probe along the back of the patient while directing the

current in the circuit to emerge from the back of the patient

into the T-shaped probe.

3,785,369

BUST-DEVELOPING MEANS
L. Dee Tallent, P.O. Box 136, Cabazon, Calif.

Filed Nov. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 302,845

Int.CI.A61hy/00

U.S. CI. 128-40 10 Claims

44
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equipment is operated according to the disclosed apparatus

The apparatus for administration of anaesthesia includes a

controlled source of anaesthetic gas. a mask, check valves on

either side of the mask, carbon dioxide absorber, rubber bag.

and means for removal of circulated anaesthetic gas from the

system. Inlet and outlet from the system may be conveniently

to contain a dry medicament to be taken up with the carrier

for injection whereby the materials are freshly mixed im-

mediately prior to injection and wherein the dry medicament

and liquid carrier are separably maintained in sealed relation

one from the other until admixed immediately prior to injec-

tion, whereby the sealing means between said inner and outer

IB

contrplled thereby maintaining substantially the same pres-

sure throughout the system. The apparatus disclosed provides

that harmful anaesthetic gases exhausted from the system do

not reach the ambient air surrounding the apparatus, thus the

staff working in the area of the apparatus is protected from ex-

posure to the gases

3.785,378

FLOW CONTROL VALVE FOR INTRAVENOUS FLUIDS

Calvin R. Stewart, 471 W. Duarte Rd.. Apt. 226, Arcadia.

Calif.

Filed Apr. 6. 1972, S«r. No. 241.712

Iiit.CLA61in5//6
-

U.S.CL 128-214 C 8 Claims

tubular members comprises a sealing ring of flexible material

within said inner tubular member in sliding engagement with

the inner walls thereof and a needle assembly supported at the

forward end of the inner tubular member, the forward end of

the needle of the needle assembly terminating a short distance

from the sealing ring prior to admixture and the needle pierc-

ing through said sealing ring when in position of admixture

3.785.380

FILTERING BLOOD SUCKER
Robert C. BrumfieW. 73 Emerald Bay. Laguna Beach. Calif.

Filed Feb. 22. 1972. Ser. No. 228.033 .

Int.CLA61m//00

U^.CL 128-276 8 Claims

A valve operable with means to administer fluid in-

travenously comprises;

a. an annular member forming a central passage through

which fluid is fl6wable and having an end face with multiple

grooves therein, the grooves having inner ends communicat-

ing with said passage and being generally circularly spaced,

the grooves extending outwardly relative to said passage and

having different cross sectional areas, and

b. a flow control member having an end face relatively

rotatabk adjacent said annular member end face, the control

member having a flow port successively and selectively com-

municating with said grooves in response to said relative rota-

tion, said port adapted to pass fluid to administration tubing.

3,785379

SYRINGE FOR INJECTION OF FRESHLY MIXED
LIQUID-POWDER

Milton J. Cohen, 71 1 1 Connecticut Ave., Chevy Chase. Md.

Filed Aug. 1 2. 1 97 1 . Ser . No. 1 7 1 ,207

Int. CLA61m 5/22

U.S. CL 128-218 M 12 Claims

A syringe formed of an inner tubular member adapted to

contain a liquid carrier and an outer tubular member adapted

A blood sucker is connected to the suction side of a peristal-

tic tube pump, evacuating blood lost by a patient at a surgical

site The air evacuated through the blood sucker when in use

can be filtered through a first disposable micropore filter in

the sucker, prior to contacting the blood evacuated from the

surgical site The patient blood, clean air and surgical debris

are also filtered through a sucker second disposable filter,

whose pore apertures are sized to remove the tissue debris

from the blood flowing into the sucker Early removal of tissue

debris from patient blood in the blood sucker can slow the in-

itiation of the blood clotting mechanism. The filtered air can

decrease the microscopic air contaminants in the fi tered

blood, which can then be returned to the patient's circulatory

system An integral plurality of fiexible. parallel array blood

conductive tubing provide wall stabilized, low turbulence

blood flow from the sucker to a cardiotomy reservoir or the

like prior to returning the blood to the patients circulation.
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3,785,384

PRESSURE SENSING OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS
Brenton R. Lower; Kenneth E. Hughes, both of Columbus,

Ohio, and Leonard E. Laufe. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to

Leonard E. Laufe. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,502

Int. CL Goln i/4«. A61b / 7/44, A61d //OS, GOlb 5/00

U.S.CL 128-323 14 Claims

3,785,383

ELECTROSTATIC WAND
Gianni A. Dotto, Day^n, Ohio, assignor to Alfred A. Angle-

myer, Dayton, Ohio; ,

Filed Maf, 29, 1971, Ser. No. 128,813

;Int.CLA61n//06

U.S.CL 128-414 4 Claims

JO sot

An obstetrical forceps having a pressure sensing device

combined therewith is disclosed. The forceps include

pivotably connectable blades, each having fetal engaging and

handle portions The pressure sensing device is constructed

and arranged on the forceps to sense and indicate pressure ap-

plied to a fetus when using the forceps. The device includes a

pressure sensor such as a deflectable diaphram arranged or

the tip of the fetal engaging portion of the blade and a pressurt

indicator communicating with the diaphram through tubing or

the like The tubing is filled with an incompressible fluid, such

as distilled water When the sensor deflects as pressure is ap-

plied to a fetus, the pressure will be transmitted by the watei

through the tubing to the indicator.

3,785,382

DEVICE FOR DESTROYING STONES IN THE BLADDER^,

IN THE URETER, IN THE KIDNEYS AND THE LIKE

Heinz Schmidt-Klolber, and Stefan Schuy, both of Grai, Aus-

tria, assignors to Richard Wolf GmbH, Knittlingen/Wurtt,

Germany -

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,752

Claims priority, application Austria, May 14, 1971, A

4187/71
Int. CLA61b/ 7/22

U.S.CL 128-328 3 Claims
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Electrostatic means radiating electrical energy at selected

frequencies of the order of megacycles per second is safely

and harmlessly coupled capacitively to tissue structure of a

human being or of an animal with no significant flow of elec-

trons for reducing sensitivity to pain, at least temporarily. The

radiating means may comprise an evacuated glass envelope

containing a selected atmosphere of inert gas and also con-

taining an electrode that is intermittently subjected to an elec-

tropositive voltage during certain portions of the cycle to

promote positive space charges within the envelope together

with a controlled amount of ionization of said atmosphere and

the production of selected forms of electromagnetic radiation

such as infra red light, ultra violet light, visible light, and mix-

tures thereof.

3,785,384

METHOD OF TREATING TOBACCO
Herbert A. Sylvester, Basildon; Christopher M. Partridge,

Canvey Island, and Ira D. Goss, Rayleigh, aU of England, as-

signors to Carreras Rothmans Limited, Essex, England

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,652

Int.CLA24bi//«

U.S.CL 131-121 19 Claims

A device for destroying stones in the bladder, in the ureter,

in the kidneys and the like, comprising an elongated, flexible

lithotriptor insertable in conjunction with a cystoscope or a

special catheter through the urethra into the interior of the

body until such time when it comes into contact with the stone

to be destroyed, a driving mechanism comprising a chamber

filled with a liquid, a membrane closing the chamber and

rigidly connected to the lithotriptor, and imparting longitu-

dinal mechanical vibrations to same two electrodes inserted in

the chamber in such a manner as to provide electrical insula-

tion, and a means which makes electric flashovers between the

electrodes possible inside the chamber.

AAAAA>v^VvvV . ....^

A method of treating tobacco to cause its cellular structure

to expand and/or to cause the fibres to move apart from one

another which includes passing it through a high frequency

field on a conveyor and beneath an overlying static sheet.

3,785,385

TOBACCO TREATMENT TO INCREASE VOLUME
THEREOF

William H. Johnson, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Research Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 21, 1968, Ser. No. 707,064

Int.CLA24bi/7S, /5/00

U.S.CL 131-140 P 4Claims

Substantial increases in the specific volume of tobacco and

other improvements of the properties thereof may be obtained

by bringing the tobacco before, during or after curing to a

condition of high turgidity and subjecting the turgid tobacco

to low pressure sublimation of the water content thereof from
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the frozen condition The tobacco may be shredded at any

stage of the process before or after the low pressure sublima-

at the ith exit. The number of largest size coins is determined

directly by the count on the nth detector point. In accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the invention, the detector

points comprise photoelectric devices.

j I

-V

iKcxjMxriONNC

tion. The product typically has a specific volume at least twice

that of air dried tobacco of the same moisture content.

3,785.386

SORTING AND COUNTING APPARATLS
Harvey Irwin Kofsky, 3250 EUendale Ave., Apt. 504, Mon-

treal, Canada
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,797

Claims priority, application Canada. June 17, 1971, 1 15938

Int.tT.G07dJ/y6

U.S. CI. 133-3 D 4Ctaiins

3,785387
CHEMICAL PROCESSING FACILITY

Francis D. Ross, Long Beach. Calif., assignor to Northrop Cor-

poration. Los Angeled. Calif.

Filed July 20. 1972. Ser. No. 273.546

Int. CI. B08b J/02,/ -VOO

i;.S.CL 134—95 8CUims

r-y^.m

A hermetically sealed booth enclosing a quantity of parts to

be chemically processed, and tanks containing the various

chemical solutions being positioned below the parts booth and

sequentially movable to positions below the booth whereby

the solution in a single tank is pumped into the booth, sprayed

over the parts and returned to the tank through a drain open-

ing in the floor of the booth. All fumes and contaminants

emanating from the solutions are passed through filters or air

washers before being exhausted to atmosphere.

3,785,388

TELESCOPIC UMBRELLA
Josef Schafer. Solingen. Germany, assignor to Telesco Brophey

Limited. Montreal. Quebec, Canada

Filed Oct. 26. 1972. Ser. No. 301.061

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. 21. 1972. P 22

46 238.0

Int. CLA45D 79/00 I

U.S. CI. 135-20 R 5 Claims

7o 7 » ly « IS' « 'o '

The invention relates to a novel apparatus for sorting and

counting objects of different sizes and is especially applicable

to the sorting of coins and to providing a money value readout

of the sorted coins. In accordance with the invention, the

coins are simultaneously counted and sorted by providing a

channel along which the coins are directed, the channel com-

prising n predetermined detection points (where n is equal to

the number of different sizes) with (n-I ) sized exits, each exit

being between two adjacent detection points. An nth exit is

provided after the nth detection point. The exits are arranged

such that thp smallest sized exit appears at the head of the

channel, the exit sizes increasing in size to the foot of the

channel. Each coin which passes a detection point is detected

and counted, and in order to determine the number of one

type of coins, i.e.. the number of coins which have exited at

the ith (i— 1 to n) exit, the number of coins detected at the

(H-1 )th exit is subtracted from the number of coins detected

The umbrella has a frame with a telescopic stick and tele-

scopic dome ribs. At least one runner is provided for sliding

movement on the stick and mounts support members for

opening and closing the dome ribs, and the runner is in a posi-

tion adjacent the crown of the umbrella when the umbrella is

in a closed collapsed position Foldable spokes are hinged to

the crown and to the runner such that when the umbrella is

being collapsed, the spokes fold and expand outwardly normal

to the axis of the stick so as to spread out the mushroom being

formed by the cover material as the umbrella is being col-

lapsed.
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3 785 389

FLUID FLOW'CONTROL SYSTEM
Harry Friedland, and Addison W. Langill, both of Salt Lake

City. Utah, assignors to Process Systems, Inc., Salt Lake

City, Utah
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,681, May 12, 1971,

abandoned. This application Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 169,930

Int. CL E03b 1 100; F17d 1/00; FlSc 1112

U.S. CI. 137-1 19 Claims

the receiver aperture. Preferably, there is a venting region im-

mediately in advance of the receiver aperture which is re-

lieved in all directions in a plane perpendicular to the plane of

angular displacement. A system for biasing the laminar deflec-

tor (or other pressure-operated pure fluid amplifier) by

aspirating fluid from the control section in a quantity substan-

tially equal to the quiescent input flow to the amplifier. A unit

ventilator control using a laminar deflector is shown. A pro-

portional controller using a biased laminar deflector is shown.

4
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I .

flow rate of fluid to be supplied to the fluid operated device

The flow control member is operable to establish a flow con-

trol orifice having an area linearly proportional to the axial

position of the flow control member. A pressure compensating

device maintains a constant pressure drop across the orifice

and thus the valve provides a controlled flow rate of fluid

which is linearlv proportional to the axial position of the con-

trol member

3.785.393

FLl ID POWER BRAKING AND STEERING SYSTEM
Christian Tanguv, Frepillon. France, assignor to Societe

Anonvme D.B.A.

Filed May 2. 1972. Ser. No. 249.596

Claims priority, application France. May 7. 1971. 71 16534

Int.Cl.G05d///00

L'.S. CI. 137-110 2Ctaiins

that the plunger may move vertically within a chamber having

a tapered wall in response to changes in the level of water in

the tank. The chamber has an opening at the bottom for a

valve seat which may be sealed by an elastomer affixed to the

base of the plunger when the plunger reaches its lowermost

position to close the valve Near its upper end, the plunger has

a collar for loosely supporting two elastomer disks of con-

siderable elasticity to seal the upper end of the chamber for

the anti-siphonic action. An additional flexible elastomer ele-

ment is positioned on another collar of the plunger and is

spaced from the tapered wall of the chamber throughout the

stroke of the plunger in either direction The anti-siphonic

disks are located within a housing having a cap with a plurality

of holes therein through which air may be admitted, and the

cap is also provided with an overhanging canopy which blocks

the admission of foreign matter to the chamber while per-

mitting air to enter the chamber. The cap is joined to a body

member to complete the housing, the body member providing

the chamber in which the plunger is freely movable.

t~

IS

4
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The vehicle hydraulic system comprises a pump, an accu-

mulator adapted to energize a closed-centre power brake

booster, and a open-centre power steering mechanism, the

supply line of the power steering mechanism including a throt-

tle in parallel relationship with a control valve The valve

member of the said control valve is actuated by a stepped

piston responsive to the fluid pressures in the accumulator and

in the supply line downstream said throttle, both pressures act-

ing against a spring, thereby insuring a minimum level of pres-

sure in the accumulator.

3.785.394

WATER CONTROL VALVE STRLCTLRE
Farris E. Dixon. Louisville, Ky., and Sherwood L. Young, Mon-

son, Mass., assignors to American Standard Inc., New York,

N.Y.

Filed July 12. 1972. Ser. No. 270.897

Int. CI. F16k 45/04

IJ.S. CL 137-218 9 Claims

CNP

OPCNINCa

3.785.395

AIR VALVES
Bror Elis Andreasson. Bangatan 21. Vanersborg, Sweden

Filed Dec. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 315.227

Claints priority, application Sweden, Jan. 19, 1972, 566/72;

Nov. 8, 1972. 14446/72; Nov. 8, 1972. 14442/72; Nov. 8,

1972, 14444/72 i

Int. CLF 16k/ 5/20

L.S. CL 137-223 24 Claims

37 i1 ?S iiji 13 3 28 3

In air valves for use in connection with large inflatable ob-

jects and of the kind comprising a valve housing having air

through-flow openings at its inner end and an annular valve

seal, a valve disc arranged to be pressed against said seat by

the internal pressure in the object and means to releasably

retain said valve disc in blocked position The blocking means

are arranged on the valve disc proper and are accessible from

the outside and so arranged that no special tools are required

to manipulate the valve disc The blocking means may be

formed in various ways, such as in the form of a tongue to be

inserted in a recess in the valve housing wall, a fork-shaped

projection of the disc engaging underneath a stud formed in

the housing wall, a piston having a ball-shaped end and

cooperating with spring means to exert a pressing action on

the valve disc, recesses formed in the valve having bottom into

which recesses projections on the valve disc are urged,

possibly while bending the disc against the resiliency of the

disc material itself, etc.

3,785.396

TAMPER-PROOF. FLUID FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM
Earl L. MorrU. 1501 N. Cloister Rd., Whittier. Calif., and

Theodore J. Sally. 7236 Friends Ave...W hiuier, CaliL

Filed July 5. 1972, Ser. No. 269.090
|

lnt.CLFI6k////0

IJ.S.CL 137-359 7 Claims

Covers a water control valve for the water tank of a toilet A tamper-proof, pushrod-activated fluid flow control

bowl in which the valve structure is constructed for better and mechanism is described which incorporates a means for exter-

more positive anti-siphonic action The valve structure in- nally adjusting the length of the pushrod used to actuate the

eludes a plunger which is coupled by a lever arm to a float so fluid flow control valve for varying such parameters as fluid.
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flowrate and fluid flow time delay without requiring disas-

sembly or the addition or removal of a part from the

mechanism. Compactness of the mechanism assures rapid in-

stallation or removal from the pipe chase area without impair-
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to limit the rate of pressure rise in the system when subjected

to sudden transients which would otherwise cause large pres-

sure overshoots before stabilizing at the designed pressure

level. The valve is opened by system pressure reacting against

a spring and has the spring normally set to permit valve open-

&4

ing the operation of the user controls which are typically ex-

posed to umpenng by users. Provision is made for the instala^

Uon, as desired, of fluid flow control limiting and/or vacuum

breaking jjevices

ing at a small fraction of the designed maximum relief pres-

sure System pressure also reacts upon a spring loading piston

of larger area which, when moved through its full stroke,

brings the spring load up to the designed maximum limit. The

rate of travel of this piston is regulated by a dashpot.

3 785 397

W ATER CONTROL VALVE STRUCTURE
Sherwood L. Young. Monson. Mass.. assignor to American

Standard Inc., New York, N.Y.
..^ ao«

Filed July 12. 1972. Ser. No. 270,898

Int.CLFI6kiy/26
^ ^. .-.^ A1A 13 Claims

U.S.CL 137—434

3,785.399

FIRE HYDRANT DRAINAGE VALVE

Rosaire Daigle, St. Lambert, Quebec, Canada, assignor to Dai-

gle Aqua Inc., Quebec, Canada

Filed Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 173,544

int.CLF16k//00

U.S.CL 137-305 5 Claims

This application covers a water control valve for the water

tank of a toilet bowl. The housing encloses a vertically mova-

ble plunger and an open-ended chamber into which water is

admitted for filling the tank, together with mechanism for con-

trolling the vertical or axial movement of the plunger. The

housing includes two unitary molded sections - a body sec-

tion and a cap section which can be joined together in assem-

bhng the valve structure, or they may be separated from each

other The body section has a plurality of peripherally ar-

ranged inverted L-shaped sections which are equally spaced

from each other, while the cap section embodies a cor-

responding plurality of bayonet members. When the body and

cap sections are to be interconnected to form the composite

housing the bayonet members are positioned between the

corresponding L-shaped members and one of the sections is

physically given a rotary twist or shift to complete the inter-

connection.

3,785,398

POWER TRANSMISSION

Kurt R. Lonnemo, Troy, and Jan O. Bergstedt, Birmingham,

both of Mich., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, Troy,

Mich.
Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,919

Int.CLG05d/6//0

U S CI 137 488 9 Claims

A relief valve for hydraulic power transmission systems

serves not only to limit the maximum system pressure, but also

A fire hydrant having a valve seat and a valve stem having a

valve thereon seating on the valve seat, drain passages through

the valve seat leading externally of the hydrant and spring

loaded means on the valve stem closing the drain passages

rapidly during the initial opening movement of the hydrant

valve.

3,785,400

ALIGNMENT MONITORING SYSTEM FOR A SELF-

PROPELLED IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Arthur L. Zimmerer, Lindsay, and John L. Anderson, Colum-

bus, both of Nebr., assignors to Lindsay Manufacturing Co.,

Lindsay, Nebr. ..,,.,
Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,713

Int. CLBOSb 9/02. EOl hi/02

U .S. CI. 1 37—344 ^ Claims

An alignment monitoring system for a self-propelled irriga.-

tion system of the center pivot type is disclosed herein. The
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alignment monitoring system is operatively electrically con-

nected to the electrical control circuit which deactivates the

electrical power means on all of the towers if one of the towers

moves out of alignment with respect to the other towers in a

predetermined amount. Each of the towers has a safety switch

thereon which causes the entire electrical circuit to be de-

energized if the safety switch is opened by misalignment of the

3.785.402

REMOVABLE Tl Bl LAR INSERT FOR REDUCING
EROSION IN HEADERS

Howard E. Collier. New Orleans, La., assignor to Esso Produc-

tion Research Company. Houston. Tex.

Filed July 27. 1972. Ser. No. 275,853

Int. CLE 1 61 57/00

U.S. a. 137-561 A 9 CUims

/I

associated tower. Each of the safety switches has a resistor

connected thereto which is connected to ground. All of the re-

sistors have progressively increasing resistances with respect

to each other. If one of the tower safety switches is opened by

misalignment of the associated tower, the operator switches a

milliampmeter into the resistor circuit to determine which of

the particular towers cause the control system shut down.

3,785.401

AIR BREATHER ASSEMBLY
David Button. Bury St. Edmonds, England, assignor to V.C.C

Hydraulics Limited, Norfolk, England

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263.942

Int. CI. F16k/ 7/26. 45/00

U.S. CL 137-493.2 3 Claims

An air breather for mounting on a container wall having an

opening has a first loaded valve permitting outflow of air when
a certain internal pressure is exceeded, and a second loaded

valve permitting inflow of air when a certain lowering of inter-

nal pressure below atmospheric is exceeded, the first valve in-

cluding a movable apertured housing acting as a valve

member and cooperating with a valve seating, and the second
valve having a movable resiliently deformable flange acting as

a valve member and cooperating with the apertured housing

serving as a seating.

JUs t

A production header for sand carrying fluids such as

petroleum hydrocarbons is provided with a removable tubular

insert extending the length of the header and which is pro-

vided with an abrasion resistant surface against which the

fhiids impinge to absorb the shock and prevent erosion of the

inner w all of the header

3.785.403

FLUID LOGIC CIRCUIT
Colin John Kirk, Crowthomc, England, assignor to Martonair

Limited, Middlesex, England

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233,919

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 13, 1971,

14,747 71

iBt.CI. FI5cJ/04.FI7d 1 100

U.S.CL 137-608 4Claims

EXHAUST ,

OUTLET E

A fluid logic circuit has a logic 'AND' function and utilises a

plurality of valves which are operable between two conditions

by fluid pressure inputs, representing logic inputs, presented

to respective valve inlets for each valve, there being a com-

mon outlet to all the valves, the fluid pressure in which is con-

trolled by the respective conditions of said valves, so that a

fluid pressure representing a logic output is present at said

outlet only when a fluid pressure is present at each inlet.

3,785,404 I

DEVICE FOR THE FLOW CONTROL OF MEDIA,
PARTICULARLY CONTAMINATED LIQUIDS AND/OR

GASES
Max Gappisch, Karlsruhe-Durlach; Friedrich Claus Walter,

Ettlingen, Baden, and Horst Pollmacher, Malsch-Sulzbach,

all of Germany, assignors to Argus Gesellschaft mbH, Etlin-

gen/Baden, Germany -|

Filed June 6. 1972. Ser. No. 260,251

Claims priority, application Germany, June II, 1971, P 21

28 967.8; Mar. 14, 1972. P 22 12 176.2
|

Int.CLFI6IJ5/00

U.S.CL 137-614 15 Claims

A valve structure for controlling the flow of poisonous

and/or contaminated media into a container, comprising two

vertically aligned valve bodies releasably connected with each
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other and containing each an axially slidable closure piston,

whereby these two pistons are releasably and sealingly con-

nected with each other at their opposite end faces and of

which the upper piston is provided with a lengthwise extend-

ing actuating rod extending with circumferential clearance

lengthwise through a tubular portion of the upper valve body

which tubular portion is connected to a media supply pipe. In

walls enhance the mixing and cancel the vortices naturally

forming at the juncture of the side walls and the end walls.

3,785,406

CARTRIDGE PACK FOR TRASH COMPACTION
MACHINE

John Kenneth Delmar, Havertown, Pa., assignor to Crystal-X

Corporation, Darby, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 61,693, Aug. 6, 1970, Pat. No. 3,650,298.

This application Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,694The portion of

the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 21, 1989, has been

disclaimed.

int. CLF16I 55/00

U.S.CL 138-103 2 Claims

one position of the sealingly connected closure pistons the

path of flow through the valve structure is closed, while in

another position of the connected closure pistons the path of

flow is open when the actuating rod has moved the pistons

downwardly so far as to connect transverse ports in the lower

valve body and to connect these transverse ports at the same

time with the interior of the container into which extends the

lower valve body.

A cartridge comprising a compressed plastic tube for

mounting on the tapered end of a hollow cylindrical member

into which solid waste or refuse is rammed so that the tube can

subsequently be tied and cut into relatively small units con-

taining slugs of compacted refuse. The plastic tube comprises

elongated sections, generally about 2 ft. in length, intercon-

nected by adhesively retained external folds, so that, after a

length of tube, such for example as 32 ft., is filled with slugs of

compacted refuse, the folds can be readily pulled open, tied,

and severed between the ties to form 2 ft. plastic containers of

compacted refuse.

3,785,405

AERODYNAMIC NOZZLES IN RECTANGULAR DUCT
Brian P. Quinn, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 23. 1972, Ser. No. 228,682

Int.CLF15d;/02

U.S.CL 138-39 3 Claims

3,785,407

PIPE COVER SPACER AND DIAMETER COMPENSATOR
William Walte, and Victor Skuran, both of Chicago. III., as-

signors to Transco Inc.. Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 40,102, May 25, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,648,734. This application Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No.

211,9^2

Int. CI. F16I 55/00

U.S.CL 138-108 ICtolni

LJ '^^X-J

A rectangular duct having a gas flow therethrough wherein

there is a tendency for the gas flow to separate from a wall of

the duct having an aerodynamic nozzle positioned adjacent

the wall that results in a downwash of gas which deters separa-

tion. In a duct wherein a plurality of nozzles provide a primary

flow of air in a rectangular duct wherein ambient air is en-

trained and mixed with the primary air, the tip vortices from

the aerodynamic nozzles positioned adjacent the duct end

A pipe cover spacer and diameter compensator for use with

extraction lagging comprising two complementary sections,

the sections with the spacers mounted thereon being applied

to the exterior of the pipe to completely enclose the latter,

with the sections welded or otherwise fastened to each other,

thus maintaining spring tension on the spacers. The pipe cover

spacer and diameter compensator consists of a plurality of in-

dividual, circumferentially arranged, spacing members each

having a flat mounting portion abutting and secured to the un-

dersurface of a lagging cover and having a finger extending

therefrom and terminating into a relatively flat bendable tab

angularly extending from the finger to yieldably bear against

the surface of a pipe to resist lateral movement between the

cover and the pipe and to compensate for any variation in the

space between the cover and the pipe.
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3,785,408 3,7»S,410 '

ARRANGEMENT OF MOVABLE THREAD-CONTACTING METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR VACUUM FILLING

LAMELLAE ON A WAVE-TYPE LOOM OPEN MOl TH BAGS

Edgar H. Strauss, Ruti/Zurich, Switzerland, ^^ssignor to clarence F. Carter, Danville. 111., assignor to Carter Engi

Machinery Works Ltd., Ruti/Zurich, Switzerland |ng Company, Danville. 111.

^^_.: .: I c— M« BA \M\ Mnv 2 1970. abandoned. Y\\^ June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,158

[ineer-

Continuation of Ser. No. 86.160. Nov. 2, 1970. abandoned.

This appUcation Aug. 23. 1972, Ser. No. 283,063

Int. CLD03d 47/26

Int.CI. B65b//26

U.S.CI. 139—12 1 1 Claims
U.S.CL 141-10 18 Claims

An arrangement of movable thread-contacting lamellae for

use on a wave-type loom, said arrangement comprising a plu-

rality of thread-contacting lamellae that are guided during

movements therefore in open zones between plate-like guide

elements, disposed side-by-side in a row over the width of the

loom, said elements being assembled together to form a unita-

ry pack, and means for directing streams of air through the

zones between the guide elements in which movements of the

thread-contacting lamellae occur whereby accumulation of

textile fibers, produced during the operation of the loom,

within said zones is prevented".

3.785,409

CLAMPING APPARATUS FOR RESISTANCE WELDING
OF MULTIPLE W IRES FORMING A W ELL SCREEN

Howard F. Smith, III. Houston, Tex., assignor to Howard

Smith Company, Houston. Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 260.403. June 7. 1972.

abandoned. This application Oct. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 302,424

Int. CI. B21f i/00

U.S. CI. 140-92.2 10 Claims

If
f '*[ T *

(«"'>

A filling assembly for vacuum filling impervious open

mouth paper bags with finely divided particulate material. A

filling head is provided with at least two independent vertically

extending chambers through which a selective vacuum or re-

lief may be applied Particulate material is fed through a cen-

tral opening in the filling head whereby interstitial air is

withdrawn from between the particles of particulate material

as the material falls downwardly into an impervious open

mouth bag Clamping jaws serve to seal the bag against the

filler head during the filling operation and include clamping

fianges which extend outwardly from the jaws and tightly close

the outer edges of the open mouth bag. A shroud extends from

the clamping jaws to provide a sealed enclosure about the bag

during the vacuum filling operation A vacuum source is selec-

tively applied to the shroud to open the impervious bag and

keep the bag open during the vacuum filling operation.

I3,785,411

AMALGAM LOADER
Ronald Lee Baker. Florence. Ky.. assignor to Charles J. Thiel

and Louis J. Michaels. Dayton. Ky.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,179

Int.CI. A61c 5/06

U.S. CI. 141-18 20 Claims

, *-.<'' '' ''*> ' '/

Clamping apparatus for confining and maintaining electri-

car contact with multiple longitudinally extending rib wires

during the resistance welding thereof to wire wrapped thereon

for forming a well screen or the like, wherein the clamping ap-

paratus compensates for wear thereon. The apparatus may be

automatically adjustable for wear and also variable in diame-

ter to permit forming the welded screen on upset tubing and

on other pipe having variations in the outside diameter thereof

while still effecting the electrical contact required for reliable

and sound resistance welding of the multiple rib wires to the

wrapping wire.

Apparatus for loading a tube with amalgam or other pastey

substance in which a plurality, preferably three, rollers are

equiangularly spaced close together to define among them a

central passageway, the apparatus having means for locating

the tube to be filled below the passageway created by the rol-

lers The rollers are operable to roll a charge of amalgam mto
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a roll having a diameter slightly less than that of the tube to be

filled, whereupon the amalgam passes through the passageway

and into the tube.

3,785,412

MILL APRON AUTOMATIC CAN FILLING MACHINE
Leslie F. Stone, Westchester, III., assignor to The Richardson

Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,824

Int.CI.B65bJ/2S

U.S. CI. 141-83 27 Claims

In a preferred application, the apparatus forms part of a

venting system for vapors escaping from a storage container

for volatile liquids. During storage the small quantity of vapors

that form are vented to the atmosphere. However, during

filling the apparatus readily converts the venting system to one

that provides means for recovering the large quantity of

vapors displaced by filling.

3,785,414

AUTOMATIC BAG FEED SYSTEM
Katsuji Obara, No. 2233-42, Minami Tsunashima-cho

Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, Japan ^

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,786

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1971, 46/27500

Int. CL B65b 43144

U.S. CI. 141-114 3 Claims

An apparatus for automatically filling containers with con-

trolled amounts of a viscous material, such as printing ink,

which is directly supplied to the containers from a viscous

material discharge chute such as, for example, the apron of a

roll-type dispersion mill. Viscous material from a valve as-

sembly means mounted to the discharge chute is fed into open

containers which are supplied into, and away from, a con-

tainer filling station while a sensing means, for example, a

weight detecting device, measures the quantity of viscous

material being collected in the containers A control means

responsive to the sensing means regulates the operation of the

valve assembly means and provides automatic delivery of the

containers in a manner designed to accommodate a large

supply rate of the viscous material from the discharge chute

with minimal spillage and improved accuracy with respect to

that which is presently obtained with manual filling opera-

tions.

3,785,413

APPARATUS FOR REDIRECTING FLOW IN A FLUID
CONVEYING SYSTEM

Clarence I. Taverner, and Earl E. Kleinmann, both of Bart-

lesville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,

Bartlesville. Okla.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,328

lnt.CLB65bi//«

U.S.CL 141-84 5 Claims

An automatic bag feeding system in which a number of bags

are superposed in a bag reservoir and then one sheet of bag is

raised vertically by a first pneumatic adsorption means, the

raised bag is carried in suspension by a second pneumatic ad-

sorption means to a position confronting to an outlet of a

filling spout of a packaging apparatus and thereafter a bag

inlet is opened by a third pneumatic adsorption means for in-

sertion to the filling spout.

3,785,415

TREE FELLING DEVICE
Martti Taponen. Prince George. B.C., Canada, assignor to The

Raymond Lee Organization Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,775

Int.CLA01g2i/0S

U.S. CI. 144-34 R 3 Claims

An apparatus is provided for redirecting flow in a fluid con-

veying system. The apparatus is characterized by its simplicity

of design and fewer moving parts.

A tree cutting blade is fixedly mounted in a support

member. Pressure arms pivotally mounted on the support

member grapple a tree and draw the cutting blade into the tree

toward the pressure arms. Hydraulic means mounted on the

support member and coupled ro the pressure arms rotate the

pressure arms to draw the cutting blade into the tree toward

the pressure arms.
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3,785,416

LUMBER PLANER AND CROOK ELIMINATOR
Luther Clary Anthony, 900 Machen P.O. Box 794, Springhill,

Filed July 3 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 276,900

Int.CI.B27c//y2

U.S. CI. 144-116 13 Claims

f "\ -^ .«•»'» '"•-

A machine for producing straight lumber from stock includ-

ing crooked pieces is provided and includes a pair of iateralK

spaced cutters which simultaneously plane the edges of the

stock lumber after the stock has been fed in a straight line with

no lateral movement or squiggle into the cutter heads The

stock lumber is fed by a combination of an endless gripper

chain having an active run in a grooved table and a plurality of

pressure rolls which hold the lumber stock on a top surface of

the gripper chain.

3,785,417

CUTTERHEAD W ITH REPLACEABLE INSERTS
Prabodh Mohanlal Vera, Beloit, Wis., assignor to The Black

and Decker Manufacturing Contpany, Towson, Md.
Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,473

Int.CI. B27gy.?/04

U.S. CI. 144-221 2Claims

walls are formed of an elastically flexible material to permit

the cover to be snapped onto the guideway whereupon the

walls and bent inwardly flanges engage the guideway with light

spring pressure. Wiper strips are interposed between telescop-

ing elements to effect cleaning of the parts in response to rela-

tive telescoping movements.

A rotary cutting tool for cutting material surfaces such as

wood or metal. The cutting edges comprise a plurality of

replaceable inserts held in place by an improved clampmg
mechanism. In an extended length version such as would be

used for fmishing a wide surface, a plurality of straight inserts

are mounted side by side in an approximation of a helical pat-

tern.

3,785.419

REMOVABLE TABLE COV ERINC
Mar> Ellen Sherlock, 232 First St., Gladwin, Mich.

Filed Dec. 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 203,649

lnt.CI.A47b97/y<;

U.S.CL 150-52 R 2 Claims

lOo / / •« lOb /2'

A removable cover for a table comprising an upper portion

overlying the too of the table, a perimetrical skirt portion

disposed on the sides of the table, and annularly extending

restraining means for removably securing the cover to the lop

of the table.

3,785,420

RIVET AND SETTING TOOL THEREFOR
Robert H. Bradley, Rt. No. 2, Box 333, Long Lake, Minn., and

William O. Bradley, 6312 Loch Moor Dr., Edina, Minn.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,285

Int.CI.FI6bi9/252

U.S.CL 151-37 I Claim

3.785,418

COVER FOR MACHINE TOOLS
Arnold Hennig, Erknstrasse 10, Ismaning, and Kurt Hennig,

Georgensteinstrasse 16. Munich, both of Germany

Filed Apr. 22. 1971. Ser. No. 136.489

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1970, P 20

20 109.6; Feb. 9, 1971, P 21 06 116.5

Int. CI. B65d 65/02

U.S. CI. 150-52 R 10 Claims

A cover for a part, such as a guideway, of a machine tool

comprises telescopic cover elements each having a cover plate

and depending side and end walls having inwardly turned

flanges at their lower ends so as to embrace the guideway. The

A solid metallic rivet including a diametrically enlarged

head and a screw threaded shank for reception of a nut. the

head defining a generally flat annular shoulder having portions

projecting axially from the should^. The shank has an outer

end provided with a recess to aid in upsetting the outer end of

the shank to strengthen the bond between the shank and nut

and to prevent loosening of the nut.
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3,785,421

SYSTEMS CONSTITUTED BY CAGE-NUTS AND THEIR
CAGES

Pierre Launay, Samois-sur-Seine, France, assignor to Compag-

nie de Materiel et d'Equipements Techniques C.O.M.E.T.,

Senlis, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 885,863, Dec. 17, 1969,

abandoned. This application Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,499

Claims priority, application France, May 5, 1971, 71 16257

Int.CT.F16bi9/00

U.S.CL 151-41.75 13 Claims

3,785,423 .

TOP REINFORCEMENT FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES

Christian M. L. L. Bourcier de Carbons 64, boulevard Maurice

Barres 92, Neuilly, France

Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,316

Int.CLB60c9/;S

U.S.CL 152-361 R 1 Claim

A lug nut is held and guided by a plastic cage formed by a

flanged bush, whose cylindrical part has longitudinal apertures

in which the lugs slide axially and bosses at right angles to the'

apertures adjacent the flange. This assembly can be inserted

from one side of a sheet into a corresponding slotted hole in

the sheet, and on turning through 90° is locked angularly by

seating the bosses in the slots. The bush is of nylon and has an

annular rib on a surface of the flange to seal the device against

the sheet. The bush can have a radial protuberance and ramps

on the bosses to prevent inadvertent extraction from the hole.

The flange can overlap the cylindrical wall of the bush radially

inwardly to form a guiding and sealing hole for the bolt to be

engaged in the lug nut.

Between the tread of the tire and the body of the tire,

whether of the bias filament or radial filament carcass, or hav-

ing no filamentary carcass, there is embedded a reinforcement

band of crossed series of flat parallel elements of metal,

plastic or the like, the angles of intersection of the series

being at least 45°. and the elements of each series having a

high intrinsic resistance to curvature in the plane of the con-

tact surface. The elements being of a thickness of only a frac-

tion of their width, say a width of the order of a millimeter and

a thickness of only a fraction of a millimeter. The interstices

and points of intersection of the elements being filled with a

rubber composition of relatively low modulus of elasticity. Al-

ternatively, instead of Ij^ing of metal, plastic, glass fibre, or the

like the bands may be composed of impregnated stranded ele-

ments embedded in a rubber having a high modulus of elastici-

ty.

3,785,422

CONNECTING LINK FOR ANTISKID CHAINS FOR TIRES

Gunter Witzel, Aalen, Germany, assignor to Eisen- und Draht-

werk Eriau Aktiengesellschaft, Aalen, Germany

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 20^^91
Int. CI. B60c 2 7/06

U.S.CL 152-241 18 Claims

3,785,424

TIRE BEAD SEATER
Sigurad A. Rishovd, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Royal In-

dustries, Inc., Osseo, Minn.

Filed Aug. 2, 197 1, Ser. No. 167,982

Int. CI. B60c 25106

U.S. CI. 157-1.1 32 Claims

5 ?^'f/A

A connecting link for antiskid chains for tires with a link

body located in one plane, which link body is provided with a

longitudinal opening and two sections spaced from each other

so as to define a passage communicating with the longitudinal

opening and leading to the outside of the link body while a clo-

sure member is detachably mounted in the passage, positively

engages the walls defining the passage and divides the longitu-

dinal opening into two substantially equal smaller openings.

A method and apparatus for mounting tubeless tires on a

wheel rim.

A tire mount-demount device of the class utilizing a plurali-

ty of movable jaws to receive and grip a vehicle wheel in a

generally horizontal position is provided with a means, ad-

jacent at least two wheel gripping jaws, for directing a massive

volume of air into a tire that is loosely disposed on the wheel,

while additional air under pressure is supplied to the customa-

ry valve on the wheel. The air supplied at the jaws is directed
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upwardly through the space between the lower bead of the tire

and the lower edge of the rim of the tire

The method comprises the steps of placing a wheel, havmg a

tubeless tire loosely disposed adjacent the rims thereof, on top

of a plurality of sources of air under pressure so as to cause the

tire to Qdpand and tend to seat the beads of the tire on the rims

of the wheel. Additional air provided through the customary

valve on the wheel may then easily complete the inflation of

the tire.
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3.785,427

CASTING OF DEOXIDIZED COPPER
Edouard De Bit. Antwerpen, Belgium, assignor to Metallurgie

Hoboken-Overpelt, Brussels, Belgium

filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280.917 ^

Int.CI.B22d//02

II.S. CI. 164-154 8 Claims

3.785.425

DOCTOR BLADE FOR CONTROLLING Bl LK DENSITY

OF DEHYDRATED CEREAL PRODUCTS

Roy G. HykkMi, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to The Quaker Oats

Company, Chicago. III.

Filed June 29. 1972. Ser. No. 267.484

Int CL BO Id 1122- A23b 7103: F26b 11102; A23I 1112: A46b

15100

U.S. CI. 159-11 .
2 Claims

•Jii" i) B-"

Apparatus comprising conductivity measuring probe for

measuring the conductivity of copper casting, measuring ap-

paratus for determining the difference between the measured

conductivity and a predetermined conductivity, and means for

producing a signal proportional to the difference and trans-

mitting the signal to a regulator which regulates the amount of

deoxidizer added to molten copper

I PWevCNT

An improvement for a film type, rotary. drum drier for con-

trolling the bulk density of high sugar content dehydrated

cereal products discharged from the drum drier by a doctor

blade at a given angle of attack with respect to the surface of

the drum drier is disclosed which comprises shaping the doc-

tor blade substantially as showed in FIG. 4.

3.785.428

WHEEL-BELT CONTINLOl S CASTING MACHINE
Robert U illiam Hazelett; Richard Hazelett, both of Winooski.

and John Frederick Barry Wood, Burlington, all of Vt., as-

signors to Hazelett Strip-Casting Corporation, MailetLs Bay.

Winooski, Vt.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,128

Int.CLB22d///(>6

I).S.CL 164-278 27 Claims

3.785.426

FABRIC HANGING AND PLEATING BRACKET
PhiUip Sperling. 3206 CooUdge Ave., Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Jan. 22. 1973, S«r. No. 325,831

Int.CUA47h2J/00. /i/y4

U.S.CL 160-327 15 Claims

A sectional bracket for hanging drapery or other wall cover-

ing fabric has an elongated holding bar formed with retention

slots to hold a plurality of separable hanger units shaped to

assist in forming pleats The hanger units may be selectively

positioned in some or all of the retention slots, depending

upon the regular or irregular spacing desired for the pleats.

The top edge of the holding bar has prongs and the top edges

of the hanger units have spikes to pierce the fabric margin and

assist in supporting the fabric in place.

A wheel and belt continuous casting machine employing a

thin casting rim with a pair of cooperating mold side members

surrounding the thin rim and with a thin flexible belt partially

encircling the wheel for defining a casting cavity and high

velocity coolant flow against the thin rim and thin belt for in-

tensive heat removal. The thin casting rim is a guided "-

floating" rim which together with the pair of guided "floating"

unattached mold side members form three of the mold sur-

faces with the partially encircling thin belt providing the

fourth mold surface, and coolant is flowed longitudinally at

high velocity along the concave inner face of the floating rim
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to directly cool this rim and indirectly to cool the side mold capacities of 40 m=* or greater and thermal loads of more than

Tnembers and also high velocity coolant is applied to the thin 500.000 kcal/h with the aid of a reflux condenser or cooler

belt. The coolant can be applied over part of the concave cir-

cumference of the thin floating rim or over the full concave

circumference of the rim The floating arrangement of the

mold deflning surface enables the thin casting rim and mold

side members to maintain an accurate alignment without

buckling while the high velocity coolant maintains the thin rim

at substantially constant temperature. Thus, the thin floating

casting rim. floating mold side members and encircling belt

provide accurate mold surfaces in which thermal cycling is

minimized and heat transfer at the mold surfaces can be ap-

propriately controlled by coatings on the thin rim and thin

belt, providing long life of the operating components and giv-

ing flexibility for casting different metals and different alloys.

Resilient seals are located between the floating rim and the

rotating wheel structure, and convenient changing of mold

components, such as belt, floating rim and mold side members

is achieved, and in addition the user can conveniently change

one or both cross section dimensions of the mold cavity so that

the most appropriate proportions and size of the continuously

cast section can be selected.

l1

3,785,429

APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CIRCULAR
PRODUCTS

Akira I'jiie, Hyogo, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 5, 1971, Ser. No. 140,326

Claims priority, application Japan, May 18, 1970. 45-42235

Int. CLB22d 27/02

U.S.CL 164-282 2 Claims

which is in comifiunication with the gas space of a polymeriza-

tion vessel.

3,785,431

ROTARY REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGERS
Birger Pettersson, Alta, and Kurt Karlsson. Tyrcso, both of

Sweden, assignors to Svenska Rotor Maskiner Aktiebolag,

Nacka, Sweden
Filed Sept. 7 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 78,248

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 8, 1970,

42933/70
Int. CLF28d 79/04

U.S.CL 165-9 .
11 Claims

6e V77777 ^77777Z>7^7777.

An apparatus for the manufacture of circular products in

which deposited metal melted by electroslag remelting

process is successively drawn out of a retainer for keeping a

molten slag which melts the filler metal provided at a

predetermined location while being solidified and the tip

thereof is fixed to a rotary table, provided in an inclined ar-

rangement, at a position out of the center thereof and is

returned into said retainer by rotating said rotary table so as to

make one complete turn, thus closing a circle to form a circu-

lar product.

lOB

Regenerator end sealing plates which move axially with the

thermal expansion of the rotor are prevented from tilting by

stabilizing means. _

3,785,430

COOLING UNIT FOR LARGE POLYMERIZATION

^
VESSELS

Kurt Pfeiffer; Johannes Dietrich; Gunter Beckmann, and Karl-

Heinz Herkt. all of Marl, Germany, assignors to Chemische

Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft, Marl, Germany

Filed July 30, 1971, Ser. No. 167,568

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 1, 1970, P 20 38

363.5
Int. CLF28d/ 5/00

U.S.CL 165-1 5 Claims

This invention relates to a process and apparatus for the

cooling of polymerization charges in emulsion, suspension,

solution, and bulk polymerizations in connection with in-

completely filled polymerization reactors or vessels having

3,785,432

ELECTRONIC CONTROL CIRCUIT WITH TIME DELAY
OF MAIN AND FEEDBACK SIGNALS

John L. Kabat, Bkwmington; John L. Magnussen, New

Prague; Richard B. Porter, Bloomington, and James R.

Tobias, Columbia Heights, aU of Minn., assignors to

Honeywell Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,418

Int. CL F24f J/OS; H03f H34

U.S. CL 165-22 1 Claims

An electronic control circuit particularly adaptable for use

in a heating and/or cooling control system wherein signals are

received from a plurality of zones to control stages of tem-

perature conditioning apparatus. The control circuit has a first
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time delay circuit for receiving a signal indicative of the need

of the energization of temperature conditioning apparatus and

a second time delay circuit connected to the output of the first

time delay circuit for providing a signal to a control apparatus

adapted to control the temperature conditioning apparatus. A

exchange coil and the exhaust room air and outside ^ir are

mixed together within the case. The mixed air is discharged

out-of-doors through the heal exchange coil. Thus the outside

first feedback circuit is connected to the input of the second

time delay circuit for providing a feedback signal indicative of

the operation of the control apparatus and a second feedback

circuit provides a feedback signal to the second time delay cir-

cuit indicative of the operation of the temperature condition-

ing apparatus.

3,785.433

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM INCLUDING INDOOR FAN

SPEED CONTROL
James L. Ballard, Ellicolt City, Md., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company
Filed May 30. 1972, S«r. No. 257,702

Int. CI. F25b 29100

U.S. CI. 165-27 4 Claims

4 ^5 *^ *'

|72iT»T208l8Ml il7
13 S

A

air supplied makes up for the shortage of the exhaust room air

to be passed through the heat exchange coil for heat

exchange.

3,785,435

THERMAL DAMPER FOR PLATE TYPE HEAT
EXCHANGERS

Wolfgang J. Stein. Mllford, and Salvatore Straniti, Orange,

both of Conn., assignors to Avco Corporation, Stratford.

Conn.
Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306.968

Int. CI. F28f 7100

U.S. CI. 165-76 8 Claims

AM TO
conaufTon

An air conditioning system comprising both heating and

cooling means and a motor-driven air circulating means in-

cludes control means responsive to the temperature of the air

flowing from the cooling means for increasing the motor speed

during operation of the cooling means.

3,785,434

COOLING AND HEATING UNIT OF AIR-COOLED HEAT
PUMP TYPE

Yoshiro Okuma, Toyonaka, and Keizo Inuzuka, Yokohama,

both of Japan, assignors to Nihon Netsugaku Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, KiUku, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,921

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1971, 46-

22964
Int. CK F25b 24/00

U.S. CI. 165-29 2 Claims

In discharging exhaust room air through a heat exchange

coil, outside air is introduced into a case housing the heat

I

A heat exchanger is described which is particularly adapted

for use with a regenerative type gas turbine engine. The heat

exchanger comprises a series of annular discs which define a

central flow path for the hot gas discharge of the engme. Ad-

jacent plates define radial flow paths for the hot gas discharge

which alternate with cross flow paths between plenums which

are respectively connected to the engine's compressor and

combustor thereby increasing the energy level of the hot gas

stream generated in the combustor. This stack of plates is con-

nected to a frame member of relatively large mass through a

series of thermal damper discs which are alternately con-

nected, by seam welding, peripherally around their inner and

outer diameters and then peripherally around openings which

define the plenum passageways for the flow of air from the

compressor and back to the combustor.

3,785,436

WELL PACKER
PhiUp E. Davis, Jr., P.O. Box 35729, Houston. Tex.,

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265.655

lntCLE21b2i/06

U.S. a. 166-120 12 Claims

A well packer adapted to be used for cementing operations

and the like in a well, wherein the packer includes hold-down
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slips to hold the packer sealing means and packer slips in the

set position, and such hold-down slips are actuated by fluid

from the annulus so as to be isolated from the bore of the

-4

|- -

polymerization of hydrocarbons; the resin is ' preferably

amorphous or crystalline, and has a relatively high melting

point, considerably higher than the temperatures in the well-

bore, so that in its preparation it can be mechanically crushed

and in use has sufficient strength to avoid deformation. The

size of the particles is essentially greater than 50 (fifty)

microns. The class of resins suitable for the purpose is essen-

tially insoluble in aqueous wellbore fluids, but is soluble in

produced hydrocarbon fluids such as oil and condensate.

After bridging the pores and fissures with such resin, fluid

loss control is established by the use of colloidal additives such

as lignosulfonates complexed with a trivalent cation and a

divalent base. Pressure in the wellbore fluid is maintained at a

pressure exceeding the formation fluid pressure during all

operations being performed, e.g., drilling through the produc-

tive zone, running in casing, cementing, etc. When the well is

properly prepared for production, fluid pressure within the

wellbore is reduced below the formation pressure, and oil in

the formation flows toward the hole. The plug is dissolved by

the oil itself, owing to the solubility of the bridging particles in

the oil, and production is commenced without the need for

acidizing, mechanical abrasion of the plugged zone, or the

like.

packer mandrel to keep the hold-down slips free of cement or

other fluids in such bore which might cause a malfunctioning

of the hold-down slips.

3,785,439

TRACTOR CANOPY SPRINKLER SYSTEM
LeRoy A. Britt, P.O. Box 428, Pilot Rock, Oreg.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,827

Int. CI. A62c 2 7/00

U.S.CI. 169-2A 14 Claims

3,785,437

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING FORMATION
PERMEABILITY

Richard L. Clampitt, and James E. Hessert, both of Bart-

lesviile, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,

Bartlesville,Okla.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,990

lnt.Cl.E2lb33ll38, 43127

U.S. CI. 166—281 18 Claims

In the production of oil and gas, the production of undesira-

ble fluids is inhibited by the sequential injection into the

producing formation of alternating slugs of an aqueous com-

position containing at least one crosslinkable polymeric

material and an aqueous composition containing no cross-

linkable polymeric material, wherein the polymer-containing

slugs have incorporated therein one component of a two-com-

ponent catalyst system effective to cause in situ crosslinking of

the polymeric material when contacted with a second com-

ponent of such catalyst system, said second component being

incorporated into the nonpolymer-conlainiog slug.

X X 22 M 20 24 /'

^tl_^

^te) Liz:;?

T—I—I—I—I—

r

£^^

A tractor canopy includes one or more water receiving

tanks connected by conduit means to a sprinkler system proxi-

mate the tractor engine. A pump withdraws water from the

tanks for spraying the same toward the engine in >hc.event^of

fire.
"^

3,785,438

METHODS FOR MINIMIZING FLUID LOSS OF
WELLBORE FLUIDS

Jack M. Jackson, and Arlynn H. Hartfiel, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Chemical Additives Company, Houston,

Tex.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,862

Int. CI. E21b ii/yJS

U.S.CL 166-295 1 Claim

The novelty lies in the use of a group of thermoplastic resins

in the form of solid particles which serve as bridging materials,

i.e., they plug the pores and fissures of a porous zone of well-

bore formation and form a base on which a filter cake may

form. The bridging particles are incorporated in the circulat-

ing fluid, and are deposited therefrom on the porous forma-

tion. The composition of the bridging particles is best

described as a saturated thermoplastic resin derived from the

3,785,440

PRESSURE MONITOR AND TRANSDUCER
Edward T. Shea, Huntington, N.Y., assignor to The Reliable

Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc., Mt. Vernon. N.Y.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,923

Int. CLA62C J 7/02

U.S. CL 169-20 30 Claims

A pressure monitor and transducer, usable as an accelerator

for dry pipe sprinkler systems includes a diaphragm separating

a closed chamber for another chamber which communicates

with the pressure system to be monitored. A controlled

leakage valve is mounted centrally in the diaphragm and is

linked to a poppet valve which separates the pressurized sprin-

kler system from the underside or intermediate chamber of a

water valve to the system. The force exerted on the diaphragm
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by Huid pressure in the closed chamber is concentrated in a

very small area on the controlled leakage valve to prevent

January 15, 1974
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3,785.442

PNEUMATIC NUT Rl'NNING TOOL WITH GOVERNOR
SHIT-OFF CONTROL

Lester A. Amtsberg, Llka. and William K. Wallace, Bar-

ne%eld, both of N.Y., assignors to Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company. New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 138,091

Inl.CLB25b2J//4

t'.S.CL 173-12 15 Claims

I

malfunctions caused by dirt and to assure consistent per-

formance.

3,785,441

HINGE CONSTRUCTION
Harry Sosalia, Sac City, Iowa, assignor to Royal Industries,

Inc.. Pasadena. Calif.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971.S«r.No. 194,712

Int. CLAO lb/ 9/04. 7i/00

U.S.CL 172-311 5 Claims

SP1
(—^ t—

'

A pneumatic tool provided with combined nut setting and

crimping mechanism which responds to rotation of an air

motor in one direction to set a nut and responds to rotation of

the motor in an opposite direction to crimp the nut Shiftable

valvmg mechanism is included to direct operating air flow to

drive the motor in one direction or the other A throttle valve

is depressible to initiate air flow to the valving mechanism and

becomes pneumatically unbalanced against the force of a

spring in open condition. A centrifugal motor speed respon-

sive governor valve controls shifting of the valving mechanism

and automatic return of the throttle valve to shut-off condi-

tion. . . ,

In another embodiment, the governor valve is incorporated

m a conventional pneumatic nut runner to effect automatic

shut off of air flow to the motor.

The term "governor" as used herein means a mechanism

having the usual governor elements, i e .
flyweights, valve

means etc , however, the governor used in the device of the

invention functions to sense and respond to a predetermined

speed at which certan valves will be made operative to per-

form desired operational results, all as will be apparent

hereinafter.

3,785,443

PORTABLE ELECTRIC IMPACT TOOL

Gerhard Armbruster, Stuttgart-Plieningen, Germany, assignor

to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart. Germany

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 308,941

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 24, 1971, P 21

58 118.0
Int. CLB25d 75/00

U.S.CL 173-48 18 Claims

. »Z«.^^..)^',.-

r

An improved hinge construction for interconnecting frames

of an agricultural implement of the type wherein the frames

may be lowered to a work performing position or elevated to a

transporting position in which position they are additionally

folded with respect to each other. The hinge includes two pin-

tles one for each frame, which pintles journal an elongated

hinge member. One of the pintles is affixed to its associated

frame such that the elongated member may cant as well as

Divot relative to the frame to provide a relatively full range of ... ^,;ii »„i,-r«.in an axiallv

S^X^em of o„. f,.n,. ,.U..ve .o .he o,he, whe.h., ,„ work A porubk elecnc ™P«< ^"^ ^uwoTeeds b, a ^e r

types of terrain.
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motor. The tool spindle is movable axially by a rotary or sioner accommodates rotation of the vessel due to wave ac-

reciprocable selector to assume one of four positions includ- tion. The riser tensioner is isolated from the heave compensa-

ing a first position in which it receives torque from a first gear

of the transmission and is driven at a relatively low speed, a

second position in which it receives torque from a second gear

of the transmission and is driven at a relatively high speed, a

third position in which it is disengaged from both gears, and a
^

fourth position in which it receives torque from the second ll-l IV

gear and causes ail annulus of projections on the second gear

to travel along an annulus of projections in the housing of the

power tool so that the tool spindle rotates at the higher speed

and is caused to perform axial oscillatory movements.

3,785,444

JACKHAMMER
Paul L. Gray. 504 N. Central Dr., Moses Lake, Wash.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,262

Int. CLE21C 7/00, ///2

U.S.CL 173—78 5 Claims

tor and coupled to a pressurized hydraulic supply whenever

the heave compensator is disconnected from the drill string.

3,785,446

- PREDICTING OCCURRENCE OF GEOPRESSURED
SUBTERRANEAN ZONES DURING DRILLING

Walter H. FertI; Robert J. Cavanaugh, and John L. Hillhouse,

all of Ponca City, Okla., assignors to Continental Oil Com-

pany, Ponca City, Okla.

Piled Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 173,533

Int. CLE21b 47/00, 49/00

U.S.CL 175-50 8 Claims

A jackhammer has a frame which supports a trip wheel and

a power device for rotating the wheel. A striker bar is held by

the frame against the periphery of the wheel. The striker bar

has a notch in it and the wheel has peripheral trip fingers to

engage the notch alternately to raise and release the striker

bar. Coiled springs in the frame are operatively connected to

the striker bar to be compressed when the bar is lifted and

drive the bar downward when it is released. A drill stem is

guided in the frame for limited vertical movement with respect

to the frame A head on the striker bar has a sleeve that strikes

a shoulder on the drill stem to deliver the impact caused by the

springs when the striker bar is released. When desired, a pawl

and ratchet mechanism is included to use the upward move-

ment of the striker bar to turn the drill stem.

3,785,445

COMBINED RISER TENSIONER AND DRILL STRING
HEAVE COMPENSATOR

James Joseph Scozzafava, 6403 Winston Dr., Bethesda, Md.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,035

Int. CL E2 lb 7/ / 2, /9/OS

U.S.CL 175-5 8 Claims

The rod end of a heave compensator is hydraulically cou-

pled to the head end of a riser tensioner used on a floating

drilling vessel. The rod end of the riser tensioner is pressurized

an amount sufficient to provide not only a tension on the riser,

but in addition a lifting force on the drill string. The hydraulic

fluid displaced between the heave compensator and riser ten-

. 1.0 l.O

tMLC ttuariT rtEsisnviTT

OHM - l>ETE*9

An early warning detection method for predicting abnormal

formation pressure in subterranean rock strata before it is

drilled. The technique is to measure, on a sample removed

from the well bore an electrical characteristic such as the re-

sistivity or its reciprocal, conductivity, preferably corrected

for formation temperature, while the well is being drilled, in

the normally pressured rock strata existing above the abnor-

mally pressured formations. When variations are observed in

the degree of change of resistivity or conductivity with depth,

drilling procedures are altered to meet the requirements of the

formation which is about to be penetrated by the drill bit.
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3.785,447

WEIGHING DEVICE FOR MOVABLE CONVEYORS

Alfred A. Blackerby, 1 1 Mark Dr„ San Rafael, CaUf.

Division of Ser. No. 92,891, Nov. 21, >9^>' P-^'^«-,^f^*^'L''*'

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. ^99.322 Jan. 27.

1967, abandoned. This application Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. INo.

235,840

lnt.CI.G01gi//5./i/02

L.S. CI. 177-119
^^'»""»

3 785 449

SELF-CONTAINED POWER TRANSMITTING ASSEMBLY

Donald L. Ries, Dearborn Heights. Mich., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,628

Int. CI. B62d 55100

U.S. CI. 180-6.48 ICUlm

l£—^/Jf

-/7

e^h;

A weighing device used an eddy current sensing device

wherein lines of flux are passed in one direction through a

stainless steel membrane. The membrane is specially heat

treated such that it collimates and permits passage of

generated lines of flux yet provides an effective environmental

shield that will allow operation even when the device is sub-

jected to temperatures of up to 1 .400T. and pressures of up to

3 000 p s i. An impedance comparator circuit, including mea-

suring and reference coils having virtually identical charac-

teristics, is used'to operate a meter to thereby indicate prox-

imity and/or characteristics of conductive materials spaced

along the undersurface of an endless conveyor belt. The niag-

netic flux of the measuring coil is shielded and collimated to

provide localized sensing and reflected impedance variations

between the two coils, which compris* legs of a bridge circuit,

are detected and translated to weighing measurements, as

represented by the output signal of the sensing device.

7/> >^

A self-contained power transmitting assembly capable of

being mounted as a unit in a motor vehicle having a structural

frame and ground engaging propulsion means such as an

endless track Said assembly includes a rigid elongated hous-

ing secured to the frame means, a motor mounted to the hous-

ing and projecting therefrom in a direction parallel to the lon-

gitudinal axis of the housing and plural gear reduction means

positioned within the housing. The motor drives the gear

reduction means which in turn drive output means carried by

the housing and capable of being drivingly connected to the

ground engaging propulsion means.

3,785,448

DEVICE IN CONNECTION WITH THE STEERING SKI OF

A VEHICLE FOR IMPROVING ITS CONTROL
Markku Merenheimo, Oulu, and Mauno Ruuska. Muhos, both

of Finland, assignors to Vahnet Oy, Helsinki, Finland

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,186

Claims priority, application Finland, Jan. 26, 1972, 202/72

Int. CL B62b \ 7102

II.S.CL 180-5 R 8 Claims

3,785,450

STEERING SYSTEM FOR AN ENDLESS TRACK TYPE
TRACTOR

Mitsuaki Suzuki, HIrakata, Japan, assignor to Kabushlkl

Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 238,557

Int.CI. B62d////2

U.S.CL 180-6.7 7 Claims

240

330

300-790 = 320 ii ^^

Device adapted for steering a motor sleigh aqd for improv-

ing the control of the vehicle, having on both marginal por-

tions of the steering ski a steering plate or plates which are

positioned at a given distance from the edge of the steering ski

such that the steering effect of the steering plates becomes less

with increasing turning angle of the steering ski as a result of

the tilting of the steering ski.

A steering system for an endless track type tractor having an

engine which has a power distribution device for equally dis-

tributing the power of the engine to two outputs, a pair of

couplings, a pair of torque converters, a pair of transmissions,

a pair of bevel gear mechanisms, a pair of lateral shafts, a pair

of final reduction gear mechanisms, a lateral shaft engaging

clutch and a hydraulic control device having an oil tank, a

hydraulic pump, a pair of direction shifting valves, a pair of

speed control valves, a pair of steering control valves, and a

laTeral shaft engagement control valve for travelling straight,

turning right or left by braking one endless track and driving

the other endless track or by inversely driving both the endless

tracks. Thus, the turning performance of the tractor is im-

proved.
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3 785 451 3,785,453

FLEXIBLE AND FIREPROOF AUTOMOBILE DIAPER COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE MUFFLING MEANS

John T.McCord, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Andrea S.Ghigo, Salvatore Buonocore, East Syracuse; "^^y ^ ^tenger^

Glendale, Ariz!, a part interest Skaneateles, and George T. Pnvon, Camtllus aU of N.Y., as-

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,983 signors to Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N.Y.

Int. CI. B32b 1104; D04h 1114; B32b 3104; B62d 25120 Filed Dec 10' 1970 Ser N». 96,792

icr-iian M\ 6CIaims Int. CLFOln J/06
U.S. a. 180-69.1

^ u.S.a.l81-36R 2CIaims

This specification discloses an automobile diaper that is

secured in position under an automotive device which con-

tains oil under pressure and which presents the liability of oil

dripping therefrom. The diaper is rectangular is shape,

fireproof, and comprises a double-layer envelope which

receives a mass of absorbent material. The inner layer is

plastic and one panel thereof is formed with an opening leav-

ing a marginal portion thereabout. The outer layer is of

fiberglass and covers the opening. The envelope is provided

with grommets along its edges which accommodates means

for securing the diaper in position.

3,785,452

KEYPUNCH ACOUSTIC COVER
Charles Hamilton Scott, 20 Woodmount Cres., Ottawa, On-

tario, Canada
Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,353

Int. CI. E04b/ /99

U.S.CL181-33K 15 Claims

A hermetic motor-compressor unit including a cylinder

block having integrally formed silencer chambers between the

outer wall of the block and the cylinder wall, provided for at-

tenuating the sound produced by the pulsating characteristic

of the discharge gas. The integrally formed chambers include

relatively restricted portions and relatively expanded portions.

3,785,454

MOTORIZED SCAFFOLD
Gage B. Behunin, Arvada; Eugene A. Cole, Denver, and

Charles R. Staadt, Aurora, all of Colo., assignors to Masonry

Systems, Inc., Westminster, Colo.

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,015

Int.CI.E04g///«

U.S.CL 182-14 18CUims

An acoustic cover is described, suitable for use on say a

keypunch machine. Box-like in form, with a sloping upper part

to the front, the upper front part is transparent and is hinged

to a top part, so that when desired it can be swung up to lie on

top of the top part. Further, the top part can be moved up-

wardly through a limited angle about its rear edge. As a result,

there are provided five different conditions of enclosure,

which leads the operator to adopt the condition which suits

the operation being performed, rather than merely leave the

acoustic cover in the open position.

A carriage adapted for industrial use. specifically for

prefabricating brick panels, includes an operator supporting

scaffold that is mounted for vertical movement on a frame

which has power means for moving the frame linearly along a

horizontal reference surface and for moving the scaffold verti-

cally on the frame. By appropriately controlling the power

means, the scaffold can be moved in a vertical direction, in a

horizontal direction, or both. Storage areas and a work table

are provided on the scaffold to store various working materi-

als, such as brick and mortar, in a convenient location to the

918 O.G.—38
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operator. JFoot controls for operating the carnage are also

located on the scaffold whereby the operator can control his

movement both in horizontal and vertical directions while lay-

ing brick.

3,785.455

CONVERTIBLE LADDER

Noel E. Waldron, Rt. No. 1, ElweU, Mich.

Filed June 29, 1972, S«r. No. 267,551

lnt.CI.E06c///«

I.S. CL 182-22

whereby a lubricant agitator and pump are sequentially actu-

ated to deliver lubricant to a dispensing passageway, a timer

and relay arrangement effective to open a lubrication solenoid

valve to permit a quantity of lubricant to flow into the

dispensing passageway and subsequently open a gas solenoid

valve to blow gas through the passageway and expel substan-

tially all of the lubricant therefrom onto the member being

lubricated, in such a manner that dripping of the excess lubri-

cant or clogging of the passageway is eliminated.

21 Cbims

3.785,457

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hans-Jurgen Strauber, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to

Daimler-Bcni Aktiengeselbchaft, Stuttgart-Unterturkheim,

Germany
Filed Oct. 6, 197 1, Ser. No. 187,025

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 8, 1970, P 20 49

406.8
,

lBt.CLF01m//00 I

II.S. CM 84-6.5
*

14 Claims

A convertible ladder including front and rear step sections

each including side rails spanned by a plurality of steps,

coupling members for selectively connecting the step sections

for swinging movement from generally parallel, coextensive

positions to relatively inclined positions to configure the step

sections as a step ladder or connecting the step sections for

generally parallel, sliding movement from coextensive posi-

tions to extended positions to configure the step sections as an

extension ladder, and a support cradle mounted on the front

step section for movement between a removed, inoperative

position, which is rearward of the rear step section to permit

relative movement of the step sections from the coextensive

positions to either the inclined or the extended positions, and

a support position underlying a step on the rear step section

for supporting the rear step section on the front step section

when the front and rear sections are extended.

. 3,785,456

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION SYSTEM

Nathan E. Mclntire, and Zelma M. Porter, both of ClarksviUe,

Tenn., assignors to Elk Craft, Inc., Ctarksville. Tenn.

. FlIedMar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,756

Int. CLF 16b 7/iO

U.S.CL 184-6 R 5 Claims

An internal combustion engine, particularly for the drive of

motor vehicles, in which the lubricating oil is returned by way

of a return line from one end of the cylinder head into the end

of the oil sump disposed opposite to the end of the cylinder

head which is provided with a collecting pot so that the

lubricating oil is conducted from the cyhnder head directly

into the collecting pot of the oil sump .

90—

An automatic lubrication system for conveyors and the like,

said system comprising means for initiating a lubrication cycle

3,785,458

LUBRICATION SYSTEM FOR A GEAR DRIVE
MECHANISM

Samuel I. Caldwell, Aurora; Michael E. Cheek, and Lawrence

R. Cline. both of Oswego, aU of IIL, assignors to CaterpUUr

Tractor Co., Peoria, III. ,..,.,
Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,213

Int. CLF16n 7/26

U.S. a. 184-6.12
.

/?^'*1""
A lubrication system is adapted for contmuously lubricating

a loose spline connection, attaching a gear to a shaft, and axi-

ally spaced bearings rotatably mounting the gear in a closed
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housing The gear rotates to centrifugally discharge lubricat- joint to its bearings with a conduit for transmitting lubricant

ing oil therefrom to dynamically lubricate the gear, bearings from the reservoir to the passageway and a novel metering

and spline connection via suitably arranged chambers and in-

terconnected passages.

3,785,459

LUBRICATION AND COOLING SYSTEM FOR
CONNECTING ROD AND PISTON

Paul J. Patchen, Chicago, III., assignor to Allls-Chalmers Cor-

poration, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,366

Int. CLFOlm 7/06

U.S.CL 184-6.5 16 Claims

valve which opens and closes to lubricant flow into the con-

duit in response to the speed of rotation of the drive shaft.

3,785,461

AIR LINE OILERS

Jozef Johannes Theresia Rompa, 14, Bredaseweg, Terheyden,

Netherlands

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,995

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 18, 1971,

7100621
Int. CLF16n 7/34

U.S.CL 184-55 A 4 Claims

I

VTZif^iyt]
Air line oiler comprising an oil chamber into which a capil-

lary member extends which is exposed to the air flow of the

line to be oiled, the inlet of the downstream part of said air line

being closed by said capillary member.

A lubricating and cooling system for lubricating a connect-

ing rod and cooling the underside of a piston of an internal

combustion engine.

3,785,462

SCISSOR LIFT AND DRIVE MECHANISM THEREFOR
George L. Coad, Walnut Creek, and James C. Carter, San

Jose, both of Calif., assignors to Applied Radiation Corpora-

tion, Walnut Creek, Calif.

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,704

Int. CLB66f J /22

U.S.CL 187-18 3CUims

3,785,460

LUBRICATOR
Roy B. Smith, Washington Court House, and Alex T. Sabo,

Cuyahoga FaDs, both of Ohio, assignors to Samuel Moore &
Company, Mantua, Ohio

Filed Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,452

Int. CLFI6n 7/36

U.S.a. 184-43 10 Claims

An apparatus for lubricating a universal joint of a vehicle

combines the cavity of a hollow drive shaft as a lubricant

reservoir and a passageway through a member of the universal

A scissor lift having upper and lower platforms and actuated

by a cable reeved so as to pull at least one set of the ends of the

scissor together at its extended position and also reeved about

a cam roller interposed between the arms and working toward

the pivot connection during the portion of the motion in which

the lift begins to extend.
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3,785.463

nNAL STOPPING CONTROL
Joseph W. Kuhi, Toledo, and Robert J. Lauer, BowUng Green,

both of Ohio, assignors to Reliance Electric Company.

EucUd, Ohio
Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251.801

Int.CI.B66b//iO

U.S. CI. 1 87-29 R »6 Claims

ported in insulated relationship to the drum and housing. In

this way the spring parts are used as conductors in the electri-

» • • '•

A pattern generator for controlling the terminal portion of

the travel of an object along a fixed path The pattern is a

velocity signal which diminishes as the object approaches its

destination whereby a smooth stop is dictated The generator

is particularly adapted to the final stoppmg of vehicles for pas-

sengers and is illustrated as the source of control signals for

driving an elevator As an elevator pattern generator, it in-

tegrates the pattern signal velocity as represented by voltages

when the car is at a point within a given distance from a land-

ing to provide a signal representing displacement. The

required displacement to the stop is proportioned to the'actual

velocity of the car at that point to define a leveling pattern as

the product of the proportioning factor and the velocity As a

compromise between square root function, which would af-

ford smoothness and require a long slopping interval, and a

straight line function, which would provide minimum transi-

tion time to zero velocity and impose infinite jerk at the stop

position, the integrated signal is modified as a function of the

integrated signal value during approach to the stop The pal-

tern signal upon initiation of leveling is corrected if a signifi-

cant disparity with the predetermined desired speed occurs

^1 iibv^^"

cal circuit with suitable connections at the outer end spring at-

tachment and at the inner end spring attachment

3,785,465

CENTRIFUGAL CLl TCHES IN SERIES WITH BRAKE
Rolf Anders Gunnar Johansson, Vare, S-310, tnnaryd.

Sweden
Filed Feb. 22. 1972. Ser. No. 228,061

lnl.CI.FI6d2//0«.67/02

L.S.CL 192-48.5

99 1'

1 1 Claims

3,785,464

CABLE REEL STRING INSTALLATION

Leslie C. Collins, Doylestown. Pa., and Arthur W. Smith,

Trenton, NJ., assignors to Eastern Rotocraft Corporation,

Doylestown, Pa.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,581

lBt.CLH02g///02

U.S.CLI9I-I2.2R 6 Claims

A cable stored on a reel can be reeled out to any adjusted

length within its limit. Control mechanism allows locking the

drum for load transfer between the cable and the reel at any

adjusted position A load indicating system is supplied to show

when a predetermined load is applied at the loaded end of the

cable. For this purpose a pair of electrical conductors extend

through the cable and a continuing circuit is supplied from the

outer rim of the rotating drum to the stationary reel housing

A clock type spiral spring is supplied to rewind the cable and

this spring is split into a plurality of sections which are sup-

A safety device for disengaging the driving portion of a cen-

trifugal clutch of a chain saw when a safety grip is released A

drive disc on the motor shaft has a pivotal centrifugal drive

arm for driving the centrifugal clutch hub yoke which is

rotatable on the motor shaft. The drive arm is held in opera-

tive position against the centrifugal force by a locking arm,

which is withdrawn when the safely grip is released, thereby

releasing the drive arm and disengaging the drive to the cen-

trifugal clutch Simultaneously, a brake stops the clutch drum

and thus the chain.

3.785,466

DEVICE FOR HOLDING WIRE RINGS IN DIAPHRAGM
CLUTCH

Okihiko Mural. 1-4. Horigaoka, Hirakata, and Mamoru Oku-

bo, 28-8, Hiraikecho, Neyagawa. both of Japan

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,290

Int. CL F16d 13144, 23100, 23102

U.S. CI. 192-89 B 3 Claims

A device comprising a diaphragm spring having a peripheral

portion seated on the lop ends of a plurality of projection*

along the same circumference on a side face of a pressure

plate and retained on the pressure plate by clips, a clutch

cover secured to a flywheel, a pair of split wire rings disposed
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on the opposite side surfaces of the diaphragm spring to ful- manipulation of material to be conveyed, ^^^^^"^^^e materi_

crum the^iaphragm spring, ^nd a plurality of connecting al is to be delivered or received from a work station at which

members for holding the wire rings in pressing contact with

the work to be performed requires such lateral shifting or

manipulation.

the opposite surfaces of the diaphragm spring and securing the

same to the clutch cover at the same time, the clutch cover

being formed in its wire ring bearing surface with a split annu-

lar groove for receiving the side face of the wire ring.

3,785,469

ROLL TRAIN SWITCH
Karl Stumpf, Worringerstr. 78, Goethestrasse 7, Dusseldorf,

Germany
Filed Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,600

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 24, 1970, G 70

47 680.1
Int.CLB65g/3//0

U.S.CL 193-36 4 Claims

3,785,467

COOLING BED FOR STEEL BAR EQUIPPED WITH

STEEL BAR AUTOMATIC STOP MOTION
Koichi Takashima, Toyonaka, Japan, assignor to Kyoei Steel

W orks, Ltd., Osaka City, Japan

Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,481

Int. CLB65g/i/075, 47/42

U.S.CL 193-35 A 6 Ctaims

A cooling bed equipped with steel bar automatic stop mo-

tion, comprising braking apparatuses which stop by their

simultaneous motion steel bars running freely into the run-in

table at or around the predetermined position, one or more

oscillators to operate said braking apparatuses and an auto-

matic control board whereby signal of oscillator is converted

to power control by a selective delay apparatus to work said

braking apparatuses.

A switch for roll trains wherein goods moving along a mam

conveyor can be diverted by the switch onto another con-

veyor. The switch comprises a plurality of rolls, each roll hav-

ing a length shorter than the length of the main conveyor rolls.

Each of the shorter rolls is pivotally mounted above a track on

a pin extending therethrough. The pins are eccentrically con-

nected to movable roll setting levers positioned beneath the

tracks. Movement of the levers is operative to turn or pivot

each of the connected rolls and cause goods conveyed along

the main track to be diverted onto another track.

3,785,468

DUAL AXIS ROLL AND CONVEYOR SYSTEM USING

SAME
Reid Misenheimer, Decatur, Ga., assignor to Textron Inc.,

Providence, R.L
Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,747

Int. CI. G07f / 7104

U.S. CL 193-35 MD 14 Claims

A dual axis roll structure is provided that allows relative

movement of a roll body axially of a shaft carrying the same

while resisting relative rotation of the roll body on the shaft,

and that may be employed advantageously in conveyor

systems where provision is needed for lateral shifting or

3,785,470

SINGLE COMMUTATION VERTICAL WHEEL MARKING
M/VCHINE

Roy Arthur Schacht, 744 Des Peres Rd., St. Louis, Mo.

Continuation of Ser. No. 148,463, June 1, 1971. abandoned.

This application May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,732

lnt.CLB41j//22

U.S.CL 197-6.4 6 Claims

A marking wheel for marking metal or plastic tags and the

like employing a rotary marking wheel having marking

characters on the periphery which is continuously rotated and,

upon depressing of an appropriate key upon a keyboard, is

caused to stop. Marking is established by the raising of a

worktable driven through a magnetic clutch to engage the tag

with the marking wheel. The clutch in stopping of the continu-
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ously rotating marking wheel is activated by an «•«'""'
f^

cut which comprises a segment of a commutator stator on a

or nted circuit board wh.ch completes the c.rcu.t upon bemg

conucted b^l continuously drwen rotor The c.rcu.t employs

as" .con control rectifier for extremely rap.d complet.on of

trails its attachment l.nk A plow located beneath each

sprocket removes any crop wh.ch r.des on the top of the cham

to avo.d clogging the sprocket. D.viders on the upper span

maintain the spac.ng between the separate slat series. . ^

the electrical circu.t upon the depress.on of »he des.red key on

the keyboard. The complet.on of the c.rcu.t through the ap-

proprlte segment on the commutator further actuates a pa.

to enaajse the appropr.ate ratchet tooth on a ratchet wheel

keyed'to the shaft of the mark.ng wheel to stop the marking

wheel for the marking operat.on.

3,785.471

I FTTER PLACEMENT INDICATOR FOR TYPEWRITERS

'AN^DMEANfRESPONSlVETOTHEIN^^^^^^
SlMtLTANEOtS SETTING OF MARGIN STOPS

Irvine Dodds, 1756 Ferry St., Ni-|-ra F.Ik OnUno, Canada

Filed Aug. 30, 1971,Ser,No. 176,015

Int. CI. B41j 2 //02

U.S. CI. 197-63
8^'"""'

3,785,473

GLASS CONTAINER ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
DEVICE

Charles W. Cook, Muncie, Ind., assignor to Bali Corporation,

"JrHUnu'-tfon-in-part of Ser. No. 777,419 Nov. 20, 1968

abandoned. This application Sept. 18, 1970, Ser. No. 73,528

Int.CI.B65g47/24
. .«o Hi/- 4 Claims

IJ.S.CL 198-33 AC

A tvpewritec includes a mechanism for automat.cally posi-

t.on.ng marg.n, stops to correspond to a P^^df^"."''";^^^^';'

tion of a letter placement ind.cator. A visual end-ofJ.ne ar-

rangement, a visual envelope positioning device and visual

colored tab setting indicators are provided.

3,785,472

SLAT ELEVATORS FOR COMBINES OR THE LIKE

Bernard C. Mathews, P.O. Box 70. ^rysUl Lake 111.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227.202

Int.CI.B65g/9/00

U.SCL 198-171 9 culms

The slat elevator includes a diagonally disposed conduit

open at its upper and lower ends, and having a bottom trans^

verse wall. An upper drum carries several sprockets wh.ch

drive several chains which also pass around a lower drum_

Each chain carries a separate series of Aex.ble slats made of

tire carcass, and mounted with the.r w.dth parallel to the path

of the chain so that the slat ends curve down toward the bot^

torn wall and are flexed away from same by the crop to avoid

packing between the slat ends and the bottom wall. Each slat

Apparatus for automatically adjusting the orientation of

glass containers, including t.lting and/or invert.ng the con-

fa.ners The apparatus .ncludes a rotatable worm conveyor

and a plural.ty of gu.des partially curved about the worm con-

veyor so that containers rece.ved therebetween are caused to

be t.lted and/or inverted upon rotation of the worm conveyor.

I

3.785,474

APPARATUS FOR SORTING AND DISTRIBUTING

CLOTHING

T.ro Nakamoto. 945 Joge, Joge-machi, Konu-gun, Japan

Filed Jan. 11, 1972. Ser. No. 216,959

Int.CI.B65g4i/00
„ ,„ 3 Claims

U.S. CI. 198-38

Apparatus for'sorting and distributing clothing on hangers

to predetermined locations along path of travel compr.ses plu-
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rality of spacfed apart hanger holding devices arranged for

movement along path of travel. Arm on each holding device

releasably holds clothes hanger thereon. Releasing mechanism

is associated with each holding device for releasing clothes

hanger from device at predetermined location along path of

travel. Ano|her mechanism cooperates with releasing

mechanism at each of plurality of predetermined locations

along path of travel of holding devices for activating releasing

mechanism of particular holding device at predetermined lo-

cation so that clothes hanger is released from arm of particular

holding device when device arrives at predetermined location.

eyes which are spaced from one another and integral with the

panel. The eyes are insertable into the spaces between the

eyes of an adjacent panel member and conneclable by means

of bars insertable through adjacent eyes.

3,785,475

MAGNETICALLY CONTROLLED NONSYNCHRONOUS
CONVEYOR SYSTEM

John F. Maynard, Chesterfield, Ind., assignor to Magna-Matic

Systems, inc., Greensburgh, Ind.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972. Ser. No. 233.109

Int. CI. B65g 4 7/00

U.S. CI. 198—41 15 Claims

3,785.477

CONVEYING SYSTEM
Karl Kwasnitschka. Donaueschingen. Germany, assignor to

Joachim Erbprinz Zu Furstenberg, Donaueschingen, Ger-

many
Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,409

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 29, 1970, P 20

64 178.5

Int. CI. B65g 25104

U.S.CI. 198—218 7 Claims

Disclosed is a conveyor system utilizing an endless, magneti-

cally permeable chain which moves in a path adjacent a series

of work stations. Pallets, carrying workpieces to be processed

at the stations are fastened to the chain for movement with it

and detached from the chain and braked to a positive, accu-

rately positioned slop by the selective energization of elec-

tromagnets carried by each of the pallets. Magnetic means is

provided at the trailing margin of each pallet to halt a follow-

ing pallet before physical contact occurs.

3,785,476

PLATFORM CONVEYOR
Jannes Jonge Poerink, Postbus 4, Borne, Netherlands

Filed Oct. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 187,188

Claims priority, application Germany Oct 7, 1970, P 20

49 129.6

Int. CI. B65g 7 7(08

U.S. CI. 198-189 2 Claims

4m^'iwiu,'4^4tmiiii'Mmmm>mmis

A conveying system for transversely conveying logs has two

conveyors which are arranged sequentially. The first conveyor

has two or more transversely spaced guides each having a first

portion which is upwardly inclined in the conveying direction

and a second portion downwardly inclined from the

downstream end of the first portion, also in the conveying

direction. A second conveyor is similar to the first conveyor

and its first portion receives conveyed logs from the second

portion of the first conveyor. Engaging or conveying elements

are mounted on these guides for movement in the conveying

direction and for return movement, and each of these ele-

ments can be individually advanced at a rate which can be

selected for it and in forward or reverse direction, indepen-

dently of the others.

3,785,478

RECLOSEABLE CARTON
Assa Drori, 138 N. Orange Dr., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 6, 1971, Ser. No. 140,920

Int.CI. B65d 25154, 5100

U.S. CI. 206-45.31 10 Claims

t* . . f«»»

ssE?^^^^;^'

A platform conveyor is provided with a plurality of flat

panels. Each of the panels has on its opposite edges closed

A recloseable carton adapted to retain tape reels and like

items, comprises a pocket portion formed at one end thereof

and a cover panel hingedly connected to an opposite end of

the carton to have its free end tucked within the pocket por-

tion. Side flaps are hingedly connected to side edges of the

carton to underlie the closed cover panel to fully protect a

packaged tape reel. Aligned cut-outs are provided in the back

and cover panels and in the front flaps for viewing the con-

tents. • "4
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3,785,479

PLASTER OF PARIS BANDAGES TO MAKE CASTS OF

IMPROV ED STRENGTH, WATER-RESISTANCE AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

David F. Smith, 660 Longvi«w Dr.. Sarasota, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 95,365, Dec. 4. 1970, Pat. No. 3,67 1,280.

This appUcation Jan. 21, 1972. Ser. No. 219,888

Int.CI.B65dS//i2

US. CL 206-47 A 5 Claims

chamber and be mixed therein Means are provided to prevent

the partition member from fallmg mto the chamber where the

mixing takes place while ^11 permitting the material to flow

from one chamber to the other.

Minor additions of polyvinyl pyrrolidone and melamme for-

maldehyde resins to plaster of Paris bandages permit making

casts of improved strength and water-resistance with good

physiological properties.

3,785,480

ENTERTAINMENT ACCESSORY PACKAGE

Stephen G. Minasian, Wobum. Mass.. assignor to Hallmark

Releasing Corp-. Boston. Mass.

Filed Julv 17. 1972, Ser.?>io. 272,146

Int. CI. B65d 77/04

U.S. CI. 206-47 R > ^'*''"

3.785.482

MAGNETIC TAPE REEL SFTIP

Larry T Preston, 4023 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 792.297, Jan. 21. 1969, Pat.

No. 3,601,336. This application Aug. 19. 1971. Ser. No.

173,140

Int. CL B65d «5/676. Gl lb 2i//0

t.S.CL 206-53 5 Claims

An accessory package for patrons of theatres and the like,

containing articles of use during portions of a performance.

An annular teflon hub has annular gnwves in surfaces

toward its end in which are annular projections of a plastic

reel enclosure which can remain stationary while the hub

turns with computer tape on it

Identificatorv material is on the peripheral circular outside

of the enclosure near an opening through which the computer

tape coms into or out from the interior.

A special flexible cover which can be manipulated by the

fingers against two projections and has grooved ends, wliich fit

over the ends of the opening, covers this opening when the

reel set-up is not in use. and holds the end of the tape at a

point inside it convenient for the user.

3,785,481

MULTI-CHAMBER CONTAINER
Pierre AlletCoche, Paris, France, assignor to Jean-Jacques

Goupil. Cachan, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 33,780, Jan. 5, 1970, Pat. No.

3,619,488. which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 703,422,

Feb. 6, 1968, abandoned. This application Aug. 12, 1971, Ser.

No. 171,178

Claims priority, appUcation France, Aug. 12, 1970,

7029647
Int.CLB65dS//i2

U.S. CL 206-47 A * Claims

A container having two chambers defined by a partition

member, each chamber holding a particular material, and a

plunger to move the partition to a position wherein the separa-

tor permits the fluid from one chamber to flow to the other

3,785.483

STABLE FIBER PACKAGE COMPRISING OVERLYING

W RAPS OF A FIBROl S TAPE

Roy S. Sillay. Cumberland, Md., assignor to Celanese Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y. ,.. .^, '

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,462

Int. CI. B65d 85167; B32b 3130, 5124

US. CL 206-59 A V^
^W"*

An improved fiber package is provided wherein a dry

fibrous tape is wound upon a rigid support and each overlying

wrap IS separated from the previous wrap by an interlay. The

interlay employed in the formation of the improved fiber

package possesses a stiff backing and a resilient contact sur-

face which engages the fibrous tape having a corrugated con-

figuration consisting of a plurality of parallel ridges substan-

tially coextensive with the length of the interlay The fibrous

tape preferably is composed of a carbonaceous fibrous materi-
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al (e.g. a graphitic carbon fibrous material). The fiber package ^^
3,785,486

possesses enchanced stability, and is resistant to telescoping. INFORMATION CARD RETRIEVAL APPARATUS
NobuyukI Yanagawa, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,437

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1972,

47/31602
Int. CL B65h 25124

U.S.CL 209-80.5 4 Claims

The fibrous tape may be conveniently stored within and un-

reeled from the package in the absence of fiber damage.

3.785,484

CONTAINER PACKAGE
Ernest R. Cunningham, Libertyville, III., assignor to Grip-Pak,

inc., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243357

Int. CLB65d 7 //02.6i//0

U.S. CL 206-65 C 9 Claims

A multi-packaging device for containers is disclosed as hav-

ing a plurality of flattened bands of stretchable and elastic

plastic material which are interconnected to each other so as

to provide a succession of materia! bands when opened for

gripping and holding containers together as a group. The

method of manufacturing multi-packaging devices from one

or more elongated flattened plastic tubular elements is also

disclosed.

3,785,485

ASSORTING METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BEARING
BALLS

William Blinder, Huron, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 52,518, July 6, 1970, abandoned. This

application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,102

Int.CLB07ci//0

U.S. CL 209-75 6 Claims

An assorting method and apparatus for monitoring produc-

tion bearing balls for a predetermined minimum hardness in

which the bearing balls are subjected to a load which stresses

them to the elastic limit of a bearing ball having the predeter-

mined minimum hardness.

Apparatus for retrieving a selected one from a stack of in-

formation cards and for automatically returning the retrieved

card to the stack, wherein each of the cards has a code edge

with a magnetically permeable portion and a portion bearing

code grooves. The apparatus includes means for advancing

the stack of cards along a first path, a rotary magnet adjacent

the first path for urging successive advancing cards out of the

first path and into a second path by attracting the magnetically

permeable portions of the cards, and a plurality of pivoted

members individually movable to positions for engaging the

code edges of the advancing cards in register with the grooves

of a selected card, so as to permit only the selected card to be

diverted by the magnet into the second path while directing

other cards along the first path away from the magnet. A set of

reversibly driven rollers advances a diverted card along the

second path to a withdrawn position, and returns the card

back into the stack of cards in the first path, depending on the

direction of drive of the rollers. A member movable into and

out of the second path separates a returning card from the

magnet as the card moves toward the first path. Fixed guides

engage lugs projecting from the cards to cooperate with the

magnet, pivoted members, and rollers in guiding each succes-

sive card in the appropriat^direction.

3,785,487

APPARATUS FOR DETECTING AND CAPTURING
DEFECTIVE ARTICLES

Gilbert W. Spencer, Winston-Salem, N.C., assignor to R. J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,473

Int. CLB07b 73/04

U.S.CL 209-82 12 Claims

A restriction die for detecting and capturing imperfect fil-

ters is carried in a pneumatic tube conveying line. The die has

a bore which tapers inwardly from each end to produce a con-

vergent-divergent passage having a restrictive orifice at its

midpoint. A series of circumferentiaily spaced grooves ex-

tending radially outward from the bore are formed in the die

so that the bottom surfaces of the grooves form an outline of a

cylinder which is slightly larger than the entrance and exit

diameters of the bore and which is concentric with the bore at
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any cross-section through the die The grooves permit the con-

veying air to by-pass any bk>ckage which may occur in the

'' TO C«MITT1 wukU

bore. Detector means is provided to indicate when a blockage

has occurred.

3.785,488

FLOTATION PROCESS FOR RECOVERING
MOLYBDENIM

Michael Francis Werneke, Milford, Coan., assignor to Amer-

ican Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, S«r. No. 248,317

lnt.Cl.B03d//06

U^. CI. 209-167 3 Claims

A process for recovering molybdenite from a metallurgical

concentrate comprising a major proportion of copper sulfide

and other sulfides and a minor portion of molybdenum sulfide

is provided, in which the copper and other sulfides are selec-

tively depressed by employing a mixed thiol-alcohol thereby

enabling the molybdenite to be recovered by flotation.
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3,785,490

WATER PURIFICATION APPARATUS
Jack E. Ryan. Rockville, Md.. and Sylvan Collin. Claremont,

Calif., assignors to Walter Dorwin Teague Associates Incor-

porated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,716

Int.CI. B03d7//4

i;.S.CI.210-109 4 Claims

In a froth flotation type ot water purification system, a

pump IS used to deliver influent from a storage reservoir into a

froth flotation tank The pump is subject to intermittent air-

binding thereby introducing air into the influent prior to its

delivery to the froth flotation tank The intermittent air-bind-

ing of the pump provides for thorough mixing of fine air bub-

bles with the influent thereby forming an effective froth for

removal of suspended solids from the influent.

3,785.489

CYCLONE SEPARATOR WITH I NDERFLOW DILLTER
Rune Frykhult, Huddinge, Switzerland, assignor to Ak-

ticbolaget Celleco. Tumba. Sweden

Filed July 14. 1971, Ser. No. 162.447

lnt.ClB04c 5118

U.S. CI. 209-211 7 Claims

3.785,491

FILTER ANTI-DRAINBACK AND RELIEF VALVES
Emery Dudinec, Colonia. and John R. Wilhelm, Perth Amboy,

both of N.J., assignors to Purolator. Inc., Rahway, N J.
Filed Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,477

Int. CI. BO Id 2 7/ /(;

t.S.CI.2IO-I30 3 Claims

To dilute a heavy fraction separated in a cyclone separator,

the latter is provided with a duct for supplying the diluent

while maintaining it in rotation around the separator axis, the

supply duct having a discharge orifice located at a radial

distance from and within a circumferential wall surrounding

the separated heavy fraction.

A single molded rubber element provides both the relief

valve and the anti-drainback valve in an automotive-type oil

filter

I

3.785,492

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION
OF BEVERAGES

Lamberto Mazza, Pordenone, iUly, assignor to Industrie A.

Zanuissi S.p.A., Pordenone, Italy .

FiledMar.9.1 971, Ser. No. 122,488 '

Claims priority, application lUly, Mar. 9, 1970. 21657/70;

Aug. 29. 1970. 29155/70; Oct. 14. 1970. 30991/70

Int. CI. BO Id 9/00, J/42

U.S.CI.210-149 21 Claims

An automatic machine, also for househoW use, which is

adapted to the automatic preparation of imitation mineral

waters. The machine essentially comprises a desalting device,

a mineralizing unit which introduces in the desalted (also

distilled) water a dosage unit of selected mineral salts, a car-

bonation device for saturating the remineralized water with

carbon dioxide and a programming unit for selecting both the

quantity and the quality of mineral (or demineralized) water.
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A programming timer defines the sequence of the several

steps directed to prepare the mineral water according to

3,785,494

FILTERING DEVICE
Nicholas Sama, 4940 S. W. 95th Ave., Miami, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 240,491, April 3, 1972,

abandoned, Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,730, April 15,

1970, abandoned, Continuation of Ser. No. 665,817, Sept. 6,

1967, abandoned. This application Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No.

346,574

Int. CI. E04h 3120

desire Fractional crystallization of ice is a preferred

procedure.

3,785,493

AQUARIUM SIPHON
William R. Harding, 6144 E. St. Joseph St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,718

Int. CI. E04h 3120

U.S. CI. 210-169 9 Claims

U.S. CI. 210-169 9 Claims

An improved and compact filtering device especially

adapted for use in aquariums which includes a tubular chim-

ney of porous material having an internal column or bore

which column constitutes a lift tube pumping means for the

filter. Means are provided for introducing a^stream of air bub-

bles into the bottom of the chimney column or lift tube to flow

therethrough and to cause water to be drawn through the

porous walls of the chimney from the aquarium for filtering,

the water passing directly from the filtering medium into the

lift tube column or pumping means, to exit therefrom through

an unobstructed and free unreduced opening at the top of the

chimney column or bore. The bottom of the chimney is

, preferably provided with means to constrain the flow of liquid

through the filtering medium; and means connected to the

chimney are provided to hold the device in a submerged verti-

cal attitude.

3,785,495

PRESSURE FILTER FOR FIBROUS SUSPENSIONS

Emil Holz, Enlngen/Wuertt, Germany, assignor to Hermann

Finckh Metalltuch- und Maschinenfabrik, Reutlin-

gen/Wuertt, Germany c

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,446

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 16, 1971,

2140904
Int.Cl.BOldiJ/06

U.S. CI. 210-210 9 Claims

An apparatus for siphoning foreign material from the top

surface of the water within an aquarium tank. A liquid recep-

tacle is suspendedly mounted externally to the aquarium tank

having filtering means for cleaning the water taken from the

top portion of the tank. The receptacle has an outlet con-

nected to a pump which returns the cleaned water to the tank.

The water from the top portion of the tank is siphoned into the

receptacle by means of an inner tube which extends freely into

a floating outer tube having a plurality of slots which extend

through the surface of the water within the tank. Foreign

material from the top surface of the water within the tank en-

ters the slots and then into the inner tube and eventually into

the receptacle. The outer tube includes a pair of floats for in-

suring that the outer tube remains in a vertical position. The

bottom end of the outer tube is sealed and closed for support-

ing ballast. As the elevation of the top surface of the water

within the aquarium tank changes, the elevation of the outer

tube will also change with the inner tube remaining stationary.

A multiple stage pressure filter for suspensions of fibrous

materials including a housing having a cover and a fixed

upright filter basket, a rotor concentric thereto and a rotor

drive mounted therein. The rotor is provided with at least one

carrier connected to a shaft of the rotor drive, a second filter
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basket provided on the rotor, and at least one fixed scrubbing

member associated with the second fiher. In one embodiment,

the carrier is arranged under the second filter basket while the

scrubbing member is secured to the cover.

3,785,498

HELICAL COIL FILTER APPARATUS

John J. Fernandez, Sr., 144 Encinitaz, Monrovia, Calif.

Filed Jan. 19, 1971^r. No. 107,628

Int. CL BO Id iJ/00

I) .S. CI. 210-351 4 Claims

3,785.496

OIL RECLAIMING DEVICE FOR REMOVING OIL FROM
THE SURFACE OF WATER

Raymond Peter Smith, Jr., South WiUiamsport, Pa., assignor

to Craftmaster, Inc., Williamsport, Pa.

Filed July 28, 1972, S«r. No. 276,000

Int. CI. E02b/ 5/04

U.S.CL 210-242 SCtoims

-P
J^

r i«-

An apparatus for removing oil slicks from the surface of the

water which includes two independently pivotable booms con-

nected together to form a V A paddle wheel is connected to

the two booms across the open end of the V for skimming the

oil off the surface of the water and forcing the oil towards the

apex of the V. A sump is located at the apex of the V for col-

lecting the oil forced to the apex of the V by the paddle wheel

A flexible stabilizer bar is connected between the two booms

for stabilizing the booms and limiting the maximum amount

that the booms may pivot with respect to each other.

3,785,497

FILTERING ELEMENT
Louis Giffard, 11 , rue Houvenagle, Saint-Brieuc, France

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217^68

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 26, 1971, 7138401

Int. CI. BOld 2 7/OS

U.S.CL 210-282 11 Claims

This invention relates to fluid fihering devices and more

particularly to the improvement in multiple nested helical coil

filters that are used to separate solid particles from fluids and

gases, fluids from gases, and fluids from fluids, comprising a

leeward coil of substantially smaller diameter than the ad-

jacent main filter coil.

3,785,499

DISPLAY UNITS

Rodney Banfield Gedye, 100, Effra Parade, London, England

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,667

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. II, 1970,

53,598/70
Int.CLE05b7i/00.

U.S.CL2I1-4 5 Claims

The invention relates to a filter or filtering element used

alone or in juxtaposition with other elements of the same kind,

for the purpose of purifying a fluid, which element constitutes

an enclosure acting as a container for the pulverulent product

and comprises a substantially rigid surrounding member op^

tionally rigidly connected to a cover and base through which

the fluid to be treated may pass, and is characterised in that at

least one of the walls of said enclosure is made of a vinyl

material which contracts under heat so as to enable the

volume of the enclosure to be reduced after it has been

completely filled with pulverulent product.

A display unit for tape cassettes, books and similar articles

comprises a frame supporting at least one stack of article hol-

ders in the form of tray-like elements adapted to fit over op-

posite ends of the articles and movable between article-retain-

ing and article release positions, and key-operated means on

the frame for locking all holders in a stack in the article-retain-

ing position.
I
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3,785,500

BICYCLE RACK
Cleve F. Kennelly, 500 N. 87th Way, Scottsdale, Ariz.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,130

Int. CI. B62h 5100

U.S.CL 211-5

post can thus be removed from the hanger. The actuating rod

is arranged to be depressed by the action of a lever which

operates as a result of the insertion of a coin in a coin

machine.

6 Claims
3,785,502

STORAGE RACKS
Anthony N. Konstant, Mt. Prospect, 111., assignor to Speedrack

Inc., Skokie, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 67,124, Aug. 26, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,659,723. This application May 1, 1972, Ser. No.

249,010. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

May 2, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLA47f 5/00

U.S.CL 211-134 12Claims

A bicycle and »he like rack including, when erected, a plu-

rality of arcuate slots for holding bicycles in an upright side-

by-side relationship with a wheel thereof engaged in the slots

The rack is foldable to a collapsed, flat condition for storage

or transporting and means are provided for locking bicycles in

the rack.

3,785,501

PILFER-PROOF MERCHANDISE CARD HOLDING
DEVICE

Glenn R. Canning, 8318 Elmont St., Pico Rivera, Calif.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,131

Int. CLA47f 7/024

U.S.CL211-7 4 Claims

Storage racks including fore-and-aft aligned upright trusses

extending upward from the floor and having vertical columns

interconnected by spacers extending therebetween. A rear

column extends to the floor, and a bottom member located ad-

jacent the floor extends forward from the lower end thereof A

front upright terminates short of the floor and is structurally

interconnected with a depending strut which is disposed rear-

ward thereof Parallel vertical columns spaced laterally ot the

truss define a storage bay therebetween. The recessing at the

front of the truss provides maneuvering room for lift trucks

and thereby reduces the width requirements for service aisles.

A pilfer-proof merchandise c«rd holding device is disclosed

which supports the cards by an opening formed thereon for

that purpose. The device provides for preventing the removal

of the cards until the merchandise is sold.

In one embodiment of the device an elongated tubular

hanger for the cards is provided with a retaining post on the

outer end thereof A spring loaded actuating rod extending

from the rear of the hanger maintains the retaining post in a

vertical position to prevent the removal of the cards. When

the actuating rod is depressed the post is adapted to be pivoted

to a position aligned with the hanger to enable the removal of

the cards. The device is provided with a locking mechanism

which prevents the actuating rod from being depressed until

unlocked by a sales clerk.

In another embodiment of the device a plurality of spaced

vertical posts extend upwardly through a slot provided along

the upper wall of the tubular hanger. A card is supported

between each of the posts. The posts rest on a shelf within the

hanger and are attached to a chain. When the actuating rod is

depressed, the chain is adapted to be advanced causing the

posts to be moved along the slot toward the front end of the

hanger so that the forwardmost post is carried by the chain

down into the hanger. The card that was being retained by that

3,785,503

BOOM CONTROL MECHANISM FOR TRACTORS OR
THE LIKE

Max E.Butterfield, Peoria; WiUU E. Windish, Pekin, and Mor-

ton M. Coker, Peoria, all of lU., assignors to CaterpiUar

Tractor Co., Peoria, IH. .,„„.,
Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,047

Int. CI. B66c 23154

U.S.CL 212-8 B SCtaims

A pair of winch drums mounted on a shaft receive the load

cable and boom cable of a tractor side boom for pipe laying

operations and the like. Simplified, rapid and versatile control

of the two winch drums is effected by coupling the shaft to the

power takeoff of the tractor through a power shift drive trans-

mission providing a plurality of drive ratios including at least

one reverse drive and by transmitting drive from the shatt to

each drum through planetary gearing means having fluid pres-

sure operated drive establishing devices for causing drive to be

transmitted from the shaft to one or both drums as necessary

including counter rotation of one drum relative to the other to

enable power driven lowering movement as well as raising mo-

tion Normally applied brake means at each drum are released

by the fluid pressure signals which actuate the drive establish-
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3,785,505

s^W The system 'requires' fewer control levers then pnor SIDE STOWABLE JIB FOR CRANE BOOMS AND JIB

mechanism for a similar purpose and responds more rapidly to

control lever manipulations

3,785,504

CABLE AND CARRIAGE DRIVE FOR GRAPPLE YARDER
Lyie O. Cheldelin, Bellingham, and Curth Myhre.Sedro Wool-

ley, both of Wash., assignors to Skagit Corporation, Sedro

Wooliey, Wash.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,679

lat. CI B66c 2 1 100

U.S.CL 212-84 6Claiins

4m:§.

MOUNTING
Joseph H. Keller, Jr., Hagerstown, Md., assignor to Walter

Kidde & Company, Inc., Clifton, N J.

Filed Dec. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 98,393 I

Int.CI. B66c2.?/66.2J/6«

l).S.CL2I2-144 17 Claims

An extension jib for telescoping crane booms is stowed in a

non-use position along one side of the boom when the boom is

retracted The stowed jib is held in forward and rear bracket

structures on the boom base section The forward bracket em-

bodies a pivot for the stowed jib and the rear bracket em-

bodies a multi-position latch The base of the jib which faces

forwardly in the stowed position is adapted to be pivoted to

the nose assembly on the boom fly section but is normally

spaced from the nose assembly. Pivoting of the stowed jib on

the forward bracket structure while the latch on the rear

bracket structure is in a safety position moves the base of the

jib toward the nose assembly so that a pivotal connection with

the nose assembly can be established Subsequently, the

pivotal connection between the jib and forward bracket struc-

ture is eliminated and the latch on the rear bracket structure is

moved to a release position and the jib is swung 1 80 degrees

on its pivotal connection with the nose assembly and is then

locked thereto in a forwardly extending use position. The en-

tire manipulation of the jib is accomplished by one man with

safety and without the need for tools

3,785,506

DRILL PIPE HANDLING APPARATUS
Roger A. Crocker, and Jim F. Schoolcraft, both of Wickett,

Tex., assignors to Roger A. Crocker, W ickett, Tex.

Filed Sept. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 179,502

Int. CL £216/9/00

U.S.CL2I4-1P 9 Claims

A grapple yarder is described having an engine-driven

cable-reeling structure including a plurality of drums with gear

drives and clutches for engaging the drive mechanism with the

respective drums. The drum system includes an outhaul drum

which carries the outhaul cable normally used as a running

skyline whereby it both supports the grapple carriage and pulls

it outwardly from the yarder; and a pair of main line drums for

reeling a two-part inhaul line to move the carriage inwardly

with associated drive gear, clutches and brakes such that each

drum may be operated or stopped independently and a dif-

ferential mechanism positioned between the main drums ef-

fective to drive them simultaneously but in opposite

directions, as may be required to operate a load line or tag line

attached to one part of the inhaul line.

vy
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3,785,511

ANTl-POUNDlNG DEVICE MOlNTED ON A BOAT FOR

MAINTAINING A CABLE AT A GIVEN LEVEL ABOVE AN
UNDERWATER BED

Philippe J. F. Bonnamy. Bouiogne-BilUncourt. and Jean A.

Mugneret, Carrieres-s-Seine. both of France, assignors to

Compagnie Francaise Des Petroles. Paris, France

Filed Mar. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 231,237

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 2, 1971, 7107145;

Feb. 17, 1972,7205381
Int. CI. B65g 6 7/5S

U.S. CI. 214-14 22 Claims

3,785,513

AUTOMATIC SPEED CONTROL AND PROGRAMMING
SYSTEM FOR HIGHSPEED BELT CONVEYOR TYPE

THROWERS
Frank Kitzinger, Montreal, and Peter Tarassoff, Ormeaux,

Quebec, both of Canada, assignors to Noranda Mines

Limited. Montreal. Quebec. Canada

Filed June 9, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 5 1 . 1 98

Claimspriority.applicationCanada, Mar. 5, 1971, 106971

lnt.CLF27b.?//S

U.S.CL 214- 18.22 17 Claims

An anti-pounding device is provided to prevent the relative

movement generated by waves to be transmitted to a tool. A

system of pulleys is arranged on a carriage that is fixed to a

guide path A power winch is connected through a pulley to

the carriage and accordingly, to a suspended tool to eliminate

the relative movement of the boat The arrangement of pulleys

with a movable support can be connected to a tower or crane

in a similar fashion with a compensation bar.

itrnm ma

An apparatus for the controlled feeding of charge material

into a metallurgical reactor or vessel is constructed and

designed to distribute charge material over the surface of a

molten bath in the vessel in a substantially uniform layer and

in a manner to obtain high rates of efficiency in smelting and

converting An endless belt thrower is provided which is con-

structed and dimensioned to convey the material and feed it

into the vessel in a predetermined manner A variable speed

motor is adapted to drive the thrower and a control system is

adapted to regulate the voltage of the motor and the speed at

which the motor drives the thrower A program system is

adapted to regulate the control system according to a

predetermined program.

3,785,512

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR FEEDING MATERIAL

FROM STORAGE BINS AND THE LIKE

William L. Gatz, and Kenneth A. Renniclte. both of Paragould.

Ark., assignors to Royal Industries. Pasadena. Calif.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,253

Int.CLB65g65/iO

U.S.CL214-17D 17 Claims

3,785,514

VEHICULAR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM AND
APPARATUS

John P. Forsyth, and Robert W. Forsyth, both of 1517 N. 3rd

Ave., Upland. Calif.

Filed Mar. 16. 1971, Ser. No. 124,808 |

Int. CI. B65g 6 7/02

U.S.CL 214-38 R 2 Claims

Aggregate material, such as wood chips, is metered from the

bottom of a storage bin by means of two bands of screw con-

veyors which are operated alternately in order to overcome

the effects of bridging of the aggregate stored in the bin.

The vehicular transportation system and apparatus dis-

closed herein includes a main traffic course or artery extend-

ing between populated areas and communities, self-propelled

transporter vehicles for operation thereon and a systematized

means for their processing therealong, local surface street net-

works, and individual, self-propelled satellite passenger vehi-

cles or cars for use therearound. Each transporter vehicle is

adapted to carry a plurality of the satellite cars in controlled

groups. The loaded transporter vehicles selectively enter and

exit the main traffic artery by interchange means provided at
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predetermined locations along its length. Means are selective-

ly operable to serve as guide means for loading and unloading

the plurality of satellite cars with respect to a transporter vehi-

cle Any one of the satellite cars can enter or leave a con-

trolled group, a transporter vehicle can exit the main traffic

artery and the satellite car, utilizing its means of self-propul-

sion, may return to surface streets and operate thereon inde-

pendently.

sensor is provided to sense the uppermost panel and to control

the elevation of the stack, whereby the elevation will slop

when the upper group of jars is aligned with the conveyor.

Means is provided to push the jars away from alignment with

the sensor so that it will engage the uppermost jar-supporting

panel rather than the jars themselves. Means is also provided

to push the upper panel laterally to assure that it will be in

position to engage the sensor.

3,785,515

TRANSVERSETRAVELING LOAD HANDLING VEHICLE

Waiter M. Shaffer, Peoria, III., assignor to Towmotor Corpora-
3,785,517

tion, Cleveland, Ohio MOTORCYCLE CARRIER AND CHOCK
Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,897

William D. Brajkovich, 4150 Del Curto Dr., Reno, Nev.

Int. CL B60p 1154 p.,^j ^^^ ^^ 1971, Ser. No. 185,296"

U.S.CL 214-75 G 2 Claims
Int.CL B60r 9//0

U.S.CL 214-450 2 Claims

tn 36 HV ^^ j^/ t,^,^ >^,^ • ,,5,

An apparatus and method in the form of a transverse-travel-

ing load handling vehicle having transport wheels adapted to

move the vehicle in a forward and reverse longitudinal

direction and auxiliary sets of extendible-retractable support-

ing wheels mounted at right angles relative to the transport

wheels for raising the vehicle and its transport wheels to a

position elevalionally spaced from the surface supporting the

vehicle to permit the vehicle to travel transversely of its for-

ward-reverse direction and thus require only a minimum-

width aisle between the stacks of material in a storage area

being serviced by the vehicle.

3,785,516

GLASS JAR HANDLING SYSTEM

Lloyd A. Nelson. 1=^remont, Mich., assignor to Gerber Products

Company, Fremont, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 173,887. Aug. 23. 1971, Pat. No.

3,724,686

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,269

Int. CI. B65g 59102

U.S.CL 214-152 3 Claims

A sturdy light weight means for holding a motorcycle in

upright rigid position during transportation in a truck, trailer,

and the like which includes a base plate secured in the truck or

trailer upon which a curved channel is pivotly mounted. The

channel suitably receives the size and shape of the front wheel

of a motorcycle and extends in supporting contact for not less

than 1 80°. At the entry end of this channel there is a reverse

curved channel integral and continuous therewith. This chan-

nel structure is pivotly mounted offset from its mid point, on

the base for pivoting in a vertical plane. When the front wheel

of the motorcycle is pushed into the entry channel and rides

over the hump, the weight of the motorcycle wheel in the

channel causes the channel to swing about the offset pivot and

fock forward to securely hold the motorcycle wheel, with con-

tact over 1 80°. The reverse curve of the entry end of the chan-

nel bears against the main frame of the motorcycle and

prevents any lateral movement while the front wheel is so en-

gaged. There is a pivoted chock plate mounted underneath the

channel rearwardly of the pivot for the channel, which does

not come into engagement with the transverse ridges of the

base plate unless and until the motorcycle wheel is in its hold-

ing position within the channel. The chock plate is moved in

an upward arc to disengage the same and permit the removal

of the motorcycle from its holder.

3,785,518

SPARE TIRE CARRIER

Bernard Lee Johnson, 709 Locust Ave., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,615

Int. CL B62d 4i/00

A system for use in depalletizing glass J^;;^
dis,K.s^^^^^^^ ^^

a Sarl^fi^^caLr for use in removably mounting tL^ljaTe

groups in a verucal stack

^J"-" ^^^e'Lck a"d o" "a tir^Tawl^eled vehicle to the vehicle's undercarriage at a lo-

Lur'Iu^orv:;;^^
a ^.n behind the rear axle. The carrier includes a pivotable
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^7^:::i^:^ti^:^^^^^- ^:;si.^=r-'ir^^^r;^^^r

3,785,521
I

FOLLOWER ASSEMBLY

Carl H. LItUe, Jamestown, N.Y., assignor to Weber-Knapp

Company, Jamestown, N.Y.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251.471

int. CL B65d

U.S. CI. 220-22.3 4 Claims

tended delivery positions adjacent the vehicle outer periphery

rearward of the rear axle.

3,785,519

BOTTLE CAPS
Nam Huh, 527% 6th St., Braddock. Pa.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,746

IntCI. B65d4//42

U.S.CL 215-46 A 3 Claims

A bottle cap having an integral appendage which is pulled

by hand to detach the bottle cap from the bottle.

A follower assembly for use in combination with a card

retaining tray including a channel portion extending longitu-

dinally of a tray bottom wall and a follower portion The fol-

lower portion features integrally formed guide and back-up

plates; the guide plate being slideably supported within the

channel portion and being punched out to define a

downwardly and rearwardly extending tab normally retained

in locking engagement with recesses formed in a bottom wall

of the channel portion by a guide plate affixed leaf spring The

leaf spring has a cam surface adjacent its forward end. which is

dimensioned for receipt within the recesses and spaced from

the tab a distance corresponding to a multiple of the distance

between adjacent recesses.

3,785,520

FILING SYSTEM AND ELEMENTS THEREOF
Arthur T. Spees, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Visu-Flex

Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 612,202. Jan. 27, 1967,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

328,798, Dec. 9, 1963, Pat. No. 3,301,263. This application

Dec. 8, 1969. Ser. No. 883,1 13

Int. CI. B42f / 7108

U^.CL 220-22.1 4 Claims

3,785,522

LID FOR EASY OPENING CANS

Gerard Prayer, and Jean-Marie Ferrat. both of La Fleche,

France, assignors to Cebai GP. Paris, France

Filed Dec. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 102,761

Claims priority . application France. Jan. 8, 1970, 7000589

Int. CI. B65d 1 7120

L.S. CI. 220-54 8 Claims

Filing cards provided with protuberances across a face

designed to be disposed midway intermediate those of ad-

jacent cards thereby spacing the cards in a file contamer per-

mitting groups of cards to be manually flexed to give access to

individual cards. A filing card container with card alignment

members at each side, a removable compressible element at

one end of the container, and compressible spacers located at

intervals throughout a body of file cards, envelopes or other

A lid for use in an easy open can including a lid panel pro-

vided with a weakened portion defining a tear hne, a tab fixed

to the lid panel near the tear line having an end portion

adapted to cut into the lid panel and a concave rib formed in

the lid panel adjacent to the tab to permit deformation of the

lid panel when the tab is lifted during the opening of the can to

prevent the tab from breaking off the lid panel.
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3,785,523

DISPENSER FOR C-FOLDED PAPER TOWELS WITH HOT
AIR DRYER

Arthur Goldstein, 375 Milton Rd., Cambridge, England

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,880

Int.CLB65hi/26

U.S.CL221-42 3 Claims

disposed near the perimeter of the index plate and extending

in a direction substantially perpendicular to the plane defined

by the index plate. As the dispensing mechanism is operated,

the arm is caused to move toward the center of the index plate

and to either engage the perimeter of the plate and prevent the

complete operation of the dispensing mechanism (if the

carousel is not within a certain angular distance of a vending

position) or to engage a side of the introduction to a slot to

cause rotation of the index plate and carousel into a vending

position and enable complete operation of the dispenser

mechanism (if the carousel is within that certain angular

distance of a vending position ).

3,785,525

CHEMICAL TABLET DISPENSING DEVICE FOR WELLS
George A. Handeland. Ringsted, Iowa, assignor to Safe Well

Manufacturing Company, Albert City, Iowa

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 221,920

Int. CI. B65g 59106

U.S.CL 221-265 12 Claims

A hand drying appliance has a cabinet containing an air

heating unit and a dispensing unit for individual paper towels.

The cabinet has an air outlet communicating with the air heat-

ing unit so that heated air can pass to the outside of the

cabinet. A magazine or holder is arranged inside the cabinet to

contain a substantially vertical stack of C-folded paper towels.

The cabinet also has a towel outlet through which the lower-

most towel in the stack can be dispensed laterally of the stack.

A dispensing member is arranged inside the cabinet beneath

the magazine or holder. It engages the lowermost towel in the

stack and moves it laterally through the towel outlet slot.

3,785,524*

CAROUSEL ALIGNING APPARATUS

John D. Smith, Medford, N.J., assignor to WeUman Industries,

Longview, Tex.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,313

Int. CI. B65g 59/00

U.S. CI. 221-122
*

9 Claims

A chemical tablet dispensing device for wells is disclosed

herein and generally comprises a housing positioned over the

well. A sealed tablet hopper is provided at the upper end of

the housing for supplying chemical tablets to a metering

device which is detachably mounted on the lower end of the

hopper. The metering device includes a rotatable metering

plate adapted to supply a chemical tablet to a communicating

tube after predetermined periods of pump operation. Means is

also provided to cause the metering device to supply the

tablets to the well at predetermined times even if the pump is

not being used. The communicating tube deposits the chemi-

cal tablet into the well to treat the water therein. Electrical

control means is provided for controlling the rotation of the

metering plate so that the metering plate is rotated at a

predetermined rate during actual pump operation. Means is

also provided for preventing moist air from the well from

damaging the componenets of the device.

Disclosed is vending apparatus which includes a rotatable

carousel for holding objects to be dispensed therefrom when

the carousel is in any one of a plurality of different vending

positions. The apparatus further includes a substantially circu-

lar index plate having a plurality of spaced slots each cor-

responding to a different vending position and each extending

from nea^he center of the plate radially outward therefrom.

Each slot has a substantially uniform width from near the

center of the plate to a point near the perimeter thereof from

which point the slot gradually widens to define a wedge-

shaped introduction to the slot. The index plate is coupled to

the carousel so that as the carousel is rotated the index plate is

also rotated. The apparatus further includes a dispensing

mechanism manually operable to dispense an object from the

carousel. This dispensing mechanism includes an arm

3,785,526

DISPENSING APPARATUS

David M. Shinn, Red Bank, NJ., assignor to Autobar Systems

Corporation, Red Bank, NJ.
Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,471

Int. CI. B67d 5130

U.S. CI. 222—14 ' Claims

An apparatus for dispensing preselected amounts .of liquid

includes a cylinder having at one end an inlet valve coupled to

a reservoir and an outlet valve for delivery of the liquid. A

piston is normally retained by a spring adjacent the other end

of the cylinder. Delivery is effected by supplying a compressed

gas via a solenoid actuated valve, to the space between the

other end of the cylinder and the piston to drive the piston

towards the outlet valve end. At the same time, the outlet

valve is opened to allow discharge of the liquid. Movement of
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the piston stops after delivery of the preselected amount, the

outlet valve closes, and the spring returns the piston to its nor-

mal position, the reverse movement of the piston opening the

inlet valve and refilling the cylinder from the reservoir

A manually settable selector switch and a companion ser-

voswitch actuated by movement of the piston cooperate to

meter delivery. The manual selector is set to a position cor-

responding to'the amount desired and the compressed air sole-
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being controlled in dependence upon the position of the

piston in the second portion.

3.785.528

AEROSOL DISPENSING DEVICE

Stanley T. Mandeltort. Highland Park. III., assignor to VCA

Corporation, Greenwich. Conn.

Filed Aug. 21 . 1972, Ser. No. 282.475

Int.CI.B65dSi//4

lJ.S.CI.222-148 5 Claims

noid valve actuated by closing a switch As the piston moves

forward in the cylinder, a wiper on the servoswitch advances

until it reaches a contact corresponding to the position set on

the manual selector At that point, the solenoid valve is de-

energized, delivery is stopped and the piston is returned to its

initial position. Various circuit features are provided to in-

dicate the state of operation of the device, the cumulative

amount of liquid dispensed and an empty reservoir.

3,785,527

APPARATLS TO CONTROL FEED OF MATERIAL TO AN
EXTRtDER

Wilhelm Brand, Hannover, Germany, assignor to Hermann

Berstorff Maschinenbau GmbH. Hannover-Kleefeld, Ger-

many
Filed Apr. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 349,683

Claims priority, application Germany. Apr. 14, 1972, P 22

18 087.6
Int.CLG05g9//00

U.S. CL 222-56 * <^'»''"*

An aerosol dispensing cap unitarily formed from a flexible

and elastic material to provide a dome shaped diaphragm, a

central hub and discharge outlet tube, the dispensing outlet

tube having an integral valve midstream which permits com-

munication between the tube and volume beneath the cap in

the unactuated position, the hub being ported to the tube and

releasablv chambered to engage and open the aerosol valve

when depressed, the volume beneath the cap forming a reser-

voir of negative pressure when the cap is depressed, causing

aerosol material in the tube, and valve stem to be drawn into

the reservoir.

3,785,529

FLOWABLE MATERIAL STORAGE MEANS

,

George D. Dumbaugh. Louisville, Ky., assignor to Vibranetics,

Inc.. Louis\ille, K>.

Filed Oct. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 193,675

Int.Ci. B65g65/6«

ll.S.CI.222-161 16 Claims

Control apparatus to control feed of material^ to an ex-

truder, particularly rubber or plastics material, comprising a

housing for a feed screw, a hopper formed as a material feed

aperture in the housing and divided into two portions by a baf-

fle seated with a tight seal on the feed screw, a first of the two

portions receiving material to be extruded and feeding said

material into said second portion, which second portion con-

tains a piston to maintain the material in the second portion in

compacted form, means feeding material to the first portion

This invention provides improved means for storing a flowa-

ble material. Basically, the storage means provided by the

present invention comprises container means for containing a

flowable material arranged generally vertically and having a

bottom opening through which the material can be

discharged, in combination with mounting means for support-

ing the container means for limited movement relative to its

generally vertical axis and drive means for independently first

twisting the container means about its generally vertical axis

and then moving the container means along that axis such that

the material is induced to move within the container means

and caus«d to flow through the bottom discharge opening at a

generally uniform rate.
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3,785,530

COMPRESSED AIR OPERATED DISPENSER WITH AIR

COMPRESSION PISTON MEANS MOVABLE
LATERALLY OF THE DISPENSER

Pasquale R. RIccIo, Salem, N.H.. assignor to Clba-Geigy Cor-

poration, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 240,025, March 31. 1972,

abandoned. This application Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,877

Int. CLB67d 5/54

L.S.CL222-193 5 Claims

3.785,532

DISPENSING PUMP
Rex C. Cooprider. Hacienda Heights. Calif., assignor to

Diamond International Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 27. 1972. Set. No. 309.717

Int. CLB65d 37/00

L.S.CL 222-207 15 Claims

A compressed air actuated dispensing device has a valve as-

sembly having a valve body with a compressed air flow path

therethrough and a valve member movable in the valve body

and obturating the compressed air flow path Aspirating

means is provided at one end of the compressed air flow path,

and a product containing means in the device feeds product

through a product flow path to the aspirating means. A hollow

elongated compression chamber portion has one end around

the other end of the compressed air flow path, and a piston

means is movable into and out of the compression chamber

portion transversely of the direction of elongation thereof for

compressing air therein. Extension means on the valve

member is eng'ageable by the piston means when the piston

means is at the extreme inward end of its movement for mov-

ing the valve member for opening the compressed air flow

path only after air in the compression chamber portion has

been compressed.

3,785.531

POWDER SPRAY APPLICATOR DEVICE

Jean C. Y. Brenez, 149 Avenue de Generai-Lederc, Pessac.

France
Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237.636

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 15. 1971.71 14241

Int. CI. B05b 7/00

U.S.CL222-I93 8 Claims

A dispensing pump for application to a container of product

to be dispensed comprising an annular housing member

formed with a concentric annular recess open at one axial end

thereof A flexible bulbous diaphragm has an annular skirt

received in fluid-tight manner in said recess and closing said

one axial end of said annular member to define therewith a

variable volume pump chamber. Entering the other end of

said annular member is a fluid inlet passage. Valve means in-

tegrally carried by said diaphragm within the pump chamber

function to close said passage in response to axial deformation

of the diaphragm. This annular skirt has a free lower edge por-

tion within said recess normally covering a discharge port

through said annular member which communicates with the

pump chamber and said lower edge portion and said recess are

mutually conformed to permit radial outwardly deflection of

said edge portion to uncover said discharge port in response to

a given fluid pressure within the pump chamber.

3.785,533

COOMBS SERUM CARTRIDGE WITH INDEXING MEANS
Joseph N. Genese, Paterson; Edward J. Rapoza; Charles F.

Galanaugh. both of Butler; Harry M. Kennard, Chester;

Roger A. Chevalez, Rockaway, and John A. Smith, East

Orange, all of N J., assignors to Becton, Dickinson and Com-

pany, East Rutherford, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 32,915, April 29, 1970, Pat. No.

3,605,829. This appUcatran July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,868

U.S. CL 222-327
Int. CI.^G07f 7 //OO

6 Claims

^»' >* I « tt u
• •••••••••> >>'

The invention relates to a powder application device having

a cylindrical outer casing in which is telescoped a cyhndrical

inner casing. One end of the outer casing is closed by a trans-

verse wall and the opposed end of the inner casing is also

closed by a transverse wall having a central opening controlled

by a valve. The other end of the inner casing has a transverse

wall having a central opening which is also controlled by a

valve.

A cartridge containing Coombs serum comprises a tubular

barrel which is closed at its forward end by a nozzle and at its

rear end by a cylindrical piston positioned within the bore of

the barrel. The nozzle includes surfaces indexing the car-

tridges in a Coombs serum injecting machine. The mechanism

includes a plunger for driving the piston into the bore of the

barrel to dispense the liquid from the forward nozzle.
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3 785 534 3,785,536 I

DISPENSING SHIPPING CONTAlNEk WITH FLNNEL- MEANS FOR SPRAYING LlQl ID SUBSTANCES IN

TYPE PALLET ATOMISED FORM

WiUuim R. Smith. Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Cincinnati Cecil Robert Montgomery Graham, Lagonda Ave., KiUara.

Milacron Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio Ne. SouthWJ.Ies, Austral..

Filed July 14. 1972.Ser. No. 271,720 ^'^^''^^
^llc^l!^^: I

Int.Cl.B67cy//00 Int. CL B65dSJ//4 I

IJ.S. CI. 222-460 4Ctaims U.S. CL 222-402.21 5 Claims

A dispensing shipping container for transporting and

dispensing flowable materials in bulii quantities is provided by

a base in the form of a pallet having legs and including

downwardly and inwardly sloping walls which terminate in a

dispensing opening. A container body is positioned on the pal-

let and includes a plurality of sidewalls which rest upon the

pallet and which together with the pallet define the container

volume. A suitable cover means is provided to prevent con-

tamination by foreign materials of the material carried by the

container Preferably the pallet is a unitary structure and in-

cludes hollow legs which permit a multiplicity of pallets to be

stacked in closely spaced relationship and in nested condition

Suitable closure means can be provided to prevent inadvertent

dispensing of the material carried by the container.

3,785,535

SELECTIVE OUTLET PUMP FOR FILLING DIFFERENT
TYPES OF MASTIC-APPLYING TOOLS

Robert G. Ames, Hillsborough, Calif., assignor to Bliss

Laughlin Industries, Incorporated, Oak Brook. III.

Filed Sept. 7, 197 1, Ser. No. 178.340

Int. CLGOlf 7 7/42

U.S.CL 222-331 4 Claims

,=3

Valve means for an aerosol container in which upstanding

resilient members are provided to contact a lateral wall por-

tion of a cupped flange upon actuation of the valve means

such that the cupped flange will more rapidly be returned to a

position closing the aerosol container against egress of its con-

tents.

3.785,537

DISPENSER FOR IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS

Vernon L. Appleby. 660 Scofield Ave., and WiUiam P. McNutt,

334 Whitman Ct., Palo Alto, both of Calif.

FiledDec.3. 1970, Ser. No. 94.926 ^
Int. CL B65d 8JI00: B67d 5160

U.S.CL 222-464 8 Claims

A selective outlet pump for filling differe^^rpes of mastic-

applying tools in which a three-way valve is mounted in the

outlet of the pump for directing the mastic to issue from the

desired outlet orifice. Different types of mastic-applying tools

require different methods for filling the tools with mastic and

this in turn requires specially designed outlet nozzles that can

be used for this purpose. The three-way valve will deliver

mastic to only one outlet at a time.

Apparatus for dispensing two immiscible liquids comprising

a container having a fluid exit nozzle and a tubular stem for

coupling the nozzle with the interior of the container. A lower

segment of the stem is perforate and is surrounded by and

spaced inwardly from an imperforate sleeve. The lower end of

the sleeve is open and iu upper end is closed. A valve across

the path defined by the upper segment of the stem controls the

flow of liquids to the nozzle and means is provided to cause a

liquid flow to the nozzle when the valve is opened.
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3,785,538

FINGER-ACTUATED SNAP OPEN CAPS FOR BOTTLES,
COLLAPSIBLE TUBES AND THE LIKE

Anthony J. Cocozella, 26 Wyman Rd., Braintree, Mass.

Filed June 2. 1972. Ser. No. 258,980

Int. CLB65d 4 7/2 7

U.S.CL 222-490 4 Claims

proximately half the circumference. At the beginning of said

cut-away portion the end of one thread is connected by means

of an intermediate portion with the beginning of the other,

overlying thread. The threads of the sleeve comprise two

thread portions extending around approximately half the cir-

cumference, and being in non-overlapping relationship to

form a generally axial groove enabling the plug to be un-

screwed to a stop position in which liquid can be poured from

the flask, but from which position the plug must be axially dis-

placed before being unscrewed clear of the flask or container.

3,785,540

GOLF TEE TYPE STOPPER FOR MOLTEN METAL
DISCHARGING

William C. Donnithornev and William E. Creswick, both of

Sault Saint Marie, Ontario, Canada, assignors to The Al-

goma Steel Corporation, Limited, Sault Saint Marie, On-

tario, Canada
Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,446

Claims priority, application Canada, May 24, 1972, 142834

Int. CLB22di 7/00

U.S.CL 222-559 25 Claims

A deformable plastic dispensing cap of the snap-on type

wherein a retractable dome covers a dispensing cylinder

which is in communication with the interior of the container

or tube The upper portion of the dome is provided with parta-

ble lips, which expose the cylinder when parted, for dispensing

the contents of the container or tube. To retain the dome lips

in the retracted position, the interior of the dome is provided

with ribs having projections thereon for engaging bosses pro-

vided on the outer periphery of the dispensing cylinder. The

base portion of the cap which is integrally formed with the

dome portion, snaps over the shoulder portion of the con-

tainer or tube and is rotatable in the shoulder portion groove.

The base portion of the cap is provided with finger gripping

projections which enable a user of the cap to grip the projec-

tions, exert force downwardly thereon parting the dome lips

and exposing the dispensing orifice of the cylinder, rotate the

cap assembly until the projections in the ribs engage the

bosses and release the base portion, causing the projections to

snap into position in detents provided in the bosses. The cap

assembly will then be retained in the open position until the

base portion is again rotated, releasing the rib projections

from the cylinder bosses, permitting the dome lips to snap

back into their closed position.

3,785,539

THREAD ARRANGEMENT FOR CLOSURE PLUGS
Stig Johan Emanuel Wetterek, MuUsjo, Sweden, assignor to

AB Mullsjo Plast, MuUsjo, Sweden

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,660

Int. CI. B67d 3100

U.S.CL 222-552 2 Claims

A stopper means for use in controlling the flow of molten

metal through the teeming aperture of a bottom pouring ladle,

said stopper means being movable between a closed and open

position when in said aperture, said stopper means comprising

a neck of heat resistant material, such as zirconia, dimen-

sioned to extend through the teeming aperture with a gap

therebetween, an enlarged head attached to one end of said

neck and adapted to close the teeming aperture in the closed

position thereof and a dispenser attached to the other end of

said neck having channels extending therethrough in a

direction generally axially of said neck, said channels

generally converging to a point remote from said neck

whereby when said stopper means is located in said aperture,

said head is located in said ladle and said dispenser is located

beneath said ladle.

3,785,541

FOLDABLEJACK AND/OR BAGGAGE CARRIER FOR A
SNOW MOBILE

Louis F. Sibley, Ware, Mass., assignor to Gillespie Corp.,

Ware, Mass., a part interest

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,922

The invention relates to a thread arrangement for screw-on ^
J°*- C'' ^^^"^ ^'^^

dIujjs for thermos flasks and other liquid containers, compris- U.S. CL 224-42.1)8 i^«t»a

fng a pL being in thread engagement with a sleeve connected An attachment for the ta.l end of a snow mobile compr.smg

o the neck of the flask or container. The threads of the plug a frame slidable relative to the snow mobile between a col-

have two leads and are within a section cut-away around ap- lapsed non-use position and a partially extended use position
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for supporting luggage or baggage, the frame additionally

being movable into a fully extended position wherein it may be

/-^,

^"
-S

control valve means for the pneumatic pressure-applymg

means and actuates the pneumatic pressure-applying means

and the hydraulically actuated power means so as to move the

movable roll-supporting frame or carriage and the roll of flexi-

ble sheet material mounted thereon transversely of the long

axis or direction of travel of the web to correct lateral mis-

ahgnment or movement of the web and thus maintain the web

of flexible sheet material in its normal and proper operating

position. The position-sensing means or unit maintains the air.

flow control means in normally closed position and the pneu-

matic pressure-applying means inactive when the web of flexi-

ble sheet material is in its normal and proper i>perating posi-

tion

swung downwardly to function as a jack or stand for support

mg the tail end of the snow mobile off of the ground

3,785,542

WEB-GUIDING APPARATUS AND POSITION-SENSING

AND CONTROL LNIT THEREFOR
Ferenc ides, Bolingbrook, and Henry L. Gianatasio, River

Forest, both of 111., assignors to Air-Trol Systems, Inc., Ad-

dison, III.

Division of Ser. No. 203,5«M. Jan. 1, l"*7l.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,760

Int. CI. B65h 25/26

U.S. CI. 226-22 3 Claims

3,785,543

DRIVING MECHANISM FOR ROLLER TRANSPORTING
DEVICES

Conrad E. Lee, Mound. Minn., assignor to Pako Corporation.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Filed Feb. 1. 1972, Ser. No. 222.544

Int. CI. B65h / 1120

L.S.CL226-188 4 Claims

ie .. ii .T

*9b

A driving mechanism for roller transporting devices in

which spaced pairs of substantially contacting rollers transport

material therebetween, said mechanism including a plate actu-

ated for movement in the plane thereof to cause each point of

said plate to rotate in a circle of the same diameter and about

parallel axes with members on said plate coQperating with

cranks on one end of one roller of each pair of rollers to effect

rotation of said rollers together with intermeshing spur gears

on the rollers at the .other ends thereof rotating the other rol-

lers of each pair.

A web-guiding apparatus and position-sensing and control

unit therefor for use in sensing and maintaining the proper

position and alignment of a web of paper or like flexible sheet

material unwound from a roll thereof mounted on a web-sup

porting roll or cylinder which, in turn, is mounted on a mova-

ble supporting frame or carriage for use with web-laminating

or sheet-laminating apparatus for laminating a first sheet or

web of flexible sheet material, such as paper, plastic resinous

film, or the like, to a second sheet or web of the same or com-

parable flexible sheet material, and for similar purposes, such

as sensing and maintaining the proper position of an endless

beh conveyor The supporting frame or carriage is movable

transversely of the web of sheet material by hydraulically actu-

ated power means which is under the control of pneumatic

pressure-applying means so as to maintain proper alignment of

the web and its lateral or side marginal edges during move-

ment of the web during the operation of laminating the first

web of flexible sheet material to a second web of flexible sheet

material, or when the web is moved for other purposes. The

pneumatic pressure-applying means is under the control of air

flow control valve means which, in turn, is under the control

of pneumatically controlled web-misalignment and position

sensing means which senses and is responsive to the normal

proper operating position of a marginal or lateral edge portion

of the web of flexible sheet material, and to lateral movement

thereof during lengthwise movement of the web. The ^sition-

sensing means or unit controls the operation of the air flow

3,785,544

TRAY WITH STRENGTHENING MEMBER
Ernest L. Smith. Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Phillips Petrole-

um Company, Bartlesville, Okla. i

Filed May 15. 1972, Ser. No. 253,004 I

Int. CL B65d 5/62

U.S. CL 229-14 BE * <^Wms

An article of manufacture comprising in combination, a

rectangularly shaped tray having sloping sidewalls terminating

in a flanged rim, a film closure sealed to the top of the tray

rim and a U-shaped strengthening member having a first

flange portion sealed to a lower rim surface on one side of the

tray extending downwardly across the bottom of the tray and
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upwardly to the lower surface of the rim on a second side of

the tray wherein a second flange portion of the U-shaped sheet

is sealed thereto.

3,785,545

COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-COMPARTMENT CONTAINER

Jean Roussel, Caluire, France, assignor to SCAL, Societe de

Conditionementsen Aluminium, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,416

Claims priority, appUcation France, Jan. 18, 1971,7101528

Int. CI. B65d

U.S.CL 229-51 DB

3,785,547

PLASTIC BLOCK BAG WITH A VALVE

Jan Roelof Jochum Hendrik De Vries, Hardenberg, Nether-

lands, assignor to Industriele Onderneming Wavin N.V.,

Handellaan, Zwolle, Netherlands ., ,,,
Filed June 18, 1971, Ser. ^Jo. 153,474

Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 17, 1970,

7008908
Int. CLB65d 57/74

U.S.CL 229-62.5 4 Claims

8 Claims

A block bag with a filling valve in which heat seals connect

the flap constituting the valve withjbottom flap parts such

that the shortest distance between the heat seals is equal to or

greater than the distance between the side edges formed by

the inwardly folded bottom flap parts.

A collapsible multi-compartment container having a plurali

tv of prismatic compartments and adapted to lie f^at when

empty, formed of a pair of superposed panels joined to each

other along their transverse edges and at regular intervals in a

direction substantially perpendicular to the long.tud.na

edges at least one fold line extending across the width of the

panels and at least one fold line extending along at least tht

longitudinal edge of each panel to define continuous strip

means adapted to form closure flaps for each compartment.

3,785,548

CENTRIFUGE WITH INTERMITTENT SLUDGE
DISCHARGE

Klaus Hans Dieter Stroucken, Ronninge, Sweden, assignor to

° Alfa-Laval AB, Tumba, Sweden

Filed July.7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,845

Claims priority, apprtc^tion Sweden, Oct. 4, 1971, 12481/71

Int. CLB04b 5/02

U.S.a.233-20A 3 Claims

3,785,546

UPSTANDING FLEXIBLE PACKING AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURING SAME

Rene Kuster, Helmsbrunn, France

Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,451

Claims priority, appUcation France, Aug. 5, 1970, 7029609

Int.CLB65d6//00

U.S. a. 229-53 »2 Claims

77'^, lf^^=^

This flexible packing, aotably for foods and like products,

whether solid or liquid, is-adapted to stand upright or substan-

UaUy upright through the addition of a rigid e e^ent actmg as

a stand and consisting essentially of a pair of hingedly inter-

connected flaps, one flap being attached to one edge or wall of

the packing.

Sludge is discharged intermittently from the centrifugal

rotor under control of a hydraulically actuated piston valve

movable axially of the rotor. The piston valve has a radial y

inner area facing the rotor's separating chamber and partly

defining a space within the rotor, and means are provided for

maintaining this space free of liquid and thereby reducing the

hydraulic pressure tending to shift the piston valve to its

sludge-discharging position.
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3,785.549

CENTRIFUGE CHUCK FOR DISPOSABLE, SNAP-IN

CENTRIFUGE ROTOR
Alkn Latham. Jr., Jamaica Plain, Mass., assignor to

Haemonetics Corporation, Naticit, Mass.

Filed July 31. 1972. S«r. No. 276.677

Int. CI. B04b 9/00

U.S. CI. 233-23 R * ^'«*'"*

assembly, a first control module, a first vote module, a second

control module, a second vote module, a terminal module, a

write-in module, a slave input module, and a third control

module The modules may be placed together in selected

fashion to define a voting machine for voting in any type of

political race and v^hich will prevent overvoting. The different

modules fit together in such manner that they cannot be

separated without a key to unlocic the same, thereby reducing

the possibility of tampering with the election results.

Moreover, each module is constructed in such manner that

the module may be checked prior to assembly of the voting

machine to insure proper functioning of the module once it is

assembled

3.785.551

TAMPER-PROOF ODOMETER
Thomas Regan, 4534 43rd Place. N.W., WashinBton, D.C.

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, S«r. No. 305,285

Int. CI. GOlc 22/00

U.S. CI. 235-95 3Ctaln..

".. >' >.

«

A chuck suitable for holding a disposable centrifuge rotor

during centrifuging and requiring only minimum skill to place

in position Once the rotor is snapped into position on the

chuck it is held by an elastomeric gripping member The base

of the rotor is designed to effect this holding. In removing the

rotor, only a manual tipping action involving a modest

horizontal force near the top of the rotor is required The

chuck IS simple and inexpensive; and it does not require any

great deal of technical skill to operate.

3.785.550

VOTING MACHINE
Roy A. Martin, and Ctarence E. Pittman, both of Atlanta, Ga..

assignors to Lectra Data. Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

Continuation of S«r. No. 755,688, Aug. 27. 1968, abandoned.

This appUcation Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,127

Int. CLG07C/ i/00

U.S.CL 235-50 R 5 Ctaims

A tamperproof odometer for displaying mileage of an au-

tomobile of the type having a plurality of digit wheels driven

by gears mounted on gear carrier plates, both gear plates and

wheels mounted on a shaft with the plates separating adjacent

wheels wherein the shaft is noncircular permitting rotation of

the wheels but not the carrier plates, the wheels are prevented

from being driven backward to decrement the displayed mile-

age, both ends of the shaft are terminated in sleeves ir-

removably fixed to hold the wheels in place and a marker is

provided on the largest digit wheel for marking the digits on

that wheel as it rotates

61* .-i"

3.785.552

SCORE KEEPER
Cahin L. Payne. Jr., Hastings-on-Hudson. N.Y., assignor to

Tudor Metal Products Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 1 1 . 1 972, Ser. No. 279.956
|

Int. CLA63b 77/06

U.S. CL 235-98 R * ^Inim

Apparatus for selectively producing electrical pulses

representative of a particular selection made by the operator

of the apparatus. The apparatus is disclosed m the form of a

voting machine built up of modular components which fit

together to form any of a plurality of different voting arrange-
typically used as an accessory to
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actuated by a puck as it travels from a simulated cage to cause

a spring powered dial to turn one increment indicative of the

new score. The dial is uniqu^y designed whereby a light

switch will be automatically operated by the dial each time a

score is made to call attention to that fact as is the case in the

actual arena.

3.785.553

APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE UNIT VALUE OF

A LINE OF TYPE CHARACTERS
WiUard D. Brown, 324 S. Salem, Aurora, Colo.

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,171

Int. CLG06C 2 7/00

U,S.CL 235-80

3,785,554

TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE THROTTLING VALVE

Robert H. Proctor, Richmond, Ind., assignor to Jackes-Evans

Manufacturing Company. St. Louis. Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75.713, Sept. 25. 1970. Pat.

No. 3,691.783, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 795,828.

Feb. 3. 1969. This application Dec. 4, 1970. Ser. No. 95^iir

Int.CLF25b4 7/04

U.S. CI. 236-34 9 Claims

5 Claims

The present disclosure relates to an automotive air condi-

tioner system which is arranged to have a throttle valve includ-

'ing a temperature-responsive power operating means situated

in the refrigerant suction line for throttling refrigerant flow

from the evaporator when the evaporator temperature drops

toward a value low enough to cause ice formation on the

evaporator fin surfaces. The throttle valve is preferably but

not necessarily located upstream of the actuator meansx)f the

thermostatic expansion valve. The power operating tempera-

ture responsive means includes a wax filled container and a

slidable piston which cooperatively move a valve member

toward a valve seat when the temperature of the refrigerant in

the suction line decreases to a moisture freezing level. The

throttling effect prevents the compressor from pulling down

the pressure and temperature within the evaporator to a level

where ice or frost could form on the surfaces of the fins of^the

evaporator.

Apparatus useful for determining the proper point size of

type to set for a given copy which must fit within a given Ime

length A perforated endless belt or screen is operatively

trained about a pair of end rolls within a boxlike housing. One

run of the belt passes beneath an opening in the top or cover

plate of the housing, which opening extends for substantially

the entire transverse width of the belt A card havmg a series

of parallel slots is adapted to be received within a card locat-

ing means on the cover plate with the slots of the card encom-

passed within the boundaries of the opening. Each slot extends

longitudinally of the adjacent run of the belt and is of a length

proportional to the width of a character or letter of type. Dif-

ferent cards are provided for different type styles. With the

card in position on the housing, a stylus is inserted through a

slot in the card and engaged with the perforated belt or screen.

The belt is then manually advanced by the stylus for a distance

corresponding to the full length of the slot. By successively in-

serting the stylus through a plurality of slots to advance the

belt corresponding to the letters or characters of the given

copy the belt is moved a total distance representative of a

total "unit value" for the copy. This distance of advancement

is indicated by a counter operatively coupled to one of the belt

end rolls. ^ j j j • .^ o

The "unit value" thus obtained is then divided mto a

number representative of the given or required line length to

obtain a number called the "set width factor." The "set width

factor" thus obtained is then applied to a chart which in-

dicates the particular point size of type required to fill the

given line length with the given copy.

3,785,555

STEAM TRAP OF THE FREE FLOAT TYPE

Katsuji Fujiwara, No. 191, Nishitani, Hiraoka-cho, Kakogawa-

shi, Hyogo, Japan
Filed Sept. 6. 1972, Ser. No. 286,817

Int. CLF16t 7/20

U.S. CI. 236-53 - 6 Claims

In a steam trap a condensate sump is located in the lower

part of a chamber formed by the main body of the trap. A free

float is located in the chamber and closes off a port between

the sump and a discharge passage which is connected at its op-

posite end to an outlet from the trap. Mounted in the port is a

valve seat member which forms a passageway from the port to

the discharge passage and a piston valve member is located

within the valve seat member for controlling flow to the

discharge passage. At its opposite end from the sump, the

piston valve member forms with the main body and a valve
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seat holder, a pressure chamber connected to the sump

through a passageway in the piston valve member When the

float is displaced from the port by the condensate, a flow of

the condensate enters the pressure chamber and displaces the

piston valve member axially so that the condensate passes

through the valve seat member into the discharge passage

Launching means are provided for directing the trajectory of

the motor boosted vehicle.

3,785,556

PACKAGING APPARATl S. METHOD AND PRODI CT

Lucius D. Uatkins. c/o Horton. Davis, McCakb & Lucas, Suite

2040. 230 W. Monroe St.. Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 5, l971.S«r.No. 169.439

. lnl.CLA6II9/04

is. CI. 239-6 20 Claims

Apparatus and method of packaging liquids wherein an

elongated plastic envelope, sealed at one end. is filled with

liquid under predetermined static pressure and a selected

liquid-filled portion thereof is then heat-sealed and severed

from the remainder of the envelope, the liquid being isolated

from the heat-sealing and severing zone during such opera-

tions to prevent heating the liquid to boiling or gasifying tem-

peratures.

3,785,558

SINGLE FLOAT WATER COOLER
George W. Aibritton, Houston, and Ronald C. Wendl,

Seabrook. both of Tex., assignors to Ashbrook Corporation.

Houston. Tex.

Filed Sept. 27. 1972, S«r. No. 292,721

Int. CL BOlf 5/20, E03b 9/20

U.S.CL239-16 5 Claims

3,785,557

CLOUD SEEDING SYSTEM
William C. Womack, Lafayette, Colo., assignor to Colspan En-

vironmental Svstems, Inc.. Boulder, Colo.

Filed Dec. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 317,174

Int. CLAOlg/ 5/00

t'.S.CL239-14 II Claims

Single float, multiple spray water coolers having a load

waterline and a central cylindrical duct providing a vertical

flow passage with an axial flow non-sealing impeller mounted

therein and a driving motor mounted thercabovc A plurality

of water conduits are mounted on the float connected at their

inner ends to the duct above the impeller, and extend out-

wardly above the load waterline of the float with their outer

ends having upwardly directed spray noz7les.
|

3,785.559 I .

AXIAL FLOW FOl NTAIN BASE

John O. Hrub). Jr., Burbank. Calif., assignor to Rain Jet

Corp., Burbank. Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 87,886. Nov. 9, 1970, Pat. No.

3.705,686. This application Nov. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 309,337

Int. CI. B05b/ 7/OS

U.S. CL 239- 1

7

I Claim

A cloud seeding system comprising a solid propellant rocket

motor boosted vehicle and means for launching the vehicle for

transporting cloud seeding material to clouds for increasing

precipitation and/or suppressing hail growth. The vehicle

comprises a pyrotechnical booster element and a seeding

material carrier or dart element, automatically separable from

each other, the booster element being provided with an auto-

matically releasable parachute or other means for retarding

the speed of fallout consisting of the booster motor and an in-

terstage coupling between the two elements released after

burnout of the booster and separation of the two elements.

A fountain base includes a housing which defines a symmet-

rical internal chamber. An inlet opening and an outlet opening
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to and from the chamber are formed coaxially of the chamber

through opposite ends of the chamber. Means are provided for

mounting a water discharge nozzle to the housing coaxially of

the chamber outlet opening. Liquid flow controlling means

are operatively associated with the path of liquid flow through

the chamber from the inlet opening to the outlet opening, and

are proportioned and arranged for causing liquid flowing

along the path at the outlet opening to have an essentially

laminar flow characteristic and an essentially uniform liquid

flow pattern. The flow controlling means include the propor-

tioning of the chamber to have a mean cross-sectional area in

a plane transverse to the axis of symmetry which is substan-

tially greater than the effective area of the inlet opening.

3,785,561

DEVICE FOR THE EMISSION OF VOLATILE PRODUCTS
Maurice Confino, Chemin des Greffieres 69, Saint Cyr au

Mont d'Or, and Gerard Godard, Route de Condrieu 38,

Venissieux, both of France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 883,312, Dec. 8, 1969,

abandoned. This application Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,289

Int. CLA24f 25/00

U.S. CL 239—60 14 Claims

3,785,560

NOZZLE FOR DISCHARGING LIQUIDS CONTAINING
SOLID MATTER

John O. Hruby, Jr., Burbank, Calif., assignor to Rain Jet

Corp., Burbank, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 87,886, Nov. 9. 1970, Pat.

No. 3,705,686, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

242,663, April 10, 1972, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

304,244. Nov. 6. 1972. This application Nov. 15, 1972, Ser.

No. 306,528

Int. CI. B05b / 7108

U.S.CL239-17 19 Claims

-vr^

A device for diffusing an active substance such as a odorant

or insecticide into the atmosphere at a substantially uniform

rate. The device comprises a block impregnated with the sub-

stance. The block consists of a plurality of slabs, for example,

of a gelatine or cellulose derivative, suitably held together.

3,785,562

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING IMPULSE LIQUID JETS

Alexandr Ivanovich Petrakov, prospekt Zoi Kosmodemyan-

skoi, 35; Nikolai Grigorievich Vereskunov, ulitsa

UniversiteUkaya, kv. 39, and Mikhail Mitrofanovich

Galitenko, ulitsa Planovaya 2, all of Donetsk, U.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,239

Int. CL F02m 47/02; E2lc 37/12

U.S.CL 239-92 5 Claims

A water discharge nozzle has particular utility as a fountain

nozzle in situations where the water supply to the nozzle has

solid matter entrained therein. The nozzle includes an elon-

gate tubular body which has outlet and inlet openings across

opposite ends thereof. Annular plug means are disposed in the

body adjacent the outlet opening and are engaged about their

circumference in intimate engagement with the inner walls of

the body. The plug means define a single passage

therethrough, the passage being composed of a substantially

circular hole which extends from the apex of substantially

conical recess in that end of the plug which is located adjacent

the inlet opening. The recess is concave to the inlet opening. A

plurality of flutes are formed in the walls of the hole and ex-

tend with the hole from the recess to the end of the plug means

located adjacent the outlet opening. Each flute has opposing

wall surfaces disposed in non-diverging relation proceeding

radially away from the hole axis.

The apparatus comprises a cylinder with a ram dividing the

cylinder into two chambers, one admitting compressed gas

and the other a liquid under pressure.

Accelerated by compressed gas, the ram delivers an impact

to the liquid contained in a high-pressure chamber contiguous

with the second chamber of cylinder and spouted out in a jet

through a passage in this chamber.

The ram is returned into its initial position by a liquid fed

into the second chamber of cylinder; secured in the first

chamber of cylinder is a controllable arrangement for arrest-

ing the ram, as reset ready for operation, during the period

required to discharge the liquid from the second chamber by

the moment the ram starts its movement due to the action of

compressed gas.
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3,785,563

SHUT-OFF DEVICE FOR TRAVELING SPRINKLER

Steven E. Maple, Peoria, lU., assignor to L. R. Nelson Corpora-

tioo, Peoria, III.

Filed May 8. 1972. Ser. No. 251,261

Int. CI. B05b 3100

L.S.CK239-183 10 Claims

trol devices such as selected lone transmitter from control

tone generators and suitable actuatmg tone receiver on the

tractor and the apparatus, may be provided to permit the

operation of the device from a remote location such as a tower

overlooking the entire field on which the rows of plants are

located.

3,785,565

ROTARY SPRINKLER HEAD

Leonard T. Perry, Midway City; Donald T. Costner, Downey,

and Edward F. Noggle, Tustin, all of Calif., assignors to Wet

Manufacturing Co., Orange. Calif.

Filed Jan. 8. 1 973. Ser. No. 321 .747

Int.CI. B05b.?//6

L'.S.a.239-206
19 Claims

-^S

A device adapted to be connected to a source of water

under pressure for communicating the water source to a hose-

guided traveling sprinkler during the operative run thereof

and for interrupting the communication of the water source

thereto in response to the traveling sprinkler reaching the end

of Its operative run. the device includes a housing having a

waterflow passage extending therethrough with an annular

valve seat adjacent the outlet end thereof, and an actuating

structure including an interior rod portion extending through

an over-sized opening m offset relation with the axis of a

spherical valve member, a spherical intermediate mounting

portion sealingly engaged and mounted within the housing by

a swivel socket assembly and an exterior portion adapted to be

actuated in response to the traveling sprinkler reaching the

end of its operative run. and an improved insert structure

molded of resilient material such as plastic or rubber mounted

within the passage in a position to engage the free end of the

rod portion of the actuating structure when the latter is

disposed in its open position to retain the ball valve member

against water biased movement with the valve scat operable

when the exterior portion of the actuating structure is actu-

ated as aforesaid to yieldingly releasr the interior rod portion

of the actuating structure to thereby permit the valve member

to move into closed relation with the valve seat

,f/f/t//tffl4^f"ffl

^"^1
1 1 .-I"

A pop-up. gear driven, rotary sprinkler head in which the

arc of spray coverage may be precisely adjusted while the

sprinkler head is inoperative by counting clicks of a detent and

in which the drive reversal means for the nozzle is a cam actu-

ated deflector which directs water from a single orifice in

either of two directions to reversably drive the gear train

3.785.564

APPARATUS FOR TREATING ROWS OF PLANTS W ITH

OVERLAPPING BRANCHES
Archie Baldocchi. Edificio Rivas Clerra A Calle Arce 707, San

Salvador, El Salvador

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,532

Int. CL B05bi//«. AOlg 25100. AOlc 23m
U.S.CL 239-172 7 Claims

3.785.566

SEALING SYSTEM FOR WASHING MACHINE

Thomas E. Jenkins. Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973. Ser. No. 320,616

lBt.CLB05bi/06

U.S. CL 239-259 8 Claims

t- '*

Traction equipment of limited height capable of traveling

between rows of plants and under the lowermost overlapping

branches of the plants in the adjacent rows carries or pulls a

dispensing device also of limited height to spray under pres-

sure a suitable substance for the treatment of the plants under

sufficient pressure to reach the trunk and foliage of said

plants, guiding means are provided so as to feel the opposite

plants or the sides of the furrow or ditch therebetween so as to

cause the turning of the wheels of the traction aPPa^tus so as

to follow the direction of the furrow or the ditch. The device
^^ ^^^hing machine of the type having a pump-
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response to the delivery of pressurized washing liquid

therethrough. The pump-motor arrangement is removable

from the bottom of the washing tub by moving it outwardly

through the tub. The spray arm ii mounted in axial alignment

with the pump outlet by a support spanning the pump-motor

arrangement.

3,785,569

AEROSOL GRENADE
Ralph Helmrich. High Bridge, N.J., assignor to Diamond

Aerosol Corporation, Glen Gardner, N J.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,459

Int. CLF42b 2 7/06

U.S.CL 239-337 32Ctaims

3,785,567

MOVABLE WALL FOR ENGINE NOZZLE
John M. Fisher, Cuyahoga Falb, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser, No. 303,271

Int. CI. B64c 75/06

11.S. CI. 239-265.39 15 Claims

^37 ^14
1 23^ If38^33 / 26

A movable wall having a plurality of side-by-side wall mem-

bers connected by a web of resilient rubberlike material and

swingable about different axes tangent to a ring around an en-

gine nozzle area. A first inflatable tube is in engagement with

one side of the wall members and a second inflatable tube is in

engagement with the other side of the wall members for selec-

tively swinging the wall members toward or away from the

nozzle area as the fluid pressure is increased in one inflatable

tube and decreased in the other.

3,785,568

PARTICULATE MATERIAL DISTRIBUTING MEANS
Eddie M. Pfingsten, and Jerry L. Travis, both of 615 Russell

St., Mulvane, Kans.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,199

Int. CI. A62c 5102

U.S.CI. 239—310 8 Claims

An aerosol grenade which spins at a high rate about more

than one axis to discharge its fluid contents over a wide area

even under windless conditions. The grenade includes a pres-

surized container, a plurality of discharge nozzles oriented so

as to cause the grenade to spin about one of its axes upon

discharge of the fluid contents. A fuse mechanism is provided

which opens the closure for the pressurized container when a

trigger block in the fus^ mechanism is subjected to a lateral

force upon impact of the grenade. The plane of the discharge

nozzles is spaced along the longitudinal axis of the grenade

from the center of gravity of the grenade. A spinning ring the

plane of which is spaced from the center of the longitudinal

axis of the grenade increases the erratic movement of the

grenade upon discharge facilitating distribution of the

grenade's contents. The grenade is especially useful as a

means of distributing tear gas, the rapid and erratic movement

preventing throw back by target personnel. A preferred

lachrymatory composition employed comprises

orthochlorobenzylmalonqpitrile dissolved in N,N-dimethyl

formamide or N,N-dimethyl ac^tamide.

3,785,570

DUAL ORIFICE FUEL NOZZLE WITH AIR-ASSISTED

PRIMARY AT LOW FLOW RATES
Stanley Krieger, Rivera Beach, Fla., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,847

Int. CI. B05b 7/00

U.S.CL 239-401 7 Claims

A particulate material distributing device removes particu-

lated material from a container and disperses it in a fluid

stream in a vertical direction away from the container. The

device has a container for a quantity of particulate material, a

particle conduit mounted with the container having an inlet in

the container and an outlet outside the container, the outlet

thereof being oppositely directed relative to the inlet. An

operating fluid conduit is connected to the particle conduit

and has a control valve connected with the operating fluid

conduit to regulate the introduction of the operating fluid.

A dual orifice liquid fuel nozzle for a combustion chamber

including a pressure responsive valve to help produce smaller

fuel droplets at lower fuel flow for more consistent com-

bustion. The device comprises a valve housing having a coaxi-

al fuel inlet, an inlet for a gas such as air, a spring-loaded

movable valve telescopically mounted on the fuel inlet and a

secondary passage. At low pressure fuel flow the movable

valve permits the gas to contact the fuel so as to atomize it.
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When fuel pressure increases, the valve shuts off the gas. while

permitting additional liquid fuel to enter the secondary

passage.

3,785.571

MECHANICAL BRFAKl P AEROSOL SPRAYER BITTON

Kevin J. Hoening. Car>. lU.. assignor to Seaquist \ahe Com-

pany, Car>, IH.

Filed May 5. 1972. Ser. No. 250.604

Int.CL B05b 1IJ4; BbS68Jil4

L.S. CL 239-492 15 Claims

3,785,573

MATERIAL DISCHARGE AND SPREADING APPARATUS

FOR FLl ENT MATERIAL
Alexander Crawford. Warwick. England, assignor lo Massey-

Ferguson-Perkins Limited. London. England

Filed July 24. 1972. Ser. No. 274,788

Claims priority, application Great Britain. July 23, 1971.

34,669 7 1

Int.CI. A0lc.^/«6

I .S. CL 239-658 ** Claims

A mechanical breakup aerosol valve button or actuator with

an annular feed chamber which feeds passageways leading

into a central swirl chamber immediately ahead of the forward

portion of a cylindrical terminal orifice feed post which in-

cludes a centrally disposed cavity formed in the face thereof

and immediately behind a recessed terminal orifice contained

within a terminal orifice which cooperate to produce a

homogeneous spray pattern

A manure spreader with a rotor mounted on a rotatahic

shaft which extends lengthwise of a manure container The

rotor is moved lengthwise of the shaft during rotation by a

chain extending in two runs round two rotatable pocket

wheels carried by the shaft One of the pocket wheels is driven

to move the rotor along the shaft.

3.785.572

PLASTIC LINED SPRAY NOZZLE
Orlan M. Arnold, and AHred W. Hardy, both of Norwalk,

Conn., assignors to Peabody Engineering Corporation, New

York,N.Y.
Filed May 25. 1972, S«r. No. 256,793

Int.CLB05b//26

U.S.CL 239-5 18 9 CUims

3,785.574

SWASH-TYPE IMPELLER PtMPS

John B. Rosenquest, Jr., New Canaan, Conn., assignor to Dorr-

Oliver Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,929

lnt.CLB02c/J//0

l).S.CL241-15 l6Ctalms

In a swash-type impeller shredder pump, a method and

means for varying the spacing of the stationary cutter bars

cooperative with the serrated swash-type impeller m a com-

bined pumping and shredding operation

A spray nozzle adapted to eject a radial spray around its en-

tire periphery comprising a plastic nozzle element having an

axial bore adapted to produce an axial jet and secured at its

base in a metal supporting ring and a transverse deflector plate

disposed in the path of the jet to deflect the same radially out-

wardly to form a 360° spray pattern. The deflector plate is

formed by a plastic disc or liner shaped to the deflector sur-

face and carried by a metal support element

3,785.575

VIBRATING MILL WITH INTRODUCTION OF

REFRIGERANTS INTO THE SOLID MATERIAL BEING

GROUND IN THE GRINDING CHAMBER
Jurgen Langmaack, Niederkassel. and Helmut Haas. Cologne.

both of Germany, assignors to Klockner-Humboldt-Deuti

Aktiengesellschaft. Cologne. Germany

Filed Nov. 18, 1971. Ser. No. 199,933

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 21. 1970, P 20

57 428.1
lnt.CLB02cy7//4 I

U.S.CL 241-33 ?^'*''"!

A vibrating mill for grinding solid materials is provided with

a grinding chamber with at least one or a plurality of spaced

feed pipes for refrigerants which terminate within the body of
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the solid material being ground within the grinding chamber the broken-up material in the vessel, means for supplying gas

Ind^e amount of the refrigerants introduced is controlled by to the vessel, and discharge means for discharging rnaenal in

"^ **

compacted condition, such discharge means including a

discharge opening and flap means causing material to be

discharged therethrough in said compacted condition. A

rotatably driven platform divides the vessel into communicat-

temperature probe or probes which control valves in said feed

pipes.

3,785,576

GRINDING MILL
Jean Desbordes, Paris, France, assignor to Societe anonyme

dite: Stein Industrie, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 8. 1969, Ser. No. 883,078

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 9, 1968. 68177181

Int.CL 902c 4//

2

US. CL 241 -57 ,
3 Claims

ing retention and discharge chambers and controls the passage

of material from the retention chamber to the discharge

chamber; and the retention chamber is connected to the

material and gas supplying means and contains the material

breaking-up and spreading means, while the discharge

chamber is provided with a large, offset, discharge opening

and contains a scraper movable thereover.

3,785,578

FEED DISTRIBUTOR FOR CRUSHER
Robert H. Kemnitz, Appleton, Wis., assignor to AUis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,05

1

int. CI. B02c 23/02

U.S.CL 241-202 6 Claims

The grinding mill includes a chamber having a rolling track

and a base beneath the track. A plate within the base carries a

roller engaging the track, and reduction gearing secured to the

base rotate the plate. The output shaft of the gear is connected

directly to the plate. An air duct carries compressed air to a

passage defined by an annular shoulder depending from the

plate An opening in the base admits air required for grinding.

3,785,577

APPARATUS FOR THE GASEOUS REACTION OF
MATERIAL

Lawrence A. CarUmlth, Amherst, N.H.; William L. Mallory,

Beaconsfield, Quebec. Canada, and Joseph K. Perkins,

Nashua, N.H., assignors to Improved Machinery Inc.,

Nashua, N.H.

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,960

Int. CLB02b/ /OO

U.S.CL241-57 20 Claims

Apparatus comprising a vessel, means for compacting

material and supplying the compacted material to the vessel,

means for breaking-up the compacted material and spreading

A feed distributor is shown mounted above a frame and an-

nular crushing chamber of a gyratory crusher. The distributor

has a cylindrical feed wall with an annular flange at its lower

end adapted to be removably attached to the crusher frame,

and a plurality of arms projecting radially inward from the

feed wall to support a platform centrally located within the

feed wall. A feed chute is supported on the platform for rota-

tion about a vertical axis centrally located with regard to the

feed wall and annular crushing chamber. The chute projects

radially outward and downward from a point where the chute

918 O.G.—39
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intersects the vertical axis about which the chute rotates. A

feed hopper .s supported by the feed wall over the chute and

the hopper has a d.scharge spout coaxial w.th the vertical axis

about which the chute rotates. A driving motor is supported

bv the feed wall and is drivingly connected to the chute to

rotate the chute and turn the lower and discharge end of the

chute in a horizontal annular path above the annular crushing

chamber to discharge feed falling through the discharge spout

of the hopper downwardly and outwardly from the lower end

of the chute into and around the annular crushing chamber of

the crusher. The entire feed distributor, including the cyhndri-

cal feed wall, may be pre-assembled and mounted on top of a

crusher as a single ynitary assembly, and removed therefrom

as a single unitary assembly, thereby providing easy assembly,

disassembly and access to the top of the crusher.

a drive assembly for rotating the wire guide members The

drive assembly is normally positioned remote from the wind-

3,785,579

LIQUIDIZER SAFETY CLITCH

Harry M. Vogksooger, RIverton, Coon., assignor to Dynamics

Corporation of America, New York, N.Y.

Flkd Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,385

Int.CI.B02c/5//2

U.S. CI. 241-282.1
»^^'-''"''

ing area and advanced into the winding area for rotating the

wire guide members when desired during the intervals

betw een the winding of coils.

3,785,581

WINDING STOP MOTION FOR TEXTILE WINDING
MACHINES

Jaroslav Sedlarik, Liberec, Czechoslovakia, assignor to

EIJTEX. Zavody Textllnino Strojirenstvi Generalni

Reditektvi, Llberec, Ciechoslovakia

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 12,748, Feb. 19. 1970

abandoned. This application July 26, 1971 Ser^No. 164,800

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Feb. 28, 1969,

1444-69
I

Int. CI. B65h 63104
\

L.S. CI. 242-39
^O^*-'"'

Safety release clutch for two part liquidizer container in

which the cutter clutch member that is joumalled in the lower

part is resiliently retracted from engagement with the motor

clutch member when the upper part is separated from the

lower part for cleansing either one or both parts In its

retracted position the cutters may be locked against relative

rotation or permitted to rotate free of the drive clutch

member, but in either event there is no projection of elements

below thfc lower part whether the two parts are assembled or

not.

3,785,580

WIRE GUIDES FOR ARMATURE W INDING MACHINES

John B. Kennedy, Springfield, and Kenneth L. Pepper, Ketter-

ing, both of Ohio, assignors to The Globe Tool and Engmeer-

ing Coinpanv. Dayton, Ohio

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,644

Int. CI. H02k/ 5/09

U.S. CI. 242-7.05 B * Claims

The opposed chucks of a double flier armature winding

machine are each provided with two disc-shaped rotatable

wire guide members. Each of the wire guide members has four

equally circumferentially spaced wire guiding surface portions

which are successively positioned in the path of the wire used

in winding coils for forming the coil end turns toward the ar-

mature shaft. The degree of forming depends upon the con-

tour of the particular surface portion positioned in the path of

the wire during the winding of a given coil. Further disclosed is

Winding stop motion for textile machines having a fluid

pressure control relay mounted in the area of the yarn winding

being formed. The relay is connected to a source of pressure

fluid, usually air. and to a pressure responsive means^ Such

means is actuated, upon a predetermined approach of the sur-

face of a winding being formed upon a bobbin. »« Produce a

signal which stops the winding operation. The relay detects

the approach of the winding surface thereto by means of a

discharge nozzle which may coact directly with the surface of

the winding or may coact with a feeler which itself engages the

yarn windmg. In a further embodiment, the discharge nozzle is

provided with a valve which is actuated when the diameter of

the bobbin being wound reaches a predetermmed desired

value.

. I

3,785,582

APPARATUS FOR WEIGHING YARN ON A YARN
WINDING MACHINE

Andre Girard, Saint-Hyadnthe, Quebec, Canada assignor to

Aronelle Textiles Limited, Mont-St-Hilaire. Quebec, Canada

Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 178.882

Int. CI. R65h 63108 I

142_39 4 Claims

^The disclosure herein describes an improved apparatus and

method for weighing the yarn wound on the rotatable shaft of
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a yarn winding machine; the apparatus consists of a balance

beam which has at one end thereof a flrst deck for receiving

thereon at least one yarn bobbin from which skeins or balls of

yarn are to be made and which has at the opposite end thereof

a second deck for receiving thereon a plurality of individual

weights, each individual weight corresponding to the predeter-

mined weight Assigned to a skein or ball of yarn, or to a frac-

marked in terms of the types of armatures and winding pat-

terns.

Two other embodiments of relatively adjustable cams are il-

lustrated. In one embodiment, cams have radially directed

slots, portions of which are aligned to obtain the desired angu-

lar relation between them. In a further embodiment cams are

connected by eccentric pin means used to obtain the (ksired

relative angular positions.

In still another embodiment, only two relatively adjustable

cams are used, but with four stop dogs, two of which are angu-

larly adjustable.

The operation of the armature rotating mechanism is

described for the winding of both one and two coil per slot ar-

matures. In all embodiments only two of the dogs are used for

stopping the armature at predetermined positions for winding

armatures having only one coil per slot.

36

tion thereof. Positioned to be responsive to the balance beam

movement, an electrical switch, when closed, causes the rota-

tion of the machine shaft on which yarn is bundled in the form

of a skein or a ball; when the weight of the yarn transferred

from the bobbin onto the shaft equals that of the one or more

weights removed from the second deck prior to a winding

operation, the balance beam returns to equilibrium thereby

opening the switch and stopping the winding operation.

3,785,584

SNAP LOCK ASSEMBLY
John R. CreUin, Jr., Spencertown, N.Y., assignor

temational Corp.,^AIbany, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199,62

Int. CLB65h 75//

4

U.S.CL 242-118.6

to Albany In-

1

7 Claims

3,785,583

SHAFT ROTATING MECHANISM
John M. Biddison, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Globe Tool

and Engineering Company, Dayton, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 888,406, Dec. 29, 1969, Pat. No.

3,673,878. This application Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,436

lnt.CI.H02k/5/09

U.S.CL 242-7.05 B 10 Claims

The spindle to which an armature is chucked is driven by a

drive shaft stopped at plural different predetermined positions

by the engagement of stop dogs with cams mounted thereon.

In one embodiment there are four cams mounted on the drive

shaft for stopping the drive shaft at any one of four positions

for winding armatures having two coils per slot. The angular

positions of the four cams are pre-adjustable on the drive shaft

whereby the predetermined stopped positions thereof can be

changed to accommodate difl^erent types of armatures and dif-

ferent patterns of wind. Two of fhe cams are adjustably con-

nected by a sleeve having gear teeth meshing with gear teeth

relatively fixed to one of the cams and an eccentric connec-

tion to the other of the cams. These cams are rotatable relative

to other cams and locked in adjusted positions by pins project-

ing through apertures therein. The apertures are appropriately

A first member has spaced openings formed therein, said

openings each being defined by a rigid portion on one side and

the end of a resilient tongue on the other side. Each rigid por-

tion includes a beveled leading edge surface and an inner sur-

face that terminates forming a gripping shoulder. A second

member has yieldable projections formed and arranged for en-

gagement with an insertion into the openings of the first

member. Each projection has an enlarged end portion defined

by an inclined surface formed on a side of the projection ad-

jacent a rigid portion of the first member. The incHned surface

terminates abruptly to form a lip for engaging the gripping

shoulder of the first member. After insertion of the projections

into the openings, the lips engage the gripping shoulders and

the resilient tongues engage the projections on a side opposite

the inclined surface to prevent disengagement of the lips and

gripping shoulders and removal of the projections.

3,785,585

BOBBIN SOCKET
Isao Sato, 2-17, 2-chome, Tomigaoka, Nara, Japan

Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 194,894

Ctolms priority, application Japan, Dec. 4, 1970, 45/121345

[U]; Dec. 18, 1970, 45/127974 [U]

Int. CI. B65h 75/70

U.S.CL 242-118.31 > Claim

In a bobbin socket having a metal ring mounted between a

bobbin body and a socket body, said ring has such a substan-

tially S shape in vertical section that it can be integrally

mounted to the upper and outer periphery of the socket body
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w n rf... «f the ^ket bodv from coplanar convolutions, with several radial layers stacked axi-

so as to protect the flange surface of the ^'^^^^"^ ''"T" ..^ ^^d method and apparatus for making such coils,

plastic deformations and damages wh.ch might otherwise be ^Hy .^and metho
^^ ^^^^pp^^^ ^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^ predetermined bend-

ing radii which are different for different convolutions w.thin a

radial layer. One or more of the convolutions within each radi-

al layer may be bent at constant bending radius; the rest may

caused by the forced pressure of the lowest periphery of the

bobbin body.

3,785,586

FRICTION WHEEL DRIVE ESPECIALLY FOR CASSETTE

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS

Heinz Engert. and Heinz-Dieter Engert, both of Dyroffstr. 4C.

Munich I ntermenzing, Germany

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,692

lnt.Cl.Bllb/5/i2.G03b//04

L.S. CI. 242-201 7 Claims

be bent at gradually changing radii The bending radius is con-

trolled by an electric and hydraulic network employing both

timed and feedback controls. The coil may be built either up-

wardly, with the most recently made radial layer always at the

bottom of the coil, or it can be built downwardly, with the

most recently made radial layer always on the top of the coil.

I

3 785 588

TAPE TRANSPORT REEL SERVO SYSTEM

Eugene Charles Schramm, Boonton, NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed NoV . 24, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 20 1 ,649

Int. CI. B65h 59138; G03b 1104, G 1 Ih H52

U.S.CI.242-188 2 Claims

A flywheel is driven from a motor output shaft by resilient

power transmission means, and has a smaller diameter sleeve

or hub rotatable therewith. A shaft secured to the flywheel ex-

tends concentrically through the hub or sleeve, and has a

diameter substantially less than the internal diameter of the

hub. An additional sleeve is telescoped over this shaft, and has

a cutaway portion therein at a distance from the flywheel

equal to the axial length of the first-mentioned hub. this cu-

taway exposing the shaft. The flywheel is rotatably mounted

on a setting lever which is operable to set positions by means

of a manually displaceable cam wheel acting through a spring.

In one position of the parts, the hub engages a counterwheel

driving a further friction wheel associated with a shaft mount-

ing a rewind pulley and. in another position of the lever, a fric-

tion wheel secured to a shaft associated with the forward drive

reel extends into the cutaway portion to directly engage the

shaft secured to the flywheel, for low speed forward move-

ment of the tape.

— t
I

KM '

'J

3,785,587

COIL OF CONTINUOUS ELONGATED MATERIAL

Herbert J. Meyfarth, Cleveland, Ohio, and John J. Crosby.

Cambria Heights, N.Y., assignors to Republic Steel Corpora-

tion, Cleveland, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 823,764, May 12, 1969. This appUcation

June 24, 1971, Ser. No. 156,457

Int. CL B65h 55100; B21c 47/00

U.S.CL242-159 5 Claims

A coil made of a continuous piece of elongated material

such as tubing, prebent into pancake-hke spirals called radial

layers each radial layer made up of several concentric and

In a tape transport system including first and second rotata-

ble tape storage reels, the nonlinear servo mechanism as-

sociated with the first reel is enabled during the fast wind

mode to control the tape supply between the reels w.thin a

predetermined range, while the motor associated with the

second reel is continuously energized in the forward direction

to independently effect tape transfer from the first reel to the

second reel, the nonlinear servo mechanism associated with

the second reel being disabled during this mode. Tension

means associated- with the first reel maintains substantially

constant tape tension independently of tape supply. It is a fea-

ture of this invention that the first and second reel motors

normal torque-speed characteristics are respectively modified

to counteract the tape's dynamic tension and to provide the

predetermined maximum linear tape speed
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3,785,589

MECHANISM FOR TRANSPORTATION OF AN
INFORMATION CARRIER AT RESPECTIVELY

DIFFERENT SPEEDS
Vladimir Valerlanovich Benderovsky, ulitsa Dymerskaya, 37,

kv. 1; Alexandr Ivanovich Schepotiev, Brest-Vitovsky

prospekt, 112, kv. 39; Igor Alexandrovich Yastrebov, 52

Delegatskv pereullk, 10, kv. 1, and VIktoria Mikhailovna

Kotenko, BrestLitovsky prospekt, 19, kv. 27, all of Kiev,

U S S.R.

Filed July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167,122

Int.CLBllb/5/32.G03by/04

U.S.CL 242-201 4 Claims

3,785,591

COOLING SYSTEM, EMPLOYING HEAT-EXPANDABLE
MEANS, FOR AN AERODYNAMICALLY HEATED

VEHICLE
Charles J. Stafanach, Jr., Grand Prairie, Tex., assignor to LTV

Aerospace Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

Filed May 25, 1971, Ser. No. 146,703

Int. CL B64c 1/40; B64g 1100

U.S. CL 244- 1 SC »3 Claims

A mechanism for transportation of an information carrier

from a supply re^l onto a take-up reel by means of a driving

motor adapted to be drivingly connected with the take-up reel

through at least two independent transmissions having dif-

ferent transmission ratios. One transmission includes a pair of

bevel gears and the other includes a worm and worm gear, and

actuation of one transmission with con-current deactivation of

the other is effected by a displaceable bracket member.

A cooling system for an aerodynamically heated vehicle in-

cludes a chamber disposed within the vehicle and containing a

coolant and a heat-expandable means for increasing the pres-

sure and reducing the volume within the chamber upon being

heated during aerodynamic heating of the vehicle. Coolant

under pressure exerted within the chamber by the expandable

means is ejected from the chamber and conducted to the ex-

ternal surface of the heated, external skin of the vehicle. In

one embodiment, a plurality of coolant chambers are disposed

within a vehicle, each being positioned adjacent a respective

portion of the outer skin of the vehicle for providing indepen-

dent protection of each portion.

3,785,590

SPACECRAFT BODY WITH ROLLER MECHANISM FOR

DEPLOYABLE-RETRACTABLE THIN FILM SOLAR
ARRAY

3,785,592

VTOL AIRCRAFT
Kermit D. Kerruish, 3546 Golddust St., Phoenix, Ariz.

Donald L. Wentworth, Braddock Heights, Md., assignor to *'''*'

%t'crB6l"27';!2o'''''''
Communications Satellite Corporation, Washmgton,D.C. ,,„^, ,^',,p 2 Claims

Filed Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100,016 ^^- ^* 244-12 C

Int.CI.HOll/5/02

U.S. CI. 244-155 7 Claims

Rotatable. roller booms are carried by an extendable

jnember which moves outward from a spacecraft body with

one end of each flexible solar cell panel rigidly coupled to the

spacecraft body and the other end rigidly coupled to the

periphery of a rotatable roller boom. During deployment, the

solar cell panels which are rolled up on the roller booms un-

wind. A spring-operated negator motor coupled to the rotat-

ing boom at one end and to the fixed housing at the end of the

deployment member, winds up during deployment of the solar

cell panel to facilitate retracting of the thin film solar array by

rewinding the flexible solar panels about the periphery of the

roller booms.'

The present invention provides a vertical takeoff and land-

ing aircraft vehicle in which a ducted downward airflow is

redirected radially outward over an annular wing. The transi-

tion from the vertical to the horizontal flight mode is made by

selectively closing off portions of the airflow exiting from the

duct toward the wing. This is accomplished by means of flaps

which are gradually closed on the forward side of the aircraft

resulting in a net thrust forward due to the predominantly

rearward flowing air.
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3,785,593

AIRCRAFT PROPULSION SYSTEM

Hans J. P. Von Chain; Roscoe H. Mills, awl Charles A. Scolal-

ti all of Dayton, Ohio, assignors to The United SUtes of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 179^21

Int. CI. B64c 29/04

U.S.CI.244-12R
6CUims

coupled together and extend as one. but on further extension

the guides are uncoupled such that one guide can extend from

the other.

I

3,785,595

SYSTEM FOR SENSING AND COMPENSATING FOR THE

DISTURBANCE FORCES ON A SPACECRAFT

Robert E. FischeU, SIKer Spring, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington. D.C.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305.749

Int.CI.B64g///0

U.S. CI. 244 I SA <» C"*'""*

The invention relates to a propulsion system particularly

adapted to VTOL and STOL type of aircraft and in which a

mam wing has an auxiliary wmg arranged either above or

below in spaced biplane relation with the space between the

wings, in combination with suitable end plates, forming a

rectangular propulsion duct extending spanwise on each side

of a central fuselage A gas turbine driving an air compressor

has the compressed air therefrom delivered through a conduit

formed in one of the wings from whence it passes to a series of

injection nozzles which inject air into the duct inlet to entrain

and mix with atmospheric air drawn into the inlet and which

expands in a diffuser portion of the duct to generate an aug-

mented propulsive thrust The nozzles are housed in stream-

lined struts or housings extending vertically between the wings

and transverse to the duct. One of the wings is provided with

an adjustable trailing edge flap for varying the discharge area

of the propulsive duct diffuser and the other wing is provided

with a flap provided with nozzles at its leading edge and

adapted to discharge over the suction surface of the flap and

when the flap is depressed downward to cause additional

downward deflection of the propulsive duct discharge by "C-

oanda" effect.

An improved system for sensing the disturbance forces on a

spacecraft An unsupported mass is shielded by the spacecraft

from external non-gravitational forces, allowing the mass to

travel in a purely gravitational orbit A sensor system responds

to motion of the spacecraft relative to the unsupported mass

and activates thrusters which force the spacecraft to follow

the unsupported mass without touching it Movable masses or

chargeable magnets on three orthogonal axes are mounted in

the spacecraft to compensate for the attraction between the

mass and other components located within the spacecraft.

I

3,785,594
' AIRCRAFT FLAP SYSTEM

Norman Lee, St. Annes-on-Sea. England, assignor to British

Aircraft Corporation Limited, London, England

Filed Mar. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 233.505

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Mar. 12, 1971,

8,236/71
Int. CI. B64c 3154

U.S. CI. 244-42 DA 6 Claims

3.785.596

IMPROVEMENTS IN OR RELATING TO AIRCRAFT
CONTROLS

Ian Chinchester-Miles, Harpenden. England, assignor to

Hawker Siddeley Aviation Limited, Surrey. England

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,077

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 27. 1971,

17652/71
Int. CI. B64c 79/00

U.S. CI. 244-83 R 13 Claims

''^•*'

A flying control system in a VTOL or V/STOL aircraft com-

prises a mechanical analoque model' of the lift and propul-

sion plant of the aircraft. Vertically-disposed electromechani-

cal transducers represent, respectively, the lift engines of the

aircraft, each transducer being vertically extendible and also

tillable in the fore-and-aft direction and delivering two electri-

cal output signals, indicating vertical extension and tilt respec-

1 ^ , o no« tivelv to control respectively the throttle opening and thrust
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"pitch" by movement of the rudder pedals and control to the base member prevents an iron supported on the sup-

column, and to translate vertically and horizontally fore-and- porting components from falling off the supporting com-

aft by movements of a lift control lever.

3,785,597

PARACHUTE HARNESS RELEASE
John A. Gaylord, Greenbrae, Calif., assignor to H. Koch &

Sons, Inc., Corte Madera, Calif.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 231,994

Int. CI. B64d 7 7/50, /7/i«

U.S.CI. 244-151 A 8Claims

JS^

A manipulable device for piercing a cartridge releases gas

under pressure into conduits to release all the buckles of the

harness. The buckles are also releasable manually. Between

the gas connection to the buckles on the lap belt and the

manipulabW device or cartridge casing is a disconnect

anchored to the plane which, when the pilot is ejected from

the plane, disconnects the gas connection of the lap belt

buckles from the gas supply or cartridge casing, so that when

the crewman lands, he can manipulate the cartridge piercing

device to be quickly released from the parachute harness,

without releasing the lap belt buckles which latter support the

survival kit in convenient position on the crew man.

J.
19 ?0,

^'OO
30

ponents. A loop affixed to and extending from the base

member permits hanging of the iron pad when not in use.

3,785,600

ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING ASSEMBLIES FOR GROUPS
OF SEATS IN AIRCRAFT OR OTHER VEHICLES

Felix Padovano, Rome, Italy, assignor to IP Industria Chlmica

per I'Arredamento S.p.A., Rome, Italy

Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,606
'

Int. CI. F16m 7 7/20

U.S. CI. 248-188.1 5 Claims

3,785,598

MEANS FOR SUSPENDING CABLES FROM MINE ROOF
Peter M. Glllstrap, 325 Walker St., Hartford, Ky.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,218

Int. CI. F16I J/00

U.S.CI. 248-58 2 Claims

3/i

A hanger for supporting cables or the like adjacent the roof

of a mine is shaped for ready attachment to a mine roof plate

held by a safety bolt embedded in the roof material. The

hanger is provided with an adjustable keeper serving to hold

the supported cable on the hanger.

An adjustable mounting for a group of chairs or other arti-

cles comprises a pair of beams supported from a floor or other

load bearing structure. The chair mountings are secured in

selected positions in channels extending along the beams. The

beam support are secured in selected positions in other chan-

nels extending along the beams, the positions of the floor sup-

ports being independent of the position of the floor

mountings.

3,785,599

IRON PAD
Ramon Ramirez, Miami, Fla., assignor to The Raymond Lee

Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210^83

Int. CI. D06f 79/02

U.S.CL 248—1 17.2 6Ctolms

An iron pad comprises a base member having substantially

planar upper and lower surfaces. Iron supporting components

such as nickel plated steel or Teflon coated steel mounted on

the upper surface of the base member supports an iron. Guard

rails such as nickel plated steel or Teflon coated steel affixed

3,785,601

SHOCK ABSORBING SECUREMENT DEVICE
Elwyn L. Kitchen, Jr., Troy, and Gregory H. Kirk, Farming-

ton, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,356

Int. CI. B60p 3106, 7108; B60d 45100

U.S.CI.248-119R 2 Claims

A securement device for maintaining a vehicle on a trans-

porter characterized in that the securement device is formed

in two parts which are bonded together by an elastomeric

material. One part of the securement device is adapted to be
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mou„,ed .o ,h. „nde.,de of ,he veh.Ce. while .h. o.he, pan s.gh, --".es i„c,ude. a r„.
^^^^^^

is adapted to be connected to the transporter and the be mounted on the second component The first element has a

surface which is provided with an undercut securing groove

having at least one open end A second element is adapted to

be fixed to the first component and has a securing stud which

is shaped to mate with the securing groove to thereby provide

a slidable fit therethrough The securing stud is receivable in

the securing groove through the open end thereof A substan-

tially circular member has a cutout portion which defines a

flat surface, the circular member being mounted on the first

element for rotation in the region of the open end. the circular

elastomeric material serves to absorb shock loads caused by

movement of the vehicle due to inertial forces.

3,785,602

TOEBOARD CLAMP FOR STEEL SCAFFOLDING

Charles T. Juculano. Oshkosh. Wis., assignor to Symons Cor-

poration, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, S«r. No. 231,266

Int.CLF16in/J/02

t'.S.CL 248-214 6 Claims

member being rotatable between a first position in which the

surface is so positioned in relation to the securing groove that

the securing stud can pass into or out of the groove and a

second position in which the surface is so oriented that the

securing stud can only enter but not move out of the groove A

bolt having an eccentric portion is rotatable on the first ele-

ment and moves relative to the securing stud in response to

rotation of the bolt, the bolt being operatively positioned in

relation to the stud to force the stud against surfaces of both

the groove and the circular member to effectively lock the

second element to the first element

3,785,604

SLPPORT BRACKET FOR LANTERNS AND THE LIKE

Edward James Steck, 9017 Laurel Crest Dr., Creslwood. Mo.

Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,659

Inl.CLF16m/J/02 |

L.S.CL 248-231 7 Claims

A clamp comprises a U-shaped rod with a semicircular bight

portion that embraces a rear side of a post. Its legs project for-

wardly from the bight portion, to overlie the top edge of an

edgewise upright board, thence downwardly to confine the

board against the post. The bight portion can be welded to a

length of tubing that encircles the post and through which a

set screw extends. Or a second member having a semicircular

post embracing portion can be rigidly connected to said bight

portion by an elongated element that holds the semicircular

portions coaxial, spaced vertically and opening forwardly.

3,785,603

ADJUSTABLE MOUNT
Ernst ApeL Gebrunn-Wurzburg, Germany, assignor to Ernst

Apel Fabrik fur Feinnechanik, Gerbrunn-Wurzberg, Ger-

many
Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,852

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 20, 1970. P 70

38 599.8
Int.CLF41g//iS

U.S. CL 248—225 ^ Claims

An adjustable mount for releasably mounting a first com-

ponent on a second component, particularly for telescopic

A support bracket device for lanterns and the like consists

Of an elongated abutment arm. a support arm pivoted thereto

and rotatable from a storage position aligned with said abut-

ment arm to an operative position generally perpendicular to

the abutment arm, and a strap secured to said abutment arm at

a right angle therewith and adapted to encircle a tree or the

like for securing the abutment arm in aligned abutting relation

with the tree or other upright columnar member.
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3,785,605

BOOK PROP
Hemant Parekh, 20 Woodcliff Ave., North Bergen, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 36,228, May 1 1, 1970,

abandoned. This application Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,423

Int.CLA47b2i/00

U.S.CL 248-455 6 Claims

3,785,607

APPARATUS FOR MOLDING CONCRETE COLUMNS

George W. Worker, Hamden, and Philip L. Waddlngton,

North Haven, both of Conn., assignors to Leonard Concrete

Pipe Co., Inc., Hamden, Conn.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,099

Int,CLE04g/ 5/02

U.S. CL 249-48 ^ Claims

A book prop is provided for holding open a book in an

inclined position for reading without obscuring any of the

printed subject matter and providing a steady support re-

gardless of the distribution of the pages of the book. The book

prop can be made as two separate identical elements or as an

'integral piece.

3,785,606

MECHANISM FOR FORMING A FOUNDATION

Melvin Perry Green, 608 N. E St., Imperial, Calif.

Filed July 31 , 1972, Ser. No. 276,773

Int. CLEOlc 7/00

U.S.CL 249-3 2 Claims

II

'3 A •0

3S

^s<S^

Apparatus for molding concrete columns wherein an elon-

gated shell has a pair of longitudinal sectors which are hinged

to swing between closed and open positions so that the

finished concrete column may be removed from the shell.

Latches are provided for temporarily locking the sectors in the

closed position and the periphery of the shell is provided with

hooks which enable the shell to be transported between

concrete column processing stations. A supporting jig

separate from the shell permits the shell to be supported on

the cross members of the lifting track of a fork lift tractor.

3,785,608

JIG FOR PRECASTING A PLURALITY OF PANELS

Arthur H. Heinzman, 1433 Laburnum St., McLean, Va.;

Henry G. Clifton, Jr., 8955 Colesbury PI., Fairax, Va., and

Robert A. Theobald, 57 14 Marengo Rd., Bethesda, Md.

Filed May 28, 1971, Ser. No. 147,886

Int. CL B28b 7/22

U.S.CL 249-161 5 Claims

The mechanism comprises a base having a narrow vertically

extending and horizontally elongated section and a relatively

wide and horizontally elongated top section. The top section

supports a foundation form that, in one embodiment, is flexi-

ble for forming a curved foundation; and in another embodi-

ment the form is a channel. The form and the top section of

the base are constructed to provide a series of vertically

aligned guides spaced horizontally from one another to

receive stakes. The form is connected with one of the ends of

each of a plurality of longitudinally extendible and contracta-

ble braces, and the other ends are held in place by stakes. In

the embodiment in which the form is a channel, like channels

have their adjoining ends connected with hinges that provide

for longitudinal adjustment thereof Too, when a plurality of

transversely disposed channels are to be interconnected, one

of the channels may abut another channel intermediate the

ends of the latter. In that event, clamping mechanism is pro-

vided for connecting the channels together.

A iig for precasting a multiplicity of panels, one against

another, and a demountable panel precasting plant containing

a multiplicity of such jigs set in succession to form a precast

wall panel plant are disclosed. Each jig comprises a fixed end

wall for shaping the back face of the initial panel, a movable

form in which the front face and side walls are shaped and a jig

base on which the movable form reciprocates.
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1. 1. 1 i.A »nHc nf the tie rod that, when said looped ends

The UK case may dc a ,.v/i.v.»..- -— . , ,. ki..

edges by a pair of beams wh.ch serve as tracks for the movable

^°Trow of columns alongside each side of the jig base sup-

ports a cross beam to wh.ch the movable jig may be locked at

the successive locations along the jig base correspondmg to

successive panel thicknesses so that each jig may cast panel

against panel w.th the back face of all panels other than the .n-

malpand formed agamst the front face of the prev.ously cast

panel. The movable jig may also be locked to the tracks.

3,785.609

DEVICE FOR THE TREATMENT OF FERROUS METAL

fNGOTS WHICH ARE INTENDED TO BE REMOVED

FROM MOLDS WITHOIT HOLD-LP PERIODS

Andre D.ussan; Jean Charles Daussan. and Gerard Daussan,

all of 9 Avenue Leclerc de Hauteclocque, Metz, France

Filed Sept. 27. 1971. Set. No. 183.767

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 7. 1970. 7036202

Int.Cl.B22d7/;0

l).S.a.249-197 .4
Claims

hardened concrete wall along with the looped ends of the tie

rod.

3.785,611

SWING DISC CHECK VALVE

Roland Di Sabatino, Jr.. Collingswood, NJ., assignor to

Amelek. Inc., New York. N.Y.
,,. ^,, '.

Filed July 1 3. 1972, Ser. No. 27 1 ,633
|

Inl.CI.FI6ki///4J

l).S.a.25I-25
'C*-'"*

The device is constituted by a heat-insulatmg and/or ex-

othermic lining, compr.smg a smgle element or a "urnber o

juxtaposed elements, prov,ded.with a metallic ^«'"f°;«""^"^

lh.ch has an extensive open structure and forms meshes. On«

portion of the meshes is embedded m the thickness of the Im-

Tng whilst another portion, adjacent to the volume which s

Sd w th molten metal, is uncovered Since the contact sur-

faces be ween the mold and the metallic portions which serve

o clamp the lining to the mold are quite small, the t""-'-

sion of heat from the metal to the upper portion of the mold is

»reat°y reduced with respect to known devices Moreover the

manufacture of each element only, requires placmg the cor^

responding portion of the reinforcement ,n a "told with

permeable* walls, wherein a slurry is fed and thejK,nds

, between the lining, the reinforcement and the '"got are irn^

proved, which allows early displacement of the mgot after its

removal from the mold.

3,785,610

CONCRETE WALL FORM TIE ROD ASSEMBLY WITH

TW IST-OFF SPACER MEMBERS

Richard T. DagieU Elk Gn>ve Village. HI., assignor to Symons

Corporation, D«s Plaines, N.Y. .,, ^,
Filed Mar. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 232,072

Int. CI. E04g / 7106

US CI 249-214 4 Claims

A concrete wall form tie rod assembly in which the tie rod

has (a) looped ends for connection to opposed and spaced

ajart wall form panels, (b) breakbacks by means of which the

r^ may be fractured in order to permit removal of the looped

e^s of the tie rod from the hardened concrete wall, and (c)

molded torque receiving plastic spacer members which are o

Tt^cial construction and make such interlocking engagement

A swing disc check valve has a closure or disc member

swingably mounted within a valve body to open and close a

passage therethrough. A rigid actuating member '^ p.votally

connected to the disc member and extends outwardly of he

valve body through a pivotable joint means mounted on the

body The actuating member is actuated by means positioned

externally of the body and is guided by the pivotable joint

means during the swinging movement of the disc member

between open and closed positions.

3.785,612 I

QUICK-ACTING GATE VALVE

Siegfried Schertler, Haag, SwlUerland, assignor »» ^AT Ak-

tiengesellschaft fur Vakuum-Apparate-Technlk. Haag, Swit-

zcrland
Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,642

Cteims priority, application SwIUtrland, Oct. 25, 1971,

'''''"'
i.t.a.Fi6ki;/;2

1«1_43 7 Claims
^
A quick acting valve having a valve closure disc connected

by a spindle or stem to the holding plate of an electromagnet

•Jcorporated in a spring biased piston disposed in a pneumatic
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cylinder The face of the holding plate is partially undercut so member in opposite directions, sequential or cyclic operations

thTwhen the valve is open an5 the elctromagnet is deener- of the actuators for changing the vaWe from one operating

gized. the fluid pressure acting on the undercut surface and on position to another being mterlocked and determined by a

fie closure disc abruptly moves the plate, spindle and disc sequencing valve which is responsive to movements of the

toward the closed position. As soon as the plate separates valve positionmg member.

3,785,614

HYDRAULIC SHIFT VALVE FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMATIC POWER TRANSMISSION

Koji Enomoto, Yokohama. Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor

Company, Limited, Yokohama City, Japan

Filed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 193,017

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 29, 1970,

45/107900 [U]

Int.CI.F16ki//74i

U.S.CL 251-63 3 Claims

from the magnet its effective surface area increases, which ac-

celerates the valve closing. The spring thereafter urges the

piston against the plate to maintain the valve closed. To open

the valve the pressure above the piston is vented and the mag-

net is energized, which forces the piston, plate, spindle and

disc upwards against the spring force.

3,785,613

SEQUENCING VALVE CONTROL APPARATUS AND
SYSTEM

Joseph A. R. Picard. 9792 La Arena Cir.. Fountain Valley,

Calif.

Filed Nov. 15. 1971, Ser. No. 198,745

Int. CL F16k i///2. FOlb 2//02. FOll 15/00

U.S. CI. 251-56 SCUims

a}"^ A2

111 '^c\j ; '^

I2c 12 b 22

flRl\^l6
AJ

'10

A hydraulic shift valve for effecting a shift between a plu-

rality of gear ratios in an automotive automatic power trans-

mission, which shift valve includes a valve spool movable to

two extreme positions and having thereon at least three

spaced valve spool lands, an inlet port adapted to be opened

and closed by an intermediate valve land, an outlet port selec-

tively communicating with the inlet port, a hydraulic throttle

pressure port provided at a position to cause the pressure

therein to selectively act on one of remaining two valve lands,

a governor pressure port provided at a position to cause the

pressure therein to continuously act on the other one of the

remaining valve lands, and a line pressure port provided at a

position to cause the pressure therein to selectively act on the

differential area between the intermediate valve land and the

one of the remaining valve lands, the valve spool being shifted

in response to variations in the relative magnitude of the pres-

sures acting thereon. .

Control and power actuating means for the sequential

operation of a valve component, particularly of relatively

large valve units, wherein the valve component is required to

be moved in going from one operating position to another

through a succession of linear and rotational movements in

opposite directions, in which one power actuator is selectively

energizable to move a positioning member for the valve com-

ponent in axially reciprocal directions, and another power ac-

tuator is selectively energizable to rotate the positioning

3,785,615

EMERGENCY TRIP THROTTLE VALVE

John B. Haven, Lunenburg, Mass., assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,750

Int. CI. G05g / 1100; F16k J//44

U.S. CL 251—74
"' 8 Claims

A latching mechanism for an emergency trip throttle valve

of the type used to rapidly shut down the flow of steam to a

steam turbine. In the reset position with the valve unseated, a

latching-up lever supports the valve in an open position

against the force of a valve closing spring. In turn, the

latching-up lever is supported by a rotatable latch pin. The

geometry of the latch pin and latching-up lever causes the

valve supporting force to be transferred from the latching-up

lever to the latch pin. in a direction acting through the center

of rotation of the latch pin. This tends to prevent self-tripping

due to vibration and reduces the friction moment required to
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trip by eliminating all components of the valve supporting don externally of the passage w.th a hydraul.cally operated

force but that which acts directly through the latch pm clamp and movmg the clamp towards the passage by means of

a pair of hydraulic rams so that the tendon is pushed m its lon-

gitudinal direction into the passage The tendon is fully in-

serted in a series of steps governed by the strokes of the

hydraulic rams. At the conclusion of each stroke, the clamp is

released from the tendon and returned along the tendon away

from the passage to its starting position where it is ready to

again grip the tendon and be moved by the rams towards the

center Additionally, adjustments are provided for insuring the

perfect alignment of the latching-up lever and the latch pin

3,785.616

METERING VALVE
Coleman B. Moore. East Nantmeal Township. Chester County.

Pa., assignor to Moore Products Co., Spring House. Pa.

Filed July 15. l97I,S«r. No. 162.763

Int. CI. F16k 47/06. F15dy//0

U.S. CI. 251-121 4 Claims

passage in the next stroke of the rams to further insert the ten-

don in the passage To anchor the rams during their return

stroke returning the clamp to its starting position, a second

clamp is provided adjacent the mouth of the passage; one of

the ends of the rams being connected to the second dlamp to

be anchored relative to the tendon when the second clamp

grips the tendon Any suitable control system may be provided

for automatically operating the clamps and the rams in the

proper sequence.

3.785.618

VEHICLE JACK
Joseph P. Medwick. 4938 St. Suzanne St.. Pierrefonds.

Quebec, and Marcel Thiffault. 1 176 Brault Ave., St. Vincent

De Paul, Quebec, both of Canada
Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,71

1

Claims prioritv, application Canada. Dec. 21. 1971. 130776

Int. CI. B66f 7122

U.S. CL 254-94 6 Claims

3J -M

A metering valve for precision flow control of fluids is

shown having a body with a valve stem in threaded engage-

ment in a valve holding member in the body for advancing and

retracting movement to adjust the position of the stem. The

body has a bushing or sleeve, preferably of resilient synthetic

plastic material interposed between inlet and outlet fluid con-

nections and exposed to the upstream pressure and a portion

of the valve stem extends into the sleeve which portion is pro-

vided with a tapered helical thread or groove for fluid flow

The pitch of the threads on the threaded portion and the pitch

of the tapered helical groove can be the same or slightly dif-

ferent. Provision is made for shut off of flow. The sleeve is

preferably of a composition having a reduced coefficient of

thermal expansion normal to its axis for use at elevated tem-

peratures.

A vehicle jack for use with a vehicle having at least one

socket mounted on the vehicle for nonrotatably receiving a

shaft portion of the jack. A lifting member with a hub is

rotatably mounted by its hub on the shaft portion of the jack

extending out from the socket. The lifting member has a

ground contacting portion extending about at least a portion

of the hub and arcuately curved whereby the ground contact-

ing surface steadily increases in radial distance from the

center of the hub.

3.785.617

METHOD FOR INSERTING TENDONS INTO SHEATHING

Rene Friedrich. Saratoga. Calif., assignor to VSL Corporation,

Los Gatos, Calif.

Filed Dec. 1 5, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 208, 1 29

Int. CLE21b/ 9/00

U.S.CL 254-1 1 Claim

A reinforcing tendon is inserted axially into an elongated

passage formed in concrete, soil or rock, by gripping the ten-

3,785,619

INSULATOR AND SUPPORT FOR ELECTRICALLY
CHARGED FENCE WIRES

George F. Oltmanns, 2528 Pensacola Ave., Chicago, III.

DivUion of Ser. No. 1 18,406, Feb. 24, 1971, Pat. No.

3,684,247. This application May 19, 1972, S«r. No. 255,037

Int. CI. E04h 1 7124

U.S.CI.256-10 2 Claims

A reusable insulator and support for attaching electrically

charged fence wire to fence posts or rods comprises a flexible.
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s^p'por, member has a poruon deflecable into a conHgurauon
^^^'^'^IP^^^^^^Zl^^t^^Z^, ,„ch as by be.ng f,e.-

to rotate, or by being rotated, in response to conditions within

the mix.

3,785,622

MOUNTING DEVICE FOR MOBILE CONCRETE MIXING
DRUM

James E. Johnson, Waterkw, Iowa, assignor to Construction

Machinery Company, Waterloo, Iowa

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,216

Int.a.B28c5/y«

U.S. CI. 259-176 12 Claims

for encircling the fence wire and is attachable to the fence

post in a manner to support the fence wire on the post.

3,785,620

MIXING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Max Huber, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to

Brothers Ltd., W interthur, Switzerland

Flledjune2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,230

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 29

6303/71
Int. CLBOIf 5/06

Sulzer

1971,

U.S.CL 259-4 7 Claims V

—s

The mixable media are passed in uniflow relation through

one or more packing elements composed of corrugated lamel-

las so that a thorough mixing takes place within the packing

elements. The corrugations of adjacent lamellas are oriented

in different directions while adjacent packing elements are an-

gularly offset from each other.

The present invention comprises a mounting means for a

concrete mixer drum having one end adapted to be mounted

rotatably to a truck. A power shaft is fixed to the drum for

rotating it and the power shaft is rotatably mounted wjthin a

power shaft housing. The mounting means comprises a collar

surrounding and gripping the power shaft housing, the collar

having an upper mounting member and a lower mounting

member thereon. The upper mounting member is rotatably

mounted to a support means for rotation about an upstanding

axis, and the lower mounting member is mounted in a ball and

socket joint to the support means so as to carry the weight of

the concrete mixer. The support means is flxed to the truck

frame so that the ball and socket joint transfers the weight of

the mixing drum to the truck frame.

3,785,621

PREPARATION OF MIXES

Leonard Maxwell Hoskins, Hughenden VaUey, England, as-

signor to National Research Development Corporation, Lon-

don, England
Filed Sept. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 76,066

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 29, 1969,

47,872/69
Int. CLBOIf 7/26, B29h///0

U.S.CL 259-102

3,785,623

DOUGH PORTIONING MACHINE
Helmut Konig, Ursprungweg 70-72, Graz, Austria

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 232,756, March 8, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,733,058. This application Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No,

288,159

Claims priority, application Austria, Sept. 13, 1971, 7938

Int. CLA21C 7/06'

U.S.CL 259-185 . • 10 Claims

5 Claims

jJ^SL

'« '"

»

^ /ex*

Dough to be portioned is filled into a hopper, which leads to
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I •

of a rotating drum Two rotary members are arrar^ged m the the .njector type with improvements in mixing and air pump-

hopper, each of which carries three blades servmg for prepor- .
I

tioning the dough Below the rotary members a dough sensmg

means is arranged responsive to the quantity of dough

delivered by the rotary members to the chamber The dough

sensing means cooperate with a switch for stoppmg the move-

ment of the rotary members, if too much dough is delivered to

the chamber.

3,785.624

CARBIRETOR
Frederick J. Marsee, Clawson, Mich., assignor to Ethyl Cor-

poration, Richmond, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser . No. 8 1 2,5 1 9, Feb. 25, 1 969,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

700,321, Jan. 3, 1968, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-

part of Ser. No. 551,463, May 19. 1966. abandoned. This

application Oct. 12,1 970, Ser. No. 80, 1 06

Int.CI.F02m///0

U,S.CI.261-23A 14 Claims

ing which are specially adapted to either multiple circular ven-

turies or large circular venturies or both.

3,785,626
'

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INJECTION COOLING
TOWERS

Wilson E. Bradky, Jr., EUicott City, and Edward N. Schinner,

Silver Spring, both of Md., assignors to Baltimore Aircoil

Company, inc., Jessup, Md.

Filed May 19, 1971. Ser. No. 144.855

lnl.CI.BOlfi/04

U.S.CI.261-36R 7 Claims

I

Automatic choke for primary and secondary carburetor

barrels of gasoline engine has temperature-responsive means

connected, to primary choke plate and to secondary choke

plate, connection to primary plate being yieldable to permit

primary plate to be moved toward open position by intake suc-

tion and/or intake air flow while secondary choke plate stays

closed. When power operation is needed during choked con-

dition, secondary throttle opens giving proper choked opera-

tion of secondary barrel which can also have intake suction

and/or intake air flow arrangements for moving secondary

choke plate toward open condition. Automatic choke can

have temperature-adjusted control for variably limiting open-

ing of choke by intake suction and thus provide better per-

formance. Primary induction passage preferably has small

cross-sectional area (not more than one-eighth of the total

cross-sectional area of all induction passages), and idling

desirably arranged to take place on the main jet.

I

A control system for injection evaporative heat exchangers

comprised of a chamber having a mouth, a throat, and a re-

gion downstream of the throat between it and the exhaust

opening. Water is injected into the throat and induces air flow

into the mouth and causes mixed concurrent flow downstream

of the throat Air is discharged from the exhaust opening and

cooled water is collected. Controls are provided by which the

amount of air pumped per unit time is controllable to accom-

modate the unit to variable heat load conditions.

3,785,625

INJECTOR TYPE EVAPORATIVE HEAT EXCHANGER
John EngalUcheff, Jr., Gibson Island, Md., assignor to Bal-

timore Aircoil Company, Inc., Jessup, Md.

Filed May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 144,857

Int.CI.BOlfi/04

U,S.CL 261-29 1 Claim

This application discloses an evaporative heat exchanger of

3,785,627

CHARGE FORMING APPARATUS

John J. Tuzson, Evanston; Irving H. Hallberg, and James Rv

Vaughn, both of Des Plaines, all of III., assignors to Borg-

W arner Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,891

Int.CLF02m7//4

U.S.CI.261-36A ^ , *^u*"!.""
Charge forming apparatus for metering fuel m which a

stream of induction air impinges upon a stream of liquid fuel

for changing the shape thereof. Fuel is stripped from the

reformed liquid stream for dispersion into the air stream. Sin-
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draft or down draft mounting. One embodiment eliminates

the choke plate providing a compact structure having a short

air induction passage.

3,785,628

\ DEVICE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

PROCEDURES FOR THE DECONTAMINATION OF
'

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE EXHAUST GASES

Ludwig G. Lang, Zimmerstrasse 10-12, DarmsUdt, Germany

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,229

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 16, 1971, P 21

40910.9 ,^,,^
Int. CI. F02m 29114

U.S. CI. 261-65 >5 culms

bers are each provided with a hinged joint so that the diffusers

can be rotated about the hinged joint to a location out of the

basin for cleaning or replacement.

3,785,630

GAS COLLECTOR FOR STEEL FURNACE

Daniel E. Pike, Harrington Park, N J., assignor to Air PolluUon

Industries, Inc., Englewood,NJ. nn7 n^o
Division of Ser. No. 80,332, Oct. 13, 1970, Pat. No. 3,707,069.

Thfa application Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,817

Int. CI. C21c 5/40 ,

U.S. a. 266-16 2 Claims

A device for the implementation of procedures for the

decontamination of internal combustion engine «haust gases

by preparation of a flammable and ignitable a.r-fuel mixture

with a variable air ratio figure X by means of a throttle flap ad-

justment regulating the fuel jet hydraulic resistance and

which is adjustable such that fuel atomization is performed

using a throttle flap permitting a tolerated air gap all around

"he circumference in the carburetor duct for the throttle flap

position a = 0«. which has rims with bores on both sides, and

which is followed by a ramjet in the carburetor duct.

to

3,785,629

APPARATUS FOR GAS DIFFUSION

Lawrence A. McKlnney, Tucson, Ariz., assignor

Westinshouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, fa.

Filed Jan. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 108,041

Int.CLC02c///2

U.S. a. 261-122
,

* Claims

A plurality of high density polyethylene or polyvi-

nvlchloride, plastic, diffuser elements are supported on a

horizontal distribution header which is in turn supportedly

Water-cooled, panel-constructed tapered hood over mouth

of steel furnace leads to water-cooled, panel-constructed

stack having approximately parabolic vertical cross-section to

increase velocity and velocity pressure of off-gas and to

reduce static pressure of off-gas and maintain such static pres-

ume at a negative value throughout stack. Off-gas will not leak

out between panel joints. Same effect may be achieved by in-

serting orifice plate in bottom of conventional stack. Inner

wall of hood and stack lined with ceramic to reduce cooling

water requirement, only enough cooling water being required

To prevent ceramic from melting, cooling of off-gases more

economically being handled in gas cleanmg system.
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3,785,631

PARTING AND BEVEL Bl RNING DEVICE

Stanley Peter Prye, 2222 Brandard, Houston, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 108,008, Jan. 20, 1971.

abandoned. This application Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,642

lnt.CI.B23k7//0

L.S. CI. 266-23 K

using such stirring member, eg to enhance or accelerate con-

tact and reaction between such melt and floating ingredients,

to carr\ out metallurgical reactions, as well as tough cast iron

contaming spherical graphite producible thereby.

10 Claims
3.785,633

MEANS FOR ATOMIZING MOLTEN METAL
Gosta karbson, Vasteras, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna S\en-

ska Ekktriska Aktiebolaget. Vastras, Sweden

Filed May 8. 1972. Ser. No. 250,922

Claims priority, application Sweden, May 12, 1971.6133/71

inl.CI.C21c7//0

t.S. CL 266-34 V <> Claims

The disclosure is to a device which can be employed in com

bination with a welding torch fixed therein in a predetermined

position and direction, the device being adapted to be moved,

carrying the torlh therewith, in straight line direction, or to be

swung in cutting with a predetermined radius The device, as

used in straight line parting or beveling, may be fixed to a

structural member that is to be beveled or parted, or otherwise

cut m any predetermined manner To cut a circle or arc. the

device is adapted to be magnetically or otherwise mounted on

the plate or shape thus to be cut.

3,785,632

APPARATUS FOR ACCELERATING METALLLRGICAL
REACTIONS

Friedrich Kraemer. Mulheim: Jorn Mandel; Siegfried Mayer,

both of Gebenkirchen: Klaus Rohrig. Essen: Hans-Peter

Schuli, Hattingen; Hilmar Weidenmuller: Klaus Dieter

Haverkamp, both of Gelsenkirchen, and Jurgen Motz. Ratin-

gen, all of Germany, assignors to Rheinstahl Huttenwerke,

Essen, Germany
Divisioa of Ser. No. 843.868, March 17, 1969, Pat. No.

3,664,826. This appUcation Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233.237

Int. CLC21C 7/00

U.S. CL 266-34 A "^ ^'•''"*

An arrangement for atomizing molten metallic material in-

cludes a furnace for tapping into a container and a cooling

section The furnace and container (crucible or ladle) are en-

closed in a tank wherein they can be subjected to vacuum The

container is raisable and lowerable with respect to the cooling

section, so that a closure valve can be inserted between them

when suction is being applied In the lowered position the con-

tainer rests on a connecting member which contains nozzles

for gas directed against the stream flowing from the container

to disintegrate the stream into particles

3,785,634

POSITIONING

James M. Denker, Scituate. Mass., assignor to Nutron Cor-

poration, Hingham, Mass.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,833

lnt.CLB23gJ/t»6

t.S.CL 269-71 9 Claims

Apparatus including means for adjusting vertically the level

of a mechanical stirring member with respect to the vertical

level of a melt. e.g. the vertical level of the interface between

the top surface of an iron melt and slagging or the like in-

gredients floating on such iron melt surface especially in a cir-

cular upright ladle with a discharge aperture, and method of

The invention features a positioning device comprising a

workpiece support platform having a planar upper surface, a

plurality of linkages, a linkage support member, means con-

nected to the linkage support member for engaging a roury

tool machine, and means for supporting the platform with the

upper surface thereof perpendicular to the axis of rotation of

the rotary tool of the machine, each linkage being connected

for pivotal motion about a first fixed axis relative to the plat-

form and for pivotal motion about a second fixed axis relative

to the linkage support, and the distance between the first and

second axes being the same for each linkage.
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3,785,635

WORKPIECE HOLD-DOWN JAWS WITH CONSTANT
DIMENSION

Carl O. Lassy, 96 Bohemia, Bristol, Conn., and William A.

Lassy, 73 Grove Ave.,*Forestville, Conn.

Filed Apr. I, 1971, Ser. No. 130,394

Int. CL B23q 3102

L.S.CL269-136 7 Claims

magazine with a substantially flat pressure plate keeping the

stack by spring pressure against retaining members acting

upon the top film, at least one of the retaining members being

a pressure member that can move to and fro near one side of

the stack, which pressure member can push one edge of the

top film toward the opposite edge, as a result of which the top

film is released from the stack over a large part of its surface.

The invention being that the direction of active movement of

the pressure member coincides with the direction in which the

films are delivered, that near the delivery end of the magazine

A hold-down for workpieces including a bed and a pair of

upstanding opposed jaws mounted thereon with at least one

jaw being movable in relation to the other with at least one jaw

also including a structure which will exert a downward force

on the workpiece when the jaws are moved toward each other

into clamping engagement with the workpiece to assure posi-

tive contact of the workpiece with the bed of the hold-down,

parallel or the like The means exerting the downward force

includes engaging inclined surfaces and engageable flat sur-

faces which will come into contact when the movable com-

ponent of the jaw has reached a predetermined position in its

downward movement thereby providing a predetermined

dimension for the jaws which is necessary in many machine

operations.

3,785,636

BAG FOLDING APPARATUS
James L. Bitting, Baton Rouge, La., and Robert J. Hagens,

Richmond, Va., assignors to Ethyl Corporation, Richmond,

Va.

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,081

Int. CI. B65h 45100

U.S. CL 270-69 * ^^^^

a blocking device is provided which can be moved into the

path of the top film, causing it to bulge during the active

movement of the pressure member, and that furthermore a

second blocking device is provided which, near the end of the

active movement of the pressure member, is pressed behind

the pushed-up edge of the top film of the stack, and presses it

back, counter to the spring force acting upon, to such an ex-

tent that the top film is released from the retaining members

and after removal of the first blocking device, can extend free-

ly in one direction of delivery.

3,785,638

FABRIC PICKUP AND TRANSFER DEVICE

Aubrey G. Beazley, EI Paso, Tex., assignor to Farah Manufac-

turing Company, Inc., EI Paso, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 5,809, Jan. 26, 1970, Pat. No.

3,61 1,957. This application Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,606

Int. CL B65h 3120

U.S.CL 271-33 6 Claims

Apparatus for folding a flat, non-self-supporting, ther-

moplastic bag An inclined support surface receives a plastic

bag which is prevented from wrinkling or bunching by means

of jets of compressed air directed against the top surface of the

bag and optionally against a portion of the bottom surface of

the bag. A reciprocating air nozzle creases the bag in the

center and introduces the bag into the first of a series of fold-

ing belts.

3,785,637

DEVICE FOR THE DELIVERY, ONE BY ONE, OF PIECES

OF FILM FROM A STACK

Lucas van der Does, Delft, Netherlands, assignor to N.V. Op-

tische Industrie "De Oude Delft ', DeMt, Netherlands

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,119

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 4, 1971,

7100002 j

Int. CLB65h J/24, J/J4

U.S.CL271—24 2 Claims

A device for the delivery, one by one, of rectangular pieces

of film from a stack, the stack being incorporated in a storage

A pick-up and transfer device is provided which holds fabric

workpieces in a stacked relationship, separates and picks up

the workpieces individually by means of an adhesive tape, if

needed in an inverted face-up or face-down relationship,

transfers the workpieces from a lower position to an upper

position, and advancer the individual workpieces to sub-

sequent garment forming devices.
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3.785.639

SHEET STACKING APPARATLS FOR A DUPLICATING

MACHINE OR THE LIKE

Bernard M. Ziebka, Morton Grove, and Paul A. Tamburrino.

Hoffman Estates, both of HI., assignors to A. B. Dick Com-

pany, Niles. 111.

Filed June 6. 1972. S«r. No. 260,110

Int.CI.B65h5/02.9//4

l.S. CI. 271-46
10 Claims

type and is provided with selectively actuable latch means.

When actuated, the latch means causes the separator head to

be maintained m a retracted position without mterruptmg the

reciprocating motion of the head Also, mounted on the head

is a member with outwardly extending serrated edges The

coaction of the serrated edges and the suction of the head is

used to separate and feed the documents.

3.785.641

ROTATABLE CORD DRIVEN PASSENGER CARRYING
DISC

Robert N. Muffly. Entlat. Wash., assignor to The Raymond Lee

Organization. Inc.. New York. N.Y.. a part interest

Filed Oct. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 295,275

Int.CLA63g//00

U.S.CL 272-46 1 ClaHn

^s^^^.-:
:^-»8<̂ ^Tg^.'J'- ' -r-

--::.-.;.-- -^-'

\*. 0$

/
/

/^

The duplicating machine includes an electrostatic copying

unit a conversion unit for converting each electrostatic copy

to form a master sheet, and a duplicating unit for making a

number of copies by direct contact between each master and

receiving sheets. The stacking apparatus is mounted between

the conversion unit and the duplicating unit and is adapted to

stack masters in inclined relationship with a portion of the

upper surface of each successive master in coextensive con-

•

tact with a corresponding portion of the lower surface of the

immediately preceding master The stacking apparatus in-

cludes an inclined planar support with lifting means in the

form of driven belts for engaging the underside of the trailing

portion of each master A control system permits the duplicat-

ing machine to operate in a continuous and fully automatic

manner.

'^'Xi'A^iJvr.lii'xi'jr^*'

A toy comprising a vertical shaft securable at its lower end

in the ground, an axle secured to the top end of the shaft and

extending upward therefrom; a horizontal circular disc having

a seat and spaced handles on the top surface; a hub disposed

roiatably about the axle and secured at its top end to the

center of the bottom surface of the disc and a pull cord

fastened at one end to the hub.

3,785,640

APPARATL S FOR SEPARATING AND FEEDING
DOCUMENTS

Henry H. Delcano. Endwell; WlUitfm M. Demchak. Johnson

City, and Marek Jakubowski. Endwell. aU of N.Y.. assignors

to International Business Machines Corporation. Armonk.

N.Y.
Filed Aug. 1, 1972. Ser. No. 277.012

Int. CI. B65h 3108, 3152

U.S. CI. 271-90
'Ctaims

3,785.642

JOGGER BALL
Pasquale J. Sterllcchi. 61 1 D Oakdale Rd., Newark. Del

Filed Aug. 17, 1970, Ser. No. 64,171

Int. CLA63b 2J/04

U.S. CI. 272-70 6 Claims

/'^

>^.^

A document separating and feeding apparatus utilizes a

retractable and reciprocating separator head of the suction

A sealed partially inflated, flexible ball having a flap top

portion and an interior disc centrally dividing the ball verti-

cally into two separate compartments. An air passageway is

formed in the disc between the two separated compartments

Thus when a user stands on top of the flat portion of the ball

and shifts his weight from one foot to the other air will flow,

correspondingly, to the compartment with the lower pressure

thereby inducing a jogging action.
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3,785.643

ERRATIC MOVEMENT TETHERED BALL STRIKING
TOY

Everett W. Rich. 424 W . Pardee Ln., Stockton, Calif.

Filed Feb. IQ, 1971, Ser. No. 114,270

Int. CI. A63b 69/20

U.S. CI. 272-78 1 Claim

which a spring of strip metal is wound and attached, the spring

being of a type which produces essentially its entire torque

force at the area where it leaves the coil on the shaft, thereby

providing a substantially constant force regardless of the

amount of winding of the spring on the shaft.

3.785.645

ELASTIC BAND TYPE EXERCISING DEVICE

Ouziel Yosef, 102, Aloof David St., Ramat-Chen. Israel

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,488

Claims priority, application Israel, Feb. 12, 1971,36178

Int.CI.A63b2//00,2i/04

U.S. CI. 272-82 * Claim

m-^ f-g

mri

A tethered ball toy is provided wherein several balls are

suspended from a line, at least one of the balls being partially

fllled with a liquid or solid, or being mounted off-center or at-

tached by a short cord to the line such that when one ball is

struck it pr6duces erratic movement of the other ball or balls.

The suspending line may contain a resilient spring or a shock

cored portion, whereby the erratic movement of the balls is

further enhanced thus requiring a high degree of agility and

coordination to kick, or otherwise strike, the ball several

times.

An expander to be used for gynfnastic or physiotherapeutic

exercises comprising an endless elastic loop and two handles

each of which is constituted by two separable halves which

define between them an arrangement of internal grooves in

such a manner that parts of said loop can be inserted in vari-

ous configurations within said grooves to adjust the length of

the loop according to requirements.

3,785,646

EXERCISING DEVICE

Sol Ruskin, 1 1 Washington Ave., Lawrence, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,929

Int.CLA63b2J/04

U.S.CL 272-57 D 5 Claims

3,785,644

PULL TYPE EXERCISING DEVICE HAVING WITH

FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE TO PULLING

Robert F. Bradley, and LindeU P. Bradley, both of 10792

Maudlin Rd.. New Buffalo, Mich.

Filed Nov. 2, 1971, S«r. No. 194,867

lnt.CLA63b2//00,2//20

U.S.CL 272-79 D 12 Claims

SOy^^Jic^^

An exercising device for attachment to the feet in the form

of a shoe having weight receiving bores in the soles thereof.

3,785,647

BALANCING DEVICE

Martin Bender, 162 N. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 187,105

Int. CLA63f 9/00

U.S.CI.273-1M 14CUims

-/^ 60

An apparatus for physical exercising in which a bar as-

sembly having a rolatable shaft with reels at opposite ends

thereof is connected to a base by ropes or other types of lines

wound on the reels. The shaft is enclosed m a tubular member

in which it rotates, and hand grips on the tubular member are

provided. Any gripping force exerted by a user on the hand

grips will be transmitted to the tubular member and to the

shaft to resist the force required to rotate the shaft, when the

bar assembly is being lifted. The shaft is rotatable in the

direction to wind the lines on the reels by a spring mechanism

which consists of a cylindrical housing and the shaft about

A device utilized for balancing objects thereon which com-

prises a support structure in the form of a body rack having at-
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tachment means such as a waist strap for detachably securing

the body rack to the body of the user so that his arms can be

free for placement of objects A plurality of transversely ex-

tending arms can be carried on the body rack, the arms havmg

support areas or receptacles for balancing objects thereon at

spaced locations such as at the ends of the arms The arms

may be rotatably mounted on the body rack, and a drive

motor may be provided for causing the arms to slowly rotate m

a horizontal plane to increase the difficuhy of balancing the

objects on the arms.

3,785,649

RACING FIGURES PULLED BY LINES RANDOMLY
WOUND ON SPOOLS

Ernst Albin Andersson, Kopmansplan 9. Tumba, Sweden

Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,934

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 15, 1970,

16944/70
^

I

lnt.CLA63f9//4 '

U.S.CL 273-86 G 1 Claim

3,785,648

HOCKEY GAME WITH MAGNETIC CONTROL
MEMBERS

Takanori William Kobayashi. Roxboro, Quebec. Canada, as-

signor to Coleco Industries, Inc., Hartford, Conn.

Fliedjuly26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,189 '

Int. CI. A63f 9100

VS. CL 273-85 B 5 Claims

Game apparatus utilizes player pieces and control members

which have disposed therein multipolar magnets of circular

cross-section having at least four alternately arranged regions

of opposite polarity circumferentially positioned thereabout,

and which are slidably operable upon a nonferrous playing

board with their axes^xlending perpendicular to the playing

surface of the board The magnet in the player piece is annular

and the player piece has a downwardly extending contact ele-

ment provided by a stud on the base portion of the player

piece which extends through the central aperture of the mag-

net and iherebelow to provide limited contact between the

body of the player piece and the playing surface of the board.

The striking portion of the player piece extends laterally out-

wardly from the base portion in contact with the upper surface

of the board and the player piece is supported upon the con-

tact element and the striking portion. The striking portion

desirably comprises an elongated arm extending laterally

along the upper surface of the playing board and it has a flared

configuration adjacent its free end provided by wing portions

which extend outwardly from each side of the arm and which

define curvilinear striking surfaces diverging from one another

and increasing in curvature towards the free end to control the

direction of an object propelled thereby. Interaction between

the magnets of a player piece and of a control member

through the playing board enables sliding and sharp pivoting

movement of the player piece upon the game board, upon

manipulation of the control member therebelow.

A game comprising a box-like rectangular base divided into

a top and a bottom portion which are capable of being con-

nected together and in which top portion there is disposed a

number of longitudinally extending grooves along which

figures are arranged to move freely under the action of pull

lines attached to the figures and to associated wmd-up spools

musted on a driven shaft extending transversally of the

grooves The shaft on which the wind-up spools are mounted

is arranged to cooperate with a spring operated clutch

mechanism which is operable to lock or to release the spools

for rotation relative to the shaft, while switches actuating the

shaft drive means are arranged to co-act with means extending

in the path of the figures moving along their respective tracks,

so that engagement of one of said figures with said means

causes the shaft drive means to be deactivated thereby

stopping rotation of the shaft and thus also movement of the

figures.

3,785,650 I

MANUALLY CONTROLLED ELECTRIC PINBALL GAME
Ronald D. Halliburton. Hollywood, Fla., assignor to Allied Lei-

sure Industries. Inc.. Hialeah. Fla.

Filed May 15. 1972. Ser. No. 253,289

Int.CLA63f 7//6

U.S.CL273-I10 1 Claim

I

A typical electric scoring pinball game board resiliently

secured within a cabinet and visible through a window as a

reflected image in an upstanding mirror. Externally projecting

handles move the board in strategic directions to control the

path of the ball One of several novel features includes a visi-

ble lateral trackway on which the ball is continuously

reciprocated. Each handle contains a button for releasing the

ball from the trackway at any desired lateral position during its
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reciprocation for descent onto the board for play. An elevator

restores the ball on the trackway for reciprocation at the con-

clusion of each game.

3,785,651

DICE MAZE PUZZLE ^
M. Kent Smith. 5532 Radnor Rd.. Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,582

Int.CLA'63b67/00

U.S.CL273-113 8 Claims

having inward facing opposed beveled surface portions and a

pushing roller, also free-running, located in between the guide

wheels. The beveled guide wheels are spaced apart an amount

slightly greater than the disc thickness to facilitate the capture

of the disc between the guide wheels and to enable the disc to

either be passed to another player having a similar driving

stick or to again set the disc into motion.

3,785,652

STICK WITH PUSH ROLLER AND ROTATABLE GUIDE
WHEELS FOR PUSHING A GROOVED DISC

Massud K. Ghovanloo, 241 Shoreward Dr., Great Neck, N.Y.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,505

Int. CL A63h 33102

U.S. CL 273-126 R » Claims

3,785,653

PINBALL GAME BUMPER ELECTRICALLY
RESPONSIVE TO BALL IMPACT

Ronald D. Halliburton, Hollywood, Fla., assignor to Allied Lei-

sure Industries, Inc., Hialeah, Fla.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,213

Int. CL A63f 7m
U.S.CI.^73-127R 5 Claims

A cube having a maze contained therein through which a

ball is movable. The puzzle has a transparent outer enclosure

containing the maze and ball. Nontransparent intermediate

walls are positioned inwardly of each transparent wall provid-

ing a space on each side of the cube in which the ball is freely

movable. The nontransparent intermediate walls are provided

with the holes through which the ball is passable to the maze

within the intermediate walls. One hole is bisected by an inner

wall thereby allowing the ball to go in one of two opposite

directions. The maze extends vertically and horizontally

through the cube.

A pinball game bumper assembly for receiving the impact of

a ball from any lateral direction against a trigger element, the

displacement of which element will operate and close a nor-

mally open electric switch for energizing a solenoid for restor-

ing the bumper to its original idle position with the switch held

open including a safety element for preventing successive ball

impacts in a single game to operate the trigger element and

switch, which also is adapted to energize a circuit to a scoring

means.

3,785,654

ASTROLOGICAL BOARD GAME APPARATUS

Marian W. Chambers, 2458 Romain Way, East Point, Ga. .

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,558

Int. CLA63f J/00

U.S.CL273-134C 2CUims

A disc game to be played between opposing players along

the lines of hockey or Lacrosse comprising a disc having an

annular circumferential groove in the rim thereof and a han-

dle-guide assembly for driving and controlling the disc. One

end of the handle assembly has two free-running guide wheels

A game using principles of astrology with a game board di-

vided into twelve "houses" of the zodiac. Each player moves
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h.s plav.ng piece around a circular portion of the game board

,n response to a thrown d.e and var.ous mstruct,ons on the

"ame board and on cards drawn by the P'->-. ^^^^^^J^^.^j!

fhe game .s to be the fust player to ascend up •P'^«^*
'f'^^

Into "paradise." Landmg upon the var.ous spaces of the gan^e

board subjects the players to negative and positive reactions to

either a bad or good "aspect" that may be expected from a

particular planet as it traverses each house o the zodiac The

p?aymg pieces correspond in shape to the players houses of

the Zodiac on the game board

3,785.655

DOMINO TYPE GAME APPARATUS

Jack D Babb, 420 BoniU. Jacksonville. Tex.

Filed Jul> U. 1972, S«r. No. 271.691

Int. CI. A63f 9120

3.785.657

GOLF CLUB SWING TRAINING DEVICE

Bynum W. Moller, P.O. Box 688. KerrvlUe. Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 201 .222. Nov. 22 1971, Pat.

No 3 738.66 1 . which is a continuation of S«r. No. 53,535, July

9 1970. abandoned. ThU application Feb. 7. 1972. Ser. No.

223.937 .

Int. CI. A63b 69136 ' "

U.S.CI.273-186A 1 1 Claims

ENERGY STOMCE
CAPOCITT >!*"•
AT < 70"««

U.S.CI.273-I37C
10 Claims

2«

ii'iii"i;'M'i|T

ii'iiil^i'i

I

Twentv-eight pieces, as in dominoes, each have first and

second indicia selected from a group of seven indicia which

may be the dot groups and blank, as in dominoes, or any other

selected indicia such as numerals, characters or symboU Each

of the seven indicia appears as the first or second indicia on

seven of the pieces, and is therefore common to seven pieces^

Additionally each piece has a third mdicia selected from the

seven indicia, which is different from its first and second in-

dicia and each of the seven indicia appears as the third mdic.a

on four pieces Accordingly each of the seven indicia is com-

mon to four additional pieces, or a total of eleven pieces.

There is disclosed a golf exercising device mcorporating a

flywheel providing resistance to downswmg movement of a

simulated golf club The flywheel also acts »« j'o^f/""*^

thereby providing a realistic pull on the simulated golf club at

the top of the backswing and providing self-powered follow-

through movement of the simulated golf club in one embodi-

ment of the invention, a tachometer is operatively connected

to the flywheel to provide a visual indication of how hard the

golf club IS being swung Another embodiment of the inven-

fion incorporates a gear unit for increasing speed of the

flywheel relative to the golf club handle Another embodiment

provides a gear ratio selector for the gear unit to change the

relative speeds of the flywheel and the golf club handle.

I

3.785.656

GAME DEVICE

Frank Gybowski, 34 Edgewood W ay. New Haven. Conn.

Filed Sept. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 289,473

Int. CI. A63b57/00. 71100,69136

U.S.CI.273-I77A
*^^'"'

3.785.658

CASSETTE-TYPE MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING AND

REPRODUCING APPARATUS

Hisao Ikeda. Osaka. Japan, assignor to Matsushita Electric In-

dustrial Co.. Ltd.. Osaka, Japan
,„^„ o . N«

Division of Ser. No. 783.947. Dec. 16. »968, Pat. No.

3 622 162. This application July 15. 1971. Ser. No. 165.790
*

' Int. CI. Glib 5/00

U.S: CI. 274-4 C
^^"""^

tr ««

An indicating device for a target for a ball or puck m which

an elongated hollow member of low mass in the shape of a

cylinder is supported on a small horizontal rod and when

struck by an object entering the target will revolve on the rod

to give a positive indication of entry or passage through the

target A U-shaped enclosure is located rearward of the

cylinder for retaining balls or pucks.

A double recording preventing means for use m a small-

sued cassette tape recording and reproducing apparatus in-

duding a manual operation mode change-over lever and a

hole sensing lever taking two different positions depending

upon the presence and absence of a double -cording preven,^

mg hole in a cassette to be recorded or reproduced, and a

manual record lever for actuating a record s-»<=»^ ;»';°"8h a

Twitching lever in accordance with the position of the hole

sensing lever in association wuh the operation of the change-

over lever On a base plate of the apparatus "^ounUng.sM.^

ble plate carrying transducer heads and a pinch roller, the
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means comorises a projection in the slidable plate, a hook-like 3,785,661 ^.,.,„

projecUon of the hole 'sensing lever, and first and second cu- HIGH PRESSURE ROTARY SEAL BACKUP

touts of the switching lever engageable with respectively the HoIIis N. White, Jr., Lafayette, Ind., assignor to TRW Inc.,

above-mentioned projections, the projection of the hole Cleveland, Ohio

sensing lever being engaged with the first cutout in the

presence of the double recording preventing hole to render

the switching lever immovable, while in the absence of such a

hole, the projection of the slidable head carrying plate being

allowed to be engaged with the second cutout of the switching

lever and shift the switching lever into the recording operating

state of the apparatus by simultaneous actuations of the

record lever and the operation mode change-over lever.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,779

Int. CI. F16j 75/54

U.S. CI. 277-188

3,785,659

PACKING CARTRIDGE FOR RECIPROCATING PUMP

William C. Maurer, and Everett H. Lock, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Esso Production Research Company,

Houston. Tex.

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,515

U.S. CI. 277-35 * Claims

14 Claims

• \ I -la 1^^

—

->. Ar-Z^Cv ^. o ^N ^

A packing cartridge for a reciprocating pump which in-

^-s a sleeve adapted to be connected to a recessed end of
elude

the fluid end housing and a packing assembly mounted in the

sleeve. A lubricating port formed '^ "'
'

'""'^

»_ ^-^.^^caA ani\ tVifTcrti tn the inti

the tluid ena nousing anu a pd«.K.iii^ asstuiL-ij iiiv/i....ww -

sleeve. A lubricating port formed in the sleeve extends from

an exposed end thereof to the interior of the sleeve and pro-

vides means for delivering lubricant to the packing assembly.

A hydraulic motor-pump assembly having an axial chamber

formed therein, a pair of relatively rolationally and orbitally

movable gear members disposed within the chamber, forming

expanding and contracting fluid pockets between the teeth

thereof and various fluid ports and passages for directing fluid,

under relatively high pressure, through the housing and to and

from the respective fluid pockets in synchronism with the rela-

tive movement of the gear members, and a work input-output

shaft being connected by a wobble shaft, to one of the gear

members for joint rotation with successive gear members,

whereby the input-output shaft is subjected to operating

forces tending to impart eccentric movement thereto, a fluid

sealing structure being disposed at the input-output shaft and

comprising a relatively resilient sealing ring, subjected at one

side thereof to the relatively high fluid pressure in said

chamber, with such sealing ring being backed at the low pres-

sure side by a pair of cooperable members, one of which has a

relatively minimum clearance with respect to the adjacent

portion of the housing whereby said resilient sealing ring is

operatively backed at the low pressure side thereof substan-

tially through its radial area.

3,785,660

SEAL
Jack A. Bush. Livonia. Mich., assignor to Republic Industrial

Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Divlsionof Ser. No. 661,031, Aug. 10, 1967, abandoned. This

application Oct. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 81,149

Int. CI. F16j 75/54,9/00

U.S.CL 277-134 2 Claims

3,785,662

ICE SKATES
John Staples. Buckinghamshire. England, assignor to Mitchell

& King Skates Limited. Slough. Buckinghamshire, England

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,159

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 26, 1971,

1,1439/71
« Int.CI. A63cy/i«

U.S. CI. 280- 11.17 2 Claims

The disclosure relates to oil seals having helical fluid impel-

lers thereon, which are known in the art as hydrodynamic

seals. In such seals helical impellers on the air side of the seal

converge with the direction of rotation of a shaft. Oil which

leaks past the seal is deflected or "puipped" back to the oil

side of the seal by the fluid impellers.

I— iZT"

In an ice-skate of the kind having a longitudinally-extending

tubular reinforcing member for the blade, and a pair of cup-

shaped support members extending from the tube to a bed-

support-plate and a sole-support-plate for a skate boot, lugs

are formed on the upper edge of the blade, which lugs extend

upwardly inside the tube to abut its inner surface, so as to

transmit compressive loadings from the support members to

the blade.
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3.785,665 '

3,785,663
^1^1 PqU SNOW VEHICLE

BRAKING DEVICE FOR A SKI
M.renheimo, Oulu, and M.uno Ruuska. Muhos. both

Relnhold Spieldiener, "^ -'^^'^'^'''^ 'hS^L^ZV^ '^of Finland, ^slgnors.oV.Ime. 0>. Helsinki. FlnUnd

Alphons Saiko. Weinbergstrasse 54, CH-8802 K^^^'^'^R'
Filed Apr. 7. 1972, S*r. No. 242.187

and Robert Spieldiener. Trottenstrasse 95. CH-8037
^^^^ ^^^^^^ application Finland. Jan. 26, 1972. 201/72

Zurich, all of Sv*itzerland Inl. CI. B62b / 7/02

Filed Apr. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 245,746
t.S. CI. 280-28 •* ^'•''"''

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Apr. 23, iv/i.

^

5919/71 , ^
Int.CI.A63«7//0 #

U.S. CI. 280- 11.13 8 10 Claims

A braking device for a ski to stop its eventual escaping,

comprising a braking unit adapted to be moved, due to an

unexpected separation of ski and ski-boot, from a resting posi

tion flush v^ith the ski trunk into a braking position by spring

action in which position a member of the braking unit pro-

jects beyond the sliding surface of the ski trunk in a transverse

direction thereto, the braking unit being releasably held in

resting position by a disengageable release element preventing

the spring action only in engaged position and being disen-

gageable by the^eparation of ski and ski-boot.

A snowmobile sk. having an elongated tubular section bent

into V- or O-shape with an end portion bent upwardly^to form

a gripping loop, a'nd a support plate fixedly mounted on the

elongated tubular section so that the elongated tubular section

constitutes on hard snow or ice an exclusive sliding surface of

the snowmobile ski.
|

. 3,785,666

DEVICE FOR CHANGING THE LONGITUDINAL

POSITION OF A SKI BINDING

Georges Pierre, and Joseph Salomon, both of 34, Avenue de

Loverch) , Annecy , France ,,,„.«
Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,914

Int. CI. A63c 9/00

t.S. CI. 280-1 1.35 T »^'«""*

3,785,664

HEEL SUPPORTING DEVICE OF A SKI SAFETY BINDING

Bngitte Sittmann, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Vereinigte

Baubeschlagfabriken Grestch & Co. G.m.b.H.. Leonberg

near Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Jan. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 217,556

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 16, 1971, P 21

01 973.8
Int. CI. A63c 9100

U.S. CI. 280-1 1.35 T 16 Claims

A device making it possible to change the longitudinal posi-

tion of a binding on a ski rapidly; the device includes a clamp

and slide arrangement permitting longitudinal displacement

and two profiles engaging with each other under the action of

a spring exerting a thrust transversely relative to the ski.

I

11 16 36 10 26 ^

3,785,667

TOEHOLDING DEVICE FOR SAFETY SKI BINDING

YoichI Nagasaki, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nippon

Gakki Seuo Kabushlkl Kalsha, Hamamatsu-shi, Japan

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,366

Claimsprloritv.appllcatlon Japan, July 19, 1971,46/63651

Int. CI. A63c 9100

U.S.CI.280-I1.35T
lOCUIms

A heel supporting device of a ski safety binding of the type

as disclosed in the US. Pat. No 3.529,846. in which in addi-

tion to the heel depressing spring further spring means are

provided which during normal skiing permit the heel of the ski

boot to be slightly lifted off the ski against their spring action

without, however, causing the binding to be released from the

boot. These additional spring means preferably consist of at

least one bow-shaped spring element which is interposed
^^^ ^ ^

^^. j^^^^j^g comprising a

between the ski and the heel and is in parallel connection with
J^

^^^.^^^^
„ ^^^^^ably supported on a stationary

a bracing member which limits the stroke of the additional

;^-^^^f^^^^.^^^^g an aperture, the body being urgedly

spring element.
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locked, at one point, to the stationary member with a given

biasing force. A pair of vertical shafts is extended through the

aperture so that they can contact with the body, and is posi-

tioned symmetrically relative to the urgedly locked point of

the body. The aperture has a space enough to permit the body

to be rotated about the pair of shafts respectively.

In a normal ski-operative condition, the body is prevented

from its rotation by the contact of the shafts with the body and

the biasing force acting on said one point of the body. When a

force exceeding the given biasing force is applied to the body

to tend to rotate it. the body is allowed to rotate in either

lateral direction about either of the shafts.

3,785,670

SECURITY COUPLING
Robert M. Smith, 15 Oceanside Dr., Daly City, Calif.

Filed July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167,145

Int.Cl.B60bJ5/y4 .

U.S. CI. 280— 79.1 1 1 Claims

3,785,668

SAFETY SKI BINDING SYSTEM

Hannes Marker. Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Hauptstrabe, Ger-

many
Filed May 11, 1971, Ser. No. 142,144

Claims priority, application Germany, May 12, 1970, P 20

23 269.0; Nov. 1 1 , 1 970, P 20 55 499.8

Int. CI. A63c 9108

U.S. CI. 280- 1 1 .35 R ' <^'"''ns

A safety ski binding comprise a heel-holding device and an

abutment mounted on the ski as well as the sole of the skiing

boot. The heel-holding device normally forces the sole of the

boot against the abutment and in response to a vertically

and/or horizontally directed overload releases the skiing boot.

The abutment consists of a disc, which is secured to the ski to

be at least approximately coaxial to the tibia and when the ski-

ing boot is applied extends into a corresponding recess in the

sole of the boot.

A security coupling is mounted in the wheel of a shopping

cart. A pair of.wheel retainers are secured together to prevent

removal of the wheel from the frame of a shopping cart and in-

clude a pair of mating threaded connectors having enlarged

heads carried in counterbores in the outer ends of the

retainers such that only the outer faces of the connectors are

accessible. To unscrew the connectors and disconnect the

wheel from the frame a special wrench is provided having

spaced tines which fit in corresponding lug sockets diametri-

cally spaced across the ends of the connector heads. The con-

nectors are releasably locked against rotation in the retainers

by a spring key or spline. The key is sinuous shaped ^nd in

operative position is biased to project into confronting

keyways on the connectors and retainers. One of the wrench

tines is elongated to extend into the keyway and engage the

slope of the spring key to retract it from its operative position

so the connectors may be unscrewed with the wrench.

3,785,669

CONVERTIBLE BULK HAND TRUCK
William Michael Doheny, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to The Coca-

Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,329

Int.CI.B62b.?/04

U.S. CI. 280-47.18 10 Claims

3,785,671

SAFETY BRACKET FOR A MOTOR CAR
Cert Salewsky, Lenting, Germany, assignor to Audi Nsu Auto

U nion A .G ., Ingoktadt, Germany

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,408

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 13, 1971, P 21

06 963.6
lnt.CI.B62d///S

U.S. CI. 280-87 R 6 Claims

A bracket is used for carrying a body pipe for a safe steering

of a motor car. The invention is characterized in that the

bracket is composed of a carrying member and a shaping

member.

A convertible bulk hand truck is described which is capable

of being adjustably positioned by virtue of a unique foldable

adjustable linkage between folded and unfolded positions to

define either a two wheeled dolly device or a four wheeled

platform cart. The hand truck is lightweight, yet strong and

rigid for dependable performance in hard, everyday service,

has excellent load stability and is capable of transporting

stacked products around manufacturing and sales points with

maximum ease.

3,785,672

VEHICLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Horacio Shakespear, Orchard Lake, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,964

Int.CI.B60g9//)2

U.S.CI.280-I12A 5 Claims

A suspension system particularly adapted for the rear of au-

tomobile type vehicles and incorporating roll steer with inde-
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pendent r.de rate and roll stiffness, the suspension ^y^te.'"
";

eluding a soHd axle centrally connected to the body or p.vma^

movement about a longitudmal roll ax.s and a transverse

TflecTion axis, a pa.r of longitudinal control arms disposed

between the body and the axle to control the path of motion of

fhe axle about either of the two axes, and a coil spring

3,785,674

CRASH RESTRAINT NITROGEN GENERATING
INFLATION SYSTEM

Donald R. Poole, Woodlnvilk; Peter L. SUng. B*ll«vue, -nd

James E. M.rs, V.shon, .11 of Wash., assignors to Rocket

Research Corporation, Redmond, Wash

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152.899

lnt.CI.B60r2///0

U.S.CI.280-150AB ^^ CUlms

mounted on the body in the longitudinal plane of symmct y

and connected to the axle at the center thereof through a belU

crank and connecting link, pivotal movement of the axle

about the deflection axis corresponding to jounce deHection

of the wheels being resisted by the spring and pivotal move-

ment about the roll axis having no substantial effext on the

spring so that the latter does not contribute to roll stiffness.

3,785.673

PRELOADED SPRING BEAM AND METHOD EMPLOYED

ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH AIR BELLOWS
SPRING

Henry C. Harbers, Jr.. HunUngton Beach, and Henry C. Har-

bers. Sr.. Pasadena, both of CaBf., assignors to Western Lnlt

Corporation. City of Industry. Calif.

FiledSept. 20. 1971. Ser. No. 182.014

lnt.CI.B60g///2«

L^. CI. 280-124 F 26 CUims

A crash restraint system for an automobile comprising an

innatabie bag mounted forward of the automobile passenger

seat A bag inflating device comprising a cluster ot gas

generating units, each of which has a primary combustion

chamber to produce the driving gas mixture, a secondary reac-

tion chamber to react with some of the products of the gas

mixture to remove them from the gas mixture and a gas

generating coolant chamber which generates additional gas by

Vaporization and produces a cooler gas mixture to inflate the

''^fn the combustion chamber is a composition made up of an

azide (eg. sodium azide) and an oxidizer (e.g. potassium

perchlorate). which upon ignition produces free nitrogen and

other combustion products, such as sodium oxid.. ^ee «>^"'"

and potassium chloride. In the secondary reaction chamber «

a porous composition (e.g. copper oxide and carbon that

reacts with the free sodium and sodium oxide and pennits the

free nitrogen to pass through to »he coolant chamber The

coolant chamber contains a liquid halocarbon (eg Freon)

which atomizes and vaporizes with the nitrogen to form an

inflating gas for the bag.

3.785.675

MOBILE HOME SKIRTING

George F. NorHs, 1920 Kiowa Dr.. Lafayette. Ind.. and GeraM

K. RobWns, 101 S. 31st St., Lafayette, Ind.

Filed Mar. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 236.309

Int. a. B60r 2 7/00

US. CI. 280-150

R

SC"*'-"

A preloaded spring beam having a short portion of us length

held resilicntly deformed in a manner to increase its load

sustaining capabilities substantially. In one typical application

the spring be^^ is employed in a vehicle suspension assembly

either alone or in combination with other spring means, such

as regulatable air bellows spring means. The spring beam typi-

cally comprises a single spring leaf of the single or double can-

tilever type and preloaded in an area immediately opposite its

anchorage to its fixed support utilizing a specially constructed

high strength preloading device or shim between the beam and

support effective to store high value preloading stresses in the

beam as an incident to the clamping thereof to its support.

When used in combination with a «g"'^^^*''\̂ '^^'P""*-
'^^ s^.^mK lor auac......... ^^

suspension assembly provides a soft nde under both dead load ^Mn.ng tor

^^^^ ^^^^,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

and under wide range live loading conditions and in addiuon
^^^^^^^^^J ^f j^e trailer so as to be swingable outward

assures superior sway and stabilizing control of the associated
»^°^»^«^^;\^^^^ ^.^.ed position Each skirt assembly in-

carriage unit.

Skirting for attachment to a mobile home The skirting in-

•"^"' * .. - . i.i:„ .ooK nivotalv connected
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eludes a pair of telescopically constructed vertical posts hav-

ing cross bars connected thereto. The lower cross bar is tele-

scopic so as to maintain parallelism between the posts even

though they are extended to different lengths. Panels are

mounted to the cross bars by means of clips. The panels are

connected together by interlocking slides.

3,785,678

COUPLER DEVICE FOR A CART
John Marshal Shearer, Loveland. Ohio, assignor to Lcyman

Manufacturing Corporation. Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293.327

Int.CI.B60d//02
» U.S. CI. 280-491 B ^ Claims

3,785.676

BICYCLE STEM LOCK
Frank F. Klein. Jr.. 2049 W . 63rd St.. Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 771,080, Oct. 28, 1968, Pat. No.

3,660,995, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 618,004.

Feb. 23. 1967, abandoned. This application Apr. 26, 1971,

Ser. No. 137.692

Int. CI. B62k/ 9/i2

U.S. CI. 280-279 5 Claims

A bicycle fork stem lock installed either at the time of

manufacture of a bicycle or subsequently, the lock including a

slide bolt projecting from the fork stem into the upper bearing

cup and preferably also into the head frame, the bicycle fork

stem and upper head bearing cup being of standard size.

The coupler device includes a hitch tar that is movable

between an extended position where same is aligned with the

centerline of the cart, ahd a retracted position where same is

skewed relative to the centeriine of the cart. A hitch pin is

mounted to and depends from each end of the bar. When m

the extended position the front hitch pin is adapted to inter-

connect with a forward cart in a coupling attitude, and the

rear hitch pin locks the hitch bar to the cart. When in the

retracted position the front hitch pin locks the hitch bar in a

storage attitude where the coupler is totally recessed beyond

the leading edge of the cart. The coupler device also includes

a pivot arm fixed to the hitch bar at one end and pivotally con-

nected to the cart's frame at the other end. the pivot point

being substantially removed from the cart's centerline but

closely adjacent the cart's leading edge. Thus, the hitch bar

may be pivoted between the extended and retracted positions

about the pivot point while remaining attached to the cart at

all times.

3.785.677

BOAT SUPPORT FOR TRAILERS

Oscar C. Calkins, Spokane, Wash., assignor to Calkins Manu-

facturing Company. Spokane, Wash.

Filed Jan. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 214,713

Int.CI.B60pi/70

U.S.CL 280-414 R II Claims

3,785,679

CUSHIONED BUMPER FOR SCRAPERS

Bcrtil E. Peterson. South Holland, and Richard J. Housman,

Dolton, both of lU., assignors to CardweU Westinghouse

Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,329

Int.CI.B60r/9/0S.B60di/00

U.S.CL 280-481 TCtalms

tA

A boat support designed to accommodate changes in the

load distribution on a boat trailer. Self-balancing hull support

roller assemblies are combined on a supporting framework

together with a bow securing assembly. Limited movement is

provided on the framework between the bow secunng as-

sembly and the hull supporting assembly to permit self-balanc-

ing of the hull supporting assembly independently of the bow

securing assembly. Such movement can be provided by a

limited pivotal connection between the trailer framework and

tongue of the trailer, by walking beam supports for mu tiple

hull supporting assemblies or by an arrangement which allows

limited elevational movement of the bow securing assembly

relative to the trailer framework.

A cushioned bumper for ground scrapers comprising a

housing adapted to be mounted on the rear end of the scraper
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m a generally horizontal pos.t.on and extending longUudinally

of the scraper, a tubular plunger structure rec.procably

l^nted^ .n T,. hous.ng and carrying a^;J-,P^;y^b^^ .

exteriorly of the housing against which the blade of a bull

dozer or'the like will engage to push the scraper -he"
^^^^

ahd a composite cushioning arrangement '"t^^P^-^^^^'^^^,^"

xhc housing and the plunger including a pressure responsive

anable ofifice type hydraulic cushioning unit and -e o

more resilient pad type cushioning units for cushioning the

forces applied to the scraper by the bulldozer.
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order sheets are employed to form a -^P'^^fJf^^^",;;;
svstem Letter identification tags are placed on store shelves,

with Tach euer being associated with a particular inventory

urn Master Teter conversion cards have letter designations

Weyed to he letter designation on the shelves along with word

or oth.r code designations for the particular inventory items

The let er conversltn cards and disposable order sheets are

Lta.ned n a binder and inventory control is maintained

stmplv by a clerk making appropriate quantity notations on

;h7order' sheet at locations ppposite to letter designations of

items to be restocked

. as-

3,785,680

SWAY CONTROL DEVICE FOR CONNECTION

BETWEEN A TRAILER AND TOW ING VEHICLES

Arthur L. Good, and Robert P. Reese, both of Elkhart, Ind.

signors to Reese Products, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,081

lnt.CLB60d 1100

U:S.CL 280-446 B .

^O^**"""

jJ^^'

3,785.682

FLEXIBLE FITTINGS FOR CORRl GATED TIBING

Wlllard W. Schaller, Maumee, Ohio: Ronald C. Martin.

Newark. Del., and Marty E. SIxt, Napoleon, Ohio, assignors

to Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc., ^''^"^'P^\^^^
Continuation of Ser. No. 809.1 17. M-r^h 2 1 ,

1 969

abandoned. This application Nov. 17. 1970. Ser. No. 90.486

lnt.CLF161.?-V00
. ««, %* 4 Claims

L.S.CL 285-24

3».

3Ct
f

A control device usable for reducing sway between a trailer

and towing vehicle The control device includes a friction disk

disposed between a bracket connected to one of the trailer

and towing vehicle and a pivot arm connected to the other ot

the trailer and towing vehicle. The disk is compressed between

the bracket and arm by means of an adjustable securement

part.

3,785.681

INVENTORY CONTROL APPARATUS AND METHOD

Edward C. JackowUz, 78 Lanning St., Southington, Conn.

Filed Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224,500

Int. CL B42d i 5/00

U.S.CL 283-55 ^ ^"•'""^

Flexible coupling Tor interconnecting ends of corrugated

tubing comprises stra.ght^walled tubular body =*«»•;"
/';;^;"g

substantially uniform thickness throughout. Each of plurality

of locking lugs formed in tubular body section at one end

thereof projects into interior of tubular body section and has

guiding surface portion across which corrugated tubing slides

when tubing is inserted into tubular body section for connec-

tion thereto Locking lugs have abutment surface portions ad-

jacent guiding surface portions for preventing removal of cor-

rugated tubing from tubular body section Each locking lug is

positioned between adjacent pair of corrugations in tubing in-

serted into tubular body section after first corrugation of ad^

jacent pair clears guiding surface portion Removal of tubing

is prevented by engagement between first corrugation of ad-

jacent pair and abutment surface portions of locking lugs.

An inventory control apparatus and method are presented

wherein letter identification tags, letter conversion cards, and

3,785,683

CONNECTING DEVICE FOR A CATHETER

Ter Je Roj Enok Adelhed. Jakobsberg. Sweden, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Eriangen, Germany

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,843

Claims priority, application Sweden Feb^, 1971, 1186/71

Int. CK A6 1m 5/00, F 161 2 7/00

L S CI 285—169 I Claim

k device for connecting a catheter with a container for con^

trast medium which is subjected to pressure is characterized

by coupling means which are liquid-tightly connected with
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each other at least one of these means being mounted so as to door of the cabinet is closed, the articulated wall i^ snapped

be rotated relatively to the other means about the flow axis, into a latched position over the outside corner of the door,

B-

Ul'

;

-

locking it in place. The leg may be temporarily stapled to the

cabinet or may have an extension which hooks around the in-

side face of the cabinet.

These means can be removably connected by connecting ele-

ments with the container for the contrast medium on the one

hand and with the catheter on the other hand.

3,785,684

DOOR LOCKING MECHANISM
Yoshitaka Nakanishi, 12-9, 5-chome, Yawata, Ichikawa-shi,

Japan
Filed May 24, 1971, Ser. No. 146,346

Claims priority, application Japan, May 23, 1970, 45/50039

Int. CI. E05c 3104

U.S.CL 292-241 1 Claim

3,785,686

DOOR LATCH
Richard James Armstrong, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, as-

signor to Decalock Limted, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,728

Int. CLEOSb J/00

L.S.CL 292-336.3 18 Claims

^ A door locking device comprising a cam latch released by a

lock piece that can slide vertically in a vertical frame of a

door. An actuating means is provided in the frame and slides

the lock piece vertically, and a flexible and slackenable line

connects the actuating means and the lock piece. '

3,785,685

CABINET DOOR RESTRAINT
Francis X. MacDonald, Canton, and Paul M. MacDonaW,

North Abington, both of Mass., assignors to P. X. Industries,

Inc., Rockland, Mass.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 274,047

Jnt.CLE05c/9//S

U.S. CI. 292-288 4 Claims

A disposable device is provided to serve as a combination

door lock, gauge and support for use in the assembly and

shipping of cabinets. The device is of a semi-boxed configura-

tion having a leg mountable at one corner of the door opening

opposite the hinged side thereof. One wall of the device is ar-

ticulated and latches with another wall whereby when the

A door latch having interchangeable handles for attachment

to a suitably prepared door by a pair of interchangeable han-

dle mounting elements. A latch bolt is also adapted for posi-

tioning in the door in engagement with cam ends of the han-

dles so that movement at the handles results in movement of a

slider in the latch bolt for opening the door. Each handle is

pivoully coupled to a corresponding element by a combina-

tion of curved ribs and grooves and a resilient finger on the

handle rides on a stress-limiting ramp formed in the element to

bias the handle into a normal position.

3,785,687

TWO-PIECE DOOR KNOB CONSTRUCTION
Leon Yulkowski, Pontiac, Mich., assignor to General Lock

Company, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,196

Int. CLE05C 7/00

U.S. CL 292-347 * Stalin

A door knob assembly which includes an inner molded
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discarded palatable drink can, bottle, or scrap

'-^zT^'z::7i-^r:::^'-^^^^^^^^

1^^ J

required of the cited person

3,785,690

TOOL FOR USE IN REMOVING A FISH STUCK WITHIN A

-,g-.o« WELL BORE

VEHICLE BLMPER c.rl P. Hutchinson, Houma, La., assignor to Wilson Industries,

Louis F. Sibley, Ware, M^., assignor to Gillespie Corp., i-c Housto^Tex.
,^^^^^^^^250,593

,

ware, M-^P-^ '-/'^^^ ^^ ,„ ,,,33, .,, CL E2lb i //02
^

I.t CI B60r /9/OS. B61f 19104, B62m 27/00 IJ.S. CI. 294-86.34 .
* ^'""«

U.S. a. 293-62 2 Claims

A resilient bumper for a vehicle such as a snow mobile,

wherein a pair of superposed coil springs is disposed at the for-

ward end of the vehicle, each spring being wrapped with a

high-impact plastic covering, the lower spring extending for-

wardly from the forward end of the vehicle and along the sides

of the vehicle, and the upper spring extending forwardly from

the vehicle, spaced end brackets being fixed to the sides of the

vehicle to which the ends of the springs are anchored, with

certain of the brackets being common to both springs, where-

fore the springs function unisonly.

ra-

3,785,689

LITTER GRABBLER AND HANDLING IMPLEMENT

Marcello M. Tanluky, 5700 Highland Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 335,037

Int. CLA47I; 5/06

US CI 294- 19

R

4 Claims

'An implement for use in facilitating a Grounds-Keeper's

chore, in the matter of collecting, handling and disposing of

There is disclosed a tool in which a tubular body having a

means on its lower end for connection to a fish stuck within

the bore is adapted to be connected to a running string for

suspension in a well bore, and a washpipe having a cutting sur-

face on its lower end is supported by the tubular body for rais-

ing and lowering therewith.

3,785,691

AUTOMATIC LIFTING DEVICE

Gene Sperry, Salem, lU., assignor to American Chain & Cable

Co., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,568

Int. CLB66C/ /02

U S CI 294-64 R ^ ^^'''"*

A* vacuum actuated lifting attachment for a hoist or crane in

v^hich the functions of gripping and releasing of generally flat-
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surfaced objects are accomplished by means of vacuum and
„^„-. . „, ^ ^, ffmnC COMPARTMENT

atmospheric pressure applied to the flat surface of the object
'P?^^'?:^' T^ v .„H I^nh A Rinaldi

in response to relative movement between the lifting at- James F. Fulton, Mamaroneck N.Y., and Joseph A RlnaW.,
in response lo ic

Oradell, NJ., assignors to Fulton & Partners, Inc., New

York.N.Y.
Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,428

Int. CL B60p i/i2

U.S.CL 296-23 R 4 Claims

J t5t:.

tachment and object' to cause sequential operation of valve

means controlling the evacuation and venting of a vacuum

chamber communicating with an elastomeric suction cup for

gripping the object.

3,785,692

DRUM LIFTING ATTACHMENT
John F. E. Ericson, Seminole, Fla., assignor to Marvel Indus-

tries, Inc., Evanston, 111.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235,949

Int.CLB66cy/42

U.S. CI. 294-90 * ^*"''"

A portable sleeping compartment is foldable into an open

and closed position and forms a compact weatherproof con-

tainer. In one embodiment the compartment is removably

mounted on the top of <a car, and in another larger embodi-

ment the compartment is mounted on a trailer and towed be-

hind the car. The compartment advantageously has front and

rear panels readily pivoted about a hinge on a floor panel. The

three panels have a highly desirable shell configuration to

enhance the formation of the enclosure.

A flexible weatherproof cover is secured at the top of both

the front and rear panels and conveniently folds into place

when the front and rear panels are moved to the upright or

open position.

3,785,694

FLEXIBLE COVER ASSEMBLY

Robert J. Sargent, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Retsel Inc., Pen-

sion Fund, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,202

Int.CLB60j7//00

U.S.CL 296-98 2 Claims

ss-

Clamping attachment adapting drums to be lifted by a hoist

and the like. The attachment is in the form of an inverted L-

shaped frame, having a horizontal leg extending over the top

of the drum and a vertical leg extending downwardly along the

side of the drum. A cradle at the lower end of the vertical leg is

adapted to engage the drum at circumferentially spaced

points. A clevis on the horizontal leg adapts the frame for lift-

ing by a hoist, while a counterweight on the outer end of the

horizontal leg counterbalances the frame when moved into en-

gagement with the drum. The frame contains cooperating

lower and upper clamping jaws recessed in the vertical leg ad-

jacent the top of the leg and guided manually to engage the

lower jaw beneath the bead of the drum and the upper jaw

within the bead of the drum and grippingly engage the bead of

the drum as the attachment is raised.

A flexible cover assembly is disclosed for use with an open-

topped semi-trailer. The assembly includes means for rolhng

the flexible cover into a generally cylindrical roll over the top

of the semi-trailer to a position adjacent one side thereof and

means for storing the flexible cover in the rolled position with

the flexible cover extending past the side of the trailer thus al-

lowing the bows extending transversely across the semi-trailer

to be removed providing a loading area through the open top

of the semi-trailer.
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1 7« 140^
3,785,697

TAii r ATF ASSFMBLY PORTABLE COLLAPSIBLE GARAGE

EUs^orth V. Co„w;'p!;o';rcl'!'.^ignor Co J.mes A. Sir..- Robert ^'^^t.^
^'^J^'^^^^^^^^^

™a„, Cedar^Uje and FredJ^ Morgan I)ett.^^^^^ of Co.o. F..ed
>«^,;^^'^,^;^^'^ -^'^;,-

-^«^'^^-

''•^^^i::cr^^5/;;'''' t.S.CL296-.36

U.S. a. 296-50 7 Claims

5 Claims

A portable collapsible garage which includes a flexible

waterproof cover mounted on a framework which is foldable

into the trunk of the motor vehicle with the framework carry-

ing a reel on which the cover is wound prior to storing.

I

A tailgate assembly for use with rear-loading vehicles, said

assembly comprising a pair of doors hingedly connected to a

pair of support frames, each support frame being pivotally

mounted to one of the carrying compartment side walls to per-

mit composite transverse, pivotal movement of the doors by

pivoting the support frames to achieve the desired door open

ing width for the convenient loading at a ramp, livestock

chute, or the like.

3,785,696

ROLLOVER PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS FOR
CONSTRl CTION VEHICLES

James C. Moore, Clackamas, and Milton K. Leonard, Lake

Oswego, both of Oreg., assignors to Portland Wire & Iron

W orks, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Nov. 19, 1971. Ser. No. 20032
Int. CI. B60j 7124

U.S.CL296-102 7 Claims

3,785.698

COVER TOP FOR PICKl P TRl CK BEDS

William H. Dean. Phoenix. Ariz., and Richard W .
Henes. 5901

E. Calle Del Sud. Phoenix. Ariz., assignors to said Henes. by

said Dean
Filed July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,149

Int.CLB60j7//<)

I.S.CL296-137B 10 Claims

A cover for pickup truck beds, said cover releasably hinged

on a horizontal axis to the forward end of a pickup truck bed.

and an inverted I -shaped stand pivoted to a rearward portion

of said cover and having legs with bearing means slidably

operable in tracks secured in generally horizontal disposition

at opposite inner sides of said pickup truck bed.

3,785,699

W IND DEFLECTOR FOR AUTOMOBILES

Charles E. Molaskev, 1 1408 Youngstown-Pittsburgh Rd., New

Middletown, Ohio, and Charles O. Starkey, RD. 1, Edm-

burg. Pa.

Filed June 26. 1972. Ser. No. 266,287

Int. CLB60J/ /20

IJ.S.CL296-152 2 Claims

Protection against injury to an operator of a construction

vehicle in the event of rollover is provided by a system which

may be adapted to many different types of construction vehi-

cles, yet which will withstand the static tests accepted as the

industry standard for simulating rollover. The system includes

an integral superstructure including upright corner column

members joined at their upper ends by longitudinal and trans-

verse horizontal members At each upper corner of the su-

perstructure there is a special gusset member interconnecting

the three coincident superstructure members. The gusset

ZT::"Z ':ZT1:^:':!t"Z^^^^ a w,„d den«.or fo, au.o™ob„.s comprises an .lo„ga«d

columns ar. anchored by means of v.brauon n,oun,s ,o

^'^^TLI^^IZ^TJ^X '".^^^ cui J,...
brackets which are attached to the vehicle frame. thereto tne riange navmg p j
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whereby the flange may be positioned between the window

frame member and a trim and/or sealing piece thereon so as to

mount the wind deflector thereto at the forward edge of the

window opening.

3,785,702

FOOT REST
Arnold Buehring, P.O. Box 5, Bridger, Mont. /

Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,088

Int.CLA47c9//2 .

U,S. CL 297-439 1 Claim

3,785,700

CHAIR
Shirohei Kubo, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki-Kaisha

Kubo Shoten, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,256

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1971,

46/17772
Int. CI. B60n //02, F16m 13100

U.S. CL 297-349 ^ Claims

2J ^o ^ r 6 • -M"'V>'^V'.WVV
( « - ^'°^

,

18

I ' 2 A ^d
3 O / N

A chair seat which is connected to a support leg through

connecting means and free to be moved backwardly and

rotated about said support leg and designed for automatic

restoration to its former position, which is characterized in

that an elongated resilient means acting linearly between the

seat and the connecting means operates to control the

backward movement of the seat and another elongated

resilient means which is adapted to act angularly between the

cdtonecting means and the support leg operates to control the

rotation of the seat.

3,785,701

SAFETY BELT SYSTEM

WiUiam J. Gilmore, Manitou Beach, Mich., assignor to Amer-

ican Chain & Cable Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,685

Int. CL A62b 35160

U.S.CL 297-385 6 Claims

A support for resting the feet comprising a V-shaped

bracketof unitary construction, one leg of said bracket includ-

ing a non-slip surface for resting on a floor surface and the

other leg having a foot rest element attached thereto. In the

preferred embodiment, said bracket comprises first and

second spaced apart, resilient, V-shaped members, preferably

constructed of spring steel, a foot rest element attached to a

first leg of each of said spaced apart members and non-slip

surfaces attached to each of the other leg members to prevent

the support from slipping on the surface on which it is sitting.

In the embodiment designed for supporting feet encased m

footwear having high heels, the foot rest element extends only

partially along said first legs beginning at the outer end Ihereof

whereby when the ball of the foot is resting thereon, the heel

of the shoe is held clear of the floor surface on which the

device is resting thereby preventing said heels from resting on

said floor surface and enabling the wearer thereof to:sit com-

fortably without any undue stress being applied to said heels.

3,785,703

COAL PLOW WITH INDIVIDUALLY PIVOTED BLADES

Pal Frenyo; Karl-Heinz Hafer; Reimund Karkutt, aU of

Bochum; Willi Gormann, W anne-Eickel, and Walter Pelka,

Gelsenkirchen, all of Germany, assignors to Gebr. Eickhoff

Maschinenfabrik und Eisengresserei mbH, Bochum, Ger-

many ,

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,076

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 19, 1971,

7,110,531
Int.CLE21cJ5/y2

U.S. CL 299-34 ^ Ctaims

A safety belt system using a bendable cable section having a

self-sustaining shape and a flexible strap section. The cable

section is fixed on one side of the seat for positioning at the

side of the occupant of the seat. The flexible strap section is

fixed at the other side of the seat for extending across the seat

and the occupant. Fastening means connected to the free ends

of the cable and belt are provided for attaching the end of the

belt to the cable at the one side of the occupant.

A coal plow that can be moved lengthwise in opposite

directions along a coal face has an axle projecting horizontally

from its mining side. A tool supporting member is mounted on

the axle for rocking parallel to the guide beam of the plow. At

each end of the supporting member there is a plurality of inde-

pendent blade holders disposed in a row extending upwardly

beside the beam. The lowest blade holder in each row sup-

ports a bottom plow blade for engagement with the foot wall

91S o.«;.—4(t
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of the mine. Cutter blades have inner ends secured to the rest

of the holders and have outer ends projecting toward the ad-

jacent ends of the guide beam Each of these holders is hinged

to the supporting member on a substantially vertical axis so

that the outer ends of the blades can swmg laterally away from

the guide beam.

ments and having a rotary saw or cutter element at its outer

end for cutting grooves in concrete highway median strips or

curbs transversely of the longitudinal dimension of the median

strips or curbs. The boom is further movable between its

operative position transversely of the direction of travel of the

mobile frame and a storage position generally longitudinally of

the direction of frame travel.

3.785,704

PLANER MINING INSTALLATION

Berthold Ostrop, Selm; Christoph Rassmann. Lunen. and Alois

Hauschopp, Werne an der Lippe. aU of Germany, assignors

to Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia, W estfalia, Germany

Filed Apr. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 244.168

Claims priority, applkatioa Germany. Apr. 17, 1971,

2118713
Int. CI. E21c 2 7/J5

VS. CL 299—34 21 Claims

3.785.706

PRESSURIZED HI B CAP FOR VEHICLE WHEEL
Dan P. Vangalis. 25402 VN eslborne, Dana Point. Calif.

Filed Mar. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 232.001

Int.CI. B60b3/02

t.S. CI. 301 -108 A 4CUims

22

\^ 24 50

A mineral mining installation composed of a plough mova-

ble along a multi-section conveyor. The plough is constructed

from an elongate beam supported in parallelism with and

above the mineral face side of the conveyor. The beam is sup-

ported at its ends by means of a combination of rigid columns

and cutter bit carriers pivotably attached to the beam The

cutter bit carriers engage a guide rail at the mineral face side

of the conveyor and the columns are in turn supported on the

carriers. The beam and carriers form a parallelogram-type

linkage with the guide rail and the carriers pivot to a limited

extent as the plough is moved along the conveyor A further

support means extends from the beam over the conveyor and

is guided at the goaf side of the conveyor where a drive chain

is provided. Sets of cutter bits are attached to the columns and

the beam as well as to the cutter bit carriers.

There is disclosed herein a pressurized hub cap for vehicle

wheels, particularly for boat trailers the wheel hubs of which

are subjected 1o immersion in water in the launching and

retrieval of boats. The hub cap is of transparent plastic, is

closed at the outer end and contains a spring-backed piston

for applying pressure on lubricant grease in the hub cap and

for yielding upon the occurrence of expansion of the lubricant

in the hub cap The hub cap is provided with two small vents,

one for permitting lubricant to escape when expansion is ex-

cessive and the other to vent the enclosed portion of the hub

behind the piston to atmospheric pressure.

3,785,705

CONCRETE MEDIAN AND CURB SAWING MACHINE

Wynn S. Binger; Leonard L. Shope, both of Minneapolis, and

Glenn W. Moey. Big Lake. aU of Minn., assignors to Con-

struction Materials, Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Sept. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 290,632

Int. CLEOlc 23/09

U.S.CL 299-75 10 Claims

3,785,707 I

AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED HYDROSTATIC
BEARING

Toyokazu Mitsuoka, Miiia, Japan, assignor to Agency of In-

dustrial Science & Technology, Tokyo, Japan
|

Filed Oct. 29, 1971. Ser. No. 193,869

Claims priority, application Japan. Oct. 30, 1970, 45/95680

Int. CLF16C 7 7/76

U.S. CI. 308-9 8 Claims

A mobile frame mounting an extensible and retractable This invention is concerned with an ^".»°";^^'"">' ^^°"-

boom for generTlly upward and downward swinging move- trolled hydrostatic bearing. The automatically controlled
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hydrostatic bearing comprises a hydrostatic bearing which has

two opposite bearing recesses each communicating with a

fixed linear external restrictor and a pressure-balance type

control valve which has its restrictors formed with gaps of

parallel plates and which functions so as to keep constant the

ratio between the supply pressures to the fixed linear external

restrictors and the pressures in the corresponding bearing

recesses.

3,785,708

STATIC FLUID PRESSURE BEARINGS
Yasukichiro Miyasaki, 3081, Oizumi, Gakuen-cho, Nerima-ku,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 6, 1972. Ser. No. 295,578

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 12, 1971,

46/79891;Mar.6, 1972,47/22218; Mar. 6, 1972,47/22219

lnt.CI.F16c /7//6

U.S. CI. 308—9 7 Claims

mU 33 NiSil 731 II

signal information from a control signal for utilization by two

parallel feedback servomechanism paths which respectively

separate the position signal into high and low frequency signal

components. The composite output from the two paths is

selectively disconnected from position control to allow the

control signal output from an amplifier to die out. For a

preselected portion of each period of time that the composite

output is disconnected, the position signal information from

the sensing circuit is sampled and held in one of the paths for

use when the composite output is again connected into ser-

vocontrol.

3,785,710

SEPARATOR INSERT FOR THRUST BEARINGS
Richard L. Ailing, Torrington, Conn., assignor to The Torring-

ton Company, Torrington, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 218,159, Jan. 17, 1972. This

application Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,771

Int.Cl.F16c2J/5S

U.S. CI. 308-235 3 Claims

A thrust bearing separator insert is claimed which reduces

wear due to inertial forces in high speed bearings, and

prevents wedging of retainer halves in high thrust applications.

In a static fluid pressure bearing, a pressure receiving sur-

face is formed on the outer surface of bearing metals in con-

centric with the bearing bore and a plurality of pressure

receiving pockets of the same number as the bearing pockets

are formed on the pressure receiving surface. Respective bear-

ing pockets are communicated with pressure receiving

pockets through independent passages. A floating ring is pro-

vided to surround the pressure receiving surface with a small

•clearance therebetween, and a plurality of variable throttle

means are formed by the cooperation of the pressure receiving

pockets and the floating ring. The fluid under pressure is sup-

plied to the bearing ppckets through the variable throttle

means to bring back the deviated shaft to the neutral position.

3,785,711

SUPPORT BEARING AND ASSEMBLY FOR ROTARY
KILNS

Robert M. BUemeister, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to AUis-

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,632

Int.CLF16c///00

U.S. CI. 308—237 R 3 Claims

3,785,709

FORCE-POSITION DECOUPLER FOR ELECTROSTATIC
GYROSCOPE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

James L. Atkinson, La Mirada, Calif., assignor to North Amer-

ican Rockwell Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,625

Int.CLF16ci9/06

U.S.CL308-10 7 Claims

B HMt mr DOM

JSPOO _

j^
'«' i8f*° •row™*

J.J

"5*.
-Si Ui-:--;

In. a suspension and pickoff system for an electrostatic

gyroscope, a sensing circuit substantially decouples position

A support assembly is disclosed for carrying rotating

machines such as kilns, grinding mills and other such equip-

ment. A support roller is provided with axially extending trun-

nions joumaled in a semi-cylindrical journal bearing. The

semi-cylindrical journal bearing is provided with a plurality of

spacing means which may be small cylindrical plugs made of a

bearing material, and which project radially inward from the

inner circumferential surface of the semi-cylindrical bearing

and engage the trunnion. The spacing plugs are arranged, in

two rows parallel to the trunnion axis with the rows being in

close spaced relation to terminal edges of the semi-cylindrical

bearing that.are parallel to the trunnion. The two rows of spac-

ing plugs are circumferentially spaced apart at least about

140°. Between the two rows of spacing plugs the bearing is

provided with a continuous smooth inner circumferential sur-
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face without any such spacing means in order that a major

portion thereof engages the outer circumference of the trun-

nion in load carrying support thereof. Each of the axially ex-

tending terminal edges of the bearing is connected to the inner

circumferential bearing surface by a bevel surface which

cooperates with the inner circumferential bearing surface and

an adjacent portion of the outer circumferential surface of the

trunnion, to define a reservoir for receiving and distributing

lubricating oil on the portion of the bearing surface engaged in

load carrying support of the trunnion.

January 15, 1974

I3,785,714

SPLIT-FIELD MICROSCOPE
Fromund Hock, Wetzlar; Hennig Feldmann, Muenchholz-

hausen, and Heinz Fialkowski, Wetzlar, all of Germany, as-

signors to E. Leitz GmbH, VVeUlar, Germany

Filed Oct. 12, 1971,Ser. No. 188,307

Claims priority, applicatiton Germany, Oct. 19, 1970, P 20

51 174.4 I

lnt.CI.G02b2y//«

L.S.CI.350-15 13 Claims

3,785,712

PLAYING BACK REDUNDANT HOLOGRAMS BY
SCANNING

William James Hannan. Pennington, NJ., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, S«r. No. 238315
Int.CI.G02b27/00

U.S. CI. 350-3.5 10 Claims

31 ^=^
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as separate screen in front of television screen. For separate

television screen only, outer surface of screen is textured to

reduce undesirable reflections, texture being such that small

portion of area of filter surface is covered by discrete raised

portions projecting from surface. Textured surface produced

by spraying screen with clear lacquer so that droplets of spray

falling on surface do not coalesce but produce discrete raised

portions closely spaced so that portion of outer surface of

filter remains between adjacent droplets.

3,785.723

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LOCATING A

PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN OF AN ASTIGMATIC OPTICAL
SYSTEM

David L. Guy ton, 5505 Huntington Pky., Bethesda. Md.

Fikd Feb. 27, 1973, S«r. No. 336.323

Int. CI. A6 lb J/02. GO lb 9/00

L.S. CI. 351-34 31CUims

3,785,721

DISPLAY DEVICES UTILIZING LIQUID CRYSTAL

LIGHT MODULATION WITH VARYING COLORS

Thomas B. Harsch, Stow, Ohio, assignor to International

Liquid Xtal Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed July 15, 1971,S«r. No. 162,833

Int.CLG02f 7//6

U.S.CL350-150 9 Claims

Q44 ^K

Target means comprising a specified rotatable array of

linear images of light is described for use in locating a prin-

cipal meridian of an astigmatic subject optical system, vvhere

the astigmatic subject optical system comprises a patient s eye

m combination with such imaging means as may be placed be-

fore It. The array of linear images of light constituting the tar-

get means is equivalent to an array of astigmatic images of

point sources of light, and the array may be produced by cylin-

drical lens means in combination with one or more point

sources of light, by slit aperture means in combination with

one or more point sources of light, or entirely by slit aperture

means The target means described provides high sensitivity in

locating a principal meridian even in the presence of fluctuat-

ing spherical dioptric power of the patient's eye or in the

presence of minor optical irregularities of the patient^'s eye.

A nematic liquid crystal device which is electrically con-

trolled in order to produce colors which can be displayed for

entertainment or advertising purposes. The liquid crystal

material is sandwiched between a pair of parallel transparent

plates coated with transparent conducting films The coated

plates are rubbed in the same direction such that the nematic

molecules align parallel to the glass surface and point in the

rubbed direction. The liquid crystal sandwich structure is then

placed between linear polarizers which are oriented either

parallel or crossed with respect to each other and at 45° with

respect to the rubbed direction By applying an electric field

across the liquid crystal material via the aforesaid transparent

conducting films, the color observed through the polarizers

can be made to vary, depending upon the magnitude of the

electric field. Furthermore, by applying a continually varying

voltage across the conducting films, the color can be made to

continually vary also.

3,785,724 .
I

OPHTHALMIC LENSES WITH PROGRESSIVELY
VARYING FOCAL LENGTH

Bernard Cretin-Maitenaz, Joinvilie-le-Pont, France, assignor

to Essilor International (Compagnie General* d Optique),

Paris, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 19,772, March 16, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

683,865, Nov. 17, 1967, abandoned. This appbcation June 15,

1972, Ser. No. 263,100

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 29, 1966, 6685403

Int. CL G02c 7106

U.S.CL 351-169 2Ctaims

3,785,722

USE OF SIO2-NB2OS AND/OR TA,0^ GLASSES AS

ULTRAVIOLET FILTERS

Peter CSchultz. Painted Post, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass

Works, Corning, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 72,326, Sept. 15, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,426

Int. CI. G02b 13114; C03c 3124; G02b 5122

U.S.CL 350-320 1 Claim

Glass filters and their use in controlling transmission of

radiation is disclosed. The filters have a sharp transmission cut

off within the ultraviolet region of the spectrum and also

withstand high temperatures and severe heat shock. They are

produced from a fused silica glass having a composition con-

sisting essentially of silica and 1-25 percent R,Oj wherein the

R,Os consists of 0-5 percent Nb,Oj and/or 0-25 percent

Ta,Oj. The transmission cut off may be shifted across the ul-

traviolet transmission range by varying the amount of additive.

An improved ophthalmic lens with varying focal length, said

lens being made of a refractive material and having two refrac-

tive surfaces one of which is divided into first, second and

third substantially horizontally extending zones intended

respectively for distant vision, intermediate distance vision

and near vision, said one surface having an oblique meridian

passing through the optical center of the lens and traversing

said zones, said meridian being inclined downwardly from the

temporal side of the lens toward the nasal side of the lens
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along an angled path traced by the line of sight of a wearer in

going from distant vision to near vision, said first zone occupy-

ing approximately the upper half of said one surface and hav-

ing a substantially constant curvature providing a substantially

constant focal length for distant vision, said third zone occu-

pying a lower portion of said one surface and having a substan-

tially constant curvature providing a substantially constant

focal length for near vision, and said second zone lying

between said first and third zones and having a varying curva-

ture providing a varying focal length, the curvature of said

second zone at successive points along said meridian varying

progressively from the substantially constant curvature of said

first zone to the substantially constant curvature of said third

zone, said second zone having at each point thereof a

minimum curvature C„„ and a maximum curvature C„ox. ex-

cept along said meridian where the minimum and maximum
curvatures at each point thereof are of equal value, said

second zone further having on one side of said meridian a first

line which is a loci of points where C„(,. and C„„j.. satisfy the

following relation. [C„o,-C,„ ]= /V, where N has a given

value which satisfies the relation: N « l/(n— 1 ). m being the

refractive index of said refractive material, and on the other

side of said meridian a second line which is a loci of points

where C,i, and C„„j. satisfy the above-mentioned relation,

the improvement consisting in that, when the lens is in use,

any horizontal line in said second zone intersects successively

said first lin^ said meridian and said second line at respective

points of intersection, the point of intersection of said horizon-

tal line with said meridian being substantially equally spaced

from the points of intersection of said horizontal line with said

first and second lines.

ing therein Between the side edges of the material and

preferably near the trailing end portion of the strip. In the

preferred embodiment described the cartridge is loaded with

motion picture film to be exposed in a camera and includes

two openings or apertures for receiving camera apparatus

adapted to advance film through the cartridge. One of the

apertures receives a film pull-down claw in a camera, the claw

being effective to intermittently advance film past the expo-

sure aperture in the cartridge. The other opening or aperture

receives a capstan, for example, which is adapted to continu-

ously advance film past a sound head in the camera for record-

ing of sound onto the film during a filming sequence. During

the normal filming sequences the film is advanced by the claw

and the capstan along a first curved path through the cartridge

3,785,725

PROCESSING COMPOSITION RELEASE MECHANISM
FOR FILM CASSETTE COMPRISING SELF-CONTAINED

FILM PROCESSING SYSTEM
John F. Batter, Jr., Lincoln; Paul B. Mason, Magnolia; Joseph

A. Stella, West Peabody; Paul W. Thomas, Jr., Duxbury, and

Joseph H. Wright, Peabody, all of Mass., assignors to Pola-

roid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,092

Int. CI. G03b 23102

U.S.CL 352-78 32 Claims

'y^'^'.y. c. 'yi i*. *^:^

>^' >-a >— U»»»IE FILM — "-! iJ' '14 ^

Apparatus for controlling the release of processing com-

position in a film cassette comprising a roll of film and con-

taining a film processing system. A container of film

processing composition within the cassette is initially sealed

by a tear strip that is pulled away, to release the composition

for coating on the film, by an arm initially held in an inactive

position. The arm is moved to a position adapted to engage a

cam formed on a spool about which the film is coiled. The cam

engages the arm to detach the tear-tab and release the

processing composition when the spool is rotated in a

predetermined sense.

"^ -42

between the two apertures and, when the end of the film is

reached by the film pull-down claw and it is ineffective to

further pull film past the exposure aperture, the film then is

advanced along a second path through the cartridge by the

capstan only. A stop member in the form of a finger is pro-

vided in the cartridge along the second path and is positioned

so that the finger can enter the opening in the film and be en-

gaged by an edge of the opening, thereby securing the film

against further advancement along the second path and

through the cartridge by the capstan. This prevents advance-

ment of the trailing end portion of the film completely past the

apertures and into the take-up chamber of the cartridge,

thereby permitting film to be extracted from the cartridge for

processing by grasping the trailing end portion of the film and

advancing it through the exposure aperture.

3,785,727

MOTION FILM PROJECTOR
Harald Wessner, Neunkirchen, Austria, assignor to Karl

Vockenhuber and Raimund Hauser, both of Vienna, Austria

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,296

Claims priority, application Austria, Oct. 12, 1971,

A8824/7I
Int.CKG03bi/00

U.S.CL 352-137 8 Claims

3,785,726

FILM CARTRIDGE
Stephen H. Miller, Rochester, N.Y., assignor

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,514

Int. CLG03b 23/02

U.S.CL 352-78 R
A cartridge is adapted to handle a length of film or other

strip material wherein the material has a portion with an open-

to Eastman

2 Claims

A motion film projector which comprises an image plane

and a gate for holding a frame of a motion picture film to be
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projected in the image plane An optical system defines an op-

tical axis, and the frame is located on the optical axis A focus-

ing device is provided for the optical system A drive is ar-

ranged for feeding the film along a predetermined path includ-

ing the image plane The drive has at least two operating

modes comprising at least one run mode and a still mode of

operation for selectively providing motion picture projection

and still picture projection A focus adjuster is connected to

the focusing device to provide a basic adjustment of the same

fo; focusing the frames of the film during the run mode oepra-

tion. A mode selector controls the operating modes of the

drive and has accordingly at least one run mode position and a

still mode position A coupling member is provided to connect

the focusing device to the mode selector The mode selector

further has a plurality of focusing positions adjacent the still

mode position. In the focusing positions the coupling member

connects the focusing device to the mode selector to override

the basic adjustment and to focus the frame individually dur-

ing the still mode operation.

optical member or lens of the typical overhead projector. The

rollers are positioned on the frame at a point where the frame

extends beyond the horizontal optical member of the projec-

tor, and the rollers are further positioned in a plane slightly

below the plane of the horizontal member so that a sheet of

1 A'^ ^A^^^

3,785,728

MICROFILM VIEWER
Amis E. Peters. La Crosse, Wis., assignor to GelatI Invest-

ments, Inc., La Crosse, Wis.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 90,5l4.;^ov. 18, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,700321. This application Aug. 26, 1971, Ser. No.

175,123

lnt.CLG03b2////. 2//2«

L.S.CL 353-26

transparent writing material as described above may move

from Its supply position on each roller and be parallel to and in

close proximity to the optical member of the projector as it

passes over that member Thus, indicia may be placed upon

3 Claims the transparent writing material at will.

i ^

A portable, compact viewer for illuminating, enlarging and

viewing individual microfilm frames which are carried on a

filmstrip prepackaged in a cassette The viewer is provided

with electrical drive means for transporting the filmstrip

within the cassette in a forward or reverse direction, at a high

speed for traversing or at a low speed for scanning Means in-

tegral with the drive means are provided to inhibit overrun of

the transport, so as to provide accurate location and alignment

of single frames and to provide substantial inching control.

The viewer includes a cassette receiving compartment whose

cover may be spring biased toward operative positions, and

which cover aids in aligning the cassette with the optical

system, and may additionally cooperate to prevent excessive

heating from a heal source such as an illumination bulb. The

viewer housing is of an improved construction which assures a

high-contrast image under normal light conditions.

3,785,730

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR V ARYING THE POSITIONS

OF IMAGE-FORMING SLRFACES ON AN ELONGATE
FLEXIBLE ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT BELT

FOR DIFFERENT Rl NS THEREOF
Guy Paul Weber. Arques La Bataille, and Philippe Marie

Dcshayes, Neuville Les Dieppe, both of France, assignors to

La Cellophene. Paris, France

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,130

lut.C\.G03t 15100

U.S.CL355-16 4 Claims

3,785.729

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR ROLLER ASSEMBLY
Kenneth R. Dasher, and Cyndia H. Dasher, both of 487 S. Al-

legheny, Tuba, Okla.

Filed Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 122,579

Int. CI. G03b 2///i2. B65h 7 7/02

U.S. CI. 353— 1 22 6 Claims

A roller device for use with an overhead projector com-

prises a frame having a roller mounted at each end. The frame

is designed to be positionable on the horizontal ground glass

Method and system for varying the positions of image-form-

ing surfaces on an elongate flexible electrophotographic sup-

port belt for different runs thereof wherein the belt is marked

during a run of substantially the entire length thereof from a

supply station to a collection station past a charging station, an

exposure station, a developing station and a transfer station,

and during a following run the position of the belt relative to a

reproduction commencement point is varied in accordance

with the mark such that image-forming surfaces for the follow-

ing run are positioned in areas between image-forming sur-

faces for the preceding run.
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3,785,731

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
ORTHOPHOTOPLANS

Jack W. Knauf, Fairfax, Va., assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Interior,

W ashington, D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 130,739, April 2, 1971,

abandoned. This application June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,059

Int. CLG03b 2 7/i2.J5//4

U.S.CL 355-22 22 Claims

information and a surface for passing the projected informa-

tion to the printer unit for copying and contains means for per-

mitting the transfer of the projected information between

them. The automatic information selecting system is described

in detail.

3,785,733

METHOD OF CALIBRATING A GRAPHIC ARTS
CAMERA

Lee C. Bender, Stone Park, UL, assignor to Log EtroDics, Inc.,

Springfield, Va.

, Filed Jan. 29, 1 973, Ser. No. 327,356

Int. CKG03b 27/65

U.S. CL 355-77
'

6 Claims

An orthophotoscope to provide color photomaps obtains a

requisite stereoscopic model therein by stereoscopy wherein

image separation arises from either filters or operation of a

stereoimage alternator system made an integral part thereof.

Recording during such system operation is accomplished by

exposing photographic film very nearly continuously to light

from one of the system projectors directed through a light

selective shutter structure, and causing light from the other of

the system projectors to be selectively obscured at all times to

prevent exposure of the film sheet thereto. Continuous light

for recording where filters are used is beamed unfiltered

through a small uncovered area of a filter in one of the projec-

tors.

3,785,732

MICROREADER
Nobuyuki Yanagawa, Oimachi Yamada, Japan, assignor to

Ricoh Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,563

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 15, 1971,

46/90657; Nov. 17, 1971, 46/91455; Nov. 29, 1971,

46/111058
Int. CLG03b 27/70

U.S.CL 355-45 12 Claims

A microreader composed of a number of self-contained sec-

tions which may be assembled together in desired configura-

tions and which sections include a projection unit containing

means for automatically selecting and projecting desired in-

formation from one or a number of information cards; a

Screen unit for displaying the projected information; a reflec-

/tor unit for appropriately transferring the projected informa-

tion from the projector unit to the screen unit; and, if desired,

a printer unit for reproducing the projected information. The

screen unit has a surface for visually displaying the projected

A graphic arts camera is cahbrated by first determining the

effective focal length of the lens employed therein, and by

thereafter positioning the lens board and copy board at ap-

proximate positions corresponding to the lens conjugate of

1 : 1 . A target, comprising a number of concentric circles the

diameters of which are empirically determined to represent

off-axis locations at which the effects of lateral chromatic

aberration are minimal for lenses of various different effective

focal lengths, is placed on the copy board, a precision ruler is

superimposed on the target, and a matching precision ruler is

mounted on the ground glass at the rear of the camera. The

camera lens is set to wide open aperture, whereafter the copy

board is adjusted, while viewing the overall target image, to

focus the camera; the lens board is adjusted, using the preci-

sion rulers, to adjust the image size; and these adjustments are

repeated alternatively until proper focus at a 1:1 magnifica-

tion ratio is approximately achieved. The lens board is then

further adjusted while observing the magnified image of a par-

ticular portion of the target, to achieve a precise focus based

upon color fringing effects in that magnified image. When op-
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timum focus at wide-open aperture and at the conjugate of 1
;

1

have been achieved, and checked at maximum enlargement

and reduction, the pointers on the camera are set to match the

scaling system or. in the case of a screw drive camera, the

counters are set to the exact numbers listed in the calibration

charts ordinarily associated with such cameras.

According to the invention there is provided a multi-chan-

nel optical correlator for shape recognition wherein the lenses

3.785.734

TEST METHOD FOR HYDRAULIC FLL1DS

WiUum C. Walters, Delmont, and Ronald A. Zabinski, Spring-

dale, both of Pa., assignors to Schroeder Brothers Corpora-

tioa, McKees Rocks. Pa.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, S«r. No. 279.444

Int. CI. coin 2 //22

U.S. CI. 356-36 2 Claims

A method for testing for the contamination level of hydrau-

lic fluids and the like, comprising passing a sample through

two adjacent filter papers and comparing the light transmis-

sivity thereof.

I

(I

1

1

o

LENS£S OejKT

<iiGHT5aiRCB r< [>-^ f linns J

PHOTOKTECTORS

- rt3»_:

I

and the filters are all constituted by patterns of fringes . each

channel is fed from a quasi-monochromatic and quasi-punc-

tiform light source, which may be spatially incoherent.

3,785,735

PHOTOANALYSIS METHOD
Mitchell Friedman, Yorktown Hts.; Louis A. Kamentsky.

Briarcliff Manor, and Isaac Klinger. Yorktown Hts., all of

N.Y., assignors to Bio Physics Systems, Inc.. Kantonah, N.Y.

Division of S«r. No. 2,750. Jan. 14, 1970, Pat. No. 3,705,771.

This application Jan. 19, 1972, S«r. No. 219,187

lnt.CI.G01riJ//6

U.S.CL 356-39 9 Claims

3,785,737

SEPARATION MEAStRFMENT METHOD AND DEVICES

EMPLOYING DIFFRACTION WAVES
Timothy R. Pryor. 5423 York Ln., Bethesda, Md.. and Omer

L. Hagenicrs, 357 Rosedak Ave., W indsor. Ontario, Canada

Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 257,801

Int. CL GO lb 9/02

U.S.CL356-1II 14 Claims

.^

-«

A method is disclosed for measuring the separation between

a surface and a member. The member includes diffraction

wave producing means such as an object boundary. Incident

electromagnetic waves are directed at the diffraction wave

producing means before and after reflection from the surface

and an interference pattern is produced. Analysis of this inter-

ference pattern gives the separation.

A narrow beam of light is directed through an optical

chamber to intersect a thin stream of small particles to be opti-

cally analyzed. At least two photoresponsive pick-up elements

are positioned at different angular positions with respect to

the beam to simultaneously detect different optical reactions

of each particle to the beam illumination.

3,785,738

MULTI-ANGLE BEAM DIRECTOR FOR TESTING
APERTl RE MASKS

Jerell B. Hoppke, Ham Lake. Minn., assignor to Buckbee-

Mears Companv. St. Paul. Minn.

Filed Oct. 21. 1971, Ser. No. 191,522

Int. CLGOln 2 7/76

U.S. CL 356- 1 38 -» Claims

3,785,736

SMALL-SIZED OPTICAL CORRELATOR
Erich Spiti, and Guy Bismuth, both of Paris, France, assignors

to Thomson-CSF. Paris. France

Filed Jan. 13, 1972. Ser. No. 217,589

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 14, 1971, 7101146

Int. CI. G06k 9/08; G02h 27100; G06k 9/00

U.S.CL 356-71 7Chlms

The present invention relates to double-diffraction optical

correlators.

A testing apparatus for television aperture masks in which

four mirrors are adjustably mounted in a frame so as to be in-

sertable in a conventional optical densitometer testing device
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to divert transmitted light from a path generally perpendicular

to the surface of the aperture mask to a path of a predeter-

mined angle through the mask.

3,785,739

MAGNETIC WRITING INSTRUMENT
Thomas W. Hodkin, 301 N. 7th St., Council Bluffs, Iowa

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,090

Int. CI. B43k 29/00

3,785,741

EXPANSION JOINT CONSTRUCTION FOR CONCRETE
SLABS

Alois Lodige, Frankfurter Weg. 72, Paderborn, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 25,205, April 2, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,645

Int.CI.E04b;/6«

U.S. CI. 404— 51 6 Claims

U.S.CL 401-52 10 Claims

A magnetic writing instrument having an ou^er surface

thereof magnetized, the rearward end of said instrument being

magnetized, said instrument having a recess in its rearward

section and extending to its rearward end in which a cylindri-

cal portion of an automobile gear selector lever can be

received.

An expandable tongue and groove joint between abutting

edges of reinforced concrete slabs having spaced nesting

metal strips of hat-shaped cross section integrally formed with

;he slabs. The mantle portions of the strips are in sliding con-

tact with each other, while the spaces between the remaining

portions of the strips are filled with compressible expansible

material. In another form, a threaded dowel anchored in one

slab extends through the strips into a tube in the other slab.

The dowel may move axially of the tube to accommodate con-

traction and expansion of the slabs.

3,785,740

EXPANDABLE BINDER
Kline D. Strong. 1726 Countryside Dr., Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Sept. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 74,0»7

Int.CI. B42f J/04

U.S. CI. 402-29

3,785,742

DEBURRING AND CHAMFERING APPARATUS
WiUard A. Haase, and IngwaM E. Wegenke, both of Montello,

Wis., assignors to Montello Products Company, Montello,

1 Claim Wis.

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,503

Int. CI. B23b 29/26

U.S,CI.408—

3

'

12CUims

96 30

A novel binder which opens flat and zrtlows pages therein to

lie flat including substantially rigid backing members which

protract when a large number of pages are used and retract

when fewer pages are used. An improved clamp maintains the

backing members immovable in any desired protracted posi-

tion. Rigid page holders project from the backing members,

the holders having free ends spaced one from another a

distance determined by the relative positions of the backing

members. The holders are detachably connected by a

replaceable bridge having a preselected length to correspond

to the relative position of the backing members. In an alterna-

tive embodiment, selected ones of the page holders have a

hinged end connected to one end of the bridge and biased

toward an open position and others of the page holders have a

bridge-releasing mechanism accommodating simultaneous

opening of all bridges at once.

'flf&:^.. ^[iK.^Jr.

Apparatus for deburring and chamfering at least one side of

an opening in a contoured surface of a metal workpiece com-

prising a sliding platform having a clamping mechanism for

holding and positioning the workpiece relative to a cutting

tool which uniformly cuts the edge of the opening to deburr

and chamfer it. The apparatus has an elongated spindle

mounted for axial and rotational movement and a cam fol-

lower on the spindle that cooperates with a stationary cam sur-

face having a contour corresponding to the contour of the

workpiece surface. During rotation of the spindle, the cutting
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tool is fiuided to follow the contoured surface of the work- Each element comprises recesses correspondmg to the vari-

piece opening and thereby produces a uniformly chamfered ous detachable components of the pump magnetic circuits,

opening.

3.785.743

STRtCTlRE FOR MEASURING MACHINES, MACHINE
TOOLS ANd THE LIKE IMMUNE FROM THE

INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE. FIXED OR MOBILE LOADS

ACTING ON IT, INCLUDING THE W EIGHT OF THE
WORKPIECES AND FROM THE INFLUENCE OF THE

GROUND TO WHICH IT IS CONNECTED
Franco Sartorio, Moocalieri, Ita|y, assignor to D.E.A. Digital

Electronic Automation S.p.A., Moncalicri, Italy

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,685

Int. CL 8236 4 7/00

U.S.CL408-143 % 13 Claims

electric coil, electrodes and duct By including in the pump

body several active modular elements, it is possible to increase

very greatly the discharge height of the pump.

3,785,745

SEALING BAR FOR A ROTARY PISTON INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Heinz Lamm, Esslingen-St. Bernhardt, Germany, assignor to

Daimler-Benz Aktiengeselbchafl, Stuttgart Unterturekheim,

Germany
Filed Jan. 25. 1971, Ser. No. 109.474

Claims priority, application Germany. Jan. 24, 1970. P 20

03 203.5

int. CL FOlc 19/02; F04c 15/00,27/00

U.S.CL4I8-117 28 Claims

A structure for measuring mechines or machine tools

adapted for resting on the ground by way of three columns and

comprising at least one worktable adapted to support a work-

piece to be machined or measured and saddles mobile with

respect to said worktable is described. The structure includes

a supporting substructure to which the worktable is fixed, a

working substructure on which the saddles are mobile and a

force substructure connected by three rigid supports to the

ground The supporting substructure is connected by three

resilient supports to the ground, the working substructure

restes by means of three further rigid supports on the support-

ing substructure and the saddles are resiliently supported by

the force substructure.

3,785.744

CONDUCTION PUMP FOR CORROSIVE LIQUID METALS
Henri Carbonnel, Antony, France, assignor to Groupement

Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique. Plessis Robinson. France

Filed Mar. 31. 1972. Ser. No. 240.215

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 31, 197 1,

71.11372
lnt.CLH02k7//2

U.S. CI. 417-50 8 Claims

Conduction pump for corrosive liquid metals, which can be

dismantled, whose body consists of modular elements made of

refractory materials.

A sealing bar for a rotary piston internal combustion engine.,

particularly of trochoidal construction, which is arranged

within a piston groove so as to be movable in a radial

direction, and which sealingly slides with its head portion

along a contact surface in the housing case of the internal

combustion engine, the sealing bar is provided with a multi-

partite, preferably two-partite, wear head portion subdivided

substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis and having small-

connecting surfaces with respect to the support portion of the

sealing bar.
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3 785 746 3,785,748

ADJUSTABLE TOOL HOLDER REiNFORCED AUTOMOTIVE FAN

Heinz K. Wolf, and Dean C. Averbeck. both of Farmington, Thomas G. Gorman, Hanover, Mich., assignor to Hayes-AI-

Mich., assignors to Kysor Industrial Corporation. Cadillac, bion, Jackson. Mich,

^j^,,
Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,179 »

Flledjan. 17. 1972. Ser. No. 218.292 Int. CL F04d 29/35

Int. CI. B2ib 29/034: B23q 3/00 U.S. CL 416-132 2 Ctoims

U.S. CL 408- 182 17CUims

30 36 26 28

An adjustable tool holder having a block portion adapted

for mounting on a boring bar or the like. Tool-holding means

IS adjustably attached to the block portion and movable with

respect thereto to vary the relative spacing between the

cutting edge of a tool carried thereby and the boring bar to

vary the bore dianveter. Adjustment means carried in the tool

holder is cooperable with the block and accessible from an

outer edge of the tm^l holder so that adjustment may be made

without removal of tool holder from the boring bar.

A reinforced automotive flex-fan in which both sides of the

flexible blade are reinforced by a one-piece member wrapped

around the radial extremity of the blade.

3.785,749

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR TWO-STAGE COMPRESSORS
Robert J. Perry, Houston, Tex., and Bobbie L. Whitson, Bart-

lesville. Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,

Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,789

Int. CLF04b 49/02, 49/OS

U.S.CL417— 12 6 Claims

3,785,747

AXIAL FLOW HYDRAULIC TURBINE GENERATOR
INSTALLATION

Howard A. Mayo, Jr., York, Pa., assignor to AUis-Chalmers

Corporation. Milwaukee, Wb,
Filed Nov. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 305,494

Int.CLF01d//iO. y5//0 ._^^
US. CL 415-33 4 Claims

.?

A control system for a first stage compressor and a second

stage compressor provides for the startup of the compressors

under no load conditions, and the operation of the compres-

sors with intermittent supply of gases of widely varying pres-

sures. The first stage is bypassed when the supply pressure is

above a predetermined value.

A hydraulic turbine generator installation wherein the tur-

bine rotor is supported centrally within a water confining tube

and the generator rotor is supported by a ring connected to

the radially outer ends of the turbine blades and rotates with

the turbine blades. The blades are supported by the ring and a

hub located in the tube to permit pivotal movement thereof.

Hydraulic servomotors or the like are also supported by the

ring and are connected to the blades to pivot the blades. A sin-

gle power source for the servomotors is located on a stationary

portion of the installation and connected by conduits through

the turbine blades.

3,785,750

WELLPOINT SYSTEM
Cameron C. Bryant, 8504 Izard Street. Omaha, Nebr.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,985

Int. CLF04b 49/00 s

U.S.CL 417-21 1.5 11 Claims

A wellpoint system for removing fluid from the earth is dis-

closed comprising a motor driven centrifugal pump having a

pump chamber divided into a suction chamber and a

discharge chamber by a bulkhead. A discharge pipe extends

from the discharge side of the pump through the suction

chamber and into the discharge chamber. A venturi is pro-
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vided in the discharge pipe in communication with the suction

chamber so that a suction is created in the suction chamber as

fluid passes through the discharge pipe into the discharge

chamber A plug valve is mounted in the bulkhead and is con-

trolled by a float positioned in the suction chamber so that the

3,785,752

PORTABLE SUBMERSIBLE PIMP
Carlos A. Crespo, P.O. Box 906, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Sept. 15, 1971. S«r. No. 180.787

Int.CL ¥04h 35106; F16c 1102

L'.S.CK 417-319 3 Claims

lowering of the float will open the plug valve A suction line

extends from the wellpoint header system and is in communi-

cation with the suction chamber. A normally closed flap valve

is provided on the suction line within the suction chamber to

permit the pump chamber to be initially filled.

3,785,751

SWASH.PLATE TYPE COMPRESSOR
Mamoru Nemoto, Katsuta, and Seijiro Tani, Hitachi, both of

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Toltyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 87,896, Nov. 9. 1970,

abandoned. This application Apr. 24, 1972, S«r. No. 247.024

lnt.CLF04by//6.2//00
U.S.CI.4ir-269 25 Claims

A submersible pump vw herein the motor unit is removed

from the liquid environment and the motive force for the

pump impeller, located in the liquid to be pumped, is trans-

mitted from the motor unit by means of a flexible power shaft.

The pump is portable and may have a gear box or a clutch In

addition, the present submersible pump may take the form of

an axial flow pump when low to moderate lifts are required at

large capacities A special flexible shaft terminal is provided

wherein the pump and impeller are attached directly to the

flexible shaft unit

3,785.753

ELfeCTRIC DRIVES FOR CENTRIFIGAL PUMPS
Alexandr .Anionovich Botidanov. Strastnoi bulvar, 7. kv. 39,

and Zinaida Sirafimovna Pomazkova, Starokashirskoc

shosse, 2, korpus 1 2, kv. 96, both of Moscow. U.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 13, 197I,Ser. No. 188,732

Int. CL F04b 7 7100

U.S. CI. 417-424 IChim

A swash plate type compressor comprising a cylindrical cas-

ing, a pair of cylinder blocks disposed in the cylindrical casing,

and three double-acting pistons being disposed within the

cylinder blocks and reciprocated by means of a swash plate

Each of the cylinder blocks is provided with a high pressure

passageway and a low pressure passageway, and a silencing

chamber is formed on the cylindrical casing by means of a

cover member which is mounted in a gas-tight manner on the

cylindrical casing. The silencing chamber communicates with

the high pressure passageway through a silencing pipe. An al-

ternative embodiment utilizes a spring member for commu-

nicating the silencing chamber with the high pressure

passageway.

An electric drive for a submergible pump employed in oil

production industry has a vertical oil-filled electric motor the

lower portion of which is secured to a hydraulic compensator

or surge chamber, while the upper portion is secured to a pro-

tector, the protector consists of a casing hermetically divided

by a diaphragm into inner and outer chambers to be filled with

protective liquid; an intermediate shaft is provided for trans-

mitting rotation from the electric motor to the pump, the shaft

having a sealing device concentrically disposed within the cas-

ing of the protector; a movable portion of the sealing device is

fixed in the axial direction relative to a stationary portion of

the same by means of a sliding bearing and two ring pivots

disposed at both sides of said bearing. A release valve disposed

in the casing of the protector is provided for controlling any

excessive pressure in the space above the movable portion of

the sealing device.
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3,785,754 " 3,785,756

MANUAL OVERRIDE SYSTEM FOR A VARIABLE GEAR PUMP
VOLUME PUMP Les M. Langenderfer, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-

Dean E. Miller, East Peoria, lU., assignor to CaterpiUar Trac- tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich ,„, „,^
tAr Co Peoria lU

^''«*' '^"8- 23, 1972, Ser. No. 282,924

Filed' Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,060 Int. CL FOlc NJO; F03c 3100; F04c 1/06

Int. CLE 15b 9/04 U.S. CL 418-170 2 Claims

U.S.CL 417-213 7 Claims

f . ^^ f
14-

!
^4'1

13^ 20,: i\-

^ 30^

/f ^ ^U

A hydraulic control system in which an engine driven varia-

ble displacement fluid pump provides a source of fluid pres-

sure for powering work implements, and having automatically

operable control means responsive to engine speed to control

displacement of the variable displacement pump to cor-

respond to engine horsepower, is provided with a manually

operable control means to override the automatic control

system for selectively controlling the displacement of the vari-

able displacement pump.

ERRATA
For Classes 417—050 and 418—117 see:

Patent Nos. 3,785,744 and 3,785,745

An internal-external gear pump having a crescent member

opposite the mesh point of the gears for preventing direct fluid

communication between the inlet and outlet ports. The

crescent has a leading edge adjacent the inlet port which

simultaneously seals the spaces between the gear teeth from

the zero displacement interval of the inlet port as the gears

rotate past the leading edge.

3,785,757

BLADE JOINT
David Paul Stamm, Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht, Netherlands, as-

signor to Conoflow Eu|-opa N.V., Dordrecht, Netherlands

Filed Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,918

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 23, 1970,

7015539
Int. CL FOlc 27/00

U.S.CL418—255 6 Claims

3,785,755

AIR COMPRESSOR SYSTEM
Walter M. Novak, Portland, Oreg., and Fred A. Thurmond,

Jr., Eureka, Calif., assignors to Rogers Machinery Com-

pany, Inc., Portland, Oreg.

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,076

Int. CL FOlc 27/04. F2Sd 7 1106; BO Id 53\26

U.S.CL 418-85 3 Claims

SCHSiNu 22 vIlvC

Air and oil are flowed through an oil flooded screw com-

pressor which heats the air and oil. after which the air and oil

are separated and the air is cooled to extract moisture

therefrom. Then the cooled air and the hot oil are passed

through a heat exchanger which heats the air to a desired tem-

perature for use and cools the oil to a desired temperature for

recirculation through the compressor.

The blade joint structure disclosed, to be used in pumps,

blowers, hydrometers, and the like machines, comprises a pair

of spaced blades mounted on the ends of a rod extending,

diametrically through the rotor of machines of the type

referred to. The joint structure is such that the blades have at

least two degrees of freedom provided by a blade having a

bore in which a clamping means is inserted which itself has a

bore at right angles for receiving the end of the rod. The rotor

is provided with a slot or bore through which the mounting rod

extends and in which it is movable. In the illustrated embodi-

ment the means for securing the clamping means to the rod in-

cludes a bolt carried by the clamp.
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3,785,758

VANE PUMP WITH RAMP ON MINOR DIAMETER
Cecil E. Adams: James C. Swaia, and Jack W. Wilcox, ail of

Columbus, Oliio, assignors to Abcx Corporation, New Yorli,

N.Y.

Filed Apr. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 246,774

Int.CI.FOIcy/00

U,S.CL4I8—260 .15 Claims

plunger and/or skirt may be vibrated to compact the extruding

mix. A rotary trowel on the rear end of the drum smooths the

inner surface of the extruded pipe. The preferred cementitious

mix is a low slump concrete which may be extruded to form a

seamless concrete pipe without the need to internally support

the pipe.

A hydraulic pump of the vane type wherein the cam surface

of the stator is formed with a ramp on the minor diameter por-

tion traversed by the vanes as they move from the pressure

zone to the suction zone. When vanes of the two lip type are

used, an in-ramp is especially desirable for pumps wherein the

vane are spring operated, while an out-ramp is especially

desirable for pumps wherein the vanes are operated by

. hydraulic actuators. The provision of such ramps has been

found to improve radial balance of the rotor, vane tip sealing,

and to reduce pressure ripple, as well as wear. *

3,785,759

MACHINE FOR FORMING A CONTINUOUS SEAMLESS
CONCRETE PIPE

B. Neil Johnson, 10811 Newcomb Ave., Whittier, Calif., and

Robert A. Midthun, 1404 N. Tustin, Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,258

Int. CI. E03f i/06

U.S. CI. 425-59 8 Claims

3,785,760

APPARATUS FOR EXTRUSION OF THERMOPLASTICS
David E. Johnson. Macedon, N.Y., assignor to Mobil Oil

Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,555

Intel. B29b / 106; B29f J/02
U,S. CI. 425-207 1 Claim

In a method and apparatus for the extrusion of ther-

moplastic resinous materials and, in particular, molten ther-

moplastic resin containing volatile blowing agent in admixture

therewith, a seal is provided for an extruder to prevent escape

or leakage therefrom of the molten thermoplastic resin-

volatile blowing agent mixture.

3,785,761

APPARATUS IMPROVEMENTS IN A ROTARY BLOW
MOLDING MACHINE

James C. Logomasini, Springfield, Mass., and Richard K. Shel-

by, Hinsdale, III., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
FilcdSept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,074 I

Int. CI. B29d 23103

U.S. CI. 425—387 B 4 Claims

A continuous seamless pipe is formed in a trench from a ce-

mentitious mix by advancing through the trench a carriage

mounting a trailing cylindrical drum with its axis parallel to

the direction line of carriage movement and a diameter equal

to the internal pipe diameter, and a cylindrical skirt having a

diameter approximating the outer pipe diameter concentri-

cally surrounding the drum to define an intervening rear-

wardly opening annular cylindrical containing an annular

piston. The cementitious mix is fed into the front end of the

cylinder and the piston is driven rearwardly through the

cylinder to extrude the mix through the open rear end of the

cylinder to form the pipe wall and exert a forward reaction

force on the carriage for propelling the latter through the

trench. The plunger may be segmented to obtain more
uniform extrusion about the full cylinder circumference. The
drum may be driven in rotary or other motion, and the drum.

Improvements in a multi-station rotary blow molding

machine wherein a number of partible blow molds angularly

spaced from each other about a main shaft on supports ex-

tending out from the axis of the machine are opened and

closed by means of a cam generally surrounding the periphery

of the machine. A portion of this cam is in the form of a varia-

ble thickness rib along which roller followers associated with

one section of each partible mold cammingly move on op-

posite sides thereof at least during closing of the molds. Spring

means are preferably included between the axis of the

machine and each inner mold section to absorb any unplanned

movement of the molds in a direction radial to the machine

axis.
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3,785,762 are possible to be attained by a material which while intended

UNIVERSAL THERMOPLASTIC SHEET FORMING as an insulating material in its ordinary and everyday common

APPARATUS use, in facfprovides improved thermal stability when used as a

Robert L. Butzko, c/o Thermtrol Corp., 165 Holland Ave., burner face member, density being such that it is permeable to

. Bridgeport, Conn. >

Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No, 139,632

Int. CI. B29c / 7104

U.S. CI. 425-289 22 Claims

WP/P7>Zvtv///////;(^'^-'/-' "/.'
'
'/''.

a gas/air mixture and yet the flame is retained exceptionally

close to the surface, without flashback, a particularly impor-

tant aspect of the construction resulting in the ability to modu-

late heat production and in fact make possible initiation and

termination of such production nearly instantaneously.

One or more heating stations, a dual action pressure-

vacuum thermo-forming press, and a die-cutting press are

located in line on a single machine. Thermoplastic sheet is fed

from a supply roll under the heating stations and through the

forming and cutting presses and then passed over a separating

mechanism. Precise indexing of the thermo-formed parts from 3,785,764

the forming press through the cutting press is provided by a CONTINUOUS MELTING OF VERY HIGH MELTING

pin chain carriage assembly Pins on the chain engage the POINT MATERIALS

plastic sheet and hold it fixed with respect to the chain. The George Delacroix, Croissy sur Seine, and Lucien Beneytout,

entire chain mechanism is mounted on a carriage which is Martigues, both of France, assignors to Societe Anonyme,

reciprocated. When the carriage moves forward, parts are in- Paris, France

dexed from under the thermo-forming press to the first of one Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,180

of more intermediate stations between it and the cutting press.
'

Int. CI. F27b / 9/00

When the carriage is reciprocated backwards, the chain is U.S. CI. 432— 85 5 Claims

driven through a one-way clutch assembly such that the chain

remains stationary with respect to the presses. Thus, on a sub-
'

•

sequent reciprocation, the thermo-formed parts are precisely

indexed in the cutting press. The cutting press is mounted on

rails and may be positioned towards or away from the forming

press to eliminate waste even when small parts are formed

using single molds.

The thermo-forming press is provided with separate top and

bottom platen-driving cylinders for universal adjustment of in-

itial and final positions and strokes. The drive cylinders are

mounted in a parallel battery below the top and bottom

platens. Fixed parallel cold bars transverse to the carriage

mechanism permit clamping of the sheet during thermo-form-

ing. The cutting press is driven by a single cylinder through a

toggle mechanism, providing a long down stroke on the top

platen to engage the cutting die about the plastic parts in a self

centering action prior to raising the lower platen against the

parts to provide the cutting action.

3,785,763

INFRA-RED BURNER
Rudolph S. Bratko, 10706 Harvard Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 239,951

Int.CI.F23d/i//2

U.S.CI.431-328 6 Claims

There is disclosed an infra-red burner particularly suitable

for process lines in which higher temperatures of the burner

Furnace for continuous melting of very-high melting-point

materials fitted with an adjustable feeding system, heated by

gaseous or other fuel or electricity, and cooled such as to form

on the inner side of the hearth a self-coating, and in which the

said hearth is held at least partly in a bath of a liquid coolant

such as water and vented to atmosphere and provided on the

one hand, with means to keep the level of water constant, and

on the other for feeding on the hearth the material to be

processed in the shape of an evenly sloping batter, the liquid

bath providing, among other things, proper cooling of the con-

tact area between the roof of the furnace and the hearth.
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3,785.765

ROTARY TOBACCO DRYER
Lome A. Rowell, Lachinc, Quebec, and James H. Cartmell,

PreviDc, Quebec, both of Canada, assignors to Imasco

Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,693

Int. CI. F27b 7108

U.S.Ch 432-107 9 Claims

A tobacco dryer is disclosed which comprises a rotating

substantially cylindrical drum in which the tobacco is dried

The drum has a first end and a second end and the tobacco

which is to be dried enters the first end of the drum and leaves

at the second eiid of the drum. Process air which has a low ab-

solute humidity is introduced into the drum at the second end

and flows through the drum in the opposite direction to the

flow of tobacco, so as to pick up and remove from the drum,

moisture released from the tobacco. A gas fired burner

located within the dryer housing produces heating air. This

heating air is forced over the exterior surfaces of the rotating

drum at a velocity between 500 feet per minute and 3.500 feet

per minute so as to increase the heat conductance through the

rotating drum. In addition, the dryer is also provided with a

controlled water spray which is introduced into the second

COKTHOU^ ";;
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end of the rotating drum and thereby controls the moisture

content of the tobacco leaving the dryer.

CHEMICAL
3,785,766

PROCESS FOR DYEING POLYESTER TEXTILES WITH
ANTHRAQUINONE DYESTUFFS BY THERMOFIXATION
Raouf Botros, Lock Haven, Pa., assignor to American Aniline

Products, Inc., Paterson, NJ.
Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,361

Int.CI.D06p//20,i/S2

U.S. CI. 8— 21 C 10 Claims

Anthraquinone dyes for dyeing polyester fabric are made by

the reaction of an arylamine, such as aniline, with a

dichlorochrysazin in which one of the chlorine atoms is in a

non-peri position, the reaction being conducted in the

presence of boric acid. This class of anthraquinone dyes, when
appropriately dispersed, produces blue-green dyeings on aro-

matic polyester fabrics with excellent substantivity, outstand-

ing sublimation fastness, and good fastness to light. The dyes

are applied to polyesters, such as polyethylene terephthalate,

preferably by thermofixation methods.

3,785,769

POLYESTER FIBERS DYED WITH METHYLIDYNEBIS
PYRAZOLONE DYESTUFFS

Edgar Earl Renfrew, Lock Haven, Pa., assignor to American

Aniline Products, Inc., Paterson, NJ.
Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,707

Int. CI. D06p 3154

U.S. CI. 8- 179 3 Claims

Dyestuffs for polyester and plastic substrates are provided

by reacting a methylidynebis pyrazolone with an N-methyiola-

mide. The dyestuffs have the formula

3,785,767

PROCESS FOR THE CONTINUOUS DYEING AND
PRINTING OF FIBRE MATERIALS CONTAINING IONIC

GROUPS
Dietrich HiMebrand, Odenthal, and Robert Kuth, Cologne,

both of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany
Filed Aug. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 62,651

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 16, 1969,

1941698
Int. CLD06p 3/74

U.S. CI. 8-54 8 Claims

Pad-steaming process for the continuous dyeing and print-

ing of fibre materials containing ionic groups, from organic

Solvents, characterised in that the fibre materials are dyed or

printed with chlorinated hydrocarbon dyeing baths containing

ionic dyestuffs which have been rendered soluble in

chlorinated hydrocarbons by the formation of salts or addition

products with lipophihc compounds.

With the new process, it is possible to produce on fibre

materials containing ionic groups strong, level and well

developed dyeings and prints in excellent yields.

r i' TH-N—CH»-A OH-

L i. J

Rj
Rs

C
I

CHi

-C=0 HOC-

C=CH C N
\ ^
C

I

CHj

I

Ri
Ri

wherein

each of R,, Rj and R3 is independently hydrogen, lower al-

kyl, chloro, bromo or lower alkoxy;

one Y is hydrogen and the other Y is

3,785,768

PROCESS FOR THE DYEING OF FIBRE MATERIAL
CONSISTING OF POLYACRYLONITRILE OR

ACRYLONITRILE-CONTAIKING COPOLYMERS
Klaus Walz, Leverkusen; Klaus Gerlach, Cologne, and Max

Schwarz, Berg.-Neukirchen, all of Germany, assignors to

Bayer Aktiengeselkchaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed Sept. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 179,571

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 11, 1970,

2044990
Int. CI. D06p 506,3/76

U.S. CI. 8- 169 4 Claims

Process for dyeing fibre materials consisting of

polyacrylonitrile-containing copolymers with cationic

dyestuffs in level and deep shades by using as dyeing auxilia-

ries quaternary ammonium salts which are derived from free

ammonium bases of the formula

—CHjNHCORi, —CHjN
\

(lower alkyl)

-CHjN
/

C0R4

(cyano lower alkyl)

\
C0R4

-CH,N
/
COR«

\
COR4

O

4

-CHiN C=0 or

\ /

<^
-CHiN

/
\

CHj-CH,

C CH,

each R4 is independently lower alkyl, chloro(lower alkyl),

bromo{ lower alkyl), cyano( lower alkyl), phenyl, chlorophen-

yl, bromophenyl, lower alkylphenyl, cyano( lower alkyl )phen-

yl, nitrophenyl, sulfamylphenyl, N,N-di( lower al-

kyl )sulfamylphenyl, N-( lower alkyl)sulfamylphenyl, lower al-

kylsulfonylphenyl, cyanopljenyl, di( lower alkyl) carbam-

ylphenyl or lower alkoxyphenyl; or

the two R4 groups taken together with the adjacent

—CHjN
\

CO-

CO-

wherein the R's and A are as defined below. group form a heterocyclic group having five or six ring atoms.
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3,785.770

PROCESS OF TREATING WOOD
Charles D. Hudson, Scattk, Wash., assignor to W yckoff Com-

pany, Scattk, Wash.

Division of Ser. No. 41,140, May 25, 1970, Pat No. 3,706,580.

This application Aug. 1, 1972, S«r. No. 276,932

Int. CI. B27k 3108. 3140; B05c 11/10

U.S.CI. 21-7 6 Claims

'COCLMS IDDO
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stituent. The ion exchange medium is adapted to remove sub-

stantially all of at least one type of charged macromoiecule

from the liquid without removing substantially any of the par-

ticular constituent. Normally at least one reagent reactive with

said particular constituent must be introduced into the liquid

before the determination is made. Positively or negatively

charged niacromolecules. or both, can be removed from the

liquid by using positive or negative ion exchange resins, or

combinations thereof, as the ion exchange medium. The

process is particularly effective for removal of dipolar ions,

especially protein molecules, whose charge depends on the pH
of the medium in which they are found. The charge on the

macromoiecule can then be adjusted so that the ion exchange

medium can selectively remove the macromoiecule without

removing any of the particular constituent.

A wood preservative composition which substantially

eliminates formation of pentachlorophenol crystals on the sur-

-face of the treated wood and results in increased paintability

of the treated wood over compositions previously used con-

sists of polypropylene glycol and a thermoplastic hydrocarbon

resin derived from high temperature cracking of petroleum

added to a solution of pentachlorophenol in a narrow boiling

range mineral spirits solvent. Minor amounts of dioctylphtha-

late may be added which, along with the polypropylene glycol,

prevent the formation of visible pentachlorophenol crystals on

the surface of the treated product Wood or other cellulosic

materials are impregnated with the composition under pres-

sure and the solvent carrier extracted and recovered from the

wood before discharge of the wood from the treating chamber

by a combination of heal and vacuum. The treated product,

on removal from the treating chamber, is dry and clean to the

touch with no "blooming" or formation of visible pen-

tachlorophenol crystals on the surface of the wood.

3,785,772

BLOOD ANALYZER
John C. Coggeshall. Des Plaines, III., assignor to Milroy R.

Blowitz: Max Pastin and Magnor. Inc.. Chicago, III., part in-

terest to each

Continuation of Ser. No. 4,983, Jan. 22, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,131

lnt,CI.G01nJ//00,JJ//6

l.S. CI. 23-253 R 4 Claims

3,785,771

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ANALYZING A LIQITD

CONTAINING MACROMOLECLLESTHAT WOULD
INTERFERE W ITH THE ANALYSIS

Wayne W. Luchsinger, Tempe. Ariz., and Richard G. Nadeau.

Claymont, Del., assignors to E.4. du Pont de Nemours and

Company, W ilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 19, 1969, Ser. No. 851,409

Int.CLGOIniy/04

U.S. CL 23-230 R 1 2 Claims

A pair of syringes respectively coupled by way of a pair of

three-w ay valves to a source of blood and a source of reagent,

so that withdrawing the plungers fills the syringes respectively

with blood and reagent The three-way valves are switched

and a motor mechanism is activated simultaneously to move

the plungers into the syringes to move the blood and the re-

agent through a pair of chambers separated by a semipermea-

ble membrane A selected substance in the blood is dialyzed

through the membrane and reacts with the reagent to furnish a

product, the concentration of which is measured to determine

the concentration of the selected substance in the blood.

3,785,773

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS TUBE MODULE
Donald G. Rohrbaugh, Santa Ana, Calif., assignor to Beckman

Instruments, Inc., FuUerton, Calif.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,350

InLClGOlnlllO. 1114. 1118

U.S.CL 23-253 R 8 Claims

A method and apparatus for analyzing a liquid for a particu-

lar constituent when the liquid contains charged

macromolecules that would interfere with the analysis. The

method comprises forcing the liquid through an ion exchange

medium into a reaction chamber in a manner such that sub-

stantially all of the liquid passes through the ion exchange

medium and determining the presence of said particular con-

An integral, thin wall thermoplastic chemical analysis tube

module has a plurality of test tubular receptacles disposed
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normally to an elongated rectangular planar area and has a

surrounding first wall frame segment of uniform height

secured to and supportively disposed around a perimeter

major segment of the planar area. A first uniform stiffener lip

is integrally secured to and disposed around the first frame

segment opposite the planar area. An opposed pair of second

wall frame segments having a second uniform height is

secured to and supportively oppositely disposed around a pair

of opposed perimeter minor segments of the planar area. The

second wall height is precisely greater than the first wall

height. A pair of second uniform stiffener lips is secured to

and disposed around the second frame segment perimeter,

also opposed to the planar area. The temporary compressive

displacement of the second pair of stiffener lips inside the

perimeter of the first pair of stiffener lips provides an expan-

sive precise jaw clamp on release of the clamp, which can

secure the tube module combination in a configured cut out

aperture in a supporting plate.

paratus for acetylation and benzene washings, the apparatus

for benzene stripping and the partial saponification apparatus

are interconnected by connecting adaptors for conveying the

fibrous reaction mass from one apparatus to another and pro-

vided with means for creating therein a sealing plug from the

^
3,785,774

BREATH TESTING SYSTEM WITH BREATH
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

John E. Murphy, Skokie, III., assignor to Borg-Warner Cor-

poration, Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 154,381, June 18, 1971, abandoned.

This application July 24, 1 972, Ser. No. 274,7 12

Int.CLG0Inii/y6

U.S. CL 23-254 E 9Ctaims
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An improvement in alcohol breath testing system wherein a

breath temperature sensor is included in the breath input unit

and means responsive to the sensor for altering the per-

formance of the system.

conveyed reaction mass. Said means for the creation of the

sealing plug is in the form of a screw conveyer with a valve ar-

ranged at its discharge orifice and spring-loaded in the

direction opposite to the direction of the fibrous reaction mass

conveying.

3,785,776

APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUS LIQUID PHASE
SEPARATION

Barrymore T. Larkin, Middlesex Township, Butler County,

Pa., assignor to Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,252

Int. CLBOld/y/04. J/22

U.S. CL 23— 267 R '4 CUims

3,785,775

PLANT FOR CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF
CELLULOSE TRIACETATE IN A HETEROGENEOUS

PHASE
Fedor Mikhailovich Mikhalsky, Zanevsky prospekt, 13, kv. 8;

Artemy Mikhailovich Gaspariants, ulitsa Tukhachevskogo,

37. kv. 84; Jury Nikolaevich Purlov, prospektmorisa Toreza,

108, kv. 37, all of Leningrad; Pavel Ivanovich Kulesh, ulitsa

Schedrina, 2, kv. 12, Shostka Sumskoi oblasti; Pavel

Petrovich Rudenko, ulitsa Krasnaya, 200, kv. 24; Alexei

Nikolaevich Ryabtsev, ulitsa Zakharova, 16, kv. 7, both of

Krasnodar, all of U.S.S.R.; Yakov Efimovich Levi, deceased,

late of Moscow, U.S.S.R., and Mina Neukhovna Levi, ad-

ministratrix, Belyaevo-Bogorodskoe, kvartal 45, korpus 22,

kv. 26, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,700

Int. CL BOlj i/02, 4/00; C08I 7/02

U.S.CL 23-260 1 Claim

A plant for continuous production of cellulose triacetate in

a heterogeneous phase, comprising consecutively arranged

apparatus for activating, acetylation and benzene washings,

benzene stripping, partial saponification, water washings and

final product drying. The apparatus for activating, the ap-

'
. p C'run Ij II II

T^
;4^*''^F~'

-r -^

An apparaus for continuous liquid phase separation, par-

ticularly of meta and para cresol, having a desulfonation

column in which a plurality of fixed beds are positioned along

its length and separated by plenums. Alternative plenums are
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connected to a source of steam and the plenums not so con-

nected are connected with vapor withdrawal means. A sul-

fonator is provided to supply feedstock to the column at its top

and thin film evaporator provided to concentrate sulfuric acid

produced in the column for reuse in the sulfonator. The

withdrawal means including condensing means for the separa-

tion of water from the volatilized fractions.

of collecting smoke from a broiler or other cooker. The device

has an outlet and a passageway between the hood and the out-

let. In this passageway is a cellular, catalyst-coated refractory

block threaded with high resistance electrical wire for heating

the block cells. An impeller associated with the passageway

draws the vapors through the heated block cells for com-

bustion of the vapors and then forces them on through the out-

let.

3,785,777

APPARATUS FOR THE UNIFORM PREPARATION OF
SILVER HALIDE GRAINS

Henry D. Porter, and Benjamin A. Johnson, both of Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 876,893, Nov. 14, 1969, abandoned. This

application Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No, 194,466

Int. CI. BOlf i/05. BOld 9102. COlgi/OO

U.S. CI. 23-271 4 Claims

3,785.779

GAS LIQUID INLET DISTRIBUTOR
Sik U. Li, Morris Township, Morris County, and Robert M.

Koros, Westfield. both of N.J., assignors to Esso Research

and Engineering Company, Linden, N.J.

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,269

Int. CI. B05b 7104; BOlj 1 100

U.S.CL 23-284 4 Claims

iff

An apparatus for its practice are disclosed where, uniformly

sized silver halide grains are precipitated in an aqueous pep-

tizer solution by the reaction of a silver salt solution with a ha-

lide salt solution, where at least one of the solutions has been

mixed with a portion of the peptizer solution prior to its reac-

tion with the other solution within the remainder of the pep-

tizer solution Apparatus is disclosed for practicing the

method of this invention including at least one separate mixing

chamber for dilution of a salt solution with a portion of the

peptizer solution prior to the precipitation reaction.

3,785,778

SMOKE ELIMINATING DEVICE
Norman Burstein, Cherry Hill, and Richard C. Ditzler, Cin-

naminson, both of N J., assignors to Smokontrol Corporation

of America, Pennsauken, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 865,002, Oct. 9, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 127,349

Int. CL BOlj 7/00, 9/04

U.S.CL 23-288 F 13 Claims

I
., I ,i :'j\ /y • St t

i.

A distributor for inli-oduction of mixed gas and liquid into a

vessel which provides improved mixing of the vessels contents

and intimate contact between the gas and liquid by formation

of small gas bubbles. Two phase flow is baffled to assure a

uniform dispersion of liquid in gas prior to sparging the mix-

ture into the vessel Sparging takes place at high velocities to

provide a multiplicity of small gas bubbles created by the

shearing action of the liquid passing through the openings in

the sparger. i

3,785,780
I

REACTION VESSEL I

Newton N. Teichmann: Chancey D. McKenna, both of Bethel

Park, and Albert Garrone, Canonsburg, aU of Pa., assignors

to Henrv F. Teichmann, Inc.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,169

Int. CL BOld 5i/i4

U.S. CI. 23-285 6 Claims

gS

For eliminating combustible, carbon containing vapors or

smoke, there is provided a device having an inlet hood capable

The reaction vessel accommodates a corrosive liquid bath

such as molten carbonate and a reactant such as petroleum

coke and air. The vessel includes an oxidation chamber and a

reduction chamber separated by a tee-shaped baffle. A liquid

level control chamber cooperates with the reduction chamber

and also serves as the outlet. Orifices extend through the baf-

fle so that there is a controlled flow and recirculation of the

bath through the chambers. The reactant is injected into the

oxidation chamber below the level of the bath. The vessel is

lined with a refractory brick or block, an insulating refractory

sealant, and sections of expanded metal or metal grating.
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3,785,781

APPARATUS FOR CATALYTICALLY CONVERTING
FLUID

George L. Hervert, Woodstock; Robert D. Camahan, Barring-

ton, and Karl J. Youtsey, Chicago, all of III., assignors to

Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, HI.

Filed Oct. 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 86, 1 26

Int. CL BOlj 9/04

U.S. CI. 23- 288 F 3 CUims
Method and means of catalytically converting fluids such as

exhaust gases. The fluid is passed through a catalytically active

first skeletal material zone having a plurality of flow paths in

the direction of flow of predetermined cross-sectional dimen-

sions. Immediately after withdrawing the fluid from the first

skeletal material zone, the fluid is passed through an adjacent

second skeletal zone having a plurality of flow paths in the

direction of flow of larger cross-sectional dimensions than the

flow paths of the first skeletal material zone. Immediately after

withdrawing the fluid from the second zone the fluid is passed

through an adjacent catalytically active third zone of skeletal

material having flow paths in the direction of flow of smaller

cross-sectional dimensions than the flow paths of the second

zone.

3,785,783

RUTHENIUM OR OSMIUM ON HARD METAL
Brian Arthur Mynard, Bromsgrove; Bryan Jones; Victor Allen

Tracey, both of Solihull, and Walter Betteridge, Beckenham,

all of England, assignors to International Nickel Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,889 '

Int. CLB22fy /OO

U.S.CL 29- 182.7 5 Claims

Bodies having osmium or ruthenium at the surface are

found to give improved service as cutting tools, dies, bearings

and the like. Best results are obtained when the body consists

of a hard metal consisting of a carbide and a cobalt binder,

and osmium or ruthenium is caused to combine with the bond-

ing metal by interdiffusion of a surface coating of the precious

metal and underlying bonding metal or by using mixtures of

cobalt and osmium or ruthenium or both as the bonding metal.

3,785,782
CATALYTIC PETROLEUM CONVERSION APPARATUS
Robert R. Cartmell, Crown Point, Ind., assignor to Standard

Oil Company, Chicago, III.

Division ofrSer. No. 5,777, Jan. 26, 1970, Pat. No. 3,661,799.

This application Dec. 8, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 206,2 14

Int. CL BOlj 9/20

U.S.CL 23-288 S 3 Claims

3,785,784

SCRAP BLOCKS FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES
Kunitoshi Tezuka, 34 7-chome, Minamisuna-machi, Koto-ku,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 12, 1966, Ser. No. 601,034

Claims priority, application Japan, SepL 3, 1966, 41/57944;

Sept. 10, 1966, 4V59632; Sept. 30, 1966, 41/64315

Int. CLB21C J 7/00

U.S.CL 29— 186 11 Claims

A metal scrap block for use in electric furnaces is of sub-

stantially cylindrical configuration and provided in its outer

circumferential surface with angularly spaced longitudinal

grooves which extend radially inwardly by between about Vfe

and V4 of the block diameter.

Catalytic conversion of petroleum feedstocks, such as the

cracking of a gas oil in a vertical transport reactor, is improved

by effecting rapid separation of catalyst from reactor effluent

and re-generating catalyst in a multi-stage fluid-bed system. A
higher yield of desirable petroleifm products and a lower car-

bon level on spent catalyst are realized. Partial regeneration of

spent catalyst is effected in a first dilute-phase regeneration

state, permitting subsequent use of a high regeneration tem-

perature in order to reach an acceptably low carbon level on

regenerated catalyst without harm to sensitive con-version

catalysts.

3,785,785

SOLID SURFACE LUBRICANT COATING
James O. Hodshire, Mooresville; Quentin O. Shockley, Indi-

anapolis, and Don E. Crouse, PlainfieM, all of Ind., assignors

to General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,950

Int. CLC IOm 7/00

U.S. CI. 29- 195 Y ^
6 CUims

Metal articles are provided with a heat resistant, wear and

abrasion resistant, antiseizing, solid surface lubricant coating

consisting essentially of the combination of silver and niobium

di-telluride.

3,785,786

WELDED AUSTENITIC NICKEL CHROMIUM STEELS
Jean-Jacques De Cadenet, Ugine, France, assignor to Ugine

Aciers, Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 13,757, Feb. 24, 1970, Pat. No. 3,693,247,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 608,971, Jan. 13,

1967, abandoned. This application June 9, 1972, Ser. No.

261,390

Int. CLB32b 75/00

U.S. CI. 29— 1 96.

1

5 Claims

Weld deposits joining nickel-chrome austenitic steels, a

method of making the weld deposits and filler metals yielding
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such weld deposits which have the general composition in per

cent by weight of carbon 0.06 to 0.12. chromium 15 to 20.

nickel 7.5 to 1 3, tungsten 3.5 to 5. manganese 0.5 to 2. silicon

« 0.6 and nitrogen (N,) « 0. 10. and a ferritic tendency index

of less than or equal to 1 5

.

January 15, 1974
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3,785,787

STAINLESS STEEL WITH HIGH RESISTANCE AGAINST
CORROSION AND W ELDING CRACKS

Kozo YokoU; Yukishige Fukase, and Koichiro Osozawa, all of

Yokohama. Japan, assignors to Nippon Yakin Kog>o Com-

pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Set. No. 22,173, March 24, 1970, abandoned.

This application Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,733

Int. CI. B32b 1 5/00; C22c 39/20

U.S.CL 29—196.1 14 Claims

Stainless steel with high resistance against corrosion and

welding cracks, consisting of carbon, silicon, manganese,

nickel, chromium, copper and the remainder of iron with an

^ne^itable amount of iinpurity. The contents of the aforesaid

ingredient elements of the stainless steel are so related with

each other that the value of the following ausienite/ferritc

ratio IS kept equal to or less than 1 .06.

3,785,789
* FUEL DETERGENTS

Lewis R. Honncn, Petaluma, and Marvin D. Coon, Novato,

both of Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company, San

Francisco, Calif. l

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,289 '

Int. CL ClOl //22

U.S.CL 44—66 » 16 Claims

The reaction products of hydrocarbon polyamines having a

long, substantially aliphatic, hydrocarbon chain bonded to a

di- or higher polyamine with certain polyfunctional coupling

agents find use as detergents in distillate fuel compositions.

The hydrocarbon group is normally branched chain and

derived from natural sources or polyolefins. substantially free

of aromatic substitution and of about 420 to 10.000 molecular

weight. The poly-functional coupling agents are certain

polyhalides. polycarboxylic acids, and organic polyiso-

cyanates.

austenite/ferrite ratio

=

Ni(%) + 0.5 Mn(%) + 30C(%) + 2

Cr(%)+1.5Si(9f)-5.6

3.785,790

HYDROCARBON FUEL COMPOSITIONS
Aart Strang, Amsterdam. Netherlands, assignor to Shell Oil

Company, New York, N.Y.

FiledDec. 29. 1971. Ser. No. 213,723

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Dec. 30, 1970.

61769/70
Int.CLC10l//26

U.S. CI. 44-66 4 Claims

Liquid hydrocarbon distillate fuel compositions, especially

gasolines, containing mineral and organic acid salts of

hydrocarbyl polyam ides effectively nullify and/or inhibit foul-

ing of vital parts of internal combustion engines.

The stainless steel may contain a limited amount of molyb-

denum, niobium, titanium, and tantalum, with a modified

austenite/ferrite ratio. The stainless steel is advantageously

used to make heat exchangers in processes employing auto-

matic tungsten inert gas arc welding techniques.

3.785,788

METHOD OF FORMING HONEYCOMB PANEL EDGES
Marvin D. Haggberg, Los AUmitos; Ira K. Kavanagh, Fuller-

ton, and Leonard R. Van Horik, Long Beach, all of Calif., as-

signors to McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica,

Calif.

Filed Nov. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 303,484

Int. CI. B23p / 7/00

U.S. CL 29-423 4 Claims

3,785.791 '

FORMING UNIT FOR FINE MINERAL FIBERS

VV alter Merton Perry. 76 Locust Hill Rd.. Darien, Conn.

Filed Mar. 2. 1972. Ser. No. 231,347

Int. CLC03b J 7/04

U.S.CL65-14 14 Claims

xmL

r'
//f

/i=)

^"Wj f
SP^//4

A method of contour-forming the edge of honeycomb sand-

wich panel comprising the steps of cutting a slit through the

edge portion of the honeycomb midway between and parallel

to the outer sheets of the sandwich, inserting a hardened blade

into the slit, crushing the honeycomb core and thereafter

removing the blade prior to the stretch-forming operation.

This provides a bearing surface between the cells attached to

the inner and outer panel sheets which permits the outer sheet

to act independently of the inner sheet and thus form to con-

tour satisfactorily in the subsequent stretch-forming step. In

the alternative when crushing is not desired the blade is left in

the slit during the stretch-forming operation to provide the slip

surface between the inner and outer sheets.

An improved apparatus for the formation of fine fibers from

mineral materials, especially glass, in which the molten

material feeds continuously into a rotor which is turning at

high speed, and discharges by centrifugal force thru multiple

orifices arranged in superposed rows in the outer peripheral

wall of the rotor in the form of molten filaments, with hot

gaseous means to control the temperature of the zone im-

mediately beyond the rotor outer wall and hold it c^ose to the

temperature of the molten filaments, and with a secondary

outer attenuation zone comprising a high velocity annular

gaseous blast for further attenuating the filaments into fine

fibers, and with the gaseous blast composed of multiple in-

dividual jets spaced closely together, and so angled that the

elements of the blast have a component of their velocity tan-

gential to the rotor outer wall, and moving preferably in the

same direction as the outer wall movement. The advantage of

this combination is that it produces longer and finer fibers,

and with less twisting together than is possible with the means

used heretofore. Additional objectives are improved means to

control the temperatures in the rotor, reduction of rotor wind-

age, and reduction in the amount of power required to com-

press the medium used for the outer gaseous blast by reason of

more efficient blast nozzles.
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3.785,792

SURFACE COATING OF CHEMICALLY TEMPERED
VITREOUS BODIES

Emile Plumat, Gilly, Belgium, assignor to Glaverbel S.A.,

VVatermadel-Boitsfort, Belgium

Filed Sept. 9, 1969, Ser. No. 856,273

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, Sept. 12, 1968,

56869; Great Britain, June 25, 1969, 32148/69

Int. CLC03c/ 7/00. 2 //OO

II.S. CL 65-30 28 Claims

and spaced from the rim thereof during use including the steps

of forming the receptacle with the guard in a first position, and

then, moving the guard into a second position in which it is

used.

3,785,795

APPARATUS FOR POSITIVELY CENTERING A GLASS
FORMING THIMBLE

Robert D. Colchagoff, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois

Inc., Toledo. Ohio
Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,079

Int. CLC03byy/00, 9/40

U.S.CL 65-307 10 Claims

18 34

I 2

A method for improving the adherence and uniformity of a

coating layer on a body of vitreous or vitrocrystalline material

by chemically tempering the body so as to impart compressive

surface stresses to the surface to be coated before the coating

layer is applied, and articles produced in such a manner.

3,785,793 '

METHOD OF LEACHING HIGH SILICA GLASS HAVING
0.5-2.0% P/)5

Yong Wan Park. Seoul, South Korea, assignor to National In-

dustrialResearch Institute. Seoul, South Korea ,

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,383

Claims priority, application South Korea, May 31, 1971,

746
Int. CLC03C 75/00

U.S.CL 65-31 6 Claims

The addition of small controlled amounts of P2O5 to a

borosilicate glass improves the speed and homogenity of phase

separation upon heating of the glass. A borosilicate glass of

the formula 65-75 percent SiOj. 15-259}^ B2O3. 5-10% RjO

and 0.5-2.0'^ PjOs. wherein R is Na. K or Li. is heated and un-

dergoes phase separation into a silica rich phase and an acid

soluble RjO — BjOj — PjOj phase The acid soluble phase is

leached with acid to form a porous high silica glass which can

be reheated at about 1 ,200X to contract the glass thereby

yielding a transparent nonporous glass of properties similar to

quartz glass.

Apparatus for positively centering a glass forming thimble.

The thimble in a glass forming operation is used to form the

extreme upper portion of the finish of a glass container. In this

invention, the thimble is connected to the two neck ring halves

within which it is positioned. This assures that the thimble will

always be positively centered with respect to the neck ring

halves when they are opened.

3,785,796

PRODUCTION OF UREA-AMMONIUM SULFATE
Horace C. Mann, Jr., Fk>rence, Ala., assignor to Tennessee

Valley Authority, Muscle Shoals, Ala.

Continuation of Ser. No. 155,133, June 21, 1971. This

appUcation Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,262

Int. CI. C05c 9/00

U.S.CL 71-28 1 Claim

BT -PRODUCT
AMMONIUM
SULfATE „ ,

3,785,794

METHOD FOR FORMING A DRINKING RECEPTACLE
Frederick R. Hodges, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 48,162, June 22, 1970, Pat. No. 3,666,1 10.

This application May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,960

Int. CLC03b 2 7/00

U.S.CL65-108 6Ctalms

RCCYClE
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J r

FLOW DIAGRAM OF GRANULATION PILOT PLANT FOR PRODUCTION

• OF UREA-AMMONIUM SULFATE

A process for the production of urea-ammonium sulfate

granules from urea and ammonium sulfate by several granula-

tion methods. The proportion of ammonium sulfate in the

mixture was varied from 15 percent to 70 percent by weight

resulting in products containing from 42 percent to 29 percent

N and 3 percent to 17 percent S. respectively. Unexpectedly,

the urea-ammonium sulfate mixture in these proportions were

fiuid enough at 250° P. to 325° P. to be prilled and granulated.

A,method for forming a drinking receptacle having means The presence of the ammonium sulfate increased the strength

for maintaining ice. fruit, and the like within the receptacle of the granules significantly.
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3.785,797

PRODLCTION OF NITROPHOSPHATE FERTILIZER

Samuel Strekoff, New York, N.Y.. and Sydney Atkin, Spring-

field, N J., assignors to Chemical Construction Corporation.

New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 85.956, Nov. 2, 1970. abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 766.1 39. Oct. 9. 1968. Pat. No.

3,582,313. This appUcation Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,444

Int.CI.C05b///06

U.S. CI. 71-39 2 Claims

January 15, 1974
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3.785,799

HERBICIDAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING 2-(2',6'-

DICHLOROPHENYL)-1.3.THIAZINE-4-ONEAND
METHODS OF EMPLOYING THE SAME

Jasper Daams, and Kobus Wellinga, both of VV'eesp, Nether-

lands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 43.194, June 3. 1970. Pat. No. 3.661.900.

This application Nov. 15. 1971, Ser. No. 198.999

Claims priority, application Netherlands. June 4, 1969.

6908457 .

Int.CLA01n9//2 '

U.S. CI. 71-90 2 Claims

It has been found that 2-(2',6'-dichlorophenyl)- 1.3-

thiazine-4-one has a biocidal effect on plants and their seeds.

An interesting feature is that the said novel substance has not

only a good initial activity but also a long-term activity. Selec-

tive use of the substance in cultivated plants having roots

which penetrate to a comparatively great depth is possible.

Thus, no appreciable damage is done to the cultivated plants.

Nitrophosphate fertilizer is produced by the nitric acid

digestion of phosphate rock. The pH of the initial digestion

solution is raised to the range of about 1 .8 to 2.5 by ammonia
addition, to precipitate impurities including a major portion of

fluoride and iron phosphate. The solid precipitate is filtered

from the clear solution, and the solid filter cake is calcined a^

elevated temperature to volatilize fluorine and decompose
iron phosphate into a nitric acid-insoluble form. The calcined

cake is digested with nitric acid to recover phosphate and alu-

minum values in solution, and the resulting slurry is filtered

and the solid filter cake containing iron compounds and silica

is discarded. The clear filtrate is combined with the initial

clear solution previously formed by filtration to remove solid

fluoride and iron impurities, and the combined solution is

preferably further acidified to reduce the PH to a low and

highly acid value. A soluble salt such as ammonium sulfate or

potassium sulfate, which has an anion which forms an insolu-

ble solid salt with the calcium cation, is added to the combined

solution, and an insoluble solid calcium salt is precipitated.

Filtration removes the solid calcium salt, and ammonia is

added to the remaining solution to raise the pH and

precipitate remaining impurities. After removal of

precipitated solid impurities by filtration, the final solution is

processed by water removal to produce solid nitrophos fertil-

izer, usually together with ammonium nitrate as a co-product.

3.785,800 I

NEW SUBSTITUTED PYRIMIDINE
Daniel Bertin. Montrouge; Jacques Perronnet. and Andre

Teche, both of Paris, all of France, assignors to Roussel

UCI.AF, Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 3,499. Jan. 16. 1970. Pat. No. 3.658.819.

This application Oct. 8. 1971. Ser. No. 187.914

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 21, 1969,

69010011 ,

Int. CLAO I a 9/22 ^

U.S.Ci. 71—92 2 Claims

A new substituted pyrimidine, of formula I

:

V O

(I)

compositions containing the same, process and method.

The compound 1 possesses pestijidal, particularly herbicidal

properties.

3.785,801

CONSOLIDATED COMPOSITE MATERIALS BY
POWDER METALLURGY

John Stanwood Benjamin. Suffem, N.Y., assignor to The Inter-

national Nickel Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 849,133, Aug. 11, 1969, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 709,700, March 1,

1 968, Pat. No. 3,59 1 ,362. This application Aug. 6, 1 97 1 , Ser.

No. 169,791
I

Int. Cj,B22f 9/00

' U^. CL 75—0.5 BC ^ Claims

3,785,798

BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE PARTICULATE MATERIAL
AND THE PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING SAME

John C. Horai. Hagerstown. and Stephen F. Tucker. Clear

Spring, both of Md.. assignors to GAF Corporation. New
York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 633.718. April 26. 1967. Pat.

No. 3.560,196. This application Oct. 19. 1970. Ser. No.

82,160The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb.

2, 1988. has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. AO In 9/00

U.S.CL 71-79 6 Claims

Biologically active particulate material capable of releasing

a biochemical at a controlled rate due to the change of en-

vironmental conditions, is manufactured by coating granules

in the range of 10 to SO mesh with a biochemical and a silicate

binder and thereafter partially insolubilizing the binder.

-fijx*»r

• Cboi/vrr

Directed to the powder metallurgy production of con-

solidated metal products wherein the starting material com-
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prises dense wrought particles containing at least 1 5 percent

by volume of a compressively deformable metal with the

remainder being one or more other metals or non-metals with

the internal structure of the particles being non-porous and

with the constituents thereof being intimately united and in-

terdispersed, i e., mechanically alloyed, said particles, upon

consolidation, yielding metal or cermet products having

unusual properties and capable of compositioinal charac-

teristics not available as a result of other processing

techniques.

3,785,802

METHOD FOR EXTRACTIN(; AND SEPARATING IRON

AND NON-FERROUS METALS, FROM FERROUS
MATERIALS

Giorgio Roberti, Rome; Casimiro Dufour-Berte, Genoa, and

Edoardo Pasero, Rome, all of Italy, assignors to Centro

Sperimental MetallurgicoS.p.A., Rome, Italy

Filed Jan. 18. 1971, Ser. No. 106,962

Claims priority, application Italy, Jan. 19, 1970, 12431/70

Int. CLC2 lb/ 5/04

U.S.CL 75-26 9Ctaims

3,785,804

STEEL ALLOY
Thomas Watmough, Dolton. and Robert P. O'Shea, Lombard,

both of III., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington,

D.C.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,281

Int. CI. C-2c i9/26. F42b 13/48

U.S. CI. 75- 126 D 4 Claims

A low alloy steel having titanium as an essential alloying in-

gredient. The titanium addition provides the means for con-

trolling and manipulating the fragment mass distribution

characteristics emanating from the detonation of an explosive

warhead fabricated from the titanium containing steel alloy.

•1_ -- <SI

J?-??"
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3,785,805

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING FORMED OBJECTS
FROM A CHROMIUM-CARBON-IRON ALLOY

Jan Van Den Boomgaard, and Lodewijk Reinaerd Wolff, both

of Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y,

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,477

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 3, 1970,

7004761
Int.CLC22ci9//4

U.S. CI. 75-130.5 2 Claims

Formed objects of high strength even at higher tempera-

tures are obtained by unidirectional solidification of an iron-

chromium-carbon alloy in a given range of compositions

around a straight line in the triangular phase diagram connect-

ing points representing the compositions chromium 15 per-

cent by weight, carbon 4 percent by weight, remainde. iron

and chromium 30.5 percent by weight, carbon 2.96 percent by

weight, remainder iron.

The invention consists in a method for extracting and

separating iron from non-ferrous metals from ferrous ores and

similar ferrous materials of such a pyrite ashes and/or purple

ores, powders recovered from the steelmaking oxygen con-

verter fumes and the like. The method comprising a first step

wherein the material is reduced to an iron sponge preferably

by means of hydrogen and similar reducing gases; a second

step wherein said iron sponge is treated with carbon monoxide

so as to obtain ferrocarbonyl vapors and a carbonylation solid

residue with a higher concentration of non-ferrous metals; a

third step consisting in the treatment of the ferrocarbonyl

vapors on one side and then of the carbonylation solid residue;

wherein the ferrocarbonyl vapors are condensed and then dis-

sociated into pure iron powder and carbon monoxide which is

used again in said second step, and wherein the residual car-

bonylation solid is treated to extract and recover the non fer-

rous metals contained therein.

3,785,806

METHOD OF PRODUCING ARSENIC SELENIDES AND
ARSENIC DOPED SELENIUM

Sten Tycho Henriksson, Skelleftehamn, Sweden, assignor to

Boliden Aktiebolag, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,956

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 12, 1971,

3226/71
lnt.CLC22c///0

U.S.CL 75-134 H 7 Claims

A process for producing arsenic doped selenium. Finely di-

vided selenium is mixed with a finely divided arsenic in an

atomic ratio of 1:4, whereafter the mixture is heated in an

inert atmosphere to obtain a master alloy. The master alloy is

then mixed with molten pure selenium in a manner to obtain

an arsenic content of between 0. 1 and 2 percent by weight in

the selenium.

3,785,803

EXTRACTION OF MERCURY FROM ALKALINE BRINES

Fletcher L. Moore, Knoxville, Tenn., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the United States Atomic

Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 1,1972, Ser. No. 231,029

Int. CI. C22b 43100

U.S.CL75-121 2 Claims

This invention is for a method of quantitatively removing

mercury from aqueous waste streams with certain selected

liquid organic amines. The method in its preferred form is par-

ticularly appropriate for removing mercury from aqueous

brine solutions. Efficient and quantitative recovery of the ex-

tracted mercury is also provided.

3,785,807

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A MASTER ALLOY FOR USE

IN ALUMINUM CASTING PROCESSES

Stig Lennart Backerud, Akersberga, Sweden, assignor to

Granges Aluminium AB, Kubikenborg, Fack, Sundsvall,

Filed Apr. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 137,986

Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 28, 1970,

5881/70
Int. CLC22C 7/02

U.S.CL 75-138 9Ctaims

A method for producing a master alloy for use in aluminum

casting processes in which an aluminum melt containing

0.02-6 percent by weight titanium and 0.01-2 percent by

weight boron ii produced under conditions under which the
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boron is bound lo titanium in the form of titanium diboride.

whereafter the melt containing titanium diboride is held under

agitation at a temperature rangmg from the melting point of

the material to 900° C for a period of at least 1 5 minutes and

at most 9 hours.

3,785,808

PERMANENT MAGNET ALLOY LSING MOLYBDENUM
Robert Steinitz. Montclair. N.J.. assignor to Wilbur B. Driver

Companv. Newark, N J.

Continuation of S«r. No. 82,501. Oct. 20. 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224.613

lnt.CI.C22c/9/00

U.S.a.75— 170 4 Claims

A semihard permanent magnet alloy characterized by rela-

tively high coercive force, relatively high residual induction,

high ductility and lovk magnetostriction and consisting essen-

tially of cobalt, iron and molybdenum. The molybdenum con-

tent of this alloy, as expressed in percent by weight, falls

within the approximate range 2 percent - 1 5 percent. The sum

of the cobalt and iron falls within the approximate range 85

percent - 98 percent. The ratio by weight of cobalt to iron falls

within the approximate range 6.5; I to 7.5; I.

3,785,811

ZINC-ALLMINIM ALLOY
Erich Pelzcl. Otto-Lilienthal-Strasse 3.519, Stolberg, Germany

Filed July 7, 1970, Ser. No. 53,039

Claims priority, application Germany, July 9, 1969,

P 19 34 788.7 1'

Int. CI. C22c / 7100

U.S.CI. 75— 178A 4 Claims

A zinc-aluminum alloy consisting of 18 tb 24<* by weight

(preferably 21*^ by weight) aluminum, the balance zinc and

1 to IS*? by weight nickel (preferably 0.3 to ICX by

weight). The nickel component represents a further metal for

which can be substituted, to an amount of about 50^ by

weight, titanium in an amount of 0.05 to 5*^ by weight of the

alloy, copper up to 0.5^ by weight of the alloy, iron in an

amount of up tc0.75<* by weight of the alloy, and silicon in an

amount of up to 0.75'* by weight of the alloy. The lead, cad-

mium and tin content should be no greater than 0.05*5^ by

weight of the alloy and the magnesium content is preferably

less than 0.0005'* by weight of the alloy.

3,785.809

NICKEL-BASE SI PERALLOY
Arthur R. Cox. Lake Park. Fla.. assignor to Lnited Aircraft

Corporation. East Hartford, Conn.

Filed June 15, 1971, Ser. No. 153.444

Int. CLC22c/ 9/00

U.S.CL75-I71 2 Claims

A cast, precipitation-hardening alloy, applicable to turbine

blades and vanes operating in the 1 .200°— 1 .900° F tempera-

ture range, of a nominal composition, by weight, of 9 5 per-

cent chromium.. 10 percent cobalt, 2 5 percent molybdenum.

3.7 percent tungsten, 4.2 percent titanium, 5.2 percent alu-

minum. 1 percent vanadium, 0.015 percent boron, 0.06 per-

cent zirconium, balance nickel.

The invention herein described was made in the course of or

under a contract with the Department of the Air Force.

3,785,812

METHOD OF EXPOSIRE IN Ml LTI-COLOR
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY

Seiji Matsumoto, Asaka, Japaiy assignor to Fuji Photo Film

Co., Ltd., kanagawa, Japan

Filed Nov. 27. 1970. Ser. No. 92,975

Claims priority, application Japan. Nov. 27, 1%9. 44/95223

Int.CI.G03g/i/04 .

L.S.CL96-1.2 . 1 Claim

An exposure method for use in multi-color electrophotog-

raphy where ( 1 ) the degree of light diffusion is decreased

when exposing with the blue component in a trichromatic

separation. ( 2 ) the degree of light diffusion is increased when

exposing with the other color components, and ( 3 ) a tungsten

light source is used as the medium for projection.

3.785.813
'

POLYCYCLIC HYDROPYRIMIDINE DEVELOPMENT
RFSTRAINERS

Donald O. Rickter. Arlington, Mass.. assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214.665

Int. CL G03d 7100
'

U.S.CL9e-3 28CUims

'/"•

3.785.810 I

SILVER-METAL OXIDE COMPOSITE AND METHOD OF
MANl FACTtRING THE SAME

Eugen Emil Durrwachter, Savosa/Ticino, Switzerland; UH
Harmsen. and Wilhelm Merl. both of Pforzheim. Germany,

assignors to Dr. Eugen Durrwachter DODL'CO. Pforzheim,

Germany
Filed Dec. 22. 1971. Ser. No. 21 1.038

Claims priority, application Germany. Mar. 3, 1970.

2011002
Int. CL C22c 5100

U.S. CL75— 173A 10 Claims

he composite comprises a silver matrix having gram boun-

daries and metal oxide grains enriched at said grain bounda-

ries of said silver matrix. An alloy is provided, which com-

prises silver, a second metallic component, and at least two al-

loying metals selected from the class consisting of calcium, an-

timony, magnesium, beryllium, aluminum, tin, manganese,

and zirconium. Said second metallic component and said al-

loying metals are oxidized in said alloy to form said composite

^

,

<•>•

"^
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A development restrainer is made available during dye dif-

fusion transfer processing after a predetermined period by in-
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corporating in the photographic film unit, an S-substituted,

polycyclic pyrimidine compound of the formula

L Y-^S J

wherein Y is a hydropyrimidine group, X is hydrogen in its ac-

tive or unblocked form or a group hydrolyzable by alkaline

processing composition as a function of temperature to pro-

vide a controlled release of development restrainer during the

development process and Z is a ring system attached to the

hydropyrimidine group. Those compounds in which Z is an al-

icyclic group or a heterocyclic group are novel compositions

of matter.

3,785,816

ELIMINATING CORONA ARCING IN

FHOTOELECTROPHORETIC IMAGING
John M. La Cagnina, Rochester, N.Y., and Robert G. Davies,

Clarksville, Va., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Rochester,

N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 821,202, May 2, 1969, Pat No. 3,697,407.

This appUcation Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,496

Int. CLG03g 72/00,75/00

U.S. CL 96— 1.3 10 Claims

3.785,814

DIFFUSION TRANSFER COLOR PROCESSES AND
PRODUCTS AND COMPOSITIONS USEFUL THEREIN

Edwin H. Land. Cambridge; Stanley M. Bloom, Waban, and

Howard G. Rogers. Weston, all of Mass.. assignors to Pola-

roid Corporation. Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 23. 1971, Ser. No. 21 1,718

Int. CL G03c 1134,5154, 7100

U.S. CL 96—

3

48 Claims

Dye developer diffusion transfer processes are disclosed

utilizing 6-alkylamino purines, preferably in combination with

a silver halide solvent. In particularly useful embodiments,

processing is effected in the presence also of a uracil and bis-

(/3-aminoethyl)-suiride.

3.785,815

SPACER OR TIMING LAYER IN COLOR DIFFUSION
TRANSFER FILM

James A. Avtges. Belmont; Jerome L. Reid, Natick; Herbert N.

Schlein, Beverly, and Lloyd D. Taylor, Lexington, all of

Mass., assignors to Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,779

Int. CL G03c 7/00. 5154, 1176, 1148

U.S.CL96-3 26 Claims

<&

Method and apparatus for eliminating corona arcing

between electrodes in an electrophoretic imaging system by

introducing a member at the entrance and exit of the nip

between adjacent electrodes during the application of an elec-

tric field for imaging of an electrophoretic suspension between

the electrodes.

.^>x>>/^^>>>^

:

CV*N Cfft OCVCLOPCR LAVCR

MMCNTA (JVt KVCUmn LAVCn
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auX-SCNSlTlVC ML

AUIILlAirr LAtCR
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SMCCn LAYt"

MCUTMLIZINO LATCM

SUP^OUT

Novel photographic products for use in color diffusion

transfer, particularly color diffusion transfer systems for form-

ing color images viewable without separation as reflection

prints, which products include a neutralizing layer for lower-

ing the environmental pH after application of an aqueous al-

kaline processing fluid and a "timing" spacer layer so disposed

with respect to the neutralizing layer that the processing fluid

must first diffuse through the spacer layer before contacting

the neutralizing layer, the spacer layer comprising, as a con-

tinuous phase, the coalesced essence of an aqueous film-form-

ing synthetic polymer dispersion which is substantially im-

permeable to the processing fluid and a discontinuous phase

comprising a material which is permeable to the processing

fluid.

3,785,817

TRANSFER OF PHOTOPOLYMER IMAGES BY
IRRADIATION

August Dennis Kuchta, 20 Rolfing Road, East Brunswick, NJ.
Filed Oct. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 78,180

Int.CLG03c7 7/72

U.S.CL 96-28 7 Claims

This invention relates to a process of imaging a surface by

means of a transfer method utilizing an imaged

photopolymerizable film element. The imaged element may

be derived from a film element which comprises a

photopolymerizable layer on a support and having a remova-

ble cover sheet laminated to the surface of said layer opposite

from said support. Such elements comprise a dry

photopolymerizable layer which is coated from a composition

comprising a mixture of a particulate microcrystalline

thickener having a particulate size no greater than .0001 -inch,

an ethylenically unsaturated monomer and an initiating

system, and containing a sufficient amount of monomer to

cause a thin film of substantially free monomer to form on the

monomer-thickener layer upon drying. The layer will

generally contain from 10-90 parts by weight of thickener per

100 parts by weight of monomer-thickener. The layer has op-

tical density in the actinic region not more than 0.7 and a

thickness of at least 0.00005-inch. TBe coplanar complemen-

tary polymerizable image remaining on the support, after

imagewise exposure and removal of the cover sheet and ex-

posed image, can be transferred to a receptor surface by

laminating it to a receptor sheet and then exposing the layer to

actinic radiation through the base or the receptor sheet of said

element, if said sheet is transparent to the radiation
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3,785,818

METHOD OF MAKING LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING
PLATES

Ralph Kingsley Blake, Westfield, N.J.. assignor to E. I. du Pont

d« Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 847,399, Aug. 4, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,635,7 10. This application Oct. 13, 1971,Scr. No.

, 189,030

Int. CL G03I 7102

U.S.CL 96-33 13 Claims

A long lived gelatin lithographic printing plate is prepared

by imagewise exposing an element bearing a silver halide

emulsion layer having a stratum of hexacyanoferrate sol

thereon to actinic radiation, developing in a conventional

developer, and activating with a cupric ion solution to form a

lithographic image which accepts ink in the exposed areas and

water in the unexposed areas. Novel activating solutions for

the silver halide are provided The resuhing printing plates are

capable of yielding many thousands of impressions.

the vesicular photographic material is coated.^ The coating

contains, in addition to sensitizer, a dye or pigment which can

produce heat on exposure to non-actinic light The material is

exposed, image wise, to actinic light and then exposed

uniformly to non-actinic light which is absorbed by the dye or

pigment to heat the material and produce an image Since the

dye or pigment is not in the backing, only the vesicular coating

is heated The non-actinic light is of sufficient intensity to

develop an image in less than about 0.2 second.

3,785.819

METHOD FOR PHOTOGRAPHICALLY PREPARING
ANAMORPHIC PICTURES

Clarence A. Barnes. Jr., New York, N.Y., and Alan Fontaine,

Westport, Conn., assignors to Reflectomorphics, Inc., New
York,.N.Y.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,723

lnt.CLG03c///00
U.S.CL 96-46 14 Claims

A method for photographically preparing anamorphic pic-

tures in which a true image of the picture to be prepared is

projected through a dioptric lens system onto a curved

reflected surface having an axis of curvature which is substan-

tially perpendicular to the projected axial ray An anamorphic

reproduction of the image is reflected from the curved surface

onto an opaque or translucent planer surface normal to the

axis of curvature, and the planar surface is photographed from

a direction parallel to the axis. In some embodiments the

curved surface is cylindrical, while in other cases the surface is

of conical configuration and the direction of the projected

image is changed such that its axial ray is coaxial with the cone

at the time the image reaches the surface.

3,785,822

PHOTOGRAPHIC EMI LSIONS AND DEVELOPERS
CONTAINING 2-MERCAPTO HETEROCYCLIC

COMPOUNDS
Joseph DeWitt Overman. 1805 Breen Ln.. Wilmington. Del.

Continuation-in-partofSer. No. 91,220. Nov. 19,1970, •

abandoned. This application June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 1 58,5 1

6

Int. CL G03c SI3U, 1128, 1106

U.S. CK 96—66.3 l3CUims
,

This invention relates to photographic materials designed

for processing in developing agents which have a long indue- *

tion period and to which fog-reducing adjuvants- have been

added. The induction period can be considerably shortened

and the restraining action of any antifoggant overcome by the

addition of certain heterocyclic nitrogen compounds which

contain a mercapto substituent adjacent to the nitrogen atom

and which exhibit a pKa not less than 7.7.

3,785,820

PHOTORECORDING PROCESS AND
PHOTORECORDING MEMBER

Eiichi Inoue: Isamu Shimizu; Ichiro Endo, and Hajime

Kobayashi, all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Canon Camera

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 805,357. March 7, 1969. abandoned.

This application Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,636

Int. CI. G03c 5124

U,S.CL 96-48 R 7 Claims

A photochromic compound, particularly, spiropyran com-

pound, is used for producing images. The difference of pro-

perties such as polarity and solubility between the colored spe-

cies and the colorless species is utilized to produce the images

and the spiropyran compound is maintained in a dense state to

obtain a stable colored state

3.785,823

POLYHEDRAL HALOBORANES AS DEVELOPER
ADJUVANTS W ITH A POLYETHYLENE OXIDE

CONDENSATION PRODUCT
John H. Bigelow, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington. Del.

Filed Mar. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 2.V*,4»). The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Dec. 18, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. GOic 5130

U.S. CL 96—66.3 .
ll'CUims

This invention relates to photographic films and developers

and to improvement in film speed and top density which oc-

curs by adding certain novel polyhedral haloborane com-

pounds in synergistic combination with polyethylene oxide

condenstaion products to the film-developer systerS. This in-

vention also relates to improved developer tray life resulting

from the use of these novel polyhedral haloboranes.

3,785,821

METHOD OF DEVELOPING VESICULAR
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

Norman T. Notley. P.O. Box 462, Pasadena, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 866,770, Oct. 15, 1969,

abandoned, which is a continuation of S«r. No. 569,015, Aug.

1,1966. abandoned. This application June 18, 1971, Ser. No.

154.631

Int.CLG03c5//S.5/J4

U,S. CL 96—49 6 Claims

A process for producing a vesicular photographic image

while minimizing shrinkage of the backing layer upon which

3,785,824

PHOTOGRAPHIC AQUEOUS DISPERSION
CONCENTRATES

Richard S. Fisch, St. Paul. Minn., assignor to Minnesota Min-

ing and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Sept. 24. 1971. Ser. No. 183,703

Int. CL G03c 5130

VS. CL 96—66 R » * Claims

A synthetic, water-soluble polymer having a hydrocarbon

backbone is employed as a dispersing agent in dispersions in

water of a solvent for high-boiling, water-immiscible vehicles

useful in the photographic solvent-dispersion technique for

the formation of coupler-containing photographic silver ha-

lide elements.
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3,785,825

LIGHT-SENSITIVE QUINONE DIAZIDE COMPOUNDS,
COMPOSITIONS, AND PRESENSITIZED LITHOGRAPHIC

PLATE
Albert S. Deutsch, .Yonkers, and Joseph M. Poppo, New

Rochelle, both of N.Y., assignors to Polychrome Corpora-

tion, Yonkers, N.Y.

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164,131

Int. CL G03c / 154; G03f 7/08; C07c 1 13/00

U.S.CL 96-75 14 Claims

Light-sensitive compounds and compositions comprising

alkyl ether esters of naphthoquinone diazides that resist

hydrolysis during prolonged storage, and sensitized litho-

graphic printing plates made therewith.

3,785,828

LIGHT-SENSITIVE SILVER HALIDE COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Masakuni Iwama; Toshihiko Yamamoto; Isaburo Inoue; Ten!0

Hanzawa, and Takaya Endo, all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors

to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 66,140, Aug. 21, 1970,

abandoned. This application Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,718

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 28, 1969, 44-67622

Int.CLG03c//40
U.S.CL 96-100 2 Claims

Light sensitive silver halide color photographic materials

containing novel coupler having the g^eral formula;

3,785,826

DIAZOTYPE MATERIALS FOR BLACKLINE IMAGES
Chester Slimowicz, and Walter J. Welch, both of Binghamton,

N.Y., assignors to GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 56,186, July 10, 1970, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 624,999, March 22, 1967.

This application Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,903

Int.CLG03cy/54,//55
U.S.CL 96-75 8 Claims

Sensitizing agents for ammonia vapor developable black-

line two-component diazotype sensitizing formulations com-

prising diamotized derivatives of 4-N-pyrrolidinyl-3-alkyl-

paraphenylenediamine are employed with a mixture of

coupling components whigh include an acetoacetamide, a

naphthol, a diresorcyi compound alone or also with resor-

cinol.

3,785,827

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL STABILISED AGAINST
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

Bernhard Piller. Marly-le-Petit; Max Meier, Fribourg; Max
Duennenberger, Frenkendori; Hans Rudolf Biland, Gelter-

kinden, and Christian Luethi, Muenchenstein, all of Switzer-

land, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basil, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 123,018

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 11, 1970,

3643/70
lnt.CLG03c//«4

U.S.CL 96-84 R 4 Claims

This invention relates to colour photographic material. Said

material is stabilized by means of a 2-hydroxybenzophenone

which is free from sulphonic acid groups and which cor-

responds to the formula

X
HO

^co-^^^o-.-

B-A (rr^P
k.

whefein B is a coupler residue; R, is hydrogen or a lower alkyl

group; Rj is an aliphatic hydrocarbon group having eight to ! 8

carbon atoms; n is an integer of one to four; and A is an -

NHCO- or -CONH- group, provided that in case A is a -

CONH- group. R, is hydrogen and n three or four.

3,785,829

NOVEL CYAN-DYE FORMING COUPLER
'

Jose M. Fernandez, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,065

Int.CLG03€//'^(?

U.S. CL 96— 100 28 Claims

A class of cyan-dye-forming a-naptholic couplers having an

aHcylthio, an alkysulfinyl, or an alkysulfonyl ballasting group

attached onto the /3-naptholic ring; elements and emulsions

containing said couplers and a method for improving color

photographic images by utilizing said couplers.

3,785,830

PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC ELEMENT, COMPOSITION
AND PROCESS

Michael F. Sullivan; Roger M. Cole, and Wilbert J. Humphlett,

all of Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,907

Int.CLG03c//02, //72

U.S.CL 96- 114.1 31 Claims

A photothermographic element comprising a support hav-

ing thereon (a) a reducing agent, (b) a silver salt of a thione

compound, the thione compound being represented by the

formula:

Ri-

-N—C=S

(Z)nCOOH

wherein X represents a hydrogen or halogen atom, a possibly

substituted alkyl. alkenyl or phenyl group, an alkylcarbonyl or

alkylsulfonyl group or an A'-O group, Y represents a

hydrogen or halogen atom, a possibly substituted alkyl group

or an A"-0 group, A, A' and A" each representing a

hydrogen atom, a possibly substituted alkyl, alkenyl. cycloal-

kyl, aralkyl or phenyl group or a residue of the formula

-CO-{NH)_,-D

wherein D represents an alkyl. alkenyl or possibly substituted

phenyl residue and n is one or two.

wherein n is 1 to 10. R' represents atoms completing a 5-

member heterocyclic nucleus, Z is alkylene, such as alk-ylene

containing 1 to 10 carbon atoms, and (c) a photosensitive

component consisting essentially of photosensitive silver ha-

lide, in the absence of an image stabilizer or stabilizer precur-

sor, can provide a developed and stabilized image uf)on

imagewise exposure and then overall heating of the element.

The photothermographic element can, but need not, contain a

binder for the described components. Other addenda em-

ployed in photothermographic materials can be employed

with the photothermographic element.
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3,785,831

WHIPPABLE COMPOSITION

James Taylor Willock, Middk Bartoa, England, assignor to

General Foods Limited, V\ hite Plains, N.V.

Filed Jan. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 215,637

lnt.CI.A23gi/00

U.S.CI.99-139 4 Claims

A whippable topping composition having improved low

temperature performance is prepared utilizing a mixture con-

taining at least two emulsifiers, a primary and a secondary

emulsifier The primary emulsifier is a lactylated glycerol

ester, and the secondary emulsifier is a partial or complete

ester of a common food acid and a mono and/or diglyceride of

a saturated or unsaturated fat forming C n- C,, fatty acid.

3,785,832

DENTAL PRIMER VARNISH
Rafael L. Bowen, Gaithersburg. Md., assignor to The Inited

States of America as represented by the Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare, V\ ashington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,034

Int. CI. C09k 3100

U.S.CL 106-35 6 Claims

A dental adhesive primer and varnish composition tree of

polymerizable monomers during storage and suitable specially

for adhering dental direct filling resins and composite materi-

als to human dentin and enamel consisting of the reaction

product of N-phenyl glycine ( NPG ) type moiety and a glycidyl

ether moiety -containing at least one epoxy group such as p-

chlorophenyl-2.3-epoxypropylether (CGE) or the reaction

product of bisphenol A with epichlorohydrin (DGEBA) dis-

solved in the weight amount of about 5-15 percent in a suita-

ble solvent, such as acetone, chloroform, and ether.

GeO, or P,Oj. and transparent, translucent and opaque glass-

ceramics made therefrom which have excellent dielectric pro-

perties, have high indices of refraction when the glass-ceramic

is transparent and are suitable for use as capacitors and dielec-

trics, and for use in acoustooptical and electrooptical devices

and the like. Also thermally crystallizable glasses of the R''0-

REjOj-NbjOs-GeO, system wherein R' is a divalent metal ca-

tion and RE is a rare earth metal cation and such glasses have

high indices of refraction usually above 2.00, and very low

acoustic attenuation These properties make the glasses and

also the transparent glass-ceramics made therefrom ideally

suited for use in acoustooptical and electrooptical devices

wherein such properties are important to the efficient opera- ^

lion of such devices. Transparent and opaque glass-ceramics

made from such glasses also have good dielectric properties

including high dielectric constants and low dissipation factors.

Glass-ceramics of the invention preferably have crystalline

phases exhibiting the cubic perovskite structure or the

tetragonal tungsten-bronze structure.

3,785,835

ANOMALOUS DISPERSION GLASS

Tetsuro Izumitani. and Isao Masuda. both of Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Hoya Glass Works, Ltd., Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed May 19. 1972, Ser. No. 254,965

Claims priority, application Japan, May 21, 1971,46-34546

Int.CLC03ci//6

U.S. CL 106-47 O 2 Claims

3,785,833

GLASSES OF THE NaP-K/>Nb/)jSiO, SYSTEM AND
GLASS CERAMICS MADE THEREFROM

James E. Rapp, Oregon. Ohio, assignor to Owens-lUinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio
Filed Aug. 5. 1971, Ser. No. 169,513

Int.CLC03ci/22

U.S. CI. 106-39.6 13 Claims

Thermally crystallizable glasses of the NajO-KiO-NhjOs-

SiOj system and glass-ceramics made therefrom which are

highly transparent, have a high refractive index, high dielec-

tric constant and low loss tangents. The glasses consist essen-

tially of 23-38 mole percent SiO,. 23-47 mole percent Nb-iOj,

13-30 mole percent Na,0 and 9-22 mole percent K,0

wherein the NajO-to-KjO mole ratio is at least 0.7 and the

(NajO -t- K.iO) to NbjOi mole ratio is from 0.8 to 1 .8 By vary-

ing the heat treatment schedule for crystallization of the glass

of th^ invention to a glass-ceramic, a specific high index of

refraction and a specific dielectric constant within a

prescribed range may be imparted to the finished transparent

glass-ceramic A glass-ceramic having two or more different

indices of refraction and/or two or more dielectric constants

may be produced.

An anomalous dispersion glass having an Abbe's number

ivd) of 58-68 and a partial dispersion ratio (Phg) of

0.4425-0.4650. produced by adding 0.3-7.0 wt parts of CeOj

and 0-2 wt. parts of Sb^Oo to 100 wt parts of phosphate glass

which is composed of P^Oj 40-70 wt percent, BjOj 1-21 wt.

percent, Al^O, 1-8 wt. percent, BjOj+AUO, 2-24 wt. percent,

BaO 8-42 wt. percent, ZnO 0-9 wt. percent, MgO 0-7 wt. per-

cent CaO 0-7 wt percent, SrO 0-11 wt. percent. La,03 0-7

wt percent, where BaO-t-MgO+ZnO-t-SrO-KTaO+La,©, are

15-52 wt. percent.

3,785,834

GLASSES, GLASS-CERAMICS AND PROCESS FOR
MAKING SAME

James Erich Rapp, Oregon, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 9. 1972, Ser. No. 261.188

Int.CI.C04bi/22.i/y6.J//2 .

U.S. CL 106-39.6 38 Claims

Thermally crystallizable glasses of the RjO-RE,03-Nb,Os-

GF system wherein R is an alkali metal cation, RE is a rare

earth metal cation, and GF is a glass former, namely. SiOj.

3,785,836

HIGH MODULUS INVERT ANALOG GLASS

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING BERYLLIA

James F. Bacon, Manchester, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 874,674, Nov. 6, 1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,295

Int.CLC03«i/04

U.S.CL 106-50 .3 Claims

Glass compositions having a Young's modulus of at least 1

5

million psi and a specific modulus of at least 110 million

inches consisting essentially of. in mols. 10-45^ SiO,. 2-15%

Li O 3-34<J^ BeO. 1 2-36'* of at least one bivalent oxide
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selected from the group consisting of CaO. ZnO. MgO and

CuO. 10-39*;^ of at least one trivalent oxide selected from the

group consisting of AI2O3. BjO,. LajOs. YjOj. FejOj and the

mixed rare earth oxides, the total number of said bivalent and

trivalent oxides being at least three, and up to 10% of a

letravalent oxide selected from the group consisting of ZrOj,

TiOjandCeOj.

3,785,837

PARTIALLY CRYSTALLIZABLE GLASSES FOR
PRODUCING LOW-K CROSSOVER DIELECTRICS

Rajnikant Babubhai Amin, W ilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,491

Int. CLC03C J/22, i/JO

U.S.CL 106-52 6 Claims

Partially crystallizable glasses of BaO—ZnO—CaO—TiOj-

— AljOj— SiOj which upon firing form crossover dielectrics

for use in printed circuits The glasses are in finely divided

form and are optionalK dispersed in an inert liquid vehicle.

The resultant partially crystallized crossover dielectrics con-

sist essentially of 20-48 percent by weight crystals (celsian,

sphene and /inc orthosilicale) dispersed in a glassy matrix and

exhibit reduced dielectric constant ( K ).

3,785,838

INORGANIC REFRACTORY FIBROUS COMPOSITIONS
V. Wesley Weidman, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,864

Int. CI. C04b 4J/02

U.S. CI. 106-55 12 Claims

Inorganic fibers such as mineral wool are bonded in a

coherent mass with a binder such as colloidal positively

charged particles having a silica core and a coating of a

polyvalent metal-oxygen compound. The binder is flocculated

from solution onto the fibers by agents such as attapulgite or

hectorite. These inorganic structures retain their strength at

temperatures as high as 2300''F.

3,785,840

LIME-FLY ASH-SULFITE MIXTURES
Leonard John Minnick, Cheltenham; William C. Webster,

Norristown, and Charles L. Smith, Conshohocken, all of Pa.,

assignors to G & W. H. Corson, Inc., Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,461

Int. CI. C04b 7134

U.S.CL 106—118 6Claims

A hardenable cementitious mixture comprised of lime, fly

ash. and sulfite salts in predetermined portions may be

produced from a combination of the fly ash product from

combustion equipment and the slurry produced in scrubbing

stack gases from such equipment to remove sulfur oxides

therefrom. Generally, the cementitious mixture comprises a

water solids mixture with about 30 - 90 weight percent solids.

Further, the solids comprise 0.25 - 70 percent by weight al-

kaline earth metal hydroxide, 10 - 99.5 weight percent fly ash.

and 0.25 - 70 percent by weight of alkaline earth metal sulfite

of which some portion thereof may be replaced by alkaline

earth metal sulfates.

This cementitious mixture may be used either by itself or

with a filler or aggregate material.

' 3,785,841

W AX COMPOSITION
William A. Beard, 2301 Dodge Ave., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Feb. 10, 1969, Ser. No. 798,126

Int. CL C08h / 7/44; C08b 27/52

U.S.CL 106-186 18Ctaims

A wax composition which can be used as a protective coat-

ing, a release agent, or the like, and applied to articles by

spraying or brushing the composition onto the article or by

dipping the article in the composition or the like. The wax

composition comprises a homogeneous combination of a wax

and a thermoplastic resin and/or a fatty amide in solution. The

solution in a specific embodiment contains a wax. a ther-

moplastic resin, a fatty amide, an aromatic solvent, an

aliphatic petroleum solvent, and a chlorinated solvent.

3,785,839

PORTLAND CEMENT AND ADDITIVES THEREFOR
Richard B. Peppier, and Philip A. Rosskopf, both of South

Euclid, Ohio, assignors to Martin Marietta Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,239

Int. CI. C04b 7/02

U.S. CI. 106-90 36 Claims

The rate of hardening of a portland cement mix is ac-

celerated by the addition of a monomeric, water-soluble

hydroxylated adduct formed by reacting a urea and an al-

dehyde, said adduct being employed in an amount within the

range of from about 0.01 percent to about 1.00 percent, ad-

vantageously about 0.2 percent to about 0.8 percent, by

weight of cement. The water content of the cement mix for a

given consistency tends to be lowered by the incorporation of

the adduct, conveniently monomethylolurea and dimethylolu-

rea, while avoiding toxic and corrosive effects normally as-

sociated with aldehyde-type set accelerators. The adducts may

be employed in concentrated amounts in water and may be

used in combination with known set accelerating agents. The

adducts may also be employed in Combination with set retar-

ders where reduction in water content is desired without ap-

preciable change in the rate of set of the cement mix.

3,785,842

SYNTHETIC AGGREGATES
Ransome James Murray, Gravesend, England, assignor to The

Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers Limited, Lon-

don, England

Filed Jan. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 104,757

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 16, 1970,

2303/70
Int. CI. C08h y 7/04

U.S. CL 106-288 B 7 Claims

A method of producing a synthetic aggregate, comprising

preparing a finely divided raw material having an oxide analy-

sis SiOj 5-35 percent, AljO, 15-70 percent. FeO 0-65 per-

cent. MgO 0-50 percent, alkalis <5 percent, and CaO<5 per-

cent, the combined content of FeO and MgO being sufficient

to provide at least 1 5 percent of spinels in the finished ag-

gregate, agglomerating the raw material, and firing the ag-

glomerated material at a temperature causing recrystallization

of the raw materials until substantial elimination of any un-

combined magnesium oxide is achieved and a material is

produced comprising spinel crystals imbedded in a matrix of

alumino-silicates, silicates, or a mixture thereof, and having a

porosity low enough to provide an aggregate abrasion value

less than 20 percent.

nis O.G.—41
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3,785,843

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING A DISAZO PIGMENT

Joachim Ribka, Offenbach am Main, and Siegfried Schwerin,

Hofheim, Taunus, both of Germany, assignors to Farbwerke

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormak Meister Lucius & Brun-

ing, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Filed Dec. 2, 1971. Ser. No. 204,371

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 4, 1970,

P 20 59 675.2

lBt.CI.C08h/7//4

U.S. CI. 106-288 Q , „ ^
S*",!""

A process for improving the properties of Pigment Yellow

17 (Colour Index 21 105) wherein an aqueous suspension of

the crude dyestuff prepared in the usual manner by coupling

tetrazotized 4.4'-<iiamino-3.3-dichloro-diphenyl with 1-

acetoacetylamino-2-methoxy-benzene is heated for several

hours to temperatures between 100" and 200». preferably

lOO'C to 150X. at a pH-value higher than 8. preferably at

about 11. Pigment Yellow 17 after-treated in this way has an

essentially better fastness to light than the untreated pigment.

Furthermore, the graphic prints produced with it have a

higher lustre.

3.785,846

METHODS FOR DEVELOPING ELECTROSTATIC
IMAGES

Theodore M. Hider; Frank A. Hawn, and George E. Makle, all

of San Jose, CaUf., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed July 1, 1971, Ser. No. 1 58,8

U

Inl.CLG03g/i/05

U.S.CLII7-I7.5 6 Claims

3,785.844

EXPANSIVE CEMENT ADDITIVES AND PROCESS FOR

PRODUCING THE SAME

Toshio Kawano, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Onoda Cement

Co., Ltd.. Yamaguchi-ken, Japan

Filed Nov. 8. 1972, Ser. No. 304,817

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 13, 1971, 46-

90749: Mar. 17, 1972, 47-27304

4 Int. CLC04b/ i/22

US CI 106-314 12 Claims

A finely pulverized expansive cement additive having an ex-

cellent chemical prestressing properly, a chnker of which con-

sists of alite crystals and calcium oxide crystals dispersed m a

vitreous interstitial substance, wherein said ahte and calcium

oxide crystals have a size ranging from 50 to 100 microns and

from 15 to 60 microns respectively, and the content of said

calcium crystals and said interstitial substance are from 30 to

80 percent and from 2 to 27 percent by weight based on the

clinker respectively

Development means and method for developing electro-

static images in a moving insulating surface with developer

material in which the flow of the developer material onto the

insulating surface is such that a dynamic developer crown is

created of such a size to substantially develop the electrostatic

image Preferably the means for creating the developer crown

IS a developer receptacle positioned in near contact with the

moving insulating surface.

3,785,845

PRINTING PROCESS

James Derek BirchaH, Norley; John Edward Cassldy. Hart-

ford; John Stafford, and Anthony Graham Marshall Last,

both of Welwyn Garden City. aU of England, assignors to Im-

perial Chemical Industries Limited. London. England

Filed Dec. 10. 1971. Ser. No. 206,909

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. II. 1970,

59010/70
Int. CL B41m 1124; B44d 1132

L.S.CL 117-15 lOCIaims

A process is provided for applying printed matter to plastic

substrates by coating the substrate with a composition capable

of generating aluminum phosphate A complex alummum

phosphate having at least 1 chemically-bound molecule of an

hydroxy compound ROH where R is hydrogen or an organic

group is preferred The coating is heated to provide at least a

partially cured layer of aluminum phosphate and the inked

pattern is applied thereto.

3,785,847

PROCESS FOR ANTI-CORROSIVE PROTECTION BY

REDUCTION OF IONISED METALS ON METAL
SUBSTRATE

Leonard Wisniewski. 302 Henley Manor. Beach Road. Movilie

Point, Cape Town, South Africa

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152,999

Ctaims priority, application Brazil. June 17, 1970,219822

Int.CLB44dy/4'<

U.S.a.M7_62 . ^ ^
« Claims

Protecting iron and steel against corrosion by deposi ion ot

a metallic deposit from ionic compounds on the metal to be

protected The method comprises applying to the metal to be

protected a paint consisting of at least one elemental metal of

higher electrode potential than the metal to be protected and

at least one metal compound which yield metal ions of lower

electrode potential than the metal to be protected or the ele-

mental metal in organic binder, then treating the dry paint

with acidic aqueous electrolyte containmg at least one of said

metal ions. i

3 785 848

POLYURETHANE PLASTICIZED TOPCOAT FOR

LEATHER AND METHOD
Victor Mattel, Cinnaminson, NJ., and ConsUnce A. Lane,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,

Philadelphia, Pa. „,, ,^,
Filed Sept. 4, 1969, Ser. No. 855,363

Int. CI. B44d 1 132 . C08b 2 1 108

U.S.CL 117-73 _ * Claims

The present invention is concerned with improved coa ing

compositions based on hard polymers, specifically, cellulose

acetate butyrate plasticized with diisocyanate-extended

polyesters. The diisocyanate-extended polyesters are formed
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in situ in the coating of the invention, which is a final top coat-

ing for the products of the invention. The invention also in-

cludes flexible products, such as full grain leather and sub-

stitute leather having topcoatings thereon of outstanding flexi-

bility made from these compositions, and methods for their

preparation.

3,785,849

DIACRYLOXY ESTERS OF ANHYDRIDES AND COATING
COMPOSITIONS DERIVED THEREFROM

Gordon M. Parker, Harwick; Marco Wismer, Gibsonia, and

Ernest A. Hahn, Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to PPG In-

dustries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 8, 1969, Ser. No. 814,436

Int. CL B44d 1150; C09d 3180

U.S. CL 1 17-93.31 30 Claims

This invention relates to acryloxy (or methacryloxy)-alkyl

(or alkyloxyalkyl) acryloxy (or methacryloxy) hydroxyalkyl

organic dicarboxylic esters prepared by reacting an organic

acid anhydride with a hydroxyalkyl acrylate or n|ethacrylate

and then reacting this half-ester with a glycidyl acrylate or

methacrylate. These compounds are useful in coating com-

positions and particularly coating compositions curable by

radiation.

the coating material and directing the air stream at the vitre-

ous surface. The vitreous surface is at a temperature above the

pyrolysis temperature of the selected coating material. The
apparatus includes an electrical filament heated to a tempera-

ture from about SOCF to about 2,000*'F. A source of air is

blown over the electrical filament and heated to a temperature

of from about 400''F to about 1 .SOCF. The coating material is

introduced into the air stream which is then directed at the

vitreous Surface.

3.785,852

BITUMINOUS EMULSION-RUBBER LATEX
' COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF DEPOSITING

COAGULA THEREFROM
George Wilhelm Schleidt, Shaker Heights. Ohio, assignor to

The Tremco Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 10, 1972. Ser. No. 252,055

Int. CL B05b 7108; B44d 1108

U.S.CL 117—105.5 8Claims

3,785,850

METHOD OF APPLYING ACRYLIC FUNCTIONAL
CARBONATE ESTER COATING TO PLASTIC
SUBSTRATES USING HIGH ENERGY IONISING

RADIATION
Gordon M. Parker, Apollo, Pa., assignor to PPG Industries,

Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 829,754, June 2, 1 969,

abandoned. This application Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 190,327

Int. CI. B44d 1150; C08f 11100

U.S.CL 117-93.31 8 Claims

Phosgene is reacted with a polyhydroxy containing com-

pound to form a polychloroformate. The polychloroformate is

then reacted with an acrylate containing one hydroxyl group

in the presence of an acid acceptor to form the novel complex

acrylate esters of this invention. The product is highly radia-

tion-sensitive so that it may be polymerized by ionizing ir-

radiation and forms a coating on plastic substrates which is

hard, stain-resistant and abrasion-resistant.

3,785,851

HOT END COATING DEVICE
Michael A. Novice, Elmlra, N.Y., assignor to Dart Industries

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed July 1, 1971, Ser. No. 158,751

Int. CI. C03c 1 7106; C23c 11102

U.S.CL 117-54 5 Claims

trr-

Method of depositing a coagulum from a bituminous emul-

sion-rubber latex composition by simultaneously spraying the

compositioi^. and a coagulant under liquid pressure, along

spray paths which converge so that the composition and

coagulant mix thoroughly before contacting the surface being

treated.

The use of polyvinyl alcohol as a stabilizer for the bitu-

minous emulsion is also disclosed.

3,785,853

CONTINUOUS DEPOSITION REACTOR
Earl L. Klrkman. Fehon. and Gerald M. Bowers, Saratoga,^

both of Calif., assignors to Unicorp Incorporated, Sunnyvale,

CaUf.

Filed May 24, 1 972, Ser. No. 256,478

Int. CLC23c 7/ /06

U.S. CL 1 17— 106 22 Claims

A plurality of gas'deposition chambers are arranged in a row

The coating method comprises introducing a coating and positioned over a heating slab. A work-piece carrying pal-

material into an air stream above the pyrolysis temperature of let is advanced through the row of deposition chambers by a
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moving ribbon and two cables which also provide rotary mo-

tion to the pallet as it is being advanced. Preheat and cooling

stations are provided at opposite ends of the row of deposition

chambers and are each provided with a collimated gas flow "-

curtain" by the use of honeycomb material positioned in the

path of a gas stream.

3.785,854

DIFFLSION COATING
Alfonso L, Baldi, Drexel Hill, Pa., assignor to Alloy Surfaces

Co., Inc.. Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of S«r. Nos. 219,514, Jan. 20, 1972. and

Ser. No. 90,682, Nov. 18, 1970, each is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 837,81 1, June 30, 1969. abandoned. This

application May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,403. The portion of the

term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 9, 1990. has been

disclaimed.

Int.CI.C23c9/02

IJ.S. CI. 117- 107.2 P 13Ctaims

R OR'
(nocn,)iC-Nn-^-c=CH,

where R' is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl and R is methyl, ethyl,

or hydroxymethyl. heating to effect further polymerization,

applymg thereto a solution or a dispersion of a vinyl halide

polymer. copt>lymer. or terpolymer and heating to effect

evaporation of the solvent or coalescence of the dispersion.

I

3,785,856

OIL SEAL OR SLEEVE HAVING PRESS-FITTED

PORTIONS COATED WITH SYNTHETIC Rl BBER LATEX
Syuichi Gotoh, Fujisawa, Japan, assignor to Nippon Oil Seal

Industry Co.. Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 880.988. Nov. 28. 1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 240.751

Claims prioritv. application Japan. Dec. 17. 1968. 43-92476

Inl.CI. F16J/5//6

L.S. CI. 117-75 4 Claims

I , ,X.)

Rich chromium diffusion coating on dispersion-

strengthened nickel or nichrome is obtained in one step by

embedding work in chromium diffusion coaling pack contain-

ing nickel with or without some cobalt, and held in unsealed

retoft cup at least 1 5 inches high. Pack can also contain metal-

lic iron to reduce coating temperature. Masking is arranged by

covering the sites to be masked with a layer of a mixture of

nickel powder and inert filler. For better high temperature ox-

idation resistance the chromium-rich coating is covered by an

aluminum diffusion coating from a simple aluminum diffusion

pack or one that has the aluminum mixed with chromium.

Low temperature aluminum diffusion is more uniform when

pack energizer is aluminum chloride or other material that

does not generate nitrogen, and gives good protection against

marine corrosion of steels, and particularly when there is a

chromate-type coating applied over the aluminizing Highly

effective chromate-type coating mixture consists essentially of

aqueous solution of chromic and phosphoric acid also con-

taining magnesium salts of said acids and dispersed

polytetrafluoroethylene particles. Aluminized superalloy can

be heated in air to whiten it. then cleaned to give product hav-

ing more ductile case. Such coated superalloy can also be

stripped of coating by aqueous HNOrHF-CrOa bath.

Machine elements, such as oil seals, wherein metallic press-

fitted portions thereof are coated with grain-free vulcanized

synthetic rubber latices to improve the sealing efficiency.

3.785.857

Sl'RFACE FINISHING

Charles D. Boyer, Natrona Heights, Pa., assignor to Allegheny

Ludlum Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed .Mar. 2.^, 1972, Ser. No. 237.492. The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Apr. 25, 1989, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CI. 332b / 7/06. C09d 1 100

U.S.CL 1 17-124 B II Claims

A method of providing a glass surface with a protective

coating, which comprises the steps of coating the surface with

a solution containing magnesium, ammonium, chromate and

phosphate ions, and curing said coating. A composite article

comprised of a layer of glass and a substantially water insolu-

ble, transparent, cured coating adhered thereto. The coating

being comprised of magnesium cations and anionic polymeric

chains of chromium, oxygen and phosphorus atoms.

3,785,855

METHOD FOR COATING STEEL
David K. Sausaman, 7098 Williamsburg Ln., Terre Haute,

Ind., and Robert F. Purcell, 1501 Paul Dresser Dr., Terre

Haute, Ind.

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 218,013

int. CL B32b 15108; B44d 1136

L.S.CL 117-75 9 Claims

A process for coating steel by applying thereto a monomer
or partial polymer of an amide, represented by the formula

3,785,858 I

METHOD FOR IMPROVING THE FIRE RESISTANCE OF
NYLON AND POLYESTER FABRICS

Jay C. Chapin, Marblehead. Mass., assigcor to Ventron Cor-

poration, Beverly, Mass.

Filed June 19, 1972. Ser. No. 264342
Int.Cl.C09di/yS

U.S.CL 117-136 2 Claims

The resistance to burning and flame proprogation of

synthetic textile fabrics, such as nylon and polyester is im-

proved by treatment with an aqueous solution of formal-

dehyde and ammonium thiocyanate and drying.
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3,785,859

METHOD FOR FLAMEPROOFING FIBERS

Hajime Fujii, and Tatsuo Hattori, both of Shin Nanyo, Japan,

assignors to Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Yamaguchi, Japan
Filed Dec. 29, 1971. Ser. No. 213,537

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970, 45-

I214I6; Dec. 30, 1970,45-122090

Int. CI. C09d/ /OO

IJ.S. CI. 117-136 12 Claims

Natural or synthetic fibers are fiame-proofed by treatment

with an aziridinyl phosphine oxide compound containing an

halogen and an acid curing catalyst which is cured to fix the

aziridinyl phosphine oxide compound to the fiber.

the sum of the proportions of (I ), (2), (3) and (4) totaling

1 00 percent,

the components of the copolymer being such that a film

formed thereof has a KHN of about 2 to 20, and providing in

the composition a weight ratio of copolymer to wax between

95:5 to 10:90.

3,785,860

FLOOR POLISHING METHOD AND ARTICLE
Richard E. Zdanowski, Fort Washington, Pa., assignor to

Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 640,851, May 24. 1967, Pat. No.

3,573.239, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 455,609,

May 13. 1965. abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of

Ser. No. 98,744, March 28, 1961, abandoned. This application

Mar. 8. 1971. Ser. No. 122.245. The portion of the term of this

patent subsequent to Mar. 30. 1988, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B32b .? 7/05. B44d 5/00

L.S. CI. 117- 138.8 LN 3 Claims

This invention relates to methods of using coating composi-

tions, and especially to fioor polishing compositions, which

are particularly suitable for applying glossy finishes on wood,

rubber, glass, tile and linoleum surfaces, either with or without

paint or varnish finishes, and to the resulting article. These

compositions adapted to be used for polishing floors, furni-

ture, and the like, are formed of an aqueous dispersion having

a pH of at least 7.0 and containing, as essential components,

water, a wax. a water-insoluble linear polymer of

monoethylenically unsaturated molecules, and a dispersing

agent in a proportion from 0. 1 to 20 percent by weight, based

on the total weight of polymer and wax. any content of alkali-

soluble resin- being not over 50 percent by weight, based on

the weight of the polymer, any alkali-soluble resin, if present,

preferably being selected from the group consisting of shellac,

Manila gum, Loba gum and alkali-soluble alkyds or polyesters,

the improvement consisting in using for essentially the entire

weight of the polymer.

A. a water-insoluble linear copolymer of

I. 10 to 55 percent by weight of at least one nitrile of

acrylic or mcthacrylic acid, and

II. 45 to 90 percent by weight of at least one ester of (a)

acrylic acid with a saturated aliphatic alcohol having

one to 1 8 carbon atoms or ( b ) methacrylic acid with n-

butanol or a saturated aliphatic alcohol having five to

18 carbon atoms.

the sum of the proportions of ( I ) and ( II ) totaling 1 00 per-

cent,

or

B. a water-insoluble linear copolymer of

1. 10 to 55 percent by weight of at least one nitrile of

acrylic or methacrylic acid,

2. 20 to 60 percent by weight of at least one ester of acryl-

ic or methacrylic acid with a saturated aliphatic alcohol

having one to 1 8 carbon atoms.

3. to about 60 percent by weight of at least one other

water-insoluble -monomer selected from the group con-

sisting of vinyl acetate, styrene, vinyltoluene, vinyl

chloride, and vinylidene chloride, and

4. a. V4 to 15 percent by weight of acrylic acid,
*

methyacrylic acid or itaconic acid in the form of amine,

ammonium or alkali-metal salt, or

b. 4 to 15 percent by weight of at least one monomer
containing an amine group.

3,785,861

MELAMINE RESINS FOR IMPROVING SURFACE
PROPERTIES OF SHAPED ARTICLES OF SYNTHETIC

RESINS
Noboru Tanimura, Niza; Kenji Mori, Tokyo, and Hirosi

Tanaka, Niza, all of Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 231,735

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 12, 1971, 46-

I307S; June 1. 1971. 46/37480; June 16. 1971, 46/42493;

July 23, 1971. 46/54650

Int. CI. B44d 1122; C08b2//0S;C08a J 7/J2

U.S. CI. 117- 138.8 B 20 Claims

A composition comprising (A) 100 parts by weight of an

etherified methylolmelamine of the formula .

N

C C-N(CHjOR»)2
(RiOCH,)2N-

I II

.N N
\ /
C

N(CHiORi)j

wherein R' represents an alkyl group having 1 to 4 carbon

atoms, (B) about 0.01 to 5 parts by weight of nitrocellulose,

(C) about 1 to 50 parts by weight of at least one al-

kyleneglvcol selected from the group consisting of:

H-OR^OR'OH
and
H-(OR=')-X-(R^O)-H

wherein R^ represents —CH^CHj- , —CH2CH{CH3)—
— (CH2)4— group; p is or a positive integer; X represents

or

o o o o o o .0
_0C0-,-0C-C-O,-OC-UJ-CO-,-OCNH-R«-NHC0-

or R5—

N

/
\

group wherein R^ represents an alkylene group having 1 to 14

carbon atoms, phenylene or cyclohexylene group; R*

represents an alkylene group having 2 to 17 carbon atoms,

phenylene or cyclohexylene group; R* represents an alkyl

group having 1 to 8 carbon atoms and when X represents

R«—

N

/
I

\

group R'' is —CHjCHj- group; m represents an posi-

tive integer; and n is an integer of 1 to 10, and (D) about

0.0 1 to 1 2 moles, based on one mole of said etherified

methylolmelamine, of an acid catalyst.

The compositions are heat-cured on the surfaces of shaped

articles of synthetic resins. The heat-cured coatings are

characterized by good hardness, mar resistance, abrasion re-

sistance, antistat as well as good surface glass without losing

the transparency of synthetic resins.
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3,785.862

METHOD FOR DEPOSITING REFRACTORY METALS
Uilliam Augustus Grill, Parsippany, NJ., assignor to RCA

Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 14. 1970, Ser. No. 97,796

Int. CI. B44d 1/18

V.S. CI. 1 17-217 3 Claims

M

fm-.
^

,:d

tir^B'wV

^
44\ if

frafctsi^^ X'TVMtrt* luu^m/'tuf

A method for depositing a refractory metal on a semicon-

ductor oxide coating, comprising simultaneously etching the

oxide coating with the metallic hexafluoride and depositing a

relatively thin layer of the refractory metal by reduction of the

hexafluortde, and thereafter depositing a relatively thick layer

of the refractory metal by reduction of the hexafluoride alone.

t»UinPICATION crCLt)

lUD MDKM
^EXCMAMOEK

3,785,864

PROCESS FOR THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC
SEPARATION OF MULTI-COMPONENT MIXTURES

CONTAINING GLUCOSE
Karl Lauer. Strahknburg: Heinz-Gunter Budka, and Georg

Stoeck, both of Mannheim-Waldhof, all of Germany, as-

signors to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Ger-

many
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,465, Sept. 25, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,686,1 17. This application June 14, 1971, Ser. No.

152,980

Claims priority, application Germany, July 23, 1970,

2936525; Mar. 13, 1971, 2112176. The portion of the term of

this patent subsequent to Aug. 22, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int.CI.CI3k//00

U.S. CL 1 27—46 A 15 Claims

3,785,863

PROCESS AND PLANT FOR THE PURIFICATION OF
RAW SUGAR JUICE

Pierre Louis Henri Devillers, La Celle Saint Cloud, and Michel

Loilier, La Garenne Colombes, both of France, assignors to

Syndicat National des Fabricants de Sucre de France, Paris,

France
Filed Aug. 23, 1971. Ser. No. 173,999

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 25, 1970,

70.31004
Int.CI.C13di//4

U.S.CL 127-9 II Claims

6 <^ r

Multi-component mixtures are chromatographically

separated into their components on a large scale by using a

separation column divided into two sections, passing the feed

stream into the first section, removing the fractions containing

impurities from the end of the first section, simultaneously

passing an equivalent amount of elution agent into the second

section, thereupon connecting the two column sections with

each other until there appears at the end of the first section

the fraction containing impurities from the next cycle of feed

passed into the first section, and /ecovering the separated

main components at the end of the second section.

3,785.865

LACTOSE REFINING PROCESS
Henry L. Pollard, Millbrae, Calif., assignor to Foremost-

McKesson, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,599

Int. CI. CI 3k 5/00

U.S.CL 127-55

CRUDC LACTOSE

r «ATCR AND STEAM

4 Claims

" biSSOLuTlON 0*
-T"

FILTER AID-

BLEED TO
lNCOM{Na

MOT SVRUP CONTAIN-! I "XfT
T I •

LACTOSE TO PHOVIOE

A process and plant for purifying raw sugar juice such as dif-

fusion or expressed juice comprising passing the juice through

a first strong H-*- cation exchanger; neutralizing the resultant

liquid with lime and filtering the neutralized liquid, passing it

successively through a second strong cation exchanger and a

weak anion exchanger, purifying the liquid coming from the

weak anion exchanger with phosphoric acid after a second fil-

tration, passing the fihrate from the second filtration through

a weak cation exchanger and a strong cation exchanger. The

neutralized liquid is preferably cooled before going into said

first and second cation exchangers at a temperature such that

the sugar contained therein is not practically subject to inver-

sion.

INO 60-66 » LACTOSE

L
FILTERINS HOT-
SYKUP

I

CRYSTALLIZING

CENTBiroOWO auPERNATANT

_J

A process for refining crude lactose in which the lactose is

dissolved in water in an amount sufficient to provide concen-
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tration of the order of 60 - 70*7^ solids and at a temperature

(e.g. 218°F.) near the boiling point (e.g. 220°F.) of the con-

centrated solution. The hot syrup is then filtered to remove

solid impurities and the refined lactose removed by crystalliza-

tion.

3,785,866

METHOD FOR AVOIDING PITTING IN PLATING OXIDE-
FILM-DEVELOPING METALS

Samuel S. Frey, Elizabeth, NJ., assignor to Oakite Products

Inc., Berkeley Heights, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 787,589, Dec. 27, 1969, Pat. No.

3,684,7 19, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 447,089,

April 9, 1965, Pat. No. 3,446,715. This application Aug. 14,

1972, Ser. No. 280,575
' Int.CLC23g7//0

U.S.CL 134-3 5 Claims

The tendency to blistering and related adverse effects on

adhesion of protective coatings to be applied over the surface

of a metal oxidizable by anodization and capable of taking an

electrodeposit, is reduced by forming an anodic film on the

metal surface, and then removing that film with any natural

oxide film on which it may have been formed, by immersing

the oxidized surface in an aqueous pickling bath containing

dissolved inorganic ferric salt, sulfuric acid or a bisulfate, and

an inorganic fluoride.

electrode either as a coating on a suitable electrically conduc-

tive substrate, or as a portion of the zinc paste formulation.

The paste mixture contains a major portion of an active zinc

material, and a source of mercury for gassing and corrosion in-

hibition. Enough vehicle is employed in the paste so that when

dried the electrode active material is porous.The combination

of the porous zinc active material, use of the plating additive,

and the use of excess zinc in the paste material provides an ac-

tive substrate surface in which zinc dendritic growth is

minimized and localized preferentially within the interior

body of the negative electrode. The negative plate is useful in

alkaline electrolyte-containing secondary cells.

3,785,867

BATTERY PLATES COMPRISING A MULTIPLICITY OF
PERFORATED METALLIC FOIL ELEMENTS AND A

BATTERY UTILIZING SAME
Joseph Edwards, Bishopston, U'ales, and John Edward Whit-

tle, Sutton Coldfield, both of England, assignors to The Inter-

national Nickel Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,929, April 15, 1970,

abandoned. This application Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,019

Int. CI. H01m4i/04
U.S. CI. 136-6 R

3,785,869

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING ELECTRODE GROUPS
OF ALKALINE ACCUMULATORS

Leonid Sergeevich Zdarov, prospekt Kirova, 15, kv. 2; Nikolai

Sergeevich Chemoglaskin, ulitsa 20 LET VLKSM, 100, kv.

6; Nikolai Ivanovich Igonin, ulitsa Dzerzhinskogo, 2, kv. 2;

Vladimir Yakovlevich Zizo, prospekt Entuziastov, 12, kv.

13; Viktor Dmitrievich Karev, posek>k Komsomolsky, 1-y

Amursky proezd, 5, kv. 4; Stanislav Nikandrovich Kar-

manovsky, poselok Vyshny Volochek, ulitsa Karia Marxa,

III; Nikolai VasiUevich Timofeev, ulitsa 7-ya Nagomaya, 8,

kv. 2, and Vladimir Dmitrievich Petrov, 1-y Vesenny proezd,

3, kv. 12, aU of Saratov, U.S.S.R.

Fikd Dec. 29, 1 970, Ser. No. 102^23
Int.CLH0lmJ5/7S

U.S.CK 136-75 2CUims

7 Claims

Battery plates for acid or alkaline batteries are made up of a

multiplicity of perforated metallic foil elements stacked in

face-to-face contact. The foil elements carry a surface deposit

of battery active mass and the numerous perforations through

the foil surfaces are generally uniformly distributed over the

surface area. The holes in each foil element are substantially

in register with the holes in the next adjacent foil element. In

the stack, the foils are separated from one another by layers of

battery active mass of at least twice the thickness of the foils.

Electrical contact, in parallel among the foils, is attained by

welding (or by other means of attaining a metallic conductive

path ) only at the periphery of the stack.

3,785,868

ZINC ELECTRODE
John L. Devitt, Denver, Cok>., assignor to The Gates Rubber

Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Nov. 20, 1970, Ser. No. 91,545

Int.CI.H01m4J/02

U.S. CI. 136-30 8 Claims

A pasted zinc electrode for use in an alkaline battery cell is

described in which a plating additive is incorporated into the

A method of manufacturing disc-mounted electrode groups

of alkaline accumulators comprising the steps of stamping the

perforated bottom of the disc and, simultaneously forming,

locating holes spaced outwardly of the perforated part from a

steel band, fixing the band on locating holes and cutting it into

separate plates each having the perforated bottom of the disc

and with locating holes drawing from the profile of the future

disc, punching the disc with the contact holes, and assembling

the electrodes into groups.

3,785,870

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE REMOVAL OF
CARBON DIOXIDE FROM GAS MIXTURES AND FUEL

CELL COMBINATION
August Winsel, Kelkheim in Taunus, Germany, assignor to

Varta Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt/Main, Germany

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 238,249

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 27, 1971,

P 21 14 920.2

Int.CI.H01m27//2

U.S. CI. 136-86 C 23 Ctoims

Carbon dioxide is removed from a gaseous mixture contain-

ing carbon dioxide and hydrogen by washing the gas mixture
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with a liquid in an absorber where the carbon dioxide is ab- when openly exposed, and a protective housing for the cell

sorbed. and desorption thereof in a desorber The absorber embodying a push-pin element to serve as a tool to activate

-73

,10

1

"^zy^r
r-20

-V^

the cell when deisred, with means serving as a detent to

prevent undesired activation by said housing.

and desorber contain a biporous element having a pore system

of high capillary pressure and a pore system of low capillary

pressure.

3,785,871

BRINE BATTERY
Masahide Ichikawa. No. 13-1 1, 1-chome. Hino, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 10, 1972, S«r. No. 270.545

int. CI. HOIm 17/00

3,785,873

ACTIVATED BATTERY
Jeffrey S. Leeson. and Rob«rt P. l.ac/ko. both of Cuyahoga.

Ohio, assignors to tSB Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 3, 1972. Ser. No. 268.877

Inl.CI. H01m2//00
i;.S. CI. 136-114 13 Claims

U.S.CI. 136— lOOM 4 Claims

^^11 'O

The present invention relates to a brine battery comprising

an anode body made of metallic magnesium or a compound

thereof and a cathode body made of an oxide of lead, both of

these electrodes being fixedly secured to an insulating mount-

ing plate at mutually opposed position, both said electrodes

being further capable of being freely soaked into or taken out

of non-tight-enclosed brine or sea water.

.-^r

1:"

'^"ll'
•'

i»-.^'.,,.K»'b^\.J

Jx-^ X- V-X- V V V V V V V VV

A storage battery cell having a dry element includes a reser-

voir containing an electrolyte precursor therewith To activate

the cell, it is filled with water after which the reservoir is punc-

tured by the use^f a specialized tool. The tool is forced

through an opening in the battery cover puncturing first the

top wall and then the bottom wall of the reservoir In this posi-

tion, the tool is locked in place against subsequent removal.

3.785,872

COMBINATION RESERVE CELL AND HOUSING
John Zaieski. Pleasant ville. N.Y.. assignor to P. R. Mallory &

Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 253,671

Int.CLH01ni2y//0

L.S. CI. 136-114 8 Claims

A reserve cell designed to be activated by a push-pin, and

provided with a sealed enclosure having a guide hole of small

dimension to prevent temptation of tampering and activation

3,785,874

GAS-TIGHTLY CLOSED GALVANIC ELEMENT
Gerd Schenk. Iserlohn, and Werner Durhack, Hagen. both of

Germany, assignors to Varta Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany
Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,852

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 4, 1971,

7108128
Int.CLHOlm 1102

L.S.CL 136-133 2 Claims

Gas-tightly closed galvanic element includes a cell con-

tainer formed of a cup having an upper radially inwardly
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direcited flanged edge, a cover for the ceH container formed 3,785,877

with a radially inwardly directed indentation, the flanged edge TREATING NICKEL BASE ALLOYS
Ronald E. Bailey, New York Mills, N.Y., assignor to Special

Metals Corporation, New Hartford, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,859

U.S. CL 148—2

of the cup being pressed into the indentation formed in the

cover, and a sealing ring interposed therebetween.

3,785,875

ZINC-CADMIUM ANTIMONIDE SINGLE CRYSTAL
ANISOTROPIC THERMOELEMENT

Izrail Moiseevich Pilat, ulitsa Zankovetskaya, 15, kv. 29;

Anatoly Grigorievich Samoilovich, ulitsa Universitetskaya,

13, kv. 4; Kornei Denisovich Soliichuk, ulitsa Lenina, 145,

kv. 28, all of Chernovtsy, and Eduard Vaganovich Osipov,

ulitsa Lasovskogo, 3a, kv. 32, Kiev, all of U.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 226, Jan. 2, 1970, abandoned. This

application Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,275

Int. CLHOlv 7/20

U.S.CL 136-205
**

5 Claims

An anisotropic thermoelement is manufactured from one

single crystal possessing anisotropic thermal electromotive

force in at least two mutually perpendicular directions. A tem-

perature gradient applied to said single crystal at some angle

relative the direction of anisotropy of the thermal electromo-

tive force causes the emergence of electromotive force in a

direction perpendicular to that of the temperature gradient

applied Used as the single crystal is Zn^Cd,.j.Sb solid solution,

where .i assumes a value greater than zero but less than unity;

in a limiting case has a value of 0.99 recurring.

3,785,876

TREATING NICKEL BASE ALLOYS
Ronald E. Bailey. New York Mills, N.Y., assignor to Special

Metals Corporation, New Hartford, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 291,858

lnt.CI.C22f ///O

U.S. CI. 148-2 20 Claims

Int.CLC22f 7//0

>.

17 Claims

>

^

A method of treating a nickel base alloy so as to produce an

alloy having a structure characterized by dispersed discrete

fine spherical carbides. The method comprises the steps of

casting an ingot of nickel base alloy, homogenizing the ingot at

a temperature of from 2,200° to 2,400° F so as to dissolve pri-

mary carbides present in the alloy and increase the chemical

homogeneity thereof, cooling the alloy at a rate which sub-

stantially precludes the precipitation of coarse and film-like

carbides at temperatures above 1 ,900° F and at a second rate

in which dispersed fine spherical carbides precipitate at tem-

peratures below 1 ,900° F; and hot working the alloy at a tem-

perature lower than that at which the. primary carbides dis-

solve.

3,785,878

TREATMENT OF METAL ROD OR WIRE
Mario Economopoulos, Liege, Belgium, assignor to Centre Na-

tional De Recherches Metallurgiques, Brussels, Belgium

Filed Aug. 18, 1970, Ser. No. 64,772

Claims priority, application Belgium, Aug. 19, 1969,

757682; Nov. 14, 1969, 741754; Feb. 13, 1970, 745999; July

10, 1970,42902; July 10. 1970, 42903; July 10, 1970.42905;

July 14, 1970,42910; July 14, 1970.42911
•

Int. CLC21d 7/60,9/52

U.S.CL 148-18 19 Claims

The process is particularly applicable to steel rod or wire.

Metal rod or wire is cooled from a temperature at which the

metal is in a first stable phase to a temperature at which the

metal is in a second stable phase. Part of the cooling is by

means of a liquid consisting of an aqueous fluid contaiYiing, in

suspension and/or solution, one or more substances which

modify the heat transfer conditions of the aqueous fluid. The

liquid is at a temperature greater than 80° C and above 75 per-

cent of its boiling temperature expressed in degrees cen-

tigrade. The heat transfer conditions of the liquid and the du-

ration of cooling by means of the liquid are such that all, or the

major part, of the optimum allotropic transformation of the

metal takes place during cooling by means of the liquid.

A method of treating a nickel base alloy so as to produce an

alloy having a structure characterized by dispersed discrete

fine spherical carbides. The method comprises the steps of

casting an ingot of nickel base alloy, homogenizing the ingot at

a temperature of from 2.200° to 2,400° F so as to dissolve pri-

mary carbides present in the alloy and increase the chemical

homogeneity thereof; cooling the ingot at least to a tempera-

ture of from 1,750° to 2,185° F at a rate which substantially

precludes the precipitation of coarse and film-like carbides;

and hot working the ingot with the primary carbides in solu-

tion with sufficient intensity to cause dispersed discrete fine

spherical carbides to precipitate.

3,785,879

MAGNESIUM OXIDE COATINGS
Leonard S. Lee, Daly City; Yoshio Uyeda, and Leo F.

Heneghan, both of San Mateo, all of Calif., assignors to

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 64,644, Aug. 17, 1970, Continuation of

Ser. No. 40,479, May 22, 1970. This application Mar. 20,

1972, Ser. No. 236,250

Int.CLB23ki5/24

U.S.CL 148-27 4 Claims

Lithium additives in magnesium oxide/magnesium hydrox-

ide coatings for silicon steel and the material coated by such

process.
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3.785.880

NI-FE-TA ALLOYS FOR MAGNETIC RECORDING-
REPRODLCING HEADS

Hakaru Masumolo. Sendai; Yuetsu Murakami. Izumi-machi.

and Masakatsu Hinai, Natori, ail of Japan, assignors to The

Foundation: The Research Institute of Electric and Magnetic

Alloys

Filed Aug. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 173,964

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 17, 1970, 45-

80903
Int. CI. C04b 35100

U.S. CI. 148-31.55 4Ctaims

A heat-treated ferromagnetic alloy for magnetic recordmg-

reproduring heads, essentially consisting of 60 2 to 85 Wt

percent of nickel. 6 to 30.0 Wt percent of iron, and 3 1 to

23.0 Wt. percent of tantalum, and havmg a Vickers hardness

of above 150. a degree of order of 0. 1 to 0.6. an electric re-

sistivitv of 23 to 94 ^fl-cm, initial permeahility above 3.000

and maximum permeability above 10,000

3.785.883

METHOD OF OPERATION WHEN HOT
STRAIGHTENING ELONGATED WORKPIECES

Gerhard Seulen. and Friedhelm Reinke, both of Remscheid.

Germany, assignors to AEG-Elotherm GmbH, Remscheid-

Hasten. Germany
Filed June 5. 1972, Ser. No. 259,663

Claims priority, application Germany. July 5. 1971.

1552854. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Aug. 10. 1988. has been disclaimed.
|

Inl.CI.C2Id//7«

L.S. CL 148— 131 6 Cteims

3,785,881

METHOD OF MANLFACTLRING A BODY HAVING
ANISOTROPIC PERMANENT MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

BY GRINDING W ITH FATTY LIQIID
Pieter Aart Naastepad, and Gijsbcrtus Gerardus V an Liempd,

both of Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to

L. S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 5. 1972. Ser. No. 241.201

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 6, 1971,

7104566; Mar. II, 1972, 7203267

Int. CI. HO If //02

IJ.S. CL 148— 103 3 Claims

A method of manufacturing a non-ageing sintered rare

earth-cobalt magnet having an optimum coercive force and

shape of the demagnetization curve, by sintering above a given

critical temperature and by maintaining during the whole

manufacturing process the oxygen content of the product

below a particular critical value This is realized in particular

by starting from a powder which has been ground in the

presence of a fatty liquid having the property of readily

wetting metal surfaces, as a result of which the powder grains

are enveloped by a layer protecting against oxidation.

3,785,882

CUBE-ON-EDCE ORIENTED SILICON-IRON HAVING
IMPROVED MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND METHOD

FOR MAKING SAME
John M. Jackson, Middletown, Ohio, assignor to Armco Steel

Corporation, Middletown, Ohio

Filed Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100,504

Int.CLH01f //04

L.S.CL 148-113 1 Claim

Cube-on-edge oriented silicon-iron having improved mag-

netic properties and a glass free surface, and method for mak-

ing it. wherein prior to the final anneal, the silicon-iron is

coated with an annealing separator comprising a coarse, high

purity alumina. The alumina separator may contain additives

such as a grain'-growth inhibitor, a binder, and a compound
which will aid in the removal of sulfur from the silicon-iron

during the secondary grain growth stage of the final anneal but

will not contaminate or form a film on the surface of the sil-

icon steel.

^SL

An improvement in a method of hot straightening work-

pieces as described in US Pal Nos 3,598,665 and 3,63 1 ,698

whereby a workpiece is inductively heated and, at the same

time, the induction currents in the workpiece generate,

together with the inductor current, a force thrusting the work-

piece against stops advanced for that purpose. In order to

avoid reduction in reverse bending and/or tortional strength,

according to the method of this invention the stops are ad-

vanced into contact with the workpiece only after at least 75

percent and preferably 85 percent of the total energy required

for heating the workpiece has already been supplied.

1 Claim

I

3.785,884

METHOD FOR DEPOSITING A SEMICONDUCTOR
MATERIAL ON THE SUBSTRATE FROM THE LIQUID

PHASE
Harry Francis Lockwood, New York, N.Y., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273.752

Int.CLH01I7/J«

U.S.CL 148-171
A layer of a semiconductor material is epitaxially deposited

on a substrate by liquid phase epitaxy wherein a heated solu-

tion of the semiconductor material dissolved in a molten sol-

vent IS brought into contact with a surface of the substrate and

the solution and substrate are cooled to deposit the semicon-

ductor material on the substrate. During the cooling of the

solution and the substrate heat is radiated from the substrate

faster than from the solution so that the substrate is at a tem-

perature slightly below the temperature of the solution. The

heal radiation differential can be achieved by carrying out the

method in a container having a heat radiation window

therethrough over which the substrate is mounted.

I

3,785,885

EPITAXIAL SOLUTION GROWTH OF TERNARY III-V

COMPOUNDS
Louis Earl Stone, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex. i

Filed Mar. 24, 1 970, Ser. No. 22,270 I

lnt.CLH01l7/iS

U.S.CL 148-172 8 Claims

The epitaxial solution growth -of ternary III-V compounds,

including gallium aluminum arsenide, for example, is con-

trolled to accomplish uniform composition over extended

growth periods. In a system comprising (1) a binary IIl-V
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compound substrate, (2) a solution of the ternary compound
in the Group III element of the substrate, saturated with

respect to the substrate compound, and (3) a solid source of

the ternary compound in contact with the solution a short

distance from the substrate, the necessary control is achieved

by maintaining the substrate at least about 5° cooler than the

solid source material spaced therefrom.

3,785,886

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE FABRICATION UTILIZING
< 100> ORIENTED SUBSTRATE MATERIAL

Paul P. Castnicci, Poughkeepsie; Edward G. Grochowski,

Wappingers Falb; Martin S. Hess, Poughkeepie; George

Maheras, Poughkeepsie, and William D. North, Poughkeep-

sie, all of N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 676,451, Oct. 19, 1971, Pal. No.

3.585,464. This application Feb. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 7,534

Int. CLHOII 7/56, 79/00

U.S. CL 148-175 6 Ctaims

»-\ ") »

J4-/

acrylate and 2,2-dinitropropyl acrylate. The nitrate ester

plasticizers are selected from triethylene glycol dinitrate,

(TEGDN), trimethylolethane trinitrate, (TMETN), and bu-

tane-triol trinitrate, (BTTN). The metallic fuel is powdered

aluminum, and the inorganic oxidizer is ammonium
perchlorate. A commercially available diepoxide. such as

dicyclo diepoxy carboxylate, is used as a curing agent. Com-
patible cross-linking catalyst such as ferric acetylacetonate

may be used to decrease the curing time and/or temperature.

3,785,888

NITROCELLULOSE GAS-GENERATING COMPOSITION
CONTAINING A POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL

Robert G. Shaver, Fairfax County, and Joe M. Burton, Alexan-

dria, both of Va., assignors to Atlantic Research Corpora-

tion, Fairfax, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 274,055, April 18, 1963,

abandoned. This application Nov. 6, 1964, Ser. No. 410,051

Int. CLC06b/ 5/00

U.S. CL 149-38 '20 Claims

This invention relates to nitrocellulose gas-generating com-
positions, and more particularly to gas-generating composi-

tions containing nitrocellulose plasticized with polyethylene

glycol and/or alkoxy-terminated polyethylene glycol.

A method for fabricating a semiconductor device which is

composed of a monocrystalline semiconductor body having a

surface crystallographic orientation substantially parallel to a

< I00> plane and having a PN junction formed in the body.

The body has an insulator coating, such as silicon dioxide,

over the PN junction. The surface state density at the

semiconductor-insulator interface is very low. This low densi-

ty is believed to be a reason for the increased beta in the

< 100> oriented material semiconductor device. Further, the

device has a low defect density and few dopant precipitate

sites even at high dopant levels. A monolithic integrated cir-

cuit structure composed of the monocrystalline semiconduc-

tor substrate having a surface crystallographic orientation sub-

stantially parallel to a <100> plane with a plurality of

semiconductor devices within the substrate is described. The

devices may be isolated from one another by PN junctions.

The tolerance in a given isolated device, between the PN junc-

tion and the nearest region having a different conductivity is

less then approximately 0.3 mils. This very close spacing al-

lows substantially greater compactness of semiconductor

devices within a monocrystalline semiconductor body than

has ever been previously accomplished.

3,785,889

EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION CONTAINING TNT, HMX,
AND RDX

Jean Vaganay, Avignon, and Robert A. Ousset, Sorgues, both

of France, assignors to Societe Nationale Des Poudres et Ex-

plosifs, Paris, France

Filed Feb. 1 2, 1 973, Ser. No. 33 1 ,496

Claims priority, applicatioi; France, Feb. 21, 1972,

7205726

Int. CLC06b 75/02

U.S. CL 149—92 10 Claims

A fusible explosive composition comprises' 40-90% by

weight of a crystalline explosive with a high detonation

velocity and 60-10% by weight of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene, the

crystalline explosive with a high detonation velocity consisting

of 10-50% by weight of octogen, that is cyclotetramethylene-

tetranitroamine and the remainder being hexogen, that is

cyclotrimethylene-trinitroamine. The use of octogen causes a

decrease in the melt viscosity and a decrease of deterioration,

that is the increase in viscosity during successive fusions.

3,785,887

HIGH ENERGY ACRYLIC PREPOLYMER
PROPELLANTS OF LOW SENSITIVITY

Mart G. Baldwin, Newtown, Pa., and Paul H. Gehlhaus, Hunt-

sville, Ala., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 1,573

Int. CI, C06d 5106

U.S.CL 149-19 4 Claims

High energy propellants of low sensitivity in the range. of

class 2 military explosives and propellants are disclosed. The

propellants are comprised of acrylic copolymers, nitrate ester

plasticizers, metallic fuel, inorganic oxidizer, and curatives.

The acrylic copolymers are constituted of acrylic acid

copolymerized with a nitrated acrylate selected from petrin

3,785,890

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF MERCURY-
CONTAINING ALUMINUM HYDRIDE COMPOSITIONS

Alfred D. Cianciolo; Donald J. Sabatine, both of Hamden;

James A. Scruggs, West Haven, and Samuel I. Trotz,

Orange, all of Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New
Haven, Conn.

Filed Apr. 30, 1963, Sef. No. 278,513

Int. CL CO If 7/50

U.S.CL 149-109 SCUims
A mercury-containing, non-solvated aluminum hydride

composition is prepared by reacting HCl with an alkali metal

aluminum hydride (MAIMJ in the presence of a dialkyl ether

solvent, adding mercury to the solvated aluminum hydride,

formed by this reaction, and heating the product to drive off

the solvent.
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3.785,891

METHOD OF MANLFACTLRING WIRES CONSISTING

AT LEAST SL PERFICIALLY OF BORON AND WIRES
OBTAINED BY SAID METHOD

Wubb« Vrleze. and Otmar Schob. both of Emmasingei, Eind-

hoven, Netherlands, assignors to I .S. Philips Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 18. 1971,Ser.No. 190^78

Claims priority, applicatioa Netherlands, Oct. 21, 1970,

7015375
Int. CI. C23f / 7100

U.S. CI. 156-3 3 Claims

To enhance the tensile strength, boron-coated tungsten wire

may be etched with an eichant comprising phosphoric acid.

nitric acid and water.

then the closed ends of both pieces are forced through and

along the body of the sock, after which the sock is stripped

3,785,892

METHOD OF FORMING METALLIZATION BACKING
FOR SILICON WAFER

J.ouis E. Terry, and Richard W . Wilson, both of Phoenix, Ariz.,

assignors to Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park. III.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,170

Int. CL HO II 7/50

U.S.CL 156-3 10 Claims
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second sheet after its spreading over the first sheet. The bond-

ing agent is ^hereafter activated, if necessary, to cause it to ad-

here to and join together the tv/o layers, and the layers are

thereafter cut along or adjacent the seam lines to produce the

finished articles. The applicator member is supported and

moved along the seam lines by a carriage driven relative to the

supporting surface by a numerically controlled drive system

The activation of the bonding agent and the cutting of the

layers may be performed by an activating member and a

cutting tool also driven along the seam lines by the numeri-

cally controlled drive system The activating means may also

be a means for applying activating energy and/or pressure

over the entire area of the sheets The bonding agent may alsti

be supplied in the form of third sheet or film, in which case the

applicator member may be omitted. Vacuum may be used to

hold the sheets in place during the various operations per-

formed thereon and in particular to press the two sheets to one

another during the activation of the bonding agent

3 785 899

METHOD FOR THE MANL FACTLRE OF CELLLLAR

MATERIAL FOR CUSHIONING AND OTHER PURPOSES

Alfred W. Fielding. Wayne, NJ., assignor to Sealed Air Cor-

poration, Fair Lawn, NJ.
Filed June 8. 1971, Ser. No. 150,954

Int.CLB32bJ///6

U.S.CL 156-209

responding to a master pattern which desirably is to be

imitated, comprising confining a layer of compressible absor-

bent material and a base plastic between a backing layer of

which the part is to be comprised and a mold containing a

cavity embodying the surface configuration to be reproduced

on the surface of the backing layer, applying pressure and heat

to cause the compressible absorbent material and the base

plastic to become integrated with the backing layer, allowing

the plastic to stabilize and stripping the composite structure

from the mold.

According to the method the compressible absobent materi-

al may be in the form of a batt of thermoplastic fibers or foam

54 60 52 S"

8 Claims

and the base plastic may be a thetmoplastic in liquid, paste,

sheet or solid dry blend form Desirably, a thin layer of dis-

solved plastic or plastic monomer is sprayed on the surface of

the mold cavity prior to disposition of the base thermoplastic

and compressible absorbent layer between the backing layer

and the mold and optionally a pigmented plastic may be

deposited in the mold cavity at predetermined areas The

mold is prepared by casting a material having a lower dielec-

tric constant than the plastic employed on a master pattern

embodying the configuration to be imparted to the backing

layer and preferably the aforesaid material of the mold is sil-

icone rubber. i

".v-^l^

Method and apparatus for the manufacture of a cellular

material which utilizes an embossing roller to emboss at least

one film after being preheated to an embossing temperature

At least the embossed sheet preferably includes a coating of

adhesive which is reactivated during the preheating procedure

so that upon applying a second unheated film to the embossed

film the individual embossments will be sealed. The preheat-

ing means is arranged so that it can be moved out of its normal

operating position in order to enable termination of the em-

bossing and sealing process, and means are utilized to rapidly

interchange the embossing rollers to minimize the down time

for the apparatus.

3,785,900

METHOD OF MOLDING PLASTICS TO THE SURFACE
OF A BACKING MATERIAL IMITATIVE OF LEATHER,

FABRICS AND THE LIKE

Elle Gras, Thonon, France, assignor to Etabiissements Anver

S.A., Paris, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 57,170, July 22, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,705,071. This application Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No.

174,818

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 25. 1972.

69.2096624. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent

to Dec. 5, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int.CI.B29bi/00

U.S.CL 156-245 21 Claims

A metht^ of making parts of shoes and articles of wearing

apparel of conventional materials such as leather and splits

thereof, woven and non-woven fibrous materials, synthetic

materials and the like to provide a surface configuration cor-

3,785.901

HAND OPERABLE TAPE DISPENSER AND APPLICATOR

George H. Fritzinger, 15 Standish Ave., WesfOrange, N J.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,428

lnt.CLB32bi//0«

U.S.CL 156-527 7 Claims

A portable dispenser and applicator has a handle and a sup-

port for a supply roll of tape, and a shiftable applicator roller

locked normally in an operative position for applying the tape.

A trigger extending from a head portion of the dispenser is

depressible by a finger of the hand first to unlock the roller

mounting and then retract the roller to enable the tape to be

drawn against a tear-cut blade and to be cut. When the trigger

IS released the roller is shifted back to its locked operative

position.
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3,785,902

A WEB FEEDING AND SPLICING DEVICE

Edward George Preston, and Jerzy Wladyslaw Czoch, both of

London, England, assignors to Molins Limited, London, En-

gland

Filed Feb. 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 2,669

Int. CI. B65h 25/00. ;9//S

L.S. CI. 156-351 8 Claims

3,785,904

APPARATUS FOR MAKING CROSS-LAPPED SPREAD
WEBS

George A. Watson, Davidson, N.C., assignor to Celanese Cori

poration. New York, N.Y.

DivUion of Ser. No. 871,079, July 25, 1969, Pat. No.

3,623,927, which is a division of Ser. No. 606,984, Jan. 3,

1967, Pat. No. 3,515,621. This application Oct. 6, 1971, Ser.

No. 186,879

Int. CI. B32b 5108; D04h 3/05

U.S.CL 156-441 5 Claims

46/+''

A web feedng and splicing device for a cigarette or other

continuous rod making machine includes a reservoir in which

a length of web is accumulated prior to splicing, the accumula-

tion of sufficient web being sensed by an integrator respon-

sive to the difference between the speeds with which the

web is fed into and out of the reservoir.

3,785,903

LOADING OF COMPLIANT TAPE
John A. Boyer, Allentown; David P. Ludwig, and Friedrich

Zwickel, both of Whitehall, all of Pa., assignors to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 185,648

Int. CI. Bi2h J 1104; B65c HI04

U.S. CI. 156-356 12 Claims

Apparatus for making non-woven fabrics which look like

woven cloth by striating a web of crimped parallel filaments,

setting the striated web, and cross-lapping the striated web.

3,785,905

EQUIPI^ENT FOR BUILDING PNEUMATIC TYRES
Petr Fedorovich Badenkov, prospekt Mira, 112, KV. 234;

Leonid Venediktovich Petrokas, ulitsa Karia Marxa, 21/4,

kv. 31;-Gennady Lazarevich Portny, ulitsa 2 Kabelnaya, 10,

kv. 64; Regina Lazarevna Pukhova, 15 Parkovaya, 53, kor-

pus 2, kv. 72; Natalia Ivanovua Davidovich, Federativny

prospekt, 26, korpus 2, kv. 20; Isaak Shiemovich Roitburd,

Scherbakovskaya ulitsa, 20/24, kv. 85; Nikolai Sergeevich

Tsaphn, pereulok Arkadia Gaidara, 5a, kv. 38; Valery

Donovich Rossin, Studenchesky gorodok, MIFI, 8, kv. 21, all

of Moscow, U.S.S.R., and Vladimir Alexandrovich Pinegin,

deceased, late of Moscow, U.S.S.R. (by Margarita

Vladimirovna Pinegina, administrator)

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,493

Int. CI. B29h/7//2./ 7/22

U.S. CI. 156-400 1 Claim

Beam lead semiconductor devices are loaded onto an aper-

tured compliant-bonding tape and held thereto with a releasa-

ble adhesive. The apertured tape is successively indexed

through a loading machine At one station, small accurately

located dots of adhesive are applied to the tape. At a transfer

station, integrated-circuit chips are pressed against the tape so

that beam leads are secureS to the dots of adhesive. In-

tegrated-circuit chips are brought to the transfer station in

spring-biased holding nests mounted on an indexable turret.

The compliant tape is embossed to form protective pockets

therein so that when integrated-circuit chips are loaded onto

the tape, subsequent winding of the tape onto a reel will not

damage the chips.

A mechanism for building in beads of pneumatic tires on a

fixed tire building drum having at least one shoulder, ip which

there is provided a housing defined by a cylindrical support

movable relative to the building drum, levers for compressing

the ends of the cord plies against the drum shoulder, and an

annular coil spring for turning over the cord ply ends, with the

spring being secured on the levers serving to lift the spring.

The levers for the compression of the cord ply ends and the

lever for lifting the annular coil spring are hingeflly secured

with the possibility of axial rotation thereof on a common an-

nular carrier or support axially movable relative to the body

and the drum. The levers U - the'compression of the cord ply

ends are pressed to the annu r coil spring by the axial rotation

of the levers with the aid of a template movable by a piston in

an air cylinder-piston unit.
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3,785,906

YARN FEED APPARATUS FOR PILE CARPET MACHINE
Rob«rt C. Fay, Spartanburg. S.C., assignor to Deering Miiiiken

Research Corporation. Spartanburg, S.C.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Set. No. 238,490

Int.CI.D04hy7/04

U.S. CL 156-435 1 Ctaiw

3,785,908 I

FLUTE SEALING METHOD AND APPARATUS
William O. Wagers, Smithville; Robert H. Frappier, Wooster,

both of Ohio; William S. McDonald, Georgetown, S.C, and

Charles L. Boggs, Statesville, N.C., assignors to International

Paper Company, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 71,865, Sept. 14, 1970, Pat. No.

3,71 1,352, which is a division of Ser. No. 721,739. April 16,

1968, Pat. No. 3,563,843. This application July 13, 1972, Ser.

No. 271,278

Int. CI. B32b 3/04; B31f 1/00

l/.S. CL 156-479 4 Claims

Clutch drive for the yarn feed rolls of a carpet machine

which can be readily adjusted while the machine is in opera-

lion.

3,785,907

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC
ASSEMBLY OF A BELT AND ANCHOR PLATE

Richard S. Barr, and Richard L. Groendyke. both of Upland.

CaKf., assignors to American Safety Equipment Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

FiledApr.5, 1971,Ser. No. 130,923

lnt.CLB31f //OO

U.S. CL 156-443 21 Claims

An apparatus for slitting, compressing, and folding a corru-

gated core papcrboard. comprising means for slitting the end

of the corrugated core, means for compressing the slit end in-

wardly to form extending facing sheet edges and means for

folding the extending facing sheet edges, one over the other,

to seal the flutes of the paperboard.^

3,785.909

LABEL APPLYING DEVICE
Wilfred E. Stageberg, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Min-

nesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,647

Int. CL B44c J 100, B32b 35100

U.S. CL 156-541 6 Claims

iV

An apparatus and method for automatic assembly and inter-

connection of a safety belt and an anchor plate which is at-

tachable to a frame member of a vehicle The apparatus and

method is embodied in a system for rapid production of such

assembly wherein a plurality of anchor plate carrier arms are

fach sequentially positioned at a plurality of stations at which

an anchor plate with a belt receiving opening therein is

releasably positioned on the carrier arm, a pliant bendable

belt is longitudinally folded at one end and advanced into and

through said anchor plate opening for only a predetermined

selected distance, the longitudinally folded belt is then trans-

versely folded about the anchor plate, the folds are symmetri-

cally arranged and creased, and the belt is then secured in as-

sembly with the anchor plate in the bight of the belt thus

formed by adhesively bonding and sewing the opposed belt

portions together. The app^atus and method automatically

accomplishes the assembly of the belt and anchor plate in a

rapid virtually foolproof manner while providing a safety belt

anchor connection capable of meeting safety regulations and
Governmental standards.

/I*-.

sc ^2 "'rtl ' 3

^

' 98'

Qi '^ /s' V/'

A device for applying a label from a supply of label stock in

a predetermined position on an object. The device includes a

first frame for positioning and supporting the object, and for

movably mounting a second frame. The second frame is

manually movable over the object on the first frame to

dispense a label to the object from label dispensing means

operated by relative movement of the frames and to press the

dispensed label into engagement with the object on the first

frame. The label dispensing means includes a novel indexing

means for positioning the next label to be dispensed in a

predetermined position on the second frame for a subsequent

label application.
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3,785,910

ULTRASONIC SEAMING APPARATUS INCLUDING FEED
MEANS

Frank Parry, Monroe, Conn., assignor to Branson Instru-

ments, Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,943

Int.CLB32bi///6

U.S.CL 156-580 3 Claims

and ring shanks; (ii) a means for transferring the decal-

comania from a transfer sheet to a work sheet; and (iii)

a plurality of pens of different colors. The present inven-

tion also includes a method for utilizing the jewelry de-

sign kit to create new and creative jewelry designs. The

invented method comprises the steps of (i) locating or

selecting a decalcomania bearing the indicia of a desired

jewelry element from among those on one of the trans-

fer sheets; (iii) transferring the selected decalcomania

from the transfer sneet to a work sheet by rubbing the

An ultrasonic seaming apparatus comprising a driven anvil

wheel and an oppositely disposed resonating horn forming a

seaming station through which flexible sheet material to b^

seamed is fed includes a driven workpiece feed wheel which is

resilienily urged toward contact with the anvil wheel for assist-

ing in feeding the seamed portion of the workpiece away from

the seaming station. This arrangement minimizes the occur-

rence of puckering in sheer workpiece material. Additional

workpiece feed means in the form of driven rollers are

mounted distanced from the stated workpiece feed wheel.

3 785 911
METALLIC APPEARING LAMINATE

Israel S. Ungar and Herbert I. Scher, Randallstown, Md.,

assignors to Esse Research and Engineering Company
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 834,610,

June 13, 1969. This appUcation June 29, 1971, Ser. No.

157,914
Int. CI. B44f 7/00

U.S. CL 161—5 4 Claims

IQ-UPPER Pl4*EN
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face of the transfer sheet above the decalcomania with

the means for transferring; (iii) sequentially repeating the

above steps for each jewelry element comprising the de-

sign until, by superimposition of the decalcomania on the

work sheet, the design is complete; and (iv) coloring the

jewelry elements comprising the design with the appro-

priate pens, especially the precious stones. The present in-

vention enables an unlimited number of new jewelry de-

signs to be made in their actual size or to scale with

accuracy and convenience, without any particular artistic

skill or training on the part of the user.

3,785,913
PREFABRICATED CONSTRUCTION PANEL

Lloyd G. Hallamore, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to

Hallamore Homes, Inc., Fountain Valley, Calif.

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,064

Int. CL B32b 1/06, 3/06; E04c 2/24

U.S. CI. 161—41 13 Claims

A decorative hammered metal appearing laminate pro-

duced by interlaminating an aluminum sheet betweeii a

melamine layer and crepe mounted on kraft core at high

pressures and temperatures. Such laminates find par-

ticular use in furniture, commercial case goods and archi-

tectural specifications.

3 785 912
JEWELRY DESIGN KIT AND METHOD

FOR DESIGN
Edward B. Van Deusen, Laguna Beach, Calif., assignor

to Van-Lightner, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,774

Int. CLB44f i/06,

U.S. CI. 161—6 3 Qaims
A jewelry design kit comprising (i) transfer sheets con-

taining a plurality of decalcomania bearing indicia of

jewelry elements such as, for example, precious stones

A structural panel particularly suitable for use as an

exterior member of a building is disclosed. The panel

includes an inner skin for providing a suitable internal

wall finish and a weather resistant outer skin. A layer

of rigid plastic foam is disposed adjacent the inner skin

and a layer of compressible heat resistant and acoustical-

ly insulating material is disposed between the foam and

the outer skin to accommodate the thermal expansion

and contraction of the foam. Strengthening struts may

be suitably positioned between the inner and outer skins

of the panel to accommodate stresses as required by ap-

plicable building codes.
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3 785 914

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL AND MEANS AND
METHOD FOR MAKING IT

Harry A. King, 19361 Trino Circle,

Yorba Linda, Calif. 92686

Filed July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,738

Int CI. B32b i/2S

U.S. a. 161—133 1* C"'"*

3,785,917 I

STRUCTURAL UNITS
Reinhard KUnkoscb, Dortmund, Germany, assignor to

Hoesch Aktiengesellsciiaft, Dortmund, Germany

Original application July 9, 1969, Ser. No. 840,397, now

Patent No. 3,650,863. Divided and this application

Sept. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,656

Claims priority, application Germany, July 17, 196»,

P 17 79 192.3

Int. CI. B32b 5/18

VS. a. 161-161 9 Claims

Sheet material is made from a sandwich of a dried

matrix slurry covered on both sides with a layer of fibrous

material. This sandwich material is formed into corru-

gations having flat ridges prior to drying and hardenmg.

The corrugations may take a number of forms including

undulating' or serpentine forms providing corresponding

undulating ridges and also straight ridges. The sandwich

sheets cari be formed in a mechanism comprising travel-

ling chains carrying arms with bars which form the de-

sired shaped ridges. A structure is made up by over-lay-

ing a plurality of such corrugated sheets. Adjacent corru-

gated sheets are adhered to each other at the flat ridges.

.Advantages of structures made from this material reside

in strength, rigidity, heat and sound insulation.

3 785 915

SHOE LINING AND COUNTER STIFFENER
Addison Walker Closson. Jr., 30 Coolidge Ave.,

Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

691,287, Dec. 18, 1967. This application Aug. 24, 1970,

Ser. No. 66,634
Int a. A43b 13/42

U.S. CI. 161—150 .3 Claims

^
-: ^o

i y .V;
'

^^." ^

Laminar structural unit, composed of a pair of elon-

gated spaced at least substantially "parallel cover webs,

two elongated layers of foamed synthetic plastic mate-

rial each adhering to the inner surface of one of the

aforesaid cover webs, an elongated intermediate web be-

tween these layers and adhering to one of them and an

elongated intermediate layer between the intermediate

web and the other of the layers; this latter elongated

intermediate layer consisting of a material different from

th^ foamed synthetic plastic material of which the afore-

said elongated layers consist.

3 785 918
REGENERATED CELLULOSE FIBROUS PRODUCT
Atsushi Kawal, Migaku Suzuki, and HIdenori Ohta,

Ohtake, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
^ ^^ ^_^

Filed Oct 20, 1970, Ser. No. 82,276

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 24, 1969,

44/85,062
Int a. B32b 5/02. 5/16

U.S. a. 161—169 9 Clainw

(/)

(J)

(p)

i4)

A shoe lining and counter stiffener is made from a

multiply laminate having a ply of a nondirectional non-

woven, fabric and a ply of thermoplastic (elastomeric)

film material. To facilitate application of the laminate to

a shoe, a thermally tackified adhesive is applied to the

thermoplastic ply on the side opposite the fabric ply.

3,785,916
THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITIONS

Cecil Nigel Turton, Darien, Coon., and James McAinsh,
Northwich, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical
Industries Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197,169

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 12, 1970,

53,836/70; May 25, 1971, 16,874/71
Int CI. B29c 27/00

U.S. CI. 161—156 5 aaims
A composite having an aromatic polymer matrix rein-

forced by carbon fibres having length at least 2.5 cm.

A fibrous product comprising a large number of re-

generated cellulose fibril-like microfibers having a diam-

eter of 0. 1 to 5m, at least a portion of said fibril-like micro-

fibers being mutually entangled. The fibrous product, hav-

ing a high water-retaining property and a high apparent

degree of swelling, is obtained by introducing a viscose

spinning dope into a coagulation liquid, wherem a re-

duoed pressure generated by the high speed flow of said

coagulation liquid is employed to apply a shear stress to

the spinning dope.
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3 785 919
COMPOSITE FILAMENT WITH ELASTOMERIC
CORE AND MICROAPERTURED POLYPRO-
PYLENE FOAM SHEATH AND PROCESS
THEREFOR

Robert Winfield Hickman, Waynesboro, Va., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del. ^ ^
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

94,821, Dec. 3, 1970. This application Nov. 9, 1971,

Ser. No. 196,947
Int CI. B32b 5/18, 31/14; D02g 3/22

U.S. CI. 161—175 7 aaims

A microapertured foam of a polymeric material, such

as polypropylene. The foam can be applied to an elasto-

meric core yarn, such as a spandex core, to form a sheath

around the core. The foam sheath protects the core yarn

from degradation, while improving dyeability, elongation-

to-break, and other properties of the sheath-core com-

posite filament over art-known composite filaments.

3,785,920

METHOD OF TREATING RAW CELLULOSIC
MATERIALS

Thor H. Johansen, West Nyack, N.Y. (% American De-

fibrator, 405 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017)

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,423
Int CI. D21c 3/26

U.S. a. 162—19 4 aaims

raw material being fed directly into the liquid phase

cooking zone in the form of a central core free of direct

contact with the steam in the vapor phase zone during its

passage therethrough.

3 785 921
PAPER REINFORCING COMPOSITION CONTAIN-
ING STARCH AND A STARCH-ACRYLAMIDE
GRAFT POLYMER

Fumio Ide, Tsuneo Kodama, and Yahide Kotake, Hiro-

shima, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd.,

and Nitto Kagyo Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,595

Int CI. C08d 9/06; D21h 3/08, 3/28

U.S. CI. 162—168 17 Claims

Paper reinforcing agent composed mainly of a polymer

composition which includes a graft polymer, a water-

soluble polysaccharide, and, if necessary, an acrylamide

type random copolymer. The graft polymer is that having

the water-soluble polysaccharide as its backbone polymer

and a copolymer derived from a monomer mixture of

acrylamide and an unsaturated carboxylic_ acid, as its

branch polymer; said random copolymer is that which

is derived from the aforesaid monomer mixture. The

water-soluble polysaccharide content is 5-22% by weight

based on the composition.

The paper reinforcing agent is obtained by polymerizing

the aforesaid monomer mixture in the presence of the

water-soluble polysaccharide, or by further adding thereto

a suitable amount of the water-soluble polysaccharide

and/or the acrylamide type random copolymer.

The reinforcing agent exhibits high paper-reinforcing

property even in a small quantity and is markedly cheaper

than any of the known acrylamide type paper reinforcing

agents.

3 785 922
inclined'former

Martin B. Keller, Hudson Falls, N.Y., assignor to Sandy
Hill Corporation, Hudson Falls, N.Y.
FUed May 27, 1970, Ser. No. 41,004

Int CI. D21f 1/24
VS. CL 162—299 , 3 Claims

Method of treating raw cellulosic materials requiring

different processing conditions in a vertical digester hav-

ing a vapor phase cooking zone and/or a liquor phase

cooking zone, one of the raw materials being fed

into the vapor phase cooking zone for treatment

therein for a predetermined period of time prior to

moving into the liquid phase cooking zone, the other

A papermaking machine wherein stock is discharged

from a stationary headbox for deposit on a web forming

wire having a reach adjacent the headbox which is varia-

bly and selectively inclined upwardly between a lower

rearward breast roll toward an upper forward wire roll

with a suction box assembly mounted with respect to and

beneath the upwardly inclined reach, there being provided

a plurality of pairs of selectively employable side pond

plate extensions of differing dimensions, each side pond

plate extension of a pair being mounted in overlapping

relation with a respective side wall of the headbox and

in a tight sealed relationship with the suction box assem-

bly and its supported inclined reach of the forming wire
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for accommodating the headbox to different angular posi-

tions of adjustment of the inclined reach of the formmg

wire.

3 785 923

COMBINED EMERGENCY SWITCH-OFF AND CON-

TROL ROD DRIVE FOR CONTROL ROD OF A
GAS-COOLED NUCLEAR REACTOR

Tihomir Bratoljic, Wettingcn, and Josef Waldls and Max

Zimmermaiin, Untersiggenthal, SwitzerUnd, assizors

to Aktiengesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie, Baden, !>wit-

"''*"'*
Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 126 495

Claims priority, applicaHon Switzeriand, Mar. 25, 1970,

4,485/70
Int CI. G21c 7/14

VJS, CL 176—36 R ^ Claims
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generally conforming to the periphery of the core. An

outer thermal shield surrounds each of the mner thermal

shields. Vertical tie bolts located in the annular space

between the two shields maintain a resiliently compressive

force on the stacked array of thermal shields and hori-

zontal plates. A core support barrel surrounds the shield

and the structure has openings to permit downward flow

of some of the coolant through the various annular

spaces formed by the shields prior to passage of coolant

through the core.
|

3,785,925

PORTABLE RADIATION SHIELD FOR NUCLEAR
REACTOR INSTALLATION

Cecil R. Jones. Mllford, Conn., assignor to Transfer

Systems Incorporated, New Haven, Conn.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,665

Int. CI.G21c7i/00
VS. a. 176—87 13 Claims

m

;< D 12 9 n K) 23 is 2i

TO MOiST

A combined emergency switch-off and control rod drive

for a control rod of a gas-cooled nuclear reactor mcludes

an electrical motor coupled through a clutch to a cable

winch on which is wound a cable connected to the control

rod for lowering rod into the reactor core. One brake of

the eddy current type, is provided for controlled braking

of the cable and a second, locking brake is provided for

purposes of emergency, this locking brake being actuated

in accordance with the response of a cable monitoring de-

vice which is arranged to detect both a relief of the cable

as well as an overload thereon.

3 785 924
NUCLEAR REACTOR CORE SHROUD

Gennaro V. Notari, Simsbury, Conn., assignor to Com-
bustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

FUed Sept. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 68,878

Int CI. G21c 19/28

UA CL 176—61 10 Claims

A core shroud comprised of a plurality of vertically

stacked cylindrical thermal shields resting on a core sup-

port plate. Horizontal plates closely conforming to the

core shape are sandwiched between each thermal shield.

The inner thermal shield sections have vertical plates in

the form of angles welded to the interior in a manner

A portable radiation shield for a nuclear reactor is

described. The shield is positioned between the reactor

vessel and the fuel pool canal during fuel transfer there-

between. It features dual sets of lifting lugs, and flared

rails and a removable plate to guide the fuel to a safer

location in case of an accidental fall.

I

3,785,926

PROCESS FOR THE ENZYMATIC REPRODUCTION
OF INFORMATIONALLY ACTIVE RNA

Diether Jachertz, Hannover, Germany (% Farbwerke

Hoechst AG., Frankfurt am Main, Germany)

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 60,922

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 16, 1969,

P 19 41 709.5

Int. CL C12d 13/06

U.S. CI. 195 28 N 1 Claim

A process for the enzymatic reproduction of informa-

tionally active RNA, by isolating a replicating enzyme

from immunologically competent cells, incubatmg it to-

gether with (a) the informationally active RNA to be

reproduced and (b) a cell-free system made from im-

munologically competent cells freed from the replicating

enzyme, at pH 5, and isolating the newly formed informa-

tionally active RNA. The use of such informauonally ac-

tive RNA for vaccination.

I

3 785.927

PROCESS FOR CONVERTING (-)RETICULINE
TO (-f)SALLTARIDINE

Erwin F. Schoenewaldt, Watchung, and Emel D. Ihnen,

Warren Township, NJ., assignors to Merck & Co.,

Inc., Rahway, NJ. „ ^, *,,*,«.!
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,394

Int. CL C12d 1/00
, ^ ,

U.S. CL 195 51 R *1 Claims

*(4-)sa!utaridine is produced by reacting (— )reticuline

with an oxidative phenolic coupling enzyme produced by

growing a suitable strain of Schizomycetes or Eumycetes

in an aqueous nutrient medium.
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3 785 928
BACTERIOLOGICAL TITRATION TRAY

Milton Kessler, 6690 Harrington Aye.,

Youngstown, Ohio 44512

Filed Jan. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 110,108

Int. CL C12k 1/10

VS. a. 195—140 2 Claims

the positive presence of nitrite is indicated in 10 minutes or

less by the formation of color in the reagent zones. The

diagnostic composition of this invention provides a rapid,

easy-to-use method for the detection of the presence of

bacteriuria.

3,785,930
MICROBIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY TESTING DEVICE

R. James Ellis, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to

Peter Eckrich and Sons, Inc.

FUed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 210,945
Int. CL C12k 1/10

VS. a. 195—127 10 aaims

'/? /o

A molded plastic titration tray containing a large num-

ber of small open test cups serving as individual test tubes

and which are integral with the tray and project down-

wardly from the tray except for a lip at the top of each

cup which projects above the surface of the tray to pre-

vent serum or solution spilled on the tray surface from

contaminating the tray contents of the cup. In one modi-

fication there is a small hole in the bottom of each cup,

small enough so that surface tension prevents the fluid

contents of the cup from flowing through the hole, but

the contents can be discharged at will by applying a sonic

probe or air pressure to the cup.

3 785 929
DIAGNOSTIC COMPOSITION FOR THE

DETECTION OF NITRITE
Donald P. Kronisb, Rockaway, and William D. Young,

Jr., Montclair, NJ., assignors to Warner-Lambert Com-
pany, Morris Plains, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 836,089, June

24, 1969, now Patent No. 3,645,853. This application

Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,289

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Feb. 28, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C12k 1/04

U.S. a. 195—100 12 Claims

A device for determining microbiological activity in

meats. A simple, economical and djsposable testing device

is provided by a folded-over transparent sheet to which

is secured a sheet of a resazurin dye-containing material.

A sample is brought, directly or indirectly, into contact

with the sheet of dye-containing material and thereafter

the transparent sheet is folded over the same to preclude

moisture loss during incubation. Color change may be

readily observed through the transparent sheet and the

time required for color change taken as a measure of

the microbiological activity in the meat.

3,785,931
SELF CLEANING, TUBULAR SOLAR STILL

James P. Coffey, Hatboro, and Joseph C. Duddy,
Trevose, Pa., assignors to ESB Incorporated

Filed July 30, 1971, Ser. No. 167,751

Int CL BOld 3/04
U.S. CI. 202—234 12 Claims

,.. 1.

5.01

40tM3

^Si-m
I

A

A diagnostic composition for the detection of the

presence of nitrite comprises a carrier material impreg-

nated in a specific zone with a dried form of two stable re-

agent solutions. In the preferred embodiment, the carrier

material is also impregnated with a dried barrier composi-

and an identifying dye. In use, the two zones containing

the reagents are inserted into the fluid being tested and

A solar still is described in which a vertical microporous

evaporator having a dark outer surface is housed within

but separated from a transparent tube. Irnpure or salt

water is fed up the porous evaporator either by me-

chanical means or by capillary forces from a reservoir

at the tube base. Sunlight impinging on the inner dark

tube causes water to evaporate therefrom. The vapor sub-

sequently condenses on the inner surface of the trans-

parent tube and runs down to a collecting ring at the

base, thereof. Concentration effects cause concentrated

impurities to flow down the porous evaporator so that

its surface pores do not become clogged. The transparent

outer tube may be glass or plastic. Its inner surface may

be treated to cause the condensed water to run down as

a sheet rather than collect as drops. Reflectors or other

light directing means may be placed about the tube to

gather and colicentrate the solar radiation reaching the

dark tube. In an alternate design, impure water is fed

to the top of the porous evaporator.
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3 785 932

SEALING DEVICE FOR COKE OVEN DOOR
Linwood G. Tucker, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to

Koppers Company, Inc.

Filed Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,583

Int CI. ClOb 25106

UA CI. 202—248 3 Claims

from a circulating water header loop extending the length

of a coke oven. A dirty water storage tank on the larry

The perimeter of the door frame of a coke oven door

is fitted with a sealing knife edge and a plurality of

pivotal interacting levers mounted to the door frame.

The levers exert uniform forces on the knife edge and

the door jam when the door is in the closed position.

3 785 933

APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING AND REMOVING
EFFLUENT EMITTED WHILE PUSHING COKE

William D. Edgar, Allison Park, and Albert G. Jonnet«

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Koppers Company, Inc.

Filed Aug. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 170,926

Int. CL ClOb 33100

U.S. CI. 202—263 ^ Claims

A gaslight hood is mounted to a coke guide car. The

hood is provided with a collar that cooperates with a fixed

gas collecting main and with curtains that prevent gases,

smoke and dirt from escaping from the quenching car

while coke is being pushed.

3,785,934

WATER SYSTEM FOR A LARRY CAR
Clifford W. Clarke, McMurray, Pa., assignor to

Koppers Company, Inc.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

868,012, Oct. 21, 1969. This appUcation June 23, 1971,

Ser. No. 155,820
Int a. ClOb 27104

U.S. a. 202—263 6 Oaims
Larry cars that are equipped with water scrubber type

dust eliminators obtain clean water for such scrubbers

car is emptied simultaneously with the charging of coal

into a coke oven.

3,785,935

DISnLLATION PROCESS OF MONOlVffiRS

WITH THE ADDITION OF AN ANTI-

FOAM COMPOSITION ^ ^ »
Kermit W. Householder, Tonawanda, N.Yj, and Van 1.

Doesburg, Midland, Mich., assignors to Dow Coming

Corporation, Midland, Mich.
*AAttiA

No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,264

Int. CLBOlb 7/04

U.S. CI. 205^20 • Claims

An anlifoam composition which consists essentially of

( 1 ) 5 to 50 percent by weight of a silicone-glycol copoly-

mer (2) 5 to 50 percent by weight of a polypropylene

glycol, (3) 5 to 50 percent by weight of a glycol copoly-

mer, and (4) 40 to 85 percent by weight of water is

disclosed. This composition is particularly useful in

latexes.

3,785,936 ^^^
ANODIZED ALUMINUM TEST PANEL FOR
EVALUATING INSPECTION PENETRANT
PERFORMANCE ^_, _, ^

James R. Alburger, 5007 Hfllard Ave^

La Canada, Calif. 91011 ^^^...
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,984

lit. CI. C23h 9102; C23f 17100

U S. CI 204 38 A ^ Claims

*A tes't panel which may be used for evaluating inspec-

tion penetrant crack detection performance, the preferred

structure of said panel being a sheet of aluminum

anodized in a sulfuric acid bath to a controlled anodic

film thickness between about 5 microns and 50 microns,

heat sealed and coated with a thin glassy layer of sodiuni

silicate, baked to cure the silicate layer, and stress cracked

to provide cracks extending through the thickness of the

anodic coating.

3 785 937

THIN FILM METALLIZATION PROCESS FOR
MICROCIRCUTTS

William Raymond McMahon, 432 Crestovcr Cbxle,

Richardson, Tex. 75080, and Thomas Haliburton

Ramsey, 602 Carroll Drive, Garland, Tex. 75040

FUed Apr. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 138,223

Int. CL C23b 514%, 5/52

VS. CI. 204—15 2 aaliM

Selective anodic oxidation is employed to pattern thin

metallic films in the fabrication of printed circuit boards

and integrated microcircuits to provide "inlaid metalliza-
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tion geometry and thereby eliminate the need for selective

etching of metal films. The total anodic conversion of

metallic thin films to the corresponding oxide is demon-

strated. Standard photolithographic masking techniques

are employed to achieve selective anodic oxidation in the

delineation of a single metal film, and also for each suc-

cessive metallization layer in the fabrication of integrated

microcircuits having multilevel, insulated, interconnecting

metallization patterns.

3 785 938

METHOD FOR MAKING ABRASIVE ARTICLES
Ahmad Sam, 671 Forest Ave., Paramus, NJ. 07652

Filed Nov. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 87,177

Int CL C23b 5/48, 5/68

VS, CL 204—16 39 Oaims

f- 4

addition of aluminium sodium fluoride or aluminium

potassium fluoride to said electrolyte as a second promot-

J4 i~ 4

Depositing abrasive particles, such as diamonds, sili-

con carbide, titanium carbide, aluminum oxide, or mix-

tures thereof, in a matrix of electrochemically deposited

metals on the outer periphery and/or the adjacent margi-

nal side portions of metal (or non-metals) blanks or

wheels.

CONCENTSATION OF

Alfj3NaF (g/i/

ing agent will elevate the adhesivity of paint to the treated

surface of the steel plate.

3 785 941
*

REFRACTORY FOR PRODUCTION OF ALUMINUM
BY ELECTROLYSIS OF ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
Stanley C. Jacobs, Lower Burrell, Pa., assignor to

Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept 9, 1971, Ser. No. 178,895

Int CL C22d 3/02, 3/12

U.S. CL 204—67 21 Claims

3 785 939
TIN/LEAD PLATING BATH AND METHOD

Grace F. Hsu, Vernon, Conn., assignor to Conversion

Chemical Corporation, RockviUe, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Oct 22, 1970, Ser. No. 83,229

Int CL C23b 5/38. 5/40, 5/46

U.S. CI. 204—43 S 23 Clauns

A plating bath for electrodeposition of tin/lead alloys

contains stannous ion, lead ion, a fluoborate, fluosilicate

or sulfamate radical and, as a brightener system, a non-

ionic polyoxyalkylated surfactant, a lower aliphatic al-

dehyde, an aliphatic or aromatic amine and an aromatic

aldehyde, the pH of the bath being less than about 3.0.

3 785 940

METHOD FOR ELECTROLYTICALLY TREATING
THE SURFACE OF A STEEL PLATE WITH A
CHROMATE SOLUTION

Hidehisa Yamagishi, Yokohama, Hiroshi Takano, Kawa-

saki, and Masao Takeuchi, Yokohama, Japan, assignors

to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,823

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 14, 1972,

47/6,313
Int CL C23b 11/02; C23f 17/00

U.S. a. 204—56 R
. ^ 3 Claims

With respect to the prior art method which comprises

immersing a steel plate as a cathode in an electrolyte

in which there are dissolved chromic acid or salts

thereof containing chromium VI oxide as a main agent

and a thiocyanic compound as a promoting agent, and

subjecting the surface of said steel plate to electrolytic

treatment so as to improve its corrosion resistance and

the adhesivity of paint thereto, it has been found that

Selective interfacial bounding of molten metal chloride

electrolyte by nitride-based refractory material in cells for

production of aluminum and chlorine by electrolysis of

aluminum chloride.

3,785,942

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF MERCURY
FROM WASTE SOLIDS

Gordon A. Carison, New Martinsville, W. Va., assignor

to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

806,204, Mar. 11, 1969, now Patent No. 3,647,653.

This appUcation Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,769

Int CL COlb 7/06; COld 1/08; C22b 43/00

U.S. CI. 204—99 ^ Claims

Mercury is recovered from electrolytic cell caustic

filter solids by treatment with a brine containiiig ele-

mental chlorine in an amount sufficient to solubilize the

mercury. The mercury containing brine can then be re-

turned to the electrolytic cell.

3 785i)43

ELECTROLYSIS OF MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE
Herbert Ebcrie, Hannover, Wolfgang Meyer, Benthe,

and Johann Haase, Empclde, Germany, assignors to

Salzdctfurth AG ^ ^, ^^, ,„,
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201,387

Claims priority, applicatioa Germany, Dec. 7, 1970,

P 20 60 066.2

Int a. COlb 7/06; COlf 5/75

U.S. CL 204—100 .
11 CI"PJS

A process for thle electrolysis of magnesium chloride

solutions, in the presence of an alkali metal chloride to

yield chlorine and magnesium hydroxide.
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3 785 944
HYDROMETALLURGICAL PROCESS FOR THE

PRODLCTION OF COPPER
George E. Atwood and Charles H. Curtis, Tucson, Ariz.,

assignors to Duval Corporation, Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,393

Int. Ci. C22b 15/08: C22d 1/16

VS. a. 204—107 3« Claims

A hydrometallurgical process for pollution-free recov-

ery of metallic copper from chalcopyrite and other cop-

per-containing materials by (a) ferric chloride oxidation

thereof to produce cupric chloride, (b) reduction of the

cupric chloride to cuprous chloride, (c) recovery of

metallic copper, preferably by electrolysis, and (d) re-

generation of the ferric chloride by oxidation with con-

current purge of excess iron as well as sulfate ions and

other impurities. The process is amenable to steady state

cyclic operation, and stages (d) and (a) may advan-

tageously be combined.

3,785,945

TECHNIQUE FOR ELECTROLYTICALLY
ETCHING TUNGSTEN

Donald Morley MacArthur, Berkeley Heights, NJ., as-

signor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated,

Murray Hill and Berkeley Heights. NJ.

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,258

Int CI. C23b 3/00

U.S. CI. 204—129.95 4 Claims

to the electrodeposition, an aqueous solution, aqueous dis-

persion or organic solveqt solution of an organo-silicon

compound represented by the general formula,

I R^CHj^n^-m—Si—X4_m

wherein m is an integer of 1 to 3; « is or an integer of

1 to 3; R. in the case where n is 0. is a lower alkenyl

group, and R. in the case where n is an integer of 1 to 3,

is an amino group, an alkylenediamino group, a lower

alkanolamino group, an o.^-unsaturated lower aliphatic

carboxylic acid residue, or an alkoxy or cycloalkyl group

having an epoxy group; and X is at least one group selected

from the group consisting of a lower alkoxy group, a

lower alkoxyalkoxy group, a saturated lower aliphatic

carboxylic acid residue, a hydroxyl group and a lower

alkyl group, excluding the case where all the groups rep-

resented by X are lower alkyl groups at the same time.

When such treatment with the organo-silicon compound

is adopted, the adhesion of the resin coating and the cor-

rosion resistance of the aluminum article is enhanced.

3 785 947
ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY TO DETERMINE THE

OXYGEN CONTENT OF MOLTEN METAL
William H. Baldwin, Lansdale. Pa., and Harry G. Clauss,

Jr., Beverly. N J., assignors to Leeds & Northrup Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,260

Int. CI. BOlk 3/00

U.S. a. 204—195 S S Claims

M ^8

A technique for electrolytically etching tungsten films

involves the use of borate phosphate and carbonate buff-

ered electrolytes having a pH within the range of 7.0

to 10.5. The described process permits automation of the

etching process and eliminates the formation of isolated

islands of unetched materials.

3,785,946

PROCESS FOR ELECTROCOATING ALUMINUM
ARTICLES

Shiro Terai, Toshio Suzuld, Yoshihumi Hasegawa, and
Hitoshi Seklya, Nagoya, and Hiroto Matuo and Shizuo

Kimata, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Toagosei Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd., Sumitomo Light Metal Industries,

Ltd., and Dainichiseika Color & Chemicals Mfg. Co.
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,431

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 10, 1971,
46/69.731

Int CI. BOlk 5/02
U.S. CI. 204—181 15 qalms

In a process for electrodeposition-coating an aluminum

article which comprises subjecting the aluminum article to

anodic oxidation treatment, dipping the anodized alumi-

num article in an aqueous emulsion or solution of a ther-

mosetting resin composition, applying a direct current to

the alun>inum article to electrodeposit thereon the resin

contained in said aqueous emulsion or solution, and then

heat-curing the resin coating electrodeposited on the alumi-

num article, an improvement characterized in that onto the

surface of the anodized aluminum article is applied, prior

An expendable, plug-in electrode assembly for insertion

into a bath of molten material to forth a galvanic cell

comprised of solid state electrolyte connected on one side

to a solid state reference electrode and on the other side

connected to a connector electrode through a liquid con-

taining a constituent in an amount to be determined. The

electrode assembly is characterized by the inclusion of a

thermal switch connected across the electrical leads to

the electrodes for use in checking the continuity of plug-

in electrical connections and a measuring circuit prior to

immersing the electrode assembly into a bath of m'-Itcn

material.
|

3 785 948
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN DETECTOR

Michael L. Hitchman, Wolfgang Mehl, and Jean Pierre

Millot Geneva, Switzerland, assignors to H. Dudley

Wright, Cologny, Geneva, Switzerland

FUed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,037 ,

Int CL GOln 27/46

VS. a. 204—195 P
. ^^ Claims

An electrochemical oxygen detector which is useful

in a sulfurous environment contains a metal sulfide, such
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as nickel, tungsten or cobalt sulfide, as a cathode. The

anode is desirably silver sulfide. A detector having a

nickel sulfide or a tungsten sulfide cathode and a silver

sulfide anode is readily formed during use in a polluted

environment from a detector having a nickel or a tung-

sten cathode and a silver anode without substantial varia-

vicinity of the cathode, high current density, a substantial

freedom from solution agitation during the winning op-

eration and preferably for good efficiency, low solution

temperature at the interface of the solution and the cath-

ode, typically below 140° F. The process is economical be-

cause in the preferred embodiment, a portion only of the

tion in response characteristics. The electrolyte is desir-

ably potassium chloride in water containing a chelating

agent for reducible metal .ions, for example sodium po-

tassium tartrate, a buffer to maintain the pH in excess of

5, and a deliquescent agent, e.g. a mixture of potassium

dihydrogen phosphate and disodium hydrogen phosphate

dihydrate.

3 785 949
ELECTROLYSIS CELL WITH LIQUID ELECTRODE
Hermann Matthey, Herdekce-Kirchende, Stefan Payer,

Holzen-Hochsten, and Eberhard Zimgiebl, Cologne-

Stammheim, Germany, assignors to Friedrich Uhde.,

GmbH, Dortmund, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,917

Int CI. C22d 1/04: BOlk 3/04

VS. CI. 204—219 3 Claims

An electrolysis cell of the type employing a liquid elec-

trode, such as mercury cathode is used for the alkaline

chloride electrolysis process. The bottom of the cell is

made up of an inexpensive material such as aluminum or

aluminum alloy to which is bonded a thin layer having

surface properties such as wettability, corrosion resistance,

and little tendency to fouling. The thin layer may be a

noble metal, a corrosion-resistant metal, such as nickel,

a non-metallic conductor or a semi-conductor, or an elec-

trically conducting ceramic material.

copper in solution is removed, the remaining copper being

left in solution and available as a source of cupric ion for

reuse of the etchant. The process is an important contribu-

tion to pollution abatement efforts as it eliminates the need

for dumping copper and other wastes resulting from an

etching operation.

3 785 951
ELECTROLYZER COMPRISING DIAPHRAGMLESS
CELL SPACES FLOWED THROUGH BY THE
FI ECTROLYTE
Jacques Fleck, Kehl (Rhine), Germany, assignor to

Krebs & Cie, Paris, France

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,278

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 2, 1971,

P 21 09 949.0

Int CI. BOlk 3/00

U.S. CL 204—268 12 Claims

3,785,950
REGENERATION OF SPENT ETCHANT

Emerson H. Newton, 39 Virginia Road, Arlington, Mass.

02175; John M. Ketteringham, Concord Road, Lincoln,

Mass. 01773; John L. Sienczyk, 50 Williams St,

Arlington, Mass. 02175; and Calvin M. Isaacson, 2

Oceanside Drive, Beverly, Mass. 01915
Original application Oct 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,189.

Divided and this application May 19, 1972, Ser.

No. 254,895
Int CI. BOlk 3/00: C22d 1/02

U.S. CI. 204—239 8 Claims

The invention relates to a process for extracting copper

as metal from a used etchant solution containing com-

plexed cupric ions as an oxidant while simultaneously re-

generating the etchant for further use. The etchant treated

may have a pH from below to 13, but preferably has a

pH of at least 3 and more preferably has a pH between

about 4 and 10. The process comprises electrowinning

a portion of the copper from solution under conditions

effective for electrowinning but not etching. These condi-

tions include a substantial freedom from oxygen in the

\

An electrolyzer of the type wherein electrolyte flows

through diaphragmless cell-spaces which are in communi-

cation with each other only through a reaction vessel or

a common collector and gas separator by means of pipe

lines connecting given cell spaces thereto. Bipolar elec-

trodes have lug-like anode portions protruding into the

cell spaces adjacent lug-like cathode portions which also

protrude into the cell spaces.
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3 785 952
SUPPORT FOR MOUNTING SMALL PARTS IN

ELECTROPLATING PROCESSES
Hcnnann Rilzenhoff. Marburg-Lahn, Germany, assignor

to Gerbnider Seidel KG, Marburg-Lahn. Germany
Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,120

Int. a. C23b 5/70

UA a. 204—297 W 24 aalms

Frame for supportingly securing number of small parts

each having circular edge of perforation parallel with a

supporting surface while parts are subjected to electro-

deposition treatment comprises electrically conductive

main structure and holders for each part to be treated.

Main structure includes at least one electrically conduc-

tive metal web. and each holder comprises plurality of

non-electrically conducting rods which converge toward

point and which engage circular edge or perforation of

parts to be treated. At least one resilient rail is constructed

and arranged to press holders carrying parts to be treated

against metal web.

ERRATUM
For Class 204—228 see:

Patent No. 3,785,954

3,785,953
PROCESS FOR CARRYING OUT ENDOTHERMIC

CATALYTIC REACTIONS
Jean Patouillet, Paris, France, assignor to Societe

Anonyme: Antar Petroles de I'Atlantique, Paris, France

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 81,166, Oct.

15, 1970, which is a continuation of abandoned applica-

don Ser. No. 738,831, June 21, 1968. This appUcation

Not. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 196.943
Int.Cl. C10gi9/00

UA a. 208—49 < aaimj

direction in spaced relationship dependent on the temper-

ature of the endothermic reaction of said gaseous feed-

stock, at least part of said vertically disposed tubes defining

catalyst zones, as well as the process for carrying out

endothermic catalytic reactions in substantially endother-

mic conditions, consisting essentially in introducing the

reaction stream into at least one catalysis zone consisting

of at least one zone containing dilute catalyst and which

can be preceded by a zone containing an inert catalyst sup-

port, the said dilute catalyst zone being followed by a con-

ventional catalyst zone proper, each of said zones may fur-

ther be separated from adjacent zones by intercalated

zones containing no material, and /or positioning along the

said zones a plurality of distinct heating means to provide

variable amounts of heat to the reaction stream moving in

each of said zones, the temperature within said stream be-

ing maintained substantially constant during its passage

through the said zones.

I

3,785,954

APPARATUS FOR TREATING WATER CHARGED
WITH SCALE FORMING SUBSTANCES

Jean Jacques Herbert, 8 Rue Thiers,

Monthvon, France |

Filed Mav 17. 1972. Ser. No. 254,063

Claims priority, application France, May 24, 1971,

7118569
I

Int. CI. BOlk 3100: C02b 7/S2

UA CL 204—228 3 aainw

A reactor for carrying out endothermic reactions under

substantially adibatic conditions comprising a plurality

of tubes disposed vertically and a plurality of radiant heat-

ing means exterior to said tubes, means to introduce a

gaseous feedstock into said tubes, said plurality of radiant

heating means being disposed along said tubes in a vertical

Apparatus for treating water by electrical means m
order to eliminate scale-generating substances, compris-

ing electrodes dipping into the water to be treated and

connected to the mains supply through a transformer

having an adjustable secondary connected to a rectifier

bridge which is in turn connected to the electrodes for

the purpose of obtaining a chopped current having its

direction periodically reversed by a timer. The electrodes

are flat and are used in sets of three. Each set comprises

a central electrode flanked by two parallel-connected

lateral electrodes, the electrodes and their supporting cur-

rent-supplying rods being made of stainless steel.

3,785,955

GASOLINE PRODUCTION PROCESS
William H. Davis, Evanston, HI., assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, IlL

nied Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,802

Int. CI. C07c 5172; ClOg 31114. 35/06

U.S. CL 208—80 7 Clalma

High octane gasoline is produced by isomerizing a C*

through Cg paraffin fraction from a straight run gaso-

line, the higher boiling portion of the straight run gaso-

line is passed into a reforming zone. The effluent from

the isomerization zone is passed into a molecular sieve

separation zone which separates normal paraffins from

non-normals such as aromatics and iso-paraffins. A por-

tion of the extracted normal paraffins are then recycled

to the isomerization zone to effect further production of

branched chain paraffins. The raffyiate material recovered

from the molecular sieve separation zone is sufficiently

high in octane number to be utilized as a clear gasoline.
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The reforming and isomerization zone effect the con-

version of the respective feed to those zones through the

use of suitable catalytic components. The separation zone

gasoline stream, the C5 fraction containing both pentenes

and isopentenes, selectively disproportionating the Cs

stream, with or without the presence of added ethylene,

to convert more of the normal pentenes than the isopen-

tenes, alkylating the resulting butenes and lighter olefins

with isobutane, and combining the alkylate and remammg

gasoline to provide a high octane gasoline having a reduced

light olefins content. In a modification of the above de-

scribed multistep process produced propylene is dispropor-

tionated in a second olefin disproportionation zone, to pro-

vide additional butenes for alkylation and ethylene for

reaction with n-pentenes in the first step of the process.

3 785 957
MULTISTAGE CLEAVAGE OF OLEFINS TO
PRODUCE HIGH OCTANE GASOLINE

Robert L. Bynks, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
FUed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,649

Int. CI. ClOg 37/00

U.S. CI. 208—49 10 aOras

utilizes a Type A crystalline aluminosilicate to selectively

extract normal paraffins from a feed containing normal

paraffins and other non-normal components.

3,785,956

SELECTIVE OLEFIN DISPROPORTIONATION AND
THE USE THEREOF TO PRODUCE HIGH OC
TANE GASOLINES

Robert L. Banks, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,734

Int. CL C07c 3/62; ClOg 37/06

VS. CI. 208—93 12 Claims

•^*f 'If* •*»

1\
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The disproportionation of mixtures of branched and un-

branched disproportionatable olefins in the presence or

absence of ethylene is improved by adjusting the conver-

sion to a specified level thereby increasing the selectivity

of the reaction to the conversion of the unbranched olefins.

The process has particular utility in increasing of the

quality of olefinic gasoline streams in that the lower

octane-rated unbranched olefins can be selectively removed

from the gasoline by conversion to other olefins while sub-

stantially retaining the higher octane-rated branched ole-

fins. In this aspect, a process for increasing the octane

value of olefinic gasoline streams is provided which coni-

prises the steps of separating a C5 fraction from an olefinic

A process for increasing the octane value of olefin-

containing gasoline streams comprises disproportionating

the olefinic gasoline with ethylene, separating the effluent

to provide a propylene stream, a butene stream, a C5 or

C5-C6 olefin stream, and a C6+ or €7+ gasoline stream,

disproportionating the C5 or Cj-Ce olefin stream with

ethylene to provide additional propylene and butenes,

optionally disproportionating the produced propylene to

provide additional ethylene and butenes, alkylating all the

produced butenes with isobutane to provide a high octane

alkylate and combining the high octane olkylate, and €«+

or C7+ olefin gasoline streams to provide the high octane

gasoline stream.

3 785 958
DESULFURIZATION AND CONVERSION OF

BLACK OILS J^

WUliam K. T. Gleim, Island Lake, John G. Gatsb, Dea

Plaines, and Mark J. O'Hara, Mount Prospect, lU., as-

signors to Universal Oil Products Company, Des

Plaines, 111.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,308

InL CL ClOg 13/06. 31/14

U S CI 208—87 ' Claims

*A*sph*altene- and ash-containing hydrocarbonaceous

charge stocks are converted into lower-boiling, substan-

tially desulfurized hydrocarbon products via a combina-

tion process involving deashing, hydrogenative conversion
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. ^ c„ct*,», anri Hp«;ulfurization the feed must be controlled in relation to the equilibrium

of asphaltenesm a slurry-type system and desu^fon^^^^^
L' nature in order to. on the one hand, vaporize and

employing a fixed-bed catalytic composite. The process

C»of9» Sf<»

temperature in order to. on the one hand, vaporize and

crack a sufficient quantity of residual oil to obtain the

octane improvement effect, while, on the other hand,

keeping the quantity of residual oil which remains un-

vaporized below a specified level. It is shown that at a

fixed equilibrium flash vaporization temperature the quan-

tity of residual oil which is vaporized cannot be increased

merely by large increases in the proportion of residue

in the feed.

affords maximum yield of normally liquid hydrocarbon

products, coupled with substantial desulfurization thereof.

.oo <M iDo no wo

TRUE BOILIMG POINT ->

3 785 959

PROCESS FOR CRACKING HYDROCARBONS
CONTAINING RESIDUAL OIL

Millard C. Bryson, Conway, Joel D. McKinncy. Indiana,

Robert A. Titmus, Pittsburgh, and Frederick K. White,

Allison Park, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & De-

velopment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, S«r. No. 216,429

Int. CI. ClOg 11/04: ClOl If04

VS, CI. 208—120 19 culms

990^ Cf«clii»i«

3,785,960

REFORMING NAPHTHAS WFTH A RHENIUM-
GOLD CATALYST

Howard E. Merrill and Robert S. Lunt HI, Baton Rouge,

La., assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Com-

^^ Drawing. Filed Sept. 30, 1969, Ser. No. 864,277

Int CI. ClOg 35/08

U.S. a. 208—135 , 14 Claims

A process for improving the octane quality of a naphtna

by contacting the said naphtha at reforming conditions

with a highly active catalyst composite including a porous

support and catalytically active amounts of rhenium and

gold. -^
I

3,785,961

CATALYTIC REFORMING OF A RELATIVELY
LEAN CHARGE STOCK IN A TWO-STEP
PROCESS

Michael W. Schrepfer, Buffalo Grove, 111., assignor to

Universal Oil Products Company, Dcs Plaines, III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

860,826, Sept. 24, 1969. now Patent No. 3,617,522. This

application Sept. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 180,471

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Nov. 2, 1988. has been disclaimed

Int CI. ClOg 35/08

U.S. O. 208 139 *' Claims

A relatively lean hydrocarbon charge stock boiling in

the gasoline range is catalytically reformed by contacting

the charge stock, hydrogen and a halogen or a halogen-

containing compound, in an essentially water-free reform-

ing zone, with a highly selective reforming catalyst con-

taining a platinum group component and a rhenium com-

ponent at reforming conditions selected to produce a high

octane €»+ reformate for a first period extending until

the selectivity of the catalyst decreases to an unacceptable

value, and, thereafter by continuously adding water or a

water-producing compound to the reforming zone in all

amount corresponding to about 5 to 50 wt. p.p.m. of the

hydrocarbon charge stock while continuing the contacting

operation. Key feature of the subject process involves a

two-step operation with this platinum-rhenium catalyst

wherein the first step is operated at essentially water-free

conditions with halogen inclusion and wherein the second

step utilizes a carefully selected amount of water to effect

a substantial improvement in the operation of the process.

In fluid catalytic riser cracking of a gas oil with a

zeolite catalyst the inclusion of controlled amounts of

residual oil in the feed results in an improvement in

octane value and/or improvement in the distribution of

octane value of the gasoline product. This improvement in

octane value occurs primarily in the particular boiling

range fractions of the gasoline product having the lowest

octane value. However, residual oil is relatively difficult

to vaporize and the extent of its vaporization will depend

on the equilibrium flash vaporization temperature at the

bottom or inlet of the riser. The equilibrium flash vapori-

zation temperature at the bottom of the riser is generally

limited by such process necessities as avoidance of cata-

lyst sintering or deactivation and/or avoidance of exces-

sive catalyst to oil ratios, which can adversely affect prod-

uct selectivity. Therefore, the quantity of residual oil in

3,785,962

FLUIDIZED CATALYTIC CRACKING PROCESS
Algie J. Conner, D«s Plaines, and Charles W. Strother

and Willas L. Vermilion. Arilngton Heights. 111., as-

signors to Universal Oil Products Company, Des

Plaines, m.
, <..«-,-

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,252

Int. CI. ClOg 11/18

U.S. CI. 208 164 *' Claims

a' fluidized cracking process in which a riser type re-

action zone empties into the dilute phase portion of a

reception vessel. The process can be generally described

as one in which the riser reaction zone is substantially

vertical and passes into the reception zone with the outlet

of the riser located within the dilute phase portion of the

reception vessel. Adjacent to the riser outlet is a cyclone

separation means which separates hydrocarbons and

solids present in the dilute phase. The process is generally
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« 785 964
applicable to fluidized hydrocarbon conversion processes ^,/".

„^„«/^4»«mM
and specifically adaptable for use in modem fluidized oXTOATIVE SWEETENING OFHTORO^^

^
WITH NITROGEN CONTAINING COWffOUND

Sd WITH A CALCINED COFPER-IRON

m CATALYST

Sun W. Chun, Murrysville, Harry A. Hamflton, Natrona

Heights, and Angelo A. Montagna, MonroevUU, Pa.,

assignors to Gulf Research & Development Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,426

Int. CL ClOg 27/04

U.S. CL 208—191 8 Claims

• The on-stream life in a sweetening process using a

copper-iron catalyst is extended by incorporating in the

feed a minor amount of a nitrogen containing compound

having the formula:

R'

R-N-R"

c

where R, R' and R" can be the same or different and are

selected from hydrogen, a hydrocarbon group having from

1 to 10 carbon atoms and where optionally the hydrocar-

bon groups can be cyclicized lo form a five or six mem-
*

.

c :n whJrh .hort catalvst-oil bered heterocyclic compound. The preferred nitrogen con-

catalytic cracking processes m which short catalyst-ou

^ compounds are ammonia and pyridine,

contact times are desired.

3,785,963

UNIFORM SOLIDS WITHDRAWAL SYSTEM

David M. Boyd, Qarendon Hills, and Arthur R. Green-

wood, Niles, 111., assignors to Universal Oil Products

Company, Des Plaines, 111.

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 200,123

Int CI. ClOg 35/10

U.S. CI. 208—171 2 Claims

•
3,785,965

PROCESS FOR THE DESULFURIZATION OF
PETROLEUM OIL FRACTIONS

Albert B. Welty, Jr., Westfield, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company

Filed Oct 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,527

Int CI. ClOg 17/00, 19/00

U.S. CI. 208—208 M 15 Claims

Uniform amounts of solids are withdrawn from a mov-

able bed of solids by a system comprising a plurality of

conduits equally spaced across the solids cross-sectional

area and communicating with a collector vessel parti-

tioned into a plurality of vertical sections of equal vol-

ume.

"0 "7P«

-^^^^^^'

^-

'^^U>

i

»-^ -• »'

C«C03

^

Low sulfur-content petroleum oil stocks are prepared

by contacting a sulfur-containing oU stock with an alkali

metal, preferably sodium, or an alkali metal altoy, pref-

erably sodium/lead, to produce an alkali sulfide-oil dis-

persion. The alkali sulfide is removed from the oil by

means of a two-stage washing treatment. The recovered

sulfide, after additional treatment, is then electrolytically

decomposed thereby reforming alkali metal for reuse in

the desulfurization process.
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4 WOK Q££

METHOD FOR DISCHARGING PARTICULATE
^SOLlb raOM HIGH PRESSLHRE VESSEL

YutakToguchi and Junlchi Kubo, Tokyo, and Shin,.

Goto, Yokohama, Japan, assignors to Agency of In-

dustrial Science and Technology, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 8, 1971, S«r. No. 132,286

Int. CI. ClOg 23/00, 25/06

VJS, CI. 208-213 * Claims
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3,785,969 ^_^ ^^^
MVTHnn OF AND APPARATUS FOR THE CON-

'^UOUS COP^N^ATION OF A DISPERSION

CONTAINING SUSPENDED SOLID MATERIAL
HansHeinz Molls, Leverkusen, Reinhold Ho™'*' ^<r

logne, Manfred Bucheler, Leverkusen, and Hans Raab

and Joachim Adrio, Cologne, Germany, assignors to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Apr. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 136,460

Claims priority, application Germany, May 8, 1970,
*^

P 20 22 471.9

Int CI. BOld 17/10

VS. a. 210—19 21 Claims

„ ,1V
,

nov

13 13»

Y
An improved method is disclosed for discharging

particulate solids from a high pressure vessel, which

method is characterized by maintaining said particulate

solids in fluidized state in admixture with fluids and thus

keeping the head of the particulate solid-fluid admixture

in the vessel and its pressure differential greater than the

head of a conduit conducting the fluid.

-m

Suspended solid dispersions are guided under a pressure

of 2 to 20 atm. above atmospheric through a gap which

is a perforation, the solid dispersion, as viewed in direction

perpendicular to said shells, being subjected to a drop

in velocity. The supply takes place centrally and the filter

cake is removed peripherally.

3,785,967

HYDRODESULFURIZATION WITH EXPANDED OR
MOVING BED OF CATALYST HAVING SPECmC
PARTICLE DL^METER AND SPECIFIC PORE
DIAMETER . . ^ .

Jakob van Klinken, Amsterdam, Netheriands, assignor to

Shell Oil Company. New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed June 30. 1971, Ser. No. 15».584

Claims priority, appUcation Netherlands, July 14, 1970,

7010428
Int CL ClOg 23/02

VS. a. 208—216 ., . . ' ^
-J"",

A process for catalytically hydrodesulfurizmg residua

hydrocarbon oils having a total vanadium and nickel

content above 30 p.p.m.w. and a Cj-asphaltene content

r above 0.5% wt., with catalyst replenishment during op-

eration, which includes passing the residual oil together

with hydrogen through catalyst particles in the form of a

suspension or expanded bed having hydrodesulfurization

activity at hydrodesulfurization reaction conditions, the

catalyst particles in said bed having a pore volume above

0.3 ml./g., less than 10% of the pore volume being pres-

ent in pores having a diameter above 1000 A., and having

a specific pore diameter, expressed in A., of from 45 X^'
to 140x^' where d is the specific particle diameter in

mm.

3,785.970

WATER SEPARATOR
David H. Hodgkins, Manchester, Conn., assignor to

Stanadyne. Inc.. Hartford. Conn-

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,356

Int a. Wild 13/00, 33/00

VS. CL 210—23 1* ^*™

f^
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3,785,979

DIBENZIMIDAZOLE GREASE THICKENING
AGENTS

August H. Birke, Godfrey, III., assignor to

Shell Oil Company
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 169,459, Aug. 5, 1971. This application

Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 296,733
Int. CI. ClOm 5/20

U.S. a. 252^51.5 A .
10 Claims

Dibenzimidazole compounds corresponding to the

formula:

3 785 983
METHOD OF PRODUCING A I.IQUID DEVELOPER
FOR USE IN THE ELECTRONIC PHOTOGRAPHY
Masayoshi Inoue, Koji Nagai, and Shigeo Kitagucbi,

Sakai, Japan, assignors to Minolta Camera Kabushiki

Kaisha, Osaka-fu, Japan
Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,543

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 2, 1970,

45/105,938
Int. gi. G03g 9/04

U.S. CI. 252—62.1 7 Claims

o N
I H H I! H /^/ N.

R,-X-C-N-R«-X-C-N-|^ Y \^
C—

u

Rj—

C

,-^v /V N II H H II^ \,/ ^\-H—C—N-Ki-N—C-X-Hj

N
H

wherein Ri and R2 are aliphatic hydrocarbyl radicals, R3

is a hydrocarbylene radical, R4 and R5 are aromatic

hydrocarbylene radicals and X is —O— or

H
—N—

are highly efficacious grease thickening agents.

3,785,980

REACTION PRODUCT OF AN AMTVE ANT> A
HYDROPEROXIDIZED ETHYLENE/PROPYL-
ENE COPOLYMER

Donovan R. Wilgus, Richmond, Calif., assignor to

Chevron Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 150,858
Int. CI. ClOm 1/20, 1/32

U.S. CI. 252—51.5 A 15 Claims

A novel polymeric lubricating oil additive is disclosed

which is the reaction product of a primary or secondary

amine and a hydroperoxidized atactic ethylene propylene

copolymer.

^umacf ticcrmc CH*iiC€ mnsitv
l*T TH( TIW «HtN THC CIMCITT Or

MfLlCTKOSIttlC DfCOWlM
MuSCO IS SOOMI

I'lO'cOULOMB^^

"*I90 job V

SUIIF«C( POTtNTI*!.

A method of producing a liquid developer for use in the

electronic photography, which method comprises saponi-

fying and unsaturated fatty acids such as an oleic acid, a

linofic acid, a linolenic acid or the like so as to make

a soap, dispersing a pigment such as a carbon black or

the like in an aqueous solution of said soap, substituting

the alkaline metallic ions of said soap on the pigment par-

ticle surface with metallic ions having a valance of 2 or

more 10 have them precipitated, treating this precipitate

i y washing and dr>ing it after taking it out therefrom so

as to produce dry powder of said pigment, and dispersing

said pigment powder in an aliphatic petroleum hydro-

carbon.
I

3 785 984
COMPOSITIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
COLD-BLEACHING LIQUORS, PARTICULARLY
ACTIVE WASHING LIQUORS

Markus Berg. Dusscldorf-Holthausen, Matthias Mallmann,

Dusseldorf-Oberkassel, and Jurgen Hoffmeister, Dussel-

dorf-Benrath. Germany, assignors to Henkel & Cie

GmbH, Dusseldorf-Holthausen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,212

Claims priorit>, application Germany, Sept. 28, 1970,

P 20 47 573.4; July 1, 1971, P 21 32 703.8,

P 21 32 704.8
I

Int CL did 7//5. 7/56

VS. CI. 252 99 *5 Claims

Compositions useful in the aqueous cold-bleaching of

textiles comprising (1) from 0.5% to 95% by weight of

an activator for active oxygen selected from the group

consisting of N-acyl and 0-acyl compounds having 2 to

9 carbon atoms in the acyl, said activator having an
*

activating action of at least 3 in the Per-Acid Formation

3,785,982 Test, (2) at least one compound selected from the group

LUBRICANTS CONTAINING SUBSTITUTED 2-OXA. consisting of (a) an alkali metal sesquisilicate of the

ZOLIDONES AS OXIDATION INHIBITORS ratio MejOiSiOa of 1 to less than 2:1 in an amount that

Abraham O. M. Okorodudu, West Deptford, NJ., from 0.25 to 3 alkali metal atoms are present per acyl

assignor to Mobil Oil Corporation
(^ ^^^ activator, and (b) from to 20% by weight

No Drawing. ConHnuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
^f a water-soluble salt of a phosphoric acid ester selected

Se°pt?7' mi '4'
n'o^52 587'

'''"'^ "'•*"""°" t^JS^,^:^^:^^^^!i partial esters of fatty alco-
Sept 27, J'72,Ser^No^ 292,587

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^ ,
I'jfllf^S'

U.S, a. 252—51.5 A 13 Claims lates and propoxylates havmg from 1 to 10 alkoxy units.

Substituted 2-oxazolidones, exemplified by 5-phenyl- with ortho phosphoric acid, pyrophosphonc acid and

5-methyl-2-oxazolidone, are valuable oxidation inhibitors polyphosphoric acid, and (3) from to 97% by weight

when added to organic materials such as lubricating oils of other customary ingredients of bleaching agents or

and greases. washing agents having a bleaching effect.

3 785 981
RUST INHIBITING LUBRICATION OIL ADDITTVES

Bruce W. Hotten, Orinda, Calif., assignor to Chevron
Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,740

Int. CL ClOm 1/32
VS, a. 252—51.5 A 6 Claims
The reaction product of hydrocarbyl-substituted suc-

cinic acid with 5- and 6-membered ring N-heterocycle

compounds is found to be an effective rust inhibitor. The
hydrocarbyl radical contains less than 30 carbon atoms.

The N-heterocycles are exemplified by pyrrolidine. 2-ami-

nothiazole, piperidine, 2-aminopyridine and 2-amino-4-

methyl pyridine.
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3,785,985

COSMETIC AND TEXTILE-TREATING
COMPOSITIONS

Paul Sheldon Grand, South Bound Brook, N.J., assignw

to Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 136,204

Int. CL Clld 3/28, 3/48

U.S. CI. 252—106 2 Qaims

A method for solubilizing heavy metal salts of 1-hy-

droxy-2(lH) pvridinethione which comprises the step of

forming a solution containing the pyridinethione salt, an

aliphatic polyamine and a solvent. Particularly preferred

are compositions containing in addition to the above

ingredients a cleaning agent.

3,785,986

DENTURE CLEANER

Frederick L. Lauster, Massillon, Ohio, assignor to La
Fant Research Company, Canton, Ohio

No Drawing. FUed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,071

Int CI. Clld 7/36

U.S. CL 252—136 2 Claims

3 785 989

NOVEL DAYLIGHT FLUORESCENT PIGMENTS
AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING THEM

Siegfried Noetzel, Mainz, and Edgar Fischer, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst

Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meiste^ Ludus & Bruning,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,309

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 2, 1971,

P 21 04 718.7

Int. CL C09k 1/02

U.S. CI. 252—301.2 R 3 Claims

New daylight fluorescent pigments which contain an

organic fluorescent dyestuff and as resin a condensation

resin, consisting of copolymerizates of unsaturated car-

boxylic acid anhydrides and other vinyl compounds which

are cross-linked with bi- or polyfunctional alcohols and a

process for their preparation which comprises in-

corporating the organic fluorescent dyestuff into the con-

densation resin. These daylight fluorescent pigments may

be employed for preparing fluorescent paints, for example

air-drying lacquers on the basis of alkyl resin or physically

drying lacquers on the basis of acrylic resins, as well as

for preparing fluorescent printing inks such as inks for

screen printing, intaglio printing, book-printing and offset-

litho printing. Due to their resistance to heat, they are

particularly suitable for fluorescent dyeing of plastic and

enamels.

A denture cleaner is provided which is non-abrasive

and is highly effective for quickly and easily removing

stains and tartar deposits from dentures embodying plastic

or porcelain teeth and other conventional materials used

in dentures. The cleaner is effective for cleaning both full

and removable partial dentures, as well as for polishing

gold or chromium alloy clasps and removable orthodon-

tic and other oral dental appliances. The cleaner also has

high stability under conditions involving both high and

low temperatures.

3,785,987

TERNARY AZEOTROPIC CLEANING SOLUTION
BASED ON TETRADICHLORODIFLUOROETHANE

John Allan Schofield, Riverside, Conn., and Roger Albert

Delano, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., assignors to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Oct 28, 1968, Ser. No.
771,334, now Patent No. 3,640,884. Divided and this

appUcation July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 167,039

3 785 990
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A GENERATOR
WHICH PRODUCES RADIO-ISOTOPES AND HAS
AN IMPROVED ELUTION EFFICIENCY, AND
GENERATOR OBTAINED BY THIS METHOD

Harm Martinus Benjamins, Koos Kortenoeven, and

Helena Panek-Finda, all of van Hootenlaan, Weesp,

Netherlands ^ .^^
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,502

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 2, 1971,

7102716
Int a. C09k 3/00

VS. a. 252—301.1 R 4 Ctaims

It has been found that the elution efficiency of gen-

erators which produce radioactive isotopes and contain

AI2O3 as the adsorbent may be greatly improved. The

improvement is obtained by providing the adsorbent of

the generator with an oxidant before first use of the

generator. The oxidant must have a strong affinity for

the substrate. Suitable oxidants are chromates and di-

chromates.

U.S. a. 252—171
Int a. Clld 3/44

2 Claims

A ternary azeotrope of tetrachlorodifluoroethane, di-

chloroethane and ethanol has superior properties for sol-

vent vapor cleaning and degreasing applications.

3,785,988

CORROSION AND SCALE INmBITING
COMPOSITION

Yutaka Yamashita and Masami Sata, Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Kokusai Kasei Kosha Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. FUed July 2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,501

Int a. C02b 5/00
U.S. CI. 252—181 9 Claims

An inhibitor for preventing formation of corrosion and

scale on metals in the presence of water is formed of

about 40% by weight hydrazine, about 25% maganese

compound, about 15% zinc or zinc compound, about 15%

silicon chlorine hydrogen compound, about 4% mineral

oil, about 1% silver compound, and about 0.4% beryllium

compound.

3 785 991
METHOD OF PREPARING PHOSPHORS FOR

INFRARED-TO-VISIBLE CONVERSION
Akio Toshinai, Chigasaki, and Takashi Hase, Kamakura,

Japan, assignors to Dai Nippon Toryo Co., Ltd., Osaka-

shi, Japan
Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,750

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 21, 1970,

45/114,907; June 8, 1971, 46/40,356
Int a. C09k 1/06

U.S. CL 252—301.6 R . 8 aalms
This invention relates to a phosphor for infrared-to-

visible conversion comprising as a main ingredient a com-

plex rare earth fluoride having a general composition ex-

pressed by the formulae (Yi_x_yYbxA,)F3,

(Lai_x_yYb,Ay)F3

or (Lui_x_yYbxAy)F3, respectively, wherein x is in the

range of from 0.05 to 0.5, y is in the range of from 0.02

to 0.09 when yttrium fluoride is used as the host material,

and from 0.001 to 0.1 when lanthanum or lutetium fluoride

is used as the host material, and A is at least one mem-

ber selected from Er and Ho, and zinc incorporated in the

complex rare earth fluoride, and a process for the prep-

aration of a zinc-incorporated phosphor for infrared-to-

918 o.G.—#2
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visible coLversion. which comprises adding zinc fluoride

or zinc silicofluoride prior to or after formauon of said

complex rare earth fluoride, and subsequent heatmg.

3 785 992
*

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING UNTWINNED SINGLE
CRYSTALS OF LaAlOa

Homer Fay, Somen, N.Y., and Charlw ^-^^^^^
SomerviUe, NJ^ assignors to Umon Carbide Corpo-

No^Drawing. Continuation of appUcation Ser. No.

836,199, June 11, 1969. which is a con«n?f]»on of

appUcation Ser. No. 558,582, June 20, IJJ^'
both

now abandoned. This application Jan. 11, li'v^,

^'int CL c69kV6«; BOIJ 17/18: COlr 7/02

UA CL 252—301.4 R „ . c

Lanthanum aluminate crystals grown as optically lra:.s-

lucent twinned crystals are detwinned to produce optically

transparent crystals suitable for use as laser hosts. The

detwinning is produced by application of moderate me-

chanical stress to the twinned crystal along a [111] direc-

tion until the crystal exhibits op"tical transparency.

3 785 993

STABLE UQUID EMULSIFIER COMPOSITIONS
Roy Kenneth Langhans, Newark, Del., assignor to

ICI America Inc., Wilmington, DeL

No Drawing. Filed June 4, 1971, Ser. No. 150,195

Int. CL BOlf 17/34

U.S. a. 252—356
. .^ ^ fP

Claims

Temperature-stable, clear liquid emulsifier baking com-

positions comprising an ethoxylated fatty acid ester of a

glycerol, hexitol, a hexitan, or an isohexide as a condi-

tioner and a monoglyceride as a softener in combination

with smaU amounts of clarifiers selected from propylene

glycol, water, ethanol, and edible oils have been found

more suitable for the continuous manufacture of baked

goods. The liquid emulsifier compositions may be metered

into the shortening or directly into the dough or sponge

for batch methods of preparation or into the liquid brew

or sponge in continuous processes.

3,785,996 „^,^
FOIJR.STEP PROCEDURE FOR REGENERATING
A CATALYST CONTAINING PLATINUM.
RHENIUM AND HALOGEN ,t i, ««i mi

John C. Hayes, Palatine, HI., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, ill.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of aPP"^«*l«"
J"'^?:

797,272, Feb. 6, 1969, now Patent No. 3,634,292. lUls

application Aug. 26, 1971, Ser. No- 175,342
^^

Int. CI. BOlj 11/18. 11/80: ClOg 35/06

UA CI 252 415 *
'
Claims

A de'activated hydrocarbon conversion catalyst, which

is a combination of a platinum group component a

rhenium component, and halogen component with a

porous carrier material and which has been deactivated

by deposition of carbonaceous materials thereon during a

previous contacting with a hydrocarbon charge stock at an

elevated temperature, is regenerated by the sequential

steps of- (a) burning carbon therefrom at a relatively low

temperature with a substamially sulfur compound-free

gas stream containing HjO and a relatively small amount

of Da, (b) treating the resulting partially regenerated

catalyst at a relatively higher temperature with a substan-

tially sulfur compound-free gas stream containing a halo-

gen or a halogen-containing compound. HjO and a rela-

tively hicher amount of Oj. (c) purging O3 and HjO

from contact with the resulting catalyst, and (d) subject-

ing the resulting catalyst to contact with a dry and sulfur

compound-free hydrogen stream. Key features of the dis-

closed method are: (1) presence of water in the gas

streams used in all steps except the reduction step; (2)

careful control of the temperature used during each step;

(3) adjustment of the halogen content of the catalyst

immediately after the carbon-burning step and prior to

the reduction step; (4) careful control over the composi-

tion of the gas streams used in the various steps thereof;

and (5) exclusion of sulfur compounds from all gas

streams utilized.

3 785 994

GAS MIXTURE FOR FORMING PROTECTIVE
COATINGS ON GRAPHITE

Melvin G. Bowman, 3247 Woodland, and Dwayne T.

Vler, 764 43rd St., both of Los Alamos, N. Mex.

87544
No Drawing. Filed Sept 23, 1960, Ser. No. 58,139

Int. a. COlb 2/00: C23c 13/02

VS. CI. 252 372 ^ Claims

A gaseous mixture of hydrogen, hydrogen chloride, and

a chloride of titanium, zirconium or niobium, which pro-

vides protection for graphite surfaces from hydrogen cor-

rosion at temperatures greater than 1500° C. The compo-

sition of the mixture is such that the metal chloride and

hydrogen react with graphite to form a protective metal

carbide layer.

3 785,995
ANTIOZONANT-ANTIOXIDANT COMPOSITION
CONTAINING SECONDARY AMINE AND HY-
DROUS CALCIUM SILICATE

James Kalil, Wilmington, DeL, assignor to E. L du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,365

IntCLC08di;/0'^
US. CL 252—400 R .

8 Claims

.An antiozonant-antioxidant composition which is crys-

talline and readily dispersible in elastomeric polymers

comprising a mixture of, by weight, 94-86% secondary

amine, said amine containing 30-65% diaryl-p-phenylene-

diamine and 70-35% N-phenyl-2-naphthylamine, and 6-

14% hydrous calcium silicate and process for making the

same.

3 785 997

POLYAMINE AND HYDROCARBON SULFONIC
AOD ACCELERATOR COMBINATION FOR
EPOXY CURING

, . , « „
Norman Bell Godfrey, Austin, Tex., assignor to Jefferson

Chemical Company, Inc. Houston, Tex.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of «PP"5"*l°°,5t'*'SSl
80,510, Oct. 13, 1970. now Patent No. 3,666,721. lUls

appUcation Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,400

Int. a. C08g 30/14

U S CI. 252—426 l® Claims

An accelerator combination of a polyamine such as a

polyalkylenepolyamine or an N-(aminoalkyl)piperazine

and a hydrocarbon sulfonic acid is synergistic for ac-

celerating the cure of a polyglycidyl ether of a polyhydnc

phenol cured with a polyoxypropylenepolyamine. Ilie

epoxy resin product is useful in castings, coatings, ad-

hesives, laminates, filament-reinforced compositions, seam-

less flooring, terrazzo flooring, crushed-stone aggregates

and in grouting, caulking and sealing compositions.

I

3 785 998
MFTHOD OF CATALYST MANUFACTURE BY
"^ra^GNiJlNG ioNEYCOMB-TYPE SUPPORT
James Hoekstra, Evergreen Park, HI., a«ignor to Unlver-

sal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, HI.

No Drawing. Filed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,588

IntCLB01J/i/-/6
U.S. CI. 252—477 R , ^ Claims

A relatively low surface area honeycomb-type ceramic

support is impregnated with a platinum group metal com-

ponent dissolved in an alumina sol, the sol further con-

taining a soluble plasticizer. The support is thereafter

calcined to form a platinum group metal component dis-

persed on a uniformly thin, high surface area alumina

film deposited on said support.
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3,785,999

PROCESS OF MAKING GRAPHITE-METAL CHLO-
RIDE INTERCALATION COMPOUNDS AND
PRODUCT OBTAINED THEREBY

Helmut Derleth, Sarstedt, and Hermann Fischer, Evem,
Germany, assignors to Kali-Chemle Aktiengesellscbaft,

Hannover, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,765

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 19, 1970,

P 20 41 167.0

Int CL BOIJ 11/78

VS. CL 252—441 « Claims

Graphite-metal chloride intercalation compounds are

made by contacting a mixture of graphite and at least one

water of hydration containing metal chloride with a stream

of chlorine at a temperature between 200° C. and the

decomposition temperature of the intercalation com-

pound and at a pressure between atmospheric and 5 atm.

3,786,000

CATALYST FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
ACROLEIN AND ACRYLIC ACID

Isao Ono, Tetsuo liguni, and Mitsumasa Akashi, Shin

Nanyo, Japan, assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,

PUIadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,906

Int. CI. BOlj 11/06

U.S. a. 252—464 ^ Claims

A process for producing acrolein which comprises

catalytic oxidizing propylene in the vapor phase with

, oxygen and steam in the presence of novel catalyst, hav-

ing superior nature in activity, and composed of oxides

of Mo, Co, Fe, Bi, and Sn with or without one or more

of Al, Ni, W, Cr, In, and Nb, is disclosed.

3,786,003

LIQUID DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS
Leon Hunter, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to Shell

Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,850

Int CL Clld 1/14
U.S. CI. 252—551 8 Claims

Pourable, liquid alcohol ethoxysulfate compositions are

prepared from solid alcohol ethoxysulfates by combiiiing

with selected amounts of water and a sodimn or potassium

salt.

3,786,004

THERMOSETTING RESINOUS COMPOSITION
Akio Furuya, Yokohama, Makoto HadUboshi, Ohtsn,

Toshio Adachi, Osaka, and Masakatsu Uchida, Kama-
kura, Japan, assignors to Dainippon Toryo Co., Ltd.

Leben Utility Co., Ltd., and Toyobo Co., Ltd., both

of Osaka-shi, Japan
FUed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 192,893

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 29, 1970,

46/121,221; Dec. 30, 1970, 46/122,802

Int CI. C08g 58/10: C08j 1/20. 1/22

VS. a. 260—2.5 N 26 Claims

A thermosetting resinous composition comprising a

vinyl chloride resin, an unsaturated polyester resin, a

polymerization initiator, a reactive plasticizer and a mem-

ber selected from the group consisting of the compoimds

of alkali metals of Group I in the Periodic Table, the com-

pounds of elements of Group II in the Periodic Table and

the compounds of lead, optionally together wifli a non-

reactive plasticizer and/or a vinyl monomer, and a thermo-

setting resinous composition obtained by incorporating a

bubbling material into the above composition.

3,786,001

REFORMING CATALYST AND PREPARATION
Edward B. ComeUus, Swarthmore, and George B. De La

Mater, Media, Pa., David W. Koester, WUmington,

Del., and James E. McEvoy, Springfield, Pa., assignors

to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 155,224

Int CL BOIJ 11/12

VS. CL 252—464 « Claims

Hydrated alumina gel, having a small amount of Group

V-B metal oxide uniformly distributed therein, is calcined,

leached with acetic acid, recalcined, humidified, and im-

pregnated with a Group VIII noble-metal-containing com-

position. Reductive treatment of such material to provide

supported metallic Group VIII noble metal results in high-

ly active, stable, hard reforming catalyst having very low

bulk density.

3,786,002

ANTISTATIC COATING COMPOSITIONS
August Jean Van Paesschen, Antwerp, Joseph Antoine

Herhots, Edegem, and Daniel Maurice Tlnunerman,

Mortsel, Bel^um, lusignors to Agfa N.V., Mortsel,

Belgium

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 84,926

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Oct 29, 1969,

53,026/69

Int a. G03c 1/82
U.S. a. 252—500 6 Claims

An antistatic coating for r. polyester film support is

provided comprising a homogeneous mixture of (A) a

chlorine-containing polymer consisting of at least 70%
by weight of at least one monomer taken from vinyl-

chloride and vinylidene chloride, and (B) a polymeric

material having electroconductive properties, the ratio

of chlorine-containing polymer to electroconductive poly-

meric material varying between 2:1 and 1:2 parts ^by

weight.

3,786,005
CATALYZING URETHANE FOAM POLYMERIZA-
TION WITH 4-(2 - DIMETHYLAMINOMETHYL)
MORPHOLINE

Ibrahim S. Bechara, Boothwyn, and Rocco L. MasdoU,
Media, Pa., assignors to Air Products and Chemicals,

Inc., Wayne, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.

109,641, Jan. 25, 1971. This appUcation Aug. 22, 1972,

Ser. No. 282,820
Int CI. C08g 22/44

VS. a. 260—2.5 AC 4 Claims

A precursor mixture comprising organic materials hav-

ing a plurality of isocyanato groups per molecule and or-

ganic materials having a plurality of hydroxy groups per

molecule, said precursor containing modifying agents

such as surfactants, fillers, foaming agents, dyes and/or

similar minor components, is transformed into a useful

polyurethane foam structure by reliance upon 4-(2-di-

methylaminoethyl)morpholine as the principal amine

catalyst for the polymerization.

3,786,006
MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR

POLYAMIDE FOAM
Tom Okuyama and Susnmn Mnta, Yokohama, Shigetake

Sato, Kamakura, and Shohei ToUura and Akira

Miyasu, Hirakata, Osaka, Japan, assignors to Bridge-

stone Tire Company Limited, Tokyo, and Ube Indus-

tries Umited, Ube City, Yamaguchi Prefecture, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,446

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 7, 1971,

46/78,330
Int a. C08g 20/12, 53/10

VS. CI. 260—2.5 N f Claims

Method for manufacturing polyamide by polymerizing

a lactam in the presence of a basic catalyst, a foaming

agent, an N - chlorocarbonyl-2-chloro-2,3-dehydropoly-

methyleneimine compound in the amount ranging from

Vio to i/;ooo mol per 1 mol of the lactam to be used and

an aliphatic isocyanate compound in the amount ranging
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from Mo to Mooo mol per 1 mol of the lactam to be used.

The temperature for carrying out the polymerization and

the foaming must be above the melting pomt of the lac-

tam and below the melting point of the resultmg polymer.

The advantage of the invention lies in that the reaction

can be carried out simply in the ambient atmosphere and

without necessity of removal of water during the reac-

tion. The product foam mass has evenly distributed fine

cell and is of satisfactorily low density.

3,786.007

BORAX BORATED POLYMERIC FAT
AOD POLYAMIDES

Paul D. Wbyzmuzis, St. Paul, and Clarence W. Wilkus,

New Brighton, Minn., assignors to General Mills

Chemicals, Inc. -loa o«o
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19. 1972, Ser. No. 298,969

Int CI. C08g 20/00
«T c CL 260 18 N ^^ ClJunas

Borated polyamides are disclosed which are the reaction

of bor^x with a polymeric fat acid polyamide resin. These

borated products are useful as binders for inks, particu-

larly water based printing inks, or other applications

where a water-borne film forming vehicle is desired. The

polyamide resins employed in the boration are relatively

high acid number thermoplastic resins.

3,786,008
PRINTER'S INK

Eduard Karlovlch Piiroya, ulitsa Syle 21, kr. '. an«|^'""

Felix-Ottomarovna Adrat, ulitsa Kunderi 10, kv. 6,

both of TaUIn, U.S.S.R.
, „ ^ c m

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part ot applicabon 5»er. No.

132,576, Apr. 4, 1971, which is a continuation of appli-

cation Ser. No. 749,568, Aug. 2, 1968, both now aban-

doned. This appUcation Aug. 18, 1971, S«r. No. 172,871

Int CLC09di/66, 77/70

VS, a. 260—23 H ^9 C\»ims

A printing ink, comprising polyisobutylene with a

molecular weight of 20.000-200,000; air-drying varnishes

comprising polymerized linseed oil or a polyester of penta-

erythritol and phthalic acid modified with drying vegetable

oil and dissolved in this oil, or a polyester of glycerine

and phthalic acid modified with drying vegetable oil and

dissolved in this oil, or mixtures of the above-mentioned

varnishes; metal salts of high carboxylic acids having more

than 6 carbon atoms; pigments and an organic solvent.

organic liquid as a dispersion medium and an oil-modi-

fied alkyd resin solvated in the organic liquid, the oil-

modified alkyd resin being block- or graft-polymenzed

with acrylonitrile and other copolymenzable monomers,

and to a process for the preparation of such polymer

dispersion.

3.786,011 ,^^^,
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE RESIN COMPOSITION
TLOSELY SrvaLATING A GRASS PLAYING
S^IaCE in its bounce CHARACTERISTICS

David Watkin Price and Ronald Sldebottom, Cheltenham,

Murray George Briscoe, Eckington, and Ronald Charles

Moore, North Weald, England, assignors to Coal In-

dustry (Patents) Umited, London, England

NoDrawing. Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 149,002

Int. CI. C08c 9/14; C08f 29/24

U.S. a. 260—22 CB
.

,

^^ ^la^ins

A synthetic pitch or field for cricket, tennis, and like

ball games is provided, which, in contrast to previous pro-

posed pitches, closely simulates grass, particularly in its

bounce characteristics, especially for spinning balls. The

synthetic pitch or field contains 25% to 75% of plasticized

polyvinyl chloride material, 5% to 20% of a finely di-

vided fibrous material. 0% to 20% of a natural or syn-

thetic rubber, preferably a nitrile rubber, and 10% to 60%

of a finely divided, preferably low density filler, for ex-

ample chalk and clay, and may also contain a green pig-

ment.

3,786,009

STABILIZED POLYBUTADIENT RESIN
Delmar F. Lohr. Jr. and Edward Leo Kay, A!tron, Ohio,

assignors to The Firestone Tu^e & Rubber Company,

Akron, Ohio ^ ^, ^^, ^ .,

No DrawUig. FUed Sept 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,063

Int CI. C08f 19/14

VS, a. 260—23.7 M ^ ^*,^^
The incorporation of a combination of a metal di(ny-

drocarbyl) phosphoro (di- or tetra-) thioate and a metal

soap into a polybutadiene resin greatly enhances the re-

sistance thereof to thermoxidative deterioration.

I

3,786,012

AQI^OUS EMULSION POLISH COMPOSITIONS
Donald L. Marion, Homewood, Lawrence R. Hanson,

Park Forest, and Robert C. Strand, Homewood, 111.,

assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company, New York,

N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No. 84,915,

Oct 28, 1970, which is a continuation of application

Ser. No. 728,811, May 13, 1968, both now abandoned.

This appUcation Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,271

Int CI. C08f 45/28. 45/52

VS. CL 260—28.5
^ ,

,
^^ ^Lilnas

Aqueous emulsion compositions useful, for example, as

floor polishes and containing polymeric film-former a

carboxyl group-containing leveling resin, a hydrocarbon

wax and a carboxyl groupvreactive complexing metal are

improved in terms of their ability to provide films exhibit-

ing excellent detergent resistance and ammonia-remov-

ability by employing as the leveling resin an about 50 to

too percent half-esterified copolymer of styrene atid

maleic anhydride, the esterifying alcohol being an ali-

phatic, monohydric alcohol of 1 to about 10 carbon

atoms, e.g., n-propanol, the molar ratio of styrene to

maleic anhydride in said copolymer being about K5 to

2 5:1 and said copolymer having a molecular weight ot

about 600 to 6000 and an acid number of about 175 to

275 Suitable carboxyl-reactive complexing metals include,

for example, zinc and zirconium and these may advan-

tageously be supplied to the composition m the form oi

complexes of said metals with ammonium and carbonate

ions.

3,786,010

POLYMER DISPERSION AND PROCESS FOR
PREPARATION OF THE SAME

Hideyoshi Tsugukuni, Sakal, and Mitsuhiro Matsuda,

Tondabayashi, Japan, assignors to Dainippon Toryo

Co., Ltd., Osaka-shi, Japan .„ ^^^
No Drawing. Filed Sept 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,454

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept 8, 1970,

45 78,690; Jan. 23, 1971, 46/2,171; Feb. 15,

1971, 46/6,600
Int a. C08f 47/18

VS, a. 260—21 14 Oalnw
This invention relates to a polymer dispersion useful

especially as a coating composition, which comprises an

3,786,013 ^,^
TRANSFER MEDIA AND TRANSFERABLE

COATING COMPOSITIONS
Gary J. Peters, Dayton, Stanley R. H*™"^^^*.'?"'

Howard R. J«ynes, New Carlisle, and Larr^
J- J'":

brandt Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio - .- ^,-
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser No. 245.617

Int CI. C08f 29/46. 45/24. 45/52

IIS. CI 260 28.5 R ciainiB

Transferable coating compositions consisting essentially

of two acrylate polymers, two waxes and at least one

sensible material are disclosed. These coatings can be
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placed on a transfer base such as polyethylene tereph-

thalate and transferred to paper tags and labels or plastic

cards. These coatings have easily controlled transfer prop-

erties, excellent print quality and durability, and excellent

shelf stability.

3,786,014

ELECTROCOATABLE PAINT CONTAINING NON-
FERROMAGNETIC CHROMIUM OXIDE

Danvers AUin Swales, Harrogate, and John William

Carson, Leeds, England, assignors to Albright & Wil-

son Limited, Oldbury, near Birmingham, Warwickshire,

England ^ ^, .^ ,._
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 66,602

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 22, 1969,

42,026/69

lot CI. C09c 1/34: C23b 13/00

VJS. CI. 260—29.2 R 9 Qalms

A paint composition suitable for electrodeposition con-

tains a non-ferromagnetic oxide of chromium interme-

diate between CrOj and CrzOs. Intermediate oxides of

chromium may hz painted onto corrosible metals to in-

hibit corrosion.

3,786,015

METHOD FOR PREPARING FAST CURING SIL-

ANOL-CONTAINING ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE
RESINS AND USE OF SUCH RESINS

Dnane F. Merrill, Balston Spa, and Philip J. Lavan,

Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 211,047

Int CI. C08g 51/34

U.S. a. 260—32.8 SB 8 Claims

Method for preparing fast curing silanol-contaming

organopolysiloxane resins is provided. Organohalositenes

are hydrolyzed in a water immiscible organic solvent,

utilizing acetone as a cosolvent. Selected portions of cer-

tain carboxylic acid salts are added in increments. The

subject resins are fast curing and are especially useful in

coating formulations.

3,786,017

YELLOW PIGMENT COMPOSITIONS

Guido R. Genta, Snyder, N.Y., assignor to

American Aniline Products, Inc.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

826,272, May 20, 1969, now Patent No. 3,635,957.

This appUcation Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,928

Int a. C08f 45/14: C08g 57/7^ »

U.S. CI. 260—38 6 Claims

Water-insoluble disperse yellow pigments, particularly

suitable as colorants for plastics, are provided. The dyes

are made from a benzaldehyde intermediate having as

part of its structure a 2-mercaptobenzothiazole or a thiaz-

olinethiol by reacting the benzaldehyde intermediate with

an active methylene group compound which contains at

least one nitrile as an activating group.
^

3,786,018

INTRODUCING ADDITIVES IN POLYOLEFINS

Murray Nadler, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,490

Int CI. BOlf 3/10; C08f 45/44. 45/58

VS. CI. 260—32.6 PQ 8 Oaims

-¥ IfCTCLf CU

StmtTII

OlUI IDDiTivt

VlStf >ltTCI

3,786,016
CARBANILATE DIOXOLANTS AND DIOXANES

AND THEIR UTILITY AS HERBICIDES
Eugene G. Teach, El Cerrito, Calif., assignor to Stauffer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

No DrawUig. Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,485

Int CI. C07d 13/04. 15/04
VS. a. 260—340.7 43 Claims

Substituted carbanilate dioxolanes and dioXane com-

pounds having the formula

Ri Ri

Molten additives are introduced into molten polyolefin,

such as polyethylene, under pressure and a homogenous

mixture is obtained by intensely mixing the polyolefin and

additive while reducing the pressure of the mixture.

RX—C-r-NHV
o-c

R4 Rj

in which R is selected from the group consisting of lower

alkyl, and benzyl; X is selected from the group consist-

ing of oxygen and sulfur; Rj, Rj, R3, R4. R5 and R7 each

are independently selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and lower alkyl; Re is selected from the group

consisting of alkyl, haloalkyl, hydrogen, hydroxymethyl,

lower alkoxy carbonyloxymethyl, S-lower alkylthio car-

bonyloxymethyl, N-lower alkyl carbamoyloxymethyl and

N-phenylcarbamoyloxymethyl; and n is or 1. These com-

, pounds are useful as herbicides.

3,786,019

FIRE PROTECTING PAINTS

Zhigniew Brzozowski, Warsaw, Jadwiga Kusmierek,

Gdansk, and Stanislaw Porejko, Warsaw, Poland, as-

signors to PoUtechnika Warszawska, Warsaw, Poland

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 47,604, June 18, 1970. This appUcation

Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,998

Int a. C08g 51/04

VS. CL 260—37 EP 5 Claims

Fire resistant paints are prepared by mixing an epo^y

resin obtained from epichlorohydrin and chlorobisphenol

which contains chlorine in the side aliphatic radical, at-

tached to the carbon atom joining the two aryl rings by a

double bond, with an antimony or phosphorous compound

and with known additives such as pigments, solvents,

plasticizers, fillers and the like. The paints are cured con-

ventionally, i.e. with an aliphatic or aromatic amine, an

adduct of such amine with epoxy resins, adducts of such

amines with alkyl ethers, polyaminoamides, or solutions

of the above mentioned materials containing amino

groups. ,
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3,786,020

CAULKING COMPOSITION COMPRISING POLY-

MER HAVING ADDITION POLYMERIZED
BACKBONE HAVING CARBOXYL GROUPS
ESTERIFIED WITH DRYING OIL FATTY ACID
GLYCIDYL ESTER

William D. Emmons, Huntingdon Valley, Pa., assignor to

Rolim and Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

-No Drawing. Filed Sept 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,429

InL a. COSg 51/02, 51/04

US, CL 260—41 A ^ Claims

The caulking or sealing composition of the invention

has as its binder an acrylic backbone containing pendant

unsaturated groups, preferably derive^ from drying oils

or equivalent air curable unsaturated pendant alkyl radi-

cals, and attached to the acrylic backbone through ester

linkages. The modified acrylic product has the flexibility

and durability characteristic of acrylics, and the advantage

that the composition will cure similarly to drying oils,

using driers such as cobalt naphthenate and zinc naph-

thenate.

3,786,023
FLAME-RETARDANT COMPOSITIONS

Andenon O. Dotson, Jr., New Brunswick, and Jack New-

combe and Lionel T. Wolford, Freehold, NJ., assignors

to Cities Service Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,557

Int. CI. C08f 45/56. 45/62
^

U.S. CI. 260—45.75 B ' Claims

Polypropylene is rendered flame retardant by the in-

corporation of N,N'-hexanc-l,6-bis(5.6-dibromonorbor-

nane-2.3-dicarboximide). If desired, the flame rctardancy

may be enhanced with synergists, such as certain metal

compounds (e.g., antimony trioxide) and certain organic

phosphites (e.g., distearyl pentaerythritol diphosphitc )

.

I

3,786,021

POLYMERS OF l-OLEFINS PROTECTED AGAINST
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT

Ronald D. Matiiis, Taylors, and James S. Dix, Greenville,

S.C. assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,742

Int CI. C08f 45/58

U.S. CI. 260—45.75 N 5 Claims

Homopolymers and copolymers of 1-olefins, e.g. of

propylene and propylene and ethylene, respectively, are

protected against the deleterious effects of ultraviolet light

by incorporating therewith a synergistic combination of a

hydroxybenzophenone. e,g. 2-hydroxy-4-n-octoxybenzo-

phenone and an aromatic oxime metal complex, e.g. the

metal ketoxime nickel bis(syn-methyl-2-hydroxy-4-methyl-

phenylketoxime).

3,786,022

HALOGEN CONTAINING POLYESTERS AND
METHOD FOR PREPARING SAME

Naoaki Hata and Yuzo Takase, Tokyo, Japan, assignors

to Asahi Denka Kogyo K.K., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,320

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1971,

46/18,950
Int a. COSg 17/08

VS. a. 260—47 C 8 Oalms
A linear, high molecular weight polyester consisting es-

sentially of recurring structural units having the following

formula:

3,786,024

HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT AROMATIC POLY-
AMIDES HAVING AN AFFINITY FOR BASIC
DYEIS

Gerhard Dieter Wolf, Dormagen, Giinter Blankenstein,

Stommein, and Giinther Nischk, Dormagen, Germany,

assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Leverkusen, Ger-

ifianv

No Drawing. Original application Apr. 7, 1971, Ser. No.

132,170. now Patent No. 3,676,525. Divided and this

applicationJan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,819

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 13, 1970,

P 20 17 509.1

Int CI. C08g 20/20, 20/36

VS. CI. 260 17 CZ 11 Claims

A polyamide composition of matter that can be dyed

with basic dyestuffs comprising a conventional high mo-

lecular weight aromatic polyamide and 3 to 30% by

weight of an aromatic polyamide containing 30-100 mol

percent of removing structural units with disulfone imide

structures.

(X)i (X)<

^^-{^ &

O—C-R-C-
II

o

wherein X is a halogen atom; R represents a member

selected from the group consisting of divalent aliphatic

radicals and divalent aromatic radicals is prepared by

reacting ( 1 ) one or more compounds represented by the

following general formula:

3,786,025
'

RAPID CURING RESIN COMPOSITIONS COMPRIS-
ING A PHENOL-ALDEHYDE CONDENSATION
POLYMER MODIFIED WITH AN AMINONAPH-
THALENE

Harlan G. Freeman, Gene F. Baxter, and George 1.

Tiedeman, Seattle, Wash., assignors to Weyerhaeuser

Company, Tacoma, Wash.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 821,998, May 5, 1969. This application

June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,907
Int CI. C08g 9/06

VS. CI. 260 51.5 ^5 Claims

Described herein are reaction products having particu-

lar utility as rapid curing adhesives for wood and other

materials, and processes for making the resin composi-

tions. The products are made by reacting an aldehyde

condensation polymer having reactive alkylol groups,

such as a phenol-formaldehyde condensation polymer,

with an aminonaphthalene having the formula:

-NH]

(X)4 (X)4
MO I

.

OM

wherein X is a halogen atom; M represents a member

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen atom,

alkali metal atom and acyl group having 2 to 4 carbon

atoms, and (2) one or more compounds represented by

the following general formula:

Z—CO—R—CO—

Z

wherein Z represents a member selected from the group

consisting of a halogen atom and hydroxyl group; and R

has the same significance as defined above.

-R

where R may be amino in any open ring position or

hydroxyl in the 2, 5 and 8 ring positions when the amino

group is in the 1 position, to obtain an amine-modified

polymer. When the resulting reaction product is blended

with an appropriate curing agent, such as an aldehyde,

the compositions cure very rapidly at ambient tempera-

ture. When pieces of wood or other materials are spread

with the preferred adhesives employing the resin composi-

tions of this invention and brought into contact with

another wood surface the bond strength develops within

minutes. The durability, strength and flexibility of the

adhesives of this invention under adverse weathcrmg con-

ditions are excellent.
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3,786,026

METHOD OF PREPARING HIGH MOLECULAR
WEIGHT POLYOXYMETHYLENES

Jacob Ackermann, Gorla Minore, Varese, and Pienno

Radici, Turate, Como, Italy, assignors to Societa

Italiana Resine S.p.A., Milan, Italy

No Ihnwing. Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,842

Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 12, 1970,

31,631/70

Int CI. COSg 1/02

U.S. CI. 260—67 FP 8 Claims

Polyoxymethylenes are produced by polymerizing cyclic

monomers in the presence of up to 10 mole percent of

short chain polyoxymethylene ethers, the monomers used

being highly purified and the ratio of polymerization to

induction time being between 2 and 10 to 1.

3,786,030
CATALYST FOR TRIMERIZING

POLYISOCYANATES
David E. Rice, Woodbury, Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and Maflufacturing Company, St Paul, Mmn.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,413

Int CL C08g 22/00

VS. CI. 260—77.5 NC , ,J 9^™*
Certain dialkylaminoalkylurethanes, formed by the re-

action of isocyanates with certain N,N-dialkylalkanol-

amines, are used as latent catalysts for the cross-linking

or trimerization of polyisocyanate-terminated prepoly-

mers.

3,786,027

METHOD FOR PREPARING RANDOM COPOLY-
MERS OF FORMALDEHYDE AND OLEFIN
OXIDE SILANE AND/OR VINYL ETHER SILYL

Robert Alton Setterquist, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wibnington,

Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

9,983, Feb. 9, 1970, now Patent No. 3,661,854, dated

May 9, 1972. This appUcation Nov. 16, 1971, Ser.

No. 199,330

Intel. C08g 7/74. ;//5

U.S. CI. 260—67 FP H Claims

Random copolymers of formaldehyde monomer and

olefin oxi'de silane and/or vinyl ether silyl monomers can

be prepared by reacting said monomers at a temperature

of from about -20° to about 100° C. in the presence of a

perfluoroalkylstibine catalyst having the formula

Sb—R and Sb—

I

k k

in which R is perfluoroalkyl of from 1-8 carbon atoms.

• 3,786,028

l,2,5.THIADIAZOLE POLYESTERS
Robert Neal MacDonald, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

Del.

No Drawing. Original application Oct 14, 1969, Ser. No.

866,401, now Patent No. 3,664,986. Divided and this

application Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,555

Int CI. COSg 17/06, 17/08

VS. CI. 260—75 N 8 Claims

Disclosed herein are polymers containing 1,2,5-thiadi-

azole rings in the polymer chain and their preparations.

The polymers are capable of being made into films, fibers,

coatings and molded objects.

3,786,031
POLYAMIDEURETHANES AND THEIR

PREPARATION
Shitomi Katayama, Hideichi Horikawa, Masao Obuchl,

and Yoshihiro Ito, Akita, Japan, assignors to Denki

Onkyo Co., Ud., Tokyo, Japan
<, xi

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

216,278, Jan. 7, 1972, which is a continuation-in-part

of appWcation Ser, No. 127,374, Mar. 23, 1971, both

now abandoned. This application Dec. 11, 1972, Ser.

No. 313,675 ^^ ^, ^_^
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1970,

45/25,757
Int CI. COSg 22/04

U.S. a. 260—77.5 AQ 29 aalms
Polyamideurethanes, having the combined desirable

physical properties of polyamides and polyurethanes, are

provided by a polyaddition reaction of an amidediol or a

diamidediol with a diisocyanate. The products include

both linear and cross-linked polymers characterized by a

wide range of inherent viscosity. The substantially linear

polymers of the invention are useful as synthetic textile

fibers or as filaments. The cross-linked polymers are good

construction materials.

3,786,029

USE OF CERTAIN AMINOORTHOESTERS AS POLY-
URETHANE CATALYSTS

Ibrahim S. Bechara, 1159 Naamans Creek Road, Booth-

wyn, Pa. 19061, and Dewey G. Holland, Box 503-B,

R.D. 1, Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,976

Int CL COSg 22/38, 22/46

U.S. a. 260—75 NC 3 Oalms

Aminoorthoesters are prepared from amino alkanols

and orthoesters of the formula R—C(0R')3. Such amino-

orthoesters have utility as activators in polyurethane for-

mation, as curing agents for epoxy resins, and in other

uses. Advantageous properties include good stability, low

odor, low toxicity and good activity in its use fields.

3,786,032
VINYL POLYMERIZATION

James Robert Jennings and David Gavin Simon, Runcorn,

England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited, London, England «. ..,
No Drawing. FUed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197,153

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Nov. 20, 1970,

55,244/70, 55,245/70
Int. CI. COSf 1/34

U.S. CI. 260—91.7 27 Claims

Polymerization of vinyl or vinylidene halides using as

initiator a mixture of a transition metal compound and an

organoaluminum or organozinc compound including a

ligand derived from an oxime or a hydroxy ester.

Also, initiator compositions for use in such a process.

3,786,033
BIS(EXO-TRIMETHYLENENORBORNYL-(2)-EXO)

HYDROGEN-PHOSPHATE
YoshiaM Inamoto, Wakayama, and Take]! Kadono,

Kainan, Japan, assignors to Kao Soap Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1971, Ser. No. 156,113

Claims priority, application Japan, June 24, 1970,

45/54,976
Int a. C07f 9/08

VS. a. 260—958 1 Claim

A compound of the formula
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is prepared by esterifying 2-exo-hydroxy-exo-trimeihyl-

enenorbornane with phosphoric acid. The compound is

useful as an additive for synthetic lubricatuig oils and hy-

draulic oils.

3,786,034 _,^
POLYURETHANE POLYMERS FOR USE IN SOFT

LENSES AJSD METHOD OF PRODUCING SOFT
I FNSES

Edgar Allan Blair, Princeton, and Donald Edward

Hudgin, Princeton Junction, NJ., assignors to Fngl-

tronics. Inc., Shelton, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265 543

Int. CI. B29d 11/00: G02c 7/04: C08g 22/08

VS. CI. 260—77.5 AQ ^
' Claims

The use of water absorbtive polyurethane polymers ot

resins of low equivalent weight and high molecular weight

and slightly in excess of equimolar ratios of polyiso-

cyanates or urethane linkage precursors for making soft

lenses and for soft contact lenses made from said polymer.
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3,786,035

ALKALI METAL SULFIDE-ARYLENE SULFIDE
POLYMER PROCESS

Jack S. Scoggin, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,007

Int CI. C08g 23/00

U.S. CI. 260 79.1 ' Claims

An improved "process for the preparation of arylene

sulfide polymers is described wherein alkali metal sulfide

reactants are prepared and reacted with polyhalo-substi-

tuted aromatic compositions in the preparation of arylene

sulfide polymers in a reaction medium free of air or oxy-

gen.

3,786,036

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING 2.ALKYL.SUBSTI.
TUTED 1,3-CONJUGATED DIENE POLYMER

Hidetoshi Yasunaga, Tatsusuke Chikatsu, Chihiro Nozaki,

and Yoshinori Yoshida, Yokkaichi, Japan, assignors to

Japan SyntheHc Rubber Co., Ud., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 177,877

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 18, 1970,

45/81,246; Dec. 7, 1970, 45/107,663

Int CL C08d 3/04

U.S. a. 260—94.2 M 22 Claims

A 2-alkyl-substituted 1 ,3-conjugated diene polymer

having a high cis-1,4 configuration content and having a

high molecular weight can advantageously be produced by

polymerizing a 2-aIkyl-substituted 1.3-con}ugated diene

with a catalyst consisting essentially of at least one organo-

lithium compound and carbon disulfide in a proportion of

0.01 to 1.0 mole of carbon disulfide per atom of active

lithium and optionally 1,2-diene hydrocarbons. The vul-

canizate of said polymer is very similar in physical prop-

erties to that of a natural Hevea rubber.

3,786,038

PEPTIDE BOND FORMATION IN THE PRESENCE
OF TRIARYL PHOSPHITES AND HETEROCY-
CLIC DISULFIDES

.. ,t.^ ^.- a
Teniaki Mukaiyama and Masaaki UeU, Tokyo, and

Manabu Suzuki, Hiratsuka, Japan, assignors to Sankyo

Company Limited ^ ^, ..«, ^^^
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,434

Oaims priority, application Japan, June 29, 1971,

46/47,415

Int. a. C07c 103/52: C07g 7/00: C08h 1/00

U.S. CI. 260—112.5 5 Oaims

Improved and commercially advantageous process tor

the preparation of a peptide which comprises reacting a

carboxyl component which is an amino acid or peptide

having free carboxyl group and other protected reactive

functional groups with an amino component which is an

amino acid or peptide having free amino group and other

protected reactive functional groups in the presence of a

triaryl phosphite and a disulfide of a mercaptoheterocychc

compound containing a nitrogen-carbon double bond with

which the disulfide linkage is conjugated.

I

3,786,039

METHOD OF PRODUCING a-L-ASPARTYL-I^
PHENYLALANINE LOWER ALKYL ESTERS

Yasuo Ariyoshi and Masanori Nagao, KawasaM, Naotake

Sato, Tokyo, Akira Shimizu, Kawasaki, and Jiro Kin-

mura, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Ajinomoto Co., Inc.,

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 28,972

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1969,

44/33,349
Int. CI. C07c 103/52

US. CI. 260 112.5 * Claims

Lower alkyl esters of a-L-aspartyl-L-phenylalaninc of

the formula

njN-CH-CO-NH-CH-COOR

(!;h, chi

coon c«ni

wherein R is lower alkyl are prepared by reacting an

N-acyl-L-aspartic anhydride with a lower alkyl ester of

L-phenylalanine in an inert organic solvent, and then

removing the acyl group which may be formyl, carbo-

benzoxy, or p-methoxycarbobenzoxy.

3,786,037

PROCESS FOR DECREASING ETHYLENIC POLY-
UNSATURATION IN ORGANIC CARBOXYLIC
ACIDS USING A CO-CATALYST

Arthur Waldemar Krause, Gulf Breeze, and Malcolm
Edward Hannah, Pensacola, Fla., assignors to Reich*

hold Chemicals, Inc., White Plains, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 23, 1971, Ser. No. 165,577

Int. CI. C09f 7/00

U.S. a. 260—97.5 21 Oaims
This invention provides a process for decreasing the

ethylenic polyunsaturation by reacting polyunsaturated

aliphatic acid compounds or diunsaturated cycloaliphatic

acid compounds in the presence of iodine disproportiona-

tion catalyst and a metal compound activator.

3,786,040

PHENYL- OR NAPHTHYL AZO SULFONAMIDO-
PYRAZOLE DYES

Roland Mislin, Saint-Louis, France, and Hanspeter

UehUnger, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Sandoz Ud.,

Basel, Switzerland ^ . •<

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 821,502, May 2, 1969. lids appUcation

Mayll, 1971, Ser. No. 142,403 . ^ ^ ,. .^Aa
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, May 13, 1968,

7,088/68

Int. O. C09b 29/38: D06p 3/24

VS. O. 260—162 1® Claims

Azo dyes of the formula

D—N=N—C C—Rj

U II

lU-SOj-N-C N

R» N

wherein

D is the radical of a phenyl or naphthyl diazo com-

R i'rhydrogen, carboxyl, acyl, hydrocarbyl or substituted

hydrocarbyl.
. ,. ..

R. is hydrogen, carboxylic acid ester, carboxylic acid

amide or substituted or unsubstituted alkyl, cycloalkyl,

alkoxy or aryl,
. u j

Ra is hydrogen, acyl, hydrocarbyl or substituted hydro-

carbyl, and

R3 is hydrocarbyl or substituted hydrocarbyl,
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with the proviso that the molecule contains between 1

and 4 sulfo groups, preferably 1 or 2 sulfo groups. These

dyes of yellow to orange shade are useful for natural and

synthetic polyamide fibres. They exhibit excellent light

fastness and perspiration fastness.

3,786,041 _^^^
MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN CONTAIN-

ING ALUMINA HYDRATE
Herbert Talsma, East Oeveland, Ohio, assignor to The

Standard Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,494

IntCl.C08g5i/78
VS. O. 260^17.3 ^ Claims

Melamine-form'aldehyde molding resins containing from

about 10 to about 900 parts of alumina hydrate per hun-

dred parts of resin are outstanding for preparing molded

resin articles requiring exceptional heat and light stabil-

ity and a minimum of post-mold shrinkage.

3,786,042
BIS.(BENZAMIDOAZOV4,4'-BI-ACETOACETYL.o.

CHLOROANILIDE DYESTUFFS
Francis A. Formica, New Shrewsbury, and James Izen-

berg, Metuchen, NJ., assignors to Indol Chenucal Co.,

Inc., Carteret, NJ. -^a<,««
No Drawing. Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 160,219

Int. CI. C09b 33/16

U.S. O. 260—176 8 Oaims
Disazo-dy6stuffs of the formula

3,786,044 ^
(6.PYRROL.l-YL)-3-PYRIDINEACETIC

ACID DERIVATIVES
Franz Ostermayer, Riehen, Switzeriand, asrignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. FUed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,615

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, May 19, 1V71,

7,375/71; Apr. 18, 1972, 5,693/72

Int. O. C07d 31/36

U.S. O. 260—295.5 R « "aims

Compounds of the formula

.N=N—c c—

N

COH O H
CONHi I

CHi

X

_y \_N_C-C-N=N

CONHi

in which X represents H, lower alkyl, alkoxy, or halogen

and Y represents H or halogen and all of the X's are not

necessarily the same and all of the Y's are not necessarily

the same and the CONH3 group is m- or p- to the diazo

group. These dyestuffs exhibit good solvent fastness and

light fasmess, high coloring strength and greenish shades

of yellow.

3,786,043

7-METHYL.4.CHLORO (OR .4-LOWER-ALKOXY)-
l,8.NAPHTHYRIDINE-3.CARBOXYLATES

R. Pauline Brundage and George Y. Lesher, Schodack,

N.Y., assignors to Steriing Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,788

Int 0. C07d 31/36
VS. 0. 260—295.5 B . , „ u... ^.^^

Lower-alkyl 4 - Q - 7 - methyl-l,8-naphthyndine-3-

carboxylates (I) where Q is chloro or lower-alkoxy are

prepared by reacting lower-alkyl l,4-dihydro-7-methyl-4-

0x0 - 1,8 - naphthyridine - 3 - carboxylate (11) with a

chlorinating agent to produce said 4-chloro compound

(la) which by reaction with alkali metal lower-alkoxide,

preferably using lower-alkanol as solvent, produces said

4-(lower-alkoxy) compound (lb). Said 4-chloro com-

pound when heated with alkali metal lower-alkoxide or

said 4- (lower-alkoxy) compound when heated yield the

known antibacterially active lower-alkyl 1- (lower-alkyl )-

1,4 - dihydro - 7 - methyl - 4 - oxo-l,8-naphthyridine-3-

carboxylates.

Ri

\-/ \-CH-C O-O-Rf

wherein Rj represents hydrogen or a methyl or ethyl

group and R2 represents hydrogen or a lower alkyl group

containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and the salts with

bases derived from the free carboxylic acids have anti-

inflammatory, mild analgesic and antipyretic action, they

are active ingredients of pharmaceutical compositions and

are useful for the treatment of inflammatory diseases and

of pain of varying origin. An illustrative example is

a-methyl-6- (pyrrol- 1 -yl ) -3-pyridyl-acetic acid.

3,786,045

CERTAIN 10,11-BIS(BROMOMETHYL)-
DIBENZAZEPINES

Hans Blattner and Walter Schindler, Riehen, near Basel,

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation,

Ardsley, N.Y. ^
No Drawing. Original appUcation Nov. 19, 1969, Ser. No.

878,177, now Patent No. 3,646,046. Divided and this

appUcation Sept 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,033

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Dec 19, 1968,

18,946/68
Int CL C07d 41/08

^ ^ ,

UA O. 260—239 D ^ _, IP*™
Compounds of the class of 1,2,3,8-tetrahydro-dibenzo-

[b,f]pyrrolo[3,4-d]azepines and pharmaceutically accept-

able acid addition salts thereof have a depressant effect

on the central nervous system; they can be prepared

from N-substituted 10,11 - bis - bromomethyl - 5H - di-

benz[b,f]azepines and a primary amine; the compounds

are active ingredients of pharmaceutical compositions; an

illustrative embodiment is 2-ethyl - 1,2,3,8 - tetrahydro-

dibenzo [ 3 ,4-d ] azepine.

3,786,046 .

NOVEL CYANESE DYES WITH ENAMESES CON-
TAINING TWO FUSED CARBOCYCUC RINGS

Arthur Fumla, Jr., Hilton, and LesUe G. S. Brooker,

Rochester, N.Y^ assignors to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N.Y. .,«^« - «^

No Drawing. Ori^l appUcation Jane 4, 1969, Ser. No.

830,483, now Patent No. 3,655,392, dated Apr. 11,

1972. Divided and this appUcation Dec 29, 1971, Ser.

No. 213,533 __
Int O. C09b 23/10

VS, O. 260—240 R 12 Oaims
Novel cyanine and merocyanine dyes are provided

which feature a nucleus selected from the group consisting

of a 1 - (3,4,4a,5,6,7-hexahydro-2-naphthyl) pyrrolidine

group, a l-(3.3a,4,5-tetrahydro-2H-inden-6-yl) pyrrolidine

group, a l-(2-norbornylidene) pyrrolidine group, and a

l-(l-indanylidene)pyrrolidine group.

3,786,047
METHINE DYESTUFFS

Hans-Peter Knhlthaa, Leverknsen, Germany, assignor to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverknsen, Germany

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,585

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Aug. 17, 1970,

P 20 40 653.5

Int O. C09b 23/00
U.S. O. 260—240.8 17 Claims

Methine dyestuffs, processes for their manufacture and

their use for dyeing and printing of polyacrylnitrile, co-
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polymers of acrylnitrUe with other vinyl compounds, acid

modified aromatic polyesters, acid modified polyamides,

leather, tanned cotton, cellulose, polyurethanes and for

the production of writing liquids and stamping inks.
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3,786,048
SULFILIMINE COMPOUNDS

James R. Beck, Indianapolis, Ind., a^gnor to EH Lilly

and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,644

Int CI. C07c 143/80

VS, a. 260—239.6 3 Claims

The present invention is directed to novel compounds

of the formula

3,786,051

l^HENYL OR PYRIDYL).l,3-DIHYDRO-2H-
l,4.BENZODIAZEPIN-^ONES

Adolf Bauer, Ingelheim am Rhein, Karl-Heinz Weber,

Gau Algesheim, Peter Danneberg, Ockenheim, and

Klaus Minck, Gau Algesheim, Germany, assignors to

Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim am Rhein,

Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,836

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 8, 1971,

P 21 17 438.9
,

Int a. C07d 53/06 '

U.S. a. 260—239.3 D 15 Claims

Compounds of the formula

Ri

R«

/
'N- Ot—N=S

\

R»

NOi
R>

CHi

which compounds are useful as herbicides. In the above

and succeeding formulae herein, Ri represents hydrogen

or R', and each R^ independently represents loweralkyl

of Ci-C*, loweralkenyl of Cj-C^, loweralkynyl of C3-C4,

or radical of the formula —CH,—CHj-M:H2>nY wherein

n represents or 1, and Y represents meihoxy, cyano,

bromo, or chloro, subject to the limitation that the groups

represented by R* and R' together contain from 2 to 8,

both inclusive, carbon atoms; and each R' is taken sep-

arately and independently represents loweralkyl of C1-C3

or phenyl, subject to the limitation that both R' groups

together, do not contain more than 8 carbon atoms, or

both R3 groups are taken together, and represent a di-

valent radical selected from the group consisting of

^Hj^r—CKCH2>2 and -fCHj^, wherein q represents 4,

5, or 6.

wherein

Rj is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

R2 is phenyl, nitrophenyl, trifluoromethyl-phenyl, a-pyr-

idyl or halogenophenyl, and
|

R3 is halogen, ritro or trifluoromethyl;

the compounds are useful as psychoscdatives and anti-

convulsives.

3,786,049
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF N-ACYL-
ATED DERIVATIVES OF 6-AMINO PENICIL-
LANIC AOD
Antonio Luis Palomo-Coll, Maestro Perez Cabrero 7,

Barcelona, Spain

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 22, 1969, Ser. No. 887,338

Claims priority, application Spain, Dec. 21, 1968,

361,743; May 12, 1969, 367,136; July 26, 1969,

369,916
Int a. C07d 99/16

VS. a. 260—239.1 11 Claims
A process for the preparation of amides, hydrazides and

esters and of alpha-aminobenzylpenicillin and N-substi-

tuted derivatives, consisting of the prior preparation of a

dimethylformiminium halosulfite N-halide by adding a

solution of dimethylformamide, at room temperature, to

a solution of a thionyl halide in an organic solvent, then

adding a carboxylic compound and then an amine, a

hydrazine or an alcohol to obtain the above-mentioned

derived compounds.

3.786,052

NOVEL CYCLOPROPANECARBOXYLIC ACIDS
AND ESTERS

Jacques Martel, 15 Rue Douvillez 93, Bondy, France;

Chanh Huynh, 5 bis Alice des deux Communes, Vllle-

momble, France; and Jean Buendia, 32 Avenue Foch,

Fontenay Sous Bols, France
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tions Ser. No. 662,278, Aug. 22. 1967, and Ser. No.

879,942, Nov. 25, 1969. This application Aug. 2, 1971,

Ser. No. 168,441
^ ^^ ^^^^

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 26, 1966,

74,404, 74,405; Feb. 24, 1967, 96,425; June 16,

1967. 110,719; July 19, 1967, 114,833; Nov. 26,

1968, 175,375
|

Int a. C07d 5/16

VS. a. 260—240 R < OaliM
Novel cyclopropanecarboxylic acids and esters of the

formula

Zi

-A.V-CH

O

:4-R

3,786,050
DIPHENYL SULFONES

Tsung-Ying Shen, Westfield, William V. Rnyle, Scotch

Plains, Michael W. Fordice, Cranford, and Norman P.

Jensen, Watchung, NJ., assignors to Merck & Co.,

Inc., Rahway, NJ.

No Drawing. Continnation-in-part of application Ser. No.
73,245, Sept 17, 1970. This appUcatioo July 6, 1971,

Ser. No. 160,158
Int CL C07c 147/12

VS. CL 260—239.6 7 Oaims
New substituted diphenyl sulfones useful in reducing

mortality and decreasing lesion incidence of poultry ex-

posed to Marek's disease are disclosed.

wherein Zi and Zj are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, alkyl, aralkyl, aryl, alkenyl non-conjugated

with the cyclopropane ring, alkynyl non-conjugated with

the cyclopropane ring, cycloalkyl, cycloalkenyl and heter-

ocyclic; R is selected from the group consisting of OH
and OR' in which R' is selected from the group consisting

of lower alkyl which may be substituted, benzyl which

may be substituted on the phenyl or methylene portion,

N-methylene-dicarboximide, (5-benzyl-furyl-3) methyl,

and a cyclopentene of the formula

CH,
I

R'

-U-°
wherein R" is selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

alkynyl, alkenyl, aryl, aralkyl, cycloalkyl, cycloalkenyl
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and heterocyclic- A is a bivalent alkyl radical selected chain alkyl mercapto, or a lower alkoxy; have been found

?"om the group consisLg of to influence the growth of plants and m many mstances

6 f e
may be used as herbicides.

/ \
Ri

R«

C=CH
R,-CH C

Y

R«-C=
/

R»—

C

=CH

(a)

(b), and

(c)

3,786,054

3.METHYL.N.METHYLMORPHINANS

Masuo Murakami, Shigemi Kawahara, and Noriyoshi

Innkai, Tokyo, NoriaU Nagano and Hidenori Iwamoto,

Ageo, and Hisashi Ida, Urawa, Japan, assignors to

Yamanouchi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

No Drawing. Filed June 8, 1971, Ser. No. 150,900

Claims priority, application Japan, June 20, 1970,

45/53,918; Feb. 2, 1971, 46/3,945; Feb. 9,

1971, 46/5,413

Int CL C07d 43/32

VS. a. 260—285 « Claims

A novel morphinan derivative represented by the gen-

eral formula

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and lower alkyl, Rj and R3 are selected from the

group consisting of alkyl, alkynyl, alkenyl, aryl, aralkyl,

cycloalkyl, cycloalkenyl and heterocyclic and taken to-

gether with the carbon atom to which they are attached

form a ring selected from the group consisting of carbon

homo rings and unsaturated carbon homo rings of 3 to

7 carbon atoms and heterocyclic rings which may be sub-

stituted with lower alkyl or lower alkoxy and R2 and R3

may together form a polycyclic aromatic radical, R4 is

lower alkyl, R5 is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and lower alkyl and R4 and R5 together with

the carbon atoms to which they are attached may form

a saturatec* f^' unsaturated carbon homo ring or a hetero-

cyclic ring, Y is selected from the group consisting of

methylene and a saturated or unsaturated carbon chain

and Y' is selected from the group consisting of rnethine

and a saturated or unsaturated carbon chain with the

proviso that when Zi and Zj are methyl and Ri is hy-

drogen, R2 is other than methyl and their preparation.

3,786,053

PROPIONAMIDO TRLAZINE

Trevor Chapman, Sittingboome, England, and Werner

Schwarze, Frankfurt, and Wolfgang Weigert, Offen-

bach, Germany, assignors to Deutsche Gold- und

Silbcr-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Sept 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,411

Int CL C07d 55/20
VS. a. 260—249.8 14 Claims

Triazines of the formula:

X
A

/ ^.

N-R

wherein R represents an aliphatic hydrocarbon residual

group having 1-5 carbon atoms and an acid-addition

salt thereof. These compounds have an excellent anti-

tussive activity.

3,786,055

QUINOLINE NTTROGEN-HETEROCYCUC
PHOSPHONATES

Derek Redmore, BaDwin, Mo., assignor to PetroUte

Corpomtion, Wilmington, DeL

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 24, 1969, Ser. No.

801,856, now Patent No. 3,673,196. Divided and this

appUcation Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,295

Int CL C07d 33/46, 35/30

VS. a. 260—283 P 3 ClafaM

Nitrogen-heterocyclic phosphonates wherein the phos-

phonate group is ortho- or para- to the nitrogen hetero-

cyclic group, where the compounds are characterized as

follows:

o O—
•' '« Jl/
: c—

p

» <** \
".jj O—(ortho substituted) and

Ri N N O

N—

C

C—NH—fi—CHi-CHt-Ri
/ \ ^

Ri N

wherein X is a lower straight or branched chain alkyl

mercapto, a lower alkoxy, benzyl mercapto or phenyl

mercapto; Ri and R2 are the same or different and are

selected from hydrogen, benzyl, cyclohexyl, a lower

straight or branched chain alkyl which is unsubstituted

or substituted by —OH, —OR, —SR, benzyl, and —CN
wherein R is a lower alkyl and wherein Ri and R2 may be

open or closed with one another to form a 5 or 6 mern-

bered ring with or without an oxygen atom presented in

the ring; and R3 is hydrogen, a lower straight or branched

o o—
K
.A\-

•' %
A

^-N (para substituted)

wherein the dotted line represents a cyclic structure which

cyclic structure may be the sole cyclic structure, or may

be attached to other cyclic groups.

These nitrogen heterocyclic phosphonates are prepared

by reacting an aromatic nitrogen-heterocyclic compound,

wherein the nitrogen atom is in the form of a quaternary

alkoxy derivative (N—OR hereinafter defined) with a
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N^

X©

c o

i + MP(OR)i

phosphite salt, preferably in the form of an ester of the

phosphite, as cxempUfied by the following equation:

-c ,-c . .

^- - - 'CO
C=l(OR).

o

i^(OR)i

i
and/or / ^

C

t + R»OH + MX

-N

These compounds which may be characterized as phos-

phonates of nitrogen-heterocyclics have many uses includ-

ing their use as biocides, such as bacteriocides, herbicides,

corrosion inhibitors, chelating agents, etc.

3,786,056
ADAMANTYL UREA DERTVATTVES

C«ri Richter, Kurt PIuss, and Georg Feth, Schaffhansen,

Switzerland, assignors to Cilag-Chemie, A.G.

No Drawing. Original appllcatioa Oct. 28, 1969, Ser. No.

874,084, now Patent No. 3,703,537. Divided and this

appUcation July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,332

Int. CI. C07d 29/26

UA a. 260—293.56 2 Claims

Compounds useful as antiviral agents denned by the

formulas:

—NH—CO—NH—COOCiHi and

wherein R^ represents a member selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, (lower) alky 1, phenyl and benzyl

and R', R', and R* each represent a member selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, ( lower )alkyl,

(lower )alkenyl, ( lower )alkynyl, phenyl and benzyl; and

the pharmaceutically acceptable nontoxic salts thereof

exhibit tranquilizing and antiemetic activity and are use-

ful as tranquilizers and antiemetic agents in mammals.

3.786.058 I

CERTAIN BIS<PYRIDINIUM QUATERNARY SALTS)

Philip Neil Edwards, Macclesfield, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries, Limited, London, Eng-

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 234,648

Int. a. C07di//¥5
U.S. a. 260—294.8 R .

14 aalma

The disclosure relates to novel bi8(pyridmium quater-

nary salts), a process for their manufacture, compositions

containing them, and a method of preventing the growth

of, or killing, bacteria by applying one of the novel

pyridinium salts to a bacterially infected environment

3.786.059 '

l,2,3,6.TETRAHYDRO-4.P\TlIDYLMETHYL
CARBOXYLATES

Gerhard Walther, Ingelheim am Rhcin, Rudolf Bauer,

Wiesbaden, and Hans-Hugo Hubner and Rolf Ban-

holzer, Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany, assignors to

Boehringer Ingelheim G.m.b.H., Ingelheim am Rhein.

Germany ^_, »•-
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,708

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 2, 1970,

P 20 43 455.3

Int. a. C07d 31/36

VS. a. 260—295 R 4 Claims

Racemic mixtures of compounds of the formula

N_CO—N-Alk-C O O R«

k k.

wherein Alk is alkylene, Ri and R, are each hydrogen or

lower alkyl, and R3 is hydrogen or a variously defined

ester moiety.

3,786,057

MONOSULFATE SALT OF 3-ETHYL-6,7-DIHYDRO.
2 - METHYL.5 (4,4' - ETHYLENE DIOXYPIPER-
IDINOMETHYL).INDOLE.4-(5H)-ONE

Harvey Byron Hopps, West Allis, Wis., and John Hans
Biel, Lake Bluff, IlL, assignors to Aldrich Chemical

Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

No Drawing. Original appUcation Oct. 2, 1968, Ser. No.

764,594, now Patent No. 3,591,594. Divided and this

appUcation Feb. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 118,094

llie portion of the term of the patent subseqfuent to

July 6, 1988, has been disclaimed

Int CL C07d 27/56
UA a. 26»—293.61 1 Ctahn
Compounds of the formula

o

C-RiCHr-O-

A
k

wherein

R, is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms, chloro-

(alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms), cyano-(alkyl of 1 to 8

carbon atoms), hydroxy-(aIkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms),

phenyl-(alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms), alkenyl of 3 to

4 carbon atoms or alkinyl of 3 to 4 carbon atoms, and

R2 is

Ri-, H H

-C—R«. -C-Ri. -C

CiHi Ri

or

CHj CH-R«

i i

X

1«

where
R3 is hydroxyl or, together with R4 and the carbon

atom to which they are attached, a 5- to 6-mem-

bered saturated carbocyclic ring,

R4 and R5 are each alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

cycloalkyl of 5 to 6 carbon atoms or phenyl, and

R« is cycloalkyl of 5 to 6 carbon atoms or phenyl,

optically active antipodes thereof, quaternary ammonium

salts thereof, and non-toxic acid addition salts of said

racemates and optically active antipodes; the compounds

are useful as anticholinergics.
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3,786,060

COMPOUNDS, 2-BIS(4-CHLOROPHENOXY)-ETHYL
MeSllNATE, 2 - BIS(4 . CHLOROPfflENOTCY).

PROPYL DINICOTINATE AND 2-(3,4.DIMETHYL.
6.ISOBORNYLPHENOXY).ETHYL NICOTINATE

Jean Mardiguian and Pierre Foumier, Paris, France, m-

signors to Sodete a ResponsabiUte Limitee dite: MAR-
PHA Societe d'Etudes et d'Exploitation de Marques,

Paris, France ^, ,, . .

.

No Drawing. Filed July 7, 1970, Ser. No. 53,001

Oaims priority, appUcation Great Britain, July 7, 1969,

34,221/69
Int CI. C07d 31/36

VS. a. 260—295.5 R ^ Qalms

Aryloxyalkyl nicotinates of formula

/^^-c O-CH,—c—

X

\n^

where R=H, hydroxymethyl, nicotinyloxymethyl or X,

R'^H or X and X=phenoxy which may be substituted

by up to 3 halogens, C1-C4 alkyl or isobomyl radicals,

and acid addition salts thereof, prepared by reactmg

nicotinoyl chloride with the alcohol, are useful in the

treatment of hypocholesterolaemia, hypolipidaemia and

hepatic poisoning.

3,786,061
PYRIDYL-TRIFLUOROMETHYLIMIDAZOLES

Frederick C. Novello, Berwyn, and John J. Baldwin,

Lansdale, Pa., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway,

No Drawhig. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 885,362, Dec. 15, 1969. This appUcation

June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 265,015
Int a. C07d 31/42

VS. CI. 260—296 R .10 Claims

4(5)-trifluoromethyIimidazoles havmg optional sub-

stituents in the 1 and 2 positions are provided. The novel

4(5)-trifluoromethylimidazoles are prepared by reacting

a l,l-dihalo-3,3,3-trifluoroacetone compound with an ap-

propriate carboxaldehyde and ammonia. The 4(5)-trifluo-

romethyl imidazoles are useful as anti-gout and anti-hyper-

uricemic agents.

where at least one of R and R' Is thiazole. The compound

is used as a vulcanization accelerator in vulcanizable

diene rubber formulations.

3,786,064

BENZOXAZOLE COMPOUNDS USEFUL AS
OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENTS

Horst Hamisch, Cologne, Germany, assignor to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 1, 1970, Ser. No. 24,860

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Apr. 5, 1969,

P 19 17 601.3; Oct. 25, 1969, P 19 53 809.1

Int CI. C07d 85/48

U.S. CI. 260—307 D ^ « Claims

Benzoxazole compounds of the general formula

^tf

3,786,062
22-DEHYDRO.25.HYDROXYCHOLECALCIFEROL

AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAME
CoUin H. Schroeder and Richard J. Lechnlr. Madison,

Wis., Peter G. Cleveland, Chicago, HI., and Hector F.

De Luca and PhiUp H. Derse, Madison, Wis., assignors

to Wisconsin Alunmi Research Foondation, Madison,

Wis.

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 332,882

Int CI. C07c 171/10

VS. a. 260—397.2 1 Claim
22-dehydro-25-hydroxycholecalciferol and process tor

preparing the same from 3^-acetoxy-22,23-bisnorcholen-

aldehyde. 22-dehydro-25-hydroxycholecaIciferol is char-

acterized by antirachitic activity substantially greater than

exhibited by vitamin D3.

r«

in which R^ and R' stand for hydrogen, halogen, alkyl

groups, or together stand for the residual members of

a cycloaliphatic ring; R^ denotes hydrogen, halogen, an

alkyl, cycloalkyl, aralkyl, aryl, carboxylic acid ester, car-

boxylic acid amide, alkylsulphonyl, arylsulphonyl radical,

or an aminosulphonyl radical; R* stands for hydrogen or

an alkyl radical; R3 and R* together may also be the

residual ihembers of a cycloaliphatic ring; and R^ denotes

an alkyl radical or hydrogen, a? well as their preparation

and their use as optical brightening agents.

3,786,065

N,N.DIMETHYL-0-[ - SUBSTITUTED - 3,4 - POLY-
METHYLENE.PYRAZ0LYL.(5)]-CARBAMIC ACID

Hellmut Hoffmann, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Ingeborg Ham-
mann, Cologne, and Gunter Unterstenhofer, Opladen,

Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany .^^ ^^^ ^^_
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,325

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Sept 3, 1971,

P 21 44 124.7

Int; CI. C07d 49/36

VS. a. 260—310 R ,
8 P?*""

N,N - dimethyl - O - [l-substituted-3,4-polymethylene-

pyrazolyl-(5)]-carbamic acid esters of the formula:

(CHi)iN-

CHj

(D

in which

R is an alkyl radical with up to 6 carbon atoms optionally

substituted by a nitrile group, and

n is 1 or 2,

3,786,063
THIAZOLETHIOSULFONATES

Robert J. Arnold, Chicago, DL, assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, HI.

No Drawing. Filed May 24, 1971, Ser. No. 146,481

Int CI. C07d 91/44
VS. a. 260—306.5 5 Oaims

Novel compound of the formula

R—8—8—r'
II

o

which possess insecticidal properties.

3,786,066
PROCESS FOR PREPARING
«-THIOCAPROLACTONES

Peter Ernst Fritze, West MUUngton, NJ., assignor to

Union Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept 11, 1970, Ser. No. 71,344

Int CI. C07d 67/00

VS. CI. 260—327 R 18 aalms
Substituted and unsubstituted e-thiocaprolactones are

readily prepared in a two step process. In the first step
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an e-caprolactone and carbon disulfide or carbonyl sulfide

^re "a^ted to an oligomer product, and m the second

step the oligomer product undergoes a base catalyzed

rearrangement to form the e-thiocaprolactone.

'x tua fl6T

CYCLIC ORGANOMETALLIC CO^tPOUNDS

Peter^E Throckmorton and William J. McKlUip, Worth-

ington, OWo, assignors to Ashland OU, Inc., Columbus,

So Drawing. Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,621

IT c n i/M 327 R ^^ Claims

CycUc orgrnometallic compounds having one of the

following structural formulas:

CD

(ID

n, 0-CH2 CHi

Me C X

K, ^0-CHj CHj

R, O-CIIi HX >(

3,786,069 _
ISOMERIZATION OF LACTONES TO GIVE

ALKYLBUTYROLACTONES
Paul Aviron-Violet and Yves Colleuille, Lyon, France,
"^

issignors to Rhone-Poulenc S A Pans, France

No Drawing. Filed May 4, 1971, S«^- N«- 1^?'"*

Claims priority, application France, May 6, 1970,

7016613
Int. CI. C07d 5/06

ITS CI 260 343 6 6 Claims

5*alkyl-7-butyrolactones are obtained by isomerizing a

lactone of formula

O

(CHa). I

Where n=4. 5. 6 or 7 in the presence of a ^ohd ac.d c

catalyst. Vapor of the starling lactone is contacted with

the solid catalyst which exhibits either Bronsted or Lewis

acidity e.g. boron phosphate or phosphoric acid.

wherein Me is a Group IV-A metal- X is O, S, or CH..

Y is either NO^, NH^, OH, CF3, or CH,OH; Z is OCH^

or is NH or OCH, when Y is CH^OH; R is an alkyl

group; and each Ri and Rj individually is alkyl aryl.

cycloalkyl. aralkyl. and alkaryl; and the method of prep-

aration. The compounds are particularly useful as cat-

alysts for reactions involving isocyanates or isothiocya-

nates.

3,786,068 _^ ^^
INTERMEDIATE IN THE TOTAL SYNTHESIS OF

ELENOLIC ACID
Robert C. Kelly, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to The

Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Original applicaHon Aug. 24, 1970, Ser. No.

66,557. Sow Patent No. 3.703,530 dated Nor. 21,

1972. Divided and this application Apr. 12, 197Z, aer.

""'*'•**'
,...C1.C07.»//0

U.S. CI. 260—340.5 ^ Claims

A compound of the formula:

3,786,070 ^ ^^
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF CIS-

CHRYSANTHEMIC ACIDS

Jacques Martel, Bondy, and Jean Buendia, Jontenay.

sous-Bols, France, assignors to Roussel-UCLAF, Paris,

No "^Jawing. Filed Mar. 2. 1970, Sen No. 15 945

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 4, 1969,

6905865
Int. CI. C07d 7/18 „ ^ , „

U.S CI 260 343 2 R ' Claims

A process for the preparation of raccmic cis chrysan-

themic acid or of the (1R,2S) configuration or of the

(1S,2R) configuration beginning respectively from racemic

trans
3,3-dimethyl-2-(2'-hydroxy-2'-methylpropyl)-cyclo-

propanel-carboxylic acid or of the (1S,2S) configuration

or of the ( 1R,2R) configuration.

COOR

3,786,071 _^^ ^
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS CHROMONE-2.

CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Hugh Cairns, Albert Chambers, and Thomas Bnan Lee,

Loughborough, England, assignors to Fisons Limited,

London, England 17? -jid
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1971. Ser. No- 172,214

Claims priority, application Great Bri am, Aug. 25, 1970,

40.777/70: Sept. 15. 1970, 43.984/70; Dec. 11, 1970,

58,860/70; June 3, 1971, 18,807/71

Int a. C07d 7/34

UA CI. 260-345.2 ^ .!? ? cT
There are described certain mono-chromone-- -

car

boxylic acids of formula.

R

R» O
I II

Ri

H

(I)

wherein R is alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive. R, is

alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms. Rj is hydrogen or alkyl of 1

to 4 carbon atoms, and R* and R5 are hydrogen, alkyl of

1 to 4 carbon atoms, inclusive or phenyl, with the proviso

that only one of R4 and R5 is phenyl, is produced m a

multistep reaction.
, , ,• a

The compound is an intermediate for elenolic acid.

having one substituent in the 5 or 6 iK)sit.on or having

"or more substituents in the 5. 6. 7 or 8 positions. There

;re also described processes for making the compounds

and pharmaceutical compositions, for the treatment of

asthma, containing the compounds.
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3,786,072

PREPARATION OF ALKYL SUBSTITUTED UN-
SATURATED POLYBASIC ACID ANHYDRIDES

Louis Schmerling, Riverside, 111., assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,579

Int. CI. C07c 57/19. 61/102

U.S. CI. 260—345.9 9 Claims

Alkyl-substituted unsaturated polybasic acid anhydrides

are prepared by condensing saturated hydrocarbons with

poly-halo-substituted unsaturated polybasic acid anhy-

drides in the presence of free radical-generating com-

pounds at elevated temperatures to produce the desired

product.

wherein R is lower »lkyl or phenyl are disclosed. Said

compounds are useful odorants finding utility in perfume

formulations. A process for producing said compounds

is also given.

3,786,073

SEPARATION PROCESS

Walter Frey, Muttenz, Basel-Land, and Istvan Toth, Basel,

Switzerland, assignors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzer-

land

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 170,615

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 24, 1970,
12,610/70

« 3,786,076

LIPOAMINOACIDS

Jean V. Morelle, 170 Avenue Pannentier,

75 Paris lOeme, France

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

672,975, Oct 5, 1967. This appUcation Dec. 18, 1969,

Ser. No. 886,379

Claims priority, application France, Oct 13, 1966,

79,767; May 31, 1967, 108,515; Dec 20, 1968,

179 384'

Int a. C08h 3/00
U.S. a. 260—402.5 6 Qaims

Water-insoluble, lipo-soluble composites of alpha-(fatty

acid amido) carboxylic acids of the formula

U.S. CI. 260—369
Int a. C09b 1/00

-S-R3

6 Claims

Solid anthraquinone nitration products suspended in

the nitration medium consisting mainly of nitric acid and

phosphoric and/or sulphuric acid are flushed out by an

organic flushing agent which is insoluble or sparingly

soluble in the mother liquor has a lower specific gravity

than the mother liquor and exercises wetting action upon

the nitration products; by this process very pure 1-nitro-

anthraquinone can be obtained.

3,786,074

l,4-DIAMINO-2.ALKYLTHIOPHENOXY-3-HALO-
ANTHRAQUINONE POLYESTER DYES

Guide Genta, Snyder, N.Y., assignor to American
Aniline Products, Inc., Paterson, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,059

Int CI. C09b 1/54
U.S. CI. 260—380 5 Oaims

l,4-diamino-2,3-dihaloanthraquinones are reacted with

an alkylthiophenol in an alkaline medium to produce 1,4-

diamino-2-alkylthiophenoxy-3-haIoanthraquinones useful

as dyes for polyester fibers.

n
HOOC-C-Ri-

1

N-Rj
I

C=0
I

K

wherein R is an aliphatic hydrocarbon chain of 5-29 car-

bon atoms; Ri and R2 are hydrogen, an unsubstituted or

substituted aliphatic hydrocarbon group wherein the sub-

stituents are carboxy, hydroxy, thio, alkylthio, unsubsti-

tuted amino, or substituted amino, and Ri and R2 riiay

additionally be lower alkylene when joined together to

form a cyclic structure; R3 is lower alkylene; n=l when

m=0, and n=2 when m=l. These composites are espe-

cially useful in therapeutic, dermatologic, and cosmetic

preparations to be applied to human skin for their assist-

ance in penetrating the cutaneous tissues.

3,786,075

HYDROXY ETHERS HAVING ODORANT
PROPERTIES

PanI Jose Teisseire and Bernard Auger, Grasse, France,

assignors to Societe Anonyme des Etablissements

Roure-Bertrand Fils & Justin Dupont Grasse, France

3,786,077

PROCESS FOR FORMING MONOCARBOXYLIC
ACID

Roger E. Chandler, Westfield, NJ., assignor to Esse

Research and Engineering Company

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser.

No. 337,187, Jan. 13, 1964, now abandoned, and Ser.

•No. 657,532, Aug. 1, 1967. This appUcation Oct 12,

1967, Ser. No. 674,722

Int CI. C07c 53/22
U.S. a. 260—408 S Claims

Process for forming monocarboxylic acid by reaction of

halogenated polymer of a C2 to C5 monoolefin with acrylic

acid.

3,786,078

EXTRACTION OF OIL FROM OIL BEARING SEEDS

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 127,359

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 6, 1970,

5,068/70

Int CI. C07c 43/18 .

U.S. a. 260—611 F
Compounds of the formula

De Wayne W. Finley, Harvey E. Smith, and Owen L.

Fishwild, Clinton, Iowa, assignors to Standard Brands

Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 88,191

Int a. Cllb 1/00
4 Claims U.S. CI. 260—412.4 8 aaims

The disclosure is directed to a method of extracting oil

from oil bearing vegetable materials. Oil bearing vegetable

material having a moisture content below 5 percent is

ground and moisturized to a moisture level of up to 9 per-

cent. The material is then subjected to mechanical action

to rupture the cells containing the oil and the oil is ex-

(^) tracted therefrom by the use of a solvent.
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3,786,079
PREPARATION OF COPPER COMPOUND AND

PRODUCT THEREOF
Toyozo Yonezawa, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Sahyo

Chemical Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 846,222, July 30. 1969. This appUcation Sept. 20,

1971, Ser. No. 182,173

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 6, 1968,

43/55,256; May 9, 1969, 44/35,137
InL CI. C07f 1/08

VS. a. 260—438.1 2 Oahoa
The compound of the formula:

-CHiT

HuCi -/^o,s-

HiC
I I

II,N NHj

Cu
/ \

HiN NHi

_n,c ciTi.

-OiS C,,Hm

ncsium in a chlorinated hyjlrocarbon solvent, comprising

steps of:

(a) reacting magnesium and ethyl haloacetate at re-

flux in a chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent selected

from the group consisting of chloroform and di-

chloromethane to form a magnesium enolate com-

plex and solvent mixture;

(b) diluting said mixture with water to precipitate said

magnesium enolate complex;

(c) washing said magnesium enolate complex with

water;

(d) mixing said washed magnesium enolate complex

and a quantity of the same chlorinated hydrocarbon

solvent and acidif>ing said mixture with sulfuric acid

at a temperature below about 30° C. to hydrolize

said complex to form said ethyl 4-haloacetoacetate;

and
(e) recovering said ethyl 4-ha!oacetoacetate.

is produced by reacting an aqueous solution of p-dodecyl-

benzene sulfonate with cupric chloride at 80 to 90' C.

to form cupric p-dodecylbenzene sulfonate, which is re-

acted in methanol with ethylene diamine to form bis

ethylenediamine copp;r(n) p-dodecylbenzene su'fonate.

The compound is useful as an agricultural bactericide

and insecticide.

3,786.080

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
ALKYLALUMINUM COMPOUNDS

Elichi Ichiki, Kazuo lida, Atsuro Matsul, and Hldekiml

Kadokura, NUhama-shi, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo

Chemical Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 115,476

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 19, 1970,

45/14,586
Int CL C07f 5/06

V3. a. 260—448 A 13 Claims

An alkylaluminum compound is produced contmuously

and economically with less aluminum loss by reacting

hydrogen and an alkylaluminum compound or further an

olefin in addition thereto, with an alloy containing alu-

minum and silicon and having a size larger than that of a

metal residue to be withdrawn out of a reaction system in

a column-type reactor through passage of said hydrogen,

alkylaluminum compound and the olefin, if necessary,

through the recator packed with the alloy from the bot-

tom upwards at a temperature of SO'-ZOO" C under a

pressure of 10-300 kg./cm.^, withdrawing a metal residue

made to pass substantially through 32-100 mesh sizes by

the reaction out of the reaction system together with the

alkylaluminum compound and separating the alkylalu-

minum compound from the metal residue.

3,786,081
CRUDE OIL DEMULSTFIERS

Knnt Oppenlaender, Ludwigshafeo, Gert Llebold. Mann-

heim, and Egon Buettner, Ludwigshafen, Germany, as-

signors to Badische Anilln- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesell-

schaft, Ludwigshafen am Rhine, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,723

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 4, 1970,

P 20 59 707.3

Int CI. C07c 125/06

VS. a. 260—471 C 2 Claims

Polyoxyalkylated derivatives of ca:bamic,acids for use

as quick-acting cold demulsifiers for water-in-oil emul-

sions.

3,786.083

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ACYL
Sl'CCINlC ACID DIALKYL ESTERS

Ewald Schmidt, Bischofsheim, Hanswilli von Brachel,

Leopoldshohe, Rolf Miiller, Frankfurt am Main, and

Horst Kindler, Frankfurt am Maln-Fechenheim, Ger.

many, assignors to Cassella Farbwerke Malnkur Aktien-

gesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main-Fechenhcim, Germany
Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,491

Claims priority, application Germany, No?. 8, 1971,

P 21 55 360.6

Int CI. C07c 67/00
VS. CI. 260—483 5 Claims

Reaction of an exces> of an aldehyde ard maleic acid

dialkyi ester to produce the title product wherein the

reaction components are continuously conducted through

a reactor and the supply rate thereof and the heat elim-

ination of the reactor are regulated to obtain the desired

reaction temperature and residence time.

I

3,786,084

PREPARATION OF ESTERS OF FORMIC ACID
Pierre Marie Joseph Ghislain de Radzitzky d'Ostrowick,

101 Avenue Paul Hymans. and Alain Joseph Guillaume

De Roocker, 149 Avenue des Capricome, both of

Brussels, Belgium
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 322,988

Int CI. C07c 77/00, 29/00. 67/00

U.S. a. 260—491 1 CW™x
N,N-dialkyl (2-halo-l -substituted ethoxymethylene)

immonium halides are formed by halogenation of olcfines

in the presence of N.N-dilower alkyl formamide to form

new compounds and derivatives. The compounds are de-

composed to valuable 1.2-dihalocompounds, l-halo-2-

formates and halohydrins by thermal decomposition, hy-

drolysis or alcoholysis.

I

3,786.082

SYNTHESIS OF ETHYL 4-HALOACETOACETATES
NeQ W. Connon, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Oct 24, 1972, Ser. No. 301,576

Int CL C07c 67/00. 69/72

VS. a. 260—483 < Chdjns

Ethyl 4-haloacetoacetates are synthesized by a modified

Reformatsky reaction of an ethyl haloacetate with mag-

3,786.085

ARYL SUBSTITUTED CYCLOALTPHATIC ACIDS
Daniel Frederick Dickel, Berkeley Heights, and George

de Stevens, Summit NJ., assignors to Ciba-Geigy Cor-

poration, Ardsley. N.Y.
. ^ c tm

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. INo.

808,341, Mar. 18, 1969. which is a con«nuation-ln-part

of application Ser. No. 789.076, Jan. 2, 1969, which m
turn is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

716,290. Mar. 27. 1968. This appUcation Sept 17, 1969,

Ser. No. 858.893
, _ ^ ^^^^

Int a. C07c 63/00, 63/44. 69/00

VS. a. 260—515 R
.^ ^3 tT^

New a-aryl-cycloaliphatic acids, e.g. those of tne

formula
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Ri=H or al^(en)yl

R2=cycloalk(en)yl or cycloalk(en)ylalkyl

R3= aliphatic, cycloaliphatic, araliphatic or aromatic

radical, CF3, NO2, acyl, free or functionally converted

OH, SH, carboxy or sulfo

and functional acid derivatives thereof, are anti-inflam-

matory agents.

3,786,086

PROCESS FOR PREPARING AMMONIUM SALTS
OF ALKANOIC ACIDS

Ebbe R. Skov, Middietown, Roderick B. Judge, Montclair,

and Goeffrey Hemphill, Manasquan, NJ., assignors to

W. R. Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,462

Int CI. C07c 51/52

VS. a. 260—540 15 CWms
A free flowing particulate solid ammonium salt of an

alkanoic acid having 1-10 carbon atoms is prepared by

spraying the alkanoic acid into an atmosphere of am-

monia vapor in a reaction zone in a manner to prevent

the acid spray from contacting the internal surface of the

reaction zone.

wherein Rf is perfluoroalkyl; R' and R" are each alkylene;

X is sulfur or —NR'"— ; Y is oxygen, sulfur or

_NR"'— ; R'" is hydrogen or lower alkyl; and R is

hydrogen or methyl. Homopolymers of the above mon-

omers and copolymers of the monomers with copolym-

erizable vinylidene monomers free of nonvinylic fluorine;

both prepared by emulsion polymerization techniques with

a free radical catalyst. Mixtures of the above polymers

with a polymer derived from a polymerizable vinylidene

monomer free of nonvinylic fluorine. Textile fabrics

treated with the above polymers and mixtures of poly-

mers to impart oil- and water-repellent properties to the

fabric.

The preparation of the monomers from

Rr-R'—X—R"—YH
intermediates.

3,786,087

FLAME AND BURN RESISTANT BUTADIENE
RESIN COMPOSITIONS

Wendell R. Conard, Kent, Ohio, and Ronald M. Ellis,

Evanston, HI., assignors to The Firestone lire & Rub-

ber Company, Akron, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,476

Int CI. C08f 29/08: C09k 3/28

U.S. CI. 260—41.5 A 6 Claims

Tetrabromobenzene strongly inhibits flammability and

burning of polybutadiene resins.

3,786,088
N.O-DICARBAMOYL-N-PHENYLHYDROXYL-

AMINES
John Krenzer, Oak Park, and Sidney B. Rlchter, Chicago,

III., assignors to Yelsicol Chemical Corporation, Chi-

cago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 5, 1968, Ser. No. 781,585

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Apr. 11, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int CI. C07c 127/16. 127/18, 127/20

U.S. CI. 260—545 R 4 Oalms
This invention discloses new chemical compounds of

the formula

3,786,090
ALKOXYACETANILIDE COMPOUNDS

Anwar Hussain, Lawrence, Kans., assignor to Inters

Research Corporation

No Drawing. Filed Sept 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,933

Int CL C07c 103/38

VS. CI. 260—562 A 3 Claims

Novel p-alkoxyacetanilide compounds of the formula:

CHj-

O H Ri

0-C—
I

R:

(CHt).-O-Ri

X.

H(S-n)

/
i

\

O-C—NHt
N

C-N-R>

O R>

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

alkenyl, halogen, haloalkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, nitro and

dialkylamino; n is an integer from to 5; and R^ and R^

are independently selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and alkyl. The compounds of this invention are

useful as herbicides and fungicides.

3,786,089

FLUORINATED ACRYLIC MONOMERS CONTAIN-
ING HETERO ATOMS AND THEIR POLYMERS

Christian Scriver Rondestvedt Jr., Wilmington, Del.,

assignor to E. I. do Pont de Nemoors and Company,
Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Original applicaHon May 16, 1967, Ser. No.

638,721, now Patent No. 3,655,732. Divided and this

appUcation Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,316«

Int. CI. C07c 103/30
U.S. CI. 260—561 S 2 Oaimfl

Perfluoroalkyl acrylic monomers of the formula

Rf-R'-X-R"-Y-C-C R=CHj

wherein Ri is hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy, cycloalkyl or mono-

cyclic aryl, R2 is alkyl, alkoxy, cycloalkyl or monocy-

clic aryl, R3 is alkyl, cycloalkyl or monocyclic aryl, and

n is to 4. The compounds are useful as analgesics and

antipyretics.

3,786,091

PHOSPHORIC AOD SALTS OF LONG CHAIN
AMINO COMPOUNDS

Friedrich Bolsing, Lindhorst, Germany

(% Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft, Knapsack, Germany)

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 44,900, June 9, 1970. This appUcation

Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,395

Claims priority, application Germany, June 23, 1969,

P 19 31 768.1

Int. CI. C07c 87/04

VS. a. 260—583 R 2 Ctaims

Production of a phosphoric acid-containing paste base.

The paste base is produced by preparing a finely divided

aqueous dispersion of a long-chain amine, preheating the

dispersion, introducing preheated phosphoric acid therein-

to, with vigorous agitation, at elevated temperature and

until neutral, and stirring the resulting mixture until cold.

3,786,092
3-NITROPROPIONIC ACID DERIVATTVES

Gianluigi Soldati, Nangatnck, and Allen E. Smith,

Bethany, Conn., assignors to Uniroyal, Inc., New York,

N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 14, 1969, Ser. No. 816,081

Int CL C07c 103/30
VS. a. 260—561 R 23 Claims

Novel 3-nitropropionic acid derivatives, namely 3-nitro-

propionamides and 3-nitropropionanilides, possess fungi-

cidal, insecticidal, viricidal, and other activity.

3,786,093

NOVEL BISAMIDES CONTAINING FLUORINE
Bernard M. Licbstein, Elizabeth, and Robert J. Dn Bois,

Morristown, NJ., assignors to AlUed Chemical Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Oct 17, 1969, Ser. No. 867,372

Int CI. C07c 103/30
VS. a. 260—561 HL 7 Claims

Novel compounds useful in imparting oil repellency

to fabrics have the formula (R,C0NH)2CHR wherein Rf
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is a radical containing at least one fluorine atom and from

1 to 20 carbon atoms, the radical being selected from the

group consisting of alkyl, phenyl, aikyiphenyl. phenyl-

alkyl, and any of these radicals containing an ether link-

age, and R is hydrogen, trichloromethyl, or phenyl. The

compounds are prepared by reacting a nitrile of the for-

mula RfCN with formaldehyde, chloral, chloral hydrate

or benzaldehyde in the presence of a catalytic amount of a

strong acid arid preferably also in the presence of a solvent

such as carbon tetrachloride.

3,786,694
NOVEL PHENYLHYDRAZONES

Jacques Perronnet and Pierre Gtrault, Paris, France,

assignors to Roussel-L CLAF. Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 180,851

Claims priority, application France, Sept. 17, 1970,

7033717
Int. a. C07c 123/00

U.S. a. 260—564 R ' 8 aaims
Phenylhydrazones of the formula

X'

Y'

X

\-Nn-N=C—

^

^—

^

Z' . / \ 2
R Ri (I)
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I3,786,096
RECOVTRY OF ADIPIC ACID

Kazuhiko Konno, Ibaralti-ken, Japan, assignor to Mitsu-

bishi Petrochemical Company Limited, Tokyo-to, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 120,048

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 24, 1970,
45/24,738 ,

Int CI. C07c 51/48
'

U.S. a. 260—537 R
.

6 Oalms
A dibasic-acid mixture comprising adipic acid and suc-

cinic acid- is subjected to an extraction operation wherein

use is made of an extractant system comprising water and

cyclohexanone and/or cyclohexanol thereby to cause

preferential extraction of adipic acid into an organic

phase.

3,786.097
N,N-DIALLYL-3,7, 1 1.TRIMETHYL-2,6, 10-

DODECATRIENYLAMINE
Friedrich Karrer, Basel, Switzerland, assignor io Ciba-

Celg\ AG. Basel, SwitzeHand
No Drawing. Filed June 22. 1971. Ser. No. 155,602

Claims priority, application Switzerland. June 26, 1970,

9,706/70; Oct. 8, 1970, 14,890/70
Int. CI. C07c 87/24

VS. C\. 260—583 H 1 Claim
New terpenoid compounds, their manufacture and use

for influencing the development of insects and representa-

tives of the order Acarina. The compounds correspond to

the formula

wherein X and Y are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, lower alkoxy. lower al-

kyl. NOj and CF3, Z is selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, lower alkoxy, lower

alkyl and NO2, X' is selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, benzyloxy. NOj, SCN.
CF3. lower alkyl and lower alkoxy, Y' is selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine,

—NOj. CF3 and lower alkyl. Z' is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine and

lower alkyl, R and Rj may .be different and are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl. ben-

zyl, cycloalkyl of 3 to 8 carbon atoms, furfuryl and aryl

optionally substituted with a member of the group con-

sisting of chlorine, bromine and lower alkoxy and taken

together with the nitrogen atom to which they are at-

tached form a 5 to 7 ring member heterocyclic with the

proviso that at least one of X, Y. Z, R. R,. X', Y' and

Z' is other than hydrogen which have remarkable fungi-

cidal activity, their preparation and novel intermediates

therefore.

CIIiR« 7, Rt CIIi

; Zi Nn.c Zi
\.

3,786.095
5,ll.DIHYDRO.10H-DIBENZO(a,d]CYCLO-

HEPTEN-10-ONES
Emilio Kybnrz, Relnach, and Hans Spiegelberg, Basel,

Switzerland, assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.,

Nntley, NJ.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 744,674, July 15, 1968. This application Aug. 4,

1971, Ser. No. 169.561
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Aog. 3, 1967,

11,056/67
Int. a. C07c 87/40

VS, a. 260—570.8 TC 7 Oaims
5-[3 - (substituted amino) - alkvlidenel-5.1 1-dihydro-

lOH - dibenzo[a,d]cyclohepten - 10 ~ ones, 5-[3-(substi-

tuted amino)-alkyll-5.11-dihydro-10H - dibenzo[a,dlcy-

clohepten-10-ones and analogs thereof are prepared, inter

alia, from the correspondingly substituted 3-[10-X-5H-

dibenzo[a,dlcyclohepten - 5 - ylidenel-N-substituted alkyl

amines and 3-[10 - X - 5H-dibenzo[a.d]cyclohepten-5-

yl]-N-substituted alkyl amines, wherein X is halogen, alk-

oxy, aralkoxy, amino or substituted amino. The products

are useful as antidepressants.

wherein

Zi and Za are each hydrogen or together form a carbon

carbon bond or an oxygen bridge.

Ri is C2-C4 alkenyl. C2-C4 alkinyl. cycloalkyl, C1-C4

haloalkyl. substituted phenyl, CJ-C4 haloalkenyl or

acyl. and
Rj is hydrogen. €,-€4 alkyl, C2-C4 alkenyl, Ca-C4 alkinyl

or acyl, or

Ri is hydrogen, and
Rj is C1-C4 alkyl. or

Ri and Rj together with the nitrogen atom to which they

are attached form a 3-membered ring, or

Rj and R2 are each acyl groups which, with the nitrogen

atom to which they are attached form a substituted or

unsubstituted heterocyclic ring, and

R3 and R4 are each methyl or ethyl.
|

1
•

3,786.098

PRODUCTION OF POLYALKYL PHENOLS AND
POLYALKYL NAPHTHOLS BY OXIDATION OF
POLYALKYL BENZENES AND POLYALKYL
NAPHTHALENES WITH HF-HaOj

Louis Schmerling, Riverside, and Jerome A. Veslcy, Park
Ridge, ni., assignors to Universal Oil Products Com-
pany, Des Plaines. III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
797,694, Feb. 7, 1969. This application May 15, 1972,

Ser. No. 253,367
,

Int. a. C07c 37/00 '

U.S. a. 260—586 B 8 Claims

Concurrent isomerization of, and nuclear addition of an

oxygen-containing substituent to, an alkylaromatic com-

pound containing a minimum of 3 alkyl substituents is

accomplished by treating the compound with hydrogen

peroxide in the presence of hydrogen fluoride at a tem-

perature in the range of from about —10° to about

100" C.
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3,786,099

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
CYCLODECANONE

Frederick Harold Howell, Maghull, near Liverpool, Eng-

land, assignor to J. R. Geigy A.G., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 20, 1967, Ser. No. 684,526

InL CI. C07c 49/27

U.S. CI. 260—586 A 1 Claim

Cyclodecanone is produced by catalytic hydrocenation

of 6-hydroxy cyclodecanone, and is converted to sebacic

acid. The latter can also be produced by oxidation of

mixtures of cyclodecanone and cyclodecanol. or cyclo-

decanol alone. Inducement and control of exothermic re-

action during the conversion to sebacic acid are described.

3,786,103

METHOD FOR REMOVING A SMALL AMOUNT OF
COMPONENTS FROM A HIGHLY VISCOUS
POLYMER SOLUTION CONTAINING SAID COM-
PONENTS AND AN APPARATUS THEREFOR

Tetsuya Takamatsu, Toshio Yoshimoto, Tsuneaki Naru-

miya, Hiroshi Yoshii, and Tsuneo Wakamatsu, Tokyo,

Saburo Fukui, Hiroshima, Hikokusu Kajimoto, Aki-

machi, and Yoichl Kawai, Yoshinori Inaba, and Katsu-

yoshi Usui, Hiroshima, Japan, assignors to Bridgestone

Tire Company Limited and Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,395

Claims priority, application Japan, July 6, 1970,

45/58,542

Int. CI. C08d 5/00

U.S. CI. 260—683.15 R 2 Oalms

3,786,100

KETO SUBSTTFUTED ALKYLIDENEDITHIO-
BISPHENOLS

Martin B. Neuworth, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to

Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

No Drawing. Original application June 23, 1969, Ser. No.

835,811, now abandoned. Divided and this application

Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,929

Int. CI. C07c 149/32

U.S. a. 260—590 1 Claim

Compounds having the general formula:

^1^ en. Jl?"'

i.iin%
^

t-i,Ti.

where R is an alkyl radical substituted by a radical

selected from the class consisting of alkoxy. carbonyl and

ester radicals. The compounds are useful for reducing

blood cholesterol in warm-blooded animals.

3,786,101

PURIFICATION OF MERCAPTOALKYL
N-ALKYL SULFIDES

Edvvard E. Huxley, Borger, Tex., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,839

Int. CI. C07c 149/02

U.S. CI. 260—609 C ^ Cfeims

Crude mercaptoalkyl n-alkyl sulfides containing nitro-

gen impurities are purified by contacting wtih a paraflfinic

hydrocarbon solvent which selectively removes the sul-

fides. The mercaptoalkyl n-alkyl sulfides have utility as

metal tarnish preventive agents.

3,786,102

TRANSVINYLATION CATALYST

John J. Godfrey, MnrrysviUe, Pa., assignor to W. R.

Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 883,241, Dec. 9, 1969. This application u.S. CI. 260—881
Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,295

A small amount of impurities contained in a solution of

a high molecular weight substance having a high viscosity

is dissolved and removed by contacting said solution with

an extracting liquid of a solution having a low viscosity by

using a horizontal cylindrical treating vessel provided with

two rotary driviqg shafts parallel to the longitudinal di-

rection of said vessel which rotate in the reverse direction

with each other, each of said driving shafts being provided

with a plurality of rotary members so that the rotary mem-

bers on the two driving shafts are overlapped at a given

distance without contacting with each other and a parti-

tion wall having an opening around and near the driving

shaft provided in the vicinity of the last rotary member

in the outlet side of the highly viscous solution. The highly

viscous solution is stirred while being retained between

the rotary members and immersed in the low viscous solu-

tion and only the highly viscous solution treated with the

low viscous solution is discharged through the opening of

the partition wall.

3,786,104

ACRYLONFFRILE GRAFT COPOLYMERS AND A
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION

Siegfried Korte, Leverkusen, and Cari Hans Suling,

Odenthal-Hahnenberg, Germany, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,541

Claims priority, application Germany, June 29, 1971,

P 21 32 171.1

Int CL C08f 29/56
S Claims

Int. CI. C07c 41/00. 41/10
U.S. a. 260—615 R 6 Qaims

A transvinylation catalyst consisting essentially of a

mercury (IT) salt of a strongly acidic sulfonated hydro-

carbon ion exchange resin and an effective amount of a

sterically hindered tertiary amine. A process for prepar-

ing a first vinyl ether comprising contacting a second vinyl

ether and an alcohol or phenol with said catalyst.

The object of the invention are graft copolymers con-

sisting of a copolymer of N-vinylpyrrolidone and vinyl-

acetate as graft substrate and a copolymer of acrylo-

nitrile and vinylbromide being compolymerized on said

graft substrate. Fibres prepared from these graft copoly-

mers show outstanding high flame stabilities. The graft-

copolymers are produced by polymerizing a mixture of

acrylonitrile and vinylbromide in the presence of a N-

vinylpyrrolidone/vinylacetate copolymer.
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3,786,105

POLYPHENYLENE OXTOE AND ETHYLENE/
STYRENE COPOLYMER BLEND COMPOSITION

Seizo Nakashio, Nishinomiya, Kanji Yoshikawa, Niihama,

Toshio Takemura, Kyoto, and Kunio Ota, TakatsukJ,

Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical Company,
Limited, Osalca, Japan

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,764

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27, 1971,

46/28,367

without the pi^sence of olefin having 2-4 carbon atoms

while applying such a pressure as being sufficient for re-

taining the liquid phase of said distillate other than the

above defined alkyl aromatic distillates and a temperature

in the range of 150-450° C. for a residence time of 0.5

to 10 hours.

Int a. C08f -^//;2

U.S. CI. 260—897 R 4 Claims

«W'

1

3,786,108

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
2,2-DLVIETHYLBUTANE

Joseph P. Giannetti, Allison Park, and Howard G. Mc-
Ilvried and Raynor T. Sebulsky, Pittsburgh, Pa., as-

signors to Gulf Research & Development Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,291 I

Int. a. C07c 5/28
U.S. a. 260—683.66 10 aaims

£yttititt-srre
It

,mt XI

niminnr atrosnm
m

Io ax-

1
I

A composition comprising a mixture of 99 to 40% by

weight of a polyphenylene oxide and 1 to 60% by weight

of an ethylene-styrene copolymer. The composition dis-

plays excellent processability and impact resistance, while

retaining a high softening point and a high heat distortion

temperature which are inherent to the polyphenylene ox-

ide, and does not cause phase separation.

'

3,786,106

CYCLOALKYLAROMATIC PRODUCnON
Ernest A. Zuech and Donald L. Crain, Bartlesville, Okla.,

assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. FUed Oct 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,989

n So .«

Int a. C07c 5/12
VJS. a. 260—668 R 7 CUdms

Cycloalkylaromatics are produced by the reaction of

aromatics with cycloolefins over an active clay catalyst.

In one embodiment cyclohexylbenzene is produced by the

alkylation of benzene with cyciohexene over active clay

catalysts such as Filtrol grade 71, Filtrol grade 62 and

Filtrol grade 49 catalysts.

3,786,107

METHOD OF PRODUCING ALKYL AROMATICS

Hiroshi' Kuribayashi and Takehiko Takeda, Yokohama,
Yoshio Okada, Iwaki, and Takashi Yamauchi, Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Japan Gasoline Co., Ltd., and

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, both of

Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,773

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 2, 1971,

46/77,244

Int. CI. C07c 3/62
U.S. CI. 260—672 T 8 Claims

An improvement in the method of producing alkyl aro-

matic distillates having the boiling point in the range of

230-360° C. and the mean mol number of added olefin

in the range of 1-3, which comprises the step of bring-

ing an aromatic distillate other than the above defined

alkyl aromatic distillates into contact with a solid acid

catalyst not containing any halogenide in the presence or

A process for the production of 2,2-dimethylbutane

from n-hexane comprising contacting said n-hexane with

an initiator, a naphthene inhibitor, and a catalyst system

consisting of hydrogen fluoride and boron trifluoride at

effective phase contacting conditions within a tempera-

ture range of about 50° F. to about 140° F. and wherein

the precise reaction conditions to utilize are correlated

by an empirical equation to realize at least 80 percent

of the theoretically possible yield of 2.2-dimeth>lbutane.

3,786,109

OLEFIN CONVERSION PROCESS

Arthur L. Jones, Solon, Ohio, assignor to The Standard

Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 760,991, Sept. 19, 1968. This appUcation

Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 136,181

lot CI. C07c 3/20
U.S. a. 260—673 2 Clahns

An olefin or mixtures of olefins are converted to more

complex chemical compounds such as dimers by contact

with a liquid metal at an elevated temperature.

Benzene and 1,5-hexadiene are formed on passing a

mixture of propylene and air through a molten mass com-

posed of bismuth and tin.

3,786,110

ASPHALTENES FOR INHIBITEVG POLYMERIZA-
TION OF PYROLYSIS PRODUCTS

Thaddeus J. Oleszko. Burghausen, Germany, assignor to

Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,956 |

Int. CI. C07ci7/2-/. i/00

U.S. CI. 260—679 R 9 Oalms

Undesircd residues from polymers obtained during

pyrolysis of petroleum fractions are reduced by incor-
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porating unoxidized or partially oxidized asphaltenes into mixture of a solid disproportionationcatdyst and a double

fhe pyrolysis product streams. The asphaltenes provide bond isomer.zat.on catalyst wherem the double bond

Ihes for iSJymer molecules. to attach themselves; also isomerization catalyst .s further treated with a base.

3,786,113

COMPOSITION CONTAINING AN ACRYLIC RESIN,

A POLYETHYLENEIMINE, AND A POLYEPOXIDE
Neiko I. VassilefE, Eastchester, N.Y., assignor to National

Patent Development Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,258

Int CI. C08g 45/04

U.S. Q. 260 836 H Claims

Polymer compositions showing selective permeability

for gas and water vapors are prepared through intimate

admixture of a polyacrylic resin with a polyethylenimine

in a weight ratio of from about 5:1 to about 2:1, respec-

tively, and cross-linking the resultant mixture. The poly-

acrylic resin is predominantly composed of monomer

units derived from one to five types of carboxy-containing

unsaturated monomers such as acrylic acid, methacrylic

acid, itaconic acid, the esters thereof, the amides thereof

and the nitriles thereof. The polyethylenimine can be un-

substituted or substituted on the imine group by alkyl, hy-

droxyalkyl, hydroxychloroalkyl, hydroxysulfoalkyl, epoxy-

alkyl, phenylalkyl, cyanoalkyl or carbamyl groups. At

least the polyethylenimine component of the composi-

tion is cross-linked, either internally through the use of an

agent such as zinc ammonium carbonate or through addi-

tion of a cross-linking agent such as an epoxide.

asphaltenes are capable of reacting with the highly re-

active polyolefins to form low molecular weight poly-

mers—such prevent the forming of high molecular weight

polymers.

3,786,111

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
1,5-HEXADIENE

Van C. Vives, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Pfetroleum Company

FUed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 211,962

Int. CI. C07c 3/62

U.S. CI. 260—680 R 10 Claims

1,5 MexAOiCNC

3,786,114

THERMALLY STABLE FLAME RETARDANT POLY-
CARBONATE COMPOSITION CONTAINING IN
ADMIXTURE A POLYCARBONATE AND A PHOS-
PHINIC OR A PHOSPHORIC AOD ADOmVE

Donald B. G. Jaquiss, New Harmony, and Frank N.

Liberti, Mount Vernon, Ind., assignors to General

Electric Company ^^ ..i«*«
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,153

InL CI. C08g 39/10

U.S. CI. 260 860 ^ Claims

A* thermally stable flame retardant polycarbonate com-

position having in admixture a flame retardant polycar-

bonate and an additive which may be either the baridm

or cadmium salts of either phenyl phosphinic acids or

mono- or diphenyl phosphoric acids.

A process for the preparation of 1,5-hexadiene from

ethylene and 1,5-cyclooctadiene in the presence of an ole-

fin disproportionation catalyst is described. By maintain-

ing the olefin disproportionation reaction within certain

limits to maintain high conversions, the formation of un-

desirable byproducts such as 1,5,9-decatriene can be avoid-

ed. A process for the preparation of 1,5-hexadiene from

ethylene and butadiene is also disclosed wherein the 1,5-

cyclooctadiene is prepared by cyclodimerization of buta-

diene.

3,786,112

OLEFIN DISPROPORTIONATION CATALYST

Robert E. Reusser and Stanley D. Turk, Bartlesville,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176,260

Int CI. C07c 3/62

'

U.S. a. 260—683 D 14 Oalms

A catalyst for the olefin disproportionation of unsatu-

rated hydrocarbons is provided comprising a physical

3,786,115

SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATION PROCESS
Hiroshi Osuga, Yokohama, and Shoichi Kobayashi,

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Nihon Polystyrene Kogyo

K.K., Kawasaki-ku. KawasaW-shi, Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 657,014, July 31, 1967. This application

Dec. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 101,119

Int CI. C08f 1/11. 7/04. 19/08

U.S. a. 260—880 R 17 Qaims
Process for producing styrenic polymer havmg a parti-

cle grain size distribution such that greater than 70% of

the polymer particles have a grain size of 14 to 40 mesh,

comprising polymerizing, u^der the conditions of sus-

pension polymerization, an aqueous suspension of a po-

lymerizable styrene monomer or a solution of such a

monomer containing a diene polymer, in which the sus-

pension polymerization is conducted while stabilizing

the suspension by adding a suspension stabilizing

system consisting essentially of ajjout 0.01-1% of hy-

droxyethyl cellulose and about 0.01-3% of fine particles

of a substantially water insoluble, inorganic phosphate

and/or carbonate, based on the weight of suspension, and

further in which the suspension polymerization is con-

ducted more preferably while adding to the suspension

about 0.001-0.02% by weight of an anionic surface active

agent based on the weight of the suspension in addition to

the above-mentioned additives.
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3,786,116 ^^
CHEMICALLY JOINED, PHASE SEPARATED
THERMOPLASTIC GRAFT COPOLYMERS

Ralph Milkovich, Naperville, and Mutong T. Chiang,

Palos Heights, D!., assignors to CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application S«r. INo.

244,205. Apr. 14, 1972, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Set. No. 117,733, Feb. 22, 1971. This

application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,099

Int. CL C08f 29/72. 29150

U.S. a. 260—885 51 Claims

The present invention relates to thermoplastic graft cd-

polymers comprised of copolymeric backbones containing

a plurality of uninterrupted repeating units of the back-

bone polymer and at least one integrally copolymerized

moiety per backbone polymer chain having chemically

bonded thereto a substantially linear polymer which forms

a copolymerized sidechain to the backbone, wherein each

of the polymeric sidechains has substantially the same

molecular weight and each polymeric sidechain is chemi-

cally bonded to only one backbone polymer.

wherein R, is as defined above, and M is an alkali metal,

with a halide having the formula,

Hal—(CHa)r-S—Ra I

wherein Rj is as defined above, and Hal is a halogen.

3,786,119

METHOD FOR PRODUCING OPTICAL
POLARIZING ELEMENTS

Claude Ortlieb, Strasbourg-Meinau, France, assignor to

Vergo S.A., IIIkirch-Graffenstaden, Bas-Rhin, France

Filed Dec. 6. 1971, Ser. No. 204,811

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 14, 1970,

7045504
Int. CI. B29d ii/00

U.S. a. 264—2 » """

3,786,117
0-(METHYLCYCLOHFXYLVS-METHVT-0-
(2.CYAN0PHENYL)TH10LPH0SPHATES

Shigeo Kishino, Yasao Yamada, Yoshio Kurahashi, and

Toyohilio Kume, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed July 7, 1972, S«r. No. 269,698

Claims priority, application Japan, Joly 16, 1971,
46/52,394

Int. a. AOln 9136: C07f 9/16

UA CL 260—940 7 Claims

O - (methylcyclohexyl) - S - methyl - O - (2-cyano-

phenyDthiolphosphates of the general formula

CN

;h*). (I)

in which

•
Optical polarizing elements arc produced by cutting

from a rigid sheet of polarizing plastic material, screens

of appropriate form with suitable axial direction. These

screens are then curved under vacuum when hot. The

curved screens are coated with an attachment varnish and

then placed in a mold which is filled with a polymerizable

or polycondensable liquid resin. If the screen is of higher

specific gravity than the resin, then the curvature of the

screen will be less than that of the resin; while if the

screen is of lower specific gravity than the resin, then the

screen is more sharply curved than the mold, so that m
either event the screen, falling or rising through the resin,

will contact the mold only about the edges of the screen.

n is 1 or 2,

which possess fungicidal and bactericidal properties.

3,786,118
N-ALLYL PH0SPH0R0TH10A>nD.\TES

Masachika Hirano, Minoo, Kunio Mukai, Nishinomlya,

and Hisami Takeda and Katsntoshi Tanaka, Takara-

zuka, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical Com-
pany, Limited, Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,923

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec 17, 1970,
45/114,365

Int CL AOln 9136; C07f 9124
U.S. a. 260—948 10 Oalms
A phosphorothioamidate having the formula.

CH»=CHCHiNH O

RtO S-(CH,)i-S-Rt

wherein Rj is methyl or ethyl, and Ra is an alkyl having

1 to 4 carbon atoms, which is useful as a systemic pesti-

cide for controlling injurious pests, and which is pre-

pared by the condensation of a thiophosphate having the

formula.

3,786,120

CONVERSION OF ITIAMLM HEXAFLUORIDE TO
URANIUM DIOXIDE STRUCTURES OF CON-
TROLLED DENSITY AND GRAIN SIZE

William Roger De Hollander, San Jose, Calif., and

Harold Holmes Klepfer, Wilmington, N.C., assignors

tb General Electric Company
Filed Oct. 2, 1970. Ser. No. 77,447

Int. CI. COlg 43102
.

VS. CI. 264—

5

20 Qaims

1
u>o...„;r>^'ivo..<l< waoo'ia'-O" » T,o«.^»>«*o>.o.»

.tfml

,<|r<»c.|l|

HydtotlulH'C ACtd

[

CHi=CHCH,NH
\

RiO
/

0"1
I

An integrated process for fabricating uranium dioxide

structures of desired shape, density and gram size from
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enriched uranium hexafluoride is presented. Uranium

hexafluoride is reacted with a reducing gas and an oxy-

gen-containing carrier gas in a reduction-hydrolysis re-

action in an active flame to yield a uranium dioxide rich

powder of high usrface area with fluoride impurities. The

powder is separated from the gas stream after the re-

action, and if the powder has a high fluoride impurity,

the powder is defluorinated by heating under a controlled

atmosphere so that the high surface area of the powder

is preserved. The powder is then prepressed, granulated,

pressed into a structure of desired shape and sintered

under a controlled atmosphere to yield a ceramic struc-

ture of desired density and grain size. The gas stream

from the reaction is treated to condense the hydrogen

fluoride and water vapor as aqueous hydrofluoric acid.

due to chemical reaction between the reactants. Prior to

completion of the expansion of the mixture, the expand-

ing foam is allowed to flow from the vessel over a weir

structure, whereupon the foam completes the expansion

process in a channel-shaped conveyor in which the foam

3,786,121

METHOD FOR THE FABRICATION OF INSULATED
PROFILE MEMBERS

Andre Schaerer, 22 Sangglcnstrasse, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 173,399

Int. CI. B29d 27/04; E06b 7/12

U.S. CI. 264—47 10 Claims

n <6

A method of manufacturing an insulated profile mem-

ber useful as a structural element, such as for window

frames and paneling, comprising the steps of inserting at

least one profile element into a carrier section serving as

the mold, introducing a foamable thermosetting resin

into such carrier section, foaming the thermosetting resin

under pressure, binding the foamed thermosetting resin

with the profile element, thus to produce the profile mem-

ber having a foamed insulating section of good insulating

property rigidly bonded with said profile element.

The insulated profile members produced by this inven-

tion comprise at least one profile element and a foamed

member rigidly bonded therewith. The foamed member

has an outer surface which is essentially free of pores

and beneath such a foam structure of high density with

very fine closed cells.

3,786,122

METHOD FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION
OF A FOAMED POLYURETHANE SLAB INVOLV-
ING FLOW FROM A VESSEL OVER A WEIR
STRUCTURE

Laader Berg, Spjelkavik, Norway, assignor to

Unifoam AG
Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,412

Claims priority, application Norway, Sept 1, 1970, 3,317

Int CI. B29d 27/04
U.S. CI. 264—47 9 Qaims

Method for producing continuous polymeric foam

slabs, characterized in that the liquid foam reactants are

initially introduced into the bottom of a vessel and the re-

sulting foam is allowed to expand upwardly in the vessel

is continuously moved away from the weir structure. Ac-

cording to one embodiment, the foam that flows over the

weir moves down an inclined fall plate surface during

completion of foam expansion. In another embodiment,

the expanding foam passes over the weir directly onto the

horizontal reach of a conveyor.

3,786,123 _,^
METHOD FOR STABILIZING AND PRESERVING

NUTRIENTS AND PRODUCTS
Sol Katzen, HanassI St 62, HerzUya F»t"ac*»' 's™/*

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 109,566

Int CI. A61j 3/06; B29d 27/00

U.S. CI. 264 53 ' Claims

An encapsulating agent and a nutrient are admixed,

and then the encapsulating agent is gelatinized or polym-

erized under high temperature and pressure so as to en-

capsulate the nutrient. The encapsulation allows the

nutrient to be kept in a dry stabilized state for a long

period of time without the loss of potency. Further the

encapsulation allows the nutrients to be released into the

digestive tract after a predetermined amount of time. The

digestive tract solubilizes or digests the encapsulating

agent thereby freeing the nutrient. Encapsulation is pref-

erably conducted using a heated extruder or expander.

The encapsulating agent may be a high protein vegetable

composition, such as, wheat flour gluten, a grain flour or

carbohydrate flour. The nutrients may be in particulate

or liquid form and can be such things as vitamins, ammo

acids, lipids, enzymes, inorganic salts (minerals). Addi-

tives such as surfactants, can be incorporated into the

admixture before the extruding step.

3,786,124

METHOD OF SINTERING FUSED SILICA
CERAMIC FOR STRENGTHENING IT

Dennis R. Platts, Boalsburg, Pa., assignor to Ceramic

Finishing Company, State College, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 785,670, Dec. 20, 1968. This application

Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 113,772
Int CI. C04b 35/14. 35/64. 41 /02

U.S. CI. 264 65 "^ Claims

A method of sintering fused silica ceramic, especially

slip cast fused silica, for improving the strength of the

sintered fused silica ceramic. An unsintered prefoi-ined

body of fused silica ceramic is subjected,, during sintering,

to vapor from a heat decomposable fluoride, preferably

one taken from the group consisting of aluminum fluoride,

cadmium fluoride and zinc fluoride, at a temperature of

from 600''-900° C. for a period of time such that the por-

tion of the body which is to have the strength improved

is kept at the treating temperature for from 1-4 hours.
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3,786,125 ^
PROCESS FOR PRODUCLNG ACRYLIC SYNTHETIC
^BeS OF NONCIRCULAR CROSS-SECHON
AND WITH IMPROVED SPARKLE

Keitaro Shimoda, Isamu Obama, and Takamwo Kusu-

nose, Saidaiji, Japan, assignors to Japan Exlan Com-

pany Limited, Osaka, Japan
Filed Aug. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 279,625

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 12, 1971,

46/61,202
Int. CI. B28h 28/54

U.S. CL 264—m F 3 Claims

'J *

an undercut area provided in the apertured lip. An addi-

tional fibrous protecting layer is preferably deposited on

the outside surface of the filter layer from an aqueous

slurry.
|

3,786,127

STRETCHING POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE
FILM IN A SHORTENED SPAN

Robert G. Peet, Circleville, Ohio, and Henry O. Foster,

Newark, Kenneth G. Paulsell, Wilmington, and Thomas

H. Hogshead, Jr., Centerville, Del., assignors to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 101,116, Dec.

23, 1970, which is a continuation of application Ser.

No. 844.140, July 23, 1969, both now abandoned. This

appUcation Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,683

Int CI. B29d 7/24

U.S. a. 264—288 « Claims

L- m :* «

10

This invention relates to a process for producing acrylic

synthetic fibers of a noncircular cross-section, improved

in sparkle, from a spinning solution prepared by dissolv-

ing an acrylic polymer in an inorganic solvent. More

particularly the present invention relates to a process for

producing acrylic synthetic fibers of a noncircular cross-

section improved in the sparkle by wet-spinning a spin-

ning solution prepared by dissolving an acrylic polymer in

an inorganic solvent, through a spinnerette made of a syn-

thetic resin and having a particular spinning orifice shape

and thermal conductivity, while maintaining a predeter-

mined jet stretching ratio.

3,786,126

METHOD FOR MAKING A DISPOSABLE
FACE RESPIRATOR

George Paul Reimschussel, Flemington, NJ., and Jacob

Matthys Prins, Sinking Spring, Pa., assignors to Johns-

Manville Corporation, New York. N.Y.
Original appUcation Mar. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 121,086, now

Patent No. 3,688,768. Divided and this appUcation July

24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,366
Int CL B28b 1/26

U.S. a. 264—87 7 aalms

48 46

A method of stretching a web of thermoplastic poly-

meric film having thickness (i.e., gauge) variations there-

in. The web is heated to an elevated temperature by in-

direct (i.e., non-contacting) heating means and stretched

as it moves between slow and fast steps of nip rolls. The

elevated temperature to which the web is heated is be-

tween a minimum temperature and a maximum tempera-

ture determined, in part, by the stretching rate and sub-

stantially all of the stretching takes place in a shortened

stretching span between the heating means and the fast

set of nip rolls. The heating means is positioned closely

adjacent the fast set of nip rolls, which fast rolls prefer-

ably quench the web below its glass transition tempera-

ture and define, with the heating means, the shortened

stretching span.
. •. j

Apparatus is provided for performing the above-de-

scribed method.

A process of simultaneously forming and attaching the

filter meduim to the face piece is also disclosed. The proc-

ess comprises depositing a first thin layer of solids from

an aqueous slurry onto a foraminous suction mold having

the surface contours desired for the interior of the filter

medium, placing a face piece having an integrally formed

apertured lip over the mold and the first layer, depositing

a second thin fibrous layer of solids from an aqueous

slurry on the outside surface of the first layer, on the

outside surface of the aperture lip and within the aper-

tures in the lip. In a preferred process, two fibrous back-

ing layers are provided in this manner and a fibrous

filter layer is deposited from an aqueous slurry on the out-

side surface of the second fibrous backing layer and within

3 786 128

PURIFICATION OF BERYLLIUM HYDRIDE
Jawad H. Murib, Stuart Schott, and Charles A. Bonecutter,

Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to National DlstiUers and

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.
^ . „

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 316,532, Oct. 16, 1963. This appUcation

Sept. 30. 1968, Ser. No. 763,970
|

Int CI. COlf 3/00

U.S CL 423—122 * Claims

Crude impure beryllium hydride is purified by reacting

the hvdride with a beryllium halide in the presence of a

Lewis base to form a haloberyllium halide complex and

disproportionating said complex.

3,786,129

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING FUSED
MAGNESIA

Tadashi Kawabe, Ako, Japan, assignor to Tateho Kagaku-

kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Ako, Japan

No Drawing. Filed May 4, 1971, Ser. No. 140,271

Int CI. COlf 5/02

IJJS. CI. 423^170 3 Claims

Fused magnesia of improved purity is manufactured

from maenesia clinker by a method which comprises

finely dividing magnesia clinker into a powder, treating
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the powder with water or an aqueous alkaline solution

to form magnesium hydroxide, drying the treated powder,

intermixing the dried powder with untreated magnesia

clinker, and melting the mixture in an electric furnace.

3,786,130
VACUUM APPARATUS

Malcolm Arthur Baker, Crawley, England, assignor to

The British Oxygen Co. Ltd., London, England

Filed June 23, 1971, Ser. No. 156,123

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 24, 1970,

30,663/70
Int CI. BOld 53/34: F04b 37/02

U.S. CI. 423—245 6 aalms

tion of a halide (such as a chloride, bromide, or iodide),

a halide derivative, or a carbonyl halide of ruthenium

or osmium in a first solvent with carbon monoxide at a

temperature of from about 100° C. to about 150" C. at

atmospheric pressure until a carbonyl halide complex is

formed. A second solvent is then added in suflBcient

quantity to lower the boiling point of the resultant solu-

tion to less than 100° C. A quantity of zinc is added and

the system is reacted with additional carbon monoxide

at a temperature less than 100° C until precipitation of

the desired dodecacarbonyl is substantially complete.

Each of the two solvents should preferably have the fol-

lowing properties.

( 1 ) Act as a solvent for the starting halide of ruthenium

or osmium;

(2) Not enter into the reaction; and

(3) Not act as a solvent for the dodecacarbonyl product.

In addition the first solvent should boil at a temperature

between 100° C. and 150° C, and the second solvent

should boil at a temperature of less than 100° C. ^

Hydrocarbon molecules present in gas being evacuated

from a housing by a pump, or leaking back into the hous-

ing from the pump, are permanently removed by passing

the gas in intimate contact with a chemisorption agent at

or above room temperature.

3,786,131

COMBATTING ARTHROPODS WITH PHENYLHY-
DRAZONES OF 1,2-DICARBONYL COMPOUNDS

Karl-Heinz Buchel and Wilfried Draber, Leverkusen,

Ingeborg Hammann, Cologne, and Gtinter Untersten-

hofer, Opiaden, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Original application Sept 24, 1968, Ser. No.

762,155, now Patent No. 3,641,098. Divided and this

application Apr. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 132,542

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept 26, 1967,

P 16 68 025.4

Int a. AOln 9/12, 9/20

U.S. CI. 424—304 10 Oaims
a-(Halo, cyano, nitro and azido)-a-(alkanoyl, carbo-

alkoxy [i.e. alkoxy carbonyl 1, amino and mono- and di-

alkyl amino)-carbonyl-(unsubstituted and mono to penta

alkyl and/or electronegative substituent [e.g. halo, nitro,

cyano, trifluoromethyl, trifiuoromethyl-mercapto, -sul-

fonyl, and -sulfoxyl, alkoxy, alkyl sulfonyl and/or di-

methylamino sulfonyl] -substituted) phenyl hydrazones

and their corresponding alkali metal, alkaline earth metal

and amine salts, which possess pesticidal. especially

acaricidal and insecticidal, properties find which may be

produced by conventional methods.

3,786,133

TITANIUM CARBIDE PREPARATION
Shiu-Tang Chlu, St Lambert, Quebec, Canada, asrignor

to Quebec Iron & Titanium Corporation Fer et TItane

dn Quebec, Inc., Sorel, Quebec, Canada ;
No Drawing. Filed Sept 11, 1970, Ser. No. 71,352

Int CI. COlb 31/30

U.S. a. 423—440 S Claims

Preparation of TiC from impure titanium oxide con-

taining starting materials by using a carbiding process

involving a catalyzer, a binder, a controlled heating speed

and temperature, whereby pure titaiiium carbide grains

having high combined carbon and low free carbon con-

tents are obtained as one phase and a metallic matrix

surrounding the titanium carbide as another phase. The

metallic matrix is readily removed from the two phase

body by leaching, thereby recovering the pure titanium

carbide.

3,786,132

METHOD FOR PREPARING CARBONYLS OF
RUTHENIUM AND OSMIUM

John L. Dawes and Jerry D. Holmes, Longvlew, Tex.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,758

Int CL COlg 1/04, 55/00
U.S. CI. 423—417 17 Oaims

Carbonyls of the formula M3(CO)i2, where M is

ruthenium or osmium, are prepared by reacting a solu-

3,786,134

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING HOLLOW
CARBON MICROSPHERES

Yasuo Amagi, Zenya Shiiki, Yukihiko OhsumI, and Kazuo

Noguchi, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Kureha Kagaku

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan ,,,„,,
No Drawing. FUed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,712

Claims priority, application Japan, May 29, 1970,

45/45,625
Int a. COlb 31/02

U.S. a. 423—449 1^ Oalms

Hollow microspheres of carbon are obtained by horno-

geneously mixing a hard, highly aromatic pitch having

a softening point of 60-350° C, a 0-25% nitrobenzene-

insoluble moiety and a H/C ratio of 0.2-1.0 with an or-

ganic solvent having a low boiling point and being com-

patible with the pitch, dispersing the mixture into water

in the presence of a protective colloid, adjusting the con-

tent of the solvent in the resulting microspheres to 0.2-

10%, and then flash-heating said microspheres whereby

the solvent therein functions as blowing agent to form

hollow pitch microspheres.

Subsequently, the hollow microspheres of pitch are

rendered infusible by heating them with an oxidizing fluid,

gas or liquid, and baked to carbonization at a tempera-

ture of 600-2000° C. in an inert atmosphere. The result-

ing microspheres of carbon are excellently resistant to

heat, chemicals and radioactive rays and are thus suitable

as high-temperature heat-insulators, warming material,

structural material for atomic piles, composite materials

with metals, inorganics and plastics.
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3,786,135

RECOVERY OF SOLID SELECTIVELY CONyTT;

TUTED mCH PURITY ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
FROM HOT GASEOUS EFFLUENT

Larry K. King and Lester L. Knapp, Maiyrflle, Tem!.,

Ronald C. Schoener, Lower Burrell, Pa., Nicholas

Kloap, Benton, Ark., Bernard M. Starner, Rockdale,

Tei^ and John A. Remper, Lower Burrell, Pa., m-

slgnors to Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Filed Sept 14, 1971, Ser. No. 180,276

Int CI. coif 7/58. 7/60. 7/61

U.S. a. 423—496 9 Oaims

Recovery of selectively constituted high purity alumi-

num chloride from the gaseous effluent of the chlorina-

tion of sodium contaminated alumina including the steps

of purifying such gaseous effluent to provide essentially

contaminant-free aluminum chloride in gaseous form in

a gaseous cairier through selectively cooling the hot

gaseous effluent to a first temperature range well above

the ambient condition condensation temperature of alumi-

num chloride yet sufficient to condense a selective por-

tion of the condensable constituents therein including a

substantial portion of the sodium aluminum chloride

values therein without condensing appreciable amounts

of aluminum chloride, initially separating from the cooled

gaseous effluent entrained particles and initially condensed

constituents, further reducing the temperature of the resi-

dual cooled gaseous effluent from the first stage separa-

tion to a second predetermined lower temperature range

still above the condensation temperature of aluminum

chloride to effect a further selective condensation and

separation of the remaining condensable constituents

therein, and directly desubliming the essentially contami-

nant-free gaseous aluminum chloride values from the puri-

fied residual gaseous effluent to selectively constituted

solid form in a fluidized bed of solid particles of alumi-

num chloride at controlled temperatures.

ultra-pure compounds corresponding to the formula

Mal304 wherein M is magnesium or calcium and R is an

alkyl group containing from 1 to 7 carbon atoms.

3,786,138

HYDROGEN GENERATION
j

Harold Shalit, Drexel Hill, and Edward S. I. Tomezsko,

Media, Pa., assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company,

New York. N.Y.

Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,046

Int a. COlb 1/02. 1/26

U.S. CI. 423—648 8 Claims

3,786,136

METHODS OF REMOVING SULFUR FROM THE
EXHAUST GASES OF FIRED FUELS CONTAIN-
ING SULFUR AND OF SIMULTANEOUSLY EX-
PLOITING THE SULFUR FOR THE PREPARA-
TION OF SULFURIC ACID

Tord Valter Yngve Axeborg, 360 75, Alstermo, Sweden

No Drawing. FUed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 165,783

Int CL COlb 77/72
VS. a. 423—522 8 Oalms

Ammonium nitrate and at least one of the compounds

potassium nitrate and sodium nitrate are introduced into

the exhaust gases from a furnace fired with fuels contain-

ing sulfur, and the exhaust gases are mixed with steam in a

reaction chamber whereupon the exhaust gases are cooled

and the forming sulfuric acid solution is collected.

— ir

A method for forming hydrogen by reacting a carbon-

aceous material with steam in the presence of a molten

alkali metal hydroxide, the carbon dioxide formed react-

ing with the alkali metal hydroxide to form an alkali

metal carbonate, the reaction being carried out at least

at the melting point of the alkali metal hydroxide and

the alkali metal hydroxide being supplied in an amount

at least sufficient to react with substantially all the carbon

dioxide formed during the reaction.

3,786,139

HYDROGEN GAS GENERATING COMPOSITION
AND METHOD FOR THE SAME

Gerald L. MacKenzie, Port Tobacco, and Paul R. Mosber,

Indian Head, Md., assignors to the United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

Original appUcation Feb. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 17,994, now
Patent No. 3,674,702. Divided and this application Apr.

26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,904

3,786,137

PREPARATION OF ULTRA-PURE COMPOUNDS
CORRESPONDING TO THE FORMLXA CaA^O*
AND MgAlaC*
Ian M. Thomas, Temperance, Mich., assignor to

Owens-Illinois, Inc.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 40,721, May 26, 1970. This appUcation Apr. 7,

' 1972, Ser. No. 242,260

Int a. coif 7/16
U.S. CL 423—600 5 Claims

Double metal alkoxides of the formula M[Al(OR)4]2

are converted by pyrolysis, or hydrolysis and pyrolysis, to

I

12 Clahns
Int CI. COlb 7/02, //05

U.S. CI. 423—657

Compositions of a metal hydride, such as lithium

hydride, aluminum metal and an elastomer binder, such

as butyl rubber, which generate hydrogen gas upon being

dispersed in water.

ERRATUM

For Class 424—304 see:

Patent No. 3,786,131
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3,786,140

DIAGNOSTIC COMPOSITION AND A METHOD OF
InVvIVO DETERMINATION OF THE FUNCTION
OF THE HUMAN PANCREAS

Jurgen Meyer-Bertenrath, Hanau, Hans Kaffarnik, Mar-

K, Hans-Georg Rey, Mamihelm-Waldh^of, Gerhard

MIchal, TuUing, Upper Bavaria, and Ern|rt-Werner

Busch, Lampertheim, Germany, assignore to Boehnnger

Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim-Waldhof, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Sept 3, 1970, Ser. No. 69,425

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept 10, 1969,

P 19 45 663.4

Int CI. C07d 7/42; C09k 3/00; GOln 31/00

METHOD FOR TREATING VIRUS INFECTION
AFFECTING THE BRAIN

Hans Rudolf Corrodi, Askim, Nib Erik Oskar Lycke,

Frolunda, and Bjom-Erik Roos, Goteborg, Sweden, as-

signors to Aktiebolaget Hassle, Molnda^ Sweden

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 10, 1969, Sen No. 884,024

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 23, 1961S

17,745/68

Int CI. A61k 27/00

U S CI 424 309 ' Claims

Method for treating viral disease caused by herpes

simplex virus, rabies virus, meningitis virus, or polio-

myelitis virus which comprises administering a therapeu-
UU myelitis virus wnicn cuiiipiiacB au.......o^»..."6 ------

iT« ri 414—7 8 Claims tically effective dose containing at least one inhibitor ot

There areTrovided a diagnostic composition for the the biosynthesis of the monoamines noradrenaline, dop-

determination of the activity of pancreatic enzymes in amine or 5-hydroxytryptamine.

the living human body and a method for carrymgout this

examination of the exocrine pancreas function. This new

diagnostic composition comprises a monoester of fluores-

cein with a fatty acid having 8 to 16 carbon atoms in a

pharmaceutical carrier. This new method for examining

the exocrine pancreas function is carried out in that a

predetermined amount of a fluorescein fatty acid mono-

3,786,144 ^^„
l-POLYFLUOROALKYL BENZODLVZEPINES

TO TREAT ANXIETY
Martin Stelnman, Livingston, NJ., asslpior to Schering

predetermined amount of a fluorescein fatty acid mono-
gS^^Lt^pplSon Feb! 13 1970, Ser. No.

ester is introduced into and passed through the fastro- ^o Pjawmg. Ongm^al^app^
3 .^^^^j^ divided and this

intestinal tract, then the urine is collected or a portion of ' ' - - — - -- ---«

hlood serum is withdrawn and the amount of released

fluorescein contained in the urine or the blood serum is

determined analytically.

application Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,219
^*^

Int. a. A61k 27/00

U S CI 424—244 ^* Claims

'Disclosed herein are l-(polyfluoroalkyl)-2,3-dihydro-5-

aryl-lH-l,4-benzodiazepines and compounds useful as in-

termediates for preparing these benzodiazepines. These

benzodiazepines are particularly useful as anti-anxiety

agents.

3,786,145

ll-BASICALLY SUBSTITUTED DIBENZIb,f][l,4]

OXAZEpInE COMPOSITIONS FOR TREAT-

ING EMESIS
.. ^ _ ^

Jean Schmntr, Muri, and Fritz Hunziker and Frani Mar-

tin Kunzle, Bern, Switzeriarid, assignors to Sandoz-

Wander, Inc., Hanover, NJ. _ ^ . . ^ . „„„|j^.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned aPPj««"

tion Ser. No. 55,603, July 16, 1970, wWch fa a continu-

ation-in-part of aPP«ca«on Ser. No. 797,281, Feb. 6,

1969, now Patent No. 3,546,226, dated Dec », 1970,

which in turn is a continnation-in-part of,abandoned

applications Ser. No. 371,123jMay 28, 1964, and ^r.

No. 712,956, Mar. 14, 1968. TUs appUcation Dec. 29,

1971, Ser. No. 213,710
Int CI. A61k 27/00 „ ^ u-cells, ine picpaianuu v/i w.v - .

—- H Clahns
superior in the anti-tumor activity to that of/'^^;-^^ ""

^fh^^^ceii^cal compositions containing U-basically

ble fraction and has less inflammati^on-, fever- ana pain-
^^^^^.^^^^^ dibenzrb,fl[l,41oxazepines or their pharma-

ceutically acceptable acid addition salts are useful in the

treatment of emesis.

3,786,141

METHOD OF PRODUCTION OF ^NTI-TUMOR
SUBSTANCES

HarukI Ogawa, Fuchu, Akihiro Yamamoto, Hlgashimura-

yama, Yutaka Sugawara, Iruma-gun, and Shigeo !»nzuKi

and Yosblo TakagaU, Kodaira, Japan, assignors to

Chugai Seiyaku KabushikI Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,112

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept 30, 1^70,

45/85,006

Int a. AOln 75/00 ,^ ^ .

U.S. CI. 424—95 ^^ ^a*™*

A water-insoluble anti-tumor active substance is pre-

pared from the living cells of hemolytic streptococci by

lysing the cells of hemolytic streptococci with a lytic

enzyme and collecting a water-insoluble fraction which

corresponds to a protoplast membrane fraction of the

cells. The preparation of the anti-tumor substance is far

causing properties than any ones of prior art.

3,786,142 . :

ANTIBIOTIC ENDURACIDIN AND PROCESS
FOR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF 3,786,146 ,^^^^ ^ ^,

A«iai Takatsuki. and Masayuki Muroi, Suita, Japan, piPERAZINES ^ ,x, *_. u i.«.i.^i i„apl.

Japan

Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUcation Ser. No.

586,483, Oct 13, 1966. TJiis appUcation Oct 15, 1969,

Ser. No. 866,636
, , «.^ *, ^«<«

Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 13, 1965,

40/62,849; Oct 26, 1965, 40/65,884

Int CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—118 5 Claims

Enduracidin (prepared from a strain of Streptomyces

in a nutrient medium) and Enduracidin hydrochloride are

antibiotics useful in combating septic conditions In vitro

helm am Rheln, and Karl-Richard AppeL Biberach-

Rissegg, Germany, assignors to C. H. Boehringer Sohn,

Ingelheim am Rheln, Germany a^m«
No Drawing. Application Nov. 4, I'TO, Ser. No. 87,015

now Patent No. 3,696,106, dated Oct. 3, 1972, which

fa a continuation-in-part of apphration Ser. No. 7?»3,-

187, Jan. 22, 1969, now Patent No. 3,595,916, dated

July 27, 1971. Divided and thfa appUcation July 13,

1972, Ser. No. 271,365
. _^ ,.„ „ iq<(8

Claims priority, application Austria, Jam 23, 1968,

A 674/68; May 17, 1968, A 4,795/68

Int CI. AOln 9/22
antiDiotics useiui m tumuauuB awpi'v vv,. ... •----

-Tc ^ A-yA -jen 8 Ciafans

and certain pathological disorders in vivo. Endurac.dm ^-S. O. «4--250
,0^, rising an inert liquid or

exhibits strong antimicrobial activity against Gram-posi-
^^^3,^^' J^^^^^^^^^^ and an effective fungicidal

tive bacteria and acid fast bacteria.
comuuuu
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amount of a compound of the formula

•O

R_e_NH-CH-CClj
I

R-C-NH-CH-C Cli

A

wherein

R is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms which

may have from one to three halogen atoms attached

thereto,

R, is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms or phenyl,

R2 hydrogen, methyl or ethyl, and

R3 and R4 are each hydrogen or methyl;

and a fungicidal n^thod using such compounds.

3,786,149

ANIMAL FEED FOR OBTAINING INCREASED
PRODUCTION IN ANIMALS

Robert J. Collins, Portage. Mich., assiipior to The
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,329

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. a. 424—269 6 aaims
An animal feed comprising a compound of the group

consisting of 2.4-dihydro-6-phenyl-lH-s-triazolo[4,3-al

[l,4]benzodiazepin-l-ones of the formula:

3,786,147

METHOD OF CONTROLLING POULTRY
COCODIOSIS

Masatoshi Nagawa, Yoshio SuznU, Katsuald Matsui, and
Yoshiyasu Tsurusald, Tokyo, and Masaoki lijima,

Matsudo, Japan, assignors to Sankyo Company Lim-
ited, Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.
859,478, Sept. 18, 1969. which is a continuation of

application Ser. No. 575,241, Aug. 26, 1966, both
now abandoned. This application Apr. 27, 1971,
Ser. No. 138,005

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 2, 1965,
40/53,778; Nov. 10, 1965, 40/68,501; June 30,
1966, 41/42,102

Int. a. A61k 27/00
U.S. a. 424—251

j
2 Oaims

Poultry coccidiosis is combatted by administering to

poultry an anticoccidial amount of

3 - (2 - methyl-4-amino-5-pyrimidinyl)methyl-4-methyl-

5-(2-chloroethyl)thiazoIium chloride hydrochloride

or ' '

3 - (2 - methyl-4-amino-5-pyrimidinyl)-methyl-4-methyl-

5 - (2 - chloroethyl)thiazolium naphthalene 1,5-disul-

fonate.

0.004-0.6% by weight of the respective compound is in-

corporated in poultry feed for obtaining the best results.

3,786,148

METHOD OF TREATING HYPERTENSION WITH
MORPHANTHRIDINES

Richard Dage, Brown Deer, Wis., assignor to Colgate-
Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
49,502, June 24, 1970, now Patent No. 3.692,906. This
application Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,527

Int CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—267 3.Claims

The inventive method comprises administering a mor-
phanthridine to a hypertensive animal to effect a lowering
of blood pressure. Representative of the compounds that

can be used in the method are 2-chloro-ll-(3-dimethyl-

aminopropylidene)-morphanthridine and ll-(l-methyl-

4-piperidylene)-morphanthridine.

^V'^ ' Formula 1

wherein Rt, R2, and R3 are selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclu-

sive, halogen, nitro. cyano. trifluoromethyl, and alkoxy.

alkylthio. alkylsulfinyl. alkylsulfonyl. alkanoylamino and

dialkylamino. in which the carbon chain moieties are of

1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive, and wherein R4 and R5 are

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and alkyl

as defined above and including the pharmacologically

acceptable acid addition salts and N-5 oxide in combina-

tion with a nutrient feed. A process for obtaining increased

productivity in meat-producing, milk-producing and egg-

laying animals by feeding the aforementioned compound
in combination with nutrient feeds.

3,786,150

FUNGICIDAL USE OF CERTAIN BENZ
[d]ISOTHIAZOLES

Fui-Tseng H. Lee and Gert P. Volpp, Princeton, NJ.,
assignors to FMC Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,674

Int a. AOln 9/12
\

US. a. 424—270 1 Claim

3,6-dichloro - 7 - nitrobenz[dlisothiazole. useful as a

fungicide, is described. The preparation of the compound
and fungicidal formulations containing it are also de-

scribed.

3,786,151

METHODS OF COMBATTING BACTERIA OR
FUNGI USING 3-METHYL-4,4-DICHLORO-5-
PYRAZOLONE

Pierre Girault, Paris, and Guy Hagemann, Nogent-sur-

Mame, France, assignors to Roussel-UCLAF, Paris,

France

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,272

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 17, 1970,

30,177

Int. CI. AOln 9/22 I

U.S. CI. 424—273 2 Claims

Biocidal 3-methyl 4,4-dichloro 5-pyrazolone, biocidal

mineral or organic salts thereof, biocidal compositions

containing 3-methyl 4,4-dichloro 5-pyrazolone or its min-

eral or organic salts, a method for controlling bacteria

and a method for controlling bacteria and fungi.
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3,786,152

SURFACE-COATING COMPOSITIONS CONTAIN-
' ING N' - TRICHLOROMETHYLMERCAPTO-

INDAZOLES
Pasquale P. Minleri, Woodside, N.Y., assignor to

Tenneco Chemicals, Inc.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No.

589,235, Oct 25, 1966, now Patent No. 3,637,736, and

Ser. No. 689,812, Dec. 12, 1967, now Patent No.

3,641,050. This appUcation Nov. 6, 1970, Ser. No.

87,615
Int CL AOln 9/22

U.S. CI. 424—273 ,

14 Qalms
Compounds that have the structural formula

^•+
II i

\/\n/ci

i>

wherein X represents nitro, amino (halogenated benzyli-

dene) amino, or halogen, Y represents hydrogen or halo-

gen, and n is a number in the range of zero to 2 are used

to protect surface-coating compositions from deteriora-

tion resulting from attack by fungi and other microor-

ganisms.

wher?in n is or 1 are useful in the prevention or cure

of fungal infections, e.g., Botrytis cinerea, in plants and

for combatting noxious insects, e.g., flies, cockroaches and

ants.

3,786,156

METHOD OF TREATING HYPERGLYCEMIA
Ronald H. Rynbrandt and Elisabeth S. Cerda, Portage,

and Fredericka L. Schmidt, Kalamazoo, Mich., as-

signors to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 106,601, Jan. 14, 1971. This appUcation

Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,575

Int a. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—305 7 Claims

A method of treating hyperglycemia and more speci-

fically diabetes mellitus in mammals e.g. dogs, cats, horses,

and humans, with a unit dosage form of exo-bicyclo-

alkane carboxylic acids and esters thereof of the For-

mula I:

3,786,153
CONTROL OF VAMPIRE BATS

Roy D. Thompson and Charies P. Breidenstein, Lake-

wood, Colo., assignors to the United States of America

as represented by the Secretary of the Interior

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,168

Int a. AOln 9/24. 9/28

U.S. CI. 424—281 4 Claims

Population reduction of vampire bats is accomplished

hy means of a toxicant administered systemically to

host animals, particularly cattle. The toxicant is admin-

istered in an amount that is harmless to the host animal

but is lethal to vampires that feed on the blood of the

host.

wherein n has the value of 1 to 3, inclusive, wherein x is

zero or 1; and wherein R is selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl.

3,786,154

COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD EMPLOYING l-[4-

HYDROXY - 3'-(HYDROXYMETHYL)-PHENYL]-
lHYDROXY-2-ARALKYLAMINOETHANES

John T. Suh, Meqifon, and Thomas M. Bare, Milwaukee^

Wis., assignors to Colgate-Palmolive Company, New
York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

150,220, June 4, 1971, now Patent No. 3,700,692. This

application Oct 19, 1977, 5vf. No. 298,841

Int CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—282 6 Clainis

Pharmaceutical compositions containing ai-[[(a-meth-

yl - 3,4 - methylenedioxyphenethyl) amino! - methyl] -4-

hydroxy-m-xylene-a*,a3.diol are useful in producing bron-

chodilation in animals.

3,786,157

METHOD OF TREATING HYPERGLYCEMIA
Ronald H. Rynhrandt, Portage, and Fredericka L.

Schmidt Kalamazoo, Mich., assignors to The Upjohn

Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-ui-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 106,590, Jan. 14, 1971. This appUcation

Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,574

Int CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—317 3 Claims

A method of treating hyperglycemia and more specifi-

cally diabetes mellitus in mammals e.g. dogs, cats, horses,

and humans, with a unit dosage form of exo-tricyclo-

alkane-anti-carboxylic acid and esters of the Formula I:

COOH

3,786,155

SULFUR CONTAINING FUNGICIDAL COMPOSI-
TIONS AND METHODS OF USE

Gilbert Cousserans, Portet-sur-Garonne, and Francois

Mathey, Robert Scuflaire, and Oleg Gryszkiewic-

Trochimowski. Ballancourt, France, assignors to Azote

et Produits Chimiques S.A., Toulouse, France

No Drawing. Filed Sept 8, 1970, Ser. No. 70,600

Claims priority, application France, Sept 8, 1969,

6930409
Int a. AOln 9/12

U.S. a. 424—301 Saalms
Compositions comprising as an active ingredient a com-

pound of the formula

(iso-CaHT)O—COS—(CH2)n—SOC—0( iso-CsH,)

3,786,158

SUBSTITUTED O-CARBAMYLHYDROXAMATE
INSECTICIDES

James B. Buchanan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. AppUcation Apr. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 32,410,

now Patent No. 3,639,633, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 670,494, Aug. 31, 1967,

now Patent No. 3,576,834, which is a continuation-in-

part of appUcation Ser. No. 602,134, Dec. 16, 1966,

which in turn is a continuation-in-part of appUcation

Ser. No. 361,277, Apr. 20, 1964, both now abandoned.

Divided and this appUcation Sept 9, 1971, Ser. No.

179 235
Int a. AOln 9/12, 9/20

U.S. CI. 424—327
^ 4 Qaims

Substituted 0-carbamylhydroxamates such as methyl

0-(methylcarbamylthiolacetohydroxamate are useful in
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controlling insects, other arthropod pests and pestiferous is spray-dried at the lowest possible temperature to obtain

mollusks.
'' ^ powder product in which the water is substantially re-

^ moved and the alcohol is contained within a coating of the

ERRATUM water-soluble product.

For Class 424—263 sec:

Patent No. 3,786,160

3,786,159

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING ALCOHOL-
CONTAINING SOLID MATTER

Jinichi Sato, Nagoya, and Tosiro Kurnsu, Niwa-gun,

Japan, assignors to Sato Shokuhin Kogyo Kabushild

Kaisha, Komaki-shi, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 13, 1971, S«r. No. 207,659

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. IS, 1970,
45/114,585

Int CL A231 1/04
U.S. a. 426—302 8 Haims
A solution of alcohol, water and a water-soluble prod-

uct is formed, the water-soluble product being present in

an amount more than 70% by weight of the water and

more than 100% by weight of the alcohol. The solution

3,786,160
USE OF 2-HYDROXYMETHYL-3.HYDROXY-6.
(1-HYDROXY - 2-AMINOETHYL)-PYRIDINES
AS BRONCHODILATORS
Wayne E. Barth, New London, Conn., assignor to

Pfizer Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Original application Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

115,878, now Patent No. 3,700,681, dated Oct. 24,

1972. Divided and this appUcation May 25, 1972, Scr.

No. 256,756
Int a. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—263 10 Claims
2-hydroxymethyl - 3 - hydroxy - 6 - (I-hydroxy-2-

aminoethyl) pyridines and salts thereof, a novel class of

^-adrenergic agonist bronchodilators in mammals, and 2-

hydroxymethyl - 3 - benzyloxy - 6 - pyridinecarboxal-

dehyde, a valuable intermediate in the preparation of the

subject compounds.

ELECTRICAL
3,786,161

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING AND
CONTROL OF METALLURGICAL FURNACES

Guy Sartorius, Bau-Saint-Martin, France, assignor to Societe

Des Aders Fins De L'Est, Paris, France

Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 376,985

Claims priority, application France, July 11, 1972,

7225154
Int.CI.F27d////0

U.S. CI. 13-12 10 Claims

other similar fibrous materia! which is light weight, strong and

capable of acting as an insulator and container of he^t at tem-

peratures in excess of 2,000°F. The body, the lid and the base

are each covered with a stainless steel exterior surface to pro-

tect these elements from mechanical damage. The source of

controlled heat shown comprises electric elements supported

in retaining recesses in the wall of the cylindrical body.

3,786,163

LOW-FREQUENCY INDUCTION FURNACE
Masahiro Kohama, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Kokusai

Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha, Yokohama-shi, Japan

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,639

Int.CI.H05b5//2

U.S. CI. 13-29 4 Claims

a!>^
a-i

A process and apparatus for the monitoring and control of

the heating conditions of a metallurgical furnace. The inside

surface temperature of the furnace walls is continuously mea-

sured and after the temperature reaches a predetermined

minimum, the temperature increase per unit time is also mea-

sured. When both the temperature increase per unit time and

the temperature exceed predetermined minimum values an

alarm is operated and control signal^ are inputted to control

circuitry for decreasing the temperature by carrymg the elec-

trode current and by reducing the furnace voltage if varying

the electrode current does not produce a desired reduction in

the temperature increase per unit of time after a predeter

mined period.

A low-frequency induction furnace in which molten metal

reservoirs are provided on both sides of a primary coil, both

reservoirs communicating with each other at their bottom por-

tions by means of two secondary grooves extending across the

primary coil. The bottom portion of each molten metal reser-

voir is of a size such that its cross-sectional area in the

direction transverse to the direction of energization by in-

duced current is smaller than that of each secondary groove.

The induced current is induced in the molten metal in the

'eservoirs by energy from the primary coil.

3,786,162

PORTABLE KILNS

Frank S. Cobon, 1666 Hillview, Sarosota, Fla.

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,122

Int. CI. HOSb 3/66

U.S. CI. 13-22 7 Claims

3,786,164

VACUUM OVEN FOR FIRING CERAMIC FACINGS

Karl Hintenberger, Krogerstr. 4, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many
Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,641

Claims priority, applkatkm Germany, Apr. 22, 1971,

P 21 19 563.1

Int.CI.H05b//00

U.S. CI. 13-31 3 CUIms

^-t^'^'^y;:-:-:.:-:-.-^-:^^^.-.:-!^

t^ai^»idu6*^a*M^nimr<*tii

A relatively light weight portable kiln which may be quickly

and easily disassembled, transported and reassembled. The

kiln shown comprises: a cylindrical body, an optional body ex-

tender, a disk shaped base which engages the body, a similarly

shaped lid, a metallic support frame and a controlled source of

heat. The cylindrical body, the base and the lid are vacuum

formed members composed of alumina-silica, zirconium or

Ceramic facings are filed in a refractory lined oven having a

pre-heating zone and a firing zone, the facings being charged

into the preheating zone on a carriage which may be moved

into the firing zone. The oven chamber may be selectively

evacuated through a main conduit which connects the lower

part of the oven housing to the intake of a vacuum pump or

supplied with inert gas from a supply thereof. For this purpose,

branch conduits lead from the vacuum pump and the inert gas

1205
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supply to the main conduit, and valves in the branch conduits

may be selectively operated A venting valve is mounted m the

upper part of the oven housing for venting inert gas from the

oven chamber.

3.786.165

PREHEATING METHOD FOR FL'RNACES

\nne-Marie Anthony nee Barbier. Meudon; Krzvsztof

Dembinski. Tigv; Michele Faucher nee Dupre. Fonteney Le

Fkury. and Lucien Dupont. Vouzon, all of France, assignors

to Agence Natioaale De Valorisation D« La Recherche (An-

var). Paris-Defense. France

Division of Ser. No. 91,847, Nov. 23, 1970. This application

Nov. 30. 1972, S«r. No. 310,790

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 24, 1970, 7040379

Int. CI. F27d 2JI00

t.S. CI. 13-34 2 Claims

of the even tempered scale when the keys corresponding to

said two notes are simultaneously operated. The instrument

employs a voltage controlled oscillator, a voltage source hav-

ing output voltages proportional to the frequencies of the

notes of the scale, a group of key operated switches and sc-is

resistors for selectively connecting the oscillator to the vcl age

source. The resistors of operated switches form a voltage di-

vider when two keys are simultaneously operated and a volt-

age equal to the average of the convertedvoltages is applied to

the oscillator to produce the intermediate tone.

3,786.167

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
James J. Borell. 1318 W. Oak St.. KIsslmmee. FU.. and Arthur

R. Bonham. 5614 Lejeune Dr.. Orlando. Fla.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972. Ser. No. 280.501

Int. CLGlOhi/00. 5/00

U.S.CL84-1.16
12CUims

I

The furnace has n superposed rows of m heating elements

suspended on supports, the assembly bounding a heating cavi-

ty in the form of a tunnel. The elements are U-shaped and

suspended at the ends of their arms. At least some of these ele-

ments are heated to 2000" to 2200X by a movable preheating

element, supplemented by radiation from the initially pre-

heated elements to the others progressively.

3,786,166

KEYBOARD TYPE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Fumio Mleda, SaiUma, Japan, assignor to Kelo Giken Kogiyo

Kabushikikaishlya, Tokyo. Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 2 1 ,83 1 , March 8. 197 1 ,
abandoned.

This appUcation May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,299

Int.CLG10h//02

U.S.CL84-1.01
2Ctoims

^

Musical instruments playable in duet fashion by one player

includes a stringed instrument with segmented frets A control

system for the other instrument includes a control circuit for

each string and which has actuating circuits that are as-

sociated with the open and keyed string tones playable on the

string. The actuating circuits associated with the second and

higher string keying positions are enabled by simultaneous

string contact with adjacent fret sections, and simultaneous

string contact with a plate and fret segment at the first position

serves to enable the actuating circuit associated with the first

string keying position. A disabling circuit has components as-

sociated with each actuating circuit and which disable the as-

sociated actuating circuit in response to output signals of the

actuating circuits associated with the higher keying positions.

Open tone sensing circuits are avoided in one embodiment

especially designed for chord playing players of the stringed

instrument and in which simultaneous signals from a predeter-

mined number of disabling circuits that are enabled by simul-

taneous keying of different strings serve to control an auxiliary

circuit to enable the actuating circuits associated with the

open tones of the unkeyed strings.

^^
!2^»

m
ContniUrd

OscilDIOr

, , "^ POMtr Source Cct

1 ; 5«»ichAfmy\ \ 1

2^2 ^J

A keyboard type electronic musical instrument, having a

group of twelve keys per octave for playing the even tempered

scale, is adapted to sound the quarter tone between two notes

3,786,168

HOLDER MEMBER FOR A DISC-SHAPED

SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENT

Andre Jaecklln, Ennetbaden. and Siegfried Strassler, Wettln-

gen, both of Switzerland, assignors to Brown, Boveri & Com-

pany Ltd., Baden, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 6. 1972, Ser. No. 231,959

CUims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 11, 1971,

3691/71 , ,^ I

Int. CL H05k 7120 I

U.S.CL 174-15 R 3 Claims

A holder member for a disc-shaped semiconductor element

includes a pair of spaced support plates each resiliently biased

January 15, 1974

against one of a pair of pressure plates which are sandwiched

between them. The semiconductor element is held between

the pressure plates. The contacting surfaces between the sup-

port plates and the pressure plates each has a different radius

of curvature. Various embodiments of the contacting surfaces

ELECTRICAL 1207

constituted by a piston located within the conductor, the

piston being actuated by introduction of the pressurized insu-

lating gas into the conductor and casing and mdudmg a

tapered surface portion which forces the leg radially outward.

3,786,170

INSULATION GAS FILLED ENCAPSULATED HIGH

VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR
Dieter Floessel, Fisllsbach, Switzerland, assignor to Brown

Boveri & Company Limited, Baden, Switeerland

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,003

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 8, 1971,

13097/71; Sept. 24, 1971, 13994/71

Int. CLHOlb 9/0/

U.S.a. 174-28 ,
JOC"-™^

between the support plates and the pressure plates include a

convexly shaped projection on one with a convex, concave or

planar surface on the other. Further, the contacting surfaces

can be provided by intermediate members positioned between

the oppositely facing plates and with the intermediate mem-

bers having a convex or spherically shaped contacting surface.

3,786,169

INSULATION GAS FILLED ENCAPSULATED HIGH

VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR
Dieter Floessel, Fislisbach, Switzertond, assignor to Brown

Boveri & Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,002

Ctalms priority, appUcation Switzerland, Sept. 20, 1971,

13598/71. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

June 12, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLHOlb 9/04

U.S.CL 174-28 »« Claims

U 12 13
13 12 U

A hich-voltage tubular electrical conductor is encapsulated

within a pressurized insulation gas filled rectilinear tubular

casing and supported centrally within the casing by longitu-

dinally spaced support-insulators each of which is provided

with three legs spaced 1
20° apart about the conductor. Two of

the legs are fixedly secured to the conductor structure and in-

clude rolling means in the form of balls at their outer ends to

facilitate abrasion-free insertion of the conductor-support in-

sulator assembly within the casing. The third leg is supported

by- the tubular conductor for movement in a radial direction

bv a pneumatic drive mechanism to enable the leg to be

moved from a radially inward position establishing an initial

clearance with the wall of the casing during insertion of the

conductor and support insulator assembly to a radially out-

ward position establishing a spring-loaded elastic pressure

contact with the casing wall thereby to secure the support-in-

sulator in position against longitudinal displacement. The

pneumatic drive mechanism for the radially displaceable leg is

An encapsulated high-voltage conductor structure in which

the conductor is supported centrally within a grounded tubu-

lar casing by means of insulators, the casing being filled with a

pressurized insulating gas and being divided in sections which

are coupled together in essentially end-to-end relation by

means of coupling joints which provide compensation for tem-

perature-induced expansion and contraction of the casing sec-

tions. Each coupling joint is provided by a housing mcluding

oppositely extending coupling sleeves into which the ends of

adjoining casing sections are inserted for sliding, guidmg

movement as the sections expand or contract, there being in-

terposed in an annular gap provided between the end of each

casing section and the associated coupling sleeve a sealing

means in the form of a flexible tube turned back upon itself

which accommodates the relative longitudinal displacement

between the casing section and its coupling sleeve

, J

3,786,171

INTEGRAL HINGED WIRING RACEWAY

Jerry P. Shlra, Toronto, OnUrio, Canada, assignor to Kyoda

Plastics Limited, Misslssauga, Ontario, Canada

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,936

Int. CLH02g J/04

U.S.a. 174-48
''C'*'"*

A surface mounting electrical wiring raceway having a back

member adapted to be mounted on a wall, and a front cover.

ni.S O.G.—43
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The front cover is hingeably connected to the back member

adjacent to one lateral edge thereof, and releaseably coupled

to the back member adjacent to the opposite lateral edge. The

raceway is of single unit construction and requires no align-

ment if installed adjacent to a floor or ceiling.

3,786,172

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD METHOD AND APPARATUS

Larry R. Cooky. Fountain Valley, Calif., assignor to Accra-

Point Arrays Corporation, Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, S«r. No. 311,738

lBt.CLHOSb;//«

VS. CI. 174-68.5 * Claims

3,786,174 I

INSULATION GAS FILLED ENCAPSULATED HIGH
VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR

Dieter FloesscI, FUlisbach. Swiuerland. assignor to Brown

Boveri & Company Limited. Baden, Switzerland

Filed July 1 8. 1 972. Ser. No. 272.875

Chims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 13, 1971,

13295/71. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

June 1 2, 1990. has been disclaimed. .

Int. CI. HO lb 9/04
'

U.S.CL 174-28 4 Claims

I

A method for the low cost production of printed circuits

with both soldered-in component leads and welded wire con-

nections, which includes applying a sheet of highly weldable

material such as stainless steel to an insulative board, plating a

layer of highly solderable material such as copper over the

stainless steel, applying a first resist pattern and then a first

etchant such as ferric chloride that etches both copper and

stainless steel to form a predetermined printed circuit pattern,

and then applying a second resist pattern and a second etchant

such as chromic acid which etches only the copper to leave ex-

posed regions of the stainless steel. Components can be wave

soldered in place, and the solder will not adhere to the stain-

less steel so that wires can later be welded to the exposed

stainless steel weld regions. More uniform welding can be ob-

tained by applying an underlayer of copper to the insulative

substrate under the stainless steel layer, so that there is a »ow

resistance path to all weld regions.

A high-voltage electrical conductor is encapsulated within

an insulation gas filled rectilinear tubular casing and sup-

ported centrally within the casing by longitudinally spaced

support-insulators each of which is provided with three radi-

ally directed legs spaced 1 20° apart about the conductor. Two

of the legs have fixed positions on the insulator structure but

the third leg is spring-loaded for movement in the radial

direction from a retracted, latched position to a radially out-

ward unlatched position. A carriage running on wheels or rolls

is used to transport the insulator-conductor structure into the

casing with the third leg in its retracted, latched position and

with the outer ends of all three legs spaced from the casing

wall so that no undesirable contact therebetween takes place

during the transporting operation. When the insulator has

reached the desired position of installation, the latch for the

third leg is released causing this leg to move outward and press

firmly against the casing wall accompanied by a like move-

ment of the other two fixed legs into pressure contact with the

casing wall.

m 3,786,173

ELECTRICAL SPLICE

Kuno J. Vogt, 5854 Kantor Ct., San Diego. Calif.

Filed Jan. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 221.913

Int. CI H02g 15108

U.S.CL 1 74-88 S

3,786,175

ELECTRICAL INSULATOR HAVING SHEDS ARRANGED
AT AN ANGLE TO ITS AXIS

Frank Hanslow Proctor, Gloucester, England, assignor to

Transmission Developments Limited, Gloucester, England

Filed Apr. 19. 1972. Ser. No. 245.434

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Apr. 27, 1971,

3 Claims 1 1701/71; Aug. 17, 1971,38553/71

Int. CLHOlb 7 7/50./ 7/60
|

U.S.CL 174-211 4 Claims

1
39

22 23
13 t6

An electrical splice having first and second mating identical

insulative parts with channels therein for receiving first and

second pairs of conductors, respectively, and an insulative

center member with first and second shorting pins disposed on

opposite sides of first and second guide locking members

which cooperate with guide slots in the first and second identi-

cal parts for receiving the guide locking members.

The invention describes a shedded insulator for supporting

electric conductors particularly the conductors of overhead

transmission lines. Instead of making the sheds normal to the

axis of the insulator the sheds are arranged at an angle to a

plane normal to the axis of the insulator. The sheds may be of

the same or different diameters.
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3,786,176

MAGNETIC RECORDING AND/OR REPRODUCING
SYSTEM

Hisaaki Narahara; Toshihiko Numakura, both of Tokyo, and

Yoshimi Watanabe, Kanagawa-ken, aU of Japan, assignors

to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 13, 1972. Ser. No. 305,986

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 19, 1971, 46/

92801; Nov. 22. 1971,46/9^830

Int. CLH04B5/7S. 9/02

U.S.CL 178-5.4 CD 17 Claims

of the red, green and blue color signals generated by a televi-

sion camera. The outputs of the comparators are combined in

an AND gate to ascertain when an essentially black or essen-

tially white signal obtains. When such signal is present, the dif-

ferences between red and green color signals and between

blue and green color signals are reduced by servomechanisms.

jsrajBi

3,786,178

CIRCUIT FOR PRODIICING ATHREE LINE SEQUENTIAL

COLOR TELEVISION SIGNAL

Werner Scholz, Gehrden, Germany, assignor to TED BlWplat-

ten Aktiengesellschaft AEG-Telefunken TeWec, Zug, Swit-

zerland ^ _«^
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,576

Claims priority. appUcatioo Germany, Dec. 9, 1971.

P 21 61 106.3 .,,
Int. CLH04n/ /22

U.S. a. 178-5.4 CD 'Claims

12 LOW PASS FILTER

p-y„, c-Y^^. bym

An improved system for magnetic recording and/or

reproducing a color television signal includmg a luminance

signal and a chrominance signal which contains a burst signal

therein Before recording the television signal, the

chrominance signal is frequency-converted to a frequency

band lower than its original one and the burst signal is ex-

tracted from the chrominance signal. The burst signal is then

combined with the luminance signal to frequency-modulate a

carrier signal having a predetermined frequency then both

the frequency-converted chrominance signal and the frequen-

cy-modulated signal are recorded on a magnetic medium.

When the magnetic medium is played back, the frequent-

converted chrominance signal is frequency-reconverted to the

original frequency band by means of a reference signal the

phase of which is controlled by the burst signal reproduced by

frequency-demodulation so that phase erros of the

reproduced chrominance signal are diminished.

DELAY

A recording circuit for producing a three line sequential

color television signal (TRIPAL) to be used with a playback

circuit wherein the luminance signal is formed by combining

the recorded chrominance signals in a matrix
^^^^^Jf"^

from the standard luminance signal matrix, i.e.. M-IRIPAL.

In the recording circuit, a luminance signal Y^ is formed by

combining the three color signals in a matrix which is the same

as that to be used during playback and this luminance signal

Y„ is subtracted from each of the color signals which have

been sequentially sampled at horizontal picture line sweep

frequency.

3,786,177

APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC COLOR BALANCING OF

TELEVISION CAMERA SIGNALS

Lucas John Bazin, Stratford, N J., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y. ,.,,,
Filed June 19, 1972. Ser. No. 264,255

Int. CI. H04n 9108

U.S. a. 178-5.4 BT
'^talms

3,786,179

COLOR SUBCARRIER PHASE SHIFT CIRCUIT FOR

COLOR TELEVISION RECEIVER

Katsuo Mouri, Yokohama, and Gentaro Miyazaki, Fujisawa,

both of J9pan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 29, 1971, Ser. No. 157,885

Claims priority, application Japan, June 29. 1970. 45/56747

Int. CI. H04n 9150

U.S. a. 178-5.4 SD 16 Claims

due
CMCM
TDK

SECOND SIGNAL __
oSmposite circuit

FIRST SIGNAL ^
COMPOSITE CIRCUIT

oT B-Y

NEGATIVE PHASE
SHIFT CIRCUIT

First second and third signal level comparators are used to

compare against a predetermined signal level respective ones

A B-Y color subcarrier a. and a signal b., the phase of which

is shifted by a specific angle d by a phase shift circuit, are sup-

plied to first and second differential amplifiers thereby to ob-

Lin signals a, and h, whose phases are reversed with respect to
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those of said input signals a. and b. and the signals fr. and^.

are combined vector-wise by th.rd and fourth differential am-

plifiers. The signal i, and one of said signals a. and fl, are then

combined vector-wise by fifth and sixth differential amplifiers

at the same time, so that an R-Y subearrier signal and a G-Y

subcarrier signal having specific phase angles 90 and -123

with respect to the color subcarrier signal a, are formed.

3,786,180

FOURIER TRANSFORMING SYSTEM

Albert Macovskl, Palo Aho, CaUf.. assignor to SUnford

Research Institute, Menio Park, Calif.

Filed July 31, 1972. Ser. No. 276,710

Int. CI. H04n 9/54. 9/60

horizontal sweeps orthogonal to the line segments. With each

sweep the hammers are fired simultaneously in response to

video signals indicative of the light level at corresponding

positions in each line segment

U.S. CI. 178-6.5
1 3 Claims

3,786,182

FRAME-BYFRAME VIDEO IMAGE RECORDING
APPARATUS

Masahiko Kaneko; Hiroshi Miyama, and Jun NfahkIa, all of

Kadoma, Japan, assignors to MatsushiU Electric Industrial

Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed June 7. 1971, Ser. No. 150,663

Claims priority, application Japan, June 9 >970. ^5/50084;

July 17, 1970.45/62981; July 17, 1970, 45/62982; July 22,

1970, 45/64531; July 23, 1970, 45/65300; Aug. 7 1970,

45/69452; Aug. 19. 1970, 45/73079; Oct 6, 1970, 45/88568;

June 23, 1970. 45/62992 |U1; July 21. 1970. 45/73155 [Ul;

Oct 15. 1970. 45/ 103093 [U

I

Int. CI. H04n 5186

U.S. CI. 178-6.7 A 5 Claims

A Fourier transform of a two-dimensional scene may be

made by viewing that scene with a television camera. The out-

put of the scene modulates a source of coherent light, which is

then divided into two light beams. One beam of coherent hght

is deflected bv a light defiection system synchronously with

the television camera, so that its angle of impingement on an

integrating plane is varied accordingly. The undeflected light^

beam is also directed at the integrating plane where both light

beams are integrated by either a photographic film or another

television camera and thereby forms a Fourier transform of

the scene. The film records the magnitude of the Fourier

transform while the second television camera provides electri-

cal signals representative thereof.

3,786,181

OPTICAL LINE SCANNER AND FACSIMILE SYSTEM

Charles B. Pear, Jr.. Greenlawn, N.Y., assignor to Potter In-

strument Company. Inc.. Plalnview. N.Y.

Filed Sept. 7 . 1 97 1 . Ser . No. 1 78,2 1

1

Int. CI. H04n 3100

U.S. CI. 178-6.8 9 Claims

A recording apparatus for recording a video image on a

recording medium comprises a recording mechanism includ-

ing a cathode-ray tube and pressure means for pressing the

recording medium against a faceplate of the cathode-ray tube.

and an electronic control means for controlling the recording

mechanism. The control means includes a smgle-frame gate

means adapted to be started by a start switch thereby energiz-

ing the cathode-ray tube to reproduce the video image on a

desired single-frame, and feed means governed by the start

switch for actuating a feeding element of the recording

mechanism so as to effect timely feeding of the recording

medium. This recording apparatus thus recording a video

image signal frame-by-frame as above-described, the feedmg

rate of the recording medium need not be synchronized with

the sweeping rate of a flying-spot on the faceplate.

'mammkmI "h1 h] n

ciikuitI cJ 4J ii

't • : T T 7 T n .

Vioeo CMKII* TUtE

H^' /^

A

'I moku 1 _| no

tŝ^

To scan a long line of printed information, a fiber-optic line-

to-rectangle converter is configured at one end to divide a

long scan line into a plurality of shorter segments which are ar-

ranged at4he opposite end to form an array composed of con-

secutive segments stacked in parallel. Since the array covers

an area instead of a line, a video camera tube scanning the

array utilizes more of its useable face area thus improving

image resolution for the converted line To operate a helical

bar printer having as many hammers as line segments m the

converter, the rectangular image is scanned with a series of

3.786.183 I

CONTRAST DETECTOR FOR VIDEO TRACKING
SYSTEM

Richard Alan Satterfield. Huntington Beach. Calif., assignor to

Northrup Corporation. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed June 21. 1972. Ser. No. 264.975

Int.CI.H04n7//S

U.S. CI. 178-6.8 10 Claims

The video output of a television camera which is being util-

ized to acquire and track a target is fed through an appropnate

clamp and filter to positive and negative peak detectors, which

detect the maximum and minimum values of this video ap-

pearing within an area defined by a tracking gate or "win-

dow " The time constants of the peak detectors are adjusted in

accordance with the expected area of the target to provide an

optimum signal to noise ratio. Peak positive and negative ex-

cursions of the video are held in hold circuits, the time con-

stants of these circuits being governed by an appropriate con-

trol signal which provides different time constants for the

acquisUion mode and for the tracking mode. The outputs of

the hold circuits are subtracted from each other, the dif-

ference signal thus obtained indicating the spread between the
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peak positive and negative excursions of the sampled video^

This difference signal is multiplied by separate predetermined

factors to provide separate signals, each of which is a different

fraction of the spread signal. These signals are each separately

algebraically summed with the signal representmg the peak

positive excursion and the signal representing the peak posi-

ELECTRICAL 1211

rigidly adhered to fixed areas on the external surface of the

tube with a hardened adhesive material. The hardened adhe-

sive material provides the sole support for the platform and a

yoke mounted thereto.

The novel method includes positioning a platform against a

tube and injecting a first hardenable liquid adhesive material

between at least portions of the positioned platform and the

tive excursion and fed to separate voltage comparators for

comparison with the clamped and filtered camera output. The

output signals thus generated, which represent the width of

the video signal at the various amplitudes represented by the

multiplying factors, are fed to tracking logical control tor

utilization in controlling the slewing of the TV camera.

3.786.184

FOCUSING

Leon Andre Pieters. Cambridge, England, assignor to Image

Analysing Computers Limited. Melbourne, Royston, Hert-

fordshire. England ,,, ^,,
Filed Feb. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 223.61

1

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Feb. 5. 1971,

3.994/71
Int. CL H04n 5126

U.S.CL 178-7.2

tube The first adhesive material is permitted to harden and to

fix the platform on the tube. A housing for a magnetic deflec-

tion yoke with the yoke therein is positioned adjacent the

fixed platform, and the position of the housing is adjusted with

respect to the fixed platform to obtain a desired operational

relationship of the yoke and the tube. The housing with yoke

therein is then mounted to the platform in the desired opfcra-

tional relationship.

IMAGE PLANE »

»J rT
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3.786,186

ENHANCEMENT AND DETECTION OF SMALL STATIC

16 Claims qbjecT IN SCENE BY USE OF PROGRAMMED MOTION

OF IMAGE OF SCENE

Charles Edgar Thomas, Jr, Baltimore, Md.. assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Air Force. Washington, D.C. ,,,,.,
Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,417

_ Int.CLH01j29/«9;H04n7//5

U.S. a. 178-7.89
<^<^»«""*

An automatic focusing system particularly adaptable for use

with optical microscopes in which a final image is formed on

the photo sensitive target of a television camera. Two objects

are spaced by different amounts from the refl"^'"g
^"/^f"^

associated with the specimen under examination such th?t the

reflected images are equally out of focus when the specimen

image is in focus on the camera target.

3,786.185

CATHODE-RAY TUBE-YOKE PLATFORM -YOKE
COMBINATION AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLING THE

COMBINATION

Terry Monroe Shrader, Leola, Pa., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tlon. New York, N.Y.
,,,,e^

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,756

Int. CI. H04n 5164

US CI 178-7 8
9 Claims

The combination includes a cathode-ray tube in operational

relationship with a magnetic deflection yoke. A platform is

Method of, and apparatus for, enhancing and detecting a

small static object in a scene. The object perceptability against

the surrounding scene is enchanced by moving a static image

of the scene in a preselected programmed motion. The motion

blurs the undesired clutter of the scene; and, the small static

object is detectet^^by and because of the trace made by the

movement of the image of the small static object.
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3,786,187

APPARATUS FOR TESTING SYSTEMS AND DATA
TRANSMITTING NETWORKS BY SIMULATION

Luciano D« Vita, and Emilio Mancini. both of Rome. Italy, as-

signors to Alitalia Linee Ae«r«e Italians S.p.A., Rome, luly

Filed Nov . 24, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 20 1 ,842

Claims priority, application lUly, Mar. 23, 1970, 49260

A/70
Int. CI. H04b 3146; H04I 25102

U.S.CI. 178-69A 4 Claims

tinuously adapted to approximate the vocal tract transfer

function.

V
m^m0Tfcj7Mit't

rm

6^

3,786,188

SYNTHESIS OF PURE SPEECH FROM A REVERBERANT
SIGNAL

Jont Brandon Allen, Fair Haven. NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights. N J.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,731

Int. CI. G 1017/00

U.S. CL 179- 1 SA 10 culms

r^

"'' KBKWCTl CI

DC xxDMiurcg mich

3,786,189

TELEPHONE ANNOUNCING AND MESSAGE
RECORDING MACHINE

Thomas J. Gaven, Livingston; Harry E- Crocker, Irvington,

and Edward FeMman, Teaneck, all of N J., assignors to Mc-

Graw-Edison Company. Elgin, III.

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 2 16,07

1

Int. CL H04m / /64 . G 1 1 b / 7/06

U.S. CL 179—6 R 10 Claims

An apparatus for testing systems and networks for data

transmission by simulation, comprising a character generator

of arranged to generate under control a prc-fixed sequence of

characters; comparator means for comparing the characters

produced by said generator with a sequence of received

characters; means for controlling a transmission of the

sequence of characters produced by said generator con-

sequent to a favourable comparison; means for causing the ap-

paratus to stop operating consequent to an unfavourable com-

parison.

A telephone announcing and message recording apparatus

comprises an announcing instrument having a turntable with a

square recess open at one side to receive a square record

faced with a magnetic coating. In the bottom wall of the

turntable is a notch engageable by a latch relay which also

controls the power to the drive motor to stop the turntable al-

ways in the same load-unload position. During recording of an

announcement by a user on a first part of the record a tone

arm and a memory arm are moved in unison, but upon shifting

the instrument out of recording at the end of the announce-

ment the memory arm is disengaged from the tone arm and

latched in its operated positiorj, and the instrument continues

to run to the end of the record only to perform a timing func-

tion When the machine is placed in telephone answering con-

dition it first plays back the announcement to the subscriber

responsive to a ringing signal. When, thereupon, the tone arm

passes the memory arm a switch is operated to connect the

telephone line to a message recorder and a signal is fed on the

line to apprise the subscriber that a message may now be

recorded. At the end of the recording of a message another

signal is fed into the line and the tone arm returned to start

position.

Speech that has been reverberated by the transfer function

of a reverberant enclosure is analyzed to detect parameters

from which an unreverberative synthetic version of the

original speech may be constructed. The process involves con-

tinuously approximating the vocal tract transfer function of

the speaker The effect of this transfer function is then

removed from the reverberant speech by inverse filtering, the

residual signal being the glottis excitation signal reverberated

by the room. The reverberant excitation function is then

analyzed to determine when the speaker's driving function is

voiced or unvoiced, the periodicity when voiced, and a unique

gain factor Then clean speech is synthesized using the forego-

ing three parameters operating on an all-pole filter that is con-

3.786.190

TELEMETERING SYSTEM FOR MULTI-CHANNEL DATA
OVER VOICE GRADE TELEPHONE LINES

John R. Pori. Novato. Calif., assignor to Parallel Data Systems,

San Francisco, CaUf.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 21 1.221

lnt.Cl.H04m///06

VS. CL 179—2 DP > Claim

A telemetering system for multi-channel data such as EEC
data where eight channels of such data are frequency modu-
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lated by eight different carrier frequencies and transmitted
CIRCUITS WITH OUTPUT CONTROL GATED BY

over a telephone line pair and then filtered and demodulated. SHIFT
C'«^^*^^,7^"cONTROL MEMORY

Woo Foung Chow, Berkeley Heights, N J., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights, N J.

Filed Oct. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 296,577

Int. CL H04j 3100

U.S. a. 179-15 AO • »« Claims

TO TEL
DAT*

COUPLER

The demodulator for each channel includes only a single in-

ductor which is matched with the modulator inductor.

3,786,191

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE ANSWERING DEVICE WITH

SIMULTANEOUS MESSAGE RECEPTION AND
TRANSMISSION

Toshifumi Nagasawa, Tokyo, and Hanihiko Ohshima,

Kawasaki, both of Japan, assignors to Pioneer Electronics

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,902

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1971,^46/20162

Int. CLH04m 7/64

U.S. CI. 179-6 R 5 Claims

»\ra^
m

CENTRAL CONTROL
PROCSSSOAdTlWiNO

ST*T ION
COWBOL
HEMORV

y^l (SCM )

IS

i&r,-3rTiE^
1 J* r*-! _ri'' r^TBUISFtH '

In a planar shifting technology time slot interchanger a shift

register has selectable output gates at different stages thereof

which gates are arranged to be actuated under the burden of

predetermined restrictions. Those restrictions are such that in

a numerical sequence of the gates along the shift register, a

central gate, number C.v. is actuatable most frequently; and

other gates at increasingly remote positions from the central

gate in the sequence are actuatable with decreasing frequen-

cy A control memory loop connected to control operation of

one of the output gates is further connected to control opera-

tion of another output gate in the sequence on the same side ot

the central gate. The two gates so controlled have sequence

numbers that, when considered modulo-C^. are complementa-

ry with respect to C.v.

3,786,193

FOUR CHANNEL DECODER WITH VARIABLE MIXING

OF THE OUTPUT CHANNELS

Katsuaki Tsurushima, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Sony

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan ,,,,,„
Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,439

Clalmspriority,appUcation Japan, July 19, 1971,46/53771

Int. CL H04r 5100

U.S. CL 479-1 GQ 9 Claims

An automatic telephone answering device wherem a

message recording tape is started to run simultaneously with

the start of running of an answering tape havmg an answer

signal recorded thereon. The message recording tape is

recorded on its first track with only the answer signal and on

its second track with a composite signal consisting of the

answer signal and the incoming message signal. At the time of

reproduction, the answer signal on the first track of the

recording tape is phase-inverted and the composite signal

reproduced from the second track of the recording tape is

mixed with the phase-inverted answer signal to cancel the

answer signal, whereby only the message signal is audibly

reproduced by a speaker.

T7^

.VII ^

«^j^4

A crosstalk eliminating circuit for use in a four channel

stereo decoder of the type which converts two composite

signals Lt and Rt into four output signals containing dommant

signal components L„ R„ U and R*. respectively, with each of

the output signals further including subdommant signal com-

ponents as crosstalk. The elimination circuit mcludes a cross-

talk detecting circuit having a plurality of all wave rectifying
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circuits and subtraction circuits for producing separate signals

for controlling a plurality of mixing circuits connected

between seiyrate pairs of output channels for transmitting the

output signals, the mixing circuits being controlled so as to

mix two output signals in accordance with the respective con-

trol signal in such a manner that the crosstalk signals con-

tained therein are cancelled.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 15, 1974i
can be obtained having the original frequency components of

the signal and occupying a time duration which is equal to or

smaller or larger than the original sound sequence with the

successive segments of the signal processed by the variable

delay line assembled with regard both to the significant

3,786,194

TELEPHONE SYSTEM EMPLOYlN,G ELECTRONIC
MATRIX

Edouard Pin*de; John Anthony Barseilottl, and Frederico Rk.

cardo Laliccia, all of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, assignors to

International SUndard Electric Corporation, New York,

N Y
Filed June 4, 1971. Ser. No. 149,960

Int. CLH04q/ /52

U.S.CL179-18AD IlCbims
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parameters of human speech or other coding and the^lectri

cal conditions imposed by the system to produce a composite

audio signal which is an intelligible replica of the original and

substantially free of annoying aberrations introduced by the

delay line processor Variable delay using analog or digital

signal storage is also provided.

3,786,196

TOLL CALL DENIAL CIRCUIT

Perry Thomas Gresham. Fort Worth. Tex., assignor to Amer-

ican Teleohone and Telegraph Company. New York. N.Y.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,441

Int.CLH04m 1166

L.S.CL179-18DA 9 Claims

A common control, multi-station, multi-conversation path

intercom system using a single stage, crosspoint matrix for ef-

fecting the switching between stations. Two digit dialling,

either multifrequency tone or dial pulse is used to control the

switching to a called party. Each station line circuit has a talk-

ing potential supply and a current control network. The con-

versation link circuit provides a choke coil isolating talking

currents from the talking battery. Each matrix crosspoint has a

plural transistor network for performing its switching through

function.

3,786,195

. VARIABLE DELAY LINE SIGNAL PROCESSOR FOR
SOUND REPRODUCTION

Murray M. Schiffman, Newton, Mass.. assignor to Cambridge

Research and Development Group. Westport, Conn.; San-

ford D. Greenberg. Washington, D.C. and D. T. Liquidating

Partnership, New York, N.Y.

FlledAug. 13, 197 1, Ser. No. 171,571

Int. CLGlon /06

U.S. CL 179- 15.55 T 65 Claims

An electrical delay line which has variable delay controlled

by a signal input thereto is connected in a sound signal chan-

nel for signals such as human speech, to compress or expand

the sound signal waveform depending on whether the time

delay in the line is increased or decreased. By periodically

sweeping the delay line from minimum to maximum time

delay or vice-versa, repeated segments of a continuous sound

signal waveform are processed so that an output audio signal

tfS^

A toll call denial circuit for allowing local calls and blocking

toll calls outgoing from PBXs (Private Branch Exchanges).

Following seizure of a central office line by a PBX station dial-

ing "9". the call denial circuit distinguishes between local and

toll calls by having a counter and decoder register and check

the first digit dialed over the hne to determine if it is a toll ac-

cess digit such as "0" or • 1 ". The denial circuit includes a

pulse suppressor circuit having a resistor-capacitor filter

which prevents spurious signals on the line from being de-

tected as dial pulses. Following registration of the first dialed

digit, the time characteristic of this filter is changed to prevent

the counter from registering dial pulses of a subsequently di-

aled digit but allowing a response to an on-hook condition on

the line to release the denial circuit.

January 15, 1974 ELECTRICAL
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3,786,197

PREFERENCE CIRCUIT FOR A MARKER

Melvin A. Jacobs, HInsdate, and David Q. Lee, Chicago, both

of III., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories In-

corporated, Northlake, III.

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,184

Int. CI. H04q 3142

U.S.a.I79-18EB
SClaims

3,786,199

MIXED TRAFFIC MOBILE RADIO SYSTEM

Andrew RImbach, Jr., Monmouth Beach, N.J., assignor to Be I

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray HiU,

Berkeley Heights, NJ. ,«, «,,
Filed Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,931

Int. CI. H04m 7/04

U.S.a.l79-41A „ 2 Claims

Oe-^ LOGIC 'I'lF

1 ANY CHANNEL >

IS rdcc ;
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suitable for integration into a silicon monolithic bipolar cir-

cuit. • *

3.786,201

AUDIO-DIGITAL RECORDING SYSTEM
John P. Myers, 1513 Highvale TrI., Topanga Canyon. Calif., L'.S. CI. 179-146 R

and Gleb Tschapek. P.O. Box 506. Hermosa Beach. Calif.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,532

Int. CI. Glib 5/02

U.S. CI. 179-100.2 R 32 Claims

3,786,203
I

MICROPHONE MOUNTING
Willis C. Reddick, Corinth. Miss., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,080

Int.CI.H04m//74 I

5 Claims

A system for converting an input analog signal, such as an

audio signal or signal representative of sound into a digital

form for storing in digital form and for reconstructing the

input analog signal from the digital form is disclosed. The

system includes sampling means for converting the input

audio signal into a binary format which includes ranging bits

and adjusted magnitude bits. This permits the recording in

digital form of audio signals of a wide dynamic range with a

reduced number of bits. Additionally, the disclosed encoding

method for encoding digital words prior to recording reduces

pulse crowding on magnetic tape and achieves higher bit

packing densities. The system may be used with existing

professional audio tape drives with tape speeds of approxi-

mately 30 ipsor less.

A mounting for positioning a miniature microphone relative

to a structure such as a telephone handset cradle. The mount-

ing firmly positions the microphone in a manner for reception

of sound and provides a resilient shock and sound absorbing

mounting into which the microphone may be readily assem-

bled without the need for additional mounting members.

I

3,786,204

BALANCED SUPPORT MECHANISM FOR A LINEARLY
MOVABLY CURRENT COLLECTING HEAD

Daniel Laurent, Grenoble, France, assignor to Merlin Gerin,

Societe Anonyme, Grenoble, France

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 167,912

Claims priority, application France, May 11, 1971,

71.17071
Int.CI.B60l5//2

U.S. CI. 191-48 9 Claims

3,786,202

ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER INCLUDING
PIEZOELECTRIC DRIV ING ELEMENT

Hugo W. Schafft, Des Plaines, III., assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, lU.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,501

Int. CL H04r 7 7100

U.S. CL 179- 1 1 A 15 Claims

A disk shaped piezoelectric element constructed to operate

in a planar mode so as to define a first overtone nodal ring on

one of the major surfaces, a conically shaped diaphragm hav-

ing a truncated apex defining a generally circular area affixed

to a major surface of the element concentric with the nodal

ring and spaced radially therefrom so as to reduce the am-

plitude of the output of the first overtone to approximately the

amplitude of the output of the fundamental frequency, and a

rubber disk affixed to the opposite major surface of the

piezoelectric element to lower the fundamental resonance

frequency and damp the peak output of the fundamental and

first overtone resonance frequencies to provide a fiat response

over a desired bandwidth.

A balanced support mechanism for a collector head guided

in a longitudinal current supplying passageway which extends

parallelly to the trackway of a high-speed vehicle The

mechanism is pivotally attached to the vehicle and comprises

a counterweight tending to maintain the collector head in

neutral equilibrium. The counterweight is sustained by a pan-

tograph or by a telescoping arrangement.

3,786,205

KEYBOARD SWITCH ASSEMBLY WITH MOVABLE,
>fULTI-CONTACT MEANS AND ASSOCIATED SWINGER

PORTIONS
Wallace A. Lien, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., assignor to

Becton, Dickinson Electronics Company, Rutherford, Nev.

Filed May 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 252,421

Int.CLHOlh/i/70

U.S. CI. 200-5 A 5 CUlms

A keyboard is provided with an improved contact switch

comprising movable elements extending from and integral

IHLECTRICAL
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with an elongated strip member. Other elongated strip niem- ^ j^ SWITCH ASSEMBLY AND VALVE FOR

bers arranged orthogonally in a vertically displaced plane are ^LECTRICAL^^
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

positioned in the travel path of the movable ej^^^^
^^^ p „„„,J, Madison; Robert L. Wallace, Wether-

movable elements are held m a th.rd plane and. when Edward t^Hou^
^^^^^^ Waterbury, and Charles A.

Chapi.nis, Meriden, all of Conn., assignors to The Houston

Company, Cheshire, Conn. .,„ ^o,
Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,481

Int. CLHOlh 9/06

U.S.CL 200-61.86
''^'•'"'»

ao 32 "^^

A liquid filling system comprising a filling connector on a

tank and a nozzle connectable to a reservoir where an electri-

cal connection is made between the connector and nozzle to

control an electrically operated valve m the hne between the

reservoir and nozzle.

3,786,208

rangement. |„t. CL HOlr 13170

U.S.a. 200-51

R

llCtaims

3,786,206

PRICE BOARD SLIDE SWITCH

Albert Kurimsky, Dover, N J., assignor to Rowe IntematKinal

*"^'^'''T.:Jort.30,1972.Ser.No. 302,049

Int. CLHOlh 75/06

U.S. a. 200-16 D -^c»-""*

A orice board selection switch assembly for facilitating the

operation of selectively setting and of changing the various

Tees at which a plurality of respective merchand.smg

machine delivery units will dispense articles of merchandise m

lich a plurality of sliding contacts are mounted for move-

ment along respective first printed product hne conductor on

The underLrface of an upper board and^^^^-^.^^^" °

soring fingers on the contacts over lines oHioles .n a detent

board for'selective engagement with second P"nted pnce hne

conductors carried by the upper surface of a lower board and

extending in a direction generally perpendicular to that of the

first conductors.

A control system is disclosed for washers, dryers and the

like in which a motor-driven timer automatically operates the

appliance through a predetermined cycle. The control system

fncluSes a mounting base adapted to be permanently con^

nected to the appliance frame and a motor-dnven timer which

is removably plugged into the base with electrical connectors

which function to provide electrical connection and the

mounting of the timer. The connectors are provided in a pat-

Tern which prevents improper installation. Separate term.na

assemblies are provided to plug into the '^^^^^^ face o the

timer for additional connections. Here again the terminals

provide both the electrical connection and the mounting ot

the terminal blocks.
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3,786,209

SNAP SWITCH WITH PREWIRED TERMINALS
ADen J. Bury, Prospect Heights, III., assignor to Mokx, Incor-

porated, Downers Grove, 111.

Filed Jan. 3, 1 972, Ser. No. 2 1 5,022

lBt.CI.H01h7i/26

UACL 200-67 C 7 Claims

January 15, 1974
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3,786,211

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE RESPONSIVE
MAGNETICALLY ACTUATED SWITCH RESPONSIVE

ONLY TO SUDDEN PRESSURE CHANGES
Roger C. Popp, Chesaning, Mich., assignor to Chandler Evans

Inc.. West Hartford, Conn.

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273.288

Int.CI.H01hJ5/i4

U.S. CI. 200-83 T 8 Claims

ifc_C

/*«f

0t izi. lee
»*

Spade type terminals are crimped on to the ends of lead

wires. After such crimping the terminals are inserted into the

housing of a switch and lock in place. The switch is provided

with a toggle actuator to effect movement of a movable switch

contact with a snap action between the inserted terminals

serving as fixed contacts.

3.786,216

SEQUENTIALLY ACTUATED PRESSURE SWITCHES
HAVING SEPARATE RESISTOR ELEMENTS

ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
Peter M. Byam, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Fasco Industries.

inc.. Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 284,608

Int. CI. HOlh 35/34; HOlc 13100; GOll 7/08

U.S.CL20O-8L4 7 Claims

Apparatus for generating a signal commensurate with a rate

of change of a monitored pressure in excess of a preselected

value. The apparatus includes means coupled to a spring

biased diaphragm for modifying a magnetic field in response

to movements of the diaphragm and a field responsive signal

generator mounted exteriorly of the housing in which the

diaphragm and magnetic field generating means are located.

3,786,212

CONDITION RESPONSIVE CONTROL DEVICE WITH
CAPACITY FOR INDEPENDENT ADJUSTMENT OF

CONTROL POINTS
Ernesto Juan Weber, Lhivia 470, SUte of the Federal District,

Mexico

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 154,536, June 18, 1971. This

application Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,732

Claims priority . application Mexico, May 3 1 , 1 97 1 , 44, 1 55

Int. CI. HOlh J5/i4

L.S. CI. 200-83 R 43 CUIms

Three different pressure-operated switches are mounted in

a housing lo be connected to a fluid pressure system for opera-

tion thereby at three different values of the system pressure -

e.g. low, medium and high. Each switch comprises a movable

contact; and these contacts are connected through three dif-

ferent resistors with a common terminal in the housing. These

contacts are urged by separate springs against one of three

separate flexible diaphragms. As the fluid pressure rises, one

diaphragm after the other urges its associated contact against

a grounded portion of the housing successively to connect the

resistors in parallel circuit between the terminal and ground.

A control device wherein a pressure sensitive element dis-

placeable by pressure variations, transmits linear motion to a

balance plate. Stops associated with the balance plate define a

pair of axes about which the balance plate ahernately pivots.

The device includes a single control such as a microswitch

having a single actuator displaceable between first and second

positions corresponding to mutually cancelling control modes.
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Pivotal movement of the balance plate about one axis effects

movement of the actuator through the first position while

pivotal movement about the other axis effects movement of

the actuator through the second position. The pressures at

which the respective positions are attained can be indepen-

dently determined by adjustable springs acting on the balance

plate and through the respective axes.

inward into the spaces between immediately-adjacent rod

electrodes, thereby dividing each of these spaces into two se-

3,786,213

ELECTRIC SWITCHING DEVICECOMPRISING

INSULATING PARTS COMPRISING AN ACRYLATE
RESIN BINDER

Goran Holmstrom, Vasteras, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna

Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,072

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 22, 1971,

2205/71; Jan. 19, 1972,563/72
Int.CI.HOlhiJ/04

L.S.CL200-144C 8 Claims
ries-related arcing gaps respectively disposed on opposite

sides of each of said metal partitions.

3,786,215

ELECTRICAL COMPRESSION SWITCH

Gerhard Mauthe, Wettlngen, Switzerland, assignor to Aktien-

gesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 20239
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 1, 1970,

17815/70 ""
"^

Int. CI. HOlh Ji/70

U.S. CI. 200- 148 A 8 <^'«''"*

In an electrical switching device which includes insulating

parts subjected to the influence of electric arcs, the insulating

parts are formed of mouldings having a binder which consists

essentially of a mixture of a linear acrylate polymer and a

monomeric acrylate compound which is polyethylene glycol

dimelhacrylate or a polyethylene glycol diacrylate converted

into polymerized form. The binder may contain an additive

resin containing ethylenically unsaturated groups m the

monomeric acrylate compound in a quantity of at most 25

percent of the total weight of linear acrylate polymer,

monomeric acrylate and additive resin. The binder may also

contain a powdered filler or a fibrous reinforcing material.

3,786,214

tNTERLEAVING-ROD TYPE VACUUM INTERRUPTER

HAVING TWO BREAKS IN SERIES BETWEEN EACH
PAIR OF RODS

Joseph C. Soflanek, Broomall, Pa., assignor to General Electric

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,181

Int. CI. HOlh iJ/66

U.S.CI.200-144B 11 Claims

A vacuum-type electric circuit interrupter comprises mter-

leaving rod electrodes of alternating polarity arranged in a

ring pattern and a tubular metal shield disposed around the

ring of rod electrodes and normally electrically isolated from

the rod electrodes. The tubular shield comprises metal parti-

tions projecting from regions radially outside the ring radially

An electrical switch of the compression type wherein for

quenching the arc drawn in a gap formed between the con-

tacts as they disengage, a pressurized gaseous quenching

medium is caused to flow into the gap. The quenching medium

is compressed during a so-called pre-compression phase of the

switch contact movement, and prior to disengagement of the

contacts, by a piston and cylinder arrangement surrounding

the movable contact, there being an energy-storing device in

association with the piston which latter is actuated in one

direction within its cylinder by the movable contact during a

contact-closing movement to bring the gaseous quenching

medium through a one-way valve into the cylinder and also

store energy. During the first phase of a contact-opening

movement the stored energy acts upon the piston causing it to

move in the opposite direction thus compressing the gas

within the cylinder and subsequently freed to flow into the gap

between the contacts as soon as they disengage.

r

!
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3.786J 16

HIGH-VOLTAGE CIRCUIT BREAKER EQl IPPED WITH
MEANS FOR PRECLUDING THE TRANSFER OF

MECHANICAL SWITCHING FORCES
Helmut B«ier. Rauchstr. 9. and Dkter Noack. B«ni«r Str. 13-

14. both of Bcrliii. Germany
Filed Mar. 28, 1972. S«r. No. 238.843

Int. CI. HO\h 33154

U.S. CI. 200— 148 D 5 Claims

the stationary end contacts, so that the mercury layers

coalesce, but the wettable surfaces do not impact. The quanti-

ty of mercury within the enclosure is only sufficient to form a

layer of mercury on the mercury wettable surfaces within the

enclosure, but insufficient to form a pool of mercury, or to

cover unwettable surfaces while wettable surfaces arc

covered, and the slot or groove in the shuttle facilities transfer

of mercury from end to end of the enclosure, which prevents

pooling at either end of the enclosure concomitant with deple-

tion at the other, due to imbalance of mercury transfer during

relay operation. Stationary contacts are, for open contact con-

dition, spaced from movable contacts, by mercury unwettable

surfaces of the enclosure, and the quantity of mercury availa-

ble is insufficient to cover these unwettable surfaces and also

to form a mercury layer on the mercury surfaces.

A high-voltage circuit breaker has a metal housing and at

least two switching units for switching the breaker between

the on and off positions. The switching units are mutually con-

nected in series and are disposed in the housing. A centrally

located support member is also provided and is rigidly con-

nected to the switching units in the housing. At least two feed-

through conductors are mounted in the housing and an electri-

cal connector is provided for flexibly connecting the conduc-

tors to corresponding ones of the switching units so as to

preclude the transfer of mechanical force therebetween.

3.786,217

POSITION-INSENSITIVE MERCURY RELAY
Sheldon S. Bitko, Cherry Hill, N J., assignor to Fifth Dimension

Inc.. Princeton, N J.

Division of Ser. No. 71.294, Sept. 10. 1970. Pat. No.

3,715.546, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 880,128.

Nov. 26. 1969. Pat. No. 3.644,693. This application Nov. 1.

1972. Ser. No. 302.677

Int. CL HO I h 29/00

U.S.CL 200-214 3Ctaims

3,786^18 I

ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTATIC DEVICE WITH SNAP
SWITCHES

Karl Fischer. Oberderdingen, Germany, assignor to E.G.O.

Ekktro-Gerato AG . Zug, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 199^70

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 27, 1970, P

20 58 512.0
I

Int.CI.H01hi5/i2

U.S. CL 200-83 Z 3 Cbims

J^L

A miniature mercury switch, comprising an enclosure in-

cluding a tube having a mercury wettable inner surface, within

which a contact carrying shuttle is movable along the axis of

the tube. The shuttle is not mercury wettable except for a slot

or groove extending between its ends and for contact surfaces

at its ends, but it rides on a mercury layer attached to the inner

surface of the tube. Secured within and extending into the

ends of the tubes are unwettable rods of magnetic material

having stationary end contacts which are mercury wettable.

The contacts on the shuttle ends include tantalum or niobium

spacers extending beyond mercury wettable end contact sur-

faces on the shuttle, the spacers accepting the impacts when
the relay contacts operatively close, which implies that the

wettable contact areas on the shuttle ends closely approach

}t\i* H il

ir„

/ »

A regulator for a cooker hot plate or other heating ap-

pliance has a temperature sensing bulb filled with thermally

expansible fluid and connected to a pressure bellows. An ad-

justing screw spindle acts on the bellows which acts in turn

through a strut on a pivotally mounted, spring-biased pressure

plate The strut passes between two snap switches which are

adapted to be closed by the pressure plate, acting on the

switches through adjusting screws, such that the snap switches

open at different temperatures. The pressure plate can include

a resilient flexible portion by which the pressure plate is

pivotally mounted and at the same time spring-biased towards

the snap switches. Compensating bimetal means may be in-

serted between said pressure plate and said snap switches.

3,786,219 I

SOLID STATE INDUCTION COOKING SYSTEMS FOR
RANGES AND SURFACE COOKING UNITS

William P. Komrumpf. and John D. Hamden, Jr., both of

Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Schenectadv. N.Y. .

FiledDec. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 212,351 I

Int. CL H05b 5104

U.S.CL 219-10.49 18 Claims

Solid state induction surface cooking units for domestic

electric ranges and other cooking appliances are defined with

respect to the operating parameters and functional com-

ponents of complete induction heating systems suited for this

use. The surface cooking units are designed for reliable, con-

venient, and safe operation, and for circuit packaging using

hybrid and monolithic integrated circuits. Wide range power

control of the inverter power circuits is needed for general

cooking but is obtained within a limited ultrasonic operating

range of the power semiconductors. The inter-dependent elec-
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trical and magnetic characteristics utilized in solid state indue- contours .tself to the •"^g"'^,^"^^" "Jf°°f'"^^^e d^^^^^^^^^^

tion cooking are related to the achievement of such desirable manent magnet means may be combmed ^'^^ ^h^diaphra^^^^

user features as the cool cooking surface, fast utensil warm- m order to achieve a more pos.t.ve couphng w.th magnetically

permeable cookmg^essels.

SOLID ST«TE

POWER CONVERSION
CIRCUIT

(ULTRASONIC FREOOENCTJ

3,786^21

METHOD FOR HEAT TREATING A POLAR, DIELECTRIC
PARISON

Alan Silverman, Bridgewater Township, NJ assignor to

American Can Company, Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,172

Int. CI. H05b y/04

U.S.CL 219-10.57 18 Claims

up, responsive heating, and unrestrained utensil mobility. In

addition to cooking by changing the relative heating level,

cooking is performed by setting the desired utensil tempera-

ture and by setting the desired utensil power level.

3,786,220

INDUCTION COOKING APPLIANCE INCLUDING
TEMPERATURE SENSING OF INDUCTIVELY HEATED

COOKING VESSEL

John D. Hamden, Jr. Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29. 1971. Ser. No. 213.350

Int. CI. H05b 5104

U.S.CL 219- 10.49 2 Claims

J
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A method of heat treating an axial zone of a polar, dielectri-

cally lossy, thermoplastic, polymeric parison with a high

frequency energy source to produce a temperature gradient

across the thickness of the sidewall in said zone prior to blow

molding the parison into a bottle, whereby the temperature is

higher on the inner surface of the parison sidewall than on the

outer surface of the parison sidewall.

r\.

Disclosed herein is an induction range having a counter in-

cluding a top surface on which a cooking vessel is rested. A

temperature sensing unit is located in an opening in the

counter. The temperature sensing unit includes a low-restor-

ing-force spring diaphragm which supports a thermistor unit.

The temperature sensing unit forms a closure for the opening

in the counter such that the temperature sensing unit together

with the top surface of the counter provides an uninterrupted

work surface which may be easily cleaned. Because energiza-

tion of an induction coil positioned near the counter induces

high frequency heating currents in the vessel only, and

because the temperature sensing unit and induction coil are

located relative to each other so that the temperature sensing

unit is in a region of relatively low magnetic field intensity, the

counter and the temperature sensing unit are not directly

heated by the action of the induction coil. Hence, materials

not employable in prior art conventional electric and gas

ranges may now be employed for the counter and temperature

sensing unit. Since the spring diaphragm has a low restoring

force it is easily compressed by the cooking vessel, enabling

the thermistor unit, or temperature sensor, to make positive

contact with the vessel in order to sense its temperature. Also,

being of a thin elastic material, the spring diaphragm easily

3,786,222

METALLIC FOIL INDUCTION COOKING
John D. Harnden, Jr., and William P. Kornrumpf, both of

Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,570

Int. CLH05b 5/04

U.S.CL 219-10.49 15 Claims

An ultrasonic frequency induction surface cooking unit

heats aluminum foil and other thin metal utensils placed on

the cool cooking surface. For optimum heating the aluminum

foil has a thickness of 0.5 mils. A uniform heating distribution
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is obtained by preferably using a rectangular induction heating

coil with several series-connected elongated coil sections, or

by varying the metal thickness to graduate the energy ac-

ceptance Frozen convenience foods can be defrosted in this

manner, and the aluminum foil can be wrapped about the food

and shaped by the user into disposable utensils using a set of

molds. Disposable foil cooking obviates the clean-up and

storage problems of pots and pans.

3.786,223

RAM FOR A RECIPROCALLY MOVABLE EDM
ELECTRODE

Thomas J. O'Connor. 100 Morgan Rd.. Ann Arbor. Mich.

Continuation-io-part of S«r. No. 887,795, D«c. 23. 1969, Pal.

No. 3,612,810, which is a continuation-in-part of Scr. No.

696,195, Jan. 8, 1968, Pat. No. 3,485,991, which is a

continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 504,97 1 , Oct. 24, 1 965, Pat.

No. 3,363,083, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

250321, Jan. 9, 1963, Pat. No. 3,222,494. This application

Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,539

Int.CLB23k9//6
U.S. CI. 2 19-69 V 4 Claims

3,786,224

METHOD FOR PRODUCING STRIPS OF INSULATING
MATERIAL HAVING ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
COATINGS WITH A COATING FREE MARGINAL EDGE

SURFACE
Hermann Heywang, and Gerhard Hoyler, both of Munich

(fcrmany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin,

(iermanv
Filed July 2 1 , 197 1 , Ser. No. 164,667

Claims priority, application (Germany, July 23, 1970,

P 20 36 663.6 ,

IntCLB23k 27/00 '

U.S. CL 219- 121 LM 13 Claims

a
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The present invention is directed to a method and device for

removing a coating such as a metalized coating from a coated

surface of a strip of insulative material by utilizing a laser

beam which is directed parallel to the coated surface with its

focal point position adjacent to the portion of the coated sur-

face to be removed. Preferably the strip is either coiled in a

roll with the edge portions forming a frontal surface and the

roll is rotated with respect to the laser beam and shifted in a

plane perpendicular to the axis of the laser beam or the strips

are arranged in stacks and the laser beam and the stack are

moved relatively in a back and forth direction and in a

direction vertical to the back and forth direction to decoat the

coated surface adjacent the edge of the strip.

A machine tool for electrical machining is disclosed includ-

ing a ram portion for reciprocally moving an electrode sup-

ported thereby transversely of a workpiece while moving the

electrode toward the workpiece. The ram is moved toward the

workpiece in the machine tool disclosed by a screw and nut

mechanism driven by a rotary hydraulic motor. The electrode

supported by the ram portion includes a surface extending in

the transverse direction adapted to be maintained in con-

trolled spaced apart relation to the workpiece on movement of

the electrode toward the workpiece whereby total form

machining of the workpiece is accomplished by the electrode

on transverse reciprocal movement thereof.

The machine tool further includes a stationary table for sup-

porting a workpiece and a movable dielectric work tank hav-

ing an opening in the bottom thereof operable in conjunction

with the table to provide a sealed tank in one position thereof

and to permit rapid draining of dielectric through the bottom

of the tank on downward movement of the tank relative to the

table whereby the workpiece and table are exposed for inspec-

tion. A system is also disclosed for supplying clean dielectric

to the work tank for pumping dielectric from the work tank to

a storage tank and for pumping the dielectric from the storage

tank through a filter back to the work tank or back to the

storage tank. The dielectric system also includes a removable

tray for receiving contaminated electrolyte to be cleaned or

disposed of.

3,786,225

WELDING FIXTURE
Francis E. Gibbs, Pleasanton, Calif., assignor to Kaiser Alu-

minum & Chemical Corporation, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312.902
|

Int.CLB23k9//2
U.S.CI.2I9-I24 8 Claims

A Fixture for the welding of metal products which provides a

pivotal mode of oscillation of the welding torch about the tip

of the torch. The pivotal mode of oscillation is particularly ef-

fective in the arc welding of thick members with a narrow

welding groove.
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3,786,226 and other plates at the junction points therebetween at

JACKET FOR CYLINDRICAL ARTICLE AND METHOD predetermined times for periodic defrosting. The thickness of

AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING SAID JACKET
Rupert Douglas Terry, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Johns-Man-

ville Corporation, New >^rk, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 845,404, July 28, 1969, Pat. No.

3,660,890. This application Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,310

Int.CI.B23k9//2

U.S.CL 219-125 R 9 Claims

A duct of thermal insulation is jacketed with a gas imperme-

able sheet material with a longitudinal seam formed by turning

the mating ends of the sheet material outwardly and thermally

fusing those ends into a linear nodular bead. In the case of

metal foils of a few thousandths of an inch in thickness the

bead is of the order of a thirty-second of an inch and is turned

into the foil jacket to present a smooth non-cutting surface.

Semi-butt welds of foil are made by clamping the foil in face

to face relationship along an essentially line contact and mov-

ing an arc welding electrode with associated gas jets for a non-

oxidizing gas parallel to and in close spaced relation to the

clamp line. Jacketing for preformed ducts of glass or other

fiber type insulation is drawn from a supply of sheet stock to

form a catenary loop in which a preformed duct is placed.

Jaws forming unitary clamps and welding electrodes are

closed to close the opposite sides of the loop of foil around the

duct and upon each other. The foil is severed closely adjacent

the clamps and the electrode with its jets for the gas is moved

along the exposed edges of foil adjacent the electrode clamps

while drawing an arc to fuse the opposed foil surfaces

together The clamps are then released, the jacketed duct

removed from the welding apparatus and the radially extend-

ing, fused foil bead pressed parallel to the outer face of the

duct.

the plates having heating elements associated therewith are of

a greater thickness than the remainder of the plates.

3,786,228

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON TIP

Frank S. Castellana, New York, N.Y.; Jack LIker, Wayne, NJ.,

and Steve Kokolis, Staten IsUnd, N.Y., assignors to Karl

Roesch Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208309
Int. CL H05b J//0. B23k i/02

U.S.CL 219-233
* 12 Claims
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3,786,227

HEAT EXCHANGER DEFROST APPARATUS
Ronald W. Seipp, Rosemont, and Harold E. McClure,

Wayzota, both of Minn., assignors to Thermo King Corpora-

tion, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,665

Int. CL H05b lloO; ¥256 21100

U.S.CL 219-201 4 Claims

A plate and tube heat exchanger assembly includes a plu-

rality of coolant transporting tubes and a plurality of spaced

plates to be periodically defrosted. The tubes pass through the

plates and are in heat conducting relationship therewith at

junction points with the plates. At least one but less than all of

the plates may be modified, according to the instant invention,

to include an electric heating element disposed at one end

thereof for imparting heat through the plate and to the tubes

An electric soldering iron tip includes a U-shaped metallic

heating member formed from an elongated strip of Kovar or

other low expansion iron-nickel alloys. The base portion of the

U-shaped heating member has an elongated strip of ceramic

material, such as beryllium oxide, attached to one side thereof

for receiving heat from the heating member and forming a sol-

dering surface for engaging the work to be soldered in order to

apply heat thereto for soldering purposes. A second ceramic

strip, formed of alumina, is connected to the opposite side of

the base portion of the heating member from the first ceramic

strip for preventing deformation of the tip due to differences

in the coefficients of expansion of the first ceramic strip and

the heating member to which it is attached. The ceramic strips

are brazed to the heating member to provide a strong bond

having excellent thermal conductivity characteristics. The

arm sections of the U-shaped heating member are adapted to

be connected to a source of electrical energy to effect flow of

heating current through the member.
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3,786,229

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED ELECTRIC
SOLDERING IRON

Friedrkh Hombrecher. Wertheim/Main, Germany, assignor to

Ersa Ernst Sachs KG. Wertheim/Main. Germany

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257.802

Claims priority, application Germany, July 6, 1971. P 21 34

560.8
Int. CL H05b 1/02; B23k 3104

t.S.CL 219-241 6 Claims

/< jy « 4f /f

3,786,231

ELECTRICALLY HEATED SAUNA BATH UNIT

Nils Allan Emanuel Torvfelt, Enkoping, Sweden, assignor to

AB Bahco Ventilation, Enkoping, Sweden

Filed Nov. 2, 1971. Ser. No. 194,977

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 3, 1970,

14848/70
Int.CLH05b//00. A6Ih i 7/00

t.S. CI. 219-365 4 Claims

An electric soldering iron comprises, a tubular housing hav-

ing a soldering element therein with a forward tip portion

which projects out of the housing and a core portion which is

located in the housing within an electrical resistance heating

element. A switch for regulating the current to the heating ele-

ment is actuated by a control rod which comprises an elon-

gated rod member connected to a tongue portion of a material

of good thermal conductivity and high thermal stability, such

as refined steel, silver or nickel, which rides in a longitudinal

slot defined along the length of the core so that the tongue is

located adjacent the tip portion which projects from the hous-

ing The rod is of a low thermal coefficient of expansion and

its movement is influenced by the changes of temperature of

the solder heating element tip portion to actuate the switch

contained in the housing.

3.786,230

RADIANT HEATER
Frank J. Brandenburg, Jr., Rt. 3, Box 28, Ashland, Va.

Filed Dec. 14. 1971, Ser. No. 207,875

Int.CI.H01by/02.i/02

U.S. CI. 219-345 7 Claims

2€ .at^et^Sit^ 22
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A radiant heater with a panel forming corrugations and hav-

ing at least one heating element mounted on one of the corru-

gations. The panel is mounted at a distance from a surface par-

tially defining a space to be heated for permitting fluid circula-

tion between the panel and the space The heating element is

arranged in a groove defined at the apex of a convex surface

defined by the corrugation, and is arranged facing the space

defining surface. When a plurality of heating elements are pro-

vided, a thermostat having a set of contacts for each heating

element is provided for actuating at least a portion of the ele-

ments at a predetermined temperature different from that for

the other heating elements.

An electrically heated sauna bath unit has a plurality of

electrical heating elements in the form of a flattened helix sur-

rounded by a jacket which defines therewith an air passage

through which air heated by the elements flows. The elements

define a space forming a substantially vertical column for ac-

comodating a mass of stone material which accumulates heat

against a time when water is thrown thereon. The column has

a length which is at least twice its width and a width which is

about four times the average size of the stone constituting the

stone material. In one embodiment the stone material is in

direct contact with the heating elements and is divided by ver-

tical plates secured to the elements and extending the full

height of the column. In a second embodiment, the stone

material is accomodated in a magazine for indirect heating by

the elements.

3,786,232

APPARATUS FOR THE CHARGING AND DISCHARGING
OF STORAGE HEATERS

Nikolaus Laing, Hofener Weg 35-37, 7141 Aldingen near

Stuttgart, (iermany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 00.34 1 , Dec. 2 1 . 1 970,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 778,556, Nov.

24. 1968. abandoned. This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No.

335,780

Claims priority, application Austria, Nov. 27. 1%7, 10665/67

int. CL H05b l\00; F24h 7104

U.S.CL 219-365 7 Claims

A storage heater includes a thermally insulated double

walled casing having a closed top portion surrounding a heat

storage element provided with vertical air passages. The cas-

ing bottom has an air inlet and outlet whereby heated air may

be circulated through the passages to heat the storage element

in a first mode of operation and whereby room air can be

likewise circulated to withdraw heat therefrom in a second

mode of operation. A blower, positioned in a compartment

having an air inlet and outlet and located beneath the casing,

has its suction side in communication with the casing outlet. A
pivotal flap valve near the delivery zone of the blower

establishes a closed air circulation circuit through the air inlet,

casing, air outlet, blower and compartment during the first

mode of operation and diverts circulated air outwardly of the
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compartment to the exterior thereof during the second mode

of operation. An electric heater is located in the compartment

3,786,234

GAME CONTROL AND DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
Edward J. Trent, Reno, Nev.; Lavern H. Meyers, Newport

Beach, Calif.; Frank L. Kagele, Reno, Nev.; Jerry T.

Fridenberg, Westminster, and Frederick J. Alberty, Hol-

lywood, both of Calif., assignors to Intercontinental Services,

Inc., Sparkes, Nev.

Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,176

Int. CI. G06k 3102; A63f IjOO; G06f i/06

U.S.CL 235-61.7 R 21 Claims

3f ^o

adjacent the delivery zone of the blower to heat the circulated

air during the first mode of operation.

3,786,233

INFRARED HEATER AND VENTILATOR UNIT
Ward H. Bumpus, and Justin Brehm, both of Fayetteville,

N.C., assignors to Fasco Industries, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,766

Int. CL H05b 1102; F21v 29100; F24f HOO
U.S.CL 219-343 6 Claims

A system is disclosed for expediting and monitoring

customer transactions in the game of keho including a plurali-

ty of transaction terminals or stations each including scanner

means for sensing marked number spots of a customer marked

keno ticket, a manually operable keyboard for receiving en-

tries of the price of a transaction and the nature of the transac-

tion and a duplicate receipt ticket providing means including

printing means controlled by the scanner and the keyboard for

rapidly providing a duplicate ticket with brush mark replicas

in the same number spots as those of the customer marked

ticket and for also imprinting additional information such as

the nature and price of the transaction. Another aspect of the

invention resides in the provision of a control and data

processing system interconnecting the plurality of terminal

stations to a central control for controlling and monitoring all

of the transaction terminals and storing all transactions of all

transaction terminals. An additional feature resides in the

provision of a back printer for imprinting the back of a

customer marked ticket with all information, such as the

amount of the transaction and the nature of the transaction,

imprinted on the receipt ticket.

An infrared heater-ventilator unit comprises a housing

adapted to be mounted in the ceiling of a room with the front

of the housing substantially flush with the ceiling. Two in-

frared lamps are mounted on the front side of a strap that ex-

tends transversely across the housing. A motor and fan are

mounted on the rear of the strap. The unit is wired so that one

or both lamps may be illuminated by closing separate

manually-operable switches. A normally-open thermostatic

switch closes, if the temperature in the unit reaches a

predetermined level, to actuate the motor to drive the fan to

draw air into the housing through a front opening and vent it

through a rear opening. If the temperature in the unit exceeds

this level a normally-closed thermostatic switch opens to

break the circuit to the lamps and motor. A separate

manually-operable switch permits closing the circuit to the

motor to drive the fan. if it is only desired to ventilate the

room.

3,786,235

PROGRAM READING MECHANISM
Hdnz Strecke, Lindenbaumstrasse 13, 565 Solingen, oermany

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 160,052

Int. CL G06k 7/06; H04k /5/7S. HOlh 43108

U.S.CL 235-61.1 1 A 15 Claims

A program reading mechanism in which a band shaped

exchangeable program carrier is moved in increments by a

transportation roll, with the data carried by the program carri-

er being scanned by contacts, and the transpfartation roll being

driven by two flights connected to one another rotating about

a common center and arranged diametrically in relationship to
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the common center, the flights engaging in radial slots pro-

vided f6r the periphery of a slotted disc connected to the

3,786,237

MECHANICALLY READABLE SYSTEM USING
PREMARKED SI BSTRATE

Robert H. Postal. 93 Rutgers PI., Passak, N J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 105,979, Jan. 1 2, 1 97 1 , abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 560,321, June 24, 1966,

abandoned. This application Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,430

Int. CL G06k 7110, 19106, 9/18

U.S. CL 235-61.1 1 E 5 Claims

4 INK BAND CODE - CANCEL

STYLHeo NumCRic characters for nbf ink encoding.

USING 4 INKS PRINTED IN BANDS

An encoding means comprising a substrate having a plurali-

ty of repetitive patterns, each having a plurality of areas of dif-

ferent photoluminescent material and each area overprinted

transportation roll, with the common center of the flights ^j{h stylized alphanumeric characters or coded patterns of

being generally disposed at the level of the periphery of the opaque ink.

slotted disc.

assignors to K.bushikiXaisha Daini Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan "^""'^^P^L^^X^iTw^r^r No 2^379
Filed Dec. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 210,947 F»W

^J?"!' *?7;,^'l^,l**^;f^'

Int. CLG06k 7/70

U.S.CL 235-61.11 E 3 Claims

M Zl 15 II li

Programmed signal generating apparatus comprises a plu-

rality of /ecord mediums each containing punched holes ar-

ranged according to a predetermined program, a rotary drum

having a transparent cylindrical surface having means for

releasably connecting one of the record mediums around the

drum such that the punched holes overlie the transparent

cylindrical surface, and electro-optical reading means for opti-

cally reading the punched holes during rotational movement

of the record medium and generating corresponding electrical

output signals. The electro-optical reading means comprises

an array of miniature lamps positioned exteriorly of the drum

and in spaced-apart relationship from the drum and a similar

array of light-sensitive devices disposed interiorly of the drum

each positioned in alignment with one of the miniature lamps

to receive light therefrom and operable to generate an electri-

cal output signal in dependence upon the amount of light

impinging thereon.

An optical information recognition system for sensing infor-

mation carried on an information carrying member having an

information carrying surface exhibiting a normal surface level

and having information carried thereon as raised surface

areas. The reader includes light transmitting means, such as an

array of fiber optic tubes, for transmitting light along a given

acute angle of incidence relative to the member so as to illu-

minate a portion thereof. Light receiving means, such as an

array of fiber optic tubes leading to one or more light sensors,

serves to receive light reflected from the member and to pro-

vide an output indication only when the amount of received

light exceeds a given level. This is accomplished by positioning

the light receiving means relative to the light transmitting

means and the information carrying member so that the given

amount of light is received only when a raised surface area is

illuminated by the hght transmitting means.
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3,786,239

PROGRAMMING APPARATUS
Noboru Sano, and Yoshihide Bando, both of Kyoto, Japan, as-

signors to Omron Tateisi Electronics Co., Kyoto, Japan

Filed May 17, 1971. Ser. No. 143,977

Claims priority, application Japan, May 18, 1970,

45/42577; May 18, 1970,45/42578

Int. CLH03k 27/52

U.S. CL 235-92 PE 10 Claims

said lever is in said signaling position. Cam means are con-

nected to said pinion for rotation therewith and in direct en-

gagement with said lever and arranged to permit said lever to

Man

10 '"i
I
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A plurality of memory relays have their respective set coils

connected in series with and between channel terminals of a

first rough setting matrix and a first fine setting matrix, and

have their respective reset coils connected in series with and

between channel terminals of a second rough setting matrix

and a second fine setting matrix. The timing terminals of the

first and second rough setting matrices are connected to the

output terminals of a rough counting relay and the timing ter-

minals of the first and second fine setting matrixes are con-

nected to the output terminals of a fine counting relay. These

counting relays are supplied with clock pulses for counting

operation by means of a clock pulse source.

Each memory relay is driven to a set state in response to an

output provided at a corresponding channel terminal at a time

point preset in the first setting matrixes and is driven to a reset

state in response to an output provided at a corresponding

channel terminal at a time point preset in the second setting

matrixes.

Means for controlling the pulse repetition frequency of the

clock pulse and for returning said counting relays and memory
relays are provided and frequency control and return opera-

tion are controlled advantageously by means of said memory
relays.

assume its non-signaling position when said pinion is in a posi-

tion other than its signaling position and to move said lever to

its signaling positioii in response to a rotation of said pinion to

its signaling position.

3,786,241

DEVICE FOR INTEGRATING AND DIFFERENTIATING
DISCRETE FUNCTIONS

Georgy Evgenievich Pukhov, prospekt Nauki, 111/2, kv. 64;

Boris Adamovich Borkovsky, prospekt Nauki, 142/1, Kor-

pus 12, kv. 9; Viktor Kirillovich Belik. ulitsa Vemadskogo,

67, kv. 77; Vladimir Petrovich Romantsov, ulitsa Koiomiev-

skaya, 16, kv. 53, and Alexandr Fedorovich Katkov, bulvar

Lesi Ukrainki, 28, kv. 252, all of Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,645

Int. CLG06g 7/75

U.S.CL 235-183 2CUims

3,786,240

PRESETTABLE SUBTRACTING COUNTER
Horst Pfeiffer, Aldingen Kreis Tuttlingen, Germany, assignor

to Firma J. Hengstler K.G., Aldingen Kreis Tuttlingen, Ger-

many
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,287

Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1972, P 22

36 098.1

Int. CLG06f 75/75

U.S.CL 235-132 R 11 Claims

A digit wheel is adapted to be preset to a preset position

corresponding to a count higher than zero' and to perform a

rotational subtracting movement from said preset position to

and beyond a position corresponding to a zero count. A cutoff

pinion is operatively connected to said digit wheel and ar-

ranged to rotate to a signaling position in response to a sub-

tracting movement of said digit wheel beyond said position

corresponding to a zero count. A signaling lever is movable

between a signaling position and a non-signaling position.

Biasing means resiliently urge said signaling lever to said non-

signaling position. A signal generator is under control of said

lever and arranged to generate a signal when, and only when.
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A device for performing one of integrating and differentiat-

ing discrete functions, arranged on the basis of reversible ad-

ders a number of which is equal to a number of points defining

the discrete function, each of the reversible adders comprises

at least four reactance components having a common connec-

tion point whose self admittance is zero, while each two

reactance components of all said reversible adders are com-

bined in a rectangular matrix, each third reactance com-

ponent of all adders being connected to one of the rows or

horizontal buses of said rectangular matrix, each fourth

reactance components being connected between one of the

horizontal buses of the matrix and the ground.
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3,786,242

PROCESS CONTROL SIMULATOR

Herbert B. Brooks, 600 Washington Ave., Haddonfield, N J.

Filed Sept. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 183.010

Int. CI. G06g 7/66

U.S.CL235-184 I7CUims

of light pipe whose outlets are disposed around the inner

periphery of the ring. The outlet ends of the light pipes are

inclined with respect to the horizontal plane to focus the light

toward the center of the area beneath the ring. The light

sources may be disposed behind the yoke pivot to provide a

counterweight, or within the ring in order to shorten the

length of the light pipes.

3.786,244

SURGICAL LAMP
Charles G. Hutter. III. Hollywood. Calif., assignor to Physical

Systems. Inc.. Hollywood, Calif. i

Filed Oct. 2. 1972. Ser. No. 293.930

Int. CL A6Ig I J100: F21v 33100: A61b 1106

U.S.CL240-I.4 6 Claims

^at

A process control simulator contains electronic circuits for

modifying set-point control signals by summing, integrating,

differentiating and introducing step functions on continuous,

single or periodic bases to determine off-line the behavior of a

process control system Provisions are made for several in-

teracting control loops, for dead-time delays and for faster

than actual response times to speed up simulation. The dead-

time delays are provided by scanning a set of storage capaci-

tors with a variable speed scanning motor through a sc|nning

control cycle of operation.

A three control loop controller section provides for setting

the gain of the controller system and controlling integration

and difference modes responsive to step disturbances in-

troduced into an integration process after a selectable dead-

time adjustment. The autput signal is reproduced in the form

of a process response waveform. Provisions are made for

smoothing readout and responding to sluggish systems by a

slow sampling technique.

An automatic iero adjust circuit is provided to compensate

for drift once each operation cycle and is controlled by a logic

circuit.

A lamp of the type used in surgical operating rooms com-

prising a Fresnel lens surrounding a light source for forming a

substantially plane beam, a lens having vertically extending

cylindrical lenticulations thereon surrounding the Fresnel lens

for dividing the plane beam into a multiplicity of outwardly ex-

tending beams, and a plurality of reflectors mounted on a ring

which surrounds the lenticular lens for reflecting the out-

wardly extending beams to form a cone of hght.

and

3,786,243

LIGHT FIXTURE HAVING GIMBALLED OPEN RING
CARRYING FOCUSED LIGHT PIPE OUTLETS

Karl F. Ibig, Hanau, and Klaus Junginger. Rodenbach, both of

Germany, assignors to Original Hanau Quarzlampen

GmbH, Hanau. Germany
Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281.675

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 18, 1971. P 21

41351.4
Int. CLA61g /.J/00

U.S.CL 240-1.4 6 Claims

3.786.245

CORDLESS ILLUMINATION APPARATUS
Donald J. ClncotU. 7330 Brodiaca, La JoUa. CaUI.

Harold J. Kopelke. 1511 Beryl, San Diego, Calif.

Continuat»n-in-part of Ser. No. 168,637, Aug. 3, 1971,

abandoned. This application Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,326

Int.CLF21v5J/00

U.S.CL 240-2 AD 2 Claims

A light fixture for a hospital operating room comprises an

open circle light outlet ring gimballed within a pivotable yoke.

One or more light sources are provided which feed a plurality

Illumination apparatus utilizing a removable and recharga-

ble battery to eliminate the requirement for electrical outlets

and to eliminate exposed electrical cords in providing illu-

mination for pictures and other works of art. The apparatus in-

cludes a vertical mounting bracket and a source of illumina-

tion A battery is received within the horizontal support for

said source of illumination to maximize the volume available

for batteries without detracting from the overall appearance

of the apparatus. The source of illumination is angularly

disposed to direct light downwardly and inwardly toward the

vertical mounting surface and the picture or other work of art.
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3,786.246

ILLUMINATED FLYING SAUCER
Stephen C. Johnson, 814 Cartegena St., and Jesse C. Ward, 7

LaLinda Dr.. both of Long Beach. Calif.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,767

Int.CLA63h//J2

U.S. CI. 240-6.4 R t 16 Claims

3.786,248 •"

LUMINAIRE
Wayne W. Compton, Irvine, Calif., assignor to Kim Lighting,

Inc., City of Industry, Calif.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,591

Int.CLF21s///O.J/yO, yi//o

U.S.CL 240-25 32 Claims

loae as OFucM^

A "Frisbee" type flying saucer toy which has -a generally

disc-shaped body terminating at its periphery in a downwardly

pointing rim so that the body and rim define a generally con-

vex upper surface and a generally concave lower surface.

Lighting means, preferably in the form of a plurality of regu-

larly spaced lamps, is generally fixedly disposed proximate the

rim so as to b^visible when energized from the outside of the

rim. A battery holder is generally centrally located on the

body, preferably on the underside thereof, and electrical con-

ductors extend generally radially outwardly along the body

from the battery holder to the lights. The battery holder,

lights, and electrical conductor means are all embodied in a

unitary structure having a central hub in which the battery

holder is located, with a plurality of regularly spaced arms ex-

tending radially outwardly from the hub, with the lights

located at the ends of the arms, and the electrical conductor

extending along the arms. This unitary structure is adapted to

be engaged in the concave underside of the flying saucer. The

centrally located battery holder and the peripherally located

lights present a minimum interference with the aerodynamic

characteristics of the saucer, so that good flight characteristics

are retainea.

3,786,247

OPTICAL ILLUMINATION SYSTEM
Richard L. Ellert, Palatine, and John J. Klemenz. Mount

Prospect, both of III., assignors to Chicago Aerial Industries,

Inc., Village of Barrington, III.

Filed Nov. 29, 1968, Ser. No. 780,124

Int. CLG03b/ 5/02 ,

U.S.CL240-1.3 7 Claims

A luminaire comprising a lamp and a reflector. The lamp

has an axis of radiation and the property of emitting a dispro-

portionately large percentage of its luminous flux in an annu-

lus which is contained within a pair of imaginary divergent

conical surfaces, each at no more than about 50° to the axis of

radiation ( 100° included angle). The reflector includes reflec-.

tive cap, side and end surfaces which together form a cavity in

which the lamp is placed. The cavity has a plane of symmetry.

A longitudinal axis and the axis of radiation lie in the plane of

symmetry. The axis of radiation intersects the longitudinal axis

at an acute angle. The side and end surfaces are, in cross-sec-

tion, beaming-directing, and preferably are at least approxi-

mations to parabolas, and the flux radiated from the lamp

within said annulus impinges upon each of these surfaces.

3,786,249

NEGATIVE ION DUOPLASMATRON MASS '

SPECTROMETER FOR ISOTOPE RATIO ANALYSIS
Michael Anbar, and William H. Aberth, both of Palo Alto.

Calif., assignors to Stanford Research Institute, Menio Park,

Calif.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,528

Int.CLH01jJ9/25

U.S.CL 250-41.9 G 21 Claims

An optical illumination system for aerial electronic flash

photography which employs one or more illumination

modules each of which includes a cylindrical light source and

a unique trough-like reflector configuration for providing

weighted distribution of emitted light to compensate for at-

tenuation factors such as slant range and lens optical fall-off.

-nol—I, ,.-r* -^
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ISA technique for performing isotope ratio analysis

described which utilizes a negative ion mass spectrometer

coupled with a negative ion duoplasmatron sourcfc. An un-

treated sample to be analyzed for a specific compound is

diluted with a known amount of isotopic analog. The sample

plus analog is volatilized if necessary, and purified by gas chro-

matography before entering the ion source. The extremely hot

plasma of the duoplasmatron thoroughly fragments the large

molecules and efficiently ionizes the input gas stream. The

resulting ionized stream is analyzed in a magnetic mass spec-
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trometer The signals from a pair of peaks representing the

common and noncommon tag isotope of the same element are

converted to frequency signals and the frequency signals are

converted to a ratio signal by a frequency ratio counter The

value of this ratio then indicates the precise amount of com-

pound in the sample. The system operates very efficiently on

stable non-radioactive isotopes and is applicable to many

analyses which cannot be performed with radioact.ve

isotopes.

cation of the moisture and other neutron interacting material

content of an irradiation volume of a substance. A compensa-

. -I-
,

M\

3,786.250

APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT CHEMICAL
REACTIONS, WITH FORMATION OF PHOTOREACTION

PRECIPITATIONS

Horst Huhn, Witten-Ruhr, Germany, assignor to Sludien-

geselischaft Kohle mbH, Mulheim/Ruhr. Germany

Filed June 15. 1971. Ser. No. 153.196

Claims priority, application Germany, June 16, 1970, P 20

29 597.0
Int. CI. HOlj 37/00

U.S. CI. 250-43 14 Claim.

—r-f ./-n -r-T-' '

tion circuit is provided to counteract the effect of neutron in-

teracting material in the substance under test.

3,786052

Patent Not Issued For This Number

3,786,253
• GAMMA AND NEUTRON SCINTILLATOR

James W. Haffncr, Hacienda Heights, and Llewellyn S. Pearce,

Bradbury,, both of Calif., assignors to North American

Rockwell Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Feb. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 222,633
|

Int.CLG01jJ9//S

U.S. CL 250-7 1 .5 R 5 Claims

An assembly for effecting chemical reactions in solutions by

radiation comprises a means providing a source of radiation

and a reaction vessel rotatably mounted therearound. The

reaction vessel is used to contain the solution to be treated by

radiation. The vessel includes a bulge portion which extends

radially outwardly for holding the solution at a location for ex-

posure to the radiation. When a precipitate is formed upon ex-

posure to the radiation during the rotation of the vessel, the

precipitate is maintained at the furthermost point from the

radiation source in the bulge portion so that clear solution will

be maintained near the source of radiation. Several specific

embodiments of the assembly are disclosed.

• n X »

3,786,251

BULK MATERIAL NUCLEAR MOISTURE GAUGING
SYSTEM

P-^nald H. Kylin. and Thomas E. Relm, both of Cleveland

Heights. Ohio, assignors to Republic Steel Corporation,

Cleveland. Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 34,730, May 5, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,967

Int. CI. coin 23/12; G0U3I0V
U.S.CL 250-43.5 D 6 Claims

An improvement on a moisture gauging system of the type

disclosed in Stone et al. U.S. Pat. No. 3,431.415. issued Mar.

4. 1969. in which slow neutrons are sensed to provide an indi-

A unidirectional spectrometer is described that can detect

and distinguish between gamma ray and neutron fluxes. The

scintillator has two parallel disposed cylindrical scintillating

elements that are made, for example, of plastic. The plastic

compound of one element comprises only protons or

hydrogen atoms, having atomic weight one, and the other ele-

ment is made of a chemically similar plastic compound com-

prising only deuterium or hydrogen atoms of atomic weight

two. The two cylindrical scintillator elements are enclosed

within an anti-coincidence or outer scintillator element, with

both ends of each cylinder exposed. On the same adjacent

ends of each cylindrical element are disposed photomultiplier

tubes On opposite sides of the outer scintillator element are

disposed two additional photomultiplier tubes. The cylindrical
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elements and the outer element are each, respectively, en-

closed in a thin coating of aluminum except where the respec-

tive elements are in contact with the photomultiplier tubes to

isolate the light output from each element.

the heated liquid dye penetrant composition, removing the ob-

ject from the heated liquid dye penetrant composition, passing

the object into the zone containing vapors of the volatile sol-

vent and maintaining the object in the vapor zone for a period

sufficient to cause vapors of the volatile solvent contacting

and condensing on the surface of the object, to wash excess

liquid dye penetrant from the suiface of the object back into

the liquid dye penetrant composition, together with con-

densed vapors of volatile solvent, removing and drying the ob-

3,786,254

THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETER HAVING A
HANDLE

Tadaoki Yamashita: Osamu Yamamoto, both of Hirakata;

Hajimu Oonishi, Neyagawa; Hidetsugu Kawabata, Kobe,

and Saburo Kitamura, Kyoto, all of Japan, assignors to Mat-

sushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 12,238, Feb. 18, 1970, abandoned.

. This appUcation Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,097

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 26, 1969,

44/17908;Feb.26, 1969,44/17909; Feb. 26, 1969,44/17910;

Feb. 26, 1969,44/17911
Int.CLGOlt////

U.S. CL 250-71 R 3 Claims
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A thermoluminescence dosimeter is integrated with a

dosimeter-holding member to simplify and assure its handUng

as well as to prevent the generation of miscellaneous lu-

minescences, for example, a luminescence due to the heat of

friction. The reliability of the thermoluminescence dosimeter

is thereby greatly improved in measuring dose.

ject. The process is conveniently carried out in a degreaser-

type apparatus, in which the object is initially passed through

the vapors of volatile solvent above the bubbling liquid dye

penetrant composition in the bottom of the degreaser, per-

mitting facile removal of any oil or grease from the surface of

the object, after which the object is then treated in the liquid

dye penetrant composition, then again passed upwardly

through the vapors of volatile degreaser solvent to remove ex-

cess liquid dye penetrant and dried, as previously noted, fol-

lowing which the dried surface of the object containing dye

penetrant including wax in the cracks and defects thereof,

with or without application of a developer, can be inspected

under appropriate lighting conditions for detection of cracks

and flaws.

3,786,256

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR NUCLEAR FUEL
ASSAY WITH A NEUTRON SOURCE AND COINCIDENT

nSSION NEUTRON DETECTORS
Samuel Untermyer, Portola Valley, Calif., assignor to National

Nuclear Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 56^86, July 20, 1970. This

application Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 199,902

Int.CLG01t//20,i/00

U.S. CL 250—7 1 .5 R 15 Claims

3,786,255

DYE PENETRANT COMPOSITION AND METHOD OF
APPLICATION

Orlando G. Molina, Westminster, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,774

Int.CLG01n2///6
U.S.CL 250-302 17 Claims

Method for detecting cracks and flaws in the surface of an

object or part, employing a dye penetrant composition which,

following application of the dye penetrant composition to the

part surface, includes means for facilitating removal of excess

dye penetrant from such surface, in the form of a volatile

degreaser-type solvent such as 1,1,1-trichloroethane. Accord-

ing to one embodiment, an object to be inspected is immersed

in a dye penetrant which will withstand high temperatures,

specifically a dye penetrant containing a wax, for example

paraffln wax. a volatile solvent, preferably 1,1,1-

trichloroethane, and a dye which is soluble in said volatile sol-

vent, preferably a fluorescent dye, the dye penetrant composi-

tion being maintained at the boiling temperature of the

volatile solvent, causing melting of the wax, which goes into

solution, and vaporization of such solvent into a zone above

Suttar
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A method and apparatus for the non-destructive assay of

nuclear reactor fuels. Neutron irradiation of the fuel emits fis-
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sion neutrons and gammas in groups of two to three neutron^

and about five gammas for each fission and these neutrons and

gammas are detected in a coincident counting system to ob-

tain a quantitative assay of the fissionable species in the fuel.

The proportions of various fissile isotopes in a fuel sample are

also detected by coincident counting at a plurality of coin-

cidence levels.

3,786,257

NUCLEAR FAILED FUEL DETECTION SYSTEM

HaraM H. Weiss. Vienna, Austria, and Robert J. Johnson, At-

lanta, Ga., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,108

Int. CI. GOlt 1116, 3100; G21c 1 7102

U.S. CI. 250-83.3 R » 8 Claims

<4 NCUTRON
OtTtCTOS

lure whose cross-section corresponds and is adjacent to the

emission aperture constitutes a short and wide acceleration

gap. A target electrode opposite to the cathode electrode

beyond the acceleration gap is electrically connected to the

acceleration electrode and its surface is prepared with a triti-

um and deuterium absorbed target sheath. A magnetic field of

about 1 .000 - 2,000 Oe is applied by outside current windings.

The path of the magnetic field emerges from the poleface be-

hind the cathode electrode, intersects the latter, spreads along

the anode discharge chamber and declines laterally in the re-

gion of the emission aperture so as to enter the poleface at its

rim A magnetic yoke outside of the windings serves to close

the magnetic path between the polefaces of either polarity.

The target and acceleration electrode potential is main-

tained at about 100 - 300 kV. while the potential of the

cathode electrode is maintained at about 10 - 30 kV. both

potentials being applied with a negative polarity with respect

to the anode discharge chamber by means of appropriate feed-

through insulators. Forced water flow cooling is provided for

the electrodes, part of the vacuum envelope and the magnetic

coils.

Positive ions are generated inside the anode discharge

chamber by means of a self-sustained low pressure high-volt-

age cold cathode discharge with the ionizing electrons trapped

in a region of crossed magnetic and electric fields An electron

cloud rotating differentially and of nearly uniform density thus

ionizes the low pressure tritium deuterium gas mixture. The

ions discharged from this region by the electric discharge field

are either lost to the cathode electrode or to a larger degree

VOLUME
COWTHOL Tumo

A system is disclosed which utilizes multiple radiation de-

tectors to establish the isotopic or pseudo isotopic (weighted

average of several isotopes) content of radiation sources on a

continuous on-line basis. A specific application which utilizes

this principle is a failed fuel monitor which continuously moni-

tors the delayed neutron and gamma activity emanating from

the primary coolant of a nuclear reactor. Employing two

neutron detectors, the system has the ability to distinguish

between activity from failed fuel and from fuel rod surface

contamination. Applying a technique to compensate for ac-

tivity build-up in the primary coolant loop, the system makes it

possible to interpret the signals even during power transients.

The provision of a third detector responsive to the gamma

radiation emitted from the primary coolant in the reactor coo-

lant loop enables the system to distinguish between enlarged

cladding failures in already failed fuel rods and additional fuel

failures.

3,786.258

CLOSED SYSTEM NEUTRON GENERATOR TUBE
Albrecht Schmidt, Karbnihc, Germany, assignor to

Gesclbchaft fur Keinforschung mbH, Karlsruhe, Germany

Filed Feb. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 222,639

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 13, 1971. P 21

12 215.6 •

Int. CI G2\i 3 104

U.S. CI. 250-84.5 15 Claims

A c\psed system, sealed-off neutron generator tube is

described which generates 14 MeV neutrons from the

T(</,n)He* nuclear reaction on a deuterium and tritium ab-

sorption loaded target surface onto which accelerated deuteri-

um and tritium gas ions are impinging.

The electrode structure of the tube consists of a magnetic

poleface of one polarity, a cathode electrode in front of and

adjacent to. but electrically insulated from that poleface and.

a non-magnetic metallic anode discharge chamber surround-

ing the cathode electrode in vacuum tight connection with the

first magnetic poleface which chamber ends in a full-width

opened emission aperture, the rim of which constitutes

another magnetic poleface. An acceleration electrode aper-

driven in the opposite direction into the region of the wide

emission aperture and enter the continuing electric field of the

acceleration gap upon passing the acceleration electrode

aperture, these ions obtain a sufficient velocity to release

neutrons from the fusion reactions when they finally impinge

on the target surface material.

Secondary electrons, released from the target surface by the

impinging ions and accelerated in the opposite direction to the

ion flow, pass the acceleration gap and the discharge region

and must be intercepted by the cathode electrode.

High flux neutron irradiation of samples for activation anal-

ysis or production of short-lived radioisotopes is achieved in-

side a cylindrical target. In this geometry, a fairiy uniform

neutron flux distribution is produced by bombarding the cylin-

drical target at its outside with ions generated in an annular

discharge region concentric to the target, which ions are ac-

celerated radially inward onto the target The axially mea-

sured width of the ion current density distribution should be

comparable to the diameter of the target cylinder.

A well collimated neutron beam, with a high dose rate ap-

plicable in medical cancer therapy irradiation with fast

neutrons, is produced in the axial direction to the target

cylinder outside of a thick radiation shield which is equipped

with a collimating bore with the cross-section corresponding

to that of the target cylinder. Optimum collimation is obtained

by a slightly conical target cylinder having the form of a trun-

cated cone with its apex located half-way on the axis along the

collimating bore. An inside shielding cone resembling the

residual of the target frustrum up to the apex tip is inserted
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into the first half of the collimating bore. The latter may be in-

terchangable, thus being either divergent, cylindrical or con-

vergent, depending on the size of the irradiation field to be ac-

tually used.

e.g.. N, N-methylene bisacrylamide or other divinyl monomer.

Alternatively a radiation source can be used in place of the

free radical and crosslinking monomer solution to accomplish

the polymerizing and crosslinking of the monomer.

3,786,259

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING
MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY OF SAMPLES IN

SCINTILLATION TYPE COUNTER
Edmund Frank, Chicago, III., assignor to Packard Instrument

Company, Inc., Downers Grove, IH.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 241,988

Int. CI. GOlt 7/05

U.S.CI. 250— 106SC 13Ctaims

3,786,261
*

OPTICAL SCANNING DEVICE
Lorn Kenneth Tucker, Miami Lakes, Fla., assignor to Coulter

Electronics, Inc., Hialeah, Fla.

Filed Oct. 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 88, 1 23

Int. CI. GOlj 1/32; G06m 7/00; GOln 2 1/26

U.S.CL 250-205 13 Claims

A method and apparatus for optimizing the measurement of

the radioactivity of samples in a scintillation typp radioactivity

counter in which successive samples are advanced into a

counting chamber where the radioactivity of each sample is

measured by detecting and counting the scintillations induced

in a scintillation medium. In order to optimize the position of

the sample relative to the scintillation detecting means, and

thereby optimize measurement of the radioactivity of each

sample, control means are provided for producing a command
signal representing a selected position of the sample relative to

the scintillation medium. This control means includes adjust-

ing means for automatically adjusting the stop position of the

sample in response to each command signal so that the sample

is automatically stopped at a position represented by the com-

mand signal, and at which measurement of the radioactivity of

the sample is optimized. Specific adjusting means disclosed

are in adjustable limit switch and an adjustable wiper on a

potentiometer, each of which controls the drive motor for

raising and lowering successive samples relative to a counting

chamber.

COMTROL V
CIRCUIT ^46

The device includes a novel photosensor having two sides, a

photoreceiving surface on one side thereof, and a passageway

or hole extending through the photosensor. The photosensor

is positioned in the path of a light beam with the hole in align-

ment with the light beam for passing the same through the

photosensor. A flow stream containing particles is directed

across the path of the light beam and some of the light

deflected (scattered) by the particles impinges on the pho-

toreceiving surface and generates an electrical signal which

can be utilized for determining the size, number and/or con-

centration of particles suspended in the flow stream.

3,786,262

LIGHT SENSING DEVICE
Shigeni Hayakawa, Hirakata, Japan, assignor to Matsushita

Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,462

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 12, 1971, 46-

61154; Dec. 20, 1941,46-10510

Int. CI. H03k3/31, 3/42, 17/58

U.S. CI. 250-206 2 Claims

3,786,260

RADIATION ABSORBING SHIELD FOR PERSONNEL
AND MATERIALS AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Bobby Leroy Atkins, and Robert Niles Bashaw, both of Lake

Jackson, Tex., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

Midland, Mich.

Filed Dec. 30, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 2 1 4,394

Int.CI.G21f //OO

U.S.CI. 250-108WS 12 Claims

A radiation absorbing shield is constructed by forming con-

tinuous phase gelled aqueous solution, containing suitable dis-

solved radiation absorbing metal salts between conflning walls

which may be transparent. This is accomplished by mixing an

aqueous solution of a polymerizable monomer, e.g., acryla-

mide, and an aqueous solution containing a catalyst, e.g., a

redox type such as K,S,Og-Na,StOs, and a crosslinking agent,

VOLTAGE

A light sensing device which can act as a light memory

device or a light detecting device. The device has a photo-con-

ductive element and a negative resistance element connected

in series. At least one I-V curve of the photoconductive ele-

ment is tangent to the 1-V curve of the negative resistance ele-

ment at one point and intersects the I-V curve of the negative

resistance element at a second point. The current and/or volt-

age of the device changes abruptly upon irradiation of the

photoconductive element with light having an intensity

slightly greater than or slightly less than the light intensity cor-

responding to the I-V curve of the photoconductive element
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according to whether the l-V curve of the photoconductive

clemenfis tangent to the I-V curve of the negative resistance

element bn the concave downward side or on the concave up-

ward side.

3,786.264

HIGH SPEED LIGHT DETECTOR AMPLIFIER

Armand P. Ferro: John D. Hamden, Jr., and Bruno F. Kurz,

all of Schenectady, N.Y ., assignors to General Electric Com-

pany, Schenectad>, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,568

Int.CLH0Iji9//2

L.S.CL 250-214 R 16 Claims

3,786.263

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SENSING RADIATION

AND PROVIDING ELECTRICAL READOUT
Gerald J. Mkhon, Waterford, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,803

Int. CI. HOlj 39/12; H04n 5/38

U.S. CL 250-209 25 CUims

^u:

A light detector amplifier preferably fabricated as a

monolithic integrated circuit has high speed of response (in

• the order of 1 microsecond) at low and high illumination

levels, uses low quiescent power and supply voltage, and has

an optional thyristor or power transistor output A transistor

preamplifier conducts in the quiescent state and reverse biases

a photodiode. Upon illumination, current is diverted to the

photodiode and a power amplifier is energized to produce an

output which can also provide gating current for a thyristor

output. Enhanced performance is obtained by the use of spe-

cial components, and unique placement of components within

the circuit Voltage excursions are limited in the circuit at

several points by current steering, prc-biasing and diode

clamping techniques.

A substrate Rf semiconductor material of one conductivity

type is provided with an insulating member overlying a surface

of the substrate and a conducting member overlying the insu-

lating member to form a surface charge storage cell A capaci-

tor is provided in circuit with a source of operating potentials

between the conducting member and the substrate. Switching

means in shunt with the capacitor connects the terminals of

the capacitor together for one period of time and disconnects

them for another period of time. The polarity and magnitude

of the voltage applied to the storage cell is such as to produce

depletion of majority carriers in a region in the surface ad-

jacent portion of the substrate underlying the conducting

member Exposure of the substrate to radiation generates

minority carriers therein which are stored near the surface of

the depletion region. Circuit means are provided for changing

the potential between the conducting member and the ter-

minal of the capacitor remote from the substrate during the

time the terminals of the capacitor are disconnected from one

another to inject the stored minority carriers into the substrate

whereby a displacement current flows in circuit between the

substrate and the capacitor and produces a voltage across the

capacitor which is proportional to the minority carriers stored

in the depletion region during the time the terminals of the

capacitor were connected. A plurality of storage cells such as

described above are also provided on a common substrate and

each of the cells are addressed in turn to effect injection of the

charge stored therein into the substrate and produce respec-

tive voltages across a capacitor connected in circuit with the

substrate Means are provided for sampling the voltages

developed across the capacitor in turn to provide an output

having an amplitude varying with time in accordance with the

variation in amplitude of the sample voltages.

3,786,265

APPARATUS FOR DETECTING DEFECTS IN

CONTINUOUS TRAVELING MATERIAL
Solomon Abilock, Brooklyn, and Richard ShottenfeW. Jama-

ica, both of N.Y., assignors to Lindly & Company. Inc..

Mineola.N.Y. .

Filed Feb. 2. 1 973. Ser. No. 329.209 '

Int.CLG01n2//J2

U.S.CL 250-219 DF
J,13 Claims

Apparatus for detecting defects in continuous traveling

material comprises two photoelectric detecting units disposed

on the path of travel of the material with one unit downstream

of the other, and a coordinating circuit between the two units.

A signal produced by the upstream unit upon detection of an

apparent defect is delayed or stored by a shift register for a

period of time required for a defect in the material to travel

from one detecting unit to the other. Coincidence of an output

signal of the shift register with an output signal of the
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downstream detecting unit indicates the presence of an actual with some other physical parameter (e.g., porosity, density) in

defect in the material. A defect signal thereupon produced accordance with the specific mineral composition of the for-

can be used as desired. For example it can be used to stop the

material and can be fed to a counter to provide a record of de- •
'

fects occurring in the material.

3.786,266

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR DISTINGUISHING
BETWEEN BODIES ACCORDING TO THEIR

TRANSLUCENCY
Colin David Reid, Newbury, England, and Ian Daniel Ritchie,

Belfast, Northern Ireland, assignors to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Filed May 6, 1970. Ser. No. 35.198

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 19, 1969,

25529/69

Int. CI. G06m 7/00

U.S.CI. 250—222R 20 Claims
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face of the support member The central portion of the sup-

port member also includes a mechanical cryogenic refrigera-

tor for cooling the detector array. In scanning, the complete

structure including the detector array, the emitter array, the
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3,786.271

ELECTRON MICROSCOPES AND MICRO-ANALYSERS

David Charles Joy, Southampton, and Graham Roger Booker,

Woodstock, both of England, assignors to Cambridge Scien-

tific Instruments limited. Cambridge. England

Filed Feb. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 225,968

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 12, 1971,

4.604/71
,

Int. CL HO IJi 7/26 I

L'.S. CI. 250-398 • 8 Claims

electronics interconnecting the emitter, the detector array and

the refrigerator are rotated about a common axis by a drive

motor A television camera is focused on the emitter array to

produce a TV image of the scene scanned by the array of in-

frared detectors.

3,786.270

PROPORTIONAL COUNTER RADIATION CAMERA
Casimer J. Borkowskl, and Manfred K. Kopp. both of Oak

Ridge, Tenn., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the United SUtes Atomic Energy Commis-

sion. Washington. D.C.

Fikd Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,579

Int.CLG01t//yS

U.S.CL 250-385 7 Claims

In a scanning electron beam instrument also capable of

being used to exhibit pseudo-Kikuchi (electron channelling)

effects by causing the electron beam to rock angularly or

spirally about a substantially fixed point on a specimen surface

the electron beam is switched rapidly between the rocking

(electron channelling) mode and the linear scanning (micro-

graph) mode to allow the simultaneous display of information

derived from both modes.

3.786.272

HALL EFFECT ROTARY PULSE GENERATOR
John G. Gamble. Simsbury. and Richard J. FUs. Plantsville.

both of Conn., assignors to Veeder Industries, Inc., Hartford,

Conn.
Filed Nov. 3. 1972, Ser. No. 303.355 I

Int.CI.G01pi/4«

U,S.CL 307-106 6 Claims

A gas-ftlled proportional counter camera that images

photon emitting sources has been provided. A two-dimen-

sional, position-sensitive proportional multiwire counter is

provided as the detector The counter consists of a high volt-

age anode screen sandwiched between orthogonally disposed

planar arrays of multiple parallel strung, resistively coupled

cathode wires. Two terminals from each of the cathode arrays

are connected to separate timing circuitry to obtain separate

X and Y coordinate signal values from pulse shape measure-

ments to define the position of an event within the counter ar-

rays which may be recorded by various means for data display.

The counter is further provided with a linear drift field which

effectively enlarges the active gas volume of the counter and

constrains the recoil electrons produced from ionizing radia-

tion entering the counter to drift perpendicularly toward the

planar detection arrays. A collimator is interposed between a

subject to be imaged and the counter to transmit only the

radiation from the subject which has a perpendicular trajecto-

ry with respect to the planar cathode arrays of the detector.

A rotary electrical pulse generator having a support block, a

pair of Hall probes adjustably mounted in diametrically op-

posed support recesses in the block, a rotor mounted on the

block having a pair of axially spaced coaxial magnet rings

providing an axial gap receiving the Hall probes to generate

electrical signals as the rotor rotates, and a one-way brake

mechanism selectively installable for use in preventing rota-

tion of the rotor in a selected direction.
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3,786.273 3,786,275

CONTROL APPARATUS CIRCUIT AND METHOD FOR ARC PROTECTION OF
Domenick Saponara, Macungie, Pa., assignor to International LINEAR BEAM DEVICES
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y. Arden L. Quesinberry, Towson, and Edward J. Lawson, Bal>

Division of Ser. No. 1 68,077, Aug. 2, 1 97 1 , Pat. No. 3,754,703. timore, both of Md., assignors to W estinghouse Electric Cor-

ThisapplicationFeb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,056 poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Int. CLHOlh 47/24 Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,290

U.S.CL 307-1 17 1 Claim Int.CI.H01h9/J0
U.S.CL307-136 12 Claims

A control assembly to operate a gas oven. The main burner

receives gas from a solenoid valve energized by a thermoelec-

tric generator through a main thermostat switch. In order to

reduce the oven temperature to, e.g. 1 70° F. to keep the food

warm after a timer has run down, the timer and a keep-warm
thermostat operate two switches, respectively, to short circuit

the solenoid or the thermoelectric generator periodically. The
thermoelectric generator output is in the millivolt region.

Thus, use of one or two additional, inexpensive, series

switches in the circuit can make solenoid operation unreliable

because of even moderate contact resistance. Even the use of

expensive gold may not avoid the series switch problem. The

control assembly disclosed herein avoids this problem by use

of a disabling shunt instead of a series switch.

3,786,274

CONTROL APPARATUS
Domenick Saponara, Macungie, Pa., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. New York. N>Y.

Division of Ser. No. 168,077, Aug. 2. 1971, Pat. No. 3,754,703.

This application Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,057

Int. CL HOI h 47/24

U.S. CI. 307— 117 2 Claims
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A method and circuit for protecting a linear beam device

such as a klystron from damage due to cathode-to-body

member arcing. The linear beam device is supplied with body
member and collector electrode voltages from serially con-

nected power supplies which are both referenced to the

cathode electrode. A diode poled to block current flow away

from the collector electrode is provided between the collector

electrode and the interconnection or junction between the

power supplies. The diode thus prevents high current flow

from the collector supply resulting from a cathode-to-body

member arc.

3,786,276

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION DEVICE FOR LOGIC
SIGNALS

Eduard Rosch, Le Lock, Switzerland, assignor to Dixi S.A., Lc

Locle, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,068

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 22, 1971,

974/71

Int.CLH03k/9/0«,5//2
U.S. CL 307-208 1 CUlm

A control assembly to operate a gas oven. The main burner

receives gas from a solenoid valve energized by a thermoelec-

tric generator through a main thermostat switch. In order to

reduce the oven temperature to, e.g. 1 70° F. to keep the food

warm after a timer has run down, the timer and a keep-warm

thermostat operate two switches, respectively, to short circuit

the solenoid or the thermoelectric generator periodically. The
thermoelectric generator output is in the millivolt region.

Thus, use of one or two additional, inexpensive, series

switches in the circuit can make solenoid operation unreliable

because of even moderate contact resistance. Even the use of

expensive gold may not avoid the series switch problem. The
control assembly disclosed herein avoids this problem by use

of a disabling shunt instead of a series switch.
'

An interference suppression device for logic signals includ-

ing two logic units in series with periodically controlled

storage of an information signal and later transmission thereof

to an output terminal, and at least one regenerating circuit

which when supplied with identical information at its inputs

switches the units to a definite state thus maintaining an infor-

mation signal at the output of the suppression circuit.
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3,786,277

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT OF MOS TRANSISTORS

OPERATING ACCORDING TO THE DYNAMIC

PRINCIPLE FOR DECODING THE ADDRESSES FOR AN

MOS MEMORY
Paul-Werner V. Basse. Nantwein. Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengeseilschalt, Berlin and Munich, Germany

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,416

Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1971, P 21

36 771.5
Int. CI. Gncy//4a.H03k 5/00

U.S. CI. 307-238 2 Claims

3,786,279

ADAPTIVE TRANSISTOR SWITCH

WiUiam J. Wilson, Chicago, III., assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, III.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,027

Int. CI. H03k / 7/60

U.S.CI.307-254 7 Claims

A transistor switch connecting a load to a suitable source of

power with amplifying means supplying base current to the

transistor switch with a voltage sensitive device, such as a

diode or a transistor, connected to sense the voltage across the

transistor switch and provide an alternate path for driving cur-

rent to the amplifier to mainuin base current into th«

transistor switch at a predetermined ratio relative to curren

flowing through the transistor switch and the load.

3,786,280

PULSE SAMPLING AND RESHAPING CIRCUIT

Frederik NordUng, SausaUto. Calif., assignor to Lynch Com-

munication Systems, Inc., San Francisco, CaUf.

Continuatioo of Ser. No. 21,442, March 20, 1970. This

application Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,094

Int. CI. H03k / 7100

U.S.CL 307-268 4 Claims

A dynamic decoding circuit arrangement employes a delay

circuit for delaying the traihng edge of clock pulses and apply-

ing the clock pulses to the individual decoding circuits so that

only one of the decoding circuits is effective to emit a memory

access signal in accordance with the applied address.

3,786.278

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING APPARATUS

Joseph Colin Whitehouse. Blaby. and Colin Arthur Wild, Le-

icester, both of England, assignors to The Rank Organisation

Limited, London. England

Filed Jan. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 222,178

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. II, 1971,

4437/71
Int. CL H03k / 7/72

U.S.CL 307-252 F 5 CUims

^

^ ^^/r

''^'^^^^^^'f % ^/f^^^

A switching circuit for enabling a selected one of a number

of channels. The circuit includes a number of devices, one for

each channel, each having a voltage/current characteristic

with a negative-impedance region separating two stable states

The devices are fed in parallel from a source of constant cur-

rent or constant voltage of a magnitude such that only one

may assume one of the stable states The devices may be for

example programmable unijunction transistors or tunnel

diodes.

In a system for the transmission of information coded in

terms of the presence and polarity of pulses in a signal pulse

tram a circuit for reconstituting degraded pulses comprising a

source of degraded input pulse signals to be sampled and

reshaped and diode means connected back-to-back between

the input signal source and a point of zero potential Means is

provided for maintaining at least one or the other of the diode

means in forward biased condition at different potentials of

the input pulse signals. First, second and third transistor

means are also provided with means connecting the control

element of the first transistor means to the input signal source.

Means is provided for connecting the control element of the

second transistor means to the point of zero potential and

means is provided for connecting the control element of the

third transistor means to the interconnection of the diode

means The transistor means is connected so as to cause only

the transistor means with the highest potential at its base to

conduct and sampling pulse source means is connected to the

transistor means so as to prevent conduction of any of said

transistor means except in the presence of a sampling pulse.

Finally the first transistor means conducts during the sam-

pling pulse when the potential of the input signal pulse at the
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moment of sampling is more positive than a predetermined

positive threshold value, the second transistor means conducts

when the input signal potential is more negative than a

predetermined negative threshold value, and the third

transistor means conducts when the input signal potential is

between the threshold values, these threshold values being

determined by the voltage drop across the diode means.

3,786,283

DELAY CIRCUIT FOR PROVIDING A VARIABLE DELAY
CHARACTERISTIC

Hiroshi lida, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sansui Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,653

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

45/121491
Int. CI. H03k / 7126

U.S.CL 307-293 5 Claims

3,786,281

SCANNING PULSE GENERATOR
Norio Koike, Kokubunji, and Miklo Ashikawa, Koganei, both

of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,814

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1971, 46/103695

Int. CLH03k 5/00. 5//56

U.S. CI. 307-269 6 Claims

Si
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3 786 285 '"g blades which have an angular width approaching, but not

MOMENT ACTUATED TRANSDUCER greater than. 180° less the angular width of one of the seg-

Robert C. Reii>old, 12062 Brookhaven Pk.. Garden Grove,

CaMf. I

Division of Scr. No. 146,156, May 24. 1 97 1 . This application

Dec. 8, 1972, S«r. No. 313^37
Int. CI. H04r / 7/00

U.S. CI. 310-8.5 3 Claims

f 7^

—

\ «

A moment-actuated transducer unit mounted to an elastic

belt having Velcro-type fastener means for attaching the belt

and transducer unit snugly around the chest or abdomen re-

gion of a subject's body provides a highly sensitive and easily

installed respiration transducer assembly. The output of the

transducer unit can be connected directly to a high input im-

pedance recorder or to a signal conditioning circuit which in-

cludes an unfiltered output and a high frequency filtered out-

put wherein a regular high input impedance recorder can be

selectively connected to either of such outputs.

ments. Thus, the stalor coils are excited at all times except the

relatively short time each blade contacts only one segment,

when switching occurs.

3,786.286

SELF-INTERRUPTING RECIPROCATING MOTOR
Sven Gunnar Palsson, and Olav Coony Mickebson, both of

Hestra, Sweden, assignors to Isabcrgs Verkstads AB, Hestra,

Sweden
Filed Sept. 14, 1972. Scr. No. 289,081

Int.Cl.H02kii//0

U.S. CI. 310-34 4CI«in$

3,786,288

PHONOGRAPH RECORD PLAYER TURNTABLE AND
MOTOR ASSEMBLY

Constantinos J. Joannou, 2008 Dorval Ave., Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada I

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, S«r. No. 331,388

Int. CI. H02ky 7/00

U.S. CI. 310-68 3 Claims

Electrically operated stapler, nailer or the like comprising a

solenoid the armature of which is part of a piston means and

which provides a driving force for a staple, nail or the like, cir-

cuit means for supplying at least part of the half periods of an

alternating current to said solenoid as long as a switch is actu-

ated and means for inhibiting actuation of said switch by

manually actuable means in a stroke of said piston means and

until release of the last named means for renewed actuation

thereof.

3,786,287

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR SYSTEM
Jesse J. Stein, 115 Trinity PI., Syracuse, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Scr. Nos. 866,091, Oct. 6, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,631 ,273. and Ser. No. 678,730, Oct. 27, 1967,

abandoned. This application Dec. 27, 1971. Scr. No. 212^81
Int. CI. H02k i 7/00

U.S. CI. 310-46 3CI«ims

A direct current rotary apparatus of the type disclosed in

U.S. Pat. No. 3.631,273. of which the present disclosure is a

continuation-in-part, the improvement comprising a commu-
tator switch having two arcuate blades, mounted for rotation

with the rotor and evenly spaced thereon, and stationary seg-

ments connected to the stator coils. The segments are of like

angular width And arranged in a circle for contact by the rotat-

In modem phonograph record players, there are certain

problems associated with turntable and motor vibrations. This

invention provides a turntable bearing and motor system

which has a single ball thrust bearing in the spindle and a

second radial bearing which is vibration-isolated from the

bearing housing and turntable by resilient material. The

turntable is driven by a very slow directly coupled motor or by

a conventional motor which drives the turntable via the above

mentioned resilient material and thus any motor vibration is

isolated from the turntable.

3,786.289

ROTATING MACHINES HAVING END THRUST
CUSHIONING ARRANGEMENTS

Joseph E. Baciawski, and William R. Hunt, both of Fort

Wayne, Ind., assignors to General Electric Company, Fort

Wayne. Ind.

Filed June 19. 1972. Scr. No. 264,196

Int. CI. F16c 7 7/00. 79/J2

U.S. CI. 310-90 6 Claims

Electric motor with stator and rotor assemblies and single

member end thrust transmitting and cushioning system. The
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single member of each system limits rotor end play and is illus-

trated as an undulated disc or wavy washer. The thrust

member includes first and second pluralities of spaced apart

bearing surfaces or pads interconnected by ramps or beam

elements. Angularly alternating ones of the pads lie in axially

ment to thereby mount the same and the motor to the plate

element. «»

3,786,291

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
Philip A. SIdell. West Hartford, Conn., assignor to McGraw-

Edison Company, Elgin, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 89,347, Nov. 30, 1970, abandoned.

This application Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,950

Int. CI. H02k 27/00

U.S.CI.310-162 ,
SCUims

spaced apart parallel planes and are flexibly movable toward

one another when compressed. Thrust member is formed of

thermoresponsive (i.e., thermosetting or thermoplastic)

material and juncture of ramps and pads promotes desirable

lubricating action by lubricant flowing from reservoir, along

sleeve bearing to stationary thrust bearing surface.

3,786,290

ELECTROMOTOR CONSTRUCTION
Hermann Papst, St. Georgen; Hans Lunde, Schrambcrg, and

Gunter Wrobcl, Villingen, all of Germany, assignors to

Papst-Motoren KG, St. Georgen/SchwarzwaW, Germany

Filed Jan. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 218,734

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 21, 1971, P 21

02 679.9
Int.CI.H02k5/76

U.S. CI. 310-90 3 Claims

A synchronous motor having a plurality of ferromagnetic

pole extensions cooperating with a permanent magnet of the

oriented type that is through-magnetized. A principal form of

the invention places the pole extensions on one side of the per-

manent magnet rotor.

3,786.292

ELECTRICAL CONTACT BRUCH ASSEMBLY WITH
ANTI-VIBRATION HEAD

Peter Kenneth Clifford Wiggs, Tadworth, England, assignor to

Morganite Carbon Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,839

Int. CI. H02k /J/00

U.S. CI. 310-251 " 6Ctoims

A stator is surrounded by a rotor, and bearings journal the

rotor for rotation. The bearings are accommodated in an elon-

gated tubular element which coaxially surrounds the axis of

rotation of the rotor and adjacent to a free end portion of

which there is located a plate element on which the motor is to

be mounted. The plate element extends in a plane which is at

least substantially normal to the axis of rotation and a screw

extends through the plate element and engages with internal

threads provided in the free end portion of the tubular ele-

An electrical contact brush assembly with a brush )iead and

a brush body, the brush head being of resiliently deformable

material of mechanical impedance of the same order as that of

the brush body, and the brush head being in contact with a top

face of the brush body to provide an interface therewith so

that high frequency compressive sound waves can pass into

the brush head from the brush body and be absorbed to

reduce brush bounce. The brush head may be slotted.
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3.786^93

ELECTRIC SALIENT-POLE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

ROTOR SOLID METAL POLE PIECE

Waher Boning, and Werner Leistner. both of Beriln, German,,

assisDon to Siemens AktiengeseUschaft, Munich, Germany

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,054

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1972, P 22

09 735.4
lBt.CI.H02li//24

U.S.CL 310-269 5 CUims

3,786,295 '
1

ANODE SUBSTRATES FOR MULTI-DIGIT TYPE
FLUORESCENT DISPLAY TUBES

Heihachi Fujii, WaUrai-gun; Kaxuhiko Kasano; Mlnoru Mat-

suno, both of Ise City; Tadahiko Muroi, OmaU, and Mu-

nehiro Kitamura. Malsuiaka, all of Japan, assignors to Ise

Electronics Corporation, Ise City, MIe Prefecture, Japan

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,220

Int. CI. HOI j 7/42. H01k;/60

U.S.CL 313- 109.5 3 Claims

u u

An electric ^lient-pole synchronous machine rotor solid

pole piece having a shoe through which slots are formed which

extend from the axial edges of the shoe circutnferentially in-

wardly, has means for electrically bridging the slots adjacent

to the axial edges of the shoe.

u i» H

The anode substrate for use in a multi-digit type fluorescent

tube comprises an insulator substrate printed with conductors

for electrically interconnecting corresponding segment elec-

trodes, an insulator substrate overlying the printed conductors

and provided with a plurality of perforations above the printed

conductors, a plurality of segment electrodes formed on the

insulator film at the positions of the perforations, the elec-

trodes including integral connectors extending through the

perforations and respectively connected to the printed con-

ductors, phosphor films applied onto respective segment elec-

trodes, the segment electrodes being arranged in a predeter-

mined pattern to display predetermined letters, and a protec-

tive film overlying the insulator film and provided with a plu-

rality of the segment electrodes.

3,786,294

PROTECTIVE COATING FOR DIODE ARRAY TARGETS

Ronald H. Wilson; Samuel M. BlumenfeW; Rowland W. Re-

dington, and Joseph S. Rosczak. all of Schenectady. N.Y., as-

signors to General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 1 17313

Int.CI.H01ji//2S

U.S.CL 313-65 AB o Claims

14 e 41

ro CATMOoe -

3,786,296

EVACUATED ELCTRON DISCHARGE TUBES

Jonathan Ross Howorth. Chelmsford. England, assignor to En-

glish Electric Company Limited, London, England
|

Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 142,943

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 15, 1970,

23.619/71 I

Int. CI. HOIj/ 9/70

U.S.CI.313-176 27 Claims

9 11 9 O

An improved coating for diode array targets is disclosed

wherein a resistive sea is coated over the diode array. The re-

sistive sea has a thickness of from 10 to 1 000A and a resistivity

of from 5 X 10* to 10* ohm-centimeters. The resistive sea com-

prises an electronically conductive borate glass containing an

oxide of a meul. e.g. iron, vanadium, cobalt, etc. This layer

has been found to serve a protective function and. in particu-

lar, serves to prevent an increase in the dark current of the

array due to "aging" effects or due to vacuum baking of the

array in preparation for use as an image intensifier.

An ion getter pump for providing a vacuum in a high power

microwave discharge tube consists of a body of radio-active

material which is arranged to act as the power source for the

pump. The pump has a glass support base concentrically sur-

rounding a cathode. Mounted within the tubular cathode is a

layer of radio-active isotope material and a particle receiver

from which extends an anode rod. Pins are fused through the

base to support the cathode, the particle receiver and the

isotope material. A shield is provided to prevent sputtering of

material on to the baSe.
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3,786,297

DISCHARGE LAMP WHICH INCORPORATES CERIUM

AND CESIUM HALIDES AND A HIGH MERCURY
LOADING

Robert J. Zollweg, Monroeville; Kenneth K. Blackham, and

Walter J. Burnham, both of Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors

to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 108,427, Jan. 21, 1971,

abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,71

1

Int.CI.H01j6//20

U.S. CI. 313-229 22 Claims

3,786,299

EHT SUPPLY PARTICULARLY FOR TELEVISION
RECEIVERS

Kenneth Edward Martin, Horley, EngUnd, assignor to U. S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 857,674, Sept. 15, 1969. abandoned.

This application Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,764

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 16, 1968,

43,942/68
Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 315-29 9CUIms

^ 600 700 800 900 1000

MINIMUM ENVELOPE- TEMPERATURE 'C

Arc-discharge device wherein the discharge-sustaining

filling includes as essential elements predetermined amounts

of at least one of praseodymium halide. neodymium halide

and cerium halide plus cesium halide and sufficient mercury

to provide an operating mercury-vapor pressure of from 3 to

1 5 atmospheres, in addition to the usual starting gas. The rare-

earth metal halide provides a very efficient discharge and the

cesium halide plus the high mercury loading permits a high ef-

ficiency to be obtained with a relatively low minimum en-

velope temperature. Other discharge-sustaining materials

desirably are added to the foregoing essential constituents to

modify the color of the discharge.

A circuit for supplying the final anode voltage to a CRT

from a horizontal output transformer has a voltage tripler cir-

cuit. A circuit comprising a diode coupled in series with the

parallel combination of a resistor and capacitor is coupled

across the transformer. This prevents ringing during the

scanning time, and hence, improves the regulation of the out-

put voltage.

3,786,300

DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE CIRCUITS

Michael Walter Hill, Pinner, England, assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 143,861

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 18, 1970,

23,940/70; May 18, 1970, 23,941/70

Int. CL HOlj 29/50

U.S. CI. 315-13 C ' 8 Claims

3,786,298

JACKETED LAMP MOUNT FRAME CLIP

Nelson Fitzgerald, Euclid, Ohio, assignor to General Electric

Company. Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,261

Int. CI. HOlj //SS

U.S. CI. 313-292 8 Claims

B^
I2«>\ 'Tl

VmOEFL ,VY \BV
CIRCUITS r^i*^

10'^ T2

A jacketed lamp comprising an inner envelope centrally

supported within a vitreous outer envelope having a bulb por-

tion domed at one end and necked at the other to which a base

is attached. The mount frame for the inner envelope extends

from an inlead sealed through the stem at the base end to a

dimple formed in the bulb at the dome end. The mount frame

engages the dimple by a clip comprising a springy metal band

formed into a closed noncircular loop. The loop deforms

towards a more circular shape to resiliently engage the dimple

and accommodate dimensional variations.

Vertical rate convergence circuit provides respective

waveforms for control of vertical convergence winding ener-

gization during scanning of top raster half and bottom raster

half A pair of convergence windings are interconnected with

sources of the respective waveforms in a circuit arrangement

providing respective potentiometers for effecting master and

differential control of the individual winding currents during

each raster half scanning interval. Unidirectional current con-

ducting means in association with one or both of the dif-

ferential control potentiometers serve to reduce interaction

between the control settings. In one embodiment, fixed ter-

minals of each differential control potentiometer are linked to

respective convergence coil terminals by individual diodes

poled to effectively open-circuit one differential control

potentiometer while placing the other differential control

potentiometer in circuit with the coils during top scanning,

and to effect complementary operation during bottom

scanning.
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3,786301
TRAVELLING WAVE TUBES

Peter Mkhacl Chalmers, Essex, England, assignor to English

Electric Valve Company Limited, Chelmsford, Essex, En-

gland

nied Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 304.992

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 9, 1971,

51.907/71
Int.CI.H01j25/i4

U.S.CK 315-3.6 13 Claims

a differential input stage cascaded with a push-pull output

stage which couples to both the horizontal defection coil of

the cathode ray tube and a parallel connected capacitor, form-

ing a resonant circuit. The differential input stage compares

the input deflection signal with a feedback signal proportional

oc/blxk

A phase modulated travelling wave tube in which amplitude

modulation of the signal passing through the tube is reduced

by providing a wave retarding structure which is in two electri-

cally isolated portions arranged co-axially in line with one

another, and applying modulating d.c. potential to the portion

of the wave retarding structure nearer the electron gun.

3,786,302

ELECTROSTATIC LENS FOR CATHODE RAY TUBES
Werner Veith, Munich, Germany, assignor to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft, Berlin & Munich, Germany
Filed June 1,1971, Ser. No. 148,423

Claims priority, application Germany. June 25. 1970. P 20

31 486.7

Int. CL HO Ij 29/56

U.S. CI. 315-16 8 Claims

^^r* '**iwV-^'

('•"1 J r.. 'tr n"h l r- -^-r r---' 11^1 r. t; * o- J
I

1^ V ' n ^

\

to the beam deflection to assure linear control. Switch-over to

the resonant flyback mode is accomplished by actuating the

push-pull stage so as to present a high impedance to the reso-

nant circuit whereupon a half-cycle of oscillation commences

to produce the horizontal retrace.

3,786,304

DAMPING CIRCUIT FOR VERTICAL DEFLECTION
SYSTEM

John D. Jordan, Chesapeake, Va., assignor to General Electric

Company, Portsmouth. Va.

FiledSept. 28. 1971, Ser. No. 184,518

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 315-27 TD 2 CUims

An electrostatic lens constructed of cylindrical tube sec-

tions for cathode ray tubes having two terminal electrodes and

a center electrode The terminal electrodes have a high posi-

tive potential applied to them. The center electrode is sub-di-

vided into two parts, and a correcting electrode is inserted

between these parts. The correcting electrode has a potential

applied thereto which is more positive than the potential of

the center electrode, and less positive than the potential of the

terminal electrodes.

3,786303
CATHODE RAY TUBE DUAL MODE HORIZONTAL

DEFLECTION CONTROL AMPLIFIER
Hugh C. Hilbum. Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Sperry Rand Cor-

poration, Great Neck, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 132,950

Int. CL HOlj 29/70

U.S.CL 315-27 TD 7 Claims

A dual mode cathode ray tube horizontal deflection amplifi-

er normally operable in a linear mode for horizontal forward

scanning and/or symbol writing during the vertical re-trace

period and controllably switchable to a non-linear resonant

flyback mode for horizontal re-trace. The amplifier comprises

An improved damping circuit for limiting the maximum

voltage and slowing the rate of rise of a pulse produced ^y an

inductive winding when current flowing therethrough is sud-

denly interrupted. An additional resistor is placed in series

with a conventional R-C damping network and the circuit thus

constituted is coupled to a switching transistor by means of a

diode. Voltage across the transistor rises more slowly, and at-

tains a lesser maximum value, than when the conventional R-

C network alone is used.

3,786305
FIELD EMISSION ELECTRON GUN

Tsutomu Komoda, and Setsuo Nomura, both of Katsuta,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,245

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S.CL 315-30 5 Claims

In an electron gun device of the field emission type having a

cathode tip. and first and second anodes connected to respon-

sive voltage sources, a control electrode connected to a con-
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i.v. I. A ^t fh« siilation This Danel is removably secured above a printed cir-

,rol voUag= source U deposed " .l)'

-f ^"'''-f,;
''«

"u^^oarl wWch carries a plurLi.y of metal electrode strips

cathode tip so as to control the electron beam emitted from

suiaiiun. 1 Ills paiivi ;» »....'^.-"-j ... . • _

cuit board which carries a plurality of metal electrode strips

that extend transversely to the EL electrode or electrodes. A

plurality of spaced, non-linear electrical elements are secured

between the panel and board to register with, for example,

points where the EL electrode(s) intersect the printed circuit

electrodes. In one embodiment, when an AC or pulsatmg volt-

age is applied across a selected EL electrode and an intersect-

ing circuit board electrode, the non-linear element at the m-

.20
22 29 y^

oy«-—-t::T—1 f

—

\ r I I I : \ \\^oi>

23-

13
COMRMWTOR

38-

S
the cathode tip whereby a stable electron beam can be ob-

tained.

3,786,306

PLASMA CURTAIN OF TWO OR MORE PLASMAS

Henry R. P. J. Schoumaker, Bruxelles, Belgium, assignor to La

Soudure Electrique, Procedes Arcos, Anderlecht, Belgium

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,842

Claims priority, application Belgium, Mar. 3, 1971, 100,431

Int.CLH05h//00

U.S.CL 315-1 11 ' 13 Claims

tersection of these electrodes conducts and causes the

phosphor coating on the registering portion of the energized

EL electrode to glow with a regulated intensity. If the non-

linear elements are SCR's. the conduction of each SCR may

be controlled by a pair of triggering signals arranged to be ap-

plied selectively as an X and Y coordinate, respectively for

each SCR. One or more spots, each registering with one of the

non-linear elements, may thus be made to glow at selected

points on the face of the panel, and with different colors, if

desired.

/wv^vv- —v^Xvw>^J —VVVVV*-*

lO' (=X8 ^0 '

A process or apparatus for producing two or more plasmas

which comprises projecting opposed plasmas into a closed

space to meet in the space and form a common arc, and ex-

pelling the combined plasmas from the closed space sideways

with respect to their original direction under the pressure of

plasmagenic gas through at least one nozzle elongated in the

sideways direction and thus producing a flame projecting out-

ward through the elongated nozzle as at least one blade of a

continuous plasma jet. In one of the forms two or more blades

are projected through elongated nozzles which may be parallel

to one another, divergent from one another, or convergent to

one another. The curtain of plasma may deposit material on

the inside or the outside or both of a tube. The chamber from

which the plasma curtain issues may be supported on a roller

carriage. The single chamber may also be rotated around an

axis. In one embodiment the chambers are held by Imks on the

outside of a roller or the like.

3,786,308

TEMPERATURE STABILIZED SPECTRAL SOURCE

Richard F. Browner; James D. Winefordner, both of

Gainesville, Fla., and Tom H. Glenn, deceased, late of

GainesviUe, Fla. (by Mary T. Glenn, heir), assignors to

Board of Regents, Tallahassee, Fla., by said Browner and

Winefordner
Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,035

Int. CI. G03b 27/04; H05b 4//76.4//24

U.S.CL 315-248 14 Claims

3,786,307

SOLID STATE ELECTROLUMINESCENT X-Y DISPLAY

PANELS
Thomas L. Robinson, East Aurora, N.Y., assignor to Atronlcs

Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,772

Int.CLH05bi 7/00

U.S.CL315-169TV 22 Claims

One or more EL electrodes in the form of wire mesh strips

coated with electroluminescent phosphor are sandwiched

between a rigid, transparent cover and a sheet of dielectric in-

A temperature stabilized spectral source comprismg an

electrodeless discharge lamp energized in a radio frequency

field, the temperature of the lamp being controlled by dispos-

ing the lamp in air or other gas of controlled temperature. The

exciting field is typically in the microwave frequency range.
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3,786309
ELECTROSTATIC POWDER SPRAYING METHOD AND

APPARATUS
Norman O. MioMel, Waterford, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,033

Int.CI.H05bJ/60

U.S. CI. 317-3 6 Claims

responsive to a static control circuit for tripping the circuit

breaker when instantaneous power in one of the phases of a

three phase alternating current circuit exceeds adjustable

predetermined levels for adjustable predetermined times as

well as ground faults. A separate non-saturated iron core cur-

rent transformer detects the current in each of the phases in-

dependently and powers independent cascaded current trans-

formers having outputs of the same polarity connected to form

OR circuits and provide a voltage signal correlated with the in-

stantaneous current in a single one of the protected lines with

the highest signal back biasing the others. This signal is am-

plified and delivered to a plurality of independent solid state

An electrostatic powder spraying method and apparatus

wherein random electrical charges are neutralized on the

powder to be sprayed prior to delivery of the powder particles

to an electrostatic powder spray gun.

\" -!•' N*
i

^1 <ri

3,786,310

HYBRID DC CIRCLIT BREAKER
W illis F. Long, Thousand Oaks, Calif., assignor to Hughes Air

craft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,208

Int. CL H021I 7/22

U.S. CL 317-1 IC

'-^^ /

»-\

-©^

t:

adjustable time delay circuits for instantaneous time delay,

short time delay and long time delay actuation of the trip coil

dependent upon the extent to which the current levels in the

protected line providing the signal exceeds a predetermined

level of line current. Ground fault protection is also provided.

Also disclosed is a light weight power supply whose power

requirements are determined by the electronic power require-

15 Claims ments of the control circuit but nonetheless provides the

power level energy needed to actuate the trip coil. The static

control circuit further includes fail-safe features so that a poor

circuit connection or malfunction will not render the circuit

breaker inoperative.

r
-^^^-^

-^,

4/

3,786,312

PORTABLE ELECTRIC SCATTERBOX FOR POWER
DISTRIBUTION ON A CONSTRUCTION SITE

Richard D. Roussard, 3740 N. Romero Rd., Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972. Ser No. 298.401

Int.CI.H02by/y5

U.S.CL317-II2 7 Claim*

DC circuit breaker has both in-line and line-to-ground com-

ponents to limit in-line and line-to-ground voltages during

load breaking and fault clearing. Impedance insertion forces

down current.

ERRATUM
For Class 317—018 sec:

Patent No. 3,786,356

3,786,311

CIRCUIT BREAKER AND STATIC TRIP CIRCUIT
THEREFOR

Charles F. Hobson, Jr.. Southington, and Henry G. Willard,

W ethersfield, both of Conn., assignors to General Electric

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 319,977 ,

Int.CLH02liiy2S

U.S.CK317-18D 4 Claims

A circuit breaker including separable contacts, an operating

means for opening and closing the contacts and a trip coil

This specification discloses a portable electric scatterbox in-

tended for use on construction sites where the contractor has

installed an electrical supply line for delivering electrical cur-

rent at a voltage of 240 volts. This receptacle is provided with
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six receptacle outlets from which electrical current at 120

volts is taken. The scatterbox includes wiring which connects

three of the receptacles to a 1 20-voIt bus line and a neutral

bus line, with a circuit breaker included in the connections.

The other three of the receptacles are connected to a second

1 20-volt bus line and the neutral bus line, with a second circuit

breaker included in these connections.

maintain the armature in such second position. The arrange-

ment includes a power supply connected to the solenoid, a

switch for initiating the build-up of current in the solenoid and

a control arrangement responsive to the solenoid current and

operative for maintaining the voltage across the solenoid sub-

3,786,313

PANELBOARD ASSEMBLY WITH IMPROVED SUPPORT
MEANS

Sidney J. Coles, Carlisle, and Bernard C. Teal, Ancaster, On-

tario, both of Canada, assignors to Westinghouse Canada

Limited, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,296

Int. CI. H02b

U.S.CL317-I20 8 Claims

I
J

stantially constant until the solenoid current reaches a

predetermined threshold value. The control arrangement

further includes a current-regulating arrangement operative

after said threshold value has been reached for maintaming

the solenoid current at a holding value lower than said

threshold value.

This invention relates to a panelboard assembly which is lar-

gely composed of a number of standard premanufactured

components. The components may be easily assembled

together to give a variety of combinations of assemblies so as

to be adaptable to receive an exceedingly large. number of

breaker combinations. Because most of the interior com-

ponents of the panelboard are fabricated from standard ex-

trudable components, it is possible to manufacture the panel-

board in a variety of lengths and widths, so as to be able to

supply panelboards having a wide range of power ratings.

Also, because of the case with which the interior components

of the panelboard may be conveniently manufactured in vari-

ous dimensions, it is possible to adapt the panelboard for use

in areas where physical dimensions are limited because of

some prior requirement, such as a restraint on size due to the

installation of a previously smaller-rated panelboard or some

other restriction of a similar nature.

3,786,315

ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICE

Carver A. Mead, Pasadena, and James O. McCaWln, South

Pasadena, both of Calif., assignors to Intel Corporation,

Mountain View, Calif. ^ ^ ^
Continuation of Ser. No. 851,906, Aug. 21, » 969, abandoned.

This application Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,490

Int.CI.H01li/00.H05bJ5/00

U.S. CI. 317-234 R 7 Claims

3,786,314

REGULATING ARRANGEMENT FOR SOLENOID
VALVES AND THE LIKE

Wolfgang Misch, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,637

Ctolms priority, application Germany, July 1, 1971, P 21 32

717.3
Int.CLH01f7//S

U.S.CL 317-154 13 Claims

An arrangement for regulating the current flow in the sole-

noid of an electromagnetically actuated mechanism, particu-

larly a high-speed solenoid valve, of the type requiring a

higher activating current to effect movement of the armature

from a first to a second position and a lower holding current to

A direct current electroluminescent device for room tem-

perature generation of blue and green light at low voltages and

power levels, comprising a body of n-type zinc sulfide of low

resistivity and high luminescent efficiency containing a first

surface region treated to form an ohmic electron injection

contact and a second region treated to contain within a thin

layer of below 1 micfon at least 10" cm-* of a Group I rnetal

hole injection states which have an energy level mtermediate

the valence band of zinc sulfide and the Fermi level of a metal

contact electrode and states which generate under bias a net

negative charge within the layer.

An electronegative metal electrode is applied to the layer

and a relatively electropositive metal electrode is applied by to

the first surface region. When a forward bias is applied to the

device, electrons are injected into the first region and the net

negative charge generated in the layer raises the energy of the

hole injection states toward the metal Fermi level to permit

hole injection. The injected holes and electrons combine at

recombination centers in sufficient numbers at room tempera-

ture to emit radiation visible under ordinary illumination.
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3.786.316

HIGH FREQUENCY DIODE^NERGY TRANSDUCER AND
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

Harry Kroger, Sudbury, Mass., assignor to Sperry Rand Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 37,638, May 15, 1970, Pat. No. 3,684,901.

This application June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259.091

Int.CI.H01l5/00

U.S. CI. 317-234 R 4CUims

sink This permits the applied stress to bypass the encapsulant

and be transmitted directly to the heat sink and the mechani-

cal support.

3,786,318

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE HAVING CHANNEL
PREVENTING STRUCTURE

Toshimitu Momoi, Tokyo, and Isamu Homma. Hokkaido, both

of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 10, 1967, Ser. No. 674.236

Claimsprioritv.application Japan, Oct. 14, 1966,41/67125

Int.CI.HOll/V/00

'U.S. CI. 317-235 R 4 Claims

zaa

A miniature microwave or high frequency amplifier or oscil-

lator diode array is disclosed in the form of a semiconductor

microcircuit array of surface diodes with interconnections ar-

ranged for efficient distribution of bias and oscillating high

frequency fields to the active diode elements for provoking

high efficiency exchange of energy therein between the oscil-

lating microwave or high frequency field and an electrical

power source.

3.786,317

MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUIT PACKAGE
Winiam George ThierfeMer. Easton. Pa., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories Incorporated, Berkeley Heights.

NJ.
Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,051

Int. CI. HO II 5/00

U.S.CL 317-234 R 4 Claims

143 144 145

,

I47,_I48

l40'^l32Ti35 .^p'^hOOWrm ,'^f^lSOi 'f

A semiconductor device, wherein a plurality of light doped

p-type silicon regions are formed separately in an island form

on a heavily doped P* type silicon substrate in contact

therewith, semiconductor circuit elements like diodes,

transistors, resistors, capacitors etc. are formed in the prin-

cipal surfaces of the P" regions and the exposed surface parts

of the P* substrate and P" regions are covered with silicon

oxide films. This invention provides a stabilized semiconduc-

tor device capable of high voltage operation, wherein the

leakage current is small and the interaction between the cir-

cuits elements is small.

3,786,319

INSULATED-GATE FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR
Okumura Tomisaburo, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Matsushita

Electronics Corporation, Osaka. Japan

Filed Mar. 20, 1%7, Ser. No. 624v477

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 28, 1966,41/19828

Int. CI. HOll 79/00

U.S. CI. 317-235 R 7 Claims

A package for microelectronic circuits is disclosed in which

the mounting mechanism isolates the circuit chip and encap-

sulating plastic from any applied stress when mounted. The

mechanical force of the mounting mechanism is applied to a

pair of tabs extending upward from a combination base/heat

A multi-polar insulated gate transistor having two or more

isolated electrodes formed on an insulated film, and an island

region having a conductivity type different from that of the

semiconductor proper and located in the portion of the sub-

strate beneath said film and below the gap between said elec-

trodes, whereby a large current can flow through the element

located closer to the drain when the respective elements

which may consist of the pair, i.e.. each gate and source-

island, island-island or island-drain are under identical voltage

conditions.
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3,786,320

SCHOTTKY BARRIER PRESSURE SENSITIVE

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE WITH AIR SPACE AROUND

PERIPHERY OF METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR JUNCTION

Gota Kano, Kyoto; Shohei FujIwara, Takatsuki-shl; Mutsuo

lizuka. Osaka; Hiromasa Hasegawa, Takatsuki-shi, and Tsu-

kasa Sawaki, Toyonaka-shi, all of Japan', assignors to Mat-

sushita Electronics Corporation, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-

shi, Osaka, Japan „..^..-
Filed Sept. 29, 1 969, Ser . No. 86 1 ,647

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 4, 1968,

43/72667. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Oct. 2, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. H01I///00. 75/00

U.S. CI. 317-235 R 11 Claims

ically they may be fabricated by solid state diffusion or by ion

implantation of a significant impurity in the same manner as is

used to form the p-n junction diodes which comprise the imag-

ine means of the target. Advantageously, the conductivity type

zones are covered by means of selective electrodeposition

with a thin metallic plating to enhance their performance.

3,786,322

UNITARY WOUND RESISTOR-CAPACITOR NETWORK

Donald R. Brown, Downers Grove; Otto 1. Ma^pust Jr

Claredon Hills, and James F. Stoltz, LaGrange, all o""-
«;

signors to Western Electric Company, Incorporated, Nev

York N.Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,072

Int.CI.H01g 7/00

^. ,.^ tct 5 Claims
U.S.CI.317— 25€

Disclosed is a pressure-sensitive transistor whose emitter or

collector junction is formed by use of a Schottky barrier junc-

tion and wherein the current through the transistor changes in

accordance with the applied pressure when pressure is apphed

to said junction by pressure applying means. Such a transistor

is advantageous in that a high pressure-to-current conversion

factor is obtained, little noise is generated at the junction, and

the reverse leakage current appearing at the junction if

extremely small.

3,786,321

COLOR CAMERA TUBE TARGET HAVING INTEGRAL

INDEXING STRUCTURE

James Robert Mathews, Reading, Pa., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights, NJ

.

,,„.,«
Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,179

Int. CI. HOll 75/00

U.S.CL 317-235 P 3 Claims

Two network forming strips are wound to form a resistor-

capacitor network roll. Each strip is a sheet of dielectric

material having a contiguous layer of metal, on one side

thereof, formed in an elongated conductive path which ex-

tends back and forth lengthwise along the strip in serpentine

fashion. An electrical connection is made at each end ot the

network roll with an end portion of a different one of the con-

ductive paths to form an R-C network therebetween having a

resistance which is significant with respect to the capacitance

thereof

3,786,323

CAPACITOR WITH ANODIZED ELECTRODE OF

TANTALUM SILICON ALLOY

Frank Groom Peters, Nutley, and Newton Schwarti, Moms

Township, Morris County, both of N.J., ««'g»«7 »» »*"

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray HiU, NJ.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,588

lnt.CI.H01g7/07

U.S. CI. 317-258
5CU.ms

In color camera tubes having capacitance compensated in-

dexing strips, two sets of interdigitated conductive indexmg

strips are placed on the cathode side of a camera tube target

onto which the scene is focused. These conducting strips,

which enable referencing of the electron beam position, are

formed in a highly precise pattern by means of conductivity

type zones formed within the semiconductor target itself Typ-

A thin film material capable of functioning as the anode m

electrochemically formed thin film capacitors and as the re-

sistive track in anodized resistors in thin film integrated cir-

cuits comprising a film of sputtered tantalum and silicon.
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3,786324 3.786.326 '

CAPACITOR WITH DECREASED FLAMMABILITY STARTING CIRCUIT FOR A SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

Josef Kotschy, Kreilierstrasse 68. Munich, Germany HAVING AN ELECTRONIC COMMUTATOR
Filed May 4. 1973, Ser. No. 357,326 Klaus Hubner, Eriangen, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-

Cbims priority, application Germany. May 9, 1972, P 22 22 tiengesellschaft. Munich. Germany |

699.9 FiledAug. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 281,556

Int. CI. H0\g3l2J5 Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 17, 1971, P 21

U.S.CL317-258 I8Claims 41120.1
Int. CI. H02r 5/40

U.S.CL 318-138 3 Claims

11 3 n

A capacitor of the regenerative type having decreased

flammabiUty. The capacitor employs as the dielectric fluid a

hydrocarbon to which has been added a mixture of per-

fluorinated hydrocarbons.

3.786,325

ELECTRONIC MOTORLESS STIRRER
Kenneth Vincent Tunnah, Buffalo, NA., assignor to Associated

Biomedic Systems, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 14, 1970, Ser. No. 71,667

Int. CL H02k 23136

U.S.CL 318-138 15 Claims

TH2:3.!PF̂^
PULSER

-25

RING
COUNTER

Ji^Ti

A starting circuit for a synchronous machine having con-

trolled semi-conductors in the individual winding circuits of

the machine is disclosed in which at least one auxiliary circuit

connected in parallel to the windings is used. The auxiliary cir-

cuit comprises a capacitor which prior to operation of the cir-

cuit, is charged to a voltage opposite to the conducting voltage

of the winding thyristors. An auxiliary thyristor connected to

conduct in the same direction as the winding thyristors is con-

nected in series with the capacitor and a diode of opposite

polarity is connected in parallel to the auxiliary thyristor.

When a winding thyristor is to be cut off the auxiliary

thyristor is triggered to conduct thereby causing the capacitor

to discharge through the conducting winding thyristor thereby

placing a negative cut off voltage on this thyristor and cutting

off any further conduction of the thyristor. i

3,786,327

A.C. INDUCTION MOTOR SPEED CONTROL SYSTEMS
Douglas M. Dyer, 308 S. Nineth, Noblesville, Ind.

FiledOct. 7, 1971,Ser. No. 187,281

Int.CI.H02pJ/20

U.S. CI. 318-211 18 Claims

I

A plurality of stators are secured in a metal housing or

beneath a table to form a corresponding number of stirring

stations on the top of the housing or table. Each stator com-

prises either two pairs of wire coils wound about four, rectan-

gularly spaced cores, with approximately one half of the coils

of each pair wound about diagonally opposed cores; or a pair

of intersecting cores, each of which is surrounded by a pair of

wire coils. The upper ends of the four cores of the first-men-

tioned stator form four, rectangularly spaced poles; and the in-

tersecting cores of each second-mentioned stator project

beyond opposite ends of their associated coils and are bent up-

wardly also to form four rectangularly spaced poles. Each sta-

tor is mounted so that its cores form four, stationary poles at

each stirring station. Like coils of each stator are periodically

energized by a IXT power supply to develop a rotating mag-

netic field, thereby to rotate a magnetic stirring slug posi-

tioned in breaker or other fluid container positioned on the

stirring station.
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Circuits for the control of the speed of an A.C. induction

motor are disclosed. These circuits use SCR's to introduce a

D.C. component into the windings of an A.C. motor to cause a

controlled amount of dynamic braking to counteract a portion

of the torque produced by the A.C. voltage to the motor. This

results in a very inexpensive method of controlling the speed

of an A.C. induction motor while maintaining excellent in-

herent speed regulation.
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3.786,328 microwave oscillator, a wave guide adapted for irradiating

SWITCHING CIRCUIT FOR CONTROLLING microwaves generated by the microwave oscillator on the

ALTERNATING CIRCUIT FLOW windshield of a vehicle and means responsive to change in

Isaac Bos. WattwII, Switzerland, assignor to Heberlein & Co. microwaves reflected from or transmitted through the

AG . Wattwil. Switzerland

Filed Sept. 15. 1972. Ser. No. 289,538

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 16. 1971,

13563/71
Int. CI. H02p 5/40

U.S.CL 318-227 9 Claims

Disclosed herein is a control circuit including an automati-

cally controlled switch coupled in series with a load and an al-

ternating current source, wherein the switch regulates current

flow in both directions of flow from the source. A triggering

circuit is coupled to a control electrode of the switch for ac-

tuating the switch to permit cwrrent flow during equal energy

portions of both the positive ali^ji^ative half-waves of the

source voltage.

windshield due to raindrops thereon to detect the raindrops

thereby changing its output signal; and a switching circuit

adapted to^drive a driving motor for a wiper of the windshield

responsive to the change of the output signal from the rain-

drops detecting device.

3.786.329

DYNAMIC BRAKE
James Sidney Whited. Radford, Va., assignor to Kollmorgan

Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,295

Int. CLH02p 3/72

U.S.CL 318-379
A-

4 Claims

'-iJrT^i

3.786.331

DIGITAL TRACER
Marcel R. Sommeria. Bridgeview, III., and David 1. Schaap,

Munster, Ind., assignors to Hyper-Loop. Inc.. Bridgevlew,

III.

Filed Dec. 11. 1972, Ser. No. 315n>74

Int. CI. G05b 79/24

U.S.CL 318-570 10 Claims

In a full wave rectified control circuit for a D-C motor com-

prising two banks of silicon controlled rectitlers for forward

and reverse operation, there is provided a pulse generation

system which applies a firing signal to each of the control

SCR's when the power to the motor is lost. A short circuit is

thereby provided for the motor armature through the control

circuit and the rotational energy of the motor is rapidly dis-

sipated to effect dynamic braking.

3,786.330

AUTOMATIC WINDSHIELD WIPING APPARATUS BY

USING MICROWAVES FOR VEHICLES

Goro Inoue. and Ming-Tsung Huang, both of Hamamatsu.

Japan, assignors to Nippendenso Co., Ltd., Aichi-ken, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 10.130, Feb. 10, 1970,

abandoned. This application Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,487

lnt.CKH02pi/00

U.S.CL 318-483 ^ 4 Claims

An automatic windshield wiping apparatus for vehicles

which comprises a raindrops detecting device comprising a

A tracer for use with a profiling machine or the like has a

tracer head which is excited with a source of alternating cur-

rent to produce an output which varies in amplitude and phase

in accordance with the direction and magnitude of deflection

of the tracer stylus. The a.c. signal from the stylus is converted

into a pulse encoded in time to be representative of the

direction of stylus deflection. The time position of the pulse is

converted into a digital representation of the angle of the sty-

lus deflection, and the sign and cosine of that angle are ex-

tracted from memory and separately multiplied by a factor

derived from a manually controlled means operative for

preselecting a tracing speed in two multipliers, the outputs ot

which comprise pulse trains each having a separate pulse for

each increment of movement along a machine axis. The pulse

trains are connected to a conventional motor drive for driving

the machine in response to the output of the tracer head.
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3,786332

MICRO POSITIONING APPARATUS
Georges Hepner, Neuilly-sur-S«ine; Michel Lacombat. Savlg-

ny-sur-Orge, and Raymond Marcy, Paris, all of France, as-

signors to Compagnie Francaise Thomson Houston-

Hotchkiss Brandt. Paris. France

Filed Mar . 1 9. 1 969, Ser. No. 808,6 1

9

Int. CI. GO lb 9/02

U.S. CI. 318-577 13 Claims

generated in response to movement of the controlled member

of a servo system.

lAV*.
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3.786,334

MAGNETIC PLLSE COMPRESSION RADIO-FREQUENCY
GENERATOR APPARATUS

Paul R. Johannessen, Lexington. Mass.. assignor to Megapulse

Incorporated, V\ altham, Mass.

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171.174

Int. CI. H02m 7/52

U.S. CI. 321-45 R 7 Claims

fe|'"^l" '^l

A workpiece is positioned in the order of tenths of microns,

or less* with respect to a fixed assembly, with automatic sta-

bilization of coordinates by apparatus having a solid base with

two movable carriages, displacable each in a different

orthogonal direction, which drive a reference block bearing

the piece to be positioned. To compensate for malpositioning

a correction means is provided consisting of an assembly of at

least three concentric frames, the first one (CI) being fixed on

the upper carriage and the other two being coupled to each

other by resilient means and position transducers, such as

piezoelectric ceramic or megnetostrictive elements. The

transducer displaces the corresponding frame along a

direction where no resilient means are present Displacement

is measured by four interferometers whose beams illuminate

reflecting faces of the reference blocks and fringes; or

photoelectric microscopes aimed for instance at an engraved

marking on the block of some tens microns wide are used.

3,786.333

DIGITAL REGULATING CONTROL FOR SERVO SYSTEM
Marcel R. Sommeria, Bridgeview, III., assignor to Hyper-Loop

Inc., Bridgeview, III.

Filed June 27, 1972. Ser. No. 266,579

Int.CLG05b7/0;

U.S.CL 318-604 lOCIaims

y • - • • -

Magnetic pulse compression radio-frequency generators in-

volving preferably SCR-controlled sequential inverters con-

nected with magnetic pulse compression circuits feeding '

common output load

3,786,335

POWER CONVERSION APPARATUS AND SYSTEM
THEREFOR

Edward H. Phillips, Los Altos, and Raymond D. I nderwood,

Saratoga, both of Calif., assignors to Programmed Power,

Inc., Menio Park, Calif. i

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 190,110 |

Int. CL H02ni 5/30

U.S.CL 321 -69 R 12Cbiins

"csr^m ;•

s £upairIn a servo system, a digital regulating control unit has a\pai

of counters respectively responsive to a source of clock signals

and to a source of incremental position command signals, with

a comparator for producing a signal having a frequency pro-

portional to the difference in the counting rates of the two

counters, and a phase detector for comparing the phase of the

signal generated by the comparator with the phase of a signal

Power conversion apparatus for converting a high frequen-

cy signal to a lower frequency a.c. or controlled d.c. output

signal which includes an SCR bridge rectifier and a control

system utilizing the integrated input signal for generating the

firing voltages for the SCRs. An autotransformer in the bridge

immunizes the magnitude of the output signal against changes

in the load current.
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3,786,336

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE ANGULAR

DISPLACEMENT AND THE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF A

ROTATION MEMBER
Thomas E. Lohr, Mount Clemens, Mich., assignor to AUied

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 242,961

Int. CL H02p 9/40

U.S.CL 322-51 6 Claims

3,786,338 • '

TRANSFORMER FOR DIRECT AND/OR ALTERNATING
CURRENTS

Roswell W. Gilbert, New York, N.Y., assignor to Technical

Management Services, Inc., Westfield, NJ. ,,,,,„,
Division of Ser. No. 6,075, Jan. 27, 1970, Pat. No. 3,626,292.

This application Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,024

Int. CLGOlr 7/00. HOlf 79/05

U.S.CL 323-48
26Claims
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ERRATUM
For Class 323—020 see:

Patent No. 3,786,344

3,786,340

MINUTl RE OPTICALLY PI MPED MAGNETOMETER
PROBE LSING LIGHT PIPES TO TRANSMIT LIGHT TO

THE PROBE
Ernst W. Otten. and Werner D. Farr, both of Heidelberg. Ger-

many, assignors to Bruker-Physik AG, Forchheim, Ger-

many
Filed July 1 3, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 62,280

Claims priority, application Germany, July 14, 1970,

P 20 34 797.

1

Int.CLGOIrJi/0«

U.S. CI. 324—0.5 R 5 Claims

resonance of a plurality of resonance lines in the spectrum of a

sample under analysis, the driving radio frequency field being

applied to the sample in a train of pulses in each binary

sequence, the timing or phase of the pulses being changed in a

stochastic manner in the sequence, the composite noise

excited resonance signal being detected in a receiver and sam-

pled in a multitude of time displaced intervals in correlation

with the binary sequence and stored in an accumulative

manner in the associated channels of a memory of subsequent

processing, read-out and display, the receiver being activated

during the time intervals between the application of the radio

frequency pulses to the sample.

3,786,342 I

BATTERY DISCHARGE INDICATORS
Lindsay Molyneux, 4, Leazes Crescent, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

England

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,402

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June II, 1971,

27531/71
Int. CL H02j 7//6, GOln 27/46

U.S. CL 324-29.5 1 1 Claims

.i i. •f «"
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A magnetometer provides a cell containing atomic vapor, a

coil surrounding the cell and a photocell responsive to light

penetrating the cell all disposed in a probe of small volume,

whereas the light source, r.f. generator for energizing the coil

and indicating device are disposed remote from said probe

with said light source being connected to said probe with said

light source being connected to said probe by a flexible light

conductor.

3,786341
MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROMETER
EMPLOYING STOCHASTIC RESONANCE BY A

PSEUDORANDOM BINARY SEQUENCE AND TIME-
SHARE MODULATION

Weston A. Anderson, Palo Alto, Calif., and Richard R. Ernst,

Winterthur, Switzerland, assignors to Varian Associates,

Palo Alto, CaUf.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 300,929

Int.CLG01a27/75
U.S. CL 324-0.5 R 20 Claims

A current-compensated battery discharge indicator com-
prises voltage sensing means operable to provide an indication

when the battery voltage falls below a predetermined value,

and current sensing means adapted to sense a magnetic field

generated by load current drawn from the battery and opera-

ble upon increase of the load current to lower the predeter-

mined value of the voltage at which the voltage sensing means
is operable to provide the said indication. The current sensing

means may comprise a ring core of magnetic material through

which passes a cable carrying the load current, and a magneto-

sensitive resistor disposed in an air-gap in the ring core.

3,786343
BATTERY MONITOR SYSTEM

John G. Ehlers, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 19, 1 973, Ser. No. 342^49
Int. CLGOlm 27/02

U.S. CL 324-29.5 10 Claims
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A magnetic resonance spectrometer employing a pseu-

dorandom binary sequence to simultaneously excite magnetic

fRQMPORI S4TTCftT

t ROM STARaOAAO
MIIIRT TtRMII«M.S

A monitoring system for a multicell storage battery periodi-

cally scans the voltage of each cell and indicates highest and

lowest individual cell voltages. The system has provisions for a

printout of the cell voltages of each cell to assist in locating de-

fective cells.
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3,786,344

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT REGULATOR WITH
AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER

William F. Davis, Tempe; Ronald W. RusseH, Mesa; Thomas

M. Frederiksen, Scottsdale, all of Ariz., and Ernest L. Long,

San Jose, Calif., assignors to Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park,

lU.

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 185,939

Int.CLG05f //56. 7/60

U.S.CL 323-20 15 Claims

for indicating, recording or in other ways utilizing the result of

the measurement, wherein the transfer cable simultaneously is

used to supply the power to the amplifier in that the informa-

tion concerning the measurement is converted into a current

forming part of the supply current to the amplifier. Further

disclosed in such equipment, is a galvanic separation which is

provided in the two-wire cpble for supplying power to the am-

plifier and for transferring the information to the utilizing

device.
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3,786,346

METHOD FOR DETECTING DEFECTS USING
MAGNETIC PARTICLES IN A VISCOUS FLUID THAT

RESTRICTS THEIR MOBILITY
Donald E. Lorenzi, Des Plaines, III., assignor to Magnaflux

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. Nw. 338,456

Int.CLG01rii//2

U.S.CL 324-38
* 6 Claims

A system for energizing an inductive load includes a voltage

regulator for providing a constant voltage across the load until

the current builds up to a particular value, and a current regu-

lator which then takes over to provide a constant holding cur-

rent at a lower value. The voltage regulator may include a

closed loop for holding the voltage across the inductive load

constant or may respond to a regulated voltage value to con-

trol a power stage for providing a constant voltage. The volt-

age across a sensing resistor in the power stage controls the

crossover from the voltage regulation mode, to the current

regulation mode and the current regulator automatically

resets the reference to control the power stage to provide a

constant current of a lower value through the load. The system

can be used to supply current to coils of injector valves in a

fuel injection system, and may include two power stages for

supplying current to two banks of coils. The regulator system

is switched from one power stage to the other during succes-

sive 1
80° rotary positions of the engine for both stages.

Method and composition for detecting defects in a mag-

netizable test piece which involves applying over the surface

of the test piece a relatively viscous slurry of ferromagnetic

flakes, preferably in an oily medium, the slurry being suffi-

ciently viscous to restrict lateral mobility of the flakes Svhile

permitting rotary movement of the flakes, magnetizing the test

piece, and thereafter inspecting the test piece to determine the

existence of surface flaws denoted by rotation of the flakes

due to reorientation thereof by any stray fields present at de-

fects in the test piece.

to

3,786,345

MEASURING EQUIPMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR
MEASURING THE PH-VALUE OF A LIQUID

Stig Glerup Mikkelsen, Herlev, Denmark, assignor

Radiometer A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark

Filed June 1 8, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 54,5 1

1

Int. CL GOln 27/42. GOlr 19/18

U.S. CL 324-30 R <> Claims

3,786347

APPARATUS FOR GENERATING STABLE DRIVING
PULSES FOR AN EDDY CURRENT TEST SYSTEM

Sven E. Mansson, Hollviksnas, Sweden, assignor to Magnetic

Analysis Corporation, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,140

Int.CLG01rii/;2

U.S.CL 324-40 10 Claims

SOtflCf H/y
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A measuring equipment is disclosed, in which a physical

quantity to be measured is transformed into an electrical mag-

nitude, such as a voltage or a current, and as such amplified in

an amplifier and transferred via a two-wire cable to a device

Pulses for energizing an eddy current test coil assembly are

produced by apparatus comprising a sine wave oscillator feed-

ing a square wave generator, and a pulse generator and pulse

hold-off circuit which produces output pulses corresponding

to regulariy recurring non-sequential excursions of one polari-

ty of the square wave. The hold-off circuit includes a flip-flop

which is reset at the trailing edges of the output pulses, and set

at edges of the square wave next preceding the output pulses.

The output pulses drive a test coil assembly for inducing eddy
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currents in an object under test and producing output signals

varying with defects or flaws therein The output signals pass

to an amphfier tuned to the PRF of the pulses and then to a

pair of gated phase-sensitive detectors Quadrature gates are

developed from the hold-off circuit and a second similar cir-

cuit at times precisely related to the output pulses.

3,786,348

PIEZO ELECTRIC ACCELEROMETER PULSE TESTING

Derek Leigh Lynas. Fribourg. Switzerland; Alan Howard

Lock, Beiper, and Paul Houghton, AKreton. both of England,

assignors to The Secretary of State for Defense in Her Britan-

nic Majesty s Government of the I'nited Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, London, England

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194367

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 30, 1970,

51694/70
Int. CL GO Ir 29/22

U.S. CL 324—56 49 Claims

—a

an alternating electrical signal across the sample and deriving

therefrom a voltage signal having a phase and magnitude rela-

tionship with the electrical signal, according to the reactance

and loss characteristics of the element and a means for

synchronously rectifying the voltage 'signal. An integrator

produces an integral of the rectified voltage, the value of

which is indicative of the value of one of the characteristics.

The measurement is obtained at the end of one or more full

cycles of the alternating electrical signal. The instrument is

operable over a wide range of frequencies, for example from

01 H? to 100 KHz It is particularly useful at very low

frequencies as it provides measurements more quickly than a

typical reactance bridge or phase meter.

3,786,350

LINEAR INPUT OHMMETER
Irwin Munt, Elizabeth, N J., assignor to Weston Instruments,

Inc., Newark, N.J.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,019

Int. CL GO Ir 2 7/02

U.S.CL 324-62 R 4 Claims
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device. A method of compensating for differences in transmis-

sion line length in different systems by tuning the speed

sensing device to a resonant frequency greater than the

former at frequent short intervals, and tripping of a load-cir-

cuit interrupter results if such reduced sensitivity should

develop The level detector is made less sensitive during appli-

cation of the test signal, to prevent opening of the load circuit

^ 14

OSCILLATOR

I*z-1—. . OCTECTOH
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COMPARATOR

ÛTILIZATION
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frequency of the carrier signal. Increased transmission line

length causes the resonant frequency of the line including the

device to approach the frequency of the carrier signal and im

prove the gain of the transmission line.

3.786J55

RADIO FREQUENCY RESISTANCE DISCRIMINATOR
HAVING DEAD ZONE OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC

James C. MldklM. Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Cincinnati

Electronics Corporation, Evendale. Ohio

Filed Dec. 28. 1971, S«r. No. 212,915

lnt.CI.H04b//04

lI.S.CI.325-174 6 Claims

Herein disclosed is an improved loading discriminator for

sensing the resistive component of impedance at the input of

an antenna coupler. This discriminator provides a first error

signal derived through conventional current and voltage sam-

pling techniques. It also provides a second error signal. These

error signals are applied to differential amplifier stages in suCh

a way that the resultant control signal has a negative portion

derived from the second error signal and a positive portion

derived from the first error signal, said portions being

separated by a dead zone.
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in'response to the test signal, but even during the test-signal in-

tervals the level detector remains responsive to greatcr-than-

minimum ground-fault signals. The circuit interrupter opens

in case of reduced sensitivity of the ground fault sensing

means due to any cause.

3,786,357

DIGITAL PULSE TRAIN FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
Albert P. Belle Isle, PittsfieW. Mass.. assignor to General Elec-

tric Company
Filed Nov . 30. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 203357 I

Int. CLH03k 5/00

U,S. CL 328-38 . 8 Claims

A pair of digital differentiators respectively generate pulses

at the leading and the trailing edges of an input pulse, doubling

the pulse input frequency This doubling is used for reduction

of errors in digital transmission and for frequency multiplica-

tion by powers of two and by values other than powers of two.

3,786356
GROUND FAULT DETECTOR

Colin A. A. MacPhee. West Hill, OnUrio, Canada, assignor to

Federal Pacific Electric Company. Newark, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 180.572, Sept. 15, 1971. abandoned.

This application June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,093

Int. CI. H02h J/26

U.S.CL317-18D 8 Claims

Ground fault protectors commonly use a differential cur-

rent transformer for sensing ground-fault current, and a level

detector causes opening of the load circuit in response to

ground-fault current above a tripping level. A current loop

develops around the core of the differential transformer in

case a fault develops between the "white" or neutral load-cir-

cuit conductor and the ground-return current path, this loop

having the effect of reducing the sensitivity of the ground-fault

sensing means. A test signal is applied to the differential trans-

3,786,358 !

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING THE
BEGINNING OF DATA BLOCK

Benjamin C. Fiorino, Longmont, Colo., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 318,955

Int.CLH03k5//S,5/;5i

U.S.CL 328-138 12 Claims

The base frequency of digital data signal is detected by

using the transitions in the digital signal to control the dura-

tion of ramp signals generated by ramp generators. One ramp

is restarted by each positive transition while a second ramp is

restarted by each negative transition. Comparators monitor

each ramp and compare the ramp against a threshold level.

The threshold is set so that the comparator will change its

state of output at a time period T=V4/ where / is the base

frequency of the expected data signal. The outputs from the

two comparators are exclusive-OR'd to produce a signal
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whose duration is a measure of the frequency departure of the

input data signal from the expected data frequency. The out-

put of the exclusive-OR is integrated \o obtain an average DC
voltage level which is a measure of the frequency of the input

data signal. This average DC level varies linearly with the de-

parture of the input data frequency from the expected data

frequency. The output of the integrator is compared against a

3,786,360

SYSTEM FOR DEMODULATING PULSE-NUMBER-
MODULATED BINARY SIGNALS

Ryuichi Kawa, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 213,332, Dec. 29, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,210

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 31, 1970, 45-

123405
Int. CL H03k 9106

U.S.CL329-104 11 Claims
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threshold by a comparator. This comparator generates an out-

put signal indicating when the frequency of the input data

signal is approaching the expected data frequency, i.e., the

condition of beginning of record or beginning of data block.

The threshold used by this last comparator may be adjusted to

change the selectivity or bandwidth of frequencies that will

result in the apparatus detecting the beginning of a data

record.

3,786,359

ION ACCELERATOR AND ION SPECIES SELECTOR
William J. King. Reading. Mass., assignor to Alpha Industries,

Inc., Wobum, Mass.

Filed Mar. 28, 1969, Ser. No. 81 1,361

lnt.CLH01j2J//0,i7/26

U.S.CL328-233 10 Claims

A demodulation system is provided in which the pulse-

number-modulated binju-y signals for example "1" and "0"

which are represented by the existence and absence of a

predetermined number of successive pulses, respectively, are

demodulated by use of the charging and discharge of a capaci-

tor. When one of the pulse-number-modulated binary signals,

for example "
1
,"

is demodulated, the discharge of the charged

capacitor is made slower than that of the prior art system,

whereas the discharge of the capacitor is made at the high

speed when the other pulse-number-modulated binary signal,

for example, "0" is demodulated.

3,786,361

BROADBAND AMPLIFIER
Henry Richard Beurrier, Chester Township, Morris County,

N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated,

Murray Hill, Berkeley Heights, NJ.
Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,822

Int.CLH03fi/6S

U.S.CL 330-20 4 Claims

m
\'

\
» F-jo

o.

The apparatus disclosed herein provides high energy posi-

tive ions, suitable for semiconductor doping, by projecting

positive ions through an electron stripping gas at relatively low

energy thereby to obtain positive ions which are multiply

ionized or charged. Those ions which are raised to a

preselected ionization level or state are segregated, and then

accelerated by a relatively high accelerating voltage to

achieve an energy suitable for ion implantation in a semicon-

ductor matrix. Since the ions subjected to the relatively high

accelerating voltage are multiply ionized, the energy imparted

thereto, measured in electron volts, is substantially equal to an

integer multiple of the accelerating voltage.

The band-limiting effects of parasitics are minimized in a

two-stage amplifier wherein the active elements are operated

in the common collector and the common base configura-

tions. A pair of impedances Z, and Zj connect the emitter of

one of the transistors to the emitter and the collector, respec-

tively, of the other transistor. The collector of the latter

transistor serves as the amplifier output terminal. Operating

into a high impedance output load, the gain of the amplifier is

given by (Z2/Z,+ 1 ).

3,786362

BALANCED OUTPUT OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

Douglas George Marsh, Freehold, and Thomas Gerald Max-

field, New Shrewsbury, both of NJ., assignors to BeU

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights, NJ.

Fiksd Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,040

Int.CLH03fi/6S

U.S. CI. 330-30 D 4 Claims

An operational amplifier which provides a balanced output

signal and whose differential input stage utihzes active loads.
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. co.n.„n „o.. s.„a, . deHvad Uo^ ,he .aUnced ou,pu,
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signal and used via a comparator and a feedback loop to con-

trol the operation of the active loads.

3,786363
VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED LOWPASS FILTER

ArtlMir S. LeBe, Los Angeks, Calif., assignor to The I'nited

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 5. 1973, Ser. No. 321.185

lnt.CI.H03fi/04.y/i6

U.S.CL 330-31 6 Claims

rent through the amplifier transistor are applied between the

base and emitter electrodes of the protection transistor.

y^ Kr*"
M^

9

—wy/V— ^

OurPttr

3.786365

LASER MATERIALS FROM CALCIUM FLUORIDE -

RARE EARTH FLUORIDE EXPANDED LATTICE
STRUCTURES

Morton Robinson, Malibu, and Donald P. Devor, Santa

Monica, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Com-

panv. Culver Citv, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 875,127, Nov. 10. 1969.

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 607.041. Jan. 3,

1967. abandoned. This application Apr. 26. 1972, Ser. No.

247,539
I

Int. CI. H01si//6. i/06. BOlj / 7100

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 10 Claims

ses

/Jcrivm lo*V-Pi*fS fn.r£S

An active low-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is a func-

tion of the input voltage to the filter comprising a series con-

nection from the input to the filter to ground which consists

of: (I) an input resistor r, (2) a capacitor C. and (3) a

grounded resistor R A series connection across the capacitor

C comprises: (a) a feedback amplifier having two input leads,

one of which is grounded, the other lead being connected to

that side of the capacitor nearest ground; and (fc) a feedback

resistor p, one end being connected to the output of the feed-

back amplifier, the other end being connected to the un-

- grounded side of the capacitor. The feedback amplifier may

be an operational amplifier. The output of the filter is at the

junction of the resistors r and p and the capacitor C.

3.786364

SEMICONDUCTOR AMPLIFIER PROTECTION

Carl F. W heatley, Jr., Somerville, N J., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 25, 1969, Ser. No. 810,225

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 27, 1968,

46153/68
Int.CLH03f2//00

U.S. CL 330- 207 P » »
Claims

A protection transistor is connected between the input elec-

trodes of a transistor amplifier. A fixed bias voltage approxi-

I

Stimulated emission at the approximate wavelengths of 840

nm 1860 nm, 2050 nm, 2690 nm, and 2830 nm is obtained

from birefrigent laser single crystals of calcium fluoride and

the fluorides selected from the trivalent rare earth elements.

Each crystal has a structure which deviates from the cubic lat-

tice structure of calcium fluoride and tends toward the hex

agonal lattice structure of the rare earth fluorides. The dela-

tion in crystal structure is generally produced by increasing

the percent by weight of the rare earth fluoride in excess of 3^

and up to 50<5t of the crystalline solution. Examples of the

fluorescent composition include CaF,:xErF,:yYbf,

zTmFjwHoFv where x varies from 3% to 50%. y vanes from

C* to 3^ z varies from 0% to 3** and h varies from 0* to 3%

(all percent by weight). Other rare earth ions, having absorp-

tion bands which overlap the output spectum of the pumping

means over a wide region, may be used in place of erbium

ions.
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3,786,366

SUPER RADIANT LASER ILLUMINATOR AND IMAGE
AMPLIFIER

Robert J. L. Chimenti, 2265 Ocean Pky., Brooklyn, N.Y., and

Paul Rabinowitz, 10 Foxwood Rd., Old Bethpage, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 85,706

Int. CI. HOls 3/09. i/00

U.S.CL 331-94.5 27 Claims

direction of propagation of laser light relative to the substrate

optic axis and changes the optical fringe spacing without

J5>

Pl/Mf>"^S iOl/^Cf

J9)r^30

33
^ 1

'32

'31 37 -'

A device is described in which amplified spontaneous emis-

sion from a high-gain laser medium illuminates an object

through an optical system that also serves to collect the

reflected or scattered light from the object and return it

through the laser medium to form a highly amplified image. By

modification of the optical system and control of the gain fac-

tor, the invention can be adapted for various uses including

projection or etching of the amplified image on a substrate.

3,786,367

HOLOGRAPHIC SYSTEM
David M. Shupe, Troy, Micli., assignor to The Bendix Corpora-

tion. Southfield, Mich.

Filed Oct. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 190,473

Int. CI. HOls i/00

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 C 4 Claims

• r

i2

A holographic system employing a laser having a continu-

ous wave lasing medium. The laser has at each end of its cavity

mirrors of substantially 100 percent reflectivity. Pulses of laser

energy within the cavity are mode-locked and mode con-

trolled to provide pulse width control. Then the pulses are of a

certain polarization and also when located in a certain region

of the cavity they are ejected from the cavity at a controlled

repetition rate.

changing the free^space fringe spacing. Narrow-line single-

mode tunable oscillation h-iS been obtained.

3,786,369

LASER DYE COMPOSITION
Karl H. Drexhage; George A. Reynolds, and Donald P. Specht,

all of Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,086

Int. CI. HOls i/20

U.S.CL 331-94.5 7 Claims

This invention relates to the use of rigidized pyrylium.

benzopyrylium, and xanthylium dyes as lasing media in dye

lasers. Lasing media containing certain of these dyes have ad-

vantageously been found to lase in the red and near infrared

region of the electromagnetic spectrum

.

3,786,370

SPACEBORNE SUN PUMPED LASER
James D. Barry, Fairbom; Paul M. Freedman, wAght-Patter-

son AFB, and George Matassov, Dayton, all of Ohio, as-

signors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the United States Air Force, Washington,

D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 340,515, March 12, 1973.

This application May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,270

Int. CI. HOls i/02 -

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 6 Claims

3,786,368

PLANAR W AVEGUIDE-TYPE DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK
LASER WITH ANGULAR TUNING

John Ernst Bjorkholm; Charles Vernon Shank, both of Holm-

del, and Thomas Patrick Sosnowski, Colts Neck, all of NJ.,

assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated,

Murray Hill, N J.
Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,257

Int. CL HOls i/00

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 5 Claims

There is disclosed a distributed feedback laser made in an

active thin film optical waveguide deposited on an anisotropic

substrate of which the ordinary and extraordinary indices are

lower than the film index. The laser is tunable by changing the

direction of the pumping fringes or other spaced perturbations

that produce the distributed feedback scattering with respect

to the substrate optic axis. The change in direction of the

pumping fringes or effective perturbation also changes the

An improved sun pumped laser communication system for

synchronous satellites in the galactic plane is provided by

mounting the sun pumped laser in a sun tracking telescope
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pivoted in hollow gimbals placed on the axis of rotation of the

satellite. The laser beam is directed to the earth or another

spacecraft receiver from the satellite by a trackmg telescope

also pivoted in hollow gimbals placed on the axis of rotation of

the satellite The laser beam traverses the satellite along us

axis of rotation by passing through the hollow gimbals The

polarization of the laser beam is adjusted for maximum effi-

ciency and controlled to compensate for the orientation

changes between the laser and modulator. By mounting the

laser in the sun tracking telescope with the laser heat smk

communicating with a thermally emissive face in the side of

the telescope tube, the laser is cooled by thermal radiation

which is always automatically directed toward deep space.

The addition of a lossy layer to the inner surface of the hous-

ing permits a substantial increase in the operating bandwidth

3,786^71

MEANS FOR COUPLING A CAVITY RESONATOR TO A

CONDUCTOR CIRCITT AND/OR A FURTHER CAVITY

RESONATOR
Joief Hadbavny. and Peter FugUster. both of Zurich, Switzer-

land assignors to Siemens-Albis AG. Zurich, SwiUcrland

Filed Sept. 7. 1972, S«r. No. 287,031

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 14, 1971,

015080/71
Int. CI. HOlp 5/02. J/05.7/06

U.S. CI. 333-24 R 3CI«lins

of the balun by suppressing adverse resonance effects within

the housing.

3,786,373

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED ACOUSTIC SURFACE
WAVE DEVICE

Manfred B. Schulz. Sudbury, and Melvin G. Holland, Lexing-

ton, both of Mass.. assignors to Raytheon Company. Lexing-

ton, Mass.

Filed Oct. 1. 1971.Ser.No. 185,601

Int. CI. H03h 7130. 9130

U,S. CI. 333-30 R 25 Ctaims

I

/ '

g.c' a S4 acv*

Means for coupling a cavity resonator to a conductor circuit

and/or a further cavity resonator wherein a coupling window

or opening is present at the wall between the cavity resonator

and the conductor circuit and/or the further cavity resonator

According to the invention the coupling window or opening

possesses a cross-section which at least approaches a U- or V-

shape having a tongue, the axis of symmetry of which is at

least approximately parallel to the vector of the electrical field

of the resonator at the region of the coupling window or open-

ing. The length of the tongue is chosen such that the tongue

together with the coupling window forms a X/4 resonant cir-

cuit working with the TEM-mode. The method of tuning the

coupling according to the invention contemplates bending or

rotating the tongue so as<o change the coupling factor.

/ so a s* oi, c»»j- /I ly

A temperature compensated acoustic surface wave device,

such as a surface wave delay line is provided in which tem-

perature compensation is provided by the deposition of an in-

terdigital electrode structure on a substrate with an overlay

nim surface of piezoelectric material of a predetermined

thickness A double substrate arrangement is also disclosed in

which the interdigital electrode structure is deposited upon

the surface of a non-piezoelectric layer which in turn is placed

upon the surface of a piezoelectric substrate.

3,786,372

BROADBAND HIGH FREQUENCY BALUN

James J. Epis, Sunnyvale, and Samuel Chung-shu Kuo. Cuper-

tino, both of Calif., assignors to GTE Sjlvania Incorporated,

Mountain View, Calif.

FiibdDec. 13, 1972, S«r. No. 314,835

Int. CI. H03II 7138, 7142

U.S.CL 333-26 4 Ctaims

A broadband high frequency balun is connectable between

balanced and unbalanced transmission lines so that these lines

are essentially colincar The balun comprises a coaxial cable

and a shorted stub in approximately a half-loop configuration,

the balanced line being connected to the cable and stub within

a conductive housing or shield. The cable-stub spacing is sub-

stantially greater than the effective length of the stub, thereby

decreasing the lower frequency operating limit of the balun.

3,786,374 '

VARIABLE RESISTIVE FILM ATTENUATOR

Dietrich E. Bergfried. Potomac. Md.. assignor to Weinschel En-

gineering Co. Inc., Gaithersburg, Md.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,366

Int. CLHOlp/ /22

U S CI. 333 81 A ^ Ctaims

A continuously variable resistive film attenuator (often

called "card attenuator" is provided, having distributed shunt

and series film portions for use from DC above 8 GHz It has

a low minimum loss It stays matched over its entire range. In

one version it has substantially no incremental phase shift with

changing attenuation. The resistive film is enclosed inside a

shdable conductive sleeve which is moved to expose only that

part of th* attenuator which is mserted into the circuit, the

unused part thus being in a field-free region where it can have

no effect while the inserted part of the shunt film is connected

to ground through a continuous ground contact which is

pressed down on the edge of the shunt portion by a multiple

finger spring arrangement In one version, the electrical length
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between input and output is maintained constant by shorten- which electrically connect the inner and outer conductors of

ing a conductive portion of the attenuator as the resistive por- the first cable to respective inner and outer conductors of the

tion is lengthened so that there is no phase shift between input

and output as the attenuation is varied.

3,786,375

PACKAGE FOR MOUNTING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE
INMICROSTRIPLINE

Hitoshi Sato, Tokyo; Mitsuo Tanaka; Michiharu Nakamura,

both of Hachioji-shi; Susumu Takahashi, Kokubunji-shi, and

Hirokazu Kurono, Hachioji-shi, all of Japan, assignors to

Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr . 26, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 37,479

Ctaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27, 1970, 45/35413

Int. CI. HOlp J/0*. H05k 1108

U.S. CI. 333-84 M 12 Ctaims

10 26

second cable while substantially eliminating frictional wear

therebetween. ,

3,786,377

PLUG FITTING FOR HF TRANSMISSION LINES

Georg Spinner, Erzgiessereistrasse 33, Munich, Germany

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245^63

Ctaims priority, application Germany, Apr. 19, 1971, P 21

18 940.2

Int. CI. H01p//04. 5/02

U.S. CI. 333-98 R 13 Ctaims

/s6 20

In a microstrip line, a package for mounting a required

semiconductor device between a pair of blocks of dielectric

material disposed on a first conductive plate to be spaced

apart a predetermined distance from each other in the longitu-

dinally extending direction of the first conductive plate. The

package is provided with electrical leads on its upper surface

for establishing an electrical connection between second con-

ductive plates disposed on the upper surface of the dielectric

blocks opposite to the first conductive plate.

Plug fitting for corrugated wave guides and coaxial HF cor-

rugated casing cable: the end of the wave guide casing is

crimped over and extends radially outward between a holding

ring positioned over the wave guide and a shaped part posi-

tioned over the cable; the holding ring includes a radially short

height projecting step which presses against the radially in-

ward portion of the crimped over wave guide end; the crimped

over end extends past the step and at least partly over a sealing

ring in a groove of the facing surface of the shaped part posi-

tioned over the casing cable.

3,786376
SELF-LUBRICATED ROTARY JOINT

Robcri E. Munson; Jerry H. Poison, and Kent G. Roller, all of

Boulder, Colo., assignors to Ball Brothers Research Cor-

poration, Boulder, Colo.

Filed Dec. 18, 1970, Ser. No. 99,483

Int. CLHOlp/ /06 j

U.S.CL 333-97 R ^ 6 Ctaims

An assembly for electrically coupling a first coaxial cable to

a second coaxial cable for rotation relative to one another is

disclosed and generally comprises a pair of sub-assemblies

3,786,378

ROTARY STEPPED JOINT FOR WAVEGUIDES
Mario Liguori, Mitan, Italy, assignor to Elettronica Aster S.r.l.,

Mitan, Italy

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,10t

Ctaims priority, appUcation Italy, Sept. 13, 1972, 29120

A/72
Int. CLHOlp/ /06

U.S. CL 333-98 TN 3 Ctaims

Rotary stepped joint for waveguides of radar antennas,

comprising stacks or packs of plates rotating on ball bearings,

wherein the plates are spaced apert from one another and in-

terconnected only by sets of balls, on which the plates are

firmly compressed. The rotation of the first plate in the plate
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stack or pack causes by means of the balls interposed between

the plates a rotation of proportionally decreasing angles for
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shifted to a cut away portion of the trip lever such that the trip

lever is not cammed when the movable contact swings away

from the fixed contact. This permits the breaking of the con-

tacts of one pole without breaking of the contacts associated

'///////TT
'^

the subsequent plates. The joint is of a very simple structure

and can be rotated by a substantially reduced strain.

3,786379

WAVEGLTDE STRtCTLRE LTILIZING ROLLER SPRING
SUPPORTS

MIHon Lutchansky. Randolph Township, Morris County, N J.,

assignor to Bell Tekphon* Laboratories, Incorporated.

Berkeley Heights, NJ.
Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,286

Inl.a.H01p;/iO.H6l7/00

US. a. 333-98 R 10 Claims
with the other of the poles The breaker is provided with vent

channels for venting arcing gases and a fine mesh screen in

front of the vent channels which acts as a flame arrestor to

prevent explosions. I

A waveguide structure utilizes roller spring supports for

supporting a waveguide in a conduit to simultaneously provide

a compliant support and allow free relative longitudinal move-

ment between the waveguide and the conduit. A tension band

having a plurality of spring assemblies integrally formed

therewith is fastened about the periphery of the waveguide.

Rollers are mounted on the spring assemblies in contact with

the conduit to allow free relative longitudinal movement of

the waveguide and conduit. The spring assemblies provide a

soft compliant support throughout a range of deflections ac-

commodating the worst expected thermal loading conditions

in route bends. Under higher loading the spring assemblies

bottom out and provide a stiff support to prevent further radi-

al deflection of the waveguide with respect to the conduit.

3,786,381
'

MULTIPOLAR FAULT CURRENT PROTECTIVE SWITCH
Volker Schmitt, Eppelheim. and Walter Velten, Schwetzingen,

both of Germany, assignors to Brown, Boveri & Cie AG.

Mannheim, Germany
Filed Feb. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 223,921

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 13, 1971, G 71

05 414.3
Int.CI. H01h7//46

U.S.CL335-13 7 Claims

3,786,380

MULTI-POLE CIRCUIT BREAKER
'

George Sullivan Harper. Cambridge, Md., assignor to Airpax

Electronic, Inc.. Cambridge, Md.

Filed Feb. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 333,296

Int.CI.H01h7i/02

U.S. CI. 335-9 • 18 Claims

A multi-pole circuit breaker is disclosed which allows selec-

tive manual making and breaking of contacts within the

breaker and automatic simultaneous breaking of all breaker

contacts whenever a current overload condition occurs at any

of the poles of the circuit breaker. The selective and auto-

matic breaking function is accomplished by an interlocking

trip shoe assembly comprised of a number of trip levers as-

sociated, one each, with a pole of the circuit breaker. Each

trip lever is cammed by the movement of the movable contact

associated with one of the poles in response to an overload

condition at this pole to actuate the armatures associated with

the other of the poles to open all other breaker contacts.

When the circuit breaker switch associated with one of the

poles is moved to an "off' position, a camming member is

The switch comprises a summation current transformer unit

containing a ground fault- current testing part and a release

part Relatively narrow type automatic cutouts or circuit

breakers are attached to the unit in juxtaposition thereto, and

coupled mechanically and electrically to these parts. Each au-

tomatic cutout has, between the input and the output sides,

two superposed externally accessible connecting points for in-

terconnection with respective windings of the summation

transformer. Each cutout has side walls with openings commu-

nicating with the connecting points and providing for insertion

of the ends of the respective transformer winding into the cu-

tout and into the connecting points thereof. The unit and the

circuit breakers have identical profiles in side elevation and,

when bolted together, are mounted in the same switch

cabinet.
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3,786,382

COMPACT CIRCUIT BREAKER
David B. Powell, Bristol, Conn., assignor to General Electric

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,992

Int. CL HO Ih 9/24

U.S.CL 335-169 9 Claims

A compact electric circuit breaker with high current carry-

ing ability is disclosed. This circuit breaker utilizes compact

means to achieve high contact pressure necessary for high

current carrying ability, and, in addition, utilizes a me-

chanical arrangement occupying a minimum amount of space

and including a minimum number of force reducing members

which cooperate to permit a relatively low trip force to ac-

tuate the circuit breaker and thus open the circuit upon the

occurrence of a particular condition such as a current

overload.

the base of an open annular groove separating its two poles.

An inner circular pole piece is interposed between the facing

ends of the two cylindrical poles, and an outer annular pole

piece is interposed between the facing ends of the aniiular^

poles, the two pole pieces defining an annular air gap having a

very small radial dimension. A cylindrical winding form, of

non-magnetic material and carrying a winding, is movably

positioned substantially symmetrically in the air gap. A plu-

rality, such as three, of angularly spaced pins of non-magnetic

metal are connected to the winding form and extend out-

wardly through the annular groove of one permanent magnet

and through dielectric bushings in the apertures in the base

thereof. A fourth pin, constituting an electric conductor, ter-

minates short of the winding form and is electrically con;

nected at its inner end to one terminal of the winding and ex-

tends outwardly through a bushing in the base of the one per-

manent magnet for connection to a terminal of a source of

electric potential. All of the pins, except the fourth pin, have

their outer ends secured to a thin brass plate which is secured

to a central pin or operator in turn secured centrally to a flexi-

ble diaphragm and projecting outwardly through an opening

in the casing of the device. The fourth pin extends through the

brass plate, with clearance. The air gap has a dimension of

from 0.010 to 0.020 inches and, when the winding is ener-

gized, the operator will move 8 ounces through 0. 1 inch with 6

millijoules of energy. The device is used as a trigger for mis-

siles.

3,786,383

PERMANENT MAGNET SOLENOID DEVICE

John T. Ludwig, Jacksonville, and Paul D. Steiner, Clearwater,

both of Fla., assignors to Electromagnetic Industries, Inc.,

Clearwater, Fla.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,315

Inl.CLH01f7/0S

U.S.CL 335-231 10 Claims

3,786,384

REED SWITCHING ASSEMBLY OF DEFORMABLE
MATERIAL

James W. Jones, Hollister, CaUf., assignor to Compac En-

gineering Inc., Hollister, Calif.

DivislonofSer. No. 783,912, Dec. 16, 1968, Pat. No.

3,651,297. This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,270

Int. CLHOlh 57/25

U.S.CL335-152 .
7 Claims

An electrical device and method of making same is dis-

closed wherein a rigid base member i% provided for supporting

electrical conductive elements and a thermal plastic member

heat sealed thereto. A reed relay is described with blades

mounted on a rigid ceramic base and hermetically sealed into

a switching chamber by a thermal plastic cover member sealed

at the periphery to the base member as by heating with a

peripheral metal strip or sonic bonding. Localized deforma-

tion of the enclosure sets the gap of the contact blade. A blade

is positioned in a slanted notch to spring bias the blade against

another and the switching blade can be provided with a per-

foration filled with a previous metal contact material.

A pair of substantially identical high powered cylindrical

magnets are arranged in axially aligned opposing relation in a

cylindrical casing of non-magnetic material, with their facing

ends spaced axially from each other. Each permanent magnet

has a central cylindrical pole of one polarity, an annular pole

of the opposite polarity and a base interconnecting its poles at

the end remote from the other permanent magnet and forming

3,786,385

MAGNETO-MOTIVE BISTABLE SWITCHING DEVICES

Waldemar Helmut Kurpanek, Mercator S^. 3, Dusseldori,

Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 149,174, June 2, 1971,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 273,940, July 21, 1972. This

application July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,941

Int. CLHOlh 79/60

U.S. CI. 335-207 7 Claims

A manually operable magneto-motive bistable manual

switch comprising a hermetically sealed contact container
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space having at least one pair of stationary contact points and

one free floating ferro-magnetic contactor. The contact con-

tainer and associated components are mounted rigidly within

the magnetic flux fields of two rigidly mounted permanent

magnets spaced apart so that unlike poles of each magnet face

each other across a given distance. A rotatabic keeper is

disposed in said switch to form with the magnets two closed

3,786387

SHORT-CIRCUIT TESTING MODEL FOR STATIONARY
INDUCTION APPARATUSES

Yasuro Hori; Kiyoto HIraishi; Tadashi Kluchl, and Yoshltake

Kashima, all of Hitachi, Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Division of S«r. No. 794,862, Jan. 29. 1969, abandoned. This

appUcation July U. I971.S«r.No. 162,601

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1968, 43/5419

Int. CLHOlf 2 7/JO

U.S.CL 336-181 4 Claims

24-,

ring flux fields. By rotating the keeper into the magnetic ring

flux field of one permanent magnet the permanent magnets

magnetic flux field becomes directly shorted and thus the

ferromagnetic free floating contactor is attracted by the other

permanent magnet to execute bistable switching operation

within the contact container by establishing a bridging rela-

tionship between at least one pair of the stationary contact

points.

3,786,386

MAGNETIC ANCHORING DEVICE FOR GRAPHIC ARTS

Michele Cardone, Via Boschetto, 19, Trezzano S.N.; Angelo

Grandini, Via Oratorio 44, Pero. and Bruno Zaramella, Via

Cascina Barocco 18, Milan, all of luly

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265.198

Int. CI. HOlf 7/04

L.S.CL 335-295 8 Claims

ic-o Secr/oiv]

A stationary induction apparatus in which the number of

natural vibrations of a winding formed by winding an insulated

conductor by a plurality of turns about a leg portion of an iron

core is shifted from the power source frequency and the

frequency which is double the power source frequency so as to

prevent the winding from resonating with the latter freqeun-

cies and to reduce the electromagnetic force generated in the

axial direction of the winding due to a short-circuit current

which may flow into the apparatus winding and due to the

leakage flux occurring in the apparatus, thereby to obtain a

mechanically strong winding structure.

/c "/S 3^

3.786.388

FUSE-TYPE CIRCUIT BREAKER
Katsuyasu Sato, 6, MItsuya Kitadori

Higashivodogawa-ku. Osaka-shi, Japan

Filed May 27, 1971. Ser. No. 147,451

Int.CLH01h55//6

U.S. CI. 337-269

3-chome,

I

5 Claims

Magnetic anchoring device for graphic arts, wherein the

magnetic work surface is provided by interposing permanent

magnetic cores between ferromagnetic material pole-pieces,

having a direction of magnetization for the cores substantially

at right angles to said pole-pieqes. The device comprises a sup-

port of ferromagnetic material having a plurality of parallel

slots separated by walls deflning a first plurality of pole-pieces

fast with said support, a spacer of a magnetic material being

placed in each of said slots, and each of said slots having

therein a permanent magnet battery or unit comprising an in-

serted central wall or core of ferromagnetic material which is

interposed between two side permanent magnetic elements.

The assembly of said inserted walls define a second plurality of

pole-pieces alternately interposed to the first plurality of pole-

pieces. The surfaces of the magnetic elements contacting each

of said inserted walls have always the same polarity, so that the

magnetic surface being provided has pole-pieces of one polari-

ty intercalated with pole-pieces of opposite polarity to said

one polarity.

Fuse-type circuit breaker of small dimensions'and of in-

creased safety applicable especially to household uses, pro-

vided with a pair of blades and a pair of blade supports and a

fuse connecting each individual blade to its corresponding

blade support. One of the pair of fuses being responsive to cur-

rent and the other being responsive to ambient temperature.
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3,786,389

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH
Kenshi Kondo, 3-5 Ohkura 1-chome, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,522

Int. CLHOlh 37/04

U.S. CI. 337-389 5 Claims

contact means therein and one of said coupling halves having

magnetic means therein disposed opposite means in said other

coupling half for cooperation with said magnet means to hold

said coupling halves together with the electrical contact

There is disclosed a thermostatic switch consisting essen-

tially of a tubular casing formed of a material having a rela-

tively high coefficient of expansion and a circuit controlling

member which is disposed therein and formed of a pair of

metallic springs having a relatively low coefficient of expan-

sion. This thermostatic switch is provided with means which

permits the accurate response to the ambient temperature

change i.e., means such as for preventing so called backlash or

minute gap caused at the thread-engaging portions between

the circuit controlling member and the casing, and it is pro-

vided with means which aids in enhancing the heat sensing of

the circuit controlling member in co-operation with the

sensing of the casing. In another aspect of the invention, there

are provided means which can protect the lead wires con-

nected to the circuit controlling member and the temperature

adjusting lock screw from erroneous operations caused by in-

advertent contact with or impingement on other moving sub-

stance such as a body or the like.

means in electrically conducting contacting relationship with

one another, said electrical contact means in one of said

coupling halves mounted for movement relative to the

coupling half to insure alignment between the electrical con-

tact means even though the coupling halves are misaligned.

3,786,392

AUTOMATIC RETRACTABLE GROUND ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

Johnny B. McDaniel, 4210 Stanby Ct., Alexandria, Va,

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,506

Int.CLHOlri/06

U.S.CL339-14P 13 Claims

3,786,390

TEMPERATURE MEASURING RESISTANCE
Klaus Kristen, Wiesbadeiv. Germany, assignor to Jenaer,

Glaswerk, Schott, and Gen., Wiesbaden, Germany

Filed Aug. 8. 1972, Ser. No. 278.828

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 9, 1971, P 21 39

828.7

Int. CLHOlc 7/04

U.S. CI. 338-22 R 7 Claims

A three prong electrical connector or plug having a spring

biased grounding prong of sufficient strength to retain the

ground prong extended for insertion into a three way electri-

cal outlet and to allow the ground prong to retract when the

plug is inserted into a two way electrical outlet. For plugs hav-

ing a relatively short longitudinal dimension, the grounding

prong is made of telescopic sections. A small conductive strip

is provided to be secured to the face plate screw of a two way

electrical outlet so that the ground prong is grounded even in

the retracted position.

3,786,393

IDENTinCATION AND POLARIZATION OF MSI/LSI

ASSEMBLY AND RECEPTACLE
Richard A. Conrad, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Litton

Systems, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Filed May 21, 1971, Ser. No. 145,807

Int.CLH05k;/02
U.S.CL 339-17 C 7 Claims

A temperature measuring resistance employing a composi-

tion whose electrical resistance varies with temperature. The

composition is preferably a glass containing AI2O3, LiOj and

SiO,.

3,786391

MAGNETIC SELF-ALIGNING ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR

WUliam R. Mathauser, P. O. Box 5, Sun Valley, Idaho

Filed July 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 270,709

IntCLHOlryy/iO

U.S. CI. 339- 1 2 R 15 CUims

A magnetic self-aligning electrical connector comprising a

pair of connector or coupling havles each having electrical

r

anna
nana

Means for coupling an electrical assembly having a plurality

of connecting pins about the periphery thereof, to a receptacle
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of .„«a, d...ns,o„, ha;n. ap,„,a.., of pi„ ,e„,v,„. .ea„. The c„„„^^^^^^

about the periphery thereof, one of said assembly and recepta-

cle having embossed on the under-surface an alpha-numeric

symbol representative of the mating part, while the other one

of said assembly and receptacle has engraved therein a reverse

image of the alpha-numeric representation whereby said sur-

faces can mate in only one direction.

be removed to expose internal electrical joints within the con-

3.786^94

SINGLE-BOLT JOINT FOR FEEDER AND PLUG-IN BUS
DUCTS

Martin F. Koenig: George A. Dempsey, Jr., both of Milwaukee.

Wis.; Manuel Issa' deceased, late of Milwaukee, Wis., and

Patrick T. Sheedy, administrator. Fox Point, Wis., assignors

to Cutler-Hammer, Inc., Milwaukee. W is. *

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,070

Int.Cl.HOlr/J/60

U.S. CI. 339-22 B ' Claims

nector without removing the connector from the terminal

block and without disturbing the internal connector joints.

3,786,396 '

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR W ITH LOCKING DEVICE

Harry P. Kemmer, Woodstock, and Joseph A. Storcel, North

Riverside, both of III., assignors to Bunker Ramo Corpora-

tion, Oak Brook, 111.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,647

Int. CLHOlr /J/54

U.S. CI. 339-89 R 9 Ctaims

A projection on one side of each splice plate of the stacked

joint assembly cooperates with an open-ended. L-shaped slot

in the end of the corresponding bus bar to Retain the joint as-

sembly in place during assembly of a bus duct run and also

secure the bus bars from sliding within the bus duct housing

An insulated sleeve, surrounding the bolt which extends

through the stacksd assembly, has an oval cross section and

fits into a similarly shaped central aperture in each insulator

plate. Each insulator plate has at least one raised rib portion

wich is concentric with its central aperture. The outer insula-

tor plates are keyed to respective end plates, positioned on the

opposite ends of the stacked assembly, by a projection fitting

into an indentation in the end plate The raised rib portion of

the insulator plates cooperates with an oval aperture in the

splice plates to prevent relative rotational movement

therebetween, thereby insuring tbe insulator and splice plates

are properly oriented for installation of the joint assembly

onto a duct section.

3,786,395

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Paul V. DeLuca, Port Washington, N.Y., assignor to Porta

Systems Corp., Roslyn, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 3,1972, Ser. No. 2 1 4,7 1

5

Int. CI. HOlr 13120, 13/58, 13140

U.S.CL 339-66 M 20 Claims

A connector designed to mate with a wire wrap terminal

block, and to straighten any pins on the block which may be

slightly bent at the time the connector is coupled to the block.

An electrical connector including plug and receptacle

shells, a coupling ring rotatably mounted on one shell and ar-

ranged to be rotatably coupled to the other shell, and a

locking device preventing rotation of the coupling ring with

respect to the rotatably mounted shell. The locking device m-

cludes an axially compressible wave washer coupled to the

coupling ring and an apertured lock ring axially movable

towards the wave washer by action of the connector shell

being coupled to force the detents into the apertures as the

wave washer is compressed to prevent release by lower

torques associated with vibrational effects. The lock ring also

includes resilient plastic sealing rings which engage the two

shells during coupling action and provide a seal across the

shells.
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3,786,397

CABLE TERMINATION
Robert M. Bridges, Northridge, Calif., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,202

Int. CI. HOlr /J/54

U.S. CL 339-92 M 21 Claims

3,786,399

AUTOMATIC GROUNDING CONNECTION FOR
ELECTRICAL UNIT

Earl E. McHattie, 2129 Midlothian Rd., Roseville, Minn.

Filed Aug. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 172,728

Int. CLHOIr 3/06

U.S. CI. 339- 14 R .4 Claims

A cable termination is disclosed by which to connect and

disconnect a suspension cable to and from a submersible elec-

trical apparatus. The structure is arranged for high reliability

in the mechanical and electrical phase of the connection and

in the exclusion of water from the interior of the connectors.

3,786,398

TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION
Harold F. Snider. Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to Therm-O-Disc

Incorporated, Mansfield, Ohio

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,737

Int. CI. HOlr 9/05

U.S.CL 339-95 R 8 Claims

The mounting screw for an electrical unit, such as a wall

receptacle, is threaded through an electrically conductive tab

and into the metal flush box so that as the screw is tightened-,

the tab is drawn toward the metal mounting strap or yoke to

make an electrical conduction path between the screw and the

mounting strap. In one embodiment, the screw is undercut so

that when secured the tab is locked in place and cannot be

unthreaded.

3,786,400

ROLL-APART TERMINAL BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Hans Ege, Des Plaines, III., assignor to Underwriters Safety

Device Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,375

Int. CI. HOlr 9/00 ;

U.S. CI. 339-198 P
'

8 Claims

A terminal block assembly wherein the electrical connec-

tion is broken, and the blocks are separated, by pivoting or

rolling one block apart from the other. The terminal block as-

sembly includes first and second terminal blocKs, each block

having one side adapted to engage and mate with one side on

the other block. One edge on one block defines a roll axis. An

opposing surface on the other (usually mounted) block

defines a fulcrum. The fulcrum surface engages the roll axis

when the one block is rolled or pivoted apart from the other

block to pivot its mating side away from electrical connection

with the other block.

A terminal clamp for effecting an electrical connection with

a conductor is disclosed. The terminal clamp includes first and

second planar clamping surfaces for receiving a cylindrical

wire conductor therebetween with the first clamping surface

being defined by the head portion of a screw threaded into the

second clamping surface. The second clamping surface is pro-

vided with a V-shaped slot which extends in the axial direction

of the conductor clamped between these surfaces and which is

dimensioned so that substantial portions of the conductor are

coined into the slot when clamping pressure is applied to the

conductor to more effectively retain the conductor at the ter-

minal.

3,786,401

CONTACT SOCKET
Chesley Jones, Westlake Village, and Ougtjesa Jules Poupitch,

La Jolla, both of Calif., assignors to Illinois Tool Works Inc.,

Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,672

Int. CL HOlr 9//2

U.S. CL 339-258 R 8 Claims

An integral electrical contact socket having a sleeve and a

plurality of spring arms folded back within the bore of the

sleeve and extending longitudinally thereof which enables the
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1-270

. A -^^n.a^t resoonsive to rotation of a motor shaft, a plurality of hydro-

twisted substantially about its longitudinal axis which will pro-

vide firm line contact with an associated pm.

3,786,402

ELECTRICAL TERMINAL

Stanky V. Horecky, Oak Park, III., assignor to Mokx Incor-

porated, Lisk, III.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, S«r. No. 300,974

Int.CI.H01r9//4

IJ.S. CI. 339-276 A 4 Claims

switches and a plurality of relays. Time delay circuits includ-

ing electrically energizable explosive squibs are also included

to provide appropriate separation functions.

3,786,404

DEEP OCEAN TRANSPONDER
James O. Ewing. Granada Hills, and Philip E. Rellly,

Woodland HIUs, both of CaBf ., assignors to The Bendix Cor-

poration, North Hollywood, Calif.

Fikd Aug. 14. 1972, Set. No. 280.296

Int. CI. GO Is 9/66

L.S.CL 340-2 5 Claims

An electrical terminal comprises a U-shaped sheet metal

body with the legs of the body being cut away to define shoul-

ders for abutting the top surface of a printed circuit board.

The bight of the U-shaped body also has an outwardly struck

projection that engages the top surface of the Pnnt^d 'rircuit

board to enhance stability of the terminal thereon. Below the

detent the bight has a spring tongue for snap-locking against

the bottom o" printed wire side of the board. The trailing end

of the body has a tapered free end and can be used as a wire

wrapped terminal or may be inserted mto a connector.

3,786,403

UNDERWATER ACOUSTICAL DETECTION SYSTEM

Albert S. Will, Bethesda; Sylvan Wolf. Colkge Park, and Wil-

liam L. Barnum, Takoma Park, all of Md., assignors to The

United States of America as represented by the SecreUry of

the Navy, Washington, D.C. „„ . ^ ,

Filed May 10, 1968, Ser. No. 729,143

Int. CI. GOlh 9/00

US CI. 340-2 10 Claims

An air-launched multiple deployment depth sonobuoy hav-

ing mechanical apparatus and electrical circuitry for intermit-

tently lowering the sonobuoy taa plurality of predetermined

depths The mechanical apparatus includes a cable wrapped

around a free wheeling roller which may be braked by a

motor-driven, spring-loaded clutch while a second roller urges

the cable against the free wheeling roller by means of a second

spring-loaded clutch driven by the motor of the first clutch.

The electrical circuitry includes a plurality of switch banks

A lightweight underwater transducer is described in which

the an'chor contains a battery pack and ^ -«'-;;"-";'""

which are connected through an electrical cable to an up-

wardly directed transducer carried on a flotation housing. The

flotation ,s supplied by means of a single thin-walled glass ball

whose diameter is typically about 1 6 inches, but which may be

larger or smaller. The flotation housing consists of a Pair of

nanged hemispheres which capture and protect the glass ball

and to which is attached a tethering rope of a desired ength to

prevent buoyant load from being applied to the electrical ca^

ble. During handling and deployment, most of the leng h of

the rope and electrical cable are taken up in a coil which is in

part, ^cured by a corrodible magnesium ""^ and ^h.^h .s

released in the sea by the breaking of the corrodible link.
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3,786,405

SYSTEM FOR LOW-FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION OF

RADIANT ENERGY

Mark A. Chramlec. Newport, R.I., and William L. Konrji<»' Ni-

antic, Sonn., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lexington,

WvlSonof Ser.No. in,218,Feb. 1, »971,.b.nd«.ed.Thls

application Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,884

Int.CLG01s9/6S
, .^ , o 26 Claims

U.S.CL 340-3 R

3,786,407

ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER FOR DEEP SEA

Heisuke Ogawa, Kobe; Mitsuo Yamamoto, Akashi; Sellsaku

Bando, Kobe, and Osami Baba, Osaka, aU of Japan, as-

signors to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Kobe and

Funino Ekdric Company Limited, Nagasaki-ken, Japan

Fikd Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,102

Ctaims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 14, 1971, 46/23107

Int. CLH04b/ 5/00

U.S. a. 340-10 2 Claims

« V ,
i - ,

1 4 . TRANSMIT I

^ r* AMP__J—* TRANSOUCERI •

^
K.-O-l- — RECt .t» Y ,R.;sc>uCE»|

A communication system utilizing a highly directive low-

frequency transmission of radiant energy which is generated

by directing a beam of radiant energy at a first high frequency

and at a second high frequency into a nonlinear transmission

medium By virtue of an interaction in the nonlinear medium

between the energies at the first and the second high frequen-

cies a low frequency beam of radiation is produced havmg a

directivity pattern comparable to that of the energy radiated

at the high frequencies. The system is particularly useful for

sonic examination of the seabed for sub-oceanic strata and bu-

ried objects such as pipes, in which case a receiving

hydrophone and display are utilized to plot a graphical display

of echoes reflected from the stiaia.

'3 10

An acoustic transducer which includes a piezo-electr.c

ceramic element, one surface of which is exposed while the

other surface is enclosed by a housing to form a static water

pressure chamber, an opening in said enclosure and a resonant

mechanical filter coupled to said opening.

3,786,408

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OFFSHORE

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION WITH LOW POWER
SEISMIC SOURCE

WiUiam David Jenkinson, and Paul Anthony Bryant Marke,

both of Houston, Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York,

Fikd Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,880

int.ci.GOivy/oo.y/;4

U.S.a. 340-15.5 MC » ^^ Claims

3,786,406

AUTOMATIC DEVICE FOR SIGNALING FROGMAN
ACCIDENTS

Ettore Blanco, Via Triulziana, 52, San Donato Milanese, Italy

Fikd Sept. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 177,760

Claims priority, application Italy, Sept. 3, 1970, 29296/70

Int. CI. H04b 7 //OO

U.S. CI. 340-5 R
^C*-""

I J 5 7 9 r. 13 Irs r? 19 21 23

- - -
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31 V.

A novel system for detecting frogman accidents is disclosed^

The system comprises an electronic sending
^^J^"!

^^.ch

emits an regualar acoustical signal, provided that the sub

merged frogman periodicaly actuates a lever and a receding

Tys em which receives the acoustical signal and transforms it

electmnically to an audial signal. If the frogman fails to

periodically actuate the lever, then the transmitter automat.-

cally sets off an alarm.

This invention relates to novel methods and apparatus for

making offshore geophysical surveys with a low power seistnic

Turce A first vessel, which is provided with air guns or the

Ike Ts anchored at a predetermined location, while a second

vesseHows a streamer cable along a preselected course pa

h first vessel. The second vessel transmits command s gn^

to cause the air guns on the first vessel to be f^ed at ap

propriate intervals, whereby a sequence of seismic pulses is

refracted along a common path on the course, and whereby

each of these pulses is detected by succeedmg receiver sta-

Tons o the cable. All of the pulses detected at a common sur-

face point are gathered for each of the various common sur-

face^ nts along the course, and are then stacked to provide a

nis O.G.—4f>
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single pulse of greatly improved signal-to-noise ratio for each

common surface point. The stacked signals may then be ar-

ranged to provide a refraction profile of the course, in order to

define traps and the like in subterranean earth formations.

3,786,409

SWEEP SIGNAL SEISMIC EXPLORATION
Sam A. Sorkin, Houston, Tex., assignor to Teledyne Explora

tion Company. Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, S«r. No. 278,297

Int.CLG01v///4. //22

U.S.CI.340-15.5CC 13 Claims

a connector assembly that includes a shear pin designed to fail

when the force required to move the cable assembly reaches a

predetermiend amount. This protects the cable from damage

should it hang up as it is being dragged along the ground. The

geophones and the connectors between the lengths of cable

are enclosed in housings to provide smooth surfaces for sliding

across the ground, and in the case of the geophones, to add

weight to the geophone to improve iu contact with the

ground.

'^

3,786,411

DEVICE FOR DETECTING LOCATION OF A MOVABLE
BODY

Noritaka Kurauchi; Susumu Hiraoka; Kenichi Yoshida, and

Masaki Ohmori, all of Osaka, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo

Electric Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,337

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 26, 1970.

45/104586
Int.CI.G08g//y2

U.S. CI. 340-23 5 Claims

\

\
/

_—

>

A series of sweep signals is generated at one or more loca-

tions and transmitted into the earth. The reflected signals from

subsurface earth formations are composited and a correlo-

gram produced by cross-correlation with the transmitted

signal. To reduce the correlogram tail produced by harmonic

distortion in the received signals, a series of sweeps, preferably

even numbered, is recorded, alternate sweeps being recorded

in the normal manner and the other sweeps being recorded

using reversed polarity of the sweeps and reversed polarity of

the seismometer input to the seismic amplifier, while main-

taining the same signal amplitude during all sweeps, and then

compositing and cross-correlating in the usual manner.

V

&S'\
>=CZ>=CI>

>= > "J^

e^^ >
ACCflVING
STATION

f^
6

Mark

3,786,410

SEISMIC CABLE ASSEMBLY
Gerald D. Hazelhurst, Houston, Tex., assignor to

Products, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,267

Int.CLG01v///6

U.S.CI.340-17 4 Claims

A device for detecting the location of a moving body com-

prising an antenna or antennae provided on the moving body.

A fundamental and a plurality of other conductor pairs extend

in parallel along the path of the moving body. Each of the con-

ductor pairs includes portions in which the coupling be»" een

the conductor pair and the antenna is changed periodically

The changing period of any one of the other conductor pairs is

selected as an integer fraction of the changing period of the

fundamental conductor pair, so that any region along the

length of the path is coded in accordance with a binary code.

A ground station is coupled with all of the conductor pairs,

whereby the location of the moving body in whatever coded

region can be detected from the ground station or the moving

body when an electric signal is transmitted from the antenna,

or when one or a plurality of signals are supplied from the

ground station to the conductor pairs.

.o;

The seismic cable assembly disclosed is made up of a plu-

rality of lengths of cable with each link having a plurality of

electrical conductors and a tensile member extending

throughout its length The lengths of cable are strung end to

end and the adjacent ends of each of the lengths are con-

nected together by connectors that connect the tensile mem-

bers of adjacent cable lengths In this way, the entire cable as-

sembly can be moved from position to position by dragging

the assembly along the ground with the load imposed on the

cable by the friction between the ground, and the cable being

transmitted to the towing vehicle through the tensile mem-

bers. The cable assembly is connected to the towing vehicle by

3,786,412

PARKING INDICATORS FOR AUTOMOBILES

John J. CapriottI, 632 Snug Harbor Dr., Boynton Beach. Fla.

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216.407

Int.CI.B60q//4S

U.S.CL 340-54 4 Claims

A safety parking signalling device for automobiles to enable

the driver to advise drivers of vehicles to his rear of his inten-

tion to park. The device comprises a light compartment

mounted at the rear of the vehicle and covered at its rear by a

translucent sheet bearing "parking" indicia. The circuit to the

lamps is controlled by a manual "on-ofT" switch mounted con-

veniently to the driver. A "flasher" unit and also preferably

visible and/or audible indicating means, such as a lamp and/or

buzzer respectively, are connected in series in the circuit to

the lamps Actuation of said switch to "on" position also ener-

gizes a separate second circuit having means therein to hold
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ss^sr-rsu-r^-:--i"—

'"switcmTI ,1

^xontboll

connected between the junction of the diodes and one ter-

minal of the voltage source.

such as turning of the ignition, normally effected on comple-

tion of a parking maneuver.

3,786v413

VEHICLE TIRE CONDITION MONITOR SYSTEM

Hugh B. Matthews, Acton; Gerald F. Ro^, Lexington, and

Kenneth W. Robblns. Wilmington, all of Mass., assignors to

Sperry Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 13. 197 2. Ser. No. 2 17,608

,„t.CI.B60c2i/02
^^^^,^^

U.S. CI. 340-58

3.786,415

DATA TERMINALS

Brian Harry Phillips. Crick, and ^-^^1^1^^^^^^^"^^
worth, both of England, assignors to The General ElectrK

Company, London, England
,^ ,«. ,,4

Filed Nov. 14, 1972. Ser. No. 306.314

Claims priority, application Great Bntam, Nov. 17, 1973.

'''''"'
Int.a.H0417/00

U.S.a.340-146.1D
»2^'-™»
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The condition monitor provides information as to the sta e

ofl momtored dual state device having, for example, possible

sItuSctory and unsatisfactory conditions. Use is made of a

pa« ve ridio transducer element powered within a moving

de^e by a resonant mechanical system excited primariy by

c cUc accelerations. In the unsatisfactory cond.tion of the

Monitored device the passive transducer emits a charac-

S cTignal whfch is dejected at a stationary station for the

opTra lon'of a suitable alarm or remedial control. In the no -

mal or satisfactory condition of the monitored device, the pas-

sive transducer is dormant.

A data terminal for a digital signallmg system '^ ^"^"8^^^°

receive incoming data transmitted in serial form and to divide

he dataTnto multi-digit signal units for supplying to a proces-

sor Rec^m of the data is controlled by a timing generator

havin/a cycle of time slots equal to the number of digits in a

Tmh Thrvalidity of each signal unit is checked, using

rt "Js fi:::ing7rt of each utSt, -d a ^^1-^Jail ind.^

re^ognftton circuit for extracting an indication of synchronisa-

tion from the incoming data.

3,786,414

FAIL SAFE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR TRAFTIC LIGHTS

Jean Dressayre, Orsay-Essones, France, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 776,467, NovM8, 1968 abandoned.

This application Mar: 19. 1971,Ser.No. 126.338

Int.CLG08g//097
^40—78

Claims

^*A drcuit for preventing the simultaneous energization of

f.rft and second signal lamps includes first and second relay

contacts connected' in series with said first and -cond lamps

respectively, across a source of voltage. A pair of diodes are

3,786,416

OPTICAL CHARACTER IDENTIFICATION

Cheun Vi^^-h Bhimani, AHington, Va.^ignor to Recog-

nitioa Equipment, Incorporated, I"^'"*'/"-

FUed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,537

Int.CLG06k9/i2 ,,^,5
US CL 340-146.3 AC »'^»«'"'*^

Printed characters, superimposed upon a contrasting center

bar extending through a character field, are identified by

scanning each'charac'ter along a plurality of vertically aligned.
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laterally spaced paths to generate character signals dependent

upon encountering character portions. An output signal is

prbduced in response to the character signals and control

signals. In a preferred mode for alphanumeric characters,

white signals and black signals are generated, which are

representative of white and black fields at each of a plurality

of points along each scan path. Control signals are generated

rt^H^

in response to a scan encountering the' center bar. The

character portions on either side of the center bar are scanned

separately and different techniques are used to analyze the

character information obtained to generate enclosed point

signals and nonenclosed point signals. In both data processing

techniques the 'enclosed point signals for a plurality of

separate zones of the character field are compared with a code

to produce character identification signals.

3,786,417

SCHEME FOR MAPPING MECHANICAL TRANSLATION
TO A RELATIVELY ARBITRARY INDEX TABLE

Carl O. Carlson, Kettering. Ohio, assignor to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
' Filed May 8, 1972, S«r. No. 251,122

Int.CI.G06k7//0

U.S. CI. 340- 147 R 23 Claims

I.:̂ mW.

3.786,418

MULTI-TERMINAL DIGITAL SIGNAL
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS

Howard H. Nick. Poughkeepsie. N.Y.. assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314.894

lnt.CI.H04b//5/f

U.S.CI.340-147R U Claims
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A multi-terminal digital signal communication apparatus is

provided which includes a continuous medium for conveying

signals such as a transmission line. At least one signal sending

section is provided for generating and propagating signals

along the medium. A first directional coupler is provided as-

sociated with the transmission line for obtaining branch

signals without interrupting the conveyance of the signals

along the transmission line. The branch signals are amplified

and recoupled to the main transmission line by a second

directional coupler. These signals are propagated in the

direction of conveyance of the signals along the medium and

are superimposed on the signals giving rise to the branch

signals. An output signal to the terminal may be obtained

through a directional coupler in response to the amplified

branch signal. .

3,786.419

SYNCHRONIZING CLOCK SYSTEM FOR A MULTI-
TERMINAL COMMUNICATION APPARATUS

Howard H. Nick. Poughkeepsie, N.Y.. assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation. Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 26, 1 972, Ser. No. 3 1 7,9 1 6 |

Int. CI. H04I 15100- H04q 5106

U.S.CI.340-147SY 9 Cbims

MIT
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location, thereby enabling each of the digits of information re-

gistered on the meter to be read. state, the effective pnp transistor is biased to its active region

and draws current from the negatively biased substrate to aug-

ment the signals being applied to a selected network path.

3,786,424

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FOR DATA
TRANSMISSION AND RETRIEVAL

David S. McVoy, and Richard G. Reynolds, both of Sarasota,

Fla., assignors to Coaxial Scientific Corporation, SarasoU,

Fla.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,752

Int. CI. H04h 9/00

U.S. CI. 340-151 ,
14 Claims

3.786.426

DATA CHARACTER DECODER WITH PROVISION FOR

DECODING BEFORE ALL CHARACTER ELEMENTS ARE
RECEIVED

Scott McDowell Fitch, Holmdel: Alfonso Vincent Gallina; Otto

Frederick Gerkensmeier, both of Freehold, and Peter

Stephen Warwick. Middletown, all of N J., assignors to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Division of Ser. No. 641,954, May 29, 1967,. This application

Aug. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 66.623

Int. CI. G06f 7/00. Gl Ic ^112. 19/00

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 2 Claims
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A communications system, such as a cable television

system, embodies an arrangement for data transmission which

utilizes a combination of time and frequency division. Groups

of data transmitters are connected to data retrieval circuitry

through switch circuits which are selectively addressed by a

predetermined code to provide communication between all of

the data transmitters of the group and data retrieval circuitry

The transmission of data from transmitters in the other groups

are blocked until the appropriate address code is sent to the

associated switch circuit Circuitry utilizing a synchronous or

non-synchronous clock is provided for generating a message

marker along with the data pulse train.

A transHuxor magnetic core dual rail shift register arranged

for storing data character elements Decoding circuits ex-

amine the stored data elements and provide a decoding func-

tion after all of the elements of a character have been ac-

cepted and. alternatively, after most but not all of the

character elements have been received.

3.786.425

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SWITCHING NETWORK
PROVIDING CROSSPOINT GAIN

Irvine Keers Hetherington. St. Charles. lU.; Robert Leonard

Pritchett, Bath. Pa., and Robert Kenneth York. Naperville.

III., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories Incorporated,

Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Dec. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 316.284

Int.CI.H01l///00

U.S.CL340-166R .

^2 Claims

An integrated circuit thyristor switching network in which a

parasitic pnp transistor effect, normally encountered as a

3.786,427

DYNAMIC ADDRESS TRANSLATION REVERSED

George E. Schmidt, and Joseph F. Schnell, both of Lake

Katrine. N.Y.. assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
~

Flledjune29, 1971, Ser. No. 157,912

Int. CI. G06f 9/20

IJ S CI 340—172.5 2 Claims

Iri a virtual storage system, virtual storage may be divided

into segments with each segment being divided into pages and

each page containing a predetermined number of bytes. A

storage control system is provided including a main storage

ELECTRICALJanuary 15, 1974

unit a high speed buffer storage unit operating in a virtual ad-

dress mode and a dynamic address translation unit for con-

trolling virtual page address to real page address translation

including an associative storage for storing a plurality of vir-

tual page addresses and associated real page addresses. A

processing unit when making a storage request to the storage

control system provides a virtual address which includes a vir-

tual page portion containing a segment and page field and a

byte portion. An I/O channel when making a storage request

to the storage control system provides a real address which in-

cludes a real page portion and a byte portion. The high-speed

buffer contains an address storage portion for storing virtual

page addresses and a corresponding data storage portion for

storing blocks of data. When a processing unit makes a

request to the storage control system, the virtual page portion

of the virtual address is compared with the virtual page por-

tions stored in the buffer to determine whether the buffer may

'

be utilized for data transmission with the processing unit.

When an I/O channel makes a storage request to the storage

1277

with previously stored weighting coefficients. The n-dimen-

sional pattern is multiplied by positive and negative weightmg

coefficients to form a sum which is a measure of the similarity
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of the pattern to a known pattern for which the weighting

coefficients are selected. Magnetic domain storage and logic

circuits are used to store the weighting coefficients and form

the sum.

3,786,429

ELECTRONIC TEXT DISPLAY SYSTEM WHICH
SIMULATES A TYPEWRITER

Arnold J. Goldman, Encino; Stephen L. Kurtin, and Carver A.

Mead, both of Pasadena, aU of Calif., assignors to Lexitron

Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,554

Int.CLG06fi/70.i/74

U.S. a. 340-172.5 - SCUims

control system the real page address is compared wrth the real

page addresses stored in the translation unit and when a com-

parison is achieved a virtual page address corresponding to the

real page address is provided to the buffer for further deter-

mination as to whether the buffer may be utilized for data

transmission with the I/O channel. The storage control system

also includes logic for controlling the transfer of address and

data information between the processing unit, the I/O chan-

nel, the high-speed buffer unit and the main storage unit.

\,^/6

3,786,428

PATTERN CLASSIFICATION EQUIPMENT

Kousuke Takahashi. Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric

Co.. Ltd.. Tokyo, Japan ,eo ^o^
Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,693

Claims priority, application Japan, June 2, 1971, 46-38802

lnt.CI.G06k9//0

U.S. CI. 340- 172.5 »2 Claims

A pattern classification system responds to an n-dimen-

sional binary pattern and classifies the pattern in accordance

There is disclosed herein an electronic ^writer system in-

cluding an operator station and desk-side onsole. The opera-

tor station includes a keyboard and a visual display for typed

text and the console includes suitable control and memory

means and a print-out device. The system enables textual

material to be entered via the keyboard and to be displayed in

a full page format on the display, as well as to be stored m a

memory. The system provides editing capabilities for chang-

ing editing and manipulating the text, artd a hard copy of the

displayed text can be typed out by a printer upon command.

The keyboard and display are constructed and organized to

simulate the operational features of a conventional electric

typewriter. Special equipment includes simulated platen

^cnobs. margin indicators, space and back space keys, and a

vertical spacing lever similar in use to those found on conven-

tional electric typewriters, along with electronic subsystems

acting in cooperation therewith to enable display of a page

outhne. page movement on the display, setting of margins for

the typed text, controlled movement of a position indicator or

cursor, and so forth.
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» , ,». . ,n possible with such a system that the scanner will not operate

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM INCLUDING A SMALL properly and the central processor w.l. not be .nformed of th.s

AUXILIARY PROCESSOR FOR OVERCOMING THE
EFFECTS OF FAULTY HARDWARE

Johann Hajdu; Guenter Knaun. both of Boeblingen; Petar

Skuin, Magstadt, and Edwin Vogt. Boeblingen, all of Ger-

many, assignors to International Business Machines Cor-

poration, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 15, 197I,Ser.No. 198,881

Int. CI. GMf ;5//6. /5/20. / //06

U.S. CI. 340- 172.5 2 Claims
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fact. The invention provides for check scanning, without event

detection, but with a stop at specified addresses. i

An electronic data processing system comprising a relative-

ly large main processor, a relatively small auxiliary processor,

and a bus system linking both of said processors. The auxiliary

processor is linked, via the bus system, to various portions of

the main processor including data registers, error checking

circuits, and function decoders. If one of the error checking

circuits within the main processor detects a machine malfunc-

tion, the auxiliary processor will be able, via the bus system, to

determine the portion of the main processor in which the mal-

function occurred (by examining the output of the function

tected the malfunction), and to determine the function which

the main processor was attempting to perform when the mal-

function occurred (by examining the output of the function

decoder). The auxiliary processor will then, also via the bus

system, address a data register which furnished input data to

the failing portion of the main processor and extract the data

therefrom, the auxiliary processor will manipulate the data (in

accordance with the function defined by the function decoder

in the main processor) to produce the result that would have

been produced if the malfunction had not occurred (thereby,

in effect, simulating the malfunctioning portion of the mam

processor); and, again via the bus system, the auxiliary proces-

sor will transmit the result to a data register within the main

processor which accepts output data from said failing portion

The main processor will then be restarted to continue

processing.

3.786.432

PUSH-POP MEMORY STACK HAVING REACH DOWN
MODE AND IMPROVED MEANS FOR PROCESSING

DOUBLE-W ORD ITEMS

W illiam E. W oods, Natick, Mass., assignor to HoneyweU Infor-

mation Systems Inc., W altham, Mass.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,639

Int. CLG06f 9/20

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 12 Claims
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A first in-last out (i.e. push-pop. push-down, or last in-first

out) memory stack is implemented with means for reaching

down into the stack without pushing or popping thereby allow-

ing access to information which would not otherwise be im-

mediately available. The stack also features improved

processing of double-word items by use of unique double push

and double pop algorithms.

3,786,431

ELECTRONIC SCANNER CHECKING PROCESS AND
SYSTEM

Claude Bouchet, La Verenne-St.-Hilarie, and Vittorio Ziliotto,

Versailles, both of France, assignors to International Stan-

dard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972. Ser. No. 232,098

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 5, 1971, 71.7696

Int. CI. G06f// /OO

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 5 Ctaims

An electronic scanner is started by a central processor to

asynchronously scan a number of lines. When the scanner de-

tects a calling line, it stops and calls the processor The proces-

sor then starts the scanner again to operate till it detects

another calling line or reaches the last line to be scanned. It is

3,786,433

COMPUTER CONTROL ARRANGEMENTS

John Percy WilUam Notley, and James Simon Noble, both of

Luton, England, assignors to George Kent Limited. Luton,

England
Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,527

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Sept. 29. 1971,

45430/71
Int.CLG06f/ 5// 6./ 5/46 I

US. CL 340-172.5 .

"Claims

An electrical circuit for causing a computer to begin operat-

ing in accordance with a predetermined program. The circuit

comprises a sequence signal generator and a store for a start

address of the program. When an input signal is applied to the

circuit, the sequence signal generator provides three output

signals, a first signal for stopping the computer in the event

that it is already operating in accordance with another pro-

gram, a second signal for causing a start address of the

January 15, 1974 ELECTRICAL 1279

predetermined program to be loaded into a memory address

register of the computer, and a third signal for re-starting the

computer. The circuit can be used in a du?l computer system

wherein malfunction of a normally on-line computer causes

01 S(
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3,786,435

DATA TRANSFER APPARATUS

Frederick A. Sherman, Levittown, Pa., assignor to GTE Infor-

mation Systems Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,508

Int. CLG06f 3/00

U.S.CL 340-172.5 12 Ctaims

ClOC«
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generation of an input signal for triggering the sequence signal

generator to bring a normally off-line computer into opera-

tion. Alternatively, the circuit can be used for controlling a

system having a single computer from a remote location.

3,786,434

FULL CAPACITY SMALL SIZE MICROPROGRAMMED
CONTROL UNIT

Harold E. Frye, Hyde Park, and Robert F. McMahon, Wappin-

gers Falls, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,792

Int. CLG06f 9// 6. 9/00

U.S.CL 340-172.5 8 Claims
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Apparatus for transferring messages received at any of four

inputs to any of 5 1 2 outputs. Messages of 64 bits each may be

present on any of four data input lines simultaneously. A 9-bit

address identifying an output line is provided with each

message on an associated address line. The 64 data bits of

each message received during a 64-bit message input penod

are stored in a memory array. The four most significant bits

(MSB) of each address are stored in one memory array and

the five least significant bits (LSB) of each address are stored

in another memory array. During the next 64-bit period the

five LSB's of the stored addresses are compared with the

count of a 5-bit (32 count) counter. When a comparison oc-

curs, the appropriate four MSB's of the address are read out of

the memory array and the 64 data bits are also read out of the

memory. The four MSB's of the address are decoded to select

the proper one of sixteen groups of of 32 output lines to which

the data is to be directed. The 64 bits of data are received in

parallel and accepted by the proper output group. Under con-

trol of the 5-bit counter, the output group converts the data

from parallel to serial form and demultiplexes the serial data

to direct it to the proper one of the 32 output lines pf the

group. The apparatus includes a second set of data and ad-

dress memories so that a second set of messages can be

received and stored while the information in the first set is

being read out.

A microprogrammed control unit comprising an instruction

memory for storing microinstructions with no repetitions and

an address memory for storing the addresses of microinstruc-

tions which make up a microprogram. Within the instruction

memory, micro-orders are densely stored. Each time that a

word is accessed from the instruction storage, a mask which is

stored along with the address in the address storage is utilized

to select appropriate micro-orders to produce a desired

microinstruction. Through the use of the mask, and associated

gates, each word in the instruction storage is capable of sup-

plying a plurality of microinstructions to the system.

3,786,436

MEMORY EXPANSION ARRANGEMENT IN A CENTRAL
PROCESSOR

Paul Z. ZeUnski, Elmhurst, and Leo V. Jones, Chicago, both of

III., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories, In-

corporated, Northlake, ID.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,226

Int. CLG06f 9/20

U.S.CL 340-172.5 *?vS.1!f
A page register in the central processor comprises 3N bista-

ble devices. N each for an instruction field, a branch field, and

a data field, to extend addresses by N bits beyond the capacity

of the operand portion of the format of instructions. A load

oaee register" instruction uses the operand to designate load

the branch field and/or the data field, or transfer the instruc-

tion field to the data field; and also supplies the values for

loading the branch and/or data field. A "last page reference

register is also provided to which the instruction and data
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fields are transferred from the page register during execution
mfVIORY SYSTEM INCLtDING

of each instruction, while the address in a program counter is OPTICAL
"^'^**;^^\*'Ty„')J^'^^2J;\l™

James R. Packard, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to MinnesoU Min-

^ ing and Manufacturing Compan>, St. Paul, Minn.

t- J|'-;f-^ -T f Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266.299

IP im. CI.

G

tic ///JO. /J/04

t,S.CI.340-l73R 5 Claims
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transferred to a "last program count" register, to be stored in

memory when a "branch and store program" hnkage instruc-

tion is executed.

3,786,437

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY SYSTEM UTILIZING AN
INVERTING CELL CONCEPT

Brian F. Croxon. Peabody. and Laurence F. Abbott, Needham.

both of Mass., assignors to Honeywell Information Systems,

Inc., Wahham, Mass.

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, S«r. No. 215,976

Int.CLGllc/i/00

U.S.CL 340-173 DR 39Ctoims

A system for optically reading in parallel a plurality of bits

contained in a predetermined pattern in a data array on a

planar data mask containing a plurality of data arrays A coni-

cal beam of coherent light produced from a selected location

on a planar laser material screen of a cathode ray tube is ad-

dressed to a given data array, thereby causing an image

representative of said given data array to be projected onto a

detector array containing a plurality of detectors in the same

predetermined pattern The planar laser material screen is

positioned parallel to the planar datamask The addressed

given data array is the data array positioned within the cone of

light and in an optical path including the detector array and

the selected light emitting location on the screen.

a at u H
_ • 1 1 4

3,786,439

ERROR DETECTION SYSTEMS
Earl G. McDonald. Boulder, Colo., and Arvind M. Patel,

Wappingers Falls. N.Y.. assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk. N.Y.

Filed Dec. 26. 1972. Ser. No. 317.984
|

Int. CI. H03k ]3I34; H04I ///O. Gl lb 27/i6

U.S.CL340— 146.1 AL 26CI«ims

ENCODING

A non-destructive read MOS memory system associates a

different cell of an additional group of storage cells with a dif-

ferent column grouping of the memory cells of a two dimen-

sional array. Each cell of the additional group stores indica-

tions as to the number of times the cell contents of its as-

sociated column has been selected during a read or write cycle

of operation. Each time a column is selected during a read

cycle of operation, the contents of all of the cells of a selected

column are inverted and written back into the cell automati-

cally refreshing the column cells. To provide read out of the

correct information to an utilization device a signal represent-

ative of the content of the selected cell within a column is logi-

cally combined with a signal representative of the state of its

associated status cell. Similarly, to ensure that the correct data

is written into a selected ceil, the input data signals from the

utilization device are logically combined with signals

representative of the state of the status cell associated with the

column.

OUTPUT

CW(0
VALIKS

Error detection is enhanced by using multiple independent

error codes combined with nonlinear changes in the data field

as applied to different error codes Such nonlinear permuta-

tions increase the probability of detecting errors thereby max-

imizing the utilization of check bit redundancies In a mag-

netic tape subsystem, error detection and correction can be

enhanced by scrambling track-to-error code relationships

between a plurality of independent codes. Tracks with the

highest probability of errors, i.e., the outside tracks on a ^

inch tape, for example, are connected to nonadjacent inputs

of error correction code apparatus. Additionally, the input-to-

track relationship of various code apparatus can be scram-

bled, either permanently or during a tape transducing opera-

tion. The above permutations provide best advantage with

selected error correction codes and systems having identifia-

ble probability of error patterns.
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3,786,440

DIGITAL DATA STORAGE WITH EQUAL INPUT AND
OUTPUT DATA RATE, BUT VARIABLE MEMORY SHIFT

RATE
Gerald L. Toyen, San Diego, Calif., assignor to General

Dynamics Corp-. San Diego. Calif.

Filed Jan. 26. 1973. Ser. No. 326,733

Int. CI. G lie/ 9/00

U.S.CL340-173R 18/:iaims
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storage element is disclosed within. The CIS structure is ini-

tially charged to a predetermined voltage, forming a depletion

region within the semiconductor beneath the conductor.^

Minority carriers are controllably generated within the

semiconductor in proportional response to an information-

bearing signal such as a specific amount of electromagnetic

radiation flux. The generated minority carriers move to and

are stored at the surface of the semiconductor beneath the

conductor due to the electric field existing in the depletion re-

gion, thus changing the predetermined voltage. The change in

voltage which may be determined is a measure of the number

of generated minority carriers and, therefore, is a measure of

the integrated electromagnetic radiation flux and constitutes

the stored information.

3,786,442

RAPID RECOVERY CIRCUIT FOR GAPACITIVELY
LOADED BIT LINES

Stephen B. Alexander, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.; Richard W.

Bryant, Santa Clara, Calif.; Robert J. LIpp, FishkiU, and

George K. Tu, Wapplngers Falls, both of N.Y., assignors to

Cogar Corporation, Wappingers Falls, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,132

Int. CLG lie 7/00

U.S. CI. 340-173 R > Claim

so-
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The storage capacity or length of a memory consisting of

shift registers which may only be available in certain discrete

bit lengths is controlled or programmed by shifting data from

each stage of an input serial to parallel shift register into dif-

ferent ones of the memory shift registers and then transferring

the data from the output stages of the memory registers into

an output parallel to serial shift register. The ratio, between

the number of clock pulses which shift the data into and out of

the input and output registers and number of clock pulses

which shift the data in the memory registers, is changed so as

to alter the fan out of data from the input shift register into the

memory registers. The storage capacity or length of the

memory can be changed or programmed during storage

operations so as to have any length up to and including the

storage capacity of all of the memory registers and any addi-

tional buffer registers which may be associated therewith.
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3,786,441

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR STORING INFORMATION
AND PROVIDING AN ELECTRIC READOUT

William E. Engeler, Scotia, and Marvin Garfinkel, Schenec-

tady, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 792,569, Jan. 21, 1%9. This application

Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 203,1 10

lnt.CLGllc///40

U.S.CL340-173R 5 Claims

There is disclosed a circuit for achieving rapid recovery of

he capacitively loaded bit lines of a semiconductor memory.

Transistors are provided for driving the lines following a write

cycle. The active driving of the bit lines forces them to the

same potential so that a read cycle may begin very soon after

the termination of a write cycle.

3,786,443

NONDESTRUCTIVE READ SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY
UTILIZING AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN

Jerry Mar, Scotch Plains, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated. Murray Hill. NJ.
Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,504

Int.CLGIlc///i6, ///40

U.S. CI. 340-173 R 9. Claims

n n n e

' ' A semiconductor memory system contains an array of two-

* terminal memory cells which each comprise a single junction

An information storing method and a storing device using a transistor having an uncontacted base. Bit information is writ-

conductorTsulator-semiconductor (CIS) structure as the ten into a selected cell by applying appropriate voltage
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waveforms to the collector and emitter of the transistor to set

the potential of the base to values which represent, respective-

ly, either a "I" and a "0". Readout is accomplished by apply-

ing a voltage waveform containing a positive and a negative

pulse to the collector of the transistor so as to first cause a

change in the base potential and a corresponding change in

the emitter potential, which is indicative of the information

stored in the transistor ceH. and then to cause the stored infor-

mation to be rewritten into the cell. The readout operation is

nondestructive and additionally refreshes stored information.

3,786.446

SINGLE WALL DOMAIN CODING CIRCUIT

Peter Istvan Bonyhard, Edison, NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray HiU, N J.

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,255

lnt.CLGIlc/9/00,////4

U.S. CL 340- 1 74 TF 9 Claims

3,786,444

MAGNETIC THIN FILM MEMORY PACKAGING DESIGN

Larry D. Sly, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretory of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 173,51

1

Int. CLGllc 7 7//4. 5/04

U^. CL 340-174 TF » Claim
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A number of field access, magnetic bubble propagation

channels are connected to a single magneto-resistance detec-

tor by a binary coded interconnection circuit. The circuit is

operative to retard bubbles in ones of the channels with

respect to others while laterally expanding those which are not

retarded. The latter provide improved signal levels.

A memory store unit is made by aligning film core areas and

bonding them in pairs on either side of a single piece printed

wire overlay. Top and bottom insulators are aligned and

tacked to a backup board. An adhesive coated top ground

plane is applied to the top insulator and the glass substrates.

An adhesive epoxy cover is applied to the top ground plane

The top and bottom magnetic shields are applied to the cover

and backup board, and the entire package is then subjected to

compression and heat to adhere the laminations together into

a flat dense package.

3,786,447

INFORMATION PROPAGATION PATH SW ITCHING
DEVICE

Fumio Yamauchi, Tokyo-to, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric

Company, Limited, Tokvo-to, Japan

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,514

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 13, 1971,46/81120

lnt.Cl.Gllc///74, 79/00

U.S.CL340— I74TF 3 Claims

«— ^ 4 ^ '. ^ •

3,786,445

INTEGRATED MAGNETIC BUBBLE AND
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

Irving T. Ho, and Jacob RLseman. both of Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,

assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,316

Int. CLG lie 7 7/74

U.S.CL340-174TF 3 Claims

A magnetic bubble device and its associated read, write,

propagation, sensing, addressing, driving, timing and control

elements are combined in a unitary magnetic sheet-semicon-

ductor structure.

Magnetic domains are switched between adjacent propaga-

tion paths by varying the perpendicular magnetic field applied

to a sheet of domain holding material when the domain is at a

junction of two propagation paths. The propagation paths are

formed by soft patterned magnetic material on the surface of

the sheet. At the junction point the domain will move to one of

two possible further points which are located respectively in

the first and second propagation paths. The said two further

points are located with respect to said junction point so that

the movement of the domain to one or the other depends upon

the size of the domain, which in turn is controlled by the mag-

netic field applied perpendicular to the sheet.

I

3,786,448

MULTIPLE ACCESS PLATED WIRE MEMORY
Kenneth E. Batcher, Stow, and John T. Franks, Jr., Tallmadge,

both of Ohio, assignors to Goodyear Aerospace Corporation,

Akron, Ohio
,

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,947 I

Int.CLGllc 7 7/04, 7 7/74

U.S.CL 340-174 PW lOCtaims

The invention relates to a novel plated wire memory ar-

rangement which not only permits word-oriented access but
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also bit-oriented access to the data storage bits thereof. The

invention teaches the utilization of two separate and distinct

sets of inteiTogation lines to achieve the multiple access

characteristic. The invention is such as to be adaptable to the

techniques and knowledge available in the present state of the

angles with each other, said word wires being connected at

their one ends to said conductive plate, whereby when one of

said word wires are selected, a returning electric current fiow-

ing through said conductive plate is magnetically coupled with

said digit wires.

art of plated wire memories but uniquely arranges a plurality

of plated wires and two separate pluralities of unplated wires

so as to achieve a memory array system which is not only

capable of multiple mode accessing but is also characterized

by a higher bit packing density than presently taught in the

art.

3,786,449

MAGNETIC THIN FILM SHIFT REGISTER HAVING

BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION ELEMENTS AND
OFFSET BLOCK SITES

Harvey I. Jauvtis, Arlington, Mass., assignor to Cambridge

Memories, Inc., Newton, Mass.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,082

lnt.CLGllc 79/00,7 7/74

L.S.CL340-174FB 13 Claims

W •'6 38k ^'°

3,786,451

MAGNETIC THIN FILM SHIFT REGISTER HAVING

BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION ELEMENTS AND
ALTERNATELYPAIRED BLOCK SITES

Robert J. Spain, Waban, Mass., assignor to Cambridge Memo-

ries, Inc., Newton, Mass.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,813

Int. CLGllc 79/00

U.S.CL 340-174 FB 12 Claims

X.

A digital shift register propagating information as discrete

regions of reverse magnetization has a bidirectional transmis-

sion path and has means for producing magnetic fields both

continuously along the transmission path and only at selected

sites along the path. Domain-blocking fields are produced at

sites along the path offset uniformly from domain-holding lo-

cations by less than one-half the spacing between adjacent

hold locations. In each domain-propagating step, the block

fields are produced offset from the propagate fields by a time

corresponding to the spatial offset.

3,786,450

MAGNETIC THIN FILM PLATED WIRE MEMORY
Seihin Kobayashi; Michihiro Torii, and Takehiko Jojima, all of

Shizuoka-ken, Japan, assignors to Fuji Denki Kagaku

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,359

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 29, 1970, 45/75719

Int.CLGllc 7 7/04. 7 7/74

U.S. CI. 340-174 PW ^^*^'l""!
A magnetic thin film plated wire memory is provided which

comprises a word plane provided with a number of parallel

word wires, a digit plane having a conductive plate provided

with parallel grooves and a number of digit wires each covered

with a magnetic thin film and snugly disposed withm said

grooves with an electrical insulation therebetween, said word

plane and digit plane being laminated with each other such

that the word wires and digit wires face and intersect at right

ij~MbLD SOUWCE P ^

A digital shift register propagating information as discrete

regions of reve'rse magnetization has a bidirectional transmis-

sion path and has means for.producing magnetic fields both

continuously along the transmission path and only at selected-

sites along the path. Successive locations along the path are

organized into a set of first locations alternated with a set pf

second locations. In each shift cycle, magnetic fields first

block propagation of a magnetic region along the path except

from each first location to the next second location, and then

block propagation except from each second location to the

next first location.

3,786,452

SINGLE WALL DOMAIN GENERATOR
John Edward GeusIc, Berkeley Heights, N J., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N J.

Filed Sept, 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,874

Int. CLGllc 7 7/74

U.S. CL 340-174 TF 5 Claims

OUT OF n

The number of magnetic bubbles generated thermally by a

pulsed laser beam has been found to be a function of the

diameter of the beam leading to a useful bubble generator.
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3,786.453

MAGNETIC SINGLE WALL DOMAIN EXPANSION
CIRCUIT

Andrew Henr> Bob«ck, Chatham, NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, incorporated, Murray Hill, N J.

Filed Dec. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 308,996

Int.CLGllcy;//4

U .S. CL 340- 1 74 TF 9 Claims

arm assemblies, a movable carriage to which the head arms

are mounted, and a drive spindle on which the disks are

seated. For accessing the heads to selected data tracks,

coupling means are provided to engage the carriage and head

arm assemblies with an external actuator, such as a linear D.C.

motor or voice coil motor, disposed in a disk file housing. The

file housing includes a drive motor coupled by pulley means,

for example, to the enclosed spindle to provide rotary motion

to the disks.

3.786.455

MAGNETIC DOMAIN DECODER/ENCODER DEVICE
Harold R. Grubb, Owego, and Lynn C. Liebschutz, Apalachin,

both of N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,329

Int. CLG lie 5/02. ////4

II.S. CI. 340- 1 74 TF 7 Claims

A conductor access bubble expansion and propagation ar-

rangement is realized by mterleaving the legs of a sinusoid-

shaped conductor with narrow regions of relatively low mo-

ment material defmed in a layer in which domains can be

moved. Elongated low moment regions permit domain expan-

sion in response to drive pulses applied to the conductor

whereas a variation in the lengths of consecutive regions al-

lows first growth and the reduction of the length of domains to

a normal operating size as a domain is advanced along the axis

of the sinusoid. A bubble expansion arrangement suitable for

bubble detection and for a turn geometry for a closed loop

bubble channel results.

3,786,454

MAGNETIC DISK STORAGE APPARATUS
Rudolf W. Lissner, and Richard B. Mulvany, both of San Jose.

Calif., assignors to International Business Machines Cor-

poration, .Armonk. N.Y.

Filed Dec. 10. 1971, Ser. No. 206.688

Int. CI. Glib 7/02

U.S. CI. 340- 1 74. 1 C 28 Claims
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3.786,461

FIRE ALARM DEVICE
Will B. Jamison, Bethel Park, Pa., assignor to Consolidated

Coal Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 88.4 1

2

Int. CI. GO«b / 7/06

IJ.S.CL 340-227.1 8 Claims

porous body having an oxidation catalyst and is connectable

by three terminals to chassis ground, the ignition circuit and to

a load, the same being insertable into a mounting at a suitable

location in the automobile to give a warning by actuation of

the load, the latter being in the form of an electrical buzzer or

lamp or both and located internally or externally of the casing.

3,786,463

FLl ID LEVEL SENSOR
John R. Peltz, and Nikolaus A. Szeverenyl, both of Warren,

Pa., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Seneca Falk,

N V
Filed Mar. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 236,149

lnt.CLG08b2//00

U.S. CL 340-244 R > 6 Claims

A fire alarm device including thermostat means operably

connected to conductor means whereby a fire condition may

activate the thermostat for providing a signal current to ac-

tivate an alarm in electrical connection with the thermostat.

The thermostat includes a normally open switch means having

a pair of downwardly depending conducting elements extend-

ing therefrom. Each member of the pair of conducting ele-

ments is adapted to contact in electrically conducting fashion

a member of a pair of current carrying conductors whereby

closing of the switch due to exposure to fire may activate an

alarm In a preferred instance the conducting elements are in

contact with a pair of barb-bearing electrical contacts in a

hinged, channel forming receptacle Closing of the receptacle

about Its hinge over a conventional electrical cord including a

pair of current carrying wires forces the barbs into mechanical

and electrical contact with the wires. In that fashion, the ther-

mostat means is rapidly and efficiently operably contacted

with the wires. Each hinged, channel formed receptacle in-

cludes mea;is, such as bores, therein through which testing

means, such as electrical leads to a voltmeter or the like, may

be inserted for testing the connection between a fire alarm

device and current carrying wires. Additionally, a fire alarm

system is provided including a plurality of the foregoing fire

alarm devices connected in parallel along a length of conduit

and including appropriate alarm devices therefor.

An apparatus for detectmg the presence or absence of fluid

at a predetermined level within a container. The apparatus

comprises an electrical circuit and a sensor device electrically

joined to the circuit and positioned within a wall of the con-

tainer The device comprises a housing of conductive materi-

al, a conducting member within the housmg and electrically

insulated therefrom, a tip member of conductive material af-

fixed to the housing, a resistive element having first and

second opposing ends, and a bimetallic member affixed

respectively to the second opposing end of the resistive ele-

ment and adapted for engaging the first opposing end when

the temperature about the bimetallic member exceeds a

predetermined level.

3,786.462

CARBON MONOXIDE ALARM FOR AUTOMOBILES
Rodney Hayden. Stoney Creek, Ontario, Canada, assignor

to TRW Inc.. Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201.682

lnt.CI.G08b2//00

U.S,CL 340-237 R 5 Claims

3.786.464

MAXIMUM LEVEL DETECTOR
Jackie Staempfli, 20, Rue du Commandant Mouchotte 75,

Paris, France

Filed June 1 1, 1971. Ser. No. 152,1 10

lnl.CI.G08b2//00

IJ.S.CL 340-245 3 Claims

This device for detecting the maximum predetermined level

of a liquid in a vessel, for example a bath tub. and warning the

user when this level is attained, comprises essentially two ele-

ments, i.e.. a bottom or reference element retained by gravity

at the bottom of the vessel, and a float element remaining by

buoyancy at the level of the liquid, and means interconnecting

these two elements These means are either telescopic or flexi-

ble, for example in the form of a nylon cord, and the float en-

A carbon monoxide alarm device for installation in an au- closes a circuit comprising a source of current. « switch and a

tomobile m which a vented casing contains a fuel cell having sound and/or luminous signal device. The switch is closed

first and second electrodes in fixed space relationship within a when the float attains the maximum preset level.
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3,786,465

RATE ANALYSIS SYSTEM WITH CONSTANT RATE
DETECTION CIRCUIT FOR IDENTIFYING LINEAR

SIGNALS
Thomas C. Woods. Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Beckman In-

struments, Inc.. Fullerton, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,537

Int.Cl.G08b2;/00

U.S. CL 340-248 R 7 Claims

reference potential, for example, ground, which comprises a

pair of voltage detecting circuits respectively connected to the

positive and negative terminals of the battery to ground

through first and second switching means respectively. The

battery is insulated from ground, so that if a leakage path ex-

ists between the batter^ and ground, an electrical circuit is

closed which includes a voltage detection device and one of

the switching means. A voltage is thus applied to the voltage

detecting device by closing the switching device. In normal

operation, the circuit is open so that no voltage is applied to

the voltage detecting device. In alternative embodiments, the

voltage detecting devices comprise a neon tube and a

photoconductor element responsive to the neon tube, or a coil

in circuit with a Hall element.

A rate analysis instrumentation system including a sample

cell and detector for producing an electrical cell signal pro-

portional to a parameter of a sample reacting within the cell.

In a preferred embodiment the enzyme activity of a sample is

measured by detecting the light absorbance characteristics of

the sample. A differentiator is utilized to obtain a rate signal

from the light absorbance characteristic, and the rate signal is

displayed A constant rate detection circuit is used to measure

the rate signal only during periods when the reaction rate and

the cell signal are linear. The constant rate detection circuit

differentiates the rate signal whereby a second derivative of

the cell signal is provided. The second derivative signal is com-

pared in a comparator to a threshold value to determine when

the second derivative signal approaches zero. An overrange

protection circuit is provided for excluding false rate signals,

such as signals having characteristics that fail to meet

predetermined acceptable limits.

3,786,467

ALARM DETECTOR WITH INCREASED OPERATING
RANGE

William L. Cotter, Beverly, Mass., assignor to Alarmtronics

Engineering, Inc., Newton, Mass.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,868

Int.CLG08b;J//6

U.S. CI. 340-258 A 1 1 Claims
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3,786,466

ELECTRICAL LEAKAGE DETECTING DEVICE

Shotaro Naito; Ryoji Kasama, both of KatsuU, and Hiro Sato,

Numazu, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Mar. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 235,482

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 19, 1971,

46/15142
Int. CLG08b 2 //OO

U.S.CL 340-255 11 Claims

61

UOAO 2

^50

In an ultrasonic alarm detector of the doppler detection

type including a transmitter transducer and a receiver trans-

ducer, the improvement comprising a second transmitter

transducer disposed remote from the detector and driven from

the master oscillator at the detector. The second transmitter is

preferably disposed at the limiting range of the alarm detector

and is directed in the same direction as the transmitter trans-

ducer at the alarm detector thereby extending the operating

range of the detector to up to twice the range attainable

without the second transmitter transducer.

JJf
62 B 64

A leakage detecting circuit for detecting leakage from a

source of power, for example, a battery to a source of

3,786,468

ELECTRIC FIELD PROXIMITY SAFETY ALARM
Melville M. Moffitt, 26 Oxford St., Chevy Chase, Md.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,398, June 30, 1971,

abandoned. Thfe application Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,283

Int.CLG08b7i/22

U.S. CI. 340—258 D 3 Claims

This electric field proximity detector enables a worker to

detect the presence of a dangerous power line or other electri-
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cal source and to then maintain a safe separation from it. A

power line need not carry any current as a condition for detec-

tion since the device operates on the electric field about the

conductor Response to spurious radiation is eliminated, a

sensitivity control is provided to permit setting the device to

respond to various fixed combinations of field strength and

distance from pov^er lines, a threshold circuit will mark the

boundary of safe operation within very narrow limits once the

device is adjusted for a particular set of conditions; and a self-

tion of the machine after the elapse of a preset time interval

from the occurrence of a first given operating condition of the

machine if a second given operating condition does not occur

within the interval timed If the second condition occurs

within the interval timed the modifying action of the timer is

disabled.

testing feature permits the operator to determine the working

condition of the device. This miniaturized device contains its

own power supply and loudspeaker, making for easy installa-

tion on cranes, aerial personnel baskets, and other types jf

lifting and construction equipment which may be used near

power lines. The alarm circuit may also be used to activate

other electrical circuits causing machinery to shut down when

the alarm is activated This device may also be used as a test

instrument to detect energized lines and sources.

3.786.471

SECURITY MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
Herschel T. Hochman, 7809 Second Ave. S.. St. Petersburg.

Fla.. and Dennis L. Hogan, 6999 31st Ter. North, St. Peter-

sburg, Fla.

Filed Apr. 5. 1971. S*r. No. 131,056

Int. CI. G08b 79/00. E05b45/;0. 47/00

U.S. CI. 340-274 30 Claims

t [ m f r

3.786.469

WARNING DEVICE FOR SV\ IMMING POOLS OR THE
LIKE

John D. Massaro. and Michael J. Mas.saro, both c/o In-Speck

Corp. 1414 S. Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 215.315

Int. CI. G08b 2 //OO

L.S. CI. 340-261 10 Claims
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A movement sensing means carried by a float in the pool is

responsive to the movement of the float caused by the waves

produced by the falling of an unauthorized object or person

into the pool to actuate a wireless transmitter to send a signal

to a receiver positioned at a remote location. The receiver,

upon receiving the signal, actuates an alarm sounding means

which provides a warning signal of the entry of the

unauthorized person or object into the pool.

A security maintenance system includes an area keyport ad-

jacent a locked barrier at the entrance of a restricted area with

a master console disposed remote from the area keyport. The

master console has a plurality of individual master keyports.

Coded key means are provided for insertion into the area

keyport and a master keyport. Scanning means are provided

for the master console in conjunction with comparison means

between the area keyport and master keyports for cyclically

scanning the keyports and inactivating the locked barrier to

permit entry to the restricted area when the area keyport and

master keyport have identical coded key means inserted

therein.

3.786.470

SENSING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Derek Howard Greenhill. Arthur St., Redditch. England

Filed July 25. 1972. Ser. No. 274,867

Int. CLG08b 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 340— 267 R 6 Claims

A sensing and control system for controlling operation of a

machine comprises a timer which is arranged to modify the ac-

3,786,472

ELECTRIC LEVEL
Frederick L. Scopacasa, 218 Walnut, Newport Beach, Calif.

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187.464

lnt.CLG01c9/06

U.S. CL340— 282 3 Claims

An electrical level for measuring angles of inclination,

sensing motion and by a particular embodiment automatically

sensing change from horizontal to vertical and vice versa. A

chamber, e.g.. a toroid. is disposed in a fixed manner with

respect to a measuring surface. The chamber is approximately

half filled with an electrically conductive liquid, e.g. mercury,

and has pairs of electrodes embedded in and spaced around
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the periphery of the chamber to correspond to the points of

liquid contact when the chamber is inclined to predetermined

angles A power means, e.g. a battery, supplies current which

passes through the liquid in the chamber to be registered at an

appropriate current detecting means, e.g. a light or buzzer,

when the liquid contacts an electrode pair. An L-shaped vial

comprises a plurality of pilot cells, the improvement wherein

the to-be-addressed cells are electronically conditioned before

addressing by applying a conditioning voltage pulse to the

common row or column of to-be-addressed cells and wherein

a low impedance electrical path is provided between the con-

ditioned row or column of cells and all of the rows or columns

of cells orthogonal to the conditioned row or column so as to

containing an electrically conductive liquid and electrode

pairs corresponding to points of liquid contact upon inclina-

tion to predetermined angles is used in combination with the

above chamber to provide automatic sensing of changes

between vertical and horizontal, useful to make and break

contacts without recourse to a switch.

3.786,473

MULTIPLEXING CIRCUIT

John E. Trombly, Billerica, and W arren G. Bender, Wellesley

Hills, both of Mass., assignors to Telecommunication En-

gineering Corporation, Burlington, Mass.

Filed Nov. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 302,895

Int.CI.H04my//C/2

U.S.CL 340-311 19 Claims
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return the conditioned cells to a neutral stete, the magnitude

of the conditioning pulse being sufficient to cause discharge of

cells in the off-state, but not sufficient to cause discharge of

cells in the on-state, and simultaneously applying an ad-

dressing voltage to each conditioned to-be-addressed cell im-

mediately after the conditioning voltage pulse without return-

ing the to-be-addressed cell to a neutral state.

3,786,475

SELECTOR FOR APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY
PLAYING BACK INFORMATION

Marcel Jules Helene Staar, 479 Avenue Louise, Brussels, Belgi-

um
Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 177,986

Claims priority, application Belgium, Sept. 7, 1970, 75581

1

Int.CI.G06fi/y4

U.S. CL 340-324 A ' 7 Claims
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play screen. Several different waveforms may be displayed at

the same time, each moving at a different rate. Alphanumeric

3,786,478

CATHODE RAY TV BE PRESENTATION OF
CHARACTERS IN MATRIX FORM FROM STORED DATA

AUGMENTED BY INTERPOLATION
Paul Allen King, Jr.. Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Mas-

sachuscnes Institute of Technology , Cambridge, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 50,64 1 , June 29, 1 970. This

application Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,596

lnt.CI.G06fi//4

U.S. CI. 340-324 AD 7 Claims

1^^^>

characters which remain fixed in position may also be dis-

played on the same screen.

3.786.477

METHOD AND CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR
SELECTIVELY DEPICTING LIKE SYMBOLS WITH

DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS
Heinrich Baumgartner, Munich. Germany, assignor to Siemens

Aktiengeselbchaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany

Filed May 24, 1972. Ser. No. 256,385

Claims priority, application Germany, July 5, 1971. P 21 33

400.9
lut.Cl.G06t3H4

U.S. CL 340-324 AD 3 Claims

O/A CO^^/t^BB
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Apparatus is disclosed for displaying a selected character on

the face of a cathode ray tube at a particular location from in-

formation previously stored in a memory. The cathode ray

tube is swept in a raster scan with a superimposed sinusoidal

deflection in the >-axis direction. The intensity modulation

which produces a dot-like representation of a character oc-

curs at a particular time during the scan depending upon the

desired location of the character. The intensity modulation as

a function of time is unique for each character and occurs

along the sinusoidal deflection. The required storage capacity

of the memory stormg the character information is reduced by

an interpolation technique.

A method for selectively depicting like symbols with dif-

ferent configurations upon the picture screen of a cathode ray

tube, utilizing cooperable intensity control of the cathode

beam and two coordinate deflection values derived from

digital reference point coordinate values for designating the

position at which the symbol involved is to be formed and

digital symbol point coordinate values for designating the

position of a beam-dot within the area in which the symbol is

to be formed, with the reference and point digital coordinate

values for each pair of cooperable reference and point coor-

dinate values being combined and converted to form a cor-

responding analog deflection value, for each coordinate

deflection direction, whereby the deflected cathode beam is

operative, under cooperable intensity control, to depict such a

symbol with a predetermined configuration, and a symbol with

a different configuration is depicted by selectively varying the

deflection in one coordinate direction by the utilization of an

additional deflection value, in analog form, derived from the

digital symbol point coordinate value utilized in the formation

of the other deflection value; and control circuit arrangements

for carrying out such method.

3,786,479

VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEM
Caroll J. Brown, San Jose; Donald J. Chesarek, Los Gatos;

Dale E. Fisk. San Jose: Joseph T. Ma, Los Gatos, all of Calif.;

Harold F. Martin. Chappaqua, N.Y.. and Zack D. Reynolds,

San Jose. Calif., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 782.154. Dec. 9, 1968, abandoned.

This application June 18, 1971, Ser. No. 154,581

Int.CLG06fJ//4

VS. CL 340-324 AD 5 Claims

A display system that uses a digital storage and processor

having stored therein a plurality of sources of binary coded in-
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formation representative of a plurality of display messages and

patterns. A graphic generator converts coded information into

analog stroke or painted display information. This stroke in-

formation and/or asynchronous display information from

other sources is converted into television raster information

which is then cyclically stored on a magnetic disk, together

with displays from other synchronous noncoded and coded

sources as well as live television. A plurality of remote stations

can select any display information which is converted as

necessary to raster video information. These frames may be

recorded on one or more tracks of the magnetic disk. This in-

formation is then applied to the television monitor at the sta-

tion. The operator at the station can then control the

processing of the binary coded information and request other

display material while viewing the monitor and in addition,

can correlate portions of images on the CRT display with the

originating digitally controlled stroke information. Further-

more, raster information of several selected tracks as well as

synchronized video from other sources can be compared

and/or mixed.

ous combinations of narrow and wide electronic pulses to the

raster scan of the CRT such that the characters are presented

---[lfT|TTm|TtT^^
MAMMaw _/

3.786,480

DIGITAL DISPLAY SYSTEM OF FLOATING POINT
REPRESENTATION

Isao Hatano, and Kazuaki Urasaki. both of Kyoto. Japan, as-

signors to Omron Tateisi Electronics Co.. Kyoto-shi. Kyoto-

fu, Japan
Filed Nov. 24. 1971. Ser. No. 201.856

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25. 1970.

45/105295
Int. CI. G08b 5136

U.S.CL 340-324 R 28 Claims
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3.786,483

BRIGHTNESS CONTROL FOR A COLOR CATHODE RAY
TIBE

Dusan Sinobad. Paris, France, assignor lo Compagnie Indus-

triclk des Telecommunications CIT-ALCATEL, Paris,

France
Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,378

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 21. 1971, 71 14136 U.S. CI. 340-324 M
lnt.CI.G06f-?//«^

U.S. CI. 340-324 A 7 Claims

3,786,485

BAKER CLAMPED SI STAINER VOLTAGE GENERATOR
FOR PULSING DISCHARGE DISPLAY PANEL

David S. Wojcik, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo. Ohio

Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 210,864

int. CL G08b 5136
6 Claims
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DevT^ for controlling the brightness of the trace of vectors

on the^reen of a cathode tube, which is more particularly

polychromatic, comprising a clock, a vector generator and

means for making the brightness of the trace vary These

means consist of frequency dividers connected to the output

of the clock and supplying, to the vector generator, adjustable

frequency pulses.

3,786,484

BORDER CONTROL SYSTEM FOR GAS DISCHARGE
DISPLAY PANELS

Joseph L. Miavecz, Toledo. Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo. Ohio

Filed Dec. 23, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 1 ,37

1

Int. CI. G08b 5136

U.S. CI. 340-324 M »
•
Claims

There is disclosed an improved sustaining voltage supply

system for driving a gas discharge display panel having row-

column conductor arrays, the matrix cross points of which are

non-conductively coupled to a gaseous discharge medium in

the panel A pair of Baker clamped switching transistor ampli-

fier circuits are series connected and have the intermediate

point therebetween connected to supply square wave

sustainer output voltages to the panel. Each amplifier circuit is

provided with a Baker clamp diode circuit to avoid deep con-

duction or saturation operation of the switching transistors.

The rise and fall times of the high power square wave output

voltages are thereby much sharper and faster response to con-

trol signals by the circuit is achieved.

H3-V?:'
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3,786,486

MULTIPLEX DRIVING CIRCUIT

Vincenzo N. Torresl, TenaHy, N J., assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti

& C, S.p.A., Ivrea, luly

Filed Aug. 1 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 70^03
Int. CL G09f 9132

U.S. CL 340-336 5 Claims

J

4^-
1 1 ;
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In gaseous discharge display panels of the cross conductor

matrix type the conductors are non-conductively coupled to a

thin gaseous discharge medium, one technique for condition-

ing the data or information display sites in the panel for opera-

tion of uniform potentials is to maintain the border discharge

sites in an on or fired condition. The invention is directed to

an improved system for controlling the border sites of such

panels and provides for a border writer for ( 1 ) sustaining the

border, (2) writing the border (3) erasing the border during

long idle periods to minimize aging (4) border conditioning

(air four sides), (5) border firing at reduced frequency to

reduce or minimize the effect of aging as an alternative to (3)

and (6) sustaining the border at a slightly higher voltage level.

\ "'Mk
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A multiplex circuit for driving a multicharacter liquid

crystal display, each character having a segmented and a com-

mon electrode, which selectively applies an actuating voltage

to selected segmented electrodes of all the characters in paral-

lel while applying an AC erasing voltage to the common elec-

trodes of all the nonselected characters. The common elec-

trode of the selected character is set to a reference potential.
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3,786,487

DISPLAY DEVICE
Yuzuru Yanagisawa, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Sony Cor-

poration, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 8,1971, Ser. No. 1 87,700

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 15, 1970, 45/90650

Int. CI. G08b 5136

U.S. CL 340-336 15 Claims

period which varies linearly with the algebraic sum of the

input signals. In an alternate embodiment an output signal is

produced which has a DC energy content proportional to the

binary magnitude of a single input signal.
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3,786,489

CODE TRANSLATOR
Robrecht H. K. Verstraelen, and Luciaan H. E. Van Hed-

degem, both of Edegem, Belgium, assignors to International

Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,561

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 9, 1971,

7103152

U.S. CI. 340-347 DD

A display device for electronic computers, calculators and

the like in which indicator electrode units, erfch comprising

anode and cathode segments lying in the same plane in an en-

velope and in which all of the cathode segments are simultane-

ously energized for a predetermined desired configuration and

the anode electrodes are energized on a time sequential basis

in such a manner that only the cathode segments of the indica-

tor electrode unit having its anodes energized will glow at a

particular time. The individual respective cathode segments of

each indicator unit are connected in parallel, and accordingly

the number of leads to the display device is substantially

reduced, as compared with conventional indicators which

require separate leads for energizing the cathode segments

respectively. The display device is provided with means for

producing charged particles within the envelope to facilitate

glow discharge of a particular indicator unit.

3,786,488

ALGEBRAIC SUMMING DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG
CONVERTER

Joseph Robert Ahlgren, Rockford, III., assignor to Woodward

Governor Company, Rockford, III.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,162

Int CI. G06f 71385; H03k 13102

U.S. CL 340-347 DA 17 Claims
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Int.CI.H04li/00
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This invention provides an improved magnetic core matrix

code translator wherein each core in the decoder section

thereof covers two digital possibilities rather than a "unique"

digit representation. Moreover, each of the code wires

running through the decoder cores is divided at the output

thereof into anywhere from 2 to 32 branch lines which are

then run through the cores of a coder stage to form 1 -out-of-

32 possibilities. These lines each terminate in a transistor

switch operated by a control circuit. Since each decoder core

represents two possibilities, selection of but one transistor

switch is required, and is effected by the control in response to

a gated output determined by the "control" bits of each code

element.

3,786,490

REVERSIBLE 2'S COMPLEMENT TO SIGN-MAGNITUDE
CONVERTER

Robert Warren Hallock, Point Pleasant, NJ., assignor to BeU

Telephone Laboratories Incorporated, Murray HIM, NJ.
Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,944

Int.CLH041i/00

U.S. CL 340-347 DD 8 Claims

A signaf conversion circuit in which there is developed an

output signal having analog characteristics which vary with

the algebraic sum of the numerical values represented by a

plurality of changeable binary coded input signals. The load-

ing of a binary up-down counter is controlled by a multiplex-

ing switching unit so that the counter is preset consecutively to

the numerical values of the successive input signals while

being driven at a high counting rate in a direction and for a

period corresponding respectively to the sense and value of

the respective input signals. The operative state of the counter

is effectively monitored to produce an output signal having a

?
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representation. In the first stage a sign digit signal is EXCLU-

SIVE ORed with, the numerical digits to drive the second stage

circuits. In addition, the sign digit is ORed with the numerical

digits to produce an enabling signal which is cooperatively em-

ployed with the sign digit and a control signal, indicatmg

direction of conversion, for controlling the state of the output

sign digit and for controlling the operation of the second stage

of EXCLUSIVE OR circuits in regard to conversion algorithm

deviations required for certain zero character and overflow

character signal representations.

both the lead and lag jumpers and setting the variable gain to

unity. The hybrid network combines a digital integrator hav-

3,786,491

DIGITAL INTEGRATION APPARATUS AND METHOD
James T. Carkton. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed July 5. 1972, Ser. No. 268,951

Int. CL H03r 13120; G08c 1100

U.S. CL 340-347 NT »5 Claims
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. u J K o^„„*^tino an audio warning element, square decoder card is placeable between the light concentra-

parallel with a'horn button and a power supply. Thus when the

horn button ii depressed the circuit is closed and both an audi-

ble sound and visible light are emitted to warn approaching

traffic and pedestrians of an impending danger.

3,786,499

. ALPHA-NUMERIC DISPLAY PACKAGE
Alfred S. Jankowski. San Jose; John L. MoU. Stanford, and Er-

nest J. Funk. Cupertino, all of Calif., assignors to FairchiW

Camera and instrument Corporation. Mountain View, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, S«r. No. 307,280

Int. CL G08b 5136

U.S. CI. 340-378 R 8 Claims

ing openings therethrough which are aligned with the

openmgs of the light concentration block

I

3,786.501

CURRENT MONITORING SYSTEM AND METHOD
Costas S. Mamerakis, 2980 Bryon Center Rd., Wyoming,

Mich.
,

Fiiedjuly 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,401 I

lnt.CI.G08b2//00

V-S. Ci. 340-409 34 CUims

jt
>^-

I

A package for displaying alpha-numeric characters using a

plurality of discrete, light-emitting diodes, each diode provid-

ing a point source of light corresponding to one of the seg-

ments of the characters when electrically activated, including

a substrate having the light-emitting diodes mounted upon it; a

block of material adjacent the substrate containing a plurality

of light pipes in the shape of the segments; and a composite

flys eye lens on top of the light pipes for displaying the

selected character by the selective activation of the light-

emitting diodes.

/-rr'

3,786.500

FIBER OPTIC TRANSLATOR
Robert J. Florletta. and Carol J. Florletta, both of 12028

Wheatoa, Sterling Heights, Mich.

Filed Aug. 3. 1971, Ser. No. 168,625

Int. CI. G08b 5/00

U.S. CL 340-380 * ^^''"

A device of optical type which may be used in an educa-

tional game or toy or which alternately can be used in a securi-

ty check system, the device consisting of a common 5 by 7 dot

matrix display composed of 35 jingle strands which at their

opposite ends are connected to a light receiver block provided

with 64 openings, the 35 single strands being so connected to

the 64 openings so to form a pattern for an end coder, the light

receiver block being aligned with a light concentration block

having 64 openings aligned with the openings of the light

receiver block, the light concentration block forming one end

of a box comainini^ an incandescent lamp and reflector, and a

An electronic current monitoring system and method in

which a current in a transmission line is detected, converted to

an output voltage representative of the value of the current

and compared with reference voltages representative of

minimum and maximum current values in the transmission

line. An alarm signal is generated in the event that the output

voltage drops below the minimum reference voltage or rises

above the maximum reference voltage. Two or more alarm

currents can be monitored simultaneously, each alarm current

representing a different condition at a subscriber station with

a separate alarm being given for each alarm current which

represents a different condition at the subscriber station. An

alternating current signal can be impressed on the transmis-

sion line and detected with the frequency thereof compared to

predetermined values to detect tampering with the alarm

system. An alarm is activated in response to an alarm signal in

the event the frequency in the line changes from the predeter-

mined frequency value. The reference voltages are adjustable

to adjust the tolerance level from the normal current and, in

addition, alternate reference voltages are coupled to the

system by a switch so that different reference voltages can be

switched into the line to quickly change the level of current

being mopitored.
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3,786,502

SECURITY SYSTEM
Joseph L. Stendig, 2500 Riverside Dr., and Claude A. Davis,

568 Piney Forest Rd., both of Danville, Va.

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,180

Int. CLG08b; 9/00

U.S.CL 340-416 16 Claims

3,786,504 ^

TIME COMPRESSION SIGNAL PROCESSOR
John D. Collins, Burlington, Mass., assignor to Raytheon Com-

pany, Lexington, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 787,506, Dec. 27, 1968, abandoned.

This application Mar. 29, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 29,2 1

8

Int. CLGOls 7/30,9/02

U.S. CL 343—5 DP 1 Claims
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An integrated security system including a microswitch

monitored, alternating current receptacle adapted to be

mounted in a standard wall-box and further adapted to receive

a standard two-prong plug and which is connected with a local

telephone system to provide a distinct alarm signal upon

removal of the plug; additional switching devices are con-

nected with the telephone system to appraise the operator by

distinct signals of the occurrence of unauthorized entry, fire

and/or smoke at any of a plurality of remote locations.

3,786,503

EARTH MOVEMENT INDICATOR
Eugene E. Webb, and Leo G. Kopelman, both of East Bank, W.

Va.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,221

Int. CL E2 Id 2/ /02;G08b 2 //OO

A time compression system used for spectrum analysis of

multi-channel digital systems in which there are X identical

input channels and Y identical filters. Each input is sampled in

parallel and then quantized with an analog-to-digital con-

verter. The inputs are then stored channel by channel in a ran-

dom access memory. Readout begins at the end of the sample

interval and each channel is read out serially. The stored

digital signals are converted back to serial analog signals and

fed to a single bank of filters for spectrum analysis.

3,786,505

SELF-CONTAINED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
John Coyne Rennie, 33 Third Ave., Burlington, Mass.

Filed Mar. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 16,521

Int. CL GOls 9/46: G06g 7/78

U.S.CL 340-421 10 Claims U.S. CL 343—7 ED 12 Claims

d:

•^ %

An explosion-proof subsidence-indicator for mines, tunnels

and earthworks including a non-conductive body including a

battery-actuated warning-light encased in a sealed chamber,

and a spring-loaded probe extending outward from the

chamber to engage the mine roof.
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Coordinates of fixed initial and destination points and

desired approach direction are stored in an on-board pro-

grammed computer which is turned on when an aircraft passes

the initial point. From aircraft speed, headingiind altitude in-

puts, bank and attitude instructions are generated to return

aircraft to a computed curved path between the points. When
an aircraft leaves a path corridor, a new path is computed. All-

weather approaches are accomplished without requiring local

approach aids at airports.
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3,786.506

DYNAMIC RANGE CONTROL SYSTEM
David D. Effinger, La Habra; Norol T. Evans, San Pedro, and

Vaughn H. Estrick, Fulkrton. all of CaUf., assignors to

Hughes Aircraft Company. Culver City. Calif.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,834

Int.Cl.G01s9/06

U.S.CI.343-7A 12Chlins

3.786,508

HIGH SPEED ANGLE GATE
Criley Orton, Riverside, and Allen D. Ehresman, Corona, both

of Calif., assignors to The United States of Amtrica as

represented by the SecreUry of the Navy, W ashington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 9, 1969, Ser. No. 857,629
|

Int. CL GO Is 7/02

U.S. CL 343-7 A 3 Claims
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An automatic dynamic range control system for eliminating

dynamic gain limitations that may provide undesirable effects

in the moving target indicator or video processor portions of a

radar system. A separate auxiliary measurement channel is

provided in parallel with the main IF channel having a

logarithmic amplifier or sequential logarithmic detector with

sufficient dynamic range to meet the signal requirements. At

each range bin in the auxiliary channel, the IF signal is quan-

tized in amplitude above the predetermined dynamic range of

the main channel by selecting relatively large input signal level

ranges which, in the system, provides a relatively low quantiz-

ing accuracy without substantially decreasing the system relia-

bility. The quantized levels are then passed through a switch

which selects the last PRF interval used for a fill pulse (such as

in an MTI system) and places the quantized signals into a

1 /PRF shift register. The quantized levels are then used in sub-

sequent sweeps of the dwell period during each range bin to

attenuate signals in the main IF channel that would be limited

by gain characteristics of that channel. By utilizing predeter-

llilned gain control quantized values for an entire dwell

period, undesired amplitude modulations that may affect the

moving target indicator or processing operation are

eliminated.

Jb-

\

A high speed angle gate for preventing the passage of an ac-

cept pulse in a seeker system if the incoming directional infor-

mation is from a target outside prescribed angular limits. Two

different difference amplifiers produce negative outputs when

the input signal exceeds a predetermined value The negative

signal then cancels the positive enabling pulse by adding the

two signals.

3,786,509

AUTOMATIC CANCELLER
Sidney P. Applebaum, Liverpool, and James C. Kovarik, North

Syracuse, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-

pany, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 21, 1962, Ser. No. 239,875

Int. CLGOls 9/42

L.S.CL 343-17.1 11 Claims

3,786,507

VEHICLE ANTI-COLLISION SYSTEM

Calvin F. Hurd, Jr., 2176 Delaware Dr., Cleveland Heights,

Ohio
Filed Nov. 1 1, 1971, Ser. No. 197,742

Int. CL GO Is 9/02

U.S. CL 343-7 ED > > Claims

D-AINGEC

Ceoucc SPtcD

~[/x/M«f<f

41-M̂
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Sfo

_7_

y Otnaoi
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A doppler radar is mounted to face rearwardly of a roadway

vehicle and to respond only to reflected radar signals from ob-

jects, e.g., following vehicles, which approach at a predeter-

mined closing velocity, and an indicator for signalling both to

the following driver by means of lights on the radar equipped

vehicle and to the driver of the radar equipped vehicle itself

I. In a processor for eliminating undesired signals from

among a plurality of desired signals, means including a first

terminal for receiving all said signals, means includmg an

adder and a first circuit for transmitting all said signals from

said first terminal to said adder to produce residue signals,

means including a delay line and a second circuit for trans-

mitting all said signals from said first terminal through said

delay line to produce delayed signals, cross correlator means

coupled to receive said residue signals and said delayed

signals said cross correlator serving to multiply said residue
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signals and said delayed signals and to integrate the product to

provide a control signal, mixer means receiving said control

signal and said delayed signals and generating a correcting

signal with phase and amplitude adjusted to cancel undesired

signals, and means for transmitting said correcting signal to

said adder to cancel said undesired signals, said adder thereby

providing improved residue signals substantially free of un-

desired signals.

3,786,510

MEDICAL TESTING AND DATA RECORDING
APPARATUS

Franklin Reeder Hodges, 26 Pelham Rd., Colonial Villa, Apt.

J-3, Greenville, S.C.

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,140

Int. CLA6 lb 5/00

U.S.CL 346-33 ME 4 Claims

A container includes means for testing a manifestation of

health, as a urine specimen of a diabetic, and means for cumu-
latively recording data indicative of the results of the test.

3,786,511

RECORDING APPARATUS
John Joseph Bates, Hednesford; Eric Arthur Jackson, and

Gordon Smith, both of Burton upon Trent, all of England,

assignors to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited, London, En-

gland

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,941

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 11, 1972,

22,144/72
Int. CL GO Id

U.S. CI. 346-33 6 Claims

lector section comprises a spring loaded drum assembly which
is rotated by a Bowden cable secured at its other end to two
relatively movable members of the roof support, the members
being moved relative to one another upon convergence of the

mine roof Rotation of the spring loaded drum assembly
moves a further arm which carries a further chart marking
pen.

3,786,512 , *

LOCOMOTIVE INFORMATION RECORDER
David D. McCue, and Thomas A. Brendle, both of Hamburg,

N.Y., assignors to Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson, Mich.

Filed Dec. 4, 1967, Ser. No. 687,589

Int.CLG01d9/i«
U.S. CI. 346—33 D 6 Claims

B-i m
'1

A permanent record is made of the speed of a locomotive

on a linear basis proportional to distance travelled. The record

paper drive and the speed indicator drive are derived from a

common signal whose frequency and amplitude are propor-

tional to vehicle speed. The mechanism is mounted in a hous-

ing having a door. Opening the door interrupts the paper take-

up drive while a separate hand operated device, when actu-

ated, restores the take-up drive while terminating the paper

speed drive.

3,786,513

RECORDING APPARATUS FOR RECORDING ON A
PLURALITY OF TRACKS

Hans Zimmermann, Schwenningen; Eduard Schuh, Villingen;

Heinz Kelch, Buchenberg, and Norbert Hebnschrott,

Schwenningen, all of Germany, assignors to Kienzel Ap-

parate, Villengen, Black Forest, Germany
Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,941

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 24, 1972, P 22

08 714.5

Int. CLGOld 9/25,9/36

U.S. CI. 346-62 13 Claims

The recorder comprises a hydraulic pressure recorder sec-

tion and a mechanical movement detector section which ena-

ble the recorder simultaneously to monitor the hydraulic pres-

sure in mine roof support system and the roof convergence.

The hydraulic pressure recorder section comprises a coiled,

hollow Bourdon tube gauge interconnected to an arm which

carries a chart marking pen. The mechanical movement de-

In an apparatus for recording lines on a movable record car-

rier, a biased recording pin, whose point is urged into contact
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with the record carrier, is mounted in two knife edge bearings

for longitudinal and angular movement. One bearing is sta-

tionary, and the other mounted on manually operated setting

lever which can be operated to place the recording pin m dif-

ferent angular recording positions for recording hnes on paral-

lel tracks of the record carrier. The recording pin can be oscil-

lated with a resilient arm to make a zig-zag beam-shaped

recording.

3,786,514

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CHARGED APERTURE

CONTROLLED ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE
REPRODUCTION

Gerald L. Pressman, San Jose, and Thomas D. Kittr^ge,

South San Francisco, both of Calif., assignors to ElectroPrint

Inc., Cupertino, Calif.

diviston of Ser. No. 776,146, Nov. 15, 1968, Pat. No.

3 647.291. This application July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 167.006

Int. CI. G03g/ 5/00

US. CI. 346-74 ES ^ C"*'""*

recording element(s) being immersed in liquid, described in

U.S. Pat. 3.623.122 which improvement consists in separating

the image forming step frofti the development step and the ap-

paratus for accomplishing the same.

TRANS»^«NT^ EUECTROet

SPRAY

IX:
,*i

'"^v

TOMCR

3.786.516

DEFLECTION ELECTRODE DEVICE FOR AN INK JET

PRINTING APPARATUS

Toshio Kashlo. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Casio Computer Co..

Ltd., Tokyo. Japan

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,320

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 16, 1970,

45/125400: Dec. 16, 1970,45/125401
Int.CLG01d/5//«

U.S. CI. 346-75 4 Claims

The invention relates to apparatus and methods for con-

stituting or reproducing images through the use of a multi-

layered screen consisting of an array of apertures from fac-

simile read-out arrangement. A propulsion field directs

charged particles through the screen to a receiving medium

preferably spaced aW distance from the screen. Charge dis-

tribution on the screen controls the flow of particles through

the apertures, some of which are in effect blocked, partially

blocked, unblocked, and enhanced, depending on the local

charge level. Thus, it is possible to produce patterns of varying

tone without contact with the printed or effected substrate.

In the facsimile read-out arrangement the electrostatic

charge pattern is laid down by a charging stylus through rela-

tive movement with the electrostatically chargeable multilayer

screen The screen may be flat or comprise a drum or other

configuration and the insulative layer of the screen is

preferably substantially non-light sensitive with print out made

by passing charged particles through the stylus charged screen

in accordance with signal modulation to paper wherein rela-

tive motion is established between the screen and paper.

A deflection electrode device for an ink jet P""""g ap-

paratus. A pair of vertical and a pair of horizontal deflection

electrodes, the electrodes of which each have a groove for

tucking ink deposited on the electrodes therein under capiUa^

y action, are disposed on the apparatus P"P«"dicular to each

other in a radial, spaced-apart arrangement about the ink

stream.

3,786,515

LATENT IMAGE RECORDING METHOD AND ELECTRIC
RECORDING APPARATUS

Ra W. Walker, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Horizons Incor-

porated, a division of Horizons Research Incorporated,

Clevebnd, Ohio

Filed June 19. 1972. Ser. No. 264^78
Int.CI.G03gyi/00

U.S. CL 346-74 E * Claims

An improvement in the method and apparatus for generat

ing imagery in which information from either an original docu-

ment or an electronic input is placed on paper or other suita-

ble record medium by the use of control element(s) which

establish an electric field adjacent to the record medium; the

3,786,517

INK JET PRINTER WITH INK SYSTEM FILTER MEANS

Konrad A. Krause, Mt. View, C.Uf., assignor to IntematK>nal

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,380

Int.CI.G01d/5//5
7< ** Claims

"^^

An'^Jnk jet'pHnting apparatus in which a pressure generated

ink stream is produced from an opening through a piezoelec

trie transducer which produces axial vibration -Hen -"gued

to produce a stream of uniform ink drops. A reference elec

troSe is provided in electrical contact with the ink and a

character designating signal is coupled between a charge elec-
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trode placed adjacent the drop break-off point and the

reference electrode to selectively charge individual ink drops

ink system from the remaining part of the ink system. The ef-

fects of electrolysis and corrosion within the ink system are

eliminated.

proportional to the character designating signals. Filter means

are provided for separating the chemically active part of the

3,786,518

ELECTROSENSITIVE RECORDING MATERIALS
David Atherton, Colchester, England, assignor to NIG Mason

Limited, Cokhester, England

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,165

Int. CLGOld 75/34

U.S.CL 346-135 4 Claims

An electrosensitive recording material comprising a non-

electrically-conducting support having a substantially uniform

matt surface on which has been vapour deposited a coating,

devoid of any overcoat, of a metal having the property of

volatilising when contacted by an electrically energized stylus

the characteristics of the matt surface and the amount of

metal deposited on the support being such that a visible image

of good definition is produced upon application to the materi-

al of a stylus energized by A.C.
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229,877
SEAM RIPPER

Herman Ament, 60 Marbledale Road,

Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,187

> Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—99

U.S. CI. D3—19 A

229 879

SEAT OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Charles Bernard Montreuil-sous-Bois, France, assignor

to Airborne S.A., Montreuil-sous-Bois, France

Filed July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,329

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 27, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—66

229 878

RACK FOR HANGING GARMENTS OR THE LIKE
Tomihei Saika, 116, 3-chome, Yagumo-Naka-machi,

Moriguchi, Osaka, Japan

FUed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,893

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—02
VJS, CI. D6—24

229,880
POLE SEAT

Ernest A. Keith, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Corporation

(Ltd.), Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,317

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
US. CL D6—26

1302
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229,881
BUTTER DISH

Leon Camp GiUespie, 2714 Montana St,

El Paso, Tex. 79903

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,690

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. jyi—oi

U.S. CI. D7—84

229 884
RUG-CONTACTING GRILL FOR A VACUUM

CLEANER NOZZLE OR THE LIKE
Raymond H. Fineberg, Elkins Park, and Robert B. Edel-

son, Dresher, Pa., and Richard E. De Sisto, Salem,

Mass., assignors to Proctor-Silex Incorporated, Fluia-

delphia, Paj^^

^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ 3^^^

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—05
U.S. CI. D7—170

mrm
229 882

COMBINED ELECTRIC COOKING
BASE AND VESSEL

George Lloveras, New York, N.Y., assignor to

Cornwall Corporation, Boston, Mass.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,840

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02
U.S. CI. D7—94

229,885
CHAIN SAW

Rodney L. Guthrie, St. Anne, Richard W. Condon, Frank-

fort, Roscoe Combs, Jr., Kankakee, and Vernon L.

Krabbe, Beecher, HI., assignors to Roper Corporation,

Kanakee, III. .«_<. o ».t ^^aai^c
FUed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,326

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—03
U.S. CLD8—65

229,883
KNIFE

James F. Pugh, Sr., 917 Carpenter St,

Azle, Tex. 76020

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 282,982

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—05
U.S. a. D7—144

229,886 ^ _^^,
BLADE FOR WIRE STRIPPING TOOL

Walter J. Maytham, Los Ahos, Calif.,asrfpor to Speed

Systems, Inc., Los Altos, Calif.

Filed July 2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,583

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—99; D15—99
U.S. a. D8—98

918 O.G.—46
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229,887 -

BUCKET HOOK
Ernest Roy Blood, Washington, Robert WilUam Uchti,

Oswego, and James Albert Piei^on, Aurora, III., as-

signors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

FUed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,160

Term of patent 14 yean
Int. CI. OS—08; D12—itf

UA a. D8—232

229,890
I

JUG '

John Pardo, Yonkers, N.Y., assignor to The Procter &
Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

FUed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,802

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi

UAQ. D9—48

229,888
JUG

Peter L. Schweizer, Liberty Center, Ohio, assignor

Owens-niinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio
FUed Sept 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,247

Term of patent 14 years

InL CI. D9—CI
VjS. a. D9—42

to

229,891
BOTTLE

Marshall J. Barrash, AUanta, Ga., assignor to The
Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.

FUed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 257,064

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D9—01
UA a. D9—160

229,889
JAR

Howard L. Brody, Westport, Conn., assignor to General

Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.
FUed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,012

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—01
VJS. a. D9—44
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229,892
DRUM

Robert A. Dubois, Marion, Ohio, and Elmer J. Dresher,

North Babylon, N.Y., assignors to Greif Bros. Corpo-

ration, Delaware, Ohio
Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 227,005

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D9—02
U.S. CI. D9—170

229 895

COMBINED CAN OPENER AND SEALABLE
POUR SPOUT

Santo R. Musnmeci, Allison Country Chib Apartoent

Apt 404, N. Maple Shade Ave., Marlton, NJ. 08053

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,921

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D9—07
U.S. CLD9—290

229,893
BOTTLE CARRIER

Prentice J. Wood, Jonesboro, James B. Funkhouser,

Doraville, and Alfred J. Rinehart, Atlanta, Ga., as-

signors to The Mead Corporation „ ^ c 1W
Continuation of abandoned design appUcation s*""* ^o*

14,313, Nov. 5, 1968. This appUcation Mar. 12, 1970,

Ser. No. 22,717
' Term of patent 14 years

Jnt CI. D9—03
U.S. a. D9—176

229,896

COMBINED BAG AND INFORMATION
CONTAINING POCKET

MUton M. Bemel, Scottsdale, Ariz., assignor of a frac-

tional part faiterest to Warren F. B. Lindsley, Paradise

FUed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,549

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D9—05
U.S.CLD9—249

229 894
PACKAGING DISPLAY TRAY

Richard F. Relfers, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to

Diamond International Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Original design appUcation Dec. 17, 1970, Ser. No.

26,551, now Patent No. 224,735, dated Sept 12,

1972. Divided and this application Aug. 30, 1971,

Ser. No. 176,423
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D9—05
U.S. a. D9—243
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229,897
POUR-IN TYPE BEVERAGE MAKER

John C. Martio, Springfield, 111., assignor to Bunn-O-
Matic Corporation, Springfield, 111.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,587
Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D7—02
VS. a. D7—85
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229,899
PANTY GIRDLE

Marguerite R. Williams, Tnimball, Conn., assignor to

Surgical Appliance Industries, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,475

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D2—01
VS. a. D2—

4

229,900
ATHLETIC SHOE

Alfred Powers, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Robert
B. Wolf, Huntington Beach, Calif.

FUed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,301
,

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. OZ—04

VS. a. D2—309

229,898
GIRDLE

Marguerite R. Williams, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to

Surgical Appliance Industries, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio
FUed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,439

Term of patent 14 years
Int CL D2—Oi

VS. CL D2—

2

±
229,901

TIE TACK
Alexfais J. Crowley, 1560 Robin,

Bannockburfi, III. 60648
FUed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 167,081

Term of patent 3V6 years

Int CL D2—<?7

VS. a. D2—419
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229,902
SKEIN HOLDER

Manuel R. David, 406 W. fuyler, DiUton Ga.

FUed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 273,021

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—99

VS. a. D3—19 D

229,905
CRIB END

30720 Robert V. Jacobs and Allen D. Jacobs, Los Angeles,

Calif., assignors to Questor Corporation ,

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,349

Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D6—Oi

U.S. CI. D6—14

229 903

ORAL HYGIENE DEVICE
Robert C Ceniceros, 10 Hazel St,

Larkspur, Calif. 94939

FUed Apr. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 138,395

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D4-^2
U.S. a. D4—24

229,906
CRIB END

Robert V. Jacobs, Los Angeles, Calif.,J^gnor to

Questor Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

FUed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,809

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D6—<?i

VS. CI. D6—14

229,904
BRUSH

Eric Leopold Hugo Cosby, Cobham, England, assignor to

G. B. Kent & Sons Limited, London, England

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,956

ClaUns priority, appllcaHon Great Britain Oct 26, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D04—02
VS. CL D4—34

0=
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229,907
LOUNGE CHAER

Don Ray Gill, 792 Dodge Trail,

WestviUe, Ind. 46391
Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 149,114

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6-~0I
UA CL D6—39

229,908
CHAIR

Eugene J. Costabile, 9216 55th Court,

Oak Lawn, III. 60453
Filed Dec. 1, 1971. Ser. No. 203,943

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—01
UA CL D6—39

229.910

DISPLAY STAND FOR CARPET SAMPLES
AND THE LIKE

Leon H. Best, Galva. and Robert D. Davis, Kewanee,

III., assignors to John H. Best & Sons, Inc., Galva, lU.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,563

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—02
VS. a. D6—139

Paul

229,911
COMBINATION DESK AND RECORD

FILING COMPARTMENT
V. De Laca, Port Washington, N.Y., assignor

Porta Systems Corporation, Rosljm, N.Y.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,965

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—04
UA CL D6—161

to

229,909
AUTOMATIC NECKTIE RACK, OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Melvfai A. Gddfeder, Rockville Center. N.Y., assignor

to Swani(, Inc., Attleboro, Mass.

Fned Sept 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,925

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. DS—08
VJS. a. D6—117

n
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229,918
CRUET

' Walter Schlessel, Lawrence, N.Y., assignor to

Gemco-Ware Inc., Freeport, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,286

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dl—06
VS. CI. D7—54
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229,920
STORAGE CONTAINER FOR LETTUCE

OR THE LIKE
James B. Swett, 8 Devonshire Drive,

Barrington, R.I. 02806
Continuation-in-part of design applications Ser. No. 5,003,

Dec. 12, 1966, now Patent No. 212,033, dated Aug.
20, 1968 and Ser. No. 5,008, Dec. 12, 1966, both of

which were divisions of design application Ser. No.
906, Feb. 3, 1966, now abandoned. This application

Oct 2, 1967, Ser. No. 9,184
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—^7
VS. a. D7—76

229,919
PITCHER

Justin M. Schmit, Pompano Beach, Fla., assignor to

Arctic Pac, Inc., Pompano Beach, Fla.

Filed Oct 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,537
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dl—01
VS, CL D7—64

229,921
MOBILE WIRING PLATFORM ASSEMBLY

Paul V. De Luca, Port Washington, N.Y., assignor to

Porta Sy^ems Corp., Roslyn, N.Y.
FUed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,966

Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D12—02
U.S. a. D12—59
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229 922
FRAME FOR CHILDREN'S BICYCLE SEAT

Morris BIshaf, 8512 N. Harding, Skokie, 111. 60075, and

Leonard Messineo, 2318 Greenfield Drive, Glenview,

n>- 60025 ^ .„„«,^
FUed Sept 15, 1971, Ser. No. 180,936

Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D12—ii

U.S. CL D12—119

229 925
TOWNHOUSE COMPLEX

Myron Stuart Hurwitz, 4420 Forest Glen Court
Annandale, Va. 22003

FOed June 10, 1971, Ser. No. 152,020

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D25—05
U.S. CI. D13—1 A

..^5^

229,923
WHEELCHAIR OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Morton I. Thomas, 125 South St, Monroe, N.Y. 10950

Filed May 28, 1971, Ser. No. 148,276

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—02
VS. CL D12—131

229,926
TOWNHOUSE COMPLEX

Myron Stuart Hurwitz, 4420 Forest Glen Court
Annandale, Va. 22003

FUed June 10, 1971, Ser. No. 152,021

Term of patent 14 years

Intel. D25—05
U.S. CI. D13—1 A

229,924
BUILDING

C. Douglas Brown, P.O. Box 1579,

Panama City, Fla. 32401

Filed Dec 11, 1970, Ser. No. 26,411

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D25—05
U.S. a. D13—1 F

229,927
BUILDING

Donald C. Gist, 8650 SW. 67th Ave., Apt 1039,

Miami, Fla. 33143
FUed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,824

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D25—05
U.S. a. D13—1 R
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229,928
SNOWMOBILE

Y. Anselme Lapointe and Thomas Scott, Valcourt, Que-

bee, Canada, assignors to Bombardier Limited, Val-

court, Quebec, Canada
Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,161

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D12—74
VS. CI. D14—24

229,931
I

SOLUTION FEEDER '

Dennis G. Winberg, South Cottage Grove, Minn.,

assignor to Ecodyne Corporation

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,466

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—^i
U.S. Ci. D23—

3

229,929
SNOWMOBILE AMBULANCE BODY

David R. Haskins, Tomahawk, Wis., assignor to Lake

Nokomis Enterprises, Inc., Tomahawk, Wis.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,181

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dll—14
US. CL D14—24

229,932

WATER SWEEPER FOR FLOORS OR SIMILAR
PLANAR SURFACES

Charles E. Goodrich, 4024 N. 94th St«

Omaha, Nebr. 68134
Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 199,093

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2i—01
VS. CL D23—34

229,930
MASONRY BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

Alfred A. Hahi, 28 Meeks Lane, Islip, N^Y. 11751

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 209,009

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D2S—01
VS. a. D18—2 R

229 933
FLEXIBLE FISHING IXTIE

Donald L. Fitzpatrick, 12350 SW. 8th St.,

Miami, FL:. 33144
Filed Jan, 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,612

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. B22—05
VS. a. D22—27

MKiiiiMir. .jjjjj^rrrrrrrrrrr.
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229,934
HEAT EXCHANGER

Fred M. Young, Racine, Wis., assignor to Young
Radiator Company, Racine, Wis.

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,860

Term ot patent 14 years

Int CI. D2i—03
V.S. CI. D23—72

229,936
FACADE FOR ELECTRIC HUMIDIFIER

Jack B. Schmitt, West Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, 111.

FUed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 268,957

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D23-^4; D06—04
VS. CI. D23—146

I
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229 938

FORELINE MOLECULAR TRAP FOR A
VACUUM SYSTEM

Gerald J. Pisano, Santa Clara, Calif., assignor to The

Ferkin-EImer Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

FUed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,078

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—04
UACI.P23—149

229,940

INSULATED CONNECTOR
Norimitsu Irie, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to

AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Fa.

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,855

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 27, i!»7l

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Diy—03
VS. CI. D26—1 A

229,941

ADJUSTABLE STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER FOR
USE IN ELECTRICAL MEASURING

Raymond J. Feldman, Bronx, N.Y., assignor to

SOS Consolidated, Inc., Birmingham, Mich.

Filed Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199,830

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. VlQ—05: D13—02
VJS. a. D26—1 Q

229,939

VENTILATED CONTAINER FOR AIR FRESHENER
Frank J. Curran, 3250 S. Highland Ave.

Downers Grove, III. 60515

FUed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,863

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D23—04
VS. CI. D23—150

229,942

CONTROL UNIT FOR AN ANTENNA ROTATOR
Raymond Kaysen, Glenside, Pa., and Franklin Roosevelt

Di Meo, Woodbury, NJ., assignors to RCA Corpo-

wtion ^ ^, ^»n^tt
FUed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,611

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. Dli—03
VS. a. D26—13 R
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229,943
TAPE PLAYER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Marcus M. Artner, Chicago, and Paul D. McGee,
Medinah, III., assignors to Motwola, Inc., Franklin

Park III.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,203
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D14—0i, 99

U.S. CI. D26—14 B

229,946
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER

Reynolds B. Winslow, Syracase, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,919

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D26—14 B

229,944
TELEPHONE RECEIVER HOLDER

Dorothy I. Eddy, 7141 Country Club Lane,

Kansas City, Mo. 64114
Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,713

Term of patent 3V^ years

Int CI. D14—03
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

^^^^r^^m
x: ^

229,947
PLACE CARD FAVOR

Henry Haenelt, Coqultlam, British Columbia, Canada,

assignor to David R. N. Herd, Coqultlam, British

Columbia, Canada
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,696

Clahns priOTily, application Canada Mar. 30, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dll—02; D20—<?i

U.S. a. D29—23 A

229 945
ELECTRICAL SWITCHING CONSOLE

Vincent F. SantulU, Manhassett, and Paul V. De Luca,

Port Washington, N.Y., assignors to Porta Systems

Corp., Roslyn, N.Y.
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,138

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D14—03
VS. a. D26—14 A

Q
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229 948
POULTRY TRANSPORT CASE

Theodor M. Box, 1108 Aileeo Road,
Brielle, NJ. 08730

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 246,100

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02
US. CI. D30—

1

229,951
GAME HORSESHOE

Charles D. Poole, 3311 Dumas Drive,

Nashville, Tenn. 37211

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,264

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—01
VS. CI. D34—5 GP

229,949
PUPPET

RusseU B. Odell, 219 Walter Court, Elgin, fll. 60121
FUed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 288,144

Term of patent iVi years

Int. CI. D21—01
VS. a. D34—2 R

229,952
NOISEMAKER TOY

Jorma Vennola, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,480
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34—15 C

229,950
COMBINATION SANDBOX AND POOL

Walter Mitchko, 337 Elwood Road,
East Northport, N.Y. 11731

FUed >fay 6, 1971, Ser. No. 141,100
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
VS. a. D34—5 F

229 953
TOY BUILDING BLOCK

Robert Daenen, Erembodcgem, Belgium, assignor to Dart

Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,417

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 FF
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229,954 229,957

TOY BUILDING BLOCK WIDE BELT SANDING MACHINE
Robert Daenen, Erembodegem, Belgium, assignor to Dart Gordon L. Schuster, Minneapolis, and Cecil D. Brother-

Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. ton, Coon Rapids, Minn., assignors to Timesavers, Inc.

FUed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,030 Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,047

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D21-07 Int. CI. D15-09
U.S. CI. D34—15 FF U.S. CI. D37—1 A

229,955
ROLLEVG TOY

Jorma Vennola, Princeton, and Erkki Pekka Korpijaakko,

Heightstown, NJ., assignors to Columbia Broadcasting

System, Inc.

FUed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270,984
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 D

^ 229,958
CLOCK

Creath Q. LhiviUe, 6501 La Paloma Oeste,

Phoenix, Ariz. 85014
FUed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,886

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—07 »

U.S. CI. D42—7 D

229,956
STONE POLISHING MACHINE

Robert A. Snyder, 1701 Harkness St,

Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266
Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,475

Term of patent 14 yean
Int. CI. DlS—09 -

U.S. a. D37—1 A
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229,959
CLOCK RADIO

CorneUus W. Christie, Jr., Fulton, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
FUed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,675

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—^i
VS, CI. D42—7 H

229,962
'

BRACELET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Andrew Mitchell David, 107 Wythe Crescent Dnve,

Hampton, Va. 23361

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,363

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—01
U.S. CI. D45—4 C

229,960
CLOCK

Creath Q. Linville, 6501 La Paloma Oeste,

Phoenix, Ariz. 85014

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242.884

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—^7
U.S. CI. D42—7 D

229,963
FLASHLIGHT

Robert D. Kahn, Rockville Centre, N.Y., assignor to

FedtTO, Inc., Rockville Centre, N.Y.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,578

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—02
U.S. CI. D4»—24 A

229,961
CLOCK OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Arthur M. Felske, Westport, Conn., assignor to

General Electric Company
FUed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 250,101

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. DlO-^i
UA a. D42—7 R
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229,964
CIGARETTE LIGHTER

Sadao Yoshinaga, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Yoshinaga
Prince Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,338
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D27—05
U.S. CI. D48—27 R

229,966
OGARETTE LIGHTER

John C. Lockwood, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to

Scripto Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,801

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. DTI—05
VS. CI. D48—27 R

229,965
LAMP LENS

John Smith, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Dominion Auto Accessories Limited, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada
Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,814

Claims priority, appUcation Canada Aug. 20, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—32 A

229,967
TAPE MEASURE

Michael Quenot, TrepiUot-Besancon, France, assignor to

Stanley Mabo, Besancon, France
Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,491

Claims priority, appUcation France Apr. 7, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL DID—04
U.S. CI. D52—1 R

229,968
NOISE METER

Roger F. WiUiams, Los AUos Hills, Calif., assignor to

Pulsar Instruments, Inc., Redwood City^ CaUf.

FUed Oct 13, 1971, Ser. No. 188,819

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. DIO—04
U.S. a. D52—6 R
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229,969
EXPANDED METAL SHEET

Eugene Kattler, Trumball, and Kenneth Mackenzie,

Newtown, Conn., assignors to Exmet Corporation

FUed Sept 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,970

Tenn of patent 14 years

Int CI. D25—^2
U.S. CI. DS4—2 B

229,972
JUKEBOX

Walter Herbst, Evanston, III., assignor to NSM Apparate-

bau G.m.b.H. Kommanditgeselischaft, BIngen (Rhine),

West Germany
Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,315

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—07
UA a. D56—4 R

229,970
TELEVISION RECEIVER

Osamu Sugihara, Yasunobn Nakamura, Minoni Ando,
Tadahiko Tokuda, and Tomio Tanaka, Osaka, Japan,

assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.,

Osalu, Japan
Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,500

Claims priority, application Japan June 18, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—OJ
VS, a. D56—4 D

229,973
PORTABLE AM RADIO

John T. Houlihan, Manlius, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,480

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—03
i

VJS. a. D56—4 B

229,971
TELEVISION RECEIVER

Tadahiko Tokuda Kenichiro Ito, and Yasunobu Naka-

mura, Osaka, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,494

Claims priority, application Japan June 18, 1971

Term of patent 14 year?

Int. CI. D14—03
UA a. D56-4 D

229,974
SPECTACLES

Max F. Wichers, Topeka, Kans., assignor to Galaxy

Optical Manufacturing Company, Inc., Topeka, Kans.

Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,532

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D16—06
U.S. CI. D57—1 F
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229,975
COMBINED SPECTACLES AND LAMPS THEREFOR

Julius Klugmann, 461 Fort Washington Ave., Apt 26,

New York, N.Y. 10033
Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 238,006

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—02; D16—06
U.S. CI. D57—1 F

229,977
CAMERA OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Masakazu NakanishI, Sakal, Japan, assignor to

Minolta Camera Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,546

Claims priority, application Japan Aug. 20, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D16—0/
U.S. CI. D61—1 B

229,978
"FONT OF LETTERS

Gerald Herman Hantusch, Kanata, Ontario, Canada, as-

signor to Microsystems International Limited, Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada

FUed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,703
Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D18—OJ
U.S. a. D64—12 B

229,976
EYEGLASS HOLDER

Mlllicent Zahn, Birchwood Lane,
Kings Point, N.Y. 11024

FUed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,864
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D16—06
U.S. a. D57—1 C

~\ 1^ I
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229,979
SCUPPER FOR CONCRETE HULLS

Donald O. Taylor, 4204 Reinhardt Drive,

Oakland, Calif. 94619
Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,662

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D12~99
U.S.CLD71—IS
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229,980
CARD FILE

Moritoshi Kimura, 34-7, 2-chome, Higashi Mukojima,

Sumida-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 138,008

Claims priority, application Japan Dec. 31, 1970

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—02
VS. a. D74—2 A

229,982
'

ASHTRAY
August D. Leopold, Jr., 51 Colonial Qub Drive,

New Orleans, La. 70123

FUed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,472

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D27—^i
U.S. CI. D85—2 H

229 983
PIPE reamer'AND TAMPER

James E. Bernard, Stiiwell, Kans., assignor to Richard W.
Whitlaw, Milbank, S. Dak.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,405

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D27—99
U.S. a. D85—7 D

j

229 981
POST DROP BOX

Gerald J. Adamson, Scarborough, Ontario, and Jan W.
Kuypers and Ian F. Norton, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,

assignors to Don Mills Developments Limited, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada
FUed Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 198,088

Term of patent 14 years

InL CI. Dn—00
U.S. a. D74—

9

229 984
HAIR STYLING COMB

Paul E. Brooks, 17140 James Couzens Freeway,

Detroit, Mich. 48235
FUed Jan. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 106,939

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2S—03
VS. a. D86—

8
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229,985
TRAILER FOR A BICYCLE OR THE LIKE

Harry W. Trevena, 3974 Payne Ave.,

San Jose, Calif. 95117
Filed May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 145,115

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D12—70, 11

U.S. CI. D90—

1

229,987
PLAID TEXTILE FABRIC

Robert F. O'Brien, 1452 Glenlake Drive 46614, and
Francis S. Amussen, 1657 N. Brookfield 46628, both
of South Bend, Ind.

Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 191,150 .

Term of patent 14 years .

Int CI. DS—05
U.S. CI. D92—1 AA

229,986
VEHICLE BODY

Harvey L. Widgren, 1044 S. Grevillea, Inglewood, Calif.

90301, and Paul E. Adams, 10320 Rossbury Place,

Los Angeles, CaUf. 90064
Filed Sept 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,486

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D12—ii

U.S. CI. D90—8 A

1
I ; '^-> r

229 988
FRAME FOR MAKING FRINGE
Cedric C. Sovia, 319 S. Lake St,

Fmrest Lake, Minn. 55025
Filed Oct 19, 1972. Ser. No. 300,585

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D15—06

U.S. CL D92—15

'--*^^

> ^J?^-
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LIST OF PATENTEES
TOWHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 1 5th DAY OF JANUARY, 1 974
Note.— Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the nameXin accordance with city and

telephone directory practice).

AAI Corporation: See-
Bur, Irwin R.; La Costa, Nicholas J.; and Davis, William O.,

3.785.293.

AB Bahco Ventilation: See—
Torvfelt. Nils Allan Emanuel. 3.786,231

.

AB Mullsjo Plast: See—
Wetterek. Stig Johan Emanuel, 3,78S,S39.

Abbott, Laurence F.: See—
Croxon, Brian F.; and Abbott. Laurence F., 3,786,437.

Abbott. William S.: See—
Lipe. Gordon C; and Abbott, William S., 3.786.498.

Abex Corporation: See—
Adams. Cecil E.; Swain. James C; and Wilcox, Jack W..

3.785,758.
Abilock, Solomon, and Shottenfeld. Richard, to Lindly & Company,

Inc. Apparatus for detecting defects in continuous traveling material.
3.786.265, CI. 250-562.000.

Accra-Point Arrays Corporation: See—
Conley. Larry R.. 3.786.172.

Ackermann. Jacob; and Radici. Pierino, to Societa' Italiana Resine
S.p.A. Method of preparing high molecular weight polyox-
ymethylencs. 3.786.026. CI. 260-67.0fp.

Ackley. Donald M.. to Computer Communications, Inc. Method of
manufacturing magnetic read-write heads. 3,785,047, CI. 29-
603 000

Adachi, Toshio: See—
Furuya. Akio; Hachiboshi. Makoto; Adachi, Toshio; and Uchida,

Masakatsu. 3.786.004.
Adams. Cecil E.; Swain. James C; and Wilcox. Jack W., to Abex Cor-

poration. Vane pump with ramp on minor diameter. 3,785,758, CI.

418-260.000.
Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation: See—

Heisner. Donald N.. 3.786.238.
Adelhed. Ter Je Roj Enok. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Connecting

device for a catheter. 3.785.683, CI. 285- 1 69.000.
Adral, Mall Felix-Ottomarovna: See—

Piiroya. Eduard Karlovich; and Adrat. Mall Felix-Ottomarovna,
3,786.008.

Adrio, Joachim: See—
Molls. Hans-Heinz; Hornle. Reinhold; Bucheler. Manfred; Raab,

Hans; and Adrio. Joachim, 3,785,969.
Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc.: See—

Schaller. Willard W.; Martin, Ronald C; and Sixt, Marty E.,

3,785.682.
AEG-Elotherm GmbH: See—

Seulen,Gerhard;andReinke.Friedhelm. 3.785.883.
Aenishanslin. Martin W. Self-propelling aquatic toy. 3,785,084, CI. 46-

92.000.

Aeroquip Corporation: See—
McCue. David D.; and Brendle. Thomas A., 3,786.5 12.

AGA Aktiebolag: See—
Walles.Sten. 3.785.713.

Agee. Charles W.:S«—
Kinley. Myron M.; and Agee, Charles W.. 3.785.193.

Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche ( Anvar): 5fr—
Anthony. Anne-Marie, nee Barbier; Dembinski, Krzysztof;

Faucher, Michele, nee Dupre; and Dupont, Lucien, 3,786,165.
AgfaN.V :S*f-

von Paesschen. August Jean; Herbots. Joseph Antoine; and Tim-
merman. Daniel Maurice. 3,786.002.

Ahern, William W., to Geometries, Inc. Construction for spherical

structure and component therefor. 3,785,101 .CI. 52-81.000.
Ahlgren, Joseph Robert, to Woodward Governor Company. Algebraic
summing digital-to-analog converter. 3,786,488. CI. 340-347.0da.

Aileo, Jackson Anthony, to Gentex Corporation. Head gear structure.

3,784,984, CI. 2-3.00r.

Air Guard Industries: See—
Conroy, Robert E., 3,784,985.

Air Pollution Industries, Inc.: 5rr—
Pike. Daniel E. 3.785.630.

Air Products and Chemicals. Inc.: See—
Bechara. Ibrahim S.; and Mascioli. Rocco L.. 3.786.005.
Cornelius. Edward B.; Delamater. George B.; Koester, David W.;
and McEvoy. James £..3.786,00 1.

Air Products and Chemicals. Inc.. mesne: See—
Molina. Orlando G, 3.785,199.

Air-Trol Systems, Inc.: See—
Edes, Ferenc; and Gianatasio, Henry L., 3,785,542.

Airguide Instrument Company: See—
Niccoli, George J., 3,785,339.

Airpax Electronic, Inc.: See—
Harper, George Sullivan, 3,786,380.

Ajinomoto Co., Inc.: See—
Ariyoshi, Yasuo; Nagao, Masanori; Sato, Naotake; Shimizu,

Akira; and Kirimura, Jiro, 3,786,039.
Akashi, Mitsumasa: See—

Ono. Isao; liguni, Tetsuo; and Akashi, Mitsumasa, 3,786,000.
Aktiebolaget Celleco: See—

Frykhult, Rune, 3.785,489.
Aktiebolaget Hassle: See—

Corrtxii, Hans Rudolf; Lycke, Nils Erik Oskar; and Roos, Bjom-
Erik. 3,786,143.

Aktiengesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie: See—
Bratoljic, Tihomir; Waldis, Josef; and Zimmermann, Max,

3,785.923.
Mauthe, Gerhard, 3,786,215.

Albany International Corporation: See—
Crellin, John R., Jr., 3,785,584.

Albright-Wilson, Limited: See—
Swales, Danvers Allin; and Carson, John William, 3,786,014.

Albritton, George W.; Wendt, Ronald C; and Morova, Michael A., to

Ashbrook Corporation. Single float water cooler. 3,785.558, CI.
239-16.000.

Alburger, James R. Anodized aluminum test panel for evaluating in-

spection penetrant performance. 3,785,936, CI. 204-38.00a.
Aldrick Chemical Company, Inc.: See—

Hopps, Harvey Byron; and Biel, John Hans, 3,786.057.
Alexander, Stephen B.; Bryant. Richard W.; Lipp. Robert J.; and Tu,
George K., to Cogar Corporation. Rapid recovery circuit for capaci-
tivelyloadedbitlines. 3,786,442, CI. 340-1 73.00r.

Alfa-Laval AB: 5^^—
Stroucken, Klaus Hans Dieter, 3,785,548.

Algoma Steel Corf>oration, Limited, The: See—
Donnithome, William C; and Creswick, William E., 3,785,540.

Alinder, Gilbert L.: See— fr

Anderson, Lloyd E.; and Alinder, Gilbert L., 3,785.055.
Alitalia Linee Aeeree Italiame S.p.A.: See—

De Vita, Luciano; and Mancini, Emilio, 3,786,187.
Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc.: See—

Boyer, Charles D., 3.785.857.
Allen. Jont Brandon, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated.

Synthesis of pure speech from a reverberant signal. 3.786,188. CI.

179-I.Osa.

Allet-Coche, Pierre, to Goupil, Jean-Jacques. Multi-chamber con-
tainer. 3,785,48 1 . CI. 206-47.00a.

Allied Chemical Corporation: See—
Lichstein, Bernard M.; and Du Bois, Robert J.. 3.786.093.
Lohr. Thomas L., 3,786,336.

Allied Leisure Industries, Inc.: See—
Halliburton, Ronald D., 3,785.650.
Halliburton. Ronald D.. 3.785.652.
Halliburton, Ronald D., 3.785.653.

Ailing. Richard L.. to Torrington Company, The. Separator insert for

thrust bearings. 3,785,7 10, CI. 308-235.000.
Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—

Bliemeister, Robert M., 3,785,7 11.

Kemniu, Robert H., 3,785,578.
Mayo, Howard A., Jr., 3,785,747. •
Patchen. Paul J., 3,785,459.

Allmanna Svenska Elecktriska Artiebolaget: See—
Holmstrom, Goran, 3,786,2 13.

Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget: See—
Karlsson,Gosta, 3,785,633.

Alloy Surfaces Co., Inc.: See— *

Baldi, Alfonso L, 3,785,854.

Alpha Industries, Inc.: See—
King, William J., 3,786.359.

Alquist. Henry E.; and Pitchford. Armin C, to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. Containing and removing oil spills on water. 3,785,972. CI.

210-40.000.
Aluminum Company of America: 5r«

—

Jacobs, Stanley C, 3,785,941

.

King, Larry K.; Knapp, Lester L.; Schoener, Ronald C; Kloap,
Nicholas; Stamer, Bernard M.; and Remper, John A.,
3,786,135.

Amagi, Yasuo; Shiki, Zenya; Ohsumi, Yukihiko; and Noguchi, Kazuo.
to Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for producing
hollow carbon microspheres. 3,786, 1 34, CI. 423-449.000.

Amana Refrigeration, Inc.: See—
Sahs, Leonard J., 3,785,167.

Amann, Charles A., to General Motors Corporation. Gas turbine
power plant. 3,785,145, CI. 60-39.240.

Ambrose. KaH J. Golf ball cleaning machine. 3,784,996, CI. I S-2 1 .00a.

American Aniline Products, Inc.: See— "
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Botros.Raouf. 3.785.766.

Genta.Guido. 3.786.074

Genu.GuidoR. 3.786.017.

Renfrew. Edgar Earl. 3.785.769.

Americar. Can Company. S*f-

Silvertnan, Alan.3.786.2Zl.

American Cham & Cable Co.. Inc.: S«-
Sperry, Gene, 3,785.691

American Chain & Cable Company. Inc.; See-

Gilmore. William J. 3,785.701.

American Cyanamid Company. See-

Wemeke. Michael Francis. 3.785.488

American Safety Equipment Corporat^n. S*e-

Barr. Richard S . and Groendyke. Richard L .
3.785.W /

American Standard. Inc: S«—
i 7a< iq4

Dixon, Farri* L.; and Young. Sherwood L.. 3.785.394.

Young. Sherwood L , 3.785.397^

American Telephone and Telegraph Company: S«-

Ame?'Ro^\'^t ?'?o'Bri\Vurhi;n?ndustr,e.. Incorporated. Selec-

Tite outfet pump for filling different types of mastic -applying tools.

3.785.535. CI. 222-331.000

Ametek,lnc.:5«— ,,ociii
Di Sabatino, Roland. Jr.. 3,783.oi 1.

a n^^
Am.n Rainikan Babubhai, to Du Pont de Nemours. E I and Com-

^•^rny Part'aK "rysullizable glasses for producing low-K crossover

Arrr^c:-^c"-1^\^o' i^rfck'LTEdward T Tacky fU.r pad

3 785. 102. CI 52-173.000.

^''V:s^e^'''w:^a'rd'"L7roy, Ross. Milton Dean; and Schwaruer.

Amtsbe?gTe":t"r1nd Waiuce. William K.. to Chicago Pneumatic

tSi Company Pneumatic nut running tool with governor shut^ff

Anr'SicVaJl'-Jnl^rti^wllJiarH . to Stanford Research Institute

NelatTve "n duoplasmatton mass spectrometer for isotope r.tn,

analysis 3,786,249, CI. 250-283.000.

"^"^
zTme^^irthu'r ; and Anderson. John L.. 3.785.400.

Ander^rLloyd E ; and Alinder. Gilbert L Carpet measuring ap-

paratus 3,785.055,0. 33-128.000.
108-44000

I"Ver„- l°e^tl\'1:dVrn^' Sa^d'^R^.rV^irr As'sS'.ates

Ma.«tic reXnce spectrometer employing stochastic resonance

ti*a pseudorandom binary sequence and time-share modulalK,n

AnVefsto^*' E^rns^Albin' Racing figures pulled by lines randomly

wound on spools.3.785.649.CI.273^86^00g^

Andreasson,BrorElis. Air valves. 3.785,395, CI. 137-223.000

Anglemyer. Alfred A.: See—

Anthamiue^irs^Jh J'coasJer brake system for a multi-speed b.cy-

vSrisation de la Recherche (Anvar). Preheating method for fur-

An?hon^,^ll^r C^'y^'LuTber planer and crook el.mrnator

Ap'e?^ir*ni;:'rAp"rErr Fabrik fur Fe.nmechan.k. Ad.usuble

mount. 3.785,603,C1. 248-225.000.

Apel Ernst. Fabrik fur Feinmechanik: i«—
Apel, Ernst. 3,785,603.

^''"Osl' Watu'thom'aZ Klaus. Jerchel. Dietrich; and Appel. Karl-

AppleJl^'l^dl^'^'-d Kovank James C.u,Ge.^. Electric

Ap^prbrv^crrnT.nnd"MrN"^;.i^5rp:oisi^^
lk,uids. 3,785,537,0.222-464.000.

Applied Radiation Corporation: See-

Coad, George L.; and Carter, James C. 3.785.462.

Aoua-Chem. Inc.: 5<f—
Schrage. Donald J. 3.785,305.

^'^
cfpV^c^'M^x'? WalSr."Fr.edr.ch Claus; «id Pollmacher. Horst.

aspartyl-L-phenylalanine lower alkyl esters. 3.786.0JV.

ArL!brust«. Gerhard, to Bosch. Robert. G.m.b.H. Portable electric im-

p«uool.3.785.443.0. 173-48.000.

Armco Steel Corporation: 5f*—

ture. 3.785.258. CI. 95-4.500.

I

Electrosensitive recording

Aronelle Textiles. Limited: See—

Girard. Andre. 3.785,582.

Arvin Industries. Inc.: See—
Niemoeller, Donald E.. 3.785.356.

Asahi Denka Kogyo K K.: See-

Hata Naoaki, and Takase, Yuzo. 3,786.022.

^"*;S:,Ki;:urS'S'^Tanaka.Hiros.,3,785.86..

^""•shru."Mo.;o. Higash.de. Ei,i;

»J^J'"^^%'''^^"''''
Kome. Asai.Mitsuko, and Muroi,Masayuki, 3,786.142.

^""v^erJicd^SidnTdorovich. Konyafv. Jury Sergeevich;

DL^bnva Alexandr Vasilievich. Polyakov. Evgeny Valentind-

S NoCgo odov, Alexandr Stepanovch; Asan-Nuri, Abdulia

Ogly PaWPoLkarp Avidnomovich; and Gevorkov, Gr.gory

Asano^Y=^::;^:5-U,FnmCo L..^^^^
havmg built-in processor. 3.785.267. CI. 95-HV.w i

^'•^
A^bntt^^J^erg^wTwendt. Ronald C. and Morova. Michael

A .3.785.558

Ashikawa. Mikio: S**- ,7an-)«i
Koike Norio; and Ashikawa, Mikw, 3 .786.28

1

Associated Biomedic Systems, Inc.: See— \

Unnah, Kenneth Vincent. 3,786.325 „ _
Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers. Limited. The See

Murray. Ransome James. 3.785.842.

Astronics Corporation S«—
Robinson. Thomas L. 3.786.3U/.

Atherton David, to NIG Mason. Limited.

materials 3.786.5 18. CI. 346-135.000.

Atkin. Sydney: Sf*—
, cj i i«< 7Q7

Atk.nrrby'irol'a^'drs^ain^^^r^^ Dow Chemical

^
CompJ^y . The^R/diation abosrbing sh.e^ for .^--,^d materi-

J^s!r«n decoupler for electrostatic gyroscope suspensK,n system.

3 785.709,0 308-10 000

Atlantic Research Corporation, mesne See-

Shaver. Robert G , and Burton. Joe M ,
3.785.«»»

Atlantic Richfield Company See-

Marion. Donald L.; Hanson. Lawrence R.. and Strand. Kooert ....

Shaht!Harold. and Tomezsko, Edward S. J

'.JJ*
' 38.

Wostl, Wolfgang J ; and Gower, Bobby G .
3.786.421.

j

Attia. RamsisI: i*'*'—
-i -tb* nAi

Carroll Douttlas V, and Attia. Ramsis I. . 3.785.001

AtwSl Geo/ge'E . and Curtis, Charles H , to Duval Corporation.

H^ometallurgical process for the production of copper. 3.785.944.

O. 204-107.000.

^"''Hal^rihmTdt. Friedrich; and Audi, Josef. 3.785.229.

Audi NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft: See-

Metz, Helmut, 3,785,006.

Salcwsky.Gert. 3,785,671.

Auger, Bernard: See— _.

Teisseire, Paul Jose, and Auger. Bernard. 3.786.075.

Autobar Systems Corporation: See—

Shinn. David M. 3.785.526.

^"°sfe7^"lfgangrandStranit..Salvatore.3.785,435.

^"toi?He""zK.,a'nd~Averbeck.De.nC..3.785.746.

Avirl^k,"!, Paui; and Colleuille, Yves, to R»>«"«-f°"'«"=,/^,

V^merisation of lactones to give alkylbutyrolactones. 3.786.069. CI.

Av^ttes^lar^A Reid Jerome L.; Schlein. Herbert N.; and Taylor.

^Sd to Polaroid Corporation. Spaceror timing layer m color

^
ha^st^gl:; o^fred fuefs containing sulfur -d of simu taneously ex-

pSng the sulfur for the preparation of sulfuric acid. 3,786,1 36, 0.

423-522.000.

^'^^^L^^^'SiS^^thfjr-Francois; and Cryszkiewic

Trouchimowski. Oleg. 3.786.1 55.

^'' O^" He7s7ke. Yamamoto. M.tsuo; Bando. Se.isaku; and Baba.

Osami, 3.786,407.
i -jo* a<s CI 273-

Babb. Jack D. Domino type game apparatus. 3.785.655. CI.

137.00c. ^^ .

Babcock & Wilcox Company. The: See-

Back^iuf'surSnart'^o'-G^anges
Aluminium AB^ Method for

prc^ucingl* master alloy for use in aluminum casting processes.

3.785.807. CI. 75-138.000.
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Backstrom. Ame L., to Svenska Entreprenad AB Sentab. Safety device

against leakage from ships, especially tankers. 3,785,321. CI. 114-

74000.
Baclawski, Joseph E.; and Hunt, William R.. to General Electric Com-

pany. Rotating machines having end thrust cushioning arrangements.

3,786.289.0.310-90.000.
Bacon, James F.. to United Aircraft Corporation. High modulus invert

analog glass compositions containing beryllia. 3,785,836, CI. 106-

50.000.

Badenkov, Petr Fedorovich. Petrokas. Leonid Venediktovich; Portny.

Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova. Regina Lazarevna; Davidovich,

Natalia Ivanovna; Roitburd. Isaak Shiemovich; Tsaplin. Nikolai Ser-

geevich. and Pinegin, Vladimir Alexandrovich; deceased (by

Pinegna Margariu Vladimirovna; administrator). Equipment for

building pneumatic tyres. 3.785.905. CI. 156-400.000.

Badische Anilin &. Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Oppenlaender. Knut, Liebold. Gert; and Buettner, Egon,

3,786,081.

Bailey, Edward A. Rock drill. 3.785.248. 0. 91-6.000.

Bailey. Gordon B , and Wilhelm. Carl F., Jr.. to General Electric Com-

pany. Self compensating flow divider for a gas turbine steam injec-

tion system. 3.785.146. CI 60-39.530.

Bailey. Ronald E.. to Special Metals Corporation. Treating nickel base

alloys 3.785.876. CI. 148-2.000.

Bailey. Ronald E., to Special MeUls Corporation. Treating nickel base

alloys. 3,785,877.0. 148-2.000.

Baker, Charles H., to Eaton Corporation. Flow control valve.

3.785.392. CI. 137-117.000.

Baker Drapery Corporation: See— '

Baker. George H . Sr . 3.785.005.

Baker, George H . Sr.. to Baker Drapery Corporation. Drapery sup-

port 3.785,005.0. 16-87.40r.

Baker. James G. to Polaroid Corporation. Camera bellows to prevent

dust entering through an aperture therein. 3,785,263,0. 95-39.000.

Baker Malcolm Arthur, to British Oxygen Co., Ltd.. The. Vacuum ap-

paratus. 3,786.1 30. O. 423-245.000,

Baker Ronald Lee, to Thiel, Charles J. and Michaels, Louis J.

Amaloam loader. 3,785.41 1. CI. 141-18.000.

Baker. William C.:5rf—
Benson. James M.. and Baker. William C, 3,785,206.

Baldi, Alfonso L., to Alloy Surfaces Co., Inc. Diffusion coating.

3.785,854,0. 1 17-107. 20p.

Baldocchi, Archie. Apparatus for treating rows of plants with over-

lapping branches. 3,785.564,0. 239-172.000.

Baldwin. Gary Lee. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated.

Analog to digital converter using a drift transistor. 3.786,493. CI.

340-347.Gad.

Baldwin, John J.: See—
Novello. Frederick C; and Baldwin, John J., 3,786,061

.

Baldwin, Mart G.; and Gehlhaus, Paul H. to United Stales of America.

Army, mesne. High energy acrylic prepolymer propellants of low

sensitivity. 3,785,887,0. 149-19.000.

Baldwin, William H.; and Clauss, Harry G., Jr., to Leeds & Northrup

Company Eleotrode assembly to determine the oxygen content of

molten metal. 3,785.947.0. 204-195.00S.

Ball Brothers Research Corporation: See—
Munson. Robert E.; Poison, Jerry H.; and Roller, Kent G.,

3,786,376.

Ball Corporation: 5ff—
Cook, Charles W. 3.785.473. ^

Ballard. James L.. to General Electric Company. Air conditioning

system including indoor fan speed control. 3,785,433. CI. 165-

27.000.

Baltimore Aircoil Company. Inc.: See—
Bradley, Wilson E., Jr.; and Schinner, Edward N.. 3.785.626.

Engalitcheff. John. Jr., 3,785.625.

Bando, Seiisaku: See—
Ogawa, Heisuke; Yamamoto, Mitsuo; Bando, Seiisaku; and Baba,

Osami, 3,786,407.

Bando, Yoshihide: See—
Sano. Noboru; and Bando. Yoshihide. 3.786.239.

Banholzer. Rolf: See—
Walther. Gerhard; Bauer, Rudolf; Hubner. Hans-Hugo; and Ban-

holzer, Rolf, 3.786,059.

Banjavich. Mark P.; Morrissey, George R.; and Gaudiano, Anthony V..

to Taylor Deving & Salvage Co.. Inc. Method and apparatus for

working on submerged pipeline means. 3.785.160, O. 61-72.300.

Banks. Robert L. Selective olefin disproportionaiion and the use

thereof to produce high octane gasolines. 3,785.956, CI. 208-93.000.

Banks. Robert L.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Multi-stage

cleavage of olefins to produce high octane gasoline. 3.785,957, O.

208-49.000.

Baratta, Hilda E.. to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.. The. Bird cage.

3.785.343. CI. 119-17.000.

Bare, Thomas N.: See—
Suh, John T.; and Bare. Thomas N.. 3,786,154.

Barnard, Benjamin R.; and Puariea. Douglas A., to Maxson Corpora-

tion. The. Motorized railway scale test car. 3.785.297, CI. 105-

112.000.

Barnes, Clarence A., Jr.; and Fontaine, Alan, to Reflectemorphics. Inc.

Method for photographically preparing anamorphic pictures.

3.785.8 19. CI. 96-46.000.

Barnum. William L.: 5m—
Will. Albert S.; Wolf. Sylvan; and Barnum. William L.. 3,786.403.

Barr. Irwin R.; La Costa, Nicholas J.; and Davis, William O.. to AAI
Corporation. Practice ammunition. 3,785.293,0. 102-92.700.

Barr, Richard S.; and Groendyke. Richard L.. to American Safety

Equipment Corporation. Method and apparatus for automatic as-

sembly of a belt and anchor plate. 3.785.907,0. 156-443.000.

Barrera. Roberto Gonzalez: See—
Rubio, Manuel Jesus; and Leal. Victor Mario, 3,785,201

.

Barry, James D.; Freedman. Paul M.; and Matassov, George, to United

States of America, Air Force. Spacebome sun pumped laser.

3.786.370. CI. 331-94.500.

Barsellotti, John Anthony: Sw—
Pinede, Edouard; Barsellotti. John Anthony; and Laliccia. Freder-

ico Riccardo, 3,786,194.

Barth. Wayne E.. to Pfizer Inc. Use of 2-hydroxymethyl-3-hydroxy-6-

( I -hydroxy-2-aminoethyl-pyridines as bronchodilaiors. 3.786.160,

CI. 424-263.000.

Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorovich: See—
Groza, Viktor Filimonovich; Drozdov, Nikolai Ivanovich;

Sharapov, Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordon, Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov. Khristofor Sergeevich; Filatov. Nikolai

Grigorievich; Skripnik, Ivan Timofeevich; Semkin. Alexei

Trofimovich; Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich; Judin, Valentin

Dmitrievich; Belenky, Evgeny Jurievich; Grigorenko, Anatoly

Evgenievich; and Baryshnikov, Gennady Fedorovich,

3,785,139.

Bashaw, Robert Niles: See—
Atkins, Bobby Leroy; and Bashaw, Robert Niles, 3.786.260.

Basse. Paul-Werner, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Circuit arrange-

ment of MOS transistors operating according to the dynamic princi-

ple for decoding the addresses for an MOS memory. 3.786.277. O.
* 307-238.000.
Batcher. Kenneth E.; and Franks. John T.. Jr., to Goodyear Aerospace

Corporation. Multiple access plated wire memory. 3,786.448. CI.

340-174.0pw.
Bates. John Joseph; Jackson. Eric Arthur; and Smith, Gordon, to Coal

Industry (Patente) Limited. Recording apparatus. 3,786.511, O.

346-33.000.

Baiter. John F., Jr.; Mason, Paul B.; Stella, Joseph A.; Thomas. Paul

W., Jr.; and Wright, Joseph H., to Polaroid Corporation. Processing

composition release mechanism for t'llm cassette comprising self-

contained film processing system. 3,785,725,0. 352-7.000.

Bauer, Adola; Weber, Kari-Heinz; Danneberg, Peter; and Minck. Ka-

lus. to Boehringer Ingelheim G.m.b.H. l-(Phenyl or pyridyl)-l.3-

dihydro-2H-1.4-benzodiazepin-2-ones. 3.786.051. CI. 260-239. 30d.

Bauer. Rudolf: See—
Walther. Gerhard; Bauer. Rudolf; Hubner. Hans-Hugo; and Ban-

holzer. Rolf. 3.786,059.

Baumgartner, Heinrich, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Method and

circuit arrangement for selectively depicting like symbols with dif-

ferent configurations. 3,786,477.0. 340-324.00a.

Baxter, Gene F.; See—
Freeman, Harlan G.; Baxter, Gene F.; and Tiedeman, George T..

3,786,025.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Buchel, Karl-Heinz; Draber. Wilfried, Hammann, Ingeborg; and

Unterstenhofer,Gunter, 3.786,131.

Hamisch. Horst. 3,786,064.

Hildebrand, Dietrich; and Kuth, Robert, 3,785,767.

Hoffmann, Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer,

Gunter, 3,786,065.

Kishino, Shigeo; Yamada, Yasuo; Kurahashi, Yoshio; and Kume,

Toyohiko, 3.786,1 17.

Koru, Seigfried; and Suling, CaH Hans, 3,786,104.

Kuhlthau, Hans-Peter, 3,786,047.

Molls, Hans-Heinz; Hornle, Reinhold; Bucheler, Manfred; Raab.

Hans; and Adrio. Joachim. 3.785,969.

Walz, Klaus; Gerlach, Klaus; and Schwarz, Max, 3,785,768.

Wolf, Gerhard Dieter; Blankenstein, Gunter; and Nischk,

Gu'nther, 3,786,024.

Bazin, Lucas John, to RCA Corporation. Apparatus for automatic

color balancing of television camera signals. 3.786.177, CI. 178-

5.4bt.

Beard.William A. Wax composition. 3,785,841,0. 106-186.000.

Beasley Aubrey G., to Farah Manufacturing Company, Inc. Fabric

pickup and transfer device. 3.785,638,0. 271-33.000.

Bechara. Ibrahim S.; and Mascioli, Rocco L., to Air Products and

Chemicals. Inc. Catalyzing urethane foam polymerization with 4-(2-

dimethylaminoethyl) morpholine. 3.786.005. CI. 260-2. 5ac.

Bechara, Ibrahim S.; and Holland, Dewey G. Use of certain

aminoorthoesters as polyurethane catalysts. 3,786,029, CI. 260-

75.0nc.

Beck, Inc.: Set-
Beck, William A., 3,784,997.

Beck, James R., to Lilly, Eli, and Company. Sulfilimine compounds.^

3,786,048,0. 260-239.600.

Beck, William A., to Beck, Inc. Automatic shoe polisher. 3,784.997,

CI. 1 5-3 1 .000.

Beckman Instruments, Inc.: See—
Rohrbaugh, Donald G., 3,785,773.

Woods, Thomas C; and Ray, Robert A., 3,786,352. '

Woods, Thomas C, 3,786,465.

Beckmann, Gunter: Se<r—

Pfeiffer, Kurt; Dietrich, Johannes; Beckmann, Gunter; and Herkt,

Kari-Heinz, 3,785,430.

Becton, Dickinson and Company: See—
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Genese Joseph N.; Rapoza. Ed>*ard J ; Galanaugh. Charles F.;

Kennard. Harry M ; Chevalez. Roger A ; and Smith, John A..

3.785.533.

Becton. Dickinson Electronics Company; See—

Lien. Wallace A. 3.786.205 ^. . „
Behunm. Gage B.. Cole. Eugene A . and Staadt. Charles R . to Masonry

Systems. Inc.. mesne. Motorized scaffold 3.785.454. CI. 182-

14000 w 1.

Beier Helmut; and Noack. Dieter High-voltage circuit breaker

equipped with means for precluding the transfer of mechanical

switchingforces 3.786.2 16. CI 200-148 OOd.

Belenky.Evgeny JurievichS**—

Groza Viktor Filimonovich; Drozdov. Nikolai Ivanovich;

Sharapov Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordcvi. Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov. Khristofor Sergeevich. Filatov. Nikolai

Grigorievich; Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich. Semkin. Alexei

Trofimovich; Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich; Judin. Valentin

Dmitrievich; Belenky. Evgeny Jurievich; Grigorenko. Anatoly

Evgenievich. and Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorovich.

3.785.139.

Belik. Viktor Kirillovich:5«—
. .^ ^

Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Borkovsky. Boris Adamovich;

Belik, Viktor Kirillovich. Romantsov. Vladimir Pctrovich. and

Katkov. Alexandr Fedorovich. 3.786.241

.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated; See—

Allen. Jont Brandon. 3.786.188.

Baldvun.Gary Lee. 3.786.493

Beurrier. Henry Richard. 3.786.361

Bjorkholm. John Ernst; Shank. Charles Vernon; and Sosnowski

Patrick. 3.786.368.

Bobeck. Andrevv Henry. 3.786.453.

Bonyhard. Peter Istvan. 3.786.446.

Chow. Woo Foung. 3.786.192

Fitch. Scott McDowell; Gallina. Alfonso Vincent; Gerkensmeier.

Otto Frederick; and Warwick. Peter Stephen. 3.786.426.

Geusic, John Edward. 3.786.452

Gloge.DetlefChristoph. 3.785.718.

Hallock. Robert Warren. 3.786.490.

Hetherington. Irvine Keers. Pritchett. Robert Leonard; and York.

Robert Kenneth. 3.786.425.

Lutchansky. Milton, and Township. Randolph. 3.786.379.

Mac Arthur. Donald Morley. 3.785.945.

Mar. Jerry. 3.786.443

Marsh, Douglas George; and Maxfield, Thomas Gerald.

3,786,362 t

Mathews, James Robert. 5.786.32 1

.

Peters. Frank Groom; and Schwaru. Newton. 3.786.323.

Priebe. Henry Fred. Jr.. 3.786.35 1

Rimbach. Andrew. Jr.. 3.786.199

Schramm. Eugene Charles. 3.785.588.

Thierfelder, William George. 3.786.317.-

Belle Isle Albert P . to General Electric Company Digital pulse train

frequency multiplier 3.786.357. CI 328-38.000

Beloit Corporation; S*-*—

Frye. Kenneth G ; Lucas. Robert G.; Seidel, Kenneth L
;
and

Rohosy.SomaM ,3.785.232

Stafford. Larry O ; Wentworth. William P ; and Melead. James J..

3.785.340.

Bender Lee C to Log Etronics. Inc Method of calibrating a graphic

artscamera 3.785.733. CI. 355-77 000

Bender. Martin. Balancing device 3,785.647, CI. 273-1 .00m.

Bender, Warren G; 5<f—
Trombly, John E. and Bender. Warren G.. 3.786.473.

Benderovsky. Vladimir Valerianovich. Schepotiev. Alexandr

Ivanovich; Yastrebov. Igor Alexandrovich; and Kotenko. Viktoria

Mikhailovna. Mechanism for transportation of an information carri-

er at respectively different speeds. 3,785,589, CI. 242-201 .000.

Bendix Corporation, The; See—
Bridges, Robert M, 3.786,397. 4

Ewing, James O , and Reilly, Philip E . 3.786.404.

Shure. David M .3.786.367

Bendler Hellmut; Brede. Uwc. Gawlick. Heinz; and Rudolph. Hans-

Heinrich to Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft Piezoelectric per-

cussion fuze 3.785.292. CI. 102-70.20r

Beneytoot. Lucien; S*e—
Delacroix. George; and Beneytoot. Lucien. 3.785,764.

Benjamin, John Stanwood, to International Nickel Company, Inc .The

Consolidated composite materials by powder metallurgy 3,785,801,

CI. 75-.5bc
, . o .. c

^

Benjamins, Harm Martinus; Kortenoeven. Koos; and Panek-Hnda,

Helena Method of manufacturing a generator which produces radio-

isotopes and has an improved elution efficiency, and generator ob-

tained by this method. 3.785.990. CI. 252-301 lOr.

Benson James M . and Baker. William C. to Teledyne. Inc Fluid flow

measurmg device. 3.785.206. CI. 73-212.000.

Bentley Engineering Company Limited. The; 5<'<'—

Hanney. Philip Michael; Stainforth. Thomas Raymond; and Bland,

William Arthur, 3.785.173.

Beranek Miroslav. to Vorwerk tc Co Elektrowerke KG. Firma Ab-

sorption type cooling unit 3.785.1 70. CI. 62-489 000

Beranek. Miroslav. and Krumm. Heinz G . to Vorwerk & Co_Elek

trowerke KG. Firma Absorption cooling device. 3.785.171. CI 62

490.000

Berg Laader. to Unifoam AG Method for the continuous production

of a foamed polyurethane slab involving flow from a vessel over a

weirstructure. 3.786. 122. CI 264-47.000

Berg. Markus; Kallmann. Matthias; and Hoffmeister. Jurgen, to Henkel

& Cie GmbH. Compositions for the preparation of cold-bleaching

liquors, particularly active washing liquors. 3.785.984. CI. 252-

99.000. _. ..

Bergbauer. Axel; Ploger. Manfred; and Seyd. Gunther..to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Device for closing off defective heat exchanger

tubes 3,785.291, CI. 102-24.00r

Berger, Henri, to Societe d Applications Generates dElectricite et de

Mecanique. Proportional position coder. 3,786,459. CI. 340-

196000 ^ . X,

Bergfried, Dietrich E , to Weinschel Engineering Company. Inc. Varia-

ble resistive film attenuator 3,786,374, CI 333-8 1
OOa.

Bcrggren, John L Mechanical movement. 3.785,2 1 3, CI 74-60.000

Bergstedt, Jan O.; See—
Lonnemo. Kurt R. and Bergstedt. Jan O. 3.785.398.

Berkowitz. Florence Wedge bolster bedding holder 3.784.993. CI. 5-

'li'vg (V)0

Bernholz. William F . Nahta. Roop C ; and Redston. John P .
to PVO

International Inc Texti'e finish 3.785.973. CI 2528 800

Berry Walter V.; and Hunziker. Paul J . to Pullman Incorporated.

Cable grip clamp arrangement 3.785.296. CI 104-202.000.

Berstorff. Hermann. Maschinenbau GmbH; See-

Brand. Wilhelm. 3.785.527.
I

Berth. William H;5«— I

Anbar. Michael, and Berth. William H , 3,786,249

Berlin Daniel. Perronnet. Jacques, and Teche. Andre, to Roussel-

UCLAF Substituted pyrimidine 3.785,800. CI 7 1 -92 000.

Bessot. Jean-Jacques; See—
\

Long. Jacques, and Bessot. Jean-Jacques. 3,785.162.

Betteridge. Walter See-
Mynard. Brian Arthur; Jones. Bryan; Tracey. Victor Allen; and

Betteridge. Walter. 3.785.783

Beurrier Henry Richard, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-

porated Broadband amplifier 3.786.361. CI 330-20 000

Bhimani. Chetan Vijaysinh. to Recognition Equipment. Incorporated.

Optical character identification. 3.786,4 16. CI 340-1 46. 3ac

Bianco. Eitore Automatic device for signaling frogman accidents

3 786.406. CI 340-5.00r

Biddison. John M . to Globe Tool and Engineering Company. The.

Shaft rotating mechanism. 3.785,583. CI. 242-7.05b

Biel, John Hans; Sff—
, -.0^ nc-,

Hopps. Harvey Byron, and Biel. John Hans. 3.786,057.

Bigelow. John H . to Du Pont de Nemours. E I .
and Company

Polyhedral haloboranes as developer adjuvants with a polyethylene

oxide condensation product 3.785,823, CI 96-66 300.

Biland, Hans Rudolf S«-
Filler, Bemhard, Meier, Max, Duennenberger, Max. Biland. Hans

Rudolf; and Luethi. Christian. 3.785.827.

Billarant. Patrick, to Velcro France Flexible bands fitted with hooks

for the fabrication of separable fastening devices. 3.785.01 2. CI. 24-

204000
Binger. Wynn S . Shope. Leonard L ; and Moey. Glenn W .

to Con-

struction Materials. Inc Concrete median and curb sawing machine.

3.785.705. CI 299-75 000
Bio-Medical Sciences. Inc ; Sec—

Roszkowski. Gregory J . 3.785.336. I

Bio/Physics Systems. Inc ; See—
Friedman. Mitchell, Kamentsky, Louis A , and Klinger. Isaac,

3,785,735

Birchall James Derek; Cassidy. John Edward, Sufford. John; and Last.

Anthony Graham Marshall, to Imperial Chemical Industries.

Limited. Printing process 3.785.845. CI. 1 17-15.000.

Birke August H . to Shell Oil Company Dibenzimidazole grease

thickening agents 3.785.979. CI. 252-5 1.50a

Bishop Ralph W Process and apparatus for dehydrating moisture con-

taming material. 3.785,063. CI. 34-128.000

Bismuth, Guy; See—
\

Spiu, Erich; and Bismuth. Guy, 3,785,736.

Bitko Sheldon S., to Fifth Dimension. Inc Position-insensitive mercu-

ry relay 3.786.2 17. CI. 200-214.000

Bitting James L . and Hagens. Robert J. to Ethyl Corporation. Bag

foldingapparatus 3,785.636.0 270-69.000.

Bjorkholm. John Ernst. Shank. Charles Vernon; and Sosnowski.

Patrick to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Planar

waveguide-type distributed feedback laser with angular tuning.

3.786.368. CI. 331-94.500 ,

Black and Decker Manufacturing Company. The: See— I

Vora Prabodh Mohanlal, 3.785.417.

Blackerby. Alfred A Weighing device for movable conveyors.

3.785.447. CI. 177-119.000.

Blackham. Kenneth K See- ,„ ^ «/ 1.

Zollweg. Robert J . Blackham. Kenneth K ; and Bumham. Walter

J .3.786.297 ^
Blair Edgar Allan; and Hudgin. Donald Edward, to Frigitronics Inc.

mesne Polyurethane polymers for use in soft lenses and method or

producingsoftlenses 3.786.034. CI. 260-77 5aq

Blake. Ralph Kingsley. to Du Pont de Nemours. ^ ',• V^.^^^P^Py^
Method of making lithographic printing plates. 3.785,8 1 ». CI. vo-

33.000
Bland. William Arthur: Ste—
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Hanney. Philip Michael; Stainforth, Thomas Raymond; and Bland,

William Arthur. 3.785.173,

Blankenstein.Gunter: See-
Wolf, Gerhard Dieter; Blankenstein, Gunter; and Nischk.

Gunther, 3.786.024.

Blattner. Hans; and Schindler. Walter, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.

Certain 10-11-bis (bromomethyl)-dibenzazepines. 3.786,045. CI.

260-239.00d.

Blessing. Inc.; See—
Zipf. Fred W. III. 3.785,897.

Blewett. John H.; and Naumann, Harry K.. to Western Electric Com-
pany Incorporated. Apparatus for applying liquid to articles without

touching the articles. 3.785,34 1 . CI. 1 1 8-42 1 .000.

Bliemeister, Robert M.. to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Support bear-

ing and assembly for rotary kilns. 3.785,7 1 1 , CI. 308-237.00r.

Blinder. William, to General Motors Corporation. Assorting method

and apparatus for bearing balls. 3.785.485. CI. 209-75.000.

Bliss & Laughlin Industries. Incorporated: See-
Ames. Robert G.. 3.785.535.

Bloom. Slanely M.; See-
Land. Edwin H.; Bloom. Stanely M.; and Rogers. Howard G.,

3,785.814.
Blowitz. Milroy R ; See—

Coggeshall. John C. 3.785.772.

Blumenfeld. Samuel M.; See

—

Wilson, Ronald H ; Blumenfeld. Samuel M.; Redington. Rowland

W, and Rosczak, Josephs, 3.786,294.

Blzig, Karl F.; and Junginger. Klaus, to Original Hanau Quarzlampen

GmbH Light fixture having gimballed open ring carrying focused

hghtpipeoutlets. 3.786,243. CI. 240-1.400.

Board of Regents; See-
Browner, Richard F., Winefordner. James D.; and Glenn, Tom H.

(said Browner and said Winefordner assors. to), 3,786,308.

Bobeck. Andrew Henry, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated.

Magnetic single wall domain expansion circuit. 3.786,453, CI. 340-

I74 0tf

Bodka. Heinz-Gunter; See

—

Lauer. Karl; Bodka. Heinz-Gunter; and Stoeck.Georg. 3.785.864.

Boehinger Mannheim GmbH: See—
Moyer-Bertenrath, Jurgen; Kaffarnik. Hans; Rey. Hans-Georg;

Michal. Gerhard, and Busch, Ernst-Werner, 3,786.140.

Boehringer.C H.,Sohn; See—
Osi. Walter; Thomas. Klaus; Jerchel. Dietrich; and Appel. Karl-

Richard, 3.786.146.

Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH See-
Bauer, Adola. Weber. Karl-Heinz; Danneberg, Peter; and Minck.

Kalus, 3,786,051.

Wallher, Gerhard, Bauer, Rudolf; Hubner, Hans-Hugo; and Ban-

holzer. Rolf. 3.786,059.

Boehringer Mannheim Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung; See—
Lauer. Karl; Bodka, Heinz-Gunter; and Stoeck, Georg. 3.785,864.

Bogdanov, Alexandr Anionovich; and Pomazkova, Zinaida Sirafimov-

na Electric drives for centrifugal pumps. 3.785,753. CI. 417-

424 000.

Boggs. Charles L.; See-
Wagers. William O.; Frappier. Robert H.; McDonald, William S.;

and Boggs. Charles L., 3,785,908.

Bohn and Dawson, Inc.; See—
Dawsoh. James C. 3.785.222.

Bohrer. Thomas Carl; Ecker, George Franklin; and Chen. David Hsiao

Tsung. to Celanese Corporation. Hot stepwise drawing with indepen-

dent free-wheeling idler rolls. 3,785,0 1 8, CI. 28-7 1 .300.

Boliden Aktiebolag; See—
Henriksson, Sten Tycho. 3,785.806

Bolsing. Friedrich. Phosphoric acid salts of long chain amino com-

pounds. 3,786.091. CI. 260-583.00r.

Bonecutter. Charles A.; See—
Murib. Jawad H.; Schott. Stuart; and Bonecutter, Charles A..

3,786.128.

Bonham, Arthur R.; See—
Borell,James J.;and Bonham, Arthur R., 3,786,167.

Boning, Walter; and Leistner, Werner, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

and Electric salient-pole synchronous machine rotor solid metal pole

piece. . 3.786.293. CI. 310-269.000.

Bonnamy. Philippe J. F.; and Mugneret, Jean A., to Compagnie Fran-

caise des Petroles. Anti-pounding device mounted on a boat for

maintaining a cable at a given level above an underwater bed.

3.785,51 I, CI. 214-14.000.

Bonyhard. Peter Istvan, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Single wall domain coding circuit. 3.786,446. CI. 340- 1 74.0tf.

Booker. Graham Roger: See-
Joy, David Charles; and Booker, Graham Roger, 3,786.271.

Booth, William M .; See—
Egtvedt. Robert B.; and Booth. William M.. 3,784.995.

Borell, James J.; and Bonham, Arthur R. Musical instruments.

3,786, 167, CI. 84-1.160.

Borg-Warner Corporation: See-
Murphy. John E., 3,785,774.

Tuzson, John J.; Hallberg, Irving H.; and Vaughn, James R.,

3,785.627.

Borisov, Jury Modestovich; Budyko, Jury Ivanovich; DubniUky,

Nikolai Borisovich; Koganer, Valentin Eizerovich; Lisitsyn, Alex-

andr Ivanovich; Mozokhin, Nikolai Gavrilovich; Maskenskov, Kon-

stantin Mikhailovich; and Dukhnin. Jury Vasilievich. Fuel injection

ystem for internal combustion engine. 3.785.353, CI. l23-32.0ea.

Borkovsky. Boris Adamovich: See

—

Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Borkovsky, Boris Adamovich;

Belik, Viktor Kirillovich; Romantsov, Vladimir Petrovich; and

Katkov. Alexandr Fedorovich. 3.786.241.

Borkowski. Casimer J.; and Kopp. Manfred K., to United States of

America. Atomic Energy Commission. Proportional counter radia-

tion camera. 3.786.270. CI. 250-385.000.

Boros, Steve, to General Electric Company. Method of basing electri-

cal devices. 3,785.020, CI. 29-25.130.

Bos, Isaac, to Heberlein & Co.. AG. Switching circuit for controlling al-

ternating circuit flow. 3,786,328. CI. 318-227.000.

Bosch, Robert. G.m.b.H.: See—
Armbruster, Gerhard, 3,785.443.

Misch, Wolfgang, 3,786.3 1 4.

Sandau, Hartmut, 3,785.253.

Will, Gerhard, 3,785,224.

Botros. Raouf. to American Aniline Products, Inc. Process for dyeing

polyester textiles with anthraquinone dyestuffs by thermofixation.

3,785.766, CI. 8-2 1.00c.

Bouchet, Claude; and Ziliotto, Vittorio, to International Standard Elec-

tric Corporation. Electronic scanner checking process and system.

3,786,431, CI. 340-172.500.

Bourgeois. Michel; and Le Havre. Pierre Jean, to Gaz Transport,

S.A.R.L. Integral tank for transporting liquefied gas. 3,785,320, CI.

114-74.00a.

Bowen, Rafael L., to United States of America, Health, Education, and

Welfare. Dental primer varnish. 3,785,832. CI. 106-35.000.

Bowers. Gerald M.: See

—

Kirkman, Earl L.; and Bowers, Gerald M., 3.785.853.

Bowling, Glenn W.; and Kidd, Donald D.. to Dayco Corporation. Tex-

tile working unit. 3,785,022, CI. 29-1 32.000.

Bowman, Melvin G.; and Vier, Dwayne T. Gas mixture for forming

protective coatings on graphite. 3,785,994, CI. 252-372.000.

Boyd, David M.; and Greenwood, Arthur R., to Universal Oil Products

Company. Uniform solids withdrawal system. 3.785,963. CI. 208-

1 7 1 .000.

Boyer. Charles D., to Allegheny Ludlum Industries. Inc. Surface finish-

ing. 3,785.857. CI. 117-124.00b.

Boyer. John A.; Ludwig, David P.; and Zwickel, Friedrich, to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated. Loading of compliant tape.

3,785,903, CI. 156-356.000.

Brachet, Hansvilli Von: See-
Schmidt. Ewald; Brachet, Hansvilli Von; Muller, Rolf; andcKin-

dler,Horst, 3,786,083.

Bradlee, Charles R., to Textron, Inc. Press. 3.785.194, CI. 72-405.000.

Bradley, Lindell P.: See-
Bradley, Robert F.; and Bradley, Lindell P., 3,785,644.

Bradley, Robert F.; and Bradley, Lindell P. Pull type exercising device

having frictional resistance to pulling. 3,785,644, CI. 272-79.00d.

Bradley, Robert H.; and Bradley, William O. Rivet and setting tool

therefor. 3,785,420, CI. 151-37.000.

Bradley. William O.: See-»
Bradley. Robert H.; and Bradley. William O., 3,785,420.

Bradley, Wilson E., Jr.; and Schinner, Edward N., to Baltimore Aircoil

^Company, Inc. Control system for injection cooling towers.

3,785,626, CI. 261 -36.00r.

Brajkovich, William D. Motorcycle carrier and chock. 3.785,517, CI.

214-450.000.

Brand. Wilhelm, to Berstorff, Hermann. Maschinenbau GmbH. Ap-

paratus to control feed of material to an extruder. 3.785.527. CI.

222-56.000.

Brandenburg. Frank J.. Jr. Radiant heater. 3,786.230, CI. 219-

345.000.
Brandle, Charles D, Jr.: See-

Fay. Homer; and Brandle. Charles D.. Jr., 3,785,992.

Brandriff, Robert C; and Wilcox, John F. Apparatus for monitoring

thread tension. 3,785,308, CI. 112-21 S.OOr.

Brandstadter. Miroslav: See—
Machacek. Frantisek; Minarik, Josef; Rossa. Lubomir; Koristek.

Zdenek;and Brandstadter, Miroslav, 3.785.178.

Branick. Charles Earl. Method and apparatus for trimming and balanc-

ing vehicle wheels. 3,785.2 1 1 . CI. 73-480.000.

Branson Instruments, Incorporated: See-
Parry, Frank. 3.785,910.

Bratko. Rudolph S. Infra-red burner. 3.785,763. CI. 43 1-328.000.

Bratoljic, Tihomir; Waldis, Josef; and Zimmermann. Max, to Aktien-

gesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie. Combined emergency switch-off

and control rod drive for control rod of a gas-cooled nuclear reactor.

3,785.923, CI. 176-36.00r.

Breau, Mederic J. Rod gauge and holder. 3.785.059. CI. 33-1 78.00b. ^

Brede. Uwe: See—
Bendler, Hellmut; Brede. Uwe; Gawlick, Heinz; and Rudolph.

Hans-Heinrich, 3.785,292.

Brehm. Justin: See—
Bumpus. Ward H.; and Brehm, Justin. 3.786.233.

Breidenstein, Charles P.: See-
Thompson, Roy O.; and Breidenstein, Charles P., 3.786.1 53.

'

Brendle, Thomas A.: See—
McCue. David D.; and Brendle, Thomas A.. 3,786.5 12.

Brenez, Jean C. Y. Powderspray applicator device. 3,785,53 1. CI. 222-

193.000.
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Bretschneider, Walter, to Continentat Gummi-Werke Aktwn-

gesellschaft. Inner sole for sandals. 3.785.068. CI 36-
1

1 .500.

Brewer. Lloyd E. Wall panel layout apparatus. 3.785.060. CI. 33-

191.000. . .

Bridges. Robert M.. to Bendix Corporation. The. Cable terniinalicn.

3.786.397. CI. 339-92.00m.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See—
Okuyama. Toru; Muta. Susumu; Sato. Shigetake. Tokiura. Shohei.

and Miyasu. Akira. 3.786.006

Takamauu. Tetsuya; Yoshimoto. Toshio. Narumiya. Tsuneaki,

Yoshii. Hiroshi; Wakamatsu. Tsuneo; Fukui. Saburo. Kajimoto.

Hikokusu; Kawai. Yoichi; Inaba. Yoshinori; and U»ui. Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786.103. •

Briscoe. Murray George; S«—
Price. David Watkin. Sidebottom. Ronald; Briscoe. Murray

George; and Moore. Ronald Charles. 3.786,01 1.

British Aircraft Corporation See—
Lee. Norman. 3.785.594.

British Oxygen Co.. Ltd.. The: See—
Baker. Malcolm Arthur. 3,786.130.

Britt, Le Roy A. Tractor canopy sprinkler system. 3.785.439. CI. 169-

2.00a.

Brooker, Leslie G. S.: See—
Fumia. Arthur. Jr; and Brocker. Leslie GS.. 3.786.046.

Brooks. Herbert B. Process control simulator. 3.786.242. CI. 235-

184.000
Brown. Boveri Si Cie AG: See—

Schmitt. Volker; and Valten, Walter. 3.786.38

1

Brown. Boveri & Company. Limited: See—
Floessel. Dieter. 3.786.169

Floessel. Dieter, 3.786.1 70

Floessel. Dieter. 3.786.174.

Brown, Boveri & Company, Ltd : See—
Jaecklin. Andre, and Strassler. Siegfried. 3,786.168

Brown. Carol* J.. Chesarek. Donald J., Fisk, Dale E , Ma. Joseph T .

Martin. Harold F.. and Reynolds. Zack D . to International Business

Machines Corporation. Video display system 3.786.479, CI. 340-

3240ad
Brown. Donald R . Masopust. Otto I.. Jr . and Stoltz. James F . to

Western Electric Company Incorporated. Unitary wound resistor-

capacitor network 3,786.322. CI 317-256.000

Brown. John William Footwear 3.785.069. CI. 36-44.000.

Brown. Robert C. Jr See—
Davidson. W illiam Ward. Jr.. 3.785.289

Brown Willard D Apparatus for determining the unit valve of a line of

type'characters 3,785,553, CI 235-80 000

Browner, Richard F , Winefordner, James D . and Glenn. Tom H .

deceased (by Glenn. Mary T , heir), said Browner and said

Winefordner assors. to Board of Regents Temperature stabilized

spectral source 3,786.308, CI 315-248.000

Bruker-Physik AG: See—
Otten, Ernst W. and Farr, Werner D , 3,786,340

Brumfield, Robert C Filtering blood sucker 3.785.380. CI. 128-

276000
Brundagc. R Pauline, and Lesher. George Y . to Sterling Drug. Inc 7-

Methyl-4-chloro(or-4-lower-alko)iy )- 1 .8 -naphtayridine-3-carbo»y-

lates 3,786,043, CI 260-295 50b

Brunswick Corporation: See—
Kloiber, Robert F , 3.785.328

Niemi. Arvi E . and Marecek. John R , 3,785,001

Bryai.t, Cameron CWellpoint system 3.785.750, CI 417-211 500

Bryant Delores Article of clothing including a combined belt and

suspender arrangement 3,784,987. CI 2-310.000

Bryant. Richard W : See—
Alexander. Stephen B.; Bryant, Richard W.; Lipp. Robert J ;

and

Tu.GeorgeK .3.786.442.

Bryson. Millard C , McKinney, Joel D ; Titmus, Robert A . and White.

Frederick K , to Gulf Research A. Development Company Process

for cracking hydrocarbons conUining residual oil. 3,785.959, CI

208-120 000
Brzezinski. Janusz Digital readout instrument employing enablement

circuits for system when under reading conditions. 3.785,207, CI

73-362 Oar
Brzozowski. Zhigniew; Kusmierek. Jadwiga. and Porljko. Stanislaw. to

Poliiechnika Warszawska. Fire protection paints. 3.786.019, CI

260-370ep
Buchanan, James B , to Du Pont de Nemours, E I, and Company Sub-

stituted O-carbamylhydroxamate insecticides. 3,786,158, CI. 424-

327.000.

Buchel, Karl-Heinz. Draber. Wilfried; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Un-

terstenhofer, Gunter, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Combatting

arthropods with phenylhydrazones of 1 ,2-dicarbonyl compounds.

3.786. 13 I, CI 424-304.000

Bucheler. Manfred: See—
Molls. Hans-Heinz; Hornle. Reinhold. Bucheler. Manfred, Raab,

Hans, and Adrio, Joachim, 3,785.969

Bucholtz. Glen E.. to Globe Tool and Engineering Company, The

Wire lead cutter for armature winding machine. 3.785,034, CI. 29-

20500c
Buckbee-Mears Company: See—

Hoppke. Jerell B. 3.785.738.

Buckeye Steel Castings: See—
Reynolds. David J. 3,785,298. .

Budyko, Jury Ivanovich: See—

Borisov. Jury Modestovich. Budyko. Jury Ivanovich; Dubnitsky.

Nikolai Borisovich. Koganer, Valentin Eizerovich. Lisitsyn.

Alexandr Ivanovich; Mozokhin. Nikolai Gavrilovich. Masken-

«kov, Konsuniin Mikhailovich; and Dukhnin, Jury Vasilievich.

3.785,353
Buehring. Arnold. Foot rest. 3.785,702, CI. 297-439.000.

Buendia, Jean: Sf*—
Martel Jacques. Huynh. Chanh. and Buendia. Jean, 3,786,052.

Martel, Jacques, and Buendia. Jean. 3,786.070.

Buettner, Egon: See—
Oppenlaender. Knut, Liebold. Gert; and Buettner. Egon.

3.786.081
Bumpus Ward H . and Brehm. Justin, to Fasco Industries. Inc. Infrared

heater and ventilator unit 3.786.233. CI 2 19-343 000

Bunker Ramo Corporation: See—
Kemmer. Harry P . and Storcel. Joseph A . 3.786.396.

Buonocore. Salvatore. Stenger. Harvey G . and Privon. George T . to

Carrier Corporation Compressor discharge mufRing means.

3.785.453. CI 181 3600r . i

Bures. Ladislav: See—
Rajnoha. Jaroslav. Bures. Ladislav. and Orlici. Usti Nad.

3,785.138

Burkhart. Larry J . to Ohio Art Company. The Toy spinning top

3,785.081. CI 46-66 000
Burlington Industries, Inc.: See—

Luckenbach. Roy, and Funk. John, 3,785, 1 80.

Bumham. Walter J: S«—
Zollweg. Robert J . Blackham. Kenneth K ; and Burnham. Walter

J. 3.786.297

Burroughs Corporation; See—
Paige. Waller Griffin, 3.785.25 I

Burstein. Norman; and DiUler. Richard C . to Smokontrol Corporation

of America. Smoke eliminating device 3.785.778. CI 23-288 OOf

Burton. Joe M.; See-
Shaver, Robert G ; and Burton. Joe M . 3.785.888.

Bury. Allen J., to Molex. Incorporated Snap switch with pre-wired ter-

minals 3.786.209. CI 200-67 OOc

Busch. Ernst-Werner See—
Moyer-Bertenrath. Jurgen, Kaffarnik, Hans; Rey, Hans-Georg,

Michal, Gerhard, and Busch. Ernst-Werner. 3.786,140

Bush. Jack A . to Republic Industrial Corporation Seal 3.785.660. CI.

277-134 000
Busier. Willard Leroy; Ross, Milton Dean; and Schwartzer, Thomas

Edward to AMP Incorporated Insertion of liners into holes in

printed circuit boards 3.785,035, CI 29-203 00b

Butterfield, Max L , Windish. Willis L., and Cokcr, Morton M ,
to

Caterpillar Tractor Company Boom control mechanism for tractors

or the like 3.785.503. CI 2 1 2-8 00b

Buttner.Gert; S*f—
Jacob, IngolfButtner, Gert, and Heinrich. Kail. 3.785.017

Button David, to UCC Hydraulics. Limited. Air breather assembly.

3.785.401. CI 137-493 200

Butzko. Robert L Universal thermoplastic sheet forming apparatus.

3.785.762. CI 425-398 000
B V Maschinefabrik en Ijzergisterij Holland Bergen op Zoom: See—

Visser. Jan Cornells. 3.785.338

Byam. Peter M . to Fasco Industries. Inc Sequentially actuated pres-

sure switches having separate resistor elements associated with each.

3.786.2 10. CI 200-81 400 .

Byland, Hans; See— '

Munz, Paul, and Byland, Hans. 3,785,1 16

Cairns. Hugh. Chambers. Albert, and Lee. Thomas Brian, to Fisons

Limited Chemical compounds chromone-2-carboxylic acids

3 786.071.CI. 260-345 200

Caldwell. Samuel I . Cheek. Michael E . and Cline. Lawrence R
.
to

Caterpillar Tractor Company Lubrication system for a gear drive

mechanism 3.785.458. CI 1 84-6 I 20
|

Calkins Manufacturing Company: See—
Calkins.OscarO. 3,785.677

Calkins Oscar O.. to Calkins Manufacturing Company. Boat support

for trailers 3.785.677. CI 280-414 OOr.

Cambridge Memories. Inc.; See—
Jauvtis, Harvey I , 3,786.449.

Spam. Robert J .3,786,451

Cambridge Research and Development Group: See—
Schiffman. Murray M . 3,786.195

Cambridge Scientific Instruments. Limited: See-

Soy. David Charles, and Booker, Graham Roger, 3.786.27 1

Camenzind Hans R , to Pacific Plantronics. Inc. Amplifier for use in

communication systems 3.786.200. CI 179-81 OOb

Canepa William P . to Kay-Cee Industrial Products, Inc. Adhesive

slidefastenerproduct 3.785.014. CI 24-205 I6r
^

Canning Glenn R Pilfer-proof merchandise card holding device.

3.785.501. CI. 211-7 000
Canon Camera Kabushiki Kaisha; See—

Inoue. Eiichi; Shimizu. Isamu; Endo. Ichiro; and Kobayashi,

Hajime. 3.785.820

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha; See— i

Watanabe.Yoshiaki. 3.785.266. '

Caperton. George H ,Jr KE-easel 3.785.299. CI lO*-"" 0®^- ,, ^,
Capriotti. John J. Parking indicators for automobiles. 3,786.412, tl.

340-54.000. ^ ,

Carbonnel. Henri, to Groupement Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique

Plessis Robinson. Conduction pump for corrosive liquid metals.

3,785.744. CL 4 17-50.000.
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Cardinal Instrument Corporation: See—
Marsilia. Louis P.; and Moran. Robert J.. 3,785.208.

Cardone. Michele; Grandini, Angelo, and Zaramella. Bruno. Magnetic

anchoring device for graphic arts. 3.786.386, CI. 335-295.000.

Cardwell Westinghouse Company: See—
Peterson, Bertil E.; and Housman, Richard J.. 3.785,679.

Carleton, James T., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Digital in-

tegration apparatus and method. 3,786.49 1 , CI. 340-347.0nt.

Carleton, James T., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Compensa-

tion apparatus and method 3,786,492. CI. 340-347.0cc.

Carlsmith, Lawrence A.; Mallory, William L.; and Perkins, Joseph K..

to Improved Machinery, Inc. Apparatus for the gaseous reaction of

material 3.785,577, CI 241-57.000.

Carlson, Carl O.. to National Cash Register Company. The. Scheme for

mapping mechanical translation to a relatively arbitrary index table.

3,786.417. CI. 340-147.00r.

Carlson. Gordon A., to PPG Industries. Inc. Process for the recovery of

mercury from waste solids. 3.785.942. CI. 204-99.000.

Carnahan. Robert D.; See—
Hervert. George L.; Carnahan, Robert D.; and Youtsey, Karl J.,

3.785.781.
Carrier Corporation: See—

Buonocore. Salvatore; Stenger. Harvey C.; and Privon, George T.,

3.785.453
Carroll, Douglas V.; and Attia, Ramsis I., to TMC (Canada) Limited.

Magnetic compass or like indicating instrument. 3,785.061, CI. 33-

364.000.
Carson, John William: See—

Swales. Danvers Allin; and Carson, John William, 3.786.014.

Carter. Clarence F., to Carter Engineering Company. Method and ap-

paratus for vacuum filling open mouth bags. 3,785.410, CI. 141-

10.000.

Carter Engineering Company: See— *

Carter, Clarence F.. 3.785.4 10.

Carter, James C: See—
Coad, George L.; and Carter, James C, 3.785,462.

Cartmell, James H.; See—
Rowell, Lome A., and Cartmell, James H., 3,785.765.

Cartmell. Robert R.. to Standard Oil Company. Catalytic petroleum

conversion apparatus. 3.785,782. CI. 23-288.500.

Casio Computer Co., Ltd.; See—
Kashio. Toshio, 3.786.516

Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft: 5rr—
Schmidt. Ewald; Brachet. Hansvilli Von; Muller, Rolf; and Kin-

dler,Horst, 3,786,083.

Cassidy, John Edward: See—
Birchall, James Derek; Cassidy. John Edward; Stafford, John; and

Last, Anthony Graham Marshall, 3,785,845.

Castellana, Frank S ; Liker, Jack; and Kokolis. Steve, to Roesch. Karl,

Inc Electric soldering iron tip. 3,786,228, CI. 2 19-233.000.

Castles, George Richard: See—
Ettre, Kitty S.; and Castles, George Richard. 3,785,895.

Castor, Gary E.; and DeGain. William J., to United States of America.

Navy Bomb fin shock absorber assembly. 3.785,290. CI. 102-4.000.

Castrucci. Paul P.; Grochowski. Edward G.; Hess. Martin S.; Maheras.

Geroge; and North. William D.. to International Business Machines

Corporation Semiconductor device fabrication utilizing (100)

oriented substrate material 3.785,886, CI. 148-175.000.

Caterpillar Tractor Company: See—
Butterfield. Max L ; Windish. Willis L.; and Coker, Morton M..

3.785.503
Caldwell. Samuel I.; Cheek. Michael E.; and Cline, Lawrence R..

3.785.458.

Junck, John A; and Kokaly, Joseph, 3,785,156.

Miller. Dean £.3,785,754
Cavanaugh. Robert J.: See—

FertI, Walter H.; Cavanaugh, Robert J.; and Hillhouse. John L.,

3.785.446.

CebalGP;S«-
Prayer. Gerard; and Ferrat. Jean-Marie, 3.785.522.

Celanese Corporation; See—
Bohrer. Thomas Carl; Ecker. George Franklin; and Chen, David

Hsiao Tsung, 3,785.018.

Sillay. Roy S. 3,785.483,

Watson. George A , 3.785.904.

Centre National de Recherches Metallurgiques: See—
Economopoulos. Mario, 3,785,878.

Centro Sperimenlal Metallurgico. S.p.A.: See—
Roberti. Giorgio; Dufour-Berte, Casimiro; and Pasero, Edoardo,

3,785,802. ^
Ceramic Finishing Company: See—

Platts, Dennis R., 3,786,1 24.

Cerda. Elisabeth S.: See—
Rynbrandt, Ronald H.; Cerda, Elisabeth S.; and Schmidt,

FrederickaL, 3,786,156.

Chalmers. Peter Michael, to English Electric Valve Company. Limited.

Travelling wave tubes. 3.786.301 , CI. 3 1 5-3.600.

Chambers, Albert: See—
Cairns, Hugh; Chambers, Albert; and Lee. Thomas Brian.

3.786.071.

Chambers, Marian W. Astrological board game apparatus. 3.785,654.

CI. 273-1 34.00c.
Chambon, Louis Jean, to Societe d'Etudes de Machines Speciales S.A.

Damping device for rotary offset press. 3,785,285. CI. 101-148.000.

Chandler Evans, Inc.: See—

Popp. Roger C, 3,786.21 1.

Chandler, Roger E., to Esso Research and Engineering Company.
Process for forming monocarboxylic acid. 3,786.077, CI. 260-

408.000.

Chapin, Jay C, to Ventron Corporation. Method for improving the fire

resistance of nylon and polyester fabrics. 3,785.858, CI. 1I7>

136.000.
Chapman. Trevor; Schwarze. Werner; and Weigert. Wolfgang, to

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler.

Propionamido triazine. 3,786.053, CI. 260-249.800.

Chaponis, Charles A.: 5**

—

Houston, Edward P.; Wallace, Robert L.; Rochette, William; and

Chaponis, Charles A., 3,786,207.

Cheek, Michael E.: See—
Caldwell, Samuel I.; Cheek. Michael E.; and Cline. Lawrence R..

3.785.458.

Cheldelin. Lyle O.; and Myhre. Curth, to Skagit Corporation. Cable

and carriage drive for grapple yarder. 3,785,504. CI. 212-84.000.

Chemical Additives Company: 5«—
Jackson. Jack M.; and Hartfiel. Arlynn H.. 3,785.438.

Chemical Construction Corporation: See—
Strelzoff. Samuel; and Atkin. Sydney, 3.785.797.

Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Pfeiffer, Kurt; Dietrich, Johannes; Beckmann, Gunter; and Herkt.

Karl-Heinz, 3,785,430.

Chen, David Hsiao Tsung: See—
Bohrer, Thomas Carl; Ecker, George Franklin; and Chen, David

Hsiao Tsung, 3,785,018.

Chemoglaskin, Nikolai Sergeevich: See—
Zdarov, Leonid Sergeevich; Chemoglaskin, Nikolai Sergeevich;

Igonin, Nikolai Ivanovich; Zizo, Vladimir Yakovlevich; Karev,

Viktor Dmitrievich; Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich;

Timofeev, Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov, Vladimir

Dmitrievich, 3,785,869. s

Chesarek. Donald J.: See—
Brown, Caroll J.; Chesarek, [>onald J.; Fisk, Dale E.; Ma, Joseph

T.; Martin, Harold F.; and Reynolds, Zack D., 3,786.479.

Chevalez, Roger A.: See—
Genese, Joseph N.; Rapoza, Edward J.; Galanaugh, Charles F.;

Kennard, Harry M.; Chevalez, Roger A.; and Smith, John A.,

3,785.533.
Chevron Research Company: See—

Honnen, Lewis R.; and Coon, Marvin D., 3,785,789.

Hotten, Bruce W, 3,785,98 1

.

Wilgus, Donovan R, 3,785,980.

Chiang, Mutong T.: See—
Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang, Mutong T., 3,786,1 16.

Chicago Aerial Industries, Inc.: See—
Eilert, Richard L.; and Klemenz. John J., 3,786.247.

Chicago Lock Co.: See—
Kerr. William J.. 3,785,1 85.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company: See—
Amtsberg, Lester A.; and Wallace, William K., 3,785.442.

Chichester-Miles. Ian, to Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Limited. Improve-

ments in or relating to aircraft controls. 3,785.596, CI. 244-84.00r.
Chikatsu, Tatsusuke: 5^*

—

Yasunage, Hidetoshi; Chikatsu, Tatsusuke; Nozaki, Chihiro; and^
Yoshida. Yoshinori, 3,786,036.

Chimenti, Robert J. L.; and Rabinowitz, Paul. Super radiant laser illu-

minator and image amplifier. 3.786.366, CI. 33I-94.5(X).

Chiola, Vincent; Smith, James S.; and Vanderpool, Clarence D., to

GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Process for producing lamps.

3,785,019, CI. 29-25.130.

Chlu, Shiu-Tang, to Quebec Iron & Titanium Corporation. Titanium

carbide preparation. 3,786,1 33, CI. 423-440.000.

Chow, Woo Foung, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Shift circuits with output control gated by combined control

memory. 3,786,I92.CL 179-I5.0aq.

Chramiec. Mark A.; and Konrad. William L., to Raytheon Company.
System for low-frequency transmission of radiant energy. 3,786,405,

CI. 340-3.00r.

Chrisukos, NicolaosC. Rifle. 3.785,243. CI. 89-149.000.

Christopher, James E. Live poultry catcher. 3,785,349, CI. 119-

82.000.

Chugai Seiyaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ogawa, Haruki; Yamamoto, Akihiro; Sugawara, Yutaka; Suzuki,

Shigeo; and Takagaki, Yoshio, 3,786,141.

Chun, Sun W.; Hamilton. Harry A.; and Montagna. Angelo A., to Gulf

Research & Development Company. Oxidative sweetening of

hydrocarbon with nitrogen containing compound and with a cal-

' cined copper-iron caulyst. 3,785,964, CI. 208-191.000.

Cianciolo, Alfred D.; Sabatine, Donald J.; Scruggs, James A.; and

Trou, Samuel 1., to Olin Corporation. Process for the preparation of

mercury-containing aluminum hydride compositions. 3,785,890, CI.

149-109.000.

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—
Kaprer, Friedrich, 3.786,097.

Piller, Bemhard; Meier, Max; Duennenberger, Max; Biland, Hans

Rudolf; and Luethi. Christian. 3.785.827.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Blattner, Hans; and Schindler, Walter. 3,786,045.

Dickel, Daniel Frederick; and De Stevens, George, 3,786,085.

Ostermayer, Franz, 3,786,044.

Riccio, Pasquale R., 3,785.530.

Cilag-Chemie, A.G.: S«—
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Richter, Carl; Pluss, Kurt, and Feth, Georg. 3.786.056.

Cincinnati Electronics Corporation, mesne; S*r—
^

Midkiff. James C .3.786.355.

Cincinnati Milacron Inc.; See—
Smith. WilliamR. 3,785.5 34.

•

Cincotta. Donald J ; and Kopelke. Harold J Cordless illummation ap-

paratus. 3.786.245. CI. 240-:.0ad.

Cities Serivce Oil Company: S«— « ^ ^ , ,^

Kelseaux. Ray M ; Dobbs. Harold J ; and Priebe. Frank D.

3.785,202.

Cities Service Company: 5m— ^ , ^ u ^^ ,t m t. i

Dotson. Anderson O . tr.. Newcombe. Jack; and Wolford. Lionel

7.3,786.023. ^ . ^^
Clagett Thomas E . and Dahl. Martin W , to Wickes Corporation, The

Front releasable, laterally clamping, quick-change tool holder for an

orbitingcrankshaftlathegrip 3.785.228, CI 82-36 00b

Clampitt, Richard L ; and Hessert. James E . to Phillips Petroleum

Company Method for controlling formation permeability.

3.785.437. CI. 166-281.000.

Clark. David L: S«—
. ^. , - -j

James. Bruce A.; Lawless, Michael J ; and Clark. David L .

3.785.186

Clark. Fayette M. Electronic automated SOS device 3.786.494, CI.

340-356 000
Clarke, Clifford W . to Koppers Company. Inc. Water system for a

larry car. 3.785.934. CI. 202-263.000

Clauss. Harry G. Jr.; See—
Baldwin, William H ; and Clauss, Harry G.. Jr.. 3.785.947.

Clem , Dennis W ; See—
Ling, Jack A , and Clem, Dennis W., 3.785.894.

Cleveland. Pete»G :
5«—

Schroeder. Collin H ; Lechnir. Richard J . Cleveland. Peter G.;

Deluca. Hector F , and Derse. Philip H . 3,786.062.

Cleveland Twist Drill Company. The, mesne: See—

Steele, Richard C , 3,785.223

Clifton.Henry G . Jr.:5«—
Hemzman. Arthur H ; Clifton. Henry G.. Jr ; and Theobald.

Robert A. .3.785.608.

Cline. Lawrence R.;S«—
Caldwell. Samuel I ; Cheek. Michael E . and Cline. Lawrence R .

3,785.458.

Closson. Addison Walker. Jr Shoe lining and counter stiffener

• 3,785,915, CI. 161-150000

Coad. George L., and Carter, James C, to Applied Radiation Corpora-

tion Scissor lift and drive mechanism therefor. 3,785,462. CI. 187-

18 000.

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited; See-
Bales. John Joseph. Jackson. Eric Arthur; and Smith. Gordon.

3,786,511.

Price, David Watkin; Sidebottom. Ronald; Briscoe. Muiray

George; and Moore. Ronald Charles. 3.786.01

1

Coaxial Scientific Corporation See—
McVoy. David S.; and Reynolds. Richard G.. 3.786,424.

Coca-'Cola Company, The; See—
Doheny, William Michael. 3.785,669

Cocozella Anthgny J. Finger-actuated snap open caps for bottles col-

lapsible tubes and the like. 3,785.538. CI. 222-490 000.

Coffelt. James D; 5«— ^^ . c, a r~
Rhinehart. Vance E.; Coffelt, James D.; and Yother. Floyd G..

3.785.345.

Coffey James P ; and Duddy. Joseph C . to ESB Incorporated. Solar

still and the like. 3.785.93 1 . CI 202-234 000.

Cogar Corporation; S«— '

„ . , j
Alexander. Stephen B ; Bryant. Richard W ; Lipp. Robert J.; and

Tu.GeorgeK.. 3.786.442.

Coggeshall. John C. 25'* to Blowitz. Milroy R.. 25» to Pastm Max

and 50* to Magnor, Inc. Blood analyzer. 3.785,772. CI. 23-253.00r.

Cohen, Milton J Syringe for injection of freshly mixed liquid-powder

3,785,379. CI. 128-218 00m.
Coker, Morton M: 5«—

Butterfield. Max L ; Windish. Willis L ; and Coker. Morton M..

3.785.503 , . . ,

Colchagoff Robert D . to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Apparatus for positively

centering a glass formmg thimble 3.785.795, CI 65-307 000.

Cole. Eugene A; 5«—
. ^-^ i d

Behunin. Gage B.. Cole. Eugene A., and Staadt. Charles R..

3.785.454.

Colk. Roger M.;Sff— ,.,iu ^ i

Sullivan, Michael 1 ; Cole, Roger M , and Humphletl, Wilbert J..

3.785.830.

Coleco Industries. Inc.: See—
Kobayashi. Takanori William. 3,785.648.

Coleman Systems: See—
Schiff. Otto M . and Rikis. V.tolds. 3.785.270.

Coles. Sidney J ; and Teal. Bernard C. to Westinghouse Canada.

Limited. Panelboard assembly with improved support means.

3.786.313. CI. 317-120.000.

Colgate-Palmolive Company; See—
Dage. Richard. 3.786.148.

Grand. Paul Sheldon. 3.785.985.

Suh. John T ; and Bare. Thomas N.. 3,786.1 54.

Colleuille. Yves; See—
Aviron-violet. Paul; and Colleuille. Yves. 3.786.069.

Collier. Howard E.. to Esso Production Research Company Remova-

ble tubular insert for reducing erasion in headers. 3.785.402, CI.

137-561 00a.

Collin. Sylvan; See—
Ryan. Jack E. and Collin, Sylvan, 3.785.490.

Collins John D.. to Raytheon Company. Time compression signal

processor 3.786.504. CI 343-5 Odp

Collins. Leslie C . and Smith. Arthur W. to Eastern Rotocraft Cor-

poration Cable reel spring insullation 3.785.464. CI. 191-12. 20r.

Collins Robert J . to Upjohn Company, The. Animal feed for obUining

increased production m animals 3,786, 1 49, CI. 424-269 000

Colson. Franks Portable kilns 3.786.162, CI 13-22 000

Colspan Environmental Systems, Inc.; See—
Womack. William C. 3.785.557 I

Columbia Gas System Service Corporation: See—

Reid. Edward A . Jr ; Venendaal. Robert G ; and Myler. George

W .3.785.364,

Combustion Engineering. Inc.; See—
Notari.GennaroV .3.785.924

Communications Satellite Corporation; See—
Wentworth. Donald L . 3,785.590

Compac Engineering. Inc ;
5**—

Jones. James W .3.786.384

Compackager Corporation; 5«—
Hopkins. Stephen. 3.785.278 ^ /^ ». c t

Compagnie de Material et dEquipements Techniques C.O.M.E.T.:

See— I

Launay. Pierre. 3.785.421. I

Compagnie Francaise des Petroles; See—
Bonnamy. Philippe J F; and Mugneret. Jean A.. 3.785.51 1.

Compagnie Francaise Thomson Houston-Hotchkiss Brandt; See—

Hepner. Georges; Lacombat. Michel; and Marcy. Raymond.

3.786.332
Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications: Sw—

Long. Jacques, and Bessot. Jean-Jacques. 3.785.162.

Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel: See—

Sinobad. Dosan. 3.786.483

Wolff. Paul. 3.785.227.

Compton. Wayne W . to Kim Lighting. Inc Luminaire 3.786.248. CI

240-25.000.
I

Computer Communications. Inc.; See— I

Ackley. Donald M .3.785.047.
. „ ..^

Conard. Wendell R ; and Ellis. Ronald M . to Firestone Tire & Rubber

Company. The. Flame and burn resistant butadiene resin composi-

tions. 3.786.087. CI 260-41 50a.

Confino Maurice, and Godard. Gerard Device for the emission of

vobtil'e products 3.785.561. CI 239-60.000

Conkle Ellsworth V., 5* to Stratman. James A. and Morgan. Fred P

Tailgate assembly 3.785.695. CI 296-50 000

Conley Larry R . to Accra-Point Arrays Corporation Printed circuit

board method and apparatus 3.786. 172. CI. 174-68 500

Conner Algie J . Strother. Charles W ; and Vermilion, Willas L .
to

Universal Oil Products Company Fluidized catalytic cracking

process 3.785.962. CI 208-164 000

Connon Neil W . to Eastman Kodak Company Synthesis of ethyl 4-

haloacetoacetates. 3.786.082. CI 260-483 000

Conoflow Europa N.V.; See—
Stamm. David Paul. 3.785,757.

Conrad Richard A , to Litton Systems, Inc Identification and polariza-

tion of msi/lsi assembly and receptacle 3.786.393. CI. 339-17 00c.

Conroy Robert E. to Air Guard Industries Athletic armor and inflaU-

ble bag assembly. 3.784.985. CI 2-22.000.

Consolidated Coal Company; See—
Jamison.WillB. 3.786.461

Consolidated Foods Corporation; See—
Peura, Warren A.. 3.785.2 1 7.

Construction Machinery Company; See-
Johnson. James E.. 3.785.622.

Construction Materials. Inc.; 5«—
Binger. Wynn S.; Shope. Leonard L.; and Moey. Glenn W..

3.785.705.

Continental Aluminum Products Company: See-

Fink. Frederick M . 3.785.106

Continenial Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Bretichneider. Walter, 3.785.068

Continental Oil Company; 5<'«'—
........ , u i

Fertl. Walter H ; Cavanaugh. Robert J.; and Hillhouse. John L..

3.785.446.

Hunt. Mack W .3.785.976.

Neuworth. Martin B.. 3.786.100.

Scott. William P. 3.785.974.

Conversion Chemical Corporation: See—

Hsu. Grace F. 3.785.939.

Cook Charles W.. to Ball Corporation. Glass container angular dis-

placement device 3.785.473. CI. 198-33.0ac.

Cook Robert Lewellyn. to Ravor Pict. Inc. Tomato ptant tying

machine. 3.785.087. CI. 47- 1 .000.

Coon. Marvin D; See—
^, • r. no< 700

Honnen. Lewis R; and Coon. Marvin D, 3,785,789.

Cooper Erwin E . to Texas Instruments. Incorporated Method and ap-

paratus of scanning electromagnetic radiation "»'n8/o«ating detec-

iors-emitters and control circuit. 3,786,269. CI 250-334 000.

Cooprider Rex C , to Diamond International Corporation. Dispensing

pump. 3'.785.532.CI. 222-207.000.
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Coparfi: See—
Letourneur.Guy. 3.785.109.

Cornair. Russell J., to International Basic Economy Corporation. Ruid
motor pressure cylinder mounting apparatus. 3.785,252, CI. 92-
161.000.

Cornelius. Edward B.; Delamater, George B.; Koester, David W.; and
McEvoy, James E.. to Air ProducU and Chemicals, Inc. Reforming
catalyst and preparation. 3.786,001. CI. 252-464.000.

Corning Glass Works: See—
Maurer. Robert D.. 3.785.716.
Schultz. Peter C. 3.785.722.

Corrodi. Hans Rudolf; Lycke. Nils Erik Oskar; and Roos. Bjorn-Erik.

to Aktiebolaget Hassle. Method for treating virus infection affecting

the brain. 3.786.143, CI. 424-309.000.

Corson, G.& W. H, Inc.: 5ff—
Minnick, Leonard John; Webster, William C; and Smith. Charles
L. 3.785.840.

Costner, Donald T.; See-
Perry, Leonard T.; Costner. Donald T.; and Noggle. Edward F..

3.785,565.
Cotter, William L., to Darmtronics Engineering, Inc. Alarm detector

with increased operating range. 3,786,467, CI. 340-258.00a.
Coulter Electronics, Inc.; 5fr—

Tucker, Lorn Kenneth, 3,786,261.
Coursigns, Inc.; See-

Ferris. Robert C, 3,785,33 1

.

Cousserans, Gilbert; Mathey, Francois; and Gryszkiewic-
Trouchimowski, Oleg, to Azote et Produits Chimiques S.A. Sulfur
containing fungicidal compositions and methods of use. 3,786,155,
CI 424-301.000.

Cowles, Walter C.;5f<^—
larossi, Frank J.; and Cowles, Walter C, 3,785.3 1 8.

Cox, Arthur R., to United Aircraft Corporation. Nickel-base superal-

loy. 3,785,809, CI. 75-171.000.
CPC International Inc.: See—

Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T., 3.786.1 16.

Craftmaster, Inc.; See—
Smith, Raymond Peter, Jr., 3,785,496.

Crafts, Robert L., to Telex Computer Products Inc. Variable rate incre-

menting recorder. 3,786,456, CI. 340- 174. 10a.

Craig, William A. Extension desubluxation hinge appliance. 3,785,372,
CI I28-80.00C.

Crain, Donald L.; See—
Zuech. Ernest A; and Crain. Donald L.. 3.786.106.

Cramer. Werner: See—
Asselborn. Peter; Cramer. Werner; Gladbach. Bergisch; and Mul-

lejans.Heinrich. 3.785. 189.

Crawford. Alexander, to Massey-Ferguson-Perkins. Limited. Material

discharge and spreading apparatus for fluent material. 3.785.573. CI.

239-658.000.

Crellin. John R.. Jr.. to Albany International Corporation. Snap lock

assembly 3.785.584. CI. 242-1 18.600

Crespo. Carlos A. Portable submersible pump. 3,785.752. CI. 417-

319.000
Creswick. William E.; See—

Donnithorne. William C; and Creswick. William E.. 3.785.540.
Cretin-Maltenaz. Bernard, to Essilor International (Compagnie
Generale d'Optique). Ophthalmic lenses with progressively varying

focal length. 3.785.724. CI. 35 1-169.000.

Crocker. Harry E.: See—
Gaven. Thomas J.; Crocker. Harry E.; and Feldman. Edward.

3.786.189
Crocker. Roger A.; 5?*—

Crocker. Roger A.; and Schoolcraft. Jim F. (said Schoolcraft as-

sor. to said), 3.785.506.
Crocker. Roger A.; and Schoolcraft. Jim F.. said Schoolcraft assor. to

said Crocker. Roger A. Drill pipe handling apparatus. 3.785.506. CI.

214-l.OOp.
Crosby. John J.; See—

Meyfarth. Herbert J.; and Crosby. John J.. 3,785,587.

Croset, Michel, and Velasco. Gonzalo. to Thomson-CSF. Stepped in-

tegrated waveguide structure with directional coupling and a method
of manufacturing such structures. 3.785.7 17, CI. 350-96.Owg.

Crouse. Don E.; See—
Hodshire. James O.; Shockley. Quentin O.; and Crouse. Don E..

3.785.785.

Croxon. Brian F.; and Abbott, Laurence F., to Honeywell Information

Systems, Inc. Random access memory system utilizing an inverting

cell concept. 3,786,437. CI. 340- 1 73.0dr.

Crystal-X Corporation: See—
Delmar, John Kenneth, 3,785,406.

Cumberland Corporation: See—
Rhinehart, Vance E.; Coffelt, James D.; and Yother, Floyd G.,

3,785,345.

Cunningham, Ernest R., to Grip-Pak, Inc., mesne. Container package.

3.785,484, CI. 206-65.00C.
Currey. Jack L. Boat construction and method. 3,785.317, CI. 114-

61.000.

Curtis. Charles H.: See—
Atwood. George E.; and Curtis. Charles H., 3.785.944.

Cutler-Hammer. Inc.: See—
Koenig. Martin F., Dempsey, George A.. Jr.; and Issa, Manuel,

3,786,394.

Czapek, Andre Louis, to Societe d'OpIique. Precision Electronique et

Mechanique-Sopelem. Coarse and fine adjustment means.
3,785.2 1 8, CI. 74-479.000

Czoch, Jerzy Wladyslaw: 5^—
Preston, Edward George; and Czoch, Jerzy Wladyslaw, 3,785,902.

Daams, Jasper; and Wellinga, Kobus, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Her-
bicidal compositions containing 2-(2',6'-dichlorophenyl)-l,3-
thiazine-4-one and methods of employing the same. 3,785,799. CI.

7 1 -90.000.

Dabbs, Robert. Portable collapsible garage. 3,785.697, CI. 296-
136.000.

Dage, Richard, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Method of treating

hypertension with morphanthridines. 3,786.148, CI. 424-267.(X)0.
Dagiel, Richard T., to Symons Corporation. Concrete wall form tie rod

assembly with twist-off spacer members. 3,785,610, CI. 249-
214.000.

Dahl, Martin W.: See—
Clagett, Thomas E.; and Dahl, Martin W., 3,785.228.

Dahlgren, Harold P. Sheet interrupter. 3,785.287. CI. 101-247.000.

Dai Nippon Toryo Co., Ltd.: See—
Furuya, Akio; Hachiboshi, Makoto; Adachi, Toshio; and Uchida,

Masakatsu, 3,786,004.
Toshinai, Akio; and Hase, Takashi, 3,785.991.

Tsugukuni, Hideyoshi; and Matsuda. Mitsuhiro, 3.786,010.
Daigle Aqua, Inc.: See—

Daigle, Rosaire, 3,785.399.
Daigle, Rosaire, to Daigle Aqua, Inc. Fire hydrant drainage valve.

3,785.399, CI. 137-305.000.
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Lamm, Heinz, 3,785,745.
Strauber, Hans-Jurgen, 3,785,457.

Dainichiseika Color & Chemicals Mfg. Co. Ltd.: See—
Terai, Shiro; Suzuki, Toshio; Hasegawa, Yoshihumi; Sekiya,

Hitoshi; Matuo. Hiroto; and Kimata. Shizuo. 3.785,946.
Daiwa Can Co. Ltd.: See—

Yoshikawa, Tatsumi, 3.785.3 1 1

.

Dallen. John A., to Standard Products Company. The. Panel sealing

system for internal glazing. 3.785. 104. CI. 52-400.000.
Dan Dee Belt & Bag Company, Inc.: See— ,

Rotondi, Paul C, 3,785,893.

Danforth, Leon J., to Markus, Richard B. Hydrofoil vessel. 3,785,319.
CI. I14-665.00h.

D'Angelo, Thomas J.; Strohmeyer, William H.; and Ulbrich, John K..

to Meyer Machine Company. Tennis ball propelling machine.
3,785.358, CI. 124-1.000.

Danneberg, Peter: See—
Bauer, Adola; Weber, Karl-Heinz; Danneberg, Peter; and Minck.

Kalus, 3,786,051.
Darmtronics Engineering. Inc.: See—

Cotter. William L.. 3.786.467.

Dart Industries. Inc.: Sec-
Novice. Michall A.. 3.785.85 1

.

Dasher. Cyndia H.: See—
Dasher. Kenneth R.; and Dasher. Cyndia H.. 3.785.729.

Dasher. Kenneth R.; and Dasher. Cyndia H. Overhead projector roller

assembly. 3.785.729. CI. 353-12.200.

Date. Tasuku; and Otani. Junji, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Rotary piston internal combustion engine. 3,785,352, CI.

123-8.130.

Daussan, Andre; Daussan, Jean Charles; and Durasan, Gerard. Device
for the treatment of ferrous metal ingots which are intended to be
removed from molds without hold-up periods. 3,785,609, CI. 249-
197.000.

Daussan, Jean Charles: See—
Daussan, Andre; Daussan, Jean Charles; and Durasan, Gerard,

3,785,609.
Davidovich, Natalia Ivanovna: See—

Badenkov, Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas, Leonid Venediktovich;
Portny, Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova, Regina Lazarevna;
Davidovich, Natalia Ivanovna; Roitburd, Isaak Shiemovich;
Tsaplin, Nikolai Sergeevich; and Pinegin, Vladimir Alexan-
drovich. 3.785.905.

Davidson, William Waid, Jr., 30* to Brown. Robert C. Jr. Copier-
duplicator. 3,785,289. CI. 101-450.000.

Davies, Robert G.: See—
La Cagnina, John M.;and Davies, Robert G., 3,785,816.

Davis, Claude A.: See—
Stendig, Joseph L.; and Davis. Claude A.. 3.786.502.

Davis, Elmer H. Incinerators for pollution free burning of solid waste
materials at low cost and with reduced possibility of accidental fire

setting, often, transportable, portable, and/or semi permanently
located. 3,785,302, CI. 1 10-8.00c.

Davis, Hugh J. Method and apparatus for disease diagnosis. 3,785,366,
CI. 128-2.00b.

Davis, Philip E., Jr. Well packer. 3,785,436, CI. 1 66- 1 20.000.

Davis, Robert H.; and Fox, Jon E., to International Business Machines
Corporation. Matrix keyboard method and apparatus. 3,786,497, CI.

340-365.00S.
Davis, Thomas E.; and West, Thomas O., to Dawes Enterprises Incor-

porated, mesne. Apparatus for application of dyes and/or chemicals
to fabrics, webs, strands of yam, or other material. 3,785,179, CI. 68-

5.00d.
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Dava William F . Russell, Ronald W.; Frederiksen. Thomas M. and

Lon« Ernest L . to Motorola. Inc Voltage and current regulator

with automatic switchover 3.786.344. CI. 323-20.000.

Davis William H . to Universal Oil Producu Company. Gasoline

production process. 3.785.955. CI. 208-80.000

Davis. William O.: 5«— . _^

Barr. Irwin R ; La Costa. Nicholas J . and Davis. William O .

3.785.293

Dawes Enterprises Incorporated, mesne; See—

Davis. ThomasE.andWest.ThomasO 3.785.179^

Dawes John L ; and Holmes. Jerry D . to Eastman Kodak Company

Method for preparing carbonyls of ruthenium and osmium

Da^-Jo^'i": Jan*\nd Ferro. Frank A . to Wamer-Lamhert Com-

pany D^pensing system for bonded ra^or blade cartridges

3 785.051. CI. 30-40.200. ^ ,
.

Dawson James C . to Bohn and Dawson. Inc. Foot control guard

3.785.222. CI. 74-561.000.

Dayco Corporation; S*e— ._„,/».,•
Bowling. Glenn W and Kidd. Donald D. 3.785.022.

de Bie Edouard. to Metallurgie Hoboken-Overpett. Castmg of deox-

idized copper 3.785.427. CI 164-154000

De Cadenet Jean-Jacques, to Ugine Aciers Welded austenitic nickel

chromiumsteels.3.785.786.Cl 29-196 100
^ ,

De Hollander. William Roger; and Klepfer. Harold Holmes, to General

Electric Company Conversion of uranium hexafluoride to uranium

dioxide structures of controlled density and gram size. 3.786.1.0. ti

264-500
De La Rue Ciori S.A.; See—

Giori, Cualtiero. 3.785.286.

de Roocker, Alain Joseph Guillaume: 5**—

dOstrowick. Pierre Mane Joseph Ghislam de Radzitzky. and de

Roocker. Alain Joseph Guillaume. 3.786.084

De Seversky. Alexander P Multi-concentrft wet electrostatic

precipiutor 3.785.1 25. CI. 55-1 19.000

DeStevenj. George; S«- na<tna<
Dickel Daniel Frederick, and De Stevens. George. 3.786.085

De Vita Luciano, and Mancin». Emilio. to Alitalia Linee Aeeree

Italiame S p A Apparatus for testing systems and data transmitting

networks by simulation 3.786, 1 87. CI 178-69 00a.

D E A Digital Electronic Automation S.p.A.; See—

Sartorio. Franco. 3.785.743
"

Dean. William H . and Henes. Richard W . ^'^ »""/?*?:'*'
""f

Henes. Richard W Cover top for pickup truck beds. 3.785.6"i»». «.i

296-137 006
Decalock Limited; See—

Armstrong. Richard James. 3.785.686.

Decision Data Cdrporation; See—
Hunter. Alexander, 3.785,288.

Deere & Company; S«— „ ^, ifa<i<-J
Kittle. Carl Edwin; and Spencer. Keith Louis. 3.785.13/.

Deering Milliken Research Corporation; S*'?—

Fay. Robert C .3.785.906

DeGain. William J; 5«- ,,„,,««
Castor Gary E . and DeGain. William J . 3.785.290

Delacroix. George; and Beneytoot. Lucien. to Societe Anonyme; Ci-

ments Lafarge Continuous melting of very high melting pomt

materials 3.785.764. CI. 432-85 000.

Delamater, George B; 5«— - „ . r»-„;^ \i/

Cornelius. Edward B . Delamater. George B ;
Koester. David W .

and McEvoy. James E . 3.786.001

Delano, Roger Albert: S«-
. i mc osT

Schofield. John Allan, and Delano. Roger Albert. 3.785.V8 /

Delcano Henry H . Demchak. William M . and Jakubowski. Marek. to

International Busmess Machines Co'P<"»«ll°"„ .'^PP*"'"» ^°'

separatmg and feeding documents 3.7 8 5,640. CI. 27 I -90 000

Delmar. John Kenneth, to Crystal-X Corporation Cartridge pack for

trash compaction machine. 3.785.406. CI 138-103 000.

Deluca. Hector F; S*?—
, ^ a . n

Schroeder. Colhn H . Lechnir. Richard J .
Cleveland. Peter G .

Deluca Hector F.; and Derse. Philip H .
3.786.062.

Deluca Paul V.. to Porta Systems Corporation Electrical connector

3.786.395. CI. 339-66.00m

Dembinski. Krzysztof 5ff— v„ .„„r
Anthony. Anne-Mane, nee Barbier; Dembmski Krzysztof.

Faucher. Michele. nee Dupre. and Dupont. Lucien. 3.786.165.

Demchak. William M; S*f—
. . , ,. •.

Delcano. Henry H ; Demchak. William M . and Jakubowski.

Marek. 3.785.640.

Dempsey, George A. Jr; Sf*— »j,-..»i
Koenig. Martin F.; Dempsey. George A . Jr.; and issa. Manuel.

Denker.James M . to Nutron Corporation Positioning. 3.785.634. CI

269-71 000
DenkiOnkyoCo .Ltd :S«—

Katayama. Shitomi; Horikawa. Hideichi; Obuchi. Masao; and Ito.

Yoshihiro. 3.786.031.

Derleth. Helmut, and Fischer. Hennann. to Kali-Chemie Aktien-

gesellschaft Process of making graphite-metal chloride intercalation

compounds and product obtained thereby. 3.785.999. Ll. ^5.-

, 44 1 .000.

Derse. Philip H.; See— ^. . . n . i-

Schroeder. Collin H.. Lechnir. Richard J .
Cleveland. Peter G .

Deluca. Hector F ; and Derse. Philip H .
3.786.062
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Stein Industrie. Grinding

, and Herki.

Desbordes. Jean, to Societe Anonyme dite;

mill 3.785.576. CI 241-57 000.

DeScarbon. Christian M L L Bourci«r Top reinforcement for pneu-

matic tires. 3.785.423.0. 1 52-361.OOr
|

Deshayes. Philippe Marie; S^f—
i -ja< 7ir»

Weber. Guy Paul; and Deshayes. Philippe Mane. 3.785.730.

Design Systems. Inc ; 5«—
Streander. George W . 3.785.057. |

Streander.GeorgeW .3.785.245

Deutsch. Albert S . and Poppo, Joseph M.. to Polychrome Corpora-

tion Light-sensitive quinone diazide compounds, compositions, and

pTesensLed lithographic plate 3.785.825. CI. 96-75.000.

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideansult vonnals Roessler; See-

Chapman. Trevor. Schwarze. Werner; and Weigert. Wolfgang.

3.786.053
,

. c,
Devenyi Tiber Francis, to Northern Electric Company Limited Elec-

trical reactance and loss measurement apparatus and method

3 786.349, CI 324-57 OOr

Devillers. Pierre Louis Henn. and Lo.I.er. Michel, to Syndicat National

des Fabncants de Sucre de France Process and plant for the purifi-

cation of raw sugar juice 3,785.863. CI 127-9 000

Devitlr John L . to Gates Rubber Company. The. Zinc electrode.

3.785.868. CI 136-30 000
|

Devor. Donald P ; See—
Robinson.Morton.andDevor.DonaldP. 3.786.365^

DeVnes. Jan Roelof Jochum Hendrik. to Industriele 0'l<l«";«'ri"«

Wavin N V Plastic block bag with a valve 3.785.547. tl. ^^v-

Dewey. Herbert F Meul strip roll forming stand 3.785.191. CI 72-

181 000
Di Sabaiino, Roland. Jr . to Ametek. Inc. Swing disc check valve

3.785.61 I. CI 251-25 000

Diagnostic Instruments. Inc ; See—
Jvirblis. Alex E . and Roth. Walter. 3.786,252

Diamond Aerosol Corporation See—
Helmrich, Ralph. 3.785.569

Diamond International Corporation; See—
Cooprider. Rex C . 3.785.532

Dick.AB .Company S«-
, ,oc Aid

Ziebka Bernard M. and Tambomno. Paul A. 3.785.63V.

Dickel. Daniel Frederick, and De Stevens. George, to C.ba^e^y Cor-

poration Aryl subsumed cycloaliphatics acids 3.786.085. CI. 260-

515 OOr
Didier. Diane. Enterprises. Inc See— I

Naylor. Walter G . Jr.. 3.785.075.

Dietrich. Johannes See—
Pfeiffer Kurt. Dietrich. Johannes. Bcckmann. Ounier;

Karl-Heinz. 3,785.430
]

Dillon. Brian D ;
5«— j r»^i._

HufTaker James E . Myers. Ernest L . Dillon. Brian D . and Dolen.

Cecil W .3.785.039 . ,

Dinnerstem. Albert J . to Metaframe Corporation Animal exercismg

observatory 3.785.347. CI. I 19-29.000.

DiU-Crane; Sr*— ..... oi vi iiikiia
Kough. John K . Martin.Otis M.;and Miller. Silas N . 3.785.1 14.

Diuler. RichardCS«- , ,«« -,-,«

Burstein. Norman, and Ditzler. Richard C. 3.785.778.

Dix. James S ; StT— -.-.o^nii
Mathis. Ronald D . and Dix. James S.. 3.786.02

1

i

DixiSA S«— '

Rosch.Eduard. 3.786.276 e. ^ h i„^
Dixon. Earns L . and Young. Sherwood L . «o Amencan Standard. Inc.

Water control valve structure 3.785.394. CI 137-218.000

Dobbs. Harold J 5*f— j o i^ c,,«i, n
Kelseaux, Ray M.; Dobbs. Harold J . and Pnebe. Frank D..

3.785.202. .

Dodds. Irvine Letter placement indicator for typewriters and means

responsive to the mdicator for simuluneous settmg of margin stops

3.785.47 I. CI. 197-63 000
|

Doesburg. VanI 5*r—
. „ .. ., , i -.a< ttt<

Householder. Kermit W .and Doesburg. Van I . 3 785.935

Doheny William Michael, to Coca-Cola Company. The. Convertible

bulkhandtruck3.785.669.CI. 280-47 180.

'^'^
uffakerJameVk . Myers. Ernest L ; Dillon. Brian D.; and Dolen.

Cecil W, 3,785.039.

Domingorene. Albert A . to General Electnc Company House-hold

refrigerator. 3.785. I68.CI 62-455 000
^ ., c. i

Donnithome. William C . and Cresw.ck. William E to Algoma Stee

Corporation. Limited. The Golf tee type stopper for molten metal

disengaging 3.785.540. CI. 222-559 000

Dorr-Oliver, Incorporated; See—
Rosenauest, John B., Jr., 3,785.574.

Dorton. Robert H Safety hook. 3.785.015.CI. 24-24l.0pp.

Dorwin Walter League Associates Incorporated; See—

Ryan. Jack E. and Collin. Sylvan. 3.785.490

dOstrowick. Pierre Marie Joseph Ghislam de Radzitzky; and de

Roocker Alain Joseph Guillaume Preparation of ester* of formic

acid 3 786.084. CI. 260-491 000
, ... . -r

Dotson. Ander«>n O . Jr.; Newcombe. Jack; and Wolford. LK.nel T. to

Cities Service Company Flame retardant compositions. 3.786.023.

Do^Io^^Giinn? A., to Anglemyer. Alfred A. Electrosutic wand

3.785.383. CI. 128-414 000.

Dovbnya. Alexandr Vasilievich: See—
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Vcreschugin. Leonid Fedorovich; Konyafv. Jury Sergeevich;

Dovbnya. Alexandr Vasilievich; Polyakov, Evgeny Valentir.d-

vich. Nuvgtirodov, Alexandr Stepanovich; Asan-Nuri. Abdulia
Ogly. Paly, Pulikarp Avidnomovich; and Gcvorkov. Grigory
Sergeevich. 3.785,093

Diiw Chemical Company, The:"i'ff

—

Atkins, Bobby Leroy. and Bashaw. Robert Niles. 3.786.260.

Dow Corning Corporation; See—
Householder. Kermit W . and Doesburg. Van I.. 3.785.935.

Dower, James Stalls for animals and gate assemblies therefor.

.1.785,346. CI 119-27 000
Drabcr, Wilfricd i>«-—

Buchel. Karl-Hem/. Draber, Wilfried; Hammann. Ingeborg; and
llnierstenhofer, Gunter, 3,786,1 3 I

.

Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft; See —

Warnckc, Ernst, and Haas. Hans. 3.785.333.

Diaihschmidt. Carl J Magnetic controlled door lock. 3.785.188. CI.

70-276000
Dressa>re. Jean, to US Philips Corporation, mesne. Fail safe control

orcuit for traffic lights 3.786.414. CI 340-78.000.

I)ti-xhagc, K.irl H ; Reynolds. George A., and Specht. Donald P.. to

tastrtian kodak Company I aser d\e comp<'>sition 3.786,369, CI.

3t| 'J45()()

Driver. W ilbur B .Company See— .

Slemit7. Robert. .1.785.808

Ilrori.Assa Recloseable carton 3,785,478. CI. 206-45 310
Dro/dov. Nikolai Ivanovich. See—

(iro/a. Viktor hilimonnvich. Drozdov. Nikolai Ivanovich;

Sharapov, Jury Niki>laevii;h; Garbovitsky-Gordon, Alexandr

losipovich. Shakhpa/ov. Khrislofor Sergeevich. Filatov, Nikolai

Grigorievich. Skripnik. Ivan limofecvich; Semkin. Alexei

TrofimoMch. Vasiliev. Vladimir hanovith; Judin, \ alentin

Dmilnewch. Belenky. [xjjeny Jurievich. Grigorenko, Anatoly

Evgenievich. and B.ir\shnik<>v. Gennady Fcd(>rovich.

.1.785.139

Du BiMs. Robert J ; .SV«--

LKhstein. Bernard M . and Du Bois. Robert J . 3.786.093.

Du Pout lie Nemours. F. I . and C onipan\ See—
Amin Rainikanl Bahubhai. 1.785.837

BijteU. W.John H .
1.7HS.8:i

Bl.ikc. Ralph Kinjislcy, 3.785.8 I 8.

Buchanan. James B . 1,786.1 58

Hiikman. Robert W infield, 3.785.919.

K.1I1I. James. 3.785.995

Luchsinger. Wavne W . and Nadeau, Richard G.. 3,785,77 I

.

MaeDonald. Robert Neal. 1.786.028

Peet. Robert Ci ; foster, Henr> O , Paulsell, Kenneth G ; and

Hogshead. Thomas H , Jr . 3.786,127.

Rondestvedt, Christian Scriver. Jr., 3,786.089.

Setterquist. Robert Alton, 3.786.027.

Woidman.V Wesley . 1.785.818

Dubnilsk\. Nikolai Bi>risovieh. .Sec—
Borisov. Jur> ModcstoMch; Budyko. Jury Ivanovich. Dubnitsky.

Nikolai BonsoMch. Koganer. Valentin Ei/erovich; Lisitsyn.

Alexandr l\an^)Mi.h. M»)/okhin, Nikolai Gavrilovich; Masken-

skov. Konstantin Mikhailosich, and Dukhnin, Jury Vasilievich.

3.785.151
Duddv. Joseph C. See—

Coffey, James P. and Duddy. Joseph C. 3.785.93 I.

Dudinec. Emer>. and Wilhelm. John R , to Purolator. Inc. Filter anti-

drainback and relief valves 1.785,49 I . CI. 210-130.000.

Dud/ik. Chester J See—
recce. l-rederickC .and Dud/ik. C hester J.. 3.785.136.

Duennenbergcr. Max; See

Durrwachter, Eugen Emil; Harmsen. Ulf; and Merl. Wilhelm. to Durr-

wachter, Eugen. Dr.. DODUCO. Silver-metal oxide composite and

method ofmanufacturing the same. 3.785.810. CI. 75-l73.00a.

Dutton. Edna M.; See—
McClellan. Alan J.; and Dutton. Harold R.. 3.785.029.

Dutton. Harold R: Sff—
McClellan. Alan J., and Dutton. Harold R., 3,785.029.

Duval Corporation; Sff

—

Atwood. George E.; and Curtis. Charles H.. 3.785.944.

Dyer. Douglas M. AC. Induction motor speed control systems.

3.786.327,CI. 318-21 1.000.

Dyna-Kool Corpioration: See—
Thomas. Sanford E, Jr., 3,785.064.

Dynamics Corporation of America; See—
Voglesonger. Harry M. 3.785.579.

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft; See—
Bendlcr, Hellmut; Brede. Uwe; Gawlick. Heinz; and Rudolph.

Hans-Heinrich. 3.785.292.

Eastern Rotocraft Corporation; See—
Collins. Leslie C. and Smith. Arthur W., 3,785,464.

Eastman Kodak Company; See—
Connon. Neil W, 3.786.082.

Dawes. John L.;and Holmes. Jerry D.. 3,786.1 32.

Drexhage. Karl H.; Reynolds. George A.; and Specht, Donald P.. •

3.786.369.

Fernandez. Jose M.. 3.785.829.

Finley. Donald L . and Morehead. Edward A.. 3.785.062.

Fumia. Arthur. Jr.; and Brooker. Leslie G. S.. 3.786,046.

Huffaker, James E.; Myers, Ernest L.. Dillon. Brian D.; and Dolen.

Cecil W. 3.785.039.

Miller. Stephen R.. 3.785.726,

Porter. Henry D.; and Johnson. Benjamin A.. 3,785.777.

Sullivan. Michael I.; Cole. Roger M., and Humphlett. Wilbert J.,

3.785.830.

baton Corporation; See— ,

Baker. Charles H.. 3.785.392.

Eberle. Herbert; Meyer. Wolfgang; and Haase, Johann. to Salzdctfurth

AG. Electrolysis of magnesium chloride 3.785.943. CI. 204-

100.000.

Eckcr.Get>rge Franklin; See—
Bohrer. Thomas Carl; Ecker. George Franklin; and Chen, David

Hsiao Tsung. 3.785.018.

Eckrich. Peter, and Sons. Inc.; See—
Ellis. R James. 3.785.930.

Economopoulos. Mario, to Centre National de Rccherches Metallur-

giques. Treatment of metal rod or wire. 3.785.878. CI. 1 48- 1 8.000.

Edes. Ferenc; and Gianatasio. Henry L.. to Air-Trol Systems. Inc. Web-
guiding apparatus and position-sensing and control unit therefor.

1.785,542. CI 226-22.000.

Edgar. William D ; and Jonnct. Albert G.. to Koppers Company. Inc.

Apparatus for collecting and removing effluent emitted while push-

ing coke 3.785,933. CI. 202-263.000.

Edwards. James D.. to Scott & Fetzer Company. The. Plug-in timer as-

sembly 3.786.208. CI. 200-5 1 OOr.

Edwards. Joseph; and Whittle. John Edward, to International Nickel

Company. Inc.. The. Battery plates comprising a multiplicity of per-

forated metallic foil elements and a battery utilizing same.

3.785,867, CI 1 36-6.00r

Edwards, Philip Neil, to Imperial Chemical Industries, Limited. Certain

bis ( pyridinium ) quaternary salts 3.786,058. CI 260-294. 80r

Effingcr. David D.; Evans, Norol T., ami Estrick. Vaughn H.. to Hughes

Aircraft Company. Dynamic range control system. 3.786.506. CI.

343-7.00a.

Ege. Hans, to Underwriters Safety Device Company. Roll-apart ter-

minal block assembly 3.786.400. CI. 339- 1 98.00p.

Filler. Bernhard. Meier. Max. Duennenbergcr. Max. Biland. Hans Eg|j. Henry O Apparatus for and method of calibrating workpiece sen-

Rudolf; and Luethi, Christian, 3.785.827

Dufour-Berte. Casimiro See—
Robcrti. Giorgio. Dufour-Berte. Casimiro; and Pasero. Edoardo.

3.785.802.

Dukhnin. Jury Vasilievich; See—
Borisov, Jury Modeslox ich, Budyko. Jury Ivanovich. Dubnitsky.

Nikolai Borisovich. Koganer. Valentin Eizerovich. Lisitsyn.

Alexandr Isanovich. Mo/okhin. Nikolai Gavrilovich; Masken-

skov, Konstantin Mikhailovich. and Dukhnin. Jury Vasilievich,

3,785,353.

Dumhaugh, George D , to Vibraneiics. Inc. Flowable material storage

means. 3,785.529. CI. 222161.000.
Dunthorn. David I.; See—

Merriman. James R.. Pashley, John H.; Stephenson, Michael J.;

and Dunthorn. David I .3,785.120

Dupont. Lucien; ire-
Anthony. Anne-Marie, nee Barbier. Dembinski. Krzysztof;

Faucher. Michele. nee Dupre; and Dupont, Lucien. 3.''86,I65.

Durafraipe Systems Pty . Ltd.. mesne; See—
Satchell. Eric William. 3.785.108.

Durasan. Gerard; See—
Daussan. Andre; Daussan. Jean Charles; and Durasan, C^rard,

1.785,609
Durhack, Werner; 5ff—

Schenk. Gerd; and Durhack, Werner, 3,785,874.

Durrwachter, Eugen, Dr.. DODUCO; See—
Durrwachter. Eugen Emil. Harmsen. Ulf; and Merl. Wilhelm,

3.785.810.

sor and for aligning sensor and workpiece. 3.785.058. CI. 33-

172.00d.

EGO. Elektro-Gerate AG; iff—
Fischer. Karl, 3.786.218.

Egtvcdt. Robert B.; and Booth. William M.. to Wolverine World Wide.

Inc Shoe manufacturing apparatus. 3.784.995. CI. 12- 1.00a

Ehlers. John G . to United States of America. Navy. Battery monitor

system. 3.786.343. CI. 324-29 005.

Ehresman. Allen D.; See—
Orton. Criley, and Ehresman. Allen D.. 3.786.508.

Eilert. Richard L.; and Klemenz. John J., to Chicago Aerial Industries,

Inc. Optical illumination system. 3./ 86.247. CI. 240-1.300.

.

Eisen- und Drahtwerk Erlau Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Witzel, Gunter, 3,785,422.

Electric salient-pole synchronous machine rotor solid metal pole piece:

See—
Boning. Walter; and Leistner. Werner. 3.786.293.

Electro Print. Inc.. mesne; Ser—
Pressman. Gerald L.; and Kittredge. Thomas D., 3,786,514.

Electromagnetic Industries Inc.; See—
Ludwig. John T.; and Steiner, Paul D., 3.786,383.

Elettronica Aster S. R. L.: See—
Liguori. Mario. 3.786.378.

Elisofon. Barry A.; and Elisofon. Judith. Child's bed support for motor

vehicles. 3.784.990. CI. 5-94.000.

Elisofon, Judith: See—
Elisofon.Barry A.; and Elisofon. Judith. 3.784,990. %

Elitex, Zavody Textilniho Strojirenstvi: See—

StlS n.C.—47
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Rajnoha. Jaroslav. Bures. Ladislav; and Orlici. Usti Nad.

3.785.138. ^ ,
. ^

Elitex. Zavody textilniho strojirenstvi Generalni reditelstvi; A«^r—

Sedlarik. Jaroslav. 3.785,58

1

ElkCrafl. Inc S«-
y tat stf, •

Mclntire. Nathan E. and Porter. Zelma M. 3.785.456.

Ellis R James, to Eckrich. Peter, and Sons. Inc Microbiological activi-

ty testing device 3.785.930. CI 195-127 000

Ellis. Ronald M: Sff-
, -,o-, no-r

Conard Wendell R . and Ellis. Ronald M . 3.786.087

EminBer Robert J . to Windamatic Systems. Inc Motion altermg ap

paratus 3.785.2 12. CI. 74-23 000

Emmons. William D . to Rohm and Haas Company Caulking competi-

tion comprismg polymer having addition polymerized backbone hav-

ing carboxyl groups esterified with drying oil fatty acid glycidyl ester

3.786.020. CI. 260-41 00a

Endo. Ichiro: Set— . . . „ w i.

Inoue. Eiichi. Shimizu. Isamu. Endo. Ichiro; and Kobayashi.

Hajime. 3.785.820.

Endo.Takaya; Sff— .... . u u _
l*rama. Masakuni; Yamamoto. Toshihiko; Inoue. Isaburo, Han-

zawa Teruo. and Endo, Takaya. 3.785.828

EnBalitcheff John. Jr . to Baltimore Aircoil Company. Inc Injector

type evaporative heat exchanger 3.785.625. CI 261 29 000

Engeler, William E . and Garfinkel. Marvm. to General Electric Com

panv Method and device for storing information and providing an

electric readout 3.786.44 I. CI 340-173 ris.

Engert, Heinz, and Engert. Heinz-Dieter Friction wheel drive espe-

cially for cassette magnetic tape recorders 3.785.586. CI .4_-

201 boo
Engert. Heinz-Dieter: See—

Engert. Heinz, and Engert. Heinz-Dieter. 3,785.586.

English Electric Company, Limited: See—

Howorth, Jonathan Ross, 3.786.296

English Electric Valve Company. Limited: See—

Chalmers. Peter Michael. 3.786.301

Engstrom Keith A . to Illinois Tool Works. Inc Solid state switch con-

trol circuit 3.786.284. CI 307-3 14 000

Enomoto. Koji. to Nissan Motor Company. Limited Hydraulic shift

valve for an automotive automatic power transmission 3.785.614.

CI 251-63 000
Environeering. Inc.: See—

Mcllvaine. Robert W . 3.785.1 19

Epifanov. Valery Sergcevich: S^r—
. o w

Feldshtein. Isaak Yakovlevich; Epifanov. Valery Sergeevich.

Tsygankov, Vladimir Fedorovich. Pashkov, Alexandr

Nikitovich. Mogilny, Dmitry Gavrilovich. and Yakovlev. Mik

hail Vasilievich. 3.785,032

Edis James J , and Kuo. Samuel Chung-Shu. to GTE Sylvania. inc

Broadbandhighfrequencybalun 3.786.372. CI 333-26.000

Equitable Equipment Company. Inc.: See—
Kersteter.AmmonW, 3.785.322.

Erdmann. Hans, to Waldes Kohinoor. Inc Hand tool for assembling

open bowed-body retaining rings having locking prongs in shaft or

spind'legrooves 3.785.037. CI. 29-200 (X)h.

Ereskunov. Nikolai Crigonevich: Sfi-—

Petrakov. Alexandr Ivanovich. Ereskunov. Nikolai Gngorievich.

and Galitenko. Mikhail Mitrofanovich. 3.785.562.

Ericson. John F E . to Marvel Industries. Inc. Drum lifting attachment

3.785.692. CI 294-90 000

Ernst. Richard R: Sff—
Anderson, Weston A . and Ernst. Richard R . 3.786.341.

ERSA Ernst Scahs KG: See—
Hombrecher. Friedrich. 3.786.229

ESB Incorporated: 5<r*— ,,ocoii
Coffey.JamesP . and Duddy. Joseph C. 3.785.931.

Leeson. Jeffreys, and Laczko. Robert P. 3.785.873
,„, _^

Escobedo. Francisco Self-steering bicycle-type toy vehicle. 3.785.086.

CI. 46-213.000

Essilor International (Compagnie Generale dOpiique): See—

Cretin-Mattenaz. Bernard. 3.785,724.

Esso Production Research Company; See—
Collier. Howard E.. 3.785.402.

Maurer. William C ; and Lock. Everett H.. 3.785.659.

Esso Research and Engineering Company: See—

Chandler. Roger E. 3.786.077.

Flowerday. Peter; and Ropson. Robert. 3.785.977.

larossi. Frank J . and Cowles. Walter C, 3,785.3 18

Li SikU ; and Koros. Robert M. 3.785.779.

List, Edward L.. 3.785.204

Merrill, Howard E . and Lunt. Robert S . III. 3.785.960.

Nadler. Murray. 3.786.018

Smith. Marvin F . 3.785.196

Ungar, Israel S ; and Scher. Herbert I.. 3.785.911.

Welly, Albert B. Jr. 3,785.965.

Estrick. Vaughn H: Sfe— .,..,,, u u
EfTmger. David D . Evans. Norol T ; and Estnck. Vaughn H .

3.786.506
EublissemenU Anver S A.: See—

Gra$,Elie. 3.785,900

Ethyl Corporation: S*e—
, ,„. ^^^

Bitting. James L . and Hagens. Robert J . 3.785.636.

Marsee. Frederick J . 3.785.624

Edward.

Hcinz.

Ettre Kitty S . and Castles. George Richard, to Vitta Corporation

Tape transfer of sinterable conductive, semiconductive or insulating

patterns to electronic component substrates 3.785.895, CI 156-

89 000
Evans. Norol T 5«—

^ w- ,. \i i.. u
EfTinger. David D . Evans. Norol T ; and Estnck, Vaughn H..

3.786.506 ^ _.

Ewing James O . and Reilly. Philip E , to Bendix Corporation. The.

Deep ocean transponder 3.786.404. CI 340-2 000

Fails. Julius G Preheating system for plywood hot press machine.

3 785.279. CI 100-93 OOp
Fairbanks."EJ-L Heat engine 3.785. 144. CI 60-25 000.

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation: See—

Jankowski. Alfred S . Moll. John L . and Funk. Ernest J..

3.786.499

Farah Manufacturing Company. Inc.; See—

Bcasley. Aubrey G. 3.785.638.

Farbwerke Hoechst Akticngcsellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &

Bruning i*"?—
,. ,/ i i -tas. iwi

Jacob. Ingolf. Buttner. Gert. and Heinrich. Karl, 3.785,0
1
7.

Noetzel. Siegfried, and Fischer. Edgar. 3.785.989

Ribka. Joachim, and Schwcrin. Siegfried, 3.785.843.

Farr. Werner D : See—
Otten. Ernst W . and Farr. Werner D . 3.786.340

Fasco Industries. Inc See—
BumpuN. Ward H . and Brchm. Justin. 3.786.233.

Byam. Peter M .3.786.210

Faucher. Michele.nec Duprc: AVf—
Anthony. Anne Mane, nee Barbier. Dcmbinski. Krzysztof.

Faucher. Michele. nee Dupre. and Dup^int. Lucien. 3.786,1 65

Fay, Homer, and Brandle. Charles D . Jr . to Unwn Carbide Corpora

tion Process for producing untwinncd single crysuls of la AlOj

3.785.992. CI. 252-301 40r

Pay Robert C . to Deering Millikcn Research Corporation > arn leed

apparatus for pile carpet machine 3.785.906. CI 156-435 000

Federal Pacific Electric Company See—
MacPhee. Colin A A . 3.786.356

Feldman. Edward See—
Gaven. Thtimas J . Crocker. Harry E .

and Feldman.

3.786,189
Feldmann.Hennig See—

Hock. Fromund. Fcldmann. Hennig. and Fialkowski

3.785.714 ^ ^ _
Feldshtein. Isaak Yakovlevich. Epifanov. Valery Sergeevich. Tsygan

kov Vladimir Fedorovich. Pashkov. Alexandr Nikitovich. Mogilny,

Dmitry Gavrilovich. and Yakovlev. Mikhail Vasilievich Device for

piling rotor sheets for magnetic circuits of electrical macines

3 785 032. CI 29-203 ()0I

Felten & Guilleaume Kabelwerkc Aktiengesellschaft See-

Asselborn Peter. Cramer. Werner. Gladbach. Bergisch. and Mul-

lejans.Hemrich. 3.785.189

Fenway Machine Co . Inc St-c—

Yennish. Israel J .3.785.052

Fernandez. John J . Sr Helical coil filter apparatus 3,

351000
Fernandez Jose M . to Eastman Kodak Company

forming coupler 3.785.829. CI 96-100 000

Ferraro. Frank A Sff— ,,ocn«i
Dawidowicz. Jan. and Ferraro. Frank A .

3,7H5,U5 I

Ferrat. Jean-Mane S«'«-—
, ,oc <->»

Prayer. Gerard; and Ferrat. Jean-Mane. 3.785.52^^

Ferris. Robert C . to Coursigns. Inc Plastic sign kit 3,785.33 1 .
CI 1 1 6-

Ferro. Annand P. Harnden, John D , Jr , and Kurz. Bruno F to

General Electric Company High speed light detector amplifier

3 786.264. CI 250-2 1 4.00r
. .. , . ^

FertI Walter H . Cavanaugh. Robert J . and Hillhouse. John L. to Con-

tinental Oil Company Predicting «c^""«"« "J
^eopressured sub-

terranean zones during drilling. 3.785.446. CI. 175-50.000

Feth.Georg: Sre— ^ -,o^ nt^
Richter. Carl. Pluss. Kurt; and Feth. Georg. 3.786.056.

Fialkowski, Heinz: 5«— ^ ,- ,. t u«i„.
Hock. Fromund. Feldmann. Hennig. and Fialkowski, Hemz.

3.785.714 .. ._ ^ r u
Fielding Alfred W . to Sealed Air Corporation Method for the manu-

facture of cellular material for cushioning and other purposes

3.785.899. CI 156-209 000
^. ,^ ,^-, nw

Fifield. Ralph R Load control device. 3.785.22 1. CI. 74-242.0hp.

Fifth Dimension. Inc.: Sfc—
|

Bitko.SheldonS. 3.786.217.

Filatov. Nikolai Grigorievich:Sff—

Groza Viktor Filimonovich; Drozdov. Nikolai Ivanovich;

Sharapov Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordon. Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov. Khristofor Sergeevich; Filatov. Nikolai

Gngorievich. Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich; Semkin, Alexei

Trofimovich. Vasiliev.Vladimir ivanovich; Judin, Valentm

Dmitrievich; Belenky. Evgeny Jurievich; Grigorenko. Anatoly

Evgenievich; and Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorovich.

3 785 I 39

Finike Italian Marposs-Soc In Accomandiu Semplice di Mario Possate

AC :S«'e-
Pozzetti. Mario. 3.785.091

Fink Frederick M . to Continenul Aluminum PVoducts Company

Glazing flange attachment system. 3.785.106, CI 52-476 000

,785.498. CI. 210-

Novel cyan-dye
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Finley. Dewayne W.; Smith. Harvey E.; and Fishwild. Owen L.. to Stan-

dard Brands. Inc. Extraction of oil from oil bearing seeds. 3,786,078.

CI 260-412.400.

Finley. Donald L.. and Morehead. Edward A., to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Method and apparatus for controlling the manufacture of
synthetic fibers 3.785.062. CI. 34-34.000.

Finn. Charles P. Apparatus and method for locating the center of gravi-

ty of a golf club. 3,785. 197, CI. 73-65.000.

Fiorino. Benjamin C, to International Business Machines Corporation.

Method and apparatus for detecting the beginning of data block.

3.786,358. CI. 328-138.000.

Fiorletta, Carol J.: See—
Fiorletta. Robert J.; and Fiorletta. Carol J.. 3.786,500.

Fiorletta. Robert J.; and Fiorletta. Carol J. Fiber optic translator.

3.786.500. CI 340-380.000
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. The: See—

Conard. Wendell R.. and Ellis, Ronald M., 3.786.087.

Lohr. Delmar F.. Jr.; and Kay. Edward Leo, 3,786.009.

Fisch. Richard S.. to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
Photographic aqueous dispersion concentrates. 3,785,824, CI. 96-

66 OOr.

Fischell, Robert E., to United States of America, Navy. System for

sensing and compensating for the disturbance forces on a spacecraft.

3.785,595. CI. 244-l.Osa.

Fischer, Artur Expansion anchor. 3.785.24 1 , CI. 85-7 1 .000.

Fischer. Edgar: See—
Noetzel. Siegfried, and Fischer. Edgar, 3,785.989.

Fischer. Hermann: See—
Dcrleth. Helmut; and Fischer, Hermann. 3.785.999.

Fischer. Karl, to EGO Elektro-Gerate AG. Adjustable thermostatic

device with snap switches 3.786.2 1 8, CI. 200-83.00z.

Fisher. John M . lo Goodrich, B. F., Company, The. Movable wall for

engine nozzle. 3.785.567. CI. 239-265.390.

Fishwild. Owen L.: See—
Finley, Dewayne W.; Smith. Harvey E.; and Fishwild, Owen L.,

3.786.078.
Fisk. Dale E: iV<-—

Brown. Caroll J . Chcsarek. Donald J.; Fisk. Dale E.; Ma. Joseph

T . Martin, Harold F . and Reynolds. Zack D.. 3.786.479.

Fis<ins Limited: Sec—
Cairns. Hugh; Chambers. Albert, and Lee, Thomas Brian,

3.786.07 1.

Fitch. Scott McDowell, Gallina. Alfonso Vincent; Gerkensmeier. Otto

Frederick, and Warwick. Peter Stephen, to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories. Incorporated. Data character decoder with provision for

decoding before all character elements are received. 3,786,42. CI.

340-172.500.

Fitzgerald. Nelson, to General Electric Company. Jacketed lamp
mount frame clip 3.786.298. CI 3 1 3-292.000.

Fjellstrom. Bcngt Tube bending device. 3.785,192, CI. 72-319.000.

Flavor Pict. Inc.. See-
Cook. Robert Lewellyn. 3.785.087.

Fleck. Jacques, lo Krebs & Cie. Electrolyzer comprising diaphragmless

cell spaces flowed through by the electrolyte. 3.785.951, CI. 204-

268 000
Flis. Richard J.: See-

Gamble. John G , and Flis. Richard J.. 3.786.272.

Floessel. Dieter, to Brown. Boveri & Company. Limited. Insulation gas

filled encapsulated high voltage electrical conductor. 3.786.169. CI.

174-28 000
Floessel. Dieter, to Brown. Boveri & Company. Limited. Insulation gas

filled encapsulated high voltage electrical conductor. 3,786,170, CI.

174-28.000

Floessel. Dieter, to Brown. Boveri & Company, Limited, insulation gas

filled encapsulated high voltage electrical conductor. 3,786,174, CI.

174-28.000.

Flowerday. Carl W., to Maes Incorporated. Wire marker. 3,785,337,

CI 1 16-1 14.OOr

Flowerday. Peter; and Ropson. Robert, to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company. Lubricating compositions. 3,785.977, CI. 252-

33 600
FMC Corporation: See—

Hammond, Douglas L . 3.785.159.

Lee, Fui-Tseng H.; and Voipp, Gert P., 3.786.150.

Folger Adam Co.; division of Telkee, Inc.; See—
Wolz. Francis T. 3.785,187.

Fontaine. Alan; 5fe—
Barnes, Clarence A, Jr.; and Fontaine, Alan. 3,785,819.

Fordice, Michael W.: See—
Shen. Tsung-Ying. Ruyle, William V.; Fordice, Michael W.; and

Jensen, Norman P., 3,786,050.

Foremost-McKesson, Inc.: See—
Pollard, Henry L, 3,785,865.

Forlani, Franco, to Honeywell Information Systems Italia. Method for

mounting integrated circuit chips on interconnection supports.

3,785,044. CI. 29-591.000.

Formica, Francis A.; and Izenberg, James, to Indol Chemical Co.. Inc.

Bis( benzam idoazo )-4 ,4 '-bi-acetoacety1-O-cMoroanilide dyestuffs.

3,786.042, CI. 260-176.000.

Forsyth. John P.; and Forsyth. Robert W. Vehicular transportation

system and apparatus. 3,785.5 14.CI. 2l4-38.00r.

Forsyth, Robert W.: See—
Forsyth. John P.; and Forsyth, Robert W., 3,785,5 14.

Fortin. Robert F.; and Sims. Larry A., to Pharmasel; division of Amer-
ican Hospital Supply Corporation. Arterial blood sampler.

3,785,367, CI. 128-2.00f.

Foster, Henry O.: See— •

Peet, Robert G.; Foster, Henry O.; Paulsell, Kenneth G.; and
Hogshead. Thomas H.. Jr., 3,786, K27.

Foundation: Research Institute of Electric and Magnetic Alloys, The:

See—
Masumoto. Hakaru; Murakami, Viietsu; and Hinai. Masakatsu,

3.785.880.
Fouquet-Werk Frauz & Planck: See—

Hebbecker. Rolf; and Hofmann, Robert. 3.785.1 76.

Foumier, Pierre: See—
Mardiguian. Jean; and Foumier, Pierre, 3,786,060.

Fox, Jon E.: See—
Davis, Robert H.; and Fox. Jon E.. 3.786,497.

I^ox, Robert M. Air driven vehicle. 3.785,330, CI. 1 15-70.000.

Francis, Robert L.; and Rouse, Paul L., to International Harvester

Company. Multiple «^se finger assembly for a combine harvester.

3,785.1 34, CI. 56-400.000.

Frank. Edmond. to Packard Instrument Company. Inc. Method and ap-

paratus for optimizing measurement of radioactivity of samples Tn

scintillation type counter. 3,786,259. CI. 250-328.000.

Franks. John T., Jr.; See-
Batcher, Kenneth E.; and Franks, John T., Jr.. 3.786,448.

Frappier. Robert H.: See—
Wagers, William O.; Frappier. Robert H.; McDonald, William S.;

and Boggs. Charles L., 3,785.908.

Frederiksen, Thomas M.: See—
Davis, William F.; Russell, Ronald W.; Frederiksen. Thomas M.; ^
and Long, Ernest L., 3,786.344.

Freedman. Paul M.: See—
Barry. James D.; Freedman, Paul M.; and Matassov, George,

3,786,370.

Freeman, Ardee H., to Wheelabrator-Frye. Inc. Centrifugal blasting

wheel. 3.785, 105, CI. 5 1-9.000.

Freeman, Harlan G.; Baxter, Gene F.; and Tiedeman. George T., to

Weyerhaeuser Company. Rapid curing resin compositions compris-

ing a phenol-aldehyde condensation polymer modified with an

aminonaphthalene. 3.786,025, CI 260-51.500.

Frenyo. Pal; Hafer. Karl-Heinz; Karkutt. Reimund; Gormann. Willi;

and Pelka. Walter, to Gebr. Eickhoff Maschinenfabrik und Eisen-

giesseru m.b.H. Coal plow with individually pivoted blades.

3.785.703. CI. 299-34.000.

Frey. Sameul S.. to Oakite Products. Inc. Method for avoiding pitting in

plating oxide-film-developing metals. 3.785.866, CI. 134-3.000.

Frey, Walter; and Toth. Istvan, to Sandoz Ltd. Separation process.

3,786,073, CI. 260-369.000.

Friday, David G.; and Friday, Philip L. Fruit harvesting apparatus.

3,785, 131, CI. 56-328.0ts.

Friday, Philip L.: Sft"

—

Friday. David G.; and Friday. Philip L., 3,785,1 3 1

.

Friedland, Harry; and Langill, Addison W., Jr., to Process Systems, Inc.

Fluid now control system. 3.785,389, CI. 1 37-1 .000.

Friedman, Mitchell; Kamentsky, Louis A.; and Klinger. Isaac, to

Bio/Physics Systems. Inc. Photoanalysis method. 3.785,735, CI. 356-

39.000.

Friedrich, Rene, to USL Corporation. Method for inserting tendons

into sheathing. 3.785,617, CI. 254-1.000.

Friedrich Uhde GmbH: See—
Matthey, Hermann; Payer. Stefan; and Zirngiebl, Eberhard.

3,785,949.

Frigitronics, Inc.. mesne: See

—

Blair, Edgar Allan; and Hudgin, Donald Edward, 3.786.034.

Fritze. Peter Ernst, to Union Carbide Corporation. Process for prepar-

ing «-thiocaprolactones. 3.786,066. CI. 260-327.00r.

Fritzinger. George H. Hand operable tape dispenser and applicator.

3,785,901, CI. 156-527.000.

Frye, Harold E.; and McMahon, Robert F., to International Business

Machines Corporation. Full capacity small size microprogrammed
controlunit. 3,786,434, CI. 340-172.500.

Frye, Kenneth G.; Lucas, Robert G.; Seidel, Kenneth L.; and Rohosy, t

Soma M., to Beloit Corporation. Web support table. 3,785,232, CI.

83-156.000.

Frykhult, Rune, to Aktiebolaget Celleco. Cyclone separator with un-

derflow dilutor. 3,785,489, CI. 209-2 1 1 .000.

Fuglister, Peter: See—
Hadbavny, Jozef; and Fuglister, Peter, 3,786,37 1

.

Fuji Denki Kagaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kobayashi. Seihin; Torii, Michihiro; and Jojima, Takehiko,

3.786,450.

Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.: See—
Asano, Yoshio, 3,785,267.

Matsumoto, Seiji, 3,785,8 1 2.

Ohno, Tadao; Shimose. Namio; and Konomi, Shunzi, 3,785,246.

Ohno, Tadao; Shimose. Namio; and Konomi, Shunzi, 3,785,247.

Fujii, Hajime; and Hattori, Tatsuo, to Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. Method for flameproofing fibers. 3,785,859. CI. 1 1 7- 1 36.000.

Fujii, Heihachi; Kasano, Kazuhiko; Matsuno, Minoru; Moroi.

Tadahiko; and Kitamura, Munehiro, to Jse Electronics Corporation.

Anode substrates for multi-digit type fluorescent display tubes.

3.786,295, CI. 313-109.500.
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Fuiimori. Yoshiaki. to Kabush.ki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha Transparent

^trument cover hav.ng anti-rettection coat.ng on selected portions

thereof. 3.785. 143.C1 58.91000
, -,«« sS5 CI 236

Fujiwara. Katsujr Steam trap of the free Ooat type 3.785.555, CI 236-

53 000

'"^'Vano''Go*ta.''FTj.wara. Shohe.; l.zuka. Mutsuo. Hasegawa.

Hiromasa. and Sawaki. Tsukasa. 3.786.320.

""^•rno.^'MtkTu!:' H^nlwa. Shozo. Itaya. H.sso. Okada. Toshih.ko.

and Fujtwara. Masayuki. 3.785.177

'"'Tok''ou:trzo'Tukase. Vuk.sh.ge. and Osczawa. Ko.ch.ro.

3,785.787

'"' Takam"«u''T7tsuva; Yosh.moto. Tosh.o. Narumiya. Tsuneak.;

^loTh'l H.rosh,,-Wakan,atsu. Tsuneo. Fuku.. Saburo. Ka,moto.

H.kokusu; Ka>*ai. Yoichi, Inaba. Yosh.nor.. and Lsui. Kat

suyoshi, 3,786,103.

Fulton & Partners. Inc Sfe-
, -,o< aoi

Fulton James F , and Rinald.. Joseph A .
3,785,6V j

Fulto':,' James F . and R.na.d., ^o-P^^^'o Fulton & Partners, .nc

Portable sleepmg compartment 3.785,693, CI 296-23 OOr

Fum.a. Arthur, Jr. and Brooker. Leslie G S . to Eastman •^o^-*'' ^om-

oanv Novel dyes cyanme w.th enamines conta.nmg t*o fused carbo-

cyclic rmgs. 3.786.046. CI 260-240.00r

'""'^;:::;:lki:'^ed S. MoH, John L, and Funk. Ernes. J.

3.786,499

Funk, John: Srcf—

Luckenbach.Rov. and Funk. John. 3.785. I8t)

'"'Tga?a"H:.s:k7Y"a^marc:rM^o. Bando. Sc.saku; and Baba.

Furuya'^^^T.o,' H?ch?blsh.. Makoto. Adach.. Tosh.o and Uc hula,

Masakatsu. to Da. N.ppon Toryo Co ,
Ltd ,

Leben '^«'"«y ^o ^
^

and Toyobo Co . Ltd. .
Thermosetimg res.nous compos.tion

Gaedde;^Me^v'.n"v',^o*^Hesston Corporat.on. Header mount.ng for

rowunits 3,785, 130, CI 56-98 000

GAF Corporation; Sff—
^ ^ ,- i la* 7Q8

Mora., John C , and Tucker, Stepheii ^ '^'l^hlf^^
Slimowicz, Chester, and Welch, NV alter J., 3.785.8.6.

Galanaugh.CharlesF :
5ft—

, , ^ , t, rK .ri-t F
Genese, Joseph N, Rapoza, Edward ^ • G="'»"?"«'^;,^'^;r'" ^

'

Kcnnard, Harry M ;
Chevalez, Roger A., and Sm.th, John A .

GaLan.^Robeno Elastic support.ng surface -nd method for .ts produc-

tion. 3,784,992, CI 5-186 OOr.

Cialitenko Mikhail Mitrofanovich S*-*-—
. , ^ »..

Pctraicov, Alexandr Ivanov.ch, Ereskunov, N.kola. Gr.gor.ev.ch.

and Galitenko, Mikhail Mitrofanov.ch, 3,785,56.

Gallina, Alfonso Vincent: St-f—
r-»rW^n.imi.ier

Fitch, Scott McDowell; Gallma, Alfonso V .ncci^t. Gerkensme.er.

Otto Frederick, and Warwick, Peter Stephen 3.786.4.6

Galloway. Lawrence H , Harast, Leonard E, and
P''""- f""",^- {^,-

to Illinois Tool Works In* Modular ce.l.ng connector 3,785.1 10. tl.

Gambli,'john G , and Fl.s, R-hard J to Veeder lndustr.es, Inc Hall

effect rotary pulse generator 3.786,272 CI. 307.^06.000^

Oanteaome. Robert A Event recorder. 3,785,261 ,
CI "^^ 1

^ "^
GaDD.sch Max; Walter. Friedrich Claus, and Pollmacher, Horst, to

""

A^r usGesellschaft mbH. Dev.ce for the tlow -"trol of med.a, pa -

ticularly contaminated liqu.ds and/or gases. 3.785,404. CI. 13/

614.000.
,

. . _

r.arhovitskv-Gordon. Alexandr los.povich: iff—
. ,

.

Coza Viktor Fil.monovich; Drozdov. N.kola. 'vanov.ch

Sha apov Jury Nikolaevich. Garbov.tsky-Gordon. Alexandr

osTov^li. Sha\hpazov. Khr.stofor Sergeev.ch; F.latov. N^lu. a.

Grigor.evich; Skr.pnik, Ivan T.mofeev.ch;
f
«"''""•

^'"f'
Tronmovich, Vasiliev,Vladim.r Ivanov.ch; Jud.n Valen .n

Dmitrievich, Belenky, Evgeny Jur.ev.ch; Cr.gorenko, Anato^

Evgenievich; and Baryshn.kov, Gennady Fedorov.ch,

3,785,139.

Garcia, Luis: Scf— » iik i i 7
Leasure, William C; and Garc.a, Lu.s, 3.785.1 12.

Garfinkel. Marvin: St-e— ^ . , ». i tat. aa\
Engeler. Will.am E. and Garf.nkel. Marvm. 3 786.441

.

Garretson. George W Post and post base assembly 3.785.107. CI 52

514.000.

''"Tefchmann; i'e'w";on N . McKenna. Chancey D.; and Garrone. Al-

bert. 3.785,780.

Gaspariants, Artemy Mikhailov.ch:Sf*— A„»,nv Mik
Mikhalsky Fedor Mikhailov.ch; Gaspar.ants, Artemy Mik-

hai?ov.ch Purlov, Jury N.kolaev.ch; Kulesh, Pave Ivanov.ch.

Rudenko. Pavel Petrolich; Ryabtsev. Alexei N.kolaev.ch; and

Levi, Yakov Ef.movich. 3,785,775.

Gates Rubber Company, The: See—

Devitt. John L., 3,785,868.

""''^Cll^iin^K T. Gatsis, John G; and OHara, Mark J
,

3,785.958

Gatz W.lliam L , and Rennicke, Kenneth A ,
to Royal '"dusmes

mesne Apparatus and method for feeding mater.al from storage b.ns

andthel.ke 3.785.5l2.a.2l4.17.0Gd.
|

"^^-rnrav^^h^'^MCk ?:"Morr.ssey. George R; and G.udiano.

Caven\"homi'i.: oi^kl^^^Harry E , and Feldman Edward, to Mc.

Grrw-Ed1I!^n Company Telephone announcmg and message record-

ing machine 3,786,189,0 179-6 OOr

^'''^Bend'irHell'^t, Brede, Uwe; Gawl.ck. He.nz. and Rudolph.

Caylor?Tsa"K'";o Gay-lord Industr.es Po.lut.on-free ic.tchen vent.la-

tor 3.'785,I24,C1 55-ll8 0O«)

Gaylord Industries: See—

GaySSi;;^' -K^ h'^ Sons, Inc Parachute harness release

3,785,597,C1 244-151 00a i

Gaz Transport, S A RL: 5«<"—
i ijk ^7n

Bourgeo.s, M.chel; and Le Havrt, P.erre Jean, '^S? 320.

Gcbr E.ckhoff Maschinenfabrik und Eiscng.csseru >" j* " ;^'- „..,

Frenvo Pal Hafer, Karl-Hemz; Karkutt, Re.mund;Gormann, W.l-

I., and Pelka, Walter, 3,785,703.

Gebr Hofmann KG: i";e'—
Muller. R.chard, 3,785,2 10

,oo r^i ^ , , a OOO
Gedve. Rodney Banf.eld D.splay un.ts 3,785,499.0 211-4 004)

Gehihaus.PaulH iVf— , -loc oin
Baldw.n. Mart G . and Gehlhaus. Paul H.. 3.785.887.

GeiBV, J R . AG See—
Howell. Freder.ck Harold, 3.786,099.

Gelatt Investments, Inc , mesne See—

Peters, Am.sE ,3,785,728

General Dynam.csCorpv>ratK>n: See —
Toven, Gerald L , 3,786,440.

General Electrtc Company Sff-
t 7k*. son

Applebaum, S.dney P , and Kovank James t^,-

'•J^.f-J"'*
Baclawsk., Joseph E , and Hunt. W .ll.am R . 3 7«6,'«9

Ba.ley, Gordon B, and W.lhelm, Carl F , Jr, 3,785,146

Ballard, James L ,3,785,433.
j

Belle Isle. Albert P.. 3.786.357

^"hS^'^S. Roger, and K.epfcr. Harold Holmes.

3.786.120. I

Dom.ngorene.Alberl A ,3,785,168^^

EnReler,W,ll.amE, and Garf.nkel, Marvm, 3,786,44

1

Ferro, Armand P ; Harnden, John D , Jr ,
and kur/, Bruno I; ,

3,786,264
Fitzgerald, Nelson, 3,786,298

Harnden, John D,Jr, 3,786,220
, la*. ->32

Harnden, John D , Jr , and Kornrumpf, William P ,
3,786,.22.

Haven, John 8,3,785,61 5 , ^^ ,. ,-,8^,,,
Hobson, Charles F . Jr , and W.llard Henry C-^- 3-^8<'-3 I '

Jaqu.ss, Donald B. G ; and L.bert., Frank N.. 3,786.1 14

Jenk.ns, Thomas E, 3,785,566. i

Jordan, John D, 3,786.304
, u r» ., «7«MIQ

Kornrumpf, W.ll.am P , and Harnden Joh" » • '- 3,786,.19

Merrill, Duanc F ; and Lavan, Ph.l.p J ,
3.786.015

M.chon.Gerald J . 3.786.263.

Powell. David B.. 3.786.382

Schrader. Paul D. 3.785. 166.

Sofianek. Joseph C. 3.786.2 14.

Sn^:: Ro'^'h '-Bfumenfeld. Samuel M .
Redmgton. Rowland

W and Rosczak. Joseph S . 3.786.294

General Electric Company Limited. The: See-
,
,

Phillips, Brian Harry, and Young. Robert Gary, 3,786,4 15.

General Foods, Limited: See—
Willock, James Taylor, 3,785,83 1

General Lock Company: See—
Yulkowski, Leon, 3,785,687

General Mills Chemicals, Inc iVf-
n«<.ci07

Whyzmuz.s, Paul D ; and W.lkus. Clarence W.. 3.786.007.

General Motors Corporat.on: See— i

Amann. Charles A. 3.785.145.

Blinder. William, 3.785.485. n^., p
Hodsh.K. James O ; Shockley. Quenl.n O.; and Crouse. Don E ,

3.785.785.
|

Holl. William H. 3,785,151.

irmtBrin'^A.-'Lfwiei' Michael J.; and Clark, Dav.d L.

Ki?chen,Elwyn L.Jr; and Kirk, Gregory H. 3.785.601.

Langenderfer.LesM, 3,785,756.
|

Malik. Marv.n J, 3.785, 154.
, 7«« n7q

McClellan, Alan J , and Dutton, Harold R ,
3,785.02V.

Menk.Melvin A. 3.785,181.

Miottel, Norman 0,3.786.309. |

Moulds. John W. 3.785.354.

Parsons, Richard H, 3.785, 1 72.
,78<,,2

Pozniak, Donald J ; and S.ewert. Robert M .
3.785,152.

Schw.ng, Richard C , 3,785,153

Shakespear, Horacio. 3.785,672.

Toepel. Richard R., 3,785.355.

Upton. Ernest W. 3.785. 1 55.
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Genese. Joseph N.; Rapoza, Edward J.; Galanaugh. Charles F.; Ken-

nard. Harry M.; Chevalez, Roger A., and Smith, John A., to Becton,

Dickinson and Company. Coombs serum cartridge with indexing

means. 3,785,533.0. 222-327.000.

Genta, Guido, to American Aniline Products. Inc. l,4-Diamino-2-al-

kylihiophenoxy-3-haloanthraquinone polyester dyes. 3,786,074. CI.

260-380.000.

Genta. Guido R , to American Aniline Products. Inc. Yellow pigment

compositions. 3.786.017,0. 260-38.000.

Gentex Corporation: See—
Aileo, Jackson Anthony. 3,784.984.

Geometries, Inc.: See—
Ahern,WilliamW ,3.785.101.

Gerber Garment Technology, Inc.: See—
Gerber, Heinz Joseph; and Pearl, David Raymond. 3,785.898.

Gerber. Heinz Joseph; and Pearl, David Raymond, to Gerber Garment

Technology. Inc. Apparatus for producing seamed articles from

sheet material. 3.785.898,0. 156-353.000.

Gerber Products Company: 5ff

—

Nelson, Lloyd A, 3,785,5 16.

Gcrbruder Seidel KG: 5ff—
Ritzenhoff, Hermann, 3,785,952.

'

Gerkensmeier, Otto Frederick: See-
Filch. Scott McDowell, Gallina, Alfonso Vincent, Gerkensmeier,

Otto Frederick; and Warwick, Peter Stephen, 3,786,426.

Grrlach, Klaus: See—
Walz, Klaus, Gerlach. Klaus; and Schwarz. Max. 3.785.768.

Gesellschaft fur Keinforschung mbH: See—
Schmidt, Albrecht, 3,786,258.

Geusic, John Edward, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Single wall domain generator. 3,786,452. CI. 340- 1 74.0tf.

Gevorkov, Grigory Sergeevich: See—
Vereschagin, Leonid Fedorovich; Konyafv, Jury Sergeevich;

Dovbnya, Alexandr Vasilievich; Polyakov, Evgeny Valentind-

vich; Novgorodov. Alexandr Stepanovich; Asan-Nuri. Abdulia

Ogly, Paly, Polikarp Avidnomovich; and Gevorkov, Grigory

Sergeevich. 3.785.093.

Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia; See—
Osirop. Berthold; Rassmann. Christoph. and Hauschopp, Alois.

3.785.704.

Ghigo. Andrea S.: 5fe—
McCord. John T. 3.785.451.

Gianatasio. Henry L.: See—
Edes. Ferenc; and Gianatasio. Henry L.. 3.785,542.

Giannetti, Joseph P , Mcllvried, Howard G ; and Sebulsky, Raynor T.,

to Gulf Research & Development Company. Process for the produc-

tion of 2- 2-dimethylbutane. 3.786.108,0. 260-683.660.

Gibbs Francis E , to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation.

Weldmg fixture. 3,786,225, O. 219-1 24.000.

Giffard, Louis Filtering element. 3,785,497,0. 210-282.000.

Gilbert. Roswell W.. to Technical Management Services. Inc. Trans-

former for direct and/or alternating currents. 3,786.338, CI. 323-

48 000.

Gillespie Corporation: See—
Sibley; Louis F, 3,785,541.

Sibley, Louis F, 3,785,688.

Gillstrap, Peter M. Means for suspending cables from mine roof.

3,785,598,0. 248-58.000.

Gilmore, William J., to American Chain & Cable Company, Inc. Safety

belt system 3,785,701,0. 297-385.000.

Giori, Gualtiero, to De La Rue Giori S A Wiping cylinder of steel en-

graving printing machine and method of making it. 3,785,286. CI.

101-155 000.

Girard. Andre, to Aronelle Textiles. Limited Apparatus for weighing

yarn on a yarn winding machine 3.785.582. CI 242-39.000.

GIrardi. Vincent J., to Babcock & Wilcox Company, The. Transfer

device. 3,785,509,0. 214-8. 50h.

Girault, Pierre: See—
Perronnet, Jacques, and Girault, Pierre, 3,786,094.

Girault, Pierre; and Hagemann, Guy, to Roussel-UCLAF. Methods of

combatting bacteria or fungi using 5-methyl-4.4-dichloro-5-

pyrazolone. 3,786,1 5 1 , CI. 424-273.000.

Gladbach, Bergisch: See—
Asselborn, Peter; Cramer, Werner; Gladbach, Bergisch; and Mul-

lejans.Heinrich. 3.785.1 89.

Glaser, Harold: See-
Keats, Richard L.; and Glaser, Harold. 3.785.275.

Glaser Products Corporation: See-
Keats, Richard L.; and Glaser. Harold, 3.785.275.

Glassie. Donelson C: See—
Leming. John C; Glassie, Donelson C; and Jahnel, Roy M.,

3.785.316.
GlaverbelS.A.:5ee—

Plumat.Emile, 3,785,792.

Gleim, William K. T.; Gatsis, John G.; and O'Hara. Mark J., to Un.ver-

sal Oil Products Company. Desulfurization and conversion of black

oils 3,785,958, O. 208-87.000.

Glenn, Mary T.: See-
Browner, Richard F., Winefordner, James D.; and Glenn. Tom H.,

3,786,308.

Glenn, Tom H.: See—
Browner. Richard F.; Winefordner, James D.; and Glenn. Tom H.,

3,786,308.

Globe Tool and Engineering Company, The: See—
Biddison. John M. 3,785.583.

Bucholtz. Glen E. 3.785.034.

Glober Tool and Engineering Company: See—
Kennedy. John B.; and Pepper, Kenneth L.. 3,785.580.

Gloge, Detlef Christoph. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-

porated. Low dispersion optical fiber 3.785.7 1 8. CI. 350-96.0wg.

Godard. Gerard: See

—

Confine. Maurice ; and Godard , Gerard. 3 .78 5 .56 1

.

Godfrey, John J., to Grace, W. R., & Co. Transvinylation catlyst.

3,786,102,0. 260-6l5.00r.

Godfrey. Norman Bell, to Jefferson Chemical Company. Inc.

Polyamine and hydrocarbon sulfonic acid accelerator combination

for epoxy curing. 3,785,997. CI. 252-426.000.

Goldman, Arnold J.: See—
Puckett. Jason N., Jr.; Kurtin. Stephen L.; and Goldman, Arnold

J. 3.786.482.

Goldman, Arnold J.; Kurtin, Stephen L.; and Mead, Carver A., to Lex-

itron Corporation, mesne. Electronic test display system which simu-

lates a typewriter. 3,786.429, CI. 340- 1 72.500.

Goldstein. Arthur. Dispenser for C-foIded paper towels with hot air

dryer. 3,785,523. O. 221-42.000.

Goldsworthy Engineering, Inc.; See—
Karlson. Harald E, 3.785.1 37.

Good, Arthur L.; and Reese, Robert P.. to Reese Products. Inc. Sway

control device for connection between a trailer and towing vehicles.

3,785,680,0. 280-446.00b.

Goodrich, B. F., Company. The: See-
Fisher, John M. 3,785,567.

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation: See

—

Batcher, Kenneth E.; and Franks, John T., Jr.. 3,786,448.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, The: See—
Ling, Jack A ; and Clem, Dennis W., 3.785,894.

Gorman. Thomas G., to Hayes-Albion. Reinforced automotive fan.

3,785,748,0.416-132.000.
Gormann. Willi: See

—

Frenyo, Pal; Hafer, Karl-Heinz; Karkutt. Reimund; Gormann, Wil-

li; and Pelka, Walter, 3,785.703.

Goss, Ira D.: See

—

Sylvester, Herbert A., Partridge. Christopher M.; and Goss, Ira D.,

3,785,384.

Goto, Shjitji: See—
Oguchi. Yutaka; Kubo. Junighi; and Goto, Shinji, 3,785,966.

Gotoh, Syuichi, to Nippon Oil Seal Industry Co.. Ltd. Oil seal orjieeve

having press-fitted portions coated with synthetic rubber latex.

3,785,856,0.117-75.000.
Goupil, Jean-Jacques: See

—

Allet-Coche, Pierre, 3.785,481. «

Gower, Bobby G.: See

—

v

Wostl, Wolfgang J.; and Gower, Bobby G.. 3.786.42 1

.

Grace. W. R, & Co.; See-
Godfrey, John J, 3.786.102.

Grace, W. R.. Company: See—
Skov, Ebbe R.; Judge, Roderick B.; and Hamphill, Geoffrey,

3.786,086.

Graham. Cecil Robert Montgomery. Means for spraying liquid sub-

stances in atomised form. 3,785,536,<:i. 222-402.210.

Grand, Paul Sheldon, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Cosmetic and

textile-treating compositions. 3,785.985.0. 252-106.000.

Grandini. Angelo; See

—

Cardone, Michele; Grandini, Angelo; and Zaramella, Bruno,

3,786,386.

Granges Aluminium AB; See—
Backerud, Stig Lennart, 3,785,807.

Graphic Systems, Inc.; See

—

Aron, Edward A.; and Griffith. Louis E., 3.785.258.

Gras. Elie. to Etablissements Anver S.A. Method of molding plastics to

the surface of a backing material imitative of leather, fabrics and the

like. 3.785,900,0. 156-245.000.

Graves, William P.; Passavant, Francis C; and Worters, Allen J., to

GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Television type display system for dis-

*
playing waveforms of time-varying signals. 3.786.476, CI. 340-

324.00a.

Gray, Paul L. Jackhammer. 3.785,444, 0. 1 73-78.000.

Green, Melvin Perry. Mechanism for forming a foundation. 3,785,606,

CI. 249-3.000.

Greene, Samuel. Swimming pool coping. 3,785,099, CI. 52-102.000.

Greenhill, Derek Howard. Sensing and control system. 3.786,470. CI.

340-267.00r.

Greenwood. Arthur R.: See—
Boyd, David M.; and Greenwood, Arthur R., 3,785,963.

Gregg. David P.; See

—

Gregg. David P.; and Pooley. Charles K. (said Pooley assor. to

said). 3.785,268.

Gregg, David P.; and Pooley, Charles K., said Pooley assor. to said

Gregg, David P. Scanning type photographic film developing system

and apparatus. 3.785.268. CI. 95-89.00r.

Gresham. Perry Thomas, to American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany. Toll call denial circuit. 3,786, 1 96, 0. 1 79- 1 8.0da.

Griffith. Louis E.: See—
Aron. Edward A.; and Griffith, Louis E., 3.785.258.

Grigorenko. Anatoly Evgenievich: See—
Groza. Viktor Filimonovich; Drozdov, Nikolai Ivanovich;

Sharapov. Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordon. Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov, Khristofor Sergeevich; Filatov, Nikolai

Grigorievich; Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich; Semkin. Alexei
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Trofimovich; Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich, Judin, Valentin

Dmitrievich, Belenky, Evgeny Jurievich, Grigorenko. Anatoly

Evgenievich; and Baryshnikov, Gennady Fedorovich,

3,785.139.

Grill William Augustus, to RCA Corporation. Method for depositing

refractory metals. 3,785.862, CI. 117-217.000.

Grip-Pak, Inc. mesne; 5fe—
Cunningham, Ernest R., 3,785,484.

Grochowski, Edward G;S*f— ^ ^ ,. »- ^ c
Castrucci, Paul P.; Grochowski, Edward G.; Hess. Martin V;

Maheras, Geroge; and North, William D., 3,785,886.

Groendyke, Richard L.: See—
Barr Richard S., and Groendyke, Richard L , 3,785,907

Grooteboer, Wilhelm, to Linder, Alex, GmbH Method for the destina-

tion control of objects fed into a distributing conveying system and

distributing conveying system for performing such method.

3,785,510,CI. 214-ll.OOc.

Groupement Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique Plessis Robinson: See—

Carbonnel, Henri, 3,785.744.

Groza. Viktor Filimonovich; Drozdov, Nikolai Ivanovich. Sharapov,

Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordon. Alexandr losipovich; Shakh-

pazov, Khristofor Sergeevich, Filatov, Nikolai Grigorievich; Skrip-

nik, Ivan Timofeevich; Semkin, Alexei Trofimovich;

Vasiliev,Vladimir Ivanovich; Judin, Valentin Dmitrievich; Belenky,

Evgeny Jurievich, Grigorenko. Anatoly Evgenievich; and Barysh-

nikov, Gennady Fedorovich. Wire-rope winding machine and

method of its operation 3.785,1 39, CI. 57-58 340

Grubb, Harold R., and Liebschutz. Lynn C . to International Business

Machines Corporation. Magnetic domain decoder/encoder device

3.786.455. CI. 340-174 Otf.

Gryszkiewic-Trouchimowski. Oleg: See—
Cousserans. Gilbert. Mathey. Francois; and Gryszkiewic-

Trouchimowski. Olcg. 3.786.1 55

GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated; See—

Jacobs. Melvin A., and Lee, David Q.. 3.786,197.

Verbaas, George, 3,786.496

Zelinski. Paul A., and Jones. Leo V.. 3,786,436.

GTE Information Systems Incorporated; See—
Sherman, Frederick A , 3,786.435

GTE Sylvania, Inc.; See—
Epis. James J.; and Kuo. Samuel Chung-Shu. 3.786.372.

GTE Sylvania Incorporated: See—
Chiola. Vincent; Smith. James S . and Vanderpool. Clarence D..

3.785.019
Graves. William P.; Passavant, Francis C; and Worters. Allen J .

3.786.476.

Peltz. John R . and Szeverenyi. Nikolaus A .
3.786.463

Guarriello. Theodore J Nursery pot 3.785.088, CI 47-34 000.

Gulf Research &. Development Company: See—

Bryson Millard C . McKinney. Joel D.; Titmus. Robert A.; and

White. Frederick K . 3.785.959

Chun. Sun W., Hamilton, Harry A , and Montagna. Angelo A..

3.785.964.

Giannetti. Joseph P ; Mcllvried. Howard G; and Sebulsky. Raynor

T .3.786,108.

Humphrey, Earl L ; and Morse, William B., 3,785.975

Gunze.Co . Ltd.: Scf—
Hino. Mikoni; Hanawa. Shozo; Itaya. Hisso; Okada. Toshihiko.

and Fujtwara. Masayuki. 3.785.177.

Guthans Engineering Co.: See—
Cuthans. Harold A. 3.785.324.

Guthans. Harold A., to Guthans Engineering Co Ratchet haul devices.

3.785.324, CI I 14-235 00a.

Guyton. David L Method and apparatus for locating a principal

meridianof an astigmatic optical system 3,785.723, CI 351-34 000

Gybowski. Frank Game device 3.785.656. CI. 273-177 00a

Gylland. Ernest F . Jr . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Multiple

compressor refrigeration system. 3.785. 169, CI. 62-468 000.

Haas, Carl, Firma; See—
Muller, Wolfgang, 3,785.028.

Haas. Hans; See—
Warncke. Ernst; and Haas, Hans. 3,785.333.

Haas. Helmut; See—
Langmaack, Jurgen. and Haas, Helmut, 3,785,575.

Haase, Johann:Sff—
-, -,oi n,-,

Eberle Herbert; Meyer. Wolfgang; and Haase. Johann. 3.785.943

Haase. Wiliard A ; and Wegcnke. Ingwald E , to Montello Producu

Company Deburring and chamfering apparatus. 3.785.742. CI. 408-

3 000
Hachiboshi. Makoto; See—

Furuya, Akio, Hachiboshi. Makoto; Adachi. Toshio; and Uchida.

Masakatsu. 3.786.004.

Hadbavny. Jozef; and Fuglister. Peter, to Siemens-Albis AG. Means for

coupling a cavity resonator to a conductor circuit and/or a further

cavity resonator 3.786.37 1, CI 333-24 OOr

Haemonetics Corporation: 5«—
Latham, Allen, Jr.. 3.785.549.

Hafer. Karl-Heinz; See—
Frenyo. Pal; Hafer. Karl-Heinz. Karkutt. Reimund; Gormann. Wil-

li; and Pelka. Walter. 3.785.703.

Haffner. James W ; and Pearce. Llewellyn S . to North American

Rockwell Corporation Gamma and neutron scintillator. 3,786,253,

CI 250-366 000
Hagemann. Guy; See—

Girault. Pierre; and Hagemann. Guy, 3,786,151. |

Hageniers. Omep L. ; See—
Pryor. Tomothy R.. and Hageniers. Omep L.. 3.785.737.

Hagens, Robert J.; 5^?—
Bitting, James L.; and Hagens, Robert J., 3,785.636.

Hager, C, & Sons Hinge Manufacturing Company: See—
|

Peterson, Francis C, 3,785,236.

Haggberg, Marvin D ; Kavanagh, Ira K , and Van Horik. Leonard R .
to

McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Method of forming honeycomb

panel edges. 3.785.788. CI 29-423 000

Hahn & Clay: See—
Pechacek. Raymond E .3.785.040. I

Hahn. Ernest A: Sff—
Parker. Gordon M.; Wismer. Marco; and Hahn. Ernest A.,

3.785.849
Hajdu. Johann; Knauft. Guenter; Skuin. Petar; and Vogt. Edwin, to In-

ternational Business Machines Corporation Data processing system

including a small auxiliary processor for overcoming the effects of

faulty hardware. 3.786.430, CI 340-172 500

Halberschmidt, Friedrich; and Audi. Josef, to Saint Gobain Apparatus

and method for cutting glass 3.785.229. CI. 83-6 000

Hall. Ralph J Soot cleaning method 3.785.35 1 . CI. 1 22-379.000.

Hallamore Homes lnc:Sff—
|

Hallamorc, Lloyd G , 3.785,91 3

Hallamore Lloyd G , to Hallamore Homes Inc Prefabricated construc-

tion panel 3,785,9 13. CI. 161-41 000.

Hallberg. Irving H: S^f—
Tuzson. John J ; Hallberg. Irving H,, and Vaughn, James R .

3.785.627
Halley, James L , to Tesco Chemicals, Inc Waste treatment material

3,785,97 I, CI 210-64 000
Halliburton Ronald D . to Allied Leisure Industries, Inc. Manually

controlled electric pinball game 3,785,650, CI 273-110 000

Halliburton. Ronald D . to Allied Leisure Industries. Inc Pinball game

bumper electrically responsive to ball impact 3.785,652. CI 273-

127 OOr
Halliburton. Ronald D.. to Allied Leisure Industries, Inc Pinball game

bumper electrically responsive to ball impact. 3.785.653. CI 273-

127 OOr
Kallmann. Matthias: See—

Berg, Markus, Hallmann. Matthias, and Hoffmeistcr. Jurgen.

3,785.984
I

Hallmark Releasing Corporation; See—
Minasian, Stephen G . 3,785.480

Hallock. Robert Warren, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor-

porated Reversible 2's complement to sign-magnitude converter.

3,786.490, CI. 340-347 Odd
Halperin. Edward B . to Perin Products Corporation Calendar display

construction with indexing calendar bearing member. 3,785,074, CI.

40-113 000
Hamilton, Harry A: Sf?—

Chun. Sun W . Hamilton. Harry A.; and Montagna. Angelo A .

3.785.964
Hammann. Ingeborg; See—

Buchel. Karl-Heinz. Draber. Wilfried; Hammann. Ingeborg. and

Unterstenhofer.Gunter. 3.786.131

Hoffmann. Hellmut; Hammann. Ingeborg. and Unterstenhofer.

Gunier. 3.786.065

Hammond. Douglas L . to FMC Corporation Attenuation of water

waves and control and utilization of wave-induced water movements.

3.785. 159, CI. 61-5.000

Hamphill, Geoffrey: Sff—
Skov, Ebbe R , Judge, Roderick B.; and Hamphill, GeolTrey,

3,786,086.

Hanawa. Shozo; St-f—

Hino. Mikoni; Hanawa. Shozo; Itaya. Hisso. Okada. Toshihiko;

and Fujtwara. Masayuki. 3.785.177

Handeland George A . to Safe Well Manufacturing Company Chemi-

cal tablet dispensmg device for wells 3.785.525. CI 22 I -265 000

Handy. Richard L . to Iowa State University Research Foundation Ap-

paratus for in situ borehole testing. 3.785,200, CI. 73-
1
5 1 .000.

Hannah. Malcolm Edward; See—
Krause. Arthur Waldemar; and Hannah. Malcolm Edward.

3,786.037
, ^ ^

Hannan. William James, to RCA Corporation Playing back redundant

hologramsbyscannmg 3.785.7 1 2. CI 350-3 500

Hanney. Philip Michael. Stainforth. Thomas Raymond; and Bland Wil-

liam Arthur, to Beniley Engineering Company Limited, The. Tubu-

lar knitted fabric 3.785.1 73. CI 66-9 OOr.

Hanson. Lawrence R; 5ff— ^ r, ^ . r-
Marion. Donald L . Hanson, Lawrence R , and Strand, Robert t.,

3,786,012.

Hantke. Gerhard J; Srr—
, ,„, ,,-,

McNabney, John C; and Hantke. Gerhard J.. 3,785,272.

Hanzawa, Teruo; See—
Iwama, Masakuni; Yamamolo, Toshihiko; Inoue. Isaburo; Han-

zawa, Teruo. and Endo, Takaya, 3,785.828.

Harasi, Leonard E ; See—
^ „, c i. w

Galloway, LawrenceH; Harast, Leonard E . and Plimi, hrank v..

Jr. 3.785, 1 10 ^ ^ «, •. .

Harbers, Henry C , Jr ; and Harbers, Henry C, Sr . to Western Unit

Corporation Preloaded spring beam and method employed alone or

m combination with air bellows spring 3,785,673. CI 280-154 OOf

Harbers. Henry C. Sr 5«- ,,„..„
Harbers, Henry C. Jr . and Harbers. Henry C. Sr.. 3.785.673.
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Harbottle. William L.. to Timken Company, The. Method for adjusting

tapered roller bearings and for assembling devices employing such

bearings as journals. 3,785.023. CI. 29-l48.40a.

Harding, William R. Aquarium siphon. 3.785.493. CI. 2 10- 169.000.

Hardy, Alfred W.;5f*—
Arnold. Orlan M.; and Hardy, Alfred W.. 3.785.572.

Harmsen, Ulf; See—
Durrwachter, Eugen Emil; Harmsen, Ulf; and Merl. Wilhelm,

3,785,810.

Harnden, John D., Jr.; See—
Ferro, Armand P.; Harnden, John D., Jr.; and Kurz, Bruno F.,

3,786,264.

Kornrumpf, William P.; and Harnden, John D, Jr.. 3.786.219.

Harnden. John D., Jr., to General Electric Company. Induction cook-

ing appliance including temperature sensing of inductively heated

cooking vessel 3,786.220, CI. 2 1 9- 1 490.

Harnden, John D., Jr ; and Koiairumpf, William P., to General Electric

Company. Metallic foil induction cooking. 3.786.222. CI. 219-

10490.
Harnisch. Horst, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Benzoxazole compounds

useful as optical brightening agents. 3,786.064, CI. 260-307.00d.

Harper George Sullivan, to Airpax Electronic, Inc. Multi-pole circuit

breaker 3,786,380, CI. 335-9.000.

Harsch, Thomas B., to International Liqiut Xtal Company. Display

devices utilizing liquid crystal light modulation with varying colors.

3,785.721. CI. 350-150.000.

Hart, Walter C , and Singh, Suman P N , to Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany Separation of components of vaporous fluids. 3,785,161. CI.

62-23.000.

Harter. H. Elisabct. surviving spouse of Harter, Roy S. deceased: See—
McKenna, James J.; and Harter, Roy, 3,785,225.

Harter, Roy; See—
McKenna, James J , and Harter, Roy, 3,785.225.

Hartnel, Arlynn H.: See—
Jackson, Jack M., and Hartfiel, Arlynn H., 3,785,438.

Hartman Gary F. to United States of America. Navy. Digital television

character generator 3.786.481. CI. 340-324.0ad.

Hartman. Rolf, to Rheinmetall GmbH Belt feeder for automatic

firearms 3,785,242, CI 89-33.0ca.

Hase.Takashi: See—
Toshinai. Akio;and Hase,Takashi. 3.785.991.

Hasegawa. Hiromasa; See—
Kano. Gota. Fujiwara. Shohei; lizuka, Mutsuo; Hasegawa,

Hiromasa. and Sawaki. Tsukasa. 3,786,320.

Hasegawa, Yoshihumi; See-
Tcrai, Shiro, Suzuki, Toshio; Hasegawa, Yoshihumi; Sekiya,

Hiioshi, Maiuo. Hiroto. and Kimata, Shizuo, 3,785,946.

Hastings Manufacturing Company: See—
Ouinlan. William J, and Huver. Lawrence L., 3,785,002.

Hata, Naoaki. and Takase. Yuzo. to Asahi Denka Kogyo K.K. Halogen

containing polyesters and method for preparing same. 3,786.022, CI.

260-47 00c
Hatano. Isao. and Urasaki. Kazuaki. to Omron Taleisi Electronics Co.

Digital display system of floating point representation. 3,786,480, CI.

340-324 OOr

Hatano. Kazunori; See—
Shibata. Motoo. Higashide. Eiji; Hatano. Kazunori; Mizumo,

Komei; Asai. Mitsuko, &d Muroi. Masayuki, 3.786,142.

Hattori. Tatsuo; See—
Fujii, Hajime; and Hatlori, Tatsuo, 3,785,859.

Hauschopp. Alois; 5rf—
Ostrop. Berthold; Rassmann. Christoph; and Hauschopp, Alois,

3,785,704

Hauser. Raimund; See—
Wessner.Harald. 3.785.727

Haven John B . to General Electric Company. Emergency trip throttle

valve 3.785.61 5. CI. 25 1-74.000.

Haverkamp. Klaus Dieter; Sff—
Kraemer. Friedrich; Mandel. Jorn; Mayer. Siegfried; Rohrig.

Klaus; Schulz. Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller. Hilmar; Haverkamp.

Klaus Dieter; and Motz. Jurgen. 3,785,632.

Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Limited; See—
Chichester-Miles, Ian, 3,785,596.

Hawn.Frank A.:S*f—
. ., . . ^ ,-

Hider, Theodore M.; Hawn, Frank A.; and Makic, George E.,

3,785,846
, j , u

Hayakawa Shigeru, to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Light

sensing device. 3,786,262, CI. 250-206.000.

Hayashi, Toshio; See—
Loseries. Peter; and Hayashi, Toshio. 3.785,264.

Hayden Rodney, to TRW Inc Carbon monoxide alarm for automo-

biles. 3.786.462. CI. 340-237.00r.
.

Hayden Roy E . to SWF Plywood Company Apparatus for laying up

plywood panels. 3.785.508. CU2 1 4-6.00m

Hayes, John C, to Universal Oil Products Company. Four-step

procedure for regenerating a catalyst containing platinum, rhenium

and halogen. 3,785,996. CI. 252-415.000.

Hayes-Albion: See—
Gorman, Thomas G., 3,785,748.

Hazelett, Richard: See—
. w

Hazelett, Robert William; Hazelett, Richard; and Wood. John

Frederick Barry, 3,785,428.
. . , u

Hazelett, Robert William; Hazelett, Richard; and Wood, John

Frederick Barry, to Hazelett Strip-Casting Corporation. Wheel-belt

continuous casting machine. 3,785,428, CI. 164-278.000.

Hazelett Strip-Casting Corporation: See—
Hazelett, Robert William; Hazelett. Richard; and Wood. John

Frederick Barry, 3,785,428.

Hazelhurst. Gerald D., to Mark Products. Inc. Seismic cable assembly.

3.786,4 10, CI. 340-17.000.

Hebbecker, Rolf; and Hofmann, Robert, to Fouquet-Werk Frauz &
Planck. Thread supply apparatus for textile machinery, particularly

circular knitting machines. 3.785,176. CI. 66-132.0st.

Heberlein & Co., AG: Sef—
Bos. Isaac. 3,786.328.

Heetman. Jakobus, to Lonza Ltd. Scratch resistance tester. 3.785,198,

CI. 73-78.000.

Heinrich. Karl: See-
Jacob. Ingolf; Buttner, Gert; and Heinrich. Karl, 3,785.017.

Heinzman. Arthur H.; Clifton, Henry G.. Jr.; and Theobald. Robert A.

Jig for precasting a plurality of panels. 3.785,608, CI. 249-161.000.

Heisner, Donald N.. to Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation. Opti-

cal reader. 3.786.238. CI. 235-61 . 1 le.

Hclmrich. Ralph, to Diamond Aerosol Corporation. Aerosol grenade.

3,785,569, CI. 239-337.000.

Heneghan, LeoF.;S«— .... , i-

Lee, Leonard S.; Uyeda, Yoshio; and Heneghan. Leo h..

3.785.879.

Henes, Richard W; S«—
Dean. William H.; and Hencs, Richard W.. 3.785.698.

Hengstler. J..K.G.,Firma: See—
Pfeiffer, Horst, 3.786.240.

Henkel & Cie GmbH: See-
Berg. Markus; Hallmann. Matthias; and Hoffmeister, Jurgen.

3.785,984.

Hennig, Arnold; and Hennig, Kurt. Cover for machine tools.

3,785,4 18, CI. 150-52.00r.

Hennig, Kurt: See—
Hennig, Arnold; and Hennig, Kurt, 3.785,4 1 8.

Henriksson, Sten Tycho, to Boliden Aktiebolag. Method of producing

arsenic selenides and arsenic doped selenium. 3,785,806, CI. 75-

I34.00h.

Hepner, Georges; Lacombat, Michel; and Marcy. Raymond, to Com-

pagnie Francaise Thomson Houston-Holchkiss Brandt. Micro posi-

tioning apparatus. 3.786,332, CI. 318-577.000.

Herbert, Jean Jacques. Apparatus for treating water charged with scale

forming substances. 3,785,954, CI. 204-228.000.

Herbots, Joseph Antoine; See—
von Paesschen. August Jean; Herbots. Joseph Antoiwe; and Tim-

merman, Daniel Maurice, 3,786,002.

Hergert, Heinz, to Polrotor. Inc. Apparatus for producing patterned

pile fabrics. 3,785,016, CI. 26-2.00r.

Herkt, Karl-Heinz: See—
Pfeiffer, Kurt; Dietrich. Johannes; Beckmann, Gunter; and Herkt,

Karl-Heinz. 3,785,430.

Hermann Finckh Metalltuch- und Maschinenfabrik: See—
Holz. Emil, 3,785.495.

Hermann, Stanley R: See—
Peters, Gary J.; Hermann, Stanley R.; Jaynes, Howard R.; and Mil-

brandt, Larry F, 3,786,01 3.

Hershberger. J. Ronald: See-
Mare, E nest, 3,785,127.

Hervert, George L.; Carnahan, Robert D.; and Youtsey. Karl J., to

Universal Oil Products Company. Apparatus for catalytically con-

verting nuids. 3,785.78 1 . CI. 23-288.00f.

Hess. Martin S.; See—
Castrucci, Paul P.; Grochowski, Edward G.; Hess. Martin S.;

Maheras. Geroge; and North, William D., 3.785.886.

Hessert. James E.: See—
Clampitt, Richard L.. and Hessert. James E.. 3.785,437.

Hesston Corporation: See—
Gaedderi, Melvin v.. 3.785.130.

Hetherington. Irvine Keers; Pritchett, Robert Leonard; and York,

Robert Kenneth, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. In-

tegrated circuit switching network providing crosspoint gain.

3,786,425, CI. 340-1 66.00r.

Heywang, Hermann; and Hoyler, Gerhard, to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft. Method for producing strips of insulating material hav-

ing electrically conductive coatings with a coating free marginal edge

surface. 3,786.224, CI. 2I9-I2l.01m.

Hickman, Robert Winfield, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Com-

pany. Composite filament with elastomeric core and micro-aper-

tured polypropylene foam sheath and process therefor. 3.785,919.

CI. 161-175.000.

Hider, Theodore M.; Hawn, Frank A.; and Makie. George E., to Inter-,

national Business Machines Corporation. Methods for developing

electrosutic images. 3,785,846. CI. H 7-1 7.500.

Higashide, Eiji: See—
Shibata, Motoo; Higashide, Eiji; Hatano. Kazunori; Mizumo.

Komei; Asai, Mitsuko; and Muroi, Masayuki, 3,786,142.

Hilbum, Hugh C, to Sperry Rand Corporation. Cathode ray tube dual

mode* horizonul deflection control amplifier. 3,786.303. CI. 315-

27.0td.

Hildebrand. Dietrich; and Kuth. Robert, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Process for the continuous dyeing and printing of fibre materials

containing ionic groups. 3,785,767. CI. 8-54.000.

Hill Elgie E. Chord-teaching device for a stringed instrument.

3,'785,240, CI. 84-485.000.

Hill Michael Walter, to RCA Corporation. Dynamic convergence cir-

cuits. 3,786,300. CI 31^-13 00c.
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Hillhouse. John L ; S**- "

^ .. ,.^ ,u ,

Fertl. Walter H.; Cavanaugh. Robert J., and Hillhouse, John U .

3.785.446.

Hinai, MasakatsuS^r—
"

., .

Masumoto. Hakaru. Murakami. YueUu. and Hinai. MasakaUu.

3.785.880.

Hino Mikoni. Hanawa. Shozo. Itaya. Hisso. Okada. Toshihiko. and

Fujtwara. Masayuki. to Cunze. Co.. Ltd. Device for sensing a broken

yarn of a circular knitting machine 3.785.1 77. CI 66-
1 57 000

Hintenberger. Karl Vacuum oven for firing ceramic facings

3.786.I64.CI 13-31 000.

Hiraishi. Kiyoto; S«—
Hon. Yasuro; Hiraishi. Kiyoto. Kiuchi. Tadashi. and Kashima.

Yoshitake. 3.786.387

Hirano. Masachika; Mukai. Kunio. Takeda. Hisami. and Tanaka. Kai-

sutoshi to Sumitomo Chemical Company. Limited N-allyl

phosphorothiamidates. 3.786.1 18. CI 260-948 000

Hiraoka. Susumu Set—
Kurauchi. Noritaka. Hiraoka. Susumu; Yoshida. Kenichi. and Oh-

mori. Masaki. 3.786.41 1

Hitachi. Ltd . Sec—
Homoi.Toshimitu:and Homma.lsamu. 3.786.318

Hori, Yasuro; Hiraishi. Kiyoto. Kiuchi. Tadashi; and Kashima.

Yoshitake. 3,786.387

Kanamaru. Hisanobu; Ohuchi. Yasushi. and Tatsumi. Hideo.

3.785.049.

Koike. Norio; and Ashikawa. Mikio. 3.786.28

1

Komoda. Tsutomu. and Nomura, Setsuo. 3.786.305.

Mo'un. Katsuo>4|id Miyazaki. Gentaro. 3.786.179

Naito. Shot^. Kasama. Ryoji. and Sato. Hiro. 3.786.466.

Nemoto. M^moru; and Tani. Seijiro. 3.785.75 I

.

Nomura. S«^suo. 3.786.268

Sato. Hitoshr. Tanaka. Mitsuo. Nakamura, Michiharu. Takahashi.

Susumu. and Kurono. Hirokazu. 3.786.375.

Tokuyama. Takashi. and Mori. Takaaki. 3.785.043

Hitchman. Michael L . Mehl. Wolfgang, and Millot. Jean Pierre, to

Wright. H Dudley. Electrochemical oxygen detector, 3.785.948. CI.

204-195 OOp.

Ho. Irving T.. and Riseman. Jacob, to International Business Machines

Corporation. Integrated magnetic bubble and semiconductor device

3.786.445, CI 340-l74.0tf

Hoang. Ming-Tsung: See—
Inque. Goro; and Hoang. Ming-Tsung. 3.786,330.

Hobson, Charles F , Jr . and Willard. Henry G . to General Electric

Company Circuit breaker and static trip circuit therefor 3.786,31 I,

CI 317-18 OOd
Hochman, Herschel T . and Hogan, Dennis L Security maintenance

system. 3,786,47 1 , CI 340-274 000

Hock Fromund; Feldmann. Hcnnig, and Fialkowski, Heinz, to Leitz,

Ernst,Gm bH. Split-field mic.oscope 3.785.7 14. CI. 350-15 000

Hodges. Franklin Reeder Medical testing and data recording ap-

paratus. 3.786,5 10, CI 346-33 Ome
Hodges. Frederick R Method for forming a drinking receptacle

3.785.794. CI 65-108.000

Hodgkins, David H , to Stanadync, Inc Water separator 3,785,970,

CI 210-23 000
Hodkin, Thomas W Magnetic writing instrument 3,785,739, CI 401-

195.000.

Hodshire, James O ; Shockley. Ouenlin O . and Crouse. Don E ,
to

General Motors Corporation Solid surface lubricant coating

3.785.785, CI 29-l95.00y.

Hoekstra. James, to Universal Oil Products Company. Method of

catalyst manufacture bv impregnating honeycomb-type support

3,785,998, CI 252-477.d0r

Hoening Kevin J., to Seaquist Valve Company Mechanical breakup

aerosol sprayer button 3,785,57 I, CI. 239-492.000.

Hoesch Aktiengesellschaft; See—
Klinkosch.Reinhard. 3.785.917

Hoffmann. Hellmut. Hammann. Ingeborg, and Unterstenhofer. Gunter,

to Ba>er Aktiengesellschaft N,N-dimethyl-0-substituted-3,4-poly

methylene-pyrazolyl 3,786,065, CI. 260-3 lO.OOr.

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Kyburz. Emilio; and Spiegelberg, Hans, 3,786,095.

Hoffmeister, Jurgen: See—
Berg, Markus, Hallmann. Matthias, and Hoffmeister, Jurgen,

3,785,984.

Hofmann, Robert: See—
Hebbecker, Rolf; and Hofmann, Robert, 3,785.176.

Hogan, Dennis L.: See—
Hochman, Herschel T , and Hogan, Dennis L ,

3,786,47

1

Hogan, Elmer R ; and Simpson. John I , to Smith-Bergen Manufactur-

ing Corporation. Fish-cleaning apparatus. 3.785,007. CI. 17-59.000

Hogshead.ThomasH. Jr.: See—
Peet. Robert G.; Foster, Henry O ; Paulsell. Kenneth G.; and

Hogshead, Thomas H, Jr, 3,786, 1 27

Holl William H.. to General Motors Corporation Exhaust gas recircu-

lation system. 3,785,1 5 I ,CI. 60-277.000.

Holland. Dewey G: See—
, „-,„

Bechara, Ibrahim S.; and Holland, Dewey G.. 3.786.029.

Holland. Melvin G.: See—
Schulz. Manfred B.. and Holland, Melvin G.. 3.786.373.

Holmes. Jerry D.: See—
Dawes, John L.; and Holmes, Jerry D., 3.786.1 32.

Holmslrom. Goran, to Allmanna Svenska Eleckinska Articbi>lagct

Electric switching device combining insulating parts comprising an

acrylatcresmbindcr 3.786.2 13. CI 200- 144 ()0c

Holz Emil. to Hermann Finckh Metalltuch- und Maschinenfabrik

Pressure filter for fibrous suspensions 3.785.495. CI 210-210000

Holzhauer. Rudolf, to Ruggeberg. August. Firma Abrasive medium

3.785.094. CI 51-401 000
Hombrecher, Friedrich. to ERSA Ernst Scabs KG Thermostatically

controlled electric soldering iron 3.786.229. CI 219-241 000

Homma. Isamu: See—
Homoi. Toshimitu. and Homma. Isamu. 3.786.3 18

Homoi. Toshimitu. and Homma. Isamu. lo Hitachi. Ltd Semiconduc

tor device having channel preventing structure 3.786.318, CI 317-

2350O0
Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-

Date. Tasuku. and Otani, Junji, 3,785,352.

Honeywell Inc : See—
Kabat, John L , Magnusscn, John L ; Porter. Richard B

.
and

Tobias. James R .3.785.432 I

Honeywell Information Systems. Inc.. See— I

Croxon, Brian F., and Abbott, Laurence F., 3,786,437.

Woods, William E ,3,786,432 •,

Honeyvkell Information Systems Italia; See—
j

Forlani, Franco, 3,785,044

Honnen, Lewis R ; and Coon, Marvin D . to Chevron Research Com-

pans Fuel detergents 3.785.789. CI 4466 000

Hopkins. Henry R Portable debris incinerator. 3.785,303, CI I 10-

8t)0r

Hopkins Stephen, to Compackager Corporation Machine for com-

pactmg trash 3.785.278. CI UK)-5I 000

Hoppke. Jerell B . to Buckbee-Mears Company Multi-angle beam

director for icslmg aperture masks 3.785.738. CI 356-1 38 OtK)

Hopps. Harvey Byron, and Biel. John Hans, to Aldrick Chemical Com
pany. Inc Monosulfate salt of 3-cthyl-6.7-dih>dro-2-methyN-5

( 4',4-ethylene dioxypipcridina-methyl )-indole-4-( 5H )-onc

3 786,057. CI 260-293 610

Horai. John C , and Tucker. Stephen F , lo GAF Corporation Biologi

cally active particulate material and the process for manufacturing

same 3.785,798, CI 7 I 79 (KK)

Horecky, Stanley V , to Molex Inc Electrical terminal 3,786,402. CI

339-276()Oa

Hon, Yasuro, Hiraishi, Kiyoto, Kiuchi. Tadashi; and Kashima,

Yoshitake to Hitachi, Ltd Short-circuit testing model for stationary

induction apparatuses 3.786,387. CI 33618 I (KX)

Horikawa, Hideichi: See—
Katayama. Shitomi, Horikawa. Hideichi; Obuchi. Masao. and Ito,

Yoshihiro. 3.786,031 ,

Horizons Incorporated; See-
Walker, RaW, 3,786.5 15

Horner, Joseph L . and Plank. Gordon R. to L'nited Stales of America.

Transportation Non -contacting angular position detector

3.7»6.458.C1 340-196.000

Hornle. Reinhold; See-
Molls, Hans-Heinz; Hornle, Reinhold; Bucheler, Manfred. Raab,

Hans, and Adrio. Joachim. 3.785.969

Hoscot Limited; See-
Watson. Robert E and Pitts. Claude L .

3.784.991

Hoskins Leonard Maxwell, to National Research Development Cor

porati'onPreparationofmixes 3.785.621. CI 259-102.000

Hotten Bruce W . to Chevron Research Company Rust inhibiting

lubrication oil additives. 3.785.98 1 . CI 9 29-7 I

Houghton. Paul: See—
Lynas, Derek Leigh; Lock, Alan Howard; and Houghton. Paul.

3,786,348

Householder, Kermit W , and Doesburg, Van I . to Dow Corning Cor

poration Distillation process of monomers with the addition of an

antifoam composition 3,785,935. CI 203-20 000.

Housman, Richard J; See-
Peterson. Bertil E . and Housman. Richard J.. 3,785,679

Houston Company, The: See—
Houston, Edward F ; Wallace, Robert L , Rochette, William, and

Chaponis, Charles A , 3,786,207

Houston. Edward F ; Wallace. Robert L . Rochette. William; and

Chaponis. Charles A . to Houston Company, The Electrical switch

assembly and valve for liquid filling system 3,786,207, CI 200-

61.860.

Howell Fredenck Harold, to Geigy, J R , AG Process for the

preparation of cyclodecanone 3.786,099. CI 260-586.00a.

Howorth Jonathan Ross, to English Electric Company, Limited

Evacuated electron discharge tubes 3,786,296, CI 313-176 000

HoyaGlass Works, Ltd.: See— .

Izumitani, Tetsuro. and Masuda. Isao, 3.785,835. I

Hoyler, Gerhard: See—
Heywang. Hermann; and Hoyler. Gerhard. 3.786,224.

Hruby. John O., Jr., to Rain Jet Corporation Axial flow fountain base.

3,785.559. CI 239-17.000.

Hruby John O . Jr . to Rain Jet Corporation Nozzle for discharging

liquids contaming solid matter 3.785,560. CI. 239- 1 7.000.

Hsu Grace F to Conversion Chemical Corporation. Tin/lead plating

bath and method. 3.785.939. CI. 204-43.00s.

Huber, Ernst; See-
Schweitzer. Hans E.. and Huber. Ernst. 3.785.098.

Huber. Max, to Sulzer Brothers Limited. Mixing apparatus and

method 3,785.620. CI. 259-4.000.
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Hubner, Hans-Hugo; See—
Walther. Gerhard; Bauer, Rudolf; Hubner. Hans-Hugo; and Ban-

holzer. Rolf. 3.786.059

Hubner. Klaus, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. SUrting circuit for a

synchronous machine having an electronic commutator. 3,786.326,

CI. 318-138.000.

Hudgin, Donald Edward; See—
Blair, Edgar Allan; and Hudgin, Donald Edward, 3,786,034.

Hudson, Charles D., to WyckofT Company. Process of treating wood.

3,785,770, CI. 21-7.000.

Huffaker. James E , Myers, Ernest L ; Dillon, Brian D.; and Dolen,

Cecil W., to Eastman Kodak Company. Method of fabricating con-

tinuous product from molded sections. 3,785,039. CI. 29-428.000.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—
Effinger, David D ; Evans, Norol T.; and Estrick, Vaughn H.,

3,786,506.

Long, Willis F, 3,786.3 10.

Orndorff. Ross M. 3.786.282

Robinson. Morton; and Dcvor. Donald P.. 3.786.365.

Hughes. Kenneth E ; See-
Lower, Brenton R ; Hughes, Kenneth E.; and Laufe, Leonard E..

3.785,381.
Huh. Nam. Bottle caps. 3,785,5 19, CI. 2 l5-46.00a.

Huhn. Horst. to Siudiengesellschaft Kohle mbH Apparatus for carry-

ing out chemical reactions, with formation of photoreaction

precipitations 3.786,250, CI. 250-429 000
Hull Corporation; See-

Jennings, Thomas A .3,785,046.

Humphlell, Wilbert J; See-
Sullivan. Michael L; Cole, Roger M; and Humphlett, Wilbert J.,

3,785,830.

Humphrey. Earl L , and Morse. William B . to Gulf Research &
Development Company Vapor space inhibited turbine oil.

3,785,975, CI. 252-32.500
Hunt. Mack W , to Continental Oil Company. Procesk for producing

anionic metal-containing sulfonates. 3,785,976, CI. 252-33.000.

Hunt. William R; See—
Baclawski. Joseph E . and Hunt. William R., 3,786,289.

Hunter, Alexander, to Decision Data Corporation. Ink roll cartridge.

3,785,288. CI JOl-348 000.

Hunter. John P., Jr., Norton, Ross Erie, and Mitchell, William O., to

Oxford Industries, Inc Cuff making system 3,785,307, CI. 112-

121.270.

Hunter, Leon, to Shell Oil Company. Liquid detergent compositions.

3,786.003. CI. 252-551.000.

Hunzikcr. Fritz; See—
Schmutz. Jean; Hunziker, Fritz; and Kunzle, Franz Martin,

3.786.145
Hunziker. Paul J.; See-

Berry, Walter V ; and Hunziker, Paul J., 3,785,296.

Hurd. Calvin F., Jr Vehicle anti-collision system. 3,786,507, CI. 343-

7 Oed.

Hussain. Anwar, to Interx Research Corporation. Alkoxyacetanilide

compounds 3.786,090, CI 260-562 00a

Hutchins, Alma A. Abrading tool having suction system for collecting

abraded particles 3.785.092, CI. 51-170.0mt.

Hutchinson. Carl P . to Wilson Industries. Inc. Tool for use in removing

a fish stuck within a well bore 3,785,690, CI. 294-86.340.

Hutter, Charles G , III. to Physical Systems, Inc. Surgical lamp.

3,786.244. CI 240-1.400.

Huver. Lawrence L.: See—
Quinlan. William J ; and Huver. Lawrence L.. 3,785,002

Huxley, Edward E . to Phillips Petroleum Company Purification of

mercaptoalkyi N-alkyI sulfides. 3,786,101, CI. 260-609.00C.

Huynh, Chanh; See

—

Martel Jacques, Huynh, Chanh, and Buendia, Jean, 3,786,052.

Hyldon. Roy G . to Quaker Oats Company, The. Doctor blade for con-

trolling bulk density of dehydrated cereal products. 3,785.425. CI.

159-1 1.000.

Hyper-Loop, Inc.: See— _^^
Sommeria, Marcel R.; and Schapp, David I., 3,786,33 1

.

Sommeria, Marcel R., 3,786.333.

I. O. Prague Corporation: See-
Sander. Paul F, 3.785,1 83.

larossi, Frank J., and Cowles, Walter C, to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company Docking and drydocking members for exter-

nally insulated ships. 3.785,3 1 8, CI. 1 14-74.00a.

Ichikawa, Masahide. Brine battery. 3,785.87 I , CI. I 36- 100.00m.

ichiki, Eiichi; lida, Kazuo; Matsui, Atsuro; and Kadokura, Hidekimi, to

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited. Continuous process for

producing alkylaluminum compounds. 3.786.080. CI. 260-448.00a.

Ichinosawa, Toshiju: See-
Sato. Yukihiro; and Ichinosawa. Toshiju. 3,786,236.

ICI America Inc.; See—
Langhans, Roy Kenneth, 3,785,993.

Ida, Hisashi; See-
Murakami, Masuo; Kawahara, Shigcmi; Inukai, Noriyoshi;

Nagand, Noriaki; Iwamolo, Hidenori; and Ida, Hisashi,

3,786,054.

Ide, Fumio; Kodama, Tsuneu; and Kotake. Yahide. to Mitsubishi

Rayon Co., Ltd. and Nitto Kagyo Co. Ltd. Paper reinforcing com-

position containing starch and a starch-acrylamide graft polymer.

3.785.921. CI. 162-168.000.

Igonin. Nikolai Ivanovich: See—

Zdarov. Leonid Sergeevich; Chernoglaskin. Nikolai Sergeevich;

Igonin. Nikolai Ivanovich; Zizo, Vladimir Yakovlevich; Karev.

Viktor Dmitrievich; Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich;

Timofeev, Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov, Vladimir

Dmitrievich. 3.785.869.

Ihnen. Ernel D.; Sfe—
Schoenewaldt. Erwin P.; and Ihnen. Ernel D.. 3.785.927.

lida. Hiroshi. to Sansui Electric Co , Ltd. Delay circuit for providing a

variable delay characteristic. 3.786.283. CI. 307-293.000.

lida. Kazuo; See—
Ichiki. Eiichi; lida. Kazuo; Matsui. Atsuro; and Kadokura.

Hidekimi. 3.786.080.

liguni. Tetsuo; See—
Ono. Isao; liguni. Tetsuo; and Akashi. Mitsumasa. 3.786,000.

lijima, Masaoki; See—
Nagawa, Masatoshi; Suzuki, Yoshio; Matsui, Katsuaki; lijima,

Masaoki; and Tsurusaki, Yoshiyasu. 3.786.147.

lizuka. Mutsuo: See—
Kano. Gota; Fujiwara. Shohei; lizuka. Mutsuo; Hasegawa.

Hiromasa; and Sawaki, Tsukasa, 3.786.320.

Ikeda. Hisao. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Cassette-type

magnetic tape recording and reproducing apparatus. 3,785.658. CI.

274-4.00C.

Illinois Tool Works. Inc.; See—
Engstrom. Keith A.. 3.786.284.

Galloway. Lawrence H.; Harast. Leonard E.; and Plimi. Frank V..

Jr.. 3.785.1 10.

Jones. Chesley ; and Poupitch, Ougljesa Jules. 3.786.40 1

.

Image Analysing Computers Ltd.; See—
Pieters. Leon Andre. 3.786.184.

Imasco Limited; See—
Rowell, Lome A.; and Cartmell. James H., 3.785,765.

Imperial Chemical Industries, Limited: See—
Birchall, James Derek; Cassidy, John Edward; Stafford, John; and

Last, Anthony Graham Marshall, 3,785,845.

Edwards, Philip Neil, 3,786.058.

Jennings. James Robert; and Simon. David Gavin. 3.786,032..

Turton. Cecil Nigel; and McAinsh. James. 3.785.916.

Improved Machinery. Inc.: See—
Carlsmith. Lawrence A.; Mallory. William L.; and Perkins. Joseph

K.. 3.785.577.

Inaba. Yoshinori; See—
Takamatsu. Tetsuya; Yoshimoto. Toshio; Narumiya. Tsuneaki;

Yoshii. Hiroshi; Wakamatsu. Tsuneo; Fukui. Saburo; Kajimoto,

Hikokusu; Kawai, Yoichi; Inaba, Yoshinori; and Usui, Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786.103.

Inamoto. Yoshiaki; and Kadono. Takeji. to Kao Soap Co.. Ltd. Bis(ex-

o-trimethylene or bornyl-(2)-exo) hydrogen phosphate. 3.786.033.

CI. 260-958.000.

Indol Chemical Co.. Inc.: See-
Formica. Francis A.; and Izenberg. James. 3.786.042.

Industrial Modular Systems Corporation, mesne; See—
Lasch, Cecil A. Jr.. 3.785.027.

^

Industrial Science & Technology. Agency of: See—
Mitsuoka.Toyokazu. 3.785.707.

Industrial Science and Technology. Agency of; See—
Oguchi. Yutaka; Kubo. Junighi; and Goto, Shinji, 3.785,966.

Industrie A. Zanussi S.p.A.; See— .,

Mazza, Lamberto, 3,785.492.

Industrie-Werke Karlsruhe Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Muller.Artur. 3.785.140.

Industriele Onderneming Wavin N.V.: See—
DeVries. Jan Roelof Jochum Hendrik, 3,785,547.

Inoue, Eiichi; Shimizu, Isamu; Endo, Ichiro; and Kobayashi, Hajime, to

Canon Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Photorecording process and pho-

torecording member. 3,785.820. CI. 96-48.00r.

Inoue. Isaburo: See— «

Iwama. Masakuni; Yamamoto. Toshihiko; Inoue, Isaburo; Han-

zawa. Teruo; and Endo, Takaya. 3.785.828.

Inque. Goro; and Hoang. Ming-Tsung. to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Auto-

matic windshield wiping apparatus by using microwaves for vehicles.

3.786.330, CI. 318-483.000.

Inque, Masayoshi; Nagai. Koji; and Kitaguchi. Shigeo, to Minolta

Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of producing a liquid developer

for use in the electronic photography. 3.785.983. CI. 252-62. 100.

Intel Corporation, mesne; See-
Mead. Carver A.; and McCaldin. James O.. 3.786,3 15.

Intercontinental Services. Inc.: See-
Trent. Edward J.; Meyers. Lavern H.; and Kagele. Frank L..

3.786.234.

Interface Systems. Limited; See—
Neuhardt. Charles P.. 3.785.0^6.

International Basic Economy Corporation; See—
Comair, Russell J, 3,785,252.

International Business Machines Corporation: See-
Brown, Caroll J.; Chesarek, Donald J.; Fisk, Dale E.; Ma, Joseph

T.; Martin, Harold F.; and Reynolds. Zack D.. 3.786.479.

Castrucci. Paul P.; Grochowski. Edward G.. Hess, Martin S.;

Maheras. Geroge; and North. William D., 3.785.886.

Davis, Robert H.; and Fox, Jon E., 3,786,497.

Delcano, Henry H.; Demchak. William M.; and Jakubowski.

Marek. 3.785.640.

Fiorino. Benjamin C, 3,786,358. '

Frye. Harold E.; and McMahon. Robert F., 3.786,434. ^
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Crubb Harold R; and Liebschutz. Lynn C. 3,786.455

Sajdu Johann; Knauft. Guenier. Sku.n. Petar; and Vogt. Edw.n.

3.786,430. ...,/- c
Hidcr. Theodore M.; Hawn. Frank A.; and Makie. George E..

3 785,846.

Ho Irving,!.; and Riseman. Jacob. 3.786.445.

Krause.Konrad A. 3,786.5 17.
, not, a<a

Lissner Rudolf W; and Mulvany. Richard B, 3,786.454.

McDonald. Carl C ; and Patel. Arvind M., 3,786.439.

Nick Howard H. 3.786,418.

Nick, Howard H, 3.786.419
, ,o^ .,,

Schmidt. George E ; and Schnell. Joseph F.. 3.786.427.

International Harvester Company; See-

Francis. Robert L . and Rouse. Paul L.. 3.785.1 34.

International Liqiut Xtal Company; See—

Harsch. Thomas B , 3,785,72 1

International Nickel Company, Inc.. The; S*f—

Benjamin. John Stanwood. 3,785.801

.

Edwards. Joseph; and Whittle. John Edward. 3.785.867

Mynard Brian Arthur; Jones. Bryan; Tracey. Victor Allen; and

Betieridge. Walter. 3.785.783

International Paper Company;S«- rv,„,M U/ilUam S
Wagers William O ; Frappier. Robert H ;

McDonald. William :».,

and Boggs. Charles L.. 3.785.908.

International Standard Electric Corporation; Sff-

Bouchet. Claude, and Ziliotto.Vittorio. 3.786.431 , _ ^

Pmede Edouard; Barsellotti. John Anthony; and Laliccia. Frcder

ICO Riccardo, 3,786,194.
, u i:

Verstraelen. Robrecht H K ; and Van Heddegem Luciaan H E .

3.786.489.

International Telephone &. Telegraph Corporation; 5ee-

Reddick,WillisC., 3,786.203.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation; See-

Saponara, Domenick, 3,786,273.

Saponara, Domenick, 3.786,274.

Interx Research Corporation; See—
Hussain, Anwar, 3,786,090.

Inukai. Noriyoshi; 5e»— .,-»,• u-

Murakami. Masuo; Kawahara. Shigemi; Inukai Noriyoshi.

Nagand. Noriaki; Iwamoto. Hidenori. and Ida, Hisashi.

3,786,054.

Inuzuka, Keizo; S«— ,,0,4,^
Okuma. Yoshiro; and Inuzuka, Keizo, 3.785.434

Iowa State University Research Foundation: See-

Handy. Richard L.. 3.785.200.

Isaacson, Calvin-M; Sff

—

.. «. 1 l
Newton, Emerson H ; Ketteringham, John M.; Sienczyk, John L ,

and Isaacson, Calvin M., 3,785,950.

Isabergs Verkstads AB; S*-?—
i toa tba

Palsson. Sven Gunnar; and Mickelsson. Olav Conny, 3.786,286

Ise Electronics Corporation; Sfc— «„,„;
Fujii, Heihachi; Kasano. Kazuhiko; Matsuno. Minoru; Moroi.

Tadahiko; and Kitamura, Munehiro, 3,786,295.

Ishikawajima-Harima Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. 5«-
L'ne. Tatuyuki. and Kamata. Akira, 3.785,030.

Issa. Manuel: S*"?—
. . , .. _..^,

Koenig. Martin F.. Dempsey. George A . Jr . and Issa. Manuel.

3.786.394.

""^"mnTM^kom; Hanawa. Shozo; Itaya. Hisso; Okada. Toshihiko;

and Fujtwara.Masayuki. 3.785.177

Ito. Yoshihiro: Sff— . a u^
Katayama. Shitomi; Horikawa. Hideichi. Obuchi. Masao. and Ito.

Yoshihiro. 3.786.031
. ^ ^

Iwama. Masakuni; Yamamoto. Toshihiko. Inoue. '*»^uro. Hanzawa.

Teruo. and Endo. Takaya. to Kon.shiroku Photo Indus ry Co Ltd

Light-sensitive silver halide color photographic material. 3.785.8-B.

CI. 96-100.000.

Iwamoto. Hidenori: See— , , . »,, . ,u:

Murakami, Masuo; Kawahara, Shigemi; Inukai Noriyoshi,

Nagand, Noriaki; Iwamoto. Hidenori; and Ida. Hisashi.

3.786.054.

Izenberg. James; S«— , -,oa oa-^
Formica. Francis A., and Izenberg. James 3.786.04.

Izumitani Tetsuro; and Masuda. Isao. to Hoya Glass Works, Ltd

'"AnSourdrspersion glass. 3,785,835, CI. '06-47 OOq^

Jachertz Dietrer Process for the enzymatic reproduction of informa

tionally att.ve RNA 3.785.926. CI l95-28.00n.

Jackes-Evans Manufacturing Company, mesne; 5ft—

Proctor. Robert H .3.785.554. „„hnd
Jackowitz Edward C Inventory control apparatus and method.

3.785.681. CI. 283-55.000.

Jackson. Eric Arthur; Sff— .. <~„,j-_
Batis. John Joseph; Jackson. Eric Arthur; and Smith. Gordon.

Jackson.'^JaaM ; and Hartfiel. Arlynn H.. to Chemical Additives Com-

pany Methods for minimizing Huid loss of wellbore fluids.

3 785.438. CI. 166-295.000. ^^ ^ . .

Jackson. John M . to Armco St-el Corporation Cube-on-edge oriented

silicon-iron having improved magnetic oroperties and method for

makingsame. 3.785.882. CI. 148-113.000.
. ^ ^ . u^,.,

Ja^ob In^golf; Buttner. Gert; and Heinnch. Karl to Farbwerke Hoechs

Akt enlesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Equipment

for 'he continuous crimp development of three-dimens.onally

crimped synthetic fibers and filaments. 3.785.0I7.CI 28-1.20.

Jacobs James W . to General Motors Corporation. Clutch device.

3 785 220. CI. 74-242. Ifp. . _,

Jacobs. Melvin A ; and Lee. David O . to GTE Automatic Electric

Laboratories Incorporated Preference circuit for a marker.

3 786 197. CI. 179-18 Oed.
. „ , c

Jacobs. Stanley C . to Aluminum Company of America Rcff='<:'«';yJo;

production of aluminum by electrolysis of aluminum chloride.

3.785.941. CI. 204-67 000
J^ «-„„

Jaeckhn. Andre; and Strassler. Siegfried, to Brown. Bover. & Com-

pany, Ltd Holder member for a disc-shaped semiconductor element.

3 786 168, CI. 174-I5.00r , .

Jaget Jean; deceased (by Jaget. Pierre) Method and apparatus for in-

cinerating refuse. 3.785.306. CI. 1 10-14 000.

Jaget. Pierre; See—
Jaget. Jean. 3.785.306.

''""Lemmg^'john C ; Glass.e. Donelson C; and Jahnel. Roy M..

3.785.316.

'^'"£i;:i;o''Htry''H" Demchak. William M . and Jakubowski.

James. Bruce Aiaawlt^, Michael J ; and Clark. |>avidL, .0 General

Motors Corporation Closure latch arrangement 3.785.186. tl iv-

Jamison. Will B . to Consolidated Coal Company Fire alarm device

3 786 461. CI 340-227.100.

Jankowski Alfred S . Moll. John L.; and Funk, Ernest J ,
to Fairchild

STra and Instrument Corporation Alpha-numeric display

package. 3,786,499. CI. 340-378.00r

Japan Exlan Company Limited; Sff-
T,ir,™^r„

Shimoda. Keitaro. Obama. Isamu. and Kusunosc. Takamaro.

3.786.125.

Japan Gasoline Co.. Ltd.; Sfe— „, . »/ u „»j
Kuribayashi. Hiroshi. Takeda. Takehiko; Okada. Yoshio; and

Yamauchi.Takashi. 3.786.107

Japan Synthetic Rubber Co.. Ltd. Sfc—

Yasunage. Hidetoshi; Chikatsu. Tatsusukc; Nozaki, Chihiro; and

Yoshida,Yoshinori, 3,786,036
, r-, . /- ™

Jaquiss, Donald B G ; and Liberti, Frank N . to General Electric Com-

nanv Thermally stable flame retardant polycarbonate composition

contaming m admixture a polycarbonate and a phosphinic or a

phosphoricacidadditive 3,786. 11 4. CI 1-3-72
,k;„ r.ln,

Jauvtis Harvey I. to Cambridge Memories, Inc Magnetic «•''"))'"'

shift register having bidirectional transmisswn elements and ollset

block sites 3.786.449. CI. 340-174.0fb

Jay nes. Howard R; Sfc—
Peters. Gary J.; Hermann. Stanley R

brandt. Larry F. 3.786.0 13

Jefferson Chemical Company. Inc.; See-

Godfrey. Norman Bell. 3.785.997.

Jenaer Glaswerk. Schott &. Gen; See—
Kristen. Klaus. 3.786.390

Jenkins Thomas E . to General Electric Company Scaling system for

washing machine 3.785.566. CI. 239-259.000 «„.,,-.„
Jenkinson William David; and Marke. Paul Anthony Bryant, to Tex-

aco Inc Method and apparatus for offshore geophysical exploration

withlowpowerseismicsource 3.786.408. CI. 340-1 5.5mc.
_

Jennings. J^es Robert, and Simon. Dav.d G'*^'"- »° '"'P","'l5''?^-

cal Industries. Limited. Vinyl polymerisation 3.786.032. CI .60-

Jenilin^, Thomas A . to Hull Corporation Thin
<';I"'J^«*^-"^r'*'"'*

and apparatus for makmg the same 3,785,046, CI. 29-602.000

Jensen, Norman P.; 5rf— ., u i %i/ »«^
Shen, Tsung-Ying, Ruyle. William V,. Fordice, Michael W.; and

Jensen. Norman P.. 3.786.050.
|

Jerchel. Dietrich; 5«-f—
. , ,^ w a a -i Kr>ri

Osi Walter. Thomas. Klaus. Jerchel. Dietrich; and Appel. Karl-

Richard. 3.786.146.

'""Ma«e"nIS"KjfM'Halvard; Linde. Bjorn H Son; Palsson. Jan

Fredrik; and Jerre. Sven Torsten. 3.785.1 13.
j

Joachim Erbprinz Zu Foustenberg; See—
Kwasnitschka. Karl. 3.785.477

Joannou. Constantinos J Phonograph record player turniable and

motorassembly. 3.786,288. CI. 310-68 000

Johannessen. Paul R . to Mesapulse Incorporated M'^snet.c pulse

compression radio-frequency generator apparatus 3.786.334. CI.

Johansen! Thor H. Method of treating raw cellulosic materials.

3 785.920. CI. 162-19.000 ^ .u

Johansson. Rolf Anders Gunnar Centrifugal clutches in series with

brake. 3.785.465. CI. 192-48.500.

Johns-Manville Corporation: Sff—
. .- ..u i lat, i-yf,

Reimschussel. George Paul; and Ppins. Jacob Matthys. 3.786.1 26.

Terrv Rupert Douglas. 3.786.226

Johnson.^B Ne^; and Midthun. ^^"•'^,,$'-'''"^'59^'"* '
""'

tinuous seamless concrete pipe. 3.785.759. CI. 425-59,OW.

Johnson. Benjamin A; Sff— „ * -1 -re< t71
Porter. Henry D . and Johnson, benjamin A 3 785.777.

lohnson Bernard Lee Spare tire carrier 3.785.5 1 8. CI 2 1 4-454 000^

John^n David E . to Mobil Oil Corporation Apparatus for extrusion

S;.noplastics. 3,785.760.0. 425-207 .000

Johnlo" James E.. to Construction Machinery Company Mounting

device for mobile concrete mixmg drum. 3.785.622. t-l. ^3V-

176.000.

, Jaynes. Howard R.. and Mil-

I
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Johnson . Robert J : See—
Weiss. Harald H.; and Johnson. Robert J.. 3.786.257.

Johnson. Stephen C; and Ward. Jesse C. Illuminated flying saucer.

3.786.246, CI. 240-6.40r.

Johnson, William H., to Research Corporation. Tobacco treatment to.

increase volume thereof 3,785,385. CI. I3l-I40.00p.

Jojima. Takehiko: See—
Kobayashi. Seihin; Torii. Michihiro; and Jojima. Takehiko.

3.786.450.

Jones Arthur L.. to Standard Oil Company, The. Olefin conversion

process. 3.786.109. CI. 260-673.000.

Jones. Bryan; Sff—
Mynard. Brian Arthur; Jones. Bryan; Tracey. Victor Allen; and

Betteridge. Walter. 3.785.783.

Jones. Cecil R.. to Transfer Systems Incorporated. Portable radiation

shield for nuclear reactor installation. 3.785.925. CI. 176-87.000.

Jones Chesley; and Poupitch. Ougljesa Jules, to Illinois Tool Works,

Inc Contact socket 3,786.401 .CI. 339-258.00r.

Jones James W.. to Compac Engineering. Inc. Reed switching as-

sembly of deformable material. 3.786.384. CI. 335- 1 52.000.

Jones. John Leslie. Sr. Composition applicator. 3.784.998. CI. 15-

209 OOr.

Jones. Leo V.; See—
Zelinski. Paul A.; and Jones. Leo V., 3.786.436.

Jonnes, Nelson, to Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company.

Roadway lane delineator having an clastomeric reflective portion.

3.785.719. CI 350-105.000.

Jonnet. Albert G.; See-
Edgar. William D.. and Jonnet. Albert G.. 3,785.933.

Jordan. John D.. to General Electric Company. Damping circuit for

vertical deflection system. 3.786.304. CI. 3 1 5-27.0td.

Jorgensen. Soren Plant, preferably for anaesthesia. 3.785.377. CI.

128-188.000

Joy. David Charles, and Booker. Graham Roger, to Cambridge Scien-

tific Instruments. Limited Electron microscopes and micro-

analysers. 3.786.271. CI. 250-398.000.

Joy Edward, to Ventrola Manufacturing Company. Low profile ven-

tilator apparatus means. 3.785.27 1 . CI. 98-40.0dc.

Juculano. Charles T . to Symons Corporation. Toeboard clamp for

steelscaffolding. 3.785.602. CI. 248-214.000.

Judge. Roderick B.: See—
Skov. Ebbe R.; Judge. Roderick B.. and Hamphill. Geoffrey.

3.786.086.

Judin. Valentin Dmitrievich; See—
Groza. Viktor Filimonovich. Drozdov. Nikolai Ivanovich;

Sharapov. Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordon. Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov. Khristofor Sergeevich; Filatov. Nikolai

Grigorievich; Skripnik, Ivan Timofeevich; Semkin, Alexei

Trofimovich; Vasiliev,Vladimir Ivanovich; Judin. Valentin

Dmitrievich. Belenky, Evgeny Jurievich; Grigorenko. Anatoly

Evgenievich; and Baryshnikov. Gcnnady Fedorovich.

3.785.139.

Junck. John A ; and Kokaly. Joseph, to Caterpillar Tractor Company.

Hydraulic control for self-loading scraper with three-speed elevator

drive. 3.785.1 56. CI. 60-42 1 .000

Junginger. Klaus; See—
Blzig. Karl F.; and Junginger. Klaus. 3.786.243.

Jvirblis. Alex E . and lloth. Walter, to Diagnostic Instruments. Inc.

Field control in imaging systems 3.786.252. CI. 250-315.000.

Kabat. John L., Magnussen. John L.; Porter. Richard B.; and Tobias,

James R to Honeywell Inc Electronic control circuit with time

delay of main and feedback signals. 3.785.432. CI. 165-22.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha; See-
Sato. Yukihiro;and Ichinosawa, Toshiju. 3.786.236.

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See-
Suzuki. Mitsuaki. 3.785.450.

Kabushiki Kaisha Osaka Jack Seisakusho; See—
Une. Tatuyuki; and Kamata. Akira. 3.785.030.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Fujimori. Yoshiaki. 3.785.143.

Kegami. Toshimasa. 3.785.141 .

Kabushiki-Kaisha Kubo Shoten: See—
Kubo.Shirohei. 3.785.700.

Kadokura. Hidckimi: See—
Ichiki. Eiichi; lida. Kazuo; Matsui. Atsuro; and Kadokura.

Hid'ekimi. 3.786.080.

Kadono. Takeji: See—
Inamoto. Yoshiaki; and Kadono. Takeji. 3.786.033.

Kaffarnik. Hans: See—
Moyer-Bertenrath. Jurgen; Kaffarnik. Hans; Rey, Hans-Georg;

Michal. Gerhard; and Busch. Ernst-Werner. 3,786,140.

Kagele. Frank L; See-
Trent. Edward J.; Meyers. Lavern H.; and Kagele. Frank L.,

3.786.234.

Kahn. Michael E.. to Memorex. Disk recorder arm assembly mount.

3.786.457. CI. 340-174. 10c.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation: See—
Gibbs. Francis E.. 3.786.225.

Kajimoto. Hikokusu: See—
Takamatsu. Tetsuya; Yoshimoto. Toshio; Narumiya. Tsuneaki

Yoshii. Hiroshi; Wakamatsu. Tsuneo; Fukui. Saburo; Kajimoto

Hikokusu; Kawai. Yoichi; Inaba. Yoshinori; and Usui. Kat

suyoshi. 3.786.103.

Kali-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Derleth, Helmut; and Fischer, Hermann, 3,785.999.

Kalil, James, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Antiozo-

nant-antioxidant composition containing secondary amino and

hydrous calcium silicate. 3,785.995. CI. 252-400.00r.

Kaltenbach. Pierre. Light detection monitoring device. 3,786,460, CI.

340-227.00r.
Kamata, Akira: See

—

Une, Tatuyuki; and Kamata, Akira, 3,785,030.

Kamelander, Ivan, tS Zdarske strojimy a slevamy, Narodni podnik

Zdar Nad. Mechanical press with toggle lever crank drive.

3.785.282. CI. 100-257.000.

Kamentsky. Louis A.: See-
Friedman. Mitchell; Kamentsky. Louis A.; and Klinger. Isaac,

3.785.735.

Kamm. Walter E. Landscape kit. 3.785,065, CI. 35-16.000.

Kamp, Heinz, to Schlafliorst. W. & Co. Apparatus for inserting weft

thread bunches into weft thread storage devices in warp knitting

machines. 3,785.1 75. CI. 66-84.00a.

Kanamaru. Hisanobu; Ohuchi. Yasushi; and Tatsumi. Hideo, to

Hitachi. Ltd. Slip ring assembly and method of making same.

3.785.049, CI. 29-629.000.

Kaneko, Masahiko; Miyama, Hiroshi; and Nishida, Jun, to Matsushita

Electric Industrial Company. Frame-by-frame video image recording

apparatus. 3,786,1 82, CI. 178-6.70a.

Kano, Gota; Fujiwara, Shohei; lizuka, Mutsuo; Hasegawa, Hiromasa;

and Sawaki. Tsukasa, to Matsushita Electronics Corporation. Schott-

ky barrier pressure sensitive semiconductor device with air space

around periphery of metal semiconductor junction. 3.786.32. CI.

317-235.00r.

Kao Soap Co.. Ltd.; See

—

Inamoto. Yoshiaki; and Kadono. Takeji. 3.786.033.

Kaprer, Friedrich. to Ciba-Geigy AG. N,N-diallyl-3,7.1 l-trimethyl-

2.6.10-dodecatrienylamine. 3.786.097, CI. 260-583.00h.

Karev, Viktor Dmitrievich: See—
Zdarov, Leonid Sergeevich; Chernoglaskin, Nikolai Sergeevich;

Igonin, Nikolai Ivanovich, Zizo, Vladimir Yakovlevich; Karev,

Viktor Dmitrievich, Karmanovsky, Stanislav Nikandrovich;

Timofeev, Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov, Vladimir

Dmitrievich, 3,785,869.

Karkutt, Reimund: See—
Frenyo, Pal; Hafer, Karl-Heinz; Karkutt, Reimund; Gormann, Wil-

li; and Pelka, Walter, 3,785.703.

Karlson, Harald E., to Goldsworthy Engineering, Inc. Apparatus and

method for producing no-twist center-pull roving packages.

3,785, 137, CI. 57-71.000.

Karlsson, Gosta, to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget. Means

for atomizing molten metal. 3,785,633, CI. 266-34,00v.

Karlsson, Kurt: See— ^
Pettersson, Birger;and Karlsson, Kurt, 3,785.431.

Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich; See—
Zdarov. Leonid Sergeevich; Chernoglaskin. Nikolai Sergeevich;

Igonin. Nikolai Ivanovich; Zizo. Vladimir Yakovlevich; Karev.

Viktor Dmitrievich; Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich;

Timofeev. Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov, Vladimir

Dmitrievich. 3.785.869.

Kasama. Ryoji: See—
Naito. Shouro; Kasama. Ryoji; and Sato. Hiro. 3.786,466.

Kasano, Kazuhiko: See—
Fujii, Heihachi; Kasano, Kazuhiko; Matsuno, Minoru; Moroi,

Tadahiko; and Kitamura, Munehiro, 3,786,295.

Kashima, Yoshitake: See—
Hori, Yasuro; Hiraishi. Kiyoto; Kiuchi. Tadashi; and Kashima.

Yoshitake. 3.786,387.

Kashio. Toshio. to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Deflection electrode

device for an ink jet printing apparatus. 3.786.516. CI. 346-75.000.

Kassel. Joseph B. Tire puncture repair*iystem. 3.785.896, CI. 156-

97.000.

Katayama, Shitomi; Horikawa. Hideichi; Obuchi, Masao; and Ito,

Yoshihiro, to Denki Onkyo Co., Ltd. Polyamideurethanes and their

preparation. 3,786,031, CI. 260-77.5aq.

Katcher, Emanuel E., to United States of America, Navy. Integral

thrust neutralizer for rocket engines. 3.785. 150. CI. 60-229.000.

= Katkov. Alexandr Fedorovich: See—
Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Borkovsky. Boris Adamovich;

Belik. Viktor Kirillovich; Romantsov. Vladimir Petrovich; and

Katkov. Alexandr Fedorovich. 3,786.241.

Katsutoshi. Nakayama: See—
Yasuhiro. Tomita; and Katsutoshi. Nakayama. 3,785,195.

Katzen. Sol. Method for stabilizing and preserving nutrients and

products. 3,786.1 23. CL 264-53.000.

Kavanagh. Ira K.: See—
Haggberg. Marvin D.; Kavanagh. Ira K.; and Van Horik. Leonard

R. 3,785.788.

Kavick. Edward M.: See—
Whitledge. Jon K.; and Kavick. Edward M., 3,785,050.

Kawa, Ryuichi, to Ricoh Company, Ltd. System for demodulating

pulse-number-modulated binary signals. 3.786,360, CI. 329-

104.000.

Kawabata, Hidetsugu: See—
Yamashita, Tadaoki; Yamamoto, Osamu; Oonishi, Hajimu;

Kawabata. Hidetsugu; and Kitamura, Saburo, 3,786,254.

Kawabe, Tadashi, to Tateho Kagakukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method

of manufacturing fused magnesia. 3,786,129, CI. 423-170.000.

Kawahara, Shigemi: See—
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Murakami. Masuo; Kawahara. Shigemi; Inukai, Nonyoshi;

Naganjl, Noriaki. Iwamoto. Hidenori, and Ida. Hisashi.

3.786.054. ^ ^^ . .

Kawai. Atsushi; Suzuki Migaku; and Ohta. Hidenori. to M'ts"b.sh.

Rayon Co.J-td Regenerated cellulose fibrous product. 3.785.vi».

CI. 161-169.000.

Kawai. Yoichi: S^f— .

Takamatsu. Teuuya; Yoshimoto. Toshio; Narumiya. Tsuneaki;

Yoshii. Hiroshi; Wakamatsu. Tsuneo; Fukui. Saburo. Kajimoto.
**

-Hikokiisu. Kawai. Yoichi; Inaba. Yoshinori; and Usui. Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786.103.

Kawano. Toshio. to Onoda Cement Co . Ltd Expansive cement addi-

tives and process for producmg the same 3.785.844. CI. 1U^-

314.000
Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Sef-

_, ^ . . d .w..

Ogawa. Heisuke. Yamamoto. MiUuo; Bando. Sensaku; and Baba.

Osami. 3.786.407

Kay. Edward Leer See—
Lohr. Delmar F . Jr.. and Kay. Edward Leo. 3.786.009

Kay-Cee Industrial Products. Inc ; S«rr—

Canepa. William P. 3.785,014.

Kearney. James F . to Teletype Corporation Teleprmter assembly

3,785.283.C1 101-93 00c „ . ^
Keats Richard L. and Glaser. Harold, to Glaser Products Corporation

Barbecue cooker. 3.785.275.C1. 99-446 000.
, ^ ^ „

Kegami. Toshimasa. to Kabush.ki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha Mechanism

for a timepiece havmg a plurality of time display 3.785.141. CI ?»-

42 500
Keio Giken Rogiyo Kabushiki Kaisha See—

Mieda. Fumio. 3.786.166.

Kelch. Heinz: Sff—
. ^ , . l, i-iu<.<h

Zimmermann. Hans. Schuh. Eduard. and Kelch. Heinz. 3.786.5 1
3

Keller, Joseph H . Jr . to Kidde, Walter, & <="»'"'P^">- '"^ l7\""f ^f^
stowable Jib for crane booms and Jib mounting 3.785.5U5. t-i -i--

Keller Martin B . to Sa-dy Hill Corporation. Inclined former

3 785.922. CI. 162-299 000 ^ .u

Kellv Robert C . to L'pjohn Company. The An mtermediate m the

total synthesis of elenolic acid 3.786.068. CI 260-340 500

Kelseaux Ray M . Dobbs. Harold J ; and Priebc. Frank D .
to Cities

Serivce Oil Company Electronic supervisory control system lor

drillingwells.3.785.262.CI 73-151 500

Kemmer Harry P , and Storcel. Joseph A . to Bunker Ramo Co'po"-

tion Electrical connector with lockmg device 3,786,396. CI 339-

89 OOr
Kemnilz Robert H . to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Fted distributor

forcrusher 3.785.578. CI 241-202.000

Kennard Harry M.: See

—

_, , _

Genese. Joseph N . Rapoza. Edward J . Galanaugh. Charles F .

Kennard. Harry M ; Chevalez, Roger A , and Smith. John A .

Kennedy. John B . and Pepper. Kenneth L , to Glober Tool and En-

gineering Company Wire guides for armature winding machines

3 785 580 CI 242-7 05b.

Kennelly,Cleve F Bicycle rack 3,785,500,0. 21 1-5 000.

Kent, George. Limited: iff—
-, -,a^ aii

Notley John Percy William, and Noble. James Simon. 3.786.433

Kerr William J . to Chicago Lock Co. Keeper lock for a slide fastener

3 785 185 CI 70-68 000.

Kerrulsh.Kermit D Vtol aircraft 3.785.592. CI 244-12 00c

Kersteter Ammon W . to Equitable Equipment Company. Inc Hatch

cover 3.785.322. CI. 114-201 OOr

Kery.Edmund Airbed 3.784.994. CI 5-348 000

Kessler. Milton Bacteriological titration tray 3.785.928. LI IV3-

Keturerstanley J., to Singer Compan, The Thread ^nsion.ng

mechanism for a sewing machine 3.785,309. CI 1 1
2-. 54 uuu

Ketteringham, John M: iff—
. ^ .. c- l i«k- i

Newton Emerson H ; Kettermgham. John M ;
Sienczyk. John L ,

and Isaacson, Calvin M., 3.785.950

Kidd. Donald D : See-
Bowling. Glenn W ; and Kidd, Donald D .

3.785.022.

Kidde Walter, & Company, Inc , mesne; See-

Keller, Joseph H, Jr, 3,785,505

Kienzle Apparate GmbH: See— ...... -iis<.<ii
Zimmermann, Hans, Schuh, Eduard; and Kelch, Heinz. 3.786.5 1 3

Kim Lighting, Inc : See—
Compton, Wayne W , 3.786,248

'"•"T:rf;:'^ro:''iuzuk.. Toshio: Hasegawa. Yoshih^ Sekiya.

Hitoshi; Matuo. Hiroto. and Kimata. Shizuo. 3,785.946

•''"t/hmir'Ew'aW; Brachet. Hansvilli Von; Muller. Rolf; and Km-

dler.Horst. 3.786.083 „,w.„„
King Harry A Structural material and means and method for making

it 3.785.914. CI 161-133.000
,^ r^ v, „

King Larry K.; Knapp. Lester L ; Schoener. Ronald C
.
Kloap,

NKholas, Starner. Bernard M . and Remper. John A .
to Aluminurn

Company of America Recovery of solid selectively constituted high

purity aluminum chloride from hot gaseous efHuenl. 3.786.135. I

'
KiUa"' ptui*^*Allen. Jr , to Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cathode ray tube presentation of
^•'"f

'"*'"
•"^[''^J^^^^^^^S'

stored data augmented by interpolation. 3.786,478. CI 340-324 Oad

Liner ex-

kina William J . to Alpha Industries. Inc Ion accelerator and ion spe-

cie's selector 3.786.359. CI 328-233 000
|

Kinley. John C See- t,bc loi
Kmley, Myron M., and Agee, Charles W. 3.785.193

Kmley. Myron M. and Agee. Charles W . to Kinley. John C.

panding apparatus 3.785. 193.CI. 72-393.000

Kirimura. Jiro: See—
»., . l cu.^i,.,

Ariyoshi. Yasuo; Nagao. Masanori; Sato. Naolake; Shimizu.

Akira. and Kirimura. Jiro. 3.786.039
, ,b< .ini

Kirk. Colin John, to Martonair Limited Fluid logic circuit. 3.785.403.

CI 137-608 000.

Kirk.GregoryH See— no<Ani
Kitchen. Elwyn L . Jr . and Kirk. Gregory H 3.785.601.

Kirkman Earl L . and Bowers. Gerald M . to Unicorp. Incorporated.

Snnuousdcp..sitionreactor3.785.853.Cl 117-106000

Kish.no. Shigeo. Yamada. Yasuo; Kurahashi. Yoshw. ^"d ^u"^e.

Toyohiko. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
0<";Vi";?-,"''*'^r*Vw)

methyl-0-(2-cyanophenyl) thiolphosphates 3.786.117, CI .bu-

940.000
I

Kitaguchi. Shigeo: See— i -.a* oa^
Inque, Masavoshi. Nagai. Koji. and Kitaguchi.Shigeo. 3.785 983

Kitai. Kivoshi. to Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha Daylight and Hash

photography changeover electrically-operated shutter. 3.785..59.

CI 95- 10 Oct

Kitamura, Munehiro: See

—

Fujh. Heihachi. Kasano. Kazuhiko; Matsuno. Minoru; Moroi.

Tadahiko. and Kitamura. Munehiro. 3.786.295

Kitamura. Saburo: See

—

. ij

Yamashita. Tadaoki. Yamamoto. Osamu; O""'**!,'- ""J"""'

Kawabata. Hidetsugu. and Kitamura. Saburo. 3.78fc.254

Kitchen. Elwyn L. Jr. and Kirk. Gregory H .
to

^^-l"^'Jf"*"" ^^l
poratK.n Shock abstirbing securement device. 3.785.601. CI 248-

119 OOr.
. ,

Kitrilakis. S^Miris. to Tecna Corporation Intrauterme device

3 785.376. CI 128-130 000

Kittle Carl Edwin, and Spencer. Keith Louis, to Deere & Company

Flow control dump valve 3.785.1 57. CI 60-493 000

Kittredge. Thomas D See—
r. iiv/.<ij

Pressman. Gerald L. and Kittredge. Thomas D. 3.786.514

Kitzmger. Frank, and Tarassoff. Peter, to Noranda Mmes L'm.lcd_ Au-

tomatic speed control and programming system for high-speed belt

conveyor type throwers 3.785.513.CI 214-18 220

Kiuchi.tadashi .See—
._ ^ j u ^a i^ .<k.».

.

Hon Yasuro. Hiraishi. Kiyoto; Kiuchi. Tadashi. and Kashima.

Yoshitakc, 3.786,387

Kiukkonen Olli Juhani. to RatekoOy Car conveyor, in particular for a

washing car machine 3.785.295. CI 104-155 000

Klaproth. Rolf Trousers 3.784.986 CI 2^237_000

Klein. Frank F. Jr Bicycle stem U>ck 3.785.676. CI 280-279.000

Kleinmann. Earl E See— ^ iir natiiii
Taverner. Clarence I . and Kleinmann. Earl E .

3.785.4
1
J.

Klemenz.JohnJ See- ,-,0^1^-1
Ellen. Richard L . and Klemenz. John J .

3.786.247

Klepfer. Harold Holmes See-
. „, , u m u^im^,.

De Hollander. William Roger; and Klepfer. Harold Holmes.

3.786.120

'^''"FrVedm'*a*n.^MUchell. Kamenlsky. Louis A . and Klinger. Isaac.

Klinkosch* Reinhard. to Hoesch Aktiengesellschaft. Structural units

3.785.917. CI 161-161.000

Kloap. Nicholas: See—
. ^ ^' a \a f Kh^.r.

King. Larry K . Knapp. Lester L . Schoener. Ronald <- K'"^P-

Nicholas. Starner. Bernard M . and Remper. John A.

3.786.135 .

Klockner-HumbtildtDeutz Aktiengesellschaft. See-

Langmaack.Jurgen. and Haas. Helmut. 3.785.575.

Kloiber Robert F . to Brunswick Corporation Outboard motor anti tilt

locking mechanism 3.785.328. CI 1 15-17 000.

"^"T.niTarrVK? Knapp. Lester L . Schoener. Ronald C .
"Cloap.

Nicholas. Starner. Bernard M. and Rejnper. John A.

3.786.135. .. u J A

Knauf. Jack ^ , to United States of A'""^"- '"L%«^„t^^l»l*^,^^7
paratus for producing orthophotoplans 3,785,73 I, CI 355-22 OOO

•""
HajSu'lJhan'n'rKnauft. Guen.er. Skum. Petar. and Vogt. Edwin.

3.786.430.
I

Kobayashi. Hajime: See— u... ,.1,;

Inoue Eiichi. Shimizu. Isamu. Endo. Ich.ro. and Kobayashi.

Hajime. 3.785.820
-r l k l . 1: .

Kobayashi. Seihin. Torii. Mich.hiro; and Jojima Takehiko. to Fuji

Denki Kagaku Kabushiki Kaisha Magnetic thin film plated wire

memory. 3.786.450. CI. 340-174 Opw

Kobayashi. Shoichi: See— ^, .. , -.0^ <
OsuRa Hiroshi. and Kobayashi. Shoichi. 3.786.1 15.

Kobayashi. Takanori William, to Coleco
'"<l"V-r,'7i"HS^''.h

'
*"""'

with magnetic control members. 3.785.648. CI 273-85 00b

Koch. H.. &. Sons. Inc .
See—

Gaylord. John A . 3.785.597.

Kodama Brothers Co.. Ltd : See—
Okui. Sakujiro. 3.785.362

Kodama. Tsuneu: See—
i7a«;o-)i

Ide. Fumio; Kodama. Tsuneu, and Kouke. Yahide. 3.785.92 1.
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Koenig. Martin F ; Dempsey. George A.. Jr.; and Issa, Manuel;

deceased (by Sheedy. Patrick T.; administrator), to Cutler-Hammer,

Inc Single-bolt joint for feeder and plug-in bus ducts. 3.786.394. CI.

339-22.00b.

Koester, David W: See-
Cornelius. Edward B.. Delamater. George B.; Koester, David W.;

and McEvoy. James E., 3.786.001

.

Kofsky, Harvey Irwin. Sorting and counting apparatus. 3,785.386, CI.

l33-3.00d.

Koganer. Valentin Eizerovich: See—
Bonsov. Jury Modestovich; Budyko. Jury Ivanovich; Dubnitsky,

Nikolai Borisovich; Koganer. Valentin Eizerovich; Lisitsyn,

Alexandr Ivanovich; Mozokhin. Nikolai Gavrilovich, Masken-

skov, Konstantin Mikhailovich; and Dukhnin. Jury Vasilievich.

3.785.353.

Kohama. Masahiro. to Kokusai Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha. Low-frequen-

cy induction furnace. 3.786.163, CI 13-29.000.

Koike. Norio. and Ashikawa. Mikio. to Hitachi. Ltd. Scanning pulse

generator 3.786.281. CI 307-269 000
Kokaly. Joseph: See—

Junck. John A. and Kokaly. Joseph. 3.785.156

Kokolis. Steve: See—
Castellana. Frank S.. Liker. Jack; and Kokolis. Steve. 3.786.228.

Kokusai Kasei Kosha Co . Ltd.: See—
Yamashita. Yutaka; and Sata. Masami. 3.785.988.

Kokusai Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kohama. Masahiro. 3,786.163.

Kollmorgan Corporation .See—

W hited. James Sidney. 3.786.329

komoda. Tsutomu. and Nomura. Selsuo. to Hitachi. Ltd. Field emis-

sion electron gun 3.786.305. CI 315-30.000

. Kondo. Kenshi. Thermostatic switch 3,786.389. CI. 337-389.000

-Konig. Helmut. Dough portioning machine. 3.785,623. CI. 259-

185 000
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co.. Ltd.: See—

Iwama. Masnkuni. Yamamoto. Toshihiko; Inoue, Isaburo, Han-

zawa. Tcruo, and End«). Takaya. 3.785.828.

Konno. Kazuhiko. to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company Limited.

Recovery of adipic acid 3,786.096. CI. 260-537 OOr.

Konomi. Shunzi: See—
Ohno. Tadao. Shimose. Namio; and Konomi. Shunzi. 3.785,246.

Ohno, Tadao. Shimose. Namio; and Konomi. Shunzi. 3.785.247.

Konrad. William L.. See—
Chramiec. Mark A . and Konrad. William L.. 3,786.405.

Konstant, Anthony N , to Speedrack Inc. Storage racks. 3.785.502. CI.

211-134 000
Konyafv, Jury Sergeevich: See—

Vercschagin, Leonid Fedorovich; Konyafv. Jury Sergeevich;

Dovbnya. Alexandr Vasilievich; Polyakov. Evgeny Valentind-

vich. Novgorodos. Alexandr Stepanovich; Asan-Nuri. Abdulia

Ogly. Paly. Polikarp Avidnomovich; and Gevorkov. Grigory

Sergeevich. 3.785.093.

Kopclke. Harold J See-
Cincotta. Donald J . and Kopelke. Harold J.. 3.786.245.,

Kopclman. Leo C.; .See

—

Webb. Eugene E.;and Kopclman. LeoG.. 3.786,503.

Kopp. Manfred K.: See—
Borkowski, Casimer J , and Kopp, Manfred K.. 3,786,270.

Koppers Company, Inc.: See-
Clarke, Clifford W, 3,785.934.

Edgar. William D . and Jonnet. Albert G.. 3.785.933.

Larkin. Barrymore T.. 3.785.776.

Tucker. Linwood G.. 3,785,932

Koristek. Zdcnek: See—
Machacek, Frantisek. Minarik. Josef; Rossa. Lubomir; Koristek.

Zdenek.and Brandstadter. Miroslav. 3.785.178.

Kornrump^William P : See—
Harnden. John D . Jr ; and Kornrumpf. William P . 3.786.222.

Kornrumpf. William P.. and Harnden. John D.. Jr.. to General Electric

Company. Solid state induction cooking systems for ranges and sur-

face cooking units. 3,786,2 19, CI. 2 19-10.490.

Koros, Robert M.: See-
Li, Sik U ; and Koros, Robert M.. 3.785.779.

Kortenoeven. Koos: See-
Benjamins. Harm Martinus; Kortenoeven. Koos; and Panck-Finda.

Helena, 3,785,990.

Koru, Seigfried; and Suling, Carl Hans, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Aerylonitrile graft copolymers and a process for the production.

3,786,104. CI. 260-881.000.

Koiake. Yahide: See—
Ide. Fumio; Kodama. Tsuneu; and Kotake. Yahide. 3.785.92 I

Kotenko. Viktoria Mikhailovna: See—
Benderovsky. Vladimir Valerianovich; Schepotiev. Alexandr

Ivanovich; Yastrebov. Igor Alexandrovich; and Kotenko. Vil^-

toria Mikhailovna. 3,785.589.

Kotschy, Josef. Capacitor with decreased flammability. 3,786,324. CI.

317-258.000.

Kough. John K.; Martin. Otis M.; and Miller. Silas N.. to Ditz-Crane.

Building panel enclosures for valley and hip structures. 3.785.1 14.

CI. 52-748.000.

Kovarik. James C: See—
Applebaum. Sidney P.; and Kovarik. James C. 3.786.509.

Kraemer. Friedrich; Mandel. Jom; Mayer, Siegfried; Rohrig, Klaus;

Schulz. Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller, Hilmar; Haverkamp, Klaus

Dieter; and Motz, Jurgen. to Rheinstahl Huttenwerke. Apparatus for

accelerating metallurgical reactions. 3,785.632, CI. 266-34.00a

Krause, Arthur Waldemar; and Hannah, Malcolm Edward, to Reichold

Chemicals, Inc., mesne. Process for decreasing ethylenic polunsatu-

ration in organic carboxylic acids using a co-catalyst. 3,786,037, CI.

260-97.500.

Krause, Konrad A., to International Business Machines Corporation. >

Ink jet printer with ink system filter means. 3,786,517. CI. 346-

75.000.

Krebs&Cie: See-
Fleck, Jacques, 3,785,951.

Krenzer. John; and Richter. Sidney B.. to Velsicol Chemical Corpora-

tion. N.O-Dicarbamoyl-N-phenyl-hydroxylamines. 3,786,088, CI.

260-545.00r.

Krieger. Stanley, to United States of America. Army Dual orifice fuel

nozzle with air-assisted primary at low flow rates. 3,785,570, CI. 239-

401.000.
Kristen. Klaus, to Jenaer Glaswerk. Schott & Gen. Temperature mea-

suring resistance. 3.786,390, CI. 338-22.00r. "

Kroger. Harry, to Sperry Rand Corporation. High frequency diode

energy transducer and method of manufacture. 3.786.316. CI. 317-

234.00r.

Kronish. Donald P.; and Young, William D., Jr., to Warner-Lambert

Company. Diagnostic composition for the detection of nitrite.

3,785.929. CI. 195-100.000.

Krumm. Heinz G.: See—
Beranek. Miroslav; and Krumm. Heinz G.. 3.785.171.

Kubo. Junighi: See

—

Oguchi. Yutaka; Kubo. Junighi; and Goto. Shinji. 3.785.966.

Kubo, Shirohei, to Kabushiki-Kaisha Kubo Shoten. Chair. 3,785,700,

CI. 297-349 000.

Kuchta, August Dennis. Transfer of photopolymer images by irradia-

tion. 3.785.8 1 7. CI. 96-28.000.

Kugler. Kurt, to Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen Gebruder Scheubeck

K.G. Thyristors for effecting tap-changing on transformers and in-

cluding current limiting resistors and standby trigger system.

3.786.337. CI. 323-43. 50s.

Kuhl. Joseph W.; and Lauer. Robert J., to Reliance Electric Company.
Final stopping control. 3.785.463. CI. 187-29.00r

Kuhlthau. Hans-Peter, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Methine dyestuffs.

3.786.047. CI 260-240.800.

Kulesh, Pavel Ivanovich: See

—

Mikhalsky. Fedor Mikhailovich; Gaspariants. Artemy Mik-
hailovich; Purlov. Jury Nikolaevich; Kulesh. Pavel Ivanovich;

Rudenko. Pavel Petrovich; Ryabtsev, Alexei Nikolaevich; and

Levi. Yakov Efimovich, 3.785.775.

Kume. Toyohiko: See

—

Kishino. Shigeo; Yamada, Yasuo; Kurahashi. Yoshio; and Kume,
Toyohiko, 3,786,117.

Kunzle, Franz Martin: See—
Schmutz. Jean; Hunziker, Fritz; and Kunzle, Franz Martin,

3,786.145.

Kuo. Samuel Chung-Shu; See—
Epis, James J.; and Kuo. Samuel Chung-Shu, 3,786,372.

Kurahashi, Yoshio: See

—

Kishino, Shigeo; Yamada. Yasuo; Kurahashi. Yoshio; and Kume.
Toyohiko. 3.786.117.

Kuratomi.Tatsuo; See

—

Yaisurugi. Yoshifumi; Kuratomi. Tatsuo; and Takaishi. Tetsuo.

3.785.122. -
Kurauchi, Noritaka; Hiraoka. Susumu; Yoshida, Kcnichi; and Ohmori,

Masaki. to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Device for detecting

location of a movable body. 3,786.41 1 , CI. 340-23.000.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; See—
Amagi, Yasuo; Shiki. Zenya; Ohsumi. Yukihiko; and Noguchi.

Kazuo. 3.7W),134.

Kuribayashi. Hiroshi; Takeda. Takehiko; Okada. Yoshio; and

Yamauchi. Takashi. 3.786.107.

Kuribayashi. Hiroshi; Takeda, Takehiko; Okada, Yoshio; and

Yamauchi, Takashi, to Japan Gasoline Co., Ltd. and Kureha Kagakt
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of producing alkyl aromatics.

3,786,107, CI. 260-672.00t.

Kurimsky, Albert, to Rowe International, Inc. Price board slide switch.

3,786,206. CI. 200-1 6.00d.

Kurono, Hirokazu: See-
Sato, Hitoshi; Tanaka, Mitsuo; Nakamura. Michiharu; Takahashi,

Susumu; and Kurono, Hirokazu, 3,786,375.

Kurpanek, Waldemar Helmut. Magneto-motive bistable switching

devices. 3.786,385, CI. 335-207.000.

Kurtin, Stephen L.: See-
Goldman. Arnold J.; Kurtin. Stephen L.; and Mead. Carver A..

3.786,429.

Puckett, Jason N., Jr.; Kurtin, Stephen L.; and Goldman, Arnold

J, 3.786.482.

Kurusu, Tosiro; See

—

Sato, Jinichi; and Kurusu, Tosiro, 3,786,159.

Kurz, Bruno F.: See—
Ferro, Armand P.; Harnden, John D.. Jr., and Kurz, Bruno F.,

3.786,264.

Kusmierek. Jadwiga: See—
Brzozowski, Zhigniew; Kusmierek, Jadwiga; and Porljko,

Stanislaw. 3.786,019.
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Kuiier Rene Upstanding nexible packing and method of manufactur

ingume 3,785.546.0 229-53 000.

Kusunose. Takamaro; See—
Shimoda, Keitaro. Obama. Isamu. and Kusunose. Takamaro.

3.786.125.

Kuth, Robert; See—
Hildebrand. Dietrich; and Kuth. Robert. 3.785.767.

Kwasnitschka. Karl, to Joachim Erbpnnz Zu Foustenberg. Conveymg

system. 3.785.477. CI. 198-218.000.

Kyburz. Emilio. and Spiegclberg. Hans, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

5.11-dihydro lOH-dibenzo (2.dl cyclohephen 10-ones 3.786,095.

CI. 260-570 87c

Kylin. Donald H , and Reim. Thomas E., to Republic Steel Corpora-

tion. Bulk material nuclear moisture gauging system 3.786,251, CI

250-390.000.

Kyoda Plastics, Limited. See—
Shira, Jerry P., 3,786.171.

Kyow Steel Works, Ltd. :
See—

Takashima,Koichi, 3,785,467

Kyryluk William Frederick. Filter for obtaining a three-dimensional

effect! 3.785.720, CI. 350-144.000.

Kysor Industrial Corporation See—
Wolf, Heinz K . and Averbeck. Dean C. 3.785.746

La Cagnina, John M . and Davies. Robert G , to Xerox Corporation

Eliminating corona aring in photoelectrophoretic imaging

3,785,816,C1. 96-1 300.

La Cellophene: See—
Weber, Guy Paul, and Deshayes, Philippe Mane. 3.785.730.

La Costa. Nicholas J.; Sff—
Bar». Irwin R . La Costa. Nicholas J.; and Davis. William O .

3.785.293.

La Fant Research Company; See—
Lauster, Frederick L , 3,785,986

La Soudure Electrique, Proccdes Arcos: See—
Schoumaker, Henry R P J , 3,786,306.

Lacombat. Michel; Sj-f—

Hepner, Georges, Lacombat, Michel; and Marcy, Raymond.

3,786,332.

Laczko, Robert P ; See—
Leeson, Jeffrey S, and Laczko, Robert P , 3,785.873.

Laing, Ingeborg; and Laing. Nikolaus Temperature conditioning

means. 3,785,365, CI. 176-400 000.

Laing, Nikolaus: See—
Laing, Ingeborg; and Laing, Nikolaus, 3,785,365

Laing Nikolaus Apparatus for the charging and discharging of storage

heaters. 3.786,232, CI. 219-365 000.

Lake Willett R Jr ; an* Ward. James O . to Pak-Well Corporation.

Apparatus for cutting blanks 3.785.23 I . CI. 83-103.000.

Laliccia. Frederico Riccardo: See—
Pinede, Edouard; Barsellotti, John Anthony; and Laliccia. Freder-

ico Riccardo, 3,786.194

Lambert. Andre; Soury. Jean-Pierre, and Sifre. Gaston, to Societe

Generale de Constructions Electr'iques ct Mecaniques (Alsthom)

Device for transferring and measuring the flow of pure gas

3,785.205.CI. 73-198 000

Lamm. Heinz, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft Sealing bar for a

rotary piston internal combustion engine. 3,785.745, CI. 418-

117 000.

Land Edwin H ; Bloom. Stanely M . and Rogers. Howard G ,
to Pola-

roid Corporation Diffusion transfer color processes and products

and compositions useful therein. 3,785.8 14, CI. 96-3.000.

Lane. Constance A; Sff—
Mattei, Victor; and Lane, Constance A., 3.785.848.

Lang. Ludwig G Device for the implementation of procedures for the

decontamination of internal combustion engine exhaust gases

3 785.628. CI 261-65 000.

Langenderfer, Les M . to General Motors Corporation Gear pump

3,785,756, CI. 418-170000.

Langhans, Roy Kenneth, to ICI America Inc Stable liquid emulsifier

compositions 3,785,993, CI. 252-356.000

Langill. Addison W.. Jr.: See—
Friedland. Harry; and Langill. Addison W . Jr.. 3.785.389.

Langmaack, Jurgen; and Haas, Helmut, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz

Aktiengesellschaft. Vibrating mill with introduction of refrigerants

into the solid material being ground in the grinding chamber

3.785.575. CI. 241-33.000

Lantz. William F. Anchor hold-down device. 3.785.323. CI. 114-

210.000
Lardeau Jacques, to Societe dOptique, Precision. Electronique et

Mecanique-Sopelem. Iris diaphragm. 3.785,265, CI. 95-64.00r

Larkin, Barrymore T , to Koppers Company. Inc Apparatus for con-

tinuous liquid phase separation 3.785.776. CI. 23-267.00r.

Lasch. Cecil A.. Jr . to Industrial Modular Systems Corporation,

mesne. Method of producing fluid bearing track structure.

3.785.027. CI. 29-I57.00C.

Lasky Ronald J., to Stock Equipment Company. Electromagnetic

tachometer. 3.786.354. CI. 324-173.000.

Lassy Carl O and Lassy, William A Workpiece hold-down jaws with

constant dimension. 3,785,635, CI. 269- 1 36 000.

Lassy, William A.: See—
Lassy, Carl O, and Lassy, William A., 3,785,635.

Last. Anthony Graham Marshall; See—
Birchall. James Derek; Cassidy, John Edward; Stafford. John, and

Last. Anthony Graham Marshall. 3.785.845.

.785.463
'

and Laufe. Leonard E.

, and Lacfe. Leonard E.

David L

.
Toshio; and Dchida.

, Cleveland. Peter G.;

.786.062

,3.785.550

Latham. Allen. Jr . to Hacmonetics Corporation Centrifuge chuck for

disposable, snap-in centrifuge rotor 3.785.549. CI. 233-23.00r.

Lauer. Karl. Bodka. Heinz Gunter. and Stoeck. Georg. to Boehringer

Mannheim Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung Process for the

chromatographic separation of multi-component mixtures contain-

ing glucose 3.785.864. CI I 27-46 00a

Lauer. Robert J.: See—
Kuhl. Joseph W . and Lauer. Robert J.. 3.

Laufe. Leonard E See—
Lower. Brenton R , Hughes, Kenneth E

3.785.381

Laufe. Leonard E . mesne See—
Lower. Brenton R . Hughes. Kenneth E.

3.785.381

Launay. Pierre, to Compagnie de Material et d Equipemcnu

Techniques COMET Systems constituted by cage-nuts and their

cages 3.785.42 1. CI 151-41 750

Laurent. Daniel, to Merlin Germ. Societe Anonyme Balanced support

mechanism for a linearly movably current collecting head.

3 786,204, CI 191-48000
Lauster, Frederick L , to La Fant Research Company Denture cleaner.

3.785.986, CI 252- 1 36 000.

Lavan, Philip J See—
Merrill, Duane F . and Lavan. Philip J .

3.786.015.

Lawless. Michael J : See—
James. Bruce A . Lawless. Michael J . and Clark.

3.785.186
Lawson. Edward J 5^r—

Ouesinberry. Ardcn L . and Lawson. Edward J , 3.786.275.

Le Havre. Pierre Jean See—
Bourgeois. Michel, and Le Havre, Pierre Jean. 3,785,320

Le Jeune. Gwenole Jean-Claude, to Sticicte dEtudes Fabrications, In-

stallations et Manutention en Abrege EFIM S A Mobile appliance

for the treatment of domestic garbage 3.785,280, CI 100-100 000

Leal, Victor Mario; See—
Rubio, Manuel Jesus, and Leal, Victor Mario. 3.785.201

.

Leasure. William C . and Garcia. Luis, to Mira Pak Inc Method and

apparatus for forming shaped package 3.785.1 12. CI 53-28 000

Leben Utility Co . Ltd See—
Furuya. Akio. Hachiboshi. Makoto; Adachi

Masakatsu, 3.786.004

Lechnir. Richard J.; See—
Schroedcr, Collin H , Lechnir. Richard

Deluca. Hector F . and Derse. Philip H
Lectra Data, Inc.; See-r-

Martin.Roy A . and Pittman. Clarence L.

Ledin. Lars Eric See—
Mejyr, Carl-Anker, and Ledin. Lars Eric. 3.785,361

Lee Conrad E , to Pako Corporation Driving mechanism for roller

transporting devices 3,785,543. CI 226 188 000

Lee, David O See—
Jacobs, Mclvin A., and Lee. David O. 3.786.197

Lee. Fui-Tseng H ; and Volpp. Gcrt P . to FMC Corporation Fun

gicidal use of certain benz (d) isothiazoles 3.786.150. CI 424-

270 000. ^^ . ,

Lee Leonard S.; Uyeda. Yoshio. and Heneghan. Leo F . to Merck &
Co .Inc Magnesium oxide coatings 3.785.879. CI 148-27 000

Lee. Norman, to British Aircraft Corporation Aircraft flap system

3.785.594, CI 244-42 Oda.

Lee. Raymond, Organization. Inc., The: See—
Baratta, Hilda E ,3.785,343

Muffly, Robert N, 3,785,64

1

Preston, Gerald, 3,784,999.

Ramirez, Ramon, 3.785,599.

Taponen, Mariti. 3.785.4 1 5.

Lee. Thomas Brian; See—
Cairns. Hugh. Chambers. Albert; and Lee. Thomas

3.786.071

Leeds &. Northrup Company: See—
Baldwin. William H . and Clauss. Harry G . Jr . 3.785.947

Leeson. James L . Jr.. to Woodward Governor Company,

synchronizing and phasing system. 3.785. 1 47. CI. 60-97.00s.

Leeson Jeffrey S . and Laczko. Robert P . to ESB Incorporated. Ac-

tivated battery 3.785.873. CL 136-114.000.
I

Leesona Corporation: Sf^— .
. . o u

Seem. Warren A.; Stoddard. Nicholas J.; and Stoddard. Robert

W. 3.785. 135.

Tecce. Frederick C; and Dudzik. Chester J.. 3.785,1 36.

Legrand. Pierre. High-density relax-transport system. 3.784.989, CI. 5-

9.00r
I

Leistner, Werner: S^f

—

Boning. Walter; and Leistner, Werner, 3,786,293

Leith. William Gumming. Rotating concentric homogeneous turbu-

lence electrostatic precipitation gas cleaner method. 3.785,1 17. CL

55-2.000.

Leith, William Gumming. Rotating concentric "homogeneous turbu-

lence" fabric bag gas cleaner method. 3,785.1 23. CI. 55-96.000.

Leitz, Ernst,GmbH 5«—
. u

Hock, Fromund; Feldmann, Hennig; and Fialkowski, Heinz.

3.785.714.

Loseries. Peter; and Hayashi. Toshio. 3,785,264.

Lelie Arthur S., to United States of America. Navy. Voltage-con-

trolled low-pass filter. 3,786.363. CI. 330-3 1 .000.

Brian,
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Leming, John C; Glassie, Donelson C; and Jahnel. Roy M. Heavy duty

swivel platform conveyor. 3,785,3 16. CI. 114-43.500.

Leonard Concrete Pipe Co., Inc.: See—
Worker, George W.; and Waddington, Philip L.. 3.785.607.

Leonard. Milton K.: See-
Moore, James C; and Leonard. Milton K.. 3.785.696.

Lesher. George Y.: See—
Brundage.R. Pauline; and Lesher, George Y., 3,786.043.

Letourneur, Guy, to Coparfi. Structural arrangement. 3,785,109. CI.

52-633 000
Levi, Mina Neukhovna; Sff—

Mikhalsky, Fedor Mikhailovich; Gaspariants. Artemy Mik-

hailovich; Purlov, Jury Nikolaevich; Kulesh. Pavel Ivanovich;

Rudenko, Pavel Petrovich; Ryabtsev, Alexei Nikolaevich; and

Levi, Yakov Efimovich, 3.785,775.

Levi, Yakov Efimovich: Sff

—

Mikhalsky, Fedor Mikhailovich; Gaspariants, Artemy Mik-

hailovich; Purlov. Jury Nikolaevich; Kulesh, Pavel Ivanovich;

Rudenko. Pavel Petrovich. Ryabtsev. Alexei Nikolaevich; and

Levi. Yakov Efimovich. 3.785,775.

Lewis. Donald Bernard; See—
McLean. Norman; Lewis. Donald Bernard; and McLaren, Robert

John Lawson. 3,785,2 16.

Lewis, Hector E., to Surgical Appliance Industries. Inc. Elbow sleeve.

3,785, 371. CI 128-77.000.

Lexitron Corporation; See—
Pucketi. Jason N.. Jr.; Kurtin. Stephen L.; and Goldman. Arnold

J .3,786,482.

Lexitron Corporation, mesne: See—
Goldman, Arnold J.; Kurtin. Stephen L.; and Mead. Carver A..

3.786.429

Lcyman Manufacturing Corporation: See—
Shearer. John Marshal. 3.785.678.

Li Sik U and Koros. Robert M.. to Esso Research and Engineering

Company.Gasliquidmletdistributor. 3.785.779. CI. 23-284.000.

Liberti. Frank N.; See—
Jaquiss. Donald B G ;and Liberti. Frank N., 3.786.1 14.

Lichstein, Bernard M . and Du Bois. Robert J , to Allied Chemical Cor-

poration. Novel bisamides containing fluorine 3,786,093, CI. 260-

561 Ohl

Liebold,Gert; Sff—
Oppenlaender, Knut; Liebold, Gert. and Buettner. Egon.

3.786.081.

Liebschutz. Lynn C.;Scf—
Grubb, Harold R , and Liebschutz, Lynn C, 3,786.455.

Lien, Wallace A . to Bccton, Dickinson Electronics Company.

Keyboard switch assembly with movable, multi-contact means and

associated swinger portions. 3,786,205, CI. 200-5.00a.

Ligh. David R Refuse compressor 3,785.28 I . CI. 100- 1 16.000.

Liguori. Mario, to Elettronica Aster S R L. Rotary stepped joint for

waveguides 3.786.378. CI. 333-98.0tn

Liker. Jack; Si-f—

Caslellana. Frank S , Liker. Jack; and Kokolis, Steve. 3.786.228.

Lilly, Eli, and Company; Sft-—

Beck, James R ,3,786.048.

Linde Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Rcdemann, Hubert, 3,785,128.

Linde, Bjorn H Son; See—
Martensson. Kjell Halvard, Linde. Bjorn H Son; Palsson. Jan

Fredrik;and Jerre.SvenTorsten, 3,785,1 13.

Linder. Alex. GmbH: See—
Grooteboer. Wilhelm, 3,785,5 10.

Lindly & Company. Inc See—
Abilock, Solomon; and Shottenfeld. Richard. 3.786.265. ^.

Lindsay Manufacturing Co.: See—
Zimmerer. Arthur L ; and Anderson. John L., 3,785,400.

Ling Jack A and Clem, Dennis W., to Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com-

pany, The. Tire building drum. 3,785,894, CI. 1 56-4 1
5.000.

Lipe. Gordon C; and Abbott, William S. Audio-visual warning system.

3.786.498, CI. 340-371.000.

Lipp, Robert J: 5ff—
Alexander. Stephen B.; Bryant. Richard W.; Lipp. Robert J.; and

Tu.GeorgeK. 3.786.442.

Lipson Herbert G. Sealable container for liquid flotation of cast-bound

limbs. 3.785.374. CI. 128-82 000.

Lipson, Herbert G. Temporary inflatable cast. 3,785,375, CI. 128-

82.100.

Lisitsyn, Alexandr Ivanovich: See—
Borisov. Jury Modestovich; Budyko, Jury Ivanovich; Dubnitsky,

Nikolai Borisovich; Koganer. Valentin Eizerovich; Lisitsyn,

Alexandr Ivanovich; Mozokhin, Nikolai Gavrilovich; Masken-

skov, Konstantin Mikhailovich; and Dukhnin. Jury Vasilievich.

3.785.353. .„ .

Lissner. Rudolf W.; and Mulvany. Richard B.. to International Business

Machines Corporation. Magnetic disk storage apparatus. 3,786.454.

CI. 340- 174. 10c

List Edward L., to Esso Research and Engineering Company. Mass

flowmeter. 3.785.204, CI. 73-194.0pl.

Little, Cari H., to Weber-Knapp Company. Follower assembly.

3,785,521, CI. 220-22.300.

Litton Systems. Inc.: Sff—
Conrad. Richard A. 3.786,393.

Liu Olive Y. and Wahl, John S., to Schlumberger Technology Cor-

poration. Method and apparatus 3,786,267. CI. 250-256.000.

Lock. Alan Howard: Ste—
Lynas. Derek Leigh; Lock. Alan Howard; and Houghton, Paul.

3,786.348.
Lock. Everett H.: Sff—

Maurer, William C; and Lock. Everett H. 3.785.659.

Lockwood, Harry Francis, to RCA Corporation. Method for depositing

a semiconductor material on the substrate from the liquid phase.

3.785.884. CI. 148-171.000.

Lodige. Alois. Expansion joint construction for concrete slabs.

3.785,741. CI. 404-51.000.

Log Etronics. Inc.: S«—
Bender, Lee C. 3.785.733.

LogEtronics Inc.: See— ^
Morioka, Masami, 3.785,269.

Logomasini, James C; and Shelby. Richard K.. to Monsanto Company.

Apparatus improvements in a rotary blow molding machine.

3.785.76 1. CI. 425-387.0Ob.

Lohr. Delmar F.. Jr.; and Kay. Edward Leo. to Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company, The. Stabilized polybutadiene resin. 3,786.009.

CI. 260-237.00n.

Lohr. Thomas L.. to Allied Chemical Corporation. Apparatus for mea-

suring the angular displacement and the angular velocity of a rota-

tion member. 3.786.336, CL 322-51.000.

Loilier, Michel: See—
Devillers, Pierre Louis Henri; and Loilier, Michel, 3,785,863.

Lokey Robert C, to Lokey Tool, Inc. Automatic safety brake for ro-

tary blade equipment. 3,785,230, CI. 83-58.000.

Lokey Tool, Inc.: See—
Lokey. Robert C, 3,785,230.

Long, Ernest L.: 5ee

—

Davis, William F.; Russell, Ronald W.; Frederiksen, Thomas M.;

and Long, Ernest L., 3,786,344.

Long, Jacques; and Bessot, Jean-Jacques, to Compagnie Industrielle

des Telecommunications. Diffusion pump assembly. 3,785,162, CI.

62-55.500.

Long, Willis F., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Hybrid DC circuit

breaker. 3,786,3 1 0. CI. 3 1 7- 1 1 .00c.

Lonnemo, Kurt R.; and Bergstedt, Jan O., to Sperry Rand Corporation.

Power transmission. 3,785,398, CI. 137-488.000.

Lonza Ltd.: See—
Heetman, Jakobus, 3,785,198.

Lorenzi, Donald E., to Magnaflux Corporation. Method in detecting

defects using magnetic particle in a viscous fluid that restricts their

mobility. 3,786,346, CI. 324-38.000.

Loseries, Peter; and Hayashi, Toshio, 50^ to Minolta Camera Co. Ltd.

and 50^ to Leitz, Ernst, G.m.b.H. Swining-sector camera shutter

with improved warning indicator. 3.785.264. CI. 95-55.000.

Lower. Brenton R.; Hughes. Kenneth E.; and Laufe. Leonard E., to

Laufe, Leonard E.. mesne. Pressure sensing obstetrical forceps.

3.785,381, CI. 128-323.000.

LP Industria Chimica per I'Anedamento S.p.A.: See—
Padovano. Felix. 3,785,600.

LTV Aerospace Corporation; See—
Stalmach, Charles J., Jr., 3.785,59

1

Lubkin. Frances; See—
Lubkin. Samuel. 3.786,422.

Lubkin, Samuel; deceased (by Lubkin, Frances; administratrix), to

Rel-Reeves, Inc.. mesne. System for determination of deviations of a

vehicle from a prescribed route. 3,786,422, CI. 340-149.00r.

Lucas, Robert G.; Sff—
Frye, Kenneth G.; Lucas, Robert G.; Seidel, Kenneth L.; and

Rohosy, Soma M., 3,785,232.

Luchsinger, Wayne W.; and Nadeau, Richard G.. to Du Pont tde

Nemours, E. I., and Company. Method and apparatus for analyzing a

liquid containing macromolecules that would interfere with the anal-

ysis. 3,785,771, CI. 23-230.00r.

Luckenbach, Roy; and Funk, John, to Buriington Industries, Inc. Dye-

ing apparatus. 3,785, 180, CI. 68-15.000.

Ludwig, David P.: See—
Boyer. John A., Ludwig, David P.; and Zwickel. Friedrich.

3.785,903.

Ludwig, John T.; and Steiner, Paul D., to Electromagnetic Industries

Inc. Permanent magnet solenoid device. 3,786,383, CI. 335-

231.000.

Luethi, Christian: Scf—
., „ , . u

Piller. Bernhard; Meier. Max; Duennenberger, Max; Biland, Hans

Rudolf; and Luethi, Christian, 3,785,827.

Lumb, Dale R.; See—
McCarthy, Thomas M; and Lumb. Dale R, 3,785,368.

Lunde, Hans: See—
Papst, Hermann; Lunde, Hans; and Wrobel. Gunter, 3.786.290.

Lundqvist. Harald Oskar. Adjustable shelving structure. 3,785,30 1 ,
CI.

108-109.000.

Lunt, Robert S., Ill; See—
Merrill. Howard E.; and Lunt. Robert S.. Ill, 3.785,960.

Luongo, Michael C. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Electronic

system and method for operating a steam turbine with independent

overspeed protection especially adapted for a nuclear reactor

powered steam turbine. 3.785. 148. CI. 60-105.000.

Lutchansky. Milton; and Township, Randolph, to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated. Waveguide structure utilizing roller

spring supports. 3,786,379, CI. 333-98.00r.

Lycke, Nils Erik Oskar; See—
Corrodi, Hans Rudolf; Lycke, Nils Erik Oskar; and Roos, Bjom-

Erik, 3.786,143.
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1 vna« Derek Leigh; Lock. A!an Howard; and Houghton. Paul, to

CiedKingdom^f Great Br.tam and Northern Ireland. Secretary of

State for Defense m Her Br.tann.c ^ajestys Government of
J^

Piezo electric accelcrometer pulse testing 3.786.348. CI 324-6.0OO

Lynch Communication Systems. Inc : See—
Nordling.Fredenk. 3.786.280

, -,«, m^ CI
Lynch. Leonard J Dual inline package handling tool 3.785.033. tl.

29-203.OOh.

"""•
Brow'n.'carotu . Chesarek. Donald J • F-''. Dale E. Ma. Joseph

T Martin. Harold F . and Reynolds. Zack D .
3.786.479

Mac Arthur. Donald Morley. to Bell Telephone Laboratories Incor-

porated. Technique for electrolytically etchmg tungsten 3.785.945.

MacDlTairF^'n^cis X ;
and

^^^f.^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^

'"''"^•""-

Inc Cabinet door restraint 3.785.685. CI 2VJ-.8B uw
MacDonald.PaulM ;5«—

,. „ ,»^ t tss #,ks
MacDonald. Francis X ; and MacDonald. Paul M -^^ 85 685^

MacDonald Robert Neal. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I .
and Company.

K2.5 Thiadiazole polyesters. 3.786.028. CI 260-75^000

MacGillis Donald J Metal window construction with clamped corner

joints. 3.785.090. CI 49-425 000
v . i,

Machacek. Frantisek; Minarik. Josef; Rossa. LuU.m.r. Kor.stek.

Zdenek. and Brandstadter. Miroslav. to V yzkumny "«av pletarsky

Weft knitted fabric and method of producing the same. J.'»>.i '».

CI 66-196 000 ^ , >. ,

Machado. Joseph G Cleanmg apparatus
^"^"'"'""^''f *1*V? V?^

heat exchange for heatmg the cleaning fluid 3.785,363. Cl. I -t>-

350 OOr
Maclntyre. John S; iff—

. . ». i . i »i,„ «;

Wiesler. Mordechai; Martinonis. Virgil, and Maclntyrc. John b .

3,785,507.

Mackenzie, Gerald L ; and Mosher. Paul R.. to United States o^ Amcr^

ica Navy Hydrogen gas generating comp*isition and method for the

same 3 786,1 39. Cl 423-657 000

Maco%ski' Albert, to Stamford Research Institute. Fourier transform

ine system 3.786.180, CI 178-6 500

MacPhee Colin A A . to Federal Pacific Electric Company Ground

fault detector 3.786.356, CI 317-I8 00d.

Maeslncorporated .Sl'«'—

Flowerday.CarlW .3.785.337.

Magna-Matic Systems. Inc : See—
Maynard.JohnF .3.785.475

Magnaflux Corporation; See—
Lorenzi, Donald E . 3.786.346

Magnetic Analysis Corporation See—

Mansson. Sven E . 3.786.347

Magnor. Inc See—
Coggeshall. John C, 3.785.772.

Maenussen. John L. Se"**

—

. „ r. u « o -.n.i

Kabat John L ; Magnussen. John L ; Porter. Richard B .
and

Tobias. James R ,3.785.432

''''V::;^::^'P^9. Grochowsk. Edwa^ G He^ Martin S .

Maheras, Geroge; and North. William D .
3.785.886

'*'""Hid''erThe'odor:~M ; Hawn. Frank A., and Mak.e. George E
,

Malik Marvin?, to General Motors Corporation Hydrodynamic fluid

unit" with energy storage 3.785.1 54. Cl. 60-347 000

Mallory.PR.&Co,lnc i.^-
Zaleskl,John,3,785,872

''^'Sl^STi^.re^^^A . Mallory. William L ; and Perkins. Joseph

K. 3.785.577

Mancini. Emilio iff— ••toaiot
De Vita. Luciano; and Mancini. Emilio. 3.786.18 '

''''"K'aeme'i.'Prildrich. Mandel. Jorn. Mayer. Siegfried, Rohrig.

Klaus; Schuiz, Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller^. Hilmar, Haverkamp.

KlausDieier, and Motz,Jurgen, 3,785,632

Mandeltort, Stanley T , to VCA Corporation Aerosol dispensing

device 3 785, 528. Cl 222-148.000 „ , r

Mann Horace C., Jr , to Tennessee Valley Authority Production of

''^rea-ammTnium sulfate 3,785,796,C17,.28.000

Mann, Robert H Insulated containers or the like 3.785..54. Cl vj

MansL'n Sven E . to Magnetic Analysis Corporation Apparatus for

genTrating stable driving pulses for an eddy current test system

3 786.347. Cl. 324-40 000 ck... «fr
Maple. Steven E .

to Nelson. ^^^-^^^"^1^?^
devicefortravelingsprinkler 3.785.563. Cl 239-183.000

Mar Jerry to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Nondestruc-

tive read semiconductor memory utilizing avalanche breakdown

3.786.443.CI. 340-173 OOr

Marathon Oil Company See—
Oleszko.Thaddeus J . 3,786.1 10

''"H'ep^^T"eofg«T Lacombat. Michel; and Marcy. Raymond.

Mardi«yan*'jean and Fournier. Pierre, to Societe a Rcsponsabilae

Um'tee d te MAR-PHA Societe dEtudes d Exploitation de

Marques Compounds, ^b-(4-chlorophenoxy^)ethyl n.connate 2-

bis(4-chlorophenoxy)propyl dinicot.nate and
2-(

J.^^d-m* h,,

isobornl-phenoxy,ethyl nicotinate 3,786,060. Cl 260-295. 50r.
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J. Ronald Scrubbing apparatus.
Mare. Ernest, to Hershbergcr,

3.785. 127, Cl 55-233 000.

Marecek.JohnR. iVr-
. .^ „ n«< nni

Niemi ArviE, and Marccek, John R.3,785,00r

Atlantic Richfield Company Aqueous emulswn polish composi

tions 3.786.01 2. Cl 260-28.500. ,

MarkProducts, Inc 5f«—
Hazelhurst.GeraldD. 3.786.410

^"^j:n:^" WUi^^'SvSrimd Marke. Paul Anthony Bryant.

Marker'. HannefSafety sk. binding ^V-- ^^8' 668. C, 280- 1 1 .35r.

Marks. William J Fishmg line 3.785.0 1 1 . Cl 24-
1

1 5 OOh

Markus. Richard B :
Set —

Danforth.Leon J .3.785.319 „„,h,„i
Marnerakis. Costas S Current monitoring system and method

3.786.50 l.CI 340-409 000.

Mars. James E: Sff—
, _ ., c i tks h"'4

P.H>le. Donald R . Stang. Peter L . and Mars James E .3 785.6 4

Marsec. Frederick J . to Ethyl Crporation Carburetor 3.785.6-4. l l

Mar'lh.'Slas George, and Maxfield, Thomas Gerald, to Bell

Telephone Labiuatories. Incorporated Balanced output operation.il

amplifier 3.786.362. Cl 33O-30 lK)d

M irsilia Louis P . and Moran, Robert J . to Cardinal InMrument Cor

;inattmClinical,hermometer 3,785,208,0 73.368 400

Martel Jacques, Huynh, Chanh. and Buend.a Jean^ NovO

cvclopropanecarboxylic acids and esters 3.786.052. Cl -60-

Ma'r'el^'j'acques. and Buend.a. Jean, to
R'^"^|:V,f;:-f^...'IT^T'o':"

preparation of c.s-chrysanthemic acids ^786.070.CI 260-341 .Or

Marlcll, Dennis J , to Northern Illinois Gas Company Apparatus or

cumulatively storing and remotely readmg a meter 3,786,4-.V LI

Mar'lensllnTjell Halvard. Linde, B^.rn H S«,n; Pa'sson, Jan Frednk.

and Jerre Sven Torsten, to Tetra Pak International AB Packaging

machine 3 78^ 1 13, Cl 53 1 86 (KK)

M^ron Edward JDemountable camp grill 3,785,360,CI 126-30 00(1

''^"^;"rc'n.lM': Chesarek. Donald J , Fisk, Dale E^ Nia^ Joseph

T Martin, Harold F . and Reynolds. Zack D .
'•'«<'••»'''

Martin, Kenneth Edward, to L S Philips Corporation fcHj -"PP'^ P-'^

ticularlyforlelevisionreccivers 3.786.299.C1 315 :9 0(HI

Martin Marietta Corpcnation .Sf.— na. uiu
Peppier. Richard B . and Ros.skopf. Philip A .

3.785,8.^9

Martin, OtisM Sec—
. ». „ ci v: i-?u<iij

Vough, John K , Martin, Otis M; and Miller, Silas N . 3.785.1 14

Martin. Ronald C5ff- m .nv 1^

Schaller, Willard W Martin, Ronald C ,
and Sixt, Marty t ,

3 785,682 „ . 1. .

Martin Rov A . and Pittman, Clarence L , to Lectra Data. Inc Voting

machine'3.785.550.CI 235-50(H)r
|

Martinonis. Virgil .SVf—
. .. i . - i ,k» «

Wiesler. Mordechai. Martinonis. Virgil; and Maclntyre. John i .

3,785,507

Martonair Limited See—
Kirk.Colin John. 3.785.403.

Marvel Industries. Inc .SV« —
Ericson. John FE. 3.785.692

Maschincnfabrik Reinhausen Gebruder Scheubcck KG.: iff-

Kugler. Kurt. 3.786.337

Maschinenfabrik und Giesserci Netstal AG: See-

Mum. Paul, and Byland. Hans. 3.785.1 16

Mascioli.RoccoL SVf-
, ,u<, ,in«

Bcchara. Ibrahim S . and Mascioli. R.>cco L 3.786.00S.

Maskenskov.KonstantinMikhailovich.W--
r>..Knii,kv

Borisov Jury Modestovich. Budyko. Jury Ivanovich; Dubnitsky.

Nikolai Borisovich; Koganer. Valentin Eizerovich; Lisitsyn.

Alexandr Ivanovich; Mozokhm. Nikolai Gavrilovich; Masken-

skov. Konstantin Mikhailovich, and Dukhnin. Jury Vasilievich.

3.785,353

^"''BatreT'john'FTjr . Mason. Paul B , Stella, Joseph A
,
Thomas.

Paul W, Jr. and Wright, Joseph H, 3,785.725

Masonry Systems, Inc., mesne See—

Behunin, Gage B . Cole, Eugene A
3,785,454.

Masopust.Ottol.Jr Sre—
Brown. Donald R . Masopust. Otto I

3.786,322 1

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: See— I

King Paul Allen, Jr ,3,786.478
. ^ r

Massaro John D . and Massaro. Michael J Warning device for

rwTriiming pools or the like 3.786,469, Cl. 340-261 000

Massaro. Michael J -Sff- no* 4*,q
Massaro. John D . and Massaro. Michael J .

3,786.469.

Massey-Ferguson-Perkins. Limited; 5f<-—

Crawford. Alexander. 3.785.573.
|

Masuda. Isao: S<-f—
i-7o< «»<

Izumitani. Tctsuro. and Masuda. Isao. 3.785.83?.

and Staadt. Charles R.

Jr.. and Stoltz. James P..
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Masumoto. Hakaru; Murakami. Yuetsu; and Hinai. Masakatsu to

Foundation: Research Institute of Electric and Magnetic Alloys.

The Ni-Fe-Ta alloys for magnetic recording-reproducing heads.

3.785.880. Cl. 148-31.550.

Matassov. George; See

—

. ,, _
Barry. James D.; Freedman. Paul M.; and Matassov. George.

3.786.370.
. ,

Mathauser. William R Magnetic self-aligning electrical connector.

3.786.391. C1.339-12.00r.

Mathews Bernard C Slat elevators for combines or the like

3 785,472. Cl. 198-171.000.
.

Mathews James Robert, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor

porated Color camera tube target having mtegral mdexmg structure

3 786.321. Cl.3l7-235.00r.

'"^'cLLeTar GU^ert; Mathey. Francois; and Gryszkiewic

Trouchimowski.Oleg, 3.786.155

Mathis. Ronald D . and D.x. James S
.
to Ph''''PVPf»;«'«"'" f^«;^P^"y

Polymers of 1 -olefins protected against ultraviolet light. 3.786.021.

Cl 260-45 75n
Matsuda.Mitsuhiro.Sfc— i-ioAoin

Tsugukuni, Hideyoshi. and Matsuda. Mitsuhiro, 3.786.010.

Matsui. Atsuro: See—
. ,/ j i,

Ichiki, Eiichi; lida. Kazuo; Matsui, Atsuro. and Kadokura,

Hidekimi. 3.786.080.

Matsui. Katsuaki. Sff— ..

Nagawa, Masatoshi; Suzuki. Yoshio. Matsui. Katsuaki; lijima.

Masaoki; and Tsurusaki. Yoshiyasu. 3,786.147.

Matsumoto. Seiji. to Fuji Photo Film Co ,
L'd^Method of exposure in

multi-color electrophotography. 3.785.8 1 2. Cl. 96- 1 .200.

Matsuno.Minoru; 5ef—
Fujii. Heihachi. Kasano. Kazuhiko; Matsuno, Minoru; Moroi.

Tadahiko. and Kitamura. Munehiro. 3,786.295.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co ,
Ltd.; See—

Hayakawa, Shigeru. 3.786.262.

Ike'da.Hisao. 3.785,658 ^ u u ^,
Yamashita. Tadaoki. Yamamoto. Osamu. Oonishi Hajimu.

Kawabata, Hidetsugu, and Kitamura, Saburo, 3.786,254.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company; .Sff—
^,. .. ,„

Kaneko. Masahiko, Miyama, Hiroshi; and Nishida, Jun,

3.786.182.

Matsushita Electronics Corporation; 5ff-
u,.»„.«,r,

Kano. Gota. Fujiwara. Shohei; lizuka. Mutsuo; Hasegawa.

Hiromasa. and Sawaki.Tsukasa. 3.786.320.

Okumura.Tomisaburo. 3.786.319

Mattel. Victor, and Lane. Constance A .
to Rohm & "^f f"").P^"y

Polyurethane plasticized topcoat for leather and method. 3,785.848.

Cl 1 17-73.000.

Matthews. Hugh B.Stf—
^ „ ... •/ „.,i, «/

Ross. Gerald F . Matthews. Hugh B.; and Robbms. Kenneth W..

Matthey'^Hclmann. Payer. Stefan; and fimg-ebl. Eberhard^ to

Friedrich Uhde GmbH Electrolysis cell with liquid electrode.

3.785.949, Cl 204-219 000

Matuo, Hiroto: .Vff— c„i,;. ,

Terai Shiro. Suzuki. Toshio; Hasegawa. Yoshihumi. Sektya.

Hitoshi;Matuo.Hiroto; and Kimata.Shizuo, 3,785,946.

Maurer Robert D , to Corning Glass Works Optical waveguide delay

hne 3 785,7 16, Cl 350-96 Owg. „ . .

Maurer, William C , and Lock, Everett H , to Esso Production

Research Company Packing cartridge for reciprocating pump.

3,785,659. Cl 277-35.000.
. r- » PW.r,

Mauthe Gerhard, to Aktiengesellschaft Brown. Bovcri & Cie. Electri-

cal compressing switch 3.786.21 5. Cl. 200- 148.00a.

Maxfield. Thomas Gerald: .Srr-
tk^„,c r.^ald

Marsh. Douglas George; and Maxfield. Thomas Gerald.

3.786.362.

Maxson Corporation. The 5f<—
. „ ,

.
-i to* lo?

Barnard. Benjamm R ; and Puariea. Douglas A.. 3,785.29 /.

''^^K;a^m\':"Frf;d;rch; Mandel. Jorn; Mayer. Siegfried; Rohrig.

Klaus; Schuiz. Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller. Hilmar; Haverkamp.

Klaus Dieter; and Motz.Jurgen. 3.785.632.

Mavnard. John F . to Magna-Matic Systems. '"C- Magnetically con-

trolled non-synchronous conveyor system. 3.785.4/3. t.i. ivo

Ma^yo^^'Soward A . Jr.. to Allis-ChalmersCorfK,rat.on^ Axial flow

hydraulic turbinegeneratorinstallation. 3.785.747. Cl 415-33.001^^

Mazza. Lamberto, to Industrie A^ Zanussi S.pA_ Method and ap-

paratus for the preparation of beverages. 3.785.492, Cl. iiu

149 000.

McAinsh, James: 5fe— ,-)o«oia
Turton, Cecil Nigel; and McAinsh, James, 3,785.9 1 6.

McCaldin. James 0:Sff— ^ -.no^it^
Mead Carver A ; and McCaldin, James O., 3,786,3 1 5.

McCarthy.' Thomas M , and Lumb, Dale R. Abnormal nerve pressure

locusdetectorandmethod 3.785.368. Cl. 128-2. lOz^

McClellan. Alan J ; and Dutton. Harold R.; ^^eased ( by Dutton^ Edna

M . executrix), to General Motors CorP«-non. Method o«^^
bling inserts with precision looseness. 3.785.029. Cl. i^f- 1 3 '. i wr.

McClure. Harold E.:5fi'- tjoa T>7
Seipp. Ronald W.; and McClure. Harold E.. 3.786.227^

McCord John T .
50')^ to Ghigo. Andrea S. Flexible and fireproof au-

tomobile diaper 3.785.45 1 . Cl. 1 80-69 100.

McCormick. John. Heat transfer apparatus. 3.785.350; Cl. 122-

115.000. *
. ^

McCue David D.; and Brendle. Thomas A., to Aeroquip Corporation.

Locomotive information recorder. 3.786.51 2, Cl. 346-33.00d.

McDaniel Johnny B. Automatic retractable ground electrical connec-

tor. 3.786.392. Cl. 339-14.00p.

McDonald. Carl C; and Patel. Arvind M.. to International Busin«s

Machines Corporation. Error detection systems. 3.786.439, Cl. jw-

146 lal.

McDonald. Williams.: See—
Wagers William O.; Frappier. Robert H.; McDonald. William !> .

and Boggs. Charles L.. 3.785,908.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: 5fe—
. . , u ,, i .„„„h

Haggberg, Marvin D.; Kavanagh, Ira K.; and Van Honk. Leonard

R., 3.785.788.

McEvoy, James E: Sff— r^ j u/
Cornelius, Edward B.; Delamater, George B.; Koester, David W..

and McEvoy, James E., 3.786.001

.

McGraw-Edison Company: See—
. ^ ,

.

ca^^.a
Gaven, Thomas J.; Crocker. Harry E.; and Feldman. Edward,

3.786.189.

Sidell. Philip A, 3.786.291.

McHattie. Earl E. Automatic grounding connection for electrical unit.

3.786.399. C1.339-14.00r. , , .

Mcllvaine, Robert W.. to Environeering. Inc. Method and appara us

for removing particulates and oxides of sulphur from gas. 3.785.1 19.

Cl. 55-7.000.

Mcllvried. Howard G.:5e^— ^ c- w i. o
Giannetti. Joseph P.; Mcllvried. Howard G.; and Sebulsky, Raynor

Mclntire' Nathan E.; and Porter, Zelma M.. to Elk Craft. Inc. Auto-

matic lubrication system. 3.785.456. Cl. 184-6.00r.

McKenna, Chancey D.: See- ^ . /-o,,«„» Ai
Teichmann. Newton N ; McKenna, Chancey D.; and Garrone. Al-

bert. 3.785.780 ,, ^,. ^

McKenna, James J ; and Harter, Roy. to Harter, H. Elisabet; surviving

spouse of Harter. Roy S , deceased Safety device for removing

radiator caps. 3,785.225, Cl. 8 1
-3. lOr.

McKillip, William J: See- ,70^0*.?
Throckmorton. Peter E.; and McKillip. William J.. 3,786,067.

McKinney, Joel D: See— ^ ..- d u . a «^a
Bryson Millard C; McKinney, Joel D.; Titmus, Robert A., and

White, Frederick K, 3,785,959.
.

McKinney, Lawrence A., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Ap-

paratus for gas diffusion. 3.785.629. Cl. 261-122.000.

McLaren. Robert John Lawson: See-

McLean. Norman; Lewis, Donald Bernard; and McLaren. Robert

John Lawson. 3,785,216.

McLean, Norman; Lewis, Donald Bernard; and McLaren Robert John

Lawson to Redman^Heenan Froude Limited. Control systems for

hydrokineticdevices. 3.785.2 16. Cl. 73-134.000.

McMahon, Robert F: See- , -,0^ aia
Frye, Harold E.; and McMahon, Robert F., 3.786.434.

McMahon, William Raymond; and Ramsey. Thomas Haliburton. Thin

film metallization process for microcircuits. 3.785.937. Cl. 204-

McNabney. John C; and Hantke. Gerhard J., to Trane Company. The.

Air diffuser fire damper 3,785.272, C1.98-40^0d.

McNulty Henry V., and Oatis. Melvin Neal, to Telephonic Equipment

Corporation. Circuit and apparatus for bridging and monitoring

3,786,198, Cl. 179-27.0fli.

McNutt, William P.: See— , „oc cti
Appleby, Vernon L; and McNutt. William P., 3,785 537.

McVoy David S ; and Reynolds, Richard G.. to Coaxial Scientific Cor-

poration. Communications system for data transmission and

retrieval. 3,786,424. Cl. 340-151.000.

Mead.Carver A.:See—
Goldman. Arnold J.; Kurtin. Stephen L.

3,786,429.

Mead Carver A and McCaldin, James O.

mesne Electroluminescent device. 3.786.3I5.CI. 3 17.234.00r

Mead Corporation. The: See-
Robertson, John A.. 3.785,1 18.

Mechanics Research. Inc.: See-
Mull. Michael M. 3.785.203. ^^ „ c. •.,.

Mecklenborg. Richard A., to Singer Company. The. Panoramic infmity

imagedisplay. 3.785.7 1 5. Cl. 350-55.000
,i«<^,8

Medwick. Joseph P.; and Thiffault. Marcel. Vehicle jack. 3.785.618.

Cl 254-94.000.

'*'"ASm\7M^;Tel L.; Mehl. Wolfgang; and Millot, Jean Pierre.

3.785,948.

'^""ill^r.'Bernhard; Meier, Max; Duennenberger. Max; Biland. Hans

Rudolf;andLuethi, Christian. 3,785,827.
» „ r-

Meivr Carl-Anker; and Ledin. Lars Eric, to Primus-Sievert AB. Gas

burner device for food grilling. 3.785.36 1 . Cl. 1 26-4
1
OOr

'^""tlfforTLarri'o" Wentworth, William P.; and Melead. James J..

3.785.340.

Memorex: See—
Kahn Michael E, 3,786.457.

Menk, Melvin A., to General Motors Corporation. Clothes ;-asher hav-

ing a siphon-actuated flood control arrangement. 3,785,181 ,
Cl. 68-

208.000.

and Mead. Carver A.,

to Intel Corporation,

91 S O.G.
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Uyeda. Yoshio, and Heneghan. Leo F.

and

for

.3.785.072.

.3.785,072
to Meyer Enterprises.

,C1 38-102.500.
Inc

and Ulbrich. John

Merck* Co.. Inc.: Sf*—
Lee. Leonard S..

.3.785.879.

Novello. Frederick C and Baldwin. John J.. 3.786.061

.

Schoenewaldt. Erwin F.. and Ihnen. Emel D.. 3.785.927

Shen. Tsung-Ying. Ruyle. William V ; Fordice. Michael W .

Jensen. Norman P. 3.786.050

Merenheimo. Markko. and Ruuska. Mauno. to Valmet Oy. Sk

snow vehicle 3.785.665. CI 280-28.000

Merenheimo. Murkku. and Ruuska. Mauno. to Valmet Oy Device in

connection with the steering ski of a vehicle for improving its con-

trol. 3,785.448. CI 180-5 OOr

Merl. Wilhelm 5r«—
Durrvachter. Eugen Emil; Harmsen. Ulf, and Merl. Wiihelm.

3.785.810.

Merlin Gerin. Societe Anonyme; See—
Laurent. Diniel. 3.786.204

Merrill. Duane F ; and Lavan. Philip J . to General Electric Company
Method for preparing fast curing silanol-containing organopolysilox-

ane resins and use of such resins. 3.786,01 5. CI. 260-32.8$b

Merrill. Howard E.. and Lunt. Robert S . III. to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company. Reforming naphthas with a rhenium-gold

catalyst 3.785.960. CI. 208-135 000
Merriman, James R . Pashley. John H . Stephenson. Michael J , and

Dunthorn, David I., to United States of America, Atomic Energy

Comniission. Recovery of purified helium or hydrogen from gas mix-

tures 3.785. 120. CI. 55-44 000
Mesapulse Incorporated: See—

Johannessen. Paul R.. 3.786.334
Metaframe Corporation: See—

Dinnerstein. Albert J . 3.785,347
Metallurgie Hoboken-Overpett: S«—

deBie.Edouard. 3.785.427

Metz. Helmut, to Audi NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft Hinge for

a cover 3.785.006. CI. 16-184 000
Meyer, Donald W Sff—

Meyer, Fred P , and Meyer. Donald W
Meyer Enterprises, Inc.: See-

Meyer. Fred P , and Meyer, Donald W
Meyer, Fred P , and Meyer, Donald W ,

Needlepoint blocking device. 3.785.072
Meyer Machine Company: See—

D'Angelo. Thomas J., Strohmeyer. William H
K, 3.785.358.

iMeyer, Wolfgang: See—
Eberle. Herbert; Meyer, Wolfgang, and Haase, Johann, 3,785,943

Meyers, Lavern H.: See—
Trent. Edv^ard J , Meyers, Lavern H., and Kagele, Frank L.,

3,786,234
Meyfarth, Herbert J., and Crosby. John J . to Republics Steel Corpora-

tion. Coil of continuous elongated material. 3.785.587. CI. 242-

159 000
Miavecz. Joseph L . to Owens-lllinois. Inc Border control system for

gas discharge display panels 3.786.484. CI. 340-324 00m
Michaels. Louis J.: See—

Baker, Ronald Lee, 3,785.41 1.

Michaelson. Dennis M . to Pan-Tcchnic. Inc Combination saw

3.785,053, CI 30-394 000
Michal, Gerhard: See—

Moyer-Bertenrath, Jurgen; Kaffarnik, Hans, Rey, Hans-Georg,

Michal. Gerhard; and Busch. Ernst-Werner. 3.786.140

Michon. Gerald J , to General Electric Company Method and ap-

paratus for sensing radiation and providing electrical readout.

3,786,263. CI 250-209.000.

MickelssoR, Olav Conny: See—
Palsson, Sven Gunnar, and Mickelsson, Olav Conny. 3,786,286

Midkiff. James C . to Cincinnati Electronics Corporation, mesne
Radio frequency resistance discriminator having dead zone output

characteristic 3.786,355. CI 325-174 000
Midthun, Robert A.: See-

Johnson. B Neil; and Midthun, Robert A., 3,785,759.

Mieda. Fumio, to Keio Giken Kogiyo Kabushiki Kaisha Keyboard type

electronic musical instrument 3,786.166, CI. 84-1 .010

Mikhalsky, Fedor Mikhailovich, Gaspariants. Artemy Mikhailovich.

Purlov, Jury Nikolaevich, Kulesh, Pavel Ivanovich, Rudenko, Pavel

Petrovich, Ryabuev, Alexei Nikolaevich, and Levi. Yakov
ETimovich. deceased (by Levi. Mina Neukhovna. administrator).

Plant or continuous production of cellulose triacetate in a

heterogeneous phase. 3,785,775, CI 23-260 000
Mikkelsen, Stig Glerup. to Radiometer A/S Measuring equipment,

especially for measuring the ph-value of a liquid. 3.786.345, CI 324-

3000r.
Milbrandt. Larry F.: See—

Peters. Gary J.; Hermann. Stanley R . Jaynes, Howard R ; and Mil-

brandt, Larry F, 3,786,01 3

Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang, Mutong T , to CPC International Inc

Chemically joined, phase separated thermopiasiic graft copolymers.

3,786,1 16, CI. 260-885.000
Miller, Bob C Sequencing valve 3,785.39 1, CI 137- 1 19.000

Miller, Dean E.. to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Manual override

system for a variable volume pump. 3,785,754, CI. 4 1 7-2 1 3.000.

Miller, John W V , to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Conditioning and writing of

multiple gas discharge panel. 3.786.474. CI. 340-324.00m.

Miller. Silas N:5rr—
Kough. John K.; Martin. Otis M. and Miller, Silas N, 3,785,1 14

Mills, Roscoc H.; and Scolatti. Charles A.

Miller. Stephen R.. to Eastman Kodak Company. Film cartridge.

3.785.726. CI 352-78.00r.
]

Millet. Jean Pierre: See—
Hitchman. Michael L . Mehl. Wolfgang, and Millot, Jean Pierre,

3,785,948
Mills, Roscoe H. See—

Von Ohain, Hans J P
3,785,593

Milovancevic, Slavko Non-regenerative switching voltage regulator.

3,786,339, CI 323-22 OOt

Minarik, Josef: See—
Machacek, Frantisek, Minank, Josef, Rossa, Lubomir. Koristek,

Zdenek, and Brandstadter, Miroslav, 3,785,178

Minasian. Stephen G , to Hallmark Releasing Corporation. Entertain-

ment accessory package 3,785,480, CI 206-47 OOr

Minck, Kalus See-
Bauer. Adola, Weber, Karl-Heinz; Danneberg. Peter, and Minck,

Kalus, 3,786.051

Minieri, Pasquale P , to Tenneco Chemicals, Inc Surface-coating com-

positions containing N-trichloromethylmercaptoindazoles.

3,786, 152, CI 424-273 000
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company See—

Jonnes. Nelson, 3,785,7 19

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: See—
Fisch, Richard S , 3,785,824

Packard. James R , 3,786,438

Rice, David E .3,786,030
Stageberg, Wilfred E , 3,785.909.

Wirth. Wayne M .3.785.184

Minnick. Leonard John. Webster. William C . and Smith. Charles L . to

Corson. G Sl W H . Inc Lime-flv ash-sulfite mixtures 3,785.840.

CI 106-118 000
Minolta Camera Co Ltd : See—

Loscries. Peter, and Hayashi. Toshio. 3.785,264.
|

Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Inque, Masayoshi, Nagai, Koji, and Kitaguchi, Shigeo, 3,785,983.

Miottel, Norman O , to General Motors Corporation Electrostatic

powder spraying method and apparatus 3,786,309. CI. 317-3.000

Mira-Pak Inc.: See— i

Leasure. William C . and Garcia. Luis. 3.785.1 12.
'

Misch. Wolfgang, to Bosch, R«>bert. G m h H Regulating arrangement

for solenoid valves and the like 3.786.3 14. CI 317-154 000
Mischon. Lester, to Singer Company. The" Delayed-action auxiliary

stitch cams 3.785.1 74. CI 66-57 (K)0

Misenheimer. Reid. to Textron. Inc Dual axis roll and conveyor system

using same 3.785.468. CI 193-35 Omd
Mislin. Roland, and L'ehlinger. Hanspcter. to Sandoz Ltd Phen>l-or

naphthyl azo sulfonamidopyra/ole dyes. 3.786.040. CI 260-

162000.
Mitchel & King Skates Limited: 5<'<-—

Staples, John. 3,785,662
|

Mitchell. William O i.r-
Hunter. John P . Jr . Norton. Ross Eric, and Mitchell. William O.,

3.785.307
Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Takamatsu. Tctsuya. Yoshimoto. Toshio. Narumiya, Tsuneaki

Yoshii, Hiroshi, Wakamatsu, Tsuneo, Fukui, Saburo, Kajimoto.

Hikokusu, Kawai. Yoichi, Inaba, Yoshinori, and Usui, Kal-

suvoshi.3.786.103
Ljiff'.Akira. 3.785.429

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company Limited. See-

Konno. Kazubiko. 3.786.096

Mitsubishi Rayon Co . Ltd See—
Ide. Fumio. Kodama. Tsuncu. and Kotake. Yahide. 3.785,92 1

.

Kawai, Atsushi, Suzuki, Migaku.and Ohta. Hidenori, 3.785,918.

Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co . Ltd See—
Okazaki. Takeo, 3.785.357

Mitsuoka. Toyokazu. to Industrial Science & Technology, Agency of.

Automatically controlled hydrostatic bearing. 3,785,707, CI. 308-

9000
Miyama. Hiroshi See—

Kaneko. Masahiko. Miyama. Hiroshi. and Nishida. Jun.

3.786.182
Mivasaki. Yasukichiro. Static fluid pressure bearing. 3.785,708, CI.

308-9 000
Miyasu. Akira: See—

Okuyama, Toru. Muta. Susumu. Sato. Shigetake; Tokiura. Shohei;

and Miyasu. Akira. 3.786,006.

Miyazaki.Gentaro: Sre— |

Mouri. Katsuo. and Miyazaki. Gentaro. 3.786.179.

Mizumo. Komei See—
Shibata. Motoo. Higashide. Eiji. Hatano. Kazunori; Mizumo,

Komei. Asai. Mitsuko. and Muroi. Masayuki. 3.786.142.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See—
Johnson. David E . 3.785.760.

Okorodudu. Abraham O M . 3.785.982

Whitehurst. Darrell Duayne 3.785.968.

Moey. Glenn W.: See—
Binger. Wynn S.. Shope, Leonard L.

3.785.705

Momtt. Melville M. Electric field proximity safety alarm. 3.786.468,

CI 340-258.00d
Mogilny. Dmitry Gavrilovich: See—

I

and Moey. Glenn W.
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Feldshtein, Isaak Yakovlevich; Epifanov, Valery Sergeevich;

Tsygankov, Vladimir Fedorovich; Pashkov. Alexandr

Nikitovich. Mogilny, Dmitry Gavrilovich; and Yakovlev, Mik-

hail Vasilievich, 3,785.032.
, „ r

Molaskey Charles E ; and Starkey, Charles O. Wind deflector for au-

tomobiles 3.785.699.CI. 296-152.000.

Molex lnc.:S«—
Horecky. Stanley V., 3,786,402.

Molex. Incorporated: S^f—

Bury, Allen J ,3,786,209.

Molina, Orlando G
,
to Air P-d"-»Vr99''a Ts^l 04 Sw

""""'

penetrant inspection process 3,785,199,CI 73- U4.0UU.

Molma, Orlando G., to Rockwell
^P'''r''''°'\±S.°'^^^^255. CI.

PI 29

Dye

Dye

penetrant composition and method of application

250-302.000.

""""p^e^'otEdwarVGeorge; and Czoch, Jcrzy Wladyslaw, 3,785,902.

''""iinlowsk'^A'ifred S ; Moll, John L.; and Funk, Ernest J.,

Moller, Bynum W Golf club swing trainirji-device. 3,785,657, CI. 273-

Molls, H^'ns-Heinz; Hornle, Remhold; Bucheler, Manfred; Raab, Hans;

and Adrio, Joachim, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Method of and ap-

paratus for the continuous concentration of a dispersion contammg

suspended solid material. 3,785,969,CL 210-19.000^

Molyneux, Lindsay Battery discharge indicators. 3,786,342, CI. 324-

29 005
Monsanto Company: Sff-

i 78«; 7^1
Logomasmi. James C , and Shelby, Richard K, 3,785,761 .

Montagna, Angelo A. Sff—
„i„ a

Chun, Sun W.. Hamilton, Harry A.; and Montagna, Angelo A.,

3,785,964

Montello Products Company: Sff-
, -,oc 7>i-,

Haase, Willard A , and Wegenke, Ingwald E., 3,785742.

Moore Coleman B , to Moore Products Co. Metermg valve.

3.785,616, CI 251-121.000.
.

Moore, Fletcher L , to United States of ^^^^^^V^tomic Energy Com-

mission Extraction of mercury from alkaline brmes. 3,785,803, CI.

Mloil^Ja^rJ'es C . and Leonard. Milton K.. to Portland Wire & Iron

Works Rollover protective systems for construction vehicles.

3.785.696. CI. 296-102.000.

Moore Products Co : St-f—

Moore. Coleman B. 3.785.616.

Moore Ronald Charles: Sfe— _ . ,.

Price David Watkin; Sidebottom. Ronald; Briscoe. Murray

George, and Moore. Ronald Charles. 3,786,01 1

.

Moore. Samuel. &. Company: See-

Smith. Roy B ;and Sabo. Alex T.. 3.785.460_

Whiilcdge. Jon K . and Kavick. Edward M.. 3,785,050.

Moran.Robert J: 5ff—
, 7«c ina

Marsilia. Louis P.; and Moran. Robert J.. 3.785,208.

Morehead. Edward A: Sff-
^ ^ ^^ .. , noc nf,'?

Fmley Donald L .and Morehead. Edward A.. 3.7»5.062,

Morelle. Jean V. Lipoaminoacids. 3.786.076.CI. 260-402.500.

Morgan.Fred P.:5ff—
Conkle.EllsworthV..3,785,695.

Morganite Carbon, Limited: Sff-

Wiggs, Peter Kenneth Clifford. 3,786,292.

""""Tan "mur'a'Voboru; Mori. Kenji; and Tanaka. Hirosi, 3,785.861

.

Mori.Takaaki:Sff—
,, i 78< ndl

Tokuyama.Takashi;andMori.Takaaki. 3,785.043.

Morioka. llasami. to LogEtron.cs Inc. Automatic film processor hav-

mgswitchable transport path. 3.785,269, CI. 95-V4.uur.

'"''lil^'H^^U.s.no. Kazuhiko; Mat^no Minoru; Moroi,

Tadahiko; and Kitamura. Munehiro. 3,786,295.

''°"A7brUton."cetg'"w"; Wendt. Ronald C; and Morova, Michael

Morris\aHu'anJ Sally. Theodore J Tamper-proof, fluid flow con-

trol system. 3.785.396. CI. 137-359.000.

"'"'Ban^ivS^'Mark^P: Morr.ssey, George R.; and Gaudiano,

Anthony V. 3,785,160.

Morse. William B:S«-
, -ja* ois

Humphrey. Earl L.. and Morse. William B.. 3.785.975.

''°*MacKVn'z^;G;'r;id L.; and Mosher. Paul R., 3,786.139.

"^"^^w;! WillSrF ; Russell. Ronald W.; Frederiksen. Thomas M.;

and Long. Ernest L.. 3,786,344.

Schafet. Hugo W. 3,786.202^

Terry, Louis E.; and Wilson. Richard W., 3,785,892.

Wilson, William J.. 3.786,279.

'^'"Kr'aem^r'F'rredrich; Maadel, Jem; Mayer, Siegfried; Rohrig.

Maus Schulz. Hans-Pet^er; Weidenmuller Hilmar; Haverkamp,

Klaus Dieter; and Motz. Jurgen. 3,785,632.
•„ ,^,i„„

Moulds John W. to General J^otors Corporation. Fuel injection

system. 3,785.354. CI. 123-32.0ea.

Moun, Katsuo; and Miyazaki, GenUro, to HiUchi, Ltd. Color sul^rri-

er phase shift circuit for color television receiver. 3,786,179, t-l.

Moyer-etrtenrath, Jurgen; Kaffarnik, Hans; Rey, Hans-Georg; Michal.

Gerhard and Busch, Ernst-Werner, to Boehinger Maniflieim GmbH.

Diagnostic composition and a method of in-^jvo <ietermmat.on of the

funltionof the human pancreas. 3,786,140,0. 424-7.000.

Mozokhin, Nikolai Gavrilovich: S«—
. r»..Knit«kv

Borisov Jury Modestovich; Budyko, Jury Ivanovich. Dubniuky.

Nikolai Borisovich; Koganer, Valentin Eizerovich; L'sitsyn.

Alexandr Ivanovich; Mozokhin. Nikolai Gavn ovich. Masken-

skov, Konstantin Mikhailovich; and Dukhnm. Jury Vasilievich. .

Muffly^Rob^rt N , 20^ to Lee, Raymond, Organization Inc The.

Rotatable cord driven passenger carrying disc. 3,785,641, CI. 2/2-

46.000.

Mugneret, Jean A: See— o'7oc<ii
Bonnamy, Philippe J. P.; and Mugneret. Jean A., 3,785,5 1

1

"""'Hirano' Mira7hika; Mukai, Kunio; Takeda, Hisami; and Tanaka,

Mukaiy'ama"Terl|-aki;'ueki,'Masaaki; and S-uki Manabu to Sankyo

ComVny. Limited. Peptide bond formation m the sence of t^^^^^^^^

Dhosphites and heterocyclic disulfides. 3,786,038, CI. 260-1 12 _500.

Mull Michael M., to Mechanics Research, Inc. Wave force transducer.

3 785,203, CI. 73-l70.00a.

''""AS-b^^"p:fer' Cramer, Werner; Gladbach, Bergisch; and Mul-

leians,Heinrich, 3,785,189. >
„,^u,f,

Muller, Artur, to Industrie-Werke Karlsruhe Aktiengesel^haft.

Device for winding threads, particularly textile threads. 3,785,140,

Muller,^Ru!ha?d! to Gebr. Hofmann KG. Balancing apparatus for

balancing out-of-balance bodies. 3,785,210,C1. 73-459.000.

'^""schmidt.^Ew'^ld; Brachet, Hansvilli Von; Muller, Rolf; and Kin-

dler Horst, 3,786,083. , .. j . „f
Muller, Wolfgang, to Haas, Carl, Firma. Process for the production of

hubs for spiral springs of timepieces. 3,785,028,C1. ^''-l^' oou^

Mullerheim; Steven^B. Water propulsion systems usmg submerged

propulsion cable. 3,785,326. CI. 1 15-7.000.

Mulvany. Richard B.:Sff— „ u ^ n i 7«*. 4S4
Lissner RudolfW; and Mulvany, Richard B. 3.786,454^

Muns;^n Robert £.; Poison. Jerry H.; and Roller, Kent G., to Ba 1

Brmhers Research Corporation. Self-lu.bricated rotary joint.

3,786,376. CI. 333-97.00r. .„».„„.,„
Munt, Irwin, to Weston Instruments, Inc. Linear input ohmmeter.

Mun? Paul and ByJand! H^ns, to Maschinenfabrik und Giesserei Net-

stai AG Device for the production of filled and closed plastic con-

tainers 3 785,1 16, CI. 53-194.000. ...
Murai Okihiko; and Okubo, Mamoru. Device for holding wire rings in

diap'hragmclutch. 3.785.466, CI. 192-89.00b.

Murakami Masuo; Kawahara, Shigemi; Inukai. Noriyoshi; Nagand.

Noriaki; Iwamolo. Hidenori; and Ida. Hisashi to Y^"'^"''"^*''^^^'-

maceutical Company. Ltd. 3-Methyl-N-methyl morphinans.

3 786.054. CI. 260-285.000.

•^""M^rumotrHakrr;;; Murakami. Yuetsu; and Hinai, MasakaUu.

3 785 880

Murib Jawa'd H.; Schott, Stuart; and Bonecutter. Charles A., to Na-

Uonal Distillers and Chemical Corporation. Purification of beryllium

hydride. 3,786.128, CI. 423-122.000.

''"'s^ibaT;,^ MotSr;"Higashide, Eiji; "auno, Kazunori. M«umo,

Komei; Asai, Mitsuko; and Muroi, Masayuki. 3,786.142.

Murphy, John E., to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Breath testmg system

with breath temperature sensor. 3,785,774, CI. 2j-234.uue.

MrrrayRansome' James, to Associated Portland Cement Manufac-

turers. Limited, The. Synthetic aggregates. 3.785,842, CI. 106

288.00b.

^"^ Ok^ama; Tor7; Muta, Susumu; Sato. Shigetake; Tokiura, Shohei;

and Miyasu, Akira, 3.786.006.
,,«; ni 1 1 «; I OOr

Mycroft, Leonora M. Amphibious structure. 3,785,325. CI. 1 15-1.OOr.

""""HuffTk" Jam^^i.; Myers. Ernest L.; Dillon, Brian D.; and Dolen,

Cecil W.. 3,785,039.

Myers John P.; and Tschapek, Gleb. Audio-digital recording system.

3,786,201, CI. 179-100.200.

Myhre, Curth; See— , -.o* cn^
Cheldelin.LyleO; and Myhre.Curth, 3,785.504.

"""
Refd^dw^rd A".7r.; Venendaal, Robert G.?and Myler, George

W 3 785,364. ,„ .

Mynard, Brian Arthur; Jones, Bryan; Tracey Victor Allen; and

Ltteddge, Walter, to '"««--«--'
,'l'|^'='fTl^'5'i 82 700

Ruthenium or osmium on hard meul. 3,785,783, Cl_29- 182yOU

Naastepad, Pieter Aart; and Van Liempd, Gijsbertus Gerardus, to U.f

Phn^s Corporation. Method of
"^^"^^'^'^T''^ ^. Li'^Zl

anisotropic permanent magnetic properties by grmding with fatty

liquid. 3:785,881, a. 148-103.000.

Nadeau. Richard G.: See— i 7fi< 771
Luchsinger, Wayne W.; and Nadeau, Richard G., 3,785,771

.
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in-Nadler. Murray, to Esso Research and Engineering Company
troducing additives in polyolefins 3,786.0 18, CI. 260-32.6pq

Nagai, Koji; See—
Inque, Masayoshi. Nagai, Koji, and Kitaguchi, Shigeo, 3,785.983

Nagand, Noriaki: See—
Murakami, Masuo. Kawahara, Shigemi. Inukai. Noriyoshi.

Nagand, Nonaki. Iwamoto, Hidcnori. and Ida. Hisashi.

3.786.054.
.

Nagao, Masanori. See—
Ariyoshi. Yasuo. Nagao. Masanori; Sato. Naotake. Shimizu.

Akira. and Kirimura. Jiro. 3.786,039.

Nagasaki. Yoichi. to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha Toe-hold-

ing device for safety ski binding 3.785.667. CI 280-11 35t.

Nagasawa. Toshifumi; and Ohshima. Haruhiko. to Pioneer Electronics

Corporation Automatic telephone answering device with simultane-

ous message reception and transmission 3.786. 191. CI 179 600r

Nagawa. Masatoshi. Suzuki. Yoshio. Matsui. Kaisuaki, lijima, Masaoki

NIG Mason. Limited: See—
Atherton. David. 3.786.5 1 8

Nihon Netsugaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Okuma. Yoshiro. and Inuzuka. Keizo, 3.785.434

Nihon Polystyrene Kogyo K.K . See—
Osuga. Hiroshi. and Kobayashi. Shoichi. 3.786.1 I 5

Nikkei. Willem Andre, to Westvaco Corporation Panel counting, col-

lecting and gating apparatus 3.785.256, CI 93-93.00c.

Nippt>n Electric Co , Ltd See—
Takahashi. Kousuke. 3.786.428.

Nippon Electric Company. Limited; See—
Yamauchi. Fumio. 3.786.447.

Nippon Gakki Sei/o Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nagasaki. Yoichi. 3,785.667.

Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha Set —
Yamagishi. Hidehisa. Takano. Hiroshi. and Tak.:uchi, Ma&ao.

3.785.940

and Tsurusaki. Yoshiyasu. to Sankyo Company Limited Method of Nippon Oil Seal Industry Co . Ltd See-

controlling poultry coccidiosis. 3 .786. 1 47. CI. 424-25 I 000.

Nahta. Roop C. See—
Bernholz. William F . Nahu. Roop C. and Redston, John P

. 3.785.973

Naito. Shotaro; Kasama, Ryoji. and Sato. Hiro. to Hitachi. Ltd Electri-

cal leakage detecting device. 3.786.466. CI 340-255 000

Nakamoto. Taro Apparatus for sorting and distributing clothing

3.785.474, CI 198-38 000
Nakamura. Michiharu: .Sec-

Sato. Hitoshi. Tanaka. Mitsuo, Nakamura, Michiharu. Takahashi.

Susumu. and Kurono. Hirokazu. 3.786.375

Nakanishi. Yoshitaka Door locking mechanism 3.785.684. CI 292-

24! 000.
Nakashio. Seizo; Yoshikawa. Kanji. Takemura. Toshio. and Ota. Ku-

nio. to Sumitomo Chemical Company. Limited Polyphenylene oxide

and ethylene/styrene copolymer blend composition. 3.786.105. CI.

260-897 OOr
Narahara. Hisaaki. Numakura. Toshihiko. and Watanabe. Yoshimi. to

Sony Corporation Magnetic recording and/or reprod\icing system

3.786. 176. CI 178-54cd.
Narumiya. Tsuneaki: See—

Takamalsu. Tetsuya; Yoshimoto, Toshio. Narumiya. Tsuneaki.

Yoshii. Hiroshi, Wakamatsu. Tsuneo; Fukui, Saburo. Kajimoto.

Hikokusu. Kawai. Yoichi. Inaba. ^ oshinori. and Usui. Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786.103

National Cash Register Company. The; See—
Carlson. Carlo .3.786.4 17

Peters. Gary J ; Hermann. Stanley R.; Jaynes. Howard R . and Mil-

brandt.Larry F..3,"86.013

Spence. Wenaell. 3.786.495

National Distillers and Chemical Corporation: See—
Murib. Jawad H . Schoti, Stuart; and Bonecuiter, Charles A .

3.786.128
National Industrial Research Institute: Sifr—

Park. Yong Wan, 3.785,793

National Nuclear Corporation See—
L'ntermyer. Samuel. 3.786,256

National Patent Development Corporation See—
Vassileff. Seiko 1 . 3.786.1 1 3

National Research Development Corporation See—
Hoskins. Leonard Maxwell. 3,785.621 .

Schofield. Andrew Noel. 3.785,1 58

Naumann. Harry K See—
Blewett. John H.and Naumann. Harry K , 3.785.341

Naylor Walter G.. Jr . to Didier. Diane. Enterprises. Inc Miniature

scroll wmdmg and display device 3.785.075. CI 40-94 000

NederUndse Organisade voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk On-

derzoek ten behoeve van Nijverheid. Handel en Verkeer: See—
Schijf. Johannes. 3.785.209

Nelson. L R.. Corporation, mesne: See-
Maple. Steven E . 3.785.563

Nelson. Lloyd A . to Gerber Products Company Glass jar handling

system 3.785.5 16. CI. 2 14- 1 52 000.

Nemoto.^amoru. and Tani. Seijiro, to Hitachi. Ltd Swash plate type

compressor 3.785.75 I . CI 4 I 7269 000

Neuhardt. Charles P . to Interface Systems. Limited Modular building.

3.785.096. CI 52-79 000.

Neuworth. Martin B . to Continental Oil Company Keto substituted al-

kylidenedithiobisphenols. 3.786. 100. CI 260-590.000

Newcombe. Jack: See—
Dotson. Anderson O., Jr.; Newcombe, Jack; and Wolford, Lionel

T, 3,786,023
Newton, Emerson H.; Ketteringham, John M.; Sienczyk. John L.. and

Isaacson. Calvin M Regeneration of spent etchant 3.785.950, CI.

204-239.000.

•Niccoh George J., to Airguide Instrument Company Weather indicat-

ing instrument 3,785,339. CI 116-129 OOr

Nick. Howard H . to International Business Machines Corporation

Multi-terminal digital signal communication apparatus 3.786.418,

CI. 340- 147. OOr.

Nick, Howard H , to International Business Machines Corporation.

Synchronizing clock system for a multi-ierminal communication ap-

paratus. 3,786,41 9, Ci 340-147 Osy

Niemi Arvi E.; and Marecek. John R.. to Brunswick Corporation

Bowling lane finish applicator 3.785.00 1 . CI. 1 5-245.000.

Niemoeller Donald E , to Arvm Industries. Inc. Electronically con-

trolled ignition system. 3.785.356, CI. 1 23- 1 48 OOe.

Koichiro,

Jun,

Gotoh, Syuichi, 3,785,856

Nippon Yakin Kogyo Company. Limited: See—
Yokota. Kozo. Fukase. Yukishige. and Osozawa.

3.785.787.

Nipptindenso Co., Ltd.: Srr— I

Inque, Goro, and Hoang, Ming-Tsung. 3,786,330. '

Nischk. Gunther ice-
Wolf. Gerhard Dieter, Blankenstcin. Gunter, and Nischk.

Gunther, 3.786.024

Nishida. Jun: 5«e

—

Kaneko. Masahiko. Miyama. Hiroshi, and Nishida,

3.786.182

Nissan Motor Company. Limited See—
Enomoto. Koji. 3.785.614.

Nitto KagyoCo Ltd. iVe—
Ide. FumK). KiHlama. Tsuneu. and Kotakc. Yahide, 3.785.92

1

Noack. Dieter .See—

Beier. Helmut, and No.ick. Dieter. 3.786.216.

Noble. James Simon iee —
Notley. John Percy William, and Noble. James Simon. 3.786.433

Noetzel. Siegfried, and Fischer. Edgar, to Farbwerke Hoechsi Aktien-

gesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning Novel daylight

fluorescent pigments and process for preparing them 3.785.989, CI

252 301 20r

Noggle, Edward F See

—

Perry. Leonard T . Costner. Di>nald T . and Noggle, Edward F ,

3.785.565. .

Noguchi. Kazuo: See— I

Amagi. Yasuo. Shiki. Zenya; Ohsumi. Yukihiko; and Noguchi.

Kazuo. 3.786.1 34

Nomura. Setsuo See—
Komoda. Tsutomu. and Nomura. Setsuo. 3.786,305.

Nomura. Setsuo. to Hitachi.^Ltd Electron gun device of field emission

type 3.786.268. CI 250-306 000
No«ir. David A . to Nixir Engineering-Manufacturing Corporation

Equipment for conditioning and packaging a product 3.785.276, CI

99-516 000.

Noor Engineering Manufacturing Corporation See—
Noor. David A .3.785.276

Noranda Mines Limited See—
Kit/inger. Frank, and Tarassoff. Peter. 3.785.513.

Nordling Frcderik. to Lynch Communication Svstems. Inc Pulse sam-

pling and reshaping circuit 3.786.280. CI .M)7-268 (KK)

Norgren. Lar^ Erik, to Sandrik Aktiebolag Thin chip cutting tot>l.

3.785.021. CI 29-96 000
Norris. George F . and Rohbins. Gerald K Mobile home skirting

3.785.675. CI 280- 150 OOp
North American Rockwell Corporation: See— i

Atkinson. James L.3.785.7t)9
j

Haffner. James W . and Pearte. Llewellyn S.. 3.786,253

North. William D See—
Castrucci. Paul P. Grochowski. Edward G ; Hess. Martin S.;

Maheras, Geroge, and North, William D., 3,785,886.

Northern Electric Company Limited See—
Devenyi, Tibor Francis. 3.786.349.

Northern Illinois Gas Company: See—
Martell. Dennis J , 3.786,423.

Northrop Corporation See-
Ross, Francis D, 3,785,387.

Northrup Corporation: See—
Satierfield. Richard Alan. 3,786.1 83

Norton. Ross Erie See-
Hunter. John P , Jr . Norton. Ross Erie; and Mitchell. William O..

3.785,307.

Notari Gennaro V., to Combustion Engineering, Inc Nuclear reactor

core shroud 3,785.924, CI 176-61 000.

Notley. John Percy William, and Noble, James Simon, to Kent. George.

Limited Computer control arrangemenu. 3.786.433. CI. 340-

1 '2.500.

Notley Norman T Method of developing vesicular photographic

materials 3.785,82 1 . CI 96-49.000

Novak. Walter M.; and Thurmond, Fred A., Jr., to Rogers Machinery

Company, Inc. Air compressor system. 3,785.755, CI. 418-85.000.

Novelk), Frederick C , and Baldwin. John J . to Merck & Co. '

Pyridyl-trifluoromethylimidazoles. 3.786.061. CI 260-296.00r.

Novgorodov. Alexandr Stepanovich: See—

Inc.
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Vereschagin. Leonid Fedorovich; Konyafv. Jury Sergeevich;

Dovbnya. Alexandr Vasilievich; Polyakov. Evgeny Valentind-

vich Novgorodov. Alexandr Stepanovich; Asan-Nuri. Abdulia

Ogly; Paly. Polikarp Avidnomovich; and Gevorkoy. Grigory

Sergeevich", 3.785.093.
.

Novice Michall A . to Dart Industries. Inc. Hot end coating device.

3.785.851. CI. 117-54.000.

"^Yasunage. Hidetoshi, Chikatsu. Tatsusuke. Nozaki. Chihiro; and

Yoshida. Yoshinori. 3.786,036.

Nugent. Walter Stone Fastener. 3.785,01 3. CI. 24-204.000.

Numakura, Toshihiko: See—
Narahara, Hisaaki; Numakura. Toshihiko; and Watanabe.

Yoshimi, 3,786,176 f
Nutron Corporation: See—

Denker, James M.. 3,785,634.

N.V Optischc Industrie "De Oude Delft": See—

Van Der Does, Lucas, 3,785,637.

Nvsten Bernhard P.. to William Prym-Werke KG., Firma. Attaching

of buttons and the like without sewing. 3,785.009. CI. 24.90.0ta.

Oakitc Products, Inc . See—
Frcy.SameulS ,3,785,866.

Oatis, MelvinNealSee— ,,-,0^,00
McNulty, Henry V ; and Oatis. Melvin Neal. 3.786.198.

Obama. Isamu See—
Shimoda. Keitaro; Obama. Isamu. and Kusunose. Takamaro.

Obara.kats'uji." Automatic bag feed system 3.785.414. CI. 141-

Oberwelland. Klaus, and Wiegratz. Siegfried, to Storck. August

C; m h H Firma Apparatus for producing a packaged assortment ot

different sweets. 3.785.1 1 5. CI. 53-
1 54 000. ,

Obuchi, Masao: See— „. ^„, At.
Kaiayama, Shitomi; Horikawa, Hideichi; Obuchi, Masao; and Ito,

Yoshihiro. 3.786.031

O'Connor Thomas J Ram for a reciprocally movable EDM electrode.

3 786.223. CI 219-69 OOv
x. ,, c 1,

Ogawa. Haruki. Yamamoto. Akihiro. Sugawara.Yutaka. Suzuki.

Shigeo. and Takagaki. Yoshio. to Chugai Sciyaku kabushiki Kaisha.

Method of the production of anti-tumor substances. 3,786.141, «.i.

424-95 000 ... . D t.

Ogawa Heisuke, Yamamoto, Mitsuo; Bando, Seusaku; and Baba,

Osami. to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha and Furuno Electric

Company. Limited Acoustic transducer for deep sea. 3.786.40/. ti.

?4010()'00

Ogita. Hideo See- ,^, -r x. u i to-; ni^
Tada. Yoshiyuki; Ogita. Hideo; and Yoda. Takeshi. 3.785 036.

Oguchi Yutaka. Kuho. Junighi. and Goto. Sh.nji. to Industrial Science

and Technology. Agencv of Method for dischargmg particulate solid

?rom high pressure vessel 3.785.966. CI. 208-2 1 3.000.

O'Hara. Mark J: Sec

—

_ . _.,, .. , ,

Gleim. William K. T.; Gatsis, John G.. and O Hara, Mark J .

3.785.958

Ohio Art Company, The: See—
Burkhart. Larry J. 3.785.081.

Ohmori. Masaki: Se<

—

. „_ j ni,
Kurauthi, Noritaka; Hiraoka. Susumu; Yoshida, Kenichi; and Oh-

m.ui.Masaki. 3.786.411

Ohmstede Machine Works, Inc.: .See—

OhmMedt.GeneE .3.785.026. w„.u„h r.f

Ohmstedt Gene E . to Ohmstede Machine Works. Inc. Method of

dismantling tube bundles. 3.785.026. CI 29-157^400

Ohno Tadao; Shimose. Namio; and Konomi. Shunzi. to Fuji Photo

Film Co. Ltd Reciprocating cutting method and apparatus.

3 785.246, CI 90-11 00c. c di,„,„
Ohno. Tadao; Shimose. Namio; and Konomi. Shunzi to Fuji Photo

Film Co . Ltd. Reciprocating cutting machine. 3.785.-4/, v.i. vu-

15.000. V

Ohshima. Haruhiko: See— ,-,qaiqi
Nagasawa, Toshifumi. and Ohshima. Haruhiko. 3.786.19 1

Ohsumi. Yukihiko: See— ^ ^, ..

Amagi. Yasuo; Shiki. Zenya; Ohsumi. Yukihiko; and Noguchi.

Kazuo. 3.786,134.

Ohta. Hidenori: .See— iTasois
Kawai. Aisushi; Suzuki, Migaku; and Ohta, Hidenori. 3.785,9 18.

Ohuchi, Yasushi: See— . -^ . ii:a<^^

Kanamaru. Hisanobu; Ohuchi. Yasushi; and TaUumi. Hideo,

3.785.049.

Okada. Toshihiko: -See-
T^.:i,;hiVr.

Hino, Mikoni, Hanawa, Shozo; liaya. Hisso; Okada, Toshihiko.

and Fujlwara. Masayuki, 3,785, 1 77.

^'^Kur^lba^Ja^h^mroshi; Takeda. Takehiko; Okada, Yoshio; and

Yamauchi. Takashi. 3.786. 107
r- 1 ,h

Okazaki. Takeo. to Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engmeering Co Ltd.

Cylinder construction for trunk piston engine. 3.785.35/. t-i. /:>-

195 OOr "*

Okorodudu. Abraham O. M.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Lubricants

containing substituted 2-oxazolidones as oxidation mhibitors.

3.785.982. CI. 252-51. 50a.

Okubo. Mamoru:See— .. -,ac ,t.t.

Murai. Okihiko; and Okubo.Mamoru. 3.785.466.

Okui Sakujiro. to Kodama Brothers Co., Ltd. Radiatmg system for

body warming devices. 3,785.362. CI. 126-208.000.

Okuma. Yoshiro; and Inuzuka. Keizo, to Nihon Netsugaku Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha. Cooling and heating unit of air-cooled heat pump

type. 3,785.434. CI. 165-29.000.

Okumura. Tomisaburo, to Matsushiu Electronics Corporation. Insu-

lated-gate field-effect transistor. 3,786,3I9,CI. 317-235.00a.

Okuyama. Toru; Muta, Susumu; Sato. Shigetake; Tokiura, Shohei; and

Miyasu Akira, to Bridgestone Tire Company Limited and Ube In-

dustries Limited. Manufacturing method for polyamide foam.

3,786,006, CI. 260-2.50n.

Oleszko, Thaddeus J . to Marathon Oil C<""pa"yAsphfJ«"« ;«!'"•

hibiting polymerization of pyrolysis products. 3.786,110, CI. .i6U-

679.00r.

Olin Corporation: See—
. . . „ . » »-^

Cianciolo, Alfred D ; Sabatine, Donald J.; Scruggs. James A.; and

Trotz, Samuel 1.3,785,890.

Olivetti, Ing. C, & C, S.p.A : See—
Torresi.VincenzoN. 3,786,486. .... j

Oltmanns, George F. Insulator and support for electrically charged

fence wires. 3,785,619,CI. 256-10.000. „ ^ ^ c ,.h
Omar. Alejandro Goicoechea, to S A. DeTrenes Vertebrados^ Switch

for elevated binary railway vehicles. 3,785.294, CI. 104-1 30.000.

Omron Tateisi Electronics Co.: See-
, ,„^ _„

Hatano, Isao; and Urasaki. Kazuaki, 3,786.480.

Sano.Noboru; and Bando, Yoshihide, 3,786,239.

Ono Isao; liguni, Tetsuo; and Akashi, Mitsumasa. to Rohm and Haas

Company Catalyst for the production of acrolein and acrylic acid.

3.786.000. CI. 252-464.000.

Onoda Cement Co., Ltd.: See—
Kawano, Toshio, 3,785.844.

Oonishi, Hajimu See— n u Uo;:-.'..

Yamashita. Tadaoki; Yamamoto. Osamu; Oonishi Hajimu,

Kawabata.Hidetsugu;andKitamura, Saburo, 3.786.254^

Oppenlaender, Knut; Liebold, Gert; and Buettner Egon, to Bad.sche

Anilin & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Crude oil demulsifiers.

3,786.081, CI. 260-47 1.00c.

Original Hanau Ouarzlampen GmbH: See—

Blzig. Karl F.; and Junginger, Klaus, 3,786,24^3.

Orlici.Usti Nad: See—
. ^ ,- •

, .- ki»j
Rajnoha. Jaroslav; Bures. Ladislav; and Orlici, Usti Nad,

3.785,138. „ J u A A
OrndorfT Ross M., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Radiation hardened

flip nop. 3.786,282, CI. 307-291.000.

Ornstin. A.. Limited: See-
Owen. Cyril Howard, 3,785,010.

, ,
•

Ortlieb Claude, to Vergo S. A. Method for prpducmg optical polarizing

elements. 3.786.1 19. CI. 264-2.000.

Orton CriUy; and Ehresman. Allen D.. to United States of America,

Navy. High speed angle gate. 3,786,508, CI. 343-7.00a.

OShea, Robert P.: See— , -,o< 004
Watmough. Thomas; and OShea, Robert P. ,3,785 804.

Osi Walter Thomas, Klaus; Jerchel, Dietrich; and Appel, Karl-

Richard to Boehringer, C. H., Sohn. Fungicidal compositions com-

prising N N-bis-( (
1 -amindo-2,2.-trichloro )-ethyl )-piperazines.

3.786,146,C1 424-250.000.

OsiiKJv Eduard Vaganovich: See— u
Pilat Izrail Moiscevich; Samoilovich, Anatoly Grigorievich;

Soiiichuk, Kornei Denisovich; and Osipov, Eduard Vaganovich,

3.785.875.

Osozawa. Koichiro: See— u^:,.w.wr.
Yokota, Kozo; Fukase, Yukishige; and Osozawa. Koichiro.

3,785,787. ^ . ,^ _ 1
1 n 1

Ostermayer, Franz, to Ciba-Gei^gy Corporation. (6-Pyrrol-l-yl)-3.

pyridineacetic acid derivatives. 3,786,044. CI. 260-295.50r.

Ostrop, Berlhold, Rassmann, Christoph; and Hauschopp, Alois to

Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia. Planer mining installation.

3 785 704. CI. 299-34.000. „, ^
Osuga, Hiroshi; and Kobayashi, Shoichi, to Nihon Polystyrene Kogyo

K K. Suspension polymerization process. 3,786,115, CI. ^6U-

880.00r.

^^'Naka^hio'.'^Seizot Yoshikawa, Kanji; Takemura, Toshio; and Ota.

Kunio, 3,786,105.

Otani.Junji:See— , ,oc ii-.
Date Tasuku; and Otani.Junju 3,785.352.

Otten Ernst W. and Farr, WernerTD. Jo Bruker-Physik AG. Miniature

op"i'cally pumped magnetometer probe using light pipes to transmit

light to the probe. 3,786,340, CI. 324-.50r

Ousset, Robert A; See— , -,o< oso
Vaganay, Jean; and Ousset, Robert A., 3,785,889

Outboard Marine Corporation: See—

Shimanckas, William J, 3,785,329.

Overman. Joseph De Witt. Photographic e"'"'j'0"%^"<*„^ft!^''^"
containing 2-mercapto heterocyclic compounds. 3,785.822, CI. 96-

66.300.

Owen Cyril Howard, to Ornstin, A.

3.785,010, CI. 24-90.0pr.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.; See—
Colchagoff, Robert D., 3,785.795.

Miavecz, Joseph L., 3,786,484.

Miller, John W. V., 3,786,474.

Rapp, James E.. 3.785,833.

Rapp, James Erich, 3,785.834.

Thomas, Ian M, 3,786,1 37.

Wojcik, David S.. 3.786.485.

Oxford Industries, Inc.; See-

Limited. Pin-back buttons.
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Hunter. John P.. Jr.; Norton, Ross Erie; and Mitchell. William O .

3.785.307.

P. X Industries, Inc.; See—
MacDonald. Francis X.; and MacDonald. Paul M.. 3.78S.68S.

Pacific Plantronics. Inc.: 5^f—
Camenzind, Hans R . 3,786,200.

Packard Instrument Company, Inc.. See—
Frank, Edmond, 3,786,259

Packard, James R., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company
Optical read-only memory system mcluding a cathode ray tube.

3,786,438, CI 340-173 OOr

Padovano, Felix, to LP IndustriaChimica per I'AnedamentoS p A Ad-

justable mounting assemblies for groups of seats in aircraft or other

vehicles 3.785,600. CI 248-188 100

Paige Walter Griffin, to Burroughs Corporation. Sealing combination

for pneumatic actuator 3.785,25 I , CI. 92-98 OOr

Pak-Well Corporation: S^f—
Lake, Willett R , Jr ; and Ward, James O., 3.785.23 I

Pako Corporation: S^r—
Lee, Conrad E ,3,785,543.

Pall Corporation; See—
Silverwater. Bernard F , 3,785,332

Palomo-Coll, Antonio Luis. Process for the preparation of N-acylaled

derivatives of 6-aminopenicillanic acid 3,786,049, CI 260-239 100

Palsson, Jan Fredrik: See—
Martensson, Kjell Halvard; Linde, Bjom H Son. Palsson. Jan

Fredrik. and Jerre. Sven Torsten. 3.785.1 1 3.

Palsson. Sven Gunn%r. and Mickelsson. Olav Conny. to Isabergs Verk-

stads AB Self-interrupting reciprocating motor 3.786.286. CI. 310-

34 000.

Paly. Polikarp Avidnomovich: See—
Vereschagin. Leonid Fedorovich; Konyafv, Jury Sergeevich.

Dovbnya. Alexandr Vjsilievich. Polyakov. Evgeny Valentind-

vich; Novgorodov. Alexandr Stepanovich. Asan-Nuri. Abdulia

« Ogly; Paly. Polikarp Avidnomovich; and Gevorkov. Grigory

Sergeevich. 3.785.093
Pan-Technic. Inc.: See—

Michaelson. Dennis M . 3.785.053.

Panek-Finda. Helena: See-
Benjamins. Harm Martinus. Kortenocvcn. Koos; and Panek-Finda.

Helena. 3.785.990
Papsi, Hermann, Lunde, Hans; and Wrobel, Gunter, to Papst-Motoren

KG Electromotor construction. 3.786,290, CI 310-90 000
Papst-Motoren KG: See—

Papst. Hermann. Lunde. Hans, and Wrobel. Gunter, 3,786,290

Parallel Data Systems: See—
Pori,JohnR ,3,786,190.

Parekh. Hemant Book prop 3,785,605, CI 248-455 000
Park, Yong Wan, to National Industrial Research Institute Method of

leaching high silica glass having 5-2 0'* P,0, 3.785,793, CI 65-

31000 '

Parker, Amelia Mary Fish scaler 3,785.008. CI 1 7-70 000
Parker. Gordon M . Wismer. Marco, and Hahn. Ernest A . to PPG In-

dustries. Inc. Diacryloxv esters of anhydrides and coating composi-

tions derived therefrom' 3.785.849. CI 1 17-93 310

Parker. Gordon M . to PPG Industries. Inc Method of applying acrylic

functional carbonate ester coating to plastic substrates using high

energy ionising radiation 3.785.850. CI 1 1 7-93 310.

Parry. Frank, to Branson Instruments. Incorporated. Ultrasonic seam-

ing apparatus including feed means 3.785.910. CI. 156-580.000

Parsons. Richard H . to General Motors Corporation. Constant

velocity universal joint 3.785.1 72. CI. 64-2 I 000
Partridge. Christopher M.; See—

Sylvester. Herbert A.. Partridge. Christopher M . and Goss. Ira D .

3.785.384.
Pascro. Edoardo; See—

Roberti, Giorgio; Dufour-Berte, Casimiro, and Pasero, Edoardo,

3.785,802.

Pashkov. Alexandr Nikitovich; See—
Feldshtein, Isaak Yakovlevich, Epifanov. Valcry Sergeevich.

Tsygankov. Vladimir Fedorovich, Pashkov, Alexandr

Nikitovich. Mogilny. Dmitry Gavrilovich. and Yakovlev, Mik-

hail Vasilievich. 3.785.032. «

Pashley. John H : See—
.Merriman. James R.; Pashley. John H.. Stephenson. Michael J .

and Dunthorn. David I. 3,785,120

Passavant, Francis C : See—
Graves, William P., Passavant. Francis C. and Worters. Allen J..

3.786.476
Pastin. Max: See—

Coggeshall. John C . 3.785.772

Patchen. Paul J . to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Lubrication and cool-

ing system for connecting rod and piston. 3.785.459. CI. 184-6.500.

Patel. Arvind M.: See—
McDonald. Carl C; and Patel. Arvind M . 3.786.439

Palouillei. Jean, to Societe Anonyme Antar-Petroles de L'Atlantique

Process for carrying out endothermic catalytic reactions. 3.785.953.

CI. 208-49.000
Patterson. Carol M.. to Research Equipment Company. Inc. Cage ap-

paratus. 3.785.344. CI 119-17 000
Paulsell. Kenneth G.: See—

Peet. Robert G.; Foster. Henry O . Paulsell. Kenneth G . and

Hogshead. Thomas H , Jr. 3.786.1 27

Payer. Stefan. See—

Matthey. Hermann; Payer. Stefan, and Zimgiebl, Eberhard,

3,785,949

Payne, Calvin L., Jr., to Tudor Metal Products Corporation. Score

keeper 3,785,552, CI 235-98 OOr

Peabody Engineering Corporation: See—
Arnold, Orlan M , and Hardy, Alfred W . 3.785.572

Pear. Charles B . Jr . to Potter Instrument Company. Inc Optical line

scanner and facsimile system 3.786, 1 8 1 , CI. 1 78-6.800.

Pearce, Llewellyn S. See—
Haffner. James W . and Pearce. Llev^ellyn S . 3.786.253.

Pearl. David Raymond: See—
Gerber. Heinz Joseph, and Pearl. David Raymond. 3.785.898.

Pechacek, Raymond E . to Hahn A Clay Multilayer pressure vessel

method 3.785.040. CI 29-447 (HX)

Peddinghaus. Werner; and Regenbrecht. Ludwig, said Peddinghaus as-

sor. to said Regenbrecht, Ludwig. Punching or shearing train.

3,785,235, CI 83-557 000
Peet. Robert G . Foster. Henry O; Paulsell. Kenneth G . and

Hogshead. Thomas H.. Jr . Co Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Com-
pany Stretching polyethylene terephathalate film in a shortened

span. 3.786. 1 27. CI 264-288 (HM)

Pelka. Walter: See—
Frenyo. Pal. Hafer. Karl-Heinz. Karkuti. Reimund. Gormann. Wil-

li, and Pelka. Walter. 3.785.703

Peltz. John R . and Szevcrcnyi. Nikolaus A . to GTE Sylvania Incor-

porated Fluid level sensor 3.786.463. CI 340-244 OOr

Pelzel. Erich Zinc -aluminum alloy 3.785.8 1 1 . CI 75- 1 78 00a.

Penick. lb. to Simpro Corporation of America Hammer-driven shutter

and percussion ignition system 3.785.260. CI 95- 1 I 50r

Pepper. Kenneth L. See-
Kennedy. John B . and Pepper. Kenneth L . 3.785.580

Peppier. Richard B . and Rosskopf. Philip A . to Martin Marietta Cor-

poration. Portland cement and additives therefor. 3.785.839, CI.

106-90 000
Perm Products Corporation .Se-f—

Halperin, Edward B, 3,785,074.
|

Perkins, Joseph K See—
Carlsmith, Lawrence A , Mallory, William L , and Perkins, Joseph

K. 3,785,577.

Pcroni. Gary J Model vehicle for erratic action 3.785.085. CI 46-

206 000
Perronnet. Jacques See—

Bertin. Daniel. Perronnet. Jacques; and Teche. Andre. 3.785.800

Perronnet. Jacques, and Girault. Pierre, to Roussel-UCLAF Novel

phenylhydrazones 3.786.094. CI 260-564 (X)r

Perry. Leonard T . Costner. Donald T . and Noggle. Edward F . to Wet
Manufacturing Co Rotary sprinkler head 3.785.565. CI 239-

206 (MX)

Perry. Robert J . and Whitson. Bob L . to Phillips Petroleum Company
Control system for two-stage compressors 3.785.749. CI 417.-

12 000
Perry. Walter Merton Forming unit for fine mineral fibers. 3.785.791.

CI 6514 000
Peters. Amis E . to Gelatt Investments. Inc . mesne Microfilm viewer.

3.785.728. CI 353-26 000
Peters. Frank Groom, and Schwartz. Newton, to Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Incorporated Capacitor with anodized electrode of

tantalum silcon alloy 3.786.323. CI 317-258 000
Peters. Gary J . Hermann. Stanley R.. Jaynes. Howard R.. and Mil-

brandt. Larry F . to National Cash Register Company. The Transfer

media and transferable coating compositions. 3.786.013. CI. 260-

28 50r
'

I

Peters Machinery Company: S*"!-— '

Talbot. Richard C. Ruse. Edward; and Roth. Robert A .

3.785.255
Petersen. Warren Eugene, to Western Electric Company Incorporated.

Method and apparatus for forming an unsoldered sheath about a

strand J. 785.048. CI 29-624 000
Peterson. Bertil E . and Housman. Richard J . to Cardwell

Westinghouse Company Cushioned bumper for scrapers.

3.785.679. CI 280-48 I 000
Peterson. Francis C . to Hager. C . St Sons Hinge Manufacturing Com-
pany Impact die and carbide insert therefor. 3.785.236, CI. 83-

685000
Petrakov, Alexandr Ivanovich; Ereskunov. Nikolai Grigorievich; and

Galitenko, Mikhail Mitrofanovich Apparatus for producing impulse

liquid jets 3,785,562, CI 239-92.000

Petrokas. Leonid Venediktovich: See—
Badenkov. Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas. Leonid Venediktovich;

Portny. Gennady Lazarevich, Pukhova. Regina Lazarevna;

Davidovich. Natalia Ivanovna. Roitburd. Isaak Shiemovich;

Tsaplin. Nikolai Sergeevich, and Pinegin. Vladimir Alexan-

drovich, 3,785,905.

Petrolite Corporation: See—
Redmore, Derek. 3.786.055

Petrov. Vladimir Dmitrievich: See—
Zdarov. Leonid Sergeevich. Chemoglaskin, Nikolai Sergeevich;

Igonin, Nikolai Ivanovich; Zizo, Vladimir Yakovlevich; Karev,

Viktor Dmitrievich; Karmanovsky. Stanistav Nikandrovich;

Timofeev. Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov. Vladimir

Dmitrievich. 3.785,869

Pettersson. Birger; and Karlsson. Kurt, to Svenska Rotor Maskiner Ak-

tiebolag Rotary regenerative heat exchangers. 3.785.431 . CI. 165-

9.000.
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P,.,.ra Warren A., to Consolidated Foods Corporation Roller as-

^emblTandLth^d of making the same 3.785.217.CI. 74-230.300.

Pfeiffer Horst. to Hengstler. J.. KG, Firma. Presettable subtracting

counter. 3.786,240. CI 235-1 32.00r

PfeifTer Kurt; Dietrich, Johannes, Beckmann, Gunter. and Herkt. Kari-

Heinz to Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft. Coolmg unit

forlargepolymerizationvessels. 3,785.430, CI. 165- 1.000

PfinRSten Eddie M ; and Travis, Jerry L. Particulate material distribut-

ing means. 3,785,568. CI. 239-3 10.000.

Pfizer Inc.; Ser—
Barth, Wayne E, 3,786,1 60 .

Pharmasel; division of American Hospital Supply Corporation: See-

Fortin, Robert F; and Sims, Larry A. 3.785.367^

Phelps Peter M Combination gas stripper and cooling tower.

3.78'5, 121, CI 55-53.000. w .u h f-,, form
Phillips, Benjamin, to Universal Electric Company. Me hod for form-

ine self-aligning bearmg structures* 3,785,024, CI. 29-149. 5Ud

PhUUps. Brian H^arry, and Young, Rob-« Gary to Genera, Electric

Company Limiied.The. Data terminals. 3,786,415, CI. 340-.46.U)d_

Phillips Edward H ; and Underwood, Raymond D.. to Programined

Power Inc Power conversion apparatus and system theretor

3.786. 335. CI 321-69.00r.

Phillips Petroleum Company; See—
, ,oc «i-.

Alquisi. Henry E . and Pitchford. Armin C. 3,785,972.

Banks, Robert L. 3,785,957.
v-i«w^7

Clampitt, Richard L and Hessert, James E., 3,785,43 /.

Harl, Walter C , and Singh. Suman P. N.. 3.785.161.

Huxley. Edward E.. 3.786.101 .

Mathis. Ronald D ; and Dix. James S . 3.786.02

1

Perry. Robert J . and Whitson. Bob L . 3.785,749.

Reusser. Robert E . and Turk. Stanley D.. 3.786,1 12.

Scoggm, Jacks, 3,786,035.

Smith, Ernest L, 3,785,544. ,,0,^11
Taverner, Clarence I.; and Kleinmann, Earl t., 3,785,4

1
J.

Vives. Van C. 3,786.1 > 1

Zuech. Ernest A ; and Crain. Donald L.. 3.786.106.

Physical Systems. Inc.: See—
Hutter.CharlesC .111.3.786.244.

Picard Joseph A. R Sequencing valve control apparatus and system.

3 785.613. CI 251-56000

Pieters. Leon Andre, to Image Analysing Computers Ltd. Focusing.

3 786. 184. CI 178-7 200 .

Piirova Eduard Karlovich; and Adrat. Mall Felix-Ottomarovna. Prin-

ters ink 3,786.008. CI 260-23.00h. „^ ^ ^ ,

Pike Brian R 30** to Schneider. William S.. 309t to Schneider. Carl

F 'and lO** to Rodgers. V. Wayne. Mrs. Method 9f forming con-

tainers and packages 3,785.1 1 1 . CI. 53- 14.000^

Pike Daniel E . to Air Pollution Industries. Inc. Gas collector for steel

furnace 3.785.630. CI 266-16 000.
u c i i. 1,

Pilat Izrail Moiseevich; Samoilovich. Anatoly Grigorievich; Soliichuk.

Kornei Den.sovich. and Osipov. Eduard Vaganovich. Z'n^-"dmiurn

antimonide single crystal anisotropic thermoelement. 3.785,875. 11.

Piller Bernhard. Meier. Max; Duennenberger. Max; Biland Hans Ru-

dol'f and Luethi. Christian, to Ciba-Geigy AG. Photographic maieri-

arsiabilised against ultraviolet radiation. 3.785.827. CI. 96-84.00r.

P.ncde Edouard. Barsellotti. John Anthony; and Laliccia. Frederico

Riccardo. .0 International Standard Electric Corporation.

Telephone system employing electronic matrix. 3.786.194. CI. 1 /V-

I80ad
Pineein. Vladimir Alexandrovich;Sff—

Badenkov Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas. Leonid Venediktovich;

Portny. Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova. Regina Lazarevna;

Davidovich. Natalia Ivanovna. Roitburd. Isaak Shiemovich;

Tsaplin. Nikolai Sergeevich; and Pinegin, Vladimir Alexan-

drovich, 3.785,905.

PineBina. Margarita Vladimirovna:Stf—

Badenkov Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas, Leonid Venediktovich,

Portny Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova, Regina Lazarevna;

Davidovich. Natalia Ivanovna; Roitburd, Isaak Shleinovich;

Tsaplin, Nikolai Sergeevich; and Pinegin, Vladimir Alexan-

drovich, 3,785,905.

Pioneer Electronics Corporation. Sf.--
u t„ , 7«a .qi

Nagasawa, Toshifumi; and Ohshima, Haruhiko, 3,786.191 .

Pipe Line Development Company. The; See—

Smith. Joseph B. 3.785.041 „,,hoH
Pippin Reginald F . Jr. Reaction toy arrangement and method.

3.785.083.C1. 46-74 00c
-no.; 140 CI 91 41 000

Piroska, Jozsef Power transmission system. 3,785,249, CI. 9 1-4
1
vuv.

Puchford, Armin C:Sff—
, ^ . r^ 1 iuk an-i

Alquist, Henry E.; and Pitchford, Armm C, 3,785,972.

Pittman. Clarence L.:5fe- no": <;<n
Martin. Roy A.; and Pittman. Clarence L.. 3.785.55U.

Pitts. Claude L;S<'f—
, -joa oat

Watson. Robert E.; and Pitts. Claude L.. 3.784,991

.

Plank,GordonR.:5<'«—
, -,oa .kb

Horner Joseph L; and Plank, Gordon R, 3,786,458.

Platts, Dennis R., to Ceramic Finishing Cov^P^2\-^''A°^^IlToOo'^
fused silica ceramic for strengthening it. 3,786,1 24, CI. 264-65.000.

Plimi, Frank V, Jr; 5f<— ^ di;™; Frank V
Galloway, Lawrence H.; Harast, Leonard E.; and Plimi. Frank v..

Jr., 3,785,1 10.

Ploger. Manfred; See— i to< loi
Bergbauer. Axel; Ploger. Manfred; and Seyd. Gunther. 3.785.291

.

Plumat Emile. to Glaverbel S.A Surface coating of chemically tem-

pered vitreous bodies. 3.785.792. CI. 65-30.000.

Pluss, Kurt: See— •

. ^ , no^ r,«^
Richier, Carl; Pluss. Kurt, and Feth. Georg. 3.786.056^ _

Poerink. Jannes Jonge. Platform conveyor. 3,785.476. CI. 1V»-

189.000.

Polaroid Corporation; 5ee— ^ ^, . l, u - »j o-,4
Avtges. James A.; Reid, Jerome L.; Schlein. Herbert N.; and

Taylor, Lloyd D.. 3,785.815.

Baker, James G. 3.785.263. ^ . -rw

Batter, John F.. Jr.; Mason. Paul B.; Stella. Joseph A.; Thomas,

Paul W, Jr.; and Wright. Joseph H. 3.785.725.

Land, Edwin H.; Bloom. Stanely M.; and Rogers, Howard G..

3.785,814.

Rickter, Donald 0.3.785,8 13.

Polidori, Stanley J., Sr ; and Tope, Rockney A. AutomaUc pet feeder.

3,785,348. CI. 119-62.000.

Politechnika Warszawska: 5ee- p^riiWr,
Brzozowski, Zhigniew; Kusmierek. Jadwiga; and Porljko.

Stanislaw. 3.786,019.
.

_ .

Pollard Henry L., to Foremost-McKesson. Inc. Uctose refinmg

process. 3,785,865, CI. 127-55.000.

Pollmacher, Horst; See—
. , ^, j o ii»,o^h»r Hnr<t

Gappisch, Max; Walter, Friedrich Claus; and Pollmacher, Horst.

3,785,404.

Polrotor, Inc.; See—
Hergert, Heinz, 3.785.016.

Poison, Jerry H; Sff— .on v.^t r.

Munson, Robert E ; Poison, Jerry H.; and Roller, Kent G..

3,786,376.

Polyakov, Evgeny ValentindvichiSff—

Vereschagin, Leonid Fedorovich; Konyafv. Jury Sergeevich;

Dovbnya. Alexandr Vasilievich; Polyakov, Evgeny Valentind-

vich Novgorodov, Alexandr Stepanovich; Asan-Nuri, Abdulia

Ogly; Paly, Polikarp Avidnomovich; and Gevorkov, Grigory

Sergeevich! 3.785,093.

Polychrome Corporation: See-
». ^ , 78< oj<

Deutsch, Albert S.. and Poppo. Joseph M.. 3,785.825.

Pomazkova,ZinaidaSirafimovna:5fe—
Bogdanov, Alexandr Antonovich; and Pomazkova, Zinaida

Sirafimovna, 3,785.753.
r- d b .

Poole Donald R.; Stang, Peter L.; and Mars, James E., to Rocket

Research Corporation. Crash restraint nitrogen generating mflation

system. 3,785,674. CI. 280-150.0ab.

Pooley. Charles K.:5ee-
, -,oc ias

Greee David P.; and Pooley, Charles K., 3,785,268.

Poop Roger C , to Chandler Evans, Inc. Differential pressure respon-

sive magnetically actuated switch responsive only tq sudden pressure

• changes. 3,786,2 1 ! , CI. 200-83.00t.

Poppo, Joseph M.:Sfe— no* 8-)S
Deutsch, Alberts.; and Poppo, Joseph M. 3,785,825.

Pori, John R., to Parallel Data Systems. Telemetering system for multi-

channel data over voice grade telephone lines. 3,786,190, ti. 1 /v-

2.0dp.

Porljko, Stanislaw; Sff—
. . . . a d^^hl^

Brzozowski, Zhigniew; Kusmierek. Jadwiga; and Porljko.

Stanislaw, 3,786,019.

Porta Systems Corporation: See—
Deluca, Paul v., 3,786.395.

Portage Machine Company: See—
Schiler. Fredericks. 3.785.056.

„ a i, r^^
Porter Henry D.; and Johnson. Benjamin A., to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany Apparatus for the uniform preparation of silver halide grams.

3,785,777, CI. 23-271.000.

Porter, Richard B.;5ef—
, « . o- u^,a n- omI

Kabat, John L ; Magnussen, John L.; Porter, Richard B^^anO

. 3.785.456. ^UTobias, James R, 3,785.432.

Porter, ZelmaM.:S<'f—
Mclntire. Nathan E.; and Porter, Zelma M.

Portland Wire & lion Works: See- ,70.^0*
Moore, James C; and Leonard. Milton K., 3,785.696.

Portny, Gennady Lazarevich: Sff—
Badenkov. Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas, Leonid Venediktovich;

Portny, Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova Regina Lazarevna;

Davidovich Natalia Ivanovna; Roitburd, Isaak Shiemovich;

Tsaplin. Nikolai Sergeevich; and Pinegin, Vladimir Alexan-

drovich, 3,785,905. ^
^'

i.

Postal Robert H Mechanically readable system using premarked sub-

strate. 3,786,237, CI. 235-61.1 le.

Potter Instrument Company, Inc.: See-

Pear, Charles B., Jr., 3,786,1 8

1

Poupitch, Ougljesa Jules; S«- xiat.Anx
Jones, Chesley; and Poupitch, Ougljesa Jules, 3,786,40 1

.

Powell David B., to General Electric Company. Compact circuit

breaker. 3.786,382, CI. 335-169.000.

Powers Regulator Company, The: See—

Taylor, Wesley L.. 3,785,390

Pozniak, Donald J.; and Siewert. Robert M., to General Motors Cor-

poiation. Inlet throttled air pump for exhaust emission control.

3 785 152, CI. 60-290.000. .. _

Poz'zetti Mario, to Finike Italian Marposs-Soc. 4n Accomandita Sem-

phce di Mario Possate & C. Device
^^^.'^'^''^VTI. nQ . "'ci 5?

removal of the chips in a grinding machme. 3,785,091. CI. 51-

165.00r.
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PPG Industries, Inc.. See—
Carlson.Gordon A .3.785.942

Parker. Gordon M . Wismer. Marco, and Hahn. Eftiesi A,

3.78i5.849

Parker. Gordon M . 3.785.850

Ppins. Jacob Matthys: See—
Reimschussel. George Paul, and Ppins. Jacob Matthys. 3.786.126

Prayer Gerard, and Ferrat. Jean-Mane, to Cebal GP Lid for easy

- opening cans 3.785.522. CI 220-54 000

Pressman. Gerald L . and Kittredge. Thomas D . to Electro Print. Inc .

mesne Method and apparatus for charged aperture controlled elec-

trostatic image reproduction 3.786.5 1 4. CI 346-74 Oes

Preston. Edward George, and Czoch. Jerzy Wladyslaw. to Molins.

Limited Web feeding and splicing device 3.785.902. CI 156-

351000
Preston. Gerald, to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc . The Cleaner for

forks 3.784.999. CI 15-218 100

Preston. Larry T Magnetic tape reel setup 3.785.482. CI 206-53 000

Price. David Watkin. Sidebottom. Ronald. Briscoe. Murray George,

and Moore. Ronald Charles, to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited

Polyvinyl chloride resin composition closely simulating a grass play-

ing surface in Its bounce characteristics 3.786,01 1, CI 2«-22 Ocb

Price. Joe C Revolver cylinder reloader 3.785.077. CI 42-89 000

Priebe. Frank D See—
Kelseaux. Ray M. Dobbs. Harold J. and Priehe. Frank D.

3.785.202

Priebe. Henry Fred. Jr . to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated

Spectrum analyzer vwith simultaneous display for plural frequency

bands 3.786.35 1. CI. 324-77.00b

Pnmus-Sieverl AB See—
Mejyr. Carl-Anker, and Ledin. Lars Eric. 3.785.361

Pritchett. Robert Lei-nard See—
Hetherington. Irvine Keers. Pritchett. Robert Leonard, and York,

Robert Kenneth. 3 786.425

Privon. George T. See—
Buonocore. Salvatore. Stenger. Harvey G , and Privon. George T ,

3.785.453
Process Systems. Inc See—

Friedland. Harry, and Langill. Addison W. Jr . 3.785.389

Proctor. Frank Hanslovk. to Transmission Developments. Limited

Electrical insulator having sheds arranged at an angle to its axis

3.786.175. CI 174-21 1 000
Proctor. Robert H . to Jackes-Evans Manufacturing Companv. mesne

Temperature responsive throttling valve 3.785.554. CI 236-34 000

Programmed Power Inc. See—
Phillips. Edward H , and Lnderwood. Raymond D . 3.78^.335

Progress Tool and Engineering Co . Inc See—
Van Lahr. Leo F .3.785.182

Prye. Stanlev Peter Parting and bevel burning device 3.785.631. CI

266-23 Oo'r

Pryor. Tomothy R . and Hageniers. Omep L Separation measurement

method and devices employing diffraction waves 3,785.737. CI

356-111000
Puariea. Douglas A See—

Barnard. Benjamin R . and Puarica. Douglas A . 3.785.297,

Puckett. Jason N . Jr . Kurtin. Stephen L . and Goldman. Arnold J .
to

Lexitron Corporation Apparatus for generating and displaying

characters bv tracing continuous strokes. 3.786.482. CI. 340-

32400a
Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich. Borkovsky. Boris Adamovich. Bclik.

Viktor Kirillovich. Romantsov. Vladimir Petrovich. and Katkov.

Alexandr Fedorovich Device for intcrgrating and differentiating dis-

crete functions 3.786.241. CI 235-183 000
Pukhova. Regina Lazaret na: Sff—

Badenkov. Petr Fedorovich. Petrokas. Leonid Venediktovich.

Portny. Gennady La/arevich. Pukhova. Regina La/arevna.

Davidovich. Natalia Ivanovna. Roilburd. Isaak Shiemovich.

Tsaplin. Nikolai Sergeevich. and Pinegin. Vladimir Alexan-

drovich. 3.785.905

Pullman Incorporated: See-
Berry. Walter V . and Hunzikcr. Paul J . 3.785.296

Pun. John Y Coil forming apparatus method and galvo-molor product

3.786.353. CI 324-154.000

Purcell. Robert F See—
Sausaman. David K ; and Purcell. Robert F.. 3,785.855

Purlov. Jury Nikolaevich See—
Mikhalsky. Fedor Mikhaitovich. Gaspariants. Artemy Mik-

hailovfch; Purlov. Jury Nikolaevich. Kulesh. Pavel Ivanovich;

Rudenko. Pavel PctroMch. Ryabtsev. Alexei Nikolaevich. and

Levi. Yakov Efimovich. 3.785.775.

Purolator. Inc.: See—
Dudinec. Emery, and Wilhelm. John R.. 3.785.491

Szmutko. Charles J.. 3.785. 1 29

PVO International Inc.: 5f<^—

Bernholz. William F . Nahta. Roop C; and Redston. John P.,

3,785,973.

Quaker Oats Company. The: See—
Hyldon. Roy G. 3.785.425

Quebec Iron & Titanium Corporation: See—
Chlu. Shiu-Tang. 3.786.1 33

Quesinberry. Arden L . and Lawson, Edward J . to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation Circuit and method for arc protection of oinear

beam devices. 3.786.275. CI. 307- 1 36 000.

QuinUn. William J . and Huver. Lawrence L . to Hastings Manufactur-

ing Company Windshield wiper assembly 3.785.002. CI 15-

250 360
Quinn Brian P . to United States of America. Air Force Aerodynamic

nozzles m rectangular duct 3.785,405. CI 138-39 000

Raab. Hans See—
Molls. Hans-Heinz; Homle. Reinhold. Bucheler. Manfred, Raab.

Hans, and Adrio. Joachim. 3.785.969

Rabinowitz. Paul See—
Chimenti. Robert J L . and Rabinowitz. Paul. 3.786.366

Radici. Pierino See—
Ackermann. Jacob, and Radici, Pierino, 3,786.026

Radiometer A/S See—
Mikkelsen.StigGlerup. 3.786.345.

Rain Jet Corp«->ration. See—
Hruby.JohnO . Jr. 3.785.559

Hruby . John O . Jr . 3.785.560

Rainoha. Jaroslav. Bures. Ladislav. and Orlici. L'sti Nad. to Elitex.

Zavody Textilniho Strojirenstvi Spinning unit for open end spinning

machine 3.785. 1 38. CI 57-58 950

Ramirez. Ramon, to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc . The Iron pad

3.785.599. CI 248 1 I 7 200 ,

Ramvey . Thomas Haliburtor See— >

McMahon. William Raymond, and Ramsey. Thomas Haliburlon.

3.785.937

Rank Organisation. Limited. The See—
Whiteliouse Joseph Colin, and Wild. Colin Arthur. 3.786.278.

Rapoza. Edward J See—
Genese. Joseph N , Rapi>za. Edward J . Galanaugh. Charles F .

Kennard. Harry M . Chcvalez. Roger A . and Smith. John A .

3.785.533

Rapp. James E . to Owens-lllinois. Inc Glasses of the Na,0-K,0-

Nb,0,SiO, system and glass ceramics made therefrom 3.785.833,

CI 106-39 600
Rapp. James Erich, to Owens- Illinois. Inc Glasses, glass-ceramics and

process for making same 3.785.834. CI 106-39 000

Rassmann. Christoph Sei

—

Ostrop. Berthold, Rassmann. Christoph. and Hauschopp. Alois,

3.785.704
RatekoOy .V«.—

kiukkonen. Olli Juhani. 3.785.295

Ray. Robert A iVi-—

WiHids. Thomas C . and Ray. Robert A . 3.786.352

Raytheon Company See—
'

Chramiet.Mark A .and Konrad, William L ,3.786,405

Collins. John D . 3.786.504

Schulz. Manfred B . and Holland. MelvinG . 3.786,373

RCA CorporatK>n See—
Bazin. Lucas John. 3.786.177.

Grill. William Augustus. 3.785.862

Hannan. William James. 3.785.712

Hill. Michael Walter. 3.786.300

Lockwix^d. Harry Francis. 3.785.884

Shrader. Terry Monroe. 3.786.1 85

Wheatlev.Carl F . Jr. 3.786.364

Recognition Equipment. Incorporated: See—
Bhimani.Chetan Vijaysinh. 3.786.416

Reddick. Willis C . to International Telephone & Telegraph Corpora-

tion Microphone mounting 3.786.203. CI 179-146(H)r

Redemann. Hubert, to Lmde Aktiengcsellschaft Expansion turbine

separator 3.785. 1 28. CI 55-405 000 ,

Redington. Rowland WiVf—
Wilson. Ronald H . Blumenfeld. Samuel M . Redtngton. Rowland

W . and Rosczak. Joseph S . 3.786.294

Redman Heenan Froude Limited See—
McLean. Norman. Lewis. Donald Bernard, and McLaren. Robert

John Lawson. 3.785.216

Redmore. Derek, to Petrolite Corporation Quinoline nitrogen-hetero-

cyclic phosphonates. 3.786.055. CI 260-283 OOp

Redston. John P See—
Bernholz. William F , Nahta, Roop C . and Redston, John P..

3.785,973
Reese Products. Inc : See-

Good. Arthur L . and Reese. Robert P., 3,785,680.

Reese. Robert P iVr—
Good. Arthur L. and Reese. Robert P. 3.785.680. I

Reflectemorphics. Inc . See—
Barnes. Clarence A . Jr .and Fontaine. Alan. 3.785.819.

Regan. Thomas Tamper-proof odometer 3.785.55 1 . CI 235-95.000.

Regenbrecht. Ludwig: See—
Pcddinghaus. Werner, and Regenbrecht. Ludwig. 3.785.235.

Reibold. Robert C Moment activated transducer 3.786,285. CI. 310-

8 500.
,

Reichert. C . Optische Werke AG: See— I

Sitte.Hellmuth. 3.785.234.

Reichold Chemicals. Inc . mesne: See—
Kriuse. Arthur Waldemar; and Hannah. Malcolm Edward.

3.786.037

Reid. Colin David; and Ritchie. Ian Daniel, to United Kingdom Atomic

Energy Authority Methods and apparatus for distinguishing

between bodies according to their translucency. 3.786.266, CI. 250-

222.00r
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Reid. Edward A.. Jr.. Venendaal. Robert G.; and Myler. George W.. to

Columbia Gas System Service Corporation. Smooth top range.

3,785.364. CI. l26-39 00j

Reid, Jerome L; See—
Avtges, James A.; Reid. Jerome L., Schlein. Herbert N.; and

Taylor, Lloyd D ,3,785.815

Reilly, Philip E.: See—
Ewing, James O.; and Reilly. Philip E., 3,786,404.

Reim. Thomas E : See—
Kylin, Donald H ; and Reim, Thomas E.. 3.786.25 1

Reimschussel, George Paul, and Ppins. Jacob Matthys, to Johns-Man-

ville Corporation Method for making a disposable face respirator.

3,786.1 26. CI 264-87.000.

Reinke. Friedhelm: Sfi —
Seulen, Gerhard, and Reinke, Friedhelm, 3,785.883.

Reis. Walter Method of casting and subsequently deburring of work-

pieces and a device for carrying out the method. 3.785,045. CI. 29-

527 000
Rel-Reeves, Inc , mesne. 5ff—

Lubkin, Samuel. 3,786,422

Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc , The: See-

Shea. Edward T. 3.785,440.

Reliance Electric Company: See—
Kuhl. Joseph W.;and Lauer. Robert J . 3,785,463.

Remper, John A Sep—
King. Larry K . Knapp. Lester L., Schoener. Ronald C ; Kloap.

Nicholas. Starner, Bernard M.. and Remper. John A .

3.786.135

Renfrew. Edgar Earl, to American Aniline Products, Inc. Polyester

fiberv dyed with methylidynebis pyrazolone dyestuffs 3.785.769. CI

8 179 000.

Rennicke, Kenneth A See—
Gatz. William L . and Rennicke. Kenneth A., 3.785,512.

Rennie. John Coyne Self-contained navigation system. 3.786.505. CI.

343 7 Ocd
Republic Industrial Corporation: See-

Bush. Jack A . 3.785.660.

Republic Steel Corporation See—
Kylin. Donald H . and Reim. Thomas E.. 3,786.251.

Republics Steel Corporation: See—
Meyfarth. Herbert J . and Crosby. John J.. 3.785.587.

Research Corporation: See—
Johnson. William H. 3.785.385.

Research Equipment Company. Inc.: Set-

—

Patterson. Carol M , 3.785.344.

RetscI Inc.: See—
Sargent. Robert i,. 3.785,694

Reusser, Robert E.; and Turk. Stanley D . to Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany Olefin disproportionation catalyst. 3.786.112. CI. 260-

68300d
Rcy. Hans-Georg: S.f— „ ., ,r-

Moyer Bertenrath. Jurgcn. Kaffarnik. Hans. Rey. Hans-Georg;

Michal. Gerhard, and Busch, Ernst-Werner, 3,786.140

Reynolds David J . to Buckeye Steel Castings. Cushion mounting bear-

ing adapter for railway trucks. 3.785.298. CI. 105-2 IS.OOr

Reynolds, George A. Siv—
Drexhage, Karl H , Reynolds. George A.; and Specht. Donald P .

3,786,369
Reynolds. R J . Tobacco Company; Set'—

Spencer. Gilbert W .3,785,487.

Reynolds. Richard GSt'e-
McVoy. David S .and Reynolds. Richard G.. 3.786.424.

Reynolds. Zack D : Sff— ..„,,-.. , u
Brown. Caroll J ; Chesarek. Donald J.; Fisk. Dale E.. Ma, Joseph

T ; Martin, Harold F , and Reynolds. Zack D.. 3.786.479.

RheinmetallG m.b.H.: See—
Hartman. Rolf. 3.785.242.

Rheinstahl Huttenwerke Sfe—
_, n .

Kraemer. Friedrich; Mandel. Jorn. Mayer. Siegfried; Rohrig.

Klaus; Schulz. Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller, Hilmar; Haverkamp.

Klaus Dieter; and Motz. Jurgen. 3.785.632.

Rhinehart. Vance E; Coffelt. James D.; and Yother. Floyd G.. to Cum-

berland Corporation. Automated systems for raising and transport-

ing broilers 3.785.345. CI. 1 19-18.000.

Rhone-PoulencS.A.St'f-
Aviron-violet. Paul, and Colleuille. Yves. 3.786.069

Ribka Joachim, and Schwerin. Siegfried, to Farbwerke Hoechst Ak-

tiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Process for im-

proving a disazo pigment. 3,785.843. CI. 106-288.00q.

Riccio, Pasquale R.. to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Compressed air

operated dispenser with air compression piston means movable

laterallyofthedispenser 3.785.530, CI. 222-193.000.

Rice, David E., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.

Catalyst for trimerizing polyisocyanates. 3,786,030, CI. 260-77. 5nc.

Rich, Everett W. Erratic movement tethered ball striking toy.

3.785,643, CI. 272-78.000.
.

Richards, Powell; Susskind, Herbert; and Stang. LouisG.. Jr.. to United

States of America. Atomic Energy Commission Detection of im-

paired pulmonary function. 3.785,370,CM 28-2.080.

Richardson Company, The: See—
Stone, Leslie F, 3,785.412.

,

Richter Carl Pluss. Kurt; and feth, Georg. to Cilag-Chemie, AG.

Adamantyl urea derivatives. 3,786.056, CI. 260-293.560.

Richter, Sidney B.; See—

Krenzer. John, and Richter. Sidney B. 3,786.088.

Rickter. Donald O., to Polaroid Corporation. Polycyclic

hydropyrimidine development restrainers. 3.785,8 13. CI. 96-3.000.

Ricoh Co. .Ltd.; See—
Yanagawa, Noboyuki; and Yamada. Oimachi, 3.785.732.

Yanagawa, Nobuyuki, 3,785,486.

Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—
Kawa, Ryuichi, 3,786,360.

Ridley, John Cecil. Fluid pressure operated rotary actuators.

3.785,2 14, CI 74-89.210.

Ries, Donald L.. to Rockwell International Corporation. Self-conuined

power transmitting assembly. 3.785,449. CI. 180-6.480.

Rikis, Vitolds: See—
Schiff, Otto M.; and Rikis. Vitolds. 3.785.270.

Rimbach Andrew, Jr.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Mixed traffic mobile radio system. 3.786, 1 99. CI. 179-4 1.00a.

Rinaldi, Joseph A : See—
Fulton, James F.; and Rinaldi. Joseph A.. 3.785.693.

Riseman. Jacob; See—
Ho Irving T.; and Riseman, Jacob. 3.786.445.

Rishovd, Sigurd A., to Royal Industries. Inc. Tire bead seatcT.

3.785.424, CI. 157-1.100.

Ritchie. Ian Daniel: See—
Reid, Colin David; and Ritchie, Ian Daniel. 3.786,266.

Ritzenhoff. Hermann, to Gerbruder Seidel KO. Support for mounting

small parts in electroplating processes. 3.785.952. CI. 204-297.00w.

Robbins, Gerald K.: See—
Norris, George F., and Robbins, Gerald K., 3.785.675.

Robbins. Kenneth W; See—
Ross. Gerald F.; Matthews. Hugh B.; and Robbins, Kenneth W.,

3,786,413.

Roberti, Giorgio; Dufour-Berte. Casimiro; and Pasero, Edoardo, to

Centro Sperimental Metallurgico, S p.A. Method for extracting and

separating iron and non-ferrous metals, from ferrous materials.

3.785,802. CI. 75-26.000.

Robertson. John A, to Mead Corporation. The Apparatus and method

for electrical precipitation. 3.785.1 18. CI. 55-5.000.

Robinson. Morton; and Devor. Donald P.. to Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany Laser materials from calcium fluoride-rare earth fluoride ex-

panded lattice structures. 3.786.365. CI. 331-94.500.

Robinson. Murry M. Cutting punches for destroying hypodermic syr-

inges. 3,785,233. CI. 83- 1 67.000.

Robinson Thomas L., to Astronics CorRoration. Solid state electrolu-

minescent X-Y display panels. 3,786.307. CI. 315-1 69.0tv.

Rochette, William: Sff—
Houston, Edward F., Wallace, Robert L.; Rochette, William, and

Chapo'nis. Charles A.. 3,786,207.

Rocket Research Corporation: See—
-, -,^c ^ha

Poole, Donald R.; Stang, Peter L.. and Mars, James E.. 3,785,674.

Rockwell International Corporation: See-
Molina, Orlando G, 3,786,255.

Ries. Donald L, 3,785,449.

Rodgers, V. Wayne. Mrs.: See-
Pike. Brian R, 3.785.1 1 1. ^

Roesch. Karl, Inc.: See— , ,d^ -••^o

Castellana, Frank S.; Liker. Jack; and Kokolis, Steve, 3,786,228.

Rogers. George H. Self-cleaning aquarium. 3,785,342, CI. 1 19-5.000.

Rogers. Howard G: See—
,, . ,-

Land, Edwin H.; Bloom, Stanely M.; and Rogers, Howard G.,

3.785,814.

Rogers Machinery Company. Inc.: See-
Novak. Walter M.; and Thurmond. Fred A.. Jr.. 3.785,755.

Rohm & Haas Company: See—
Mattel, Victor; and Lane, Constance A., 3,785,848.

Zdanowski, Richard E., 3,785.860.

Rohm and Haas Company; See—
Emmons. William D., 3.786.020.

Ono. Isao; liguni, Tetsuo; and Akashi, Mitsumasa, 3,786,000.

Rohn William C Deep trolling reel with temperature monitoring capa-

bility. 3,785,079, CI. 43-4.000.

Rohosy, Soma M.; See—
Frye, Kenneth G.; Lucas, Robert G ; Seidel, Kenneth L.; and

Rohosy, Soma M, 3,785,232.

Rohrbaugh Donald G.. to Beckman Instruments, Inc. Chemical analy-

sis lube module. 3,785,773, CI. 23-253.00r.

Rohrig, Klaus: See— „ .

Kraemer, Friedrich; Mandel. Jorn; Mayer, Siegfried; Rohrig.

Klaus; Schulz. Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller. Hilmar; Haverkamp,

Klaus Dieter; and Motz. Jurgen. 3,785.632.

Roitburd, Isaak Shiemovich: See"—

Badenkov, Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas, Leonid Venediktovich;

Portny, Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova, Regina Lazarevna;

Davidovich, Natalia Ivanovna; Roitburd, Isaak Shiemovich;

Tsaplin, Nikolai Sergeevich; and Pinegin, Vladimir Alexan-

drovich. 3.785.905.

Roller, Kent G: See—
^ „ „ ^ r-

Munson, Robert E.; Poison. Jerry H.; and Roller. Kent tj..

3,786,376.

Romantsov, Vladimir Petrovich: See—
Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Borkovsky. Bens Adamovich;

Belik. Viktor Kirillovich; Romantsov. Vladimir Petrovich; and

Katkov, Alexandr Fedorovich, 3,786,24 1.

Rompa, Jozef Johannes Theresia. Air line oilers. 3,785,461. CI. 184-

55.00a.
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Ronci, Fernando M. Molded shoe and reinforcement therefore.

3.785.067, CI. 36-4.000

Rondestvedt. Christian Scriver. Jr.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I , and

Company Fluorinated acrylic monomers contaming hetero atoms

and their polymers. 3.786.089. CI 260-56 1 00s

Roos. Bjorn-Erik: See—
Corrodi. Hans Rudolf. Lycke. Nils Erik Oskar. and Roos. Bjom-

Erik. 3.786.143.

Ropson. Robert; See—
Flowerday, Peteri and Ropson. Robert. 3.785.977

Rosch. Eduard. to Dixi S.A Interference suppression device for logic

signals 3.786.276.C1 307-208.000.

Rosczak, Josephs : S«—
Wilson. Ronald H.. Blumenfeld. Samuel M.; Redington. Rowland

W ; and Rosczak. Joseph S . 3.786.294

Rosenberg. Edgar N., to United States of America. Navy. Spherical

module connectors. 3.785,3 1 3. CI. 114-50t.

Rosenquest John B., Jr., to Dorr-Oliver, Incorporated. Swash-type im-

peller pumps. 3,785,574.CI. 241-1 5.000.

Ross Francis D . to Northrop Corporation. Cfcemical processing facili-

ty '3.785,387, CI. 134-95.000.

Ross. Gerald F.; Matthews. Hugh B . and Robbins. Kenneth W ,
to

Sperry Rand Corporation. Vehicle tire condition monitor system

3.786,413. CI. 340-58 000.

Ross, Milton Dein: See—
Busier, Willard Leroy; Ross. Milton Dean, and Schwartzcr,

Thomas Edward. 3,785.035.

Rossa. Lubomir' See—
Machacek. Frantisek. Minank. Josef: Rossa, Lubomir; Koristek,

Zdenek; and Brandstadter. Miroslav, 3,785, 1 78

Rosskopf, Philip A.: See—
Peppier, Richard B., and Rosskopf, Philip A . 3.785.839.

Roszkowski, Gregory J., to Bio-Medical Sciences, inc Temperature in-

dicator 3.785.336. CI 1 16-1 14.500

Roth, Robert A : See—
Talbot, Richard C , Ruse, Edward; and Roth, Robert A.,

3,785,255.

Roth, Walter; Scf—
Jvirblis, Alex E , and Roth, Walter, 3,786,252.

Rothmans, Carreras. Limited; Ste—
Sylvester, Herbert A , Partridge, Christopher M., and Goss, Ira D .

3,785,384.

Rotondi Paul C , to Dan Dee Belt &. Bag Company. Inc. Method for

manufacturing belts 3,785,893. CI. 156-198.000

Rouse. Paul L ; See—
Francis, Robert L, and Rouse. Paul L, 3.785.134

Roussard, Richard D Portable electric scatterbox for power distribu-

tion on a construction site 3,786,3 1 2, CI 3 1 7- 1 1 2 000.

Roussel. Jean, to SCAL, Societe de Conditionnements en Aluminium.

Collapsible multi-compartmcnt container. 3,785,545, CI 229-

* SlOdb
Roussel-UCLAF 5ff-

Bertin. Daniel, Perronnei. Jacques, and Teche, Andre, 3,785,800.

Girault, Pierre, and Hagemann, Guy, 3.786,1 5 1

Martel, Jacques, and Buendia. Jean. 3,786,070.

Perronnei. Jacques, and Girault, Pierre, 3,786,094.

Rowe International, Inc.; See—
Kurimsky.Albart, 3,786,206 ,

Rowell Lome A.; and Cartmell, James H., to Imasco Limited. Rotary

tobacco dryer. 3.785.765, CI. 432- 107.000.

Royal Industries. Inc.; See—
Rishovd. Sigurd A.. 3.785.424.

Royal Industries. Inc.. mesne; See—
Somalia, Harry, 3,785,441

Royal Industries, mesne; See—
Gatz, William L.,and Rennicke. Kenneth A., 3,785,512.

Rubio, Manuel Jesus, and Leal, Victor Mario, to Barrera, Roberto

Gonzalez. Determining hardness of soft materials. 3.785,201 .CI. 73-

169 000.

Rudenko, Pavel Petrovich; Se-?—

Mikhalsky, Fedor Mikhailovich; Gaspariants. Artemy Mik-

hailovich; Purlov, Jury Nikolaevich; Kulesh, Pavel Ivanovich,

Rudenko, Pavel Pctrovich; Ryabtsev, Alexei Nikolaevich. and

Levi, Yakov Efimovich. 3.785,775

Rudolph, Hans-Heinrich; See—
Bendler, Hellmut; Brede, Uwe, Gawlick, Heinz; and Rudolph,

Hans-Heinrich, 3,785.292.

Ruggeberg, August, Firma; See—
Holzhauer. Rudolf, 3,785,094.

Ruse. Edward; See—
Talbot, Richard C; Ruse, Edward; and Roth, Robert A.,

3.785,255
Ruskin, Sol Exercising device 3.785,646, CI. 272-57.00d.

Russell. Ronald W . See— ^

Davis, William F.; Russell, Ronald W.; Frederiksen, Thomas M..

and Long, Ernest L., 3,786,344.

Ruti Machinery Works Ltd.; See—
Strauss, Edgar H. 3,785,408

Ruuska, Mauno; See—
Merenheimo, Markko, and Ruuska, Mauno, 3,785,665

Merenheimo, Markku. and Ruuska. Mauno. 3.785.448.

Ruyle.William V. St-f—

Shen, Tsung-YIng; Ruyle, William V.: Fordice, Michael W ; and

Jensen, Norman P , 3,786,050

Ryabtsev. Alexei Nikolaevich: Sr?—
Mikhalsky, Fedor Mikhailovich; Gaspariants, Artemy Mik-

hailovich, Purlov, Jury Nikolaevich, Kulesh. Pavel Ivanovich;

Rudenko. Pavel Petrovich; Ryabtsev. Alexei Nikolaevich; and

Levi, Yakov Efimovich. 3.785,775.

Ryan, Jack E., and Collin. Sylvan, to Dorwin, Walter League As-

sociates lncorj*6rated. Water purification apparatus 3,785.490. CI.

210-109.000
Rynbrandt. Ronald H . Cerda. Elisabeth S , and Schmidt, Fredericka

L , to Lpjohn Company, The Method of treating hyperglycemia.

3.786, 1 56, CI 424-305 000
Rynbrandt, Ronald H , and Schmidt, Fredericka L., to Upjohn Com-

pany, The Methtxl of treating hyperglycemia 3.786,157, CI 424-

317 000 .

S A DeTrenes Vertebrados; See—
\

Omar. Alejandro Goicoechea, 3,785.294

Sabatine. Donald J; .Sf?— «

Cianciolo. Alfred D , Sabatine, Donald J , Scruggs. James A ;
and

Trotz, Samuel I .3,785,890

Sabo, Alex T.. .SVf

—

Smith. Roy B . and Sab«i. Alex T . 3.785.460.

Safe Well Manufacturing Company See—
|

Handeland. George A. 3.785.525

Sahs. Leonard J . to Amana Refrigeration, Inc Noise reduction means

for connecting refrigerant compresst>rs in air conditioners

3,785, 167, CI 62-296 000.

Saiko. Alphons; See—
Spieldiener. Reinhold, Saiko, Alphons, and Spieldiener. Robert,

3,785,663. .

Saint-Gobain; See— I

Halberschmidt. Friedrich, and Audi. Josef. 3.785.229

Salewsky Gert. to Audi NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft Safety

bracket for a motor car 3.785,67 1 . CI. 280-87 OOr. ,

Sally. Theodore J ; See— '

Morris, Earl L , and Sally. Theodore J . 3.785,396

Salomon, Georges Pierre Device for changing the longitudinal position

ofa ski binding 3,785,666, CI 280-1
j
35t

]

Salzdetfurth AG See—
Eberle, Herbert, Meyer. Wolfgang, and Haasc, Johann, 3,785.943

Sam. Ahmad. Method for making abrasive articles 3.785,938. CI. 204-

16.000
Sama, Nicholas Filtering device 3,785,494, CI. 2 10- 169 000

Samoilovich, Anatoly Grigorievith; iVf

—

Pilat, Izrail Moiseevich, Samoilovich. Anatoly Grigorievich,

Soihchuk. Kornei Denisovich. and Osip<iv. Eduard Vaganovich.

3,785,875.

Sandau, Hartmut, to Bosch, Robert, GmbH Radially yielding

cylinder and piston arrangement 3,785.25 3. CI 92-181 000

Sander. Paul F . to I O Prague Corporation Theft deterrent for office

machines, television sets and small factory tools 3.785.183, CI. 70-

58 000
Sandoz Ltd See— i

Krev. Walter; and Toth, Istvan, 3.786,073.
|

Mislin, Roland, and Uehlinger. Hanspeter. 3.786.040.

Sandoz-Wander. Inc ; See—
Schmut<f Jean, Hunziker, Fritz, and Kunzle, Franz Martin.

3,786,145

Sandrik Aktiebolag See—
Norgren, Lars Erik, 3,785.02 1

.

Sandy Hill Corporation; See—
Keller, Martin B .3,785.922.

Sankyo Company. Limited; See—
Mukaiyama, Teruaki; Ucki. Masaaki; and Suzuki. Manabu.

3,786,038.

Nagawa, Masatoshi; Suzuki, Yoshio, Matsui, Katsuaki; lijima.

Masaoki, and Tsurusaki, Yoshiyasu. 3.786,147

Sano Noboru; and Bando. Yoshihide, to Omron Tateisi Electronics

Co' Programmmg apparatus. 3.786,239, CI. 235-92.0pe.

Sansui Electric Co , Ltd.; See—
lida,Hiroshi, 3,786,283.

Sanyo Chemical Company Ltd.; See—
Yonezawa, Toyozo, 3,786,079

Saponara Domenick. to International Telephone and Telegraph Cor-

poration. Control apparatus. 3.786.273. CI. 307-1 17.000

Saponara Domenick. to International Telephone and Telegraph Cor-

poration. Control apparatus 3,786,274, CI 307- 1 1 7.000

Sargent, Robert J , to Retsel Inc. Flexible cover assembly. 3,785.694,

CI 296-98.000.

Sartorio, Franco, to D.E.A. Digiul Electronic Automation S.p.A.

Structure for measuring machines, machine tools and the like im-

mune from the influence of variable, fixed or mobile loads acting on

it including the weight of the workpieces and from the infuence of

thegroundtowhichitisconnected 3,785,743. CI 408-143 000.

Sartorius, Guy, to Societe des Aciers Fins de I'Est Process and ap-

paratus for monitoring and control of metallurgical furnaces.

3,786,161, CI. 13-12.000.

Sata, Masami; See—
Yamashita, Yutaka; and Sata, Masami, 3,785,988.

Satchell Eric William, to Duraframe Systems Pty., Ltd.. mesne. Roof

trusses. 3.785. 108. CI. 52-645.000

Satierfield. Richard Alan, to Northrup Corporation. Contrast detector

for video tracking system. 3.786. 183. CI. 178-6.800.

Sato. Hiro: See—
Naito. Shotaro; Kasama. Ryoji; and Sato. Hiro. 3.786.466.
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Sato Hitoshi Tanaka. Mitsuo; Nakamura. Michiharu; Takahashi.

Susumu; and Kurono. Hirokazu. to Hitachi. Ltd. Package for mount-

ing semiconductor device in microstrip line. 3.786.375. CI. 333-

84.00m
Sato. Isao Bobbin socket. 3.785.585. CI. 242-1 18 JIO^

Sato Jinichi; and Kurusu, Tosiro. to Sato Shokuhin Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha Process of manufacturing alcohol-containing solid matter.

3 786.1 59. CI. 426-302.000.

Sato, Katsuyasu. Fuse-type circuit breaker. 3,786.388, CI. 337-

269 000.

Sato, Naotake; See—
Ariyoshi, Yasuo; Nagao, Masanori; Sato. Naotake; Shimizu,

Akira; and Kirimura, Jiro, 3.786,039.

Sato, Shigetake; Sff— . ,^ , . eu u
Okuyama. Toru. Muta. Susumu; Sato, Shigetake; Tokiura. Shohei;

and Mivasu. Akira, 3,786,006.

Sato Shokuhin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; See-

Sato, Jinichi; and Kurusu, Tosiro. 3.786,159.

Sato, Yukihiro; and Ichinosawa, Toshiju, to Kabushiki Kaisha Daini

Seikosha. Programmed signal generating apparatus. 3.786.236, CI.

235-61. He.
Sausaman, David K ; and Purcell, Robert F. Method for coatmg steel.

3,785,855, CI. 117-75.000.

Sawaki, Tsukasa; Sff—
Kano, Gota; Fujiwara, Shohei; lizuka, Mutsuo; Hasegawa,

Hiromasa, and Sawaki. Tsukasa. 3.786,320.

SCAL, Societe de Conditionnements en Aluminium; See—

Roussel, Jean, 3,785, 545

Scanlan, Harry J., to Shoreline Precast Company. Floating factory tor

the manufacture of building components. 3,785,3 14, CI. 114-.50f.

Schacht Roy Arthur. Single commutation vertical wheel marking

machi'ne. 3,785.470. CI 197-6.400.
-..rsoT. CI 37

Schaeff. Hans. Multi-bucket excavating machine. 3.785.07 1. Cl. ii-

90.000.

Schaerer Andre Method for the fabrication of insulated profile mem-

bers 3.786.1 2 1 , CI. 264-47.000

Schafer, Josef, to Telesco Brophey, Limited. Telescopic umbrella.

3,785,388, CI 135-20.00r.

Schafet Hugo W., to Motorola, Inc. Acoustic transducer includmg

p.exoelectric driving element 3,786,202, CI 179-1 10.00a.

Schali Wallace J , and Van Horn, Richard F High pressure portable

tubebender 3,785. 190, CI 72-149.000.

Schaller Willard W ; Martin, Ronald C; and Sixt, Marty E., to Ad-

vanced Drainage Systems. Inc Flexible, fittings for corrugated tub-

ing 3,785,682, CI 285-24.000

Schapp, David 1; See—
Sommeria, Marcel R; and Schapp, David I, 3,786,33 1.

Schenk Gerd and Durhack, Werner, to Varta Aktiengesellschaft. Gas-

tightly closed galvanic element. 3.785.874. CI. 1 36-1 33.000.

Schepotiev,Alexandr Ivanovich; See—
Benderovsky, Vladimir Valerianovich; Schepotiev, Alexandr

Ivanovich, Yastrebov, Igor Alexandrovich; and Kotenko. Vik-

toria Mikhailovna. 3,785,589.

Scher, Herbert I. ; See—
Ungar. Israel S; and Scher, Herbert I., 3.785.9 1 1

.

Schering Corporation; See—
Steinman. Martin. 3,786. 144

, ., ,

Schertler. Siegfried, to VAT Aktiengesellschaft fur Vakuuni Apparate-

Technik.Ouick-actinggate valve. 3.785.612,0.251-43.000.

Schiff Otto M. and Rikis, Vitolds, to Coleman Systems. Refiex camera

view finder. 3,785,270, CI. 95-11.OOv.
, ^ ,

Schiffman, Murray M.. to Cambridge Research and Development

Group Variable delay line signal processor for sound reproduction.

3,786,195, CI. 179-15.551.

Schiif, Johannes, to Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuur-

wetenschappelijk Onderzoek ten behoeve van Nijverheid. Handel en

Verkeer. Pressure gauge. 3.785.209. CI. 73-395.000.

Schiler Frederick S.. to Portage Machine Company. Statically

balanced probe assembly. 3.785.056.CI.33-169.00r.

Schindler. Walter; See-
Blattner, Hans; and Schindler. Walter, 3.786,045.

Schinner, Edward N.: See— ,10c*,-)*.
Bradley. Wilson E.. Jr ; and Schinner. Edward N., 3,785.626.

Schlafhorst,W.,& Co.; See—
Kamp, Heinz. 3,785.175.

, • ^ Th»
Schleidt George Wilhelm. to Tremco Manufacturmg Company. The_

Bituminous emulsion-rubber latex impositions and method of

depositingcoagulatherefrom. 3,785.852,0.117-105.500.

'''"A":tg"::lm« A.-'Reid, Jerome L.; Schlein. Herbert N.; and

Taylor, Lloyd D. 3.785.815.

Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—,

Liu Olive Y; and Wahl. John S. 3.786.267.

Schmerling. Louis, to Universal Oil Products Co"'P»"y./^'=P"|"*'" f
alkyl substituted unsaturated polybasic acid anhydrides. 3,786.0 /z.

O. 260-345.900.
, « , o ^ .,

Schmerling, Louis; and Vesely. Jerome A, to Umversa Oil Produc«

Company. Production of polyalkyi phenols and polyalkyl naphthols

by oxidation of polyalkyl benzenes and polyalkyl naphtholenes with

HF-H,0,. 3.786.098. C1.260-586.00b.

Schmidt. Albrecht. to Gesellschaft fur Keinforschung mbH. Closed

system neutron generator tube. 3.786.258,0. 250-501.000.

Schmidt, Ewald; Brachet, Hansvilli Von; Muller, Rolf; and Kmdier,

Horst, to Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft. Process

for the preparation of acyl succinc acid dialkyi esters. 3.786,083. 0.

260-483.000.

Schmidt, Fredericka L: See—
.. . c a c^k«:/it

Rynbrandt. Ronald H.; Cerda. Elisabeth S.; and Schmidt.

Fredericka L. 3,786,1 56.
,,o.l,«-7

Rynbrandt, Ronald H.; and Schmidt, Fredericka L., 3,786,1 57

Schmidt George E.; and Schnell, Joseph F.. to International Busiiiess

Machines Corporation. Dynamic address translation reversed.

3,786,427,0.340-172.500.
Schmidt-Kloiber. Heinz; and Schuy, Stefan, to Wolf. Richard, GmbH.

Device for destroying stones in the bladder, in the ureter, in the kid-

neys and the like. 3,785.382,0. 128-328.000.

Schmitt Jack N., to Truswal Systems. Inc. Apparatus and method tor

makingtrusses. 3.785.277,0. 100-41.000.
. , ^. ^^ ^ ,

Schmitt Volker; and Valten, Waller, to Brown, Boveri & Cie Aa Mul-

Sr fault current protective switch. 3,786,381,0. 335-13.000^

Schmutz Jean; Hunziker. FriU; and Kunrle. Franz Martin, to Sandoz-

Wander. Inc. ll-Basically substituted d'^enz (b.f) ( 1.4) oxazepine

compositions for treating emesis. 3,786,145.0.424-250.000.

Schneider, Carl F.: See-
Pike, Brian R, 3,785,1 1 1

.

,.,oc ...-, r^i iiA
Schneider, Gordon L. Modular fioating structure 3,785,312, CI. I 14-

5.00f.

Schneider, William S.: See-
Pike, Brian R, 3,785,1 1 1.

Schnell, Joseph F.: See— ^ -.0^ a-,i
Schmidt, George E.; and Schnell, Joseph F., 3,786,427.

Schob, Otmar; See—
Vrieze, Wubbe; and Schob, Otmar, 3.785,89 1

.

Schoener, Ronald C: See— „ ,j r- i^i^,-
King Larry K.; Knapp, Lester L.; Schoener, Ronald C; Kloap.

Nicholas; Stamer, Bernard M.; and Remper, John A.,

Schoene'waldt, Erwin F.; and Ihnen, Ernel D., to Merck & Co 'nc.

Process for converting (-) reticuline to ( ) salutaridine. 3,785,927,

O. 195-51.OOr.

Schofield, Andrew Noel, to National Research Developmerit Corpora-

tion. Hydraulic engineering insUllations. 3,785,158,0. 61-1 A)00^

Schofield, John Allan; and Delano, Roger Albert, to Union Carbide

Corporation. Ternary azeotropic cleaning solution based on

leuTdich-lorodifiuoroethane. 3,785,987,0. 252-1 7 l.OOa

Scholz Werner, to Ted Bildplatten Aktiengesellschaft AEG-Telefun-

ken.' Circuit for producing a three line sequential color television

signal. 3,786,178,0. l78-5.4cd.

Schoolcraft, Jim F; See—
, .. ,- -, ,oc coa

Crocker, Roger A.; and Schoolcraft, Jim F., 3,785,506.

Schott, Stuart: See— r-u-^i.c a
Murib, Jawad H.; Schott, Stuart; and Bonecutter, Charles A.,

3,786,128. „ J A

Schoumaker, Henry R. P J., to La Soudure Electnque. Precedes Ar-

cos. Plasma curtain of two or more plasmas. 3.786,306, ci. .3 13-

111.000. „ ...

Schrader, Paul D., to General Electric Company. Rooin air conditioner

frost protection with bimetal control thermostat. 3,785,166, t-i. 6^;-

227.000. ... , IOC ,o< r\
Schrage, Donald J., to Aqua-Chem, Inc. Incmerator. 3,785,305, tl.

SchIamm°.^Eugene Charles, to Bell Telephone L^^bo^tories. Incor-

porated. Tape transport reel servo system. 3,785.588. t_i. i:-*^-

188.000. ^ <" . I .

Schrepfer Michael W.. to Universal Oil Products Company CatalyUc

reforming of a relatively lean charge stock in a two-step process.

3,785,961,0.208-139.000.
Schroeder Brothers Corporation: See-

, ,o< i,^
Walters,WilliamC.;andZabinski, Ronald A, 3,785,734.

Schroeder, Collin H.; Lechnir, Richard J.; Cleveland, Peter C; Deluca

Hector F and Derse, Philip H., to Wisconsin Alumni Research

Foundation. 22-Dehydro-25-hydroxychloecalciferol and process for

preparing same. 3,786,062.0. 260-397.200.

Schuh, Eduard: See— j „ , u u iTo<;<it
Zimmermann, Hans; Schuh, Eduard; and Kdch. Heinz, 3,786,51

3^
Schulu Peter C, to Corning Glass Works. Use of SiO,-Nb,^ and/or

tS. glasses as ultravioleT filters. 3,785,722, 0. 350-320.000.

Schulz, Hans-Peter: See— n u •

Kraemer, Friedrich; Mandel, Jom; Mayer. Siegfried; Rohrig.

Klaus; Schulz, Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller, HUmar; Haverkamp,

Klaus Dieter; and MoU, Jurgen, 3,785,632.

Schulz, Manfred B.; and Holland, Melvin G., to Raytheon Company.

Temperature compensated acoustic surface wave device. 3,786,373,

Schutze, Rainer.^Harpsichord mechanism. 3,785,237,0. 84-258.000.

Schuy, Stefan: See— , ,o< -.oi
Schmidt-Kloiber, Heinz; and Schuy, Stefan, 3,785,382.

Schwaru, Newton: See— , ,0^m
•
Peters, Frank Groom; and Schwartz. Newton. 3.786.323.

Schwarlzer, Thomas Edward: See— ^ _ .

Busier, Willard Leroy; Ross, Milton Dean; and Schwartzer.

Thomas Edward. 3,785,035.

Schwarz, Max: See— no* liifi

Walz, Klaus; Gerlach, Klaus; and Schwarz. Max. 3.785.768.

Schwarze. Werner: See—
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Chapman. Trevor; Schwarze. Werner, and Weigerl. Wolfgang.

3.786.053.

Schweitzer. HE. AG :5*f- no* noB
Schweitzer. Hans E; and Huber.Ernsl 3.785.098

Schweitzer Hans E . and Huber. Ernst, to Schweitzer. H. E . AG. Com-

J^sue panel structure 3.785.098.0 52-663.000.

Schwerin. Siegfried S«- ,^,70*04^
Ribka Joachim; and Schwerin. Siegfried. 3.785.84.V

Schwing. Richard C . to General Motors Corporation Eng,„ewith«-

haust reactor arranged for early ignition 3.785.1 53 CI 60-303 000

ScoBBin Jacks to Phillips-Petroleum Company Alkali metal sulfide

ar"ene sulfide polymer 3.786.035.C1 260-79 100.

'"' Von'o'hit" 2an''I"p ; Mills. Roscoe H.; and Scolatti. Charles A..

Scopacasa' Frederick L Electric level. 3.786.472.C1. 340-282 000

Scott & Fetzer Company. The See—

Edwards. James D .3.786.208. ,-,«< j«-. ri i»i
•Scott. Charles Hamilton Keypunch acoustic cover 3.785.45.. tl i»i-

Scon*^ William P . to Continental Oil Company Low-temperature

lubricating greases. 3.785.974,C1 252-28 000

Scozzafava. James Joseph Combined riser tensioner and drill string

heave compensator 3.785.445. CI 175-5 000

Scruggs. James A: S*"*-— a ._ <

Cianciolo. Alfred D.. Sabaline. Donald J.. Scruggs. James A.; and

Trotz. Samuel I. 3.785.890

Sealed Air Corporation; Sff

—

Fielding. Alfred W, 3.785.899.

Si-aquist Valve Company; See—
Hoening. Kevin J .3.785.571.

Sebulsky.Raynor T ;
Sj-e—

. c . i i. D^.„,r
Giannetti. Joseph P . Mcllvried. Howard G.; and Sebulsky. Raynor

T. 3.786,108. _
,

Sedlarik Jaroslav, to Elitex. Zavody textilniho strojirenstvi Generalni

rediteistvi. Winding stop motion for textile wmdmg machines.

3 785.58 l.Cl-242-39 000

Seem Warren A . Stoddard. Nicholas J . and Stoddard. Robert W .
to

Leesona Corporation Producing torque controlled voluminous set

yarns. 3.785. 135. CI. 57-34.0hs. •

Seidel. Kenneth L.;^^?— ^ ^ ^ , ,.. .u i -.^a

Frye. Kenneth G . Lucas. Robert G . Seidel. Kenneth L
.
and

Rohosy. Soma M. 3.785.232

Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha; See—
Kitai.Kiyoshi. 3.785.259 ^. ^ r-

Seipp. Ronald W . and McClure. Harold E • «o The-^; '^,78 Corpora-

tion Heat exchanger defrost apparatus 3.78<>.227 CL - 19-.U1 UOU.

Se.iz. Carl R Fishmg bait smker 3.785.078. CI. 43-43.1 40

Sekiva. Hitoshi; 5ff— ., . . c 1,

Terai Shiro. Suzuki. Toshio; Hasegawa. Yoshihumi. Sekiva,

Hitoshi. Maluo. Hiroto. and Kimata. Shizuo. 3.785.946.

Semkin.AlexeiTrofimovich 5fr-
,„„,.:^h

Groza. Viktor Fil.monov.ch. Drozdov. Nikola. Ivanovich.

Sharapov Jurv Nikolaevich. Garbovitsky-Gordon. Alexandr

losipovich. Shakhpazov. Khristofor Sergeevich; Filatov, Nikolai

Grigorievich. Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich. Semkin Alexei

Trofimovich; Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich. Judin. Valentin

Dmitrievich. Belenky. Evgeny JurieMch; Grigorenko Anatoly

Evgenievich. and Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorov.ch.

Setterquist. Robert Alton, to Du Pont de Nemours. E I .
arid Cornpany

Method for preparing random copolymers of fo"",^'d«h>^^ ,^"'^

olefin oxide silane and/or vinyl ether silyl. 3.786.027 C I 260-67^0fp

Seulen Gerhard; and Re.nke. Friedhelm. to AEG-Elotherm GmbH

Method of operation when hot straightenmg elongated workpieccs

3.785.883. CI 148-131.000

Seyd.Gunther; 5fe— i-tu<ioi
Bergbauer. Axel; Ploger. Manfred; and Seyd. Gunther. 3.785.-9

1

Seymour William B Adjustable anchor bolt and block building and

levelingmeans. 3.785,097. CI. 52-126 000

Shaffer Waller M . to Towmotor Corporation Transverse-travelmg

loadhandlingvehicle. 3 785.515. CI 214-75 OOg

Shakespear Horacio. to General Motors Corporation Vehicle suspen-

sion system 3.785.672. CI. 280-1 I 2.00a.

Shakhpazov, Khristofor Sergeevich; i^— .... u

Groza. Viktor Filimonov.ch. Drozdov. Nikola. Ivanov.ch.

Sharapov. Jurv N.kolaev.ch. Garbov.tsky-Gordon. Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov. Khr.stofor Sergeevich; Filatov. Nikolai

Grigorievich; Skripnik. Ivan T.mofeevich. Semkin Alexci

Trofimovich. Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich. Judin. Valentin

Dmitrievich. Belenky. Evgeny Jurievich. Grigorenko Anatoly

Evgenievich. and Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorovich.

Shalit Harold; and Tomezsko. Edward S J., to Atlantic Richfield Com-

pany Hydrogen generation 3.786,138.CI 423-698.000

Shank Charles Vernon; S«"f— ._ ,

BJorkholm. John Ernst; Shank. Charles Vernon; and Scsnowski.

Patrick. 3.786. 368

Sharaoov, Jury Nikolaevich; Sff—
, , „u

G^zk Viktor Filimonovich. Drozdov. Nikolai "vanovich.

Sharapov. Jury Nikolaevich. Garboviisky-Gordon. Alexandr

fosipovich. Shakhpazov. Khr.stofor Sergeevich. Filatov. Nikolai

Grigorievich; Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich. Semkin. Alexe.

Trofimovich. Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich; Judin Valentin

Dmitrievich. Belenky. Evgeny Jurievich. Grigorenko Anatoly

Evgenievich. and Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorovich.

3 785 1 39

Shaver Robert G . and Burton. Joe M . to Atlanta Research Corpora-

tion mesne Nitrocellulose gas-generating composition containing a

polyethyleneglycol 3.785.888. CI 149 38 000

Shea Edward T . to Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company. Inc.. The.

Preiuremoniiorandtransducer 3.785.440. CI 16920000.

Shearer John Marshal, to Leyman Manufacturing Corporation. Cou-

pler device for a cart 3.785.678.CI. 280-491 00b.
|

and Issa. Manuel.

,3.785.761.

4

Sheedy. Patrick T Sff—
Koenig. Martin F Dempsey. George A.. Jr

3.786.394

Shelby. Richard K Sff—
Logomasini. JamcsC . and Shelby. Richard K

Shell Oil Company Set—
B.rke. August H .3.785.979.

Hunter. Leon. 3.786.003.

Strang. Aart. 3.785.790

Van Klmken. Jakob. 3.785.967 » u , «, ..„h Irn
Shen. Tsung-Ving. Ruyle. William V .

Fordice. Michael W^ and Jen-

sen. Norman P . to Merck & Co . Inc Diphenyl sulfones 3.786.050.

Shepa"rS!'umarK . and Z.lahv. Zgltan E.. to ^tanda^^ Tool jt Manu-

facturing Co Nonsynchronous conveyor system 3.785,03 1
,
1 1. .v.-

Sherlock.''Mary Ellen Removable table covering. 3,785.419. CI 150-

SheJrian. Frederick A . to GTE Information Systems Incorporated.

Data transfer apparatus 3.786.435. CI. 340-172 500

Sh.bata. Motm.. H.gashide. Eiji. Hatano. Kazunori. M-zumo Ko^ei;

Asai Mitsuko. and Muroi. Masayuki. to Takeda Chemical Indus-

tries' Ltd Antibu)iic enduracidin and process for the production

thereof 3.786.142.a 424-1 18 OiKi

^'"'"AmTg'i!' vLIm.. Shiki. Zenya. Ohsumi, Yukihiko; and Noguchi.

Kazuo. 3.786.134 ^ k i

Shimanckas. William J . to Outboard Marine Corp.>ration Ccnib.ned

reverse lock and swivel bracket holding mechanism. 3.78?.J.v. «-i

115-41 000
I

Shimizu. Akira; Sff— v, . i. cu:^.,.,
Ariyoshi. Yasuo. Nagao. Masanori. Salo. Naoiake; Shimizu.

Akira. and Kirimura, Jiro. 3.786.039

Shimizu. Isamu; Sff— ^ . , .. a k .i.,..,.hi

Inoue. Eiichi. Shimizu. Isamu. Endo. Ichiro, and Kobayashi.

Haiime. 3.785.820

Sh.moda. Keitaro. Obama. Isamu. and Kusunose. Takamaro. l«
Japa"

Exlan Companv Limited Process for producing acrylic synthcic

fibers of non-circular cross-section and with improved sparkle

.1.786. 125. CI 264-177 OOf

Shimose. NamKi Sff—
i tot. tAt^

Ohno. Tadao. Shimose. Namio. and Konomi. Shunzi. 3.785..46

Ohno Tadao. Sh.mose. Nam.o. and Konomi. ShunA. 3.785..4 /

Shmn David M . to Autobar Svstems Corporation Dispensing ap-

paratus 3.785.526. CI 222-14.000

Shira Jerry P to Kvoda Plastics. Limited Integral hinged wiring

raceway 3.786.17 1 .CI. 174-48 000.

Shocklev.Ouentin O; Sff— rx c
Hod^hire. James O . Shockley. Ouentm O and Crouse. Don E .

3.785.785

Shope, Leonard L; Sff— /-i«„„ u/
Binger. Wynn S ; Shope. Leonard L.. and Moey. Glenn W..

3,785.705.

Shoreline Precast Company: Sff—
Scanlan.Harry J .3.785.314

Shottenfeld. Richard; Sff-
, .^ „ . m i -rat. -yt.^

Abilock. Solomon, and Shottenfeld. Richard. 3.786.265

Shradcr. Terry Monroe, to RCA Corporation Cathode-ray-tube-yoke

platform - yoke combmation and method of assembling the combina-

tion. 3.786.185. CI. 178-7.800

Shure. David M . to Bendix Corporation. The Holographic system

S.b\e7.Vom^^F."/V''toSlespie Corporation F^^^^^

baggage carrier for a snow mobile 3.785.54 1 .CI 224-42 080

Sibley Louis F.. 1/2 to Gillespie Corporation. Vehicle bumper

3.785.688. CI 293-62.000.

Side^^ttom.Ronald^ff-^^
Sidebottom. Ronald. Briscoe. Murray

Georse and Moore. Ronald Charles. 3.786.01

1

Sidell Philip A . to McGraw-Edison Company. Synchronous motor

3.786.291. CI. 310-162.000.

Siernens Aktiengesellschaft iV'—
Adelhed. Ter Je Roj Enok. 3,785.683.

Basse. Paul-Werner. 3.786.277.

Baumgartner.Heinrich. 3.786.477 , -,a< -yox

Bergbauer. Axel; Ploger. Manfred, and Seyd. Gunther. 3.785.291

Boning. Walter; and Leistner, Werner 3.786.293.

Heywang. Hermann, and Hoyler. Gerhard. 3.786,224.

Hu'bner. Klaus, 3,786,326.

Veith. Werner, 3,786,302.

Sicmens-Albis AG Sff—
-,-,ot.i-ii

Hadbavny, Jozef; and Fuglisier, Peter. 3,786,37

1

Sienczyk, John L.; See—
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Newton. Emerson H.; Ketteringham. John M.. Sienczyk. John L.;

and Isaacson. Calvin M. 3.785.950.

Siewert. Robert M Sff- ,-,o<ici
Pozniak. Donald J., and Siewert. Robert M., 3.785.152.

'

'^Lambert Andre; Soury, Jean-Pierre; and Sifrc.Gaston. 3.785,205.

Sillav Roy S . to Celanese Corporation Stable fiber package compris-

ing'overlying wraps of a fibrous tape 3.785.483,C1. 206-59.00a.

Silverman Alan, to American Can Company. Method for heat treatmg

a polar.dielectricparison 3.786.221. CI. 219-10.570.

Silverwater Bernard F , to Pall Corporation Magnetic pressure mdica-

tor 3.785.332. CI. 116-70 000.

Simon. David Gavin; Sff—
,^ ^ r-

• !•?«*; nt-J
Jennings. James Robert; and Simon. David Gavin. 3.786.032.

Simpro Corporation of America; Sff

—

Penick. lb. 3.785.260.

Simpson. John I. ;.Vff- -no* nm
Hogao. Elmer R . and Simpson. John I.. 3.785.0O 7.

Sims. Larry A Sff- ttb< ia7
Fortin. Robert F ; and Sims. Larry A.. 3.785.367.

Singer Company. The; Sff

—

Ketierer. Stanley J. 3.785.309.

Mecklenborg. Richard A . 3.785,715.

Mischon. Lester. 3.785.1 74.

Singh.SumanP N Sff— ,,o<,^,
Harl WalterC ;andSingh.Suman P N. 3.785. Ihl

Sinobad Dosan. to Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications

CitAlcatel Brightness control for a color cathode ray tube

3,786.483. CI 340-324 00a

Sintermetallwerk Krebsoge G m.b H.; Sff—

Zapf. Gerhard. 3.785,038. ^ ^ ,

S.tte Hellmuth. to Reichert. C . Optische Werke AG Device for an m-

finitc adjustment of the specimen stroke in microtomes and ultram-

icrotomes 3.785.234. CI. 83-414 000
k * r^

Sittmann. Brigitte. to Vereinigte Baubeschlagfabr.ken Gretsch & Co

GmbH Heel supporting device of a ski safety bmding. 3.785,664,

CI 280-1 1 35t

Sixt. Marty E ; Sff— .. . c
Schaller. Willard W.. Martin. Ronald C, and Sixt. Marty t..

3.785.682.

Skagit Corporation Sff—
Chcldelin.LvleO ; and Myhre.Curth. 3.785.504.

Skov Ebbe R Judge. Roderick B . and Hamphill. Geoffrey, to Grace.

W R Company Process for preparing ammonium salts of alkanoic

acids 3.786.086. CI 260-540 000

Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich Sff-

Groza Viktor Filimonovich. Drozdov. Nikolai Ivanovich.

Sharapov Jury Nikolaevich; Garbovitsky-Gordon, Alexandr

losipovich; Shakhpazov. Khristofor Sergeevich; Filatov. Nikola.

Grigorievich. Skripnik. Ivan Timofeevich; Semkm Alexei

Trofimovich. Vasiliev.Vladimir Ivanovich; Judin. Valentin

Dmitrievich. Belenky. E^geny Jurievich; Grigorenko Anatoly

Evgenievich. and Baryshnikov. Gennady Fedorovich.

3.785.139.

^''"'Ha'jd'u''.'johaiin. Knauft. Guenter; Skuin. Petar; and Vogt. Edwin.

3.786.430.

Skuran. Victor; .Sff—
, -,ot .m

Waite. William, and Skuran. Victor. 3.785.407^

Slimowicz. Chester, and Welch. Walter ^ ;,'«
<^,^F

Co^f/fo^S
''^^•'

type materials for blackl.ne images. 3.785.826. CI. ^^"^^.^OO.

Slv Larry D to United Slates of America. Army, mesne. Magnetic

"-.hin f"; memory packaging design 3,786.444. CI. 340-I74.fm_

Smith Albert C Liquid propulsion apparatus and method of fabrica-

tion 3.785.327. CI. 115-16.000.

Smith. Allen E Sff— ..... ^ i lot. na-y
Soldati. Gianluigi; and Smith. Allen E.. 3.786.092.

Smith. Arthur W; Sff— , -,o« .i<.j

Collins. Leslie C; and Smith. Arthur W.. 3.785.464.

'""'Mmmct Uonard~John; Webster, William C; and Smith, Charles

L. 3.785.840

Smith David F Plaster of Pans bandages to make water-resistant casts.

3 785 373 CI. 128-91.000. . . .

Smi'th. David F. Plaster of Paris bandages to make casts of !"P/o;'ff

strength, water-resistance and physiological properties. 3.785.479.

CI 206-47 00a ^ _ .,.

Smith Ernest L.. lo Phillips Petroleum Company. Tray with

strengthening member 3.785.544. CI 229-14.0be.

""'Ba?e"s:t"hn'7oTeph; Jackson. Eric Arthur; and Smith, Gordon,

3,786.511.

Smith. Harvey E; Sff—
, ,-• u n r\.^^„ i

Finley, Dewayne W ; Smith. Harvey E.; and Fishwild. Owen L.,

3,786.078.

Smith. Howard. Company; Sff—
Smith. Howard F. III. 3.785.409.

ri .„.,ino »o
Smith. Howard F. 111. to Smith. Howard. Company^ Clampmg ap-

paratus for resistance welding of multiple wires forming a well

screen. 3.785.409, CI. 1 40-92.200.

Smith. James S; Sff—
. ., . • /-i„„„^. n

Chiola, Vincent; Smith. James S.; and Vanderpool. Clarence D.,

3.785.019.

Smith. John A.;Sff—

Genese, Joseph N.; Rapoza. Edward J.; Galanaugh, Charles F.;

Kennard. Harry M.; Chevalez. Roger A.; and Smith. John A.,

3,785,533. ....
Smith John D., to Wellman Industries. Carousel aligning apparatus.

3,785,524,0.221-122.000. k..,u^
Smith Joseph B., to Pipe Line Development Company. The. Method

for plugging pipe. 3,785.041,0.29-471.300.

Smith^^M^Kent Dice maze puzzle. 3,785.65 1 , 0. 273-1 1 3.000.

Smith, Marvin F., to Esso Research and Engineenng Conipany Ap-

paratus for testing shear stability of lubricanU. 3.785.196. CI. 73-

Sm^iJh^^Raymond Peter. Jr . to Craftmaster. Inc. O"
«^'f''"'"8,'*'=::"

for removing oil from the surface of water. 3,785,496, CI. 210-

Smith. Robert M. Security coupling. 3,785.670.0. 280-79.100.

Smith Roy B.; and Sabo, Alex T., to Moore, Samuel. & Company.

Lubricator. 3,785,460,0. 184-43.000.

SmUh Wa^?er E Fret board for guitar. 3.785.239, 0. 84-3 1 4.000.

Smith Wesley A. Door operator. 3,785.089.0. 49^139.000.

Smith, William R., to Cincinnati Milacron Inc D'spensing shippmg

container with funnel-type pallet. 3,785,534, O. 222-460.000.

Smith-Bergen Manufacturing Corporation; Sff-

Hogan, Elmer R; and Simpson, John I. . 3.785.0U/.

Smitherman, John B. Pollution control apparatus for smoke emitter.

3,785,126,0.55-228.000.

Smokontrol Corporation of America: Sff-

Burstein, Norman; and Ditzler, Richard C, 3,785,778.

Snider Harold B., to Thermo-O-Disc Incorporated. Terminal construc-

tion.'3,786.398.CI. 339-95.00r.

SocietaltalianaResineS.p.A.Sff— ^^o^n-y^
Ackermann. Jacob; and Radici.Pierino, 3,786,026.

Societe a Responsabilite Limitee dite: MAR-PHA Societe d Etudes

d'Exploitation de Marques: Sff—
Mardiguian. Jean; and Fournier, Pierre, 3.786,060.

Societe Anonyme Antar-Petroles de LAtlantique: Sff-
^

Patouillet, Jean, 3,785.953.

Societe Anonyme D.B.A.; Sff— »

Tanguy, Christian, 3,785,393.
'

Societe Anonyme des Etablissemenu Roure Bertrand Fils & Justin Du-

Teisseire, Paul Jose; and Auger, Bernard, 3.786,075.

Societe Anonyme dite; Stein Industrie: Sff—

Desbordes, Jean, 3.785,576.

Societe Anonyme: Ciments Lafarge: Sff—
Delacro.x.George;andBeneytoot,Lucien, 3,785,704. ..

Societe d Applications Generales dElectricite et de Mecanique; Sff-

Berger, Henri. 3,786,459.

Societe des Aciers Fins de lEst: Sff

—

Sartorius,Guy, 3.786,161 .

Societe dEtudes de Machines Speciales S.A.: See— .

Chambon, Louis Jean, 3.785.285.

Societe dEtudes Fabrications. Installations et Manutention en Abrcge

EFIMS.A.:Sff- , -,oc -,on
LeJeune.Gwenole Jean-Claude. 3,785.280.

Societe dOplique, Precision Electronique et Mechanique-Sopelem:

Sff

—

Czapek, Andre Louis. 3,785,218.
„„•„„.

Societe dOptique. Precision, Electronique et Mecanique-Sopelem.

Sff

—

Lardeau, Jacques, 3,785,265.

Societe Generale de Constructions Electriques et Mecaniques

^Vam'bTrt, Andie; Soury, Jean-Pierre; and Sifre, Gaston, 3,785,205.

Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs: Sff-

VaRanay,Jean;andOusset. Robert A. 3.785.889.

Sofianek. Joseph C. to General Electric Company. Interieaving-rod

tpe vacuum interrupter having two breaks in series between each

pair of rods. 3.786.2 1 4, CI. 200- 1 44.00b.

Soguel Rene. Watchcase comprising at least a two-piece casing as-

sembly 3.785.142,0. 58-90.00r.

Soldati Gianluigi; and Smith, Allen E.. to Uniroyal, Inc. 3-

nltropropionic acid derivatives. 3.786.092. 0. 260-561 .OOr.

Soliichuk. Kornei Denisovich: Sff— u

Pilar Izrail Moiseevich; Samoilovich. Anatoly Grigorievich;

Soliichuk, Kornei Denisovich; and Osipov. Eduard Vaganovich,

3,785,875.
, u . i„^

Sommeria, Marcel R.; and Schapp, David I., to Hyper-Loop, Inc.

Digitaltracer. 3,786,331.0. 318-570.000.

Sommeria. Marcel R., to Hyper-Loop Inc. Digital regulating control for

servosystem. 3,786.333,0. 318-604.000.

Sony Corporation; Sff— %i;,,o„,u«
Narahara, Hisaaki; Numakura, Toshihiko; and Watanabe.

Yoshimi, 3,786.176.

Tsurushima. Katsuaki. 3.786.193.

Yanagisawa. Yuzuru, 3,786.487.

Sorkin Sam A., to Teledyne Exploration Company. Sweep signal

seisr^ic exploration. 3,786,409.0. 340-15.5CC.
. , „

Sosalia Harry, to Royal Industries, Inc., mesne. Hinge construction.

3.785.441,0. 172-311.000.

'''Torkhrr,^''john"E";nst; Shank. Charles Vernon; and Sosnowski,

Patrick. 3,786,368.

Soury, Jean-Pierre: Sff— i toc ins
Lambert, Andre; Soury, Jean-Pierre; and Sifre. Gaston. 3,785.205
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S p.A. Virginkj Rimoldi & C; 5«—
Marforio.Nerino. 3,785,310.

Spain, Robert J , to Cambridge Memories, Inc Magnetic thin film shift

register having bidirectional transmission elements and alternately-

paired block sites. 3,786,45 I , CI 340- 1 74.00)

Specht, Donald P : See—
Drexhage, Karl H.; Reynolds. George A., and Specht, Donald P ,

3,786,369.

Special Metals Corporation: See—
Bailey, Ronald E ,3.78^76.
Bailey, Ronald E .3.785.877.

Specialty Products Development Corporation: See—
Timmerman. Hubert G, 3.785.149.

Speedrack Inc ; See—
Konstant. Anthony N. 3.785.502.

Specs Arthur T., to Visu-Flex Company Filing system and elements

thereof. 3.785.520, CI. 220-221.000

Spence Wendell, to National Cash Register Company. The. Stored

charge transducer. 3.786.495. CI. 340-365.00c

Spencer. Gilbert W.. to Reynolds. R. J.. Tobacco Company Apparatus

for detecting and capturing defective articles 3.785.487. CI. 209-

82 000
Spencer. Keith Louis: See—

Kittle. Carl Edwin; and Spencer. Keith Louis, 3,785,157

Sperling. Phillip Fabric hanging and pleating bracket 3.785.426. CI

160-327 000.

Sperry. Gene, to American Chain & Cable Co., Inc Automatic lifting

device. 3,785,691, CI. 294-64 OOr.

Sperrv Rand Corporation: See—
Hilburn. Hugh C .3.786.303.

Kroger. Harry. 3,786.3 16.

Lonnemo, Kurt R , and Bergstedt-. Jan O , 3,785,398.

Ross, Gerald F . Matthews, Hugh B , and Robbins. Kenneth W .

3.786.413.

Spiegelberg. Hans: See—
Kyburz. Emilio; and Spiegelberg. Hans. 3.786.095.

Spieldiener. Reinhold. Saiko, Alphons, and Spieldiener. Robert Brak-

ing device for a ski. 3.785.663. CI 280-11 13b.

Spieldiener. Robert: See—
Spieldiener, Reinhold. Saiko. Alphons. and Spieldiener, Robert,

3,785.663.

Spinner. Georg. Plug fitting for HF transmission lines. 3,786.377, CI

333-9800r
Spitz Erich and Bismuth. Guy. to Thomson-CSF. Small-sized optical

correlator 3.785.736, CI 356-71 000.

Staadt. Charles R : See—
Behunin. Gage B.; Cole. Eugene A.; and Staadt. Charles R .

3.785.454

Staar. Marcel Jules Helene Selector for apparatus for automatically

playing back information 3.786.475. CI 340-324 00a

Staempfli, Jackie Maximum level detector 3.786.464. CI. 340-

245000
Stafford. Cleo Cushion insole for shoes 3.785.070. CI 36-44 000.

Stafford. John: S^f—
Birchall. James Derek. Cassidy. John Edward. Stafford, John, and

Last. Anthony Graham Marshall. 3.785.845

Stafford Larry O . Wentworth. William P . and Melead. James J .
to

BeloitCorporation Metering bar 3.785.340. CI 118-101 000

Stageberg Wilfred E . to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-

pany Label applymg device 3.785.909. CI 1 56-54 1
000.

Stainforth, Thomas Raymond: St-c—

Hanney. Philip Michael. Stainforth. Thomas Raymond; and Bland.

William Arthur. 3.785.173.

Stalmach. Charles J . Jr . to LTV Aerospace Corporation Cooling

system employing heat-expandable means, for an acrodynamically

heatedvehicle. 3.785.59 1. CI 244-1 Qsc.

Stambler. Leon. Validation systems for credit card or the like

3.786,420. CI. 340-149 00a
Stamford Research Institute: See—

Macovski. Albert. 3.786.180.

Stamm, David Paul, to Conoflow Europa N V Blade joint 3,785,757,

CI 418-255.000.
Stanadyne. Inc : See—

Hodgkins. David H. 3.785.970.

Standard Brands. Inc.: 5«—
Finley. Dewayne W.. Smith, Harvey E., and Fishwild, Owen L.,

3,786,078.

Standard Oil Company: See—
Cartmell, Robert R., 3.785,782.

Standard Oil Company, The: Sff—
Jones, Arthur L, 3,786,109.

Talsma, Herbert, 3,786,041.

Standard Products Company, The: See—
Dallen, John A. 3,785.104.

Standard Tool & Manufacturing Co.: See—
Shepard, Lyman K.;and Zilahy, Zoltan E., 3.785.031.

Stanford Research Institute: See—
Anbar. Michael; and Berth, William H., 3,786.249.

Stang, Louis G, Jr.: 5ff—
Richards, Powell; Susskind. Herbert; and Stang. Louis G.. Jr.,

3.785.370.
Stang. Peter L: 5ff—

., -,ot ^-^a
Poole. Donald R.; Stang. Peter L., and Mars, James E., 3,785.674.

Staples, John, to Mitchel & King Skates Limited. Ice skates 3,785,662.

CI. 280-11.170.

Stella, Joseph A . Thomas.
,3,785.725.
Security system. 3.786.502.

Stark Brabant N.V : See—
Vertegaal. Jacobus Gerardus. 3.785.284.

Starkey. Charles OS*^.--
Molaskey. Charles E ; and Starkey. Charles O . 3.785.699.

Starner. Bernard M: Sff—
King. Larry K ; Knapp. Lester L.; Schoener. Ronald C; Kloap.

Nicholas; Stamer. Bernard M.. and Remper. John A.,

3.786.135

Stauffer Chemical Company; See—
\

Teach. Eugene G. 3.786,016.

Steck, Edward James. Support bracket for lanterns and the like

3.785,604, CI 248-23 1 000
Steele Richard C , to Cleveland Twist Drill Company, The, mesne Ro-

tary'indexingmachine '3.785.223. CI 74-815 000

Stefani. Joseph P . to General Electric Company Pawl and ratchet in-

dexing mechanism for on-off switching 3.785.215. CI 74-142 000

Steiger. Anton, to Sulzer Brothers Limited Piston-type machine.

3.785.250. CI 92-72 000
Stein. Jesse J. Direct current motor system 3.786,287. CI. 3 10-46 000.

Stem! Wolfgang J . and Straniti. Salvatore. to Avco Corporation Ther-

mal damper for plate type heat exchangers. 3.785.435. CI 165-

76000.
I

Steiner. Paul D See—
Ludwig. John T . and Steiner. Paul D , 3,786,383

Steinitz Robert, to Driver, Wilbur B . Company Permanent magnet

alloy using molybdenum 3,785.808, CI 75- 1 70 000

Steinman. Martin, to Schering Corporation I -Polyfiuoroalkyl

benzodiazepines 3.786,144, CI 424-244 000

Stella. Joseph A St*-—

Batter. John F.. Jr . Mason. Paul B
Paul W , Jr. and Wiight. Joseph H

Stendig. Joseph L . and Davis. Claude A
CI 340-416 000.

Stenger. Harvey G See—
Buonocore. Salvatore. Stenger. Harvey G.. and Privon. George T..

3.785.453.

Stephenson. Michael J 5rf—
Merriman. James R . Pashley. John H . Stephenson. Michael J.,

and Dunthorn. David I .3,785,120

Sterlicchi. Pasquale J Jogger ball 3.785.642. CI. 272-70 000.

Sterling Drug. Inc See—
Brundage.R Pauline, and Lesher. George Y . 3.786.043.

Stewart. Calvin R Flow control valve for intravenous fluids 3.785.378.

CI 128-214 00c
Stickle. Daniel T Taco shell machine 3.785.273. CI 99-404 000

Stock Equipment Company See—
Lasky. Ronald J . 3.786.354

Stoddard. Nicholas J See-
Seem. Warren A . Stoddard. Nicholas J.

W .3.785.135.

Stoddard. Robert W See-
Seem. Warren A , Stoddard. Nicholas J

W. 3.785. 135

Stocck. Georg: S«—
Lauer. Karl. Bodka. Heinz-Gunter. and Stoeck. Georg. 3.785.864

Stoffregen.Gunter Door check attachment 3.785.004. CI 16-49 000

Stoltz. James F See—
Brown. Donald R , Masopust, Otto I , Jr , and Stoltz, James F ,

3.786.322

Stone Leslie F . to Richardson Company. The Mill apron automatic

can filling machine 3.785.412. CI 141 83000
Stone. Louis Earl, to Texas Instruments. Incorporated Epitaxial solu-

tion growth of ternary lll-V compounds. 3,785,885, CI 148-

172 000.

Stookey Kenneth W Method and apparatus for the thermal reduction

of rubber or plastic material 3.785,304, CI I10-800r.
|

Storcel, Joseph A.: See—
Kemmer, Harry P , and Storcel. Joseph A , 3,786,396.

Slorck. August. GmbH. Firma See—
Oberwelland. Klaus, and Wiegratz. Siegfried. 3.785,1 15.

Strand, Robert C:S«—
Marion. Donald L.; Hanson. Lawrence R.. and Strand. Robert C.

3.786.012

Strang. Aart. to Shell Oil Company Hydrocarbon fuel compositions.

3.785.790. CI 44-66 000
Straniti, Salvatore: See—

Stein. Wolfgang J . and Straniti. Salvatore, 3,785.435. i

Strassler. Siegfried: Sff—
|

Jaecklin. Andre; and Strassler. Siegfried. 3.786.168.

Stratman. James A.: See—
Conkle. Ellsworth V. 3.785.695

Strauber Hans-Jurgen. to Daimler-Benz Aktiengcsellschaft Internal

combustion engine 3.785.457. CI 184-6 500.

Strauss. Edgar H . to Ruti Machinery Works Ltd. Arrangement of

movable thread-contacting lamellae on a wave-type loom.

3,785.408. CI 139-12.000.

Streander George W, to Design Systems. Inc Workpiece edge and

corner locating tool. 3.785.057, CI. 33-l69.00r.

Streander. George W . to Design Systems. Inc Multi-curve generator.

3.785,245, CI. 90-11.OOr.

Strecke, Heinz. Program reading mechanism. 3,786,235, CI. 235-

61 Ma
Strelzoff, Samuel; and Atkin, Sydney, to Chemical Construction Cor-

poration. Production of nitrophosphate fertilizer. 3.785,797, CI. 71-

39000.

I

and Stoddard, Robert

and Stoddard, Robert
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Strickland, Edward T: S«—
Amos, HomerC, 3,785,102.

Strohmeyer, William H.:S«— . , u
DAngelo, Thomas J.; Strohmeyer, William H ; and Ulbrich. John

K 3 785 358

Stroke. George W. Optical aperture synthesis. 3.785,262. CI. 95-

I o
()()()

Strong. Kline D Expandable binder. 3.785.740. CI. 402-29.000.

Strother, Charles W:5ff-
Conner, Algie J ; Strother, Charles W.; and Vermilion. Willas L..

3.785.962.

Stroucken Klaus Hans Dieter, to Alfa-Laval AB. Centrifuge with mter-

mittent sludge discharge 3.785.548. CI. 233-20.00a.

Studiengesellschaft Kohle mbH: See—
Huhn,Horst, 3,786,250.

Stumpf, Karl Roll train switch. 3,785,469, CI. 193-36.000.

Sugawara, Yutaka;Sff— ^ . c i.

Ogawa, Haruki, Yamamoto, Akihiro, Sugawara. Yutaka; Suzuki.

ShiKeo;andTakagaki.Yoshio. 3.786.141.

Suh John T.; and Bare. Thomas N . to Colgate-Palmolive Company.

Compositions and method employing '-lt-hydroxy-3-(hydrox-

ymethyl)-phenyll-l-hydroxy-2 -aralkylaminoethanes. 3,786.154, CI.

424-282.000
Suling. Carl Hans: See—

Koru Seigfried. and Suling. Carl Hans. 3.786.104.

Sullivan. Michael I.. Cole. Roger M . and Humphlett. Wilbert J., to

Eastman Kodak Company. Photothermographic element, composi-

tion and process. 3.785,830. CI. 96-1 14.100.

Sulzer Brothers Limited: See—
Huber, Max. 3.785.620.

^
Steiger. Anton. 3.785.250.

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: Scf—

Hirano. Masachika. Mukai, Kunio; Takeda. Hisami; and Tanaka.

Katsutoshi. 3.786,1 18.

Ichiki Eiichi; lida. Kazuo; Matsui, Atsuro; and Kadokura,

Hid'ekimi. 3,786.080.

Nakashio. Seizo; Yoshikawa, Kanji; Takemura, Toshio; and Ota,

Kunio. 3,786,105.

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: S^f—
Kurauchi, Noritaka, Hiraoka, Susumu; Yoshida, Kenichi; and Oh-

mori, Masaki, 3,786,41 1.
, ..oc «-.i

Tada. Yoshiyuki. Ogita. Hideo; and Yoda. Takeshi. 3.785.036.

SumitomoLight Metal Industries. Ltd.: iff—

Terai. Shiro; Suzuki. Toshio; Hasegawa, Yoshihumi; bekiya.

Hitoshi. Matuo. Hiroto; and Kimata, Shizuo, 3.785,946.

Surgical Appliance. Industries, Inc.: See—
Lewis. Hector E. 3.785.371.

Susskind. Herbert: Sff—
, ^ ,

Richards. Powell; Susskind, Herbert; and Stang, Louts G.. Jr.,

3.785,370

Suzuki, Manabu: .Sff—
. _ , ». l

Mukaiyama, Teruaki; Ueki. Masaaki; and Suzuki. Manabu.

3,786.038

Suzuki. Migaku:5ff— ,tb<oi8
Kawai Aisushi; Suzuki. Migaku; and Ohta. Hidenori. 3.785.918.

Suzuki Mitsuaki. to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Steering

system for an endless track type tractor. 3.785.450. CI. 180-6.700.

Suzuki. Shigeo: 5ff— »^ i c i,-

Ogawa. Haruki. Yamamoto. Akihiro; Sugawara. Yutaka; Suzuki.

Shigeo;and Takagaki. Yoshio. 3.786,141 .

Suzuki. Toshio: Sff— .

Terai, Shiro; Suzuki, Toshio. Hasegawa. Yoshihumi; Sekiya.

Hitoshi. Matuo. Hiroto. and Kimata. Shizuo. 3,785,946.

Suzuki, Yoshio Sff— ,. . ^ ,. ,..._„

Nagawa, Masatoshi; Suzuki. Yoshio; Matsui. Katsuaki; lijima,

Masaoki; and Tsurusaki. Yoshiyasu. 3.786,147.

Svenska Entreprenad AB Sentab: Sff

—

Backstrom. Arne L , 3.785.321 .

Svenska Rotor Maskiner Aktiebolag: Sff—
Pettersson, Birger, and Karlsson, Kurt, 3,785,43 1

Swain, James C: Sff—
Adams, Cecil E ; Swain, James C; and Wilcox, Jack W.,

3.785,758. . .u • u «,i
Swales Danvers Allin, and Carson, John William, to Albright-Wilson,

Limited Electrocoatable paint containing non-ferromagnetic

chromiumoxide. 3.786.014. CI. 260-29.20r.

Swensson Wallin K. Adjusting mechanism for perpetual calendars.

3.785.076. CI. 40-335.000.

SWF Plywood Company: Sff—
Hayden. Roy E. 3.785.508.

, n ,^
Sylvester. Herbert A ; Partridge, Christopher M.; and Goss, Ira D., to

Rothmans. Carreras, Limited Method of treating tobacco.

3,785,384, CI. 131-121.000.

Symons Corporation: Sff

—

Dagiel,RichardT., 3,785,610.

Juculano, Charles T., 3,785.602.

Syndicat National des Fabricants de Sucre de France: See-

Devillers. Pierre Louis Henri; and Loilier. Michel, 3,785,863.

Szeverenyi, NikolausA.:Sff—
, ,o. .^,

Peltz,JohnR.;andSzeverenyi.NikolausA.,3,786,463_

Szmutko, Charles J., to Purolator, Inc. Spin-on air filter. 3 785,1 29, t.i.

55-419.000.
. ^ . c,

Tada Yoshiyuki; Ogita, Hideo; and Yoda. Takeshi, to Sumitomo Elec-

tric Industries, Ltd. Method of manufacturing fine metallic filaments.

3.785.036. CI. 29-419.000

Takagaki. Yoshio: Se*— „ , c i.-

Ogawa, Haruki; Yamamoto. Akihiro; Sugawara. Yutaka; Suzuki.

Shigeo; and Takagaki, Yoshio, 3.786, 1 4 1

.

Takahashi, Kousuke. to Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd. Pattern classification

equipment. 3,786,428, CI. 340-172.500.

Takahashi. Susumu: Sff— ,. . ,. u-

Sato, Hitoshi; Tanaka. Mitsuo; Nakamura. Michiharu; Takahashi.

Susumu; and Kurono. Hirokazu. 3,786,375.

Takaishi, Tetsuo: Sff

—

Yatsurugi, Yoshifumi; Kuratomi, Tatsuo; and Takaishi, Tetsuo,

3.785,122.
, ^ ^. ^ ...

Takamatsu, Tetsuya; Yoshimoto, Toshio; Narumiya, Tsuneaki; Yoshii.

Hiroshi; Wakamatsu, Tsuneo; Fukui. Saburo; Kajimoto. Hikokusu;

Kawai, Yoichi; Inaba, Yoshinori; and Usui, Katsuyoshi, to

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited and Mitsubishi Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kasha Method for removing a small amount of com-

ponents from a highly viscous polymer solution containing said com-

ponents and an apparatus therefor. 3,786.103. CI. 260-683. 1 5r.

Takano, Hiroshi: Sff—
,.. »-

Yamagishi. Hidchisa; Takano, Hiroshi; and Takeuchi, Masao.

3,785,940.
^-

Takase, Yuzo: Sff—
Hata. Naoaki; and Takase. Yuzo. 3.786.022.

Takashima. Koichi. to Kyow Steel Works, Ltd. ^o^'-ng
^^^l^j'/-,*'?-^

bar equipped with steel bar automatic stop motion. 3.785,467. CI.

193-35.00a.

Takeda Chemical Industries. Ltd.: Sff— <>

Shibata. Motoo; Higashide. Eiji; Hatano. Kazunori; Mizumo.

Komei; Asai, Mi|suko; and Muroi. Masayuki, 3.786,142.

Takeda, Hisami: Sff—
Hirano, Masachika; Mukai, Kunio; Takeda. Hisami; and Tanaka.

Katsutoshi, 3,786.118.

Takeda, Takehiko: Sff— ^. . ^ . j
Kuribayashi, Hiroshi; Takeda, Takehiko; Okada. Yoshio; and

Yamauchi, Takashi, 3,786,107.

Takemura. Toshio: Sff—
Nakashio, Seizo; Yoshikawa. Kanji; Takemura. Toshio; and OU,

Kunio. 3.786.105.

Takeuchi. Masao: Sff— . . .-

Yamagishi. Hidehisa; Takano. Hiroshi; and Takeuchi. Masao.

3,785.940.

Talbot Richard C; Ruse. Edward; and Roth. Robert A., to Peters

Machinery Company. Hot air sealing apparatus for cartons.

3.785.255. CI. 93-41.000.

Tallent L Bust-developing means. 3,785.369. CI. 128-40.000.

Talsma, Herbert, to Standard Oil Company. The. Melamine-formal-

dehyde resin containing alumina hydrate. 3,786,041, CI. 260-

17.300. ,»

Tamborrino, Paul A: Sff—
-, ,oc i^io

Ziebka. Bernard M; and Tamborrino. Paul A. 3.785,6JV.

Tanaka. Hirosi: Sff- no* bai
Tanimura. Noboru; Mori, Kenji; and Tanaka, Hirosi. 3,785,861 .

Tanaka, Katsutoshi: Sff—
Hirano, Masachika; Mukai. Kunio; Takeda, Hisami; and Tanaka,

Katsutoshi, 3,786,118.

Tanaka, Mitsuo: Sff—
t- i, u u-

Sato, Hitoshi; Tanaka, Mitsuo; Nakamura, Michiharu; Takahashi,

Susumu; and Kurono, Hirokazu, 3,786.375.

Taneuy Christian, to Sociele Anonyme DBA. Fluid power brakmg

and steering system. 3,785,393, CI. 1 37- 1 1 0.000.

Tani. Seijiro: Sff

—

Nemoto. Mamoru; and Tani. Seijiro, 3,785,75 1

.

Tanimura. Noboru; Mori. Kenji; and Tanaka, Hirosi, to Asahi Kasei

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. V.elamine resins for improving surface pro-

perties of shaped articles of synthetic resins. 3,785.861, CI. 117-

138.800. ^ ... • ,

Tanksley, Marcello M. Litter grabbler an handlmg implement.

3.785.689, CI. 294-19.00r.

Taponen, Mariti, to Lee. Raymond. Organization, Inc.. The. Tree

felling device. 3,785,415. CI. 144-34.00r.

Tarassoff , Peter: Sff— ,,„,,,-.
Kitzinger. Frank; and Tarassoff. Peter, 3,785,5 13.

Tateho Kagakukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: Sff

—

Kawabe.Tadashi. 3.786.129.

Tatsumi. Hideo: Sff— ^ -r uj
Kanamaru. Hisanobu; Ohuchi. Yasushi; and Tatsumi. Hideo,

3.785.049. _.... „
Tavemer Clarence I.; and Kleinmann. Earl E.. to Phillips Petroleum

Company. Apparatus for redirecting flow in a fluid conveymg

system. 3.785.413. CI. 141-84.000.

Taylor DevingA Salvage Co., Inc.: Sff—
^ ^ ^

Banjavich. Mark P.; Morrissey, George R.; and Gaudiano.

Anthony V, 3,785,160.

Taylor, Lloyd D.: Sff—
. .. .. w, j

Avtges, James A.; Reid. Jerome L.; Schlem, Herbert N.; and

Taylor. Lloyd D.. 3,785,815.

Taylor Wesley L.. to Powers Regulator Company, The. Pure fiuid am-

plifier. 3.785,390.0. 137-13.000. ^ K 1 . ^•

Teach. Eugene G., to Stauffer Chemical Company. Carbanilatc diox-

olanes and dioxanes and their utility as herbicides. 3,786,016, CI

260-340.700.

Teal, Bernard C: Sff—
, -,a^ ,,-,

Coles. Sidney J.; and Teal, Bernard C, 3,786,3 1 3.
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Tccce Frederick C , and Dudzik. Chester J . to Leesona Corporation.

Apparatus and process for producing torque controlled voluminous

set yarn and yarn and fabric produced thereby. 3.785.136. CI. 57-

34.0hs.

Berlin. Daniel; Perroi^net. Jacques; and Teche. Andre, 3.785.800.

Technical Management Services, Inc.: See—

Gilbert. Roswell W. 3.786.338.

Tecna Corporation: See—
Kitrilakis.Sotiris. 3.785.376

Tecumseh Products Company: Sff—

Wolf Rudolf Herman. 3,785.025.

Ted Bildplatten Aktiengesellschaft AEG-Telefunken: See—

Scholz, Werner, 3,786.178.

Teichmann, Henry F. Inc.: Ser—
Teichmann. Nevwton N.. McKenna. Chancey D ; and Garrone. Al-

bert. 3,785.780

Teichmann. Nev^ton N . McKenna. Chancey D
.
and Ga"«nc-

^^V,-
to Teichmann. Henry F , Inc Reaction vessel. 3.785.780. CI .3-

285.000. o . A^
Teisseire Paul Jose, and Auger, Bernard, to Societe Anonyme des

Etablissements Roure Bertrand Fils& Justin Dukent Hydroxy ethers

having odorant properties. 3.786,075, CI 260-61 1 OOf

Telecommunication Engineering Corporation: See—

Trombly, John E.; and Bender, Warren G.. 3,786,473.

Teledyne Exploration Company: See—
Sorkin.Sam A .3.786.409.

Teledyne. Inc.: See—
Benson, James M, and Baker. William C. 3.785.206.

Wiesler, Mordechai; Martinonis, Virgil, and Maclntyre, John S.,

3.785,507

Telephonic Equipment Corporation: See—
McNulty, Henry V ; and Oalis, Melvin Neal, 3.786.198.

Telesco Brophey. Limited: See—
Schafer. Josef. 3.785.388.

Teletype Corporation: .S^e—

Kearney. James F . 3.785.283.

Telex Computer Products Inc.: See—

Crafts, Robert L .3.786.456.

Tenneco Chemicals. Inc.. See—
Minieri. Pasquale P . 3.786,1 52.

Tennessee Valley Authority: St-f—

Mann. Horace C. Jr.. 3.785.796.

Terai Shiro; Suzuki. Toshio: Hasegawa. Yoshihumi; Sekiya, Hitoshi,

Maluo Hiroto; and Kimata, Shizuo. to Tuagosei Chemical Industry

Co Lid Sumitomo Light Metal Industries, Ltd and Dainichiseika

Color & Chemicals Mfg Co. Ltd Process for electrocoatig alu-

minum articles. 3.785.946. CI 204-1 8 1 000. » u^ r

Terry. Louis E . and Wilson. Richard W . to Motorola. Inc Method of

forming metallization backing for silicon wafer. 3.785,892, CI 156-

3 000. ^ , ,. . r

Terry, Rupert Douglas, to Johns-Manville Corporation Jacket for

cylindrical article and method and apparatus for forming said jacket.

3,786,226, CI 219-l25.00r

Tesco Chemicals. Inc ; See—
Halley.JamesL. 3,785.971

Tetenborg, Konrad, to Windmoller &. Holscher Apparatus for forming

stacks of nat,aperturedvvorkpieces. 3,785,257, CI. 93-93.0ht.

. Tetra Pak International AB iff— „ „, ,

Martensson, Kjell Halvard. Linde. Bjorn H Son; Palsson. Jan

Fredrik. and Jerre. Sven Torsten. 3.785.1 13

Texaco Inc.: 5f<?— _ . . . n
Jenkinson. William David; and Marke. Paul Anthony Bryant.

3.786.408.

Texas Instruments. Incorporated: See—
Cooper, Erwin E. 3.786.269.

Stone. Louis Earl. 3.785.885.

Textron. Inc : See—
Bradlee, Charles R ,3,785.194

Misenheimer.Reid. 3.785.468
, ,oc -lo,. ^i

Tezuka. Kunitoshi Scrap blocks for electric furnaces. 3.785,784. tl.

29-186 000.

Theobald.Robert A :AV«-- ^ -,-u w i^
Heinzman. Arthur H ; Clifton. Henry G.. Jr.. and Theobald.

Robert A. 3.785.608.

Thermo King Corporation 5ff—
Seipp. Ronald W . and McClure. Harold E.. 3.786.227.

Thermo-O-Disc Incorporated: See-
Snider. Harold B., 3,786,398.

Thiel, Charles J.: 5cf—
Baker. Ronald Lee. 3.785.41 1

.

Thierfelder. William George, to Bell Telephone Laboratories Incor-

porated. Microelectronic circuit package. 3.786.317. CI. ill-

234.000.
Thiffault. Marcel: 5<^e— .,,o,^:.o

Medwick. Joseph P; and Thiffault. Marcel. 3,785.618

Thomas Charles Edgar, Jr , to United States of America. Air Force,

mesne Enhancement and detection of small static object in scene by

use of programmed motion of image of scene 3.786,186. CI. 178-

7 890. , , r «
Thomas. Ian M.. to Owens-Illinois. Inc Preparation of "'«";[,"'« 'LO™-

pounds corresponding to the formula CAAI204 and MGAL2C4.

3.786.1 37. CI. 423-600.000.

Thomas. Klaus: See—

Osi. Walter; Thomas, Klaus; Jerchel. Dietrich; and Appel. Karl-

Richard. 3.786.146
I

Thomas. Paul W. Jr Sfp— „ ^ „ , u a xk „«
Batter. John F . Jr . Mason. Paul B.; Stella. Joseph A ;

Thomas.

Paul W Jr .and Wright. Joseph H.. 3.785.725.

Thomas Sanford E.. Jr , to Dyna-Kool Corporation Air-conditioning

simulation system and method 3.785,064. CI 35-
1
3.000

Thompson. Roy O . and Breidensiem. Charles P. to United States of

America. Interior. Control of vampire bats. 3.786.153. CI. 424-

-)0 I QOO
Thomson. Gwendoline May. Curtain hanging 3.785.003. CI. 16-

87.200.

Thomson-CSF Sff— ,-,o, ,,-,
Croset.Michel.andVelasco.Gonzalo. 3.785.717.

Spitz. Erich, and Bismuth. Guy. 3.785.736.

Throckmorton. Peter E . and McKillip. William J . to Ashland Oil. Inc.

Cyclic organimetallic compounds 3.786.067. CI 260-327.00r.

Thurmond, Fred A. Jr.: Sff—
, ,ot -.<<

Novak. Walter M , and Thurmond, Fred A.. Jr.. 3.785. 03.

Tiedeman. George T.:Sff—
. ^. ^ r~ -r

Freeman, Harlan G , Baxter, Gene F . and Tiedeman, George T .

3.786.025.

Timkcn Company. The: Sj-f—

Harbottlc. William L.. 3.785.023.

Timmerman. Daniel Maurice See—
von Paesschen. August Jean. Herbots. Joseph Antoine; and I im-

merman. Daniel Maurice. 3.786.002

Timmerman. Hubert C . to Specialty Products Development Corpora-

tion Method for filling a bag with water vapor and carbon dioxide

gas. 3.785. 149. CI 60-205 000.
|

Timofeev, Nikolai Vasilievich St-c—

Zdarov. Leonid Sergeevich; Chernoglaskin. Nikolai Sergeevich;

Igonin. Nikolai Ivanovich. Zizo. Vladimir Yakovlevich. Karev,

Viktor Dmitrievich. Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich.

Timofeev, Nikolai Vasilievich. and Petrov, Vladimir

Dmitricvich. 3.785.869
|

Titmus. Robert A. iff— „ . » a
Bryson Millard C . McKinncy. Joel D . Fitmus. R.)bert A

.
and

White. Frederick K . 3.785.959.

TMC (Canada) Limited: See—
Carroll. Di>uglas V . and Attia. Ramsis I.. 3.785.061

Toagosci Chemical Industry Co . Ltd : Sff—
Terai. Shiro, Suzuki, Toshio; Hasegawa. Yoshihumi. Sekiya.

Hitoshi, Matuo, Hiroto, and Kimata. Shizuo. 3.785.946

Tobias. James R .Sft—
. „ r. . ^ o .„^

Kabat. John L . Magnussen. John L . Porter. Richard B .
and

Tobias. James R .3,785.432

Toepel Richard R . to General Motors Corporation Engine with inter-

nal charge dilution and method 3.785.355. CI. 123-1 19 00a

Tokiura.Shohci: iff— cu i.

Okuyama. Toru. Muta. Susumu Sato. Shigetake. Tokiura. Shohei;

and Miyasu.Akira. 3.786.006 ...... c

Tokuyama. Takashi. and Mori. Takaaki. to Hitachi. Ltd Method of

producing semiconductor devices 3.785.043. CI 29-578 000.

Tomezsko. Edwards J iff—
c- , -fo^ no I

Shaht. Harold, and Tomezsko. Edward S J.. 3.786. 1 JB.

Tope.RockncyA iff-
* nu< i.ih

Polidori. Stanley J . Sr ; and Tope. Rockney A .
3.785.348.

Torn. Michihiro: iff— ... t l u l

Kobayashi. Seihin; Torii. Michihiro; and Jojima. Takehiko.

3.786.450 .... J
Torresi. Vincenzo N . to Olivetti. Ing C . & C . S.p A. Multiplex driv-

ing circuit 3.786.486. CI. 340-336.000.

Torrington Company. The; iff

—

Ailing. Richard L. 3.785.7 10.
.

Torvfelt Nils Allan Emanuel, to AB Bahco Ventilation. Electrically

heatedsaunabathunit 3.786.231. CI 219-365 000.

Toshinai. Akio. and Hase. Takashi. to Dai Nippon Toryo Co.. Ltd

Method of preparing phosphors for infrared-to-visible conversion

3.785.991, CI 252-301.600.

Toth, Istvan: iff—
Frey, Walter, and Toth. Istvan. 3.786.073.

Tow motor Corporation: iff

—

Shaffer. Walter M .3.785.515.

Township. Randolph: iff— ^,,.-,-,0^,10
Lutchansky, Milton; and Township. Randolph, 3.786,3 7V

Toven Gerald L , to General Dynamics Corporation Digital data

storage with equal input and output data rale, but variable memory

shift rate. 3,786,440, CI. 340-173 OOr

Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.: iff—

Fujii. Hajime; and Hattori. Tatsuo. 3,785.859

TovoboCo.Ltd: iff— .^ ^. .,, . j

Furuya Akio; Hachiboshi. Makoto; Adachi. Toshio. and Uchida.

Masakatsu. 3.786.004.
|

Tracey. Victor Allen: iff— _ .,. ,„ .

Mynard. Brian Arthur; Jones. Bryan; Tracey. Victor Allen; and

Betteridge. Walter. 3.785,783.

Trane Company, The: iff— ^ ...,, -ib< -.11
McNabney, John C; and Hantke. Gerhard J.. 3,785.2 /2.

Transco Inc.: iff—
, toc .im

Waite. William; and Skuran. Victor, 3.785.407.

Transfer Systems Incorporated: iff

—

Jones,CecilR., 3,785,925.

Transmission Developments. Limited: iff

—

Proctor. Frank Hanslow. 3.786.1 75.
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Travis. Jerry L.: iff

—

b

Pfingsten. Eddie M.. and Travis, Jerry L.. 3.785.568.

Tremco Manufacturing Company. The: iff—

Schleidt. George Wilhelm. 3.785.852.

Trent Edward J.; Meyers. Lavem H.; and Kagele. Frank L.. to Inter-

continental Services. Inc. Game control and data handling system.

3.786.234, CI. 235-61. 70r.

Trombly. John E.. and Bender. Warren G.. to Telecommunication En-

gineering Corporation. Multiplexing circuit. 3.786.473. CI. 340-

311.000.

Trotz. Samuel I. :
iff—

» j
Cianciolo. Alfred D . Sabatine. Donald J.. Scruggs. James A.; and

Trotz. Samuel 1.3.785.890.

Trumpler Theodor Leg prosthesis with resiliently mounted stump

socket 3.784.988. CI. 3-18 000.

Truswal Systems. Inc.: iff

—

Schmitt. Jack N. 3.785.277.

TRW Inc : iff—
Hayden. Rodney. 3.786.462.

White. Hollis N.. Jr . 3.785.661

.

Tsaplin. Nikolai Sergeevich: iff—
.

Badenkov, Petr Fedorovich; Petrokas. Leonid Venediktovich.

Portny. Gennady Lazarevich; Pukhova. Regina Lazarevna;

Davidovich. Natalia Ivanovna; Roitburd. Isaak Shlemovich;

Tsaplin. Nikolai Sergeevich; and Pinegin. Vladimir Alexan-

drovich. 3.785.905.

Tschapek.Gleb: iff—
Myers, John P.; and Tschapek.Gleb. 3.786.201.

Tsugukuni. Hideyoshi. and Matsuda. Mitsuhiro. to Dai Nippon Toryo

Co Ltd. Polymer dispersion and process for preparation of the

same 3.786.010. CI. 200-2 1 .000.

Tsurusaki. Yoshivasu: iff— _
Nagawa. Masatoshi. Suzuki. Yoshio; Matsui. Katsuaki. Iijima.

Masaoki. and Tsurusaki. Yoshivasu. 3.786.147.

Tsurushima. Katsuaki. to Sony Corporation. Four channel decoder

with variable mixing of the output channels. 3.786.193. CI 179-

1 Ogq
Tsvgankov. \ ladimir Fedorovich: iff—

Feldshtein. Isaak Yakovlevich. Epifanov. Valery Sergeevich.

Tsvgankov. Vladimir Fedorovich; Pashkov. Alcxandr

Nikitovich; Mogiln>. Dmitry Gavrilovich; and Yakovlev. Mik-

hail Vasilievich. 3.785.032

Tu. George K: iff— ^ . „ ._ j
Alexander. Stephen B . Bryant, Richard W.; Lipp. Robert J.; and

Tu, George K. 3.786.442

Tucker Linwood G.. to Koppers Company. Inc. Seahng device for

cokeovendoor. 3.785.932. CI 202-248 000.

Tucker Lorn Kenneth, to Coulter Electronics. Inc. Optical scannmg

device 3.786.261. CI 250-205.000.

Tucker, Stephen F.; iff—
Horai. John C . and Tucker. Stephen F.. 3.785.798

Tudor Metal Products Corporation: iff

—

Pavne.CalvmL, Jr. 3.785.552

Tuilt. Milton. Modular paper sculptures 3.785.066, CI. 35-72.000.

Turk, Stanley D.. itf—
Reusser, Robert E; and Turk, Stanley D, 3,786,1 12

Turner, Hamish. Building panel with latching means. 3,785.103. CI.

52-309.000
, .^^ ,, ^

Turion, Cecil Nigel, and McAinsh, James, to Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries Limited. Thermoplastic compositions. 3.785.916. CI. 161-

. 156.000. „ o
Tuzson. John J ; Hallberg. Irving H.; and Vaughn. James R W Borg-

W arner Corporation. Charge forming apparatus. 3.785,627. Cl. 261-

36.00a.

Ube Industries Limited: iff— cu u
Okuyama. Toru. Muta. Susumu; Sato. Shigetake; Tokiura. Shohei;

and Miyasu. Akira. 3.786.006.

UCC Hydraulics. Limited: iff—
Button. David. 3.785.401.

L'chida. Masakatsu: iff— ^ ^. .,, ua
Furuya. Akio; Hachiboshi. Makoto. Adachi. Toshio; and Uchida.

Masakatsu, 3.786.004.

Uehlinger.Hanspeteriff— , .,0.^ „.a
Mislin, Roland; and Uehlinger. Hanspeter. 3.786.040.

Ueki. Masaaki: iff—
, ^ , .j u

Mukaiyama. Teruaki; Ueki. Masaaki; and Suzuki. Manabu.

3.786.038.

Ugine Aciers: iff—
De Cadenet. Jean-Jacques. 3.785.786.

Uhlich Horst. Agent for preventing seizing-up in zip-fasteners.

3,785.978. CI. 252-50.000.

Ujiff. Akira, to Mitsubishi Jukogyo "abushiki Kaisha. Apparatus for

the manufacture of circular products. 3.785.429.C1. 164-282.000.

Ulbrich. John K: iff—
.. j,,„_ u i u_

D'Angelo. Thomas J.; Strohmcyer, William H.; and Ulbrich. John

K.. 3.785.358.

Underwood. Raymond D: iff—
, -,0.: i-j«

Phillips. Edward H.; and Underwood. Raymond D.. 3.786.335.

Underwriters Safety Device Company: iff—

Ege. Hans. 3.786.400.
, .

Une Tatuyuki; and Kamata. Akira. to ishifeBwajima-Harima Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha and Kabushiki Kaisha Osaka Jack Seisakusho_

Hydraulic jig for correction of mis-alignment between joints of

plates. 3.785.030. CI. 29-200.00p.

Ungar. Israel S.; and Scher. Herbert I., to Esso Research and Engineer-

ing Company. Metallic appearing laminate. 3.785,911. CI. 161-

5.000.

Unicorp, Incorporated: iff

—

Kirkman. Earl L; and Bowers. Gerald M.. 3.785.853. •

Unifoam AG: iff

—

Berg. Laader. 3.786.122.

Union Carbide Corporation: iff—
Fay. Homer; and Brandle. Charles D.. Jr.. 3.785.992.

Fritze. Peter Ernst. 3.786,066.

Schofield. John Allan; and Delano. Roger Albert. 3.785.987.

Uniroyal. Inc.: iff

—

Soldati. Gianluigi; and Smith. Allen E.. 3,786.092.

United Aircraft Corporation: iff

—

Bacon. James F.. 3,785.836.

Cox. Arthur R .3.785.809.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: iff—

Reid, Colin David; and Ritchie. Ian Daniel. 3.786,266.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Secretary of

State for Defense in Her Britannic Majesty's Government of the:

"
Lynas. Derek Leigh; Lock. Alan Howard; and Houghton, Paul,

'3.786.348.

United Slates of America
Air Force: iff— -

Barry. James D.; Freedman, Paul M.; and Matassov. George.

3.786.370.

Ouinn. Brian P.. 3.785.405.

Von Ohain. Hans J. P.; Mills, Roscoe H.; and Scolalti, Charles

A, 3,785.593.

Watmough, Thomas; and O'Shea, Robert P.. 3.785.804.

Air Force, mesne: iff

—

Thomas. Charles Edgar. Jr.. 3.786. 186.

Army: iff

—

Kr'ieger. Stanley. 3.785.570.

Army, mesne: iff

—

Baldwin, Mart G.; and Gehlhaus, Paul H.. 3.785.887.

Sly. Larry D. 3,786.444.

Atomic Energy Commission: iff—
Borkowski. Casimer J.; and Kopp. Manfred K.. 3.786.270.

Merriman. James R.; Pashley. John H.; Stephenson. Michael J.;

and Dunihorn, David I.. 3.785.120.

Moore. Fletcher L.. 3.785.803.

Richards. Powell; Susskind. Herbert; and Slang, Louis G., Jr..

3.785.370.

Health. Education, and Welfare: iff

—

Bowen. Rafael L.. 3.785.832.

Interior: .Sff—

Knauf.JackW. 3.785.731.
,„. *,

'

Thompson, Roy O ; and Breidenstein, Charles P., 3,786.153.

Navy: iff

—

Castor, Gary E.; and DeGain, William J., 3,785.290.

Ehlcrs, John G ,3,786,343

Fischell, Robert E, 3,785,595.

Hartman, Gary F., 3.786.48 1

.

Katcher. Emanuel E.. 3.785.1 50.

Lelic. Arthurs. 3.786,363.

MacKenzie, Gerald L; and Mosher, Paul R, 3,786,139.

Orton.Criley;and Ehresman. Allen D., 3.786.508.

Rosenberg. Edgar N. 3,785.3 13.

Will, Albert S.. Wolf. Sylvan; and Bamum, William L.,

3,786.403.
Transportation: iff

—

Horner. Joseph L.; and Plank. Gordon R.. 3,786.458.

Universal Electric Company: iff— <

Phillips. Benjamin. 3.785.024.

Universal Oil Products Company: iff

—

Arnold, Robert J. 3,786.063.

Boyd David M.; and Greenwood, Arthur R., 3,785,963.

Conner, Algie J.; Strother. Charles W.; and Vermilion. Willas L..

3,785.962.

Davis, William H, 3.785,955.

Gleim, William K. T.; Gatsis, John G ; and OHara, Mark J.,

1 785 958
Hayes, John C. 3.785.996.

Hervert. George L.; Carnahan, Robert D ; and Youtsey, Karl J..

3.785.781.

Hoeksira. James. 3.785.998.

Schmerling. Louis, 3.786.072.

Schmeriing. Louis; and Vesely. Jerome A.. 3,786.098

Schrepfer. Michael W. 3.785,961.

Unnah Kenneth Vincent, to Associated Biomedic Systems. Inc. Elec-

tronic molorless stirrer. 3,786.325. Cl. 318-138.000.

Untermyer. Sam_el. to National Nuclear Corporation Method and ap-

paratus for nuclear fuel assay with a neutron source and coincident

fission neutron detectors. 3.786.256, Cl. 250-391.000.

Unterstenhofer. Gunter; iff—
Buchel, Karl-Heinz; Draber. Wilfried; Hammann. Ingeborg; and

Unterstenhofer, Gunter, 3,786.1 3 1

.

Hoffmann, Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer,

Gunter, 3,786,065.

Upjohn Company, The: iff

—

Collins, Robert J.. 3,786, 1 49.

Kelly, Robert C, 3,786,068.
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Elisabeth S.; and Schmidt,Rynbrandt. Ronald H.; Cerda
FrederickaL, 3.786.156.

Rynbrandt. Ronald H. and Schmidt. Fredericka L.. 3.786.157.

L'pton Ernest W . to General Motors Corporation. Hydrodynamic unit

with auxiliary rotor 3.785.1 55. CI. 60-347.000.

L'rasaki. Kazuaki See—
Hatano. Isao; and Urasaki. Kazuaki. 3.786,480.

US Philips Corporation: See—
Daams. Jasper, and Welhnga. Kobus. 3.785.799.

Martin. Kenneth Edward. 3.786.299.

Naastepad. Pieter Aart; and Van Liempd. Gijsbertus Gerardus.

3.785.881

Van Den Boomgaard. Jan; and Wolff. Lodewijk Reinaerd.

3.785.805.

>Vrieze. Wubbe. and Schob. Otmar. 3.785.89 1

U.S. Philips Corporation, mesne: See—
Dressayre. Jean. 3.786,414.

USL Corporation; See—
Friedrich. Rene, 3.785.61 7.

Usui. Katsuyoshi: See—
Takamatsu. Tetsuya. Yoshimoto. Toshio. Narumiya. Tsuneaki.

Yoshii. Hiroshi; Wakamatsu. Tsuneo: Fukui. Saburo. Kajimoto.

Hikokusu; Kawai. Yoichi; Inaha. Yoshinori; and Usui. Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786.103

Uyeda. Yoshio: See—
Lee. Leonard S . Uyeda, Yoshio; and Hencghan. Leo F.

3.785.879
Vaganay. Jean, and Ousset. Robert A . to Societe Nationale des

Poudres et Explosifs Explosive composition containing TNT. HMX.
andRDX 3.785.889. CI 149-92 000

Valenzuela. Ephren. Jr. Air conditioner control. 3.785,165. CI. 62-

158.000.

Valmet Oy: See—
Merenheimo. Markko. and Ruuska. Mauno. 3.785.665.

Merenheimo. Markku; and Ruuska. Mauno. .>.785.448.

Valten. Walter, ifc—
Schmiti. Volker;and Valten. Walter. 3.786.381

Van Den Boomgaard. Jan, and Wolff. Lodewijk Reinaerd. to US
Philips Corporation Method of manufacturing formed objects from

achromium-carbiin-ironalloy 3.785.805. CI 75-130 500

Van Der Does. Lucas, to N V. Optische Industrie "De Oude Delft"

Device for the delivery, one bv one. of pieces of film from a stack

3.785.637. CI 271-24000
V-an der Leiv. Cornells Hay making machines 3.785.133. CI. 56-

370000
Van Deusen. Edward B . to Van-Lightner, Inc Jewelry design kit and

method for design 3.785.912. CI 161-6000
Van Handel. Ambrose B Lining for artificial dentures. 3.785.054. CI

32-2 000
Van Heddegem. Luciaan H E.: See—

Verstraelen. Robrecht H. K ; and Van Heddegem. Luciaan H E..

3.786.489
Van Honk. Leonard R. See—

Haggberg. Marvin D . Kavanagh. Ira K.. and Van Honk. Leonard

R .3.785.788
Van Horn. Richard F : See—

Schall. Wallace J . and Van Horn. Richard F . 3.785.190

Van Klinken. Jakob, to SheH Oil Company Hydrodesulfurizalion with

expanded or moving bed of caialvst having specific particles diame-

ter and specific pore diameter 3.78S.g67,ci. 208-216.000

Van Lahr, Helen F : See— .

Van Lahr. Leo F .3.785.182

Van Lahr. Leo F . deceased ( bv Van Lahr. Helen F . administratrix ). to

Progress Tool and Engineering Co . Inc P:idlocks. 3.785,1 82, CI. 70-

38 00b
Van Liempd, Gijsbertus Gerardus; See—

Naastepad. Pieter .\art; and \ n Liempd. Gijsbertus Gerardus.

3.785,881
Van Tine. George K Negative proof viewer. 3.785.073, CI. 40-63 00a.

Van-Lightner. Inc.: See—
Van Deusen. Edward B. 3.785.91 2

Vanderpool. Clarence D.. See—
Chiola, Vincent. Smith. James S ; and Vanderpool. Clarence D .

3.785.019
V'angalis. Dan P Pressurized hub cap for vehicle wheel 3.785.706. CI

301-108 00a
Varian Associates See—

Anderson. Weston A ; and Ernst. Richard R . 3.786.341.

Varta Akticngesellschaft See—
Schenk.Gerd.and Durhack Werner, 3.7R5.874

Winsel. August, 3.''8S8-'0

Vasiliev. Vladimir Ivanovich; iVi-—

Croza. Viktor Filimonovich. Drozdov. Nikolai Ivanovich.

Sharapov. Jury Nikolaevich, Garbovitsky-Gordon. Alexandr

losipovich, Shakhpazov. Khristofor Scrgeevich; Filatov. Nikolai

Grigorievich. Skripnik, Kan Timofeevich. Semkin. Alexei

Vasiliev, Vladimi' Ivanovich; Judin, Valentin

Belenky, Evgenv Jurievich; Grigorenko. Anatoly

and Baryshnikov, Gennady Fedorovich.
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and Vaughn, James R ,

and Myler, George

Trofimovich
Dmitrievich.

bvgenicvich.

3.785.139.

Vassileff. Neiko I to National Patent Development Corporation

Composition containing an acrylic resin, a polyethyleneimine and a

polyepQXide 3.786.1 I 3. CI 260-836 000

VAT Aktiengescllschafi fur Vakuum ^pparate Technik: See—
Schertler Siegfried -«.''85,6-2

and Vermilion. Witlas L..

Multi-unit folding slab construction

Vaughn, james R.: See—
Tuzson. John J., Hallberg. Irving H

3.785.627
VCA Corporation: .S«-c— I

Mandeltort. Stanley T.. 3,785.528 '

Veeder Industries. Inc.; See-
Gamble. John G . and Flis. Richard J . 3.786.272

Veith. Werner, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Electrostatic lens for

cathode ray tubes 3.786.302. CI 31.^-16 000
Velasco, Gonzalo; See—

Croset. Michel, and Velasco. Gonzalo. 3.785,717,

Vclcro France; See—
Billarant. Patrick. 3.785.01 2.

\ elsicol Chemical Corporation See—
Krenzer. John, and Richter. Sidney B , 3.786,088.

Venendaal, Robert G.; See—
Reid. Edward A . Jr ; Venendaal. Robert G.

W .3.785.364
Ventrola Manufacturing Company: See-

Joy. Edward. 3.785.27 I ,

Ventron Corporation Sff— |

Chapin. Jay C . 3.785.858

Verbaas. George, to GTE Automatic Electric LaKiratorics Incor-

porated Key pad control arrangement 3.786.496. CI 340-365 (H)s

Vereinigte Baubeschlagfabriken Gretsch & Co GmbH.. See—
Sittmann. Bngitte. 3.785.664

Vercschagin. Leonid Fedorovich. Konyafv, Jury Sergcevich, Dovbnya.

Alexandr Vasilievich; Polyakov. Evgeny Valentindvich; Nov-

gorodov. Alexandr Stepanovich. Asan-Nuri. Abdulia Ogly, Paly.

Polikarp Avidnomovich, and Gcvorkov. Grigory Sergeevich

Method of boning diamond with refractory cermet material.

3.785.093. CI 51-307 000.

Vergo S A.; See—
Ortlieb. Claude. 3.786.1 19

Vermilion. Willas L See-
Conner. Algie J . Strother. Charles W

3.785.962
Verner. Edwin Abercrombie.

3.785.095. CI 52-70000
Verstraelen. Robrecht H K . and Van Heddegem. Luciaan H E . to In-

ternational Standard Electric Corporation Code translator

3.786.489. CI 340-347 Odd
Vcrtegaal. Jacobus Gerardus. to Stark Brabant N V Screen printing

machine 3.785.284, CI 101 II8(H)0

Vesely. Jerome A See—
Schmerling. Louis; and Vesely. Jerome A . 3.786.098

Vibranetics. Inc See—
Dumbaugh. George D . 3.785.529

Victory. Thomas J Brake band end connection and method of manu-

facture 3 785.042. CI 29-480 OtX)

Vier. Dwayne T See—
Bowman. Melvm G . and Vicr. Dwayne T.. 3.785.994.

Virginia Chemicals Inc See—
W renn. George T.Jr. 3.785.164

Visser. Jan Cornells, to B V Maschinefabrik en Ijzergisterij Holland

Bergen op Zoom System for indicating the p«isition of a control

member adjustable by means of a handwheel and spindle 3.785.338.

CI 1 16-125000 I

Visu-Flex Company: See—
|

Spees. Arthur T.. 3.785.520.

Vitta Corporation: See—
Ettre. Kitty S . and Castles. George Richard. 3.785.895

Vives. Van C . to Phillips Petroleum Company Process for the

preparation of 1 .5-hexadic-ne 3.786.1 I I . CI 260-680 OOr

Vockenhuber. Karl See—
Wessner.Harald. 3.785.727

Voglesonger Harry M . to Dynamics Corporation of America

Liquidizer safety clutch 3.785.579. CI 241-282 100.

Vogt. Edwin See—
Hajdu, Johann; Knauft. Guenter. Skuin. Petar. and Vogt. Edwin.

3.786.430
Vogt.KunoJ Electrical splice 3.786.173. CI 174-8800$.

Volpp. Gert P See-
Lee. Fui-Tseng H . and Volpp. Gert P . 3.786.150

Von Ohain. Hans J P . Mills. Roscoe H.. and Scolatti. Charles A., to

United States of America, Air Force. Aircraft propulsion system.

3,785,593, CI 244-12 OOr

von Paesschen, August Jean. Herbots. Joseph Antoine; and Timmer-

man Daniel Maunce. to Agfa N V Antistatic coating compositions.

3.786.002. CI 252-500000
Vora. Prabodh Mohanlal. to Black and Decker Manufacturing Com-

pany. The Cutterhead with replaceable inserts 3.785.417. CI 144-

221000
Vorwerk &. Co Elektrowerke KG. Firma: See—

Beranek. Miroslav. 3.785.170

Beranek. Miroslav; and Krumm. HeinzG.. 3.785,171.

Vrieze. Wubbe. and Schob. Otmar, to US Philips Corporation.

Method of manufacturing wires consisting at least superficially of

boron and wires obtained by said method 3,785,89 1, CI 156-3.000.

Vvzkumnv ustav pletarsky; See—
Machacek, Frantisek, Minarik, Josef. Rossa. Lubomir. Koristek.

Zdenek.and Brandstadter. Miroslav, 3,785.178

Waddington. Philip L.. See—
Worker, George W.; and Waddmgton. Philip L., 3.785.607.
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Max.

.3.785.442.
3.785.713. CI. 350-

Waeers William O.; Frappier, Robert H.; McDonald. William S.; and

BoBBs Charles L.. to International Paper Company. Flute seahng

method and apparatus. 3.785.908. CI. >56-479.00O.

Wagner. Jacob W. Liquid-hammer icebreaker for ships. 3.785,315. t-i.

114-40.000.
.V. A 1 la-i lAt

Wagner. William. Refngerant charging means and method. 3.785. lOJ.

CI 62-77.000.
Wagner.William.Airhorn. 3.785.335. CI. 116-112.000.

Wahl, John S: See—
Liu Olive Y. and Wahl. John S. 3.786.267.

Waite William, and Skuran. Victor, to Transco Inc. Pipe cover spacer

and'diameter compensator 3.785.407.CI 138-108.000.

Wakamatsu. Tsuneo; See— .

Takamatsu Tetsuya; Yoshimoto. Toshio; Narumiya. Tsuneaki;

Yoshii Hiroshi; Wakamatsu. Tsuneo. Fukui. Saburo; Kajimoto.

Hikokusu; Kawai. Yoichi; Inaba. Yoshinon; and Usui, Kat-

suyoshi. 3,786,103.
,-,«<-,,d n

Waldeck, Thomas A Gas generator fire alarm. 3,785.334. ti

106 000.

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc.; See—
Erdmann. Hans. 3.785.037.

Waldis. Josef; Sff—
Bratoljic. Tihomir; Waldis. Josef; and Zimmermann.

WaldrJn^NoelE Convertible ladder 3.785.455. CI. 182-22.000.

Walker Ra W to Horizons Incorporated. Latent image recording

method and electric recording apparatus. 3.786.5 1 -^-C^ 346-74.OOe

Wallace. Maynard Holder for fishing leaders. 3.785,.0^0. LI. 4J-

54.50r

Wallace. Robert L.Sff—
Houston. Edward F,; Wallace. Robert L.; Rochette. William; and

Chaponis. Charles A.. 3.786.207.

Wallace, William K Sii —
Amtsberg. Lester A and Wallace. William K

Walles. Sten. to AGA Aktiebolag Optical device

6.000.

Walter. Friedrich ClausSff-
Gappisch. Max. Walter. Friedrich Claus; and Pollmacher. Horst.

3.785.404 ^ ^ ^ o .u

Walters. William C . and Zab.nski. Ronald A .to Schroeder Brothers

Corporation. Test method for hydraulic fluids. 3.785.734. CI 356-

Walther Gerhard. Bauer. Rudolf. Hubner, Hans-Hugo; and Banholzer,

Rolf to Bochrmger Ingclheim GmbH 1 ,2,3.6-Tetrahydro-4-

pvrldylmethyl carboxylaies. 3,786,059, CI 260-295 OOr.

Waiz Klaus, Gerlach. Klaus; and Schwarz, Max, to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft. Process for the dyeing of fibre material consisting of

polyacrylonitrilc or acrylonitrile-contaming copolymers. 3.785, /6»,

CI 8-169 000.

Ward. James O: See— .,-,„i-,,,
Lake W illett R , Jr , and Ward, James O., 3,785,23 1

Ward,JerryE Locking wrench 3,785,226. CI. 81-1 19.000.

Ward. Jesse C; Sff—
, ,„. -.^^

Johnson. Stephen C. and Ward. Jesse C, 3,786.246.

Warnckc Ernst, and Haas. Hans, to Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft.

Alarm for sensing a reduction of gas supply pressure for respirators

3.785.333. CI. 116-70.000.

Warner-Lambert Company; AVf-
. » ,,oco<i

Dawidowicz. Jan. and Ferraro. Frank A.. 3.785.05 K

Kronish. Donald P ; and Young. William D.. Jr.. 3.785.929.

Warwick. Peter Stephen: S«"f—

Fitch Scott McDowell; Gallina. Alfonso Vincent; Gerkensmeier.

Otto Frederick; and Warwick. Peter Stephen. 3 786 426^

Watanabe.Hikoitsu. Ground anchor. 3.785.100. CI. 52-162.000.

Watanabe. Yoshiaki. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Single lens reflex

camera capable of open aperture photometry and aperture stop

photometry. 3.785.266. CI. 95-64.00r.

Watanabe. Yoshimi: St-e—
. ,,, . u

Narahara. Hisaaki; Numakura. Toshihiko; and Watanabe.

Yoshimi. 3,786,176.

Watkins Lucius D. Packaging apparatus, method and product.

3 785,556, CI. 239-6.000 ^^ ,^
Waimough, Thomas, and OShea, Robert P.. to United States of Amer-

ica. Ai? Force. Steel alloy 3.785.804. CI 75-1 26.00d

Watson. George A., to Celanese Corporation^ ^fP" n
'

cross-lapped spread webs..3.785.904. CI. 156-441000^

Watson Robert E ; and Pitts. Claude L.. to Hoscot Limited. Cot frame

movable between a prone position and an upright position.

3 784 991. CI. 5-136.000. ,

Webb Eugene E . and Kopelman. Leo G. Earth movement indicator,

3,786.503.CI. 340-421 000.
. ,. ^^„-

Weber. Ernesto Juan. Condition responsive con'f^'f'V'"
7;'V, %o'

ty for independent adjustment of control points. 3.786.2
1 2. C 1. -UU-

w!be°r°Guy Paul; and Deshayes. Philippe Marie, to La Cellophene.

Method and system for varying the positions «f
""«««^-f°^"''"Vf ';

faces on an elongate flexible electrophotographic support belt tor

different runs thereof 3.785.730. CI. 355- 1 6.000.

Weber. Karl-Heinz: See- ,„h M.nrW
Bauer. Adola; Weber, Karl-Heinz; Danneberg. Peter, and Mmck,

Kalus, 3,786,051.

Weber-Knapp Company; See-
Little, Carl H, 3,785,52 1

Webster, William C; See—

Minnick, Leonard John; Webster, William C; and Smith. Charles

L, 3.785,840.

Wegenke,lngwaldE.;See— , -,uc -,„-,

Haase, Willard A.; and Wegenke. Ingwald E., 3,785,742.

Weidenmuller, Hilmar: Stt— c r i D,,i.r;„
Kraemer, Friedrich, Mandel, Jom; Mayer. Siegfried. Rohrig,

Klaus; Schuiz, Hans-Peter; Weidenmuller. Hilmar; Haverkamp,

Klaus-Dieter; and Motz, Jurgen. 3,785.632.

Weidman. V. Wesley, to Du Pont de Nemours E. I and Companyjn-

organic refractory fibrous compositions. 3.785.838. CI. 106-55.0OO.

Weieert, Wolfgang; See— „, . ,,, ,,

Chapman Trevor; SchvJarze. Werner; and Weigcrt. Wolfgang.

3.786.053.
Weinschel Engineering Company. Inc.; See—

Bergfried, Dietrich E.. 3.786.374.

Weiss. Harald H.; and Johnson. Robert J., to Weslinghouse Electric

Corporation. Nuclear failed fuel detection system. 3.786,25/. t-i.

250-83. 30r.

Welch, Walter J; See- , ,oc o-.a
Slimowicz, Chester; and Welch, Walter J., 3.785.826.

Wellinga. Kobus; See-
, ,oc -,00

Daams, Jasper; and Wellinga, Kobus. 3.785,799.

Wellman Industries; Sfe—
Smith. John D. 3.785.524.

Welty. Albert B., Jr., to Esso Research and Engineering Company.

Process for the desulfunzatton of petroleum oil fractions. 3,/85,V05,

CI. 208-208.00m.
Wendt, Ronald C; See— w;^i,o»i

Albritton, George W.; Wendt, Ronald C; and Morova. Michael

A .3.785.558.

Wentworth. Donald L,, to Communications Satellite Corporation

Spacecraft body with roller mechanism for deployable-retractable

thin film solar array. 3.785,590. CI. 244-
1
.Oss.

Wentworth, William P.; See— j .. , j i„«.„ i

Stafford, Larry O.; Wentworth, William P.; and Melead, James J..

3,785,340.
^ „ ^.

Werneke. Michael Francis. 10 American Cyanam.d Company. Flota-

tion process for recovering molybdenum. 3.785,488, t-i. -uv-

Wessner Harald, to Vockenhuoer, Karl and Hauser. Raimund. Motion

film projector. 3,785,727, CI. 352-137.000.

West. Thomas O.Sef- , ,<,< no
Davis, Thomas E.. and West. Thomas O.. 3.785.1 79.

Western Electric Company. Incorporated: Si-e-

Blewett.JohnH.;andNaumann.HarryK .3.785.34 I

Bover. John A.; Ludwig. David P.; and Zwickel. Friedrich.

3.785.903.
, , „ ,

Brown, Donald R . Masopusi. Otto I.. Jr.. and Stoltz.

3.786.322.

Petersen, Warren Eugene, 3,785.048.

Western Unit Corporation; iVt—
i tss f.7-(

Harbcrs. Henry C. Jr.; and Harbers. Henry C. Sr.. 3.785,673.

Westinghouse Canada, Limited; See— ,_.,,,,
Coles. Sidney J.; and Teal. Bernard C. 3.786,3 1

3.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation; See—

Carleton, James T, 3,786,491.

Carleton, James T., 3,786,492.

Gylland, Ernest F, Jr., 3,785,169.

Luongo. Michael C. 3.785.1 48.

McKinney, Lawrence A .3.785.629.
, ,0^ n<

Ouesinberry, Arden L.; and Lawson, Edward J 3,786,275.

Weiss, Harald H.; and Johnson. Robert J -3.786 257

Zollweg. Robert J.; Blackham, Kenneth K.; and Burnham, Walter

J„ 3.786,297,

Weston Instruments, Inc.: See—
Munt, Irwin, 3,786,350.

Westvaco Corporation: See—
Nikkei, Willem Andre, 3,785,256.

Wet Manufacturing Co.: Stf— c.^.,,,hf
Perry, Leonard T.; Costner, Donald T.; and Noggle. Edward F.,

Wettereic Stig Johan Emanuel, to AB Mullsjo Plast. Thread arrahge-

ment for closure plugs. 3,785,539, CI. 222-552.000.

Weyerhaeuser Company; Set— ^
Freeman, Harlan G.; Baxter. Gene F.; and T.edeman. George T.,

3,786,025. ^ .r
Wheatley Carl F Jr., to RCA Corporation. Semiconductor amplilier

protection, 3,786,364, Cl. 330-207 OOp.

Wheelabrator-Frye. Inc.; Sff—
Freeman, Ardee H. 3,785,105.

. , f„,

Wheeler Willard L. Tone changing and tone marking apparatus tor

guitars. 3,785,238,0.84-312.000.

^"B^r-'Sa^td C;~McKinney. Joel D.; Titmus. Robert A.; and

White. Frederick K. 3.785.959.
, K,.^..n

White Hollis N.. Jr.. to TRW Inc. High pressure rotary seal backup.

3 785.66 1. CI. 277-188.000.

Whited James Sidney, to Kollmorgan Corporation. Dynamic brake.

3 786 329, CI. 318-379 000. „ .«
Whitehouse Joseph Colin; and Wild. Colin Arthur, to Rf"^ O^f"'"

tion. Limited. The. Electronic switching apparatus. 3.786.2/8, «-i.

WhilIhl"t!^Darrell Duayne, to Mobil Oil Corporation^ Surbent and

process for heavy metal removal from motor fuel. 3,785,968, ei.

208-25 1 .000.

James F.
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Whitledttc Jon K . and Kavick. Edward M . to Moore. Samuel. St Com

pany Coupling attachment device 3.785.050. CI 30-237 000.

Whitson.BobL :5ff— ,„,,.„
Perry. Robert J ; and Whitson. Bob L.. 3.785.749

Whittaker. Thomas H Wmdshield wash water heater 3.785.359, tl

126-19 500
Whittle. John Edwards**- ^ , -,oc o^-i

Edwards Joseph; and Whittle. John Edward. 3.785.867

Whyzmuzis. Paul D ; and Wilkus. Clarence W . to General Mills

Chemicals. Inc Borax borated polymeric fat acid polyamidcs

3.786.007. CI 260-18 OOn

Wickes Corporation. The; See—
Clagett. Thomas E ; and Dahl. Martin W . 3.785.228

Wiegratz, Siegfried Sff-
, ^ ,,o«,,«

Oberwelland. Klaus, and Wiegratz. Siegfried. 3.785.1 15

Wiesler Mordechai; Martinonis. V.rgiU and Maclntyre. John S .
to

Teledynelnc Die sorting system 3.785.507. CI 214-1 Obh

Wiggs. Peter Kenneth Clifford, to Morganite Carbon. L>«J"«e<J Electri-

cal contact brush assembly with anti-vibration head. 3,786.>«»2. Cl

310-251 000.

Wilcox. Jack WSff-
Adams. Cecil E. Swain. James C. and Wilcox. Jack W .

3.785.758.

Wilcox. John F.: S**—
Brandriff. Robert C; and Wilcox, John F.. 3.785.308

Wild.Colm Arthur S«- , -,„. ,-,„
Whitehouse Joseph Colin; and Wild. Colin Arthur. 3.786.278

Wildhaber. Ernest Method of and means of generating gear teeth

3.785.244. CI 90-4 000
Wilgus Donovan R . to Chevron Research Company Reaction

product of an amine and a hydroperoxidized ethylene/propylene

copolvmer 3.785.980. CI 255-51 50a

Wilhelm.CarIF ,Jr S**—
Bailey. Cordon B . and Wilhelm.Carl F . Jr . 3.785.146.

Wilhelm.John R See—
Dudinec.Emery.and Wilhclm. John R. 3.785.491.

Wilkus, Clarence W : See—
Whyzmuzis. Paul D ; and Wilkus. Clarence W. 3.786.007

Will. Albert S . Wolf. Sylvan, and Barnum. William L .
to Lnited States

of America. Navy' Underwater acoustical detection system

3 786.403. CI 340-2 000

Will Gerhard, to Bosch. Robert. GmbH Electrohydraulic transmis-

sion sh.ftmg apparatus for a motor car 3.785.224. CI 74-865 1H)0

W illard. Henry Girf-
Hobson. Charles F . Jr . and Willard. Henry C . 3,786.3 1

1

William Pr\m-Werke KG. Firma See—
Nvsten. Bernhard P . 3.785.009

Willock James Taylor, to General Foods. Limited Whippable com

position 3.785.831. CI 99-139 000

Wilson. Duane L Cram pick up 3.785,132, CI 56-364 000

Wilson Industries. Inc See—
Hutchinson. Carl P . 3.785.690

Wilson. Richard W See—
Terry Louis E. and Wilson. Richard W .3.785.892

Wilson Ronald H . Blumenfcld. Samuel M.. Redington. Rowland W .

and Rosczak. Joseph S . to General Electric Company Protective

coating for diode array targets 3.786.294. CI 313-65 Oab

Wilson William J . to Motorola, Inc Adaptive transistor switch

3.786.279. CI 307-254 000.

Windamatic Systems. Inc See—
Emmger. Robert J .3.785.212.

Windish.WillisL .St«— .. ..

Butterfield. Max L . Windish. Willis L ; and Coker. Morton M .

3. "'85.503
W mdmoller & Holscher See—

Teienborg. Konrad. 3.785.257

Winefordner. James DSt-f—
Browner. Richard F . Winefordner. James D.. and Glenn. Tom M .

3.786.308 ,

Winsel. August, to Varta Aktiengesellschaft Method and apparatus lor

the removal of carbon dioxide from gas mixtures and fuel cell com-

bination 3.785.870. CI l36-86.00c

Winston. Emanuel A Filament actuated vehicle. 3.785.082, CI. 4ft-

210000 „
Wirth. Wayne M.. to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company

Locking' latch for a disk-pack storage container 3.785.184, CI. 70-

63 000
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation See—

Schroeder. Collin H . Lechnir. Richard J . Cleveland. Peter G.,

Deluca. Hector F . and Dersc. Philip H .
3,786,062.

Wismer.Marco 5**—
Parker. Gordon M.; Wismer. Marco; and Hahn. Ernest A..

3,785.849.

Wisniewski. Leonard Process for anti-corrosive protection by reduc-

tion of ionised metals on metal substrate 3.785.847, CI 117-62 000

Witzel, Cunter. to Eisen- und Drahtwerk Eriau Aktiengesellschaft

Connecting link for antiskid chains for tires. 3,785,422. CI 152-

241000
, . ,.

Wojcik. David S . t^ Owens-Illinois. Inc Baker clamped sustainer volt-

age generator for pulsing discharge display panel. 3.786.485, CI

340-32400m
Wolf Gerhard Dieter; Blankenstein. Gunter; and Nischk. Gunther. to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft High molecular weight aromatic pclya-

mides having an affinity for basic dyes 3.786.024. CI 260-47 Ocz.

Wolf Hemz K . and Averbeck, Dean C . to Kysor Industrial Corpora-

tion Adjustable tool holder 3,785,746, CI 408-182 000.

Wolf, Richard, GmbH .Sec—

Schmidt Kloiber. Heinz; and Schuy. Stefan. 3.785.382

Wolf. Rudolf Herman, to Tccumseh Products Company Method of

constructing a hermetic compressor discharge tube joint 3.785.025.

CI 29 156 40r.

Wolf. Sylvan S^e—
. , ^o^ Any

Will. Albert S . Wolf. Sylvan; and Barnum. William L.. 3.786.403

Wolff. Lodewijk Reinaerd See—
, „ j

Van Den Boomgaard. Jan. and Wolff. Lodewijk Reinaerd,

3,78^,805

Wolff Paul to Compagnic Industriellc dcs Telecommunications Cit-

Alcatel Lathe 3,785,227. CI 82-2.000

Wolford. Lionel T.; Srt—
., ^ , ,

Dots<.n. Anderson O . Jr . Newcombe. Jack, and Wolford. Lionel

T ,3.786.023

Wolverine World Wide, Inc See—
tglvedt Robert B . and B«H.th, William M , 3,784,995

Wol/ Francis T . to Folger Adam Co . division of Telkee. Inc Institu-

tional security system 1.785,187. CI 70-264 (KK)

Womack, William C . to Colspan Environmental Systems, Inc Cloud

seeding system 3.785.557. CI 239-14()0()

W.H»d. John Frederick Barry. Srf—
, , .

Hazelett. Robert William. Hazclett. Richard, and Wix^d. John

Frederick Barry. 3, 785.428

Woods. Thomas C . and Ray. Robert A . to Beckm in Instruments. Inc

Rate analvsis system with overrange signal detection circuit for

identifying false signals 3.786.352. CI 324-1 10 0<K)

Woods, Thomas C . to Bcckman Instruments, Inc Rate analysis system

with constant rate detection circuit for identifying linear signals

3.786.465. CI 340-248()Or

W.wds. William E . to Honeywell Information Systems. Inc Push-p<»p

memory stack having reach down mode and improved means for

processmg double word items 3.786.432. CI .340-172 .500

Wtxidward Governor Company See—
Ahlgren. Joseph Robert. 3.786,488

Lces»in. James 1. . Jr , 3.785.147

Worker. George W . and Waddington. Philip L . to Leonard Concrete

Pipe Co . Inc Apparatus for molding concrete columns 3.785.607.

CI 249 48 IHX)

Worters. AllenJ .Vc—
Graves. William P . Passavant. Francis C ; and Worters. Allen J

3.786.476

WostI Wolfgang J and Cower. Bobby G . to Atlantic Richfield Com-

pany Automated dispcnsmg system 3.786.42 I. CI ^40- 149 00a

Wrenn. George T . Jr . to Virginia Chemicals Inc Precharged receiver

drier for automobile air conditioning systems 3.785.164. CI 62-

129 000
Wright. H Dudley: Sre-

Hitchman. Michael L . Mehl. Wolfgang; and Millot. Jean Pierre.

3,785.948

Wright. Joseph H.S**- . . tu
Batter, John F . Jr . Mason. Paul B . Stella. Joseph A .

Thomas.

Paul W.Jr. and Wright. Joseph H. 3.785.725
|

Wrobel. Gunter Se-j"—
, ,o,c nn«

Papst. Hermann, Lunde. Hans, and Wrobel. Gunter. 3.786.290

WyckoffCompany iV*—
Hudson. Charles D. 3.785.770.

|

Xerox Corporation See—
, ^o* o ^

La Cagnina. John M . and Davies. Robert G. 3.785.8 16.

Yakovlev. Mikhail Vasilievich.Vcf—

Feldshtcin. Isaak Yakovlevich. Epifanov. Valery Sergeevich;

Tsygankov. Vladimir Fedorovich. Pashkov. Alexandr

Nikitoyich. Mogilny. Dmitry Gavrilovich, and Yakovlev, Mik

hail Vasilievich. 3.785.032
|

Yamada.Oimachi; See— „
Yanagawa, Noboyuki; and Yamada. Oimachi. 3,785.7 J2.

Yamada. Yasuo: 5«f—
», ^ .„

Kishino. Shigco. Yamada. Yasuo; Kurahashi, Yoshio; and Kume.

Toyohiko. 3.786,117

Yamagishi. Hidehisa; Takano. Hiroshi. and Takeuchi, Masao, to Nip-

pon Kokan Kabush.ki Kaisha Method for electrolyt.cally treating

the surface of a steel plate with a chromate solution 3.785,940, tl

204-5600r
Yamamoto, Akihiro: See— „ . c i.

Ogawa. Haruki; Yamamoto. Akihiro; Sugawara. Yutaka; Suzuki.

Shigeo; and Takagaki, Yoshio, 3 .786. 1 4

1

Yamamoto. Mitsuo: See— „ . jn u
Ogawa, Heisuke, Yamamoto, Mitsuo; Bando, Seiisaku, and Baba.

Osami. 3.786.407.
|

Yamamoto. Osamu: See—
.

Yamashita. Tadaoki, Yamamoto. Osamu. Oonishi, Hajimu;

Kawabata, Hidetsugu; and Kitamura. Saburo, 3.786.254.

Yamamoto. Toshihiko; See—
. .. .

Iwama. Masakuni. Yamamoto. Toshihiko; Inoue, Isaburo; Han

zawa,Teruo; and Endo.Takaya. 3.785.828.

Yamamoto, Yuki. Reversible cooking instrument. 3.785.274, LI VV-

425.000
Yamamura Glass Kabushiki Kaisha See—

Yasuhiro.Tomita. and Katsutoshi.Nakayama, 3.785.195

Yamanouchi Pharmaceutical Company. Ltd.: See—
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Murakami. Masuo; Kawahara, Shigemi; Inukai, Noriyoshi;

Nagand. Noriaki; Iwamoto, Hidenori; and Ida, Hisashi,

Yamashita Tadaoki; Yamamoto. Osamu, Oonishi, Hajimu; Kav^abata

Hidetsugu and Kitamura. Saburo. to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co Ltd Thermoluminescence dosimeter having a handle.

3 786.254. CI 250-483.000 „ u «~

Yamashita. Yutaka; and Sata. Masami, to Kokusai ^^se. Kosha Co

Ltd Corrosion and scale inhibiting composition. 3,785,988. Ci. Z3Z-

YamluT. Fumio. to Nippon E'«=«^"*<^ Company. Limited. Information

propagation path switching device. 3.786,447, CI 340-174.0tf.

'''"ruMbayathfHi'roshi; Takeda, Takehiko; Okada, Yoshio, and

Yamauchi.Takashi.3.786.107 n- u r- i tH

Yanagawa Noboyuki. and Yamada. Oimachi. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd.

Microreader 3.785.732. CI 355-45.000.
.

Yanagawa. Nobuyuki. to Ricoh Co . Ltd. Information card retrieval ap-

paratus 3.785.486. CI. 209-80.500. ^. , ^ . ,,s^.07
Yanagisawa. Yuzuru. to Sony Corporation. Display device. 3.786.487.

CI 340-336.000.
Yastrebov.lgor Alexandrovich:Sf<'—

Benderovsky, Vladimir Valerianovich; Schepotiev. A'exandr

Ivanovich. Yastrebov. Igor Alexandrovich. and Koienko. Vik-

toriaMikhailovna. 3.785.589.

Yasuhiro Tomita; and Katsutoshi'. Nakayama. to Yamamura Glass

Kabushiki Kaisha Apparatus for testmg pressure resistance of bot-

tles. 3.785.195. CI. 73-37.000

Yasunage. Hidetoshi; Chikatsu. Tatsusuke; Nozaki Chihiro; and

Yoshfda. Yoshmon. to Japan Synthetic Rubber Co.. Ltd. Process for

producing 2-alkyl-substituted 1 .3-conjugated diene polymer.

3.786.036. CI 260-94. 20m
, t- , • u x .

YatsuruEi Yoshifumi; Kuratomi. Tatsuo; and Takaishi, Tetsuo.

Process' for preparing 4,5A zeolite and method for separatmg mix-

tures using same. 3,785.1 22. CI 55-75 000.
. . „:KhUr

Vermish Israel J . to Fenway Machine Co.. Inc Heavy duty nibbler

3.785.052. CI 30-241 000

Yoda. Takeshi: See—
. „ ^ -r . u t to* n-»A

Tada Yoshiyuki.Ogita. Hideo; and Yoda. Takeshi. 3.785.036.

Yokota Kozo; Fukase. Yukishige; and Osozawa. Koichiro. to Nippon

Yakin Koeyo Company, Limited Stainless steel with high resistance

Igamstco'rmsL and ieldingcVacks. 3.785.787. CL 2

Yonezawa. Toyozo. to Sanyo Chemical Company Ltd Preparation of

cooper, compound and product thereof. 3.786.079. CI. 260-

438.100.

York, Robert Kenneth: Sf.—.
. „ ^ , ^ .„h Vrrk

Helheringlon. Irvine Keers; PrUchett. Robert Leonard; and York.

Robert Kenneth. 3.786.425
. ^ . , noc f^Ac a JT^

Yosef, Ouziel Elastic band type cxercismg device. 3,785,645, CI. I /--

82.000.

Yoshida. Kenichi: Sff— ... j r»i.

Kurauchi. Noritaka. H.raoka. Susumu. Yoshida, Ken.chi; and Oh-

mori. Masaki. 3,786.41 1

.

Yoshida. Yoshinori Sff— ^i.-,.- _j
Yasunage. Hidetoshi. Chikalsu. Tatsusuke; Nozaki. Chihiro; and

Yoshida, Yoshinori, 3.786.036.

^"' Tak"amauu. TcTsuva. Yoshimoto, Toshio. Narumiya. Tsuneaki;

Yoshii, Hiroshi.Wakamatsu. Tsuneo. Fukui. Saburo; Kajimoto.

Hikokusu; Kawai. Yoichi; Inaba. Yoshinori. and Usui. Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786.103

Yoshikawa, Kanji: Stf— t k;« ,„H ritn
Nakashio. Seizo. Yoshikawa. Kanji; Takemura. Toshio. and Ota.

Kunio. 3.786. 105

Yoshika*a. Tatsumi, to Daiwa Can Co. Ltd. Method for producmg a

metanic container or can. 3.785.311. CI. I13-I20.00h

""^TTk^'amaut TeJi";. Yoshimoto. Toshio; Narumiya. Tsuneaki;

Yoshii Hiroshi. Wakamatsu, Tsuneo; Fukui. Saburo; Kajimoto.

Hikokusu; Kawai. Yoichi; Inaba, Yoshinori, and Usui, Kat-

suyoshi. 3.786,103.

^"'RhinSt''vfrc7E ; Coffelt. James D.; and Yother, Floyd G..

3.785.345.

Young. Robert Gary: See-

Phillips. Brian Harry; and Young. Robert Gary, 3,786.415.

Young, Sherwood L: See—
Dixon, FarrisL; and Young, Sherwood L. 3,785,394.

Young, Sherwood L., fo American Standard, Inc. Water control valve

structure. 3.785.397, CI. 137-434.000.

Young. William D. Jr.: See—
-, ,oc o-io

Kronish. Donald P.; and Young, William D, Jr., 3.785.929.

Youtsey, Karl J: See— .v . v„,i i

Hervert, George L.; Carnahan, Robert D.; and Youtsey. Karl J..

3 785 78

1

Yulkowski Leon, to General Lock Company. Two-piece door knob

construction. 3,785.687, CI. 292-347.000.

Zabinski, Ronald A.: See— , not iia
Walters. William C; and Zabinski, Ronald A., 3,785.734.

Zacha. Bonnie D: See-£-
, ^oc nno

Zacha, Russell S.; and Zacha, Bonnie D. 3.785,000.

Zacha, Russell S.; and Zacha, Bonnie D. Sponge brush. 3.785,000, CI.

1 5-244 OOr ^ .. n
Zaleski John, to Mallory. P. R., & Co., Inc. Combination reserve cell

andh'ousing. 3,785,872, CI. 136-114.000. ^ ^^ ^ .

Zap". Gerhar'd. to Sintermetallwerk Krebsoge Gf^b^"'
J™"'^,^^

working a sintered powder metal compact. 3.785,038. CI. zv-

420.500.

Zaramella, Bruno: See—
, . -, n o,..„,

Cardone. Michele; Grandini, Angelo; and Zaramella. Bruno.

3.786,386. _ _ ,. . .„„

Zdanowski. Richard E., to Rohm & Haas Company. Floor polishing

methodandarticle. 3.785.860, CI. II 7-1 38.8ua.

Zdarov. Leonid Sergeevich; Chemoglaskin. Nikolai Sergeevich,

Igonin. Nikolai Ivanovich; Zizo. Vladimir Yakovlevich; Karev, Vik-

tor Dmitrievich; Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich; Timofeev

Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov. Vladimir Dmitrievich. Method of

anufacturing electrode groups of alkaline accumulators. 3,785,869,

CI. 136-75.000. ,..,,. K, ^ c

Zdarske strojirny a slevarny, Narodni podnik Zdar Nad: See—

Kamelander. Ivan. 3,785.282.
c, „.,:^

Zelinski Paul A.; and Jones. Leo V.. to GTE Automatic Electric

Laboratories, Incorporated Memory expansion arrangement in a

central processor. 3.786.436. CI. 340- 172 500.

Ziebka. Bernard M.; and Tamborrino. Paul A . to Dick. A B Con,-

pany Sheet stacking apparatus for a duplicating machine or the like.

3.785.639, CI. 274-46.000.

Zilahy,ZoltanE.:See—
, -. . r- l^o«:nll

Shepard, Lyman K.; and Zilahy, Zoltan E.. 3,785,03 1

.

Ziliotto. Vittorio: See— , -,o^ A-xt
Bouchet. Claude; and Ziliotto.Vittorio, 3,786.431.

Zimmerer. Arthur L.; and Anderson, John L., to Lindsay Manufactur-

hlg Co. Alignment monitoring system for a self-propelled irrigation

system. 3,785.400. CI. 137-344.000.

Zimmermann. Hans; Schuh. Eduard; and Kelch. Hemz, fo K^"^ « ^p-

parate GmbH. Recording apparatus for recording on a plurality ol

tracks. 3,786.5 I 3. CI. 346-62.000.

Zimmermann, Ma i: See— .

.

Bratoljic, Tihomir; Waldis, Josef; and Zimmermann. Max.

3 785 923

Zipf Fredw' III to Blessing. Inc Method of making a disposable draw
'

sheet. 3.785,897, CI. 156-201.000.

^'"S'they^HelarnT Payer, Stefan; and Z.rngiebl. Eberhard.

3.785,949.

Zizo, Vladimir Yakovlevich; Stc—
.., :^u.

Zdarov. Leonid Sergeevich; Chernoglaskin, Nikolai Sergeevich.

lEonin. Nikolai Ivanovich, Zizo. Vladimir Yakovlevich. Karev,

Viktor Dmitrievich; Karmanovsky. Stanislav Nikandrovich;

Timofeev, Nikolai Vasilievich; and Petrov. \ ladimir

Dmitrievich. 3,785,869.
,,, i. i ,„

Zollweu Robert J.; Blackham, Kenneth K.; and Bumham. Walter J., to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Discharge lamp which incor-

porates cerium and cesium halides and a high mercury loadmg.

3 786 297 CI 313-229.000. „
Zuech. Ernest A.; and Grain, Donald L '^ Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany Cycloalkylaromatic production. 3.786,106. CI. 260-668 OOr

'*'toye'"joTn' A^Iudwig. David P.; and Zwickel. Fr.edrich.

3,785,903.
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. , XX- ..,1 ^^ \ *<olinPt>l>. to Koeliriuk' To

1 1"' T4. *'». 4:;r, 1.....
'Pliorniotics. Inc. M.-tlio.l aii.l

''''S:"an.''S'u!;-;i.:;a;silu-a;r ot .iHinn. n.uas. K.-. ...

SS-V 1 -1.-, 74. CI. r..'. 41..
.

Ksso K..M.arcli ati.l K»>:l|H'«J'»S C o .
sy

l.i Norniau N. K<>. -t^**-^.

^"•^VoXV'Ani.u;'i-:..an.iFuit. Ko.T.ss:;.

(J.M.'s i:nl>i..i Co.Tli.-: ^JjC

„.„„r^:S^;:i'Vk.i;i,K.;3;..in. «. -r <
"•

-TS'to 11.-. 74. ri. Kit. TO

''""satu:'^^:'Na^shinu Mnra.a. Makino. Matsnsl.in.a. an-l

'izunul.ara. 1{.. •.T'*^!»
. ,^„i, ^j.mipnt ami

.Tolinson. Martin K.. '" ' ^ ••- W; 1 1.". 74 C\. M 1T7
ni.'thoa o|- nianufartunv K.'. -.»'•. i '•• '"•

;:^lil;;:Hi:''•l:^:.^i^s-];l;,f?rJ„

"i-ir. 74. <'i irt** -^ii^

^^"s;;r.!' Vr";Sshin;;r Murata Mawmo. Ma.<nsi.in.a. an-l

l/nmiliara. R<>. -7.8S0.

''"^i;:lo"Yo.''Nal;a;iS; Mnrata. Makino. Ma.snshln.a. an.l

Iznmihara. Rp. UT.SSO.

„. X „ 1 1. 1 »<mifli to Vnlon CnrblHp
M,-.:ar.v. Charles W Jr- ^"''^

, on 'unln^ acl.?. I
lalo^-enntodl

''•'''siii.^'S!^CaSashin,a Murata. Makino. Matsnshln.a. an.l

'

l/umihara. K<v 'J'.S.sH.

"^'"""^^^o^^liML: Murata. Makino. Ma.snshln.a. an.l

'

l/.umihara. K.v U7.SS9.
1

rrenilinn A. «J. "•

'''f .: „ .,7 a«R
.lohnson. Mart n R. Re. -^-^SG^

Sato Klko Kahnslukl^Ka.sha^. Srr
^^^^^.^^^^ Matsushlma. an.l

Ki'.;.r''oSo-/,:.rrAb/e^ SnV machine. Re. 27.880.

1-15-74. CI. ir>6—384.

''"''T!:;vrS'ord-W.!"and Schnopp. Re. 27.881.

^""'Slcli^Vy: ChaSrw.. Jr.. and Smith. Re. 27.887.

'''""RnrnhanV.'nornld E.. Sr. Re. 27.882.
'

I

"-^'^^Sl^'c^^el rir.. and Smith. Re. 27.887
^

v„,.ri Vrthur F. and P. Fnltz. Suspension system for vehl-

^
"."^os. Re 27'883: 1-15-74. CI. 280-6.1

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES

.Xr..,stron>:. Pavid .L.. to Armstrong Nurseries.

Ar^;l;:fVo.;|:f m^ -'i:'- .?
• Armstrong Nurseries.

l.lant. :i.440. 1-15-.4. Ll. 11.

.\rnistroni: Nurs.Ties. Inc. : See—
Xnustron;:. David L. .i,4.is.

Annstronff. David L.';i.440.

Ball. Goo. -T: '""^f-V-v
-i A-iR

Fischer. Arnold \\. .i,4.i»».

Fischer, Arnold W. 3,441. „ . -

Holds. -Vllie: to O. S. Gray. Pecan tree. 3.434. 1

l-.r'oadnioor Hotel. Inc f^e-
Dropinski. Marion M. 3.43..

nro.a'-^i^ir'^" ^ ^o^dmoor H^tel. Inc.

U^S^^S:'M.rloi'^^^^^ar.oor Hotel. Inc

plant. 3.439. 1-15-74, CI. <0.

Inc Rose Fischer. Arnold W.. to Geo. J. Ball. African violet. 3.43«.

Inc. Rose Kil^heT' Arnohf W.. to Geo. J. Ball. African violet plant.

Fis;i!IVaH"H.'.''t'o 'selected Glads. Inc. Gladiolus. 3,442.

1-15-74. CI. 85.

Franjpton's Nurseries Ltd : See—
Machin. Barrie .1. .M3-<-

Machin. Barrio .1. .5.435.

15-74. CI. ,;rav, O. S. : Sc -.o,

mum plant. 3,4.33, 1-15-74, CI. 8-
phrvsanthe-

carnation Machin. Barrie J to ^^ampton's Nnrsenes Ltd. Chr>.anthe

mum plant. 3,4.iD. l-io-<t, v,i. ox.

Carn»tU.„ S<'l<--;,«J^S?."t.'rrH. f.«T

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES

AMP Inc.: Sec— „„„„,„
Irie. Norlmitsn. 229,940. »

.Vdams. Paul F>. : See—
Wldjrren. ""rve.vL. and Adams. 229 98fi

^^ ^^^

-^'\7ilirDerelotmJnt^ Lid.VoTdrVX-
CI. b74—9.

Alrhorne S.A. : See—
Bernard. Ch.irles. 229.8.9 nS— 19.

Anient, Herman. Seam ripper. 229,8.7. l-ia-.4. ci.

Aniussen. Francis S.: Sec— ooq osT
O'Brien, Robert F.. and Amussen. 229.98..

Ando Mlnoru : See— *«/!« ooq 070
Suglhara. Osamu. Nakamura. and Ando. 229.J7U.

^'^'&U«stlKr229.S19.
,

-i-er^^r'slniSlir^i&.^22Si^:i:^^?^^SS^r
Barash. Marshall^£..^;o The Coca-Cola Co. Bottle. 229,891.

, Jn.?i' MHton i"^ 5ojrto Warren F^ B.H^«6 S'-^lS'T.
bViv and Information containlnK pocket. 229.89b, l 10 <*.

Bernard. Charles to Airborne S.A. Seat or similar article.

229.879. 1-15-74, CI. DC—66.

PI 4K

. T «= p to Richard W. Whltlaw. Pipe reamer and
Bernard, Tames E. to Kicnaru "•

tamper. 229,983 l-l-^'-'^. C1_D85 7.

Best. .Tohn H.. & Sons. }^ -.^^oa 010

DR—232.

ri. D.30— 1. , _, _„. ooq 010 i_i5-74. CI. D6—271.

74. CI. P«—271. ooq 015 1-15-74. CI. D6—271.

Sf:r'How.%"'t.."rGT»*.«rF.'.v c„p. j-r. 229,899.

D8G— 8.

^'"'Schnslen^Gordon L.^Tnd Brotherton. 229.957.
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Sec—
22'.i,9.">5.

Combs, and Krahbo.

Combs, and Kral)be.

229,904.

Inc.

Inc

Toy

'l'o\

building block.

liuildiiiK l)lo<k.

<to. 220.SS4.

Brown, C. Douglas. Building. 229.924. 1-15-74. CI. D13-1.

BunuO-Matic ("orp. : Sec--
Martin. .lolin C. 229.897.

Cat.Tpi liar Tractor Co. : Sec-— .,

I l,.od. Ernest Roy. Lichti. and f'^son 229.88,

Coniciros, Kol)ert C. Oral hygiene device. 229,90.5, 1-1.. 7 1,

ChVl';tle^"cori.elius W.. Jr.. to <:eneral Electric Co. Clo-k

radio. 229.9."»9. l-lo-74. CI. D4.i—7.

Coca Cola Co.. Tlio : Sec -

ISarasli. Marsiiall J. 229,891.

Coluiiil>ia Broadcasting Systems. Inc.:

V.Miu.da. Jorma. 229.952.
\ (11 ii>l;i. .I'Ti.ia. ami Korpijaakko

Combs. Roscoe. Jr. : Sco—
Guthrie. Rodney L.. Condon,

22i>.SS5.

('..iidon. Ridiard W. : Scr-
(intlirie. Rodney L.. Condon.

229.885.
Cornwall Corp. : See-

Llovcras. (ieorge. 229.SS2.

Corp. (Ltd). : Sec -

Cosb;''1!:ric'^:'nl1ol]:'f^ent, Sons Ltd. Brush

O.inJ.n.J'iSei.^J.'^M.air 229^0^1-15^4 CK^

{ir:!;?- fS^/- ^^.llSlHriSit^'-W/'S- "f^shlilr.

"9939. 1 15-74. CI. 1)23 150.

Daen.-ii, Kol.ert. to Dart Industries

229.9.-.3. 1-15-74. CI. 1)34 15.

.la.'ii.ii. Itob.Tt. 10 Dart Iii.lnstri.'s

•J-J'.t.".t.-.4. 1 1.'. 74, V\. D.;4 1.'..

Dart industries In(.'. : See--
Daenen, Roliert. 229,9i.3.

Daeiu-n. Uolx'rt. 229.954

Davi.rXn.l/e'rM. BrSet'or similar article. 229.902. 1-15-

,)aVid^MaV.m>l it: Skein holder. 229.902. 1-15-74. CI. D3-19.

Davis. Kob.Tt D. : .S'«H-^ oonoin

and rec.rd filing compartment. 229,911. l-lo-<4, «-i.

DeV.'.ica! Pa.il V., to Porta Sys;tems Corp Mobile wiring plat-

form assembly. 229.921. l-15-,4. CI. D12—d9.

"'•"siintnm! ^•ucS'f:. and DeLnca. 229.945.

""^"l";;i.M;!rR.;bertT and Desber. 229.892.

IL'Sisto. Kiibard E. :
Sec -

, ,» o
KiiilMTi.' U:ivMi...i.l H.. Ivl.'lsoii, and D.-S

Diamond International Corp.: See—
K.-ifers, Ri.lianl F. 229.894.

Dime... Franklin.R.: Sec -
_,, ^ ooq 010

Kayscn. Raymond, and Dimeo. 229.942.

Dominion .\iitn Accessories Ltd. : Sec -

Smith. John. 229.965.
Don Mills D.-v.'lopin.-nts Ltd.: See—

A.lamson. Gerald J.. Kuypers and Norton

Dubois, Robert A.. ''"'Ll'- ^J' ,Vo*''''?7h
Drum. 229. S92. 1 15-74, CI. D9—170.

Eco.ivn.' Corp. : See—
Winberg', D.mnls G. 229.931.

. „.„
Kd'h !>n...tbv I. T.-b'ph..n.- r.-i.-ivtr bol.Ier. —

'
74,' CI. D2r.^-14.

Edelson, Robert B. : Sf
f^

-
n^oictr. 000004

Finherg. Raymond H., Edelson. and DeSlsto. —J,^^•*.

Exinet Corp. :
Sec —

, ,, , , 000 orq
KattliT. Eugene, and Mackenzie. 229,969.

Fedtro. Inc. Sec -

Feld,!S,\'"R'!vmon.rj"?o^SOS Consolidated, Inc. Adjust.nble
'

ttX-Vlovvii "ran-forVn.'r for use In electrical measuring.

Fe^!!:""'^rtll;.V'M'•S•/S^ Electric Co. Clock or similar

Fitzpatrlck, Donald L. Fishing flexible resilient lure. 229.933.

1-15-74. CI. D22—27.

Funkhouser. James B. :
See-—

iji„„»,„,f ooq <?q^
Wood Prentice J.. Funkhouser, and Rlnehart. JJ.J.sJrf.

Gnlaw Optical Mfg. Co.. Inc : See—
Wicbers, Max F. 229,974.

Gemco-Ware Inc. : See—
Schlessel, Walter. 229.918.

General Electric Co. : See—
Christie. Cornelius \\.. Jr. 229.959.

Felske. Arthur M. 229.961.
Houlihan. John T. 229.973
Winslow. Reynolds B. 229.946.

General Foods Corn. : Sec--
Brody. Howard L. 229.889

, ir ,. r, nfi 39
Gin. Don R. Lonnce chair 229 907 1-15-74 CI. p6--.39.

Gillesnie. Lean C. Butter dish. 229.881 1-15-74. CI D7 S4.

rut Dotnld C Building 229.927. 1-15-74. CI. D13- 1.

Goldf^;?." Melvin A . to^'swank. Inc. Autonmtlc necktie rack,

or similar article. 229.909. 1-15-.4. CI. D6—117.

Goodrich. Cliarles E. Water ^TJ-^^"" fo';.o''o''"''Q4
'''" "

planar surfaces. 229,932. 1-15-74. CI. D2.3— 34.

Grelf Bros. Corp. : See—
Dubois Robert A., and Desher. 229.892.

Guthrie. Rodnev L.. R. W. Condon. R. Combs. Jr.. and V. L.

Krabbe. to Roper Corp. Chain saw. 229.885, 1-15-74, CI.

P8~65.

229,981.
Bros. Corp

!)44. 1 1",

Ilaenelt. Henrv, to David R. N. He^d. Place card favor.

na'^?'?uI:elr'v"Mis^onrfbl7cfconstruction. 229.930. 1-15-

llJntusci.J^'Geni^d H.. to Microsystems International Ltd.

schatt. Jukebox. 229.972. 1-15-74, CI. D50—4.

Herd David R. N. : See—
Haenelt. Henry. 229.947.

^,„„^,i„ p„ I'optable AM
Houlihan. John T., _to. General, Electric Co. I ortable

radio. 229.973, 1-107.4. CI. D^t*—4- . ,^. .„„, ,,0-, 1 ir, 74

lIiPrwUz.''Mvron S. Townhouse complex. 229.926, 1-15-74,

CI. D13—1.

Imperial Arts Corp.: Sec—

Trie '^ioZusu.^Vo' AM-? •?«?: Insulated connector. 229.940,

1-1.5-74. CI. D26—1.

""• TSa'Ta.fahrko, Ito, and Nakamura. 229,971.

•'""j:;co\!rRo'?.ert^C"^nd A. D 229.905

Jacobs. Robert V., to Questor Corp. Crib end. 229,900, 1 10

Ja^tbs':'Robe7t' v.. and A D. -Tacobs, to Questor Corp. Crib

K.;;;;;'-
S?^i^:^^%cS^o!'i-''Fiashiight. 229.963. 1-15-

k'uU?- Eulen.: and K. Mackenzie, to Exmet Corp. 229,969,

KaV-n:'Ra?mom'ami F. R. Dimeo to ff^.^orp.
Control

k:ii^ [-;.:!^^rto^cS^l^:t^?:'?oie^-Ll2S^%-i5-
74. Cl. DO—26.

Kent G. B.. Sons Ltd. : See—-

2''9.975. 1-15-74. Cl. D57—1.

'""'x-'e.'Sa. J.'irma^n.fl&ljaakko. 229.955.

^'""GuthHe"°Ro'dnef'i:. Condon. Comb|. and Krabbe.

229.88.5.

''"•^'rd.^nSn.'Gera1"7. Kuypers, and Norton. 229,981.

Lake Nokomis Enterprises. Inc. : See—
Lapoll^l^^r-N^^ell^i'a^S'T^icotL to Bombardier Ltd. Snow-

mobile 229,928, 1-15-74, 9-^14-24 i_i5_74 ri.
I^opold, August P., Jr. Ashtray. 229,982, l-lo 74,

DS.5- 2.

^^'•"^liioo:i;"E'rn^^t^ #."lIohtl. and Pierson. 229,887.

l.inii^'.'v. W 1
••" K '• •"''"--

r.pmel. Milton M. 229,896.
, , - 74 r, r)40—

7

Lin'".'iii.-'in. D.ivid 11. Appar.l liaiig.T. —i.-ii-i.

Uo^^':.^l''George, to Co^rnwai, CorP Combined electric cook-

Lo^v'o^r,: J^"bVrfo lc'r%'t'o-In^.'c.g'a;ette lighter. 229,966.

1^1.5-74. Cl. D48—27.

Mabo. Stanley : Sec---

Quenot, Miche. 229.967.

Mackenzie. Kenneth : Sec— . _^„,. ooq qcq

Sucihara. Osamu. Nakamura, and -^n'^O- 229 i'O.

Stripping tool. 229.886, 1-15-74, Cl. D8—98.

^^'•«T:.JrAnV..fr>T: an.l McGee. 229.943.

'^•'"'\^a•pT^ntlef"^Funkhouser. and Rineharh 229.893.

Messineo. Leonard : See— .

^

Bishalf. Morris, and Mej'^'n'IO- 229.9—
Microsystems International Ltd • H^ee

Hantusch. Gerald H. J.ry.y<». ooq Q.nO
Mltcbko Walter. Combination sandbox and pool. 229,9.nO

1-1.5-74. Cl. D34—5.

Monolta Camera Co., Ltd. : Sec-—
Nakanlshl. Masakazu. 229.977.

Motorola. Inc. : See-—
,,„r.«o ooq Q4'5

spout. 229,895. 1-15-74. Cl. D9—290.

Nakamura. Ya«unohu : ^^^—^^. vnknmnn '>''9 971
Tokuda. Tadahlko. Ito. and Nakamura. —h.j.i.

Nakamura. Yasunobu : See— .„j„ ooq q70
Suglhara. Osamu. Nakamura. and Ando. 229.970

---;:iia?^;;r?Se"-2^o.^r?^i5??^^n. s^i^-
^^^^^^

"'"^^?N^la!n\"on^.- "gST J.. Kuypers. and Norton. 229^981.

NSM Vpparatebau GmbH Kommonditgesellschaft .
hee—

Herhst. Walter. 229.972. „„„ „o, 1 i-^

OBrien. Robert F.. and F. S. Amussen. Plaid. 229.987. 1-15-

Odell, Russel" B. Puppet. 229,949. 1-15-74, Cl. D34-2.
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Siiv.l.T UolMTt A. Stone iiolishlnjr mnrliiiir. 220.(»r.r,. 1 l.-|-74.

Owens Illinois, Inc.: See— P, dot .1 ._ «.
. SvUweizer. Peter L -29 888

, Sovia. c'dri.- C. Frame for maklnB frlnRe. 22f).9S8. 1-1;.-. 4.

r;ir»l.>. .loliii. f" I '"<• I'rtMtir Ac t.amhit *
<». .iiij.. — .

CI PyJ ir«.

1-15-74. CI. D9—48. Sim'cIi Sv't.-ms. Inc. : Src- 1

I'erkinKliner Corp., Tlie : See— •

Mnviliaiii Walter J. 229,886. .1
I'lsano. Gerald J. 229,938. s„^.ii,arV <5"'">V Y Nakanuira. an.l M. .\n.lo. to MaJ,s''s jL*?

IMerson. Jan.es A. :
«cf-

.person -29 887 Kle.trii- In.l.istrial Co.. Md. Television receiver. 2-.>.J.O.

lecular trap for a vacuum system. 229.9.iS, 1 lo .4. " ""
srt.ii.itt .In.k ». 229.0.15.

Sriimltt. .la.k B. 229,9;{6.

Sclimitt, Jack H. 229.M7.
Siirwical .Viipliance Industries. Inc. : See

—

Wdllams. Marpuerlte It. 229.S9S. ,

Williams, Mamuerite R. 229.899.

Swank. Inc. : N» «•

Goldleder. Melvin .\. 229.!»()9.
. , ,, . , „,.,.

Swett James B.. to Mart Imlustries Inc. .MensunnK cup
"•")''.>17 1 -ir> 74. CI. I>7 50.

S\\"it. James B Sfraue container for lettuce or the like.

229,920. l-ir.-74, i;i. I>7-7fi.

I.ix .. . l»..n.M «> SnipiMT for concrete hulls. 229.»i!t. 1 1..

Tlion'ia< Morton I. Wheelchair or similar article. 229,92:{,

1 l.T 74, CI 1H2 1:11.

roole^ Clmrles D.- Game horseshoe. 229,951, l-ir.-74. CI.

im- 5.

I'orta Systems Corp. : Scr—
Pel.uca. raul V. 229,911. »

DeLuca. Paul V. 229.921
Santulll. Vin.ent F.. and DeLuca. J29,".t45.

.,.,0 uoo
Pow.Vs .\lfred. to KoLert B. Woll. .\thleHc shoe. 2-9.900,

1-1.-.-71, CI. 1)2 :509.

Procter & t^Jamble Co.. The : See—
I'ardo. John, 229.890.

''"Fi^i:^!^ fcnuHufll.. E<lelson. an.1. DoSlsto. 229.8S4.

l>u«h James F. Sr. Knife. 229.88.^ 1-15-.4. CI. D. 144.

Pulsar Iii^itruinents, Inc. : Sco

QuenS'Mlche.";ntSnlg^MaSo. Tape measure. 229.907. 1 Ti""^;-;-;.;". .^.x
^ ^^^^ Brotherton. 229.95^

1,-. 74. CI. 0.52^1. Trevena. Marry W. Trailer for a bicycle or the like 229,98..,

'^'"'"Jacobs!' Robert V.. and A P 229.90.5.
Tolulla 'TadahlVT K.^ Ito, and Y. Nakamura. to Matsushita

.l:,.„l,.. K...rt V 22!.. •••...;

r;i..."V.r lt?.lu^.•ial «•,,, I.td TcI.vIm..,, receiver 22!..'..71.

' Kay sen. Raymond, and Plmeo 229.042
Venm.l'a

'

.lorm;. "to Cliimbla Broa-lcav-linK Syst.-m-. Im
Relfers. Richard F. t»i^Ji'"T^i"-r"rV iw 0?^- \ N^^^^^^ 22M !.-.2 1 l.". 74. CI P.: »

l."

nsln« display tray. 229.894. 1-15-.4. Ll. 1»9 .4.1.
Ven ola Jorma. ,nd E. P. Korpljaakko. to rolumbla Bro.-jd

'""''';<?.'::.:.-'V-rr.ntf,:.:
.!" FunWhouser. ami K.n....art 22....V.:-. cas.ln. ^System, Inc. RolllnK toy. 229.955, 1-15-.4,

«
I.

. "'"'TiiSa^ 'nlaney L.. Condon. Co.nbs. and Krabbe ^V".H.-^ .Hi;»-d W^ ^^^
SOS cSSted, inc. : .ce^

^^^ -l-V^^^'r.rviVJ-Kf "T'^"'
^'^^^ ""• ^"^ ''^"''"':

;alk^'^SeJ^E'S/i.Si;i%arn.ents or the like. 229, W^U^^-arvey^r:. and P. K. Adams. Vehicle body. 220.9S0,

sa;;;:;iii-vw^nfv:;an^^p. v. peLue^^o ^n^-^-^^
^^•'i-";;ir:i\i:'';i^9^^H. ?:i:r7;:'i^rs

^''"""*-- '""""''•'^

Corp. E!ectri<al swltchmK console assembly. 2_9,.»4.., 1-1..^ in<.i.ir.up. — •..-.,..
.schlessei. Waltei^to Gemco-Ware Inc. Cruet. 229.91.^ l-l.',^

SchmU,' Jultin^"'M., to Arctic Pac, Inc. Pitcher. 220.910.

1-15-74. CI. D7—04. .. , , . ,.1^
Sohndtt Jack B.. to Sunbeam Corp. Facade for electric

humidifier. 229.935. 1-15-74. CI. P23- 14fi
^. „.,,„.

Schmitt Ja.k B. to Sunbeam Corp. I acade for electri.

humidifier. 229.93r,. 1-1,V74. CI. P23--14«.
„,„,,,,..

Schmitt Jack B.. to SunlH>am Corp. l-acade for electrW

humidifier. 229,9.17. 1-15-74. CI. P2.3 140.

Sclineider Irwin, to Imperial Arts Corp. Covereil food serx

^Z^^I^J^n't 'anrJ*-R K^thl^on.^ to TMm^ve;.. ^.^mnji^^VJnce Cjv LUi^,^^
Inc. Wide belt sandlnc machine. 229.957, 1-15-. 4, CI.

^.,, ,,?,;-l\'"-'^';, .^;»X v:";"^^^ I'rlnce Co . I.td Cicar.tt.

-rr^7i
P- ^^42^" ^--'^"""'^- '- "•^- "^"^ Jir^^rtl^-^^Y^^fRX;rro. neat e.chan.r

Sco7t Thomas : Src- „„„ „^„
229.934, 1-15 -74. CI P23-72.

I.apointe, Y. An.selme, a«d Scott. 229.92J<. Vounc Radiator Co. : Sfr -
|

S( ripto Inc. : See - Y..unc Fred M 229,9.34.
I^.rkwood. Jolin C. 229.90.6.

Milli.eiif Kv.-t'la-^ hohler 22!».07r,. I l.". 74. CI

Smith John, to Dominion Auto Accessories Ltd. Lamp. '•'•}"• >iiii>'«'" i..>«i.i.i

229;965, 1-15-74. Cl. IMS—32. "»^ -»

Wllliam'-i Mar'MiVri'te" R.. to Surirlcal AiMdlance Imlustries,

Inc. IVinty plrdle. 229.899, l-l.'-.-74. Cl 1 .2 4.

W illlams Roirer F.. to Pulsar Instruments. Inc. Nolne meter.
' 2-'9.!MiS. 1 15 74. Cl. P.52 «'.. ^ ^. , ^, , , .
Winberi: I "ennls C. to Ecodyne Corp. Solution fee<ler

229 031.1 1.-. 74. Cl. P23 3.

Will- >.\v U. ' iiol.U It. to i;.-n.Tal F.I.m trl«' «o < a^^etfe tape

reconler. 229.9 »»5, 1-15-74, Cl. D26- 14.

Wolf. Robert B. ><rr

Poweri \lfred 220.000.
Wood. Prentice J., J. B. Funkhouser, n""! •)..•' ,"'"'^»'V*-

.*!'

The Mead Corp. Bottle carrier. 220.S93. I 15-74. « I.

Pit 17f,

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 15, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

3R
22

310

CLASS 2
3,784.984
3.784,985
3.784,986
3,784.987

CLASS 3

18 3.784.988

CLASS 5

9R 3.784,989

94 3,784.990

I3fc 3,784.991

I86R 3.784,992

308 3,784,993

348 3.784.994
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CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

41
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440
449
496
522
600
648
657

3,786.1
3,786,1

3,786,1

3.786,1
3,786,1

3,786,1

3.786,1

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

CLASS 424
7 3,786.140

95 3.786.141

118 3.786.142

244 3.786.144

250 3.786.145
3.786.146

251

263
267
269
270
273

3.786,147
3.786.160
3,786,148
3.786,149
3.786.150
3.786.151
3.786.152

281
282
301

304
305
309

3.786,153
3,786.154
3.786,155
3.786.131
3.786.156
3.786.143
3.786.157

Classification of Designs

327 3,786,158

CLASS 425
59 3.785.759

155 Re27.881
207 3.785.760

289 3.785.762

387B 3.785.761

CLASS 426
302 3.786.159

CLASS 431

328 3.785,763

CLASS 432
gS 3,785,764

107 3,785,765

D02—
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18

19

20

21

22

24

3.785.781
3.785.7<)4

3,785.804

3.785.955
3.785.958
3.785.961
3.785.962
3.785.963
3.785.979
3,785.996
3.785.998
3.786.012
3,786.062
3.786.063
3.786.072
3.786.088
3,786.098

. 3,786.116
3.786.197
3.786.202
3.786.209
3.786.247
3.786,259
3,786.279

3.786.284
3.786.322
3,786.333
3,786,346
3,786.396
3.786.400
3.786.402
3,786,421
3.786,423

3,786.425
3,786.436
3.786.488
3.785.015
3.785.105
3.785,126
3,785.194
3.785.212
3.785.276
3.785,356
3.785,473
3,785,475
3.785.493
3,;85,554
3.785.651
3.785,661
3.785,675
3,785.680
3.785.782

3.785.785
3.785,841
3.785.855
3.785,930
3.785,959
3,786,048
3.786.114
3,786.208
3.786.289
3.786.327
3.786,331

3,785,075
3.785,157
3,785,167
3.785.200
3,785,441
3.785,525
3,785.622
3,785.739
3.786,078
3,785.130
3,785,166
3,785,168
3.785,300
3.785,334
3.785,411
3,785.529
3.785.564
3,785.568
3,786,090
3,785.566
3.785.598
Re27.882
3,785.160
3,785.322
3.785,402
3.785,416
3.785.690
3,785,960
3,786,018
3,785,083
3,785,197
3,785,293
3,785,315
3,785.366
3.785.379
3.785.433
3.785.445
3.785.483
3.785.505
3.785.590
3.785.595
3.785,625
3,785.626

25

26

3,785,723
3,785,737

3.785.798
3.785.832
3.785.911
3.786.139
3.786.186
3.786.275
3.786.374
3,786.380
3.786.403
3,786.468
3.785.008
3.785.059
3.785.074
3.785.101
3.785.208
3.785.258
3.785.263
3.785.374
3.785.375
3.785.394
3.785.397
3.785.480
3.785.507
3.785.538
3.785.541
3.785.549
3,785.615
3.785,634
3,785.685
3.785.688
3,785.725

3.785.761
3.785.813
3.785.814
3.785.815
3.785.858
3.785.915
3.785.950
3.786.195
3.786.316
3.786.334
3.786.357
3.786.359
3.786.373
3.786.413
3.786.432
3.786.437
3,786.449

. 3.786.451

3.786.458
3.786.467
3,786.473
3.786.476
3,786.478
3,786,504
3,786.505

Re27.881
3.784.995
3.785.001

3.785.002
3.785.024
3.785.025
3.785.042
3.785.079
3.785.080
3.785.089
3.785.131
3.785.145

3.785.151

3.785.152
3.785.153

3.785.154
3.785.155
3.785.172
3.785.186
3.785.228
3.785.271
3.785.277
3.785.330
3.785.337
3.785.355
3.785,398
3.785.419
3.785.449
3,785.455
3.785.509
3.785.516
3.785.601
3.785.624
3.785.644
3.785.660
3.785.672
3.785.687
3.785.701
3.785.746
3.785.748
3.786.06*
3.786.137
3.786.149
3.786.156
3.786.157
3.786.211
3,786.223
3,786,309

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

3.786.336
3.786.367

3.786.500
3.786.501

3.785.055
3.785.184
3.785.297
3.785.360
3.785.420
3.785.424
3.785.432
3.785.543
3.785.694
3.785.705
3.785.719

3.785.738
3.785.824
3,785.909
3.786.007
3.786,030
3,786,227
3,786,399
3,786.438

3.786.444

3.784.991
3.786.203
3.785.213
3.785.219
3.785.222

3.785.236
3.785.240
3.785.470
3.785.544
3.785.604
3.785.689
3.786.055
3.785.000
3.785.702
3.785.048
3.785.400
3.785.750
Re27.885
3,785.348
3.785.517
3.785.248
3.785.530
3.785.577

Re 27.888
3.785.031

3.785.037
3.785.088
3.785.099

3.785.129
3.785.196
3.785.261
3.785.281
3.785.308
3.785.309
3.785.318
3.785.373
3.785.479
3.785.491
3.785.524
3.785,526
3.785.533
3.785.569
3.785.588
3.785.605
3.785.611
3.785.630
3.785.712
3.785.718
3.785.778
3.785.779
3.785.808
3.785.817
3.785.818
3.785.848
3.785.862
3.785.866
3.785.893
3.785.897
3.785.899
3.785.901
3.785.927
3.785.929
3.785.938
3.785.945
3.785.965
3.785.968
3.785.973
3.785.982
3.785,985
3.785.992
3.7*6,023
3,786,034
3,786,042
3.786.050
3,786.066
3,786,077
3.786,085
3,786,086
3.786,093
3.786,126
3.786.144
3.786.150

35

36

3.786.177
3.786.188
3.786.189
3.786.192
3.786.199
3.786.206
3.786.217
3.786.221
3.786.237
3.786.242
3.786.323
3.786.350
3.786.361
3.786.362
3.786.364
3.786.368
3.786.379
3.786,426
3.786.443
3.786.446
3.786.452
3.786.453
3.786.486
3.786.490

3.786.493
3.785.057
3.785.245
3.785.994
3.784.987
3.784.990
3.784.993
3.784.994
3.785.014
3.785.058
3.785.125
3.785.183
3.785.188
3.785^04
3.785.244
3785.252
3.785,262
3,785,275
3,785,289
3.785.304
3.785.314
3.785.332
3.785.343
3.785.347

3.785.354
3.785.370
3.785.440
3.785.442

3.785.453
3.785.521

3.785,552
3,785.584
3.785.640
3.785.646
3.785.652
3.785.693
3.785.715
3.785.716
3.785.722
3,785.726
3.785.735
3.785,760
3.785.777
3.785.797
3.785.801

3.785.816
3.785.819
3.785.823
3.785.825
3.785.826
3.785.829
3.785.830
3.785.851
3.785.872
3.785.876
3.785.877
3.785.884
3.785.886
3.785.896
3.785.920
3.785.922
3.785.935
3.785.987
3.786.015
3.786.017
3,786.043
3.786.046
3.786.074
3.786.082
3.786.113
3.786.152
3.786.181
3.786.210
3.786.219
3.786.220
3.786.222
3.786.228
3.786.263
3.786.264

• 3.786.265
3.786.287
3.786.294

37

38
39

40
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3.786.307
3.786.325

3.786.338
3.786.366
3.786.369
3.786.395.

3.786.418
3.786.419
3.786.420
3.786.427
3.786.434
3.786.441

3.786.442
3.786.445
3.786.455

3.786.460
3.786.474
3.786.498
3.786.509
3.786.512
3.785.018
3.785.179
3.785.180
3.785.351

3.785.385
3.785.487
3.785.904
3.786.120
3.786.233

3.786.497
3.785.211

Re 27.883
3.785.023

3.785.029
3.785.034
3.785.041
3.785.050
3.785.056
3.785.081
3.785.104
3.785.118
3.785.181

3.785.182
3.785.190
3.785.191

3.785.220
3.785.298
3.785.299

3.785.325
3.785.359
3.785.364
3.785.371

3.785.383
3.785.392
3.785.405
3.785.460
3.785.463
3.785.485

3.785.534
3.785.567
3.785.580
3.785.583
3.785.587
3.785.593
3.785.678
3.785.682
3.785.699
3.785.721
3.785.756
3.785.758
3.785.763

3.785.795
3.785.833
3.785.834
3.785.839
3.785.852
3.785.873
3.785.882
3.785.894
3.785.908
3.785.928
3.785.986
3.786.009
3.786.013
3.786.041
3.786.067
3.786.087
3.786.109
3.786.127

3.786.128
3.786.226
3.786.238
3.786,251
3,786,298
3,786,355
3.786,370
3.786.398
3.786.417
3.786.448
3.786.484
3.786.485
3.786.494
3.786.495
3.786.507
3.786.515
3.785.161

41

42

45

47

48

3,785.193

3.785.202
3.785.226
3.785.413
3.785.437
3.785.446
3.785.729
3.785.956
3.785.957
3.785.972
3,785.974
3.785.976
3.786,035
3.786.106
3.786.111

3.786.112
3.786.456
3.785.124
3.785.231

3.785.238
3.785.279
3.785.323
3.785.439
3.785.508

3.785.696
3.785.755
3.784.984
3.785.019
3.785.035
3.785.052
3.785.096
3.785.135
3.785,148

3.785.232
3.785.288
3.785.296
3.785.341
3.785.381

3.785.406
3.785.464
3.785.482
3.785.496

3.785.519
3.785.616
3.785.697
3.785.734
3.785.747

3.785.766
3.785.769
3.785.776
3.785.780
3.785.840

3.785.849
3.785.850
3.785.854
3.785.857
3.785.860
3.785.887

3.785.903
3.785.931

3.785.932
3.785.933
3.785.934
3.785.941

3.785.947
3.785.964
3.785.975
3.786.005
3.786.020
3.786.029

3.786.061

3.786.102
3.786.108
3.786.124
3.786.138
3.786.185
3.786.214
3.786.273
3.786.274
3.786.297
3.786.317
3.786.321
3.786.435
3.786.461
3,786,463
3,786,469
3.786,491
3,786,492
3.785,067
3.785,136
3,785,215
3.785.223
3.785.022
3.785.103
3.785,146
3,785,906
3,786.021

3.785.020
3.785.039
3.785.120
3.785.345
3.785.456
3.785.803
3.786.135
3.786.270
3.785.026

3.785.040
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PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual
FUlDsDaU

olOldflrt
New Case
AwalUog

Aetloo

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS ^^^^
GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRV^

"

'"K^t^^TKe?^ H^drtSo^M^^^^^^ Compositloas Gaseous Compositloos; Fuel and

Igniting Devices. ^--.tto tm »
»-12-72

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. GROU^l^^^^ steroids:

«o7o"ard"8xrQJrni,n^^ aA^; C^b» """"^^T'^^^H^Ti^KEST Director lCK"-«

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, PLASTICS AND MOLDING ORO^^^^
's'^^^etlf Resm CimSfc SynVhVtlc"^^^^^^

"'synthetic Resln.s; Rubber; P^^°^<'»"'- ^^1^? Re"sinV R^^^^^^
^P^' ««" ^'^^'^^ ^'*"*"*

r„KsrnrAv^sr.c^r^i^^^^^^^^ 1^-7,

COATING AND LAMINATINO BLEACmNO. D^^^^^^ Special Chemical

^K^Vrcreripe^iaYllliiftrS^^^ ^^,^p ,^«. FRIEDMAN. Director.. M)1.7.

-¥e^rt^K-KL«s?^^^nHJSo-SSc\^^^^^^^

SL"^^dii3rs;iuT^?^Ap"p'sa^^
^'^'^' '''^- ^''''^ "'"

esses. ,

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP W^R^L^^^^^^^^ Radlo-

^^A^"t1^rBftKX1en^a"ce,"po«w1e^'•M^e"^^^^^^^ ^,^^ ^-H
-%rm^n^ronrM\^lflK^T^^^^^^^^^^ ^D^aJa^SI^^^SlTut^n^Jd ^C??SoS'^ragrDe.lces and

Related Arts. „,^Tr^TXTn »xit^ xjtw tqiTRTMO OROUP240—L. FORMAN, Director 7-17-71

works; Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring 2-17-72

DESIGNS, GROUP 290-R L. CAMPBELL, director

Industrial Arts; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS ^^^^
jSpflnkUng;
Aeronautics;

^'^o\ofamk»n"5'T>i;.Te,"ndAp^urt;r^ ,0-1^12

MATERIAL SHAPING, ARTICLE MANUFACTURING, TOOLS. GROUP 320^^ and Wire

Manufacturing Proces^s. Assembling. Combined Machines S;^ia Ar«=le MaWn^ MeU^ w^^^
^^^^^^ .Bloc^*"^.

Working- Metal Fusion-Bonding. Metal Founding; M^^al "rglcalApparatus^lMUM wo^^^ Cutlery; Jacks.

Earthe^W^e Apparatus: Machine Tools for Shaping or Div^d^ng Work and T<^1 Holder W<^^^ ^^.^
AMUSEMENT, HUSBANDRY, PERSONAL TREATMENVNFORMATI^ IS^h Working a:nd Excavating;

Information blsseminalion ^TT^-nr** axi ni~,.»nr 3-12-73

HEAT POWER AND FLUID ENGINEERING, GROUP 34a-M.M. NEWM AN. Dlrrxitor - -^-^^^^

MISCELLANEOCS CONSTRHCTIONS, TEXTILES *NO,MlNINO ORODP 3»-T J. mCK^^

Coaling: Textiles; Apparel and Shoes. Sewing Machines

if™i«n«n «f n.t*nu- The oatents within the range of numbers indicated below expire during December 1973,
*"*P>gJ's^t''940) and Public

expl^e^^e" 1^1*^ shorinertTrlJis under the pro^slons of Public Law 6W. 79th Congress^ approved A^^
.^^ W.^'^^^t^

I aw «19!Mrd Congress, approved August 23, 1954 (« Sut. 7M) or which may have ha^^^^ ^'^ye "Pl"^ before the full term of 17 years (or

35 U S C 253. Other patents, issued after the dates of the range of numbers Indicated oeiow, may "•»» y

the same reasons, or have lapsed under the provision* of 35 U.S.C. isi.
vumbiirs 2 772.415 to 2,776,761. Indurtva

PatenU ^ ..... NuiUts 1,532 to 1,642, InoluHvo

Plant PatenU
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DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS

PUBLISHED JANUARY 22, 1974

P„bll,hrf at .be r«u.,t ,t .b, .ppllc..t or 7°" '»
"7',';Xt''''umS-?rf '«rlfs ^'.^

abstract. o( Defensive PabllClon
"''T' Z"^?Z^T«t'J^'i^l»oL °n°udln<r elaln. and .beet. »t dr.»fnB, e»»t.m«l

""
^L:?;.?.!.!?.";.."".. bave „«. beea ea.a..bed a. .. .be .et.ta ., aUe^d ,a,.c,>0.. Tb. P.tea, O.ce »..e.

no a.8ertlon as to the novelty of the dlsclo.ed subject matter.

T918,010 ^,^
VIBRATING-DIAPHRAGM POWDER-CLOUD

GENERATOR
Theodore H. Morse, 4352 St. P«nl Bbrd^

Rochester, N.Y. 14617

Filed Oct 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187^7
Int. CI. G03g 13/08

U.S. a. 118—627

1 Sheet Drawing. 13 Pages Specification

pcntacrythritol. trimethylolpropane, trimcthylolethane.

glycerine, mannitol, or the like.

T918,012 ^„^^,
COMPUTER TERMINAL MESSAGE CONTROL

Francis Michael Hartmann, Huriey, Richard Alfred JonM,

Redhook, Theodore Edwin Larson, Saugerties, Kenneth

Rogers McNary. Hyde Park, and J«°»f , Theodore

Zahorsky, Saugerties, N.Y., assignors to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, W.Y.

FUed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,744

Int a, GO«f 5/00
I

U.S. CI. 340—172.5

8 Sheets Drawing. 21 Pages Spedflcation

smty

An apparatus for generating a powder cloud by vibra-

tion of a laminated diaphragm with an oscillatmg elec-

trical signal. Toner particles contact or arc supported on

a multi-layer diaphragm which preferably comprises an

uppermost thin coating of metal, e.g.. aluminum, vacuum

or otherwise deposited on an intermediate flexible plas-

tic membrane which, in turn, is positioned over a perfo-

rated rigid conductive member. Toner particles deposited

atop the coated membrane are physically propelled into

a powder cloud above the diaphragm when an oscillating

electrical signal from a power source is applied. This oc-

curs because the oscillating signal causes the coated p as-

tic membrane to cyclically and physically flex due to elec-

trostatic attraction and relaxation between the two con-

ductive layers. Linear combinations of a variety of ap-

plied electrical frequencies can be utilized to form "beats

or pulses which cause greater vibration excursions to aid

in agitating the toner particles into a powder cloud.

— \
T918 Oil

MOLDING RESIn'COMPOSITIONS
William W. BlooBt, Jr., 1129 Oakleaf ^^\%J^^^i

Roger H. Calendine, 217 Elmhurst D^^e, ^7663; and

James L. Suggs, 4241 Maplewood St 37660, all of

Klnssport Tenn. ^^^^
FUed Oct 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,899

Int CI. CeSb 21/08: C08g 39/10

VS. a. 260—16
No Drawing. 10 Pages Spedflcation

Thickened, unsaturated polyesters of 2.2,4-tnmethyl-

1,3-pentanediol or Aeopentyl glycol, a polyhydric alco-

hol, and maleic acid, when reacted with styrene or the

like, particularly in the presence of leveling resins such

as cellulose acetate butyrate, produce molded articles ot

good surface appearance and a high degree of pigment

homogeneity. The unsaturated polyesters have a nuinber

average molecular weight of from about 1.000 to about

4 000 their glycol constituents comprise at least about 30

pirrcent by weight of 2.2.4-trimethyl-1.3-pentanediol or

neopentyl glycol or mixtures thereof, and the polyhydric

alcohol constituent comprises about J to 20 mole percent

of the glycol constituent. The polyhydric alcohol may be

1328
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V.

A terminal which includes an addressable message buf-

fer for storing fields of data; the fields being defined as

a group of consecutive characters starting with a field de-

fining character followed by alphameric characters and

terminated by a field defining character which defines the

beginning of the next field. The field defining character

defines an attribute of the field, i.e., whether the field is

protected [PI from modification by a terminal operator or

unprotected [U] and therefore available for modification

or entry of data. The terminal responds to a data stream

which includes a single program tab order. In executing

this order, the current buffer address is advanced to the

address of the first character location of the ""t unprc^

tected field. If the order is issued following an alphameric

or null character, null characters are inserted for all the

remaining characters in the current field; otherwise, no

null character insertion operation takes place.

January 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1329

T918 013 computer program that is optimizing a specified objec-

NATURAL SELECTION PROGRAM WITH RADOMI- tive function, for example, the location of a plurality of

ZATION TRAFFIC-JAM MECHA?«SM objects, from becoming permanently "stuck" at an un-

Bradford Dunham, White Plains, and James H. North, satisfactory local minimum. The innovation presented in

Yorktown Heights, N.Y., assignors to International
j|^g disclosure is in the application of a novel "traffic-

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y. -

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,620

Int CI. G06f 7/00
U.S. CI. 444—1

4 Sheets Drawing. 17 Pages Spedflcation
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which can be embodied in a computer program for op-

timizing a specified objective function, for example the

Son of a plurality of objects. By d.vidmg what .s

scored by the optimization process at a given stage on

whit is defined as a "care" "don't care" basis, the pro-

gram can focus attention on most troublesome pomts

without prematurely building in structure e sewhere^ At

a next stage, some of the material Pr«=:?"^»y
J^^^^^f^^

.'

"don't care" is now treated as "care." Thus, the method

can proceed through a sequence of stages progressively

dealing with more and more of the content of the prob-

lem untU an appropriate stopping point ,s reached In this

way not only can worst peaks be directly attacked, but

also'lesser peaks and valleys can be treated in due course.

above calculation, and provision is also made for further

' V-iio

T918,015

RESCHEDULING OF I/O INTERRUPTS

Gerald A. Davison, Poaghkeepde, and Edward '• Nanss,

Mnibrook, N.Y., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armenia N.Y.

Continuation of appBcation S«r. No. 218,743, Jan. 18,

1972. Tliis appUcation Jnly 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,431

Int a. G06f 1100

UACL444—

1

13 Sheets Drawing. 32 Pages Specification

To evaluate computer system performance, software

techniques are frequently used to collect data on the sys-

tem as it runs, and/or to simulate new devices. However,

data collecting, simulating and report writing procedures

degrade the performance of the system on which they

are run and therefore provide distorted results. The tech-

nique herein is designed to hide the overhead procedure

from the performance of the system by using prior art

procedures in stopping the system clock whenever an

overhead program is being executed, and adding to that

a technique for compensating for distortion in the I/O

area by intercepting and rescheduling I/O interrupts to

compensate for the "stolen" time during which the sys-

tem clock is stopped. „,,/-.•
The procedure involves the. interception of all I/O in-

structions issuing from the CPU to the channel and inter-

ception of all I/O interrupts from the channel in order

to reschedule their presentation to the operating system.

This is accomplished by measuring the length of time

that it takes for the I/O operation to be performed and,

by adding to that time any "stolen" time taken from the

operating system during the period in which the I/O

. operation was outstanding, the presentation of the inter-

rupt may be delayed an appropriate time. Provision is

made for scheduling the interrupt in accordance with the
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delaying the interrupt if additional time is taken between

initial rescheduling and final presentation.

REISSUES
JANUARY 22, 1974

Matter enclosed In heavy brackets t ] appears In the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification

;

luanei: eiiv.iuo«x i- u
j
u

^'^xixi^ In italics indicates additions made by reissue.

matter

27,891
INDUCTOR COIL

Dhu Aine J. Davis, Wheaton, III., assignor to

Hermetic Coil Co., Inc.

Original No. 3,544,940, dated Dec. 1, 1970, Ser. No.

792,721, Jan. 21, 1969. AppUcation for reissue July

13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,127
Int. CI. HOlf 15/10

VS. CI. 336—192 6 Oaims

27 893
ARMATURE WINDING AND COMMUTATOR

CONNECTION
Jerry E. Miller, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Globe

Tool and Engineering Company, Dayton, Ohio
Orighial No. 3,506,864, dated Apr. 14, 1970, Ser. No.

704,342, Feb. 9, 1968. AppUcation for reissue Apr.

18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,282
Int. CI. H02k 3/46

U.S. a. 310—234 14 Claims

/fa

J7»

An electrical coil which has a bobbin configuration with

a coil receiving central portion and a pair of end discs at

the ends of the central portion defining a channel. A plu-

rality of slots are formed in one of the end discs for re-

ceiving terminal leads which have exposed conductor por-

tions for connection to end wires from a coil wound on the

central portion of the bobbin. Each of the slots has open-

ings at opposite ends so that a terminal lead may be in-

serted into one end of the slot with the exposed conductor

portion protruding from the opposite end of the slot for

connection to one of the coil end wires.

Novel winding patterns for armatures having various

numbers of slots and either one or two coils per slot are

disclosed along with methods and apparatus for winding

armatures. Lead wires between coils are wrapped around

the armature shaft and looped around commutator tangs.

An efficient method of obtaining armatures having op-

posite polarities is also shown and described.

27,892
HEAT TRANSFER OF INDICIA CONTAINING

SUBLIMABLE COLORING AGENT
Cart B. Blake, Bronx, N.Y., by Shiclair & Valentine

Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., assignee

Original No. 3,363,577, dated Jan. 16, 1968, Ser. No.

532,490, Jan. 19, 1966, which is a continuation>in-part

of Ser. No. 115,152, June 6, 1961. AppUcation for

reissue May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 235,380
Int. CI. B41m 5/26

UA CI. 101—470 11 Clafans

, HCA TED
ei£M£^T

FA8KIC OK.

OTHEB MAreemL

TO BE COLORED^
IN SELECTED

THAHSFEH.
SHEET

SUPPORT nUEMBEe. INK imPKESSION

A process and structure for heat transfer of indicia

from one surface to another involving the use of a trans-

fer device consisting of a surface having imprinted there-

on in mirror image the indicia to be transferred with an

ink containing a sublimable.dye.

27,894
4-HYDROXY.3-(3.PHENYLUREIDO)CROTONIC

ACID, GAMMA LACTONE COMPOUNDS
Peter Gerike, HUden, Germany, assignor to E.L dn Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Original No. 3,541,111, dated Nov. 17,

1970, Ser. No. 727,712, May 8, 1968. AppUcation for

reissue May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,639

Int CI. C07d 5/06

U.S. CI. 260—343.6 _ ^ 8 Clahns

Novel compounds are presented which have the tol-

lowing structure

rRi O
^ O

v_t_L<o>
.Rio H Ri

R. «• ^ ?'

where

:

Ri is hydrogen, halogen, methyl or ethyl,

Rj and R3 are independently selected from hydrogen or

alkyl of one through three carbon atoms and salts of

said compounds when R5 is hydrogen where the salt

forming constituent is an alkali metal ion, alkaline earth

metal ion, ammonium ion or mono-, di-, tri-, or tetra-

substituted ammonium ion where the substituents are

alkyl of one through four carbon atoms or benzyl, and

R5 is hydrogen or alkyl of one through four carbon atoms.

These compounds are excellent defoliants.
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27,895

METHOD FOR REPAIRING PRESSURE LINES^™H AS GAS MAINS AND THE LIKE

Charles W. Ray, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to

Emmett O. Bandy, Indianapolis, Ind.

Orieinal No. 3,626,576, dated Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No.

807,846 Ma;. 17. 1969. AppUcation for reuisue Jan.

26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,878

Int. CI. F16! 55/70
, ^„,„,

VS, a. 137-15 2 CTalms

face with an acidic zinc phosphate coating fo'^^'O"J^^";

aSng from about 3 to 200 milligrams per hter of Cu++

or a per?od sufficient to form a zinc phosphate coating

"ntaim^g metallic copper on the surface
^-^'^^^fj^^

electrophoretically depositing a pamt on the thus-coated

surface.

27,897

FULL OPEN END

Leonard Thomas La Croce, Paramus, and Raj^nond

Kscombe Batchelar. Westwood, NJ-; and John Wd^n
Rouse, Stamford, Conn., assignors to American Can

Company, New York, N.Y.

Original No. 3,544,025, dated Dec. 1, 1970, Ser. No.

728 518, Ma; 13, 1968. Application for reissue Aug.

5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,559 I

Int. CI. B65d 17/20

VS. CI. 220-54 17 Claims

In repairing gas mains, a fixture is clamped to the main

at the location of the repair, and a condu.t .s then jomed

to the main through a sealed fit. The conduit has a valve

which separates the conduit into two compartments, and

the end of the conduit is adapted to receive a tool mount-

ing, the valve being opened and a tool passed through the

conduit to perform repair operations on the main. The

tool mourning is connected to the conduit through a

sealed connection, and the tool can be operated through

the tool mounting means by an operator f.^^at the re-

pair operation occurs through a sealed conduit. The entire

operation occurs with normal operation of the main under

itfusual operating condition of internal superatmospheric

^'^Thds^superatmospheric pressure can be varied and the

present invention contemplates pressures for gas mains in

the range of 60 p.s.i.-120 p.s.i., other pressures for other

materials such as petroleum, water etc., varying as

desired.

27,896

METHOD OF FORMING A COPPER COXrAD^G
PROTECTIVE COATING PRIOR TO ELECIKU-

DEPOSITION OF PAINT

Werner Rausch, Stierstadt, Hans Hansen, Karben, and

Gerhard Mueller, Hanau, Germany, asf'g"?." **»

Hooker Chemical CorporaHon, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original No. . 3,467,589 dated Sept. 16,

1969, Ser No. 587.679. Oct. 19, 1966. Application

for reissue Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,505

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 6, 1965,

P 12 87 413.4

Int. a. BOlk 5/02: C23b 13/00

VS. CI. 204-181 8 Claims

1 A method for forming a protective coating on a fer-

rous metal surface which comprises contactmg said sur-

A "self-opening" can end having a central wall is pe-

ripherally scored to define a removable pane which may

be removed by manipulation of a pull tab which is riveted

to the removable panel at a location adjacent to the pe

ripheral score, the removable panel being provided w.th

rancilbry score passing adjacent to the nvet on .he

side thereof away from the peripheral score, to set off

n the removable panel a pivotable portion which con-

tains the rivet and two flex-inducing scores which are dis-

coid on either side of the rivet between the penphera

score and the ancillary score, to render the P'votable poP

ion sufficiently flexible to prevent fP'^X.Ti^fi\^d
opening operation. The outer end of the pull tab is tilted

upwardly xo insure that the ancillary score ruptures be-

fore the peripheral score does.

27,898

PEDECTAL CLOSURES FOR BURIED
TELEPHONE PLANT

Robert Gariand Baumgartner, BalHmore, Md^ f^^l
to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray

Hill, NJ.

12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,412 i

Int. CI. H02g 9/02

U.S. CI. 174-38
3Ctaims

This specification discloses a pedestal-type telephone

cable clo?^e consisting of a base and an upper housing

o?'L cross section. The base is counted on a ch^nne

which is driven into the ground separately. The wblcs

Tre led in through the base bottom and supported on a

January 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1333

bonding clamp that also contacts the cable's metallic 27,900 .r„„^^
.hield A center partition in the upper housing physically HERMETICALLY SEALED VARIABLE CAPACITOR
shield. A center partition in tne upper nousing pnyMtduy ^^^^ OPTIMUM MOVABLE PLATE SHAFT

BEARING STRUCTURE
Joseph Emil Oeschger, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,

New York N.Y.
|5.

i
Original No.' 3,541.405. dated Nov. 17, 1970. Ser. No.

461 I 820.451. Apr. 30. 1969. AppUcation for reissue Nov.

16, 1972, Ser. No. 307.163
Int. CI. HOlg 5/04

'

il" ; U.S. a. 317—245 5 aaims

segregates the pairs to which service wire splices will be

made.

27,899
SLOPE SENSING DEVICE

Luther B. Burgin, Box 958, Poplar Bluff, Mo. 63901

Original No. 3,564,531, dated Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

659,284, July 24, 1967, which is a continuation-in-part

of abandoned Ser. No. 572,143, Aug. 12, 1966. Appli-

cation for reissue Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,581

Int. CI. G08b 27/00
U.S. CI. 340—282 17 Claims

A body of mercury, the movement of which is damp-

ened by baffles, establishes a conductive path between

contacts within a chamber the position of whch reflects

tilting of a grading blade tofj to automatically correct

the position of the blade. The sensitivity of the device is

varied by adjusting the position of an element partially

submerged in the mercury.

A variable vacuum capacitor having a ceramic body

shell and metal end bells and a plurality of fixed concen-

tric cylindrical plates mounted inside near one end of

said body shell and a corresponding plurality of axially

interleaving movable plates mounted on a shaft assem-

bly. The shaft assembly is mounted through two thrust

bearings; one of said bearings (internal) being located

at a position within the axial length of the fixed plates,

and the other (external) being mounted within the body

shell between the plates and the opposite end of the body

shell at a point where it supports one end of the shaft

assembly and allows for shaft overtravel within the end

bell at that end. The external bearing and its support are ^

within a metal bellows open to the atmosphere at the

same end. The metal bellows is attached (vacuum tight)

near the center of the shaft assembly and compresses

and extends axially with movement of the shaft assem-

bly. The volume around the plates (including the internal

bearing) is sealed and evacuated. An independent con-

centric hollow spindle fixed end mount supports the in-

ternal bearing and relieves the fixed plates of any struc-

tural load therefrom while also providing overtravel space

for the internal end of the shaft assembly.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 22, 1974

IllnstratlonB for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it Is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

3,443

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, Chichester,

England, assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited,

Chichester, Sussex, England

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,836

Int CI. AOlh 5/00
VS. a. Pit—77 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum mori-

folium Bailey, substantially as shown and described, char-

acterized particularly as to its novelty by the unique com-

bination of a pure white color, an eight weelc response

time under summer growing conditions, and a relatively

large number of flowers per plant.

3,444

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, Chichester,

England, assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited,

Chichester, Sussex, England

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,835

Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—82 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum

morifoUum Bailey, pot type, substantially as herein shown

and described, characterized particulariy as to novelty by

the unique combination of a uniform response under

winter light conditions, a short intemode length, incurved

flowers, and a distinct ruby color.
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3,445

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT ^, . ^

Chichester, Sussex, England ^„ ,,, gjj
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,833

Int CI. AOlh 5/00 ^^^
^t r^ew^TJ distinct variety of Chn'^^'^'ernumnwn.

folum Ba.ley, substantially as herein shown and dc

cr bed characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unS^e combination of a reduced flowenng t.me uni-

formity of response in a wide range of environmental con-

dSs! and m'arigold orange colo^ ith red undertones.

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, Chichester,

England assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited.

Chichester. Sussex, England

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,832

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

IT«5 n Pit—74 1 Claim

1 A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum

moriiolium Bailey, substantially as herein show" and de-

scribed, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unique combination of reduced flowenng t.me. un form

response in a wide range of environmental conditions,

and currant red color.

3 449
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Tre CancelU, Nettuno. Italy -,« lico
Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,369

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
^ ^^^

^1*
A* Jew and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum

nwrHoUum Bailey, substamially as herein shown and de^

scribed, characterized particularly as ^^ "°^^»7^ ^y
!]f

unique combination of a wiry, upright P»a°^ ^'»»»JP f"l
flowers having from 60 to 80 fully expanded petah o

tube-shape, which are blunt at their ends, an exact re

sponse time of 10 weeks over the year.

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, Chichester,

^gland assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited,

Chichester, Sussex, England -,, o,,
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,831

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

1T<! n Ph.—74 ^ ^'"•"^

1 A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemum mor,-

folium Bailey, spray type, substantially as herein shown

and described, characterized particularly as to novelty

by the unique combination of a nine week flowering

response during short days, a uniform habit of growth

and the ability to maintain the normal green color of its

foliage under a wide variety of soil conditions.

3,448
GRAPEVINE

Lather R. Stohl, 5895 Arenue 426,

Reedlev, Calif. 93654

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,922

Int. cr. AOlh 5/03

ITS ri Pit 47 ^ Claim

A new and distinct variety of grapevine characterized

principally by its leaves of an orbicular cordate configura-

iion having five clffts dividing five lobes, large seedless

berries having less rudimentary embryo and firmer pulp

than the berries of the Thompson seedless grape which it

most nearly resembles, but from which it is distinguished,

crowing in large loose clusters less compact and more

dongated than the clusters of the Thompson seedless

grape and supported by peduncles of a length of from

2 to 4 inches.

3.450 _
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate Ch.chejjer,

England, assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited,

Chichester. Sussex. England
,,, «i«

Filed Dec. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 212,838

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
^ ^^^.^

^t A
•

new"tnd distinct variety of Chrysanthemum

nwrifoUum Ba.ley (pot type), .s"^;stantiany as herein

shown and described, characterized Pa^l'-^^'^r^y ^^^^^^

novelty by the unique combination of a reduced response

period, an increased number of flowers per Plant. and

improved quality of petal in poor winter light conditions.

3,451

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Barrie John Machin, East Broyle Estate, Chichester,

England, assignor to Frampton's Nurseries Limited,

Chichester. Sussex, England
-,,, «-i7

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,837

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

iT« n Pit 81 * Claim

T A new and distinct variety of Chrysanthemt^m mori-

folium Bailey, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed, characterized particularly as to novelty by the

unique combination of purple color, short .nternodc

"ength. and uniform response time in poor winter light

conditions.

3,452
'

ROSE PLANT
Marie-Loulse Mellland, Cap d'Antibw, France a|«lgnor

to nie Conrad-Pyle Company, West Grove, Pa.

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No.
2J6,817

Claims priority, applicaHon France, Jan. 15, 1971,

7102259
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

^ ^j^^

^-Ar^s^'plam of the hybrid tea class, with double red

flowers, produced by crossing the variety Lovita (Plant

Pat No ^'^9S), as pollen parent, on an unnamed seea-

nng. asse7d parent, which was the product of crossing

Baccara (Plant Pat. No. 1,367) on Queen Elizabeth

(Plant Pat. No. 1,257).

PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 22, 1974

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,786,519

HEADGEAR STRUCTURE

Jackson Anthony Aileo. Carbondale. Pa., assignor to Gentex

Corporation, Carbondale, Pa.

Filed Nov. 12, 1970. Ser. No. 88,823

int. CI. A42b J/00

folded handkerchief or scarf and is retained by the h6iaer

within a pocket of the wearers clothing such that only the or-

nament is visible above the pocket. The holder includes

gripping fingers and a slidablc clamping bar to removably

U.S.CI.2-6
1 1 Claims

A flexible helmet having plural inner and outer panels of

woven fabric cut and assembled so as to conform closely to

heads of different shapes and sizes, and plural pads for pro-

tecting the wearer's head against impacts, the pads bemg

removably carried in separate pockets formed by the inner

and outer panels. The pads may be fabricated of resilient ener-

gy-absorbing material and/or may include a layer of nexiblc

ballistic material for protection against blows from sharp ob-

jects The helmet panels may be made of open mesh fabric,

and the pads may be perforated for ventilation ofthe helmet,

also the inner surfaces of the pads may be so shaped or lined

as to provide ventilation spaces between the pads and the

wearer's head. Sound-attenuating earcups are carried by the

helmet in position for close-fitting engagement with the head.

Size adjustment of the helmet is effected by means of a varia-

ble length nape strap at the rear of the helmet. In addition the

helmet may carry communications equipment, including

earphones within the ear-cups, and a microphone, with a

switch for the microphone sealed in a watertight enclosure

within one of the earcups. An elongated flap extending across

the lower inner margin of the rear of the helmet may be folded

over and fastened to provide a passage for holding the wiring

of the communications equipment. For further protection of

the head, a rigid outer shell may be placed over and

detachably secured to the fiexible helmet, being stabilized m

position relative thereto by means of cooperating, comple-

mentary prcssure-actuable surface contact fastening elements

respectively carried on the crown portions of the outer surface

of the flexible helmet and the inner surface of the rigid shell.

retain the ornament thereon. An adapter member cooperates

with the holder for raising or lowering the same within the

pocket so that the device can be used for a variety of different*

pocket sizes.

3.786,521

SWINGING BAFFLE ELEMENT FOR WATER
TURBULENCE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

Mercer Donald Walket, Medina, Ohio, assignor to Adolph

Kiefer McNeil Corporation, Akron, Ohio

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,360

Int.CI.E04hi/y6.5//*

U.S.a.4-172.15 19 Claims

A swimming pool turbulence reducing system employs a

taut restraining cable positioned approximately at the water

line to rotatably support a series of closely spaced baffie plates

arranged in planes parallel with the axis of the cable, the mass

and the surface areas of the plates being unequally distributed

with respect to the rotatable axis so that the baffle plates tend

normally to depend downwardly from the cable and will

yieldingly swing from side to side in resisting wa%*e movement.

3,786,520

SIMULATED POCKET ORNAMENT AND HOLDER

Jerome Z. Harmon, Box 591, Oak Lawn, IH.

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,538

Int.CLA41b/5/00

US CI 2—279 5 Claims

*A combination decorative pocket ornament and adjustable

holder therefor. The ornament is arranged in the shape of a

3,786,522

TOILET SEAT

Alexander KIra, Ithaca, N.Y., and George R. Scheuring, Pitt-

sburgh, Pa., assignors to American Standard Inc., New

York,N.Y. «, ...
Filed Sept. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 72,466

Int. CLA47k /J/00

U.S.CL 4-237
,^ ^

»3 Claims

The defecation process can be substantially fac.ltatcd by

means of a specially contoured toilet seat which is completely

1335
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adaptable to conventional toilets. The toilet seat has a hmge

means for attachment to the toilet and an annular relatively

planar section, conforming generally .n peripheral conf.gura-

;.on to the periphery of the bowl section of the to.let. The

h.nge post section positioned at the rear end of the toilet^Thc

rear section of the to.let is upwardly and outwardly curved at a

steep angle thereby preventing the user from sitting back on

January 22, 1974

3,786,524

BEDS WITH LATERAL SLIDING PANELS

Marcel Mathou, 1 2 Gages, France

FiledMar. 1,197 1, Ser. No. 119,778

Claims priority, application France. Feb. 27, 1970.

70.07 142; Dec. 3, 1970, 70.43520

Int. CI. A47d 9100

u.s.a.5-100
"^'-'""'

the rear section of the toilet seat. The top surfaces of the seat

m the rear and side sections slope in an upwardly and outward

direction but at a progressively smaller angle than the rear

most section. At the front section of the seat particularly in the

JM^oh support region, the surface of the scat is somewhat con-

Tave and in a region of the front section the seat slopes in a

direction which is the reverse of the slope at the side and rear

sections.

A bed having head and foot panels with lateral panels

therebetween The lateral panels may be raised or lowered to

a high position, a low position or any position in between.

Provision is also made for locking the lateral panels in the top

or bottom positions The lateral panels may be removed to

convert the bed to a bench or a stringer on the bottom of the

bed may be removed and the bed turned over to convert it to a

playpen.

3,786,525

TRANSPORTABLE MOORING BUOY ASSEMBLY

John A. Christians, Springfield. Va.. and Francis M. Cevasco.

Oxon Hill, Md.. assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary ofrthe Army. Washington. D.C.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,691

Int. CI. B63b2//52. 2//2«

, 3,786.523

MEDICAL APPLIANCE

Georges J. F. Sele, rue Cdt. Marchand 23, Liege, Belgium

Filed Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199.664

Claims priority, application Belgium, Nov. 18, 1971,

759.132
Int. CI. A6Ig//02. 7/02

lJ.S.a.5-81B
*c'-""''

IJ.S.CL9-8R

I

12 Claims

A stretcher including means which facilitates the transfer of

a patient between a bed and the stretcher is disclosed. The

stretcher includes actuators for controlling the vertical posi-

tion of the appliance and also for imparting angular movement

to transfer means which can be extended from the appliance

Additionally, the device may be provided with further actua-

tors which are employed to convert the stretcher into a wheel

chair by rotating back and foot support platforms relative to a

central support member.

A readily transportable offshore mooring buoy assembly is

disclosed. The mooring buoy comprises a Ooating platform

mounted on a pair of pontoons. The platform houses an explo-

sive embedment anchor assembly and the apparatus required

to put the anchor in place in order to anchor the mooring

buov Prior to anchoring the mooring buoy, the anchor as-

sembly IS housed on the mooring buoy in approximately a

horizontal position The apparatus used »" P"»^^ /*'^;";;';":

assembly in a vertical position and to lower the anchor into the

water is air controlled. The air supply is earned on the moor-

,ne buoy The anchor embedding operation can be carried on

,remotcly from a boat used to tow the mooring buoy in place.

The mooring buoy and boat are both of such size that they can

be readily transported to the location where the mooring buoy

is to be anchored.
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SWIMMING-Al" DEVICES APPARATUS AND ME^^O^^^^^^ MANUFACTURING

Claude C.
^•^^"-'\^7;7,^;/'*;fto* 23t;3'9""" J-ck Sol, 28539 TrvistocK TrI., Southfield, Mich.
HledMar.n 1972,Ser.No.235^6JV

piled Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,742
Claims priority, appl.cat.on France, Mar. 23, 1971,

i„i. CI. sild 5i/24. B21j 5//2
7110667 „, ,« -, „ 8 Claims

lnt.CI.A63b.?//04 U.S.CL10-76K

U.S.CL 9-307 5 Claims ^

This invention relates to a device for assisting swimming or

for re-education for use in swimming pools, which is faslended

to a limb and formed of two fms disposed longitudinally with

respect to the limb and extending radially with respect

thereto.

3,786,527

POINTER FOR MULTIPLE SIZE WORK BLANKS

Robert D. Morton, West Hartford, and Edward G. Grohoski,

Litchfield, both of Conn., assignors to The Hartford Special

Machinery Company, Simsbury, Conn.

Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,207

Int. CI. B21k 27/00, B23g 9/00, H 100

U.S.CL 10-169 11 Claims

An apparatus for manufacturing a weld nut by the applica-

tion of pressure to a standard nut blank. The apparatus has

reciprocally mounted and axially aligned upper and lower die

members between which an axial pressure is applied to the nut

blank to form the weld nut. A cutting die carried by and mova-

ble with one of die members has a central aperture through

which the other die member and nut blank pass during the

pressure-applying stroke. The aperture is so sized with respect

to the nut blank that the same, during lateral and axial defor-

mation thereof, becomes snuggly disposed within the upper

portion of the aperture and is retained therein during the

separation of the upper and lower die members. A knockout

pin carried by the movable die member engages the upper sur-

face of the deformed nut blank to eject the same through the

cutting die aperture and remove all lateral deformations such

that the resulting weld nut has overall dimensions which arc

substantially the same as the original dimensions of the nut

blank . A method for fabricating the weld nut is also disclosed.

3,786,529

BOOKBINDING MACHINE WITH ENDLEAF FOLDING
MEANS

Jack Bendror, Sands Point, and Gastone Venco, Huntington,

both of N.Y., assignors to Roblins and Bendron Associates

Inc., Nassau, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,547

Int. CKB42C/ 5/00

U.S.a.Il-lR 16 Claims

-

^_^^^ f
Q,^-^-''rr-r, r^rr.-.-r-T -r-n

A machine having a frame and a modular stack of in-

terchangeable rotary dials mounted on the frame for carrying

headed work blanks of varying shank length and diameter,

nuid actuated head and shank pusher assemblies effecting

compressive engagement of the work blanks against the dials

when each work blank is positioned in power operated die

means for a pointing operation, and a fluid circuit including

adjustable air spring means providing a continuous Huid bias

for actuating the head pusher and shank pusher assemblies.

Bookbinding machine which embodies means for folding

the outer leaves of end leaf assemblies which are attached to

the sides of the spine of a book. The folds are formed by plac-

ing a backing plate with a relatively low frictional coeffic^nt

behind each outer leaf, then sliding the outer leaf on said

backing plate in the direction of the spine of the book to form

a loop, pressing the loop to form a fold, and adhesively secur-

ing the fold to that portion of the leaf assembly which is at-

tached to the side of the spine of the book.
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3.786,532
3,786,530 CARPET SWEEPER

DOCK LEVELER ^ p„„,, city, Okl... .ssiRnor to V.cu-

Robert L. Le Clear. Albion. Mich., assignor to T & S Lqu.p Edw._^
^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^

ment Company. Albion. Mich.
Filed June 19, 1972,Ser.No. 263,961

Filedjune24, 1971, Ser. No. 156,396
Int. CI. A47I 9/04. V/06

int.CI.B65g///00 „criI5 364 6 Claims
16Claims IJ.S. CI. 15— JO'*

U.S. CI. 14-71

»>

^ sw.ngablc deck havmg a pivoted end hp. means for ex-

tend.ng the l.p. means for holdmg the hp extended means for

releasing the l.p from its extended condition, and means for

returning the deck to its initial position.

3,786,531

PORTABLE SELF-CLEANING DOOR MAT

John P. Borg, 27 1 St. Johns Rd., Toronto, Onta^o, Canada

Filed J uly 7 , 1 97 2, Ser. No. 269,825

lnt.Cl.A4715/J«
,./» 3 Claims

U.S.C1. 15 310

A carpet sweeper for use with a source of vacuum includes a

housing having cooperating wall portions defining an air flow

pas.sage therethrough with an entrance adjacent a Hoor and

extending transversely of a path of movement of the sweeper.

The housing has a brush chamber adjacent the air now

passage entrance with a rotary brush mounted therein and

operative to move dirt toward said entrance^ An elongated

brush is arranged adjacent said entrance on the opposite side

from said rotary brush The air How passage has a membc

connected to a'source of vacuum to effect movement of air

upperwardly through the How passage.

3,786,533

DOOR AND A WINDOW CHECK

Thomas P. O Donnell, 220 Highland B'^,«»- B'»«'''y"'

^J"
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 472.398. July 6 965

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 3> ' .06^'

Sent 24 1963, abandoned. This application May 6. 1970. Ser.

No. 35.222

Int. CI. E05c / 7I.U. E05f 5102
9 Claims

IJ.S.CL 16-82

i

A self-cleaning door mat having a hollow mat frame which

.sprovidctl with a top plate of substantially rigid material. Fhe

plate IS formed with a plurality of depressed apertures which

are preferably aligned ax.ally and transversely The margina

crests of the depres.sions are covered with felt or other soft

n,ater,al which will remove dirt from shoes, etc The apertures

are closed by spring mounted valve members which Protrude

above the degressions a sufficient ^^-^ance to be unseated by

being depressed by a person s foot being wiped off on the soft

material or by a person standing thereon. The ^-t - -eked

Town through the apertures by a suction device which device

ttomaticaUy starts when stepped-on The suction device is

connected to a collector into which the dirt is deposited.

A manually actuable check member for chcckwiscly hold-

ing a door in a desired open position wherein a sa.d check is

pivotably attached to a support so as to abbutt.ngly engage a

surface of the door, said support may be either a door frame,

or a link of a chain straddling an opened door and its frame,

or", a rod of a shelf contained within a container closcable by

its door.

3,786.534

CENTER-TOP DOOR PIVOT MOUNTING MECHANISM

Paul R Ferguson. 340 Industrial Ave., Cheshire, Conn.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,625

lnt.CLE05d7//0
9 Claims

^' A mechanism for control of the operation of top frarne

p.vots for center mounting doors wherein there is provided an
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upper frame member with a vertical pivot pin movable in a

sleeve serving as a dowel to aid in positioning and securing the

mechanism. One end of a lever extends into a lateral recess in

the pivot pin, and the lever is mounted on a transverse shaft

extending penetrating blades mounted on a second rotating

shaft. The peripheral speed of the disc cutters is always greater

r-S5

iJ

for oscillation through a central area Pnd for reciprocation

between a position in which the lever engages a vertical pin

wall to prevent movement through said central area and a

position in which it may be moved through the central area.

than the peripheral speed of the penetrating blades Means

compelling passage of the disc cutters completely thrcuigh the

meat is an essential feature.

3,786,535

APPARATUS FOR EVISCERATING POULTRY AND THE
LIKE

Joseph A. La Barber, 501 Pebble Beach Dr., Kern City, Calif.

Filed June 23. 1972. Ser. No. 265,953

Int.Cl. A22bi/0«
_ . , _ 9 Claims

U.S.CL 17-11 R

3,786,537

GRIPPER FOR ELONGATED MEMBERS

Harold E. Schenavar, 18696 Inkster, Detroit, Mich., and Irv-

ing L. Pierce, 760 Trombley, Grosse ?»«"» P"*'' '^'*^''-

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,979

Int. CI. AOlk 91104; F16g 11104

^. ,-,Ao 2 Claims
U.S.CL24— 134R

2

A dressing tool includes a rotatable cutting means with an

elongated probe member coaxially disposed therein. The

probe member extends outwardly beyond the cutting means^

The alin^entary canal is cleaned by drawing a vacuum through

Te elongated probe which is to be inserted into the anus of he

pou try The Tnus is then drawn away from the body of the

poultry by drawing a vacuum in the space between the probe

S^d the cutting m'eans. Another feature of this invention is

directed-to the use of a control mechanism to provide the

necessary sequence of operations so that the dressing tool will

operate automatically under assembly line conditions.

Disposed approximately perpendicular to the opposite ends

of an elongated bridge portion are two approximately para.lc

hook arms having reversely-bent ends providing Vee-notchcs

•nto which the elongated member to be gripped is -dgeci by a

jam element approximately midway between the arms and of

slightly greater width than the length of the arms whereby t.o

uS he bridge portion away from the elongated member and

:Xequently'to'wedge the elongated --ber into the Vee^

notches. In FIGS. 1 and 2 the jam element is a bead or b ock

threaded onto the elongated member, for example a resilicn

wire m FIGS. 3 and 4 the jam element is a cam portion on the

end of a handle pivotally mounted on the bridge portion for

engagement with the elongated member, for example a rod or

pipe, held in the hook arms.

3,786,536

MEANS FOR CUTTING AND TENDERIZING MEATS

Robert Deckert, Acton, Mass., assignor to Sir Steak Machin-

ery, Inc., Boxborough, Mass.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,076

Int. CL A22c 9100
17 Claims

^' A machine which simultaneously cuts a slab of meat into

strips through the use of a First group of rotating spaced disc

cuuer mou'nted on a first rotating shaft and --"'taneous y

the meat is penetrated by a second group of rotating radially

3,786,538

TEXTILE CRIMPING

Peter Hutchinson, Ilkley, and Geoffrey Darnbrough Wether-

by, both of England, assignors to T.W.S. Nominee. Company

Limited, London, England

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,221

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 16. 1971.

7.007/71
Int.CLD02g///2

USCL28-I.6
'3 Claims

'An improved crimper for wool and other fibres empU.ys a

feed section and a conveyor or delivering section in which the

fibre layer advances at a slower speed than in the feed section.
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the two sections being separated by a folding zone sufficiently

small to ensure that the layer is folded therein into simple folds

or waves of amplitude dependent upon the spacing of the con

veyor surfaces. The improved feed section is constituted by a

roller and a curved plate, the latter being spaced from the

January 22, 1974

I3,786,540

CLTTING INSKRT

Evert Gust.v lundgren. Sandviken, Sweden, assignor to Sand-

vlkens Jernverks Aktiebolag, Sandviken, Sweden

Filed Oct. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 298,234

Claims priority, application Sweden. Oct. 27. 1971.

13607/71
Int.CI. B26d 1/00

IJ.S.CI.29 95 7^"-"""

roller at its intake end and conforming closely to the roller

nearer the folding ,one The roller and/or the plate may be

resiliently biased towards the operating position, for example

by being mounted on a resiliently biased, pivoted arm Provi-

sion may be made for applying steam to the fibres in the fold

ing zone

3,786,539

MLLTIPLE TOOL TURRET
Gerhard Foil, Esslingen. and Heinrich Lahm, Esslingen-Sir-

nau, both of Germany, assignors to Index-Werke KG Hahn

& Tessky, Esslinger/Neckar, Germany

Filed Oct. 9. 1970, Ser. No. 79,483

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 16, 1969, P 19

52 050.4
Int.a. B23b7/04

lJ.S.CI.29-27 5 Claims

A cutting insert for use in the chip forming machining of a

metal work piece has at least one insert corner with one or

more associated cutting edges provided with chip breakers m

the form of grooves in the broad sides of the cutting insert Ac-

cording to the invention, the cutting edge is so formed that in

the plane of the clearance or side face it describes a curve con

sisting of inward or downward directed parts from the insert

corners and an interjacent outward or upward turned part.

3,786,541

CUTTING INSERTS HAVING TW()-STA(;E

CHIPBREAKER
Evert Gustav Lundgren. Sandviken. Sweden, assignor to Sand-

vikens Jernveks Akliebolag, Sandviken. Sweden

Filed Oct. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 299.336

Claims priority, application Sweden. Oct. 27. 1971.

13605/71
Int.CI. B26d 1100

U.S.CI.29^95R 6 Claims

A turning machine with a rotary work spindle and a slide

having a lower carriage movable at right angles to the spindle

axis an upper carriage movable on the lower carriage in paral-

lelism with the axis of the spindle, and a tool support on the

upper carriage The tool support constitutes a vertically

.reciprocable carriage with several longitudinally extending

rows for tool holders, or it may consist of at least one indexible

turret with axially parallel and/or radially extending sockets

for tool holders. If the tool support consists of several turrets,

its turrets are either coaxial or indexible about axes which

make an angel of 90 degrees with each other. Each tool turret

can have two or more annuli of sockets for tool holders.

The invention relates to a cutting insert having chip-

breakers in two stages, and is characterized in that the cutting

edge and the as.sociated chip-breaker describe a curve com-

posed of straight and/or arched parts in the plane of the

clearance- or side face.
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with a press fit in a support therefor in a U-joint casing and, in

METHonoFFORMi^j^c^n^-cT^-- ^^^^j:^:;:^;^;^^
,..;rFror."L"prsTer as. force t^o each of such resilient lock nngs to separate each of

sienor to Northrop Corporation. Los Angeles, Calif.

FiledNov. 18, 197l,Ser.No.200,0I6

Int.CLH01j9/00
^. -« ^c IT 2 Claims

U.S.CL 29- 25.17

A mandrel or mold shaped in a desired configuration is

formed by photoprocessing a film of photopolymer applied to

a substrate^A metallic structure is formed in t^c mold by elec-

troforming The photopolymer forming the mold is then dis-

solved away leaving the desired metallic configuration.

3,786,543

METHOD OF PRODUCING ROTATING JOINT MEMBER
BY CASTING

Shlseru Sato, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nippon Mimature

Bea7ing Co. Ltd., Nagano and Tanaka Diecast Co. Ltd..

Yokohama, Japan ,.,-,,,
Filed Apr. 26, 1972. Ser. No. 247.712

Int. CLB23p 7 //OO. 7 7/00

U.S.CL 29- 149.5 B

such sleeves from the U-joint casing. The press a«so suppom a

symmetrically located second compression means for moving

and'ocating'longitudinally spaced apart bearing s^e^e^ -

longitudinally spaced apart supports therefor with a press fit.

3,786,545

MILLING CUTTER

Sven Axei Olof Wirfelt, Sandviken, Sweden, assignor to Sand-

vik Akitebolag. Sandviken, Sweden

Filed Nov. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 307.765

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 29, 1971, 015234

Int. CLB26d 7/72

U.S. a. 29-105 R
^C'""*''

5 Claims

K^^

A spherical element whose external peripheral surface is

eoated with a thin heat resisting resin film and ^a.d^Phencal

element is set into the inside of a metal mold provided with a.

molding chamber for casting a socket or embracing the

rpher.cil element, and then a molten metal is poured into he

met^l mold for forming the socket arid is

-''f
-^^^ ^^^^^^

socket that embraces the spherical element and this cast

socke is removed from the metal mold and the heat resisting

esin film remaining on the external peripheral surface of the

phercaT element is removed mechanically or chemically

Eereby forming a clearance that permits the free rotation o

the spherical elfment with respect to the socket in the external

peripheral surface of the spherical element and the inner sur-

face of the socket.

^^^^^J^^^^^

In a milling cutter comprising a cutter body havmg a plurah

tv of cutting insert-receiving recesses spaced about its

periphery and cutting inserts removably secured in said

rec" sses by clamping means, each insert having two opposite.

substrnliaUy plane, end surfaces with side surfaces between

Lm the imp'Lvement wherein the side edges of each cuttingS are formed with clearance angles s equal to one-half

"hat durance angle . which^is necessary for the -.o^^
of the milling cutter. Each insert is Po^'f^"^^, '" '^^

'^^^;i
with one side edge resting against a support surface tha is

Setarily grounS in the cutter body substantially parallel to

fts mStionfl plane so that the angle which one end surface

presets to said planetarily ground support surface is equal to

90°- (a/2).

3 786 544

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR UNIVERSAL
JOINT

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY

Willie Douglas Ferguson, Borger. Tex., assignor to Scott t.

Neil. Jr., Sallda. Colo.
,,,oa7

Filed Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 132,967

Int. CLB23p 79/02

^An%us7able press with vibratile characteristics and a sym^

metrical frame structure locates a compression means along

Te ongitudinal axis of each of a plurality of symmetrica bear^

ng leves and resilient lock rings. The sleeves are positioned

3.786,546

FORMING ROLL. ESPECIALLY FOR ROD MILLS AND

THE LIKE

Thomas A. Brown, Greensburg, and Joseph B Huber Acme,

both of Pa., assignors to KennameUl Inc Latrobe, Pa.

Filed Oct. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 294,194

Int.CI.B21bJ7/OS
_ 13 Claims

^
A formin"^ roll of hard material, such as cemented tungsten

cafbide is mounted on a driving shaft. The shaft has a

houlder either integral with the shaft or in the orm o a nu

threaded thereon abutting one axial end of the roll while the
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other end of the roll is in the form of a wide angle "V." A key-

ing element is mounted on the shaft having a wide angle "V

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 22, 1974

elements by applying pressure to the low tensile members as a

unit This mechanical interlock and elongation places the high

tensile member under stress which is uniform throughout the

entire length of the low tensile encapsulating element The

resuh of such manufacturing technique is a bimetallic beam or

the like which has the structural advantage of great strength

and low weight The high tensile elements arc placed where

necessary for each particular design including the expected

stress and the low tensile element is then easily and economi-

cally machined or formed into the final desired exterior con-

figuration.

configuration complementary to that of the roll, and this last

mentioned element is keyed to the shaft for transmitting

torque from th^ shaft to the roll.

3,786.549

ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE
Richard Pott. Heiden, Germany, assignor to Precismeca

(iescllschaft Fur Fordertechnik mbH. Sulzbach-Saar. CJer-

many
Filed Nov. II. 1971, S«r. No. 197.806

Claims priority, application Germany. Nov. 12. 1970. <; 70

41 835.8
Inl.CI. B2Ib/.?/^>2

U.S.CI.29-II6R SCWms

3.786.547

COATING ROLLER
Robert J. O Connor. Rochester. N.Y.. assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 22. 1971. Ser. No. 200.910

lnt.CLB21bJ//0«

U.S.CL29-130 3 Claims

m .19

K.

' If 16 ^
K)

la

A roller for use in conveyors has a roller bixly composed of

a core part and an outer part which surrounds the core part.

Either both parts or at least the outer part is composed of cel-

lular synthetic plastic material which may be of the rigid type

or of the elastically yieldable type. I

An improved coating roller, particularly for use in coating

photographic compositions onto webs, including a tubular

generally-cylindrical roller member and a tubular generally-

cylindrical insert shrink-fitted into the roller member, such

that the interference interface between the members dampens

vibrations imparted to the roller Prior to insertion the CD of

the insert is approximately equal to the ID of the roller

member within a tolerance of ± 001 inches The insert ex

tends axially within the outer member so that at least Tifty per

cent of the inner surface of the roller member is frictionally

engaged by the outer surface of the insert.

3.786.550

FASTENER APPLYING TOOL
Sterling B. Jones. 858 Duff Ave.. West Covina. Calif.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972. Ser. No. 295.282

int.CI.B2lj/5/42

U.S. CL 29- 238 17 Claims

3.786.548

METHOD OF MAKING PRESTRESSED BEAMS

Robert E. Haskell, 1232 S. Lake Stickney Dr.. Lynnwood.

Wash.
Filed June 8. 1972, Ser. No. 260,970

InL CI. B23p / 7100; B21d i9IOO

L.S.CL29-155R 7 Claims

HIGH TENSILE

ELEMENT N
LOW TENSIl£

ELCMCNT V
CtSMVMC

ELEMENTS

»PPLt P«SSUW TO

LOW TENSILE BOOT

{fom MECHANICAL Bote

WtO ELONGATE ANO STUESS

HIGH TENSILE MCMaCRS

)

A method of manufacturing a prestres.sed bimetallic beam

including the steps of imbedding a high tensile element within

a low tensile element and then mechanically welding the two

The tool of this invention is specifically adapted to apply a

novel clamping device or temporary fa.stener which includes a

body having an enlarged head end to engage the near side of

work to be clamped, a tension member axially movable in the

body and having a gripper head at its forward end to engage

the remote side of the work and an aft end projecting from the

aft end of the body to be engaged by a puller, and a locking ac-

tuator axially movable forward on the body to lock the tension

member in clamping position The tool includes a first barrel

to surround the fastener body and engage the head end to

push it against the work, a second barrel slidable in the first
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barrel to move the actuator, and a puller slidable in the second

barrel to retract the tension member. The forward end of the

puller has a gripping jaw to engage the tension member. A first

reaction member in the form of a cylinder pushes solidly

against the second barrel which pushes yieldingly through a

spring against the first barrel. A second reaction member m

the form of a piston retracts the puller under nuid pressure.

The force applied first retracts the puller until a predeter-

mined clamping load is achieved, and then forces the second

barrel forward with respect to the first barrel to contact the

actuator and lock the clamping device.

their alloys, and an outer layer made of an iron-base alloy. For

manufacture, a mixture of powders compounded to form an

iron-base alloy when heated is compacted to cylindrical shape

around a hollow cylinder suitably molded of one of the listed

metals and alloys. The compact is then sintered to provide an

outer layer of the iron-base alloy M)lidly united with the hollow

cylinder.

3,786,551

PISTON PULLER

Jack C. Gregg, 1518 Glenview Dr., and Samuel L. Davis, R.R.

No. 3, both of Elwood, End.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,635

Int. CLB23p/ 9/04

U.S.a.29-266 <^ Claims

3,786,553

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING TRANSDUCER
ACOUSTICALLY COUPLED BY SILICONE GREASE

Lawrence K. C. Ma, Honolulu, Hawaii, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,579

Int. CLB29d/ 7/00

U.S.CL 29- 169.5 6 Claims

.>^

Apparatus for use in removing and reinstalling pistons in

disc brake assemblies of the type including a caliper housing

providing a bore in which the piston is reciprocably disposed,

ihc bore being open at one end and closed at its opposite end,

and the piston being hollow with a closed end adjacent the

closed end of the bore and an open end adjacent the open end

of the bore. Such caliper housings also provide an outboard

shoe support bracket spaced axially apart from the open end

of the bore. The apparatus comprises a threaded shaft which

extends through an opening in the said support bracket to

have one of its ends received in the hollow of the piston. A

rubber-like grommct is disposed on that one end of the

threaded shaft between a fixed abutment and a movable abut-

ment A nut is advanced against the movable abutment to

compress axially the grommct to cause it to expand radially

frictionally to engage the piston. Another nut and an adapter

plate are advanced against the axially outer side of the support

bracket to pull the piston and against the axially inner side of

the support bracket to push the piston inwardly.

A transducer which includes an element assembly which is

acoustically coupled to a boot by silicone grease, such as di-

methyl polysiloxanc oil and silicone oxide. A method of as-

sembling the transducer may comprise coating an elongated

element assembly with the silicone grease; inserting an elon-

gated resilient boot into an evacuaring tube which is open at

one end and closed at an opposite end; drawing a vacuum in-

side the tube at a position intermediate its ends for expanding

the boot tightly against the inner surface of the tube; inserting

the coated element assembly into the expanded boot; wiping

the silicone grease smooth on the element assembly as the as-

sembly is inserted into the tube; releasing the vacuum inside

the tube; and withdrawing the assembly and boot from the

tube.

3,786,552

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A COMPOSITE

BIMETALLIC SLEEVE FOR A DIE-CASTING MACHINE

Yulchi Salto, Urawa; Tokuzo Shikano, Oomiya, and Masanori

Kimura, Saitama-ken, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi

Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Chiyodaku, Tokyo-to,

Japan
Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,749

Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 197 1, 46/47289

Int. CLB22f 3/24

U.S.CL 29-420.5 3 Claims

3,786,554

METHOD OF FABRICATING A FIELD-APPLIED

GRIPPING DEVICE

Jess C. Little, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, assignor to A. B. Chance

Company, Centralia, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 729,618, May 16, 1968, Pat. No.

3 551 960. This application Aug. 17, 1970, Ser. No. 64,615
'

' Int. CI. B23p 25/00

U.S. CI. 29-461 5 Claims

A field applied dead end and method of making same

wherein a plurality of preformed helical rods, or wires are

secured at one end thereof preferably by encapsulating

material within a socket housing. The other ends project from

the socket and are disposed to wrappingly engage and thereby

grip a line. A core member projects from the socket and is sur-

. .„ve „ CO.PO.. or 3 .U.ive„ ,H c, ,a,e, .adc „r '"^^^^^^SfgnrpUrr " '^'^ "'""''

such highly infusible material as molybdenum, tungsten or which the end of the line Deingg pp
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3,786,555

APPLICATION OF BEARING MATERIAL
John M. Robertson, Northville. Mich., and Wilbur E. Wyatt,

Grcesburf(. Ind., assignors to iiuli & Western MeUls Forni-

inft Company, Southficid, Mich.

Filed Aug. 25. 1971, S«r. No. 174,885

Int. C\.92ld 39104

U.S.CL 29-474.3 I CWm

Janvary 22, 1974

I .

3.786.557

FABRICATION OF THIN FILM RESISTORS

Geonce E. Bodway. 23200 Mora Glen Dr.. Los Altos. CallL

Division of Ser. No. 56.610. July 20. 1970. abandoned. This

application May 22. 1972, Ser. No. 255,888

Int.CI. HO Ic 7/00

U.S.CL 29-620 I Claim

^^^
SO

Bearing material, such as an aluminum alloy, is applied and

bonded to the support surface by heating the surface to S()()°

U> 700° Fahrenheit, applying the bearing material m sheet

form to the surface at one edge thereof, and spreading the

material across the surface by moving a zone of pressure appli-

cation to the bearing material from one edge of the surface to

an opposed edge so as to reduce the thickness of the bearing

material and to provide a flow which contini/ally brings fresh

previously unexposed bearing material from the interior of the

sheet so as to effect a molecular bond Typical applications

are to sleeve type bearings or bushings, and a preferred use of

the invention is the application of bearing material to connect-

ing rods.

A method of fabricating thin film resistoiN is disclosed in-

cluding the step of trimming the resistors to their final values

by heating a resistance layer from which all the resistors are

formed for a predetermined time to ensure that each re-

sistance value will fall within a range appropriate to that re-

sistor The time of heating is determined by first separately

determining the heating time required to bring each individual

resistor within its appropriate range A time period which

overlaps at least a portion of each individual time period is

then selected as the heating time.

3.786.558

METHOD OF MAKING A HOLLOW ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

Lauris J. McCarthy. 99 N. Hrrmosa. Sierra Madre. Calif.

Continualion-in-part of Ser. No. 52.546. July 6. 1970.

abandoned. This application Nov. 16. 1971. Ser. No. 199.383

Int. CI. HOI r 11/00

U.S.CL 29-630 A 3 Claims

\_v^^ -V4^ ' ^ ^—-^
36

18 2^ ^:r'>

3

3,786.556

MOUNTING SEMICONDUCTOR BODIES
Alan David Weston. Southampton. England, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206.620

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 15, 1970,

59,436/70
lnt.CLB23kJ//02

U.S.CL 29-473.1 7 Claims

J4

A rclcasablc. hollow electrical connecttu formed from an

elongated hollow body of resilient and flexible metal, an elon

gated section of which is provided with a plurality of elongated

slots having width of less than .010 inch, which slots are

formed by spark erosion of the metal.

3,786.559

COLD DIFFUSION WELDS IN A MICROCIRCUIT
PACKAGE A.SSEMBLY

James M. Smith, San Jose, CaliL, assignor to Hewlell-Pacjiard

Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 145,457, May 20. 1971. This

application May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255.859

Int.CI. B23k 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 29— 470. 1 6 Claims

J
Method of securing a semiconductor body to a support sur-

face comprising steps ofplacing semiconductor body face in

contact with surface with at least one solder body on the sur-

face and spaced laterally from the setniconductor body, hnelt-

ing solder to cause it to flow by capillary action between the

body face and support surface, and cooling solder to provide

intermediate layer between the surface and the body face

Also, a product made by this method.

A hermetically sealed package for microcircuits is provided

with a base plate on which one or more microcircuits arc
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mounted by. for example, soldering them thereto or by means

of studs the studs being positioned in the base plate so as to

accommodate the microcircuits which arc held down on the

plate for example, by spring fasteners mounted on the studs.

The microcircuits may be mounted on a heat conductive earn-

er base Electrical feedthroughs by hermetically sealed in the

base plate. In certain forms of the package, an isolation wall

structure is employed to electrically isolate One microcircuit

from another, the wall being secured to the base plate via

studs and stud fasteners. The studs and feedthroughs are at-

tached and hermetically sealed to the base plate by inserting

theni into holes in the base plate while simultaneously forcing

the holes to shrink in size, thereby forming a diffusion weld

between the studs (and feedthroughs) and the base plate A

cover which is thin compared to the base plate, -is attached

and hermetically sealed to the base plate over the microcir-

cuits carrier, isolation wall and feedthroughs. This is accom-

plished by employing a tool with an inclined surface to form a

diffusion weld between the cover and the base platd.

3,786.560

ELECTRICAL ISOLATION OF CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

James A. Cunningham, 8434 Gladwood Ln., Richardson, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 468,196. June 30. 1965, abandoned.

This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,01

1

Int.CI. BOlj/ 7/00

U.S.CL29-577 5 Claims

in its free form, to a preselected length in its final configura-

tion, to provide means for controlling end play of the assembly

and for establishing a desired alignment of the assembly with

the stationary structure of the machine. Collapsing the spacer

reduces an internal diameter of the spacer and rigidly secures

the spacer to a shaft portion of the assembly. Method includes

reducing the axial length of a thrust member to a preselected

length relative to a reference portion of a rotatablc assembly

and may also include reducing the length of a second thrust

member to establish a preselected distance between two thrust

surfaces. Apparatus includes a pair of opposed rams having

spacer collapsing tooling that includes anvil means for col-

lapsing the spacers and abutment means for engaging other

portions of a rotatable assembly. A lost motion mechanism in-

terconnects one of the anvil means and one of the abutment

means.

3,786,562

METHOD OF FABRICATING A BOBBIN AND CORE
ASSEMBLY

Raymond S. Ciszewski, Lagrange, III., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,196

Int. CL HO If 7/06

U.S.CL 29-602 4 Claims

\i

A method of fabricating an integrated circuit having inter-

connected circuit components adjacent one surface of a

semiconductor body having its opposite surface disposed upon

an insulating layer on a substrate wherein the semiconductor

material between the circuit elements is removed to form a

moat or channel between the circuit elements and electrically

isolate them from one another by the space remaining after

the removal and the insulating layer.

3,786,561

METHOD FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Vincent V. Busian, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 40,224, May 25, 1970. Pat. No. 3,681,836.

This application Dec. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 21 1,575

Int.CI. H02k/5/02, /5//0

U.S.CL 29-598
9^'-'""'

A disc of a nonmagnetic malleable material is forced within

a center tubular portion of a nonmagnetic bobbin with an

elongated cylindrical core of a magnetic material. The diamc^

tcr of the disc is greater than the inside diameter of the tubular

portion, the core is adapted to be closely received longitu-

dinally within the tubular portion, and as the disc is forced

within the restricted opening of the tubular portion by the

core it is folded around the end of the core and secured

thereto. Continued movement of the core, >S(ith the disc

secured tt> the end thereof, through the tubular portion and

slightly past the end thereof forms the bobbin and core as-

sembly.

Rotatable assembly of dynamoelectric machine is provided

with at least one spacer that is collapsed from an initial length.

3,786,563

SHAVING SYSTEM

Francis W. Dorion, Jr., Hingham; Warren 1. Nissen, Topsfield,

both of Mass., and Edward E. Pomfret, Berkshire, England,

assignors to The Gillette Company, Boston, Mass.

Filed Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,547

InL CI. B26b 2 7/06

U.S.CL 30-50 ,2 Claims

A shaving system comprises a leading blade member having

a cutting edge and a following blade member having a cutting
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edge The cutting edges arc supported in spaced parallel rela-

tion fo one another by structure which extends along substan-

tially the entire lengths of the leading and following blade

members and a guard structure is disposed forwardly of the

leadmg cutting edge. The guard structure is disposed relative

3,786,565

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING FALSE TEETH

Maurice Louis J.rr.ult. Fresnes, France, .sslRnor to Sociele

Civile dEtudes Et De Recherches Pour L Application De La

Ceramique DenUire en abreviation S.E.R.A.C., Paris,

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, S«r. No. 232,230

lnl.CLA6lc/i/00

US CI 32-8 8 Claims

'a process for manufacturing false teeth constituted of a

metallic frame made of non-precious metal, for example,

chromium-nickel or cobalt-chromium, this frame being

coated with various layers of dental porcelain having a medi-

um melting-point, this process being note-worthy for there is

laid down on the frame which is in the form of a cap. fine par-

ticles of metallic brazing of cobalt-chromium so as to form on

the outer face of the frame, positive retentions, then, a

physico-chemical binder, burnt under vacuum, is applied on

The said frame, afterwards, porcelain layers are laid down and

burnt as usual.

to the leading cutting edge to define a leading edge tangent

angle in the range of 20°-32° and a span (S,) in the range of

030-0.080 inch, the following cutting edge is rearwardly off-

set from the leading cutting edge to define a span (S^) in the

range of 030-0.080 inch, and each cutting edge has an expo-

sure in the range of from -0.002 inch to -K).004 inch

3,786,566

DENTAL DRILL HANDGRIP

Dusan Jelicic, Gatterstrasse 8, Gallen, Switzerland, and Ivan

Jelicic, Milosa Docerca 2 1 . BelRrad. Yugoslavia

Filed Nov. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 306.030

Claims priority, application Yugoslavia. Nov. 12. 1971.

2863
I

int.CLA6lc///6 I

U.S.a.32-29
»^f'-""»

. 3,786,564

CARPET PLUG CUTTER

Melvin G. Acheson, 4555 Auburn Ave., Suite A, Sacramento,

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 298,839

Int.CI. B26bi/0«

U.S.CI.30-124 10 Claims

A dental drill handle or handgrip comprising a drivable

clamping mechanism for a rotating tool, the clamping

mechanism being rotatably mounted in a housing. A protec-

tive shield partially surrounds the rotating tool at least along

us effective or working portion while leaving free a region of

engagement or attack The protective shield is freely rotatable

or pivotablc about a portion of the periphery of the tool.

I

A tool for cutting circular plugs of carpeting solely by rotary

cutting action and without the use of impact forces is dis-

closed Cutter blade assemblies for use in such tool providing

serrated cutting edges with various types of serrations are

described Means for quickly and easily interchangingcutter

blade assemblies of various diameters in the tool are disclosed

3.786.567

APPARATUS FOR DRAWING THE ISOMETRIC

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF AN OBJECT

Jean Louis Dangay, deceased, late of 4 rue Alfred de Mussel,

Hauts de Seine. France; by Regine Godard. 23 rue de 1 An-

nonciation. Paris. France. Philippe Dangay, 79-81 avenue P.

Brossolette, Hauts de Seine, France, and Catherine Dangay,

74 rue Gabriel Peri, Hauts de Seine, France (heirs)

Filed June 30. 1972, Ser. No. 268,1 24

Claims priority, application France, June 30, 1971,

7123910
lnt.CLB43l/i//4

USCI. 33—23B 10 Claims

Apparatus enabling the isometric perspective of an object

to be drawn from fiat views of the object, including a fixed

support on which the fiat views of the object are provided, a

rotatable support for a drawing sheet and positionable in one
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of three positions spaced by 120°. a follower for following a

Hat view, a tracer displacable over the rotatable support and

means linking the follower and tracer such that displacements

of the follower in two perpendicular directions cause displace-

H*

inclined surface which increases in diameter from its inner to

its outer end and is moved axially within a tubular sleeve by an

actuating screw. Three identical longitudinal measuring mem-

bers are pivotally attached to said tubular sleeve at their for-

ward ends and supported resiliently at their rearward ends_

Adjustable abutment members projecting inwardly of said

measuring members contact the surface of said cone.

3,786,570

SUNDIAL ^

Robert H. Davles, 3831 Carson Cir., Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,519

Int. CI. G04b 49100

U.S. CK 33-270
10 Claims

mcnts of the tracer which are perpendicular but in the ratio of

one over the square root of three, the linkage means for dis-

placements in one reference direction comprising rotary

means, the effective diameters if which are in the ratio of one

over the square root of three.

3,786,568

GEOMETRY APPARATUS

Erich Schulte, Hagener Str. 25, Nachrodt, and Ulrich Hebel,

Helenenweg 7, Kirchen. both of Germany

Filed May 1 . 1972, Ser. No. 249,028

Claims priority, application Germany, May 3, 1971, G 71 16

996.5;June 21, 197I,G 71 27 928.6

Int. CI. B43I 5/02. /J//4

U.S. CI. 33-76 R 11 Claims

10.^.
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second photocells respectively A s*ift of the second and th.rd

sheets to the left or nght from the north position increases the

l.Bht received by one of the photocells and decreases the light

received by the other photocell to produce a tone which is in^

lerrupted at a rate related to the change of the light received

by one of the photocells Thus, when the audio compass is

mounted in a boat and the compass is set for a particular head-

ing a deviation of the boat to the left of that heading wil

produce a tone of one frequency, and a deviation of the boat

to* the right of that heading will produce another tone of a dif-

ferent frequency The rate of the interruptions or modulations

,n the tones indicates the magntidue of the deviation.

3,786,572

GAUGE FOR USE IN STRAIGHTENING AUTOMOTIVE
FRAMES

Byron A. Larson, 116 L. Crosse Ave., South San Francisco.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Set. No. 299.022

Int. CI. GO lb ///26

U.S.Cl.33-288
'•^ '-'""'

particles to be dried including the step of introducing a con-

irolled amount of ambient cooler into an intermediate portion

of the drying gas stream The device comprises preferably two

ambient air intake openings provided with controllable lou

vers.

3,786,574

MFTHOD FOR REMOVING WATER FROM TOW

Donald L. FInley. and Edward A. Morehead. both of King-

sport. Tenn.. assignors to Eastman Kodak Company.

Rochester, N.J.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257.406

lnl.CI.F26b.V/4

U.S.CI.34-23
-''<'-''"*

A gauge for use in straightening automotive frames wherein

an elongated bar is provided with a series of spaced holes in

each'end section thereof, with pairs of holes in the opposite

end sections being located equal distances from the midpoint

of the bar A pair of rigid hangers have their lower end

swingably anchored in selected holes in the bar. and each

hanger has a hook at its upper end arranged to engage with

openings in an automotive frame that is to be straightened

Moreover, a vertical sight pin is located at the midpoint of the

bar When the automotive frame has been straightened, the

vertical sight pins on several gauges will coincide with the lon-

gitudinal centerlme of the chassis frame, thus testing horizon-

tal displacement of the frame members. In event that all bars

of the- several gauges are disposed in the same horizontal

plane, there is no displacement vertically of the frame mem-

bers.

In a process for treating continuous length filamentary^ tow

of man-made fiber that .s moved through a heated water hath,

drafted and then in due course of processing is subsequentl>

moved into a heatsetting chamber where it is heatset. the im-

proved method of removing water from the tow by guiding the

iow immediately from the healed water bath to and displacing

it under and around the surface of an improved dewatering jet

device and partlv wrapping the tow around that portion of the

dewatering jet device within which is the jet opening through

which air is blown against the wrapped around portion toward

the upstream portion of the tow and through the tow
!
he im-

proved dewatering jet device is a cylindrical body member

provided with an axially extendmg slot-like opening having

substantiallv parallel walls and a depth to width ratio of about

5:1 and a radius on the outer lips of the opening i.f about 1
/.U

inch.

3,786,573

METHOD OF AND A DEVICE FOR CONTROLI fNG THE

PROCESS TEMPERATURE IN AN AIR STREAM DRYING

SYSTEM

John J. Scheppe. Washington, Pa., and Raymond N. Carini,

North Brunswick, NJ.. assignors to Helme Products, Inc.,

Helmetta,N.J. ,,^,
Filed Dec. 27, 197 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 1 ,873

lnt.Ci.¥2bb3ilO

1).S.CI.34-I0

3,786.575

HANGING LAMP FIXTURE

Edward L. Riblett. Winter Park. Fla.. assignor to William S.

Carson; James F. Hafele; Roderick T. Wilson; William W.

Gluyas. Jr. and John H. Day. part interest to each

Filed June 27. 1972. Ser. No. 266,575

Int. CI. A45d 20124, F26b IVIOO

U.S.CL 34-99
»^''«""''

7 Claims

J A »...n»ino lamn fixture having a concealed hair dryer

A methcKi of ma.ntaming a high intake temperature and a A '""8'ng ^amp t.x u^

low outlet temperature in a gas stream conveying suspended therein is provided The g
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to provide light in the room and may be converted to a hair

dryer by moving the light sources to one side and lowering the

fixture to the proper height over a chair.

3.786,576

PIPE DRYER AND ODORIZER
John R. Gavlick, Sr., 780 Emberwood, Dallas, Tex.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,168

Int. CI. F26b 25/00

U.S.CL 34 104

"-.
iOJfi

gage a lever which causes a lid on the housing to open, thereby

permitting a doll to pop up. Alternatively, if a word is not

spelled out, the actuator causes the levers to knock over the

structures of the letters which are out of place. The projec-

tions of the falling structures engage a member which in turn

drives a link into the path of the lid lever, thereby preventing

movement of the lid lever and preventing the lid from open-

ing. As a result, the doll does not pop up.

6 Claims

3,786,578

DISPLAY MOUNT FOR LOCKS
Thomas P. Hufford, Foster City, and Hollis L. De Vines,

Pacifica, both of Calif., assignors to Schlage Lock Company

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 3Q?,206

Int. CI. G09b 25100

U.S.CK 35-49 7 Claims

A device for drying and odorizing smoking pipes including a

housing, a pipe support on the housing, an air flow nozzle ex-

tending from the housing to direct air into an inverted pipe

bowl in the support, a blower in the housing to direct air into

the drying nozzle, an electrical resistance heater for heating

air directed froni the blower to the nozzle, and a wick for

odorizing air drawn into the housing by the blower.

3,786,577

EDUCATIONAL TOY
Sidney Tepper, Millburn, and Thomas J. Pauls. West Orange.

both of N.J. , assignors to Educational Toys Inc.

Filed Feb. 2, 1 972, Ser. No. 222,834

Int.CI.G09b///4

U.S.CL 35-35 D 14 Claims

A display mount is provided for any of several locks each

having an actuator assembly and a bolt assembly, the bolt as-

semblies having different backsets or faceplate arrangements

or both. The mount holds any one of the different locks assem-

bled for operation and in appropriate position in the mount.

The display mount is in complementary, detachable parts and

may be supported on a table or wall.

3,786,579

ADJUSTABLE CRAMPONS
James R. Clark, and Larry R. Gearheard, both of Bellevue,

Wash., assignors to Seattle Manufacturing Corporation, Bel-

levue, Wash.
Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,465

Int.CI. A43bi//0

U.S.CL 36-7.6 12 Claims

A spelling toy wherein movable structures carrying letters

of the alphabet are caused to move by gravity down an

inclined path to predetermined positions on a housing. The

housing includes a plurality of slots, and an orifice for guiding

any one of a plurality of verifying means or actuators into the

housing. In addition, the housing pivotally supports a plurality

of levers, each of said levers being capable of passing through

one of the slots when operated by an actuator. Each actuator

corresponds to a word to be spelled and includes a plurality of

unequaly spaced abutments for engaging some of the plurality

of levers. Each of the movable structures includes projections

which extend over some of the plurality of the slots when the

structures are at the predetermined positions. As a result,

when the letters associated with the structures at the predeter-

mined positions spell out a word associated with an actuator,

and that actuator is depressed into the orifice, the activated

levers pass through their respective slots without engaging the

projections of the structures. The actuator does, however, en-

An adjustable crampon with a frame which is articulated for

width adjustment and has extensible rear frame members f<n

length adjustment, and is made rigid after being fitted to a

given boot. ,
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. • 3,786,580

INNER BOOT AND METHOD FOR FORMING THE SAME

Melvin W. D.kbout, Salt Lake City. Ltah. assignor to Tanner.

Gold & Trask and Kipp and Christian
„,„ „ . ^

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 8.547. Fcb^ 4^ ''J^r"'- ^4
3 581 412, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 7Z6,wy«.

'

May 2 I968.Pat. No. 3.521.385. This application Dec. 1.

1970. Ser. No. 93.964

Int. CI. A43b OUIOO

i;.S. CI. 36-2.5 AL ^7 Claims

January 22, 1974

I

3.786,582 t

II I UMIN ATED PICTORIAL DISPLAY MECHANISM f

1stvan Ralbowsky. 1265 Blvd. d Auteuil, Laval. Quebec.

Canada
Filed Sept. 20. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 8 1 .688

lnt.CLG09l///2V

lJ.S.a.40-3I
^^'•™»

An inner boot for use within an outer shell which includes a

nexible inner liner sized to receive the fmit of an individual, an

outer liner positioned about the inner liner to form a substan-

tially closed compartment between the liners and attached to

the inner liner with connecting means for maintaining niling

material within the compartment and for passing gas out of

said compartment when said Tilling material is injected

thereinto A filling tube can be provided in communication

with the compartment for injecting a resm elastomer reaction

mixture into said compartment.

3,786,581

SKI BOOT ^

Tetsuya MochiiukI, Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Hope KabushikI

Kaisha. Tokyo-to, Japan ,,,„.,
Filed Feb. 26, 1973. Ser. No. 335,815

Claims priority, application Japan. Feb. 29, 1972, 47-24778

Int. CI. A43b 7/06

US. a. 36-2.5 AL ,
^ Claims

23 10 » • '

I

In illummalcd display mechanisms the automation has

heretofore consisted of automatic off-on switches controlling

the illumination or sequential hghting of patterns of ight bulbs

or tubes.wh.ch greatly restricts the number of displays^which

may be presented on a single surface In this invention back or

front Illumination may be provided for a great number of pic-

tures, signs or messages, the number being limited only by the

duration of each display, the interval of time between each

and the allowable size of the body of the mechanisms which

may have one or several display faces dependmg on their size

and shape The pictures, signs or messages to be ^'sp ayed a e

printed or painted full size on a band of translucent nexible

material of suitable size which moves between two reversible

terminal rolls appropriately located within the -""hanis^m and

to which the ends of the band are connected Idler guide rol-

lers are placed at each point at which a direction change of he

translucent material occurs During the change of displays the

internal illumination is mterrupted so that the actual change is

not visible externally The automatic drivmg mechanism, tim-

inK sequences, illumination control and movement reversal

arc all electrically operated and controlled and may be ac-

tivated by self-contained built-in units or by remote control

This invention increases the number of displays available from

each display unit, decreases the display change time and per-

mits multifaccd units with a minimum of mechanical or elec

trical addition or variation.

3,786,583

AIR MOTION APPARATUS

Arthur L. Revor, 3433 W. 1 I7th St., Merrionette Park, HI.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,564

Int. CLG09f// /02

U.S.CL40-39
2 Claims

A ski boot made of a rigid material comprises a boot proper

and a shaft pivotably connected to the boot proper and having

,ts lower front portion cut off to enable it to tilt in a forward

direction. An air bladder is provided in the cut off portion of

the shaft and a pipe connected to the air bladder commu-

nicates the air bladder with the inside of the boot proper, A

forward lean motion of the skier during skiing is utilized for

compressing the air bladder and thereby providing ventilation

inside the ski boot.

An air motion apparatus particularly adapted to move in

response to air currents in a fascinating and eye-appealing

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
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manner having a body means formed from a generally frusto-

conical container mounted on a spindle means for rotation

about the central axis thereof. The body means has formed in

or attached to its peripheral side surface a series of elongated

vane means which may be slightly curved in transverse cross

section and which serve to catch air currents due to wind mo-

tion or heat and thereby impart a rotation to the body means

about the central axis of the spindle. A plurality of body means

mounted on a spindle means, the vane means of each adjacent

body means being pitched in opposite directions so that ad-

jacent body means will rotate in opposite directions about the

spindle.

1351

the form of key slots in the lower base portion of the upper bar

receiving slots and a key lock member inserted in the key lock

3,786,584

PHOTO DISPLAY FRAME AND ATTACHMENT MEANS
THEREFOR

Sheldon Holson, Norwalk, Conn., assignor to The Holson Com-

pany, Wilton, Conn.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973. Ser. No. 325,849

Int.CLG09f ///O

IJ.S.CL40-I24 2 Claims

slots and abutting against the lower edge of the upper arm in

preventing removal of the sign from the sign support structure.

h-J ^.o

3,786,586

METHOD AND ARTICLE FOR DETERMINING HOW
MUCH LINE TO USE WHEN TROLLING

Edward J. Swan, OnUrio, N.Y., assignor to Majestic Lures,

Ontario, N.Y. ,„ «„,
Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. r»|o. 322,895

Int. CI. AOlk 97/00

U.S.CI.43-4
»5Ctaim.s

A display frame for temporarily exhibiting photographic

prints and similar planar display material by magnetic at-

tachment The frame includes a planar backing member of

metallic material, and the display material is affixed thereto by

means of spoU of planar synthetic resinous material having

magnetized metallic particles therein which are magnetically

attracted to the backing member, and are temporarily affixed

to a rear surface of the print or display material by a coated

adhesive substance having relatively limited adhesive proper-

ties relative to hard calendered paper, so as to be readily

peelable therefrom for reuse with other display material.

3,786,585

DISPLAY SIGN STRUCTURE

Gary Delaquila, Addison, and John R. Bercier, Elk Grove Vil-

lage, both of III., assignors to MinnesoU Mining and Manu-

facturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 144,795

Int. CI. G09f 7100

U.S.CI.40-125H 6 Claims

A sign arrangement including a sign support structure hav-

ing upper and lower outwardly extending sign support arms

each having an outer diagonally upwardly extending tapered

end bar portion and a sign having complementary upper and

lower inwardly and upwardly extending tapered bar receiving

slots received in the tapered end portions and lock means in

The depth at which fish are located is first measured using,

for example, a sonar depth finder. The line depth finderbf this

invention is a plastic plate in the form of a truncated right tn-

anele which is held vertically with its horizontal reference line

horizontal, and the slope of the fish line while trolling is cort-

narcd to a plurality of differently sloped and marked lines on

ihe line depth finder. After selecting the slope<l line that most

closely matches the actual slope of the fish line reference is

made to a depth chart located directly on the line depth

finder. The depth chart plots "depth in feet" against the vari-

ous sloped lines and gives the length of line required to4>osi^

tion the hook at that depth while trolling. The line depth

finder has the same information printed on both sides and all

of the sloped lines preferably emanate from a single index

point.
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% 7R<4 S87 3,786,589 I

TROLLING LURE BARRELS FOR RIFLES AND PISTOLS WITH RUNNING

Eino Ilm.ri Nilleksela, Kniunukoank.tu 1 B19, Helsinki, Fin- LANDS AND GROOVES
bino iimari

Hans-Joachim Kaltmann, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to

"
- FiledNov. 17, I97I,Ser.No. 199,409

«''*'"™'»f,^"'*"' ^"Tit^l'^^T"?., ,07
Claims priorit,, appiicatipn Finland, Nov. 18, 1970, Filed June 15 1971, Ser. No. 153,207

3101/70
*^ ^ Claims priority, application Cermany, June 18, 1970,

Int CI AOIk 55/02 2029877 I

.,^ri43 35
'"»-^''^°»'"'''''\ jCims Int.a.F4lc2//OO.F41f/7/yO

IJ.S.CL 43-35
IJ.S.CL 42-78 3 Claims

.. i:

A trolling lure is disclosed having a pair of hoolcs hidden in

the body of the lure. A special triggering mechanism is

disposed in a chamber of the lure body and comprises a setting

rod held in the set position by a pair of U-shaped safety springs

under the combined effects of a setting spring and the resilient

kneed arms of a forlced spring attached to the fishing line, the

arms passing through the bights of the safety springs and con-

nected to the setting spring which is under compressive stress.

The hooks are propelled from the lure under the action of a

discharge spring which is released when the bights of the

safety springs arc separated due to the action of tightening the

fishing line. The hooks are tensionally disposed within the in-

tcrior of the lure body and fixed to a piston bearing on the

discharge spring, so that when the discharge spring is released

the pistoti moves longitudinally within the interior of the lure

body and causes the hooks to be propelled from the lure.

^^

\'. K

A barrel for rifles and pistols equipped with lands and

grooves, wherein the greatest measure of the groove caliber of

the barrel corresponds with the minimum measure of the

diameter of the projectile, and the land caliber amounts to

about 96 percent of the groove caliber.

ERRATA
For Classes 43—4 and 43—35 see:

Patents Nos. 3,786,586 and 3,786,587

3,786.588

ARRANGEMENT FOR PRESELECTING THE SEQUENCE
OF FIRING OF A DOUBLE-BARRELLED GUN HAVING A

SINGLE TRIGGER
Renzo Soana, Brescia, lUly, assignor to S.p.A. Luigi Franchi,

Brescia, Italy

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,992

Claims priority, application Italy, Aug. 13, 1971, 69721

A/71
lnt.CI.F41c/9/00

U.S. CL 42-42 R I Claim

3,786,590 ^

FISHING ROD RETRIEVING DEVICE
Clostcr G. Weeks, Box 54, QuIin, Mo.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257.948

Int. CLAO Ik «7/00

U.S.CL43-25 4 Claims

A device for attachment to a fishing rod in order that it will

automatically float to the surface if lost overboard This

device consists primarily of a cylinder with clamp means for

the rod and having a self-contained balloon with chemical

means within the cylinder and will put a gas in the balloon

upon contact with water.

An arrangement for preselecting the Twing sequence of a

double-barrelled gun. in. which a pivoted selector arm

resiliently connected to a single trigger is displaceable parallel

to its pivot axis between two positions in which it is positively

located for cooperation with one or the other of two hammer

release catches for discharging a selected one of the barrels

first upon pulling the trigger when both hammers are cocked,

according to the position in which the said pivoted arm is

located.

3,786,591

MOUSETRAP
Marvin A. Morford, 1815 Ashworth Rd., West Des Moines,

Iowa
Filed June 3, 197 1, Ser. No. 149,459

lnt.CLA01m2i/0«

U.S. CL 43-66 I Claim

A housing having trap passageways at opposite ends closely

adjacent one housing side wall. A trap door or fioor in the

January 22, 1974

passageway upon being pivoted downwardly under the weight

of the mouse operates through a linkage a gate which pivots

upwardly allowing the mouse to enter the interior of the hous-

ing whereupon the gate closes locking the mouse in the hous-

ing. A removable slidable top on the housing allows emptying

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 1353

3,786,593

FOLDABLETRAP
George Gerbrandt, 2273 Lawson Ave., West Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada
Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,854

Int. CLAO Ik 69/00

U.S.CL43-100 7 Claims

of the trap. Openings are provided in the gates and housing

end walls. The oppositely disposed passageways close to one

housing side wall accommodates the natural instincts of mice

to keep close to a wall and seek safety in small openings and

passageways.

3,786,592

SEINE ASSEMBLY

Jack E. Miller, 325 S. Reynolds St., and Kenneth M. Garrett,

700 Allison Ave., both of Canon City, Colo.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,918

Int. CLAO Ik 79/00

U.S.CL 43-6.5 3 Claims

^47

A trap having a frame enclosed by a box-like net. The frame

has a'centre post and normally radially extending arms which

are hinged to swing parallel to one another thereby folding the

trap. A latching device is provided to hold the frame open or

unfolded and resilient members apply tension to end walls of

the trap which serve to keep the end walls taut and properly

shaped to provide lead-ins to entrance openings formed

therein.

3,786,594

METHOD OF RAISING AND HANDLING WASPS

Clarence A. Scott, Jr., Groom, Tex., assignor to Beneficial In-

sect Control, Inc., Groom, Tex.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,932

Int. CI. AOlm 5/00

U.S. CL 43— 1 24 ^ Claims

Aphid infestation of crops such as alfalfa and milo is treated

by first collecting aphid mummies, i.e., the dead carcasses of

aphids within which eggs of the parasitic wasp, braconid

lysiphlebus, have been laid. After the aphid mummies are col-

lected, they are refrigerated and transported to the location of

the infested fields to be treated. A plurality of mummies are

then placed in a container open to the atmosphere m a field in-

fested with aphids. Parasitic wasps hatch from eggs within the

aphid mummies within a short period of time and leave the

container. The wasps then attack and kill the live aphids in-

festing the crop by plantiiig eggs in them which subsequently

hatch into more wasps.

3,786,595

DEVICE FOR RELEASABLY CONNECTING A SINKER TO
A LINE

Nicola Croce, 75 1 1 Leesburh PI., Bethesda, Md. -^

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,452

Int. CLAOIk 95/00

U.S.CL 43-44.87 » <^ '«'"'»

A shallow water seine assembly especially useful for captur-

ing large quantities of small aquatic creatures for use as live

bait An open frame is screened on two vertical sides and

across its bottom to form a wide mouthed rearwardly and up-

wardly tapered capture chamber open at its front and top. Ski-

likc skids mounted on the bottom of the frame at each side of

the front of the frame support the frame for sliding movement

across the bottom of a pond. The rearward end of the frame in

one form of the invention is mounted upon a platform which

in turn is intended to be supported at opposite ends by a pair

of small boats. The frame is hinged to the platform for pivotal

movement about a horizontal axis normal to the direction of

travel of boats. Buoyant elements are attached to the front end

of the frame to support a major portion of the weight of the

front end of the frame so that the entire seine assembly has a

slightly negative buoyancy.

A device for releasably connecting a sinker to a line com-

prising a body member having a bore therethrough and a lever
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means attached to the body member. The lever means has a

line-engaging portion at one end and a sinker attachmg means

at the other end. The lever is moveable between an engaged

position and a released position.

3,786.596

ANIMATED MUSICAL FIGURE TOY

Jeffrey D. Breslow, Highland Park, and Bette Marie Kaelin.

Chicago, both of III., assignors to Marvin Glass and As-

sociates, Chicago, III.

Filed July 10, 1972. Ser. No. 270,229

Int. CI. A63h 5/00

U.S. CI. 46-98
'^••'""'

direction of the driving wheel permitting the vehicle to remain

stationary, move forward and move in reverse, as desired, and

also rotating the guide wheel permitting the vehicle to move in

a straight path and turn in either direction, as desired.

3.786,598

SELF-FEEDING WATERING SYSTEM FOR POTTED
NURSERY PLANTS

Richard S. Stadelhofer, 14275 S. W. 232 St., Goulds, Fl..

Filed Aug. 10. 1971, Ser. No. 170,458 I

Int. CI. AOlg 27/00

U.S. CI. 47-38.1 *V"'""

•» ««

A doll having a movable head and movable upper arms and

a lower torso comprised of a music box mechanism covered by

a long skirt The torso is positioned on a wheel-supporting

platform having depending wheels and depending pivot struc-

ture.

3,786,597

AMUSEMENT DEVICE

Hiroshi Sano, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tomy Kogyo Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 274,027

Int. CI. A63h 33126

U.S.CL 46-243 LV 5 Claims

A plurality of vertically-extending wick members arranged

in regularly spaced rows serve to receive, impaled thereon

through bottom openings, potted nursery plants The wick

members are substantially rigid except for frayed wick por^

tions extending outwardly of their upper ends, and are of such

length as to extend upwardly into the soil of the containers in

the vicinity of the root systems of the plants A plurality of

horizontally-disposed water pipes through which the lower

ends of the wick members extend supply water without pres-

sure head to central wick cords within the wick members,

which cords, by capillary attraction, conduct water upwardly

to their frayed upper ends for distribution, also by capillary at-

traction, through the soil in the containers. As moisture is util-

ized by the growing plants, capillary attraction from the wick

members serves to maintain substantially constant moisture

content irrespective of the varying demands of the plants,

thereby achieving optimum growth.

3,786,599

TRACKING PLUG DOOR
Leslie L. Galbarzyk. Oak Park; Irving D. Ross, Jr., Barring-

ton, and Thorvald Madland. Arlington Heights, all of III., as-

signors to The Youngstown Steel Door Company, Chicago,

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,408

Int.CI.E05d/5//0

U.S.CL49-220 16 Claims

An amusement device featuring a vehicle provided with a

motor and a source of energy for running same, one or more

driving wheels operatively connected to the motor for

propelling the vehicle, one or more guide wheels rotatably

mounted to the front of the vehicle for steering same and a

control panel mounted centrally of the vehicle featuring a plu-

rality of buttons to be selectively depressed by the child for

operatively connecting the motor and the source of energy

and reversing the direction of the motor to reverse the

The specification and drawings disclose an improved

mounting and operating mechanism for a plug-type door. The

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
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disclosed assembly is for use in a door opening defined by a

frame including spaced first and second vertically extended

frame members. Upper guideway means extend adjacent the

top door opening and a lower guideway means extends under

the door opening and longitudinally of the car past the second

frame members. This permits a door to be moved longitu-

dinally of the car away from the opening. A door member

adapted to be received within the opening is mounted on the

guideways and has leading and trailing lateral edges adapted

to mate with the first and second lateral frame members

respectively of the opening. Upper and lower sets of roller

means support the door member. Each set of roller means in-

cludes at least one roller member located generally along the

leading edge so that as the leading edge moves toward the first

frame member, cooperation between the guideway means and

the roller members cause the leading edge of the door to move

into the opening. The upper and lower sets of roller means

each further include at least a second roller member spaced

from the first set in the direction of the trailing edge. Each of

said second roller members is carried by crank arms on a verti-

cally extending rotatable shaft assembly. Latch bolt means are

mounted along at least the trailing edge for engaging the

second door frame member when the door is in the opening.

Additionally, actuating means are provided for rotating the

shaft assembly and moving the latch bolt means. The actuating

means include means for producing retraction of the latch

bolts prior to rotation of the crank arms.

3,786,600

CONTOUR GRINDER

Joseph Thomas Bloxsom. PeekskiU, N.Y., assignor to A. Lemay

Co., Inc.Carmel, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 294,350

Int.Cl. B24b9//4,B23c///«

U.S.CL51-I0ILG 9 Claims
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surfaces of which are provided with helical or concentric ribs

of the abrasive material. The ribs have a cross-sectional profile

corresponding to that of the teeth on gears to be processed,

and a drive is provided which rotates the disk member about

its axis of rotation which is encircled by the ribs.

3,786,602

MODULAR CEILING ASSEMBLY

Joseph D. Wilkin, Tampa, Fla., assignor to The Celotex

Corporation, Tampa, Fla.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248.950

Int. CI. E04b 5/52

U.S. CI. 52-28 ^^C'""*

4.7

A modular light fixture and sound absorbing panel assembly

which can be easily inserted into place in a preassembled

suspension system with the support hangers for the suspension

system being symmetrically located with respect to the sup-

porting legs of the modules.

An industrial shaping system to form various articles includ-

ing eyeglass lenses. The invention specifically discloses an

eyeglass frame pattern generator and edge grinder for shaping

eyeglass lenses to fit a particular frame. A sensing wheel

makes contact with the internal frame groove which is

designed to hold the lens. The frame pattern generator con-

trols an edge cutter by means of a servo system to shape the

lens so that it will fit into the frame groove after the grinding

operation. A computing device in the frame pattern generator

is arranged to correct for the inherent errors generally present

in all contour devices employing a tracing mechanism and a

grinding cutter where grinding is done along the circum-

ference of the grinding wheel.

3,786,601

APPARATUS FOR DE-BURRING OR CHAMFERING OF
GEARS

Horst Seidensticker, Lonkert 32. Brackwede. Germany

Filed July 1. 1971, Ser. No. 158,876

Claims priority, application Germany, July 2, 1970, P 20 32

759.7
Int. CI. B24b 5/02

U.S.a.5I-I29 ^
'C'aims

An apparatus for de-burring or chamfering of gears has at

least one disk member of abrasive material one or both major

3,786,603

METHOD OF RELIEVING STRAINS IN A WALL AND

CONSTRUCTION THEREFOR

David P. Kasprzak, Largo. Fla.. assignor to The Celotex Cor-

poration, Tampa, Fla.

Filed May 3, 1972. Ser. No. 250.075

Int. CI. E04g 23102

U.S.CK 52-204 ^ Claims

A method for and construction resulting from scoring the

paper cover sheet of a gypsum wallboard from comers of

openings therein to relieve strains and control crackmg of the

wallboard.
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3,786,604

FIRE STOP BETWEEN FLOOR SLAB AND CURTAIN
WALLOFBLII.DING

Frill Kramer. Woodsidc. N.V., assignor to U. F. Chemical

Corp.,Woodside, N.Y.

Filed D«c. 6, 1971. S«r. No. 205,106

Int. CL E04c 2100, E04b 1174

U.S. CI. 52-232

and thereafter the collar with the plate may be screwed in or

out relative to the face of the wall to adjust the stone anchor lo

the proper extension thereby eliminating altogether the use of

a variety of different sizes of stone anchors In one form the

plate IS split on the end and turned in opposite directions

whereas in another form a pin is secured perpendicularly to

the plate.

5 Claims

3,786,606

SUPPORTING APPARATUS FOR VESSELS

Melvin J. Greaves. Cleveland, and Tage Werner. Rocky River.

both of Ohio, assignors to Arthur G. McKee & Company.

Cleveland, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 81 1.527. March 28. 1969. Pal. No.

3 630 507, which is a conlinualion-in-part of Ser. No. 778,883,

Aug. 29, 1968. Pat. No. 3.559.972. which is a division of Ser.

No. 520.945. Jan. 17. 1966. Pal. No. 3.431.691. This

application Apr. 26. 197 1. Ser. No. 137.640

Inl.CI. E04c.i//0

U.S.CL 52-223 7 Claims

A fire stop separating superposed floors of a building having

a concrete floor sUb and a curtain wall horizontally separated

by a gap to permit relative thermal expansion movement of

the slab and wall essentially consists of a trough of pliable

sheet steel filling the gap. and urea formaldehyde resin foam

filling the upwardly open cavity of the trough The foam chars,

but does not burn in the event of a fire so as to retain its cellu-

lar structure and much of its thermal insulating properties, and

the thin sheet steel can support the light foam and its own

weight even at temperatures high enough to reduce the tensile

strength of the steel.

3.786.605

STONE ANCHOR
Hal C. Winfrey. 4160 Hawkeye Way, De Kalb County, near

Stone Mountain, Ga.

Filed Mar. 16, 1971. Ser. No. 124,728

Int.CI. E04b//4/.2/««

U.S.CI.S2-235 6 Claims

Apparatus for supporting a vessel, such as a blast furnace

having a shell, comprising a main frame that surrounds the

shell and is connected to and at least partially supports the

shell The supporting apparatus for the vessel also includes

diverging legs rigidly connected to the mam frame, during

construction the lower ends of these legs are supported off-

center from the centers of the legs to enable the lower ends of

the legs to deflect outwardly by amounts corresponding to the

amounts that they would deflect when loaded with the vessel.

The legs are thus prestrcssed before loading

3.786.607

ELEMENT FOR CONSTRUCTING TEMPORARY W ALL
STRUCTURES

Friedrich Bartels, Tllsiler Sir. 144. Hamburg. Germany

Filed May 12. 1972. Ser. No. 252.857

Claims priority, application Germany. May 21, 1971. P 21

25 373.6 .

Int. CI. A63j 23100 I

U.S.CL 52-474 1 1 Claims

A stone anchor for attachment between the face of a build-

ing and pieces of veneer such as stone. A threaded anchor stud

carries an internally threaded collar which is attached to the

flat plate that extends between joints in adjacent courses of

stone. The flat plate may carry angular portions at the end

which extend into kerfs formed in the respective adjacent

stones. The end of the stud is inserted into a hole in the face of An element for constructing a temporary wall or partition
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to be foldable to form side surfaces by which adjacent parts

can be joined, other edges of the sheet parts being folded at

right angles and the joins between adjacent parts being ef-

fected by U-form brackets overlying the join. Two assembled

elements are connected back to back to form a rigid cavity

structure.

3,786,608

FLOORING SLEEPER ASSEMBLY
William A. Boellcher. 4507 N. Clark St., Chicago. III.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,057

Int.CI. E04b5/00

U.S.CL52- 480

3,786,610

^REINFORCING ELEMENT FOR CONCRETE
STRUCTURES

HorsI Glalz, Eldagsen Hanover, Germany, assignor lo Deumu

Deutsche Erz-und Melall-Union Gesellschafl mil

beschrankler Haflung, Hanover, Germany

Filed Dec. 3, 197 1, Ser. No. 204,653

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 17, 1970, P 20

62 099.9. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

June 19, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLE04C 2/42. 5/04

U.S.CL 52-661 7 Claims

4 Claims

\
-:: -

}

A flooring sleeper assembly comprising a retainer and floor-

ing sleepers made up of a linear series of sections These arc of

floor board material and have a slot in one side edge The

present retainer is a long, metallic receptacle for the series of

sleeper sections, such receptacle rising with a channel on one

side which terminates with an inward hook directed into the

sleepers' slot. On the opposite side the receptacle rises with a

vertical flange The latter and the channel form guards to

check lateral shifting tendencies of the sleeper sections; and

the hook checks them from rising out of the retainer

The invention is concerned with mat-like or plate-shaped

elements such as are used as reinforcing elements and as shut-

tering in the production of concrete structures. These ele-

ments are generally somewhat flexible in character and when

of large size or formed into an assembly of large size have

hitherto had to be supported in their predetermined position

until hardening of the concrete applied is completed. The

reinforcing elements of the present invention arc made sub-

stantially self-supporting by the arrangement along at least

one edge of a supporting element which is resistant to bend-

ing Suitably the supporting element resistant to bending is a

steel section applied to a reinforcing element which comprises

parallel longitudinal ribs of rod-like steel connected by paral-

lel strip-like transverse ribs bent alternately in the one and

other direction perpendicular to the plane of the plate.

3,786.609

CORED INSULATED DOOR
Joseph Difazlo. Warren. Mich., assignor lo Acorn Products

Company. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,053

lnt.CI.E04b//6«,2/2«

U.S. CI. 52-619 > Claim

fO /(,_

3,786,611

FASTENING SYSTEM FOR JOINING STRUCTURAL
MEMBERS

Boyd E. Brown, Hubbard, and Eric A. Brown, Portland, both

of Oreg., assignors lo Ordeco, Inc., Woodburn, Oreg.

Filedjan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,854

Int. CLE 16b 5/02

U.S.CI.52-753J 8 Claims

A slab door formed of a wood frame having a wide, deep,

vertically extending groove formed in the exposed edges of

each of the opposite vertical frame stiles, and each face of the

frame being covered by a thin sheet of metal whose opposite

vertical edges are bent into flanges covering the stile edges

and loosely extending into their adjacent groove. The adjacent

pair of flange portions within each groove are spaced apart

and bonded together by a plastic filler material. Thus, a rigid

slab unit IS formed by the sheets of metal bonded together at

their vertical edge flanges and adhesively secured to the

frame with the sheets being thermally insulated from each

other by the plastic material which also seals the vertical edges

of the slab against moisture penetration.

Two mold-formed polyurcthane foam structural members

are joined in edge-abutting relationship at interfitting comple-

mentary stepped edges. A threaded fastener extends from an

external surface of one member at an oblique angle through

an abutting set of edge surfaces of the stepped edges into

threaded engagement with a nut ei^bedded within the other so

as to draw together the corresponding edge surfaces of the two

stepped edges. The nut has wing-like projections which resist

its rotation within and withdrawal from such other member.

The nut is embedded within its parent member during the

mold-forming of such member. Similarly, the required stepped

edges and pilot hole leading to the embedded nut are formed

as the member is mold-formed. A threaded fastener extending

into the mold cavity through a pilot hole in the mold positions

the nut within the mold cavity, and a sleeve surrounding the

portion of the fastener within the cavity defines the pilot hole

to the nut during the mold-forming process.

018 O.G.—50
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3,786.612

ANGLE CONNECTORS FOR MODULAR BEAM
STRUCTURES

William H. Baker. 403 Loudonville Rd.. Albany. N.Y.

Filed N«v. 17, 1970, Ser. No. 90,305

Int. CI. F 16b 7/00

U.S. CI. 52-754 5 Claims

assure good sealing between the caps and the container l.ps.

each container lip is acted upon by one or more vacuum heads

as It is moved from the container filling station to the point

where a cap is applied to the container. The vacuum heads

remove drops of millc which may have been deposited onto the

. Angle connectors are provided for modular box beam build-

ing members. The connectors have two opposed pairs of sub-

stantially parallel support members, attached to and extending

from a base member, one support member of each pair being

disposed substantially in alignment with one support member

of the opposite pair, and at an angle thereto corresponding to

the angle of the connection to be made

container lip at the filling station Each vacuum head is so con-

structed that it may be disassembled readily for cleaning, and

steam may be applied to the container lips prior to the passage

thereof beneath the vacuum heads so as to dilute the milk

droplets and increase the intervals over which the vacuum

heads may be used without becoming clogged.

3,786,613

SHEET METAL DOOR WITH FOAM PLASTIC CORE

William L. Shepheard. 3040 Broad Creek St., Norfolk, Va.

Filed June 9, 1972, S«r. No. 261 ,425

int. CLE06b J/70, E04c 2/40

U.S. a. 52-619 3 Claims

3,786,615

PROCESS FOR PREPARING PRE-MOISTENED
ANTIMICROBIAL TOWELS

Stuart M. Bauer, Succasunna, N.J., assignor to Pfizer Inc., New

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305.859

lnt.CI.B65b6-?/04

U.S.CL53-21FC <^ ^'''"*

-*

JO

A process for the preparation of pre-moistcned antimicrobi-

al towels is disclosed.

The shell of a sheet metal door is formed of two opposed

wide shallow trough-like members each having opposed edge

layers folded back upon one another to provide greater

thicknesses of metal at the edges than at the panels.

3,786,614

CONTAINER FILLING AND CAPPING APPARATUS

Robert J. Mistarx, Northbrook, III., assignor to Koehring Com-

pany, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,582

Int. CI. B65b 55/24

U S CI 53—167 16 Claims

A milk bottling machine includes a spin welder for joining

together plastic container halves, means for filling the thus

formed containers with milk and means for heat sealing caps

in place on the open tops of the filled containers. In order to

3,786.616

APPARATUS FOR SECURING AND SEALING A CLOSURE
CAPTO A RECEPTACLE

John C. Nalbach, La Grange Park, and Graeme W. Warner,

Hinsdale, both of III., assignors to John R. Nalbach Engineer-

ing Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed May 2. 1972, Ser. No. 249,514

Int. CI. B65b J //02.7/2«

U S CI 53—88 6 Claims

Apparatus for securing and sealing a closure cap to a recep-

tacle and for evacuating air from the receptacle including a

head assembly actuated by an air cylinder, the head assembly

including coaxially disposed outer, central and inner s eeve

members slidable relative to each other, the outer sleeve,

member having means thereon to establish a sealed relation-
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«hin with the reccDtacle to allow a vacuum to be pulled on the 3,786,618

t%."cl he c7„,,,, s,e.v. h»v,„g means .here'on for hold- INSTALLATION FOR D^FOAMING •-^«""rrS
^

Karl Sommerfeld, and Herbert Zclldann, both of Fellbach,

Germany, assignors to Daimler-Beni Aktiengesellschaft,

' Stuttgart-Untcrturkheim, Germany

Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,320

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 15, 1970,

2061597
Int. CI. BO Id 79/00

'
• U.S.CL55-159 25 Claims

ing a closure cap firmfy in the receptacle opening, and the

inner sleeve having means thereon for securing the closure

cap to the receptacle.

3,786.617

DEVICE FOR THE AUTOMATIC FILLING OF BISCUITS

INTO PACKAGING CONTAINERS

Rene Fluck. Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland, assignor to

Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft, Rhicnfall, Switzer-

land

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,137

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jiine 15, 1971,

8716/71
Int. CI. B65b Sm, 35130

U.S.CI.53-154 .
7 Claims

An installation for defoaming lubricants, in particular for

the supply of hydraulic valve lifter elements in internal com-

bustion engines and the like, in which a center pipe extending

substantially vertically through the housing is adapted to be

connected with the supply channel conducting the oil from the

feed pump; the center pipe is provided internally with a throt-

tling place and upstream thereof with apertures in communi-

cation with a housing space that is considerably larger than the

bore in the center pipe; oil which is defoamed and possibly

also filtered is conducted off through an opening provided in

the bottom of the housing whereas oil that might still contain

air, is able to fiow off through an opening provided in the

upper portion of the housing space into the line leading back

to the oil sump.

3,786,619

METHOD OF PURIFYING GASES CONTAINING
MERCURY COMPOUNDS AND ELEMENTARY

MERCURY
Karl-Axel Melkersson, Helsingborg, and Bo Gustav Valter

Hedenas, Viken, both of Sweden, assignors to Boliden Ak-

tiebolag, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,626

Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 4, 1971,

7237
Int. CI. BO Id 5i/04

U.S. CI. 55-72 9 Claims

fell

A device for automatic filling of biscuits into packaging

conuincrs which are open on one side is provided with a verti-

cal channel for feeding the containers downwardly one by one

onto a pivot support with the open side of the container facing

sideways toward an article feed device which horizontally

moves one stack of biscuits at a time into the sideways open

container on said support. When the container is filled the

pivot support swings the filled conuiner about 90° so that the

open side of the container faces upwardly, whereupon the

filled container is conveyed away from the device along a

horizonul discharge track.

A method of purifying gases containing gaseous mercury.

Mercury containing gas is passed through a mass of purifying

material containing as an active constituent a material consist-

ing of selenium, selenium sulphide or other selenium com-

pounds or mixtures thereof.
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3,786,620
~^

BALANCED MOWER
Thomas J. Scarnato, Barrington; Paul C. Gordon. Hinsdak;

Robert Sorensen. Gten Ellyn, and Craig M. Lawler, Downers

Grove, all of III., assignors to International Harvester Com-

pany, Chicago, 111.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,979

Int. CI. AOId 35/05.55/02

U.S.CI.56-16.3
'C'-*'"'
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3.786,622

YARN SPINNING METHOD AND APPARATUS
THEREFOR

Eiiaburo Negishi. Yono, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kalsha

Negishi Kogyo Kenkyusho, trawa-shi, SaiUma-ken, Japan

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,826

Claims priority, application Japan. Nov. 15. 1971,46.91767

Int.CI.D01h IH2

lI.S.CI.57-58.89
7 Claims

A mower having a stationary cutter bar and a sickle recipro-

cal thereon and a drive which comprises a pitman connected

to the sickel and driven by a crank which has a counterweight.

The crank is connected by a nexible. preferably nylon, gear

assembly to a counterbalancing counterweight Both counter-

weights are arranged in a meshing relation and in planes paral-

lel to the longitudinal axis of the sickle Certam force couples

and unbalancing forces are modulated by deflection of the

plastic gear teeth.

3,786,621

GRASPER BAR POSITIONING MECHANISM FOR
AUTOMATIC DOFFER

Lester W. Pray, Clemson; John H. Christeson. Seneca;

Frederick A. Preston. Clemson; Herman D. Sheron, Jr.,

Seneca; William H. Drake, and Gordon C. Anderson, both of

Clemson. all of S.C, assignors to Maremont Corporation.

Chicago, 111.

Continuation of Ser. No. 864,399, Oct. 7. 1969. abandoned

This application Oct. 13. 1971. Ser. No. 188.767

Int. CI. DO Ih 9/00

U.S.CL 57-52 10 Claim,

A new improved yarn spinning methtMl of the open-end

spinning system, which method comprises the steps of collect-

ing the fibers to be processed thereby to form a sliver in an

inner rotor disposed in an outer rotor, said rotors being dif

ferenlially rotated, transferring successively the thus formed

sliver toward a spinning-out direction, and drawing said sliver

in order to stretch or draft thereby to automatically twist said

stretched or drafted sliver, thus producing an excellent yarn

Furthermore, an apparatus adapted to carry out effectively

the aforementioned method and modiHcations of this ap-

paratus arc disclosed.

3.786.623

METHOD AND AN APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS
PRODUCTION OF STRANDED WIRE

Karl Bertil Eliasson. Vasteras. Sweden, assignor to Granges

Esscm AB. Vaster^ Sweden
Filed July 24. 1972. Ser. No. 274.375

Claims priority, application Sweden. Aug. 8. 1971,

I0I02/7I
int. CLD07b J/00. i//2. 7/00

U.S.CL 57-34 R 4 Claims

Bobbins are moved during doffing between a position upon

and a position below the spindles of a textile spinning frame or

like machine by a retractable mechanism disposed when not in

use entirely below the spindles so as to not impede end-down

or other servicing of the frame during normal spinning opera-

tions. Multiple guided connections with hydraulic cylinder

and piston assemblies provide the smoothness and precision of

grasper-bar movement necessary for successful performance

of the bobbin doffing and donning operations Critical com-

ponents of the mechanism are shielded from the ambient at-

mosphere and from accidental impacts. Completion of each

phase of the grasper bars movement is verified before com-

mencement of its next movement, and a photoelectric slop-

motion device detects non-doffing of any bobbin.

The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus

for the continuous production of a twisted stranded wire by

flattening a strand of wire, shearing it into a plurality of

strands, and twisting the strands together.
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3 786 624
3,786,626

SOLAR CELL «ATCHD.;tH^^^^^^ ^ „__^ ^^"ltZZ"'^«. .. AGON

S...
^«"^^^^'^l--^^^l ,„ ^„ J,, 3„ cuim. pri,ri,„ .pp.k...o„ S...«rU.d, M., .«, .972,

U.S.CL58-23C 2 Claims U.S.CL 58-88 R

A timepiece has a plurality of solar cell elements arranged

on the surface of the dial thereof, the dial being formed with a

window through which a time or calendar indication may be

viewed. The portion of one or more of the solar cell elements

in the region of the window is removed. The elements having

portions removed are connected in parallel with each other if

the total light receiving area thereof is not less than the light

receiving area of other of said elements, otherwise, the ele-

ments having portions removed are electrically disconnected

from the other of said elements.

A digital watch in which the numerals move beneath win-

dows of a cover plate and possessing a reflecting element for

reading the time in a direction which is at least approximately

parallel to the cover plate.

3,786,627

DIAL PLATES FOR TIMEPIECES

Tooru Takagi; Tsuneyoshi Shinoyama, and ScUuo Satoh, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Orient Watch Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,322

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1971, 46-99151;

Apr. 17, 1972,47-38485
Int. CLG04b/ 9/06

U.S.CL58-127R 6 Claims

3,786,625

ARRANGEMENT FOR CORRECTING OF SECONDS
INDICATION OF A TIMEPIECE

Pierre Sauthler, Bienne, Switzerland, assignor to Societe Suisse

Pour LIndustrie Horlogere Management Services S.A.,

Bienne, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 312,328

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dee. 16, 1971,

58,470/71
int. CI. G04c 3100

U.S.CL 58-23 R 10 Claims

^^

A correction circuit for a timepiece is driven by digital pul-

ses to advance the timepiece display by one second in

response to each pulse. A first push button switch is provided

for eliminating one pulse, and a second push button switch is

provided for inserting an additional pulse into the sequence of

pulses applied to the display, to thereby provide correction of

the time displayed by the timepiece.

A dial plate for timepieces consisting of a metallic base

plate and a thin shell plate having a nacreous gloss and bonded

to said metallic base plate with the nacreous surface thereof

exposed to the outside by means of an adhesive, in which said

thin shell plate is bonded to said metallic base plate at an

opaque layer formed on said thin plate or plating applied to

the back side thereof

3,786,628

WARNING SYSTEM AND METHOD
Hubert Rene Louis Fossard, Rue de Vltot, Le Neubourg, and

Henriette Josephine Joly, 22 Avenue Parmentier, Paris, both

of France
Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,61

1

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 30, 1971,

71.15615
lnt.CLG06b2i//2

U.S.CL58-152B 1 Claim

A warning device particularly useful for the deaf or partially

deaf comprising a mechanical vibration generator responsive
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1 .^, .« ^hi^t, it i« turbo-blower and having an associated cluster of exhaust

to signals produced by a trigger signal generator «o

-''"J,'
''

^InLids an a^angemeSt for connecting said clusters of ex-

operat.vely connected, the tr.gger s.gnal generator be.ng
^^^^"^^l^;;^^^^^^^^^

exhaust manifolds is connected by a convergent nozzle form-

responsive to various external sources of different natures,

such as an alarm clock . a door bell or a car horn.

3.786,629

EXPANSIBLE LINKAGE FOR USE IN MAKING A

WATCHBAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Kurt A. RIeth, Warwick, R.L, assignor to Textron. Inc..

Providence, R.I.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,419

Int.CI.FI6g/i/24

U.S.a. 59-79 R llCtaiim

ing a pulse converter with its associated turboblower through

a compact mtcrmediatc chamber common to both clusters,

said chamber being mounted between the turboblowers and

forming a mixing and attenuating casing.

3.786,631

NITROGEN VAPOR ENGINE

Lindlcy Manning, 4585 Ckirview Dr., and Richard

Schneider, 1950 Castle Way, both of Reno. Nev.

Filed Sept. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 182,994

Int. CL FOlk 25110, F03g 7/04

U.S.CL60-26

N.

4 Claims

An expansible linkage for use as a watchband, bracelet or

similar article having two rows of overlapping staggered links,

connecting members displaceably connecting the links of the

inner row to the links of the outer row and springs in the inner

row for urging the links from their expanded to their con-

tracted positions. The springs arc located only in the links of

the inner row of links. Each of the links of the outer row has an

outer wall, a narrower inner wall substantially parallel to the

outer wall! a pair of substantially parallel first side walls con-

nected to the opposite sides of the outer wall and a pair of

second side walls which converge inwardly from the inner

sides of the Tirst side walls to lateral sides of the inner wall In

one embodiment, the outer wall of each of the links of the

outer row of links has an opening formed at one side thereof

intermediate its ends and an extension at the opposite side

thereof which is of substantially the same size as said opening

so that when the linkage is in contracted position the exten-

sion IS positioned in the opening of the outer wall of the ad

jacent link In this embodiment, each of one of the first side

walls of each of the links of the outer row of links includes an

opening formed therein which communicates with the open-

ing in the outer wall of the link.
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An open-cycle thermodynamic engine using a working fluid

which is a gas at ambient conditions and which is liquefiablc at

temperatures below ambient. The engine operates by com-

pressing the working fluid, such as liquid nitrogen, with a

pump, convcctively heating the nitrogen in a heat exchanger,

and isentropically expanding the nitrogen within an expanda-

ble chamber to produce shaft work The cycle is repeated both

without compression and with compression of the working

fluid. To salvage the remaining energy in the nitrogen or other

fluid, an exhaust engine is used. In one embodiment the ex-

haust engine uses an expandable chamber and piston driven

by a plurality of long, small diameter heat responsive wires

coupled under tension between the chamber wall and piston.

When gases of different temperatures are directed across the

chamber, the wires expand and contract thereby reciprocally

3,786,630

DEVICE FOR CONNECTING EXHAUST MANIFOLD SETS

TO THE TURBO-BLOW ERS OF A SUPERCHARGED
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE

Karl W.alter Kuhn, Saint-Germain-«n-Laye. and Jacques Gal-

lois, Paris, both of France, assignors to Societe D Etudes de

Machines Thermiques, St. Denis, France

FikdNov. 23, 1971. Ser. No. 201,410 -..- - .- rw w .

Ctoims priority, application France, Jan. 15, 1971, 71.01345 moving the piston. In another embodiment of 'he heat engine
cuims priority, vv^^

^^ F02c J7/04 a manifold is connected to numerous closed tubes in which

II c rt *n_ 13 * Claims nitrogen is heated by natural convention. When the pressures

InasutKrcharged internal combustion engine provided with* within the tubes reach a maximum, the tubes are selectively

two rowrorv-fhaped cyhnders. each row being fed by a exhausted agamst a double acting piston to produce work.
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3,786,632

REHEAT SYSTEM FOR A GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Donald Maynard Aniey, Long Eaton, England, assignor to

Rolls-Royce ( 197 1 ) Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,342

Claims priority, applicaUon Great Britain, Aug. 21, 1971,

39,332/71
Int. CI. F02c 7122

U.S. CI. 60-39.74 R 5 Claims

3,786,634

CANTILEVERED HYDROKINETIC CONVERTER
HAVING IMPROVED BEARING STRUCTURE

Waldo E. Rodler, Jr., San Jose, Calif., assignor to Instrument

Systems Corporation. Jericho, N.Y.

Filed J uly 1 3, 1 97 2, Ser. No. 27 1 ,565 .

Int.CLF16h4//04

U.S. CL 60-361 8 Claims

r r

J9l_^ S

A reheat system for a gas turbine engine is provided with

fuel supply means, a plurality of fuel manifolds having fuel dis-

tribution holes or nozzles located thereon, fuel/exhaust gas

mixing means associated with each of the holes or nozzles and

flame stabilisation means located downstream of the fuel

manifolds The mixing means arc adapted in operation to tap

exhaust gases from a portion of the reheat system, to mix the

exhaust gases with fuel from their respective associated fuel

nozzles or holes and exhaust the mixture into the combustion

zone of the reheat system.

3,786,633

PROPELLANT IMMOBILIZER AND RESONANCE
SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

Francis J. Worcester, La Plata, Md., and William H. Ailor, III,

West Lafayette, Ind., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,046

Int. CL F02k 9106

U.S.CL60-255 14 Claims

A hydrokinetic converter has an elongated, tubular-shaped

reactor mounting shaft and an elongated central shaft coaxi-

ally mounted in the reactor shaft that has at least one exposed

end extending out from a first end of the reactor shaft. A

mounting structure is rigidly affixed to the opposite end of the

reactor shaft from the first end and has mounting means for

mounting the reactor shaft and the hydrokinetic converter to

another member. A hydrokinetic bladed reactor is mounted at

the first end of the reactor shaft. A first hydrokinetic bladed

member is rigidly affixed to and mounted on the exposed end

of the reactor shaft. An enclosing member is mounted around

and encloses the reactor and the first member and comprises a

hydrokinetic bladed second member mounted over the reac-

tor shaft. The enclosing member further cojnprises a first end

rotatably mounted and supported on the reactor shaft and a

second end rotatably mounted and supported on the exposed

end of the central shaft. One of the bladed members comprises

an impeller and the other bladed member comprises a turbine.

The hydrokinetic bladed reactor, impeller and turbine are

adapted to direct fiuid from the impeller through the iurbine

to the reactor, causing rotation of the turbine upon rotation of

the impeller. First and second bearings are spaced apart in

between the reactor shaft and output shaft for rotatably

mounting the same. The first bearing is positioned adjacent

the first end of the reactor shaft and provides the load path

from the exposed end of the central for the second en-

closing member and the first bladed member back to the can-

tilever mounted reactor shaft.

A system for immobilizing solid propellant grain while

providing an improved mechanical suppression of resonant

burning comprises a small diameter, tension spring extending

within the center bore of the grain. The spring is fastened at

the forward end to a spacer abutting the grain while the other

end is fastened to a resonator rod positioned within the center

bore. An immobilizing force is thus exerted upon the grain

which docs not appreciably va'ry with ambient temperature

changes. The spring is free to oscillate in the longitudinal and

transverse modes thus serving more effectively as a mechani-

cal resonance suppressor.

3,786,635

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE WITH MODIFIED
AND CONTROLLED EXHAUST ^

Frank F. Kates, Irvine, and George E. Faber, Santa Ana, both

of Calif., assignors to Krun Corporation, Santa Fe Springs,

Calif.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,006

Int. CL F02m 25106; FOIn J/04

U.S.CL 60-278 7 Claims

The exhaust gases and fluids from an internal combustion

engine which is using gasoline and aif as fuel, are passed
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through a metal screen and a bed of activated carbon whereby

a modification of the gases occur, and thence through a con-

denser where water and solids are removed therefrom, with

January 22, 1974

r3.786,637

OIL FENCE
Tateo Muramalsu: Kuninori Aramaki, both of Yokohama, and

Yoshikazu Kondo, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to

Bridgrstonc Tire Company Limited, Tokyo. Japan

Filed Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,399

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 13, 1971,

46-13519 I

Int. CLE02b/ 5/04

IJ.S.CL61-IF 4 Claims

from zero to about twenty (20 percent) percent of the gases

leaving the condenser being exhausted to atmosphere and the

remainder thereof being returned to the engine for reuse

the combustion process.

in

An oil fence comprising an elongated resilient belt member

3,786,636 and a float secured to it for keeping at least a part of the belt

HYDRAULIC BRAKE BOOSTER member floating above water level The floating portion of the

Uichiro Kobashi, Kariya, Japan, assignor to Alsin Seiki
j^^.], ^^-nvher is kept substantially upright by a weight means

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kariya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan jj^jj reinforcing means 1 he oil fence so flexes as to conform

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,107 with the proHle of water surface

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 18. 1970,

45-114510
Int. CI. FlSb 7/00. 9/00, /i//4

U.S. CI. 60-548 15 Claims —

3,786,638

INFLATABLE DAMS AND DAM UNITS

Daniel Cecil Edward Fish, Broadthorn, Armstrong Ln.,

Brockenhurst, England

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,554

Int. CI. E02b 7/02

U.S.CL61-30 5 Claims

1,J f-M

" i»

Disclosed herein is a hydraulic brake booster for a brake

system of a vehicle utilizing a hydraulic pressure source for a

hydraulic power conlrol system of the vehicle, wherein the

booster comprises a casing mounted on the brake master

cylinder, a booster piston reciprocabic within the casing and

in operable connection with the master cylinder piston, the

booster piston forming a drain chamber, a control piston

reciprocable within the bores of the casing and the booster

piston and in operable connection with the push rod of the

brake pedal, the control piston forming a pressure chamber, a

passageway for leading operating fluid to flow toward the

power control system through the booster, and a first and

second valve means respectively for controlling communica-

tion between the pressure and drain chambers and between

the pressure chamber and the passageway in response to ac-

tuation of the brake pedal, thereby to obtain desired braking

force without disturbing operation of the power control

system.

An inflatable dam unit with means to anchor it to the bed of

a water course. These means arc in two parts, one which

primarily resists bodily movement of the unit downstream and

the other which concentrates on resisting the tendency of the

unit to roll. The invention also includes dams including such

units when installed, and methods of damming water flow .
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» 7BfL ^39 3,786,641

MFTHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BACKFILLING AN MEANS FOR STABILIZING STRUCTURAL LAYERMETHOD
^-^U^^^^^^^^^^j, ^^^^^^ OVERLYING EARTH MATERIALS IN SITU

Stephen Pineno, 37 E. Seventh St., Wyoming, Pa., and Albert Lee A. Turzillo, 2078 Glengary Rd- Akron, Ohio

Tamburro, 3^ New St., Pittston. Pa., assignors to said Pineno Division of Ser. No. 15,355, March 2, 1970, whtchts a division.

. ^;. of Ser. No. 755,273, Aug. 26, 1968. This application Aug. 8,
and Tamburro

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,067

lnt.CLE21p/5/0«

U.S. CI. 61 -35

1972, Ser. No. 278,844

Int.CI.E02d27/4«

18 Claims U.S. CL 61—63 3 Claims

A system for backfilling an underground cavity, such as a

coal mine or the like, wherein a slurry of fill material is

uniformly displaced and propelled in all directions in the cavi-

ty through the aid of a high pressure air jet.

3,786,640

MEANS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING STEPPED
CONCRETE SLOPE STRUCTURES

Lee A. Turzillo, P.O. Box 155, Bath, Ohio

Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,267

Int. CI. E02d / H20

U.S. CI. 61-37 ,
9 Claims

Method and means for providing solid columnar support

under structural layer, overlying earth materials of an earth

situs. Expansible agitator means projected through relatively

small diameter hole in overlying layer and expanded to agitate

and loosen earth materials to define elongated body thereof of

greater peripheral size than hole. Self-hardenable fluid

pumped through hole into loosened earth, is allowed to.

harden after removal of contracted agitator means through

small hole. Resultant rigid, composite column underlies area

of structural layer surrounding hole for the solid support of

same.

3,786,642

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ENTRENCHING
SUBMERGED ELONGATE STRUCTURES

Alan E. Good, and Delbert R. Ward, both of Houston, Tex., as-

signors to Brown & Root, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,895

Int. CL E02f 5/02, B63b 55/04

U.S.CL6I-72.4 25 Claims

Container means, and method utilizing same for forming a

mat-like protective cover of hardenable, cementitious materi-

al on a sloping surface of an earth situs, for example. Con-

tainer means includes rectangular sheet-like flexible web

which is spread flatwise on surface to be protected, and series

of transversely extending porous fabric containers of loop-

shaped cross-section which are connected to the web along

laterally spaced, generally parallel lines. Fluid cementitious

material pumped into containers in succession, so that ad-

jacent containers overlap one upon another. Upon hardening,

cementitious material which oozes through porous bag walls

tends to bond the contacting walls together, thereby to pro-

vide an integrated mat-like protectij'e cover of generally

uniform, effective thickness.

A method and apparatus for entrenching submerged elon-

gate structures within the bed of a body of water including a

floating vessel, and at least one submergiblc vehicle connected

to the floating v«ssel and operable to be lowered adjacent to a

submerged elongate structure to be entrenched. The sub-

mergiblc vehicle includes a frame having a fore end and an aft

end with a first primary and a first alternate cutting means

connected to the frame and generally operably directed
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toward the fore end thereof for cutting a trench within the

water bed beneath the submerged elongate structure. Addi-

tionally, the submergible vehicle may Be provided with a

second primary and a second alternate cutting means con-

jrected to the frame and generally operably directed toward

the aft end thereof for forming a trench within the water bed

beneath the submerged elongate structure to be entrenched

In one embodiment of the invention a motion compensation

system is connected between the floating vessel and at least

one submergible vehicle in order to minimize relative, sea in-

duced, motion between the floating vessel and the submergi-

ble vehicle.

January 22, 1974

I

3.786.645

APPARATUS FOR MAKING COMPACTED PELLETS OF
SOLID PHASE CARBON DIOXIDE

Lyk L. Cann, Peotone, IIL. assiKiwr to Chenwtron Corpora-

don, Chkago, III.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972. S«r. No. 284.264

Int. CI. B29c 3100

U.S.CL 62-35 19 Claims

3.786,643

VORTEX TUBE
Richard T. Anderson, and Willard L. Andrist. both of Owaton-

na. Minn., assignors to Owatonna Tool Company. Owaton-

na, Minn.

Flkd Jan. 2. 1973. Ser. No. 320.649

Int. CI. F25b 9/02

U.S.CI.62-5 6 Claims

^^^^. ^^

A vortex tube for converting pressure air to hot and cold air

fractions and constructed of a body and cap assembled

together with the cap and body forming a vortex chamber and

a surrounding plenum chamber with a cold air passage extend-

ing outwardly from the cap and an elongate hot air passage ex-

tending outwardly of the body with the parts formed of plastic

and shaped to provide a plug Ht with each other and mounting

an annular air filter screen therebetween and with a nozzle

and valve unit threaded onto an end of the body providing for

a plurality of control positions whereby either maximum cold

air may be emitted from the unit or high temperature air can

be emitted from the other end of the unit.

• 3.786.644

SYSTEM FOR CHANGING THE STATIC ELECTRICAL
CHARGE ON CO, ICE PARTICLES

Harold T. Rich. Fullcrton. and Torrence L. Wolf. Santa Ana.

both of Calif., assignors to Airco. Inc.. Monlvak, NJ.
Filed June 2. 1972. Ser. No. 259,227

Int. CI. F25j/ /OO

U.S.CL62-I0 4 Claims

Apparatus for making compacted pellets of solid phase car-

bon dioxide comprises die means having radial extrusion

passages therein, injector means for forming snow from liquid

carbon dioxide flashed into an expansion zone adjacent the

inlet end of said extrusion passages, compression means for

compacting said snow and extruding the same outwardly

through said passages to form elongated, rod-like extrusions of

solid phase carbon dioxide, and back pressure means for ex-

erting contact pressure against said extrusions leaving the

outer ends of said passages in said die means.

A novel method in accordance with the present invention

comprises the formation of compacted pellets of solid phase

carbon dioxide from liquid phase carbon dioxide to form

snow, compressing said snow to force the same through an ex-

trusion passageway forming elongated, rod-like extrusions of

compacted solid phase carbon dioxide and exerting back pres-

sure against the rod-like extrusion as they leave the

passageways thereby stabilizing the extrusions permitting the

escape of gas without fracturing the same.

A CO, snow, making machine comprising a snow horn into

which liquid CO, is expanded for producing CO, snow, and an

electrically energized conductor of general hoop shape spaced

from and encircling the horn outlet.

3.786.646

REFRIGERATING PLANT
Peter Jacobus Collet. Voorschoten. Netherlands, assignor to

Ncderlandse Organisatic Voor Toegcpast-Natuur-

wetenschappclijk Onderzock Ten Bchocve Van Nijverhcid,

Handel Kn Verkeer.The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Oct. 12. 1972. Ser. No. 297.090

Claims priority, applkation Netherlands, Oct. 13, 1971,

7II405I
Int.CLF25b//04

U.S.CI.62-II5 4 Claims

A refrigerating plant comprising a condenser, an evaporator

and a centrifugal compressor having a rotor with radial or

bent-backward solid vanes and further comprising means for

controlling the head and volume-capacity of the compressor,

wherein the compressor is a combination of a centrifugal com-

pressor and a fluid vanes compressor, said solid vanes being

provided with jet channels for forming liquid vanes said chan-

nels ending on the one side into slit-shaped orifices provided

in the tips of the vanes and on the other side being connected

to a central fiuid supply provided with a fiow-through control

device and in operation below a predetermined partial load of

the plant, said fiow-through control device is kept closed and

the head and the volume-capacity of the compressor are con-

trolled by means known per se for this purpose while operat-

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL^^ ^~«-^i'^T.'i VBjaa fmr^iaa ra/iB«'B b-« xa i^j a . *« AV^/
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mg above said predetermined load said fiow-through control second valves. The condenser and 7«P°'^.;°"
f/^^^"'^';"

device .sa^jusred in such a way that the head and volume- connected to a compressor. A control circuit is further pro-

cow>icssai«;

2i> «-) i^iX^ \ jcomcNStB

vided for controlling the valves. The valves remain open while

the compressor is off allowing the fiuid pressure to equalize on

either side of the compressor.

capacity of the plant will meet the requirements between the

higher range of said partial load and full load.

3,786,647

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR MELTER

Peter Jacobus Collet, Voorschoten, Netherlands, assignor to

Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Toegepast Natuur-

wetenschapelijk Ondenoek Ten Behoeve Van NIverheid,

Handel En Verkeer, The Hague, Netherlands

Fikd Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,392

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 23, 1971,

11595
Int. CL BO Id 9/04

U.S.CL62-I23 2 Claims

3,786,649 '

WATER CHILLER AND STORAGE SYSTEM

Robert F. Klrschner, Lakeville, Mass., assignor to The Patter-

son-Kelly Company, Inc., East Stroudsl»erg, Pa. ^

Contlnuatlon-ln-part of Ser. No. 93,342, Nov. 27, l970,Tat.

No. 3,688,833. This application Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No.

277,271

Int. CLF25d/ 7/02

U.S.CL 62-201
" 26Ctaim8

Tta*caaT«ai
CMTaot. ~

tm-

In a device for the preparation of drinking-water out of

brackish-water or salt-water, whereby the water is brought

into contact with a cooling medium and the ice crystals are

melted the compressor and the meltcr-condenser vessel arc

combined into one unit, comprising a centrifugal fiuid vanes

compressor, the compressor chamber of which also forms the

melting chamber and the fiuid vanes are formed- from a mix-

ture of ice particles and a fiuid which occurs in the process

and which is fed to the jets.

A dual mode operative water chilling and storage system for

supplying "chilled" or cooled water or the like under both

normal and peak demand conditions. The system includes a

chilled water storage tank having a water supply inlet for

replenishing water withdrawn from the tank, a conduit system

including means for forcibly circulating water from a higher

region to a lower region of the tank and including means for

cooling the circulating water; means connected into the

system for withdrawing chilled water up to a given rate of fiow

which is in excess of the rate at which water is normally circu-

lated through the conduit^ystem; and normally closed means

for connecting the lower region of the lank in fiow communi-

cation with the withdrawal means whenever the withdrawal

rate exceeds the normal circulation rale to supplement the

normal delivery rate of the system.

3,786,648

COOLING SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE EVAPORATORS

Milton J. Rice, Crete. III., assignor to General Electrk Com-

pany, Indianapolis, Ind.

Fikd Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,095

Int. CLF25b 5/00

U S. CI. 62 200 ^ Claim*

A cooling system for a refrigerator and a water cooler. A

cabinet is provided with a refrigeration chamber having a first

evaporator contained therein and a water cooler chamber

having a second evaporator contained therein. The evapora-

tors are connected to a single condenser and to first and

3,786,650

AIR CONDITiONING CONTROL SYSTEM
Alwin B. Newton, York, Pa., assignor to Borg-Warner Cor-

poration, Chkago, III.

Fikd July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,636

int. CLF25b 4 //OO

U.S.CL 62-209 1 Claim

A refrigerant control system, particularly useful for air con-

ditioning apparatus, including means for operating the system

with a relatively high evaporator pressure during the time the

temperature within the cooled space is being reduced to its
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desired level. While such temperature level is being reduced a
HFFRirFRATING APPARATUS

constant pressure expansion device is adjusted to maintain the
, L p o r«. 8M 2 Ch.rloUe N C

control p^int at a lower temperature (and pressure) to effect Andrew T. »«
J""/'";

»"
V,' ^r No 2?i 786

dehumidmcation This system thus provides a higher capacity F.l«l J-'^ '»' 7^' ^^;;,°-
"2'"**

during pulldown by modifying the response level of an auto-
5 Claims

— <a».-»>.
[

|»i"«| ^==:

matic expansion device until pull-down is achieved Until

either a reduced suction line temperature or a reduced am-

bient temperature (or both ) is attained, the setting of the valve

is higher than normal thus increasing the capacity required of

the compressor for a given superheat level.

•-

V

A refrigerating apparatus for conditioning an enclosed

space such as a truck trailer body and including means for

selectively drawing a partial vacuum within the space such

that perishable food products may be rapidly cooled by

vaporizing the moisture thereon, and means for selectively

pressurizing the space to prevent dehydration of the food

products during relatively long term storage.

3,786,651

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
John T. Eschbaugh, Chesterland, Ohio, and Herbert S. Lln-

dahl, Danville. III., assignors to Gulf & Western MeUls

Farming Company, Southfield, Mich.

Division of Scr. No. 127,174, March 23, 1971, which Is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 773,946, June 3, 1 968,

abandbned. This application Nov. 19, 1971, S«r. No. 200,474

lnt.CI.F25b^//06

U.S. CI. 62-222 10 Claims

3,786,653

ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM OF THE
INERT GAS TYPE

Peter Erik Blomberg, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Ak-

tiebolaget Electrolux, Stockholm, Sweden

FiledMar.**, I971,Ser. No. 122,413

Claims priority, application Sweden. Mar. 10, 1970,

3152/70 I

lnt.CI.F25b/5//0

U.S. CI. 62-491 10 Claims

A refrigeration system has the system condenser exposed to

the normal outdoor ambient temperature. The control means

includes a single balanced expansion valve having a maximum

port opening which is oversized as compared to that required

only for normal summer operation, and the valve is actuated

to provide a much larger increase in port opening under

winter conditions than have heretofore been used. The result

is that the system operates without adjustment or modification

over an exceptionally wide range of condenser ambient tem-

perature. The balanced valve is actuated by motor means

responsive to evaporator outlet temperature and an evapora-

tor pressure condition such as inlet or outlet pressure. The

valve element may be slightly over or under balanced to pro-

vide predetermined operating characteristics.

Liquid flows in the presence of an inert gas in heat transfer

members, such as the evaporator and absorber, of an inert gas

circuit of absorption refrigeration apparatus The heat transfer

members are formed by piping which slopes downward and is

inclined at an acute angle to the horizontal and has a plurality

of internal longitudinal capillary grooves. The grooves are

helical and at an acute angle to the generatrix or slope of the

piping which is less than the acute angle at which the piping is

inclined to the horizontal.
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LATCH SEAT FOR KNOTTING NEEDLE IGNITION kJ^T^r'^^^^^
«\VICE

'

John J. Sgrillo, Torrington, Conn., assignor to The Torrington Wasyl Suprowich, Box 16, Group 200, R.R. No. 2, Selkirk.

.. T _i .»_ /-«,-« Manitoba, Canada
Company, Torrington, Conn. pii^ n«. il 1072 Ser No 313 774

Int. CI. D04b J.^/W4 » riainn!

lJ.S.a.66-121 .

2Cl.ims L.S.CL70-63 2Cla.ms

14 16

A container receives the key and a plurality of combination

locks close off the container and prevents the key from being

removed until all of the locks are unlocked and removed. Due

to the concentration and manipulation required, this prevents

The latch scat is formed by displacing laterally inwardly into ^^ intoxicated driver from obtaining access to the ignition key

the latch slot a portion of one side or a portion of both sides of
^f ^^^ vehicle.

the blade.

3,786,655

CONTROL ARRANGEMENT FOR A FLAT KNITTING
MACHINE

Erich Krause, BopHngcn, Germany, assignor to Universal

Maschinenfabrik Dr. Rudolf Schieber KG, Westhausen,

Germany
FiledMar.3, 1971, Ser. No. 120,628

lnt.CI.D04b/5/66

U.S.CL66-154A 4 Claims

3,786,657

SLAM-STYLE SAFETY LOCK
Frank F. Loikitz, MIddletown, NJ., assignor to Instrument

Systems Corporation, Jericho, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,148

Int. CI. E05b 65/06

U.S.CL70-150 8 Claims

t^E

A multiplicity of electrically actuated operating elements in

a nat knitting machine is controlled by punched cards having

only a limited number of tracks and a corresponding reading

station in which sensing switches generate control signals in

response to card movement. A system of logic elements is ar-

ranged in a circuit between the sensing switches and the

operating elements in such a manner that control signals

generated by the relatively few switches cause an entire group

of operating elements, more numerous than the sensing

switches, to be actuated either simultaneously or in timed

sequence.

A slam -style safety lock for industrial refrigerated walk-in

compartments, truck bodies, and self-sealing environmental

rooms to allow egress from the interior when the lock is

secured on the outside. The lock bolt is retractable, being ac-

tuated by a pivotal handle in the well known manner, and the

bolt has a centrally positioned aperture in which is positioned

a cam hub which engages a shoulder at the rear of the bolt, the

shoulder acting as a cam follower.

The forward portion of the bolt has a rear lip under which is

positioned a forwardly extending metal locking plate, also

having a shoulder positioned just forwardly of the front sur-

face of the cam hub. Positioned under the plate is a leaf spring

maintaining constant pressure on the locking plate to actuate

a drop action when locking is required.

In an unlocked position the plate is depressed inwardly so

that the bolt passes along the plate without contacting it.

When the lock is in a secured position rearward movement of

the bolt will cause the forward portion of the plate to engage

the lip on the bolt. If the cam hub is actuated from within,

upon rotation, the forward surface of the hub will strike the

shoulder of the plate, causing the plate to be depressed in-

wardly, and allowing the bolt to move rearwardly
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3,786,658

RESTRICTIVE MANIPULATION LIMITED TRY

MECHANISM FOR A COMBINATION LOCK

Frank H. SwaJm, Sliver Spring, Md., assignor to The United

SUtes of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 23, 1972. Ser. No. 265,930

Int.CI.E05bi7/0«

L.S.CL 70-333 R ^^ Claims

tends out from the margins of the bow to encase the bow ex-

cept at the junction of the bow with the shank The pad

furnishes spaced torque zones that arc supported by the en-

cased bow to resist yielding of the extended turning pad under

torque.

3,786.660

WAFER INTERLOCKING TRANSPORT SYSTEM

Henry Albert Appenzeller, Wallkill; Joseph Charles Miller,

and Vincent Shea, both ol Poughkeepsle. all of N.Y., as-

signors to International Business Machine Corporation, Ar-

monk, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309.408

Int. CI. B2 Id 26/00

L.S.CL72-I2
' ISCUims

A combination lock having a restrictive manipulation or

limited-try feature to prevent the opening of the lock by trial

and error manipulation The mechanism recognizes and

counts each unsuccessful attempt at finding the proper code.

After a predetermined number of unsuccessful attempts to

open the lock, the mechanism renders the lock unopenablc.

without the knowledge of the illicit manipulator but will con-

tinue to accept additional manipulations. A registering device,

associated with the mechanism, will reset to permit the open-

'ing of the lock by the owner only when the proper code is di-

aled before the predetermined number of unsuccessful at-

tempts has been reached.

3,786,659

LOCK KEY
George Elder, WoodsWe, and Hans F. Lehnhoff, Moraga. both

of Calif., assignors to Schlage Lock Company, San Francisco,

, Calif.

Filed Nov. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 306,695

Int. CLEOSb 7 9/04

U.S. CL 70-395
5 Claims

-/t

a

^wr-'
"^fn^

*—

A wafer transport apparatus to lock and hold a wafer in a

predetermined contoured position while permitting transport

of the wafer from the contouring apparatus to a remote loca-

tion for further processing on the contoured wafer surface.

The apparatus comprises a pallet having a plurality of

pedestals therein, and vacuum cups at one extended end of the

pedestals for supporting and gripping a wafer thereon Means

are provided to permit reciprocation of individual ones of the

pedestals in the pallet, when the pallet is positioned in the con-

touring apparatus, and pedestal locks are provided to grasp

and lock individual ones of the pedestals in an individually

determinable position, while holding the pedestals in that posi-

tion so that the pallet may be removed from the apparatus and

positioned at some rejnote station.

The purpose of this abstract is to enable the public and the

Patent Office to determine rapidly the subject matter of the

technical disclosure of the application This abstract is neither

intended to define the invention of the application nor is it in-

tended to be limiting as to the scope thereof. '

\y

A lock key having a shank elongated along an axis and hav-

ing a predetermined width also has a substantially flat bow in-

tegral with the shank and extending laterally thereof for a

much greater width to provide extensions on opposite sides of

the shank axis. A hard, integral, non-frangible turning pad is

preferably molded in intimate contact with the bow and ex-

3,786,661

ROLLING MILL CONTROL SYSTEM
James D. McKee, and John F. Lamb, both of Florence, Ala., as-

signors to Reynolds MeUls Company. Richmond, Va.

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,130

int. CLB2 lb i 7/00

U.S.CL72-I9 1 2 Claims

A rolling mill and associated control system are described,

including means for adjusting roll spacing of the mill to keep
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the exit Baee of rolled strip substantially constant as the mill is contact with such a rod, a pair of cooperative grasping latches

accele atefto norm^^ speed; the adjusting means mounted in the frame and operable to secure the rod in con^
acceleratea to normal ope gp 6

tact with the mandrel, a pair of juxtaposed guide rails provided

in the frame on opposite sides of the mandrel, a pair of arm%

mounted in the rails for reciprocal movement toward and

from the mandrel for controlled spaced adjustment by said

movement, a forming member having separable portions in-

dividually mounted on the arms, said portions being adapted

to pass on opposite sides of the rod held by the latches in

being operable selectively over a range of mill speeds to cause movement of the arms from the mandrel and being brought

roll soacinR adjustments in relation to subsequent changes in together and engaged with the rod in movement of the arms
^

toward the mandrel, and a ram operatively interconnecting

the arms and the latches.
mill speed.

3,786,662

ELECTROPNELMATIC OR ELECTROHYDRAULIC
CUTOFF, FLANGING AND RE-FORMING OF TUBING

Donald J. Roth, Chicago Heights, III., assignor to Continental

Can Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 441,017, March 19, 1965,

abandoned. This application Aug. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 68,505

Int.CLB21d2«//«

U.S.CL 72-55 10 Claims

3,786,664

ROLLING MILL MODULE
Donald A. Jones, Bethel Park; Howard S. Orr, Upper St. Clair

Township, Allegheny County, and Francis K. Qualey,

Churchill, all of Pa., assignors to United SUtes Steel Cor-

poration

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235,992

Int.CI.B21b/i/0«

U.S.CL 72-234 23 Claims

Disclosed herein is apparatus and method for the electrop-

neumatic or electrohydraulic severing, flanging, re-forming

and the like of members such as, for examples, container

bodies and the like. The force generated for performing these

operations is created through the application of electrical

energy to a pair of electrodes positioned within a chamber to

provide an electrical discharge within such chamber. The

electrical discharge creates a plasma bubble between the elec-

trodes and such bubble continues to grow as continued power

is supplied to the electrodes. The force so created drives the

wall of the member or workpicce against an adjacent die to

perform the desired operation or operations.

« -».' l-irl «!J W

A rolling mill module for a rolling mill for rolling a billet is

disclosed. The rolling mill module has a frame, a first pair of

rolls journalled in the frame, and a second pair of rolls jour-

nallcd in the frame and spaced a predetermined distance from

the first pair of rolls so that the temperature drop in the billet

between the first, pair of rolls and the second pair of rolls is

minimized. The rolling mill module is adapted to be readily

removed from the rolling mill for repairs or replacement.

3,786,663

BENDING TOOL
Michael J. Molnar, Selma, Calif., assignor to ABC Bending En-

terprises, Fresno, Calif.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,313

Int. CI. B2 Id 7/02

U.S.CL 72-220 14 Claims

A tool for bending rods and the like having a frame, a man-

drel mounted in the frame and adapted to be positioned in

Marmande,

3,786,665

HOT EXTRUSION MACHINE
Robert Armand Creuiet, Route de Beyssac,

France
Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,829

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 26, 1971,

7110820
lnt.CI.B21c2i/00

U.S. CI. 72—259 10 Claims

A machine for producing metal tubes by hot extrusion of

billets. The machine has an annular extrusion gap, a plurality
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of containers for receiving billets which are uniformly angu- nestable container which has a side wall and an annular planar

larly spaced about the extrusion gap and grooves or conduits flange extending therefrom with a toroidal bead extending

formed in an annular plate of progressively diminishing cross from the Hange and having at least a portion thereof arranged

section towards the annular gap for channeling metal from the within and beneath the peripheral edge of the Oange The ap-

(]y^ ''• "« *«

billets as associated extrusion pistons exert pressure on the

ends of the billets remote from the extrusion gap, the grooves

or conduits being delimited by an extrusion needle arranged

coaxially of the extrusion gap

3,786.666

METAL BENDING MACHINE
John J. York. Jr.. Walker. Mich., assignor to Schtefler Tool &

Engineering, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 168.871

Int. CI. B2 Id 11/04,43100

U.S. CI. 72-305 18 Claims

"-^lai

i ;»

paratus comprises a die set having integral fluid cushion

means of simple construction which controls the movements

of cooperating dies during both the drawing and reverse

redrawing action.

3,786,668

CABLE BENDING APPARATtS
Silas Ray Crecs, P.O. Box 813. Eau Gallie. Fla.

Filed Aug. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 281,817

Int.Ci. B2ld9/05

U.S. CL 72-388 10 Claims

The bending apparatus includes a pair of supports mounted

on a frame, each support including means for bending u sheet

of metal supported between the supports. Each support in-

cludes a bed upon which a sheet of metal can be laid and a

mandrel mounted on a clamping press which can be clamped

onto the top of a sheet of metal lying on the bed. The face of

the mandrel has a cross-sectional conHguration corresponding

to the configuration desired for the metal to be bent A bend-

ing wing, having a configuration which will n\atingly abut the

face of the mandrel, is mounted adjacent the bed on a rotata-

ble carriage assembly. A pivot drive a.ssembly acts to rotate

the carriage assembly and pivot the wing into a sheet of metal,

thereby bending the sheet of metal on the mandrel.

3.786,667

APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF MAKING A
NESTABLE CONTAINER

Eubank W. Garnett, Jr., Richmond, Va., assignor to Reynolds

Metals Company, Richmond. Va.

Filed Oct. 26. 1971, Ser. No. 192,177

Int. CI. B21d 22/24

U.S. CL 72-348 6 Claims

An improved apparatus for and method of making a nesta-

ble container are provided wherein a flat blank is drawn to,

define a drawn container which is reverse redrawn to form the

A wire bending apparatus for bending electrical cables, or

the like, in narrow confines such as panel boxes. The ap-

paratus is connected to an electrical conductor by placing

three separate wire engaging members, each of which is con-

nected to a hydraulic cylinder, against the wire, and actuating

the hydraulic cylinder to bring the wire-engaging members

into engagement onto the wire. Continued actuation of the

hydraulic cylinder then bends the wire to any desired bend.
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operating mechanism includes a valve along said main passage

HYDRAULf^JOINTlNG PRESS and a button to selectively open and close the valve. The leak

Raydon A. Lines, Elizabeth West, Australia, assignor to Prolme

Industries Ply. Ltd., Eliiabelh West, Australia
*

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,298 t •

Claims priority, application Australia, May 19, 1971, PA

4935/71
lnt.CI.B2lj9//2

U.S.CL 72-453 5 Claims

indication mechanism includes diaphragm, and indicator fixed

to the latter, and a return spring whereby a leak will be in-

dicated by the displacement of the indicator.

A hydraulic jointing press having a housing with jaws at one

end thereof The other end is expanded to house a large

diameter piston to apply the jointing pressure, the large piston

having a smaller piston therein to return the mam piston

3,786,672

TWO-DIMENSIONAL COILS FOR ELECTRO MAGNETIC

GENERATION AND DETECTION OF ACOUSTIC WAVES

Martin R. Gaerttner, Ithaca, N.Y., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the United States Atomic

Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,684

Int. CI. GO In 29/04

U.S. CI. 73-67.5 R * ^'""*

3,786,670

WIRE GRIPPING TOOL l

Charles J. McGlothlin, Rt. 1, Box 198 Madison Height, Madis-

on Heights, Va.

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,716

Int.Cl. B25b7/04

U.S.CL 72-480 6 Claims

' C«t>Na"o* Sv»*«*

H--

—. _ Tl '
'I VOHIMW
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S>'tc» tor S«»ct<*<if

A wire gripping tool particularly adapted to grip and

facilitate for bending and the like of large electric wires when

wiring switch boxes, fuse boxes or the like, having a head in-

cluding wire gripping jaws actuatable to gripping position by a

lever controlled cable, the head and wire gripping jaws being

pivotally mounted on a handle to be turned angularly with

respect to the axis of the handle, and controllable ratchet

means selectively permitting angular turning and locking of

the head and jaws. •

3,786,671

VEHICLE VACUUM CHAMBER LEAK TESTING DEVICE

Joseph Adalbert Caron, 1 170, 9th St., Box 341, Grand Mere,

Quebec, Canada .,, „,^
Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,066

Int. CI. GOlm J/02

US CI 73-40 4 Claims

A mannually operated vacuum device, particularly adapted

to use the engine running vacuum to detect the leaks in a

vacuum chamber of ignition distributors, automatic transmis-

sion heater controls antipolution devices, etc.; without

removal thereof from the vehicle. The device includes an

operation mechanism and a leak indication mechanism con-

nected by a main passage arranged to connect the engine in-

take manifold to the vacuum chamber to be checked. I he

., Apparatus and method for producing and detecting mag-

netic and non-magnetic acoustic waves in a conductive body,

wherein the waves are generated electromagnetically by a

constant amplitude wave front transmitted to a surface of the

body by a two-dimensional, fiat, spirally wound coil in a plane

parallel to and spaced from the conductive surface, and like

coil means or a quartz transducer are used for detection.

Specific transducers having dual, race-track shaped, two-

dimensional coils are described for selectively generating and

detecting magnetic directly generated acoustic waves when

the body is immersed in a magnetic field, and non-magnetic

directly generated acoustic waves when the magnetic field is

reduced or removed entirely. A single spiral, two-dimensional

coil, is also used for selectively producing and/or detecting the

non-magnctically generated acoustic waves.

3,786,673

DETERMINATION OF MECHANICAL DESIGN

PROPERTIES OF ELASTIC MATERIALS

Gerd Friedrich ^orst Weissmann, Florham Park, N.J., as-

signor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Mur-

ray Hill, N.J.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,781

Int. CL GOlm 7/00, GOIn J/iS

U.S.CL 73-67.2 7 Claims

Mechanical design properties of elastic materials including

design stress and design modulus are determined from the

energy dissipation per cycle and total elastic energy of a sam-
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Die used as a spring in a" one degree of freedom oscillator the ambient surroundings and having a conductivity detector,

whose fixed end is subjected to a transient displacement dur- Hrst amplifier and output, the improvement of a P«- -e and a
wnusc ii*cu c jv r

negative drive amplifier connected to the first amplifier with

separate indicating lights connected to each of the positive

^ . and negative drive amplifiers for indicating the relative con-

ri^ ductivity of the sample to the ambient surroundings and
**

'

whether the detector is approaching or leaving a leak A feed-

back loop connected across the first amplifier which includes

an amplifier having a memory retaining means for zeroing the

output for overcoming temperature induced drift in the detec-

tor and nulling the output of the detector thereby allowing ac-

curate pinpointing of the leak Means for actuating the feed-

back loop including a manual switch, an automatic switch

when the output, is less than a predetermined amount, and an

automatic switching means when the output is more than a

predetermined amount for a certain period of time.

ing each cycle The energy dissipation per cycle and total

elastic energy are related to the steady state amplitude and

frequency, respectively, of the oscillator.

3,786,674

COAXIAL MACNETOSTRICTIVE ACCELEROMETER
Romans Skujins, Jr.. Clifton, Va., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,804

Int.Ci.GOIh 1 100. GOlp 1 5100; GO»b 13100

ll.S.CI.73-71.4 2 Claims

3,786,676
|

COMPRESSION TESTING MACHINE
Russell T. Korolyshun, Derby, and P. Mark Rehnborg,

Bethany, both of Conn., assignors to The B. F. Goodrich

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298.567

Int.CI.GOIn.?/00

U.S. CI. 73-94 10 Claims

A coaxial magnetostrictive accelerometer designed to sense

mechanical vibration or acceleration and convert these vibra-

tions or accelerations to a corresponding electrical signal is

disclosed -A single accelerometer designed in accordance with

this invention may be used to sense vibrations and accelera-

tions or a very large number of accclcrometers of this inven-

tion may be connected in series by sections of coaxial cable

and used with single channel electronic sensing and measuring

devices.

3,786,675

PORTABLE GAS LEAK DETECTOR
Ipcroy C. Dclatorre. Spring, and William J. Rapson, Houston,

both of Tex., assignors to Uson Corporation, Houston, Tex.

Filed Nov. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 92,035

* Int.CLG01nJ//00

U.S.CL 73-27 R 8 Claims

v5i^vws:w?kV?D

A machine for automatically carrying out an indentation

load deflection test on cushioning material such as latex foam

rubber mattresses and cushions deposits a foot plate on the ar-

ticle being tested, stores an electric signal indicating thickness,

utilizes the signal to advance the foot plate until a null point is

reached at the predetermined percentage of compression,

reads and displays the compressive force, and retracts from

the article. *

In a portable gas leak detector for determining the location

of leaks of gases having a different thermal conductivity than

3.786.677

APPARATUS FOR TESTING SWAGED FERRULES
Leonard P. Spontclli, Seven Hills, Ohio, assignor to Crawford

Fitting Company. Solon, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 134,229, April 15, 1971. This application

Nov. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 308.258

Int. CI. GOll 5/00, GOln i//0

U.S.CL 73-88 B 3 Claims

Apparatus for testing the swaging of one or more ferrules on

the periphery of a cylindrical member such as a tube. The ap-
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the tube while the ferrules are held to determine whether or

not the tube will move relative to the ferrules.

3.786.678

FORCE MEASURING APPARATUS INCLUDING

ELECTROMAGNETIC LOAD COMPENSATION

Peter Kunz, Meilen, Switreriand. assignor to Mettler Instru-

mente. AG. Zurich, Switzerland ,„ „^-
Filed Feb. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 222.960

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 5. 197 1,

5006/71
Int.CLGOin/0«

^. -,, .^1 D 10 Claims
U.S.CL73-141R

the structural member in the selected portion. Means respon-

sive to the electrical resistance between the selected points on

the coupon provide warning indications in time to avoid rup-

ture of the structural member.

I I

'

'

|»^vir«| |ooi a*
I

Force measuring apparatus of the type including elec-

tromagnetic load compensation means for returning a load-

responsive movable member to its initial no-load position rela-

tive to a housing. Load compensating pulses of constant am-

plitude are supplied to a load compensating coil that is con-

nected with the movable member, the length of said pulses

being varied as a function of the extent of the displacement of

the movable member from its initial position as determined by

position sensing means. The invention is characterized by the

provision of means for supplying high frequency pulses from

an oscillator to a counter only during periods corresponding

with the length of said load compensating current pulses.

3,786,680

VOLTAGE SENSING SYSTEM

Derek Gerald Wyatt. Oxford; Delia Margaret Clark. Almond-

sbury. and Michael Anthony Warne, Brewood. all of En-

gland assignors to Marston Excelsior Limited. Wolverhamp-

ton. Staffordshire; Derek Gerald Wyatt. Oxford, Ox-

fordshire and Delia Margaret Clark. Almondsbury, Somer-

set, all of, England

Division of Ser. No. 144,292. May 17, 197 1. This application

. Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,676

lnt.CLG01f//00.A61b 5/02

U.S.CL73-194EM 9 Claims

A system comprising means for providing an alternating

magnetic field in a liquid phase so as to induce an alternating

voltage therein, and a pair oCcontact electrodes positioned at

right angles to the field to sense the alternating voltage thus in-

duced each of the electrodes being an electrode comprising a

substrate body of a metal selected from the group consisting of

gold platinum and alloys thereof, with at least one coating of a

precious metal or alloy fired on at least part of the surface of

the body from a paint conuining the precious metal or alloy,

the electrode being characterized by its low impedance to the

passage of alternating current even after repeated autoclaving

in steam.

3,786,681

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE MODULATION AND
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD

Robert M. Kiehn, Luling, Tex., assignor to SCI Systems, inc.,

Huntsvillc, Ala.

FiledMar.4, 1971, Ser. No. 121,101

Int. CL GOlp /5/OS, GOlv 7112

U.S.CL 73-382 II Claims

3,786,679

FATIGUE INDICATION

Nelson A. Crites, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Battelle

Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,225 *

lnt.CLG0in/£2,G01b7//«

U S CI 73=-88.5 R ^^ Claims

A device for indicating accumulated fatigue in a selected

portion of a structural member. An elongate electrically con-

ductive foil coupon has crack initiating slots of different sizes

or shapes, or orien^tcd at different angles, in regions that crack

in response to fatigue and thus increase the electrical re-

sistance between selected points. Aij adhesive securely bonds

^aj >

Electromagnetic waves with multiple polarization and/or

propagation direction modes, preferably in the form of laser

waves are modulated by means of force-responsive devices

such as amorphous quartz elements. The application of force

or acceleration to the modulator creates a difference in

frequency of two of the modes. That frequency difference is a
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function of the force or acceleration being measured. The two

signals are combined and their difference is detected in a beat

detector. In a preferred embodiment, the electromagnetic

waves are developed m a ring laser operating with plural circu-

lar polarization modes. Preferably, each polarization mode ex-

ists in one of the counter-directional laser beams. The modula-

tor is a quartz cylinder located in the laser cavity. The force is

applied in the form of a torque tending to twist the cylinder

about its longitudinal axis. The device provides a high degree

of sensitivity and a wide range in the measurement of force

and acceleration. The invention is described as it is used in

gravimeters, pressure altimeters and pressure measurement

devices.

biased to a rest position. A multifaccd cam is mounted as an

adjustable stop for determining the nominal maximum travel

of the trigger. A spring loaded over-travel stop is mounted in

the trigger to interact with the multifaced cam so that a Tirst

force applied to the trigger will cause the spring loaded over-

travel stop to rest against the face of the multifaced cam bring-

3,786,682

CATALYST SAMPLING APPARATUS
George R. Winter, Des Plaines; Laurence O. Stine, Western

Springs, and John E. Vande Yen, Bensenvillc, all of III., as-

signors to Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,870

Int.CI.GOIn 1114

U.S. CL 73-421 B 8 Claims

*«#rr#«ff A*

n-^-

ing the trigger to rest at a first position. If additional force is

applied to the trigger, the spring loaded over-travel stop

depresses into the trigger extending the movement of the

trigger to allow the tube to be occuluded further along the

path. A disposable tip is inserted in a movable end of the tube

to allow changing thereof. A second trigger, arm, and sleeve

arc used to eject the disposable tip after usage.

, I Catotftr

Catalyst is withdrawn from an operating high pressure reac-

tor through a tube extending into the catalyst bed from a

blocked off sample receiver. The large diameter tube contains

a small diameter line which delivers a gas stream of such high

velocity that it acts as a valve to prevent catalyst from entering

the opening in the larger tube. A temporary reduction in the

gas flow allows catalyst to fall into the large tube, through

which it falls by gravity to the receiver. The end of the gas line

is preferably near the opening in the catalyst withdrawal tube.

3,786,683

HAND-OPERATED PIPETTE
Richard M. Herman, Dresher, Pa., and Bernard Schwartz,

Springfield, NJ., assignors to Alphamedics Mfg. Corp.,

Levittown, Pa.

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,266

Int.CI.GOIn 1 110; K63h 3/l8;¥04b43l08

U.S. CI. 73-425.4 P 10 Claims

A hand-operated portable pipette is disclosed which in-

cludes a Ifousing, a flexible tube mounted therein along a path.

The tube has a first end thereof mounted for movement with

respect to the housing. A trigger is also mounted on the hous-

ing to operate a roller for occluding the tube along a portion of

the path in response to movement of the trigger. The trigger is

3,786,684

PIPELINE INSPECTION PIG

William C. WIers, Ann Arbor, Mich.; James R. Sulllns, and

David A. Warren, both of Tulsa, Okla., assignors to Automa-

tion Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. i

Filed Dec. 27, 197 1, Ser. No. 211,910

Int.CLG01ri//2

U.S. CI. 73- 432 R • 17 Claims

A self-contained, fully instrumented pipeline inspection pig

is disclosed herein. The pig is particularly adapted to be ( I

)

placed in a cross-country or transmission pipeline at a first lo-

cation such as a pumping station, (2) carried a long distance

through the pipeline by the products being pumped

therethrough, and (3) eventually retrieved at a second loca-

tion such as a subsequent pumping station. The pig includes an

assortment of instruments for scanning the inside of the

pipeline as it is being carried therethrough. These instruments

detect various types of discontinuities such as cracks and

other defects in the wall of the pipeline. The results of the in-

spection are stored in an onboard recorder carried by the pig

whereby the results can be analyzed after the pig has traversed

the pipeline and has been removed therefrom.
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3,786,685

COMBINATION PERMANENT MAGNET TORQUER-
EDDY CURRENT DAMPER FOR A GYRO

Ernest E. Lademann, Park Ridge, and Ralph E. ladarola,

Roseland, both of N.J., assignors to The Bendix Corporation,

Teterboro, N.J.

Filed Sept. 28, 1 97 1, Ser. No. 184,544

Int.CI.GOlc/9/04

U.S.CK 74-^5.5 3 Claims

the workpiece with the opening thereof being positioned over

the selected portion of the workpiece to be tested.

3,786,687

UNITIZED CLUTCH DRUM AND SPROCKET
William Lavier Gasner, Carson, Calif., assignor to McCuHoch

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,313

Int.CI.FI6h55/iO

U.S. CI. 74-243 CS 7 Claims

PoTRO ENdT r -

HOUSING ] . 2 38

rr-^T

rGTBO INNErI-
GIMB*L

I

A permanent magnet torquer-eddy current damper for a

gyro includes a copper cylinder supported for rotating with

the gyro inner gimbal and a coil assembly mounted on the

cylinder. The cylinder is disposed in the magnetic field and

relative motion between the field and cylinder is damped to in-

duce currents while torquing is provided through current in

the coil assembly Temperature compensating means are pro-

vided for damping and torquing stability.

3,786,686

SUPPORTING DEVICE

William D. Hay, Peekskill, N.Y., assignor to Unit Process As-

semblies, Inc., W oodside, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 141,496, May 10, 1971, Pat. No.

3 720 833. This application Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,213

Int. CI. F16h/ 9/04

U.S.CL 74-33 3 Claims

A unitized clutch drum and coaxially aligned chain driving

sprocket and a method of fabrication thereof from a single

blank is provided. An outside cylindrical wall of an apertured

blank is stamped to form a clutch drum friction face. An in-

terior portion of the blank is stamped a first time to form a

cup-shaped depression which extends oppositely from the

cylindrical wall. This cup-shaped depression is supported by

webs intermediate the apertures in the blank. This interior

portion of the blank is stamped a second time to form a set of

oppositely facing tang receiving pockets %yhich set comprises

the sprocket portion of the unit.

3,786,688

VARIABLE RATIO BELT-TYPE TRANSMISSION HAVING

IMPROVED DRIVEN PULLEY

Bert N. Svenson, Downey, Calif., assignor to Instrument

Systems Corporation, Jericho, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 150,523, June 7, 1971. This application

Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,474

Int. CI. FI6h 55/52

U.S. CI. 74-230.17 M 21 Claims

A variable ratio belt-type transmission. The transmission

transmits power from a driving sh^ft of the engine to a driven

shaft of the cycle when the engifie is running, and transmits

pedal-generated power from the driven shaft to the driving

shaft to start the engine when it is not running.

A radiation backscatter measuring instrument is provided

for use with a portable probe assembly having an elongated

casing with an opening at one end thereof and containing a

radiation source positioned in predetermined relation

therewith and a radiation detector for detecting radiation

backscattered from a workpiece exposed to radiation from the

source through the casing opening. The radiation backscatter

measuring instrument includes a planar, horizontally disposed,

transparent locator with a series of guide lines on the bottom

surface thereof which is positioned over the selected locus of

measurement on the horizontally supported workpiece. The

locator, is then horizontally retracted from its locating posi-

tion while the portable probe is vertically lowered to engage

3,786,689

SINGLE LEVER JOY-STICK APPARATUS

Richard D. Houk, Stow, Ohio, assignor to Rockwell Interna-

tional Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 278,789

Int. CI. G05g 9/02

U.S. CI. 74-471 XY 9 Claims

A single lever joy-stick apparatus comprising a housing, first

and second slotted motion transmitting members pivotally

mounted in said housing such that their respective pivot axes

perpendicularly intersect, a joy-stick having a spherical ball

attached to its shaft, portions of said shaft of said joy-stick en-

gaging said motion transmitting members at bearing surfaces
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d^fmcH b^ -«l Uott e«:h of ukI mofon transmitting mem- angular positions An impact axial force of a predetermined

SnTha^i^^tciy d.H)o.ed substantially concave bearing magnitude on any of the column sections will release the con-

surfaces intermediate their respective ends, mating with the I

convex outer surface of said spherical ball for supporting said ngctjon between the column sections in order to prevent that

ball in its operational position. excessive impact forces arc transmitted to the driver.

3,786,690

LIFT GATE MECHANISM
Max R. C. Bruhn, Jr., Spring Lake. Mich., assignor to Grand

Haven Stamped Products Company, Grand Hills, Mich.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,755

lnLCI.G05g9//2

3,786,692

HYDRAULIC GARAGE JACK
Bcngt Anders Bjorli, Eskilstuna, Sweden, assignor to Domkraft

AB Nike, Eskilstuna. Sweden

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,548

lnt.Ci.G05g///4

U.S.CI.74—476 12 Claims
u.s. CI. 74-512 5 Claims

A lift gate mechanism for preventing accidental engage-

ment of the reverse feear in a gear-shifting apparatus in which

the sfiifting stick when moved vertically allows shifting of the

reverse gear. The shifting stick is pivotal about an axis which is

guided along on arcuate cam means for providing the proper

amount of restraint against moving the stick vertically into

reverse gear actuating position, but facilitating ease in shifting

into reverse gear when desired.

3,786,691

VEHICLE STEERING GEAR
Bcngt Lindstrom, Eriksbergsgatan 34, Stockholm. Sweden

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,800

Claims priority, application Sweden. Aug. 23, 1971,

10689/71
lnt.CI.B62d///«.F16h///4

U.S. CI. 74-493 < Claims

A vehicle steering column is divided into an upper and a

lower column section connected through a bevel gear unit.

The two sections are off-set and may be adjusted to different

A garage jack, the load is lowered by depressing a pedal at

the end of a pedal arm. To prevent the load from being

lowered by unintentional depression of the pedal, the pedal

arm is divided into an outer portion connected with the pedal

proper, and an inner portion The portions are adapted to be

disengaged from each other such that in disengaged position

the pedal cannot effect lowering of the load.

I

3,786,693

DETENT MECHANISM FOR RELEASABLY SECURING
RELATIVELY ROTATABLE MEMBERS

Hans K. Keipert, Glcnvicw, III., assignor to Teletype Corpora-

tion. Skokic, 111.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256.867

Int. CLGOSg 5/06

U.S.CL 74-527 6 Claims

First and second disks are mounted on a common shaft for

rotation relative to each other, the second disk being

releasably urged into contact with the first disk by a spring. A

plurality of ball detents disposed about the face of the second

disk seat in a plurality of radially extending grooves formed in

the face of the first disk. This permits the disks to be releasably

secured in a fixed angular relationship by the force of the

spring. Any desired one of a plurality of angular relationships

between the disks may be selected by rotating the disks rela-

tive to each other through a desired angle. The selected angu-

lar relationship is then maintained by the urging force of the

spring which seats the plurality of ball detents in adjacent ones

of the plurality of grooves. Each of the plurality of ball detents
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a„>oma.icaM, ,.a. each ball deten. ,n a corresponding one ot
^^'yj^^^.^^';^^^ .^he pitch link is conslruced b, locatine

... i_— . «.- Un«->L^ tm turn
a primary turn buckle around a secondary or back-up turn

buckle. Tefion fabric is used to prevent fretting while main-

taining the secondary turn buckle in a substantially unloaded

condition during normal usage as well as when the secondary

turn buckle is operative due to failure of the primary turn

buckle.

the plurality of grooves. In one example, the adjustable disks

are gears, driven alternately, to provide a paper feeding drive

of variable stroke for a teleprinter.

3,786,696

STARTER-DRIVE
Mohammed A. Aleem, Rockford, III., assignor to Sundstrand

Corporation, Rockford, III.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 288,153

Int. CI. F16h 47/04. F02c 7/26

U.S. CI. 74-687 9 Claims

3,786,694

DAMPING DEVICE FOR AN INHOMOGENEOUS
CENTRIFUGE ROTOR

EberhardI Wllleltner. Munich. Germany, assignor to Maschin-

enfabrik Augsburg Nuernberg Aktiengesellschaft, Munich,

Germany
Filed May 8. 1972, Ser. No. 250,913

Claims priority, application Germany, May 7, 1971, 2122

602
lnt.CI.F16f /5/22

U.S. CI. 74-573 14 Claims

(;f(v

et/vit

A damping device for damping the deficctions of an in-

homogencous centrifuge rotor which is elastically supported

on both sides, in which the damping device is arranged along

the rotor axis on the inside of the rotor and the deficctions of

the rotor are transmitted to the damping device with the use of

a system of coaxial ring magnets by way of a disc and devoid of

mechanical contact.

A starter-drive for use between an aircraft engine and a

generator to transmit power in either direction between the

engine and the generator, for driving the engine from the

generator in a starting mode, and for driving the generator

from the engine in a generating mode, including, a generator

shaft an engine shaft, a differential for transmitting power

from' the engine shaft to the generator shaft, a hydrostatic

transmission including one hydraulic unit connected for rota-

tion with the generator shaft, and a second hydraulic unit con-

nected for rotation w^th a control gear in the differential, a

first one-way clutch connecting the second hydraulic unit to

drive the engine shaft exclusively through the hydrostatic

transmission during starting, a second one-way clutch con-

necting the engine shaft to the differential to transmit power

from the engine to the generator after the engine is started,

and means for varying the displacement of one of the hydrau-

lic units to bring the engine shaft up to speed during the start-

ing mode and to add or subtract speed in the differential dur-

ing the generating mode.

3,786,695

REDUNDANT PITCH LINK

Lawrence D. Barrett, Jr., Glen Mills, Pa., assignor to The Boe-

ing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,370

Int. CI. F 161

U.S.CL 74-586 17 Claims

A redundant pitch link for providing a connection between

a helicopter rotor blade and control assembly. A primary load

3,786,697

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREPARING THE ENDS

OF CABLES FOR SPLICING

Eugene V. Abarotin, Franklin Twp., Westmoreland County,

Pa., assignor to United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa
Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,331

lnt.CLH02g///2

U.S.CL 81—9.51 5 Claims

To prepare a multi-conductor jacketed cable for splicing it

is hecessary to remove the jacket for some distance from the

end of the cable and to cut the conductors so that they extend

for different distances from the end of the jacket. This is done

by first gripping the cable by a clamp some distance from its

end Longitudinally spaced pairs of cutters are then brought
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toRether to cut through the conductors an<^rough the jacket

to the conductors with the cut through the conductors bemg

paced toward the clamp from the end of the cabU: a greate

Ttance than the cut through the conductors. The clamp .s

* *rfj«^" ";Li^
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nccted to the front end of the handle member and a leaf sprmg

having an arcuate shape m cross section. The leaf spring is so

arranged that its concave surface is m faced relationship with

the free end of the arm One of the ends of leaf spring is fixed

on a support block positioned m the rear portion of the handle

member and the other end is engaged by the free end of the

arm

3,786,700

MACHINE FOR FINISHING PARTS

David P. King, 9835 Telegraph Rd., Erie. Mich.

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,568

Inl.CI.B23b5//6. /i/00

lJ.S.CI.82-^1 B 5 Claims

then moved away from the cutters so as to pull the mam por-

tion of the cable with it while leaving the portions of the jacket

and conductors between the cutters and the end of the cable

behind.

and

3,786,698

DOUBLE RATCHET WRENCH

Henry T. Dlehl, 1722 Certainly Dr., Point Pleasant, N.J.

James D. Rouse, 2 100 Brier Oak Dr., Bryon, Tex.

Filed Jan. 8. 1 973, Ser. No. 32 1 ,778

lnt.CI.B25b /i/46

L^. CI. 81-57.39
'^^'•«'"»

A double ratchet wrench capable of loosening or tightening

nuts either in a conventional reciprocating arcuate manner

when the nuts are freely accessible thereto, or in a Imear

reciprocating manner when the nuts are in a cramped or inac-

cessible area and usage of the wrench is not possible in the

conventional manner The wrench includes a head and a body,

the head being provided with a spindle having ends for rcceiv^

ing nut sockets, and first and second pawls for mesh with

respective ratchets Located on the spindle is a double spool,

each spool having spring members thereon which are coopera-

tively associated with a rod which extends through the handle

Upon linear reciprocating movement of the rod, the spools are

moved to rotate the spindle to either loosen or tighten the

nuts.

A machine for finishing parts, such as welding lips, is dis-

closed. A driven spindle and cutting tool attached to the spin-

dle are carried by a support over a work table which receives

individual parts The spindle and cutting tool are movable

from an upper position to a lower, finishing position against a

part. A feeding mechanism below the work table transfers the

parts sequentially to a chucking mechanism which retains a

part in a fixed finishing position beneath the cutting tool. A

chute transfers finished parts away from the machine Afluid

control system is provided for automatic, sequential operation

of the feeding and chucking mechanisms.

3,786,699

PREDETERMINED TORQUE RELEASE WRENCH

Seiichiro Kobayashi. Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Nakamura Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 313,757

Inl.CLB25b

U.S. CI. 81-52.4
*^'*''"''

3,786,701 I

DEVICE FOR CUTTING URETHANE FOAM

Eueene A. Ludwig, 1 106 Greene St., Magnolia, Ark.

FiledNov.5, 197 1, Ser. No. 196,111 |

int. CI. B26di/ /0.i/2«
. 0-. • 8 Claims

U.S.CI.83-I

16 1
13 20 J2I 28 27/26

A predetermined torque release wrench comprises a tubular

handle member, a torque transmitting arm pivotally con-

A cutting device for urethane foam and the like, said device

comprising a carriage adapted to advance a bun or slab or

u^TnTmaterial thorough a cutter assembly •"Cuding groups

of elongated cutting wires which are heated and oscillated lon-
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pattern, thereby cutting a corresponding pattern in the materi-

al.

3,786,702

METHOD AND TOOLING FOR CUTTING SIDE SEAL
GROOVES

Oliver E. Saari, Chicago, III., assignor to Illinois Tool Works

Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,030

Int. CI. B26d i/06. B23d 5/04

U.S.CL83-5 12 Claims

means for guiding a frankfurter into a position such that the

frankfurter is cut and scored but not severed by said cutting

means.

3,786,704

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING METALLIC OBJECTS

FROM CIRCULAR PLATES

Maurice Lachaussee, Rue de I'Yser, Ans, Belgium, and Andre

Maigret, Avenue de la Grange, Saint-Maur-des Fosses,

France / -

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235,983

Claims priority, application Belgium, Mar. 19, 1971,43234

Int.CLB26(//i«

U.S.CL 83-39 8 Claims

The present invention relates generally to improvements in

methods of and apparatus for forming longitudinal slots in the

side surface of a rotor. More specifically, the present inven-

tion IS directed to novel and practical methods and apparatus

whereby longitudinal seal accommodating slots may be

formed in the side wall of the rotor of a rotary internal com-

bustion engine An embodiment of the mvention disclosed

herein contemplates the use of reciprocable blade members

having aligned slot cutting teeth along one marginal edge, the

opposite margin of the blades being gripped within a

reciprocable or oscillating blade holding device. Means is pro-

vided for securing the rotor in a fixed predetermined position

with the side surfaces thereof being located in proximity to

and in substantial parallelism with the aligned slot cutting

teeth of a pair of spaced blades. Relatively short reciprocable

synchronous strokes of the blades cause slots of predeter-

mined depth to be formed simultaneously in each side surface

of the rotor. The blades disclosed herein are arcuate in shape

so as to produce corresponding arcuate slots in the side sur-

faces of the rotor.
*

3,786,703

FRANKFURTER CUTTING AND SCORING APPARATUS

David Piel, New York, N.Y., assignor to Round Dog Corpora-

tion of America, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,060

lnt.CLB26di/0S

US CL 83- 10 15 Claims

A device for the continuous and rapid cutting and scoring of

frankfurters is described and comprises a rotatable annular

shaped planar cutting means, a plurality of transverse cutting

In a method for manufacturing metallic objects from circu-

lar plates which are in staggered arrangement and are per-

forated on a part of their outline exactly at the diameter of the

serviceable part in order to be held in the metallic strip in

which they are formed which passes step by step beneath the

moulding tools there is provided the step which consists in ar-

ranging said plates in the strip in order to be immediately tan-

gential in respect to each other and separated solely by equi-

lateral triangles having concave sides which surround said

plates.
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3,786,705

APPARATUS FOR SLITTING MOVING WEBS

Gerhard Walter Dorfel, Wellheim-Teck. Germany, assignor to

A. Osakeyhtio Ahlstrom, Noormarkuu, Finland

Filed Aug. 3 1, 1971, Ser. No. 176,542

Claims priority, application Finland, Aug. 31, 1970, 2405

Int.CI.B23d/9/06

U.S. CI. 83-71 4 Claims

3,786,707

APPARATUS FOR CUTTING OFF SUCCESSIVE

PORTIONS FROM A STRAND OF PLASTIC MATERIAL

SUCH AS A STRAND OF VISCOUS GLASS

Kurt Becker. Obernkirchen, and Hans-Georg Scidel, Rintein,

both of Germany, assignors to Hermann Heye, Allee, Obern-

kirchen, Germany
Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,033

Claims priority, application Germany, May 29, 1971,

2126825
Int.CI. B26d//40

U.S. CL 83-299 - »* Claims

Each one of the blades forming a web slitting blade pair and

positioned at opposite sides of the web adjacent each other is

provided with separate moving means. The separate moving

means for a blade pair are connected to each other outside the

web so that the blades may be moved together the web being

between them and regardless whether the blades are in con-

tact with each other in a cutting position or separated from

•each other in an inactive position The blade moving means

for the blades of a pair may comprise two threaded spindles

extending along rail or the like on which blade supporting car-

riages are movable driven by said spindles. Further may a re-

gistering device be connected to the blade moving means to

register <he positions of all the blades and to transmit the in-

formation to a computer controlling the slitting operation.

3,786,706

PRECISION SLITTING MACHINE FOR PLASTIC
SHEETING

Frederick Hyatt, Providence, in6 Theodore Robert Coburn,

Coventry, both of R.I., assignors to Marshall & Williams

Company, Providence, R.I.

Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201,913

Int.CI.B23d/V/06

U.S.CL83-I22 I Claim

t t-
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Apparatus for cutting off portions from a strand of plastic

material advancing in axial direction in which a pair of op-

posite substantially parallel cutting knives are arranged to op-

posite sides of the strand movable in the direction of the

strand axis and toward and away from each other in a

direction transverse to the axis of the strand to thereby cut the

latter. The knives are respectively supported on two shafts

which in turn are turnably supported at opposite ends in two

pairs of carrier discs and means arc provided to rotate the two

pairs of carrier discs about their axes while preventing rotation

of said shafts about the axes of the latter so as to maintain the

knives parallel to each other during their movement.

3,786,708

PUNCH FOR CORRUGATED BOARD
Richard G. Mumper, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Milwaukee

Tool & Machine Co., Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,314

lnt.CI.B26f ///4

U.S.CL 83-332 7 Claims

/OO

A slitting machine for cutting thin plastic sheeting into nar-

row ribbons. A plurality of rotary cutter blades and a plurality

of spacers are alternately fastened on a pair of spaced shafts

with the blades on one shaft overlapping the blades on the

other shaft. Opposed guide fingers suspended in pairs from a

mounting means with each pair of guide fingers aligned with

the spacers on both shafts are provided in order to define a

guide path for the plastic sheeting.

Apparatus for slotting corrugated board for box partitions

includes a reciprocating punch which is received in the female

slotting die and in which a thin liner knife located inter-

mediate the side walls of the male punch and extending from

the end wall of the male punch initially contacts and severs the

board liners to prevent stretching and tearing of the board by

the male punch as the punch engages the board and moves

into the female die.
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3,786,709

ROTARY STAMPING APPARATUS
Ernst Maximilian Spengler, Lerchenstrasse 47, HeusensUmm

near Offenbach am Main, Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 32,325, April 27, 1970,

abandoned. This application May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,878

Claims priority, application Germany, May 7, 1969, P 69 18

516.6
Int.CLB26d//2S

U.S. CI. 83-339 20 Claims
«

3,786,711

RING SIZE CUTTER
Melvin A. Lamey, 223 N. Main St., Oakland City, Ind.

Filed May 12, 1971, Ser. No. 142,442

Int.Cl.B26d5//6

U.S.CL83—628 4 Claims

A ring size cutter whereby a ring is positively and accurately

cut through cam controlled blade actioij, and where cutting

blades of different thicknesses are readily substituted.

This rotary stamping apparatus includes a presser roller sup-

ported inside a hollow cylinder roller which carries tool means

on its outer surface. The presser roller presses the hollow

cylinder toward a counter roller whereby the hollow cylinder

is positively held and a working area is formed through which

sheet material is fed from which shapes are punched by said

tool means when the rollers are rotated. The hollow cylinder

roller is also held in position by automatically adjustable guide

rollers.

3,786,712

SAWMILL LOG INDEXING DEVICE
Wilson Joseph Mackin, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, assignor to

Greenleaf Holdings Limited, Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada
Continuation of Ser. No. 6,349, Jan. 28, 1970, abandoned.

This application June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,209

Claims priority, application Canada, Jan. 29, 1969, 41441

Int. CI. B27b 7/04. 29/05

U.S. CI. 83-708 7 Claims

3,786,710

MEANS FOR CUTTING PLATES FOR TRANSFORMER
CORES

Olic Backlin, Ludvika, Sweden, assignor to Allmann Svenska

Elcktriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,590

lnt.CI.B26d///00

U.S.CL 83-406 5 Claims

*•

For cutting in sequence from a strip of sheet metal all the

plates of a transformer core which arc interieaved with

separate yoke and leg plates, a number of shears are placed

obliquely in relation to the feeding direction of the metal strip

to cut off plates from the metal strip, along with a number of

punches to make notches in the yoke plates for connection of

the central leg to the yoke. A number of stops movable into

and out of the path of the strip are provided to stop the strip in

proper position before each cutting step.

An indexing mechanism for use in a log sawmill which is

mounted on the log carriage remote from the log mounting

chucks. The indexing device enables the operator to position

the log accurately for cutting and to rotate the log for sub-

sequent cuts. The device is remote from the mounting chucks

so that it can be protected from mechanical damage and so

that it can be dimensioned to provide extremely accurate in-

dexing.
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3,786,715

„.„ „„...V.?B'nin I SCREW RAPID LOADING SYSTEM FOR MISSILES
CHIP BREAKER DRILL SCREW

, „„«|,v..n 7 Ave Pierre C.renier, Boulogne-sur-Seine,

Henry A. Sygnator, Arlington Heights. III., assignor to Illinois ^'-'j;^*^^'"' ^ '''" *^-^'

Tool Works Inc., Chicago, III. ^
, ,97, ser. No. 148.389

*'

^"---^n^'crElkri^roV" Claims p/il^V,"^pHc.^n Krance, Aug. 25. 1970.

i,.s.a.85-4i ^^'••"» ^o-^>«**
lnt.CLF4lf.?/0'*

I

U.S.CL 89- 1.805 5 Claims

A drilling and thread cutting screw having a drill point in-

cluding generally concave surfaces forming flutes therein with

discrete obstructions formed on the concave surfaces to effec

lively break chips produced by cutting edges in the drill point

3,786,714

MILITARY BOMB AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

John E. Derelch. Edgeworth; James E. Gleeson. and Glenn J.

Earle. both of Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to H. H.

Robertson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 86,089. Nov. 2, 1970, Pat. No. 3.693.548.

This application Apr. 13. 1972, Ser. No. 243,744

Int. CI. F42biJ/02

U.S.CL 86-23 2 Claims

This invention relates to the feeding of missiles to missile

launchers and more particularly to a system comprising a sup

mirt member for at least one missile container, translation

means for fetching each missile carried by said supporting

member from a waiting position to a loading p«isition in con

tact with the launcher by a rotational movement in a plane

perpendicular to the missile axis, first temporary latching

means of the supporting member with the translation means

during the common movements thereof, second temporary

latching means of the launcher with the supporting member in

the loading position, and means for establishing electrical con

nections between the launcher and each container and/or mis-

sile in the loaded position thereof

3,786.716

SAFETY INDEXING DEVICE FOR LAUNCHER FIRING

MECHANISMS
Dennis L. Wilson. Davenport. Iowa, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the SecreUry of the

Army. Washington. D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,792. July 1. 1971.

abandoned. This application Dec. 12, 1972. Ser. No. 314.491

Int.CI. F4lf i/04

U.S.CL 89- 1.812 6 Claims

A military bomb is provided which has an elastomcric tail

pad and seal formed from a composition including the reac

tion product of a mixture of asphaltic filler, hydroxy ter-

minated polydicne. non-volatile organic polyisocyanate.

The military bombs can be assembled and filled with explo-

sive compositions in a vertical, nose down position and can be

sealed with the present elastomeric tail pad while in that verti-

cal position. In a short period the completed military bombs

can be stacked horizontally or in any other disposition re-

gardless of whether the explosive composition has congealed

or not.

The firing mechanism of a multishot rocket launcher com-

prises a shaft journalcd for rotation within the launcher case

and for longitudinal displacement between an extended and a

telescoped position respective thereto A firing pin

mechanism earned by the shaft for longitudinal displacement

therewith successively retracts and releases a plurality of firing

pins responsive to rotation of a rotary cam on the shaft by a

trigger mechanism Displacement of the shaft to the

telescoped position disconnects the trigger mechanism

therefrom and engages the shaft with a safety guide tube

thereby indexmg the firing pin mechanism so as to be safely

uncocked and securing it against actuation after bemg in-

dexed.
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3.786,717 •

ELECTRICAL FIRING MECHANISM
Wiley B. Vickers. Huntsville. and Lonnie L. Looger, Madison,

both of Ala., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284.533

Int.CI.F41fi/04

U.S.CL 89- 1.814 4 Claims

tions of the grooves between adjacent teeth have been cleared

away, by means of a bobbing cutter wherein the top edges of

the cutter blades run free of the bottoms of the grooves and

the leading sur^ces of the blades including both side edges

v-W5

tX'

thereof which serve to perform the finish-cutting of the con-

fronting sides of adjacent teeth are inclined in a backward

direction at an angle of between 15° and 60° relative to the

direction of rotation of the cutter.

Electrical firing mechanism for a light weight, portable,

rocket launcher. The mechanism includes means for actuating

a battery for supplying an electrical pulse to the rocket carried

in the launcher for ignition of the rocket motor.

3,786.718

MISSILE EXTRACTION DEVICE

Frank C. Appleby, Cypress; Edmund J. Rodwan, Venice, and

William Lee, Costa Mesa, all of Calif., assignors to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 11 8,0 15, Feb. 23. 1971,

abandoned. This application Jan. 22, 1973. Ser. No. 325.498

Int. CI. F41f 9/00

U.S.CL 89- 1.805 I Claim

3,786.720

REMOVAL OF SURFACE METAL BY SHAVING

George Zavodny, Jr.. Palos Hills. III., assignor to La Salle Steel

Company. Hammond, Ind.

Filed Sept. 1. 1972, Ser. No. 285.897

Int.CL B23b J/00; B23d 1 100; B26d 1/00

U.S. CI. 90-24 R 7 Claims

The removal of surface metal from bars, rods, tubes and the

like by the use of a shaving tool which is preheated to elevated

temperature to enhance tool life and surface fmish of the work

processed therethrougft.

3;786,721

CLAMP FOR ROTARY TABLES

Kazimierz J. Reda, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to The Producto

Machine Company. Bridgeport. Conn.

Filed Sept. 9. 1971, Ser. No. 179,005

lnt.CLB23c///4

U.S.CL 90-58 B 3 Claims

A device for moving a missle having shoes in a container or

canister having launch rails for engaging the shoes. The device

includes a bracket for attachment to one end of the container,

a bar disposed for movable cooperation with the rails and a

ratchet for cooperation between the bracket and bar for

movement thereof along the rails. A claw member is pivoted

on the bar and disposed for engagement with one of the shoes

for operation of the ratchet to remove the missile from the

container The claw is disposed for engagement with the shoe

to slide the missile into the container.

3.786.719

HOBBING CUTTER
Kanbei Kimura. 1-48-5. Nogata, Nakano-ku, Tokyo, and

Masato Ainoura, 1253. Eguchi. Kitashigeyasa-machi.

Miyaki, both of Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 39,085, May 20. 1 970. This

application May 4. 1972. Ser. No. 250.402

Int. CL B23f /9/06, B26d ///2

U.S.CL90-1.6 o 1 Claim

The method of finishing the sides of the teeth of a roughly

formed and hardened gear blank, of which the bottom por-

A clamping apparatus for clamping a rotary table assembly,

particularly when it is incorporated into a numerically con-

trolled machine tool system where maintaining a static posi-

tion without influencing table orientation is especially desira-

ble The clamping apparatus includes opposed clamping jaws

which engage an annular clamping ring disposed on the rotary

table The clamping jaws apply essentially equal and opposite

clamping forces to each side of the clamping ring to clamp the

table without influencing the loading thereof in any direction.

The gripping action of the clamping jaws is actuated by a

levered linkage to attain a considerable mechanical advantage

which thereby reduces the size and the expense of the ap-

paratus and simplifies its incorporation into rotary table as-

semblies. Furthermore, the clamping apparatus is designed as

an overcenter device so that when it is in its clamped position
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a positive force is required to unclamp U. This provides fail

sa^ operation inasmuch as failure of the clamp actuatmg

device does not release the holding forces.
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3,786,722

ANTI-SKID MECHANISM

John A. Machek, Creve Coeur, Mo., assignor to Wagner Elec-

tric Corporation, Newark, N J. „,.„.,».
Divistonof Ser.No. 199,431, Nov. 17,

«f
».P-»N«-

3 752,536. This application Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,820

Int. CI. F15bN/0«. /J/04. 75/22

3.786.724

DEVICE LIMITING THE DELIVERY OUTPUT OF A JACK

Louis E. Martin, Senlis, France, assignor to Societe Anonyme

Poclain. Le Plessis-Belleville, Oise. France

Filed May 3. 1972, Ser. No. 249,879

Claims priority, application France, May 24, 197 1, 7 1 18647

Int. CI. F 15b 75/22

U.S. CI. 91-395 5 Claim,

U.S. CI. 91-26
3 Claims

.An anti-lock devke for a vehicle brake system is provided

with a control valve actuated in response to signals from a

sensing mechanism to subject a control member to vacuum

and selectively subject said control member to atmosphere for

controlling the application of supplied fluid pressure to a vehi-

cle brake and throttling valve means is provided to control

the subjection of said control member to the vacuum.

3,786,723

HYDRAULIC OSCILLATOR
Waldo G. Fruehauf, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to General

Signal Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253.514

Int. CLFOl 125/02.37/00

U.S.CL 91-284 10 Claims

A device for limiting the delivery output of a jack having a

complementary chamber of substantially smaller diameter

opening into the end of a main delivery chamber, the comple-

mentary chamber having a delivery conduit, a deformable

member coupled in translation with a piston rod and bcmg

capable of abutting the piston, the deformable member being

capable of penetrating into the complementary chamber from

the main delivery chamber and being of slightly smaller

diameter and having complementary walls with respect to the

walls of the complementary chamber to form a passage

between the end of main delivery chamber and the comple-

mentary chamber, the deformable member being deformed by

nuid pressure to increase the transverse section of the passage

between the walls of the deformable member and the comple-

mentary chamber.

3,786,725

HYDRAULIC TYPE MOLD CLAMPING DEVICE

Katashi Aokl, 6037, Oaza Minamijo, Sakaki-machi, Japan

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 268,992

Claims priority, application Japan, July 10. 1971,46/51277 _

Int.CI.F15b///7«

U.S.CI.91-4I1A 5 Claim.

ir::^!^
.Ill I

1 » J « -»

The disclosure concerns a hydraulic oscillator of the type m

which the distributing valve for the power element is shifted

by pressures developed by pumping members operated by the

power element. The device is relatively simple and is truly self-

starting regardless of the position in which the power element

IS resting. Preferably, the distributing valve acts as a flow di-

vider which diverts a portion of the supply flow to tank, and

thereby precludes development of large pressure peaks at the

ends of the strokes of the power clement. Moreover, the flow-

dividing action is adjustable so that oscillator frequency can

be selected independently of the rate of supply.

A mold clamping device of hydraulic type having a mold

clammng cylinder including a mold clamping piston coupled

S\ ram portion thereof to a movable plate for support-

ng a movable mold, and a high-speed mold shifting cylinder

including a mold shifting piston associated with '^aid mo d

clamping piston through a rod portion thereof, according to

the invention, said device further comprising a passage inter-

connecting two chambers formed at both sides of said mo^d

clamping piston in said mold clamping cylinder, and a valve
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located in said passage for opening and closing the passage in

accordance with the operation of the mold clamping device,

while said two chambers arc connected to hydraulic lines

through portions of said passage at corresponding sides of said

valve.

3,786,726

ROTARY HYDRAULIC MACHINES

Frank George Freeman, Solihull. Warwickshire. England, as-

signor to Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited, Birmingham,

England
Filed Oct. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 190.632

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 21, 1970,

49,988/70
Int.CKF01b7i/06

U.S. CI. 91-492

the inner pin and interconnecting the outer pins with one

another, a cluster of double-acting cylinder and piston means,

one for each outer crank pin, each having its cylinder con'

nected to the inner pin and its piston rod connected to a

respective outer crank pin. and means for controlling the

supply and exhaust of fluid to and from opposite ends of each

cylinder.

10 Claims

^ 3.786,728

ACTUATOR OVERRIDE
John M. Sheesley, and Ronald A. Gulick. both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Research Engineering Company, Houston,

Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 865.342. Oct. 10. 1969, abandoned.

This application Aug. 27, 197 1, Ser. No. 175.749

Int. CI. FOlb 9/02, F15b 73/70

U.S. CI. 92-33 6 Claims

3 •

A radial piston pump has two rows of radial bores and two

associated movable cam rings. The cam rings arc constrained

to move in unison by arms which are secured to a hollow shaft

extending parallel to the axis of the pump rotor. Within the

shaft is a passage by means of which the high pressure ports as-

sociated with respective rows of bores are interconnected.

3,786.727

EXPANSIBLE CHAMBER DEVICE

Andrew A. Baumann, 3810 Bowen St., St. Louis, Mo
Filed Sept. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 183.134

Int. CI. FOlb 73/0/

U,S.CL91— 493 18 Claims

h-2

An actuating device may comprise: at least one cylinder,

means for providing fluid under pressure to the cylinder; a

piston mounted in the cylinder for longitudinal sliding motion;

a rod attached to the piston for longitudinal motion therewith;

a crank member adapted for attachment to apparatus to be ac-

tuated; a mechanism connecting the rod and crank member

adapted to convert longitudinal motion of the rod to rotary

motion of the crank member; and a manual override assembly

connected to the rod for displacement of the rod without

providing fluid under pressure to the cylinder. The manual

override assembly may comprise a ball screw mechanism in

which the nut portion may be non-rotatingly attached by a

hollow shaft to the end of the rod. The screw shaft of the ball

screw mechanism may be mounted coaxially with the rod and

rotatingly supported on a support housing adjacent to the

cylinder. The end of the screw shaft may be adapted to receive

a disengageable handwheel for rotation of the screw shaft and

consequent reciprocation of the nut portion and attached rod.

An expansible chamber device, adapted for operation either

as a motor or a pump, having an inner pin and a plurality of

outer crank pins rotatable about axes parallel to the axis of the

inner pin and spaced at intervals around a circle surrounding

the inner pin. with means interconnecting the outer pms and

3,786,729

LINER SEAL FOR RECIPROCATING PUMPS

Michael L. Rizzone, Dallas, Tex., assignor to United SUtes

Steel Corporation

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,378

Int.CI.F01b7//02,F16j/5/00

U.S.CL92-171 S Claims

A liner seal for use in reciprocating pumps. The seal in-

cludes an insert of erosion- and corrosion-resistant material

(for example stainless steel or titanium) placed between the

liner and fluid-end piece. A gasket is interposed between the

end face of the liner and the insert, and preferably another

gasket of smaller diameter between the insert and the fluid-
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can be sitdcably withdrawn from the carnages in order lo per-

mit adjustments of the stripping tmils

changes involvmg various hner bore sizes In the event the in

sen itself is damaged, it is replaced readily, whereby it affords

a renewable. seal face for contact with the liner.

3.786,732

CUTTING AND SCORING DIK

Hampton E. Forbes. Jr.. Wilmington. Del., assignor to Wesl-

vaco Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 226.727

lnl.CI.B26f //'«'«

D.S.CI.93-58.3 7 Claims

3,786,730

TIRE PIMP
Gordon J. Linderholm. Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Pyroil

Company, Inc., La Crosse, Wis.

Filed June 7. 1972. Ser. No. 260,428

lnt.CI.F16j///02

U.S.CI.92-169 2 Claims

A tire pump with an upright cylinder mounted on a base

wherein the connection between the cylinder and base is made

by a circular connector element having annular interlocking

engagement with both the cylinder and base eliminating the

use of solder, rivets or the like The actual connection is ef-

fected by arranging the cylinder, connector and base in a

stacked assembly and then placing the assembly between two

closing dies which deform the connector into a tight inter-

locked connection with the other components.

3,786.731

PRESS FOR CUTTING SHEET MATERIAL
Jacques Bobst. Epalinges; Walter Gruetter. Morrens. and

' Edwin Bollinger. Morges, all o( Switzerland, assignors to J.

Bobst & Fils, S.A., Prilly, Switzerland

Filed July 10. 1972. Ser. No. 269.952

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 13, 1971,

10303/71
Int.CI.B31b//74

U.S.CI.93-36A 4 Claims

A press for cutting sheet material includes a waste stripping

section and is provided with waste ejecting elements sup

An apparatus for cutting and scoring sheet like material is

described comprising a single die plate which includes both

severing elements and scoring elements mounted thereon The

severing elements constitute the usual knife blades employed

in prior art sheet cutting and scoring dies However, the scor-

ing elements constitute novel pairs of knife blades which

eliminate the need for a conventional makcrcady or female

die as required in the prior art devices.

3,786.733

ILLUMINATION-TIME CHARACTERISTIC CIRCUIT

FOR ELECTRIC EYE CAMERAS
Kiyoshi Kital. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to KabushikI Kalsha

Hattori Tokeiten. Tokyo. Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 127.103. March 23. 1971.

abandoned. This application Mar. 26. 1973. Ser. No. 345.1 18

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 25, 1970, 45-

24481
lnt.CI.G03b7/0«

U.S. CI. 95- 10 CT I Claim

A built-in exposure timer circuit for electric eye cameras

automatically correcting the exposure time of a photographic

exposure by compensation for the nonlinearity of the illumina-

tion-resistance characteristic of the Cds in the circuit. The

switching circuit of the timer circuit includes a first integrating

circuit or network by which the quantity of light sensed by the

Cds from the field or scene to be photographed develops a

trigger output to a switching circuit whose output controls the

closing of an electric shutter in a camera. The switching cir-
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cuit has a trigger-level-determining network or circuit and a holder for viewing and focusing actuates the shutter control

Lid integr'afing circuit or netwo'rk and compares the volt- system for automatically opening the shutter to a full aperture

age determined by the trigger-level-detcrmining circuit with

the voltage output of the light quantity integrating circuit and

makes the trigger level itself a function of time.

3,786.734

UNDERWATER ELECTRONIC FLASH ACTUATOR
Martin H. Long, Jr., 61 Camino Alto, and Alvin L. Pachynski,

423 Pixie TrI., both of Mill Valley, Calif.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,547

lnl.CI.G03b/5/05.;7/0«

U.S.CL95-1IW 12 Claims

position in which the available focusing light is maximized.

The need for manually opening the shutter to its fully opened

position just prior to focusing is thereby alleviated.

3.786,736

DIAZOTYPE DEVELOPING APPARATUS

Robert P. Neeb, Wake Forest; Henry W. Patrick, and Ray H.

Mumford, both of Raleigh, all of N.C., assignors to Diazit

Company, Inc., Youngsville, N.C.

Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 195,074

Int.CI.G03d5/06

U.S. CI. 95-89 R 2 Claim>

<! W .Jt,«7

An underwater electronic fiash actuator for electronic flash

apparatus contained in a waterproof housing separate from

the camera and interconnected thereto by an electrical cable,

in which the deleterious effects of salt water on the cable con-

ductors arc substantially eliminated. A battery is provided in

the camera housing connected in series with the camera

shutter switch An electronic gating circuit, typically employ-

ing a silicon control rectifier, is provided in the electronic

flash housing. The circuitry is interconnected by a pair of con-

ductors between the camera and electronic flash housings so

that the actuation of the shutter switch applies current from

the battery to the gating circuitry to trigger the electronic

flash.

3,786,735

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS

Myron A. Seiden, Needham, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292.487

Int. CI. G03b / 7144

U.S.CL 95-49 5 Claims

An automatic shutter control system for a photographic

camera having a removable film holder and viewing screen.

When the film holder is attached to the camera, the shutter

control system closes down the shutter. Removal of the film

Apparatus and method for development of two-component,

diazotype sheets and webs. The developing solution is applied

to the moving surface of the exposed diazo paper by the wip-

ing action of a porous applicator pad that is kept damp and

replenished by capillary, wicking action through the pad from

a developer solution reservoir. The range of application ex-

tends from slightly less than 4 grams per square mtter to just

over 30 grams per square meter. A mechanism may be incor-

porated in the apparatus for oscillating the applicator surface

transverse to the paper travel, such action serving to provide

uniform developer application, and thereby eliminating

streaking, particularly at low rates of developer application.

918 O.G.—51
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3,786,737

PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH ASSEMBLY
David E. Van Allen, Maiden, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 41,681, May 25, 1970, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 743,744. July 10. 1968, abandoned.

This application July 1 7.1972, Ser. No. 272.7 1

7

Int. CI. G03b/ 9/00

U.S. CL 95-11 L 5 Claims

January 22, 1974

I3,786,739

VENTILATING SYSTEM

John David Wright, Houston, Tex., assignor to Industrial In-

dustries, Inc., Houston, Te«.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,423

lnt.CI.F23j///02

L.S.CL98-II5K 7 Claims

This disclosure relates to flash photography and particularly

to apparatus for releasably mounting a multilamp photoflash

unit on a photographic camera to facilitate sequential prescn

tation of each lamp in the unit to a predetermined location for

ignition in timed relationship to photographic exposure.

3,786,738

VENT OPENINQ GRILL

Tore Fahre, Oslo, Norway, assignor to Farex Fabriken A/S,

Oslo, Norway
Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,541

Claims priority, application Norway, June 22, 1971,

2357/71
Int. CLF24f /J/06

L.S.CI.98-114 , 10 Claims

A systtm for venting air laden with moisture, smoke, fumes,

grease vapors and the like from environments such as kitchen

areas. The system extracts nearly all grease vapors and a large

proportion of other materials in the air and is adapted to

periodically undergo a wash cycle to clean practically the en-

tire system The system includes a housing, a hood, a First

chamber m the lower portion of the housing, a first series of

nozzles for imparting an extraction spray to the first chamber.

a second chamber m the upper portion of the housing commu

nicating with the first chamber by means of a baffled conduit,

a damper means for regulating exhaust, a suction fan and a

second series of nozzles for imparting wash liquid to both

chambers within the housing.

3,786,740

CORN POPPER
Wesley G. Martin, Manitowoc, Wis., assignor to Aluminum

Specialty Company, Manitowoc. Wis.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,1 13

lnt.CLA23l///«

l).S.CL99-323.8 9 Claims

A vent opening grill having a rectangular frame composed

of two pairs of parallel frame members surrounding a rectan-

gular vent opening and consisting of metallic or plastic sheet

material. The inner sides of the frame members are provided

with elongated parallel grooves which snugly receive rails hav-

ing rows of parallel pins for louvers which extend across the

vent opening and are tumabic about the respective pairs of

pins. The louvers between one pair of frame members are nor-

mal and offset relative to the louvers between the other pair of

frame members. The frame members of one pair arc U-shaped

and have pairs of legs which overlap and are connected with

adjacent end portions of the other pair of frame members

One pair of frame members may be integral with a flat plate

which surrounds one end of the vent opening.

A corn popper includes a vessel having a low mass, heat

conducting cup mounted in the bottom for holding butter to

be melted while popping corn is being popped in the vessel

3.786,741

SMOKING AND COOKING APPARATUS
Elizabeth Emmctt Plumley, 44 Wlllway Ave., and David A.

Brown, 46 Willway Ave., both of Richmond, Va.

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,127

Int. CI. A47j 3 7/07. A23b / 104

U.S.CL 99-447 15 Claims

A smoking and cooking apparatus operable to overlay a

cooking surface including a closed heat reflective member.
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support members connected to and downwardly extending

from the closed heat reflective member for supporting the

member above a cooking surface. The closed heat reflective

member in combination with the support members serve to

reflect heat onto food cooking upon the cooking surface and

to collect smoke above the cooking surface in order to flavor

the food Passages are fashioned laterally through the support-

ing members to permit circulation within the smoking and

cooking apparatus while simultaneously providing a desirable

retention of smoke adjacent to the food during the cooking

and smoking thereof The closed heat reflective member and

support members may be operativcly engageable with a grid-

dle which comprises a generally square heat conductive plate.

The plate is fashioned with upwardly extending flange means

peripherally extending thereabout for engagement with the

1 wo side walls are provided. The shaft has a thread at each of

its ends. One of the ends of the shaft is threaded in a bore of

one of the side walls. The other of the ends of the shaft is

threaded in a threaded bore of the bushing. The bushing is

disposed non-rotatably and axially displaceably in a bore of

the other of the side walls, and the pitch of the threaded bore

of the bushing is twice as great as the pitch of the threaded

bore of said one of the side walls.

3,786,743

SPINDLE PRESS '

Helmut Dischler, Neusa-Udeshelm, Germany, assignor to

Noropress GmbH Iressen und Presswerkzeuge & Co. KG,

Dusseldorf, Germany i

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,327

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 12, 1971, P 21

50 726.6
Int.CI.B30b//0«

U.S. CI. 100-270 12 Claims

support members During a cooking operation the

downwardly extending support members serve to maintain the

closed heat renective member generally above and in a paral-

lel plane with respect to the heal conductive plate to facilitate

the cooking and smoking of food upon the plate. After the

cooking operation the closed heat reflective and support

members may be disconnected from the griddle and inverted

to serve as a grease collecting means, attarctive table server

and the like The closed heat reflective and support members

in combination with the griddle may be advantageously util-

ized in combination with a barbecuing grill which is suitable to

support a charcoal fire or the like. In this instance the griddle

is provided with a plurality of apertures extending through the

heat conductive plate to faciliate smoking the food during the

cooking operation.

3,786,742

DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING THE SPRING FORCE ON
FOLDING ROLLERS

Klaus Hertrlch. Gohreni, Germany, assignor to Veb Polygraph

Leipzig, Komblnat fur Polygraphische Maschincn und

Ausrustungen, Leipzig, Germany

Filed Oct. 18, 197 1, Ser. No. 189,848

Int. CI. B30b 3104

U.S.CL 100-99 2 Claims

The present invention is concerned with improvements to

that type of spindle press which has a spindle mounted in the

press frame in an axial.thrust bearing, a fly-wheel continuously

rotating in one direction and an hydraulically actuated

coupling arranged between the fly-wheel and the spindle

which coupling during the operational stroke produces a con.

nection between the fly-wheel and the spindle.

To reduce or eliminate the risk of overloading in the late

operation of the coupling at the end of the press stroke and

thereby damage to the press or excessive wear on the coupling

parts the spindle press in accordance with the invention is pro-

vided with a hydrostatic support device to absorb the axial

forces this support device having a pressure chamber in pres-

sure-fluid communication with a pressure chamber of an

hydraulically actuating device for the coupling, the pressure

chambers being connected to a common outflow valve which

opens when a predetermined pressure is reached in the pres-

sure-fluid system.

A device for adjusting the spring force pressing two axially

parallel folding rollers, which comprises a shaft and two fold-

ing rollers having parallel axes and supported in swivel

bearings. An abutment is spaced apart from each of the swivel

bearings and mounted on the shaft. A compression spring is

disposed between each of the folding rollers and an abutment.

3,786,744

REFUSE COMPACTOR SUPPORT STRUCTURE

Frank E. Miller, and Charles E. Sulcek, both of Danville, Ky.,

assignors to Whirlpool Corporation, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Sept. 8, 1971, Set. No. 178,604

Int.CLB30b///«

U.S.CL 100-229 A 18 Claims

A frame structure for use in a refuse compactor defining an

enclosure of the compacting space. The frame further is

formed to define means for guiding the compacting ram in the

compacting operation. The frame may be used in conjunction

with an outer, one-piece cabinet where the compactor com-
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orises a freestanding compactor, or may itself defme the en- dependently of the transfer wheel speed and the preset disc

c'rure oHhe comJLtor ram and receptacle w.thout the need and transfer wheel spacing prec.sely control the amount of mk

„ 40 » " 23
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transferred The transfer wheel engages a spreader wheel

which in turn transfers the coding ink to the heads of the cod-

ing wheel.

for an outer cabinet where the compactor is installed as an

under-the-counter compactor. The frame may be formed of

sheet metal to provide a simple, low cost support structure

3.786,745

DURABLE REGISTRATION TEMPLATE FOR
ELECTROSTATIC PRINTERS

Hans Dieter Him, Tornesch, Germany, assignor to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 177,255, Sept. 2, 197 1. This

application Dec. 15, 1972, Set. No. 315,643

Int.CI.GOId 15118

U,S.CI. lOl-l 4 Claims

3,786,747

INKING MECHANISM FOR HIGH SPEED CAN PRINTING
MACHINE

Wesley J. Sipitaiak, Palos Park, III., assignor to Continental

Can Company, Inc.. New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 50 1,372, Oct. 22, 1965, Pat. No.

3 683,799. This application Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,1 10

lnt.CI.B41fi//00

U.S.CL 101-350 2 Claims

DQDDDDDDDDDD
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A electrostatic template for use in a printing operation.

The template comprises a synthetic resin raster having dis-

crete raster positions surrounded by metal to form the tem-

plate. A synchronization track is provided on the template ad-

jacent the raster positions and coincident with the movement

of the template carrier.

. . 3,786,746

HIGH SPEED ARTICLE CODING MACHINE
Cecil P. Roberts, Lancaster. Ohio, assignor to Anchor Hocking

Corporation, Lancaster, Ohio

Filed Oct. 6,1971, Ser. No. 1 86,868

lnt.CI. B4lf /7//6,J//06

U.S.CL 101-35 3 Claims

An improved coder is described for applying a legend or a

code to an article such as a sealed package As the articles

move past the coder on a conveyor, the code symbols arc ap-

plied to the moving articles by spaced coding heads on a rotat-

ing coding wheel. Improved means are provided to feed the

required amount of ink from a reservoir to each of the coding

heads. This means includes a thin rotating disc whose edge

passes through the ink reservoir and which carries a bead of

ink first to a transfer wheel. An improved ink transfer is ob-

tained by spacing the disc from the transfer wheel so that the

only direct contact is between a bead of ink on the disc and

the transfer wheel. Adjustment of the disc rotational speed in-

An automatic coating and printing machine wherein can

bodies and like tubular members are atuomatically positioned

on mandrels and thereafter serially presented to coating and

printing blankets wherein the neces.sary coating and printing is

effected thereon with the mandrels being rotated as the can

bodies carried thereby contact the blankets of the coating and

printing cylinders to transfer coating and printing materials to

the can bodies. Thereafter, the appropriately coated and

printed can bodies are automatically transferred from the

mandrels to another conveyor. The mandrels are so mounted

wherein when no can body is on a mandrel, the mandrel does

not come into contact with the printing or coating blankets

The inking mechanism for the printing machine is designed to

apply a uniform coating of ink to the printing drum by a drum

inking roll which first has a heavy ink coat applied thereto fol-

lowed by a second light smoothing ink coat over the heavy

coat in advance of the printing drum

3,786.748

STENCIL ASSEMBLY WITH FOLDABLE ADHESIVE
COVERING GUARDIAN STRIP

Harold H. Rabelow, Marion, III., assignor to Marsh Stencil

Machine Company, Belleville, III.

FiledMay 27, 1971,Ser. No. 147,394

lnt.CI. B41n //24

U.S. CI. 101-128.1
.

7 Claims

There is disclosed a novel stencil assembly employed in

duplicating .address and other information on cartons,

packages, and the like. The assembly includes a narrow strip

with pressure sensitive adhesive on one side, a stencil tissue

having a carbon material covering its back side, the stencil tis-
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portion of the exposed adhesive leaving a portion exposed. A

14^ /a 40

protective backing sheet is disposed beneath the guardian

strip and stencil tissue with the upper edge of the backing

sheet engaging the remaining exposed area of the adhesive.

The guardian strip is foldable to cover the exposed adhesive

strip bared by subsequent removal of the backing sheet.

3,786,749

PRINTING PRESS CYLINDER SUPPORT AND CONTROL

Mahendra Vir Singh, Chicago. III., assignor to Rockwell Inter-

national Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,034

lnt.CI. B4lf/i/24./i/26./i/40

U.S. a. 101-247 2C'-""''

24 «. ,«/»

The present invention pertains generally to printing presses

and more particularly to improved means for preloading the

journal bearing housings for the cylinders of a printing press

against the forces of impression. Rotatable eccentric bushings

include hydraulically expandable pads for circumferentially

restraining and radially stressing the bushings when activated

by an elevated fluid pressure. Hydraulic and electric controls

are included to provide proper sequential activation when the

cylinder is tripped.

normal size and release of the lever arm. Upon subsequent

slight movement of the device the trip lever releases a spring

loaded firing pin so that it can strike and ignite an impact

detonator.

3,786,751

PRESSURE SENSITIVE MINE INSENSITIVE TO WATER
DEACTIVATION

William O. Seals, Budd Lake Heights, NJ., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 226,545, Feb. 15, 1972. This application

May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,721

Int.CLF42b2i//4

U.S.CL 102-8 7 Claims

A pressure sensitive explosive composition is provided

which is rendered insensitive to water or water vapor by

means of a coating of an organo-functional silane capable of

polymerization on contact with water or water vapor. Addi-

tionally a method is provided of coating such a composition

by the use of the above-mentioned silane in a halocarbon sol-

vent having a relatively low vapor pressure at ambient condi-

tions The composition may be a mixture of an morganic ox-

idizer and fuel such as potassium chlorate, red phosphorous

and ground glass or a mixture of a primary explosive such as

lead azide and a secondary explosive such as RDX. either mix-

ture being coated with a silane such as yO aminoethyl)

aminopropyl trimethoxy silane applied from a volatile

ilocarbon liquid such as 1,1,2 trichloro-1 ,2 2 trifluoro

ethane The silane, after evaporation of the liquid, coats the

composition and polymerizes on contact with water or water

vapor to form a water impermeable film and this renders the

composition insensitive to water deactivation.

3,786,750

MOTION SENSITIVE EXPLOSIVE WITH A DELAY
MECHANISM

Alexey T. Zacharin, Parsippany, N.J., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,797

Int.CI.F42b2i/26

U.S.CL 102-8 4 Claims

A motion sensitive explosive device is kept in a safe

unarmed condition by a pair of silicone gum plugs which have

been expanded by absorption of a fiuoro-carbon fiuid such as

FREON. The expanded plugs hold a trip lever arm immovable

3,786,752

EXI'LOSIVE CHARGE WITH IMPROVED
FRAGMENTATION EFFECT

Paul LIngens, Leverkusen, and Garhard Martin, Troisdorf,

both of Germany, assignors to Dynamit Nobel Aktien-

gesellschaft, Troisdorf, Germany
Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,191

Claims priority, application Germany, July 25, 1970,

2036977
Int. CI. F42h 3100; F42b 13148

U.S.CL 102-24 R 22 Claims

An explosive charge and method for producing increased

fragmentation per unit weight of explosive by providing hol-

low bodies or cavities adjacent the explosive and connected to

the explosive by means of a pipe. The explosive includes a
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channel commun.cat.ng w,th the pipe. Any number of hollow changes in the d.mens.ons of the passage fronr. the shotshell

i^r spaced at any des.red distance from the explosive, may through the bore of the gun m a relatively flu-d-hke man«c .

•oaies. spaceu ai a y
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ minimize both abrasion of the surface of the shot-

gun barrel and plastic deformation of the choked section of

, the shotgun barrel.

3.786.754

FIRING DELAY FOR POINT DETONATING FUZE

William J. Donahue. Takoma Park; Peter D. GraUon. Simp-

sonville; Thomas A. Cammack. Beltsville. and Robert I..

Schmidt. Silver Spring, all of Md.. avsignors to The United

States oC America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy. Washington. D.C.

Filed Dec. 20. 1968. Ser. No. 788.984

lnl.CI.F42c/3/22

U.S. CI. 102-79 9 Claims

be employed. The channel preferably is cylindrical or annular.

Each hollow body may be filled with a gas. liquid or solid

medium or be under vacuum.

' 3.786,753

WAD COLUMN FOR SHOTSHELLS
George R. Eckstein. Fairfield, and Lavern S. Bayard. Decon.

both of Conn., assignors to Remington Arms Company. Inc.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 168.681, Aug. 3, 1971.

abandoned. This application July 24. 1972, Ser. No. 274.615

int. CI. F42b 7108

U.S. CI. 102-42 C 10 Claims

A mechanical delay for point detonating fuzes for projec

tiles to allow penetration into aircraft or similar light target

structures before detonation of the projectile A trans-axial in-

ertial firing pin is mounted within the projectile so that the

centrifugal force exerted thereon by the spinning projectile

during light target penetration will selectively determine the

firing time delay Alternatively, instantaneous detonation is

provided by a second, axial firing pin when the projectile

strikes an impenetrable target or one of such hardness that

would break up the projectile before the trans-axial firing pin

could react to provide the normal delayed detonation.

This invention relates to a wad column for shotshclls which

tends to protect both the shotshell and the bore of the gun

from abrasion or plastic deformation as the result of the

passage of shot therethrough and is particularly applicable to

use with ferrous metal shot In its preferred embodiment the

wad column comprises a gas sealing wad which acts as a piston

to push a charge of shot out of the shell and through the barrel

in combination with a shot enclosing sleeve formed from a

section of material having physical characteristics such as

those of biaxially oriented plastic tubing and which substan-

tially resists penetration by shot pellets This sleeve is so

formed that it is capable of changing readily in its diameter to

conform to diametral changes in the passageway from the

shotshell and through the barrel but is designed to avoid open

ing a gap to permit the shot contained therein to contact the

gun barrel. A refinement of the invention involves the use of a

gas sealing wad which is so shaped that it functions to

minimize the opportunity for shot pellets to arrange them-

selves in close packed, layered, and mechanically rigid confor-

mations.

With all of the features of the invention combined, the

column of shot pellets tends to conform generally to the

3,786,755

PLASTIC CARTRIDGE CASING
George R. Eckstein, and William G. Moyher. both of Fairfield.

Conn., assignors to Remington Arms Company. Inc.,

Bridgeport. Conn.

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 199,913

Int.CI. F42b7/06

U.S.CL 102-43 P 4 Claims

A method of making a one-piece plastic shotgun shell, i.e..

where the transverse base portion is integral with the tubular

body portion A tubular plastic slug is carried progressively

through a series of dies to produce a shotgun shell having a

body portion which is highly oriented and a head section of

somewhat lesser orientation An oriented, integral primer gas

seal skirt is formed inside the primer opening.
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3.786.756

GASEOUS GRENADE
Lonnie L. Looger. 1 104 Mahon Dr.. Madison, Ala.

Filed Nov. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 306.787

int. CI. F42b 27/02. 27/04

U.S. CL 102-65 2 Claims

switches are connected in series so that detonator energization

occurs only when all switches arc closed simultaneously. Due

to the random nature of rain, all the switches are statistically

\A^\

'restricted from being actuated simultaneously by ram. How-

ever when the missile impacts with a large water body, all

switches will close simultaneously to effect a fast acting

detonation.

A grenade for use in dispensing a vaporized explosive mix-

ture in the atmosphere of a winding tunnel and ignitmg the

mixture The grenade provides a storage compartment for the

pressurized explosive mixture and a separate compartment for

elements of a delay ignitor. An operating mechanism, releasee

the pressurized mixture and actuates the delay ignitor for

setting offthe explosion ofthe vaporized mixture. ,

3.786.757

OPTICAL LENS ARRANGEMENT
Irving Goldstein; Gary G. Hayward. both of Lexington, and

Jon G. Holt. Woburn. all of Mass.. assignors to Raytheon

Company. Lexington, Mass.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,131

int. CI. F42c 13102, 13/00. 19100

U.S.CL 102-70.2 P 4 Claims

3,786,759

SELF-DESTRUCT FUZE

George P. Mellen. WayzaU, and William A. Schuster. Hopat-

cong, both of N J., assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washmgton,

D.C.
Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,864

Int. CL F42c 9/04

U.S.CL 102-71. 5 Claims

'/ / /

An improved optical lens arrangement providing arming

and detonating signals for a proximity fuse is shown. The illus-

trated lens arrangement includes a reHccting surface general y

,n the shape of a right circular cone, such surface effectively

being faceted so that two conical detection fields are formed.

Also disclosed arc logic and control circuits for processing op-

tical signals from targets in either or both detection fields to

differentiate between true and spurious targets.

A self-destruct fuze for exploding dud projectiles that fail to

function upon impact with k ground target. The fuze utilizes

three separate locking devices which are each responsive to

acceleration environments that a projectile experiences in a

normal launch in order to keep the fuze in a safe unarmed

position. A spin rotor and dashpot delay assembly cooperates

to hold the fuze in an unarmed state in the event that the pro-

jectile has not seen the minimum normal spin environment. If

the projectile has experienced a normal firing, but has failed to

explode on impact With the target, the present invention will

cause the dud to explode. "

3.786.758

RAiN DISCRIMINATING FAST ACTING IMPACT
SWITCH

Thomas H. Zimmerman. Seneca. Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972. Ser. No. 292.596

int. CI. F42c 5/00. 3100- HOlh 35124

U.S.CL 102-70.2 R 4 Claims

A number of spring-mass switches are located around a cir-

cumferential line near the forward end of a missile. The

3,786,760

ROTATING BAND FOR PROJECTILE

Fritz K. Feldmann, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to Pacific

Technica Corporation, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Filed June 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 258,558

Int.CLF42bi//00

U S CI 102—93 ^ Claims
"

The present invention relates to the use of plastics for rotat-

ing bands on projectiles fired from rifled gun barrels. The
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plastic band is injection molded into a circumferential channel

provided in the projectile body. The cross section of the cir-

cumferential channel is designed such as to provide a tight gas

seal between the plastic rotating band and the projectile body,

to assure transfer of spin introduced by the rifling in the gun

barrel and to secure the rotating band to the projectile after

exit from the muzzle of the gun The portion of the plastic

ductor is disposed in each inner surface and a third power con-

ductor is located at the innermost end of the channel substan-

tially midway between the two inner surfaces. Each vehicle in-

rotating band protruding beyond the projectile body engraves

and is compressed into the rifling groove of the gun barrel,

thus obturating the propellant gases and transmitting the

spinning motion to the projectile The plastic rotating band is

lighter and costs less than conventional metallic rotating

bands and is, in addition, a noncritical war material Further-

more, its use yields better obturation and reduced barrel wear

than is obtained with conventional rotating bands.

3,786,761

CARTRIDGE IGNITION SYSTEM
Thomas Q. CIccone. Cornwells Heights; George F. Hare, Feast-

erville, and Osyp NImylowycz, Philadelphia, all of Pa., as-

signon to The United Stales of Ameriea as represented by

the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,956

Int. CI. F42b 5132,5136, F42c 191 10

U,S. CI. 102-45 3 Claims

eludes two power collector assemblies, each power collector

assembly having a tapered head that carries three conductor

members and is arranged for sliding engagement with the

power source on its side of the vehicle.

3,786,763 I

PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION AND CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
- RAILWAY VEHICLES

Hans Pollinger. Munich. Germany, assignor to Knorr-Bremse

GmbH, Munich, Germany
FiledFeb. 25. 197I,Ser. No. 118,886

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 26, 1970,

2009025
I

Int. CI. B60r 2//06, 8611 V/O. 5124

VS. CL 105- 199 R ^ Claims

A rim-fire ignition system in which a ring-type primer is pro-

vided in an annular receptacle adjacent the periphery of the

rearward end of the large caliber cartridge case The primer is

an annulus of extruded ignition material and preferably in-

cludes an extruded aluminum sheath surrounding a fixed core

load of priming mixture that can be ignited by an offset firing

mechanism
The arrangement assures good quality control of the primer

charge weight from cartridge to cartridge

3.786,762

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ELECTRICAL POWER
DISTRIBUTION

James L. Corkum, Enfield. Conn.; David Schoepflin. Newbu-

ryport. Mass.. and Paul A. Taylor. East Hartford. Conn., as-

signors to Alden Self-Transit Systems Corporation, Bedford.

Mass.

Filed Mar. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 121,263

Int. CL B60I 5/00

U.S. CL 104- 148 R '' 21 Claims

A transportation system includes two power sources that ex-

tend along opposite sides of a right of way for an electrically

powered vehicle Each power source includes an elongated

open side housing of electrically insulating material that

defines a channel having opposed inner surfaces disposed at

an angle to one another and tapering inwardly A power con-

The body of a railway vehicle is supported on both sides by

air bellows mounted between the body and a pivotable truck.

An air control valve having an actuating handle is connected

between a source of air under pressure and a bellows. A lever

connects each actuating lever with a point on the longitudinal

side of a truck, the points on the truck being horizontally dis-

placed with respect to each other as the truck pivots with

respect to the vehicle body as the vehicle moves along a

curved path The pivotal movement of the truck causes move-

ment of the lever which actuates the control valves to increase

the pressure in the bellows on the outside of the curve and to

decrease the pressure in the bellows on the inside of the curve

to tilt the vehicle toward the inside of the curve.

3,786,764

RAPID DISCHARGE HOPPER CAR
Albert Alvin Beers, Jr.; Paul Eugene Stoyer, and Joseph Camp-

bell Lighlner, Jr., all of Greenville, Pa., assignors to Green-

ville Steel Car Company, Greenville, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 253,977

Int. CLB61d 7/02. 7//S.7/2S

U.S. CL 105-240 6Claims

The rapid commodity discharge car contains no center sill

along the car bottom opening and the longitudinally spaced

hoppers are closed by a pair of doors which overlap in the

closed position along the longitudinal center line. The doors
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are mounted^o door hangers pivotally connected in the spaces
Ip^i^IeTKBLE

1397

U.S.CI. 108—115 10 Claims

-^ /Z;

locks in both the open and closed position. The various pivot

points of the linkage assembly and the door hangers are posi-

tioned so that the centers of gravity of the car doors are verti-

cally disposed below the door hanger pivot points when the

linkage is in its position of least mechanical advantage.

3,786,765

CARREL CONSTRUCTION
Alan Carleton Burr, East Norwalk, Conn., assignor to Howe

Folding Furniture, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,001

Int. CL A47b 5 7/00; F16b 12/00

U.S.CL 108-60

A collapsible table comprising a pivotable tabletop

mounted at the upper end of a standard to which one. or more,

movable legs are secured. Leg actuating means, having a

twisted, fiat-surfaced, movable leg-engaging portion, connects

the pivotable tabletop with means on said one, or more, mova-

7 Claims bic legs which coacts or cooperates with the flat surfaces of

the leg-engaging portion to move the movable leg. or legs,

from a collapsed position to an extended position when the

pivotable tabletop is pivoted from a position of non-use to a

position of use. The table may be used as a stand for a mov.e

or slide projector, as a game table, as a snack table, or the like.

3,786,767

INCINERATOR TYPE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SYSTEM

William H. Schwartz. Jr., 7221 Ash Ave., Gary, Ind., and Billy

D.Maxwell, 3548 Delaware SL, Gary, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 46,937, June 17, 1970. This application

Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,225

Int.CLF23g5//2

U.S.CLM0-8A . 7 Claims

Carrel system support framework comprising pairs of

uprights and interconnecting cross members, is formed by in-

serting through the uprights pins with circumferentially

grooved ends adapted to enter and engage the end of an op-

posed cross member or members, one or more horizontal

planar members are supported in cantilever fashion from a

cross member by hook and slot interconnections; backs with

laterally protruding headed hanger pins are hung between

pairs of uprights the upper ends of which are slotted to receive

the hanger pins; side panels each with a headed hanger pin

projecting from one end are supported from the upnghts

respectively by inserting the hanger pins in other slots in the

upper ends of the uprights; and shelves with recessed ends are

supported by and between spring-wire brackets which are as-

sembled in opposed relation on the opposed faces of a pair of

side panels, or a side panel and a back of one carrel which is

acting as a side panel of another carrel.

A relatively small and compact system for cleaning and pu-

rifying products of combustion resulting from incineration of

waste materials including smoke and particles suspended

therein as well as gases produced thereby wherein all of the

products of combustion are forced from a first burning
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chamber into a balanced flow system including a second burn-

,nR chamber having a burner flame completely envelopmg the

input thereto for incinerating the smoke, etc. to a substantially

clean, hot exhaust gas.

The extremely hot exhaust gases are\fed into a temperature

reduction labyrinth having several direction changes while

maintaining the constant volumetric flow therethrough and

rinally through a scrubbing stage including a water bath, a sc-

ries of water sprays and an output baffle while still maintaining

the constant volumetric flow for completely removing any

other products remaining in the exhaust gases thereby reduc-

ing air pollution to substantially a zero level.

between successive positions of cam selection for retracting

the cam follower. As a result, the magnitude of forces required

1 .

..H^M

3,786,768

AUTOMATIC HEMMING APPARATUS

Robert L. Kosrow, Hoffman EsUtes, and Aloiiy Mrowczynski.

Des Plalnes, both of III., assignors to Union Special Machine

Company.-Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 20, 197 1, S«r. No. 190,757

Int. CI. DOSb i5/04

U.S. CI. 112-143 24 Claims

to effect cam selection may be reduced or for the same mag-

nitude of forces, a smaller angle of turning movement of the

cam selecting dial need he required

3,786,770

OVERCASTING FOOT ATTACHMENT FOR SEWING
MACHINES

Naoichi NishI, Sanjo, Japan, assignor to Brewer Sewing Sup-

plies Company. Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 219,448

Int. CI. D05b 29/00

U.S. CI. 112-235 2 Claims

This disclosure relates to an automatic hemmer which in-

cludes a conventional overedge sewing machine having spe-

cial support and hem folding apparatus associated therewith

The hem folding apparatus includes means for assuring the

elimination of a curl in advance of the hem folder, means for

controlling movement of the material in advance of the hem

folder an ejector, and hem detecting means whereby the vari-

ous components of the hem folding attachment and the opera-

tion of the sewing machine may be automatically controlled

The support apparatus may include means for supporting tu-

bular material, such as an undershirt, whereby a continuous

hem along one edge of the tubular material may be automati-

cally sewn.

y-?^

An improved overcasting presscr foot attachment for a zig-

zag sewmg machmc comprising a body portion having a pair

of forwardly extending upwardly curved arms separated by a

narrow longitudinal slot and having a needle opening located

at the rear of the narrow slot in communication therewith, and

a guide and tongue member having a guide wall for guiding the

raw edge of a piece of material to be stitched and an integral

tongue member, said guide and tongue member being at-

tached to the presser foot body portion so that the guide wall

is disposed in the narrow longitudinal slot and the tongue

member projects rearwardly beneath the needle opening so as

to bisect the latter. I

3,786,769

PATTERN SELECTION SYSTEM

Lionel J. Coulombe, Matawan, NJ., assignor to The Singer

Compaivy, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,499

Int. CI. D05b 3102

U.S.CI. 112-I58A 3 Claims

A pattern cam selecting mechanism which is operated by

turning movement of a dial and includes a cam follower

retracting linkage effective during the angular movement of

the dial between positions in which the various pattern cams

are selected. The cam follower retracking linkage is con-

structed so as to utilize in either direction of dial movement

much more than half the angular movement of the dial

3,786,771 I

MEANS FOR IMPARTING TENSION TO THE DRAWN-

OUT THREAD FOR SEWING MACHINES

Mitsuo Matsumoto, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nara Mishin

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,080

Claims priority, application Japan, May 13, 197 1 ,
46-3 1 575

Int. CI. D05b 4 7/00

USCI.I12— 255
3Clalms

According to the invention, the drawn-out thread of a sew-

ing machine is guided between a roller having a thread releas-

ing notch formed in part of the roller periphery and a thread
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withdrawal of the thread, so that the thread can be effectively

Tendered taut and loose alternately by the co-operation of the

roller apd thread urging member.

damaged hull to preclude contamination of the waters sur-

rounding the drydock and the drydock itself.

3,786,774

AIRBOAT

William A. Gabel, Rt. 8, Huntington, Ind.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,495

Int.CLB63b///«

U.S. CI. 1 14-66.5 R 7 Claims

3,786,772

CATAMARAN SHIP S STRUCTURE

Frank Broes, McLean, Va., assignor to Stradco Inventions &

Research Co., Washington, D.C.

Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,595

Int. CI. B63b i5/2S

U.S. CI. 114-43.5
»«C'-»""'

A catamaran type vessel having a plurality of longitudinally

extending hulls defining longitudinal propulsion channels in-

termediate said hull form and one or more elevators vertically

liftable intermediate the hulls, so as to vary the height of the

elevator with respect to the surface of the water. As a result

the ship may be used for the transport of cargo in a variety of

vertical attitudes, as well as a dry dock. The elev&tor may be

supported above the surface of the water or it may be lowered

to permit the floating in of another vessel prior to dry docking

operation.

A watercraft comprising a planing hull, means for

propelling the hull through the water, and at least one seat

mounted on the hull adjacent to the forward end thereof. A

first airfoil means including a device resembling a large box-

kite is mounted on the hull for lifting the hull partially out of

the water in response to air fiow pressure against the ceiling of

the box-kite as the hull moves forwardly and a second airfoil

means is pivotably mounted forwardly of the hull and movable

between upwardly and downwardly tilted positions for apply-

ing a selected dmount of lift thereto. Control means are

mounted adjacent the seat for controlling the speed and

direction of the propelling means and the tilted position of the

second airfoil means.

3,786,773

HYDROCARBON RETAINER FOR DRYDOCKS

Paul Preus, P.O. Box 1002, Toms River, N.J.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,887

lnt.CLB63c//02
„ ^. ..>. AC 8 Claims

U.S.CL 114—45
A device placed on the fioor of a drydock to encompass the

damaged area of the hull of a ship drydocked therein, inter-

3,786,775

SHAFT LOCK
Norman M. Sarns, Bass Harbor, Maine

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,448

Int. CI. B63h 9/00

US CI 1 15-0.5 R 12 Claims

A shaft lock particularly for auxiliary sailboats and the like

has a split nanged-collar clampable to a rotatable shaft pro-

vided with a pair of opposed recesses. A pivota ly mounted

latch member is arranged adjacent the flanged collar for selec-

tively cooperating with the recesses in holding the shaft m one

of two opposed positions. A lever member is connected to the
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latch member by means of a cable for selectively moving the

latch member in cooperartve engagement with a recess. The
liquid. The liquid freezes when refrigerated along with the ob-

ject and expands fracturing the container which previously

prevented communication between the liquid and indicator

material Rewarming of the object causes the liquid to melt

and contact the indicator material to record by a change of

color in the indicator material the fact that the object has

6

^Fy^^

lev^jnember is arranged for freely releasing upon a rotation

of the shaft from a position wherein the latch member and a

recess are in cooperative engagement.

3,786.776

ALARM DEVICE ON A CLUTCH
Theo Buthe, and Manfred Kugkr. both of Lohmar/Rheinl.

Germany, assignors to Jean Wallerscheild, GmbH. Loh-

mar/Rheinl. Germany
Filed Sept. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 286.278

Claims priority, application Germany. Jan. 14, 1972,

7201226
int. CI. G08b 3100

U.S.CL1 16-67 R 5 Claims

rcwarmed. even if subsequently recwilcd Resilient pressure

means, such as a foam pad, an elastic ring, a helical compres-

sion spring, a compressed gas bag, an indentcr, resilient ton-

gues formed in the indicator material, or equivalent structure

is provided in the package between the container and a wall of

the package to assure liquid flow from the container in the

event of its incomplete or local fracture. I

3,786.178

SIGNAL DEVICE FOR WATER SKIING

Steven Wayne Palmer. 1 18 Glendora Ave.. Long Beach, Calif.,

and Gary Ross Palmer. 1348 Seventh St.. Santa Monica,

Calif.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,1 18

Int. CLG08C 5/00

U.S.CL 116-132 8 Claims

The clutch is provided with a driven hub on which is

mounted a sleeve having a number of leaf springs attached in

such a manner that the free ends of the springs are freely

moveable and the springs are positioned at an increasing radi-

al distance from the periphery of the sleeve The clutch hous-

ing as the driven member, is provided with a ring having a plu-

rality of axial extensions which are engaged by the free ends of

the leaf springs. Relative movement between the driven and

driving members causes the free ends of the leaf springs to

move rapidly over the axial extensions and produce an audible

signal indicating the relative movement.

3,786,777

IRREVERSIBLE WARM-UP INDICATOR
Robert W. Smith, Oakton, Va.; Fred Ordway, Bcthcsda, Md.;

Charles A. Taylor, Falls Church, and William Zimmerman.

III. Alexandria, both of ^a.. assignors to Artech Corpora-

tion, Falls Church, V a.

Filed Dec. 31. 1970. Ser. No. 103.146

lnt.CLA23.G01d2//00
U.S.CLI16— 114AB 19 Claims

An indicator for use with a refrigerated object to indicate

visually that the object has rewarmed and to warn of possible

spoilage. The indicator includes a transparent package hous-

ing a frangible container filled with a liquid that expands on

freezing and an indicator material placed in proximity thereto

which will undergo a color change when contacted by the

A pivotable flag or signal device for water skiing is provided

to warn other boats when a skier is down in the water An over

centered spring mechanism securely positions the signal

device in either an operative upright position or a storage

horizontal position. The signal device is mounted on an ex

tendable shaft for varying the height of the signal device and

to insure a compact storage in an inoperative position.

3.786.779

OVERHEAD RAIL CLEANER AND OILER

Roger L. Brunei, Grove City; Robert D. Fannon, and Ronald

L. Legue. both of Columbus, all of Ohio, assignors to Klenco

Corporation. Massllon. Ohio

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,870

Int. CL B05c 5100; EOlh 8100

U.S.CLII8-4 11 Claims

An automatic cleaner for overhead conveyor rails compris-

ing a motor-driven carriage riding on the rail. The machine
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has vertically disposed axially rotatable brushes for cleaning the tray so to present the turtles to escape, ^^^ hood aC"

opposite sides of the rail and a suction device for collecting cordingly including sliding access doors on a front side for ser-

dirt removed by the brushes. The brushes are vertically ad-

7.^^' .

^^^S^Ma _!_
I

I

-^.\

justable to avoid interference with rail switches and with rail

hanger brackets and their rivet heads. An oil spray system

mounted on the machine behind the brushes coats the cleaned

surfaces of the rail to inhibit corrosion.

oC„„ ^ \m

3,786,780

PORTABLE CANINE TOILET
Carmine Pezzlno. 251 Westminster, Brooklyn, N.V.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,505

Int. CI. AOlk 23100; A47f 13106

U.S. CI. 119-1

vicing the tray area, the front and sides of the hood having

viewing windows, and a top of the hood having lamps directing

light rays downwardly on the tray and aquarium tank.

1 Claim

3,786,782

MILK FLOW SENSING VALVE FOR TEAT CUP RELEASE

Walter Frank Abrahamson; John Hougham Abrahamson, and

Boris Hougham Abrahamson, all of R. D. 6, Otorohanga,

New Zealand

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,122

Claims priority, application New Zealand, June 30, 1971,

164144; Mar. 3, 1972, 166474

Int. CLAOlj 5/04

U.S.CL 119-14.08 5 Claims

As a portable canine toilet, in combination a holder and-

disposable waste receiving means adapted to be removably

fitted upon the holder. The holder has a projecting means

mounted on its rod portion, and the receiving means has a par-

tially circumferential sleeve along its upper portion and into

which the lower part of the holder is inserted. The receiving

means also has a stringed collar at the top of the upper por-

tion, the protruding portion of the string normally positioned

on the projecting means.

3,786,781

TURTLE TRAY AND HOOD (A NATURAL HABITAT)

Gene M. Poulsen, 5455 Sheffield Ct. Apt. 52, Alexandria, Va.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,397

Int. CL AOlk 64/00

U.S.CL 119-5 1 Claim

An enclosure for placement upon a conventional aquarium

tank such as is used in a home for tropical and other fish, the

enclosure comprising a tray upon which turtles may climb

from the aquarium water, and a hood that is placeable over

y

A milk now sensing valve unit particularly for location in a

milk line to a set of teat cups and whereby vacuum supply to

the teat cups can be cut off, or at least substantially reduced,

to effect release of the teat cups from the animal upon cessa-

tion or substantial reduction in milk flow from the animal. The

sensing valve unit including a hollow body defining a milk

receiving float chamber housing a float member which is ar-

ranged to actuate and hold open valve means on filling of the

chamber with milk from the teat cups to permit milk discharge

through a main outlet to which vacuum is applied. A second^

ry or drain outlet is provided for emptying the chamber after

cessation of milking and the arrangement providing that the

float member will hold the Valve means open whilst there is

full milk flow from an animal in excess of the milk flow per-

mitted through the secondary or drain outlet, but when the
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milk flow from the animal into the chamber falls below the

flow rate through the secondary or drain outlet, the float

lowers to close the valve means and shut off vacuum supply to

the upper part of the chamber and milk inlet to thus shut off

vacuum supply to the teat cups and permit the teat cups to fall

away from the cows udder.

3,786,785

WATERING VALVE
Jarl Rune Olde, Laduagen 4, Uppsala, Sweden

Filed Oct. 2. 1972, Ser. No. 294,372

Giaims priority, application Sweden, Sept. 30,

12410/71
Int.CI. A01k7/W;

1971,

3,786.783

FEED CONVEYING AND DISPENSING APPARATUS
Terryl J. Ripstein, 2478 Main St., Varysburg, N.V.

Filed July 12, 1972. Ser. No. 270,937

Int.Cl. A01k5/00

U.S. CI. 119-52 AF 4 Claims

U.S. CI. 119-75 4 Claims

An endless trough is suspended in an elevated, generally

horizontal plane above and slightly forward of the front ends

of a plurality of stalls disposed in spaced-apart rows. A plurali-

ty of transversely extendmg paddles, carried by an endless

drive chain, convey feed material through the trough

Openings are provided in the trough bottom wall for

dispensmg the feed material to livestock confined within the

stalls. Slide gates are associated with the openings for selec-

tively closing such openings or varying the sizes thereof.

A watering valve for animals including a valve device and a

water outlet to be placed above a feed trough for supplying

water out over a large area of the feed in the trough The actu-

able end of the valve stem being on such a distance from the

water outlet that an animal cannot actuate the valve and drink

of the water simultaneously.

3.786.786

ANIMAL FEEDER
Leif H. Gravos, Arnegard, N. Dak.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972. Ser. No. 302,747

Int.CI. A01k.S/W>

U.S.CL 119-52 A 1 Claim

3,786,784

FISH FEEDING APPARATUS
Eugene W. Dils, Jr.; Larry A. Ward, and Robert A. Ward, all

of Vancouver, Wash., assignors to Garon Company, Van-

couver, Wash.
Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,463

Int. CI. AOlk 5/00

U.S. CI. 119-51 R 8 Claims

/S--

IS 1/7 -.'O

A feeder for small pigs that stores food in a vertical con-

tainer. Food deposited in a top opening is taken by the animals

at a bottom opening. An integrally built agitator is manually

operated from time to time to move the food to the bottom

opening.

A conduit system in fish feeding apparatus including plural

end-to-end disposed conduit sections which, when in commu-

nication with onei^nother, define an elongated How path for

feed. Each conduit section is pivoted adjacent its intake end to

permit selective downward swinging of its discharge end to

dispense feed out of the How path. Adjacent the discharge end

of each such conduit section, and positioned beneath the fiow

path, is a multi-vaned diffuser which, with the discharge end of

the associated conduit section lowered, diffuses feed

dispensed from such end.

3,786,787

DEVICE FOR DISPOSING OF DOG DROPPINGS
Morton Weinberger, 1023 S. Carley Ct., North Bellmore, N.V.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,672

Int. CI. AOlk 2i/00

U.S.CL 119-95 4 Claims

A harness and bag device for dogs and similar pets is

described of which at least the bag portion thereof is disposa-

ble. The harness includes cooperating back and belly strip

means which are connectable to encircle the dog at the girth,

and a pair of bag-carrying strap means extending from the
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back strap to the belly strap and adapted to pass inside^ the

^^^^^^^X:^^^^^!:^
hind legs of the dog. Bag means is provided integrally with or 8.'"^ Jf'e '^"8 " °

operating parameter. In addition,

attachable to. the pair of bag-carrying strap means and con^
''^^^^^^^T.::l:Z^ pulses is determined in response to

nection is provided between the straps to locate the back strap the length

^^^ ^^ ^ speed voltage during each of the control

pulses The amplitude of the speed voltage linearly varies over

vr>^, a lime period defined as a function of the total time interval

,:rij ^ -^, ,'\

with respect to the tail and thereby to properly position the

bag for catching the dog droppings. The bag is formed on or

attached to the bag-carrying straps in such a way as not to in-

terfere with the dogs movement, or to tightly cover any part

that the dog may try to lick, scratch or bite. —<>——\-^—i -— .'--lV^ >

3,786,788

FUEL INJECTION APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Toshi Suda, Nagoya, and HIdeya Fujisawa, Karlya, both of

Japan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Aichi-ken Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 64,766, Aug. 18, 1970

abandoned. This application May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,256

Int. CI. F02m 5/ /OO

U.S.a.l23-32EA 2 Claims

between the termination of successive control pulses thereby

to provide coarse speed compensation. Further, the slope or

the rate of change in the amplitude of the speed voltage is

defined as a function of engine speed thereby to provide fine

speed compensation Preferably, the rate of change m the am-

plitude of the speed voltage is altered such that the length of

The control pulses is approximately linearly released to the

speed of the engine.

4

3,786,790

DOUBLE-CHAMBERED RECIPROCATABLE DOUBLE-

ACTION-PISTON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Joseph B. Plevyak, 19 Jefferson St., Newton, N J.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,687

Int. CI. F02b 75/26.75/2*

U.S.CL123-58C 11 Claims

In a fuel injection apparatus for an internal combustion en-

gine including a fuel pump for feeding fuel from a fuel tank to

a fuel distributor, an overflow valve for regulating the pressure

of the fuel in said fuel distributor and solenoid valves provided

in the same number as the number of cylinders of the engine

and connected to said fuel distributor to act as fuel injection

valves said solenoid valves are driven by a variable frequency

oscillator and the frequency of said variable frequency oscilla-

tor is controlled in accordance with the average quantity of air

sucked by the engine per unit time and further said solenoid

valves are opened and closed by means of a pulse row inde-

pendent of the engine speed.

3,786,789

ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM HAVING

COARSE AND FINE SPEED COMPENSATION

Paul N. Barr, Kokomo, Ind., and Tim G. Jagodzinski, Troy,

Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,749

Int. CI. F02d 5/02, F02m 5/ /OO

U.S.CL 1 23-32 EA 8 Claims

Fuel is applied to an internal combustion engine in an

amount determined by the length of the control pulses

An internal combustion engine having two piston chambers

in series with . interconnected pistons for synchronous

reciprocating motion, the combustion-expansion cycle of one

cylinder serving to return the other piston to the fuel-compres-

sion Slate, there being an intermediate compression and igni-

tion chamber between the opposing piston cylinders and

pistons with a valve means mounted within ihe piston cylinder

such as a spherical ball movable between and scalable al-

ternately of opposite-end openings of the ignition chamber

opening into the opposing piston cylinders and the movement

of the spherical ball valve being dependent upon return-move-

ment of the piston bringing about compression of gases ad-

jacent the ball thereby forcing the ball out of the vent toward

the distant end of the ignition cylinder away from the ap-

proaching piston, to seal the far end of the ignition chamber.
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whereby as the approaching piston continues to approach and

finally to become substantially Hush with the piston chamber,

gases within the space adjacent the approaching piston and

compressed within the ignition chamber prior to ignition by a

spark plug or other ignition mechanism within the ignition

chamber.
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3,786,793
'

EMISSION CONTROL DEVICE FOR CARBURETOR-
EQUIPPED INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES

Victor C. Bohls, 6391 Brittany PI., Littleton, and D. Douglas

Graham, 2000 W. 92nd Ave., Denver, both of Colo.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 223,863

lnt.CLF02bii/00

U.S.CLI23-II9A
*

9 Claims

3,786,791

EXHAUST CONTROL METHOD AND APPARATUS

Kay Keith Richardson, Baytown, Tex., assignor to Vthur F.

Hoehn, Trustee, Houston, Tex.

Filed Jan. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 221,179

Int. CI. F02b 2 7/00. FOln 1100

U.S.CM23-65EM -» 1 1
Claims^

•3 —

-

K->

An exhaust control method and apparatus for controlling

the exhaust How of an internal combustion engine to increase

engine efficiency and power while suppressing the sound of

the exhaust by both absorbing and canceling sound waves.

3,786,792

VARIABLE VALVE TIMING SYSTEM
VVinlon J. Pelizzoni; Jack F. Greathouse; Frank J. Pekar. Jr.,

and Richard B. Gibson, all of Hagerstown, Md., assignors to

Mack Trucks, Inc., Allentown, Pa.

FiledMay 28, 1971,Ser.No. 147,833

Int. CI. FQld 13104

U.S. CI. 123-97 B. 36 Claims

An eccentrically pivoted control vane is provided in a bore

interconnecting a standard carburetor with the intake

manifold of an internal-combustion engine The shaft of the

control vane is connected to a pressure sensitive actuator ex-

posed to the differential between atmospheric and induction

manifold pressure levels, the angular position of the control

vane being, therefore, sensitive to both engine air mass now

and manifold vacuum Two inlet ports, for diluting air and

recirculating exhaust gas, variably obscured by tabs mounted

on the control vane, flow through them depending on the an

gular position of the latter A secondary air dilution circuit

provides a small now of air at intermediate manifold vacuum

conditions Emission of harmful pollutants is substantially

reduced by the admixture of recycled exhaust gas and of dilut-

ing air with the engine propellant charge

3,786,794

TRIGGER MECHANISM FOR FUEL INJECTION PUMP
ANEROID CONTROL

Lewis Kie Davis. Waterloo. Iowa, assignor to Deere & Com-

pany, Moline, 111.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309.364

Int. CI. F02m 6i/00. F02n / 7100

U.S.CLI23-139ST 6 Claims

A system for varying the valve timing of an internal com-

bustion engine to increase the retarding effect of the engine

for braking purposes, to increase the compression ratio of a

relatively low compression ratio engine to enhance starting,

and to optimize breathing to improve the engine performance

over the useful operating speed range The valve timing is

varied by changing the total valve train length so as to shift the

points on the cam profile at which the valve opening and clos-

ing events are determined.

MOOO I COWMCTCD ro

A trigger mechanism for the control member of an aneroid

on a fuel injection pump assembly includes pivot lever means

linked to the fuel shut-off lever of the pump assembly to move

the fuel shut-off lever between its off and on positions, pivoted

trigger means operatively connected to the control member

and extending across the path of movement of the lever means
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to be engaged and moved by the lever means in a direction to

move the control member in a direction to deactivate the ane-

roid as the lever means is moved in a direction to move the

fuel shut-off lever to its off position, and a one-way connection

between the speed control lever of the pump assembly and the

trigger means to move the trigger means in a direction to move

the control member in a direction to activate the aneroid as

the speed control lever is moved towards its high-speed posi-

tion With this arrangement, the aneroid is automatically

deactivated when the engine is shut down so that the engine

can be overfuelled for starting and as soon as the speed con-

trol lever is advanced to accelerate the engine, the aneroid is

again activated.

gine characterized by that the connecting rod is disconnected

from' the piston and turned to a suitable position in the crank-

case the piston is drawn out of the cylinder to the crankshaft

and supported on the crankshaft, and the crankshaft is routed

together with the piston to the position where the piston is

taken out of the engine.

3,786,795
• CYLINDER HEAD

Yasuhlsa Kaneko; Yasuhiko Komatsu, and Yasuo Okada, all of

Toyota. Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha, Toyola-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

Filed Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,420

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 30, 1971, 46-96428

lnt.CI.F02b2J/00

U.S.CL123-193H 2 Claims

3,786,797

VALVE SPRING RETAINER LOCKS AND METHOD OF
ASSEMBLING ON A VALVE STEM

Maurice J. Fade, and Charles N. Mellowes, both of Milwaukee,

Wis., assignors to Charter Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Mar. 3 1,1 97 1, Ser. No. 129,791

Int. CLF0lli//0. J/00

U.S.CL 123-90.67 4 Claims

The present invention relates to an improvement in the in-

ternal combustion engine, particularly, internal combustion

engines for automobiles. More specifically it relates to an im-

proved cylinder head characterized by having the total area of

the internal wall of the exhaust port constructed in two-piece

fashion, one piece or part being a refractory part solidly en-

veloped with the other part which is the engine casting. The

refractory part is shrink-ntted in the molten metal of the cast^

ing so that It can fully withstand repeated cycles of heating and

cooling as well as mechanical vibrations.

3,786,796

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TAKING OUT PIStbN

IN TRUNK PISTON ENGINE

Takeo Okazaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to M«t*»« Shipbuilding

and Engineering Company, Ltd. and Japan Ship s Machin-

ery Development Association, both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,128

Claims priority, application Japan, May 27, 1971, 46-36822

Int. CI. F02f 7/00

U.S.a.l23-195R
*C'-""»

An externally tapered valve spring retainer lock is formed of

multiple segments, preferably three in number, which have ex-

ternal circumferential grooves in circumferential alignment to

accommodate a yielding ring having separable ends to hold

the segments in pre-assembled relationship so that the lock

may yield outwardly as it is being slipped onto a valve stem

and be held in pre-assembled condition prior to being engaged

with the tapered bore of the valve spring retainer. The seg-

ftients are connected to the ring and maintain the ring in a

fixed circumferential position so that one of the end portions

of the ring is slideablc over a segment during expansion of the

lock with said end so located that it can provide for maximum

needed expansion of the lock without having said end enter a

joint.
^

3,786,798

DIRECT FIRED WATER HEATER

Lothar A. Huettner, c/o Inter ContlnenUl Corp., 193 W. Boyl-

ston St., West Boylston, Mass.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,290

lnt.CLF24h///0

U.S. CI. 126-350 R II Claims

.=:^-^-rp:;=:":n:^"^^--
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trally located in the dniin. the burner being Hxed. there being arranged to extend along said storage station and also beyond

an inlet stator and an outlet stator having openings at different one end thereof so as to define an asphalt loading station,

distances from the inner periphery of the drum providing a whereby asphalt carriers can be loaded with asphalt by said

static pressure difference in the water. overhead conveyor.

3,786.799

PULSE RELIEF DAMPER
Paul D. Cox, Ridgeville, Ind., assignor to Cox Manufacturing

Co., Inc., Ridgevillc, Ind.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,190

Int. CI. F24c 3106

U.S.CL 126-91 A lOCWms

For use with a tube-fired radiant heating system which in-

cludes a serially connected fuel combustmg device and an

elongated, hollow radiant heating tubp. a pressure-pulse relief

damper comprising a chamber having a first openmg therein

which communicates with the interior of the radiant heating

tube at a point adjacent the fuel combusting device and a

second opening therein disposed remotely with respect to the

first opening and communicating with the atmosphere. A nor-

mally closed, unidirectional valve means is mounted within

the chamber for preventing the fiow of air through the

chamber from the radiant heating tube to the atmosphere and

which is responsive to a sub-atmospheric pressure in the radi-

ant heating tube for permitting the fiow of air from the at-

mosphere to the interior of the radiant heating tube.

3.786,801

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AIDING IN THE
DETECTION OF BREAST CANCER

Otto W. Sartorius, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to Diag-

nostic, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 801.613, Feb. 24, 1969, Pat.

No. 3.608,540. This application Sept. 28. 1971, Ser. No.

184ii0l. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Sept. 28. 1988. has been disclaimed.

Int.CLA6Ib/0/00 I

U.S.CI. I28-2F 2 Claims

3,786.800

ASPHALT STORAGE AND LOADING APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Anton H. Helkr. Levittown. N.Y.. assignor to Poweray In-

frared Corporation. Farmingdalc, N.Y.

Filed July 1 2. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 6 1 .56

1

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, July 31, 1970,

37155/70
Int. CLEOIc/ 9/45

U.S. CL 126—343.5 A 6 Claims

/».

3C A u I

i>{
t 1

I

A method for detection of cancer of the breast is provided

which comprises drawing a partial vacuum around the area of

the breast immediately peripherally surrounding the breast

nipple to restrain sphincter contraction of the duct openings m
the nipple area, then, while maintaining this first mentioned

partial vacuum, intermittently applying a zone of reduced

pressure to the nipple itself for the extraction of secretion

therefrom in sufficient quantity for the cytological examina-

tion of epithelial cells found therein for abnormalities. An ap-

paratus is also provided for practicing the method.

3.786.802

LEG UNIT INSERTS
Nubar D. Hagopian, Waltham. and John M. Colman. Lexing-

ton, both of Mass., assignors to Medical Innovations, Inc.,

Waltham, Mass.

FiledOct. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 299,712

lnt.C\.\6lU 1 100

U.S. CI. 1 28- 24 R 3 Claims

An asphalt storage and loading apparatus advantageously

located adjacent to or distant from an asphalt plant and

operated independently thereof, said apparatus including plu-

ral heated enclosures arranged in side-by-side relation to

define an asphalt storage station, and an overhead conveyor

In an external pressure circulatory assist apparatus of the

kind wherein hydraulic pressure is cycled against a patient's

legs usually in synchronization with the patient's heartbeat,

means to improve the performance of the apparatus on

smaller patients by providing rigid leg inserts adapted to fit

between the upper portion of a supine patient's legs and a rigid

shell for enclosing both the inserts and a hydraulic blanket.

The inserts provide means to improve pressure cycle control

on a patient's legs.
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3,786,803

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING THERAPUTIC TRACTION

IN PROGRESSIVE INTERMITTENT INCREASE OF
MAGNITUDE

Laurence R. Petulla, 2290 Highland Park Ln., Campbell, and

Harris E. Fik, 420 Alberto Way, Dept. 19, Los Gates, both

of Calif. ^, ,^_,,«
Filed Apr. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 248,637

lnt.CI.A61h //02

^. .^o Tc 10 Claims
U.S.CI. 128-75

3,786,805

SPLINT HAVING INFLATABLE DETACHABLE
CUSHIONS

Andre Marcel Tourin, Paris, France, assignor to Institute

Europeen de Recherces et d'AppUcations Medicales

"I.E.R.A.M.", Paris, France

Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,664

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 6, 1970, 70.36047

Int. CLA6 If 5/04

U.S.CL 128-87 R 5 Claims

Apparatus for applying therapeutic traction to a patient in

which a solenoid energized simultaneously with the energiza-

tion of an intermittently operated traction motor actuates a

ratchet wheel fixed to a device that controls the magnitude of

applied traction to increase intermittently and automatically

the magnitude of applied traction for each cycle over a

preselected period of time until a maximum magnitude of ap-

plied traction is reached.

3.786,804

HINGFD KNEE BRACE HAVING TORQUE PADS FOR

PRODUCING INWARD SUPPORT PRESSURE

Hector E. Lewis. Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Surgical Ap-

pliance Industries, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278.372

Int. CI. A61f 5/00

U.S.CL128-80C
^C'-'"'

Elongated, infiatable cushions are detachably secured along

the length of a U-shaped frame adapted to support the limb o|

a vertebrae. A stretching device is provided for encircling the

ankle of the user to apply tension to the supported limb.

3,786,806

THERMOCONSTRICTIVE SURGICAL APPLIANCE

Alan A. Johnson, S.W. 620 Dawnview, Pullman, Wash., and

Frank P. Alicandri, 5 1 1 Emerson Ave., Teaneck, N J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 72,65 1 , Sept. 16, 1970

abandoned. This application Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308.739

Int. CI. A6 If 5/04

U.S. a. 128-92 D
• "'Claims

A knee brace for supporting a weakened knee having a sin-

gle-piece cylindrical sleeve of elastic
•"-^"^^^""'"T^fon

Accommodate the wearer's knee. A pair ^^
»""f;/f

/'""^

gated arms are located on opposite outer sides of the sleeve to

laterally support the knee without impairing the normal bend-

ng of the knee joint. Pads are provided on both sides of the

sleeve between the associated lower arms of each hinge and

opposite sides of the knee to provide a torque on the hinge

armTwhich results in the application of an inward supporting

pressure on the knee joint. A pair of openings are P/ovded on

Ihe front and rear of the sleeve to accommodate the kneecap

and to prevent bunching of the sleeve as the knee bends. Addi-

tionally, a pair of replaceable strips are provided to alterna-

tively fully encircle or partially encircle the wearer's eg above

and below the knee to insure that the brace will remain

properly positioned.

The application of a plate of thermoconstrictive material for

extra-medullary fixation of fractured bones is described. The

plate consisting of a nickel-titanium alloy, is subjected to

deformation by a tensile stress below its critical transition tem-

perature. Upon securing the plate over the fracture, heat is ap-

plied at or above the transition temperature thereof so as to

return it to its original state, thereby drawing the fractured

bone ends together.

3,786,807

DISPOSABLE DIAPHRAGM AND INSERTION-REMOVAL

UNIT THEREFOR

Dale B. Dubin, 25 Park Ln. South, Menands, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,303

Int. CLA61f 5/46

117 9 Claims

"*A*dispos^le diaphragm and reusable insertion-removal

unit which enables the user to easily insert, position and

remove the diaphragm. The diaphragm includes a magneti_

cally attractable object embedded in absorbent -"aterial such

magnetically attractable object being attracted to or released
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from the tip of an insertion-removal unit, the insertion- engagement with the ring by a quickly removable contracting

removal unit having a magnet at the end of a plunger rod band deforming the diaphragm material into the groove. The

diaphragm has an opening therein encircled by a collar ad-

When the plunger-rod is advanced forward, it attracts and

holds the diaphragm and when it is retracted it releases the

diaphragm.

3.786.808

INTRAUTERINE CONTRAC EPTIVE DEVICE WITH
SCALLOPED EDGE APPENDAGES

Irwin S. Lerner. Grwnwich, Conn., assignor to A. H. Robins

Company, Incorporated, Richmond, Va.

Filedjune23, l97I,S«r. No. 155,866

Int. CI. A6 If 5/46

t.S. CI. 1 28- 130 62 Claims

An intrauterine contraceptive device made from plastic and

having a perimetral ring with or without a central membrane

and including perimetral appendages having scalloped side

edges located on each of the side portions of the perimetral

ring. The width of the outer scallops preferably decreases as

the locations of the scallops approach the tail portion, provid-

ing the lUD with an inverted somewhat pear shaped scalloped

outline when viewed in plan. A marker and extraction string

or line is secured at the nose portion but can be secured to the

tail portion. The scalloped appendages arc constructed in the

manner of webs which are substantially flat or they can be hol-

low with a bulbous cross-section. Internal of the perimetral

ring is preferably a membrane which may be a single wall or

made hollow by having a double wall. The membrane has

openings at least adjacent the nose and the tail. The internal

membrane can be centrally disposed or made as internally

scalloped appendages.

justable into close contact with the infant's neck. The en-

velope has a slider-closed major access opening and various

ratings for minor access and monitoring connections

3.786.810

PLACEMENT APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING AN
ELONGATED ELEMENT IN A BODY LUMENT

Karl A. Pannier, Jr.; Gordon S. Reynolds, and James L. Soren-

son, all of Salt Lake City, Utah, assignors to Levey s. Inc.,

Salt Lake City, Utah

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 885.803, Dec. 17, 1969,

abandoned. This application Mar. 22, 197l,Ser.No. 126,439

Int.CI. A6lm.?//00

t.S.CL 128-214.4 17 Claims

tr ,

^ ''^'tyi

A placement apparatus or unit for positioning an elongated

element in a body lumen, and a method of using the same. The

elongated element may be a catheter, piezoelectric transducer

means carried in a catheter, a coaxial cable, or other sensing

means, which may or may not have a lumen therethrough, but

which may be connected to apparatus for indicating or record-

ing central arterial pulse wave-forms and other heart actions.

The element is encased in a sheath to which the proximal end

of the element is removably connected, and the element is ad-

vanced relatively to a needle into a body lumen by pulling or

pushing the sheath through an opening in the needle hub. The

method involves monitoring venous or arterial pressure from

the point of entry into a body lumen to the thoracic cavity at

or adjacent the heart.

3,786,811

SYRINGE CONSTRUCTION
Le Grand K. Holbrook, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Medi-

cal Development Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,211

Int. CI. A6lm 5/22

U.S. CL 128-218 P 3 Claims

3,786,809

DEVICE FOR TREATING INFANTS HAVING
BREATHING DIFFICULTIES

Sotiris Kitrilakis, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Tecna Corpora-

tion, Emeryville, Calif.

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,968

lnt.CI.A61m 76/02

U.S.CL 128—191 8 Claims

A device for treating infants having breathing difficulty has

a rigid, externally grooved ring to one side of which is attached

a clear, flexible, plastic envelope adapted to contain the in-

fant's head and provided with a connection for a flexible hose

leading breathing gas under pressure from a suitable source

into the envelope. The other side of the ring is spanned by a

flexible, plastic diaphragm overlying the groove and held in

The compact syringe construction wherein the internal

plunger is externally actuated by a side-mount actuator so
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connected to an interior plunger portion that a forward ad-

vance of the actuator will effect a forward advance of the in-

terior plunger, this for desired liquid expression from the syr-

inge. Two embodiments of the invention specifically disclose

teachable, flexible elongate connector inter-engagement of

the plunger and actuator and also a pin-type sealed intercon-

nection. General syringe improvements as to slanted forward-

face closure, and related items are included.

the discharge port by the bladder moving in response to pres-

sure generated in the second chamber to increase its volume

while simultaneously reducing the volume of the first chamber

to release the drug at a controlled rate over a prolonged

period of time. The device is initially optionally contained in a

bioerodible container that erodes in the area to release the

container.

3,786,812

CONTACT LENS FOR OLAR DRUG DELIVERY

Charles W. Neefe, Box 429, Big Spring, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 45,333, June 1 1, 1970, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 562,022, May 16, 1966,

abandoned. This application Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No.

233v408. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Sept. 25, 1990, has been disclaimed.

lnt.CI.A61m 7/00

U.S.CL 128-260 4 Claims

3,786,814

METHOD OF PREVENTING CRYOADHESION OF

CRYOSURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CRYOSURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS

Thomas A. Armao, 1242 56th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 213,380, Dec. 29, 1971,

abandoned. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,314

lnt.CLA6Ib/7/J6

U.S.CLI28-303.I 38 Claims

A method of making a contact lens for delivering medica-

tions directly to the ocular tissue. The central segment being

transparent and capable of correcting refractive errors. The

peripheral segment containing the desired medication and the

rate at which the medication is released to the eye is con-

trolled.

3,786,813

DRUG DELIVERY DEVICE WITH SELF ACTUATED

MECHANISM FOR RETAINING DEVICE IN SELECTED
AREA

Alan S. Michaels, Atherton, CaliL, assignor to Alza Corpora-

tion, Palo Alto, CallL

Continuation of Ser. No. 300,673, Oct. 25, 1972, abandoned.

This application Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,798

Int. CLA61m 3 //OO

U.S.CL 128-260 8 Claims

A method of preventing cryoadhesion of cryosurgical in-

struments comprises placing on the surface of the instrument

which comes in contact with tissue a coating of a fluorocarbon

anti-cryoadhesion material which is a good heat conducting

material which is liquid at ambient temperatures and remains

a liquid at cryogenic temperatures and which is non-toxic to

tissue A cryosurgical instrument which prevents cryoadhe-

sion has a hollow inner portion of a good heat conducting

material having a cryogenic fiuid inlet passage opening into

the hollow interior thereof and a cryogenic outlet passage

opening out of t^e hollow interior thereof A sheath is pro-

vided which is of a good heat conducting material, at least a

portion of which is porous. The sheath is positioned around

ihe inner portion and spaced therefrom to define an enclosed

space between the sheath and the inner portion. The instru-

ment has an anti-cryoadhesion inlet passage therethrough

opening into the enclosed space for anti-cryoadhesion materi-

al to flow into the space and through the porous portion of the

sheath so that it is always present on the surface of the instru-

ment during its use.

28

3,786,815

RADIOPAQUE CLAMP
Richard E. Ericson, Keene, N.H., assignor to C. R. Bard, Inc.,

Murray Hill, NJ. ..o,oc
Filed July 14, 197 1, Ser. No. 168,785

lnt.CI.A61b/7/2«,/ 7/08

*
U.S. a. 128-321 • 5 Claims

A device is disclosed for administering a drug at a con-

trolled rate for a prolonged period of time to a drug receptor

area to produce a nonsystemic or systemic physiological or

pharmacological effect. The device is comprised of a hollow

deformable member that is movable from a collapsed to an ex-

panded position and returnable to a collapsed position after an

extended period of time. A housing is attached to the

deformable member and it is internally divided into a first and

second chamber with the chambers separated by an imperme-

able pressure responsive movable bladder. The first civamber

contains a drug and it has a dilcharge port for releasing the

drug to the exterior of the device. The second chamber con-

tains a means for generating pressure that is applied against

the bladder. Drug is released from the first chamber through

A surgical clamp of the scissors type, adapted to be locked

closed and having knurled clamping surfaces which can be
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brought into contact, straight edge clamping portions which

cannot be broug^t into contact, and an opening between the

pivot point and handles through which a tube can be passed

and held while the first named clamping surfaces are engaged

with a support such as a bed sheet, the two halves of the clamp

being idcritical and being injection molded of glass-fiber-filled

nylon.

3,786,818

APPARATUS FOR TURGOR CONDITIONING TOBACCO
William H. Johnson, Raleigh. N.C., assignor to Research Cor-

poration. New York, N.Y.

Division o( Ser. No. 14.060. Feb. 24. 1970. Pal. No. 3,7 10.803.

This application Aug. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 284.170

int. CI. A24b «.?//«

U.S. CI. 131-136 1 Claim

3.786,816

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OCCLUDING FLUID
FLOW THROUGH VESSELS

Sidney Wolvek, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Technibiotics, Inc.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21. 1972, S«r. No. 317,233

Int.CI. A6lb/7//2, /7//0

U.S.CL 128-325 7 Claims

A vascular conduit tourniquet including a sleeve having a

bore defined by a wall formed of a resilient material and a

spring clip fixed over the sleeve, preferably at the end of the

sleeve opposite from the vessel which is to be occluded Um-

bilical tape is passed under the vessel, the ends of the tape

threaded through the sleeve bore and. while holding the ends

of the tape, the sleeve is advanced against the vessel, thereby

occluding the blood flow therein The spring clip is then

pinched forcing the sleeve walls together capturing the tape

therein and maintaining the sleeve against the vessel in oc-

cluding relationship therewith.

3,786,817

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AIDING SEVERED
NERVES TO JOIN

James R. Palma. 1502 Curry Rd., Schenectady, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 193,389, Oct. 28. 1971.

abandoned. This application June 1, 1972. Ser. No. 258.737

Int. CI. A6 lb; 7/04

VS. CL 128-334 R « >
Claims

.^..^..T^T^-^-'-''-^

Tobacco is shredded or strip form is turgor conditioned

prior to sublimation drying to produce tobacco of high

specific volume with minimal alteration of the chemical

characteristics and intercellular structure of the tobacco by

establishing a high vacuum around the tobacco to remove

rapidly air and water vapor from withm the cells and intercel-

lular spaces of the tobacco, supplying liquid water to the

evacuated tobacco and raising the ambient pressure to drive

the water into the cells and intercellular spaces of the tobacco.

Apparatus for carrying out the method includes scalable con-

tainers for tobacco, means for evacuating the container,

means for introducing water into the evacuated containers

and means for pressurizing the container to or above at-

mospheric pressure. The containers are disposed an a con-

veyor and brought into sealing engagement with a closure

member which is connected to the evacuating means and the

water and pressure supply. The actuation of the various means

in the sealing means is brought about by a sequence timer in

the system.

3.786.819

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TREATING HAIR

Audrey M. Cantrell. 1 1 1 Ehlinger Dr.. Bryan. Tex.

Filed Oct. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 189.959

Int.CL A45d l\00

U.S.CL 132-9 9 Claims

Method and apparatus in which severed nerve ends are

placed inside a tube which aligns the ntrve ends and guides

them to promote joining of the nerve ends An ambience may

b« provided inside the tube which further promotes joining of

the nerve ends.

A spacer for use in treating hair has an integral clamp for

sealingly gripping a quantity of hair to be treated, a trough for

GENE^L AND MECHANICAL
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holding the quantity of hair for applying a treatment material

thereto, and an integral connector for selectively connecting

the clamp to the trough. This spacer may be used m a method

for treating hair having the steps of sealingly gripping a quanti-

ty of hair to be treated with a gripping device, holding the hair

to be treated in an open trough, treating the hair in the open

trough while permitting excess treating material to move

toward the gripping device, and collecting the excess treating

material within a cavity associated with the gripping device.
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3,786,822

ARTIFICIAL HAIR ARTICLES AND PROCESS FOR THE
PREPARATION THEREOF

Nobuo Kimura, YokkalchI, and Yukio Mizutani, Tokuyama,

both of Japan, assignors to Tokuyama Soda Kabushiki

Kaisha, Yamaguchi-ken and Toa Boshoku Kabushiki

Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Contlnuation-ln-parl of Ser. No. 864,479. Oct. 7. 196?,

abandoned. This application Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,796

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 11, 1968, 43-74414

Int.CLA41gi/00

U.S.CL 132-53 10 Claims

3,786,820

MIXER AND APPLICATOR FOR FINGERNAIL REPAIR

MATERIAL
Rudolph J. Kopfer, 137 Almenar Dr., Greenbrae, CaliL

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,874

Int.CI.A45d29//«

U.S. CI. 132-74.5 16 Claims

// ,16

A transparent tube has on one end a conical tip with abra-

sive coating thereon capable of use for preparing a fingernail

for repair, and has a mixer and applicator extended into its

other end. inside the tube is a crushabic capsule containing a

liquid monomer, within the tube is a polymer in powder form;

means being provided to crush the capsule thereby to release

the monomer, said mixer being manipulatable to mix said

Imuid and powder to suitable consistency observable through

the transparent tube, and said mixer being withdrawable from

sard tube for use as an applicator to apply the mixture to the

damaged fingernail, said monomer an.: polymer being capable

of forming an auto polymer with a hardening time of about

one-half to one and one-half minutes.

Artificial hair article made of filamentary shaped strands of

a fiber-forming, thermoplastic synthetic polymer containing as

uniformly dispersed therein and incorporated therewith, parti-

cles of cross-linked copolymer of 0.01 to 2 microns in size

which do not decompose at the melting point of the fiber-

forming, thermoplastic synthetic polymer, in an amount of 01

to 10 percent by weight, the strands having a uniformly dis-

tributed fine slit-like grooved pattern along their entire length.

3,786,823

TRUCK WASH APPARATUS

Robert B. Wiley, 21630 Knudsen Dr., Grosse He, Mich.

Filed July 19, 197 1, Ser. No. 163,892

lnt.CLB60si/04

U.S.a. 134-45 11 Claims

3,786,821

METHOD AND KIT FOR FORMING AN ARTIFICIAL

NAIL

Harold P. Noskin, Wantagh, N.Y., assignor to Customcraft

Nails, Inc.. Rockville Centre, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 9. 1973. Ser. No. 331.320

Int. CI. A45d AOiiO

U.S. a. 132-88.5 20 Claims

A method and kit for forming an artificial nail whereby a

thin plastic cover is bonded to a digit nail and the bonding

material is formed so as to taper from the front edge "[he

diRit nail to the front edge of the cover. A method and kit is

provided for forming an artificial nail that simulates a natural

nail.

A truck wash apparatus comprising a carnage which is

movable back and forth over a stationary truck. The carriage

supports spray nozzles for washing the truck. The spray noz-

zles are movable to wash the sides and ends of the truck. One

of the spray nozzle arms extends vertically and is supported by

a trolley that is movable transversely of the carriage and is in-

dexable to wash the sides and ends of the truck. The carriage

is first moved along to wash one side of the truck, the nozz e

arm is then indexed and the trolley is moved t^^"^7"«'y ^°

wash an end of the truck, the nozzle is then mdexed and he

carriage is moved to wash the other side of the
«'"f

;
^"^^

'"l^

nozzle is then indexed and the trolley moved to wash the other

end of the truck.
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3,786,824

CHEMICAL DESCALING APPARATUS FOR

DISCONTINUOUS AUTOMATIC TREATMENT OF SHEET
METAL

Bernard Lhenry, Le Creusol, France, assignor to Creusol-

Loirc. Paris, France

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,061

Int. CL B08b 3102

U.S.CL 134-62 10 Claims

3,786,826

OIL TANK SKIMMING DEVICE

Charles T. Taylor. Port Credit. Ontario. Canada, assignor to

Gulf Oil Canada Limited, Toronto. Ontario. Canada

Filed June 1 2. 1 972, Ser. No. 26 1 .836

lnt.CLB08bJ/m;

U.S.CL134-I04 4 Claims

'^rx^nia^ -4? 28'

A device to expedite removal of residual water immiscible

oil fr^im a large lank through a manhole entry in the side of the

tank, includes a trough which is inserted through the manhole

and levelled, after which water fed into the tank floats the

residual oil into the trough from which the oil discharges from

the tank through the manhole for recovery or disposal

Chemical descaling apparatus is provided for the automatic

treatment of sheets of metal, including, a descaling pit and a

rinsing pit, with introduction of the sheets into the descaling

pit and for transferring them to the rinsing pit The sheets are

handled in a series of cradles by a transfer crane which is

horizontally movable between the pits, and which has a verti-

cally movable support bar which includes hooks for support-

ing the cradles. A runway is used for initially introducing

sheets into the cradles.

3,786,827 I

FLOW CONTROL VALVE
Lawrancc F. Berg. Lockport, III., assignor to Caterpillar Trac-

tor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Mar. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 342,060

Int. CI. F 16k 11107

U.S.CL 137-109 11 Claims

I

3.786,825

ACID BATH WASHER APPARATUS
HasscI L. Weisner, P.O. Box 266, Mary Esther, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 96,878, Dec. 10, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 283,958

lnt.CLB08bi/0«

L^.CL 134-99 5 Claims

?* __, (OUTSlOf

3S '"i

MIUCO
^MltH

7 r—!_"*

^^?n<Krn^»

u
ACIO

13 »

Acid from a storage tank is delivered into a washer tank

containing work to be treated After treatment, the acid is

returned to the storage tank and the washer tank is rinsed with

water from an outside supply Distilled water from a distilled

water supply tank is then admitted into the washer tank to

treat the work therein, and after the distilled water is

discharged, a hot air generator delivers hot air into the washer

tank to dry the work.

A flow control valve is used with a hydraulic cylinder having

a reciprocable piston and a rod connected thereto The valve

includes a valving spool which defines a relatively stable

center position blocking off hydraulic fluid flow to the rod end

of the cylinder, but not interfering with the flow to the head

end of the cylinder Upon application of pressurized hydraulic

fluid to the valve through a line connected to the valve, the

valving spool shifts in one direction to allow fluid flow to the

rod end of the cylinder, retracting the rod Upon application

of fluid pressure to the head end of the cylinder, the valving

spool shifts in the other direction to allow open communica-

tion between the rod end and the head end of the cylinder, so

that fluid flows from the rod end to the head end of the

cylinder, resulting in a super-charged condition at the head

end of the cylinder and consequent rapid extension of the rod.

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 1413
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3,786,830

YA'ffr. r^HRrK V AI VE UNIT OIL DRAINING VALVE FOR A COMPRESSED AIR

COMPRESSOR UNLOADER AND CHECK VALVE UNIT "
CONTAINER

Joseph L. Krechel, 1420 Hanley Industrial Ct., Chesterfield,
^^_^_^^ ^^^^^ Kawaguchi, Japan, assignor to Nippon Piston

^*<»-
„,., e^ K< ^B^ ini Ring KabushikiKaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,101 8
^.^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ 268,548

Int.CLG05d I6II0
claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 4, 1971,46-58328

U.S.CK 137-116 8 Claims v
int. CI. F16t ///4

U.S.CL 137-204 8 Claims

-20

An improved compressor unloader and check valve unit

normally operable automatically to unload a compressor when

the pressure downstream from the compressor exceeds a

predetermined value and having means for locking it m either

Its loaded or unloaded mode of operation.

3,786,829

VENT VALVE ASSEMBLY

Thomas P. Nardo, Old Bethpage, and Ralph R. P^^r;;/"*
Northport, both of N.Y., assignors to Universal Oil Products

Company, Des Plaines, IH.
,^c ^ i^

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,414

Int. CLF16k 45/02

U.S.a. 137-202 2 Claims

An automatic draining valve having a plate-shaped valve

member spring-biased toward a position in which it deflries

Throttling passages connecting the inlet and discharge nipples

of the valve. An increased fluid pressure at the inlet nipple

causes the valve member to be pressed ^g^^^^V^^^^V^" ^^^
discharge nipple. The valve permits a container intermi tently

? ce.v.ng compressed air to be drained of lubricating oil while

at approximately ambient pressure, while sealing the con-

tainer if it receives compressed air.

3,786,831

VALVE WITH MODULAR MANIFOLD BODY

Wm. L. Clippard, III, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Clippard

Instrument Laboratory, Inc., Cincinnati Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 206,636, Dec. 10, 197 L This application

Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,303

lnt.CKFl6k///00.F15c//06
. .,- '%^o 16 Claims

U.S.CL 137-269

Vent valve assembly for hot water boiler of type used in air-

craft galleys permits trapped air in the boiler to escape during

Z initial fill'The valve includes a floating ball -h.ch nses as

the boiler is filled so as to seat against an o-nng for sealing the

boiler under pressure. A flow diverting plate PO«'»'°"«f ""^^^

the ball permits escaping air to rise rapidly around the baU

without causing the ball to lift and be prematurely sealed

Gainst the o-ring. The plate also prevents the ball from

blocking the air which must enter the boiler when it is drained.

A valve having a modular, multi-passage manifold or body.

Different types of valve mechanisms are insertabic ax.ally

through an open end of a cavity formed within the manifold

and are sealed therein by a closure. Fluid connections for the

valve mechanism are provided by a plurality of passages which

extend parallel to the cavity but within the wall of the

^
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manifold, from a common end of the manifold Each passage

extends longitudinally in the manifold parallel to the cavity

over substantially all of the effective length of the cavity, and

is selectively ported to the cavity at one or more positions

along its length to serve the particular valve mechanism with

which the manifold is used The valve mechanism has circum-

ferential grooves with which the respective manifold cavity

ports communicate.

ring-shaped members, for example a seat and a Oexiblc plate.

Provided on end faces of the seats are inlet passages for a

working medium, in the form of radial slots open at the sides

of one of the cylindrical surfaces of the scats, in such a manner

that the medium washes the surfaces of the plates along the

entire lengths of the slots. The seats also have radial outlet

slots, a zigzag slot being formed in the valve, which allows the

medium to now from the inlet slots to the outlet slots.

3,786,832

SOLAR EVAPORATION CONTROLLED IRRIGATION
SYSTEM

Dale F. Marean, 1626 First St., Manhattan Beach. Calif.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,746

lnt.CI.E02b/i/00

3.786,834

MULTIPLE WAVE FORM SPRING VALVE ASSEMBLY

Milton W. Garland, Waynesboro, Pa., assignor to Frick Com-

» pany, Waynesboro, Pa.

Filed June 21. 1972. Ser. No. 265,043

lnt.CLFI6k l5l()K:¥lbK 1 5112

U.S. CI. 137-403 4 Claims U.S. CL 137-540 I Claim

^^S2s:i

A water supply line in a land irrigation system has a nor-

mally closed valve included as a part thereof, with the valve

when in an open position permitting water to discharge

through a pilot line as well as the supply line A pivotally and

eccentrically supported evaporator pan is provided that may

receive both rain and water from the pilot line Adjustable

resilient means at all times urge the pan to a first position

Control means to operatively associate the pan and valve that

the valve is in an open position when the pan is in a First posi-

tion. ,

However, when the pan is filled with water, either from the

pilot line or by rain, to the extent that the weight of water

pivots the pan to a second position, the valve is closed to ter-

minate the irrigation operation When solar evaporation of

water from the pan has depleted the weight of the water to the

extent that the resilient means can pivot the pan to the first

position, the valve is opened to initiate an irrigation operation

The rate of solar evaporation from the pan and the rate of

evaporation of water from the land are so related to one

another that the pan pivots to the first position when the land

requires irrigation. X

I

Apparatus for modulating the rate of opening of the valve

member in a valve assembly which includes a plurality of wave

form springs for each valve member and a flat rigid spacer

between each pair of wave form springs.

3,786,835
'

PUMP CONTROL SYSTEM
John F. Finger, Beresford, S. Dak., assignor to Sioux Steam

Cleaner Corporation, Beresford, S. Dak.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284.364

Int.CI. F04b4//0rt

U.S. CI. 137-566 2 Claims

-/*^^-T<:

3.786,833

DIRECT-FLOW CYLINDRICAL VALVE

Mark Isaakovich Frenkel, ulltsa Karbysheva, 6, korpus 2, kv.

20, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,079

int.CLFI6k/5//6

U.S.CL 137-512.15 4 Claims

12 A

::: •• -^ = • • : ttU • • Sj»«<» 1 .,

H* "'»— ^a^^

I

Direct-flow cylindrical valve comprising a pack of serially

assembled elements, wherein each element includes adjoining

A fluid supply apparatus and control system, the apparatus

including a plurality of independently operated fluid outlets

and a plurality of Huid pumps each operative upon demand at

the outlets to maintain a supply of liquid at least equal to the

demand at the outlets. The control system includes control

circuitry, fluid pressure operated switches, and relays for ener-

gizing only as many pumps as arc required to maintain a given

pressure under varying volume delivery requirements.
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3,786,836

PNEUMATIC TIMER

Lowell A. Kleven, Bloomington, Minn., assignor to Uniflo

Systems Company, Edina, Minn.

Filed ."une 2. 1972, Ser. No. 259,169

Int.CI. F16ki//i65

U.S.CL 137-624.2 '^ Claims

3,786,838

FLUID MULTI-AND LOGICAL CIRCUIT

Elmer L. Swartz, Annandale, Va., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,720

Int.CKF15c///4

U.S.a. 137-814 3 Claims

2^1
JiUin STftUT

PRESSURE SlG»aL

A pneumatic timer which provides a pneumatic signal for a

preselected length of time for use in operation of pneumatic

systems and which includes means for varying the timer period

of the timer in response to an external signal.

3,786,837

FILLING APPARATUS

David D. Pipkins, Downers Grove. III., assignor to The Valspar

Corporation, Rockford, III.
^ ^ ^ xu;..

Division of Ser. No. 4,863, Jan. 22, 1970, -b.ndoned. This

application Nov. 26, 197 1, Ser. No. 202,684

lnt.CLF16k5//0,2i/00
^. .-.^ 4L1C »i 3 Claims

U.S.Cl. 137—625.32

k—"

5^^
era

Disclosed herein in a MULTI-AND fluid logic cffcuit com-

prising essentially of a conventional fluid amplifier having a

power source, first and second control channels and first and

second output channels. The amplifier is provided with biasing

means which is associated with one of the control channel

and means are associated with the other control channel for

producing a control signal which is a function of a prede e -

mined number of external signals. More particularly, this last

named means comprises a plurality of aspirators, each having

an input nozzle and an exhaust nozzle and each connected to

an enclosed manifold which in turn is in fluid communicaUon

with the second control channel of the fluid amplifier. The

operation is such that the simultaneous presence of a fluid

signal in all aspirators creates a sufficient P^/s^"^«^^^^"f^,;°

switch the fluid stream in the fluid amplifier from the first out-

put channel to the second output channel.

3,786,839

HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE FLUERIC AMPLIFIER

Francis M. Manlon, Rockville, and Jf^^Pj,
"IJ

."i^;.^"";

lethesda, both of Md., assignors to The IJ"'*^ states of

(America as represented by the SecreUry of the Army,

) Washington, D.C. ,„ ^ ,. ,« ,o*o\ Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 800,650, Feb. 19, 969

abandoned. This application Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,610

lnt.CI.FI5c//04
^. .^, on 4 Claims

U.S.CL 137—837

An outwardly extending discharge Une is pivotally con-

nected to a supply line. A torsion ^P""8 .""'\
"^f

;.
^^

discharge line from a lower dispensing position to a raised

position. Apparatus is provided for automatically opening and

closing a valve in the supply line in response to movement of

the discharge line between its positions. An outlet valve ,s pro^

vided at the outlet of the discharge line and is opened and

closed by a pneumatic cylinder controlled by movenrient of a

sea e The outlet valve is a ball-type valve havmg a valve inser

wi^h openings of a size such that surface tension of the fluent

material wilfprevent dripping. The insert is ormed of a bear^

ing material and is adjustable against the ball valve element to

accommodate any wear.

The amplifier includes a supply jet providing fluid to an in-

teraction chamber and a pair of fluid
^^^^'2^"'^^^'^ll^ul\

side of the chamber opposite the supply jet. A P«'^ "^
^°"J^?^

nozzles are provided oir laterally opposite sides of the supply

•et or deflecting the jet into one or the other of the outlet

pas ages. A pair of supplementary nozzles in communication

wi h the fluid%upply are also located on opposite sides of the

rjpply jet. The flow resistance through the supplementary
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nozzles is large so that as the jet is deHected by How through

the control nozzle, the supplementary How increases due to

decreased resistance and increases its support of the pressure

field deflection Accordingly, the control flow has a high input

impedance requiring little control flow.

3,786,840

FIBER OPTIC DEVICES AND METHOD FOR MAKING
SAME

Jeofry S. Courtney-Pratt, Locust, and Alfred C. Schmidt, Jr.,

Brunswick, both of N J., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N J.

Division of Ser. No. 796,027, Feb. 3, 1969, abandoned. This

application Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 103,581

Int.Cl.D03d4//00

U.S.CL 139-11 2 Claims

spaced loops embracing the rods, the loops of the pair about

each rod lying in a parallel planar relation to each other and in

perpendicular planar relation to the plane of each loop about

the other rod. The tool, by sequentially operating actuator

means, clamps the jaws, feeds and forms the legs of the

preformed wire, twists the free ends, and then releases the

jaws in a single reciprocating stroke.

:'i „ 10

' 3,786,842

METHOD FOR EMPTYING AND FILLING BATTERIES

AND APPARATUS THEREFOR
Helmut Kurt Rinnert, Yorba Linda, Calif., assignor to Globe-

Union Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,275

Inl. CI. B6Sh 3 104

U.S.CLI4I-I 22 Claims

This disclosure describes optical fiber devices with

machine-reproducible end array transformations Image inter-

leaving devices with specific end array transformations are

described which find use in optical scramblers and color imag-

ing. Modified multiple ply weaving techniques are used to

realize the devices.

3,786,841

WIRE-TIE FORMING AND TWISTING TOOL
Clifford C. Albrecht, Leicester, and Howard G. Brown. Wor-

cester, both of Mass., assignors to Novelty Tool Company,

Inc., Spencer, Mass.

> Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,360

Int.Cl. B21f /5/04

U.S.CL140-119 8 Claims

A method and apparatus for simultaneously filling and emp

tying acid from batteries of the lead acid storage type wherein

rows of batteries arc oppositely disposed with one row

directed upwardly and another downwardly and the batteries

immersed into the electrolyte acid with the ports of the battc

ries positioned substantially normal, to the acid liquid level

While immersed, the batteries arc rotated s*i that they assume

a position somewhat opposite to that initially and the batteries

are then raised above the liquid level while tilted approximate-

ly 45° from horizontal so that the upwardly disposed batteries

will allow acid to flow from them to achieve proper acid filling

volumes The method and apparatus permits a double fill

operation wherein rows of oppositely disptised batteries arc

immersed with the upwardly disposed rows filled with acid,

raised from the acid and drained and subsequently immersed

and filled to the desired level by the previously indicated till-

ing procedure.

11

—

n

A tool for applying, forming, and twisting a wire-tie at rod

cross-over points of concrete reinforcement grids and the like,

having releasable jaw clamping means to grip intersecting rods

together at right angles, wire feeding means to direct the legs

of a preformed hair-pin like looped wire onto anvil surfaces in

said clamping jaws and engage the looped end thereof against

one of the rods while said legs are being reversely turned

around the other rod with the free ends thereof straddling said

first rod. and means for twisting said free ends together. The

wire-tie so fastened is characterized by opposed pairs of

3,786,843

DELAYED FILLING OF AIR BAG

Robert L. Stephenson, Sterling Heights, and Donald J. Lewis,

Troy, both of Mich., assignors to Allied Chemical Corpora-

tion. New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 81,947, Oct. 19, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,674,059. This application Aug. 24, 197 1 , Ser. No.

174,444

int. CL B60r 2//0», B65d 35126; B6Sh 3 1 104

U.S.CL 141-13 2 Claims

A method and apparatus for filling motor vehicle gas bags.

A gas-filled cylinder is provided with an inlet pressure sensi-

tive rupture disc and a dislodgeable outlet plug The inlet disc

IS in communication with a combustible material. The materi-

al is fired, yielding a gaseous product The outlet plug is

dislodged before the rupture of the inlet disc at least substan-

tially emptying the cylinder before said disc ruptures. The
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liberated gas fiows to a diffuser, about which a motor vehicle

gas bag or bags are disposed, whereby the filling of gas bag (or
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sure of air is provided to pick up and hold a fastener in the

finder by the passage of sir through an annular passage way

adjacent the head of the tool formed by a stepped sleeve in a

bore in the casing, the air first passing through the narrow part

of the passage way before emerging into the wider part of the

passage way, and having radial bores opening into the wider

part of the passage way adjacent the step in the sleeve to in-

duce flow of air radially outwards through the bores and

thereby induce a sub-atmospheric pressure in the hollow ot

the fastener.

baRs) is delayed, it being filled first with gas filling the cylinder

and then with gas generated from the combustible material

when the disc ruptures.

3,786,846

SHIELD ASSEMBLY FOR ROUTER

Luclen L. Mehring, Morton Grove, HL, assignor to Danley

Machine Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,414

Int. CI. B27g 2 //OO

U.S.CL 144-251 "^C'-""'

3,786,844

FILLING CONTAINERS WITH FRIABLE PARTICLES

Wayne W. Smearsoll, Loveland, and John F. Kaar, Cincmnati,

both of Ohio, assignors to The Procter & Gamble Company,

I
Cincinnati, Ohio .,. „^«

FiledAug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,049

J I„t.CLB65b//20,//i2,i/2S.i//02.i7//«.59/02.B02c
19112,25100

u.s.a. 141-8 »»c'-™''

A method of filling a succession of containers with friable

particles so that the average weight of volumetrically filled

containers is substantially uniform, the method comprising

controlling the cross-sectional area of an aperture through

which the particles fiow from a hopper into the container, the

area of the aperture being adjusted in response to the devia-

tion from normal of the average filled weight of a preceding

plurality of containers.

3,786,845

PNEUMATIC SCREWDRIVER OR LIKE ROTARY TOOL

Ronald Frederick SUtes, Hendon, England, assignor to

Desoutter Brothers Limited, London, England

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,369

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Nov. 5, 1971,

51578/71
Int. CI. B25b 23108

U.S.CL 144-32 <^C'«""*

A shield assembly for a router which is made up of two rela-

tively telescoping sections, with the upper section beiDg

secured to the headstock and the lower section being coupled

to the spindle carrier so that it moves with the tool. To couple

the lower section to the spindle carrier a ledge member is ad-

justably secured between them. The sections are biased

together with interposed stops so that the lower section occu-

pies a reference position but is engaged by the spindle carrier

when the latter moves downwardly toward the work. The

lower section is provided with a window of transparent materi-

al for viewing the field of operation of the tool. Xhf lower sec-

tion is also provided with an encircling brush w"\iich yields as

the tool is fed axially into engagement with the-work. Finally

the lower section has provision for evacuation with ambient

air being drawn through the bristles of the brush for continu-

ous clearing away of chips.

15 O 12 17,1,

A pneumatic screwdriver having a hollow fastener finder

around a rotary bit. in which finder a sub-atmospheric pres-

3,786,847

SAFETY SLEDGE-HAMMER
Enos L. Schera, Jr., 8254 S.W. 37 St., Miami, Fla.

e Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,048

Int.CLB25c//00

II S CI 145 29 R
This invention is a hammer adapted for the safe driving of

long rods into the earth. Building codes require long rods drive

into the ground for temporary and permanent ground connec-

tions for electric systems, or rods or pipe for marking surveyed

locations. This hammer is provided with a cavity in one impact

5 Claims
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end .n order to avoid outside misses dangerous ,o the person mounted in the body for l.mited

--''""-'""•'V^'jJJ^tl
temporarily holdmg the rod. The cav.ty has con.cal walls for direction with respect to the tyre Means are provided for

guiding the end of the rod or pipe which often vibrates out of

exact alignment with the path of movement of the hammer

head.

cj^^a^-

resiliently urging the pin outwardly, and in a mcxliHcation, the

outwardly projecting portion of the pin has a sleeve positioned

thereover.

3.786,850

BAl.ANCKDTIRK
Alexander Turocii. Jr., R.D. 1 . Box 1 33, Bath, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 97.938. Dec. 12, 1970, Pat. No. 3.663.328.

This application Jan. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 217,686

Int. CI. B60b/J/«0

U.S. CI. 152-330 . 3 Claims

3,786.848

DEFLECTOR RING FOR TIRE

Wayne Brown, Aurora; Raymond W. Fabcre; Gerald E.

Grant, both of Oswego, and Charles C. Sons, Peoria, all of

111., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria. 111.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,7 14

lnt.Cl.B60c 1 1104

U.S. CI. 152-209 R s,
10 Claims

A tire, balanced with respect to the wheel upon which it is

mounted, utilizes a plurality of weights. These weights are in

the form of indicia mounted upon the side walls of the tire,

rather than upon the wheel, and are arcuately distributed to

achieve both the required balance and a predetermined,

highly visible, identifying and/or decorative effect which

makes the tire readily recognizable and easily identifiable An

improved method of balancing a tire in accordance with the

invention is also disclosed. I

A tire has an annular tread forming a plurality of circum-

ferentially spaced tread bars thereon A circumferentially con-

tinuous deflection ring is formed at the juncture of the tread

with each tire sidewall to project beyond such sidewall to pro-

vide full protection thereat during tire operation.

3,786,849

TYRE STUD
Kaj-Ragnar Loqvist, Fagersta, Sweden, assignor to Fagersta

Akticbolag, Fagersta, Sweden

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Set. No. 241,341

Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 20, 1971,

5084/71
Int.Cl.B60c////6

U.S. CI. 152-210 8 Claims

There is disclosed herein a tyre stud structure comprising a

body portion for insertion in a vehicle tyre and a stud pin

3,786,851

BELTED PNEUMATIC TIRES

Henri MirUin, and Jacques Vervln, both of Compiegne,

France, assignors to Uniroyal S. A., Neuilly-Sur-Seine,

France
FiledMar. 2, 1971,Ser.No. 120,090

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 4, 1970, 70.07797

Int. CI. B60c 9120

U.S.CI. 152-361 DM 26 Claims

Belted pneumatic tires characterized by improved tread-

reinforcing breaker constructions are disclosed. In any such

breaker, a plural-layer ply structure of non-metallic cord ply

having the cords thereof oriented at a 0° angle to the median

equatorial plane of the tire is superposed on a plural-layer ply

structure of metallic wires or strips which in each layer are

crossed relative to those in the adjacent layer and are oriented
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at a bias angle, preferably between 16° and 30°, to the plane.

The layers of non-metallic cord ply structure are of equal

width and are symmetrical with respect to the median equa-

torial plane The plural-layer non-metallic cord ply structure is

constituted by a single length of breaker cord wound in a con-

tinuous spiral circumferentially of the carcass for at least a

plurality of full turns. The layers of the metallic ply structure

may be of equal or unequal widths, and arranged symmetri-

cally or asymmetrically with respect to median equatorial

plane of the plural layer nonmetallic ply structure Where the

layers of the metallic ply structure have unequal widths, the

widest ply may be either radially outward or radially inward of

deflection into the tire cavity. The air pressure induced in the

tire cavity causes flexing of the side walls of the tire to seat the

beads thereof in the seating area of the wheel. The application

of pressure into the tire is controlled by a foot pedal which is

operativcly connected to a valve imposed between the air

source and the manifold chamber.

3,786,853

PRODUCTION OF LARGE STEEL INGOTS USING AN

ELECTRODE REMELTING HOT TOP PRACTICE

Lloyd R. Cooper, PitUburgh, Pa., assignor to Heppenst«ll

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 144,440, May 18, 1971 Pat.

No. 3,696,859, which is a continuation-m-part of Ser. No.

80 669 Oct. 14, 1970, abandoned. This application June 7,

1972 Ser No, 260,410. The portion of the term of this

patent subsequent to Oct. 10, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B22d 27/02

U.S. CI. 164-52
»«C'-""''

the other ply or plies The width of the non-mctallic ply struc-

ture ranges from 30mm mora to 30mm less than the width of

the widest ply layer of the metallic ply structure. The widest

ply layer of the metallic ply structure is symmetrical with

respect to the median equatorial plane and the non-metallic

ply structure. . .

The foregoing abstract is not to be taken either as a

complete description or as a limitation of the present inven-

tion In order to understand the full nature and extent of the

technical disclosure of this application, reference must be had

to the following detailed description and the accompanying

drawings as well as to the claims.

3,786,852

TIRE CHANGER APPARATUS

Robert W. Houston. Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Applied

Power Industries, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

FiledApr. 22, 1971,Ser.No. 136,343

Int. CI. B60c 25/06

U.S. CI. 157-1.1 '2 Claims

A method is provided for preventing shrinkage cavities and

voids in steel ingots by the steps of forming a body of degassed

molten steel in an ingot mold and continuously supplying mol-

ten steel by rcmelting an electrode into the body of molten

steel at a controlled rate substantially equal to the volume loss

by shrinkage on cooling until the body of steel is solidified.

3,786,854

METHOD OF MAKING BRAZING ALLOY

Howard Mizuhara, San Mateo, and Nicholas T. Gamer, Palo

Alto, both of Calif., assignors to Western Gold & Platinum

Company, Belmont, Calif.

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,794

lnt.CI.B22d/;/06

U.S. CI. 164-80 3 Claims

erCmlKi TANK

\ tire changer mcluding a seat expander for sealing beads of

a tubeless tire onto a wheel. The wheel and unmounted tire

are supported on a support table having a series of holes com-

municating with manifold chamber constructed m a segment

of the support table. The chamber is selectively coupled to a

source of high pressure air to cause the air to be directed into

the peripheral cavity of the wheel around the outer r.m for

A method of making a substantially pure brittle brazing

alloy in solid form such as sheet or strip consists of forming a

paste with an atomized or mechanically powdered alloy and

an organic vehicle, continuously applying the paste at a

uniform predetermined thickness to a metallic substrate, ther-

mally expelling the organic vehicle from the alloy layer, melt^

ing the alloy granules without melthig the ^"bstrate. and

chemically or otherwise removing the substrate. The method

preferably is practiced with a continuously moving line which

begins with a supply roll of the substrate and ends with a roll of

the pure brazing alloy in strip form. This alloy strip may

thereafter be blanked or otherwise formed into desired shapes

for use as brazing inserts.
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3.786,855

ROTARY CASTING METHOD OF KILLED STEEL
Kimio Saito, and Yutaka Fujisawa, both of c/o Itoh Iron &

Ste«l Works Co.. Ltd.. No. 4-1. 5-chome, Matsue. Edogawa-

ku. Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 25. 1971. S«r. No. 146,674

Int. CI. B22d 27104,27/08

U.S. CI. 164-126 5 Claims

3,786,857

METAL CASTING APPARATUS WITH MECHANISM FOR
IMMERSING JIG AND MOULD

Alan Sutherland, Bradford. England, assignor to Hepworth

and Grandage Limited, Bradford, England

Continuation-in-partofSer. No. 762,201, Sept. 16, 1968,

abandoned. This application May 7, 1971.Ser. No. 141.114

Claims priority, application Great Britain. May 14, 1970.

23508/70
Int. CI. B22d 2i/00

U.S. CI. 164-350 8 Claims

I

A roUry casting method for making a killed steel ingot

wherein molten steel is charged into the ingot mold, the

charged molten steel on its surface being sprayed with water

or compressed cold air to form a coagulation layer, and after

passage t»f a predetermined time period the ingot mold con-

taining the molten steel is inverted or is positioned in horizon-

tal direction, whereafter the inverted or horizontally directed

ingot mold is returned to its original vertical upright position

for coagulation of the molten steel.

3.786.856

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING A CONTINUOUS
CASTING INSTALLATION IN THE EVENT OF MOLTEN

METAL BREAKOUT
Tomio Nishikawa. Takatsuki. Japan, assignor to Concast AG.

Zurich. Switzerland

Filed Feb. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 223.674

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 22, 1971,46-8843

Int.CLB22d;//y2

U.S. CI. 164-4 7 Claims

"wQ i^

This invention relates to a process for casting articles from

molten metal by the immersion of a mould or stack of moulds

carried in a jig into a melt of the metal to be cast such that the

cavity or cavities in the or each mould become filled with mol-

ten metal as the jig is immersed in the melt, whereafter the jig

carrying the mould or stack of moulds is removed from the

melt. Each mould cavity has a permanently open ingate and at

least some of the heated air or gas within the cavity escapes

through the ingate as the ingate passes through the surface of

the melt, thereby preventing the entry of impurities from the

surface of the melt into the cavity.

3,786.858

METHOD OF EXTRACTING HEAT FROM DRY
GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIRS

Robert M. Potter; Eugene S. Robinson, and Morton C. Smith,

all of Los Alamos, N. Mex., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the United States Atomic Energy

Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 238,435

Int. CI. F28d2//00

U.S. CL 165-

I

5 Claims

.ret \'\jom

A method for controlling a continuous casting installation in

the event of molten metal breakout wherein during the casting

operation the light intensity at the secondary coohng zone of

the continuously cast strand is monitored, changes in the light

intensity with predetermined threshold values are compared

and upon exceeding any such predetermined threshold values

electrical signals are produced by means of which it is possible

to control the continuous casting operation.

COTSTftLLlM
WSCMCMr
oca

(•-TMCMMl. nCMM

VfltT.CALI.* OMiCNTfD
ca*CM mooucf v

Hydraulic fracturing is used to interconnect two or more

holes which penetrate a previously dry geothcrmal reservoir,

and to produce within the reservoir a sufficiently large heat-

transfer surface so that heat can be extracted from the reser-

voir at a usefully high rate by a fluid entering it through one

hole and leaving it through another. Introduction of a fluid
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into the reservoir to remove heat from it and establishment of

natural (unpumped) convcctive circulation through the reser-

voir to accomplish continuous heat removal are important and

novel features of the method.

3,786,859

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL AND
APPARATUS FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Wendell E. Day, Box 338, Sunbury, Ohio

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,779

Int.CI.F24fi//4

U.S.CL 165-21 5 Claims

dwelling flats in which the units are adjacent to each other in

the completed building such as being oil a single floor and are

arranged for prefabrication exteriorly of the building before

being lifted and fastened into place. The assembly of building

units can all be on a single floor and each unit is provided with

a hot fluid such as a hot water heat exchanger for heating the

air in the unit and the entire building is provided with a

generally vertical chimney means of small horizontal extent

positioned preferably centrally in the assembly for disposing

of flue gases and a single fuel fired heater for the heat exchan-

gers positioned in the chimney and exhausting flue gases

thereto for disposal. The heater is vertically elongated and of a

small horizontal extent occupying only a fraction of the

horizontal area of the chimney with piping for the heated fluid

extending from" the heater to all of the heat exchangers for

heating the exchangers as desired. a"hc heat exchanger may

also include an air cooling member such as a refrigerant

evaporator coil in the heat exchanger and means for selective-

ly directing air from each unit over the heater portion for heat,

ing the air and over the cooling member for cooling the air of

each unit as desired.

3,786,861

HEAT PIPES

Philip E. Eggers, Worthington, Ohio, assignor to Battellc

Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio

FlledApr. 12, 1971,Ser.No. 133,082

Int. CLF28d/ 5/00

U.S.CL165-105 II Claims

Apparatus and electrical control circuit is provided for con-

trol of temperature and humidity in residential structures.

Heating and cooling of residences utilizes separate units for

heating and cooling that are independently operable although

both units are incorporated in a common air circulation

system. A change-over type control system is provided to per-

mit essentially seasonal operation as to either heating or cool-

ing. The apparatus and electrical control circuit provided in-

cludes a humidity sensor and auxiliary heating means selec-

tively operable in cooperation with the cooling unit to effect

dehumidification irrespective of cooling requirements but

maintaining a relatively constant temperature while continu-

ing dehumidification.

3,786,860

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Homer D. Huggins, Racine, Wis., assignor to Modine Manufac-

turing Company, Racine, Wis.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,606

Int. CLF24d 3/00

U.S. CI. 165-50

A heat pipe comprising a fluid-tight container 10 for trans-

ferring heat from a source 13 adjacent to an evaporation re-

gion 14 to a sink 15 adjacent to a condenser region 16, a

passage 1 7 for transferring vapor from the evaporator region

to the ebndenscr region, and a wick 1 8 having high heat con-

ductivity for transferring condensate from the condenser re-

gion back to the evaporator region by capillary pumping and

9 Claims
^^^ conducting heat from the container in the evaporator re-

gion to the evaporation sites 19 and from the condensation

sites 20 to the container in the condenser region. The wick

comprises a bundle-like arrangement of substantially direct,

parallel, substantially uniform capillary channels 21, each

about 10-^ to 10' square millimeter in cross-sectional area

and having a low rugosity factor, from the condenser region to

the evaporator region. Each end 24.26 of the wick forms an

angle 25.27 of about 15° to 60° with the adjacent capillary

channels, and may have porous surfaces, to provide substan-

tial areas for evaporation and condensation at the ends of the

channels.

3,786,862

HEAT EXCHANGE OIL CONSTRUCTION

David Bernard Zipser, and Russell H. Bullard, both of

Wilmington, N.C., assignors to The Singer Company, New

York.N.Y.
Filed Apr. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 138,957

Int.CLF28f9//4

U.S.CL 165-158 2 Claims

A heating system which may also include a cooling air con- A heat exchange coil having a removable deader which m-

dittning seVtIonTor a multiple unit building such as one^of eludes a peripheral rim having edgewise engagement with the

948 O.O.—52
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tube sheet Special clamp devices located outside the rim act to the landing nipple, and a second port connected to he con-

o apply controlled comp^ress.ve forces on an endless deforma- trol nuid pressure at the well surface. The valve mcludmg a

ble seal element squeezably interposed between the edge of valve element for opening and closmg communication

the rim and the face of the tube sheet. Total surface area of between the first and second ports.

3,786,864

DRILLING CONTROL DEVICE

August L. Seg^lhorst, 211 Las Alturas Rd., Santa Barbara,

Calif.

Filed Mar. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 234,707

lnt.CLE2lbii//27.4//00

U.S. CI. 166-187 9 Claims

the rim edge is small so that a given compressive force pro-

vides a comparatively large p s.i sealing force. The lessened

edge contact area also advantageously minimizes the possibili-

ty of leakage due to local surface imperfections such as ridges,

bumps, nicks, depressions, etc.

ERRATUM
For Class 165—9 see:

Patent No. 3,786,868

3,786,863

WELL SAFETY VALVE SYSTEM
Gilbert H. Tausch, Houston, Tex., assiitnor to Cameo, Incor-

porated, Houston, Tex.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,706

Int. CI. E2 lb 4 //OO

U.S. CI. 166-72 3CUlms

A drilling control device for inclusion in a drill string and

serving in place of a short section thereof, embodying an inter-

nal bore closure member for closing off the internal well bore

in response to sub-surface high-pressure conditions which may

be encountered during drilling operations, and a well bore clo-

sure member in the form of a normally contracted, expansible

packing ring which is expansible in response to the application

of fluid pressure thereto from a fluid pressure system operable

by the internal bore closure member to seal off the annular

space between the drilling control bevice and the well bore.

3,786,865

LOCKOUT FOR WELL SAFETY VALVE
Gilbert H. Tausch. and Fred E. Watkins, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Cameo Incorporated, Houston, Tex.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,503

lnt.CI.E21b'«J/;2 1

IJ.S. CL 166-224 S <0 Claims

A well safety valve system for controlling the fluid flow

through a well tubing in which a retrievable safety valve is

positioned in the well tubing by providing a shut-off valve in

the tubing above the safety valve which allows the safety valve

to be controlled by fluid pressure from the well surface but

which closes off the tubing pressure from the surface control

fluid for isolating tubing pressure from the control fluid prior

to retrieving the safety valve A safety valve landing nipple

connected in the well tubing for receiving the retrievable

safety valve. A fluid control line connected between the land-

ing nipple for supplying control fluid through the Wety valve.

and the shut-off valve connected in'the well tubing above the
^ „ ^n .u u

landing nipple. The shut-off valve having first and second In a well safety valve for controlling the fiuid fiow hrough a

ports, the first port connected to the fiuid control line leading well tubing in which the valve closure means is controlled by
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longitudinal movable tubular member, the improvement of

lockout means for locking the valve closure member in the

open position by providing a second tubular member axially

aligned with the first tubular member and normally positioned

below the valve closure member. Means on the second

member for moving the second member upwardly for holding

the valve closure member open. Holding means for holding

the second member in the upward position for locking the

valve open. The holding means being releasable for resetting

and closing the valve if desired.

coacting ratc-het teeth between the first and second tubular

sections and may be releasable if desired. Or the holding

means may include coacting ratchet means between the

second section and the valve housing. Tool engaging means

may be provided on both the first and second sections for

moving the second section downwardly by engaging only the

tool engaging means on the secojid section. Or the second sec-

tion may be moved downwardly. by a tool engaging both the^

first and second sections and moving the first and second sec-

tions apart.

3,786,866

LOCKOUT FOR WELL SAFETY VALVE
Gilbert H. Tausch, and Fred E. Watkins, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Cameo, Incorporated, Houston, Tex.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,502

lnt.CI.E2lb4i//2

U.S. CL 166-224 S »* Claims

3,786,867

WELL SAFETY VALVE SYSTEM AND METHOD OF
OPERATION

Gilbert H. Tausch; Fred E. Watkins, and William H. Dietz, all

of Houston, Tex., assignors to Cameo, Incorporated,

Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,229

Int.CI.E21b4i//2

U.S.CL 166-315 .
15 Claims

A well safety valve which is controlled through a control

line leading to the surface which can be set at greater depths in

the well by limiting the hydrostatic liquid head in the control

line by using gas in the control line and temporarily opening

the control line adjacent the lower end for draining the control

line of accumulated liquids. Pressurizing the control Ime with

gas while the lower end of the line is open to drive out any

liquid therein. A normally closed opening in the control line

adjacent the safety valve with means for opening and closing

the opening for normally closing the opening for allowing con-

trol of the safety valve, but for opening the opening draining

any accumulated liquids. A passageway connected between

the saflty valve and the opening and closing means. The open-

ing and closing means may include various mechanisms such

as a sliding sleeve or a sidepocket mandrel having flow control

means in the sidepocket for controlling the opening of the

passageway.

In a well safety valve for controlling the fiuid flow through a

well tubing in which the valve closure means is controlled by a

longitudinal movable tubular member, the improvement of a

lockout means for locking the valve closure member in the

open position by providing a second tubular member telescop-

ing with the first tubular member and initially secured thereto.

Means for preventing inadvertently locking out the valve

while the valve is in the open position. Tool engaging means

on the second telescoping section for moving the second sec-

tion downwardly for opening the valve closure member; and

holding means for engaging the second section downwardly

for locking the valve open. The holding means may include

3,786,868

SELF-COMPENSATING SECTOR PLATE

Harlan E. Finnemore, Wellsville, N.Y., assignor to The Air Pre-

heater Company, Inc., Wellsville, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,957

Int. CLF28d/ 9/04

U S CI. 165—9 ^ Claims

A rotary regenerative heat exchanger having a rotor com-

prised of heat absorbent material that is alternately exposed to

a hot and a cold fluid in order that heat absorbed from the hot

fiuid may in turn be transferred to the cold Huid. The rotor<is

surrounded by a housing including a sector plate at opposite
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distance from the rotor whereby nuid leakage from the rotor

will be reduced to a minimum throughout a wide range of tem-

perature variation and thermal expansion.

3,786,869

NOZZLE PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM

John McLoughlin, 92 Mobrey Ln., Smithtown, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,012

int. CI. A62c 27/00

U.S. CI. 169-24 1 Claim

ii:H

tending downwardly and outwardly through the opening at the

lower end The chute acts as a passage for carrying debris out

of the drum into a collecting receptacle.

34- >
IS
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3,786,871

GRADER CONTROL
George E. Long. Monroe; Dennis L. Reese. KirkUnd, and

Floyd C. Johnson, Seattle, all of Wash., assignors lo Grad-

Line Inc., Woodinvllle, Wash.

Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 165,973

Int.CI. E02fi/76

IJ.S.CL 172-4.5 8 Claims

Hose nozzle pressure control means for a fire engine

pumper of the type having a pump driven by a truck engine

comprising, engine governor means connected to and respon-

sive to the pump output pressure and engine throttle means to

regulate engine speed to maintain pump output pressure, a

motorized valve connected between said pump and said hose,

and means to control said valve from said nozzle location The

valve control means comprises a transmitter located at said

nozzle, a receiver and control means connected to said

receiver and responsive to said transmitter to control said

valve. The transmitter is connected to said receiver means by

wire or by radio.

3,786,870

DEBRIS REMOVING APPARATUS

Robert A. List, 33 Coachlamp Ln., Darien, Conn.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,721

Int. CI. B07b/ /22

U.S.CL 171— 129 4Claims

A device for separating debris, such as wrappers, bottle-

cafs, cans and the like, from quantities of sand, comprises a

rotating drum -sieve with an axis of rotation inclined at an

angle to the horizontal so that one end is higher than the other.

The drum is supported by peripheral bearings which permit

access to central openings at each end. Sand, containing

debris is collected and delivered into the opening at the higher

end. As the drum rotates, sand passes through the sieve while

debris is engaged and lifted by projections on the inner sur-

A control system for a road grader adapted to maintain the

working edge of the grader blade in a preset datum plane so as

to establish a uniform graded condition of the surface worked

by the blade, regardless of tfie inclination assumed by the

motor grader or the relative angular position of the blade it-

self. The system includes grade sensor means mounted ad-

jacent one end of the blade to follow a preselected grade

datum, slope sensing means mounted in fixed relation with the

blade for keeping the blade at a predetermined slope with ro-

tary position sensing means mounted on the blade supporting

ring or circle to detect the relative angular position of the

blade and longitudinal grade angle sensing means with rotary

position sensing means for altering the control signals to com-

pensate for grade changes and rotary position of the blade.
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3,786,872

EXTENSION ASSEMBLY FOR A SKIDDER TRACTOR
STACKING BLADE ASSEMBLY

Robert Allyn Rathe, Sherrill, and Lyie Eugene Miller, Du-

buque, both of Iowa, assignors to Deere & Company, Moline,

111.

Filed Sept. 1 5, 1 972, Ser. No. 289,337

Int.CI.E02fi/76

U.S.CL 172-801 4 Claims

3,786,874

UNIVERSAL DRILLING MACHINE

Alain Jodet; Hubert Noret, both of Angers, and Jacques

Demlchelis, Paris, all of France, assignors to Etat Francais,

represented by Ministere de lEquipement et du Logement,

Laboratoire Central Des Ponts Et Chaussees, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,278

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 30, 1971,71 15694

Int.CI.E21cy//2

U.S.CL 173-49 13 Claims

A skiddcr tractor includes a vertically swingable stacking

blade assembly at its forward end, the assembly comprising a

pair of push arms located at the opposite sides of the tractor

front end and having their forward ends joined by a blade. A

stacking blade extension assembly is fixed to the stacking

blade assembly for preventing elongate objects such as logs or

rocks or the like from passing over the blade into a position

whereat they would be disposed between the blade assembly

and the underside of the tractor.

3,786,873

STALL TORQUE REGULATOR VALVE FOR FLUID

OPERATED POWER TOOL
Hugh L. Whitehouse, Lyndhurst, Ohio, assignor to The Stanley

Works, New BriUin, Conn.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,715

Int.CI.B25b2i//4

U.S.CL 173- 12 7 Claims

A borer comprises a hammer, a spindle connected to rotate

with a rotatable table, and a vibrator connected between the

hammer and a support for vibrating the hammer. The spindle

is free to rotate with respect to the support. A flexible

coupling is arranged between the support and the table.

3,786,875

UNDERWATER ROTATABLE TOOL EQUIPMENT

Jean Merle, La Tronche, France, assignor to Societe

Grenobloise d Etudes et d Applications Hydrauliques,

(SOGREAH), Grenoble, France

Filed Feb. 26, 1969, Ser. No. 802,537

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 29, 1968, 685224

Int.CI.E02b//00

U.S.CL173-159 14 Claims

//--

J /^ //

A fluid operated stall type power tool having a fluid supply

line including a motor inlet passage, the tool incorporating a

normally open stall torque regulator valve in the motor inlet

passage a built-in orifice restriction in the supply line up-

stream of the stall torque regulator and a modulating spring

engaging the valve for maintaining valve travel rate of dis-

placement from its normally open position proportional to the

rate of increase in the torque load on the motor during loading

of the tool.

'^v'f
' '

'

P>'>r'>iT>nw" '

f>i>." •

The equipment includes a hydraulic underwater manipu-

latable unitary tool connected to one end of a flexible conduit

and comprising a rigid member having a chamber in commu-

nication with the conduit and with a fluid actuated member

rotatably mounted at its inner end on the rigid member^ Tool-

carrier means are mounted on the outer end of the fluid actu-

ated member. Also mounted on the fluid actuated member

between the inner and outer ends thereof are a plurality of

nozzles for dispensing the fluid from said chamber into the

ambient water, the nozzles being canted so as to impart tool

actuating movement to the member upon emergence of the

pressurized fluid therefrom.
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3,786.876

ICE ALGER
Asseri Akseli Aaltonen, Makelankatu, Hamecnlinna, Finland

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,823

Claims priority, application Finland, June 24, 1971,

1805/71; May 26, 1972, 1494/71

Int. CI. F25c 5104; E02d / 7114

U.S.CI. 175— 18 6 Claims

reduction in the annulus and maximized heat transfer between

the inner and outer members of each stand of dual-wall pipe

Each stand of dual-wall pipe is equipped with web-wclded

dual box-and-pin tool joints so that coupling rotation of one

stand of the drillpipe will simultaneously form two nuid-tight

thread-coupled joints; the outer joint is fully thread-coupled

while the inner joint is thread-coupled and includes a resilient

seal at the interface between adjacent pipe joints so that full

make-up of the inner pipe joint is not essential for sealing. For

replacement of a worn pipe joint, cutting of the single outer

pipe weld permits uncoupling of the dual pipe joint from the

inner and outer pipe members of a stand

The present invention concerns an ice auger to the shank of

which an ice lifting and auger guiding helix has been attached

and the cutting blade of which consists of two equal blade

pieces provided with an ice-cutting edge. The auger according

to the invention is primarily intended for fishing uses.

3.786,879

DRILL BIT

Henry W. Murdoch. Houston, Tex., assignor to Reed Tool

Company, Houston, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 26,833, March 22, 1 97 1

,

abandoned. This application Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,522

lnt.CI.E21c/i/«0

U.S.CI. 175-374 lOCIaims

3,786,877

SOIL SAMPLER APPARATUS
'Robert P. Schafer. Golden Valley; Leonard A. Braun, St. Paul,

and Terrence C. Maki, Coon Rapids, all of Minn., assignors

to Longyear Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,476

Int. CI. E21b 9/20. 25/00

U.S.CL 175— 249 11 Claims

xv>

?*y*«

±^
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Apparatus for taking soil samples that includes a drive head

attachable to the drill rod of a drill rig having a drive hammer,

a sample receiving barrel of longitudinally split barrel section*

having a reduced diameter end portions extended into the

drive head, one of the sections being pjnned to the drive head,

and a drive shoe threaded on the other end portions of the bar-

rel sections. When the drive shoe is removed, the unpinned

barrel section is hingedly movable relative the other barrel

section.

'•^IX

A drill bit including a plurality of roller cutters, each cutter

having at least one substantially chisel-shaped circumferential

web and hardened inserts positioned therein to allow penetra-

tion of the web into the formation being drilled, said inserts

h^N-ing one substantially chisel-shaped end and positioned so

that the chisel-shaped surfaces of the web and the inserts

present a relatively continuous chisel-shaped surface to the

formation. This abstract is neither intended to define the in-

vention of the application, which of course is measured by the

claims, nor is it intended to be limiting as to the scope of the

invention in any way.

3,786,880

PLATFORM SCALE
KertE. Artwick, Morton Grove, III., assignor to Hanson Scale

Company, Chicago. III.

Filed Oct. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 300,485 i

lnt.CI.G01g2i//4.2J/26,2//2« '

U.S.CL 177-1 19 Claims

3,786,878

DUAL CONCENTRIC DRILLPIPE

Harold Sherman Chapman, 501-320 7th Ave., S.W., Calgary,

AlberU, Canada
Filed Dec. 14, 197 1, Ser. No. 207,758

Int. CI. F16I 15100, 39/00; E2lb 43100, 2100

U.S.CL 175-320 8 Claims

A versatile scale having an easily changed readout face

A dual concentric drillstring assembly for use with rotary which due to its resiliency may be flexed to forcibly engage a

drilling apparatus and a downhole percussion motor in which retaining frame positioned adjacent to the scale mechanism

the inner and outer pipes of each stand of drillp.pe are rigidly indicator which is located behind the scale readout face and

secured together 'by full-length welded webs for minimized thus need not be removed before changmg the scale face. The
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assembly method of the scale enclosure is designed to require

a mifWtnum number of steps and extraneous components since

most of the pieces are made such that they snap together. This

versatile scale also has an easily interchangeable weight

receiving platform such that various arrangements may be

used to support or carry the load to be weighed.

solution is connected to the float so that the float moves in de-

pendence on the mass of solution in the vessel. Movement of

3,786,881

TARE ADJUSTING APPARATUS FOR A COMPUTING
SCALE SYSTEM

Kenneth C. Allen, and Edwin E. Boshinski, both of Dayton,

Ohio, assignors to The Hobart Manufacturing Company,

Troy, Ohio . .

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 85,139, Oct. 29, 1970, which

is a division of Ser. No. 422,730, Dec. 31 , 1964, Pat. No.

3 557 353. This application Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,763

Int. CL GOlg 2i/iS, 2i//«. /i//4

U.S.CL 177-3 16 Claims

K

the float is determined by sensing the level of liquid in a U-

tube which communicates with the container.

3,786,883

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY-COMPENSATED BALANCE

HAVING SERIES CONNECTED COILS

Peter Kunz, Mcilen, Switzerland, assignor to Mettler Instru-

mente, AG, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,854

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 22, 1971,

013867/71
Int. CI. GOlg 7/04, 2J//6

U.S. CI. 177-164 13 Claims

Tare adjusting apparatus for a computing scale system

wherein tare adjustment is accomplished b*y manual position-

ing of an adjustment knob which is connected to turn off a tare

signal light when the knob is touched. This requires the opera-

tor to adjust the tare before each weighing, or to touch the

knob if the tare adjustment is the same as for the previous

weighing. Thus there is avoided any inadvertent use of an m-

correct tare weight when weighing a product or computing the

value thereof. Further there is disclosed an error detecting cir-

cuit which causes the tare signal light to be lit if the operator

touches the tare adjustment knob while the scale is weighing

the product The touch control feature is implemented by con-

structing the tare adjustment knob as a part of an oscillation

circuit When the operator touches the tare adjustment knob

his body capacitance is introduced into this oscillation circuit.

This in turn produces a nipping of the output of a flip-flop

which is connected to control the operation of the tare signal

light.
. . ...

For the error detecting embodiment there is provided a

logic circuit to control the turning off of the signal light once it

has been inadvertently lighted. This logic circuit operates in

accordance with one or the other of two disclosed control

modes under the joint influence of the output from the tuned

oscillation circuit and a signal indicative of the presence of

weight on the scale. One control mode requires the operator

merely to unload the scale while the other control mode

requires him to unload the scale and touch the tare adjusting

knob during the unloaded condition.

3,786,882

BUOYANCY WEIGHING SCALES

John Shaw, Winterbourne Down, England, assignor to Glevum

Industrial Designers Limited, Gloucester, England

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,245

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 22, 1971,

34331/71
Int. CLGOIg/i/24, 5/02

U.S.CL 177-114 6 Claims

A balance designed for use in dialysis apparatus includes a

float within a container for a liquid. A vessel for treatment

An electromagnetically-compensated balance of the type

including load and reference compensation coils for returning

load and reference assemblies to their neutral positions rela-

tive to the balance housing, characterized in that the reference

compensation coil is connected in series with reference cur-

rent regulating means to define a series branch that is con-

nected at one end with one terminal of a direct-current volt-

age source. Electronic switch means alternately connect the

other end of said series branch in series with, and disconnect

said other end of said scries branch from, said load compensa-

tion coil and said voltage source, respectively. The reference

current regulating means are operable by a reference control

voltage as a function of the displacement of the reference as-

sembly from its neutral position, and the electronic switch

means are operable by a load control voltage to effect series

connection between said load and reference compensation

coils for time periods that correspond with the displacement

of the load assembly from its neutral position. Buffer means

are provided for effecting a galvanic coupling between the

load and reference coil switching circuits, and stabilizmg

means-such as a dummy load or a catching diode-are pro-

vided for stabilizing the switching operation.
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3.786.884

FORCEMEAStRING APPARATUS INCLUDING
TOTALIZER MEANS

Hcini Allenspach. Faellenden. Switzerland, assignor to Mettltr

Instrumente AG. Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 244.054

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 16. 1971,

5947/71; Aug. 30, 1971, 12683/71

lnt.CLG01gJ//5.2i/42

U.S.CL 177-210 9 Claims

varying size and shape and does not require that letters to be

weiihed are of a predetermined or standard size envelope, as

,s the case with some similar devices. The construction con-

sists of a ruler, or the like, upon which has been positioned; a

fulcrum with flattened point, near the «"«'=;"^.*'^'"""
r'"/

of the ruler Upon the arm of the ruler to the left of the ful-

crum a scale or digram is positioned, with equal distance

gradations from zero to seven to the right and zero to seven to

ihe left of a balance point Upon the ruler to the right of the

fulcrum, a slot with open end is carved, to receive a five cents

coin, which coin or coins is used as a weight.

3««

3,786.886

BRACKET ASSEMBLY FOR SNOWMOBILE SKIS

Jerome Bombardier. V.lcourt. Quebec. Canada, assignor to

Bombardier Limited. Vilcourl. Quebec. Canada

Filed Dec. 20. 1972^, Ser. No. 316,727

Int.CI. B62b/7/04

U.S.CLI80-5R
*^'-""'

Force-measuring apparatus of the type including elec-

tromagnetic compensation means having a movable member

that is returned to a no-load position relative to a stationary

member by the supply of compensating current pulses of con-

stant amplitude and variable length to a compensation coil

secured to said movable member, characterized by the provi-

sion of counter means for counting subtotal numbers of count-

ing pulses during periods corresponding with the lengths of

said compensating current pulses, respectively, and means in-

cluding counter control means for periodically transferring to

store means the total value of the successive subtotals in the

counter means and for simultaneously resetting the counter

means to zero Coarse control means are provided for causing

the totalized subtotal pulse count to correspond with a

decimal multiple or fraction of a weight unit, and additional

store means are provided for optionally indicating for each of

a series of subtotal measuring operations the net arithmetic

difference between the totalized value and a given pulse

reference value (such as tare). According to an alternate em^

bodimcnt. means including subtotal rate selection switch

means are provided for establishing low and high frequency

subtotal rates, respectively, and stage selection switch nrieans

are operable in conjunction with the operation of said rate

switch selection switch means for supplying the counting pul-

ses to corresponding low and high stages, respectively, of the

counter..,^^

A bracket assembly is mounted on a snowmobile ski runner

for slidingly receiving one end of the main leaf of a leaf spring

anit and includes; a retaining pin extending connected to the

said one end. a sliding block defining a housing for rece.vmg

the said one end therein and having opposite side walls with

aligned openings for receiving the retaining pin therethrough;

and a cover fixed to the ski runner and having an open end for

slidingly receiving the block therein, opposite side walls of the

cover having longitudinally extending aligned slots allowing

the opposite ends of the retaining pin to move freely relative

to the cover In a preferred form, the block is made of plastic

material and is constructed to avoid direct contact between

the retaining pin and the cover thereby greatly reducing wear

and breakage of the parts.

3,786,885

POSTAGE ESTIMATOR ANDRULER
Warren L. Mills, 5742 Maryland Ave., Chicago, III.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,622

Int.CI.G01g2///'«

U.S.CL 177-245

3,786,887

MOTORIZED WHEEL CHAIR DRIVE

Ben J. Rosenthal, 9140 Kildare, Skokie, III., and Earl Mat-

suoka, 206 W. Kathleen. Park Ridge. 111.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 236,040

lnt.CI.B62d///04

U^.CL 180-6.5
»«^''-'"'*

1 Claim

A construction for a postage estimating device and ruler

which can be fashioned in one piece without '=«'"P''"^^^
motorized drive for a wheel chair includes a motor
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adapted to be secured to the frame of the wheel chair. A

mounting plate for the motor is pivotally secured to another

arm of .the bracket. The motor has a drive wheel which en-

gages a wheel of the wheel chair A spring biased link holds

the motor in a position with respect to the bracket so that the

drive wheel bears against the wheel of the chair to propel the

same. A control arm pivotally supported on the bracket en-

gages the motor rtiounting plate to moVfe the same so that the

drive wheel is away from the wheel of the chair, to disengage

the drive, and releases the mounting plate so that the drive can

propel the chair.*

3,786,890

SNOWMOBILE MUFFLER AND HEADER ASSEMBLY

Gerald G. Shank, Roseau, Minn,, assignor to Textron Inc.,

Providence, R.I.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,563

Int.CLB60k/i/04

U.S.CL 180-64 A
' 2 Claims

3,786,888

TORQUE COMPENSATED WALKING BEAM

Stanley Oscar Nelson. Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Lockheed

Missiles & Space Company, Inc., Sunnyvale, CaliL

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,824

lnl.CI.B62d6///0

U.S. CL180-24.il 4 Claims

A mufner assembly for a three-cylinder two-cycle snowmo-

bile engine is shown. The assembly is designed topptimize en-

gine output over a broad RPM range while providing im-

proved noise attenuation. Three tubes of generally equal

length are connected to the exhaust ports of the engine, and

the tubes are connected together into one end of a common

joint, which is connected to an exhaust inlet tube of a muffler

body having two spaced exhaust outlet tubes.

A vehicular walking beam suspension system which pro-

vides equal ground pressure on the ground under dynamic

conditions is shown. Gear reduction is provided at each wheel
„ .„ „

hub and the ensuing torque reaction is fed directly back to the U.S. CI. 180-68 R

vehicle chassis.

3,786,891

ENGINE ENCLOSURE FOR A HARVESTING MACHINE

Bernard Francis Vogelaar; James Peter Doering, both of

Moline, and Felix Stanley Pasturczak, East Moline, all of 111.,

assignors to Deere & Company, Moline, III.

Division of Ser. No. 852,689, Aug. 25, 1969, PaL No.

3,636,684. This application Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100,542

Int. CI. B60k / im
23 Claims

3,786,889

STEERABLE LOAD TRANSPORTING VEHICLE

Douglas M. Kelley, Chesterland, Ohio, assignor to Euclid, Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 115,387

Int. CI. B62d / 9/00, B60g 9\02

U.S.CL 180-44 E 6 Claims

A load transporting vehicle is disclosed which mcludes a

vehicle frame having a narrow forward end and a relatively

wide rearward end. Forward and rear wheel assemblies sup-

port the frame with the forward wheel assemblies being steera-

ble A suspension for the forward wheel assemblies provides

for pivotal steering motion of each assembly about a steering

axis which is spaced from the axis of rotation of the associated

wheels and between the associated wheel assembly and the

frame.

A self-propelled combine has a mobile main separator body

with an elevated grain tank mounted on a central portion, of

the body and a forward operators station and engine enclo*

sure mounted side-by-side at the forward end of the body im-

mediately in front of the grain tank. The engine enclosure has

an air outlet in its outer lateral side and air inlets in both the

top and front side of the enclosure. A transversely oriented in-

ternal combustion engine is mounted in the enclosure and has

a radiator opposite the outlet opening. A fan in the outlet

opening draws air through the inlet openings and through the

radiator, discharging it through the outlet opening at the side

of the combine. The air drawn through the radiator is filtered

by means of screens in the air inlets, and the top and front of

the enclosure are provided with louvers to deflect part of the

air along the surface of the screens to carry away foreign
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material collected therein, the contaminated air bypassing the

radiator and being discharged out the side of the combme with

.the cooling air.

3,786.892

SAFETY CUT-OFF DEVICE FOR IGNITION SWITCH

Geone F. Horton, Rt. 2, Box 718. Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, S«r. No. 310.224

Int. CI. B60k 2 7/0«

L.S. CI. 180-99 5 Claims

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 22, 1974

air cushion thereunder; at least two wheels equipped with in-

natable tires, said wheels depending downwardly from the

rigid body and each wheel being on an opposite side of and

laterally spaced from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, and

said wheels being located in the central third portion longitu-

dinally of the vehicle Means are provided for causing said

wheels to selectively engage the surface underneath the vehi-

cle (whether it be solid, semi-solid, or fluid) and means for

driving the wheels independently in the same direction or m

opposite directions, and at the same speed or at different

speeds Also, means are provided for selectively braking said

wheels whereby to assist in propulsion of the vehicle on

inclined surfaces, and in the steering of the vehicle during

maneuverings over ground or water surfaces.

3,786,894

ACOUSTIC SOUNDING INSTRUMENT

Fr.ncisque Lebreton, Paris, France, assignor to Institut Fran-

cais du Petrole des Carburants et Lubrifianis, Rueil-Mai-

maison, Hauts-de-Seine, France

Filed Sept. 21, l97l,Ser.No. 182,458

Claims priority, application France. Sept. 21, 1970,

70.34200
Int.CI.GOIv 1140

U.S.CI.181-.5BE 4 Claims

The specification discloses an ignition switch cut-off device

for use on an open type carrier, for example a motor boat, to

cut off the engine in the event that the operator is thrown out

or falls out of the boat. The cut-off device comprises a control

member to be supported in front of the keyhole of the ignition

switch housing and having a slot for receiving the ignition

switch key when the key is inserted into the keyhole. A hous-

ing means is provided for supporting the control member for

rotational movement in front of the ignition switch keyhole to

allow the key to be inserted through the slot into the ignition

switch keyhole and to turn with the key when it is turned to its

run and off positions. A flexible pull member is coupled to the

control member and is adapted to extend out of the housing

means in a manner such that when the key is at its run position

and the pull member is pulled, the control member and hence

the key will be pulled to its off position to cut off the motor.

The pull member is adapted to be coupled to the operator.

3 786 893

AIR CUSHION VEHICLE WITH SELECTIVELY

OPERABLE SURFACE TRACTION MEANS

Douglas D. Joyct, Jr., W illiamsville, N.Y., and Anthony Y.

Simpson, New Orleans, La., assignors to Textron Inc..

Providence. R.I.

Filed Mar. 31, 1971.Ser.No. 176,579

Int. CI. B60v 3102

U.S.CL 180-119 1 Claim

Acoustic sounding instrument for use in determining the

acoustic characteristics of the terrain of a borehole includes at

least one acoustic emitter and at least one acoustic receiver

disposed with the mean cross-sectional planes thereof

disposed essentially parallel to the axis of the borehole, the

emitter and receiver each being provided with a surface which

is essentially a cylindrical surface of revolution through which

the waves are emitted and received, respectively.

3.786.895

SILENCER FOR GAS DISCHARGING DEVICES

Walter E. Perrine. P.O. Box 66. Navajo. Arii.

Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,850
|

Int.CI. F01n//0«

U.S. CI. 181-49 20 Claims

A silencer for muffling of noisesin a fluid pressure exhaust

system such as the exhaust systems for air operated power

cylinders tools and the like, flrearms such as hand weapons,

as well as internal combustion engines of the two- and four-

cycle type by the utilization of guiding surfaces for directing

the gases under pressure into chambers where the gases

acquire a rotary or whirling movement about a stationary axis

An air cushion vehicle including a rigid body extended within the silencer and are expelled after such rotary action

along a longitulal axis thereof. anS means for producing an has dissipated their energy.
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3,786,896

MUFFLER
Silvers A. Foster, 20735 Bryant St., Canoga Park, Calif., and

Charles F. Smith, 19515 Welby Way, Reseda, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 282,493. Aug. 21, 1971, Pat.

No 3,754,620. This application May 10, 1973, Ser. No.

358,889

lnt.CI.F01n//0«

U.S. CI. 181-153 »C'-""

3,786,898

MUFFLING BLOCK
Shoio FujIi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha Fujii

Kogyo, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,483

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 6, 1972, 47-

103249
Int.CI.E04b//«4

U.S. CI. 181-33 G
»0Clalms

A muffler particularly suited to motorcycles includes a

cylindrical casing incorporating a tube assembly comprised of

long and short tubes circumferentially spaced about an inner

v.all portion of the casing. A deflector plate is positioned in

the casing to receive and deflect backwardly gases passing

through the short tubes. The gases are then caused to reverse

again and pass through the long tubes which communicate

with the other side of the deflector plate. The cylindrical cas-

ing Itself includes an annular internal ridge close to the rever-

sal point of the gases to trap carbon particles and thus prevent

sparks Gases exiting from the long pipes then pass through a

baffle arrangement at the exit end of the cylindrical casing^

The design results in substantial muffling of noise carried

along the route of the gases through the muffler.

Sound-absorbing blocks of box-like shape are combined to

form a unit. The unit consists of two kinds of blocks, one bemg

shorter and having a ibwcr density than the other. In use,

every unit is fixed to a wall or ceiling so that a discontinuous

side of each unit faces away from the surface of the wall or

ceiling and a smooth side thereof is fixed to the latter. Every

unit consists of four or five sound-absorbing blocks which

latter are made of a fiber material.

One of the features of this invention is that the unit can be

adapted for use in a rather wide sound-absorbing chamber by

making the walls thin.
^ . u

Another feature is that the structure of the sound-absorbing

unit is so simple that the manufacturing cost is very low.

3,786,897

EXHAUST MUFFLER FOR TWO-STROKE CYCLE
ENGINE

Ian N. Swanson, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Donaldson Com-

oany. Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,349

Int.CI.F01n//0«

U.S. CI. 181-54 « Claims

3,786,899

LADDER
Heinrich Zenhausern, Birmensdorferstrasse 134, Urdorf, Swit-

zerland

Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,441

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 27, 1970,

,12964/70
Int. CI. E06c 9/02.7/05

U.S. a. 182-93 ^C'*'"

A muffler housing with an axial inlet is shown. A tube ex-

tends axially into the housing from the inlet. A closed tuning

chamber is provided in the housing surrounding the tube ad-

jacent the inlet end. The tube has a single opening leading to

the tuning chamber. A louver is mounted on the tube in the

chamber to extend over the opening. The louver acts as a

megaphone portion to enhance performance of the two cycle

engine. The housing is provided with baffles and chambers

downstream from the tuning chamber to muffle exhaust noises

and further enhance performance of the engine.

A ladder comprises two stringers, a plurality of rungs and

fastening elements for fastening said ladder to structure, said

fastening elements and said rungs being provided, at their ends

with external toothing and the stringers carrying a plurality of

shiftable and clampable connecting elements some of which

are provided with a blind bores for receiving ends of said rungs

and others of which are provided with bores for receiving ends

of said fastening elements.
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3,786.900

LATERALLY STABILIZED STEPLADDER

Paul J. Olsen. 1951 1 Alm«den Rd., San Jo*e C.Hf.

Continu.tlon-ln.part of S«r. No. »59,115 July 2, 1971

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,438

Int.Cl. E06c //22

,„, ,_, 5 Claims
U.S. CI. 182-172

pump and a lower drive turbine for the pump, and upnght

shafting drivingly interconnecting the machines. I

Lubricated leanng means are P-^dcd to support the

upnght shafting and comprises a closed vessel -'^'^P^^'-P^l'

Zx fhe extensfon therethrough of the shafting and which in-

dudes upper and lower compartments for bearing lubricant

and ducting interconnecting the compartments, upper and

lower shaft engaging bearing devices in the ^«P«;'^'^^"'"-

partments. and a lubricant circulator having an in et commu-

nicating with the lower compartment and an outlet commu_

n catinl with the bearing devices, the arrangement bemg such

"hat lubricant flows from the lower compartment through he

bearing devices into the compartments and overflows from the

upper compartment into the lower compartment.

3,786,902

LOAD-LIFTING MECHANISM FOR A LIFT TRUCK

Keith E. Ramsey, Jackson, Mich., assignor to The Knicker-

bocker Company , Jackson, Mkh.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 25 1 .253

Int. CI. B66b 9120, B66c 19100

_ „ 29 Claims
L.S.CL 187-9

A foldable stepladder having stabilizer structure as a part

thereof to provide the stepladder with lateral stability^ The

stepladder may be a generally conventional stepladder folda-

ble between open and closed positions and equipped a ong the

sides thereof wHh stabilizer components that arc laterally

movable between inner retracted and
""^"/''^"f

^ P^'j

tions. and operative in the latter positions »»;«^-"f »° '"^•^;

lateral tipping of the stepladder in each direction. The mova-

ble stabilizer components are elongated support 'eg^'vol^^y

connected with the stepladder adjacent the upper end thereol.

and selectively movable between inner retracted positions in

which they are held by retainer structure in general juxtaposi-

tion with the side edges of the ladder and outer positions in

wh^h they are constrained by tie structure that prevents

movement of the support legs in both lateral and transverse

directions. The movable support legs are also adjustable in

length to accommodate irregular surfaces, and hey may be

used individually or together so as to permit the ladder to ac-

commodate any particular environmental conditions during

use thereof.

3,786,901

SEALED LUBRICATING SYSTEM MODULE

Forrest Thomson Randell, Glasgow. Scotland, assignor to We.r

Pumps Limited, Cathcart, Scottand

Filed June 2, 1972. Ser. No. 259,259

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 3, 1971.

''''"'"
I„La.F.6«//00

U.S. a. 184-6.18
'^^'-""^

A load-lifting mechanism for lift trucks in which an extensi-

ble three-stage mast carries a load-lifting carnage and is ver„.

ca'ly actuated by a hydraulic ram and associated load- ifting

chains. A simple piston and cylinder ram operates to elevate

the carriage through a full free lift travel on the upper, inne

mast section in the collapsed condition of the mast via a

Tystem of two sets of chains and associated lifting bar and lift-

ing bracket. One set of chains is trained over the piston of the

ram and coupled at its opposite ends to the lower -ast section

via the ram cylinder and the lifting bracket wh.ch is guided fo

l.mited travel on the intermediate mast section. The other set

of chains IS trained over the lifting bracket and coupled at one

end to the inner mast and at Us other end to ^^e lifting bar

which engages the carriage dunng free lift thereo and then

couples to the stationary outer mast va the ram cylinder dur^

ing mast extension. A latch system automatically couples the

nner and outer mast sections during free lift of the carriage

and interconnects the carnage and inner mast section during

extension of the mast.

Rotodynamic apparatus includes a pair of spaced upper and

lower rotodynamic machines such as for example an upper

3.786.903

CLUTCH RELEASE CYLINDER FOR VEHICLES

Shoii Ha£a and JunlchI Komorizono, both of ToyoU. Japan

atignors' to ToyoU JIdosh. Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha and

Alsin Selhl Kabushiki Kaisha, both of A.ch'-^"' J-P"

Filed Feb. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 222.565

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 3, 1971. 46/5067

Int. CLF16d 25/00
«. ™ 2 Claims

IT ^ 1^1 192 91 R
A clutch releasing mechanisn. of the type including a

cyUnderhoul^g anS the tod of a piston shdahl. thete.n.
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sealed by folding bellows which hermetically enclose one end

of the cylinder housing and the piston rod, and wherein is pro-

reduce the striking force. Each of the springs is attached by

one of its ends to a movable element of the actuating system of

the corresponding type bar and by its other end to anchoring

means at an adjustable position of a member movable as a

function of the movement. The movable member is an elon-

gated part capable of pivoting around an axis parallel to the

B 6

vidcd elongated passage means connecting the air chamber

formed between the piston and bellows to the atmosphere so

as to prevent entrance of dust, dirt and water.

3.786,904

SEGMENTED FRICTION MEMBER ASSEMBLY

Marvin E. Hotchkiss. Troy, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company. New York, N.Y.

Filed June 23. 1972. Ser. No. 265.528

Int.Cl.F16d/J/64

U.S.C1. 192-107R 2 Claims

platen of the machine, capable of taking up two positions cor-

responding to the lower case and upper case positions respec-

tively of the movement. The movable member has a U-shaped

section and its surface has series of slots corresponding m

number to the number of type bars, each slot having a series of

notches forming fixing points for the adjusting springs.

to

3,786.906

PRINTING RIBBON FEEDING MECHANISM IN A

PRINTER

Katsuhiko Okabe. Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor

Kabushikikaisha Copal, Itabashi-ku. Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270.865

Claims priority, application Japan, July 19, 1971,46-63647

Int.Cl.B41jii/44

U.S.CL197-161 4 Claims

A segmented friction member assembly for a disc type

brake or clutch having a continuous band extending around

the peripheral surfaces of the heat-absorbing segments and

between the radially outer edges of the segmental facing mem-

bers. The band provides radial restraint and resists rotation of

the heat-absorbing segments due to torque forces applied dur-

ing operation of the assembly.

3,786,905

DEVICE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE
STRIKING FORCE IN A TYPEWRITER

Georges Costa, Yverdon, Switzerland, assignor to Paillard

S.A., Sainte Croix Vaud, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 203.7 1

6

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 15. 1970.

18599/70
Int.Cl.B41j2i/0«

U.S. CI. 197-17 1 Claim

An adjusting spring is associated with each type bar acting

as a function of the movement, so as to increase, maintain or

Printing ribbon feeding mechanism in a printer having a pair

of ribbon reel supporting shafts alternately driven in the op-

posite directions to each other so as to feed the prinlirtg ribbon

from a reel supported on one of the shafts to a reel supported

on the other shaft and vice versa. The feeding mechanism has

a ratchet feeding member reciprocably moved between a pair

of ratchet wheels secured to the shafts, respectively, each time

the printing operation is effected, and swingable to alternately

engage with either of the ratchet for driving the same, a detent

member alternately engageable with either of the ratchet

wheels so as to prevent the reverse rotation of the same, a

compression spring connecting the ratchet feeding member to ?

the detent member so that, when the ratchet feedmg member

engages with either one of the ratchet wheels, the detent

member is also engaged with the ratchet wheel with which the

ratchet feeding member engages, whereas, when the ratchet

feeding member is swung to engage with the other ratchet

wheel, the detent member is also swung to engage with the

other ratchet wheel with which, the ratchet feeding member

engages, and a pair of detecting levers each adapted to detect
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the amount of the ribbon wound on the reel which is mounted

on the respective shaft and cooperating with the ratchet feed-

ing member so that, when the diameter of the coil of ribbon on

either of the reels is reduced to a predetermined value, the de

tecting lever detecting the^diameter reduced to the predeter

mined value engages with the ratchet feeding member so as to

swing the same to disengage from the ratchet wheel with

which it has been engaged and engage with the other ratchet

wheel from which it has been disengaged thereby permitting

the ribbon to be fed in the reverse direction The reversing of

the direction of feeding of the ribbon is automatically re-

peated during the printing operation of the printer.

3.786.909

PALLET COUPLING DEVICE FOR CHAIN TYPE
CONVEYORS

Gliuco Reda. Milano. Italy, assignor to Officina Tecnomec-

canica Esecuiioni e MonUggi S.p.A. (O.T.E.M.). Milano.

Italy

Filed June 26. 1972, Ser. No. 266,228

Claims priority, application lUly. Feb. 4, 1972. 20202 A/72

Int. CI. B65r / 7100

U.S. CI. 198-131 15 Claims

3,786.907

LASER ERASER FOR A TYPEWRITER
Hrand M. Muncheryan. 1735 Morningside St.. Orange. Calif.

Filed Sept. 22. l97l,Ser.No. 182.597

Int. CI. B4 1 j 29//

6

U.S.CLI97-I8I 17 Claims

A laser eraser for erasing errors from a written document

and adapted with means to be permanently incorporated on a

typewriter is described. The device comprises a laser instru-

mentation head containing a laser generator, a power supply

unit to energize said laser generator, and a conduit means con-

necting the laser instrumentation head to the power supply

unit for electrical communication therebetween and for elec-

tronic and fluid cooling of the laser generator in said laser in-

strumentation head.

A pallet coupling device for chain type conveyors including

a body and a support pin journalcd therein and constrained

axially relative thereto The support pin is inscrtablc within

the hollow roller of said conveyor chain for rotation therein

The body has a pair of offset passageways, one for receiving

said support pin and the second having its long axis normal to

the first for receiving a pallet dog or holder pin A pair of

parallel sockets are provided in the body arranged normal to

said pas.sageway pair and respectively intercepting each of

said passageways. Spring biased spindles or plungers arc

received within said respective sockets with their free ends

biased in engagement with annular grtwvcs provided on said

support pin and said pallet holder pin respectively Actuators

are provided for operating each of said plungers indepen-

dently An outwardly extending projection or peg is provided

for engagement upon the link of the chain

3,786,908

ARTICLE HANDLING DEVICE

Charles H. Jones. Luncmburg. Mass.. assignor to Van Brode

Milling Co.. Inc.. Clinton. Mass.

Filed Sept. I. 1972. Ser. No. 285.876

Int. CLB65g 4 7/24*

U.S.CL 198-33 AB 9 Claims

n 15

3.786.910

VERTICAL CONVEYOR
Charles W. Wallis. Cary. III., assignor to American Chain &

Cable Company, Inc., New York. N.Y.

Filed July 20. 1972, Ser. No. 273.520

Int.CI. B65g/3/00

U.S.CLI98 158 16 Claims

fim article handling device for turning an article moving

along a conveyor, so that the longitudinal dimension of the ar-

ticle is oriented from a position perpendicular to the direction

of motion to a position parallel to the direction of motion, a

downstream gate cams the article around and is pushed out of

the path of motion; the movement of the gate draws a follow-

ing gate over the conveyor for final orientation of the article.

An endless vertical conveyor having a vertical reach, car-

riers mounted on the conveyor at longitudinally spaced points

including a base and an article support mounted on each said

base and movable transversely such that it can be positioned

adjacent a loading or unloading station as the conveyor moves

vertically. Each article support includes a cam that is engaged

by an actuator selectively to move the article support transver-

sely such that it will be adjacent the loading or unloading sta-

tion. Guide means are provided for engaging a roller on the ar-

ticle support and guiding the article support to and from the

station as the conveyor moves vertically.
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3 786 911
' 3,786,913

& Conveyor Co.. Ina., Buffalo, N.Y.
n^^cj i/j^ i <;//)? s?/Ort HSIS4

Filed Aug. I, 1972, Ser. No. 276.980 Int. CL B65d //i4. 25/02, 5J/00.S5/54

Int. CI. B65g 25/04 U.S.CL206-I.8

U.S.CI. 198-219 18 Claims

6 Claims

A plurality of article transfer mechanisms are mounted on a

carriage for movement therewith in a rectangular path relative

to a conveyor frame and, when in their operative positions, are

adapted to advance articles from rest positions on the frame to

successive next adjacent rest positions toward the conveyor

discharge. An article sensing arm at each rest position, con-

nected to a disabling arm, is responsive to the presence of an

article at that position to displace the disabling arm in a

manner maintaining the associated transfer mechanism in a

disabled condition, precluding transfer of the preceding arti-

cle to the blocked position.

t:---.-J

An artist's paint box wherein a box body has a lid hinged

thereto for closing and opening movements, and a tray is

mounted in the box body and has a group of paint-receiving

compartments with an endless sealing ring surrounding these

compartments. A palette is fixed to the lid in a position to abut

flatwise against the sealing ring when the lid is closed, thereby

preventing the paints from drying out. Moreover, a sponge-

receiving compartment is formed in the tray for holding a wet

sponge, whereby moisture may be conveyed to the paints to

add moisture thereto. The tray is made to hold brushes, while

the box body below the mounted tray provides for storage of

paint tubes.

3,786,912 7

LINEAR VIBRATORY FEEDER

William C. Taylor, Waterford, Pa., assignor to Automation

Devices Inc Falrvlew,Pa. 3,786,914
'

Filed Nov. 20, 1970, Ser. No. 91,494 SHIPPING AND DISPLAY CARTON

Int. CI. B65g 27/00 Hervey F. Beutler, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to Dow Cornmg

U,S. CL 198— 220CC 9 Claims Corporation, Midland, Mieh.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No, 260,675

Int. CI. B65d 5152

U.S. CL 206-44 R 5 Claims

A linear vibratory feeder is disclosed in which an action

mass is positioned above a reaction mass, both of which are

secured to a base by means of leaf type springs. Side plates are

secured to the upper or action mass to which the coil is at-

tached. The armature is secured to the underneath portion of

the reaction mass, and the coil also mounted beneath the reac-

tion mass to render the centers of gravity of the action and

reaction masses substantially coincidental. Means are pro-

vided to adjust the gap between the armature and coil, and the

action mass center of gravity is ideally located slightly below

the center of gravity of the reaction mass to accommodate a

track which is mounted atop the action mass.

Shipping and display carton combination comprising a

rectangular box, having a tear strip around' all four sides

spaced from bottom to allow top and top portions of sides to

be removed leaving a tray and exposing contents. A sleeve

foldable into the box and dimensioned to fit around tray, is

slipped over the tray and held unfolded by the tray and a

rigidifyingrib.
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3,786,915

DISPLAY PACKAGE FOR ELONGATED ARTICLES

Herbert M. Potts, Yulee. and Maynard A. Trutna. Jackson-

ville, both of Fla., assignors to Container Corporation of

America, Chicago, 111.

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,988

Int. CI. B65d 5/50
„ ^. --, ^- ,e 9 Claims

l].S. CI. 206— 45.15

January 22, 1974

which arc normally stored in addressable crypts arranged in

two opposed, spaced matrices with the crypt openmgs of

respective matrices in common vertical planes, a main docu-

ment selector designed to select a desired document from

among a tray of encoded documents transported thereto, and

a tray transptut movable in the space between the crypt

matrices, the main selector and the crypt openings for trans-

ferring trays of encoded documents between ihcir respective

crypts and the main selector, and a keyboard control console

which in response to entry of data identifying a document in a

speciHc tray effects the transfer of the tray from its respective

crypt to the main selector whereat the desired document is

then ejected by the selector from among those of the retrieved

tray A second, or buffer, selector, which is searched along

with the main selector when a document is sought, is provided

for temporarily storing retrieved documents prior to their

return to storage, or new dt>cumcnts prior to infilmg. in the

movable trays stored in the crypts.

A display package for elongated articles such as golf clubs is

formed from a plurality of cut and scored blanks of paper-

board or the like. These are formed to comprise a walled tray

having a main panel and side and end walls extending from the

main panel. A first insert is placed into the tray and is formed

from a cut, scored and folded blank and is disposed m the tray

adjacent one end thereof and is adapted to position upper ex-

tremities of certain of the elongated articles A second insert is

placed in the tray and is formed from a cut, scored and folded

blank and it is disposed in the tray adjacent the opposite end

thereof for positioning opposite extremities of certain of the

articles. An elongated tube is formed from a cut, scored and

folded blank for positioning of other of the elongated articles,

and structure is provided for securing the elongated tube in

position and pivotally supporting the same so that the tube lies

selectively within the tray or in an inclined position with

respect thereto for display.

3,786,917

FRUIT-GRADING PLANT

Claude Joseph Rousselie, Saint Sylvaln D Anjou, and Pierre

Lacharlotte, Ecouflant, both of France, assignors to S. 1. C.

A. • Pomanjou", Ecouflant, Maine et Loire, France
|

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,470

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 16, 1971,

71.06558 ; '

Int. CI. B07c 7H)n

U.S.CI.209-123 8 Claims

3,786,916

DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

Richard C. O'Brien, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to O. K. Partner-

ship, Cincinnati, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 213,325. Dec. 29, 197 1, abandoned.

This application Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,185

Int.CI.B07c5/J6

U.S.CL 209-80.5 17 Claims

This fruit grading plant is of the type comprising an immer-

sion-type emptying station, a transfer trough in which water is

circulated for directing the fruits to a sorting and grading sta-

tion and a plurality of discharge troughs for feeding the

graded fruits of each grade and/or size to a case filling station

According to this invention, the plant comprises at least one

vessel which, acting both as an emptying station and as a filling

station, can be connected either to an emptying circuit or to a

filling circuit, and is associated with handling means for im-

mersing and retracting each case in or from the vessel. This

plant is suitable for sorting and grading any fruits or other

products or articles adapted to be transferred by buoyancy.

A document retrieval apparatus and method having a plu-

rality of movable trays each containing encoded documents

3,786,918

PRESSURE FILTER FOR FIBROUS SUSPENSIONS

Emil Holz, Eningen/Wurttenberg. Germany, assignor to Her-

mann Finckh MeUlltuch-und Maschinenfabrik, Reutlin-

gen/Wurtt, Germany
Filed Aug. 27, 1971. Ser. No. 175,625

Claims priority, application Germany. Aug. 16, 1971,

'*^*^"
lnt.CLB07by/04.B01d29/26

I

U.S.CL209-273 . , ^ * ^l?'!!!*

A pressure filter for fibrous suspensions including a multiple

component housing within which at least one stationary
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upright filter basket is disposed. The housing is divided into an

upper housing section and a lower housing section with a
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3,786,920

FILTER APPARATUS FOR HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Robert E. Raymond, Zanesville, Ohio, assignor to International

Basic Economy Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 103,176, Dec. 3», I'^O •ba"i'«"'^-

This application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,417

lnt.CLB01di5//4

U.S. CI. 210-90
' • ^^'-""^

stock inlet in the upper housing section and a stock outlet in

thelower housingTection. and with the stationary basket

being supported by the lower housing section.

3,786,919

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONCENTRATING
ORE PULPS

Dewitt C. Deringer, Golden, Colo., assignor to Ben H. Parker,

Jr., Sao Paulo, Brazil

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,386

lnt.CI.B03bi//0
,,, 5 Claims

U.S.CL 209-434

A filter for a hydraulic system which filter is mounted within

the reservoir containing the hydraulic Huid supply. The filter

comprises a yicldably mounted cylinder element that is nor-

mally biased towards a closed filtering position, said filter ele-

men being adapted to yield to an open position at such times

Ts porous side walls of the filter element become clogged to

the extent that a predetermined back pressure is -n^posed by

the filter element on the flow passing therethrough. The ap-

paratus is further characterized by a filter condition sensing

and indicating means that senses only that pressure build-up

w"thin the fiUer element which is caused by clogging of the

porous walls of the element. Hence, false condition ind.ca-

fions due to flow surges inherent in filtered systems are

eliminated.

3,786,921

HEATER BYPASS AND SHUT-OFF VALVE '

Charles S. Johnson, Laguna Niguel, Calif., assignor to Baker

Hydro, Inc., Santa Ana, Calif.
- - . , , ^

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,115

Int.CLB01dJ5//4
.,„ 6 Claims

U.S.CL 210-130

^
//; 7£

-P^MP
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FIL T£ie
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This invention relates to a centrifugal ore concentrator

chlr'^^tS by a spirally wound
--'J--"^^J/^i"

wound about a rotatable core into which an ^^ HP '^
'"

S dt tht'o'T^de^'^nhJfunnel Jnder the influence of

The centr fugal action are drawn off and separated from the

'.hter gangue particles that are similarly drawn off from the

f'om the outlide and the lighter material from the ins.de.

A shut-off device for a heater for water in continuous circu-

lation, as in the filtering line for a swimming PO^'- ^ J-dosed^

The flow of water through the system ,s monitored by « bypas'.

connected between the input and the outpu of the heater

shunting the coils in the heater. A spring-loaded valve ,s

mounted in the bypass so as to close the bypass except when

The flow of water to the heater input exceeds t^at required to

maintain a desired minimum flow through the heater. The

X controls a heater disabling device, so that the heater may

be on only when the bypass valve is open.
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3,786,922

WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM WITH ENCLOSED
SCREEN UNIT

Vincent Materese, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Dayton Manufac-

turing Company, Dayton, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 196,092, Nov. 5, 1971. This

applicationjuly 31.1972. S«r. No. 276,518

lnt.CI.C02c//40

U.S.CI.210-136 9 Claims

along its length with the greater pitch being at the supply end

Sewage, such as from a marine toilet, is pa.ssed through a

macerator and chemically treated before being introduced

into the central portion of the screw conveyor to be mixed

with the filtcr-adsorption media and compacted as the screw

conveyor is rotated. The compacting produces a mixture of

fiiter-adsorplion media and sludge at the discharge end while

the liquid is passed through the conveyor in counter-flow rela-

tionship, to the incoming filter-adsorption media and through

the filter-adsorption media, and then to a discharge.

3,786.924

WATER PIRIUCATION SYSTEM
Lowell E. Huffman. Wilmington. Del., as-signor to Deiro Inc.,

New Castle. Del.

Flledjuly 22. 1971. Ser. No. 164,991
|

Int. CI. BO Id.?/ /»0

IJ.S.CL210-257 14 Claims

A waste treatment system including means for grinding solid

wastes, mixing them with liquid to form a pumpable slurry and

pumping the slurry to a waste treatment tank. The waste treat-

ment tank includes a screening section in which an enclosed

screen unit is loosely received. The slurry is pumped to the in-

terior of the screen unit for How outwardly through the

foraminous side walls thereof and thence, into a mixing sec-

tion of the treatment tank. The screened waste material is

mixed with chemical additives as it passes from the screening

section of the treatment tank to the mixing section and a series

of perforated baffles in the mixing section insure that the addi-

tives and screened waste material are intimately mixed and

retained in the tank for a sufficient period of time to render

the mixture pathogenically harmless before it is ejected from

an outlet from the mixing section of the treatment tank

3,786.923

MARINE WASTE DISPOSAL APPARATUS
Fcrcnc J. Schmidt. Ardmorc. Pa., assignor to Ametck, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,132

Int. CI. BO Id JJ/JO

U.S. CI. 210-152 1 Claim

5^ :a
>f^

f^ r
;^xn"^^^

.-_J..i_J

T »0 *
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•am aiTfn tu**^'

a-\J *> «

A water purification system incorporating a reverse osmosis

unit for purifying water is disclosed The system yields two

streams, one of very high purity for drinking and cooking and

the like and one of lower quality for use in toilet tanks, lawn

watering, garden irrigation and the like. The system provides

apparatus and techniques for reconciling the varying flow

rates inherent in a domestic water system with the constant

How rate desirable for efficient performance of the reverse os-

mosis unit. Provision is made for automatic flushing and

backwashing of the reverse osmosis element.

3,786.925

MEANS FOR SEALING MEMBRANE CARRYING TUBES
Leo Block. Woodland Hills, and Frank R. Shippey, Thousand

Oaks, both of CallL, assignors to Raypak, Inc.. Westlake Vil-

lage. Calif.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225,945

Int. CLB01di//00
U.S. CL 210-321 6 Claims
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An osmotic membrane bridges over the joint between an

end core fitting and the end of a tubular porous core member

and alloys with the material of the core fitting. The joints may

be between modules joined or coupled by male and female

plastic core fittings linked together by bayonet joints. This as-

sembly is adapted to use in reverse osmosis machines with the

joined modules in a tubular shell forming an annulus with con-

A filter-adsorption media, such as activated carbon, is sup- centrate in the annulus under pressure. The bayonet joints

plied to one end of a screw conveyor having a variable pitch prevent pulling apart of the modules.
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3,786,928
3,786,926 BICYCLE RACK

Inc.,Rahway,N.J. ,ao 5#;it Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,476

FiledNov. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199,565
i„t. CI. E05b 75/00

int. CI. BOld 29/04
^^^^^ ^.s. 0.211-5

^ ^'-""^

U.S.CL 210-497

Annular filter elements for outside-in operation ordinarily

include a center tube for support against inward collapse and

h's disclosure concerns a center tube formed from a flat sheet

mcta stamping including a longitudinally extended backbone

Tnd interspaced ribs extending laterally from this backbone

and hlv n'g free ends, the stamping being formed into a

;;Ler wfth the backbone extending axially and the nbs ex-

tending circumfcrentially and their free ends fastened.

3,786,927

PILFER PROOF DISPLAY UNIT FOR PACK
MERCHANDISE

Jay Mankeim, 860 United Nations Pla«i, New York, N.Y.

FlledSept.7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,039

Int. CI. A47f 7/00
15 Claims

U.S.CL 211-4

The bicycle rack of this invention provides a supporting

structure having a longitudinal member or rail against which a

bicycle may be leaned, two transverse members >*'h'ch ".«>".

tend through ( 1) the front wheel of the bicycle and (2) both

he rear wheel and the frame of the bicycle. A locking member

closes between both of the transverse members to secure the

bcyce between the longitudinal member and the locking

member A rear transverse member connects with the long.tu-

dinTl member and other longitudinal members of adjacem

bicvcir racks forming a continuous bank of similar bicycle

Ss and further provides a slidable and pivotal mounting for

aid locking member. These members provide a framework

suucture wherein a bicycle may be parked and secured

against theft or unauthorized removal.

3,786,929

WAREHOUSING SYSTEM USING SLOWDOWN AND

STOP BIN INDICATORS

James S. Hathcock, Jr., Houston, Tex., assignor to Conco Inc.,

Mendota,lll. .^aixx
FiledNov. 1,1971, Ser. No. 194,713

Int.CI.B66g//i6
».^ .xL^A 13 Claims

U.S.CL2I4-I6.4A

^z^

A display unit for merchandise in packs which is intended to

prevent pilfering. The unit includes a housing for fuPP^^^^J
'p u::iUy'of holders. Each holder is adapted ^o »;«id one o he

packs and to permit its removal upon movement of the pack in

r^redetermined path relative to the holder. Each holde i

connected with the housing for pivoting motion about a

geLrally horizontal pivot axis, to facilitate browsing^ Each

pick .s normally prevented from removal from its holder by a

hmit member connected with the housing projecting into the

redetermined path of the pack from its holder when the

E; 3 ;Ts in a secured, first position, which ''--« ----;^°
the oack to less than that necessary for removal. Each holder

can however, be tilted about a tilt axis generally perpend.cu^

far to the pivot axis to a released, second position m which he

prede er-ined path of removal of the pack relative to he

Jolde I moved out of the way of the limit member so that he

pack can be removed. Tilting of the holders to the released

poMfon is normally prevented by a selectively operable, con-

cealed keeper hidden within the housing.

To identify vertical slowdown and stop positions for a

stacker crane, each vertical |,in is uniquely located by a binary

coded s'owdown plate and a separate binary coded stop plate

A vertical drive control is responsive to photoelectric sensors

mounted on a crane hoist, as the sensors are driven adjacent
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the binary coded plates. To reduce the m.n.mum vertical spac-

ing bet^veen bins, the coded plates are interleaved so that the

slowdown plate for an adjacent bm .s located between each

stop plate and slowdown plate for a different bin Various

combinations of detectable elements are earned on each

coded plate to provide strobe, high or deposit, and low or

retrieve information.

3,786,930

UNDERGROUND AUTOMATIC PARKING SYSTEM FOR
VEHICLES

Alejandro Obregon, Horacio 543-403, Mexico City. Mexico

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279.268

Claims priority, application Mexico, Sept. 8. 1971. 129985

Int. CI. E04h 6/06

U;S.CI.2I4-I6.ICB 23 Claims

3,786.931

OPTICS INDEX FILING SYSTEM

Ross F. Housholder, 1725 Brooks Dr., Arlington, Tex.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,146

Int. CI. A47b 63100; G02b 5114

U.S. CL 21 1 -40 7 Claims

St.- -.

>F

(

An underground automatic parking system for vehicles,

comprising a horizontal tunnel, a rectangular entrance open-

ing on the roof of said tunnel; slidable horizontal doors closing

said opening, grids in said doors located at a position suitable

to receive the four tires of a vehicle; a carriage movable along

the length of said' tunnel at an intermediate transit level

thereof the carriage is provided with anchoring means to

coact with anchoring blocks provided on the tracks along

which said carriage moves, in order to automatically stop the

carriage in alignment with a selected parking space| elevator

. means in said carriage comprising two pairs of comb-like sets

of parallel brackets rotatable about respective axes in a posi-

tion such that the brackets match the position of the four tires

of a vehicle, said brackets bemg such that, when the elevator

means are elevated to its uppermost position, said brackets

pass between the grids of said doors to support a vehicle

located thereon; an upper parking level in said tunnel com-

prising a plurality of upper parking spaces each being pro-

vided with four sets of retractible vehicle supporting brackets,

interleavable with the brackets of said elevator means, each

set of vehicle supporting brackets being provided with a

ratchet mechanism to retain the same in operative position, a

lower parking level in said tunnel comprising a plurality of

lower parking spaces each being provided with four vehicle

supporting cradles, each cradle comprising a grid interleava-

ble with the brackets of said elevator means, said intermediate

transit level comprising a lower sub-level to allow the transit of

the carriage with its elevator means carrying a vehicle thereon

and an upper sub-level to allow the transit of the carriage with

Its elevator means empty; means for driving said carriage

along the length of said tunnel, means for driving said elevator

means between the transit level and the upper and lower park-

ing levels and between the transit level and the entrance open-

ing means for extending and retracting said retractible vehicle

supporting brackets of the upper parking level, means for

retracting and extending the brackets of said elevator means,

when the same are lowered to the lower parking level in order

to clear a vehicle parked in a lower parking space; electric de-

tecting means in each parking space to coact with the carriage

in order to detect an empty parking space when the carriage is

carrying a vehicle thereon; and means for deactivating said de-

tecting means in order to allow the carriage to travel past an

empty parking space when it is not desired to park a vehicle

therein.

The specirication discloses an optics index filing system for

allowing records. Hies, etc to be filed in a random manner and

to be readily identified and retrieved when needed The

system comprises a frame forming a storage zone adapted to

hold a plurality of records, files, etc An optics selector system

IS employed for identifying the records or files stored n the

preferred embodiment the selector system comprises a plurali-

ty of light pipes having ends located in a column or row forrn-

,ng an index observable to the user The other ends of the light

p.pes are located at spaced and distinct positions to receive

light individually from a movable light emitting selector slit

when shifted to different positions Each record or file folder

has a light pipe having one end to be located m alignment with

one of said other ends of the index light pipes, when the folder

,s filed, to receive light from the selector slit when the selector

slit IS shifted to different positions The other ends of the light

pipes of the record or file folders are located at a position to

be observable to the user.

3.786.932

CORE TRAYS

Carl M Smith. Weston, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Schlegel

Company Canada Limited. Oakvllle, Ontario, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 42,770, June 21, 1970

abandoned. This application Oct. 8, 197 1, Ser. No. 187,757

Int. CI. A47f 7100

u.s.a.2ii-60A z^'-"""

The invention relates to a plastic drill core tray of the type

having a pFurality of longitudinally extending channels

disposed in a side by side relationship which are dished in

cross-section to contain a drill core. The effective contained

angle of the cross-section at the dished bottom of the channels

is greater than 90° The plastic tray is reinforced with elon-

gated metal reinforcing ribs having a U-shaped cross-section.

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 1441
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The ribs are adhered to adjacent longitudinally extending mar-
OVERHEAD CRANE

ginal areas of adjacent channels to provide longitudinaUy ex-
^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^

fending reinforcing means, and the contained angle o the Jo«ph J. ^'"jy^ ^«
^

Corporation, Harvey,

cross-iction of the tray at the adjacent longitudinally extend- Balboa, Cal.I., assig

ing areas is less than 90° •

piled May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,720

— —
Int. CI. B66c / 7/06

3,786,933
'

U.S.CL 212-11

PORTABLE SUSPENDED SHELF

Felipe G. Vlanion, 1436 S. Kearney, Denver, Colo.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,973

lnt.CLA47f5/0S

U.S.CL2II-90
<»C'-''"''

15 Claims

A portable suspended shelf assembly includes a channel-

shaped shelf releasably supported by a bracket or a plurality of

brackets at spaced intervals along the shelf Each bracket has

a horizontally disposed support portion under the base portion

and an upturned inner end portion adapted to fasten to a wall.

One depression is formed in the bracket slidably receiving an

inner side wall projection of the shelf and another depression

is formed in the bracket slidably receiving an outer side wall

projection of the shelf End plates with a pair of depending

laterally spaced pins extend downwardly into a plurality of

apertures at spaced intervals along the shelf

3,786,934

CARRIER STRUCTURE PARTICULARLY FOR
OFFICE

EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY

Gerard Burgin, 6, rue de la Thur, •^'"K'""*'"' ^""'"

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,098

Claims priority, application Germany. Mar. 18, 1971,

^"^'^^
|nt.CLA47f 5/00. 7/00

.a^
'

11 Claims
U.S.CL21I-182

An overhead crane characterized by its redundant or dou-

ble-safe features. The crane has two separate ropes with one

end of each rope attached to the drum and the other end at-

tached to an Equalizer. Each rope, intermediate its opposite

ends, is reeved over sheaves in the sheave nest and on the load

block in suchmanner that each rope provides at 'east [our ac-

tive parts (i.e.. load-supporting lines) running to the four

horizontal quadrants of the load block with respect to the ver-

tical center line therethrough. With this system and arrange-

ment the load block will be supported by two independent sets

having at least four active rope parts or lines of support in

each set in such a manner that if a rope breaks or fails for any

reason, at least one remaining complete set of at east four ac-

tive parts provided by the undamaged rope will assume full

support with little or no appreciable impact load occurring

and with only small and acceptable swinging or twisting move-

ment imparted to the lead. Additional redundancy and dou-

ble-safety is provided by: constructing the crane hook so it has

two separate load paths into the load block, having two

complete gear trains between the hoist motor and the drum as-

sembly wfth each being capable of handling the rated load

with a normal factor of safety; having safety lugs to catch the
.

drum hubs in case of shaft failure; having safety retainers fbr

all sheaves in the sheave nest and in the load block to sustam

the load upon failure of any sheave or its supporting shaft;

and having the equalizer bar boxed or caged in with load sup-

porting members and provided with bumpers at opposite ends.

Various items of work place equipment, such as a seat,

desk typewriter top. phone shelf, overhead illuminating struc-

ture and the like are supported by one or more vertical earner

columns each formed of an inner throughgoing hollow support

post (adapted to receive electric conductors and the like), a

plurality of carrier sleeves which surround the hollow support

post and to which said items are secured (directly or by a can-

tilever) and a plurality of spacer sleeves for arbitrarily deter-

mining the height position of any carrier sleeve.

3,786,936

OVERHEAD CRANE APPARATUS

Charies R. Staadt, Aurora, Colo., assignor to Masonry

Systems, Inc., Westminster, Colo.

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,026

int. CI. B66c 1 7106

US CI 212-11 11 Claims

"An overhead crane adapted for universal movernent in a

horizontal plane includes a pair of bridge members which span

the width of an industrial plant and have guide wheels adapted

to be driven along rails running longitudinally along the sides

of the plant, a trolley which extends longitudinally of the plant

and is mounted on guide wheels which ride along tracks on the
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I

bridge members, the trolley having a hoist stationary relative V?^'^^*^««. ^o * .j#fo
to the trolley, a hoist movable along the trolley, and an opera- REVERSING DRIVE FOR A TOOL CHANGER

tors cab at one end of the trolley whereby the operator is pro- Edi^.rd E. KIrkh.m. Brookfield, Wis., assignor to Kearney 4
Trecker Corporation, West Allis. Wis.

Filed May 22. 1972, Ser. No. 255.716

Int.Ci. B23q.?//5 7

U.S. CI. 2 14- 1 BD -^ Claims

vided with a close unobstructed view of the hoists, A sprocket-

chain drive is operative to move the trolley along the bridge

members to enable the hoists to be positioned close to the

sides of the installation site.

3,786,937

LOAD-HANDLING APPARATUS
Donald M. Faust, Winchester, Oreg., assignor to Cascade Cor-

poration, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Nov. 26, 1971,Ser. No. 202,531

Int. CI. B66c 23106

U.S. CI. 212-59 5 Claims

The present invention relates to an improved reversing

drive for a tool change mechanism The improved novel fea-

tures of this reversing drive are particularly disposed to be in-

corporated in a tool changer equipped with a pair of tool

change arms mounted for pivotal movement in opposite

direction frqm a parked position into enclosed gripping en-

gagement with a pair of spaced apart tools. In addition, the

described tool changer particularly adapted to receive the

present reversing drive has already included separate power

means connected to positively maintain the pivotal arms in

original clamped engagement as well as effect bodily move

ment of the clamped arms to interchange the tools. The

reversing drive of this invention includes a single unitary rack

having inwardly facing opposed upper and lower rack sections

laterally offset a sufficient distance to rotatably drive ad-

jacently journalled gears in opposite direction upon rectilinear

movement of the unitary rack in one direction. In addition,

one of the laterally offset rack sections of the present inven-

tion incorporates an axially extending rack section that is rela-

tively positionable to function as a transfer device for simul-

taneously engaging the synchronized teeth of both oppositely

rotated concentric gears to maintain them in preset angular

positions during axial movement relative thereto.

Load-handling apparatus including a mounting frame, a

main boom pivotally connected at one of its ends to the frame,

and a jib boom pivotally connected to the opposite end of the

main boom. The jib boom includes a telescoping extension

section and a motor for extending and retracting the same A

power-operated device is connected to the outer end of the

extension section for extension and retraction therewith

Elongated flexible power-supply lines for the power dfevice

and the extension motor extend along the jib boom, are

trained over a sheave at the pivot connection between the jib

and main boom, and then extend along the main boom toward

the frame. Line take-up means on the main boom is operable

to take up and pay out slack in such lines produced by exten-

sion and retraction of the jib boom The main and jib booms

are operated by elongated rams. The main boom ram is

pivotally connected at its cylinder end to a midregion of the

main boom and at its rod end to the mounting frame in a re-

gion spaced laterally of the pivot connection between the

main boom and frame. Fluid supply and exhaust lines connect

to the cylinder end of the ram adjacent its pjvotal connection

with the main boom.

3,786.939

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SORTING ARTICLES

ON A CONVEYOR UTILIZING A SHIFT REGISTER AND A

TIME VARYING CODE CONTROL MECHANISM
James D. Habegger, Middleville; Andrew B. Huttula, Grand

Rapids: Daniel L. Fowler, Kentwood. and James T.

Schrader, Grand Rapids, all of Mich., assignors to Rapistan,

Incorporated, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 298,873

Int. CI. B65g 43100

U.S.CL214-11 A 27 Claims

J\ t4 HDivInTml 10 J«1 . JO'»t"m ',-- Hl>IVt«Tt»]

4.-

A sorting conveyor is divided into discrete discharge zones

each assigned a unique zone identification code and each in-

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
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eluding one or more discharge locations having one or two

discharge chutes aligned therewith and assigned a chute

identification code. Each article inducted onto the conveyor ^

assigned a digital code a portion of the bits of -h.ch cor-

respond to the code assigned to a chute within a ^o"eJhe ar^

tide code is applied to a shift register memory and shifted in

synchronism with the conveyor movement to be app^ed to a

zone control circuit during a timer interval '^^"P;"^'"!;;

the entry of the article into the discharge zone. A code genera-

tor synchronized with the conveyor movement produces a

tfme varying code repeated for each zone time mten^al and

which is compared with a location code assigned to each

discharge location and uniquely identifying ^^e position on a

discharge chute within a discharge zone. An article diyerter is

actuated to discharge an article onto a discharge chute when

the zone and chute codes coincide with the article code and

the location code assigned to a discharge chute corresponds to

the generated time varying code.

1443

breakers to the tiers which permits a new and more efficient

method of harvesting by passing it rearwardly instead of for-

wardly of the harvesting vehicle.

3,786,942

DRY SAIL MARINA

Ernest B. Dane, Jr., 57 Tyler Rd., Belmont Ma«.

Filed Feb. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 9,902

Int.CLB65g//06

U.S.CL 214-16.4 A
8 Claims

3,786,940

GARAGE FOR THE STORAGE OF VEHICLES

Kaspar Klaus Schlachthofstrasse 46, 894 Memmin-

^'riror'3:^83,903,Dec.l0 1969,Pat.No

3 688,922. This application June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,842

Int. CLE04h 6/06

U.S.a.214-16.1ED
^^••""''

The garage comprises at least two tilting platforms, each

capable of accommodating at least two vehicles end-to-end.

upe^osed in spaced relation and linked for tilting in un.son

to place one end of one platform and the other end of the

other platform in communication with fixed run-in and run-off

a ea of the garage, in one tilted position, and vice versa in the

other tlted posiLn. Provision is also made for raising and

°owering the interlinked platform structure where there are

more than two platforms in a stack.

3,786,941

APPARATUS FOR TOBACCO HARVESTING

Louis E. Dailey, Jr., R.F.D. No. 1 Box
'J^,

Ah<«kte, N.C.

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 279,539

lnt.CI.B60p//i6
3 Claims

IJ.S.CL 214-83.1

J

A dry sail marina is disclosed for storing small to moderate^

sized boats out of the water with means for transferring them

automatically between storage points and the water. The

madna is contained within a building having a center aisle ex^

rending the length thereof and a series of vertically stacked

ack bounding each side of the aisle. Boats are stored in sling

Lv boat cars housed in the racks. An overhead travelmg crane

w th a h"s7 suspended track assembly rides along the center

Tisle between any storage point and the water side of the

marina The track assembly is adapted to connect with any

Tck and includes transport means for coupling to individual

cars and wheeling them onto and off of the track assembly. To

de ver a boat, tht track assembly is connected up with the as^

sitned rack and the transport means draws the car with boat in .

s inronto the track assembly. The loaded track assembly is

hen transported to the water by the overhead crane whereu^

non i^^ts owered and the boat is deposited in the water and

Released from its car. The crane then returns the boat car to

the rack by a reverse procedure.

3,786,943

CENTRALISED CONTROL FOR AN AUTOMATIC

SYSTEM OF HANDLING PALLETS

Georges Coppel, Paris, France, assignor to Constructions

Mills. K, Saint-Ouen, France ,,„--,
Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. "8,77

1

Claims priority, application France, May 12, 1971, 71.17Z75

lnt.CLB65g//06
„ ^. .,,.,, ^ . 9 Claims

U.S.CL214— 16.4 A

A contwl system with memory and synoptic panel enabling

an operator to prepare the movement of pallets between the

of har oassaee ways and the entrances to and exits from a storage in-

A safety hand positioner and guard for the conveyor of har- Pa^^^f^J^y

vested to'bacco being passed from the workers known as stallation.
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The frame has a main and lateral channels in which slide

lugs representing the handling pallets , movement of the lugs is

recorded electrically in the form of signals in the memory ;
the

starting point and destination signals are progressively con-

verted into commands for the motors of the transfer trolley

and the automatic trolley.

Applicable to all types of storage installations on one or

more levels with parallel passage-ways in which storage pallets

accumulate.

harvester is negotiated through turns A wire loop encircling

the wagon, upon excitation by an AC signal, produces a mag-

netic Held which is sensed by a signal coil mounted on the

discharge spout and adapted for common movement

therewith. The signal coil has an output voltage, the amplitude

of which varies as the wagon swings relative to the spout. This

3,786.944

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR APPLYING LABELS TO
ARTICLES IN A W AREHOLSE SYSTEM

Jack R. Dalgle. Grand Rapids, and James D. Habegger. Mid-

dlcvilk, both of Mich., assignors to Rapistan, Incorporated,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972. Ser. No. 292,958

Int.CI. B65g//04

U.S.CL2I4-I6.4A 12 Claims

/K \
V

\. /h

output volUge is compared with the loop excitation signal to

denote any phase differential and the resulting voltage signal,

after being passed through a de-ad band generator, drives a hi

directional elcctrohydraulic unit which swivelly swings the

discharge spout into proper coordination with the crop inlet of

the wagon.

3.786,946

REFUSE COLLECTION VEHICLES

Charles R. Toppins; Samuel E. Harvey; Harvey W. Liberman,

all of Knoxville; Houston Ratledge, Maryvllle. and Steven C.

Voorhees, Oak Ridge, all of Tenn., assignors to Dempster

Brothers, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn.

Division of Ser. No. 59,453, July 30, 1970, Pat. No. 3,696.95 1.

This application Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,504

Int. CLB65f J/04

U.S.CL214-I52 8 Claims

*\ "
"J »

An article retrieval system includes an operator carrying

picking vehicle for batch picking of customer orders in a

warehouse The vehicle includes a labeler supplied with a

sequence of individual labels for positioning on each article

picked. Each label includes article storage location, quantity

and destination information and display means are provided

for displaying this label information to the operator. A tape in-

cludes sorting information recorded thereon for each article

to be picked and is synchronized with the sequence of labels

placed in the labeler A tape playback mechanism controls

destination coding apparatus such that an article picked by the

operator will leave the vehicle with both a label and sorting in-

dicia thereon. The sorting information on the tape is also dis-

played to the operator to provide a check for synchronization

between the tape and the sequence of labels. The articles are

then routed via an accumulation conveyor to a sorting area

where the sorting indicia is detected to control the diverting of

articles to predetermined destination areas.

»
1-

3.786,945

SPOUT CONTROL SYSTEM
Dean Homer Symonds, Davenport, Iowa, assignor to Deere &

Company, Moline, III.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,984

Int. CLB65g 67/22

U.S.CL 214-42 A 9 Claims

The lateral swing of a discharge spout on a forage harvester

is magnetically governed such that the spout is kept in proper

coordination with the crop inlet port of a trailing wagon as the

A rear loader for refuse collection vehicles The rear loader

includes a housing with an opening through which refuse is

deposited in a-hopper. A movable packer plate in the housing

moves in opposition to the bottom of the hopper to partially

compress the material and subsequently to convey the materi-

al through a discharge opening into the body of the vehicle.

The packer platt in the housing also cooperates with an ejec-

tor plate in the body to further compress the refuse contained

within the body.
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3,786,949
3,786,947 appab ATIIS FOR SIDE PICK UP REFUSE COLLECTION

MOVABLE SHELF APPARATUS ^Lm H Suu^t'oO Smithfield Rd., Fort Worth, Tex.

James Pressley Craft, III, College Park, Ga., assignor to The William H. Sj;|^n,J^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^

Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
int. CL B65fi /02

Flledjune 12. I972,Ser. No. 261,851 -
., e r^i lid 302 5 Claims

Int.CI.B60p//44.B65d9/00
U.S.CL 214-302

U.S.a.2I4-75R
»»C»«""''

A movable shelf apparatus is described which is capable of

being adjustably positioned within a bay of a truck or trailer

Sy Joi article separation purposes and for supporting,

handling, and transporting stacked articles during transit from

manufacturing points to sales points. The movable shelf ap-

paratus includes a shelf that is supported w.th.n the bay by

four roller chains that are recessed within the divuier bay walls

of the truck or trailer body. The shelf is inclined towards he

center of the truck or trailer body to minimize slippage of the

articles during transit. The roller chains are driven by a rachet

an^gear arrangement that is positioned below the compar -

Ten. floor line of the truck or trailer body so as no to in er-

Tere with the interior of the bays and any forkl.ft pallet inter-

face.

3,786,948

MATERIAL HANDLING ATTACHMENT

Norman R. Golden. 718 West Main Street, Carllnville, III.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,128

int. CI. B66cam
^. ,..• %-Ktxn 6 Claims

U.S.CL2I4— I30C

Apparatus for collecting refuse and loading the refuse onto

a side loading, refuse collection vehicle having a bed and a

loading compartment with a top opening aperture therem.

characterized by. a trash container that includes a sloping

front wall for dumping the trash from the container when it is

inverted, doors, loading hooks, arid a pair of arcuate track en-

Eaeing means for maintaining the container in place when it is

fnverted onto the bed of the vehicle and preventing escape of

trash a pair of arcuate tracks mounted on the vehicle; a base

connected to the front of the bed of the vehicle so as to ac-

commodate lateral motion of a pick up arm; and an extensible

and retractable L-shaped cantilever pick up arm for being

moved outwardly to pick up. invert, and lower the trash con-

tainer by its hooks responsive to operation of the controls by

only a driver of the vehicle, without requiring rolling of the

container into position by a helper. Also disclosed are

preferred structural embodiments, including safety catches

and the like.

3,786,950

APPARATUS FOR LOADING SNOWMOBILES ON
TRAILERS

Andrew S. Zemlen, 63 1 1 Jefferson St., Fridley ,
Minn.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,519

Int. CLB60p J/00

U.S.a. 214-506
*<^'-""»

'^"^ J

This material handling attachment is adapted to be mounted

to the boom of a backhoe. The attachment includes a base as-

sembly for routively mounting a shaft assembly having a tilta-

ble axis of rotation. The shaft assembly includes a hook at the

lower end providing a transverse loading arm suitable for

mlnipulating bales of coiled wire. The shaft assembly is

rotatable through more than 1
80° of arc by means of a hydrau-

lic actuating assembly providing a compound linkage, which ,s

connected at one end to the shaft assembly and at the other

end to the base assembly.

An attachment for facilitating the loading of a snowmobile

on a tilting type trailer is described. The attachment in its s,m_

plest form, comprising a pair of ramp-like members, each

?amp terminating in a sheer dropoff, and having one s de

defining a guide and adapted to be removably-secured to the

tracer bed As the snowmobile is driven onto the trailer, its

skis engage the guide attachment and are steered up the ramps

until the'trailing edges of the skis fall off the sheer dropoff
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back onto the trailer bed, thus giving a positive indication that

the snowmobile is in a desired position on the trailer bed. The

sheer dropoff of the ramps also provide a restraining surface in

holding the snowmobile in a desired location on the trailer and

prevent it from sliding back down the trailer's inclined bed.

3,786,951

MODULAR STRUCTURE TRANSPORTING APPARATUS

Paul H. Ruff, Decatur, and Jerome C. Schnur, Champaign,

both of in., assignors to Tryco Manufacturing Company.

Inc., Decatur, 111.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,634

Int.CK B60p//02

U.S. CI. 214-512 3 Claims

mounted on a lift vehicle of any suitable construction. The lift

vehicle is adapted to be positioned and operated in an aisle

between two storage racks where pallets are to be stored. A
supporting frame is mounted on the base and is laterally mova-

ble relative thereto, the frame being of a width that is only

slightly less than that of the aisle between the storage r;»cks. A

shuttle platform or head is mounted on the supporting frame

and is laterally movable relative thereto between the storage

racks. A pair of forks are rotatably mounted on the. shuttle

platform for rotation about a substantially vertical axis so that

the direction of the forks can be reversed. Means are provided

on the shuttle platform for guiding ont of the forks rfver the

other fork as they are simultaneously rotated during reversal

of their positions The forks and shuttle platform arc so inter-

connected that the forks are rotated to accomplish reversal as

the shuttle platform is moved laterally between the storage

racks. In this manner, the direction of the forks can be

reversed without the forks extending beyond the widtjn of the

supporting frame, thereby minimizing the aisle space required

for the subject side-loading fork apparatus and allowing lOCJ^

selectivity of pallets in any given storage rack aisle without the

necessity of reversing the direction of the lift vehicle.

A trailer for transporting modular building structures from a

point of assembly or storage to a point of permanent installa-

tion The same includes an elongated frame having sufTicient

strength to receive and support a modular building structure

and a wheeled carriage secured to the underside of the frame

for vertical movement relative to the frame so that the height

of the frame above the terrain over which it may travel may be

varied. The frame also mounts a plurality of pairs of jacks with

one jack on each pair adapted to engage the underlying terrain

to raise or level the frame relative thereto and the other jack in

the pair adapted to move an element upwardly to engage the

underside of a modular building structure. Each pair of jack>s

is pivotally mounted of the frame for movement between the

above operative position and traveling position and the ar-

rangement is such that the weight of one jack generally coun-

terbalances the other of the pair so that the same may be easily

manipulated.

3,786,953

LOADER LINKAGE
Robert L. Crum, and Ishwarlal P. Patel. both of Springfield.

III., assignors to Allis-Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee.

Wis.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,054

Int. CI. E02f i/W;

U.S.CL 214-776 10 Claims

3,786,952

BIDIRECTIONAL FORK APPARATUS
Richard E. Nearman, Rt. 3 Box 90, Mount Airy, Md.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,643

Int.CI. B66r9//4

U.S.CL 214-731 16 Claims

Bi-directional, side loading fork apparatus adaptedMo be

mounted on a vertically movable mounting structure or base

The bucket control linkage of a tractor loader includes a

vertically disposed lever pivotally connected intermediate its

upper and lower ends to a boom. A dump link is intercon-

nected between the lower end of the lever and the upper rear

of the bucket. The bucket control linkage also includes a

bucket operating jack having its front rod end pivotally con-

nected to the upper end of the lever and its rear cylinder end

pivotally connected to a special linkage. The special linkage

includes a pair of pivotally interconnected links, one of which

is pivotally connected to the boom and the other of which is

pivotally connected to the tractor frame at a point spaced for-

wardly of the pivot connection between the boom and the

frame. The special linkage to which the cylinder end of the

bucket operating jack is connected, causes the bucket to auto-

matically retract as the boom is raised through an initial angle

toward its level position and then will cause the bucket to

pivot forwardly relative to the boom to maintain the bucket in

a proper material retaining altitude in relation to the ground.

The various components of the bucket operating linkage are

in line with the longitudinal vertical plane of the boom for

ideal component stress distribution. The bucket is retracted by

introduction of hydraulic fluid to the cylinder end of the

dumping jack whereby the greatest possible breakout force is

achieved by the jack. The rod end of the hydraulic jack is pres-

surized to dump the bucket thus giving the shortest possible

dumping time. The connections between the bucket operating

linkage and the frame of the tractor are relatively low thereby

affording good operator visibility and desirable loader frame

stress distribution.
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ERRATA

For Classes 214—16.40 A and 214—16.1 CB see:

Patents Nos. 3,786,929 and 3,786,930

3,786,954

CLOSURE CAP LINER

Robert W. Shull, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor to Anchor Hocking

Corporation, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,901

Int. CI. B65d 53104
5 Claims

disposed in the notches for holding the cover plate in sealing

relationship with the manway and releasing positions disposed

out of the notches^ a sleeve surrounding the shank of the bolt

corresponding to the one notch and constructed and arranged

to be accommodated only in the wide base portion of the one

notch when the cover plate is closed, whereby the one bolt

cannot be pivoted from its locking position until a cover plate

is loosened and lifted a predetermined distance sufficient to

clear the sleeve from the notch and relieve the pressure in the

tank.

U.S.CL 215-40 3,786,956

CONTAINER FOR EXPLOSIVE CHARGE

Patrick M. Tabor, 101 S. LaSenda Dr., South Laguna, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 27,626, April 13, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 3, 1970, Ser. No. 43,1 10

Int.CLB65d25//4

U.S.CL 220-63 R "^Claims

An improved cap liner is disclosed for use with a closure cap

in sealing a container. The liner is cut from a foamed

nolvethylene sheet material. It provides an extremely tight seal

for products such as fine powdered products where leakage

has been experienced with prior liners. The foamed liner

material has improved dynamic cushioning properties so that

a tight seal is maintained at all times including handling and

shipping operations of the sealed package. One embodiment

of the closure is a laminate of the foamed sheet material and a

thin air impervious film such as a saran resin film.

3,786,955

MANWAY COVER FOR TANK CARS

Eriing Mowatt-Larssen, Warren, Ohio, assignor to General

American Transportation Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176,000

Int. CLB65d 4 //OO

U.S.CL 220-55 E <» Claims

MO

There is disclosed herein a container within which explo-

sives such as bombs, can be placed and transported for

disposal. An exemplary container may be considered as essen-

tially an elastic container, and is substantially cylindrical with

an arcuate bottom and formed from a number of laminations

of suitable material, such as fiberglass. A support member is

provided in the container for holding the explosive charge

from intimate contact with the container. The support

member may be in the form of a net suspended in the con-

tainer foam material within the container, or the like. The

structure of the container is such that if the bomb explodes the

container delaminates rather than breaking apart in the form

of flying fragments.

3,786,957

DOUBLE STAGE NECKING

John T. Hilgenbrink, Oak Lawn, III., assignor to Continental

Can Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 126,681

Int. CI. B65d 7/42

U.S.CL 220-83 ,
^ Claims

i\\^r<<^\ /////

8'

S n
18

13

?0'

A manway cover assembly for a pressurized railway tank car

comprises an integrally constructed cover plate having a

generally cylindrical side wall portion and a sealing fiange ex-

fending outwardly from the side wall portion substantially nor-

mal thereto and a stiffening flange sloping downwardly and

outwardly from the sealing flange, a gasket held in place on

the sealing flange by four retaining plates for sealing engage^

ment with the manway rim, six spaced-apart notches formed

in the periphery of the cover plate, one of the notches having a

relatively narrow neck portion and a relatively wide base por-

tion six eye-bolt and nut assemblies pivotally mounted on the

manway for movement between locking positions respectively

This disclosure relates to the necking-in of can bodies for

the purpose of applying smaller diameter or special ends

thereon Previously experienced extreme difficulties in

properly necking-in can bodies have been elinriinated by first

necking-in a larger than normal end portion of a can body to

an intermediate diameter and then utilizing tooling for per-

forming the desired necking in operation to further neck-in

the exfreme end portion only of the previously necked-in

longer end portion.
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^7«AQ«!Jl 3,786.960

•
nirVirF FOR SUPPORTING AND DELIVERING TRANSMITTER-OPERATED FUEL-DISPENSING SYSTEM

'''cTnTaVneIJ's InTcONT^^^^ Rober. B. Youn, Buen. P.r., CHI., assignor to P.n Nov..

TiU Zucc.ro de Morg.n. Guemes 1053. S.n S..v.dor de J- »-'
^•"»;|;:,^P;7;o^:i';-,

, ^er. No. .97.244

^''^''^^"FLApr.3,.972,Ser.No.240.469 ,„.. C. G07U./0«

Claims priority, .pplic.tion Argentina, M.y 10. 1971, U.S. CI. 222-2

235461
Int. CI. B65g 59/06. A47f / 108 \—r-l'

*

U.S. CI. 221-67 2 Claims r^r. ^ K
. ^

A gasoline-dispensing system includes a portable trans-

mitting unit for each service attendant and a plurality of trans-

mitter-operated dispensing units. Each transmitting unit is

connectable to any one of the dispensing units and has

manually operable switching means cooperating with the in-

terconnected dispensing unit for generating credit signals

which arc accepted and registered in the dispensing unit A

meter in each transmitting unit accumulates and indicates a

running total of the number of accepted credits attributable to

that transmitting unit After the desired number of credits arc

accepted in the dispensing unit, the transmitting unit is

removable to be used elsewhere while a customer serves him-

self. Each dispensing unit includes valves and means for clos-

ing them when the value of gasoline dispensed equals the

number of credits accepted. A coin-return mechanism is pro-

vided for returning change to the customer as necessary.

The present invention relates to a device for supporting and

delivering containers in a controlled form. The containers are

stacked in the device alternately in adjacent overlapping

columns. A ratchet and gear wheel arrangement control a

platform under each column to facilitate withdrawal through

an opening in said device of one container at a time.

3.786.959

PAPER CLIP DISPENSER

Kenneth W. Greb, .nd Daniel W. Greb, both of 18 St.nford

Dr.,Glenview, III.

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,224

InL CI. B65li 3/36

U.S.CL221-261 - 5 Claims

3,786,961

SET RATE GRAVIMETRIC FEEDER

Eugene A. Wahl. 460 Ridgewood Ave.. Glen Ridge

Debonte, Jr.. 1 Birch Rd., Little Falls, and Ralph

138 Crestview Ave., Nutley. all of N.J.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972. Ser. No. 295.1 13

lnt.CI.G01g////2

U.S.CL 222-55

; Cornelius

J. Winters.

8 Claims

JO-

I

A set rate gravimetric feeder for use with particulate materi-

als and comprising an endless belt mounted for pivotal dis-

placement about a horizontal axis Material from a hopper is

delivered onto the belt and the weight of the material on the

belt is sensed by a transducer which effects operation of a con-

trol system for automatically adjusting the belt speed to main-

tain a discharge of the material from an end of the belt at a

pre-set rate.

7< paper clip dispenser includes a housing having a base

member and a cover member which cooperate to confine a

plurality of paper clips in a side-by-side relationship and in-

cludes a spring for biasing the clips to a dispensing position.

The cover member has an integral manually operable member

for pivoting one end •f a clip about an abutment and into a

slot in the base member thereby projecting the other end of

the clip through an exit aperture. The projected clip is ready

to be lifted from the dispenser.

to

3.786.962

MOLTEN METAL DOSING SYSTEM

Ronald C. VanLinder, Watervliet. Mich., assignor

Kalamazoo Manufacturing Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,686

lnt.CI. B22dJ7/00

U.S.CL 222-56 9 Claims

Apparatus for dispensing a measured and adjustable

amount of molten lead into a mold and incorporating a self-
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cleaning valve for controlling the amount of lead dispensed.

The valve mechanism includes a tube supplied with molten

lead the lower end thereof being disposed above a trough

pivo'table for pouring lead into a mold. A substantially cylin-

drical valve element is slidably receiving in the lower end of

the tube with a clearance through which the molten lead flows

in the open condition of the valve, such flow washing the valve

element and tube to maintain same clean. The valve element

has a substantially conical inner end to 'assist cleaning the

3.786,964

SAFETY MECHANISM FOR A LIQUID-DISPENSING
CONTAINER

William James Landen, Cheshire, Conn., assignor to Eyelet

Speciality Company, Walllngford, Conn.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,245

Int. CLB67b 5/00

U.S.CL222-153
' 12 Claims

*>-, ///.. vm-

inner wall of the tube upon sliding therein and further has a

radially extending, tapered sealing portion adapted to close

the end of the tube for preventing lead flow therefrom. Means

connect the valve element to a slider telescoped on the tube_

A pivoted lever connects between a motive power source and

eimbal means connected to the slider, the lever being pivotally

supported for transferring motion of the motive power source

to the slider and valve element with a mechanical advantage.

Means coact with the lever for adjustably limiting opening mo-

tion of the valve.

The invention contemplates application to liquid-dispensing

closures of the type in which a dispensing nozzle is rotatable

between a first or liquid-dispensing position and a second or

container-closing position. Safety features are provided by

latch or dogging elements which automatically set a dogged

condition of the nozzle at the second or container-closing

position, and a deliberate and totally separate manual actua-

tion of the latch mechanism is required to disenage the dogged

condition, in order to permit nozzle actuation to the first or

liquid-dispensing position.

3.786.963 a

APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING MIXED COMPONENTS

Gottfried Metzler. III. Lancaster, Pa., assignor to The Mennen

Company. Morristown. N.J.

Filed Nov. 4. 1971, Ser. No. 195.714

Int. CI. B67d 5/50

U.S.a.222-136 2 Claims

3,786,965

FLUID DISPENSER MANIPULATION

James R. James, Louisville, and Kay E. Eliason, Fort Madison,

both of Iowa, assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company, New

York.N.Y.
Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,219

Int. CLAOIc/ 5/00

U.S.CL222-I76 • 19 Claims

An apparatus for dispensing mixed components including a

mixing chamber, first means for directing a first liquid com-

ponent into the mixing chamber, second means for directing a

second liquid component into the mixing chamber, valve

means for normally preventing the liquid components from

entering the mixing chamber from the first and second com-

ponent directing means, and pump means for opening the

valve means to withdraw the liquid components mto the mix-

ing chamber for mixing and dispensing of the resulting

product from the mixing chamber.

Described is apparatus for dispensing fluid materials such as

urethane foams onto terrestrial substrates, in a precisely con-

trolled manner with high thickness uniformity and including

such sub-components as chain driven reciprocated carrier

means, coupling means and accessories, and supplemental

conduit suspension means.
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3.786,966

APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING FLOWABLE HIGH-

DENSITY MATERIAL
Gage B. Behunin, Arvada; Eugene A. Cole, Denver, and

Charles R. Staadt, Aurora, all of Colo., assignors to Masonry

Systems, Inc., Westminster, Colo.

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,016

lnt.CLE04g2//04

IJ.S.CL 222-387 17 Claims

tainer The container has a safety venting system therein,

whereby the product may be vented from a filled pressurized

container through the system v^hen an increase in internal

pressure threatens to blow an end off the contamer The vent-

ing system comprises a plurality of scores formed in the uppef

seam where the container body is jointed to the dome closure

of the' contamer. When the internal pressure of a filled con-

tainer increases sufficiently the periphery of the dome buckles

outwardly causing the residual of the scores to fracture and

thus produce a plurality of vents to permit the highly pres-

surized contents of the sealed container to safely escape and

prevent end blow off.

3,786.968

CHILDPROOF SAFETY ADAPTOR
Ronald F. Ewald, Rolling Meadows, III., assignor to Seaquist

Valve Company, Division of Pittway, Cary. III.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281.917

Inl.CI. B65dW//4
U.S.CL 22-402.11 9 Claims

A pressurized pot for dispensing mortar includes a cylindri-

cal tank having a piston with a hollow piston rod mounted for

reciprocal movement therein. The piston divides the tank into

a compression chamber and a mortar supply chamber, the

mortar supply chamber having an outlet connected to an ad-

justable trowel through which mortar may pass. A removable

hermetically scalable cap for the tank has a compressed air

reserve chamber and a pressure line connecting the reserve

chamber to the compression chamber through a pressure

regulator valve The hollow piston rod fluidically connects the

mortar supply chamber to the atmosphere and includes a

rubber valve which seals or closes the opening in the piston

rod when the piston engages the mortar so that mortar cannot

pass therethrough but allows air entrapped in the mortar

supply chamber to escape until the valve closes.

3,786,967

PRESSURE RELIEF SYSTEM FOR AN AEROSOL
CONTAINER

James Donald Giocomo, Sehaumburg, and Harry Anthony

Grosso, Wheeling, both of III., assignors to American Can

Company, Greenwich, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 75,470, Sept. 25, 1970, abandoned.

This application June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 261,126

Int. CI. BbSd 83 100

U.S.CL 222^397 5 Claims

A childproof safety adaptor for an aerosol dispenser com

prising an adaptor having a pair of spaced finger guides at

tached thereto by resilient interconnecting means, each finger

guide includes a locking ledge arranged to operativcly engage

the button actuator to prevent actuaton of the dispenser when

in the "locked" pos^ition Jhe spaced separation of the finger

guides IS such that a finger inserted therebetween moves the

finger guides outward relative to each other moving the

locking ledges out of operative engagement with the button

actuator thereby permitting vertical movement of the button

actuator for actuation and wherein upon removal of the finger

from between the finger guides, the locking ledges automati-

cally return to the "locked" position.

3,786,969

SLIDING-GATE CLOSURE CONSTRUCTION FOR
BOTTOM-POUR VESSELS

Calvin E. Kelly, Franklin Twp., Westmoreland County, Pa., as-

signor to United SUtes Steel Corporation I

Filed Apr. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 244,518
|

Int. CLB65d-* 7/00

U.S. CI. 222-561 4 Claims

A metal container that is adapted to hold a pressurized A slidable gate construction for use as a closure on a bot-

product for dispensing through a valve mounted on the con- tom-pour vessel, such as a ladle or tundish used for pouring
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liquid metal The novel feature is that the upper face of the

gate is convex when viewed in cross section. The underfacc of

the top plate has a mating concave face

.

3,786,972

COMBINATION PANNIER BAG, VALISE AND BACK
PACK

Hartley R. Alley, 970 Gillaspie Dr., Boulder, Colo.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,060

Int. CI. B62j 9100

U.S.CL 224-31 3 Claims

3,786,970

BOOT AND SHOE PULLER

Lemuel Claude Dixon, 6252 S. Pennsylvania. Littleton, Colo.

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,563

Int.CI. A42C//04

U.S.CL223-I5 3 Claims

/<

-.ni

A<-^^-

w

An improved and durable device allowing the quick and

easy removal of boots or of high-top shoes, is herein disclosed.

The current invention incorporates, with the use of an elon-

gated foot board and integral hand-grip, an improved means

of stabilizing the device and utilizing maximum leverage to

facilitate the shoe or boot removal.

3,786,971

SKIRT COLLAR SUPPORT

Robert 1. LojingWr, 6405 Shadyglen, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,756

Int. CLD06C/ 5/00

U.S. CI. 223-83

This invention relates to a pair of stiff-backed compartmen-

talized fabric bags having marginal fasteners for use in

releasably connecting the bags together in back-to-back rela-

tion so as to form a unitary valise and, in addition, a three-

hook harness subassembly on the back of each bag by means

of which they can either be hung on opposite sides of a rear

fender luggage carrier of a bicycle to form pannier bags or, al-

ternatively, fastened in stacked superimposed relation on a

pack frame to form a back pack.

^'.*

3,786,973

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BREAKING
SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS

7 Claims Dale R. Bussman, Dayton; Frederick K. Bell, Centervllle, and

David E. Filsinger, Dayton, all of Ohio, assignors to The Na-

tional Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,825

Int.CLB26fi/00

U.S.CL 225-2 8 Claims

-. J7

a

A shirt collar support particularly adapted for use with but-

ton-down type collars The collar support includes a wing sec-

tion extending outwardly from each end of a center section, a

symmetry axis that extends through the center section dividing

the collar support into mirror image right and left hand halves.

Each wing section is folded in the same direction relative to

the center section on a fold line disposed at an angle of about

45° relative to the symmetry axis. In use. the collar support's

center sectipn is wrapped around the front of the shirt's collar

band same being held positively in location by engagmg the

shirts collar button with a collar button slot formed in the

center section. The collar support is positioned relative to the

shirt's collar band so that each of the wing sections extends

outwardly from the shirt's collar band about the fold lines,

thereby underlying the points of the shirt's collar and lifting

the collar's points upwardly into collar configuration away

from the body of the shirt.

The semiconductor wafers, containing a plurality of electri-

cal circuits, are scribed along critical lines so as to provide

weakened portions for ease of breaking the wafers along such

lines. The wafer is placed between two cylindrical surfaces of

prescribed radii, one larger than the other, and a predeter-

mined load is impressed to deform the wafer and to accurately

control the stresses throughout the wafer for breaking the

wafer into dice containing individual circuits.
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3,786,974

WEB EDGE GUIDE SYSTEM
Martin W. Kron, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodali

Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,236

Int. CI. B65h 25/26

U,S.CI.226-19 14 Claims

3,786,976

SENSOR SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC TOOLING
Patrick J. Murphy, II, 96 North St., Middleboro, Mass.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,835

Int. CI. B65h 25132,25/08, B26d 7/24

U.S. CI. 226-48 15 Claims

Apparatus for limiting the maximum lateral web shift in-

itiated by a web guiding system to a predetermined safe

amount. A first web edge sensor adjacent the supply roll sen-

ses deviations from a normal web edge position and generates

a correction, signal which causes a servo-drive system to axi-

ally move the web- supply roll in a direction to return the web
to its normal position. A second web edge sensor longitu-

dinally spaced along the web from the first sensor senses the

web edge, and in response thereto positions stop members
which limit corrective lateral shift of the first edge sensor to a

predetermined safe amount.

A device is disclosed for detecting a variation in position

from normal of a work material as located in a work fabricat-

ing machine. The device includes a sensor system that com-

municates with a work station in said machine and includes a

sensing unit through which a fluid under pressure is directed,

an equilibrium condition of said sensing unit being established

in accordance with the flow of fluid therelhrt>ugh when the

work material is in the normal position thereof at the work sta-

tion. Should the work material be located out of the normal

position at the work station, the equilibrium condition of the

sensing unit is disturbed and the sensing unit is operative to

discontinue the operation of the machine.

3,786,977

3,786,975 EXPLOSIVE FASTENER DRIVING TOOL
APPARATUS FOR BROAD-DRAWING SHEET Thomas P. Shamaly. Shelton, Conn., assignor to USM Cor-

MATERIALS » poration, Boston, Mass.

Willia Heymanns, Hemmerden Ub. Neuss, Germany, assignor Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,085
j

to Jagenberg Werke AG, Dusseldorf, Germany Int. CL B25c 1/14

Filedjuly7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,695 U.S. CL 227-8 10 Claims

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 5, 1971, P 21 39
159.3

Int. CI. B65h / 7/20

U.S.CL226-194 5 Claims

T^i^

In a broad-drawing roll for moving webs of paper or the like,

i/icluding a plurality of individual roll sections defining an ar-

cuate curve to spread the web, the improvement which com-

prises a plurality of supporting bearings provided between the

individual roll sections, said bearings being adjustable selec-

tively and independently of one another and thereby deter-

mining the degree of curvature defined by said roll sections.

Each roll section is mounted in freely rotatable fashion on its

own shaft of substantially the same length as the section.

Bearings, comprising two halves meeting along a line diametri-

cally of the shaft, occupy substantially the full small space

between adjacent roll sections.

An explosive fastener driving tool of the "push to fire" type

comprises a barrel which is axially slidable and rotatable in a

receiver to and from breech closed and locked position. The

receiver pivotally supports a safety pawl slidable in a longitu-

dinal slot in the barrel to return a driving ram therein to its ini-

tial operating position. Additionally the pawl prevents tool

cocking unless the barrel is locked in operating position. The

pawl is removed from the barrel by breech locking movement

to allow the ram to impact a buffer in the event of overdrive

thus avoiding damage to the pawl.
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3,786,978

ELECTROMAGNETIC STAPLER

George F. Manganaro, Lake Hiawatha, N.J., assignor to Elec-

tro-Matlc Staplers, Inc., Woodcliff Lake, N.J.

Filed June 5. 1972, Ser. No. 259,398

Int.CI. B25C//06

U.S.CL 227-8 24 Claims

the clinching anvil for transporting and carrying the angularly

spread stack portions, while the inside of the fold line slides on

the clinching anvil whose position is adjusted to the thickness

of the stack. Manual means are provided for raising and lower-

ing the conveyors with the stacks also in accordance with the

thickness of the transported stacks and with the adjusted posi-

tion of the clinching anvil.

3,786,980

MECHANISM FOR FEEDING WASHER-CARRYING
FASTENERS

La Roy B. Passer, Seymour, Conn., assignor to USM Corpora-

tion, Boston, Mass.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,680

lnt.CLB25c///4

U.S.CL227-120
= <^ C••""^

This electro-magnetic stapler is hand held and has a circuit

including a trigger switch, which when actuated e^^g'^"
f""

electro-magnetic load coil to operate the stapler. When he

triRger is held in an actuated condition for sufficient ttme he

operation of the stapler is repeated. A safety switch controlled

by work engaging means on the stapler, prevents operation of

the stapler unless said work engaging means contacts the work

piece. The staple driving blade is at the front end of the stapler

io facilitate locating the stapler relative to the place where the

stapling is to be done. The trigger switch assembly permits a

smooth operation. The assembly of the stapler permits a pair

of split plastic covers to be removed without effecting the in-

nards of the stapler. The plunger n^ovement is shock absorbed

at opposite ends of its movement. The circuit parts and com-

ponents are housed in the stapler and mounted on a non-con-

ductive plate disposed in the handle portion of the stapler.

J8 ^2

A fastener driving tool is provided at its muzzle end with a

circular magazine slidably carrying washer-bearing fasteners,

and a spring-urged follower in the magazine is arranged to

Dosition the fasteners successively in driving position in the

tool The magazine is preferably mountable for rotation about

the driving axis to enable the fasteners to be conveniently sup-

plied regardless of restricted space in which to operate the

tool. The magazine preferably is detachably mountable to ena-

ble a similar feeding device to supply a different size of

washer-carrying fastener.

3,786,979

STITCHING MACHINE FOR A STACK OF SHEETS

Hans Muller, Zofingen, Switzerland, assignor to Grapha

Maschinenfabrik Hans Muller AG, Zofingen, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,252

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 8, 1971,

5210/71
Int.CLB27f7/0S

^ ^. ^^n AA 10 Claims
U.S.CI. 227—44

3,786,981

CONTINUOUS SOLDERING APPARATUS

Dan Bryan Davis, He Perrot, Quebec, Canada, "^Ikho^ »°

Northern Electric Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada ^^^ _..
Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,321

Int. CLB23k/ /OO

^ ^. ^-«o ,4 • Claim
U.S.CL228—

4

Soldering apparatus, and method, for soldering a butt strap

over a butt joint of a tube, particularly a corrugated tube, as

used for the outer conductor of a coaxial cable. The soldering

member is in two opposed parts acting on the strap and tube to

clSing anvil, has two conveyors located on opposite sides of on the tube.

918 o.«.—5:i
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3,786,982

THERMOFORMED SNAP CLOSURES

J.mes L. Rakes, and Wayne E. Cooper, both of Bartlesv.lle,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company. Bartlesviile,

Okla.

Filed Nov. 17, l971.Ser.No. 199,422

lnt.CI.B65d 1126, \44b 17/00

U.S. CI. 229-2.5
«C'-""*

mechanism of cateulators or computers is produced from su-

perimposed punched webs one of which has folded edge por^

iions forming tabs which are coated with adhesive and bonded

to an opposed web. the webs being also bonded along a trans-

verse line between the terminal ends of the side tabs to form

successive envelope elements having internal dimensions sub-

stantially equal to the external dimensions. In a preferred con-

struction a tab formed in the opposed web is bonded to a

transverse adhesive line applied to the first web to form the

bottom of the envelope and said first web is shaped so that on

detachment of each successive envelope element a tuck-in

flap IS left for the envelope next to be detached. Preferably the

opposed web is extended laterally to provide a marginal por

tion bearing sprocket feed holes, said marginal portions being

capable of being detached after detachment of successive en-

velopes from the strip.

An at least substantially cylindrical columnar projection

thermoformed in a first sheet of a thermoformable polymeric

material and an at least substantially cylindrical columnar

depression thermoformed in a second sheet are employed as a

snap fastener. The exterior dimensions of the columnar pro-

jection and the interior dimensions of the columnar depres-

sion permit the insertion of the columnar depression with sig-

nificant frictional engagement therebetween.

3,786,985

BLOOD COLLECTION CONTAINER

Murray Aaron Blaivas, New York, N.Y., assignor to Hoffman-

La Roche Inc., Nutley, N J.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,430

Int.CI. B04b9//2

U.S.CL233-26
» ^•™

3,786,983

CARTON OPENER
Russell J. Hennessey, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Hoerner Wal-

dorf Corporation. Ramsey, Minn.

Filed Mar. 1 , 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 19,622

U.S. CL 229-51 WB
Int. CI. B65d 5154

2 Claims

'^t^

Two layers of paperboard are scaled together. An inter-

mediate area of one lyaer is embossed outwardly away from

the other so that the other layer is out of contact with the one

layer when the layers are sealed This leaves the embossed

area free of adhesion to the other layer so that it may be

grasped for removal.

3 786 984

CONTINUOUS STRIP ENVELOPES

Pierre Malenge, Raches, France, assignor to S.A. Dite Societe

DExploiUtion Des Establissements Malenge, Raches. France

Filed Sept. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 182,990

Claims priority, application France. Sept. 23, 1970,

70.34944 Int. CL B65d 27/70

U.S.CL 229-69 * ^'•'""

An improved blood collection container having a reduced

portion disposed between its closed longitudinal ends and a

stopper means disposed therein and adopted under the in-

nuence of centrifugal force to be securely received m the

reduced portion is described.

3,786,986

CENTRIFUGE ROTOR ASSEMBLY

Mkhael Carl Guerrero, Miami. Fla., assignor to American

HospiUl Supply Corporation, Evanston, 111.

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,095

Int.CI. B04b9//2

U,S.CL233-26 13 Claims

An improved centrifuge rotor assembly having a plurality of

1 „-. in tube receivine sleeves pivotally mounted about the periphery
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member. Each spring has a pair of fiexible fingers, one of

which is disposed within the tube-receiving sleeve for fric-

tionally holding a centrifuge tube within that sleeve. The other

finger bears against the rotor to urge the sleeve into a vertical

position, thereby cushioning pivotal movement of the sleeve

iand the tube supported therein) under the infiuence of cen-

trifugal force as the rotor accelerates, and holding such sleeve

in a position generally parallel with the axis of the rotor when

the rotor is stationary.

3,786,989

TRACTION MAT FOR AUTOMOBILES
Lincoln W. Haynes, 71 Raporeda Rd., Wilmington, Vt.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,220

Int. CKEO lb 25/00

U.S.CL 238— 14 1 Claim

3,786,987

METHOD OF AUTOMATICALLY MAKING PATTERN

CARDS FOR JACQUARD LOOMS
Shigeru Nishikawa; Hitoshi Akami, and Atsuo Shibuya, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Director-General of agency of In-

dustrial Science and Technology, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,925

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 29, 1970,

45-85272
Int.CLG06k//02

U.S.a.234-2 2 Claims

A method of automatically making pattern cards for

Jacquard looms or for controlling the operation of the loom

directly in which the pattern or design to be woven is scanned

directly and signals corresponding to location and color of

changes in such pattern or design are fed to a computer for

controlling a card punching machine or the operation of the

loom directly.

J^s zt

29'2i /6 2d

A traction mat for placement beneath the driving wheel of

an automobile disabled on an ice- or snow-covered road. The

mat comprises an inexpensive, one-piece, expendable elon-

gate fiat sheet of expanded metal such as metal lath, having a

substantially rectangular shape and characterized by a plurali-

ty of slit portions formed by transverse slits in the metal. The

sheet has a pair of opposite, longitudinal edge or margin por-

tions formed by cutting across the sheet. This normally would

result in a plurality of sharp protrusions which are formed by

the cutting. To prevent injury to the user and daage to sur-

rounding objects from scratching by the protrusions, a plastic

substance is applied to the sharp protrusions, preferably by

dipping the latter into a bath of plastic in a molten state and al-

lowing the plastic substance to solidify, whereby the protru-

sions become coated with beads or globules of plastic.

3,786,990

PLURAL COMPONENT GUN

Gerald D. Hagfors, Columbia Heights, Minn., assignor to

Graco Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,607

int. CLBOSb 7/04

U.S.a.239-lI2
»« Claims

3,786,988

CORRELATOR FOR AUTOMOBILE WASHING
INSTALLATIONS

William H. Thompson, Mount Prospect, III., assignor to Trans-

Clean, Inc., Glenview, III.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,386

Int.CLB61b/i/i2

U.S.a.238-4
»» Claims

A correlator for properly aligning the front of a vehicle

which is about to be washed in a conveyorized automatic auto

laundfy installation. A load-bearing plate is capable of lateral

movement in two directions over a series of wheel assemblies

which comprise no load-carrying bearings. The plate is

returned to a null position after movement in either direction

by a single ,
pre-loaded spring.

An improved internal mix plural component spray gun. This

gun is of the solvcntless type that has as its major method of

purging the barrel bore that acts as a mixing chamber, a mova-

ble valve rod. The rod may have a spray pattern and mixing

device on its front end. A lubricating device for the rod may
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be added to this specific rod feature in combination or may be

used by itself for any rod. The front end of the rod is rotated

near the chemically-reactive plural component inlets to the

mixing chamber to adjust the degree of change for the spray

pattern and/or component mixing Specially designed fiattcn

deflecting rod surfaces accomplish this result The rod may be

made to reciprocate in its barrel bore to purge the mixed com

ponents and control the flow from the component inlets This

movement is aided by a lubricant supplied to the rod usually

rearwanl of the component inlets Such a lubricant substan-

tially eliminates sticking of the movable rod in any of its posi-

tions and also acts to keep the rod clean Fluid jets near the

barrel front outlet also aid in cleaning the front end of the rod

and preventing the mixed reactive plural components from

fully reacting while on the valve rod The lubricant may be

gravity-fed or force-fed from a pressurized fiuid source If a

pressurized fluid source is used, the same fluid may be. used to

simultaneouslyact as the mentioned rod-cleaning jets by ac

tuating a single trigger valve.

stream ends for movement of their downstream ends towards

or away from the axis of the array The primary flap members

are provided with roller tracks which co-operate with roller

tracks of adjacent primary flap members to define tapered

roller trackways. Rollers are positioned in the roller trackways

such that relative axial movement between the rollers and

roller trackways urges the downstream ends of the primary

flap members towards or away from the axis of the array.

3,786,991

WATER SPRINKLER

Lawrence AlllsUr Ingham, Box 112. Lanigan, Saskatchewan,

Canada
Filed Oct. 3 1 . 1 97 2, S«r. No. 302,554 r

lnt.CI.B05bi/0«

U.S. CI. 239-236 .
4 Claims

3,786.993

CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR ROCKKT MOTORS
Brian Bunsess. Bendley. and (ieofTrey PhiUp Thorp. Kidder-

minster, both of England, assignors to Imperial Metal In-

dustries (Kynock> Limited, Birmingham, Warwickshire,

England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 62,499, Oct. 10, 1970,

abandoned. Continuation-in-part o( Ser. No. 62,500, Oct. 10,

1970, abandoned. This application May 22. 1972. Ser. No.

255.668

Int.CI. B63h ////O

U.S.CL 239- 265.19 6 Claims

An oscillating tube is mounted in a frame and connected to

a hose The tube is oscillated by a water motor which drives a

shaft carrying a plurality of cams for different patterns of

water coverage. A wheel is connected to a carrier which in

turn is secured to the tube and the wheel can be slid along a

pin to engage any one of the fixed cams thus varying the pat-

tern readily and easily and eliminating all linkage, crankshafts,

connecting rods and the like normally present.

Thrust vector control system for a rocket motor comprising

at least one spoiler blade pivotally mounted adjacent the exit

end of the motor nozzle, the blade comprising an exhaust gas

impingement element of refractory metallic material, a rigid

metallic support, and an interposed layer of heat insulating

material.

3,786.992

VARIABLE AREA NOZZLE FOR A GAS TURBINE
ENGINE

Norman Robert Robinson, Duffield. England, assignor to Rolls-

Royce (1971) Limited, London, England

Filed May 31, 1972. Ser. No. 258.378

Claims priority, applkatioo Great Britam, June II, 1971,

27417/71
Int. CKB64c/ 5/06

US. CI. 239-265.39 .
>« Claims

3.786,994
'

ADAPTOR UNIT FOR USE WITH FLUID NOZZLES

Charles E. Kukes. Glendale; Richard H. Volheim, Ixw Ange-

les, and Cari Erikson. (llendale. all of CaUf.. assignors to

Alan Scott. Los Angeles, and Charles E. Kukes, (;iendale,

both of Calif.: a part Interest to each

Filed July 27, 1972. Ser. No. 275,795

lBt.CLFI6k/5/20 ,

U.S.CL 239-569 7 Claims

. An adaptor unit adapted for sealing connection with a fluid

nozzle, particularly, an air nozzle to provide connection

between it and a tubular extension fitting having an air nozzle
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3.786,997
3,786,995

. no abaTIIS FOR RECOVERING UNUSED CONCRETE
AERATOR SPRAY ATTACHMENT ^OR FAUCETS ^^^^^^^^^^^ .S. . dp.. Rd., P...»..c. Md.

Ak. M.no.^i.», C,™»« Poi»« F.™.., •"'
J'"J^„^ ,"„;•

""""' „M Apr. 25, 1972, S.r. N.. 247,464

Norlh.ill.. botk «< Mich.. .8slgr»rs 1« M.«o Corpor.lioii, r
^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^

'*"°'"''|.';MM.y3,1972,S.r.N..25..0«7 ..S.a. 241- .01.7
»C...n„

Int.CI.E03c//0«4

U.S. a. 239-428.5
»^C'-"''

A combination spray and aerator device for attachment to a

faucet to selectively discharge water in the form of a conical

pray or an aerated stream. The device includes a housing at-

tached to the faucet by a swivel member through which wate

'discharged into a chamber in the housing having two outlet

ports one of which discharges through an aerating device and

Ihe oiher of which discharges through spray-forming passages.

A ba 1 valve member in the chamber is adapted to close one

outlet port while opening the other. Rotation of the ^ou ing

on the swivel member brings one or the other of the outlet

ports beneath the ball valve member so as to be closed

thereby.

Apparatus and method for recovering unused concrete. A

form is provided which is defined by a foundation having a

backstop and rails or channel irons secured on the top surface

along the sides of the foundation. Unused concrete is poured

into the form, leveled to a depth of approximately one-half

inch more than the size of the coarse aggregate in the concrete

mixture and allowed to achieve final.set. Crushing mean is

Then moved forward in the foAn on the top surface of the

foundation so that the hardened unused concrete is broken

into relatively small particles which may be used as aggregate

in new concrete mixtures.

3,786,996

AXIAL FLOW UNIT

Harvey E. RIchter, Farmington. Conn., assignor to The Tec

Group Inc., Bloomfield, Conn.

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236.263

lnt.CLB02c/S//«
. ,.. '

A^ ti SCIaims
U.S.CL 241-46.17

3,786,998

COMMINUTION APPARATUS

Donald G. RIsko; Donald R. Bosten, and Michael Rusnak all of

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Rockwell International Cor-

poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.
.,.„ni^

Filed Jan. 1 9, 197 2, Ser. No. 2 19.0 12

Int. CLB02C 2 //02. 4/02
.«. - • 15 Claims

U.S.CL 241- 101.7

An axial flow unit is provided having a cylindrical rotor with

impeller blades extending radially inwardly f'0'"/J^;"7^^^^

wan of the rotor and terminating in an elongated knife-l.ke

Tutting edge. The radial distance of the cutting edge of each

Hade fiom' the inside rotor wall progressively ^^r<.^^^J^2

one end of the blade toward its opposite end. The blades are

arranged in helical symmetrical relation about the major lon-

;;::dL, axis of the -r. and a b^e profile ma plane no.

Comminution apparatus including two components rotating

in opposite directions at different speeds and having a plural,-

,1. yjyy oh.m*»nt<i for reducing intudS Lxis of the ;otor. and a blade profile •" a Plane nor^ in OPP- ^
—^

-;^,„„^,,,, ^^ments for reducing in

mal to that axis provides a projection ^vith each blade m
^J^^^erial fed into the nip between the components,

spaced relation to an adjacent blade.
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3,786,999

SAFETY MECHANISM TO PREVENT SHAFT COUPLING
WHEN BLADES ARE EXPOSED IN A BLENDER

Douglas N. Cabell, Bloomfield HilU, Mich., assignor lo Ronson

Corporation, Woodbridge, NJ.
Filed Jan. 1 1. 1972, Ser. No. 216.934

Int.CI. B02cy«//2

t.S.CL241-282.l 1 1 Claims

3,787,001

WEB ROLL CRADLE WITH POSITIVE DRIVE

Nelson R. Henry. Decatur. Ga.. assignor to The Woodman

Company, Inc.. Decatur, Ga.

Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,494

Int. CLB65h/7/0«. 75/02

U.S.CL 242- 75.43 22 Claims

v^-

CONTROL

^"T-^n^ffiKMs'

Mi-jTtC

CONTIKX

j—r
ffiOM
PltOTO„,
ttl.L'»3

A safety mechanism to insure that a blender jar is properly

mounted over the high speed comminuting blades of a blender

to prevent exposure of the blades when they are revolving.

The jar must be inserted on a base member properly and

twisted to a locked position to enable the base, which has a

portion of the driven blade shaft in it. to be connected to the

drive shaft of the blender.

3,787.000

WAVE FORM COIL WINDING MACHINE
Lemoyne E. Farnsworth. Racine; Bruce R. Pitt. Wllwaukec,

and John W. Wolf, Colgate, all of Wis., assignors to Ro-Band

Corporation, Menomonee Falls, Wis.

Filed May 19, 1971. Ser. No. 144,752

Int. CLH02k/ 5/0«5

U.S.CL242-I.1R 1 1 Claims

Apparatus and method of cyclic or intermittent feeding and

unwinding of sheet material includes a pneumatic motor that

drives the rotary web roll support and a brake that serves to

stall out the motor when the predetermined length of material

has been unwound. Draw means is provided to draw the

predetermined length of film in a manufacturing process, such

as packaging, with a slack loop being formed between the

draw means and the web roll. The pneumatic motor is

preferably a cylinder and rack combination with a drive stroke

producing a capability greater than said predetermined length

with the brake stalling out the motor at the end of the stroke to

assure proper feed during each cycle and t« maintain the ten-

sion in the web at a minimum and substantially constant dur-

ing the complete operation. The slack loop is formed by a

dancer assembly with linkage means comprising a cam and

leaf spring applying the brake in a progressive manner only

during the final moments of unwinding of the material. The

dancer assembly desirably has insufficient pulling or tension-

ing power to pull film from the web roll so that complete

reliance for feeding is put on the positive drive The drive

means and the draw means are operated at mutually exclusive

times and ar^ coordinated by first and second valves that actu-

ate the drive means as the draw means are withdrawn to

complete the drawing step.

Apparatus for winding electrical coils with a wave form pat-

tern into the slots of cores includes a support for a core, a wire

feeding, rotatably indexible head which is reciprocable axially

of the core, wire laying needles carried by the head, guiding

nngers over which the wire is guided as the head is rotatably

indexed, and axially movable retainer means for holding previ-

ously wound sequences of wire toward the bases of the core

slots as additional sequences are being wound. The fingers and

needles are radially adjustable toward the center of the core in

preparation for subsequent winding. The wire supply is sup-

ported on a turntable positioned lo rotate as the wire is

withdrawn to prevent twisting during rotatable indexing of the

head. .

3,787,002

EMERGENCY LOCKING DEVICE FOR SAFETY SEAT

BELT USED IN MOTOR VEHICLES AND THE LIKE

Yoshihiro Hayashi, Toyota, and Masahiro Iwatsuki, Anjo, both

of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki-Kaisha Tokai Rika Denki

Seisakusho, Aichi-ken, Japan
|

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,141

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 20, 1970, 45-

104208; Oct. 20, 1970, 45-104210

Int. CI. A62b 35102- B65h 63104

U.S.CL 242- 107.4 3 Claims

An improvement in an emergency locking device for a
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safety seat belt in which a webbing roller is locked against

rotation in the uncoiling direction as it is about to rotate at a

driven from a common drive shaft through pairs of helical

gears producing a thrust on the drive shaft which is propor-

tional to the driving torque. This thrust is utilized to control

the braking force of uni-directional braking devices, one such

device being applied to each spindle to avoid overrun.

speed higher than a certain predetermined value as a result of

a sudden uncoiling or protracting movement of said safety

belt.

3,787,005

MEANS FOR TRANSPORTING MOTION PICTURE FILM

OR THE LIKE

Wolfgang RIedel, WInnenden, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch Photokino GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,254

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 1, 1971,

21 15873; Nov. 3, 1971,2154546 ^

lnt.CLBllb/5/i2.G03b//04

U.S. a. 242-205 »' Claims

3,787,003

DUAL REEL DRIVE

Nicholas Mischenko, Chicago, 111., assignor to Bell & Howell

Company. Chicago. HI. .»,„,,
Filed July 25. 1972. Ser. No. 275,033

lnt.CLG03b //04. Glib /5/i2

U.S.a.242-192
^C'-"""

A motion picture projector having a roller drive for winding

film on both the take-up and supply reels.

3,787,004

SPINDLE BRAKING MECHANISM FOR MICROFILM
READER

Lyie Gilbert Priest, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Information

Deslen; Inc.. Menlo Park. CaliL

Filed June 30. 1972, Ser. No. 268,095

Int.CLBllb/5/i2,G03b//04
.., ^«^ 5 Claims

U.S. CI. 242-204

The supply reel of a cinematographic apparatus is driven by

the internal gear of a planetary transmission whose sun gear

receives torque from an electric motor. The cage for the

planet pinions can be coupled to the internal gear so that the

latter rotates with the sun gear at a high speed in a direction to

collect the film on the reel. When the cage is disengaged from

the internal gear, it is held against rotation by a stationary stop

so that the internal gear rotates the reel at a lower speed and m

a direction to pay out the film. The cage can be further cou-

pled to an elastic clamping device which is in frictional en-

gagement with the internal gear so that the clampmg device

can slip with reference to the internal gear when the film of-

fers a relatively low resistance to transport in a direction to be

collected by the reel.

3,787,006

SYSTEM FOR PNEUMATICALLY ADVANCING A

CONTAINER WITHIN A DUCT

Henri Coanda, Paris, France, assignor to InstltutuI Pentru

Creatle Stlintlflca SI Technlca, Bucharest. Romania

Continuation of Ser. No. 32,958, April 29, 1970. This

application Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 2«»2»2

Claims priority, application France, June 6, 1969, 69.188311

Int.CLB65g5//04
^. ,^, ^ 14 Claims

U.S.CL243—

6

ri H»r..nHthe A svstem for advancing a container along a duct comprises
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zles are provided with circumferential slots through which air

is introduced under pressure The slots are contoured to lead

the incoming air toward a tube section which projects into the

divergent part of the nozzle and defines a gas outlet between it

and said divergent part.

3,787,007

DEVICE FOR DRIVING TRAINS OF CONTAINERS
THROUGH PIPELINE

Adolf Morltsovich Alexandrov, Fedcratinvy prospckt. 6, kor-

pus 3, kv. 8, Moscow; Ruben Dzhanglrovich Balaian, Lju-

b«rtsy, Volkovskaya ulitsa, 9, kv. 31. Moskovskaya Oblast;

Ippolit Davidovich Suladze, Prospckt Chavchavadie, 1 1, kv.

41, Tbilisi; Vladimir Efimovich Aglitsky, Zatscpsky val.

6/13, kv. 61, Moscow; Avtandil Semenovich kakhniashviii.

ulitsa Eliava, 37, kv. 41, Tbilisi; Ilia Solomonovich Kantor,

Malo-Moskovskaya ulitsa, 31. kv. 45, Moscow; Vazha

Venediktovich Dzhanelidze, prospekt Plekhanova. 140.

Tbilisi, and Alexandr Alexandrovich Lachinov,

Zhivopismaya ulitsa, 12, kv. 19, Moscow, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 122,478

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Mar. 18. 1971.

1411851
lnl.CI.B65g5//04.5y/06

U.S. CI. 243-33 2 Claims

have alternately large and small diameters and different

thicknesses and the arrangement of ring layers preferably is

symmetrical about a center plane perpendicular to the ring

axis. The wear rings ye replaceable and have a minimum con.

tact with the tube inner surface during travel through the tube

while providing an efficient seal Further, the minimum sur-

face contact between wear ring and tube results in a miminum

area on the edges of the seal rings for the collection of materi-

al which can soil the hands of a user manipulating the carrier

when removed from the tube.

3,787,009

DIRECT SIDE FORCE CONTROL DEVICE

Wilbert (;. Wheldon, Palos Verdes Peninsula, Calif., assignor

to Northrop Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 66,449

lnt.CI.B64c/J/04

U.S.CL 244-83 E 8 Claims

A device for driving a train of containers through a pipeline

in which a housing rests through trunnions on wheel trucks

which support disks taking the pressure of the gas now passing

through the pipeline The housing has an elastic sealing means

closing the gap between the internal surface of the pipeline

and the external surface of the housing.

3.787,008

PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM CARRIER WEAR RING
CONSTRUCTION

Charles B. Barnett, Akron, and Pieter J. Ekama, Malvern,

both of Ohio, assignors to Diebold, Incorporated, Canton.

Ohio
Filed July 3, 1972. Ser. No. 268,830

Int. CLB65h 49/26

U.S.CL 243-35 3 Claims

I

•a.

L
ptt-Vis r

ran 'smt> m«^» ' 1

1 TT'^
fUrT SMkO &«A»C ^ Ml ^i>

lUfT M

An airplane using the rudder and speed brakes located at

the aileron position, or otherwise located at the wing tips and

capable of differential operation, to provide a pure side force

acting to alter the horizontal flight path of the plane, without

sideslip or the need for roll movements normally associated

with such maneuvers. This device is hereinafter referred to as

the Side Force Control System.

3,787,010

INFLATING APPARATUS
George Meranshian; Raymond C. Sutter; Osyp Nimylowycz,

all of Philadelphia, Pa., and Wllmer White. Haddonfield.

N.J., assignors to The United SUtes of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

FiledApr.6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,810 |

Int. CL BO Ij 7/00

U.S. CL 244- 146 * Claims

A wear ring seal construction for a carrier used in a pneu-

matic tube system, particularly a carrier of the type having a

pair of wear rings surrounding the carrier body spaced from

each other and from the ends of the carrier The wear rings

each are formed of a plurality of ring layers or laminations of a

special material which flexes easily to accommodate out-of-

roundness of the tube cross section, and indentations or sharp

projections in the interior of the tube wall. The ring layers

A small and lightweight rapid gas inflating apparatus for in-

flating a paraglider with gas having a minimum of temperature

and moisture content A generated propellant gas is passed

through a baffle plate, bed of charcoal for reduction in water

vapor content, then radially dispersed through a coolant of

ammonium carbonate and passed through a gas filtering an-

hydros body for absorption of water before being deflcctively

delivered in the parawing of the paraglider.
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3,787,011

PARACHUTE RELEASE

John J. Phillips, Rolling Hills, and Thomas A. Clark, Santa

Monica, both of Calif., Assignors to G & H Technology, Inc.,

Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,587

Int. CI. B64d / 7I5H

U.S.CL244-I50 »« Claims

The stacked separable units are interchangeable and pro-

vide for sequential release starting with the outermost unit.

Each separable unit has a threaded cavity liner in which a

disposable ejector fits. The ejector consists of a cylinder

threaded into the liner, an ejector piston movable within the

cylinder, an explosive cartridge, a plunger actuator and car-

tridge cap with electrical contacts.

Each separable unit has at its outer, lower or other end to

which an additional unit may be attached a further locking ar-

rangement to prevent piston movement within the cylinder

when such additional unit is attached, this locking arrange-

n^ent also includes locking balls between a lower lug threaded

Zo the cylinder and the movable piston within the cylinder. A

pTunger within the lug keeps the balls moved outwardly into

tSe cylinder grooves until the plunger is moved upwardly by

the separation of the outermost separable unit. Thus, release

of the outermost separable unit releases the piston in the in-

nermost separable unit for movement and subsequent release

of the innermost separable unit.

" «

A parachute release is disclosed herein for automatically

deploying a parachute without any assistance from the pilot.

The release is effective to deploy the parachute within some

predetermined short interval of time such as '/i to 2 seconds

after the pilot has ejected from his aircraft and/or has

separated from his seat, provided that he is below some

preselected altitude such as I 5.000 feet. In the event the pilo

elects at an altitude which is above this level, the release will

not deploy tSe parachute until the pilot has free-fallen to that u.s. CL 244- 155 R

preselected level at which time the release will automatically

deploy the parachute.

3,787,013
^

FOLDABLE KITE AND ROCKET LAUNCHING MEANS
THEREFOR

JamevH. McKenzle, Sr., 1202 W. King St., York, Pa.

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,744

Int. CLA63h 27/05
5 Claims

3,787,012

INTERNAL EJECTOR MECHANISM FOR STACKED

SEQUENTIALLY RELEASABLE SEPARABLE UNITS

Thaddeus JakubowskI, Jr., Long Beach. Calif., assignor to Mc-

Donnell Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,660

Int.CLB64d//04

U.S.CL244-I37R ' ^'-""»

An internal ejector mechanism for releasably fastening

stacked and sequentially separable units to a carrier unit. The

carrier unit contains a mounting bracket or lug having a plu-

rality of latching balls radially movable through Jts
cylmdrical

walls When the balls are urged outwardly by a ball retention

plunger they fit within a groove in the ejector housing in the

separable unit to lock it to the carrier unit. A
"^J^'dg^^J^";

ated piston in the separable unit moves the ball retention

plunger to permit inward movement of the balls, freeing the

ejector housing and releasing the separable unit.

A foldable kite adapted to be compactly arranged in a

manner to have a small cross section for storage within the

hollow interior gf a minaturc, toy-like rocket having a rocket

engine in the normally rearward end thereof and the oppos. e

end of the rocket body having a conical nose removably

mounted therein. The folded kite is positioned adjacent to

rocket engine and the normally outer end of the rocket body

has a compactly folded parachute stored therein and con-

nected to the body of the rocket as well as to said nose. The

rocket engine has a delay charge therein which, when he

rocket has been projected to a predetermined height is fired

automatically to project the nose and the parachute which is

connected thereto, as well as the kite, and a tether cord ex_

tends from the kite down to a compact arrangement of such

cord adapted to rapidly pay out as the rocket and kite ascend

but permit a person to control the night of the kite by said

cord, while the rocket is recovered due to the parachute per-

mitting its gradual decent without injury.
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3,787.014

REPLACEMENT MOTOR MOUNTING
Rob«rt S. Story, 1419 Oak VisU, Dallas, and Arvind S. Patel.

818 Dorian Way, Grand Prairie, both of Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 154,421. June 18. 1971. abandoned.

This application Apr. 30. 1973, Set. No. 355.453

Int. CI. Hoik 5104

U.S. CI. 248-14 8 Claims

tended lip. an arm slidably received by the passage having a

notch fitted dov^rnwardly over the lip. and a spacer received in

*o

A replacement motor mounting includes an adapter plate

comprising a circular central portion and four arms which ex-

tend radially outwardly from the central portion A first set of

fastener receiving holes is formed in the central portion in the

pattern of the fastener receiving holes of a mounting structure

designed to support an original equipment motor Two second

sets of fastener receiving holes are formed in the arms in the

patterns of the fastener receiving holes of two types of

replacement motors The central portion is displaced axially

from the arms to admit air to a replacement motor supported

on the adapter bracket.

the passage in engagement with the arm blocking removal of

the arm from the lip.

3.787.017

PORTABLE GOLF BAG STAND

Richard W. Sauer. 8 Coopers Run Dr., Cherry Hill, N.J.

Filed July 28, 1971,Ser.No. 166,816

Int. CLA63b 35/06

U.S. CI. 248-96 7 Claims

3,787.015

BRACKET FOR POLES AND THE LIKE

Allan H. Abktt. P.O. Box 1 128. Wildwood. Fla.

Filed Nov. 14. 1972, S«r. No. 306,430

lnt.CLF16m 13102

U.S. CI. 248-43 3 Claims

^A

L---

A bracket for poles and the like having a pair of bracket ele-

ments capable of being swung open to encircle a pole at the

position It is desired to mount the bracket with fastening

means for securing the bracket thereon and an attachment

thereto that permits the fastening of the bracket to a pole for

supporting a second pole or antenna; the bracket having a

movable centering member that can be rotated to engage a

horizontally positioned member such as a girder or planking

and be mountable thereon.

A portable golf bag stand wherein a cross member extends

freely through and beneath a golf bag handle, and a pair of

legs depend from opposite ends of the cross member for

swinging movement of the le^s between an inoperative condi-

tion alongside the bag and an operative condition suspending

the bag in an inclined relation.

3.787,016

RACK FOR SUPPORTING CABLES AND THE LIKE

Claude C. Laval, Jr., 2444 N. Farris, Fresno, Calif.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,948

Int. CLFl 61 i/22

U.S.CL 248-49 8Cl«*ms

A rack having a substantially upright support providing a

transverse passage defined at its lower side by an upwardly ex-

3.787.018

BASE FOR AN UPRIGHT FOR FORMING A STAND OR
THE LIKE

Walter Nathan, Glencoc, III., assignor to RTC Industries, Inc.,

, Chicago, III.

Flledjune8, 1972, Set. No. 260,817 i

Int.CI. F16m ///20 '

U.S.CL248-I65 5 Claims

A base for an upright for forming a display stand or the like,

which base is formed of a plurality of legs which interlock with

the upright without the use of any extraneous fastening ele-

ments and/or tools by the positioning of the legs in relation to
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the upright, and wherein the legs are readily detachable from

the upright for the purpose of collapsing the base so that it oc-

3,787,020

CONCRETE FORMING STRUCTURE
Peter J. Avery, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Aluma

Building Systems Incorporated, Downsivew, Ontario,

Canada
Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,132

Claims priority, application Canada, Nov. 12, 1971,

127,439
Int.CLE04q///4S

U.S. CL 249— 18 4 Claims

cupies a minimum of space in a carton or storage area when

collapsed, and which may be readily set up.

3,787,019

SUPPORTING ELEMENT OF ADJUSTABLE LENGTH
Herbert FreiUg, Koblenz-Lutiel, Germany, assignor to Stabi-

lus Industrie und Handelsgesellschaft MBH, Koblenz-Neuen-

dorf, Germany
Filed Apr. 3, 1972. Ser. No. 240.646

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 6, 1971, P 21 16

699.4
Int.CLF16f9/i2

U.S.CL 248—188.2 10 Claims

A concrete forming structure is provided wherein a pair of

substantially parallel trusses have a plurality of beam members

placed transversely across their upper end with a substantially

planar upper deck secured to the upper edges of the beams.

Each beam has an upper portion which comprises an open, in-

verted top hat section into which a wooden joist member may

be forced and graspingly secured in snug manner. Panels, such

as plywood, which are usually used for concrete forming, may

be nailed or screwed to the concrete forming structure at the

wooden joists engaged in the open top hat sections^ of the

beams. The deflection resistance of a beam having a wooden

joist graspingly and snugly secured therein is improved over

that of an I-beam having a similar metal cross-section. When a

floor panel poured on the concrete forming structure is cured,

the structure may be lowered from beneath that panel and "-

flown" using known construction cranes to a position several

storeys above the floor from which it had just been removed in

order for a new floor panel to be poured on the emplaced

concrete forming structure. .

3,787,021

BINOCULAR HOLDER
,

Thomas A. Horst, Lafayette, Colo., assignor to Western Sales

and Supply Co., Denver, Colo.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,579

Int.CLF16m/i/00

U.S. CI. 248-316 B •
°

6 Claims

A normally upright, telescopically adjustable, supporting

element, such as a leg for a stool, has a cylinder whose cavity is

axially divided into two chambers by a partition. The lower

chamber is liquid-filled, the upper chamber contains liquid

under the pressure of a gas cushion, and the two chambers

may be connected by a valve in the partition. The position of a

plunger axially projecting from the lower chamber is generally

determined by the amount of non-compressible liquid in the

lower chamber, but limited axial movement is made possible

by a gas cell partly bounded by the plunger and otherwise by a

sealing member separating the gas in the cell from the liquid in

the lower chamber.

This invention relates to an adjustable carrier for use in au-

tomobiles and the like as a means to releasably hold a pair of
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binoculars ready for instant use. It comprises a horizontally

disposed padded platform upon which the objective lenses rest

that has a pair of parallel upright posts at the rear edge thereof

that are slidably received m the parallel flanges of a channel-

shaped mounting bracket The web of said bracket mounts

one leaf of a spring hinge, the remaining leaf of which is

fastened atop a foldable pad that is biased down on top of the

binocular eyepieces thus cooperating with the platform to

releasably retain same;
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ERRATA

For Classes 248-361 B and 248-399 see:

Patents Nos. 3.787,024 and 3,787,025

outlet, an annular sealing seat in the passageway and a bore in-

tersecting the passageway substantially coaxially with said

rt T^e'central passage m the bonnet is aligned substantially

coaxially with the bore in the body, and the jnner end of the

actuator is connected to a non-rotatable stem which is

reciprocated by the actuator into and out of sealing engage-

ment with the seat The connection between the stem and the

actuator comprises a cup on the lower end of the actuator into

which the upper end of the stem projects, and a groove around

the periphery of the upper end of the stem into which a pair o

detents project from the wall of the cup. Thereby the stem and

actuator are locked together for coordinated axial movement

while allowing relative rotational movement The cup and the

upper end of the stem present opposed, substantially cone-

shaped surfaces for abutting a friction reducing ball held

therebetween. The ball mmimi/es the amount of torque trans-

mitted from the rotatable actuator to the non-rotatable stem

ERRATUM
For Class 249—18 see:

Patent No. 3,787,020

3,787,022

IRIS CHECK VALVE AND LSE THEREOF

Charles F. Wikox, 201 W. Cudahy, Bartlesville. Okla.

Filed May 22, 1972. Ser. No. 255,648

Int. CI. F 16k J /OJ

U.S. CI. 251-212
'^'•'"^

An iris type check valve is provided having at least one

matched pair of vanes which are actuated by a rotating plate

to modify the size of the onfice and thus regulate now of

materials through the unit. The vanes are constructed to pro^

vide an interlocking of the respective vane members of the

matched pair Thus the valve unit is capable of withstanding

extremely high Hu.d pressures The use «f »he^^'^%";

d'^overy and production of underground fluids is also

described.

The lower end of the stem carries sealing means for co-acting

with the valve seat and includes a plug mounted withm a

polygonal body having a plurality of rounded guiding corners

for engaging the bore wall A bellows surrounds a portion of

the stem with its lower end bonded to the stem and its upper

end bonded to a weld ring The weld ring is sealingly clamped

between the body and the bonnet Concentric grooves are

formed in the weld ring with at least one of the grooves open-

ing upwardly toward a flat face on the lower end of the bon-

net The upwardly opening groove contains an O-ring

sealingly compressed between the flat face of the bonnet and

the bottom of the groove Another groove is sufficiently close-

to an edge of the weld ring as to form an upstanding flange ot

radial thickness not substantially greater than the thickness of

the bellows. An outwardly flaring surface merges with the ter-

minus of the bonnet passage and its maximum diameter is

greater than the diameter of the crest of the flange which is

bonded to said bellows.

3,787,023

BELLOWS VALVE

Earl D. Shuffleb.rger. Bernard J G.llaRher, both of Mentor;

David M. Simko, Parma Heights, and John R. Boylan, Cleve-

land HeighU, all o( Ohio, assignors to Nupro Company,

Cleveland. Ohio ..„ ,w
Filed Aug. 5. 197 1 . Ser. No. 169,316

Int. CL F 16k 4 //04

USa.251-335B
"Claims

a' valve including a bonnet mounted on a body and having

an actuator carried in a central passage in the bo"net. The

body includes a fluid passageway connecting an inlet and an

3.787,024

CAM LOCK AND BRACKET ASSEMBLY

Theodore Dzus, Jr., West Islip, N.Y., assignor to Dzus Fastener

Co..Inc.,Westlslip,N.Y. ,., „„
Filed Apr. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 242,077

Int.CI. B25b5/OS

U.S. a. 248-361 B ^O^'"'-*

A cam lock and bracket assembly for fastening a removable

member to a base. The assembly includes a stud, a bracket and

Tc^m nut The stud is adapted to be mounted to a base with

the bracket adapted to be releasably engaged with a remova-

ble member in the base. A cam slot and cam follower are on

Z Id and cam nut arrangement whereby shifting o these

elements permit the assembly to be shifted between a locked

and unlocked position. In the locked position the bracke i

held m nxed position with a force being exerted on the

removable member to retain it in position. In the unlocked
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f .!,„ 3,787,026

position the bracket is permitted to be shifted away from he
CHROMATOGRAPHY VALVE

removable member permitting it to be disassembled from
^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ Warminster, Pa., assignor to Honeywell Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,495

Int.CI.F16ki///65

U.S. CI. 251-61.1
7 Claims

base The assembly is designed to permit shifting between the

locked and unlocked position to occur with a mere quarter

turn of a revolution of the cam nut or the stud.

3,787,025

POWER DRIVEN ADJUSTABLE SEAT FOR

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE

Klaus Sturhan, Lemgo, Germany, assignor to Gebr.

Isringhausen, Lemgo/Lippe, Germany

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,570

Claims priority, application Germany, May 12, IV7i,

2123399
Int.CLB60n//02

,„„ 14 Claims
U.S.CL 248-399

Mfo

A valve using a valve body having a plurality of valv.ng ele-

ments each valving element including three fluid ports

located on a flat face of the valve body. Fluid passages are pro-

vided in the valve body to communicate with the fluid ports. A

corresponding resilient member covers each valv.ng elernent

Tnd"'selectively urged toward the flat face to jal the fluid

ports in the respective valving elements, from each other^ A

pair of concentric fluid actuated plungers are shdably sup^

Dorted in a plunger body located on the other side of the

Sent mem'ber from the valving element and having opera-

tive ends arranged to bear on the resilient

^--^^^!^J^\^^;^[
centric plungers are selectively urged against the res Lent

memTer'by either a fluid pressure supplied to a closed volume

defined by the other ends of the concentric plungers, by the

flu^ pressure of a fluid being controlled by the valve or by a

staUonary spring means arranged to apply axial pressure to

one of the plungers.

3,787,027

POWER TRANSMISSION

John W. Curnow, Utica, and Harry J. Nowicki, Mt. Clemens,

both of Mich., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation. Troy,

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,106

Int.CI.F16k5///4i .

4 Claims
U.S. CI. 251-63

A seat for use in automotive vehicles wherein the seat sup-

poC^ing portion is movable toward and away from a base in

response to changes in the inclination of two pairs of link

wHch are articulately connected with the base and the seat

runporting portion. One or more helical springs may be at^

ached to the base and to a spindle nut which is movable up

and down along an adjusting screw, or the helical springs may

be connected to either the links or to the seat -PP-»'"f P°-

Uon to thereby change the effective moment applied to he

seat supporting portion with changes of the position of he

sm^dleTmotor'drive turns the adjusting screw to cause the

SDind e nut to move between two end positions. Switches

ever e the current through the motor drive to change

d ec i^ns of rotation of the adjusting screw when the spindle

nut has reached either end position along the latter. A cam foU

"ower forming part of a switch rides on a cam surface wh.n th^

can be mounted in the same manner as the helical springs.

A valve for automatic stabilization of hydraulic -""^"^ JP"^

under varying motor loads is arranged to bypass a small flow
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around the principal motor speed regulating valve, which

small flaw is increased with the motor inlet pressure. This

compensates for the cross-port leakage in the motor which va-

ries with motor load. The inner parts of the valve may be

selectively assembled in various positions to provide various

maximum flow openings so that hydraulic motors of various

sizes may be effectively stabilized.

cold hydraulic fluid or any elements which may tend to overly

restrict the valve. It also includes a valve face design providing

entrance and exit angles defining a venturi-type passage con-

ducive to laminar flow with consequent reduction in valve

noise, and has a hydraulic reaction mechanism which includes

an arrangement for supported line pressure.

3,787,028

ROTARY PLUG VALVE
Albert L. S«inon, 1 1 Eliot PI., Short Hills. N J.

Filed Jan. 20, 1972. S«r. No. 219.219

int. CI. FI6k 5/00

U.S.CL 251-317 5 Claims

A rotary plug valve whose plug chamber includes a sleeve of

plastic material compressed in an opening through the valve

body between a shoulder on the wall of said opening and a tu-

bular nut screw-threaded in one end of the opening, said

sleeve having inlet and outlet port holes and a plug that has

transverse fluid passages being rotatably mounted in said

chamber with one end in said tubular nut and its other end

provided with a knob adjustable thereon which has a stop stud

coactive with the ends of an arcuate stop element which is

settable in different positions on the valve body to stop the

rotation of the plug selectively in different positions.

3,787,029

OPEN CENTER CONTROL VALVE
Ronald L. Shellhausc, Vandalia, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 76,473. Sept. 29. 1970. Pat. No.

3.699,680. This application Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 179.682

Int. CI. F 16k 4 7/02

U.S.CL 251-333 . I Claim

3,787.030

LIFT SUPPORT DEVICE FOR USE WITH TRUCK
WEIGHING SCALES

Ron D. Bicker, Salina,'Kans., assignor to Rickel, Inc., Kansas

City, Mo.
Filed May 18, 1972, S«r. No. 254,508

Int. CI. B60p II4S

U.S. CL 254— 8 R 2 Claims

I

A wheeled device adapted to be manually directed in a

sidcwise direction under the front portion of the semi-trailer

carries a hydraulic lift engagabic with the dolly wheels or sup-

port pads of the trailer and operable to elevate the forward

end of the trailer sufficiently to break the fifth wheel connec-

tion so that the trailer is supported only by its rear wheels and

the lift devices. The wheels are constructed to permit the

frame to descend into contact with the scale surface when the

load is transferred from the tractor to the frame, and while it

remains supported by the frame, so that the trailer is immobil-

ized on the scale surface during weighing.

3,787,031

CABLE DRUM HIGHLINE SYSTEM
Peter K. Lucas, Ingkwood, OnUrio, Canada, assignor to The

Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 205,826

Int. CI. B6&d 1148

U.S.CL 254- 172 16 Claims

A hydraulic power brake booster powered by power steer-

ing gear pump pressure and utilizing an open-center valve so

that fluid flows through the booster without pressure reduc-

tion when the booster is not activated The valve assembly in-

cludes a radially floating valve seat which provides for self-

cefltcring, permits a valve separation operation to pass viscous

A load-carrying vehicle traverses between supply and

receiving vessels at sea, on a closed loop highline of two cable

whips terminating at one of the vessels on a pair of drums

mechanically interconnected by a differential gear assembly

whose spider is coupled to a third drum having a cable cou-

pled to a ram tensioner. The vehicle is snubbed or secured to

both the cable whips, and traverse is effected by motor power

applied to the drums.
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3,787,034
3,787,032 .^,^„,^^^ nFViCE FOR CONTINUOUS MIXING OF POWDERED

SELF-RELEASING AND SELF-LOWERING BLOCK DEVICE FOR CON
'^^^^^^^^^g

Percy R. Bagby. 27844 Con^lOR-*)-, Rolling
H.J'^,

C.l.f

.

shvartsman, ulltsa Kulbysheva 36 kv, 64,

Filed Aug. 24, 1972. Ser. No- 283.394
Donetsk and Anatoly Kirillovich Gaiduchenko, ulitsa Ok-

l„t. CI. B66d 1128. 5132
fyXloi r^voljutsii 1% kv. 16, Kiev, both of U.S.S.R.

U.S.CL254-190 6 Claims y
pued July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,890

int. CI. BOH 9/02. 7i/0«,i/y»

U.S.CL 259-3
6 Claims

A self-releasing, self-lowering block adapted to rest upon a

horizontal suppoft cable. A vertically extending ho.sUng -b e

extends about the support cable, through sheaves in the block^^

and is retained within pivoted sections of the block. A release

element attached to the hoisting cable can be raised to effec

release of the pivoted sections so that they may move apart

and a low the block to drop off the support cable and slide

down the hoisting cable. Certain ones of t^e sheaves of the

block arc laterally offset to impart a drag upon the block and

slow its descent.

3,787,033 ' •

JOINT FOR TUBULAR STRUCTURE

Donald E. Snyder, La Habra, and Roy W. B-^^heller, West

Covlna, both of Calif., assignors to Crane-Veyor Corpora-

tion, South El Monte, Calif.
,„„ ^ . -c

Filed Aug. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 280,516

lnt.CLE04h/7//4
7 Claims

U.S.CL 256-59

A device for continuous mixing of powdered materials

which include ferromagnetic components, has a drum

mounted for rotation on its own axis and made in the form of a

polyhedral truncated pyramid. The drum is ^-^posed with the

axis inclined to the horizontal and is fed at one end thereof

with powdered materials which are to be thoroughly mixed

and the mixed materials are discharged at the other end. The

inside of the drum is provided on its longitudinal edges with

"gtly mounted bafSes wh,ch are made of ferromagnetic

material, and the baffles are arranged along a he».x. A mag-

netic system which can generate a pulse magnetic field is sla-

tionarily mounted above the drum and parallel to a generatrix

of the drum. The magnetic field reaches the inside of the drum^

through the ferromagnetic baffles which act as cores and aids

a redistribution and' thorough mixing of the f-romagnetic

components with the rest of the components in the powdered

:Zll in order to increase the effect of the pu'se magnetic

field by effectively increasing the proximity of the bafHes to

the magnetic system, additional ferromagnetic members may

be sTcuringly mounted on the outside of the drum to rotate

the ewith aVd arranged so as to nearly bridge a gap between

the drum and the magnetic means, whereby the effect of the

magnetic field inside the drum is increased.

\fe^
-10

t

3.787.035

BLENDER WITH INTEGRAL INTENSIFIER

Wllmer G. Bryson, Jr.; Donald D. Lyle, and Jack S- W. da all

of East Liverpool, Ohio, assignors to Banner Indstries. Inc.,

East Liverpool, Ohio ,ci an^
Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,804

Int. CL BO If 9/0«
.-, 13 Claims

U.S.CL259-16

//--/ ^

A tubular structure has end posts, intermediate posts and

rails which extend between the end posts and 'ntermed.ate

posts. For fastening the rails to a post use is made of a T pmt

at the top of the post and a cross joint at an intermediate loca-

tion. For the cross leg of the T joint a hole is made on one side

of the cross leg of the same diameter as the poit, a square end

of the post is pushed in the hole and a weld is applied on the

interior of the cross leg to anchor the parts together. A sleeve

is inserted into the end of the cross leg with part protruding

and this also anchored by a weld applied to the interior. Each

end of the rail is then merely slid over the protruding part of

the sleeve at each opposite post and no welding appears on the

exterior which may need to be ground off

A separately rotatablc intcnsifier is contained within a

rotatable blending vessel as an integral part thereof A mount-
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ing unit carried by the vessel mounts the intcnsificr therein

and couples to an external power source for selective rotation

of the intensifier and/or the vessel, to mix. agitate, or blend in-

gredients enclosed within.

3.787.036

HUMIDIFIER
Thomas C. Hastings, 52 Addington St., Willowdak, OnUrio,

Canada
Filed Apr. 27, 1972, S«r. No. 248,080

Int.Ci. BOIfi/04

U.S. CI. 261-29 8 Claims

is

5

3.787.037

CARBURATION SYSTEM
Motozo Motooka. 7-23, Orihashicho, Sascho, Japan

Filed June V, l97i,Ser. No. 150,650

lnt.CI. F02m2i/y4

L.S. CI. 261-130

January 22, 1974

I3,787,038

REFORMER FOR FIRING REVERBERATORY FURNACE
AND METHOD OF OPERATING SAID REFORMER

Pavel Alcxandrovich Tcsner, ulitsa Chaplygina, 2, kv. 3; Kon-

stantin Ivanovich Makarov, Khicbozavodskoi proezd, 5, kor-

pus 2, kv. 370; Akxandr Kornilovich Ivanov, ulitsa

Raskovoi, 33, kv. 49; Mark Anisimovich Robin, 2, kverlsl,

II, kv. 19; Igor Scrgcevich Slavkin, ulitsa, Mira, 9, kv. 10;

Alexandr Petrovich Pischulin, Proletarsky prospekt. korpus

l.kv. 30, aliof Moscow; Leonid Mikhailovich Pokrass. ulilsa

Pionerskaya, 98, DoneUk; Alexandr Markovich Pochtman,

ulitsa Prardy, 5. kv. 4lv, Kharkov; Felix Isaakovich Shein-

fain. ulitsa Postysheva, 120. kv. 18, Donetsk; Evgeny Mik-

hailovich Kondraticv. prospekt MeUllurgov. 107, Donetsk;

Grigory Isaevich Moisecvich, ulitsa Postysheva. 122. kv. 54,

Donetsk; Igor Ivanovich Osiiiaga. bulvar Shevchenko, 17,

kv. 53. Donetsk, and Gcorgy Gavrilovich Zhitnik. bulvar

Pushkina. 25. kv. 21. Donetsk, all of U.S.S.R.

Division of Ser. No. 103.127, Dec. 31. 1970. abandoned. This

application Nov. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 304.307

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Jan. 4, 1970. 1391905

Int. CI. C2lc 5104

U,S.CI.266-24 4 Claims

A humidifier comprises a housing denning a water reser-

voir, the housing providing an air inlet and an air outlet, means

for effecting a flow of air through the housing between the air

inlet and the air outlet, means cooperating with the reservoir

for imparting moisture to the air flow, and baffle means ad-

jacent the air outlet for deflecting the flow of air within the

housing, said baffle means providing surfaces positioned to

impart a substantially 1 80° turn in the flow of air before it

reaches the air outlet and to intercept water droplets in the

deflected air for preventing the droplets from reaching the

outlet.

I Claim

A reformer for firing a reverberatory furnace comprising a

reaction chamber with a device for incomplete combustion of

the gaseous and liquid hydrocarbon fuel accompanied by the

formation of soot which is supplied into the working space of

the furnace for ensuring a high luminosity of the flame.

3,787.039

PNEUMATIC HOLD DOWN TABLE
Robert G. Zcichman, 2070 Eldon N.E.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

FlledFeb. 4. I972,Ser. No. 223,597 |

Int. CI. B25b / 1/08; B25h 7/02

IJ.S.CL269-I3 12 Claims

I «

This invention provides a device for use in association with

a carburetor and an internal combustion engine. The device

comprises, a heater, an air heating means and a means for

communicating the hot air with a fuci-air mixture passage

leading to a combustion chamber, so that an atmosphere of

elevated temperature is obtained in the fuel-air mixture. The

liquid fuel tending not to be volatilized by the carburetor is

caused to be rapidly vaporized, resulting in fuel economy and

avoiding the problem of air contamination by carbon monox-

ide.

1

—
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3,787,043

ROTATING FOLDER FOR PRINTING PRESSES

Klaus Hertrkh, Gohrenz, Germany, assignor to VEB Poly-

graph Leipzig, Kombinat fuer polygraphische Maschinen u.

Ausruestungcn, Leipzig, Germany

Filed Feb. 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 1 ,880

int.CI. B65h45//6

U^.CL 270-71 5 Claims

3,787,045

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING MOVEMENT OF
OBJECTS

Solomon Stoller, West Hartford, Conn., assignor to The Pru-

dential Insurance Company of America and Randolph Com-

puter Corporation

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,001
|

Int. CI. B65h 9/06

U.S.CL 271-60 10 Claims

A rotating folder for printing presses in which a movable

folding blade operating against a fixed folding blade stop is as-

sociated with each folding knife, comprising a folding blade

cylinder and a driven shaft between which is arranged a tor-

sion element and a clutch equipped with jaws which are trape-

zoidal over a part of their length, and a fixed stop is provided

to limit the width of opening of the clutch which amounts at

most to only two-thirds of the length of the jaws.

3 787,044

DOCUMENT CONTROLLED PICKING AND FEEDING

APPARATUS
Cletus E. Lorensen. Rochester, and John A. Peterson, New

Brighton, both of Minn., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 2 1 , 197 1 , Ser. No. 145,668

Int.CLB65lii/0«

U.S.CL 271-27 4 Claims

I
' >-r-|4

As described herein, a magnetic paper stop includes a rela-

tively freely mounted roller armature mounted in the direction

of document fiow. The armature is adapted to be driven

against and away from a solid surface by an associated sole-

noid to provide a controlled alignment barrier for the docu-

ments passing between the roller armature and the solid sur-

face.

I

3,787,046

CARROUSEL-TYPE AMUSEMENT DEVICE

Chesley D. Clem, Staunton, Va., assignor to -Virginia Amuse-

ment Company, Staunton, Va.
|

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,602

Int.CLA63g//0« .

U.S.CL272-29 9 Claims

A vacuum actuated document picking and feeding

mechanism wherein the document acts as a valve by closing

openings in a stationary suction roller thereby causing a docu-

ment feed cycle to be initiated during which the document is

initially lifted and thereafter driven until the document is

delivered from suction roller contact. Uncovering the vacuum

openings in the suction roller acts to discontinue the dnving

connection with the drive mechanism and permit restor^ion

of the roller assembly to an initial position thereby also per-

mitting use of a feedback function.

A collapsible and portable, over-the-road carrousel having

when in assembly, a plurality of passenger-carrying gondolas

mounted from a rotatable sweep assembly, wherein an

hydraulically powered elevator, with included linkage, is so

mounted from and upon a portable platform, which platform

serves as a vehicle trailer in over-the-road transport and m as-

sembly serves as a base, as to raise and lower, within wide and

predetermined limits, the sweep assembly whether or not the

latter be in rotation, through continuously variable relation of

the sweep assembly both as to iu vertical height above plat-

form and as to its angular attitude with respect to either the

vertical or horizontal and which elevator, when desired and
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through its included linkage, will so position the sweep as-

sembly as to permit simultaneous loading and unloading of all

of the passenger-carrying gondolas, the hydraulic powering

for the elevator being such that changes in the vertical height

and angular attitude of the sweep assembly as well as changes

in the rotational speed of the latter, can all be accomplished

independently of each other. «

tally disposed bar is adjustably fixed between said extensions

and is adapted to engage the front of the leg of an exerciser at

approximately the height of his ankle. A padded leg support

member adapted to engage the back of an exerciser's leg at

about his calf extends between the side frames above the bar

and is vertically movable on the side frames to accommodate

movements of the exerciser.

3,787,047

SKI MOTION SIMULATING TRAINING DEVICE

Darrell S. Brawn, 18,849 Flamingo, Livonia, Mich.

Filed Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,519

Int. CL A63b 23104

U.S.CI.272-57B 8 Claims

3,787,049

ATHLETIC TRAINING FRAME WITH PIVOTED BOARD

Oscar A. Rellinger, P.O. Box 12, Helena, Ohio

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,097

Int. CLA63b 2 //OO

U.S.CL 272-58 3 Claims

A device is described which simulates the reaction of skis in

snow when a user executes thereon the proper skiing motions

involved in the wedeln style of skiing, to thereby enable the

user to perfect his wedeln form as well as to condition the

muscles necessary for proper and easy execution of this skiing

style The device includes a low platform mounted on three

bearing elements arranged in a triangle, with the configura-

tion dimensions, etc.. of these elements and the platform such

that unweighting, torsional, and angulating movement of the

user standing on the platform result in a reaction of the plat-

form simulating that of the skis in snow.

3,787,048

EXERCISE DEVICE

Wallace O. Bock, 26606 Wolf Rd., Bay Village, Ohio

Filed Feb. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 801,498

lnt.CLA63b2i/02,2i/04

U.S.CL 272-57 R

^;>

This invention is an athletic training a|id exercising device

consisting of a horizontally disposed rectangular frame which

is adjustable in length, and to one end of which is hingedly at-

tached a rectangular board of the same width as said frame but

somewhat shorter in length. The exercising procedure consists

of placing the device upon the fioor or ground and lying down

upon it. face up. with the head towards the hinged end of said

frame and feet braced against the extendable end of said

frame; then, by taking hold of the free end of said board with

both hands, lifting ones self to an uprighyjosition

3,787,050

REACTION GAME SIMULATING RELEASE OF
TREASURE

Adolph E. Goldfarb, 4614 Monarca Dr., Tarzana, Calif.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,122

Int. CLA63f 9/00

1 Claim U.S.CL273-1R 4 Claims

Y-

An exercise device which includes a pair of side frames ex- A housing is provided with a receptacle for the treasure. An

tendre^ubsTantialy ver kal in parallel position and held in opening in the housing allows deposit o treasure items into

reJat vdv fixTd po tion bT^ extension pro- the housing and a door in the housing allows removal of the

e rom one e'nd of each side frame and a padded horizon- treasure. The door is normally latched shut but is unlatched by
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a ball operated pivoted arm. The housing includes a funnel

shaped receptacle for the receipt of individually marked

player balls. The funnel allows deposit of all the balls simul-

taneously but because of its shape permits exit of only one ball

at a time. As the balls exit the funnel they travel down an

inclined chute. The pivoted arm overlies the chute and is

caused to pivot by a ball wedging it upwardly and thus un-

latching the door. The end of the chute extends out of the

housing whereby the players may see which ball was the first

one down the chute and thus unlatch the door. A stack of

cards are provided bearing various instructions for the players

of the game to either deposit treasure tokens in the receptacle

or deposit their'balls in the funnel. The cards are drawn one at

a time by the players. ,

tively operable launching device for propelling objects

therefrom through the air toward the target means at the op-

posite launching area. A movable blocking panel is operative-

ly associated with each of the targets to effectively block the

propelling of objects from the adjacent launching device in

response to the respective target being struck by one of the

objects propelled from the opposite launching device. The

launching devices are formed in the shape of cowboys holding

guns to simulate a Western "shoot-out " Clips arc provided

for the guns to hold a plurality of spherical projectiles. The

target areas have floors inclined downwardly to a storage com-

partment for propelled projectiles, the storage compartment

having movable door means for delivering projectiles from the

compartment to the clips automatically as the clips are in-

terengaged with the compartment.

3,787,051

CONTINUOUS FIBER TENNIS RACQUET
Henry Van Dyke Johns, 314 Ortole Rd., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 67,882

Int. CI. A63b49//0

U.S. CI. 273- 73 F 3 Claims

/MPeea^Tssi

\1

3,787,053
' LAUNCHING PLATFORM, SPRING LAUNCHING

ELEMENT AND TARGET AREA
Jeffrey D. Breslow. ChicaKO, III., assignor to Marvin Glass &

Associates. Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,114

Inl.CI. A63b7//«2

U.S.CL273-101 2 Claims

50 SO

H
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tion means also include a cartridge sensing means for identify-

ing four track and eight track cartndges and a head actuating

ing. by clamping nuts and bolts compressing Belleville washers

and cams applying further compression to the Belleville

washers. The vklve stem is actuated by temporarilly releasing

the cams Preferably outer secondary packing is provided on a

cylindrical extension of the wedge-shaped sic.eve to trap any

fluid which escapes when the cams are temporarilly released.

means including a pair of coaxially mounted cams for shifting

said magnetic head according to the type of cartridge sensed.

3.787,059

PISTON RING END GUIDE
Harold E. McCormlck, Baliwin, Mo., assignor to Ramsey Cor-

poration, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Aug. 14, 1972, S«r. No. 280,657

int.CI.FI6j9//«

U.S. CI. 277-1 11 Claims

3.787.061

ELASTOMERIC SEAL
Ronald E. Yoakum R.R. 1, Union, Ohio

Filed May 17, 1971,Ser. No. 143,922

Int.CI. F16j/5/i2

IJ.S.CL277-I64 5 Claims

An end guide for piston rings and particularly circum-

ferential expansion rings of substantially U-shaped cross sec-

tion. The rings are split and the end guide functions to align

the split ends. The end guide consists of a first member having

a head thereon and a projecting larjce member. The head is

dimensioned to be snugly received between opposed radially

extending legs of the ring in a press-fit relation on one side of

the gap with the lance crossing the gap and extending between

the legs of the ring on the other side of the gap. A second

member is press-fit between the legs on the opposite side of

the gap from the head and prevents exit of the end of the lance

from that side of the gap. The first and second members are at-

tached together at the time of installation of the end guide into

the ring.

3,787,060

VALVE STEM PACKING ASSEMBLY
Cyril J. AstUI, Deep River, Ontorio, Canada, assignor to

Canadian Patents and Devetopment Limited, Ottawa, On-

tario, Canada
Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,733

Claims priority, application Canada, Nov. 12, 1971, 127509

Int.CI. F16j 15100; B65d 53/00

U.S. CI. 277—69 * Claims

A valve stem assembly wherein a wedge-shaped sleeve is

pushed between packings, sealing a valve stem in a valve hous-

A seal for making leakproof, durable and adjustable

telescoping connections for piping and the like comprises a

generally cylindrical body portion of flexible elastomeric

material having a pair of ribs extending inwardly and toward

opposite ends of the body portion, which ribs are releasably

biased inwardly and are adapted to be flattened into sealing

engagement with the outer surface of a pipe or the like.

3,787,062

SAFETY STEP-IN HEEL BINDING FOR SKIS

John D. Kusianovich, 1829 Sigma Chi Rd., Albuquerque, N.

Mex.
Filed Dec. 1 3, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 207,309

Int. CI. A63c 9/00

L.S.CL 280-1 1.35 T 6 Claims

A step-in safety ski heel binding includes a heel holding

means engaging the heel of a ski boot, the heel holding means
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operatively connected to a linkage or lever arrangement
-ZTV:.ZT:LTt^^^^^ ^^^^

Which engages one or more nat or lea^^^^^^^^^^^^^

rumedTnrriJd tubfrlme loined to the main frame of the

the springs acting against the lever arrangement reia

^^^^^ ^^^ ^_^^^^^ movement about a lor^itudinal axis so that

the wheels can accommodate to uneven terrain and thereby

maintain the traction wheel in effective contact with varying

subjacent surfaces. The second sleerable wheel unit comprises

'

2_¥^'.',_ i

heel of the ski boot on the ski and absorbs ordinary skiing

shocks without release and releases the ski boot when an up-

wardly directed force is exerted on the heel-holding means

which exceeds the force of the springs.

3,787,063
'

SHOPPING CART OR THE LIKE

Eari J. Oliver, 555 MonUgue Ave., Fremont, Calif.

Filed Dec. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 96,704

Int.CI.B62b///00

U.S. CL 280-33.99 F 17 Claims
9c-

4^>V5^-^

6f> roc Z/S pt'

a pair of spaced wheels which have independent horizontal

tilting movement about a mounting axis spaced below the axis

of rotation of these wheels to minimize any tendency of this

wheel unit to cock. A telescoping universal drive connects a

steering wheel on the vehicle with a sprocket chain on the sub-

frame for steering the traction wheel. An internesting com-

pensating linkage system on the subframe provides positive

steering movement of the other steerable wheel unit.

A shopping cart or the like having a container adapted to

receive articles therein, and having also wheels enabling the

cart to be propelled along the aisles of a supper market or

similar establishment. The cart includes wheeWequipped

frame structure having a container supported thereby for

selective angular displacements between a generally horizon-

tal position of use and a generally vertical position m which a

plurality of carts can be disposed in successive juxtaposition

with frame and container portions of one cart nested within

frame and container portions of an adjacent cart. The con-

tainer has a movable bottom wall displaccable between

retracted and extended positions in accordance with the mag-

nitude of the weight supported at any time by the bottom wall,

thereby making the chamber defined by the container auto-

matically expandable to accommodate the size of the load

placed therein by a shopper, and automatically retractable as

such load is removed therefrom to facilitate unloading of the

chamber at the check out counter of such market. The mova-

ble bottom wall is fioatingly supported so that it will not bind if

subjected to asymmetrical loading.

3,787,0«5

TRAILER FOR BICYCLES
'

Ronald F. Grimm, 5241 N. 25th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,755

Int. CLB62k 27/00

U.S. CL 280- 204 4 Claims

3,787,064

POWER DRIVEN MATERIAL HANDLING TRUCK

Donald Jack De Priester; David C. Homey, both of Muscatine,

and Robert H. Mangels, Buffalo, all of Iowa, assignors to

Hon Industries Inc., Muscatine, Iowa

Division of Ser. No. 100,191, Dec. 21, 1970, Pat. No.

3 722,613. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,639

Int.CLB60k/7/iO

U S CL 280—93 *^ Claims

Disclosed herein is a material handling truck of the stand-up

rider type having four support wheel units, including two

A trailer for a bicycle including a plate affixed to the verti-

cal support for the bicycle seat, a pair of traihng elements at-

tached for limited lateral pivotal movement to said plate,

means on the free ends of the trailing elements to dispose a

pair of wheels in trailing alignment, and means to releaseably

secure said trailing elements in spread trailing position,

whereby upon release of said means the trailing elements may

be folded into parallel contact for storage.
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3,787,066

GYROSCOPIC DEVICE FOR THE STABILIZATION OF
LATERALLY UNSTABLE VEHICLES

Claude Hautier, II rue du Pavillion, Chinois 44, Nantes,

France

Filed Sept. 28, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 84,593

Claims priority, application France, Oct. I, 1970,7036476

Int.CI. B62m ///O

L.S.CL 280-217 5 Claims

mounted in the tubular body so as to continually push the

piston toward the discharge opening, in order to keep the

evacuation opening open. Upon the application of an inertial

The present invention is directed to a gyroscopic device for

stabilizing a laterally unstable vehicle which rests on aligned

contact points or on a very narrow surface which may be

identified with a segment of a line.

The device comprises a gyroscopic disc mounted on a

swivelling support. The disc rotates in an oscillating plane ac-

cording to the orientation of the support and according to the

tilt of the vehicle. This plane is substantially parallel with the

one passing through the line of the contact points of the vehi-

cle with" the travelling surface and the center of gravity of the

vehicle. Its axis of rotation can never be parallel with the latter

plane. The djsc rotates even after the vehicle has stopped. It is

rotated either by a wheel actuated by the movement of rolling

surface of the vehicle either by an independent motor either

by the propulsion motor. After the vehicle has stopped, the

disc rotates through its own inertia, due to a free wheel

mounted on the transmission. The stability device and the

direction system may include a control system.

It is particularly used for cycles, motorized or not, to vehi-

cles sliding On snow or rough ground, to laterally unstable

boats.

5OU«CC0»

US

force, the piston will slide towards the evacuation opening and

open the discharge opening for permitting the egress of gas.

The valve can be arranged for use in inflation devices, such as

air bags, for automotive vehicles.

3,787,068

ARTICULATED TRAILER HITCH
Lester Miller. Topeka, Ind., assignor to Bangor Punta Opera-

tions, Inc., (ireenwich. Conn.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,059

Int.CI. B60d //06

U.S. CL 280- 446 R 2 Claims

-
t

3,787,067

SAFETY VALVE WITH INERTIAL OPENING CONTROL
Jean Paul Bernard, Paris, France, assignor to Societe Anonyme

Aerazur Constructions Aeronautiques, Issy-Les-M oulineaux,

France

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 199,997

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 18, 1970, 70.41379

Int.CI. B60r2//0«

U.S.CL280— I50AB . 5 Claims

A safety valve is provided whose opening is controlled by

the movement of a piston that responds to an inertial force

The valve includes a tubular body having a discharge opening

at one end a<i evacuation opening at the other end, and a fluid

inlet situated in the lateral wall. A piston is slidably arranged

within the tubular body so as to close the discharge opening at

one end, but to permit communication between the inlet, an

evacuation opening at the other end. A compression spring is

r

The trailer hitch includes a pair of tongues pivotally con-

nected at opposite ends to a towing vehicle and a towed vehi-

cle, respectively. The tongues are symmetrically arranged on

opposite side'is of a line coincident with the centerlines of the

towing vehicle and the towed vehicle when the latter are lon-

gitudinally aligned. The tongues converge forwardly toward

one another such that lines coincident with the long axes of

the tongues intersect along the centerline of the towing vehi-

cle at a location forwardly of its rear wheel axis and rear-

wardly of its center of gravity. The foregoing provides an ef-

fective hitch pivot point which sustantially reduces the ten-

dency of the vehicles to sway relative to one another.
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3,787,069

TRAILER HITCH WITH AUXILIARY SAFETY
CONNECTIONS

Edward W. Chauncey, Rt. 1, Box 519, Walker, La.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,451

Int. CI, B62d 53/06

U.S.CL 280-486 9 Claims

the towing of an inoperative snowmobile in a rearward

direction. Each towing ski comprises a ski member having a

straight portion and a generally upwardly curved forward end.

A stop member is carried on the upper face of the ski member

and projects toward the rear end thereof. The rear portion of

the snowmobile ski is adapted to be fitted onto the straight

An apparatus for securing a trailer to a towing vehicle com-

prising at least two connecting means attached to the tongue

of the trailer, the connecting means including cyhndcr means

connected to the trailer, spring means located inside the

cylinder means, and cable means connecting the spring means

to the towing vehicle.

3,787,070

SKI BINDING WITH LATERAL RELEASE

Georges Pierre Joseph Salomon, 34 Ave. de Laverchy, Annecy,

France
Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,427

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 16, 1971,7106187

Int. CI. A63e 9100

V U.S. CI. 280-1 1.35 T 6 Claims

portion of the ski member with the stop member providing a

means for preventing the snowmobile ski from overriding the

forward curved end of the towing ski when the snowmobile is

being towed rearwardly. Means are provided on the towing ski

to prevent lateral movement of the snowmobile ski with

respect to the longitudinal axis of the towing ski.

3,787,072

LAUNDRY HAMPER STAND .

Harry F. DeBoer, Lansing, III., and Joseph A. N. Spowart,

Hammond, Ind., assignors to Servicemaster HosplUl Cor-

poration, Downers Grove, III.

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,667

lnt.CI.B62d5i/06

U.S. CI. 280-79.1
SC'*'""*

A ski binding intended to ensure retention of a ski boot and

the release thereof whenever a predetermined load is applied

to the boot laterally in the plane of the ski; it includes a base

plate attached to the ski, a lever mechanism hinged to a verti-

cal axis on the base plate cooperating with a jaw holding the

boot and with a stationary stop integral with the base plate,

and a resilient means restoring the lever mechanism to a posi-

tion against the stationary stop. The cooperation between the

jaw and the lever mechanism is achieved by means of a system

of axes and guide ramps ensuring release of the binding by

means of relative movement between the jaw and the lever

mechanism.

A laundry hamper stand suitable for holding, in a stable

manner, two laundry bags. The stand comprises two substan-

tially identical front and rear interconnected inverted U-

shaped support members, each member having a vertical

center arm intermediate each of the legs and the closed end of

the inverted U, said legs and closed end being bent outwardly

from the vertical arm. The front and rear members are inter-

connected by joining their respective vertical center arms.

The bottom legs extend beyond the closed end to provide a

stable base when a laundry bag is placed over the closed end

of the support.

3,787,071

TOWING SKI ATTACHMENT FOR SNOWMOBILES AND

METHOD OF USING SAME

Edward H. Jagel, 3629 Lippencott, Flint, Mich., and Joseph R.

Purzycki, 4396 Eleanor, Linden, Mich.

Filed May 7, 1971, Ser. No. 141,132

Int. CI. B62b / 7102

U.S.CL 280-28 ?f'
'"!

A towing ski for attachment to the skis of snowmobiles and

similar vehicles designed for travel over snow so as to facilitate

3,787,073

SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Silvano Giuseppe Llevore, Elkhart, Ind., assignor to Elkhart,

Bridge & Iron, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,123

lnt.CLB60gy///6

U.S.a.280-124A ^ , ^
8Cta.ms

A trailer is supported at each side by a vehicle wheel and he

vehicle wheel is mounted on a stub axle portion of a shaft, the

shaft being transversely supported along its length on the

frame side Each supported section of the shaft 's P'votally

supported through lugs which are secured to the ^'de of the

fraine. The said support for the shaft includes two bellcrank

levers one disposed at each side of the frame siderail and hav-

ing a spring connection which yieldably opposes movement of
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the wheel in a vertical direction. The wheel is thus cushioned, seal is mounted in the plenum at its end portion adjacent the

The wheel is supported against turning except vertically and steering wheel and includes an annular rubber seal of channel

rotatably. Other movements relative to the frame are resisted cross section having received therein an annular reinforce-

ment and being located in axially spaced relation from the end

^>^ wall of the steering wheel to permit frictionlcss rotation of the

steering wheel relative the housing. Upon communication of

pressure fluid to the plenum, the interface seal is slidably

moved axially into engagement with the end wall of the steer-

ing wheel. The reinforcement of the interface seal has circum-

ferentially spaced curved slots which register with circum-

ferentially spaced apertures in the end wall of the steering

wheel. Upon pressure build up within the annular passage, the

bight of the annular rubber seal is ruptured at its portions

which are in registering relationship with the curved slots of

the reinforcement and the apertures of the steering wheel end

wall to communicate the pressure fluid from the plenum to an

inflatable occupant restraint cushion on the steering wheel.

by reason of the support for the shaft which is provided at

spaced points along the length thereof. Thus, the wheel is

stably mounted.

3.781,074

MULTIPLE PYRO SYSTEM
Donald J. Lewis, Troy, and Robert L. Stephenson. Sterlinf;

Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Allied Chemical Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 28, 1971, S«r. No. 147.913

Int.CI. B60r2//0«

3.787.076

FIFTH WHEEL COUPLER ASSEMBLY
William D. Walther, Dayton, and Robert A. Deregnaucourt,

Centerville, both of Ohio, assignors to The Dayton Steel

Foundry Company, Dayton. Ohio

Filed Apr. 11, 1972. Ser. No. 242.948

Int. CLB62d.';.?//2

U.S.CL 280-435 1 Claim

U.S.CL280-150 AB 3 Claims

This invention relates to the procedure of redundancy,

without operational compromise, in the supply of generated

gas from a pyrotechnic device to an inflatible bag assembly.

3,787,075

STEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN INTERFACE SEAL
Philip L. Francis. Rochester. Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972. Ser. No. 302.043

Int.CI. B60r2//0«

U.S.CL280-150AB 5 Claims

A fifth wheel coupler assembly having dual opposed

coupling jaws pivotally mounted beneath the top plate on op-

posite sides ofJhe kingpin slot A latch mechanism is carried

beneath the top plate and includes a plunger block movable

longitudinally of the kingpin slot and spring-biased so as to be

inserted between opposed and parallel faces on the forward

end of the dual coupling jaws to lock the jaws in a kingpin en-

gaging position. A sensor arm projects into the slot when the

assembly is in open or kingpin receiving condition and has an

orientation such that the plunger block will not release if the

kingpin is in a position so as not to correctly engage with the

coupling jaws.

3.787.077

ANTI-SWAY BAR
Louis J. Sanders. 418 S. Smith St.. Aurora. III.

Filed Mar. 2. 1973, Ser. No. 337,453

Inl.CI. B60d///4

U.S. CI. 280-446 B 6 Claims

An anti-sway bar mechanism for a trailer driven by automo-

bile or truck including first and second pivotal connections on

the trailer and driving vehicle, respectively, a split cylindrical

member extending from the trailer pivotal connection and a

The housing at the upper end of a motor vehicle steering rod telescoping in the cylindrical member and extending from

column indicates radially spaced inner and outer walls which the other pivotal connection, there being provided an arcuate

define a plenum communicating with an inflator An interface pressure plate which is actuated by a fiat actuator or clamping
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frictional element into engagement with the rod niember to '"8;
^^„ ^^^j^i^.^o resist separation but permit

member for the arcuate pressure plate that is threaded into the _ . . ^

actuating plate and spring biased to a retracted position, the

actuating plate being held in position by a plate on the op-

posite side of the pressure plate connected to the bottom of

The split cylindrical member that has threaded members con-

nected to the actuating plate with the actuating plate and the

bottom plate being urged apart to urge the pressure plate to its

non-pressure position to assist in releasing the anti-sway pres-

sure on the rod member.

3,787,078

MANHOLE BASE SECTION FOR SEWER LINES

Richard L. Williams, Rt. No. I. Harrod. Ohio

Filed Aug. 3. 1972. Ser. No. 277.558

Int. CI. FI 61 J9/04

U.S.CL285-I89
» C'"""

1/.

disposed between the connector band and overlying housing

to minimize angular movement or radial displacement of the

connector band relative to the housing, thereby preventing ex-

cess clearance between the connector and thus prevent a seal

ring against extrusion from its channel.

3,787,080 •
*

PIPE COUPLINGS

Brian Percy Daniel, 5, The Pagoda, Maidenhead; Berkshire,

England
Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,634

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 20, 1971,

16120/71; Jan. 26, 1971. 3178/71

Int. CLE 161/ 7/00

U.S.a. 285-341 2 Claims

X'^WSNW^

A manhole base section for sewer lines having reinforcing

sections on the inside of the base section at opposite ends of

the now channel. Each reinforcing section is of ^ubstanUa'

thickness, but the outer side conforms to the outer side of the

base section In each reinforcing section is an inwardly

tapered hole aligned with the channel. The sewer pipe for

each tapered hole has on its inner end an elastomeric band

equipped with tongue-like resilient fiexible nanges. which

when crowded into a tapered hole, provide a fiuid-tight seal

and enable dcfiection or tilting of the sewer pipe to a limited

extent in any direction.

A compression type pipe coupling in which the ring is

formed with a front annular cutting tooth which cuts into the

pipe surface on initial tightening of the nut. and is then

stopped against further forward movement, further i^ut

tightening resulting in the ring bowing to cause a rear annular

cutting to enter the pipe surface, the ring also having an annu-

lar cavity between said te«;h.

3,787,081

BARREL KNOT TYING DEVICE

Carl L. Macy, 2708 N. 84th St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,820

Int. CI. D03j 3/00
-„.n. .m 9 Claims

U.S.CL289— 17

3,787,079

SEALING CONNECTION FOR CONDUIT COUPLINGS

Roy E. Yorke, Granada Hills, and Fred A. Greenwald, Bur-

bank, both of Calif., assignors to General Connectors Cor-

poration, Burbank, Calif

.

Fikd Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,829

Int. CI. FI6I 2 //02

U.S. a. 285-233 ^ »
C'*""

A sealing connection for a pair of conduits wherein each

conduit is provided with a radially outwardly directed seal ring

receiving channel at its extremity in confronting relation to

... i: i.:~»i ^<^nnor-tr>r hanH extends

A knot typing device consisting of complementary inner

r:^;':^:'^::!:::^^'^^^^^
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I

roution about an axis passing through the distal portions of
„„„-(.„ rnNPrnNripTF RIICKVt

their arms the inner U-shaped member having an integral post RUBBER CONE CONCRETE BUCICET

between and in alignment with its spaced arms to lit between Leslie H. G.rlinghouse, 1585 Slerr. M.dre Villa. Pasaden.,

parallel stretches of a pair of lines that approach one another Calif.

from opposite ends of the device and are laid into commu-

nicating slots in the extremities of the arms of both U-shaped

members so that upon relative rotation of the two U shaped

members while said stretches of the lines arc at opposite sides

of the post and are held taut by anchoring the ends thereof to

the outer U-shaped member, said stretches are wound upon

one another in preparation for the completion of a barrel knot

tying said pair of lines together.

, Filedjan. 5. 1972, S«r. No. 215,484

Int. C\. E6bc J 100

L.S. CI. 294-71 6 Claims

3,787,082

HASP AND STAPLE ASSEMBLAGE
Daniel J. Foote, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to Master Lock

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,540

Int. CI. E05c/ 9/0«

U.S.CL 292-281 4 Claims

o-i

The hasp plate has swingably associated therewith the inner

end portion of a novel type of strap of shacklc-like formation

with the extremities of its legs extending through slots therefor

in the hasp plate and being engaged below the undcr-surface

of the plate by a recess-accommodated, non-accessible hinge

pin. Similarly the legs of the staple eye extend through slots

therefor in the staple plate and are held against withdrawal by

a non-accessible pin seated in a recess in the under-surfacc of

the staple plate. Both the hasp strap and the staple eye may be

easily assembled with their respective plates in a simple and

expeditious manner.

3,787,083

SAFETY VEHICLE BUMPER
Jack Perlberg, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part interest

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,322

Int. CLB60r/ 9/0«

U.S. CL 293-88 » Claim

t'sr

./-•

^-

A concrete bucket structure has a lower rigid assembly in-

cluding a ring for supporting the structure on the ground A

rigid hopper with an open top is mounted on the ring. Rods arc

releasably bolted at lower ends to the ring and at upper ends to

a second rigid ring thereby supporting the second rigid ring

well above the top of the hopper. A rubber cone has the edge

of Its large open upper end secured to the second rigid ring

and its small open lower end hung unattached in the hopper

'The upper, rigid ring may be dismantled from the lower rigid

assembly by unbolting and removing the rods, to make a

smaller package for shipping.

3,787,085

TRACTOR ROLL-OVER PROTECTIVE FRAME
David Hoffer Bucher, Bcttcndorf; Craig Eugene Christie; Don

J. Rasmussen, both of Cedar Falls, all of Iowa, assignors to

Deere & Company, Moline, III.

Filed Julie 23. 1 972, Ser. No. 265,779
,

Int. CI. B62d 27/04 I

U.S.CL 296-28 C 1 1 Claims

A safety bumper for automotive vehicles with energy ab-

sorption properties to minimize the shock of collision. The

bumper consists of a metal facing which is backed by blocks of

foamed plastic, such as polyurethane, encased in porous

plastic or fabric sheeting. For installation, on the front and on

the rear of existing automobiles, the present metal bumper is

retained as the metal facing, and the plastic foam formed in

place, or affixed by means of adhesive to fill the space

between the existing bumper and the front or the rear of the

automobile body.

A tractor roll-over protective frame includes front and rear

pairs of upright support members which form the corners of a

box-like framework. A canopy is supported at the top of the

framework and fenders are integral with the opposite sides of

the framework. The framework also supports an operator's

seat, at its back side, and supports the fioor of the operator's

station.
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3,787.086

ADJUSTABLE SEAT FOR AN INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE

Henry L. Cosby. Hickory Corners, Mich., assignor to Clark

Equipment Company, Buchanan, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 34,713, May 5, 1970, Pat. No. 3,687,484.

This application Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,648

Int.CI. B60n//02

U.S.CL 296^65 R >» Claims

means for tilting the cabin. The hydraulically operated means

has an integral hand operated pump which is arranged and

positioned to provide a simple, efficient and easily operated

device.

3,787,088

MOTORCYCLE FAIRING

Floyd H. Dreyer, Sr.,4164 W. Washington, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,251

Int. CLB62J/ 7/02

U.S.CL 296-78.1 ' Claims

A lift truck is shown to exemplify the invention in which a

seat support member is pivoted at one side to allow the seat to

be swung outwardly of one side of the truck from a forwardly

facing operative position for operating the vehicle 4o a rear-

wardly facing non-operative position relative to a compart-

ment housing the power source apparatus, such as an electric

storage battery. A protective overhead guard device includes

one pivolable and longitudinally adjustable connector and one

longitudinally adjustable connector for adjusting the length of

theeuard for connection to a longitudinally adjustable and

novel counterweight structure at different adjusted positions

thereof, thereby enabling the same truck chassis to be utilized

for a relatively wide range of lift truck capacities. In addition,

the pivoted connector is adapted to provide an opening in the

ouard structure through which may pass a chain or cable of a

lifting and transfer device which, with the pivoted seat struc-

ture provides simple means for performing an efficient

method of removing and replacing the power source or other

devices without removing or disassembling the overhead

guard or seat structure.

3,787,087

VEHICLE HAVING TILTABLE CABIN AND ACTUATING

DEVICE THEREFOR

Pleter Buys, Hengelo^, and Lambertus Sonnelwrn, Ol-

denzaal, both of Netherlands, assignors to Applied Power in-

dustries. Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
,^-,-,

Filed May 1,1972, Ser. No. 249,352

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 31, 1971,

7111991
lnt.CLB62d27/06

*«, -^o ^ 6 Claims
U.S. CI. 296-28 C

A motorcycle fairing in which a generally U-shaped yoke is

mounted on a motorcycle frame. A shield is mounted on said

yoke and includes a pair of laterally spaced leg panels inter-

connected at their upper ends by a transverse top panel. The

top panel has a recess at its forward end through which the

motorcycle fork and the headlight and its mounting brackets

extend A windscreen is mounted along the rearward edge of

said panel. A shelf having an opening through which the

headlight projects extends across the recess in the top panel-

and is connected to the headlight bracket for movement with

the motorcycle fork. And a mud guard is mounted on said fork

below said shell and forwardly of said leg panels.

3,787,089

REHABILITATING CHAIRS FOR HANA1CAFPED
PERSONS

Karl Edvin SIxten Wrethander, Kallreda Sjukhem 360 40,

Rottne, Sweden
Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,830

Claims priority, application Sweden, July 6, 1970, 9327/70

Int. CKA61h J/04, B62b 7/00

U.S.CL297-118 6 Claims

A vehicle such as a truck having a cabin which is pivoted

about a horizontal, transverse axis, and hydraulically operated

A rehabilitating chair for handicapped persons*, comprising

a combination of a wheel chair and a motor-driven lifting
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device mounted thereon, said lifting device comprising at least The boss is relieved to mate with the adjacent link and to per-

one toggled lifting arm having its lower part pivotally con- mit articulation of the links relatively to each other. The chain

nected to the chair and its upper part sTidable in a pivoted slid- link body and the boss are symmetrical, so that the chain link

ing attachment on the chair and having at its upper part an may be turned for either end of the chain link to be leading in

armpit support for the patient the direction of advance of the chain.

3,787.090

MINERAL MINING INSTALLATIONS
Alois Hauschopp, Werne/Lippe Langem; Oswald Breuer, Dort-

mund/Husen; BerthoM Ostrop, S«lm. and Bcrnd Strinkuhl,

Lunen, all of Germany, assignors to Gewerkschaft Eiscn-

hutte Westfalia, Westfalia, Germany
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,9 19

Claims priority, application Germany, July 5, 1971. P 21 33

262.7; Oct. 8, 1971. P 21 50 228.3

Int. CKE2IC i5//2

U.S. CL 299—43 23 Claims

3,787.092

WHEEL WITH DROP-BASE RIM
Lorenz Weegen. Langenfeld; Albrecht Ludcrs. Haan; Heinz

Brinkmann, Solingcn; Klaus Herbst. and (Jerd Ernst, both of

Solingen-Ohligs. all of Germany. as.signors to Kronprinz Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Solingen-Ohligs. (Germany

Filed Jan. 26. 1972. Ser. No. 220.794

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 5. 1971. P 21 06

38L0-2I
Int. CI. B60b.*/04

U.S. CI. 301 -63 R I Claim

A mineral mining installation with a multi-section conveyor

on which is guided a plough provided with a sword plate. The

conveyor channel sections each have two E-shaped members

attached to a barrier plate which is in turn connected to the

goaf side of the conveyor. A narrow gap is produced between

these two members: which members define upper and lower

guide passage;! for a chain used to drive the plough. The sword

plate extends through a gap formed between the lower ends of

the conveyor and the members. The outer face of each of the

members has ribs thereon for connection with shifting rams

and the central limb of each member projecting towards the

conveyor is of hollow reinforced construction. These webs can

be detachable from the remainder of the members.

3,787,091

CUTTING CHAIN
Alfred P. Paoiini. and Warren E. Fife, both of Columbus, Ohio.

assignors to Jeffrey Galion Inc.. Columbus, Ohio

Filed May 26, 1972. Ser. No. 257,301

lnt.CLE21c25/J4

U.S.CL299— 84 4 Claims

Wheel for vehicles having a rim element and a wheel disk,

the rim being of asymmetrical construction with one narrower

and one broader side relative to a dropped base, the broader

side having a substantially cylindrical portion, the rim element

having flanges bent toward the axis of the wheel, the wheel

disk having a peripheral portion of cylindrical configuration

that extends axially and matches said cylindrical portion in

fitting configuration and being welded thereto.

3.787.093

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING FIBER FLOCKS FROM A
TRANSPORTING AIR STREAM

Daniel Hansclmann, Oberwil. and Rudolf Wildbolz. Win-

terthur. both of Switzerland, assignors to Maschinenfabrik

Rietcr AG, Winterthur, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 6. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 86.847

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 12, 1970,

15031/70
Int. CI. B65r 53140

U^.CL302— 61 16 Claims

A chain link for a cutting chain with a boss for supporting a

cutter bit. The boss extends laterally beyond the link body and

overlies an adjacent chain link in an adjacent row of the chain.

An apparatus for separating opened fiber flocks from a

transporting air stream charged with such fiber flocks at a feed

chute connected with a pneumatic fiock transporting duct

wherein the upper part of the feed chute is equipped with at
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least two inlet openings for the transporting air stream carry-

ing the fiber fiocks. A centrifugal wheel is provided for each

such inlet opening.

respective wheel. The cylinder of the unlocking device is con-

nected with the hydropneumatic springs supporting the car

3,787,094

HYDRAULIC ANTI-LOCK BRAKE CONTROL SYSTEM

John L Harned, Grosse Pointe Woods, and Laird E. Johnston,

Birmingham, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit. Mich.

Filed Sept. 30. 1971. Ser. No. 185,233

lnt.CI.B60t /i//6

U.S.CL30i-10
» Claim

1

ri^
\. I

-9

I

r^^'

cbS"

/*j..»-r

A brake control system includes a pressure operated wheel

Brake a master cylinder, a positive displacement pump

drivingly connected to the wheel, a brake actuator providing a

brake pressure to the wheel brake in proportion to the pump

generated pressure, an orifice exhausting the pump generated

pressure at a rate which prevents the pump generated pressure

from operating the actuator throughout the range of vehicle

speeds and a slip control valve in series connection with the

orifice and providing a variable restriction to exhaustion of the

pump generated pressure in proportion to the difference

between the master cylinder and wheel brake pressures. The

now area presented by the variable restriction of the slip con-

trol valve decreases at a decreasing rate as the differential

between master and wheel brake pressures increases.

body on the wheel shaft, so that the unlocking valve is held

open even if the pressure of the pump or of the accumulator of

the hydropneumatic springs fails.

3,787,096

INERTIA VALVE IN A DECELERATION ENERGIZED

LOAD CONTROLLED BRAKE VALVE

Ronald L. Shellhause, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 217,542, Jan. 13, 1973, Pat. No.

3 727,987. This application Dec. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 312,335 -

Int.CI. B60t /i/06

U.S.CL 303-24 F 1 Claim

3,787,095

APPARATUS FOR UNLOCKING A BRAKE-LOCKED
WHEEL

Alexander Von Loewls of Menar, Post Holzgerlingen, Ger-

many, assignor to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,168

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 22, 1972, P 22

08 182.9
Int. CI. B60t 8102

U.S. CL 303-21 F ^
»« Claims

A sensor senses the brake-locked condition of a wheel of a

motor car, and actuates a control valve to discharge fiuid from

the cylinder of a brake-unlocking device whose piston

operates an unlocking valve in a brake fiuid supply conduit so

that the supply of brake fiuid to the brake is interrupted, while

fiuid is drawn out of the supply conduit for unlockmg the

A combination valve assembly for a dual circuit brake

system in which a metering valve is in one circuit, a propor-

tioner is in the other circuit, and a hydraulically reset pressure

loss warning indicator unit is sensitive to both circuits. The

proportioning action rates change to match vehicle loading, to

accommodate uphill and downhill grades, and to accom-

modate any brake fade. This is accomplished providing a

deceleration sensing mechanism, including the mertia valve of

the invention, which locates the proportioner piston to deter-

mine the amount of proportioning required based on the pres-

sure at which deceleration triggers an inertia valve in the pro-

portioner. Actuation of the warning unit because of pressure

loss in the metering valve circuit causes the proportioner to be

overridden by removing a valve element from a closed posi-

tion to permit direct fiow so that pressure through the propor-

tioner is not proportioned.
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3.787,097

TRACK IDLER MOUNT AND RECOIL ADJUSTER
Bobby J. Orr, Springfield. III., assignor to Allis-Chalmers Cor-

poration, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed June 7. 1972, Scr. No. 260,63

1

Int. CI. B62d 55/30

U.S.CL305-10 10 Claims

the unit about a transverse axis adjacent the apex of its trian-

gular form, the included endless track being driven by a dual

^JL
^

14

^1 .5«

OSEMTEJ^^
The track idler yoke of an endless track mechanism has a

pair of forwardly extending legs mounted m a pair of cylindri-

cal bearing members and has a rear end acted on by a hydrau-

lic actuator which is connected to a gas charged hydraulic ac-

cumulator by way of a counterbalance valve The counter-

balance valve includes a differential pressure valve whereby

the hydraulic actuator resists recoil of the track idler at a pres-

sure approximately 1 ,640 pounds per square inch greater than

the pressure exerted by the accumulator to return the idler to

its normal operating position.

3,787,098

TRACK LINK WITH ECCENTRIC SEALCOUNTERBORE
Bobby J. Orr. Springfield. III., assignor to Allis-Chalmers Cor-

poration. Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Nov. 16. 1972, Scr. No. 307,056

Int. CI. B62d 55/18

U.S.CL305-II 4 Claims

The counterbore of the side bar of an endless track jink is

formed in eccentric relation to the pin in such a.manner that

as the usual pin and bushing wear occurs, the eccentricity is

reduced This construction allows the radial seal between the

counterbore and bushing to be effective over a greater portion

of the wear life of the pin and bushing connection.

^' ^^.

sprocket assembly coaxial with such axis, and such endless

track being guided in its lower and working run by a wheel

train journaled in connection with said mount.

3.787,100

DEVICES INCLUDIN(; ROTATING MEMBERS
Sl'PPORTED BY MAGNETIC BEARIN(;S

Helmut Habermann, Vernon, France; Roger Loyen, deceased,

late of Vernon, France (by Ghislaine Loyen nee Voisen, ad-

ministratrix); Pierre Joly. Vernon, and Yvan Auber, Rueil

Malmaison, both of France, assignors to Etat Francais

represente par le Ministre d'Etat charge de la Defense Na-

tional Delegation Ministerielle pour I'Armement Direction

Technique des Engins Laboratoire de Recherches Balistiques

ct Aerodynamiques, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,679

lnt.CI.FI6ci9/06

U.S. CI. 308— 10 1 1 Claims

3.787,099

ENDLESS TRACK UNIT
Emmitt M. Tucker, Ashland, and J. Morris Tucker, Medford,

both of Oreg., assignors to Tucker & Sons, Sacramento,

Calif.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274.737

Int. CI. B62m 27/02

U.S.CL 305-25 5 Claims

An endless track unit for use— in multiple— on an all-terrain

vehicle, the unit being substantially triangular in side eleva-

tion, and provided with a mount which permits of pivoting of

A gyroscope including a rotating member which is sup-

ported by a pair of magnetic bearings. Each bearing has two

detectors for providing signals representative of the relative

position of the member with respect to a common axis of the

two bearings along first and second directions perpendicular

to the axis and to each other. A feed-back loop controls bias-

ing means in each bearing assembly and includes, for each

direction, a summation circuit which sums the signals from the

detectors corresponding to that direction in the two bearings

and applies correction signals increasing with the summed

signals to the biasing means corresponding to the directions in

the two bearings. A subtracting circuit subtracts the signals

from the detectors corresponding to the considered direction

in the two bearings and applied correction signals to the bias-

ing means, but through a polarity inverter in one of the

bearings. '
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3,787,101

ROCK CUTTER ASSEMBLY
David B. Sugdcn, Tasmania. Australia, assignor to The Rob-

bins Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed May 1. 1972, Ser. No. 249.364

Int.CI.F16ci5/00

U.S.CL308-15 10 Claims

3,787,103

UNITARY BUSHING CONSTRUCTION
Robert E. MacMillan, Allentown, Pa., assignor to McCord

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,103

Int. CLF 16c 27/06

U.S.CL 308-26 9 Claims

A cutter wheel is mounted for rotation about an elongated

support shaft which is interconnected between a pair of rela-

tively large diameter side caps. Base portions of the side caps

snugly fit within recesses formed in side members of a mount-

ing frame. The side caps include narrower exposed portions in

their extent outwardly of the recesses. Retainer members

secured to said side members overhang said recesses to con-

tact and bear against the base portions of the side caps. At

least some of the retainer members are detachable from said

end members so that they can be removed to permit installa-

tion of the side caps into, or removal out from, said recessics.

-^^

A windshield wiper motion transmitting linjcage assembly

which includes two links interconnected by a stud. A bushing

is supported by one of the links for receiving the stud. The

bushing includes a circular attachment means including a

groove for receiving the link so as to be attached thereto. The

bushing also includes a cylindrical sleeve means having a bore

for receiving the stud and an outer surface. There is also in-

cluded a connection means comprising a web for intercon-

necting the outer surface of the sleeve means to the connec-

tion means whereby the sleeve means is free to cant relative to

the attachment means and link.

3,787,102

STABILIZED TUBULAR COMPRESSIVE LOAD .

CARRYING LAMINATED BEARING
Michael W. Moran, McKean Township, Erie County, Pa., as-

signor to Lord Corporation, Erie, Pa.

Filed Feb. 5. 1973, Ser. No. 329,945

Int. CI. F 16c 27/06

U.S.CL 308-26 9 Claims

3,787,104

TWISTED BAR CAGE
Richard L. Ailing, Torrington, Conn., assignor to Th? Torrlng-

ton Company. Torrington. Conn.

Filed Dec, 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,854

Int.CI.F16cJJ/J0

U.S.CL 308-235 6 Claims

A thrust-bearing cage is provided with twisted bars. The

smaller width portion of the bar is connected to the inner rim,

while the normal bar width is connected to the outer rim.

Thus, more rollers can be placed in a cage having a predeter-

mined inside diameter than can be placed in conventional

cages having the same inside diameter.

A compressive load carrying laminated bearing comprising

concentrically arranged inner and outer tubular bearing sup-

port members having disposed and circumferentially spaced

therebetween in compressive load transmitting relation

separate stacks of radially alternating bonded layers of

resilient material and non-extensible material wherein at least

one of the layers of non-extensible material is continuous and

common to the separate and spaced sUcks to provide in-

creased lateral or buckling stability.

3,787,105

TILTING PAD JOURNAL BEARING
Willis W. Gardner, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to Waukesha

Bearing Corporation, Waukesha, Wis.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,141

Int. CLF 16c/ 7/06, i5/74

U.S.CL 308-73 10 Claims

A plurality of bearing pads are each^tiltably engaged with

the interior of a hollow, cylindrical bearing shell in circum-

ferentially-spaced relationship therearound. Relatively hard

bearing buttons, one on each pad. and a cooperating one for

918 O.G.—54
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each pad on the interior of the bearing shell, are shaped on the

adjacent surfaces to provide for tilting engagement between

the corresponding pad and the interior of the shell Each pair

of buttons IS held in pl^ce by a retainer which is removably

fastened on one side to the exterior surface of the correspond-

ing pad and is removably fastened on one end to the bearing

ponent of a beam deHccting mechanism which produces or

further conveys a light beam scans atiout an axis of a reference

plane According to the invention a first cylindrical lens

member is arranged between the reference plane and the

movable component of the beam deflecting mechanism. This

shell. An annular flange projecting from the bearing shell is

bolted to a supporting structure. The pads and shell arc

recessed to removably receive their corresponding bearing

buttons, and a sloping ramp in the shell for each button guides

the button into its recess so that each pad, along with its but-

tons and retainer, may be easily slid into place as a unit and

may be easily removed as a unit.

3,787,106

MONOLITHICALLY STRUCTURED GAS DISCHARGE

DEVICE AND METHOD OF FABRICATION

Jerry D. Schermerhorn, Swanton, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Il-

linois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197.003

Int. CI. HO Ij 9/00

U.S. CI. 316-17 15 Claims

flrst cylindrical lens member extends in the scanning direction

and images or portrays the surface of the beam deflecting

member, which transmits the transmitted light beam at least

when the transmitted light beam impinges perpendicularly

upon the scanning track, within a depth of focus region which

contains the reference plane.

VICWIN6 COVCR
PLATE

3,787,108

DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING THE FOCAL POINT OF A

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENS

Tadashi Ito, and Kanehiro Sorimachi, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Tokyo. Japan

» Filed Dec. 16. 1971, Ser. No. 208.610

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 23, 1970.

45/129046
Int. CLG02b 7/02

U.S.CL 350-252 *
^'''"

There is disclosed a gas discharge device having an inherent

memory wherein all electrically operative elements are

formed on a common support substrate. The device comprises

a monolithic panel structure in which the conductor arrays are

created on a single substrate and wherein two or more arrays

are separated from each other and from the gaseous medium

by at least one insulating member. In such a device the gas

discharge takes place not between two opposing members, but

between two contiguous or adjacent members on the same

substrate.

3,787,107

SCANNER APPARATUS FOR OPTICALLY DISCERNIBLE
CHARACTERS

Erwin Skk. Jcking: Gemot Pinior, Germering. and Johann

Plockl. Unterhaching. all of Germany, assignors to Zellweger

AG Apparate und Maschinenfabrik Uster, Uster, Switzer-

land

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,703

Claims priority, application SwiUerland. Mar. 23, 1971,

4238/71
Int. CK coin 2

1

130; G02b / 7/00

U.S.CL350—

7

7 Claims

A scanner apparatus for optically discernible characters,

especially characters associated with an article and applied

thereat or thereto, wherein a transmitted beam which on the

basis of a rotary- or oscHlating movement of a movable com-

In a device for adjusting the focal point of a photographic

lens which comprises a reception cylinder, a rotatablc cylinder

and a lens holding cylinder, the rotatable cylinder has an an-

nular groove formed peripherally thereof and engageable with

sloped surfaces formed on anti-slip members. The anti-slip

members are adjustable to a position for smoothly rotating the

rotatable cylinder within the reception cylinder.

3,787.109

INSIDE HELMET SIGHT APPARATUS

Richard P. Viienor. Wright, Minn., assignor to Honeywell Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn. i

Filed June 28, 1972. Ser. No. 266.995

lnt.CLG02b5/0«

U.S.CL 350-302 8 Claims

Helmet mounted display apparatus in which a reflective in-

side surface of a partially transparent visor is used as the pri-
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„., „p„c., e,e.c„,._A p.,a^,o,d. -;''!.:!,--:!!" t'r^^;:::i':^:^T:::z^^^^'<^
coated with a metallic fllm may be used. A light- source image varying linear sawtooth voltage potentials (or electrostatic

charges) are applied to each electrode. The rise times of these

applied sawtooth voltages (or charges) vary for successive

electrodes, such that the phase shift undergone by an optical

beam propagating through the crystal perpendicular to the

major surface varies substantially linearly with distance along

the surface in a direction perpendicular to the stripe elec-

trodes Thereby, the optical beam is deflected (scanned)

through an angle which likewise varies linearly with time. In

other types of operation (including analog deflection), signal

voltages are applied to sawtooth function generators which

supply suitable voltages (or charges) to the electrodes for

deflecting the optical beam in accordance with a desired func-

tion of time.

or a virtual image is positioned at the focal point of the inside

surface of the "isor. The outside surface of the visor may be

coated with an anti-reflective coating.

3.787.110

LIQUID CRYSTAL DEVICES

Dwight Winton Berreman. Westfield; Saul Meiboom, Berkeley

Heights; Donald Lawrence White. Bernardsville, and

Frederic Jay Kahn. Stirling, all of N J., "signors to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ. „

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,459

Int.CLG02f ///6

U.S.a.350-160LC 21 Claims

3,787,112

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR THE SELF-

EXAMINATION OF CERTAIN CONDITIONS OF THE EYE

John H. Lyons, 351 Rancho St., Ridgecrest. Calif.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,528

Int.CLA61bi/02

U.S.CI.35I-I8
17 Claims

Liquid crystal devices, an operation state of which is depen-

dent upon substantially unidirectional liquid crystal orienta-

tion includes a contacting surface which has parallel grooves

or ridges. Liquid crystal orientation is attributed to mmimiza-

tion of elastic energy.

3,787,111

ELECTROOPTIC GRATING FOR SCANNING A BEAM OF
LIGHT

Joseph Anthony Giordmaine, Summit, and David Allmond

Kleinman, Lebanon, both of NJ., '^'K""" »« »*"

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed Apr. 16, 1973. Ser. No. 35 1,167

Int.CLH04ni//4

U.S.CL350-160R
KTCIalms

es-b

Apparatus and method for the self-examination of certam

conditions of the eye as. for example, the presence, location

and nature of a cataract, retinal damage, scars and injuries,

etc Diffused light is introduced into the eye through an

eyepiece supported coaxially of the pupilary axis thereby per-

mitting the user to perceive a cataract on his eye and to view

in very substantially enlarged form, the cataract and/or certain

other conditions of his own eye on a translucent target or

screen forwardly of his eye which target is prefereably im-

printed with a network of lines useful in the accurate transfer

and recording of observed conditions and faults onto a sheet

bearing a similar network.

3,787,113

EYEGLASSES, AND MOUNTING MEANS THEREFOR

Sidney Shedrow, 202 E. Gaston St., Savannah, Ga.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,713

Int. CL G02c 9/02, 9/04, 7/0«

U.S.CL 351-43
^^C"*""*

UTILIZATION MEjNS J

! X

30 jITTT M t«t t»«t t»t

,^h'i I I I I I i I I

.J OPTIOL SOURCE

.::^t^^-&:^^<^^':^^^
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means Tixed to the viewing glass of the protective mask, the at-

taching means having a plurahty of notches in its lowrer edge, a

carrier having a plurahty of tabs to be received within the

notches to Tix the carrier to the attaching means, the

eyeglasses being pivotally carried by the carrier. The arrange-

ment is such that the eyeglasses, with the carrier, are remova-

ble from the attaching means; and. when the eyeglasses are m

place within the mask, the mask itself locates the eyeglasses

with respect to the wearer's eyes.

3,787,116 I

EXPOSURE CONTROLS FOR MOTION PICTURE
CAMERAS

Tatsuro Shimizu, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Asahi Kogaku

Kogy Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,514

Int. CI. G03b 7108

U.S.CI.352-I41 12 Claims

3,787,114

AUDIO-VISUAL SYSTEM
Paul D. CaUlano, Manhasset; Norman Buten. Douglaston,

both of N.Y.; George H. Eash, Encino. CaHf.. and Frank V,

Emanuel, Cherry Hill, N J., assignors to Retention Commu-

nication Systems, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 97,794, Dec. 14, 1970, Pat. No. 3,733.1 19.

This application Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,987

IntCKG03bJ//04

U.S.CL 352-31 2 Claims

^} ^Jt
y_ r
r^i—7—T / 7

V5 W
An audio visual projector adapted to removably receive a

single cartridge containing an endless tape having a sound

track and a signal track thereon on a first r^el and an endless

film strip in a loop in side by side relationship. The projector

responsive to engagement with the cartridge so as to transmit

the audio program on the sound track and to advance and pro-

ject the film strip portion in response to predetermined signal

on the audio tape A cooling system is in the projector for

coohng the film and tape of the cartridge by drawing air

through the cartridge along a predetermined plenum path.

3,787,115

INDEXING MECHANISM
Joerg Fischer, Wilmette, III., assignor to Bell and Howell,

Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,952

lnLCI.G03b2//04

U.S.CL352-I23 . 4 Claims

A motion picture camera which has an adjustable

diaphragm capable of being automatically adjusted by a drive

which operates in response to a change in the light received by

a light-rcsponsivc structure. The camera includes a rotary

shutter havjng an opening through which film in the camera is

exposed as well as an adjusting plate coaxial with the rotary

shutter so that when the shutter and adjusting plate arc turned

one with respect to the other the size of the shutter opening

can be adjusted. A suitable adjusting struc^yre is operativcly

connected with the shutter and adjusting plate for turning

them one with respect to the other to adjust the shutter open

ing, and this adjusting structure is driven from the drive which

adjusts the diaphragm, so that when the diaphragm is adjusted

the shutter opening is also adjusted.

3,787,117

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR INSPECTING

WORKPIECES BY SPATIAL FILTERING SUBTRACTION

Laurence Shrapnell Watkins, Hopewell Twp., Mercer, N J., as-

signor to Western Electric Company, Incorporated, New

York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,284

Inl.CLG03b2'//M

U.S. CI. 353- 20 23 Claims

V /^

kj^.j^'.j^.y

An indexing mechanism for sequentially presenting each of

a plurality of cassettes containing photographic film to a pro-

jection station in a film projector The indexing mechanism in-

cludes an escapement member having two pairs of stop mem-

bers that are alternately placed in and out of engagement

abutments on the cassette.

Integrated circuit and thin-film photomasks are inspected

by a spatial filtering subtraction technique. The photomask to

be inspected is illuminated by coherent, collimated radiation

from a laser. An aperturcd mask is placed in front of the

photomask to block light from all except two, spaced-apart

columns in the array of features on the photomask A lens

forms Fraunhoffcr diffraction patterns of the two aperturcd

portions of the photomask at the focal plane of the lens, and
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these patterns are passed through an asymmetrically posi-

tioned optical grating. The diffraction patterns arc then dis-

played on a screen. The grating produces a central image and

Two side images of each aperturcd portion of the photomask^

The ccntermost side images of each aperture are 180° out of

phase and cancel, because the columns of the photomask arc

Identical. Differences between the two columns, which in-

clude nonperiodic errors in the photomask, are not cancelled

and. hence, are readily detected.

from one another and separated by open spaces called dish-

members and at least one microlamp for energizing the said

photosensitive cells.

3,787,118

COMPENSATION MEANS FOR POLARIZED LIGHT

ELECTRO-OPTICAL MODULATOR
Thomas Nowicki, Oakland, N.J.; John I. Shipp, Tullahoma,

Tenn.; Robin H. Hines, Tullahoma, Tenn., and Thomas D.

Broadbent, Tullahoma, Tenn., assignors to AGA Corpora-

tion, Scacaucus, NJ.
Filed July 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 270,705

lnt.CI.G01cJ/0«

U.S.CL 356-5 7 Claims

n-

-{J-f-\}--
^

VCWING AXIS p

PIVOT AXIS

^nA

Said device allows continuous measurements, particularly

in blood in vivo, of physical and chemical characteristics by

means of natural or artificial colouring matters.

When a polarized light beam is electro-optically modulated

as it passes through a birefringent crystal there are created ob-

served divergent beams caused by internal diffraction. In

order to eliminate these observed divergent beams from the

central beam so as to avoid distortion caused by interference

between the divergent beams and the main central beam, a

converging lens is placed between the source of polarized light

and the birefringent crystal to converge the central beam at a

point substantially distant from the output of the birefringent

crystal At a point beyond the focal length of the converging

lens there is placed an aperture aligned with the central beam

and of a size equal to the size of the central beam, but small

enough so as not to pass any light from the divergent beams,

thus eliminating these divergent beams and allowing just the

central beam, properly modulated, to pass through the aper-

ture.

3,787,120

APPARATUS FOR ATOMIC ABSORPTION
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY

Bernard HIrcq, Arpajon, France, assignor to Commissariat A

LEnergie Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,734

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 8, 1971, 7104146

Int. CL GO Ij 5/02. i/42

U.S.CL 356-85
'Claims

39 -" '38

3 787 1 19

CATHETERIZABLE MULTIPLE PHOTOMETER USABLE

IN ANY PENETRABLE MEDIUM
Boris Rybak. Universite De Caen Faculte des Sciences

Zoophysiologie, Caen, France

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,169

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 29, 1971,7103675

Int. CL GOln 2//00. ii//6, GOlj //42

U.S. CI. 356-73 7 Claims

The device of the invention is constituted by a multiple

photometer mounted in a catheter and comprising at least two

associated photosensitive cells placed at a certain distance

The apparatus is of the atom-generating filament type and

comprises a T-shaped tubular cell, the rectilineal tube at the

top of the T being traversed by a light beam whilst the central

stem of the T is a tube containing the filament. A cell-holder

contains the rectilineal tube which is optically open at its two

opposite extremities, and a cap unit containing the central

tube together with a filament of adjustable height is screwed

onto the cell-holder. A rare or inert gas is introduced through

the central tube in order to permit continuous sweeping with a

stream having a constant How which passes through the fila-

ment and is discharged to free air through the extremities of

the rectilineal tube.
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3,787.121

MULTIPLE FUNCTION SPECTROPHOTOMETER

HAVING AN AUTOMATICALLY STABILIZED CHOPPER
DISC

George W. Lowy; Joseph M. Conlon, both of Silver Spring, and

Byron E. Marcus, Columbia, all of Md., assignors to Baxter

Laboratories. Inc., Morton Grove. III.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 315,875

Int.CI.G01ji/42.i//2

U.S. CI. 356-93 19 Claims

which comprises a minor fraction of the intake stream and is

drawn through an optical sensing chamber via a sample inlet

nozzle for analysis, and a by-pass stream, which comprises the

remaining portion of the intake stream and is drawn through a

conduit by-passing the optical sensmg chamber. A trickle How

of purging air is introduced into the sensing chamber through

a small filter during normal operation. When now through the

intake conduit is shut off. the pump draws a high volume flow

of purging air through the filter to rapidly purge residual parti-

cles and other similar contaminants from both the sensing

chamber and the sample inlet nozzle.

3,787,123

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE

WEIGHT OF SOLID PARTICLES SUSPENDED IN A

CARRIER GAS
|

Willy Sigrist, Ennetbuergen, Switierland

Filed Mar. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 238,197

Claims priority, application Switzerland. Mar. 29. 1971,

4552/71
,

Int. CI. coin 2/ /26
|

U.S.CI.356-103 * Claims

A spectrophotometer of the two-beam type employing two

adjustable monochromators and employing a rotating chopper

disc to provide time-sharing pperation, such as split-beam

operation, dual wavelength operation, or other desired modes

of operation The chopper disc motor is stabilized by a fiber

optic feedback system and cooperating electronic system

utilizing light beams reflected by the underside of the chopper

disc and photo diodes responding to these reflections The

main optical system includes an adjustable lens element cou-

pled to one of the monochromators to compensate for varia-

tions in refractive index of the lens element with wavelength.

The electronic readout system is gated by the chopper disc

stabilizing system to maintain synchronism of the readout

signals with the two monochromatic excitation beams.

\ J ff-'T"'

3,787.122

LIGHT SCATTERING PARTICLE ANALYZER

James M. Lepper, Jr., Madison, Wis., assignor to Wehr Cor-

poration, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,310

Int. CI. GOln 2//00. GOlj 3/46

U.S. CI. 356— 103 1 1 Claims
The weight of particles suspended in a carrier gas is deter-

mined regardless of particle size by electrically charging the

suspended particles in the carrier gas. thereafter jointly

passing the carrier gas and a stream of pure gas under condi-

tions of at least approximately laminar flow through an elec-

tric field arranged to cause a portion of the charged particles

to migrate into the pure gas, and thereafter separating the ini-

tially pure gas from the carrier gas and measuring the amount

of particles suspended in the initially pure gas by conventional

means. It is shown that the measured values obtained are inde-

pendent of the particle size and provide an indication of the

weight of particles suspended in the carrier gas.

A light scattering device for analyzing colloidal particles in

a fluid which includes an intake conduit through which a rela-

tively high voTume flow of the fluid to be analyzed is drawn by

a pump. The intake stream is divided into a sample stream.

3,787,124

DUAL WAVELENGTH PHOTOMETER FOR

ABSORBANCE DIFFERENCE MEA.SUREMENTS

George W. Lowy, Silver Spring; Paul Priarone, Hyattsvllle,

and Herbert M. Cullis, Silver Spring, all of Md., assignors to

Baxter Laboratories, Inc., Morton Grove, III.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 291,046
|

Int. CI. GOln 2//24

U.S. CI. 356-205 16 Claims

A dual wavelength photometer for measuring the oxygena-

tion characteristics of blood. Light is passed through two dif-

ferent filters on a rotating time-sharing wheel, one filter

providing a reference wave length at which there is substan-

tially no absorbance change as between oxygenated and deox-
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ygenated blood, the other "filter providing a wavelength at

which there is maximum absorbance change The two

wavelengths are sequentially passed through a cuvette con-

taining deoxygenated blood being treated at controlled rates

with an oxygenating reagent and changes in absorbance are

detected by a photomulliplier which generates corresponding

3,787,126

HANDLEBAR ASSEMBLIES
Richard Arlen, West Bridgford, England, assignor to Raleigh

Industries Limited, Nottingham, England

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,777

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Jan. 7, 1971,

767/71
Int.CLF16b7//0

U.S.CI.403-104 8 Claims

4 J<««^ *"«-

.r******

icr »C z*c' w»

signals A time-shared difference-measuring circuit,

synchronized with the rotating wheel, receives the signals and

derives a resultant absorbance difference signal which is

delivered to a recorder. The trace provided by the recorder

shows the change in absorbance-diffcrence with time as blood

oxygenation proceeds.

This invention concerns a handlebar assembly in which a

handlebar stem is provided to be located within the front fork

tube in such a manner that it can be raised or lowered by an

amount determined by the length of a track formed in the han-

dlebar stem which contains a ball captive in the steering head

locknut.

3,787,125

COUPLING ASSEMBLY
Bernart E. Traut, Wayzaya, and Vernon A. Kiffmeyer,

Watertown, both of Minn., assignors to Washington Scien-

tific Industries, Inc., Minnetonka, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 850,386, Aug. 15, 1969, Pat. No.

3,582,246. This application May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,236

Int.CI. F16d //06

l).S. CI.403-13 7 Claims

3,787,127

BALL JOINT

Richard Cutler, Wiesenweg, Germany, assignor to Gottfried

Reuter GmbH, Lemforde, Germany

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,081

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 23, 1970, P 20

57 513.7
Int. CL F 1 6c ///06

U.S.CI.403-133 ^4 Claims

A fluid motor having intermittently rotatable vanes sequen-

tially movable between a radial position and a circumferential

position by a circuitous cam mechanism having a third har-

monic configuration for substantially constant acceleration

and decelertion of the vanes resulting in constant force on the

vanes The motor has a rotor mounted on a housing with the

use of a combination sharp edge bearing and seal units. A

coupling apparatus, having a flexible O-ring. is centere<J on

the end of the drive shaft of the motor.

A ball and socket joint is provided having a casing with a

bore closed at one end with a cover, a ball in the casing and a

resilient bearing between the ball and the wall of the bore, the

bore being cylindrical from the opening closed by the cover to

a point below the maximum cross-section of the ball where it

merges into a frustoconical portion terminating adjacent the

ball pin in an annular inwardly extending flange, the external

configuration of the bearing corresponding to that of the wall

of the bore, having protuberances adjacent to and compressed

by the cover and having circumferentially spaced longitudinal

slots in that portion thereof which is frusto-conically shaped to

reduce the volume of the bearing and reduce friction when the

ball moves with respegt to the bearing.
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3,787,128

BALL-JOINT RETAINERS FOR THE PISTONS OF
HYDRAULIC MOTORS AND PUMPS

Roger Maistrelli, Billancourt, France, assignor to Regie Na-

tionale Des Usines Renault, Billancourt, France

Filed May 28, I971,Ser. No. 147,794

Claims priority, application France, June 30, 1970,

70.24191

Int.CI. F16c 11106

U.S.Cl.403-135 2 Claims

This device intended essentially for maintaining the mutual

swivel engagement between a swash-plate engaging shoe and a

piston in a barrel-type hydraulic pump or motor, of the type

comprising a swivel ball rigid with the shoe and adapted to en-

gage a corresponding cavity in the relevant piston, comprises a

ring, a groove formed in said piston cavity and engageable by

said ring, the configuration of said retaining member and

groove being such that the retaining member can be fitted

without play, while preserving the possibility of taking up

plays due to manufacturing tolerances while safely retaining

the shoe by virtue of a wedging effect.

3,787,129

UNIVERSAL JOINT BALL MOUNTING CONSTRUCTION
Alfred Kohler, Bietigheim/Wurttemberg, and Kurt Bauer,

Kleiningersheim/Wurttemberg, both of Germany, assignors

to SWF Spezialfabrik fur Antozubehor Gustav Raw GmbH,
Bietigheim/Wurttemberg, Germany

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,109

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 3, 1971, P 21 16

463.6

Int. CI. F 1 6c ///06

U.S. CL 403- 135 4 Claims

3,787,130 I

MOTOR VEHICLE JOINT
Keith Reginald Hemmings, Adiington, and Gerald Fowler, Ec-

cleston Nr. Chorley, both of England, assignors to British

Leyland Truck and Bus Division Limited, Leyland, Lan-

cashire, England

Filed Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,772

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 26, 1970,

40,975/70; Sept. 16, 1970,44,174/70

Int.CI. F 16b 7/Oti

U.S. CI. 403-205 7 Claims

k\

I

An integral construction motor vehicle is provided having a

body including first and second frame members to which

panel members arc attached the frame members being am-
nected by a jointer in the form of a plate which extends

between two frame members and is rivcttcd to them.

3,787,131

PIPE ANCHOR
Frederick S. Reachek, 1259 Charles Ave., Lakewood, Ohio

FiledApr.5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,270 |

Int. CLF16b 7/04

U.S.CI.403-234 9 Claims

A universal joint ball mounting comprises a pivot rod

member having an opening therethrough and with a ball

receiving socket secured on the rod member which extends

through the opening and which provides a generally semi-

spherical ball pivot surface on its interior for receiving a ball

member ^f a universal joint. The rod member carries an out-

standing lug disposed around a portion of the opening on each

side thereof which define interior bearing surfaces which bear

against the socket. The remaining area around the opening of

the rod member defines a tongue which is engaged in a groove

formation of the socket member. The socket member also ad-

vantageously includes a deformable upper part which may be

bent into engagement over the top of the lugs.

A device for connecting a pair of mutually transversely ex-

tending tubular structural members. A tubular member having

a body and a head is split lengthwise into complementary half

sections resiliently connected together. The body fits within

one structural member and the head is connected to the

second structural member. A bolt passes through the second

structural member and threadedly engages a plug in the body

of the tubular member. Tightening of the bolt moves the plug

axially in the body and causes the body to expand and grip the

inner walls of the second structural member.
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3,787,132

CLAMPING ARRANGEMENT
Charles Alexander Garnett, Worcester, England, assignor to

Edward Williams Holdings Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Apr. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 131,691

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 7, 1970,

16,395/70
lnt.CLFI6b/2/20

U.S. CI. 403-290 10 Claims

the standard to guide the movement of the plow bottom to a

trip position without the plow bottom going below its normal

earth working position. A hydraulic cylinder acting on the

standard continuously holds and biases the plow bottom to its

earth working position. A second hydraulic cylinder biases a

colter to its earth working position.

3,787,134

PIN FOR INTERCONNECTING TWO PARTS OF A

KNOCKDOWN ASSEMBLY
Alan Carleton Burr, East Norwalk, Conn., assignor to Howe

Folding Furniture, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,003

lnt.CLFI6b/5/00

U.S.CL 403-408 2 Claims

An arrangement for securing an attachment to a body has a

split dovetail extending from the attachment and slidable in a

dovetailed recess in the body. One portion of the split dovetail

is flexed by a wedge arrangement to provide a clamping ac-

tion. The other portion of the dovetail is not deflected by

wedging action and thereby provides a relatively fixed locating

face.

3,787,133

CLAMP AND POSITIONING STRUCTURE
Cletus J. Geurts, 530 N. Melvin, Gibson City, III.

Division of Ser. No. 124,753, March 16, 1971. This applicAion

Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,286

\^

Int. CI. F 16b 7/00

U.S.CL 403-284

A pin which has one circumferential groove adjacent one

end and has two axially spaced circumferential grooves ad-

jacent its other end, is long enough to be inserted through a

member of a knock down assembly, with its grooved ends ex-

tending beyond opposite faces of the member respectively, in

position for either or both ends to be inserted through a slot in

an opposed end of another member of the assembly and to

receive in a groove the edge of a slot defining portion of an op-

posed other member of the assembly. At a predetermined

position between its ends the pin is reduced in diameter for a

predetermined distance and shaped so that two of the pins

may be inserted through the said member in crossed relation

and disposed in the same plane.

18 Claims

3 787 135

VEHICLE AND VIBRATING COMPACTOR
COMBINATION

Jack D. Layton, Salem, Oreg., assignor to Layton Manufactur-

ing Company, Salem, Oreg.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,000

Int.CI.E01c/9/J4

U.S.CL404-113 10 Claims

An earth working implement having a high ground

clearance beam connected to a frame unit having side plates.

A clamp assembly having bolts and eccentric washers mounts

the frame unit to a beam of the implement. A block secured to

the beam cooperates with the clamp assembly to position the

clamp assembly on the beam. An articulated linkage is con-

nected to an earth working tool and pivotally joined to the

frame unit. Tracks on the side plates cooperate with rollers on

A vehicle and vibrating compactor combination, where the

compactor is connected to the vehicle to move over the

ground with movement of the vehicle. The compactor can be

raised to elevate a compacting plate bottoming the compactor

above the ground. Means in the combination provides for

changing the position of the compactor and its compacting

plate to enable it to be placed at different inclined positions

with respect to the ground while in ground contact. This ad-

justment occurs with a change in the mode of operation of the

compactor. Adjustable limit means defines the limits of dif-

ferent inclined positions for the compactor plate.
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^ „.
,
,, column but instead will remain stationary until moved by the

AO.IISTABLETOROUE CONTROLLED TOOL HOLDER manually applied height adjusting force. A manually con-
ADJUSTABLElOKgur.c'JniiRv^i.i.c-i'

,,r>ll,»H lock is also carried in the head which can be engaged to

Rudolph Steiner, F.lrport. N.Y., assignor to Numert.p, Inc..

;;^;;f^'-5;,^^,°;;^^
,. ,,, ,,j,,,ed column pos.t.on.

Rochester, N.Y. ^

Flkdjan. 2, 1973. Ser. No. 320,623

Int.CI.B23b4 7/24 3,787,138 I

U.S.a.408-139 10 Claims
SPINDLE MOUNTED PERSONNEL PROTECTOR

John Pershing Vernon, and Douglas Wayne Lamkins. both of

Springfield. Mo., assignors to Litton Systems. Inc.. Spring-

field. Mo.
Filed Aug. 23. 1972. Ser. No. 283.107.

lnl.CLB23b47/0f;

D.S.CI.408-241G 1 Claim

The holder has a shank to be driven by a machine spindle, a

sleeve axially slidable on the shank and rotatable thereby, and

an adapter removably connected to the sleeve for rotation

thereby The adapter carries a removable tool, and is

releasably coupled to the sleeve by a spring-loaded torque

ring, which is axially slidable on the sleeve and holds a plurali-

ty of ball couplers resiliently in driving engagement with

recesses in the adapter. When a predetermined torque is ex-

ceeded the balls are forced out of the recesses to interrupt the

drive to the adapter, and also to force the torque ring up-

wardly to inoperative or released position. The sleeve is held

in released position by a ball coupling which is engaged in

stepped angularly and longitudinally spaced recesses in the

sleeve.

3,787,137

ADJUSTABLE LOCK FOR A COLUMN MOUNTED TOOL

Earl G. Renner. St. Charles, 111., assignor to McG raw-Edison

Company, Elgin, III.

Filed Nov. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 308.430

Int. CI. B23b 4 7/26

U.S.CI.408-241R 9 Claims

A spindle mounted personnel protector provides a barrier

for a rotating drill chuck which prevents an operator s hair or

other objects from becoming entangled with such a rotating

part, while permitting full view of the work This includes a

hollow elongated cylinder of transparent plastic material

which fits over and ensleeves the drill chuck The cylinder

contains a groove in its outer surface proximate the upper end

of the cylinder and such groove extends about the circum-

ference of the cylinder. A set of three mounting brackets are

evenly spaced about and are attached to the drill housing, a

non-rotating element of a drill press. The brackets each ex-

tend to beneath the housing and each includes a radially in-

wardly projecting prong. The prongs engage the groove in the

plastic cylinder to thereby support the cylinder in place. The

plastic cylinder is easily removed by downwardly pulling upon

an end of same, as would be done when it is desired to change

drill bits, and is easily reinserted into place by simply pushing

upward on the bottom end until the bracket prongs re-engage

in the groove of the plastic cylinder.

This invention has particular utility in the drill press art

where it is desired to adjust and lock a column head, to which

a power tool is connected, heightwise on its supporting

column. The head has a bore that Tits freely over the column,

and a leaf spring is secured to the head in the bore and engages

the column to impose a continuous drag between the head and

column of magnitude greater than the weight of the head and

tool so that the head will not slide under this weight along the

3.787.139

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF TITANIUN

CONCENTRATES FROM IRON-CONTAINING TITANIUM
ORES

Felix Oster, Strasbourg, France, assignor to Fabriques De

Produits Chimiques De Thann Et De Mulhouse. Thann.

(Haut-Rhin). France

Continuation of Ser. No. 808.197, March 18. 1969.

abandoned. This application Oct. 15. 1971. Ser. No. 189.602

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 26, 1968, 68. 1 860

Int.CKC01g2i/04

U.S.CL 423-610 9 Claims

A titanium concentrate is made from an ilmenitc or other

iron-containing titanium ore by treatment with aqueous

hydrochloric acid of the azeotropic concentration while main-

taining this concentration by continuously removing excess

water by distillation. Preferably, when as much iron as prac-

ticable or desired has dissolved, the distillate is returned, or

water from some other source added, to the mixture, which is

then boiled further for a short time under total reflux to

precipitate titanium which may have dissolved.
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3,787,140

POWER PLANT
Alvin L. Gregory. 5860 Callister Ave.. Sacramento, CaliL

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,092

Int.CI.F01di/00,5/0S

U.S.CL 415-80 - 8 Claims

3,787,142

FAN GUARD
Roger C. Dupke, 707 Jefferson St., Merrill, Wis.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,272

Int. CI. F04d 29/70

U.S.CL 416— 247 12 Claims

il-20

l^^^^M^l.

A prime source of mechanical power comprising an expan-

sion chamber, an inlet into which expansible fluid is injected,

and an outlet through which said fluid is exhausted after ex-

pansion in said chamber. Expansion of said fluid is achieved

by application of a heat source directly to the expansion

chamber, which expansion acts through piston means to

create useful mechanical motion. The engine may be of a

reciprocating type, rotary or novel turbine, while the heat

source can be solar, gaseous, petroleum, nuclear, or electrical.

In addition, it is conceived that the novel turbine engine can

produce motion by either a rotor driven by a stator or a stator

driven by a rotor.

{

)

3,787.141

FILAMENT REINFORCED MOTOR ASSEMBLY

Thomas C. Walsh. New Britain, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation. East Hartford. Conn.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,759

lnt.CLF01d5/J0

U.S.CL 416-244 4 Claims

This disclosure relates to fan guard which includes a pair of

guard halves each including a plurality of peripheral wires cir-

cumscribing progressively reduced areas from a first

peripheral wire toward a most remote and smaller second

peripheral wire with at least an additional peripheral wire

therebetween, the guard halves being disposed with the first

peripheral wires adjacent each other and means in the form of

hooks pivotally connected to the additional peripheral wire of

a first of the pair of guard halves and hooked upon the addi-

tional peripheral wire of a second of the pair of guard halves

for maintaining the same in assembled relationship. Each

hook includes an eye and a hooking nose at opposite ends of a

spanning portion and the spanning portions are disposed in-

board of, in contact with, and in spanning relationship to the

first peripheral wires of both the first and second guard halves.

3 787 143

IMMERSION PUMP FOR PUMPING CORROSIVE LIQUID

METALS
Henri Carbonnel, Antony, and Robert Borie, Sceaux. both of

France, assignors to Groupement Atomique Alsacienne At-

lantique, Le Plessis Robinson, France

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,271

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 16, 1971,

71.09159; Mar. 30, 1971, 71.11143

Int.CLH02k///2

U.S.CL 417-50 8 Claims

A radially outwardly facing annular surface of a non-com-

posite rotatable member, such as a rotor disc, includes a plu-

rality of lobes extending radially outwardly from the surface.

A filament reinforced composite annular ring surrounds the

surface and is disposed on the lobes which serve to position it

with respect to the rotatable member. The ring is spaced from

the surface between adjacent lobes when the member is not

rotating The member is thus able to expand radially more

member.
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refractory material is cast round the components of the pump

and protects them against the corrosive action of the hquid

metal The part which is not immersed compnsmg the mduc-

tion windings of the magnetic circuits is protected by a cast

aluminum steel housing.

3.787,144

EXPLOSIVE PUMPING AND DREDGING METHOD AND

^APPARATUS
Charles D. Wood, San Antonio. Tex., assiftnor to Southwest

Jlesearch Institute, Bexar. Tex.

Eiled June 29, 1972. S«r. No. 267.602

Int.CI.F04f ///6.E02fi/««

U.S. CI. 417-74
'^'••""

pump chamber, with one of the fluids passing from the receiv-

ing chamber to the mixing chamber through the single piston

element. The pump is cylindrical with end cap members at

each end thereof, the piston is disposed between the end caps

and the two pump chambers arc each defined by an end cap

member and one radial end face of the piston. Cyclical valve

means alternately open and close the passage through which

one of the fluids communicates with the receiving chamber

Adjustable air inlet means vary the quantity of air admitted to

the mixing chamber, thereby varying the ratio of mixed in-

gredients in the final prtxluct.

200-

3.787.146

DELIVERY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A MOTOR DRIVEN

COMPRESSOR
Svcn Evald Eriksson, Kontich. Belgium, assignor to Atlas

Copco Aktiebolaf(. Nacka, Sweden

Filed Aug. 4, 1971. Ser. No. 168.856

Int. CI. F04b 49/02

U.S.CL417-299
» Claims

jfev/'A''."-"?^^ " * ^"^ '"'-^'•'^ '^ '"^''" *''•''

A method and apparatus particularly suited for underwater

dredging trenching and the like. An explosion chamber is pro-

vided with a fuel source, a fuel ignitor and an exhaust outlet A

dreg intake conduit having a check valve communicates with

the explosion chamber as does a dreg exhaust chamber.

Material to be dredged enters the dreg intake and fills the ex-

plosion chamber to a certain level while fuel is admitted to the

explosion chamber The fuel is burned or exploded which

closes the check valve in the dreg intake and forces the dreg

material out through the exhaust conduit.

3.787.145

MIXING PUMP ASSEMBLY
Richard Martin Keyes. Rockford. and Bertel Swan Nelson.

Naperville. both of III., assignors to Beatrice Foods Com-

pany. Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,481

Int. CL F04b 2i/04, 2i/06. / 9/02

U.S.CL4I7-250 8 Claims

A7

A screw compressor is mounted on a truck and adapted to

deliver compessed air for ground checks, starting jet engines,

and air-conditioning aircraft cabines Us delivery pipe has an

automatic discharge valve for venting to the atmosphere part

or all of the compressed air so that the pressure in the delivery

pipe will vary within very close limits independently of the

amount of air utilized. The discharge valve is pneumatically

controlled by means of a pressure relay which has a very quick

action.

A double-acting proportioning pump having a receiving

chamber and a mixing chamber for accurately mixing and

delivering two fluids such as a liquid and air in a system. The

double-acting pump includes a single stationary piston and

reciprocating cylinder whereby the fluids are conveyed and

mixed by the alternate expansion and contraction of each

3.787.147

TWO-STAGE AIR-HYDRAULIC BOOSTER

Samuel B. McClocklin, and Clarence L. Kostelecky. both of

Owatonna. Minn., assignors to Owatonna Tool Company,

Owatonna. Minn.

Filed Dec. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 318.088

Int. CI. F04b / 1100, 35100- FI5b 7/00

U.S.CL 417-302 15 Claims

A two-stage air-hydraulic booster having two pumping

chambers, with one being a relatively large-volume, low-pres-

sure chamber and the other a relatively small-volume, high-

pressure chamber and with both chambers being formed, in

part by pumping structure carried by an air-operated piston_

The ratio of the area of the air-operated piston to the area of

the hydraulic cylinder for the large-volume, low-pressure

chamber is relatively low whereby a large volume of fluid per

inch of stroke is delivered to the system while the ratio of the

area of the air-operated piston to the area of the high-pres-
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sure small-volume chamber is high to deliver a small volume which the mating valve surfaces are constructed to avoid ex-

of flu'p r'nch of stroke of L air-operated piston. The cessive localized pressure and incorporate elemensforr^^^^^

structure provides for minimal consumption of operating air in materials with which zinc-rich coating materials or the like do
structure pro lu k

^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ embodiment, a ball

check valve includes a rigid ball encased in a polyurethane

both advancing the movable air-operated piston in a pumping
.

^^^ yM\\\ch seats against a spherical valve seat. In another

stroke and in return of the air-operated piston to an initial
g^j,ojjjn,gnt the valve seat is provided by an O-ring formed of

position. elastomeric material.

3,787.148

ROLLER PUMP

J, David Kopf. Tujunga. CaliL. assignor to David Kopf

Systems. Tujunga. Calif.

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,314

Int. CI. F04b 43108, 43112,45/06

U.S.CL 417-477

3,787,150

ROTARY MOTOR
Tony Ralph Sarlch, 2 Hadley PL, Karrinyup, Bayswater, Aus-

6 Claims tralia ,„ „,^
Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,834

Claims priority, application Australia, July 6, 1970,

1737/70
Int.CLF02b5i/00

U.S.CL 418— 61

w .JSXIN

15 Claims

a c

A roller pump with a pair of opposed rollers which travel in

_ circular path concentric with a bearing surface of angular

length less than 180° and squeeze a flexible tube against the

bearing surface. Lead ramps extend outwardly from the ends

of the bearing surface so that as one roller begins to squeeze

the flexible tube, the opposite roller begins to disengage said

flexible tube; thereby providing a relatively constant driving

torque and smooth operation of the pump.

3,787,149

PUMP FOR ZINC-RICH MATERIALS OR THE LIKE

Oscar Dane, Houston; Ronald Wentworth Beers, Spring, and

Gustave Stanley Levey, Houston, all of Tex., assignors to

Gustave S. Levey, trustee. Houston, Tiex.

Filed Mar. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 127,676

Int.CLF04b2//06

U.S.CL 417-554 14 Claims

A pump for use in the airless spraying of zinc-rich materials

or the like is disclosed. The pump is provided with valves in

TO V

A rotary varies type motor having a plurality of vane

mounted for reciprocal movement in a housing in a radial

direction with respect to a shaft journalled in the housmg. A

piston member is eccentrically mounted on the shaft in the

housing so that the piston member will orbit without rotation

in the housing as the shaft rotates. The vanes are connected to

the piston member so as to reciprocate when the piston

member orbits. The housing, vanes, and piston member defin-

ing a plurality of chambers to which a working fluid may be

admitted in sequence to induce orbiting of the piston member

and resulting rotation of the shaft.
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3,787,151

STACK-UP ASSEMBLY

Robert Edward Carlson, Livonia, Mich., assignor to TRW Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio
Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269.766

Int. CI. FOlc 1910S; F03c 3/00; F04c 15/00

U.S.CI.4I8-I33 7 Claims

ing engagement of the oil seal ring with the associated inner

side surfaces of the annular groove is effected even when the

clearance defined between the side walls of the annular

groove and of the oil seal ring is so limited as to prevent un-

necessary bouncing of the ring, and even when the inner body

experiences inevitable rocking motions along the axis of the

outer housing.

3,787,153

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT MACHINE SUCH AS A PUMP

Benjamin F. Williams, Douglas, Ariz., assignor to Benwiico,

Inc., Douglas, Ariz.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 280,944
|

Int. CI. F03c 3100

U.S.CI.418 176 7Claims

V- ^f

^-^SSiii^lJ^

A stack-up pump is provided with a pressure generating

area ported through a pressure plate and a separator plate to a

valve plate, the separator plate contacting the pressure plate

on one side and open to high pressure channels on the other

side whereby the separator plate is biased against the pressure

plate and the pressure plate in turn against the pressure

generating rotor cavity to maintain a seal. To prevent the

separator plate from pressing against the pressure plate with

sufTicient force to bow the pressure plate and seize the rotor,

the pressure plate is relieved in areas under the separator

plate.

^,

3,787,152

OIL SEAL CONSTRUCTION FOR ROTARY INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Masaru MItsuyama, and Noriyuki Kurio, both of Hiroshima,

Japan, Assignors to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd., Hiroshima-ken,

Japan
Filed June 7. 1972, Ser. No. 260.461

Claims priority, application Japan, June 10, 1971,46/49545

Int. CI. FOlc ; 9/00. F03c 3100, F04c 27/00

U.S.CI.418- 142 10 Claims

34 35iec

A positive displacement machine such as a pump or com-

pressor has a drum-like housing having an interior, circular-

cylindrical surface symmetrical about a main axis and having a

pair of interior, planar, side surfaces normal to the main axis

A drum-like rotor is mounted within the housing for rotation

relative thereto about the main axis and has an exterior, circu

lar-cylindrical surface approximately fitting the interior, circu-

lar-cylindrical housing surface Also, the rotor has a pair of ex-

terior, planar, side surfaces approximately fitting the interior,

planar, side surfaces of the housing Around the rotor is a

peripheral groove symmetrical about a plane normal to the

main axis and disposed between the planar side surfaces of the

rotor. A ring having peripheral gaps therein is mounted on the

housing and projects into and substantially occupies the

groove. There arc axially undulatory walls on the rotor defin-

ing a channel forming approximately sinusoidal pockets

disposed on opposite sides of the ring and open thereto The

pockets have circumfercntially overlapping portions and are

circumferentially displaced from each other The pockets

when considered together have a substantially constant axial

dimension. Vanes having substantially the same axial dimen-

sion are mounted on the housing for pivotal motion through

the gaps and in the pockets as impelled by the channel walls.

There are ports in the housing on axially opposite sides of the

ring and on circumferentially opposite sides of the vanes

defining inlet and outlet passages open to the pockets.

An oil seal construction for use in an internal combustion

engine of the rotary type, including a generally annular groove

formed in each of the side surfaces of an inner body or rotor

and having a generally rectangular cross section, an oil seal

ring relatively lightly received within the annular groove with

a limited clearance inbetween for sealing engagement with the

inner surface of each of the side walls of an outer body or en-

gine housing, and biasing means mounted between the annular

groove and the oil seal ring for urging the oil seal ring toward

each of the outer body side walls to effect the sealing engage-

ment of the oil seal ring. At least one of the side surfaces of the

oil seal ring is locally reduced, or more specifically round or

tapered, at the bottom corners thereof, so that smoothly slid-

3,787,154

ROTOR PROFILES FOR HELICAL SCREW ROTOR
MACHINES

Soren E. H. Edstrom. Quincy. III., assignor to Gardner-Denver

Company, Quincy. III.

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,237

Int. CI. FOlc 2 //OS. F04b 2/ /OO

U.S.CL 418-201 15 Claims

Asymmetric rotor profiles for cooperating helical screw

type rotors for use in fluid compressors and motors. One flank

of each gate rotor groove is formed partially as a concave

curved surface defined by a circular arc having its radius

center located outside the pitch circle of the gate rotor. The
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radially outermost portions of the gate rotor grooves are through one end closure which includes a cylindrical unit with
raaiaiiy ouicrmuM v^wn t, f— .i_. „- „w;„i ....a a. raHial r-hannp ann ed in an axiallv arranged
formed as convex curved surfaces dcflned by circular arcs an axial and a radial channel, applied in an axially arranged

recess in the end closure and sealed to the recess at its inner

part and a second cylindrical unit with an axial chamber which

Q'

The other flank of each gate rotor groove and the flanks of the

main rotor lobes are largely formed by traveling generation.

is applied in a recess perpendicular to the axial recess and con-

nected to the flrst unit. This permits the units to be readily in-

terchanged if any part of the unit cracks under t|ie high pres-

sure.

3,787,155

SEGMENTED VULCANISING TIRE MOULD
Karl ZangI, Kantstrasse 10, Munich, Germany

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,904

Int. CI. B29h 5/0«

U.S.CL 425-47 1 1 Claims

3,787,157

APPARATUS FOR MAKING COMPOSITE PLASTIC

ARTICLES
Emery I. Valyl, 5200 Sycamore Ave., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 7 1,734, Sept. 14, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,7 17,544, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 100,050,

Dec. 21, 1970, Pat. No. 3,719,735. This application Oct. 6,

1971,Ser. No. 186,984

Int. CI. B29d 23/03

U.S.CI.425-112 9 Claims

The specification describes a vulcanising mould for vehicle

tires, comprising a first side wall mould part with radially out-

wardly extended support arms, a second side wall fnould part

and a tread mould ring subdivided into radially movable

profile segments The profllc segments have conical sliding

shoes on their outer surface. These shoes are provided with a

surrounding part whose internal surface is conical. The sur-

rounding part serves to produce radial movement of the

profile segments when relative axial movement takes place

between the surrounding part and the tread mould ring. The

axial guide means of the flrst side wall mould part in the sur-

rounding part comprises recesses in the surrounding part in

which the extended carrying arms of the flrst side wall mould

part can be displaced axially. The radial guidance of the slid-

ing shoes of the profllc segments is ensured by support screws

which can be displaced radially in slots in the support arms.

Plastic articles and apparatus for making the same in which

a preformed sleeve is placed over a core, a parison is injected

around the core and sleeve in a parison mold and the parison

is blown in a blow mold together with the sleeve.

3,787,156

PRESS FOR TREATING PRODUCTS UNDER HIGH
ISOSTATIC PRESSURE

Torstein Landa; Paul Johannsson, and Knud Engedal, all of

Vasteras, Sweden, assignors to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska

Aktiebolaget, Vasteras. Sweden

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,149

Claims priority, application Sweden, May 6, 1^7 1, 5877/71

lnt.CI.B29b///i2

U.S. CI. 425-77 4 Claims

A process for treating products with high pressure includes

a high pressure cylinder with end closures projecting thereinto

and a press stand. The supply of pressure medium is made

3,787,158

TWIN SHEET THERMOFORMER
Gaylord W. Brown, and George L. Pickard, both of Beaverton,

Mich., assignors to Koehring Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,883

Int. CI. B29c/ 7/04, J/06

U.S.CL42S-156 8 Claims

Thermoforming apparatus having a pair of plastic sheet

heating stations, each including upper and lower heaters, on

opposite sides of a differential pressure forming station, upper

and lower plastic sheet supporting carriages for supporting

upper and lower pairs of plastic sheets of differing thicknesses;

transfer apparatus for shuttling the upper carriages to al-

ternate ones of the heating stations while concurrently moving

alternate ones of the lower sheets to opposite ones of the heat-

ing stations so that two of the upper and lower sheets are
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simultaneously heated, one in each heating station, while the

other two upper and lower sheets are concurrently superposed

at the forrqing station where they are formed into a hollow ar-

ticle by differential pressure forming apparatus at the forming

station, and control apparatus for alternately operating the

mixing zone, into which the material is extruded In the mixing

zone, a core member and a worm helix arc driven indepen-

3 I

upper and lower heaters at each heating station for longer and

shorter periods of time while the upper and lower heaters at

the other station are being operated for shorter and longer

periods of time respectively to subject the plastic sheets which

are alternately moved to the heating stations to different

amounts of heat.

- iCentrol K--_^

7 V -^i

Mold Filkng

3

(jg^

dcntly of each other and mix the material and advance it to the

discharge nozzle of the machine.

3,787.161 I

CARBON BLACK PEI.LKTIZKR

James A. Frye, Oklahoma City, and Ralph B. Morton. Del

City, both of Okla.. assignors to The Boardman Company,

Oklahoma City. Okla. i

FlIedMay 25, 1972, S«r. No. 256,851 I

Int.CI. B29b//«2

lI.S.CI.425-222 7 Claims

3.787,159

APPARATUS FOR INJECTION MOLDING WITH
THERMOSETTING RESINS

Fricdrich Bernd Bielfeldt, Pappcnheim. Germany, assignor to

Eckert & Ziegler G.m.b.H., Welssenburg, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 852,025, Aug. 21, 1969. Pat. No.

3,632,729. This application May 3, 197 1. Ser. No. 139.846

Int.CLB29f //06

iJ.S.CI.42S-167 I Claim A carbon black, and the like, pellctizer having a rotor with a

multiplicity of flat, bladelikc toolholdcrs attached to a rotata

bic shaft and each mounting at the end thereof a pellcti/ing

tool in the nature of a pin The toolholdcrs arc so designed and

arranged as to effectively form a helix, in conjunction with the

pins, for advancing the material during pelletizing to an outlet,

and one embodiment provides a double helix for substantially

working all of a product at all times.

A thermosetting resin is injected into a partially open

separable mold having a mold cavity This mold is then par-

tially closed to precompress the resin and is heated to soften it.

After a predetermined amount of time, the mold is fully closed

to compress the mass of resin and to force it into every portion

of the cavity. A telescoping mold and a valve between the

mold and the injection head are used to prevent the mass from

escaping during compres.sion.

3.787,162

CONJUGATE FILAMENTS APPARATUS
John Laurence Cheetham. Harrogate, England, assignor to Im-

perial Chemical Industries Limited. London, England

Filed Apr. 13, 1 972,.Ser. No. 243,878

lnt.CI.D01d.?/00
I

U.S. CL 425-463 1 Claim

3,787,160

APPARATUS HAVING EXTRUSION AND MIXING ZONES
Karl Leister, Krefeld. Germany, assignor to Bayer Akticn-

gesellschaft. Leverkuscn. Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 69.486, Sept. 3. 1970. abandoned,

which Is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 ,678. Jan. 9. 1970,

abandoned. This application Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 288,222

lnl.CLB29fi/02

U.S. CI. 425-208 1 1 Claims

Apparatus for extruding and mixing of material comprising

an extrusion zone, into which the material is introduced, and a

Process and apparatus for sheath/core conjugate filaments

in which a jet of a first fiber-forming polymer is forced into

confined space, second fibre-forming polymer is forced

around first polymer from one side and polymers are extruded

to form filaments Preferably the ducts for first and second

polymers are formed in part by appropriate apertures in metal

shims. , I
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3,787,165
3,787,163 SUPPORT DEVICE FOR A MOULDING PRESS

POWERED ICE CREAM DIPPER
Stefan Fischer, Im Korresgarten 21, and Ralner Fischer, Am

Neil E. Denison, 300 S. Straugh.n, AP«J«^'«»-' "-'"'' »"'
wlfor2,";th of Lohmar (Bez. Koln), Germany

U.S.CL425-280
'"--^"^^'^^

9 Claims 04 046.9
,„, ,, 3,,. 3/OO

.,„ 10 Claims
U.S.CL 425-450

B 3(

t— -^^-^---''-V="-"-'-^-^-"^
30 X7 Xt X9

Dipper apparatus that fits as an attachment on an electric

knife handle has an arm. rigidly attachable thereto tha

p'otally holds a scoop member, and means foV;--^--^

reciprocating motion from the actuators m the knife handle to

the scoop whereby it may be rotated through a small arc^The

coop member is preferably less than hemispherical, being

ateralW narrowed. It also has sharpened and serrated edges

and rnay be electrically heated to facilitate removal of ice

cream therefrom.

3,787,164

DEVICE FOR THE N'^NUFACTURE OF A ROW OF

LINKING COMPONENTS FOR A SLIDE FASTENER

Horst Jakob, Cholsy-le-Roi, France, assignor to Soc'ete ^^m-""

ciere Francaise De Licenses Et Brevets, Chosy-le-Ro., France

Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186.612

Claims priority, application France. Oct. 8, 1970, 7036379

lnt.CI.B29c/7/00
,„, 3 Claims

U.S.CL425-397

This invention relates to a support device for use in com^

bination with a molding press, which support
^
J^^^" ^;;;^;,"

the forces exerted by the clamping together of the molds af

fixed to the platens of such press.

3,787.166

PROCESS FOR THE THERMAL TREATMENT
OF

RUBBER AND OTHER PLASTIC MATERIALS

Franz Schauta, Oberhausen. and Sebastian Speth Du.sburg,

"^th of Germany, assignors to Ruhchem.e Aktien-

gesellschaft, Oberhausen-Holten,
Germany

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,701

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 3, 1972,

2205001 «

Int.CLF23d///44
9 Claims

^Waste?orIhe group comprising synthetic plastics and

rubber a e°hermalfy disposed of by cracking at temperatures

Letween 250" and /sCC. The cracking may be carried out m

the presence of an auxiliary medium which is in the liquid

ute'I the reaction temperature and capable of dissolving the

wastes and/or the cracking products at least ParfaHy. The

rhermal decomposition may be accelerated by the addition of

catalysts. •

3,787,167

CURRENT-SENSING CIRCUIT FOR DETERMINING

'^''flashing of a photoflash lamp

Donald L. Watrous, Liverpool, N.Y., assignor to General Elec

trie Company, Schenectady, N.Y. ,„ ,^,
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,653

Int. CLF2lk 5/02
8 Claims

U.S.CL431-95

,n a known process and apparatus for the
P^-^y^^J'J^

continuous row of Unking components for a ^^^e fas ene,^

using a plastics thread, the plastics thread is shaped into a

spiral over and between a series of studs by means of a thread

gu de. one of the ends of each whorl of the spiral - crushed by

means of a punch to form a linking component, whilst holding

The corresponding whorl between the studs. The invention

p^ov-SrsTimpr'ovement in that, on the crushing-point s-de

of each whorl, the corresponding portion of the thread is

stretched out rectilinearly beyond the crushing point and fac^

Ine the -corresponding side face of the thread g"'de The

equ^^ed point of the thread is then crushed against the thread

Jde which is used as an anvil, the punch used being inde-

pendent of the other working tools, and the f^'^-g
^^^/^^^^^^

corresponding portion of the thread being performed only

after the crushing has been carried out.

^«» «c «« *•

-^ iM^——4 "^^—

t! V'

The inputs of a differential amplifier are connected across a

current-sensing resistor that is connected m series with an
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array of Hash lamps adapted to be sequentially Hashed, one at the form of an annular pressure drop ring forming a central

a time per flash picture. The differential amplifier produces an outlet having a relatively large cross-sectional How area A

output signal in response to current flow to a lamp being vortex plate is disposed in confronting relationship with the

flashed An enabling circuit prevents the differential amplifier velocity reduction ports for inducing mixing together of the air

from consuming battery current until a trigger signal occurs to *-

initiate flashing of a lamp, and a diode voltage reference cir-

cuit improves the accuracy of operation. -^^j^

3.787.168

BURNER ASSEMBLY FOR PROVIDING REDUCED .

EMISSION OF AIR POLLUTANT
Richard R. Koppang. Cypress, and Harland L. Burgc, Jr., Tar-

zana. both of Calif., assignors to TRW Inc.. Redondo Beach.

Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 91,333. Nov. 20. 1970. This

application Aug. 23. 1972. S«r. No. 283.197

Inl.CLF23d/i/40

U.S.CL431- 354 5 Claims

A pair of conduits, coaxially arranged, provide flow paths

for carrying combustible reactants to a combustion zone The

central conduit, otherwise known as a distribution tube, ex-

tends to within the combustion zone and includes a disc ele-

ment at the combustion zone end thereof for deflecting an ox-

idizing reactant moving axially along the exterior of the dis-

tribution tube. A fuel reactant introduced into the distribution

tube is carried to the combustion zone end thereof where it is-

sues through radial ports and impinges the oxidizing reactant

to produce a hollow cone flame. Additionally, a mixing ele-

ment is included within the distribution tube to impart cen-

trifugal motion to liquid fuels which are then subject to being

atomized in the region of the radial ports. Temperature condi-

tioning of the fuel-atomizing gas may optionally be performed

to reduce liquid fuel surface tension and to promote vaporiza-

tion.

and gas, and a deflecting vane projects from the outlet to

deflect the flow stream around such outlet port Further, a

flame retention ring is disposed in confronting relationship

with and spaced from the outlet port to form a relatively pro-

tected flame retention zone. Thus, the gas port may be con-

nected with a gas supply conduit and pressurized combustible

gas applied thereto to initiate flow through the primary mixing

chamber to draw ambient air through the air inlet port for ini-

tial mixing in the primary mixing chamber and flow through

the pressure reduction orifices to impinge on the vortex plate

to induce further mixing in the secondary mixing chamber.

The relatively low pressure mixture flowing from the outlet

port may be ignited to form an igniting flame and the entire ig-

niter disposed in a high velcKity flow'stream.

3.787,170

RAPID HEATING OF PARLSON PREFORMS
Dixie E. Gilbert. Pomona. N.Y.. assignor to Phillips Petroleum

Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 143.006. May 13. 1971, Pat. No.

3,715.109. This application Oct. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 299.388

Int. CI. F27b 9/24

U.S. CL 432-5 6 Claims

3.787.169

HIGH VELOCITY GAS IGNITER
Erwin G. Gjerde, 14095 Nona Ln., WhiUicr, Calif.

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,444

Int.CLF23d/i//2

U.S.CL 43 1-347 9 Claims

A high velocity gas igniter for use in a high velocity flow

stream and including a housing formed with axially aligned

primary and secondary mixing chambers forming a flow

stream. The primary mixing chamber has an upstream wall

formed with a central gas inlet port surrounded by a plurality

of primary air inlet ports. The partition dividing the primary

and secondary chamber is formed with velocity reduction ori- Tubular parison preforms are heated to orientation tem-

fices having a relatively small composite cross-sectional flow perature by means of external radiant heat combined with af-

area and the downstream end of such secondary chamber is in firmative heating of the parison on the inside.
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3 787 171
''

'

CLOSED LOOP, INERT ATMOSPHERE, PAINT LINE

OVEN HEAT SOURCE

Theodore Q. Cromp, Placentia, Calif., assignor to Hunter En-

glneering Co.. Inc., Riverside, CaliL

Filed June 15. 1972, Ser. No. 262,969

Int.CLF27b9/2S
,, ,- 7 Claims

U.S.CL 432-72

water-cooled heat exchanger in the conduit cools the stack at

mospherc down to the preselected oven temperature before

rcharEing it into the oven. In one embodiment, temperature-

controfed'valves regulate the volume of stack atmosphere

deUvered to the oven, and the rate of flow of coolant in the

heat exchanger, so that uniform temperature is maintained au-

tomatically.

3,787,172

REFRACTORY FURNACE

Andrew G. Sanderson, 178 Patton St., King City, Ont.no,

''"""**"

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,954

Claims priority, application Canada, May 1 1, 1972, 141864

Int.CLF27bi//6
5 Claims

A oaint line oven and heat source comprising a stack havmg

fud-Fird burners m the lower portion thereof, and a clo ed

OOP conduit system with a circulating blower therein, which

kes hot inert stack gas from the stack above the burners,
takes not, merino ^g

^ ^^^ ^^^^ where paint solvent is

evaporaulT f'rom t'he' pamted product. Solvent-laden oven at^
^ ^^^^^ ^^^,-^„^ „„ '""^'XT

mosphere is discharged into the stack below the burners and A >^e«Tac
^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^^^^.^ ,„ ^,.,, .^e

ri with excess air supplied through
^^^^l^-^^^u^X^^l "'spheral duct in the cover frame supplying the air curtain is

rdThc^^erthaV^heVedetermincd oven temperature. A sur.zed a.r.



CHEMICAL
3,787,173

NEW COLOURATION PROCESS

James Nairn Greenshields; Ida May Jones; John Lewis Moil-

liet, and Victor David Poole, Manchester, all of England, as-

signors to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London,

England
Filed Mar. 7, 1972, S«r. No. 232,640

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 30. 1971,

8I6I/71;Dec. 15, 1971,58227/71
lnt.CLD06p//i«

t.S.CL8-IE 5 Claims

Colouration of textile materials capable of forming

hydrogen bonds with amines, especially cellulosic or cellu-

lose/polyester union materials, by impregnatmg the material

with a water-soluble or water-dispersibic compound of

molecular weight a^ove 600 containing amino or immo

groups, especially a poly(ethylene iminc). and subsequently

contacting the material with a fibre-reactive dye; or a modifi-

cation of this process wherein the material is padded or

printed with a padding solution or printing paste containing a

water-in-oil-in-water emulsion having the dyestuff and the

compound containing amino or imino groups dissolved or

dispersed in separate aqueous phases.

3,787,175

SPACE-DYEING CELLULOSE FIBERS BY

IMPREGNATING WITH MIXTURE OF DlAZONIUM
Hans-Ulrich Von der Eltz, and Doris-JutU Fink, both of

Frankfurt/Main. Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst

Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning,

Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Filed Nov. 18. 1971,Ser. No. 200.166

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 20, 1970,

2057230
I

Int.CLD06pJ/6«

U.S.CL8-I4 1 Claim

Process for the space-dyeing of yarn or sliver made from

cellulose fibers, wherein a wound package of the said textile

material is first impregnated with an aqueous liquor contain-

ing an alkaline substance and at least one component capable

of entering into azo coupling, and subsequently - at least at

one selected portion of the bobbin - one or several weakly

acid aqueous solutions each containing a mixture of at least

two diazonium compounds of aromatic amines having dif-

ferent diffusibility are injected into the goods so treated for

development of the azo dyestuffs.

3,787,174

DIPHENYLAMINES FOR DYEING KERATINOUS FIBERS

Gregoire Kakipissis, Paris; Andree Bugaut. Boulogne-sur-

Seine. and Francoise Estradier, Paris, all of France, as-

signors to L'Oreal. Paris. France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 61,833. Aug. 6. 1970. This

application July 1 1, 1972. Ser. No. 270.650

Claims priority, application Luxembourg. Aug. II. 1969.

59265
Int. CL D06p 1132; C07c 91/42

U.S.CL8-ir 15 Claims

Diphcnylamines of the formula

R«
\
/

K3 Z Ki

3.787.176

PROCESS FOR SPACE-DYEING OF CELLULOSE FIBERS

Hans-ulrich von der Eltz, and Doris-JutU Fink, both of Frank-

furt/Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Ak-

tiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frank-

furt/Main. Germany
I

Filed Nov. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 200.191

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 20, 1970,

2057236 %

InL CI. D06p ///2. D06p ///4

U.S.CL8-I4 2 Claims

Process for the space-dyeing of yarn or sliver made from

cellulose fibers, wherein a wound package of the said textile

material is first impregnated with an aqueous liquor conKain-

ing an alkaline substance and at least one component capable

of entering into azo coupling, then - at least at one selected

portion of the bobbin — one or several acid aqueous solutions

each containing at least one diazonium compound of an aro-

matic amine and at least one phthalocyanme dyestuff having

quaternary ammonium groups are injected, and finally the

goods so treated are exposed to the action of heat for fixation

of the phlhalocyanine dyestuffs and for development of the

azo dyestuffs.

n>

wherein R, and R, each independently represent hydrogen,

halogen or lower alkyl containing one to four carbon atoms

with at least one of R, and Rj being other than hydrogen; Rj.

R4. R5. Rh. and R7 each independently represent hydrogen,

methoxy, or lower alkyl optionally substituted with hydroxy,

carbamyl. piperidinyl or acylamino; R, and Rg or R, and Rj

also optionally forming together with the carbon and nitrogen

atoms to which they are attached, a dihydrooxazine or pyr-

roline heterocycle, and Z represents amino, acylamino or

hydroxy, and the acid salts of said diphcnylamines These

diphcnylamines are usefully employed in cosmetic composi-

tions for the hair including hair dye compositions and hair

setting lotion compositions.
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3,787.177

AROMATIC POLYESTER TEXTILE FIBERS DYED WITH
NAPHTHYLOXYANTHRAQUINONE DYES

Guido R. Genta. Lock Haven. Pa., assignor to American

Aniline Products. Inc.. Patterson. N J.

Division of Ser. No. 75.705. Sept. 25. 1970. This application

Jan. 4. 1973. Ser. No. 320.845
|

Int. CI. D06p i/52

U.S.CL8-39 3 Claims

New anthraquinone dyes, |-amino-2-naphthyloxyalkoxy-4-

hydroxy anthraquinones, are provided. Synthetic textile

fibers, in particular, polyethylene terephthalate fibers, when

dyed with the new dyes, are colored in bright pink shades

which are substantive, light fast, and sublimation resistant.
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3,787,178

POLYESTER TEXTILE FIBERS DYED WITH THIAZOLE
OR BENZOTHIAZOLE CARBAZOLE DYES

Edgar Earl Renfrew, Lock Haven, Pa., assignor to American

Aniline Products, Inc., Lock Haven, Pa.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,1 1

1

Int. CI. D06p 3152; C09b 29/36

U.S.CL8-41C 3 Claims

A new scries of azo dyes is produced by coupling a

diazotized hcterocylic amine base with a carbazole coupler.

The compounds of the invention are excellent dyes for

polyester fabrics and also are pigments for rigid plastic materi-

als.

3,787,181

DYEING SYNTHETIC HYDROPHOBIC FIBERS WITH
LOWER ALKYL BIPHENYL CARRIERS

Kurt A. Dellian, Spring Valley, N.Y., and Samuel Lee, Fair-

lawn, N J., assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.
Filed June 29, 1971, Ser. No. 158,082

lnt.CLD06p;/6S

U.S. CL 8—174 " 6 Claims

A technique for coloring hydrophobic textile fibers with a

disperse or basic dyestuff utilizing an alkyl biphenyl carrier.

3,787,179

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF INSOLUBLE

AZO DYESTUFFS ON CELLULOSE FIBERS

Lowenfeld, Rudolf, Buchschlag, Germany, assignor to Farb-

werke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &

Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,904

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 12, 1970.

2061357
""

Int. CI. D06p / //2. C09b 27/00

U.S.CL8-45 3 Claims

Process for the preferably continuous manufacture of

water-insoluble azo dyestuffs on textile materials made of cel-

lulose fibers, which comprises carrying out, after the applica-

tion of the coupling component and of the diazo component

from an aqueous dyt bath, the finishing operation of the dye-

ings in organic solvents. The diazo component is in the form of

a diazo-amino compound capable of being split up or of an

anti-diazotate of a primary aliphatic amine. The organic sol-

vent a hydrocarbqp which may be halogenated, aromatic or

cycloaliphatic.

3,787,182

PROCESS FOR THE DYEING OF TOW IN HYDRATED
CONDITION

Gottfried Eigenmann, Therwil; Leo E. Kaiser, Aesch, and Otto

Nothiger, Oberwil, all of Switzeriand, assignors to Ciba-

Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 150,754, Dec. 22, 1970, abandoned.

This application Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,504

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 23, 1969,

19173/69
Int. CLD06pi/ 70

U.S.CL8-177 1 Claim

C- i_

' D i> i) '^ ,
:'J . ^)

'
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3,787,180

PROCESS FOR THE NON-AQUEOUS CONTINUOUS

DYEING AND PRINTING OF FIBRE MATERIAL MADE
FROM SYNTHETIC POLYAMIDE

Hans Wegmuller, Riehen, and Alois Kleemann, Basel, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 9, 197 1, Ser. No. 132,809

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 10, 1970,

5312/70
Int.CLD06p//6«

U.S.CI. 8— 172 12 Claims

A process for the non-aqueous, continuous dyeing or print-

ing of synthetic polyamidc fibre material is disclosed, which

comprises impregnating or printing this material with a solu-

tion of at least one dye salt consisting of the anionic radical of

an anionic dyestuff and the cationic radical of an isothiourca

derivative capable of salt formation, in a halogenated aliphatic

hydrocarbon, optionally containing thickener, on its own or in

admixture with a liquid, water-soluble organic solvent, remov-

ing excess dye liquor from the material and fixing the dyestuff

by a heat treatment of the impregnated or printed fibre

material at temperatures below the softening point of the fibre

material, thereby obtaining a finished dyeing or print on said

fibre material. By this process, on the stated fibre material are

obtained deeply coloured, even and well developed dyeings

having good fastness properties, such as fastness to wet

processing, rubbing and dry cleaning.

A process for the continual dyeing of fibres produced by a

wet spinning process, in particular for the confinual dyeing of

polyacrylonitril tow in a hydrated condition is disclosed in that

the fibre or the fibre strand after fibre formation without

previous drying is passend through a dyestuff solution or

suspension which is fiowing in counter current. Said process is

very economical and provides without the use of any elec-

tronic controls the continual dyeing of said fibres with almost

100 percent exhaustion.

t

3 787 183

METHOD OF ANALYZING CATALYST ACTION

Alvin B. Kennedy, Jr., Alvin^ Tex., assignor to Catalyst Ser-

vices, Inc., Alvin, Tex.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,733

Int. CLBOlj 9/04. GOIny/00,i///0

U.S.CL 23-230 R 8 Claims

Small samples of catalyst are individually segregated in

durable perforate containers located at known positions
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I

within the main body of catalyst. After a suitable period of

time the samples are ind'ividually analyzed to determine the ef

feet thereon of the process.

produce just enough gas to exceed the operating pressure,

whereupon the pump will stall. No further hydrolysis takes

MkN' v«ivi t«> '•Ml

3,787,184

METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR DETECTING
AMINE COMPOUNDS

Thaddcus J. Novak, and Edward J. Poziomek, both of Bel Air.

Md., assignors to The United SUIes of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 24,918

Int. CI. coin i//00

L.S. CI. 23-230 R 7 Claims

A method for detecting nitrogen containing compounds the

steps comprising contacting a sample comprising said com-

pounds with a signalling composition containing a capped

copolymer and dye and producing a visible detecting signal.

3,787,185

DISRUPTOR MODULE
Donald Gene Rohrbaugh, Santa Ana; Everett James Petersen.

Jr.„Glendora, and Charles Peter Chase. Brea, all of Calif.,

assignors to Beckman Industries, Inc.. Fullerton. Calif.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,268

Int. CI. BOH //OO. coin 1 110

U.S.CI.23-253R 15 Claims

Mil** V/

place until the chamber pressure is relieved at which time the

pump again operates to raise the water level into contact with

unrcacted CaH,.

3.787,187

CONVERSION-CONTROLLED APPARATUS FOR
POLYMERIZATION OF MONOMERIC MATERIALS IN

LIQUID MEDIA
Elmer J. De Will, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New York, NY
Filed Apr. 1. 1970, Ser. No. 24,476

Int.CI.C08f //9«

U.S. CL 23- 285 2 Claims

An automated device on signal serially dispenses a precise

solvent volume into an individual chemical sample reactor

module containing a single sample solid composition, provides

agitation for disrupting and dissolving the sample, and supplies

an aliquot filtered solution sample. The tablet disruptor device

functioning in the reactor module is automatically pro-

grammed to disrupt the sample and to stir and dissolve it in the

turbulent solvent The disruptor device is then solvent washed,

prior to being utilized again in the serialization disruption and

solution of successive samples in successive solvent volumes in

individual chemical reactor sample modules.

1-62 ^^Lbe^ "«-» DiSChaKCC

l_

RECORDER
HRELAYJ—

^63 66-^

3,787,186

CALCIUM HYDRIDE GAS GENERATOR
Robert J. Geres, China Lake, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,833

Int. CI. BOI j 7/02, ClOh 5100

U.S.CL 23-282 5 Claims

A differential area gas operated hydraulic pump used in a

bootstrap mode to pump water into a reaction chamber

Water is pumped into the reaction chamber until the level

reaches a quantity of calcium hydride (Cah,) and reacts to

Improved apparatus for polymerizing liquid monomeric

materials in liquid reaction media include a reaction ves.sel

communicating with one or more liquid and/or vapor supply

vessels and a pressure-sensing flow-control means associated

with the reaction vessel which operates to control the supply

of one or more liquids from the supply vessel or vessels to the

reaction vessel in response to shrinkage of the charge therein

attending conversion of liquid monomer to solid polymers as

polymerization proceeds thereby maintaining the reaction

vessel in an essentially completely-filled condition. A sensing

device or devices such as a pressure- or weight-sensitive trans-

ducer associated with one or more of the supply vessels senses

the weight or volume of liquid thus delivered to the reaction

and is employed to initiate the addition from a supply to the

reaction vessel of a liquid or gaseous short stop material yield-

ing automatic and accurate termination of the polymerization

reaction at a predetermined degree of conversion. Where two

or more liquid supply vessels are thus employed, a proportion-
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means can be employed .o effect a d.vismn of the
^"f^^^ fLu^Hmo Ihc vessel between beds of solids will be inti

delivered to the reaction vessel in any predetermined propor-

tion between two or more different liquids such as between

liquid monomers and aqueous medium or between two liquid

monomers thus effecting control of the composition of the

medium in the vessel as polymerization proceeds.

troduced into the vessel between beds of solids will be inti-

mately admixed with other fluids that are passing through the

vessel from one bed of solids to another.

3,787,188

APPARATUS FOR CATALYTIC REACTIONS

George W. Lyon, Midland. Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-

cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Nov. 26, 1971 , Ser. No. 202,375

Int CI.B01j9/04.C07c/5/02./5//0

U.S.a.23-288R * C'-'""'

HfOi. ^an^ inhf

3,787,190

DIRECTIONALLY SOLIDIFIED ARTICLE

Anthony F. Giamei, Middletown; Merton F. Hornbeeker,

Woodbury, and Bruce E. Terkelsen, Cheshire, all of Conn

assignors to United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford,

DSn of Ser. No. 42,423, June I, 1970, Pat. No. 3 627,015.

This application Sept. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 181,184

Int. CI. B22f Sm
U.S.Cl.29-183

*^'-""''

s..!;
;rj/ga«g«»^y'"^'

A catalytic reactor has separate inlet ports for a hydrocar-

bon stream which is to be dehydrogenatcd and for a heated

nuid stream which maintains the reaction temperature such

that the hydrocarbon and the heat maintaining fiuid are mixed

in the presence of catalyst. One of the streams fiows through

the catalyst linearly and the other flows radially. The method

of dchydrogenating ethyl benzenes and ring substituted

derivatives thereof to the corresponding styrencs using a hot

nuid stream as a means for maintaining the reaction tempera-

ture and using the above reactor, reduces the cracking of the

ethyl benzenes and corresponding styrenes to benzene and its

homologs and to carbonaceous products.

3 787 189

APPARATUS FOR MIXING FLUIDS IN A VESSEL

BETWEEN BEDS OF SOLIDS

Donald L. Muffat, Lansing, 111.; John B. Clark, Hammond «nd

Lyie M. Ixivell, Portage, both of Ind., assignors to Standard

Oil Company, Chicago, 111.
,..o -jon

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 2U9,290

int. CI. BO Ij 9/04, B05b/ /26

U.S.a. 23-288 R
"^'-""^

3

Unidirectionally solidified articles either columnar grained

or single crystal are investment cast by enclosing the mold for

the articles in a surrounding mold arranged to make a control

casting of two separable parts located on opposite sides of the

article cast in the article mold. This permits more precise con-

trol bf the thermal gradient in the article mold durmg solidifi-

cation of the cast material and provides removal of the cast ar-

ticle from the surrounding material.

3 787 191

METHOD OF PRODUcInG REFLECTIVE SURFACES

AND ARTICLE

Leon L. Duncan, 811 Duncan Ave., Washington, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 840,442, July 9, 1969,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

804,364, Feb. 25, 1969, Pat. No. 3,545,996, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 332,230, Dec. 20, 1963 abandoned.

This application Mar. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 120,663

lnt.CI.C23b5/4S

US CI 29-191 10 Claims

Electroplating a metal surface which has previously been, or

is thereafter peencd with high velocity, microscopic, spherical

glass bodies to produce microscopic craters thereon, and op-

tionally, removing a portion of the plating so pecned by dis-

solving same with acid. B^ plating an already pecned surface

with a reficctive material, the zone and/or intensity of reficc-

tivity of the plated surface is increased and/or controlled.

The apparatus comprises a plurality of baffles positioned in

the vessel so as to be perpendicular to the fiow of fluids

3 787 192

PROCESS FORX:OAL GASIFICATION

Thomas E. Ban, South Euclid, Ohio, assignor to McDowell-

Wellman Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,354

Int. CLCOlj J/06, C10JJ//6

L.S.CL 48-202 »« Claims

There is provided a process for producing water gas con-

taining a large quantity of hydrogen and involving the forma-
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lion of a moving quiescent gas-permeable bed composed of

both particles of coal and particles of spent coal or ash The

bed is passed through a series of zones in which, in a succes-

sion of cycles, the bed is permeated with an oxygen-containing

gas preheated to a predetermined temperature and then a

moisture-laden gas also preheated to a predctermmcd tern

3,787,194

COLLECTION CHAMBER FOR MAKING MATS OF
INORGANIC FIBERS

Brian James Rayle, Toledo, Ohio; Lester Fisher. Cenlervllle.

and Harvell Morton Smith, Richmond, both of Ind., as-

signors to Johns-Manvilk Corporation, (.reenwood Village,

Arapahoe County, Colo.

Filed May 16, 1972. Ser. No. 253.708

Int. C\.COib.17104

U.S.CL65-9 8 Claims

.D^

ASM TO 0>S»O««t.

l^»_ f

perature. These gases are collected separately after they

traverse the moving quiescent bed The water gas may be used

as an industrial gas. and the producr-flue gas resulting from

the portions treated with oxygen-containing gas may be recy-

cled through the bed at a point downstream The process pro-

vides a continuous economic procedure for gasification of

coal.

3,787.193

PRODUCTION OF WATER GAS
Leonard Seglin. New York, N.Y.. and Charles A. Gray. Char-

leston, W. Va., assignors te FMC Corporation. New York,

N Y
Filed Nov. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 200.152

lnt.CLClOji/00

U.S.CI.48-204 3 Claims

CIIICUI.«TM6 JLW 3MSir«K

wan coMausTioN

m^

A collection chamber located between a source of gas en

trained inorganic Fibers and a collection surface upon which

mats of the Hbers are formed The side walls of the chamber in

various configurations enhance the mixing of cooling gas.

binder and the entrained fibers while reducing turbulence and

enhancing control of fiber deposition Divergent side walls

above the collection surface diffuse the binder coated fiber

and reduce its velocity so that it is deposited in a blanket of

uniform density and thickness across the collection surface.

Convergent side walls from a region adjacent the fiber source

reduce turbulence and back flow in this region while facilitat

ing the mixing of cooling air with the hot fiber entraining, high

velocity blast, and the distribution of binder in the mixed

fiber-gas stream A collection chamber having walls of the

general form of a hyperbola is disclosed with given height,

width of collection surface, throat dimensions and throat loca

tion relationships for superior results Compromise collection

chamber forms to accommodate plant and equipment restric-

tions are discussed.

Water gas is produced by blowing steam through carbon

suspended in a coal ash melt in a gasification section, the en-

dothermic heat of reaction being supplied by the ash melt,

which is continuously recirculating through a separate super

heating section where the ash is superheated by burning fuel

separately introduced into that section, the superheated ash is

then conveyed to the gasification section, substantially free of

oxidative gas, preferably by means of a heated gas lift.

3.787.195

APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SHEETS OR
MATS FROM FIBERS OF THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL
Jean-Jacques Kirchheim. Saint-Maur-des-Fosses. France, as-

signor to Saint-Gobain. Neullly-Sur-Seine. France
|

Filed Apr. 21. 1971. Ser. No. 136.132

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 29, 1970,

70.15678; Sept. 18, 1970. 70.33876
|

Int. CI.C03bi7/06

U.S.CL65 9 17 Claims

The invention concerns the production of homogeneous

and structurally resistant sheets or mats of thermoplastic

fibers, such as glass fibers, issuing from one or more spin-

nerettcs above a travelling conveyor. The fibers are deposited

on the conveyor after being blown through a stationary skirt

or conduit formed essentially of a pair of large plane surfaces

having critically controlled spacings therebetween to attain

predetermined cross-sectional areas between the inlet and

outlet end of the conduit, as well as adjustable outlines of the

outlet These variable and/or adjustable sectional areas serve

to control the pattern and area of deposition of the fibers on

the conveyor. A plurality of spinnerettes and guide conduits
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may be arranged in different patterns and alignments relative

to the direction of travel of the conveyor to control the laying-

up of the fibers and consequently the physical characteristics

of the deposited mat. Additional trapezoidally shaped shaping

members also each formed essentially of a pair of large plane

surfaces with an inlet and outlet, as well as intermediate sec-

tions of predetermined or adjustable areas, may be used in lieu

along an endless path past a loading station at which gob-feed-

ing means are stationarily arranged above the path of the

molds, and in which each mold is momentarily arrested when

axially aligned with the gob-feeding means so that a gob may

be dropped in vertical direction into the respective mold. The
^

molds are transported along a major portion of the endless

path with uniform speed equally spaced from each other, but

upstream and downstream of the loading station decelerated

or accelerated in such a manner so as to arrive at a point

downstream of the loading station at the same time as if they

would have been moved continuously with said uniform

speed.

3 787 197

APPARATUS FOR INTRODUCING MEASURED
VOLUMES OF GASES TO INTERIORS OF GLASS

CONTAINERS
Herbert C. Snyder, and Urban© J. DeSantis, both of Brockway,

Pa., assignors to Brockway Glass Company Inc., Brockway,

Pa.

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,380

Int. CK C03b 9/00, 9144

U.S.CL 65-260 5 Claims

of or in conjunction with the above-mentioned skirts or con-

duits These shaping members are fitted with openings and/or

blowers for air or gaseous currents to afford a convenient con-

trol of the entrainment of the dropping fibers passing

therethrough, which discharge from the outlet ends of said

members, which are spaced a slight distance above the

travelling conveyor.

3,787,196

APPARATUS FOR FEEDING GOBS OF MOLTEN

VITREOUS OR PLASTIC MATERIAL INTO MOLDS OF A

MACHINE FOR FORMING BOTTLES OR SIMILAR

CONTAINERS WITH CONTROL MEANS FOR

CONTROLLING THE MOVEMENT OF THE MOLDS

Kurt Becker, Obernkirchen, and Hans-Georg Seidel, Rlnteln,

both of Germany, assignors to Hermann Heye, Obern-

kirchen, Germany ,. w J A XkJ.
Division of Ser. No. 163,171, July 16, 1971, abandoned. This

application Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,193

Claims priority, application Germany, July 20, 1970,

2035926
lnt.CLC03b5/J0

U.S.a.65-l64 .
»3 Claims

The takeout mechanism for a glass container forming

machine has an operating rod movable axially toward the con-

tainer to engage the takeout mechanism with the container at

the final mold of the forming machine. This rod comprises a

treatment gas conduit and is extended to project into the con-

tainer when the takeout mechanism is in gripping engagement

with the container. Valve means are provided for supplying a

measured quantity of treatment gas under pressure to the con-

duit while the same is projected into the container during a

takeout operation. The measured quantity is supplied to the

conduit by making equal the pressure in an accumulator of gas

and a pressure source by way of the valve means, and then al-

lowing the gas to pass from the accumulator to the conduit.

3 787 198

HERBICIDAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING VARIOUS
BENZYLTHIODIAZOLES AND TRIAZINES

Hiroshi Haglmoto; Toshiharu Aral; HarutoshI Yoshlkawa;

Mitsuo Watanabe, all of Kyoto, and Yoshlyuki Okada,

Osaka, all of Japan, assignors to Takeda Chemical Indus-

tries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 24,386

Claims priority, application Japan, July I, 1969,44-51950

Int. CLAOln 9/22

U.S.CL71-93 4 Claims

Herbicidal compositions comprise a compound of the for-

mula

jr >.«J N- -N (Y»)k

Ri_C C-S-CHj
\ /
X

y
(I)

Apparatus for feeding gobs of molten vitreous or plastic

hvdro^en or alkyl X is oxygen or sulfur, Y' is
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inteser from 1 to 5 or such compound in combination with wherein X is halogen, alkoxy or alkylmercapto. alkyl in alkoxy

one or more of salt or ester thereof which is represented by the and alkylmercapto having one to six carbon atoms; R is

general formula:

R»

—NH-(CHi)„-C-(CH,)m-CN
I>—0-A-COOM

(Y2)r
(IT)

wherein A is lower alkylene, Y* is chlorine or methyl. M is

hydrogen, alkali metal, lower alkyl or lower alkenyl, and m is

zero or an integer from I to 5; a 3.4-dichloroanilide which is

represented by the general formula:

wherein n and m arc zero or I with the provision that only one

of n and m may be zero; R' and R* arc the same or different

and arc straight-chain or branchcd-chain alkyl having from

one to four carbon atoms and wherein either R^ or R* may also

be hydrogen, and R' is

i.

» R2

C0R3
(III)

wherein R* and R' respectively arc hydrogen or lower alkyl. a

1,3,5-triazine compound which is represented by the general

formula:

Y»

A
K«NII-

"^n/
,-K'

(IV)

-N
/
\

H

U>

wherein R* is hydrogen or straight-chain or branchcd-chain

lower alkyl.

3.787.200

METAL POWDKRS FOR ROLL COMPACTING
Walter L. Finlay, New York. N.Y.; Harbhajan S. Nayar.

Maynard. and Donald A. Hay. Medfield. both of Mass., as-

signors to Copper Range Company. New York. N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 665.332. Sept. 5. 1967. Pal. No.

3.632,697. This application May 25. 197 1, S«r. No. 146.789

Int. CI. B22f 9100

U.S.CI.75-.5B 3 Claims

wherein Y' is chlorine or lower alkylthio, R* is lower alkyl, and

R* is azido or lower alkylamino, or a phenylurea compound

which is represented by the general formula:

Fractured S F«uf«l Ftrtide

CuO Coot

O R«

<^ ^-XH-C-X
(Y«)„

\
(V)

wherein Y* is halogen or halogen-substituted lower alkyl. R*

and R' respectively are lower alkyl or lower alkoxy. and n is

zero, 1 or 2.

3,787,199

HERBICIDE BASED ON
CYANOALKYLAMINOTRIAZINES

Werner Schwarie, Frankfurt am Main. Germany, assignor to

Deutsche Gold-Lnd Silber-Scheideanstalt Vormals Roessler,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 804.7 1 8. March 5. 1969, Pat. No.

3,629.259. This application Aug. 12, I971,S«r.No.

171^30. Th« portion of th« term of this patent subsequent to

Mar. 24, 1987, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. AO In 9/22

U.S.CL 71-93 26 Claims

A herbicide in which the active agent is a substituted s-

triazine of the formula:

C

IL '

RJ-C C-R>
\ ^
N

Dispersoid strengthened copper metals characterized by a

copper matrix and a refractory dispersoid arc produced by roll

compacting particles characterized by certain spatial and

metallurgical relationships The spatial considerations arc

characterized by practicable relationships in copper particles

between surface area and overall dimensions. The metallurgi-

cal relationships are characterized by critical limits of dimen-

sions and spacing of dispersoid subparticles or components

thereof on or in the copper matrix particles either before or

after roll compacting.

3,787,201

HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STEEL PLATE FOR COLD-
FORMING

Kameo Matsukura; Tuyoshi Kawano, and Toshio Kikuma, all

of Kitakyushu, Japan, assignors to Nippon Steel Corpora-

tion, Tokyo, Japan
I

Filed Sept. 16. 1968, Ser. No. 762,340

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 18, 1967, 42-

59727
I

Int.CLC22ci9//4

U.S.CI.75-I25 2 Claims

A high tensile strength steel of low carbon Si-Cr series for

use in frames of automobile which has a tensile strength of 50

to 65 kg/mm* and is particularly excellent in the cold press-

formability and fatigue strength, containing Cr and Si in more

amounts than conventional high tensile strength steels of this

kind and further Cu. Ti. Nb and V besides said elements to ob-

tain above-mentioned characteristics, said steel plate being

applicable as hot-rolled.
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3,787,202

HIGH TEMPERATURE CHROMIUM-NICKEL ALLOY

Charies P. Mueller, and Gunes M. Ecer, both of Pittsburgh,

Pa., assignors to Cyclops Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 18, 1970, Ser. No. 90,847

Int. CLC22c/ 9/00, 29/00

U.S.CL75-I34F 2 Claims

An alloy containing 45 to 55 percent chromium. 45 to 55

percent nickel. 0.003 to 4 percent cerium, up to 1 .5 percent

titanium, up to 1.5 percent zirconium, and up to 1.5 percent

hafnium. The titanium, zirconium and hafnium may be

present separately in amounts up to 1.5 percent or they may

be present in combination in an amount up to 3.0 percent.

3,787,206

PHOTOELECTRICPHORETIC IMAGING METHOD
INCLUDING AT LEAST ONE ELECTRODE CARRYING A

PATTERN
William L. Goffe, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,300

Int. CI. G03g/ i/00

U.S.a.96-1.2
8^'-'""'

3,787,203

WEAR-RESISTANT, CORROSION-RESISTANT COBALT
BASE ALLOY

Minoru Yokota. and Morimichi Tanaka, both of Fukuoka,

Japan assignors to Hitachi MeUls, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 309,002

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 26, 1971,46-94456

Int. CLC22C/ 9/00

U.S.CI.75-I7I „
3 Claims

This invention relates to a novel cobalt-base alloy having

good wear resistance and good corrosion resistance charac-

teristics which consists of 5.00 - 10 00 percent by weight of

Cr 2 50 - 4 00 percent by weight of B. 0.20 - 2.00 percent by

weight of Mn. 0.20 - 2.00 percent by weight of Si, up to 1 00

percent of Fe and up to 2.00 percent by weight of Ni, the

balance being Co When this alloy is used as a lining material

for a machine part, such as a steel cylinder or the like, the life

of the machine part combined with the alloy can be greatly

prolonged.

4 t t t t t i 1 1 1 1

1

IT./'*

34

A photoelectrophoretic color imaging system employing an

imaging suspension comprising a plurality of colored electri-

cally photosensitive pigment particles in a carrier liquid posi-

tioned between two electrodes wherein the imaging suspen-

sion is exposed to flood illumination of activating electromag-

netic radiation in the presence of an electric field. Imaging is

effected by means of imagewise patterns carried by at least

one of the electrodes. The color and/or density of the

reproduced images are controlled by the color and the intensi-

ty of the activating electromagnetic radiation.

3,787,204

PRODUCTION OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CONTAINING COATED INORGANIC FIBERS

Kurt Sachs. Brierley Hill; Frederick Arthur Foreman, Staf-

ford, and John Barlow, Wolverhampton, all of England, as-

signors to G.K.N. Group Services Limited, Smethwick, War-

ley, England

Filed July 22, 1971, Ser. No. 165,369

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 24, 1970,

35932/70
Int. CLB22f/ /OO

US CL 75-212 13 Claims

A method of making a composite material comprising a

metal matrix reinforced with fibres including the steps of

producing an intimate mixture of fibre reinforcement and an

organic acid salt of a metal, the salt being such that it can be

decomposed on heating to form the metal, heating the inti-

mate mixture so that the salt decomposes to give the metal in

finely divided form and then applying pressure to the resulting

mixture under temperature conditions to form a consolidated

matrix reinforced by the fibres.

The organic acid salt may be lead formate.

3,787,207

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOSENSITIVE PLATE

HAVING A POLYIMIDE INTERMEDIATE LAYER

Masanaru Hasegawa; Yoshiki Hayashi, both of HirakaU, and

Toichi Matsumura, Ikeda, all of Japan, assignors to Mat-

sushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Kadoma, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,708

Int. CI. G03g 5100

U.S.a.96-1.5
^Claims

This invention provides an improved electrophotographic

photosensitive plate with excellent durability and elec-

trophotographic characteristics.

The plate comprises a multilayered electrophotographic

photosensitive plate comprising, from the top, a first layer in-

cluding an organic photoconduclivc insulating material, a

second layer including vitreous selenium, a third layer includ-

ing a polyimide material and the fourth layer of an electrically

conductive backing.

3,787,205

FORGING METAL POWDERS

Nathan Lewis Church, Warwick, N.Y., assignor to The Inter-

national Nickel Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,793

lnt.CLB22pi//4

U.S. a. 75-226
'

„.''''"'r
Alloy metal powders are forged over a controlled tempera-

ture range such that at the forging temperature the alloy pow-

ders are characterized by a microstructure comprised of at

least two metallic phases which coact to retard grain growth

during recrystallization.

3,787,208

XEROGRAPHIC IMAGING MEMBER HAVING

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE MATERIAL IN INTERLOCKING
CONTINUOUS PATHS

Robert N. Jones, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 627,664, April 3, 1967,

abandoned. This application Sept. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 75,390

Int. CLG03g 5/04

U.S.CL96-1.8 18 Claims

A xerographic photoreceptor layer which comprises

photoconductive particles dispersed in an insulating resin

matrix the photoconductive particles are present in an

amount from about 1 to 25 percent by volume of the layer.
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and are dispersed in a controlled manner to form a plurality of

continuous paths through the thickness of said layer Methods

of making and imaging the photoreceptor layer are also dis-

closed.

3,787.209

COLOR DIFFUSION TRANSFER COLOR PROCESS AND
FILM WITH SILVER PRECIPITATING LAYER

Edwin H. Land. Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge. Mass.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, S«r. No. 246,671

iat. CI. G03c 7100

U.S.CL96-3 59 Claims

TRANSMRCNT SUPPORT

2J^ OP«OU£ LAYtR

le^ OCVCLOPCD SILVCR HAUK

- VLVCR PRCCfPtT»NT

M^ UaHT-NCFLCCTINO LAVCR

e-s. OVC IMACt

20 . TRANSPmtNT SUPPORT

View

Diffusion transfer color processes are disclosed wherein the

color image is retained with the developed silver halide emul-

sion(s) as part of an integral negative-positive reflection print

Provision of a silver precipitating layer between the developed

silver halide emulsion layer(s) and a light-reflecting layer sub-

stantially reduces discoloration of the color transfer image

highlights resulting from undesired transfer of silver ion after

formation of the color image.

3.787.211
I

MAKEREADY FOIL FOR RELIEF PRINTING

Otto Volkert, Ludwigshafen; Gerd Schrodt, and Manfred

Zucrger, both of Mannheim, all of Germany, assignors to

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengcscllschaft, Lud-

wigshafen. Germany
Filed Dec. 10. 197 1, Scr. No. 206,660

Int.CI.G03c//«4. //70

IJ.S.CL96-35.I 10 Claims

The invention relates to a process for the manufacture of a

makercady foil for relief printing A multilayer sheet consist-

ing of a dimensionally stable base which transmits acting light,

a non-photopolymcrizabic intermediate layer which is soluble

in solvents and absorbs actinic light, and a pholoptilymeriza-

ble layer which contains a compound capable of absorbing ac-

tinic light. IS expt>sed through a negative from the base side

and the uncxptised portions of the photopolymcrizabic layer

and of the intermediate layer are washed out with a solvent

from the photop<-ilymerizablc-layer side.

The makcready foil of the invention greatly simplifies the

makeready process for the printer.

3.787.210

LASER RECORDING TECHNIQUE USING
COMBUSTIBLE BLOW-OFF

Donald Lee Roberts. Cypress. Calif., assignor to The National

Cash Register Company. Dayton. Ohio

Filed SepL 30, I97I,Ser. No. 185.026

int. CL G03c 5104

U.S. CL96— 27E 6 Claims

3.787.212

POLYMERIC PHOTOSENSITIVE COMPOSITIONS AND
METHODS USING SAME

Robert A. Heimsch. St. Louis. Mo.; John S. Bartoseiewicz.

Pennsacola. Fla.. and Robert J. Slocombe. St. Louis, Mo., as-

signors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis. Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 40.417. May 25. 1970.

abandoned. This application Aug. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 277.964

Int.CI. G03e 1170

U.S.CL 96-35.1 37 Claims

Photosensitive compositions of S4>lid, solvent-soluble

acrylonitrile/dicne intcrp<->lymcrs with activated aromatic

ketone sensitizers, eg polynuclcar quinoncs, and applications

as photoresists.

tt

dH

11

^ /*

i^fr^

A recording technique using a laser beam for image record-

ing on a film. In the preferred embodiment, the film comprises

a transparent substrate coated with heat absorbing particles,

dispersed in a self-oxidizing binder. Contrary to the present

pracfice of directing the laser beam on the coating itself, the

laser beam is directed through the substrate with its energy

focused on the boundary interface between the substrate and

coating. This causes the coating to be removed, as by blow-off

or explosion, leaving a clear area on the substrate forming a

positive image of the recorded material.

If a negative is desired, the removed material can be col-

lected on a backing, such as Scotch Brand tape, preferably in

contact with the coating to thus provide both a positive and a

negative of the written information from one and the same

operation.

In both instances the laser beam can be scanned or incre-

mentally positioned and a modulating device can gait the laser

beam to record machine or human readable characters.

3,787.213

PROCESS FOR MODIFYING SURFACES USING

PHOTOPOLYMFRIZABLE ELEMENTS COMPRISING
HYDROPHILIC COLLOIDS AND POLYMERI7.ABLE

MONOMERS
Joseph Edmund Gervay. 283 Spring St.. Red Bank. N.J.. and

Peter Walker. 81 Hiakah t)r.. Colts Neck. NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 864.206. Oct. 6. 1969,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

849.297. Aug. 7. 1969. abandoned, which is a continuation-in-

part of Ser. No. 766.329. Oct. 9. 1968. abandoned. This

application Jan. 19. 1972. Ser. No. 219.165

Int. CLG03C 5/00

U.S.CL 96-36 12 Claims

A photopolymcrizabic dispersion coated on a hydrophobic

strippable support and comprising a continuous phase with a

hydrophilic organic, macromolccular polymer dispersion

medium, e.g.. gelatin, and a dispersed phase including at least

one addition polymerizabic ethylenically unsaturated

monomer, e.g., an acrylic or methacrylic acid polyester such

as pentaerythritol triacrylate, and a photoinitia'or is used to

make diffusion resist layers suitable for modifying imagewise,

surfaces by diffusion etching, plating, dyeing, alteration of

sensitivity of radiation-sensitive layers, etc. On exposure to ac-

tinic radiation, the dispersed monomer droplets, having a

light-activatable initiating system in active as.sociation

therewith, polymerize or harden to various degrees depending

on the amount of actinic radiation received and the layer

becomes resistant to diffusion of aqueous, or other normally

gelatin diffusible liquids used to make solutions of materials

used to modify a surface by diffusion treatment. Exposure may

be through any suitable photographic stencil or pattern and

this leaves an image in the resist-forming layer. The exposed
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resist layer may be pressed against and transferred to a

moistened surface, e.g., a metal plate, and the hydrophobic

support stripped off. The resist-bearing surface is then

modified by diffusion of an aqueous, e.g.. aqueous ferric

chloride, etching solution to produce a permanently modified

surface such as, in the case of using an aqueous ferric chloride

etching solution applied to a copper surface, a gravure print-

ing plate. The photopolymcrizabic dispersion may be coated

directly on a surface to be modified and exposed through a

suitable transparent photographic image, e.g., a halftone

image or a gravure screen and a continuous tone image and

etched and the resist removed. The photopolymcrizabic layer

on the hydrophobic support may be laminated to the surface

to be modified, and before or after removal of said support,

the layer is exposed. The resist bearing surface can then be

modified by diffusion etching, plating, e.g.. electroplating,

dyeing, alteration of the sensitivity of radiation-sensitive

layers, etc.

3,787,216

POWDERED FAT COMPOSITION
Winston Harold WIngerd; Russell Damisch, both of Elgin, III.,

and Marshall Bozzi, Valley Stream, L.I., N.Y., assignors to

The Borden Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 103,871

Int. CLA23g J/00

U.S. CI. 99— 139 17 Claims

A composition which can be used to prepare a whipped

topping by reconstituting it with milk or water after adding su-

gar and whipping the mixture, includes, on dry basis, (a) 1-15

percent film-forming substance, (b) 10-60 percent edible fats,

(c) 10-60 percent dextrin, (d) 1-12 percent conventional edi-

ble emulsifiers, and (e) 0.1-4 percent polyglycerol esters of

fatty acids derived from butter. The novel aspect is in the use

of the polyglycerol esters which impart excellent whippability

and shorter whipping periods.

3,787,214

PROCESS FOR UNDERCOATING A SUPPORT OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Nobuhiko Minagawa, Fujinomlya, Japan, assignor to Fuji

Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami Ashigara-shi, Kanagawa,

Japan
Filed Sept. 24, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 83.656

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 24, 1970, 45-

83649
Int.CLG03c//«0. //«6

U.S.CL 96-87 R 7 Claims

A process for undercoating a support of a photographic

material is disclosed comprising providing an undercoat layer

containing gelatin and a basic substance, such as sodium

hydroxide, on an activated surface of a support comprising a

polyolefin film or a polyolefin-coated film, said basic sub-

stance being included therein so as to maintain the hydrogen

ion concentration (pH ) of the surface of the undercoat layer

at a level of from 6.6 to 9.5. A photographic emulsion adheres

firmly to the undercoated surface of the support with a mar-

kedly increased bond strength.

3,787,217

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING SEA ORGANISMS

KoyaU Nitta; Hironari Sugiyama; Kiyoshi TakiU, and Hideo

Itoh, all of Shimizu, Japan, assignors to Kumiai Chemical In-

dustry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,337

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1970, 45-

123985
' lnt.CLC09d5//4

U.S. a. 106-15 AF lOClaims

The adherence of sea organisms, such as Blue mussel,

Balanus Oysters, Hydrozoa and the like to pipes for supplying

sea water and the other articles in sea water can be prevented

by using a diphenyl ether having the general formula

NOs

(X).

3 787 215

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL WITH BLEACHABLE DYE

Bemhard Piller, Marly-le-Petit, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 46,453, June 15, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

734 205, June 4, 1968, abandoned. This application Jan. 27,

1972,Ser. No. 221.429

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, June 7, 1967,

8065/67; Jan. 18, 1968,757/68
Int.CI.G03c//70

US CI 96-99 13 Claims

Photographic, light-sensitive material is provided which

contains on a support at least one silver halide layer and at

least one layer containing a dyestuff of the formula

A-N=N-B-NH-C-X-Y-Z-C-NH-M-N=N-K
O O

wherein A. K. B. M. X and Z each denotes an aromatic

residue, the residues A-N=N-B-NH-CO- and K-N=-

N—M—NH—CO contain groups which confer solubility in

water, and Y denotes a water solubility imparting bridging

group consisting of at most 4 members.

Above all this photographic material is suitable for the silver

dyestuff bleaching process and the dyestuffs are incorporated

therein mainly as yellow, magenta or cyan image dyestuffs.

wherein X is a halogen, methyl, a lower alkoxy or amino group

and n is 1 to 3 as an active ingredient. The present invention

relates to compositions for combatting sea organisms and a

method for combatting sea organisms.

3 787 218

ZIRCON CONTAINING PRINTING PASTE FOR

OVERCLAZE COATING OF MICROELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS ON CERAMIC SUBSTRATES

Raymond Louis Dietz, Toledo, Ohio, and Allan L. McFadden,

Monroe, Conn., assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo,

Di?kion of Ser. No. 84,541, Oct. 27, 1970, Pat. No. 3,759,727.

This application Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,428

lnLCLC03c J/22, J//2,J/J0

U.S.CL 106-39.5
, ,

»«
^/f"*

Provided is an overglaze composition particularly useful for

protecting a microelectronic circuit from environmental

shock and contamination. Such an overglaze comprises by

weight about 15-60 percent PbO. 12-40 percent B,0„ 5^5

percent ZnO and produces, upon being fired from a printed

paste at a firing temperature below about 650X., a vitreous

glass coating which is substantially hermetic in its sealing

characteristics. The overglaze composition may optionally ac-

commodate up to 1 2 percent by weight of other various oxides

such as. for example. SiO„ CuO, V,Os. BaO. Bi^O,. TiO,.

ZrO, and/or may optionally accommodate up to 25 percent by

weight of dispersed particulate ceramic materials. In addition,

the coating so formed, when fired upon a ceramic substrate

having a coefficient of thermal expansion of less than about

100 X 10-' in./in./°C.. exhibits a tenacious bond and a struc-

tural stress at the bond interface of between about 2000 psi in
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compression to about 1200 psi in tension. Printing pastes are

formed from these compositions by admixing the glass

produced, in particulate form, with a conventional liquid or-

ganic vehicle in amounts sufficient to render the pastes printa-

ble.

gagement over a wide range of clearances between the ele-

ment and mating threaded surfaces, in which method a stream

of fine particles of heat softenablc resin is directed against a

threaded surface portion of a heated metallic element at a

temperature lower than that effective to form a continuous

convex curved deposit of resin. The threaded portion is kept

3,787,219

CATIOrCRYSTALLIZABLE GLASS DIELECTRIC

,COMPOSITIONS
Rajnikant Babubhai Amin, Wilmington. Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont dc Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,174

Int. CI. C03c i/22

US. CI. 106-73.3 10 Claims

Powder compositions useful for producing dielectric layers

in electronic devices at firing temperatures below lOOOX

The resultant dielectrics exhibit high Q (above 700) and

reduced, or even negative. TCC. The compositions compnse

1-40% by weight of calcium titanate and 99-60* of certain

lead-free crystallizable glasses and are optionally dispersed in

an inert liquid vehicle.

3.787,220

MOLDED ARTICLES AND FILMS

George G. Maher. Dunlap. 111., assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 190,319, Oct. 18, 1971, Pat. No.

3 730 829. This application Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,220

Int. CI. D21hi/2«.C08b 25/02. 27/04. 27//4

U.S.CL 106-214 5 Claims

A method is disclosed for the preparation of a variety of

molded articles and films prepared from gels of crosslinkcd

starch xanthate.

A nonexclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license in the in-

vention herein described, throughout the world for all pur-

poses of the United States Government, with the power to

grant sublicenses for such purposes, is hereby granted to the

Government of the United States of America.

in the stream of resin particles for a time sufficient to fill the

valleys between threads to an extent of at least one-third m

areas of the valleys adjacent the central line of the locking

patch and to form thin resin deposits in areas spaced from the

central line to give in effect an interupted ridge or bar useful

to provide locking action over a wide range of clearances.

3,787,221

PELLETS OF PRECIPITATED SILICA

Barry Topcik, Somervilk, N J., assignor to Cities Service Com-

pany, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 887,403, Dec. 22, 1969, Pat. No.

3,646,183.Thisapplication July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,944

Int. CL C08h / 7/02, C08j III 18; C09c 1128

U.S.CL 106-288 B 3 Claims

Precipitated silica pigments are pelletized employing from

about 0.25 to about 3.0 percent by weight of a surface active

agent as a binding agetit. The bulk density of the silica is

thereby increased, and by means of these pellets the silica can

be incorporated into rubber much faster and with greatly

reduced fly-loss.

3,787,223

CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION COATINGS ON
TITANIUM

Carl D. Reedy, Jr., Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 821,506, May 2, 1969, Pat. No. 3,656,995.

This application Aug. 9, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 70,345

lnt.CI.C23c 11114

U.S.CL 117-69 3 Claims

A process for coating titanium-containing substrates with a

dense, adherent, chemically vapor deposited coating by ini-

tially effecting a protective, adhesion-promoting, inter-

mediate la/er on the titanium surface and subsequently

depositing from the vapor phase a metal nitride, carbide, or

carbonitride coating on the intermediate film For example, a

titanium article may be initially nitrided to provide a titanium

nitride protective layer and titanium nitride, titanium carbide,

or titanium carbonitride may subsequently be deposited from

the vapor phase onto this film to provide a dense, adherent,

protective coating on the titanium article. The barrier layer

serves to pro-mote adhesion between the titanium substrate

and the final overlay and to prevent reaction between the sub-

strate and such a reaction ingredient as titanium tetrachloride,

which is a preferred constituent for supplying titanium in the

titanium carbide, nitride, or carbonitride final coating

3,787.224

GLASS FIBER REINFORCED ELASTOM ERS
William E. Uffner. Newark, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Coming

Fibcrglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Apr. 24, 1972. Ser. No. 230,723
,

Int. CLB32b/7//0, 25/02 I

U.S.CL 117-72 17 Claims

3,787,222

METHOD OF MAKING SELF-LOCKING THREADED

ELEMENT WITH LOCKING PATCH EFFECTIVE OVER A

WIDE RANGE OF CLEARANCES

Richard J. Duffy. Salem, Mass.. assignor to USM Corporation.

Flemington.NJ.
Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,130

lnt.CLB44d//94

U,S. a. 117-^21 ,

5 Claims

Method of making a self-locking threaded element, eg. a

screw including a strongly adhered plastic body or locking

patch 'on its threaded surface where the locking patch is

formed with a special configuration for effective locking en-

This invention is addressed to the improvement in the bond-

ing relationship between glass fibers and elastomeric materi-
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als wherein glass fibers are treated with a composition formu- wherein R' .s hydrogen or a lowerfV' ^°"7^"Sh7 ."^ ^

TaJto contain a resorcinol-aldehyde resin, a butadiene- carbon atoms; R .s either C„H,,... C„H.,, or C„H.n-s. n is

I'^rcnrvinyl pyridine terpolymer. an incompatible wax and a an integer from 1 1 to 23 and x .s an integer from 1
to 4.

dicarboxylated butadiene-styrene resin.

3,787.228'

METHOD OF FORMING DIFFUSION COATINGS

John J. Rausch, Antioch, and Ray J. Van Thyne, Oak Lawn,

both of lU., assignors to Surfalloy CorporaUon, Chicago. DI.

Continuatien-in-part of Ser. No. 768,187, Oct. 16, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,620,816. This application Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No.

198,403

Int. CI. C23c 9/00

U.S.CL117-II4R 13 Claims

A method of diffusing elements into a ferrous substrate

using molten lead as the transport medium for the elements

being diffused. Such diffusion coatings containing chromium,

cobalt, manganese, and other elements that improve corrosion

resistance of ferrous materials have considerable utility.

3,787,225

ALUMINUM PLATING PROCESS

Charies B. Roberts. Midland, and Frederick L. Acker,

Saginaw, both of Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical

Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed May 10. 1971. Ser. No. 141.957

lnt.CLC23c///00

U.S.CLII7-47R 10 Claims

Described is a closed loop method of producing a volatile

aluminum hydride trimethylamine complex, dcpositmg alu-

minum from the complex onto a substrate, and recycling

trimethylamine vapor released during deposition to produce

additional aluminum hydride trimethylamine complex.

3,787,226

METHOD OF TREATING TUBULAR GOODS WHILE
SIMULTANEOUSLY TESTING THE INTERIOR THEREOF

Jesse H. Iglehart, and Hilary H. Iglehart, both of Odessa, Tex.,

assignor? to Spinning Pipe Service, Inc., Odessa, Tex.

Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201,448

Int. CLB44d/ /02

U.S. a. 117-66 7 Claims

3 787,229

LOW-FRICnON, WEAR-RESISTANT MATERIAL

Robert G. Rudness. Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Union Car-

bide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 116,180

Int. CI. B65h 57/24; B23p 3/00; B32b 27/20

U.S.a.lI7-132BE 10 Claims

A material, and the process therefor, having at least a sur-

face layer of highly densified, uniformly disposed spheres or

spheroids partially embedded in a matrix with the exposed

segments thereof forming a uniformly wavy finish with low-

friction and wear-resistant characteristics.

A method of treating tubular goods with an inhibitor which

comprises forcing the inhibitor into intimate contact with the

surface area of the metal goods to be treated by utilizing high

pressure techniques. The inhibitor is forced into the multitude

of cracks and minute voids located in the irregular surface of

the metal, so that after the pressure is removed and the inhibi-

tor drained from the surface, a coating of the inhibitor is left

within the outer boundary of the metallic surface, thereby

forming a protective film on the surface of the metal.

Advantage is taken of this expedient to provide a method of

simultaneously treating pipe surfaces with an inhibiting agent,

while at the same time the pipe joints are hydrostatically

tested.

3 787 230

METHOD OF APPLYING POWDER PAINT

Edward P. Hoffman, St. Louis, Mo., and Robert P. SIkoreki,

Clawson, Mich., assignors to Grow Chemical Corp., New

York, N.Y. ^ .„
Filed Oct- 6, 1971, Ser. No. 187,137

Int. CL B05c 11/10; B44d 1/06, 1/08

U.S.a. 117-102 A .ul^*^"*
Powder paint is applied to an article to be coated by forming

a slurry of substantially uniformly suspended non-water solu-

ble powder paint in water, while maintaining the powder in

such substantially uniform suspension coating the surface to

be painted with said slurry, and thereafter evaporating the

water from the slurry coating and curing the powder paint to

form a substantially continuous uniform paint film on the arti-

cle Where the slurry is applied by spraying, overspray is col-

lected, the powder paint filtered therefrom and re-mixed in

the slurry being sprayed.

3,787,227

RUST PREVENTATIVE COMPOSITIONS

Nelson S. Marans, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to W. R. Grace

& Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,721

Int.CLC23f////4.C23di/00

U.S.a. 117-75 ^^^"^^

This fhvention relates to rust preventative compositions

comprising an aqueous emulsion of a compound of the general

formula:

K'

K-C-N-^CHs^C-OH
o o

3 787 231

DENTURES HAVING A DIALKYLPOLYSILOXANE
COATING

Constantin Lebel, Paris, and Pierre Pruvost, Lyon, both of

France, assignors to Rhooe-Poulenc S.A.. Paris, France

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189^97

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 15, 1970,

70.37259
Int. CL A61c 13/24

U.S.CL 117-138.8 A A^'"*T'
Dentures are coated with a film, preferably 0.25-5.0^. ot a

dialkylpolysiloxane of viscosity 300-100.000 centipoise at

25°C. The coating improves the retention of the denture m

the mouth and minimizes food adhesion.
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3,787^32

LOW TEMPERATURE CURING POLYMERS USED AS

COATINGS FOR HBROUS MATERIALS
Beia K. Mikofaivy, Sheffield Lake, and Donald P. Knechtges,

Middleburg Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.

DivisionofSer. No. 216,8I9,Jan. 10, 1972, Pat. No.

3,748,295. This application Mar. 19, 1973, S«r. No. 342,745

Int.CI.D21h//40

VS. a. 1 17— 1 55 UA 7 Claims

Vinylidene halide polymers capable of being cured at low

temperatures are prepared by the emulsion polymerization of

one or more vinylidene halide monomers with a carboxylic

acid monomer and an N-alkylol amide monomer in an aque-

ous system. The resulting polymers develop optimum or near

optimum physical properties upon curing at room tempera-

ture or at temperatures up to about 225''F. These polymers

may be used as coatings for fibrous materials.

3,787,234

METHOD OF PRODUCING A THIN FILM LASER
Vern N. Smiley, San Diego; Adolph L. Lewis, La Mesa, and

David K. Forbes, San Diego, all of Calif., assignors to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 18, 1969, Ser. No. 842,916

Int.CI. B44d 1/14

U.S.CI. II7-2I7 14 Claims

3,787,233

METHOD OF GROWING MOBILE POSITIVE ION FREE
SIO2FILMS

Ronald L. Koepp, Dayton, and Stanley J. Dudkowski, Ketter-

ing, both of Ohio, assignors to The National Cash Register

Company, Dayton, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 866.185. Oct. 14, 1969, Pat. No.

3,645,695. This application Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,546

Int.CI. B44c ///«.C23c 11/00

U.S.CI. 117— 201 5 Claims

A thin layer of laser material is deposited on an appropriate

substrate with a second layer of a suitable activator material

such as silver or copper, for example, deposited thereover

The deposition of laser material is accomplished at as high a

temperature as possible while maintaining a practicable

deposition rate The combination of layers is then baked at a

high temperature in air or an inert atmosphere for several

hours and slowly reduced to room temperature. The method

transforms the film of laser material into a single crystal or

several smaller crystallites capable of desirable laser action. In

its preferred embodiment reflective coatings, antT-reflective

coatings, and multi-layers may be employed to enhance the

laser performance.

3.787.235

METHOD OF ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC SENSITIVE
PAPFR

Satoru Honjo, and Yasuo Tamai, both of Osaka. Japan, as-

signors to Xerox Corporation. Stamford. Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 52.31 I.July 6. 1970. Pal.^o. 3.720,514.

This application Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 29 1 .437

Int.CI.B44d ///«. G03g 5/00, B44d l/IO

U.S. CI. 117-218 2 Claims

The present invention relates to a process for growing and

annealing a silicon dioxide insulator layer to obtain a mobile

positive ion free silicon dioxide insulator layer. A mobile posi-

tive ion free silicon dioxide insulator layer is required in order

to make a stable insulated gate field effect transistor. The

processing apparatus comprises a non-oxidizing, high-melting-

point platinum metal film coated quartz furnace tube, poten-

tial means for placing a positive potential upon the platinum

metal film coating of the platinum metal film coated quartz

furnace tube to repel mobile ions therefrom, heater means for

heating the interior of the quartz furnace tube, and gas means

for passing oxygen gas through the platinum metal film coated

quartz furnace tube. A silicon wafer may be oxidized in said

processing apparatus to form a relatively mobile positive ion

free silicon dioxide insulator layer of an insulated gate field ef-

fect transistor upon the silicon wafer. The silicon dioxide insu-

lator layer is relatively uncontaminated by mobile positive

ions which exist to the outside of the platinum metal film

coated quartz furnace tube. A silicon wafer which previously

has been coated by a silicon dioxide insulator layer may be

processed to remove mobile ions within the silicon dioxide in-

sulator layer. Mobile positive ions are repelled by the positive

potential applied to the platinum metal film away from the

ouUide of the quartz furnace tube, and mobile positive ions of

the silicon dioxide insulator layer within the platinum metal

film coated quartz tube are removed by the flowing oxygen gas

due to the low vapor pressure of the mobile positive ions.

2/
•

, , r , rjifftf/jijirrtf.

Electrophotographic paper is provided which comprises a

waterproof paper treated with inorganic colloidal oxide

dispersion having an electroconductive layer coated on the

treated surface and a photoconductive insulating layer resid-

ing on the surface of the electroconductive layer.

3,787,236

TUNGSTEN COATED GLASS FIBER '

Romeo G. Bourdeau. Wapping. Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford. Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 864.839. Oct. 8, 1969.

abandoned. This application Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197.913

Int.CI. B44a//02

U.S. CI. 117-227 1 Claim

A composite fiber adapted for usage as a resistively heated

substrate in a continuous boron deposition process is
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described. The fiber has a glass filamentary core provided with tective coating is a po,yrneri^:materiaJ
'^-''^^^^^^^^^^^^^

a uniform continuous coating of tungsten, the glass core hav-
;»;;^;;'; ^^J^^^^^^^ryTk^l
copolymer.

block

ERRATUM
For Class 127—1 see:

Patent No. 3.787,241

ing a coefficient of thermal expansion of 3.5 to 5.0.x 10 «

in./in./° C so as to match that of the tungsten.

3 787 237

METHOD OF MAKING A THIN FILM HAVING A HIGH

COERCIVE FIELD

Georges Grunberg; Igor Melnick. both of Grenoble, and Jean

Pierre Lazzari, Seyssinet. all of France, assignors to Commis-

sariat a I Energie Atomique, Paris. France

Continuation of Ser. No. 689,931, Dec. 12, 1967, abandoned.

ThisapplicationJune22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,640

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 23, 1966,

66.88714
Int.CI.Holf /0/02

U.S.CI.n7-239
»0C'««™«

3 787 239

CHEMICAL STRIPPERS AND METHOD OF USING

Kenneth H. Schroeder, Wilmington, Del., and George J. Kelly,

Jr., Port Murray, NJ., assignors to Allied Chemical Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y. .„,« D .

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,660, Sept. 25, 1970 Pat.

No. 3,676,219, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

866 036 Oct. 13, 1969, abandoned. This application July 10,

1972 Ser. No. 270,125. The portion of the term of this patent

subsequf^t to July 11, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int.CI.C23g//02

US CI 134-i 9 Claims

"slrippers for removal of organic films and deposits, such as

the polymeric etch resists employed in the manufacture of

semiconductors from inorganic surfaces commonly encoun-

tered in the electrical and electronic industries, are composed

of solutions of chromium trioxide in mixtures of strong nitric

and sulfuric acids containing about 2 percent to about 20 per-

cent water.

An isotropic thin film having a high coercive field for use as

a magnetic memory, and comprising a non-ferromagnetic sub-

strate at least one chromium layer having a thickness smaller

than 10 000 A overlying said substrate and at least one cobalt

layer having a thickness smaller than 1.000 A overlying the

chromium layer. In-a process for the fabrication of the thin

film the chromium layer or layers and the cobalt layer or

layers are deposited on the non-ferromagnetic substrate by

evaporation under a vacuum.

3,787,238

FLUORESCENT SCREENS

Peter C. Juliano, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,609

Int. CI. HOlj //54. C08g47//0. C09k im
U.S. CI. 1 17-335 R »C'"""*

'3,787,240

COMPOSITION SEPARATOR WITH MEMBRANCE
EXTENSION

Leiand M. Gillman, Denver, and Robert E. Stark, Littleton,

both of Colo., assignor's to The Gates Rubber Company,

Denver, Colo.

Filedjuly2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,125

Int. CI. HOlm J/04

U.S. CI. 136-30 »' Claims

5 PRorecTiy^e
COATING

4 PHOSPHOtf t-*ye^

Z SUfPORT

A fluorescent screen for use as an image intensifying screen

is provided having a support, a light reflecting layer, a layer of

fluorescent particles and an outer protective coatmg. The pro-

A composite multi-layer separator for use in alkaline elec-

trochemical cells is disclosed including at least two bibulous

layers sandwiching at least one semipermeable membrane.

The membrane layer marginally extends beyond at least one

of the adjacent bibulous layers at each point along the margin

of the composite separator. Mechanical strength and ease of

handling are supplied to the separator membrane by providing

marginally extending supporting means along the edges of the

bibulous layer(s). The separator layers may also be laminated

together for further mechanical integrity.

These separators find use in a variety of alkaline galvanic

cells particulariy in rechargeable cells such as nickel-cadmi-

um. nickel-zinc, silver-zinc, manganese dioxide-zinc. and

similar cells.

918 O.G.—55
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3.787.241

APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING DEGRADATION OF
CELLULOSIC MATERIALS

Rudolf Eickemeyer. Torwangerstr. 10. Munich, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 767.669. Oct. 15. 1968. Pat. No.

3,640.768. This application July 19. 1971.Ser.No. 163.728

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 17. 1967, P 15

67 335.5
• lnt.Cl.C13li//02

U.S. CI. 127-1 14 Claims

ment is less than 50 mole percent aluminum chloride while the

gross stoichiometric composition of the electrolyte m the

other compartment is greater than 50 mole percent alummum

chloride The difference m the relative roncentralions of alu-

minum chloride in the two compartments provides an unex-

pected improvement in the operating characteristics of the im-

proved cell of this invention.

3,787,243

ENER(;VCF1J.ENFRtiV CKLl.

John Zaieski. Pleasanlville. N.Y., assignor to P. R. Mallory &

Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 255,881

int.CI. HOlm 1/06

L.S. CI. 136-107 17 Claims

An apparatus, for decomposing cellulosic materials, in the

form of a percolator vessel, has a conical filter disposed with

apertures which is mounted on the lower portion of the vessef

A system of liquid an<J steam valves controlling the inlets and

outlets to the percolator vessel is used to treat cellulosic

material in a series of steps with resulting decomposition of al-

most the entire load of material initially placed into the per-

colator.

3.787.242

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL WITH ALUMINUM

ELECTRODES AND DIFFERENT ELECTROLYTE

CONCENTRATION IN TWO COMPARTMENTS
David W. Seegmiller. QTRS 4200A, USAF Academy, and

Lowell A. King, QTRS 4182, USAF Academy, both of

Colo.

Filed Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 134,281

Int. CI. HOlm ///OO

U.S.CH36-83T » ^'""

An electric cell having a hermetic pressure seal, and subject

to development of high internal gas pressure in the normal

operating region, and provided with an auxiliary venting re

gion at atmospheric pressure separated from the operating re

gion with a frangible disc in a separating wall between operat

ing and venting regions with cotton flock m the venting region

to retard any high pressure gas and electrolyte injected after

fracture of the disc by high pressure in operating region.

3,787,244

METHOD OF CATALYZING POROUS ELECTRODES BY

REPLACEMENT PLATING

Lee F. Schulmeister. W allingford. and Richard C. Nickols. Jr.,

'

South Windsor, both of C onn.. assignors to United Aircraft

Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 2. 1970. Ser. No. 8.035

Int.CI. HOlm /.?/04

U.S.CLI36-I20FC 3 Claims

A porous or sintered fuel cell electrcxie which is catalyzed

by means of a replacement plating process An acidic plating

solution containing a salt of a noble metal catalyst is forced

through the pores of a nickel electrode substrate and the noble

metal ions from the dissolved salt replace a thin layer of the

nickel surface within the pores.

An improved electrochemical cell of the thermal type is

described The improved cell comprises two interconnected

compartments with separate aluminum electrodes and

separate solid electrolytes positioned m each compartment

The solid electrolytic material positioned within each com-

partment consist essentially of a mixture of aluminum chloride

and sodium chloride having proportions such that the gross

stoichiometric composition of the electrolyte in one compart-

3.787.245

METHOD FOR THE BORATION OF TITANIUM AND
TITANIUM ALLOYS

Helmut Eduard Kunst. Osterholz-Scharmbeck. Germany, as-

signor to Institut Fur Harterei-Technik. Bremen-Lesum,

Germany
Filed Oct. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 84,229

lnt.CI.C23f 7/00

U.S.CL 148-6 5 Claims

Metals especially titanium and titanium alloys, are boraied

with a borating agent prepared by annealing amorphous boron
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at a temperature between 850°C and 1 .300°C in an inert gas,

especially a noble gas. The boration is best accomplished by

packing the metal into the borating agent and heating it to a

temperature between 900°C and 1,400^ while passing a

noble gas through the borating agent. Activators and inert

substances can be added to the borating agents.

3,787,248

PROCESS FOR PREPARING ALUMINUM ALLOYS

William C. Setier, Hamden; Harvey P. Cheskis, Woodbridge,

and Joseph Winter, New Haven, all of Conn.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,835

Int. CLC22f/ /04

U.S.CI. 148-11.5A 12 Claims

3,787,246

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A PROTECTIVE COLOR
FILM ON AN ALUMINUM SUBSTRATE

Hideo Tagai. No. 4-1 Den-en Chofu. Ohta-ku. Tokyo; Toshiro

Takahashi. No. 2-100 Magarigane, Shizuoka-shi, Shizuoka-

ken- Toshihiro Nagano. No. 2-100 Magarigane, Shizuoka-shi,

Shizuoka-ken; Matsuo Suzuki. No. 2-100 Magangane,

Shizuoka-shi. Shizuoka-ken; Katsushige Ikeda. No. 2-389

Nishi Awaji-cho. Higashi Yodogawa, Osaka-shi, Osaka-fu;

Takashi Kato, No. 2-389 Nishi Awaji-cho, Higashi

Yodogawa, Osaka-shi. Osaka-fu. and Nobuo Minagawa. No.

2-389 Nishi Awaji-cho, Higashi Yodogawa. Osaka-shi;

Osaka-fu. all of Japan
Filed July 6, 1971. Ser. No. 160,110

Claims priority appUc'ation Japan, July 7, 1970. 45-59267

Int. CLC23f 7/06

U.SrCL 148-6.27 ,

^^lalms

A process is disclosed for producing a firmly adhered

colored film on an aluminum substrate without anodization.

The process is carried out at certain temperatures and in the

presence of specified quantities of organic amines which

amines act to cause a coating to adhere intimately to the alu-

minum surface and impart a clear amber color to the coatmg.

to

3,787.247

WATER-SCRUBBER CUTTING TABLE

Richard W. Couch. Jr., Hanover. N.H., assignor

Hypertherm Incorporated, Hanover. N.H.

Filed Apr. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 241.783

Int.CI. B23k7//0

U.S.CL148-9R 9 Claims

The present invention teaches a process for preparing high

strength, improved formability aluminum base alloys suitable

for use as can end stock, said high strength aluminum material

of the present invention being readily compatible with alu-

minum can body material. The present invention also teaches

an improved aluminum can having ends and body of substan-

tially the same aluminum base alloy, which can as a whole is

especially convenient to process in scrap reclamation

procedures.

3,787,249

ALUMINUM ALLOY
Andrew J. Brock, Cheshire, and Michael J. Pryor. Wood-

bridge, both of Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New

Haven, Conn. i

Division of Ser. No. 148,582, June 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,720,508.

This application Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,917

lnt.CI.C22f //04

U.S.CLI48-11.5A 5 Claims

This disclosure teaches a novel aluminum alloy having high

resistance to oxidation during hot rolling, improved surface

appearance and improved bright anodizing characteristics and

the method of processing same. The alloy contains from 0.5 to

3 percent magnesium, from 0.02 to 0.5 percent silver, from

0.001 to 0.2 percent iron, from O.OOl to 0.15 percent silicon,

balance essentially aluminum, wherein the silver is substart-

tially dissolved in solid solution in the matrix.

The cutting table disclosed herein is particulariy adapted for

use in conjunction with a plasma arc cutting torch in a system

in which the torch is traversed in a pattern over a metal plate

workpiecc to perform a desired cutting operation. The cutting

table supports the workpiece at a multiplicity of points and in-

cludes means for containing a body of water with a surface in

contact or at least close proximity with the bottom of the

plate. Accordingly, as the high velocity gases performing the

cutting impinge upon the body of water, they are forcefully in-

termixed therewith. Accordingly, the particulate pollutants

entrained in the gas jet are effectively scrubbed out, rather

than being carried into the atmosphere.

3,787,250

CORROSION-RESISTANT HIGHSTRENGTH LOW-
ALLOY STEELS

Michael Korchynsky, Bethel Park; John R Bell, and Richard J.

Cover, both of Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to Jones &

Laughlin Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 123,470, March 1 1, 1971, Pat. No.

3,71 1,340. This application Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 296,721

Int.CLC21d7//4

U.S.CL 148-12 4 Claims

Low-alloy steels having five to eight times the atmospheric

corrosion resistance of carbon steels, 80,000 psi minimum

yield strengths and an overall desirable balance of mechanical

properties produced directly off the hot-mill have the follow-

ing chemistry: carbon, .04 percent to .10 percent; manganese.

.40 percent to 1 .80 percent; sulfur. .03 percent maximum; alu-

minum, .015 percent minimum; chromium, .90 percent to

1.20 percent copper, .30 percent to .50 percent; silicon, .50

percent to 1.20 percent; phophorus, .10 percent to .15 per-

cent; columbium. .015 percent to .040 percent; and zirconi-

um. .04 percent to .12 percent oita total content of rare earth

elements, such as cerium and lanthanum, such that the weight
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ratio of total rare earths to sulfur is at least 2.8 to I. In

processing the steel to strip or plate, it is hot-rolled so as to

have a finishing temperature between its A, temperature and

1.700° F. cooled at a rate between 20° F/sec. and 45 F/scc

and coiled or piled at a temperature of 1 . 1 00° F ± 1 00° F.

3.787,251

MOS SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURE WITH
INCREASED FIELD THRESHOLD AND METHOD FOR

MAKING THE SAME
Warren L. Brand, Saratoga, and Farajollah Kashkooli. San

Jose, both of Calif., assignors to Signetics Corporation, Sun-

nyvale, Calif.

Filed Apr. 24, 1 972. Ser. No. 246.9 1

8

Int. CL HO II 7/44

U.S. CI. 148-187 4 Claims

3,787.253

EMITTER DIFFUSION ISOLATED SEMICONDUCTOR
STRUCTURE

Kanu Ashar, Wapplngers Falls, N.Y., assignor to International
,

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 17, 197 1, Ser. No. 209,237

Iiil.CLH0II7/i6. /9/00

U.S.CL148-175 2 Claims

An MOS semiconductor structure and method for making

the same in which a semiconductor wafer is treated to form an

thin oxide layer having a net charge. In a specific embodiment

a positive net charge is introduced into the oxide layer through

introduction of chrome ions. Field oxide is then grown over

the thin oxide layer. The field oxide and thin oxide layers are

removed from selective portions of the semiconductor wafer

Source and drain diffusions are made into the semiconductor

wafer and a gate oxide along with gate source and drain elec-

trodes are formed. The introduction of the positive oxide

charge over the field region increases the field voltage

threshold and permits use of a thinner field oxide.

An improved self-isolated semiconductor integrated circuit

structure is formed by a novel process beginning with diffusing

a plurality of N type buried layers onto a P-type substrate and

epitaxially growing a thin P-type layer over the surface of the

P type substrate Base regions are formed by diffusing.a plu-

rality of P type regions into the P-type epitaxial layer. Collec-

tor contact regions and emitter regions are formed by simul-

taneously diffusing a plurality of N-type regions into the P

type epitaxial layer, the collector contact regions being spaced

from the P-lype base region and diffused through the epitaxial

layer to contact the N-type buried layer, and the emitter re

gions being diffused within the P-type base regions A

semiconductor integrated circuit structure results having base

regions with controllable wide range concentration levels,

formed with only three selective diffusion process steps.

3,787,252

CONNECTION MEANS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR
COMPONENTS AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Franco Filippazzi, Milano, and Franco Forlani, Rho. both of

lUly. assignors to Honeywell Information Systems Italia

S.p.A.. Milan, lUly

Continuation of Ser. No. 838,22 I.July I, 1969, abandoned.

This application Nov. 8. 1971, Ser. No. 196.380

Claims priority, application Italy. July 5, 1968. 18595A/68

Int.CLHOinWOO, 7/i6.5/00

U.S. CI. 148-175 3 Claims

3.787.254

EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING CALCIUM
NITRATE

Melvin A. Cook; Lex L. Udy, both of Salt Lake City: Mark J.

Hagmann. Midvale. and Harvey A. Jessop. Murray, all of

Utah, assignors to Ireco Chemicals. Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed June I. 1971, Ser. No. 148.941

Int.CLC06b//04

U.S.CL 149-60 19 Claims

Water containing explosive compositions, substantially sla

ble against gravitational segregation of the ingredients and

degasification, comprise a homogenous emulsion-like disper

sion of ( 1 ) inorganic nitrate oxidizer, eg, ammonium nitrate,

(2) finely dispersed particle's of liquid hydrocarbon fuel, e.g.,

fuel oil, (3) calcium nitrate and (4) an agent to sufficiently

thicken said composition to substantially inhibit such gravita-

tional segregation during formulation and/or use and improve

the water resistance of the composition.

In a semiconductor wafer having an epitaxial layer on which

circuit elements are formed, through-connections for said cir-

cuit elements to contacts formed on the opposite surface of

the layer are provided by tapered high conductivity semicon-

ductor regions insulated from the body by a thin layer of

dielectric material and in contact with suitably doped portions

of thcepitaxial layer to provide insulation by means of rever-

sely biased junctions.

3,787.255

INSULATED CABLE WITH SHEATH OF CONTROLLED
PEEL STRENGTH AND METHOD

Francis F. Carini, Pittsburgh. Pa., and Steven R. Abbott, Vin-

cenncs, Ind., assignors to Essex International, Fort Wayne,

Ind.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,077

Int.CLH01b/i//4

U S CI 156—51 5 Claims

A hi^h voltage electrical cable having at least two layers of

^
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cross-linked polyolefin insulation, i.e. polyethylene; the exter-

nal layer being semi-conductive and strippable from the inter-

a current of supersonic frequency, and a pointed amplitude

magnifying horn secured to the vibrator. To depict letters or

patterns, a metal foil is placed on either side of the substrate

the horn is urged under slight pressure against the surface of

nal layer Controlled strippability is accomplished by sulfonat-

ing the respective layers at their contact interface.

3,787,256

NONWOVEN SHEET STRUCTURES FROM MODIFIED

POLYOLEFIN FIBERS

Kurt A. Nowotny, Camas, Wash., assignor to Crown Zeller-

bach Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,212

lnt.CI.D21ji/00

156—62 2 8 Claims

^"a sheet structure prepared from modified polyolefin fibers

and a method of preparation of the structure. The fibers are

modified by introducing thereinto halide groups and acid

groups with disassociatable hydrogen ions, and from this a sta-

bilized water dispersion is prepared. A mat is prepared from

the dispersion of fibers.

3,787,257

METHOD TO SEAL TWO MATERIALS TO EACH OTHER

AND A DEVICE TO CARRY OUT THE METHOD

Jan Akerlund. Malmo. Sweden, assignor to AB Akerlund &

Rausing, Lund, Sweden ,„, ,ci
Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203.151

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 7, 1970, 16509/70

Int.CKB32bJ///6,J//00
..,,_, 15 Claims

U.S. CI. 156-73

the metal foil or substrate and the vibrator is moved by hand in

the X and Y directions to depict letters or patterns whereby

portions of the metal foil are separated and are firmly adhered

to the surface of the substrate.

3 787 259

VINYL CHLORIDE RESIN BACKED FLOOR COVERING

Martin J. Kleinfeld. Woodbridge, and Alfred J. He.nr.chs,

Hamden, both of Conn., assignors to Unlroyal Inc., New

^Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 73,452, Sept. 18. 1970

abandoned. This application Nov. 10. 1971, Ser. No. 197,303

Int.CLB32b 5/20, i//26

^ ^, .^^ -ia 6 Claims
U.S.CL 156—78

^<-^1&^r^ci£t^

Two sheets of packaging material at least one of which has a

plastic surface on at least one side are sealed together by mov-

ing them past a vibrating heater block which vibrates in a

plane normal to the plane of the sheets. The sheets are located

between the vibrating heater block and a support for these.

Floor covering is backed by applying to the back of the fioor

covering dry. solid fragments of prefiuxed plasticized vinyl

chloride resin compound, in the form of granules or dice, or

example. Heat is applied to melt the prefiuxed vinyl granules

or the like in situ on the back of the fioor covering to form a

continuous backing sheet which is firmly adhered to th^ n««;

covering. The backing thus formed can serve to lock the tufts

in place in a tufted carpet. The prefiuxed granules or frag-

ments can contain a chemical blowing agent which decom^

poses during the heating, producing a resilient vinyl foam

backing. Since the vinyl granules can be of various colors, a

tweed or multi-colored backing can be produced.

3,787,258

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DEPICTING LETTERS.

PATTERNS AND THE LIKE ON SUBSTRATES

Tadao Takahashi, and Shojl Kitabayashi. both of Tokyo,

Ja^an, assignors to Iwatsu Electric Company Limited,

""'^"''^FI.edSept.l8,1969,Ser.No.859,052

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 24, 196», «.»-

68233
Int.CI.B32bi///6

^. .«.^ ni 4 Claims
U.S.CL 156—73 ^ f„„„f

Apparatus for depicting letters or patterns on the surface of

a substrate with a metal foil comprises a vibrator energized by

3,787,260

PROCESS FOR MAKINGJCOMPOUND TEXTILE
MATERIALS

Helmar Passler; Adolf Heger, and Sabine Fronius, all of

Dresden, Germany, assignors to VEB Textilkombmat Cott-

bus, Cottbus, Germany ,,. ,e.
Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,253

Int.CLD06my//00
^ ^. .e^ O.I 17 Claims

U.S.CL 156—84
Compound textiles, particularly compound sheet materials

as used in the garment and interior decorating arts, are made
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agent which preferentially affects the said selected areas by

reaction with said free radicals; and finally uniting the selec

tively shruifkcn sheet on one or both of its major faces with

another fabric.

3.787.261

PROCESS FOR TEXTURIZING FIBERS OBTAINED BY

SPLITTING SYNTHETIC FOILS AND PRODUCTS MADE
THEREFROM

Adolf Heger; Helmar Passkr. and Ellen Patitx, all of Dresden,

Germany, assignors to VEB Textilkombinat Cottbus, Cotl-

bus, Germany
Filed Jan. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 221.362

Inl.CI. D02g//0«

L.S.CL 156-84 14 Claims

paratus for removing such tires in the uncurcd state from a

high-crowncd drum on which the same arc built.

JT 10 3

•J"

» 5

1

Fibers obtained.by splitting synthetic foils and the resulting

products are texlurized by subjecting the foil or the fibers ob-

tained after splitting and prior to their separation to a cross-

sectionally differential modifying action, and thereafter con-

tacting the modified foil or fibers with a shrinking agent, or

subjecting the foil or fibers to stretching.

3.787.263

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR STICKINCJ AN APEX

Rl BBEK STRIP ON BEAD RIN(;S FOR USE IN

PNELMATIC TIRES

Hisashi Yonekawa; Minoru Miyaoka. and Norio Abe. all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Bridgestone Tire Company

Limited. Tokyo. Japan
|

Filed Dec. 15. 1971. Ser. No. 208.237

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 19, 1970, 45-

113587
I

Inl. CI. B29h / 7/.i4

U.S.CL156 136 2 Claims

3,787.262

TIRE BUILDING DRUM
Paul E. Appleby. Cuyahoga Falls; Max D. Brinkky. North

Canton, and Robert I. Griffiths. Akron, all of Ohio, assignors

to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Sept. 24, 197 1. Ser. No. 183,484

lnt.CLB29h 17116

U.S.CL156-123 18 Claims

Method and apparatus for removing a tire too large for

unassisted manual handling from a collapsible building drum

The drum comprises both articulated and individually

removable segments and is collapsed after removal of certain

segments by supporting the tire externally as by a crane sling,

and moving the tire axially, axial movement of the tire being

sufficient alone to cause the articulated segments to be col-

lapsed permitting continued movement of the tire completely

off the drum.

The foregoing abstract is not to be taken as limiting the in-

vention of this application, and in order to understand th* full

nature and extent of the technical disclosure of this applcia-

tion, reference must be made to the accompanying drawings

and the following dcUilcd description.

A method of and apparatus' for automatically sticking an

apex rubber strip on bead rings for use in pneumatic tires on

mass production basis are provided whereby a number of bead

rings may be fed to and disposed on a pair of driving rollers

one by one and a continuous apex rubber strip may be fed to

the outer periphery of each bead ring. Successive steps of

sticking the forward end of the apex rubber strip on the outer

periphery of each bead ring, rotating the driving rollers, de-

tecting the arrival of the forward end of the apex rubber strip

stuck on the outer periphery of each bead ring at its final posi-

tion around the bead ring, obliquely cutting the rear end of

one turn of the apex rubber strip, re-starting the rotation of

the driving rollers and sticking the rear end of the apex rubber

strip thus cut on the bead ring, and replacing the bead ring

with a new bead ring, are performed automatically.
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.,. r. ... 157
'"'•^'•^'"''''''

lOClaims 70955, Nov. 6, 1970,45-97193; Dee. 29, 1970.45-132946
U.S.CL 156-157

Int. CLB65h 25/00. B65c9/0«

U.S.CL 156-361 4 Claims

jj /S<2

Apparatus for splicing the loading end of a rotating replace-

ment roll to the moving web of an expiring supply roll of sheet

material including a main tab member adhesively attached to

the underlying layer of said replacement roll and having

spaced portions adhesively attached to the leading end; and, a

reinforcing tab adhesively attached to the leading end substan-

tially between the spaced portions whereby, upon the applica-

tion of adhesive and upon the adhesive engagement of the

leading end with the moving web. the leading end is torn away

from attachment with the main tab member.

3.787.265

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FIBROUS

STRUCTURES
Paul H. McGinnis. Kings Mountain; William D. McLaughlin,

Jr., and Robert E. Swander, both of Charlotte, all of N.C.,

assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 237,832

Int.CI. D04hi//6

U.S.CLI56-I67 6 Claims

A labeller comprising a casing which is provided with a tape

support supporting a tape carrying labels, means for detaching

each label by the reverse turning of the tape, a tape feed

means, a window supporting the detached label, and a holding

portion; a label pushing-out means having a pushing-out por-

tion corresponding to said opening and having at least one

pushing-out spring; and a movable member engaging and dis-

engaging said tape feed means and said pushing-out means,

said movable member being adapted to engage said pushing-

out means to move together therewith and to disengage said

pushing-out member at a predetermined position of said push-

ing-out member while said spring is in a tensioned condition.

3,787,267

LABELLING MACHINE
Clifford H. Neer, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Burt Machine

Company, Incorporated. Baltimore, Md.

Division of Ser. No. 605,279. Dec. 28, 1966, Pat. No.

3 648,823. This application Dec. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 888,092

Int. CI. B65c 9/42, 9//2

U.S.CL 156-363 5 Claims

Apparatus and method for producing filamentary material

by extruding substantially axially through an orifice compris-

ing contacting the extruded filament stream downstream of

the orifice and prior to hardening with a plurality of converg-

ing substantially planar, high velocity gas streams, each mov-

ing substantially in the direction of the filament stream such

that they converge upon the filament stream at an angle of

from about 45° to 5° from the axis of the polymer extrusion

nozzle The planes of the gas streams intersect at a point which

is at a distance measured perpendicularly from the axis of the

extrudate stream at least equal to the diameter of the extru-

date stream.

A labeling machine having primary and secondary label

feed assemblies provided in the present labeler with a com-
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mon source of intermitlenl power for feeding labels that can

be selected to actuate either assembly from a reciprocatmg

power driven member through over runnmg clutches to give a

positive label feeding movement without and to prevent

backlash to the label pack supporting and feeding elements

The assemblies may operate independently of each other

or/and in an interdependent manner to maintain the top or

operating label pickup level of the label pack at a substantially

constant operating level. With the present label feed

mechanism the operating of the labeler may be continuous

without the necessity to stop the labeling operation when in-

troducing a fresh pack of labels to the machine The primary

label pack feeding mechanism stops automatically upon the

exhaustion of the labels of the pack The secondary label pack

feeding mechanism also stops automatically upon reaching a

predetermined feeding height rather than to a point of

complete exhaustion of its respective labels or label pack to

prevent breakdown clashing between the primary and secon-

dard feeding mechanisms.

.

plastic wherein the sheet is preheated by passing it over a

healed roller and then passed over a heated joining roll having

3,787.268

HANK FORMING MACHINE FOR A POLE

CONSTRUCTION AND A METHOD OF FORMING A POLE

Arthur Leslie Scott, Columbia; J. Hilton Parsons, Jr.. and John

S. Hammond, Newb«rry, all of S.C, assignors to

Shakespeare Company, Columbia, S.C.

Filed Nov. 22, 197 1, Ser. No. 200.874

Int. CLB65h 54/56

U.S.CL 156-425 25 Claims

N '̂M irfl.:

a nip formed with a pressure roll and feeding a freshly ex-

truded hot strip into the nip and onto the sheet and thereafter

applying localued ciH>ling after the strip.

3.787.270

SPLICING TAPE DISPENSER

James L. KinR. Sudbury. Mass.. assignor to king Instruments

Corp.. Waltham, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 9.552, Feb. 9, 1970. Pat. No. 3.637,153.

This application Apr. 28. 197 1, Ser. No. 138.033

Int.CL B3lf 5/OA, B65h /V/2«

IJ.S.CL 156-506 16 Claims

The roving is fed between the spokes of the rotatable

member of the hank forming machine to form a plurality of

drapes of variable lengths The drapes are thereafter lifted and

pressed against the mandrel for subsequent movement

through the deformable orifice. After wrapping with cel-

lophane, the assembly is cured so as to form a self-supporting

pole. The length of the drapes between the spokes can be

varied so as to form a tapered pole or a pole of variable

thickness. •

e o ' o 'O o

POM* JO «0 9C '?C

Apparatus for dispensing and applying adhesive splicing

tape comprising means for feeding splicing tape from a spmil.

means for severing said tape, and means for applying the

severed tape to two tapes to be spliced.

I

3,787.271

TAPE AND APRON DISPENSING APPARATUS

Stanley L. Wahlquist, 3203 S. Main St., Rocktord, III.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280.562

Int. CI. B32bJ//0«

U.S.CL 156-554 * SCUims

3,787,269

APPARATUS FOR MAKING A FLEXIBLE CLOSURE

Tanashi Noguchi. Seisan Nippon Sha Ltd. New Kohjimachi

BMg. No. 3 5-chome, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178.086

• Int.CI.B32bJ//J0

U.S.CL 156-498 14 Claims

A mechanism and method for attaching strips such as those

having an interlocking profile thereon to a laminated sheet of

A tape and apron dispensing apparatus in which the apron

roll and tape roll are mounted for rotation about spaced, rela-
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lively parallel axes at one side of an elongated body member

and the portion of the body member intermediate the tape and

apron rolls is shaped to provide a handgrip paralleling the path

of withdrawal of the taped apron and adapted to be grasped m

one hand to enable hand manipulation of the tape and apron

dispensing apparatus when applying the taped apron to a sur-

face to be masked.

product has a predetermined pattern. A coarse surface on

other parts are formed with ajjattern having extremely minute

and fine projections and depressions. The label equivalent

35 33 32 3/ 36

GLASS FABRIC SUITABLE FOR CASTS, BANDAGES,
AND THE LIKE

John L. Nlsbet, and Hubert C. Woodall, Jr., both of Winston-

Salem. N.C., assignors to Carolina Narrow Fabric Company,

W inston -Salem, N.C.

Division of Ser. No. 888,447, Dec. 29, 1969, Pat. No.

3 686,725. This application Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 282,927

Int.CI.A61l/5/00

U.S. CI. 161-89 9 Claims

^xL^ikAk'
10

portion indicates the predetermined pattern by a contrast of

lusterless parts and lustrous parts. The manufacturing method

produces the synthetic resin moulded product with the label

equivalent portion.

3,787,275

PHONOGRAPH RECORD DISC

Susumu Genma, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama-city, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed May 24, 1971, Ser. No. 146,045

Claims priority, application Japan, May 25, 1970, 45/44661

Int. CI. B32b J/00

U.S.CL 161-116 3 Claims

m^^^^mm^

A relatively open air permeable glass fiber fabric for use in

orthopedic casts, bandages and the like and comprising inter-

laced chemically desized glass yarns consisting essentially of

filaments having an average diameter not greater than about

0.00021 inches.

3,787,273

LOW STRETCH SECTIONAL ABRASIVE BELTS

John Okrepkle, Troy, N.V., and Henry J. Swiatek, Mentor,

Ohio, assignors to Norton Company, Troy, N.Y.

Filed June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,306

Int.CLB24d///00

U.S.CL 161-87 6 Claims

Sondsiit Coot
Abrasive Groin

A relatively heavy woven fabric is provided of such con-

struction and finish that, when used as a backing member for

coated abrasive material, a sectional abrasive belt can be

manufactured of desirably low stretch characteristics.

A synthetic resin moulded product has a moulded label

equivalent portion having mirror-like smooth surface parts

with a pattern and coarse surface parts in parts other than the

pattern. The coarse surface parts have extremely small minute

projections and depressions over the whole surface thereof,

and also undulating uneven parts with another pattern. The

label equivalent portion indicates the one pattern by a con-

trast of the lusterless parts formed by the coarse surface and

the lustrous parts of the smooth surface, and at the same time

indicates another pattern by the undulating uneven contour in

the coarse surface. The manufacturing method forms the

synthetic resin moulded product with the label equivalent por-

tion.

3,787,276

CORRUGATED CARDBOARD CONTAINING SULPHUR
FOAM

Guy J. Jacquelin, Boulevard du Marechal Joffre, 38 Grenoble,

France
Filed Apr. 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 33,0 1

6

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 13, 1970,7013233

Int. CLB32b/ /00,i/2S

U.S. CI. 161-137 2 Claims

3,787,274

PHONOGRAPH RECORD DISC

Susumu Genma, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Yokohama-city, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed May 21, 1971, Ser. No. 145,688

Claims priority, application Japan, May 25, 1970,

45/44660; May 25. 1970,45/44659

Int. CI. B32b 3100

U.S.CL 161-116 *5','',!!1!

A synthetic resin moulded product has a moulded label

equivalent portion. A min-or-like, smooth surface on the

This invention relates to a new elementary material which is

a con-ugated cardboard comprising a corrugated sheet, made
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of cellulosic material, with parallel corrugations, covered with

at least one coating sheet and in which at least a part of the

space between a face of said corrugated sheet and the cor-

responding coating sheet comprises a sulphur foam The in-

vention also relates to a process of manufacturing the above-

defined material.

Then, after completion of the foam rise but before substantial

curing, the foam, or a section thereof, is compressed to a frac-

tion of its free rise volume and thereafter curing of the foam is

completed.

Molded, multiple density foams are of particular utility in

making bucket seats for use by the automotive industry.

3,787.277

MONO-GRAIN LAYER MEMBRANE
Joris Jan Cornells Oomen, and Donald Robert Wolters, both of

Emmasingcl. Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 7 1.467, Sept. 1 1, 1970, abandoned.

This application May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252.669

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Sept. 18, 1969,

6914202
lnt.CI.B32b5//6

IJ.S. CI. 161-87 3 Claims

3.787.279

SHOCK AND FIRE ATTENUATING FUEL TANK
Henry F. Winchester. Cerritos. Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy. Washington. D.C.

FiledMay 22. 1972. Ser. No. 255.369 ,

Int.CI. B32b.V«4 I

U.S.CI. I6I-I60 2 Claims

UhOISTURBlO
fOim \

A membrane comprising a film of synthetic resin in which a

piece of wire gauze is embedded The apertures of the piece of

wire gauze accom,modate grains which protrude through the

surface on one or both sides of the film. Such a membrane

may be used a,s a partition between two compartments. De-

pendent on the properties of the grains, molecules, ions and/or

electrons may be transported selectively from one compart-

ment to the other.

RA/ttHCTIOS

compacrto
rOAM

MOLDED MULTIPLE DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM
W illiam C. Ready, East Haven; John E. Puig, Wallingford, and

Bruee G. Van Leuwen, Hamden. all of Conn., assignors to

Olin Corporation. New Haven. Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 41.372. May 28. 1970. Pat. No. 3.658.972.

This application Jan. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 220,517

Int. CI. B32bi/26

U.S. CI. 161-159 4 Claims

A self-scaling fuel tank subject to penetration by projectiles

that is improved with the addition of a layer of rigid, fiber-

reinforced foam material attached contiguous to the outside

wall surface of the fuel tank to enhance the resealmg>of the

punctured tank wall and to reduce the vulnerability of fires ex

ternal and internal to the tank, and further improved by the

application of a layer of a similar foam material as a liner in-

side the tank to reduce damage caused by hydraulic ram pres-

sure effects.

3.787,280

RESINOUS PRODUCT HAVING SHARP COLOR
DEFINITIONS THEREIN

Robert P. Conger. Park Ridge, and Seevaram N. Varadhacna-

ry. North Plainfield, both of N J., assignors to Congoleum In-

dustries. Inc.. Kearny. N.J.

Filed Mar. 16. 1971. Ser. No. 124.930

Int. CI. B32b.V/6. B44f //W;

U.S.CL 161-168 14 Claims

A method of producing extruded resinous products from a

blend of variously colored resinous granules which contain

multifunctional monomers which have been crosslinked in the

formation of the chips together with other chips having no

cross-linking monomer present, and the product so produced.

3.787.281

FORMING A HYDROLYTICALLY STABLE BOND
BETWEEN GLASS AND

POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE
John A. Effenberger. Wilmington. Del., assignor to E. 1. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington. Del.

Molded, multiple density polyurethane foams and a process Filed 0<^'-
29.
J968 S«r. No 77 1,574

,

for their preparation are disclosed The free rise of a polyu- Int. CI. B32b / 7,04,27,28
^^ ^^^^^

rpthane foam forminc reaction mixture, placed in a mold. IS U.S. CI. I6I— i»o
. . ._ , r-w .^

constrained or limited in one or more sections of the mold. PolytetraHuoroethylene is contacted with glass fiber coated
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with either an amino-functional. water-hydrolyzable organo

silane or methacrylato chromic chloride and sintered under an

o o o o
II [j

p "

H0C-H>-C-I0-C-K'*-C01I

where R^ has the meaning given above. The above diacid may

then be reacted with beta-propiolactonc, the polycarboxylic

acid and the polyhydric alcohol to form an improved

polyesteramide containing repeating units which may be

represented by the structural formula

r O

STRAIN -

o
I,—OC-K5-CO- a

L J

r o

occnjCHj-

incrt atmosphere to obtain bonding between the glass and the

polytctrafluoroethylcnc.

3 787 282

POI YESTERAMIDES PREPARED BY REACTING BETA-

PROPIOI ACTONE WITH AN AZIRIDINE SALT, A

POLYCARBOXYLIC ACID, AND A POLYHYDRIC
ALCOHOL

Rav C Christena. Wichita; Earnest L. Johnston. Clearwater.

and Ronald W. Whobrey, Wichita, all of Kans.. assignors to

Vulcan Materials Company. Birmingham. Ala.

Filed Oct. 20. 1971, Ser. No. 190,819

Int.CI.C08g20/iO
^. ..r. ine 10 Claims

U.S.CL 161-195
An improved polyesteramide is produced by reacting beta-

propiolactonc with an aziridine salt represented by the struc-

tural formula:

where R', R\ R' and R" have the meanings given above.

3 787 283

TREATMENT OF WASTE LIQUOR FROM PULP

PRODUCTION

Donald R. Sheeley; James H. Rion; William R Cook and Wil-

liam A. Biggs, Jr., all of Hartsville, S.C, assignors to Sonoco

Products Company, Hartsville, S.C.
.. ,oin

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 37,184 May 14, 1970

abandoned. This application Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,776

lnt.CLD21c///02.////2

U.S.CL 162-36
9 Claims

O O

HOC—U'—CO- MI:N
• \

H2

K3

CH;

wherein R' represents a divalent radical such as alkylene.

arvlcnc or aralkylenc, wherein one or all of the hydrogen

atoms thereof can be substituted with F. CI. Br,Wr
alkyl and/or lower alkoxy; and where R and K

represents monovalent radicals such as hydrogen, alkyl,

or aryl, .,

and with a polycarboxylic acid, such as malcic or dimer acid,

and with a polyhydric alcohol, such as castor oil or 1 .6-hexane

diol the thus formed polyesteramide contains repeating units

which may be represented by the structural formula;

o O"

-0("-K'-C-

ro o -1
-

£,„i_Lc-u.-co-|-n„.]-

o
1'

-OCCHjCHj-

wherein R' has the meaning given above; R^ represents a

divalent radical such as aminoalkyleneoxy or oxyal-

kyleneamino, R^ represents a divalent radical such as

alpha-beta ethylenically unsaturated alkylidene, and R

represents a divalent radical such as alkylene or alky-

lidene. ^ u ^ A

The above aziridine salt may also be reacted with an acid

represented by the structural formula

O O
!l

HOC—H'-COH,

wherein R' has the meaning given above, to yield a diacid

represented by the structural formula

A process and apparatus for treating concentrated spent

liquor from a soda-based pulping process to recover sodium

for reuse in the pulping process and to prevent the "-^1 pollu^

tion of streams and air caused by the usual eftluent from the

pulping process. The process and apparatus comprises the fol-

lowing s^eps and apparatus. Concentrated spent liquor con-

taining sodium is mixed with recycled finely-divided reactive

alumina hydrate and formed into solid pellets by ^praymg the

concentrated liquor-aluminum hydrate mixture onto a bed of

ecycled sodium' aluminate furnace ash in an enclosed rotating

container and tumbling the mixture and ash. The solid pellets

are combusted and reacted by feeding the pellets through a

furnace operating at a temperature below the fusion temp6ra-

U^re of sodium aluminate and at a sufficiently high t^mpera-

^re to combust the organic portion of the pellets and react

the sodium content thereof with the alumina to form addi-

tional sodium aluminate as a particulate ""^"^ed ash. The

resulting furnace ash is pulverized and a portion thereof is

recycled for subsequent reuse in the treating process. The

remaining portion of the ash is dissolved in water to form a

solution of sodium aluminate. The sodium aluminate solution

s reacted with either sulphur dioxide or carbon dioxide or

both to form sodium sulfite and/or sodium carbonate pulping

chemical and alumina and alumina is separated for reuse m

the treating process.
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3.787.284

DEVICE FOR DISCHARGING CELLLLOSIC PULP FROM
A DIGESTER

Johan C. F. C. Rkhter. St. Jean Cap Ferrat. France, assif(nor

to Kamyr Aktiebolag. KarlsUd, Sweden

Filed June 19, 1^72. Ser. No. 264,240

Claims priority, application Sweden, June 22. 1971,

"8073/71

Inl.CI. D2lc7/0«

U.S. CI. 162-246 2 Claims

of which consists of six or eight fuel rods, respectively The

deflectors are rigidly connected to grids between the fuel rods

so that the rods may expand freely in the grids.

3,787,286

FUEL ASSEMBLY FLOW REDISTRIBUTION
Andrew James Anthony. Tariffville. Conn., assignor to Com-

bustion Engineering. Inc.. Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec. 17. 197 I. Ser. No. 209.081

lnt.CI.G2lc-?/i2./.V24

U.S.CL 176-78 5 Claims

At least three sets of scraper devices are inserted in the bot-

tom of a continuous cellulose digester for forwarding pulp

passing along the axis of the digester and within a partition

therein through a first discharge outlet, and pulp passing along

the shell of the digester and outside said partition through a

second discharge outlet Each scraper device comprises a

radially directed inclined shaft extending through the digester

shell and said partition, said shaft carrying scraper arms

sweeping the inside of a calotte-shaped portion of said parti-

tion as well as scraper arms sweeping the inside of a hemi-

spherical bottom portion of the digester shell.

Flow deflector apparatus is provided in fuel assemblies of a

nuclear reactor to effect mixing of the coolant flowing in

channels between adjacent members thereof The apparatus

comprises metal strips containing prepunched tab projections

that are attached to at least some of the members that com-

prise the fuel assemblies.

3.787.285

FUEL ASSEMBLY FOR A NUCLEAR REACTOR AND A

NUCLEAR REACTOR CORE COMPRISING SUCH FUEL
ASSEMBl lES

Jorgcn Marstrand. Gentofte. Denmark, assignor to Atomcncr-

gikommissioncn. Copenhagen, Denmark
Filed Feb. 8. 1971. Ser. No. 113.242

Claims priority, application Denmark, Feb. 13, 1970, 721

lnt.CLG2lei/J2

U.S. CI. 176^78 S Claims

3.787.287

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF L-TYROSINE

Hirohsi Hagino, Tokyo; Kiyoshi Nakayama. and Hajime

Yoshida. both of Sagamihara. all of Japan, assignors to

Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan *
|

FiledJulyS. 1971.Ser. No. 160.933

Claims priority, application Japan, July 17. 1970,45-62062

Int. CI. CI 2d 13106

U.S.CL 195-29 15 Claims

L-tyrosine is produced by cultunng an L-tyrosine-producing

strain of coryneform glutamic acid-producing bacteria

represented by Corynehactenum gluiamuum in a nutrient

medium, accumulating L-tyrosinc in the medium and recover-

ing the L-tyrosine therefrom.

3.787.288

METHOD FOR PREPARING ALPHA-
AM INOBENZYLPENIC I LLIN

Yoshinobu Miyamura. Hofu; Fumio Kalo. Shiiuoka, and Ryo

Okaehi. Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Kyowa Hakko

Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 14, 1970, .Ser. No. 80,773

Claims priority, application Japan. Oct. 16. 1969.44-82241

lnt.CLC12dV/2(;

U.S.CL 195-36 P 10 Claims

A process for the selective production of a-amino-bcnzyl-

penicillin from 6-aminopenicillanic acid, functional deriva-

tives thereof and acid addition salts thereof whereby the reac-

A fuel assembly in which the fuel rods are arranged in a hex tion takes place in the presence of an a-aminobcnzylpenicillin

agonal or square, regular pattern, but in which single rods are producing enzyme derived from a microorganism belonging to

omitted systematically and deflectors substituted therefor, the genum Pseudomonas Especially suitable are Pi^iidomofioj

each deflector normally being situated in a duct, the partition melanogenum and Psfudomonas ovalis.
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3 787 289

METHOD OF PRODUCING DEXTRANASE

Randall Scott Davis, La Habra. and Don Lee Isenberg, Irvine,

both of Calif., assignors to Beckman Instruments, Inc., l-ul-

lerton,CaliL ,^^-,,a
Filed Aug. 30. 1971, Ser. No. 176,314

lnt.CLCI2d/i//0

U.S. a. 195-65
^ ^ K'*""""n

The instant disclosure relates to a method of obtaining an

extracellular endodextranase enzyme. The method involves

inoculating into an aqueous nutrient medium contam.ng

dextran and an assimilable nitrogen source, thereby forming a

culture, an aerobic bacterial strain which has the following

characteristics:

gram reaction — positive

shape — rods

motility — positive

spores - sporulation difficult to demonstrate in nutrient

agar but easier in growth limiting medium such as citrate,

sporangia dermitcly swollen

agar colonies — round, opaque

glucose agar - positive for growth, acid from glucose using

peptone as a source of nitrogen

growth factors - slight if any growth in minimal media

catalase — positive

lecithin — no hydrolytic zone formed

milk agar — positive zone of hydrolysis

starch — positive zone of hydrolysis

gelatine agar - positive zone of hydrolysis

glucose asparagine agar - scant growth

soybean agar - positive for growth

nutrient broth - uniform turbidity followed by clearing and

formation of sediment

sodium chloride (NaCI) broth - after 2 days incubation.

growth in 5'3f^ NaCl broth, no growth in 1% NaCI broth

nitrites — not produced from nitrates

citrate — not utilized

tyrosine agar - red-brown pigment after 2 days.

The culture is then incubated until extracellular en-

dodextranase is elaborated therein. The bacteria are

thereafter separated, thereby leaving a solution containing the

extracellular endodextranase enzyme. The aerobic bacterial

strains used in this method are also disclosed.

3,787,291

LIQUID ANALYSIS APPARATUS

Rudolf Deuringer, El Toro; Robert A. Ray, and James C.

Sternberg, both of Fullerton, all of Calif., assignors to

Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 816,329, April 15, 1969, Pat. No.

3 701 716. This application Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 203,094
'

' Int.CLC12k///0

U.S.CL 195-127 2 Claims

waONom

I

I .1 IIL, —

An apparatus for batch analysis of liquid samples wherein

syringes are employed for delivering repeatable volumes of re-

agent to a cell prior to the addition of a sample and for

withdrawing liquid from the cell after analysis thereof. Sensing

means, such as a polarographic oxygen sensor, is mounted in

the side wall of the cell with it sensing ^"d ':ontacting the

liquid therein. A stirring element is positioned *'»h.n the cell

and rotated about the vertical axis of the cell so that a high

tangential stirring force is produced to promote mixing of

sample with reagent and to optimize sensor performance, yet

only small sample volumes are required. The apparatuses par-

ticularly suited for rate sensing batch analysis of biological,

fluids such as blood or urine.

3,787,290

METHOD AND MEANS FOR ASSAYING BIOLOGICAL

FACTORS DEMONSTRATING QUANTAL RESPONSE

SaulKaye, 1001 Ridge Ct.,Evanston,in.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,707

Int.CLC12k//04

U.S.CL 195- 103.5 R »» Claims

3 787 292

APPARATUS FORPYROLYSIS OF WASTES

Ernest W. Keappler, 1015 Pegg Rd., East Point, Ga.

Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,480

Int.CLClOb///0

U.S.CL202-I18
9 Claims

/^

24

oof>0amH^^^=
-̂3^

Method and apparatus for sampling a system to obtain a se-

ries of al.quots from the system in a single step and for inocu-
^.

lating a correlated series of sample-accepting zones in a single

procedural step, each zone including indicator means for

manifestation of organism growth in the ^«"«-
7*)^^f

^ ^^1; ^^^^^od and apparatus for the pyrolysis of solid wastes in-

tal response and a measure of the concentration of biologi

/J^y'' ^^ /^^^ ^ plurality of interior temperature

cally a'ctive entities contained in the system being analyzed cju'img a retort defin^ g p^^^ ^^ y^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^

may be conveniently and accurately determined. zones, a nea g
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for rotating said retort about said heating means, a waste in

feed, a residue outlet, and at least one Huid exhaust means

communicating with the interior of said retort.

3,787.293 "

METHOD FOR HYDROELECTROMETAIJ.lRdV
Hiroshi Kametani, Hatogava. Japan, assignor lo Director of

National Research Institute for Metals, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 3, l«»71,Ser. No. 112.180

ln(.Cl.C22d 1116. 1114. HIS

II.S.CI.204 IR 9 Claims

I

—
' 1

'

t ,

xaiot Gflsj r
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3,787.295

METHOD OF ELECTROLYTIC COLORING OF OXIDE

LAYERS ON ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM BASE
ALLOYS

Frill Endinger: Walter Zweifel, both of Neuhausen, and Fritz

Schneeberger, Schaffhausen, all of Swilierland, assignors to

Swiss Aluminium Ltd., Chippis, Switzerland

Filed Apr. I, I97I.Ser. No. 130,484

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr.

4867/70
lnt.CLC23b9/«2

U.S.CL204-35N
Method for electrolytic coloring of oxide layers produced

by anodisation on aluminum and aluminum alloys, in at least

two color sequences, consisting in using one coloring elec-

trolyte which contains at least two metal salts of which each

one renders different colors to the others, for example copper

and tin salts, the different color sequences being obtained by

adjusting the electrolysis AC-current voltage adequately The

counter electrode may be of the same metal that is dissolved in

form of a salt in the electrolyte

2, 1970,

^

7 Claims

iPwobucTl

A hydroelectrometallurgy methtxl comprising suspending

particles of a crude metal or metal sulfide m the anode zone

and seed particles of pure metal in the cathtxle zone, causing

such particles to collide with the surfaces of the anode and

cathode, respectively, and thereby effecting the correspond-

ing electrochemical reaction on each of the particles, whereby

metal ions are formed in the anode zone and the seed particles

grow into coarse particles in the cathode zone as the result of

precipitation of the metal thereon. According to this method,

since the total surface area of the particle is very large, a

greater electric current can be applied as compared with the

conventional electrolytical refining or winning method, and

the manufacturing rate of pure metal can be increased greatly

3.787.296

NON-POISONOUS ZINC PLATING BATHS

Hidenori Hayashida. 210 Higashi Amakawa-cho, Takatsuki.

and Ryoji Nakahara. 440 Deguchi. Hirakata. both of Japan

Filed Apr. 7. 1971.Ser. No. 132.218

Claims priority . application Japan, Apr. 24, 1970. 45-347 1

7

Int. CLC23b.S//2, 5/46

U.S.CL 204-55 R 5 Claims

A non-poisonous zinc plating bath comprising a fundamen-

tal plating composition including zinc salt and ammonium salt

with or without hydroxy carboxylic acid, a sulfate compound

or compounds having the general formula A — B —CHjCH,
O, ,«,SO,M, an alkylnaphthylketon compt>und or compounds

having the general formula

H:

and a nitrogen-containing heterocyclic ring compound or

compounds substituted with carboxyl group having the

general formula

3,787.294

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A SOLID LUBRICANT SELF-

SUPPLYING-TYPE CO-DEPOSITED METAL FILM

Shigehiko Kurosaki, 8-14 Nagisa Higashi-machi, Hirakata, and

Yoichiro Okamoto. 609 Gakuen Asahi Molo-machi, Nara.

both of Japan

Filed Dec. 7. 197 1 , Ser. No. 205,726

Int. CI. C23b 7/00. BOlk 5100

U.S.CL204-I6 4 Claims

A process for producing a solid lubricant self-supplying

type co-deposited metal film in which fine powder of mor

ganic polymer of graphite fluoride is dispersed in a metal plat-

ing bath in the presence of a co-deposition assisting surfactant

having C - F bond in molecules selected from the group com-

prising cationic surfactants, nonionic surfactants and

amphoteric surfactants which exhibit cationic characteristic at

the pH value of a particular plating bath employed with or

without levelling and brilliance imparting agents and a metal

coating or film is deposited on a substrate so as to co-deposit

graphite fiuoride in the metal coating A mechanical part hav-

ing a graphite fiuoride co-deposited metal coating thereon

produced by the process. A metal plating bath employed in

the process.

K- -coon

or mixture thereof

3.787.297

ZINC PLATING BATH AND METHOD
Merton M. Beckwith, and Grace F. Hsu. both of Rockville.

Conn., assignors to Conversion Chemical Corporation.

Rockville, Conn.

Filed Oct. 26. 197 1. Ser. No. 192,624

Int. CI. C23b 5//2

U.S. CL 204-55 R 21 Claims

An aqueous bath for producing zinc electrodeposits upon

metallic surfaces has a pH of 4.0 to 9.0 and contains zinc ion.

chloride ion, and a surface-active constituent including at

least one N-acylatcd sarcosine derivative. Preferably, the bath

also contains one or more auxiliary surface-active agents, and

it may in addition include brighteners, buffering agents,

chelating agents, etc.
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3,787,298

ANODIZING ALUMINUM FOAMS

Leonard M. Niebylski. Birmingham. Mich., assignor to Ethyl

Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Filed Aug. 9. 197 1 . Ser. No. 170,335

Int. CLC23b 9/02

U.S.CL 204-58 _ H^^The
Strength of metal foams is enhanced by anodizing. The

strength increase may not be immediately apparent, but may

require aging Anodizat.on is preferably carried out by apply-

mR voltage across a cathode (in contact with the electrolytic

bath) and the foam anode and then immersing the anode m

the bath Improved results arc also obtained if surfaces not to

be anodi/ed are not contacted with the electrolytic bath. The

electrolyte can optionally contain a Huorinc acid such as HF

and HBP, These tend to make the foam less porous. Preferred

foams are made of aluminum base metals.

high melting, low volatile coal tar pitch. An improved potlin

ing protects against electrolyte penetration and circulating

metal erosion of the potlining surface, and improves conduc-

tivity the lining bottom is sealed and smoothed with graphite

suspended in molten pitch, which is absorbed by capillary at-

traction and which increases conductivity. The lining walls

arc sealed and smoothed with a similar mixture of fiuorspar

and pitch, which decreases conductivity.

3.787,299

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSATION OF CARBOXYLIC
ACIDS

Fritz Beck. Ludwigshafen; Juergen Haufe. Lambsheim. and

Heinz Nohe, Ludwigshafen. all of Germany, assignors to

Badische Anilin- & Soda- Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Lud-

wigshafen/Rhein. Germany

Filed Mar. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 26.943

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 28. 1970,

Int CI. C07c 69134. 67/00. C07b 29/06

U.S.CL 204-59 R
^

^C'-""'

Process for the electrochemical condensation of carboxylic

acids in a solvent, in which the electrolyte is caused to fiow at

a rate of from 05 to 2 m/sec between pairs of electrodes

which are impermeable to liquids and arc spaced from 0.1 to 2

mm apart.

3,787,301

ELECTROLYTIC METHOD FOR PRODUCING HIGH-

PURITY NICKEL FROM NICKEL OXIDE ORES

Christian H. Bozec; Bernard G. Dulong, both of Le Havre, and

Robert Y. Lemarinel, Sainte-Adresse, all of France, as-

sienoni to "Le Nickel," Vervile Propriete. Pans, France

Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,774

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 29, 1971,

71.10924
Int.CI.C22d,///4,C22b2i/(J6

u.s.a.204-n2
^c'-'""'

3,787,300

MFTHOD FOR REDUCTION OF ALUMINUM WITH

IMPROVED REDUCTION CELL AND ANODES

Arthur F. Johnson, 203 Creole Ln., North Gate Urban Farms,

Franklin Lakes, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 172,047, Aug. 16, 1971. This appl.cat.on

Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,706

lnt.CLC22di//2. BOIk J/04. J/OS

U.S. a. 204-67 * Claims
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aromatic polyaldchydcs and derivatives thereof, of the formu-

la:

CHO-R-CHO •

wherein R is an aromatic radical of the formulae:

hydrofluoric acid and hydroxide base and further optionally

concentration of the hydrofluoric acid via membrane electro-

dialysis, to produce anhydrous HF.

K3'
/\/XX or ^3-.<"-<

a divalent benzene ring, a substituted divalent benzene ring or

a divalent polycyclic aromatic ring The aforementioned for-

mulae may be substituted by .a variety of groups described

hereinafter in the specification However, ortho-dialdehydes

are excluded from the scope of the present invention

3,787,305

METHOD OK APPLY INC; A COATING TO A PART

Norman Edmund B.llard. Derby, England, assignor to Rolls-

Royce (1971) Limited, London, England

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,814

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 17, 1971,

28369/71
Int. CI. C2ih 13100

L.S.CL204-I81 14 Claims

The invention comprises a method of applying a coating to a

steel part in which a coating of aluminium powder and organic

resin is clcctrophorctically applied to the part, the coating is

heated to drive off the resin, and the aluminium coaling is im

pregnated with a high temperature resistant base material.

3,787,303

RADIATION CURABLE POLYENE-POLYTHIOL
COATING COMPOSITIONS

James L. Guthrie, Ashton, and Francis J. Rendulic, Ellicott

City, both ot Md., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co., New

York,N.Y.
Filed Dec. 17, 1971, S«r. No. 209.369

lnt.CKB01j///0. ///2

U.S.CL 204- 159.15 8 Claims

The invention disclosed is directed to a method for over-

coating which includes applying to a substrate a novel

photocurable lacquer composition having as essential in-

gredients a polyene selected from a particular group of

polyenes which contain at least 2 reactive unsaturated carbon-

to-carbon bonds per molecule, a polythiol containing 2 or

more thiol groups per molecule and a resin component, and

thereafter exposing the applied composition to actinic radia-

tion for a period of time sufficTent to photocure the applied

composition to provide an overcoating. Optionally, a sen-

sitizer may be included if desired to decrease curing time and

improve efficiency. The method is particularly useful for high

speed overcoating printed metal articles such as cans. Over-

coatings thus provided are found to be characterized by high

strength, good scratch resistance, freedom from tackiness and

excellent transparency.

3,787,304

PRODUCTION OF HF FROM FLUORINE BY-PRODUCTS

Fredenck P. Chlanda, Rockaway. and Kang-Jen Liu, Somer-

villc, both of N J., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,013

Int. CI. BOld /i/02

IJ,S. CL 204- 180 P .5 Claims

3,787,306

PROCESS FOR THE CONCURRENT RECOVERY OF ACID

AND METAL VALUES FROM SPENT PICKLE ACID

CONTAINING THE SAME
Franklin C. Senior. Phoenix, Ariz., and Douglas MacGregor.

Murray, Utah, assignors to Cationic Corporation, New York,

TSl Y
FiledOct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190,882

InLCLC22d///4.///6. //24

U.S.CL204-I05R 13 Claims

b

5
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3,787,311

CATHODE FOR THE WINNING OF ALUMINUM
Hubert Winner, Ludwigshafen-Mundenheim, and Kurt Lauer,

Schriesheim, both of Germany, assignors to Gebr. Giulini

GmbH, Ludwigshafen am Rhein. Germany

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,457

Claims priority, application (Germany, Dec. 12, 1970, P 20

61 263.9

Int. CI. BO Ik J/0«, C22d J/02

U.S. CI. 204- 294 2 Claims

UW-

7 J

4

8 9

In the winning of aluminum by the electrolysis of alumina

dissolved in molten electrolyte, wherein the electrolysis cur-

rent passes through the surface of a carbon cathode, the elec-

trolysis current is equalized over the surface of the carbon

cathode.

3,787,312

DEVICE FOR PASSING SUBSTRATES THROUGH A
VAPOR DEPOSITION ZONE

Rudolf Wagner, Buchs, and Roman Schertler, Wolfurt, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Balzers Patent-und Beteiligungs

Aktiengesellschaft, Balzers, Liechtenstein

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,066

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 21, 1971,

13822/71
Inl.CLC23c/ 5/00

U.S.CL204— 298 8 Claims
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3,787,3 IJ

PRODUCTION OF HIGH-OCTANE, UNLEADED MOTOR
FUEL

Ernest L. Pollitzer, Skokie, III., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines. III.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,352

Int.Cl.CIOg.?y/0«

U.S. CI. 208-60 10 Claims

A naphtha boiling range charge stock js converted into a

motor fuel which does not necessitate the incorporation of

metal-contaming additives otherwise required for suitable

anti-knock characteristics The process involves a combina-

tion of hydrocracking and catalytic reforming, and is effected

in a manner which significantly decreases the quantity of

methane and ethane produced The novel form of

hydrocracking results in a product predominantly comprising

naphthenic hydrocarbons and highly branched paraffins, the

latter being predominantly isobutane Following separation to

recover the isobutane, catalytic reforming is utiliTied to

dehydrogenate the naphthenic compounds to produce an aro-

matic concentrate.

3,787,314 I

PRODUCTION OF HIGH-OCTANE, UNLEADED MOTOR
FUEL

Georfte R. Donaldson, Barrington, and Ernest L. Pollitzer,

Skokie, both of 111., assignors to Universal Oil Products Com-

pany, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308.353

Int. CI. C10% 39/00

U.S. CL 208-60 10 Claims

A device for coating substrates in a vacuum plant compris-

ing a vacuum chamber which is adapted to be subjected to

reduced pressures and which includes at least one pair of

laterally spaced sources for producing a deposition vapor cur-

rent of the material to be coated in a deposition zone

therebetween. A conveyor is movable through the chamber

and through the deposition zone. A slider shield carrier ex-

tends over the conveyor and is supported thereon for move-

ment through the deposition zone and provides a covering to

shield the conveyor parts against the deposition of the materi-

al thereon The substrates are supported preferably on each

side of the slider shield carrier and they are moved with the

carrier on the conveyor to expose them to the vapor deposi-

tion current.

A charge stock containing kerosene boiling range hydrocar-

bons is converted into a high-octane motor fuel which docs

not require the use of metal-containing additives otherwise

needed for suitable anti-knock characteristics. The process in-

volves a combination of hydrocracking and catalytic reform-

ing, and is effected in a manner which significantly increases

the quantity of normally liquid motor fuel product. The novel
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form of hydrocracking results in a product P;;;^";"'"^"^'^

comprising naphthenic hydrocarbons and highly-branched

paraffins, the latter being rich in isobutane. Following separa-

tion to recover the isobutane, catalytic reforming is utilized to

dehydrogenate the naphthenic compounds, and dehydro-

cyclisizc paraffinic hydrocarbons, to produce an aromatic

concentrate.

sludge. A rotating skimmer l^ad removes an upper layer of

the sludge blanket whereas the clarified effluent flows under

the baffle and out over an annular weir for discharge. The con-

3 787 315

AI KAI I METAL DESULFURIZATION PROCESS FOR

PETROLEUM OIL STOCKS USING LOW PRESSURE

HYDROGEN
Roby Bearden, Jr., and Thomas E. Fink, both of Baton Rouge,

La., assignors to Esso Research and Engineermg Company,

Linden, N.J.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,555

lnt.CLClOg/V/00. /7/00

U.S.CL 208-208 M " ^Wnis

CfFUJOfT

«e >i%»u«i
n.

^"r-

(4X90UW) xmjm ^sinmieTttif

centrated sludge removed from the concentrator is '"troduced

into an anaerobic digester, along with primary
^'^^fj^^^'\l

primary settling tank of the system. One overall effect .s to

reduce the size required for the digester.

to

3,787,317

PROCESS FOR THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC
SEPARATION OF MIXTURES

Dieter Jaworek, Tutzlng/Obb, Germany, assignor

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany

FiledApr.l5,l971,Ser.No. 134,256

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 28, 1970, V zo

20 789.0
Int.CLBOld/5/OS

. ,.« 11 r- 13 Claims
U.S.CI. 210—31C

I ow sulfur-content petroleum oil stocks are P <^P-^^d
^y

contacting a sulfur-containing oil stock with an alkali metal,

preferably sodium, or an alkali metal alloy, preferably sodi-

um/lead, thereby producing a mixture comprising a low sulfur

content oil contLing alkali metal salts dispersed therein^The

alkali metal treating step is conducted m the presence of low

pressure hydrogen, i.e., 25 to 500 psig. The resulting mixture

Ts then treated with either water or H,S thereby disengagmg a

ubstan al portion of the salts from the oil. The salt phase is

hen blended with a molten sulfur-rich alkali metal Poysuf.de

thereby forming a sulfur-depleted alkali metal polysulfide

which L subTequ'ently decomposed electrolytically to form al-

kali metal.
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3,787,316

FOAM FLOTATION CONCENTRATION OF SEWAGE

Edw?nH. Brink, San Jose, and Warren G. Palmer, Santa

Clara, both of Calif., assignors to FMC Corporation, San

D^n 'of Ser. No. 6,868, Jan. 29, .970, Pat. No- 3^42,6.7.

This application Nov. 22, 197 1, Ser. No. 200,841

Int.CLC02c///4,//26
2 Claims

^A ^uspJns7on of activated sludge from a secondary settling

tank is concentrated by a bubble flotation process. Air is

forced through a mixture of water and a surfactant m a shea

^e foamer I low pressure to produce a stable foam of small

a^^bubbles in water. The foam is pumped into the suspension

entering the concentrator and the bubbles attach to the solids

tnT suspension. The mixture of foam and suspension is

released within a baflle in the concentrator tank, causing the

urfactanTsh.elded air bubbles to lift the solids to which they

havrbecome attached and form a blanket of concentrated

Mixtures of substances are resolved into their coiriponents

by use of molecular sieve and/or ion exchangers wherein at

least two different molecular sieve chromatographic separa-

tion materials, and optionally an ion exchange chromato-

graphic separation material; arc arranged directly behind one

another, at least one ion exchange material and/or molecular

sieve material being followed by at least one molecular sieve

material. Examples of materials separated are dextran blue

(A), catalase (B). haemoglobin (C), chymotrypsin (D).

cytochrome C (E). and dinitrophenyl-asparagmic acid (F).

assignor to

3,787,318

SOLIDS-LIQUID SEPARATOR

John R. Coleman, Jr., Burghausen, Germany,

Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 246,036

Int.CLB01di9//0

110—65 6 Claims
^"
Wet iump7of solid, together with free liquid, e.g.. coke fron,

a coke drum, fall onto a sloped deflector formed of parallel
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spaced angle irons or bars The solids bounce off the dcnector wire form A solution of californium values is added to palladi-

onto a storage plow while the free liquid, together with liquids um metal p«.wdci. dried, blended and pressed into a compact

having a uniform distribution of californium The californium

values arc decomposed t»> californium oxide or metal by heat-

ing in an inert or reducing atmosphere. Sintering the compact

to a high density closes the matrix around the dispersed

californium T' • sintered compact is then mechanically

shaped into an elongated rod or wire form.

shaken from the solids, run downward between the spaced

angle irons or bars.

3.787.319

AMINE/PHOSPHATE COMPOSITION USEFUL AS

CORROSION AND SCALE INHIBITOR

Arthur Lee Larsen. Denver. Colo., assignor to Marathon Oil

Company. Findlay. Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 8 1 2.847. April 2. 1969. abandoned. This

application Oct. 18, 197l,Ser.No. 190.266

Int.CI.C23f ////6

U.S.CL 252-8.55 E 10 Claims

A composition useful as a corrosion and scale inhibitor is

obtained by reacting an N-secondary alkyl alkylene diamine

(e.g., contains an average of eight-20 carbon atoms in the

alkyl group and two-four carbons atoms in the alkylene

group) and a phosphate ester, obtained for example by react-

ing about equal molar amounts of polyphosphoric acid and a

condensation product of an aliphatic primary alcohol

(preferably contains three-six carbon atoms) and at least 1

mole (
preferably 1-10 moles ) of an alkylene oxide (

preferably

ethylene oxide). Final reaction product can have a pH of 5-9.

3,787.322

CATALYST FOR PURIFICATION OF EXHAUST CASES
FROM MOTOR VEHICLES AND INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

Edgar Koberstcin. Alzenau. and Kduard Lakalos. Hurth-Hcr-

mulhcin. both of Germany, assignors to Laportc Industries

Limited, London. England and Deutsche (Jold- und Silber-

Scheideanstalt vormals Rocssicr^ Frankfurt. (Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 827.136. May 23. 1969.

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 523,564.

Jan. 28, 1966. abandoned. This application Jan. 25. 1971. Ser.

No. 109.617

Inl.CLBOlf ///^M. ///22 I

U.S.CL252 465 18 Claims

This invention provides a catalyst composition for use in ox-

idative reactions at high tcmperaturcse g . the oxidation of ex-

haust gases from internal combustion engines, which catalyst

comprises an at least substantially homogeneous mixture of

aluinium oxide of cubic structure (i.e.. of the gamma series)

oxide of copper and chromium, and optionally at least one

compound of at least one other element of (iroup Ma of the

Periodic Table, the proportion of the aluminium xoide being

from 20 percent to 45 percent by weight of total catalyst

weight, together with said at least one other compound, ex-

pressed as oxide, the mole ratio of copper oxide t«> chrcimium

oxide in the oxide of copper and chromium, expressed as

CuOCriO,. being from 1 2:1 to 2 21. and the majority of

oxide of copper and chromium being of a size of from 5 to

5^. The invention also provides a process for making such a

catalyst.

3,787,320

OILS RESISTANT TO HIGHLY REACTIVE CHEMICALS
Dietrich Erdmann; Istvan Namenyi; Bruno Hampel. all of

DarmsUdt. and Werner Herbert. Markdorf. all of Germany,

assignors to Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit beschrankter

Haftung. Darmstadt. Germany
Filed Feb. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 116,230

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 18, 1970, P 20

07 245.1
Int.CI.C10m//iO

U.S.CL 252-54 12 Claims

Perfluoropolyether lubricating oils resistant to degradation

by a variety of corrosive chemicals, including boron

trifluoride. sulfur tetrafluoridc and uranium hexafluoride, are

characterized by being substantially free from components

reactive to uranium hexafluoride.

3.787J23

PRODUCTION OF ETHYLENE POLYMERS AND
ETHYLENE COPOLYMERS

Itsuho Aishima. Tokyo: Hisaya Sakurai: Yukichi Takashi,

both of Kawasaki: Hideo Morita: Yoshiyuki Hirotsu. both

of Yokohama, and Tetsuo Hamada. Kawasaki, all of Japan,

assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kahushiki Kaisha. Tokyo.

Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 840,187. July 9, 1969, abandoned.

This appUcation Nov. 17, 1971,S«r.No. 199,785

Claims priority, application Japan, July 16, 1968,43/49654

\nt.C\. cost 1/44,3106,15104

U.S. CI. 260-88.2 F ^ Claims

C»CLO«>lT»»e

CM,

CMj

-sro-m

3,787,321

CALIFORNIUM-PALLADIUM METAL NEUTRON
SOURCE MATERIAL

Burton L. Dahlen, Aiken; Wilbur C. Mosly, Jr., New Ellenton; ^
Paul K. Smith, and Edward L. Albenesius, both of Aiken, all ^>v

of S.C, assignors to The United States of America as
,

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis- "

sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 1, 1971. Ser. No. 158,999

Int. CI. COlg 56/00

U S CI 252—301 1 R 4 Claims

Californium as metal or oxide, is uniformly dispersed The polymerization of ethylene and the copolymerization of

throughout a noble metal matrix, provided in compact, rod or ethylene with one alpha-olefin having three to 10 carbon

T i»p«>
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atoms in the presence of a catalyst prepared by the reaction

between (A) at least one compound of the general formula;

R'R^HSiOAlX'X*

wherein R' and R* represent independently members selected

from the group consisting of alky! groups having one to five

carbon atoms, cyclohexyl. phenyl and 1-naphthyl; X' and X

represent members selected from the group consisting of al-

kyls having one to five carbon atoms, cycloalkyls having four

to six carbon atoms, phenyl, p-tolyl and halogens selected

from the group consisting of CI, Br and I and at least one of X

and X, represents said halogen, and (B) at least one com-

pound selected from the group consisting of

1. TiXV VX%, TiX='^(OR=')„ VOXVr(OR=')r and VOX',

wherein X^ represents halogen selected from the group con-

sisting of CI, Br, and I; R' represents one member selected

from the group consisting of alkyls having one to six carbon

atoms, cyclohexyl, phenyl and p-tolyl; p is an integer of 2 to 4.

q is an integer of 1 to 3; r is an integer of 1 to 2; and

2 the solid compounds obtained by the reaction between

one member selected from the group consisting of TiX»4,

VX'4. TiX'4^(OR'),. VOXVrand VOX'3 and one member

selected from the group consisting of AlR*r(OR*)u^X 3_v,

SiR-aH. (R'HSiO).. R«R»R"'SiO-(R"HsiO),-SiR'"R*R* and a

combifiation of one member selected from SiRSH, (R^HSiO),

and R«R»R'»SiO-(R"HSiO),-SiR"'R"R* and one member

selected from AICI3, AlBrjand FeCU wherein R' and X^

represent independently the same groups as defined above; R^

and R* represents independently the same groups above-

defined R^ R*. R', R*. R*. R'" and R" represent indepen-

dently the same groups as above-defined R' or R*; q and r

represent independently the same integers as above-defined; v

is an integer of 1 to 3, h is or an integer of 1 to 2. y is an in-

teger of 1 to 3 and v-(-K-t-y=3; s is an integer of 3 to 6; f is at

least one and the viscosity of R-R-R-oSiO-CR'-HSiOr

SiR'^R'BS is at most 2.000 centistrokes. the mole ratio of the

compound (A) to the compound (B)being0.5- 5 : 1.

3,787,325

ALKYLAMINO SPIRO ( 12.H[ I |BENZOPYRAN [3,2F1QUI

NOLINE-I2,rPHTHALIDE
Troy Eugene Hoover, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Nov. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 90,098

Int.CLC07dii/4«

U.S.CL260-287R 2 Claims

A chromogenic compound of normally colorless form is dis-

closed which is colorable to forms such as orange-red or red

when brought into reactive contact with an acidic material.

Examples of these chromogenic compounds include 6'-

dicthylamino-2'-thiomethymuoran, 6'-dicthylamino-2'.3'-

methylenedioxyfluoran or 9-ethylamino-spiro| 12-H-benzo

I
1

I
xanthenc-12. I'-phthalidel.

3,787,326

CHROMIUM (MI) COMPOSITIONS AND THEIR

PREPARATION
Alden J. Deyrup, West Chester, Pa., assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 19,608, March 1, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 25,097,

April 2, 1970,abandoned. This application Dec. 22, 1971, Ser.

No. 210,833

InLCI.C07f ///OO

U.S.CL 260-438.5 R 43 Claims

Coordination complexes of chromium (III) and fumaric

acid and certain substituted fumaric acids; the preparation of

aqueous solutions of such complexes; and the use of such solu-

tions for treating metal, metal oxide and glass substrates for

the purpose of improving the bonding thereto of subsequently

applied organic polymer adhesives. Preferred coordination

compounds of fumaric acid have the approximate formulas

(Cr(H,0)(C,H,0,)l„X,. lCr(H,0),(C,H,0.)l„X. and

|Cr,(H,0),„(C,H,OJl„X„ where X is a noncoordinated

anion and a is its valence. The preferred anion is nitrate. Also

a method for treating substrates to improve adhesion of

polymers thereto, by contacting the substrate with an aqueous

solution of fumaric acid or certain substituted fumaric acids

and a Cr*' salt which yields the Cr(HjO')6*'' ion. at 90°-100 C.

and a pH of 1.8-2.4.

3.787J24

4-HYDROXY-3-(3-lSOXAZOLOCARBAMYL)-2H-l,2-

BENZOTHIAZINE 1, DIOXIDES AND PROCESS FOR

THEIR PRODUCTION

Harold Zinnes. Rockaway; Martin L. Schwartz, Gillette,

and John Shavel, Jr., Mendham, all of N.J., assignors to

Warner-Lambert Company, Morris Plains. N.J.

Filed Mar. 1 , 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 19,967

Int. CI. C07d 93102

U.S. CL 260-243 R 4 Claims

Compounds having the following structural formula are dis-

closed:

OH

CNH-ii fr-R'

3 787 327

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING MINUTE CAPSULES

HAVING POLYNITRILE CAPSULE WALLS

Donald D. Emrick, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,228

Int.CL BOlj 13102; B44d 1/02

U.S.CL 252-316 2 Claims

A process is disclosed by which minute capsules can be

manufactured, en masse, and wherein the capsule wall materi-

al includes a polymeric nitrile composition. The process is dis-

closed to be one of liquid-liquid phase separation of the

polymeric nitrile capsule wall material and the phase separa-

tion is disclosed to be accomplished from a vehicle of an aque-

ous solution relatively concentrated in inorganic salt. The

phase separation is accomplished by diluting the vehicle to a

point where the nitrile polymer is no longer soluble.

wherein R, is hydrogen or methyl and R„ and R3 are hydrogen

or alkyl. These compounds are useful as anti-inflammatory

agents, antipyretics, analgesics.

3,787,328

METHOD OF REDUCING EMISSION OF POLLUTANTSiN

EXHAUST GAS FROM AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE AND MATERIAL THEREFOR

John W. Deline, 6100 E. Sixth Ave., Denver, Colo.

Filed July 23, 1971, Ser. No. 165,495

Int.CLB01d5J/i4

U.S. CL 252-427 5 Claims

A method for reducing emission of pollutants in the exhaust

gas from an internal combustion engine comprising removing
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from said exhaust gases a portion of the hydrocarbons con-

tained therein and reducing the amount of carbon monox.dc

oas contained therein by contacting said hydrocarbons and

laid carbon monoxide gas with a porous cellulos.c material

.uch as rice hulls and ground corn cobs thereby absorbing ana

adsorbing said hydrocarbons within and upon said rice hulls

and using said absorbed and adsorbed hydrocarbons to oxidize

the carbon monoxide gas The process also includes removing

from said exhaust gas a portion of those gases contributing to

the production of photochemical smog and. also, reducing the

amount of carbon monoxide gas by contacting said gases with

a chemical activator selected from the group consisting of

copper oxide, copper chloride, and compounds of the transi-

tional elements thereby oxidizing said portion of said ga^s.

The cellulosic material may be moistened and a portion

thereof is preferably charred.

3 787329

SILICON CONTAINING MOLYBDENUM CATALYSTS

Stanky Bnic« Cavitt, Austin, Tex., assignor to Jefferson

Chemical Company, Inc.. Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 28, 1970, S«r. No. 102,137

Int.CLC07d//0«

US. CI. 252-431 R
. l?"**""

Stable homogeneous silicon-containing molybdenum

catalysts are prepared by incorporating silicon ligands into

molybdenum compounds prepared by reacting an ammonia-

containing molybdate with a hydroxy compound, for example,

an organic primary or secondary alcohol, a glycol or a phenol

The hydrocarbon-soluble, silicon-containing molybdenum

solutions are useful as homogeneous oxidation catalysts, par-

ticularly for the oxidation of olefins to olefin oxides. Olefin ox-

ides are useful in the manufacture of non-toxic antifreeze

urethanegrade polyols and many other applications. The sil-

icon-containing molybdenum catalysts of the invention may

also be used as metal plating solutions, lubricant additives.

Digments. ammoxidation catalysts, printmg inks, or solution

components for organic laser devices. They may also be used

as catalysts or co-catalysts for various polymerization

processes, such as homopolymerization of isocyanates. iso-

cyanate-polyol reactions, or olefin oxide polymerization reac-

tions.

3,787,331

CATALYST BASED ON ALUMINUM FLUORIDE FOR THE

FLUORINATION IN GASEOUS PHASE OF
HYDROCARBONS

Giovanni GroppeUi; Vittorio Fattore; Martino Vecchio. aU of

MiZ. and Vrlnio Castellan, Bollate, all of Italy, assignors

to Montecatini Edison S.p.A.. Milan, Italy

Filed Oct. 7, 1969, Ser. No. 864,519

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 10, 1968. 22295/68

lnt.CI.B0lj///7«

U S CI 252-442 *
^'"'"

A catalyst is disclosed for the preparation of fluroinated or

chlorofluonnated hydrocarbons through fluorination or

chlorofluorination reactions in gaseous phase, the catalyst

composing aluminum fluoride or fluonnated alumina contam-

ing minor quantities of manganese, chromium and preferably

alL nickel compounds present in quantities -«";f^P«"*l'"8^o

the following percentages by weight of metal based on the

otal from 0^5 to 5% of Mn. from 0. 1 to 5% of Cr. and up to

5% of Ni. The manganese, the chromium and (when present)

the nickel are at least partially present in the form "f haj'^"'

and in particular the fluorides, or as oxides or as oxy-halides.

3.787330

REHNING AGENT FOR OILY SUBSTANCES

Yuilro Sugahara, Tokyo; Kouichi Usui, Tsunioka-shi; Hiroyu-

ki Naito. Tsunioka-shi, and Syoji Matuza^a, Tsunioka-shi,

all of Japan, assignors to Mizusawa Kagaku Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha. Higashi-ku, Osaka, Japan

Filed Sept. 26, 1969. Ser. No. 861.494

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 1, 1968, 43-70809;

Aug. 14,1969,44-63837
lnt.CLB0lj///62

U.S.a. 252-437 ^ Claims

A refining agent for oily substances comprising granules or

small aggregates of an acid-treated product of clay consisting

predominantly of montmorillonite having a specific surface

area of at least 1 20 square meters per gram and a pore volume

of at least 7 milliliter per gram, said pore volume bemg

defined by the equation:

nx(lM,)/(l/^2)

wherein d, is the apparent density of the small aggregates. J. is

the true density of the acid-treated product of montmoril-

lonitic clay, and n is the pore volume m milliliters per gram.

Such granules or small aggregates are prepared by a process

comprising intimately contacting a clay consisting predorn.

nantly of montmorillonite and containing acid-soluble basic

constituents with an acid or aqueous solution thereof and

forming a small aggregrate-like solid product therefrom; dry-

ing the product; extracting the basic constituents from the

solid product; and thereafter recovering the small aggregates.

3,787332

CARBON MONOXIDE CONVERSION CATALYSTS

Andre Sugier. Ruel Malmaison, France, assignor to Institut

Francas du Petrole, Des Carburants et Lubrifiants, Bois-

Prcau, France ,^ ^^. I

Filed July 21, 1970, Ser. No. 56,974

Claims priority, application France, July 25, 1969,

69.25671 ,,,, I

Int.CI.B01jy//22.;//06, /;/22

us CI 252-443 30 Claims

This'invention relates to a catalyst, to a process for the

manufacture thereof and to a process for manufacturing

hydrogen by reacting carbon monoxide with water at

|SO°-SSO°C in the presence of the above catalyst, mis

catalyst comprises an active phase consisting of the mixed ox-

ides of (a) copper and (b) a trivalent metal selected from alu-

minum, chromium, manganese, iron and cobalt, at least ftO^r

bv weight of said mixed oxides having a spinel structure Iht

catalyst is manufactured by admixing the catalyst components

in solution with a heat-decomposable complexing organic

compound or with a heat-decomposable gel-forming com-

pound, the solvent being evaporated thereafter and the mix-

ture being finally roasted at a temperature of at least -OO t

3,787333

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF AN AUTOMOTIVE
EXHAUST GAS CATALYST

Shoichi Ichihara, Ibaraki; Hauruichi Hara, Toyonaka, and

Takashi Ohara. Nishinomiva, all of Japan, assignors to Nip-

pon Shokubai Kogyo Co., Ltd., Higashi-ku. Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 16, 1971. Ser. No. 199378

Int.CI.B01j///06. ////2

US CI 252-465 26 Claims

"a method for preparing a catalyst suitable for use in a cata-

lytic system for oxidation of air pollutants in automotive ex-

haust gases, such method comprising, in combination, the

steps of mixing and kneading a nickel source and a chromium

source and. as a binder, a member selected from the group

consisting of an alumina sol and a soluble aluminum hydrox-

ide and as a carrier, activated alumina, molding the resulting

mixture with a catalyst molder into a desired shape, drying the

formed material, impregnating the dried formed material with

a solution of a palladium salt, drying the thus impregnated

formed material, and thereafter calcining same.
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3,787334

PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF OXIDATION
CATALYST

Keisho Yamada; Sumlo Umemura; Kyojl Ohdan, all of Ube;

Mikio Hidaka, Shimonoseki; Yasuo Bando, Ube; Kazuo Fu-

kuda, Ube. and Masao Sawazi, Ube, aU of Japan, assignors to

UBE Industries. Ltd., Yamaguchi-ken, Japan

Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201.391

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 1, 1970, 45-105441

Int.CI. B01J///06. ///J2

IJ.S.CI. 252 468 7 Claims

A process for the preparation of an oxidation catalyst, con-

sisting of molybdenum, bismuth, a group II metal of the

periodic tabic and oxygen, which comprises in combination

the steps of combining (a) a dispersion in which a member

selected from the group consisting of the oxides of antimony

and bismuth antimonate has been suspended, (b) a solution of

asalt of a group II metal of the periodic table, (c) a solution of

a member selected from molybdic acid and the salts thereof,

and (d) a solution of a bismuth salt; adjusting the pH of the

combined solution to a value of 1 - « to thereby cause the for-

mation of a coprccipitate containing the four components of

molybdenum, antimony, bismuth and group II metal; separat-

ing the resulting coprccipitate from the mother liquor; wash-

ing the coprccipitate; and thereafter calcining the washed

coprccipitate at a temperature ranging from 400° and 800°C.

3.787,338

AQUEOUS DISPERSIONS OF FINELY DIVIDED
LUBRICANTS IN POLYAMIDE ACID

David W. Skelly, Burnt Hills, and Bernard C. Wagner,

Schenectady, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,591

Int. CI. C08g 5//24. C08j 1/48; C23b 13/00

U.S. CI. 260- 29.2 1 Claim

Substantially uniform aqueous dispersions are provided of a

finely divided solid, such as a pigment or a lubricant, for exam-

ple, polytetrafluoroethylcnc particles, in a polyamide acid.

These aqueous polyamide acid dispersions can be employed to

make polyimide-metal composites exhibting improved lubrici-

ty

3,787.335

PREREDUCTION OF AMMONIA SYNTHESIS CATALYST
USING HYDROGEN

Robert Murphy Yarrlngton, Old Greenwich, Conn., assignor

to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed June 2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,348

Int.CI.B01j///22;C23c////2.C21c/5/00

U.S. CI. 252-472 2 Claims

A process for reducing an iron oxide catalyst material useful

in ammonia synthesis employing a gas consisting essentially of

hydrogen and substantially no gaseous component which will

react under the conditions of reduction, a temperature of at

least 450°C. and a pressure of at least 4S psig.

3,787.339

PROCESS FOR DEFOULING ANION EXCHANGE RESINS

WITH CHLORINE DIOXIDE

Russell B. Hodgdon. Jr.. Sudbury, and Edward T. Roach,

Ariington, both of Mass., assignors to Ionics, Incorporated,

Watertown, Mass.

Filed Sept. 7, f972, Ser. No. 286,849

Int. CI. BOld 15106; C02b 1/76

U.S. CI. 260-2.1 R 9 Claims

A process for treating fouled anion exchange resins with a

stabilized chlorine dioxide solution for the purpose of

regenerating the same for reuse. The process is especially use-

ful for treating anion exchange membranes which have

become fouled when employed in the electrodialysis of solu-

tions containing large organic molecules.

3,787,336

ELECTRODES FOR ARC FURNACES

John David Sharp, Birmingham, England, assignor to Foseco

International Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 136.188

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 21, 1970,

19041/70
Int.CI.H0lb//06

U.S. CI. 252-51

1

2 Claims

Lateral arcing in arc furnace may be reduced by using an

electrode having a bonded carbonaceous core containing a

nitrogen-generating material.

3,787,337

WHOLE PROTEIN SHAMPOO COMPOSITION

William D. Goodwin, Decatur, Ga., assignor to The Athlon

Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,780

Int. CI. CI Id //20

U.S. CI. 252-545 11 Claims

A shampoo is prepared by incorporating into a shampoo

base a whole protein composition obtained by solubilization of

a keratin protein material particulariy chicken feathers, and

an alkanolaminc. such as triethanolamine, or with N,N-

dimcthylformamide, and a surfactant.

3.787.340

SELFCROSSLINKING POWDER COATING
COMPOSITIONS 11

Santokh S. Labana, Dearborn Heights, and Yun Feng Chang,

Plymouth, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,

Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Aug. 16. 1971. Ser. No. 172,237

lnt.CI.C08f /9//4

U.S. CI. 260-23 XA 7 Claims

Powder coating compositions arc disclosed. In general, in-

dividual powder coating compositions of this invention are a

mixture of several materials. Th^ most significant materials

employed in the powder coatings include the following. A

copolymer containing hydroxy and carboxy crosslinkable.

functional groups, forms the most important constituent of the

powder coating. This copolymer has a glass transition tem-

perature in the range of 40°to 90°C and a molecular weight

(MJ in the range from about 2.000 to about 15.000. Another

material of an individual composition is a flow control agent

which forms at least 0.05% by weight of the mixture. Th£now

control agent is a polymer having a molecular weight (M.) of

at least 1.000. Also, the flow control agent has a glass transi-

tion temperature at least 50°C lower than the glass transition

temperature of the copolymer. Other materials which may be

employed in individual powder coating compositions are

catalysts, pigments, antistatic agents and plasticizers.

ERRATA

For Classes 260—88.20 F thru 260—438.50 R see:

Patents Nos. 3,787,323 thru 3,787,326

3,787.341

NOVEL PROCESSING AIDS FOR NATURAL AND
SYNTHETIC RUBBER COMPOUNDS

Erwin Aron, Clifton, N.J., assignor to Technical Processing,

Inc., Paterson, NJ.
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 263,752

Int.CI.C08d7//«

U.S. CI. 260-23.7 M 10 Claims

This invention is directed to novel compositions which aid

in the processing of natural and syntfietic rubber by permitting
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the usual peptizing step of such processing to be omitted

These compositions contain salts of aromatic sulfonic acids as

well as long chain (fatty) acids as essential ingredients.

3.787.342

HOT-MELT ADHESIVE COMPOSITION CONTAINING

GLYCEROL ESTER OF FLMARIC-MODIFIED ROSIN

David A. Berry: Albert R. Bunk, both of Columbus. Ohio;

Noah J. Haibrook, Walter H. Schuller. and Ray V. Lawrence,

all of Lake City, Fla.. assignors to The Inited States of

America as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington. D.C. .- ,,,
Filed Feb. 27. 1970, Ser. No. 15,233

Int. CI. C08c 9//A<. C08d i/40

U.S.CL260-24 6 Claims

Hot-melt adhesive composition consisting essentially of a

substantially linear polyamide resin, having an average

molecular weight between 3.000 and 10.000 and a Ball and

Ring softening point between 45° and 190° C. and between 5

and 30 parts by weight of glycerol ester of fumaric-modiricd

rosin for each 100 parts by weight of the linear polyamide

resin; with a preferred composition containing between 10

and 20 phr of the glycerol ester of fumaric-mtxliried rosin and

up to 10 phr of a petroleum-derived wax selected from the

group of paraffin and microcrystalline waxes

3,787,345

STICK FOR THE APPLICATION OF ADHESIVE TO
SUBSTRATES

Heinz Hermann Dickman, Buehl/Baden; Richard Krattner,

Neusatz/Baden, both of Germany, and Hans-Dleler Mobius,

deceased, late of Buehl/Baden. Germany (by Isolde Mobius

nee Diehnelt. executor), assignors to LHU-Werk H.u.M.

Fischer (J.m.b.H.. Buehl/Baden. (;ermany

FlledOct. 26. 197I.Ser.No. 192.340

Claims priority, application Germany. Nov. 5, 1970.

2054503 I

Int. CI. C08f •/-V.M C08q 5 //.M

l).S.CI.260-28.5R 6 Claims

Gluestick adhesive compositions for adhesively securing

together two substrates comprise a solution or dispersion of an

adhesive of N-vinyl-pyrrolidone polymer or co polymer and

wax acids or esters of such acids with alcohols having one to

eight carbon atoms, in sufficient amount for the composition

to be moulded in stick form as a selfsupporting gel

I

3.787.343

TREATMENT OF COAL EXTRACTS

Joseph Gordon Robinson. Winchcombe. and William Sydney

Durham Wise. Tewkesbury, both of England, assignors to

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited. London. England

Filed Mar. 1 1. 1971. Ser. No. 123.423

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Mar. 17. 1970,

12755/70
Int. CI. C08g 5 //52

l).S.CL260-28 *.5u'T
Phenolic compositions which may be reacted with aldehyde

or aldehyde donors, e.g.. fQrmaldchydc or hexamme. to form

resinous or resinifiable compositions may be manufactured by

reacting a solution or extract of coal with a phenol

3.787,346

STICK FOR THE APPLICATION OF ADHESIVE TO
SI BSTRATES

Heinz Hermann Dickmann, Buhl/Baden, and Richard

Krattner. Neusatz/Baden. both of (;ermany. assignors to

DHl-Werk H.u.M. Fischer (;.M.b.H.. Buhl Baden. (Jer-

many I

Filed Apr. 17. 1972. Ser. No. 244.950

Claims priority, application (Ireat Britain. Apr. 23, 1971,

11214/71; July 9. 1971.32246/71
|

Int. CI. C08f 45136; C08g 51136

D.S.CL 260- 28.5 R 5 Claims

Adhesive glue sticks are formed from an adhesive dissolved

or dispersed in a solvent containing an anionic non soap sur-

factant and mixed with aliphatic carboxylic acids having 24 -

50 carbon atoms, and/or esters thereof with alcohols having 1

- 8 carbon atoms, as structuring substance

3.787.347

NOVEL RESINOUS COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD FOR
PRODUCING SAME

Leo X. Malla*arapu. Suffern, N.Y.. assignor to Reichhold

Chemicals. Inc.. W hite Plains. N.Y.

Filed Feb. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 227.656
|

Int. CI. C08g 51126. 51134. 51130

U.S. CI. 260^ 30.4 EP * ^ '«•"*

This invention relates to certain novel curable resinous

compositions of matter comprising (A) an organic polyepox-

idc having a molecular weight ranging from about 1000-2000

and (B) a primary or secondary amine containing hydroxyl

groups and a method for producing the same These resinous

compositions of matter may be cured into useful protective

coatings at low ambient temperatures through the use of

polyisocyanates as curing agents.

3.787.344

HIGH BUFFING VINYL AROMATIC RESIN-WOOD
COMPOSITES

Duane L. Kenaga. and Richard H. Hall, both of Midland.

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company. Midland.

Mich.
Filed Dec. 2. 1970. Ser. No. 94.621

Int. CI. C08f 45128, 45152; B28k 3150

U.S.CL260-28.5A 5 Claims

A wood product having a self-polishing, lubricated, water-

resistant surface and a method for accomplishing the same

which method comprises impregnating wood with a solution

of a vinyl aromatic monomer, a low melting wax, a cross-link-

ing agent such as a dimethacrylate or diacrylate of a glycol or

a polyglycol, divinylbenzcne, dimethacrylate or a polyester of

maleic anhydride with or without a catalyst, the impregnation

being conducted after evacuation of the wood, the cure being

accomplished by heating the wood to between about 80° and

150°C. for from 10 to 60 minutes.

3,787,348

NJ^i-DIMETHYLACETAMlDE SOLUTIONS
OF POLYHYDRAZIDES

Frank Dobinson, Gulf Breeze, and Chris A. Pelezo, Pensa-

cola, Fla., assignors to Monsanto Company, M. Louis,

NoDrawlng. Filed Sept. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 290,597

Int. CI. C08g 5//44
,^ ^. .

U.S. a. 260—32.6 NA ^,
11 Claims

Stable N.N-dimethylacetamide/lithium chloride spin-

ning solutions comprised of a hich-mo!ecular weight

polymer consisting essentially of recurring structural units

of which at lea^t 90 mo! percent are of the formula

o

i-
o

-(i-NHNH

O O

-(1--C-NHNH-
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and 10 mol percent or less are of the structure

o o
II II „-C-Ar-C-R-

where R is

o o

-NHNHC-X-CNIINH-, or -NH-Ar'-NIT,

each Ar and Ar' is a divalent aromatic radical, the chain-

extending covalent bonds of which are oriented meta or

para to one another, and X is a covalent bond or a said

divalent aromatic radical with the proviso that when

Ar is a para-phen\!enc radical X is a said divalent aro-

matic radical. These solutions are useful for making

shaped articles such as fibers and films having excellent

tensile,properties.
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3 787 349
COLD-SETTING ROAD-MARKING MATERIAL

Arne Lennart Ellasson, Hassleholm, Sweden, assignor to

Svcnska AB Cleansol, Kristianstad, Sweden

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,931

Claims priorilv, application Sweden, Feb. 10, 1971,

1,629/71
Int. CI. C08g 57/04

U.S. CI. 260—37 EP *
9 Claims

A cold-setting, sprayable and extrudable road-marking

material consisting of binder, pigment, filler and* aggre-

gate, said binder being constituted by a curable epoxy

resiii, hardener and. if desired, accelerator and plasticizer.

3 787 352

METHOD OF PREPARING GLASS FIBER-
ELASTOMER COMPOSITIONS

Alfred Marzocchi and John C. Martineau, Cumberland,

R.L, assignors to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corpora-

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,237

Int. CI. C08f 45/04
.

U.S. CI. 260—41 AG 5 Claims

This invention is addressed to a method for the prepara-

tion of molding compounds formed of an elastomeric ma-

terial reinforced with glass fibers wherein bundles of glass

fibers which have been impregnated with an elastomer

component are chopped to shorter lengths and then com-

bined with elastomeric material while working the elasto-

meric material to separate the fibers forming the bundle

each from the other and to uniformly distribute the fibers

throughout the elastomeric material. The molded com-

positions of the present invention are characterized by

significantly improved hysteresis characteristics when sub-

jected to deformation under stress.

3 787 353
STABILIZED p6ly6xYMETHYLEP<JE

COMPOSITIONS
TakamI Ishli, Icbibara, Tosbio Yoshikawa, Cbiba, and

Toshihiro Inaike, Kazuhiro Kuroda, Kunio Kido, and

Kiyoaki Tokunaga, Icbibara, Japan, assignors to Ube

Industries, Ltd., Ube-sbi, Yamagucbi-ken, Japan

No Drawing. Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,978

Claims priority, application Japan, June 2, 1970,

45/46,926
Int CI. C08g 51 /58, 51/60

U.S. CI. 260—45.9 P ^^ Claims

A* stabilized po'yoxymethylene composition which com-

prises polyoxymethylene and 0.01 to 10% by weight to

the polyoxymethylene of a compound of the formula.

3,787,350
PHENOL-ARALKYL ETHER RESINS

GIvn Islwyn Harris, Stourbridge, and Alfred Gerald

Edwards, Stourport-on-Sevem, England, assignors to

Albrigbt & Wilson Limited, Oldbury, Warwicksbire,

England
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 219,160

Claims priority, application England, Jan. 21, 1971,

2,907/71
Int. CI. C08g 5/06. 23/00. 37/06

U.S. CI. 260—38 7 Claims

Polymeric materials are known to be made by reacting

together a phenolic material and an aralkyl elher of the

general formula R'(—(CH2OR) ]„ where R' is an aro-

matic hydrocarbon or hydrocarbon ether radical and a

is 2 or 3.

The cold flow properties of the polymers can be im-

proved if their production is carried out using a copper,

mercuric, mercurous or silver salt or a sodium hydrogen

sulphate as catalyst.

Polymers made by this method are particularly suitable

for use in moulding compounds or coating materials for

application by fluidized bed techniques.

R+NHCOOH2X)n
in which

R is a hydrocarbon group of 2 to 20 carbons, or a hydro-

carbon group of 2 to 40 carbons containing oxygen or

sulfur as an intermediary atom,

X is cyano or carbamoyl group, and

/; is an intecer of 2 to 6.

3,787,351

USE OF SOLUBLE FLUOROALIPHATIC
OLIGOMERS IN RESIN COMPOSITE
ARTICLES

Maynard H. Olson, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining & Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,063

Int. CI. C08g 51/10; C08f 45/10
U.S. CI. 260—40 R 18 Claims

Mechanical properties of shaped arlicles of jeif-sup-

porting structural filled or reinforced resin composites,

such as glass fiber reinforced polyesters or epoxy resin

composites, are improved by incorporating in the com-

posite soluble fluoroaliphatic radical-containing oligomers.

3 787 354
STABILIZATION OF SOLID POLYlVflERS WITH
A BIS-(N,N.DIHYDROCARBYL-AMINOALKYL)
rTTTFR

Henryk A. Cyba, Evanston, HI., assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, 111.

No Drawing. Original applicarton July 15, 1970, Ser. No.

55,262, now abandoned. Divided and this application

Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226.979

Int. CI. C08g 5/ /60

U.S. €1. 260—45.9 R ^^ Claims

'stabilization of organic substances against deterioration

due to UV light, oxidation, heat, etc., by incorporating

therein a bis-(N,N-dihydrocarbyl-amino-alkyl) ether m
which the hydrocarbyl is sec-alkyl of from 3 to about 20

carbon atoms or cycloalkyl having 4 to about 12 carbon

atoms in the ring. In one embodiment the compounds are

used as weathering stabilizers for plastics.

3 787 355
STABILIZING OF POLYAMIDES

Helmut Linhart, Reinacb, and Helmut Mueller, Bin-

ningen, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corpora-

tion, Ardsley, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,467

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Dec. 7, 1970,

18,131/70
Int. CI. C08g 51/58, 51/60. 51/62

U.S. CI. 260—45.75 R *-° Claims

'Disclosed are stabilizing systems comprising (a) a phe-

nolic antioxidant, (b) a derivative of phosphorus and (c)
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a salt of divalent manganese with inorganic or organic

acidsv

Polyamide stabilized therewith are less yellowed un-

der thermofixing conditions and they show a good light

resistance and excellent long term protection against loss

of tensile properties.

reactors, wherein the reaction is carried out under "tran-

sition flow" conditions, conveniently with recycling of

the reaction mixture. I

3,787,356

FIRE RETARDANT COMPOSITIONS
Jerome A. Course, Chicago, III., assignor to Velsicol

Chemical Corporation, Chicago, HI.

No Drawing. Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,722

Int. CI. C08f 45/62

VS. CI. 260—45.75 B 6 Claims

This invention discloses new fire retardant polymenc

compositions which comprise a combustible polymer and

the compound 1.2-dibromo-4,5,6,7,8,8-hexachloro-3a,4.7.

7a-tetrahydro-4,7-methanoindane.

3,787,357

SYNERGISTIC MERCAPTO ORGANOTIN
STABILIZERS

Lawrence Robert Brecker, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to

Argus Chemical Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y.

No Drawing. FUed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,118

Int. CI. C08f 45/62

U.S. CL 260—45.75 K 29 Claims

A synergistic stabilizer composition which is liquid at

ambient temperature is provided for increasing resistance

to early discoloration of polyvinyl chloride resins heated

to 400° F. and for improving their processability com-

prising: (1) at least one monoalkyltin mercaptocarboxylic

acid ester having tetravalent tin linked directly to carbon

and to sulfur, (2) at least one dialkyltin compound, hav-

ing tetravalent tin linked directly to carbon and to sulfur,

for example, organotin sulfide, a mercaptocarboxylic acid

ester or an ester sulfide, (3) barium carbonate and (4) an

organic salt acting as a liquifier for the barium carbonate.

3,787,360

PHOSPHORUS CONTAINING AROMATIC POLY-
MERS AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FLAME-
RESISTANT TEXTILES

Donald J. Daigle, New Orleans, and George L. Drake,

Jr., and Wilson A. Reeves, Metalrie, La., assignors to

the United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of Agriculture « ««-. e «j
No Drawing. Original applicatmn May 7, 1971, Ser. No.

141,356. Divided and this application Mar. 28, 1972,

Ser. No. 238,929
Int. a. C08g 33/16

U.S. CI. 260 47 P 2 Claims

Soluble methylol phosphine adducts are prepared by

reacting tris(hydroxymcthyl)phosphine with substituted

or unsubstituted phenol which contains one or more

hydrogens ortho or para to the phenolic hydroxyl group,

these adducts are convenient and useful for (a) the

preparation of flame resistant polymers and (b) the

preparation of flame- and glow-resistant organic fibrous

materials and flame-, glow-, wrinkle-, and shrink-resistant

woven and knit textiles which contain about 25% or

more cellulosjc fibers.

3 787 358
PROCESS FOR PRODUONG POLYPHENYLENE

OXIDES
Akinori Nishioka and Shigeo Kawatani, Yokohama, and

Mitsuo Ichikawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Japan

Synthetic Rubber Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,187

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 12, 1970,

45/99,668
Int a. C08g 23/18

VS, a. 260—47 ET 5 Qalms

A process for producing polyphenylene oxides which

comprises reacting a 2,6-disubstituted phenol with oxygen

in the presence of cupric sulfide, an amine, and a metallic

salt, other than a cuprous salt, which is soluble in said

amine.

3 787 359
CONTINUOUS MANXTACTURE OF HIGH MOLEC-

ULAR WEIGHT LINEAR POLYCARBONATES
Peter Horn and Ludwig Schuster, Ludwigshafen, Georg

Falkenstein, Neustadt, and Hans-Ingo Joschek, Mann,
heim, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilln- & Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (RUne), Ger-

many
Filed Jan. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 216,949

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 15, 1971,

P 21 01 700.5
Int. CI. C08g 17/13

U.S. a. 260—47 XA 9 Claims

Continuous manufacture of high molecular weight

linear polycarbonates of high purity from organic dihy-

droxy compounds and phosgene in one or more packed

3,787,361

PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OF POLY-
PHENYLENE OXIDE COMPOUNDS

Seizo Nakashio, Nishinomiya, Toshio Takemura, Kyoto,

and Takasbi Maniyama, Kunio Ota, and Tetsuki Seto,

Takatsuki, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical,

Limited, Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 97,372, Dec. 11, 1970. This application July 7,

1972, Ser. No. 269,551 ., ,«^«
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 16, 1969,

44/101,434
Int CL C08g 23/18

U.S. CI. 260—47 ET 23 Claims

A process is provided in which polyphenylene oxide

polymers are readily prepared in high yields by oxidative

polymerization of phenols with oxygen in the presense of

a novel ternary catalyst system composed of a manganese

compound, a primary amine, and an alcohol. Compared

with polymers obtained with known catalysts, the present

polymer has narrower molecular weight distribution and

is thermally more stable and more resistant to oxidation

so that no special stabilizing treatment is necessary. The

polymer shows improvement in creep resistance, dimen-

sional stability, environmental stress cracking, etc.

I

3,787,362

PREPARATION OF POLYPHENYLENE ETHERS
WITH DIALKYLFORMAMIDE PROMOTED
COPPER-A\nNE CATALYSTS

James G. Bennett, Menands, and Arthur Katchman,

Delmar, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company

No Drawing. Origuial application Apr. 30, 1971, Ser. No.

139,216, now Patent No. 3,730,944. Divided and this

application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,384

Int. CL C08g 23/18

U.S. CI. 260—47 ET 13 Claims

Process for the preparation of high molecular weight

polyphenylene ethers by oxidatively coupling a di-ortho-

substituted phenolic precursor in a reaction system con-

taining oxygen and a complex catalyst formed from a

copper salt and either a primary, secondary or tertiary

amine and an alkylene carbonate or a dialkyl sulfoxide

promotor or a primary or tertiary amine and a dialkyl

formamide promoter. Use of the promotors results in

the formation of higher molecular weight polymer in a

given reaction time or polymer of comparable molecular

weight in substantially decreased reaction time.
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3,787,363

AROMATIC POLY SULFONES
Philip Anthony Staniland, Welwyn Garden City, and

Graham Jarrett, Hitchin, England, assignors to Im-

perial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,958

Int. CI. C08g 49/00. 49/04

U S CI 260 49 Claims

'Aromatic polvmeric materials of increased molecular

weight are obtained by heating at temperatures between

300° C and 450° C. a mixture comprising 95 to yy.yy /o

by weight of at least one thermoplastic aromatic poly-

sulphone containing repeat units —Ar—SOr- (where Ar

is a bivalent aromatic residue which may vary froni unit

to unit in the polymer chain and at least some of the Ar

units have an aromatic ether group in the polymer cham

ortho or para to at least one -SO^- group) and 5 to

Q\^c by weight of sulphur present as elemental sulphur

sulphide or disulphide in at least one compound selected

from the class consisting of elemental sulphur, aliphatic

and aromatic dithiols, and aliphatic and aromatic poly-

disulphides.

3,787.364

PROCESS FOR MAKING POLYETITCRIMipES

Joseph G. Wirth and Darrell R. Heath, Schenectady,

N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company

No Dra;ing. Filed Sept. 1, 1971 Ser. No. 177,165

Int. CI. C08g 20/32. 23/00

iTc ri 7^0—61 13 Claims

Pohetherimides are prepared from th= reaction of a

bis(chlorophthalimide) with an alkali metal salt of a di-

valent carbocyclic aromatic radical in the presence of an

appropriate solvent.

with a ketene of the formula

\
/
c=c=o

to form one or more pendant beta-lactone groups of the

formula
o

Ri C

^' >
R^ CH

-i.-

wi ->rein C, is a carbon atom in the polyalkylene molecule

and R and R. are H. alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkaryl and the

Uke The resulting beta-lactone groups are easily cross-

linked to form insoluble films and coatmgs.

3,787,365 ^^^^
PROCESS FOR THE BULK POLYMERIZATION

OF ACRYLONITRILE „ ^ .

Paolo Melacini, Luigi Patron, Alberto Moreth, and

Raffaele Tedesco, Mcstre, Venice, Italy, assignors to

Montefibre S.p.A., Milan, Italy m; oni
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 136,901

Claims priority, application Italy, Apr. 28, 197U,

23,963/70
Int.a.C08fi/76. 75/22 - ^, .„,

iT« ri IM 63 N 8 Claims

Free radiciil bulk polymerization of acrylonitrile with

or without another copolymerizable ethylenically un-

saturated monomer, using a free-radical catalytic system

having a decomposition rate constant (Ka) greater than

1 hr-i at the polymerization temperature, a reaction time«

(0) sufficient to semi-decompose the catalyst, and a

catalyst concentration (C)o equal to or greater than

2.10-3 Q moles/liter, wherein *'Q" is the residence time

expressed in hours.

3,787,367

SOLUBLE COPOLYIMIDES
William J. Farrissey, Jr., Northford,

«'%PY'Diohn
Andrews, Hamden, Conn., assignors to The Lpjonn

Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
xi^ ^m toA

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,398

Int. CI. C08g 20/i2
7 claims

""coSlyim^s'are prepared from PV^oi^.^^f^^'frj^,
dride (PMDA) or mixtures of pyromellitic dianhydride

with 3,3',4,4'-benzophenone tetracarboxylic acid dianhy-

dride (BTDA), and mixtures of 4,4^methylenebls(^^^^^^^^

isocyanate) (MDI) and toluene dnsocyanate(TDI) (2 4-,

or 2!6-isomer or mixtures thereof). The
^^'^[^^J^^^

drides is used in a molar percent ratio of PMDA to BTDA

of 100 to 75/25 respectively. The mixture of jsocyanates

is used in a molar percent ratio from abou 10/90 to

35/65 of MDI to TDI respectively. The copolyimides of

the invention are soluble in their organic reaction solvents

but retain their high thermal stability. The solubdity

allows for the facile preparation of films, lammates, coat-

ings, fibers, and the like. The improvement in heat sta-

bility over previously known polyimides is achieved with-

out any loss in solubility properties. The copolyimides

can be used in the preparation of high temperature re-

sistant polymer articles and in the various applications

for which polyimides are known to be especially adapted.

3,787,366 „^,^
REACTIVE BETA-LACTONECONTAINTNG
POLYMERS AND A METHOD FOR THEIR
PREPARATION . , ti,„ nn„

Walter L. Vaughn, Jackson, Tex., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 11,362, Feb. 9, 1970. This application

Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,299

Int. CI. C08g 15/00

U.S. CI. 260-64 . . . }^S}f!^
Polyalkylene copolymers containing pendant beta-iac-

tone groups are prepared by treating a polyalkylene co-

polymer, containing at least one pendant aldehyde group

of the formula

-Ci-CH=0

3,787,368 ^^,,
PROCESS FOR PREPARING A POLYMER COM-

WITH AN ALDEHYDE, SAID METAL BEING

ZIRCONIUM, HAFNIUM OR TITANIUM
Hairy L. Lander, Trenton, N.J., assignor to Poly-Chem

Indushies, Inc., Saddle Brook, NJ.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of aPP»'<:a««"J"- ^^^
100 805 Dec. 22, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part

irappHcSronleV. No 9 076 Feb. 5 1970 both n^w

abandoned. This application Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. :>o.

*^^'®'^
Int. CI. C08g 9/10. 9/12, 9/30

IT c r^ ^nn til «i R 1* Claims

"•po^^mefic materials are prepared by polymerizing an

organic compound containing at least two labile hydro-

gens in the presence of a zirconium, hafnium or titanium

halide. The labile hydrogen atoms are provided by amides,

including aminoplasts, carboxylic acids, polyhydroxy com-

pounds or other compounds capable of forming reactive

complexes with zirconium, hafnium and titanmm halides.

Aqueous media can be employed.
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3,787,369

PROCESS FOR PREPARING FIRE RETARDANT
POLYESTERS

Walter M. Zimberg, Tonawanda, Arthur C. Schuiz, North

Tonawanda, and George C. Woehr, Buffalo, N.Y.,

assignors to Hooker Chemical Corporation, Niagara

Falls, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,178

Int. CI. C08g 17/12

UA CI. 260—75 H 15 Claims

An improved process for the preparation of unsaturated

polyesters is provided. The process comprises the steps

of:

(a) Forming a 1:1 adduct of a polyhalogenated cyclo-

pentadiene and a polycarboxylic acid anhydride in whxh

the latter is used in excess, and preferably the former is

employed in a highly purified form, the adduction reaction

being carried out in an atmosphere of an oxygen contam-

ing gas and preferably at relatively low temperature

within the range of about 110 to about 145 degrees centi-

grade;

(b) Reacting the adduct mixture from step (a) with

a polyol or polyol forming material, e.g., an alkylene

oxide, preferably in the presence of phosphoric acid to

catalyze the esterification reaction;

(c) Interrupting the reaction of Step (b) after the

formation of the half ester but before the acid number of

the reaction mixture is decreased to about 40, and

distilling the mixture with steam until substantially all of

the steam volatile components have been removed: and

(d) Continuing the esterification of the adduct and

polyol until an unsaturated polyester product having an

acid number below about 40 is obtained, said

(e) Unsaturated polyester having a light color, low cor-

rosivity to mild steel and which is copolymerizable with

ethylene monomers to form light colored infusible fire

retardant polymers.

methyl )-tricyclodecancs and. optionally, aliphatic di-

amines, cycloaliphatic diamines cr araliph:itic diamines,

(b) aliphatic saturated or aromatic dicarboxylic acids.

;ind. optionally, fc) aliphatic amino-carboxylic acids, and

the process for making the same.

3,787,372

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF AROMATIC
COPOLYAMIDE-PHOSPHONAMIDES

Erich Blocker, Weilbach, and Peter Eckardt, Hofheim,

Taunus, Germany, assignors lo Farbwerke Hoechst

Aktiencesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,932

Oalma priority, appIicaHon Germany, Dec. 19, 1970,

P 20 62 774.1

"
Int. a. C08g 20/J4

U.S. CI. 260—78 R

I

12 Claims

New film- and fiber-forming high molecular weight

aromatic copolyamide-phosphonamides are obtained by

adding a phosphonic acid dihalide at elevated tempera-

ture to a melt of at least one aromatic diamine in excess,

by dissolving the reaction product, after complete reac-

tion in a solvent of the amide kind, by adding at least

one aromatic dicarboxylic acid halide to this solution at

a temperature of from about -20° to -^30° C. and

thu> polycondensing it to form a high molecular weight

aromatic copolyamide-phosphonamide. Shaped articles

made from these copolyamide-phosphonamides are dis-

tingu shed by their uood affinity to dyestuffs and poor

flammability.

3,787,370

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SUBCTAN-
TIALLV LINEAR POLYESTERS OF LOW FREE
CARBOXYL GROUP CONTENT

Takeo Shlma, Takanori Urasaki, and Isao Oka. Iwakuni,

Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited, Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,643

Int. CI. C08g 17/015

VS. a. 260—75 R 16 Claims

A process Jor the preparation of substantially linear,

fiber-forming or film-forming polyesters from a dicar-

boxylic acid or its ester-forming derivative, or a hydroxy-

carboxylic acid or its ester-forming derivative, and a gly-

col or its ester-forming derivative, such process being

characterized by addition of at least one specific ortho-

carbonate at a certain stage of the polycondensation reac-

tion to thereby form polyesters having a low free carboxyl

group content.

3,787,373

TFRPOLYAMIDES WITH HEXAMETHYLENE
™eStoalamide, , Hfxamethylene
ISOPHTHALAMIDE AND CAPROAMIDE
UMTS

James S. Ridgway and Oscar A.
P«<^»''^"'/Vn^l?1Xo°'"'

Fla., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

535,338, Mar. 18, 1966. This appUcaUon Aug. 6, 196U,

Ser. No. 750,490

Int. CI. C08g 20/04. 20/12

VS. CI. 260-78 A ^ aaims

Fiber-forminc terpolyamides consisting of hexamethyl-

ene terephthalamide units, hexameihylene isophthalamide

units and caproamide units. 1 he properties of fibers formed

from these terpolymers may be controlled by varying the

mole proportion of the components from which they are

prepared. The terpolymers are particularly useful in form-

ing textile fibers and transparent films and castings.

3,787,371

CRYSTAL-CLEAR POLYAMIDES PREPARED BY
CONDENSING BIS(AMINOMETHYLVTRICYCLO-
DECANE WITH AROMATIC DICARBOXYLIC
AaDS

Ludwig Brinkmann and Walter Herwig, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Ak-

tiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,137

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 10, 1970,

P 20 60 703.8

Int CI. C08g 20/20

VS. CI. 26<>—78 R 6 Oalms

There are disclosed and claimed novel poiyamides.

which are obtained by polycondensating (a) bis-(aminc^

3,787,374

PROCESS FOR PREPARING HIGH MOLECl^AR
WEIGHT CARBOXYLIC COMPOSITIONS

Charles Wesley Adams, Painesville, Ohio, assignor to The

Lubrizol Corporation, Wickliffe, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 30,991, Apr. 22, 1970. This application

Sept. 7, 1971. Ser. No. 178,503
|

Int. a. C08f 27/00

U.S. CI. 260—78.4 D 34 Oaims

This invention relates to a process and the products

obtained therefrom for preparing a high molecular weight
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substantially saturated, hydrocarbon-substituted carboxylic

composition and more specifically to an oil soluble car-

boxylic composition obtained by reacting at least one

halogenated substantially-saturated hydrocarbon having at

least 25 aliphatic carbon atoms per molecule with an effec-

tive amount of at least one low molecular weight, alpha or

beta halogenated saturated-aliphatic carboxylic acid or

a derivative thereof. The carboxylic compositions of this

invention are particularly useful as additives, e.g., dispers-

ants, etc. in various oleaginous materials including, for

example, lubricating oils, hydraulic fluids, fuels etc.

in a continuous process, using butyllithium as the initia-

tor, with sodium or potassium t-amylate or mentholate

as a modifier to produce a constant-composition copoly-

mer rubber. A gel suppressant is used in the polymeriza-

tion. The microstructure of the polybutadiene in the co-

polymer is not greatly different from that of the copoly-

mer produced by butyllithium alone.-

3,787,375

HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT, HIGH MELTING,
LINEAR POLYAMIDES PREPARED FROM
TRANS,TRANS-4,4'.DIAMINOBICYCLOHEXYL

Ronald Gene Blecke, Shawnee Mission, Kans., assignor

to Gulf Research & Development Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Oct 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,035

Int, CI. C08g 20/20

VS. CI. 260—78 R 5 Claims

Fiber and film forming linear poiyamides having un-

usually high melting points are prepared by effecting

polymerization of the salt formed between an equimolar

mixture of trans,trans-4,4'-diaminobicyclohexyrand an

alpha, omega aliphatic dicarboxylic acid containing up

to 12 carbon atoms. The polyamide prepared from trans,

trans - 4,4' - diaminobicyclohexyl and dodecanedioic acid

has a softening point of 360 to 380° C.

3,787,378

OPTICAL CONTACT LENSES AND
RELATED DEVICES

Izhak Blank, Haifa, Israel, assignor to HydrophiUcs

International, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Application May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,545, wWch Is a

continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. INo.

36,931, May 13, 1970. Divided and this apphcation

Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,180

Int. CI. C08f 15/14, 15/18

U.S. CI. 260—86.1 R ' Claims

A copolymer having hydrophilic surfaces is formed '

through the bulk copolymerization of methyl methacrylate

and acrylic acid, in particular ranges, followed by a treat-

ment of the formed copolymer with a mild, basic ma-

terial, such as ammonium hydroxide, in order to neutralize

the acid groups present. The depth of penetration of the

basic material determines the degree to which the ma-

terial is hydrophilic. A therapeutic agent may be in-

corporated into the copolymer after treatment.

3,787,376

PROCESS FOR VULCANIZING POLYEPfflALO-
HYDRIN RUBBERS

Yoshiro Nakamura, Iwate, and RiUo Nagatomi, Tokyo,

Japan, assiguors to Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,106

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 31, 1970,

46/123,524, 46/123,525

Int. CI. C08g 23/00

V.S. CI. 260—79 17 Claims

New process for vulcanizing polyepihalohydrin rubbers

by heating in the presence of trithiocyanuric acid and/or

its derivative such as sodium trithiocyanurate. The vul-

canized product has excellent aging stability, especiallv

good strength at break after aging. Vulcanized poly-

epihalohydrin rubbers concurrently having enhanced oxi-

dation-preventing properties can be obtained by perform-

ing the vulcanization in the co-presence of a 2-mercapto-

imidazoline such as 2-mercaptoimidazoline, or a carba-

mate of a polyamine such as hexamethylenediamine

carbamate.

3,787,379

COPOLYMERS OF VINYL FLUORIDE AND
HEXAFLUOROPROPENE

Richard Anthony Ferren, Ambler, and Daniel Ashton

Dimmig, King of Prussia, Pa., assignors to Pennwalt

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
'

No Drawing. Filed Oct 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,806

Int CI. C08f 15/06

U.S. CI. 260—87.5 A « CI"™s

High molecular weight, heat stable, easily processable

copolymers of vinyl fluoride and hexafluoropropene con-

taining from 2 to 10 mole percent of polymerized units

of hexafluoropropene are prepared by polymerizing the

comonomers at pressures below 7000 p.s.i. in a reaction

medium comprised of perfluoroalkane or perfluorochloro-

alkane solvent, or a mixture thereof with water, contain-

ing an effective amount of polymerization initiator having

a ten-hour half life at a temperature between and 50 C,

within which range the polymerization is carried out.

3,787,377

CONTINUOUS PROCESS OF COPOLYMERIZING
BUTADIENE AND STYRENE

Adel F. Halasa, Bath, and Arthur E. Oberster, North

Canton, Ohio, assignors to The Firestone Tire & Rub-

ber Company, Akron. Ohio

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,876

Int CI. C08f 79/05

U.S. a. 260—83.7 3 aaims

Butadiene and styrene was copolymerized in a solution

which is kept intact as it is passed through reactor means

3,787,380

POLYMERS OF N-VINYL OR N-ALLYL HETERO-
CYCLIC COMPOUNDS WITH MONOETHYJ-
ENICALLY UNSATURATED ESTERS AND GLY-
CIDYL ESTERS

Paul Stamberger, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Union

Optics Corporation, Verona, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 187,131

Int a. C08f 77/00, 79/00 ^. ^. .

U.S. CI. 260—80.72 ^2 Claims

Water insoluble but water swellable polymer compris-

ing certain N-vinyl or N-allyl heterocyclic compounds:

an unsaturated ester: and glycidyl methacrylate, and/or

glycidyl acrylate and/or glycidyl crotonate. The polymer
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may be swelled in aqueous solutions to provide a trans-

parent hydrogel having excellent physical and optical

properties, and suitable in an ophthalmic lens.

760 torr with ultraviolet light having a wave length in the

range of about 1800 to 2400 angstroms. This polymer

can be fused, generally at temperatures of about 350° C
and lower, to form coatings, particularly water-dear coat-

ings, self-supporting films and other shaped products.

3,787,381

PROCESS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION WITH
RING OPENING OF CYCLOPENTENE

Wolfgang Oberkircb, Cologne-Stammheim, Peter Gun-

ther, Opladen, and Gottfried Pampus, Leverkusen,

Germany, assignors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktien-

gesellscbaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 877.007, Nov. 14, 1969. This appUcation Aug. 4,

1971, Ser. No. 169,123

Int. CI. C08f 1/56

U.S. CL 260—87.5 C . 5 Claims

Catalyst combination for polymerizing cyclopentene

comprising

(a) a compound of a metal of the 5th or 6th Group of

the Periodic System,

(b) an organic aluminum compound,

(c) an aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbon which con-

tains one or more carbon-carbon double bonds and

which is substituted

with halogen or at least one carbon atom of a double

bond, and a polymerization process using this catalyst.

3,787,382

PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION OF TETRAFLUORO-
ETHYLENE AND POLYMER AND PRODUCTS
PRODUCED THEREFROM

Archibald N. Wright, Schenectady, N.Y., William R.

Burgess, Woburn, Mass., and Edward V. Wilkus, Mon-
roe, Conn., assignors to General Electric Company

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 3,7.24,

Jan, 19. 1970. This application Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No.

226,947
Int. CI. C08d 1/00: C08f 3/24

U.S. CI. 260—92.1 R 2 Oalms

3,787,383

POLYMERIZATION OF OLEFINIC COMPOUNDS
. AND CATALYSTS THEREFOR

Edward H. Mottus, Ballwin, and Morris R. Ort. Kirk-

wood, Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,

Mo.

ContinuaHon of application Ser. No. 621,036, Mar. 6,

1967, which is a continuation-in-part of application

Ser. No. 539,662, Apr. 4, 1966. both now abandoned.

This application Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,612

Intel. C08f//28./ /56

U.S. CI. 260—92.8 R 1* Claims

An electrolytic process is described for making certain

his-(halomctan methanes such as bis(dichloroaluminum)-

mclhane, CUAlCHjAlCIj. which is a new compound, and

these compounds can be combined with transition metal

compounds such as VOCI3 to make very active catalysts

for polymerizing olefinic compounds such as ethylene. In

the electrolytic process boron, a Group II. Group III-A

or Group IV-A metal, e.g. aluminum, is used as an

anode with an electrolyte such as HOAICI2 in the presence

of a methylene dihalidc such as CH2CI2 or a gem dihalide

which does not readily dehydrohaloccnate or alkylate. It

is preferred to carry out the electrolysis in the presence of

ethylene or another olefinic compound to promote con-

ductivity. Also, it is preferred that all rcactants be sub-

stantially free of water, except for small known amounts

of water which nhay be added to rromote electrolysis.

Also, it is preferred to blanket the electrolysis with ethyl-

ene which also serves to promote conductivity, or an inert

gas to exclude moisture, oxygen and other undesirable ma-

terials. The catalysts poKmeri/e olefinic compounds to

liquid or Nolid polymers depending on the particular cata-

lyst used and the olefin being polymerized. The catalysts

are promoted or modified by small amounts of water or

other electron donor compounds.

• mMUf

«>»est*t* t) TOT... w»cssu»€ Of mo ^vm

iOO aoo JOO «0 500 MO »»

McssuDC or rf'tf^jomf-'n.tHC ioiomc.-to*"

A process for producing novel white powdery tetra-

fluoroethylene polymer by irradiating tetrafluoroethylene

rfionomer vapor at a temperature ranging from about 0°

to about 200° C. and at a pressure of about 10 torr to

3,787,384 ^

CATALYSTS AND PROCESS FOR THE
POLYMERIZATION OF OLEFINS

Jacques Stevens, Braine-I'AIIeud, and Michel George,

Waterloo, Belgium, assignors to Solvay & Cie, Brussels,

Belgium

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
5,128, Jan. 22, 1970, now Patent No. 3,718,636. This

applicarion Mar. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 121,541

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 5, 1970,

7007852

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Feb. 27, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. BOl j 7 / /84; C08f 1 /56, 3/06
U.S. a. 260—94.9 DA 4 Claims

The catalyst for the polymerization and copolymeriza-

tion of olefins is composed of (a) at least one organo-

metallic compound and (b) a solid catalytic component

obtained by reacting a support comprised of silica, alu-

mina or both silica and alumina with a compound of the

formula MRnXm-n »" which M is aluminum or mag-

nesium. R is a hydrocarbon radical, X is hydrogen or halo-
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gen, m is the valence of M and n is a whole number of not

less'than 1 nor greater than m, separating the solid product

of the reaction, reacting this product with an excess of a

halogen-containing transition metal compound and sepa-

rating the solid reaction product. The polymerization of

a-olefins and copolymerization of a-olefins with one an-

other and with diolefins by means of the present cata-

lysts are carried out with a high rate of productivity.

affinity and are used for dyeing and printing various types

of leather. It is desirable for these dyes to contam as

basic structural unit a group of the formula

NOj

0:N-

3 787 385

SYNTHETICALLY PRODUCED TETRAPEPTJDE
HAVING THE ACTIVITY OF THE LUTEINIZ-

ING HORMONE RELEASING HORMONE
Kari Folkers, 6406 Mesa Drive 78731; Jaw-King Chang,

1500 E. Riverside Drive 78741; and Hans Sievertsson,

2217 S. Lakcshore Blvd. 78741, all of Austin, Tex.

No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,294

Int. CI. C07c 103/52 .

U.S. a. 260—112.5 1 Claim

A new tetrapeptide, L-p-glutamyl-L-tyrosyl-L-argmyl-

L-tyrptophan amide, having the hormonal activity of the

luteinizing hormone releasing hormone (LRH) of the

hypothalamus gland of mammals is provided by utilizing

as key starting materials, the amino acids, glutamic acid,

tyrosine, arginine, and tryptophan. Synthesis of the new

tetrapeptide, is accomplished by coupling, in appropriate

free or protected forms, any combination of these four

amino acids to obtain the L-p-glutamyl-L-tyrosyl-L-

arginyl-L-tryptophan amide.

oil

OH

—N=N

NO,

X
Nn-< B

(a)NOj

in which the aromatic ring B bears preferably an

—SOsH^
and an —NO2— croup. The molecule may contain up to

three additional a^ylazo groups but preferably not more

than one.

3,787,386

TRIPEPTIDE

George Rogelio Flouret, Waukegan, and John Wayne

Cole, Deerfield, III., assignors to Abbott Laboratones,

North Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,876

Int. CI. C07c 103/52

U.S. CI. 260—112.5 7 Claims

The tripeptide (O—R')Ser - (O—R")Tyr - Gly-OR

wherein R is hydrogen, methyl or benzyl and R' and R"

are protective groups on the hydroxy group of the tyrosyl

and seryl moieties is a valuable intermediate for the manu-

facture of the gonadotropin-releasing hormone. It can

easily be reacted to form the Na-blocked fragment Trp-

(O—R')Ser-(0—R")Tyr-Gly-OH which reacts with Leu-

(N"-R"')Arg-Pro-Gly-NH2 carrying a protective group

(R'") in the Arg moiety to the corresponding octapeptide

from which Gn-RH can be obtained by removing the

blocking group of Trp, reacting the deprotected octapep-

tide with N-protected histidine, removing the protective

group of the latter, subsequently reacting the nonapeptide

with N-p!Otcct:d pyrogiutaniic acid and removing all the

protective groups, leaving only the unsubstituted decapcp-

tide chain pyro - Glu-His-Trp-Ser-Tyr-Gly-Leu-Arg-Pro-

Gly-NHj.

3,787,387

2:1 METAL COMPLEXES OF 2,2',4'-TRIHYDROXY.
3,5-DINITROAZOBENZENE BOUND TO A DI-

PHENYLAMINE THROUGH AN AZO BRIDGE

Heinz WIcki, Allschwil. Basel-Land, Switzeriand, assignor

to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1970, Ser. No. 60,748

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 7, 1969,

11,976/69

Int. CI. C09b 45/26, 45/32; D06p 3/32

U.S. a. 260—145 A 12 Claims

New metallized polyazo dyes which are notable for

their improved power of exhaustion on leathers of low

3 787 388

THIAZOLYL-AZO-TETRAHYDROQUINOLINE
COMPOUNDS

Max A. Weaver and David J. Wallace, Kingsport, Tenn.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester. N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of a^ndoned application Ser.

No. 590,188, Oct. 28, 1966. This apphcation Apr. 19,

1972, Ser. No. 245,390

Int. CI. C09b 29/36

U.S. CI. 260-155 ^
8 C^^'-"'

Thiazolyl-azo-tetrahydroquinoline compounds in which

the nitrocen atom of the tetrahydroquinoline coupling

component is substituted with a group having the formula

R'

-Ri-N
/
\
SOsR'

wherein R' is alkylene and R2 and R' each is alkyl cyclo-

alkyl or aryl. The disclosed compounds are useful tor

dyeing hydrophobic textile materials such as polyester

fibers.

3,787,389

PYRAZOLIDONE DERIVATIVES

Georges Nccrevergne, Bordeaux, France, i^signor to The

Purdue Frederick Company, Norwalk, Conn.

No Drawing. Application May 14, 1969, Ser. No. 856,508,

now Patent No. 3,629,282, which is a division of ap-

plication Ser. No. 691,197, Dec. 18, 1967, now Patent

No. 3,487,046, which is a continuation-in-part of ap-

plication Ser. No. 362,393, Apr. 2^, .1964 which in

turn is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

121,796, Apr, 14, 1961, both now abandoned. Dmded

and this application Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,714

Int. CI. C07c 47/18: C07d 49/08

U.S. CI. 260—210 R 15 Claims

Diphenylpyrazolidone derivatives, substituted on the 4

position and having the formula

1

N

O
I

u—

c

-c=o
_>

CH3-CH,-CHj-CH,
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wherein R is selected from the group consisting of gly-

coses of from 3 through 6 carbons in chain length, poly-

oxyethylene having a molecular weight of from 200

through 2000 and an ionic exchange resin which is a poly-

meric condensation product of a phenol, formaldehyde

and an alkylene polyamine which are known in the trade

as Amberlite resins, and hydrogen bonded compounds of

the structure:

/X

I

N
/ \rO.Lo

o-c
•

i-i.
I

CHi-Cn,-CIIa-CIIi

wherein Z is a compound of the group selected from align,

gum guar, pectin, psyllium, dextran and polyvinylpyrroli-

done and the methods for the preparation of the aforesaid

compounds. The compounds are useful in achieving an

anti-inflammatory effect.

' 3,787,390

ANALOGS OF LINCOMYCIN AND PROCESS
Robert D. Birkenmeyer, Comstock, Mich., assignor to

The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1971, Ser. No. 156,099

Int CI. C07c 47/18

U.S. CI. 260—210 R 6 Claims

Clindamycin analogs of the formula

CHi

wherein Ri is hydrogen or halogen; Ra is hydrogen, halo-

gen, hydroxyl, alkyl or alkoxy; R3 is hydrogen or

_C0—R4, wherein R4 is aryl which is optionally sub-

stituted one or more times by halogen and/or alkyl,

alkoxy and or hydroxyalkyleneoxy; A i<! a straight-

chained or branched alkylene radical containing up to

3 carbon atoms and X is a valency bond or oxygen;

and the physiologically compatible salts thereof,

exhibit remarkable effectiveness in improving the blood

circulation of mammals and also bring about a depression

of serum lipids.

I

3 787 392

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF NUCLE-
OSIDE DIPHOSPHATE ESTERS

Hans Ulrich Bcrgmever, Tutzing, Eric Haid, Wcilhelm,

Michael Nelboeck-Hochstetter. Tutzing, and Gunter

Weimann, Percba, Germany, assignors to Boehringer

Mannheim GmbH, Mannbeim-Waldbof, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,573

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 2, 1970,

P 20 59 429.0

Intel. C07d 57/50

U.S. CI. 260—211.5 R 14 Claima

Nucleoside dipho^phate esters are prepared by reacting

a nucleoside monophosphate with a phosphoric acid ester

in the presence of dicyclohexyl carbodiimide, wherein a

methanol solution of a nucleoside monophosphoric acid

and dicyclohexyl carbodiimide is slowly brought together

wi;h a 1 to 6.5 pH methanol solution of a phosphoric acid

ester.

I

AcNII-
-O\110 /

l\ OH /i
\l \/ SR

\l

OH

wherein Ac is the acyl of a l-(2-hydroxyethyl)-L-2-pyr-

rolidinecarboxylic acid are prepared by N-alkylation of

the corresponding 1-unsubstituted compounds. The com-

pound has clindamycin-like antibacterial activity.

3 787 393
NOVEL LRFA DERIVATIVES AND THEIR

USE AS HERBICIDES
Masahiro Aya, Junlchi Salto, Nobuo Fukazawa, Tatsuo

Tamura, Kazuo Kuribara, and Norihisa Morishima,

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellscbaft,

Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,876

Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 1971,

46/47,162 ,

Int. CI. C07d 27/04. 29/30, 41 /04 '

U.S. a. 260—239 BF 22 Oalms
New ure.i cumpounds of the formula

CI

c.^3-NHCON (CH,),

3 787,391

ADENOSINE COMPOUNDS AND THERAPEUTIC
COMPOSITIONS

Werner Jahn, Heidelberg, W olfgartfe Kampe, Heddesbeim,

Erich Fauland, Mannheim-Waldhof, Wolfgang Jubran,

Mannheim, and Harald Stork. Mannheim-Feudenheim,

Germany, assignors to Bohringer Mannheim GmbH,
Mannheim, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,174

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 8, 1970,

P 20 60 189.2

Int. CI. C07d 51/54
U.S. a. 260—211.5 R 13 Oalms
New adenosine compounds of the formula:

HO

wherein

R is unsaturated lower alkyl, i.e., lower alkenyl of from 2
,

to 6. preferably 2 to 4. carbon atoms, or lower alkynyl

of from 2 to 6. preferably 2 to 4. carbon atoms.

R' is hydrogen or methyl, and

M is 4. 5 or 6 "I
are excellent herbicides, particularly selective herbicides

usable in rice cultivation.

nN-A-x-<(" ^
CO-NII-NII-Uj

N

Ri-\vAN^ ^N
HO-HjC

^_|/1

HO OH (1)

3 787 394
19.NOR-7a-METHYL OR 19 - NOR-20-SP1ROX.4,14.

DIEN.3.ONE AND 18-METHYL DERIVATIVES
THEREOF

Glen E. Arth, Cranford, and Gary H. Rasmusson,

Watchung, NJ., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rah-

way, NJ.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 67,615, Aug. 27, 1970. This appUcation

Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,090
Int. CI. C07c 173/00

U.S. CI. 260 239.55 R ^ Claims

The compounds, 19-nor-7a-methyl, 18-hydrogen or

methyl-20-spirox-4.14-dien-3-one and the corresponding
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19-nor-spiro-lactones are provided, prepared from the cor-

responding 19-nor-3-oxo-spirox-4,14-dienes. The com-

pounds are useful as orally-effective antiestrogens and are

also anabolic agents having low androgenicity.

3 787 395
U-ETHYL-ll-OXYGENATED GONENES

Gordon Alan Hughes, Haverford, and Hercbel Smith,

Wayne, Pa., said Hughes assignor to said Smith

Continuation of appUcation Ser. No. 110,336, Jan. 27,

1971, which is a continuation of application Ser. No.

790,569, Jan. 13, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 602,785, Dec. 19, 1966, all

now abandoned, which In turn Is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 228,384, Oct. 4, 1962, and

Ser. No. 401,891, Oct. 6, 1964, now abandoned. This

application Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,085

Int. CI. C07c 173/00

U.S. CI. 260—239.55 C 8 Claims

11-oxygenated 13-ethyl-gon-5(10)-en-3-ones and 13-

ethyl-gon-4-en-3-ones with corticoidal activity are pre-

pared from 13-ethyl-gona-l,3,5(10),9(ll)-tetraenes by

hydroboration and oxidation to the corresponding 1 1-oxy-

genated gona-l,3,5(10)-triene. Birch reduction to the

gona-2,5(10)-diene and hydrolysis.

3,787,396

17.HYDROXY - 7 - (LOWER ALKOXY)CARBONYL.
3.0XO-17a-PREGN-4-ENE.21.CARBOXYLIC ACID
T-LACTONES AND CONGENERS

Richard M. Weier, Deerfieid, HI., assignor to

G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

174,922, Aug. 25, 1971. This appUcation Oct. 2, 1972,

Ser. No. 294,379
Int. CL C07c 173/00

U.S. CI. 260—239.57 21 Claims

Preparation and valuable biological properties—es-

pecially diuretic activity—of 17-hydroxy - 7 - (lower

aIkoxy)carbonyl-3-oxo-17a-pregn - 4 - ene-21-carboxylic

acid -y-lactones, hydroxy acids and their salts correspond-

ing thereto, and A^ and thio ester analogs of these lactones,

acids, and salts are disclosed.

3,787,397

ACETALS AND METHODS FOR THEIR
PREPARATION

Anthony W. McCollum, Longview, Tex., assignor to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,324

Int. CI. C07d 13/04

U.S. CI. 260—240 E
,^ . , ^ ' ^^.^

l,l,4,4-bis(ethylenedioxy) - 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene (re-

ferred to as ketene acetal) is prepared by reacting ethyl-

ene glycol with tetrahydro-2-isopropyl-6,6-dimethylfuro-

(2 3-d)-l,3-dioxol-5-ol in the presence of an acid catalyst

at a temperature of from about 110° to 170° C. The water

of reaction is preferably removed by the use of a solvent

which forms an azeotrope that boils between 1 10° to 170°

C. In an alternative two-step process, tetrahydro-2-iso-

propyl-6,6-dimethylfuro-(2,3-d) - 1,3 - dioxol-5-ol is re-

acted with ethylene glycof in the presence of an acid cata-

lyst at a temperature of from about 60° to 110° C. to

form 2-hydroxy-3,3-dimethylsuccinaldehyde bis(ethylene-

dioxy) acetal (referred to as hydroxy acetal). The 2-hy-

droxy - 3,3 - dimethylsuccinaldehyde bis(ethylenedioxy)

acetal is then heated to a temperature of from about 1 10°

to 170° C. in the presence of an acid catalyst to give 1,1,

4,4-bis(ethylenedioxy) - 3,3-dimethyl-l-butene. The water

from the two-step process is preferably removed from the

reaction as it is formed through the use of an azeotropic

solvent. The ketene acetal is useful generally because of

its reactive nature and for its ability to form oxetane poly-

mers and polyesters. The hydroxy acetal is useful as a gel

hardener, as a cross-linking agent for use with cellulose

derivatives and polyols, and as a chemical intermediate.

3 787 398
3,4.DIHYDRO-2-(2-HYDROXY)ETHYL.l-(R-AMINO)-
PYRAZIN0[l,2.bJ - 1,2 - BENZ0THIAZIN.11(2H).

ONE 6,6-DIOXIDES
Chris Royce Rasmussen, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,116

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CI. 260—243 R ^ J*5l^'°" ^

The compounds herein are 3,4-dihydro-2-(2-hydroxy) ,

ethyl- 1 - (R-amino)-pyrazino[l,2-b]-l,2-benzothiazin-ll

(2H)-one 6,6-dioxides, useful as anti-inflammatory agents

and for other, pharmacological properties.

3 787 399

3,4-DIHYDRO - 1 - METHYLPYRAZINO[l,2.b].l,2.
BENZOTHIAZIN-ll(2H).ONE 6,6.DIOXIDES

Chris Royce Rasmussen, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,117

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CI. 260—243 R
^ ?

Clsdms

The compounds herein are 3,4-dihydro-l-methyl-

pyrazino[l,2-b] - 1,2 - benzothiazin-ll(2H)-one 6,6-di-

oxides, useful for their ultra-violet absorbing properties.

3,787,400

1,2,3,4-TETRAHYDRO - 11 - HYDROXYPYRAZINO
[l,2.b]-l,2 - BENZOTHIAZINE - 1,3 - DIONE 6,6-

DIOXIDE
Chris Royce Rasmussen. Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,119

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CI. 260—243 R
. . , , J P""

The compound herein is 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-ll-hydroxy-

pyrazino-[l,2-b]-l,2-benzothiazine-l,3 - dione 6,6-dioxide,

useful for its ultra-violet absorbing properties.

3,787,401

NOVEL 1,2-BENZOTHIAZINE DIOXIDES
Chris Royce Rasmussen, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,120

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CI. 260—243 R ^ f ^^^^
The compounds herein are= 1,2,3,4 - tetrahydro - U-

hydroxypyrazino[l,2-b] - 1,2 - benzothiazin - 1(2H) - one

6,6-dioxides, useful for their pharmacological properties

and as precursors for usefuhcompounds.

3,787,402

TfflO-DERTVATIVES OF 1,2-BENZOTHIAZINE
DIOXIDES

Chris Royce Rasmussen, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,121

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CL 260—243 R ^ / 9?*?'
The compounds herein are 1.2.3.4-tetrahydro-l 1-hy-

droxypyrazinp[l,2-bM.2-benzothiazin-l(2H) - one 6,6-

dioxides, useful for their ultraviolet absorption and cen-

tral nervous system depressant activity.

3,787,403 _
AMINO-DERIVATTVES OF 1,2-BENZOTHIAZINE

DIOXIDES
Chris Royce Rasmussen, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,122

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CI. 260—243 R ^ 79,"?^
The compounds herein are 1,2.3,4-tetrahydro-ll-hy-

droxypyrazino [ 1 ,2-b ] - 1 ,2-benzothiazin- 1 (2H ) -one 6,6-di-

oxides, useful for their ultra-violet absorption and phar-

macological properties.

ftl8 O.G.—56
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3,787,404

NOVEL 1,2-BENZOTHIAZINE DIOXIDES AND
PRECURSORS THEREFOR

Chris Royce Rasmussen, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,126

Int. CI. C07d 93/02

U.S. CI. 260—243 R 3 C'»"™

The compounds herein are:

(I) 2,3,5.6-tetrahydro - 13H - oxazolo[2',3'.:3,41pyra-

zino[l,2-b]-l,2-benzothiazin-13-one 8,8 - dioxide, useful

for its anti-inflammatory and diuretic properties;

(II) (1.2,3.4-tetrahydro - 11 - hydroxy- l-oxopyra^mo

[l,2-b]-l,2-benzothiazin-2-yl)ethyl methanesulfonate 6.6-

dioxide. useful as a precursor for making (I); and

(III) 1,2.3,4 - tetrahydro-ll-hydroxy-2-(2-hydro\yeih-

yl)pyrazino[l,2-b]-l,2-benzothiazin - 1 - one 6,6-dioxide.

useful as a precursor for making (II).

cyclic aromatic radical is an at least 6-membered hetero-

cyclic aromatic radical, and Z denotes a radical

—NH—A'
I

or a radical -Y—A', wherein Y has the above-men-

tioned sicnificance and A' represents a vattable residue

which are valuable dvestuffs for vat and pigment dyeing.

The dyeincs obtained are distinguished by very clear

shades, interesting application properties and very good

properties of wet fastness and fastness to light.

3,787,405

DIGLYCIDYL COMPOUNDS CONTAINING A
N-HETEROCYCLIC RING

Daniel Porret, Binningen, and Willy Fatzer, Bottmingen,

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Swit-

zerland

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197,113

Oaims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 18, 1970,

17,022/70

Int a. C07d 49/32. 51/18

VJS, a. 260—260 5 Claims

Diglycidyl esters are produced, by the reaction, in a

known manner, of dicarboxylic acids of mononuclear

N-heterocyclic compounds, e.g. N.N' - bis - O - carbo.xy-

ethyl) - 5.5 - dimethylhydantoin. with epihalogenhydrin,

e.g. with epichlorohydrin.

Example: The new compound

3.787,407

MELAMINE-DERIVATIVES
Udo Hendricks, Cologne, Germany, assignor to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,720

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 28, 1970,

P 20 42 661.3

Int. CI. C07d 55/24

VS. a. 260—249.6 * Claims

New melaminc derivatives of the general formula

o

rii—r—OHi
\

N OK,

N N
II,

in which the radicals R„ independently of one another,

mean a lower a!k\l radical; and R2. R3. R4. R5 and Re-

CHa

o n,c-c-

CH:^CH-CHr-0-r-CHr-Cnr-N
\ /
r

-c=o

N-ciir-cns-r-o

o
/ \

-rii'—rii—cm
o

A

The new diglycidyl esters can be easily cured with all

known epoxide resin curing agents, and are suitable for

the production of moulded shapes possessing good me-

chanical properties.

independently of one another, mean a hydrogen atom, a

hydroxymcthyl group or a radical of the formula

o Old

-Cllr-l'

3,787,406

TRIAZINYL VAT DYESTUFFS

Paul Ulrich and Max Staeuble, Basel, Fritz Kugler,

Muttenz, and Max Jost, Oberwil, Basel-Land. Switzer-

land, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 29,255

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 24, 1969.

6,356/69

Int. CI. C07d 55/20

U.S. a. 260—249 5 Claims

The invention relates to vat dyestuff of the general

formula

A-NH-X—Y—

R

i

wherein A denotes a vattable radical, X denotes a hetero-

cyclic radical having three ring nitrogen atoms which is

bounded to the —NH— group by a ring carbon atom.

Y denotes an oxygen or sulphur atom, R denotes an

aromatic radical free from azo groups which is bounded

to the oxygen or sulphur atom Y by a carbon atom of

the aromatic nucleus, which, when R represents a hetero-

\
OKi

a process for their production and their use as flame-

proofing agents for textile materials.

3,787,408

CERTAIN PYRAZOLO[!,5-alPYRIMlDO
(4,5-d]PYRiMlDINES

Akira Takamizawa, 73-6 Shimohozumi. Ibaraki. Japan,

and Hisao Sato, 767 Tonda-cho, Takatsuki, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 869,379, Oct. 24, 1969. This application

Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,367

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 28, 1968,

43/78,432, 43/78.433, 43/78,435

Int. CI. C07d 51/12

VJS. a. 260—256.4 F 5 Claims

Pyrazolopyrimidopyrimidine derivatives of the for-

mula:

CHj-

H
-Ri

I

N N '_o
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wherein R represents a hydrogen, lower alkyl, phenyl or

phenyl(lower)alkyl and R» represents a hydrogen or

phenyl, being useful as medicaments such as antipyretics,

analgesics or anti-inflammatory agents, are prepared by

four different routes.

l-methyl-3-ethyl-trimethylene; and physiologically toler-

able acid addition salts thereof; these compounds have

an a-sympatholytic action and are useful in the treament

of shocks, migraine, hypertonia and blood circulation dis-

orders of the extremities.

3 787 409
2,4.DIAMINO-5.(3-ALk6xY-4,5.METHYLENE.

DIOXYBENZYL)PYRIMIDINE
Emanuel Grunberg, North Caldwell, and Max Hoflfer,

Nutley, N.J., assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.,

Nutley N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,869

Int. CI. C07d 51/42

U.S. CI. 260—256.4 N 2 Claims

2.4-diamino-5-(3-.ilkoxy - 4.5 - methylenedioxybenzyl )-

pyrimidines, prepared such as for example, 2,4-diamino-5-

(3-methoxy-4.5 - methylenedioxybenzyDpyrimidine from

the corresponding benzaldehydes, are described. The end

products are useful as potentiators of the antibacterial

activity of sulfonamides, as well as antibiotics.

3,787,410
CARBOXYA\nDOSUBSTrTUTED.2.ALKYLTinO-

5-PYRIMIDINESULFONAMIDES
Paul L. Anderson, Dover, and Robert E. Manning,

Mountain Lakes, NJ., assignors to Sandoz-Wander,

Inc., Hanover, NJ. «„^-rt^
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,296

Int. CI. cold 51/40, 51/42

U.S. CI. 260—256.5 R 1 Claim

Carboxyamido substituted-2-alkylthio - 5 - pynmidine-

sulfonamides, e.g., 4,6 - di - (p-chlorobenzoylamido)-2-

methylthio-5-pyrimidinesulfonamide. are prepared by con-

densing 4.6-diamino-2-alkylthio-5-pyrimidinesulfonamides

with benzoic or substituted benzoic acids or acid halides

and are useful as anti-inflammatories.

3 787 412

SUBSTITUTED DIALKYLAMINO-(PHTHAL(YL/AN)
ACRIDAN COMPOUNDS

Troy Eugene Hoover, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to The

National Cash Register Company, Dayton. Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,664

Int. CI. C07d 37/12

U S. CI. 260 279 R ^ Claims

Colorless, but colorable acridan compounds are dis-

closed, which are represented by the formula:

(H)jX c=o

(K'):

(R)2N

(U)'2 (R'):

uh^rcin e:.ch R is an ai'kyl radical hiving 1 to 5 carbon

atoms and each R' i> hydrogen, an alkyl radical having 1

to 5 carbon atoms, an alkcxy radical having 1 to 5 carbon

atoms, a dialkylamino radical wherein each alkyl radical

has 1 to 5 carbon atoms, an amino radical, a nitro radical

or a halogen. These compounds are used in pressure-sensi-

tive record material and in mark-forming manifold sys-

tems.
'

3 787 411
HETEROCYCLIC ETHERS OF PIPERAZINE

N ALKANOLS
Heinrich Ruschig, Bad Soden, Taunus, Karl Schmitt,

Frankfurt am Main, Werner Mohler, Hofheim, Taunus,

and Axel Gobel and Ernst Lindner, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesell-

schaft vormals Melster Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany
No Drawing, Filed Sept. 8, 1970, Ser. No. 70,486

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 12, 1969,

P 19 46 172.4

Int. CI. C07d 57/70

U.S. CI. 260—268 PH 5 Claims

A hcteroc\clic ether of the formula

in which Ri is 3-. 4- or 6-a!koxy-pyridyl-(2)-; 2-, 4-, 5-.

or 6-alkoxy-pyridyl-(3); 2- or 3-alkoxy-pyridyl-(4) which

have 1-4 carbon atoms in the alkoxy radical; 3-, 4-, 5-

or 6-methyl-pyridyl-(2); 6 - ethyl -pyridyl - (4)-; 2,6-di-

methyl-pyridyl-(4)-; R2 is phenyl, o-tolyl, m-tolyl, p-tolyl.

o-anisyl, m-anisyl. p-anisyl. o-chlorophenyl, m-chloro-

phenyl, p-chlorophenyl. pyridyl (2), pyridyl (3), pyridyl

(4); 2-chloro-4-methyl-phenyl, 2-chloro - 4 - methoxy-

phenyl and 2-methoxy-4 - methyl - phenyl, 6 - methoxy-

pyridyl (2), 2-methyl-pyridyl (4), 4,6-dimethyl-pyridyl

(2) or their position isomers, and A is alkylene having

from 2 to 6 carbon atoms wherein the same is ethylene,

trimethylene, 2-methyl-ethylene. 3-methyl-ethylene, tetra-

methylene, 3-methyl-trimeihylene. 2 - ethyl - ethylene, 1-

ethyl-ethylene, pentamethylene, 4 - methyl - tetrameth-

ylene, 3-ethyl-trimethylene, l-propyl - ethylene. 1 - isopro-

pyl-ethylene, 1.2-dimethyl - ethylene, hexamethylene, 5-

methyl-pentamethylene. 4 - ethyl - tetramethylene, 3 - pro-

pyl-trimethylene. 2-butyl-ethylene, 1 - butyl - ethylene or

3 787 413
lO-CARBAMOYL-PHENOTHIAZINE-

3-SULFONAMIDE
Kenji Naka, Negaya, Masayasu Sugiyama, Osaka, and

Saiko Nishibori, Takatsuki, Japan, assignors to Ono
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,533

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 26, 1970,

45/128,980
Int. CI. C07d 93/14

U.S. CI. 260—243 A
,

1.
Claim

This invention relates to a novel compound i.e. lU-

carbamoyl-phenothiazine-3-sulfonamide and also to a

method for producing the same.

3 787 414
DIHYDROPYRIMIDOPYRIDAZINE DERIVATIVES
Shojiro Yurugi, Kyoto, and Shintaro Kikuchi, Hyogo,

Japan, assignors to Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan ^ ^ ^, ^^^ ^^t
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 18M47
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 14, 1970,

45/90,713
Int. CI. C07d 87/40

U.S. CI. 260—246 B 1* Claims

Compounds of the formula

Ri

UN

N
I

N

Hj T ,

lis

wherein Rj is an aromatic hydrocarbon or heterocyclic

group, such as phenyl or thienyl, and R2 is a secondary

or tertiary amine group, such as piperidino, cyclohexyl-

amino, anilino or isopropylamino, have effective diuretic

activity.
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3,787.415 _
N-METHYL-IMIDAZOLE DERIVATIVES AND

THEIR PRODUCTION
Wilfried Drab€r, Karl Helnr Buchel, Erik Regel, and

Manfred Plempel, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Germany, as-

signors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

NrOrawing. Filed Mar. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 120,333

Claims priority, application Germany. Mar. 23, 1970,

P 20 13 793.3

Int. CI. C07d 57/76

UA a. 260—250 R
J
> Oaims

N-methyl-imidazole derivatives of the formula:

r-L/\
i u (i>

or a pharmaceutically acceptable non-toxic salt thereof.

wherein

X is an unsubsiituted or substituted 6-m:mbered hetc'O-

aromatic moiety having two nitro heteroatoms.

Y is an unsubstituted or substituted aliphatic moiety, an

unsubstituted or substituted cycloaliphatic moiety, an

unsubstituted or substituted aralkyl moiety or an un-

substituted or substituted aryl moiety, and

Z is an unsubstituted or substituted aliphatic moiety, an

unsubstituted or substituted cycloaliphatic moiety, an

unsubstituted or substituted aralkyl moiety, an unsub-

stituted or substituted aryl moiety, an unsubstituted or

substituted pyridyl moiety or an alkoxycarbonyl moiety,

are useful as antimycotic agents.

3,787,418 ^^^
6.ALKYL-3-METHYLOL1NALDINIC ACIDS

Michael Pang, Stamford, Conn., assignor to American

Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 17, l^Jl. Ser. No.

116.065 now Patent No. 3.697,400. Divided and this

application Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,477 ,

Int. CI. C07d JJ/45
'

U.S. CI. 260—287 R
. .. ^ .k !?Tf

New 6-9lkyl-3-methylquinaldmtc acids and methods oi

synthesis are disclosed, which acids are useful in extracting

copper from acidic leach solutions.

New quinaldinic acids and methods of synthesis are

disclosed.

3 787 419
N-SUBSTrmTD.ct',a,a-TRIFLUORO.

m-TOLLA\nDES
William F. Bruce, Havertown, Pa., assignor to American

Home Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 1, 1971, Ser. No. 159,059

Int. CI. C07d 29128, 29/30. 41/08

VS. CI. 260 293.77 ^ Claim

Disclosed are a.a.a-trifluoro-m-toluamides wherein the

N is substituted with groups such as di(lower)alkylamino-

(lower)alkyl. morpholino(lower)alkylamino, N-substi-

tuted-3 or 4-piperidylamino. pireridino(lowcr)alkyl-

amino and N-substituted-1.? or I.4-hcxahydro-l-H-dia7e-

pine. The compounds disclosed possess utility as central

nervous system depressants useful in calming animals.

I

3,787,416
N-OXYALKYL-N'-HYDROCARBYL-HEXAHYDRO-

PYRIMlDINES
Henryk A. Cyba, Evanston, 111., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines. ill.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

826.721, May 21, 1969, now Patent No. 3,673,186,

dated June 27, 1972, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 370.079, May 25, 1964, now

Patent No. 3,446,808, dated May 27, 1969. This appli-

cation Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,387

Int. CI. C07d 51/18 '

U.S. a. 260—251 R 8 Oaims
N-hydroxyalkyl-N'-hydrocarbyl - hexahydropynmidmes

or N-alkoxyalkyl - N' - hydrocarbyl-hexahydropyrimidines

in which tht hydrocarbyl is sec-alkyl or cycloalkyl. A rep-

resentative compound is N-methoxyethyl-N'-cyclohexyl-

hexahydropyrimidine. The novel compounds possess util-

ity as additives to retard deterioration of organic sub-

stances due to weathering, oxidation, corrosion, etc., cur-

ing catalysts for urethanes, intermediates for preparing

pharmaceutcials, etc.

3,787,420

CYANOALKOXY (TRIFLUOROMETHYL)
PYRIDINES

Florence E. Torba, Clayton, Calif., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Application Mar. 17. 1969, Ser. No. 77,736,

now Patent No. 3,705,170, which is a division of appli-

cation Ser. No. 807,980, Mar. 17, 1969, now Patent No.

3,609.158. Divided and this application July 14, 1972,

Ser. No. 272,017
Int. CI. C07d 39/28

U.S. CI. 260 294.9 ^ Claims

Disclosed as novel compounds are (trifluoromethyl)

pyridine derivatives which are substituted by a hydroxy,

mercapto. alkoxy, loweralkenoxy. aryloxy, alkylthio.

alkylsulfonyl. arylsulfonyl. amino, hydrazino or oxylower-

alkanoic acid or acid derivative group and optionally by

chlorine and/or fluorine. Any remaining positions on the

pyridine ring are taken up by hydrogen. The compounds

have utility as herbicides and as active constituents of

various miticidal, anthelmintic, fungicidal and bacterio-

cidal compositions.

3,787,417

DIALKYLTIN SALTS OF SUBSTITUTED
PYRIDINE-l-OXIDES

Charles W. Kaufman, Hamden, Conn., assignor to

Olin Corporation

No Drawing. Application July 18, 1969, Ser. No. 843,218,

now Patent No. 3,705,943, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned application Ser. No. 596,801, Nov.

25, 1966. Divided and this application June 28, 1972,

Ser. No. 266,948
Int. a. C07d 29/36

VS. CI. 260—270 R 8 aaims
Certain dialkyltin salts of 2-mercaptopyridine-l -oxide

and 2-hydroxypyridine-l -oxide are prepared by reacting

the respective oxides with a dialkyltin salt of a low

molecular weight organic or inorganic acid. The resulting

salts are highly effective bactericides and fungicides which

have especially low toxicity to higher animals.

3,787,421

SUBSTITl TED 6.CARBOXY-1.2.BENZISO.
THIAZOLE-I.l-DIOXIDES

Peter Werner Fcit, Gentofte. and Ole Bent Tvaermose

Nielsen, Vanlose, Denmark, assignors to Lovens

Kemiske Fabrik Produktionsaktieselskab, Ballerup,

Denmark ..,---«
No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,878

Claims priority, application Great Britain. June 30, 1970,

31,718/70
Int. CI. C07d 91/12

VS. a. 260—294.8 C 29 az\vas

The invention relates to a series of new compounds,

their salts and esters and to methods for the preparation

of the compounds having the general formula:

"T

4 NH-Ri

Oj

COOH
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in which the NH-Ri' group can be in the 4- or 5-posi-

tion, Ri represents an aliphatic radical with from 3 to 8

carbon atoms in the chain, or a mononuclear aromatically

or a mononuclear heterocyclically substituted methyl or

ethyl group, and R2 represents an unsubstituted or sub-

stituted phenyl group.

3,787,422

HALOPYRIDYL THIOCYANATES
Penelope B. Domenico, Danville, Calif., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Original application June 30, 1971, Ser. No.

158,568. Divided and this application Feb. 9, 1973,

Ser. No. 331,090

Int. CI. C07d 31/48

U.S. CI. 260—294.8 F 2 Claims

Compounds corresponding to the formula

SCN

A
X.-0

\n

wherein each X independently represents chloro or bromo;

n represents an integer of from 1 to 3; and Q represents

cyano {—CN), trifluoromethyl (—CF3), methylsulfonyl

( SO2CH3), chloro or bromo are prepared and are use-

ful as bactericides and fungicides.

wherein Ri is hydrogen, loweralkanoyl, cycloalkyllower-

alkyl, loweralkyl, cycloalkylloweralkanoyl, loweralkenyl,

loweralkynyl, haloloweralkenyl, phenylloweralkyl, phenyl-

loweralkenyl or phenylloweralkynyl; R2 is loweralkyl; R3

is C1-C20 alkyl or cycloalkylloweralkyl; n is an integer

from 1 to 6; and R4 is hydrogen or loweralkyl; and the

pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof.

3,787,425

HALOPYRIDYL THIOCYANATES

Penelope B. Domenico, Danville, Calif., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Original application June 30, 1971, Ser. No.

158,568. Divided and this appUcation Feb. 9, 1973, Ser.

No. 331,091
Int. €1. C07d 31/50

U.S. a. 260—294.8 G 3 Qaims

Compounds corresponding to the formula

SCN

^N

3,787,423

fl-PICOLYLOXY ESTER OF (3-TRIFLUORO.
METHYLPHENOXY) (4-CHLOROPHENYL)
ACETIC ACID AND DERIVATIVES

William A. Bolhofer, Frederick, Pa., assignor to

Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,966
°

Int. CI. C07d 31/36

U.S. CI. 260—295.5 R 3 Claims

Heterocyclic methyl esters and N-( lower alkanesul-

fonyl) or N-(2-su:foethyl)amides of (3-trifluoromethyl-

phenoxy) (4-chlorophenyl)acetic aci.l which are useful in

the treatment of atherosclerosis. The heterocyclic methyl

esters and N-(lower alkanesulfonyl) or N-(2-sulfoethyl)-

amides of (3-trifluoromethylphenoxy) (4-ch!orophenyl)-

acetic acid are prepared by reacting a (3-trifluoromethyl-

phcnoxy) (4-chlorophenyl)acetyl halide with a hydroxy-

methyl substituted heterocycle, with an alkali metal salt

of a lower alkanesulfonamide or 2-aminoethanesulfonic

acid.

Q

wherein each X independently represents chloro or bromo;

n represents an integer of from 1 to 3; and Q represents

cyano (—CN), trifluoromethyl (—CF3), methylsulfony

(—SOzCHs), chloro or bromo are prepared and are useful

as bactericides and fungicides.

3,787,424

DIALKYLAMINO ESTERS OF BENZOPYRANO-
PYRIDINES

Harry George Pars, Lexington, and Raj Kumar Razdan,

Belmont, Mass., assignors to Sharps Associates, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

No Drawing. Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,618

InL CI. C07d 31/34

VS. CI. 260—295 T 6 aalms

Dialkylamino esters of benzopyranopyridines repre-

sented by the formula

/N O R«

OC(CH,)„N
\
R*

Ri

3,787,426

MANUFACTURE OF l,l.DISUB^nTUTED-
4,4-BIPYRIDYLIUM SALTS

John Edward Colchester and Thomas Blundell, Runcorn,

England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 118,565

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Mar. 5, 1970,

10,679/70

Int CI. C07d 31/42

U.S. a. 260—296 D 25 aainw

A process for the manufacture of a l,l'-di(hydroxy-

aIkyl)-4,4'-bipyridylium salt wherein eaah of the hydroxy-

alkyl substituents contains up to 10 carbon atoms which

comprises reacting an N-hydroxyalkyl pyndinium salt

with a cyanide under basic conditions and subsequently

oxidizing the resulting interaction product to produce the

bipyridylium salt.

3,787,427

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
BIPYRIDYLS

Sheila Antoinette Potter, Runcorn, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, Eng-

land

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 12, 1971, Set. No. 171,349

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Aug. 17, 1970,

39,481/70

8 Oaims
Int CI. C07d 31/42

U.S. CI. 260—296 D
A process for the manufacture of bipyridyls which com-

prises heating a pyridine with a halogen, a 4-halopyridine

or a l-(4-pyridyl)-pyridinium halide at a temperature of

at least 150° C.
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3,787,428

U.V.-ABSORBINGORTHO-HYDROXYPHENYL
SUBSTITUTED BIPYRIDINES

Jan-Erik Anders Otterstedt. Simrishamn, Sweden, and

Richard Pater, Wilmington, Del., assignors to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 24, 1969, Ser. No.

801,842, now Patent No. 3,660.404, dated May 2,

1972. Divided and this application Dec. 13, 1971, Ser.

No. 207,616

Int. a. cold 31/28, 31/46

U.S. CI. 260—296 D 8 Claims

Ultraviolet absorbing bipyriJyl of the formula

where alk is a 1 to 3 carbon atom straight or branched

chain alkylene group which can be substituted with hy-

droxy, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy and R'5. R'«. R'l, R's

and R'9 have the same meaning as R5, Re- R7. Re and Rg,

when alk is unsubstituted at least one of R'5, R'e. R'?.

R'g or R'9 is not hydrogen and if R4 is hydrogen or alkyl

at least 3 or R5, Re. R7. Rs and R9 are not hydrogen.

Ri OH HO

•-c>-<;ihi:k
Ki Kr

wherein Ri_3 and Rs^t are selected from H. CK OH.

Ci_i8 alkyl, Ci_i8 alkoxy and Ci_i8 acyloxy. and process

for preparing same.

3,787,430

DERlVA'nVES OF DlPYRAZOLO[3,4.b; 3',4'-dl

PYRTOINES

Hans Hoehn, Tegemhelm, and Theodor Denzel, Nurem-

berg, Germany, assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.,

Princeton, NJ.

No Drawing. FUed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,477

Int. a. A61k 27/00: C07d 49/18

U.S. a. 260—296 H 12 Claims

New derivatives of dipyrazolo[3,4-b; 3',4'-d]pyridines

have the general formula

Kj-K—

I

3,787,429

2-BENZYL AMINOPYRIDINE HAVING AT LEAST
THREE SUBSTITUENTS IN THE BENZYL GROl P

Kurt Thiele and Walter E. von Bebenburg, Frankfurt,

Germany, assignors to Deutsche Gold - und Sllber-

Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt, Germany

No Drawing. Application July 11, 1969, Ser. No. 842.438,

now Patent No. 3,712,900, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned application Ser. No. 762,321, Sept.

16, 1968, which in turn is a continuation-in-part of

application Ser. No. 637,322, May 10, 1967, now Patent

No. 3,481.743. Divided and this application Oct. 7,

1971, Ser. No. 187,543

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

May 19, 1987, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C07di7 /i6
U.S. CI. 260—295.5 C J8 Claims

There are prepared pharmacological compounds of

the formula

They and salts thereof are useful as central nervous sys-

terfj depressants. These compounds also increase the intra-

cellular concentration of adenosine 3'.5'-cyclic mono-

phosphate.

3,787,431
I

CERTAIN 3,4,5-TRIPHENYLTHIAZOL-2-ONES

Siegfried Linkc. Rudiger Sitt. Harald Horstmann. and

Karl Meng, Wuppertal-Elberfeld. Germany, assignors

to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,533

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 14, 1970,

P 20 50 439.6

Int. CI. C07d 91/24

U.S. CI. 260—306.7

I

Hi

and their pharmacological acceptable acid addition

salts wherein Rj is amino., lower alkylamino, or amino
acylated by carbonic acid, lower aliphatic monoesters

of carbonic acid, aromatic monoesters of carbonic acid,

benzoic acid, substituted benzpic acid, saturated or un-

saturated straight or branched chain lower aliphatic mono
or dicarboxylic acids, carbonic acid semi morpholide or

carbonic acid semi piperidide, R2 is hydrogen or Ri, R3

is hydrogen, lower alkyl or acyl as defined for Ri, R5,

Ra ,R7, Rs an R9 are hydrogen, halogen, alkyl, trifluoro-

methyl, hydroxy, alkoxy, hydroxyalkyl, aliphatic acyl,

carboxy or carboxyalkyl, R4 is hydrogen, alkyl or

29 Claims

4.5-diphenylthiazolones-(2) bearing an unsubstituted

or substituted aryl group in the 3-position arc prepared

from the reaction of a desyl halide and an N-arylthio-

carbamic acid O-ester. The compounds, of which 3-(4-

nitrophenyl)-4,5-diphenylthiazoIone-(2) is a representa-

tive embodiment, are hypolipemic agents.

3,787,432

DIALKYL ACETALS OF 2 • r3-(2.t.BUTYL. 1,3,4-

THIADIAZOL-5-YL)UREIDO] ACETALDEHYDE
John Krenzer, Oak Park, III., assignor to Velsicol

Chemical Corporation, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,944

Int. CI. C07d 97/62

U.S. a. 260—306.8 D 4 Claims

This invention discloses new chemical compounds of

the formula

H

Ri_0—r—O—K5 N N Clh

II-C-N C-N-C C-C-CHi

,', U A A ^s^ ^n.
i

wherein R' and R^ are each alkyl of up to 3 carbon atoms.

Further disclosed are herbicidal compositions utilizing the

above defined compounds.
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3 787 433 about —50 to 120° C, in accordance with the following

2-SUBSTITUTED - 4,5,6,7 - TETRAHYDROBENZO- formula

THIAZOLE-4-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND THEIR x-H F-c=N-CF, x-c=N-CF,

z=c
/

\
4-

N-H

U'"

F-C=N-CFj

ALKYL ESTERS
Peter H. L. Wei, 430 Ridge Lane, Springfield, Pa. 19064

No Drawing. Original application Mar. 17, 1971, Ser. No.

125,413, now Patent No. 3,694,450. Divided and this

appUcation May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,288

Int. CI. C07d 97/'/6 m which

U.S. CI. 260—306.8 R 5 Claims Z is oxygen, R—N= or

Novel pharmacologically active compounds have been

prepared which have the general formulae:

-» z=cy
\N-C=N-C Fi

R'"

R'

-R; /VVr
\

c

/
C=

R'

and X is oxygen or

on
r-o

A.

-N
-N—

R'"

I

O

=0

(H)

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and (lower)alkyl; R2 is selected from the group

consisting of phenyl, halophenyl and (lower)alkylphenyl;

R3 is selected from the group consisting of phenyl, halo-

phenyl, (lower )alkylphenyl, pyridyl, amino, anilino, hy-

Jrazino, benzylidenehydrazino. halobenzylidenehydrazino,

nitrobenzylidenehydrazino and (lower)alkylbenzylidene-

hydrazino: R4 is (lower)alky:; and the pharmaceutically

acceptable salts thereof.

3 787 434
HERBICIDAL l,2,3-fHIADIAZOL-5.YL UREAS

Gert Paul Voipp, Princeton, and Harry Dounchls, Law-

rence Township, NJ., assignors to FMC Corporation,

New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 156,125, June 23, 1971. This application

Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,664
Int. CI. C07d 91/54

U.S. CI. 260—306.8 D 17 Claims

A new class of herbicidal compounds of the formula:

and R, R', R" and R'" each is hydrogen or various op-

tionally substituted hydrocarbon or heterocyclic radi-

cals, several of them together possibly forming a het-

erocyclic ring.

The invention also extends to compositions containing,

and methods of using, the new compounds to combat

fungi, insects and acarids.

3,787,436

2-(DIPHENYL AMINO-ALKYL AMINO)-
2-IMIDAZOLINES

Claude Louis CI4ment Carron, Chatenay-Malabry,

Bernard Philippe Bucher, L'Hay-les-Roses, and Alex-

andra Francine JuUien, Paris, France, assignors to

Synthelabo S.A., Paris, France ,,-,,*
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 122,515

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 12, 1970,

7008877
Int. CI. C07d 49/34

U.S. CI. 260—309.6 3 Claims

2-(diphenyl amino-alkyl amino)-2-imidazolines having

the formula

<:
^N-C„H:n-Nn-C

N

N
\,

O
II

-C-Y <3
N CHi

NII-CHj

N-C-K-A
I II I

11 X n

where A is lower alkyl or alkenyl radical, B is —H 01"

—CH3, X is oxygen or sulfur, and Y is an alcohol or

amine residue, and the metallic and amine salts thereof,

has selective pre-emergence and post-emergence herbici-

dal activity. The synthesis of members of this class is de-

scribed in detail, and the utility of representative com-

pounds is exemplified.

3,787,435
4,5-BIS-(TRIFLUOROMETHYLIMINO)-DIAZOLES

Hans-Joachim Scholl, Cologne, Erich Klauke, Odenthal,

Ferdinand Grewe, Burscheid, and Ingeborg Hammann,
Cologne, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,159

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 18, 1970,

P 20 62 346.5

Int. CI. C07d 49/34, 57/02

U.S. CI. 260—309.2 9 Claims

4.5-bis-(trifluoromethyl'mino)oxazoles or diazoles are

prepared by reacting the enol form of an amide or an

imide of a carboxylic acid or carbonic acid, having at

least one hydrogen atom on each of an oxygen and nitro-

gen or two nitrogen atoms vicinal to the amide carbon

atom, with perfluoro-2,5-diazahexa-2,4-diene in the pres-

ence of a hydrogen fluoride acceptor at a temperature of

with n representing an integer of from 1 to 5 are disclosed.

The aci^ addition salts from pharmaceutically acceptable

organic and mineral acids are also disclosed. The mate-

rials have a bronchodilatory, anti-tussive and spasmo-

lytic activity.

3 787 437
2.SILYL-1-METHYL IMIDAZOLES

Sandor Barcza, West Orange, NJ., assignor to

Sandoz-Wander, Inc., Hanover, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. l4. 1972, Ser. No. 226,249

Int. CI. C07d 49/36

U.S. CI. 260 309 "^ Claims

Substituted 2-silyl-l -methyl imidazoles, e.g., 2-(phenyl-

dimethyl)silyl-l -methyl imidazole, are prepared by re-

acting substituted silyl halides with metalated imidazole,

and are useful by reason of their pharmacological activity

in animals, e.g. as sedative-hypnotics.

3 787 438
4,6-DIHYDROXY-N,N'BIS('3-OXO-l-ISOINDOLINYL.
IDENE)ISOPHTHALAMIDE AND SUBSTITUTION
PRODUCTS
Daniel Walter Thomas, Somerville, NJ., assignor to

American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,329

Int. CI. C07d 27/50

U.S. CL 260—325 ,
^^^

The 4,6 - dihydroxy - N,N'bis(3 - 0x0 - 1 - isoindo-

linylidene) isophthalamides, both unsubstituted. and in
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which the isophthalic acid ring is substituted in the 2 3,787,442
„,„^,,„^

and/or 5 position by independently, chlorine, bromine and TETRAHYDRO-2H-TH10PY11AN.4-SULFAMIC

lower alkyl. and in the isoindole rings in one or more of ACIDS AND SALTS

the 4, 5, 6, and 7 positions by chlorine or bromine are
Gerhard R. Wendt, Havertown, and Michael W. Winkley,

II 1^ ..,i.:/.v. in ninm^ntrirv <^i7<> nre excellent ma-i D» ^rr:r.r,^rt! *n A.tnoriean Hnnip Products
yellow compounds which in pigmentary size are excellent

yellow pigments.

3,787,439

IMIDO-SUBSTITUTED ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE
COMPOSITIONS

Fred P. Holub and Milton L. Evans, Schenectady, N.Y.,

assignors to General Electric Company

No Drawing. Original application May 5. 1969, Ser. No.

821,966, now Patent No. 3,558,741. Divided and this

application Aug. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 67,210

Int. CI. C07d 27/52

VS, CI. 260—326 E ^ Claina

Curable organopolysiloxane compositions are provided

and a method for making them, comprising organopoly-

siloxane having one or more aliphatically unsaturated

imido organo radicals attached to silicon through a car-

bon-silicon bond. The curable organopolysiloxane com-

positions can be in the form of blends of such imido-sub-

stituted organopolysiloxane in combination with at least

one olefinically unsaturated monomer, such as N-phenyl-

maleimide, bismaleimide, styrene, etc., or at least one

polymer, such as polycarbonate, polyvinylchloride, etc.,

or mixtures thereof.

Malvern, Pa., assignors to American Home Products

Corporation. New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,703

Int. CI. C07d 65/04

U.S. a. 260—327 TH
Compounds of the formula:

KNSOjM
I

8 Claims

in which

R is hydrogen, lower alkyl or hydroxy(lower)alkyl;

M is hydrogen, an alkali metal or an alkaline earth metal;

and

Y is

o o

—S— or
^ ^

are non-nutritive artificial sweeteners.

3,787,440

3-SULFAMYL.4.CHLOROBENZOIC ACID
DERIVATIVES

^^yuki Hamano and Takaharu Nakamura, Tokyo,

Shizuo Kuriyaraa, Saitama Prefecture, and Motosuke

Yamanaka, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Eisai Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197,119

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 9, 1970,

45/97,931

Int CI. C07d 27/48

UA a. 260—326.1 5 Claims

New 3-sulfamyl-4-chlorobenzoic acid derivatives, more

particularly. 2-chloro-5-{2-[4,7-methano-A5-tetrahydro (or

4,7-methanohexahydro)-isoindolinocarbonyl (or isoin-

dolino - aminocarbonyl ) ]
)benzene sulfonamide having

marked diuretic and anti-hypertensive activities with low

toxicity, as well as the synthetic preparation thereof are

provided. The new compounds may advantageously be

administered per os for therapeutical treatment of di-

seases such as cardiac, renal and hepatic edemas and also

of hypertensions such as essential, renal and juvenile hy-

pertensions.

3,787,441

SULTONE RECOVERY

Carl D. Kennedy, Claude D. Butler, Delmar D. Krehbiel.

and Gene E. Nicks, Ponca City, Okla., assignors to

Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

No Drawing. Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,910

Int. CI. C07d 89/06. 89/12

U.S. a. 260—327 S < Claims

3,787,443

ARYLOXY EPITHIO ETHERS

Donald W. Erickson, Cupertino, Calif., assignor to

Zoecon Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 119,042

Int. CI. C07d 7 //S, 59/00

U.S. a. 260—327 E 10 Claims

Novel phenyl ethers, phenyl thioethers and derivatives

thereof having a side chain of six to twelve carbon

atoms with lower alkyl substituent at C-2 and C-5 or

C-3 and C-6 which is saturated, mono-unsaturated or

substituted with oxido, epithio or halo useful for insect

control.

3,787,444

DIBENZO[b,nTHIEPIN-10-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Jacques Gosteli, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to

Ciba-Geigy Corporation

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,475

Clabns priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 8, 1971,

243/71

Int. CI. A61k 27/00: C07d 67/00

U.S. CI. 260—327 B 3 Claims

A new process for the production of N-substituted

dibenzo[b,flthiepin-10-methylamines and closely related

compounds is provided, which process consists essentially

in reducing corresponding amides of dibenzo[b,flthiepin-

10-carboxylic acids with complex hydrides. Further are

provided processes for the production of dibenzo[b.fl

thiepin-lO-carboxylic acids used for the preparation of

said amides. The dibenzojb.f 1th epin-10-c3rboxylic acids

are novel compounds which also possess pharmacological,

particularly anti-inflammatory properties and are active

ingredients for pharmaceutical compositions. A typical

embodiment is the condensation of 0-(phenylthio)-benz-

aldehyde with hippuric acid, which leads with or without

isolation of intermediates to dibenzo[b.f Ithiepin-lO-car-A sultone is recovered from a mixture consisting es-

sentially of a sultone and an alkenesulfonic acid by dis- .M-iau^.i v.. ..- ^—V. '"7
:„,„:,« ^hinride reaction

solving the mixture in a solution consisting essentially of boxyl.c acid, conversion hereof into its ^^'o^de^^^^^^^^^

a lower alcohol plus water or a ketone plus water, cool- of the latter with d.methylamme ^"'^ /^^^"^^^^^^^

ing the resulting s'econd solution to precipitate the sultone. dimethylamide obtained w„h ''^h-um

f
^mium hydr^^^^^^^

and separating the precipitated sultone from the mother in the presence of an ethereal solvent to N.N-dimethyl

liquor, as by filtration or centrifugation. dibenzo[b.flthiepin-10-methylamine.
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3,787,445
THIENOBENZAZEPINES

Lucien Nedelec, Le Raincy, Jacques Guillaume, Aulnay-

sous-Bois, and Andre Allals, Les Lilas, France, as-

signors to Roussel-UCLAF, Paris, France

No DrKwing. Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,124

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 1, 1971,

7106917
Int. a. A61k 27/00; C07d 63/18

U.S. CI. 260—332.3 P H Claims

Novel 4-(alkyaminoalkyl)-[4Kl-thieno-t3,2-b](f]benz-

azepinewof the formula

organic acid corresponding to the diketone reactant which

dissolves the dioxolane product. The use of an organic

solvent is advantageous for producing substantially pure

products with minimum purification. The 3,5-dihydroxy-

1,2-dioxolanes are useful in the polymerization of vinyl

compounds or in the cross-linking of unsaturated poly-

ester resins.

Hi
X z' Y z

Hi
/\^/

-n

/
a-n

\
(I)

wherein Rj and R2 are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, halogen, —CF3, lower alkoxy optionally sub-

stituted, lower alkylthio, lower alkyl, optionally substi-

tuted sulfonamide, diloweralkylamino and acylamino

wherein the acyl is derived from an organic carboxylic

acid of 1 to 18 carbon atoms, R is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl, A is alkylene of

2 to 5 carbon atoms, optionally substituted by lower alkyl,

B is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower

alkyl and arloweralkyi, C is selected from the group con-

sisting of lower alkyl and arloweralkyi and B and C

taken together are alkylene of 2 to 6 carbon atoms op-

tionally interrupted with 1 or 2 heteroatoms, Y is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, hydroxy, lower

alkoxy and lower alkanoyloxy, X is hydrogen and taken

together with Y forms a carbon-carbon double bond, Z'

is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and

lower alkyl and Z is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, lower alkyl and lower alkoxy and taken with

Y forms a member of the group consisting of =0, lower

alkylenedioxy, lower alkylenedithio and thioloweralkyl-

eneoxy and their non-toxic, pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salts having antidepressant activity with a

large therapeutic index and their preparation and novel

intermediates.

3,787,446

process for producing 3,5.dihydroxy
i,2-dioxolant:s

Wolfgang Edl, Munich, Germany, assignor to Peroxid-

Chemie GmbH., near Munich, Germany
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

«on Ser. No. 798,833, Nov. 20, 1968. This application

Aug. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 174,262

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 23, 1967,

6715914
Int CI. C07d 75/00

U.S. a. 260—340.9 18 Qaims
3,5-dihydroxy 1,2-dioxolanes are prepared by reacting

in the presence of a catalytic quantity of a base, a dike-

tone having the formula

R-C-CH-C-R'
II I II

O R» O

and hdyrogen peroxide wherein R and R' are alkyl groups

having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms and R^ is selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen and alkyl groups having

from 1 to 6 carbon atoms. When the reaction is con-

ducted in the presence of an organic diluent in which the

reaction product is insoluble, it is desirable to use concen-

trations of hydrogen peroxide in excess of 50% w./w.

and the use of such diluents is desirable due to the forma-

tion of a granular product. The reaction may also be con-

ducted in the presence of an organic solvent such as an

3 787 447

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF^ 3-ACETOXY PHTHALIDE
Pierre ^aoul, Epinay-sur-Orge, France, assignor to

Produits Chimiques Pechiney-Saint-Gobain, Neuilly-

sur-Seine, France ^ ^^ ^« --« -

No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1970, Ser. No. 41,159

Claims priority, application France, June 3, 1969,

6918215
Int CI. C07d 5/32

U.S. a. 260—343.3 ^ ? Oalms

This invention is addressed to a new and improved

process for the preparation of 3-acetoxy phthalide from

orthoxylene in which orthoxylene in acetic acid or a mix-

ture of acetic acid and acetic anhydride is oxidized to

form the 3-acetoxy phthalide and phthalic anhydride.

3,787,448

lO-OXAPROSTANOIC ACID DERIVATIVES
Junichi Himizu, Urawa, Shoichi Harigaya, Kawasaki,

Akihiko Ishida, Aceo, Kaoru Yoshikawa, Omiya, and

Masanori Sato, Kuki, Japan, assignors to Tanabe

Seiyaku Co., Ltd.. Osaka, Japan
<,^a „^,

No Drawing. Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,963

Claims priority, application Japan, June 15, 1971,

46/42,722
Int CI. C07d 5/06

U.S. CI. 260—343.6 H Cl«f™«
Lower - alkyl 7 - (4^-formyl-oxolane-2-one-3a-yl)-hep-

tanoate is condensed with 2-oxo-heptylene triphenyl phos-

phate or di-lower-alkyl 2-oxo-heptyl-phosphate. Lower-

alkyl 9,15-dioxo-13,14-didehydro-10-oxaprostanoate (A)

thus obtained is hydrogenated to give lower-alkyl 9,15-

dioxo-10-oxaprostanoate (B) in the presence of a catalyst

(e.g., palladium, palladium-carbon). The resultant com-

pound (A) or (B) is further reduced with a metal boro-

hydride to give lower-alkyl 9-oxo-13,14-didehydro-15-hy-

droxy-10-oxaprostanoate (D) or lower-alkyl 9-oxo-15-hy-

droxy-10-oxaprostanoate (C), followed by optional acyla-

tion of the compound (D) to give lower-alkyl 9-oxo-

13,14-didehydro-15-acyloxy-10-oxaprostanoate (G). Fur-

thermore, 9-oxo-15-hydroxy-10-oxaprostanoic acid (E)

or 9 - 0x0 - 1 3 , 1 4-didehydro- 1 5-hydroxy- 1 0-oxaprostanoic

acid (F) is prepared by hydrolyzing the compound (C)

or (D). The 1 0-oxaprostanoic acid derivatives (A), (B).

(C). (D), (E). (F) and (G) are all useful for treatment

of gastro-intestinal dissorders, blood pressure disorders

and as stimulating agents for childbirth, abortion and

labor.

3 787 449

MANUFACTURE OF 2-(3-HYDROXY-3.0FnONAL.
LY ALKYLATED - 1 ALKYNYD-S-HYDROXY.
5-OXOCYCLOPENT - 1 - ENEALKANOIC ACIDS
AND ESTERS

. . « ci i,-

Paul W. Collins, Deerfield, and Raphael Pappo, Skokie,

111., assignors to G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago. 111.

No Drawing. Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,434

Int CI. C07d 7/04
.

U S CI. 260 345.7 ' Claims

Treatment of 2-alkoxy-4-hydroxy-5-oxocyclopent-l-ene-

alkonic acids and their lower alkyl esters with lithium

tetra(3-rtetrahydropyran-2-ynoxy-l - alkynyl) aluminate

affords the corresponding 2-(3-[tetrahydropyran-2-ynoxy-

1 -alkynyl )-3-hyrdoxy-5-oxocyclopent-l - enealkanoic acids

and esters. Subsequent cleavage of the ether function yields

the 2-(3-hydroxy-l-alkynyl)-3-hydroxy-5-oxocyclopent-l-

enealkanoic acids and esters. The latter compounds are
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useful as pharmacological agents as is evidenced by their

anti-ulcerogenic. hypotensive and smooth muscle-stimu-

lating properties.

3,787,450
METHOD OF PRODUCING SODIUM

ALUMINUM HYDRIDES
Bohuslav Casensky, 6 E. Kransnohorske, Praba, Czecho-

slovakia; Jiri Machacek, 66 Hlavni, Knimvir, Czecho-

slovakia; and Jaroslav Vit, % Peter Andrews, P.O.

Box 8145 SW. Station, Washington, D.C. .

No Drawing. Application Mar. 25. 1970, Ser. No. 22,669,

now Patent No. 3,728,272, which Is a division of appli-

cation Ser. No. 626,664, Mar. 24, 1967, now Patent

No. 3,507,895, which in turn Is a continuation-in-part

of abandoned application Ser. No. 611,845, Jan. 26,

1967. Divided and this appUcation Apr. 22, 1971, Ser.

No. 136,595
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia. Jan. 31,

1966, 604/66
Int a. C07d 9100; C07f 5106

U.S. a. 260—345,9 7 Claims

(A) Compounds of the formula NaAlHx(OR),
wherein R is

epoxides are prepared by a process wherein the coupling

reaction is carried out under different conditions than

the subsequent dehydrohalogenation step. The resulting

epoxides demonstrate superior and unexpected combina-

tions of high-temperature properties and flex strengths.

-(CH,).-NJ
\

R'

R»

X is 1 or 2, z is an integer from 2 to 4 and R' and R' are

the same or different and are selected from the group

consisting of alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms and an ali-

phatic ether alkyl group having a total of 2 to 4 carbon

atoms and z has the same meaning as above, and

(B) Compounds of the formula NaAlHx(0R')4-x.
wherein x is 1 or 2 and R' is (alkylene OyR*. wherein

alkylene has 2 to 4 carbon atoms, y is 1 to 4 and R* is

selected from the group consisting of alkyl of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, phenyl.

—CHj— and

\o/

/\
-CHi-

I

3,787,452
EPOXYSILANES

Ernst Leumann, Arlesheim, and Hans Lehmann, Basel,

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation,

Ardsley, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,919

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 29, 1971,

9,527/71
Int ci. C07d 1118 '

U.S. a. 260—348 SC 4 Oalms
The invention relates to epoxysilanes of the Formula 1

are formed by hydrogenating sodium, aluminum and

(a) in case of Compounds A: a compound selected from

the group consisting of AlHni(0R)3-in.

NaAlH„(OR)4_m

and ROH, R having the meaning as above.

(b) in case of Compounds B: a compound selected from

the group consisting of AlHm(OR3)3_n„

NaAlHn,(0R')4-m

and R^OH, R^ having the same meaning as above and

m in both cases being 0, 1 or 2,

the said reaction being carried out at an elevated tem-

perature and pressure in an inert aromatic hydrocarbon

or ether medium, and the ratio of Na to R in the reaction

being between 1:1 and 1:3.

The invention also embraces certain liquid reactants

comprising one of the above compounds in solution in

an aromatic hydrocarbon or ether medium.

()

I

r
C—C-0-CHt-Cl!j-CH»—Si-(OKi|-,

t-C-O-CHr-CH CHj

o o (I)

in which A denotes a cycloaliphatic five-membered or six-

membered ring or an aromatic ring, R and R' each de-

note an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms and n de-

notes 0, 1 or 2, and their use in adhesives, to which they

impart increased resistance to tropical conditions and to

water. Embodiments of the invention are glycidyltrieth-

oxysilyl esters of tetra- or hexa-hydrophthalic acid.

3 787 453
steroid'CARBAMATES

Kenneth Earl Fahrenholtz, Bloom6eld. NJ., assignor to

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Oct 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,306

Int CI. C07c 169120
U.S. CI. 260—397.4 19 Qaims
Carbamic acid esters of 3^-hydroxy-A* or A*-steroids.

which can be optionally substituted with chlorine in the

4 and /or 6-positions and which are useful as progesta-

tional, androgenic, anabolic, antiestrogenic and/or anti-

gonadotropic agents, and a process for preparing these

carbamic acid esters.

3,787,454
NOVEL 6a-FLUORO-16«,18-DIMETHYL-

1,4-PREGNADIENE-3,20-DIONXS
Ulricb Kerb, Rudolf Wiechert, Karl Petzoldt Klaus

Kieslich, and Karl Heinz Kolb, Berlin. West Germany,
assignors to Schering Aktiengesellschaft Berlin and

Bergkamen, Germanv
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,711

Claims priority, application West Germany, Dec. 30, 1970,

P 20 64 859.3 l .

Int CI. G07c 169/n
U.S. a. 260—397.45 13 Claims

6a - fluoro - 16a. 18 - dimethyl - 1.4 - prepnadiene-

3.20-diones of the formula

3,787,451
EPOXIDES OF ALKOXY-SUBSTTTUTED
TRKHYDROXVTHEN'YDALKANTS

Raymond W. Mah, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,257
Int CI. C07d 7/75

U.S. a. 260—348 R 3 Oaims
The invention comprises polyglycidyl ethers of alkoxy-

substituted tri(hydroxyphenyl)alkanes, their blends with

other epoxy compounds and their cured products. These

-CHi

''^Vv

v\ herein X is a halogen atom and Y is a hydroxy group or

a halogen atom having an atomic weight no greater than

X, and physiologically acceptable 21 -esters thereof,

possessing anti-inflammatory activity, especially topical

anti-inflammatory activity. ,
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3 787 455

VINYL CHLORIDE PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS AND
CERTAIN PLASTICIZERS THEREFOR

Robert R. Mod, Frank C. Magne, and Eyald L; Skau,

New Orlean? La., assignors to the United States of

America as represented by the Secretap' of/g^^"'J{'/

No Dawing. AppIicaHon Nov. 13, 1969, Ser. No. 876,556,

now Patint No. 3,644,478, '^hifhS a division of apph-

cation Ser. No. 683,060, Oct 12, 1967, now abandoned,

which in turn Is a division of aPP"ca?o",S«^l
-S2*

529,652, Feb. 24, 1966, now Patent No. 3,403,126.

Divided and this appUcation May 7, 1971, Ser. No.

^*^'^*^^
Int CI. C07c mi30

IIS CI 260 404 5 Claims

The mveniion provides an N-alkyl-N-2-acetoxyieihyl-

oleamide wherein the alkyl group contains from 1--4 car-

bon atoms, which is useful as a plasticizer for vinyl chlo-

ride resins.

weight of from about 600 to about 100,000, (2) an amine

compound containing at least one HN< group, (3) an

aliphatic aldehyde, and (4) an aliphatic acid containmg

at least six carbon atoms, in the reactant molar ratio ot

10 1-10-1-10:0.014-1.0, respectively, are improved by

reacting such modified Mannich condensation products

with from about 2 to about 6 moles of an aliphatic alde-

hyde per mole of the alkyl-substituted hydroxy aromatic

compound used in preparing the modified Mannich con-

densation product. The products of the herein-described

invention are oil-soluble, and are highly effective additives

for imparting dispersant-detergent properties to lubricant

oil compositions. Lubricants containing these products

provide a high degree of protection against the deposi-

tion of sludge and varnish, and corrosion when used as

crankcase lubricant additives.

3,787,456 „ ^^^
VINYL CHLORIDE PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS AND
^^CERTAIN PLASTICIZERS THEREFOR
Robert R. Mod, 4550 Arthur Dnve

J0127;
Frank C.

Magne, 2330 FrankUn Ave. 70117; and EvaId L.

Ska?. 6473 Memphis St 70124, all of New Orieans,

No'^Drawlng. AppUcation May 7, 1971, Ser. No. 141,361,

which Is a division of application Ser. No. »7ft.556,

Nov. 13, 1969, now Patent No. 3,644,478, which is a

division of application Ser. No. 683,060, Oct. 12, 1967,

now abandoned, which in turn Is a division of aPP'^ca-

tion Ser. No. 529,652, Feb. 24, 1966, ""'^ P^**"* ^o.

3,403,126. Divided and this appUcation Sept 13, Viit,

Ser. No. 288,840
Int CI. C07c mi30

U S CI 260—404 * Claim

The invention provide;-, N-benzyl-N - 2 - acetoxyethyl-

oleamide. which is useful as a plasticizer for vinyl chloride

resins.

3,787,457 . ^^
VINYL CHLORTOE PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS AND

CERTaYn PLASTICIZERS THEREFOR
Robert R. Mod, 4550 Arthur Drive 70127; Frank C.

Magne, 2330 Franklin Ave. 70117; and EvaW L.

Ska^ 6473 Memphis St. 70124, all of New Orleans,

No^Drawlng. AppUcation May 7, 1.971, Ser. No. 141,361,

which is a division of application Ser. No. 876,556,

Nov. 13, 1969, now Patent No. 3,644,478, which is a

division of application Ser. No. 683,060, Oct 12, 1967,

now abandoned, which in turn is a division of applica-

tion Ser. No. 529,652, Feb. 24, 1966, now Patent No.

3,403,126. Divided and this appUcation Sept 13, Viit,

Ser. No. 288,802
Int CI. C07c 103130

.

WTO PI 260 404 Claim

The invention provides an N-alkyl-N-3-ethoxypropyl-

oleamide. wherein the alkyl group contains 1-4 carbon

atoms, which is useful as a plasticizer for vmyl chloride

resins.

3 787 459

SELECTIVE HYDROFORMYLATION OF UNSATU-
RATED FATTY COMPOUNDS

Edwin N. Frankel, Peoria, HI., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

NrSiSg. Filed Oct 23, 1970, Ser. No. 83,618

Int CI. C07c 59128, 69/66; Cllc 3/00

U S CI 260 410.7 11 Claims

*A process is described for converting unsaturated veg-

etable oil material without isomerization into high yields

of formyl products which can be subsequently reduced to

the corresponding hydroxymethyl products or oxidized to

the corresponding carboxy products. The conversion iS

accomplished by reacting vegetable oil material with hy-

drogen and carbon monoxide in the presence of a highly

selective catalyst system.

3,787,460 _^
PROCESS FOR SPLnriNG SOAPSTOCK AND

APPARATUS THEREFOR
Roger Gadefaix, Issy-Ies-Moulineaux, and Jean Klere,

Colombes, France, assignors to Lever Brothers Com-

pany, New York, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 17, 1969, Ser. No. 885,762

Int Ct Cllc 1/00

U.S. CL 260—418 8 Claims

.0-

3,787,458 ,_ ,„^„
OIL-SOLUBLE ALIPHATIC ACTO MODIFIED fflGH

MOLECULAR WEIGHT MANNICH CONDENSA-
TION PRODUCTS ^ „ ,r .. » * ^

Edmund J. Piasek, Chicago, and Robert E. KarH, Batavia,

III., assignors to Standard OU Company, Chicago, lU.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.

54,558, July 13, 1970. This application Aug. 31, 1970,

Ser. No. 68,469
Int a. C09£ 7/00

U.S. CI. 260—404.5 l" Claims

The thermal oxidation stability of aliphatic acid-modi-

fied high molecular weight Mannich condensation prod-

ucts, which are prepared by reacting ( 1 ) a high molecular

weight alkyl-suhstituted hydroxy aromatic compound, in

which the alkyl-substituent has an average molecular

The invention provides a process and apparatus for

splitting soapstock by acid treatment to liberate free fatty

acids in the form of acid oil. The reactants are aspirated

one into the other, preferably by the use of the Ventun

principle, particulariy in an arrangement in which two

Ventun pipes, each with its own induction manifold, are
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arranged in tjftidem to deliver into a collection vessel.

First one reactant liquid and then the other is aspirated

through the separate manifolds by the action of an

aspirating fluid such as steam serving the system and are

thereby intimately admixed with one another. The ar-

rangement minimizes the heavy corrosive effects which re-

sult from the use of mechanical mixing devices.

3,787,461
ORGANOMETALLIC DERTVATTVES OF

PERFLUOROCYCLOALKENES
Joseph D. Park, Boalder, Cole, and Sam Kwon Choi,

Stamford, Conn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of ahandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 8,687, Feb. 4, 1970. This application

Aug. 25, 1971, S€r. No. 174,991

Int. CI. C07f 7100, 3/10

U.S. CI. 260 429 R ^ Claims

drganometallic compounds in which olefinicaliy un-

saturated fluoroalicyclic groups are bonded to two metal

radicals through two of the vinylic carbon atoms. The

compounds can be prepared by metal interchange with an

alkali metal derivative of the fluoroalicyclic olefin. The

compounds are useful as thermally and hydrolytically

stable plasticizers for polymers, as lubricants and as lubri-

cant additives for cryogenic equipment.

3,787,462

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PALLADIUM
ACETYL ACETONATE OF LOW CHLORINE
CONTENT o .. _r

Wolfgang Swodenlt, Odenthal-GIobusch, Gerhard Scharfe,

Leverkusen, and Wolfram Domfeldt, Leichlingen, Ger-

many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany ^, ^^^ ,._
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,677

Int CI. C07f 75/00

U.S. CI. 260—429 J 4 Claims

A* high purity palladium acetyl acetonate is obtained

at low reaction times by precipitating a palladium com-

pound from an aqueous alkali palladium chloride solu-

tion with an alkali metal hyd'roxide, converting the

precipitate to the palladium acetyl acetonate with acetyl

acetone, and washing and drying the acetonate.

January 22, 1974

GOGH, or is part of an aromatic ring, or is a radical

of the formula l.

—(CHj-CHa—NR5),„CH2CH2—

wherein m is the integer 1, 2 or 3, and R5 is H or a C,

to C4 linear or branched monovalent radical substituted

or not with —OH, —CO or —GOGH, X is an anion; p

is 1, 2, or 3; and q is 0, 1, or 2. the sum of p-\-q being

equal to the valence of Me.

3,787,464

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
TRIVALENT COBALT COMPLEXES I

Carlo Neri and Emilio Perrotti, San Donate, Milanese,

Italy, assignors to Snam Progctti S.p.A., Milan, Italy

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 102,975

Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 30, 1969,

26,425/69
Int. CI. C07c 11/26

U.S. CI. 260—439 R 5 Claims

A process is disclosed for preparing trivalent cobalt

derivatives of the formula

CH, CHj

wherein X is NGj. CN. CH3CG or CHO which comprises

reactinc: a suspension or solution containing a divalent

cobalt complex of the formula

c
nC=N N==cn

3,787,463

AMINE GOLD CO\n»LEX USEFLT FOR THE ELEC-
TRODEPOSITION OF GOLD AND ITS ALLOYS

Franco Zuntini, Giuseppe Aliprandini, Jean-Michel

Gloria, Andre Meyer, and Salvatore Losi, Geneva,

Switzerland, assignors to Oxy Metal Finishing Cor-

poration, Warren, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

61,868, Aug. 6, 1970. This application Feb. 24, 1972,

Ser. No. 229,165
Int a. C07f 1/12

U.S. a. 260—430 9 Qalms
Disclosed is a gold amine complex useful for the elec-

trodeposition of gold and its alloys. The complex has the

formulJ:
Me[AAu(S03)2lpXq

wherein Me is a mono- or polyvalent cation, A is a poly-

amine having the formula

Ri R«
\ /
N-R-N

/ \
R« R'

wherein R^, R^, R' and R* are individually H or Cj to C^

linear or branched monovalent radicals substituted or not

with —GH. —CO or —CGGH; or R^ and R« taken

together, or R2 and R' taken together are divalent C2

to Cg alkylene or alkenylene radicals substituted or not

with —OH, —CG or —CGGH; R is a Cj to Cg alkylene

or alkenylene radical substituted or not with —GH, —CG,

cHj—en,

methanol and a reactant of the formula CH3—X where-

in, X is as defined above, at a temperature from 0° C. to

80° C. while simultaneously introducing oxygen gas into

said suspension or solution. •

^

I

3,787,465

ESTERS OF PENTAERYTHRITOL AND PROCESS
FOR PREPARING

Travis E. Stevens, Huntsville, Ala., assignor to Rohm &
Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed May 5, 1960, Ser. No. 27,217

Int. CI. C07d 105/06

UA CI. 260—440 < Claims

1. Pentaerythritol compounds of the formula

CHjO
/ \.

R-O-CHt -C—CIIiO— R»

\ /
CHsO

in which R is selected from the group consisting of

o

Ri-Tc- and RJ—SOr- '

in which R^ is selected from the group consisting of alkyh

aryl and alkenyl and R' is aryl and R» is arsenic.

4. A process for the preparation of pentaerythritol com-

pounds of the formula

CHjO
/ \

R_0-CH»-C-C HjO-R'
\ /
CHjO

in which R is selected from the group consisting of

o

R»—C— and R»-SOi—
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in which R2 is selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

aryl. and alkenyl and R^ is aryl and Ri is selected from

the group consisting of arsenic and

( " )\R«—C-/i

in which R* is selected from the group consisting of alkyl

and aryl which comprises reacting pentaerythritol arsenite

with a compound selected from the group consistmg of

R2COCI, (R2CG)2G, and R^SOjCl in which compounds

R2 and R^ are as defined hereinbefore at a temperature in

the range to 100° C.

3,787,466

N-ACETYL-L-GLUTAMINE ALUMINUM SALT
Tsuneo Kagawa, Tokyo, Kyoichi Fuji, Sakai, and Masao

Tanaka and Hlroshi Tanaka, Sunto, Japan, assignors

to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed June 2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,336

Claims priority, application Japan, June 5, 1970,

45/48,031
Int. CI. C07f 5/06

U.S. CI. 260—448 R 3 Claims

Aluminum salts of N-acetyl-L-glutamine are prepared

by reacting N-acetyl-L-glutamine with an aluminum alk-

oxide in water. The aluminum salts are useful in the

treatment of gastric ulcers.

3,787,467

PERFLUORO - ALKANE - SULPHONAMTOO SUB-

STITUTED ORGANO-SILICON COMPOUNDS
AND THEIR PRODUCTION ^^ , , ^ ^ ,^

Hans Joachim Lucking, Bergisch-Neukirchen, Walter

Noll, Opladen, Werner Buchner, Leichlingen, Klaus

Friederich, Leverkusen, and Hans Niederprum, Mon-

heim, Rhincland, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,689

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18, 1971,

P 21 07 758.7

Int CI. C07f 7/18

U.S. CI. 260 448.8 R ^ Claims

*Novei organo-oxysilanes and organo-polysiloxanes hav-

ing at least one Si-bonded substituent of the general for-

mula

or CO2 in the presence of hydrogen, using catalysts of Rh

and Ru metals, and alloys thereof with Ft, benefiaated

with admixitures of tungsten oxide. Precise control of the

product gas composition is obtained by predetermined

control of process parameters of input gas flow rate and

temperature conditions in the methanation reactor.

Product gas containing substantially no CO is useful m
ammonia synthesis and fuel cells.

3,787,469
POLYISOCYANATE ADDUCTS

Bums Davis and Charles J. Kibler, Kingsport, Tenn.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,062

Int. CI. C07cii 9/04

U S CI 260—453 A * Claims

'polyi'socyanate adducts of 1,3- and I.4-cyclohexanebis-

(methylisocyanate) and an aminoalcohol havmg the

structure

Y

HjN(CH2).C-CH20H

Y

where X is or 1 to 8 and Y is alkyl containing 1 to 4

carbon atoms. These polyisocyanate adducts are useful

in the preparation of polyurethane coatmgs, adhesives,

foams and elastomers.

o
!1

C„F2aM-S-X-CIl2-
!! I

O R

3,787,470 ,^
PREPARATION OF THIOLHYDROXAMATE

ESTERS FROM NITROALKANES
James B. Buchanan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

702,084, Jan. 31, 1968, which is a coR^nuation-in-part

of abandoned application Ser No. 626,469, Mar. 28

1967. This application June 29, 1970, Ser. No. 50,898

Int.Cl.C07ci79/7S
ITS CI 260—453 R ' Claims

Thiolhydroxamate esters such as methyl thiolacetohy-

droxamate are prepared by reaction of a nitroalkane such

as nitroethane with an alkyl mercaptan such as methyl

mercaptan in the presence of a potassium base and a lower

alkanol diluent at a temperature of between 40 C. and

120° C.

wherein n is an integer from 1 to 18 and R is a hydrogen

atom or a hydrocarbon radical are produced by reactmg

a halomethyl organo-oxy silane or a halomethyl-substi-

tuted organo-polysiloxane with a perfluoro-alkane-sul-

phonamide of the general formula

o

C„F2n*l-S-N-M
II I

O R

in which M is a hydrocen atom or an alkali metal atom,

at a temperature of between 20 and 200° C, and in the

case where M is a hydrogen atom in the presence of a ter-

tiary nitrogen base.

The products are suitable as oil-, dirt- and water-repel-

lent coating agents.

3,787,468

METHANATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND
CARBON DIOXIDE

Donald KIngsley Fleming, Park Ridge, Sarabjit Singh

Randhava, Evanston. and Ellas Humberto Camara,

Hickory Hills, HI., assignors to Institute of Gas Tech-

nology
Filed Sept. 1, 1970, Ser. No. 68,632

Int CI. C07c 1 /02, 1 /04, 1/12

U.S. CI. 260 449 M ^ Qaims
Process of preferential, selective and sequential

methanation for reaction of gases containing CG, and/

3,787,471

DITHIO- AND THIONO-CARBAMATE MINERAL
. VALUE COLLECTORS

Guy H. Harris, Concord, Calif., and Terry D. Fil^r, Idah^^

Falls, Idaho, assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

No^oSg^CW^I application Feb. 13, 1969, Sen No.

7?9'ri? now PaTent No. 3,590,997. Divided and this

application Mar. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 121,212

Int. CL C07c 155/08
wj s CI 260 455 A ' Oaims

'a new composition of matter and an improvement m

the concentration of ores by flotation which comprises

subjecting a suWde ore in the form of a pulp to a flota-

tion process in the presence of an effective quantity of

a flotation collector comprising a new composition ot

matter corresponding to the formula

II

A-R,-N-r-Y-R2
11

s

wherein A is a radical corresponding to the formula

R-x
\c—
/I

R'-X' Rj
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I

or

H
I

z-c-x
\
c—

Z'-C—X' Ri

X and Y consist of —S— or —O— ; R, R', Z, Z' and

Rz are hydrocarbyl groups, Ri is an alkylene group and

Rj is H or a lower alkyl group. Certain of the indicated

compounds provide for enhanced selectivity and/or re-

covery of sulfide minerals of Cu, Zn, Mo, Co, Ni and Pb

over iron sulfide.

3.787.472

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ALKYL
ISOTHIOCYANIC ACID ESTERS

G#inter Giesselmann, Heusenstamm, Werner Schwarze,

Frankfurt, and Wolfgang Weigert, Offenbach, Ger-

many, assignors to Deutsche Gold, und Silber-Schcid-

eanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

msmy
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,802

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 5, 1971,

P 21 05 473.9

Int. CI. C07ci6//0'/

U.S. CI. 260—454 ^' Claims

Process for the production of an alkyl isothiocyanic acid

ester of the general formula

3 787 474
CROSS-LINKED POLYMERS

Peter Daniels, Sawbridgeworth, and Alexander Kennedy

Sim. Falkirk, Scotland, assignors to Inveresk Research

International, Musselburgh, Scotland

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 10, 1970, Ser. No. "1»274

Claims priority, application Scotland, Sept. 12, 1969,

45,168/69
Int. CI. C07c 69/54, 141/02

U.S. CI. 260—459 ^ Claims

The invention relates to novel cross-linked polymers

which, when administered to humans have the property

of lowering and controlling the cholesterol level of the

blood. The invention provides novel polymers which are

derived from a polymerizable monomer containing a

quaternary ammonium group cross-linked with a poly-

functional monomer containing two or more unsaturated

groups.

R_N=C=S (I)

in which R is a straight or branched alkyl radical having

about 1-6 carbon atoms, said process comprising react-

ing an aqueous solution of about one mole of a dithiocar-

bamate of the general formula

3 787 475

PROCESS FOR MAKING ARYLOXY DERrV'ATIVES
OF AROMATIC DIESTERS AND DINITRILES
Darrell R. Heath and Joseph G. Wirth, Schenectady,

N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 108,151

Int. CI. C07c 69/84. 121/74

U.S. CL 260—465 F l*^'
m

Aryloxy derivatives of aromatic diesters and dmitriles

are prepared from reaction of a nitro-substituted phenyl

diacid ester or a nitro-substituted phenyl dinitrile with

a metal salt of monovalent or divalent aryloxy radicals

in the presence of a dipolar aprotic solvent. The inven-

tion also includes novel compositions of matter of a di-

functional nature prepared in accordance with the above-

described process.

R-XH-C-S-Me
'ir

in which Me is an NH4 group, an alkyl ammonium group,

an alkaline earth metal atom, or an alkali metal atom,

with at least one mole of an aqueous hydrogen peroxide

solution, said reaction conducted at about 50°-! 20° C,

and at a pH of about 5-9, and isolating the resulting iso-

thiocyanic acid ester. The esters are useful as intermediate

in the preparation of other compounds and are biologi-

cally active.

3,787,476
STYRYL DYESTUFFS

Emst-Hclnrich Robe and Roderich Raue, Leverkusen,

Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany ,.„«D.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 6, 1966, Ser. No. 518,981

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 12, 1965,

F 44,930
,

Int. CI. C07c 121/70 '

U.S. CI. 260—465 D « Claims

Dyestuffs of the formula

R

3,787,473

THIOETHER SL^STTTLTED THIOLCARBONATES
Amoldus van der Heijden and Leonard Schutte, Zevenaar,

Netherlands, assignors to Lever Brothers Company,

New York, N.Y. ,«..„,
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,692

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 7, 1970,

57,986/70
Int CI. C07c 154/00

VS. CL 260—455 B K^^^^
Foodstuffs with improved flavor properties are obtained

by incorporation of a diester of monothiocarbonic acid

containing radicals characteristic of a flavoring thiol, a

secondary or tertiary alcohol and carbonic acid.

These diesters were found to be excellent precursors

of flavoring thiols, releasing the thiols at a controlled

rate under mild conditions. Particularly suitable diesters

have the general formula Ri—S—CO—O—R^, in which

R' represents an optionally substituted alkyl, homo-

or heterocyclic radical which contains 1-10, preferably

3-7 carbon atoms and not more than 2 hetero atoms

which are either oxygen or sulphur and

R2 represents a secondary or tertiary hydrocarbyl

group containing 3-20 carbon atoms, preferably an alkyl

group containing 3-8 carbon atoms.

H,o-\-I—

r

LnJ
-o-n

\ CH=ry
\r=N

wherein R, is alkyl. alkenyl, aralkyl, aryl. cycloalkyl.

acyl, or carbalkoxy; m is or 1: A is aryl: B is alkylene

having 2 to 4 carbon atoms; R is alkyl. aralkyl, or cyclo-

alkvl or I

R,o-A-j—r—1-o-n-
L o J»

D is hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy, or halogen: Y is

R«

_C N, —SO.Ri, —COO R3. or -C ON
\
Ri

R, and R5 are hydrogen, alkyl, aralkyl. cycloalkyl, or aryl,

and R2 and R3 are alkyl. aralkyl, cycloalkyl, or aryl. The

dvestuffs are free from sulphonic acid and carboxylic acid

groups and are useful for dyeing cellulose triacetate, poly-

amide, polyester, and polyurethanes.
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3 787 477

PREPARATIOn'oF CYANOHYDRINS
Gary J. Matthews, Boulder, Colo., assignor to Syntex

Corporation, Panama, Panama
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,605

Int. CI. C07c 121/74

U.S. CI. 260—465 F
. ^\ • •

*

Disclosed is a process for preparing cyanohydrins in-

volving the step of treating an aldehyde with sodium

cyanide and acetic acid. The preparation of a-hydroxy-a-

phenylacetonitrile from benzaldehyde is illustrated. The

products are known and can be converted, for example,

to a-aminoacids.

3 787 478

NOVEL N-HALOALKYLATED ANILINES
Ladlslav Dolejs, Pavel Beran, Karel Slama, and Frantisek

Sorm, Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignors to Ceskoslo-

venska Akademie Vcd, Prague, Czechoslovakia

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 136,221

Claims priority, appUcation Czechoslovakia, May 5, 1970,

3,122/70
Int. CI. C07c 101/58

,

U.S. CI. 260 471 R ^^ Claims

*Nove*l N-halo.ilkylated anilines rrepared by reaction of

N-alkenyl anilines with hydrogen halide useful for the

control of insects.

3 787 479

PROCESS FOR THE CONTINTJOUS TRANSESTCRI-
nCATION OF DICARBOXYLIC ACID ALKYL
ESTERS WITH DIOLS

. ^ „r ,,

Wolfgang Grehl, Chur, Grisons, Switzerland, Wolf-

Dicther Hahn, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and

Bemhard Stoll, Domat-Ems, Grisons, Switzeriand, as-

signors to Inventa A.G. fur Forschung und Patent-

verwertung, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed May 20, 1970, Ser. No. 47,782

Int. CI. C07c 69/52

U.S. CI. 260 475 P ^^ Claims

Transesterification of alkyl esters of a dicarboxylic acid

and a diol aided by a metal salt catalyst wherein the re-

action medium is passed through an elongated reaction

zone in plug-like flow (little back-mixing of the reaction

medium), wherein some of the transesterification prod-

uct is maintained present at the inlet end of the reaction

zone. Thereby inactivation of the catalyst is prevented.

3,787,480

METHOD OF SEPARATING UNREACTED
TEREPHTHALIC ACID

Yataro Ichikawa, Michiyuki TokashikI, and Osamu
Kobayashi, Iwakuni, Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited,

Osfllo J9D20
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 195,033

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 4, 1970,

45/96,409; Nov. 9, 1970, 45/98,416

Int. CI. C07c 69/52

U.S. CI. 260—475 PR ^ 8 Claims

A method of separating unreacted terephthalic acid

from a reaction mixture containing bis-f/3-hydroxyethyl)

tereph'halate obtained by the ethylene ox'de process

which comprises treating the reaction mixture to form a

su'^pension containing molten bis-(^-hydroxyethyl) ter-

ephthalate heated at 85° C to 180° C. and solid unreacted

terephthalic acid, in which suspension

(a) The content of unreacted ethylene oxide is less

than I'^'r by weight based on the bis-(/3-hydroxyethyl)

terephthalate, and

(b) The content of an inert organic liquid medium

in the suspension is 1-100% by weight based on the bis-

(/3-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate; and separating the un-

reacted terephthalic acid from this suspension. The

recovery of the unreacted terephthalic acid is almost

100%.

3 787 481

METHOD FOR THE' CONTINUOUS PERFORM-
ANCE OF ESTERIFICATION UNDER THERMAL
CONDITIONS ^^ ^, ,

Francesco Siclari, Cesano Maderno, and Franco Magnoni

and Sergio Fulminl, Milan, Italy, assignors to Sma
Viscosa Societa, Nazionale Industria Applicaziom ^

Viscosa S.P.A., Milan, Italy „,, «, ^
Filed Apr. 7, 1969, Ser. No. 813,914

Claims priority, application Italy, Apr. 11, 1968,

15,145/68, Patent 829,159

Int. CI. C07c 69/52

U.S. CI. 260—475 P .5 C\9ims

A device for continuously performing chemical proc-

esses and reactions which require heat administration

from the outside and are conducive to the evolution of

volatile by-products, such as the processes leading to the

production of spinnable polyesters. The device comprises

a reactor having substantially vertical metal walls, means

for introducing the reactant and the reacted product which

is recycled at the reactor top, centrifuging means for hurl-

ing the products introduced at the top of said walls for

causing them to descend in the form of a liquid film there-

along, and means for recycling a fraction of the product

which has been collected at the base of the reactor, to-

wards the top thereof. A chemical process utilizing such

a reactor and involving the removal of the by-products,

set free in their volatile form at the top of the reactor as

they are evolved and set free from said liquid film.

3 787 482
METHOD OF SYNTHESIZING HYDRAZINE

COMPOUNDS CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Frederick C. Bcrswortb, 120 Washington St.,

East Orange, NJ. 07017

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

661,204, Aug. 17, 1967, now Patent No. 3^07,892,

which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

580,829, Sept. 20, 1966, now Patent No. 3,351,658,

which in turn is a continuation of abandoned appBca-

tion Ser. No. 446,120, Apr. 6, 1965. This appUcation

Feb. 20, 1970, Ser. No. 13,189

Int. CI. C07c 101/26

U.S. CI. 260—482 P .^ 2 Claims

A process for the preparation of hydrazides of amino

polycarboxylic acids, particularly dihydrazides, wherein

the acid is esterified with a low boiling alcohol in strongly

acidic media and the reaction mixture is then made to

react with an increased amount of the amino polycarbox-

ylic acid to form a reactive material in solution, where-

upon the reaction product ester-acid mixture is reacted

with a hydrazine in appropriate molar amount to form

mono-, di-, tri-, etc., up to one hydrazide moiety less than

the completely converted hydrazide. The carboxylate

moieties not converted to hydrazides are converted to

hydrazinium salts. The resulting compounds are useful

as chelating agents.

3 787 483
VINYL ACETYLENIC CARBAMATES

James T. K. Woo and Dietrich H. Heinert, Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Pow Chemical Company, Mid-

land, Mich. «_..«
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,717

Int. CI. C07c 125/06

U.S. CI. 260—482 B 3 Claims

Novel carbamates are disclosed having the formula

rTi=(Ti- Nii-(-p-rR,R.>-r=rn

or

o o
11

rH;=rii-Nii-(-o-rR,R~rEr-rR:R.>-o-{-Nn-(n-rH;

wherein Ri and Ro are hydrogen, lower alkyl groups, or

Ri and R2 are joined to form a cycloalkyl group. The

carbamates are useful herbicides and fungicides.
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3,787,484

CARBOXYLIC DIESTERS AND THE METHOD FOR
PREPARING THE SAME

Andre Bader and Francis Weiss, Pierre-Bcnite, France,

assignors to Ugjnc Kuhlmann, Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 2, 1968. Ser. No. 702,524

Claims priority, appUcation France, Feb. 8, 1967,

94,173

Int CI. C07c 67100, 69/16, 69/28. 69/52, 69/74,

69/78, 69/80

U.S. CI. 260—488 H ^ Claims

Carboxylic diesters of l,5-hexadiene-l,6-diol such as

l,6-diacetoxy-l,5-hexadiene and 1.6-di-isobutyryloxy-l,5-

hexadiene are prepared by heating to a temperature, e.g.,

l50°-450° C. sufficiently high for a Cope transposition of

the corresponding carboxylic diester of l,5-hexadiene-?,4-

diol.

3,787,488

ACRYLIC COMPOSITIONS

George L. Greenfield, Houston, Tex., assignor to

Milchem Incorporated, Houston, Tex.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,952

Int. CI. C07c 149/20

U.S. CI. 260—537 S « Claims

A product of the process for preparing an acrylic com-

position which is formed from about 80 to 90 parts by

weicht acrylic acid, about 7 to 15 parts by weight of

Z-m'crcaptoJthanol, and about 1.5 to 5 parts by weight

ammonium persulfate. The produced material has partic-

ular utility as a scale inhibitor in hard water environ-

ments.

3,787,485

PROCESS FOR PREPARING VINYL ACETATE
Remigio Fernandez, Tenafly, N.J., assignor to

Halcon International, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,903

Int CL C07c 67/00

U.S. a. 260—491 7 Qaims

Process for producing vinyl acetate which comprises

subjecting a feed-stock consisting essentially of ethylene

glycol diacetate to vapor phase pyrolysis within a pyrolysis

zone having surfaces in direct contact with the reaction

mixture during the pyrolysis consisting essentially of an

austenitic stainless steel.

3,787,489

FLUORINATION PROCESS

Albert Antonini and Robert Putters, Paris, and Geoiiges

Wetroff, Le Thillay, France, assignors to Soclete

Rhone-Progil. Courbevoie, France

No Drawing. Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,195

Claims priority, application France, May 6, 1971,

7116334

Int. CI. C07c 53/18

U.S. a. 260—544 F 11 Oalms

3,787,486

PREPARATION OF HALOETHANE
PHOSPHONIC ACIDS

David I. Randall, Calvin Vogel, and Robert W. Wynn,

Easton, Pa., assignors to GAF Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 17, 1969, Ser. No. 867,357

Int. CI. C07f 9/38

U.S. CI. 260—502.4 R 6 Claims

2-haloethylphosphonic acids of the formula:

o
II

X-CH,CH»-P-OH
OH

wherein X is chlorine or bromine, useful as plant growth

stimulants, are prepared by hydrolysis of a compound

of the formula:
O
II

X-CIIsCHj-P-ORi
!

ORi

wherein X is as above and Ri and R2 are haloalkyl, alkyl

or hydroxyalkyl, by treatment with 20-45% aqueous hy-

drochloric acid under autogenous or greater pressure at

a temperature of about 100-145° C. '

3,787,487

PREPARATION OF METAL SALT SLURRIES FROM
METAL SALT SOLUTIONS

Fred T. Sherk, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed June 25. 1971, Ser. No. 157,748

Int. CI. C07c 63/14, 63/26

U.S. CI. 260—515 P 8 Claims

A water solution of a metal salt of a carboxylic acid is

contacted with a liquid dispersant to form a mixture; the

mixture is then heated to drive the water substantially

therefrom to thereby form a slurry of the solid metal salt

in the dispersant.

A process for the perfluorination of perchloro com-

pounds containing a trichloromethyl and/or pentachloro-

ethyl group by reaction with anhydrous HF in the vapor

phase in the .presence of a fixed bed catalyst, wherein

the perchloro compound and HF are passed through a

first reaction zone at an elevated temperature 'to convert

the perchloro compound to at least the corresponding

difluoro derivative, the reaction gases are passed to a

a second zone to produce a reaction mixture in which

the intermediate chlorofluoro compounds contain an

average ratio of F atoms to CI atoms of at least 1.5.

and the reaction mixture is passed to a third zone main-

tained at a higher temperature, with the pressure in each

zone being within the range of 1-4 bars and the termpera-

ture in each zone being at least 10° C. higher than that

in the preceding zone.

3,787,490

METHOD FOR PREPARING SUBSTITUTED
DITHIOBIURETS

James Zielinskl, Kenilworth, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No.

732,858, May 29, 1968, and Ser. No. 821,975, May 5,

1969. This appUcation Nov. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 87,301

Int. CI. C07c 157/02

U.S. CI. 260—552 R 2 Claims

This invention relates to various methods for prepar-

ing 1.1.5.5-tetrasubstituted-3-substituted amino dithiobiu-

rets and for preparing other pentasubstituted dithiobiurets.

In one embodiment, the method comprises the steps of

preparing l,l,5.5-tetrasubstituted-3-disubstituted amino di-

thiobiurets characterized by the following formula:

N
N-C-N-C-N

/ I

R, N
/ \

Rs R»

/
i

\

Ri

R<

\\herein Ri to Re can be hydrogen or C1-C3 alkyl, said

method comprising the step of reacting an unsymmetrical

C1-C3 disubstituted hydrazine, said hydrazine being pres-

ent in excess, with Ci to C3 disubstituted thiocarbamoyl

chlorides in the presence of water under suitable reaction

conditions.
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A second embodiment involves preparing 1,1,5,5-tetra-

substituted-3-disubstituted amino dithiobiurets character-

ized by the formula:

R, s s Ri

^N_C-N-C-N
/ I \

R, N R*

/ \
R, R.

wherein R^-Re is a C, to C,o hydrocarbyl group said

group including (1) saturated or unsaturated acyclic or

cyclic, aliphatics such as e.g. ethyl propargyl, cyclohexyl,

cyclohexenyl, etc. and (2) aromatic or hetero-aromatic ra-

dicals, such as phen>l, pyridyl, etc. said |"e\hod compris-

ing the step of reacting either a semicarbazide, thiosemi-

carbazide or an unsymmetrical disubstituted hydrazine

with thiocarbamoyl chloride in the presence of a trialkyl

amine dissolved in a polar aprotic solvent having a pKa in

the ranee of from 3 to 45.
. . ,

A third embodiment involves a method for preparing

other pentasubstituted dithiobiurets characterized by the

following formula:
R: s s R.

\ II 11 /
NC-N-CN

Ri Rii Ri«

wherein Rt-Ru can be the same or different and are

Q-c'oalkyT, Q-C,o cycloalkyl, aralkyi, alkylthioalkyl, al-

koxythioalkyl, alkylaminoalkyl and aromatic or heteroaro-

matic radicals such as phenyl pyndyl, etc. R7-R11 may

totally add up to 5 to 50 carbon atoms.

3 787 491

SUBSTITUTED SULFONYL UREA AND ITS

STEREOISOMERS
Hermann Bretschneider, 11 Nikodemweg; K'a"'' Gra^-

ma>T, 65 Sistrans, near Innsbruck; and Kra't Hohen.

lohe-behringen, 26 Kartnerstrasse, all of '""fbrock,

Austria; and Andre Gnissner, 53 Oberer Rheinweg,

Basel, Switzerland i«don^
No Drawing. Filed Sept, 29. 1971, Ser. No. 184,902

Int. CI. C07c 127/00
^ c\2lms

^A SVogfyTemi^c'^gent. l-(p-toluenesulfonyl)-3-(2-hy-

droxy-3-bornyl)-urea. is prepared, for example from tosyl

ethyl urethane and 3-amino-borneol or 3-amino-iso-

borneol One of the isomers, i.e., l-[(lR)-2-endo-hy-

droT3-endo-bomyl] - 3 - (p-tolylsulfonyl)-urea. is par-

ticularly useful as a hypoglycemic agent.

amide with a cis 1 ,4-dihalo-2-butene in the presence of

a strong base.

3 787 494

N.rN N-DIETHYLENe'dIAMINE) SUBSTTTUm)
SiroES OF 1 - aminocyclopentanecar.
BOXYLIC ACID „ „ _ ^.

Harvey E. Album, 1420 Carroll Bfoj^,Jay,
Wert

Chester, Pa. 19380, and Norman H. Grant, 2 Downs

Cfa-cle, Wynncwood, Pa. 19096 _ ^^ -,„ 7P,
No Drawing, Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,782

Int. CI. C07c 103/86
.

U S CI 260 557 R Claims

Vhe compounds are amides of 1-aminocyclopentane-

carboxylic acid, having valuable pharmacodynamic prop-
^

erties in that they have both anti-inflammatory and im-

muno-suppressive activity in warm-blooded animals.

3 787 495

^ rAT PHA-AMINC BENZYL) - 10,11 - DIHYDRO-

AND 5HTSiBENZO[a,d]CYCLOHEPTEN.5.0LS
AND THE SALTS THEREOF

WilUam J. Houlihan, Mountain Lakes, and Jeffrey Nadci.

son. Lake Parsippany, NJ., assignors to Sandoz-

Waader, Inc., Hanover, NJ. =

^d7 545
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,545

Int. CI. C07c 87/28
^ ^^^

^lub^sUtife"d""nfyMO,ll-dihydro and corresponding

10,11 -unsaturated dibenzocycloheptenols, eg. 5- --amino

benzyl) - 10,11 - dihydro - 5H-dibenzo[a,d]cyclohepten-

5-0I, usefuV as diuretics, prepared frorn a series of re-

actions starting with a dibenzo-cycloheptenone and

lithiated N-benzyl benzamides.

3 787 492
on cnriTRfF CONDENSATION PRODUCTS OF

^L?iS^TRO ALKYL CHLORIDES AND POLY-

^"So URE^sf AND THE METHOD OF PRE-

RirhlfdTLfi! Downers Grove HI., as^gnor to Standard

Oil Company, Chicago, HI.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 6 1971, Ser. No. 205,332

Int. CI. C07c 127/12

IT « ri i#;o 553 R " Claims

Oil solublTTroducts useful as lubricating oil additive^

to impart detergency and dispersant properties thereto are

prepared by the condensation of alpha-nitro alkyl chlo-

rides, having at least 10 carbon atoms in the alkyl substit-

uent with polyamino ureas in the molar ratio of from

about 1.0:0.5 to about 1.0: 1.0, respectively.

3 787 493

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATON OF 3.CYCL0-
PENTENE-Ll-DICARBOXAMIDE

Dong H. Kim, Wayne, and Stanley C. Bell, P«™ Galley,

Pa., assignors to American Home Products Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 190,641

Int. CI. C07c 103/19

U.S. a. 260—557 R
, .

^ V^™."
A process for the preparation of 3-cyclopentene-l,l-di-

carboxamide is described which comprises reacting malon-

3,787,496 ^ ^„.
PREPARATION OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS VIA
PKLFAKA

»J^^^YNE INTERMEDIATES
Thomas A. Whitney, Linden, and Arthur W. Langer, Jr.,

Watchung, NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engl-

??o D^Si^Filed Apr. 29, 1971 Ser. No. 138,766

use.
260^577^**'^''^''''''''

« ClaUns

A procesTTor synthesizing substituted aromatic com^

pounds characterized by the formula Ar(ZR2 )y, said

process comprising reacting a halogenated aroma ic com-

pound in the presence of HZR,' with an alkali inetal

Compound having the formula MZR,' and a tertiary

amine selected from the group consistmg of tris-(2-

C.-C.-dialkylaminoethyl) amine, sparteine, Cj to K.^-a\^

alkylbispidins, an amine containing bridgehead nitrogen.

T3

"

"

N-A-/N-A\-N .

R^ Vi" ). ^R"

(CHjl . N-A-N (CHj),

\ / \ /
CHi CH,

and
R"
\n_a-or"
/

R"

Where M is Li or Na; R' is an inert monovalent radical

containing 1 to 20 carbon atoms having a pKa greater

tha?about 30; Z is k element selected frorn the group

consisting of nitrogen, phosphorus and arsenic > is an

integer of Ito 6 incuusive; R" are the same or differen

C.-Ci. alkyl radicals; x is an mteger from to i in

dus?vV, I is an integer from 1 to 5; A is a non-ctr^^^^

radical selected from the group consistmg of (1) cyclo

aliphaic radicals and their lower alkyl derivatives having

ring stru tures containing from 4 to 7 carbon atoms

wherein said radicals are attached to the n;^rogen atoms

at 1 2 or 1, 3 positions on the rmgs, and (2) 1 to 4

methylene radicals inclusive, wherein each methylenic

TarcalcTntains to 2 monovalent hydrocarbon radicals

of 1 to 6 carbon atoms; Ar is an aryl group.
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3,787,497

METHOD FOR RECOVERING ASHLESS
LUBRICATING OIL DISPERSANT

Walter W. Hellmuth and Edward F. Miller, Beacon. N.Y.,

assignors to Texaco Inc., New Yorlt, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,774

Int CI. C07c 85/16
VS. a. 260—583 N 10 Clainu

Method of recovering polyisobutenyl-substituted poly-

alkylenepolyamine ashless nitrogen-containing dispersants

for lubricating oil compositions employing alcohol ex-

traction.

base-catalyzed reaction of a 2,4-disubstituted-2-butenal,

e.g.. 2,4-diisopropyl-2-butenaI, with an ester of acetoacetic

acid. The thus-produced substituted 2-hydroxyacetophe-

nones are useful as tobacco flavorants.

3,787,498

PROCESS FOR PREPARING 3'-OXO-RETINENE
Jacques Morel, Choisy-le-Rol, France, assignor to Rhone-

Poulenc S.A., Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1970. Ser, No. 102,557

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 31, 1969,

6945665

Int. CI. C07c 47/42
U.S. a. 260—586 B 7 Oalms

3'-oxo-retinene, which can be converted into canthax-

anthine useful as a coloring agent for foods, is made by

oxidizing retinene with a meta-periodate in the presence

of, as catalyst, a halogen or a metal oxide of Group V-A,
VI-A, VII-A, or VIII of the Periodic Table.

3,787,499

EXTRACTION OF PURE BITTER ACIDS FROM
HOPS OR CRUDE HOP EXTRACTS

Herbert L. Grant, Yakima, Wash., assignor to Hops
Extract Corporation of America, Yakima, Wash.

Filed Sept. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 177,652

Int. CI. C07c 45/24
U.S. a. 260—586 R 11 Claims

A novel process for the extraction of pure alpha acids

from hops is described.

3,787,500

DISUBSTTTUTED CYCLOPROPENONES AND
METHOD OF PRODUCTION

Stephen W. Tohey, Sudbury, Mass., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Original application May 3, 1968, Ser. No.
726,549, now Patent No. 3,657,348, dated Apr. 18,

1972. Divided and this application Jan. 20, 1972, Ser.

No. 219,584

Int CI. C07c 49/44
VS. a. 260—590 2 Qaims
New disubstituted cyclopropenones and a new method

of preparing said cyclopropenones comprising reacting a

halocyclopropenium Lewis acid salt with a substituted ole-

fin containing a carbon to carbon double bond wherein

one terminal carbon atom of the double bond is sterically

accessible to attack by the cyclopropenium ion, and the

other terminal carbon atom of the double bond bears

substituents contributing to the formation of a stable car-

bonium ion.

3,787,501

3,5.DISUBSTITUTED-2-HYDROXY.
ACETOPHENONES

Andrew G. KalUanos, Albert H. Warfield. and Melvyn
I. Simpson, Durham, N.C., assignors to Liggett &
Myers Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Sept. 11, 1969, Ser. No.
857,211, now Patent No. 3,605,760, dated Sept. 20,
1971. Divided and this application Oct 7, 1970, Ser.

No. 78,913
Int CI. C07c 49/78

VS, CL 260—592 5 Oaims
3.5-disubstituted-2-hydroxyacetophenones, such as 3,5-

diisopropyl-2-hydroxyacetophenone, are prepared by the

3,787,502

METHOD OF PURIFYING PETROLEUM-
ORIGIN MERCAPTANS

Antonina Ivanovna Vorobeva, Pervomalskaya, nlitsa 58,

kv. 14, and Vera Mikhailovna Gorina, Kharkovskaya

ulitsa 101, kv. 15, both of Ufa, and Roman Dmifrievich

Obolentsev, deceased, and Vera Nikolaevna Sedova,

Lenina ulitsa 84, kv. 28, Ufa, and Elena Romanovna
Obolentseva, Rabochaya ulitsa 41, kv. 1. Saratov, and

.Natalia Romanovna Popodko, Lenina ulitsa 84, kv. 28,

Ufa; said Sedova, Obolentseva, and Popodko also ad-

ministrators for said Roman Dmitrievich Obolentsev,

all of L.S.S.R.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 18, 1970, Ser. No. 90,866

Int CI. C07c 149/04
VS. CI. 260—609 R 5 Clahns

A method of purifying mercaptans isolated from petro-

leum distillates, from the admixture of the aromatic and

acid nature, in which mercaptans are treated with an

aqueous alkaline solution to eliminate the acid-nature

admixtures, then with an organic solvent inert with respect

to mercaptans and selective for the aromatic admixtures

to be eliminated. The instant method is instrumental in

achieving 99-percent degree of purity of mercaptans. The

purified mercaptans are effective substitutes for synthetic

mercaptans.

3,787,503

PEROXYGEN COMPOUNDS
Robert C P. Cubbon, John E. Braid, and Alfred E. Oates,

Luton, and Ronald Preston, Dunstable, England, as-

signors to Laporte Chemicals Limited

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 14, 1967, Ser. No. 660,199

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 16, 1966,

36,641/66

Int CI. C07c 73/06
'

VS. a. 260—610 R 13 Halms
The invention relates to novel ketone peroxides, com-

positions containing them and processes for producing

the peroxides and the compositions. The ketone peroxides

are those with an alkoxy or hydroxy substituent in the

a.,;i- or 7-position. The compositions contain ( 1 ) the per-

oxides and (2) water which may be in admixture with

a hydrophobic or hydrophilic solvent or (3) a hydropho-

bic solvent. The peroxides are produced by reacting the

a^fi- or >-alkoxy or hydroxy ketone with aqueous hydro-

gen peroxide and a source of hydrogen ions, for example

a mineral acid.

3,787,504

PROCESS FOR PREPARING ORGANIC
DIPEROXIDES

Cesare Augusto Peri, Spartaco FontanI, and Franco
Ladavas, Milan, Italy, assignors to Montecatini Edison
S.p.A., Milan, Italy

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 507,054, Nov. 9, 1965. This application

Dec. 26, 1968, Ser. No. 787,243

Int CI. C07c 73/00
VS. CI. 260—610 R 6 Oalms
An isomeric mixture of 60-70% of 1.3- and 40-30%

of 1,4-isomers of a,o'-bis(di-tert.butylperoxy)diisopropyl-

benzene is prepared by reacting an isomeric mixture of

60-70% of 1,3- and 40-30% of 1,4-isomer of a,a'

dihydroxy - diisopropylbenzene with tert.butylhydroper-

oxide in the presence of di-tert.butylperoxide solvent and

sulfuric acid catalyst.

I
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3,787,505

INSECnCIDAL BIODEGRADABLE
ANALOGUES OF DDT

D»h«r* f Metcalf. Inder Kapoor, and Asha Hirwe,

"^uJJai:; m. S!i^o« to university of IlUnols Foun-

dation, Urbana, 111.
147 247

No Drawing. Filed May 26, 19
JJ.

Ser. No. 147,247

Int. CI. C07c 43/20
^ ^^^^

^
AsJil;m"t^.''b?odegradable insecticides having the

formula:
n

1

in which Ri is a hydrogen atom when R, is a bromine

or fluorine atom, or R. is a trifluoromethyl 6r<'up when

R, is a hydrogen atom; R, is a hydrogen or ch ormc

atU in the 2'-'position or 3'-position and R. is a cWorme

or fluorine atom having bacteriostatic properties. Also d.s^

closed are their use in the treatment of angina and

bronchopulmonary and stomatological disorders^a^^^^^^^^

process of preparation of these compounds by the Fr.edel

Crafts type reaction between the correspondmg phenol

and substituted benzyl chloride.

R-

VCh

where R and R' are different and R .s selected from

the group consisting ot -CH3. -CH3O. -C2H5O,

-^^hTo and R' is selected from the group consisting

ZT TfH and —CHv and methods for providing and

^eleaiv^ly-^controlling Oie biodegradability of DDT ana-

logue insecticides.

3,787,506 ^
FIRE RETARDANTS FOR POLYMERS

Gary A. Ungefug, R. Garth Pews,
J^^V^f^^^tT f^S

son. Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow cnemicai

Company, Midland, Mich. „ *• _ c„, iMn
No mawing. ContinuaHon-in-part of appHcabon Ser. No.

876 998, Nov. 14, 1969. This application Sept. 4, 1970,

^'•^-^^'''\ntCl.C07c.3/20
U.S. CI. 260-613 R ,^ .

"Claims

Compounds having the general formula

z.n X X ^

No Drawing. Ori^^al ^^^^^^^^'^^'''^^Hi Sd f^
770,857, now Patent No. 3.632,836. "»^ae" """

appUcation Apr. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 130,540

•riie portion of the term of the P/"*
'"^T'*"'^"*

*"

Oct 8, 1985, has been disclaimed

US 260-613 R
'"'•''''''"''''''' ^aaims

^
A solid curable polyepoxide is rendered of greater re-

activity to curing and esterification, while mamtaimng its

othe desirable properties by the addition thereto of minor

amounts of hydrolyzed or partially hydrolyzed epoxide

pX or by preparing a solid curable polyepoxide from

a l^u d epoxy resin by reacting the liquid resin with a di-

phenot compound and a catalyst in the presence of said

hydrolyzed product.

Ai

each X independently, forming either the cis or trans

isomer, is Y, CI, Br, 1 or H where not more than one

XisH.
each M independently is O or S,

each Z independently is CI or Br.
u ^c p t

each A independently is an inert substituent ^^^^
^^ J,

methyl, phenyl, hydroxy, methoxy, nitro, carboxy,

acetoxv, cyano, amino or sulfo,

„ and m are integers of 1 to 5 provided that when

n=m=\ then each Z and X is Br and M=0 and pro-

vided that when one X is H then n and m are integers of

I and'*/ arrintegers of to 2 where /<«-l and /<m-l

impart excellent fire retarding properties to polystyrene

L^d are stable when extruded or molded with polystyrene

at temperatures above 200° C

3,787,507 _,^
HALOGENATED BENZYLPHENOLSHAVING

BACTERIOSTATIC ACTIVITY

Jacaucs Debat, Paris, France, assignor to Instiliit de

Recherches Chlmiiues et Biologiques AppUquees

(I.R.C.E.B.A.), Paris, France nioST
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 113,057

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 13, 1^70,

Int. CI. C07c 39/12, 39/24 , ^, , .

U.S. CI. 260-619 A
. u * 1

Halogenated benzylphenols of the formula.

3,787,509 ^^
STABILIZATION OF l^.l-TOKmOROETTL^

Troisdorf, Cologne, Germany «n<01^
No Drawing. Division of ^PP«"%J«o'88 v;Wch'?s a

Ion « iQUQ now Patent No. 3,5VU,uoo, '*""" "J^

ation of appUcation Ser. No. 316 772, Oct 1|. 1^^^

Divided and this application June 29, iy7U, ser. i^o.

Claims priority, applicarion Germany, Oct 18, 1962,

D 40,087

Int CI. C07c 17/42, 19/02

U.S. a. 260—652.5 R \
™™

The stabilization of 1,1,1-trichloroethane by admixing

such with 0.5 to 10 wt. percent of a mixture of acetoni-

trile, 1,4-dioxane and ethylenediamine.

on

/VcH,-_^^.

Rt

Ri

3,787,510

MULTIFUNCTIONAL POLYMERIZATION
INITIATORS

Ralph C. Farrar, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Ori^l «Pg'^»ti°"J?V2^'aited' F^t*. "i
796,204, now Patent No. 3,644,322, %««»';?• 47
1972. Divided and this appUcation Aug. 20, 1971, Ser.

No. 173,643
tita.C07fi/02

U.S. a. 260—665 R " ^r.
A multifunctional polymerization initiator prepared .n

a two-step process by reacting an organomonolith.um com-

pound wUh a polymerizable conjugated d.ene or polymer^

izable monovinyl-substituted aromatic compound and then
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contacting thj reaction mixture with a polyvinyl aromatic

compound.

3,787,511

SELECTIVE HYDROGENATION EMPLOYING
NICKEL ARSENIDE CATALYST

Marvin M. Johnson, Donald C. Tabler, and Gerhard P.

Nowack, Bartlesville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petro-

leum Company

No Drawing. Application June 8, 1970, Ser. No. 44,665,

now Patent No. 3,697,448, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned application Ser. No. 6,971, Jan. 29,

1970. Divided and this application May 2, 1972, Ser.

No. 249,726

Int. a. C07c 13/02, 13/26
VS. a. 260—666 A 5 Claims

A method and catalysts for selective hydrogenation and

isomerization which involves contacting a feedstream with

hydrogen and with various supported catalysts of metal-

lic arsenides and antimonides, with carbon monoxide be-

ing optionally introduced into the reaction as a modifier.

3,787,515
ISOPRENE POLYMERIZATION INHIBITOR

Boris Nikolaevich Gorbunov, ulitsa Lenlna 5, kv. 41,

Volgograd, U.S.S.R.; Anatoly Ivanovich Lukashov,
prospekt Lenina 32, kv. 20, Volzhsky. U.S.S.R.;

and Tamara Ivanovna Mukhortova, ulitsa Borovskogo
2; and Alexandr Pavlovich Khardin, ulitsa Mira 26,

kv. 101, both of Volgograd, U.S.S.R.

No Drawing. Filed May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 145,037
Int CI. C07c 7/00. 7/18

VS. a. 260—681.5 3 Oaims
An isoprene polymerization inhibitor, characterized in

that it. is o-nitrophenol and is effective in preventing

polymer clogging in the column during purification of

isoprene by rectification.

3,787,512

PREPARATION OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
Gunner E. Nelson, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
813,340, Apr. 3, 1969, which is a continnation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 598.779. July 29, 1966, both now
abandoned. This application Mar. 10, 1971, Ser. No.
123,037

Int a. C07c 15/12
V.S. CI. 260—668 C 11 Oaims

Process for alkylating an aromatic hydrocarbon by re-

acting a haloalkane with either benzene or an alkyl ben-

zene and conducting the reaction in the presence of an

alkylaluminum halide catalyst without deliberately add-

ing heat to elevate the temperature of the reaction.

3,787,513

ARYL SUBSTITUTED METHANE COMPOUNDS
Paul R. Stapp, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,587

Int. a. C07c 15/12
U.S. a. 260—668 C 7 Claims

Aryl substituted methane compounds are prepared by

contacting an aromatic aldehyde with an aromatic hydro-

carbon in the presence of boron trifluoride.

3,787,516
CONVERSION OF ISOBUTANE TO ISOBUTENE
Roger M. Bean, Glen Mills, Pa., assignor to Sun Research

and Development Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,193 ,

Int CI. C07c 5/20 '

U.S. a. 260—683.3 7 Claims

M,»

3,787,514

CATALYSTS FOR SELECTIVE HYDROGENATION
OF HYDROCARBONS

Philippe Bernusset, Rue Maurice Foumier,
Saljndres, France

No Drawing. Continnation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 52,727, July 6, 1970. This application
July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,328

Int CI. C07c 11/00
VS. a. 260—677 H 8 Claims

The removal of unsaturated impurities in the purific.i-

tion of ethylenic gases by selective hydrogenation with

a catalyst of palladiimi having an addition of vanadium as

a promoter.

1...1
l$T ZONE

TOO- I.OOO' C

Al(0} CATALYST

ISOMTANC

2no zone

900 -SSO* C

NOM- CATALYTIC

F
TO ISOSUTCNC
SEPARATION

Isobutane is dehydrogenated to produce isobutene by

establishing in a first zone a dehydrogenating agent con-

sisting essentially of sulfur at 700-1000° C. and then di-

rectly contacting same non-cktalytically in a second zone

at 500-630° C. with isobutane. Establishment of the de-

hydrogenating agent can be done either by catalytically

reacting SO2 and HjS at 700-1000° C. or by heating sul-

fur to 700-1000° C.

3 787 517
OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION

OF PARAFFINS
Werner O. Haag and Joseph N. Miale, Trenton, NJ.,

assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 10,023

Int CI. C07c 5/18
VS. CI. 260—683.3 3 Claims

Organic compounds containing at least one

-c-c-
I I

H H

grouping, e.g. ethylbenzene. are dehydrogenated by react-

ing with carbonyl sulfide in the vapor phase in the pres-

ence of a heavy metal catalyst on a carrier, for example,

iron on silica or silica alone. 1

3,787,518
PLITRAL STAGES OF HF ALKYLATION OF ISO-

PARAFFIN WITH BUTYLENE AND PROPYLENE
REACTANTS

Robert F. Anderson, La Grange Park, HI., assignor to

Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Mar. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 236,049
Int CI. C07c 3/54

U.S. a. 260—683.45 4 Oalms
Plural stages for alkylating an isoparaflRn with a butyl-

ene reactant and with a propylene reactant utilizing hy-

January 22, 1974

drogcn fluoride catalyst, the butylene reactant is reacted

initially with a catalyst containing 70-95 wt. percent HF

and the separated hydrocarbon phase is then reacted w.th

the propylene reactant with a catalyst of higher HF con-

CHEMICAL 1569

centration than that utilized in the mit.al reaction. The

catalyst in the second reacion contains 80-99 v/t per-

cent HF An optimum yield of high quality alkylate

product is recovered from the butylene and propylene

stages of alkylation.

3 787 519

HYDROXYL CONTAINING COPOLYlVffiRS

Joseph A. Vasta, Woodbury, NJ., ««\8n.o'Jo„*^vJli

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Original application Oct 8, 1970, Ser. No.

79 3"rn^ow Patent nS. 3,679,642. Divided and this

application May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,353
*^*^

Int CI. C08g 45/10
.

US CI 260—834 Claims

'polymers of ethylenically unsaturated monomers, con-

(A)' at least 5% of ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic

acid monomer units having active hydrogen atoms re-

placed with
o

and/or

-CHt-CH-CHi-O-C-R

Ah

O

HO-CH,-CH,-CHt-0-C-R

with a glass transition temperature injhe range of 40 C.

to 90° C. and a molecular weight (Mn) in the range of

2500 to 8500. The glycidyl methacrylate is present in the

copolymer from at least about 8% by weight to no more

than about 30% by weight. Another material of the coat-

ing composition is a cross linking agent formed of a phe-

nolic hydroxy terminated resin present m the amount of

0.8 to 1.1 phenolic hydroxy groups for each epoxy group

in the copolymer. A third material used m forming the

powder coating mixture is a flow control agent which

forms at least 0.05% by weight of the mixture The flow

control agent is a polymer having a molecular weight

rvT ) of at least 1000. The flow control agent also has.

at "he baking temperature of the powder coating com-

position, a lower surface tension than the surface tensior

of the copolymer.

3 787 521
ikireTHnn ftF PREPARING A POWDER COAT-

%5Sc01VffOSmON CONTAINING GLYCnm.
TcR^ATC COPOLYMERS AND DICARBOX-

YLIC ACID CROSSLINKING AGENT
Santokh S. Labana, Dearborn Heights, and Amos

cSlovoy, WestlaiS, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.
-yjaf/i'y

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 228,262

Int a. C08g 45/04
. ri«int,

f T « "1 260 836 * Claims

A powdeTToating composition whose principal ingre-

dients are (a) a copolymer of glycidyl acrylate or glycidyl

methacrylate and an ethylenically unsaturated compound

(b) a dicarboxylic acid cross linking agent, and (c) otner

suitable materials such as a pigment, a flow control agent

a catalyst and such, is manufactured by a process which

includes the following general steps. A solution of the

copolymer in a solvent is prepared. A solution of the di-

carboxylic acid in an alcohol having a boili"? P°'" '"

the range of 60° C. to 120° C. is also prepared. The alco-

hol 5ts as a solvent for the acid. The copolymer solu-

tion is mixed with the dicarboxylic acid solution to form

an intermediate solution. The other suitable materials for

the powder coating composition are mixed with the inter-

mediate solution to form a final solution The solvents are

evaporated from the final solution to form the powder

coating composition.

radicals, wherein R is a tertiary aliphatic hydrocarbon

radical having the structure

Ri

-C-Ri

^R.

where Ri is -CH3 and Rj and R3 are alkyl groups of

1-12 carbon atoms; and

(B) up through 10% of vinyl pyrrolidone units,

and coating compositions containing such polymers.

3 787 520

POWDERED COATING COMPOSITIONS CONTAIN-
INC A GLYCIDYL ESTER COPOLYMER, A PHE-

nSLiC SyDROXY 6S0SSLINKING AGENT, AND
A FLOW CONTROL AGENT ^ a^ nj

Santokh S. Labana, Dearboni Heights, and ^^J^'
Theodore, Farmlngton, Mich., assignon to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.
i^-jm*

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, I'Jl. ?«'• No. 172,225

Int a. C08g 45/04 ,, ^ ,_
U.S. a. 260-836 ^. ,^ "S^'JfJ'

Powder coating compositions are disclosed, in gen

eral, individual powder coating compositions are a imx-

turc of the following materials. A copolymer of glycidyl

methacrylate and an ethylenically unsaturated compound

is formed in such proportions as to obtain a copolymer

3 787 522

ACRYLATE POLYMER P^TP?5in^^S™^A CORE, AN OUTER SHELL, AND AN INTEfc-

MEDIATE LAYER ^ „ xi«««««
Rav A Dickie, Birmingham, and Seymour Newman,

SoniMew! Mich., assl^iots to Ford Motor Company,

No^SJ^'S.^ontouatlon.ta.part of abandoned appllc.-

tionSer?No. 100,464, Dec. 21, 1970. IWs apphcation

Not. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,700
iBt a. C08f 15/18

tT« n -Jisn H'%fi 18 Claims

No7el themoplastic materials in particulate form have

rn a core of crosslinked acrylic polymer formed frorn a

major amount of monofunctional, monoacrylate and a

crosslinking amount of a di- or tri-functional monome,

containing two or more non-<=on,ugated terminal ethylemc

Eroups (2) a polymeric outer shell formed by polym-

erizing' monomers of methyl methacrylate or a niixture of

methyl methacrylate and monomers copolymenzable

therewith and (3) an intermediate layer co"ft'"/,.«^":

tiallv of the copolymerization product of additional

monomers of the type used to form the crosslinked acrylic

polymer and additional monomers of the type used to

form said outer shell. Said intermediate layer is formed

by introducing said shell-forming monomers into the

polymerization of said core-forming monomers when

polymerization of said core-forming monomers is between

about 50 and about 90 percent complete. The particles
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can be molded so as to form transparent articles of manu-

facture and the relative proportions of their components

can be varied to produce moldings having a wide variety

of tensile properties. The particles also have utility as

unique modifiers for thermoplastic and thermosetting ma-

terials. The outer layer can be prepared so as to provide

reactive functional groups on its surfaces.

3 787 523
ANTISTATIC POLYAMIDE FIBER CONTAINING
SULFONIC ACID POLYETHER REACTION
PRODUCT

Lamberto Crescentinl and Rodney Lee Wells, Chester,

Va., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporadon, Morris.

town, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,614

Int. a. COSg 41/04

U.S. a. 260—857 PG 10 Claims

It has been suggested that the antistatic properties of

synthetic fibers of polyamide could be improved by dis-,

persing in the polyamide a minor proportion of a chain-

extended polymeric reaction product of ( 1 ) a high molec-

ulir weight polyether compound that is an adduct of an

amine having at least one primary group with at least one

aHcylene oxide having 2 to 4 carbon atoms, with (2) a

chain extending compound selected from the group con-

sisting of diepoxides and compounds which yield the fol-

lowing radicals:

o o
11 "

having 2 to 4 carbon atoms, e.g., a compound represented

by the formula :

cHi rn,

n(OCH,cn2),(ocnrn:i. (CHjcno.ccrijcnjO.n

CHi NCHsCIIjN nil

IKOCHsCH,) .(Ocl-HCH;),! (Cn:CnO)b(CnjCH,OUH

where a, h, c, d w, .r, y and z are each a whole number

and the total of «, h, c. and </ is between 8 and 850 and

the total of »»•, t. y. and z is between 8 and 1,000.

However, with incorporation of this antistatic additive

in the polyamide. serious problems have been encountered

in meK-spinning due to the frequent occurrence of "drips"

of the molten polymer as it emerges from the spinneret.

It has now been found that the occurrence of said drips

can be eliminated or greatly reduced by reacting the anti-

static polyether additive with a compound of the formula:

R— S—O I—metal
il

o

or a compound of the formula

o

and

-C-A-C-

• O O
1] H H !!

—C—N—A-N-C-

wher^ A is a divalent radical.

It has now been found that the viscosity of said chain-

extended polymeric reaction product can be substantially

increased by reacting it with a compound of the formula:

r o n
M

R-S-0
il

o

-metal

or a compound of the formula:

o
II

R-S—OZ

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

cycloalkyl, aryl and arylalkyl, n is a whole number corre-

sponding to the valence of the metal, and Z is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, ammonium cation

and substituted ammonium cation. Said higher viscosity

is a primary requirement for improved dispersion of the

antistatic additive into molten polyamide during spinning

of antistatic fiber. Moreover, it has been found that the

antistatic properties and dyeability of the polyamide fiber

are improved.

3,787,524
ANTISTATIC POLYAMIDE FIBER CONTAINING
SULFONIC ACID POLYETHER REACTION
PRODUCT

Lamberto Crescentini and Rodney Lee Wells, Chester,

Stanley David Lazarus, Petersburg, and Gene Clyde

Weedon, Richmond, Va., assignors to Allied Chemical

Corporation, Morrlstown, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Sept 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,613

Int CI. C08g 41/04
VJS, a. 260—857 PG 10 aalms

It has been suggested that the utility of synthetic fibers

of polyamide could be increased by dispersing in the poly-

amide a minor proportion of an antistatic polyether com-

pound derived from the reaction of an amine having at

least one primary group with at least one alkylene oxide

R—s—OZ

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

cycloalkyl, aryl and arylalkyl, n is a whole number cor-

responding to the valence of the metal, and Z is selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, ammonium cation

and substituted ammonium cation.

Moreover, it has been found that the antistatic prop-

erties and dyeability of the resulting polyamide fiber are

improved. I

3,787,525

MANUFACTURE OF POLYURETHANE POWDERS
USING POLYVXNYL PYRROLIDONE HAVING
SIDE CHAINS FROM COPOLYMERIZATION
WITH ALK\XATED OLEFINS
John J. McGarr, Beverly, Mass., assignor to USM

Corporation, Boston, Mass.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,611

Int. CI. C08g 47/04

U.S. a. 260—859 R JO Clahns

Method for preparing polyurethane resms directly in

finely divided form by reaction in an inert organic liquid

medium of a first reactant, miscible with the organic liquid

medium, and a second reactant immiscible and emulsified

as fine droplets in a continuous phase of the liquid medium

with the aid of special surfactants. The reaction forms a

finely divided reaction product insoluble in the liquid

medium.

I

3,787,526

NON-LINEAR POLYESTERS FROM A DICARBOX-
YLIC ACID, ETHERIFIED DIPHENOL AND AN
ALKOXYLATED POLYHYDROXY COMPOUND

Joseph P. Bums, Joseph Feltzin, and Erich Kuehn, Wil-

mington, Del., assignors to ICI America Inc., Wllming-

ton, Del. .... J It

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

tion Ser. No. 97,393, Dec. 11, 1970. This appUcation

Oct 22. 1971, Ser. No. 191,839
Int CL C08g 39/10

U.S. CL 260—860 _^ . ^P"™
New polyester compositions which contain residues oi

polyfunctional polyhydroxy materials as chain branching

members thereof, solutions of said polyester compositions

in unsaturated monomers and the cured product of said

solutions arc disclosed. The polyester compositions as a

class are characteristically tough and have liquid and tack

points within a specific temperature range.
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3 787 527

PROCESS FOR THE SETIING OF UNSATURATED
POLYESTER RESINS

Heinz Meyer, Munich, Dieter Schmid, Pullach, near

"MJnich! Hans Schwa;zer, Krailling, and Hans JoacWm

Twittenhoff, Strasslach, Germany, assignors to fclectro-

SlSe Werke Munich AG, HoUriegelskreut. near

"tr^ess for setting unsaturated polyester resins which

comprises contacting such a polyester resin with a rnixture

of a perester and a tertiary hydroperoxide as set 'ng cat-

alyst the weight ratio of the perester to said tertiary hy-

droperoxide being from 90:10 to 10:90.

and R2 represents a linear or branched aliphatic radial

having up to 4 carbon atoms, and of a styrene/ac^'lon i-

trile copolymer. From these crystal-clear thermopla tic

r^oulding compositions, shaped articles having a high

uansparency and a high gloss can be
"^-"^^f"J^^^"

particular according to the •^Je^^'°"'"°"lt"^hI^ex:
Owing to their good mould release properties, their ex-

Sent dimensional stability, as well as their high impact

strength, together with favourable hardness values he

riouTding compositions are Particular y suitable for the

manufacture of high-quality shaped articles.

3 787 528

NOVEL FLAME RETARDANT COMPOSITIONS

Isaac Benghiat Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Umversal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, I .

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.

*"-^°-^*"".«tC..C.9M/2«
iTc ri 9i;n--fi6f 9 Claims
"

Novel flame retardant compositions of matter com-

prising a mixture of a polymer and d.ester of a PO^^vhalo-

substiluted alkylphosphonate containing d'^similar halogen

atoms as exemplified by polypropylene and dimethyl 3-

So-2:3-dibromopropylphosphonatewnip^^^^^^^^^^^^

and desirable physical characteristics of flame retardancy

or fire resistance.

3 787 531
PRESSTOE-SENSITIVEADireSnTSCOMfj^

*^"fl.»tM '^?^iio"r."''.5ii^..so.. Mini.. «.d Ma.».

facturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

No Drawing. CoStinuation-in-part of aPP"cahon Ser. No.

813,735, Apr. 4, 1969. This appUcabon May 24, 1971,

Ser. No. 146,473
Inta.C08f4i/i2 ^^^^^^

^^io^ma'lfyVclyVssure-sensitiveadhesiv^^^^^^^^^^^

hesive tapes having excellent shear strength and creep

eSncrparticularly at elevated temperatures together

with good peel strength and tack properties, are obtamed

brcor^bini^ng tackifying resin with lowtnfcular weight

A-B block copolymer. The copolymer A block is normal-

C glassy and has a glass transition temperature above

75= C while the copolymer B block is amorphous and .

dasto^met'at lemper'atu'res above -20' C^Sh-
f

er^gth

of the adhesive may be increased by addition of block

copolymers containing three or more blocks.

3 787 529

NOVEL FLAME RETARDANT COMPOSITIONS

Isaac Benghiat Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Universal O.l

Products Company, Des Plaines, 111.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

888,966, Dec. 29, 1969, now Pateo* N*>:.
V"®'^^"" ^

appUcation June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 263,358^^
Int CI. C09k 5/28

iT« ri liiO—865 11 Claims

Novel flai;;? retardant compositions of matter which

comprise a mixture of a polymer and a diester of a halo-

substituted alkyloxyalkylphosphonate cotitaining at least

two halogen atoms as exemplified by PoWP^oPyl^^f^^^'^,^

dimethyl
3-chloro-2,3-dibromopropoxymethylphosphonate

will possess useful and desirable physical characteristics

of flame retardancy and fire resistance.

3 787 530

TRYSTAL-CLEAR THERMOPLASTIC MOJ[J]LDING

COMPOSITIONS OF LINEAR POLYESTER AND
SrfREP«:.ACRkoNIT^ COPOLYMER MIX-

LoSiT^ohn, Glashutten, Taunus, Harald Cherdron.

Naurod, Taunus. Manfred Flelssner, NIederhochstadt,

TauJJs and Wa ter Herwig, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many! aSgnowTo Farbwerke Hoechst AktiengeselN

Shaft vSs Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt

To D?i"wS.^neJ Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,097

Claim* priority, application Germany, Mar. 1, 1971,

P 21 09 560.3

Int a. C08g 39/10

fT« n 160—873 lOaaims

Crystal-cl^r thermoplastic moulding compositions con-

sisting of a mixture of linear saturated polyesters, the diol

component of which consists of ethylene glycol and a

diol of the formula HO-CHr-CRiRz-CHa-OH.
wherein R, represents a hydrogen atom or a linear or

branched aliphatic radical having up to 4 carbon atoms,

3 787 532

POLYPHENYLENE ETHER COMPOSITKWS
Donald J. CaTmeUte, Slingeriand N.Y Morton Kramer,

Pittsfield, Mass., and Gim F. Lee, Jr., Albany, N.Y.,

assignors to General Electric Company

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,719

Int CI. C08C 9/14; C08d 9/08

iTc ni '»«n R7« R 17 Claims

There are provided high impact strength thermoplastic

compositions comprising in combination (a) a Polyphen-

ylene ether resin, (b) a PolV^tyrene resin and (c) an m^^^^^^^

polymer of 30 to 70 parts by weight of a diene rubber

w° h 70 to 30 parts by weight of (i) a vinyl aromatic

compound or (ii) a mixture of a vinyl aromatic com-

pound and an acrylic ester, the compositions having a d^-

Persed elastomeric phase with at least 85% of he "um

ber of particles being about 0.5 micron or less m size

and lesf than 15% of the number of particles being

g?eat r than about 0.5 micron in size. The compositions

provide molded articles with substantial and unexpected

improvements in impact resistance-especially at low

temperatures-and enhanced surface appearance.

3 787 533
*

N.SECONDARY.ALKYL^U.KJ^|XI^ DI^^

SALTS OF PHOSPHATE ESTER ACIDS

Arthur Lee Laisen, Denver, Colo., asa^or to Marathon

Oil Company, Fmdlay Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appHcation Ser. No.

190,266, Oct. 18, 1971. This apphcation Jan. 3, lV7i,

*'• '*°-
"^i'cL C02b 5m: C07f ms

ITC n 9#:n—924 13 Claims

A comiSsiuon useful as a corrosion and scale inhibitor

is obtained by reacting a N-secondary alkyl alkylene

diamine (e.g. contains an average of 8-20 carbon atoms

in the akyl group and about 2-4 carbon atoms m the

alkylene group) and a phosphate ester, obtained for ex-

ample by reacting about equal molar amounts of poly-
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phosphoric acid and a condensation product of an ali-

phatic primary alcohol (preferably contains 3-6 carbon

atoms) and at least one mole (preferably 1-10 moles)

of an alkylene oxide (preferably ethylene oxide). Final

reaction product can have a pH of 5-9.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 22, 1974

thiazolone hydrochloride. They are broad spectrum in-

secticides, miticides and nematocides.

3,787,534

PHOSPHATED MFXED ESTERS OF
HYDROXY A\nNES

James R. Stanford, Sugar Land, and Paul G. Vogelsang,

Jr., Houston, Tex., assignora to Naico Chemical Cora-

panv, Chicago, III.
. . ,. *• _ c«.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned apphcation Ser.

No. 796J83, Feb. 3, 1969, which is a division of

appUcation Ser. No. 600,354, Dec. 9, 1966 now PaUnt

No. 3,477,956. This appUcation Sept. 15, 1971, Ser.

No. 180,865^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^/^^

UA CI 260—928 Claims

Phosphated hydroxy amines obtained by reacting poly-

phosphoric acid or phosphorus pentoxide with hydroxy-

amines e g , diethanolamine or triethanolamine. with or

without neutralization, are used as scale inhibitors m

brines, especially in oil wells, where calcium and barium

salts are present.

3,787,537 _„
TRI(lSOPROPYL)PHENYL PHOSPHATES

Michel De Marcq, Lyon, France, assignor to Prodnlts

Chimlques Ugine Kuhlmann, PariS'Jran"

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No 168 418

Claims priority, applicaHon France, July 5, 1V7U,

7026375
Int. CI. C07f 9/08. 9/18

U S CI 260 954 * Claims

'Hydrolysis stable phosphorous esters are disclosed cor-

lespiinding to the general formula

r (('311:11

LO-x-P(OK^j-.

(I>

3,787,535
n.ALkYL(ALKENYL)-N.MONOALKYL(ALKENYL>.
^S - IN^- MO^OALKYL (ALKENYLVCARBA.VIYI.
METHYL] . THIONOTHIOLPHOSPHORIC ACID

ESTER AMIDES
. , .. «

Oaus Stolzer, Wuppertal-VohwlnkeMngeborg Hammann^

Cologne, and Gunter Unterstenhofer and Bemhard

Homever. Opladen, Germany, assignors to Bayer ak-

tiengesellschaft, I everitusen, Germany -,-0^,
No Drawing. Filed July 8, 1971. Ser. No. 160,963

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, July 11, 1970,

P 20 34 482.5

Int CI. AOln 9/36: C07f 9/24
,

IJ S CI 260 943 Claims

*0-alkyl(alkenyl)-N-monoaIkyl(alkenyl)-S-[N' - mono-

alkyl(alkenyl) - carbamyimethyll - thionothiolphosphonc

acid ester amides of the general formula

therein the group C3H7 is an isopropyl radical, x is the

integer 1 2 or 3 and R is an aryl or alkaryl radical con-

tarninc from 6 to about 30 carbon atoms or an aliphatic,

cycloaliphatic or arylaliphatic radical containing from 2

to about 10 carbon atoms and from to 2 chlorine atoms.

or 1 bromine atom and to 6 oxygen atoms. Composi-

tions of matter comprising the phosphorous esters (1)

containing less than about 5% by weight of amines hav-

ing boiling points greater than about 150' C. and proc-

esses for preparing the phosphorous esters (1) are also

disclosed.

RO S O

'^p_S-CHr-C-NnR> (0

RiNII
/

in which

R and R' each is an alkyl or alkenyl radical with up to

6 carbon atoms, and
Ri is a methyl, ethyl, isopropyl or an alkenyl radical

with up to 4 carbon atoms,

which possess nematocidal. ins^'cticidal and acaricidal

properties.

3,787,538
PHOSPHORO-AMIDO-THIOATES

Gerhard Schrader, Wuppertal-Cronenberg. and Ludwlg

Eue and Helrouth Hack, Cologne, Germany, and

SelichI Hirane, Masahiro Aya, Shigeo Kishlno, ami

Nobuo Fukazawa. Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen. Germany

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 10 052

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 8, 1969,

44/9,106

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 18, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/24

iT« n liM 954 *" Claims

Phosphorolm.do-thioatcs. i.e. 0-alkyI-0-(2-nitro-4-( al-

kyl, alkoxy and chloro) -phenyl] -N-alkyl-phosphoro-anri.-

do-thioates and 0-alkyl-0-[2-nitro-4-(optionally alkyl. alk-

oxy and chloro) -phenyll- N-cycloalkyl-phosphoro-ami-

do-thioates. or 0-alkyl-0-t2-nitro-4-(alkyl alkoxy and

chloro) -phenyll -N-alkyl-amido-thionophosphates
and O-

alkyl-0-l2-nitro-4-(optionally alkyl. alkoxy and chloro)-

Dhenvll-N - cycloalkyl - amido - thiononhosphates, which

possess herbicidal properties and which may be produced

by conventional methods.

3,787,536

3-PHOSPHORYLTHIO ACRYLAMIDES
Horst O. Bayer, Levittown, and WlUIam S. Hurt and

Harold E. Aller, Norristown, Pa., assignors to Rohm
and Haas Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. >o.

162,010, July 12, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 22.660, Mar. 25, 1970, ^hlch in

turn is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

807.445, Mar. 14, 1969, both now abandoned. This

application Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,619

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16

UJS. CI. 260 943 ^^ Claims

New compounds belonging to the general class of 3-

phosphorylthio acrylamides. They can be prepared by

reaction of a phosphorous acid derivative with an iso-

3,787,539 ^^^
THIONOTHIOLPHOSPHORIC ACID

0,S.DIESTER AMIDES
Relmer Colin. Wuppertal-EIberfeld, Ingeborg Hammann

Cologne. Gunter Untenitenhafer Opladen and Wolf

gang Behrenz, Cologne-Stamraheira, Germany, as-

rfgnors to Bayer AktiengeselUchaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

^
ReS;ingir«^ous ammonia, thionothiolphosphoric acid

S-cster dichloride and a hydroxy compound;

I c gaseous ammonia, thionothio phosphoric acid-S-

(alkyl. alkenyl, haloalkyl. alkoxy-alkyl, alkylmercapto-
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akyl, cycloalkyl, phenylalkyl, phenyl and halophenyl) -es-

ter dichloride, especially thionothiolphosphoric acid-b-

(alkyl, phenylalkyl, phenyl and chlorophenyl) -ester di-

chloride. and an alkanol, alkenol, haloalkanol, alkoxy-

alkanol, alkylmercapto-alkanol, cycloalkanol, phenylaka-

nol phenol or halophenol. especially an alkanol alke-

nol, chloroalkanol. alkoxy-alkanol, alkylmercapto-alkanol,

cycloalkanol, phenol or chlorophenol;

By introducing gaseous ammonia until saturation into

a mixture of such S-ester dichloride and hydroxy com-

pound, at a temperature of about -10 to -f 20° C., op-

tionally in the presence of an inert organic solvent or

To form the corresponding thionothiolphosphoric acid

OS-di(alkyl, alkenyl, haloalkyl, alkoxy-alkyl, alkylmer-

capto-alkyl, cycloalkyl phenylakyl phenyl and /or halo-

phenyl) ester amides some of which are new compounds

and all of which possess insecticidal acaricidal and bird

and rodent-repellent properties.

3,787,540 ^
BENZYLATION OF DIALKYL PHOSPHITES

WITH DITHIOURETHANES
Andreas Schmidt, Reinach, Kurt Schwarzenhach, Aesch,

and Heimo Brunetti, Reinach, Switzerland, assignors

to Ciba-Gelgy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 5, 1972 Ser. ^O'JS0,S39

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, May 12, 1971,

Int Ci. C07f 9/40

U S CI 260 970 ^^ claims

Hsfr's of p-hydroxybanzylFhosphonic acids are pre-

pared by reacting p-hydroxybenzy!dithiourethans^ vwith

esters of phosphonic acids in the presence of a base The

esters of p-hydroxybenzylphosphonic acids are stabilizers

for polymers.

the gaseous component is injected through a flow re-

stricting device across which there is a pressure gradient

of at least 100 Ibs./in.'.

3,787,541

GRAPHITIZATION OF MESOPHASE
PITCH FIBERS

Lloyd I. Grindstaff, Rte. 7, Box 733, Ellzabethton, Tenn.

37643, and Mack P. Whittaker, 1 Woodland Circle,

Johnson City. Tenn. 37601
,. 4. „ ««. Mn

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.

84953 Oct. 28, 1970, which Is a division of apphca-

Sifl^r^No. 830,93i; June 4
fJJJ' *-/Vo°V2 63^

doned. This application Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,63«»

Int CI. COlb 57/07 ' . ri«lm«,To n 264—29 4aaInM

Tingle phase graphite is obtained by extruding meso^

phase preparing by heating a carbonaceous material such

a^ a hydrocarbon coker feed, coal tar pitch, ethylene tar

pUch. etc. at a temperature above 400' C. until at least

75 percent quinoline-insoluble mesophase has been formed,

extruding the resultant material at a temperature between

the softening point of the mesophase and 700 C. and sub-

sequently carbonizing the formed product by heatmg it in

a non-oxidizing atmosphere to temperatures from about

1000° C to about 3000° C. High density material can

thus be obtained with controlled alignment of the graphitic

structure.

3 787 543

PROCESS FOR the' PI&PARA-nON OFLO^
DENSITY MICROCELLULAR FOAM fHEETre

EXHIBITING HIGH WORK-TO-TEAR VALl^S
Robert Guy Parrish, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. dn

Pont de Nemoura and Company, Wilmington, De .

AppUcaSon De". 27, 1968, Ser. No. 797,312, now Patent

No. 3,637,458, which Is a continuation-in-part of aban-

?oned apiUca'tion Ser. No. 664,781, Aug. 31^/^JJ-
Divided and this appUcation Dec. 23, 1970, Ser. No.

^®^'^**
Int a. B29d 7/02. 27/00

,, ^ .^
^
A l^w dtTsTty foam sheet of a high work-to-break

value thermoplastic crystalline polymer comprising poly-

hedral shaped closed cells having a median diameter ot

at least 500 microns and a process for its preparation by

flash extrusion with reduced bubble nuclei formation.

3 787 544

METHOD OF MAKING PLASTIC ARTICLES WITHMETHOD
J^j^^^LLY ENVELOPED CORE

Stanley Ronald Bamette, 90 Cherokee St,

Miami Springs, Fla.

Continuation of appUcation Ser. No. 484,162, Aug. 23,

1965. which is a division of appUcation Ser. iNo.

251 432 Jan. 14, 1963, and refiled as a continuatoon of

appiSon Ser. No. 646,435, Jnne 15, l'^^, now Paten^

i^X t AKi 1^^ which in turn is a continuation-in-pan

S%pX«on'^nNo° 808,599, Apr. 24, 1959 now

PateSt No. 3,072,973. This appUcation Jnne 4, 1970,

55[; port'on'of the term of the P-fent subsequent to

Jan. 15, 1980, has been disclaimed

Int CI. B29d 3/00

U.S. a. 264-69 " ^"^"^

3,787,542 _^ ^,^,
PRODUCTION OF EXTRUDED FOAMED SYN-

™TO ™RM0PLASTIC POLYMERIC
IVf ATFRlALS

Brendan GaUagher, Welwyn, and Anthony Graham Mar-

shall Last, Welwyn Garden City, England, assignoR to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, Eng-

*****
FHed Oct 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,135

Int a. B29d 27/00: B29h 7/20

U S CI 264 51
Claims

'producing foamed thermoplastics by extrusion using a

liquid/gas 2 component blowing agent system wherein

7

A plastic article with a partially enveloped core is made

by removably attaching the core to the base of a mold

and embedding the core ^^ curable mauria^^ A seo^^^^

laver of the material may be introduced after 'nvert ng
^

the mold. Orientable material may be dispersed in the

curable material.

3,787,545
BURIAL VAULTS „, „ , „^

WMlev M Chandler and Paul F. Heuser, St Pan
,
and

SlrJi^'T jX White Bear Lakes, Mimi., assignors

. to Wllhert, Inc., Broadview, 111.
1,1968,

Division of appUcation Ser. No. 717,517, ^pr. 1, i'^""'
uiTision ui "»'»:, - .,Q A^\ and a continuation-in-part
now Patent No. 3.439,461, ana a^u

of application Ser. No. 513,397, Dec. 1^,1^0

appUcation Oct 25» 19«8',?«Vr^/y

''•a S;tho^o? making a composite burial -"It com-

prising an open-topped box like structure and cover th'.

fore wherein preformed liners for "^^ of the^ box Uke

structure and core are each coated with a wet. tacKy

dhe we such as epoxy resin. While the epoxyjesin ,

maintained in a wet, tacky state a damp concrete mix is

Tppliid directly on the wet, tacky adhesive coating with
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the adhesive coating and the concrete component inter-

mingled at their contacting adjacent surfaces and curing

around which is fixed a separate and rigid annular ring

member with threads or other fastening means for coop-

erative attachment of a closure member thereto; the con-

tainer body portion being initially a plastic preform with

an outward flange rim at the open end and the annular

ring member being assembled with the preform to a posi-

tion around the neck portion and in engagement with

the flange rim; and with the preform then reformed with

the body wall expanded beneath the adjacent end of the

ring member to trap the same in engagement with the

flange rim.

in situ the concrete component and the gidhesive coating

on each of the box-like structure and cover.

3,787,546

METHOD FOR MAKING A PERFORATED
PLASTIC ARTICLE

Richard D. Pratt and Kemieth W. Ewing, Ciacinnatl,

Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company

FUed Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100,218

InL CL B29h 3106
U.S. CL 264—156 3 Claims

A perforated plastic article such as a perforated rein-

forced laminated plastic sheet is made on a studded mold

by applying pressure to the plastic to press the sheet toward

the mold through a pressure transmitting material, for

example, hair felt. One form of the method includes mak-

ing a perforated reinforced plastic composite article hav-

ing an improved erosion resistant elastomer surface

through use of a compatible tack coat' such as of the

erosion resistant elastomer between a reinforced plastic

sheet and the erosion resistant elastomer.

There are conventional plastic glass jars and bottles

with relatively thick walls and resultantly of relatively

increased weight to provide a threaded finish of sufficient

strength to properly secure and seal a threaded cap there-

on. Also, there are containers of various types having

threaded members of various types separately secured

thereto. In some of these types, as where plastic materials

are employed, there is a mold formation of the parts with

a welding of the materials of the container and threaded

members; in others, there is mechanical interlocking be-

tween the container and the threaded member.

3,787,547

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A REFORMED
PLASTIC ARTICLE

Leslie Stephan Marco, Oaldawn, III., assignor to Illinois

Tool Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 7, 1972, Scr. No. 232,456

InL a. B29c 27/00
U.S. a. 264—249 4 Oaims

A composite container with a lightweight and relatively

thin plastic body portion having an open neck portion

3,787,548

METHOD OF APPLYING PRESSLTIE SENSTTTVE
ADHESIVE TO AN ARTICLE

James P. Harris, Troy, and Seymour Katz, Oak Park,

Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, De-
troit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 101,259

Int. a. B29c//0<^
UA a. 264—259 2 Qalms

r ^ >v ^

rrrrr^T-rrT^rrrrr^ r^77J^j^j-J^.

2S^

In a preferred embodiment a uniform film of tacky.

pressure sensitive adhesive is applied to an article by

employing a special mold having a porous cavity defining

member arranged and constructed to receive a predeter-

mined amount of pressure sensitive adhesive and at least

the surface of the article to be coated, and a reservoir
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beneath the porous member; introducing a liquid into

the reservoir in which the pressure sensitive adhesive is

insoluble under sufficient pressure to cause the liquid

to flow through the porous member and form a liquid

film on the cavity surface; placing a predetermined

amount of pressure sensitive adhesive in the mold cavity

and 'hen placing the article to be coated into the cavity

against the adhesive. The adhesive is molded into a thin

film against the surface to be coated and adheres thereto

but does not stick to the mold because it will not wet

the liquid film.

3,787,549

MOULDING PLASTIC ARTICLES

Victor William Stanley Humphrey, Radlett, England, as-

signor to GKN Sankey Ltd., and Aro Plastc Buildmg

Supplies, Ltd., London, England

Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,376

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, May 5, 1970,

21,517/70

3,787,550

METHOD OF CURING AND/OR SUBJECTING TO
PRESSURE AN ELASTOMERIC ARTICLE

Daniel Ross McGIUvary, Jackson Towmhip, »arii

County, Ohio, assignor to The Firestone Tire & Rub-

her Company, Akron, Ohio
.eoo7i

FUed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,973

Int CL B29c 25I0&

U.S. CI. 264-88 5 Claims

U.S. CI. 264—274
Int. CI. B29f Ino

4 Claims

The invention involves subjecting an article of manu-

facture to pressure and/or curing conditions by placing

it in a stabilizing liquid of approximately the same specific

gravity and subjecting the stabilizing liquid to the action

of centrifugal force.

3,787,551

SOLVENT REMOVAL FROM AROMATIC
POLYAMIDE FILM

Elliot A. Vogelfanger, Edison, and Richard L. Markham,

North Phiinfield, NJ., assignors to Celanese Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,666

Int a. B29c 25/(W;'B01d I /22

U.S. a. 264-345 ^ Claims

The specification discloses a method of making an aper-

ture-defining frame member, particularly a window-frame,

comprising a rigid frame-shaped reinforcement made of

e.g. a solid metal section embedded in synthetic resinous

material. The method comprises placing the reinforce-

ment in a mould cavity having the shape of the required

frame member and locating the reinforcement in the cav-

ity solely by engaging complementary interfitting forma-

tions on the reinforcement and on pin-like projections

which extend from the cavity waUs, e.g. recesses on the

reinforcement engaging the ends of the projections. The

longitudinal axes of all the projections are parallel to a

predetermined plane and the engagement of the end of

each projection with the complementary recess of the

reinforcement prevents movement of the latter at least in

first directions pvpendicular to the plane. The projec-

tions are located around the reinforcement to prevent

movement of the reinforcement in second directions par-

allel to the plane. The mould cavity is filled with syn-

thetic resinous material to embed the reinforcement there-

in while the reinforcement is located in the cavity by the

projections, and the cavity is subsequently opened and the

projections withdrawn from the completed frame mem-

ber which is-then removed from the cavity.

A process for removal of residual organic solvents in-

cluded in wholly-aromatic polyamide film by subjectmg

the film containing the residual solvent to a temperature

in the range of above the glass transition temperature.
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3,787,552 . ,^
METHOD AND APPARATUSFOR FOR^^NG

THINWALLED TUBULAR ARTICLES

Richard R. Sp«ncer, Hot Springs, Ark an^ V-.H-am C
Penny, Alliance. Ohio, assignors to Albance Rubber

^"""^^iMiiTil^Vser. No. 100,038 ^

int. a:i^c25700. B29d 23/04; B29h 5/28

U3. CI. 264-40 " ^*"*"'

^^^^^

lions containing iridium and rhodium usmg an organi-

cally substituted ammonium salt and extractmg the ind-

ium complex that is formed with an organic solvent Tn-

alkyl ammonium halides are used to form the indium

complex and aliphatic or aromatic halogenated hydro-

carbon, a carboxylic acid ester or a slightly water-solu-

ble alcohol arc used to extract the indium complex.

Apparatus for producing thmwalled tubing of elastic

material formed by a method including, die forming a

Tast of the elastic material into thinwalled tubing, sup-

plving a pressurizing fluid and a non-adhesive material

Lou.h a conduit to the interior of the tubing, and pav.-

nc the tubing through a curing medium w hile venting the

pressurizing fluid in the tubing through both of its ex remi-

Ue? to maintain the tubing uniformly expanded and

stabilized in the curing medium.

ERRATUM
For aass 423—610 see:

Patent No. 3,787,139

3,787,555 _^,
PROCESS FOR RECOVERING CHROMIUM

VALUES FROM CHROME ORE
Charles Patrick Bruen, Bemardsville, N J., and Chnshan

Albert Wamser, Camillus, N.Y., assignors to Allied

Chemical Corporarion, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Scr. No. 226,931

Int. CI. COlg 37/14, 49/00

U S CI 423 54 *' Claims

'chromium values from chrome ore are solubili/ed in

an aqueous solution which comprises digesting the ore

Nvith an aqueous chromic acid solution at elevated tern-

per.nturcs to produce a solution of the dichromates o

the metal values in the chrome ore. separating the digested

solution from the insoluble material, ox.dmng the ri-

valent chromium present in the digested solution to the

hexavalent state, and recovering the chrome values. Oxi-

dation of the chrome ore prior to ''^^^''P*^^'"^"
;;";f,

sufficient to oxidi.e at least 40^? of the j^^^^^'^. '^^^
^^^

the ferric state in the ore increases the dissolution rate

of the metal values in the chrome ore. ^

3 787 553

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF NEPTU^^

FROM PLUTONIUM BY LIQUID-LIQUID EX-

TRACTION
Jean Yves Esple, Sceao. Claude J<>»«"' ^°"*;";>;^7,:

Roses, and Gerard Koehly, Maisons-Alfort, France, as-

dgnors to Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique, Pans,

^™""
Filed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,518

Claims priority, application France, May 28, 1970,

7019504
Int a. COlg 56/00

U.S. a. 423-9 * <^"*°"

3.787,556

METHOD FOR PREPARING TTTANTUM
TETRACHLORIDE

Luigi Piccolo and Benedetto Calcagno, Milan, and Jiar-

cdio Ghirga, Bresso, Italy, assignors to Societa Italiana

Resine S.p. A., Milan, Italy
,4, i-ji;

Filed May 11, 1971, Ser. No. 142,326

Qaims priority, application Italy, May 12, 1970,

24.458/70
I

«r^w.^-.77'"*•'^'•'^'''''''' 'Claims

TitSium^Ttrachloride is made by feeding powdered

ilmenite or titanium slag to a reactor with reagent and

Tating gas streams of chlorine and the combustion prod-

ucts of coal.

Mint .olnl

, II,, >!••<• "'

M>/S>> •"' •

The process for separating neptunium and plutonium

contained in nitric acid solutions comprises the steps ot

endowing the startinc solution with a reducing .action,

contacting the solution with an organic phase consisting

of trilaurylamine in solution in an inert solvent in order

to extract neptunium of valence IV while the plutonium

of valence III remains in an aqueous phase adding capric

acid to the loaded organic phase and washing this latter

with a reducing aqueous solution.

3,787,554

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF
raiDIUM AND RHODIL^t

Max Zlegler, Gottingen-Herberhausen, Germany, assignor

to W. C. Heraeus GmbH, Hanau, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,209

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Sept. 3, l^^vi,

P 21 44 151.0

InL CL COlg 55/00
„ ^ . .

VS. a. 423-22
,
' ?X

Iridium is separated from aqueous mineral acid solu-

3,787,557
^J

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING OF
ANTIMONY TRICHLORTOE

Robert D. Stewart, La Habra, Calif., afS'^noj., *«

Occidental Petroleum Corporation, ^o^ T i.r Nn
Continuation-in-part of abi"?«°«'*/PP^^JS" fl\S,i

179.827, Sept. 13, 1971. This application Apr. 16, Ifli,

Ser.' No. 351,372 ^^^^^.^.^n
Int. a. COlb 29/00

VS. CI. 423-87 12 Cl»«««

cuft

There is provided a two-stage process for the produc-

tion of antimony trichloride from antimony.. First, an -

mony trichloride is reacted with chlorine to form anU

mony pentachloride in a first reaction zone. Particulate

Antimony metal and the antimony pentachlor.de formed
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in the first reaction zone are then reacted in a second

reaction zone to form antimony trichloride. A portion of

the antimony trichloride formed is collected as product

and the balance recycled for conversion to antimony

pentachloride.

3,787,558

MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE PRODUCTION

Charles Clifford Briggs, North Anston, and TYevor

Wilkinson Lythe, Worksop, England, JKsipiors to

Sti.eUey (Mfg.) Ud., Nottinghamshire, England

No Drawing. Filed Oct 14, 1970, Ser. No. 80,758

aaims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Oct. 17, 1969,

Int CL C08f 5/22 « ^ , .

VS. a. 423-164 9 Qaims

A process for producing magnesium hydroxide having

a low boron content from brines or sea water comprising

the steps of precipitating magnesium hydroxide from the

brine or sea water with alkali and subsequently washing

the precipitated magnesium hydroxide with aqueous

alkali. The precipitation of the magnesium hydroxide may

be carried out in two stages.

METHOD OF DECOMPOSING NITROGEN OXIDES

Ruth E. Stephens, Royal Oak, Mich., Msignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawtag. Continnation-in-part of abandoned «??»<*;

tion sITno. 60,650, Ang. 3. 1970, which is a division

of abandoned appUcation Ser. No. 692,587, Dec- 22,

1967. ITiis appUcation Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,440

int a. BOld 53/34

lis. CI 423—239 " Ciaima

The oxides of nitrogen content of a gas stream can be

reduced by contacting the gas stream with a catalyst con-

sisting essentially of neodymium oxide and barium oxide

on a suitable support at elevated temperatures. The cata-

lysts are especially useful in reducing the nitric oxide con-

tent of the exhaust gas of internal combustion engines.

3,787,559

DESULFURIZATION OF WATER-CONTAINING
HOT COMPRESSED GASES

Paul Rudolph, Bad Homburg, Ernst Kapp, 5"??*;^ »"

Main, Georg Kempf, Budesheim, and Wolf-Rudiger

Parana, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignora to

Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Frankfurt Ger-

many

Ffled Sept 22, 1971, Ser. No. 1M,807

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Sept 23. 1'^O,

P 20 46 753.2; Aug. 20, 1971, P 21 41 878.0

Int CI. BOld 53/54

VS. CL 423-222 " Ch^»

^

i0M ^
'4

3,787,561 „^«^T
LOOSELY AGGREGATED 100 MILUMICRON

MICELLULAR SILICA

Ellsworth G. Acker, Baltimon;, and Milton E. Wtoyrfl,

ElUcott City, Md., assignors to W. R. Grace « co.,

^No Dra^^Filed May 5, 1971, ^^r No. 140,569

Int a. COlb 33112, 33/18

U.S. a. 423—339
, ^ ^ u «?. fSSf

Ultrafine silica materials are produced by first form-

ing a lossely aggregated approximately 100 millimicron

micellular silica and fluid energy milling thi^ silica to

an ultrafine silica. The loosely aggregated 100 millimi-

cron micellular silica is produced by acid neutralizing a

concentrated silicate solution in a two step procedure fol-

lowed by a hot aging at about 70 to 100° C. for Vi to

5 hours to yield the silica product. This silica is washed

and then may be dried or directly fed to a fluid energy

mill for deaggregation and drying to form the ultrafine

size silica.

CARBON BLACKS HAJTC^G B^ROVED
^^

SION AND PLATEWEAR CHARACTERISTICS

GeoraeL. Heller, Monroe, La., Frank J. Eckert Morris-

^l P^rand buirles L. De Land, West Monroe, and

Robert W. Dingman, Monroe, La., assignors to Cities

Service Company, New York, N.Y.

OriSnd aPPlicatfoVi Jan. 2, 1969, Ser. No. 788,491, now

Patent nS. 3,642,446. Divided and this appUcation May

14, 1971, Ser. No. 143,610

Int a. C09c iZ-^S. i/50
, ^.,„.

U.S. CI. 425-445
^Clahns

14 .__„_—

^

In the desulfurization of hot water-contaiiiing com-

pressed raw gas, such as is produced by distillation of

solid or liquid fuels with air or steam, wherein the raw

gas is washed with an ^sorption agent to remove the

sulfur therefrom and leave substantially sulfur-free gas,

the improvement which comprises coolmg the raw gas

prior to desulfurization by heat exchange with conden-

sate produced from said raw gas, the heated condensate

r-sulting from said heat exchange being contacted with

clean gas leaving said desulfurization so that said con-

densate is thereby at least partially revaporized. The ab-

sorption agent may comprise an aqueous alkaline solution

such as alkali arsenite or an alkali salt of an amino acid,

or an alkyl- or alkylolaminc. Preferably the raw gas is

initially cooled to a temperature below that at which it

is contacted with the absorption agent.

'+

A reaction mixture is formed of a feedstock hydrocar-

bon and hot combustion gases, the mixture having a com^

position and sufficient heat content for
fo^^^'^J'^" °/J

^rbon black of specific particle size and structure charac-

teristics upon decomposition of the hydrocarbon wihm the

mixture. Before the carbon black is completely fonned

the mixture is diluted with a gas which is substantially

nonreactive with the carbon black and cooler than the

mixture. Agglomeration of the particles of carbon black
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I

within the mixture is reduced, and the resuhant dispersion made alkaline and the solution is then agitated in the pres-

and platewear characteristics of the carbon black in print- ence of air until a violet color appears.

ing inks are greatly improved. I

3,787,563

PROCESS FOR PURIFYING SULFLTIIC ACID FOR
THE CATALYTIC SYNTHESIS OF HYDROXYL-
AMMOMUM SULFATE

Klaus Kartte, Frankenthal. Kurt Jockers and Hermann
Meier, Ladwigshafen and Lodwig Taglinger, Gruen-

stadt, Germany, assignors to Badiscbe Anilln- & Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Ger-

many

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,721

Claims Priority, application Germany, Mar. 9, 1971,

P 21 11 118.2

Int. a. COlb 17/90. 31/02
VS. a. 423—531 3 Oalms

Process for the purification of sulfuric acid to be used

in the manufacture of hydroxylammonium sulfate by

reduction of nitric oxide in contact with platinum cata-

lysts. The process consists in diluting the sulfuric acid

with water, adding such an amount of sulfur dioxide that

after treatment with activated carbon it still has a content

of at least 5 mg. of SO2 per liter of dilute acid and then

treating the sulfuric acid together with air, oxygen or hy-

drogen peroxide again with activated carbon. The acti-

vated carbon can be regenerated by treatment with al-

kaline substances such as caustic soda solution, aqueous

ammonia solution or sodium carbonate solution.

3,787,566

DISINFECTING AEROSOL COMPOSITIONS

Claude Gauvreau, Laval, Quebec, Canada, assignor to

Holliston Labortories, Inc., Waltbam, Mass.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
854,009, July 29, 1969, now Patent No. 3,595,975,

which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 500,225,

Oct. 21, 1965, which in turn is a continuation of appli-

cation Ser. No. 179,778, Mar. 14, 1962, both now
abandoned. This application Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No.

129,254

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

July 27, 1988, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. AOln 9/22, 9/24, 9/26
U.S. a. 424—45 11 Claims

Disinfecting aerosol compositions comprising pyridin-

ium halide salts admixed with a terpene, together with

a propellant in an aerosol container provide effective

synergized bacteriostatic action. In particular, effective

disinfecting aerosol compositions of both a residual and

an air-santizing type are prepared by a sprayable com-

position comprising cetyl pyridinium bromide, citral and

a propellant.

3,787,564

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FERROMAGNETIC
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE

Tatsujl Kitamoto, Mahito Shimizu, and Goro AkashI,

Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,995

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 14, 1970,
45/110,489

3,787,567

OCTADADECYLAMMOMUM DIETHOXYDITHIO-
PHOSPHATE USED IN THE TREATMENT OF
DERMATOMYCOSES

Nikolai Nikolaevich Melnikov, ulitsa D. Ulyanova, 4/3,

korpus A, kv. 96; Boris Abraraovich Khaskin, Novo-
Alexeevskaya ulltsa, 3a, kv. 61; Grigory Nikolaevich

Pershin, Novo-Peschanaya, 19, kv. 75; and Sofia Nlko-

laevna Milovanova, Kutuzovsky prospekt, 5/3, korpus

2, kv. 57, all of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 12, 1969, Ser. No. 857,572

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—199

Int. a. COlg 37/02: BOIJ 1/00
U.S. a. 423—607 •

Ferromagnetic chromium dioxide is produced without

adverse affects on its characteristics by using a reaction

vessel at least the inner wall of which is chromium.

5 Claims

A drug for treatment of dermatomycoses whose active

8 Claims ingredient is 1-5% by weight of octadecylammonium

diethoxydithiophosphate of the following formula:

ERRATUM
For Class 423—339 see:

Patent No. 3,787,501

ICun»NHilHr
^'^

(r,HiO),r

3,787,565

METHOD OF PRODUCING A DIAGNOSTIC PREPA-
RATION ON THE BASIS OF AN IRON COMPLEX
LABELLED WITH 99m Tc

Jean-Paul Nouel, Boisguillaume, and Henry Emile
Edouard Renault, Paris, France, assignors to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 24, 1971, Ser. No. 146,543

Claims priority, application France, May 22, 1970,
7018792

U.S. a. 424—1
Int. CL A61k 27/04

4 Clafans

A method of producing a technetium labelled iron

complex in which a solution of a technetium compound
is reacted with ferrous ascorbate, the resultant solution is

3,787,568 I

ARTHRITIC COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING AN S-

(PHOSPHINO- OR PHOSPHITOAUROUS)-THIO-
URONIUM HALIDE A.ND METHOD OF PRODUC-
ING ANTI-ARTHRITIC ACTIVITY

Blaine M. Sutton, Hatboro, and Joseph Welnstock,

Phoenixville, Pa., assignors to Smithkline Corporation,

Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,280

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CL 424—211 17 Claims

Pharmaceutical compositions having anti-arthritic ac-

tivity comprising an S-(phosphino- or phosphitoaurous)-

thiouronium halide and methods of producing anti-ar-

thritic activity by administering internally, preferably

orally, said compositions.
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3,787,569 ^^^^
l-D-IVITRO- OR p-CHLOROBENZAMIDO-

ACETOHYDROXAMIC ACID
. ^ ^ ^

Roland N. Johnson and Jon A. Anderson, Norwich, N.Y.,

assignors to Morton-Norwich Products, Inc.

No Drawing. Original application May 17, 1971, Ser. No.

144'322? now Patent No. 3,728,380. Divided and this

application Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,563
^^

Int. a. A61k 21/00. 27/00

ITS c\ A1 A ??9 i..iaim

*Novei benzamidoacetohydroxamic acids of the formula:

genie fungi in animals and humans. The compounds ar*.

N-disubstituted 3-amino-l,2-benzisothiazoles of the for-

mula:

-<^CONlICHjCONHOII

wherein R is nitro or chloro are potent inhibitors of

urease Combined with urinary tract antibacterials an

improvement in the prevention of formation of urinary

calculi in the presence of urea splitting organisms is

observed.
*

3 787 570

«TR^TmJTED PHENYLSULFAMYL SALICYLIC

AODS^AND DERIVATIVES THEREOF IN THE
TREATMENT OF INFLAMMATION

Tsung-Ying Shen, Bruce E. Witzel, and Gordon L. Wal-

ford, Westfield, N.J., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc.,

No'^DrlJlig'^Original application June 25, 1969 Ser No

836,605, now Patent No. 3.700,773. Divided and this

application July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 278,701
^^

Int. CI. A61k 27/00

US CI 424 233 ' 2 Claims

'Subst'ituted phenyl sulfamyl or sulfonamido salicylic-

acids and non-toxic pharmaceutical accepted salts esters,

amides and various derivatives thereof are claimed. Also

a method of treating inflammation which comprises ad-

ministering various substituted phenyl sulfamyl or sulfon-

amido salicylic acids and the various derivatives are also

claimed The substituted phenyl sulfamyl or sulfonamide

salicylic acids described herein have anti-inflammatory,

anti-pyretic and analgesic activity. ^

3 787 571

ADSORPTION PROMOTERS
. . ,„

Takeru Higuchi, Lawrence, Kan., assignor to

Alza Corporation, Palo Alta, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Not. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,919

Inta.A61k77/00
U S Cl 424 239 ^ Claims

» 'Dermal compositions are disclosed which comprise tri-

chloroethanol or trifluoroethanol as one component ot

a vehicle having solubilized therein a drug or other bene-

ficial chemical compound. Also disclosed is a method for

in which

R and R, are each individually aryl, aralkyl or aij ali-

•"VhaUc Radical, and when each of R. -d R, .s alkyUhe

iwo aliphatic radicals together are linked to form a

heterocycle with a nitrogen heteroatom, and

R3 is at least one hydrogen or halogen atom or a lower

alkyl or alkoxy group, or nitro.

More generally, the compounds are made up into antimy-

cotic compositions with a suitable carrier or vehicle.

3 787 573

PYRIDINE SULFONIC AODS AS D^JRETICS

Renat Herbert Mi^^oni, 90 Valley Br°ok Roadj^ Long

Valley, NJ. 07853, and Herbert Moiton B>J«;j
"^^

Sprinkfield Ave., Apt. 22M, Summit, NJ. 07901

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part o/ ^PP^'Sf-^f'-S
irtR^^ Mar 18. 1970, now Patent No. 3,674,794, wmcn

?s\* contin^itionS-S^ ^lo"'^.'^""^**,"^T„e W*
No. 876,038, Nov. 12, 1969. This apphcation Aug. 26,

1970, Ser. No. 67,205
Int CL A61k 27/00

1T« ri 424 263 3 Claims

New 4 arylamino-3-pyndinesulfonic acids, e.g. those of

the formula

(R).

<}>/'^
V^

SOsH

^
I

-li-(R")-f
R^H alkyl, free, esterified or etherified OH, CFa.NOj,

'amino, f ee of functionally converted carboxy or sulfo;

R'= H. alkyl or acyl;

R"=H or alkyl;

m=l-3;
,1=1 or 2;

the N-oxide, esters and salts thereof, and a process for

their preparation, are diuretics.

nciai cnemicai cuiiiH""""- '••'^ ~
. , . • 1 „^^

administering a drug or other beneficial chemical corn

pound to the body which comprises contacting the skin
^,^^^_ .,^yLBENZENESULFONAMIDE DERIV-

with the drug or compound in the Presence of tr.chloro- P-AI^OALKYI^ENZ^^^

ethanol or trifluoroethanol which acts as an absorption

promoter to enhance the topical or percutaneous absorp-

tion of the active drug or compound.

3 787 572

N-DISUBSTITUTED 3.AMIN0-1,2.BENZ1S0THI.
AZOLES AS ANTIMYCOTIC AGENTS

Horst Boshagen, Haan, Rhineland, G«"nany, assignor to

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,

No Draw?ng. Original application June 26, 1968, Ser. No.

740,020, now abandoned. Divided and this application

Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 182,246 * ^ . ,.,,
Oaims priority, application Germany, Mar. 9, 1968,

V c^ 242
Int a. A61k 27/00 ^^ ^ ,

U S CI 424 244 1* Claims

Compounds and their production are provided wherein

the compounds have anti-fungal activity against patho-

3,787,574

Henri DWrich,Ariesh.ta, Basel-Land. •»!' Oa"^
J**"

mSm, Biiel, Swilzetland, asstgnots to Ciba.Geigy Cor-

Claims priority, appUcadon Smtteriand, Sept 4, 19*9,

.^^^J"*"^'-^''"'''"' 6 Claims

^foSUnt-Jf the class of V[P-Ccarboxan.^doalkyl)-

phenylsulfonyl]-2-imino-imidazolidmes ^"^^^^ P^'J^

maceutically acceptable acid -Edition sats thereof have

hypoglycemic activity; these compounds are active n

gredients of pharmaceutical compositions and are useful

for the reatment of diabetes mellitus- a tVP-cal embod -

r^ent is
l-[p-(2-(3-furancarboxamido)-ethyl)-phenylsul-

fonyl]-2-imino-3-cyclohexyl-imidazohdine.
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3,787,575
N-SUBCTrnJTED-2-ARYLIMINO.OXAZOLIDINES

USED AS ACARICIDES
Hartmund WoIIwcber, Rudolf Hiltmann, and Wllhelm

Stendel, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Germany, assignors to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Original application Dec. 17, 1970, Ser. No.

99,227, now Patent No. 3,686,199, dated Aug. 2, 1972.

Divided and this application Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No.

220,419
Int CL AOln 9122

UA a. M\-'ni f 8 aaims
N-substituted-2-arylimino-oxazoIidines oT the formula

O-

January 22, 1974
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3 787 579
MALONOMTRILE OXIME DERrVATTVES AS

FUNGICIDAL AGENTS
John E. Engelhart, Westfield, NJ., assignor \o

Esso Research and Engineering Company
No Drawing. Original application Apr. 15, 1970, Ser. No.

28,982, now Patent No. 3,694,482. Divided and this

application June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,034

Int. CI. AOln 9112, 9/24

U.S. CI. 424—301 \ 9*iP*
Deriatives of malononitrile oxime characterized by

the following structural formula:

« R

(NC).C=NOCRi

(I)

in which

R denotes a halogen atom, or an optionally halogen-sub

stituted lower alkyl, alkenyl or alkoxy radical,

R' denotes a halogen atom or an alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl or

fluoromethyl radical,

R" denotes an alkyl, alkenyl or alkynyl radical containing

up to 7 carbon atoms, the alkenyl radical optionally

being substituted at the double bond by 1 or 2 chlorine

or bromine atoms, and

n denotes 0, 1 or 2,

and salts thereof, which possess acaricidal properties.

3,787,576

COiMBATING ANTVIAL ACARID ECTOPARASITES
WITH 2-PHENYLI\IINOPYRROLlDINES

Edgar Enders, Cologne-FIittard, and Wilhelm Stendel,

Wuppertal-Vohwinkel, Germany, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Original application June 18, 1969, Ser. No.

834,537, now abandoned. Divided and this application

June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,516
Int CI. AOln 9/22

U.S. CL 424—274 « Claims

2-phenyliminopyrrolidines, i.e. l-[alkyl and alkenyl]-

2-[di and tri(halo and alkyl substituted )-phenylimino]-

[optionally 3-, 4- or 5 - allyl substituted] -pyrrolidines,

which possess parasiticidal properties, especially animal

acarid ectoparasiticidal properties, and which may be

produced by conventional methods.

3,787,577

METHOD OF TREATING DEPRESSION WITH CER-
TAIN DIAZEPINOINDOLES AND ANTI-DEPRES-
SANT COMPOSITIONS THEREOF

Joseph Francis GardocU, Doylestown, Pa., assignor to

McNeil Laboratories, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Sept 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,361

Int CL A61k 27/00
VS. a. AlA—llA 12 aaims
The anti-depressant activity of 2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-lH-

1.4-diazepino[1.2-a] indoles, including those substituted in

the 9-position with halo or lower alkoxy, and in the 11-

position with lower alkyl.

wherein X can be oxygen or sulfur; Rj is taken from the

group consisting of OR,, SR3, NR4R5 and Ci-C,o alkyl.

CrCio alkenyl, Cr-C,o alkynyl or €3^,0 cycloalkyl;

R2. R3, R4 and R5 can be hydrogen or Ci-Cio alkyl, Cj-

C,o alkynyl or 03-^:10 cycloalkynyl or Cj-Cio cycloalkyl.

The above-mentioned Ci-Cjo alkyl, Cj-Cio alkenyl, Cj-

Cio alkynyl and €3-0,0 cycloalkyl in R,, Rj. R3. R4 and

R5 may be unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, nitrile,

nitro, thiocyano. perhaloalkyl, C1-C4 alkoxy and Ci-C*

thioalkyl.

I

3,787,580
2-(6'.METHOXY.2'.NAPHTHYL)PROPIONIC ACID
AND -l-PROPANOL DERIVATIVES HAVING
ANTI-INTLAMMATORY, ANALGESIC AND
ANTI-PYRETIC ACTIVITIES
John H. Fried and Ian T. Harrison, Palo Alto, Calif.,

assignors to Sjntex Corporation, Panama

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,651

Int CL A61k 27/00

L.S. CI. 424—308 4 Claims

2-(6'-methoxy-2'-naphthyl)-l-propyl 2"-acetoxybenzo-

ate and 2"-carboxyphenyl 2-(6'-methoxy - 2' - naphthyl)

propionate have anti-inflammatory, analgesic and anti-

pyretic activities.

3,787,581

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS AND
METHODS OF TREATMENT

Merton Sandler, 10 Kllmorey Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex, England

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 127,017

aaims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 24, 1970,

14,365/70; July 28, 1970, 36,430/70

Int CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—319 9 aaims
m-Tyrosine and other compounds of the formula

m-HO.C6H4.CH2 CHRi.NHR where R is H or alkoxycar-

bonyl and R, is H. COOH or COOAlkyl are advanced for

the treatment of depression, alone or concomitantly with

dopa or other catecholic analogues of the foregoing com-

punds. Pharmaceutical compositions containing both types

of compound are described, as is also the treatment of

Parkinsonism using the two types of compound con-

comitantly.
I

3,787,578

METHOD OF TREATING HELMINTHIASIS
James W. McFarland, Lyme, Conn., assignor to

Pfizer Inc.

Application Apr. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 12,552, now Patent

No. 3,684,801, which is a division of application Ser.

No. 675,285, Oct 16, 1967, now Patent No. 3,629,423,

and which in turn is a continuation-in-part of aban-

doned application Ser. No. 580,856, June 27, 1966.

Divided and this application Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No.

233,763
Int a. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—263 3 aaims
New l-(2-arylvinyl) and l-(2-arylacyl)pyridinium and

«-picolinium salts and their use as anthelmintic agents.

3,787,582

PECTINASE ENZYME TREATING PROCESS
FOR PREPARING HIGH BULK DENSITY TEA
POWDERS

Gary Warner Sanderson, Englewood, NJ., and William

Shaw Simpson, Charleston, S.C., assignors to Thomas
J. Lipton, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1971, Ser. No. 156,028

Int CI. A23f 3/00
U.S. CI. 426—50 8 aaims
Tea extracts, specifically, solubilized add-back tea ex-

tracts, are treated with a pectinase enzyme preparation,

cooled and spray-dried to a high bulk density to form an

instant tea product with improved clarity and color and

which has a low tendency to form foam upon reconstitu-

tion with cold water.
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3 787 583
LIVESTOCK FEED PROCESS

Frank J. Hniby, 2809 County Road 18,

Ravenna, Ohio 44263 : ,aa ^ob
Continuation of abandoned aPPMfati<»Ser. No. 500,798,

May 17, 1966. This application Mar. 9, 1970, Ser.

No. 70,763^^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^/^^ ^/^^

US CI 426 53
Claims

A method for making livestock feed from a raw garbage

mass by screening, grinding, pressure-cooking with steam

at 15-20 psi. for about two hours, closed cooling and

fermenting, continuously drying while separately flash-

ing and extracting alcohol and water vapor, and com-

minuting.

3,787,584
INSTANT GRITS

Roy G. Hyldon, Crystal Lake, HI., assignor to

The Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, 111.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 2,939, Jan.

14, 1970, now Patent No. 3,664,846. This apphcation

Nov.% 1971, Ser. No. 196,945

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

May 23, 1989. has been disclaimed

Int CL A231 1/10

U.S. a. 426—208 3 Cl«»™»

selected from the group consisting of alkali metal salts,

alkaline earth metal salts and ammonium salts of organic

acids or inorganic acids, and acid addition salts of

amino acids.

3,787,586 ^^„„
DENSIFIED HOP PRODUCTS AND PROCESS

FOR PRODUCING SAME
Allan E. Hokanson, 6550 Willow Hollow Lane, Maddra,

Ohio 45243; Raphael Katzen, 2868 Alpine Terrace,

Cincinnati, Ohio 45208; and Bemwd W. Schwartz,

63 Willow Road, New Shrewsbury, NJ. 07724

Filed Oct 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,681

Int CL C12c i/04
,, ^ ,

U.S. a. 426—221 11 C^rinw

The present invention relates to a process for trans-

forming hops into a densified form without losing the

valuable bittering contents during the processing opera-

tion. The invention also provides a pelletized or densified

product which has long shelf life and offers improved

utilization of the bittering values in the hops. In addi-

tion the process can be modified to produce hops m the

form of pellets having a highly enriched resm content.

VISCOSlTlr PTOf IL€ fO« CO"N OBITS
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3 787 587

ACCELERATED AGING OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES

George Robert Weber, 16 Chemin Rojonx, 1211,

Geneva-Conches, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

835,536, June 23, 1969. This appUcation Dec. 22, 1971,

Ser. No. 210,925
Int a. C12h 1/16

U.S. CL 426—248 ^
* frj*™*

A process for the accelerated agmg and maturation ot

alcoholic beverages normally subject to prolonged periods

of aging, i.e., beers, distilled spirits, wines, etc., which

comprises continuously passing actinic light into the

beverage in substantially the wave-length range of about

4000 A to 5500 A. at an irradiation dosage of about

IX 10-1 to about IX 10-3 watts-sec./cm.3. The resulting

beverage has substantially the same chemical constituency

and characteristics as the conventionally aged product.

An emulsifier free instant-type corn grits food prod-

uct produced by the process comprising the steps: (A)

admixing corn grits, critical amounts of water, and

critical amounts of polysaccharide gum; (B) heating the

mixture in a first heating step which consists of a critical

temperature range for a critical time period; (C) heat-

ing the above heated mixture in a second heating step

which consists of a critical temperature range; (D) dry-

ing the mixture by forming the heated mixture in a thin

sheet on a drum drier with the forming being conducted

within a critical time period from the last heating step;

and (E) comminuting the cooked, dried sheet.

3 787 588

METHOD OF MAKTSG SNACK FOOD
Evelyn Turitz, 2419 46th St,

Meridian, Miss. 39301

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 814,460, May 8, 1969. Tliis application

Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,988
'

Int CI. A231 1/36

U.S. CI. 426—302 * Claims

A snack food is prepared by wrapping a nut with a

thin shell of a dough consisting of a mixture of wheat

flour and corn flour so that said dough contacts the skin

of the nut and then baking the dough wrapped nut.

3 787 585
STABLE LACTONE SOLUTION

Ryuzo Ueno, 10-27, Nango-cho, NIshinomlya-sU, Teteuya

Miyazaki, 4-12, Inano-cho, Itami-shi, and Shigeo

Inamine, 7-14, Takatsuka-cho, Nishinomiya, Hyogo-

ken, Japan, and Saburo Kishi, 1-4-5, Kiyosu, Kashi-

wara-shi, Osaka-fu, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,622

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25, 1970,

45/103,259; July 15, 1971, 46/52,091

Int CL 23b 3/10. 1/12; A21d 2/14

U.S. a. 426—212 3 aaims
Preparation of a stable solution of a lactone of an

aldonic acid or uronic acid, which comprises dissolving

the lactone in an alcohol together with at least one salt

3 787 589

PROCESS FOR PREPARING CARROT JUICE

Thomas S. Stephens, Weslaco, Guadalupe Saldana,

McAllen, and Harold E. Brown, Weslaco, Tex., as-

signors to the United States of America as represented

by the Secretary of Agriculture ,«-*,»
No Drawing. Filed Oct 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,123

lntC\.A23l 1/02. 3/34
, ^„,„.WTO PI 426 325
Claims

*An improved process for preparing carrot juice which

process incorporates a process step of cooking in an acidic

aqueous solution the whole carrots immediately prior to

juice extraction.

918 O.G.— .'57
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3,787^0

METHOD FOR SOLUBILIZING TEA CREAM

Bert Borders, Keyport, NJ., Harold RIvkowlch, ^slning,

N.Y., and Warren C. Rehman, Montvale, NJ., as-

signors to Tetley, Inc., New York, N.Y.

NoDrawing. Filed Jan. 27, 1971, S«r. No. 110,328

Int CI. A23f 3/00

UA CL 426—366 • Oahos

An increased yield of tea solubles is obtained by sub-

jecting the insoluble precipitate or tea cream obtained by

cooling a dilute tea extract to an oxidizing treatment m
the absence of added alkali.

3,787,591

PROCESS FOR FRODUCING POWDERS OF GREEN
LEAVES OF WHEAT AND BARLEY

Yoshihide Hagiwara, Takaraznka, Japan, assignor to

Japan Natnral Food Co., Ud., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. FUed Sept 16, 1971, Ser. No. 181,196

Int CI. A23! 1/00

VS, a. 426—373 * Claims

Green juice is obtained by mechanically pulverizing the

green leaves of barley or wheat in the pre-ripe stage.

Course solid materials are removed from the juice and

the pH is adjusted to 6.5 to 7.5. The treated juice is then

spray dried or lyophylized to a powder. The powder can

be incorporated into various foods and beverages and is

a source of various proteins, vitamins, and minerals.

3,787,592

FIXED VOLATILE FLAVORS AND METHOD
FOR MAKING SAME

William Alexander MHcheB, Lincoln Park, NJ^ »nd

Howard Dave Stahl, Tarrytown, and William Charles

Seldel, Monsey, N.Y., assignors to General Foods Cor-

poratioD, White Plains, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 12, 1970, Ser. No. 36,666

Int a. A231 1/26

UA CL 426—380 " Claims

Volatile flavoring compounds such as acetaldehyde are

fixed in low amounts by having the compound present

in solution during the crystallization of such edible mate-

rials as sucrose, mannitol, and sodium chloride. It is

believed that the volatile flavors are entrapped as impuri-

ties within the crystal structure. The resulting composi-

tions have excellent stability over a wide range of humidi-

ties, are soluble in both hot and cold water, and have

application as flavor and aroma modifiers for foods.

3,787,593

METHOD OF PRODUCING ENHANCHED
CITRUS JUICE ESSENCE

Cedric D. Afldns, Little Lake Elosie, and John A. Attaway,

P.O. Box 205, both of Winter Haven, Fla. 33880

Original appUcation Jan. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 109,922.

Divided and this appUcation Sept 6, 1972, Ser.

No. 286,791

Int CL A231 1/26
UA CL 426—429 12 Oafais

An aqueous citrus essence is prepared having an en-

hanced content of components which contribute to the nat-

ural flavor of the citrus juice, particularly certain aldehyde

type compounds and a decreased content of components,

such as easily oxidized fatty substances, which detract from

the flavor of the juice. Preparation of the enhanced citrus

essence is accomplished by increasing the alcoholic content

of the aqueous phase of the essence so that its capacity

for desirable aldehyde type components is increased. The

increase in alcoholic content is effected by recirculation

under appropriate conditions of temperature and pressure

of the aqueous phase of the essence in contact with fresh

essence. An apparatus is specifically disclosed for effecting

the process of the invention. Enhanced essence produced

by the present invention is particularly useful for recon-

stituting the flavor of citrus juice concentrates such as

orange juice.

3,787,594

METHOD OF COOKING COMESTIBLES

Einar H. Palmason, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignor to

Parkson Industrial Equipment Company, Fort Lander-

dale, Fla.

FUed July 30, 1968, Ser. No. 748,743

Int CL A231 1/00; A47J 37/12

U.S. CL 426—438 2 Claims

I

A method and apparatus for "deep^fat" cookmg of

comestibles in which the comestibles are immersed in a

bath of a hot cooking medium maintained in a cooking

vessel in which the heated medium is being continuously

changed while cooking is taking place ^y flowing the

heated medium into the bath and through^ and around the

comestibles, overflowing it from the surface of the bath

into a heating reservoir and reheating and recirculating

it in a manner so as to sweep from the bath loose particles

of comestibles so as to maintain the bath at the required

cooking temperature. The overflow of the heated naedium

is filtered to remove the loose particles of comestibles

before the medium is reheated and returned to the bath,

and a small quantity of the oil is continuously drained

from the cooking vessel during cooking operation and

completely drained from the vessel when the cooking

operation is stopped so as to return the cooking medium

to the heating reservoir.

3,787,595

PROCESSING OF BEANS AND PEAS BY
FREEZE DRYING

Robert G. Folzenlogen, Green Township, Hamilton

County, and James P. Smith, North College Hill, Ohio,

assignors to The Procter & Gamble Company, Clncm-

nati, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No, 199,739

Int a. A23I 1/20 I

UA a. 426—441 »* Ciahns

A process for producing nut meat substitutes from

edible leguminous seeds comprising the steps of soaking

in an aqueous medium, freeze drying, and roastmg said
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seeds; additionally, when it is desired to obtain a nut meat

substitute having a particular form such as the physical

dimensions of various expensive nut meats, the steps of

comminuting and forming are interposed between the

soaking step and the freeze drying step.

3,787,596

TREATMENT OF WASTEWATERS FROM
THE PROCESSING OF FISH

Edgar H. Pavia and Amulya D. Tyagi, New Orleans, La.,

assignors to Pavia-Byme Engineering Corporation,

New Orleans, La.

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,717

Int CI. A22c 25/00

U.S. CI. 426—488 l® ^^**?!

A method for treating emulsified wastewater from fish

processing plants by (1 / degassifying the wastewater to

break the emulsion and to remove any toxic gases and

(2) separating the fish solids and oil from the deemulsi-

fied wastewater. This method allows the safe reuse of

transport water used in the unloading of fish from boats.

3 787 597

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR PREPARING
RELATIVELY DENSE BAKERY GOODS

William R. Dryg, Tofte, and Charles N. Standing, Min-

neapolis, Minn., assignors to The PUlsbury Company,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,488

Int CI. A21d 13/08, 13/00

U.S. a. 426—496 » Claims

Dense bakery goods such as brownies, cocoanut bars,

cookies, are prepared by mixing together dough ingredi-

ents and passing the mixed dough continuously through

a cooker in which mixing is carried out during heatmg

until the product reaches a temperature on the order of

at least 200° F. to give the product a cooked or baked

character. If the product is to be porous, pressurized gas

is introduced either before or after heating. In the second

stage of the process, the cooked material is unified by

placing relatively large pieces on a flat supporting surface

where the product is held in a quiescent condition as its

consistency becomes firm. Its exposed surface can be

treated by the application of heat to provide a dried sur-

face crust similar to that which forms when bakery goods

are oven-baked conventionally.
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3 787 598

FURNACE AND METHOD FOR THE PYRO-CHEMICAL

PROCESSING OF NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL
ELEMENTS

Joseph Wurm, Mol-Uonk, Belgium, assignor to European

Atomk Energy Community (Eumtom), Luxemburg, Eu-

ropean Center. Klrchberg. Luxembourg

Filed Jan. 25. 1971. Ser. No. 109,111

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 9. 1970,

7001798
lnt.CI.F27d 7/06. ///02

U.S.CL 13-22 ^^'•""»

3,787.600

GUITAR FRET BOARD

Gary O. Muncy. 1015 Skyview Dr.. West Carrollton. Ohio

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,403

lnt.CLGlOdi/06
^. »^ ,1^ 14 Claims

U.S.CL 84-314

A guitar provided with an improved fret board construction

for easy fmgering and faster action, in which grooves arc

formed in underlying relation to the strings, the diameter of

the grooves being related to that of the strings so that when a

string is depressed in the groove approximately 80 percent of

the string is received in the groove The grooves undulate from

high regions at the fret to depressed regions between the frets

to provide portions which slope away from the frets defining

fingering regions. The metal frets are formed with essentially

the same configuration as that of the fret board in that the ex-

posed surfaces are flush with the fret board at the bottom of

the groove, so that when the string is fingered there is a

minimum of protrusion of the string and thus a mmimum of

discomfort The increased action is due to the absence of ob-

stacles by reason of absence of protruding frets.

A furnace for the pyrochemical processing of nuclear reac-

tor fuel elements comprises a vertical tube which is adapted to

receive the fuel element. The bottom of the tube has a gra-

phite filter element connected to at least one closable aperture

Through which, in turn, molten metal and molten salts may be

introduced firstly to effect dissolution of the stainless steel

sheaths of the fuel rods and secondly to pulverize and remove

the fuel in the molten salts through the filter.

3 787 599

EDUCATIONAL TOY FOR THE TEACHING OF

NUMERICAL RECOGNITION

George CasUnis, New York, NY., assignor to Questor Cor-

poration. Toledo, Ohio

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330.438

Int.CI.G09b/9/02

U.S.CL35-31R

3.787.601

RHYTHMIC INTERPOLATORS

Donald J. Campbell, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to D. H. Baldin

Company. Cincinnati, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 619.381. Feb. 28. 1967. Pat. No.

3.522.358, Continuation of Ser. No. 45.675. June 12. 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No.

224,364. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

July 28. 1987, has been disclaimed.

Int.CLGlOf //OO I

U.S.CL84-1.03
•O^'-""'

4(S

5 Claims

1 1

1

1 1 r "

A plurality of egg-shaped articles which may be P'^"^ in a

series of wells in a container. Each of the egg-shaped articles

are comprised of half-sections which may be frictionally

mated in a male-female manner The '"""/^" "^
°"%^;'^f

section includes a fixed number of holes and the inner face of

the other half-section includes a like number of pegs Each of

said articles contain a different number of peg-hole combina_

tions. A numeral indicia may be placed on the inner faces of

the half-sections.

1584

A system for development of rhythmic patterns in which

repetitive ramp wave forms are developed, the repetition rate

of which is controlled, pulses being developed by sampling the

ramp wave forms at predetermined levels, certain of the pulses

being selected by means of a matrix to form each required pat-

tern The minima and maxima of the ramps are maintained at

fixed levels and the slopes of the ramps are conformed to the

desired repetition rates in accordance with the tempo of a
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player controlled instrument, such as an electric organ. Provi-

sion is made for extending rhythm patterns over two measures,

each different from the other, for inserting additional beats

near the end of each fourth measure of a piece of music, provi-

sion of visual tempo indication, and provision of a cutoff for

instant abortion of the presently played measure, allowing

rapid changes of tempo.

3,787,602

EI ECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH

SURROUNDING LIGHT SENSITIVE MUSICAL EFFECT

CONTROL
Mitsuo Okudaira, Hamamatsu. Japan, assignor »« NiPP*"

Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka-

ken, Japan
Filed Oct. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 296,597

Claims priority, application Japan. Oct. 2 1 ,
197 1 ,

46/82876

Int.CI.G10h//02

U.S.CL84-1.24
»> Claims

/surrounding
"

' LIGHT

means for the chamber, a plurality of cavities formed in the

thickened walls, one for each note to be played,^said cavities

being closed by diaphragms, a small vent passage commu-

nicating each cavity with the interior of the vacuum chamber,

a separate air passage, preferably within the thickened walls,

communicating each cavity with a respective opening in the

tracker a weak spring in each of said cavities biasing its

diaphragm outwardly but allowing movement of the

diaphragm inwardly of the cavity when the vacuum chamber is

evacuated, and a pair of electric contact members for each

cavity mounted on one of said thickened walls and having one

contact member engaging the diaphragm so as to make or

break contact between the pairs of members when the

diaphragm moves from a position inwardly of the cavity to a

distended position outwardly of the cavity, a solenoid as-

sociated with each cavity and diaphragm and having a plunger

arranged to lift a respective one of the hammer jacks, and

electric circuit means connecting the pairs of contact mem-

bers the solenoids and a source of electric power m such

manner that each of the pairs of contacts serves to energize

and de-energize one of the solenoids.

3,787,604

CONDUCTOR SUPPORT FOR TRANSITION FROM GAS

BUS ENCLOSURE TUBE TO POWER CIRCUIT BREAKER

Giovanni Paolo Guaglione, Irvine, Calif., assignor to I-T-E Im-

perial Coroporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,643

Int. CL HOlh Ji/02. HOlb / 7/26

U.S.CL174-18
«C'-""*

An electronic musical instrument comprising a light-sensi-

tive variable resistor whose resistance varies with the inten^ty

of surrounding light and a musical effect -ntrol circuU for

controlling musical effects such as the volume and color of

t"nes in accordance with the varying resistance of the variable

resistor The musical effect control circuit comprises a varia-

Mo ea n amplifier, tone coloring filter, vibrato oscillator or

tem'olo o'lllator. and the light-sensit.ve variable resistor is

used in the musical effect control circuit to vary, for example

^h^ volume and color of tones, and the speed of vibrato and

tremolo according to the condition of surrounding light.

3,787,603

AUTOMATIC PLAYER FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Morris Ghere, 1 234 S. Lincoln Centralia, III.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,777

Int.CLGlOf //02
11 Claims

U.S.CL 84- 19

An insulation disk or cone supports the conductor extend-

ing from a power circuit breaker to a gas-filled bus. and also

serves as a gas barrier.

An automatic musical instrument, such as a player piano,

having a tracker with openings over which a music roll, having

apertures corresponding to music notes, is fed by operation ot

pneumatic or electric motof mei ns, and hammers and

hammer jacks operable to sound the musical notes, is pro-

vided with an elongated box having a pair of opposed

thickened walls and forming a vacuum chamber, evacuating

3,787,605

WIRING ACCESS MEANS

Robert C. Van Gessel, Grand Rapids, and Dirk ^. Van Kulk

Jenison, both of Mich., assignors to Steelcase Inc., Grand

Rapids, Mich. ..„, o..
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,81

1

lnt.CLA47b/i/00

U.S.CL 174-48 24 Claims

A wiring access enclosure for insertion into a wiring access

opening in a desk or the like. The enclosure is adapted to ac-

cept and secure various wire sizes and includes a generally

cube-shaped plug member having wire-receiving apertures of

different sizes on each of its several sides. A mounting

member fixed in an access opening or recess formed in the fur-
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niture is adapted to releasably secure the plug member in any

one of set'a. pos.t.ons so that a selected aperture .s pos-
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center conductors coax.ally. enclosing the jo.ncd 'eng »"'

"J
«ntlr conductor .n dielectric matenal of substantially the

ame outer diameter as the .ns.de d.ametcrs of the outer con^

ZZ of the cables be.ng spl.ccd. and
P-'^'^^J^ ^^

"

layer of conduct.ve matenal over the d.electr.c matenal to ex

tend lengthw.se of the cable from one outer conductor to he

other and c.rcumfercnt.ally of the cable substant.ally over the

ent're crcumfercnce thereof. The conductive matcna may

mcudc sections of flexible foil .nt.matcly conformable to the

hape of the outer conductors of the cable .n order to .nsure

ransm.ssion of rad.o frequency energy across the sp .cc.

luheTrapacit.vely or conductively. and it may .nclude spl.nts

•; the fo^m of substant.ally sem.-cyl.ndrical shelU extend.ng

f^om the outer conductor of one cable to that of the other and

Suct.vely connected thereto in order to .nsure transm.s-

s.on of low' frequency or d.rect current energy across the

splice.
I

tioncd for passage of a wire One side of the plug is solid to

close the access opening when desired.

— 3,787.608

3,787,606 INSULATED STAPLING DEVICE

CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY AND METHOD OF LSE
„.^„,j ^ colby, Bloomdeld, Conn .nd

^-y""";^^^";;;;,'^^^

rh.ri« H Seh.e«er. 3144 Ringer Rd., Mehlville, Mo. south Ashburnh.m, M.ss., «ss»ftnors to Emh.rt Corpora

. Filed Apr. 12. 1973, Ser. No. 350^31 tlon, Bloomneld,Conn.Filed A pi

U.S.CL 174-65 R
Inl.Cl.H02gi/02

to Claims
Filed Feb. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 227.842

Int. CL HO lb/ 7/00. FI6b/ 5/00

U.S.CL 174-159
1 1 Claims

2lS

In a combination of electrical connector f.tting of the type

usld to connect condu.t to a junct.on box. the connector

nuing hav.ng an externally threaded, open mouth throat end

and a plug mounted .n the throat, the plug has an open-ended

throat engaging tube section, a closed hollow dome project.ng

outwardly f?om' and substant.ally beyond the mouth and an

external annular shoulder engaging an annular rad.al surface

of the connector. In the process of construct.on. the plug .s

nrst Lunted in the connector, then the connector .s mounted

[n a junct.on box or the l.ke After the junct.on box .s em-

olaced the part of the plug dome wh.ch projects .n the box .s

cut off prov'd.ng both a passageway and an .nsulat.ve throat.

3,787,607

COAXIAL CABLE SPLICE

Hubert J. Sehlafly, Fort Lee. N J., assignor to Teleprompter

Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258.435

Int.Cl.H02g/5/0S
„„ ^ 14 Claims

U.S.CL 174-88 C

/

7 »•

*•* «» ***

/ \.

Coaxial cables are spliced together by lay.ng "are a length

of center conductor on one end of each cable, jo.n.ng the

An insulated staple is formed by a U-shaped body member

and a Diecc of flexible, plastic tubing bent .n a U-shaped con-

ngurat'on and .nstal.ed on the body member. The plast.c tub-

\l is cut along a longitudinal wall port.on to form a long.tu-

dinaly extend.ng opcn.ng at the central region of the tub.ng.

The nsulated staple is then assembled by .nscrt.ng the op-

poid and paralleilegs of the body member through the ^n^

Sinai open.ng and out through the ax.al ends of the tub.ng

fo that the body member is lined along .ts .nner per.phen^

between the end port.ons of the tub.ng mounted on the op^

poL and parallef legs. The method for making the .nsu ated

staple compr.ses cutting the long.tud.nal open.ng .n the tube

benlg the tube in a U-shaped configuration and .nsert.ng the

fegs^^the body member through the axial ends of the tub.ng

so that the pointed tips are exposed and the '""^^ P^^P/^^y "^

the suple is l.ned between the end portions of the tub.ng on

the parallel legs. i
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3,787,609

ELECTRONIC COLOR FILTER SYSTEM

Charles A. Plumeau, Piano, Tex., assignor to Internafonal

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N.J.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,401

Int. CI. H04n 9/06

IJ.S.CL178-5.4ST
7 Claims

3,787,611

SYSTEM FOR CORRECTING COLOR TELEVISION

SIGNALS

Dieter Poetsch, and Heinz Hess, both of D"""''^^*' ^^r^j;:
assignors to Robert Bosch Femsehanlagen GmbH, Darm

stadt, Germany ,oe -»aft
FiledAug.31,1972,Ser.No.285,230

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 7, 1971, r xi

44 745.0
lnt.CI.H04n9//2

L.S.CI. 178-5.4 AC .

^^'•""''

'^rQi
DELAY

Q^'
TiST
SIGNM.
euM(ER

--CONTRAST

MOOULATOH '^""cS'
-'.' -J- JL

QtMHtATOA

CUM>fB

"S"

An image scanning system employs a sol.d state ^olo^ ^.Iter

providing a plural.ty of selectable discrete colors wh.ch a e

nroduced bv voltage pulses of different ampl.tudes appi.ed to

The fil er .nVpred'ete'rm.ned sequence. The filter .sd.sposed

on the acepl^te of an image dissector tube wh.ch scans a

scene and provides an output signal carry.ng the color .nfor^

mation. A^gle camera tube w.th one electron '""'t'P"" ""

Tenr^ate the three primary colors using a frame sequent.al.

Une sequential, element-by-element or a random scann.ng

svstem The output signal may be transmitted to a rece.ver d.s-

p avTublhavinra like color filter with synchronized sw.tch.ng

voltages or a standard three gun color cathode ray tube.

3,787,610

SIGNAL TRANSDUCER INCORPORATING A MULTI-

CHANNEL PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

William D. Murphy; George Norm-n Williams; Rober^ F. W. -

son. and Edward I. Zmuda. all of Seneea F«";; ^ -
«

ignors to GTE Sylvani. Incorporated. Seneca F.Hs, N.Y.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,217

lnt.CI.H04n9/04
, , _ 10 Claims

U.S. CI. 178-5.4 E

L_| ±- HUE CORRECTOR

A system for correcting complete color telev.s.on s.gna s

including luminance, color saturation and hue s.gnals. A first

channel delays the signal while a second channe denves the

necessary corrections for the delayed first channel s.gnal.

3,787,612

«;irNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR TELEVISION

RECEWER HAVING ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE

DEVICES FOR IMPROVED TUNING AND VIDEO

DEMODULATION

Adrian J. DeVries, Elmhurst, and Jouke N. Rypkema, Lom-

b"";, both of III., assignors to Zenith Radio Corporation,

Chicago, IIL

^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ 268,280

Int. CLH04n 5/50
» eoAir II Claims

U.S. CI. 178-5.8 AF

MAGE DISPLAY
DEVICE

25 2« •> 1' ,

V 3» «1 *?

h^ ^ ITCtV S4l^« ' sol ' s^.

A multi-channel photomultiplicr tube .s ut.l.zed •" a com

pact optical-to-electrical s.gnal transducer ^V^ «- -^P
"J.^^

for displaying a film image on the screen of a CRT d.splay

device Optional information derived from scannmg he film

areTwith a beam of radiant energy is translated to electr.cal

gnars and suitable processed to effect the display .magery^

?Se radiant energy modified by passage through the film

imL is directed through a condcns.ng lens and a m.rror

sTstfm to convey discrete components of the scann.ng energy

o eparate cathode areas of the multi-channel tube the lo-

^tZal axis of which is substant.ally in a common plane^w h

fhe optical axis of the transducer. Ut.l.zat.on of the mulu

channel tube promotes compact packaging and prov.des .m-

proved quality of the output of the system.

This disclosure depicts a number of signal P'occss.ng cir-

cuits for a television receiver which include acoust.c surface

wae devices for improved tuning and video demodulation. In

lach embodiment an IF stage has an acoustic surface wave

bandpass filter. In one embodiment a -f«-""
.--"^Jj

form.ng part of a synchronous video detector and also part of

In APC foop has /frequency-selective surface -ve filter for

estaWishing its frequency of oscillation. Another embod.ment

has an AFC circuit including a surface wave discr.m.nator. In

all embodiments the acoustic surface wave dev.ces have
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similar thermal characteristics and thermal exposure so as to

cause temperature tracking of the frequency characteristics

thereof and thereby to temperature stabilize the receiver. The

surface wave filter devices which are associated in the dis-

closed systems may utilize thermally homogeneous piezoelec-

tric substrate means.

with its vertical scanning being changed on a line sequential

basis between the red and blue images by causing a vertical

scan deflection from one to the other of the two image areas.

3.787.613

PULSE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR CONVEYING
DATA AND CONTROL WORDS BY MEANS OF

ALTERNATING POLARITY PULSES AND VIOLATIONS
THEREOF

Wayne David Farmer. MaUwan; Joseph George Kneuer. Fair

Haven, and William Joseph Lawless. Middlelown. all of N.J..

assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.. Murray Hill.

NJ.
Filed June 27. 1972. Ser. No. 266.685

Int. CLH03r 5/20

U.S.CL 178-2 R 4 Claims

3.787.615

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZING A

VlDEOSIG*JAL REPRODUCED FROM A TAPE BY MEANS
OF A ROTATING HEAD WHEEL

Hubert Foerster. Darmstadt, and Ulrich Brauch. Nieder-Beer-

bach. both of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch Fern-

sehanlagen GmbH, DarmsUdt, Germany

Filed May 19, 1972. Ser. No. 254.91

1

Claims priority, application Germany, May 19, I97I,

P 21 24 923.0

Int. CI. H04n 5/76. Glib 5/00

U.S.CL178-6.6P 8 Claims

RIP

axnna

CP
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line scan This is achieved by employing an associated

parameter computer such as is described and d^'med m

British Patent Specifications Nos. 1 .264.804 and 1 .264.805.

signals with such a phase relationship as prevents them from

offsetting each other so as to form signals representing the

3,787.621

TELEPHONE SET WITH TRANSMISSION BY

MICROPHONE AND AMPLIFIER AND RECEPTION BY

LOUDSPEAKER
Albert Barok, 36. Ave. d estrienne d Orves, Nke, France

Filed Aug. 6. l971,Ser.No. 169.770

Claims priority, .pplic.tion France. Aug. 6, 1970. 7029610

Int. CI. H04m 9/0«

U.S.CL 179-1 HF ^ 4 Claims
sum and balance or difference of 2-channel signals, and

speakers for reproducing sounds from 4-channcl signals

reprt>duccd in the decoder.

3.787,623

SYSTEM MONITOR FOR CREDIT SYSTEM

Kenrick O. Stephenson. Jr., 79 Edgemont Rd.. Upper Monl-

clair, N.J.

Filed Mar. 9. 1971, Ser. No. 122,467

Int. CI. H04m 11106

U.S. CL 1 79- 2 DP 3 Claims

J X -^
I -g -1

lal

A telephone set has sound transmission by a microphone

and amplifier over a transmission circuit, and sound reception

by loudspeaker over a reception circuit. Each circuit includes

an input transformer and an output transformer, and both cir-

cuits are connected, through a telephone transformer, to the

line The telephone set includes an arrangement for prevent-

ing the Larsen effect and other interference between the two

circuits This arrangement includes respective sets of four

diodes or transistors, connected as a Wheatstone bridge, each

connected between an input transformer and the associated

output transformer. A square wave multi-vibrator is con-

nected in parallel to the output transformer of the transmis-

sion circuit and to the input transformer of the reception cir-

cuit and IS connected, through respective diodes or transistors

to the input transformer of the transmission circuit and to the

output transformer of the reception circuit. The multivibrator

. supplies alternating positive and^negative square wave pulses

at a frequency very substantially higher than the frequency of

the sound waves, to the two Wheatstone bridges, with one

Wheatstone bridge receiving a positive square wave pulse at

the same time the other Wheatstone bridge receives a negative

square wave pulse The multi-vibrator is continuously opera-

tive, and. in effect, chops the modulated currents in the two

circuits at a very high frequency of the order of 0.5 MHz.

ll»ll<HT

MM

3,787,622

QUADRASONIC SOUND SYSTEM FOR TWO CHANNEL
TRANSMISSION

Ryosuke Itoh. and Toshiaki Ishida. both of Tokyo. Japan, as-

signors to Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 1. 1972. Ser. No. 222,516

Claims priority, application Japan. Feb. 5, 197 1, 46-4440;

Sept. I, 1971, 46-79136; Sept. I, 1971,46-79137

Int. CI. H04r 5/00

U.S.CL 179-1 GO 30 Claims

A signal transmission system comprising microphones tor

obtaining 4-chanriel signals by collecting sounds produced in a

sound source room, an encoder for producing 2-channel

signals by combining the 4- channel signals with such a phase

relationship as prevents them from offsetting each other,

means for transmitting said 2-channel signals, a decoder for

producing 4-chann;el signals by combining said 2-channel

In a credit checking system, a system monitor tests the com-

munications link between counter units in outlying stores and

a central location The system monitor periodically sends

Request signals over a telephone line to the central processing

unit. In response to an unconditionally valid account number

encoded by the system monitor and transmitted to the control

processing unit (CPU), a valid signal is returned to the moni-

tor If this valid signal is not received, the counter units are

switched to an emergency imprint mode which allows all

January 22, 1974 ELECTRICAL
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counter units to operate as if the CPU were transn.itt.ng valid

signals to the units. Indicating devices are provided at the cen-

tral processor and at the stores for indicating the nature of the

malfunction in communications and to facilitate trouble-

shooting.

3,787,624

REMOTE CONDITION MONITORING DEVICE

Arnold Spltalny. DIx Hills; George Brettbart, New York and

Stanley R. Spom, Oceanside, all of N.Y., assignors to Atron

Industries, Inc., Dix Hills, N.Y.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,662

Int.CI.H04m 11104

. .-« ^ A 14 Claims
U.S. CI. 179-2 A

in a minimum time period and automatically switches to a

recording state to record an incoming message from the

calling party in response to the end of the outgoing message

even Though the tape which carries the outgoing message has

not completed an entire revolution.

3,787,626

SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF

CALLING PARTY S TELEPHONE NUMBER TO
RECEIVING PARTY

Carlos Subieta, 1 1000 Newpor Mill Rd., Kensington, Md.

Filed Apr. 23, 197i;Ser.No. 136,810

Int.CI. H04m 1 5 106

U.S. CI. 179-5.5
»»C»-""*

.-P-;_|^W/

A remote condition monitoring device is operative to con^

nect into preexisting telephone station lines when a '"O^'t^^^d

physical condition exceeds preset limits. An mcoming ca I

causes completion of the calling circuit by simulating the lift-

ing of a receiver at the called station. A warnmg tone is

produced which is audible to the caller over the completed

telephone calling circuit.

3,787,625

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE ANSWERING APPARATUS

WITH CONFIRMATION OF ANSWER GAP LENGTH FOR

MIDCYCLE SWITCHING

Takashi Sato, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Electronic

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan .,,,„„
Filed July 14, 197 1, Ser. No. 162,599

Claims priority, application Japan, July 18, 1970, 45/63023

^'
int. CI. H04m//64. Glib 27/22

U.S.a.I79-6R
3^'-""^

An automatic system for displaying the calling party s

telephone number at the telephone set of the called party

when the circuit therebetween is initiated, mclud.ng apparatus

associated with each telephone subscriber's lines activated au_

tomatically responsive to signals indicating connection with

the called telephone to generate pulse trains signifying the

telephone number of the calling party. Readout display

devices and pulse receiver equipment at the called telephone

respond to the pulse trains to display the telephone number

signified thereby.
"^

3,787,627

CENTRAL ADDRESS DISTRIBUTOR

Carl Newton Abramson, Somerville, and Mark T. Nadir, War-

ren, both of NJ., assignors to Adaptive Technology, inc.,

Piscataway,NJ. ,„„ ^^.
Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,261

Int. CI. H04j 5/00 .

U.S.a. 179-15 BA 29 Claims

An address-coded communication system is disclosed

wherein the size of the address set required in the system is

reduced essentially to the maximum number of stations com-

m.miratino at anv time, as contrasted with requiring an ad-

Disclosed herein is an automatic telephone answering ap- ^"^ '^^^ "^
f J^^ ,„ .^e number of stations located in the

paratus which sends out an outgoing message to a calling party dress set eq
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system Specifically, a central address distributor .s provided

wh cTdisU.butes available identify.ng address codes on th

Transmission medium ,n a manner which 7""
-^^^^^^^^^^^^^

codes available to communicating stations for the duration of

a hnk In one embodiment, a station des.nng to go on line

makes a bid for an identification address from the central ad-

Tess disulutor and by means of a special handshaking

UcTnique. the central address distributor assigns an .dent.nca^
tecnniqu

^^^^^^^ terminates the

T.n ^t^r:.:^t:^^<^ address to the central address d.s^

tnbu o so that such address can subsequently be re-ass.gned

"another station or user. Special subpenods are ass^ned

wuhrr period for both sending address^rbe.ng distributed

Trom the central address cTistnbutor. and for returning the ad-

dreTses from the stations to the central address distributor

S-r:^-i-^=;-rS^^

Temoved f om t?Je transmission line and absorbed by a station

Tmutilated by the system and therefor not - "-do he

central address distributor, then it is assumed the address is n

Tse On the other hand, if this address returns on the line to

the central address distributor, this indicates that the addres

s not in use and. consequently. 'iP'-^^'" -^^XJ^f
containing available addresses. The available addresses arc

sSquently sent by the distributor on the line m designated

address distnbutorWnods from -'^-h any Ration can

remove and use an address on a first come bas.s^ In this em

LoTment. after a station termmates a call and -through using

an address it need not return the address directly to the cen

ual addr's's distributor since such distributor is continuously

ooUing the stations to determine which addresses are m use_

The cfntral address distributor permits reduction of the size of

the address set required, resulting in economizing on system

bandwidth and increased system efficiency.

January 22, 1974
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one of the incoming channels, a digital store arranged between

"Ser output and decoder input, and a supervision device con-

nected to at least one of the outgoing channels. The digital

store is provided with a separate control unit controlling writ-

mgand reading of amplitude samples of the test signal con^

verted into a coded form and selecting the consecutive writing

and reading intervals in such a manner that they cannot over-

lap
one another in spite of their mutually varying time ela-

tion.
'

3,787.629

APPARATUS FOR «>'STiNGlilSHING BETWEEN

VARIOUS FM BROADCAST MULTIPLEX
TRANSMISSIONS

Allen Le Roy LImberg. L.mbertvllk. NJ.. assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y. ,,.-,, I

Filed May 9, 1972,Ser. No. 251.771

lnt.CI.H04h5/«0
. , „_ 6 Claims

U.S.CLI79-15BT

MiIM» ap»»t"0«l <'niC"«o«'f"<" I _ 1
—

* ' \ it-*.
SltMOIWd'CI

«P^..'^« J!

_i

3,787,628

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR THE TRANSMISSION
^

OF INFORMATION BETWEEN TWO TERMINAL

STATIONS BY PULSE CODE MODULATION

Leonardus Petrus Jozef Van DIjk; Jan Verhagen, both of Hil-

versum Netherlands; Georg Feutsch, Dietikon, Switzerland

and G^rlof Jan Korev.ar, Hllversum Netherlands, as-

signors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York N.Y.

FlledJan.6.l972.Ser.No.215,818

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 8, 1971.

7100210
Int.CLH04jJ//4

.-nr 5 Claims
•U.S.CLI79-15BF

A 38kHz nag subcarricr accompanying an FM multiplex

transmission identifies whether such multiplex "an---"

includes two channel or surround stereophonic information.

Apparatus to provide such a fiag subcarrier comprises, for ex^

ample a source of direct potential to unbalance a then unused

balanced quadrature subchannel modulator w.thm the trans-

mittcr during two channel transmission. Receiver apparatus to

detect the transmission of such a flag subcarrier comprises a

threshold detector coupled by a subsonic low pass H tcr to the

corresponding synchronous subchannel detector Indica mg

and/or automatic switching apparatus responsive to the detec-

tor output is provided

af*i4f*rof

A time division multiplex PCM transmission system in

which the coder and decoder present in one and the same ter^

minal station are supervised on conversion accuracy w.thth

interposition of a test signal generator connected to at least

3,787,630

TIMF DIVISION COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Robert Lawrence Carbrey, Boulder, Colo., -ssignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,896

Int. CLH04J.?/02

i7o_i5AT 22 Claims

^'a time division communication system wherein a plurality

ofVime slots occurs in repetitive cycles includes a P'"-"»y «f

Stat ons. first and second buses, a control signal source and a

coupMng circuit operative in each time slot to sum all signals

apphed to the second bus and to apply the resultant signal .0

r first bus. Each station has an associated circuit inc uding

first second and third stores. The first bus signal is applied to

[he fi St store in response to the control signal. The first store

Lna coupled via a first coupler to the second store and via

atecond coupler to the station and the third store. The thi d

store alo receives-the station outgoing signal. In response to

he control signal, the second and third stores are d.scon^

nected from the first and second couplers; the second and

ELECTRICALJANUARY 22, 1974

third stores are connected series opposing; and the station out-

going signal from the third store is applied to the second bus

and ?he first store wherein it is subtracted from the first bus

1593

3,787,632

AUTOMATIC NUMBER IDENTIFICATION FOR PRIVATE

TELEPHONE EXCHANGES

Charles Colin Male, Stittsville, and John Melvin Wallis, Hazel-

dean, both of Ontario, Canada, assignors to Northern Llec-

tric Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

FiledJune28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,344

Int.CLH04qi/72

U.S.CLI79-18FH
^^^'-"^

i.
»

tMjIL „„ ...

J -I
M.

'

PABX-END
CO- END

:j':-r

."O^'-^k

signal. The control signal is applied to the selected station c.r^

cuits in a distinct time slot whereby signals are exchanged

among the selected stations.

3,787,631

TIME SLOT NUMBER COMPENSATING ARRANGEMENT

Theras Gordon Lewis, Boulder, Colo, assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray HiH, N.J.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,953

Int. CLH04q J/54

^. .,« .e *x 5 Claims
U.S.CL179— 15 AT

An automatic number identification system for identifying

the calling station of a branch telephone exchange and trans-

ferring the information via the normal talking path connection

through the central office. Briefiy, the invention provides or

the connection of the calling station to the centra office for

the dialling of a called number; disconnection of he station

after the called number is transmitted to the central office,

connection of the calling station identification apparatus to

the central office for transmission of the calling station identi-

ty followed by disconnection of the identification apparatus

and reconnection of the calling station. Various alternative ar-

rangements are described for adapting the mvention to the

various ^witching systems, accounting systems and whether
^

ground" or "loop" start is used.

3,787,633

MULTIPLEXING ARRANGEMENT FOR A

COMMUNICATION SWITCHING SYSTEM

John E. Busch, Claredon Hills, III., assignor to GTE Automatic

Electric Laboratories Incorporated. Northlake, 111.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,027

Int. CI. H04m 3100

. ..,« to • 16 Claims
U.S.CL 179— 18 J

An electronic key telephone system is disclosed in which

connections among the station sets and telephone lines arc

made in a central time division switching network remo e

from the station sets. Each station set and line is equipRcd w,th

a port circuit having an individual shift register for defining

the time slot interval during which a connection may take

place. To assign a time slot to a port circuit, the main con-

troller interrogates the network to find an idle time slot re-

pisters in a time slot reporting register the time slot count ac-

c uing when an idle time slot is detected, and then furnishes

that time slot number to the network controller. The time slot

reporting register is equipped with a downcounter to compen-

lafe for fhe Le it takes to prepare a port shift reg^ter to ac-

cept the circulating bit that assigns the port to the specific

time slot.

The register-sender subsystem comprises duplicated com-

mon logic and memory, and a maximum of 192 reg.ster junc^

tors. Each register junctor is assigned an md.v.dual time slot in

a time division multiplex cycle. The junctor multiplexing ap-

paratus coupling the register-junctors to the common logic is

not duplicated; but to minimize the effect of a gate failure the

multiplexing apparatus is divided into eight separate groups

Teh providing'multiplexing circuits for 24
-f

^er-junctors

The groups are designed to be independent of one another.
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Multiplexing provides for control signals from the common

loeic to set control latches in buffers of the individual register-

mnctor dunng the.r time slots; and scan signals from the re-

gister-junctors set scan latches in the multiplex circuits with

eight scan latches in each group, each serving three junctors

with OR circuitry from three junctors, before the scan latch,

and duplicated OR circuitry following the scan latches. The

system is normally configured so that one common log'C umt

serves junctors in even-numbered multiplex groups and the

other serves junctors in odd-numbered groups! Reconfigura-

tion makes it possible for either common logic unit to serve

the junctors in any group

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 22, 1974

cesscd on the basis of the identification process earned on in

the input code transducer An operating cycle is simultane

ouslv requested, and the system connecting unit generating a

requirement is interrogated. The address of the system con-

nection unit producing a request is identified and placed in a

first address store. The address of an immediately preceding

request is placed in a second address store. The contents of

the two stores arc compared, and in case of lack of identity the

address in the first store is transferred to the second store. If

3,787,634

SYSTEM FOR Ct)NTRW.LING THE TRANSMIT TIME OF

STATIONS WHICH ARE IN COMMUNICATION WITH

ONE ANOTHER VIA A SATELLITE

Heinz Haberle, and Eberhard Herter. both of Stuttgart, Ger-

many, assignors to International SUndard Electric Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.
.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 83,912, Oct. 26, 1970

abandoned. This application Oct. 13, '972,Ser No 297,554

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 12, 1961, f iv

56 867.3
lnt.CI.H04jJ/06

l).S.CI.179-15BS
8^'-'""'

T"ii iy» jatWAf *^J*^*? fr

Sv'Ce ,.
1' rr^

KSlitKSliti

'SSS&^'

i»4«ci tmna \

identity is determined, an indication thereof is forwarded to a

store for continuous requirements, and this causes the produc-

tion of a signal for blocking the inputs to the second address

store A second comparison process then takes place between

the address in the second address store and the addresses

which are assigned to the succeeding connection requests In

case of a determination of identity in this second comparison

process the connection requirement is blocked from being for-

warded to the transmission sequence control and an advanc-

ing signal arrives at the input code converter.

This relates to timing control of message bursts in a TDMA
communication satellite system. Each ground station stores in

formation as to both its time slot of transmission and duration

of transmission as determined by a master station The liming

control IS derived by comparing the received timing informa-

tion with the stored timing information. When a difference is

detected the transmit timing is altered as required to carry on

communication and maintain complete frame fill even when

certain stations of the system are not involved in communica-

tion.

3,787,636

MAGNETIC RECORDING AND PLAYBACK SYSTEM FOR

USE WITH RECORDING RECORDS ADAPTED FOR USE

IN CONJUNCTION WITH A PHOTOGRAPH

Edison R. Brandt, Boca Raton, Fla.. and Christopher R. Rice.

Wakefield, Mass.. assignors to Polaroid Corporation. Cam-

bridge. Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 7,809. Feb. 2, 1970. This application

Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,277

Int. CI. Glib 2 //06 I

U.S. CL 179- 100.2 T »
>
C'*'"'

3,787,635

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING

CONNECTIONS IN A PROGRAM CONTROLLED
PROCESSING SYSTEM

Anton Kammerl. Grobeniell, and Hasso Steigenberger, Unter-

haching. both of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft. Berlin and Munich. (Jermany

Filed Apr. 19. 1972. Set. No. 245.551

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 19, 1971, P 21

18 930.0
lnt.CI.H04mi//2

U.S.a.l79-I8ES ^^^Z
A method and apparatus for monitoring system connection

units in program controlled telecommunications exchange

systems to determine which units arc producing connection

requirements is described Incoming and outgoing connec-

tions arc identified over input and output code transducers. A

storage cell in the central memory is permanently assigned to

each incoming connection, and this storage cell can be ac-

Maenetic sound recording and rcproducmg system incor-

oorating a rectangular recording member having a planar face

within which IS formed a spirally grooved track. A magnetic

recording surface surrounds the spiral track and the member

is arranged for attachment to the rearward side of a photo-

graph The recording member is receivable within a record^

ing playback unit which rotates a magnetic head about the

ELECTRICAL
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K tka 3,787,639

magnetic recording surface of the recording member^ 1
he

p^sHBUTTON ELECTRONIC PULSING DIAL

locus of the magnetic head is established by a connection of

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ f^^tuXck, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

follower pin with a spiral track.
Northern Electric Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

~ Canada » -^-^.r..
, ,„ .„ Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,064

ANNOUNCING SYSTEM mt- CL H04m / 130
ANNOUNCING siaitwi

John O. Mccarty, AtlanU, and Leary W. Smith, Chan^blee, u.s.CI. 179-90 K

both of Ga., assignors to The Audichron Company, Atlanta,

Filed July 26. 197 1. Ser. No. 165.902

Int. CI.Gllb5/74, 5/56, 2i//«

U.S.CL 179- 100.2 MD

14 Claims

se «

7 Claims

An announcing system for providing recorded messages o a

telephone system comprising a driving pulley, a driven pulley

an endless record belt extending about the pulleys, a nywheel

connected to the driven pulley, a motor connected to the driv-

Sg pulley, and dampening means for dampening the motor

•brationi: from the driven pulley. A plurality "banks of read-

.ng heads arc mounted adjacent the driven pulley and are ar^

ranged to read the message tracks on the record belt as the

record belt moves about the driven pulley, and s-tches are

actuated by depressions in the record belt as the depressions

pals around the driving pulley. The
-^f-/-"-.^^J

Sisconnect the telephone system to the reading
^--^^^l"^^'"

relationship with the messages imposed on the record belt.

3.787.638

H AI L ELEMENT MAGNETIC HEAD HAVING INTEGRAL

MEANS FOR DETECTING THE AMOUNT OF HEAD

MATERIAL GROUND AWAY DURING A MACHINE
OPERATION

Masayuki Mural. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Pioneer Electronic

corporation Toko j „
^^^

^^ ^^^^^^

Claims prions;. aJpHcUon Japan, Apr. 29 1971, 46/28393

U.S.CL 179- 100.2 CH

An electronic pushbutton dial, which generates dial pulse

type signals on a telephone line in response to a digit selected

on a pushbutton pad, for signalling step-by-step switching of-

fices The digit selected is coded and stored in a non-dcstruc-

tive" read-wHte memory and is subsequently loaded into a

presettable counter. A pulse generator is arranged to generate

and feed dial-pulse-liming signals simultaneously into the

presettable counter and to a solid state switch which is in se^

Hes with the telephone line. The digit selected is transmitted

to the central office by interrupting the telephone line current

at the dial-pulse-liming signal rate until the ^bunl in the

presettable counter reaches a predetermined value^
^^''J'"^^^

Sigit interval is generated by loading a fixed number into the

presettable counter and feeding dial-pulse-timing signals into

fhe presettable counter, while disabling the solid state switch

until the count in the presettable counter^again reaches said

predetermined value.

3.787,640

KEY TELEPHONE INTERCOM CIRCUIT

Stanley Edward Bush, and Kenneth Joseph Roberge, both of

Boulder, Colo., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, In-

corporated, Murray Hill, N.J.
,,o ,«a

Filed Dec. 26, 1972. Ser. No. 318.188

Int.CI.H04m//00
„„ 10 Claims

U.S.CL 179-99

'

CWTHOL uttn

A magnetic head having one or more magneto-electric con-

verting dements, for example, a Hall element, comprises one

or more leads which are used, when the '"agn«^'=
»^^f

'^
'

manufactured, for measuring the amount of head mater al

Tound away from between a front surface of the magnetic

head and the front edge of the magneto-electric converting

element.

10 Ll« aT F0« ElK MI XI

A key telephone arrangement for controlling intercom and

speakcrphone connections over an intercom line, wherein a
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and releasmg the mtercon, connect.ons. as we., as for aC.val- ^ound .ece.v.ng .ra^

^^^^^^^^^
,^

P^
^^^^^^^ substant.a..y

ing and deact.vat.ng the speakcrphone o. . e^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^,^ ^p

3,787,641

BONE CONDUCTION MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY

Charles M. Santori, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Sclcom Cor-

poration, San Jose, Calif.

Filed June 5. 1972, Ser. No. 259,489

Int. CI. H04r 23/00

U.S.CI. I79-I07BC 7 Claims

m response to sound signals received. The signals from the

signal receiving transducer are through suitable adjustable

amplification means routed to the other ear and processed in a

sound reproducing transducer from which the sound signals

are supplied to the other ear. .

A bone conduction microphone assembly with a transducer

mounted in a transducer mount supported from a surrounding

support member by spring means which yieldab.y urges the

transducer mount against the users head with predetermined

pressure.

3.787,644

MAGNETIC HEAD ADJUSTMENT ASSEMBLY
Guentcr E. Schneider, Concord, Mass., assignor to Digital

Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Mass.

Filed July 12, 1972. Ser. No. 271.135 I

lnt.CI.GIlbS/5A

V3. CL 179- 100.2 C A 5 Claims

3,787.642

ELECTROSTATIC TRANSDUCER HAVING RESILIENT

ELECTRODE
Robert F. Young, Jr., Northfield. 111., assignor to GTE Auto-

matic Electric Laboratories, Incorporated, Northlake, lU.

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 183,899

Int. CLH04r/ 9/00

U.S. CI. 179-111 E 23CUims

^ 12

i

^''

^/ihmmmmi/miimm^
I7An

An electro-acoustic transducer having a flexible diaphragm

and a backplate of resilient construction and a front element

of metalized foil. In a preferred embodiment of the invention

the transducer is a condenser microphone wherein the insulat-

ing film that comprises the diaphragm is an electrct. In al-

ternate embodiments the foil element may be replaced by an

element constructed of resilient foam-like material.

Alignment apparatus for a pair of transducers in a magnetic

memory having a single magnetic disk An elongated mount

for each transducer extends along a normally horizontal

suspension axis. The two mounts are spaced vertically in a car-

riage to position the respective transducers adjacent opposite

disk surfaces. Each mount has a semi-cylindrical positioning

surface on which a pair of flats are formed. Radially extending

lugs with semi-cylindrical surfaces and the positioning surface

constitute a cylinder which fits in a bore in the carriage. A

positioning screw and locking screw arc oriented to engage a

wedging surface and a flat associated with the upper mount.

Another positioning screw and locking screw are vertically

offset from lugs on the upper mount. They engage a wedging

surface and flat of the lower mount because it is rotated 180°

with respect to the upper mount.

3,787,643

HEARING AID DEVICE

Torben Elof Nielsen. Holte. Denmark, assignor to American

Danish Oticon A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark

Continuation of Ser. No. 882.150. Dec. 4. 1969. abandoned.

This application Nov. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 304,3 14

Int. CLH04r 25/02

U.S.CL179-I07E 6 Claims

The present invention relates to a hearing aid device having

a sound receiving transducer with an acoustic inlet in the form

3,787,645

ECHO CANCELLER HAVING TWO ECHO PATH
MODELS

Kazuo Ochiai. and Takashi Arascki. both of Tokyo. Japan, as-

signors to Nippon Electric Company, Limited. Tokyo. Japan

Filed May 17. 1972, Ser. No. 254,071

Claims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1971,

46/33858; Aug. 13, 1971,46/61736

Int. CI. H04b J/20

U.S.CL 179-170.2 6 Claims

An echo canceller having self-adaptive means retaining a

first echo path model is comprised of means retaining a
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.econd echo path model, means
J,;

subtracting .e output ^-::::Z::^:::::t;Z:^^^^\

^ M £^j ^^J

// J/ ^^^^ /^^ sa

the first and the second echo path models, and means respon_

sive to the results of comparison for transferring the echo path

model from one of the first and the second echo path model

means to the other.

the now of fuel to the engine of the vehicles, ignition or other

gine control components. The switch has particular utility

en

in engine powered vehicles, such as tractors.

3,787,646

DIAL TELEPHONE LOCK

James S. Kalfsbeek, College City; Peter C. K.lfsbeek and

Robert S. Goodrich, both of El Segundo all «» <-«'•»•' »^-

slgnors to James S. Kalfsbeek. College C.ty and Peter C.

Kalfsbeek. Williams, both of. Calif.

Filed Apr. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 245,067

Int.CI.H04m //66

U.S.a.l79-189D
»»^'-""*

3,787,648

TANK-TYPE GAS-BREAK CIRCUIT BREAKER

KIkuo Kawasaki, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Fuj. Denki

Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki-shi, J-P""

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,456

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970, 43-

1 2725 1 ; Dec. 29, 1970, 45- 1 27254

Int.CLH01h5J/«6

U.S.CL200-I48J

^ 16 '7 18

7 Claims

A dial telephone locking device having a shaft extending

through a combination lock mechanism. One end of the shaft

has an elongate foot for engagement in a hole in the dial. The

shaft is transversely movable in the combination lock when

the lock is open, but such movement is prohibited when the

lock is locked. Thus, the foot may be received m the hole in

the dial when the lock is open, and the shaft thereafter drawn

inwardly through the lock body to center the foot m abutting

engagement beneath the hole with the lock body abutting the

other side of the dial. The lock protrudes above the telephone

dial and thereby prevents rotation of the dial beyond the

finger stop.

3,787,647

CONDUCTING FLUID TYPE GRAVITY SAFETY SWITCH

WITH SPIRAL CONTACTS

Benjamin F. Hughes, Rt. I, Box 120, Morris A|»

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 123,987

Int.CLH01hi5/02

""An im^o^e'd gravity operated switch includes a movable

electrically conductive member in a housing normally on a

central seat when in a normal horizontal position out of the

The break contacts in a tank-type gas-break circuit breaker

are disposed in a high-pressure gas chamber formed in a sec-

tionalized state within a tank constituting a low-pressure gas

chamber and are coupled via an operating rod of "jsu a^ve

material passing through the low-pressure gas chamber to a

piston of a piston mechanism disposed outside of »hej^"^-
^

driving device operating in response to V"PP'"« '°Tl,eIk
impart an initial impulsive driving force for opening the break

points to the piston.

3,787,649

VACUUM SWITCH CAM OPERATING MECHANISM

WITH CONTACT LOADING COMPRESSION SPRING

Edwin C. Goodwin, Jr., Canton; Oscar L. L-rW".f-«8»«' •>»»''

of Mass., and Helnrlch H. Erni, Turg Switzerland, as-

signors to Allls-Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,177

Int. CLH0lhJ3/42.ii/66. J/42

-«« .<^-> I A 20 Claims
U S CL200— 153LA ^

"a single reciprocable cam bar simultaneously operates

three vacuum interrupters. Cam follower motion is trans-

mitted by precompressed contact loading springs to the mova-

; ble contacts to assure high contact pressure, and the precom-

pressed contact laoding springs exert substantially constant

force regardless of the amount of contact erosion or over^

travel The cam bar is latched in switch closed position, and
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the forces of the three contact loading springs are additive to

the force of the cam bar return springs to effect switch open-

ing. Contact closing position is adjustable for each switch at a

single point by varying deflection of the precomprcssed con-

JANUARY 22, 1974
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3,787,651

HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCH WITH HIGH CURRENT
CLOSING CONTACTS

Leonard V. Chabala, Maywood, and David M. Evans. Palatine,

both of III., assignors to S & C Electric Company, Chicago,

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 261 ,074

Int.CLH0IhJi//2

U.S. CI. 200- 146 R 3 Claims

tact loading springs to thereby assure synchronized closing of

the' three interrupters. The motion of the contact operating

rods is guided by pivoted yokeis along a line substantially axial

of the contacts to compensate for contact erosion.

3,787,650

WATER DETECTION DEVICE FOR FUEL LINE

Warren J. Lewis, 132 Britannia, Meridcn, Conn.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 291,073

Int.CLH01hJ5/iS.i5/00

A high voltage switch for closing on high current flow has a

pair of arcing contacts spaced apart at the distal end of a

switch blade for engaging therebetween a graphite arcing tip

prior to engagement by the switch blade of a stationary metal-

lic contact.

U.S. CI. 200-61.04 3 Claims 44 215.9

3,787,652

ELECTRIC COMPRESSED GAS CIRCUIT BREAKER
Wolfgang Konczal, Beriin, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengescllschaft, Munich, Germany

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,495

Claims priority, application Germany, Airg. 31, I97I, P 21

Int.CLHOIhii/S«

U.S.CI.200-I48A 6 Claims

A warning mechanism is used to indicate the presence of an

impurity in a tube carrymg a Huid. for example, to warn of An electric compressed gas circuit breakeM«iscooperating

water in a hydrocarbon fuel line. The mechanism includes a stationary and movable contacts and an arc blastii^sembly

thin plastic disk which is insoluble in the fluid but soluble in including a stationary blast piston and cooperating thStewith

the impurity a chamber filled by the mixture after partial dis- a blast cylinder made of electrically insulating material and

solving of the disk, and a pressure responsive transducer. having a bottom to which the movable contact is mounted.

ELECTRICAL 1599
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-r^ix -n/^mT^T/-^ at

Du.„. cireuU b.aV.n,. .he c„inde,-, bono. ,s .ov.d .o

-^Z''r^^hrr^a^ "^t^cl rdts^tT? 5:^;

x::„:^rern-:" ^rc5r„r;r:,rr:r. rerptrc^: .».« „„,. ., .. ^.... c„n,a.

ment relative to the stationary piston, further comprfeses the

eas in which the assembly operates, so that an arc extinguish-

fng blast is ejected through this nozzle. The cylinder is niade
^^

from electrically insulating material and the bottom

removably connects with the cylinder's end remote from its

nozzle by the cylinders inside having a keyway and its bottom

having a key cooperating with this keyway in a removable

manner. Preferably a plurality of keyways and keys are pro-

vided which arc circumferentially interspaced uniformly so

that the mechanical stress resulting from the transmission of

force between the bottom and the cylinder is distributed

uniformly throughout the cylinder.

4aa

3,787,653

ELECTRICAL SWITCH ASSEMBLY

Robert L. Maher, Somers, N.Y., assignor to Donald P. Moss-

man, Inc., Brewster, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 24, 1 971, Ser. No. 201,640

Int.CLHOIh IS\24

U.S.a.200-153K
"^Claims

blades overcomes static friction and high magnetic forces to

prevent welding of the blades in closed position upon flow of

excessively high currents.

3,787,655

METHOD OF UNDERWATER WELDING

Dale R. Anderson, Zachary, La., and Conway E. Grubbs,

Glenn Ellyn, III., assignors to Chicago Bridge & Iron Com-

pany, Oak Brook, III.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,544

lnt.CLB23k9//6

U.S.CL 219-72 8 Claims

An electrical switch assembly having a non-conductive

switch body and three spaced conductor strips mounted

therein is provided with a rockable contact member posi-

tioned adjacent the conductor strips for selectively bridging

contact zones thereon. The contact member has first and

second contact elements at opposite ends thereof, with first

and second conductor strips disposed in the body to be en-

oaged with the first contact element in one position of the con-

Fact member and the first and third conductor strips disposed

to be engaged with the second contact element in another

position of the contact member. In one embodiment, manually

operable means is provided for selectively rocking the contact

member between its respective positions to selectively engage

or disengage the contact elements with their associated con-

ductor strips.

3,787,654

BOLTED CONTACT SWITCH WITH CAM MEANS FOR

OVERCOMING MAGNETIC PINCH FORCES ON
CONTACT BLADES

Tadeusz J. Rys, Monroe, Ohio, assignor to Square D Company,

Park Ridge, in. ,,. .^,
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 336,147

Int.CLH01h//50

U.S.a.200-170A
» Claim

Two fiat movable contact blades are mounted adjacent first

ends thereof in spaced parallel relationship respectively on op-

posite sides of a fiat stationary mounting blade for edgewise

pivotal movement of their other end portions into and out of

engagement respectively with opposite sioes of a fiat stationa-

ry contact blade aligned with the mounting blade. Threaded

stud and nut clamping means are provided for automatically

clamping the movable contact blades adjacent opposite ends

Flux-coated electrodes pressure equalized to an underwater

welding depth in contact with a Huid other than water before

the electrodes are contacted with water at the welding site are

used in wet welding.

Flux-coated electrodes are preconditioned by pressurizing

them in a fluid other than water to a pressure substantially

equal to an underwater pressure where the electrodes are to

be used in wet welding.

At a location above sea level, placing a plurality of fiux-

coated welding electrodes in a water proof container contain-

ing a fluid other than water, delivering the contamer to an un-

derwater welding site with the electrodes in the container sub-

stantially pressurized to the pressure at the welding site, and

removing the electrodes from the container at the welding site

and placing the electrodes in a storage chamber adjacent the

welding site, said storage chamber containing a fluid, other

than water, at a pressure substantially equal to the underwater

pressure at the welding site.

Ati electrode pressure preconditioning container having

walls capable of withstanding pressure equal to the pressure at

an underwater welding site, a removable closure for closing an

opening in the conuiner, a conduit ouuide the container com-

municating with the container interior space, and a valve m

the conduit.
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3,787.656

CONTINUOUS WELDING METHOD AND APPARATUS
THEREOF FOR METAL PLATES

Tatsuji Matsumoto. 7-96 Sakurazuka Hondori. Toyonaka-shi,

Osaka-fU.Japan
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,131

Int.CI. B23k///02

U.S.a.2I9-I04 2CUims

the location where the core is covered with skin strip. HF igni-

tion welding generators. HF generators in immediate vicinity

to the blowpipes, a weld sequencing block, said machine being

disposed in order that the core strip is covered subsequent to

being corrugated and is then welded beneath the TIG welding

blowpipes, electrodes being positioned outside the core.

The continuous welding method comprised the steps of

feeding o*- forwarding three metal plates continuously

together with approaching them one another so as to unite

them at the predetermined position through a high frequency

induction heating device and contractors positioned in front

of the uniting position, passing the feeding metal plate verti-

cally through the high frequency induction heating device of a

predetermined width without contacting them each other, and

advancing the two remaining metal plates with contacting the

welding end edges of the remaining metal plates with the con-

tractors so as to weld the three metal plates one another at the

uniting position The continuous welding apparatus for three

metal plates comprises a high frequency induction heating

device having two heating side plates, two contractors ar-

ranged on the two metal plates, pressure rollers integrating

and uniting the three metal plates at a predetermined uniting

position, and holding rollers holding the vertical plate in verti-

cal position so as to weld the three metal plates one another at

the uniting position.

3,787.657

APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING SANDWICH
PANELS

Jean Francois Denis. Lesigny; Serge Yvan Ozalba-Lyndis, Vil-

lejuif; Maurice Henri Louis Fremont, Clamart; Edward

Krajewski, Yerres, and Jean-Pierre Julien Marcei..Morland,

Clamart, all of France, assignors to Societe National* Indus-

trielle Aerospatiale, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 2, 1973. Ser. No. 337,422

Claims priority, application France. Mar. 3, 1972, 7207583

Int. CI. B23k 9/02

U.S.CL 219-1 17 HD • 14 Claims

3.787,658

TUBULAR ARC WELDING ELECTRODE
Paul A. Kammer. Springettsbury Township. York County, and

Robert B. Duttera, Springfield Township, York County, Pa.,

assignors to Teledyne. Inc.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Nov. 3. 1971, Ser. No. 195,486

Int. CI. B23k 35122

'

U.S. CI. 219-146 5 Claims

A bare continuous tubular electrode consisting of a metallic

outer sheath and a core within and enclosed by the sheath, the

electrode consisting essentially of, by weight: 05 to 0.36 per

cent, of at least one fluxing agent selected from the group con-

sisting of lithium fluoride, cryolite, potassium silicofJuoridc

and sodium silicofluoride, 01 to I « per cent, in total of slag

former selected from the group consisting of titanium dioxide,

potassium permanganate, sodium feldspar, zirconium silicate,

calcium silicate, magnesium oxide, manganese oxide and cal-

cium carbonate, but no more than 1.2 per cent of any in

dividual slag former; to 0.0 1 2 per cent, of arc stabilizer com

prising potassium titanate; the balance of the electrode being

metal-bearing material; said metal-bearing material contain-

ing, by weight of the electrode, 1.5 to about 10 per cent alloy-

ing ingredients and deoxidizer. said alloying ingredients and

deoxidizer comprising 0.6 to 1.8 per cent manganese and

0.25 to 0.9 per cent, silicon, the balance of the metal-bearing

material being essentially iron. The fluxing agent desirably

comprises 1 2 per cent cryolite and the slag former desirably

includes titanium dioxide, sodium feldspar, zirconium silicate

and calcium silicate The electrode preferably contains up to

0.2 per cent, carbon, to 4 per cent, nickel, to 6 per cent,

chromium and to 1.3 per cent, molybdenum The fluxing

agent may be selected from lithium fluoride, potassium sil-

icofluoride and sodium silicofluoride and the slag former may

comprise 0.024 per cent, calcium carbonate while the elec-

trode may contain up to 2 per cent, carbon. to 4 per cent,

nickel, to 6 per cent, chromium and to 1.3 per cent,

molybdenum.

r^

A welding machine for fabricating metal sandwich panels

having corrugated core, comprising a set of rules for offering

up the core. TIG welding blowpipes positioned in a channel at

3,787,659

APPARATUS FOR SUPPLYING EITHER HOT OR WARM
WATER IN A VENDING MACHINE

Frederik Walraven Olland, Bilthoven, Netheriands. assignor to

Olland Industrie-en Handelmaatschoppij N.V., DeBilt.

Netherlands i

Filedjan. 12, 1972. Ser. No. 217,101 J

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 17. 1971.

71 1 1342
Int. CL H05b 1 100: F24h 1120

U.S.CL 219-314 4 Claims

A machine for vending warm drinks selectively (a) by ex-

tracting extractable ingredients and (fc) by dissolving soluble

ingredients comprises an apparatus for supplying both hot

water for extracting and warm water for dissolving A tank for

holding a supply of warm water is separated from a substan-

tially smaller second tank for holding a supply of hot water by

a heat-conducting wall. An electrical heating coil in the

second tank is provided with a thermostatic control responsive

to the water temperature in the second tank for maintaining

said water temperature slightly below the boiling point Means

are provided for maintaining the transfer of heat from the

second tank to the first tank at rate such as to maintain a water

temperature of IQ'-IS" C. in the First tank when the water
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of the transaction terminals and storing all transactions of all

transaction terminals. An additional feature resides in the

provision of a back printer for imprinting the back of a

customer marked ticket with all information, such as the

amount of the transaction and the nature of the transaction,

imprinted on the receipt ticket.
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3,787,661

MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CARD READER AND/OR
WRITER

Charles J. Moorman, Cincinnati; Martin R. Meyer, Mt.

Healthy, and Frederick A. Reuter, Cincinnati, all of Ohio, as-

signors to The Mosler Safe Company. Hamilton, Ohio

Filed May 30, 1972. Ser. No. 258,017

Int. CI. G06k 7108, 13/08; G lib 5/4«; B65h 29100

U.S.CL235-6I.I1D * ^laim

hot water from the second tank for extracting, and a separate

valve-controlled outlet is provided for withdrawing warm

water from the first tank for dissolving.

3,787,660

GAME CONTROL SYSTEM
Laverne H. Meyers, Newport Beach, Call!.; Frank L. Kagele;

Edward J. Trent, both of Reno, Nev.; Jerry T. Fridenberg,

Westminster, Calif.; Frederick J. Alberty, Hollywood, CaliL,

and Bloyce D. Fitzgerald. Long Beach. Calif., assignors to

said Intercontinental Services, Inc., by said Kagele, Meyers,

Trent, Fridenberg and Alberty, Sparks, Nev.

Filed Nov. 16. 1971, Ser. No. 199.222

Int. CI. G06k 3102

U.S.CL 235-61.9 R 31 Claims

^/ J^/?

A reader and/or writer for magnetically encoded cards in-

cluding a frame structure, a guide assembly for guidably sup-

porting a card manually inserted into the reader, a transducer

for reading and/or writing the magnetically encoded data on

the inserted card, a pair of rolls underlying an inserted card

and displaced laterally of. but symmetrical to, the transducer

for supporting the card in the region thereof proximate the

transducer, and a motor to drive one of the support rolls for

returning the card to the user and effecting reading and/or

writing thereof by the transducer.

A system is disclosed for expediting and monitoring

customer transactions in the game of keno including a plurali-

ty of transaction terminals or stations each including scanner

means for sensing marked number spots of a customer marked

keno ticket, a manually operable keyboard for receiving en-

tries of the price of a transaction and the nature of the transac-

tion and a duplicate receipt ticket providing means including

printing means controlled by the scanner and the keyboard for

rapidly providing a duplicate ticket with brush mark replicas

in the same number spots as those of the customer marked

ticket and for also imprinting additional information such as

the nature and price of the transaction. Another aspect of the

3,787,662

VOTING MACHINE
Roy A. Martin, and Clarence E. Pittman, both of Atlanta, Ga.,

assignors to Lectra Data, Inc., AtlanU, Ga.

Division of Ser. No. 755,688, Aug. 27, 1968, abandoned. This

application Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,673

Int. CLG07C /J/00

U.S.CL235—54F 15 Claims

Apparatus for selectively producing electrical pulses

representative of a particular selection made by the operator

of the apparatus. The apparatus is disclose^ in the form of a

voting machine built up of modular components which fit

together to form any of a plurality of different voting arrange-

ments. The voting machine is substantially tamper-proof and

has the following basic components: an input module, a frame

assembly, a first control module, a first vote module, a second

control module, a second vote module, a terminal module, a

write-in module, a slave input module, and a third control

module The modules may be placed together m selected

fashion to define a voting machine for voting in any type of

political race and which will prevent overvoting. The dif-

ference modules fit together in such manner that they cannot
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be separated without a key to unlock the same, thereby reduc-

ing the possibihty of tampering with the election results

Moreover, each module is constructed in such manner that

JO

which the stack of bills to be counted is placed. The bills are

removed one at a time from the receiving compartment and

are passed through a counting section and elevated up to a

discharge compartment The bills are counted by the actua-

tion of a count switch as they pass through the counting sec-

tion with the count recorded visually on a counter. The

machine is set in operation by the depression of a start switch

which will function to carry out the count of the stack of bills

only if a stack switch is closed indicating that one or more bills

S4

1133^
<^

the module may be checked prior to assembly of the voting

machine to insure proper functioning of the module once it is

assembled.

3.787.663

COUNTING DEVICE
Arthur W. Haydon. Middlcbury. Conn., assignor to Tri-Tech,

Inc., Waterbury. Conn.

Filed Nov. 10. 197I.Ser. No. 197^43

Int.CI. H03k2///6

t.S.CI. 235-92C 8 Claims

are present in the receiving compartment The movement of

the last bill of the stack out of the receiving compartment will

open the stack switch but the circuit to operate the machine

will remain energized for a sufficient time to permit the last

bill of the stack to be transported to the discharge compart-

ment. Overlapping, folded or double bills which would pro-

vide a false count are sensed in the counting section and a

warning light alerts the operator to the fact that doubled bills

have been counted The operator must then depress a reset

button before the machine can again be operated.

3.787.665

MEANS FOR SYNCHRONIZING REMOTELY
POSITIONED TIMING DEVICES

|

Fred D. Watson. Ballwin. and John L. Mohr. Creve Coeur,

both of Mo., assignors to McDonnell Douglas Corporation,

St. Louis, Mo.
Filed July 17. 1972. Ser. No. 272.472

j

Int. CI. GOtt 15148

U^. CI. 235- 150.23 10 Claims

75 ^S7 3S<t
7f
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A transfer counter in which the higher order register drums

are controlled by planetary gearing carried on flexible,

resiliently biased transfer arms and in which lugs or depres-

sions on the periphery of the drums actuate a series of

switches to provide coded electrical signals which correspond

to the angular positions of the drums. The switches are

mounted on a single printed circuit read-out board for all of

the drums which extends in a plane parallel to the drums' axis

of rotation The transfer of the drums is prevented during the

electrical reading of the switches, and for resettable counters

the switches are rendered inactive when the counters are

being reset.
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3,787,664

CURRENCY COUNT VERIFIER
George V. Johnson, Oconomowoc. and Charles T. Bergman,

WatcrtowB. both of Wis., assignors to Brandt. Inc.. Water-

town. Wis.

Filed Apr. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 248,557

Int. CI. G06m 7/06

U.S. CI. 235-92 SB 7 Claims

A machine for verifying the quantity of bills in a stack of

bills of the same denomination has a receiving compartment in

Improvements in means for synchronizing remotely posi-

tioned timing devices including means to provide multiple

error correction factors which are functions of the time error

or time difference between the time keeping means in spaced

systems or units being synchronized, said means being particu-

larly useful in group synchronization by providing time con-

vergence to a common synchronizing base. The use of multi-
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Die error correction factors restricts or limits relative timing

errors between systems or units especially when in the process

of changing from one reference time base location to another,

and it provides means to bring timing devices at remote loca-

tions into closer synchronization on a continuing basis. The

present means provide correction factors which arc directly

proportional to the synchronizing error including those cases

where the correction versus error proportion is other than in a

one-to-one relationship. This is especially advantageous in

situations where there is a ground or master station responsi-

bility that IS shared on a rotating, shifting or location basis with

other stations that are or may be synchronized but on a dif-

ferent time schedule or time base. Partial corrections in such

situations can cause convergence of the synchronizing opera-

tion on a global or regional basis to a common time

synchronization base and on a continuous and uninterrupted

basis The present means are also able to provide time

synchronization of remotely located timing devices or units

with or without the need to designate specific units or stations,

or sets of units or stations, as masters and slaves. This means

that the need for master or central accurately synchronized

time references or stations which has characterized prior art

time synchronized systems is no longer necessary.

3,787,667

COMPUTER CONTROLLED METAL ROLLING MILL

William D. King, EInora; George D. Larson, Schenectady;

Donald E. Steeper, Rexford, and Amos J. Winchester, Jr.,

Schenectady, all of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-

pany, Salem, Va.

FiledJan.6, l971,Ser. No. 104,382

Int. CL G06f 15146; B21b J7//4

U.S.CL 235-151.

1

7 Claims
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3,787,666

INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM

Robert W. Schumann. Madison, and Arthur F. Smith, Verona,

both of Wis., assignors to Nicole! Instruments, Inc., Madison,

Wis.
Filed Oct. 19. 1971, Ser. No. 190,583

Int. CI. G06f/ 5/20

U.S.a.235-l5I
3ICIalms
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A computer controlled cold metal rolling mill is described

wherein force and power curves stored within a calculated set-

up model are adapted in response to sensed on-line rolling

conditions to optimize power distribution between stands of

the mill For maximum storage capacity and simplification of

the adaptive feedback calculations, the power curves are

stored in the set-up model by two numerals representmg the

slope and base of a graph of power per unit volume flow

against elongation as plotted on log log-log scales. Thus, only

the slope and base of the actual power curve need be calcu-

lated during operation to modify the power curves stored

within the set-up model. Adaptation of the force curves withm

the model is accomplished in association with feedback logic

for adjusting the value of the coefficient of friction (assumed

for calculation of force) by an amount proportional to the dif-

ference between the observed and calculated force. Both fast

and slow feedback terms are employed for this purpose with

the fast feedback term approaching zero asymptotically as the

slow feedback term approaches a coefficient of friction equat-

ing the measured and predicted forces. Integral scanning and

comparison also are utilized to evaluate the quality of adaptive

data before updating the stored curves. Also disclosed is the

storage of mill stretch curves as functions of roll force against

mill stretch for nominal constant roll force per unit width with

a modifier being employed to correct for variations m force

per unit width from nominal.

An information display system including display means for

displaying a sequence of coordinate points, each point having

an ordinate and an abscissa value. The system having means

for subtracting a selectable constant from each ordinate value

prior to display, and means for multiplying the difference of

The subtraction before display. Pulse means are provided for

selectively varying the constant to be subtracted at a selecta-

ble rate. Means are also provided for varying the multiplica-

tion factor. Also, means are provided for marking a coor-

dinate point on the display means and for selectively usmg the

ordinate value of the selected coordinate as the constant to be

subtracted, thus centering or zeroing the displayed figures

around the marked point. Finally, limit means are provided at

the output of both the subtraction means and the multiplier

means for providing maximum and minimum output numbers

from each.

3,787,668

ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD UNIT

Richard W. Currie, and Teddy J. Peacher, both of HunUvllle,

Ala., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,826

lnt.CLG06f7/iS, 75/34

U.S.CL235-I52 J^la'ms

In conjunction with an infrared detection device, the adap-

tive threshold unit eliminates much of the clutter or false tar-

gets in the field of view of the detection device. This is apcom-

plished by converting received analog intensities which

represent the true target and clutter into digital form and

processing them in a special purpose digital processor. The

digital processor passes target or possible target pulses only
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from those field of view segments which have a higher intensi-

ty than the average intensity of the eight surrounding seg-

ments. Each segment of space subtends a one milliradian by

3,787,670

AUTOMATIC DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
Paul E. Nelson, Chelmsford, and Russell H. Peterson, Aclon.

both of Mass., assignors to Honeywell Information Systems

Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209.957

Int.CI.G06f ///04

U.S.CI.235-I53AC 16 Claims

one milliradian angle and each segment of the sector being

viewed is periodically compared with the surrounding seg-

ments.

In a computer having a peripheral device and a central

prtKCssor including a memory and an arithmetic unit, an an

ticipatory diagnostic system including a plurality of monitor

units for observing operation of a peripheral device, gating

means for selecting the monitor unit whose output is to be in-

terrogated, means responsive to the gating means for quantiz-

ing the output of the selected monitor unit and means for stor-

« ing the quantized output for redelivery to the central proces-

sor upon a subsequent command.

3,787.669

TEST PATTERN GENERATOR
Eugcn Igor Muehldorf. Potomac, Md., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,875

Int.CI.G06f //02

U.S,CI.235-I52 7Ctaims

3,787,671

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TESTING AREA
NAVIGATION COMPUTERS

Jerry C. Schmitt, Overland Park, Kans., assignor to King

Radio Corporation, Olathe, Kans. i

Filed Mar. 1 5, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 24,299 '

Int.CI.G06g7/7«

U.S. CI. 235- 1 50.26 "^ C'"'"**
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A generic sequential digital pattern generator is disclosed

for converting a serial data stream of n compacted pattern

messages into a sequence of n parallel digital patterns. The

generic invention comprises a decoding means connected to a

serial data stream, for receiving a compacted pattern message

and converting the message to a signal on one out of r decode

lines, an output register having r binary storage cells con-

nected to r output lines, and r modulo 2 adders in parallel.

Each modulo 2 adder has an augend input and an addend in-

put. Each augend input is connected to one decode line from

the decoding means. Each addend input is connected to one

input line from the register. When the decoding means

receives a compacted pattern message, it executes a change in

the binary state of a selected one oHhe r output lines. Two

species of the invention are disclosed, a first digital pattern

generator operating on a serial data stream of pattern

messages compacted by a log, r encoding scheme, and a

second digital pattern generator operating on a serial data

stream of pattern messages compacted by the Shannon-Fano

encoding scheme.

1 -t

A method and apparatus for testing area navigation compu-

ters and systems which incorporate the use of a test switch

within the computer circuit to either pass or interrupt signals

which correspond to the location of the aircraft utilizing the

subject area navigation computer. This switching function is

accomplished prior to same being summed together with

signals representative of the corresponding waypoint location.

Interruption of the aircraft location signals to the summing

point artificially places the aircraft over a corresponding

VORTAC station. Accordingly, the output from a properly

operating computer will equal the waypoint data which is nor-

mally used to manually program the computer. Additional

switch means override circuitry which would normally in-

dicate a malfunction of the DME signal used with the com-

puter circuitry in order that the pilot s navigation displays are

not rendered inoperative.
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3,787,672

Fl ECTRONIC CALCULATING DEVICE HAVING

ARITHMETIC AND ERROR-CHECKING OPERATIONAL
MODES

John W. Stein, 17129 Chlswell Rd.,Poolesvllle, Md.

Filed May 30. 1972, Ser. No. 257,544

Int.CI.G06f ////O

U.S.C1.235-I53BD ^ Claims
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tion processing pipeline. The arithmetic unit has within it a

nlurality of arithmetic subunits each with its own storage and

partitioned on a functional basis for the simultaneous execu-

iion of a plurality of arithmetic steps within the arithmetic unit

while a plurality of instructions are simultaneously processed

,n their flow to the arithmetic unit. The sections of the

arithmetic unit are accessible to operand input channels, the

arithmetic unit further being partitioned for simultaneous sin-

gle length operand execution or for double length operand ex-

eculion.
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3,787,674

LIGHTED CONTROL CONSOLE WITH LIFT-UP

INFORMATION PLATE

Thomas J. Blnzer, Louisville, Ky., and Peter H. Wooding,

Providence, R.L, assignors to General Electric Company,

Louisville. Ky. ,„, ,-o
Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,658

Int. CLF2 lvJi/00
. ,^« tni. 5 Claims

U.S. CL 240—2 PA
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A novel portable handheld electronic calculating device is

disclosed, the calculating device having arithmetic and error-

checking operational modes. The device incorporates a

keyboard having a plurality of keys thereon representative of

different integers such as in the usual base 10 numeral system.

Actuation of a key effects generation of an electrical pulse

output A conrollable electronic counter means is coupled o

the keyboard for arithmetically counting the pulse output to

thereby define the arithmetic mode of the device. The counter

means'can be controlled so as to
-'-^i-'y/.f^^^.^lTin

the electrical pulse output of the keyboard in a different in-

teger base, such as in a base 9 numerical mode. Answers ob-

lafned from arithmetic operations in a base 10 system ca

thereby be checked by the novel calculating device utilizing

the so-called "casting of 9s" principle.

3,787,673

PIPELINED HIGH SPEED ARITHMETIC UNIT

William J. Watson, and Charles M. Stephenson, both of Aust.n

Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas,

Tex
'

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 743^73, July 9, 1968

abandoned. This application Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,690

Int. CI. G06f 7138

-,- ,_, 7 Claims
U.S.CL235-I56
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jK)a STODASE

An appliance control console having a hollow housing with

a front control panel. An electrical lamp is located above the

control panel for illuminating the panel. A lamp shield is as-

sembled over the lamp so that the lamp is bidden from view. A

hinged cover plate is attached to the housing and it has a first

horizontal position superimposed over the lamp shield and a

second vertical position for display purposes. The ""derside of

the cover plate is provided with operational information for

the controls. The lamp shield includes an opening for directing

light rays onto the cover plate when it is in its vertical position

for ease in reading the information.

3,787,675

SIGNAL LIGHT

Wllford A. Rushing, 1 120 Jefferson, Lock^rt ill., and Robert

D. SuUberger, 2231 1 Governor s Hwy., R.chton Park, III.

Flledjunel9, 1973,Ser.No.371,417

Int. CI. F21I 7/019

U.S.C1.240-10.6SD ' C»-""«

A digital computer central processing unit is disclosed hav-

ing an arithmetic unit which forms an element of an instruc-

A base structure is provided from which there is supported a

controllable light sourceoperative to case a beam of light out-

wardly from the base along a predetermined path^The base in

eludes an extendible and retractable tube assembly supported

therefrom in alignment with the aforementioned path ^or

receiving the beam of light therethrough and the tube as

sembly includes a plurality of relatively telcscop.ngly engaged
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tube sections. An end cap is provided for the outer end of the

tube assembly and includes a rcnective inner surface for

reflecting the beam of light cast thereon from the light source

back toward the light source. In addition, the individual tube

sections are constructed of color-tinted light transparent

material When the tube assembly is fully collapsed and the

end cap is removed, a hand-supportable portable light is

defined and when the tube assembly is extended and the end

cap is secured over the outer end of the tube assembly an illu-

minated wand is provided.

minate the key and lock area upon opening of a screen door or

the like. The button is spring loaded with the spring compris-

ing part of the battery power circuit and moving into contact

with a battery termmal upon movement of the button.

3.787,678

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY POWERED LIGHT

Robert R. Rainer, 204 Bcrtly, Moberly. Mo.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, S«r. No. 314.787

Int. CI. F2 1 1 7/00

VS. CI. 240- 10.6 CH • Claim

3,787,676

COLLAPSIBLE LAMPSHADE
Irving S. Korach, 17135 Gunther St., Granada Hills, CaliL

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,956

Int.CI. F2IV//06

U.S.CL240-108R 12 Claims

A lampshade comprising an outer covering of a flexible

covering material permanently formed into a continuous,

open-ended configuration having bonded to the inner surface

thereof a set of preformed flexible retainers having endwise

directed channels for each detachably receiving a separate

wire lampshade hoop to form a collapsible and re-assembliblc

lampshade.

A- "\

3,787,677

LOCK AND KEY LIGHT
Bernard A. Molltor, Saint Paul, Minn., assignor to Nu-Pro

Corporation, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,425

lnLCLE05b/7//0
U.S.CL 240— 2.13

An improved flashlight that includes DC current dry cell

batteries which can be readily replaced or which alternately

can be easily recharged without need to be removed from the

flashlight case; the device including a receptacle in circuit

with the batteries, the receptacle being adaptable to receive a

plug on an extension cord that can be connected to either a 6

or 1 2 volt DC. direct current outlet such as on an auto- -tive

vehicle or portable battery charger.

3 Claims

3,787,679

TRAIN COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Michael S. Birkin. and William T. Parkman. both of Derby,

England, assignors to British Railways Board, London, En-

gland

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,991

Int.CLB61li/00

U.S,CL246— 30 3 Claims

Ufl
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This invention relates to a train communication system in

which tracksidc transponder devices containing coded infor-

An automatic, door frame mounted, lock and key light hav- mation as to track gradient, speed restrictions etc, pass this in-

,ng a button operated, battery powered light operable to illu- formation to receiver equipment on the train on receipt of an
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activating signal from a transmitter on the train. The system is

operative to declare a fault if a transponder, at an expected lo-

cation for said transponder, fails to respond to the activating

signal so as to fail to pass information to the receiver equip-

ment.

3,787,680

CAST STEEL RAILWAY CROSSING

Robert Perrol, Pont-de-Briques, France, assignor to Acieries

De Paris & DOrtreau, Paris, France

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,700

Claims priority, application France, June 21, 1971,

7122452
lnt.CLE01b7//0

U.S. a. 246-377 * Claims

'VI 9

3,787,682

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE FILLING LEVEL IN

LIQUID RECEIVING CONTAINERS BY MEANS OF
RADIO-ACTIVE RAYS

Erich Rudolf Bagge, Kiel; Joachim Trumper, Strande/Kiel,

and Joachim Knaak, Erzhausen, all of Germany, assignors to

Vdo Tachometer Werke Adolf Schindling GmbH, Frankfurt,

Germany
Filed Apr. 29, 1970, Ser. No. 32,892

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 21, 1966,

1573106; Dec. 3, 1969, 1960582

Int. CLG01n2i//0,G01t J/00

U.S. a. 250-43.5 FL »» Claims

,(2>.

J» S > 'S 10

This cast steel crossing with movable point is characterized

in that the heel portion of the point is clamped on a triangular

boss projecting from the crossing proper on which it can swing

from one position to the other position, and that a horizontal

key having a part-spherical central portion is provided for

holding said heel portion of the point on said crossing boss, in

order to eliminate the so-called "gap" section in the centra

portion of the crossing and therefore avoid the abnormal

stress heretofore exerted on the wheel tires on account of the

insufficient rolling surface of conventional crossings.

3,787,681

METHOD FOR ANALYSIS BY PRODUCING A MASS

SPECTRUM BY MASS SEPARATION IN A MAGNETIC

SECTOR FIELD OF A MASS SPECTROMETER

UTILIZING IONIZATION OF A SAMPLE SUBSTANCE BY

ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT
Curt Brunnee. 282 Platjenwerbe uber Vegesach, Birkenweg,

and Hansjoachim Bultemann, Walliser Strasse 94, Bremen,

bothof Germany , .„ » ., ,, .qao
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 817,123, JpHI H, 1969

abandoned. This application Apr. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 133,823

Int. CI. HOlj i7/0«

U.S. CI. 250-41.9 SB » ^la.m

P P

An apparatus for measuring the volume of hydrogen-con-

taining liquids in containers by means of radioactive rays by

feeding energy-rich neutrons from neutron sources into the

liquid and the intensity of said rays of the thermal neutrons,

braked in the liquid to thermal energies, being measured by

means of detectors, which comprises neutron sources and de-

tectors The neutron sources and the detectors are combined

to rod-like measuring sondes, and at least one detector is

formed for thermal neutrons as a straight or curved rod. The

sources arc disposed at least parallel to the axis of the rod

selectively continuously or in a predetermined ma -r discon-

tinuously.

3,787,683

RADIATION GAUGE FOR MEASURING FLUID
DENSITIES

Joseph F. Kishel, Clarks Summit, Pa., assignor to Weston In-

strumente. Inc., Newark, N J.
Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,315

Int.CKG01n2J//2

U.S.CL 250-43.5 D 'Claims

In an analysis of a sample substance by mass spectroscopy,

the sample substance is bombarded in a high vacuum chamber

by an electron beam to produce ionized mass particles. To

minimize ion residence time in the high vacuum chamber, the

bombarding electron beam is interrupted at intervals to permit

the ionized mass particles to be quickly drawn out of the high

vacuum chamber by a suction voltage.

A radiation gauge for measuring nuid densities is disclosed,

which is particularly useful in monitoring the density of multi-

ple regime fluids flowing through conduits. The gauge in-

cludes a radiation source which projects a radiation beam to a

detector through a length of conduit or pipe containing a con-

tinuous stream of the fluid under investigation. The conduit or
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pipe includes a relatively gentle curve in the measuring area in

order to minimize the disruption of the flow of fluid within the

conduit, and in order to minimize the amount of steel or con

duit wall material which must be penetrated by the radiation

beam. The path length traversed by the radiation beam is

selected to maximize both the magnitude and the signal-to-

noise ratio of the output information signal, and to maximize

the resolution of the gauge.

3,787,684

BETA ACTIVATED ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION SOURCE
SURROUNDED BY A VISIBLE LIGHT PRODUCING

FLUORESCENT AGENT
Sampson Isenberg, 2400 N. Lakeview, Chicago. III.

Filed Dec. 30. 1970, Ser. No. 102,785

Int.CI.G0In2J/00

U.S. CI. 250-71^ » >
Claims

tion system. The zone grid assembly includes a printed circuit

board formed with a plurality of holes and a pair of arcuate

conductors disposed diametrically opposite one another about

the periphery of each hole. A plurality of electrically conduct-

ing and magnetically responsive balls are slidably received

within the zone grid assembly in such a manner that each ball

is adapted for engagement and disengagement with one pair of

conductors A magnetic stylus held in spaced relationship with

the zone grid assembly operates to actuate a ball in registra-

tion therewith into engagement with its associated pair of con-

ductors. In consequence, the engaged pair of conductors arc

electrically connected and a signal denoting a particular X,Y

position in the zone grid assembly is applied to the memory for

processing, each X.Y grid position corresponding to an X.Y

address location in the memory.

A device having utility as an ultraviolet radiation source

comprising a hollow, translucent body formed of an ultraviolet

radiation transmitting material The inner walls of the body

define a sealed chamber, and are provided with a thin layer,

film, or coating of an ultraviolet radiation emitting phosphor.

A low energy beta-electron emitting substance such as tritium

is confined within the chamber and is positioned therein to

enable the beta-electrons emitted by it to make direct contact

with the phosphor. By embedding a fluorescent agent in the

material of which the translucent body is formed, or by encap-

sulating the body in a material containing a fluorescent agent,

the device may be utilized to transmit visible light.

«'«°'^

3.787,686

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR L0(;GIN(; WELL
BOREHOLES WITH GAMMA RAYS FROM THE
INELASTIC SCATTERING OF FAST NEUTRONS

Richard B. Culver. Houston. Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed May 24, l97l,Ser. No. 146,332

Int. CI. GO I V 5100

U.S. CI. 250-83.3 R 32 Claims

3,787,685

ZONE GRID ASSEMBLY PARTICULARLY FOR HIGH
RESOLUTION RADIOACTIVITY DISTRIBUTION

DETECTION SYSTEMS
Raymond P. Grenler, Wilmington, Mass., assignor to Baird-

Atomic, Inc., Bedford, Mass.

Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 258,073

Int.CLG0Iji9//«

U.S.CL 250-71.5 S 7 Claims

A zone grid assembly for flagging specified X.Y memory lo-

cations for accumulated data analysis and for presentation on

a display in connection with a radioactivity distribution detec-

mm :f

A fast neutron source is periodically switched between a'

pulsed mode and a continuous mode. A first gamma ray detec-

tion interval follows the pulsed mode to provide an indication

of the capture gamma rays. A second detection interval occurs

during the continuous mode to provide an indication of the

capture gamma rays plus the gamma rays resulting from the

inelastic scattering of fast neutrons. The first indication is sub-

tracted from the second, resulting in an indication solely of the

gamma rays from inelastic scattering The pulses occurring in

such intervals are further subjected to energy disfcrimination

which provides information relating to carbon and oxygen

content, such information being used with a ratio circuit to

provide a carbon/oxygen ratio. In another embodiment, a pair

of neutron sources, one pulsed, one continuous, provide

analogous results. In still another embodiment, the borehole is

first logged with a pulsed source and then later with a continu-

ous source. In yet another embodiment, a shielding, rotating

disk having alternate short and long windows is used between

an alpha particle source and a neutron emitter to simulate the

pulsed and continuous modes.

3,787,687

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION DOSIMETER
Terry M. Trumble, 57 1 8 Rockingham Dr.. Dayton, Ohio

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,644

Int.CLG0lt//04

U.S.CL 250-83 CD ' 13 Claims

An ultraviolet radiation dosimeter is provided that com-

prises a transparent or white film containing a 1.3.3-
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A ^..^^nt to the film a The exDosure density accumulated by the integrator is applied
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substituted spiropyran changes upon exposure to ultraviolet

radiation.
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3,787,688

LOW LIGHT LEVEL, UNDERWATER, VIEWING DEVICE

Robert L. Stone, Oxon Hill, Md., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army,

Washington, D.C. ,,, .^,
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,165

lnt.CI.H01ji9//2

U.S.CL250-213VT <^ Claims

replenisher-pump timer and a fixer-replenisher-pump timer

Developer and fixer replenisher bypasses are provided as well

as a double replenisher option.

3,787,690

TENSION TRANSDUCER

Joseph J. Neff, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Bell & Howell

Company, Chicago, IIL .„„.,,
Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,173

liit. CI. GOld 5134; B65h 25\22; G65h 25110

U.S. CL 250-231 R 1 Claim

An underwater viewing system is described which provides

enhanced viewing by means of an image intensification tube.

The unit is binocular and permits wide angle direct viewing as

well as the more narrow intensified field of view best suited for

submerged operation at night or in a low light environment.

3,787,689

EXPOSURE SCANNER AND REPLENISHER CONTROL

David FIdelman, Roslyn Heights, N.Y., assignor to Henry Hope

X-Ray Products, Inc., Huntington Valley, Pa.

Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 2^3,789

lnt.CLG01n2//iO

U.S. a. 250-219 FR ^
»3 Claims

Apparatus for automatically replenishing developer and

fixer solution in an automatic photographic film processor in

response to accumulated exposure density of processed film.

The exposure of the continuously moving film is electronically

scanned at the dryer exit. The scanner, whose timing cycle is

responsive to the film speed, controls the transmission of ex-

posure signals from the scanner photocell to an integrator.

A strip tension transducer includes a pair of strip guide rol-

lers around which strip material, in which tension is to be mea-

sured, is passed so that the strip path is through the axis of

rotation of a guide roller carrier which has its axis parallel to

and midway Ltween the axes of the guide rollers. Resilient

b^s means'are coupled to the carrier for biasing it to rotate

toward a limit of its rotation against strip tension forces ap-

plied to the guide rollers. The bias means are disposed coaxi-

allY of the carrier and are adjustable for varying the bias force

applied to the carrier. An electro-optical signal generator is

coupled to the carrier for generating a signal indicative of the

angular position of the carrier.
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3,787,691

SOURCE HOLDER COLLIMATOR FOR
ENCAPSULATING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AND
COLLIMATING THE EMANATIONS FROM THE

MATERIAL
Gerard R. Laurer, Monroe. N.Y., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the United States Atomic Ener-

gy Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973. Ser. No. 328,154

Int. CL GO Ir 2J/22

U.S. CI. 250-272 10 Claims

with X-rays and thereafter irradiated with electrons. In

another embodiment, an X-ray source and then an ultraviolet

radiation source are used.

Blood 'dou«A»al' To'9«l

PuO^ itiicro tp»«rt«

3«\

CffOttof SI Surloe* .

^qj^ ,.,--^...-, .,.^-j

3,787,693

BORESIGHT ALIGNMENT DEVICE
Robert L. Stone, Oxon Hill, Md., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army,

Washington, D.C. i

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,064 I

lnt.CLG01t///6

U.S.CL 250-330 5 Claims

200 i»i"' Si(L')Oioa« OXoctof

This invention provides a transportable device capable of

detecting normal levels of a trace element, such as lead in a

doughnut-shaped blood sample by X-ray fluorescense with a

minimum of sample preparation in a relatively short analyzing

time. In one embodiment, the blood is molded into a

dougTinut-shaped sample around an annular array of low ener-

gy radioactive material that is at the center of the doughnut-

shaped sample but encapsulated in a collimator, the latter

shielding a detector that is close to the sample and facing the

same so that the detector receives secondary emissions from

the sample while the collimator collimates the primary emis-

sions from the radioactive material to direct these emissions

toward the sample around 360° and away from the detector.

3,787,692

INDUCED ELECTRON EMISSION SPECTROMETER
USING PLURAL RADIATION SOURCES

Weston A. Anderson, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Varian As-

sociates, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed May 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,106

Int. CLHOIji 7/26

U.S. CI. 250-305 * » Claims

A means for zeroing a small caliber weapon on a target at

night without firing the weapon. The means comprises using a

boresight alignment light emitting a continuous infrared light

that is mounted on a tapered mandrel with the mandrel in-

serted into the muzzle end of the weapon, an aiming light

mounted on the weapon emitting intermittent pulses of in-

frared light, and a night viewing scope head worn by the

weapon operator. The operator zeros the weapon on the tar-

get by superimposing the continuous and intermittent pulses

of light onto each other. The operator aligns both lights by ad-

justment screws on the housings of the boresight alignment

light and the aiming light.

\ I /

\:iH^

An induced electron emission spectrometer wherein dif-

ferent sources are employed to irradiate the sample from dif-

ferent energy sources to permit the operator to distinguish the

photoelcctron emission lines from the Auger electron emis-

sion lines. In one embodiment, the X-ray source employs two

different X-ray energy emitting materials with means for

selectively energizing one or the other of said materials to ir-

radiate the sample under investigation with selective X-ray

energies. In another embodiment the sample is first irradiated

3,787,694

FLUIDIC DETECTOR FOR THE DETECTION OF
RADIANT ENERGY AND FOR THE ANALYSIS OF GAS

MIXTURES
I

Kenneth Owen, 6201 Hibbling Ave., Springfield, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Set. No. 38,005, May 18, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,748

Int.CLG01n2//26

U.S. CI. 250-338 23 Claims

A radiation detector and gas analyzer of the kind wherein

radiant energy is directed along one or more beam-paths into

a corresponding number of detector cells containing sub-

stances selectively responsive to the radiant energy. Gas is free

to flow from one compartment of the detector cell to the other

and this flow is used to actuate a sensing element which con-

sists of a variable inductance or capacitance actuated by a

vane placed in the path of the gas flow between compartments

of the detector cell. The sensing element is made a part of the

frequency determining networli of an electronic oscillator,

and this oscillator is connected with a reference oscillator in
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phase-lock loop so that when the sensing element moves and

causes detuning of the detector oscillator, servo corrective

3,787,696

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE ELECTRON-

OPTICAL COLUMN CONSTRUCTION

James Dao, Alameda, and Nelson C. Yew, Los Altos, both of

Calif., assignors to ETEC Corporation, Hayward, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,899, Sept. 28, 1 970

abandoned. This application Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,977

Int. CI. HOlj 37/26. GOIn 23\00

U.S.CL 250-311 »5 Claims

voltages arc produced in the phase lock circuit which are pro-

portional to the movement of the sensing element and thus an

electrical output is produced which is measured or recorded.

3,787,695

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION BY MEASUREMENT OF

WAVELENGTH OF LUMINESCENCE UTILIZING

PLASMA DISCHARGE LAMP EXCITATION AND

CONTINUOUS INTERFERENCE FILTER

Michael Anthony West, Orpington, England, assignor to The

Royal Institution of Great Britain, London, England

FiledSept. 15,1 971, Ser. No. 180,628

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Sept. 17, 1970,

44524/70
Int.CKG01n2i/00

„ ^. -,ft ,ic 10 Claims
U.S.CL 250-365

A scanning electron microscope in which the electron-opti-

cal column is formed by a plurality of magnetic coils disposed

around a removable tube, an electron beam being directed ax-

ially through the tube. The tube is suitably sealed at respective

ends to the electron gun and specimen-containing portions of

the electron-optical column, and thus functions to contain the

vacuum thereon. Preferably, the tube comprises a thm. non-

magnetic stainless steel tube having a wall thickness of less

than 10 mils, to prevent electrostatic charging while minimiz-

ing eddy current losses. Alternatively, the tube may comprise

a Thin metallic layer or inner tube within an insulating, rein-

forcing outer tube, to impart strength and rigidity to the tube

structure.

3,787,697

NEUTRON AND GAMMA FLUX DETECTOR

Ross Bisbee Shields, Deep River, Ontario, Canada, «slgn»r to

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Ottawa, OnUrlo,

Canada
Filed Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,769

Claims priority, application Canada, Jan. 19, 1971, 103078

Int. CI. GOIt 3/00

U.S. CI. 250-390
^C"'"

41 a 42

In an apparatus for detecting the intensity of l"'"""""""

at various wavelengths emitted by a sample under test the

sample is excited by light from a plasma discharge fiash lamp

coupled to an electrical supply circuit including means for

storing electrical energy and repeatedly discharging rapid y

ie stored energy to produce flashes of high peak intensity

over a continuous range of wavelengths in the exciting

wavelength region. A continuous interference filter is movable

Tcross "he path of luminescence from the sample to a detector

for analysing the wavelength of luminescence emittal.

^23 ^14 12 10

A neutron .and gamma flux detector having a prompt

response in providing an electrical current when disposed in

neutron and gamma flux is provided, comprising a central

emitter of platinum, cerium, osmiun or tantalum, compressed

maenesium oxide electrical insulation around the emitter, and

an Inconel outer tubular collector enclosing the emitter and

spaced from it by the electrical insulation.
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3,787.698

RECORDING OF FAST NEUTRON IMAGES

John J. Antal, Framingham. and Robert L. Becker, Ashland.

both of Mass.. assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army. Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. II, 1972, Ser. No. 296,685

lnl.CI.G03b4///6

U.S. CI. 250-473 4 Claims

rality (m) of individual closure means associated with said

opening and respectively adapted to close the cavities other

wise exposed by the opening.

^ 1 ..^-

3.787.700

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR MEASURING SELECTED
DIMENSIONS

Leon H. Chasson. Santa Clara. Calif., assignor to Atmospheric

Sciences. Incorporated. Los Altos, Calif.

Filed July 27. 1971. Ser. No. 166.418

lnt.CI.G07b////f>

L.S. CI. 250-560 21 Claims

The formation of a permanent image of a fast neutron beam

on cellulose nitrate Film The cellulose nitrate film is posi-

tioned between a converter film made of a suitable hydrogen-

containing material, such as polyethylene, and the assembly

attached to a back plate of aluminum The neutron exposure is

made with the neutrons impinging on the uncovered

polyethylene face. Elastic scattering of fast neutrons by the

nuclei of the hydrogen atoms in the polyethylene film

produces protons which travel into the cellulose nitrate, leav-

ing sensitized spikes therein. The cellulose nitrate film is

etched by suspending in a sodium hydroxide stilution and the

image on the dry film viewed by transmitted light with the light

source off the viewing axis.

3,787.699

ROTARY DRUM FOR STORING RADIO-ACTIVE
OBJECTS

Surkes Menachem, Rishon-Lezion; Ivan KIs, Tel-Aviv, and

Rosental Nathan. Givataim. all of Israel, assignors to The

State of Israel. Atomic Energy Commission. Tel-Aviv. Israel

Filed June 24. 1971. Ser. No. 156.262

Claims priority, application Israel, Aug. 19, 1970, 35130

Int. CI. G21h 5/00

IJ.S.CL 250-507 3 Claims

^LIGHTS

A plurality of discrete marker sensors and a multiplicity of

linear arrays are used to measure selected dimensions of

passing objects One linear array is used in conjunction with

selected marker sensors to measure the lengths of objects and

the remaining marker sensors and linear arrays arc used to

measure selected dimensions of objects perpendicular to their

lengths The system is particularly useful in measuring the

lengths and selected diameters of logs.

3,787.701

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING THE
IMAGE FIELDS CONTAINED ON A STRIP OF FILM

Kurt Thaddey. Buchs/ZH. Switierland. assignor to Ciba-Geigy

AG , Basel, Switzerland
|

Filed July 8. 197 1. Ser. No. 160.609

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 9, 1970,

10380/70; June 18. 1970. 7827/70
|

Int.CI. B26d5/i4

L.S.CL 250-561 22 Claims

Apparatus for the storage of radio-active objects, such as,

for example, radio-active needles or the like, comprising a

cylindrical drum mounted for rotation about its axis within a

cylindrical casing, a first plurality ( m ) of axially spaced tiers of

radially directed cavities formed in said drum so as to join a

second plurality (n) of radially spaced apart columns of cavi-

ties, an elongated opening formed in the casing, means for

rotatably displacing the drum so as successively to bring suc-

cessive cavity columns opposite said opening and a first plu-

A film strip is moved lengthwise from a position at which

the light transmission of the strip is measured to a punching

station at which a predetermined type of mark or notch is

formed in the film. The light transmission is measured by

passing a beam of light through the film onto a number of

photocells coupled to electronic circuits which binary code
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the signals from the cells. Those signals which exceed a

predetermined first threshold value are allocated one binary

signal and the simultaneous occurrence of such binary signals

is taken to indicate the beginning or end of an image frame on

the strip, the indication being subsequently utilised to activate

the punching station.

3,787,702

APPARATUS FOR DETECTING AND EVALUATING

INDICIA ON PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM OR
THE LIKE

Frledrich Hujer. and Walter Knapp, both of Munich, Ger-

many, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen. Germany
FHedSept. 1. 197 1, Ser. No. 176,924

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 5, 1970,

20441 16; Sept. 5, 1970, 7033182
Int.CI.G01n2//J0

U.S. a. 250-561 21 Claims

y Va / / e

refracted light transmission characteristics of the fluid and

provide electrical signals representative thereof for further

analysis. The apparatus includes a glass tube surrounded by an

opaque cylindrical body having compartments to hold a light

source and two photocells. The source and photocells lie in

the same plane which is transverse with respect to the tube

axis An occluding pin is non-centrally disposed within the

tube and is spaced from the interior walls of the tube. The

body which holds the photocells and light source has openings

which permit light from the source to illuminate the interior of

the tube and which permits the photocells to sense light com-

ing from within the tube, substantially all ambient light being

excluded by the opaque body. The angular relationship of the

openings to the photocells and source is critical, the path

between one photocell and the light source being in a direct

line with the occluding pin so that no light can pass directly

from the source to that photocell. The other photocell, how^

ever is disposed so that there is a direct linear light path

between the source and that photocell. Thus, one cell receives

direct light transmission and the other cell receives light only

as a result of reflection and refraction by a fluid placed in the

space in the plane containing the photocells. The apparatus in-

cludes a piston which surrounds the occluding pin within the

tube and which is mounted for reciprocating movement

therein to alternately block and unblock the light paths, draw

fluid samples into the tube and then expel the samples, and to

wipe the mterior of the tube and the exterior of the occluding

pin clean with sealing rings carried by the piston on each

reciprocating motion. In a preferred embodiment the head is

mounted on an elongated cylindrical housing so that it can be

immersed to any desired depth in a body of fluid and can be

cyclically driven to monitor the light transmission charac-

teristics of the fluid while immersed.

Graphite marks at one side of a travelling web of processed

photographic film are tracked by a battery of photosensitive

detectors each of which scans a discrete strip-shaped section

of the web. The output signals from the light-sensitivc ele-

ments of the detectors are transmitted to an OR-gate which

controls an operational amplifier serving to arrest the web in

response to detection of a mark by at least one detector. The

width of the strip-shaped sections which are scanned by the

detectors is a small fraction of the width of a graphite mark.

The operational amplifier does not arrest the web when the

detectors detect indicia other than the graphite marks which

are applied to the web in order to insure stoppage of the web

whenever a frame line between two film frames moves mto re-

gister with a severing device.

ERRATA

For Classes 307-41 thr" 3^-169 TV see:

Patents Nos. 3.787,728 thru 3,787,753

3,787,703

OPTICAL SENSING SAMPLING HEAD

George J. Topol, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to Biospherics In-

corporated, Rockvllle, Md.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,821

lnl.CLG01n2//26

U.S.CL 250-574
'^'-'^^

3,787,704

ELECTRONIC FLASH UNIT WITH CONTROLLED LIGHT

ENERGY
Rolf Dieter Dennewitz, and Walter Schmidt, both of Berlin,

Germany, assignors to Loewe-OpU GmbH, Kronach, Ger-

many
FlledFeb.l6,197l,Ser.No.ll5,383

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 20, 1970,

2008801
Int. CLH05b 37/00. 4 ;/i2

U.S.CL315-241P IC'""

o.c.

TRANSFORMER

An optical sensing head which can be used with a probe and

immersed in fluids and which operates to detect direct and

In an electronic flash unit circuit arrangement there is pro-

vided an electronic flash tube with a shunt circuit lying in

parallel to said tube and becoming conductive in dependence

on the quantity of light reflected from the subject to be pholo-

eraphed and then short-circuiting said flash tube. This shunt

circuit comprises a series connection of an electronic switch

element controllable by a control circuit operated by said

reflected light quantity and of one or several auxiliary capaci-

tors which take up the excess energy from the storage capaci-

tor whose charge energizes said flash tube^ This storage

capacitor may be short-circuited by means of a switch or it

fll8 O.O.—58
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may be used for improving the energy balance of the entire

flash circuit arrangement.

3.787,705

MICROWAVE-EXCITED LIGHT EMITTING DEVICE
Larry R. Bolin, Owensboro, Ky., and Shelby A. Jolly,

Rockport, Ind., assignors to General Elcctrk Company,

Owensboro, Ky.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, S«r. No. 248,477

Int.CI. H0Sb4//24
U.S.CK 315-248 4 Claims

22 ** S
r'° /'

^Ifc^ . .. .flS 42b r^-'W

CF-f^^V
so S2.

<.V^\^-^V^;^^<.^;^\^\<L^^^"^^\^^^^^^\^^^|^^^^^^^< 3^^
55 40

A microwave-excited light emitting device is provided com-

prising an electrodeless evacuated discharge lamp containing

ionizabic elements mounted' in the frequency determining

resonator of a microwave oscillator. Th<i oscillator resonator

is tuned to provide a microwave energy at a frequency suffi-

ciently high to provide ionization and excitation of the ele-

ments within the electrodeless discharge lamp while mitigating

deleterious ion bombardment of the walls of the electrodeless

discharge lamp. By placing the lamp in the oscillator resonator

any changes in the electrical characteristics of the lamp after

firing will cause a frequency shift in the oscillator allowing the

lamp and oscillator to remain in tuned relationship.
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3,787,707

SPARK DETECTOR APPARATUS AND METHOD
Paul S. Gregg, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Ransburg Elec-

tro-Coacting Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 77.299, Oct. I, 1970, abandoned.

This application May 16, 1973. Scr. No. 360,896

Int.CI. H02hi//4

L.S.CL 317-9 R 7 Claims

J. 1

r

A spark detector for electrostatic coating apparatus which

distinguishes disruptive discharges m the electrostatic system

from a corona discharge or random sparking of other electri-

cal equipment. A frequency selective radio wave receiver is

connected with an envelope detector, the output of which is

analyzed to detect the presence of repetitive discharges.

3,787,706

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTROL OF CHARGE ON A
MOVING WEB

Wilfricd Florent De Geest, Berchem, Belgium, assignor to

Agfa-Gcvacrt N.V., MortscI, Belgium

Filed May 3, 197 1, Ser. No. 139,745

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, May 4, 1970,

21,365/70

Int. CLH05f J/00

U.S. CI. 317-2 R 2 Claims

3.787.708

MONITOR SYSTEM FOR GROUND FAULT RELAY
Charles F. Hobson, Jr., Southinglon, Conn., assignor to

General Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973. Ser. No. 320,537

Int. CLH02h J/26

U.S.CL317— 18D 6 Claims

» t

X
X

A method for controlling electrostatic charges on a web,

wherein the web is pulled over a metal roller which is con-

nected to a D.C. voltage supply, the electrostatic field of the

web is measured, and the voltage supply is controlled as a

function of the measured field to produce a voltage of a polari-

ty whereby the electrostatic field produced by the web is

greatly neutralized.

A ground fault responsive protection system having a

ground fault trip relay operable by a ground fault current sen-

sor for operating a circuit interrupter when the ground fault

current reaches a pre-established trip level *nd a monitoring

system operable for testing the operation of the ground fault

trip relay with selective operation of the circuit interrupter.
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, -„- -no moat or channel between=*he circuit elements and electrically

Ronald J. Coe, Huntsville, Ala., assignor to SCI Systems, Inc.,

Huntsvillc. Ala. 3,787,711

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,288 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSTATION
Int. CLH02h J/26

William L. Bright, 605 S.W.Curry St., Portland, Oreg.

U S.CI.317— 18D 10 Claims r.s..j c--. ii io7l s*r. No. 287.752
Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 287,752

lnt.CLH02b//20

U.S.CL 317-103
8 Claims

^38>-"i5^^^^^i^ 46

The device detects 'ground faults" (short circuits to

around) in electrical wiring systems such as those used in

household or factory wiring. The device causes disconnection

of power If the fault current exceeds a relatively low value

such as 5 miiliamperes so as to minimize shock damage to the

human being or other object causing the short circuit. Means

arc provided for detecting the grounding of the "hot wire

and/or the neutral wire at a point between the device and the

load A transformer with oppositely-wound primary windings,

each connected in one of the lines, is connected in a bridge

circuit in which the transformer normally is unbalanced. A

ground fault adds the fourth leg to the bridge, balances the

bridge and a detector circuit causes the circuit breaker to

open the line. The device also includes means for making it

relatively insensitive to quadrature leakage currents; i.e.,

leakage currents which either lead or lag the alternating line

current by 90° This reduces the likelihood of "false tripping

of the device. A current transformer with its secondary wind-

inE in the neutral line and an independent source for energiz-

ing the primary winding helps make the device quite small in

size and relatively inexpensive to manufacture.

3,787,710

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT STRUCTURE HAVING

ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

James A. Cunningham, 8434 Gladwood Ln., Richardson, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 468, 196, June 30, 1965. This application

Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,653

lnt.CL HOI 1/9/00

U.S.CL317-101A
'Claims

An electrical power substation including a primary side,

transformer means, and a secondary side. The primary side

comprises a deadend tower to which the incoming lines are at-

tached. The secondary side has a plurality of electrically insu-

lated enclosures mounted on base pads. The enclosures house

necessary elements on the secondary side with, all bus work

therebetween in underground cable.

3,787,712

PLUG-ON CIRCUIT BREAKER MOUNTING DEVICE

PLUGGABLE ONTO A BUS BAR STACK FOR

RELATIVELY LARGE PLUG-ON CIRCUIT BREAKERS

AND INCLUDING MEANS FOR MOUNTING

RELATIVELY SMALL PLUG-ON CIRCUIT BREAKERS

NOT PLUGGABLE DIRECTLY ONTO THE BUS BAR
STACK

Raymond A. Diersing, Uxington, Ky., assignor to Square D.

Company, Park Ridge, HI.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298316

Int. CL H02b 1104

U.S.CL317-119 2 Claims

A method of fabricating an integrated circuit having mter-

connectcd circuit components adjacent one surface of a

semiconductor body having its opposite surface disposed upon

an insulating layer on a substrate wherein the '*'"'<;Onduc^°'

material between the circuit elements is removed to form a

An electrical switchboard includes an enclosure and a plu-

rality of flat bus bars arranged in a stack with flat sides parallel

to a rear wall of the enclosure. Power is supplied to the bus

bars through a main circuit breaker and fed to relauvely large

loads through relatively large circifit breakers pluggable onto

the edges of the bus bars. Relatively small loads are fed

through relatively small circuit- breakers mountable on a

mounting device which can be plugged onto the edges of the

bus bars.
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. 3,787,713

SERVICE SECTION SWITCHBOARD WITH
HORIZONTALLY EXTENDING BUS BAR STACK AND
MEANS FOR MOUNTING SOME CIRCUIT BREAKERS
WITH LOAD TERMINALS FACING VERTICAL WIRING
TROUGH AND OTHER CIRCUIT BREAKERS WITH
LOAD TERMINALS FACING HORIZONTAL WIRING

TROUGH
Raymond A. Dicrsing; Robert J. Morrill, and Harris I. Stan-

back, all of Lexington, Ky., assignors to Square D. Company,

Park Ridge, III.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,320

Int. CUiOlh 1/04

U.S.CL3I7— 119 4 Claims

Various embodiments utilize key cards havmg light accom-

modating apertures operative in conjunction with photodetcc-

tors. key cards having electrical components operative in con-

.

junction with voltage comparators and cards employing

frequency determining elements.

3,787,715

CONTROL CIRCUIT EMPLOYING DIGITAL
TECHNIQUES FOR LOADS SUCH AS BALANCE WHEEL

MOTORS
Sargent Sheffield Eaton, Jr., Warren. NJ., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 30. 1972. Ser. No. 284.907

Int. CI. H02k 33100

U.S.CL318— 130 9 Claims

UMS

A box of the switchboard is generally of floor-to-ceiling

height and contains an upper bussed current transformer com-

partment with provision for a watt-hour meter. A lower com-

partment contains a horizontally extending stack of bus bars

fed by a main circuit breaker disposed adjacent one end and

on the upper side of the stack. Branch circuit breakers for

relatively large loads may be plugged on the bus bars from the

lower side of the stack and the load wires extended therefrom

toward the bottom of the box. If desired, branch circuit

breakers for relatively small loads can be accommodated by

distribution panels plugged on the bus bars adjacent the other

end of stack from the main circuit breaker The smaller

branch circuit breakers can then be plugged on the distribu-

tion panels and the load wires run therefrom toward a side of

the box.

3,787,714

ELECTRONIC LOCK AND KEY SYSTEMS EMPLOYING
PAIRED KEY AND MASTER CODING MODULES

Sam L. Resnick, 15-43 200th St., Bayside, N.Y., and Stephen

Berens, Peekskill, N.Y., assignors to said Sam L. Resnick, by

said Stephen Berens

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,846

Int. CL E05b 49/00

U.S.CK3I7-134 8 Claims

There is disclosed an electronic key and lock system for ac-

tivating an electric latch when a valid key is inserted into a key

receiving receptacle. The system is energized by the insertion

of the key into the receiving receptacle to energize both the

key and a master coding card to cause a correlation sequence

to be implemented to determine whether information con-

tained on the key is valid by comparing this information with

predetermined information on the master coding card.

I

A circuit for supplying current pulses to a load which, for

example, may be the coil of balance wheel motor, in response

to selected control pulses derived from said coil and for in-

hibiting the supply of said current pulses in response to other

pulses derived from said coil, where said other pulses include

at least two closely spaced pulses and occur during the time in-

terval between said selected control pulses.

3,787,716

LINEAR PULSED D.C. MOTOR AND CONTROLS
THEREFOR

Robert C. La France, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to The

Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Feb. 16, 1972. Ser. No. 226,749

InLCLH02k 47/02

U.S.CL318-I35 8 Claims

A linear D. C. motor for a track guided vehicle, the motor

stator consisting of a series of uniformly spaced permanent

magnets mounted along the track acting in conjunction with a

January 22, 1974 ELECTRICAL 1617

vehicle attached elongated "rotor." A series of D. C. excited

coils in slots across the face of the rotor react with the air gap

flux between the magnets and the rotor to propel the vehicle.

Automatic controls are provided to sequence excitation of the
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interconnect the first and second portions of each emitter re-

gion. There may be two such metalhzed contacts, one in

ohmic conuct with each of the emitter regions.

3,787,720

SEMICONDUCTOR VIDICON AND PROCESS FOR
FABRICATING SAME

David A. Kicwit, SanU Monica, Calif., assignor to Hughes Air-

craft Connpaay, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Mar. 28. 1973, Ser. No. 345,631

Int. CI. HO 11/3/00. 17100

II.S. CI. 317—235R 1 1 Claims

Disclosed is a semiconductor vidicon target structure and

process for fabricating same wherein ohmic contact is made to

active PN junction image sensmg areas of the structure by

means of a novel insulating interlayer through which a large

plurality of highly packed metal pin connections extend. A
very high packing density for these pin connectioi/s is

achieved by the use of a selective anisotropic etch-out. metal

backfill and lap or etch back process on a single crystal insu-

lating wafer to obtain this thin interlayer. This interlayer

eliminates the necessity for selective shielding of the vidicon

semiconductor target structure with a dielectric coating or the

like.

3,787,721

HIGH-VOLTAGE CAPACITOR
Vladislav Aloizovich Gedzjun, ulitsa Olminskogo, 16. kv. 50.

and Petr Antipovich Yakovlev. ulitsa Vavilovykh, 15, korpus

1, kv. 2 1, both of Leningrad, II.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,304

lnt.CLH01g//0«
U.S.CL3I7-242 I Claim

3,787,722

PRINTING APPARATUS
William Alden HaUscll, Wayland. Mass., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 204,89 1 . Dec. 6, 1 97 1 , abandoned.

This application Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,016

Int. CI. G03g / 5/00. GOId 15106

U.S.CL 317-262 A 8 Ctoims

A high-voltage capacitor of high reactive power is disclosed

said capacitor comprising a tube made from a dielecric

material with an outward and an inward insulating projections

and an external and an internal plates connected to leads on

the outer surface of said ti^ the leads being in the form of

flanges with contact plates.

i-soov/

TO CONOUTIVC

ELASTOMER IIO

Adjacent pattern-shaped elcctrographic electrodes are in

motion in a plane parallel to the recording medium during the

time they apply a charge to the medium With the motion in a

suitable pattern, such as an orbital pattern, the charge pattern

laid down by an electrode may be spaced from that of an ad-

jacent electrode less than the distance between these elec-

trod^. Operating in this way makes it possible to have two ad-

jacent electrixles spaced a sufficient distance from one

another to avoid voltage breakdown between these electrodes,

when one electrode is on and the other off, but still permits the

respective charged patterns produced by these electrt>des.

when they arc both on. to be closer than this distance to one

another or even to overlap.

ERRATA I

For Classes 318—130 and 318—135 sec:

Patents Nos. 3,787,715 and 3,787,716

3,787,723

VEHICULAR DRIVE SYSTEM WITH ELECTRIC ASSIST

Le« T. Magnuson, Davenport, Iowa, and Alexander Kusko,

Newton Centre. Mass., assignors to Deere & Company,

Moline. III.

Division of Ser. No. 730,54 1 , May 20, 1 968. This application

Mar. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 20,262

Int. CI. H02p 5/2« >

U.S.CK 318-230 10 Claims

A vehicle is equipped with a main drive system and an elec-

tric aKsist drive system which is actuated by the operator when

the vehicle speed falls below some predetermined speed. A
prime mover for the vehicle, in addition to driving two wheels

directly through a primary transmission, drives a three-phase

electrical alternator. The alternator energizes an induction

motor with a torque-regulating control system for indepen-

dently driving two other wheels of the vehicle to provide

greater traction at low speeds. The rotor circuit of the induc-

tion motor includes a rectifier bridge which feeds a line-com-

mutated inverter for coupling the slip power back to the stator

input. The control system determines the firing angle for con-

duction of the switches in the inverter to control the output

torque of the induction motor as a function of speed. The

system includes a shaping network which defines the desired
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speed-torque characteristic for accelerating the vehicle; and it

generates a signal representative of a demand torque for a

given motor speed. Another circuit sensing rotor current

generates a signal representative of the load torque. A com-

parison circuit receives the two signals representative respec-

tively of the actual torque and the desired torque for that

gagement with said shaft, a worm gear in working engagement

with said worm having a given rotational speed proportioned

to the rotational speed of the worm, door closure actuating

means operatively connected with the worm gear, limit switch

means electrically connected to the motor and disposed in a
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speed; and it generates an error signal for controlling the firing

angle of the switches in the inverter circuit such that the motor

and vehicle arc accelerated along the torque-speed envelope

of the shaping network once the assisting system is actuated

Thus the control system regulates the output torque of the

assisting induction motor as a predetermined function of vehi-

cle speed.

region adjacent to one of the screw holding end covers of the

motor together said screw contacting the limit switch means

when the rotational speed of said worm gear varies from the

rotational speed of said rotor causing said armature and its

screws to rotate in the opposite direction.

3,787,724

VOLTAGE CONTROL OF AN AC. DRIVE SYSTEM
DURING MOTOR STARTING

Niels P. Pedersen, Waterford, and Henry L. Schultz, Jr., Erie,

both of Pa., assignors to General Electric Company, Salem,

Va.
Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,824

Int.CI. H02p//04

U.S.CL 318-410 15 Claims
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3,787,726

CONDUCTIVE LINE FOLLOWING DEVICE FOR
STEERING A VEHICLE

Wolfgang Krapp, Im Eicken, Marienheide-Kalsbach, Germany

Filed Oct. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 9 1 ,650

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 23, 1970, P 20'

52 102.2

Int. CL G05d l\00; B64c /i//S

U.S. CI. 318-587 12 Claims

Method and apparatus for providing adequate breakaway

torque for the a-c motors being started in a system in which a

source of adjustable voltage a-c electric power such as an in-

verter supplies electric power to the motors being started. The

output voltage of the source is substantially increased in a

non-abrupt manner for an initial predetermined starting

period to provide adequate breakaway torque, the voltage

thereafter being reduced to a level corresponding to a

predetermined desired constant ratio relative to output

frequency.

An electronic regulating arrangement in which an analog

signal generator is either inductively or capacitativcly coupled

with an electrically conductive element having an edge dis-

placeable with respect to a centerline of the active operating

zone of the signal generator. When the edge is displaced with

respect to the centerline of the active zone, when the edge is

projected in the plane of the active zone, the generator emits a

voltage proportional to the projected displacement of the edge

relative to the centerline. The voltage increases positively or

negatively in proportion to the displacement of the edge from

the centerline. and dependent upon the direction of the dis-

placement. A zero output voltage is obtained when the edge

coincides, when projected, onto the centerline of the genera-

tor's active zone.

3 787 725

ELECTRIC GARAGE DOOR OPENER
Luclen Lafontalne, 637 Place Fleury, Montreal,

Canada
Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,642

Int.CI.H02k/i/00

U S CI 318 491

A mechanism for operating a door including a reversible

electric motor composed of a rotatabic armature and a rotata-

ble rotor connected therewith to a rotatabic shaft having a

rotatable speed, a worm locked on said shaft in working en-

Quebec,

2 Claims

3,787,727

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL
Ray A. McSparran, Endicott, N.Y., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,100

Int. CLH02k 37/00

U.S.CL 318-696 5 Claims

A half-step stepper motor control circuit in which the ac-

celeration period is constant independent of whether the ad-
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vance instruction occurs, ( I ) when the motor starts from 1

phase energization, or (2 ) when the motor starts from 2 phase

—*' u V 0" r

asffy

1
I

1,^
'SMTI^MISI.

3,787.729 '

SEQUENCING STEP CONTROL
Charles D. Bennett. Alderwood Manor, Wash., assignor to

Cam Industries, Inc., Kent, Wash.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 27 1,622

Int.CI. H05b//(^2

L.S.CI.307-41 4 Claims

I
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energization, and the deceleration period is constant and inde-

pendent of whether ( 1 ) the motor stops in 1 phase energiza-

tion or (2) the motor stops in 2 phase energization

3,787,728

IRRIGATION AND SPRINKLER SYSTEM

Donald R. Bayer, Claremont; Lewis M. Ritchie, Los Angeles,

and Jon A. Rivens. Upland, all of Calif., assignors to CIcmar

Manufacturing Corporation. Azusa. Calif.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,259

lnt.CI.H02ji//4

U^.CK 307-41 21 Claims
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3 787 734

VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND CONSTANT CURRENT

SOURCE FOR A CURRENT SWITCH LOGIC SYSTEM

imck A. Dorler. and Donald J. Swietek. both of Wappingers

Fails. N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1972, S«r. No. 257.121

int. CI. H03k / 7/00

U.S. CI. 307-203 4 Claims

whether the logic signal detected is more or less positive than

the respective "zero- or 'one" reference level in either logic

mode.

A voltage regulator circuit for energizing a constant current

source for use in a current switch logic scheme.

3.787.736

FIFl D-EFFECT TRANSISTOR LOGIC CIRCUIT

William Benedict Chin, Wappingers Falls. NY., assignor to In-

ternational Business Machines Corporation. Armonk. N.Y.

Filedjunel2. 1972. Ser. No. 261.768

Int. CI. H03k/ 9/0«

U.S.a.307-205 2 Claims

A rield-cffect transistor logic circuit comprising a plurality

of interconnected field-effect transistor devices connected

between input and output terminals A positive feedback path

connected between the output terminals and a ndd-effect

transistor device connected to the output terminal is operative

to provide an output voltage. V„. which is greater than the

supply voltage V, applied to the output device less the

threshold vohage Vrw of the device, i.e .
V„i' V,/ \/th

3.787.735

LOGIC DETECTOR Aft»ARATUS

Maurice J- DeWitte, Elmhurst. and Gerald L. Wojciechowski.

Chicago, both of 111., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric

LaboratA-ies Incorporated. Northlake. III.

Filed Mar. 27. 1973. Ser. No. 345.425

Int.CI.H03k/9/i4,/9/00

U.S.CI.307-203 9 Claims

3.787.737

HIGH SPEED/LOGIC CIRCUIT

Hisakazu Mukai. Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Nippon Telephone

and Telephone Public Corporation. Tokyo. Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 826.3 1 7. May 2 1 .
1 969.

abandoned. This application Nov. 24. 1971. Ser. No. 201.667

Int. CI. H03k I9I0H. 19/34, 19130

U.S. CI. 307-215
I

'Claim

mi>^

tfrnnMt U3tr TT^CrTfT iU.

Logic detector apparatus for detecting positive and negative

voltage levels with respect to "one" and "zero" reference

levels in either positive or negative logic modes the apparatus

including a NOR gate output stage coupled to the outputs of

four selection NOR gates, respective selection NOR gates

being associated respectively with detecting positive and nega-

tive voltage levels with respect to the reference levels in posi-

tive and negative logic modes, and a comparator for detecting

positive and negative voltage levels, the output of the com-

parator being cinipled to the selection NOR gates, whereby

respective selected NOR gates control the output of the out-

put NOR gate to provide respective outputs responsive to

A high speed logic circuit comprising a plurality of unit gate

circuits, wherein each transistor in the unit gate operates

between cut-off and within an active region bounded by the

saturation region of the gate transistor in response to first and

second logic level input signals Each transistor gate is con-

nected in the common emitter configuration, the collector re-

sistance is greater than the sum of the emitter series resistance

and the incremental junction emitter resistance of the gate

transistor with an input signal exceeding the base-to-emitter

voltage of the gate transistor. The voltage source has a voltage

which is insufficient for the gate transistor to which a first

logic level signal is applied to be switched to an active state

from a non-conducting state Further, the collector current of
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the gate transistor is limited by the emitter series resistor when

the second logic level signal is applied so that the collector

junction thereof does not inject minority carriers. The poten-

tial difference between the voltage source terminals is defined

by the formulas

V, < V„;, - V, ,;,

3 787 739

COUPLER CIRCUIT FOR TELEPHONE NETWORKS AND
THE LIKE

Michael C. J. Cowpland, and Feyyaz I. Zambakoglu, both of

Ottawa, OnUrio, Canada, assignors to Microsystems Inter-

national Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,334

Int. CI. H03k / 7100

U.S. CI. 307-255 8 Claims

wherein V, is the voltage at said first voltage source terminal

and Vj is the voltage at said second voltage source terminal.

Vflfc, is the base to emitter forward voltage of said gate

transistors. V, is the logic swing of said gate transistors, \/(t:s is

the collector-emitter saturation voltage of said gate transistors

and wherein said collector scries resistor and said emitter se-

ries resistor are defined by

I < R,|R^: + r, < V„., - V,.,,s./V, - Vj - V irni

wherein R, and R, arc said collector and emitter series re-

sistors, respectively, and r, is said incremental emitter junction

resistance value The high speed logic circuit is formed by

directly coupling the output terminals of each of said lo^ic

gates to the input terminals of other of said logic gates

whereby the signal levels at each of said input and output ter-

minals of each of said logic gates are maintained at substan-

tially constant binary values. The operation of the gate circuit

as defined by the above equations results in a very short

propagation delay time, low power dissipation, and enables

the individual gate circuits to be directly coupled without the

need for intervening coupling circuits to maintain the binary

signal level.

The present invention relates to a coupler circuit for inser-

tion between a power supply circuit and a subscriber circuit

connected thereto — particularly between a telephone line

and a telephone set. The coupler is characterized by a

thyristor-type transistor combination, the base of the second

transistor of which is clamped through a breakdown device to

a predetermined potential.

3 787 738

PULSE PRODUCING CIRCUIT ^JAVriMVU
Tibor G. Horwath, San Diego, CallL, assignor to The United DELAY l""*-"

o„,,,^,i„ Ad*l
Spates of America as represented by the Secretary of the Frank G. Salton, Annapolis, and Abraham Silverstein, Adel-

! i w.lTnVton D C Ph«. »»oth of Md., assignors to The United SUtes of America
Army,

^•'f^'^^^^'^'^^S, 1972, Ser. No. 293,190 -s represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington,

US CI 307 237

'^'' '''''''" ""'
I Claim

""'^
Filed Oct. 4, 1972. Ser. No. 295,062

U.S.CI.307-ZJ7
Int. CL H03k / 7/26

U.S.CL 307-293 3 Claims

^iB

A circuit for producing pulses having a very high, steeply

rising front portion of short duration, followed by a con-

siderably longer portion of lower current is disclosed. The cir-

cuit utilizes a single transistor which is operated in the

avalanche breakdow^n mode to provide the high, steeply rising,

front portion of the output pulse and is then operated in the

normal amplifier mode to provide the longer lower current

rear portion of the output pulse. While the circuit has general

utility as a pulse producing circuit, it is particularly useful as a

thyristor firing circuit.

M-^

An electronic timer providing an accurate time delay com-

prising two oppositely charged capacitors connected in scries

with a resistor. One capacitor is smaller than the other and

upon having the series circuit closed, it receives charge from

the other capacitor. Upon passing through zero volts, an SCR

is triggered setting off a squib.
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3,787,741

FLUID ACTUATED ELECTRIC GENERATOR
Robert D. Gourlay, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Hughes

Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed June 8, 1967. Ser. No. 646,148

Int. CI. HOlv 7/00

U.S. CI. 310-8.8 12 Claims

3,787,743

FLEXION MODE CRYSTALLINE BAR FOR AN
OSCILLATOR

Guy Gibert, and Pierre Vidal, both of Sartrouville, France, as-

signors to Compagnie d'Electronique et de Piezo Electricite

C.E.P.E., Sartrouville. France

Filed Feb. 9, 1972. Ser. No. 224.704

Claims priority, application France. Feb. 26. 1971. 7106696

Int. CI. H04r / 7/00

U,S.CL 310-9.5 3 Claims

A fluid actuated electric generator embodying an edge-tone

acoustic oscillator involving a jet of fluid directed upon a

knife-edge from a nozzle in communication with a source of

fluid under pressure to establish a source of acoustic energy, a

resonant cavity for stabilizing the acoustic energy, a couplmg

device including a second resonant cavity proximate to the

source of acoustic energy for coupling the acoustic energy to a

transducer responsive to acoustic actuation to produce elec-

trical energy, and an acoustic opaque exhaust arrangement for

dissipating exhaust fluid with minimal acoustic dissipation

3,787.742

ELECTRIC SHEARS
Timothy C. Murphy. Columbus, Ind., assignor to Arvin Indus-

tries. Inc.. Columbus. Ind.

Filed Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,446

lRt.CI. H02k7//4

U.S.CL 310-50 19 Claims

Crystalline parallelepiped bar oscillating piczoelcctrically in

a plane, in a flexion mode, whose terminal faces, are inclined

by respect to the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis

of symmetry of the bar, at an angle ranging between 0° and 60°

measured in the flexion plane, and at an angle ranging

between 0° and 45° measured in the plane perpendicular to

the flexion plane.

I

3,787,744

LAMINATED IRON CORF OF ROTARY ELECTRIC
MACHINKS

Kiyoshi Salto, HiUchi, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.. Tokyo.

Japan i

Filed July II. 1972. Ser. No. 270,871 I

Int.CI. H02k 1106

U.S.CL 310-217 7 Claims

An electric shears in which there is provided a housing hav-

ing swingably interconnected first and second cutting blades

mounted therein and projecting outwardly therefrom A gear

train is mounted within the housing and is interconnected

between a reversable electric motor and said second blade for

moving said second blade with respect to said first blade A

manually manipulatable switch assembly is mounted on said

housing and is coupled through a second switch assembly for

actuating said motor to drive said gear train in a first direction

to cause the cutting blades to open and close A cam driven by

the gear train is engageable with said second switch assembly

for selectively opening and closing said assembly to control

said motor to drive said gear train in a second direction for an

interval sufficient to position the cutting blades in an open

position and deactuate said motor.

A newly developed laminated iron core is composed of

number of unit segments, each of which is shaped such that

one radial marginal periphery defines a half of a coil slot and

the opposite periphery defines a half of a tooth between the

two coil slots.

Accordingly, when such segments are juxtaposed to form a

layer of an annular iron core, a pair of the segments constitute

a sector having an odd number (ln+ \) of coil slots, whercm

n is the number of coil slots in a unit segment, whereas a pair

of unit segments of ordinary type bears an even number of coil

slots.

As.sembled iron cores each using either one of the type men-

tioned above bear a different number of coil slots suitable for

different frequencies such as 50 Hertz and 60 Hertz but has

the same outside and inside diameter and the same number of

dovetail notches, thereby permitting two kinds of iron cores to

be supported within a stator frame of single unified type.
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3,787,745

ELECTRON TUBE FOR ELECTRON-OPTICAL IMAGE
CONVERSION

Christian J. G. H. Wulms. Emmasingel. Eindhoven. Nether-

lands, assignor to U.S. Philips Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 17,827. March 9. 1970, abandoned.

This application Apr. 6. 1972, Ser. No. 241,771

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Mar. 13, 1969,

6903860
lnl.CI.H01ji//52

U.S.CL 313-65 R 7 Claims

6 1,

straddle the sheet beam and the internal planar faces of the

ceramic slabs have circuits printed thereon for. electrical con-

nections to all elements, beam forming electrodes, microwave

'^
^*

.3
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to start either one of the synchronizing circuit, samphng three-phase bndge rectifier, the output of wh.ch is apphed to

device and the synchronism control circuit to continue to find the lamp. A preferred ballast for use with a single phase supply

a point of synchronism even in the absence of a synchronizing

f«Mf

p
4cowT on]

1

1
12 I Y rsYftCHRONsiil

ismmjm}- - ^ cont cut p

signal for a predetermined interval or even when the am-

plitude of the synchronizing signal is small. A time axis circuit

may be added which may be controlled by the control circuit

in the same manner.
includes a ballast capacitor and a ballast inductor connected

through respective bridge rectifiers which have some com-

ponents in common.

3.787,750

FLYING SPOT SCANNER SYSTEM HIGH VOLTAGE AND
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION CIRCUITRY

William D. Murphy, and Edward I. Zmuda, both of S«neca

Falls, N.Y., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incorporated, Seneca

Falls, N.Y.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,630

Int. CI. HOI j 29/70

IJ.S. CI. 315-27 TD 7 Claims

3,787,752

INTENSITY CONTROL FOR LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE
DISPLAY

Dennis G. Delay, Oxnard. Calif., assignor to The United Stales

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed July 2», 1972, Ser. No. 276,017

Int.CI. H03k;9//4

U.S. CI. 315- 169 R 6 Claims

High voltage and horizontal deflection circuitry for a flying

spot scanner systerp includes a Hrst inductance associated with

a flying spot scanner tube and having an inductance value in

an amount sufficient to effect a desired horizontal deflection

of »n electron beam of the scanner tube and a second in-

ductance which, in combination with the first inductance, pro-

vides an inductive value of an amount sufficient to cause

development of a desired high voltage potential sufficient to

operate the scanner tube.

cioca

^"^Wn
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3,787,751

BALLAST CIRCUITS FOR DISCHARGE LAMPS
Victor Francis Farrow, London, England, assignor to Thorn

Electrical Industries Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,445

lnt.CI. H05I14///6

U.S.CI.315-137 2 Claims

A ballast circuit for a discharge lamp is arranged to supply a

uni-directional voltage to the lamp which is made up of at least

two current components which differ in phase. Flicker at the

supply frequency /and at 2/ is thus much reduced. A preferred

ballast for use with a three-phase supply employs ballast

capacitors in each of the three supply lines connected to a

To i"* ft
ronMW voiriM tvoini

A plurality of light-emitting diode elements which are un-

matched in light output at the lower portions of their forward

current ranges and which form an integrated illuminated

visual display are activated by a power supply arrangement

which applies to each diode element a series of independent

power pulses of sufficient power to activate each diode ele-

ment to saturation and into light-emitting condition in a

frequency range which appears to the human eye to be steady

illumination, the power supply arrangement being provided

with a control feature for selectively varying the duration of

the power pulses in order to vary the apparent intensity of the

illuminated display, and also provided with current limiting

means to limit the current passed by each diode element, dur-

ing each power pulse and its activation thereby, to a given

upper range of forward current in which the light-emitting

diode element light outputs are substantially matched and in

which optimum light emission efficiency is achieved.
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3 787 753 sensing system for automatically conducting and providing a

VISUAL DISPLAY DEVICES
'

readout display which is instantly indicative of the slate of a

Frank Walters, Bury, England, assignor to Ferranti Limited, given battery with respect to its chargeab.lity.

Hollinwood, Lancashire, England —
Filed Aug. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 170,474

^ ^^^ ^^g
Int. CI. H05bi 7/00 RECTIFIER

U.S.CI.3I5-I69TV 8 Claims
^^^^^^ ^j^^^^ Goldner, Schwalbach, Germany, assignor to

Hartmann & Braun Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt/Main,

Germany
Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,439

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 21, 1972,

2207990
Int. CI. H02m 7/00

U.S.CL 321-8 R 3 Claims

\
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A visual display device includes a matrix of direct current

gas discharge cells in a block of electrically insulating materi-

al. For each row and column of the matrix, all cells in that row

or column are interconnected by a row or column conductor

so that energisation of appropriate row and column conduc-

tors strikes the defined cells in the matrix. Scanning means is

also provided by means of which each column conductor is

energised in turn without the need for a driver for each

column. Information may be written on the display device by

energisation of the appropriate row conductors as each

column conductor is energised, the information display

remaining after the column conductor has subsequently been

de-energised.

Disclosed is an electronic circuit for converting an a-c volt-

age into a d-c voltage. The a-c voltage is applied to a feedback

amplifier incorporating a negative feedback loop having a plu-

rality of diodes and resistances. The voltage across the diodes

is used to derive a square wave signal from the amplifier,

which renders a transistor switch conductive or non-conduc-

tive, depending on the polarity of the amplified signal. The

amplifier output is also coupled to an RC circuit, whose

capacitance is charged by alternating half-waves while the

transistor switch suppresses the respective other half-waves.

3,787,754

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING CHARGING OF

STORAGE BATTERIES WITH SENSING THE DC. OF THE
ELECTROLYTE

Paul L. Seabase, Sterling Heights, Mich., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,082

Int. CI. H02j 7/04

U.S. CI. 320-43 6 Claims

3,787,756

INRUSH CURRENT LIMITING CIRCUIT

James K. Berger, Sherman Oaks, Calif., assignor to Pioneer

Magnetics, Inc., SanU Monica, Calif.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,959

Int.CI.H02m 1118

U.S.CI.321-II 9 Claims

<-*^ cm

Htc/z/rfr

An inrush current limiting circuit is provided for use with

transistorized high voltage power supplies to permit such

power supplies to use capacitor input filters. The inrush cur-

rent limiting circuit of the invention prevents the creation of a

large inrush charging current to the capacitor input filter when

I . the power supply is first energized, and which would otherwise

be liable to cause damage to switches and relays in the power

supply. The current limiting circuit to be described includes

one or more silicon controlled rectifiers in series with the

My invention relates to a device for the testing or analyzing input of the filter, and it also includes a

3;"''
f^"^ ^°";

of batteries to determine whether such is chargeable or nected to the silicon controlled rectifiers and to the capac tor

unchargeTble, and more particularly, it relates to an electronic input filters. The control circuit serves to control the firing
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point of the silicon controlled rectifiers relative to successive

half cycles of the rectified alternating current input when the

power supply is first turned on, so as to cause the silicon co,n-

trollcd rectifier to fire at different points during each succes-

sive half cycle. This control serves to maintain the current

now into the filter at an acceptable level at all times.

3,787,757

CIRCUIT FOR SUPPLYING REGULATED POWER UPON
DEMAND

Abel Ching Nam Sheng. Morris Plains, N.J., assignor to RCA
Corporation. Princeton, N.J.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,618

lnt.CI.G05f //56. //66

U.S. CL 323-4 30 Claims

to another in the zero-rate output. The thermistor may be con-

nected between one end of the main winding and a tap on the

further winding or between one end of the further winding and

an output terminal of the gyroscope. The further winding may

be provided as a secondary winding of a separate transformer

that is energized in parallel with the pick-off. and where the

thermistor is connected to a center-tap of this winding the two

ends of the winding may be connected to one output terminal

of the circuit by two resistors respectively.

SOURCE Of
Kfmuci

CIRCUIT 0,

8li<

LOtO
CIRCUIT

^ 1 , f L-9nsmG
I" r CIRCUITS

CONTROUED /
OUTPUT OPfRtTlOMl

CURRENT I TRmSlSTOR AMPLIFIER 10

SOURCE OPERATlOMl
WPllFIER K

A load circuit requires regulated power during relatively

short, relatively widely spaced, lime intervals. In the absence

of a demand for power, a control circuit drawing infinitesimal

quiescent current inactivates a regulator circuit connected to

the load circuit. When there is a demand for regulated power,

the regulator circuit senses this demand and turns on and the

control circuit senses a How of current to the load circuit and

in response thereto, locks the regulator in its "on" condition.

3,787.759

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE
PURITY OF THE GASEOUS MEDIUM IN GAS LASERS

Diarmaid H. Douglas-Hamilton, Boston, Mass., assignor to

AVCO Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Nov. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 308,272

Int. CI. GO Ir J //22

U.S.CL324-25 10 Claims

TdlOCCH
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trodes are each mounted on an opposing side of the dielectric

and the capacitance therebetween monitored to provide a

J2,
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An internally generated stable reference radio frequency

signal is compared with a sample of the FM output signal to
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3,787.774 '

FILTER CIRCUITRY
lUrich Tktie. Erlangen; Erich Courtin, Slndelfingen, and

Stefan Traub. both of Bobliniten. all of Cermany. assignors

to Hewlett-Packard (imbH. Boblingen. (;ermany

Filed Aug. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 284.389

Claims priority, application Germany. Aug. 31, 1971,

2143560
Int.Cl. H03b 1104

lJ.S.Cl.328-167
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produce an error signal for correcting the average magnetic

field intensity for controlling the average or carrier frequency

of the FM transmitter.

9 Claims

3,787,773

SWITCHABLE ANTENNA CIRCUIT FOR TELEVISION
PROVIDING FOR RECEPTION OF LHF AND VHF

SIGNALS UTILIZING A SINGLE BUILT-IN MONOPOLE
ANTENNA OR TWO EXTERNAL ANTENNAS

Eugene Ernst Janson. and Max Ward Muterspaugh. both of

Indianapolis. Ind., assignors to RCA Corporation. New

York, N.Y.
Filed Sept. II, 1972, Ser. No. 288,203

Int.Cl. H04b//06
U.S.CL325-370 4 Claims

>u f^T-,-

Circuitry for filtcrmg u distinct variable spectral component

includes a band-rejection filter formed by a summing amplifier

with a feedback loi>p and a bandpass-filler connected to one

of its inputs. The summing amplifier is connected to form the

difference between the unfillercd spectrum at one of its inputs

and the spectrum component to be suppressed at another of

Its inputs The summing amplifier delivers the filtered signal

spectrum at its output A control circuit locks the common
center frequency of the bandpass and band-rejection filters t»>

the frequency of the spectral component to be suppressed.

3,787,775

PHASE CORRECTION CIRCUIT
Ronald L. Lanning. Palos Verdes Peninsula. CaliL, assignor to

TRW Inc.. Redondo Beach. Calif.

Filed Mar. 28. 1973. Ser. No. 345,668

Int. CI. H03d .il24. H03b 3/04

U.S.CL329-122 6 Claims

A television receiver for UHF and VHF television reception

includes a built-in monopole antenna and first and second

pairs of external antenna terminals for connection to external

UHF and VHF antennas, respectively. A switch is provided

which is operative in a first position to connect the monopole

antenna through the input circuitry of the UHF tuner to the

VHF tuner so that the monopole antenna provides UHF and

VHF television signal inputs to UHF and VHF tuners. In the

second position, the first and second pairs of external antenna

terminals are individually connected to the appropriate one of

the UHF and VHF tuners.

1
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wavelength of the radiation emitted is varied by modifying the

voltage apphcd to a thin film of a cholesteric hquid crystal

January 22, 1974
»

3.787,782

MICROWAVE DEVICE
Hindrik TJassens. Emmasin|;le, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,764

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 23, 1971,

7111600
I

Int. CI. H03b 7106

U.S.CI.331-107R 4 Claims

which replaces one of the mirrors of the resonant optical cavi-

ty. This invention can be used as an adjustable wavelength

coherent radiation source.

3,787,780

ELECTRON TUBE HAVING INTERNAL GLASS MEMBER
COATED WITH CRYSTALLINE CERAMIC MATERIAL

John Arthur Powell, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,639

Int. CLHOIs J/02. J/22

L'.S.CL 33 1-94.5 8 Claims

An electron tube comprising a gas-tight envelope contain-

ing an anode, a cathode and an elongated glass member which

normally deforms when heated to about 450°C for 1 6 hours. A
continuous layer of crystalline ceramic material is fused to a

substantial portion of the surface of the elongated member to

substantially reduce the deformation.

90

A microwave device comprising a hollow spacing cylinder

of a dielectric material which is closed by electrically conduc-

tive contact members on its end faces, a first contact member
bemg composed of two parts which are arranged to be insu-

lated from each other, a semiconductor diode having a nega-

tive microwave resistance which is arranged inside the

cylinder such that one side is directly connected to the second

contact member and the other side is connected, via a first

portion of a supply conductor, to one of the parts of the first

contact member, and a capacitive semiconductor element

which IS incorporated in the second portion of the supply con-

ductor, said second portion being provided between the other

side of the diode having a negative microwave resistance and

the second part of the first contact member.

3.787.783

TIME-KEEPING DEVICE WITH TRANSISTOR CONTROL
USING OSCILLATING MA(;NET

Edmund Ketterer. Hansjakob Strasse 7. 7712 Blumberg/

Schwarzwald. (iermany

Filed Apr. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 246383

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 21, I97I,

2119299

Int. CI. G04c 3100: H03b 5130

U.S.CL331-116M 18 Claims

3,787,781

EXTERNAL CATHODE/INTERNAL ANODE FIGURE
EIGHT LASER

Gustav K. Medicus, and Onczime P. Breaux, both of Dayton,

Ohio, assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the .\ir Force. Washington,

D.C.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,330

Int. CI. HOls J/02

U.S. CL 331— 94.5 D 2 Claims

A transverse-discharge slotted hollow cathode gaseous laser

having an external cathode with the anode contained within

the confines of the cathode provides an easily cooled, stabil-

ized (non-thermionic-emitting) cold-cathode, rugged, "all

metal" laser.

A drive arrangement for an electronic time-keeping device

in which a rotor member is juxtaposed with a stator member,

one of the members being provided with a pair of coils includ-

ing a sensing coil (pick-up coil) and a drive coil. The other

member carries a pair of oppositely poled magnets cooperat-

ing with the coils. A NPN transistor has a collector-emitter

network in series with the direct-current source and the drive

coil while the sensing coil is connected in a base -collector net-

work of the transistor.
,
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3,787,784

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR APPLYING A

TEMPERATURE STABILIZED VOLTAGE TO A

VOLTAGE SENSITIVE COMPONENT
Hans Mangold, and Walter Klein, both of Fuerth, Germany,

assignors to Grundig E.M.V. Elektro-Mechanische Ver-

suchsanstalt Max Grundig, Fuerth, Bayern, Germany

Filed Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,464

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 18, 1971,

2107714
Int. CI. H03b 5/00

U.S.C1.331-I77V 8 Claims

3,787,786

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE ULTRASONIC DELAY LINE

Andre Defebvre; Gerard Leman, and Jean-Francois Pouliquen,

all of Lille, France, assignors to Etat Francais, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 304,950

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 10, 1971,

71.40292; Oct 31, 1972, 72.38716

Int. CI. H03h 9120, 9130; HOlv 7100

U.S. CI. 333-30 R 7 Claims
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Delay hne comprising an extended piezoelectric element

and two input and output electrode systems cooperating with

the surface of this element, characterized in that at least one

of the two systems comprises at least one movable part which

follows the longitudinal direction of the piezoelectric element,

this movable part forming an upper electrode situated close to

the active face of the piezoelectric element.

Application to the realization of ultrasonic delay lines with

continuous variation.

$i»af/y/Dtcmju.

A selected one of a plurality of temperature stabilized tun-

ing voltages IS applied at a tuning output to a resonant circuit

for varying the frequency thereof. Each tuning voltage is

selectively applied to the tuning output by a switching

transistor and an isolating diode. All isolating diodes have one

electrode connected to a common line A temperature com-

pensating diode or the base emitter circuit of a temperature

compensating transistor are connected between the common

line and the tuning output. A single temperature compensat-

ing element thus compensates for temperature variations in

any of the diodes.

3,787,787

CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE MODE FILTER

Sadakuni Shimada; Kunio Hashimoto; Ken Kondoh. all of

Tokyo, and Masaki Koyama, Sayama, all of Japan, assignors

to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation.

Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,037

Claims priority, application Japan, July 19, 1971,46/53688

Int.CI.H01p///6. ///«

U.S. CI. 333-98 M 10 Claims

3,787,785

PHASE REPRESENTATIVE DIGITAL SIGNAL

MODULATING APPARATUS
Larry F. Bass, Mission Viejo, Calif., assignor to Collins Radio

Company, Dallas, Tex.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,094

Int. CI. H04I 27/20

t.S.CL 332-9 R 9 Claims

»x DIGITAL NUlKBER

SIGNAL GENERATOR «l

«v DIGITAL NUMBER
SIGNAL GENERATOR *lZH

w
ROM D̂/k

5«

FILTER

Apparatus for combining two scries of digital numbers from

each of two different sources wherein the numbers represent

phases of signals and for providing an output indicative of the

modulation of one of the signals by the other signal with the

output being an analog or digital number signal. The concept

generally is shown in detail as applied to a differential phase

shift keying transmitter where one of the sources of digital

numbers is a time division multiplexed source of two signals

and the other is a time base or clocking signal which modu-

lates each of the time multiplexed signals from the first source

on a raised cosine basis through the use of a look-up table in

the form of a read only memory.

A circular waveguide mode filter is provided which com-

prises a circular waveguide consisting of an upper and lower

semicircular waveguide sections and in which dielectrics or

magnetic materials arc disposed in either of the upper or lower

waveguide sections or in both of them in a special spatial rela-

tion with them so that the desired TE„. signal mode may be

propagated through the waveguide while the undesircd TEo.

(where n ^ 2) modes are absorbed.

3,787,788

VARACTOR TUNER BAND SWITCHING AND SIGNAL

INDICATING CIRCUITRY

Paul Eshelman Le Fevre, Pavilion, N.Y., assignor to GTE Syl-

vania Incorporated, Seneca Falls, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,829

Int.CI.H03jJ/06

U.S. CL 334— 14 9 Claims

A signal receiver having VHP and UHF varactor tuners and

a channel indicating group for the upper and lower VHP chan-
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nels and for the UHF channel includes band switching cir- tion so as to produce uniform magnetization of the pole

cuitry for selectively coupling a plurality of power sources to material and constant flux distribution at all magnetic field

the tuners in accordance with activation of a particular chan- strengths The magnet poles are shaped such that the surfaces

|»OWCII toonci^l

«*•

nel indicating group. Also, the band switching circuitry is util-

ized in conjunction with a channel indicating meter circuit for

providing a visual indication of the chann<.'l selected in each

one of the channel indicating groups.

3,787,789

SWITCHING MECHANISM
John L. Harris, Clearwater, Fla., assignor to Deitrol Corp.,

Bellwood, III.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Scr. No. 300,122

Int. CI. HOlh J/60

U.S. CI. 335— 193 19 Claims

thereof conform to an expi>nential functu)n Magnetic shunts

are located at a predetermined spacing from the entrance and

exit end of the analyzing sector to locate the magnetic field

boundary

3.787,791

SOLKNOID FOR WIRE PRINTER
Jurgen Herman Borger. and Rafael A. Castellanos. both of

Chicago, 111., assignors to Victor Comptometer Corporation,

Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972. Ser. No. 301.774

Int. CI. HOIf 7/W«

U.S. CI. 335- 274 1 1 Claims

A plug in relay is provided in which the switches are

mounted directly on the plug in base, the supports for the

switch blades and stationary contacts extending through the

base and forming the plug in terminals. The switches are posi-

tively operated by levers on each side of the blades. These

levers have camming surfaces which are acted on by abut-

ments formed on a slide attached to a solenoid. The camming
surfaces are non-linear to cause contact closure at a relatively

slow rate with high initial contact pressure to prevent contact

bounce. Strain relief for overtravel is provided by movable

pivots for the levers held in normal position by a spring.

3,787,790

MAGNETIC MASS SPECTROMETER WITH SHAPED.
UNIFORMLY SATURATING MAGNETIC POLES

Charles W. Hull, Sierre Madre, and Charles R. McKinhey,

Monrovia, both of Calif., assignors to Bell & Howell Com-

pany. Chicago. III.

DivUion of Ser. No. 15.186, Feb. 27, 1970. Pat. No. 3.699.332.

This application July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,647

Int. CL HO If 7/00

U.S.CL 335-210 6 Claims

A magnetic mass spectrometer having a magnetic analyzing

sector utilizing shaped magnet poles of a specific configura-

Solenoid for longitudinally actuating printing wire in high

speed wire printer comprising metal housing open at one end,

a coil in the housing, an annular pole piece substantially clos-

ing open end of housing to eliminate air gap in flux path, a

plunger secured to print wire by swaging to avoid degrading its

magnetic characteristics and movable within and axially of

coil and pole piece, a flat tempered steel spring engaging

plunger to retain .same in inactive position and to return it

thereto following energization of the coil, a plastic spring seat

formed as a ring mounted in open end of housing with recesses

receiving ends of spring, and a plastic cap mounted over open

end of housing in snap-fit engagement therewith, the cap and

housing having axial bores to accommodate printing wire,

with an enlarged outer portion of housing bore receiving a

plastic bearing and the end of a plastic tube slidably encasing a

major portion of the wire.
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3,787,792

COIL FORMER FOR A TRANSFORMER
Nicolaas Johannes Dejong, and Mannes Arie, both of Mid-

deikamp, Emmasingel. Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to

U. S. Philips Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 341,984

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 22, 1972,

7203795
Int.CI.HOIf /5//0.27/J0

U.S. CI. 336-192 4 Claims

21 3 21 17 15 20 9 21

3,787,794

TOP COVER FOR A BUS DUCT JOINT
John E. Schmidt, deceased, late of Oxford, Ohio; Margaret J.

Schmidt, Legal Representative, Lexington, Ky., and George

N. Jorgensen, Oxford, Ohio, assignors to Square D Com-

pany, Park Ridge, III., by said Jorgensen

Filed Jan. 12, 1973. S^r. No. 322,999

Int. CLHOlr /J/60

U.S. CL 339— 22 B .3 Claims

A coil former for a transformer having four flanges which

are consecutively arranged on a central part, each of the two

intermediate flanges having a thick edge in which a connec-

tion pin is connected. The two thick edges are diametrically

arranged on opposite sides of the centra' part.

3.787,793

BIMETAL ELECTRICAL SWITCH
James R. Willson. Trumbull, Conn., assignor to Robertshaw

Controls Company. Richmond. Va.

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,685

Int.CI. H0IhJ7/04,J7/52

U.S. CI. 337-44 10 Claims

36 -59 TO '54 63 -ll
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A two-part hinged cover is inserted between the opposite

flanges of the tops of a pair of connected bus duct sections at

the joint therebetween and straightened to abut their top sur-

faces. The cover is locked in the straightened position by a

pair of screws. A gasket secured to the cover forms a seal

between the top surfaces of the bus duct sections and the

cover.

3,787,795

SOLDERLESS TERMINAL ASSEMBLY
John T. Thompson, 244 Loring St., Los Angeles, Calif., and

George W. Gillemot, 2331 20th St., Santa Monica, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 80,993, Oct. 15, 1970, abandoned.

This application Apr. 7, 1 972, Ser. No. 24 1 ,993

Int.CKH01r7/0«

U.S. CI. 339- 14 R * 27 Claims

A control system for a motor having a required oil pressure

for the safe operation thereof, the system having a time delay

switch for interconnecting an electrical source to the motor to

operate the same each time the time delay switch is initially

activated by being placed across the power source. The time

delay switch has a time delay bimetal means that is adapted to

move and open the switch if the oil pressure of the motor does

not reach the required value within a predetermined time

period from the initial activation of the time delay switch. An

oil pressure responsive switch is operativcly interconnected to

the time delay bimetal means and to the motor to terminate

the switch opening movement of the time delay bimetal means

if the oil pressure reaches the predetermined value thereof

during the predetermined time period so that the motor will be

continuously operated as long as the system is not manually or

automatically turned off or the oil pressure does not fall below

the predetermined value thereof.

A solderless terminal strip of U-shaped, tempered, resilient

metal having an opening in its bight for receiving the end of a

conductor and clamping the same between the legs thereof as

the latter are clamped together. Sharp edged pimple-like

protruberances bite into the conductor to assure electrical

contact and a strong mechanical anchorage. The clip legs are

formed with channels, lengthwise thereof, preferably non-

linear and of a size firmly seating the similarly shaped end of a

conductor. Smaller sized conductors are accommodated by

selecting a split sleeve adapter of suitable size to telescope

over the conductor and be clamped between the legs of the

clip.
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3,787,796

LOW COST SEALED CONNECTOR AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

John E. B«rr, Brea, Calif., assignor to International Telephone

and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, S«r. No. 298,416

Int.CI.H01r ;i/52

U.S. CI. 339— 60 R 12 Claims

groove and the next The ridges facilitate insertion of the con-

tact portion of the lower plate inside the cable shield, and yet

the ridges resist mechanical pull-out stresses and provide sta-

ble electrical contact to the inside surface of the shield

without cutting the shield.

,ea dt>. Vf «>

'v^>J^£^M£g^^if&^ /-*«

^^'^^'''^sm^.
/ * Mo

3,787,798

HEAVY DUTY PLUG
Vincent L. Carissimi, Fairfield, Conn., and George H. Kress,

Newark, N.J., assignors lo Harrey Hubbell, Incorporated,

Bridgeport, Conn.

FiledMay8, 1972, Ser. No. 251.347
|

int.CI. HOlr /i/5»

U.S.CI.339-107 6 Claims

A low cost scaled electrical connector and method of mak-

ing the same in which a conductor terminating in an electrical

contact is slidably mounted in the rear end of a passage in a

connector body and a radially deformable sealing element sur-

rounding the conductor is forced into the annular space

between the conductor and the wall of the passage to provide

a seal therebetween. Preferably, the sealing element is at-

tached to the conductor-contact assembly prior to inserting

the assembly into the connector body. The invention may be

used in any application where it is desired to seal a conductor

within a wall or body. A special form of a sealing element is

disclosed which assures a moisture-tight seal between the con-

ductor and the body in which it is mounted.

3,787.797

GROUNDING CONNECTORS FOR SHIELDED CABLE
Adolph Kurz, 10 Highpoint Dr., MounUinside. N.J.

Filed Dec. 29. 1972, Ser. No. 319,301

Int. CI. HOlr/ //20

U.S.CI.339—95R

An apparatus for containing an electrical plug, particularly

where a large force is required to either insert or withdraw the

plug from a mating outlet Gripping wells are disposed on op-

posite sides of the plug which provide both a protective lip and

a gripping lip The protective lip avoids arc burns and electri-

7 Claims *^i»' shocks during plug insertion The gripping lip facilitates

the applicaton of force during plug withdrawal. Sophisticated

fabricaton of parts and the need for additional parts are both

avoided by constructing the plug from routine component

parts which are cooperatively configured to create the

gripping wells upon assembly.

3,787,799

MULTI-PIECE COIL FORM ASSEMBLY
Leroy F. McFarlane, St. Charles Township. Kane County, III.,

assignor to Coilform Company Inc., Geneva, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 886,685, Dec. 19, 1969. This

application Sept. IS. 1971, Ser. No. 180,813

Int.CI. HOlr /J/66

U.S. CI. 339-214 R 4 Claims

A grounding connector for shielded and insulatfon-sheathcd

cable includes upper and lower plates cylindrically curved

about the axis of the cable. The lower plate is divided by an

off-set into a contact portion that is slipped underneath the

shield and bears against the bundle of cable conductors, and a

clamp portion that is spaced out of potentially damaging con-

tact with the cable wires. A stud projects from the clamp por-

tion of the lower plate adjacent the off-set through the upper

plate and bears a nut for drawing the plates toward each other.

The clamp portion of the lower plate has an integral solderless

connector for a grounding conductor, providing a solid metal-

lic path from the shield to the grounding conductor. Differing

from other connectors of this class, there is no tendency for

stresses applied to the grounding conductor to loosen the dis-

closed connector.

Special ridges are formed by grooves in the cyhndrical out-

ward-facing surface of the contact portion, one side of each

ridge being in a plane perpendicular to the cylindrical axis and

the other surface of each ridge sloping from the bottom of the

groove toward the stud. There is a narrow crest between each

M"

A coil form assembly of multi-piece construction which in-

cludes a tube of distortion resistant thermosetting material to
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accommodate a coil wound thereabout, a thin washer of ther-

mo-setting material secured intermediate the ends of the tube,

and, for some installations, mounting means on the washer for

connecting the assembly, for instance, to a pierced circuit

board. The preferred mounting means are a plurality of lugs

arranged in a pattern about the washer, each lug being of

resilient material and having a jaw or mouthpiece provided

with teeth to receive and to grip the peripheral margin of the

washer. The lugs have a portion which, when so mounted to

the washer, extend as legs in a pattern below the coil form as-

sembly and are adapted to be received in the openings of a

companionate pattern of a circuit board. The arrangement of

the lugs circumfcrentially about the washer may be varied to

meet any of the omnifarious conditions met in electronic or

appliance installations.

thickness, sides of the channel being extended at one end of

the base member to define a pair of resilient, parallel spaced

contact arms for receiving between an edge of a printed cir-

cuit board, each arm being of double thickness, the thickness

of each contact arm being formed at the free end of the con-

tact arm remote from the base member.

3,787,802

AUTOMATIC RANGE SWITCHING FOR DIGITAL DEPTH
SOUNDERS

Rodman S. Brahman, Berrien Springs, Mich., assignor to

Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mkh.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,921

Int. CI. GOls 9\68; G04f 9\00

U.S. CI. 340-3 R 5 Claims

3,787,800

RESISTOR IGNITION LEAD
Robert A. Barker, and John W. Shank, both of Port Huron,

Mich., assignors to Eltra Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 315,464, Oct. 11, 1963, Pat. No.

3.284,75 1 . This application Nov. 7, 1966, Ser. No. 595,305

Int. CI. HOlr /5//2

U.S. CI. 339- 223 S 2 Claims

220^ 36

The invention is directed to a non-metallic resistor ignition

cable having a core including a conductive coating over

strands of non-conductive material. The strands are im-

pregnated with a conductive medium prior to or at the time of

application of the conductive coating. Outer insulation is sup-

plied which is stripped off to expose the coated strands. A ter-

minal is applied to the stripped end of the cable by crimping a

ferrule portion around the end of the outer insulation and the

folded back coated strands.

3,787,801

DOUBLE THICKNESS P.C.B. FLAG TERMINAL
Wladimiro Teagno, and Franco Trevisiol. both of Turin, Italy,

assignors to AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,832

Claims priority, application lUly, Feb. 24, 1971, 20976

A/71
Int. CL HOSk //07. HOlr / //22

U.S.CI.339-258R 2 Claims

A depth sounder instrument having automatic range

switching in which an oscillator and a divider produce timing

pulse trains at two different frequencies which are related to

the propagation velocity of the depth sounder transmitted

pulse. A selected one of the pulse trains is delivered to a digital

counter during the interval between the transmitted energy

pulse and the received pulse, the latter having been reflected

from the bottom of the body of water. The apparatus includes

logic means responsive to the count arrived at during this in-

terval to select the total instrument range for the next interval,

this range being chosen by the selection of the pulse train. If

the count accumulated during the interval is appropriate to

the previously selected range, no change is made. However, if

the count is either much smaller than, or greater than, the

counter capacity, the other frequency is chosen, thereby caus-

ing the counters to accumulate at a faster or slower rate. The

frequencies are preferably related by a power of 10 and a

decimal point can then b^Jlluminated or not, depending

upon the range and frequency chosen.

3,787,803

HIGH PERFORMANCE METER DEPTH SOUNDER FOR
AUTOMATICALLY INDICATING DEPTH WITHOUT

MANUAL ADJUSTMENT
John N. Beebe, Londonderry, N.H., assignor to Raytheon Com-

pany, Lexington, Mass.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,300

Int.CI.G01s9/6«

U.S.CL 340-3 R 15 Claims

A depth meter circuit which overcomes the usual necessity

for manual adjustment of the sensitivity control to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio and to prevent spurious meter response to

wakes and debris at intermediate depths is achieved by a

A unitary electrical terminal made from sheet material for a dynamically adjusted receiver attenuator circuit which is con-

printed circuit board edge connector, comprising a contact trolled by the combination of an automatic bottom tracking

part including a base member of a channel section and double gate, a time varied sensitivity circuit and a transmission blank-
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ingtfrcuit operating in conjunction with a meter indicating

circuit which is activated only during the time of return echoes

by means of a ramp voltage sampling circuit actuated only by

manual control devices to prevent a fire to be started in the

event of an accident or when the vehicle is left unattended,

while resetting of the automatic means and rcconncction of

the battery is by another manual control. The automatic con-

the return echoes. The arrangement makes possible the use of

maximum transmitted power for accurate measurement of

deep bottoms and on the same nonlinear scale, provides accu-

rate readings of shallow depths without manual adjustment.

trol comprises a resiliently held and spring biassed mass

which, when freed, opens at least one switch connected in a

conductor leading from one of the terminals of the battery.

The resetting manual control is preferably lockable.

3,787.804 ,7«7«nA
APPARATUS FOR ENSURING OR ENCOURAGING THE

prfsSURF WARNING APPARATUS
u7c*Di\in rkirsAirirTV RFI TS IN VEHICLES TIRE PRESSUKK w aknipni, /%rr/%ftrt i i .-»

r^^ ^^ n ^r.^ U^Lrr;rr.lost Point Isle of Don.ld E. Church, Richmond, Ind., .ssiRnor to Avco Corpor.-
Kenneth Donald MacDonald, 16 Upper Garralwstroini.isieoi ...

. „ ., . tion, RKhmond. Ind.

''^"n-,:JDec.I5,I97.,Ser.No.208,265 ^"'"^

^"^^.V.'eL^^r.
'''' ''

Claims pnority. application Great Britain, Dec. 18, 1970, Int. CI. B60c . J/04
^

60.290/70; Apr. 23, 1971, 11,036/71; June 2, 1971, U.S. CI.340-58

18.657/71 I

Int. CI. B60f>9/00,B60r2///0

U.S. CI. 340-52 E 10 Claims
^^ 36.2^.44 . ,; ^^^°

-40

12 K) n

<-^p-[sa1—(i^H' 1

The invention provides a warning device which is operable

by a driver or any of his passengers in a vehicle failing to fasten

their safety belts, to limit the throttle opening of the vehicle

engine to a predetermined rtlaximum, which may be zero i.c

the idling condition. There is further provided a system in

which the warning device is rendered inoperative by means of

a switch associated with the driver's seat and so arranged that

when the driver assumes an abnormal seating position on the

scat this switch renders the warning device inoperative. There

is also provided a system in which a further switch is as-

sociated with a safety belt, which further switch is sensitive to

whether or not at least part of that safety belt is approximately

in a predetermined position, whereby if a user is not wearing

the belt in a normal position the switch will operate the warn

ing device.

A tire pressure warning apparatus for operation in a pneu-

matic tire in combination with an inner tube is disclosed The

warning apparatus comprises a pressure sensor, transmitter

and a source of power scalingly adhered to an inner tube The

sensor assembly being in communication with the tire pressure

for actuation of the transmitter in response to a drop in the tire

pressure. Means are provided to protect the individual com-

ponents while permitting the necessary flexibility to conform

to the shape and motion of the inner surface of the tire.

3,787,805

MECHANICAL EMERGENCY CENTRAL SWITCH
ASSEMBLY FOR MOTOR VEHICLE

Hendrik Johannes Van Jaarsveldt Combrinck. Stand 44,

Comptonville, Johannesburg, South Africa

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,749

Claims priority, application South Africa, Aug. 17, 1972.

5489
lnt.Cl. H0Ihi5/02

U.S.CL 340-52 H 4 Ctaims

The invention is directed to the complete electrical discon-

nection of the battery of a motor vehicle by automatic or

I

3,787,807

MOUNTING FOR A SPEED DETECTOR
Giovanni Anselmino, and Emanuele Ravizza, both of Turin,

Italy, assignors to FIAT Socicta per Azioni, Turin, Italy

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 273,012

Claims priority, application lUly, July 20, 1971, 69436

A/71 .

Int. CI. B60q 9/00 I

U.S. CI. 340-62 2 Claims

An assembly for mounting a detector sensitive to the speed

of rotation and angular position of a wheel and which allows

the detector to be readily accessible for maintenance is dis-

closed In addition the detector is spaced from the brakes of

the wheel so that it is protected from the heating effect of the

brakes which might affect its performance The detector com-

prises a phonic wheel which is mounted for rotation about a

hollow boss on which the wheel is rotatably mounted and

through which passes the half-shaft from the differential, and a

magnetic sensor which is secured to the boss. The magnetic
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sensor has an output lead which is guided by a groove formed

by the co-operating longitudinal edges of a metal plate formed

3,787,809

SYSTEM FOR DERIVING AZIMUTH STEERING
COMMANDS FROM AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDING

EQUIPMENT
Philip G. Cooper, Saratoga, Calif., assignor to Kaiser

Aerospace & Electronics Corporation, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,735

Int. CL GO Is J/42

U.S.CL343-II7R 18 Claims

into a tube and located on the inside of the hollow boss in such

a way that the half-shaft which passes therethrough also passes

through the tube.

3,787,808

AUTOMOBILE SIGNALLING SYSTEM
Kenneth K. Knopf, 850 Chiltron Rd., Hillsborough, CaliL

Continuation of Ser. No. 883,848, Dec. 10, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,432

Int.CI. B60q//44

U.S.CL 340-66 4 Claims
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An airborne navigation system for deriving azimuth steering

commands from automatic direction Tinding equipment which

includes a receiver for selecting a commercial broadcast sta-

tion, a selector dial for selecting a desired course or azimuth to

such broadcast station, and circuitry for providing a left-right

deviation signal which enables the pilot to fly the aircraft

along the selected course line (azimuth). Associated circuitry

provides signals which indicate whether the aircraft is ap-

proaching toward or departing from a station, whether the air-

craft is over the selected broadcast station, and whether the

selected broadcast station has a predetermined relative bear-

ing, which signals are used to provide a more reliable display

of azimuth steering commands.

3,787,810

TEST METHOD FOR A PROGRAMMABLE DATA
COMMUNICATION TERMINAL

Gerald N. Wiggins, Pinckney, and Jerome S. Rogers, Livonia,

both of Mich., assignors to Burroughs Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,129

Int. CI. G08c 25100; G05b 23i02

U.S.CL340-I46.IE 1 1 Claims

f«
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3,787.811

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

James R. Hllgedlck. Oakland, Calif., assignor to Lloyd Bowen.

Oakland, Calif.

Filed Feb. 3, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 2, 1 23

Int.CLH04m///00

U.S.CK340-163R 6 Claims

3 787 813 '

DATA PROCESSING DEVICES USING CAPABILITY
REGISTERS

Alun John Cole, Broadstone; John Michael Cotton, Windsor,

and David Cockburn Cosserat, London, all of England, as-

signors to Plessey Handel Lnd Investments A.G., Zug, Swit-

zerland

Filed May 24, 1971. Ser. No. 146,334

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 26, 1970,

25,245/70
Int. CLG06f 9/20

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 3 Claims

A remote control system for a power operated device hav-

ing a plurality of positions Telephone system connected and

receiving apparatus at an attended station is combined with

telephone system connected receiving and transmitting ap-

paratus at the remote station for enabling an operator at the

attended station to advance the device to any of its positions

and to receive back information from the remote station in-

dicating to the operator the precise extant position of the

device.

3,787,812

PICK-PROOF LOCK
William H. Armstrong. Middlebury. Conn., assignor to The

Watcrbury Pressed Metal Company, Waterbury, Conn.

Filed Oct. 20, 197 1, Ser. No. 190,905

Int. CI. E05b 47/00, 45//0

U.S. CL 340- 164 R * Claims

A data processing device, for use in a time-sharing com

puler system, comprises a central prtKCSsing unit and a

storage unit, the information in the storage unit being ar

ranged in segments and the central processing unit includes a

plurality of capability registers each arranged to store descrip-

tor information indicative of the base and limit addresses of an

information segment One of the capability registers is ar

ranged to hold information defining the base and limit ad-

dresses of an information segment which contains a segment

pointer table, particular to the program currently being ex-

ecuted by the central processing unit and a further one of the

registers is arranged to hold information defining the base and

limit addresses of an information segment which contains a

master capability table having an entry for each information

segment in the storage unit composed of information defining

the base and limit addresses of a segment The segment

pointer table comprises a list of data words which are used as

pointers to define different entries in the master segment ta

ble

A pick -proof lock for use with a key having a double bitting

First means is included for reading the first bitting. Second

means is included for reading the second bitting to open the

lock only when the first bitting reading means and second

bitting reading means are enabled by a key having the proper

bittings Unlocking preventing means prevents unlocking of

thfi lock until the second bitting reading means is enabled

Responsive means disables the unlocking preventing means

when the second bitting reading means is enabled

3,787,814

LOGIC SYSTEM FOR THE PROCESSING OF DATA

DELIVERED BY NUCLEAR DETECTORS

Rotond Pages, New York, N.Y., assignor to Schlumberger In-

stnimcnU et Systemes, Paris, France .

Filed June 22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,548

Claims priority, application France, June 23, 1970,

7023118
I

Int. CI. G06f 7100

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 *^f'*'"*
A logic system for processing data derived from a multiplici-

ty of individual detectors for the purpose of detecting the

presence of data generated by at least one of said detectors

and for the purpose of identifying the detectors which have

generated data. The disclosed logic system is particularly

suited for use with nuclear detectors designed to detect the ex-

istence of particles with very short life times which could be of
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the order of a nanosecond. The disclosed embodiment com-

prises a first pyramidal multilevel matrix of OR circuits and a

second pyramidal multilevel matrix of switching circuits, with

•WITCMIM
' cmcuiT
MATRtl

3,787,816

MULTIPROCESSING SYSTEM HAVING MEANS FOR
AUTOMATIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Erwin A. Hauck, Arcadia; Don M. Lyie, Huntington Beach,

and James E. Wollum, Glcndora, all of Calif., assignors to

Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,875

Int.CI.G06f ///06

U.S. CI. 340— 172.5 10 Claims

the two matrices being symmetrical, and with the first matrix

serving primarily to detect the presence of data generated by a

detector and the second matrix serving primarily to identify

the detectors which have generated data.

3,787,815

APPARATUS FOR THE DETECTION AND CORRECTION
OF ERRORS FOR A ROTATIONAL STORAGE DEVICE

William W. Farr, Jr., Holliston, Mass., assignor to Honeywell

Information Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed June 24, 1971, Ser. No. 156,260

Int.CI.G06f ///04

U.S. CI. 340- 172.5 13 Claims

The disclosure relates to a multiprocessing system which

may be reconfigured in a controlled manner to redesignate the

functions assigned to particular similar units so as to provide

continuous data processing capabilities. In certain circum-

stances, a failed unit or group of such units can be isolated

from the system. Whenever a malfunction is sensed which

requires corrective measures, the system operation is halted,

the different operational units of each of the processing

groups which make up the multiprocessing system are

redesignated for different functional tasks, a new and reliable

copy of the master control program is loaded into main

memory and the system operation is reinitiated
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3,787,817

MEMORY AND LOGIC MODULE
Jacob Goldberg, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to The United SUtes

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 265,093

Int.CLGllc///J4

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 5 Claims

Pages included in a record and stored on a rotational

storage device include data, a reverse pointer and a forward

pointer, the reverse pointer linking to the previous page and

the forward pointer linking to the next page. The reverse

pointer of the current page operated on and the address of the

previous page addressed are compared generating an error

signal if such pointers arc dissimilar. In response to the error

signal, the page last addressed is readdressed following which

the pages of the record are addressed in reverse order until the

complete record is transferred to or from the device.
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A'system for augmenting a computer memory with storage

and logic functions so as to provide parallel data processing

and serial accessing capability consisting of a hybrid combina-

tion of a random-access memory and a cellular logic-in-

mcmory array. The basic module of the system is a monolithic

semiconductor array. Various other component parts, such as

address logic, data logic and word logic may be included as

part of the module.
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3,787.818

MULT-PROCESSOR DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
John Spencer Arnold; George Morland Beck; Roger John

Booth; David Cockburn Cosscrat; Kenneth James Hamer
Hodges; Theodor Duncan Sandeman; Roger Morley Wil-

liams, all of llford, England, and Michael O Halloran. Mit-

tagong. Australia, assignors to Plessey Handel Und Invest-

ments AG, Zug, Switzerland

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,410

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 24; 1971.

29.670/7 i

lat.CI.G06f /5//6

U.S. CI. 340- 172.5 17 Claims
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3,787,825

MAGNETIC DOMAIN STORE
Frederik Ate De Jonge, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to

t.S. Philips Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Nov 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303.980

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Nov. 12. 1971.

7115628
int.CI.GIIc////4.///42

t.S.CI.340-l74YC 7 Claims

times are variable via a frequency-located feedback loop so as

to accommodate speed variation during fixed or variable data

ates Different data rates are als«i automatically decoded by

the disclosed invention.

. TEMPERATURC
COMPENSATION

FIELD a h h- ''^^^ 2S

SOURCE pj^ I

sou«C£V5_ ^

3.787.827

REAL TIME DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM
Karl J. Stout, l.yndhurst. Ohio, assignor to Ohio Nuclear. Inc..

Mentor, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 168,845. Aug. 4, 1971. This application

Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,200

Int.CI. (;iib.s/m> I

t.S. CI. 340 174. IP 11 Claims
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A magnetic store comprising a plate of magnetic material

which has a compensation temperature for magnetization, and

in w^hich domains are situated in one of two possible positions

of functionally determined bit locations. The displacement of

a domain from a first position to a second position, or vice ver-

sa, IS effected under the influence of a thermal-energy carry-

ing beam, which can be positioned on at least one of the bit lo-

cations at a time When the bit locations arc heated, the sec

tion of a domain becomes strip-like During cooling a mag

netic field is applied which has a direction such that the rele-

vant domain, assuming its original shape again, will be situated

in the desired position of the two possible positions Detection

of the information contents is effected by means of light,

which is transmitted through a mask which covers half the

area of each bit location. The first and second domain posi

lions are defined by elements of a readily magnetizable

material or by an additional plate which is filled with domains
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3.787.826

SPLIT-PHASE ADAPTIVE DECODING ELECTRONICS
Kermit A. Norris, Azusa. Calif., assignor to Lockheed Elec-

tronics Company. Inc. a subsidiary of Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation. Burbank. Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 766.531. Oct. 10, 1968. Pat. No.

3.646.546. This application Sept. 22. 1971, Ser. No. 182.915

Int. CI. Glib 5/06

U.S. CI. 340- 174.1 H 22 Claims

lO'^
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3,787,832

TIME DELAY ALARM SYSTEM
William Russell Bolinfter. 708 Oak Point. Lake Arrowhead.

Calif.

Filedjune II. l971,Ser.No. 152,229

Int. CI. G08b 23100

U.S. CK 340- 276 4 Claims

with new information first appearing on the bt>ttom row. con-

tinually being upshifted row by row to the top n>w. anil then

disappearing Information is continually advanced in a recir-

culating delay line memory by an upshifting arrangement cou-

pled between the output and the input of the memory Mot

mation is taken from the memory as it advances therethroujih

and IS held in display registers from which it is read out at suc-

cessively earlier times during succeeding frames

3,787,834

I.IQl ID CRYSTAL DISPLAY SYSTEM

Joseph t harks EllioU. Hopewell Junction, N.Y., assignor to In-

ternational Businevs Machines Corporation. Armonk. N.\ .

Filed Dec. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 319,416

lnt.Cl.t;08b5/.?6

IJ.S. CI. .340 324 M 16 Claims

A burglar alarm system is disclosed wherein control means

for tcmporarily'deactivating a burglar alarm is located within

the building being protected The control means includes a

time delay switch in a deactivating circuit which when

manually closed operates to temporarily override a primary

circuit which when opened results in the setting off of the

alarm. Thus when an authorized person is ready to exit

through a door of the building, he first manually closes the

time delay switch before opening the door Then upon the

closing of the door, the system is automatically returned to its

"on alert" condition at the end of the delay time manually set

in the time delay switch. The alarm circuit includes a thermal

delay device which delays the actual setting off of the alarm

such as to give a person authorized to enter the door of the

building just enough time after entering to manually close the

time delay switch.. The system, as when exiting, is then auto

matically returned to its "on alert" condition at the end of the

delay time manually set in the time delay switch
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A system for displaying information on a large liquid crystal

display unit, for example a 1 .600 character unit The unit is di

vided into separately addressed matrices of characters A par-

ticular row in each matrix is addressed on a time-multiplex

basis during each display cycle During the succeeding cycle,

the succeeding row in each matrix is addressed and so on The

multiplexing sequence uses the slow excitation time and

slower de-excitation time of the liquid crystal element to ad-

vantage

3,787,833

UPSHIFT CONTROL FOR VIDEO DISPLAY

William P. Rogers, Collingswood. N J., assignor to GTE Infor-

mation Systems Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 58,030. July 24, 1970. This

application May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,248

Int.CLG06f J//4

U.S.CL340-324AD 8 Claims

3,787,835

CONVERTER FOR GYRO-COMPASS DKHTAL DISPLAY

Odd Mathiesen. Oslo. Norway, assignor to International Stan-

dard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 5. 1972, Ser. No. 250.5 17

Claims priority, application Norway. May 7, 1971, 1731/71

lnt.CLH03k I M02

U.S.CL340-347SY 3 Claims

1—I . -^ —1 < -^a]H»o»Tf r I

A video display system in which information from a teletype

line is displayed in rows on the face of a video display device

A gyro-compass (synchro) analog output data encoder

system for open-loop control of a digital bearing angle indica-

tor in degrees and decimal parts of degrees Applicable, in

general, to digital presentation of shaft angle changes at a

remote location.
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3,787,836

MULTITONE TELEPHONE DIALING CIRCUIT
EMPLOYINC; DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG TONE SYNTHESIS
David William Hagelbarger, Morris Twp., Morris County,

N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated,

Berkely Heights. N.J.

Filedjune 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,215

Int. CI. H03k 13/02

U.S. CI. 340- 347 DA 5 Claims

[master clock aTJ—700

3,787,838

FAIL SAFE BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT
Martin W. Feintuch, Baramus, and Allen S. Silver, Oakland,

both of N.J., assignors to The Bendix Corportion, Teterboro,

N.J.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,285

Int. CLG08b 2 //OO

U.S. CL 340—409 6 Claims

Ak circuit is provided for generating combinations of

digitally synthesized sinusoidal waveforms used for voiccband

signaling in multitone telephone station sets. The circuit fea-

tures plural variable frequency dividers which function under

the control of the station set keyboard to divide a single digital

master clock signal into predetermined sequences of mul-

tifrequency digital components which are shifted in phase

predetermined amounts. The shifted sequences of com-

ponents are summed in suitable proportions to form accepta-

ble approximations of the multitone dialing waveforms.

3,787,837

MODULAR OPTICAL APPARATUS
Charles A. Allen; Richard W. Bryant, both of Poughkeepsie;

Thomas J. Delaney, Stanfordville; Vir A. Dhaka, Hopewell

Junction; Robert M. Meade, Wassaic, and James D. Wharifi-

by, Poughkeepsie, all of N.Y., assignors to Cogar Corpora-

tion, Wappinger Falls, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 19. 1971, Ser. No. 135,152

Int.CLG06fi/6(2

U.S. CK 340- 365 P 23 Claims

This is modular keyboard utilizing fiber optics for signalling.

Each keyboard module includes a common light source for il-

luminating a group of optical fibers. One optical fiber is pro-

vided for each key, and transmission of light by the fiber is

permitted only when the corresponding key is depressed,

withdrawing a shutter element from a gap in the fiber. The

coherent light outputs are furnished to a housing mounted in a

ceramic module which couples the light outputs to respective

photodetecting elements on a semiconductor chip which is

also mounted on the ceramic module. The keyboard modules

and individual keys are also replaceable, thus providing low

out-of-operation time and character versatility.
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Built-in test equipment (BITE) for an electronic system is

implemented in a fail safe manner, with the test equipment it-

self not having failure modes which might inhibit detection of

a system failure. The equipment insures detection of any sin-

gle system failure and is in a "No-Go" condition if any tests in

a test sequence are skipped.

3,787,839

MAGNETIC VIEWER DEVICE HAVING MOVABLE
ANISOTROPIC ELEMENTS

Richard E. Fayling, White Bear Lake, Minn., assignor to Min-

nesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Nov. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 88,708The portion of the term of

this patent subsequent to June 6, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLG08b 5/22

U.S.CL 340-381 R 15 Claims

A magnetic data viewer device for providing a visual indica-

tion of data encoded in a magnetically encoded document,

which data is represented by the magnetic polarity alignments

at each of a plurality of disparate magnetized regions defining

a fixed two-dimensional pattern. This device is a non-mag-

netizable board containing a plurality of sockets positioned in

a fixed pattern. The sockets each contain a disk containing

magnetically hard material which is magnetized to have a

given magnetic polarity alignment. At least one broad surface

of the disk has a visual indicator for providing an indication of

the magnetic polarity alignment of the disk. Each of the disks

is visible in its socket, is restrained from movement within its

socket by only the dimensions of the socket, and is movable

within its socket to assume an orientation corresponding to

the magnetic polarity alignment at a said magnetized region.

In one preferred embodiment, the magnetically hard material

of each disk is magnetized to provide a polarity alignment

wherein the opposite broad surfaces of each disk have op-
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posite magnetic polarities; the broad surface of one polarity

has a visual indicator of a first color and the broad surface of

the opposite polarity has a visual indicator of a second color;

and each disk is movable to assume any orientation within its

socket. In another preferred embtxliment, the manetically

hard material is magnetized to provide a polarity alignment

wherein one broad surface has a pair of magnetized sections of

•opposite polarities having a boundary therebetween, and the

opposite broad surface has a visual indicator corresponding to

the boundary for indicating the orientation of the boundary In

both embodiments, each disk preferably includes uniaxially

anisotropic magnetically hard material oriented to have an

easy axis of magnetization perpendicular to the broad surfaces

of the disk The magnetically hard material is magnetized in

the direction of this easy axis. The residual induction Br of

each disk and the spacing of the sockets are so selected that, in

the absence of an applied external magnetic field, the disks are

attracted by each other to align themselves in a stable position

wherein the broad surfaces of the disks are skewed in the

sockets.

and fly right/fiy left) signals from signal processing of the

video output of the weather radar aboard the aircraft. Main

ERRATUM
For Class 340— f72.5 see:

Patent No. 3,787,891

3,787,840

RADAR MOVING TARGET PROCESSING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Charles R. Dotson, Litchfield Park, Ariz., assignor to Goodyear

Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,365

Int. CI. GO Is 9/42

U.S.CI.343-7.7 3 Claims

26o 34 22a

A method and apparatus of processing side looking radar

data to detect moving targets in a high clutter environment in-

dependent of the direction of the motion of the target. The

radar phase history generated by a synthetic aperture radar

system is processed in a radar optical correlator which has a

scanning aperture placed at the azimuth transform plane The

amount of movement of the image of the viewing plane of the

correlator as the scanning aperture moves is directly propor-

tional to the movement of the target.

3,787,841

AIRBORNE RADAR INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
Walter E. Buchler., Issaquah, and Clarence D. Lunden,

Tacoma, both of Wash., assignors to The Boeing Company,

Seattle, Wash.
Filed Dec. 2 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 0.448

Int. CL GO Is 9/06

U.S.CI.343—5LS 10 Claims

An ILS (instrument landing system) utilizing a modified

weather radar system of the aircraft and a rctrodirective an-

tenna located at the touchdown point and modulated so as to

generate conventional guidance commands (fly up/fly down

set
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pulse blanking of the receiver to avoid saturation during video

signal processing of close in guidance commands arc applied,

e.g.. to the fourth IF. stage.

3,787,842

COHERENT OPTICAL RADAR PROCESSOR
Carlton E. Thomas. Van Nuys. Calif., assignor to KMS Indus-

tries, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed May 25, 1970, Ser. No. 40,265 I

Int.CI. GOIsy/42

U.S. CI. 343- 5 PC 13 Claims

MM
HMWI

A radar processing system and method for extracting from

received radar data information about moving targets even

though the absolute energy reflected by these targets is much

less than the energy reflected by the stationary background

The processing system includes an optical recorder for record-

ing the magnitude of the reflected energy and a coherent opti-

cal processor for processing the recorded information by com-

puting the power spectrum of the Dopplcr frequency shift in

the recorded information and thereby distinguishing a true

target from the stationary background. In addition, means arc

provided for eliminating from the recorded information any

range ambiguities produced at higher pulse repetition

frequencies because, at these higher frequencies, echoes from

far ranges return at the same time as echoes generated by later

radar pulses return from near ranges. The optical processor

can operate on data from airborne or groundbased radars.
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3,787,843 3,787,845

RADAR FENCE SYSTEM COLLISION ALARMING SYSTEM

Joseph L. Poirier, Chelmsford, Mass., assignor to The United Hiroshi Kubota, Takarazuka, and Tomohiko Suzuki, Kobe,

Slates of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air both of Japan, assignors to Furuno Electric Company,

Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. II, 1972, Ser. No. 314,054

lnl.CLG01sV/(>2;G08b 13/22

U.S.CL343 5PD

Limited, Nagasaki-ken, Japan

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,398

Int. CLGOIs 9/02

4 Claims U.S. CI. 343-7 ED 6 Claims

Co^ rme,. S'*'*"^.
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A radar fence system which distinguishes the location of a

target of interest to be inside or outside of a predetermined

distance (range fence). A noise signal is transmitted toward

the target of interest. A portion of the transmitted signal is

phase shifted periodically a predetermined amount and then

mixed with a received target return signal to provide a

csultant signal. It is required that the transmitted signal andresul

received signal be separated. Only if the target of interest is

^fithin the range fence will the resultant signal be modulated.

3,787,844

RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Charles E. Hastings, Newport News; William A. Rounion,

Tabb; Allen L. Comstock. Newport News, and Joseph T.

Bradbury, Virginia Beach, all of Va., assignors to Teledyne,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,470

Int. CL GO Is 9/02

U.S.CL343-6R 7 Claims
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A collision alarm system for detecting the course of an ob-

ject and producing an alarm should its course indicate the pos-

sibility of a collision with the vehicle carrying the system. It in-

cludes a transmitter for transmitting pulses and a receiver for

receiving refiected pulses. The refiected pulses arc detected at

at least two successive points in time with the information first

detected being stored and then fed out at a predetermined

later time related to the sweep rate of the transmitted pulses.

The fed out pulses and the pulses detected at the second time

point are compared and an alarm is sounded when a coin-

cidence is detected.

3,787,846

CLOSE-IN RANGER SYSTEM
Wilson P. Bishop, Ednor, Md., assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the SecreUry of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,551

Int. CLGOls 9/74

U.S. CI. 343-7.3 ™. 7 Claims

An improved iso-phasc line-of-position navigation system

for determining the position of a mobile station is disclosed

which includes first and second transmitting base stations at

respectively fixed locations and a third transmitting station

positioned at a movable location. A mobile station is disclosed

which includes a receiver for receiving signals from the two

base stations and from the third station and means responsive

to the signals received at the receiver for determining the posi-

tion of the mobile station along first and second iso-phase

lines-of-position relative to the first and second base stations

and the third station. Computing means are provided which

are responsive to the position of the mobile station relative to

the first and second base stations and the third station and also

to the absolute location of the third station for computing the

position of the mobile station.

E"| —

1

A range measuring system wherein a transponder at a

remote location is interrogated by coded signals from a base

location. If the interrogation is correctly coded the trans-

ponder replies. Receipt of a correct reply interrupts the

generation of a ramp voltage at the base location. The ramp

voltage is measured to determine the range from the base to

the transponder. Novel circuitry including a ramp current

generator, selectively variable impedance input range switch

means, a selectively variable initial voltage ramp set range

switch means, shaper gate means and a timer >^ith pulse

repetition frequency gate means, is provided to obtain superi-

or accuracy in range measurements.
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3.787,847

INTENSITY CURSOR FOR RADAR
Paul M. Danzer. 2 Dawn Rd., Norwaik, Conn.

Flkd Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330,918
Int. CI. GO Is 7/22

U.S. CI. 343-7.3
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A radar, such as a track-while-scan radar, which is provided

with early and late tracking gates interconnected with cursors,
blanks out the electronic cursors presentation within the gate

region of tlie display and, instead, modulates the intensity of

targets within the tracking gates sa that the more closely the

cursors arc positioned on the center of the target, the higher

the intensity of the video in the vicinity of the curst>rs.

3,787.848
SYSTEM FOR DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN HIGH AND

LOW SPEED TARGETS
Terrence H. Laundry, Culver City; Richard L. Luther,

Thousand Oaks, and John S. Murray, Jr., Orinda, ail of

Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City,

Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 285,284
Int. CLG01sW42

IJ.S.CL343-7.7 16 Claims

The disclosed system distinguishes between high and low
speed targets by the resolution of frequency ambiguities in

return signals from a repetition rate coded transmitted radar
signal. The return signals are processed through a passband
filter; and logic circuits, which m'onitor the filter's output. pr«)-

vide an indication of the speed range of the targets as a func-

tion of the presence or absence of modulation resulting from
the repetition rate coding.

3,787.849
AIRBORNE DIGITAL MOVING TARGET DETECTOR

Carlylc J. Sletten, Acton, and William B. Goggins, Jr.,

Winchester, both of Mass., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304.584
Int. CLGOIs 9/42

IJ.S.CL 343-7.7 4 Claims
A digital moving target detector in which the transmitter

feeds a Butler matrix connecting a series of antennas. On

reception the received signals are fed to a sample and store

circuit, fed to a series of scaling multipliers, and then summed
in N groups with each group including samples corresponding

to range bins The groups arc stored at every pulse and then

multiplied with a digital reference waveform and summed.
4 Claims
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Also the received signals can be converted to a Fourier Trans-

form by an FFT algorithm, multiplied by correlatii>n complex
numbers in sequence and then added to corresp«>nding

products i>f corresponding sequences, the inverse F«>urier

Transform theret>f represents radar outputs.

3.787,850 '

AIRBORNE ANALOG MOVING TARGET DETECTOR
Carlyle J. Sletten, Acton, and William B. (;oggins, Jr.,

Winchester, both of Mass.. assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 304,583
Int.CI. GOIsV/42

U.S.CL 343-7.7 2 Claims

-"^SS^

An analog moving target detector in which the transmitter
feeds inputs to a Butler matrix connecting a series of antennas.
On reception the received signals are fed to a plurality of se-
ries of scaling circuits, each series corresponding to one anten-
na. Corresponding circuits of each series are then summed,
fed to intermediate frequency mixers, followed by box
car circuits. The output of the box car circuits are fed to
selected dopplcr filters and then to indicators to detect the
range, angular position, and range rate.

I

3.787.851
LOW PRF PULSE DOPPLER RADAR HAVING LOW
SPEED GROUND MOVING TAR(;ET REJECTION

Robert B. Hughes. College Park. Md.. assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 13. 197 1. Ser. No. 207,253
Int.CI. G0ls9/42

|

U.S.CL 343-7.7 1 1 Claims
An AMTI radar in which the transmitted pulse train is com-

prised of multiple PRFs which are sequentially switched in a
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predetermined order during a target dwell time. A digital MTI

comb or notch filter having a controlled reject and pass band

characteristic for each PRF is utilized such that when operat-

ing in one of the lower PRFs, a wide notch characteristic is

used for a time after radar pulse transmission during the inter-

val which will provide unambiguous range for the highest

PRF, i.e. during the interpulse interval of the highest PRF

3,787,853

CODED MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SIGNAL SYSTEM
Eli Brookner, Lexington, Mass., assignor to Raytheon Com-

pany, Lexington, Mass.

Filed Mar. 31, 1967, Ser. No. 628,252

lnt.CI.G0ls9/2i

U.S.CL 343-8 6 Claims

uik m
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3,787,855

COHKRENT DIGITAL RADAR TARGET SIGNAL
ENHANCEMENT

Harvey G. Cragon, Dallas, and Russell H. Logan. Irving, both

of Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas,

, Te\. .

Filed Dec. 30, 1 966, Ser. No. 606,08

1

Int. CI. GOIs 7/2«

U.S. CI. 343- 1 7. 1 R II Claims

MflALLEL AODC*

0/* ^ ,M ^
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I I

cy direction finding antenna receptivity patterns useful in a 3,787,864
first mode for searching for the general location of a broad INSTANTANEOUS SIGNAL RESOLUTION SYSTEM

Arthur L. BIymiller. Rome, and John E. Snodgrass, Oneida,
. . both of N.Y., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington,

Filed July 1 2. 1967, Ser. No. 653.307
Int. CLG0ls.?//4

4 Claims

casting high frequency transmitter and in a second mode for

precisely tracking such a transmitter for navigation purposes.

3.787 J<63

RADIO ANGLE MEASUREMENT APPARATUS
Masani Watanabe; Nobuharu Yamauchi; Naoki Hashimto,
and Tetsuo Tamama. all of c/o Communication Equipment
Works of Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. No. 80,

Nakano. Minami Shimizu. Amagasaki, Hyogo Prefecture,

Japan
Continuation of ^r. No. 854,406, Sept. 2, 1969, abandoned.

This application Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,495
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 5, 1968, 43/63940

Int. CL GO Is J/46
U.S.CI.343— 113R 14 Claims

2^
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An apparatus for simultaneously and instantaneously deter

mining direction and frequency of an unknown transmitted

signal which is received by an omnidirectional antenna and
mixed with a local oscillator, the output of which is again

mixed in a plurality of mixers each fed by one of a plurality of

directional antennas in a circular configuration The output of

the plurality of mixers, being the intermediate frequency, is

fed into a vector resolvcr which controls deflection plates of a

CRT and indicates the direction of the signal The output of

the omnidirectional antenna is als«> fed tt» a bank of frequency
converters, each converter adapted to pass a section of the

bandwidth being examined The bandwidth section having the

unknown signal triggers a hue generator controlling a CRT
while a frequency discriminator determines the frequency and
displays it on a CRT

3,787,865 I

DISCONE ANTENNA
Warren L. MacDowell, East Amherst, and William F. Nailos.

Snyder, both of N.Y.. assignors to Namac Research Labora-

tories, Inc., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 255,988

Int.CLHOIQ I inn)
U.S.CL 343-703 1 2 Claims

This invention relates to a radio angle measurement ap-

paratus, whicfi is applicable to radar and other detection
systems and which utilizes antenna array $ystem(s) with radia-

tor elements distributed at a spacing larger than one half of the

propagation wavelength. .

At least two values of J/X (where d is the said radiator ele-

ments spacing, X the propagation wavelength) are employed.
There are. furthermore, a set of phase discriminating means,
one for each one dlk value, for discriminating the phase dif-

ference between the signals that are received by neighboring
elements of antenna arrays, and a phase-difference-to-angle
correlating means for correlating measured sets of said phase
differences to the incident angle of the signal, making use of
the either theoretically or experimentally known relationships

between said sets of phase differences and the incident angle
of the signal. In the above correlation process, a consideration
of the role played by the resolution of phase discrimination is

given, which helps to construct optimal embodiments of the
invention, to maximize the possibility of accurate angle mea-
surement.

An antenna comprising a conical element connected at the

apex thereof to the outer conductor of an input transmission
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line, a disc-shaped antenna element connected to the trans-

mission line inner conductor and positioned adjacent the apex

of the conical element, and adjustment means mechanically

connected to the line for adjusting the distance between the

disc-shaped element and the conical element whereby the im-

pedance match of the antenna to the line can be varied so as to

obtain a desired level, preferably a minimum, of the standing

wave ratio The adjustment means can comprise a rack con-

nected to the inner conductor of the line and a pinion engag-

ing the rack whereby rotation of the pinion moves the inner

conductor to change the position of the disc-shaped element.

A coupling means in the transmission line maintains the elec-

trical transmission path during the relative movement of the

ct>nductors The adjustment means can be automatically

operated under control of sensing means connected to the

transmission line in response to changes in the standing wave

ratio on the line.

devices so that the navigational signals emitted by the devices

occur either simultaneously or in a predetermined sequence.

The distinctive radiated energy signal may be provided by a

radio beacon or a signal generated from a transmitter in one of

the navigational devices of the system.

3,787,868

REMOTELY ACTUATED RELEASE APPARATUS FOR
SKI BINDINGS

Jerome A. Camp, 7287 S. Chase Way, Littleton, Colo.

Filedjune25, l971,Ser. No. 156,689

Int. CLH04b 7/00

U.S. CI. 343- 225 R !« Claims

3,787,866

DOPPLER ANTENNA CALIBRATION APPARATUS

(;eorge R. (;amertsfelder. Pleasantville; Gus Stavis, Croton-on-

Hudson. and Leonard O. Vladimir, Chappaqua, all of N.Y.,

assignors to The Singer Company, Little Falls, N.J.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,300

Int.CI. G0ls7/40

U.S. CL 343-703 >« Claims

-4.3
t-1

!
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Apparatus which permits near-field calibration of a dopplcr

antenna in the laboratory avoiding the high costs and uncer-

tainties of flight calibration is shown. The antenna and an as-

sociated transmitter are mounted over and very close to a

scattering surface and means provided to effect relative mo-

tion between the antenna and the surface. In one embodiment

the scattering surface is on an endless belt which is driven

under the antenna and. in another, the antenna is placed on an

arm and rotated over an annular trough containing granular

material.

The remotely actuated release apparatus for ski bindings

comprises a signal transmitter housed in a ski pole which is ac-

tuated by the skier to transmit a signal which is intercepted by

receivers supported on the skis. The receivers are operajivcly

connected to release the bindings by shifting part of the

bindings relative to the boots through a mechanical linkage. In

one embodiment, a radio frequency signal is provided and in a

second embodiment, an audio (sonic) signal is provided. The

release apparatus gives the skier the option of releasing the

bindings in addition to the usual force release function built

into the bindings.

3,787,867

NAVIGATIONAL AID SYSTEM
Robert J. Dodge, and Wilson R. Huffer, both of Houston, Tex.,

assignors to Automatic Power Division, Pennwalt Corpora-

tion, Houston, Tex.

Filed Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 133,190

Int. CI. G08g i/00

U.S.CL343-225 16 Claims

3,787,869

INTEGRATED BEACON ANTENNA POLARIZATION
SWITCH

Donald A. Charlton, Huntington Beach, and James S. Ajioka,

Fullerion, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Oct. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 296,702

Int. CI. HO Iq/ 9/00

U.S.CL 343-756 10 Claims

>| U JS "

A navieational aid system is disclosed in which the opera- u^^^^n ^n

tion of a plurality of navigational aid devices is synchronized This invention relates to a compact '"^^g-^^'' ^^^-°7"-

by a distinctive radiated energy signal received by each of the tenna polarization switch which may be designed to be fed by
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either coaxial line or circular waveguide and which provides a 3,787.871

dual polarization radiating aperture having identical radiation TERMINATOR FOR SPIRAL ANTENNA
beacon patterns for vertical and horizontal polarization and a Joe Rres«, China Lake, Oilif., assignor to The United States of

ferrite mode switch capable of switching between the vertical,

horizontal, right and left circular radiating mode.

3,787.870

LIMITED TRACKING REPOSITIONABLE AZ/EL
TURRET TYPE ANTENNA

SaKatore A. Rocci, 1745 Naranca Ave., El Cajon, Calif.

Continuatioo-in-part of Ser. No. 789.786, Jan. 8. 1969,

abandoned. This application Feb. 8. 1971, Ser. No. 1 13,524

Int. CLH01qi/r>0
IJ.S.CL343-765 1 1 Claims

Kor tracking missiles, such as communication and naviga-

tion missiles, which orbit synchronously with the earth and
therefore remain relatively fixed as to aximuth and elevatu>n

with respect to a selected point on the earth's surface, adjust-

ments of only a few degrees in azimuth and elevation are

usually sufncient to keep an antenna focused on the satellite

once the latter has attained a satisfactory orbit. The present

invention is directed to a limited tracking antenna for such
satellites, and the" present disclosure is of a preferred embodi-
ment of the invention. A triangular turret base is pivoted at

one apex thereof to swing about an azimuth axis on a flat,

horizontal support, structure, and is supported at each of the

other apexes for limited slidable movement along a pair of

slide plates removably mounted at angularly selected locations

on the base. Azimuth control power drive means acts between
the turret base and the support structure to control azimuth

adjustment of the turret within the limits of'movement per-

mitted by the length of the slide plates.

A usuah antenna reflector bowl is pivoted on the turret to

swing about an elevation axis, and a plurality of attachment
means are provided at angularly spaced intervals along a cir-

cular mount i>n the antenna co-axial with the elevation axis.

Elevation control means acts between a fixed portion of the

turret and a selected one of these attachment means, and con-

trols adjustment of the elevation angle of the antenna within

the limits of movement of the elevation control means.

A hemi-cylindrical walkway or work chamber is mounted
on the back of the antenna bowl with its axis substantially

coincident with the elevation axis. A door is mounted in a cir-

cular plate mounted for rotative adjustment over a hole in an

end of the walkway to allow positioning the door upright, and
a curved step plate is provided to bridge the gap between the

door and a platform for safe ingress and exit of workers enter-

ing and leaving the chamber regardless of the elevation angle

of the antenna bowl.

.\merica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washinxton.D.C.

Filed Mar. 3, 197 1, Ser. No. 121,606

Int. CI. HO Iq 1136

U.S. CI. 343- 895 7 Claims

A spiral antenna wherein its radiating elements terminate in

Archimedean spirals.

{

3.787.872

MICROWAVE LENS ANTENNA AND METHOD OF
PRODUCING

James F. Kauffman. Raleigh. N.C., assignor to Corning (Mass

Works, Corning. N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10. 1971. Ser. No. 170.569

Int. CI. HO Iq /5/0,K

U.S.CL 343-91

1

20 Claims
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electrostatic reproducing or constituting. Aperturcd screen

means carry charge distributions in accordance with a pattern

such that particles directed at the screen means pass

therethrough under modulation control dictated by the pat-

tern. '

3,787.877

DRY MAGNETIC COPYING PROCESS
George R. Nacci, Wilmington, Del., and Richard C. Toole,

Kennett Square, Pa., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
and Co., Wilmington, Del.

Conlinuation-in-partofSer. No. 37,706, May IS, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,698,005. This application Apr. 3. 1972, Ser. No.

240,665. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Oct. 10, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int.CI.GOId I5H2,H0l\JI04
U.S. CI. 346-74 MT 14 Claims

The use of a recording member comprising a transparent

support, a stratum of magnetic material and a thin coating of

polysilicic acid, in combination with a dry toner powder,

preferably one comprising a plurality of toner particles each of

which contains at least one ferromagnetic particle, a binder

and a cationic surfactant, renders a dry magnetic copying

process feasible.

3,787,878

DUAL CHANNEL STRIP CHART RECORDER
Richard S. Kampf, Costa Mesa, and Lisle W. Sultzbaugh,

Whittier, both of Calif., assignors to Beckman Instruments,

Inc., Fullerton, Calif.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,496

Int.CI. G0Id9/i0
U.S. CL 346-49 1 2 Claims

3,787.879

MAGNETIC INK RECORDING SYSTEM
Saloshi Ichioka, and Shinjiro Takeuchi, both of Toda, Japan,

assignors to Mishima Kosan Co., Ltd.. Kitakyushu-City. Eu-

kuoka Prefecture

Filed May 28. 1971. Ser. No. 148.014

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 3, 1970, 45-

1070 1 7; Dec. 31.1 970. 45- 1 23586
Int.CI.GOId /.V/6

U.S. CI. 346 140 2 Claims

>

—
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which is reciprocated repetitively along the printing line A taneously releasing the print heads from engagement with the

piezoelectric transducer is used to generate ink droplets on paper, and includes a paper gripping assembly comprising a

demand under control of suitable storage and character

generating equipment. Characters are formed by generating

dots in a 5 X 7 matrix as the head traverses back and forth.

The record medium is stationary during printing and is ad-

vanced one row space at the completion of each horizontal

row of dots and also one line space at the completion of each

row of characters.

3.787.885

TRANSPORTABLE STRIP CHART RECORDER
Jerry E. Johnson. Bellevuc, Wash., assignor to Ryan Instru-

ments. Inc.. Seattle. Wash.

Filed May 12. 1972. Ser. No. 252.929

Int. CI. GOId /5/2X

L.S.CI.346-136 4 Claims pair of pivotally mounted, uniquely cooperating, retaining

members for pulling the record material a predetermined in-

cremental distance past the row of print heads.

3,787.887

OPTICAL RECORDER WITH INTENSITY CONTROL
Gardner T. Burton. Runnemede, N.J.. assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 769.292. Oct. 2 1 . 1 968, abandoned.

This application Apr. 29. 197 1. Ser. No. 138,768

Int. Cl.(;01d / V/4
U.S. CI. 346-108 2 Claims

A readily transportable strip chart recorder includes a

disposable strip chart dispenser. The dispenser holds one

rolled end of the strip chart and the free end passes over a

writing surface and beneath a window exposing the strip chart

above the writing surface The dispenser is detachably

mounted in a case with the free end of the strip chart adjacent

a drive spool to be wound thereon when in use. The drive

spool IS powered by a battery driven motor. Two switches arc

employed to close the circuit between the battery and the mo-

tor. One switch is closed when the dispenser is in place in the

recorder case, whereas the second switch is closed only after

the strip chart is manually advanced on the spool. Battery ter-

minals are exposed externally of the case for checking the bat-

tery without opening the recorder case.

i%/

Disclosed is a control circuit for establishing a reference

level at the output of an optical modulator used to modulate

the intensity of a laser beam. The modulated beam is sampled

in the presence of a predetermined signal applied to the mi>du-

lator to detect deviation from a known relationship, and

means provided to correct for such deviation and re-establish

said known relationship.

3,787,886

ADVANCING MECHANISM FOR THERMAL PRINT
APPARATUS

John McCrady, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Displaytek Corpora-

tion. Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jan. 4. 1973, S«r. No. 320,990

Int.CI. GOId 15110,15128

U.S.CI. 346— 76R 20 Claims

Disclosed is thermal printing apparatus a fixed row of ther-

msll print heads and means for incrementally advancing ther-

mally sensitive paper past and transverse to the thermal print

heads for effecting a printout of lines of characters. The ad-

vancing mechanism advances the thermal paper while simul-

3.787.888

RECORDING APPARATUS WITH BEAM INTENSITY
CONTROL MEANS

Haim Haskal. Brookline. Mass., assignor to Honeywell Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 889,054. Dec. 30, 1969, Pat. No.

3,705,758. This application Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,734

Int. CI. GOId
U.S,CL346-I08 7 Claims

Focusing means in the path, of a beam of coherent electro-

magnetic waves f6cus the beam on a focal plane. The beam in-
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tensity varies across its diameter. First transparent refractive The electromagnetic means includes a rigid metal frame hav-

means in the path of the more intense portion of the beam ing a central magnetic core mounted therein and cooperating

transmits the waveforms but retards their phase. Second trans- therewith to define an annular gap in a magnetic circuit. An

parent refractive means in the path of the less intense portion iron-less coil is movably mounted in this gap and rigidly

of the beam transmits the less intense waveforms but retards

14 *" L, '.n".'

their phase an amount different from that of the first refractive

means Interference at the focal plane between the phase

changed waveforms alters the original intensity profile of the

waveforms By controlling the relative phase changes the in-

tensity pattern can be altered to be substantially uniform

across the beam with only small loss of energy.

secured to the striker head. The coil is adapted to be opera-

tivcly connected to a source of control pulses whereby upon

receipt of a control impulse the coil reciprocates in the gap to

move the striker head.

3,787,889

FACSIMILE RECORDER WITH GUIDED STYLI

David Shaler, Madison, and John H. Long. Oakland, both of

N.J.. assignors to Muirhead. Inc.. Mountainside. N.J.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,575

lnt.CI.GOId /3/24

U.S. CL 346- 139 A 6 Claims

3 787 891

SIGNAL PROCESSOR INSTRUCTION FOR NON-

BLOCKING COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DATA
PROCESSING UNITS

Brian B. Moore, Wapplngers Falls; Andris Padegs, Poughkeep-

sie. and Ronald M. Smith, Wappingers Falls, all of N.Y., as-

signors to International Business Machines Corporation, Ar-

monk, N.Y.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,268

lnt.CLG06f //OO

US. CI. 340-172.5 17 Claims

A stylus block for use with a belt-type drive in which guiding

means is applied against one side of the stylus block while a

resilient guiding force is applied against the other side thereof

so that the stylus block is guided in both directions on either

side of the scanning line.

3,787,890

STRIKER FOR PRINTING CHRONOCOMPARATOR
DIAGRAMS

Jean-Pierre Bonny, La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland, assignor

to Portescap, La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,609

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 16, 1971,

8768/71
Int. CL GOId /5/24

U.S.CL346-141 8 Claims

A striking device for use in printing diagrams in a

chronocomparator includes a striker head and electromag-

netic means responsive to electrical control pulses for moving

said striker head into contact with a recording or printing web.

$ICIHLIIIC/C«LLI«C
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Control initiating instruction SIGNAL PROCESSOR is used

to transfer a select control initiating order designated by the

instruction from an initiating unit which executes the instruc-

tion to a designated respondent unit which interprets the

order. If the respondent unit detects an invalid order or other

specific exception circumstance it immediately returns indica-

tions of specific exception status to the initiating unit. This

status is retained in a register specified by the instruction. The

entire transaction is completed during the "short" control

sequence of execution of the instruction. Hence the par-

ticipating units and their interconnections arc subject to effi-

cient pre-emptive interruption without further delays for "sen-

se" communication of specific exception status. The identity

of the respondent unit and an addend factor of the control in-

itiating order are prepared for quick transfer in registers of the

initiating unit designated by information in the instruction.

The order representation is formed by adding a portion of the

immediate instruction and the above addend factor. Op-

tionally contents of another prepared register designated by

the instruction information are subject to transfer with the

order code as an ancillary output parameter. Another option

permits the user to direct the instruction order to itself for

diagnostic or other program usage.
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229,989
SHOE

Abe Sedley, Beachwood, Ohio, assignor to International

Seaway Trading Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Oct. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 194,083

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D2—04

US. CI. D2—310

229,992
DISPLAY CABINET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Mel Kaiser, Teaneck, N.J., assignor to Automated

Learning, Inc., Fairflcid, N.J.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,931
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. Ci. D6—27

229,990
INDICATOR BELT

Sidney Perl, 15510 Hart St., Van Nuys, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,050
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—07
VJS. CI. D2—380

91405

229,993
'

SEAT OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Hennlng Korch, Lugano. Switzerland, assignor to Burris

Industries, Incorporated, Liocolnton, N.C.
Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 219,211

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D6—02

U.S. CI. D6—71

229,991
HAIRBRUSH

Douglas M. Small, Springfield, and Virginia Cosselin,
West Springfield, Mass., assignors to Stanley Home
Products, Inc., Westfield, Mass.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,544
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D4

—

02
U.S. a. D4—13

229,994
LOUNGE CHAIR

Richard W. Thompson, Lake Oswego, Oreg., assignor to

Litton Business S\ stems. Inc., New York. N.Y.
Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,918

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—07

U.S. CI. D6—78

1664
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229,995
LOUNGE CHAIR

Oscar Niemeyer, Paris, France, assignor to

Mobilier International S.A.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,428
- Term of patent 14 years

Int. Ci. D6—Oi

U.S. CI. D6—78

229,997
DRILL HOLDER

John T. Hoffman, 1604 E. Greenleaf St.,

Allentown, Pa. 18103
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,192

Term of patent 14 years
Int. Ci. D6—99

U.S. Ci. D6~188
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230,000

SHEET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE OF BED LINEN
Emeric Kanitz, Paris, France, assignor to Cannon

Mills Company, Kannapolis, N.C.

Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 143,292 .

^ Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—13

U.S. CL D6—264

I
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I230,002
FISH SCALER

Lonnie G. Albright, Jr., 209 Lake Jeanette Road,
Greensboro, N.C. 27405

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,844

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—04
U.S. CI. D7—99

230,001
FOOD SERVING TRAY

June M. Wright, 1000 Judy Lane,

Concord, CaUf. 94520
Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,220

Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D7—99
VS, CI. D7—38

230,003
GOBLET

Murine G. Levin, Westhill Drive,

Gates Mills. Ohio 44040
Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,122

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—01
U.S. CI. D7—13

230,004
COMBINATION PORTABLE SMOKEHOUSE

AND BAR-B-QUE GRILL
|

Paul A. Moltere, 2721 Will-o-Th-Green,

Winter Park, Fla. 32789
Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 308,982

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dl—02
U.S. CI. D7—108

i
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230,005
COMBINED CAN OPENER AND KNIFE

SHARPENER
Harold Weiss, Fort Lee, NJ., assignor to Van Wyck

International Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,617

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—99; D8—05
U.S. CI. D8—35

230,008
c AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE WHEEL LOCK
Frederick O. Gibbons, Whittier, Calif., assignor to Orion

Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,711
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—113

230,006
CHAIN SAW

Rodney L. Guthrie, St. Anne, Richard W. Condon, Frank-

fort, and Roscoe Combs, Jr., Kankakee, III., assignors

to Roper Corporation, Kankakee, 111.

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,479

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—Oi
U.S. CI. D8—65

230,009
PLATE FOR CHAIN DOOR LOCKS

Ronald B. Royster, Sr., 1301 South Carolina Ave. SE.,

Apt. 2, Washington, D.C. 20003
Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,615

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—137

^~r

^

\

I- ^ >

230,007
TAPE CUTTER

John F. Cramer, Shawnee, and James T. Cook, Gardner, ug. ci. D8—154
Kans., assignors to Cramer Products, Inc., Gardner, «

Kans.
Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,861

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—Oi
U.S. CI. D8—98

230,010
LUGGAGE HANDLE

Morton H. Baker, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to

Bruce Plastics, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,033

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—06
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230,011
JAR OR THE LIKE

Elton Cohen Toland, 691 Irola,

Los Angeles, Calif. 90005

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,809

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—01
U.S. CI. D9—164

230,013

ADAPTER FOR INSTALLING AN AEROSOL CAN
IN A DISPENSING .MECHANISM

Richard Emerson, Melville, N.Y., assignor to Auto

Comp Devices, Inc., Lynbrook, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,352

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—253

230,012
JEWELRY BOX OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Richmond L. Chipman, Jr., Montville, NJ., assignor to

The Alston Company, Jersey City, N.J.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,798

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—99

U.S. CI. D9—235

230.014
JACK STAND

George P. Edgell, Sr., Harrison, Ark., assignor to W. J.

Stout Company, Inc., Western Grove, Ark.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,854

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—05
U.S. CL D12—55
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230,015 ^ „
COMBINED MOBILE LOG CARRIER AND BAR

Milton D. Hatfield, 1204 Roseway SE.,

Warren, Ohio 44484

Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,090

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—02
U.S. CI. D12—29

230,016
MOTORCYCLE FOOTPEG

John L. Corey, 21329 S. Martin St.,

Carson, Calif. 90744

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,078

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—/i

U.S. CI. D12—114

230,017 ^^
TRACTION LINK FOR AUTOMOBILE TIRES

Rolf Pfoertner, 2176 E. 29th Ave., Vancouver 12,

British Columbia, Canada

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,467

Term <rf patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—i5
U.S. CL D12—154

230,018

MOTORCYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIER
Raymond K. Abrams, Redwood City, Calif., assignor to

Motorcraft, Inc., Redwood City, Calif.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,251

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—ii
U.S. CI. D12—158

230,019
VAN

Donald H. Cox, Lima, Ohio, assignor to Sheller-Globe

Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,725

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D12—OS
U.S. CI. D14—3 J
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230,020
LAWN SPRINKLER

Douglas W. Anderson, deceased, late of Palatine, HI., by
Elizabeth A. Anderson, administratrix. Palatine, III.,

assignor to Burgess Vibrocrafters, Inc., Grayslake, III.

A FUed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,236
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—01
US. CI. D23—

8

230,022
'

SHOWER STALL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Stig Tore Johannes I.ofgren, Taby, Sweden, assignor to

Innovare Aktiebolag, Taby, Sweden
Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,834

Claims priority, application Sweden Sept. 30, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2i—02
US, CI. D23—57

230,021
BATHTL'B

Andre Pritnault, Noyon, France, assignor to Societe
Generale de Fonderie, Paris, France
Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,692

Claims priority, application France May 26, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D2i—02
US, CL D23—55

230,023
COMBINED FIREPLACE SMOKE CHAMBER

AND DOVVNDRAFT SHELF
George F. Hanev, 536 S. Indiana, Anaheim. Calif.

92805. and Woody G. McClain, 4377 S. Huron, Engle-
wood, Colo. 80110

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,832
Term of patent 14 years

{

Int. CI. D23—OJ
US. CI. D23—94

rS 4^

\^S 4^
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230,024 ^
DEVICE FOR TEACHING THE TELLING OF TIME

Carroll E. Sand, Wheaton, III., assignor to Sears,

Roebuck and Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 235,097

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—07
IJ.S. CI. D25—1 R

230,027
PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH

Edward G. Mueller, Council Bluffs, Iowa, assignor to

George Risk Industries, Inc., Kimball, Nebr.

Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No. 24,714,

Aug. 26, 1970, now Patent No. 224,114, dated July

4, 1972. This appUcation June 23, 1972, Ser. No.

265,800
Term of patent 14 years

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

July 4, 1986, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. D13-t03
U.S. CI. D26—13 R

230,025

VISUAL PROOF TERMINAL FOR ALUMINUM
WIRE CONDUCTOR

Ronald Clarence Hoffman, Williamstown, Pa., assignor to

AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 218,042

Term of patent 14 years

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

June 12, 1987, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—1 A

230,026
VIDEO MONITOR UNIT

John Davis Sims, Cary, N.C., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,812

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—02, 03

U.S. CI. D26—5 C

230,028
REED SWITCH ENVELOPE

Bernard Edward Shiesinger, Jr., 9411 Macklin Court,

Alexandria, Va. 22309
Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,839

Term of patent 14 years

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Oct. 13, 1984, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—13 R

230,029
PICTURE-SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS

Dennis Knife, Wantagh, and Bernard A. Stone, New
York, N.Y., assignors to Syncro-System Corp., New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,149

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 B

868
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230,030
FIBER OPTIC DECORATIVE ORNAMENT
Jeffrey L. Monroy, Santa Ana, Calif., assignor to

Poly-Optics, Inc.

Filed June 11, 1971, Ser. No. 152,482

Term of patent 3Vi yean
Int. CI. Dll—05

U.S. a. D29—1 B

23O4O33
TWIN COMPARTMENT ANIMAL

FEEDING BOWL
Marvin A. Goldman, Great Neck, and Jerome N. Gold-

man, New York, N.Y., assignors to Penn Plax Plastics,

Inc., Jamaica, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,989

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—03
U.S. CI. D30—16

I

M?^<5v

230,031
HOLDER FOR FOOD BOWL FOR PETS
Tony Robert, 5701 Southwest Freeway,

Houston, Tex. 77027
Filed July 10, 1972, &.r. No. 269,953

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—03
U.S. a. D30—13

230,034
ANIMAL FEEDING BOWL

Marvin A. Goldman, Great Neck, and Jerome N. Gold-
man, New York, N.Y., assignors to Penn Plax Plastics,

Inc., Jamaica, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,707

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—03
U.S. CI. D30—16

I

230,032
HOLDER FOR A FOOD BOWL FOR PETS

OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Tony Robert, 5701 Southwest Freeway,

Houston, Tex. 77027
FUed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,568

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D30—03

U.S. CI. D30—13

230,035
'

AUTOMATIC ANIMAL WATERING APPARATUS
Jay D. Bowman, 2271 Hillside, Norco, Calif. 91760

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,892
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—Oi
U.S. CI. D30—16
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230,036

TAIL ENGAGED DOG CONTROL HARNESS
John P. Francis, 20 Boston St., Haverhill, Mass. 01830

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,778

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—04
U.S. CI. D30—38

230,039
BILLIARD TABLE

Philip E. Crossman, 1435 E. Mason,
Green Bay, Wis. 54301

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 233,996
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dll—Oi
U.S. CI. D34—

3

230,037
BRIDLE HOLDING DEVICE

William H. Hawn, Corpus ChristI, Tex., assignor to Hawn
Arabian Ranch, Corpus Christi, Tex.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,698

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—99
U.S. CI. D30—45

230,040
TOY VEHICLE LAUNCHER

Raymond M. Toy, Los Angeles, Alan W. B. Nash, Tor-

rance, and Brian S. Prodger, Los Angeles, Calif., as-

signors to Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,725

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dll—07
U.S. a. D34—15 AJ

230,038
ANIMAL SECURING GATE

Cecil L. Tansel, Rte. 4, Box 165, Chandler, Okla.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,881

Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D30—99
U.S. CI. D30—99

74834

230,041
TOY COOKING POT

Shigeru Saito, 6-4, 2-chome, Kuramae, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 231,067

Claims priority, application Japan Nov. 9, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dll—«i
U.S. CI. D34—15 D
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230,042
TOY TEA POT

Shigeru Salto, 6-4, 2-chome, Kuramae, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Set. No. 231,068

Claims priority, application Japan Nov. 9, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—01
U.S. CI. D34—15 D

230,043
EDUCATIONAL TOY ADDING MACHINE
Micliael Langieri, Jr., Butler, NJ., assignor to

Questor Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,431

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D21—01
U.S. CI. D34—15 A

230,044
HOUSING OF A LEAF \nLL OR THE LIKE
Daniel C. Koturov, Sheboygan, Wis., assignor to

Gilson Bros. Co., Plymouth, Wis.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,685

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DlS-^3
U.S. CI. D35—2 A

Michael
Black
Md.

230,045
DRILL BIT SHARPENER

P. Ballone, Baltimore, Md., assignor to The
and Decker Manufacturing Company, Towson,

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,792

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DlS—09
U.S. CI. D37—1 A

' 230.046
RIDING MOWER

William L. Manofsky, Nashville, Tenn., assignor to The
Murray Ohio Manufacturing Co., Nashville, Tenn.

Filed Feb. 20, 1^73, Ser. No. 334,097
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—OS
U.S. CI. D40—1 D

230,047
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shiqcru Fukumoto, Nishlnomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Higa-

shinada-ku, Kobe, Japan
Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,054

Claims priorit>', application Japan Apr. 15, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—07
U.S. CI. D42—1 B
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230,048
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Higa-

shinada-ku, Kobe, Japan
Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,055

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 15, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—07
U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,050
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,

Japan
Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,058

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 15, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—07
U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,049

TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE
Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,

Japan
Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,056

Claims priority, application Japan Oct. 15, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—07
U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,051
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,

Japan <^

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,059

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 15, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—07
U.S. CI. D42—1 B
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. 230,052
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nisbinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncnix Research OflBce, Kobe,
Japaa

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 189,061

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 15, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—^7
U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,054 I

TIME-TNDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE
Shigeru Fukumoto, Nisbinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,
Japan

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,063
Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 15, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIO—07

US. CI. D42— 1 B

r®^
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230,062
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,

Japan
Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,683

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 27, 1971
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. DIO—07
U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,064
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,
Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,685
Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 27, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIO—07

U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,063
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,
Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,684
Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 27, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIO—07

U.S. CI. D42—1 B

230,065
TIME-INDICATING FACE FOR A HOROLOGE

Shigeru Fukumoto, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to

Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research Office, Kobe,
Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,686
Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 27, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIO—07

I

U.S. CI. D42—1 B I
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230,072
FOOD WARMER

Roderick J. Chaudoir, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to

Hatco Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,523

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. Dl—99
US. CI. D55—1 J

230,074

PAPERBOARD BLANK FEEDER BAR WITH LONGI-
TUDINALLY ALIGNED AND SPACED FEED
CLIPS

Clyde B. Garrett, Lanham, Albert L. Lulle, Baltimore,

and William S. Thayer, Luthervillle, Md., assignors to

Koppers Company, Inc.

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,581

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—99
U.S. CI. D55—1 H

230,073
FEATHER PLUCKING MACHINE

' Raleigh F. Lane, Jr., % Third National Bank, and

Alexander J. Baird, 3503 Echo Hill Road, both of

Nashville, Tenn. 37215
Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 223,047

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—08
U.S. a. D55—1 E

230,075
PACKAGING MACHINE

Earle C. Sherman, Monroe, La., assignor to

Olinkraft, Inc.

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,696
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—99
U.S. CL D55—1 C
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230,076
STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Walter J. Pelensky, 19C Manheim Gardens,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19144
Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,854

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D17—Oi
U.S. CI. D56—1 A

230,078
STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Walter J. Pelensky, 19C Manheim Gardens,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19144
Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,923

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. Dn—03

U.S. CL D56—1

A

230,077
STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Walter J. Pelensky, 19C Manheim Gardens,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19144
Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,921

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D17—Oi
U.S. CI. D56—1 A

230,079
STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Walter J. Pelensky, 19C Manheim Gardens,

PhiUdelphia, Pa. 19144
FUed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,924

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dn—03
VS. CI. D56—1 A
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230,080
PAIR OF SPECTACLES

Richard R. Malese, Sturbridge, Mass., assignor to

American Opricai Corporation, Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,562

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—06
U.S. CI. D57—1 F

230,083
CAMERA HOLDER

Neil D. Adams, Baton Rouge, La.

(R.R. 2, Ste. Genevieve, Mo. 63670)

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,639

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—05
VS. CI. D61—1 G

230,081

PAPER TOWELING OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Gordon D. Thomas, Neenah, Wis., assignor to

Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,866

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D5—06
U.S. CI. D59—2 B

230,084
ELECTRONIC COPIER

Kazuteru Nagata, Fujisawa, Japan, assignor to Tokyo
Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd., Kawasaki-shl, Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,675

Claims priority, application Japan Apr. 27, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—Oi
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q

230,082

ADJUSTABLE CAMERA MOUNTING PLATFORM
Neil D. Adams, Baton Rouge, La.

(R.R. 2, Ste. Genevieve, Mo. 63670)

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,638

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—05
U.S. CI. D61—1 G

230,085
COPY PAPER CASSETTE

James T. AlUis, 541 Adams Road; and Robert N. Beers,

111 Angean Drive, both of Webster, N.Y. 14580; and

Louis Marth lU, 1209 East Ave., Rochester, N.Y.

14607
Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,744

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—Oi
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q
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230,086

COMBINED RECEPTACLE \ND ROLLER FOR A
PAINT METERING DEVICE

Edward H. Meisner, Dumont, NJ., assignor to

Red Devil Inc., Union, NJ.

FUed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,640

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DS—05
U.S. CI. D64—18

230,089
REFRIGERATOR DRAWER COVER

Harry R. Shanks, Glen Ellyn, 111., assignor to Sears,

Roebuck and Co., Chicago, III.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,643
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—07
U.S. CI. D67—3 B

230,087
TYPEWRITER

Frank C Fusco, Monroe, and Bill Gold, Great Neck,

N.Y., assignors to Louis Marx & Co., Inc., New York,

N.Y.
Filed Aug. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 170,530

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D18—0/
U.S.CI.D64—llA

230,090
POWER OPERATED HORN

Michael Pappas, Irvington, N.J., assignor to Falcon

Safety Products, Inc., Mountainside, NJ.
Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,357

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—99
U.S. CI. D72—1 C

(
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230 092

OBTURATOR FOR PEDIATRIC TRACHEOSTOMY
TUBE _ . ,

George M. Johnson, La Palma, Calif., assignpt (o Shirley

Laboratories, Inc., Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,339

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—03
U.S. CL D83—1 K

230,095

EXTRACTOR FOR USE IN IMPLANTING
PROSTHESIS IN TOTAL KNEE ORTHO-
PEDIC PROCEDURE
Robert T. Rylee H, 411 N. 3rd at Parkway,

Memphis, Tenn. 38105

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 332,250

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12

230,093

OFF-SET TRIAL PROSTHESIS DEVICE FOR USE IN

HIP PROSTHESIS SURGERY
William Minor Deyerle, 2222 Monument Ave., ^

Richmond, Va. 23220

Filed May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,365

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—03
U.S. CI. D83—1 E

230,096

TEMPLATE FOR USE IN IMPLANTING
PROSTHESIS IN TOTAL KNEE ORTHO-
PEDIC PROCEDURE
Robert T. Rylee II, 411 N. 3rd at Parkway,

Memphis, Tenn. 38105

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,251

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12

KJ

230,094
STETHOSCOPE AND STAND

Stephen G. Hatiser, Tarzana, Calif., assignor to Baxter

Laboratories, Inc., Morton Grove, III.

FUed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,505

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D24—02
US. CL D83—12 R
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230,097

PUSHER FOR USE IN IMPLANTING PROSTHESIS

IN TOTAL KNEE ORTHOPEDIC PROCEDURE
Robert T. Rylee II, 411 N. 3rd at Parkway,

Memphis, Tenn. 38105

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,252

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12 R

f 230,099
WATER PIPE

Edward R. Off, 1424Vi Portia,

Los Angeles, Calif. 90026
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,391

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D27—02
U.S. CI. D85—8 A

230,098

SAW GUIDE FOR USE IN IMPLANTING
PROSTHESIS IN TOTAL KNEE ORTHO-
PEDIC PROCEDURE
Robert T. Rylee 0, 411 N. 3rd at Parkway,

Memphis, Tenn. 38105

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,253

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12 R

230,100

COMBINED TWEEZERS AND MAGNIFYING
GLASS

Pearley W. Hombeck, 928 WHdwood Ave.,

Daly City, Calif. 94015
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,169

Term of patent 7 years

Int CI. D8—05
U.S. CI. D86—10 B

r
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230,101

CARRYING CASE FOR CASSETTES
Morris L. Green, 239 Paramount Ave.,

Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

Filed iMay 10, 1971, Ser. No. 142,119

Term of patent 14 yean
Int. CL D3—99

U.S. CI. D87—

1

230 102
LADY'S HANDBAG

Elton Reneau, Rte. 1, Box 302, Red Oak, Tex. 75154
Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,360

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. 03—01
UA CL D87—3 F

X

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 22d DAY OF JANUARY, 1 974

NoTr -Arranged m accordance wUh the first significant character or word of the name (.n accordance with c.ty and

iNOTt rtiiang
telephone directory practice-1.

Aaltonen. Asser. Akseh. Ice auger 3,786.876 CI '^5 .18 000

Aharot.n. Fugene V2, to L'n.ted States Stee Corporation Me«h"d and

apparatus for preparing the ends of cables for sphc.ng 3.786.697.

CI 81-»> 510
Abbott Laboratories .SV*-— ^ . . .. ,,, i non lof.

Flouret. George Rogelio. and Cole. John Wayne. 3.787.386.

Abbott. Steven RS*'*'—
, iot t«<

Carini. Francis F ; and Abbott. Steven R .
3.787.255

ABC Bending Enterprises; See—

Molnar. Michael J. 3.786.663
,7«7oiS CI ''48-

Ablett. Allan H Bracket for poles and the like. 3.787.015, tl. -48

4 3 000
Abrahamson. Boris HoughamS*'*'— '

,u u-...„i,^m unH
Abrahamson, Walter Frank. Abrahamson. John Hougham. and

Abrahamson. Boris Hougham, 3.786.782.

Abrahamson.JohnHougham .SV*-—
, u u „h-.m .nH

Abrahamson. Walter Frank. Abrahamson. John Hougham. and

Abrahamson. Boris Hougham. 3.786.782
,, . .

Abrahamson. Walter Frank. Abrahamson. John "'^"gha"i. and

Abrahamson. Boris Hougham M.lk fio* sensing valve for teat cup

release 3.786.782. CI ll'^-U 080
. . -^ i. ,

Abramson Carl Newton, and Nadir. Mark T . to Adaptive Technology.

Vnc Central address distributor 3.787.627. CI 1
79-

1
5^0ba^

Acheson. MeKin G Carpet plug culler 3.786.564. CI 30-
1
24.000.

Acieriesde Pans & dOrtreau SV*-—

Perrot. Robert. 3.787.680
. r^ ^x,o AC,

Acker. FIlsvKorth G . and W.nvall. Milton h to Grace. WR & Co

Looselv aggregated 100 millimicron miccllular silica. 3.787.561 .
LI.

423-3 39 000

Acker. Frederick I SV^-
r i i, i 1787 ns

Roberts, Charles B . and Acker. Frederick I... 3.787..-5.

Acron Products Company .SV*-—

Dlfa^io. Joseph. 3.786.609

Adams Charles Weslev. to Lubrizol Corporation. The Process for

prTparme high molecular weight carboxylic compositions

3.787.374. CI 260-78 40d

Adams. Terence Frnest SV.—
. i 7«7 tss

Ashhy . Robin, and Adams. Terence Ernest. 3.787.7S«.

Adaptive Technology. Ine S.v-
i 707 6->7

Abramson, Carl Neuion. and Nadir. Mark f .
3.787.6.7.

Adolph Kiefer/McNeil Corporation .SV.—

Walkct. Mercer Donald. 3.786.52 1

Aerospace Ct>rporation. The .SV«'—

I a France. Robert C. 3.787.716.

^^^S^k^T^^m^Hhipp. John . : Hines, Robin H.. and Broadbent.

Thomas D. 3.787. II

8

„ . ^ * , c..

Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la R'^'-hf ^'-^e (
Anvar r See-

Carre. Rene. Deauv lala, Jean-Pierre; and Paille. Jean, 3,787,778.

Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft -W-
Hujer. Friedrich. and Knapp. Walter. 3.787.702.

Agfa-Gevaert N V See-
De Geest, Wilfried Floreni. 3.787.706.

Aclitskv \ ladimir Efimovich: See—
^

Alexandrov. Adolf Mor.tsovich. Bala.an. Ruben Dzhang.rov.ch.

Sutad/e Ippolit Davidovich. Agl.tsky. Vladimir Efimovich.

Kakhniashv.li. Avtandil Semenovich.
.

K^"«";-
'

' '^

Solomonovich. D/hanelidze. Va/ha Vened.ktovich; and Lachin-

ov. Alcxandr Alexandrovich. 3787.007

AGON L'hrenfabrik Robert Triebold AG: See-

Hurl Zeno. 3.786.626

A.leo Jackson Anthony, to Gentex Corporation Headgear structure.

3.786.5 19. CI. 2-6.000

Air Preheater Company. Inc . The; See—

Finnemore. Harlan E. 3.786.868

Airco. Inc ; S*-."— ^ lot. t.AA
Rich Harold T. and Wolf. TerrenceL. 3.786.644

Aish^ma Itsuho. Sakurai. Hisaya; Takashi. Yukichi. Morita Hideo^

Hirotsu Yoshivuki: and Hamada. Tetsuo. to Asahi Kasei Kogyo

"Ibushiki Kaisha Production of ethylene polymers and ethylene

copolymers. 3.787.323. CI 260-88.20f.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha; See-

Haga. Shoji; and Komorizono. Kunichi. 3.786.VUJ.

Kobashi. Uichiro. 3.786.636.

Aiioka. James S; St"*-—
i 707 «aq

Charlton. Donald A.; and Ajioka. James S.. 3.787.869.

^''^NS:!::;'Vi;igeru; Akami. H.toshi; and Shibuya. Atsuo

3.786.987.

Akashi.Goro; St-f— u /- -„ -x itn ^f^A
Kitamoto. Tatsuji; Shimizu, Mahito; and Akashi, Goro, 3,78 /,564

^'''^:^;^:1^^ p.. Aker.. Wesley E.; and Werth. John.

3.787.308.

Akcrlund. A.B. & Rausing; See—
Akerlund. Jan. 3.787.257.

Akerlund. Jan. to Akerlund. A.B. & Rausing. Method to seal two

r^aterials to each other and a device to carry out the method.

3.787.257. CI. 156-73.000.

Aktiebolaget Electrolux; See—
Blomberg. Peter Erik. 3.786,653.

Albenesius. Edward L; Sep— „ . , ,. , ,/ j ai

Dahlen. Burton L.; Mosly. Wilbur C. Jr ; Smith, P ...1 K and Al-

benesius. Edward L. 3.787.321.

Albertv Frederick J; Set"

—

^ r-j j i

Mevers Laverne H.; Kagele. Frank L.: Trent. Edward J^;

F^!denberg. Jerry T.; Alberty. Frederick J ; and Fitzgerald,

Blovce D. 3.787.660.
v, . -r ^ r^^

Albrecht. Clifford C; and Brown. Howard G. to Novelty_Tool Com-

pany. Inc.. mesne Wire-tie forming and twisting tool. 3.786.84 1
.
Ll.

1 40- i 19.000.

Albright & Wilson. Limited: Sft--
, ,, , _ m i 707 iso

Harris, Glyn Islwyn; and Edwards, Alfred Gerald. 3.787.350

Alburn. Harvey E.; and Grant, Norman H. N-(N.N-diethyJened.am.ne)

substituted amides of aminocyclopentanecarboxyhc acid. 3,78 /,494.

CI 260-557.00r.

Alden Self-Transit Systems Corporation. Sfe-

Corkum. James L.; Schoepflm. David; and Taylor. Paul A..

Alcem'^Mohlmmed A., to Sundstrand Corporation. Starter-drive

3.786.696. CI. 74-687.000.

Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben D7.hang.r0v.ch. Su-

Tadze. Ippol.t Davidov.ch; Agl.tsky. Vladimir Efin^«vich Kakhn.ash-

lli Avtandil Semenovich; Kanlor. Ilia Solomonovich; Dzhanelidze.

Vazha Venediktovich; and Lachinov Alexandr Alexandrovich.

Dvice for driving trains of containers through pipeline. 3,787,007,

CI. 243-33.000.

Alicandrl.FrankP.:S<'f— r o i 7fiA sn^
Johnson. Alan A.; and Alicandri. Frank P., 3,786,806.

Aliprandini. Giuseppe: S.'.'—
i.. .„ Mi^hBl

^Zuntini. Franco; Aliprandini. Giuseppe. Gloria, Jean-M.chel,

Meyer. Andre; and Losi, Salvatore, 3.787.463.

^""Ne^'dl" ^Luaen; Guillaume, Jacques; and Allais. Andre.

^^ 787 445

Allen Bvron'w: Tiltable glass cutters table with retractable sheet sup-

porting pegs. 3.787.040. CI. 269-58.000

AMen cSarles A.. Bryant. Richard W.; Delaney, Thomas J.; Dhaka, Vir

A Meade Robert M.; and Wharmby. James D., to Cogar Corpora-

L Modular optical apparatus. 3,787,837. CI. 340-365.00p

Alkn Kenneth C^ and Boshinski, Edwin E . to Hobart Manufacturing

Companv The. Tare adjusting apparatus for a computing scale

system 3 786.88 I. CI. 177-3.000.

Allenlpach.- Heinz, to Mettler .nstrumente AG^ Force-easuring ap-

parous including totalizer means. 3.786.884.CI. 1 //-.m.uuu.

Aller. Harold E; Sf*"— ^ -, 707 cif,

Baver Horst O ; Hurt. William S.; and Aller. Harold E • ' '"^-'^^

Alley Hartley R. Combination pannier bag. valise and back pack.

3.786.972. CI. 224-31.000.

Alliance Rubber Company: St-f—
-, 707 «;«;?

Spencer. Richard R.; and Penny. William C. 3.787,552.

Allied Chemical Corporation; S^f- „. . . AiK»r, -« 787 SSS
Bruen, Charles Patrick; and Wamser. Christian Albert. 3.787,555.

Chlanda. Frederick P.; and Liu. Kang-Jen. 3.787 304_

Crescentini. Lamberto; and Wells. Rodney Lee, 3.787.523.

Crescentini. Lamberto; Wells. Rodney Lee. Lazarus. Stanley

David;andWeedon. Gene Clyde 3.787.524.

Lewis. Donald J.; and Stephenson. Robert L , 3.787 074_

Schroeder. Kenneth H.;and Kelly. George J, Jr 3 787 239,

Stephenson, Robert L.; and Lewis. Donald J.. 3.786.843

Ailing Richard L.. to Torrington Company, The. Tw.sled bar cage.

3,787. 104, CI. 308-235.000.

A Ilis-Chalmers Corporation:5ff- , -,0^ q«:i
Crum. Robert L; and PateLIshwarlal P. 3.786953.

Goodwin. Edwin C. Jr.; Larkin, Oscar L.; and Erni, Heinrich H.,

^,787,649.

Orr. Bobby J, 3,787.097.

Orr. Bobby J. 3,787.098.

Allmann Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget: See—

Backlin,Olle. 3,786,710.

Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Akyribolaget: See-

Pl 1
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L^nda.
"

Torstein; Johannsson. Paul, and Engedal. Knud.

3.787.156

Alphamedics Mfg Corporation 5«.«.-
, -nnf, ^st-i

Berman. Richard M . and SchN^artz. Bernard. 3.786.683

Aluma Building Systems Incorporated See-

Avery, Peter J .3.787.020

Aluminum Specialty Company; See—

Martin. Wesley G .3.786.740.

Alza Corporation See—
Higuchi.Takeru. 3.787,571 •

Michaels, Alan S. 3.786.8 13

American Aniline Products. Inc See—

Genta.GuidoR .3.787.177

Renfre*. Edgar Earl. 3.787.178

^•"^G:^^iS D^nS^r^ndGrosso. Harry Anthony. 3.786.V67

American Cham & Cable Company. Inc See-

\)V allis. Charles W.3.786.>» 10

American Cvanamid Company See—

Pang. Michael. 3.787.418

Thomas. Daniel Walter. 3.787.438

Yarrington. Robert Murphy. 3.787.335

American Danish Oticon A/S See-

Nielsen. Torben Elof. 3.787.643

American Home Products Corporation See—

Bruce. William P. 3,787.41«>
, ,„, ^oi

Kim. Dong H. and Bell. Stanley C 3.787 493

Wendt. Gerhard R . and Wmkley. Michael W .
3.787.44.

American Hospital Supply Corporation See-

Guerrero. Michael Carl. 3.786.986

American Standard Inc 5«-^-
i iwa <-.->

Kira. Alexander, and Scheuring. George R .
3.7S6.S..

Ametek.Inc .S«'«•—

Schmldt.Ferenc J . 3.786,923 ./-,„
Amin Rainikant Babubhia. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I

.
and torn

plnv Ca T. O,- crystallizable glass dielectric compositions

3.787.219. CI 106-73 300

AMP Incorporated See- ,->«» bai
Teagno. W eadimiro, and Trevisiol. Franco. 3.787.80I

Anchor Hocking Corporation See—

Roberts. Cecil P .3.786.746

,„^f<^G^oi:::::V^i^^n J . and Schue,e. Donald E to

L mted States of America. Atomic Energy Commission Solid dielec-

Uic capacitance gauge for -asuring Hu.d pre.ure ha.ing tem^ra-

ture compensation and guard electrode
^^-^^Vu RruloV* Iron

Anderson. Dale R . and Grubhs. Conway E . ^^ ^^'^^'^
bridge & I on

Company Method of under>kater*eldmg 3.787,655. tl-iv /.u

Anderson Gordon C .S***"

—

r- j l »

Pra^ Lester W. Christeson. John H. Prlston. Freder^k A^

Sheron. Herman D . Drake. William H .
and AnderM>n. Gordon

C . 3.786.621

Anderson. Jon A S*-*"—
i -tm <».o

Johnson. Roland N , and Anderson. Jon A . ^-^^^^^^^ .

,

Anderson Paul L . and Manning. Robert E . to Sando/Wander. Inc

Carboxvamido substituted.2-alkyUhio-5-pyrimidinesulfonamides

AS:::rRrrF:"^i;;:"^on^.:^:.r;^mpan.P.uraistages

of HF alklla'ion of isoparaffin with butylene and propylene reac-

A^Soi^^^Js^U^r^:^e.^^^.ake Engl^ E^^^

spectrometer usmg plural radiation sources 3.787,69.. ti ..i

305 000
Ando.Toshiaki: S«—

, -r u i, i tbt «->k
Hasebe. Takefumi; and Ando. Twhiaki. 3.787.8.8

Andrews. Philips See-
Di.ii.« <; » 787 367

Farrissey. William J . Jr : and Andrews. Philip S .
3.787,3ft/

Andrist,WillardL S?*--
i tba #,43

Anderson. Richard T. and Andrist. Willard L.. 3.786.643.

Angeline.Gary E See—
1 7S7 77*,

rath PieterB and Angeline. Gary E. 3.787.7 /ft_

Anlev DoS Maynard. I Rolls-Royce « «'^n L.-^-d Reheat

svstem for a gas turbine engine 3.786.632. C '•"'^^p;'*'

Anselmino. Giovanni, and Ravi„a. E'".''""^';-
'"cV 34(Sm^)0

Azioni Mounting ^^ ajeed detector
^^^^ : ^^'.^.i^r^merica,

^TrL^R^cord^nV^f- --"-*- '•'''•'"' ^' ^'"-

AnVhony!"Andrew James, 'o Conjbus.ion Engmeermg. Inc. Fuel as-

Rhone-Progil Fluorination process 3.787,489 1
1

.ot» -*

Aoki. Katash. Hydraulic type mold clampmg device 3.786,7.5. CI

Appen^e'lle'^Henry Albert. Miller. Joseph Charles. -^ ^hea. Vmce^^^^^

Z International Business Machines Corporation Wafer mterlocking

A^S^F^^G .^irr^U;;;; -^ Lee. William, to Uni^

Sutes of America. Army, mesne. Mis.s,le extraction device

3.786.718,CI 89-1 805

* 1 K P...I F Brinkle\ Max D . and GrifTiths, Robert I
.

to

^£;:,'yea? Tire •/ Ruli^V Company. The Tire building drum

3.787.262. CI 156-123 (MX)

Applied Power Industries. Inc See--
,707 nn7

Buys Pieter. and Sonnebt>rn.Lamb«rtus. 3.787,087

Houston. Robert W. 3.786.851. 1

Houston. Robert W. 3.786.852. I

^'^'^S-r S:;«h.. Ara.. Torh^aru. Vo^^^^-,"—"•

Watanabe. Mitsuo. and Okada. Yoshiyuki. 3.787.198

^"
Mu:a!i::rTa^rAramaki. Kuninon. and Kundo. Yoshtkazu.

3.786.637.

Araseki.Takashi S*-*--
. -. una7 fc^S

Ochiai. Ka/uo. and Araseki.Takashi. 3.787.645

Argus Chemical Corpiuation See-

Breckcr Lawrence Robert. 3.787.357

Arlen Richard, to Raleigh Industries. Limited Handlebar assemblies

^ 787 I '•6 CI 40^-104 0<H) , ,

Armao Thomas A Method ..f preventing cryoadhesion of cryosurgical

instruments and cryosurgical instruments 3.786.814. CI U8

Armirong William H . .0 Waterbury Pressed Metal Company. The

P^ckprfM^fUKk W87.812.C1 .U0-164 00r

Arnold "^ John Spencer. Beck. George Morland, B.H,m. Roger John.

Cosscrat, Dafid Cockburn. Hodges^ Kenneth ••--
."^--,,,V;„

deman. The.nlor Duncan. W illiams, Roger Morley, •'"^/^
H;"^.';

I^"^;

Michael, to Plessey Handel und «7«;''"^'1»^
.^O MultiprtKessor

data proces.ng system 3.787.818. CI 340-172 500

Aro Plastic Building Supplies, Ltd See-

Stanlev. Victor William. 3,787,549

Aron. Erwin. to Technical Processing. Inc
'^«-«i' P^^r'!'"*

t ".W
natiiral and synthetic rubber compounds 3.787,341. CI .00

2^ 70m

^""smah'K'M W^'oTdwav. Fred. Taylor. Charles A .
and Zimmer-

Arth cTi^andSa^i^I^Sy H , .0 Merck & Co . •- |9.No.7

lipha-methM ori9.nor.20-spirox-4,14-dien.Vone and 18.me.hyl

derivatives thereof 3,787,394, CI 260-239 5 Sr

Artwick Kert E. to Hanson Scale Company Platform scale

3.786.880, CI 177-1 (KM)

Arv in Industries, Inc .SVe-—

Murphv. Timothy C , 3,787,74.

Waldspurger. Edward C . 3.7H"'.6'4

Asahi KaseiKoBNoKabushiki Kaisha -Sr*"—
., , . ». .

A^sh^ma. Luho, S.kurai, Hi.aya, Takashi. Yukichi_ Morita.

Hideo. Hirotsu. Yoshiyuki. and Hamada. Tctsuo. 3.78 /..»_J.

Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha .SVr—

Shimizu Tatsuro. 3.787.1 16 r ..

Ashar Kanu! to International Business Machines CorrK>rat,onJ mitter

diffusion iM.lated semiconductor structure 3,787,.53. tl M»

Ashlv'^^Robin. and Adams, Terence Ernes,, to Smiths Industries

Lirnited Apparatus including displacement-responsive inductive-

transducers ( 787.758. CI 323 510(H)

Astill Cvril J to Canadian Patents and Development, Limited Valve

stem packing assembiN 3,787,060. CI 277 -^9 0(H)

Atac. M^^^^/affc?, to United States of America, Atomic Energy C ommis-

sion Quenching gas f..r detectors of charged particles 3.787.746.

CI 313-93 (HK)
I

Athlon Corporation. The See—
Goodwm.WilliamD. 3.787.337

., . , , ^ „„
Atkms Cedric D. and Attaway. John A Method of producing

e"hancedc.uus,uice essence 3.787,593, CI 426-429 (K.O.

Atlantic Richfield Company See-

James, James R , and Fliason, Kay E.. 3.786.965

Atlas Copco: See—
Eriks.s»>n. Sven Evald. 3.787.146

Atmospheric Sciences. lncorp«uated; .S*"*--

ChasMin. Leon H. 3.787.700

Atomenergikommissionen; See—
Marstrand. Jorgen. 3.787.285.

Atomic Energy of Canada. Limited See-

Shields. Ross Bisbee. 3.787.697

Atron Industries, Inc See- c^,„ <;ts>nli>v R
Spitabny. Arnold. Breitbart. George, and Sporn. Stanley R .

3.787.624 I

Attaway. John A S*"*"— , ia-> <q-i
Atkins. Cedric D . and Attaway. John A .

3.787,5VJ

^"'^'wo/cesur^FrailcSrand At.or. William H.. III. 3.786.633.

^"'*Ha;!e?m"an''n'"Helmut. Loyen. Roger; Joly. Pierre. Auber. Yvan;

and Malmaistm, Rucil, 3,787.100.

Audichron Company. The See-
», , 707 t.M

McCarty. John O. and Smith. LearyW. 3.787.637^

Ausseil. Claude C A Swimming-aid devices. 3.786.526. CI. 9

307 ()00

Automatic Power Division Sff-
^ 787 867

Dodge. Robert J , and Huffer, Wilson R.. 3.787.8ft /.

Automation Devices. Inc See—

Taylor. William C ,3.786.912.

Automation Industries. Inc.; See—
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Wiers. William C; Sullins, James R : and Warren. David A..

3.786.684

Avco Corporation; See-
Church. Donald E . 3.787.806.

Douglas-Hamilton. Diarmaid H., 3,787,759.

Avery Peter J . to Aluma Building Systems Incorporated. Concrete

formingstructure 3.787.020. CI 249-18.000.
^ ^ ^

Ava Hasahiro; Saito. Junichi; Fukazawa. Nobuo; Tamura, Tatsuo, Ku-

rihara. Kazuo. and Norishima. Norihisa. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft

Novel urea derivatives and their use as herbicides. 3.787,393. LI.

260-2 39()bf

^'"sSe'ce'rh'ard. Eue. Ludwig. Hack. Helmuth. Hiranc. Seiichi;

Aya. Masahiro; Kishino. Shigeo. and Fukazawa. Nobuo

3.787.538.
B&CElectricCompany -Sf*-- ,7b7ac,

Chabala. Leonard V. and Evans. David M. 3.787.651.

Backlin Olle to Allmann Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget Means for

cutting plates for transformer cores 3.786.710.C1 83-406X)0()

Bader. Andre, and Weiss, Francis, to L gine •^"hlmann Carboxylic di-

esters and the method for preparing the same 3.787,484. tl .wi-

488 00a , _

Badische Anilen- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See-

\ olkert. Otto. Schrodt. Gerd. and Zuerger. Manfred, 3.787.2 1 1

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft; See-

Beck Fritz, Haufe. Juergen. and Nohe. Heinz, 3,787,299

Horn Peter, Schuster, I udwig, Falkenstein, Georg; and Joschek.

Hans-lngo. 3.787, 359

Kartte. Klaus, Jockers, Kurt. Meier. Hermann; and Taglmger.

Ludwig. 3.787,563

Bagby. Percy R Self-releasing and self-lowering block. 3.787.032. CI

254-190000 ^ _,
Baege Frich Trumper. Joachim, and Knaak. Joachim. -'to Vdo

Tachometer Werke Adolf Schmdhng GmbH Apparatus for measur-

ing the filling level in liquid receiving containers by means of radio-

active ravs 3,787,h82,Cl 250-43 5n

Baird-Atomic, Inc. See—
Grenier, Raymond P , 3.787,685.

Baker Hydro, Inc See—
Johnson, Charles S , 3,786,92 1

Baker William H Angle connectors for modular beam structures.

3.786,612. CI 52-754000.

Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich .SW- . vu
Alexandrov Adolf Morilsovich, Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirdvich.

Sulad/e. Ippolit Davidovich, Aglitsky. .Vladimir Efimovich;

Kakhniashvih. Avtandil Semenovich. cantor Ilia

Solomonovich. Dzhanelidze, Vazha Venediktovich. and Lachin-

ov, Alexandr Alexandrovich, 3787.007.

Baldin.D H .Company .SV*-—

Cumpbell.DonaldJ. 3,787,601
. • , ., u j r

Ballard Norman Edmund, to Rolls-Royce (1971 ) Limited Method of

applying a coating to a part 3.787,305, CI 204- 18 1 .000.

Bal/ers Patent- und Beteiligungs-Aktiengesellschaft; See—

Waener, Rudolf, and Schertler, Roman. 3,787,3 1

-

Ban Thomas F to McDowcll-Wellman Engineering Company.

Processforcoalgasificat,on3,787.192.Cl 48-202.000

^""'Y'amada" Ke*^sh"o. L memura. Sumio. Ohdan. Kyoji; Hidaka Mikio.

Bando, Yasuo, Fukuda, Ka/uo. and Sawazi. Masao. 3.787..V<4.

Bangor Punta Operations. Inc ; .SV« —
Miller. Lester, 3,787,068

Banner Industries, Inc .SV*-— _

Bryson. Wilmer G . Jr ; Lyie. Donald D ; and Wilda. Jack S .

Barcza'^Sandor. to Sandoz-Wander. Inc 2-Silyl-l -methyl imidazoles

3.787.437, CI 260-309 000.

Bard C R. Inc . mesne iV*"—

Fricson, Richard E ,3,786,815
• „ .

Barker Robert A . and Shank, John W . to Elira Corporation. Resistor

Ignition lead 3.787.800, CI 3.39.223.00s.

Barlow. John; S*"*"—
, , .

Sachs. Kurt. Foreman. Frederick Arthur; and Barlow, John.

3 787 ""04

Barnetl.Char"les B ; and Ekama. Pieter J., to Diebold <"C'-"-P":^;fd

Pneumatic tube system carrier wear ring construction 3.78/,()U8.

CI 243-35.000. . , . .

Barnette Stanley Ronald. Method of making plastic articles with a par-

tially enveloped core 3.787.544, CI 264-69000.

Bi-rok. Albert Telephone set with transmission by "I'^^P*'""^.""'^

amplifier and reception by loudspeaker -^-TfZ.V' '^'k l^ L„
Barr, John E . to International Telephone and Telegraph Co^P^f^tion.

Low cost sealed connector and method of making same. 3.787.79ft.

Ba^r Vzu\'i . and Jagodzinski. Tim G.. to General Motors Corpora-

tion Electronic fuel injection system having coarse and fine speed

compensation 3,786,789. CI 123-320ea.

Barrett Lawrence D . Jr , to Boeing Company. The Redundant pitch

link 3 786.695. CI. 74-586.0(H).

Bartels Friedrich Element for constructing temporary wall structures.

3.786.607, CI. 52-474000.
Bartosczewicz.JohnS ;

iVf—
, u c o»/t cir^ninbe

Heimsch. Robert A .
Bartosczewicz. John S ;

and Slocombe.

Robert J .3.787,212 .,

Bass. Larry F.. to Collins Radio Company. Phase representative digital

signal modulating apparatus. 3.787.785. CI. 332-9.00r.

Batcheller, Roy W.: See—
Snyder, Donald E ; and Batcheller, Roy W ,

3,787,033.

Battelle Memorial Institute; See—
Crites, Nelson A., 3,786,679.

Eggers, Philip E, 3.786,861. ,. jn u
Baltrick Peter Edward, to Northern Electric Company Limited. Push-

buttoii electronic pulsing dial. 3.787,639. CI. 179-90.00k.

Bauer, Kurt: See—
Kohler. Alfred; and Bauer. Kurt. 3.787.129.

Bauer Stuart M . to Pfizer Inc. Process for preparing pre-moistened

antimicrobialtowels 3.786.6 15. CI 53-21.Ofc.

Baumann. Andrew A Expansible chamber device. 3,786.727, CI. 91-

493.000.
Baxter Laboratories, Inc.: S*-*"—

Lowy. George W.; Conlon. Joseph M ; and Marcus, Byron E..o

3 787 121.

Lowy. George W.; Priarone, Paul; and Cullis, Herbert M..

3.787,124.

Bayard. Lavern S: S.-.--
c t 7aA 7-;^

Eckstein. George R ; and Bayard. Lavern S.. 3.786. /5 J.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft; See—
Xo....^

Aya Hasahiro; Saito. Junic^ii; Fukazawa. Nobuo; Tamura. Tatsuo.

Kurihara Kazuo; and Norishima. Norihisa. 3.787.393.

Colin Reimer; Hammann. Ingeborg; Untersienhafer, Gunter; and

Behrenz. Wolfgang. 3,787.539

Draber. Wilfried; Buchcl. Kari Heinz; Regel. Erik; and Plempel.

Manfred. 3.787,415.

Enders, Edgar; and Stendel. Wilh#lm. 3,787.576.

Hendricks. Udo. 3.787,407.

Leister, Kari. 3.787,160.
^ v>i „„

Linke. Siegfried; Sitt. Rudiger. Horstmann. Harald; and Meng.

Kari. 3.787.431. „ ^ ^
Lucking. Hans Joachim; Noll. Walter; Buchner. Werner;

Friederich. Klaus; and Niederprum. Hans, 3,787,467.

Rohe, Ernst-Heinrich; and Raue. Roderich, 3.787.476^

Scholl, Hans-Joachim; Klauke. Erich; Grewe. Ferdinand; and

Hammann. Ingeborg. 3,787.435

Schrader. Gerhard; Eue, Ludwig; Hack. Helmuth; Hirane. Seiichi;

Aya. Masahiro; Kishino. Shigeo; and Fukazawa. Nobuo.

3.787.538. ^ .

Stolzer, Claus; Hammann. Ingeborg; Unterstenhofer. Gunter; and

Homever.Bernhard. 3,787.535

Swodenk. Wolfgang; Scharfe. Gerhard; and Dornfeldt. Wolfram.

3.787.462. ^ , . „,.,. ,

Wollweber, Hartmund; Hiltmann. Rudolf; and Stendel. Wilhelm.

3.787.575.
. ,

Bayer Donald R ; Ritchie. Lewis M.; and Bivens, Jon A . to Clemar

Manufacturing Corporation. Irrigation and sprinkler system.

3,787,728. CI. 307-41.000.
., .^ „ dw a

Bayer, Horst O ; Hurt. William S.; and Aller. Harold E to Rohm &

Haas Company 3-Phosphorylthio acrylamides. 3.787.536. CI 26U-

943.000. ^ ^ f.

Bean Roger M . to Sun Research and Development Co. Conversion of

isobutane to isobutene. 3.787,5 1 6. CI. 260-683.30().

Bearden Robv. Jr.; and Fink. Thomas E.. to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company. Alkali metal desulfurization process for petroe-

um oil stocks using low pressure hydrogen 3,787.315. CI. 2U8-

208.00m.
Beatrice Foods Company; Spf- inuniAc

Keyes Richard Martin; and Nelson. Bertel Swan. 3.787.145.

Becavin Henri, to Thomson-CSF Doppler instrument landing systems

3.787.861. CI. 343-106.00d. „. u * . a
Beck Fritz Haufe. Juergen; and Nohe. Heinz, to Badische Anilin- &

Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Electrolytic condensation of car-

boxylic acids 3.787.299. CI. 204-59.00r.

Beck George Morland; Sf*'—

Arnold John Spencer; Beck. George Morland; Boom. Roger John;

Cosserat David Cockburn; Hodges, Kenneth James Hamer;

Sandeman. Theodor Duncan; Williams. Roger Morley; and O -

Halloran. Michael. 3.787.818

Becker Kurt; and Seidel. Hans-Georg. to Heye. Hermann Apparatus

for cutting off successive PO"'""'',J^"'I'„^, Ttt^ttm)
""

such as a strand of viscous glass. 3.786.707, CI »/-2'^'^^'^'*'^

Becker Kurt; and Seidel. Hans-Georg. to Heye. Hermann Apparatus

for feeding gobs of molten vitreous or plastic material into molds ol a

machine for forming bottles or similar containers ^"h control «^eans

for controlling the movement of the molds. 3.787.96. CI. 65-

164.000.

Becker. Robert L.:Sf<'-
, .,0-, .^no

Antal. John J; and Becker. Robert L., 3.787,698.

Beckman Industries. Inc.; S*-*"—
, ^„a

Rohrbaugh. Donald Gene; Petersen. Everett James. Jr.; and

Chase. Charles Peter. 3.787,185

Beckman Instruments. Inc.: See- ,707,00
Davis. Randall Scott; and Isenberg. Don Lee. 3.787,ZHV.

Deuringer. Rudolf; Ray. Robert A ; and Sternberg, James C,

3 787 291

Kampf. Richards.; and Sultzbaugh. Lisle W. 3.787.878.

Neii. Radhakrishna Murty; Sawa. Kenneth B.; and Bing. Colin C .

3.787.309. ^ ^u 1

Beckwith. Merton M ; and Hsu. Grace F»" Conversion Chemical

Corporation. Zinc plating bath and method. 3.787.297. CI. 204-

55.00r.
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Rfebe John N . to RaMheon Company High performance meter depth

sounder for automatical!) mdicatmg depth without manual adjust-

ment. 3.787.803. CI. 340-3 OOr

Beers Albert Alvm. Jr ; Stoyer. Paul Eugene, and Lightner Joseph

Camobell Jr to Greenville Steel Car Company Rapid discharge

hopper car 3.786.764.CI 105-:40 0OO

Reers Ronald Wentworth Sj-f—
bane. Oscar Beers. Ronald Wentworth; and Levey .

Custave Stan-

ley. 3.787. 149

"'' CoUn'^Rl'ef. H^mmann. Ingeborg; UnterMenhafer. Cun.er: and

•Behrenz.NVolfgang. 3.787.53»»

R,h.,„.n Ga« B Cole Kugene A . and Staadt. Charles R .
to Masonrs

^t^imftn': Apparatus '.r dispensing flcable h.gh-dens.ty materi-

al 3.786.'>66. CI 222-387000

^"
MeTer' HeTnT. Schmid. Dieter. Bei. Pullach. Schwar.er. Hans; and

Twittenhoff. Hans Joachim. 3.787.527.

Bell& Howell 5^."-

Fischer.Joerg. 3.787.115.

Bell & Howell Company Srr-
, -,a-, tan

Hull. Charles W. and McKinney. Charles R.3.7H7.7VU

. Misc'henko. Nicholas. 3.787.003.

Neff. Joseph J .3.787.690

Bell. Frederick K See—
, ,. , r» i t

Bussman. Dale R , Bell. Frederick K ; and Filsinger. David F

3.786.S»73

Bell. John RS^*— d w ,i i

Korchvnskv. Michael. Bell. John R ; and Cover. Richard J

3.787.250

Bell. Stanley CSr^- ,,„,.„,
Kim, Dong H. and Bell. Stanley C. 3.787.49.3.

Bell Telephone Lab<iratorics. Incorporated S.-!--

Berreman. Dwight NV inton. Meiboom. Saul. NVhite. Donald

Lawrence, and Kahn. Frederic Ja>. 3.787.1 H) ,_„-^,,,
Bush. Stanley Edward, and Roberge. Kenneth Joseph. 3.787.b4()

Carbrey. Robert Lawrence. 3.7K7.6.V>
, -.o^ u .„

Courtnev -Pratt. Jeofrv S . and Schmidt. Alfred C. Jr. 3.786.84»)

Farmer. Wavne David. Kneucr. Joseph George, and I awless. W il-

liam Joseph. 3.787.61 3.

Ciordmaine. Joseph Anthony, and -Klemman. David Allmond.

3.787.1 II

Hagelbarger, David W illiam. 3.787.83b

Lewis, Theras Gordon, 3.787.h3 1

Weissmann,Gerd Friedrich Hurst. 3.78b.b73

Beltone Electronics Corporation .V**-—
Mcrcola. Peler A . and Jacobs. William R .

3.787.777

Bendix Corporation. The .SV*-—
Feintuch. Martin W . and Silver, Allen S ,

3.787.838

Lademann. Ernest E .and ladarola. Ralph E,.3.78b.b85

Bendror Jack, and \ enco. Gastone, to Robbins and Bendror As-

s*^ciates. Inc Bookbinding machine with cndleaf folding means

3.78b.52V. CI 1 l-l (»>r

Beneficial Insect Control. Inc .SV«-—

Scolt.ClarenceA .Jr .3.78b.594
'

Benehiat Isaac to Lniversal Oil Products Company Novel name re

tardani compositions 3.787.528. CI 260-865 000

Benehiat Isaac to Lniversal Oil Products Company Novel name re

tardani compositions 3.787.52**. CI 260-865 0(H1

Bennett Charles D . to Cam Industries. Inc Sequencing step control

3 787.729. CI 307-41.000

Bennett. James G . and Katchman, Arthur, to Genera Electric Com-

panv Preparation of polypheny lene '•••hVW,\Jn aVn'T""'
promoted copper-amine catalysts 3.787.362. CI. 260-47 Oet

Benwilco, Inc Set-—
Williams. Benjamin F . 3.787.153

Beohringer Mannheim GmbH Sfc-
u ....,„,

Bergmever. Hans Llrich. Haid. Eric. Nelboeck-H.^chstetter.

M ichael. and W eimann. Gunther. 3.787.392.

Beran. Pavel; S*-*"— r . l

Dolejs. Ladislav; Beran. Pavel. Slama. Karel. and Sorm. Frantisek.

3.787.478.

Bercier, John R S^*-—
, -.u*. <y<

Delaquila. Gary, and Bercier. John R .
3.786.>H5.

Berens. Stephen 5*'*'—
,,o-.tii

Resnick. Sam L. and Berens. Stephen. 3.787.714.

Berg Lawrence F . to Caterpillar Tractor Company Flow control

valve 3.786.827. CI 137-109000

Berger James K . to Pioneer Magnetics, Inc Inrush current limiting

circuit 3.787.756.C1. 321-11 1)00

Bergman. Charles T : S*-^— , -,oi t^t^A

Johnson. George V and Bergman. Charles T. 3.787.664
*

Bergmever. Hans Llrich. Ha.d. Eric Nelboeck-Hochstctter^ Michael,

and We.mann, Gunther, to Beohringer Mannheim GmbH. Process

for the preparation of nucleoside diphosphate esters. 3.78 /..iv.. \.i

Be'man.' Ric'hard M
.
and Schwartz. B^^L^-^-J^;" J^'P'^^^''^^''''^

Corporation Hand-operated pipette 3.786.683. CI ^^•^-^^*^

Bernard Jean Paul, to Societe Anonyme Aera7ur Construct ons

.Aeronautiques Safety valve with inert.al openmg control

3,787.067. CI 280-150 Oab
'

Bernusset Philippe Catalvsts for selective hydrogenation of hydrocar-

bons 3.787.514. CI. 260-677 (K)h.

Berreman. Dwight W.nlon. Meiboom. Saul. White. D..nald Law ence.

and Kahn. F^redenc Jay. to Bell Telephone Labj.rator.es. Incor-

p*,rated Liquid crystal devices 3.787.1 lO.CI 350-I6001C

Be^ry. David A . Bunk. Albert R . Halbrook. Noah L and Law«nce

Rav V . to Ln.ted States of America. Agriculture Hot-melt adheswe

comp«.sition containing glycerol ester of fumar.c-m.HJified rosm

3 787. 342. CI 260-24(100 ^ „a.
Bersworth Frederick C Methtxi of synthesizing hydrazine compounds

carboxvlic acids 3.787.482. CI 260-482 00P
,„,, disniav

Beutler Hervev F . to Dow Corning Corporation Shipping and display

carton 1786.914. CI 206-44 lK)r

Biekcr Ron D . and Rickel. E O . to Rickel. Inc I ift supfH.rt device

for use with truck weighing scales 3.787.0.M). CI 254-8 (H)r

Bielfeldt. Friedrich Bernd. to Eckert & Ziegler GmbK Appara us for

miection molding with thermosetting resins 3.787.159. tl 4..->-

167 (MM>
I

^''^^:!!r\^nM R':'^on. James H. OH>k. William R .
and Biggs.

William A. Jr. 3.787. 283

^'"^Net Radh^k''r;:hna Mur.y. Sawa. Kenneth B . and B.ng. Colin C .

Binzer.Momarj . and W.nxling. Peter H to General Electric Com

panv lighted ontrol cons*>le with lift-up information plate

3,787,674, CI 240-2 Opa i

Biospherics lncorp«irated See— I

fopoLGcorge J . 3.787.703

Birkenmever. Robert D . to Lp^hn Company. The Analogs of linco-

mvcmandproccss 3.787,390.0 260-2 l(»(H>r

Birkm, Michael S ,
and Parkman, ^ '''--;• ';^8"'^^^;;:">'•

Board Tram communication system 3.787.67V, CI .46-.MMHM»

Bishop W ilson P , to L nited States of America. Navy C lose-in ranger

system 3.787.846. CI 343-7 .3(K)
|

Bivens. JonA See— „ »

Baver. Donald R, Ritchie, lewis M. and Bivcns. Jon A.

\ 7^7 7'*j<

Buuk Bengt Anders, to D.>mkraft AB Nike Hydraulic garage lack

A 786.692. CI 74-512 (KM)

Blaivas Murrav Aaron, to Hoffmann-La R.iche Inc BKH.d collection

container 3,786,985, CI 233-26 (KM)
,p„.,„.,

Blanchet, Francis, and Sauron. Georges, to Commissariat a I f
"Yf.'f

Atomique High-density magnetic memory 3.787.8.4. LI .'-Jii-

Blank l/hak to Hvdrophilics International. Inc Optical contact lenses

and'related devices 3.787.378. CI 260-86 lOr

Blatter. Herbert Morton .S,v- na-r <7i
Mizzoni. Renat Herbert, and Blatter. Herbert Morton. 3.787.573

Blecke Ronald Gene, to Gulf Rescirch & Dcsclopment Company

High molecular weight, high melting, linear p.>l>am.des Pf'^P^Jfed

from trans. trans-4.4-diaminob.cvclohexyl 3.787.375. CI 26(.-

7K tHtr

Block I eo. and Shippev. Frank R . to Ravpak. Inc Means for sealing

membrane carrying tubes 3.786.925. CI 210-121 0<H.

Blocker Frich. and Eckhardt. Peter, to F.irbwerkc Hoechst Aktien

gcsellschaft v.>rmals Meister Lucius & Hrun.ng »';''";% »*;\'j;'-"

preparation of aromatic copolv-imide phosphonamides .1.78 /..w..

CI 260-78 (M)r

BU>mberg. Peter Erik, to Akt.ebolaget
/«L"VV ri 6^49M)(T

refrigeration svstem of the inert gas type 3.786.653 CI 6.-491 ()()0

Bloxsom. Joseph Thomas, to l.emav. A . Co . Inc Contour grinder

3.786.600.C1 51-101 dig.

Blundell. Thomas .SVr-
, „ tu i i«7 ai6

Colchester John Edward, and Blundell. Thomas. 3.787.4.6

Blv miller. Arthur L . and Snodgrass. John F . to Lnited States of Amer-

ica. Air Force Instantaneous signal res»>lution system .1. /8 /.864.». i

14.i-l 13 (M»r

Boardman Company. The .SVf-
, ,„, ,,c. I

Frye. James A . and Morton. Ralph B . 3.787.161 '

Bobst. J . & Fils. S A .Ve.--

Bobst. Jacques. Gruetler. Walter, and Bolhnger. Edwin.

3.786.731 ^ . o w . 1 *
Bobst. Jacques. Gruetter. Walter and B<'llmger. Edwin to Bobst. J &.

Fils S A Press for cutting sheet material 3.786.73 1 .
CI 9.1-36 W)a

B.H:k.WallaceO Exercise device 3.787.048: CI 272-57dOr^

Bodway. George E Fabrication of thin film resistors 3.7«6.5>/.

:v-6'20()00

Biwhringer Mannheim GmbH: .S>e—

Jaworek. Dieter. 3.787.3 1

7

Boeing Company . The Se*"—

Barrett.LawrenceD. Jr. 3.786.695
, -,a-, u ,

,

Buehler. Walter E . and Lunden. Clarence D -^/S^ 84L

Bi^ticher. William A Flo<ning sleeper as.sembly 3.786.W)«, CI

480 000 .. , J J u
Bohn. Lothar. Cherdron. Harald. Fleivsner. Manfred; and Herwig.

Walter to Farbwerkc Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister

Lucius* Bruning Crystal-clear thermoplastic moulding composi-

tions of linear polyester and siyrene-acrylanitrilic copolymer mix-

ures 3.787.530. CI 260-873000.
|

Bohringer Mannheim GmbH Se*—
^ ,- u t- _ »i/«if

Jahn Werner. Kampe. Wolfgang. Fauland. Erich; Juhran. Wolf-

gang, and Stork. Harald. 3.787.391 „ , ,

Bolhofer. William A . to Merck and Company. Inc B-picolyloxy ester

of ( l-tnnuoromethyl phenoxy )(4 chlorophenyl) acetic acid and

derivatives 3.787.423. CI 260-295 50r. I

CI,

52-
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Boliden Aktiebolag See— „ ^
Melkersson. Karl-Axel; and Hedenas. Bo Guslav Valter.

3.786.619.

Bolin. Larry R ; and Jolly. Shelby A., to General Electric Company

Microwave-excited light emitting device. 3,787.705. CI 315-

248000
Bolinger. William Russell. Time delay alarm system. 3.787.832. CI.

340-276000
Bollinger. Edwin Xi-f—

Bobst. Jacques; Gruetter. Walter; and Bollinger. Edwin.

3.786,731

Bolynn. Andrew T Refrigerating apparatus 3.786.652. CI 6.-

243000 „ . u. r
Bombardier. Jerome, to Bombardier Limited Bracket assembly tor

snowmobile skis 3.786.886. CI. I80-5.00r.

Bombardier Limited .SV*"—

Bombardier. Jerome. 3.786.886

Bonny Jean-Pierre, to Portescap Striker for printing chronocompara-

tordiagrams 3.787.890. CI 346-141.000

Boom, Roger John Sfc—
Arnold. John Spencer. Beck. George Morland. Boom. Roger John.

Cosserat. David Cockburn. Hodges. Kenneth James Hamer;

Sandeman. Theodor Duncan; Williams. Roger Morley; and O

-

Halloran. Michael. 3.787.81 8

Borden Company. The: See—
W ingerd. Winston Harold. Damisch. Russell; and Bozzi, Marshall.

3.787.216
Borders. Berl. Rivkowich. Harold, and Rehman. Warren C .

to Tetley.

Inc . mesne Method for solubilizing tea cream 3.787.590. CI 426-

366 00(1
,-, ,<

Borg. John P Portable self-cleaning door mat. 3.786.531. CI. 15-

310000
Borg-W arner Corporation .SV«"—

Newton. Alwin B . 3.786,650

Borger. Jurgcn Herman, and Castellanos. Rafael A . to Victor Comp-

tometer Corporation Solenoid for wire printer 3.787.791. CI 335-

274 (too

Bone, Robert .SV*"—

Carbonncl. Henry, and Bone. Robert. 3.787.143.

Bork. Klaus .SV*--

Katlner, Frich, and Bork. Klaus. 3,787.880

Bosch, Robert. Fcrnsehanlagcn CimhH .SV*-—
Focrster. Hubert, and Brauch. Llrich. 3.787.615.

Poetsch. Dieter, and Hess. Heinz. 3.787.61 I

Bosch. Robert, G m b H ,S<'<

—

von l.oewis of Menar, Alexander. 3.787.095

Bosch. Robert, Photokino GmbH .SV*-—

Riedel,Wolfgang. 3,787.()()5
, . , k,

Boshagen, Horst, to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft N-dis-

ubstiiuted 3-amino-1.2-benzisothiazoles as antimycotic agents

3.787.572. CI 424-244000
Boshinski, Edwin E : S*'*-—

Allen, Kenneth C and Boshinski. Edwin E.. 3,786.881.

Bostcn, Donald R .S«-«

—

.« u i

Risko, Donald G Boslen. Donald R . and Rusnak. Michael.

3.786.998

Bostrowskv . Daniel: See—
Fritz Erich, and Bostrowskv. Daniel. 3.787.779

Bourdeam Romeo G . to Lnited Aircraft Corporation Tungsten

coaled glass fiber 3.787.236. CI 117-227 000.

Bowen, l.lovd: .SV«'—
Hilgedick. James R .3.787.81 1

Bowls. V iclor C . and Graham. D Douglas. Emission control device tor

carburetor-equipped internal-combustion engines 3.786.793. CI

12 3-1 19.00a
Bo\ljn.JohnR S*-*-—

. . o nw i x<
Shufflebarger. Earl D . Gallagher. Bernard J.; Simko, David M ;

and BoNlan. John R .3.787.023.

Bozec. Christian H . Dulong. Bernard G.; and Lemarinel. Robert Y.. to

Le Nickel Electrolytic method for producing high-purity nickel

from nickel oxide ores 3.787..301 . CI. 204-1 I 2.000.

Bozzi. Marshall Sf*-—
.

W ingerd. Winston Harold; Damisch. Russell; and Bozz.i. Marshall.

3,787.216.

Bradburv. Joseph T: S*-*-—
, »„

Hastings. Charles E.; Rounion. William A ; Comslock. Allen L.;

and Bradbury. Joseph T. 3.787.844

Brahman. Rodman S . to Heath Company. Automatic range switching

for digital depth sounders 3.787.802. CI. 340-3()Or.

Braid. John E: iW— ^ ^ . .r , c a
Cubbon. Robert C P ; Braid. John E ; Oates. Alfred E.; and

Preston. Ronald. 3.787.503.

Brand Warren L ; and Kashkooli. Farajollah. to Signetics Corporation^

Mos semiconductor structure with increased field threshold and

method for making the same 3.787.251. CI. 148-187.000.

Brandt Edison R; and Rice. Christopher R . to Polaroid Corporation.

Magnetic recording and playback system for use with recording

records adapted for use in conjunction with a photograph

3.787,636, CI. 179-100,201,

Brandt, Inc :
Scf— , -,01 ^^a

Johnson, George V. and Bergman. Charles T. 3.787.664.

Brauch. Llrich: See—
Foerster. Hubert; and Brauch. Ulrich. 3.787,6 1 5.

Braun, Leonard A.: See—

Schafer. Robert P.; Braun, Leonard A.; and Maki, Terrence C,

3,786.877.

Brawn. Darrell S Ski motion simulating training device. 3.787.047. CI.

272-57.00b.

Breaux. Onezime P.: See—
Medicus.Gostav K.;and Breaux. Onezime P.. 3,787,781

Brecker. Lawrence Robert, to Argus Chemical Corporation. Syner-

gistic mercapto organotin stabilizers. 3.787,357, CI, 260-45.75k.

Breitbart. George: See—
'

'

Spitabny. Arnold; Breitbart. George; and Spom. Stanley R..

3.787.624.

Breslow. Jeffrey D.; and Kaelin. Bette Marie, to Marvin Glass & As-

sociates. Animated musical figure toy. 3.786.596. CI. 46-98.0(X)

Breslow. Jeffrey D . to Glass. Marvin. & Associates. Launching plat-

form, spring launching clement and target area. 3.787,053. CI. 273-

101.000.

Bretschneider. Hermann; Grassmayr. Klaus; Hohcniohe-Oehringen.

Kraft and Grussner. Andre. Substituted sulfonyl urea and its

stereoisomers 3.787.491 .CI. 260-553.00d,

Breuer. Oswald: S*"*-— ^ ,. r^
Hauschopp. Alois; Langem. Werne Lippe; Breuer. Oswald; Os-

trop. Berthold; and Steinkuhl, Bernd. 3.787,090.

Brewer Sewing Supplies Company: See—
Nishi.Naoichi. 3.786.770.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited; See—
Muramatsu. Tateo; Aramaki. Kuninori; and Kundo. Yoshtkazu.

3.786.637.

Yonekawa. Hisashi; and Miyaoka. Minoru. 3,787,263.

Briggs, Charles Clifford; and Lythe, Trevor Wilkinson, to Steetley

(Mfg ) Ltd. Magnesium hydroxide production. 3,787,558, CI. 423-

164.000.

Bright, William L. Electrical power substation. 3,787.711. CI. 317-

103.000.

Brink. Edwin H ; and Palmer. Warren G.. to FMC Corporation. Foam

flotation concentration of sewage. 3.787.3 16. CI. 210-6.000

Brinklev. Max D : Sff—
Appleby. Paul E; 'Brinkley. Max D.; and Griffiths. Robert I,.

3.787.262.

Brinkmann. Heinz; Sff—
Weegen Lorenz; Luders. Albrecht; Brinkmann. Heinz; Herbst.

Klaus;' and Ernst. Gerd. 3.787.092

Brinkmann. Ludwig; and Herwig. Walter, to Earbwerke Hoechst Ak-

tiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning Cryslal-c|ear

polyamides prepared by condensing bis(aminomethyl )-

tricyclodecone with aromatic dicarboxylic acids. 3,787,37 1
,
CI. 260-

78O0r.
British Aircraft Corporation Limited; See—

Pvrah. Patrick Frank. 3.787.856

British Leyland Truck & Bus Division Ltd.; S*-*"—

Hemmings. Keith Reginald; and FiSwIer. Gerald. 3.787.1 30.

British Railways Board; See—
Birkin, Michael S ; and Parkman, William T., 3,787,679.

Broadbent. Thomas D.; See—
Nowicki. Thomas; Shipp. John I.; Hines. Robin H.; and Broadbent.

Thomas D. 3.787.1 18.

Brock Andrew J.; and Prvor. Michael J., to Olin Corp«iration. Alu-

mmum alloy. 3.787.24-9.0. 148-1 1.50a.

Brockway Glass Company. Inc.; See—
Snyder. Herbert C; and De Santis. Lrbano J. 3,787.197.

Broes Frank, to Stradco Inventions & Research Co. Catamaran ships

structure. 3.786.772. CI. 1 14-43. .500.

Brookner Eli. to Raytheon Company. Coded multiple frequency signal

system. 3.787.853.0. 343-8.000.

Brown & Root, Inc.; See-
Good Alan E.; and Ward, Delbert R., 3,786,642.

Brown, Boyd E.; and Brown, Eric A , to Ordeco, Inc. Fastening system

for joining structural members. 3.786.61 l.O. 52-753 OOj.

Brown. David A.; See—
Plumley, Elizabeth Emmett; and Brown, David A.. 3,786.74

1

Brown, Eric A.; Sff

—

Brown, Boyd E.;and Brown. Eric A. 3.786,61 1.

Brown Gavlord W.; and Pickard. George L.. to Koehring Company

Twin sheet thermoformer. 3.787.1 58. CI 425-1 56.000.

Brown. Harold E: See—
Stephens. Thomas S.; Saldana. Guadalupe; and Brown. Harold fc..

3.787.589.

Brown. Howard G.; See—
Albrecht. Clifford C; and Brown. Howard G.. 3.786.84

1

Brown Thomas A.; and Huber. Joseph B . to Kennametal Inc. Forming

roll especially for rod mills and the like. 3.786.546. CI 29-1 25.000.

Brown. Wayne; Fabere. Raymond W.; Grant. Gerald E ; and Sons.

Charles C. to Caterpillar Tractor Company Deflector ring for tire.

3.786.848. 0. 152-209.00r.

Bruce. William P.. to American Home Products Corporation. N-sub-

stitiited -alpha, alpha, alpha-trifiu oro-m-toluamides. 3.787,419. CI.

260-293.770.

Bruen. Charles Patrick; and Wamser. Christian Albert, to Allied

Chemical Corporation. Process for recovering chromium values

from chrome ore. 3.787.555. CI. 423-54.000.

Brunei. Roger L ; Fannon. Robert D.; and Legue, Ronald L.. to Klenco

Corporation Overhead rail cleaner and oiler. 3.786.779. CI. 118-

4.000
Brunetti, Heimo; See—
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Schmidt. Andreas, Schwarzenbach, Kurt, and Brunelti. Heimo.

3.787.540

Brunnee. Curt, and Bultemann. Hans-Joachim. Meth«xl for analvMS by

producing a mass spectrum b> mass separation in a magnetic sector

field of a mass spectrometer utihzing ionization of a sample sub-

stance by electron bombardment 3.787,68 1 . CI 250-4 1
Vsb

Bryant. Richard W : See—
Allen. Charles A . Bryant. Richard W., Delaney. Thomas J .

Dhaka, Vir A . Meade, Robert M . and Wharmby, James D .

3,787.837

Bryson. Wilmer G . Jr . Lyie. Donald D , and Wilda. Jack S . to Banner

industries. Inc Blender with integral intensifier 3,787.035, CI 25V-

16000
Buchanan, James B., to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Company

Preparation of thiolhvdroxamate esters from nitroalkanes

3.787.470. CI 260-453 OOr

Buchel. Karl Heinz. See—
Draber. Wilfried. Buchel. Karl Hem/. Regel. Erik, and Plempel.

Manfred, 3,787.415

Bucher. Bernard Philippe See—
Carron. Claude Louis Clement. Bucher. Bernard Philippe, and Jul-

lien. Alexandra Francine. 3.787,436

Bucher. David Hoffer. Christie. Craig Eugene, and Rasmussen. D«>n J .

to Deere & Company. Tractor roll-over protective frame 3.787.085.

CI 2V6-28 00c
Buchner. Werner 5^^—

Lucking. Hans Joachim. Noll. Walter. Buchner. Werner.

Friederich. Klaus, and Niederprum. Hans. 3. 78''.467

Buehler. Walter E . and Lunden. Clarence D . to Boeing Company.
The Airborne radar instrument landing system 3.787,841, CI 343-

5 Ols

Bugaut. Andree See—
Kalopissis, Gregoire. Bugaut. Andree. and Estradier. Francoise.

3.787.174

Bullard. Russell H See—
Zipser. David Bernard, and Bullard. Ru»ell H . 3.786.862.

Bultemann. Hans-Joachim See —
Brunnee. Curt, and Bultemann. Hans-Joachim. 3,787.681

Bunk, Albert R See-
Bcrrv, David A. Bunk. Albert R. HalbriHik, Noah J. and

Lawrence.Ray V .3.787,.342

Burgc. Harland L , Jr See—
Koppang. Richard R . anc' Burge, Harland I . Jr .

3.787,168

Burgess, Brian, and Thorp. Ge«iffrcv Philip. t«< Imperial lndu>tries

(Kynoch) Limited Control systems for rocket motors 3.786.«JV3.

CI 23'>-265 l^iO

Burgess, W illiam R See—
Wright. Archibald N . Burgess, William R . and Wilkos. Edward
V .3.787.382

Burgin. Gerard Carrier structure particularU for ofTice equipment as-

sembly 3.786.934. CI 211-182 000
Burns. Joseph P . Feltzin. Joseph, and Kuehn. Erich. t«> ICI America

Inc Non-linear polyesters from a dicarboxylic acid etherified

diphenol and an alkoxylated p4ilyhydr«>xy compound 3.787.526. CI

260-860 (KM)

Burr. Alan Carleton. to Howe Folding Furniture. Inc«i»pi>rated Carrel

construction 3.786.765. CI 108-60 000

Burr. Alan Carleton. ti> Howe Feldmg Furniture. Incorporated Pin for

interconnecting twt> parts of a knockdown assembly. 3,787,1 34. CI

403-408000
Burroughs Corporation .SV*-—

Hauck. Erwin A . Lvle. Don M . and W'ollum. James E .

3.787,816
W iggins. Gerald N . and R«>gers. Jerome S . 3.787.8 10

Burt Machine Companv. Incorporated, mesne; See—
Neer. Clifford H . 3.787.267

Burton. Gardner T . to Radio Corporation of America Optical

recorder with intensity control 3.787,887. CI 346-108 000

Busch. John E . to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated

Multiplexing arrangement for a communication switching system

3.787.633. CI 17V-18 00|

Bush. Stanley Edward; and Roberge, Kenneth Joseph, to Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Kev telephone intercom cir-

cuit 3.787.640. CI 17V-V«>(MK)

Busian. Vincent V . to General Electric Company Method for use in

manufacturing dynamolectric machine 3. 786.561. CI 29-598 000

Busink. Hendrik. to N \ Hollandse Signaalapparaten Device for the

processing of digital symbol data for the purpose of displaying text

on a television monitor 3.787.8 19. CI 340- 1 72 500

Bussman. Dale R . Bell. Frederick K . and Filsinger. David E., to Na-

tional Cash Register Companv. The Method and apparatus for

breaking semiconductor wafers' 3,786.973. CI 225-2000
Buten. Norman: See—

Catalano. Paul D. Buten. Norman, Eash. George H . and

Emanuel. Frank V . 3.787.1 14

Buthe. Theo. Kugler. Manfred, and Rheinl. Lohmar. to Wallerscheild,

Jean, GmbH, mesne Alarm device on a clutch 3.786.776. CI 1
16-

67 OOr
Butler. Claude D : See-

Kennedy. Carl D . Butler. Claude D . Krehbiel. Delmar D . and

Nicks'.GeneE .3.787.441

Butler. Walter J See—
Puckette. Charles M.. Smith, Donald A , and Butler. Walter J..

3.787.852.

Buys, Pietcr, and Sonneborn, Lambertus, to Applied Power Industries,

Inc Vehicle having tiltable cabin and actuating device therefor

3.787.087. CI 296-28 OOc
Cabell. Douglas N . to Rons«in Corporation Safety mechanism to

prevent shaft coupling when blades are exposed in a blender

3.786.999, CI 241-282 UK)

Cailliot, Serge Tape recorder utilizing resilient tape and cartridge hav-

ing no moving parts 3,787.057, CI 274-4 (HK)

Calcagnti. Benedetto See—
PiccoUi, Luigi. Calcagno, Benedetto, and Ghirga, Marcello,

3.787.556
Cam Industries. Inc Sre—

Bennett. Charles D , 3,787.729

Camara. Elias Humberto: See—
Fleming. D<inald Kingsley. Randhava. Sarabjit Singh, and Camara.

Ehas Humberto. 3.787.468

Cameo. lntorpi>rated See—
Tausch. Gilbert H . 3.786.863

Tausch. Gilbert H . and Watkins. Fred E. 3.786.865

lausch.Ciilbert H , and Watkins. Fred E. 3,786.866

Tausch. Gilbert H . Watkins, Fred E , and Diet/. William H .

3.786.867

Cammack. Thomas A See—
Donahue. William J . Gratton. Peter D . and Cammack, lh«>mas

A .3.786.754
Camp. Jerome A Remotelv actuated release apparatus for ski

bindings 3,787.868. CI 343-22^ (Kir

Campbell. Donald J , to Baldin. D H , Company Rhythmic interp«>la-

tors 3.7K7.601.C1 84-1030
Canada, as represented by the Minister of National Defence of Her

Majesty s Canadian Government. Her Majesty, the (Jueen. in right

«>f See-
Cole. Paul, and Roy . Charles A , 3,787.770

Canadian Patents and Development. Limited See—
Astill.Cvril J . 3.787.060

Cann. Lvle L . to Chemetron Corp«)ratii>n Apparatus for making c«>m-

pactcd pellets of s«ilid phase carb4>n dioxide '.786.645. CI 62-

35 (too
I

Can«in Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Ito. Tadashi. and S«>rimachi, Kanehiro. 3.787.108

Cantrell. Audrev M Apparatus and method for treating hair

3.786.8 19. CI 132 9 (HM)

Carbonncl. Henrv. and B»»rie. Robert, to Cironpement Atomique Alsa

cienne Allantique Immersion pump for pumping corrosive liquid

metals 3. "•S7. 143, CI 417-5(MHM)

Carbrey. Robert Lawrence, to Bell Telephone I aKuatories. Incor

porated Time divismn communicatmn system 3.787.630. CI 179-

I 5 «)at

Carini. Francis F . and Abbott. Steven R . to Essex International Insu

lated cable with sheath of controlled peel strength and method

3.787,255. CI 156-51 0(M»

Carini. Raymond N .V*-*-— I

Scheppe. John J , and Carini. Raymond N . 3.786.573

Carissimi. Vincent I . and Kress. George H . to Harvev Hubbell. Incor-

p<irated Heavy duty plug 3.787.798. CI 339-107 (MM)

Carls«»n. Robert Fdward. («> THW Inc Stack-up assembly 3.787.151.

CI 418-133 OOO
Carmelite. Donald D . Kramer. Morton, and Lee. Gim F.. Jr . t«>

General Electric Companv Polypheny lene ether compositions

3,787.532. CI 260-876 OOr
'

Carolina Narrow Fabric Companv .V***-—
Nisbet. John L . and W iHidall. Hubert C . Jr . 3.787.272

Caron. Joseph Adalbert Vehicule vacuum chamber leak testing

device 3.786.67 I. CI 73-40 (KM)

Carre. Rene. Deauviala. Jean-Pierre, and Paille. Jean, to Agencc Na-

tionale de VaUnisation de la Recherche (Anvar) Electrical filters

enabling independent control of resonance of transition frequency

and of band-pass, especially for speech synthesizers 3787.778. CI

3 30-86 (MM)

Carron. Claude I ouis Clement; Bucher. Bernard Philippe, and Jullien.

Alexandra Francine. to Synthelabo SA 2-(Diphcnvl amino-alkvl

amino>-2imidazolines 3.787,436, CI 260-309 6(K)

CarMin. William S See—
Ribleit. Edward L .3.786.575. I

Cascade Corp«»ration S^r

—

I

Faust. Donald M . 3.786,937

Casensky. B«>huslav. Machacek. Jiri. and Vit. Jaroslav Method of

producing sodium aluminum hydrides 3,787.450, CI. 260-345.900.

Cash Register Companv See—
Roberts, D«>nald Lee, 3,787,2 10

Cassill, William Guy, to Mead Corporation. The Deflection electrode

as.sembly for a jet drop recorder. 3.787.883. CI 346-75.000.

Castanis. George, to Ouestor Corp«iration Educational toy for the

teaching of numerical recognition. 3,787.599, CL 35-3 1.OOr.

Castellanos. Rafael A See—
Borger. Jurgen Herman, and Castellanos. Rafael A . 3.787.791

Catalano. Paul D . Buten. Norman; Eash. George H . and Emanuel,

Frank V , to Retention Communication Systems, Inc Audio-visual

system 3,787,1 14, CI 352-31.000

Catalyst Services. Inc See-
Kennedy. Alvm B . Jr . 3.787.183.

Caterpillar Tractor Company: See-
Berg. Lawrence F . 3.786.827

Brown. Wayne. Fabere, Raymond W., Grant. Gerald E.; and Sons,

Charles C. 3.786.848.
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Cath Pieter B and Angeline, Gary E., to Keithley Instruments, Inc.

High speed current amplifier 3.787,776, CI. 330-2.000.

Cationic Corporation: See—
, -,07 -inA

Senior Franklin C; and MacGregor, Douglas, 3,787,306.

Cato, Joseph L , and Correia, Theophilo A Apparatus for indicating

when a roll-off container is filled with compacted refuse 3,787,830,

CI 340-246 000. _ , „.,

Cavitt Stanley Bruce, to Jefferson Chemical Company. Inc. Silicon

coniaining molybdenum catalysts 3,787.329. CI 252-43 I OOr.

Ceiko Ceiki Co.. Ltd ; .See—

Wada,Tokio, 3,787.266.

Celanese Corporation: -SV*"— „ , j c j
McGmnis. Paul H.; McLaughlm. William D.. Jr. and Swader.

Robert E .3.787.265 -.-.otcci
Vogelfanger, Elliot A , and Markham. Richard L.. 3,787.55 1

Celotex Corporation. The See—

Kasprzak. David P. 3.786.603

W ilkin. Joseph D .3.786.602

Ceskoslorenska akademie ved .Srf—
., . . c c ».; »l,

Dolejs. l.adislav. Beran. Pavel; Slama. Karel; and Sorm. Frantisek.

3.787.478

Cevasco. Francis M .Sec-
, -,0^ c-,c

Christians. John A. and Cevasco. Francis M. 3.786.5^5

Chabala Leonard V . and Evans. David M . to B & C Electric Com-

pany. High voltage switch with high current closing contacts

3.787.65 I. CI 200-146 OOr

Chance. A B .Company See—
Little. Jess C .3.786.554

Chandler Weslev M . Heuser. Paul F ; and Juba. Bernard T
.
to Wil-

berl.lnc Burial vaults 3.787.545. CI 264-135000

Chang. Jaw-King iV*--
1 7U7 ia«

Folkers. Karl. Chang. Jaw-King; and Sievertss»)n. Hans. 3.78 /..*».s

Chang. Vun Feng .SVf-
^ non iaix

lahana.SantokhS and Chang. Yun Feng 3 787.340_

Chapman. Harold Sherman Dual concentric drillpipe 3.786.87K. tl

17S. 320000 , ^
Charlton. Donald A . and A,ioka. James S . to Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany Integrated beacon antenna p<ilari/ation switch. 3.78 /.869, 1.

1

343-756 000
Charter Manufacturing C.impanv. Inc See-

Fade. Maurice J . and Mellowes, Charles N, 3.786,797.

Chase, Charles Peter .S.r-

Rohrbaugh, Donald Gene. Petersen. Everett James. Jr. anU

Chase. Charles Peter. 3.787, 185

Chasson. Leon H .
to Atmospheric Sciences. '"co^P^^Ji'*^,'^,/"'"'"-)'!;*.'.''"

system for measuring selected dimensi.>ns. 3.787, /OO, LI. ..-xi-

219t)th

Chauncev. Edward W frailer hitch with auxiliary safety connections

^ 787.t')69. CI 280-486(100
, . ,

Cheetham. John Laurence, to Imperial
<^'l«^"[l'"' '"'^"'I'V.f^;

^"""'^'^

Conjugate filamentsapparatus. 3.787. 162, CI. 425-463000.

Chemetron Corporation: .S><

—

Cann. Lvle L .3.786.645

Cherdron. Harald i>«-— .. , , , ij

Bohn Lothar. Cherdron, Harald, Fleissner. Manfred, and Herwig.

Walter. 3.787.5.30

Cheskis. Harvey P Ser—
,

.

Sct/er. William C. Cheskis. Harvey P; and Wmter. Joseph.

Chiarielio.''Ne"d Collapsible table 3.786.766.CI. 108-115.000.

Chicago Bridge* Iron Companv .SV.--

Anderson.DaleR .and Grubbs. Conway E. 3,787,6s.s

Chin. William Benedict, to International B"S'ness Machines Corp.^^^^^^^^

„on Field-effect transistor logic circuit -^.7«7.7.36. C^^t'T- -JOO*

Chlanda. Frederick P . and Liu. Kang-Jen. to Allied Ch*^"!";^'
^;^^-

poration Production of HF from fluorine bv-products 3.787.304.

CI 204-1 80()()p.

Choi.Sam Kwon .SVf—
-, -,„-, .^i

Park. Joseph D. and Choi. Sam Kwon. 3 787.461.
, . ^ ,

,

Christena Ray C . Johnston. Earnest L . and Whobrey, Ronald W ,
to

Vulcan Materials Companv Polvestcramides prepared by reacting

bcta-propiolactone with an aziridine salt, a polycarboxylic acid, and

a polyhydric alcohol 3,787,282, CI. 161-195 000.

Christeson,JohnH S*-*--
r- i, a

Pray Lester W. Christeson. John H; Priston. Frederick A..

S'heron. Herman D . Drake. William H ; and Anderson. Gordon

C. 3.786.621. ., • , c . r

Christians, John A.; and Cevasco, Francis M.. to >^ "''^^ ^'ales of

America, Army Transportable mooring body as.sembly. 3.786,.^.?,

CI. 6-1-72

Christie. Craig Eugene: -Vf—
Bucher, David Hoffer; Christie, Craig Eugene; and Rasmussen,

Don J, 3,787,085

Church Donald E . to Avco Corporation. Tire pressure warning ap-

paratus. 3,787,806, CI. 340-58000.

Church Nathan Lewis, to International Nickel Company. Inc.. 1
ne.

Forging metal powders 3.787.205. CI. 75-226.000.

Ciba-Geigy AG .Se-f- _ xi«.i,;„..r ntin
Eigenmann. Gottfried. Kaiser. Leo E.; and Nothiger. Otto.

3,787.182.

Piller. Bernhard.3.787.215
Porret, Daniel; and Fatzer, W illy, 3,787,405.

Thaddev, Kurt. 3.787,701
, ,«-, ^nA

LIrich, Paul; Max, Basel; Kugler, Fritz; and Jost, Max. 3.787.406.

Wegmuller. Hans; and Kleemann. Alois, 3,787.1 80

Ciba-Geigy Corporation; See—
Dcllian, Kurt A.; and Lee, Samuel, 3,787.181 .

Dietrich. Henri; and Lehmann, Claude, 3,787.574.

Gosteli, Jacques, 3,787,444

Leumann, Ernst; and Lehmann, Hans. 3.787.452.

Linhart, Helmut; and Mueller, Helmut, 3,787,355.

Schmidt, Andreas, Schwarzenbach, Kurt; and Brunetli, Heimo,

3,787,540. ^
Ciccone, Thomas O . Hare, George F., and Nimylowycz, Osyp. to

United States of America, Army. Cartridge ignition system

3,786,761. CI. 102-45.000.

Ciszewski, Raymond S , to Western Electric ^"'"Pany- '"^'^P^"'^'',

Method of fabricating a bobbin and core assembly. 3,786,562. CI.

29-602.000.

Cities Service C»>mpany:SVf—
. „ . . ^u' 1 1 o„h

Heller, George L., Eckert, Frank J.; De Land. Charles L., and

Dingman. Robert W . 3,787,562.

Topcik,Barrv. 3.787,221.

Clark, Delia Margaret: SVf— x.^u .„i

Wyatt, Derek Gerald; Clark, Delia Margaret; and Warne, Michael

Anthony, 3.786,680.

Clark Equipment Company: .SV*--

Cosby. Henry L.3.787086. c , „„
Clark. James R .'and Gearheard. Larry P., to Seatt e Manufacturing

Corporation Adjustable crampons. 3,786,579, CI. 36-7.600.

'"vtuffa't. Donald L; Clark, John B.;and Lovell. Lyle M.. 3.787,189.

Clark. Thomas A .SVf—
, ,0-, «• 1

Phillips. John J ; and Clark. Thomas A., 3.787.01 1

.

Clem Chesley D to Virginia Amusement Company. Carrousel-type

amusement device 3.787.046. CI. 272-29.000.

Clemar Manufacturing Corporation: St-f-

Bayer. Donald R . Ritchie. Lewis M.; and Bivens, Jon A.,

.3,787,728.

Clippard Instrument Laboratory, Inc.: See—
Clippard,Wm.L, 111, 3,786,831

Clippard Wm L., Ill, to Clippard Instrument Laboratory. Inc Valve

wUh modular manifold body 3.786.83 1 . CI. 1 37-269000

Coacklev Robert, to Hewlett-Packard Ltd Apparatus for measuring

conversion of amplitude modulation to phase modulation

3.787,763, CI 324-57.00r.

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited: S*-*--
, -,s7 ^a^

Robinson. Joseph Gordon; and Wise. William Sydney, 3,787.343.

Coanda Henri, to Institutul Pentru Creatic Stiintifica Si Technica.

System for pneumatically advancing a container within a duct

3'.787.006. CI. 243-6.000.

Coburn. Theodore Robert: SV^--
r, u ^ t -7«<i 7n*.

Hyatt. Frederick; and Coburn. Theodore Robert. 3.786.706.

Coca-Cola Companv. The: See—
^

Craft. James Pressley. III. 3.786.947.

Coe Ronald J to SCI Systems. Inc Ground fault-sensitive detector

and circuit breaker device. 3,787,709,0 317-18O0d.

Cocar Corporation: St-f-
,

Allen Charles A; Bryant. Richard W.; Delaney. Thomas J;

Dhaka, Vir A , Meade, Robert M.; and Wharmby. James D .

3.787.837

Coilform Companv, Inc.: See—
McFarlancLeroyF, 3,787,799.

^ u n , .i^n
Colby Harold S., and Landry. Raymond H., to Emhart Corporation.

Insulated stapling device 3.787,608,C1. 174-1 59000.

Colchester. John Edward; and Blundell. Thomas, to Imperial Chemical

Industries Limited Manufacture of 1 ,l-disubstltuted-4.4-blpyrldyll

um salts. 3,787,426,C1. 260-296.00d.

Cole Alun John, Cotton, John Michael, and Cosserat. David

Cockburn to Plessev Handel und Investments AG Data processing

devices using capability registers. 3,787,81 3,C1. 340-172.500.

Cole, Eugene A.: .Sff— , _
Behunin, Gage B ; Cole, Eugene A ; and Staadt. Charles K.,

3,786,966.

Cole, John Wayne: -SW- ,u «, neT tSA
Flouret George Rogelio; and Cole, John Wayne, 3,787,386.

Coleman John R . Jr.. to Marathon Oil Company. Solids-liquid separaf^

tor. 3.787.3 18. CI. 210-65.000.
. . .,

Collet Peter Jacobus, to Nederlandse Organisatie V oor Tolgepast

Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderjoek ten Behoeve van N.jv^rheid.

Handel en Verkeer Refrigerating plant. 3.786.646, CI 62-1
1 5 000

Collet Peter Jacobus, to Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Toegepast

Centrifugal compressor meter. 3.786.647 CI. 62-123.000^

Collins. Paul W.; and Pappo. Raphael, to Searle G D., & <-o. Manu-

facture of 2-(3-hydroxy-3-optionally alkylated- 1 -alkynyl)-3-Mrox-

y-5-oxocyclopent-l-enealkanoic acids and esters. 3.787.449. Ci.

260-345.700.

Collins Radio Company: See— '

Bass. Larry F, 3,787,785.
^ c r- , „h

Colin, Reimer; Hammann, Ingeborg; Unterstenhafer, Gunter; and

Behrenz, Wolfgang, to Bayer ,\^«!5"e"^"f5^^
Thionothiolphosphoric acid O.S-diester amides. 3,787.539. CI. 26U-

959.000.
Colman,JohnM.:.9ff- .... no*, em

Haeopian, Nubar D.; and Colman, John M., 3,786,802

Combrinck, Hendrik Johannes Van Jaarsveldt ^^^J^!}^"'"' ^";,78*"/>

central switch assembly for motor vehicles. 3.787.805, CI J40-

52.00h.

Combustion Engineering, Inc.; See—
Anthony, Andrew James, 3,787,286.
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Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: Sfe—
Blanchet. Francis, and Sauron. Georges. 3.787.824
Espie. Jean Yves, Jouan. Claude, and Koehly. Gerard, 3,787,553.

Grunberg, Georges; Melnick. Igor, and Lazzari. Jean Pierre.

3.787.237.
Hirco. Bernard. 3.787.120

Compagnie d'Electronicque et de Piezo-Electricile-C.E.P.E.: Sre—
Gibert. Guy. and Vidal. Pierre, 3.787,743.

Comstock. Allen L See—
Hastings. Charles E , Rounion. William A.. Comstock, Allen I. .

and Bradbury. Joseph! .3,787.844
Concast AG See—

Nishikawa. Tomio. 3.786.856.

Coneo Inc 5^*—
Hathcock.JamesS . Jr . 3.786.929

Conger. Robert P . and Varadhachary. Seevaram N., to Congoleum In-

dustries. Inc Resinous product having sharp color definitmns

therein 3.787.280. CI I M - 1 68 000
Congoleum Industries. Inc See-

Conger. Robert P . and Varadhachary. Seevaram N., 3,787.280.

Conlon. Joseph M See—
Lowy. George W , Conlon, Joseph M,. and Marcus. Byron E..

3. 787. 121

Constructions Mills K: See—
Coppel. Georges. 3.786.943

Container Corporation of America See—
Potts. Herbert M . and Trutna. Maynard A . 3.786.915.

Continental Can Companv. Inc See—
Hilgenbnnk.JohnT .3.786.957
Roth. Donald J . 3.786.662.

Continental Oil Company: 5*^

—

Kennedv. Carl D . Butler. Claude D . Krehbiel. Delmar D . and
Nicks.GencE . 3.787.441

Conversion Chemical Corporation See —
Beckwith.Merton M . and Hsu. Grace F. 3.787.297

Cook. Harold D . to Teletype Corporation Cathode rav tube display

device including test probe adapter 3.787.M 8. CI 178-6 800
Cook. Melvin A . Ldy. Lex L . Hagmann. Mark J . and Jessop. Harvey
A . to Ireco Chemicals Explosive compositions containing calcium
netrate 3.787.254. CI 149-60.000

Cook. William R .SV."—

Sheelev. Donald R . Rion. James H.. Co«>k. W illiam R , and Biggs.

William A .Jr .3.787.283
Cooper. Lloyd'R . to Heppenstall Companv Production of large steel

ingots using an electrode remelting hot top practice 3.786.853. CI
164-52 000

Cooper. Philip G . to Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corp<-<ration

System for deriving a/imuth steering commands from auiomatic
direction finding equipment 3.787.809. CI 343-1 1 7 IKtr

Cot>per. W avnc F. See—
Rakes. James L. and Cooper. Wayne E . 3.786.982

Coppel. Georges. t«> Constructions Mills K Centralised control for an
automatic system of handling pallets 3.786.943. CI 214-16 40a

Copper R-ange Company See—
Finlav. Walter L . Navar. Harbhajan S . and Hav. Donald A .

3.787.200
Corkum. James L . Schoepflin. David, and Taylor. Paul A . to Alden

Self-Transit Sv stems Corporation Transportation svstem electrical

power distribution 3.786.762. CI 104-148 (K)r

Corning Glass Works; See—,-

Kauffman. James F . 3.787.872

Correia, Theophilo A : See—
Cato. Joseph L . and Correia. Theophilo A . 3.787.830

Cosbv. Henrv L . to Clark Equipment Companv. Adjustable seat for an

ind'ustriaUehicle 3.787.086. CI 296-65()Or'

Cosserat. David Cockburn See—
Arnold. John Spencer. Beck. George Morland. Bo«>m. Roger John.

Cosserat. David Cockhiirn, Hodges. Kenneth James Hamer:
Sandeman. Theodor Duncan. Williams. Roger Morlev. and O-
Halloran. Michael. 3.787.818

Cole. Alun John. Cotton. John Michael, and Cosserat. David
Cockburn. 3.787.8 13

Costa. Georges, to Paillard S.A. Device for the individual adjustment of

the striking force in a typewriter 3.786.905. CI 197- 17 000.
Coston. Malcom M : See—

Vlazny. Joseph J . and Coston. Malcom M.. 3.786.935.

Cote. Paul: and Roy. Charles A., to Canada, as represented by the

Minister of National Defence of Her Majesty's Canadian Govern-
ment. Her Majesty, the Oueen. in right of. Method and apparatus for

detecting a projectile leaving the barrel of a gun. 3.787,770 CI. 324-

178.000
Cotton. John Michael: See-

Cole. Alun John; Cotton. John Michael, and Cosserat. David
Cockburn. 3.787.8 I 3

Couch. Richard W . Jr.. to Hvpertherm. lncorp«>rated Water-scrubber

cutting table 3.787.247. ci l48.9.0Or

Coulombe. Lionel J.; to Singer Companv. The Pattern selection

system 3.786.769. CI I 12-158 (M)a

Courtin. Erich See—
Tietze. L'Irich. Courtin, Erich; and Traub. Stefan, 3,787,774.

Courtney-Pratt, Jeofry S. and Schmidt. Alfred C . Jr. to Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Fiber optic devices and
method for making same. 3.786.840. CI I 39- 1 1 .000.

Cover, Richard J.: See— .

Korchynsky. Michael. Bell. John R.. and Cover, Richard J..

3,787.250

Cowpland. Michael C. J.; and Zambakoglu. Feyyaz I . to Microsystems
International Limited. Coupler circuit for telephone networks and
the like 3.787.739. CI. 307-255 tHH).

Cox Manufacturing Co . Inc.: See—
Cox. Paul D. 3.786.799

Cox. Paul D , to Cox Manufacturing Co . Inc Pulse relief damper.
3.786.799. CI 128-91 (M)a

Craft. James Presslev. III. to C«K-a-Ct>la Company. The. Movable shelf

apparatus 3.786.947. CI 214-75 (M)r

Cragon. Harvey, and Logan. Russell H . t«> Texas Instruments. Incor-

• p«)rated Coherent digital radar target signal enhancement.
3.787.855. CI 343-17 lOr

Crane-V evor Corp*>ration See—
Snvder. Donald E . and Batchcller. R«.v W . 3.787.033

Crawford. Don.ild Artist s paint h.)x 3.786.9 1 3. CI 206- 1 800
Crawford hitting Company .SVi-

Sp«>ntclli. Leonard P '. 3.786.677

Crees. Silas Ra\ Cable bending apparatus 3.786.668, CI 72-388 (l(M»

Crescentini. I amberto. and Wells. Rodney Lee. to Allied Chemical
Corporatum .Antistatic polvamidc fiber containing sulfonic acid

pt>lycther reaction product .'.787.523. CI 260-857 Opg
Crescentini. Lamberto. Wells. Rodney Lee. La/arus. Stanley David,

and Weedon. Ciene C"lydc. to .Allied C"hemical Corporation Anti-

static polv amide fiber containing sulfonic acid polyether reaction

pr«H4uct .V787.524.CI 260-857 Opg
Creusot-Loire .SV«-—

Lhenry. Bernard. 3.786.824
Creuzet. Robert Armand Hot extrusion machine 3.78fr.<)(i5. CI 72-

259 (HH)

Cntes. Nelson A . to Batlelle Memi>rial Institute Ratigue indication
3.786.67V. CI 73-88 50r

Croce. Nicola Device for releasablv connecting a sinker to a line

3.786.595. CI 43-44 870
Cromp. Theodore O. t«> Hunter Fngineering Companv. Inc Closed

Uiop. inert atmosphere, paint line oven heat 3.787.171. CI 432-
72 (H)0

Crown Zellerbach Corporation See—
Nowotny. Kurt A . 3.787.256

Crum. Robert L . and Patel. Ishwarlal P . to Allis-Chalmers Corpora-
tion Loader linkage 3.78h.<js^ ci 2I4-77MMIO

Cubbon. Robert C P . Braid. John h . Oates. Alfred h . and Preston.

Ronald, to Laporte Chemicals Limited Peroxvgen compounds
3.787.503. CI 260-6 lOOOr

Cullis. Herbert M .SV*"—

Lowv. George W
. Priarone. Paul, and Cullis. Herbert M .

3.787.124
Culver. Richard B . to Dresser Industries. Inc Method and apparatus

for logging well boreholes with gamma ravs from the inelastic scat-

tering of fast neutrons 3.7K7.hH6.CI 250-83 30r
Cunningham. James A Electrical isolation of circuit components of in-

tegrated circuits 3.786.560. CI 29-577 000
Cunningham. James A Integrated circuit structure having electrically

isolated circuit components 3, 787. 710. CI 317-101 (Kla

Curnow. John W . and Nowicki. Harrv J . to Sperrv Rand Corptiration
Power transmission 3.787.027. CI 2'<1 63 0(H)

'

Currie. Richard W . and Peacher. Teddy J . to L'nited States «>f Amer-
ica. Army Adaptive threshi>ld unit 3.787.668. CI 235-152 (>(M»

Customcraft Nails. Inc See—
Noskin. Harold P . 3.786.82 1

Cutler. Richard, to Gottfried Reuter GmbH Ball joint 3.787.1 27. CI
403-133 (KM)

Cyba. Henryk A . to Universal Oil Products Company Stabilization of
s«ilid p<ilymers with a bis-(N.N-dihvdrocarbvl-aminoalkvl ) ether
3.787.354. CI 260-45 90r

Cyba. Henryk A . to Universal Oil Products Ct>mpany N-oxyalkyl-N"-
hydrocarbyl-hexahydropyrimidines 3.787.416. CI 260-25 ioOr.

CvclopsCorporation Sff—
Mueller. Charles P and Fcer. Gunes M . 3.787.202

Dahlen. Burton L . Mosly. Wilbur C . Jr . Smith. Paul K . and Al-

benesius. Edward L.. to L'nited Stales i>f America. Atomic Energy
Commission Californium-palladium metal neutron source material
3. 787. 32 I. CI 252-301 lOr

Dahlquist. Carl A., and Kolpe. V'asant V . to Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Companv Pressure-sensitive adhesives comprising a

block copolymer and a tackificr 3.787.53 I. CI 260-876.00b
Daigle. Donald J . Drake. George L . Jr . and Reeves. Wilson A , to

L'nited States of America. Agriculture Phosphorus containing aro-

matic polymers and process for prinJucing flame resistant textiles.

3.787.360. CI 260-47()Op
Daigle. Jack R.; and Habegger. James D . to Rapistan. Incorporated

Apparatus and method for applying labels to articles in a warehouse
system 3.786.944. CI 2 1 4- 16 40a

Dailey. Louis E.. Jr. Apparatus for tobacco harvesting. 3.786.941. CI.

214-83.100.

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Sommerfeld. Karl, and Zclldann. Herbert. 3.786.61 8.

Dalebout. Melvin W . to Tanner. Gold & Trask Inner boot and method
for forming the same 3.786.580. CI 36-2 5al

Damisch. Russell: See—
Wingerd. Winston Harold. Damisch. Russell, and Bozzi. Marshall.

3.787.216
Dane. Ernest B . Jr. Dry sail marina. 3.786.942. CI. 2 1 4- 1 6.40a.
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Dane Oscar Beers. Ronald Wentworth; and Levey. Guslave Stanley,

to Levey Gustave S . Trustee Pump for zinc-rich materials or the

like 3.787. 149. CI. 41 7-554000

Daneay. Catherine: Set"— ^ .

Dangay. Jean Louis. Dangay. Philippe; and Dangay. Catherine.

3.786.567 ^ _ ,.

Daneav Jean Louis, deceased (by Godard. Regme ); Dangay. Philippe,

and Dangay. Catherine Apparatus for dVawing the isometric per-

spective view of an object 3.786.567. CI 33-23.00b

'''"1^anga;"'^an'i:;;;iis. Dangay. Philippe, and Dangay. Catherine.

Daniel VrLVpVrcv Pipe couplings 3.787.080. CI. 285-^41 .000.

KLi:is. Peter, and Sim. Alexander Kennedy to '"--s^/^ea »^
'""

ternational Cross-linked polymers 3.787.474. CI 260-459.000

Danly Machine Corporation See—
Mchring.LucienL .3.786.846 -,.-,-, „„,

Dan/or Paul M Intensitv cursor for radar. 3.787.847.C1. 343-7 300

Dao James, and Yew. Nelson C . to ETFC Corporation Scanning

electron microscope electron-optical column construction

3.787.696. CI 250-311000
Darnbrough. Geoffrey .Sf*'-

^ r- et naA SIH
Hutchinson. Peter, and Darnbrough. Geoffrey. 3.786.5.^8.

David Kopf Svstems See—
Kopf.J David. 3.787. 148

Davies.RobertH Sundial 3.786.570.CI 33-270000^

Davis Burns and Kibler. Charles J . to Eastman Kodak Company

Polvisocvanateadducts 3.787.469.CI 260-453.0()a

Davis' Dan Brvan. to Northern Electric Company Limited. Continuous

soliiermgapparatus 3.786.981. CI 228-4 000
^ r ,

Davis I ewis Kie. to Deere & Company I rigger mechanism for luel in-

.ccl'ion pump aneroid control 3.786.794. CI I23-I.19 0st

D..V.S. Randall Scott, and Isenberp. Don ^
"• '';

^eckman Instrurnents.

Inc Method of producmgdextranase 3.787.289.C1 195-65.000

Dav IS. Samuel L.SV«- ,-,o^cc,
Gregg. Jack C . and Davis. Samuel L . 3.786. ^.^ 1

Dav. John H A'*"*"
—

Riblett. Edward l. .3.7X6.575

Day V^ endall t I emperature and humidity control and apparatus tor

residential buildings 3.786.859. CI 165-21.000.

Dayton Manufacturing Company Set

Materese. Vincent. 3.786.922

Davton Steel Foundrv Companv. The .SV.-—
i -,«t mA

\\alther William D. and Dcrepnaucourt. Robert A . 3.787.076

De Boer. Harry F. and Spow.irt, Joseph ^ N^- to Servicemaster

Hospital Corporation Laundry hamper stand 3.787.07.. tl -XU-

De G«st. Wilfried Florent. to Agfa-Gevaert N A Apparatus for the

control ofcharge on a moving web. 3.787.706. CI 317-2O0r

De Jong. Nicolaas Johannes, and Middelkamp. Mannes Arie. to L^S

Philips Corporation Coil former for a transformer 3.787. /v.. t. I

336-I92O00 ., ... „.„„
De Jonge Frederik Ate. to L S Philips Corporation Magnetic domain

store 3.787.825. CI 340-174Oyc

De I and. Charles I .S't"*-—
. . ,.l . i „i

Heller George L . Eckert. Frank J . De Land. Charles L
.
and

Dingman.RobertW. 3.787.562
_

De Marco. Michael, to Produits Chimiques L gme Kuh mann In

(isopropvDphenvl phosphates 3.787.537.CI.260-95.V()00.

De Morgin. Tita Zuccaro Device for -"PP"I'"?P,f,i:'.'^''^'""^
'"""

tamers in a controlled form 3.786.958. CI 22 1 -67O00

DeSaniis. L'rbanoJ .S<<— ... , ^tutiut
Snvder. Herbert C . and De Santis. Lrbano J .

3.787.197.

De Vines. HollisL.SVe-
a twa «;7k

Hofford. Thomas P . and De \ ines. Ho lis L ^•7t<*'-"«

De Vries Adrian J . and Rvpkema. Jouke N . to /emth Radio C orpora-

tion Signal processing svstem for television receiver h..v.ng acoustic

surface wave devices lor improved tuning and video demodulation

^ 787 612 CI 178-5 8af ,

De Witt'. Elmer J . to Goodrich. B F . Company. The Apparatus for

conversion-controlled polvmeri/ation of monomeric materials m

hquid media 3.7S7.I87.C1 23-285000.

Deauviala. Jean-Pierre .SV*-—
. „ ,, , i nv-r fin

Carre Rene. Deauviala. Jean-Pierre, and Paille. Jean. 3 787.778.

Debat Jacques, to Institut de Recherches Chimiques ct Biologiques

Appliquee (I R C E B A ) Halogenated ben/ylphenols having bac-

teriostatic activity. 3.787.507. CI 260.619.00a.

Debonle. Cornelius. JriVf— o .i,,i, i

Wahl. Eugene A ; Dcbonte. Cornelius. Jr ; and Winters. Ralph J..

DeckerV^Rob'en.'to Sir Steak Machinery. Inc. Means for cutting and

tenderizing meats 3786.536. CI. 17-25.000

"^
Bu*ch*erDav]d"H:,7fer. Christie. Craig Eugene; and Rasmussen.

Don J..3.787085.
Davis. Lewis Kie. 3.786.794

,-,0,1-,,
Magnuson. Lee T . and Kusko. Alexander. -^.787.723_

Rathe. Robert AlKn. and Miller. Lyie Eugene. 3.786.87..

Svmonds Dean Homer. 3.786.945

VojSr. Bernard Francis; Doering. James Peter; and Pasturczak.

Stanley, 3.786.891
, ^ . ,^

Defebvre. Andre. Leman. Gerard; and Pouliquen. •'e/'"-^^"^"'^;J
Etat Francais. Continuously variable ultrastinic delay line.

3.787.786. CI. 333-30 OOr

Delaney.Thomas J .: i*"**—

PI 9

Allen Charles A.; Bryant. Richard W.; Delaney. Thomas J..

Dhaka. Vir A ; Meade. Robert M.; and Wharmby. James U..

3.787.837. ^,. . ...

Delaquila. Gary; and Bercier. John R.. to Minnesota ^'"'"1^"^ Manu-

facturing Company, mesne. Display sign structure. 3.786.585. ei.

40-125.00h. ^
Delatorre. LeroyC; and Rapson. William J., to Uson Corporation.

Portable gas leak detector. 3.786.675. CI. 73-27.00r.

Delay Dennis G. to United States of America. Navy. Intensity control

for iight-emitt.ng diode display. 3.787.752. CI. 3 15- 169 OOr.

Deline John W Method of reducing emission of pollutants in exhaust

gas from an internal combustion engine and material iheretor.

3 787.328.CI.252-427.(KK).
r.

•

Dellian Kurt A ; and Lee. Samuel, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Dyemg

synthetic hydrophobic fibers with lower alkyl biphenyl carriers

.3.787. 1 81. CI. 8-174.000.

Deiro Inc . mesne: .SV* —
Huffman. Lowell E.. 3.786,924.

Deltrtil Corporation: See—
Harris. John L. 3.787.789.

Demichelis. Jacques iV*-—
^ , , t tua «7J

Jodet Alain; Noret. Hubert; and Demichelis. Jacques. 3.786.8 /4 ^

Denis. Jean Francois; Ozauba-Lyndis. Serge Yvan; Fremont. Maurice

Henri louis. Krajewski. Edward; and Marcel. Jean-Pierre Julien to

Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale Apparatus for manufac-

turing sandwich panels. 3.787.657. CI. 219-1 1 7.0hc

Denison Neil E . and McCullough. Edward E Powered ice cream

dipper. 3.787. 163. CI 425-280.000. o , PmhH
Dennewitz. Rolf Dieter, and Schmidt. Walter, to Loewe-Opta GmbH

Electronic flash unit with controlled light energy. 3.787.704. Ll

3l5-241.00p.
Denzel. Theodor: See—

Hoehn. Hans, and Den/el. Theodor. 3.787.4 .M)
, „. .u

DePriester. Donald Jack; Horney. David C . and Mangels Robert H

Hon Industries. Inc Power driven material handling truck

3.787.064. CI 280-93.000.

Deregnaucourt. Robert A: Sff—
c u .a -» 7a7 m*.

W alther. W illiam D ; and Deregnaucourt. Robert A .
3.787076.

Dereich. John E . Glecson. James E ; and Earle. Glenn J .
to Robert-

s<in H H Company. Military bomb and method of making same

3.786.7 14. CI. 86-23.000.
, . . . r.,

Derineer Dewitt C . to Parker. Ben H . Jr Method and apparatus for

concentrating ore pulps 3.786.9 19. CI 209-434 (K)0.

Desoutter Brothers Limited See—

States. Ronald Frederick. 3.786.845 ,...,.
Deumu Deutsche Erzund Metall-Union Gesellschaft mit be«hrankter

Haflung See—
Glal/.Horst. 3.786.610.

r~ , , -

Deur.nger. Rudolf; Ray. Robert A .
and Sternberg. J^J^^^^J •

«'

Beckman Instruments. Inc. Liquid analysis apparatus 3.787..9 1 . 1

1

195-127000
, „ , r

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler: .V.

-

Giesselmann. Gunter; Schwarze. Werner, and Weigert. Wolfgang.

•^ 7j<7 472.

Koberstein.Edgar; and Lakatos. Eduard. 3.787.322.

Schwar/e. Werner. 3.787.199. -,^07.^0
Thiele. Kurt, and Von Bebenborg. Walter E . ?.787 42q

Dewitte. Maurice J ; and Wojc.echowski. Gerald L to G TE Automatic

Electric Laboratories Incorporated Logic detector apparatus

< 787 7'<S CI. 307-203.000.

Devrup." Alden J . to Du Pont de Nemours. F I . ^["^ Company

Chromium (III) compositions and their preparation 3.787.3.6. ti.

260-438. 50r.

Dhaka. \ ir A: .SV«'— ... ^ , _. ,

Allen. Charles A.; Bryant. Richard W ; Delaney. Thomas J..

Dhaka. Vir A.; Meade. Robert M.; and Wharmby. James D .

3.787.837.

Diagrostic. Inc.: See—
Sartorius. Otto W .3.786.801

Diazit Company. Inc : -SV*

—

r 1 d .. u
Nceb. Robert P ; Patrick. Henry W ; and Mumford. Ray H .

3.786.736

Dickerson. Richard T -SVf— d^i. .,,1 t
Ungerug. Gary A ; Pews. R. Garth; and Dickerson. Richard T .

3.787.506.
'

J .. /-

Dickie Ray A ; and Newman. Seymour, to Ford Motor Company

Aery late polymer particles comprising a core, an outer shell, and an

intermediate layer. 3.787.522. CI. 26O-836A)0().

Dickmann. Heinz Hermann; Krattncr. Richard; and Mobius. Hans-

Dieter deceased (by Diehnelt. Isolde Mob.us Geb; executor .
to

UHU-Werk H u M Fischer GmbH Stick for the application of ad-

hesive to substrates. 3.787,345. CI. 260-28. 5()r
,,|,,.«,.rl

Dickmann. Heinz Hermann; and Krattner. Richard to l^U-Werk

H u M FischcrGm.bH. Stick for the application of adhesive to sub-

strates. 3.787.346. CI 260-28. 50r.

Diebold Incorporated: Sf*--
-, -,u-, .vna

Barnett. Charles B. and Ekama.Pieter J .3.787.008

Diehl Henrv T ; and Rouse. James D Double ratchet wrench

3.786.698.'CI.81-57..'90.

Diehnelt. Isolde Mobius Geb: 5ff-
aka^w.,,^ w m^

Dickmann. Heinz Hermann; Krattner. Richard; and Mobius. Hans-

Dieter. 3.787.345. .u L

Diersing. Raymond A . to Square D Company. Plug-on circuit breaker

mounting device pluggable onto a bus bar stack for relatively large
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plug-on cffcuit breakers and including means for mounting relatively

small plugeon circuit breakers not pluggable onto th bus bar stuck

T 787.712. CI 317-1 l>J 000.

Diersmg. Raymond A . Morrill. Robert J . and Stanback. Hams I . to

Square D Company Service section switchboard vnth horizontally

extending bus bar stack and means for mounting some circuit

breakers with load terminals facing vertical wiring trough andother

circuit breakers with load terminals facing horizontal wiring trough

3.787.713. CI. 317-119 000

Dietrich. Henri; and Lehmann. Claude, to Ciba-Geigy Corp*>ration P-

aminoalkvl benzenesulfonamide derivatives for treating diabetes

mellitus 3.787:574. CI 424-266 000

Dietz Raymond Louis, and McFadden. Allan L .
toOwens-lllinois. Inc

Zircon containing printing paste for overglaze coating of microelec-

tronic circuits on ceramic substrates 3.787.218. CI 106-39 5t)0

Dietz.WilliamH S^f-
Tausch. Gilbert H . Watkins. Fred E ; and Diet/, ^^llllam H .

3.786.867

Difazio. Joseph, to Acron Products Company Cored insulated d.xir

3.7H6.609.CI 52-619000
Digital Equipment Corporation. See—

Schneider. Guenter t . 3.787.644

Digital Scientific Corporation See—
Vinson. Billy H .3.787.821

Dils. Eugene W . Jr . Ward. Larry A . and Ward. Robert A to Garon

Company Fish feeding apparatus. 3.786.784. CI 1 r9.51 OOr

Dimmig. Daniel Ashton: See—
Ferren. Richard Anthony, and Dimmig. Daniel Asht«>n. 3.787.379

Dingman. Robert W See—
Heller. George L . Eckerl. Frank J . Dc Land. Charles L .

and

Dingman. Robert W .3.787.562

Director-General of Agency of Industrial Science and Technology:

See—
Nishikawa. Shigeru. Akami. Hitoshi. and Shibuva. Atsuo.

3.786.987

Dischler Helmut, to Noropress GmbH Iressen und Presswerkzeuge &
Co . KG Spindle press 3.786.743. CI UH)-270 (KX).

Displavtek Corporation. .SVf—
McCradv. John. 3.787.886

Dixon. Lemuel Claude Bool and shoe puller 3.786.970. CI 223

15 000
Dobinson. Frank, and Pcle/o. Chris A . to Monsanto Company N.N

dimethylacetamide Milutions of polyhydrazides. 3.787.348. CI 26<)

32 6na'

Dodge. Robert J . and Huffer. W ilson R . t«) Automatic Power Division

Navigational aid system 3.787.867. CI 343-225 000
Doering. James Peter See —

\ogelaar. Bernard Francis. Doering. James Peter, and Pasturc/ak.

Stanlev.3.786.K9l

Dolejs. Ladislav. Beran. Pavel. Slama. Karel. and Sorm. Frantisek. to

CeskosUirenska akademic ved Novel N-haloalkvlated anilines

3.787.478. CI 260-471 OOr

Domenico Penelope B , to Dow Chemical Company . The Halopyridyl

thiocvanates 3.787.422. CI 260-294 80f

Domenico Penelope B. to Dow Chemical Company . The Halopyridyl

thiocyanates 3.787.425. CI 260-294 80g

Domkraft AB Nike .SVf—

Btt)rk. Bengt Anders. 3.786.692

Donahue. W illiam J . Gratton. Peter D . and Cammack. Thomas A
.
to

Lnited States of America. Navy Firing delay for pi>int detonating

fuze 3.786.754. CI 102-79 tlOO

Donaldson Companv . Inc iff

—

Swanson. Ian N .3.786.897

Donalds«in. George R. and Pollitzer. Ernest L. to Lniversal OtI

Products Companv Production of high-octane, unleaded motor fuel

3.787.3 14. CI 208-60 000
Dorfel Gerhard Walter, to Osakevhito. A Ahlstn>m Apparatus for

slitting moving webs 3.786.7(t5. CI 83-71 OOO

Dorion Francis W . Jr . Nissen, Warren I . and Pomfret. Edward E .
to

Gillette Company. The Shaving system 3.786.563. CI 3(t-5tMK)0

Dorler. Jack A . and Swietek. Donald J . to International Businevs

Machines Corporation \ »>ltage regulator and constant current

S4)urce for a current switch logic system 3.787.734. CI 307-

203000
Dornfeldt.Wolfram Sff—

Swodenk. Wolfgang. Scharfe. Gerhard, and D<nnfeldl. Wolfram.

3.787.462.

Dotson. Charles R . to Goodyear Aerospace Corp<iratu>n Radar mov-

ing target processing method and apparatus 3.787.840. CI. 343-

7 700
, ,

Douglas-Hamilton. Diarmaid H . to AVCO Corporation Method of

and apparatus for measuring the purity of the gaseous medium in gas

lasers 3.7(4.7.759. CI 324-25 000.

Dounchis. Harry: 5ff

—

Volpp. Gerl Paul, and Dounchis. Harry. 3.787.434

Dow Chemical Companv. The See—
Domenico. Penelope B . 3.787.422.

Domenico. Penelope B . 3.787.425

Kenaga. Duane L . and Hall. Richard H.. 3.787.344

Lvon.OeorgeW. 3.787.188

Mah. Raymond W . 3.787.45 1

Roberts. Charles B . and Acker. Frederick L . 3.787.225.

Tobey. Stephen W.3.787.5(M)

Torba. Florence E.. 3.787.420
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Pews. R Garth; and Dickerson. Richard T..

, and Reeves. Wilst)n A .

Prlston. Frederick A .

. and Anders«>n. Gordon

I

Ungerug. Garv A.

3.787.506
Vaughn. Walter L . 3.787.366 I

Walker. Eddie B<ib. 3.787.508

Woo. James T K. and Heinert. Dietrich H. 3.787.483. '

Dow Chemical. The .SVf—

Harris. Guy H. 3.787.471 i

D»iw Corning Corp«iration: Sff— I

Beutler. Hcrvev F . 3.786.914

Draber Wilfried. Buchel. Karl Heinz. Regel. Erik; and Plempel. Man-

fred to Baver Aktiengesellschaft N-methyl-imidazolc derivatives

and their priHluction 3.787.4 15. CI 260-250(K)r

Drake. George I . Jr See—
Daigle. Donald J . Drake. George L . Jr

3.787.364)

Drake. William H .SVf-

Pray. Lester W . Christev>n. John H .

Sheron, Herman D . Drake. William H

C . 3.786.621

Dresser Industries. Inc .SVf

—

Culver. Richard B . 3.787.686

Drcvcr.FlovdH .Sr Motorcvcle fairing 3.787.088.CI 296-78 KM).

Druhn Max R C . Jr . to Grand Haven Stamped Products Company

Lift gate mechanism 3.786.690. CI 74-476 (MM)

Dryo. William R . and Standing. Charles N . to Pillsbury Companv.

the Continuous prtKess for preparing relatively dense bakery

g.H>ds 3.787.597. CI 426-496 0(K)

Du Pont de Nemours. F I . and Companv SVf—

Amin. Rainikant Babubhia. 3.7K7.2 l«J
|

Buchanan. James B . 3.787.470

Devrup. Alden J . 3.787.326

Nacci. George R . and Toole. Richard C . 3.787.877

Otterstedt. Jan-Erik Anders, and Pater. Richard. 3.787,428

Parrish. Robert Guv. 3.787.543 i

\asta.Ji>scph A .3.787.519 '

Dubin Dale B Disp«isablc disphragm and insertion-removal unit

therefor 3,786.807. CI 128-127 (M)0

Dudkowski. Stanlev J SVf-

Koepp. Ronald L . and Dudkowski. Stanlev J .
3.787.233

Duffield Peter Leonard, to Mead Corporation. I he Apparatus and

methiHl for bar code printing 3.787.88 I. CI 346-75 (MM)

Duffv . Richard J . to I SM Corporation Methinl of making self locking

threaded element with locking patch effective over a wide range of

clearance 3.787.222. CI 117-21 (MM)

Dulong. Bernard ti .SVf

—

Bo/ec. Christian H , Dulong. Bernard Ci . and I emarinel. Robert

V . .V787.3()l

Duncan Electric Company. Inc : See—
Graefnitz. Russell F .and Lohrman. Glenn Ci. 3.787.766

Duncan. Leon I Methtnl «>f prinlucing rcllective surfaces and article

1 787 1 91. CI 29- 19 I (MM)

Dupke.RogerC Fan guard 3.787. 142. CI 4l6-247,tMM.

Duttera. R«>bert B .Sff

—

Kammer, Paul A . and Duttera. Robert B . 3.787.658

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft SVf

—

Lingens. Paul, and Martin. Gerhard. 3.786.752

Dynamii Nobel Aktiengesellschaft Patentabteilung See-

Richt/enhain. Herman, and Stephen. Rudolf. 3.787.509.

D/hanelidze. V a/ha \ enediktovich .SVf

—

Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich. Balaian. Ruben D/hangirovich.

Sulad/e. Ipp«>lit Davidovich. Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich.

Kakhniashvih. Avtandil Semenovich. Kantor. Ilia

Solomonovich. Dzhanelidze. Va/ha Venediktovich. and Lachin-

ov. Alexandr Alexandrov ich. 3787.(8)7

Dzus Fastener Co . Inc See—
D/us. Theodore. Jr . 3.787.024

D/us Theod«>re. Jr . to Dzus Fastener Co . Inc Cam lock and bracket

assemblv 3.787.024. CI 248-.361 (M)b

Fade. Maurice J . and Mellowes. Charles N . to Charter Manufacturing

Company Inc Valve spring retainer locks and metht>d of assembling

on a valve stem 3.786.797. CI 123-90 670

Earle. Glenn J .SVf

—

Dereich. John E.. Gleeson. James E . and Earle. Glenn J .

3.786.714
Eash.GePrgeH 5ff—

Catalano. Paul D. Buten. Norman. Eash. George H . and

Emanuel. Frank V . 3.787.1 14.

Eastman Kodak Company 5ff

—

Davis. Burns, and Kibler. Charles J.. 3.787.469

Finley Donald L . and Morehead, Edward A . 3.786.574.

Kron.MartmW .3.786.974

McCollum. Anthony W . 3.787.397

O'Connor. Robert J . 3.786.547 |

Weaver. Max A . and Wallace. David J . 3.787.388.

Eaton. Sargent ShefTield. Jr . to RCA Corporation Control circuit em-

ploying digital techniques for loads such as balance wheel motors.

3.787.715. CI. 318-130.000

Ecer.Gunes M. Sff

—

Mueller. Charles P; and Ecer.Gunes M. 3.787,202.

Eckert & Ziegler GmbH Sff— I

Bielfeldt. Friedrich Bernd. 3.787. 1 59 I

Eckert, Frank J See—
Heller. George L . Eckert, Frank J

Dingman. Robert W. 3.787.562

Eckhardt. Peter: See—

De Land. Charles L.. and
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Blocker. Erich, and Eckhardt, Peter. 3.787.372.

Fckstein George R and Bayard. Lavern S.. to Remington ArmsCom-

paliy Inc Wad column for shotshells 3.786.753. CI. 102-42.00c.

Eckstein. George R . and Moyher.
^''''--r

G" «o Rernmgton Arms

Company. Inc Plastic cartridge casing 3.786.755. CI. 102-43.00p

Fdl Wolfaang to Peroxid-Chcmie GmbH Process for producing 3,5-

dihydroxy 1.2-dioxolanes 3.787,446, CI 260-340.900

Fdstrom Soren E H.. to Gardner-Dever Company Rotor profiles for

hS screw rotor machines. 3,787,154.CI 418-201.000.

Educational Toys Inc :
Sff-

, -jo^ <n-i
Tepper. Sidney, and Fauls. Thomas J . 3.786.577

Edward Williams Heldings. Limited Sff—

Garnett. Charles Alexander, 3,787,132.

Edwards, Alfred Gerald: Sff-
» ,, . r- i^ nimso

Harris, Glyn Islwyn.and Edwards. Alfred Gerald. 3.787.350.

Eggers. Philip E .toBatlelle Memorial Institute Heat pipes 3.786.861.

CI 165-105 000.

Ehret.Rudoir Sff-
Schwab.Alfrcd.andEhret.Rudolf. 3.787.307.

Eickemeyer Rudolf Apparatus for processing degradation of cellu-

losicmaterials 3.787.241. CI 127-1000

Eigenmann. Gottfried; Kaiser. Leo E . and Nothiger. Otto, to Ciba-

Geigy AG Process for the dyeing of tow in hydrated condition

3.787. 182. CI 8-177.000

Eisai Company. Ltd Sff—
Hamano. Sachiyuki. Nakamura. Takaharu. Kuriyama. Shizuo; and

Yamanaka. Motosuke. 3.787.440.

Ekama.PieterJ Sff-
, -.o-, nna

Barnett.CharlesB .and Ekama.Pieter J .3.787.008

Elder George and Lehnhuff. Hans F . to Schlage Lock Company.

Lock key 3.786.659. CI 70-395 000

Electro-Matic Staplers. Inc . mesne: SVf—

Manganaro. George F . 3.786.978

Electropring. Inc Sff-
•, iot bta

Pressman. Gerald L . and Kittredge. Thomas D.. 3.787.876

ElektrochemischeWerkeMunich AG SVf-

Meyer. Hem/. Schmid. Dieter. Bei. Pullach; Schwarzer. Hans, and

Twittenhoff. Hans Joachim. 3.787,527.

Eliason. Kay E Sff—
James.JamesR and Ehason. Kay b. 3.786.965^

Eliasson Arnc l.ennart. to Svenska AB Cleansol. Cold-setting road-

markmgmaterial 3.787.349. CI 260-37()ep.

Eliasson. Karl Bertil. to Granges Essem AB M<='»'"'!, «"'*/"
tTl'^'sT

for the contmuous production of stranded wire 3,786,623. 1 1. 5 /-

34 OOr

Elkhart. Bri4ge & Iron. Inc ;
SVf—

Lievore.Silvano Giuseppe. 3.787.073

Elliott Joseph Charles, to International Business Machines Corpora-

"i^n" Liquul crystal display system 3.787.834. CI 340-324.00m.

Eltra Corporation Sff-
-, ,o-, «,«,

Barker. Robert A.; and Shank. John W .
3.787.800.

Emanuel. Frank V Sff-
/-..„,„„ u and

Catalano. Paul D ; Buten. Norman; Eash. George H.. and

Emanuel.FrankV. 3.787.1 14

Emhart Corporation Sff-
i nai M\n

Colbv Harold S . and Landry. Raymond H.. 3.787,608.

Emrick. Donald D . to National Cash Register Company. The Process

for manufacturing minute capsules havmg polynitrile capsule walls

T 787.327. CI 252-316000

Enders Edgar and Stendel. Wilhelm. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft

Combating animal acar.d ectoparasites with 2-phenyl.m.nopyr-

rolidines 3.787.576. CI 424-274.000

Endt.nger. Fritz. Zweifel. Walter, and Schneeberger Fritz, to Swiss

Aluminium Ltd Method of '^'ectrolytic coloring of oxide layers on

aluminum and alummum base alloys. 3.787.295. CI. 204-35.00n

EngedaL^Knud^Sff-^
Johannsson. Paul; and Engedal. Knud.

Engelhart. John E . to Esso Research and £"8'""""? ^'V^P^^.

Malononitrile oxime derivatives as fungicidal agents. 3.787.579, L l

Erdmann.' Srich; Nam'enyi. Istvan. Hampel Bruno; and Herbert.

Werner, to Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit he^rhr^nkter Haftung

Oils resistant to highly reactive chemicals. 3.787.320, Cl. ->--

Erufkson. Donald W, to Zoecon Corporation. Aryloxy epithio ethers.

3,787,443, CI. 260-327 OOe.

Encson. Richard E., to Bard. C. R.. Inc.. mesne. Radiopaque clamp.

3.786.8 I 5. CI. 128-321.000.

^"''Kuk«'"cha'ri^s E.; Volheim. Richard H.; and Erikson. Carl,

Eriksson Sven Evald. to Atlas Copco. Delivery control system for a

motordriven compressor. 3.787,146, CI.417-299.000.

Erni, Heinrich H : Sff— . u-^-^^u
Goodwin, Edwin C. Jr ; Larkin. Oscar L.; and Erni. Hemrich H .

3.787.649.

^'"'weeien^'L;rrenz; Luders. Albrecht; Brinkmann. Heinz. Herbst.

Klaus; and Ernst, Gerd, 3,787,092.

ESB Incorporated: Sff— , .

Malaspina. Francis P.; Aker, Wesley E,; and Werth. John.

3.787.308.

Esghbaugh. John T.; and Lindahl, Gerbert S.. to Gulf & WesietT,

Metals Forming Company, mesne. Refrigeration system. 3.786.65 1

.

CI. 62-222.000. . ^ .

Espie Jean Yves; Jouan, Claude; and Koehly. Gerard, to Commissariat

r rknergie Atomique. Process for the separation of neptunium from

Plutonium by liquid-liquid extraction. 3.787.553, CI. 423-9 OOO.

Essex International: Sff—
-, -,07 ,<<

Carini. Francis F.; and Abbott, Steven R.. 3.787,255.

Esso Research and Engineering Company: Sff—

Bearden. Robv. Jr.; and Fink. Thomas E.. 3.787.3 15.

Engelhart, John E. 3.787.579.
, -,ct .oa

Whitney. Thomas A; and Langer. Arthur W.. Jr.. 3.787.496.

Zielinski. James, 3,787,490.
^

Estradier, Francoise: Sff

—

„ .. i-

Kalopissis. Gregoire; Bugaul, Andree; and Estradier, Franco.se,

3.787.174.

^'""^

Defebvre.^Andre; Leman, Gerard; and Pouliquen. Jean-Francois,

Etat Francais represente par le Ministre d'Etat charge de "a Defense

Nationale Delegation Ministerielle pour lArmement Direction

Technique des Eng.ns Laboratoire de Recherches Balistiques et

Aerodynamiques: Sff—
». k^, Viun

Habermann, Helmut; Loyen, Roger; Joly. Pierre; Auber. Yvan.

and Malmaistm.Rueil, 3,787,100.

Etat Francais. represented by Ministere de lEquipement et du Loge-

ment. Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussees: Sff-

Jodet. Alain; Noret. Hubert; and Demichelis. Jacques, 3.786.874.

ETEC Corporation: Sff

—

Dao, James;^nd Yew. Nelson C. 3.787.696.

Ethyl Corporation: Sff

—

Nelson. Gunner E. 3.787.5 1 2.

Niebylski. Leonard M. 3.787.298.

Stephens. Ruth E.. 3.787.560.

Euclid. Inc.: Sff—
Kelley. Douglas M . 3,786,889^

^"^'s^chSr^GeThard; Eue. Ludwig; Hack. Helmuth; Hirane. Seiichi;

Aya. Masahiro; Kishino. Shigeo; and Fukazawa. Nobuo.

3.787.538.

European Atomic Energy Community ( Euratom ): Sff

—

Wurm. Joseph. 3.787.598.

Evans. David M: Sff—
-, -,a-, ^m

Chabala. Leonard V.; and Evans. David M.. 3.787.65 I

.

Evans. Milton L: SVf— , -,01 aiq
Holub. Fred P.. and Evans, Milton L..3.787.439_

Even. Georges. Rapid loading system for missiles. 3.786.715. tl. 8V-

Ew'ald' Ronald F.. to Seaquist Valve Company. Childproof safety adap-

tor. 3,786.968. CI. 222-402. 1 10.

Ewing. Kenneth W : Sff—
Pratt. Richard D.; and Ewing. Kenneth W., 3.787.546.

Eyelet Specialty Company: Sff

—

Landen. William James, 3,786.964.

Faber. George E: Sff-
, no*. ai^

Kates, Frank F.; and Faber. George E., 3,786.635.

"'''^rown' wTv' ^Fabe^T. Raymond W.; Grant. Gerald E.; and Sons.

CharlesC. 3.786.848.
. ., ,u c

Fabriques de Produils Chimiques de Thenn et de Mulhouse: Sff-

Oster. Felix. 3.787.1 39.

Fagersta Aktiebolag Fagersta: See—
Loqvist.Kaj-Ragnar. 3.786.849.

„ , -,b^ 1^8 ri
Fahre. Tore, to Farex Fabrikker A/S. Vent opening grill. 3.786,738. CI.

FahrenhoS Kenneth Earl, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. Steroid carba-

mates 3.787.453, CI. 260-397.400.

Falk Mervin L.; and Olah. Louis, to Newell Industries Inc^ Time base

er;or correction system and method. 3.787.6 16. CI. 178-6.60a.

'"''Ho^rPe^erSchusVer. Ludwig. Falkenstein. Georg; and Joschek.

Hans-lngo. 3.787,359.

Fannon, Robert D: Sff— d„-oM i

Brunei. Roger L ; Fannon, Robert D.; and Legue. Ronald L..

3.786.779.

Farana, Wolf-Rudiger: Sff

—

Rudolph, Paul; Kapp. Ernst; Kempf, Georg; and Farana. Wolf-Ru-

diger. 3,787,559. t

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: Sff—

Boshagen. Horst. 3.787.572

Oberkirch. Wolfgang; Gunther. Peter; and Pampus. Gottfried.

-1 787 38

1

Farbwer'ke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vonnals Meister Lucnis &

Bruning: Sff

—

-

Blocker. Erich; and Eckhardt. Peter. 3.787.372.

Bohn, Lothar; Cherdron. Harald; Fleissner. Manfred; and Herwig,

Walter. 3,787.530.
, ^o-, -.-r.

Brinkmann. Ludwig; and Herwig. Walter. 3.787.37 1

.

Lowenfeld. Rudolf, 3.787,179, ^ ^ , » ,

Ruschig, Heinrich; Schmitt, Karl; Mohler, Werner; Gobel. Axel;

andLindner. Ernst. 3.787.411.
-, ^o^ n<

Von der Eltz. Hans-Ulrich; and Fink. Doris-Jutta. 3,787. 75.

Von der Eltz. Hans-LTrich; and Fink. Doris-Jutu. 3.787.176.

Farex Fabrikker A/S: See—
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Fahre. Tore. 3.786.738

Farmer. Wayne David; Kneuer. Joseph George, and Lawless. >yilliam

Joseph, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Pulse trans-

mission system for conveying data and control words by means of al-

ternating polarity pulses and violations thereof 3.787.61 3.CI 178-

200r
Farnsworth. Lemoyne E . Pitt, ^uce R . and Wolf. John W . to Ro-

Band Corporation. Wave form coil winding machine 3.787.000. CI

242-1 lOr

Farr. William W.. Jr . to Honeywell Information Systems. Inc Ap-

paratus for the detection and correction of errors for a rotational

storage device 3.787.8 15. CI 340-172 500

Farrar. Ralph C . to Phillips Petroleum Company Multifunctional

polymerization initiators 3.787.5 10, CI 260-665 OOr

Farnngton Company. The See—
Sgrillo. John J .3.786.654

Farnssey. W illiam J . Jr . and Andrews. Philip S . to L'pjohn Company.

The Soluble copolyimides 3.787.367, CI 260-65 000

Farrow Victor Francis, to Thorn Electrical Industries Limited Ballast

circuits for discharge lamps 3.787.75 1 . CI 3 1 5-1 37 000

Fatzer, Willy See-
Porret. Daniel, anfl Fatzer. Willy. 3.787.405

Fauland. Erich. 5^^—
Jahn, Werner. Kampe. Wolfgang; Fauland. Erich. Juhran. Wolf-

gang, and Stork. Harald. 3.787.?** 1

Fauls. Thomas J.. 5**—
Tepper. Sidney, and Fauls. Thomas J.. 3,786.577

Faust. Donald M . to Cascade Corporation Load-handling apparatus

3.786.937. CI 212-59 000
Fayling. Richard E , to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany Magnetic viewer device having movable anis*>tropic elements

3.787.839. CI 340-381 OOr

Feiniuch. Martin W . and Silver, Allen S . to Bendix Corporation, The

Fail safe built-in test equipment 3.787,838, CI 340-409 000

Feit. Peter Werner, and Nielsen. Ole Bent Tvaermose. to Lovens

Kemiske Fabrik Produktionsaktieselikeb New substituted 6-carb*>x-

v-l.2-benzisothiazolc-l.l-dioxides 3, 787,421, CI 260-294 Osc

Feldmann. Frii7 K . to Pacific Technica Corptiration Rotating band for

projectile 3.786.760, CI 102-93 000
Feltzm. Joseph See-

Burns. Joseph P . Feltzin. Joseph, and Kuehn. Erich. 3.787,526

Ferguson. Paul R Center-top door pivot mounting mechanism

3,786,534, CI 16-176 000
Ferguson, Wiflie Douglas, to Neill. Scott E . Jr Process and apparatus

for universal jotnt disassembly and assembly 3.786.544. CI 29-

251000
Fernandez. Remigio. to Halcon International Inc Proci^ss for preparing

vinyl acetate 3.787,485, CI 260-491 000

Ferranli Limited See—
Walters. Frank, 3.787.753

Ferren, Richard Anthony, and Dimmig. Daniel Ashton. to Pennwalt

Corporation Copolymers of vinyl fluoride and hexalfluoropropene

3,787.379, CI 260-87. 50a.

Fcutsch.Georg: See—
Van Dijk, Leonardus Petrus Jozef; Verhagen. Jan; Feutsch.Georg.

and Korevaar,Geerlof Jan, 3.787,628

Fiat Societa per Azioni: See—
Anselmino. Giovanni, and Ravizza. Emanuele. 3.787.807.

Fidelman David, to Hope. Henrv. X-Ray Products. Inc Exposure

scanner and replenisher control 3.787,689, CI 250-2 19.0fr.

Fife, Warren E.: See—
Paolini. Alfred P . and Fife. Warren E . 3.787.09

1

Fik. Harris BSt-c-
PetuUa. Laurence R . and Fik. Harris B . 3.786.803

Filippazzi. Franco, and Forlani, Franco, to Honeywell Information

Systems Italia S p A Connection means for semiconductor com-

ponents and integrated circuits 3,787,252. CI 148-1751)00

Fillmore. Gary L . Naylor. Hugh E . III. and West. Donald L , to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation Servo control of ink jet

pump 3,787.882. CI 346-75 000
Filsinger. David E.. See—

Bussman. Dale R . Bell. Frederick K . and Filsinger. David E .

3,786.973
Finckh. Hermann. Metalltuch-und Maschinenfabrik: See—

Holz.Emil. 3.786.91 8

Finger John F . to Sioux Steam Cleaner Corporation Pump control

system 3.786,835. CI 137-566 000
Fink. Doris-Jutta: See—

Von der Eltz. Hans-Urich, and Fink. Doris-Jutta. 3,787,175.

Von der Eltz, Hans-Ulnch; and Fink, Doris-Jutta, 3.787,176.

Fink. Thomas E.: 5*e—
Bearden. Roby. Jr ; and Fink. Thomas E . 3,787.3 I 5

Finlay. Walter L ; Nayar. Harbhajan S . and Hay, Donald A , to Copper

Range Company Metal powders for roll compacting 3.787.200, CI

75- 50b
Finky. Donald L . and Morehead. Edward A . to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany Method for removing water from tow. 3,786,574, CI 34-

23.000
Finnemore. Harlan E . to Air Preheater Company, Inc , The Self-com-

pensating sector plate 3.786.868. CI 165-9 000

Fiori Anthony M . to Spectra-Vision Corporation Magnetic tape edit-

mg method and system 3.787.617. CI 179-100 20b

.Firestone Tire* Rubber Company: See—
Halasa. Adel F . and Oberster. Arthur E., 3,787,377.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, The; See—

Kagele. Frank I . Trent. Edward J.

Alberty. Frederick J. and Fitzgerald.

McGillvary, Daniel Ross, 3,787.550

Fischer. Joerg. to Bell & Howell Indexing mechanism 3.787,1 15, CI.

352-123000
Fischer. Rainer See—

Fischer. Stefan, and Fischer. Rainer. 3.787.165

Fischer. Stefan, and Fischer. Rainer Support device for a moulding

press 3.787. 1 65, CI 425-450 (XX)

Fischer. Walter. Mastai. Aldo Ji>sef. and Rocher, Edouard Yves, to in-

ternational Business Machines Corporation Over voltage protection

circuit lateral biptilar transistor with gated collector junction.

3.787,7 17, CI 317-235 OOr

Fish. Daniel Cecil Edward inflatable dams and dam uniu. 3,786,638,

CI 61-30 (XX)

Fisher. Lester See—
Rayle. Brian James; Fisher. Lester, and Smith. Harvell Morton.

3.787.194

Fitzgerald. Bloycc D .SV*- -

Meyers. Laverne H .

Fridenberg. Jerrv T
BKnceD ,3.787,660

Fleissner, Manfred See—
Bohn, Loihar. Cherdron. Harald. Fleissner, Manfred, and Herwig,

Waller. 3.787.530

Fleming. Donald kmgslev. Randhava. Sarabjit Singh, and Camara.

Elias Humberto. to Institute of Gas FcchnoUigy Methanation of car-

Nin monoxide and carb*^n dioxide 3.787,468, CI 260-449OOm
Flouret George Rogelio. and Cole. John W j\ne. to Abbott Labtirato-

ries Tripeptide 3.787.386. CI 260- 1 1 2 5(K)

FMC Corptiration iife— I

Brink. Edwin H . and Palmer. Warren G . 3.787.316 '

Seglin. Leonard, and Gray . Charles A . 3.787,193.

Volpp,Gert Paul, and D«>unchis, Harry. 3.787.434

Foerster. Hubert, and Brauch. LIrich, to Bosch. Robert. Fernsehan-

lagen GmbH Meth«id and apparatus for synchronizing a videosignal

reprtnluced from a tape b\ means of a rotating head wheel.

3.787.61 5. CI l78-6 60f

Folkers. Karl. Chang. Jaw -King, and Sievertvum. Hans Synthetically

pri>duced tetrapcptide having the activitv of the luteinizing hormone

releasmg hormone 3.787,385, CI 260-1 12 5(M)

Fol/enlogen, Robert G . and Smith. James P . to Procter & Gamble

Companv. The Pr«>cessing of beans and peas by freeze drying.

3.787.595. CI 426-441 (XX) i

Fontanella. John J See—
Andeen. Carl G . Fontanella. John J . and Schuele. Donald E ,

3.787.764

Fontani. Spartaco See—
Pen. Cesare Augusto. Fontani. Spartaco, and Ladavas. Franco.

3,787.504
Fixite Daniel J , to Master L«Kk Company Hasp and staple assem-

blage 3.787,082, CI 292-281 000
Forbes. David K See—

Smiley. Vern N . Lewis. Adolph L . and Forbes. David K .

3.787,234
Forbes. Hampton E.. Jr . to Westvaco Corpiiration Cutting and scor-

ingdie 3,786.732.CI 93-58 .300

Ford Motor Company S^f— I

Dickie. Ray A . and Newman, Seymour. 3.787,522.

Labana. Santokh S. and Chang. Yun Feng. 3.787.340

Labana. Santokh S . and Theodore. Ares N . 3.787,520.

Labana. Santokh S . and Golovoy. Amos. 3.787,52 1

Foreman, Frederick Arthur See-

Sachs, Kurt. Foreman, Frederick Arthur, and Barlow,

3.787.204

Forlani. Franco See—
Filippazzi. Franco, and Forlani. Franco, 3,787,252.

Foseco International. Limited iV*"—

Sharp, John David. 3.787,336

Fossard, Hubert Rene Louis, and Joly. Henriette Josephine Wa?riing

system and method 3.786.628. CI 58-152()Ob

Foster. Silvers A . and Smith, Charles F MufHer. 3.786.896. CI

53000
Fowler, Daniel L See—

Habegger, James D . Hutlula. Andrew B . Fowler, Daniel L.

Schrader. James T.. 3,786.939

Fowler. Gerald See—
Hemmings. Keith Reginald; and Fowler, Gerald, 3.787,130

Francis Philip L . to General Motors Corporation Steering wheel and

column interface seal 3.787.075. CI 280-l50 0ab

Frankel. Edwin N . to United States of America. Agriculture Selective

hydroformylation of unsaturated fatty compounds. 3,787,459, CI.

260-410 700
Freeman Frank George, to Lucas. Joseph. (Industries), Limited Ro-

tary hydraulic machines 3,786,726. CI 91 -492 000

Freitag. Herbert, to Stabilus Industrie- und Handelsgesellschaft mbH
Supporting element of adjustable length. 3,787,019, CI. 248-

188200
I

Fremont, Maurice Henri Louis: See— '

Denis, Jean Francois. Ozauba-Lyndis. Serge Yvan; Fremont. Mau-

rice Henri Louis. Krajewski, Edward, and Marcel, Jean-Pierre

Julien, 3,787.657

Frenkel, Mark isaakovich. Direct-flow cylindrical valve. 3,786.833. CI.

137-512 WO
Frick Company: See—

Garland. Milton W , 3.786,834.

Fridenberg, Jerry T.: See-

John.

181-

and
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Meyers Laverne H . Kagele, Frank L.; Trent, Edward J.;

Fridenberg, Jerry T ; Alberty, Frederick J.; and Fitzgerald,

Bloyce D, 3,787,660

Fried John H . and Harrison, Ian T., to Synlex Corporation. 2-(6-

Methoxy-2-naphlhyl)propionic acid and -i-propanol derivatives

having anti-innammitory. analgesic and anti-pyretic activities.

3.787,580. CI 424-308.000,

Friederich, Klaus: See—
Lucking. Hans Joachim; Noll, Walter; Buchner. Werner;

Friederich, Klaus, and Niederprum, Hans. 3.787,467

Friedman Robert L ; and Lieser. Zeev Noise cancelling self mixmg

doppler radar. 3.787,854. CI. 343-8 000

Fritz Erich and Bostrowsky. Daniel, to Thomason-CSF Adjustable

wavelength optical source using the simulated emission effect

3,787.779. CI 331-94 500.

Fronius. Sabine: See— , -.ot i/:m
Passler Helmar; Heger. Adolf; and Fronius, Sabine, 3,787,260.

Fruehauf Waldo G, to General Signal Corporation. Hydraulic oscilla-

tor 3,786,723. CI 91-284000

Frye James A . and Morton. Ralph B . to Boardman Company. The.

Carbon black pelletizer 3.787.161 .CI 425-222.000.

Fuji Denki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Kawasaki, Kikuo. 3.787,648.

Fuji Photo Co , Ltd : See— , ton tt.A
Kitamoto, Tatsuji; Shimizu, Mahito; and Akashi, Goro, 3.787,564.

Fuji Photo Film Company. Ltd See—
Minagawa, Nobuhiko, 3.787.214

Sato. Masamich. and Nabara, Akira. 3,787,873.

Fujii, Kyoichi: See— ... . t i.

Kagawa. Tsuneo. Fujii. Kyoichi, Tanaka, Masao, and lanaka

Hiroshi. 3.787.466

Fujii Shozo. to Kabushiki Kaisha Fujii Kogyo Muffling block

3.786.898, CI 181-33 OOg

Fujisawa. Hideya: See-
Soda. Toshi, and Fujisawa. Hideya. 3,786.788.

Fujisawa, Yutaka See—
Saiio. Kimio, and Fujisawa. Yutaka, 3,786,855.

Fukazawa. Nobuo See—
A>a. Hasahiro. Saito. Junichi. Fukazawa. Nobuo; Tamura. I atsuo;

Kunhara Ka/uo. and Norishima. Norihisa, 3.787,393.

Schrader Gerhard, hue, Ludwig. Hack. Helmuth. Hirane. Seiichi;

Aya. Masahiro. Kishino, Shigeo; and Fukazawa, Nobuo.

3.787.538.

Fukuda. Kazuo: See—
.

Yamada. Keisho; Lmemura. Sumio. Ohdan, Kyoji; Hidaka Miltio;

Bando. Yasuo. Kukuda. Ka/uo; and Sawazi, Masao. 3,787.334.

Fulmini, Sergio .S><'—
. r- i c

Siclan. Francesco. Magnoni. Franco, and Fulmini, bergio.

3,787.481

Furuno Electric Company . Limited See-

Kubota. Hiroshi. and Suzuki. Tomohiko. 3.787.845.

G & H Technology. Inc .See—

Phillips. John J . and Clark. Thomas A., 3,787,01 1

Gabel,WilliamAAirboat 3.786,774, CI 1 14-66 50r

Gadefaix. Roger, and Klere. Jean, to Lever Brothers Company Process

for splitting soapstock and apparatus therefor 3.787,460. CI. -6U-

418000 » c
Gaerttner Martin R , to United States of America. Atomic Energy

Commission Two-dimensional coils for electromagnetic generation

and detection of acoustic waves 3.786.672. CI 73-67 05r

GAF Corporation S.-?- d w . w
Randall. David I; Vogel. Calvin, and Wynn. Robert W..

3.787,486

Galbarzvk. Leslie L . Ross, Irving D.. Jr.; and Madland, Thorvald, to

Voungsiown Steel Door Company, The. Trackmg plug door.

3.786,599, CI 49-220000
Gallon, Jeffrey, Inc See- ,,o-,/^n.

Paolini, Alfred P and Fife. Warren E .
3.787,091.

Gallagher. Bernard J: See—
. , ^ , n a t.4

Shufflebarger. Earl D ; Gallagher. Bernard J.; Simko. David M.;

and Bovlan.JohnR ,3.787023.

Gallagher. Brendan, and Last. Anthony Graham Marshall to Imperial

Chemical Industries. Limited. Production of extruded foamed

synthetic thermoplastic polymer materials. 3,787.542, CI. 264-

5 1 .000.

Gallois, Jacques: See—
Kuhn. Karl Waller, and Gallois. Jacques. 3.786,630.

Gamer. Nicholas T: See—
-, -,o^ oca

Mizuhara. Howard; and Gamer, Nicholas T., 3.786,854.

Gamerisfelder. George R ; Slavis, Gus; and Vladimir, Leonard O.. to

Singer Company, The. Doppler antenna calibration apparatus.

3.787,866. CI. 343-703.000. ^, a
Gardner Willis W , to Waukesha Bearing Corporation. Tilting pad

journalbearing. 3,787, 105, CI. 308-73.000

Gardner-Dever Company: See—
Edstrom.Soren EH ,3,787,154. w ,u„h ^f

Gardocki. Joseph Francis, to McNeil Laboratories, Inc. Method of

treating depression with certain diazepinoindoles and anti-depres-

sanl compositions thereof. 3.787.577. CI. 424-274 000

Garland Milton W.. to Frick Company. Multiple wave form spring

valveassembly. 3,786,834. CI. 137-540.000.
, ,«, nsA ri

Garlinghouse. Leslie H. Rubber cone concrete bucket. 3,787084, Cl.

294-71.000. ., ,^. , . A
Garnett Charles Alexander, to Edward Williams Heldings, Limited.

Clamping arrangement. 3.787, 132, Cl. 403-290.000.

Jr.; Ward, Larry A.; and Ward. Robert A..

Garnett. Eubank W , Jr , to Reynolds Metals Company. Apparatus for

and method of making a nestable container. 3,786.667, Cl. 72-

348.000.

Garon Company: See-

Dils. Eugene W.
3,786,784.

Garrett Corporation, The: See— •

Lucas, Peter K, 3,787.031.

Garrett. Kenneth M: See-
Miller, Jack E.; and Garrett. Kenneth M., 3,786,592.

Gasner William Lavier, to McCulloch Corporation. Unitized clutch

drum' and sprocket. 3,786,687, Cl. 74-243.0cs.

Gates Rubber Company, The: See—
Gillman, Leland M.; and Stark, Robert E., 3,787,240.

Gauvreau Claude, to Holliston Laboratories, Inc. Disinfecting aerosol

composition. 3,787,566,0.424-45.000.
, „, „^ ^, ,.

Gavlick, John R., Sr. Pipe dryer and odorizer. 3.786.576, Cl. 34-

104.000.

Gearheard. Larry P: See-
-, ,o.t «-iq

Clark. James R.; and Gearheard. Larry P., 3,786,579.

Gebr. Giulini GmbH: See—
Wittner, Hubert; and Lauer. Kurt. 3,787.31 I.

Gebr. Isringhausen: See—
Sturhan. Klaus, 3,787,025. ^ o ^ c a

Gechele Waller; and Piazza, Bruno, to Ohvetti, Ing., C, & C, S.p.A.

Machine for recording visually inlerpretable data and machine

readableinformationonaticket. 3,787,875. Cl. 346-74.0mp^

Gedzjun Vladislav Aloizovich; and Yakovlev, Petr Antipovich. High-

voltage capacitor. 3.787,72 1 , Cl. 3 1 7-242.000.

General American Transportation Corporation; See—

Mowalt-Larssen, Erling, 3,786,955.

General Connectors Corporation; See—
Yorke, Roy B.; and Greenwald, Fred A.. 3,787.079.

General Electric Company: See-
Bennett, James G.; and Katchman. Arthur, 3,787,362.

Binzer. Thomas J ; and Wooding, Peter H., 3,787.674.

Bolin. Larry R.; and Jolly, Shelby A., 3,787,705.

Busian, Vincent V, 3,786,561

.

Carmelite, Donald D.; Kramer, Morton; and Lee, Gim F., Jr.,

3 787 532
Grossman, Leonard N.; and Packard, Douglas R, 3,787,761

.

Heath Darrell R; and Wirth. Joseph G., 3,787,475.

Hobson, Charles F. Jr., 3.787,708.

Holub, Fred P ; and Evans, Milton L.. 3.787.439.

Juliano. Peter C. 3.787,238. ^ .. ^
King. William D ; Larson, George D.; Steeoerm, Donald E ;

and

Winchester, Amos J, Jr., 3,787,667

Pedersen. Niels P.; and Schultz, Henry L, Jr., 3,787,724.

Pratt Richard D ; and Ewing. Kenneth W.. 3,787,546.

Puckette, Charles M,; Smith. Donald A.; and Butler, Walter J..

3,787,852.

Rice, Milton J, 3,786,648.

Skelly, David W.. and Wagner, Bernard C, 3.787,338.

Watrous, Donald L., 3.787,167.

Wirth Joseph G.; and Heath. Darrell R., 3,787,364.

Wright, Archibald N.; Burgess, William R.; and Wilkos, Edward

v.. 3,787,382.

.3.786,789.

Ltd. Phonograph

General Foods Corporation: See—
. c j i

Mitchell, William Alexander; Stahl. Howard Dave, and Seidel,

William Charles, 3.787,592.

General Motors Corporation: See—

Barr, Paul N; and Jagodzinski,TimG.

Francis, Philip L. 3,787,075.

Harned, John L.; and Johnston, Laird E.. 3,787,094.

Harris, James P.; and Katz, Seymour, 3,787.548.

Shellhause. Ronald L., 3,787,029.

Shellhause. Ronald L , 3.787,096.

General Signal Corporation; See—
Fruehauf. Waldo G., 3,786,723.

Genma, Susumu, to Victor Company of Japan,

recorddisc. 3,787,274. Cl. 161-116.000.

Genma Susumu, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Phonograph

recorddisc. 3,787,275.C1. 161-1 16.000.

Genta Guido R., to American Aniline Products, Inc Aromatic

polyester textile fibers dyed with naphthyloxyanthraquinone dyes.

3,787, 177. Cl. 8-39.000.

Gentex Corporation; See—
Aileo, Jackson Anthony, 3,786,5 19.

George, Michel; See-
Stevens. Jacques; and George. Michel, 3.787,384. «

Gerbrandt,George.Foldable trap. 3,786,593,0.43-100.000.

Geres Robert J , to United States of America, Navy. Calcium hydride

gas'generator. 3,787,186,0. 23-282.000.

Gervay Joseph Edmund; and Walker, Peter. Process for modifying sur-

faces using photopolymerizable elements comprising hydrophilic

colloids and polymerizable monomers. 3,787.213,0.96-36.000.

Geurts, Oetus J. Clamp and positioning structure. 3.787.1 33. Cl. 403-

384.000.

Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfaha; See— _

Hauschopp, Alois; Langem, Werne Lippe; Breuer, Oswald; Os-

trop, Berthold; and Steinkuhl. Bernd. 3.787.090.

Ghere, Morris. Automatic player for musical instruments. 3.787.603.

Cl. 84-19.000.

Ghirga. Marcello; See—
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Benedetto: and Ghirga. Marcello.

Arthur, and Barlow. John.

Piccolo. Luigi; Calcagno
3.787.556.

Giamei. Anthony F . Hornhecker. Merton F . and Tcrkelsen. Bruce E .

to Lnited Aircraft Corptiration Directionally solidified article

.«.787.190.CI 2^-183 000
Gibert. Guy. and V idal. Pierre, to Compagnie d'Electronicque ct de

Piczo-Electricite-C E P E Flexion mixie crystalline bar for an oscil-

lator .3.787.743. CI 3IO-«* 5(K)

Gibson. Richard R iV^--

Pelizzoni. Winton J , Greathouse, Jack F . Pekar. Frank J . Jr .and

Gibson, Richard R . 3.786.792

Giesselmann. Gunter. Schvkar7e. Werner: and Weigert. Wolfgang, to

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler Process

for the production of alkyl isothiocyanic acid esters 3.787.472. CI

260-454 000
Gilbert Dixie E . to Phillips Petroleum Company Rapid heating of

parison preforms 3.787.1 70. CI 432-5 000

Gillemot. George W Sff—
Thompson. John T. and Gillemot. George W. 3.787.795

Gillette Compan%. The See—
Dorion. Francis W . Jr . NisSen. Warren I . and Pomfret. Edward

E, 3.786.563

Gillman. Leiand M . and Siark. Robert E . to Gates Rubber Company,

The Composition separator, with membrane extension 3,787,24(1.

CI 136-30 000
Giocomo. James Donafd. and Grosso. Harry Anthony, to American

Can* Compan\ Pressure relief system for an aerosol container
• 3.786,967, CI 222-397 OtK).

Giordmaine, Joseph .Anthony, and Kleinman, Da\id Allmond. lo Bell

Telephone Laboratorfes. Incorporated Electrooptic grating for

scanning a beam of light 3.787.1 11. CI 350-l60.00r.

Gloria. Jean-Michel See—
Zuntini. Franco. Aliprandini. Giuseppe. Gloria. Jean-Michel;

Meyer. Andre, and Losi. Salvatore, 3,787.463

Gjerde. Frwin G. Hi^ velocity gas igniter 3.787.169. CI 431-

347.000
G.K.N Group Services. Limited .SV*-—

Sachs. Kurt. Foreman. Frederick

3.787.204

GKN Sanke\ Ltd : See-
Slanley . Victor William. 3.787,549.

Glass. Marsin. &. Associates; See—
Breslow. Jeffrey D . 3.787.053.

Glass. Marvin L . and McKay. Robert S.. 3.787,052

Glass, Marvin L. and McKay, Robert S, lo Glass, Marvin & As-

sociates Projector and target apparatus including projectile collect-

ing clip which IS also a magazine for the projector 3,787.052. CI

27 3-101000
Glalz. Horst. to Deumu Deutsche Er/Qnd Metall-L'nion Gesellschaft

mil beschrankier Haftung Reinforcing element for concrete struc-

tures 3.786.610^CI 52-661 000

Gleeson. James E.; See—
Dereich, John E . Gleeson. James E., and Earle, Glenn J ,

3.786.714
Glevum Industrial Designers Limited: See—

Shaw. John. 3.786.882

Gl»ibe-l nion Inc See— ,

Rinnert. Helmut Kurt. 3.786.842.

Gluvas. William W . Jr .SV.-—
Riblelt. Edward L. 3.786.575

Gobel. Axel See —
Ruschig. Heinrich. Schmilt, Karl; Mohler. Werner, Gobel. Axel,

and Lindner. Ernst. 3.787.4 I 1

Godard.Regine ic-f—

Dangav. Jean Louis, Dangav. Philippe; and Dangay. Catherine.

3.786.567.

Goffe. William L., to Xerox Corporation Photoelectrophoretic imag-

ing method including at least one electrode carrying a pattern

3.787.206. CI 96-1.200

Goggins. William B .Jr See—
Sletten. CarlvIe J , and Goggins. William B . Jr . 3.787.849

Sletten. Carlyle J . and Goggins. William B . Jr . 3.787.850

Goldberg. Jacob, to United States of America. Navy Memory and
• "logic module 3.787.8 17. CI 340-172 500

Golden. Norman R Material handling attachment 3.786,948. CI 214-

130 00c
Goldfarb. Adolph E. Reaction game simulating release of treasure.

3.787.050. CI 273-1 OOr

Goldner. Heinz-Dieter. to Hartmann &. Braun Akiiengesellschaft

Rectifier 3.787.755. CI 321-8 OOr

Goldstein. Irving: Hayward, Gary G : and Holt. Jon G . to Raytheon

Company Optical lens arrangement 3.786.757. CI. 102-70 20p.

Golovoy. Amos: See—
Labana. Santokh S.. and Golovoy. Amos. 3.787,52 1

Good. Alan E ; and Ward. Delbert R . lo Brown & Root. Inc Method

and apparatus for entrenching submerged elongate structures

3.786,642. CI 61-72 4y0
Goodrich. B F . Company . The: Sf*"—

De Wilt. Elmer J .3.787.187

Hotchkiss. Marvin E. 3.786.904. .

Korolvshun. Russell T . and Rehnborg. P Mark. 3.786.676.

Mikofalvy. Bela K . and Knechiges. Donald P.. 3.787.232.

Goodrich. Robert S.: See—

3.787.561

3.787.303

3.786.990

Reesf. Dennis L and Johnson. FUivd C

ihrman. Cilenn (i . to Duncan Electric

ith sirip-wound current coil

I

Kalfsbeek. James S . Kalfsbeek. Peter C . and Goodrich. Robert S ,

3.787.646

Goodwin. Edwin C . Jr . Larkin. Oscar L . and Emi. Heinrich H . lo

Allis-Chalmers Corp<iration Vacuum switch cam operating

mechanism with contact loading compression spring 3.787.649. CI.

2(K)-153l)la

GiHHJwin William D . to Athlon Corporation. The Whole protein

shamp»H) comp.>siiion 3.787.337. CI 252-545.000.

GtxHlvcar Aerospace Corptiration: Se<—
Dotstm. Charles R. 3.787.840

G«HHJ\ear Tire & Rubber Company. The -SV*-—

Appleby. Paul E . Brinkley. Max D . and Griffiths. Robert I .

3.787.262
Gorbunov. B«uis Nikolaevich. Lukashov. Anau>ly Ivanovich. Mukhor-

lova. Tamara Ivanovna. and Khardin. Alcxandr Pavlovich Isoprene

polvmeri/alion inhibitor 3.787.5 I 5. CI 260-681 500

Gordon. Claude E Alarm system 3.787.83 I .CI 340-274 000.

Cord*>n. Paul C .SV«"--

Scarnaio. Thomas J . Ciordon. Paul C . Sorensen. Robert, and

I awler. Craig M .3.786.620 ,

Gonna. \ era Mikhaili>vna See— '

\orobeva. Anu>nina Ivanovna. Gonna. Vera Mikhailovna. and

Ob«ilcntscv. Roman Dmilrievich. 3.787,502

G«»steh, Jacques, lo Ciba-Geigv Corp«>rati«>n Diben/o| b.fllhiepin- 10-

carboxylic acids 3.787.444. CI 260-327 00b

Ci«>ttfricd Reuter timbH .SV**— I

Culler. Richard. 3.787.127
"

Gourlav . Robert D . i<i Hughes Aircraft Company Fluid actuated elec-

tric generator 3.787.741. CI 310-8 800

Ciourse. Jerome A . li> \ elsicol Chemical Corporation Eire retardani

compositions 3.787.356. CI 260-45 75b
j

Grace. W R .&Co .SVi--

Acker. Ellsworth G .and W myall. Milton E

Guthrie. James L . and Rendulic. Francis J

Grace. W R . & Company See—
Marans. Nelvm S . 3.787.227

Ciraco Inc .SV*"—

Hagfors. Gerald D
Grad-Line Inc .SV«*—

Long, Ge«>rge E ,

3.786,871

Graefnitz, Russell F . and
' Company. Inc Meter magnet

3.787.766. CI 324-1 37 ()(K)

Graham. D Douglas .V*"*"—

Bowls. \ ictor C , and Graham. D Douglas. 3.786.793!

Grand Haven Stamped Products Company .SV«-—

Druhn. Max R C . Jr. 3.786.690.

Granges Fssem AB See—
Fhasson. Karl Bertil. 3.786.623.

Ciranl. Gerald E See—
Brown. Wavne. Faberc. Raymond W . Grant. Gerald E
Charles C .3.786.848

Grant. Herbert L . to Hops Extract Corp*)ralK>n «>f America. Exlraction

of pure biller acids from hops jtr crude hi>p extract 3.787.499. CI

260-586 OOr
Gram. Norman H. See—

.Alburn. Harvey E ; and Grant. Norman H . 3.787.494.

Grapha Maschinenfabrik Hans Muller ACi iV**—

Muller. Hans. 3.786.979

Cirassmayr. Klaus See—
Brelschneider. Hermann. Grassmayr. Klaus. Hohcnlohe-Uehrin-

gen. Kraft, and Grussner. Andre. 3.787.491

.

Gratlon. Peter D See—
Donahue. William J . Gratton. Peter D . and Cammack. Thomas
A .3.786.754

Gravos. I eifH Animal feeder 3.786.786. CI I l9-52.0()a

Gray. Charles A.: See—
Seglin. Le«>nard. and Gray. Charles A . 3.787,193.

Greathouse. Jack F : See—
Pelizzoni. Winton J ; Greathouse. Jack F . Pekar. Frank J . Jr .and

GibM^n. Richard R . 3.786.792

Grcatline. Stanley E.. and Grismore. Fred Leiand. lo Southern Illinois

Lniversity Foundation. Airborne navigation apparatus. 3,787.860.

CI 343-r06(K)r
Greaves. Melvin J . and Werner, Tage, to McKee. Arthur G . & Com-

pany Supp<->rting apparatus for vessels 3,786,606. CI 52-223.000.

Greb. Daniel W : See—
Greb. Kenneth W . and Greb. Daniel W.. 3.786.959

Greb. Kenneth W . and Greb. Daniel W Paper clip dispenser.

3.786.959. CI 221-261 000
Greenfield. George L . to Milchem incorporated. Acrylic composi-

tions 3.787,488, CI 260-537 ()0s

Greenleaf Holdings, Limited: S*-*-—
|

Mackin, Wilson Joseph. 3.786,7 1 2.

Greenshiclds. James Nairn; Jones. Ida May, Moilliel, John Lewis, and

Pmile, Victor David, to Imperial Chemical Industries. Limited.

Colourationprocess S.787.I73,CI 8-1 (X)e.

Greenville Steel Car Company: See—
Beers, Albert Alvin, Jr.. Stoyer,

Joseph Campbell. Jr. 3.786.764.

Greenwald. Fred A. See—
Yorke. Roy B; and Greenwald. Fred A . 3.787.079.

,
and Sons.

Paul Eugene, and Lightner.
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Gregg. Jack C ; and Davis. Samuel L Piston puller 3.786.55 I
.
CI 29-

266.000

Gregg Paul S . to Ransburg Electro-Coating Corp Spark detector ap-

paratus and method 3.787.707, CI. 3 1 7-9.00r.

Gregory Alvm L Power plant 3.787. 140. CI. 41 5-80.000.

Grenier Raymond P . to Baird-Atomic. Inc. Zone gnd assembly par-

ticularly for high resolution radioactivity distribution detection

systems 3.787.685, CI 250-71 50s.

Grewe, Ferdinand: Sff— ^ ^ , j
Scholl, Hans-Joachim; Klauke, Erich; Grewe, Ferdinand, and

Hammann, Ingeborg. 3.787,435

Griehl Wolfgang. Hahn. Wolfdiether; and Stoll, Bernhard. to Inventa

A G fur Forschung und Patentverwenung Process for the continu-

ous transesterification of dicarboxylic acid esters with diols,

3.787,479. CI. 260-475 OOp.

Griffiths, Robert I: Sec-
^ r- cr u o w „ i

Appleby. Paul E , Brinkley. Max D , and Griffiths, Robert I,

Grimm^ Ronald F Trailer for bicycles 3,787,065, CI 280-204.000.

Grindslaff, Lloyd I , and Whillaker. Mack P Graphitizalion

mesophase pitch fibers 3.787.54 1 . CI. 264-29 000.

Grismore. Fred Leiand Sc*--
^ ., , x t 1«7 H6n

Greatline. Stanley E ; and Grismore. Fred Leiand. 3.787.860.

Grohoski. Edward GS*"?— , -,o^ ci-j
Morion. Robert D ; and Grohoski. Edward G.. 3.786,52 7.

Gronpement Atomique Alsacienne Ailantique; See—

Carbonnel. Henry, and Bone. Robert. 3.787.143.

Grossman. Leonard N ; and Packard. Douglas R . to General Electric

Company Method of detecting magnetic additives in nuclear fuel

material by noting change in weight of material when weighed in a

magnetic field 3.787.761. CI 324-34 (H)r.

Grosso. Harry Anthony: See—
Giocomo. James Donald, and Grossti. Harry Anthony, 3,786,967.

Grow Chemical Corporation See—
Hoffman. Edward P . and Sikorski, Robert P . 3.787.230.

Grubbs. Conway E See-
Anderson. Dale R. and Grubbs. Conway E. 3.787.655

Gruetter. W alter .SV*"— .

Bobsl, Jacques, Gruelter, Walter, and Bollinger. Edwin,

3,786.731 , .
,

Grunberg. Emanuel; and Hoffer. Max. lo Hoffmann-La Roche Inc ..4-

Dlamino-5-( 3-alkoxv-4.5-melhylenedioxybenzyl) pyrimidme

3 787.409. CI 260-256 40n

Grunberg Georges. Melnick. Igor, and Lazzari. Jean Pierre, to Com-

missariat a 1 Fnergie Alomiquc Method of making a thin film having

a high coercive field 3.787.237. CI 117-2.39.000.

Grundig F M V Elektro-Mechanische -Sf*-—

Mangold. Hans; and Klein. Walter. 3.787.784

Grussner. Andre .SV*-— ,,_.,-, u •

Brelschneider. Hermann. Grassmayr. Klaus; Hohenlohe-Oehrm-

gen. Kraft, and Grussner. Andre. 3.787.491

GTE Automatic Electric laboratories Incorporated: See—

Busch. John E. 3.787.633 -,,„,-,,<
Dewiiie. Maurice J . and Wojciechowski. Gerald L.. 3.7»7./J5.

Hen. KuriF .3.787.731.

Young. Robert F.Jr. 3.787.642

GTE Information Systems. Incorporated: .Sff—

Rogers. William P . 3.787.833

Sherman. Frederick A . 3.787.820.

GTE Sylvania Incorporated See—
Le Fevre. Paul Eshelman. 3.787.788

Murphv. William D . Williams. George Norman. Wilson. Roben

F and Zmuda. Edward I .3.787.610.

Murphy. William D . and Zmuda. Edward 1 .
3.787.750.

Guaglione. Giovanni Paolo, to l-T-E Imperial Corporation. Conductor

support for transition from gas bus enclosure tube to power circuit

breaker 3.787.604. CI 174- 18 000.

Guerrero Michael Carl, to American Hospital Supply Corporation.

Centrifuge rotor assembly. 3.786.986. CI 233-26.000.

Guillaume. Jacques iV.-— a„j,„
Nedelec. Lucien; Guillaume. Jacques; and Allais. Andre.

3.787.445.

Gulf& Western Metals FormingCompany: See—

Robertson. John M . and Wyatt. Wilbur E.. 3.786.555.

Gulf& Western Metals FormingCompany. mesne: See—

Esghbaugh. John T . and Lindahl. Gerbert S . 3.786.65 1

.

Gulf Oil Canada Limited: See—
Taylor. Charles T., 3.786.826.

Gulf Research & Development Company: See—

Blecke. Ronald Gene. 3.787.375.

Guhck. Ronald A Sff—
, -,0^ n-,o

Sheesley. John M.; and Gulick. Ronald A.. 3.786.728.

Gunther. Peter: See— r- ..e t

Oberkirch. Wolfgang; Gunther. Peter; and Pampus. Gottfried.

3,787,381. ^ .., D » n^
Guthrie, James L.. and Rendulic. Francis J., to Grace. W. R.. & Co.

Radiation curable polyene-polythiol coating compositions.

3.787.303, CI. 204-159.150

Haag, Werner O , and Miale. Joseph N
.
to Mobil 0'^"/P«'j'."^nn

idative dehydrogenation of paraffins. 3.787,5 I 7. CI. 260-683.300.

Habegger, James D: Sff—
Daigle, Jack R ; and Habegger, James D., 3.786.944.

Habegger. James D.; Hutlula, Andrew B.; Fowler. Daniel L., and

Schrader, James T., to Rapistan. Incorporated Method and ap-

paratus for sorting articles on a conveyor utilizing a shift register and

a time varying code control mechanism. 3.786,939, CI. 2 14- 1.00a.

Haberle Heinz, and Herter, Eberhard, to International Standard Elec-

tric Corporation. System for controlling the transmit time of stations

which are in communication with one another via a satellite.

3,787,634, CI. 179-I5.0bs.

Habermann, Helmut; Loyen, Roger; deceased (by Loyen, Ghislaine,

nee Voisin; administratrix); Joly, Pierre; Auber, Yvan; and Mal-

maison Rueil. to Etat Francais represente par le Ministre d ttat

charge de la Defense Nationale Delegation Ministenelle pour I rme-

ment Direction Technique des Engins Laboratoire de Recherches

Balistiques et Aerodynamiques. Devices including rotating members

supported by magnetic bearings. 3.787.100. CI. 308-10.000.

Hack.Helmuth:S<'<'— c u
Schrader, Gerhard; Eue. Ludwig; Hack. Helmuth; Hirane, Seiichi;

Aya. Masahiro; Kishino. Shigeo; and Fukazawa. Nobuo.

3.787.538.

Hafele. James F : See—
Riblett. Edward L. 3.786,575.

,^ u 1. l-,

Haea Shoji and Komonzono, Kunichi, to Toyota Jidosha Kogko

Kabushiki Kaisha and Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha. Clutch release

cylinderforvehicles 3,786,903, CI. 192-9 1.OOr.

Hafielbarger, David William, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-

porated Multitone telephone dialing circuit employing digital-to-

analog tone synthesis. 3.787.836. CI 340-347.0da.

Hagfors. Gerald D.. to Graco Inc. Plural component gun. 3.78^990.

CI 239-112.000 .. ^ „, . .

Hagimoto. Hiroshi; Arai. Torhiharu; Yoshikawa. Harutoshi; Watanabe.

Mitsuo; and Okada. Yoshiyuki. to Takeda Chemical Industries. Ltd^

Herbicidal compositions containing various benzylthiodiazoles and

triazines. 3.787. 198. CI 71-93 000.

Hagino. Hiroshi: See— ^ ^ i. a u ^^
Nakayama. Kiyoshi; Hagino, Hiroshi; and Yoshida, Hajime.

3.787.287. ^ . . „ c

Hagiwara. Yoshihide. to Japan Natural Food Co. Ltd. Proc"'* f"'

producing powders of green leaves of wheat and barley. 3.787.591.

CI. 426-373.000.

,
Hagmann. Mark J : .^<'e— .... . ,

Cook. Melvin A.; Udy. Lex L.; Hagmann. Mark J.; and Jessop.

Harvey A. 3.787.254.

Hacopian Nubar D.. and Colman. John M.. to Medical Innovations.

Inc. Leg unit inserts. 3.786.802. CI. l28-24.00r. .

Hahn. Wolfdiether: See—
. ^ „ n u j

Griehl. Wolfgang; Hahn. Wolfdiether; and Stoll. Bernhard.

3.787.479.

W 'lid Fric' Sf^'~~

Bergmeyer. Hans Ulrich; Haid. Eric; Nelboeck-Hochstetter.

Michael; and Weimann. Gunther. 3.787,392.
, „ ..

Halasa Adel F ; and Oberster. Arthur E . to Firestone Tire & Rubber

Company. Continuous process of copolymerizing butadiene and

styrene. 3,787.377. CI. 260-83.700.

Halbrook, Noah J.: See-
Berry David A . Bunk, Albert R.

Lavi-rence, Ray V. 3.787,342.

Halcon International Inc : See-
Fernandez, Remigio, 3,787,485.

Hall. Richard H: See—
Kenaga, Duane L.; and Hall, Richard H.

Hamada,Tetsuo: See—
x, ,, u xji^^it-.

Aishima. Itsuho; Sakurai. Hisaya; Takashi. Yukichi. Morita.

Hideo Hirotsu, Yoshiyuki; and Hamada, Tetsuo. 3,787.323.

Hamano. Sachiyuki; Nakamura, Takaharu; Kuriyama, Shizuo, and

Yamanaka. Motosuke, to Eisai Company, Ltd. 3-Sulfamyl-4-

chloroben^oic acid denvatives. 3.787.440.CI 260-326 100

Hammann. Ingeborg: See— .en „..,. o»^
Colin, Reimer; Hammann, Ingeborg; Unterstenhafer, Gunter. and

Behrenz, Wolfgang, 3.787.5 39
r- . ^ a

Scholl. Hans-Joachim; Klauke. Erich; Grewe. Ferdinand; and

Hammann, Ingeborg. 3.787,435.
, ^ .

Stolzer. Claus; Hammann. Ingeborg; Unterstenhofer. Gunter; and

Homeyer, Bernhard, 3.787.535.

Hammer. Leslie G.; and Reynolds, Charles A., Jr., to Pioneer Medical

Systems Inc. Defibrillator output energy measunng circuit.

3,787,767, CI. 324-142.000.

Hammond, John S: See— ... . l, a i«i.„
Scott. Arthur Leslie; Parsons. J. Hilton. Jr.; and Hammond. John

S.. 3.787.268.

Hampel. Bruno: See

—

j u
Erdmann. Dietrich; Namenyi. Islvan; Hampel. Bruno; and Her-

bert, Werner, 3,787,320.
r u .. D .

Hanselmann Daniel; and Wildbolz, Rudolf, to Maschinenfabrik Rieter

AG Apparatus for separating fiber flocks from a transporting air

stream. 3,787,093, CI. 302-61.000.

Hanson Scale Company: See—
Anwick. Kert E., 3,786,880.

Hara. Hauruichi: See—
. ^. "

-r- i ,1.;

Ichihara. Shoichi; Hara. Hauruichi; and Ghara, Tskashi.

3.787.333.

Hare. George F: See—
. vt 1 r\^..^

Ciccone. Thomas Q . Hare. George F.; and Nimylowycz, Osyp.

3.786.761.

Harigaya. Shoichi; See—

Halbrook. Noah J.; and

,3,787.344.
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• Himizu. Junichi. Harigaya. Shoichi; Ishida. Akihiko, Yoshikawa,

Kaoru. and Sato. Masanori. 3.787.448.

Harmon. Jerome Z Simulated pocket ornament and holder

3.786.520. CI 2-279 000
Harned. John L . and Johnston. Laird E .-to General Motors Corptira-

tion Hydraulic anti-lock brake control system 3.787.094. CI 303-

10000
Harris Glyn Islwyn; and Edwards, Alfred Gerald, to Albright & Wil-

son. Limited Phenol-aralkyI ether resins. 3.787.350. CI 260-38.(XK)

Harris Guy H to Dow Chemical. The Dithio- and thiono-garbamate

mineral value collectors 3.787.47 1 . CI 260-455 00a

Harris. James P . and Katz. Seymour, to General Motors Corporation.

Method of applving pressure sensitive adhesive to an article.

3,787.548. CI. 264-2594)00

Harris. John L.. to Deltrol Corporation. Switching mechanism.

3.787.789. CI 335-193 000
Harrison. Ian T. See-

Fried. John H . and Harrison. Ian T , 3.787.580.

, Hartford Special Machinery Company. The. 5^*'—

Morton. Robert D . and Grohoski, Edward G., 3,786.527.

Hartmann & Braun Aktiengesellschaft: See—
* Coldner. Heinz-Dieter, 3.787,755.

Harvey Hubbell. Incorporated; See—
Carissimi. Vincent L . and Kress. George H . 3.787.798

Hasebe. Takefumi. and Ando. Toshiaki. to Yokogawa Electric Works,

Ltd Self-balancing instrument 3,787,828. CI 340-187 000
Hasegawa. Masanaru. Hayashi. Yoshiki, and Matsumura. Toichi, to

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company Ltd Electrophotographic

photosensitive plate having a polyimide intermediate layer

3.787,207.C1 96-1 500.

Hashimoto. Kunio. See—
Shimada, Sadakuni. Hashimoto. Kunio. Kondoh. Ken. and

Koyam'a. Masaki. 3.787.78.7

Hashimto. Naoki; 5^4"—

Watanabe. Masaru. Yamauchi. Nobuharu. Hashimto, Naoki. and

, Tamaftna.Teteuo.3.787.863
Haskal. Haim. to Honeywell Inc. Recording apparatus with beam inten-

sity control means 3,787.888. CI 346-108 000
Haskell. Robert E Method of making prestressed/beams 3,786.548,

CI 29-I55()Or
Hastings. Charles E . Rounion. William A . Comstock. Allen L . and

Bradburv. Joseph T . to Teledvne. Inc Radio navigation system

3.787.844. CI. 343-6()Or

Hastings. Thomas C Humidifier 3.787.036. CI 2^1-29.000.

Hathcock. James S . Jr . to Coneo Inc Warehousing system using slow-

down and stop bin indicators 3.786.929. CI 2 1 4- 1 6 40a

Hatsell. William Alden. to RCA Corporation Printing apparatus

3.787.722. CI 317-262(M)a
Hauck. Erwin A . Lyle, Don M . and Wollum. James E . to Burroughs

Corporation Multiprocessing system having means for automatic

resource management. 3,787.8 1 6. CI. 340^172.500.

Haufe. Juergen iV*-—

Beck. Fritz. Haufe. Juergen. and Nohc. Heinz. 3.787.299

Hauschopp. Alois. Langem. Wernc Lippe. Breuer. Oswald. Ostrop.

Berthold. and Steinkuhl. Bernd. to Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte West-

falia Mineral mining installations 3.787.090. CI 2>*«^-43 IKK)

Haulier. Claude Cvroscopic device for the stabilization of laterally un-

stable vehicles 3.787.066. CI 280-217 000
Hay. Donald A See—

Finlay. Walter' L, Nayar. Harbhajan S. and Hay. Donald A.
3,787.200

Hav. William D . to Unit Process As.semblies. Inc. Supporting device

3.786.686. CI. 74-33 000
Hayashi. Yoshihiro, and Iwatsuki, Masahiro, to Kabushiki Kaisha

Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho Emergency locking device for safety

seat belt used in motor vehicles and the like 3,787,002, CI 242-

107>»()0

Hayashi. Yoshiki; See—
Hasegawa. Masanaru. Hayashi. Yoshiki; and Matsumura. Toichi.

3.787,207
Havashida. Hidenori. anjJ Nakahara. Ryoji. Non-pois«inous zinc plating

baths 3.787,296, CI. 204-55 OOr

Haydon. Arthur W . to Tri-Tech. Inc . mesne. Counting device

3.787.663, CI 235-92 OOc
Haynes. Lincoln W Fraction mat for automobiles. 3.786.989. CI. 238-

14 000
Hayward. Gary G; S^e—

Goldstein. Irving; Hai^ward. Gary G; and Holt. Jon G., 3,786.757

Heath Company: 5^^

—

Brahman. Rodman S., 3,787.802.

Heath, DarrellRS*-*-- ,.

Wirth. Joseph G. and Heath. Darrell R, 3.787.364

Heath, Darrell R^. and Wirth. Joseph G. to General Electric Company
Process for making aryloxy derivatives of aromatic diesters and

dinitriles 3.787.475, CI. 260-465.00f.

Hebel.Llrich S*'^-

Schulte. Erich, and Hebel, LIrich, 3,786.568.

Hedenas, Bo Gustav Valter: See—
Melkersson. Karl-Axel, and Hedenas. Bo Gustav Valter.

3.786.619
Heger. Adolf See—

Passler. Helmar. Heger. Adolf, and Fronius, Sabine, 3.787,260.

Heger. Adolf. Passler. Helmar. and Patitz. Ellen, to VEB Textilkom-

binat Cottbus. Process for texturizing fibers obtained by splitting

synthetic foils and products made therefrom. 3,787.261, CI. 156-

84.000.

Heimsch, Robert A , Bartosczewicz, John S; and Slocombe. Robert J ,

to Monsanto Company. Polymeric photosensitive compositions and

methtHls using same 3,787.2 1 2. CI. 96-35 1 00
Heinert, Dietrich H ; See—

Wo*i. James T K . and Heinert. Dietrich H , 3.787.483.

Heinrichs, Alfred J.; See—
Kleinfeld. Martin J . and Heinrichs. Alfred J , 3.787.259

Heller. Anton H . to Poweray Infrared Corp«iration Asphalt storage

and loading apparatus and methtxl 3,786,800, CI 126-343. 50a

Heller, George L . Eckert. Frank J . De Land. Charles L.; and Ding-

man. Robert W . to Citier^Service Company Carbon blacks having

improved dispersion and platewear characteristics. 3.787.562. CI.

423-445 (KK)

Hellmann. Richard L Aircraft traffic control board game apparatus

3.787.056. CI 273-134.000

Hellmuth. Walter W . and Miller, Edward F , to Texaco Inc. Methtxl

for recovering ashless lubricating oil dispersant 3,787.497. CI. 260-

58300n
Helme Products. Inc.. See—

Scheppe. John J . and Carini. Raymond N . 3.786.573.

Hemmings. Keith Reginald, and Fowler. Gerald, to British Leyland

Truck & Bus Division Ltd Motor vehicle joint. 3.787.130, CI 403-

205.000.

Hendricks. L'do. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Melamine-derivatives.

3.787.407. CI 260-249 6tK)

Hennessey. Russell J . to Htierner Waldorf Corp<iration Carton

opener 3.786.983. CI 229-51 ()wb

Henrv. Nelstm R . to Wixxlman Company. Inc , The Web roll cradle

with ptisitive drive 3.787,001. CI 242-75.430

Heppenstall Company: See—
Cooper. Lloyd R . 3.786,853

Hepworth and Grandage Limited: See—
Sutherland. Alan. 3.786.857.

Heraeus. W C .GmbH: See—
Zicgler, Max, 3.787,554

Herbert. Werner; See—
Erdmann. Dietrich. Namenyi. Isivan. Hampel. Bruno, and Her-

bert. Werner. 3,787.320
Herbst. Klaus; See—

Weegen. Lorenz. Luders. Albrecht. Brinkmann. Heinz, Herbst.

Klaus, and Ernst. Gerd, 3.787.092

Herr. Kurt F , to GTE Automatic Electric l.aborati»ries. Incorporated

Electricallv interlocking pushbutton circuit with error indication

3.787.731. CI 307-1 15 0tK)

Herter, Eberhard See —
Haberle. Heinz, and Herter. Eberhard. 3.787.6.34

Hertrich, Klaus, to \ EB Polygraph Leipzig, Kombinat fur Polygra-

phische Maschinen und Austustungen Device for adjusting the

spring force on folding rollers 3,786.742. CI 100-99 (KX)

Hertrich. Klaus, to V eb Pi>lygraph Leipzig Kombinat fur polygra-

phische Maschinen und Austruslungen Rotarv folding apparatus.

3.787.041. CI 270-64 0(Kt

Hertrich. Klaus, to \ eh Polygraph Leipzig. Kombinat fur Polygra-

phische Maschinen und Austruslungen Folding apparatus for web-

fed rotary printing presses 3.787.042. CI 270-70000.

Herwig. Walter .SVc—

Bohn. Lolhar. Cherdron. Harald. Fleissner. Manfred, and Herwig.

Walter. 3.787,530
Brinkmann. Ludwig. and Herwig. W alter. 3.787.37

1

Hess. Heinz S*-*-— ,

Poetsch. Dieter, and Hess. Heinz. 3.787.61

1

|

Heuser, Paul F St-c—

Chandler. Wesley M ; Heuser. Paul F . and Juba. Bernard T.,

3.787,545
Hewlett-Packard Company See—

\

Smith. James M ,3.786.559.

Hewlett-Packard GmbH See—
Tietze. LIrich. Courtin. Erich, and Traub. Stefan, 3.787,774.

Hewlett-Packard Ltd.: See—
Coackley. Robert. 3.787.763.

,

Heye. Hermann; See—
Becker. Kurt, and Seidel, Hans-Georg.

Becker. Kurt, and Seidel. Hans-Georg.

Heymanns. W illia, to Jagenberg-Werk AG
I'ng sheet materials 3.786.975. CI 226-194 (KK)

Hidaka, Mikio: See—
Yamada, Keisho. L'memura, Sumio; Ohdan. Kyoji; Hidaka, Mikio,

Bando, Yasuo, Fukuda. Kazuo. and Sawazi. Masao. 3,787,334

Higuchi, Takeru, to Alza Corptiration. Trichlorscthanol and triflu-

roethanol topical and percutaneous steroid absorption promoters.

3.787.57 1. CI 424-239.WK).

Hilgedick. James R.. 1/2 to Btiwen. Lloyd Remote control system

using frequency cixJing over telephone link. 3,787,811, CI. 340-

163 OOr
Hilgenbrink, John T . to Continental Can Company. Inc Double stage

necking 3.786,957. CI 220-83 000
Hiltmann. Rudolf S*"*"—

Wollweber, Hartmund. Hiltmann. Rudolf, and Stendel, Wilhelm.

3.787.575.

Himizu. Junichi; Harigaya. Shoichi; Ishida. Akihiko; Yoshikawa,

Kaoru; and Sato. Masanori. to Tanabe Seiyaku Co. Ltd. 10-Ox-

aprostanoic acid derivatives. 3.787.448. CI. 260-343.600.

3.786.707.
3.787.196.

Apparatus for broad-draw-
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"'""'ow^icki, Thomas. Shipp. John I ; Hines. Robin H.; and Broadbent.

Thomas D. 3.787,1 18

Hinz Hans Dieter, to US Philips Corporation Durable registration

template for electrostatic printers. 3.786,745. CI. 101-1.000.

Hirane.Seiichi.Sff—
. ,. ,, c u

Schrader. Gerhard. Eue. Ludwig; Hack. Helmuth; Hirane. Seiichi,

Aya. Masahiro; Kishino. Shigeo; and Fukazawa. Nobuo.

3.787.538.
'

. . r

Hirco. Bernard, to Commissariat a 'Energ.eAtomique Apparatus for

atomicabsorptionspectrophotometry 3.787.1 20. CI 356-85.000.

Hirotsu. Yoshiyuki: Sff— ... ». .

Aishima. Itsuho; Sakurai. Hisaya. Takas^hi. Yukichi. Mor.ta.

Hideo. Hirotsu. Yoshiyuki. and Hamada. Tetsuo. 3.787.3Z3.

Hirwe. Asha: Sff—
i tst ^ns

Metcalf. Robert L . Kapoor. Inder. and Hirwe, Asha. 3.787.505

Hitachi. Ltd See—-
Saito.Kiyoshi, 3.787,744.

Hitachi Metais. Ltd -Sff-
, -,ot -,m

Yokota, Minoru. and Tanaka. Morimichi. 3,787.>OJ.

Hobart Manufacturing Company. The; See-

Allen Kenneth C. and Boshinski. Edwin E.. 3.786,881

.

Hobson Charles F . Jr . to General Electric Company. Monitor system

forgroundfaultrelay. 3.787.708, CI. 317-18.00d

Hodgdon. Russell B . Jr ; and Roach. Edward T . to Ionics. Incor-

porated Process for defouling anion exchange resins with chlorine

dioxide 3.787.339, CI 260-2 lOr

Hodges. Kenneth James Hamer .SVf—
Arnold John Spencer, Beck. George Morland; Boom, Roger John;

Cosserat David Cockburn. Hodges, Kenneth James Hamer,

Sandeman, Theodor Duncan. Williams. Roger Morley, and O -

Halloran. Michael. 3.787.818.

Hoehn. Arthur F .Trustee; See—
Richardson. Kay Keith, 3.786.791 ^^ ^ „ „ c i„^

Hoehn. Hans, and Den/cl. Theodor. to Squibb. E »» • & So"s '"'^

Derivatives of dipyrazolo (3.4-b. 3-.4-2) pyridines. 3.787.430. CI.

260-296 OOh
Hoorner Waldorf Corporation .SVf—

Hennessey. Russell J .3.786.983.

Hoffer. Max See—
Grunberg. Emanuel, and Hoffer. Max. 3,787.409.

Hoffman. Edward P . and Sikorski. Robert P . to Grow^Chemical Cor-

poration Method of applymg powder pamt 3.787.230, tl 11/-

102 (lOa

Hoffmann-l u Roche Inc .SV.--

Blaisas. Murray Aaron. 3,786,985

Fahrenhollz. Kenneth Earl. 3.787.453.

Grunberg. Emanuel, and Hoffer. Max. 3.787.409.

Hofford. Thomas P . and De Vines. Holl.s l^ «" Schlage Lock Com-

pans Display mount for locks 3.786.578. CI 35-49.000

Hohenlohe-Oc'hringen. Kraft 5«-.—
u u i k n^hrin

Bretschneider. Hermann, Grassmayr, Klaus. Hohenlohe-Oehrin-

gcn. Kraft, and Grussncr. Andre. 3.787.491.

Hohl Machine & Conveyor Co . Inc .SV«—

Milazzo, Carl J ,3,786,911
, »x/ n.n

Hokanson. Allan E , Katzen, Raphael; and Schwartz, Bernard W^Den-

Mfied hop products and process for producing same. 3,787..">86. 1 1.

4"'6-221 000. „ c
Holbrook Le Grand K . to Medical Development Corporation. Syringe

construction 3.786.8 1 1 . CI. 1 28-2 1 8.00p.

Holliston Laboratories. Inc : .SV*-—

Gauvreau. Claude. 3.787.566

Holson Company. The See—
Holson, Sheldon. 3.786.584

^ , r „ ..„,i

Holson Sheldon, to Holson Company. The. Photo display frame and

attachment means therefor 3.786.584. CI. 40-
1
24.000.

Holt, Jon G ; .SVi*— ,., , /- i tua 7<;7
Goldstein, Irving, Hay ward, Gary G. and Holt Jon G, 3 J86,75T

Holub, Fred P ; and Evans. Milton L . to General Electric Company

Imido-substituted organopoly-siloxane compositions 3.787.4JV. 1 1.

Hc^z^Em'lMo Finckh. Hermann. Metalltuch^undMaschinenfab^^^

Pressure filter for fibrous suspensions 3.786.9 18. CI .0V-. /.vuuu.

Homeyer, Bernhard: See— r- . „»,i

Stolzer, Claus; Hammann. Ingeborg; Unterstenhofer. Gunter; and

Homeyer, Bernhard, 3,787,535

Honeywell Inc : See—
Haskal. Haim. 3.787.888

Lazar.JeffreyM ,3,787,026

Vizenor, Richard P. 3,787.109

Honeywell Information Systems. Inc :
See—

Farr,WilliamW,Jr, 3.787.815.

Nelson. Paul E.; and Peterson. Russell H .
3,787,670.

Honeywell Information Systems Italia S P A: Sff-
^

Filippazzi, Franco, and Forlani, Franco, 3,787,-5. ^^,.. „r

Honjo, Sa'toru; and Tamai, Yasuo. to ^-- f."/^-
'."."^^g^iJ^o

electrophotographic sensitive paper 3,787.235. CI. 1 1
/--iB.uuu.

Hooker Chemical Corporation: 5>f--
^ u/-,^hr r.^oroe C

Zimberg, Walter M.; Schulz. Arthur C; and Woehr. George t,.,

3,787.369. ^ ^i,.. ai

Hoover. Troy Eugene, to National Cash Register ^"'".P''"^:
j^f.

^j^'"

kylamino spiro I12-H|ll benfopyhan (
3.2fl-quinoline-12.1 phtha-

lide. 3.787,325. CI. 26O-287.O0r

Hoover. Troy Eugene, to National Cash Register Company, The_ Sub-

stituted dialkylamino-phthol (yl/an) acridan compounds. 3.78 /,4i^,

CI. 260-279.00r

Hope, Henry. X-Ray Products, Inc.: See—

Fidelman, David, 3,787.689.

Hope Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Mochizuki. Tetsuya. 3.786.58

1

Hops Extract Corporation of America; See-

Grant, Herbert L. 3.787,499.
K I, u,„.

Horn Peter; Schuster, Ludwig; Falkenstein, Georg; and Joschek. Hans-

Ingo to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Con-

tinuous manufacture of high molecular weight linear polycarbonates.

3,787.359. CI. 260-47.000.

Hornbecker. Merton F: Sff— '
j t i, i ,.„

Giamei. Anthony F ; Hornbecker, Merton F.; and Terkelsen.

Bruce E. 3.787. 190.

""' DePnest'er. Donlld Jack; Horney, David C ; and Mangels. Robert^

H. 3,787.064 ^. , . , .

Horst. Thomas A , to Western Sales and Supply Co. Binocular holder

3,787,021, CI. 248-316.00b.

Horstmann, Harald: iW— ,, ,j a *.t^^^
Linkc. Siegfried; Sitt, Rudiger; Horstmann, Harald; and Meng,

Karl, 3,787.431.
. . u -, 70^ «07

Horton. George F. Safety cut-off device for ignition switch. 3.786,892.

CI 180-99.000 „ ,
. .

Horwalh libor G.. to United States of America. Army Pulse producing

circuit, 3.787.738. CI. 307-237.000.

Hotchkiss. Marvin E.. to Goodrich. B. F.. CompanyJhe. Segmented

frictionmemberassembly.3.786.904.Cl. 192-107 OOr.

Houe Richard D . to Rockwell International Corporation. Single lever

joy "stick apparatus 3.786.689. CI. 74-47 lOxy.

Houlihan. William J ; and Nadelson, Jeffrey, to Sandoz-Wander. Inc^ 5-

( Alpha-amino benzyl )- 10, 1 1 -dihydro- and -5H-

dibenzola,dlcyclohepten-5-ols and the salts thereof. 3,787.495, CI.

260-570. 50r , -,„. mi r-i tii
Housholder, Ross F. Optics index filing system. 3,786,931. CI. 211-

40.000.

Houston Chronical Publishing Company: See—

Underwood. JereldL. 3.787.264.
, -r k „„^"r

Houston Robert W. to Applied Power Industries, Inc. Tire changer

apparatus. 3,786,851, CI. 157-1.100.

- Houston, Robert W . to Applied Power Industries. Inc. Tire changer

apparatus 3.786.852.C1. 157-1 100.
. rr^r^^r.

Howard Shirly L.. to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion Scanning cylindrical antenna for a phase comparison guidance

system 3.787.859. CI. 343-106.00r.

Howe Felding Furniture. Incorporated: Set-

—

Burr. Alan Carlcton. 3.787.134.

Howe Folding Furniture. Incorporated: See—

Burr. Alan Carleton. 3.786.765.
,-,^ ,, «,^

Hrubv. F;ank J. Livestock feed process. 3.787.583. CI 426-53.000.

Hsu, Grace F.:iVf-
-,-,«-, -^a-i

Beckwith, Merton M.; and Hsu, Grace F., 3.787.2V/.

Huber.JosephB : Sff—
-, -,0^ ca^

Brown. Thomas A; and Huber. Joseph B, 3,786 546_

Huettner, Lothar A. Direct fired water heater. 3,786.798. CI. 1-6-

' 350 OOr.

Huffer. Wilson R: iVe-
, -.bt a*,?

Dodce Robert J. and Huffer. Wilson R., 3.787,867.

Huffman Lowell E.. to Delro Inc.. mesne. Water purification system.

3 786.924. Cl! 210-257.000.
\, a

HuBcins Homer D.. to Modine Manufacturing Company. Heating and

aifconditioning system 3.786.860. CI. 165-50 000.

Hughes Aircraft Company: Sff-
, nai hm

Charlton. Donald A.; and Ajioka, James S., 3.787,869.

Gourlay. Robert D. 3.787.741

.

Kiewit. David A. 3.787.720.

Laundry. Terrence H.; Luther. Richard L.; and Murray, John S.,

Jr..3;787,848. ^ . . ..

Hughes Benjamin F Conducting fluid type gravity safety switch with

sDiralcontacts. 3,787,647. CI. 200-61.470.

Hughes. Gordon Alan; and Smith. Herchel. said Hughes a«or_ to said

Smith. Herchel. 1 3-Ethyl-l 1 -oxygenated gonenes. 3.787.395. Cl.

260-239. 55c. _ , ddc
HuBhes Robert B . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Low PRF

pulse' doppler radar having low speed ground moving target rejec-

tion. 3,787,85 I . Cl. 343-7.700.

Huier Friedrich; and Knapp. Walter, to Agfa-Gevaert Aktien-

gesellschaft. Apparatus for detecting J*"^
evaluating indicia on

processed photographic film or the like. 3-787.702 Cl 250-2 19O0d.

Hull Charles W.; and McKinney, Charles R , to Bell & Howell Com-

nany Magnetic mass spectrometer with shaped, uniformly saturating

magnetic poles. 3.787.790. Cl. 335-210.000.

Hunter Engineering Company, Inc.; See—

Cromp.Theodore 0,3.787,171.

Hurt. William S.:S<'f— no7 <;-»*.

Bayer Horst O ; Hurt. William S.; and Aller. Harold E.. 3.787.536.

Hurt Zeno to AGON Uhrenfabrik Robert Triebold AG. Digital watch.

3 786,626, Cl.58-88.00r.
, ,,, ^ ^,

Hutchinson. Peter; and Darnbrough. Geoffrey to LW.S^ Nominee,

Company Limited. Textile crimpmg. 3,786.538,Cl. 28-1.600.

Huttula. Andrew B.: See—
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Habegger James D ; Huttula, Andrew B . Fowler. Daniel L
;
and

Schrader. James T. 3.786.939
k. u „ * wil

Hvatt Frederick, and Coburn. Theod(*e Robert to Marhsall & W.l-

liams Company Precision slitting machine for plastic sheeting

3.786.706. CI 83-122.000

Hydrophilics International. Inc : Sfe—

Blank. Izhak. 3.787.378

Hvldon. Roy G . to Quaker Oats Company. The Instant grits.

'3.787.584! CI 426-208.000

Hypertherm, Incorporated: Sf^— •

Couch. Richard W. Jr. 3.787.247.

l-T-E Imperial Corporation; Sw—
Guaglione. Giovanni Paolo. 3.787,604.

ladarola. Ralph ESt-e- „,.c -na/. as";
Lademann. Ernest E . and ladarola. Ralph E . 3 786.685

Ichihara. Shoichi. Hara. Hauruichi. and Ohara. Tskash. to Nippon

Shokubai Kogyo Co . Ltd Method for the production of an automo-

five exhaust /as catalyst 3.787.333. CI 252-465^.000

Ichikawa. Mitsuo; ir*"— . ... ,,.. _
Nishioka. Akinori. Kawatani. Shigeo; and Ichikawa. Mitsuo.

?.78''.358
,, ^ ^ _

Ichikawa Yataro; Tokashiki. Michiyuki. and Kobayashi. Osamu. to

Teijtn Limited Method of separating unreacted terephihalic acid

3.787 .480. CI 260-475 Opr.

Ichioka. Satoshi. and Takeuchi. Shinjiru. to Mishima ^osan Company.

Ud Magnetic mk recording system 3.787.879.CI. 346-140 0(K)

ICI America Inc S<'«'—
•, -.m <->fc

Burns. Joseph P . Feltzin. Joseph, and Kuehn. Erich. 3.787.5-6

Iglehart. Hilary H *e«"— ,,0-,-,-.^
Iglehart. Jesse H. and Iglehart. Hilary H. 3.787...6

Iglehart. Jesse H . and Iglehart. Hilary H . to Spinning Pipe Service Inc

Method of treating tubular goods while simultaneously testing the in-

teriorthereof3.T87.226.CI. 117-66.000

liichi Ichiro. Malda. Sajiro. Kubo. Satoru; and Tomomoto. Takamori.

to Nitto Electric Industrial Co . Ltd Photo-sensMtive cross- inking

agents for high molecular weight materials. 3.787.30.. Ll. -Im

159.200
Illinois Tool Works. Inc : S*"*"—

Marco. Leslie Stephan. 3.787.547

Saari.OlixerE .3.786.702

Sygnator. Henry A . 3.786.713.

ImageAnalvsmg Computers Limited .Sf?-
, ,„, ^,,,

Pieters. Leon Andre, and Ward. David Charles. 3.787.620

Imperial Chemical Industries. Limited See—

Chcclham. John Laurence. 3.787.162.

Colchester.JohnEdward.andBlundell.Thomas. 3.787.4 6

Gallagher. Brendan, and Last. Anthony Graham Marshall.

J 7 u 7 S«l "^

Creenshield's. James Nairn; Jones. Ida May; Moilliet. John Lewis,

and Poole. Victor David. 3.787.173.

Potter. Sheila Antoinette. 3.787.427

Staniland. Philip Anthony; and Jarrett. Graham. 3.787. .^o.v

Imperial Industries ( Kynoch ) Limited .SV.--

Burgess. Brian, and Thorp. Geoffrey Philip. 3.786.993.

Inaike. Toshihiro; if*-— ^ . . i.

Ish.i. Takami; Yoshikawa. Toshio. Inaike. Toshihiro. Kuroda.

Kazuhiro. Kido. Kunio. and Tokunaga. Kiyoaki. 3.787.3.'>.<.

Inamine.Shiceo S«'f— cu;^..-.

Nishinomiva. Rvuzo I eno. Miya/aki. fetsuya. Inamine. Shiceo.

and Kishi.Sab'uro. 3.787.585

Index Werke KG iVf- ,-,„..,,„
Toll. Gerhard, and Lahm. Heinrich. 3.786.539.

Industrial Industries. Inc See—
Wright. John David. 3.786.739.

Information Design. Inc See—
Priest. Lyle Gilbert. 3.787.004.

,78,. 00, ri ^^9-
•> Ingham. Lawrence Allister Water sprinkler 3.786.991. CI --'«v

236000
Inoura. Masato;S«'«>— -,-,u^-,,u

Kimura. Kanbei; and Inoura.Masato. 3.786.7 IV.

Inslitut de Reeherches Chimiques ct Biologiques Appliquee

(I R C E B A ) See—
Debat. Jacques. 3.787.507.

, ^ «. c

Institut Francais du Petrolc des Carburants et Lubrifiants: See-

Lebreton. Francisque. 3.786.894

Sugier. Andre. 3.787.332.

Institut Fur Harterei-Tcchnik; See—

Kunst. Helmut Eduard. 3.787.245

Institute Europeen de Reeherches et dApplications Medicales

IE RAM See-
^ Tourm. Andre Marcel. 3.786.805

Institute of Gas Technology .Sff-
.„ 1 <-..„.ri

Fleming. Donald Kingsley. Randhava. Sarabjit Singh; and Camara,
'

Elias Humbcrto. 3. 787.468

InstitutuI Peniru Creatic Stiintifica Si Tcchnica See—

Coanda. Henri. 3.787.006

Instrument Systems Corp«iration See—
Loikitz. Frank F. 3.786.657

Rodler. W aldo E . Jr.. 3.786.6.U

Svenson. Bert N . 3.786.688

Intercontinental Services. Inc S*-*-— cj ^ 1

Meyers. Laverne H. Kagele. Frank L; Trent. Edward J_

Fridenberg. Jerry T ; Albcrty. Frederick J . and Fitzgerald

I

Robert; and

Bernhard.

Bloyce D (said Kagele. said Meyers, said Trent, said Fridenberg

and Albertyassors. to). 3.787.660.

International Basic Economy Corporation; See—
\

Raymond. Robert E . 3.786.920.

International Business Machines Corporation; S«r-

Appcnzeller. Henry Albert. Miller. Joseph Charles, and Shea. Vm-

cent. 3.786.660.

Ashar.Kanu. 3.787,253 I

Chin. William Benedict. 3.787.736. _ _ „. '

Dorler. Jack A. and Swietek. Donald J., 3,787.734.

Elliott. Joseph Charles. 3.787.834.

Fillmore. Gary L . Naylor. Hugh E . III. and West. Donald L..

3 78" 88''

Fischer.' wilier. Mastai. Aldo Josef; and Rocher. Edouard Yves.

3.787.717

Kemer. Frederick M. 3.787.884
, ^o-, ^aa '

Loronsen. Cletus E . and Peterson. John A .
3.787.044.

McSparran.Rav A .3.787.727
. o u d 1 i iu

Mtxue. Brian B. Padogs. Andris. and Smith. Ronald M..

3.787.891

Muehldorf. Eugen Igor. 3.787.669

International Harvester Company .SVf—

Scarnato. Thomas J.. Gordon. Paul C ;
Sorcnsen.

Lawler.CraigM .3.786.620

International Nickel Company. Inc . The See-

Church. Nathan Lewis. 3.787.205

International Standard Electric Corp.uation^
'^'"'"l,^

Haberle. Heinz, and Herter. Eberhard. 3.787.634

Mathiesen. Odd. 3.787.835.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation; S*-*--

Barr. John E .3.787.796

Howard.ShirlvL .
3.787.8.S9

Plumeau. Charles A . 3.787.609

Inventa A G fur Forschung und Patentverwertung See-

Griehl. Wolfgang. Hahn. Wolfdielhcr. and Sioll,

3.787.479
I

Inveresk Research International .V*-*--
,-,o-.4t.

'

Daniels. Peter, and Sim. Alexander Kennedy. 3.787.474

Ionics. Incorporated .SV.-
,x nuT^^O

Hodgdon. Russell B . Jr . and Roach. hdwardT .
3.787.3.39.

IRDMechanalvsis. Inc .S«r—
* ,u r»

Morrow. Robert S; Penn. Lloyd D. and Marcum. Arthur D.

3.787.765

Ireco Chemicals .S*-*-— ... ,

rook Melvin A . Ldv. Lex L . Hagmann. Mark J . and Jcssop.

Harvey A. 3. 787. 254

Isenberg. Don Lee .Sff-
, -,„-, -,uu

Davis. Randall Scott, and Iscnberg. Don Lee. 3.787..8V

Isenberg. Sampson Beta activated ultraviolet radiation source sur-

rounded by a visible light pr.xlucing fluorescent agent 3.787.684.

CI 250-7 L(H)r

Ishida. Akihiko .SVc—
, ., ., _ . .

Himizu. Junichi. Hari^aya. Shoichi. Ishida. Akihiko; Yoshikawa.

Kaoru. and Sato. Masanori. 3.787.448

Ishida. Toshiaki -SVf-
. , ,ot ..,-, I

Itoh Ryosuke. and Ishida. Toshiaki. 3.787.6—
^ , ^

Ishii Takami. Yoshikawa. Toshio. Inaike. foshihiro; Kur.^a. Kazu-

hiro; Kido. Kunio. and Tokunaga. Kiyoaki. ''^Lbc
'"^"''"'-r -i"**^

Stabilized polyoxymethylene comp«>siUons 3.787..<>J. t-i -wi-

Ito^Vadashi; and Sorimachi. Kanehiro. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.

Device for adjusting the focal point .>f a photographic lens.

3.787. 108. CI 350-252 0(M)

''"*''Nitta"Kuyata; Sugivama. Hironari. Takita. Kiyoshi. and Itoh.

Hideo. .3.787.217
ci . r- 1 .H

Itoh. Ryosuke. and Ishida. Toshiaki. to Sansui Electric Co Ltd.

Ouadrast^nic sound system for two channel transmission 3.787.62..

CI 179-1 Ogq
Ivanov. Alexandr Kornilovich.Sff—

Tesner Pavel Alexandrovich. Makarov. Konstantin Ivanov ch.

Ivanov Alcxandr Kornilovich. Robin. Mark Anisimovich. Slav-

kin Igor Sergeevich. Pischulin. Alexandr Petrovich. Pokrass.

Leonid Mikhailovich. Pochtman. Alexandr Markovich. Shein-

fain Felix Isaakovch; Kondratiev. Evgeny Mikhailovich.

Moiseevich. Grigory Isaevich. Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich; and

Zhiinik.GreorgyGavrilovich. 3.787.038

Iwata Electric Company Limited iVf-
. „ ,7077^0

Uchida. Kozo. Nakaya. Naohisa. and Suzuki. Koji, 3,787.74V.

Iwatsu Electric Company. Limited; S*-^- ,.__,,„
Takahashi. Tadao; and Kitabayashi. Shoji, 3.787.258.

Iwatsuki. Masahiro See—
, .. u 1 787 nn?

Hayashi. Yoshihiro; and Iwatsuki. Masahiro. 3.787.002.

I W.S Nominee. Company Limited See-

Hutchinstin. Peter, and Darnbrough. Geoffrey. 3.786,538.

Jacobs. William RS*-*-- .____._
Mercola. Peter A . and Jacobs. William R . 3.787.777^

H>..,io„
Jacobson. Robert S . to Sperry Rand Corporation Radio direction

rindersystem3.787.862.CI 343-1 13 ()de

Jacquelin Guy J Corrugated cardboard contaming sulphur foam.

3 787 276. CI 161-137 0(K)

Jagel. Edward H .
and Purzycki. Joseph R,l,«^'"8

='''' f"'^o*'?o*=Sw
snowmobiles and method of using same 3.787.07 1 .

CI. 280-28.000.

Jagenberg-Werk AG; See—
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Heymanns. Willia. 3.786.975.

Jagodzinski. Tim G; S^?—
Barr Paul N; and Jagodzinski. Tim G , 3,786,789.

Jahn Werner. Kampe. Wolfgang; Fauland. Erich. Juhran. Wolfgang;

and Stork. Harald. to Bohringer Mannheim GmbH. Adenosine com-

pounds and therapeutic compositions 3.787.39 1 , CI. 260-2
1

1 .50r.

Jakob Horst. to Societe Financiere Francaise de Licences et Brevets.

Device for the manufacture of a row of linking components for a

slide fastener. 3.787.164. CI 425-397.000.

Jakubowski Thaddeus. Jr . to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Inter-

nal ejector mechanism for stacked sequentially releasable separable

units. 3.787.012. CI. 244-137.00r. „. .^..^
James James R . and Eliason. Kay E.. to Atlantic Richfield Company.

Flu'ddiTpense; manipulation. 3.786.965.CI 222-176.000^

Janson Eugene Ernst, and Muterspaugh. Max Ward, to RCA Corpora-

tion Switchable antenna circuit for television providing for recep-

tion of LHF and V HF signals utilizing a single bu'lt-m monopole an-

tenna or two external antennas. 3,787,773. CL 325-370.000.

Japan Natural Food Co . Ltd See—
Hagiwara. Yoshihide. 3.787.59 1

Japan Ships Machinery Development Association; See-

Okazaki.Takeo. 3.786.796

Japan Synthetic Rubber Company. Limited; See—

Nishioka. Akinori, Kawatani. Shigeo; and Ichikawa, Mitsuo.

Jarrault.' Maurice Louis, to Societe Civile dE»udese,de Reeherches

pour Process for manufacturing false teeth 3.786.565-: CI. 32-8.000

Jarrett. Graham iV*-— , 101 tf.-i

Staniland Philip Anthony, and Jarrett. Graham. 3. /8 /..iDJ.

Jaworek Dieter to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH Process for the

cSatographicsepara.ionofmixtures3.787.317.CI 210-31 00c

Jefferson Chemical Company. Inc .SV.-—

Cavitt. Stanley Bruce. 3.787. 329
, ,„. c^. /-i

Jclicic. Dusan. and Jelicic. Ivan Dental drill handgrip. 3.786.566. 1.

1

32-29 000
Jelicic. Ivan .Sfe—

Jelicic. Dusan. and Jelicic. Ivan. 3.786.566.

Jessop. Harvey A .Sf.-— ., . , j
Cook Melvin A . I d\. Lex L . Hagmann. Mark J ; and Jessop.

Harvey A .3.787.254

Jockers. Kurt .Vft"— . -r ,

Kartte. Klaus. Jockers. Kurt. Meier. Hermann; and Taglingcr.

Ludwig.3.787.563

Jodct Alain Norct. Hubert; and Demichelis. Jacques, to Etat Francais.

represented by Ministere de ITquipement ct du Logement.

Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussees. Universal drilling

machine 3.786.874. CI 173-49000

Johannsson. Paul .SVf—
, t-

' a , i^„„-i
Landa. Torstein. Johannsson. Paul; and Engedal. Knud.

3.787.156 ,-,o-.n«i
Johns. Henry Van Dyke Contmuous fiber tennis racquet. 3.787.0.M.

CI 273-73 (»0i

JohnsManville Corporation; .SV<- j^ u u 11 M^^t^n
Ravle. Brian James. Fisher. Lester; and Smrth. Harvell Morton.

3.787.194. . ,

Johnson Alan A . and Alicandri. Frank P. Thermoconstnctive surgical

appliance 3.786.806. CI 128-92O0d.

Johnson Arthur F Method for reduction of aluminum with improved

I^eductioncellandanodes3.7«7..3,,0. CI 204-67 000.

Johnson Arthur F Reduction of aluminum with improved reduction

cell and anodes 3.787.3 10. CI 204-243.00r

Johnson Charles S . to Baker Hydro. Inc. Healer bypass and shut-ott

valve 3.786.921. CI 210-130 000.

Johnson. Floyd CSff— ... ci„. h r
Long. George E ; Reesf. Dennis L ; and Johnson. Floyd C .

3.786.871. „ . I /-

Johnson. George V . and Bergman. Charles T to Brandt. Inc. Cur-

rency count verifier. 3.787.664. CI. 235-92.0sb.

Johnson.J Robert Bicycle rack 3.786.928.CI. 21 1-5.000.

Johnson Jerry E . to Ryan Instruments. Inc. Transportable strip chart

recorder 3.787.885. CI. 346-136.000.
. ^ , ,0 .

Johnson. Marvin M . Tabler. Donald C; and Nowack. Gerhard P.. to

Phillips Petroleum Company Selective hydrogenation employing

nickelarsenidecatalyst. 3.787.51 I. CI 260-666.00a^

Johnson. Roland N.; and Anderson. Jon A . to Morton-Norwich

Products Inc 2-p-Nitro- or p-chlorobenzamidoacetohydroxamic

acid 3.787.569. CI 424-229.000.
. . „,

Johnson William H , to Research Corporation. Apparatus for turgor

conditioning tobacco. 3.786.8 1 8. CI. I 3 I -
1
36.000.

Johnston. Earnest L; St-f-
j «/u„k,«., Rr,na1H

Christena. Ray C; Johnston. Earnest L ; and Whobrey. Ronald

W. 3.787.282.

Johnston. Laird E;S<'<'—
, • . c > -lainaA

Harned. John L ; and Johnston. Laird E.. 3.787.0V4.

Jolly. Shelby A; S*-*--
-, -,0-, -,n<

Bolin. Larry R.; and Jolly. Shelby A.. 3.787.705.

Jolv Henriette Josephine; 5.'«'

—

, ,.

'^Fossard Hubert Rene Louis; and Joly. Henrielte Josephine.

3.786.628

'""•HabermannT Helmut; Loyen. Roger; Joly. Pierre. Auber, Yvan;

and Malmaison. Rueil. 3.787.100.
• Jones&Laughlin Steel Corporation ;5.'f-

Bi.h.rH i

Korchynsky. Michael; Bell. John R.. and Cover. Richard J..

3,787.250.

Jones Charles H . to Van Brode Milling Co.. inc. Article handling

device. 3.786.908. CI. l98-33.0ab.

Jones Donald A ; Orr. Howard S.; and Oually. Francis K . «o United

States Steel Corporation. Rolling mill moduli. 3.786,664. CI 72-

234.000.

Jones. Ida May; S*"?— ...
Greenshields. James Nairn; Jones. Ida May; MoiIIiel, John Lewis;

and Poole. Victor David. 3.787,173.

Jones Robert N.. to Xerox Corporation. Xerographic imaging member

having photoconductive material in interlocking continuous paths.

Jones. Sterling B. Fastener applying tool. 3.786,550, CI. 29-238.000.

Jorgensen.GeorgeN.;Sf<'— ,-,07704
Schmidt. John E.; and Jorgensen, George N., 3,787,794.

Joschek. Hans-lngo; See—
Horn. Peter; Schuster. Ludwig; Falkenstein, Georg; and Joschek.

Hans-lngo, 3,787,359.

"*''Llr1ch, P^a^l; Max. Basel; Kugler. FriU; and Jost. Max, 3,787.406.

Jouan. Claude; Sff—
, ., ., r- a 7 707 <<;»

Espie Jean Yves; Jouan. Claude; and Koehly. Gerard. 3.787.553.

Joyce Douglas D . Jr ; and Simpson. Anthony Y.. to Textron. Inc. Air

cushion vehicle with selectively operable surface traction means.

3.786.893. CI. 180-119.000.

Juba. Bernard T.; See— ... r> j -r

Chandler. Wesley M.; Heuser, Paul F.; and Juba. Bernard I.,

3.787.545.

Juhran. Wolfgang; See—
^ r- •. 1 i. ii;„if

Jahn Werner; Kampe. Wolfgang; Fauland. Erich; Juhran. Wolf-

gang; and Stork. Harald. 3.787.391

.

Juliano Peter C. to General Electric Company. Fluorescent screens.

3.787.238. CI. 117-335.00r.

Jullien. Alexandra Francine; See— _,„..,. j,,
Carron. Claude Louis Clement; Bucher. Bernard Philippe; and Jul-

lien. Alexandra Francine. 3.787.436.

Kaar. John F; See—
, -,0., o,.^

Smearsoll. Wayne W ; and Kaar. John F.. 3.786.844.

Kabushiki Kaisha Copal; See—
Okabe. Katsuhiko. 3.786.906.

Kabushiki Kaisha Fujii Kogyo; See—
Fujii.Shozo. 3.786.898.

Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori Tokeilen; See—

Kitai. Kiyoshi. 3.786.733.

Kabushiki Kaisha Nakamura Seisakusho; See—

Kobayashi. Seiichiro. 3.786.699

Kabushiki Kaisha Negishi Kogyo Kenkyusho; See-

Negishi. Eizaburo. 3.786.622.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikoska; See—

t'chiyama. Hideaki. 3.786.624

Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai Rika Denki Seisaktfsho: See-

Hayashi. Yoshihiro; and Iwatsuki. Masahiro. 3.787.002.

Kaelin. Bette Marie; See—
, 70^ «qa

Breslow. Jeffrey D ; and Kaelin. Bette Mane. 3.786.596

Kaeawa Tsuneo; Fujii. Kyoichi; Tanaka. Masao; and Tanaka Hiroshi.

to Kvowa Hakko Kogyo Co.. Ltd. N-acetyl-L-glutamine alummum

salt. '3.787.466. CI. 266-448.00r.

Kaeele. Frank L.; See— r-j 1 1

Meyers. Laverne H; Kagele. Frank L.; Trent. Edward
,
J_;

Fridenberg. Jerry T.; Alberty. Frederick J.; and Fitzgerald.

Bloyce D. 3.787.660.

Kahn.Frederic Jay; See—
Berreman. Dwight Winton; Meiboom. Saul; White. Donald

Lawrence; and Kahn. Frederic Jay. 3.787.1 10.

Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation; See-

Cooper. Philip G. 3.787.809.

'"''E'ige""iann,'^*^Gottfried; Kaiser, Leo E.; and Noihiger. Otto.

3.787.182.

Kakhniashvili. Avtandil Semenovich; See— ^ :^i,.

Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dz.hangirovich.

Suladze Ippolit Davidovich; Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich;

Kakhniashvili, Avtandil Semenovich; Cantor Ilia

Solomonovich; Dzhanelidze, Vazha Venediktovich, alfd Lachin-

ov, Alexandr Alexandrovich, 3787.007.

Kalamazoo Manufacturing Company, mesne; See—

Vanlinder. Ronald C. 3.786.962.

Kalfsbeek. James S; See— j„uD„iv.rtS
Kalfsbeek. James S.; Kalfsbeek. Peter C; and Goodrich. Robert S.

(saidGoodrichassor.losaid). 3.787.646.
"

Kalfsbeek. James S.; Kalfsbeek. Peter C ; and Goodrich ««»>«" S said

Goodrich assor to said Kalfsbeek. James S. and Kalfsbeek. Peter C

Dial telephone lock. 3.787,646. CI. I79-I89.00d.

Kalfsbeek. Peter C See— „ ^ j /~ ^ i,D«i,-rt«
Kalfsbeek. James S . Kalfsbeek. Peter C; and Goodrich. Robert S..

3.787.646. „. ^. . , .

Kallianos. Andrew G.; Warfield. Albert H.; and Simpson. MeWyn I. to

Leggett & Myers Incorporated. 3.5-Disubslituted-2-hydrox-

yacetophenones. 3.787.50 1. CI. 260-592.000.

Kalopissis. Gregoire; Bugaut. Andree; and Estradier. Francoise, to

LOreal. Diphenylamines for dyeing keratinous fibers 3,787. 174,CI.

Kakmann.°Hans-Joachim. to RheinmetallGmbR Barrels for rifles and

pistols with running lands and groves. 3.786.589. CI. 42-78.000.

Kametani Hfroshi. to National Research Institute for Metals. Director

of Method for hydroelectrometallurgy. 3.787,293, CI. 204-1.OOr.
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K,mmer Paul A and Duttera. Robert B . to Teledyne. Inc Tubular

•"'aTc * idmg electrode 3.787.658. CI 2 19-146 OUO

Kammerl Anton, and Ste.genberger. Hass<,. to S.emens Akt en^

"'g'seUschaft Method and apparatus f"' -""''-;"«
;=7;;Vm"s

program controlled processing system 3.787.635. CI 17«J.18 (tes

''•'Thn^^vi^f'lr '^ampe. Wolfgang. Fauland. Er.ch. Juhran. Wo.f-

eane and Stork. Harald. 3.787,391

Kampr R.chard S .
and Sul.zbaugh.

V'''%^,«n^rcT" L':49 m
" '

Inc Dual channel strip chart recorder 3.787.878. CI 346 4V mm

Kamyr Aki.cbolag See-

KanJl^^'vIsihlir Ko^^u'^a^iSL and Okad. V.u. to^oyota

Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Ka.sha Cylinder head 3.786.795. CI. 1-3

19300h

''''''Z::i:^Z:^M^^^^c.: Bala.an. Ruben D.hang.rov.ch:

Suladze Ippolit Dav.dowch; Agl.tsky. \ lad.m.r Ef.mov.ch.

Kakhniashvih. Avtand.l Semenovch.
"^^^"'''J: ,,

.' '^

Solomonovich. Dzhanelid/e. Vazha \ ened.ktovich. and Lach.n-

ov. Alexandr Alexandrovich, 3787.007.

Kapoor. Inder: S*"?— » tbt <n<
Metcalf. Robert L : Kapoor. Inder. and Hirwe. Asha. 3.787.M)?

'''''' Rudojh.'pa'iil: Kapp. Ernst. Kempf. Georg; and Parana. Wolf-Ru-

diger. 3.787.559.

Karll.Robcrt E. S«'f— ^ , .„, ,,„
Piasek.EdmundJ and Karll. Robert E. 3.787.458

Kartte. Klaus; Jockers. Kurt. Meier. Hermann, and Tagl.nger. Lud>».g

to Badische An.l.n- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Process for

purifying sulfuric acid for the catalytic synthesis of h>droxylammoni.

urn sulfate 3.787.563. CI 423-53 1 000

Kashkooli. Farajollah; S«>«— „wi7«7->si
Brand. Warren L . and Kashkooli. Farajollah.

-\.J«
'—̂ '

Kaspr/ak. DaAd P . to Celotex Corporation. The Method of relieving

strains in a wall and construction therctor 3.786.603. Ci ?--

204.000
Katchman. Arthur S*-*-— ,,»-,,,.•,

Bennett JamesG. and Katchman. Arthur. 3.787.36.

Kates Frank F . and Faber. George E . to Krun Corporation

Combustion engine with modified and controlled

3.786.635. CI 60-278 000

•'''"M'rmura'VT.sh.nobu. Kato. Fumio; and Okachi. Ryo. 3.787.288

Kato.Michio S."*--
-, tut tab

Kubota. Tadashi. and Kato. Michio. 3.787 768

Kat.ner. Er.ch. and Bork. Klaus to Siemens .^"i'-J^gese US'. ^^5^^^^^^^
prmter mtcrchangeable recording head 3.787.880. CI. 346-7MHH.

Katz, Seymour.SV.-- -.-.o-iita
Harris. James P . and Katz. Seymour. 3.787.548

"'"noklnS" AnirE ; Ka.zen. Raphael, and Schwartz. Bernard W .

Kauffm^an^^ame*'s F . to Corning Glass Works Microwave lens antenna

and method of producmg 3.787.872. CI 343-9
1
M)00

Kaurman Charles W . to Olin Corporation Dialkyltm salts of sub-

sotuted pyridine- 1 -oxides 3.787.417.C1 260-270 OOr

^'^^i^Zi'KZ::o. Kawano. Tuyosh. and Kikuma. Tosh.o.

3 787 ""Ol

Kawasaki Kikuo. to Fuji Denki Seizo Kabushik. Kaisha Tank-type gas-

break circuit breaker 3.787.648.CI 200-148 OOj

•"'^N^KS'^Akt^n. Kawatani. Shigeo; and Ichikawa. M.tsuo.

5 787 ^^8

Kave Saul Method and means for assaying biological factors demon-

siratingquantal response 3.787.290.CI '«'^-'*'^ ".'
, ^^^ ,,, ^1

Keappler Ernest W. Apparatus for pyrolysis of wastes. 3.787..9..tl

202-118 000
Kearnev & Trecker Corporation: See—

K.rkham. Edward E. 3.786.938

Ke.pert. Hans K . to Teletype Corporation D«=««"'
T'^'.»\-',"'^'?

releasablv securing relatively rotatable members 3.786.6VJ. «. 1

527.000'

Keithley Instruments. Inc i*-*--
, -,91 mt,

Cath.PieterB .and Angeline. Gary E. 3.787.776.
^.^,h„,,

Keller Ton. W . and Tschopp. Werner H . to Spectrospin A G Method

and apparatus for recording spm resonance spectra using two

.:^r^^l^I:.
"
E::^" nrS;S:^S t^J^p^nong vehiC

Ke;i:^^;^E';:^^t^2^.ates Steel Corpora...S^.-^te^o.

sure construction for bottom-pour vessels 3.786.«*6V. «.i. —
561.000

Kelly. George J. Jr S*-*-— , -tut -iiu

^Schroeder. Kenneth H . and ^elly. George J Jr 3.787.239.

Kelman Lloyd Sol Audio compass 3.786.57 1 . CI. 3.3-363^)0k.

Kemer Frederick M . to International Business Machines Corporation

Ink jet printer 3.787.884. CI 346-75 0(M).

•"'"SuSp^^lTuTKapp. Ernst: Kempf. Georg: and Parana. Wolf-Ru-

Kenaga'^.'ouaneT.and Hall. Richard H.. to Dow Chemical Company.

The High bufTing vinyl aromatic resin-wtx>d composites 3.78 z.-^-**.

CI. 260-28. 50a
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IKennametal Inc ;
See—

^ „ , -.at. ca*.
Brow n. Thomas A. and Hubei. Joseph B 3.786.546^

Kennedy Alv.n B . Jr . to Catalyst Services. Inc Method of analyzing

catalvstaction 3.787. 183. CI 23-230 (H)r

Kennedy. Carl D . Butler. Claude D . Krehb.el. Delmar D .
and N.cks.

Gene'E . to Continental Oil Company Sultone recovery 3.787.441

.

Ke^b 'nricK Wurchert. Rudolf. Pet/oldt. Karl: Kieslich. Klaus: and

Kolb. Karl Heinz, to Schering Aktiengesellschaft^ Nove, ha-fluoro-

16a.l8-dimethyl.l.4-pregnadicne-3.20-diones 3.787.454. CI -60-

Ke^tl'e're^r^^Edmund Time-keeping device with transistor control using

oscillatingmagnet 3.787.783. CI 331-1 16 (Him

Keves. Richard Martin, and NelM>n. Bertel ,S-an .0 Beatr.ce Foods

Company Mixing pump assembly 3.787. 145. CI 41 7-250 0(H)

Khardin Alexandr Pavlovich See—

Gorbunov. Boris Nikolaev.ch: lukashov. Anatoly Iv^anov.-h.

Mukhortova. Tamara Ivanovna. and Khardin. Alexandr

Pavlovich. 3.787.5 15

''^M:h^r^N'krtikS.;v.ch. Khaskm. Boris Abrat^ovich.

Pershin. Grigorv Nikolaevich. and Milovan.yva. Sofia Mkolaev-

na. 3.787.567

Kiblcr. Charles J .S«'<'—
, ,ut ,^u

Davis. Burns, and Kibler. Charles J .3.787.469

^'""(^^""Ta^. Yoshikawa. Tosh.o. Ina.ke. ToshihKO. Kuroda.

Ka/uhiro. Kido.Kunio.and fokunaga. K.voaki. 3.78 /..»T«.'

Kiehn. Robert M . to SCI Systems. Inc
»
''•-•^^^^'^''^^Vil'liV" T'l 73

tion and measurement system and method 3.786.681, tl '.'-

382 (1(H)

'''"Kib'''l iric^-'wiechert. Rudolf. Petzoldt. Karl. K.eslich. Klaus.

and Kolb. Karl Hem/. 3.787.454

Kiew.t. David A . to Hughes Aircraft C«""nfV^'^'V"'^;"^"" ^
vidicon and process for fabircating same 3.787.7.0. tl .U /-

235 (Hir

Kiffmever. Vernon A AVc-
,tu7i-.s

Traut. Bernard E . and Kinmeyer. \ ernon A .
3.787.1.5

Kikuchi.Shintaro 5.r- ,-,„-,,,, I

Yurugi.Shojiro.andKikuchi.Shintaro. 3.787.414

K.kuma.loshio .S«'r^
. ,. , i u ,

Maisukura. Kameo. Kawano. luvoshi. and Kikuma. losh.o.

^ 787 ^01

Kim Dong h". and Bell, Stanley C . to American Home Products Cor-

poration Pr.K-ess for the preparation of 3-cyclo-pentcne-l .1 -dicar-

box.im.de 3.787.493. CI 260-557 OOr
,7.^7,0 ri

Kimura. Kanbei. and Inoura. Masato Hobb.ng cutter 3.786.7 IV. I 1

90-1 6(K)

K.mura. Masanori; See—
Sa.to. Yu.chi. Shikanu.

•t filSy S S
"^

K.mura.Nobuo?and M.zutan.. Vuk.o. t.> Tokuyama Soda Kabush.k.

Ka.sha and Toa Boshoku Kabush.k. J^-s^a Art.f^.a ha.r ar icles

and process for the preparat.on thereof ^ Kb.8- Cf M-
. .

^

hh.

K.ng. Dav.d P Mach.ne for fin.sh.ng parts 3.786.7(H). CI 8.-
1

(Hlb

King Instruments Corp See—
|

Kme James L .3.787.270 I

K.ng James I. . to K.ng Instruments Corp Spl.cmg tape dispenser

3.787.270. CI 156-506.(HH)

K.ng, Lowell A :
See-

„ » , nu-i -.at
Seegm.ller, David W : and King. Lowell A .

3.787.24.

King Radio Corporat.on Set—
|

Schm.tt.JerrvC .3.787.671

King. William D. Larson. George D . Stee.>erm. ^""ald F^. and

Winchester. Amos J . Jr . to General Electric Company Computer

controlled metal rolling mill 3.787.667 CI 235-151 HK'^

Kira Alexander, and Scheuring. George R . to American Standard Inc.

Toiletseat 3.786.522. CI 4-237 (HH)

K.rchhe.m. Jean-Jacques, to Samt-Gobain Apparatus for the produc-

Oon of sheets or mats from fibers of thermoplastic material.

3.787.195. CI 65-9.0(K)
|

Kirillovich. Anatoly S*-*"— ..,.,. . » .1 1 tot .nj
Shvartsman, Valerv Lvovich: and Kir.llovich. Anatoly. 3.787.034

Kirkham. Edward E . .0 Kearney & Wrecker Corporation. Reversing

driveforatiwichanger 3,786,938,0 214-1 Obd

Kirschne7 Robert F , fo Patterson -Kelly Company. The. Water chiller

and storage system 3.786.649. CI 62-201 000.
|

Kirshner. Joseph M: Sff—
i toa aiq

Manion. Francis M : and Kirshner. Joseph M .
3.786.839.

•""•
Mel'/hem. Surkes: K.s. Ivan: and Nathan. Ro«.n.al. 3.787,699

K.shel Joseph F to Weston Instruments, Inc Radiation gauge for

measur.ng'^nu.d densities 3,787,683, CI 250-43 50d.

•'"'i;,SI:n::;;,i^'Ryuzo Ueno: Miyazaki, Te.suya: Inamine. Shiceo:

and Kishi, Saburo, 3,787.585.

•"^"sThr'adrGerha"rd: Eue, Ludwig: Hack. Helmutlv. Hirane, Seiichi;

Aya. Masahiro: K.shino, Shigeo. and Fukazawa, Nobuo,

3,787,538.
|

Kitabavashi,Shoji;S<-<'— .. - -„- ,,0
Takahashi, Tadao: and Kitabayashi, Shoji, 3,787.2>»

Tokuzo. and Kimura. Masanori.

for

74-
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and

214-

Kitai. Kiyoshi.to Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori Tokeiten. Illumination-time

characteristic circuit for electric eye cameras. 3,786,733, CI. 95-

lOOct.
"

Kitamoto. Tatsuji. Shimizu. Mahito. and Akashi. Goro, to Fuji Photo

Co . Ltd Process for producing ferromagnetic chromium dioxide.

3.787,564, CI 423-607 (HH).

Kitrilakis, Sotiris, to Tecna Corporation. Device for treating infants

havmg breathing difficulties. 3,786.809, CI. 128-191.000.

Kittrcdge. Thomas D .SV*-—

Pressman. Gerald L : and Kittredge, Thomas D.. 3,787.876.

Klauke, Erich; .SV<

—

Scholl. Hans-Joachim. Klauke, Erich: (irewe, Ferdinand

Hammann. Ingeborg. 3.787.435.

Klaus. Kaspar Garage for the storage of vehicles, 3.786.940, CI

16 led

Kleemann. Alois; See—
Wegmullcr. Hans: and Kleemann. Alois. 3.787,180

Klein. Walter .SV*-—
Mangold. Hans, and Klein. Walter. 3.787.784

Kleinfeld. Martin J . and He.nr.chs. Alfred J . to L niroyal Inc Vinyl

chlor.de resin backed floor covering 3.787.259. CI I 56-78 (HH)

KIc.nman. Dav.d Allmond; .SV<-—

G.<udmaine. Joseph Anthony, and Kleinman. David Allmond.

3.787.111.

Klenco C"orporati«in .SV«'—
Brunei. Roger I : Fannon. R<ihert D . and 1 egue. Ronald 1 .

3. 786. 774
Klere.Jean .S'«'c-

("ladefaix. Roger, and Klere. Jean. 3.787.460

Kleven. Lowell A . to I n.flo Systems Company Pneumatic timer

3.786.836. CI. I 37. « 24 2(MI

KMS lndustr.es. Inc Sri- —
Ihomas. Carlton F .3.787,842

Kn.iak. Joach.m .S'c« —
Bapge. Fr.ch. frumper. Joachim, .ind Knaak. Joachim, 3,787,682

Knapp, Walter ,S«'c—
Huter, Fr.edrich. and Knapp. W alter. 3.787.702

Kiici.h.j;es. Donald P Si-r—
Mikofalvv. Bcia K .and Kncch.ges. Donald P,. 3,787,232

kiieucr. Joseph Cjcorge .Src

Farmer. V^d\nc David, Kneuer. Joseph Cieorge. and Lawless. Wil-

l.am JoNeph. 3.787.hl3

Knickerbocker Company . I he ,Sc«'—
Ramsev.KcilhF .3.:'8h.»J02

Knopf. Kenneth K Automt)b.le s.gnall.ng system 3.787.808. CI 340-

66 tKK>

Knorr-Bremse CimbH ,S<j-

Poll.nper. Hans. 3,786.763

Kobashi, L.ch.ro. to A.sin Se.k. Kabushiki Kaisha Hydraulic brake

booster 3.786.63^.C'I 60-548 (HHl

Kobavash.. Osamu .SVc—
Ich.kawa. Vataro. Tokash.k.. M.ch.yuki: and Kohayashi. Osamu.

3.787.480.

Kobavash.. Se.ichiro. to Kabush.k. Kaisha Nakamura Seisakusho

Predetermined ti^rque release wrench 3.786.699. CI 81-52. 4(H).

Kobersle.n, Idgar. and 1 akatos. Fduard. to Laporte Industries,

l.im.ted and Deutsche Gold- und S.lber-Scheideanstalt vormals

Roessler Catalyst for purificat.tin of exhaust gases from motor vehi-

cles and industrial plants 3, 7X7. 322. CI 252-465 (HKI

Kochlv. (ierard ,S"c<-—
hspie, Jean Yves. Jouan. Claude, and Koehly. Gerard. 3.787.553

koehring Company Si-f—
Brov*n,(;avlord W . and Pickard. George 1. . 3.787.158

M.star/. Robert J . 3.7S6.614

Koepp. Ronald 1 . and Dudkowsk.. Stanley J . to Nat.onal Cash Re-

gister Company. The Method of growing mobile positive uin free

S.O, films 3.787.233. CI 1 17-201 (HH)

Kohler. Alfred, and Bauer. Kurt, to SWF Spe/ialfabrik fur Autozu-

behor Gustav Rau GmbH I niversal joint ball mounting construc-

t.on 3.787.129. CI 403-135. (HH)

Kolb. Karl Heinz; See-
Kerb. L Irich: Wiechert. Rudolf: Petzoldt. Karl: Kiesl.ch

and Kolb. Karl He.nz. 3.787.454.

Kolpe, Vasant V ; .SV*"—

Dahlquist.Carl A and Kolpe. \asant V.. 3.787.531.

Komatsu. Yasuhiko; See—
Kaneko. Yasuh.sa. Komatsu. Yasuhiko: and Okada,

3.786,795.

Komorizono. Kunich.; .SV*-—
Haga. Shoji: and Komorizono. Kunichi. 3.786.903.

Konczal. Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Electric com-

pressed gas circuit breaker 3.787.b52.Cl 2(H)-148.0()a.

Kondoh. Ken; See—
Shimada. Sadakuni: Hashimoto. Kunio: Kondoh, Ken. and

Koyama. Masaki. 3.787.787

Kondratiev. Evgenv Mikhailovich; .SV<

—

Tesner. Pavel Alexandrovich. Makarov. Konstantin Ivanovich.

Ivanov. Alexandr Kornilovich. Robin. Mark Anisimovich: Slav-

kin. Igor Sergeevich. Pischulin. Alexandr Petrovich: Pokrass.

Leonid Mikhailovich. Pochtman. Alexandr Markovich. Shein-

fain. Felix Isaakovch. Kondratiev. Evgeny Mikhailovich,

Moiseevich. Grigorv Isaevich. Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich: and

Zhitnik.Greorgy Gavrilovich, 3,787.038.

Klaus

Yasuo

Kopf, J. David, to David Kopf Sysftms. Roller pump 3.787,148. CI.

417-477.(H»0.

Kopfer. Rudolph J Mixer and applicator for fingernail repair material.

3,786.820. CI. 132-74. 5(H).

Koppang, Richard R : and Burge, Harland L., Jr., to THW Inc Burner

assembly for providing reduced emission of air pollutant. 3.787,168.

CI. 431-354 (HH).

Korach. Irving S Collapsible lampshade 3,787.676. CI. 240- 108,00r

Korchynsky. Michael: Bell, John R.: and Cover, Richard J., to Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corporation Corrosion-resistant high-strength low-

alloy steels 3,787,250. CI. 148-12,(HK).

Korevaar. GeerK>f Jan; See—
Van Dijk. Leonardus Petrus Jozef: Verhagen. Jan: Feulsch. Georg:

and Korevaar.Geerlof Jan. 3,787,628.

Korolvshun. Russell T : and Rehnborg. P Mark, to Goodrich, B. F.,

Company. Ihe Compression testing machine, 3,786,676, CI, 73-

94. (HH) '

Kosrow, Robert L., and Mrowczynski. Aloizy, to Union Special

Machine Company. Automatic hemming apparatus 3,786,768, CI

112-143.(HH) ='

Kostelecky . Clarence L ; See-
McCfocklin. Samuel B. and Kostelecky. Clarence L. 3.787.147.

Kovama. Masaki; See—
Shimada. Sadakuni: Hashimoto. Kunio: Kondoh. Ken: and

Kovama. Masaki. 3.787.787. «

Kraemcr. Sandy F Tilt board game. 3.787.055. CI 273-1 10.000,

Krajcwski. Edward .S'('«'—

Denis. Jean Francois: Ozauba-Lyndis. Serge Yvan: Fremont, Mau-

rice Henri Louis, Krajewski. Edward: and Marcel, Jean-Pierre

Julien, 3,7X7.657.

Kramer. Frit/, to I' F Chemical Corporation Fire stop between floor

slab and curtain wall of building. 3.786.604. CI 52-232.0(H).

Kramer. Morton; .Sec-

Carmelite. Donald D : Kramer. Morton: and Lee. Gim F . Jr,.

3.787.532.

Krapp. Wolfgang Conductive line following device for steering a vehi-

cle 3.7X7,726. CI 3I8-587.(HH).

Krattner, Richard .See

Dickmann. Heinz Hermann; Krattner. Richard, and Mobius. Hans-

Dieter. 3.787.345

Dickmann, Hein/ Hermann: and Krattner. Richard. 3.787.346.

Krause. Erich, to I niversal Maschinenfabrik Dr Rudolf Schiebcr KG.

Contrtil arrangement for a flat knitting machine 3.786.655. CI. 66-

154.(HH).

Krechel. Joseph L. Compresstir unloader and check valve unit.

3.786.828. CI 137-1 16. (HH).

Krehbicl. Delmar D ; Set—
Kennedy, Carl D : Butler. Claude D . Krehbiel. Delmar D : and

Nicks'. Gene E. 3.7X7.441

Kren/er. John, to \ elsicol Chemical C^orporation Dialkvl acetals of 2-

I
3-( 2-t-butvl- 1 .3.4-thiadia/ol-5-yl

)

Lreido
|

acetaldehyde.

3.787.432. CI 260-306. 80d

Kress. Ge<irge H.; See—
Carissimi. Vincent L : and Kress. George H.. 3.787.798

Kron. Martin W , to Eastman Kodak Company Web edge guide

system. 3.786.974. CI 226-19.(KH)

Kronprinz Aktiengesellschaft; See—
Weegen. Loren/: Luders. Albrecht: Brinkmann. Hein/: Herbst.

Klaus, and Ernst. Gerd. 3.787.092,

Krun Corporation; See—
Kates. Frank F . and Faber. George E. 3.786.635

Kubo. Satoru; ,SV<'—

Ijichi. Ichiro: Malda. Sajiro; Kubo. Satoru: and Tomomoto.

Takamori. 3.787.302.

Kubota. Hiroshi. and Su/uki. Tomohiko. to Furuno Electric Company.

Limited Collision alarming system 3.787.845. CI 343-7 (led

Kubota. Tadashi. and Kato. Michio. to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co Ltd Inspection apparatus for pr.nted circu.t boards. 3.787,768,

CI. 324-158.(H)f.

Kuehn, Erich; Set—
Burns, Joseph P : Felt/in. Joseph: and Kuehn. Erich. 3.787.526.

Kugler. Fritz; See—
L Irich. Paul: Max. Basel. Kugler. Fritz: and Jost. Max. 3.787.406.

Kugler. Manfred; ,S'<r—

Buthe. Theo: Kugler. Manfred: and Rheinl. Lohmar. 3.786.776

Kuhn. Karl Walter: and Gallois, Jacques, to Societe d'Etudes de

Machines Thermiques Device for connecting exhaust manifold sets

to the turbo-blowers of a supercharged internal-combustiim engine.

3.786.630. CI 60- 130 (H)0.

Kukes. Charles E,; See—
Kukes. Charles E.; Volheim, Richard H.; and Erikson. Carl,

3,786,994.

Kukes, Charles E.: Volheim. Richard H ; and Erikson. Carl. 60*^ to

Scott. Alan and Mn to Kukes. Charles E Adaptor unit for use with

fluid nozzles. 3.786.994. CI 239-569.(H)0

Kumiai Chemical Industry Company. Ltd ; .SVf—

Nitta. Kuvata. Sugivama, Hironari; Takita, Kiyoshi, and Itoh.

Hideo..i787.2l7.'

Kundo. Yoshtkazu; .S'<v—

Muramatsu. Tateo; Aramaki. Kuninori; and Kundo. Yoshtkazu.

3.786.637.

Kunst. Helmut Eduard. to Institut Fur Harterei-Technik Method for

the boration of titanium and titanium alloys. 3.787.245, CI. 148-

6(HH).
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Kunz. Peter, to Mettler Instrumenle. AC Force measuring apparatus

including electromagnetic load compensation 3.786.678, CI 73-

141 OOr

Kunz. Peter, to Mettler Instrumente. AC. Electromagnetically-com-

peiisated balance having series connected coils 3.786,883. CI 177-

164 000
Kunhara. Kazuo: See—

Aya. Hasahiro; Saito. Junichi; Fukazawa, Nobuo; Tamura. Tatsuo.

Kiwihara. Kazuo; and Norishima, Norihisa, 3.787,393

KuricNoriyuki 5^^— ,,,,«-,
Mitsuyama. Masaru; and Kurio. Noriyuki. 3.787,152.

Kurivama, Shizuo See—
Hamano, Sachiyuki. Nakamura. Takaharu. Kunyama. Shizuo; and

Yamanaka. Motosuke. 3.787.440.

Kuroda. Kazuhiro: 5*r—
Ishii. Takami; Yoshikawa. Toshk); Inaike, Toshihiro, Kuroda.

Kazuhiro. Kido. Kunio. and Tokunaga. Kiyoaki. 3.787.353

Kurosaki, Shigehiko. and Okamoto. Yoichiro Process for^producing a

solid lubricant self-supplving-tvpc co-dcposucd metal film

3.787.294. CI :04- 16.000

Kurz. Adolph C Grounding connectors for shielded cable. 3,787.797.

CI 339-95 OOr
Kusianovich. John D Safety step-in heel binding for skis. 3.787.062,

CI 280-1 1 35t

Kusko, Alexander See—
Magnuson. Lee T ; and Kusko, Alexander, 3.787,723.

Kyouu Hakko KogyoCo . Ltd See—
Kagawa. Tsuneo; Fujii. Kyoichi. Tanaka. Masao; and Tanaka.

Hiroshi,.3,787,466

Miyamura. Yoshinobu. Kato, Fumio. and Okachi. Ryo. 3.787,288

Nakayama. Kivoshi. Hagino, Hiroshi. and Yoshida. Hajime,

3,787,287.

La Barber. Joseph A Apparatus for eviscerating p<iultry and the like

3.786.535. CI I 7- 1 I OOr
La France. Robert C . to Aerospace Corptiration. The. Linear pulsed

DC motor and controls therefor 3.787,716, CI 318-135.000.

La Salle Steel Companv S*-*-—

Zavodnv. George. Jr .3.786.720

Labana. Santokh S . and Chang. Yun Feng, to Ford Motor Company

Self crosslinking povkder coating Compositions 11 3,787.340. CI

260-23 Dxa
Labana. Santokh S , and Thctxlore. Ares N , to Ford Motor Company

Powdered coating compositions containing a glycidyl ester

copolymer, a phenolic hvdroxv crosslinking jgcnt. and a flow control

agent 3.787.520. CI 260-836 OOt)

Labana. Santokh S . and Golovoy. Amos, to Ford Motor Company

Method of preparing a p«>wdcr coating composition containing

glycidyl acr\late copolvmers and dicarboxylic acid crosslinking

agent 3.787;521.C1 260-836 (KM).

Lacharlotte. Pierre; Sf*-— ,,o^...-.
Roussehe. Claude Joseph, and Lacharlotte. Pierre. 3.786,9

1
7

Lachaussee. Maurice, and Maigrct. Andre Methcnl for manufacturing

metallic objects from circular plates 3.786.704. CI. 83-39.000.

Lachino\ . Alexandr Alexandrovich See—
Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich. Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich.

Suladze. Ippolit Davidovich. Aglitskv. Vladimir Efimovich.

Kakhniashvili. Avtandil Semenovich. Kantor. Ilia

Solomonovich. Dzhanelidze. Vazha V encdiktovich. and Lachin-

ov. Alexandr Alexandrovich. 3787.0O7.

Ladavas. Franco: See—
Pen. Cesare Augusto. Fontani. Spartaco. and Ladavas. Franco.

3 787.504

Lademann. Ernest E.. and ladar.ila. Ralph E . to Bendix Corporation.

The Combination permanent magnet torquer-eddy current damper

foragyro 3.786.685. CI 74-5 500

Lafontainc. Lucien Electric garage door opener 3.787,725, CI 318-

491000
Lahm. Heinrich; See—

Toll. Gerhard, and Lahm. Heinrich. 3,786.539

Lakalos. Eduard 5«'«'—

Koberstein. Edgar, and Lakatos. Eduard, 3,787.322.

Lamb. John F : See—
McKee. James D and Lamb. John F.. 3.786.661

Lamey. Melvin A Ring size cutter 3.786.71 I , CI 83-628 000

Lamkins. Douglas Wayne Sf*--
, -.o-, no

Vernon. John Pershing, and Lamkins. Douglas Wayne. 3, 78 /. I J».

Land. Edwin H . to Polaroid Corporation Color diffusion transfer

color process and film with silver precipitating layer. 3,787,209, CI

96-3 000
Landa Torstein. Johannsson. Paul, and Engedal. Knud. to Allmanna

Svenska clektriska Akvnbolaget Press for treating products under

high isostatic pressure 3.787.1 56. CI 425-77 (UK)

Landen. William James, to Eyelet Specialty Company _ Safety

mechanism for a liquid-dispensing container 3,786,964. CI

153 000
Lander. Harry L.. to Polv-Chem Industries. Inc PriKess for preparing a

polymer comprising reacting a metal halide with an amide followed

by condensati.>n with an aldehvde. said metal being zirconium, hafni-

um or titanium 3.787.368. CI 260-67 60r

Landry. Raymond H.: S*"?—

Colby. Harold S . and Landry. Raymond H .
3.787.608.

Langem. Werne Lippe S*^*'— ^^ ,. n.
Hauschopp. Alois. Langem. Wcrne Lippc. Brcuer. Oswald; Os-

trop. Berthold, and Steinkuhl. Bcrnd. 3.787.090

Langer, Arthur W . Jr Set—

Whitney. Thoma.s A . and Langer. Arthur W , Jr . 3,787,496.

Lanning, Ronald L . to TRW Inc Phase correction circuit 3,787.775.

CI 329-1 22 (XK)

Laporte Chemicals Limited See—
Cubbon. Robert C P . Braid, John E , Oates. Alfred E.; and
* Preston, Ronald, 3,787.503 I

Laporte Industries. Limited: See—
Koberstein. Edgar, and Lakatos. Eduard, 3,787,322.

|

Larkin.Oscarl. .SVe—
. u

Goodwin. Edwin C . Jr ; Larkin. Oscar L . and Erni, Heinrich H ,

3.787.649

l.arsen. Arthur Lee. to Marathon Oil Company. Amine/phosphatc

compt>sition useful as corrosion and scale inhibitor. 3,787,319, CI

252-8 55e
Larsen. Arthur Lee. to Marathon Oil Company N-secondary-alkyI al-

kylene diamine salts of phosphate ester acids 3.787.533. CI 260-

924 000
I arson Byron A Gauge for use in straightening automativc frames.

3.786.572, CI 33-288.(KM»
|

Lars«in.GeorgeD S*-*"— ^ ,. w- a
King. William D . Larson. George D Steeoerm. Donald h

;
and

Winchester. Amos J . Jr . 3.787.667

Larstin W illis A . to Magic Dot. Inc Electronic switch apparatus sensi-

tive to and actuated by touch 3.787,732,CI .307-1 16000

Last. Anthonv Graham Marshall See—
Gallagher. Brendan, and Last. Anthony Graham Marshall.

3.787.542

Lauer. Kurt See—
W ittner. Hubert, and Lauer. Kurt, 3.787,3 1 1

Laundry, Ferrence H , Luther, Richard L . and Murray. John S .
Jr .

to

Hughes Aircraft Companv Svstem for discriminating between high

and low speed targets 3.7H7.H48. CI 343-7 700

Laurer. Gerard R . to L nited States of America. Atomic Energy Com-

mission Source holder collimator for encapsulating radioactive

material and collimating the emanations from the material

3.787.69 1. CI 2-50-272 (HK)

Laval. Claude C . Jr Rack for supporting cables and the like

3.787.016. CI 248-49000.
Lawlcr.CraigM i>r—

Scarnato. Thomas J . Gordon. Paul C . Sorensen. Robert, and

Lawler. Craig M . 3.786.620

Lawless. William Joseph See-
Firmer. Wavne David. Kneuer. Joseph George, and Lawless. Wil-

liam Joseph. 3.787.61 3.
I

Lawrence. Ra\ V .SVf—
Berry David A , Bunk. Albert R . Halbr<iok. Noah J

Lawrence. Rav V . 3.787.342

Layton. Jack D . to Lay ton Manufacturing Companv Vehicle

vibrating compactiu combination 3.787. 135. CI 404-1 13.000.

Lavton Manufacturing Companv See—
Lavton. Jack D. 3.787.135

La/ar Jeffrev M. to Honevwell Inc Chromatography valve

3 787.026. CI 251-61 KM)

Lazarch.k. Robert E . Roeder. Robert S . and Runkle. Donald R
.
to

Sperry Rand Corporation Dual mode radiometric system

3.787.857. CI 343-MH)Ome
Lazarus. Stanlev David .Sf*-—

Crescentin'i. Lamberto; Wells. Rodney Lee. Lazarus. Stanley

David, and W eedon. Gene Clyde, 3,787,524

Lazzari. Jean Pierre: -SV*"—

Crunberg, Georges. Melnick. Igor, and Lazzari. Jean Pierre.

3.787.2'37.

Le Fevre. Paul Eshclman. to GTE Svlvania Incorptirated Varactor

tuner band switching and signal indicating circuitry 3,787.788. CI

3 34- f4 (KM)
I

Lc Nickel: .S*"*"—
• o u

Bozec, Christian H . Dulong, Bernard G , and Lemarinel, Robert

Y ,.3.787.301

Lebel. Constantin. and Pruvost. Pierre, to Rhone-Poulenc S A

Dentures having a diolkylpolyoiloxane coating 3.787.231. CI I 17-

138 80a. ^ ^
Lebreton. Francisque. to Institut Francais du Petrolc des Carburants et

Lubrifiants. Acoustic sounding instrument 3.786.894. CI. I8l-.5be.

Lectra Data. Inc : AVf— , -,o, ^.ci
Martin. Roy A . and Pittman. Clarence E . 3.787.662.

Lee.Gim F . Jr S*'*'— ^ r i

Carmelite. Donald D . Kramer. Mortoi* and Lee. Oim h.. Jr..

3.787.532

Lee Raymond. Organization Inc .The: Sr*— I

Per'lberg. Jack. 3.787.083

Lee Richard J . to Standard Oil Company Oil-soluble condensation

products of alpha-nitro alkyl chlorides and polyamino ureas, and the

method of preparing same 3.787.492. CI 260-553 OOr

Lee, Samuel: See— i

Dellian,Kurt A . and Lee. Samuel, 3,787.181. I

Lee. William S*-*--
^ . ,.,.„

Appleby. Frank G . Rodwan. Edmund J., and Lee. William.

3.786,718.
I

Leggett & Myers Incorporated: S*'*'—
'

Kallianos, Andrew G . Warfield, Albert H ; and Simpson, Melvyn

I .3.787.501

Legue. Ronald L: S«'r— a ia t

Brunei. Roger L . Fannon, Robert D . and Legue. Ronald L..

3.786.779

Lehmann. Claude: See—

and

and
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Dietrich, Henri; and Lehmann, Claude, 3,787,574.

I ehmann. Hans: See—
Leumann. Ernst; and Lehmann. Hans, 3,787,452

I chnhuff. Hans F See—
Flder George; and Lehnhuff. Hans F . 3.786.659.

I eisler Karl to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Apparatus having extrusion
'

and mixing /ones 3.787.160. CI 425-208000

I eman.(ierard See—
Defebvre. Andre; I eman. Gerard; and Pouliquen, Jean-Francois.

3.787.786.

I emarinel. Robert YSV*--
. o u .

Boze*:. Christian H . Dulong. Bernard G ; and Lemarinel. Robert

Y .3.787.301

I emav. A . Co . Inc .SV«-

Bloxsom. Joseph Thomas. 3,786.6(M).

I epper James M . Jr . to W ehr Corpor.ition Light scattering particle

.inalv/er 3.787. 122. CI 356-103 (H)0

lerner. Irwin S. to Robins. A H. Companv. lncorpor.itcd Intrau

lerine contraceptive device with >talloped edtie append.ijjcs

<.7X6.808.C1 128-130 000

I esclear. Robert I . to I Jt S Fquipnienl C omp.nu Dock levekr

< 7X6. SMI. CI 14 71 000

I eumann. Ernst, and I chniann. Hans, to Ciha-(ieipv t orporalion

I poxsMl-incN 3.7X7,452. CI 260 34X (Kc

I CMT BrothcrN Companv .Sec—
Cp.uUf.iix. Roger, and Klere. Jean. 3.787.460

\ .in dcr Hei|den. Arnoldus, .nul Schulte. I eon.ird. 3.787.473

I esev.Gustave S.. I rustee .SV»'—
Dane. Oscar. Beers. Ronald Wentworth. and I c\cy. Gustave Stan-

lev. 3.7X7.149

I cvev.Ciusta^e Stanlev .Siv—
Dane. Oscar. Beers. Ronald Wentworth. and Levey. Gustave Stan-

lev. 3.787.149.

Levov's. Inc See- „ . ^
Pannier. Karl A . Jr . Resnolds. Ciordon S . and Sorens.>n, James

I . V7X6.X10
Lewis, Adolph I .SVj-— ... i-> i i.

Smilev, \ern N . Lewis. Adolph I. . and Forbes. David K.

3.7X7.234

l.ewiN. I)i>n.ild J .V<i'—
Stephenson. Robert I . and LevMs. Donald J . 3.7X6.X43

I ewis n..ii.iUI J . .iiul Stephenson. K.-hert I. . to Allied Chemical C i.r-

nor.'it.on Multiple pvrosvstem 3.7X7.074. CI. 2X(l-150Oab

lewis Hector I . to Surgical Appliance Industries. Inc Knee brace

h.iving torque pads fi>r producing inward support pressure

1 7X6.X04.C1 I2X-X0O0C

Lewis, iheras Gordon, to Bell leleph«me Lab.iratories, Incorporated

Time slot number compensating arrangement 3.7X7.631. CI 179-

l.ewis. Warren J Water detection device for fuel line 3.787.650. CI

200-6 1 040
. ,.

Lhenrs. Bernard, to Creusol-l.oire Chemical descaling apparatus Uir

discontinuous automatic treatment of sheet metal 3.7X6.X24, CI

1 34-62000 f

Liepelt Klaus, to L S Philips Corporation. Frequency tuner ot a

resonator for a klystron 3.7X7.748. CI 315-5.460.

Lieser. Zeev .S«'«

—

Friedman. Robert L . and Lieser. Zeev 3.7X7.854

Liesore Silvano Giuseppe, to Hkhart. Bridge & Iron. Inc. Suspension

svstem 3.7X7.073. CI 2X0- 124.00a.

Litthtner. Joseph Campbell. Jr : .SV.-—
, , .

Beers. Albert Alvin. Jr. Stover. Paul Eugene; and Lightner.

Joseph Campbell. Jr. 3.7X6.764

I imberc Allen le Rov. to RCA Corp.>ration Apparatus tor distin-

guishing between various FM broadcast multiplex transmission

3.7X7.629. CI 179.|50bt
lindahl.CierhertS .S«<-

, -ju^ ^c,
Fsghhaugh. John I. and Lindahl. Gerbert S .

3.7X6.6S i

I inder Jacques Francis, to Northrop Corporation Method ot t.)rm-

ing circuit structures bv photo etching-electrolorming process

3.7X6.542, CI 29-25.170

1 inderholm.(iordonJ .toPvroilCompanv.Inc Tircpump 3.7X6./.MI.

CI 92- 169000
Lindner. Ernst: .SV<

—

a- u i a i

Ruschig, Heinrich. Schmitt, Karl. Mohler. Werner; Gobel. Axel.

and Lindner. Ernst. 3,787.41 I. ,.,utcn
Lindsav. Edward W . to Vacu-Maid. Inc Carpet sweeper. 3.786.53-.

CI i''n-364O00 , , .„

I indstrom. Bengt Vehicle steering gear 3.7X6.69 1. CI 74-493000.

1 ines Ravdon A . to Proline Industries Pty . Ltd Hydraulic jointing

press. 3:786.669. CI 72-453 (H)0.
^ u. al.

LinBcns Paul, and Martin, Gerhard, to Dvnamit Nobel Aktien-

gesellschaft Explosive charge with improved fragmentation effect

3.786.752. CI l02-24O0r. ^ . ^
I mhart. Helmut, and Mueller, Helmut, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation

Stabilismgofpolyamides 3.787.355. CI 260-45 75r

I inke Siegfried; Sitt. Rudiger; Horstmann. Harald; and Meng Karl, to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Certain 3.4.5-triphenyl thiazol-2-ones.

3.787.431. CI 260-306 700.

Lipton.ThomasJ . Inc : .Sff— > lu-i k.s->

Sanderson. Gary Warner, and SimpM>n. W '"'^,"lShaw. 3,787.58-

List. Robert A Debris removing apparatus 3.786.8/U. tl \
n-

129 000
. ,, u

I ittle Jess C . to Chance. A B . Company Method of fabricating a

field-applied gripping device. 3.786.554. CI 29-461.000.

Litton Systems. Inc.: Sff—
" Vernon. John Pershing; and Lamkins, Douglas Wayne, 3.787.1 38.

Liu. Kang-Jcn: See—
Chlanda, Frederick P ; and Liu, Kang-Jen, .3,787,304.

1 jKkheed Electronics Company, Inc . mesne; See—
Norris, Kermit A., 3,787,826

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company See—
Nelson, Stanley Oscar, 3,786,888.

Loewe-OptaGmbH; .SVf—

Dennewitz, Rolf Dieter; and Schmidt. Walter. 3.787.704.

Logan. Russell H. .SV<

—

C^ragon. Harvey, and Logan. Russell H . 3.7X7.855

l.ohrman. Glenn Ci: .SV*-—

Ciraefnitz. Russell F ; and l.ohrman. Glenn G, 3.787,766.

1 oikitz Frank F , to Instrument Svstcms Corporation. Slam-style safety

lock 3 786,657. CI 70-1.5().0(MI.

I o.inger. Robert I Shirt collar support. 3.786.97 1 . CI. 223-83.(K)0.

I ong Cieorgc L Reesf. Dennis I . and Johnson. Floyd C. to Grad-

Linc Inc Grader control 3.7X6.87 1 . Ci. 172-4.5(K)

long. John H.: .S<'«'
—

Shaler. David, and Long. John H. 3.787.889. ,

I ong Martin H . Jr ; and Pachvnski. Alvin L L nderwatcr electronic

tlash actuator 3.786.734. CI 95-1 1 OOw
I ongv ear Company Set

—

, .. , t t-

Schafer. Robert P ; Braun. Leonard A ; and Maki, Tcrrcnce L..

3,786,877. •

l.ooger. l.onnie L; .SV<'—

Vickers Wiley B ; and Looger, Lonnie L , 3.786,717.

1 ooger, Lonnie L. Gaseous grenade 3.786,756, CI 102-65O(M).

loqvist, Kaj-Ragnar, to Fagersta Aktiebolag Fagersta. lyre stud

3,786,849, CI. 152-210.000.

Lord Corporation: .SV<'

—

Moran, Michael W , 3,787.102.

I.Oreal .S<<—
Kalopissis. Gregoire. Bugaut. Andrcc. and Fstradier. I rancoise.

3.787.174.

Lorensen. Cletus E ; and Peterson. John A . to International Business

Machines Corporation Document controlled picking and feeding

apparatus 3.787.044. CI. 271-27.000.

Losi. Salvatore: .Sf<'— », u i

Zuntini. Franco. Aliprandini. Ciiuseppe. Ciu>ria. Jean-Michel.

Mever. Andre; and Losi. Salvatore. .'.7X7.463

"'Vutfau Donald L .Clark. John B .and Lovell. Lvle M .
3.787.1X9

I ovens Kemiske Fabrik Produktionsaktieselikeb. .S<r—

Feit Peter Werner; and Nielsen. Ole Bent Ivaermose, 3,7X7.4-1

I ov^enfe'ld Rudolf, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meistcr L icius & Bruning. Pro-.es:. for the manutacture ot insoluble

azodvestuffson cellulose fibers. 3,787. 1 79. CI 8-45O00.

Lowv George W .; Conlon. Joseph M.; and Marcus. Byron E.. to Baxter

Laboratories Inc Multiple function spectrophotometer having an

automaticallv stabilized chopped disc 3.787.1 2 1 .
CI. 356-93.000.

Lowv George'W.. Priarone. Paul, and Cullis. Herbert M.. to Baxter

Laboratories. Inc. Dual wavelength photometer tor absorbancc dif-

ference measurements. 3.787.124. CI. 356-205.000.

I oven.Ghislaine. nee \oisin: Sff—
'

Habermann. Helmut; Loyen. Roger; Jolv. Pierre; Auber, Yvan;

and Malmaison, Rueil. 3.787,100.

Loven. Roger; i't't-

—

. ,. v/

Habermann. Helmut; Loyen. Roger; Joly. Pierre; Auber. Yvan.

and Malmais*)n. Rueil. 3.787.100

Lubrizol Corporation. The: See—
Adams. Charles Wesley. 3.787.374.

Lucas. Joseph. ( Industries ). Limited; .SV*-—

Freeman. Frank George. 3.7X6.726

I ucas Peter K u> Garrett Corporation. I he Cable drum highline

system. 3.7X7.03 1. CI 254-172000.
r: , u

I ucking. Hans Joachim. Noll. Walter. Buchner. Werner; Friedcrich.

Klaus and Niederprum. Huns, to Baver Aktiengesellschaft Per-

fluoro-alkanc-sulphonamido substituted organo-silicon compounds

and their production. 3.7X7.467. CI. 260-448. 80r.

l.uders. Albrecht; .SV*-— u u.,
Weegen I orenz; l.uders. Albrecht; Brinkmann. Heinz; Herbst.

Klaus; and Ernst, Gerd,3,-»<7,092.
,-,8^701 CI

Ludwig, Eugene A Device tor cutting urelhane toam. .<,/»b,/ui. »-i-

83-1 (M)0.

Lukashov, Anatoly Ivanovich; See—
Gorbunov, Boris Nikolaevich; Lukash.n. Anatoly Ivanovich;

Mukhortova. Tamara Ivanovna; and Khardin, Alexandr

Pavlov ich. 3,787,515.

Lundcn, Clarence D: .Vff— -.-.otu.,
Buehler Walter E; and Lunden, Clarence D, 3.78 /.X4 1

I undgren Fvert Gustav. to Sandvikens Vernverks Aktiebolag. Cutting

insert 3.786.540. CI. 29-95.000. ...... r-..
Lunderen Evert Gustav. to Sandvikens Vernverks Aktiebolag. C utting

inserts having two-stage chipbreaker. 3.786.541 .CI. 29-95.00r.

Luther. Richard L.;5«'f—
, u c

Laundry. Ferrence H ; Luther. Richard L.; and Murray. John S..

Jr.. 31787.848.

Lvle, Don M; 5ff—
. .., ,, ,

,-

Hauck, Erwin A ; Lyie, I>on M.; and Wollum, James fc..

3,787,816.

Ly le, Donald D.SVf—
Brys»in, Wilmer G., Jr.; Lyle. Donald D.; and Wilda. Jack S .

3.787.035.

'.US O.Ci.—(51
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1 vim Charles E, Jr . to Motorola, Inc Magnetic tUpe repriKlucling

device ?.7H7.058. CI 274-4 (MH)

Lvon George W to Do» Chemical Company. The Apparatus •\>r

catalytic reactions 3.787. 188. CI 23-288 (K)r

Lsons John H Apparatus and methinl for the self-examination of cer

tamconditionsoftheevc 3.787. 112. CI 351-18 (HK)

I vthe Tre\»>r Wilkinson. Sfe—
'

Briggs. Charles Clifford, and Lythc. Trevor Wilkinson. 3.787.5.'»8

Ma. la>krcnce K C . to L nited States of America. Navy Methtnlofas

scmbling transducer acoustically coupled by silicone grease

3 786 5S3,C1 2»i-16*> 5tH)

MacDonald Kenneth Donald Apparatus for ensuring or encouraging

the N^earingof safetN helts in vehicles 3.787.804. CI 340-52 tK>e

MacDowell. Warren L . and Nailos. William F . to Namac Research

Laboratories. Inc Discone antenna. 3.787.865. CI 343-703.000

MacGregor. Douglas: See—
Senior. Kranklin C . and MacGregor. Douglas. 3.787..306.

Machacek.Jiri Se-*-—

Casensk\ . Bohuslav . Machacek. Jiri. and \ it. Jaroslav .
3.787.450

Machek. John A. to Wagner Electric Corp«>ration • Antiskid

mechanism 3.786.722. CI ^J 1-26 (H)0

Mack Trucks. Inc.: See—
Peli/7oni. Winton J . Greathouse. Jack F ; Pekar. Frank J . Jr . and

C.ihson. Richard R . 3.786.7V2

Mackin. Wilson Joseph, to Greenleaf Holdings. Limited Sawmill log

indexing des ice 3.786.7 1 2. CI. 83-708 00(1

MacMillan Robert E . to McCord Corporation I nilary bushing c«>n-

struction 3.787.103. CI 308-26 000.

Macy . Carl L Barrel km.t ty ing des ice 3.787.08 I . CI 289- 1 7 (KM).

^MadUind. Thorvald See—
Galbar/yk. Leslie L .Ross. Ir\ing D., Jr . and Madlund. Fhorvald.

3.786'.5«>«*.

Magic Dot. Inc.. .
S*"*-—

Larson. Willis A .3.787.732

Magne. Frank C. See—
Mod. Robert R . Magne. Frank C. and Stau. F\ald L . 3.787.455

Mod. Robert R .Magne. Frank C. and Skau. Fxald L . 3.787.456

Mod. Robert R . Magne. Frank C. and Skau. Evald L . 3.787.457

Magnoni. Franco .SV*-—
Siclari. Francesco. Magn«»ni. Franco, and Fulmini. Sergio.

3.787.481.

Magnuson. Lee T . and Kusko. Alexander, to Deere & Company

Vehicular drive system with electric assist. 3.787.723. CI 318-

230 000
Mah. Raymond W . to Dou Chemical Company. The Epoxides of al-

koxy-substituted tri (hydroxyphenyl lalkanes 3.787.451, CI 260-

348 ()0r

Maher George G . to L nited States of America. Agriculture Molded

articles and films 3.787.220. CI 106-214(100

Maher. Robert L . to Mossman. Dimald P . Inc. Electrical switch as

sembly 3.787.653. CI 20O- 1 53()Ok.

Maigrct. .Andre: See—
Lachaussee. Maurice, and Maigret. Andre. 3.786.704

Maistrelli. Roger, to Regu Nationale des Lsines Renault Ball-joint

retainers for the pistons of hydraulic motors and pumps. 3,787.128.

CI 403- 135 000
Majestic Lures; See—

Swan.Edward J .3.786.586

Makarov. Konstantm Kanosich: See—
Tesner. Pavel Alexandrovich. Makarov. Kt)nstantin Ivamnich.

Kanov. Alexandr Kornilovieh. Robin. Mark AnisimoMch. Slav-

kin. Igor SergecMch. Pi>chulin. Alexandr Petrovich: Pokrass.

Leonid MikhaiUuich. Pochtman. Alexandr Markov ich. Shein-

fain. Felix Isaakovch. Kondratiev. Evgeny Mikhailovich.

Moisecvich. Grigorv Isaevich. Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich. and

Zhitnik.Greorgy Gavrilovich. 3.787.038

Maki.TerrenceC .Sf«'—

Schafer. Robert P . Braun. Le«>nard A ; and Maki. Terrence C .

3.786.877.

Malaspina. Francis P . Aker. Weslev F . and Werth. John, to FSB In

corporated Oxygen senM.r 3.787.308. CI 204-1V5 OOp
Malda. Sajiro See^^

Ijichi. Ichiro, Malda. Sajiro; Kubo. Satoru. and Tomomoto.

Takamori. 3.787. 302

Male. Charles Colin; and Waliis. John Melvin. to Northern Electric

Company Limite'd Automatic number identification for private

telephone exchanges 3.787.632. CI n^i-lSOfh

Malenge Pierre, to S A Dite Societe d'Exploitation des Etablissements

Malenge Continuous Mrip envelopes 3.786.'<84. CI 22<^-6y OOO

Mallavarapu. Leo X . to Reichhold Chemicals. Inc Resinous composi-

tions and method for producing same 3.787.347. CI. 260-30.4ep

Mallory. P R ,& Company. Inc See—
Zaleski. John. 3.787. 243

Malmaison. Rueil: Sf*-—

Habermann. Helmut. I.oven. Roger. Joly. Pierre. Auber. Yvan.

and Malmais«in. Rueil. .3.787.100

Manganaro. George F . to tlectro-Matic Staplers. Inc .
mesne Elec-

tromagnetic stapler 3.786.<i78.CI 227-8000
Mangels. Robert H : See—

DcPriester. Donald Jack. Horncv. David C . and Mangels. Robert

H ,3.787.064.

Mangold. Hans, and Klein. Walter. t«> Grundig E M A' Elektro-

Meehanische and \ ersuchsanstalt Max Grundig Circuit arrange-

ment for applying a temperature stabilized voltage to a voltage sensi-

tive component 3.787.784. CI 331-177 OOv.

Manheim. Jay Pilfer pr.H>f display unit for pack merchandise

3.786.«*27.CI 21 I 4(HH)

Manion. Francis M . and Kirshner. Joseph M to I'nited States ol

America. Army High input impedance flueric amplifier 3,786,839.

CI I 37837 (HH)

Manning. Lindlev. and Schneider. Richard N Nitrogen vaptu engine.

3. 786.631. CI 60-26.tK)0

Manning. Robert E; .Vrt"—

Anderstm. Paul L . and Manning. Robert F ,
3,787.4 10

Man.H>gian Alex, and Pollen, Eric \ . to Maseo corporation Aerator

sprav attachment lor faucets V78h.y9S.Cl 219 428 5(K)

Marans Nelson S . to (irace. W R . & Company Rusi preventative

compi>sitions 3.787.227. CI 117 "'s (MM)

Marathon Oil Company .SV*-—
Coleman. John R . Jr .3.787.318

Larsen. Arthur I ee. 3.787.3 l«J

Larsen. Arthur I ee. 3.787.533

Marcel. Jean-Pierre Julien.SVf—

Denis. Jean Francois. O/auba I yndis. Serge > van. Fremont. Mau-

rice Henri I ouis. Kr.ijewski. Fdw.ird. and Marcel. Jean Pierre .

Juhen. 3, 787,657 .

Marco I eslie Stephan, to Illinois T.h>I Works. Inc Method ot manu-

facturing a reformed plastic article 3.787.547.1 I 264-249 OOO

Marcum, .Arthur I) .SV«'—
Morrow, Robert S. Penn. Lloyd D. and Marcum. Arthur I).

3.787.765.

Marcus. By rim F :
.%<•«•—

Lowy. George W . C«>nlon. Joseph M . and Marcus. Hyron F .

3.787,121

Maremont Corporation .SV«"—
Pray, Lester W , Christeson, John H , Priston, Frederick A.,

Sheron, Herman D , Drake, William H , and Anderson, Gordon

C , 3.786.621

Marhsall & Williams Ctmipany .V«<-

Hyatt. Frederick, and C«>burn. Iheodore Robert. 3.786.706.

Markham. Richard I. See—
\ ogclfanger. Elliot A . and Markham, Richard L . 3,787.55

1

Marsh Stencil Machine Company .S«r— I

Rabelow , Harold H , 3.786,748
'

Marston Excelsior Limited See—
Wyatt, Derek Gerald, Clark, Delia Margaret, and W arne, Mich.iel

Anth.>ny, 3, 786,680

Marstrand, Jorgen, t«> Atomenergikommissionen Fuel assembly lor a

nuclear reactor and a nuclear re.ictor core comprising such fuel as-

semblies 3,787.285. CI |76-78(KI0 ,

Martin.Gerhard .Sc-f-

Lingens. Paul; and Martin. Gerhard. 3.786.752

Martin I ouis F to Si>ciete Anonvme Poclain Device limiting the

delivery output of a jack 3.786.724. CI 9I-.395(H)0

Martin Roy A . and Piitman. Clarence E . to Lectra Data. Inc \ oiing

Machine' 3.787.662. CI 235 54 (K)f

Martin. Weslev G . to Aluminum Specialty Company Corn popper

3.786.740,C1 99-323 800
Martineau. John C .SV*-—

Mar/occhi. Alfred, and Martineau. John C. 3.787.352.

Marvin Glass & Assticiatcs See—
Breslow , Jeffrey D , and Kaeltn, Bette Mane. 3.786.596

MarziKchi. Alfred, and Martineau. John C . t«> Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Corpt>ration Methiul of preparing glass fiber-elastomer

compositions 3.787.352. CI 260-41 Oag

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg Nuernberg Aktiengescllschaft .S>f

—

Willeitner. Eberhardt. 3,786.694

Maschinenfabrik Rieler AG See—
Hanselmann, Daniel, and W ildbol?. Rudolf, 3,787,093.

Masco Corporati«>n iV*"—

Man»H.gian. Alex, and Pollen. Eric V . 3.786.995

M.ist>nry Systems. Inc S*"*-—

BehuNin. Gage B. Cole. Eugene A. and Staadt, Charles R.

3.786.966
Masonry Systems. Inc . mesne: .SV«'— ,

Staadt'. Charles R . 3.786.936

Mastai.Aldo Josef .SVf—

Fischer. Walter. Mastai. Aldo Josef, and Richer. Edouard Yves.

3.787.717
j

Master Lock Company; i>^— -I

FiH.te. Daniel J .3.787.082

Materese Vincent, to Dayton Manufacturing Company Waste treat-

ment system with encU>s'ed screen unit 3.786,922, CI 210-1.'«6(K)0

Malhiesen, Odd, to International Standard Electric Corporation Con-

verter for gyro-compass digital display 3.787.835. CI 340-347.0sy

Mathou. Marcel Beds with lateral sliding panels 3.786.524. CI 5-

108 1)00. ^ ^
Matsukura. Kameo; Kawano. Tuyoshi, and Kikuma, Toshio, to Nippon

Steel Corporation High tensile strength steel plate for cold-forming

3. 787.201. CI 75-125.0(K)

Matsumoto. Mitsuo. to Nara Mishin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Means

for imparting tention to the drawn-out thread for sewing machines

3 786.771. CI I 12-255 (MKI

Matsumoto Tatsuji Continuous welding methinl and apparatus

thereof for metal plates 3.787,656, CI. 219-104 (KK)

Matsumura, Toichi; St-f—
-r u-

, Hasegawa. Masanaru, Hayashi, Yoshiki. and Matsumura. Toichi.

3.787.207.

Matsuoka. Earl; See—
Rosenthal. Ben J . and Matsuoka. Earl. 3,786,887.
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Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd.; See—
Kubota. Tadashi. and Kato, Michio, 3,787,768

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company Ltd.; See—

Hasegawa. Masanaru. Hayashi. Yoshiki; and Matsumura. Toichi.

3.787.207.

Matthews Gary J. to Syntex Corporation Preparation of

cyanohydrins 3.787.477. CI 260-465 OOf

Matu/awa. Syoji; .Sfc—

Sugahara. Yujiro; Usui. Kouichi; Naito. Hiroyuki. and Matuzawa,

Syoji. 3.787.330

Mauyama. Takashi See—
-r . t. ^ v

Nakashio. Seizo. Takemura, Toshio; Mauyama. Takashi. Uta. Ku-

nio. and Seto.Tetsuki. 3.787.361.

cinch, Paul, Max, Basel; Kugler, Eritz, and Jost. Max, 3,787,406.

Maxwell, Billy D .SV*--

Schwartz. William H . Jr .and Maxwell. Billy D ,
3,786,767.

McCarthy. Lauris J Method of making a hollow electrical contact

W86.558.C1 29-630()Oa.

MeCarty John O. and Smith. Leary W. to Audichron Company. I he

Announcmgsystem 3.787,637. CI 179-100 2md.

McClocklin. Samuel B . and Kostelecky. Clarence L., to Owatonna

Tool Company Fwo-stage air-hydraulic booster. 3,787, 147, CI 417-

307(100
McCollum. Anthony W , to Eastman Kodak Company Acetals and

methods for their preparation 3.787.397. CI. 26()-24().00e.

McCord Corporation .SVf

—

MacMillan. Robert E.. 3,787,103.

McCormick. Harold E . to Ramsey Corporation. Piston ring end guide

3.787.059. CI 277-1 OOO
McCradv John, to Displavtek Corporation Advancing mechanism for

thermal prmt apparatus 3.787.886. CI 346-76.00r.

McCulloch Corporation: See—
Ciasner. W illiam l.avier. 3.786.687

McCullough. Edward E : .SVf—

Denison.Neil E , and McCullough, Edward E., 3,787,163.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation .SVf—
Jakubowski.Thaddeus.Jr, 3.787.012.

Watson. Fred D , and Mohr, John L.. 3.787,665.

McDowell-Wellman Engineering Company; Sff—

Ban. Thomas E .3.787.192

McFadden. Allan l. SVf—
Diet/ Raymond Louis, and McFadden, Allan L., 3.787,218.

McFarland. James W . to Pfizer Inc. Method of treating helminthiasis.

1 787.578, CI 424-263 000.

McFarlane I er»>y F . to Coilform C.>mpany, Inc Multi-piece coil form

assemblv 3,787.799, CI 339-214O0r

McGarr, John J , to ISM Corpi>ration Manufacture of polyurethane

powders using polwinvl pvrrolidone having side chains from

copolvmerization wiih al'kvlated olefins 3.787.525. CL 260-859 0()r

McGiUvarv. Daniel Ross, to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. I he

Melhod'of curing and/or subjecting to pressure an elastomeric arti-

cle 3.787,550, CI. 264-88 000.

McGinnis, Paul H , McLaughlin. William D . Jr . and Swader. Robert

E to Celanese Corporation Process and apparatus for producing

fibmusstructures 3.787,265. CI 156-167 OOO.

McGlothlin. Charles J Wire gripping tool. 3.786.670. CI. 72-480.000

McGraw -Edison Company .SVf—

Renner. Earl G. 3.787.1 37.

McKav. Robert S.SVf-
Class. Marv in L . and McKay. Robert S .

3.787.052.

McKee. Arthur G .& Company: .SVf—

Greaves, Melvin J , and Werner, Tage, 3.786.606

McKee James D and Lamb. John F . to Reynolds Metals Company.

Rolling mill control system 3.786.661 . CI. 72-19.000.

McKenzie James H . Sr Foldable kite and rocket launching means

therefor 3.787.01 3. CI. 244-155.00r.

McKinney.CharlesR : .SVf—
, ,o-7 -»>«

Hull.'Charles W , and McKinney, Charles R, 3,787,790

McLaughlin, William D,Jr SVf-
, o l

McGinnis. Paul H . McLaughlm. William D . Jr .
and Swader.

Robert E .3.787.265
-, nv^ «^a n

McLoughlin. John Nozzle pressure control system. 3,786.869. ei

169-24 000
McNeil Laboratories. Inc : See—

Gardocki. Joseph Francis. 3.787.577.

Rasmussen. Chris Royce. 3.787.398.

Rasmussen. Chris Royce. 3.787. .399.

Rasmussen. Chris Royce. 3.787.400.

Rasmussen. Chris Royce. 3.787.401.

Rasmussen. Chris Royce. 3.787.402.

Rasmussen. Chris Royce. 3,787,403

Rasmussen, Chris Royce. 3.787.404.

McSparran Ray A., to International Business Machines Corporation.

Stepper motor control 3.787.727. CI 318-696000.

Mead Corporation. The; 5ff

—

Cassill. William Guy. 3.787.883.

Duffield. Peter Leonard. 3.787.881.

Meade. Robert M. 5ff—
Allen Charles A ; Bryant. Richard W ; Delaney. Thomas J.;

Dhaka. Vir A . Mcaile. Robert M.. and Wharmby. James D .

3.787.837.

Medical Development Corporation; Sff

—

Holbrook, Le Grand K . 3.786.8 1

1

Medical Innovations, Inc ; See—

Hagopian, Nubar D.; and Colman. John M., 3,786,802.

Medicus, Gostav K.; and Brcaux, Onezime P., to United States of

America Air Force External cathode/internal anode figure eight

laser 3,787,781. CI 331-94.50d.

Mehring, Lucien L., to Danly Machine Corporation. Shield assembly

for router 3,786,846. CI. 144-251.000.

Meiboom. Saul; .SVf—
r^ ,

,

Berreman. Dwight Winton; Meiboom, Saul; While, Donald

Lawrence; and Kahn, Frederic Jay, 3,787,1 10.

Meier. Hermann; Sff—
Kartte. Klaus; Jockcrs. Kurt; Meier, Hermann; and Taglinger,

Ludwig, 3.787.563.

Melacini Paolo. Patron, Luigi; Moretti, Alberto; and Tcdesco. Raf-

faele to Montefibre S.p.A. Process for the bulk polymerization of

acryionitrilc 3,787.365, CI. 260-63.00n.

Melkersson. Karl-Axel; and Hedenas. Bo Gustav Valter. to Boliden Ak-

tiebolag Method of purifying gases containing mercury compounds

and elementary mercury 3.786.619. CI. 55-72.000.

Mellen Ge»)rge P . and Schuster, William A., to United States of Amer-

ica. Army Self-destruct fuze 3.786.759. CI. 102-7 1 .000.

Mellowes. Charles N .Sff—
, -,o^ -...^

Fade. Maurice J . and Mellowes, Charles N., 3,786.797.

Melnick. Igor; SVf—
Grunberg. Georges; Melnick. Igor; and Lazzari. Jean Pierre,

3.787.237 „ ^.

Melnikov. Nikolai Nikolaevich; Khaskin, Boris Abramovich; Pershin,

Grigory Nikolaevich; and Milovanova. Sofia Nikolaevna Oc-

tadadecylammonium diethoxydithiophosphate used in the treatment

ofdermatomycoses. 3,787.567, CI. 424- 199.000

Menachem. Surkes; Kis. Ivan; and Nathan, Rosental, to State of Israel,

Atomic Energy Commission, The. Rotary drum for storing radio-ac-

tive objects. 3,787,699. CI. 250-307.000.

Meng. Karl; Sff-

Linke, Siegfried; Sitt. Rudiger; Horstmann, Harald; and Meng,

Karl, 3.787.431.

Mennen Company. The; See—
Metzler.Gottfried. III. 3,786.963.

Meranshian. George; Sutter. Raymond C; Nimylowycz. Osyp; and

White Wilmer. to United States of America. Army. Inflating ap-

paratus. 3.787.0 10. CI. 244-146.000.

Merck & Co.. Inc.; Sff—
Arth Glen E; and Rasmusson. Gary H. 3.787.394.

Shen. Tsung-Ying; Witzcl. Bruce E.; and Walford, Gordon L.,

3.787.570.

Merck and Company, Inc.: Sff—
Bolhofer. William A . 3.787.423.

Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung; Sff—

Erdmann. Dietrich; Namenvi. Istvan; Hampel. Bruno, and Her-

bert. Werner. 3.787.320.

Mercola Peter A and Jacobs. William R.. to Beltone Electronics Cor-

poration. Electric amplifier. 3.787.777. CI. 330-15.000.

Merle Jean, to Societe Grenobloise dEtudes et d Applications

Hydrauliques. (SOGREAH) Underwater rotalable tool equipment.

3.786.875, CI. 173-159.000.

Metallgeschaft Aktiengcsellschaft; Sff-

Rudolph. Paul; Kapp. Ernst; Kempf. Georg; and Farana. Wolt-Ru-

diger. 3.787.559.

Metcalf. Robert L.; Kapoor. Inder; and Hirwe. Asha. to University^if IN-

linois Foundation. Insecticidal biodegradable analogues of DDT.

3,787,505. CI. 260-6 12.00r.

Mettler Instrumentc AG; Sff—
Allenspach. Heinz, 3.786.884.

Kunz. Peter. 3.786.678.

Kunz, Peter. 3.786.883 "

. .

Metzler Gottfried. III. to Mennen Company. The. Apparatus tor

dispensing mixed components. 3.786.963. CI. 222-136000

Mever. Andre; .SVf— ^ , »« k i
'

Zuntini, Franco; Aliprandini. Giuseppe; Gloria. Jean-Michel;

Meyer Andre, and Losi, Salvatore. 3.787,463

Meyer Heinz; Schmid. Dieter; Bei. Pullach; Schwarzer. Hans; and

Twit'tenhoff. flans Joachim, to Elektrochcmische Werke Munich

AG Process for the setting of unsaturated polyester resins.

3.787.527. CI. 260-861.000.

Meyer. Martin R; Sff—
r- j i, »

Moorman. Charles J.; Meyer, Martm R.;and Reuter, Frederick A.,

3.787.661. ^ .

, ^
Meyers. Laverne H ; Kagele. Frank L.; Trent. Edward J .

Fridenbcrg

Jerry T ; Albertv. Frederick J.; and Fitzgerald. Bloyce D.. said

Kagele said Meyers, said Trent, said Fridenberg and Alberty asstus.

to Intercontinental Services, Inc. Came control system 3.787.660.

CI 235-61.90r.

Miale. Joseph N; Sff— ,-,o-,en
Haag WernerO ; and Miale. Joseph N, 3,787,5 1 7.

Michaels. Alan S . to Alza Corporation Drug delivery device with self

actuated mechanism for retaining device in selected area. 3.786.8
1
3.

CI. 128-260.000.

Microsystems International Limited; Sff—

Cowpland. Michael C. J ; and Zambakoglu, Feyyaz L. 3.787.739

Middelkamp. Mannes Arie; Sff

—

De Jong. Nicolaas Johannes; and Middelkamp, Mannes Arie.

3 787 792.

Mikofalyy. Bela" K ; and Knechiges. Donald P . to Gotxirich, B F ,

Company The Low temperature curing polymers used as coatings

for fibrous materials. 3.787.232. CI. Il7-1550ua. ^
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Milazzo Carl J to Hohl Machine & ConvcNor Co.. Inc Avcumulaling

transfer con>-e>or 3,786.<*1 l.CI l<*8-2 l-i (M)0.

Milchcm Incorporated See—
Greenfield. George L^. .3.787.488.

Miller Edward F. Sff—
Hellmuth. Walter W . and Miller. Ed%*ard F.. .3.787.4«*7

•

Miller Frank E and Sulcek. Charles E , to Whirlpool Corp«>ralion

Refuse compactor support structure 3.7K6.744. CI "H.-::'^O.U

Miller. Jack E . and Garrett. Kenneth M Seme as.sembl> 3.7K^.^v..

CI 43-6 500
Miller Joseph Charles -SV.-—

Appenzeller. Henr> Albert. Miller. Joseph Charles, and Shei. \ in

cent. 3.786.660 , , , ,

Miller Lester, to Bangor Punta Operations, Inc Articulated trailer

hitch 3.78.7 .068. CI :80-446(H)r.

Miller. Lvle Eugene See-
Rathe. Robert Allsn. and Miller. Lylc Eugene. 3.786.87

Mills. Warren L Postage estimator and puller 3.786.88.'». CI 17 7-

2 4.S 000
MiloNanova. Sofia Nikolaevna See—

Melnikov. Nikolai NikolacMch. Kh.iskin. Boris Abr.im.nich.

Pershin.Grigory Nikolae\ich. and MiUnanma. S«)lia Nikol.ic\

na.3.7K7.567.
Milwaukee Tool & Machine Co . Inc .SVi-—

Mumper, Richard G . 3.786.708

Minagawa, Nobuhiko. to Fuji Photo Film Companv, I td Process l..r

undercoating a support of photographic material 3,787,2 14, C 1
'^t-

87.00r
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company .S*-.-—

Olson. MaynardH ,3.787,351

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company See—

Dahlquist,Carl A , and Koipe, Vasant \ , 3.787,531

• Favling, Richard F , 3,787,S3V

Park, Joseph D , and Choi, Sam K»on. 3,7K7.4M

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company mesne See -

Delaquila,Gar\,and Bercier. John R . 3.7S6.585

Mischenko. Nicholas, to Bell Si H.mell Company Dual reel drive

3.787,003, CI 242-142 (MK).

Mishima Kosan Company , ltd .SV« —
Ichioka. Satoshi. and Takeuchi, Shinjiru, 3,787, 87«*

Mistar/ Robert J , to Koehrmg Company Container tilling and

cappingapparatKs 3, 786,614. CI 53-167 000
. . „ ..

Mitchell William Alexander. Stahl. Howard Dave, and Seidel, W illiam

Charles to General Foods Corporation Fixed volatile fiavi-rs .ind

methodformakmgsame 3.787,5V2,CI 426-380 (MIO

Mitsubishi Kin/oku Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha See-

Saito, Vuichi. Shikanu, T».ku/o, ,and Kimura. Masanon.

3,786,552
Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, ltd See—

Oka/aki,Takeo. 3.786,7V6

Mitsuvama, Masaru. and Kurio, Noriyuki, to Toyo Kogyo Company.

Ltd Oil^seal'conslruction for rotary internal combustion engine

3.787, 152, CI 418-142 (100

Mivamura, Yoshinobu, Kato, Fumio, and Okachi, Ryo. to kyowa

Hakko Kogyo Co . Ltd Method for preparing alpha-aminoben/yl-

penicillin 3:787.288, CI 145-3600?

Mivaoka, Minoru V*-*-—

Yonekavka. Hisashi, and Miyaoka. Minoru. 3,787,263

Mi\a7aki,Tetsuya S*-*-—
. cu

Nishinomiya, Rvu/o L eno, Miya/aki. Tetsuya, Inamine. Shicto.

andKishi,Saburo,3,7S7,585 ,. , , .

Mi/uhara, How.rrd. and Gamer. Nicholas F, to Western Oold &
Platmum Company Method ^^f making bra/ing alloy 3,786,854, C I

164-80000
Mizusawa Kugaku Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha; See—

Sugahara. Yujiro. Lsui. Kouichr. Nailo. Hiroyuki and Matu/avka,

Syoji, 3.787,330

Mi/utani, Yukio SVf— "

.

Kimura Nobuo, and Mi/utani, Yukio, 3,786.8.

_

Miz/oni. Renal Herbert, and Blatter, Herbert Mi.rlon Pyridis.s sul

fonic acids as diuretics 3,7«7.573,C1 424-263000

MobilOilCi>rporation iV*-—

Haag, Werner O and Miale, Joseph N , 3.787.517.

Mobius. Hans-Dieter .SV«-
. ». ,. u

Dickmann. Hein/ Hermann. Krattner. Richard, and M.>bius. Hans-

Dieter. 3.787,345

Mochizuki. Tetsuva. to Hope Kabushiki Kaisha Ski biM>t 3.786.581,

CI 36-2 5al ' ....
Mod Robert R , Magne, Frank C . and Skau. Fvald I . t.. L nited States

of America Agriculture Vinvl chloride pl.istic comp.>sUions and

certamplastici/ers therefore 3,7K7.455, CI 26(l-404O<MI

Mod, Robert R , Magne. Frank C , and Skau. Evald I Vinyl chloride

plastic compositions and certain plastici/ers theretore 3.7«7,4.sh.

CI 260-404 000
, . ^. , ., ,

Mod, Robert R , Magne, Frank C and Skau, Fvald L V inyl chloride

plastic compositions and certain plastici/ers therefore 3,7K/,4.s/.

CI 260-404 000
Modine Manufacturing Company See—

Huggins, Homer D . 3.786.86(1.

Mohler.Werner St-f— /^ ,. i » i

RuNchig, HOinrich, Schmitt. Karl. Mohler, WeriTer, C«ibel, Axel;

and Lindner, Ernst. 3.787.41 I

Mohr,J«>hn L : See—
Watson. Fred D , and Mohr.John L. 3.787.665.

Moilliet. Johnl.ewis:.S«-«'—
, . ,

Greenshields, James Nairn; Jones, Ida May. M.)illiet. J.>hn I cvms;

and P.H.Ie, V ictor David, 3.787,173

Moiseevich,Cirigor\ Isaevich .S«r—

lesner Pavel Alexandr.>vich. Makarov, Konstantin Ivanovich.

Ivanov Alexandr Kornilovich, Robin, Mark Anisim..vich, Slav-

kin lg..r Sergeevich, Pischulin, Alexandr Petrovich, P»>krass.

leonid Mikh.nlovich, Pochtman, Alexandr Markovich, Shein-

fain Felix Isaakovch, Kondratiev, Fvgeny MikhaiU.vich

M..iscevich, <.rig..ry Isaevich, Osmaga. Ig..r Ivanovich. and

Zhitnik.Cireorgv davrilovich, 3,787,038

Moliti.r, Bernard A . to Nu-Pr.. Corp.uatu.n I .H.k and key light

3,7X7,677, CI 240-2 13(1

Molnar, Michael J, to ABC Bending Enterprises Bending tool

3.786,663. CI 72-220 (MM>

Monsanti>C"ompanv .S«-«'
|

Dobinson, Frank, and Pele/o, Chris A ,3,787,348

Heimsch. Robert A. B.irtosc/evnc/, John S, and SI.Hrombe.

Robert J .3,787,212 , , ,„, I

Mi>ttus Edward H , and Ort, Morris R ,3,787,383 I

Ridgw ay, James S . .ind Pickett, Oscar A . Jr ,
3.787.373

Montecatini I dison S p .A .S<-. -

Pen, C esare August.., F.>ntani, Sp.irtao, and I .ulavas. Franco,

^ 7X7,5(14

Montefibre S p .A .SV< —
Melacmi, Paolo, P.itron, I uigi, Moretti. Alberto, and I edcsco,

Raffaele, 3.787.365

Moore Brian B . P.idegs, Andris. and Smith. Ronald M ,
to Interna

tional Business M.ichines Corp«.ration Signal process,.r instruction

f»>r non-blocking communication between dat.i pri>cessing units

X 787 X41.C1 340-172 5(MI

M»H>rm.m. C harles J , Mever. Martin R . and Reuler, Frederick A
,
to

Mosler Safe C ompanv . I he M.ignetic.illv encoded card re.ider

and/i.rwriter 3. 7X7.661, CI 235 61 lid

M..ran Michael W . to I ..rd C orpor.ition Stabilized tubular compres

sive load carrying lammated bearing 3,7X7, 1(12, CI MlX-26 000

Morehead. Edward A S. \ ,-, c-t.
Finlev Donald I . and MorolV.id. Edward A . 3, 'X6,574

M..rel Jacques, to Rhone V..ulenc S A Process for preparing ^ -oxo

relinene 3.787.448, CI 260-5X6 OOb
|

Moretti, Alberto .S«< -

Melacini, Pa..U>, Patr.Mi. I uigi, Moietti. Alberto, and I edcsco,

R.iflaele, 3,787,365

Morford. Marvin A Mouse trap 3,786.541 , CI 43-66 OOO

M»>rita, Hideo .S««—
, , . »•

Aishima, Itsuho, Sakurai. Hisaya. lakashi. N ukichi. Morit.i.

Hidcii. Hirotsu. Yoshiyuki.and Hamada. Iclsuo. i.787, 323

Morrill, Robert J .SV. -
.

.. u . u i

Diersing. Ravmond A . Morrill. Robert J , and Stanb.ick. HarriN I

3 787 713'

Morrow. Robert S . Penn. I loyd D . and Marcum, Arthur D ,
to IRD

Mechanalysis, Inc Direct re.iding phase meter 3,787.765. CI 324-

83O0a
I

Mtirton. Ralph B SV«'—
|

Frye James A , and Morton, Ralph B .3,787.161.

Mort.>n. Robert D . and Ciri>hoski, Edward G , to Hartford Special

Machinerv Company, The Pointer f.n multiple size work blanks

3,786,527, CI 10-164 0(10

Morton-Norwich Pri>ducls. Inc Set—
Johnsim. Roland N . and Anderson. Jon A ,

3,787,56'*

Mosler Safe Companv. The SV« —
Mo.>rman. Charles J . Meyer, Martin R , and Reuler, Frederick A ,

3,7X7,661
I

Moslv, Wilbur C,Jr See- ......
bahlen. Burton L . Moslv, Wilbur C , Jr , Smith, Paul K .

and Al

benesius, Edward I. , 3.787.321

Mossman. Donald P , Inc .V«"«

—

Maher, Robert I , 3,787.653

Molooka, Molo/o Carburalion system 3,787,037. CI 261-1.30(8)0

Motortila. Inc .S'«-f—
I von, Charles F.Jr, 3.787,058

Mottus Edw.ird H, and On. Morns R. Ui M..nsanlo Company

Polymerizatu>n of olefinic comp«.unds and catalysts therefor.

3 787 3X3. d 260-42 XOr

Mowatt I arssen, Erling, to General American rransp..rtation Cor
'

poration Manway cover for lank cars 3.786.455. CI 220-55 OOe

Movher.WilliamCi .S«r—
'

Eckstein. George R , and M«>yher, William G.. 3,786.7S.S.

Mrowczynski. AK.izy .SV.--
, -,„a ^au

Kosrow Robert I. . and Mrowczynski, Aloizy, 3,786.76K

Muehldorf Fugen Igor, to International Business Machines C orpora-

tion restpat'erngenerator 3,787.664. CI 235-1.S2.M.O.

Mueller Charles P , and Ecer,Gunes M , to C ycU.psC orporatum High

temperaturechromium-nickelalloy 3,787.202.0 75-1 340(lf

Mueller, Helmut SV.-- ,,„,,,,
I inhart, Helmut, and Mueller, Helmut, 3,787.355

Muffat, Donald I. . Clark, John B . and l.ovell. l.yle M to Standard Oil

Cmpanv Apparatus for mixing fluids in a vessel between beds of

Mdids 3,7X7, 184. CI 23-288 (K)r

Muirhead, Inc iV."— , „„.. I

Shaler, David, and Long, John H ,3.7X7,884
o m . r .r

Mukai, Hisakazu. to Nippon r'^'«-Ph*>"«=^^"J »>, '•P^;'"^ ^"^''^ *^"'-

poration High speed/logic circuit. 3.787.737. C I. 307-2 1 5 (KM).

Mukhorlova. Tamara Ivam.vna: .S.-.-—
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Gorbunov. Boris Nikolaevich, Lukashov, Anatoly Ivanovich;

Mukhorlova, Tamara Ivanovna; and Khardin, Alexandr

Pavlovich, 3.787,5 15
^, ^ ^

Muller Hans, to Grapha Maschinenfabrik Hans Mullcr AG Stitching

machine for a stack of sheets 3.786.474. CI 227-44000

Mumford.RayH iV.--
. .- r , d u

Neeb, Robert P . Patrick. Henry W . and Mumford. Ray H .

3,786.736. , . n u
Mumper Richard G . to Milwaukee Tool & Machine Co., Inc. Punch

for conugated board 3,786,708, CI 83-332.()()0

Muncheryan, Hrand M Laser eraser for a typewriter. 3.786.407. CI.

Muncv^^aIyO Guitar fret board 3,787.6()O.CI.84.314.()0()_

Mural' Masayuki. to Pioneer Electronic C orporation Hall element

magnetic head having integral means for detecting the arnyunt of

head material ground away during a machine operation. 3.787.638.

CI 174-100 2ch
, V. u .

Muramatsu, Tateo, Aramaki. Kuninori; and
'^""t'-,^!?!'-, ^?..i"

Bridgestone Tire Company limited Oil fence 3,786.637. CI 61-

Murdoch, Henry W , to Reed Tool Company Dnll bil 3.786.874. CI

17S-374(100

Murphy. Patrick J . II Sensor system for automatic tooling 3.786.476.

CI 226.4XOO().

Murphv. limothv C, to Arvin Industries, Inc Electric shears.

1 7X7,742, CI -310-50000

Murphv William D , Williams, (ieorge Ni.rman, Wilson. Robert F ,

and /muda, Edward I . to (iTE Sylvania Incorporated. Signal trans-

ducer incorporating a multi-channel ph..tomulliplier tube

3 7X7,610. CI 17X-5 40e

Murphv William D , and Zmuda, Edward I . to GTE Sylvania lnci>r-

poraud living spot scanner svstcm high voltage and hi>nzontal

denection circuitry 3,7X7,750. CI 3 1 5-270td

Murrav, John S . Jr SV.-
, . c

I aundrv. lerrence M . I ulhei, Richard L , and Murray. John S ,

Jr , 3^7X7,X4X

Muterspaugh, Max Ward SV<
-, -jumx

Janson. Eugene Ernst, and Mulerspauph, M.ix Ward. 3.7X7./ /3.

Nabara, Akira .S«•<

Sato.Masanllch.and Nahara, Akira.3,787,s73

Nacci, George R , and loole, Richard C , U. Du Pont de N'-;'";'."^;•^

l.andCompany Dry magnetic copying pr.>ce.s 3.,>>7.X7 C I 34h-

74 Omt
Nadclson, Jeffrev See- ,.,0-. ...c

Houlihan. W illiam J , and Nadelson. Jeffrey. 3.787,44^

Nadir Mark 1 See—
Abramson.Carl Newton, and Nadir, Mark F ,3,787.6_, .

Nagatomi, Rikio .Sc«'-

Nakamura, Yoshiro, and Nagatomi, Rikui, 3,787.376

Nailos, William F.S.r-- •
-, tu-. «<.«

M.icDowelLWarrenL and Nailos, William F ,3,787.865

Naito. Hirovuki .S'.'.'— .», .

Sugahara. Yu)iro. I sui. Kouichi. Naito. Hiroyuki, and Matuzawa,

Svo|i, 3,7X7,330 ^ , « Du
Naka Kanji. Sugivama. Masayasu. and NishiK.n, Saiko, to Ono Pt^.ir-

maceutical Companv, I td lO-Carbamoyl-phem.thiazine-3-sultona-

mule 3. 7X7,413. CI 260-243O0a

Nakahara, Rvo|i SVi-
-, -,ot int

Havashida, Hidenon, and Nakahara, Ryoji. 3,7X7,246

Nakamur.i, lakaharu .V<c

Hamam., S.ichivuki, Nakamura. I akaharu. Kuriyama. Shizuo. and

>am.inaka,Mot.>suke. 3.7X7.440
,. , ,

Nakamura. Yosh.ro, and N.igatomi. K.kio. to Nippon
^f^^J^^'-^''^

Pr..cess for vulcanizing polvcpihaU.hvdrin rubbers. 3,7K/,3/6, (.1.

260-74 000
. . ^ r^ I.

\ak.ishio Seizo; Takemura. I oshio; Mauyama, lakashi; Ota, Kunio;

and Selo, fetsuki, to Sumilom.. ^h"--"''--''- >
'"^''^^J P[''"^^

'';;

production of polypheny lenc oxide compounds 3,7X7,361. CI -W>-

47 (let

Nakava.Naohisa .SV.'- ,1. 1 isiiiau
Ichida Kozo,Nakava,Naohisa, and Suzuki. Koji, 3,7X7, /4V

Nakavama Kivoshi, Hagino. Hiroshi, and Yi.shida, Hajime to Kyowa

Hakk.) Kogvo Co . I td Process for the production .>l l.-tyrosine

3.7X7,2X7, CI 145-24000.

Nalbach John C , and Warner. Graeme W , to Nalbach. J..hn K .
hn-

tfineering Companv Apparatus for securing and sealing a closure

cap to a receptacle: 3,7X6,6 I 6, CI. 53-8X000

Nalbach, John R , Engineering Ci>mpany; .Se-.--

Nalbach, John C , and W arner. (iraeme W ., 3,786,616.

Naico Chemical Company :.S.r—
,-,«-, <ia

Stanford, James R; and Vogelsang. Paul G. Jr.. 3.787,!. .14.

Namac Research Lab<.ratories, Inc .SV<-

MacDowell, W arren L , .ind Nailos, W illiam F., 3.787.865

Namenvi, Islvan; i'.'.'—
, „

Erdmann, Dietrich, Namenyi. Istvan, Hampel, Bruno; and Her-

bert, Werner, 3,7x7,320

Nara Mishin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha SVc—
Matsumoto,MHNUO, 3,7X6,771 ,«,d i ^.

Nardo, Ihomas P , and Pecraro, Ralph R , to I niv^rsal Oil Products

Companv. Vent valve assembly 3, 7X6,824, CI 137-2(12000.

Narean, Hale F S..lar evaporation controlled irrigation system

3,7X6,X32.C1 137-403.000

Nathan, Rosental: .SV.—
, ^u^ /.no

Menachem, Surkes, Kis, Ivan, and Nathan, Rosental. 3.787.644

Nathan Walter, to TRC Industries. Inc Base for an upright for forming

astandorthelike3.7870 18. CI. 248-165.000.

National Cash Register Company, The: 5fC—
,^ ^ c

Bussman. Dale R ; Bell, Frederick K.; and Filsinger. David E..

3.786.473.

Emrick. Donald D. 3.787.327.

Hoover. Troy Eugene. 3.787.325.

Hoover. Troy Eugene, 3,787,412.

Koepp, Ronald L., and Dudkowski. Stanley J.. 3.787.233.

National Research Institute for Metals. Director of: See—

Kametani. Hiroshi. 3,787.293.

Nayar. Harbhajan S : See—
Einlay. Walter L.; Nayar. Harbhajan S.; and Hay. Donald A..

3.787. 2(M).

Naylor. Hugh E, III: AVf—
Fillmore. Gary L.; Naylor. Hugh E . Ill; and West, Donald L..

7 7x7 882

Nearman. Richard E Bi-directional fork apparatus. 3.786.952. CI.

214.711000. ^ , -r-

Necrevergne. Georges, to Purdue Frederick Company, I he.

Pyrazolone derivatives. 3,787,384. CI. 260-2 lO.OOr^

Nedelec. Lucien; Guillaume, Jacques; and AUf^.
A"'*/^- ^

'*""'''*'-

LCLAE TWenobenzazephines. 3,787.445. CI. 260-332.30p.

Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Tt>cgepast: See—

Collet. Peter Jacobus. 3.786,647.

Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Tolgcpast Natuurwetenschappelijk On-

derjoek ten Behoeve van Nijverheid. Handel en Verkeer: See-

Collet,Peler Jacobus. 3,786,646.
, . „ ,, n ,

Neeb. Robert P ; Patrick. Henry W.; and Mumford Ray^H^, to Diazit

Company, Inc Diazotype developing apparatus 3,786,736, CI. v.s-

89 ()()r

Neefe. Charles W Contact lens-for olar drug delivery 3.786.812. CI.

128-260.000.

Neer Clifford H to Burt Machine Company, Incorporated, mesne.

Lahellingmachine. 3,787,267, CI. 156-363.000.
^

Neff Joseph J., to Bell & Howell Company Tension transducer.

3,787.640. CI. 2.50-23 l.OOr.
.. ,, u

Negishi. Eizaburo. to Kabushiki Kaisha Neg.shi Kog>" Kenkyusho.

Yarn spinning method and apparatus therefor. 3.786.622. CI. 3 /-

S8 890
Neeishi Satoshi. to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co . Ltd Light controlla-

ble charge transfer device. 3.787,823. CI. 340-1 73.()ls.

Neil Radhaknshna Murty; Sawa. Kenneth B.; and Bing. Colin C to

Beckman Instruments. Inc. Specific ion electrode and method of

making said electrode. 3.787..309.CT 204-145O0m

Neill. Scott E , Jr .SV.-—

Ferguson. W illie Douglas, 3,786.544.

Nelboeck-Hochstetter, Michael: See-
, l, u . ..

Bergmever, Hans Llrich, Haid, Enc; Nelboeck-HiKhstettcr,

Michael, and Weimann. Gunther. 3,787.342

Nelson. Bertel Swan .SVe— , -n,-i ia^
Keves Richard Martin; and Nels«in.Bertel Swan, 3,787. 145.

Nelson Gunner E , to Ethvl Corporation Preparation of aromatic

hvdrocarbons 3,787,5 12, CI. 260-668O()c.

Nelson, Paul E., and Peterson, Russell H., to H'\"^y*'^'' "'^-7''.,"';"

Systems. Inc Automatic diagnostic system. 3.787,6/0, ti. .->:.-

r5 3.0ac. „ o ^r^

Nelson. Stanley Oscar, to lockheed Missiles^ & Space Company.

Torque compensated walking beam 3.7X6,888, CI. 18(1-24 1 10.

Neri. Carlo, and Perrott. Emil.o. to Snam Pf"««-""1 ^P^^, P^';!:7'*';^"T

the preparation of trivalcnt cobalt complexes. 3.787.464, C 1
-6ti-

434O0r. I

Newell Industries Inc.: Set—
Falk, Mervin L , and Olah, Louis, 3,787.616

Newman, Sevmour: See—
Dickie Rav A; and Newman. Seym<.ur. 3.787.s__

Newton AlwinB.. to Borg-W arner Corp<.ration. Air conditioning c.n-

trol system. 3.786,650, CI. 62-204.000.

Nickols. Richard C.,Jr: .SV.-— ,-,»-, it a
Schulmeister, Lee F ; and Nickols, Richard C, Jr., 3,787,.44.

Kennedy Carl D ; Butler. Claude D ; Krehbiel. Delmar D
;
and

Nicks'.GeneE, 3,787,441.

Nicolet Instruments, Inc : .SVe—
. . ^ .- , ^o-, ^^^

Schumann,RobertW and Smith, Arthur F, 3,787.666

Niebylski Leonard M , to Ethyl Corporation Anodizing aluminum

foams. 3,787,248, CI. 204-58.000.

Niederprum, Hans: .See—

Lucking. Hans Joachim, Noll, Walter, Buchner, Werner:

Eriederich, Klaus; and Niederprum, Hans. 3.787.467.

Nielsen. Ole Bent Tvaermose:iee- -.-tbtjii
Feit Peter Werner; and Nielsen. Ole Bent Tvaermose. 3,787,421

.

Nielsen Torben Elof, to American Danish Oticon A/S Bearing aid

device 3 787.643. CI. 1 74-l()7.0()e.

NiilekseUEinollmari. Trolling lure. 3,786.587. CI 43-35.(8)0.

Nimvlowvcz.Osyp: -See— ..... r~,

Cicc'one. Thomas O.; Hare. George F ; and Nimylowycz. Osyp,

3,786,761
. ^ ,

Meranshian, George; Sutter, Raymond C : Nimylowycz, Osyp, and

WhitcWilmer, 3,787,010.

Nippon Electric Company, Limited: .See-

Ochiai Kazuo; and Araseki. Takashi. 3.787.645,

Sato, Yoichi, 3.787.762.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: .See—

Okudaira. Mitsuo. 3.787.602,
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Nipp«>n Miniature Bearing Co Ltd.: Sre—

Sato. Shigeru. 3.786.543

Nippon Piston Ring Kabushiki Kaisha: S^^—
Owada. Akihito. 3,786.830

Nippon Shokubai Kogyo Co .Ltd S^r— . t i. u
Ichihara. Shoichi; Hara. Hauruichi. and Ohara. Tskashi.

3.787.333.

NippoiVvStecl Corporation; See—
Matsukura. Kameo; Kawano. Tu>oshi. and Kikuma. Toshio.

3;787.:oi

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Pubhc Corporation See—

Shimada. Sadakuni. H^ishinooto. Kunio. Kondoh. Ken. and

Koyama.Masaki. 3.787.787

Nippon Telephone and Telephone Public Corp«iratK>n: See—

Mukai. Hisaka/u. 3.787.737

Nippon Zeon Co . Ltd : See—
Nakamura. Yoshiro. and Nagatomi. Rikio. 3,787.376

NippondensoCo . Ltd. See—
Soda. Toshi. and Fujisa>ka. Hide>a. 3.786.788

Nisbet. John L . and Woodall. Hubert C . Jr , to Carolina Narrow

Fabric Company Glass fabric suitable for casts, bandages, and the

like 3.787.272. CI I6I-8<J000

Nishi Naoichi. to Brewer Sewing Supplies Company Overcasting fiH>l

attachment for sewing machines 3.786.770. CI I 12-235 (KK)

Nishibtiri. Saiko: See—
Naka. Kanji. Sugiyama. Masayasu; and NishiK>ri. Saiko.

3.787.413

Nishikawa. Shigeru. Akami. Hiioshi. and Shibuya. .Atsu*'. to Director-

General of Agency of Industrial Science and Techn.ilogy Method of

automatically making pattern cards for jacquard Knims 3.786.V87.

CI 234-2 1)00

Nishikawa. Fomio. to Concast .AG Method for controlling a continu

ous casting installation in the event of molten metal breakout

3.786.856. CI 164-4000 . '

Nishinomiya. R\u/o Leno. Mi\a/aki. fetsuv^. Inamine. Shiceo. and

Kishi.Saburo'Stable lactone dilution 3.787.585. CI 426-212 IK)0

Nishioka, Akinori. Kawatani. Shigco. and Ichikawa. Mitsuo. to Japan

Synthetic Rubber Company. Limited Process for producing

poly phenylene oxides. 3.787.358. CI 260-47 Oct

Nissen. Warren L: See—
Dorion. Francis W , Jr . Nissen. Warren I . and P».mfrel. Hdward

E . 3,786,563

Nitla. Kuyata. Sugiyama. Hironari. 1 akita. Kiyoshi. and Itoh. Hideo, to

Kumiai Chemical Industry Company. Ltd. Method for controlling

>ea organisms 3.787.2 I 7, CI 106-I5tlaf.

Nitto Flectric Industrial Co . I td .SV*-—

Ijichi. Ichiro. Malda. Sajiro. Kubo. Satoru. and Tomomoto.

Takamori. 3.787.302

Noguchi. Takashi Apparatus for making a flexible closure 3.787.269.

CI 156-4«8O()0
Nohc. Hem/. .SVr—

Beck-. Fritz. Haufc. Ju'ergei;. and Nohe. Hem/. 3.787.2»<»*

Noll. Walter See—
Lucking^ Hans JoiKhim. Noll. W.iltcr. Buchner. Werner.

Fricderich. Klaus, .ind Niederprum. Hans. 3.787.467

Noret. Hubert .SV»- —
Jodet. Alain, Noret, Hubert, and Demichelis, Jacques, 3,786,874

Norishimj, Norihisa .SV«'—
Ay a, Hasahiro, Saiio, Junichi, Fuka/awa, Nobuo, Tamura, l.itsuo,

Kurihara. Ku/uo, and Norishimu. Norihisj,
^-"^^"J-}**^

Noroprcss GmbH Iresscn und PrcNNWcrk/cugc & Co K(i See—

Dischler, Helmut, .3,786,743
^

Norris, Kermit A . to Lockheed Flccironics Ct>mpan>. Inc
,
mesne

Spill-phase adaptive decoding electronics 3,787,826, CI 340-

174 lOh
Norlhern Flectric Comp.inv I imited See—

Battnck. Peter Edward, V787,63V

Davis, DanBr\an,3,786,«J8l

Male. Charles Colin, and Wallis, John Melvin. 3,787,632

Northrop Ci>rporation .SVf—
_

.

Linder Jacques Francois, 3.786,542

Wheldon, WilbertG , 3,787,l)l»y

Norton Company See—
Okrepkie, John, and Swialek, Henry J ,

3,787,273

Noskin H»»ri>ld P , to Customcraft Nails, Inc Method and kit for form-

ing an artificial nail 3,786,82 1 ,CI I 32-88 500

Nothiger.Otto 5«'«'—

Eigenmann, Gottfried, Kaiser. Leo F , and Nothiger, Otto,

• 3,787.182

Nouel. Jean-Paul, and Renault. Henry Fmile hdouard. to IS Philips

Corporation Meth«)d of producing a diagnostic preparation on the

basis of an iron complex labelled with ^^ mTc 3.787.565. CI 424-

"Noyak. Tha^deus J . and Po/iomek. Fdwaxd J . to L nited States .>t

America. Army Method and composuion lor detecting amine com-

pounds .3.787.1 84. CI 23-230O0r

Novelty Tool Company. Inc . mesne i"«;c—
Albrccht. Clifford C . and Brown. Howard G. 3.786.841.

Nowack. Gerhard P iV*-- ,• ^ ^ id
Johnson. Marvin M . Tabler. Donald C and Nowack. Gerhard P .

3.787.51 1

Nowicki. Harry J .SV*"—

Curnow. John W . and Nowicki. Harry J . 3.7«7.»»27.

and

.ind

Nowicki. Thomas. Shipp, John I , Nines, Robin H and Broadbent.

Thomas D. to AGA Corp.uation Compensation means for

polari/ed light electro-optical modulator 3,787.1 1 8. CI 356-5000

Nowfotny. Kurt A , to Crown Zellerbach C«irp«»ration Nonwoven sheet

structures from modified pi>lyolerin fibers 3,787.256. CI 156-

62 200
Nu-ProCorp»iration: .S*-*"

—

Moht.u. Bernard A . 3.787.677

Numertap. Inc See—
Sterner. Rudolpf. 3.787.136.

|

Nupr«»Ct>mpany See—
Shufflebarger, Farl D , Gallagher. Bernard J ,

Simko, David M .

and Boy Ian. John R . 3.787.023

N V Hollands*.' Signaalapparaten Sre— I

Busink.Hendnk. 3.787.8 1«* 1

Oates. Alfred E .SV«"—

Cubb.>n. Ri»bert C P . Braid. J.^hn E . Oates. Alfred F and

Prest«m. Ronald. 3.787.503

Oberkirch. Wolfgang. Gunther. Peter, and Pampus. Gonfried. to Far-

bcnfabriken Bayer AkiiengeselNchaft Pri>ccss f.u the polymerisa-

iion with ring opening of cyclopentene 3. 787. 381. CI 260-87 50c

Oberster. Arthur F .SV«-—
Halas.1. Adel F . and Oberster. Arthur E . 3.787.377

Obolentsev. Elena Roman«>vnj .S««— J
Vorobeva, Antonina Ivanovna, Gonna, Vera Mikhjilovna.

OKilcnlscv, Roman Dmilrievich. 3.787.502

Ob*>lentsev, Roman Dmitrievich See—

Vorobeva. Anlonma Ivanmna. Ciorina. Vera MikhaiU>vna.

OKilentsev. Roman Dmilrievich. 3.787.502

Obregon. Alejandro I nderground automatic parking syslem lor vehi

cles 3.786.*i30.CI 214-16 Icb

OBrien Richard C . l»> O K Partnership, mesne D.icumenl relriev.il

apparatus and melhiHl 3.786.»J16. CI 20480 500

Occidental Petroleum Corporation .SV«'

-

Stewart. Robert D . 3.787.557

Ochiai. Ka/uo. and Araseki. lakashi. to Nipp.in Electric Company.

Limited Echo canceller having lw«> ech.) path models 3.787.64^,

CI |7q-|7<> 2lK)

O'Cimnor, Edward Single-channel n»>ise suppresMir 3,787,771. tl

325-65 iKHl

O'Connor. Robert J , to Eastman Kodak Company Coating roller

3,786,547, CI 24- 1 30 (MM)

O rJonncll, rh.>mas P D«H.r and window check 3.786,533, CI 16-

82 OOO
Officina Fecnomeccanica Fsecu/ioni e Monlaggi S p A . (O I I M I

.SV.-
Reda.<ilauco.3.786.40q

0"Hall«>ran. Michael .V«'€'—
Arm^ld. John Spencer. Beck. George Morland, Boom, Roger John.

Cosseral, David C ockburn, Hodges. Kenneth J.inie» Hamer.

Sandeman, fheodor Duncan, Williams, Roger Mi>rley, and O

-

HalUuan, Michael, ^7X7,818

Ohara, Iskashi Set —
Ichihara, Shoichi. Hara, Hauruichi, and Ohara. Iskashi.

3.787.333
I

Ohdan. Kyoji .SVf—
Y amada. Keisho. Lmemura. Sumio, Ohdan. Kvo|i. Hidaka. Mikio.

Bando. Yasuo. Eukuda. K.i/uo. and Sawa/i. Masao. 3.787.3 34

Ohm Nucle.ir. Inc .V«-f—

Slout. Karl J .3.787.827 ,

O K Partnership, mesne .SVc-

OBrien. Richard C. 3.786.416 '

Oka. Isa«> .SVt-—
Shima. Takeo. I rasaki. Fakanori, and Oka, Nat), 3,787,370

Okabe Kalsuhik»>, to Kabushiki Kai»ha t opal Printing ribbon feeding

mech.inismmaprmtcr 3,786.«MI6. CI l47.|hMHIO

Okachi. Rvo .SV.—

Miyamura. Yiishin«»bu. Kalo. Eumio. and Okachi. Rvo. 3.787..88

Okada. Y asuo .SV«'—
K«>matsu. Yasuhiko. and Okada. Yasuo.Kaneko. Yasuhisa

3.786.745

Okada. Y'oshiyuki.SVf—
Hagimolo. Hiroshi. Aral. Tt>rhiharu. Yi>shikawa. Harut«>shi.

W alanabe. Milsuo. and Okada. YUshivuki. 3.787.I4H

Okamoto. Y'oichiro See—
Kuros.iki. Shigehiko. and Okamoto. Yoichiro. 3.787.244

Oka/aki. Takeo. 1/2 to Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Company.

Lid and Japan Ships Machinery Development AsMvci.ition Meth«Hl

and apparatus for taking out piston in trunk piston engine

3.786.746. CI 123- 145 (Kir

Okrepkie John, and Swialek. Henry J . to Norton Company Low

stretch sectional abrasive belts 3.787.273. CI 161-87 (MM)

Okudaira. Mitsu«». to Nippon Gakki Sei/o Kabushiki Kaisha Electronic

musical instrument with surrounding light sensitive musical effect

control 3.787.602. CI 84-1 240. i

Olah. Louis .SVf—
'

Falk MervinL . and Olah. Louis. 3.787.616

Olde. Jarl Rune S^atering valve 3.786.785. CI I 14-75 (KK).

Olin Corporation See—
BrtH-k. Andrew J . and Pryor. Michael J . 3.787.244

Kaurman. Charles W. 3.787.417

Ready. William C . Puig. John E . and Van Leuwen. Bruce G..

3.787.278
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Set/er. William C . Cheskis. Harvey P ; and Winter. Joseph.

Oliver. Earl J 'shopping cart or the like. 3.787.063.CI 280-33.44r

Olivetti.lng.C .&C .Sp A SVf-

(iechele. Waller, and Piazza. Bruno. 3.787.87."S

Olland Frederik Walraven. to Olland Industnc-en Handelmaatschop-

nii n" V Apparatus for supplying either hot or warm water m a vend-

ing machine 3.787.654. CI 214-314 000

Olland Industrie-en Handelmaatschoppij N A .SVf—

Olland, Frederik Walraven, 3,787,6Sc,
, .„^ ^,.,, ,., ,.^

Olscn, Paul J Laterally stabilized stepladder 3,786,4(M), CI 182-

Ollon Mavnard H , to Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company

I sc of soluble fluoroaUphatic oligomers in resin composite articles

3.787, 351, CI 260-40 OOr

Ono Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd SVf-
^, . . c :. .

Naka, Kanji, Sugiyama. Masay.isu. and Nishibori. Saiko.

Oomen' j'.ms"*jl,n Cornells and Wollers, Donald R''!;;-L'-,'i' ^'^./^'''':^

Corp..ration Monogram layer membrane 3.787. .7/. CI ini-

87 000
Ordeco. Inc .SVf

—

Brown. Boyd E , and Brown, Eric A ,3,786,611

Ordwav .
Fred SVf

. . , -,

Smith. Ri>hert W . Ordwav , I red, I avU.r. C h,irles A , and /immer-

man, Wilham.lll, V'86.777

Orient Watch Co , ltd Sff
. c .

lakagi. looru, Shinovama. Isiinevoshi and Satoh. Setsuo.

1 78«..627

Orr Bobby J to Allis-Chalmers Corporation I rack idler mount anU

recoil .uiiuster 3.7K7.047. CI V)S.10(M»0

Orr Bobbv J to AllisChalmers Corporation I rack Imk with eccen

tr'icsealcounterbore V787.048,CI 3051 101H»

Orr. Howards Scf
. „ ,, r- w

J..nes. Donald A . Orr. Howard S . and Oually. Francis K .

3.786.664

On Morns R Sff

Mottus. Edward H . and Ort, Morris R .3.787,383

OsakevhitoA AhKtrom Sff-

l)4.rfel. Gerhard Walter, 3, 786,705

Osm.iga, l(;or Ivanovich S. f
, .u

lesncr Pavel -Mevandrovich, Makarov, Konstantm K.mov ch,

Ivanov Mevandr KorniloMch, Robin, Mark Anisimovic-h Slav-

k.n Igor Seri;eevich. Pischulin, Alexandr Petrovich, Pokr.iss,

le.'.nid Mikhailovich. Pochtman, Alexandr Markovich, Shein-

f.in Felix Is.iakovch, Kondratiev, Fvgenv Mikhailovich

Moiseevich, Cirigorv Is.ievich, Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich, .md

/.hitnik,Greorgv (..ivrilovich, 3,787,038
. , k, ,i

Oster I elix to Fabriques de Produils C himiques de I henn et de Mul-

h..use Process for the preparation of titanium concentrates Irom

ironcontam.ng.i.anium'ores 3,7K7.n4. (1 42 VMOOOO
Oslrop. Herthold S< < ,» i i {\

Hausehopn. Alois, I angem, Werne 1 ippe. Breuer, Oswald, Os-

trop, Herthold, and Steinkuhl, Bernd, 3,787,040.

Ol.i.Kunio Sff—
1 1 u fy. . t..

Nak.ishio. Seizo. I akemura. loshio. M.iuyama. I ak.ishi. Ota. Ku-

nio. and Seto. lelsuki. 3.787.361
,^ u . 1

Otterstedt. Jan-Fnk Anders, and Pater. Richard to Du Pont de

\Jnm.rs I I and Company L A -ibsorbing urth..-hvdroxvphenyl

substituted h.pvndines t.7S7.428.CI 260-24600d

Owada. Ak.h.to' to Nippon Piston Ring Kabushiki Kaish.i 0;« ^ ""^^

valve lor a compressed air container 3,78.,,H M., C 1 1
3/-04O00

Owatonna I oi>l Company Sff
, tw,, ., .^

Anderson, Richard I . and Andrist. W illard I ,
'786,643_

McClocklin. Samuel B . and Koslelcckv . C larence I, .3,787,14 /

0«en, Kenneth I luid.c detector .or thc-^ defection o. radiant energy

and for the analysis.. I g.is miMures 3./87,644, C 1
..S0-.<.*« owo

Owens-C orningFiberglas Corporation Siff-

Marz.>cchi, Alfred, and M.irtineau, J.'hn C ,
.^78 /,.<s_.

Owens-Corning Fibergl.4ssCorp.>ration .Sff—

Lffner, William E. 3.787.224.

Owens-lllnniis.lnc .SV« itu-t-.iu
Diet/. Raymond Louis, and McF.idden, AlUm L . 3,787,. 18

Schermerhorn.Jerrv D ,3,787,106

Ow Metal Finishing Corp.>ration Sff-
y, v, .,

Zuntini, Franco, Aliprandmi, Ciiuseppe. Gloria, Jean-Michcl,

Mever, Andre, and Losi, Salvati>re, 3,787,463.

Ozauba-l.vndis.Serge Yvan Sff-
, ii ..,

Denis, Jean Francois, Ozauba-Lvndis, Serge V v;in: Fremont, Mau-

rice Henri Louis, Kraiewski, Edward, and Marcel. Jean-Pierre

Juhen. 3.787.657

Pachvnski.Alvinl Sff-
, », i i tva t»j

Long. Martin H . Jr . .ind Pachynski. Alvin L .
3,786.734

Pacific lechnica Corporation SVf

—

Feldmann. Fritz K . 3.786.760

Packard, Douglas R Sff-
i nvn -!f.\

Grossman. Leonard N . a.ul Packard. Dougl.is R .
3.7S7.761

Padecs. Andris .SVf—
, ,. ^ n i i xi

Moore. Brian B; Padegs. Andris; and Smith. Ron.ild M .

3 787 84

1

Pages, Roland, to Schlumberger Instruments et Syslemes > "»'<;• •i>;";"^

for the processing of data delivered by nuclear detectors. 3,787.8 14.

CI 340-172 500.

Paillard S A .Sff

—

Costa. Georges. 3'.786.905.

Paille. Jean: .Sff—
. „ .„ , t iu-i n-ia

Carre Rene. Deauviala, Jean-Pierre: and Paille, Jean. 3.787. / /8.

Palma James R Method and apparatus for aiding severed nerves to

lom. 3.786.8I7.CI. l28-334.0()r.

P.ilmason. Einar H . to Parkson Industrial Equipment Company.

Method of ccx>kmg comestibles 3.787.594.CI. 426-438 000

Palmer. Gary Ross: .Sff—
, nu^n-ia

Palmer Steven Wayne, and Palmer, Gary Ross, 3,786, / /8

Palmer Steven Wavne: and Palmer, Gary Ross Signal device for water

skiing 3,786,778, CI 1 16-132.0(K).

Palmer, Warren G .SV<

—

Brink. F.dwin H ; and Palmer. W arren G . 3.787.3 16.

Pampus. Gottfried: .Sff— o
. „ /-..<•• i

Oberkirch. Wolfgang: Gunther. Peter: and Pampus. Gottfried.

3.787.381.

Pan N«>ya. Inc.. mesne: .SVf—

Younc Robert B 3.786.460

Pini! Michael to American Cvanamid Company 6-Alkyl-3-methyl

'quiiuildmicicids 3.787.418.CI.26()-287.00r. -

Pannier Karl A . Jr : Reynolds. Gordon S : and Sorcnson James l. to

I evovs Inc Placement apparatus for positioning an elongated clc-

ment'mahody lument 3.786.810. CI 128-214 4(K)_

P lolini Alfred P , and Fife, Warren E , to Gallon, Jeffrey, Inc Cutting

chain 3,787,041, CI 244-84 (KM)

Pappo Raphael .SVf

—

C.llins.PaulW and Pappo. Raphael. 3.787444

P.rk Ji.seph D . and Choi. Sam Kwon. to Minnesota Mining and

Manuf.icturing Company Organo-metallic derivatives ot perfluoro-

cvcKKilkencs. 3.787.461 .CI. 260-424.(M)r

Parker. Ben H.Jr .Sff

—

Deringer.DewittC .3.786.414

Parkinson James R Non-contacting shaft RPM and direction ol rota-

tion mcisurement system 3.787.764. CI. 324-174.(MM)

Parkman. William I: SVf— , -70-7 a7o
Birkin. Michael S . and Parkman. W illiam L. 3.787.674

Parkson Industrial Equipment Company: Sft

Palmason. Einar H .3.787.544

Parrish. Robert Guv. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I and C ompan .

Process f.u the preparation of low density microcellular foam sheets

exhibiong high iork-.o-tear values 3.7S7.543.C1 264^53.<«)0

Pars. Harry George, and Razdan. Raj Kumar, to Sh.irps A;sock| es^D -

alkvlammo esters of ben/opvranopyndines 3.787.4.4. Cl. -mi-

245O0t
Parsons. J Hilton. Jr.Sff-

1 ,u„
Scott. Anhur Leslie. Parsons. J Hilton. Jr : and Hammond. John

S. 3. 787. 268.
.

,. .. ,

P issur I a Roy B to CSM Corporation. Mechanism lor leeding

w..sher-carrvinglasteners 3.786.480. CI 227-1 20O(K)

P.issler. Helmar SVf
1 -tv'! ih\

Heger. Adolf. Passler. Helmar. and Palitz. Ellen. ^78^.61

P.issler. Helmar, Heger, Adolf, .md Fri.nius, Sabine, to \ LB Uxt 1-

komhinat Cotlhus. Process lor making compound textile materials

3,787,260, CI 156-K4O00

Pasturc/ak, Stanley: .Sff-
,

\ ogela.ir. Bernard Francis. Doering. James Peter: and P.isturczak.

Stanley. 3.786.841.

PateL.ArvindS .Sf«

—

-.-.u-,,,.,
Story, Roberts: and Palel.ArvindS. 3.787.014.

Patel.lshwarlalP .SV<

—

,., .c-,

C rum, Robert L , and Patel. Ishw.irlal P.. 3.786.453

Pater. Richard .Sf<

—

„ u 1
\ -jsii A^a

Otterstedt. Jan-Erik Anders: and Pater. Richard. 3.7S7.4.8

Patitz. Ellen .Sf(

—

. i-7v7-)*,i
Heger. Adolf. Passler. Helmar. and Patitz. Ellen. 3.787..6

1

P.itrick. Henrv W Sff—
, 1 o ,, u

Neeb. Robert P: Patrick. Henrv W : and Mumlord, Rav H,

3,786.736.

''"'''^Melacini. Paolo. Patr..n. Luigi: Moretti. Alberto: and ledesco.

Raff..eie. 3.787.365
r^ c u .-,

P itterson James A., to Sondell Research & Development Co Spheri-

c.d electronic components. 3.787.7 1 8. CI 3 I 7-2.U.U.r

Patterson-KelK Company. I he .SV«

Kirschner. Robert F. 3.786.644 ,

P.vii Fdg.ir H : and Tvagi. Amulya D . to Pavia-Bvrnc- Engmeenng

'corporation, mesne treatment of wastewaters from the pr.KCssing

offish 3.787.546. CI 426-488000

Pavia-Byrne Engineering Corp.>ration. mesne: ^'•':-

Pavia. Edgar H : and Tyagi. Amuly;bD .
3.787.546

Peacher.TeddyJ Sff-
^ , , , n«7 *.*,«

Currie. Richard W : and Peacher. Teddy J .
3.787.668

Pecoraro. Ralph R: SVf-
o 1 u o 1 7«f, «->u •

Nardo.Thom.isP.andPecoraro.R.ilphR .3,786.8 4

Pcdersen Niels P : and Schultz. Henry L.. Jr . to General Electric C om-

pany Voltage control of an AC drive system during mot.u starting.

3.787.724. CI. 318-410.0(M). ,

,

"''pehzzoni' Nv':ntonT (ireathouse. J..ck E : Pekar. Frank J . Jr . and

Ciibsim. Richard R.. 3.786.742

Pelezo. Chris A.: .Sff—

Dobinson. Frank, and Pelezo. Chris A .3.787 348^

Pehzzoni. Winton J . Greathouse. Jack F : Pekar Frank J .
Jr

.
and Gib-

son Richard R . to Mack Trucks. Inc Variable valve timing system.

3.786.742. CI 123-47 (K)b
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*''""\t'..rro«. R.<hcrl S. Ponn. I U.vil I> . ami M.ircum. Arthur O.

Pcnn».iUtorpi>ralion .S.V-
,^ , * u. » -«- »^tj

I crrcn. Richjril Anlhon> . .inJ Dimmig. Hanicl Ashton. V H -
.

* -w

IViiiu. V^illiaiflC So
, ,,„,,,,

Spcnccr.Rich.mlR ...nillKnin.NKillian. C . ». S .s^

Per. Co.irc Auiiust.'. Fontai... SparLic. ..lul I adavas. » ranc. l.«

Montccat.n. Ka.son Sp A ProvCN> tor proparinj! or^ianK J.pcr.-x

ulos < 7K-' soa.tl ^W-f'I'MHir

P.rlhorB Jack :o'; interest to I cc. Ra>ni..iul. Oriiani/alu.n Iik ,
I he

Lfelx\oh.elc bumper VTS7.i«VCI :w.V)(S IKK.

Peri'xidC hemic (imhH .S«e —

Perr.ne. Vk alter F Silencer lor pa> Jischarping devices .^'^^.»w^. i i

Perro. Robert, to Ae.er.es de Par.s \ dOrtreau Cast steel r...l«av

eross.ng V7N'.hS(». CI :4h '77 tHMt

Perrott, Fm.lio Vi- - ,, _
, ,

NeriC'arlo.and Perrolt. I milio. ^.7>^7.4^4

Peishin.dr.tjorv S.kolaesieh Sif-
Melnikov. N.ki.lai NikolacMch. khaskm. Boris Ahramovich.

Pershin.t.r.gor\ N.kol.ievich .md M.lox.i.iova. Sol... S.k..laev

na.3.7S7.5^7 *

Peters. Tonx I imuuI level control s>stem V7s7.r'V(l Mr lis. .tin

Petersen Fveretl James. Jr S,t -

Rohrh.iugh Don..ld Ccnc. Petersen. I verett James. Jr a.id

Chase Charles Peter. .V7S7. 1 S5

Peterson. John A .Sir
, , , ,,

1 orensen. Cletus I . and Peterson. Ji>hn A . V H .t'44

Peterson. Russell M See-
__

Nelson Paul \ . and Peterson. Russell H .
:«."'«7.^ (t

Petulla. laurence R. and I .k. H..rris H App.ir.ilus tor applvin^

iheripeutic tr.iction in prouressive rnterm.ltent .....rcise ol ni.i(:

n.tude V-S^.K^n.CI i:s--SiM.n

Pet/oldt. karl S< < -
, . ..

kerb. I Inch. \\.echert. Rudolt. Pet/oldt. karl. K.csI.eh. kl-.u"..

..ndkolb.k.irlHe.n/, >.'H'.4s4

Pews. R (larth S, i-

I n^erun. Cars A .
Pe«s. R (...rth and n.eke^son. RKh.inl I

.

Pe//mo.C\irm'.!re Porl.ible eanine to.lel ^7K^.7M..tl 114-MMM.

Pfi/er Inc S.'i--

B.iuer.Stu..rl M .
'.'Sf'.M^

\lel..rl..nd. L.rnes W VH" s7K

Ploudler \\erke \<i S,

.

Seh\v..h Mtred...iul I hret. Rudolf. '."S"..Mi

Phillips John J . and C l.irk. I hom.is -X to «. \ H I eehnoloi-\ Iik

P..r..ehule release V-M-.oll.CI ;44-l5tMMH.

Phill.ps Petroleum ( omp.inx Sn

l..rr..r,R.ilph< .

«.'»*, ^K'

(..Iherl O.x.el ».-S'.rn

.lohnsoM Ma.MU M I .,blei l>o.u.M C , ..nil Nou..a » .eth.n.l I

(.-S'sll

R.ikes. Jan.csl . ..nd C oopei, SN ..vne I •<.'Sf>.''s;

Sherk'. Ired I .
V'S'.4s"

St..pp PaulR .
V'N'.^I '

P..,sek Hlmund J ,
...Id k .rll Robert I to St..iul..rd Oil C ompanx

(.,1 soluble ..l.ph..t.e ..eid mo.l.I.ed h.ch molecular vveicht m..niiKh

. .lens.i.ion products X-s-.4<s<l :m.4..»s,..,

Pi.i,', .!. Hruno S< •

(.echele.\\.ille( ..ndPi..//... Bruno. '."!s'.N^

P.ecolo 1 uiti. C alc..>:m.. Benedetto ..ml (diirjja, Marcello. <" Soc.cta

ll..l.an.. Res.ne S p A Method lor prep..nni: lil.m.um tetr..chJor.de

; '(<- ss^.Cl 42.'-" mill

P.ckard.Cieorge I S.
. ,-v-i«w

Brow n.dav lord \S . ..nd Pi^ k..r,l. < .eoree I .
». S .!>«

P.ckett.Oscar A . Jr S. ,-v-ti-j
RuUwas.JamesS ...nd Pickett. Os..,. \ J. .V N .' _'

Piel David to Round Ooc Corporation ol America I r..nklurlef

cultmj:..ndscormc.ipp..raius > ->.. -nV«l S V M.

Pieicelrvinj:! S.r- ,-v^<i-
Schen.ivar. Harold I and Pierce. IrMUg I . ». ^^.'> *

P.eters Icon A«dre. and \S ard David Charles to Imap Anal>sm,.

Computers limited Densitv measurement bv imaj;^ analvsis

' 7s7.h:(i.CI I7S-- ItMi

Piller Bernhard. to C iba-(.ci>:v \C. Photo,,iaphie material with

hleachabledve v"N-.:iVCI '.h-".MM...

Pillshurv C ompanv. I he Sn

Drvo V^ill.am R ...ndStandinii.C h.irlcsN . '. N/.-'^y

P.neno Stephen, and lamburro Mberl.said P..wno and said I ambur

ro Method and apparatus tor b..ckriliint: ..n under>:round cavity.

V786.6:«4.(l hl-VVlHM).

Ptn.or.CJernot S<<— .„,,,,. i 7v-> .m
S.ck.Krw.n. P.n.or. (.ernot. and Plockl. Johann. V7S..in7

Pioneer Hectronic COrpor.ilion S. i

\lurai. Masavuki. .V7s7.h'N

Sato, lakash'.. ^7x7.625

Pioneer Majinetics. Inc Sec—
Berger. James k .

V7s7.7S^

Pioneer Medical Svstems. Inc S. i
-

Hammer. I.esI.eCi .and Revm.lds. Charles A . Jr . V7S7.7^7

Pipkins. David D. to \ alspar Cor^or..t.on. I he I ilhnu ..pparatus

yjHh.xM.Ci I '7-h*.'5 .'20

Pischulin. Alevandr Petrovich S.v—

. .^.7K7.^^2

Ret:cl. I rik. ..lul Plenipel.

lesner K.v^l Alex..ndrov.ch. Mak.irov. konslanlift Ivanov.ch.

Ixanov Alexandr korn.U.v.ch. Rob.n. Mark An.s.mov.e^h. Slav-

kin. iKor Ser^e-cvich. P.schulm. Alex..ndr »*^-"';^'^»^. •^''h'-'";-

leon.d M.kh.ulov.eh. Pochtm.in. Alex.mdr Markov le^h. She in

lam lelix ls..akovch. Kondrat.ev. » vpenv M.kha.lov.ch

Moiseevich. (.r.».orx ls..ev ich. (Km.ina. Ijsor Ivam.v.ch. ...id

/h.ln.k.Clreornv d.ivr.lov.ch. .'.7H7.tHH

P. It. Bruce R S< <
., , n i, i i,., vv

. larnsv^o.lh. I emovne I Pill. Bruce R, a.ul \Soll. John \V .

» 'S" I.(Ml

I'lttn...... C l.iiei.ce I S. r

M.irt.ii Ron A . ...id Pitlm.in. Clarence I

PIcmpel, M.i.ilred .S«r-

Dt..ber. U.llr.ed. Buchel. Karl Hem/.

Manlred. '.7S7.4I5 i

Plessev Handel u.ul Investments A(i Sir-
., ,u

.\r.iold. John S,K.Ker. Beck, (.eorjie Mork.nd. B.n.m, Ro,:er John.

Cosser.it D.iv.d ( ockburn. H.hIjjcs. keni.elh James H.ime..

S..ndem..... Ihcnlor Duncan. Williams. Ro>:er Morlev. and C>

H.illor.in.M.ch.iel. V7s:'.HIK

Cole Mun John. Cotton. John Mich.ul. and C osserat. Dav.d

CiKkburn. V'N'.sn
^, , 1,

Plevv .k loseph B Double chambered rec.proc.l.ible double .ic Hon

p.ston.nternal combustion enpne V'S^.-'»li. C 1
I2V^S iH.v

Ploskl. Johann S. • .... , -,..,- ,,,-

Siek I rvMii Pinior.(.eri.ot...nd Plockl. Johann. '.'h .!<•/

Pluek. Rene, to Schwe./e.-s.he Indus.,,e CeselNchalt ">-;'^'-- ';': '/!;•

automat.cl.ll.n>.-olb.seu.lsintop..cka»;inj:contamets V N«>.«'l .1 I

^'1^-* """ ... u i

Plumeau C h..rles A . to Inte.nat.onal lelephone ..nd lelejiraph C ..r

nor..t.on lleclron.c color t.lteisvstem V^H".M'".CI rs 5 4st

Plumlev I li/..belh I mmell. and Bro«n. Dav.d X Smok.nj: .,>u\ cook

.nuapparatus V7Sh.-41.Cl vju 44' lioo

Po..htman. Xlex..ndr M..rkov.eh S.

,

les.ier Pavel Xlexandrov .eh. Maka.ov. konsi.mt.n Iv.i.iov.eh

Ivaiu.v Xlexa..dr Ko.n.lov.eh Roh.n Mark \„.s.mov,ih. Slav

km leor Ser^eev.ch. Pis..hulin Alex.indi IVliovuh, Pokr.iss.

le.mid Mikhailos.ch. Pochlman. Xlex...ulf Maikovi.h. Shem

lam lelix Is.i.ikovch. kondr.il.ev. I vj:env Miklia.l.-v .ch

Mo.seevich. (inpux Is.ievich. (Km.i^a. Itoi lv.,n..vich .ii.il

/hitnik (ireor);v (lavr.lov.ch. '.7S-.I1'X

Poetsch. D.etc. ....d Hess. He.n/. to Bosch. RoKrI I e.nsv;h.inl.i^-en

(ImbH Sv stem lor correetinj: ..oloi televisio.i s.,:n.ils V s .«< I 1 C I

Poirier J.'seph I . to I niteil SlaUs ol \m..i,c.i X., loi.e R.ul... lei.ce

sxstem V'S'.S4VC I U' s i,,,.|

Poki.iss I eonul Mikh.iilovn.1. S<

.

lesner P..vel Xlex..ndrovieh. M.ik.irov .
k..n-t.,„li,i Iv.moxivh

Ivam.v Xlev.mdr korn.lovich. Robin M...k XnivimoM.h. M.o

km l(;oi Serceevich. Pis^hul.n. Xk v.iiuli IVlrovKli Poki.iss.

I eonul Mikh.iil.'v.vh Pov Inn. .... Xlex...idi M...kovKli She...

I.iil'. Iclix |..i.ik....li ko.,tl...liev I vve.iv Mikh..il.-v ,v h.

Moisievi..h. <.c.i!orv Is.ev.ih. Osmij-a

/hili.ik <.ieoi>:v «.avMlo\Kh. «.~S" iKS

PoI.i.okI Cor|^or..t.on S« •

Br...idl. I d.son R .andRiec « li,,sloplKiR

I ami. ». twin H .
V'S' 2o»»

Sei.lcnMvron X . V'S'v"'^

X..n Xlle.i D.ivul I V's^.''•"

P,.lleii » iiv X S..

M.in.-.L-i.m. Xlex .111.1 P.'IU...! ik X v S«. '(O^

Pollmter H.nis. to kn..rr Bre.nse (.n.bll Pi.ei.m..l... s,.vpen-i..n

conU..lMstemlo.r...lvv.v veh.cles V-Nf..'.<V(l l«'^ l''^»".i,

P..llil/er. I rnest 1 S< . ,-v-i,i
Don..l.ls..n.<.eort:eR and Poll.t/er . 1 rnest I .

'. S '14

P..ll.l/er Frnesll t,. I n.xersal Oil Products ( ..mpanv Prinluclion ol

hi^hoclane, unle.idcd molor fuel '.7S^' 1 'CI 20X «.n IHM.

Polv (hem liiiluslr.es. Inc S«<- i

I ..i.der l!..rrv I . '.'S7..'frS
|

Pomlrel. I ilu..rd I S« .

Dorion I r.u.cis X\ . Jr .
\.ssen. \X ..rien I

P.'ole. X .ctor D..VI1I S<T —
(ireenshields. James N.i.rn. Jones. Kla M.iv.

a.ld Poole. Xictor D.iv.d. ' "N^'.l ''

P..podko. N.it.ili.i Rom.inovna S,.
.... , ,

Xorobeva Ant..n..ia Ivam.v.ia. C.or.na^Xe.a M.kh.iilov n.i. an.l

Oholentscv . Rom.in Dnulriev.ch. '.''S'.'XO

Porret. Daniel, and I ..t/er. NX.IIv. I.. C .ba-C.e.,:v ;\<' '''^'^-'^.^' ^•;7-

pounds conlainiiin a \ helerocvclic r.n): '..S^.4tlS. (| .(,(!-

2MI li»»(i

Portesc.ip S<i —
I

Bonnv.Je.m-P.erre.'.7S7.K'JO
. . . k i vi h W

Poll R.cli..rd. to Prec.smeca (ieselKchalt I ur Fordertechn.k M b H

Art.cleofm.mul..cture '.7s6.s4v,.Cl 24.|l|,..(.r

Potter Robert M .
Robinson I u^eiie S . and Smith, ^^<•rton C to

l„ited States ..f Americ.i. Xtomi. I neii:v i ..mmiss.on Method ol

extr.iclini: he.il lr..m di> geotherm..l reservoirs .'.7Kh.«5K. C I I6S.

Po'tte'r'sheila Antoinette, to Imper...! theni.cal Industries. I .miU-d

Process for the m.mulacture ol b.pvr.dvls '.,H,.4.,. CI -ho-

PoiT Herbert M . ...id I rutna. Mavnard A
.

'V
<-

*"'!'""\' ijl'^';?";.;'
of Americ. D.splav p..ck..t!e for elonp..ted articles .'.7X6.4

1

.s. C 1

2tlf>-4s I
'{)

leol l\.lllo%,vll .ll.d

-s- •<'».

I.ld

...ul Pomfrel. I ilvv.ird

Mo.ll.et. John I evv.s.
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Pouliuuen. Jean-Francois. iVe—
, .

Defehvre, Andre. I.eman. Gerard; and Pouhquen, Jean-Franc»>.s.

'.7X7.7X6.
, ^ ^ . , -.0^ -70.

Poulsen. (iene iv/ luMle tray and hood (a natural hab.tat) .^.7Xh.7Xl.

CI 1 iv-^ "oo .

Povi,ell John Arthur, t.) RC A Corporat.«m Llectron tube hav.np inter-

nal glass member coated with crvstalline ceramic material

.V7X7.7XO.CI ''1-44 SOO.

Powerav Infrared Corporation; .SVc—
Heiler. Anton H..'.7X6,XII0

Po/.omek.Fdv*ardJ iW—
-, -,wi mia

Novak. rhaddeusJ .and Po/.omek. F.dward J
.
-^-^^ ;•'«*

Pratt. R.chard D . and Fv..n».. Kenneth XV to C.eneral
'-'J'^^^

^ "^-

pany Method for making a perforated plastic article .'.7X7.M6. C 1

Prar'l'ester'w . Chnsteson. John H : Prlston. Frederick A Shero.i.

Herman D , Drake. W.ll.am H . and A.idcrson. Cordon C
.
to Marc-

monl C orporat.on C.rapser bar pos.l.on..ig mechanism or automatic

doffer .'.7Xh.62l,CI S7-S2 000

Prec.smeca Ciesellschaft Fur Fordertechn.k Mb H :
.S<< -

Poll R.chard. '.7X6.544

Pressm!.n. C.e.ald I , and k.lt.edge. llu.m..s D to 1 lec.ropr.ngjnc

Aperture controlled electrostat.e .m.ige reproducl.on .'.7X /.X/6.«. 1

X46 74 ttOp

Preston. Ron..ld Si-f
. ,. . 1

Cubbon Robert C P. Bra.d. John F. Oates. Allred F. ..nd

Preston. Ronald. .'.7X7. Ml.'
, .,„^ •,-,, r-i lu

Preus. Paul Hvdrotarb..n retainer for drvdocks .'.7X6.77.V CI li-*

4^ 11(10

*'"-";'owv'"'cleo;;:' XV . Pnarone Paul, and C ullis, Herbert M .

'.7X7.124 I, u L

Priest I vie Ciilbert. to Inlormalion Design. Inc Spindle braking

mechanism tor miciolilm reader ',7X7.004. CI 242-204 (.00

'^'^TlI'VeMer w'christeson. John H. Prlston. Freder^k A;

Sheron. Herman D . Drake. XV illi.im H .
.md Anderson. Gordon

C . .'.7X6.621

Procter \ Gamble C ompanv. I he .S<r „,,«-, c^s
Fol/enlogen. Robert G . and Smith. James P .'.-X7..>4.V

Smearsoll. W ..vne XV . and kaar. John F .
.'.7X6.X44.

Producto Machine Gompanv. I he .S.v

Reda.ka/imier/J . '.7X6.721

ProduiIsC himmuesPecainev Saint-Ciobain .S< .

—

Raoul. Pierre. '.7X7.447

ProduitsC himiquesl (:ine kuhlmann .Sir-

De Marc.i. Michael. '.7X7.5.^7

Proline Industries Ptv . I td S<-. -

I ines. Ravdon A . '.7X6.664

Prudential Insurance C ompanv ol America. I he S.v—
,

SloUer.Soli.mon. '.7X7.045

Pruvosl. Pierre .S<<- iiwiiii
l.ebel.G.>nstantin.and Pruvost. Pierre. .',7X /,_.<!

Prxor. Michael J S,i- ,,._., , -,vt sju
Broek.AndrcwJ...ndPrvor.Mich.ielJ.'.7X7. 44

Puckelte CViarles M . Smith. Donald A . and Butler Walter J
.
to

Ge^ie^al Fleclric C ompanv Bucket
^V*=;t\.'^'':;N 'T'

""""
'

i.plexed M 1 1 circuit lor r.idar .'.7X7.X52. C I '4'-7 7(K».

""'«::!:;; 'w'iham C , Puig. John F . and X an Uuwen. Bruce G .

.'.7X7.27X

Purdue Frederick CUmpanv. I he S. <•

Necrev ergne . ( ieorges. .' .7 X7 ..' X4.

Purolalor. Inc .Ser

XVilhelm.JohnR ,
'.7X6.426.

Put/vcki. Joseph R.S..- i7v7n-'l
Jagel, Fdvxard H . and Pur/vcki. Joseph R .

'.7X7.0
,

I

'""
a:;,"::!::;:' Ai;;;rt. Puners. Rober.. and Wetroft. Georges.

1 7 K 7 iH4

Pxrih PatriJk Frank, to British Aircraft Corporation I imited Spheri-

cal m.crow ..ve lenses. .'.7X7.X56. CI ,'4.'.lS.00d

Pvroil Companv . Inc ; .SV*-—
I inderholm.G.irdon J .-',7S6.7.'0

Quaker Oats Comp.inv. The .S.. —
Hvldtm.Rov Ci. .'.7X7.5X4

"""lonerD^^lcfX Orr. Howard S . and C^uallv. Krancis K .

.'.7X6.664.

Oucstor Corporation: See—

„„H£:'."H:;-.ST.>M:;rS-.,, Mac,,,.. C,™p»n,^ S^

semblv with foldable adhesive covering guardian strip. .'.7X6.74X.

CI. 101-128 100.

Radio Corporation of America: Set

Burton. Gardner! ..'.7X7.XX7
, im hin c\

Rainer. Robert R Rechargeable battery pov^ered l.ghl .'.7X7.6/X. «.
1.

R^kToim^s L.. and Cooper Wa>ne..^U,^h.lhps Petroleum Com-

pany Thermoformed snap closures .'.7X6.4X.. C 1. —4 — *".

Ralbowskv, Is.van lllum.nated p.ctor.al d.splav mechanism

.'.7X6.5X2.C1. 40-.' I (K)0.

Rale.gh lndustr.es. L.mited: Set—
Arlen. Richard. 3,7X7.126.

Ramsey Corporation: See—

McCorm.ck. Harold E. 3.787.054

Ramsey Keith F. . to Knickerbocker Company. Fhe Load-lifting

mechanism for a lift truck .'.786.402. CI l^J-f'"";^
, r-AFCor

Randall. David I. Vogel. Calvin; and Wynn. Robert W-/"GA^F Cor-

poration Preparation of haloethane phosphonic acids. .'.78/.4X6.

CI 260-502 40r , , . , . .

Randell Forrest I homson. to Weir Pumps, limited Sealed lubricating

system module .'.7X6.401. CI. 1X4-6.1X0

Randhava. Sarabjit Singh .S><—
. c u 1 r-...«-.r-.

Fleming. Donald K.ngsley; Randhava. Sarabj.t Singh; and Camard.

Flias Humherlo. 3.787.468.

Randolph Computer Corporation: See—

Stoller. Solomon, 3.787.045

Ransburg Flectro-CoatingCorp : .SVf—

C.regg. Pauls .3.787.707.

Raoul. Pierre, to Produits C himiques
^^^'^'"^y^'\'']}J^f/'"J'''^f^'

for the preparation of 3-..celoxy phthalide, 3.787.447. CI. 260-

343.300.

Rapistin. Incorpiuated: .S.v—
t 7«a uJ4

Daigle. Jack R. and Habegger. James D. 3.786.444^

Habeegcr. James D ; Huttula. Andrew B.. Fowler. Daniel L.. and

Schrader. James T. 3.786,4.34.

R.ipson. William J .SV<—
i 7«I ms

Delatorre. I eroy C ; and Rapson. William J
.

^7«^-f/_.. . .

^, ,

Rasmussen Chris Rovce. to McNeil laboratories. Inc 3.4-Dihydro-.-

,Th>droxv,ethyl-r-.R-amino,-pyra.ino (l.^b)-J.:-bcn.o,hla^

1
l,2H)-one6.6-diox.des. 3.787.348. CI 260-243.00r.

Rasmussen. Chris Rovce. to McNeil Laboratories. Inc •^•*-D-h>dro-l "

methvlpyraximx l.2-b)-1.2-benzoth.a7in-l l(2H)-one 6.6-dioxides.

3.787. 344. CI. 260-243.00r.
, -, 1 . T^,r-.

Rasmussen. Chris R.nce. to McNeil Laboratories. Inc. 1 2.3.4 Tetra

hvdro-ll-hvdroxvpvra/.no (| ,2-b)- 1
.2-ben/oth.../.ne-l .3-d.one 6.6-

diox.de 3.787.400. CI. 26()-243.00r.
v .vM 1 ^

R.,smussen. C hr.s Rovce. to McNeil Laboratories. Inc. Novel 1.--

ben/othia/ine dioxides. 3.787.401. CI 26().24.3.00r^

R ismussen Chris Rovce. to McNeil Labi.ratories. Inc rhio-der.va-

Tesof 1 .2-ben/othiazine dioxides 3.7X7.4.)2. CI 260-243 ()0r.

R..smussen. Chris Rovce. to McNeil ' ^'^'f^'J''V''^. "... .4
"t";.'.".

/"''''

t.vesof l.2-ben/oth..,/ined.ox.des. 3.7X7.403. C I. 260-243.00r_

R..smussen. Chris Royce. to McNe.l
'-'?''-'V'^^^-

'""
.,^'n 4V

ben/othioa/me dioxides and precurs.irs therefor. 3.7X7.404. C 1 .61.

243()Or.

R;ismussen. D«>n J: .V<'«— , r.
•• ".„

Bucher. David HolT.-r Christie. Craig hugcne. and Rasmussen.

Don J ,3,7X7,0X5

Rasinuss..n,Ci.'r> H.:.SV(-
-, -wt lua

Arth GlenF andRasmusson.Gary H..3./X7..(44

Rathe. Robert Allvn. and Miller. Lyie Fugene. to Deere 6c Company

Fxlension assemblv for a skidder tractor stacking blade assembly.

.V7X6,X72.C1 172-801000

Raue.Roderich: .SV<— „ , u ^ iw-i Aih
Rohe. Frnst-Heinrich; and Raue. Roderich, 3.7X7476

Rausch. John J . and Van 1 hvne. Ray J to Sur.a loy C orpora^^^^^

Method offorming diffusion coatings. 3.7X7.2-X.C I. 117-1 14.(l(ir.

Raviz/a.Kmanuele: .SV.—
•, 7«-i «,,7

Anselmmo. Ciiovanni. and Ravi//a. Lmanuele. 3.787.XO /.

Rav. Robert A S<<'
. „ ., r-

Deur.nger. Rudolf. Rav. RoOert A. arid Sternberg. James C .

^ 7S7 ^^ I

Rav. Thomarj ;
and W..ehner. (ilenn ^

'i;\,^':;l'^'!^;;!!'^';Z"'
t'.on Bilateral high voltage DC svstem. 3.787.730. CI 307-77.0OO

RaT. Brian James. Fisher. Lester; and Smith. Harvell MorU.n to

Johns-Manv ille Corporation. Collection chamber lor making mats ol

,.,org.mic fibers 3.7X7,144, CI. 65-4 000.

R.vm.md Robert I to Interiuit.onal B..sic Iconomv C ..rporation.

^^iU..p,x.ra,us for hvdrauhc svstem. 3,786.42... CI. 2 l..-4()(^

'^li'lock. Leo. and Shippey, Frank R.. 3.786.425.

Raytheon Company: .SV«

—

Beebe.JohnN .3.787.803.

Brookner.Fli. 3.787.853
, „ , , r- 17X6 7 S7

Goldste.n. Irv.ng. Hayward. Garv G . and Holt. Jon G .
3.786.757.

Ra/dan. Raj Kumar .SVf—
i-isiiA^A

Pars, Harry George; and Ra/dan. Raj Kumar. 3.787.4.4.

RCA Ctirporation: .SV»'—

Faton. Sargent Sheffield. Jr.. 3.787.7 1 5.

Hatsell.WilliamAlden. 3.787.722.
, -> 7«7 777

Janson, Eugene Ernst, and Muterspaugh. Max Ward. 3.787.773.

Limberg. Allen Le Roy. 3.787,629.

Powell, John Arthur, 3,787.780.

Shenc Abel Ching Nam. 3.787.757.

Reachek"'Fred:r.ck S 'pipe anchor. 3.787. 1 .3 1 .
CI. 40.3-234 (H.O.

Readv. William C ; Puig. John E . and \ an l.euwen Bruc^e G .
to Ohn

Corporation. Molded multiple density polyorethane foam

3 787 278. CI. 161-159.000.

Red 1 Glauco to Officina Tecnomcccanica Esecu/ioni e Montaggi

S
p" A (O \ EM). Pallet coupling device for chain type conveyors

';786.404. CI. 198-131.000.
r^i .„„ f»r

Reda Kazimier/ J . to Producto Machine Company. The. Clamp for

rotary tables. 3.786.72 1 . CI 40-58.00b.

Reed Fool Companv See—
Murdoch. Henry W. 3.786.874.

rh.«,.r d
R.....K Carl D Jr to Texas Instrumetits Incorporated Chemical

"apor depos^ion coatingson titanium. 3.787,223.CI 1
17-64.000
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Reese Joe to L'niled States of America. Navy Terminator for spiral

antenna 3.787.87 I. CI 343-8^5 (MK)

Recsf. Dennis L See-
long. George R . Reesf. Dennis L.. anU Johnst>n. Hoyd C .

3.786.871.

Reeves. Wilson A iff—
Daigle. Donald J.. Drake. GeoYgc L . Jr.< and Reeves. WilM>n A

3.787.360

Regel.Erik -Vf—
Draber. Wilfried; Buchel. Karl Heinz; Regel, Erik, and Plempcl.

Manfred. 3.787.4 15

Regu Nationaie des I sines Renault: See—
Maisirelli. Roger. 3.787.128

Rehman. Warren CS*"*-—
Borders. Bert. Ri\ko»ich. Harold, and Rehman. Warren C .

3.787.5»*0.

Rehnborg. P Mark See—
Korolvshun. Russell T . and Rehnborg, P Mark. 3.786.676

Rcichhold Chemicals. Inc .SV«"—
M.illa\arapu. L*eo X . 3.787.347

Rcllinger. Oscar A Athletic training frame with pivoted board

•».787.t)44.CI :7:-58 (UK) »

Remingttin Arms Company. Inc : See—
Fckstein. George R . and Bayard. I a\crn S . 3.786.753

Eckstein. George R . and Moyher. William G . 3.7X6.755

Renault. Henry Hmilc Edouard Set —
Nouel. Jean-Paul, and Renault. Henry Emile tdouard, 3.787.565

Rendulic. Francis J. See—
Guthrie. James L . and Rendulic. Francis J . 3.787.303

Renfrew. Edgar Earl, to American Aniline Products. Inc Polyester tcx

tile fibers dyed with thia/ole or ben/othiazole carba/»>le dyes

3.787.1 78. Ci. 8-41 (U)c

Renner. Earl G . to McGraw -Edison Company Adjustable lock for a

column mounted tool 3.787.1 37. CI 4»)8-:4l (M)r

Research Corporation See—
Johnson. William H .3.786.818

Research Engineering Compan\ .SV«- —
Sheesley . John M . and Guiick. Ronald A . 3.786.728

Resnick. Sam I. .SV«

—

Resnick. Sam I. . and Berens. Stephen (said Bcrens. Stephen, as-

sor to said I. 3.787.7 14

Resnick. Sam I . and Berens. Stephen, said Berens. Stephen, .issor to

said Resnick. Sam I tlectmnic lock and key systems employing

paired key and master coding modules 3.787.7 14. CI 3I7-I34(»(»<l

Retentmn Comjnunicalion Systems. Inc Sie -

C"alalano, Paul D . Buten. Norman. E.ish. Cie«>rge H . and

Emanuel. Frank \ .3.787.1 14

Reuter. Frederick .A .S«v—
Miiorman. Charles J ; Meyer. Martin R .and Reuter. Frederick A .

3.787.661

Revor. Arthur I. .Air m.ttion apparatus 3.786.583. CI 4()-3V(K>()

Re\nolds, Charles .\ . Jr .SV« —
Hammer. Leslie G. and Reynolds. Charles A .Jr . 3.787.767

Re\nolds'. (iordon S. See—
Pannier. Karl A . Jr . Reynolds. Gordon S . and Sorenson. James

- I. . 3.786.810
Resnolds Metals Company ,S<'«'—

'

Garnett. Eubank W .Jr . 3.786.667

McKee. James D .and I amb, John F . 3.786.661

Rheinl. l.ohmar .SV«'—

Buthe. rheo. Kugler. Manfred, and Rheinl. l.ohmar, 3.786.776

Rhemmel.illGmbH .V«« —
Kaltmann. Hans-J«>achim. 3.786.58^.

Rhone-Poulenc S .A See—
Morel, Jacques. 3.787.4V8.

Rhone-Poulene S A .SV«'—
I.ebel. Conslantin. and Pruxost. Pierre. 3.787.231

Riblett. Edward I .
20'} to Carson. William S .

10'- to Hafele. James

F . \0^> to W ilson. Roderick l . 5'- to (iluyas. William W . Jr and

5'; to Day. John H Hanging lamp fixture 3.786.575. CI 34-«*'V OOO

Rice. Christopher R See—
Brandt. Edison R . and Rice. Christopher R. 3.787.636

Rice Milti>n J . to General Electric Company Cooling system with

multiple evaporators 3.786.648. CI 6;-200 OOO

Rich. Harold T . and Wtilf. Terrence I- . to Airco. Inc System for

changing the static electrical charge of CO. ice particles 3.786.644.

CI 62- 10 000
Richardson. Ka\ Keith, to Hoehn. Arthur F . Trustee. Exhaust control

method and apparatus 3.786.79 I. CI I 23-65 Oem
Richter. Harvev E . to Tec Group. Inc . The Axial flow unit

3.786.4<i6.Cl' 241-46 170

Richier Johan C F C . to Kamvr Aktieb«ilag Device for discharging

cellulosic pulp from a digester 3.787,284. CI 162-246000

Richt«nhain. Herman.,and Stephen. Rudolf, to Dynamit Nobel Ak-

liengesellschaft Patentabteilung Stabilization i>f 1.1.1-

trichloroethane 3.787.50V. CI 260-652 50r

Rickel. E O i*-."-

Bieker.RonD.andRickcl. E O. 3.787.0.30

Rickel. Inc iVf—
Biektr. Ron D . and Rickel. E O . 3.787.0.H»

Ridgwas. James S . and Pickett. Oscar A . Jr . to Monsanto Company

Terpolyamides with hexamethylene terephthalamide. hex-

amethvlene isophthalamide and caproamide units. 3.787.373. CI

260-18 l)Oa.

ind Rusnak. Michael. ti»

Commmutuin apparatus

Riedel. Wolfgang, to Btisch. Robert. Photokino GmbH Means for

transporting motion picture film or the like 3.787,<K)5. CI 242-

205 0(H)

Rieth Kurt A to Textron. Inc Expansible linkage for use in making a

watchband or similar .irticle 3.786.62V. CI 5V-7V (K)r

Rinnert. Helmut Kurt, to (ilobe-l nion Inc Methini for emptying and

filling batteries and apparatus therefor 3.786.842. CI 141-1 000

Rion. James H .S«v—
Sheelev, Donald R . Rion. J.imes H . Cot>k. William R . and Biggs.

William A .Jr .3.787.283

Rioult. Jean-Pierre, to L S Philips C orporation Method of providing

internal connecli«>ns in a semiconductor device 3.787.822. ( I 34(1-

173 Osp
Ripstein. Terrvl J Feed conveying and dispensing apparatus

3.786.7K3.Ci I lV-52 Oaf

Risko. D«>nald G , B«>sten. Donald R
Rockwell International Corp«uation

3.786.VV8.C1 241 lOl 7(K)

Ritchie, lewis M See—
Bayer. Donald R. Ritchie, lewis M. and Bivens. J«»n A.

.^787.728.
I

Rivkowich. Harold See—
Borders. Bert. Rivkowich. Harold, and Rehman. Warren C.

3.7S7.5V(l

Ri//ontf. Mich.iel I . to I niled Stales Steel C«>rp.iraIioii I iner seal for

reciprociting pumps 3.786.72V. CI V2171 0(K)

Ri>-Band Corpor.ilion See

-

Farnsworth. I emovne F . Pitt. Bruce R . and Wolf. John W .

3.787.0(81

R«iach. Edward I See

Hodgdon. Russell B . Jr . and Roach. Edward I

Robbins .ind Bendrtir Associates. Inc See—
Bendror. J.ick. .ind \ enci>. (i.istone. 3.786.52V

Robbins Companv . 1 he .%'««•--

Sugden. David B . 3.787.101

Roberge. Kenneth Joseph See -

Bush. Stanley Fdw.ird. and Roberge. Kenneth Joseph. 3.787.640

Roberts. C ecil P . to Anchor Hocking Ci>rpor.ition High speed article

coding m.ichine V7S6.746.CI 101-35 000

Roberts, Charles B . and Acker. Frederick I . to !>ow C hemical Com-
pany. Ihe Aluminum plating process 3.7N7.22i.tl ll747(M»r

Roberts. Donald I ee. 2.ition.il C ash Register t ompaiiy I aser record

ing technique using combustible blow -off 3.787.2IO.CI V6.27 (M>e

Robertshaw Ctmttols Company See—
W ills,>n. James R .

VS7.7V3 ,
Robertson. H H .Ci>nip.iny .SVe—

Dereich. John F . <ileeson. James
3.786.714

Robertst>n. John M . .ind Wy.itt. Wilbur I

3.787.3 3V

I ind E.irle. Glenn J

to(iulf \ Western Mel.ils

Forming Companv Applic.ition of be.iring m.iterial 3.786.555. CI

2M-474 300
Robin. Mark Anisim«>vich See—

Tesner. Pavel Alex.indrovich. Makarov. Konstantin Iv.inovich.

Ivanov. .Alex.indr Korniloviwh. Rtibin. M.irk •Xnisimovich. Sl.iv-

kin. Igor Sergeevich, Pischulin. Alex.indr Petrovich. Pokr.iss.

Leonid Mikhaili>vich. Pochtm.in, Alexandr M.irkovich. Shein-

fain. Felix Isaakovch. Kondratiev. Evgeny Mikhailovich.

Moiseevich. (irigory Is.icvich. Osmaga. Igor Ivanov ich. .ind

Zhitnik.Cireorgy (iavrilovich. ^.7S7.03X

Robins, A H .Companv. lncorp«>raled .\f«-

1 erner. Irwin S .3.'786.808.
j

R«>binson. Eugene S See— i

P«>tter. Robert M . RobinMm. Eugene S . and Smith. Morton C .

3.786.858
Robinson. Joseph Ciordon. .ind Wise. William Sydney, to Co.il Industry

( Patents) limited ! reatment of co.il exlr.icts 3.7X7.343. CI 260-

28 (KMI

Robinson. N«>rman Robert, to Rolls Rovce ( IV71 ) I imitcd Variable

area no/zle for a gas turbine engine 3.786.VV2. CI 23V-265 3VO

R«>cci. Salvatore A Limited tracking repositionable a//el turret typ«

3.787.870. CI. 343-765 tHM)
|

RtH.her. Ed«>uard Yves; See—
Fischer. Walter. Mastai. Aldo Josef, and Rocher. Edouard Yves.

3.787.717
Rockwell International Corporation See—

|

Houe. Richard D . 3.786.68V

Risko, Donald G . Bosten. Dtmald R . and Rusnak. Michael.

3.786.VV8

Vir Singh. Mahendra. 3.786.74V

Rodler. Wald«i E . Jr . to Instrument Systems Corporation Cantil-

evered hydrokmetic converter having improved bearing structure

3.786.634. CI 60-361 (MM)

Rodwan. Edmund J See—
Appleby. Frank G . Rodwan. Edmund J . and Lee. William.

3.786.718

Roeder. Robert S .S*-*-—

La/archik. Robert E
3.787.857.

Rogers, Jerome S.: iVi"—

Wiggins, Gerald N . and Rogers. Jerome S . 3.787,810.

Rogers^ William P. to GTE Information Systems. Incorporated

L'psh'ftcontrolforvideodisplay 3.787.833. CI .340-324 Oad

Rohe Ernst-Heinnch. and Raue, Rtxlerich. to Bayer '

gesellschaft Styryl dyestuffs 3.787,476, CI. 260-465 (HW.

Rohm & HaasCt>mpany See—

R(H:der. Robert S and Runkle. Donald R

I

Aktien-
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Bayer. Horst O.; Hurt. William S.; and Aller. Harold E.. 3.787.536.

Stevens. Travis E ,3,787.465.

Rohrbaugh, Donald Gene. Petersen. Everett James. Jr ;
and Chase,

Charles Peter, to Beckman Industries, Inc Disruptor module

3.787, 185, CI. 23-253.00r.

Rolls-Royce (1 V7 I ) Limited. See—
Aniey. Donald Maynard, 3,786,632

Ballard. Norman Edmund, 3,787.305.

Robinson, Norman Robert, 3.786,VV2.

Ronson Corporation See—
Cabell. Douglas N,3,786,V9V

. . u . u- i

Rosenthal. Ben J . and Matsuoka. Earl Motorized wheel chair drive.

3.786.887. CI 180-6.500.

•'"'' oXfz^k; Les?:^^; Ross. Irving D.. Jr., and Madland, Thorvald,

3 786 5VV

Roth Donald J , to Continental Can Company Inc Elcctropneumatic

or'electrohydraulic cutoff, flanging and re-forming of tubing.

3.786.662. CI 72-55.000.

Rtiund Dog Corporation of America: See—

Piel. David. 3.786.703.

Rounion. William A .SVf—
. i, aii „ i

Hastings. Charles E . Rounion. William A .
Comstock. Allen 1. ,

and Bradbury. Joseph T .3.787.844

Rouse, James D.: See—
Diehl. Henry T . and Rouse, James D, 3.786.6V8.

Roussel-L CLAF iVf— a.,i,„
Nedelec. Lucien. Guillaume. Jacques; and Allais. Andre.

3.787,445 „. c ir- A ••

Roussehe. Claude Joseph; and l-^^harlotte Pierre, to SJX .A. -

Pomanjou • Fruit-gradmg plant. 3.786.V1 7. 1 1. 20V. I 23.000.

Roy, Charles A.Sff—
Cote. Paul; and Roy. Charles A , 3.787.770.

Roval Institution of Great Britain, The: .SV«'—

West. Michael Anthony. 3.7X7.6V5

Rudness Robert G . to Union Carbide Corporation Low-lriction.

wear-resist.intm..terial 3,787.22V.CI 117-132()be
,, _ ..

Rudolph. Paul. Kapp. Ernst. Kempf. Georg. and Earana. Wolf-Rudiger.

,o Metallgeschaft Akt.engcsellschaft Desulfurizat.on of water-con-

taining hot compressed gases 3.787.55V. CI. •'23-222_()00.

Ruff. Paul H . and Schnur. Jer.ime C . to fryco Manufacturing Com-

pany . Inc M.>dular structure transporting apparatus .<, /Kh,v.-x i.*. i

214-512 OOO
Ruhchcmie Aktiengesellschaft: See-

Schaub, Fran/, and Speth. Sebastian. 3.787.166

Runkle. Donald R .Sir-
r» ., .i.i R

I ../archik. Robert E . Roeder. Robert S . and Runkle. Donald R .

Ruschig."^Heinrich. Schmitt. Karl. Mohler. Werner. Gobc-1. Axel; and

Lindner Ernst, to Farbwcrke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meister'l ucius & Brunmg Hcters cyclic ethers ot piperazine nal-

kanols 3.787.41 1. CI. 26()-268()ph
,, u, , 7x7 hTS

Rushing. W.lford A . and Sulzberger, Robert D Signal light. 3.787,67S.

CI 240-10 6sd.

Rusnak. Michael .S<t

—

. w:„i,.,.,i

Risko. Donald G ; Bosten. Donald R.. and Rusnak. Michael.

3.786.VV8

Ryan Instruments. Inc.: .SVf—

Johnson. Jerry E. 3.787.885. .

Rvbak Boris Catheterizablc multiple photometer usable in any

penetrable medium. 3.7X7.1 IV. CI 356-73.000.

Rvka Scientific. Inc : iV«-—

Sedin. James W. 3.787.772.

Rvpkema.JoukeN .SV«--
. , ki itutait

DeVries. Adrian J and Rvpkema.JoukeN .3.78761..

S A Dite Societe dExViloitation des Etablissements Malenge: See-

M ilence Pierre. 3.786.V84 . ,. ,

Saaric liver E to Illinois Tool Works. Inc. Method and tooling for

cuttmg side seal grooves 3.786.702. CI. 83-5000

Sachs Kurt Foreman. Frederick Arthur; and Barlow. John, to G K N

Group Services. Limited Production of ^'""P"';'''-; "'t'''''"''"
'''"''

tain.ng coated morgan.c fibers. 3.787.204. CI. 75-212.000.

Saint-Gobain See—
Kirchheim, Jean-Jacques, 3,787.1V5.

^""
Ma" Halai';^Saito, Junichi; Fukazawa, NobuorTamura, Tatsuo;

'Kurihara.Kazuo.andNorishima.Norihisa,3.787,3V3.

Saito Kimio, and Fujisawa, Vutaka Rotary casting method of killed

steel 3.786.855, CI. 164-126.000.

Saito K.yoshi. to Hitachi. Ltd Laminated iron core of rotary electric

machines. 3,787,744, CI. 310-217.000.

SaUo Yuichi, Shikanu, Tokuzo; and Kimura. Masanori, to Mitsubishi

Kinzoku Kogyo Kabush.ki Kaisha Method of manufacturing a com-

posite bimetallic sleeve for a die-casting machine. 3,786,5.'»-. 1 1.
-v-

420 500.

'•"'";::S^\Sh;;; Sakura., Hisaya; Taka^i, Yukich. Morita.

Hideo; Hirotsu, Yoshiyuki; and Hamada, Tetsuo, 3.78 /,.<..v

Saldana. Guadalupe: -SV*"— u..,„li p
Stephens. Thomas S., Saldana. Guadalupe; and Brown. Harold E

1 787 589
Salmon." Jacques, to Thomson-CSF. Electronic-scan antenna

3,787,858,C1. 343-100()sa
,,„i„.....

Salomon. Georges Pierre Joseph Ski binding with lateral release

3,787,070. CI. 280-1 1.35t.

Salton Frank G.; and Silverstein, Abraham, to United States of Amer-

ica, IMavy. Delay timer. 3,787,740, CI 307-293,000.

Sandeman, Thctidor Duncan: St-e—
., . j„ o , i^i,.,

Arnold. John Spencer; Beck, George Morland; Boom. Roger John,

Cosserat David Cockbum; Hodges, Kenneth James "amer;

Sandeman, Theodor Duncan; Williams, Roger Morley; and O -

Halloran, Michael, 3.787,818. ,„...^™»u
Sanders, Louis J. Anti-sway bar 3,787.077, CI 280-446.00b.

Sanderstin. Andrew G. Refractory furnace. 3,787.172, CI. 4J^-

250.000. ^. ...
Sanderson Gary Warner; and Simpson, William Shaw, to Lipton,

Thomas J Inc. A pectinase enzyme treating process for preparing

high bulk density tea powders. 3,787,582, CI. 426-50.000.

Sandler Merton. Pharmaceutical compositions and methods ot treat-

ment.' 3,787,581 , CI. 424-319.000.

Sandoz Ltd.: See—
Wicki. Heinz, 3,787,387.

Sandoz-Wander, lnc.:S«'<— „ ,. r- i-,o-,ai(\
Anderson, Paul L.; and Manmng, Robert E., 3,787,4 10.

Barcza,Sandor, 3,787.437.
-, -,ot .qc

Houlihan. William J; and Nadelson. Jeffrey. 3.787.495.

Sandvik Aktoebolag: .SV*-—

Wirfelt. Sven Axel Olof. 3.786.545.

Sandv ikens V ernverks Aktiebolag: iVf—

Lundgren. Evert Gustav, 3,786,540.

Lunduren. Evert Gustav, 3,786,54 h.

Sano. Hiroshi, to Tomy Kogyo Co., Ltd Amusement device.

3.786,597. CI. 46-243.01 V.

Sansui Electric Co.. Ltd.: See-
^, , . , .,„_ ^,.

Itoh. Rvosuke, and Ishida. Toshiaki, 3,787,622.

Santori Charles M , to Setcom Corporation. Bone conduction

microphoneassembly. 3,787,641, CI. I79-I07.0bc^

Sarich.Tony Ralph. Rotary motor. 3.787.150 CI 418-61.000.

Sarns.NormanM Shaft lock. 3.786,775, CI. I 5-^50r.

Sartorius, Otto W , to Diagrostic, Inc Method and apparatus for aiding

in the detection of breast cancer. 3.786.801. CI 128-2 OOf

Sato, Hisao: iVf— , -.ot .inu
Takamizawa, Akira; and Sato, Hisito. -^787.408.

Sato, Masamich, and Nabara, Akira, to Fuji Photo F''";' Co«^P;i"> !-'d.

Laser recording method and material therefor. 3.787.873, CI 346-

.1.000.

'''"mSriutSiTHarigaya. Shoichi; Ishida. Akihiko; Yoshikawa.

Kaoru; and Sato. Masanori, 3.787.448.
,

, .^ .. r^

Sato Shigeru. to Nippon Miniature Bearing Co Ltd^. Tanaka Diecast

Co Ltd and Yokohama Diecast Co. Ltd Method of producing

rotatingjoint member by casting. 3.786.543. CI. 29-14V.50b.

Sato Takashi. to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Automatic

telephone answering apparatus with confirmation of answer grip

length for midcycle switching. 3.787.625. CI. 17V-6.00r.

Sato. Yoichi. to Nippon Electric Company Limited. Self-adapt.v^e

equalizer for quadrature amplitude modulated signals. 3.78 /,/6.,

CI. 325-42.000.

Satoh, Setsuo: .SVf—
. c . ,i, ctc...^

Takagi. Tooru. Shinoyama. Tsuneyoshi; and Satoh. Setsuo.

Sauer. Ri'cha'rd W. Portable golf bag stand. 3.787.0 1 7. CI. 248-96.000.

Sauron. Georges: .SVt'-
i im a-iA

Blanchet. Francis; and Sauron. Georges, 3.787.824.

Sauthier. Pierre, to Societe Suisse pour Tlndustric ""^'"S^"^
'\V^";;^f„

menlServicesS A Arrangement for correcting of seconds indication

of a timepiece 3.786.625, CI. 58-23.00r.

Saw a, Kenneth B: .SVf— /- .i;„ r-

Neii, Radhakrishna Murty; Sawa, Kenneth B ; and Bing, Colin C,

3,787, 3()V.

''"
YaS^Kei:;;;;; Umemura, Sumio; Ohdan, Kyoji; Hichika Milcio;

Bando Yasuo; Fukuda, Kazuo; and Sawazi, Masao. 3,787,J.<4

Scarnato, Thomas J ; Gordon. Paul C; Sorensen. Robert; and Lawler.

Craig M.. to International Harvester Company Balanced mower.

3 786.620. CI. 56-163.000. u^ i-

Schaeffer Charles H. Connector assembly and method ot use

3.787.606. CI. 174-65.00r.
... .-x- r- .„ I «n

Schafer. Robert P.. Braun. Leonard A ; and Maki TerrenceCo Lon-

gyear Company. Soil samjpler apparatus. 3.786.87,. CI. 1/3-

24V.OOO.

^'''"Went!' Wolfga'^g; Scharfe. Gerhard; and Dornfeldt. Wolfram.

3 787 46"*

Schaub.' Er^nz? and Speth, Sebastian, to Rahchemie Aktien-

gesellschaft. Process for the thermal treatment of rubber and other

plastic materials. 3.787.166.CI. 431-1 1.000.

Schenavar. Harold E.; and Pierce. Irving L Gripper for elongated

members. 3.786,537, CI. 24-1 34.00r.

ScSe John J.; and Carini. Raymond N.. to Helme Products. Inc.

Method of and a device for controlling the process temperature in an

airstreamdryingsystcm.3,786,573,CI.34.10O(K)_

Schera,EnosL.. Jr. Safety sledge-hammer. 3,786,847, CI. 145-2V.OOr.

Scherine Aktiengesellschaft: Sff—

Kerb Ulrich; Wiechert. Rudolf; Petzoldt, Karl; Kicslich, Klaus;

andKolb, Karl Heinz, 3,787.454,

Schermerhorn. Jerry D.. to O^j^"'''"'""'^: ""^
. ^"":''f^of{ofcV

tured gas discharge device and method of fabrication. 3,787, 106.CI.

316-17.000

Schertler, Romany See—
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Wagner. Rudolf, und Scherller. Roman. 3.787.312.

Schcuring. George R See —
Kira. Alexander, and Scheuring. George R . 3. 78ft. 522.

Schiefler TiHil & Engineering. Inc See—
York.JohnJ. Jr. 3.786.666

^

Schlafly. Hubert J. to Telcprompter CorporatMm. Coaxial cahk: splice

3.787.607. CI 174-88 ()0c

Schlage Lock Cornpan> See—
Elder. George, and Lehnhuff, Hans F . 3.786.65**

Hofford. Thomas P . and Be \ ines. Mollis L . 3.786.578

SchlegelCompan\ Canada. Limited See—
Smith.CarlM .3.786.«i3:

Schlumberger Instruments ct S\stemcs: S*"*"—

Pages. Roland. 3.787.8 14

Schmid. Dieter See—
Mc>cr. Hein2. Schmid. Dieter. Bei. Pullach. Sch\tar/er. Hans, and

TvMttcnhoff. Hans Joachim. 3.787.527

Schmidt. Alfred C.Jr See-
Courtne\-Pratt.JeofryS and Schmidt. Alfred C . Jr . 3.786.84tl

Schmidt. Andreas. Schwar/enhach. Kurt, and Brunelti. Hcimo. to

C'iba-Geig\ Corporation Ben/\lation of dialkvl phosphites with

dilhiourethancs 3.787.540. CI 2'6t)-'*70 0«K)

Schmidt. Ferenc J . ti> Amelek. Inc Marine waste disposal apparatus
3.786.923. CI 210-152 (HH)

Schmidt. John L . deceased (b\ Schmidt. Margaret J . legal representa-

tive (. and Jorgensen. George N . said Jorgcnscn assor tt> Square D
Company Top cover for a bus duct joint 3.787.7»*4. CI 33i>-22 tKtb

Schmidt. Margaret J . -SV*"—

Schmidt. John E . and Jorgensen. George N . 3.787.7V4

Schmidt. Walter See—
Dennewit/. Rolf Dieter, and Schmidt. Walter. 3.787.704

Schmitt. Jerry C. to King Radio Corptiration Method and apparatus

for testing area navigation computers 3.787.67 I . CI 235- 1 50 260
Schmitt. Karl See—

Ruschig. Heinrich. Schmitt. Karl. Mohlcr. Werner. Gobel. Axel,

and Lindner. Ernst. 3.787,41 I

Schneeberger. Krit/ .SV«'—

Kndtinger. Fritz. Z*eifel. Walter, and Schneeberger. Irit/.

3.787.2'*5.

Schneider. Gucnter E.. to Digital Equipment Corporatitm Magnetic
head adjustment assembly 3.787.644. CI 174-100 2ca

Schneider. Richard N See—
Manning. I.indley . and Schneider. Richard \ . 3.786.63 I

Schneier. Michael Lawrence, to Svhron Corporation Depleted liquid

supply indicator 3.787. X2'*. CI .U()-244 (lOa

Schnur. Jerome C: .SV*"—
Ruff. Paul H , and Schnur, Jer.ime C , 3.786.951

Schoepflin. David See— ,

Corkum. James L". SchoepHin. David, and TavU»r, Paul A .

3.7S6.762
Scholl. Hans-J«>achim. Klauke. Lrich. Grewe. Ferdin.ind. and Ham-
mann. Ingeborg. to Haver Aktiengesellschafl 4.5-Bis-

(lrinuori>methvlimino»dia/oles 3.78'',435.CI 260-3(N 2(»ti

Schrader. Gerhard. Fue, I uduig. Hack. Helmuth. Hirane. Seiichi. Av.i.

Masahiro. Kishino. Shigeo. and Kuka/awa. \ohuo. to Bayer .Aktien-

gesellschafl Phosphiiro-amidti-thioates. 3.787.538. CI 260-

•J 5 4 000
Schrader. James T See—

Habegger. James D . Huttula. Andrew B.. F«>wler. Daniel I . and

Schrader. James I . 3.786.434

Schrodt. Gerd .V*-*-—

\ oikert. Otto. Schrodt. Cierd. and Zuerger. Manfred. 3.787.2 I I

Schroeder. Kenneth H . and Kelly, (icorge J . Jr . tti Allied Chemical

Corporatuin Chemical strippers and mcth»>d of using 3.787.234. CI

134-2 00(1

Schuele. Donald F See—
Andeen. Carl G . Fontanella. John J . and Schuele. Donald F .

3.787.764.

Schulmeister. Lee F.and Nickols. RichardC . Jr Method of catalyzing

porous electrodes by replacement plating. 3.787.244. CI 136-

120(tfc

Schulte. trich.and Hebel. I Irich. Geometrv apparatus 3.786.568. CI

33-76 OOr

Schultz. Hcnrv L . Jr : See—
Pedersen'. Niels P . and Schult/. Henry L . Jr . 3.787.724

Schul/. Arthur C See—
Zimberg. Walter M.. Schul/. Arthur C , and Woehr, Gecuge C.

3.787.364
Schumann. Robert W . and Smith. Arthur F , to Nicolet Instruments.

Inc Information display system 3.787.666. CI. 235-1 5 l.tKIO.

Schuster. Ludv^ig: See-
Horn. Peter. Schuster. Ludwig; Falkenstcin. Gcorg. and Joschek.

Hans-lngo. 3.787.35y
Schuster. W illiam A.: See—

Mellen. George P . and Schuster. W illiam A . 3.786.754

Schutte. Leonard: See—
Van der Heijden. Arnoldus. and Schutte. Lei>nard. 3.787,473.

Schvkab. Alfred; and Ehret. Rudolf, to Pfoudler-Werke AG Sensing

element to sense ions in liquids 3.787.307, CI 204- 1 45 (M)g.

Schvwartz, Bernard: See—
Berman. Richard M . and Schv^artz. Bernard. 3'.786,683.

Schwartz. Bernard W : See—
Hokanson. Allan E : Kat/en. Raphael: and Schwartz, Bernard W .

3.787.586
Schwartz. Martin L: S*"**—

H . .md Iriks4in. t .irl.

/innes. Harold. Schwartz. Martin I. . and Shavcl. J«>h. Jr .

3.787.324

Schwartz. William H . Jr . and Maxwell. Billy D Incinerator type en-

viri>nmental control system 3.786.767. CI I10-8 0<la

Schwarze. Werner ."><•«•—
Ciiesselmann. (iunler. Schwarze. Werner, and Weigert. Wolfgang.

3.787.472
Schwarze. Werner, to Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt v.»r.

maK Roessler Herbicide b.ised on cyam>alkylamini»triazines

3. 787. 144. CI 7141 (M8>

Schwar/enbach. Kurt .S«i-

Schmidt. Andreas. Schwar/enbach. Kurt, and Hrunetli. Heim«>.

3.787.54(1

Schwarzer. Hans See—
Mever. Heinz. Schmid. Dieter. Bei. Pullach. Schwar/cr, Hans, .ind

fwittenhoff. Hans Jo.ichim. ^787,527
Schweizerische Industrie (iesellsch.ift See—

Pluck. Rene. 3.786.617

SCI Svstcms. inc .V«- -

Coe. Ronald J .3.787.704

Kiehn. Robert M . 3.786.hSI

Scott. Al.in S«-.

Kukes. Charles I . \olheim. Rich.inl

3.7X6.444

Scott. Allan W . to \ ari.in Associates Periodic ni.ignelic.illv locuseil

beamtube 3.7H7.747.CI 315-3 5tHl

Sci>tt. Arthur Leslie. Parsons. J Hilton. Jr . and Hammond. John S . to

Shakespeare Comp.iny H.ink forming machine for a pole construc-

tu<nanda m.thod of forming a pole 3.7s'.268.t 1 I '16 42'> onO
Scott. Cl.irence A . Jr . to Benefici.il Insect Cuiilrol. Int. Method of

raising and handling wasps 3. 786. 544. CI 4t-l24t)(M>

Seab.ise. P.iul I . I«> I nited States ol Anienc.i, Army App.ir.ilus tor

controlling charging of storage batteries with sensing the D ( ol the

electr.)lyte 3.787.754, CI 120-43(8X1
Seals, William () . to Lnited States of America. Armv Pressure sensi-

tive mine insensitive to water deactivation '.786.751, CI I02-

8 (KH)

Seaquist \ alve C«impanv .V«v—
Fwald. R.mald F . .V.786.468

Searlc.G D . & Co .S.v-

C oUins. Paul W .and Pappo. Raphael. 3.7X7.444

Weier. Richard M . 3.7X7.346

Seattle Manuf.icturingCorporatuin .SV< —
Clark. James R . and (iearheard. Larry P . '.7X6.574

Sedin. James W . to Rvk.i Scientifn.. Inc I- M Ir.iiismilter employing
magneticallv movlul.ited ferriniagnelic resonator 3. 78''. 772. CI

325-171 (MM) 1

Sedova. \ era Nikol.ievn.i .S«-<-
|

\'orobeva. Antonin.i K.inovn.i. Gonna. Vera Mikh.ulovn.i. .ind

Obolentsev. Roman Dmilriev leh. 3,7k7.<;(i2

Seegmiller. David W . .ind Kinj:. I owell ,\ I kctrocheniic.il cell with

aluminum electroiles .md different electrolvle conceiitr.ition in two
compartments 3.7X7.242. CI 136X3 (Kit

Segelhorst. August L Drilling control device 3.7X6.X64. CI 166-

1X7 (»(M»

Seglin. Leonard, and Gray. Charles A . to FMC Corporation. Produc-
tion of water gas 3.787.143, CI 4X-204(M>0

Seidel, Hans-Cieorg .Sec— ,

Becker, Kurt, and Seidel. Hans-Cieorg. 3.7X6.707
|

Becker. Kurt, and Seidel. Hans-Cieorg. 3.7X7.146

Seidel. W illiam Charles See—
Mitchell. William .Alexander. St.ihl. Howard D.ive. and Seidel.

William Charles. 3.7X7.542

Sciden. Mvron A . to Polaroid Corporation Photogr.iphic app.ir.itus

3.7X6.7.15. CI 45-44000
Seidensticker. Horst Apparatus for de-burring «>r chamfering of gears

3. 786.601. CI 51-124 000
Sele.CieorgesJ F Medical appliance 3.786.523. CI 5X1 (Ktb

Semon. Albert L Rotary plug valve 3.787.(128. CI 251-317 (KIO

Senior. Franklin C . and MacCiregor. Dougl.is. to Cationic Corpora-

tion Process l\)r the concurrent reci>very of acid and metal values

from spent pickle acid containing the s.ime 3.787,306. CI 204-

105 OOr
Servicemasler Hi>spital Corp«>ration See—

De Boer. Harry F. and Spow art. Joseph A \. 3.787.072.

Setcom Corpi>ratK>n .SV*-— i

Santi>ri. Charles M .3,787,641 '

Seto, Tetsuki: iVf—
Nakashio. Seiz«>; Takemura. Toshio. Mauvam.i. lakashi. Ota. Ku-

nio. and Seto.Tetsuki, 3.787.361

Setzer. William C . Cheskis. Harvey P.. and Winter. Joseph, to Olin

Corporation. Process f«>r preparing aluminum allovs. 3.787,248. CI.

148-1 15()a

Sgrillo, John J , to Farrington Companv. Ihe L.itch seat for knitting

needle 3,786.654. CI 66- 1 2 1 (HIO

Shakespeare Company: .SV«-—

Scott, Arthur Leslie. Parst>ns. J. Hiltim. Jr.. and Hammond. John

S, 3,787,268
Shaler. David, and Long. Jt)hn H . to Muirhead. Inc. Facsimile recorder

-with guided sty h 3.787,884, CI 346- 13400a
Shamalv. Thomas P . to L SM Corporation txpUisivc fastener driving

tiH>l. 3,786,477, CI 227-8OOO
Shank. Gerald G . to Textron. Inc Snowmobile muffler and header as-

sembly. 3.786,840, CI. I 80-64.00a.

Shank, John W'.: See—
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Barker Robert A. and Shank. John W, 3,787.800.

Sharp John David, to Foseco International. Limited. Electrodes for arc

furnaces 3.787,336. CI 252-51 1.000.

Sharps Associates: Sfc— , -,an a-,a
Pars. Harry George, and Razdan. Raj Kumar. 3.787,424.

Shavel. Joh. Jr : S*-*"—
, cu i i k ir

Zinnes. Harold. Schwartz. Martin L ; and Shavel. Joh. Jr.,

3,787,324. , . . n
Shavp» John to Glevum Industrial Designers Limited Buoyancy

we;ghmg scales. 3,786,882, CI 177-207.0(K).

''''VppSle.'.''»renry Albert. Miller. Joseph Charles, and Shea, Vin-

cent 3,786.660 . ^

Shedrow. Sidney Eyeglasses, and mounting means therefor

1 787 in CT 151-43000 „ ,.,.,

Sheelev
'

Donald R Rion. James H . Cook. William R ;
and Biggs. Wil-

liam' A Jr to Sonoco Products Company Treatment ol waste

liquor from pulp production 3,787.283. CI 162-.16.00().

Sheeslev Ji.hn M . and Gulick. Ronald A . to Research Engineering

Company Actuator override 3.786.728. CI 42-33.000.

Sheinfain. Felix Isaakovich: See—
lesner Pavel Alexandrovich. Makarov. K.mstantin Ivanovich.

Ivanov. Alexandr Kornilovich, R.>bin. Mark AnisimovicTi. Slav-

kin Igor Sergeevich. Pischulin, Alexandr Petrovich; Pokrass.

I eonid Mikhailovich; Pochtman. Alexandr Markovich; Shein-

fain Felix Isaakovch. Kondratiev, Evgeny Mikhailovich.

Moi'seevich. Grigory Isaevich. Osmaga, Igor Ivamnich, and

Zhitnik.Greorgy Ciavrilovich. 3.787,038

Shellhause. Ronald I . to Cieneral Motors C.>rporation Open center

control valve 3.787.024. CI 211-333O00
. , .• , „

Shellhause. Ronald L . to General Motors Corporation. ""'L^^'i'/^^'^'LI"

a deceleration energized load controlled brake valve 3.787.046. CI

M)1-24O0f , . ,. . I .

Shen Tsung-Ymg. Witzel. Bruce F . and Walford Gordon L.. to

Merck & Co .Inc Substituted phenylsulfamyl
^^'•*->jL^,i;'^'^J/"f

derivatives thereof in the treatment of innammation. 3.787.5 /O. tl.

424-213 000 . , ,

Sheng Abel Chmg Nam. to RCA Corp..ralion Circuit for supplying

regulated power upon demand 3.787.757.CI. 32.1-4.000

Shepheard. William I Sheet metal door with foam plastic core

1 786.613. CI 52-614000 , „ f . I

Sherk Fred \ to Phillips Petroleum Company Preparation ol metal

sal. slurries from metal salt solutions. 3.787.487. CI. 260-515 (K.p

Sherman Frederick A . to C. I E Information Systems. Incorporated

SvTtem for tr..nsferr.ng data 3.787.X2(),C134()-172 5()0

Sheron. Herman D .Sri-
r i l a

Prav Lester W . Christeson. John H .
Prlsion. Frederick A .

S'heri.n. Herman D . Drake, William H . and Anderson. Gordon

C. 3.786.621

'"'^ishi!::::: X-u. Akaml. Hitoshi; and Shibuya. Atsuo.

Shields R^.ts Bisbee. to Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited Neutron

.md gamma nux detector 3.7X7.647. CI 250-.1<*0O00.

Shikanu. loku/o .SV«'- m .. .n„ri
Saito, Yuichi. Shikanu. fokuzo. and Kimura. Masanon,

Shima "Y.iUo.' L rasaki. Takam.ri; and Oka. Isao. to Teijin Limited.

pVoJess for the preparati..n of substantially linear p..lyesters of low

Tree carboxvl group content 3.7X7.17(.. CI. 26.).750()r.

Shimada. Sadakuni. H.ishimolo. Kunio. Kondoh. Ken. and koy.ima.

Masak to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation

Circubr wavegmde mode filter 1.7X7.787.CI. 333-«*8.00m.

'''"l^ra,^:;o;Tat:jrSh.mizu.Mah.to;andAkashi,Gor.0.787,564

Shimizu. Tatsuro. to As..hi Kogaku ^ogyo Kabushik. K-h- f^,^--
controlsformotionpicturecameras 3.787.1 16.C1 35-141.000.

Shinovama.Tsuneyoshi .SV<--
u .., i «; .toh Setsuo

Takagi. Tooru. Shinoyama. Tsuneyoshi; and Satoh. Setsuo.

1,7X6.627.

'"'^jj:!;:;!. Thoi^as. Shipp. John L; Mines. Robin H.. and Broadbent.

Thomas D .3.7X7.118

Shippey.FrankR :.SV«— n«A ot<;
Block. Leo. and Sh.ppev . I rank R .

.^.7«6.'*2-V

Shuinebarger. Farl D . Gallagher. Bernard J .
Simko. David M and

Bovlan. John R . to Nupro Company Bellows valve 3.787.0.3, C I.

2';i-335.0()b. ^, ,.

ShuM Robert W . to Anchor Hocking Corporation Closure cap liner

1786 414^215-40.000 _ . .

Shvartsman.V alery Lvovich. and '^'-""-j'-
A"{']*'^>, "^^^ M m.'"'

tinuous mixing of powdered materials. 3.787.034. CI. .54 .iO(u».

S I C A •Pomanjou" .SV«

—

. , , o I7«#.gi7
Rousselie. Claude Joseph, and I ..charlotte. Pierre. .1,786,417.

Sick. Erwin. Pinior. Gemot, and Plockl. Johann. to
^'^^'^J^;^^^^J^^'

parate- und Maschmenfabrik I ster Scanner apparatus for optically

discernible characters 3.787. 107, CI. 3.S(|-7O00.

Siclari Francesco; M.ignoni. Franco, .md Fulmmi. Sergio, to Snia

Viscosa S.>cieta Nazionalc Induslria Applicaz.on. \ iscosa S.p.A

Method for the continuous performance of esterification under ther-

mal conditions. 3.787,48 I, CI. 26()-475.00p.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: i'f<'—
, -ro-i a-k;

Kammerl, Anton, and Steigenberger. Hasso. 3.787.6.<."<.

Kattner. Erich; and Bork. Klaus. 3.787.880.

Konczal. Wolfgang. 3.787.652.

Urban. Gerd. 3.787.874.

Sievertsson. Hans: See— , -iot mi
Folkers, Karl; Chang. Jaw-King; and Sievertsson. Hans. 3.787,383.

Signetics Corporation :
See— ,,o-7-><i

Brand.WarrenL.;andKashkooli.Farajollah. 3.787.251.

Sigrist. Willy Method and apparatus for ineasuring thewf'ghtof solid

particles suspended in a carrier gas. 3,787.123, CI. 356-103.000.

Sikorski. Robert P.: See— , -.on -t-in

Hoffman, Edward P.; and Sikorski. Robert P.. 3.787.230.

Silver, Aliens.: See— , .,0-, oio
Feintuch. Martin W.; and Silver. Allen S., 3.787.838.

Silverstein. Abraham: See-
-, -jut tao

Salton, Frank G , and Silverstein, Abraham. 3.787.740

Sim, Alexander Kennedy: See-
^ -,«, aia

Daniels. Peter; and Sim, Alexander Kennedy. 3.787.474.

^'""^S^i^i^^^ D.; Gallagher. Bernard J.; Simko, David M.;

and Boylan. John R, 3,787,023.

Simpson, Anthony Y: See— » toa hqi
Joyce. Douglas D , Jr ; and Simps.>n, Anthony Y.. 3.786.843.

""S^osArldrSTc.; Warfield. Albert H.; and Simpson. Melvyn

L. 3,787,501.

Simpson. William Shaw; See— , no-, co-i

Sanderson. Gary Warner; and Simpstm, William Shaw. 3.787,582.

Singer Company. The: See—
Coulombe, Lionel J. 3.786.769.

, .„ ^ 1 ,h r»
Gamertsfelder. George R.; Stavis. Gus; and Vladimir, Leonard O..

3,787,866.

Singer Company, The. mesne: See—
, -,oa «!/;>

Zipser, David Bernard; and Bullard. Russell H.. 3,786,862.

Sioux Steam Cleaner Corporation: See-

Finger. John F, 3,786.835.

Sir Steak Machinery, Inc.: See—
Deckert, Robert, 3,786,536.

Sitt, Rudiger: See— ,, ,, , ,,^„„
I inke, Siegfried; Sitt, Rudiger, Horstmann, Harald; and Meng,

Karl, 3,787,43 1.

Skau, Evald L: See— c 1 n i twi .ms
Mod. Robert R ; Magne, Frank C; and Skau, Eva d L ,

3.787,455.

Mod, Robert R.. Magne, Frank C ; and Skau. Eva d L.. 3.7«7,456.

Mod. Robert R ; Magne, Frank C; and Skau Evald L., 3-787^57.

Skellv David W., and Wagner, Bernard C , to General Electric Corn-

pan; Aqueous dispersions of finely divided lubricants m polyam.de

acid. 3,787,338, CI 260-24. 2()n.
.

Skujins, Romans, Jr . to Lnited States of America Army. Coaxial mag-

netostrictive accelerometer. 3,786.674, CI. 73-7 1 .400.

^''*"'Dolels!LSfs7av; Beran. Pavel; Slama. Karel; and Sorm. Frantisek.

3.787,478.

Slavkin. Igor Sergeevich: See— .

Tesner Pav^l Alexandrovich; Makarov, Konstantin Ivanovich;

Ivanov Alexandr Kornilovich; Robin, Mark Anisimovich. Slav-

kin. Igor Sergeevich, Pischulin, Alexandr Petrovich, Pokrass,

Leonid Mikhailovich; Pochtman. Alexandr Markovich; Shein-

fain Felix Isaakovch; Kondratiev. Evgeny Mikhailovich.

Moi'seevich, Grigory Isaevich, Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich; and

Zhitnik.Greorgy Gavrilovich. 3.787,038^
^

Sletten. Carlvle J ; and Goggins. William B . Jr ,
to Lnited States of

America Air Force Airborne digital moving target detector.

1 787.844, CI. 343-7 700
, • , c. . r

Sletten. Carlvle J . and Goggins, William B , Jr .
to Lnited States of

America. Air Force. Airborne analog moving target detector.

3,787,8.SO, CI. 343-7.700.

Slocombe, Robert J: See—
. . 1 ci ... ..^Ko

Heimsch, Robert A ;
Bartosczewicz. John S ,

and Slocombe,

Robert J .3.787,212 u, /- ,„
Smearsoll, Wayne W ; and Kaar. John F. to Kr<.cter & 0^")^''^

J"^'-
pany. The Filling containers with friable particles. 3.786.844. CI.

Sm'ne'y!'vem N.; Lewis. Adolph L ; and Forbes. David K. to United

States of America. Naw Method of producing a thin film laser.

3.787.234. CI. 1I7-2I7.0'00.

Smith. Arthur F.:.See—
,^ ^ . . c tjut aaa

Schumann. Robert W, and Smith, Arthur F, 3,787 ,666^

Smith Carl M . to Schlegel Company Canada. Limited Core trays.

3.786.432. CI. 2ll-60.00r.

Smith. Charles F .See-
. . ^, . ^ , ^oa uoa

Foster Silvers A ; and Smith. Charles P.. 3.786,846.

^""'pu^^S Cha^les'M . Smith, Donald A.; and Butler, Walter J ,

3.787. S52,

Smith Harvell Morton SVe—
Ravle. Brian James; Fisher, Lester; and Smith, Harvell Morton.

.1.787,144.
'

Smith. Herchel: .See—
, ,ot ,o<

Hughes. Gordon Alan; and Smith. Herchel. 3.787,345.

Smith. James M . to Hewlett-Packard C-'^nipanv^Oul diffusion welds m

a microc.rcu.l package assembly 3.7X6,559, CI. 24-470. 100.

Smith. James P: See- .„ . , n 1 •la-' <q^
Folzenlogen. Robert G ; and Smith, James P., 3./8 . ,543.

Smith Kline & French Laboratories: See-

Sutton. Blaine M.; and Weinstock, Joseph, 3.787.568.

Smith, LearyW: See- , non t.in
McCarty. John O.; and Smith, Leary W., 3.787,63 /.
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Smith. Morion CS*'*-
, o .. ..

Potter, Robert M ; Robinson. Eugene S . and Smith. Morton C .

3.786.858.

Smith. Paul K 5^*—
Dahlen. Burton L . Mosly. Wilbur C . Jr . Smith. Paul K . and Al-

benesius. Edward L.. 3.787,321

Smith, Robert W , Ordway, Fred; Taylor, Charles A.; and Zimmerman,

William, III, to Artech Corp«iration. Irreversible warm-up indicator

3,786,777, CI 1 16-1 14 Oab

Smith, Ronald M See-
Moore, Bri^n B , Padegs. Andris, and Smith. Ronald M .

3.787.891.

Smiths Industries Limited: See—
Ashby. Robin, and Adams, Terence Ernest. 3,787.7^8

Snam Progetti S p.A See—
Neri, Carlo, and Perrott, Emilio. 3.787.464

Snia Viscosa Societa Nazionale Industria Applieazioni Viscosa S p.A .

See—
Siclari. Francesco; Magnoni. Ftanco. and Fulmini. Sergio.

3.787.481.

Snodgrass. John E See—
Blymiller. Arthur L . and Snodgrass. John E.. 3.787,864.

Snyder Donald E . and Batchellcr. Roy W . to Crane-Veyor Corpora-

tion Joint for tubular structure 3.787.033, CI. 256-5«* 000

Snyder, Herbert C, and De Santis, L rbano J , to Brockway Glass Com-

pany Inc Apparatus for introducing measured volumes of gases to

interiors of glass containers 3,787, 197. CI 65-260000
Soana, Renzo. to Sp A Luigi Franchi. Brescia (Italy) Arrangement

for preselecting the sequence of firing of a double-barrelled gun

having a-single trigger 3.786.588. CI 42-42 OOr

Societa Italiana Resine S.p.A : See-
Piccolo. Luigi; Calcagno. Benedetto; and Chirga. Marccllo,

3.787.556
Societe Anonyme Aerazur Constructions Acronautiques: See-

Bernard. Jean Paul. 3.787.067

Sociele Anonyme PoclUin; See-
Martin. Louis E . 3,786,724

Societe Civile d'Eiudes ct de Recherchcs pour .See—

Jarrault, Maurice Louis, 3.786,565

Societe d'Btudes de Machines Thcrmiques; ,SVe-

Kuhn. Karl Walter; and Gallois. Jacques, 3.786,630.

Societe Financierc Francaise de Licences et Brevets: See-
Jakob, Horst. 3,787,164

Societe Grenobloisc dFtudes ot d'Applications Hydrauliques.

(SOGREAH) See-
Merle, Jean. 3.786,875

Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale .See-

Denis. Jean Francois. Ozauha-Lyndis. Serge Yvan; Fremont. Mau-

rice Henri Louis. Krajewski. Edward, and Marcel. Jean-Picrrc

Julien. 3.787.657.

Societe Rhorie-Progil See—
Antonini. Albert; Putters. Robert, and Wetroff. Georges,

3.787.489.

Societe Suisse pour llndustrie Horlogere Management Services S A :

See—
Sauthier. Pierre. 3.786.625

Soda. Toshi. and Fujisawa. Hideva. t<i Nippondens4) Co . Ltd Fuel in-

for internal combusti«>n engine 3.786.788, CI.

R . to Alron

3.787.624. CI

for

jecti«)n apparatus

12 3-32 Oca

Sol. Jack .Apparatus and method for manufacturing weld nuts

3.786.528, CI U)-76(lOr

Solvav & Cie See-
Stevens. Jacques, and George. Michel. 3.787.384

Sommerfeld. Karl, and /clldann. Herbert, to Daimler-Ben/ Aktien-

gesellschaft Installation for ddoaming lubricants 3.786.61 8. CI. 55-

159 000
Sondcll Research & Development Co .See-

Patterson. James A . 3.787.718.

Sonneborn. Lambertus .See—
Buys. Pieter. and Sonneborn. Lambertus. 3.787.087

Sonoco Products Companv See—
Sheelev. Donald R , Rion. James H. C»H>k. William R . and Biggs.

William A .Jr. 3.787.28?

Sons. Charles C; See—
Brpwn. Wavne; Fabere, Ravmond W; Grant, Gerald E.;andS«>ns,

Charles C .3.786.848

S«irensen. Robert See

—

Scarnalo. Thomas J ; Gordon. Paul C, Sorensen, Robert, and

Lawler. Craig M .3.786.620

Sorenson. James L.. .See—
Pannier. Karl A . Jr.; Reynolds. Gord«in S.. and Sorens«)n. James

L. 3.786. 8 10

Sorimachi. Kanehiro: .See—

Itt).Tadashi.andSorimachi. Kanehir«>. 3.787.108

Stirm.Frantisck See—
Dolejs. Ladislav. Beran. Pavel. Slama. Karel; and S«>rm. Frantisek.

3.787.478.

Southern Illinois Lniversity Ftiundation: .See—
Greailine. Stanley E . and Grismore. Fred Leiand, 3,787,860.

Southwest Research Institute Se<

—

Wood. Charles D . 3.787. 1 44

S p A Luigi Franchi. Brescia (Italy): .See—

Soana. Renzo. 3.786.588

Spectra-Vi>ion Corporation: .See—

Fion. Anthony M . 3.787-.617.

Spectrospin AG.: See—
Keller. Tom W . and Tschopp. Werner H . 3.787,760.

Spencer. Richard R . and Penny. William C . to Alliance Rubber Com
pany Method and apparatus for forming thinw ailed tubular articles

3.787.552, CI 264-40 000
Spengler, Ernst Maximilian Rotary stamping apparatus. 3,786.709. CI

83-339000
Sperry Rand Corpi^ration See—

Curnow, John W, and Nowicki. Harry J . 3.787.027

Jacobson. Robert S . 3.787.862

Lazarchik. Robert E . Ri>eder. Robert S , and Runkle, D«>nald R

3,787,857. ,

Speth, Sebastian: See—
Schaub, Fran/, and Spoth. Sebastian. 3.787,166 '

Spinning Pipe Service, inc .See—
Iglehart. Jesse H . and Iglehart. Hilary H. 3.787.226

Spitabny. Arnold. Breitbart. George, and Sporn. Stanley

Industries, inc. Remote condition monitoring device

179-2 OOa
Sp«>ntelli. Leonard P . to Crawf»>rd Fitting Company Apparatus

testing swaged ferrules 3.786.677. CI 73-88 OOr

Sporn. Stanley R.See—
Spitabny. Arn«>ld. Breitbart. George, and Sporn. Stanley R .

3.787.624

Spowart. Joseph A N -See-

De Boer. Harry F . and Sp«>wart. J»>seph A N .3.787.072

Square D Company .See

—

Diersing. Raymond A . 3.787.712.

Diersing, Raymond A . Morrill. Robert J , and Stanback. Harris i .

3,787,713'

Schmidt, Ji>hn E , and Jorgensen. George N (said Jorgensen asMU

to), 3.787,794.

Squibb. E R .& Sons. Inc .See— i

Hoehn. Hans, and Denzel. Theodor. 3.787.4.30 I

Staadt. Charles R See—
Behunin. Gage B . Cole. Eugene A . and StaUdt. Charlc> R

3.786.966
Staadt Charles R . to Mastmrv Systems. Inc . mesne Overhead crane

apparatus 3.786.936. CI 212 11 000

Stabilus Industrie- und Handclsgesellschafi mbH .See—
Freitag. Herbert. 3.787.019

Stadelhofer. Richard S Self-feeding watering svstem for potted nursery

plants 3.786.598.C1 47-38 UK)

Staff«>rd. David C Hidden ma/e pu/zle contained ball 3.787.054. CI

273-109 ()(H)

Stahl. Howard Dasc .See—
Mitchell. William Alexander. Slahl. Howard Dave, and Scidel.

William Charles. 3.787.592

Stamberger. Paul, to I nion Optics Corporation Piilymerstif N vinyl or

N-allyl heterocyclic compounds with monoethvlenicallv unsaturated

esters and glviidv I esters 3.787.380. CI 260X0 720

Stanback. Harris 1 .See—

Diersing. Raymond A . Miirrill. R«>bert J . and Stanb.ick. Harris I .

3.787.713'

Standard Oil Company .See-

Lee. Richard J . 3.787.492

MutTat. Donald L .Clark. John B . and Lovell. I yle M . 3.787.189

Piasek. Edmund J . and Karll. Robert E. 3.787.458

Standing. Charles N .See—

Dryo. W illiam R . and Standing. Charles N . 3.787.597

Stanford. James R . and Vogelsang. Paul G . Jr . to N.ilco Chemical

Company Phosphated mixed esters of hydroxy amines 3.787.534,

CI 260-928000
Staniland, Philip Anthony, and Jarrelt. (iraham. to Imperial Chemical

Industries, Limited. Aromatic ptilv sulfones 3.787.363. CI 260-

49(MM)
Stanley Victor William, to GKN Sankey Ltd and Aro Plastic Building

Supplies. Ltd Moulding plastic articles 3.787.549. CI 264-274 000

Stanley Works. The See—
W'hitehouse, Hugh L . 3.786.873

Stapp Paul R . to Phillips Petroleum Company Aryl substituted

methane compounds 3.787. 513. CI 260 668 (H)c

Stark. Robert E .See—
Gillman. Leiand VL. and Stark, Robert E . 3.787.240

State of Israel. At«>mic Energy Commissi«<n. The .See—

Menachem. Surkes. Kis. Ivan, and Nathan, Roscntal. 3.787.699

States. Ronald Frederick, to Desoutter Brothers I imited Pneumatic

screwdriver or like rotary tool 3.786.845. CI 1 44-32000

Slavis. Gus: See—
Gamertsfelder. George R.; Stavis, Gus. and Vladimir. Leonard O..

3.787.866.
|

Steelcase Inc . .S'e<

—

|

Van Gessel. Ri>bert C . and Van Kdik. Dirk J . 3.787.605.

Steeoerm. Donald E : .See-

King. William D . LarMin. George D.. Steeoerm. Donald E ; and

Winchester. Ami>s J . Jr . 3.787.667

Steetlcv ( Mfg ) Ltd. See-
Briggs. Charles Clifford, and Ly the. Trevor W ilkinsjin. 3.787.558.

Steigenberger. Hasso: .See—

Kammerl. Anton, and Steigenberger. Hass«>. 3,787,635.

Stem John W Electronic calculating device having arithmetic and

errlu-checking operational mixles 3,787,672. CI 235-153.0bd.

Steiner Rudtilpf. t«i Numertap. Inc Adjustable torque controlled Uw\

holder 3.787. 1 36. CI 408- 1 39O00.

Steinkuhl, Bernd .See—
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Hauschopp, Alois. Langem. Werne Lippe; Breuer. Oswald; Os-

trop BeMhold. and Steinkuhl. Bernd. 3.787.090

Stendel. Wilhelm: See— , ,,.t

Tnders Fdgar. and Stendel. Wilhelm. 3.787.576.

WoUweber Hartmund; Hiltmann, Rudolf; and Stendel. Wilhelm.

3.787.575.

Stephen. Rudolf See-
,^ . o i if i 7K7 sow

Richtzenhain. Herman, and Stephen. Rudolf. 3.787 509.

Stenhens Ruth E . to Ethyl Corporation Method of decomposing

nUrogen oxides. 3,787,560, CI 423-239O00

Stephens Thomas S . Saldana, Guadalupe, and Brown, Harold E., to

Lnited States of America, Agriculture Process for preparing carrot

luice 3,787,589, CI 426-325000

Stephenson. Charles M .See- i7X7h73
Watson. William J . and Stephenson. C harles M 3.787.67 3

Stephenson. Kenrick O . Jr System monitor tor credit system

1 787.623. CI 179-20dp

'"'^J':::;:^];:.;!I;7: and'^phens^m. Robert L, 3 787^

S.ephe:son' Robert L . and Lewis, n-aldT^to A lied Chemical Cor-

poration Delayed filling ot air bag 3,786,843. C 1 I41-1.^.»K»«.

''"'S;n;:::^'^udo;f;Ra>. Robert A . and Sternberg. James C .

StevenOaJq^v and (ieorge. Michel to SoKay
^J- ^::|\;;;;^"^

nrocessforthepoUmerizationofolelins 3.787.384. CI 94 v.liua^

Strvens. Travis V. .' to Rohm & »'^'^':, S^:^^^,'^:^,,^
taervthritol and process for preparmp 3.7 87.465. C I

-hO-44i)iH»._

S,:.rar'., Robert d' to Occidental Petroleum Corporation^ Procss for

manufacturing of antimony trichloride 3.787.557. C I 4^3 « / imo.

'""
Wini:^;; G:o;g:'R: JII; S„ne. Laurence O ;

and Vande V en. John

p .
3.786.682

"""c!;:;:hL''w.i;f;:;ng. Hahn. Wolfd.e.her. and Stoll. Bernhard.

Stollcr's!!lomIn. to Prudential Insurance Company '^'/'"^;'';'•
,[.|;;;

.1 Randolph C..mputcr Corporation Apparatus lor controlling

r.' ement of obiects 3.787.045. CI 27.-60000^

Stol/cr Claus Hammann. Ingeborg. I nterstenhofer. Gunter. ..nd

Homever. Bernhard. to Haver Akt.engesellsch.if. 0-''"^>",^''^«;"> "

Vmon Ul.-.ii^-yl,-S-,N-mono..lk>..a.keny,-carbam>^^^^^^^^^^^^^

,h.on...hiolphosphor.c acid ester amides ^.^X^^^^^-
\ '-,,'ht "level

Su.nc, Robor, 1 .
to I n.ted

^'f^V^Vix'cr's.^TV.K
'

S.::^^^.;:;;^ I'^rf ^^^d StaJr:.^;;:^^:: A^> Bores,ght align-

ment dcMce 3.787.693, Cl 250-3.30000

'""jahn'"weri:::V:Kan,pe. Wolfgang. I auland. Erich; Juhran. Wolf-

cant and Stork. Har.ild. 3.787.391

Story Rob'er, S . and Patel. Arv.nd S Replacement motor mounting

A 7X7 014 CI '4814 000

Stou' Kail J . to Ohio Nuclear. Inc Real time data compression

sysicm 3.787.827. CI 340-174 lOp.

'''''h.c::''^^^;::^. U. stover. Pau. Lugene; and L.ghtner.

Joseph Campbell. Jr .3.786.764

Str.ulco Inventions &. Research C i> SVe—

telephone number to receivingp.irty3.7S7.6.6.tl '

'Vvi ,„w .wa

1 ubnfiants Carbon monoxide conversion catalysts. 3.787.33.. C I.

25;-443O00
Sugiyama.Hironari See -

r.lii.
Nitta Kuvata; Sugivama, Hironari, r.ikita.

Hideo, .3.787,217.

Sugivama, Masayasu .Se«

Naka. Kanji; Sugiyama. Masayasu; and

'"'t^Sr^A:;;:;; N!:>r^;s;n.ch. BaUnan. Ruben Dzhangirovich.

Sulldze Ippoli. DavidoMch. Agl.tskv. Vladinur F"movicK

K.khniash III AMandil Semenovich; Kanto Ilia

slm:.nov ich. Dzhanelidzc. V.izha Venedik.ov.ch; and Lachin-

ov. Alexandr Alevandrovich. 3787.007

Sulcek, Charles E See- ,,,.., .

Miller. Frank E. and Sulcek. C harles F

Sullins. James R .Se«

—

Wiers. William C . Sullins. James K

3.786.684

Sult/haugh. lisle W See-
u i i u, t 7«7 X7v

Kampf. Richard S . and Sult/baugh. Lisle W .

3.787.87V

Sulzberger. Robert D: See— o u . r» ^7X7 675
Rushing. Wilford A ; and Sulzberger. Robert D .

3.787.67.S

Sumitomo Chemical. Limited: .See- t .1 whi Oti Ku
Nakashio. Seizo; Takemura. Foshio; Mauyama. Takashi. Ota. Ku

nio; and Seto. Tetsuki. 3.787.361

Kiyoshi. and Itoh

Nishibori. Saiko.

3 7X6.744.

and Warren. David A

Sun Research and Development Co.: See-

Bean. Roger M. 3.787.5 16.

Sundstrand Corptiration: See—
Aleem.Mohammed A .3.786.696

, ^ba as^ n 70
Suprowich. Wasyl. Ignition key storage device. 3.786.656. CI. /O

63 000.

Surfalloy Corporation: See-
, nun >>»

Rausch. John J ; and Van Thvne. Ray J ,
3.787.228.

Surgical Appliance Industries. Inc :
.See-

lewis Hector E. 3.786.804.

Suth rbrld. Alan, to Hepworth and Grandage L-t-f .^«-']a

^^-^'-f
apparatus with mechanism for emmercing Ng and mould. 3.786.8> /.

CI 164-350.000

'""
M^an^:::' Ge^^Tsutter. Raymond C ; Nimylowycz. Osyp; and

White. Wilmer. 3.787.010.
x, Fr -nch

Sutton Blaine M . and We.nstock. Joseph, to Smith Kline & French

. horator-es Arthritic c..mp.>s.tions comprising a" s-.phosphme. r

ph..sphitoaurous ,-th.our<,nium halide and meth..d of producing anti-

irthritic activity 3.787.568. CI. 424-2 1 1 .000.

Sutto" Winiam 'h. Apparatus for side pick up refuse collection

3.786.949. CI. 2 14-.302O00.

Suzuki. Koji: .See— ^ .. -17077^0
Ijchida. Kozo; Nakaya. Naohisa; and Suzuki. Koji. 3.787. /4V.

Suzuki. lomohiko: .See-
1 7x7 X.1S

Kubota. Hiroshi; and Suzuki. Tomohiko. 3.787.845.

Svenska AB Cleansol: See—
Eliasson.Arne Lennart. 3.787.349.

ui . ,..,;„

Svenson. Bert N . to Instrument Systems. Corporation V anable rauo

belt-type transmission having improved driven pulley. 3.786.688. CI.

74-2.30 17m.

'^^'Mc^nnt Paui"^ McLaughlin. William D, Jr. and Swader.

Sw iim'^Snl'M'-^Lnhed States of America. Navy Restrictive

mlmipub.ion limited try mechanism for a combination lock.

t 7Xh h58 CI 70-33t()Or.

sJ^i:^^^S. to Majest.c Lures^ Meth.^and^t^.e^or^determ.n-

ing how much line to use when trolling 3.786.586. C 1. •*; » '""'^

Swanson. Ian N . to Donaldson Company. "C f-f-"^*
-"•'l'"- ^"^ '""

stroke cycle encine ^786.897. CI 181-54.000.

Sw iru Flmtr\ 'to in.ted States of America. Army Fluid multi-and

logicalcrcuit. 3.786.838. CI 1.37-8 UOOa
SW F Spczialfabrik fur Autozubehor Gustav Rau GmbH: .Se. -

Kohler. Alfred; and Bauer. Kurt. 3.787.1 _9

Swiatek.HenrvJ See-
> mi ^i-i

Okrepkie. John; and Swiatek, Henry J. 3.7S/../.V

Swietek. Donald J See-
, ^ t , , x -isiii\A

Dorler. J.ick A , and Swietek. Donald J . 3.787.734

'^'1.n;;;m^rFr!;l;'/:::..cl. waiter; and Schneeberger. Fritz.

SwodenV Wolfgang; Scharfc. Gerhard, and Dornfeldt. Wolfram, to

'^Wr A^ienlesc^llschaft Process for the P-.}--" <;' P^ "^•-

..cctvl acetonate of low chlorine content 3.787.46_. CI. -Wi

429'OOj.

Svbron Corporation: .See-

Schneier. Michael Lawrence. 3.787.829.

Svenator Henry A . to Illinois Tool Works.

"screw 1786.7 13. CI. 85-41.000.

Svmonds. Dean Homer, to Deere & Company; Spout control system.

'3.786.945. CI 214-42.00a.

Svntex Corporation: .See—
, -,07 ««m'

Fried.JohnH ; and Harrison. Ian T. 3.78 /.SRO.

Matthews. Gary J .
3.787.477

'^
"'J'lll^m'aauiilTi^uis Clement;

Bfucher. Bernard Philippe; and Jul-

lien. Alexandra Francine. 3.787.-»36.

1 & S Equipment C ompany: .S"e<

I esclear. Robert!.. .3.786.5.30

'^"'jl^r^M^rv-n';^; Fabler. Donald C; and Nowack. Gerhard P
.

^

Tabor."Pai**rick M. Container for explosive charge 3.786.956. CI 220-

6 3. OOr.

^*'^'S;^^;:;:^;')^ers. Kurt. Meier. Hermann; and Taglinger.

TakagX:'; ShUiliyama. Tsuneyoshi. and Satoh^ Setsuo t.>J3rien,

Watch Co.. Ltd. Dial plates for timepieces 3.786.6.7. CI

T ikahash'i Tadao and K.tabavashi. Shoji. to Iw.itsu Electric Comp..ny

UmUed Method and apparatus for depicting letters patterns and the

ikTn substrates 3.787.258.C1. 156-73.()00
,, , , , S al

TW.mizawa Akira and Sato. Hisao Certain pyrazolo ll.5-al

';'ynnXl4.5-!; ,

pyrimidines. 3.787.408. CI. 260-256 40L

^^•^tllhi^fil^uirsakurai. Hisaya; Taka^^i Jt^ukich. Mori.a.

Hideo Hirotsu. Yoshivuki; and Hamada. Fetsuo. 3.787.3. .^.

Watanabe. Mitsuo; and Okada. Y<^sh.yuk. .3 J87.198.

Yurugi.Shojiro;andKikuchi.Shintaro. 3.787.414,

1 akemura. Toshio; See—

Inc Chip breaker drill
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.ikashi. Ota, Ku-

r.itsiuv

N Kshlk.lU.I.

aiul I an.ik.i.

and lanaka.

Well safetN valve svstcni

Ui Cameo Ineorpurated

Nakashio. Sei/o. Takemura, ToshM>. Muu>ama.
nui. anil Selo. retsuki. 3.7X7..^M

Takeuehi. Shinjiru Sec—
lehjoka. Sali>shi. and Takeuehi. Shinjiru. 3.7X7,879

I akita. Ki>o>hi Sec—
Nitta. Kuvata. Sugivama, Hironari; Takila. Kivc»>hi. and lu>h.

HiUeo. 3.7H7.:i7. .. ^

Famai. YaNUn See—
Hiin)i'. Satoru.and Taniai. ^asu»>. 3.7K7.235

ramama.lTeteuo See—-
^

Walanabe. Masaru. Vamauehi. Ntibuharu. Hashimto. Na«>ki. .ind

Tamama, I eteut>, 3.7S7.Hh3.

Tamburrii. Albert See— #

Pineno. Stephen, and Tamburro. Albert. 3.7K6,h3»*.

Famura. Tatsuiv See—
Ava. Hasahinv Saittv Juniehi. huka/avva. \obiu>. lanturj

Kurihara. Ka/un. and Nurixhima. Nurihixa. 3.7S7.^w3

Fanabe Seivaku C'i> ltd See —
Himi/u. Juniehi. Hanuava. Shmchi. I>hida. .Akihiki

k.ioru. and Sato. Masanori. 3,7S7,44S

I anaka Dieeast Co Ltd See -

Satn.Shiperu. 3.7S6.S43

f anaka. Hiro-ihi See

Kagaua. Tsuneo. Funi. Kvmehi. Tanaka. Ma>a«>.

HiroNhi. 3.7S7.4^^

Fanaka. Masao: See—
Kagaua. Tsuneo: Kupi. Kvoiehi. Fanaka. Ma>ao.

Hiro>hi. 3.7S7.46h

Fanaka. Miirimiehi: See— .

> okota. Minoru. and I anaka. Murimichi. 3.787.203

Fanner. Ciold & Fra>k See —
nalebout.Melvm W .3.7K6..«i8t>

FauNch. (iilbert H . to Cameo. Ineorporated

1.7S6.S6t.CI lh6-''2 (tOtt

Fauseh. Cnlbert H . and N^atkins. Freil h

roeki>ut for well >atet> valve 3.7Xfi.Hh.>. CI 1 h«i-;74 (Ids

Faiiseh. (iilberl H . and \\atknis, Freil F . to Cameo. Ineorporateil

Foekout tor vielKafetv valve 3.^Xh.X66.( I I6h 224 (Mis

Fauseh. Ciilbert H . Watkins. Fred F . and Oiel/, \K illum H .
to C ameo

Incorporated ^^ ell sal'etv valve \VNleni and method olUperalion

3."'H6.867.(i |^^-3l5(•o^)

ravli>r. Charles A .SVc -

Smith, Robert \\ . Ordwav . Fred, FavUir. Charles A . and /immer-

man,\\illiam,lll, 3,7Xb,777

Tavlor. Charles f . to (iull Oil C anada I muled Oil tank skimming

deviec 3.78^.K2^.CI 1 :t4- 1(14 IMMI

Tavlor. Paul A .V**!-

Corkum. James L. Sehoeptlm. David, and Tavhu. Paul A.
3.78h.762.

Tavlor. William t . to Automation Devices. Ine Linear vibratorv

tctfder 3.78«>.yl2.el 148-22(lt)ee

leagnti, Weadimiro. and Frevisiol. Franeti. to .AMP Ineorporated

Double thickness PC B Hag terminal 3.787.801 .CI 33V-2S8 (M)r

Fee (iroup. Inc . I he; .NV«"—
Richter. Harvev h . 3.78^.y'^^.

Fechnibiolics. Inc .SVc-

Wolvek.Sidnev.3.''86.816
Technical Processing. Ine ,V«-«"—

Aron, Frvvin. 3,787.341.

lecna Corporation See—
Kitrilakis. Sotiris. 3.78h.8(l'<

Fedesco. R.ittaele S«'i-

Melacini, Paolo, Patron, I uigi. Moretli. Albcrl«>. and I eilcsco.

Raffaele. 3.787.36.*;

Tei)in limited See—
Ichikawa. Vataro. Fokashiki. Michivuki. and Kobavashi. Osaniu.

3.787.480.

Shima. Fakeo. I rasaki. I akanori. and Oka. Isao. 3.787.37(1.

Teledvne. Inc See—
Hastings. Charles F . Rounion. William A . t onistock. Allen I

.

and Bradburv. Joseph I .3.787.844

Kammer. Paul A . and Dultera. Robert B . 3.787.h5«

Feleprompter Corporation See -

Schlatlv. Hubert J . 3.787.M>7.

leletvpe Ct>rporation: See—
Cook. Harold D . 3.787.M 8

Keiperl. Hans K .
3.7X6.bM3

Tepper. Sidnev. and Fauls. Fhomas J . to Fducational lovs Ine hduta-

tionaltov 3.786..';77.CT 35-35 (Hid

Terkelsen. Bruce F SVe'—
Ciiamei. Anthonv F . Hornbecker. Merton F . and Ferkelsen.

Bruce F . 3.787.190

Fesner. Pavel Alevandrov ich. Makarov. Konsianlin Ivanovich. Ivanov.

Alevandr kornilovich. Robin. M.irk Anisimovich. Slavkm. Igor Sc*-

geevich. Pischulin. Alevandr Petrovich. Pokrass. I eon id Mik-

hailovich. Pochtman. Alexandr Markov ich. Sheinlain. Felix

lsaak«>vch. kondraliev. Fvgeiiv Mikhailovich. Moiseevieh. Cirigorv

Isaevieh Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich. .iiul /hilnik. Cireorgv Ciavrilovich

Reformer for firing reverberators furnace and melh»>d of i>pcraling

said reformer 3.787.038. CI 266-24 OOO
Fetlev. Inc . mesne: See—

Borders. Bert; Rivkovkich. Harold, and Rehman. Warren C.
3. 787.590

Texaco Inc iVf—

Hellmuth.Walter W . and Miller. I duard F . 3.787.497

I exas Instruments. Incorporated ,S<<'—
Cragon. H.irvev. and I ogan. Russell M ,

:<.787.85S

Reedv.C.irlD . Jr. 3.7x7.223

Watson. William J .and Stephenson. Charles M . 3.787.67.3

lexlron. Ine See-

Jovce. Douglas D . Jr . and Simpson. Anthonv Y . 3.786.893

Rieth.Kurt A . 3.786.629

Shank.C.eraldCi. 3.786.890

Thaddev. kiirt. to Ciba Cieigx ACi Method of and apparatus for delect

ing the image fields contained on a strip i>f film 3.7X7.701 . CI 250-

561 0»M>

I heodore. Ares N See

I abana. Santokh S . and Theodore. Ares \ . 3.787.520

Fhiele. Kurt, and \ on Bebenburg. Walter F . to Deutsche (iiild- und

Silber Scheiileaiistalt vormals Roessler 2 Ben/vl aminopvruline hav

ing at least three subsiiiuenis in the ben/vl group '.''X7.429. CI

260-295 S(i^

Ihoni.is. Carlton I . lo kMS liuliislries, Inc C ohereni I'plical r.id.ir

processi.r ^7X-'.S42.C1 34VsOpe
Ihomas. D.miel Walter, lo American Cvanamid C oinp.iin 4,6

Dihvdroxv ii.il'bis( 3-o\o I is,.iiulolmvl ulene I isophlhalainide ami

substitution products 3.7X7.4 <S. CI 260-32"* 0(10

I homason-CSF See

Frit/. Inch, and Bostrowskv. Daniel. 3.7X7.779 1

Ihompson. John I . anil (iillemot. (ieorge W Solilerless terminal as-

semblv 3.787.795. CI 3'9-14(M)r

I hompson. W illiam H . to Trans Clean. Inc . mesne Correl.itor for au-

tomobile washing installations 3.7X6.988. CI 2 ^8 4 ooo

I homson-CSF See —
Becavin. Henri. 3.787.X6I

Salmon. Jacques. 3. 78"'.858

I horn llectrical Industries I milled See —
Farrow . \ ictor Francis. 3. 7X7. ''5

I

Fhorp. (ieoffrev Philip S<r

Burgess. Brian, and I horp. deoflrev I'hilip. 3."X«).99t

I HW Inc S,

,

C arls.in. Robert Fdward. 3."X-.|sl

Koppang. Richard R . aiul Burgc. Harlaiul I . Jr , 3."x7. |6X

Fiet/e. I Inch, C ourtin. F.rich. and I raub. Stefan, to Hewlett Packard

(imbH Filler circuitrv 3.787.774. CI <2x 167 000

liassens. Hindrik Microwave device 3.787.:-82. C I VM KT (lOi

I oa Boshoku Kabushiki K.iisha Ni<-

Kimur.i. \obuo. .iiul Mi/ulani. > iikio. ^''86.822

lobev. Stephen W . to Dow C hemical Compaiiv. I he Disiibsinuteil

cvclopropenones and methoil of proiliiclion '.''.s''.sno, (I 26U
SIM I OOO

lokashiki, Michivuki See-

Ichikawa. ^ alaro. lokashiki. Michivuki. and Kobavashi. Osamu.
.X.7X7.480

I

lokunaga. Kivoaki See—
]

Ishii. lakami. Noshikaw.i. loshio, In.iike. loshihiro. Kuroda.

Ka/uhiro. Kido. kiinio. .mil I okuii.iga. Kivoaki. '.''X".*^ ^

Fokuvama Soil.i Kabushiki Kaish.i S< <

Kimura. \obuo. and Mi/iil.im. ^ iikio. '.786.822

Fokvo Shibaura ITectric Co . I Id ,V«'i-—
\egishi, Saloshi. V"X".X2'

loll, (ierharil. ami I ahm, lleiniich. lo liulev Werke K( I Multiple tool

turret »,7X6.s'9.CI 29-27 OOO

I omomoto. I akamon See

Ijicbi. Ichiro. Malda. Saiiro. Kiibo. Salorii. ami I omomoto.
I.ikamori. '."S'.Xo2

lomv KogvoCo . I til See

Sam>.Hiroshi. 3.786.597 I

liMile. Richanl C V<<-

Nacei. (ieorge R .and I oole. Richard C .3.787.877

lopcik. Barrv. to Cities Service Companv Pellets of precipilateil silica

3.7X-.221 .C'l l06-2XXOOb
lopol, (ieorge I . to Biospherics Incorporated Optical sensing sam-

pling head '.7X7.7o^.Cl 2';0-574 0(1(1

lorba. Florence F . ti> Dow Chemical (ompaiiv. I he Cvaiioalkoxv

(trinuoromelhvllpvridines 3.7X7.420.(1 260-294 900
forrington Companv. The .S«i— I

Ailing. Richard I . 3.:'X7.I04

Tourin. Andre Marcel, lo Iiisiilute Furopeen de Recherches et d'Appli-

cationv Medicales 'I F R A M " Splint having inllalable detachable

cushions 3.786.805.CI I 2X 87 OOr

Tovo Kogvi> Companv. I td .SV«-

Mitsuvama. Masaru. and Kurio. Nonvuki. '.787.1 52

lovola Jidosha Kogko kabushiki Kaisha ,V«'<'-

H.iga, Sho|i, and Komori/ono. Kunichi. 3.786.9()3

lovola Jidosha Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha See-

Kaneko. ^ asuhisa. Komatsu. N asuhiko. and Okada. N asuo.

3.786.795

I rans-C lean. Inc . mesne .V<-«'-

I hompson. W illiam H , ',7X6.9X8 I

Iraub, Stefan \i'<- '

I lel/e. I Inch. Courlm. I rich, ami I raub. Stefan. 3.787.774

I raul Bernard t . and Kiffmever. \ ernon A . to Washington Scienlific

Industries. Inc Coupling assemblv 3.787, 1 25. CI 403- 1 3.tM)0

IRC Industries. Inc.. .SV«-—
Nathan. Walter. 3.787.0IX.

Frent. Fdward J .V<v —
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Meyers Laverne H ; Kagcle. Frank L.; Trent. Edward J^;

Fridenberg. Jerry T.. Alberty, Frederick J.; and Fitzgerald.

BloyceD .3.787,660.

Trevisiol. Franco: See—
Tcagno. Weadimiro. and Trevisiol. Franco, 3.787,801

.

Tri-Fech. Inc . mesne: See—
Haydon, Arthur W, 3.787.663

Trumblc. Terry M Ultraviolet radiation dosimeter. 3.787.687. C 1. 250-

83 Ocd.

T rumper. Joachim .SVf— ^ -lo-i t.a->

Bagge. Erich. Trumper. Joachim; and Knaak. Joachim. 3.787,682.

Trutna.Maynard A .Sf-f- nfiAuis
Potts. Herbert M . and Trutna. Maynard A.. 3.786.915.

TRW Inc See—
, Fanning. Ronald I. .3.787.775

Frvco Manufacturing Company, Inc .Sf«-

Ruff, Paul H. and Schnur. Jerome C. 3.786.95 1

Fschopp.WernerH ,SV.- -nv? 7/^o
Keller. Tom W . and Tschopp. Werner H .

3.787.760

Fucker & Sons .Vjv—
, tut <w,ii

Tucker, EmmittM. and Tucker. J Morris 3.787.099_

Fucker Fmmitt M . and Tucker. J Morris, to Tucker & Sons Endless

track unit 3.787.099, CI 305-25 000

Tucker. J Morris See—
Tucker.FmmittM. and Tucker. J Morns. 3.787.099

I urn/, Fvelvn Method of making snack food 3.787.588. CI. 4_6-

Tunx/i" Alexander. Jr Balanced tire 3.786.850.C1 152-3.30 000

Tur/illo I ee A Means and method for producing stepped concrete

slopestructures 3.7X6.640, CI 61-37000

Tur/illo Lee A Means for stabilizing structural layer overlying earth

materialsinsitu. 3.786.64 I. CI 61-63000.

Fwitienhoff. Hans Joachim .SVt-—
Meyer. Hein/. Schmid. Dieter. Bei. Pullach; Schwarzer. Hans, and

Fwitienhoff. Hans Joachim. 3,787.527,

Tyagi, Amulva D .SV«'—
Pavia.Fdgar H . and Tyagi. Amulva D .

3.787.5«*6.

I F ChemicalCi>rporation ,SV< —
Kramer. Frit/. 3,7X6,604

I be Industries. Ltd .">«•< —
Ishii. Fakami. Yoshikawa. Toshio; Inaike. Toshihiro; Kuroda.

ka/uhiro. kido. kunio. and Tokunaga. Kiyoaki. 3.787 353

Yamada. keisho. Cmemura. Sumio. Ohdan. Kvoji. Hidaka Mikio;

Bando Yasuo. Fukuda. ka/uo. and Sawazi. Masao. 3.78 /.3.M

I chida. ko/o. Nakava. Naohisa. and Su/uki. koji. to lw_ata Electric

Companv limited Automatic synchronizing system 3.78 /. /49. c l.

315-19 (too ..CI II

I chivama. Hideaki. lo kabushiki kaisha Suwa \'^'^^<^;;l'a^ Solar cell

watch dial having calendar display window 3.786.624. CI. 58-

23600(1

^'''
Cook Melvm A . Idv. Lex I; Hagmann. Mark J ;

and Jessop.

Harvev A .3.787.254

I ffner William E to Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corporation Olass

fiber" reinforced elastomers ',787.224. CI I 17-72000.

Cgine kuhlmann See—
Bader. Andre, and Weiss. Francis. 3,787.484.

IHl -Werk H u M FischerG m bH .SV«'-

Dickmann, Hein/ Hermann, krattner. Richard; and Mobius. Hans-

Dieter. 3.787. 345
, , n^n ,.1*,

Dickmann. Hem/ Hermann, and Krattner. Richard. '-^S^ J*46.

Cinch Paul Max. Basel. Kugler. Frit/, and Jost. Max. to Ciba-Geigy

AC, Tna/mvl val dyestuffs 3.787.406.CI 260-249.000.

Lmemura, Sumio: ,SV('

—

. ,,. , , ,.. •

Yamada, Keisho. Cmemura. Sumio. Ohdan. Kyoji. Hidaka M.kio;

Bando Yasuo. Fukuda. Ka/uo; and Sawa/i. Masao. 3. /X /.3.^4.

Cnderwood, Jereld L
.
to Houston ^

^'-'"''^;''/"';'f,'"« VIhm'"'Wcbsplicingmelhodandapparalus 3.7X7.264. CI. 156- .57 .mMK

Cngerug. Gary A ; Pews. R Garth, and Dickerson, Richard T to Dow

C^hemical Company, The Fire retardants for polymers. 3.7X7,506.

CI 260-61 3O0r
Cniflo Systems Company: Sei— '

Kleven, Lowell A , 3.7X6.836.

I'nion Carbide Corporation: See—
Rudness. Robert G. 3.787,22y.

Union Optics Corporation: iVf—
Stamberger. Paul. 3.787.380.

Union Special Machine Company: See—

Kosrow, Robert L , and Mrowczynski. Aloizy, 3,786.768.

Uniroyal Inc 5f€—
. ,r 1 i to-j t<u

Klemfeld. Martin J.; and Heinrichs. Alfred J,. 3.787.259.

Unit Process Assemblies. Inc.: See—

Hay. William D. 3.786,686

United Aircraft Corporation: .SV*-—

Bourdeau. Romeo G. 3.787.236.
. -r- 1 i _

Giamei. Anthonv F . Hornbecker. Merton P.; and Terkelsen.

Bruce E. 3.787. 190.
-. -,«-, -710

Ray. Thomas J; and W achner, Glenn C. 3.787. /30.

Walsh. ThomasC .3.787.141.

United States of America

'^^BTrry'"Davrd^ . Bunk. Alben R ; Halbrook. Noah J.; and

Lawrence. Ray v.. 3.787.342.

; Drake. George L., Jr.; and Reeves. Wilson A.,

, 3.787,459.

and Skau. Evald L.
,3.787.220.

Magna. Frank

; and Schuele. Donald E.,

Daigle. Donald J.

3.787.360.

Frankel. Edwin N..

Maher. George G.

Mod. Robert R.

3.787.455. ^„ u n
Stephens. Thomas S.; Saldana, Guadalupe; and Brown, Harold

E. 3.787.589.

Air Force: iff—
Blymiller. Arthur L., and Snodgrass. John E.. 3.787.864.

Medicus, Gostav K,; and Breaux. Onezime P.. 3.787.78

1

Poirier. Joseph L. 3,787.843.
-, ,„, o.q

Sletten, Carlyle J ; and Goggins. William B.. Jr.. 3.787.849.

Slelten. Carlyle J., and Goggins. William B. Jr.. 3.787.850.

Anlal. John J.; and Becker. Robert L.. 3,787.698.

Christians, John A ; and Cevasco. Francis M.. 3.786.525.

Ciccone. Thomas O ; Hare. George E.; and Nimylowycz. Osyp,

CuVrie. Richard W , and Peacher. Teddy J.. 3.787.668.

Horwath.IiborG. 3.787.738
, t«^ «-.q

Manion. Francis M.; and Kirshner. Joseph ^ • 3 78*, "JSV.

Mellen. George P . and Schuster. William A .
3.786.759.

Meranshian. George; Sutter, Raymond C; Nimylowycz. Osyp;

and White. Wilmer. 3,787.010. ^,,to7,«.
Novak Thaddeus J.; and Poziomek. Edward J.. 3.787.1 84.

Seabase. Paul L. 3,787.754.

Seals.WilliamO. 3.786.751.

Skujins. Romans. Jr.. 3.786.674.

Stone. Robert L., 3,787,688.

Stone. Robert L. 3.787.693.

Swartz. Elmer L. 3.786.838.
,78^7,7

Vickers. Wiley B.; and Looger. Lonnie L.. 3.786. /
1

/.

Wilson. Dennis L.. 3.786.716.

Zacharin. Alexey T.. 3.786.750.

Zimmerman. Thomas H., 3.786.758.

Armv, mesne: ,Vff

—

Applebv. Frank G ; Rodwan. Edmund J ; and Lee. William.

3,786.718. pt
Atomic Energy Commission: See—

Andeen. Carl G.; Fontanella. John J.

3.787.764.
Atac.Mu/affer. 3.787.746. ^ . .. „ , ,. ,

Dahlen. Burton L ; Mosly, Wilbur C . Jr ; Smith, Paul K ;
and

Albenesius. Edward L., 3.787.32 1

.

Gaerttner. Martin R . 3.7S6.672

Laurer. Gerard R. 3.787.691.
. ^ .. ., . n

Potter, Robert M , Robinson. Eugene S ; and Smith. Morton C.

3.786.858.

Navy: .SVf

—

Bi'shop, W ilson P.. 3.787.846.

Delay. Dennis G. 3.787.752
^ xk ™

Donahue. William J; Gratton. Peter D ; and Cammack. Thomas

A. 3.786.754.

Geres. Robert J .3.787.186.

Goldberg. Jacob, 3.787,8 1 7.

Ma Lawrence K C, 3.786.553.

Reese. Joe, 3.787.871. ,-,077.0
Salton, Frank G,; and Silverstein. Abraham, -y ^/•^'*"^ \

, ^
Smiley. Vern N ; Lewis. Adolph L.. and Forbes. David K..

3.787.234.

Swaim. Frank H, 3.786.658

Winchester. Henry F., 3.787.279.

Wolff. HannsH. 3.787.6 19
... , -,oa i.,i

Worcester. Francis J ; and Attor. William H , III, 3.786.633.

United States Steel Corporation: .SVf

—

Abarotm. Eugene V2. 3.786.697.
. ^ „ r- 1^

Jones. Donald A.; Orr. Howard S.; and Qually. Francis K..

3.786.664.

Kelly.CalvinE. 3.786.969

Rizzonc. Michael L, 3.786.729.

Universal Maschinenfabrik Dr. Rudolf Schieber KG: See-

Krause. Erich, 3,786.655.

Universal Oil Products Company: -SVf—

Anderson. Robert F. 3.787.5 1 8.

Benghiat. Isaac, 3,787.528.

Bcnghiat. Isaac. 3.787.529.

Cyba.Henrvk A. 3.787.354.

Cyba.Hcnryk A. 3.787.416. ,-,«-,,,.
Donaldson, George R.; and Pollitzer. E^""' L 3 787 3 14.

Nardo. Thomas P.; and Pecoraro. Ralph R.. 3.786.829.

Pollitzer. Ernest L. 3.787.313.
. ., , v„„ i^hn

Winter. George R . Ill; Stine. Laurence O.; and Vande Vcn. John

E.. 3.786.682.

University of Illinois Foundation: 5ff-
, ^07 «,»«

"

Metcalf. Robert L.; Kapi>or. Inder; and Hirwe, Asha. 3,787,505.

Unterstenhafer.Gunter: Sff—
u r /- .», ..„,i

Colin, Reimer; Hammann, Ingeborg, Unterstcnhafer. Gunier, and

Behrenz. Wolfgang, 3,787,539.

Untcrstenhofer.Gunter:Sf<'— ^ t r- „.„, ,.„h
Slolzer. Claus, Hammann. Ingeborg; Unterstenhofcr. Gunier, and

Homeyer. Bernhard, 3.787,535.

Upjohn Company. The: Sff

—

Birkenmeyer. Robert D.. 3.787.390.
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Farnssey . W.Uian, J. Jr.; and Andrews. Ph.l.p S .
3.787.367.

*- r>-fa;:r n^rd^no^r-^r3.7«7.H74. C. 346- .
O.K>.

^^
K"'^:' N^!^ Shiinnes. and M.dde.Wamp. Manncs Ane.

3 787 7*^2

H.n/. Hans D.eter. 3.786.745

Weston. Alan David 3.786 5 56_

Wulms. Chr.st.an J GH. 3.787.745

I SM Corporation See—

Doff". Richard J. 3.787 222.
• McGarr. John J. 3.787.525

Passer. La Ro>B.3.786.J80.
Shamaly. Thomas P. 3.786.977

""^SXrCro; C. and Rapson. W.H.an, J .
3.786.675

''""'suXra. Yu^iro. Lsu.. Kou.ch.. Na.tp. HiroyuW.. and Ma.uza.a.

Ssoji. 3.787.330

Vacu-Maid. Inc Set-
Lindsay. Edward V, . 3.786.53.

Valspar Corporation. The; ^«''-

VaUr'^::;?T^^P— •foI.aW.n, con,pos.te p.ast.c ar..c.es

vi'ne^^S-d ^:\;rP:S-.<i Corporafon Photo.raph.c Ha^H as-

sembU '3.786.737. CI «*5-n 001

Van Brode M.ll.ngCo . Inc See-

Jones. Charles H .3.786.908
, ^.,_^.j u. LeNer Brothers

Van der He.jden. Arnoldus^and
S<--»'"";=/.Xnate ^787.473. CI

Company Th.oether suhst.tuted th.olcarbonates ..

260-455 006 <-. w ..„ I .n Keutsch Georc. and

van D.,W. Leonardos Pe.rusJo,ef^Verhagn.;^

Korevaar. Geerlof Jan. to I V
^^A...on between two terminal sta

sxstem for the transm.ss.on of >nformatu>n b^ ween

access means 3. i » '.no?.*, i

"^'^::a::'c^::eLRS;;C.andVanKd...D.rWJ. 3.787.605

' ""
!<:arN^luam'i^ "i^- John F . and Van Lcuwen. Bruce (i .

^ 787.278.

"""
JH^^ch Johi j"::^ Van Thyne. Ray J .

3.7H7.228.

'""t.nte". George ^'m. St.ne. Laurence O .
and Vande Ven. John

. ^
•

"\^'*n ;td C to Kalama/oo Manufaclurmg Comftanv. mesne

'\t;t'm"tard'Jngs;s'cm 3.786.962.C1 :::-56t.OO

Var.an Associates See-

Anderson. NVcston A .
3.787.69.

Scolt. Allan W .3.787.747
v-»,.,.irs F I and Companv

Vasta. Joseph A .
to Du P-"'f ,

'5,^r;^:,\| 260-835 .H)0
Hxdroxylconta.n.ngcopoUmcrs 3. »/.. 1

^ Reactive beta

Vaughn. Walter L. to D-
^^^''^-^^J 3>d tor the.r preparation

lactone-containing poUmcrs anu a mc.

t 787 '<66 CI 260-64 (too ^ wu c
'•

Vdo Tachometer WerWe Adolf Sch-dl.ng GmbH 5..-
^^^^ ^^,

Veb'i^^S;^;r!:e!;;^^^^^'-
^^.r^pHische Masch.nen und

"^rchKS^^«7.04>
Herrfich. Klaus. 3.787.04..

p.,u„raohischc Maschinen und

VEB Polygraph Leip/ig. Komb.nat fur Pol>graphiscnc

Austustungen Se-f—

Hertnch. Klaus. 3.786.742.

VEBTcxtilkombinatCoitbus S.f
p„ ^787.261

Velsicol Chemical Co'P^V^'";",^^''
Course. Jerome A. 3.787.356

Krenzer. John. 3.787.432.

'^"•^^"""^ck-^iid Venco.Gas.one. 3.786.529

^^"^rbiii:: iS^rdus Petrus J-^ VVrhagcn. Jan: Feutsch. Georg:

and Korcvaar. Geerlof Jan. 3.78 /.o.^
Wayne, to Litton

408-241 OOg.

Versuchsanstalt Max Grundig: bee-

Mangold. Hans, and Klc.n. Walter. 3.787.784.

Viewers. Wi.ey B . and U.gc. •--'^^-'^^"^ ^rVu'""^'"'
Army Electrical Tiring mechanism. 3.786./

1
/,«- •

V ictor Company of Japan Ltd_^i«'«'-

Genma.Susumu. 3.787.274

Gcnma.Susumu. 3.787..75

V.dal. Pierre See— _ _.,

vr„"SH'.;o'D:;'J'iU,,f.cC,,,r,.....»R.a...„,,n,......,

press cNlinder suppi>rt and control 3.786. /4V. ».

Vircinia Amusement C ompany See- i

Clem. ChesleyD. 3.787.046 I

Vit.Jaroslav .S««-
and V it Jar.«.lav. 3.787.450.

t 787 1 09. CI 35«)-.V>2 IKK)

Overbed crane 3.78^.9.«^.^. i -i- •

''"^Rl^dair D^C^d 1 . Vogcl. Calvm. and Wv„„. Robert W

3.787.486 i.mH.. Peter and Pasturc/aW.

^'sr.- rs;v!/ror.pr's.;~ '--- -«
^
-.„„„,

Cl 264-345(8)0 I

Vogelsang. Paul G .
Jr .v.--

„„ p ...i c Jr W87.534
Stanford. James R . and V ogelsang. Paul t.

.
Jr

. .

Vo.he.mjichard H^
r."v..lheim, Richard H . and I rikson. Carl.

3.786.994 ,/.. .,o.r Mildred to Hadische

1 7«7 >
1 I CI »i6-1^ M)0 ,,prmting, 3.787 II. j-r-'"

U, FMt Corporation Her

\olpP. ^--f* P-'"'- -""^
?V 1 .V 3 787 434 CI 260-306 80d

bicidal l.2.3-thiadia/ol-5yl ureas. 3.787.4.M.*. i

VonBebcnburg.W.ilterF -V." » .li.-r I W87 429
1 hiele. Kurt, and \ on Behenburg. W ''"^' ; .^;;,

'
,"

,..„j,^crWe

"h ^^t'AUl";^:;i.Sft*':or;::;^^"::;::^ r . Brunmg

^^i- -r .^Sn-rrri:r^
^ '^

'

di../i.nium compounds 3.78 7.1 .v^

n.,r.s Jutla. to I arbwerke
Von der Fit/. Hans I Inch ..nd ' "»^

'J
" ^/\'"; „, ^ Brun.ng

H.Hrchs. Aktiengesellscha t ;;'7-' ^ .^'V \ 787 1 t" CI 8-14 Ot...

Process for sp..ce-dveing ot ce lulose
'•^";'^^''^^,{^!^ \\ ^ ^ h Ap-

von Loewis of Menar.
^'"^-"^'^V.

•;•

""^^h.ei ^787.095. CI 303-

paratus for unl«H.kmg a brake-UKkcd wncci ..

21 *>"f '. ^-.r.n. Wri Mikhailovna. and

mercaptans 3787.502. C 1 260-609 tK)r.
|

^
"'^^::!"na:'RS'r5:^hn:;;.i;. Famest I d Whobrey. Ronald

W.da.'to.;J:*J;:%o Ccik. C;v ltd Fabeller ...h pushing-out

means 3.787.266. CI 156-361 000

W aehner. Glenn C.SVi— r-i.„„c ^787 710
Rav. Thomas J .and Waehner. Glenn C ..»./«'.'

W acner. Bernard C.SV*"— , i tht ftK
Skcllv. David W . and Wagner. Bernard C .. 3.787.338,

W agner Electric ^ orporat.on •V.v-

M.ichek. John A . 3.786. /—

^

, ^^^

wSME'^s'SJr I 'C^ "r...n -..^P^—s apr"-»

television camera 3.78/.M^.*-" '
'"

W87 508. Cl 260-613 OOr

*rr'i.r,5r:,?r„rirSr "."sr... .upp,T„,,.n .>.«™..

W86.521.C1 44-172.150

^^";;;;:aS m1. ?::;nd WaHace. David J .
3.787.388.
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Wallerscheild. Jean. GmbH, mesne: See-
"-, -,o^ ^^A

Buthe. Theo. Kugler. Manfred; and Rheinl. Lohmar. 3.78t). / lb.

Wallis Charles W. to American Chain & Cable Company. Inc. Verti-

cal conveyor 3.786,910. CI. 198-158.000.

Wallis. John MelviniS.'f— , -,u-i ^i-,
Male. Charles Colin, and Wallis. John Melvin. 3,787.632.

Walsh Thomas C . to United Aircraft Corporation. Filament rein-

forced rotor assembly 3.787.141 .CI. 416-244.000

Walters. Frank, to Ferranli Limited. Visual display devices. 3.78 7.753.

CI 115-169 Otv

Walther. William D . and Deregnaucourt. Robert A .
''\D'»>\;'"

^J^^'
Foundry Company. The Fifth wheel coupler assembly. 3.787.076.

d 280-435 000
Wamser. Christian Albert; .S^f-

. -noT <«!S
Bruen. Charles Patrick, and Wamser. Christian Albert. 3.787.53S.

W ard. David Charles .S*-*--
-, -.u-, ^-,n

Pieters. Leon Andre; and W ird. David Charles. 3.787.620

Ward. Delbert R See—
Ciood. Alan E . and Ward. Delbert R .

3.786.642.

Ward.l.arry A .SVf-
, t. u . a

Dils. Eugene W . Jr . Ward. Larry A . and Ward. Robert A .

3.786.784.

Ward. Robert A S>r—
, d k . a

Dils. Eugene W . Jr , Ward. Larry A ; and Ward. Robert A .

3. 78ft.784.

Warfield. Albert H i>«--

Kallianos. Andrew G.; Warfield. Albert H . and Simpson. Melvyn

I . 3.787.501

Warnc-Michael Anthony :.S>f—

W vail, Derek Gerald. Clark. Delia Margaret; and Warne. Michael

Anthonv.3.786.ft80.

Warner. Graeme W See—
Nalbach. John C. and Warner. Graeme W . 3.786.616,

Warner-Lambert Companv.SV*

—

, , u i

Zinnes. Harold. Schwartz. Martin L.; and Shavel. Joh. Jr..

3.787.324

Warren.DavidA .SVi-—
r» • a

Wiers. William C . Sullins. James R . and Warren. David A .

.1.78ft.ft84

Washington Scienlilic Industries. Inc. SVf—

Traut Bernard F , and Kiffmever. Vernon A .3.787.1.5

Watanabe. Masaru. V.miauchi. Nobuharu. Hashimto. Naoki. and

Tamama. leleuo Radio angle measurement apparatus. 3./8/.8ft,<.

CI 343- 1 13()0r

Watanabe. Mitsuo .SV« .
., , , u . u;

Hagimoto. Hiroshi. Aral, forhiharu. \ oshikawa. Harufoshi.

Watanabe. Mitsuo. and Okada. Yoshivuki. 3.787.198.

Waterburv Pressed Metal Conipanv , The .S<< —
Armstrong. W illiam H . 3.787.812

Watkins. Fred E .Sec—
, ,,u^ o^t

Tausch.Ciilbert H . and Watkins. Fred F . 3.786.865,

Tausch.CJilbertH .and Watkins. Fred F. 3.786.866,

lausch. Gilbert H . Watkins, Fred F . and Diet/. William H .

^786.867

Watk.ns. Laurence Shrapnell. to Western Electric Company. Incor-

porated Methods and apparatus for inspecting workpieces b> spatial

filteringsubtraction, 3.787.1 17. CI 353-20.000

Watrous. Donald 1, . to General Electric Company t"""!"'"''^"'"
"f

circuit for determining Hashing of a photoflash lamp, 3.787.1ft/. Li

431-95 000
., ^ ,

„
Watson Fred D . and Mohr. John L . to McDonnell Douglas Corpora-

tion Means for >\nchr..n./ing remotelv positioned timing devices

1 787.ftft5. CI. 235-150 230

Watson. William J , and Stephenson. Charles M .
to r"''" '"^."""l'="*';•

lncorpor.lted Pipelined high speed arithmetic unit. 3.787.ft73. C I.

235-1 56 (KK)

Waukesha Bearing Corporation; SVi--

Gardner.WillisW, 3.787.105
^ , , ,-

Weaver. Max A . and Wallace. David J„ to Eastman "^odak Company

Thia/olkvl-a/o-tetrah\dro quinoline compounds. 3.787. .^88. Li

2ftO-l 55 000 ^ . ^ ,. .

Weber Cieorge Robert Accelerated aging of alcoholic beverages.

3.787.587. CI. 426-248.000

Weedon. Gene Clyde: .SVf—
c. .„i...

Oescentini. l.amberto; Wells. Rodney Lee; Lazarus. Stanley

David; and Weedon. Gene Clyde. 3.787.524

Weegen. Lorenz; Luders. Albrecht; Brinkmann. Heinz; Herbst Klaus;

and Ernst Gerd. to Kronprinz Aktiengesellschaft Wheel with drop-

base rim 3.787.092. CI ,301 -63.00r.
,7K6 590C143

Weeks. Cluster G Fishing rod retrieving device, 3.78ft.S90. 1
1

4,^

Wegri'uller. Hans, and Kleemann. Alois, to Ciba-Geigy ^G^Process for

the nonaqueous continuous dyeing and printing of fibre material

made from svnthetic polyamide 3.787.180. CI, 8-172 000

Wehr Corporation: Sf<'—

Lepper.JamesM .Jr. 3.787. 122

Wei Peter H L 2-Substitutcd-4.5.ft.7-tetrahydrobenzothiazo e-4-car-

boxvirac"ds and their alkyl esters. .1 .787.43 3 CI. 260-.306.8(r

Weier'. Richard M . to Searle. G D
. & ^''^^ ^l^'^^'^-^-*'"^^',^'''-

koxv) carbonvl-3-oxo-l 7a-pregn-4-enc-21-carboxylic acida-lac-

tones and congeners. 3.787.396. CI 260-2.39,570,

''"'G::;sS?rGu;''t7r; Schwarze. Werner; and Wcigert. Wolfgang.

3.787.472.

Weimann.Gunther: iVf—

Bergmeyer. Hans Ulrich; Haid. Eric; Nelboeck-Hochstetter.

Michael; and Weimann. Gunlher. 3.787.392,

Wcinstock. Joseph; See— , .,„t c^o
Sutton. Blaine M; and Weinstock, Joseph. 3.787.568

Weir Pumps, Limited; See—
Randell. Forrest Thomson. 3.786.901,

Weisner. Hassel L, Acid bath washer apparatus. 3.786.825. CI. 1J4-

99.000,

Weiss, Francis: See—
Bader, Andre; and Weiss, Francis. 3,787.484,

Weissmann, Gerd Friedrich Hurst, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. In-

corporated, Determination of mechanical design properties of elastic

materials, 3.786.673. CI, 73-67,200,

Wells. Rodney Lee: See—
Crescentini. Lamberto; and Wells, Rodney Lee. 3.787,523,

Crescentini. Lamberto. Wells. Rodney Lee; Lazarus. Stanley

David; and Weedon. Gene Clyde, 3.787.524,

Wendt Gerhard R ; and Winkley, Michael W,, to American Honte

Products Corporation. Telrahydro-2H-thiopyran-4-sulfamic acids

and salts. 3.787.442. CI. 260-327.0th,

Werner. Tage: iVe— , -,o^ ^<>a
Greaves. Melvin J,; and Werner. Tage. 3.W6.606,

Werth. John: Sf*-— ^ , ,„ . , ._
Malaspina. Francis P.; Aker, Wesley E,; and Werth. John.

3.787.308,

West. Donald L: See-
Fillmore. Gary L,; Naylor. Hugh E,, III; and West, Donald L,.

^ 7S7 882

West Michael Anthonv. to Royal Institution of Great Britain, The,

Sample identification by measurement of wavelength of lu-

minescence utilizing plasma discharge lamp excitation and continu-

ous interference filter 3.787,695. CI, 250-365,000.

Western Electric Company, Incorporated: See—

Ciszewski, Raymond S,. 3.786,562,

Watkins, Laurence Shrapnelj, 3.787.1 17

Western Gold & Platinum Company: See—

Mizuhara. Howard; and Gamer, Nicholas T., 3,786.854,

W estern Sales and Supply Co See—
Horst, Thomas A, 3,787.02

1

, ,c
Westinghouse Brake English Electric Semi-Conductors Limited: See-

Anderson. Thomas Alexander, 3.787.719

Westinghouse Electric Corporation: See—

Hughes. Robert B. 3.787.85 1

Weston Alan David, to L,S, Philips Corporation Mounting semicon-

ductor bodies, 3.786.556. CI, 29-473.100.

Weston Instruments. Inc.: Sff— .

Kishel. Joseph F. 3.787.683,

Westvaco Corporation: See-
Forbes. Hampton E . Jr . 3.786.732.

Wetroff. Georges: 5ff— « r-

Anti>nini. Albert; Putters. Robert; and Wetroff. Georges.

3.787.489.

Wharmbv. James D:.S<'f—
,

..'. ^ , ru i-
Allen Charles A; Brvant. Richard W ; Delaney. Thomas J,.

Dhaka. Vir A,. Meaile. Robert M . and Wharmby. James D,.

3 787 837

Wheldon wilbert G . to Northrop Corporation, Direct side force con-

trol device. 3.787,009. CI. 244-83,00e,

W hirlpool Corporation: Sff-
,- ,-,u^ T.-

Miller. Frank E,; and Sulcck. Charles E,, 3.786.744.

W hite. Donald Lawrence: iVe—
rw „ n

Berreman. Dwight Winton. Meiboom. Saul; White. Donald

Lawrence; and Kahn, Frederic Jay, 3.787.1 10.

White. Wilmer: iVf— .,. , --, .

Meranshian. George; Sutter. Raymond C; Nimylowycz. Osyp; and

White. Wilmer.3.7870 10

Whitehouse. Hugh L.. to Stanley ^'f.'^-Th- ^tal torque regulator

valve for fluid operated power tool. 3.786.873. CI I 73-
1
.ooi)

Whiting Corporation: -Sf*--
, ,o.c..-.c

Vla/nv. Joseph J; and Coston.MalcomM. 3.786.935. ,

Whitney. Thomas A.; and Langer. Arthur W . Jr . to Es»o Research and

Fneinecring Company. Preparation of aromatic compounds via

benzyne intermediates, 3.787.496. CI, 260-577,000,

Whittaker. Mack P.: Sff— , -.on ca,
Grindstaff. Lloyd L; and Whittaker. Mack P,. 3,787.54

1

Whobrey, Ronald W,:Sff—
,,.,1.1. o«„ .m

Christena, Rav C; Johnston. Earnest L,; and Whobrey. Ronald

W. 3.787.282, ,, ,. ., .^ ,

Wicki Heinz, to Sandoz Ltd, 2: 1 Metal complexes of 2.2 .4 -trihydrox-

y.i. 5-dinitroazobenzene bound to a diphenylamine through an azo

bridge, 3.787.387. CI. 260-l45.00a,

Wiechert, Rudolf: See-
. , ^ , t, , i, vi....

Kerb. Ulrich; Wiechert. Rudolf; Petzoldt. Karl; Kieslich. Klaus.

andKolb. Karl Heinz. 3.787,454,

Wiers, William C; Sullins, James R,; and Warren. Davjd A /o Auto-

mation Industries, Inc, Pipeline inspection pig, 3,786.684. CI. /3-

432.00r. „ ^ „
Wiggins Gerald N ; and Rogers. Jerome S . to Burroughs Corporation

Test method for a programmable data communication terminal,

3.787.810. CI. 340-146.10e.

Wilbert. Inc: Sff- ^ . ^ . . w d it
Chandler. Wesley M.; Heuser. Paul F; and«Juba. Bernard I,.

3 787 545,

Wilcox. Charles F, Iris check valve andaise thereof 3.787.022. CI, 251-

212,000,
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Wilda.JackS Si'f- ...... , . c
Br>son. Wilmer G . Jr ; Lyie. Donald D.. and Wilda. Jack S.

3.787.035.

Wildbolz. Rudolf; See—
Hanselmann. Daniel, and Wildbolz. Rudolf. 3.787.(W3

Wiley Robert B Truck wash apparatus 3.786.823. CI 134-450(M)

Wilhcim John R.. to Purolalor. Inc Paper filter element center tube

3,786.9:6. CI. 210-497.000.

Wilkin Joseph -D. to Celotex Corporation, The Modular ceiling as-

sembly 3.786.602. CI. 52-28.000.

Wilkos. Edward VS."?—
Wright. Archibald N . Burgess. William R.. and Wilkos. Edward

V. 3.787. 382

Willeitner. Eberhardt. to Maschinenfabrik Augsburg Nuernberg Ak-

ticngesellschaft Damping device for an inhomogeneous centrifuge

roto. 3.786.694. CI. 74-573.000.

Williams Benjamin F . to Benwilco. Inc. Positive displacement

machine such as a pump 3.787.I53.CI. 418-176.000

W illiams. George Norman Sfe—
Murphv. William D . Williams. George Norman; Wilson. Robert

F . and Zmuda. Edward I . 3.787.610.

W illiams. Richard L Manhole base section for sewer lines 3.7H7.078.

CI 285-189 000.

W illiams. Roger Morley: 5^^

—

Arnold. John Spencer. Beck. George Morland. Btu>m. Roger Ji>hn.

Cosserat. David Cockburn. Hodges. Kenneth James Hamer.

Sandeman. Theodor Duncan. Williams. Roger Morlev. and O
Hallorari. Michael. 3.787.8 1 8

Willson. James R . to Robertshaw Controls Company Electrical

switch 3.787.793. CI. 337-44.000.

Wilson. Dennis L , to United States of America. Army Safety indexing

device for launcher firing mechanism 3.786,7 16. CI. 89-1 S 12

Wilson, Robert F.. See—
Murphy, William D.. Williams, George Norman. Wils*>n. Robert

F , and Zmuda, Edward I., 3.787,610

Wilson, Roderick T : See--

Riblett, Edward L . 3.786.575.

Winchester. Amos J. JriVf—
King. William D . l.ars«in. George D . Stceoerm, Donald F ,

and

Winchester, Amos J , Jr . 3.7H7.667

Winchester Henrv F . to tnited States of America, Navy Shock and

fire attenuating fuel tank 3,787,279. CI 16r-160(»00

Wiafrev. Hal C Stone anchor 3.786.605. CI 52-235 000

Wingerd. Winston Harold, Damisch, Russell; and Bo/zi. Marshall, to

Bt>rden Company, The Piiwdered fat composition 3,787.216. CI

99-139000
Winklcv, Michael W .SV.-—

Wendt. Gerhard R . and Winkley. Michael W .3.787.442

Winter. George R , III. Stine. I aurence O . and \ ande Ven. John F .
to

Lniversal Oil Priiducts Company Catalyst sampling apparatus

3.786.682, CI 7i-421(»Ob.

Winter, Joseph .S«'f—

Set/er, William C, Chcskis. Harvey P. and Winter. Joseph.

3.787.248.

W inters, Ralph J Sf*-—
Wahl, Eugene A , Deb«»nte, Cornelius, Jr , and Winters. Ralph J

3.7H6.961

Winvall, Milton E-S..-—
Acker, Ellsworth G, and Winvall. Milton E . 3.787,561.

Wirfelt Sven Axel Olof, to Sandvik Aktoebolag Milling cutter

3,786.545, CI 29-105 OOr

Wirth. Joseph G; See—
Heath Darrell R . and W irlh. Joseph^i .

3,787.475.

Wirth Joseph G and Heath. Darrell R , to General Electric Companv

ProcessTormakmgpolyethenmidcs. 3,787.364. CI. 260-61(100

Wise. William Svdney .SV<— ,-,o-.,.i
Robinson. Joseph Gordon, and Wise, William Sydney, 3,787.343

Wittner Hubert, and l.auer, Kurt, to Gebr Giulini GmbH Cath«Kle l»>r

lire w mning of aluminum 3,787.31 I, CI 204-294.()0t)

Wit/el, Bruce E.; .Vff—
Shen, Fsung-Ying, Wit/el, Bruce E . and Wallord, Gordt>n I. .

3,787.570.

Woehr. George C; iVf—
Zimberg. Walter M ; Schul/. Arthur C . and Woehr, George C .

3.787.369.
Wojciechowski. Gerald LiV«'—

Dewitte. Maurice J and Wojciechowski. Gerald L . 3.787.735

Wolf. John WiVf—
Farnsworth. Lemoyne E Pitt. Bruce R and W..|f, J.>hn W .

3,787.000.

Wolf, Terrence L : See—
Rich Harold T , and Wolf. Terrence L . 3.786.644,

Wolff Hanns H . to United States of America, Navy Wide angle dis-

play system 3,787,619, CI I 78-6 800.

Wollum, James E: 54-f— ^
Hauck. Erwin A. Lyle, Don M . and Wollum. James E,

3.787,816.

Wollweber, Hartmund, Hiltmann, Rudolf, and Stendel, Wilhelm, to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. N-suhstituted-2-arylimino-oxazolidines

used as acaricides 3,787.575. CI. 424-272.000.

Wolters, Donald Robert See—
, . „ w

Oomen, Joris Jan Cornells, and Wolters. Donald Robert.

3.787.277
Wolvek Sidnev. to Technibiotics. Inc Method and apparatus for oc-

cluding fluidflow through vessels 3.786.8 1 6, CI 128-325 (tOO.

I

\ogcl. C.ilvin. and Wynn. Robert W

WiH>. James T K . and Heinert. Dietrich H . to Dow^Chemical Corn-

pany. The Vinyl acetylenic carbamates 3.787.483. tl -^«i-

482'oOb ^ ,

W.MHl. Charles D , to Southwest Research Institute Explosive pumping

and dredging method and apparatus. 3.787. 144. CI 4
1
7-74000

Woodall. Hubert C . Jr .SV.--

Nisbet.Johnl. , and W.H.dall, Hubert C, Jr, 3.787.272
|

Wooding. Peter H .SV<

—

Bin/cr. Thomas J . and W»H>ding. Peter H . 3.787.674

Wo»>dnian Companv . Inc . The See—
Henrv. Nels.>n R .3.787.(M)I

Worcester. Francis J , and Atlor. William H , III. to I nited States ol

America. Navv Propellant imniobili/er and resonance suppression

system 3,786,is33,Cl 6(1-255 (KM)

Wrethandcr, Karl Edvin Sixten Rehabilitating chairs for handicapped

perM>ns 3.787,089, CI 297-1 18 (HM)

Wright, Archibald N , Burgess, W illiam R . .ind Wilkos, Edward V
,
ti>

General Flectnc Company Pholopolvmeri/ation of

tetrafluoroethvlenc and polymer and products produced iherelroni

3.787,382, CI 260-92 lOr

Wright, John David, to Industrial Industries. Inc \ entilaling s^vstem

3,786.739. CI 98-1 15 OOk

Wrinberger. Morton Device lor disposing of dog droppings

^ 786 787, CI I I9-95000
Wulms. Christian J (i H , to IS Philips Corpor.ition Electron tube

for electron-optical image cimversion 3,787.745. CI 313-65 (Mir

Wurm. Joseph. \o European Atomic Energy Communitv (Euratom)

Furnace .ind method for the pvrochemical processing of nuclear

reactor fuel elements 3,787.598, CI 13-22(100

Wvatt, Derek Gerald; S4-e—

W vatt, Derek Gerald. Clark. Delia Margaret, and Warne. Michael

Anthonv, 3,786,68(1

Wyatt. Derek Gerald, Clark. Delia Margaret, and Warne. Mich.icl

Anthony, to Marston Excelsior I imited. Wvatt. Derek (ierald and

Clark. Delia Margaret \ oltage sensing system 3.786.680. CI 7^.

194 Oem
Wvatt. Wilbur F .S«'i

—

R.ibertson.J..hnM , and Wvatt, Wilbur E .3,786,555

W vnn. Robert W .SV.-

Randall. David I

3,787.486.

Xerox Corporation See—
(ioffe. William I . 3.787.206

Honjo.S.itoru. .ind famai.Nasuo, 3.787.235

Jones. Robert N . 3.787.208

Vak«>vlev. Petr .\ntipo\ich .V<«'—
Ged/|un. \ l.idislav Aloi/ovich, and Vakovlev. Pctr AntipoMch.

3,787,721

Vam.ida, Keisho. I niemura. Sumio. Ohdan, Kvo|i. Hidaka. Mikio,

Hando. V.1SUO. Fukuda, Ka/uo, and Sawa/i. M.is.io. to I B F Indus

tries, I td Process for prep.iralion of oxidation c.italyst 3,787.334.

CI 252-468 (too
i"

Hamanaka. Motosuke .S'«'<-
—

Hamano. Sachisuki. Nakamura. lakaharu. Kuriyama. Shi/uo. and

Vamanaka. Molosuke, 3.787.440

Yamauchi. Minero, to Yehan Nuni.ita I hree point inside taper niea

suring instrument 3,786,564, CI 33 1-4 Ode

Naniauchi, Nobuharu; .S'«r—
Watanabe, M isaru, Yamauchi. Nobuh.iru. Hashinilo. \at>ki. and

Tamama.Teteuo, 3,787.863

Narringlon. Robert Murphy. t«> American Cvanamid Company Pre

reduction of ammonia synthesis catalyst using hydrogen 3.787,335.

CI 252-472000
Nehan Numata. .SV«"—

Yamauchi. Minero. 3.786.569. i

Yew . Nelson'C .S'<'«

—

I

Dao James, and Yew. Nelson C . 3.787.696

Yoakum. Ron.ild E Flaslomeric seal 3.787.06I . CI 277- 1^4 (MM)

Yokogawa Electric Works, I td .S<-«

—

Hasebe. 1 akefumi, and Ando, Toshiaki. 3.787.828

Y'okohama Diecast Co Ltd. See—
Sato. Shigeru, 3,786,543

Yokota. Minoru. and lanaka. Morimichi, to Hitachi Metals, ltd

Wear-resislanl, corrosion-resistant cobalt base alloy 3,787.203, C"l

75-171 0(H)

Yonekawa, Hisashi. and Miyaoka. Minoru. to Bridgestone lire Com-

pany. Limited MethiHl of and apparatus for sticking an apex rubber

strip on bead rings for use in pneumatic tires 3,787,263, CI 156-

I36O00
York, John J , Jr , to Schiefler T»h>1 & Engineering, Inc Metal bending

machine 3,786.666. CI 72-305 IKK)

Yorke. Roy B . and Greenwald. Fred A . to Cieneral Connectors Cor-

poration' Sealing connection for conduit couplings. 3.787.079. CI.

285-233(KK)
Y»>shida. Hajime; See—

Nakayama. Kiyoshi. Hagino. Hiroshi. and V.>shida. Hajime.

3.787.287
Yoshikawa. Harutoshi; .SV«'—

Hagimoto. Hir«>shi. Aral. Torhiharu; Yoshikawa. Harutoshi;

W atanabe. Mitsuo, and Okada. Yoshiyuki. 3.787.198.

Yoshikawa. Kaoru .SVf—
v/ •.••.

Himi7u. Junichi. Harigaya. Shoichi. Ishida. Akihiko; Yoshikawa.

Kaoru. and Sato. Masanori. 3.787.448.

Yoshikawa. Tt>shio; .SV«"-
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Ishii, Takami; Yoshikawa. Toshio; Inaike. Toshihiro; Kuroda.

Ka7uhiro, Kido, Kunio; and Tokunaga. Kiyoaki. 3.787.353.

Young Robert B , to Pan Nova. Inc . mesne. Transmitter-operated

fuel-dispensmg system 3.786,960. CI 222-2.000.

Young. Robert F . Jr.. to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor-

porated Electrostatic transducer having resilient electrode.

3,787.642. CI. 179-lll.OOe.

Youngstown Steel Door Company. The; See—

Galbarzyk. Leslie L ; Ross. Irving D . Jr ; and Madland. Thorvald.

3.786.599

Yurugi. Shojiro. and Kikuchi. Shintaro. to Takeda Chemical Industries.

Ltd Dihydropyrimidopyrida/ine derivatives. 3.787,414. CI 260-

246.00b ..
Zacharin Alexey T . to United States of America. Army Motion sensi-

tive explosive with a delay mechanism 3.786,750. CI 102-8 000.

Zaieski, John, to Mallory, P R . & Company. Inc. Energy cell.

3,787,243, CI 1 36-107 (MK).

Zambakoglu. Feyyaz I See—
Cowpland. Michael C J , and Zambakoglu, Feyyaz I .

3,787,739.

Zangl. Karl Segmented vulcanising fire mould 3,787,155, CI. 425-

47 000. „ , c c
Zavodny George, Jr , to La Salle Steel Company Removal of surface

metal by shaving 3,786.720. CI. 90-24.00r.

Zclldann. Herbert; See—
Sommerfeld. Karl, and Zclldann. Herbert. 3.786.61 8

Zeichman. Robert G Pneumatic hold down table. 3.787.039. CI 269-

13 (U)0

Zellweger AG Apparate- und Maschinenfabrik Uster; .SV*"—

Sick. Frwin. Pinior. Gemot, and Plockl. Johann. 3.787.107.

Zemien. Andrew S Apparatus for loiiding snowmobiles on trailers

1 786 950. CI 2 14-506 OOO
Zenhausern.Heinrich I. adder 3.786.899, CI 182-93000

Zenith Radio Corporation; .S«'«' —

De \ ries. .Adrian J . and Rvpkema. Jouke N . 3.787.612

Zhitnik.Greorgv GavriloMch .SV<

—

Tesner. Pavel Alexandrovich. Makarov. Konstantin Ivanovich;

Kanov. Alexandr Ki>rnilovich. Rohm. Mark Anisimovich. Slav-

kin. Igor Sergeevich Pischulin. Alexandr Petr»)vich. Pokrass,

Leonid Mikhailovich; Pochtman. Alexandr Markovich; Shein-

fain. Felix Isaakovch; Kondratiev. Evgeny Mikhailovich;

Moisecvich. Grigory Isaevich; Osmaga. Igor Ivanovich; and

Zhitnik. Greorgy Gavrilovich. 3.787.038.

Ziegler Max to Heraeus. W. C. GmbH. Process for the separation of

iridium and rhodium. 3.787.554. CI. 423-22.000.

Zielinski James, to Esso Research and Engineering Company. Method

for preparing substituted dithiobiurets. 3.787.490. CI. 260-552.000.

Zimberg. Walter M.; Schulz. Arthur C; and Woehr. George C, to

Hwiker Chemical Corporation. Process for preparing fire retardant

polyesters. 3.787. 369. CI. 260-75.00h.

Zimmerman. Thomas H , to United States of America. Army. Ram dis-

criminating fast acting impact switch. 3.786,758. CI 102-70. 20r.

Zimmerman. William. Ill: Sff—
Smith. Robert W; Ordway. Fred; Taylor. Charles A; and Zimmer-

man. William. III. 3.786,777.

Zinnes, Harold; Schwartz, Martin L.; and Shavcl, Joh, Jr., to Warner-

l ambert Company. 4-Hydroxy-3-( 3-isoxazolocarbamyl)-2H-l, 2-

bcnzothiazine I. -dioxides and process for their production.

3 787 324. CI. 260-243. OOr.

Zipser. David Bernard; and Bullard. Russell H.. to Singer Company.

The. mesne. Heat exchange oil construction. 3.786.862. CI. 165-

158.000.

Zmuda. Edward I; Sff—
Murphy. William D.; Williams. George Norman; Wilson. Robert

F.; and Zmuda. Edward I.. 3.787.^10.

Murphy. William D.; and Zmuda. Edward I.. 3.787.750.

Zoecon CTorporation; See—
Erickson. Donald W.. 3.787.443.

Zuerger. Manfred; See—
Volkert. Otto; Schrodt. Gerd; and Zuerger. Manfred, 3.787.2 1

1

Zuntini. Franco; Aliprandini. Giuseppe; Gioria. Jean-Michel; Meyer.

Andre; and Losi. Salvatore. to Oxy Metal Finishing Corporation

Amine gold complex useful for the electrodeposition of gold and its

alloys. 3.787.463. CI. 260-430.000.

Zweifel. Walter; See—
.

Endtinger. Fritz; Zweifel. Walter; and Schneeberger, Fritz,

3.787.295.
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DEFENSIVE P.BUCAT.ON|;VEKE ISSUED ON THE 22.0 DAV

Blount. William W.. Jr.. R H. Calen.Hne ami J. I>^ Supps.

Mouiinu resin compositions. T918.011. 1 — . .

200— 10. „ ^^„
Calendino, «»!?."." -.J '^•^fT mipndinc anil Snccs. T91S.011.

Blount. W . nam W Jr.. falemlmo an.^^^^j-B^j^^^^j
^^^^^.

•^"^^r>Sffe;'cSr";J R^^^^ of I/O Interrupts

T!»18.015. l-:-2-74. ('1.
,4*l-\;.„,t,, to International Busl

Punliam. Bradford. »"*'•?•,"•,,'.!,".
tioii i ro-rnm with r:n.

iwss Ma.lun.-s Cori). Natural ,^''l '' '''"
''XV^ i-''-'-74 CI.

domiiatlon trafflc-jam mechanism. T918.013. i - .4.

•***—*„ J* i.-„-i T w Vnrth Natural seloction rnotl*

'^':J";;iV Kn-'a'ut^o^it'ron" ln^?fUn« a moving Une scorer.

T91S.014. 1-22-74. CI. D444-^ ^ ,(

"">V..Xarv- amrr T. Zaho'^rsky: to^rn^^rnatlonal Bush.^.. Ma

chine' Corp Computer terminal messape control. T018.01..

l-"'-"4 CI. :t40- -172.5.

Zahorsky. T918.012.

Jones. Larson, McNary. and

Jones, Larson. McXary. and

I

Jones. Larson, McNary. and

Jonis. Richard A : See—
Ilartmann. hrancls .M..

Zahorsky. T91S.012.

I^nrson. Theodore K. : ff^^ ,

Ilartmann, I-rancls M.,

Zahorsky. T91 8,012.

M.Xary. Kenneth H. : Scr

^

Ilartmann. t r|\"«'''', ./••

Nauss. IMward .T.: See-
>•-,,,« T91S,015.

Pavldson, <:erald A., an«l .>auss.

North. .la""*" I'-
•

'*''•',
, x'^.n, TomoiS

Zahorsky. T91 8,012.

McNary. and

LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 22nd DAY OF JANUARY.
rA 1 E^iM o

^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ acconlanco vrlth city and
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«<.K._Armn^cl In accordance with the «-
-----^S:;:: -...

-^'""iTcro?" i^eonanfT.. Batchelar. and Rouse. Re. 27.807.

Bandy. Emmett O. : Sfc-^. „„.
Kuv Charles W . He. 2..89.».

" V.\:,Sul'"i.Sr,or- .mrSr ,:.Mi'.'..u. ,.U,.... .... :^^;»"^-

1-22-74. CI. 174— :i8.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Im. .
See^

Banmtrartner. R?'>"f '' '\^ i^y.Vi,,;.' Co Inr. Heat trans-

"'•;,^r 'ir'^A 'Slf^f ".=..,,,.. .CTm.- .«,.„..

Ro •>T SO' 1-22-74. CI. 101 4.0. .,- co.i i
•»• 74

Bu^uln Lutlier B. Slope sensing device. Re. J..S9... 1— .-»•

...£'\^::{,^V:r,^"rd::n.ont de Nemoius -)^2^/'>^
rollnecarhoxanilide rompoumls. Re. ...s.»4.

2r.o :?4:?.»!. „, ,.

•="^rK^rir^"fR:^''?^^
"""

Ran "h"w;?n^ Hansen, and Mueller. Re. 27.89«.

"-";;il*;^S,^Au!;s.^Re:-27:89i.

Rouse, to

M^^'r Verrv F to The iMobe Tool and KuL-lneerlnj: C-;.

'''umaiurewindin.' and commutator .•oune....on. Ue. 2,fiX..

1 22 74. CI. :!10 2:U.

^"""E;,';r,'"rVn,:riT,„«on. »n., >.,...";. u.-^ •-•;•'»'••.,,,

1 2J 74. CI. i:?7 -1;

John \V. : See
La''croce'Leonar.l T.. Batchelar, and Rouse. Re.Uou>

Sm.lair & Valentino Co.^ Inc. :
See-

Blake, Carl B. Re. 2..S92.

R'.»7

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES

Branclkan,,.. IIub„,. nnd II, V„t.l. Chrysan.Mn.n, ,...,„.,

.{ 449. 1-22-74, CI. <7.

Conard I'yle Co.. The: Sff

Meilland. Marie-Louise. .|.4.>-.

Frampton-s N-Tseries I-'''- Lj^/<^

Machln, Barrle J. 3.443-7.

Machin. Barrie .1. •<.4:«"

Maci;\\rVI"rr!!:7:*'tJ,^;impt..^s^urseries Ltd. Chrysan.

M^::h{n.''Ki;1^VFiJnJtc^s;Niirseries Ltd. Chrysanthe-

>,^;'{;!;:.«.^J^Vl5Jn;pi^s^urseries Ltd. Chrysanthe-

mum plant. 3.445, 1-22- <4, CI. 74.

IM 44

•Mi.hin Barrle J., to Frampton's Nurseries Ltd. Chrysanthe

>iachi;;:«rVi{^p.^iS^i^K^---- -^- ^;--";;":

>L;:r};i;;'1ii-i^^r^™^i^8^-"'^^
"" '"""""'"

M^^l^i^M^r^lllods^rt; T''e Conard-Pyle Co. Rose plan.

•

3,452. 1-22-74. CI. 20

Stohl. Luther R. «;rapevlne. 3,448. 1 - i*.

Voffel Hermann :
See

»»__ai "i 440
Brandkamp. Hubert, and \ ogel. 3,44 j.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES

v.. A. Anderson,
sprinkler. 230,020,

AMP Inc. : See—
Hoffman, Ronald C. 230,025.

Ahrams. Ravmond K.. to Motorcraft. Inc. Motorcycle luggaRe
carrier. 230.018, 1-22-74, CI. D12—158.

.\dams, Neil D. Adjustable camera mountlnpt platform. 230,-

0S2. 1-22-74. CI. DGl— 1.

Adams, Neil I). Camera holder. 230,083. 1-22-74, CI. DGl— 1.

Albrlcht, Lonnle G., Jr. Fish scaler. 230,002. 1-22-74, CI.

1)7 99.
Allis. James T.. R. N. Beers, and L. Marth, III. Copy paper

cassette. 230,085. 1-22-74. CI. DGl—1.

Alsten Co.. The : Sec—
Cliipman. Richmond L.. Jr. 230.012.

American Optical Corp. : See—
Maiese. Richard R. 2.30,080.

.ViidiTson. Douglas \V., deceased, by
to Burgess Vibrocrafters, Inc. Lawn
1-22-74. CI. D23— 8. ^ . . .

Anderson. Eldon L.. Jr.. to General Electric Co. Lumlnalre.
230,071. 1-22-74, CI. D48—31.

Anderson, Elizabeth A. : See—
Anderson, Douglas \V., and E. A. 230,020.

.\uto Comp Devices, Inc. : See—
Emerson, Richard. 2.?0,013.

.\utomated Learning. Inc. : See—
Kaiser, Mel. 229,992.

Baird. Alexander J. : Sec—
Lane. Raleign P.. Jr.. and Baird. 230,073.

Baker, Morton H., to Bruce Plastics. Inc. Luggage handle.

2.m.010. 1-22-74. CI. D8—154.
, _ , ,,, ^ t^ •„

Ballone Michael P. to The Black and Decker Mfg. Co. Drill

hit sharpener. 230,045. 1-22-74, CI. D37—1.

Baxter Laboratories, Inc. : Sec—
Hauser. Stephen (}. 230,094.

Beers. Robert N. : See—
Allls. James T.. Beers, and Marth. 230.085.

Bellini. Mario, to Ing.. C. Olivetti. & C. S.p.A. Portable type-

writer. 2.30.088. 1-22-74, CI. DG4—11.

Black .ind Decker Mfg. Co.. The : See—
Ballone. Michael P. 230,045.

Blazev. Lawrence. D. Silverstroni, and E. Rocker, to Century
Products. Inc. High chair tray with removable Invertible

Ins.Tt 229,999, 1-22-74. CI. D6— 199.
Bowman. Jay D. Automatic animal watering apparatus.

230.035. 1-22-74, Ql- D30— 16.

Bruce Plastics. Inc. : See—
Baker, Morton H. 230,010.

Burgess Vibrocrafters, Inc. : See—
Anderson, Douglas W.. and E. A. 230.020.

Burris Industries. Inc. : Sfc -
Korch. Ilennlng. 229,993.

Cannon Mills Co. : See—
Kanitz. Emerlc. 230,000.

Centiirv Products. Inc. : See— '

Blazev, Lawrence, Silverstroni, and Rocker. 229,999.

Chau.loir. "Roderick J., to Hatco Corp. Food warmer. 230.072,

1-22-74, CI. D.5.5— 1. „ ,
Chtpman. Rlclimond L.. Jr.. to The Alsten Co. Jewelry

or similar article. 2.30.012. 1-22-74. CI. D9—235.

Combs. Boscoe J. : See—
Guthrie Rodney L.. Condon, and Combs. 230.006.

Condon. RIciiard W. : .^Cf—
Guthrie, Rodnev L.. Condon, and Combs. 2.30,006.

Corev. John L. Motorcvde footpeg. 2.30,016, 1-22-74.
Di2— 114.

Cox. Donald II.. to Sheller-Globe Corp. Van. 2.30,019, 1-22
CI. D14— 3.

Cramer. John F.. and J. T. Cook, to Cramer Products. Inc.

Tape cutter. D230,007, 1-22-74, CI. D8—98.

Cramer Products, Inc. : See—
Cramer. John F., and Cook. 230.007.

Crossman. Philip E. Billiard table. 2.30,039

D34—3.

Daco Safefv Prodcts. Inc. : See—
Numbers. Jo^v L. 230,068.

Deverle William M. Off-set trial prosthesis device for use In

hip prosthesis surgery. 230,093, 1-22-74, CI. DS3— 1.

Edeell George P.. Sr.. to W. J. Stout, Co., Inc. Jack stand.

230.014, 1-22-74, CI. 012—55.
Emerson. Richard, to Auto Comp Devices. Inc.

Installing an aerosol can In a dispensing
230.013, 1-22-74, CI. D9—253.

Falcon Safetv Products. Inc. : See—
Pa ppas." Michael. 230,090.

Francis. John P. Tall engaged dog control harness.
1-22-74. CI. D30—38.

Fukumoto. Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux
OfBce. Time-Indicating face for an horologe.
1-22-74. CI. D42— 1.

Fukumoto. Shigeru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux
Office. Time-Indicating face for a horologe.
1-22-74. CI. D42— 1.

Fukumoto. Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux
Office. Time-indicating face for a horologe.
1-22-74. CI. D42— 1.

Fukumoto. Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux
Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe.
1-22-74. CI. D42—1.

box

CI.

4.

1-22-74. CI.

Adapter for
mechanism.

230,036,

Research
230,047

Research
2.30.048,

Research
2.30,049,

Research
2.30,050,

Fukumoto, Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux Research
Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe. 230,051.

1-22-74. CI. D42—1. „ ^ „ « 1

Fukumoto. Shigeru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time Indicating face for a horologe. 230,05-',

1-22-74, CI. D42— 1. „ ^ „ „ 1

Fukumoto, Shigeru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux ResearT.

'

Office. Time-Indicating face for a horologe. 230,05.i,

1-22-74. Cl. D42—1. „ .

Fukumoto. Shigeru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Researcli

Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe. .^30,054,

1_0'>_74 Cl D42—1.

Fukumoto,' Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-indicating face for a horologe. 230,05.i,

i_2'>-74 Cl D42— 1.

Fukumoto." Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-Indicating face for a horologe. 230,05<>.

l-2"'-74 Cl D42—

1

X,

Fukumoto." Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe. 230,057,
i_2'>-74 Cl D42—1. „ 1

Fukumoto," Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe. 230,05m.

Fukumo?o*," Shlg^JSrto Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Tlme-lndlcatlng face for a horologe. .^30,oo.».

i_oo_74 01 D42— 1. „ I

Fukumoto," Shigeru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-indicating face for a horologe. 2J0,0bu.

Fulumo?o^." Shig^JuHo Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe. ZSO.Ubi.

Fukumoto," Shigeru, to" Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux Research

Office. Ttlme-lndlcating face for a horologe. 2,J0,0b-,

1_oo_74 r>i 1542—1. „ ,

Fukumoto." Shigeru. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-Indicating face for a horologe. 230,06.<.

Fukumo/o^," Shig^ru,~to Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux Research

Office. Tlme-lndlcatlng face for a horologe. 230,0b4.

i_2''-74 Cl 1)42— 1. „ ,

Fukumoto," Shigeru, to Kabushiki Kalsha Suncrux Research

Office. Time-lndlcating face for a horologe. 230,0b.>.

Fusco" Frank C. and B. Gold, to Marx. Louis, & Co., Inc.

Tvnewrlter 230,087. 1-22-74. CL D64—11.

Garett Clvde B A L. Lulle. and W. S. Thayer, to Koppers

"^^"cT'lnc. Paperboard blank feeder bar with longltudlnany

aligned and spaced feed clips. 230,074. 1-2^-74, li.

D55—1.

General Electric Co. : See—
Anderson. Eldon L.. Jr. 230,071.

. ^ *,

Gibbons. Frederick O.. to Orion Industries Inc. Automotive

vehicle wheel lock. 230,008. 1-22-74, Cl. D8—113.

Gllson Bros.. Co. : See—
Koturov, Daniel C. 230,044.

Gold. Bill: See— ^ ,^ „„« «o^
Fusco. Frank C. and Gold. 230,087.

Goldman. Jerome N. : See—
Goldman, Marvin A., and J. N. 230,033. .

Goldman. Marvin A., and J. N. 230,034

Goldman, Marvin A., and J. N. Goldman, to PennPIax Plas-

tics Inc. Twin compartment animal feeding bowl. ^6V,va.^.

1-22-74. Cl. D30— 16. .„ _,
Goldman. Marvin A., and J. N Goldman to Penn Flax

Plastics, Inc. Animal feeding bowl. 230.034. 1-22-74. Cl.

D30— 16.
Cook. James T. : See—

Cramer. John F.. and Cook. 230,007.
Gosselln. Virginia : See—

Small. Douglas M.. and Gosselin. 229.991. oon acc
Grandv Robert S. Jewelry finding or similar article. 230,0M>.

1-22-74. Cl. D45—19.
^ .^ oomni

Green Morris L. Carrying case for cassettes. 230,101.

1-22-74. Cl. D87—1.

Guthrie, Rodney L.. R. W. Condon, and R. Comb? Jr. to

Roper Corp. Chain saw. 230,006, 1-22-74. Cl. D8—65.

Ilanev George P., and W. G. McClaln. Combined fireplace

smoice chamber and downdraft shelf. 230,023. 1-22-74. Cl.

D23—94.

Hatco Corp. : See— _^
*

Chaudolr. Roderick J. 230,072.

Hatfield Milton D. Combined mobile log carrier and bar.

230,015, 1-22-74. Cl. D12—29.

Hauler Stephen G., to Baxter Laboratories, Inc. Stethoscope

and stand. 230.094, 1-22-74, Cl. D83—12.

Ilawn Arabian Ranch : See—
Hawn, William H. 2.30,037.

Hawn William H.. to Hawn Arabian Ranch. Bridle holding

device. 230,037, 1-22-74. Cl. D30—45.

Havward. Van Horn : See—
Van Horn. Roy, Jr. 230,067.

Hoffman, John T. Drill holder. 229,997, 1-22-74. Cl. De—188.

Hoffman. Ronald C. to AMP Inc. Visual proof terminator

for aluminum wire conductor. 230.025. 1-22-74. Cl.

D26—1.

Hornbeck Pearlev W. Combined tweezers and magnifying

glass. 230,100, i-22-74, Cl. D86—10. j

PI4.S
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«lnirovaro AktlobolaK : Soc- ,,

I.olt'ren. StlK T. J. -.iW."—
. «„_

International r.iislnoss Macluncs Corp.
.
8cc

Siu.s. John 1>. -.io'U^-'V. „^,„ . „rr
International Seawav '1 ruling Corp.. >«

Sedlev. Abe. 229.989

LIST OF DESKiX r.vrKNTKK^

'•''"'^:;V."uvn.^..i MTNash. an.l ITo.l.er. :::u..040.

*^"""1:;u.::i:;i:Su.l..Ir. 2:;o.o4;;.

Kcil l>f\il Inc. : St<

M.-in.T. IMwar.l II. 2.'.»».'>^»>.
International Seawav i r.uiins «-uir. .

•:— m..mm.t. K.lwar.l ii. -•"."-'
, i ...i.t Ha<li«r.

' ' Sedley. Abe. 229.989 j
.,„„r,torie< In. 0..tnrat..r K.-lMon... Ko^rt A. |o S..rv.val A: KeMue. Uu

.

I.ij.t

.THi.nson. <;eortfe .M. to SI. .> ;;\
''^•\\

[ .,;, ''\ il. j:;,.......! . 1 -'U . 4. * I ». -'
1.., ,_.•. 74 n I ••; ITT.

lor lUMliatric traiheoston.> tub.
.

-..<».«•.._.
I^ii^r. Irn.ir »^ l^M.ip.taU.v--.. •••••^.,.| --'-•• 1;.,^-^ ,,

l>s:'. 1. ^
T, .,r,.h Olli.e- Nri— K.n.au. Klion. I.a.l> ^ l.amlbau. —".l"-.

1 -- '

Kabn<hiki Kaisha Sinur.ix R.-earih Olln. . .sri
^
^^. ..

Fukumoto. Shigeru. 230.04.-00
pi^niav i-al.ln.t Hi^k. •..-r-.-. l'>-l'iMn.-. i.^ :

><•

Kavs.-r Koth Torp. : '^•••,
„, ,,„^ arii.l.- \i::o.o:\.l. 1 'JJ .4. el. !•..<» !•••

Kin.Ki'^S'S"-;^'-';: ''•"Nl^aS'-Ka.^;...... S.lver.r an., K-.U,,. n2....0.

Klei,;S;:''i^n«;n:^:^"/Ki^ys;'-K:.th Corp. ni>p.ay ra.k. 220.- Uo.- <

"X; ^V,,,..^ ,.. .,...,,.,, a.M Ton....
f^-;-fJ;.,,..,.,

..S 1-22-74. CI.] )G-1S!» svm-roSv.tem Corp I'i.- K..xM-r. KonaM C . Sr_ IMat- lor .l.a.n .lo,.r lo. U>. -.O.m ...

l»jr, -14. ,.r..ili.-i>. in total kn .rtliop.'.U. pro..>.nii..

•^"'"r'arr^-lV Cl^o R 'l^^H.'. an.' Thayer. 2n0..^4.
,_ .. ..X^'i^A.-nT'^U Ivn.plal.- lor n^. in inM'lan.in^ prostb.

Korrb.' llennlni t.. nurjls ^J^n-ln^tri^.s. Ine. Seat or ^in.il.nr
''\';

J-.;;-;;; 'I, Vn. •• or.l.o li. pro. ...Inr-. -•::.•........ 1- J- .4.

I ;;:l"H';i.^'t;
•?%?" ;;yA':i^'na^.ft.;;;bVr Pln.kin. n.a. in total, knee ortb..pe<Uc proce.lnre. .30.00.. 1 - .4.

U.

;2£^^^S,'^l^o^^?>j.,--- •
-> -

•^>l;:-ii:'t;;:,''kn^!.- ^r^b.-t ^p?.;;b;^.'"^-iMii^r r^;;'^'.;,

inuMna.bine.230.(m 1-2^^.4^11^0
74 ^C DT-l.".. ri. L^:; |-J. o..,,04l l-"'?! 'l

I>vin Maxlne r.. r.oblet. J.iO.OO^. 1-—-.4. ei. 1
•

^^^^^^ Sbii-'.-rn. Toy .-..okin-' l-l. -..0.041. 1 — .
».

l.itt..n r.nMness Syst.^ns.^In.;.: .^|;<;- |,:;4 ir.. , .,.,., ,,, ,,.., ,-

ni.nv.-r. 2.^0.04»;. 1-22 74. « 1. D40 1.

Martb. I.ouis. III. Src
..on ns".

\]n< .Tames T. Beers, an.l Martb. J.30,ftS.».

Marx. I.oiiis. & Co .
Ine. /'>'-

.,.,0 f,<i7
Fnsro Frank C. an.l <;oM. J.W.OST.

'"•'''nanc?;GeorKO k'li^d McClain. 230.023.

II M^ . - » ' " -- - ., , . .

.i.Mi «ix*i 1 '»•> 71 n J »'j ••!*».
. ,.

Sbank: nar.7 K -o^S-.n-s. Ko.bn.U ami .V It- n..ra.o,

.Iraw.r .-v.-r. 2.'.">.«K<). 1-22-.4. H. 1 5

Sb.U.r <;i>>b." <'ori> : N"

Sb..rn;a^..';-aH::'":T;:''.';Unk.-raft. In... I'aeka.in. u.a-hin...

.;::o.i»7.'. 1 22 74. t'l. 1 ».">.'. 1.

Sbil.v I.aboralori.». I"''. :
•*"'••' T

.I..bn>..n. «;.-.r^.- M. 2::o.on2.

tVve .;r.,a;;m.t. 2r?0.o:;o. 1^22 74. CI. P20 1

M..tor<rair. Inc.: Src^
..»«,,,

o

.\branis. Raynion.l K. 230.018.

Mn.-ller. K.hvar.l <;.. to '^-'rire Risk. Tn.ln.tr.es. Ine. 1 u>b-

iMitton swlf.b. 2.10.027. 1-22-74. CI. DJfi -1...

Mnrrav (iblo MlV. Co.. Tbe :
f^f-r-^

Man..fsky. William T.. 2:^0.040. _,
.

. ^ , , , .-,,.,.

Va-ata Kazntern. to Tokyo Sblbanra Fleet n.- Co., I.t.l. 1.1. <

tronle eopier. 2:'.0.nS4. 1-22-74. «-l. r>«l 1.

'"'%:^'u:^ul:^ M^^asb. an.l ^n.^.-r. 2^0.040

Nl..m.-v..r Os.-ar. Mobilb-r International SA T.onn;:.' 'bair.

••••fiOO" 1-'''^-74 CI 1"»<» 7S.

\nmbeVs".T.i.rv'L.. to Paeo Safety Pro.lnets. In.-. FIasbli;:bt.

•_>:'.0 or.S. 1-22-74. CI. D4S^24.
oiinkralt. Ine.: S!rr „„ „._

Sb.Mman. F.arlo C. 2^10.0,. •.

01iv..ttj. InL'.. C. & C . S.i>..\. : 5.'.r

n.>IIini. Mario. -J.IO.O^*;.

Orion In.lnstries.- Ine. : frr
(Jibbons. Fre.1.>ri.kO. 2:?0.0ft<!.

Orr. F.lwnr.l R. \Vat.>r pipe. J^.O.OOO. 1 22-.4 CI p<!.. «^_

Faimas Mlebael. to Falc.n Sal.tv Pr...lu<ts. Ine. 1 ow.t o|>

orato-l bnrn. 2::0.o;m>. V-22-74. n. r>72 1

IVb.nskv Walt.-r .1. Strlnj.'.l mnsi.al insfrnni.^nt. 2..0.o,t..

1 22 74. CI l>.-«; 1

S...i.t.' (l.n.r.il.' .b- F.>nil.Ti.' : .'<< <

I'riniauli. .\n.lr.-. 2.'.0.0-.M.

Sianlev Hon..' l'r."lu.r<. In.;. :
Srr

Small. |)..ni:l:w M . an.l <;..>s,.lin. 22n.<.»!tl.

St..n.'. Ib-rnanl .\. :
Sir

.....wv.m
Knife. P.nni-. an.l Sl.in.v 2.'.0.029.

smut W .1. r... :
S'lf

i:.lu.-ll. i:-orL-e IV. Sr. 230.014.

Survival & R.-.n.'. In.-. : •*':''
,.,,.,

I5...Ntone. R.-b.Tl .\. 2:*.0.0!ll

S.vii.-r.. Svsi.iii f..rp :
Srr

.,..,.,,.,0
KnilV. l».-nnlv an.l Sf.n.v -..o.O .

Tan-.-l. r...-ll I., .\nimal s.-.-urini: i:al.-. -'..<>.•••.>->. 1-— >-* "
'•

'•'•V;';rS'l';'u.t^R:Vnli... an,l Tba^.;r. 230.074.

Tb..ma^. .o.r.loii !>.. to Kl.nb.-rlv riark f'-ro I'ap.T t..xv..l,n-'

.r lin.ilar arti.-le. 2:'.O.o-l. 1 22 74 r "•0 2

Tb..nM-on. Ri.banl W.. t.. I.itfon •."/i'T-^ S.xst.-n.v In..

iJ.n'n^... .bair. 220.004 1 22 74. n. IMI .S.

Tokvo Sbil.anra i:ie.tri.- Co. I.t.l. : i^r<

To.aS^^^^iV..lr'r'"T:;r 'i:?*^': liU... 2::u.o,1. 1-22 74. C

•r..V'\j:mnon.l M.. .V. W. N=''". '» ^.^l^f';:; "{Z'^'i'-;
""'

r..v v.-bi.b- laun.-b.T. 2::o.<.40 1 -.-J . I. < 1
.
I»^^^. l;,

I'f .'iiskv. \\alt.'r .1. .-^rriii-.-.i .iiu-i"... •.- - -,,v v.-hi. !.• laun.-m-r. _.."-.•• — •
•

f. .„,i.i„ .1

1 0074 PI ]).-.; 1 Vinllorn R-'v .Ir t.. llavwar.l V.m Morn <onbin.;'l

'l'..|on"-kv Wait.T .1. String-.! mnsbal iiwtrnm.-nt. 2.10.0...
•^..,,,,„,. .,,„, ,,„,•,,,.,. iin.r.'for. 2.-.0.(m;7. 1 22 74. H 1)4^ -

1 22 74. CI D.'<'. 1 ,
, . . . .>..nn-« Van Wv.-k lnl.'rnati..nal C.rp. :

Srr

IVl.-nskv. W.nltor .T. Strins.-.l mu^lenl in^trnment. ...O.O.S.
w..i„. n:,r..|.l 2:'.O.on.T

ri..,-. rb- .-.n
1 00 74 n n.-.r. 1 ,., . . u-,.i>. llarol.l. t.. Van Wv. k Tnt.-rnatbu.al f .o- .. F .-. i. ._..n

PeenVkv. Walter .T. SenH-frette.1 barp type T kra.n.an
'\;p,.i,..r. ..r MU.ilar arti.-l.v/2:V^o...v V 22 . J. rr 1)S ...

ban.lnra. 2:".o.o70. 1 22 74. n. p.-.r, 1., Wridu. .Inn.- M. Foo.l s.-rvinir tray. 2..O.0O1. 1 __ .4. f 1.

Penn Plax Plasti.-s. Inc.: Srr j)7 :»s.

C.blman. Marvin A., an.l .T. N. 2.30.033. Yosbioa-.-a I'rin.e Co.. I.t.l .Srr
r.ol.lman. Marvin .\ . an.l .T. N 2.30.03 ».__ _ ^^ ^^^ Yosblnai:a. Sa.lao. 230.0fi9.

|r.ol.lman: Marvin .\ . an.l .T. N 2.30.031. ^
Perl. Sl.lnev Imlieator brU 220.000. 1 22^.4. M. "2 -«0

Pfoerfner Rolf Traetion link for antoniobllo tires. 2..o.ni ,

.

1 22 74. n P12— 1.'4.

p..|v Oi.tb-s. Ine. ; Srr
>b.nrov. .TefTrev T.. 230.030.

. , ^ , , n.,i.,ni.
Priinnult Vn.lro to Soeiete C.en.-rale .1e Fon.lerie. Ratbtub.

2:'.0.02i. 1-22-74. CI. D23- .->."k

Y..sbioa--'a I'rin.e fo.. T.t.l :
^er

Yosblnai-'a. Sa.lao. 230.0fi9.

Yosbh;:r'a"'^:b';:''t: Yo!\n"nt:a Prin.- Co.. I.t.l. Cl.nre.te

IMit' r •'30.or.O. 1 22-74. n. I>4S 27.

Vosblna.a. Sa.la... •". Vosblt.a.a Prl.... ^v I-t.^JT^^l f-r

.•inan-tt." liiibter f.'r table nse. 2..0.0.0. l--_ .4. 1.

I»4S 27.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 22, 1974

N„TK.- First nutiiber. class; second number, subclass, third number, patent number

CLASS 2

2 it 3.7K6.S2(I

CLASS 4

riOIS 3.7H6.52I

2M ^,7K«>,S22

CLASS 5
• .1,7K(>,52>

CLASS 8
.V7K7,17.^

.1.7K7.174

^.7K7.17?>

:».7K7.176

.<.7K7.I77

J,7K7.17K
:<.7H7.17V

:<.7K7.IH()

:\,7K7,I8I

:«.7K7.IK2

CLASS 9
1.7K6.S25
^.7K6.S26

KIR
i(KI

IE
I

4

\t

4IC
4'.

172

174
177

KR

CLASS 10

76R V7H6.S2(t

169 :\.7t(f.,S27

CLASS II

IR V7K6.S29

CLASS 13

22 J,7K7.!i9H

CLASS 14

71 1.7K6,53t)

K

29

2 IB
76R
174E
270
2K8

10

23
99
104

c

CLASS 32
3.7K6.S65
3.7Kft.'i66

ASS 33
.V7Kh.567
.1.7K6.fi6K

>,7K6.569

:».7K6.570

J.7K6.?i72

.1.7K6.')71

CLASS 34

1.786..S74

:».7K6.S75
3.786,S76

KKR
127R
1S2B

3,786,626
3.786,627
.3.786.628

586
687

3.786,695

3.786,696

CLASS 75
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ir^A

12

IH7

CLASS
Ml

CLASS
201R
210
330
36 1DM

CLASS
S»

622
73

7tt

84

123

136

157

167

361

363
425
49X
506
554

3.7K7.24H

3,7K7.24<»

3 7X7.250
3.7K7.252
3,7X7.253

3.7X7.251

149
3.7X7.254

152
3.7X6.X4X

3.7X6.X4<»

3.7X6.850
3.7X6.X5I

156
3.7X7.255
3.7X7.256
3.7X7.257
3.7X7.258
3.787.259
3.7X7.260
3.7X7.261
3.7X7.262
3.7X7.263

3.7X7.264
3.7X7.265
3.7X7.266
3.7X7.267
3.7X7.26X

3.7X7.269
3.7X7.270
3.7X7.271

CLASS 178
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Classification of Plants

^444

Defensive Public ations Apim k ations

I IX h:7 igiH.ciKt XI '»> l'»l»<.t»ll Ui)47; s I>*li».nl2 444 I IMIK.DI ^ IVIK.tlU

U. S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE O - 1974

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX

OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
(U.S. States. Territories and Ai med Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the C anal Zone)

Alabama I

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

Arizona

.Arkansas

C alifornia

(anal /lyie

( olorado

( onnecticut

Delaware..

District of (olumhia.

Horida

Cieorgia

Ciiiam

Hawaii

Idaho Ift

Illinois..

Indiana.

Iowa....

Kansas.

17

IK

19

20

Kentucky 21

I ouisiana 22

Maine 23

Maryland 24

Massachusetts 25

M ichigan 26

M innesota » 27

Mississippi 28

Missouri 29

Montana 30

Nebraska 31

Nevada 32

New Hampshire 33

New Jersey 34

New Mexico 35

New York 36

North Carolina 37

North Dakota 38

Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43

Rhode Island 44

South C arolina 45

South Dakota 46

Tennessee • • 47

Texas 48

Utah 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming 56

U.S. Air Force 57

U.S. Army 58

U.S. Navy 59

(First number in listing denotes kKation according to above key

name. liKation. etc.)

Refer to patent number .n body of the Official C.azetle to obtain details as to inventor

Patents

3.7K6
3.7K6

3,7«7
.1.787

.1.787

.1.7K7

1,786
1,786
1.787

1.787

1.787

1,787
1,787

Re 27

1.7K6
786
786
.786

,786

,786

,786

,786

1,786
1,786
1,786
1.786
1.786
1,786
1,786
1,786
1,786
1,786
1,786
1,786

1,786,

1,786
1.786

3,786
1.786
3.786
3,786,

3,786,

3,786
3,786

3,786
3.786
3,786

3.786
3.786
3,786

,661

,717

,756

,46S

.647

.668

.709

.701

,895

153
306
.840

.862

.552
900
.535

.542

550
.557

558
.559

.564

.570

,57?

578
.634

,635

.644

,659

,661

,687

,688
1,718

,734

,760

,778

,801

,803

.809

,813

.820
,832

,842

,854

,864

.888

.896

.900

.907

.913

.921

3,786.925
3.786.928

3,786.956
3,786,960
3.786,994

3.787.004
3,787,009
3,787,011
3,787.012
3.787,016
3.787,032
3.787.033

3.787.040
3.787,050
3.787,051

3,787,061

1,787,079

3,787.084
3,787,112
3,787,114

3.787.140
1.787.148
1,787,168
1,787,169

1,787,171

3,787.185
3,787,186
3,787,210
3,787,214
1,787,248
1.787,251
3,787,279
1,787.289
3.787,291

1,787, .109

3,787,316
3.787.420
3,787.422
3,787,425
1,787,443
3,787.451
3,787,471

3,787,557

3,787,580
3.787,604

3,787,616
3.787,641

3,787,646
3.787,660
3,787,676
3.787,690

3,787,692

3.787,696

3.787,700
3,787,716
3,787.718

3,787,720

3.787.728
3,787.738
3.787,741

3.787,747
3,787,752
3.787,756

3.787,761
3,787.772
3.787.775

1,787,785

1,787,790

1,787,795
1,787,796

1,787,808
3,787.809
1,787,81 1

3,787,816
3,787,817

3,787,821

3,787,826
1.787,832
,787.842
,787,848

,787.859
,787,869

,787,870
3,787,871
1,787,876

3,787,878
3,786,592
3,786,793

3,786,919
3,786,933
3,786,936
1,786,966
3,786.970

3,787,021

3,787.055
3,787,240

3,787,242
3,787,319
3,787,328
3,787.461

3,787,477
3,787,533

10

1,787,61(»

3,787,631

3,787,640

3,787,868
3,78(.,527

1,786,514

3,786,584
3,786,654
3,786,676
3.786,721
1,786.753
3.786.75S

3.786,762
1.786,765
1,786,808

3,786,870

3.786,964

1,786,977
3,786,980

1,786,996
1,787,045
1,787.104
1.787,114
3,787,141

3,787,190
3,787,236
1.787.244
1.787.249
3.787.259

3.787.278
3.787,286
3.787.297
3.787,335
3,787,367

3,787,417
3.787,418
3,787,578
3,787.608
3.787,650
3,787.663
3,787,708
3,787,730
3,787,767
3,787,793

3,787.798
3.787,812
3,787,847
3,786,732
3,786,924
3,787,219
3.787.239

12

13

15

17

3.787.281

3.787,470

3,787,526
3.787.543
3,787,877

3,786.571

3.786.575

3.786,598
3,786,602
3,786,603
3,786,668

3,786,825
3,786,847

3.786,915
3,786,986

3,787,015

3,787,348

3,787,373

3.787.544
3,787.593
3,787.594
3.787,619
3,787,636
3,787,789
3,787,831

3,787,857

3,786,605
3,786,947
3,787.001

3,787.113

3.787.292
3.787.337
3.787,637
3,787.662
3.786.553

Re 27,891

3,786,520
3,786,562
3,786.583

3.786,585
3,786,596
3,786,599

3.786.608
3,786,614

3.786,616
3,786,620
3.786.645
3.786,648
3,786.662

3,786,682
3,786,693

3,786,696
3,786.702
3.786.713

3.786,720
3.786,747

3,786,748

3.786,749
3,786,768

3,786,827
3,786,837
3.786,846

3.786,848
3.786,880
3.786,885
3.786.887

3.786.891
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PATENT OFFICE NOTICES

Arailability of Consolidated Listing

The "Consolidated Listing of Recent Official Gazette

Notices—Re Patent Office Practices and Procedures" which

appeared In the Official Ga«tte of January 1. 1974 (918 O.G.

3-97) Is available In separate reprints at a price of 1115

from the Superintendent of Documents. Washington, D.C.

20402.
RENE D. TEGTMEYER

Jan. 2, 1974. Acting Commiaaioner of Patents.

Bo0ch Appointed Director General of World Intellectual

Property Organization (WIPO)

Dr. Arpad Bogsch has been appointed by the General As-

sembly of the World Intellectual Property Organization as

Director iGeneral of the Organization. The appointment was

by acclamation of the General Assembly of WIPO on Novem-

ber 21. 1973. during the second ordinary session held In

Geneva. He assumed his duties December 1, 1973.

Dr Bogsch succeeds Professor G. H. C. Bodenhausen. a

national of the Netherlands, who retired at the end of

November after having directed the Organization since 1963.

Jan. 2, 1974.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER
Acting Commiaaioner of Patenta.

Time for Filing Opposition to Marks Published in the

December 25, 1973 Issue of the Official Gazette

It has come to the attention of the Patent Office that there

was a delav at the Government Printing Office in mailing to

subscribers" the Trademark Section of the Orrici.vL Gazette

for December 25, 197.1.

In view of the delay in n.allinp, the publication date for

marks published for opposition in the December 25. 1973

Issue will be deemed to b«^ January 9. 1974. The opposition

period for those marks will end on February 8. 1974.

Jan. », 1974.

JOSEPH V. NAKAMURA,
Acting Commiitaioner of Patenta.

Patent Suits

Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1952

2,763.699. J. La Torre. BLIND BOLT UTILIZING DIS

TORTABLE COLLAR AND DEFORMABLE LOCKING NUT
MEMBER. Sled Apr. 12. 1971, DC. CD. Calif. (Los Angeles).

Doc. 71-877-HP, National Screw «£ Manufacturing Co. v.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. et al. Filed stipulation for dismissal

of plaintiff's complaint with prejudice and defendant counter

claim dismissed with prejudice, July 2, 1973.

2324,611. B. E. Williams. METHOD OF CLOTHING MEAT,
flled June 28, 1973, DC. CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 73-

1482-LTL. Bemia Company, Inc. and Beverly E. WiUiama v.

Chromalloy American Corporation.

2.973.643. Roderick and Gwathmey. AIRCRAFT RATE OF
CLIMB INDICATING INSTRU.MENTS, flled June 27. 1973.

DC Kans. (Wichita). Doc. W-4728. Teledyne, Inc. v. Aero-

aonica Corporation and MacLeod of Kanaaa, Inc., a division

of Aeroaonica Corporation. Consent decree : Ordered, plaintiff

owner of said patent, defendants have infringed said patent,

counterclaims are dismissed with prejudice. June 26. 1973.

S.0«7.W2. M. V. Fogle. TRANSFERABLE MAGNETIC COAT
INO COMPOSITION AND TRANSFER WEB COATED
THEREWITH, flled June 14. 1973, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago),

Doc. 73cl542. The National Caah Regiater v. Allen Paper

Co., Cardunal Office, compriaea Charlea A. Weightman, indi

vidual et al. and Clopay Corp.

S.092,4M, W. MacWllllam, PACKED SCREW THREADED
GLAND TYPE TUBE COUPLING FOR THIN WALLED
TUBING, flled June 29, 1973, D.C. Ohio (Toledo), Doc. C-

73-267, Scovill Manufacturing Company v. Fayette Tubular

Producta, Inc.

3,163.645, De Stevens and Werner. DERIVATIVES OF 3,4

DIHYDRO - 2 - H [1.2.41-BENZOTHIV£T?WNE-l.l-DIOX

IDES, flled June 8. 1973, D.C.N.J. (Newark), DqC. C-806-73.

CibaGeigy Corporation v. Zenith Laboratoriea, Inc. et al.

3.26«,636. R. G. Angell, Jr.. METHOD AND APPARATUS

FOR INJECTION MOLDING FOAMED PLASTIC ARTICLES,

flled Nov. 22, 1972, D.C. N.D. Ohio (Toledo). Doc. C-72-42fi.

inion Carbide Corporation v. BorgWamer Corporation.

3 309,025, W. R. Malcolm. SELF-CLEANING SPRAY DE

FLECTOR WEDGE FOR SPRINKLERS, flled June 12. 1973.

DC, ED. Calif. (Fresno), Doc. F-818-C. Rain Bird Sprinlfi''-

Mfg. Corp. v. Buckner Induatriea, Inc.

3,357,561. Schmid and Anderson, ROOF DRAIN, flled May

17 1971. D.C. N.D. Ohio (Cleveland). Doc. C-71-525, Zurn

In'dualriia. Inc. v. BarrettRupp, Inc. and Jay R. Smith Mfg.

Co. Stipulation and order dismissing action without prejudice.

June 18. 1973.

3.891.773. Nicole and Pylant. PROPORTIONAL SPACING

EMBOSSING TOOL ; 3.485,335. J. McMahon, TAPE EMBOSS-

ING MACHINE WITH SELECTIVELY VARIABLE TAPb

FEED INCREMENTS, flled June 18, 1973, DC, N.D. 111.

(Chicago). Doc. 7.V1567. W. //. Brady Co. v. Dymo Indus-

tries. Inc. and CT Corporation System.

3 407 685 E D Prince, GROOVED TIE BAR ASSEMBLY

FOR DIE CASTING MACHINES AND THE LIKE, flled June

15 1973 DC, W^.D. Mich. (Grand Rapids), Doc. 0145-73

CA Prince Corporation \. B i T Machinery Company.

iA\i,\1\. D. F. Hannon, PROCESS OF MAKING IDENTI-

FIC\TION CARDS; 8.417.497. same, IDENTIFICATION

CARD, flled June 15, 1973, D.C. N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc.

73cl554, Laminex, Inc. v. Ronald C. Fritz et al.

8.417,497. (See 3.413.171.) - ^

3.485.335. (Sec 3.391.773.)

3.527.018. D. E. Jahnke. VACUUM PACKAGING OF POUL-

TRY flled July 6. 1971. DC, ED. Wis. (Milwaukee). Dor

70C-535 VacAir, Inc. v. John Mohr d Bona. Inc. Judgment

order: Complaint dismissed with prejudice, counterclaim

against Vac Air dismissed with prejudice, June 26. 197d.

3,570.018. Sargent, Sargent and Sargent, PORTABLE TOI

LET flled May 30. 1973. D.C. CD. Calif. (Los Angeles) Doc

73-l*205^AAn. Monogram Induatriea. inc. v. Thetford Corpo

ration.

8 575.196. Marrese and OSulUvan, CLOSED EXHAUST

DISCHARGE SYSTEM FOR ANESTHESIA MACHINES.

Aled .Jan. 20. 1972. DC. N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 72cl61.

Rocco .inthony Marreae and William T. O'Sullivan v Rich-

arda Medical Equipment Inc. Final judgment against defend^

ant. plaintiffs- patent Invalid, action
^'^''^^f^^^"'^"'''?,^

equity. June 13, 1973. 8.me, flled Jan. 20, 1972, DC N.D.

in (Chicago). Doc. 72C162, Rocco Anthony Marreae et ol v.

Air Reduction Co. Final judgment, plaintiffs' patent Is invalid,

has not been Infringed, action dismissed, June 13, 1973.

3.667,435, R. M. Bygdnes. VEHICULAR ENGINE BRAKE

ASSEMBLY, flled June 25, 1973. DC C.D. Calif. (Los An^

geles). Doc. 73-1453-RJK. Rocky Cycle Co.. Inc. and Richard

M Bygdnea v. Ralph D. MilHgan.

3,693.559. R. H. Allen, POLLUTION CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR COMBUSTIVE DISMANTLING, flled June 14, 1974.

DC sS ind (Evansville), Doc. EV 73-C-47, The David J.

Joseph Company v. Evana Producta Company et al.
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1>. 227.854

3,5.59,819

:l,604,r>.-)9

3,027.160

3.640,940

3,664.204

3.673,222

3,680,295
3.6.S9.577

3,694,151

3,694,681

3,704.861

3,705,337

3.706.821

3.708.969

3,715,205

3,715,757

3.718.746

3,718,878

3.720,095

3.722,690

3,723,465

3,723,8.30

3.726,840

3.726,919

3,728.940

3,729,206

3,729,6.30
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3,730,250

3.7.30.945

3.731,271
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3.736,244
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3,740,245
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3,741,854
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3.743,26.S
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3.744,489

3.744,758

3,744.776

3,745,605

3,745,868

3,746,096
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3.753,746

3,7.53,804

3,754,012
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.3,7.54.153

3,754,313

3,754,990

3,755,495
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3,756,267

3,756,648
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3,760,882
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3,761,691
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3,761,950

3.762,029

3.762,203

3.762,289

3,762,800

3.764,799



PATENT EXAMINING CORPS

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Acting Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF JANUARY 5. 1974

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual
FlUng Date

01 Oldeit
New Ca^e
Awaillng

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
j 02,^

OxoandOxy, Qulnonrr Acids. Carboxyiir Acia r.si I.,

npoiTP 140-A P KENT, director . u ;
• ">--'>'*

COAT.no and LAMINATINO BLEACHJNO DVE.N^^AND ^,„.„„ „„„„„.. s„.c,^ Ch.n„»,
1-02-73

9-01-72

eases.

OROUP 210-N
ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS PHYSICS AND RELATEOEL^^^^^^^^^ ^Z^^lT^^y^^^^nCo.

:iAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. QROUP^^^^^^
rdnance. Firearm! and Ammunition Kaaartnaprw„i r Mt •

Radio-:

ANSIIRR. Direotor. .. .....
~ iductors. Switches;

SPECIA
Ordnance. Firearm:

Active Batteries;

cighing

rector...

...K,.™.......
Dir^tional Radia

N„„.„ R..c,««. >»-^-' «-^->'
«,t,'BVAt obo^pI^ P core,., n.„.o,

tor'p<'does,' SeiVm'ic'Explorlng. Radio-

''''c^s^;:!ro„i''ruiK°-iiS"-*°ri.^^^^^^
Conversion, Storage Devices and

„KC.^-;rc.*S.SAN,.AT,0SANOC,..A.JN0^^^^^^^^^

works; Optics, Raiiant Energy; Mea'artng

DESIGNS GROUP 290-R L CAMPBELL. Director

industrial Arts; Household. Personal and Fine Arti.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

Fire Extin«niishers: Coin Handling. Check Controiiea
'^^y.^ ^ Railway Equipment.

Motor and Land Vehicles and Appurtenances, Brakes. Kauwaysanu ^ t

STOCKING. Director.. ..---„;.•

Information Dissemination „^„t> ..^n »« xm wwmaV Director i

Exchange. R'"^»P*«»<>"- ^ «"l"^^'°";J?'^in* pL^d HLnXac and Control. Lubrication
ing. Bearings; ClulchM. Power Transmission. Fluid Hana ling anav^o

nRorP 3.V)-T J niCKEY. Dtr-ctor.. ....

clii'ng; Text lies;' Apparel and Shoes. Sewing Machines

5-30-73

9-18-72

3-26-73

7-17-72

1-15-73

4 U-72

3-15-73

2-16-73

3-02-73

3-12-73

9-28-72

Numb-" ?.775 .762 to 2.779.941. inclusive
" N itiiben 1.543 to 1.658. inclusive
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REISSUES
JANUARY 29, 1974

Matter enclosed in beavy brackets [ 1 appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification ; matter
printed in italics indicates additions made by reissue. c

27,901

WEAR COMPENSATING fflGH-PRESSURE
GEAR PUMP

Otto Eckerle, Am Bergwald 3, 75 Malsch, Germany

Original No. 3,525,580, dated Aug. 25, 1970, Ser. No.
756,160, Aug. 29, 1968. Application for reissue Feb.

2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,181

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 1, 1967,
P 16 53 826.4

Int. CI. FOlc 1/10; F03c 3/00; F04c 1/06
US. CI. 418—71 15 Claims

27,902

PARTICLE COUNTING SYSTEM
Weems E. Estelle, Southport, Henry R. Angel, Trumbull,

and Pasquale M. Petrucci, Orange, Coon., assignors to

General Science Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.

Original No. 3,657,725, dated Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No.
32,582, Apr. 28, 1970. Application for reissue Feb. 16,

1973, Ser. No. 332,911

Int. CI. G06m 11/04
U.S. CI. 235—92 PC 24 Claims

7 n X X o n

Wear [and-tear-] compensating high-pressure gear

pump comprising a driven externally-geared pinion, a

concomitantly rotating internally-geared [wheel] ring, a

[movablel pivotable sickle-shaped filler member between

the pinion and the internal gear ring and [either one or]

two axial disks covering the gears laterally, as well as an

insert member, called "control piston" being disposed on

the pressure side of the gears and being radially displace-

ably arranged with respect thereto, enclosing the outer

circumferential surface of the internal gear ring in a

specific angular range and [touching] positioning the

latter [as the sole stator part], said control piston con-

taining the first portion of the [pressure] fluid outlet duct,

the control piston being [relieved for the major part with

regard to radial forces] subjected to a radial pressure

compensation field and hence pressing against the circum-

ference of the internal gear ring with only a limited

amount of excess force so that as a result the internal gear

ring is essentially supported only on the pinion, on the

one hand, and on the filler member, on the other hand

[characterized in that] the pump housing [(1) is] being

eccentrically bored with respect to the pinion shaft [(3)]
in such a manner that the center [(Mq)] of the housing

bore [(7)] is positioned on the [hydraulic line of applica-

tion or effective curve (Wl) which extends of necessity

also through the internal gear center (Mh)] center line of

radial hydraulic thrust on the internal gear ring, and [in

that] the control piston [(10) is] being accommodated

in the [sickle-shaped] space being formed [due to the

eccentricity] between the internal gear [(4)] ring and

the housing bore [(7), being essentially adapted to the

configuration thereof].

A particle counting system especially adapted for blood

cell counting and which is essentially automatic in op-

eration. The system includes an easily replaceable con-

ductivity cell and electro-optical metering of a predeter-

mined volume of sample fluid and also includes calibra-

tion and self-checking circuitry to enable reliable and ac-

curate analysis.

27,903

SPACE DELIVERY SYSTEM
Charles P. Fogarty, Box 254, Commack, N.Y. 11725

Original No. 3,478,986, dated Nov. 18, 1969, Ser. No.
691,107, Dec. 6, 1967, which is a continuation-in-part

of abandoned Ser. No. 487,194, Sept. 14, 1965. AppU-
cation for reissue Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,044

U.S. CI. 244—1 SD
Int CI. B64g 1/10

24 Claims

The present disclosure relates to a space delivery sys-

tem for delivering items between space vehicles or for

1691
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coupling space vehicles. The device involves a flexible and bottom-lifting containers, piggy-back trailers etc. par-

extensible cablfe fed from a reel and through which is ticularly adapted for use on large front or side lift trucks

delivered gas to the front of the cable where it is directed or other vehicles which provide a centilever-type lifting

backwardly to propel the front end of the cable forwardly. boom. For bottom-lifting, the device necessarily has grap-

27,904
WEAR COMPENSATING HIGH-PRESSURE

GEAR PUMP
Otto Eckerle, Am Bcrgwald 3, 75 Malsch, Germany

Original No. 3,525,581, dated Aug. 25, 1970. Ser. No.

756,169, Aug. 29, 1968. AppUcation for reissue Feb.

2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,109 ,

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 1, 1967,

P 16 53 827.5

Int. CI. FOlc 1/10; F03c 3/00; F04c 1/06

U.S. CI. 418—71 12 Claims

pling arms which are retractable in order that the top-

lifting mechanism may be used more effectively. In the

present instance, the arms, which are on the side of the

spreader toward the supporting vehicle, are shortenable

to a length within the height of a container.

Wear [and tear-] compensating [heavy-duty] '"'^/i-

pressure gear pump comprising a driven externally-

geared pinion, a concomitantly rotating internally-geared

[wheel] ring, a [movable] pivotable sickle-shaped filler

member between the pinion and the internal gear rinf;, and

[either one or] twQ axial disks laterally covering the

gears, as well as [an insert member called] a "control

piston" being disposed on the pressure side of the gears

and radially displaceably arranged with respect thereto,

enclosing the outer circumferential surface of the internal

gear ring within a specific angular range and [touching]

positioning the latter [as the sole stator part], said

control piston containing the first portion of the [pres-

sure] fluid outlet duct, the control piston being [relieved

for the major part with respect to radial forces] subjected

to a radial pressure compensation field and hence press-

ing against the circumference of the internal gear ring

with [only] a limited [excess] force, characterized in

that the control piston [(6)] is [rotatably but not dis-

placeably] pivotably arranged inside the housing, the pivot

point being positioned in proximity to the tooth engage-

ment of the two gears [(2, 3)] and that the [center of ro-

tation] pivot point is disposed outside of the [relieving]

pressure compensation field [(12) being under pressure]

between the internal gear ring [(2)] and the control

piston, and in that the [relieving] pressure compensation

field is so [provided] arranged that the surface [center

of gravity (S)] centroid thereof is positioned above the

[line of application or effective curve (Wl)] center line

of the radial [compensating forces] hydraulic thrust on

the internal gear ring.

27,906

REINFORCED FLEXIBLE CONNECTOR
George G. Toepper, Elgin, lU., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Original No. 3,627,354. dated Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No.

23,354, Mar. 27, 1970. Application for reissue May 4,

1972, Ser. No. 250,452 i

Int. CI. F16I 9/14 J
U.S. CI. 285—55 7 aalms

A flexible connector and the method of fabricating the

same. The connector includes a tubular member having

a central corrugated portion and uncorrugated end por-

tions. A sleeve of braided strands is disposed around the

tubular member to encompass the corrugated central por-

tion and overlap at least a part of the uncorrugated end

portions of the tubular member. A collar is disposed in

a force-fit manner around each end of the sleeve to over-

lap the part covering an uncorrugated end portion to thus

secure the sleeve in place and provide reinforcement for

the corrugated portion of the tubular member.

27,905
GRAPPLER-SPREADER FOR CANTILEVER-BOOM

TRUCKS
Donald R. Whiteman, Roxboro, N.C., assignor to

Midland-Ross Corp., Cleveland, Ohio
Original No. 3,606,053, dated Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No.

884,986, Dec. 15, 1969. Application for reissue Apr.
12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,484

Int CI. B66c 1/30
U.S. a. 214—147 G 11 Oaims
An expandable spreader and grappling device, termed

herein a grappler-spreader. for top-lifting cargo containers

27 907

APPARATUS FOR AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
Gene W. Osheroff, Las Vegas, Nev., assignor to Fluidtech

Corporation, Inglewood, Calif.

Original No. 3,563,306, dated Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

864,931, Sept. 15, 1969, which is a continuahon-in-part

of abandoned Ser. No. 801,930, Feb. 20, 1969, which m
turn is a continuation-in-part of abandoned Ser. No.

640,578, May 23, 1967. Application for reissue Oct. 27,

1972, Ser. No. 301,599
InLCI.F24fi/00

US CI 165—22 naalins

*The present invention concerns the application of fluidic

devices to air-conditioning systems. More specifically, the
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present invention encompasses the use of fluidic valves by

means of which heating and cooling can be controlled with-

out moving parts being involved. Through the use of such

27,908
FLUID CONTACT TRAY

Irvin Earl Nutter, deceased, late of Tulsa, Okla., by The
First National Bank and Trust Co., executor, and Dale
E. Nutter, Tulsa, Okla., assignors to Martha C. Nutter,

Tulsa, Okla., and Nancy N. Pantaleonl, Tenafly, NJ.,
fractional part interest to each

Original No. 3,463,464, dated Aug. 26, 1969, Ser. No.
670,681, Sept. 26, 1967, which is a continuation-in-part

of abandoned Ser. No. 360,494, Apr. 17, 1964. Applica-
tion for reissue July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,323

Int CL BOld 3/24
U.S. a. 261—114 R 10 Oalms

^

i^

ta?

devices, throttling as a means for controlling flow is elim-

inated altogether and the control of multi-zone air con-

ditioning is rendered more feasible.

A fluid contact tray having a plurality of tapering

apertures therein, the major dimension of the apertures

lying in the direction of liquid flow across the tray. A
deflector is supported above each aperture by a pair of

transversely extending baffles one at each end of each

aperture.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 29, 1974

Illustratlona for plant patents are usually In color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

3,453

APPLE TREE
John Gould Hannaford, Mount Bera, Cudlee Creek,

South Australia, Australia, assignor to Granny Spur
Enterprises, Orondo, Wash.

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 231,034

Int. CI. AOlh 5/03
VS. CI. Pit.—34 1 Claim

Originating as a genetic bud sport on a standard Granny

Smith apple tree in the present discoverer's orchard at

Mount Bera, Cudlee Creek, South Australia, this new

Granny Smith mutation exhibits vigorous spur-type growth

with foliage that is deep green and dense and fruit that is

deeper green than that of the parent.

3,455
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Barrie J. Machin, Chichester, and G. B. Hall, Ashley
Green, Chesham, England, as^gnors to Yoder Brothers,

Inc., Barberton, Ohio
Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,949

Int CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit-74 1 aaim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared
to the cultivar Pink Marble by its aproximately one-

quarter inch larger flower, its very flat symmetrically

petalled flowers which have no twisting or reflexing of

the petals, its rose pink flower color, and approximately

two inches more vigor.

3,454

CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT
Grace H. Mack, 108 Wahackme Road, New Canaan,

Conn. 06840, and Walter H. Jessel, Jr., Doylestown,
and William E. Duffett, Akron, Ohio; said Jessel and
said Duffett assignors to said Mack, New Canaan,
Conn.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,641

Int. CL AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit—75 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared

with the garden cultivar Early Gold by its flowers which

are approximately Vt" larger; its stronger stems; its in-

curved individual petals with a longitudinal petal roll,

thereby providing a more solid flower and a more formal

flower form; its approximately six days longer keeping

quality in the fall garden; its lighter gold flower color; its

taller, more spreading habit with slightly more prolific

branching in the fall garden, less leaf serration, and more
prominent stipules.

3,456
RHUBARB PLANT

Harold B. Whitmore, 223 Walnut Lane NW.,
Vienna, Va. 22180

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,340
Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—89 1 Clafan

1. A new and distinct variety of rhubarb plant of the

type having relatively red stalks, particularly characterized

by its unique disease-resistant ability to flourish in rela-

tively southern climes; its relatively sweet taste; its rapid

growth habit, and its continuous season-long harvest

which permits succulent edible new stalks to be harvested

continuously from spring until frost.

3,457
ROSE PLANT

David L. Armstrong, Upland, Calif., assignor to

Armstrong Nurseries, Inc., Ontario, Calif.

FUed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,669
Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit—28 1 Claim
An asexually reproduced bush rose of the floribunda

class particularly characterized in the color stabihty of
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the bright reddish orange petals of the bloom which

undergo little or no change in coloration or shade from

first opening to late maturity, although flowers blooming

in cool gray weather may be somewhat darker in shade

throughout their life.
, . i

The plant is moderately low growing and moderately

spreading in habit, carrying most of its flowers in small

^ irregular clusters with strong peduncles on short to me-

dium stems.

Only occasionally do the sepals have foliaceous parts

extending beyond the bud. The buds are small, but the

bloom appears to grow in size until the flower is fully

open, at slightly less than three or four inches. The petals

tend to be ruffled and fluted in form. Flowers are semi-

double to double, comprising 19-25 petals and 2-8

petaloids, with little fragrance. The plant blooms almost

continuously throughout the growing season, but makes

a moderately massive display only at the first Spring

blooming. After the petals have dropped, the peduncle

also falls off.

3,458
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Walter H. Jessel, Jr., DoylestQwn, and William E. Duffett,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to Yoder Brothers, Inc., Bar-

berton, Ohio ^ « ...,
FUed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,193

Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit. 78 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to uniqueness when compared to

the parent cultivar Mountain Snow by its yellow flower

color, and being unique relative to the cultivar Mountain

Sun by its V*"-\V*" larger flowers, 10-15% more petals

which are approximately %«" broader in width, approxi-

mately 3^" longer leaves, by its approximately 2"-3" tal-

ler habit and 1" less spread as a pinched plant, by its

somewhat earlier response, and by its more incurved

flower form.

to the parent cultivar Nimbus and to the culUvar Nimrod

by its yellow flower color.

3,460
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Grace H. Mack, 108 Wahackne Road, New Canaan,

Conn. 06840, and Walter H. Jessel, Jr., Doylestown,

and WilUam E. DufTett, Akron, Ohio; said Jessel and

said Duffett, assignors to said Mack
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,638

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

\5S. CI. Pit 75 ^ Claim

\. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared

to the cultivar Yellow Butterscotch by its approximately

>/4 inch smaller flower; its several days earlier response

than Yellow Butterscotch in fall natural season flowering

in the garden; its habit of not reflexing its flower form; its

plant habit which is approximately five inches shorter,

nine inches more spread and three to four more breaks

per plant when grown from an outdoor natural season

flowering, planted in mid-June and given a single pinch,

and by its darker flower color.

3,461
GLADIOLUS PLANT

John R. Larus, West Hartford, and Charles T. Lams,

Avon, Conn., assignors to Selected Glads, Inc., New
: Albany, Ind.

Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,623

Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Plt--85
, ,

1 C*"'™

1. A new and distinct variety of gladiolus plant, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized

particularly as to novelty by the unique combination of

its deep pink color, and its ability to open up to twelve

florets at a time.

3,459
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

PhiMp W. Hohnquist, 4045 Highway 101, Hamel, Minn.

55340, and Walter H, Jessel, Jr., Doylestown, and

William E. Duffett, Akron, Ohio; said Jessel and said

Duffett assignors to said Holmquist
FUed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,996

Int CL AOlh 5/00
U.S. a. Pit—74 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum char-

acterized particularly as to its uniqueness when compared

3,462 '

AZALEA PLANT
Raymond Yoshimura, San Gabriel. Calif., assignor to

San Gabriel Nursery and Florist, San Gabriel, Calif.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,702 ,

Int CI. AOlh 5/00 '

U.S. CI. Pit. 57 1 Claim
1.' The new and distinct variety of azalea plant sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized

particulariy as to novelty by the slightly double, cam-

panulate. substantially Orient red blooms borne in pro-

fusion during the winter and spring months, there being

many blooms on a stem, by its flowering habit that ex-

tends throughout a substantial portion of the year, and

by its vigorous upright growth habit.

PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 29, 1974

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL

3,787,892 3,787,894

ICE HOCKEY GARMENT EASILY ADJUSTABLE PROTECTIVE HEAD GEAR
Peter H. Quinn, 1 101-C Falaise Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada James W. Goodman, Jr., Box 321, Kilmarnock, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 13,939. Feb. 25, 1970, Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,047

abandoned. This application Mar. 1 3, 1972, Ser. No. 233,897 Int. CI. A42b 3100

Claims priority, applicaUon Canada, Feb. 25, 1969, 043901 U.S. CI. 2—3 A 2 Claims

int. CI. A4 Id /J/00

U.S. CI. 2—2 7 Claims

The present invention relates to a unitary hockey garment

comprising a body portion adapted to snugly fit around the

trunk of the body of the wearer from about the waist

downwards said body portion including a portion adapted to

grip the trunk of the body of the wearer forming an undergar-

ment portion and a pair of leg portions, each leg portion ex-

tending from said body portion and ha» ing means at the free

end thereof for gripping the foot of the wearer to maintain the

leg portion under tension on the leg of the wearer forming an

outer garment portion and detachable retaining means for

releasably retaining a protective cup or plate in said crotch

area, said leg portion including a pocket dimensioned for

removable accommodation of a shin pad and disposed for lo-

cation of the shin pad opposite the shin of the wearer.

A protective helmet is dislosed in the form of a batting hel-

met comprising a shell formed of tough impact resistant

plastic material with a flexible metal headband positioned in

the shell interior with the ends of the band being connected fo

a threaded rod operable by rotation of a knurled knob posi-

tioned on the interior of a protrusion of the shell but externally

accessible for manual rotation while the device is in place on

the head of a wearer to accommodate the head size of the

wearer; a band of foam rubber extends about the inner surface

of the metal band and a crown cushion of foam rubber is posi-

tioned in the top of the shell; in a second embodiment, the

knurled adjusting knob is positioned in a metal protrusion af-

fixed to the exterior of the plastic shell as opposed to a unitary

protrusion and shell construction of the first embodiment.

3,787,895

PROTECTIVE FACE MASK AND PADDING MATERIAL
THEREFOR

Paul C. Belvedere, 2105 W. 61st St., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,864

Int.CI.A41dyi/00

U.S.CI.2—

9

21 Claims

3,787,893

PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Angelo C. Larcher, 8036 S. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Filed Mav 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,173

Int. CI. A42b J/00

U.S.CI.2—3 R 2 Claims

A protective face mask consisting of a soft, resilient inner

member conforming in shape to a user's mouth and chin, and

an outer member of hard, impact resistant material which is

sized and shaped to fit over the user's mouth and mechanically

secured to the inner member. The inner and outer members

Protective headgear including a hard shell and a plurality of are constructed and arranged to define a plurality of cavities

inflated fluid chambers on the outside surface of said shell, between them when secured together, and the thickness of the

Fluid delivery means is connected to each chamber and valve inner member permits it to deform resiliently in the area of the

means in said chambers prevents reverse flow of fluid. cavities when subjected to impact forces.

1695
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3,787.896

FRONT PLACKET FOR FEMALE S BLOUSE

George Weiss, 520 Magnola Blvd.. Long Beach, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 283,940

lnt.a.A41b//20

l.S. CI. 2-106

face includes an elongated smooth surface area on the glove,

which smooth surface area has a low coefficient of friction and

constitutes the area of contact between the glove and the writ-

ing surface, and selectively shaped and located adhesive areas

ICbim

Uma OF eNGAGCMCNT
KT«CEN NANO
AW STTUa

A front placket for a female s blouse having an outer fabric

covering supported internally by an interlining strip, and

wherein said interlining strip has (a) folded under marginal

edges to increase its bulk and thus provide support to the cor-

responding marginal edges of the fabric covering so as to

minimize wrinkling therein and ( b ) is oriented on the bias. i.e. .

the yarns thereof are aligned at a 45° angle to the placket

length, so that despite the aforesaid increased marginal bulk of

the interlining it does not inhibit flexing or draping of the

placket, as is required to achieve proper fit of the garment.

>Kt OF ENGASCMCNT
KTWCEN THE HEEL OF

THC HMO >N0 UPEt

on portions of the glove.which adhesive areas have a high

coefficient of friction and constitute the gripping areas that

are substantially employed by a writer in holding a pen during

the writing movement of the hand. .

3.787,897

GLOVE OR MITTEN WITH COLORED MESH BACKING
David A. Sabin. 234 W. Main, and Mark A. Sabin, 116 W.

Walnut, both of Manly, Iowa

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,966

Int.CLA41d/9/00

L.S.CL2-158 2 Claims

3,787,899 ,

EAR MLFF ASSEMBLY I

Alois Albin Krawagna, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Imperial Optical Company Ltd., trading as Safety Supply

Co., Toronto. Ontario, Canada

Filed July 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 270,605
|

Int.CLA41d2//00

U.S. CI. 2-209 3 Claims

A hand covering, such as a workman's glove or mitten hav-

ing a front portion of wear-resistant leather-like material for

covering the palm, thumb and front surfaces of the fingers and

wrist of a wearer, and a back portion for covering the back of

the hand and fingers of the wearer. The back portion is of

mono-filament material loosely woven or interlaced to pro-

vide open spaces for free movement of air therethrough,

whereby the interior of the covering is effectively ventilated.

The monofilament material is colored with high light-reflec-

tive coloring matter, and the back portion is formed to provide

spaced ridges so that light is reflected at various angles from

the back portion.

An ear muff assembly for use with a headband including an

ear cup, a circumferentially extending first bearing, the ear

cup being mounted in the first bearing for rotation about a

first axis, a yoke, the circumferentially extending bearing

being mounted in the yoke for rotation about a second axis

which extends laterally of the first axis, the yoke being

mountable on the headband.

3,787,898

WRITING FACILITATING GLOVE
Charles F. W alker, 7047 Lincoln Dr., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,845

Int. CLA41d/ 9/00

L.S.CL 2-163 6 Claims

A writing glove to facilitate the movement of a hand of a

writer in the operation of writing with a pen on a writing sur-

3,787,900

ARTIFICIAL BONE OR TOOTH PROSTHESIS MATERIAL

Thomas D. McGee, Ames, Iowa, assignor to Iowa State Lniver-

sity Research Foundation, Ames, Iowa

Filed June 9, 1971, Ser. No. 151,580

Iiit.CL A61c 13108; A61f 1 100; C09k 3100

II S CI 3 1
*^ Claims

A prosthesis material useful for artificial bones or teeth is

provided in the form of a heat-consolidated body composed

essentially of a dense structurally integrated mixture of dis-

crete microcrystals of a calcium phosphate compound
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together with discrete microcrystals of a refractory com-
pound, such as the mineral spinel, aluminum phosphate, or

aluminum oxide. The preferred calcium phosphate compound
is whitlockite, but it can be used in combination with other

more soluble calcium phosphate compounds.

3,787,901

TOILET AND WASTE STORAGE SYSTEM
Robert F. Wagner, Lombard; Edward J. Kubiak, Oakbrook,
and Edward J. Rollo, Jr., Des Plaines, all of III., assignors to

General American Transportation Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed July 20, 1971, Ser. No. 164,261

Int.CI.E03d y/00

U.S. CL 4- 10 21 Claims

A system, that receives and treats human body waste added
to a toilet, includes a toilet bowl with a bottom outlet, a

storage tank, a heater for the tank to evaporate water from
and thereby reduce volume of waste in the tank, a conduit

communicating with the bowl outlet, a valve closing and open-

ing that communication, means to open the valve, means to

close the valve, transfer means between the conduit and the

tank, and valved conduit means to provide a predetermined

amount of flush water upon opening of the valve between the

bowl outlet and the conduit. The transfer means is operative

for a predetermined period of lime after closing of the valve

between the outlet and the conduit. The heater is operative

when waste in the tank rises to a predetermined level and

thereafter until solids content in the waste reaches a predeter-

mined value. Operation of the transfer means is prevented

when the level of waste in the tank exceeds a higher level.

Flush water may be added to the bowl without opening the

valve between the bowl outlet and the conduit.

3.787,902

FLUSH TANK WATER-REGULATING ATTACHMENT
Jay McCombs, Nordland, Wash.

Filed Dec. 6, 197 1, Ser. No. 204,903

Int. CI. E03d ]/34, 5/02, 5/10

U.S. CI. 4—67 A 2 Claims

tank, which handle swings a support lever h)etween a nonlimit-

ing position and a position for limiting downward travel of an

auxiliary float. A float-actuated lever carries adjacent to its

pivot a link for engaging the flush tank discharge valve to limit

upward travel of such valve. The valve thereby remains close

to its valve seat so that the valve is closed more quickly by

pressure of the water on its upper surface and suction created

by water flowing through the valve p>ort, thereby substantially

reducing the volume of water supplied to the bowl.

3,787,903

URINE SHIELD
Marjorie A. Miller, Rt. 2, Box 414 A, Sleepy Hollow Rd., Dun-

dee, lU.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 300,900

Int. CI. A47k 1 1/04, 1 1/06; A61g 7/04

U.S. CI. 4—134 6 Claims

An inconspicuous urine collection shield for fitting un-

derneath and around the sides of an upholstered or cushioned

seat of a chair. When the chair is occupied by a person who
has lost normal bladder control, the urine can run down any or

all four sides of the chair seat and collect in the portion of the

shield which fits underneath the seat. Suitable fastening means
are provided for removably securing the shield in place so that

it can be partially removed for draining or completely

removed for cleaning purposes. If desired the shield may be

provided with a tubular attachment for connection to an ind-

welling catheter. A simple drain tube may be attached to the

shield so that urine collected therein may be drained from

time to time without releasing and lowering any portion of the

shield.

3,787,904

LIQUID DISPENSING AND METERING DEVICE
Nathan B. Lerner, Chicago, III., assignor to W. Braun Com-

pany, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,022

Int. CI. E03d 9/03

U.S.CL4—227 1 Claim

\
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into a flush tank or the like, which device comprises an in-

tegrally formed member having a wall withm the neck or

discharge opening of the container so that the device does not

extend outwardly beyond the neck or discharge opening of the

container so as to minimize the overall height of the container,

and in which the outlet or discharge end may be covered by ^

closure cap. said device having an opening in the wall thereof U.S. CI. 5-348

through which the liquid in the container is dispensed in mea-

sured amounts.

3,787.907

FRAMELESS WATER BED

WiUiam Pennington, and WlUiam Pennington, III, both of

30200 Oceanaire Dr., Palos Verdes, CaUf.

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,589

Int.CI.A67c27/0S
8 Claims

3,787,905

RUBBER PLUMBER

Joseph H. Curzon. 8103- 14th Ave., Adelphi, Md.

Filed Apr. 20. 1971, Ser. No. 135,653

lnt.CI.E03cy/i06

U.S. CI. 4-256 4 Claims

A frameless water bed comprises primary plastic sheeting

forming a tube extending in a loop, auxiliary plastic sheets ex-

tending across the loop interior and overlapping opposite ex-

tents of the tube for retaining it against outward deHection

under the influence of water pressure exertion The auxiliary

sheets form with the tube a closed, water receiving interior

hollow bounded by the tube.

3,787.908

INCOMPRESSIBLE, CONFORMABLE STRUCTURE
CONTAINING CELLULAR PARTICLES

Warren R. Beck, Saint Paul, and Norman P. Sweeny. North

Oaks, both of Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company, Saint Paul, Minn.

Filed July 1 , i 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 58,889 |

lnt.CLA47c27/0«

L.S. CI. 5-348 W B > -^ Claims

A molded element having a resilient portion and a tapered

end and an outward extending flange adjacent opposite ends

of the resilient portion for pressedly connecting a sink faucet

with a drain pipe in fluid communication.

3,787,906

SLEEPING BAG CONSTRUCTION

Harry Hunt, 107 N. Walnut St., Ridgewood, N J.

Filed Dec. 9, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 206,345

Int. CI. A47g 9100

U.S. CL 5-343 10 Claims
The disclosed cushioning means comprises a flexible-walled

container filled with a flowable liquid and. suspended in the

liquid tiny cellular particles having a low density The cellular

particles reduce the density of the liquid fill and also improve

its thermal insulative properties A viscosity modifier is

preferably added to the flowable liquid fill to provide better

dimensional stability characteristics, as compared to a con-

ventional water bed.

Mummy-type insulated sleeping bag, particularly for

Winter, Alpine and other severe weather, providing unusual

loft and warmth with minimal weight, elimination of coldspots

and suitable for use in an emergency by two persons.

3,787,909

FU'RNITU RE MODULE
Edward Johnson, 650 HunUngton Ave., Boston, Mass.

FiledNov.3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,100 |

Int. CLA47C/ 7/40, 7/20

US CI 5-352 lOCtaims

A furniture module is described comprising a rectangular

block of deformable material. Mounted on one long side of

the block are a plurality of belt loops with -openings directed

substantially along the long dimension of the block. At least

one additional belt loop is mounted on an adjacent long side of

the block with its opening substantially perpendicular to the

long dimension of the block. Included with the module is a
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flexible elongated belt having a length at least equal to the lon-

gest periphery of the block, and dimensioned so as to allow it

to be threaded through the loops on the block. Fastening

means are provided so that the ends of the belt can be joined

together, or two or more belts can be joined end-to-end.

In abstract, a preferred embodiment of this invention is a

towable. land type vehicle «vhich is launchable and expansible

for use as a stable watercraft with roomy, trailer-like accom-

modations.

Basically the body of the vehicle comprises a central section

having expandable wing sections disposed on each side

thereof. Each wing section has a retractable wheel assembly

incorporated therein. A retractable tow bar is provided about

the front of the body which enables the tow bar to be moved

inwardly relative to the body when the amphibious vehicle is

used as a watercraft.

are individually floatable. The bow is juxtaposed with the stem

and is adapted to be nested inside the minor body when the

common axial line of the bow and the stem is arranged at an

angle of 45° to the axial line of the minor body adapted to be

nested inside the major body when the axial line of the former

is arranged at a right angle to the axial line of the latter, and

therefore, the telescoped boat is compact enough for trans-

portation and storage.

3.787,910

AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE
James F. Taylor. Raleigh. N.C.. assignor to Design Dimension,

Inc.. Raleigh. N.C.

Filed May 1 8. 1 972. Ser. No. 254,7 1

3

Int. CL B60f J/00, B63c 13100

U.iS. CI. 9— 1 T 7 Claims

3,787,912

FLOATING HUNTING BLIND
Stanton E. Huey, Jr., 2128 Maywood Dr.. Monroe, La.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 291,048

Int.CLB63bJ5/00 *

U.S. CI. 9—5 1 Claim

3,787,911

NESTABLE BOAT ON A KNOCK DOWN PLAN
Masami Miya, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nepon Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo. Japan
Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,901

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1971, 46-

120630
Int. CI. B63b 7104

L.S.CL9-2S , 1 Claim

A one man containing hunting blind. This device consists

primarily of a floating device with protective compartment

means for a single hunter, the device including transom means

for an outboard engine, the hull portion having compartment

means for gas tanks, fire extinguisher and other necessary

items for a hunter.

3,787,913

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING WASHERS FROM A
FLEXIBLE TUBE

Bernard Le Comte, Houilles; Jules Henry. Hillion, and Roger

Pincemin, Ploufragan, all of France, assignors to Le Joint

Francais. Paris. France

Filed June 23. 1972. Ser. No. 265.886

Claims priority, application France. June 24. 1971.

71.23095
Int. CI. B21d 53120; B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 10—86 B 4 Claims

A nestable boat on a knock down plan comprising a bow, a

minor body, a major body and a stem. These four members

A method for manufacturing washers from a flexible tube

consisting in engaging a tube on a mandrel, cutting up the tube

into washers and withdrawing the washers produced from the

mandrel, is characterized in that the engaging of a new tube to
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be cut up IS effected on the mandrel bearing the washers

produced from the previously cut-up tube, the relative move-

ment of that new tube on the mandrel simultaneously causing

the removal of the washers borne by that mandrel.

• 3.787,914

BAR EXCURSION CONTROLLER
Paul T. Heanue, Fayetteville, N.Y., assignor to Lipe Rollway

Corporation. Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 12. 1972, Ser. No. 296.807

Int. CLB21h 27/02

L.S.CI. 10-162S 10 Claims

3.787,916

FLOOR SURFACE CLEANING AND DRESSING
APPARATUS

Kaoni Akagi, Osaka, and Katushi Tanaka, Nishinomiya, both

of Japan, assignors to Daihatsu Kogyo Co.. Ltd.. Osaka and

Kyokuto Kaihatsu Kogyo Co.. Ltd.. Nishinomiya-shi, Hyogo-

ken, both of, Japan
Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,382

Claims prioritv. appUcation Japan. Aug. 1 3, 1 97 1 ,
46-6 1 89

1

Int. CL A471 / 11282; A63d 5110

U.S.CL15-4 16 Claims

33b 33o

I9a 31b 33

z:^
52

21a 21 2lb 52a 23
52b
27J^

A bar excursion controller is applied to a multispindlc screw

machine having a bar feeder that uses a driven roller with

spring-loaded flanges for straddling, squeezing and feeding the

bars in time with the machine. The excursion controller is

built on a base plate that is mounted concentric with the stock

reel for indexing with the stock reel, and it carries a back-up

plate for each bar of the machine. The back-up plates are

mounted adjacent the bars and opposite the driven roller and

are radially adjustable for normally clearing the bars by the

amount of acceptable off-axis movement for the bars.

25o 25 5051 I9b 53b 31 310 37 30

An apparatus for cleaning and applying dressing to a floor

surface which comprises a battery operated, manned vehicle

and a floor maintenance unit Iclescopically movably sup-

ported by the vehicle at the front thereof to enable the floor

maintenance unit to enter, when projected, a narrow space

where the vehicle cannot enter. The floor maintenance unit

includes a rotatable brush, a rotatable polisher, a web of

disposable sheet material and a liquid dressing applicator, a

mode of operation of the floor maintenance unit being

selected as desired.

3.787.915

DEVICE FOR MOUNTING THE TOE AND HEEL ENDS OF
A SHOE UPPER

Terence Albert Holt, and Jean-Gabriel Barre. both of Lyon.

France, assignors to Centre Technique du Cuir. Lyon.

France
Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,558

Int.CLA43d2//y2

U.S. CI. 12-8.1 5 Claims

3,787,917

SHOE SHINE APPARATUS
George D. Lashlev, 3098 Old Norcross Rd., Tucker, Ga.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 224,1 17, Feb. 7, 1972. This

application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297.877

Int.CI.A47l2J/02.2i//S

U.S. CI. 15-31 12 Claims

The toe and heel ends of the mounting last, in a shoe-mak-

ing process, act as forming elements in the shaping of the

upper in combination with a die comprising impressions of the

shoe to be obtained. This die comprises on the one hand a

frame element of semi-rigid but resilient material which in-

cludes a base carrying at least one curved rib corresponding

substantially to the outer contour of the toe end of the shoe

contemplated and on the other hand a filling element of flexi-

ble, soft and resilient material, fitted in the cavity formed by

said curved rib.

Apparatus for use in shining shoes, including a pair of power

driven shoe brushing means rotatable about a common

horizontal axis, with each shoe brushing means operatively as-

sociated with a shoe supporting means Each of the shoe sup-

porting means is mounted for power rotation about a verti-

cally disposed axis and includes releasable retaining means for

engaging the interior of a supported shoe The shoe supporting

means are detailed in location relative to the brushing means

so that all polished surfaces of a pair of supported shoes are

contacted during rotation of the brushing means and shoe sup-

porting means. A single motor is operatively associated with

the shoe brushing means and the shoe supporting means for

automatically effecting simultaneous roUtion thereof in a
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shoe shining operation. The shoe shining apparatus includes

polish dispensing means operatively associated with each of

the brushing means, with the polish dispensing means includ-

ing cover means supported between the polish dispensing

means and the shoe brushing means and selectively movable

between closed and opened conditions to permit polish to be

applied to shoes during rotation of the brushes.

3,787,918

SHOE POLISHING MACHINE
Robert J. Ebert, 9869 Strawberry Ln., Chesterland. Ohio

Filed Aug. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 283,947

Int. CI. A47I 23102

U.S.CL 15-31 11 Claims

t^'i

synthetic or sponge rubber having rectangular side portions

and opposite end portions of a substantially square section

with the length of the sponge rubber block being substantially

greater than the width thereof, and in which rectangular block

there may be provided peripherally extending slots which ef-

fectively divide the block into four rectangularly shaped

sponge rubber portions which are interconnected within the

block by an inner resilient web portion of the block located in-

wardly of the opposite end and side portions of the block and

effectively defined by the slots extending peripherally of the

side and end portions of the block. The peripheral slots in the

resilient block are so arranged that a wire form or loop of a

rigid material provides a holder for the resilient sponge rubber

block. The wire loop may be selectively recieved in the slots

extending peripherally in the sides and end portions of the

block to present for use a work surface of one or another of

the rectangularly shaped resilient sponge rubber portions of

the sponge rubber block. Thus, there is provided a reversible

sponge rubber brush, mop or duster including rectangular por-

tions providing four working sides or surfaces, each of which

may be selectively exposed to a surface to be cleaned.

A coin controlled shoe shining machine having a shiftable

shoe receiving carriage within a housing, the carriage being

shiftable back and forth by an operator when his shoe is rest-

ing on the carriage. The coin initiates the operation of a timer

which controls the operation of solenoids for activating polish

dispensers positioned on each side of the carriage. The timer

also controls the operation of the motors for two brushes

which engage the side of the shoe as the carriage is advanced

and retracted along the trackway. Additionally, the timer con-

trols the operation of a third brush which engages the toe por-

tion of a shoe as the carriage is advanced and retracted. The

timer is set for controlling the operation of the solenoids and

the brush motors for predetermined intervals of time. The in-

vention also includes the use of two such units mounted side-

by-side within a housing for shining black shoes and brown

shoes, as well as one such unit with separate dispensers for

black and brown polish on each side of the shoe, together with

means for selectively operating the machine to shine brown or

black shoes.

3,787,919

REVERSIBLE SPONGE RUBBER MOP. BRUSH OR
DUSTER

Herbert A. Siemund. 2800 N. Lake Shore Dr. Apt. 320,

Chicago, III.

Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,880

Int. CLA47l/i/25, /J/46

t.S. CL 15—244 CH 2 Claims

3,787,920

VACUUM CLEANER SUCTION TOOL WITH ORBITAL
NOZZLES FOR CLEANING DEEP PILE SHAG RUGS

Robert A. Evans, and Horace W. Brundage, both of Stamford,

Conn., assignors to Consolidated Foods Corporation. Old

Greenwich. Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 152.714. June 24, 1971, abandoned. This

application Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321.806

Int. CI. A47I 9/04

U.S.CI. 15—416 5 Claims

A reversible sponge rubber brush, mop or duster which in-

cludes a resiliently compressible rectangular block of a

In accordance with the present invention there is provided a

suction cleaning tool having a plurality of elongated tube-like

nozzles extending downwardly from a manifold supported

from a base member by rubber mounts and rapidly moved,
either back and forth or orbitally, by a suitable electric motor

secured to the base member, or the manifold may be mounted
for reciprocating pivotal movement. An elongated suction

nozzle is also supported beneath the base member in a manner

permitting bertical movement of the nozzle.

The base member is provided with a supporting wheel at

each end and at the center with an elbow member to which

may be coupled a hollow wand which serves as both a manipu-

lating handle and suction conduit means to the opposite end of

which may be connected a flexible suction hose leading to a

source of suction in a vacuum cleaner. The elbow is connected

to both the manifold and the elongated suction nozzle and

valve means, operable by a control handle on the wand, is pro-

vided for selectively connecting the elbow to either the

manifold or the nozzle, or to both.
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3,787,921

WINDSHIELD SCRAPER

Robert G. Feldmann, Eden Prairie. Minn., assignor to Pyroil

Company, Inc., La Crosse, Wis.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,635

lnt.Ci.A47l//06. ///6

L.S. CI. 15-105
*^'"'"

as to bias the door toward a closed or open position. The tor-

sion bar is mounted within a tubular pivot pin portion of the

upper knuckle and the lower portion of the lower knuckle.

The plugs do not extend above the upper knuckle or below the

A scraper for an automobile windshield or the like with an

elongated scraper head mounted crosswise at the end of an

elongated handle The head has a V -shape in cross section

opening forwardiv away from the handle. An ice scraper blade

extends integrally from and along one wall of the head while a

flexible scraper blade ifc held along the other wall ot the head

between said wall and a keeper member secured to the head,

said keeper member having a plurality of sharp projecting

teeth penetrating the flexible blade.

3,787,922

EDGE PROTECTOR
Charles L. Fov, Southfield, Mich., and Harmon W. Arnold,

Carthage. Mo., assignors to Flex-o-Laters Inc., Carthage,

Mo.
Filed July 21, 1971, S«r. No. 164.561

Inl.CI.A47g///0

L.S.CI. 16-1 5 Claims

lower knuckle The torsion bar is made from a plurality of thin

spring steel members of predetermined length, which are con-

nected together bv bands. The ends of the torsion bar fit

within slots in the inner ends of said plugs, which inner ends Tit

within the tubular pivot pin.

3,787,924

AUTOMATIC DOOR CLOSER W ITH SUBSTANTIALLY
PRISM-SHAPED HOUSING

Dietrich Jentsch, Ennepetol, Germany, assignor to Dorma-

Baubeschlag GmbH & Co. KG. EnnepeUl-Voerde. Germany

Filed Jan. 17. 1973. Ser. No. 324.518

Claims priority, applkalion Germany, Jan. 18, 1972,

2202084
I

lnt.CI.E05fi/00

U.S. CI. 16-49 9Ctaims

An edge protector adapted to be applied over the edges of

metal, glass or other sheet materials to prevent damage to the

edges of said sheets, and to prevent damage by said edges to

adjacent sheets. Consisting of continuously extruded section of

resilient plastic including in cross-sectional contour, a U-

shaped clip portion adapted to engage frictionally therein the

edge portion of a sheet, a broad shock-absorbing head portion

adjacent the closed edge of the clip portion, and a thin, narrow

neck interconnecting the clip and head portions whereby the

head portion can tilt laterally with respect to the clip portion

3,787,923

HINGE WITH TORSION BAR
Francis C. Peterson, Affton, Mo., assignor to C. Hager & Sons

Hinge Manufacturing Company, Saint Louis, Mo.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 218,151

Int.CI.E05f///2

US CI. 16 184 3 Claims

A torsion bar is provided within a hinge having leaves which

fit on the same door as leaves presently used in this country, so

An automatic door closer includes a substantially prism-

shaped housing adapted to be attached to the exterior of the

upper edge of a door or a door frame. The housing is formed

with a cylindrical bore in which a spring acting as energy stor-

ing means and a damping arrangement including a piston axi-

ally movable in the bore are located The housing comprises a

cylindrical portion with an outer substantially cylindrical sur-

face coaxial with the cylindrical bore and substantially parallel

plane top and bottom walls extending along the cylindncal

portion integral therewith and having end edges located in two

parallel planes normal to the top and bottom walls. A cover

sheet is connected to those end edges which, in the attached

position of the door closer, face away from the door or the

door frame to which the housing is attached.
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3 787 925 right angles to the direction of feeding with the fish fed by the

PLASTIC WHEEL ASSEMBLY FOR OVERHEAD conveyor in a continuous manner, an improved hold down and

CONVEYORS guide mechanism operatively and yieldably engaging one side

Clarence G. Dawson, Dallas, Tex., assignor to FEl, Inc., Dallas, of the fish as they move thereunder which includes mounted

j^^ upon a pair of spaced rails a series of spaced rock shafts jour-

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,876

lnt.CI.A47h/5/00

U.S. CI. 16-107 8 Claims

1-20

The specification discloses a wheel assembly for attachment

to an overhead conveyor bracket which includes a bolt having

an outwardly conical head for being received at one end by

the conveyor bracket. The assembly includes a ferrule com-

prising a cylindrical portion through which the bolt extends

and an outwardly flared conical end portion for receiving the

flared boll head. A conveyor wheel having a generally cylin-

drical exterior and a central opening therethrough is dimen-

sioned to receive the ferrule. The central opening through the

wheel communicates with a conical portion for receiving the

conical end portion of the ferrule. The conveyor wheel is con-

structed from a self-lubricating plastic having high abrasion

resistance and a low coefficient of sliding friction. In the

preferred embodiment, the wheel is comprised of an ultra-

high molecular weight polymer having a coefficient of friction

of about 0. 1 1 and a specific gravity of about 0.945.

3,787,926

APPARATUS FOR CUTTING AND PACKING POULTRY
Henry Neil Schacht, Decatur, Ala., assignor to The Pillsbury

Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 66,976, Aug. 26, W70. This application

May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,502

Int.CI.A22bi/05

U.S. CI. 17-11 R 8 Claims

Chickens which have been eviscerated and chilled are trans-

ferred to a first handling station where they are cut in half

transversely. They are then segregated into front and rear

halves and transported via segregated channels to a second

and a third handling station. The wings are removed at the

second handling station and the legs are removed at the third

handling station. The parts are then packed in plastic or fiber

trays.

nailed on said rails and supporting a series of fan-shaped lon-

gitudinally overlapped downwardly and rearwardly converg-

ing blades which are affixed to said rock shafts and with spring;

means for urging the undersurface portions of said blades into

operative yieldable engagement with the fish as they pass

thereunder.

3,787,928

SHRIMP SPLITTING AND CLEANING APPARATUS
Edward H. Domecki, 2140 N.E. 30th St., Lighthouse Point,

Fla.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,358

Int. CI. A22c 29/00

U.S. CI. 17-71 19 Claims

3,787,927

nSH SCALING MACHINE
Albert Simard, R.R. 01, Old Castle, Ontario, Canada

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,392

Int. CI. A22c 25/02

U.S.CI. 17—64 5 Claims

In a fish scaling machine having a horizontally disposed fish

conveyor with a series of spaced descaler rolls extending at

A shrimp splitting and cleaning machine in which the

shrimp are mounted on a rotating transport wheel which feeds

them through the splitting and cleaning mechanism. Flexible

guide wheels position the shrimp on the transport wheel while

a spring urged pressure fork forces the shrimp onto pins that

protrude from the transport wheel. The latter thenjnoves the

shrimp through a saw which cuts through the center of the

shrimp longitudinally without severing the bottom layer of its

shell. The shrimp is then fed into a spreading knife which en-

ters the cut shrimp and splits it open like a book. The wheel

then moves the opened shrimp past a rotating brush while

water under pressure is directed onto the shrimp to thoroughly

clean out the vein and roe and loose particles of shell that may

be present. A lifting fork then dislodges the shrimp from the

pins on the transport wheel and a chute directs the cleaned

shrimp onto a conveyor for removal from the machine.
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» 7«7 Q29 3,7o7,yjl

COMPRESSED AIR SCUTCHER COMB FOR TEXTILE MACHINE

loon Woo Nam, and Ung So Choi, both of Seoul, South Korea, Jean Frederic Herubel. Guebniller France, assignor to N.

Cheng Ry-«J;o"^'
i^rrl^TiX No. 226,089 Cairns priority, application France, Oct. 6, .970, 70.35964

Int. CI. DOlb 9/00 •"»• ^« D«>8 '/'-^
, „. . ^

L.S. CI. 19-83 5 Claims L.S. CI. 19-129 R 2 Claims

A device for and method of scutching short fibers by use of

compressed air are provided. The device includes a scutching

section comprising a plurality of pipes having entrance

openmgs for receiving fibers to be separated and exit openings

for discharging the fibers to a diffusion area. In operation,

compressed air is applied to the pipes to produce an air flow to

provide areas of low pressure adjacent to the entrance

openings to produce an entrainment flow to draw the fibers

through the openings into the pipes whereby the fibers are

separated upon expansion of the air flow from the exit

openings into the diffusion area A preferred embodiment of

the scutching device includes a supply section having a pair of

feeder rollers and a feeder drum provided with a plurality of

peripheral pins for partially separating the fibers and feeding

the partially separated fibers to the scutching section.

3,787.930

PROCESS FOR RANDOMIZING CARD WEBS
George H. Allen, West Acton, Mass., assignor to The Kendall

Company, Walpole, Mass.

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,270

Int. CI. DO Ig/ 5/46

U.S. CI. 19— 106 R 2 Claims

The needle bar which is constituted by a rectilinear metal

body having a U-shaped cross-section in which the needles are

anchored by means of a bonding agent and which is provided

at each end with a lug and a guide heel having a greater height

than said body and projecting only on the back side of the

comb body is characterized in that the assembly formed by the

needle-bar body and needle-bar lugs and heels constitutes a

one-piece component of die-stamped sheet steel having a U-

shaped cross-section, the lugs and heels being formed by suita-

ble portions of one of the two walls of said component, said

portions being flattened by compression against the other wall

of said component.

3.787,932

METHOD AND APPARATUS (CONTINUOUS
IMPERFORATE PORTIONS ON BACKING MEANS OF

CLOSED SANDWICH)
Frank Kalwaites, Gladstone, N J., assignor to Johnson & John-

son, New Brunswick, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 22,309, March 24, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,331

Int. CL D04h 13100

U.S.CI. 19— 161P 4Claims

The generally parallelized orientation of fibers being

removed from the doffer of a card is randomized by withdraw-

ing the web of fibers by means of a pair of conveyor belts and a

vacuum slot situated adjacent to the rotating doffer surface.

Method and apparatus for producing nonwoven fabrics that

contain holes or other areas of low fiber density and have a

plurality of patterns of groups of fiber segments that alternate

and extend throughout the fabric. The method and apparatus

include the steps of positioning the starting web between an

apertured forming means and a backing means that has con-

tinuous imperforate portions that lie between and intercon-
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nect discontinuous foraminous portions, then directing fluid

rearranging forces through the apertures of the forming means
against the fibers of the starting web, causing some of the fluid

streams to strike continuous imperforate portions of the

backing means and all of the fluid streams ultimately to pass

through the foraminous portions of the backing means.

3,787,933

APPARATUS FOR CARRYING AND LOADING TOP-
ROLLERS IN A DRAW ING MACHINE

Ernst Dausch, Stuttgart; Friedrich Kubler, Ludwigsburg;

Theodor Hempel, Stuttgart-Weilimdorf, and Franz Fuchs,

Magstadt, all of Germany, assignors to SKF Kugellager-

fabriken GmbH, Schweinfurt, Germany
Filed Apr. 21, I97I,Ser. No. 135,869

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 22, 1970,

2019352
Int. CI. DO Ih 5/46

U.S.CI. 19-267 7 Claims

3,787,935

SELF-ATTACHING BUTTON
John R. Kapitan, 405 S. Kipling St., Lakewood, Colo.

Filed June 9, 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 5 1 ,3 1

6

Int.CI.A44b;//2

U.S. CI. 24- 1 13 MP 4 Claims

A self-attaching button assembly having a socketed body

and a pronged bore. The prong is deformed in the course of

engaging it in the socket to unite the parts. The assembly can

be quickly attached to articles of clothing without needle and

thread or other tools by individuals with no sewing training or

expertence. A decorative top covers the body which functions

as a foundation for the decorative top.

Apparatus for carrying aod loading top rollers comprising a

carrier arm and an operating lever movable about a fixed

shaft. The carrier arm and the lever are interconnected for

movement about the shaft. A second fixed point or shaft is

provided which cooperates with the first shaft to convert the

pivoting movement of the carrier arm into an upward move-

ment, creating a partial load position in addition to a closed

and open position.

3,787.934

DEVICE FOR JOINING CANVAS BOARDS
Edward F. Gross, 456 Capen Blvd., EggertsvUle, N.Y.

Filed July 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 270,664

Int. CI. A44b 2 //OO

3,787,936

SLIDING DOOR SILENCER
Arnold O. Rystad, Lakeport, Calif., assignor to Work Jlight

Products Inc., Hayward, Calif.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,923

Int.CLA44b2//00
U.S. CI. 24—i62 R 6 Claims

U.S. CI. 24—85 R 10 Claims

.7^-

?7'

A device for joining one canvas board having a freshly

painted surface to another board in spaced, substantially

parallel relation thereto and protecting the freshly painted sur-

face. A clip member in the form of a channel inember is

adapted to be fitted over an edge of one of the boards and an

elongated spacer member is mounted on the clip member, in

particular being secured at one end to a flange of the channel

member, and is disposed so as to extend in a direction away

from and generally perpendicular to the plane of the one can-

vas board. A pin member is secured to and extends from the

spacer member in a direction away from and generally p)er-

pendicular to the plane of the one board and is adapted to be

driven into the other board. Several devices, for example four,

are used to join two canvas boards.

A silencer bearing element for use with a sliding glass door

panel is adapted to be slid over the edge of the door in any

desired position. The silencer includes a U-shaped retaining

member having resilient sound damping bearing elements slid

on and opposing each other on the upwardly extending op-

posite sides thereof to enable the silencer to be secured to the

edge of the door panel with a minimum of effort.

3,787,937

METHOD OF PROCESSING A COLOR CATHODE-RAY
TUBE

Kazimir Palac, Carpentersville, III., assignor to Zenith Radio

Corporation, Chicago, lU.

Division of Ser. No. 138,073, April 28, 1971, Pat". No.

3,737,065. This application Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,374

Int. CI. HO Ij 9/75

U.S. CI. 29-25.13 4 Claims

In one step of the screening process, the shadow mask of a

color tube is mounted from studs provided in the faceplate
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section. The faceplate is then introduced into an exposure

chamber where it is supported at three points spaced along

the sealing land near the locations of the support studs. This

establishes the faceplate in a reference mode, free of twisting

moments and elastic deformation When the screenmg

process is completed, the faceplate is superposed over the en-

larged end of the funnel section of the tube envelope and sup-
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3,787.939

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SHADOW MASKS
Yoshifumi Tomlta. Mobara, and Masamoto Akeyama, Koku-

bunzi, both of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed May 6, 1 97 1 , S«r. No. 1 40,9 1

7

Claims prioritv, application Japan, May 6, 1970, 45/38484

Int.CI. H01j9//^

t .S. CI. 29—25. 1

1

6 Claims

ported therefrom at three spaced points similarly disposed

along the sealing land of the funnel to engage the faceplate at

the same spaced points of support effective in the exposure

step This re-establishes the faceplate in its reference mode.

Frit sealing material is disposed between the sealing lands of

the envelope sections and the assembly is heated to seal the

faceplate and funnel to one another along the entirety of the

sealing lands.

3,787,938

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DRAWING IN W ARP
THREADS

Charles B. Crandall. and Frederick L. Wieneke, both of

Rockford, III., assignors to Barber-Colman Company,

Rockford, lU.

Filed June 12, 1972. Ser. No. 262,105

Int.CI.D03j///6

U.S.CI.28—44 6 Claims

A shadow mask to be utilized in a color cathode ray tube is

manufactured by the steps of preparing a shadow mask blank

including laminated layers of a first metal and a second metal

having different melting points, forming a plurality of small

perforations through the shadow mask blank such that each

perforation has a first predetermined diameter at the junction

between the layers and a second predetermined diameter in

the layer of the second metal, the second diameter being

smaller than the first diameter and corresponding to the

diameter of phosphor dots which are formed on a phosphor

surface when the perforated shadow mask blank is used as a

mask pattern for forming the phosphor dots by conventional

photo-etching techniques and subjecting the perforated

shadow mask to heat treatment for melting the layer of the

second metal to enlarge the second diameter.

3,787,940

SEGMENT DISPLAY PANEL WITH CATHODE GROUPS
George Andrew Kupsky, MiHord, N J., assignor to Burroughs

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 97,886, Dec. 14, 1970, and a continuation-

in-part of Ser. No. 61,642, Aug. 6, 1970, abandoned. This

appUcation Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,838

Int.CI.H01j9//«

U.S.CL 29-25.16 8 Claims

Mechanism for drawing short lengths of thread of yam

through the weaving elements of a loom in a preselected

manner while leaving an end portion of each thread exposed

for subsequent tying to the thread of yarn on a warp beam.

A gas-filled display panel includes a plurality of groups of

cathode electrode segments, each group having an anode elec-

trode, the cathodes in each group being selectively energiza-

ble, with the associated anode, to glow and display a

character. The cathode electrode segments are made up of

strips of conductive material covered by an insulating layer

which has at least one aperture exposing each conductive strip

and with a conductive member in each aperture in direct con-

tact with the associated conductive strip. Each conductive

member comprises a cathode which can glow, with the glow

filling the aperture in which the conductive member is seated.

The cathodes are selectively energized so that the combined

glow represents a character.
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3,787,941

LOCKING PIN MECHANISM FOR SECURING TOOL BITS

TO TOOL HOLDERS
Raymond E. Novkov, Cuyahoga Fails, Ohio, assignor to The

Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,428

Int.CLB26d//00

U.S. CI. 29-96 7 Claims

section which increases in width from the rolling surface

toward the roll axis and two collars attached to the periphery

of the main body and firmly enclosing a portion of the tire to

secure said tire to the body while leaving the rolling surface

exposed.

An improved locking arrangement for securing cutting tool

bits to tool holders is provided by the use of a locking pin that

is shiftably carried by the tool holder and has a projecting

head portion that is received within the tool bit so that

camming action on the pin shifts the tool bit between clamped

and undamped positions with respect to the tool holder. One

unique feature of the improved locking mechanism is the use

of an elongated flange on the pin that is received within a com-

plementary shaped slot provided in the tool body, with this ar-

rangement permitting a controlled tilting of the pin by the

camming means to more efficiently draw the clamping bit into

seated engagement with the tool holder. A second feature is

the contouring of the tilting pin in such a manner that the

same remains secured with regard to the tool holder even

though it is in its loosened condition with the result that

dropping or accidental displacement of the tilting pin is

avoided during periods of tool bit changing or indexing.

3,787,942

ROLLS
Ali Bindemagel, Dusseldorf-Gerresheim, and Friedrich Karl

Mattheis, Heiligenhaus, both of Germany, assignors to Firma

Friedrich Kocks, Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,877

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 2, 1971,

2106549
Int. CI. B21b i//05

U.S.CL29-125 10 Claims

8^
Mt^

>6
i

A roll is provided for metal rolling having a main rotary

body, a hard tire providing a rolling surface and having a cross

3,787,943

ROLLER FOR HOT AND COLD ROLLING AND METHOD
OF MAKING THE SAME

Kaj Ragnar Loqvist, Fagersta, Sweden, assignor to Fagersta

Aktiebolag, Fagersta, Sweden

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,440

Claims priority, application Sweden, Jan. 8, 1971, 170/71

Int. CI. B2lb 3 1 108

U.S. CI. 29—125 4 Claims

A roller for hot and cold rolling is made by taking a hard

metal ring, the cross-section of which decreases radially out-

wardly, and casting around the inside and at least the inner

part of the radial sides thereof an annular hub of ferro alloy.

After casting, the hub and the hard metal ring are cooled, the

hub shrinking more than the hard metal ring so as to exert

compressive forces thereagainst to hold the same in place.

3,787,944

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING A GAS TURBINE
REGENERATOR ASSEMBLY

Jerome J. Mittman, Dearborn Heights, Mich., assignor to Ford

Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 181,925, Sept. 20, 1971, Pat. No.

3,741,287. This application Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,865

Int. CL B21d 53102; B23p 15/26

U.S. CI. 29—157.3 R 3 Claims

Assembly method for a gas turbine regenerator assembly

are described. The regenerator assembly comprises atylindri-

cal regenerator core, an annular drive member surrounding

the cylindrical surface of the regenerator core and separated

from it to define an annular space, and a resilient material

positioned in the annular space between the drive member

and regenerator core. A mounting ring is also located in the

annular space. The mounting ring has a discontinuity in it

which permits its diameter to be varied to compress the

resilient material during assembly. The assembly method in-

cludes the steps of surrounding the cylindrical surface of the

regenerator core with the resilient material, placing the annu-
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lar mounting ring around the resilient material and regenera-

tor core, applying forces to the mounting ring to reduce its

diameter, positioning the drive member around the mounting

ring, and reducing the previously applied forces to permit the

mounting ring diameter to increase.

3.787,945

METHOD OF FABRICATING AN EXPANDED TUBE
CONNECTION

James E. Pasek; James M. Shea, and Michael F. Tobin. aU of

Saginaw, Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 254,560, May 18, 1972, abandoned. This

application May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,031

Int. CI. B21d 53102; B23p 15126

U.S.Ci.29-157.4 5 Claims
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3.787.947

AUTO SPACE MECHANISM FOR FABRICATING
^

APPARATUS
Raymond L. Valente. Kankakee, and Otto A. Bonomo, Mat-

teson, both of lU., assignors to Manco Mfg. Co.. Bradley, III.

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,256

lnt.CI.B23p/9/04

U.S. CI. 29-208 C 4 Claims

JS_

An expanded tube connection and method wherein a rela-

tive thin-walled tube extending through a counterbored tube

block is upset on one side of the tube block to lock the tube to

the tube block and wherein the tube is expanded within the

apertured tube block to lock it to the tube block while at the

same time providing a predetermined size cavity between the

tube and the lube block for an O-ring seal.

3,787,946

PLUG REMOVER
Robert Schimek, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Globe-Union

Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,129

Int. CI. B23p 19100; H01mi5//5. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 29-200 D 7 Claims

-6 '^ J^

A machine is disclosed herein for effecting fabrication of

structural members, or the like, the machine comprising a

work station having tooling means, drive means for advancing

the structural member longitudinally of said work station, and

apparatus for properly positioning the tooling means with

respect to a predetermined location at which tooling opera-

tions are to be performed on the structural member. The posi-

tioning apparatus includes an indexing arrangement, as well as

gauge means which permits automatic operation of the

machine, such that tooling means may be initially positioned

with respect to a transverse axis of the structural member and

then moved along this axis in short, controlled increments to

and from the points at which the tooling operations are to be

performed. The tooling means are positioned in response to

the energization of a stepping motor controlling the short,

controlled increments of movement.

3,787,948

WIRE NUT WRENCH
Charles H. Runge. 25755 Melba Ave.. Homeland, Calif.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 241,909

lnt.CI.H05k/i/00

U.S. CI. 29- 203 H 10 Claims

A device for removing resilient, cuplike sealing caps from

sealing engagement with openings. A plurality of projections

extend from a gripping member and are constructed to engage

a multiplicity of the caps at one time, the ends of the projec-

tions engaging an inner wall surface of the cap near its bottom

and being pivoted by means of an upper opposing wall surface

to exert an upward force on the cap to remove it from sealing

engagement. The plug remover is particularly adaptable for

use in removing sealing plugs from the covers of lead acid

storage batteries.

A wrench for forming pigtail splices in wire nuts between

electrical conductors. The wrench has a plastic workhead in
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the form of a relatively narrow block. There is a wire nut

socket running from top to bottom through the workhead,

near one end. A thin metal handle extends downwardly from

the workhead near the end opposite its wire nut socket end.

To form a pigtail splice in a wire nut with the wrench, the wire

nut is fitted into the socket in the workhead, and the bare ends

of a pair of conductors are then inserted as far as they will go

into the wire nut. These conductors are next held tightly with

one hand near the wire nut, and the workhead is spun rapidly

around the axis of the wire nut socket, by means of the wrench

handle, with the other hand. This action twists the wire ends

into a pigtail splice and tightens the wire nut firmly in place

around the splice.

hydraulic hose telescoped on its stem and subsequent to the

removal of the finger constricting member of the fitting a short

piece of hose adjacent to the fitting can be secured on a man-

3,787,949

APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING AND WINDING A STRIP
ABOUT LEAD WIRES

Charles C. Rayburn, Glenview, III., assignor to Illinois Tool

W orks Inc., Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. Nos. 4,386. Jan. 20, 1970, Pat. No. 3,576,481,

and Ser. No. 104,887, Jan. 8, 1971, Pat. No. 3,715,784. This

application Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,855

Int. CI. H05k 13100

U.S. CI. 29- 203 D 4 Claims

f^

An apparatus for forming a miniature capacitor from a sin-

gle strip of dielectric material metalized on each of its sides is

disclosed. The strip passes from a supply reel over a guide

roller and along a feed chute to a winding station, where it is

initially located between the first lead wire and a retractable

winding pin located adjacent an elongated slot. The strip then

proceeds to a take-up block in a guide chute. The winding pin

orbits so as to carry the strip around the first lead wire in the

form of a loop which is wound into the capacitor after the

second lead wire has been inserted. The first lead wire is

loaded in an axial direction at one end of the slot and carried

to the other end of the slot by the looped strip as the strip is

carried around the lead wire by the orbiting of the winding pin

and slot. The second lead wire is then fed into the slot along

the same axis as the first lead wire was fed, and the winding pin

is retracted, without any interruption in the winding. The leads

are then retained in the capacitor by heat shrinking the dielec-

tric strip.

3,787,950

APPARATUS FOR RECLAIMING COLLET HOSE
FITTINGS

Thomas L. Bagby, East Peoria, III., assignor to Caterpillar

Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Mar. 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 230,827

lnt.CI.B23p/9/04

U.S. CI. 29—237 1 1 Claims

Certain collet type hose fittings have malleable fingers radi-

ally collapsed toward its stem to secure the skived end of

drel having a co-axial plunger and the plunger advanced to

abut against the distal end of the stem to force the hose fitting

off the skived end of the short piece of hose, without undue

deflection of the malleable fingers.

3,787,951

TOOLS FOR JOINING OR DISCONNECTING PIPES

Charles W. Morphis, and Bennie D. Hilbum, both of Tyler,

Tex., assignors to The Mead Corporation, Chillicothe, Ohio

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 243,990

Int. CI. B23p 79/04

U.S. CI. 29-237 1 Claim

U^ 16.17
-^ n-

1

A tool for joining or disconnecting lengths of pipe such as

bell and spigot pipe in which the joints incorporate rubber-like

gaskets. The tool has a handle with a yoke at its lower end

disposed to fit about the pipe. A flexible member such as a

length of chain is fixed at its ends to the legs of the yoke. The
chain is adapted to engage the enlarged section of the pipe,

that is, the bell or other enlargement, either at the rear or front

thereof depending upon whether the pipe is to be joined or

disconnected, respectively. The handle is connected to the

plain end pipe either by a chain or a rigid bar-like member de-

pending upon whether the pipe is to be joined or discon-

nected, respectively. The chain spanning the yoke acts as a

fulcrum for the handle and permits one tool to be used for

several sizes of pipe.

3,787,952

GAPPED AND CLEANED SEAM^YPE SLIDE FASTENER
CHAINS AND METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING

THE SAME
George B. Moertel, ConneautviUe, and James R. Johnston,

Meadville, both of Pa., assignors to Textron Inc., Providence,

R.I.

Division of Ser. No. 33,419, April 30, 1970, abandoned. This

application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,095

Int.CI.B23p///00,7 9/04
U.S. CI. 29-408 21 Claims

Gapped and cleaned slide fastener chains including a pair of

carrier tapes having their inner edges folded upon themselves

to provide a seam-like appearance and having a plurality of

filamentary stringers attached to the folded portions of the

carrier tape at intervals separated by gapped and cleaned
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areas with stitching threads securing the stringers to the folded

portions and running continuously through the gapped and

cleaned areas A method of making gapped and cleaned seam-

type slide fastener chain of the above described type including

supporting the slide fastener chain with the filamentary strin-

gers exposed, positioned a plurality of vibrating heads over the

exposed stringers in frictional engagement therewith,

reciprocating the vibrating heads in a transverse direction

relative to the slide fastener chain, and moving the slide

fastener chain such that the filamentary stringers sequentially

3,787,954

SCROLL WINDING AND LOADING METHOD
John N. Gade, and James D. MacKay. both of Rochester, N.Y.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 15. 197 l.Ser. No. 234,750

lnt.CI.B23py9/00

1}S. CL 29-340 9 Claims

pass under each of the vibrating heads. Apparatus for making

gapped and cleaned seam-type slide fastener chain of the

above described type includes a guide for supporting the slide

fastener chain, a plurality of vibrating heads disposed over the

chain in frictional engagement with the filamentary stringers,

drive rollers cooperating with the guide for moving the slide

fastener chain such that stringers sequentially pass under each

of the vibrating heads, and a vibrator for reciprocating the

vibrating heads relative to the slide fastener chain to remove

severed portions of the filamentary stringers.

3,787.953

SPARE TIRE REMOVAL SYSTEM
Edward H. Smoot, Hokomb, N.Y., assignor to The Schlegel

Manufacturing Company, Rochester. N.Y.

Filed Mar. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 235,596

Int. CI. B23p 19102

L'.S. CI. 29—427 3 Claims

1i " -iT

^-^

A method for use in a continuous process for winding a

photographic web element into a scroll and inserting such

scroll into an open-ended double-chambered film cartridge

body is disclosed. Winding is facilitated by a winding

mechanism that accurately positions the leading end of the

element with respect to a winding mandrel from which man-

drel a completed scroll is advanced into the cartridge supply

chamber a distance sufficient to center the free end of the ele-

ment with respect to a heat sealing head. A core support

member then so positions the cartridge takeup core axially

within the cartridge takeup chamber that the core is aligned

precisely with the free end of the element for staking thereto

by means of the heat sealing head.

3,787,955

METHOD OF MAKING ARTICLE-Sl PPORTING WALL
FOR COOKING PAN

Calvin L. Wilson. Richmond, Va., assignor to Reynolds Metal

Company. Richmond. Va.

Division of Ser. No. 220,275. Jan. 24. 1972. which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No, 844,442, July 24, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,640.209. This application July 18, 1972, Ser. No,

272,771

Int.CI. B23p;//00 I

U.S. CI. 29-432.2 1 1 Claims

A spare tire and wheel is raised from the spare wheel well of

a station wagon by using excess air from the spare tire for in-

flating an inflatable body in the wheel well under the spare

tire An air line connecting the spare tire and the inflatable

body has a normally -closed valve that is operated to accom-

plish the inflation and raise the spare tire and wheel from the

well.

A disposable cooking pan which is particularly adapted for

broiling food products is provided and such pan has metallic

foil defining practically its entire exposed inside and outside

surfaces. The pan has an article-supporting wall arranged

above a bottom wall with a space provided therebetween for

collecting juice, or the like, exuding from a product contained

in the pan and the article-supporting wall has means for ab-

sorbing such juice An improved apparatus for and method of

making the article-supporting wall are also presented herein.
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3,787,956

HOSE MANUFACTURE
Glenn A. Miller. Lincoln, Nebr., assignor to The Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Dec. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 0,828

Int. CI. B23p 79/04

U.S.CI. 29—451 4 Claims

C

3,787,958

THERMO-ELECTRIC MODULAR STRUCTURE AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Norman S. Freedman, Berkeley Heights; Carel W. Horsting,

Caldwell; Walter F. Lawrence, Verona, and John J. Car-

rona, Scotch Plains, all of NJ., assignors to Granted to the

United States Atomic Energy Commission under the Provi-

sions of 42 U.S.C. 2182, Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 162,281, Dec. 26, 1961. This application

Aug. 18, 1965, Ser. No. 505,079

Int.CI.B23ki//02

U.S. CI. 29—472.3 4 Claims

Method and apparatus for making hose, particularly for au-

tomotive use, in which a helical coil of stiff resilient wire is in-

serted and expanded into secure but non-adhered contact with

the inside surface. The coil before or during insertion into the

hose is reduced in diameter by effecting opposite rotations of

spaced portions or turns of the coil.

3,787,957

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TENSIONING AND
ANCHORING TENSIONING MEMBERS

James S. Andrews, Westminster, Cok>., assignor to American

Stress Wire Corporation, Englewood, Colo.

Filed July 6,1971, Ser, No. 1 59,959

lnt.CI.B21dJ9/00

U.S. CI. 29-452 15 Claims

An improved method and apparatus for tensioning and

anchoring tensioning members in a concrete structure and the

like wherein there is provided a wedge support member hav-

ing wedge-receiving pockets coaxially aligned with the anchor

seats in an anchor block permitting the anchor wedges to first

be inserted into the pockets and the support member then

threaded over the tensioning members for supporting the

anchor wedges in a released position during tensioning. The

wedge support member preferably is made as an integral part

of the tensioning assembly and coaxially aligned therewith so

that the entire integral assembly may be threaded over the ten-

sioning members. The tensioning assembly applies the desired

tension to the tensioning members and thereafter an advanc-

ing member moves the support member to forcibly insert the

anchor wedges into the respective anchor seats whereby when

the tensioning assembly is released from the tensioning mem-

bers the anchor wedges clampingly engage the tensioning

members to anchor them under tension. Automatic release

apparatus in the tensioning assembly facilitates the release of

the tensioning members from the tensioning assembly by a

further release or relaxation of the tensioning assembly.

1 . A method of making a thermoelectric module with the

aid of an insulating wafer having opposite metallized surfaces,

a pair of similar equalizing sheets of metal, a hot-junction

strap of metal, a thermoelectric element having hot- and cold-

junction surfaces, and a radiator sheet of metal, said method

comprising the steps of

a. brazing said equalizer sheets to said opposite metallized

surfaces, respectively, of said insulating wafer with pure

copper in a non-oxidizing ambient,

b. brazing one surface of said hot-junction strap to one of

the surfaces of said equalizing sheet with a nickel-gold

alloy in a non-oxidizing ambient, and

c. diffusion bonding said hot-junction surface of said ther-

moelectric element to the other surface of said hot-junc-

tion strap and said radiator sheet to said cold-junction

surface of said thermoelectric element, said diffusion

bonding being carried out in a non-oxidizing ambient,

under compressive loading, at a temperature of about

550°C., and for about one-half hour.

3,787,959

DIFFUSION W ELDING IN AIR

Thomas J. Moore, Berea, and Kenneth H. Hoiko, Strongsville,

both of Ohio, assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration, W ashington, D.C.

Fikd Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,090

Int.CI.B23ki//02

U.S. CI. 29—482 8 Claims

Solid state welding a butt joint by fusion welding the

peripheral surfaces to form a seal, autogenetically cleaning the

faying or mating surfaces of the joint by heating the abutting

surfaces to 1 ,200°C., and heating to the diffusion welding tem-

perature in air.
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3 787 960 g'O" °f which the concentration of impurity is lower than

PROCESS FOR MANl'FACTt'RING CURVED l^'ce that of the semiconductor substrate and the conductivity

CHANNELED MEMBERS *yP« '^ reverse to that of the substrate; and a region with a high

Jack T. Greenleaf. Tipton, Mich., assignor to General Motors i

Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 28, 1971, S«r. No. 193,496

Int. CI. B23k J //02

U.S. CI. 29-477 5 Claims

8-^ 10

r / 1 »i > ,» \' i. >
I » > I

'—^ ^ ' " " ^' ' -I

I

V // / / / . / y /

concentration of impurity, formed in the low impurity concen-

tration region, of which the conductivity type is the same as

that of the low impurity concentration region.

Metallic strip stock preferably of rectilinear shape is formed

into a cylindrical workpiece by joining its free end portions

The cylindrical workpiece is loaded into a die having a curl

ring and a forming post and the die is actuated so that the sides

of the cylindrical workpiece are progressively curled over the

forming post preferably from the top edge as the die strokes to

a stop point whereby the sides of the workpiece are curled into

an annular and generally U-shaped configuration with the top

and bottom edges of the workpiece coplanar or disposed in

adjacent planes that intersect the axis of the cylindrical work-

piece.

3,787,963

METHOD OF FABRICATING A MULTI-HEAD
MAGNETIC TRANSDUCER ASSEMBLY

William E. Guntrum, Mustang: Harold W. Pexton. and

Michael R. Shores, both of Oklahoma City, all of Okla., as-

signors to Honeywell Information Systems, Inc., Waltham.

Mass.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,481

lnt.CLGllb.V4:

U.S.CL 29-603 1 2 Claims

3,787,961

CHIP-SHAPED, NON-POLARIZED SOLID STATE
. ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Hiroshi Tomiwa. Osaka. Japan, assignor to Matsuo Electric

Company. Limited, Osaka-fu. Japan

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,070

Int. CLBOlj/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 29-570 5 Claims

A chip-shaped, non-polarized capacitor for use on printed

circuit boards. It is formed from a metal laminate consisting of

a layer of solderable material and a layer of film-forming

material. The film-forming material is etched to provide

islands and layers of metal oxide insulating material and a

metal oxide semiconductor are applied thereto. A continuous

cathode layer is formed over both semiconductor layers and a

resin coating is applied over the cathode layer. The solderable

layer is then etched to provide separate terminals.

3,787,962

INSULATED GATE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS AND
METHOD OF PRODUCING THE SAME

Isao Yoshida, Kodaira: Takashi Tokuyama, Higashikurume;

Shigeni Nishimatsu, Kokubunji, and Takahide Ikeda,

Kodaira, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 142,933

Claims priority, application Japan, May 13, 1970, 45/401 14

Int. CI. BOlj/ 7/00

U,S. CI. 29-571 10 Claims

An insulated gate field effect transistor formed on one main

surface of a semiconductor substrate comprising: a drain re-

A method of fabricating a multihead magnetic transducer is

disclosed herein. The method utilizes a number of modular

fixtures each of which contains a first cavity which positionally

orients a head core element and a second cavity which posi-

tionally orients a spacer-shield element. The spacer-shield and

head core elements are so positioned within each modular fix-

ture so as to be in contact with each other The modular fix-

tures are mated together so as to position each core and

spacer-shield element with respect to the core and spacer-

shield element in the adjacent modular fixture. The core and

spacer-shield elements within the mated modular fixtures

form a stack of elements which are in immediate contact with

each other.

3 787 964

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A MAGNETIC HEAD
Paul Simon, Palo Alto, and Robert E. Jones, Jr., San Jose, both

of Calif., assignors to International Business Machines Cor-

poration, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 23,1971, Ser. No. 21 1,554

Int. CL Glib 5/42 I

U.S.CL 29-603 10 Claims

This disclosure relates to a method for manufacturing a

magnetic head. The steps of the method comprise forming a

\

transformer having a first magnetic layer, a primary winding,

a secondary winding separated from the primary winding, the

primary and secondary windings being disposed on the first

magnetic layer, and a second magnetic layer disposed over the

primary and secondary windings. The first and secbnd mag-
netic layers encircle portions of the primary and secondary

windings thus forming a continuous magnetic path. Tests

determinative of its magnetic properties are made on the

transformer. Thereafter, the transformer is severed between

the primary and the secondary windings and the secondary is

discarded. The primary is then lapped to form a thin-film mag-

netic head.

3,787,965

METHOD OF MAKING RESISTOR
Theodore F. Cocca, Everett, and Paul J. Sanders, Boston, both

of Mass., assignors to Spacetac Incorporated, Bedford, Mass.

Filed July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,752The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to June 13, 1989, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CI. HO Ic 7/00

U.S. CI. 29—620 1 Claim

A method of manufacturing a precision resistor element of a

predetermined resistance value, the resistor element including

a quantity of resistive material extending between two ter-

minals comprising removing a first portion of the resistive

material in a first area between the terminals for substantially

increasing the resistance to obtain a first resistance value for

the resistor element, and removing a second portion of the re-

sistive material in a second area alongside of the first area and

between the first area and one of the terminals for slightly in-

creasing the resistance to obtain the predetermined resistance

value.

3,787,966

METHODOF CONNECTING A CONTACTING WIRE TO A
METAL CONTACT ON THE SURFACE OF A

SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENT
Walter Klossika, Heilbronn, Germany, assignor to Licentia

Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H., Frankfurt am Main, Ger-

many
Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,664

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 29, 1971, P 21

04 207.9

Int.CI.H05ki/00

U.S. CI. 29—628 5 Claims

A method of connecting a contacting wire to a metal con-

tact on the surface of a semi conductor element comprises

heating the semiconductor element, retaining one end of a

wire with an oxidized surface on a contact point of the metal

contact, stretching the wire and simultaneously pressing the

wire against the contact point and kinking the wire of this

point.

3,787,967

CAN OPENER WITH POWER PIERCE, AUTOMATIC
SHUT-OFF, AND REMOVABLE CUTTER MOUNTING

PLATE
Robert E. McLean, Raytown, Mo., assignor to Rival Manufac-

taring Company, Kansas City, Mo.
Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,715

Int. CI. B67b 7138

U.S. CI. 30—4 R 8 Claims

rnr

An electrically powered can opener has the features of

power-pierce and automatic shut-off. A removable cutter

mounting plate is separably mounted with respect to the can

piercing hand lever to effectively utilize the above features.

The cutter mounting plate is operatively connected to the

frame with a spring biased latch member engaging cutter

mounting plate and is removably located within an aperture in

the hand lever. This second pin member-hand lever connec-

tion, in conjunction with the mounting means for the hand

lever on can opener frame, enables the hand lever to effect the

pivoting of the cutter element on the cutter mounting plate

toward and away from the can feed wheel, and the appropriate

orientation of a movable can guide with respect to the can

feed wheel.
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3,787,968

SEGMENT CUTTER
David Littmann, Needham Township, Norfolk County, Mass.,

assignor to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company,

St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289.439

Int. CI. B26d 7102

U.S.CI.30— 124 3 Claims

lar thereto is also employed. The cutting edges are located at

such a distance from the burner that the flame thereof will not

damage the wire to be deinsulated nor heat said edge portions

to a degree which makes the de-insulation possible when said

burner is set to run with a reduced fuel saving flame.

.
• /J

A segment cutter is formed suitable for cutting segments

from a paper tape, such as encephalogram or electrocardio-

gram charts, which is of a compact and low-profile design. The

segment cutter comprises a base member having disposed

thereon one or more raised planar surfaces, a platen having an

opening or openings corresponding to said planar surface and

adapted to receive a length of material from w hich a portion is

to be cut. The platen overlays the raised planar surface retain-

ing the desired portion of the material to be cut and forming a

track. A tool having a hard rotating spherical ball adapted to

ride in the track is moved around the track the ball exerting

pressure against the upper edge of the raised planar surface to

effect cutting of the desired portion.

3,787.969

TOOL FOR REMOVING INSULATION FROM
ELECTRICAL WIRES

Alfsot P. Hammar, P.O. Box 303, Bjursas, Sweden

Filed Feb. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 226,049

Int.CI.H02g///2

U.S. CI. 30-140

3,787,970

BEVELLING TOOL
Adrian H. Krieg, 2627 Dunning Dr.. Yorfctown, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,449

Int. CI. B26d 3102

U.S. a. 30—272 R 15 Claims

3 Claims

A tool for removing insulation from an electric wire com-

prises a gas burner having secured thereto a stationary sheet

metal member and is pivotally connected to another sheet

metal member which latter has a manually operable handle.

The members are provided near their ends with semicircular

recesses which when said members are pivoted together con-

stitute circular cutting edges. A cutting edge extending

between said circular cutting edges and in a plane perpendicu-

A tool for bevelling an edge of an elongated metal work-

piece is provided comprising a head, a stirrup, depending from

the head and a cutting member pivotally mounted within the

stirrup The stirrup defines an opening for receiving the work-

piece. A hydraulic linear moving motor is mounted in the head

and connected to the cutting element to swing it in an arcuate

path through a corner of the opening to cut a curved groove or

bevel in the workpiece.

3,787,971

CARPET TRIM CUTTER
Lawrence R. Sutton. Detroit: Carl P. Ranno. Grosse Point, and

Kenneth E. Hewson, Farmington, all of Mich., assignors to

Performance Industries. Inc.. Pontiac, Mich.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 298,804

Int. CI. B26b 3108

U.S. CI. 30- 293 7 Claims

A carpet trim cutter having a blade holder which is ad-

justably mountable to the body of the carpet trim cutter such

that a cutting blade carried by the blade holder may be selec-

tively positioned to control the depth of cut by the cutting

blade. Means are provided for selectively positioning the

blade holder on the body of the carpet trim cutter including

means for releasably attaching both the blade cutter and the

blade to the carpet trim cutter. The carpet trim cutter is of an

integral construction fabricated from a plastic material.
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3,787,972

DEBURRINGTOOL
Andre Carossino, Louveciennes, France, assignor to NEUMD

Armaturenfabrik Apparatebau-Metaligiesserei (>mbH,
Knittlingen/Wurtt, Germany

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,092

Claims priprity, application Israel, June 30, 1970, 34821

Int. CI. B23d 79108

U.S. CI. 30-317 9 Claims

The invention relates to a manual deburring tool having a

handle, a scraper blade and a blade-holder attached to the

handle, and having a longitudinal bore into which a circular

shank of the blade is rotatably inserted. To enable the tool to

be used for working on internal edges as well as external

edges, the blade-holder has a transverse bore which intersects

the longitudinal bore and into which the shank of the blade is

alternatively rotatably insertable. A releasable locking device

is provided in the region of the intersection of the bores for

holding the blade in the selected bore. The releasable locking

device is in the form of a spring biased sleeve which normally

holds a spherical detent member in engagement with a

peripheral groove on the blade shank whether the blade shank

is inserted in the longitudinal bore or the transverse bore. The

blade-holder is itself releasably located in an adjusted position

in the handle.

3,787,973

SAFETY RETRACTING MECHANISM FOR THE LOWER
GUARD OF A PORTABLE SAW

Hanspeter E. Beisch, Buffalo Grove, and Frank A. Kaman,

Prospect Heights, both of III., assignors to Skil Corporation,

Chicago, 111.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,307

Int.CI.B27g/9/04

U.S. CI. 30-391 7 Claims

i1-£--5

ment of the actuator causes swinging movement of the lower

guard to its open position. Continued swinging movement of

the lower guard to its open position as a result of being en-

gaged by the work operates the releasable mechanism to

disconnect the actuator from the lower guard, whereby spring

means will automatically swing the lower guard to its closed

position upon removal of the saw from the work irrespective

of the position of the actuator. Return movement of the actua-

tor to its closed position resets the releasable mechanism.

3,787,974

DENTURE HOLDING MEANS
John A. Gaylord, 12578 Nacido Ln., San Diego. Calif.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,282

Int.CI.A61c/i/24

U.S.CI.32-3 9 Claims

A unit molded into the denture which includes a casing

forming a pumping chamber in the denture and being open

toward the exposed side of the denture with conduits connect-

ing two receptacles in a suction chamber or chambers which

latter are open toward the gum side of the denture; a resilient

pumping element in the pumping chamber is adapted to

produce a suction in each receptacle; at each receptacle is an

enlarged suction cavity and a suction head secured in the

receptacle projects into the suction cavity and has holes in its

sides communicating through the receptacle with the con-

duits, whereby when by suction the system is filled with a fluid,

and then placed over the gum, some of the moisture is ex-

pelled by the pumping means which when released produces a

predetermined suction to suck the gum into the cavity and

around the suction head; The suction head is replaceable by a

cavity forming element which has a suitable wire adapted to

be extended through the form of the gum on which the

denture is molded, thereby to assist in holding the unit in posi-

tion during the molding, and also in forming the said cavity.

A manually operable actuator is connected to the lower

guard retracting linkage by a releasable mechanism. "Move-

3,787,975

ANCHOR FOR ATTACHING DENTAL PARTIAL OR FULL
ARTIFICIAL DENTURE

Max Zuest, 595 San Fernando, San Diego, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 104,939, Jan. 8, 1971,

abandoned. This application Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,249

Int.CI.A61c/i/22

U.S. CI. 32-5 25 Claims

Method and apparatus for anchoring a dental partial or full

artificial denture to the root of a natural tooth that nas been

cut off at the tissue line during endodontic treatment. The

anchor includes a sleeve which extends into the root, the

sleeve including a retaining shoulder which cooperates with a
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I. M , «n ^ nin for removablv retaining the pin within the having an axial groove with radial apertures leading from the

:L"veand?sprovid:7wT^^^^^ g-ve to the outer surface of the inner sleeve to serve a.

sleeve ana is provioeu
channels for flow of lubricant from the outer sleeve to the

inner surface of the inner sleeve.

3 787 978

SALIV A EJECTOR CHIN CLAMP
W inston L. Rogers. 7 Los Arbalcs. Orinda. Calif.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 290,566

Int. CLA6IC/ 7/04

L'.S. CI. 32-33 3 CUims

having complementing surface which bears on the rest. The

pin is fixed to a dental partial or full artificial denture.

3.787,976

CALIBRATED BRACKET SECURING MEANS
Howard Cohen, 339 Forest Ave., Woodmere, N.Y.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,918

Int. CI. A61c 7/00

L.S.CI.32-I4A 11 Claims

An adjustable chin clamp having a self locking arrangement

designed inherent to the clamp for use with a saliva ejector

3,787,979

ORTHODONTIC DENTAL STUDY MODEL
Raul Acevedo, Arzuaga No. 9, Rio Piedras. San Juan, P.R.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,047

Int.CI.A61c/9/00

U.S. CI. 32-71 5 Claims

Disclosed is a generally U-shaped securing device for engag-

ing the labial or buccal, lingual, and incisal or inclusal surfaces

of a tooth and locating and clamping thereto an orthodontic

attachment of the type which may be affixed to a tooth by an

adhesive or the like. Disclosed as well is the method of apply-

ing the same.

3.787,977

DENTAL HANDPIECE OF STRAIGHT OR ANGLE TYPE

Gerhard Farian, and WlUi Fink, both of Biberach Riss, Ger-

many, assignors to Kaltenbach & Voigt, Biberach Riss, Ger-

many
Filed Mar. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 128,035

Int.CI.A61c///0

U.S. CI. 32-27 10 Claims

An orthodontic study device is provided wherein the posi-

tion of each tooth may be universally adjusted. The tooth, in

the form of a crown, is connected by a ball and socket joint to

one end of a post which is secured at its other end to a sup-

porting base plate The post is in the form of elongated tele-

scopic members whereby the height thereof may be adjusted

The post is secured to the base plate by a ball and socket joint

whereby its position may be adjusted Set screw means are

provided to hold the telescoping members and the post in their

adjusted positions. A selected number of devices and their

crowns may be assembled in a dental arch formation with the

crowns adjusted to desired positions to illustrate various spa-

tial relationships of the teeth.

3,787.980

COMPASSES WITH RELEASABLE POINTS

Klaus Glombitia, Dallingerstrasse 17, 85 Numberg, Germany,

assignor to J. S. Staedtler, Numberg, Germany

Filed Sept. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 82,700

Claims priority, applicaUon Germany, Oct. 29, 1970, P 20

53 253.0
Int. CI. B43I 9124 \

^'^'"''*Z^^:^X^'^^i°7'^o.^'-^^:^^ "l^eed^p^lnfo, pencil poin. is rdeasab.vfas.en.dl'^Jl'e"
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the plane of relative movement of the two branches or legs, 3,787,982

the receptacle being clamped about the point by sliding a DIRECT READING MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
plastic sleeve longitudinally of the metallic receptacle toward Robert F. Anderson, 3613 13th St., Menominee, Mich.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,539

Int.CI.G01bi//S

a position of camming engagement between converging inner

walls of the sleeve with converging outer walls of the recepta-

cle, the angles of convergence being such that the sleeve is

locked by static friction in the clamping position.

U.S.CI.33-I66 5 Claims

3Sti 20

•^22^» 366 36c/ 22

An improvement in a measuring means for micrometers,

verniers and the like, having measuring indicia positioned in a

unique manner so as to cooperate during operation to provide

fast and accurate direct measurement readings. •' '

3,787,981

FABRIC MEASURING AND COST COMPUTING
APPARATUS

Steve Somogye. Jr., Jennings, Mo., assignor to The Measure-

graph Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 205,883

Int. CI. GO lb 5/04

3,787,983

ROLLER SUPPORT AND DRIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR
ROLLER TESTING DEVICES

Rudolf Diem, Schweinfurt, Germany, assignor to SKF Kugel-

lagerfabriken GmbH, Schweinfurt, Germany
Filed Jan. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 109,807

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 30, 1970, P 20

04 240.4; Feb. 3, 1970, P 20 04 629.1

Int. CI. B24b 5118; A61b 5110

U.S.CI.33-174Q 14 Claims

U.S.CI.33-133 1 1 Claims

Apparatus for measuring out a length of fabric and for com-

puting the cost of said length, having a measuring roller jour-

nalled for rotation on a horizontal shaft and a pressure roller

resiliently contacting the measuring roller for gripping

therebetween the fabric to be measured, the measuring roller

rotating as the fabric is drawn between the rollers for driving

indicating means which registers the length of the fabric mea-

sured out, and also for driving a cost computing double reel

and web chart assembly for registering the cost of the fabric

measured out. The apparatus has marking shears located in

the vertical plane of the axis of the measuring roller permitting

the true length of remnants to be directly registered by the in-

dicating means. The cost computing chart assembly is

removably carried by the apparatus for permitting quick

removal of one chart assembly and replacement with another.

Support and drive means for use in apparatus for automati-

cally inspecting the surface of bodies of rotation. The support

means comprise a drive wheel and a plurality of rollers spaced

therefrom. The body of rotation is arranged between the drive

wheel and the rollers to rotate about its axis of rotation. Each

of the rollers are independently mounted for free rotatary

movement in contact with the surface of the body.

3,787,984

ADJUSTABLE BOW SIGHT
Fred B. Bear, and Owen E. Jefferey, both of Grayling, Mich.,

assignors to Victor Comptometer Corporation. Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 68,425, Aug. 31, 1970,

abandoned. This application Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,324

Int.CI.F41g //OO, F4 lb 5/00

US. CI. 33-265 8 Claims

A bow sight is provided with a sight mount which is both

vertically and transversely adjustable with respect to a sup-
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porting bar. An anvil and base assembly serve lb attach the _
,^,'LE-miYING INSTALLATION

^pport bar to an archery bow and .nc.ude fastening means
„j;^«^«/««J^"^;;i^^^^^^ ,o Bo.., BohWr &

W eber KG. Maschinenfabrik, Augsburg, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 854,431. Sept. 2, 1969, abandoned.

This application Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 219,592

Claims priority, application (Germany, Aug. 30, 1969,

1780316; Oct. 14. 1969. 1809905

lnt.CI.F26b/9/00

U.S. CI. 34-229
T^^"^

J— Af.

permitting of both forv^ard and lateral tilting of the support

bar and its sight mount.

3 787 985

DRYER CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD
Ronald James Fo%*ler, Columbus; Edward James Freeh,

Worthington, and David Mark Koenig. Columbus. aU of

Ohio, assignors to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation.

Columbus. Ohio

Filed Aug. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 280,1 14

Int. CI. A24b 9/20. F26b 3/02. 1 7132

U.S. CI. 34-45 11 Claims

A blower."Signed particularly for use in the air drying of

vehicular surfaces in car-washing stations, has a cylindrical

housing formed at one end with an outlet slot for the discharge

of an air stream generated by a fan mounted within the hous-

ing near the other end thereof A liner of soundproofing

material, such as foam plastic, extends from the vicinity of the

fan toward the discharge end and defines a progressively nar-

rowing air channel terminating at the outlet slot.

3.787.987

TOY MAIL BOX
Robert L. Brass. 1 Fillow St.. Weslport. Conn.

Filed Jan. 31. 1973. Ser. No. 328.475

lnt.CI.G09bJ/00

l.S.CI.35-1
7 Claims

Moisture in tobacco flowing through a dryer is controlled so

that it IS maintained substantially at a desired amount during

start up and shut down trasitional periods of the tobacco flow

through the dr\er. Trajectories for the dryer drying rate dur-

ing the start up and shut down periods are provided in a com-

puter memory. During start up, an indication of the moisture

and flow rate of the tobacco flowing into the dryer is derived

to enable the amount of moisture expected to be removed by

the dryer (drver duty ) to be calculated. When shut down com-

mences the temperature of the dry« is derived and stored in

the memorv During start up. the trajectory and dryer duty are

time weighted so that a weighting factor for the trajectory

decreases as the transitional period progresses and a weighting

factor for the dryer duty increases as the period progresses

and the two time weighted indications are combined to con-

trol the dryer drying rate. During shut down, the shut down

trajectory and stored drying rate indication are time weighted

so that a weighting factor for the trajectory increases as the

period progresses and a weighting factor for the drying rate in-

dication decreases as the period progresses and the two time

weighted indications are combined to control the drying rate

of the dryer.

A toy mail box for developing the reading and manipulative

abilities of a child. The toy includes several plastic blanks in

the form of a letter, one of which is dropped into the upper

slot of the mail box and a series of keys which correspond to

each of the blanks. The child, by selecting the proper key, is

able to open the mail box and remove the letter originally in-

serted into the box.
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3,787,988

METHOD AND ELECTRONIC MACHINE FOR
TEACHING ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION

Tohru Nakajima. and Masaaki Niiho. both of Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to,

Japan
Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,169

Int. CI. G09by 9/02

U.S. CI. 35-31 R 6 Claims

h

h
H

I*

h

A method and machine for teaching students such as school

children arithmetic computation. The machine has a display

matrix provided with a plurahty of display locations which can

be selected by the student, and the student can select nu-

merals to be displayed at selected display locations so that a

given arithmetic problem can be set into the display matrix

and the mental calculation performed by the student can be

displayed to provide at the matrix an indication of a result to

the problem as calculated by the student. An electronic struc-

ture automatically calculates the correct result to the problem

introduced by the student, and at each stage of the computa-

"tions performed by the student, as numerals selected by the

student appear at the display matrix, there is an automatic in-

dication of whether the correct calculations have been per-

formed by the student, with the student also having the possi-

bility of displaying the correct final result which may be com-

pared with the result which the student has calculated.

[x
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.oved to and fro. d.sp.ay and storage without .nt.Her.g ^^^^^^ t^^:J^i:::::Xl^^
w.th the I.ght projection. Animation .s provided by a ro^r>

^f^^^^'^af^^^^^^ banJ, coded to indentify
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rying embossed motion hnes. "'^ jf »

3,787,992

DIMENSIONAL PICTl RE FRAMES

Theodore C. Leonhardt. Seattk, Wash., assignor

Devin Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,228

lnt.CI.G09f ///2

U.S.CI.40-152

to O. K.

10 Claims

» -,
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3 787 999

COMBINATION FIGURE AND WALKING SIMULATOR

WITH MEANS FOR SW IVELLING SAID FIGURE

Ian F. Avton, Palos Verdes Estate; Donald C. HartUng,

Huntington Beach: Joseph Kossoff. Hawthorne, and Brian

G. Osborne. Manhattan Beach, all of CaUf., assignors to

Mattel. Inc.. Hawthorne. Calif.

Filed Jan. 7. 1972, S«r. No. 216.086

lnt.CLA63h////y

U.S.CI.46-110 7 Claims

which extends inwardly of the wall toward the (lower bed and

outwardly toward the grass and provides a shade area to

prevent the growth of vegetation. In one embodinrjent a C-

shaped connector interconnects the ends of adjacent sections.

Another embodiment utilizes a connector which bridges the

wall portion of adjacent sections and is slidably fitted between

thf head of the T and an angled anchor flange at the bottom of

the walls.

Foot clips receive doll's feet for reciprocating them by a

drive connected to the foot clips and including a wheel which

IS swivelled by a mounting ring grasped and pushed to move

the device over a supporting surface.

3.788.002

SEEDLING TRAY INSERT

Michael B. Suchka. Clinton, Ohio, assignor to Lakeland Enter-

prises Inc., Lakeland. Fla.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233,965

lnt.C\.\0lg9l02.B6Sd J 136, 5148 I

U.S.CL 47-34.13 3 CUims

3,788,000

HOOP PUSHING TOY

Joe H. Jenkins, Franklin, Ark., assignor to Robert Clay and

Kenneth F. King, both of Hardy. Ark., part interest to each

Fikd Aug. 14. 1972, Ser. No. 280,148

Int.a.A63hiJ/02

U.S. CI. 46-205 7X:iainis

A wooden or other elongated body has one end acting as a

handle and its other end provided with a transversely extend-

ing hoop engaging element formed of bent wire provided with

loops at the ends of the portion projecting from the stick; the

wire is relatively heavy and stiff and has portions adjacent the

stick seating in grooves therein to assist in anchoring it. and

the extremities of the wire body extend through openings in

the stick and are fixed by headed tubular rivets driven through

the top face of the stick to grip the edges^f ribs formed on the

wire extremities.

94 80'8-#'72'

A collapsible insert for a seedling tray formed integrally

from a single sheet of plastic material. The insert, in the folded

position, has a plurality of adjacent parallel U-shaped chan-

nels each having a base with integrally folded sides. A plurality

of integrally formed longitudinally spaced transverse dividers

extend across each channel to form compartments

therebetween The sides of adjacent channels have the free

longitudinal edge thereof integrally united for accordion fold-

ing Pull tabs are provided on the edges of the farthest spaced

sides Upon removal of the folded insert from the tray and

manual application of tension to the tabs, the sides of each

channel fold open to become planar with the base and the

dividers rotate with the sides about the folds, thus collapsing

the compartments in each channel for enabling easy removal

of seedlings.

3,788.001

LAWN EDGING STRUCTURE

Glenn F. Balfanz, Jr.. Hampton Ave.. Western Springs, lU.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,1 17

lnl.CLA01g//0«

U.S.a.47-33 7C'«»™

A plastic extruded lawn edging comprising a T-section in-

cluding vertical wall and a wide transverse upper head portion

3,788,003

SEEDLING CONTAINER
Stephen Mark Creighton; David Lawrence MitcheU, and Wil-

liam Chee Kay, all of Edmonton, Alberta. Canada, assignors

to Research Council of Alberta, Edmondson, Alberta,

Canada
Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,810

Int.CLAOlcy/04

U.S.CL 47-56 2 Claims

Peat and water are mixed to form a thick paste which is ex-

truded into a plastic film casing. The casing and filling are
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sliced into short, open-ended units. The units provide con- Movement of the panel sections is controlled by a series or

tainers in which seedlings can be grown. When the seedlings- train of links effective to transmit movement of a gear sector

to the window regulator arms coupled to the respective ven-

tilation and visibility sections. Each train of links is controlled

are to be planted, the casing is perforated or shredded with a

knife and the peat plug and seedling root ball buried together.

3,788.004

SYSTEMS FOR OPENING AND CLOSING ACCESS
APERTURES IN THE OUTER W ALLS OF TANNERY

PADDLE TUMBLES AND THE LIKE
Tullio Billeri, and Fulvio Billeri, both of Firenze, Italy, as-

signors to Billeri Riccardo & Figli S.n.c, Firenze, Italy

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,795

Claims priority, application Italy, Mar, 10, 1971, 9406 A/71

Int. CI. E06b 3/34; E05f 15/08

U.S.CL49—41 3 Claims

' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The invention provides systems for opening and closing ac-

cess apertures in the outer walls of tannery paddle tumblers

and the like. The system consists of a door which is slid in

guides, the movement of the door being controlled by a fluid

motor and fluid control. The movement of the door is effected

by the fluid motor which moves a rack attached to the door.

Means for providing a seal between the door and the access

aperture are also described.

3,788,005

WINDOW REGULATOR MECHANISM
Chris MistopoukK, Jr., Detroit, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,929

Int.CLE05f5//2

U.S.CL 49-103 16 Claims

A window regulator mechanism adapted to lower or raise a

window panel into and out of a window well between vehicle

body panels, the window panel being vertically divided into

separately movable ventilation and visibility sections. With the

window panel in raised condition, the mechanism first may be

actuated to lower the ventilation section into the window well

to provide a ventilation exhaust opening in the vehicle body

and then, if desired, further actuated to lower the visibility

section into the window well. From a lowered condition, the

sequence of movements to raise the panel sections is reversed.

by a cam follower movable in a cam slot in a respective cam

plate. The cam slots are programmed to permit or restrain ver-

tical movement of the panel sections in a desired sequence in

window panel lowering or raising directions.

3,788,006

SELF-RELEASING FRICTIONAL WINDOW SASH
BALANCE

Claude Teggelaar, and William T. De Bruyn, both of Grand

Rapids, Mich., assignors to Wolverine Industries, Inc.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,786

Int. CLE05d/ i/OS

U.S. CL 49—4 1

7

16 Claims

A shoe having a' tapered aperture betweert resilient side

walls which include friction pads on their outer surfaces has a

size and shape to fit within the jamb channel. The shoe is

mounted to the edge rail of a movable window sash by means

of a bracket-retainer unit which movably retains a tapered

resilient member within the tapered aperture of the shoe such

that as the window is moved upward, the resilient tapered

material moves relative to the tapered aperture in the shoe to

minimize the force exerted by the shoe pads against the win-

dow jamb. When the window is stationary, however, the

weight of the window causes the resilient tapered material to

move relative to the side walls to forcibly engage them and

push the associated pads against the sides of the jamb thereby

holding the window in any desired raised position by the

resulting frictional force between the pads and the sides of the

jamb channel. The bracket-retainer can be adjusted to in-

crease or decrease the frictional holding force as required in

different installations, and the bracket is resiliently flexible to

facilitate removal of the sash from its jamb.
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3,788,007

FREIGHT CAR DOOR LATCHING DEV ICE

John D. Bailey, Orland Park, lU., assignor to PuUman Incor-

porated, Chicago, III.
, ,, , «

^

Filed Apr. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 247,644

Int. CI. E05d 13104

IJ.S. CI. 49-449 8 Claims

end includes a template conforming to the lands and ball end

mounted on a hydraulic driven workpiece table on which the

ball end mill is held in a rotatable chuck The grinding wheel is

mounted on another hydraulically driven table, relative move-

ment of the tables being hydraulically controlled by a stylus

which senses the template. During grinding the ball end mill is

supported and rotated by a finger mounted on the grinding

wheel table which engages in the flutes between the lands of

the ball end mill closely adjacent the wheel. The wheel grinds

along the lands and then as grinding continues around the ball

HVO
CONT
CCN

A pivoted latch is positioned at the end of a sliding door

supporting guide rail and engageable with a door mounted

cooperating hook part to lock a sliding door of a freight car m

the fully open position. A door mounted unlocking lever is

positioned adjacent a door pusher block to thereby unlock the

door from the open position when the pusher block is engaged

by fork of a lift truck which may be used to push the door

closed.

3.788,008

BELT LINE WEATHER SEAL

Charles Yackiw, Fairport, and Fred Williams, Pittsford. both

of N.Y., assignors to The Schlegel Manufacturing Company,

Rochester, N.Y. ^„.„..
Filed Oct. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 294,944

Int. CL E06b 7122

U.S.CL 49-496 7 Claims

end a sliding block supporting the finger engages a stop on the

v^orkpiece table and retracts the finger from the path ot the

wheel around the ball end. To maintain the same spacial rela-

tion between the wearing edge of the wheel and the ball end

mill as the stylus has with the workpiece template, the wheel is

dressed with a truing tool on the workpiece table under the

control of a dressing template. The grinding wheel is first ad-

vanced toward the truing tool by a stepping motor indepen-

dently of the hvdraulic table drive so that when the wearing

edge is trued, the original spacial relationship of wearing edge

and ball end mill is restored.

3,788,010

APPARATUS FOR TREATMENT OF VERTICALLY
DISPOSED SURFACES

James R. Goff, Oklahoma City, Okla., assignor to Robert T.

Nelson, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229.842

Int. CL B24c 3106. B24b 55/06

U.S.CL51-9 14 Claims

A belt line weather seal uses a spring metal core having

spaced apart fingers that extend around the curve of the seal

and into its resilient arm. and a plastic material covers the

metal core and extends from the top of the seal to the tip of

the resilient arm. The plastic is preferably relatively rigid in

the portion of the seal that is fixed in place and is relatively

flexible in the curve and the resilient arm. A pile material

covers the glass-engaging outer region of the resilient arm

3 788 009

CONTROLLED TOOL FOR MACHINING COMPOUND
SLUFACES

Thurston V. W illiams. W ihon, and Leo H. Cheever, South Lyn-

deboro, both of N.H., assignors to The O.K. Tool Company,

Inc., Milford, N.H.

Division of Ser. No. 143.557, May 14. 1971, Pat. No.

3 713 254. This application Jan. 12. 1973. Ser. No. 323.1 12

Int. CI. B24b 53102

US CI 51—5 8 Claims

A machine tool with a wheel for precision grinding of a ball

end mill with cylindncally surfaced lands and a hemispherical

A portable airless blasting head suitable for treatment of

vertically disposed surfaces is described. The blast head com-

prises in combination an enclosure with an opening in one side

adapted to contact the surface to be treated, projecting means

within the enclosure for directing a stream of particulate abra-

sive material through the opening in the enclosure onto the

surface to be treated, a resilient sealing means around the
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boundary of the opening in the opening of the enclosure which

contacts the surface to be treated and retains the abrasive

material in the apparatus, and a recirculation means to return

the particulate abrasive material to the projecting means. Ad-
vantageously the apparatus of the present invention is self-

propelled.

3,788,011

PIERCING OF AIR SUCTION HOLES IN ABRASIVE
SHEET MATERIAL

Alma A. Hutchins, 49 North Lotus Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Aug. 2 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 282, 1 55

Int.CLB24b2i/00
U.S.CL51-170R 10 Claims

Apparatus including a portable sander having a power

driven shoe adapted to carry a sheet of sandpaper or the like

and containing suction holes through which air and abraded

particles are drawn by suction to a collection bag. and a coact-

ing piercing tool adapted to punch suction holes in a sheet of

sandpaper carried by the shoe when the sander and piercing

tool are moved relatively toward one another.

3.788,012

MODULAR BUILDING STRUCTURE ELEMENTS OF
SLABS WITH CENTRAL SUPPORT POSTS

Steven Arnold, Westfield, NJ., assignor to Arnold Associates,

Inc., Westfield, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 71,636. Sept. 14. 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 22. 1972. Ser. No. 227.855

Int. CI. E04b 5143

U.S. CL 52-73 \16 Claims

30,32 ^^•?i '*
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and may be provided at its lateral sides with connecting ele-

ments for attaching together adjacent slabs of different struc-

tural elements to form a load bearing building structure. A
structural element comprising a column and a slab integral

therewith may be prefabricated and transported to the con-

struction site in one piece. Alternately, a modified column
having a mushroom-shaped cap, and a modified slab having a

conforming opening adapted to receive the mushroom cap.

can be preformed separately, and may be transported to the

construction site separately and assembled there.

3.788.013

DROP AWAY FIRE VENT
James C. Veen, Jr., Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Hillsdale

Industries, Inc., Grand Rapids. Mich.

Filed June 7. 1972, Ser. No. 260.436

Int. CLE05f 75/20

U.S.CL52—

1

17 Claims

A fire vent having a closure panel or partition which nor-

mally closes a tubular vent chamber or passage defined by an

annular frame, with a support means for normally holding the

closure iti place, even against direct loading, but which collap-

ses in response to the presence of heat, as from a fire, to drop

the closure out of the way and open up the tubular chamber

and thus provide a vent.

3.788.014,

ROOF
Gunter Semisch. Solingen/BRD. Germany, assignor to Firma

—August Steingass & Sohn, Solingen, Germany
Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,500

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 15. 1971. P 21

46 029.7

lnt.CLE04b7//0
U.S.CL52— 18 8 Claims

A prefabricated element for modular building structures

which comprises a column carrying at its top end a slab com-

posed of a ceiling plate and a grid of joists integral with the

ceiling plate and extending upwardly therefrom. The slab

resembles an upside-down waffle type floor. The column is

connected to a central portion of the slab such that the ceiling

plate, which is at the bottom of the slab, takes compressive

stresses and the joists, which are above the ceiling plate, take

tensile stresses. The bottom end of the column is provided

with a downwardly extending pin, and the slab is provided at

its center with an opening adapted to receive the pin to allow

for convenient and accurate vertical stacking of pluralities of

structural elements. The slab may be square or rectangular,

A roof for auditoriums, stadiums, et cetera, with a circular

ground plan or a ground plan similar to a circle, which has a

frustum or a trough-shaped roof ring with roof sheeting

inclined downwards and inwards and which consists of an out-

side supported pressure ring and an inner pull ring and of pull

elements connecting the pressure and pull rings.
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3 ,oo
,),5 door providing access to the interior of the enclosure and posi-

...V „.... Ai.^^ LI Diy Arc- «TBlirTi;HES tioned at and forming a portion of. one side of the porch, and

DES.CMNG
*„^,%^^^»J^,%',^,rB*R"K" "rnopy »»..» al.usS,,, ..p^,.ed above s.,d porch for

John J. Mu«.r. K.»s« Ci.,. M... .s«ig,»r I. G«.. P. R.in.j« vertical a<.)us,n™en. w,.h respect thereto^

Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Feb. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 8,781
3,788,017

int. CI. E04b / iJ2: F23ni 5/02 MORTER DEBRIS CLEANOUT APPARATUS
11.S. CI. 52-80 *" *-'**'"*

Charles E. Bachus, 1961 Alexander Dr., Escondido, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259.583

Int.CI.E04g2//20. E04f /7//0

U.S. CI. 52-122 6 Claims

An electric furnace roof or other generally circular struc-

ture is formed bv concentric rows of bricks disposed side by

side in each row' Each brick is the same size throughout the

entire structure or individual sections thereof and is tapered to

present a pair of opposed, non-parallel sides, the single size

being determined in accordance with the innermost radius of

the inner row to permit such radius, or a preselected smaller

radius to be turned by bricks oriented in the regular position

with the larger width across the taper at the outer penphery of

the row In order to turn the greater radii of the remaining,

outer rows, certain of the bncks in each row are reversed to

place the larger width at the inner periphery of the respective

row The number of reversed brick in each row is determined

mathematically by initially assuming the existence of imagina-

ry reversed bricks expanded in size to equalize the widths ot

all bncks. both real and imaginary, of a given row at the outer

penphery thereof A digital computer is programmed to pro-

vide output including the numbers of brick or each row in

both regular and reversed positions, from input comprising

design dimensions and conditions of the structure to be built.

A morter debris collecting bag is supported in a vertical

passage in a masonry block wall formed by vertically aligned

holes in the blocks in which vertical reinforcing rods are to be

installed. A metal frame with hooks supports the bag. The

frame funnels debns into the bag which is belled. The bag has

a drawstring and is withdrawn by a pole having extendible-

retractable hooks at its lower end used to engage the

drawstring.

3,788,016

PORTABLE PORCH UNIT FOR MOBILE HOMES

John Richardson, P.O. Box 29 1 . Shattuck, Okla.

Filed May 17. 1972, Ser. No. 253.959

Int. CL E04b 7/16; E04f HIOO

L.S.a. 52-66 > Claim

3,788,018

PREFABRICATED MULTISTORY STAIR ASSEMBLY

Smith H. Simmons, Largo, and Mitchell R. Caraway, Tampa,

both of Ra., assignors to The Standard Fabricated Products

Co., Clearwater. Fla.

Filed May 13. 1 971, Ser. No. 143,115 |

Int.CI.E04f ///02

U.S. CI. 52-185 8 Claims

"^%

A prefabricated multistory stair assembly in which the sup-

porting members are all confined within the stair unit and

which includes means for leveling the stair unit m its pre-in-

A portable porch unit for mobile homes comprising a step

-"^^J-f^;- -;^^

:si;^;f7;:^:::^^:^ ^r^r1^Jed pos^on to normS horizontal

sembly fonmng a rectangulS^ enclosure and having a hinged position to form the landing.

|
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3,788,019

ADJUSTABLE METAL DOOR FRAME CONSTRUCTION
Donald L. Kiselewski, Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., assignor to

The Binkley Company, Warrenton, Mo.

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,125

Int. CI. E06b/ /20

inner faces of the two walls to provide substantially cylindrical

vertically disposed cavities for concrete. The upper and lower

edges of the tension members and projections are inwardly

spaced from associated edges of the two side walls so that a

horizontally disposed concrete beam will also be provided

when the form and adjacent similar forms are filled with liquid

U.S. CI. 52-212 7 Claims concrete.

3,788,021

INTERCONNECTION SYSTEM FOR STRUCTURAL •

ELEMENTS
Balthasar Husler, Olten, Switzerland, assignor to Alphons

Glutz-Blolzheim A.G., Solothum, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 22, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 2 1 0,933

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 8, 1971,

251/71
Int.CI.E04b2/i2

U.S. CI. 52—403 3 Claims

There is disclosed a novel adjustable metal door frame con-

struction incorporating opposed telescoping frame and trim

units which are mounted and retained in a door opening by

retainer clips which are secured in predetermined positions.

Each of the frame and trim units is independently snapped

onto a set of clips and is maintained thereby against removal.

The door may be pre-hung in the frame unit, if desired. The

telescoping relationship of the frame and trim units permits

use of the construction with a predetennined range of wall

widths.

3,788,020

FOAMED PLASTIC CONCRETE FORM WITH FIRE

RESISTANT TENSION MEMBER
Werner K. H. Gregori, OakviUe, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Roher-Bohm Limited, Nassau, Bahamas

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 770,233, Oct. 24, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,552,076, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

580,91 2, Sept. 21,1 966, abandoned, which is a continuation-

in-part of Ser. No. 569.908, Aug. 3, 1966, abandoned. This

application May 12, 1969, Ser. No. 823,800

Claims priority, application Canada, Mar. 22, 1966,

955,523
Int. CI. E04b 2/20; E04c 2/20

U.S. CI. 52-309 18 Claims

To interconnect structural elements, such as walls, wall

studs, door frames and the like and permit relative movement

of the interconnected elements, for example due to dif-

ferential expansion upon temperature or humidity changes,

the elements to be interconnected are formed with matching

projections and recesses which are shaped to be interlocked,

and a liner, or layer of insulating material, such as plastic,

fibrous material, felt or the like, preferably fire resistant, is

located between the interlock projections and recesses; in one

form, the projections are formed as longitudinal rails, secured

for example by screws to one of the members, the recess being

either formed in the other member, or being provided by an

interiocking longitudinal rail, the two elements being slid

against each other. The liner itself may be an elastomer which

is stretched, so as to reduce its cross section during insertion,

and, after having been located, reverts to its normal size and

thickness, thus securely locking the elements together. The

projecting elements may be divergent, in cross section V-

shaped units which engage in converging sections, the diver-

gent units being resiliently deformable to snap into the con-

verging recess. To hold the parts securely together, a spacer

can be located in the divergent section after assembly.

A self-supporting concrete form of foamed polymeric

material to be left in place to provide insulation for a wall the

form having two side walls joined by transverse tension mem-

bers of sheet metal or other thin fire resistent material. The

tension members are embedded in projections provided on

3,788,022

ELEMENT FOR BRIDGING THE JUNCTURE BETWEEN
ADJACENT STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Helmut Epperlein, DIetersweiler, and Edgar Hoscheler, Freu-

denstadt, both of Germany, assignors to Christian Holzapfel

K.G., Horb/Neckar, Germany
Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,675

Claims priority, application Germany, May 28, 1971,

2126647
Int.CI.E04h///2

U.S. CI. 52—403 10 Claims

A U-shaped member has a bight portion and two wall por-

tions which extend to one side of the bight portion normal

thereto. The outer side of the bight portion is formed with two

open channels extending along the juncture with the respec-
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tive arm portion. Two sealing strips of elastomeric material

are provided, each overlying the outer side of one of the arm

portions and connected to the free edge of the same, with each

sealing strip extending around the juncture of the arm portion

January 29, 1974
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flange, the end of each girder belonging to the junction point

being taken up between the flanges of two adjoining columns

in such a way that each end forms one side of a rectangle or a

—«•

with the bight portion having a tubular bead received in part in

the associated channel Sealing lips are provided on and ex-

tend outwardly from the free edges of the sealing strips in the

region of the free edges of the arm portions.

3,788,023

ASSEMBLY METHOD FOR BEAM STRUCTURES

RomuaMo Macchi, V ia S Paolo 3 1 . Pisa, Italy

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,022

Claims priority, application Italy, Aug. 2, 1971, 9633/71

Int. CI. E04c 3126

U.S. CI. 52-741 10 Claims

square, and that for junctions with less than four girder ends

the missing ends are replaced by short girder sections for

completing the rectangle

I

3,788,025

CHAIR SUPPORT FOR REINFORCING RODS
SUnnard D. Holmes. P.O. Box 331. Naraiylto, P.R.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,132

lnt.CI.E04c5//6

U.S. CI. 52-685 1 Claim

A beam structure for a viaduct is disclosed in which hollow

beams of reinforced concrete are joined in end to end rela-

tionship. The end portion of each beam has an internally ex-

tending flange in which the reinforcing member? of the beam

are anchored. Adjacent beams are inter-connected by rein-

forcing cables extending across the join and embedded in the

adjacent flanges of the beams. The reinforcing cables and

members together act to place each flange under compres-

sion. A hardenable mass injected between adjacent beams is

also placed under compression by the reinforcing cables join-

ing the two beams and provides a continuous beam structure.

3,788,024

OPEN FRAMEWORK, ESPECIALLY FOR BUILDING
PURPOSES

Jan F. De Hartog, Achterom, Netherlands, assignor to Fokker

V.F.W. N.V., Schiphol-Oost. Netherlands

Filed Oct. 15, 1971. Ser. No. 189,599

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 18, 1970,

7018477
Int.CLE04b//24

U.S. CI. 52-648 5 Claims

Open framework with vertical columns and honzonul gir-

ders or supporting beams with junctions, showing an intercon-

nection between two coaxial columns and up to four girders,

whereby the end of each column is provided with a transverse

A chair for supporting in right angular relation two reinforc-

ing rods used in construction of concrete slabs has a lower

arched base part and an upper rod supporting part integral

with the base The base is an arched structure with means for

providing lateral, longitudinal and vertical support and

strength The rod supporting part comprises two spaced arms

the lower parts of which form a saddle for receiving one rein-

forcing rod and the upper part of each of which is formed by

two spaced upstanding inwardly concave arms the upper ends

of which are spaced to provide an opening through which a

second reinforcing rod arranged at right angles to the first rod

may be introduced. The chair is of integral construction and is

formed of a material causing the arms of each pair to be biased

toward each other to firmly hold a reinforcing rod between

them. I

3,788,026
I

STACK-WALL I

James J. Cook, 200 Penn Square National Bank Building,

Oklahoma City. Okla.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 212.290

Int. CLE04g 2///«.2//22

U.S.CI.52-127
A masonry wall construction of a plurality of preformed

modules employed in lieu of conventionally used concrete

block, brick or clay masonry wall structures. Knee braces are

7 Claims
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provided for properly aligning the first course of modules and transverse creases in a longitudinal, moving web of packaging

subsequent courses are set in a bed of mortar and properly material, said device controlling means for performing an

aligned and positioned by the use of brackets and ties and

each module is set in place by a crane or other suiuble lifting

and manipulating device by engagement with eyebolts pro-

vided for erection only.

operation such as printing information on or punching holes in

the web at specific places relative to the transverse creases.

3.788,027

PROCESS FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF
GARBAGE

Jorge Galvez Figari, Enrique Larreta St. No. 12, Madrid,

Spain

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,924

Int. CI. B65by /24

U.S. CL 53-24 5 Claims

A process for the collection, treatment and disposition of

domestic garbage, wherein the garbage is dehydrated in a

hydraulic press to remove excess fluids therefrom, and the

dehydrated garbage is hermetically sealed in compact cases

for subsequent transportation and handling. The containers

are formed in two parts, one of which is placed in the

cyclinder end of a ram-type press and the other in the piston

end so that the garbage is compressed and dehydrated be-

tween the two parts of the container. Pressing the garbage

together brings the two sections of the container into inter-

locking, sealing engagement so that one compression stroke

of the press compresses and hermetically seals the garbage

in the containers.

3,788,029

TUMBLE PACKING APPARATUS
Charles F. Pokomey, Oak Lawn, III., assignor to Koehring

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,068

Int. CLB65b 57/06, 5/00

U.S. CL 53-59 5 Claims

3,788,028

DEVICE FOR PACKING MACHINES
Bertil Folkesson; Lennart Nilsson, both of Lund, and Uno Sjos-

trand, Malmo, all of Sweden, assignors to Tetra Pak

Developpment SA, Lausanne, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,251

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 25, 1971,

15079/71
Int. CI. B65h 25120, 5 7100 _-

U.S.CL 53-51 5Ctalms

A rotatable device operable by engagement with spaced,

Tumble packing apparatus for filling a case with containers

such as damageable, liquid-filled, lightweight plastic con-

tainers and the like including: apparatus for discharging con-

tainers in a free fall path of travel to a container case, and a

cushioning pad which is selectively movable from a removed

position into the path of initially charged, free falling con-

tainer^ to temporarily interrupt and cushion the free fall travel

of the initial charge of containers before they impact the con-

tainer case. Mechanism is provided to remove the pad, after a

predetermined number of containers have been cushioned, to

permit the initial charge of containers to move to a final posi-

tion within the case and cushion the immediately following

containers which fall to fill the case.
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3.788,030

PIZZA PROCESSING MACHINE
Roy V irgil Moline, Duluth, Minn., assignor to Jenos. Inc.. Du-

luth. Minn.

Filed Apr. 12. 1972. Ser. No. 243,320

Int. CI. B65b 5/08

L.S.CI.53-123 13 Claims

I
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3.788,032

METHOD AND APPARATt'S FOR FORMING ARTICLE-

HOLDING DISPLAY PACKAGES
William Heffeman, Westfield; George R. Hair. Clifton, both of

N.J.. and John G. Nielsen. Freeport. N.Y.. assignors to Inter-

national Inpak Incorporated. Saddle Brook. N J.

FiledDec. 8.1 971. Ser. No. 205.817 ,

lnt.CI.B65d47/02 '

t'.S. CI. 53-141 17 Claims

A method of processing a frozen pizza food product and a

machine for performing the process. The pizza is cut into a

plurality of sections while it is frozen and its temperature

lowered to 20° to 24° F. A plurahty of cutting knives on a

cutting head cyclically cut the frozen pizzas into pie-shaped

segments. The individual pizza segments are kicked out radi-

ally into a tray below the cutting die as each pizza is seg-

mented. The machine then crimps a cover onto the tray and

ejects the tray.

3,788,031

DEVICE FOR THE FRAMING OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
SLIDES

Peter Florjancic. St.-Martinstrasse 12, Garmisch-Parten-

kirchen, Germany
Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,899

Claims priority, application Austria, Mar. 26, 1971. 2625/71

Int. a. B65b i9//2

U.S. CI. 53— 1 23 13 Claims

520^/6 3 f 212 97
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A device for the automatic framing of photographic slides

comprises a slide feed way pivoted at the inlet end to be verti-

cally reciprocated by a control cam between a "feed position"

in which the outlet end faces into a slide frame holder and a

"retracted position" in which the outlet end is displaced per-

pendiculariy to the slide feeding axis. A pusher is arranged to

push a slide in the feed position into a frame in the frame

holder and to return in the retracted position to behind the

trailing edge of another slide located in the slide feed way.

Slides are cut with a cutting knife from a photographic film

strip as it is moved into the slide feed way by a slide feeder and

the slide feeder and slide pusher are operatively connected to

one another to work substantially simultaneously.

The articles are enclosed in pockets, formed and sealed in

plastic windows, of a foldable paperboard blank which has

window openings on opposite sides of a fold line, the blank

being covered on one surface by a heat-deformable and heat-

sealable plastic sheet, at least over that area having the

openings or windows formed therein A blank support, a

molding station and a blank discharge station are arranged

along a linear blank travel path at substantially equal spacings

from each other. A carrier is oscillatable in a vertical plane in-

cluding the center line of the travel path, and carries air-

released vacuum pick-up means at longitudinal spacings sub-

stantially equal to the spacings between the support and the

sutions. The carrier is oscillated between a first position and a

second position. In the first position, a first vacuum pick-up

means grips a blank, which has already been heated and has

pockets formed therein, at the molding station. As the carrier

is moved toward its second position, the blanks are lifted and

the first pick-up means heats its supported blank. At the

second position, the first pick-up means, which includes male

die means, positions its blank over a female die means at the

molding sution, and the second pick-up means releases its

formed blank at the discharge station. The already heated

blank at the molding station is vacuum deformed into the

female die to form the pockets, is released and the cycle is re-

peated. A dwell station preferably is positioned between the

support and the molding station. An endless chain conveyor is

moved past the discharge station and carries removable tables

for receiving the formed blank. Articles are placed in the

pockets at any point along the endless conveyor, and the

blanks, during travel along the conveyor on the tables, are

folded over to enclose the article and held in closed position

while they are delivered to a turret which is revolved in

synchronism with the movement of the endless chain and car-

ries one or more, preferably three, piston and cylinder

operated heat sealing dies for sealing the two halves of the

blank to each other to seal the article in a pocket. The dies are

supplied with dielectric energy only after engagement with the

folded blanks. The packaged articles are then released onto a

conveyor belt for transport away from the apparatus. The

heating means for heating the blank preferably is mounted on

the carrier, or may be positioned fixedly at a heating station
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3,788,033

PACKAGING MACHINE
Kjell Halvard Martensson; Bjom H:son Linde; Jan-Frederik

Palsson. and Sven Torsten Jerre, all of Lund, Sweden, as-

signors to Tetra Pak International AB, Lund, Sweden

Division of Ser. No. 227,812, Feb. 22, 1972. This application

July 18, 1972. Ser. No. 272.863

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 25, 1971,

3864/71
Int. CI. B65b 3102,43126, 7120

U.S.CI.53-186 4 Claims

3,788,035

CAULKING CARTRIDGE FILLING AND SEAMING
MACHINE

Charles E. Geisel, Crestwood, Mo., assignor to ConUiner Cor-

poration of America, Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 83,820, Oct. 26, 1970, abandoned.

This appUcation June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,929

Int. CI. B65b 3/00,25/00

U.S. CI. 53-282 7 Claims

A packaging machine for successively erecting a package

blank on a mandrel and subsequently folding and sealing the

bottom members of the blank while the mandrel is moved in-

termittently from one station to another in which means are

provided for folding in the first and second bottom fiap mem-

bers, prior to sealing, as the mandrel moves from one station

to the next.

Apparatus for filling empty caulking material cartridges

movable in side-by-side rows along an endless conveyor and

past a filling station and stations downstream therefrom where

an extruding piston is placed on the cartridge tube and a ring is

seamed to the opposite end of the cartridge tube. Structure is

controlled by the power means for driving the endless con-

veyor for operation of means for loading the cartridge tubes

on to the conveyor, seaming the tubes, and discharging the

filled tubes from the conveyor.

3,788,034

GRID SET FOR AN ARTICLE LOADING MACHINE
Thomas P. Hartness, 305 Bridgewater Dr., and Robert G.

Hartness, 203 Wilmington Rd., both of Greenville, S.C.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,542

lnt.CI.B65bJ9/02

U.S. CI. 53-248 11 Claims

3,788,036

PRESSURE EQUALIZATION AND PURGING SYSTEM
FOR HEATLESS ADSORPTION SYSTEMS

Hanju Lee, 5158 Evangeline Way, Columbia, Md.. and David

E. Stahl, 8824-B Town & Country Blvd., Elliott City, Md.

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,398

Int. CI. BOld 53104

U.S. CI. 55-25 , 16 Claims
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A grid set for use on a bottle loading machine having means

for positioning bottles in aligned rows above the grid set and

means for positioning empty cases below the grid set. A plu-

rality of guide members are spaced along elongated spaced

members defining passages through which the bottles pass for

loading into the cases. The guide members include

downwardly extending rigid arms which are carried in the

comer of the passages for engaging the bottles to direct them

into the case. The arms have carton opening means carried on

the lower end thereof for engaging the walls of cardboard car-

tons for aiding in opening the compartments located therein.

The present invention is concerned with an improved

method for fractionating multicomponent gas mixtures. More

specifically, the present invention is primarily concerned with

the improved process wherein a multicomponent oxygen con-

taining feed stream is fractionated into a stream relatively en-

riched in the oxygen component of the mixture. The present

invention particularly concerns heatless fractionation systems

for separating air into an oxygen enriched primary product

stream and a nitrogen enriched secondary product stream.
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3,788,037 creased without causing excessive coking, slugging and

SEPARATION PROCESS varnishing Such improved thermal stability of the fuel allows

Don C. Shell, 4709 Chad Dr.; David A. Tanner, Rt. 4. Colum-

bia Dr., and Ronald D. Brazzel, 308 Vicksburg, all of Tyler,
|

Tex.

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,234

Int. CI. BO Id 5J/04

i'.S. CI. 55-58 10 Claims
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greater heat injection into the fuel or alternatively enables the

use of a normally less thermally stable fuel at reduced fuel

cost.

3,788,040

Fl EL TANK INERTING SYSTEM
Kenneth R. Bragg, Redondo Beach, and Richard L. Kenyon.

Los Angeles, both of CaHf., assignors to Parker-Hannifin

Corporation. Cleveland. Ohio

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,432

int. CLBOld/ 9/00

l'.S.CL 55-160 25Ctaims

A continuous process for separating a gaseous mixture into

a primary gaseous product stream and a secondary gaseous

product stream utilizing four adsorbent-containing beds is dis-

closed.

3.788,038

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING URANIUM ISOTOPES

John C. Zahner. Princeton, N J., assignor to Mobil Oil Cor-

poration

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,245

Int. CLBOld 57/00

U.S.CL55-17 5Ctauns

Uranium isotopes can be separated utilizing shock separa-

tion techniques by introducing gaseous uranium hexafluoride

at supersonic velocity into a circular or elongated duct such

that parallel flow streamlines are present; placing within the

supersonic parallel flow stream a plurality of hollow probes at

different distances along the axis of flow said hollow probes

having critical dimensions relative to the mean free path of

said flow stream in front of said probes so as to cause a

detached stationary shock to form ahead of each of said

probes leading edges and regulating the flow through the

probes in relation to the flow through the duct to arrive at a

process having enhanced economic benefit. In a preferred

embodiment there is present a substantial number of probes in

a given axial position.

A method of maintaining the ullage of a previously inerted

aircraft fuel tank in the inert condition under which com-

bustion cannot take place within the tank during the after

filling of the tank with liquid fuel, and during flight of the air-

craft The method utilizes the oxygen lean ullage gases for

scrubbing oxygen from incoming fuel during filling of the

tank, separating the gases having scrubbed oxygen therein

from the incoming fuel and venting the same to the exterior of

the tank so as not to raise the oxygen content of the gases

remaining in the ullage

I

3,788,041

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR FOR HIGH
TEMPERATURE OPERATION

Asa K. Gaylord, Portland. Oreg., assignor to Gaylord Indus-

tries, Lake Oswego. Oreg.

Filed Sept. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 288,651

!nt.CLB03cJ/47

U.S.CL55-129 7 Claims

3.788,039

FUEL TANK INERTING SYSTEM WITH MEANS TO
IMPROVE THERMAL STABILITY OF FUEL

Kenneth R. Bragg, Redondo Beach, CaHf., assignor to Parker-

Hannifin Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,332

Int. CI. BO Id/ 9/00

L.S.CL 55-160 10 Claims

A fuel tank inerting system characterized in the provision of

mixing means such as an aspirator or ejector to promote the

diffusion equilibrium between the fuel and the nitrogen-rich

ullage gas in the fuel tank to decrease the amount of oxygen

dissolved in the fuel to just a few parts per million (ppm)

thereby to improve the thermal stability of the fuel such that

the temperature at which the fuel enters the engine can be in-

The precipitator has a series of flat vertical plates which are

elongated in a horizontal direction. To prevent buckling of the
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plates from horizontal expansion when heated, the plates are

fixedly mounted in their central portions and allowed to float

on end supports so that the ends of the plates may expand

freely in opposite directions away from their centers. The end

supports comprise rods equipped with necked spacers which

maintain uniform spacing of the plates while permitting

horizontal movements on the rods during heating and cooling.

3,788,044

VORTEX FLASH SEPARATOR
John A. McNeil, 161 Franklin Ave., Brookville, Pa.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,502

Int. CI. BOld 53124

U.S. CI. 55—204 10 Claims

3,788,042

GAS-LIQUID CONTACTING APPARATUS

Yat Chuen Yuen, and Kin Sun Yuen, both of 17th Floor, Rat

L, Phoenix Apartment 70, Lee Garden Rd., Hong Kong

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,312

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Mar. 24, 1971,

7,704/71
Int. CLBOlh 47/02

U.S. CI. 55-227 4 Claims

y^ni^J::^'
12

' The invention provides device for cleaning exhaust gas. par-

ticularly automobile exhaust gas. which device includes a

screen immersed in a liquid and surmounted by an inverted

trough having closed ends such that at least a part of the gas

fed to the trough will pass more than once through the screen

before reaching the gas outlet.

3,788,043

ABSORBER FOR SULFUR TRIOXIDE

Karl-Heinz Dorr. Maim; Hugo Grimm. Frankfurt am Main,

and Rolf Kola. Homberg. all of Germany, assignors to

Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft. Frankfurt am Main,

Germany
Filed Oct. 12. 1971. Ser. No. 188,128

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 15, 1970, P 20

50 579.7
Int. CLBOld 47/06

U.S. CI. 55-237 3 Claims

fmom
r(gr«rr

An improved apparatus has been devised for separating

pure steam or dry vapor from a hot effluent being introduced

under positive pressure and for enabling utilization of B.T.U.'s

in an effluent fluid such as being supplied by a boiler or pres-

sure vessel or a blow-down discharge. The flash or steam is

removed by employing a centrally disposed vortex separating

action in an upper sector or portion of and by moving the ef-

fluent in a cyclonic path through an intermediate sector of a

chambered apparatus, with condensate and liquid as well as

sludge being separated therefrom and collected in a lower sec-

tor thereof A liquid level is maintained in the lower section

and liquid being removed is cooled without adversely affecting

the separating action, before its discharge from the apparatus.

3,788,045

GAS CLEANING APPARATUS
Orlan M. Arnold, Grosse Pointe Park, Mich., and Carlo A.

Vancini, Stamford, Conn., assignors to Peabody Engineering

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 179,910

Int. CLBOld 47/06

U.S.CL 55-238 12 Claims

In a contact process for transforming sulfur dioxide to sulfur

trioxide. between the contact stages there is provided an in-

terstage absorber for removing sulfur trioxide for the gases

emerging from a previous stage. The gases are passed by a

venturi system in intimate contact with sulfuric acid into a set-

tling chamber in which sulfuric acid is collected in the sump

and then, by another gas/liquid contactor or reagitator, into a

further settling chamber with an outlet at its upper end.

Gas cleaning apparatus having at least two stages. In the

first stage the gas is passed through a liquid spray for removing
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particulate material In the second stage any remaining par-

ticulate matter or droplets are removed. The stages involve

combinations of slotted baffles with deflectors for strippmg

the gas and bonnet units with concentric passages for reversal

of flow for removing particulate matter by centrifugal action

and by impmgement.

3.788,046

APPARATUS FOR FILTERING GASES HAVING A

MOVABLE FILTER BAG UNIT

Gerhard Kaeppkr. Cologne-Heimersdorf: Stefan Ficker. Ir-

berach. and W ilfried VNerner Pergande, Cologne-Brueck. all

of Germany, assignors to The Slick Corporation, New York,

N.Y.
Filed Dec. 2, 1971, S«r. No. 203,968

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 17, 1970, P 20

62 152.7
Int. CI. BOld 46/02

t.S. CI. 55-341 1 Claim

I
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fitting adapted for such apparatus are set forth. The improve-

ment in the carbon sorber apparatus comprises a pair of check

valves, the .first disposed for permitting undirectional flow of

laden feed gas from a supply line under superambient pressure

into the inlet of a carbon sorber unit, and therein into contact

with the bed of activated carbon stirbent. then out of said unit

to ambient atmosphere as stripped exit gas, the second check

valve disposed for supplying, in bypass of the carbon sorber

unit and the first check valve, undirectional flow of ambient

atmosphere into said supply line as subambient pressure oc-

curs therein. The unitary fitting houses both said check valves

disposed in proper interacting relationship for convenient, ac-

curate, and compact installation of the apparatus.

3,788,048

TRASH SEPARATOR FOR SIGAR CANE HARVESTERS
Rodney Allan Stiff, and Keith Leonard Ruback, both of Bun-

daberg. Australia, assignors to Massey-Ferguson (Australia)

Limited. Victoria, .Australia

Filed June 30. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 58,239

Claims priority, application Australia, July 16, 1970,

1877/70
,

lui.Cl.BOld 45/ 14 I

L.S. CI. 55—406 3 Claims

Filter apparatus for the separation of gas from suspended

solid particles by filter bags including a housing with a filter

chamber therein. The filter chamber includes a first chamber

into which particle laden gas is introduced and a second

chamber from which cleaned gas is withdrawn after suspended

solid particles have been removed by the filter bags. Ad-

vantageously a filter bag unit is constructed so that it is mova-

ble in and out of the filter chamber for convenient inspection,

cleaning and repair. The movable unit includes a gas im-

permeable filter bag support sheet forming a dividing wall

between the first and second chambers. The support sheet has

a plurality .of passages with filter bags mounted thereon ad-

jacent to passages and extending into the first chamber. A

framfe supports the sheets with the free ends of the filter bags

extending downwardly therefrom. A releasably sealing device

on the housing aligned with the support sheet securely holds

the filter bag unit in the chamber and provides an airtight seal

for the support sheet between the first and second chambers.

3,788,047

APPARATUS FOR SORPTION OF GAS
Merton H. Douthitt. Shaker Hts., Ohio, assignor to SCM Cor-

poration, Cleveland. Ohio

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,703

Int. CL BOld 53102; F16k 21104

U.S. CL 55—387 * Claims

A trash separation apparatus for a sugar cane harvester in-

cluding an extractor fan for drawing light-weight material

from an airborne stream of chopped cane, an outlet for air

from the extractor fan. and a rotatable element to remove

light-weight material from the air passing through the outlet.

The extractor fan is mounted in a housing so as to draw air up

through an airborne stream of chopped cane being conveyed

through the housing by fiipper rollers and to force the air

through an outlet in the housing. Light-weight crop material is

removed from the airborne stream of chopped cane by the air

drawn through the airborne stream by the extractor fan. The

light-weight crop material is removed from the air passing

through the extractor fan by a rotatable wheel with a plurality

of spokes. The spokes catch the light weight trash and throw it

outwardly into trash discharge chutes.

An improved apparatus containing activated carbon for the

sorption of impurities from vapor-laden feed gas and a unitary

3,788,049

WHEEL MOUNTING ASSEMBLY FOR LAWN AND
GARDEN TYPE TOOLS AND THE LIKE

Stephen Jeffrey Ehrlich, Randallstown. Md., assignor to The

Black and Decker Manufacturing Company, Towson, Md.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,487 1

Int.CI. A01d55//S

U.S. CI. 56-16.9 10 Claims

A trimmer edger including a motor and cutter head

suspended from an elongated 'upstanding control handle. A
one-piece bracket is releasably clamped to the handle and
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secures an axle on which a pair of ground engaging wheels are

journaled. The bracket is constructed to securely clamp the

of heavy steel wire extends across a series of three of the ex-

tensions with its opposed end portions engaging the two outer

extensions of the series. A catch is secured to the sickle guard

support bar by the center sickle guard bolt, and the clip is

flexed rearwardly into engagement with the catch. The central

portion of the clip seats within notches provided in the catch

to hold the clip in the flexed condition.

handle to the wheel axle and locates the wheels and handle

with respect to each other and to the motor and cutter head

for optimum balance and control.

3,788,052

GROUND ENGAGING HAY BALE ROLLING APPARATUS

Keith D. Elyvick, Vinton, loyva, assignor to SUrling, Inc., Har-

vard, lU.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,152

Int.CLA01di9/00

U.S.CL 56-341 13 Claims

3,788,050

IMPACT ABSORBER FOR ROTARY MOWER BLADE

Douglas R. Houst, Pattersonville; Kenneth R. Jones, Elnora,

and Bruce R. Laumeister, Rexford, all of N.Y., assignors to

General Electric Company, Erie, Pa.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,881

Int.CI.A01d55//5

U.S. CI. 56-295 14 Claims
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A resilient spacer element is inserted between the drive

shaft mounting bolt and the central aperture of a horizontal

cutting blade such that when one end of the rotating blade

contacts a relatively immovable object the shear stress will

cause the axis of the blade to shift relative to the axis of the

shaft rather than break or bend the shaft and mounting bolt.

The aperture and spacer are shaped such that a cavity exists

therebetween on each side transverse to the blade, with the

cavity decreasing in longitudinal cross section with increasing

lateral distance from the blade center. As the spacer is dis-

placed into the cavity, the degrees of elasticity is initially high

and decreases with increased displacement.

A hay bale* rolling apparatus adapted to be moved along a

windrow of hay to roll the windrow into a series of separate

bales in contact with the ground. A bale rolling chamber is

open at the bottom, and parallel, curved baling bars are

suspended in the chamber, extending from the rear lower por-

tion to the front upper portion. The bars are arranged al-

ternately in two sets which are longitudinally oscillated in ver-

tical planes in opposite phase so as to alternately contact the

hay and push it forward with a rolling action as the apparatus

moves along a windrow.

3,788,051

DEVICE FOR ATTACHING TINE EXTENSIONS TO
CUTTER BAR

Raymond W. Richardson, Cawker City, Kans., assignor to

Richardson Manufacturing Company, Inc., Cawker City,

Kans.

Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,348

Int. CI. AOld 65102

U.S. CI. 56-318 10 Claims

5» .2,

3,788,053

WINDROW CONTROLLER
Charles O. Bonnett, RR 1, Howard, Kans.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,827

Int. CL AOld 77/06

U.S. CL 56-399 10 Claims
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A releasable fastening device of universal character which is

employed to detachably secure sickle guard extensions to the

cutter bar assembly of a combine. An elongated, resilient clip

An upright shield is attached at the discharge end of a crop

conditioning apparatus which is used in a field of previously

cut crops to rake the crop transverse to the line of motion and

discharge it to one end thereof. The shield is mounted trans-

verse the crop conditioning apparatus. In operation it receives

discharged material and limits the outward movement of the

material relative the crop conditioning apparatus.
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3 788 054 fixed to a stationary frame. Yam is supplied from a winding

APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING AND STORING YARN surrounding a spindle member coaxial with the spindle rod,

PIRNS OR THE LIKE

Gerhard Haussmann, and Gunter Schuiz, both of Ebersbach-

Sulpach. Germany, assignors to ZInser-Tertilmaschinen

Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Ebersbach, Ger-

many
Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Set, No. 277,480

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 4, 1971, P 21 38

926.4
Int. CI. DOlh /J/26

U.S. CI. 57-34 R 20 Claims

the winding being mounted on a carrier fixed to the upper sup-

port member such that the winding is held stationary as the

spindle rod and plate are rotated.

An apparatus for transporting and storing a plurality of yam

packages and/or pims in a separated, non-contacting arrange-

ment and including a portable storage unit which comprises a

number of horizontally directed supports, each support being

adapted to hold the lower end of a plurality of yam packages

The supports are movable along an endless path of travel such

that the supports may be individually brought to a transfer sta-

tion. The apparatus further includes a conveyor extending

along one side of a yam processing machine and which is

adapted to convey the doffed yam packages in a separated ar-

rangement to a loading station. A transfer apparatus is also

provided which is cyclically operable to transfer a plurality of

separated yam packages between the transfer station on the

storage unit and the loading station, the transfer apparatus

serving to advance the storage unit during each cycle of opera-

tion to thereby bring a different support to the transfer station

after each cycle of operation.

3,788,056

APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY CHANGING THE
SENSE OF ROTATION OF THE TWIST TUBE OF A

FALSE-TVMST MACHINE
Hans Burn, Adelaide, Australia, assignor to Heberleln & Co.

AG, Wattwil, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 2. 1972, Set. No. 231,294

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 24, 1971,

4325/71
Int. CI. D02g //06. DOlh //24

U.S.CL 57-77.45 6 Claims

3.788,055

DEVICE FOR DOUBLE TW ISTING TEXTILE YARN
Carlos Matas Gabakia, Le Grand duc-nie de Prague, Granges-

Les-Valenccs, France

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,744

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 27, 1972,

71.02804
Int. a. DOIh 7/56

U^. CL 57-58.72 9 Claims

A device for double twisting textile yarn including a rotating

assembly having a hollow spindle rod rotatable coaxially with

a plate having a plurality of substantially cylindrical holes

therethrough equally spaced around the axis of rotation and at

least a pair of balls disposed in each of the holes in the plate,

and a stationary winding support assembly including a pair of

support members disposed on opposite sides of spaced plate

and having edges forming eliptical ramps disposed in spaed

parallel relation inclined relative to the plane of rotation of the

plate, the plate extending within the space between the ramps

such that the balls contact the ramps to prevent movement of

the upper support member, the lower support member being

Apparatus for selectively changing the direction of rotation

of twist tubes in a false-twist machine containing two axially

parallel rollers in the cuneate throats of which at least one

twist tube is supported comprising, support means, shafts

rotatably carrying the rollers and supported in the support

means, two further shafts also rotatably carried by the support

means coaxial with the first shafts and spaced therefrom, driv-

ing rollers carried by the further shafts and adapted to be

driven by a belt, and coupling means carried by the further

shafts at the other ends thereof and which are adapted for

selective coupling with opposite ends of the roller carrying

shafts.
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3,788,057

TWISTING DEVICES FOR FILAMENTS
Guy Batsch, Aubenas, France, assignor to Societe Civile Textile

dite Socitex, Lyon, France

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,166

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 5, 1972, 72.00168

Int. CI. D02g/ /6>2

U.S.CL 57-77.4 8 Claims

from a shift register corresponding to a particular digit posi-

tion, and outputs from the decoder are supplied to a plurality

of digit indicators in common. The digit indicators are succes-

sively impressed with operating voltage to display time infor-

mation periodically.

The device comprises at least one rotary ring against which

the filament must be applied so as to be driven in rotation by

the inner edge of the rotary ring to undergo twisting. This ro-

tary ring is driven by a single drive roller and the rotary ring

comprises an outer edge of magnetic material. It is supported

on said single drive roller by a fixed support roller and by a

magnetic device inserted between the fixed support roller and

the single drive roller.

3,788,059*

ALARM WRIST WATCH
Paolo Spadini, 78, Ave. Leopold-Robert, La Chaux-de-fonds,

Switzerland

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,909

Int. CI. G04c 3100; G04b 231 12; G04c 2 1/34

U.S. CI. 58-23 B

A

3 Claims

An alarm wrist watch incorporating a watch band, a watch

casing and an electro-acoustical signal transmitter which can

be activated by the watch movement or clockwork at pre-

selected signalling times. The electro-acoustical signal trans-

mitter is arranged at a part of the watch band removed from

the watch case.

3,788,058

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK APPARATUS
Gijun Idel; Atsushi Onoyama, both of Yokohama; Mitsuo

Aihara, Tokyo; Selgo Suzuki, Yokohama; Hidehani Egawa,

Tokyo, and Elichi Yamaga, Hatogaya, all of Japan, assignors

to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd., Kawasaki-shi, Japan

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,185

Claims priority, application Japan, June 23, 1971, 46-44779

Int. CI. G04c 3/00; G04b / ?/30

U.S.CL 58-23 R 15 Claims

3,788,060

WATCH WITH AN ELECTRONIC BUZZER
Yasukazu Kawamura, 3-12-9-102 Narashinodai, Funabashi,

Japan
Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,763

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 9, 1971, 46-

116112(U);Dec. 17, 1971,46-101887[U]

Int. CI. G04c 2 / /34; G04b 23/12

U.S. CL 58-38 » 3 Claims
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A plurality of shift registers for storing time information

represented by numbers consisting of a plurality of digits are

connected to an adder to form a closed loop. The time infor-

mation stored in the shift registers is circulated through the

closed loop in a minimum unit length of time. When the adder

is supplied with information on the minimum unit length of

time, it receives a single addition pulse per minimum unit

length of time. A decoder is supplied with four bit outputs

A watch with an electronic buzzer which comprises a dou-

ble-constructed back cover including an inner back cover on

which a piezoelectric element is mounted to produce a

mechanical buzz sound when a voltage is applied thereto and

an outer back cover provided with a plurality of small holes

for enhancing transmission of the buzz. A driving circuit for

actuating or energizing the piezoelectric element is disposed

in the watch case releasably from the back cover and the

piezoelectric element. This construction enables the watch to

be made small in size and assures the watertightness of the

watch.
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I3 788 06

1

3,788,063

ILLLMINAkoDIAL WATCH HYDRAULIC APPARATl-S

Nik M Tornouist Morgantown, Pa.: Howard Kneeland, Bertram Carl Kempson, Merioneth, and James Andrew

L«tvme and Wm;rm' K. Sessions, Jr., Bristol, both of Mcholls, Chehenham, both of England assignors to Dowty

conn., assignors to New England Cloc. Company Farming- Hvdraul.
^^;;^^^^^X^^^^

*""''^"""
Filed Dec. 7, 1972, S«r. No. 312,805 l„t.CI. F02b4//00

Int.CI.G04b/9/iO.J7/0« U.S.CI.60-19 .
iSCtalms

L.S. CI. 58-50 R 4 Claims

An improved watch is provided which includes a lamp

mounted in the geometric center of the watch crystal Light

impervious reflecting means overlie the lamp and a minor por-

tion of the crystal reflecting light from the lamp to the watch

dial A pair of electrically conductive leads extend from the

lamp to a battery mounted in the watch case and a switch is

provided for controlling current to the lamp. The crystal, lamp

and leads are integrally formed into a single unit with the leads

terminating in a pair of tabs adapted to meet in electrically

conducting relationship with the terminals of the battery.

3,788,062

CHAIN INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
Richard L. Booth, Munster, Ind., assignor to S. G. Taylor

Chain Company, Inc., Hammond, Ind.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972. Ser. No. 290,872

lnt.CLB2II2//60

L'.S.CL 59-35 16 Claims

flirssur J"

This invention relates to a control system for an engine ar-

ranged to drive a load through a smoothly variable speed ratio

transmission. A speed responsive member movable in ac-

cordance with engine speed operates jointly to adjust fuel flow

to the engine and to control the speed ratio of the transmis-

sion. For a predetermined range of engine speeds over which

the speed responsive member adjusts fuel flow to the engine to

tend to maintain speed within the range the transmission is

maintained at a fixed speed ratio. When the engine speed

drops below a predetermined speed the speed responsive

member operates to reduce speed ratio in accordance with

reduction of engine speed below the predetermined speed.

The predetermined range of speeds, the predetermined speed

and the fixed speed ratio may each be separately adjustable.

The invention may be applied to the propulsion of a vehicle

such as a crawler tractor having spaced ground engaging ele-

ments individually driven by two variable speed ratio transmis-

sions from a single engine. The speed ratios may be separately

adjustable and the speed responsive member on the engine

may operate jointly on the speed ratios when the speed falls

below the predetermined speed to reduce the speed ratios,

maintaining the selected steering proportionality between the

speed ratios as they are reduced. In this way any selected

steering path for the vehicle is maintained during speed ratio

reduction by the engine speed responsive member.

A system for inspecting and repairing lengths of chain

wherein various structures are located on a portable bed such

as a trailer whereby the inspection and repair means can be

transported from one location to another for handling of the

chain at the site of the user. The equipment on the portable

bed comprises an inspection table and means for removing

non-standard links. A splice welding apparatus is provided for

replacing individual links, and a unique heat-treating means

are provided for assuring that the proper strength level is at-

tained for new links. Additional equipment is provided for

strength-testing the lengths by pulling means and also provid-

ing non-destructive testing equipment.

3,788,064

SYSTEM FOR DRIVING HEAT MOTOR
Robert D. Hawkins, 2126 Raven Rd.. Pleasanton, Calif.

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,818

Int. CI. FO Ik 25/00

U.S. CL 60-36 19 Claims

A heat engine having a shaft output is connected to a vortex

separating means, such as a bank of Ranque tubes, for deriv-

ing first and second gas flows respectively having higher and

lower temperatures than input gas to the vortex separating

means. The heat engine and a high temperature heat

exchanger are in a first feedback loop responsive to the first

gas fiow. A second feedback loop, responsive to the second

flow from the bank of vortex tubes, includes a low tempera-

ture heat exchanger responsive to scavenged or rejected heat

of the system. The first feedback loop may include a second
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bank of vortex tubes which feeds hot and cold gases to a heat

exchanger and vapor generator, respectively. The gases fed to

the heat exchanger and vapor generator, after passing through

^_ CO*l«l»«»

")
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A heat shield is attached to the downstream face of the cen-

tral member and the gap between the heat shield and the cen-

January 29, 1974

I

3.788,069

LIQUID FLELED ROCKET ENGINE OF THE MAIN

CURRENT TYPE HAVING SEPARATE CONTROL
NOZZLES OPERATED FROM TURBINE EXHAUST

GASES BRANCHED OFF FROM THE ROCKET PROCFiiS

Gunther Schmidt, Ottobrunn, Germany, assignor to Mes-

serschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH, Munchen, Germany

Filed Aug. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 281.647

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 8, 1971, P 21

44819.1
Int. CI. F02k 9102

U.S. CI. 60-207 9 Claims

tral member is in»communication with the air supply ducts so

that air can flow around the heat shield to prevent carb<^n

deposition.
\ :^
T
Mi

{%'mf:i
3,788,068

STEAM POWER PLANT, ESPECIALLY WITH A BOILING

WATER NUCLEAR REACTOR
Hans-Gunter Heitmann, Buckenhof. and Fritz Kelp, Eriangen,

both of Germany, assipwrs to Kraftwerk Union AG, Mul-

heim, Ruhr, Germany .

Filed Mar. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 125.147

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 21, 1970,

2013679

int. CI. F22d 3100, 1 1 100; BOld 35102

U.S.CL 60-106 . 7 Claims

A liquid fueled rocket engine of the so-called main current

type in which combustion gases are generated in a precom-

bustion chamber and directed in series to a fuel component

pump drive turbine and to a main combustion chamber for

generating thrust gases, includes one or more control nozzles

or control nozzle groups which are connected to receive the

exhaust gases from the turbine with the addition of small par-

tial amounts of a propellant component.

3,788,070

PURIFICATION OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
EXHAUST GAS

Mario Camarasa, Ostia Lido Rome, Italy, and Bemhard Josef

Kraus, Linden, N.J., assignors to Esso Research Engmeering

Company, Linden, NJ. i

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,132

Int. CLF02b 75/ /O.F01ni//0

U.S.CL 60-290 13 Claims

Steam power plant includes a feedwater flow path, feed-

water receptacle means located in the flow path, and feed-

water degassing means also located in the flow path in the

vicinity of the feedwater receptacle means, the feedwater

receptacle means being divided into two separate vessels con-

nected in series in the feedwater flow path, and a precipitating

device having a magnetic filter connected in the feedwater

flow path between the separate vessels of the feedwater recep-

tacle means.

Thermal reactor for mitigating or eliminating pollutants in

automotive exhaust gas comprising an inner reaction

January 29, 1974 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 1741

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,897

Int. CI. FOln 7/00; F23I / 7/02

U.S. CI. 60—324 1 Claim

chamber, an outer sleeve enclosing the reaction chamber. 3,788,072

means for supplying cool air to the annular space thus formed RAIN CAP FOR EXHAUST PIPE

between the reaction chamber and the sleeve, the chamber Edgar P. Burger, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor Corn-

wall being formed with longitudinal slots (parallel to the • pany. Dearborn, Mich.

chamber's axis) which are inclined relative to their respective

radii from the center of the chamber so that air enters the

chamber from the annulus and some circulates generally

around the interior wall of the chamber thereby to protect it

from high interior temperatures. Exhaust gas is passed to one

end of the chamber from exhaust conduit(s) which are

inclined in the same sense as the longitudinal slots and at

roughly the same angle so that vortex circulation of exhaust

gas and air is promoted in the chamber. The exhaust gas/air

mixture reacts in the chamber, and purified gas passes out of

the chamber at the centre of the opposite end.

3,788,071

ALL-METAL CHECK VALVE FOR AIR INJECTION
SYSTEM

Robert W. Brewer, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,395

Int. CI. FOln J/02, F16k 2//04

U.S. CI. 60-293 1 Claim

A rain cap for a vertical exhaust of an internal combustion

engine is formed of an open-ended cylindrical body larger

than the exhaust pipe and having a pivotally mounted cover

opened by exhaust gases and closed by gravity. Portions struck

from the body support it from the exhaust pipe.

3,788,073

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING A SUBSTANTIALLY
CONSTANT TENSION TO AN ELONGATED MEMBER
CONNECTED TO AN INSTALLATION SUBJECT TO

ALTERNATING MOVEMENTS
Andre Castela, Mesnil-Le-Roi, and Philippe Joubert, Meudon-

La-Foret, both of France, assignors to Institut Francais du

Petrole, des Carburants et Lubrifiants, Rueil-Mabnaison,

France

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,727

Claims priority, application France, May 3, 1971, 71 1591

1

Int.CLF15b/J//6
U.S.CI.60—413 1 Claim

An all-metal check valve for an air injection system of an in-

ternal combustion engine includes a valve body defining a

chamber between the valve inlet and the valve outlet in which

a valve disc is operative to control fluid flow between an air

pump and the exhaust manifolds. The valve disc has an outer

ring attached to the valve body and a central valve element

hingedly connected to the ring by a pair of arcuate flexible

arms defined by a pair of concentric diametrically opposed C-

shaped slots. The arms are normally flexed for biasing the

valve element against a valve seat to block the reverse flow of

exhaust gases therethrough. Injection air flow additionally

flexes the arms to shift the valve element to an open position

for permitting flow from the air pump to the exhaust

manifolds.

Apparatus for applying a substantially constant tension to

an elongated member connected to an installation subjected

to alternating movements which comprises the combination of

at least one jack supporting said elongated member with regu-

lating means located on the installation, supplying a deter-

mined working pressure with the use, as pressure source, of an

accumulator delivering to a jack an auxiliary fluid under a

pressure varying with the displacement of one element (piston

or cylinder) of said jack, comprising at least two jacks, one of

which has one element articulated to a fixed point and the

other element articulated to one element of another jack

through a movable articulation member compelled to be dis-

placed along a predetermined path when one of the elements

of a jack is displaced with respect to the other.
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3,788,074

DEVICE SUPPLYING A WORKING FLUID UNDER A

DETERMINED PRESSURE
Andre Caslela, Mesnil-le-Roi, and Philippe Joubert, Meudon-

laForet. both of France, assignors to Institut Francais du

Petrole des Carburants et Lubrifiants. Rueil-Malmaison,

Hauts-de-Seine, France

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,728

Claims prioritv, application France, May 5, 1971. 71 1591

1

Int.CI.F15b//02.E21b/9/0*

U.S. CI. 60-413 8 Claims

fective to provide equal or proportional operating pressures

across the fluid motors, to prevent cavitation of the

downstream fluid motor, and to act as a fluid differential for

the fluid motors when propelling a vehicle that is making a

turn The logic system provides reversible flow fluid communi-

cation between the fluid motors and the equalizer valve so that

the equalizer valN« functions properly when the fluid motors

are reversed.

3.788.076

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WITH SERIES WOUND PUMP
DRIVE MOTOR

Zdenek J. Lansky, Solon, and Leslie M. Claar. Richmond

Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to Parker-Hannifin Cor-

poration, Cleveland. Ohio l

Filed Mar. 20, 1 972, Ser. No. 236,392 I

lnt.Cl.FlSh 1 1104

t.S. CI. 60-452 *» Claims

Device for supplying a working fluid under a determined

pressure with the use. as pressure source, of an accumulator

delivering to a jack an auxiliary fluid under a pressure varying

with the displacement of one element (piston or cylinder) of

said jack, comprising at least two jacks, one of which has one

element articulated to a fixed point and the other element ar-

ticulated to one element of another jack through a movable

articulation member compelled to be displaced along a

predetermined path when one of the elements of a jack is dis-

placed with respect to the other.

I^gl

3,788,075

VALVE MECHANISM
John W. Holdeman, Muncie, Ind.: Kenneth G. McMillen,

' deceased, late of New Castle, Ind.. and Leanne S. McMillan,

administratrix. Fort Wayne, Ind.. assignors to Borg-W amer

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271.305

InLCLF15b////6

U.S. CI. 60-424 * 8 C"*'""*

A hydraulic system for apparatus of the type wherein the

load resistance during the working stroke of a fluid motor

progressively increases from minimum to maximum, charac-

terized in that a fixed displacement pump, driven by a series

wound motor, which may be AC OR DC. actuates the fluid

motor at high speed under low load resistance conditions (as

during the return stroke or during the initial portion of the

working stroke), and at progressively decreasing speed and in-

creasing load pressure as the load resistance progressively in-

creases during the remaining portion of the working stroke.

The series wound pump drive motor operates at substantially

full rated horsepower at all times such that the product of its

speed S and torque T, and hence the product of the pump out-

put flow O and outlet pressure P is approximately equal to a

constant K. that is, QP = ST = K

A pressure equalizer valve and reversible flow logic system

are provided for reversible fluid motors that are connected in

series. The pressure equalizer valve is effective to bypass a

small quantity of fluid from the source of fluid pressure to the

junction between the motors or from the junction between the

motors to a low pressure conduit. This bypassing of fluid is ef-

3,788,077

OPEN CENTER CONTROL OF VARIABLE PUMPS
Raymond E. Johnson. Muncie; Wendell E. Miller. Warsaw.

both of Ind.: Kenneth G. McMillen. deceased, late of New

Castle, Ind., and Leanne S. McMillen, administratrix. Fort

Wayne, Ind., assignors to Borg-Wamer Corporation.

Chicago. III.

Filed July 13. 1972, Ser. No. 271,303

Inl.CI.F16hi9/46

U.S. CI. 60-452 20 Claims

Control of the displacement of a variable displacement

pump is achieved by the use of a standard opencenter type of
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system standby at low pressure and minimum displacement

thereby minimizing power loss and heat rise.

ing the liquid. The sheet retains the liquid for subsequent

pumping into a vessel.

3,788,080.

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING CONCRETE MANHOLES
HAVING SEALED JOINTS WITH PIPES CONNECTED

THERETO
WiUlam E. Washabaugh, 5354 Hilltop Dr., and Edward Peter

Washabaugh, Jr., 1701 Mosher, both of Bay City, Mich.

Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,572

Int.Cl.E04b///6

U.S.CI.61—

2

7Cl^ms

3,788,078

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION CHECK VALVES WITH
AUTOMATIC UNLOADING

Raymond D. Rubenstein, La Grange Park, III., assignor to In-

ternational Harvester Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,499

Int.CLF16hi9//t)

U.S.CL 60-464 6 Claims

Irnl

ysssss^^p-7o

A method of effecting a joint between a pipe and un-

derground manhole walls or the like utilizes an adapter nng

secured and sealed in an aperture of the manhole wall and

having an internal diameter accommodating the particular

diameter pipe to be sealed with a gasket surrounding the pipe

and urged by a gland ring having fasteners cooperating with

the adapter ring into fluid pressure sealed relation between the

internal diameter of the adapter ring and a radially opposed

peripheral surface of the pipe. The construction is such that a

workman effecting the pipe joint may work within the safety

of the manhole. The adapter rings and manholes have com-

mon matching bevelled surfaces and the adapter rings have

various internal diameters such that a given manhole may be

adapted to various size pipes by selecting the adapter ring hav-

ing an internal diameter accommodating the particular pipe

selected, thereby reducing manhole inventory.

Hydrostatic transmission having a crossover which is pro-

vided with check valves. The check valves are automatically

controlled by a series of power chambers that respond to dif-

ferent hydrostatic pressures.

3 788 079

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING A
FLOATING LIQUID

William P. Kirk, 22 Glenhaven CIr., Saco, and Dwight W.

Reynolds, RED 1. Box 49, Pownal, both of Maine

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,413

Int. CLE02b/ 5/04

U.S.CL61-1F 13 Claims

A floating liquid such as an oil spill is collected under a

sheet with weighted periphery. The sheet is deployed by

3,788,081

GROUTING COMPOSITION

Arthur Sarkisian, Cranford, and Charles F. Murphy, Mor-

ristown, both of N.J., assignors to International Telephone

and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,942

Int.CLE02d/9//6

U.S.CL 61-36 R 10 Claims

A grouting composition which, after setting, results in a

grouted structure of improved dimensional and physical sta-

bility in air and of excellent stability in water comprising a

mixture of ( 1) a gel-forming aqueous solution containing one

part by weight solids content of (a) a vegetative polyphenolic

material which is a tannin of the catechin or condensed type

or an alkaline extract of coniferous tree barks, (b) an aldehye

and (c) a water soluble catalyst and (2) from four to seven

parts by weight of fly ash, or modified fly ash, having a pH of

at least seven.
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3 788 082 3,788.084

ASSEMBLED FENDER UNIT RECOVERY OF MARINE PIPELINES

Jiro Narabu Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Seibu Gomu Kagaku Jamk F. Matthews, Jr., Houston. Tex., assignor to Esso

Kabushiki Kaisha. Tokyo, Japan Production Research
,^ ^•"P!^

•"«"'»«"«7'i^
Filed Oct. 23, 1969, Ser. No. 868,874 hiM June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,900

Claims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1969, 44-41695 Int. CI. F16I 1/00; B08b 9/04

I„t.CI.E02bi/22 U.S. CI. 61-72.3 , 21 Claims

U.S.CL 61-48 3CI«ims

The present invention relates to an assembled fender unit

composed of*a shock-receiver portion with a reinforcing piece

embedded therein, a fixture portion with a reinforcing piece

embedded therein, and an elastic intermediate section con-

necting the shock-receiver portion and the fixture portion

with said section being inclined relative to the shock-receiver

portion and the fixture portion.

A liquid-filled pipeline is recovered from the bottom of a

body of water by introducing gas into a submerged end of the

line behind a one-way pigging device until a section of the line

at least sufficiently long to reach to the surface of the body of

water has been substantially voided of liquids and thereafter

lifting the end of the pipeline to the water's surface. The

procedure disclosed often reduces substantially the amount of

liquid that must be removed from the line to permit lifting of

the pipe without danger of buckling

3,788,085

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LAYING A PIPE LINE

Robert E. Holberg, 608 W . Bough Lane. Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,210

Int. CI. E02f 5/02

U.S. CI. 6 1 —72.4 5 Claims

3,788,083

METHOD OF HTTING PIPING FOR A HOT OR COLD
FLUID

Jens Ove Lundgren, Orebro, Sweden, assignor to Rorkonsult

For Fjarrvarmei Orebro AB, Orebro, Sweden

Piled Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,644

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 19, 1970,

15697/70; May 28, 1971,6996/71

Int. CL F 1 61 27/00. F24d 3/00

U.S.CL61—72.1 3 Claims

'^
-^v
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A piping for a hot or a cold fluid may be exposed to harmful

stresses when the fluid in the piping changes its temperature.

So-called compensators have been used for reducing said

stresses. According to the invention the compensators may be

omitted if the piping is heated to a temperature between its

minimum and maximum operating temperature before it is

fixed in the desired position.

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for

laying a pipe line including a weighted sled having a vertical

blade extending therebelow with an extruder cone affixed to

its lower end for forming a subterranean tunnel for receiving a

pipe. The blade is provided with a plurality of spaced jet noz-

zles connected to a fluid manifold for providing high pressure

jet streams adjacent the leading edge of the blade to facilitate

movement of the blade through earthen formations Also, the

blade is provided with a plurality of spaced inclined elevator

devices for urging the soil adjacent the blade upwardly as the

blade moves therethrough to relieve the soil adjacent the ex-

truder cone and thereby facilitate formation of the tunnel

passage therethrough. The method of the present invention in-

cludes treating the interior of the tunnel with a weighted low

friction coefficient fluid or aqua gel to lubricate the passage to

facilitate insertion of the pipe into the tunnel without damag-

ing the coating on the pipe.

3,788,086

PROTECTIVE BARRIER
James I. West, Jr., Jonesboro, Ga.. assignor to Charier Enter-

prises, Inc.. Jonesboro, Ga.

Filed Apr. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 243,769

Int. CI. E2 Id/ 9/00

U.S.CL 61-41 A 9 Claims

A barrier for use in protecting workmen against a cave-in

while working in a trench, including a pair of spaced upright

wall means defining a protective area in which workmen can

work. The barrier includes a wheel supporting carriage opera-
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ble for suspending the spaced upright wall means in a trench and minimizes pumping losses by requiring only a thin piston

so that the wall means can be advanced to selected working and minimizes conduction losses by providing a thin piston

positions along the trench Adjustable strut means is con-

nected between the spaced upright wall means so that the

spacing can be adjusted, with the strut means being operable

for maintaining the wall means in a set horizontal by spaced

relationship during a working operation The spaced upright

wall means includes a plurality of selectively removable sec-

tions operable for increasing or decreasing the effective

dimensions of the wall means so that the barrier can be util-

ized in a number of trenches of varying depths.

48 ^44

rod. Refrigeration capacity is approxinriately doubled by the

double-acting configuration.

3,788,089

COMBINATION ICE CUBE MAKER AN,D

REFRIGERATOR
Richard A. Graves, Menomonee Falls, Wis., assignor to U-Line

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,498

lnt.Cl.F25c//04

U.S.CL 62-137 9 Claims

3,788.087

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR USE IN TUNNELLING
Pierre Patin. 58. rue de Sevres. Bouk)gne-sur-Seine. France

Filed Apr. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 247363
Int. CI. E2ld/ 9/04

U.S.CL 61-84 15 Claims

During tunnelling the terrain is supported by an annular

fluid mass under pressure moved either continuously or step-

wise. A lining compound is introduced outside the fluid mass

and sets to form a tube. The tube may then be internally

coated.

3 788 088

DOUBLE ACTING EXPANDER ENDING AND CRYOSTAT

Axel G. Dehne, Los Angeles, CaUf., assignor to Hughes Aircraft

Company, Culver City, Calif.

Claims priority, application France, May 6, 1971, 71.16398

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310^1
Int. CI. F25b 9/00

U.S. CI. 62—6 8 Claims

Double-acting expander engine minimizes shuttle losses by

having a cylinder at low temperature along its entire length.

A combination ice cube maker and refrigerator includes an

insulated compartment having an open front normally closed

by a door. An automatic ice cube maker unit is disposed in an

upper corner of the compartment and a freezer zone is defined

about the ice maker by an L-shaped bracket, the horizontal

portion of which defines a shelf and an upright portion of

which defines a vertical divider. The refrigerator zone is below

and to one side of the bracket. A first stage evaporator is

disposed beneath and against the ice cube mold of the auto-

matic ice cube maker unit and a second stage evaporator is

positioned above the shelf portion of the bracket and defines a

platform for a container which holds ice cubes ejected from

the ice cube maker unit. The first stage evaporator is insulated

from the freezer zone and the second stage evaporator is par-

tially insulated from the shelf portion of the bracket. The shelf

portion of the bracket has a series of openings which permit a

controlled passage of cold air to the refrigerator zone beneath

the shelf, and the upright portion of the bracket is provided

with openings adjacent its top for the circulation of warmer air
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from the refrigerator zone to the freezer zone The operation

of the refrigeration system which includes the evaporators and

the operation of the ice cube maker unit is controlled by a sin-

gle thermostatic switch which senses the temperature in the

mold of the ice maker.

3,788,090

FLUID CONTROL SYSTEMS
George B. Richards. Lake Forest, III., assignor to Fluid Device

Corporation, Highland Park, III.

Division of Ser. No. 840,1 19, June 19, 1969. and a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 724,385, April 26, 1968,

abandoned. This application Apr. 5, 1972. Ser. No. 241,152

lnt.CLF25c//00

l.S. CI. 62-139 * 7 Claims

3,788,092

THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES I

David T. Miller, Port Hueneme, Calif., assignor to Statham In-

struments. Inc., Oxnard, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 75,337, Sept. 25, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,693,370, and Ser. No. 1 66,3 1 6. Aug. 1 2, 1 97 1 . This

application July 18. 1972. Ser. No. 270,568The portion of the

term of this patent subsequent to Sept. 26, 1989, has been

disclaimed.
|

Int. CI. F25b 25100

L.S.CL 62—175 10 Claims

^^ -^ -^^

Temperature control of fluid flowing within a system is ac-

complished by sensing a change in fluid pressure loss in the

system, as occurs on transition of the fluid in state, e.g.. from

liquid to solid or gas, or vice versa. In the preferred form, a

refrigeration means coqIs fluid flowmg through a conduit

within the system. A pressure responsive control includes a

pressure sensor coupled to the conduit for detecting a change

in pressure loss attendant a change in fluid state and a signal

developing element for regulating operation of the refrigera-

tion unit according to the sensed pressure change.

3,788,091

THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
David T. Miller, Torrance, Calif., assignor to Sutham Instru-

ment. Inc., Oxnard, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,337, Sept. 25, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,693370. This application Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No.

166316. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Sept. 26, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLF25b 25/00

U.S. CI. 62-175 23 Claims

This invention relates to thermodynamic cycles operating

between two levels of ubatmospheric temperature, whereby

power is generated and/or refrigeration obtained, in which a

heat transfer liquid is employed having a relatively high vapor

pressure at atmospheric temperature.

3,788,093

HOT GAS BYPASS SYSTEM FOR A REFRIGERATION
SYSTEM UTILIZING A PLURALITY OF EUTECTIC

PLATES
I

William E. Lauterbach. Evanston. III., assignor to Dole

Refrigeration Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,158

Int. CI. F25b 4 //OO

U.S. CL 62-200 I Claim

t-—

This invention relates to thermodynamic cycles operating

between two levels of subatmospheric temperature, whereby A refrigeration system includes a plurality of hold-over

power is generated and/or refrigeration obtained, in which a plates of the type in which an eutectic is frozen by the use of a

heat transfer liquid is employed having a relatively high vapor circulating refrigerant. The hold-over plates are in a closed

pressure at atmospheric temperature. refrigeration circuit with a compressor. condenser and
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receiver. In order to provide continuous compressor operation

at the lowest safe suction pressure after the eutectic is frozen,

there is a hot gas connection between the compressor output

and the plate input to bypass compressor discharge gas

through each plate. This increases the velocity of the

refrigerant flowing through the plates, as well as insuring that

the evaporating pressure of the. refrigerant does not go below a

predetermined minimum danger point. Instead of operating

below the minimum danger point or shutting off on low-pres-

sure cut-out, the compressor continues to operate at an ac-

ceptable suction pressure to effectively reduce the tempera-

ture of air and product within the space being refrigerated.

continuously supplied to a downwardly sloping plate to

form a thin film of coolant on a surface of the plate and a

3,788,094

W ATERLINE RETRACTOR FOR REFRIGERATOR
CABINET

Louis D. Benasutti, Fairbom, and Joseph D. Chemek, Spring-

field, both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corpora-

tion, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 1 , 1972, Ser. No. 31 1 ,309

Int.CI.F25d2i//2

U.S. CL 62-339 5 Claims nozzle is positioned to spray droplets of the solution against

the thin film of coolant whereby the spray droplets of said

solution are frozen by the coolant.

3,788,096

CRYOGENIC GAS TRAPS
Jacques Brilloit, Grenoble, France, assignor to L'Liquide

Societe Anonyme pour L'Etude et L'Exploitation des

Procedes Georges Claude, Paris, France

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,166

Claims priority, application France, July 16, 1971, 7126161

Int. CI. BOId 5100

U.S. CI. 62—55.5 7 Claims

A refrigerator cabinet having a cold water service area

located in the exterior of the door having a water line leading

from a cold water storage tank within the cabinet to a

dispensing valve in the service area. A water line retractor

mechanism is positioned within the refrigerator cabinet and

includes a water line takeup reel resiliently biased in a

retracted position allowing the water line to slide into and out

of the cabinet without undue wear or crimping when the door

is opened and closed.

3,788,095

SPRAY-FREEZING APPARATUS AND METHOD
James L. Murphy, Jr.; Garland K. Grace, and Rudy E. Rogers,

all of Huntsville, Ala., assignors to Thiokol Chemical Cor-

poration, Bristol, Pa.

Filed May 25, 1971, Ser. No. 146,651

Int. CLF25c/ /OO

U.S.CL 62-347 10 Claims

An apparatus and method are disclosed for forming fine

frozen particles of a solution by using a refrigerated liquid

coolant in which the solution is insoluble and the coolant is

In a cryogenic gas trap for separating out at least one con-

stituent from a flow of gas, the coefficient of exchange

between a condensation surface and a cryogenic fluid which

cools said surface is substantially improved by utilizing said

fluid in the two-phase gas-vapour form. The gas trap com-

prises a first condensation surface formed by a nest of vertical

metallic tubes arranged around ant at a distance from a

second condensation surface constituted by a casing 12, in the

interior of which is arranged a tank 15 containing the

cryogenic liquid. The tubes communicate at one extremity

with an annular conduit comprised between said casing and

said tank, and at the other extremity with a manifold 17. The

trap may be utilized in the general fieW of industrial vacuum;

metallurgy under vacuum, metallization, distillation and

vaporization under vacuum, drying under reduced pressure.
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3,788,097

BRILLIANT HAVING PLURAL RINGS OF FACETS, EACH
HAVING AN ODD NUMBER OF FACETS

Maximo EJb€. Hamburg. Germany, assignor to Firma Colorant

Schmuckstein G.m.b.H., Hamburg. Germany

Filed Mar. 30, 1 97 1 , S«r. No. 1 29,42

1

Int. CLA44C/ 7/00

U.S.CL 63-32 5 Claims

arms which permit axial flexibility while simultaneously

providing reasonably stiff bi-directional torque transmission

The S-shaped arms automatically compensate for any radial

lengthening of the coupling that occurs when the driving

member moves axially relative to the driven member during

torque transmission.

A brilliant gem having upper and lower facets which are

inclined to a girdle plane and formed by lateral surfaces of

pyramids. The angle between the lower facets and the girdle

plane ranges from 37° to 45°. and is selected such that emerg-

ing light is dispersed in a dispersion angle of from 1° 20

minutes to 12° 57 minutes. The gem is also provided with a

second plane parallel to the girdle plane, and contains an odd

number of upper and lower facets in a ring of facets circling

the gem.

3,788,100

SEALING DEVICE FOR A UNIVERSAL JOINT

Alfred Pitner. Paris. France, assignor to Nadella, Rueil-Mal-

maison, France

Filed Jan. 14. 1972. Set. No. 217,901

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 1, 1971, 7103272

lnt.Cl.F16d-?/26

U.S.CL64-17A 23 Claims

3,788,098

END CAP FOR FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLINGS AND
METHOD

Arthur W. Miller, Golden; Robert E. Stuemky, Elizabeth, and

George E. Morse. Denver. aU of Colo., assignors to The Gates

Rubber Company, Denver. Colo.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,096

Int.CLF16dJ/2S

U.S.CK64-1IR lOCbims

An end cap for flexible shaft couplings of the tubularly

shaped flexible element type that includes a flanged tapered

hub having a plurality of axial grooves, and a corrugated outer

sleeve axially aligned with the hub and having an end portion

attached to the flange.

)

<

Sealing device for a universal joint comprising a sealing ring

of elastomer extending around each trunnion and compressed

between a shoulder of the trunnion and the needle retaining

flange of a needle bearing interposed between the trunnion

and a bore of the yoke branch Each ring has two concentric

annular portions which are in sliding sealing contact with the

flange and are separated by at least one continuous groove

whereby a suction eff^ect is created between the sealing ring

and the flange.

3,788,099

FLEXIBLE COUPLING
Donak) L. MIDer, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Southfield, Mich.

Filed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,352

Int.a.F16di/06

U.S.CL 64-12 3 Claims

A flexible coupling for transmitting torque from an axially

movable rotary driving member to a coaxially arranged rotary

driven member. The coupling has an inner ring, an outer ring,

and a plurality of generally S-shaped interconnecting resilient

3,788,101

PATTERN DISC FOR TUBULAR MULTIPLE-DROP
KNITTING MACHINES

Paolo Orizio. Via Statale per Iseo, Rodengo-Salano, luly

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,950

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct 16, 1971. 5220/71

lnt.CI.D04b/5/76

U.S.CL66-50A 7 Claims

The improved pattern disc of the knitting machine of the in-

vention, wherein a pattern disc is circularly operative about a
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central hub, comprises a pair of jacks positioned within each

radially inclined slot of the disc and capable of being posi-

tioned in either working or idle position without removal of

the jacks and repositioning the same.

The pair of jacks are superimposed to each other, the upper

having an intermediate tappet and a lower discharge slot and

3,788,103

METHOD OF KNITTING GLOVES
Fujio Asai, Ai\io, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha Ma»-

suya Tekkoshe, Aigo-shi, Aichi, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 117,455, Feb. 22, 1971,

abandoned. This application Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,048

Int. CI. D04b 7134

U.S. CI. 66—65 3 Claims

the lower jack having an intermediate tappet in juxtaposition

with said discharge slot and a terminal tappet. The greater

length of the lower jack with respect to the upper one and the

greater width of the discharge slot with respect to its opposite

tappet permit the independent radial displacement of the

jacks without need of removal when the weft of the knitting

fabric is altered in design.

3,788,102

HAND KNITTING DEVICE
Lilian Richardson, 1616 Pendrell St, Vancouver, B. C,

Canada
Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,643

Claims priority, application Canada, Nov. 29, 1971, 128834

Int. CI. D04b 7100

U.S. CI. 66-60 13 Claims

A glove is knitted with a continuous knitting thread by a

knitting machine in such a way that the pockets for the little,

ring, middle and index fingers are each formed starting at that

corner of the tip of each pocket located on the side closer to

the outer side of the little finger, that the knitting-ends at the

base of the pockets for the little, ring and middle fingers and of

the intermediate body portion are each positioned at that

corner located on the side same as that mentioned above, that

the knitting end of the final course of each of the index finger

and thumb pockets is positioned on the side opposite to the

aforesaid knitting-end locations, and that the pockets for the

ring, middle and index fingers are knitted by coupling - in su-

perposed relation - two to three stitches of the base of their

preceding adjacent finger pocket to the same number of

stitches of the base of the adjacent finger pocket respectively.

This new knitting method permits full automatic knitting of

gloves without requiring any manual stitching or drawing-in of

the leading end of the thread and obviates thCidevelopment of

wide-looped stitches at the joints of pockets.

3,788,104

YARN CHANGER FOR MULTI-FEED CIRCULAR
KNITTING MACHINES

Giorgio Billi, Fierenze, Italy, assignor to G. & C. Billi S.p.A.,

Firenza, Italy

Filed Jan. 15, 1971, Set. No. 106,767

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Apr. 10, 1970, 9445 A/70

IntCLD04b/ 5/55

U.S.CL 66—138 1 Claim

A manually operable knitting device having a needle holder

and a plurality of latch needles. Each needle comprises a nee-

dle body and a sliding latch and is spring-loaded to bias the

latch to an open |X)sition. The needle bodies are slidably con-

nected to the needle holder for sliding movement relative

thereto in a direction perpendicular to the needle axes. A nee-

dle actuating element is pivotally connected to each needle

latch and is slidable therewith with respect to the needle body.

Each needle body and the associated actuating element are

provided with cooperating catch members which, when en-

gaged, cooperate to hold the needle latch in a closed position

against the biasing spring force. The needle holder is provided

with a plurality of notches defining needle holding positions,

and each needle actuating element has thereon a projection

adapted to be engaged within one of the notches when the

needle latch is in its open position. When engaged, the notch

and projection elements prevent the needles from sliding rela-

tive to the needle holder.

A yarn changer for use upon a multi-feed circular knitting

machine to present yarns to the needles of the machine at

each of two adjoining feeds thereof, the yarn changer having a

set of pivotally mounted yarn guides and a related indexable

yarn guide control drum for each of the feeds; the sets of yam

guides being disposed on opposite sides of a central base sup-

port and pivotally supported on a first commgn shaft sup-
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ported bv. and extending outwardly, from both sides of the

base and the varn guide control drums being disposed on op-

posite sides of the base and rotatably supported on a second

common shaft, supported by. and extending outwardly from,

both sides of the base.

yieldable presser pad of complementary shape faced with heat

resistant and substantially frictionless material, such as

P T.F E The invention provides apparatus for performing this

procedure and also specially constructed presser pads.

3.788,105

NEEDLE MONITORING DEVICE FOR CIRCl LAR

KNITTING MACHINES

Peter Brose. Wolfratshausen. Germany, assignor to Firma

Erwin Skk, An der Allee, Germany

Filed Mar. 8. 1972, S«r. No. 232.7 1

2

lnt.CI.D04b^-V/0

lI.S.CI.66-157
2 Claims

3,788,107 I

DOOR LOCK
Aaron H. Lippman, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Brainerd

Manufacturing Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 9. 1972. Ser. No. 261.228

Int. CI. E05b 65106: E05c / 7136

U,S. CI. 70-93 3 Claims

^ 1
m^tmm

—I A 1 tPlMII

A needle monitoring device for circular knitting machines

comprises a sensing device for detecting the needles moving

past said sensing device and for generating an impulse for each

detected needle, a preselection counter preset to the correct

number of the needles, and'a feeler detecting start and end of

each machine revolution A logic circuit receives signals from

said preselection counter and said feeler and delivers a warn-

ing signal when the preset number has not been reached after

one revolution of the machine

This is a three m one lock having a sliding bolt adapted to be

engaged in a keeper, and having a keyed tumbler operated de-

tent for locking the bolt against withdrawal from the keeper

and for locking the bolt in released position, and having a

headed pm which can be used as a chain dtwr guard and which

for this purpose is adapted to be inserted in an elongate slot m

the boll and which is secured to one end of a chain that is

fastened at its other end to the keeper.

3.788,106

APPARATUS FOR PRINTING ON TEXTILE FABRIC

Harry Edward True. Leicester. England, assignor to Hamco

Developments Limited. Leicester. England

Filed Dec. 6. 1971. Ser. No. 205.006

Ctaims priority, application Great Britain. Dec. 9, 1970.

58427/70; May 13. 1971. 14860/71

Int. CL B44c 1 100: D06p 7/00. B4lm 5126

L,S.CL68-5D 12 Claims

14 «

3.788.108

LOCK FOR WHEELED VEHICLE

SterUng E. Norcross. 19 Osborne St.. BloomfieW, N J.

Filed July 25. 1972. Ser. No. 274.861

Int. CL B62h 5106

L.S. CL 70-233
7 Claims

Printing of patterns on a textile fabric is performed by

passing the fabric in continuous length together with a super-

posed heat activatable printing web around an arc of the

periphery of a driven heated calender roller whilst being

pressed against the roller around said arc by a stationary

A device for holding at least one wheel assembly on a vehi-

cle transverse to the longitudinal line of the frame of the vehi-

cle has a support means connected to the frame on which is

pivotly mounted an elongated locking bar movable from a dis-

engaged position to a position of engagement with the wheel

asimbly. A locking assembly spaced from the pivotable con-

nection of the locking bar includes, latching means to

releasably hold the locking bar in the engaged position until

the latching means is released. The latching means is opera-

tively associated with a lock means for releasing the locking

bar from the engaged position.
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3,788,109

VEHICLE SECURING DEVICE
Gerald H. Lane, 1350 Holiday Lane No. 240, Fairfield. Calif.

Filed Dec. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 312,301

Int. CL E05b 71100: B62h 5116

U.S.CL 70-234 ., 4 Claims

«> . -. V.~/ L

and the groove edges, are inclined slightly from the axis mo-

tion of the blades so that, in the locking position, the edges of

A \ chicle securing device for attachment to the perimeter

of a spoked vehicular wheel houses a bicycle lock, shielding it

from tampering and disabling the wheel from rolling action.

the blades are wedged against the groove edges, preventing

even the slightest rotation of the cylinder.

3.788.110

PIN-TUMBLER LOCK CYLINDER
Kazuhiro Sugae. Osaka. Japan, assignor to Showa Sargent Ltd.

Filed Dec. 9, 197 1, Ser. No. 206.39''

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 9. 1970.

45/ 1235 14; Dec. 9. 1970.45/123515

lnt.CLE05b2 7/06

L.S.CL 70-358 2 Claims

A lock cylinder is formed having a plurality of projections

extending from the periphery of its body in radial directions

and having a plurality of pin bores spaced apart by a predeter-

mined distance The pin bores extend to a keyway in a rotata-

ble barrel housed in the body Tumbler pins, driver pins and

springs are inserted in a desired number of selected pin bores,

w hereby the lock cylinder is adapted for a vast number of dif-

ferent locking combinations. The rear end of the barrel incor-

porated in the lock cylinder extends outward from the body of

the lock cylinder. Within the keyway, at the extension thereof,

there is provided a slidable locking plate which is usually

urged by a spring into engagement with a latch portion formed

in the body to prevent che rotation of the barrel. The locking

plate thus serves as a pick-proof means and is freed from

locking engagement when a key is inserted into the keyway

and acts as an actuating member for the locking mechanism

when the barrel is rotated.

3,788,112

MECHANICAL SHAPING
Jack M. Beigay, Frecport; Edward G. Choby, Jr., Pittsburgh,

both of Pa., and Joseph S. Kaferle. Ashtabula, Ohio, as-

signors to Allegheny Ludlum Industries. Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 25,589, April 3, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,783

Int. CI. B21c 3114, 23/24: B21j 3/00

U.S.CL 72-46 18 Claims

A method of mechanically shaping a metaUic object, which

comprises the steps of, coating a metallic object with a ductile,

polyvinyl acetate and/or polyvinyl alcohol, non-metallic

polymer base material having a maximum thickness of 0. 1 mil,

and increasing the length of the coated metallic object while

simultaneously reducing its cross-sectional area with a former

which substantially surrounds its perimeter.

3,788,113

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING ANNULAR
CORRUGATIONS IN METAL TUBING

Helmut Martin, Hannover, Germany, assignor to Kabel-und

Metallwerke Gutchoffnungshutte Aktiengesellschaft, Han-

nover, Germany
Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 203,953

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 5, 1970,

2060024
Int. CLB21d/ 5/06

U.S. CI. 72-77 4 Claims

3,788,111

KEYLOCK
Roger Ernest Parlier, Villa Prelac, Perroy, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224,534

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 24, 1971,

2636/71
Int. CI. E05b/5//4, 29/02

U.S. CI. 70-364 R 4 Claims

A lock of the pin tumbler type having locking blades within

a rotating cylinder. The locking blades extend on both sides of A process and apparatus for forming annular corrugations

the cylinder and lock the cylinder against rotation when the in metal tubing, wherein a pair of corrugating die holders each

kev is withdrawn. Locking grooves in the frame receive the carrying a corrugating die, are arranged in tandem relation;

blades to prevent rotation. The locking edges of the blades, the metal tubing moving longitudinally ^or successive engage-

91S O.G.—64
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17.V2

„,ent of the corrugating d.es there, .th to fo^'"
^"'""^^^f*J

of corrugations in the tubing, the corrugations of one se ot

corrugatLs alternating ..th corrugations of the other -to

corrugations, whereby to maximize the speed of production of

the corrugated tubing.

machine to mcxlify siding discharged by the machine. A

framework of the extension is swingably mounted on the sid_

ing machine and rotatably suppcnts a series of roll sets which

progressively modify the siding passing along the framework.

Locking means secures the extension in place, while adjust-

ment means assures proper alignment of the extension and roll

sets therein with the siding discharged by the machine proper,

the machine proper is returned to its original configuration by

simple repositioning of the extension away from the path o!

the siding.

3,788,114

APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF ROLLING
ARTICLES

Jacob Marcovitch. Johannesburg, South Africa, assignor to

Rotary Profile Anstalt. Vanduz, Liechtenstein

Continuation of Ser. No. 2,060, Jan. 1 2, l^^^O' abandoned.

This application Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,860

lnt.CI.B21d:2//6

IS. a. 72-83
*^'«""''

3,788,1 16

TAILPIPE FORMING MECHANISM

Raymond John Fazzani, Pantucket, R.L, assignor to The Tor-

rington Company, Torrington. Conn.

Filed Sept. 8,1971, Ser. No. 1 78,63

1

Inl.CI.B21d7/(W

t.S.CL 72-296 ^ Claims

TnCHHJ
A forming die is described for producing compound bends
/\ 11.11111111^ "IV •--• ^^' __ - , ^

^

r r ^,„ in tubinc w ithout removal from the machine or the use ot spe-

This invention relates to methods and apparatus or forming m
g^^^ ^^^^ arrangement is achieved by providing cut-

annular articles such as the outer bearmg races for t^P^"°"^
^^ ,, ^^,,,,^, for clearance of the compound bend adjacent to

heanncs which are profiled internally and in a radial plane oi

the member" The m'ater.al is rolled on to a multipart mandrel the die.

and is cut therefrom The mandrel parts are removed in-

dividually.

3,788,117

METHOD OF FORMING HONEYCOMB

Frank S. Chester, Laguna Beach; Claude O. Joh"*""' '"

Keith Kavanagh, both of Fullerton, and Leonard R. Van

Horik, Long Beach, all of Calif., assignors to McDonnell

..^^M i7^r»MTiMl ini S SIDING Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

EXTENSION FOR A MOBILE CONTINLOLSSIUINO uoug
^j^^j^^^ ,9, ,972, Ser. No. 263,861 ,

J^C"*^^
^ nn«M, Int.CLB21d ///02. 47/00 !

Glen E. Beymer, 83363 N. Enterprise, Cres^e"- 0«^-
, c n 72 296 * ^'*""'

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303.381 L-S-CK 72-296

Int.CLB21d5/0S

t.s. a. 72-181
•^'-'"^

'iJ^

jz--^X::^^is:^<'^^^^^^^ =j^:^;::s;r:

A method of stretch forming arcuate lightweight, rigid.

honeycomb-type panels by P-^^^-B -'f^^^^^^^lf^.tof
gation of both skins of the panel being formed '"stead o,

ftre°ching the outer skin while compacting the inner skin in
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3,788,118

APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING FABRICATING
OPERATIONS ON SHEET MATERIAL, AND A

COMBINATION OF PUNCH AND DIE MEMBERS FOR
INCORPORATION IN SUCH APPARATUS

Eugene Stephen Joseph, 120 Neyyport Ave., Scarborough, On-

tario, Canada
Filed Dec. 30, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 3,967

Int.CL83 695,B21d4^/2*

U.S.CL 72-324 24 Claims

contact with the obturator thereby to frictionally immobilize

the latter. In this condition the assembly is provided with a tip.

Tipping results in the reduction of gripping friction so that the

obturator may be released. The procedure provides an as-

sembly having no appreciable clearance or mismatch between

cannula and obturator thereby to substantially reduce in-

cidence of coring of tissue being punctured.

3,788,120

APPARATUS FOR HOT-STRETCHING STEEL WIRE AND
CABLE

Keinosuke Takeo, Osaki; Tomoaki Katsumata, and Akimitsu

Hijikata, both of Itami, all of Japan, assignors to Sumitomo

Electric Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,323

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 7, 1971, 46/70839

Int. CLB2 If 9/00

U.S. CI. 72-342 2 Claims

A press apparatus for forming knock-outs in sheet metal

panels to be subsequently formed into electrical enclosures, in

which the apparatus comprises a plurality of pairs of punch

and die members with the punch and die members of each pair

thereof being complementary. Each of these punch and die

members is removably mounted in the apparatus by means of

a screw -threaded member which is centrally located relative

to the associated punch or die member and is disposed

through a locating spigot which is presented by the punch or

die member and is located within a complementary recess pro-

vided in the apparatus, at least some of these punch and die

members each being further removably mounted in the ap-

paratus by means of an anti-rotation locking pin which is

disposed partially within a recess in the associated punch or

die member and partially within a bore provided in the ap-

paratus. The dimensions of and spacing between the screw-

thread member and the anti-rotation locking pin by which

each of the appropriate punch and die members are

removably mounted in the apparatus are the same, so that the

pairs of punch and die members, which are of different dimen-

sions, may be removed and re-mounted in the apparatus in dif-

ferent positions, the screw -threaded member and anti-rotation

locking pin by which each appropriate punch and die member

is removably mounted in the apparatus being wholly within

the periphery of said member as viewed in the direction in

which said punch or die member and the other member of the

appropriate pair thereof are operatively movable towards and

away from one another, so that the punch and die members of

adjacent pairs thereof may be disposed in contacting relation-

ship with one another.

3,788,119

METHOD OF FORMING SPINAL NEEDLE
Anthony L. Arrigo, Libertyville, III., assignor to Baxter

Laboratories, Inc., Morton Grove, III.

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,573

Int.CLB21g//0S

U.S. CI. 72-324 5 Claims

The present application discloses a procedure for forming a

beveled tip on a needle assembly including a cannula and an

obturator. The assembly is subjected to a swaging or drawing

operation for drawing the cannula inner wall into substantial

A pair of spaced caterpillars along a moving direction of

steel wire or steel cable to be stretched, comprises a pair of

chain-rollers which compressively contact each other and

rotate in opposite directions. A heating apparatus is disposed

between the caterpillars and a cooling apparatus is also

disposed at another position between the caterpillars. One

caterpillar is disposed forwardly of the other caterpillar in the

moving direction of the steel wire or cable and driven at a

higher velocity than that of the other caterpillar so that a

predetermined tension is applied on the moving steel wire or

cable between the caterpillars. Each chain-roller of the pair

includes holder members which are provided in facing relation

to and urged, under liquid pressure, against those of the other

chain-roller. Each of the holder members has an upper part

holding the steel wire or steel cable and a lower part con-

nected to the chain-roller, the parts being formed of metal,

and the upper part is supported by the lower part through a

resilient plate.

3,788,121

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FOLDED STRIP
MATERIAL

John Massey Trihey, Balwyn, Victoria, Australia, assignor to

Vulcan Australia Limited, Burwood, Victoria, Australia

Filed Sept. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 180,438

Claims priority, application Australia, Sept. 14, 1970, 251

1

Int. CLB21d /J/02

U.S. CI. 72-381 13 Claims

Apparatus for forming zig-zag folded strip in which the strip

is folded about anvil plates by means of alternately acting fold-
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.".^.«-.„v.p.,s^.c.^a.^.;»v..^^
out of posUion in synchronism with successive foldmg opera

piieu u» lilt siiuiii^ "•""• •
. , . 11.

through the actuation of a lever. The gripping element is slida-

ble in a body, with the lever being pivotally mounted on one

side of the body A spacer may be provided to render the die

inoperative so that the tool may be used to force an interfering

j» ,*

tions of the folding dies The movement of the anvil plates is

effected in a direction transverse to the plane of the strip.

3.788,122

BENDING MACHINE FOR U IRE OR STRIP

Ios«f Ritter; Hans Goll; KWus Ritter; Otto Gamillscheg; Wil-

helm Bover. and Gerhard Ritter. all of Graz. Austria as-

signors to EVG Entwicklungs-und Verwertungsgesellschaft.

M.b.H.. Graz, Austria

Filed Dec. 12. 1972. S«r. No. 314,402

CUims prioritv. application Austria. Apr. 12, 1972. 3181

Int. CI. B2 Id/ 7/02

L.S. CI. 72-384
*»^ '«'""

part into an opening in the workpiece without simultaneously

bending the flange Such a part may be a nut with a knurled

exterior that becomes embedded in the workpiece to prevent

the nut from rotating A member may be substituted for the

die to exert a pull on a fastener attached to the workpiece lor

accomplishing removal of the fastener

XX. 16 6

3.788.124

GAS CONCENTRATION MEASL RING

Alvan Telon. 32 Connolly St.. Randolph, Mass.

Filed Dec. 20, 197 1 , S«r. No. 209.867

Int. CI. GOlh 7100, G08b 21100

L.S. CI. 73-19 1 1 Claims

The invention is concerned with a bending machine for

wire or strip in which the raw material is advanced through the

machine step bv step and. between each step, a b«id is made

by a mobile bending tool The bending tool is driven through a

linkage which incorporates a control that can be operated

whilst the machine is working to make a continuous adjust-

ment to the working stroke of the bending tool and thus to the

angle of benc^ made.

3,788,123

FLARING TOOL
Bulent Gulistan, Malibu. Calif., assignor to Deutsch Fastener

Corp., Los Angeles, CaBf.
, ..c cm

Division of Ser. No. 59,273, July 29, 1970. Pat. No/ <.65.581

.

which is a division of Ser. No. 784.527, Nov. 29 1968 P.,. No.

3,561,093, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 744.260. June

13, 1968, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.

578 728 Sept 12, 1966, abandoned. This application Jan. 31.
'

• 1972, Ser. No. 221.934

Int.CI.B21j/5/i4

L SCI 72-391 '^'•'""

"a flaring tool including a die adapted to engage the end of a

sleeve and an element adapted to grip the shank of a fastener

extending through the sleeve, with a tension force being ap-

A method and associated apparatus for detecting a safe low

percentage residual concentration of a sterilizing gas such as

ethylene oxide being eluted from an item previously sterilized

by the gas. The elution of the gas from the item may be accom-

plished by a heated forced air technique or. alternatively, by a

vacuum technique. A concentration sensor is subjected to a

sampled amount of the eluted ethylene oxide and preferably

forms a branch of a bridge circuit which includes means for re-

gistering the amount of ethylene oxide eluted which is a func-

tion of the amount of residue still retained by the item. The

concentration of ethylene oxide is preferably indicated by a

meter in parts per million When a safe low level of residue,

such as 500 ppm (parts per million), is detected a SAFE in-

dicator light mav be illuminated or an audible alarm sounded.

One aspect of the present invention is the P'o^«'«n/»:
^
^»

Doint control which can be adjusted to change the SAFE/UN-

SAFE concentration level to. for example, 300 ppm. or any

other level considered acceptable
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3,788,125

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE

BULK DENSITY OF A MATERIAL UNDER PRESSURE

Werner P. Kirschstein, and John R. Wagner, both of Green-

sboro. N.C.. assignors to Loew s Theatres, Inc., New York.

* N.Y.
Filed Jan. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 221,689

Int.CI.G01n9/J2

U.S. CI. 73-32 8 Claims

place on the facing surfaces only. Samples are prepared with

precise uniformity of thickness and ignited as uniformly as

0« COIiPUTCN

" . , -ft l.i.oouip^
l.LO« »»Tt HI \

—
r

—

possible by igniting with a coating of "paint-on" pyrotechnic

which ignites almost instantaneously when the pilot igniter

material is started by an electrically heated bridge wire.

3,788.127

LEAK DETECTION APPARATUS
Barry T. Marsh, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries. Inc.. Dallas. Tex.

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,029

Int. CI. GO 1 mi/26

U.S. CI. 73-40 3 Claims

The bulk density of a body of tobacco or similar material

maintained under pressure is determined by loading a body of

the material of known weight into a flexible bag having an

open end. sealing the open end of the bag to the walls of a con-

tainer of a known volume, expanding the bag into engagement

with the walls of the container to reduce the volume of the

space between the bag and the container to substantially zero

and then introducing a fluid into the space between the bag

and the container at a controlled and known rate of flow for a

time sufficient to compress the body of material under a

known measured pressure. The time that it takes to reach the

known pressure, multiplied times the flow rate of the fluid,

Nields the volume of the space between the container and the

compressed body of material. The volume of that space is sub-

tracted from the known volume of the container and divided

by the known weight of the compressed material to yield the

bulk density of the material. An automatic control system and

monitoring and computer devices are employed to control the

sequence of the method and to produce a final result as a

digital print-out or readout.

3,788,126

PULSED END-BURNING T-BURNER

Edward W. Price, 51 1 B Lexington, and Homer B. Mathes, 36

B Vieweg Circle, both of China Lake, Calif.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,620

Int.CI.GOlnii/22

U.S.CI.73—35 13 Claims

A device is provided for the purpose of measuring the oscil-

latory combustion response of burning propellants to imposi-

tion of incident pressure oscillations, and to measure the

damping rate of imposed oscillations (primarily due to damp-

ing by particles or droplets of condensed phase reaction

products). The method uses artificially imposed oscillations to

permit measurement of effect of oscillation with propellants

that do not spontaneously produce oscillations.

The propellant samples to be tested are bonded in place at

opposite ends of a T-shaped burner such that burning takes

ZZZZ^

The improved fuel dispensing system described herein in-

cludes an improved leak detecting device located in a conduit

between a remote fuel pump and a fuel dispenser. A valve is

mounted in the dispenser to trap a portion of the fuel between

the leak detection device and the valve. If a leak exists in the

system, and that leak is above a predetermined rate, a piston

in the leak detection apparatus shifts under a pressure diT-

ferential to block a valve in the leak detection apparatus so

that it cannot open and permit full flow .
The operator of the

dispenser will, upon the next operation of the dispenser, real-

ize that a leak is present in the system due to the restricted

flow. The leak detection apparatus is arranged so that the

pressure of the trapped fluid is measured for a predetermined

period of time. If a leak does not occur during this time, the

system operates at full flow during subsequent operation. If a

leak is detected during the measuring period, then the flow

rate is severly reduced as previously mentioned.

to Battelle

3,788,128

HUMIDITY INDICATION

Daniel E. Strohecker, Galena, Ohio, assignor

Development Corporation, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,71

1

Int. CI. GOlni //22

U.S. CI. 73-73 17 Claims

An enclosure comprises a cylindrical transparent plastic

upper portion defining a cavity at its lower end, hermetically
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sealed to a pointed aluminum lower portion carrymg an in-

dicator that changes color with humidity A transparent mem

brane. permeable to moisture and impermeable to bulk liquid,

covers the indicator at its interface with the cavity The device

is driven into a region of si^il that is to be planted several hours

later, until the upper face is flush with the surface of the soil to

locate small passages, communicating between the cavity and

mined counting state after the counting means has counted

through a predetermined number of counting states, such as

the number of cylinders in the engine being diagnosed

Removable setting means are employed to set the counting

means to an initial counting state in response to the receipt of

an ignition signal from a predetermined engine component,

such as a spark plug Adjustable selecting means generate a

disabling pulse m resp<inse to a predetermined counting state

of the counter, so that a particular cylinder of the engine may

be disabled A disabling device, such as a triac. responsive to

the disabling pulse, conditions a predetermined ignition signal

in each engine cycle st> that the corresponding engine cylinder

is disabled, therebv aiding the diagnosis of the engine.

3.788,130
'

LOU INTERACTION Ml LTl LOAD CELL SV.STEM FOR
MEASlRlMiTHRlST

Alfred Newman Ormond, 11^69 Riveria Rd., Sanle Ke

Springs, Calif. I

Hied Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298.480

Int. a. i.m\ 51 1

J

L.S.CT. 73- 117.4 4 Claims

the surrounding soil, at a predetermined depth The indicator

thus provides a measure of the humidity at that depth and is

visible from above. A thermometer indicates the temperature

of the cavity and the soil at that depth.

Just before planting, an optimum concentration of seeds is

selected that will provide the desired \ield at the relative hu-

midity and temperature then indicated bv the device.

3.788,129

SELECT SIGNAL ENGINE DIAGNOSING APPARATl S

Gerald C. Trussell. Chicago. 111., assignor to Sun Ekctric Cor-

poration, Chicago, 111.

Filed June 24, 1971, S«r. No. 156,293

Inl.CI.G01l-?/26

t.S.CI.73-lI6 7 Claims

atLICTiN6 CilKUlT 2ao-~
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A plurality of vertically disp«ised load cells are positioned

between a rigid plate and a platform riding on top of the load

cells A rocket engine wh«ise thrust is to be measured has its

nose coupled to the center p*iint of the platform by a universal

flexure and extends vertically aKne the platform Additional

load cells connect between a rigid structure and peripheral

ptirtions of the riKket for measuring side and roll forces The

plurality of load cells beneath the platform have end surfaces

of convex configuration the radius of curvature of each which

IS preTerablv less than one-half the distance between the two

bearing surfaces; that is, less than one-half the distance

betw een the end engaging surfaces of the load cell A negative

coefficient of restitution to horizontal forces on the platform is

thereby generated which effectively cancels the positive coef-

ficient of restitution present when large forces are vertically

applied to the platform.

This invention relates generally to load cell measuring

techniques and more particularly to an improved low interac-

tion multi load cell system for measuring thrust forces as might

he generated by large solid propellant rocket engines.

The disclosure describes apparatus for disabling selected

cylinders of an internal combustion engine for diagnostic pur-

poses. The system and apparatus are preferably used in con-

nection with an engine that includes a source of periodic cy-

cles of ignition signals When used with such an engine, the ap-

paratus prevents one or more predetermined ignition signals

in each cycle from energizing engine components, such as

spark plugs, which normally receive the ignition signals. In

order to achieve this purpose, the preferred apparatus em-

bodiment described in the disclosure comprises a clock pulse

generator that generates a uniform pulse in response to the

receipt of each ignition signal from the engine Counting

means, such as bistable flip-flop circuits, are used to produce

counting states representative of the number of pulses

received from the clock pulse generator. Adjustable resetting

means are used to reset the counting means to a predeter-

3,788,131

PEDAL TRAVEL MEASURING TOOL
Francis J. Markey, Lewisburg, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, S«r. No. 325,5 1

2

Int.CI.G01I5/.?2

U.S.Cl.73-132 3 Claims

A brake system inspection tool which measures the travel of

a vehicle brake pedal during application of a specified pedal

force The tool includes a tubular frame assembly which is

clamped to the brake pedal and a rod which is slidable relative

to the tubular frame assembly and extends into engagement of

the vehicle floor A tube is located within the tubular frame as-

scmbly surrounds the rod. and has a circular dial mounted on

the end thereof. A pin carried on the rod extends laterally

thereof through a helical slot in the tube and a straight slot in

the tubular frame assembly to impart rotary movement to the
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tube and dial upon movement of the tubular frame assembly

relative to the rod and vehicle floor as the brake pedal is

forcibly pivoted to actuate the brakes. The brake apply force

3,788,134

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED MEASURING
APPARATUS

Eugen Meier, Meilen, Switzerland, assignor to Mettler Instru-

mente, AG, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,173

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 23, 1971,

17022/71
Int.CI.G01l//04. ///O

U.S. CI. 73— 1 4 1 AB 5 Claims

is applied against a force sensitive switch mounted on the

frame assembly. The force sensitive switch is closed by a

predetermined force applied thereagainst to signal the tool

operator that the dial should be read.

3,788,132

TORQUE W RENCH
Lester B. Trimble. Downey, and Zygmunt J. Sopinski. Pico

Rivera, both of Calif., assignors to Jo-Line Tools. Inc..

Anaheim. Calif.

Filed Mar. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 233.577

Int.CI.G01I.V24

U.S.CI.72-139 1 Claim

'f.tf

Force or length measuring apparatus including a movable

member—such as a pan carrier—movably connected with a

housing, and a measuring member—such as an oscillating

string element or a traction spring-«connected between said

housing and said movable member for measuring the move-

ment of said movable member, characterized by the provision

of temperature compensation means including at least one

pair of cooperating permanent magnets for applying to at least

one of said movable and measuring members a biasing force of

a magnitude and direction to compensate for temperature-

responsive variations in a physical property of the measuring

member, thereby to reduce the influence of variations in tem-

perature on the resulting measurement.

A torque wrench provided with a scale plate that is

calibrated in both inch pounds and foot pounds or in both En-

glish and metric calibrations. A pointer extends through a slot

formed in the plate and terminates in the same plane as the

plate to thereby reduce parallax error in reading the torque in-

dication.

3,788,135

PEEL ADHESION APPARATUS AND METHOD
Fred H. Hammond, Jr., Welksley, Mass., assignor to The Ken-

dall Company, Walpole, Mass.

Filed June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152,559

Int. CI. GOln/ 9/04

U.S.CI.73-150A 9 Claims

3,788,133

FORCE SENSING TRANSDUCER
Owen Paelian; Donakl R. Rister, and Richard L. Kellar, aU of

Huntsville. Ala., assignors to Toroid Corporation, Hunt-

c\'i||^ Ala

Filed Aug. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 283,780

Int. CI. GOll/ /22

U.S. CI. 73-141 A 6 Claims
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A force transducer consisting of a block of supporting

material having a plurality of parallel cavities in which column

shaped load cells having a small height to width ratio are

mounted and w herein a thin hard sheet of material is bolted to

the load cells. The load cells protrude over the surface of the

block by an amount slightly larger than the deformation range

of operation of the load cells.

A peel adhesion test apparatus is disclosed which comprises

a time-invariant linear temperature gradient member and a

thermally conductive test specimen support removably as-,

sociated with said temperature gradient member in a con-

tiguous relationship therewith. The method for determining

peel adhesion over a temperature range comprises affixing a

composite comprising at least one peelable layer to a ther-

mally conductive surface, providing said conductive surface

with a time-invariant linear temperature gradient, peeling said

peelable layer and measuring the peel adhesion along the

direction of said temperature gradient.
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3,788,136

METHOD AND APPARATL SES FOR TRANSMISSION OF

DATA FROM THE BOTTOM OF A DRILL STRING

DL RING DRILLING OF A WELL

Jack H. Park, Houston, Tex., assignor to Texaco Inc., New

York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 279,899

Int. CI. E2 lb -^7// 2

t'.S. CI. 73-151 21 Claims

3,788,138 I

TEXTILE-TESTING APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE

CROSS-SECTION OF YARNS ROMNGS AND SLIVERS

AND PARTICULARLY FOR DETECTING
FLUCTUATIONS IN CROSS-SECTION

Eduard Heusser, Uster. Switzerland, assignor to Zellweger

Ltd., Uster. Switzerland

Filed Aug. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 175,683

Int. CI. GOln 27/24

U.S.a.73-160 5 Claims

.1

Disclosed are a data transmission method and several

devices for carrying out the method for transmitting logging or

other measurements made downhole durmg a drilling opera-

tion to the surface of the earth, either in real time without m-

terruption of the drilling operation, or during brief interrup-

tions of the drilling operation but without the necessit> of

removing the drill string from the borehole The system em-

plovs means for momentarily engaging the borehole while

rotating the drill string, and recording the torque being ap-

plied to the rotating drill string by means of a surface posi-

tioned dvnamic torque meter Measurements made downhole

are converted to pulse time electrical signals, and these elec-

trical pulses are employed to activate the borehole engaging

means so that torque pulses are generated which travel up the

drill string and are sensed on the surface by the torque meter

By measuring the time between torque pulses as recorded by

the surface torque meter the intelligence becomes readily

available on the surface without the necessity of pulling the

drill string.

In a textile testing apparatus, a rocker arm is provided

which is pivotable about a pivot point between a conveying

point and a testing point and a >arn gripper is disposed on one

end of the rocker arm for selectively grasping the yarn. A test-

ing arrangement is provided at the testing pcMnt having a plu-

ralitv of spaced test devices each relating to different ranges ot

yarn sizes and guide means adjustable as to position for guid-

ing the yarn to a selected test device.

3,788,137

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR PAPER TESTING

W illiam B. Lyon, Bethel Park, and William D. Schaeffer. O -

Hara Township, Allegheny County, both of Pa., assignors to

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225,890

Int. CLGOln/ 9/04

U.S.CL 73-159 8 Claims

The specification discloses methods and apparatus to test

the tendency of paper surfaces to be disrupted by the materi-

als and forces applied to the paper during the printing process.

^ 788 139

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TESTING ADHESIVE

PROPERTIES OF DOUGH-LIKE MATERIAL

Manuel Jesus Rubio, Bridgeport. Conn., and Victor Mario

Leal. Monterrey, N.L.. Mexico, assignors to Roberto Gon-

zalez Barrera, Monterrey, Mexico

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,306

lnt.ClGO\n3l24,33IIO

U.S.CL73-169 ^"^'"L""
Process and machine for testing dough-like materials adhe-

sivelv contacted to spaced bars in generally parallel relation

and having a cut on the sample cross section lengthwise winch

is variable from end to end intermediate between the bars.

Areas of the sample adhesively contacted to the bars have

uniform width in the apparatus shown. As the bars move apart

and apply tension to the sample, the dough-like material

begins failing under monoface cohesion at the point where the

intermediate lengthwise section of the sample is narrowest,

said failure progressing toward the point where the inter-

mediate lengthwise section of the sample is widest, and it fails

under interface adhesion at one of the bars where the sample

is widest, progressing toward the point at which the inter-
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mediate lengthwise section of the sample is narrowest. When between the fluid and the frontal aspect of the object. An

these two types of failures are superimposed or coincident, a acoustic signal is propagated toward the fluid oscillations in

front of the object for interaction with the fluid oscillations to

thereby modulate the acoustic signal, and the modulated

^ acoustic signal is picked up by a transducer which converts it

to a corresponding signal having a variable that is a function of
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point is determined at which the adhesion and cohesion are

equal. The testing machine involves acute angled cutters

which establish the variable cross section of the sample.
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3,788,140

ELECTROACOUSTICAL FLOW METERING APPARATUS
Quentin C. Turtle, Cranston, R.I., assignor to General Signal

Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,352

lnt.CI.G01f //OO

U.S. CI. 73- 1 94 A 4 Claims

the relative velocity between the fluid and the object. The cor-

responding signal is employed to determine the relative

velocity by operating indicators in response to the signal or by

controlling some process variable in response to the signal, for

example a variable of relative fluid flow as by valve control of

a fluid in a conduit, or speed control of an object in the fluid.
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3,788,142

VELOCITY FLOWMETER
Nils Paul Goransson, Hjulsbro, Sweden, assignor to Saab-

Scania Aktiebolag, Linkoping, Sweden

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,384

Claims priority, application Sweden, June II, 1971,

7575/71
Int.CI.G01f///2

U.S. CI. 73-230 3 C»a'«ns

The disclosure concerns electroacoustical flow metering ap-

paratus in which the transponder probes define an acoustic

path located in the throat of a differential pressure-producing

flow metering device.

3,788,141

FLOW METER
Robert E. Blackwell, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,463

Int. CLGOlf/ /OO

U.S. CL 73- 194 B 9 Claims

Disclosed are a method and apparatus for determining the

velocity of relative movement between a fluid and a body in

the fluid around which the fluid divides and in front of which

oscillations are generated in the fluid as a result of the meeting

A flow meter comprises a screw turbine having its axis

parallel to stream flow, to be rotated thereby. The turbine car-

ries axially oppositely facing clutch members and is free for

limited axial movement. When rotating too fast for stream

flow, it moves upstream, engaging one clutch member against

a cooperating fixed clutch element, and is thereby

decelerated. Rotating too slowly, its downstream drift engages

the other clutch member against a second cooperating clutch

element which is motor driven to rotate faster than highest ex-

pectable turbine speed, for acceleration of turbine rotation.
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3.788,143

INTERSTAGE DISC CAVITY REMOVABLE
TEMPERATURE PROBE

Frank K. Gabriel, Springfield, Pa., assignor to W eslinghouse

Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 17. 1972. Ser. No. 235,579

lnt.CI.G01k///4

IS. CI. 73-346 9 Claims

3.788.145

LIQl ID SAMPLING
Makolm F. In*in. West Chester, Pa., assignor to Pro-Tech

Inc.. Malvern. Pa.

Filed Mar. 14. 1973. Ser. No. 341319
Int. CI. coin ///4

I'.S. CI. 73—421 B 5 Claims

A temperature probe for gas turbines, the probe having a

flexible end which is inserted through the casing, a stationar\

blade and an arcuate tubular guide to enter an interstage disc

cavity adjacent a rotor blade disc to determine the tempera-

ture of a gaseous coofant viithin the cavity to indicate the tem-

perature of the rotor blade disc.

3 788 144

PRESSURE MEASURING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Harold A. Armand. Houston. Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated. Dallas. Tex.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,455

Int. CI. GO II 7/04

U.S.CI.73-411 • 10 Claims
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rotarv shaft rotates and translates the various components to

their starter position, the pinion engaging an engine ring gear

a fraction of the total movement of the tuning knob for effect-

ing a shift in tuning from one station to the next is actually em-

ployed to accomplish the tuning shift, the remainder of that

motion being an idling motion A crank operating against a

plate having peripheral recesses defining the aforementioned

stop surfaces enables the same structure to function both to

move the index means carrying the stop surfaces from one

• to attain starting If starting is incomplete, the inertia of the

elements maintain such in their starter positions thus prevent-

ing the phenomenon of earlier retreat

3,788,151

SHOCK ABSORBING STARTER CLl TCH MECHANISM

Walter J. Campau, Crosse Pointe Woods, Mkh.. assignor to

Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,752

Int.CI. F02n/y/00

L.S.CI.74-7A 7 Claims

operative position to the next and to coact with the operative

stop surface in order to accurately position the tuning ele-

ment Fine tuning means may be associated with the tuning

means above described so functioning that a particular fine

tuning adjustment, when once made, will remain effective as

the tuner is shifted from one channel or station to the next. A

novel positive stop permitting a very compact construction is

also provided.

3.788.153

DEVICE FOR TRANSPORTING FILM THROUGH A

SERIES OF ROLLERS
Conrad E. I^ee, Mound, Minn., assignor to Pako Corporation,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Sept. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 289,435

lnt.CI.FI6h2///4

U.S. CI. 74-68 3 Claims

V/ >V ^-^ ^

In a geared starter unit used in motor vehicles resilient

shock absorbing members are interposed in the space between

the driver and the driven members of the starter clutch unit

for transmitting torque from the starter motor through the

overrunning clutch to the ring gear and for absorbing the high

impact loads developed by engine backfiring from being ap-

plied from the ring gear back through the clutch to the driver

member.

3,788,152 ,

INDEXED TV TLNER
Carroll R. Miner. Wilbraham, Mass., assignor to General In-

strument Corporation. Newark, NJ.
Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272^69

Int. CI. F16hi5//«. 2 7/04

U.S. CI. 74—10.15 46 Claims

A tuner for tuning a TV set or the like to a selected one of a

plurality of predetermined frequencies provides, between the

tuning knob and the electrical tuning element, a transmission

means which functions on an indexing basis, as distinguished

from a detenting basis. The transmission means is biased to

rotate in one direction and a plurality of stop surfaces are

presented thereto, each of those stop surfaces corresponding

to a particular predetermined frequency to be tuned, the bias-

ing means urging the transmission means i . engagement

with the selected stop surface, thereby to appropriately posi-

tion the tuning element. When, as is preferable, a display

means is provided to indicate the channel or station tuned, a

low-force detenting means may be associated with the display

means, but it has no significant effect on the operation of the

indexing feature of the transmission means. To that end, only

Driving means for transporting sheet material between a se-

ries of companion rollers rotatable in opposite directions and

which are rotatably mounted in bearing means and rotated by

cranks acting between certain of said rollers and a driving

plate and gears between said driven rollers and the other rol-

lers together with means for guiding the plate in circular and

rectilinear movement, an internal ring gear fixed relative to

said plate and a spur pinion whose pitch diameter is one half of

that of the ring gear meshing with the ring gear and whose axis

of rotation is fixed relative to the bearing means.
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3,788,154

DEVICE FOR PRODUCING A SWIVELLING MOTION IN

A LINEARLY MOVING MEMBER
Wilhelm Haberle, Industriegelande/Scheer, Germany

Filed Aug. 29. 1972. Ser. No. 284,629

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 13, 1971, P 21

45 700.1

Int.CI.F16h2//44

U.S. CL 74—99 7 Claims

pulley, so that the car can proceed to travel in case its regular

fan belt is broken, thus permitting the automobile reach a Ser-

vice Station for assistance, one end of the rubber belt having a

tubular wire mesh secured therearound and extending

therefrom, while the other end of the belt has a male member

secured thereto which has a series of barbs projecting radially

therefrom, so that when the male member is fitted in the tubu-

lar wire mesh on the other end of the belt, the barbs hold the

ends securely together.

The present invention provides a device for producing a

swivelling motion in a linearly movable structural member

which is also rotatable. The structural member is provided

with a guide member which, in turn, is arranged in such a

manner that it is displaced with respect to the axis of rotation

and bears against a cam.
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which forms part of the feed mechanism, an angled face

and a latch mechanism arranged so that when an abnor-

hand-operated crank. Displacement of the cable in the for-

ward direction when the sliding roof panel is closed, raises the

rear edge of the roof. Displacement of the cable in the rear-

ward direction, when the roi>f is closed, lowers the sliding roof

and moves it rearw ards.

1^-t^

tn
y

The cable is provided with a projecting abutment cooperat-

ing with a lever arm provided with a pair of spaced stops selec-

tively engageable bv the cable carried abutment Bn means ot

a lever operable manuallv . the position of the lever arm carry-

ing the abutments may be altered sti as to enable cable move-

ment only in one direction

mal torque is imposed on the said gear, the latch mechanism

disengages so that the housing pivots to disconnect the feed

drive.

3.788,159

RACK AND PINION STEERING GEAR

Ernest M. Plant, II. Frankenmuth, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,869

Int.CI. F16h //04. B62d //20

I .S. CI. 74-422 8 Claims

3,788.161

MECHANICAL LINKAGE

Frederick A. Krusemark. 303 S. Second Ave.. Maywood. III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 86,080. Nov. 2. 1970.

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

S24 11*; Feb. 1. 1966. Pat. No. 3.410.152. This application

Feb. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 229.001

lnt.CI.G05g///4

I.S.CL 74-516 20 Claims

A rack and pinion steering gear for automotive vehicles and

the like includes a relatively short pinion housing, an elon-

gated rack guide tube received wwthin a somewhat overlarge

longitudinal bore of the pinion housing and which in turn

receives a reciprocable rack member meshingly engaged by a

pinion on a pinion shaft mounted in a cross bore of the pinion

housing, with the rack guide tube being adjustable positionally

within the overlarge housing bore in directions radially, axially

and tiltably therewithin to effect proper sdjustments of the

mesh of the rack and pinion and the preload therebetween.

Ah arm connected to a push rod for moving a work load.

The upper end of the arm is operably in contact with a mova-

ble fulcrum which is free to move downward whereby on its

downward movement, the effort to move the work load is

progressively reduced as the fulcrum moves downward.

3,788,160

OPERATING MECHANISM FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE
SLIDING ROOF

Werner Sielk, Cologne. Germany, assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,897

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 24, 1971,

2158193
lnt.CLF16c///0

L.S. a. 74-501 R ^
2 Claims

An operating mechanism for the sliding roof panel ot a

motor vehicle, which roof panel can be moved through the

medium of a push-pull cable itself displaceable by means of a

3,788.162

PSEL DO-ISOTROPIC FILAMENT DISK STRICTURES

David W. Rabenhorst, Clarksville; Alan Brandt. Columbia;

Kenneth E. Darnell, Silver Spring, and James F. George,

Bethesda, all of Md., assignors to The Johns Hopkins Lniver-

sitv, Baltimore, Md.
Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,303

Int.CI. F 16c/ j/00

L.S.CL 74-572 23 Claims

The invention relates to inertial energy storage devices

comprised of anisotropic filamentary elements and comprises

several embodiments of a disc flywheel which, although con-

sisting essentially of anisotropic elements, is effectively

isotropic in total structural character. A preferred embodi-

ment of the invention is generally formed by orienting several

discrete annular layers of anisotropic filamentary elements at
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regular angles to each other, each anisotropic element in any 3,788,164

one annular layer being parallel to the remaining elements in TRANSFER GEAR ASSEMBLY
Kenji Ojima, Toyota, Japan, assignor to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki

Kaisha, Kariva City, Aichi Pref., Japan

f Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,186

Claims priority, application Japan, July 7,1971, 46/0506 1

3

Int. CLF16h J 7/06, i/0«
" *"

U.S. CI. 74—665 T 6 Claims

said layer. A second embodiment of the invention comprises

randomly oriented anisotropic filamentary elements disposed

within a rotary disc structure.

10

*•
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H 19 20 I

18

23
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3,788,163

MANUAL ACTUATOR
Raymond L. Gause, Huntsville. and C. G. Glenn, Arab, both of

Ala., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,771

Int.CI. G05g///6
U.S. CI. 74-594.6 4 Claims

A transfer gearing assembly for a vehicle which provides a

plurality of different speed ratio power trains, more particu-

larly, only rear wheels drive and both front wheels and rear

wheels drive selectively. The present invention particularly

resides in imjirovement of two clutch means for connecting

the input shaft with the output shafts or releasing it therefrom

so that the operation of one of said two clutch means with a

single manual actuation may cause the operation of the other

clutch means.

9,

3,788,165

TWO-SPEED DRIVE
Grigory Naumovich Klotsvog, ulitsa Mokhovaga, 26, kv

Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

Filed Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,414

lnt.Cl.F16hi7/06

U.S. CI. 74—675 3 Claims

An actuator for an exercising machine employable by a

crewman aboard a manned spacecraft. The actuator is charac-

terized by a force delivery arm projected from a rotary input

shaft of an exercising machine and having a force input handle

extended orthogonally from its distal end. The handle includes

a hand-grip configured to be received within the palm of the

crewman's hand and a grid pivotally supported for angular dis-

placement between a first position, wherein the grid is

disposed in an overlying juxtaposition with the hand-grip, and

a second position, angularly displaced from the first position,

for affording access to the hand-grip, and a latching

mechanism fixed to the sole of a shoe wom»by the crewman
for latching the shoe to the grd when the grid is in the first

position.

A drive for controlling valves comprising a worm-gear

speed reducer whose worm is rotated by an electric motor and

whose worm wheel is connected by a planetary reduction gear
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to the output shaft of the drive. The planetary reduction gear

is comprised of a planet pinion engaged with internal tooth

rims respectively formed on the worm wheel and on a gear

wheel meshing with the output shaft of the drive. A change ot

the torque on the shaft switches the control circuit of the elec-

tric motor thus changing the rotation speed of the output

shaft.

and reverse multiple-speed drive for snowmobiles, all terrain

vehicles, passenger vehicles, trucks and the like A transmis-

sion including a single planetary gear set with the output shaft

directly secured to the ring gear and having one of the sun

gear and the planet carrier selectively driven by an input shaft

and a braking unit arranged to gradually brake the planet car-

3,788.166

SPEED RESPONSIVE LOCKING DIFFERENTIAL

CuHen P. Hart, and Paul C. RosenberRer, both of Decatur, III.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248.574

Int.CI. FI6h//44

IS. CL 74-710.5 *^'*''"

WW,/:'
»tfX> SCLCCTOn SPOOL

ricr. or the sun gear, for reverse drive or forward drivf respec-

tively An axially displaceable control member selectively

locks either of the sun gear and the planet carrier to the brak-

ing unit for braking action thereby The braking unit consists

of a gear pump having a stator secured to the transmission cas-

ing and a rotor which is gradually braked b\ the centrifugal ac-

tion on a valve controlling the outflow of the gear pump

SWSNW^

3,788,168
'

Al TOMOBILE TRl NK LOCK OPENING TOOL
Eugene B. Steinmann, Jr., 13100 N.W. 19 Ave., Miami, Fla.

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309.727

Int. CI. B25b 13150

I.S.CL81-3R 8 Claims

A locking differential assembly for vehicles including a

hydraulically operated disc clutch for locking the differential

assembly and a control system for the clutch associated with a

transmission having speed range selection means, the control

system normally permitting differential operation in high

operating speed ranges of the transmission while actuating the

clutch to normally prevent differential operation in low

operating speed ranges, the control system also including a

manually operable override control to selectively establish dif-

ferential operation in low speed range settings of the transmis-

sion.

3.788,167

MULTIPLE-SPEED TRANSMISSION WITH REVERSE
DRIVE

Yvon Beaudoin, and Claude A. Gingras, both of Dosquet,

Quebec, Canada, assignors to said Gingras, by said Beaudoin

Filed Aug. 2. 1973, S«r. No. 277,309

lnt.CLF16h57//0

U.S. CL 74-762 <» ^^"*^

Transmissions adapted in particular for small and relatively

inexpensive applications and particularly for a safe forward

A tool for temporary use in unlocking automobile trunks

during body repair for proper fit and alignment of a trunk door

with respect to the associated car body is described. A rigid,

elongated tool shank portion has a handle at one end and a

flexible shaft portion at the other end terminating in a flat

shaft tip portion adapted to be received within the rotary slot

of the door catch release mechanism at the inner panel of the

door A resilient attachment member frictionally slidable

along the rigid shank portion is provided with a plurality of

grooves of graduated size adapted to inter-engage within the

lock cylinder opening in the inner panel of the door for retain-

ing the tool in place to permit unlocking of the lock

mechanism in substitution for the lock cylinder by turning the

tool handle.
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3,788,169

BOX WRENCH
Eiji Nakayama, 1 140, Nishiyokkamachi, Sanjo, Japan

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,896

Int. CL B25b 13/00

U.S.CL 81-177 UJ 1 Claim

9 II IS IS 6 5 8 7

10

mounted in the machine frame and coupled to each other for

simultaneous angular movement by means of pinions provided

on the feed screws and meshing with an internal gear which is

rotatable in the frame. A reversible electric motor can be

drivingly connected with a gear on one of the feed screws by

way of either one of two gear trains which can rotate the one

feed screw at different speeds. As the one feed screw rotates in

the frame, it causes the other feed screws to rotate to the same

extent and in the same direction to thereby move the outer

race of the auxiliary bearing axially of the tool holder. The

outer race shifts the inner race which changes the axial posi-

tion of the supports for shaving tools so that the tools move

radially outwardly or inwardly.

This invention relates to a box wrench comprising an opera-

tional rod of which a center portion is formed into an angled

portion and which is provided at its lower end with an ex-

panded portion having a concave chamber with an inner open-

ing at its bottom, a box having a hexagonal chamber at one

side and a concave chamber at an other side; the rear end of

said box being butted to the lower end of said expanded por-

tion of said operational rod, a joint member being provided at

both ends with spherical portions being to be inserted respec-

tively in said concave chambers, a spring being inserted in said

inner opening and fixed to the bottom thereof at its one end

and to one of said spherical portions of said joint member at its

other end.

3,788,171

PROJECTION SCREEN FABRICATION APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Harvey O. Hoadley; Robert N. Wolfe, both of Rochester;

Beverly F. Palmer, Webster, and Roger S. Vanheyningen,

Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,383

Int. CI. B26d 3106

U.S. CI. 83—5 7 Claims

3.788,170

MECHANISM FOR RADIAL ADJUSTMENT OF TOOLS IN

ROTARY TUBULAR TOOL HOLDERS OF SHAVING
MACHINES OR THE LIKE

Frani Riedel, Solingen, Germany, assignor to Th. Kieserling &
Albrecht. Sollingen. (jermany

Filed Oct. 29, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 93,858

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 3, 1970, 2059565

Int. CLB23b 5/00. 25/00

U.S.CL 82-20 8 Claims

A method and apparatus for fabricating projection screen

masters from which highly efficient projection screens of im-

proved aesthetic quality can be replicated. The cutting stylus

of a sound-recording head is used to cut a plurality of con-

tiguous grooves in the surface of a blank master. A signal of

predefined waveform but of random frequency is applied to to

the cutting stylus to modulate the cutting depth thereof in

such a manner as to produce image light-redistribution

microelements of various sizes but of substantially identical

optical power.

A shaving machine for tubular or rod-like workpieces has a

tubular tool holder which is rotatable in two axially spaced

main antifriction bearings installed in the machine frame. An
auxiliary antifriction bearing surrounds the tool holder

between the two main bearings and its inner race is coupled by

rods with a sleeve which is movable axially of the tool holder

in the region of one main bearing. The sleeve has a conical in-

ternal surface abutting against complementary conical sur-

faces of several equidistant supports for shaving tools which

are caused to move radially in response to axial movement of

the sleeve. The outer race of the auxiliary bearing carries

several nuts which mesh with axially parallel feed screws

3,788,172

TEAR CUTTER
William T. Jones, Barberton, Ohio, assignor to The Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Company, Akron. Ohio

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,002

Int. CLB26d J/05, 7/06

U.S. CI. 83-9 3 Claims

Apparatus for preparing a specimen of elastomeric com-

pound for a physical test thereof in which the specimen in the

form of a rectangular prism is split to provide an area subject

to tearing as two portions of the prism are pulled apart by an

Instron or like testing machine. A two-part fixture supports

the specimen and two coplanar knives in spaced apart relation

are moved longitudinally of the specimen and of the fixture to

slit the narrow longitudinal edges of the prism leaving an

uncut test area therebetween.
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The foregoing abstract is not to be taken as limiting the in-

vention of this application, and in order to understand the full

mechanism passes the panels past a second pair of saws for

trimming the end edges of the panels The machine has

transfer mechanism for transferring the panels from the first

cf^iS—

i

.;;5i^-.>;-nT:-T.,m7':.M - :;; "
!T« .-.'/111 -

nature and extent of the technical disclosure of this applica-

tion, reference must be made to the accompanying drawing

and the following detailed description.

conveyor system to the second conveyor system The machine

includes a device for severing the web between the panels as

they pass through the machine, and includes also a device for

turning the panels over when they have been trimmed.

3,788.173

HYDRAl Lie HAND TOOL
Ronald E. Keiglev, 219 Laurel Ln., Clarksburg, W. Va.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,281

lnt.CLB26d5//2

t.S.a. 83-554 11 Claims

3.788,175
'

CUTTING APPARATUS
Ira K. Davis, Columbia. S.C, assignor to Sam B. Fowler. Lu-

goff. S.C.

Filed Aug. 25. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 74.6 1

7

Int. CI. B26d 7/06

U.S. CI. 83-83 -* Claims

T»' ' M' *»?

The specification discloses a hydraulic pressure operated

hand tool of the type in which manual pressure exerted on a

small-area pump piston creates a hydraulic pressure which is

communicated to a power cylinder for activating a hand tool

jaw member, such as a cutter blade Preliminary take-up

movement of the cutter blade into contact wjh the object to

be severed, such as cables, pipe etc., is effected by manual

pressure applied to a second pump piston of relatively large

area, which causes rapid displacement of the hydraulic medi-

um from a reservoir to the power cylinder before exertion of

manual pressure to the small-area pump piston. A push-button

valve when pressed causes instant return displacement of

hydrauliQ medium via a by-pass communication from the

cylinder to the reservoir to relieve the activating pressure on

the cutter blade and restore it promptly to normal position.

3,788,174

MACHINE FOR TRIMMING THE EDGES OF PANELS
Donald B. Morse, and Bernard A. Pribish, both of Joliet. III.,

assignors to Kemlite Corporation. Joliet. III.

Division of Ser. No. 99,135, Dec. 17, 1970. This application

Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,494

Int. CL B26d 1/12; B27b 5/04

U.S.CL 83-79 10 Claims

A machine for trimming the edges of panels wherein a first

conveyor mechanism passes the panels past a pair of saws for

trimming the side edges of the panels and a second conveyor

An apparatus for cutting and dispensing sheet material from

a roll of material comprising wck means carried by a pair of

standards for supporting an elongated roll of sheet material.

The sheet material is fed over a cutting surface under a pres-

sure bar which holds an end of the sheet material on the

cutting surface after a cutting blade severs the sheet material

An arm extends outwardly from adjacent the middle of the

cutting surface for measuring the length of the material to be

cut. The arm also provides means over which the material can

be automatically folded upon cutting.

3,788,176

CLAM SLICING MACHINE
Earl M. Glass. Baldwin, N.Y.. assignor to Howard Johnson

Company, Boston, Mass.

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256.341
,

Int. CI. B26d 4/04 I

U.S.CL83-114 19 Claims

A feed cylinder comprising a plurality of spaced parallel

discs providing peripheral slots of a predetermined depth and
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a plurality of circular cutter blades supported for rotation m

the slots The feed cylinder and cutter blades are supported

for rotation on spaced parallel shafts, the shaft supporting the

cutter blades being movable relative to the shaft supportmg

the feed cylinder to permit adjusting the degree of intermesh

of the slots and cutter blades. An adjustable stop provides for

determining the degree of intermesh and a spring yieldably

punch which stripper uses an elastomeric member. The tool

may function as a punch and embodies a die structure that

facilitates rapid and convenient adjustment in the location of

the formed hole. The fixture for the tool includes a supporting

or mounting bracket that facilitates convenient adjustment of

the tool in a variety of planes. A novel clevis is also provided

for accommodating a connection betvveen the shaft of an ac-

tuator and the driven element.

3 788 178

MACHINE FOR CUTTING rIGID FOAM BLOCKS

Wolfgang Pantel, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed July 14. 1972. Ser. No. 272,048

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 28, 1971,

11131/71
Int.CLB26d7//0

U.S. CI. 83-171 2 Claims

holds the cutter blades at a predetermined position of adjust-

ment There are stripper rings loosely mounted on the shaft on

which the cutler blades are mounted between the cutter

blades which are free to turn relative to the cutter blades for

clearing the latter and a guide for controlling displacement of

the stripper rings. The edges of the discs constituting the feed

CN Under are perpendicular to the side surfaces and the edges

of the cutler blades are inclined relative to the side surfaces.

3.788.177

FORMING TOOL AND FIXTURE THEREFOR

Robert W. Williamson. 62701 Haven Ridge Rd.. New Haven.

Mich. ,„,,.
Filed July 2. 1^71. Ser. No. 159.176

Int. CI. B26d 5/08

U.S. CI. 83-454 13 Claims

A machine for cutting elongate rigid foam blocks using

cutting wires .through which an electrical current flows for

heating thereof. A first group of such cutting wires extending

in transverse direction being arranged at a vertical support

frame of a horizontal support mechanism of the machine

frame, the support frame being displaceable in the lengthwise

direction of a block which is to be cut. A second set of such

cutting wires likewise extends in the transverse direction at a

horizontal support frame which can be moved up and down at

the machine frame. According to the invention the support

mechanism consists of longitudinally extending beams ar-

ranged at a lateral spacing from one another, the end portions

of which are mounted at transverse beams of the machine

frame A lower transverse portion of the vertical support

frame extends beneath and past the lengthwise extending

beams and a third set of cutting wires is present which are ar-

ranged at the vertical support frame and which extend from

the top towards the bottom through the lengthwise extending

beams of the support mechanism.

A forming tool and fixture therefor that is adapted to per-

form a variety of work functions on a workpiece and which

lends itself to rapid relocation and change in function. A form-

ing tool is constructed as a compact member including a force

amplification device. Due to the compact construction, a

number of the forming tools may be juxtaposed to each other

so as to perform work functions on closely adjacent areas of

the workpiece. The tool may function as a punch and an im-

proved and simplified stripper arrangement is provided for the

3,788,179

CUTTING PRESS

Raymond G. Vallier, Brookfleld, Wis., assignor to Western

States Envelope Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,092 ,

Int. CI. B26d 7/20

U.S. CL 83-437
'' Claims

A cutting table is movably mounted on a frame for recipro-

cal movement between two positions, and a cutting die is posi-

tioned to overlie one position of the cutting table. A cutting

board which is mounted on top of the cutting table comprises

a plurality of rectangular sections which are positioned in side-

by-side relationship in a substantially flat tray. The rectangular

sections are fitted loosely enough into the tray so that they can

be moved from position to position to present an altered

cutting surface to the cutting die. An eccentric shaft driven by

a chain is mounted on the cutting table and engages the

cutting board to cause minor shifting of the cutting board
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when the c

positioned
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hain is moved. The chain engages a ratchet which is

to engage a pawl on the frame. The pawl moves the

aforesaid rails The lower ends of the rails extend beneath and

below the slitting stations to support the sheet before and after

slitting. Each paired knife and anvil are so constructed to

shear cut the sheet and the knives are self-sharpening because

of the manner in w hich they are mounted relative to the anvils.

Product support guides are positioned between the inclined

rails for supptming the contents contained within the "-

blisters." A first sheet is employed carrying the blisters. The

blisters in effect comprise a series of transparent open-ended

pt>uches which are adapted to receive product and a closure

sheet is secured to the first sheet to seal the product within the

blister The guides are used where the products being

packaged are relatively heavy in weight

ratchet and therebv shifts the position of the cutting board

every time the cutting table is reciprocated between its two

positions.

3,788,181

SHEAR
James R. Adair, Pittsburgh, Pa., as.signor to Wean I nited. Inc.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Jan. 22, 1971. Ser. No. 108,843

lnt.CI.B26d.V««..V/6

L.S. CI. 83-554 10 Claims

3,788,180

SLITTER FOR DISPLAY PACKAGES AND SIMILAR
PRODI CTS

George Potsch, Lake Zurich, and Karl Friedrich Poetsch,

McHenry, both of III., assignors to Sun Industries Incor-

porated, Fox Lake, III.

Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,205

Int.CI.B26d//24.7/06

L.S.CL 83-449 12 Claims

, -/t

An apparatus for slitting sheets of material comprising a

frame having an inclined flat stationary feed bed which is fix-

edly mounted on the frame. The bed includes a series of trans-

versely spaced inclined rails and each rail is provided with a

knife opening located intermediately relative to upper and

lower ends of each rail Cutting means are also supported on

the frame and comprise a paired knife and anvil with each pair

co-acting at each knife opening thereby providing a series of

transversely spaced slitting stations for slitting a sheet as it

moves downwardly along the inclined fiat feed bed on the

The disclosure of this invention relates to a shear for side

trimming or dividing steel plates produced by a rolling mill. It

illustrates and describes a stationary lower knife head to which

there is secured a lower knife and a vertically movable upper

knife head that support an upper knife The upper knife head

is connected to a crank shaft by pitmans and through which

means the upper knife is moved towards and away from the

lower knife to effect a cut. The path of the shearing and return

stroke of the upper knife head is controlled so that during the

cutting portion of the shearing stroke, the upper knife is

caused to move perpendicular to the plate over the entire

range of plate thicknesses adapted to be sheared, and im-

mediately thereafter, at the commencement of the return

stroke, the upper knife is displaced away from the sheared

edge of the plate. This control is achieved by providing a pair

of trunnions pivotally connected to the upper knife head in

which the upper knife head is urged against a knife action con-

trol guiding surface during the shearing stroke and displaced

laterally immediately after shearing and during the first por-

tion of its return stroke in a manner that the lower portion of

the head is tilted away from the sheared edge of the plate. A

piston cylinder assembly connected to the upper knife head is

employed to assist in the positioning of the head in timed

sequence with the rotation of the crank.
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3,788,182

CUTTING TOOLS W ITH ROUND FACE TOOTH INSERTS

Robert P. Tyler, Westminister, Mass., assignor to Wallace-

Murray Corporation, Fitchburgh, Mass.

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,956

Int. CI. B27b 33/02; B27g 13/08

U.S. CI. 83-835 5 Claims

age converter, a DC. attenuator and a differential voltmeter,

the differential voltmeter connected between the outputs of

the DC. attenuator and the frequency to voltage converter as

a null indicator to indicate the voltage difference between the

two. The audio pre-amplifier amplifies the signal from the

musical instrument and its output is connected to the input of

the frequency to voltage converter. The frequency to voltage

convertei- changes the amplified frequency to voltage propor-

tionally.

3,788,185

CONTROLLED-DRIVE SEALING FASTENER
Charles E. Gutshall, Schaumburg, III., assignor to EIco Indus-

tries, Inc., Rockford, III.

Filed Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,576

Int.CLF16b4i/00

U.S.CL85-1JP 14 Claims

Saws have teeth inserts which present on each tooth a circu-

lar cutting edge resulting from truncating spheres of hard or

hardcnable material to form round surfaces facing the

direction of sawing motion and presenting round cutting edges

at the teeth tips having a positive or negative rake as desired.

3,788,183

STRINGED INSTRl MENT WITH A SOUNDING PLATE
Ralph E. Mariner, 2060 S. Patton Ct., Denver, Colo.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,682

Int.CLGIOdi/00

U.S. CI. 84-291 10 Claims

2b' Zb

A stringed instrument having the strings carried on an ex-

tended stick, and a sounding plate affixed to the stick to ampli-

fy the vibrations of the strings. The sounding plate is a thin

sheet of resilient material which is fiexed when mounted upon

the stick to impose bending stresses upon the plate.

3,788,184

PRECISION ELECTRONIC TUNING DEVICE
Donald K. Zeiser, 7425 Parfcdale, Clayton, Mo.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,648

Int. CI. GlOg 7/02

U.S. CI. 84—454 2 1 Claims

This controlled-drive fastener which seals the aperture

through which it is driven comprises an elongated shank hav-

ing an entering end portion at one extremity, a head of ex-

panded cross section integral with the shank adjacent the

other extremity, a centrally-apertured, substantially-rigid

backing member or washer assembled on the shank adjacent

the head and a centrally-apertured, substantially-resilient seal-

ing member or washer assembled on the shank adjacent the

substantially-rigid washer. The substantially-rigid washer has

an annular convex portion intermediate the radial peripheries

and disposed generally towards the head and a complementa-

ry annular concave portion disposed generally towards the en-

tering end portion. The substantially-resilient washer is dilated

adjacent the inner periphery to accommodate the fastener

shank and to impart an inverted frustoconical configuration to

the washer. Specific embodiments include self-centering

designs, bonded assemblies, and swiveling assemblies.

3,788,186

STRESS INDICATION
Nelson A. Crites, Columbus, Ohio, assignor

Memorial Institute, Columbia, Ohio

Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,321

Int. CLFl6b i//02

U.S. CL 85—62

to Battelk

17 Claims

INPUT
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A precision electronic tuning device for tuning a musical in-

strument, having an audio pre-amplifier, a frequency to volt-

24, 25 1 1 ,16 20

A member having a region that may be subject to compres-

sive stress and means in the region for indicating that a

predetermined magnitude of such stress has been encoun-

tered.
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A cavity extending inward from a surface has a piece of brit-

tle mater.al fitted snugly in it against, and protruding beyond,

the nm of the cavity The predetermined stress causes the

piece to shear and break apart at the rim.

In a bolt, the cavitv mav be in the outer portion of the head,

where the compression is responsive to tension in the shank

Or the cavitv may be in the convex portion of a Bellev^ille

washer, to provide a measure of tension in the shank ot a bolt

that is tightened against it.

its side face, disposed opposite that of the other element, pro-

jections adapted to come into sliding contact with said other

element and to form with it passages for the escape of air dur-

ing the loading of said projectile in the barrel.

3,788.189

AMMUNITION FEEDING SYSTEM

Harold G. Sachleben. Sr.. Camden. N.J.. and Robert Pettinga,

Shelbume, Vt.. assignors to General Electric Company

Filed July 12. 1972, S«r. No. 270,991

lnl.CI.F41dV/0ft

U.S. CI. 89-34 8 Claims

3 788 187

STAPLING SYSTEM AND METHOD
Friedrich Karl Knohl, Roselle. III., assignor to Illinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 9. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 78,956

Int.Cl.F 16b/ 5/00

l.S. CI. 85-49 10 Claims

An attachment system in which a staple and staple diverging

means cooperate in such a manner as to flare the penetrating

legs of the staple as it enters a workp.ece such as gypsum

board The diverging means is first placed in or on the w^ork-

mece and thereafter'a staple, including a head portion and leg

portion. IS driven over the diverging means to diverge out-

wardly the legs of the staple and thereby provide su^stant al

resistance to withdrawal of the staple, and additionally

preventing the entering points of the staple from penetrating

thru and protruding thru the opposite side of the workpiece.

An ammunition handling system has a housing for storing

the main quantity of a belt of rounds of ammunition and a flex-

ible guide for leading the belt from the housing to the gun. and

having means at the forward end of the gun for retaining the

belt therein when separated from the gun. and for locking

onto the feeder of the gun. engaging the lead round of the belt

into the feeder, and releasing the belt for feeding in a single

manual operation of the gunner.

3.788.190

AUTOMATIC FIREARM

Kenneth H. Dunn, 1 1 1 N.E. 27th St., Pompano Beach. Fla.

Filed Apr. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 242.346

Int.Cl. F41c5/06

L.S. CI. 89-196 5 Claims

3 788 188

COMBINATION MtZZLE-LOADING MORTAR BARREL
AND PROJECTILE

Amo Sten Donner, P.O. Box 1 0032, Helsinki, Fmland

Continuation of Ser. No. 801.712, Feb. 24. 1969. abandoned.

This application Dec. 1. 1970. Ser. No. 94,194

Claims priority, appUcation France, Apr. 27, 1967,

67104372
Inl.CI.F41j//06

L.S.CI.89-1F > Claim

A combination of muzzle-loading mortar barrel and projec-

tile characterized in that at least one of said elements has on

A firearm which utilizes the recoil of the explosion to auto-

matically bring a new cartridge into position in the firing

chamber and to discharge the spent cartridge. The loading

mechanism includes a slide member having fingers which grip

the nm of the cartridge and a cam means carried by the frame

of the firearm and utilizing the rearward sliding motion

between the slide member and the frame to produce upward

movement of the cartridge from the magazine to the loading

area and to produce alignment of the cartridge with the firing

chamber of the firearm so that upon forward return movement

of the slide member the cartridge is positioned in the finng

chamber ready for firing.
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3,788,191 valve operation with a simple control system so that even un-

BL'RST FIRING, SINGLEBARREL, ARMAMENT skilled operators can run the engine, without roughness,

Richard Stephen Rose, South Burlington, and Burton Parker

Clark, St. George, both of Vt.. assignors to General Electric

Company
Filed Dec. 6. 1972. Ser. No. 312.763

Int. CLF4 Id 7/02

U.S. CI. 89- 155 9 Claims

A single barrel rifle, has a plurality of chambers in a through its full speed and torque ranges. A novel cylinder

revolver drum which arc loaded, chambered, extracted and design obtains what is substantially uniflow operation without

ejected concurrently . and fired sequentially, under the control undesirable high compression,

of a central actuation rod

3,788,192

METAL FORMING TOOL 3,788,194
Adrian H. Krieg. 2627 Dunning Dr.. Yorktown. N.Y. ACTUATOR UNIT

Filed Nov. I. 1971. Ser. No. 194.284
^^^.^ ^ Burns. Watertown. N.Y., assignor to General Signal

Int. CI. B23d .V04 Corporation, Watertown, N.Y.

l.S. CI. 90—40 15 Claims r:i_j i in tan-i '

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,013

Int.CLF15b/i//6

U.S.CL 91-386

'-/ V ///. ///.'^//^//////T?.

9 Claims

A tool for preparing beveled edges on metal workpieces

having workpiece holding means and a cutting element. The

cutting element being mounted in a carrier pivotally movable

in an arc to form • -urved bevel in the workpiece.

3,788,193

STEAM ENGINE
Chadwell O'Connor, 3490 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Oct. 4, 1971. Ser. No. 186.069

Int.CI.F0112//02,-?///4

U.S.CL 91-243 4 Claims

A steam engine of a modified uniflow type having a valve

and valve actuating mechanism permitting double-acting

cylinders to operate efficiently under high speed-low torque

conditions and also to be smoothly adjusted, during engine

operation, for lower compression-higher torque operation at

low start-up speeds. A chain driven, double cam. valve actuat-

ing mechanism permits smooth variations in the timing of

The disclosure concerns a unitized, proportional, electro-

pneumatic linear actuator having a pneumatic power motor

controlled by a position balanced servo valve which is actu-

ated directly by an electrical stepper motor. Preferably, the

position feedback linkage interconnecting the power motor

and the valve comprises a pivoted lever system including

springs for eliminating backlash, and a gain adjustment.
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3,788,195

CONTROL VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR A PNEl MATICALLV
OPERATED STAPLER

Wilfried Lange, Altenhagen, Germany, assignor to Bukama

GmbH, Hannover. Germany
Filed Sept. 5. 1972. Ser. No. 286.335

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. 10, 1971, P 21

45 302.1
lni.C\.¥\5b 1 1108, 131042

L.S.CK 91-457 10 Claims

in parallel bearings in the housing and attached to the thrust

plate The guide shafts insure that the thrust plate is moved

very accurately in the desired direction The guide shafts also,

resist torsional, lateral and tilting loads placed on the thrust

plate The cylinder is secured in an opening in the center of a

rubberized fabric retainer The retainer is then sandwiched

between a mounting surface on the housing and a spring plate,

each of which has an opening of radius slightly larger than the

radius of the cylinder, through which the cylinder extends.

The spring plate and retainer are fastened to the housing. The

cylinder is thus attached to the retainer which in turn is at-

tached to the housing. This allows the cylinder a slight amount

of angular and axial movement, limited by the mounting plate

and the housing, to provide compensation for inaccuracies in

piston and cylinder manufacture, as well as lateral, torsional

and shock loads.

3,788,197

FLLID LIFT MECHANISM AND LNDERGROLND
HOlSlN(;

BiUy H. Bishop, 1 1 1 1 S. Post Oak, Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,480

lnt.CLF01b2V/fW

I' S CI 92 77 ' 8 Claims

An annular chamber of the control valve of a pneumatically

operated stapler communicates with a compressed air admis-

sion channel and contains an elastic O-ring which is deforma-

ble in a radial direction The puter edge of this O-ring con-

stitutes a control pressure zone which can be affected b\ an

auxiliary valve, and the interior edge of said O-ring is a sealing

element for the air admission channel.

3,788,196

LINEAR THRtSTER
William C. Sandlin, Waco, Tex., assignor to tltramation Inc.,

W aco, Tex.

Filed Aug. 9, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 69,933

Int. CI. FOlh 15100,29/00

l.S.CL 92-13 21 Claims

A pre-molded electrical insulating housing for receiving an

underground metal portion of a fluid operated expansible

chamber lift mechanism to protect the mechanism from corro-

sion The housing includes means for protecting the associated

piping effecting operation of the lift mechanism and the lift

movement guiding assembly.

A linear thruster comprising a housing supporting a power

cylinder and piston, a thrust plate operated by said power

cylinder and a pair of precision guide shafts slidably mounted

3 788 198

FLUID SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR SLIDE UNIT

John M. Check, Chelsea, and Donald R. Brettrager, Chesan-

ing, both of Mich., assignors to Raycon Corporation, Ann

Arbor, Mich.
|

Filed June 2, 1972. Ser. No. 259,019

lnl.CI.F01b/-V02.J//00

U.S. CI. 92-86 3 Claims

A fluid supported rectangular slide unit in which a rectangu-

lar cylinder member is telescoped in a rectangular housing

member, and fluid under pressure is introduced to produce

relative reciprocal movement of the members. The pressure

nuid is also utilized to form a layer of fluid betweert the mem-
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bers which promotes accurate relative positions of the mem- 3,788,200

bers and facilitates relative movement. Such a slide unit is EXPOSURE DEVICE FOR MANUFACTURING COLOUR
PICTURE TUBES

Eilch Yamazaki, Ichihara; Koichi Maniyama, and Toshio

Ueda, both of Mobara, ail of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Fikd Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,313

Claims priorityjapplication Japan, Mar. 5, 1971, 46/1 1274

lnt.CLG03b27//6
U.S.CL95-1 7 Claims

suitable for accurately positioning a machine tool where rota-

tional displacement between the tool and a workpiece cannot

be tolerated.

3.788,199

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING HEAVY DUTY BAGS
Wasuke Sato. Kawasaki: Fumio Iriko, Tokyo; Sadao

Yamamoto. Kawasaki: Mitsumaro Fujisawa, and Shigeyuki

Hatakeyama. both of Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to

Showa benko K.K.. Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 847,647, Aug. 5, 1969, Pat. No. 3,570,749.

This application Nov. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 88,381

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 9, 1968, 43-561 13;

Dec. 20, 1968, 43-11079; Dec. 20, 1968, 43-11079; Apr. 11,

1969,44-32513; Apr. 11, 1969,44-32514; Apr. 1 1, 1969,44-

32515
Int.CI. B31C//00

U.S. CI. 93— 80 3 Claims

In an exposure device for manufacturing a colour picture.r

tube of the type comprising a source of light, and a correction

lens having an effective surface divided into a plurality of

discontinuous regions surrounded by boundary lines and

disposed between the panel of the tube and the source of light

whereby the photosensitive film coated on the inner surface of

the panel is exposed to the light emanating from the source

and transmitted through the correction lens to form a

fluorescent screen, there is provided means for the correction

lens for restricting the light transmitted through the discon-

tinuous regions thereby uniformly exposing the photosensitive

film.

3,788,201 .

METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING VEHICLE
IDENTIFICATION. SPEED AND CONDITIONS OF

VISIBILITY

Frank Abell, 954 W . Hyde Road Blvd., Inglewood, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 793.461, Jan. 23, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 14, 1970, Ser. No. 97,588

Int. CI. G03b 1 7124

U.S.CL 95-1.1 4 Claims

A method for manufacturing heavy duty bags wherein

stretched tapes made of synthetic resin such as high density

polyethylene or p>olypropylene are spirally wound in opposite

directions in a manner to intersect each other to form a plu-

rality of sup>erposed cylindrical bodies. The superposed por-

tions of the intersecting stretched tapes forming said cylindri-

cal bodies are bonded together to form a cylindrical network,

one end of which is sealed to provide a bottom.

A method is provided for producing a photographic record

showing the identification of a moving vehicle, its speed, con-

ditions of visibility, date and time Conditions of visibility are

established by periodically making a first photographic record

of a target at a selected location along a highway. In one em-
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bodiment. identification and speed are established in a second

photographic record by simultaneously photographing a vehi-

cle moving along the highv^ay in the vicinity of the target and a

radar speed meter indicating the speed of the photographed

vehicle. In a second embodiment, identification and speed are

established by taking two pictures with the same photographic

means of the identical portion of a moving vehicle in the

vicinity of the target at a known time interval in order to make

up a second photographic record, and measuring the relative

sizes of the image of the identical portion of the vehicle in the

two pictures; and thereafter calculating the speed of the vehi-

cle by interrelating the time interval and vehicle image sizes

with the image size of an object in a picture taken by said

photographic means located at a known distance from the ob-

ject, the object having an actual dimension corresponding to

an actual dimension of the portion of the- moving vehicle ap-

pearing lA the second photographic record The first and

second embodiments for establishing identification and speed

can be combined for purposes of corroborating the speed of

the moving vehicle Date and time are established by simul-

taneously photographing in all exposures making up the first

and second photographic records date and time means show-

ing the date and time at which the exposures are made.

image-bearing member is selectively disengaged and re-en-

gaged with the transfer member according to predetermined

values to obtain the ctTect of justifying the line This process is

applicable to generally any form of imaging involving a trans

ferabic image or character. :

3,788,202

VIEWFINDER FOR SINGLE LENS REFLEX CAMERAS
Willi Wiessner. Wetzlar. Germany, assignor to Ernst Leitz

GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany
Filed Aug. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 282,702

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 27, I97I, P 21

42 888.6
lni,Cl.G0ibl9ll4

lJ.S.CI.95-11 V .
10 Claims

3,788.204

SW INGING-SECTOR CAMERA SHI TTER W ITH

WARNING INDICATOR
Peter Loseries. Diez. (Jermany, and Toshio Hayashi, Osaka,

Japan, assignors to Minolta Camera Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan

and Ernst Leilz GmbH, Wetzlar, (;ermany i

Filed Mar. 30. 1973, Ser. No. 346,575

Claims priorit>. application Japan, Apr. II, 1972,47 36248

Int. CI. G03b V/.*6

I.S.CL 95— 55 4 Claims

9 ** 3c

A single lens reflex camera comprising a penta prism ar-

ranged above the reflex mirror is provided on the light emerg-

ing side of the prism with a light ray reflecting means The

reflecting means is movably mounted so that the light rays

emerging from the prism may be directed into at least two dif-

ferent directions. It is thereby achieved that the camera may

be used with at least two different viewing directions, eg

mainly with a horizontal and with a vertical viewing direction

3,788,203

JCSTinCATlON APPARATCS
Warren L. Rhodes, Rochester, N.V., assignor to Xerox Cor-

poration, Stamford, Conn.

Division ol S*r. No. 1 1 5,299, Feb. 1 6, 1 97 1 . This application

Oct. 27. 1 972, Ser. No. 30 1 ,38

1

Int.a.B4Ib2J/00

L.S. CI. 95-4.5 * Claims

A method for justifying a line of type from existing typo-

graphic material and a character generator is disclosed An

electrostatic charge pattern corresponding to at least a part of

the image to be printed is formed. The image is developed and

justification calculated. During the transferring process, the

A sw inging-sector camera shutter having a plurality of sec-

tors. Each sector has a plurality of blades which execute a

combined rotary-slidmg motion The shutter has a control

lever which, when the shutter is cocked, successively engages

the operating cranks of the first slide and the second slide and

moves same The second slide is held, in the initial position, by

a pawl subjected to the force of a spring, which latter disen-

gages the pawl and is hingedly connected with its other end to

the control lever and is tensioned at the beginning of the

operation of the control lever. The shutter has a holding mag-

net to which voltage is applied at least at the beginning of the

operation of the control lever and this magnet holds the pawl

in the locking position against the force of the spring until cur-

rent is cut off by the timer control device The shutter is pro-

vided additionally with a displaceable and pivotable warning

lever, one end of which is held, by a pawl, in contact with the

magnet by spring or magnetic force, outside of the range of

motion of the operating crank of the first rotary slide This

warning lever is pulled into this range of motion by spring

force and is shifted, by the operating crank into a viewing

aperture when the pawl, during the operation of the control

lever, is lifted off the magnet before the operating crank has

reached its final position in the released position.
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3,788,205 3,788,207

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR TOP DISCHARGE ROOF VENTILATOR

PROCESSING LARGE FORMAT, SELF-DEVELOPING Lewis S. Doherty, II, Parish of East Baton Rouge, La., assignor

FILM LNIT to Doherty-Silentaire, Baton Rouge, La.

John F.Pasieka, Acton, and Duncan C.Sorli.Chebnsford, both Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,148

of Mass., assignors to Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Int. CI. F04d2J//4 ,-^, .

Mass. U.S.CL 98-42 12 Claims

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,566

Int. CL G03d 5/02

U.S. CI. 95-93 48 Claims

A compact drum processor for use in conjunction with a

specially configured, large format, self-developing, film unit

and film holding cassette to form a system for distributing a

fluid processing composition between and in contact with

preselected portions of two superposed elements forming the

large format film unit

A roof ventilator for exhausting air includes a tapered, up-

standing, hollow stack for sealed securement on a roof at an

air opening therein. A hollow, upstanding and semispherical

outlet bell is telescoped in close spaced radial relation over the

upper end of the stack and has an open upper end. A substan-

tially flat damper pan normally rests upon and closes the

upper stack end. A mounting sleeve is fixedly supported

within the stack. A hollow guide element, pendently and coax-

ially fixed to the damper pan, is slidably located within the

mounting sleeve and carries limiting means coacting with the

mounting sleeve for limiting movement of the damper pan up-

wardly off the upper stack end, whereby a pressure drop from

the stack to the bell causes the damper pan to lift from the

upper end of the stack to vent the stack into the bell.

3,788,206

MODI LAR CEILING CONSTRUCTION
Gerard Edmund Muivey, 36 Castle Frank Rd., Toronto, On-

tario, Canada
Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,247

Int.CI. F21S//02

U.S.CL 98-40 DL 9 Claims

3,788,208

SPRING SECUREMENT MEANS FOR SEALING WEB
Billy M. Brumett, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Hawley

Manufacturing Corporation, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,183

Int.CI,F23jy//00

U.S. CL 98— 1 1 5 VM 7 Claims

A modular construction unit for ceiling construction and

having a unitary frame, ceiling fabric means supported by and

incorporated in the frame, suspension attachment means

defined by the frame, lighting fixture means attached to the

frame and adapted to be supported thereby in position in the

ceiling, and air handling means attached to said frame and

adapted to be supported thereby when in position in the ceil-

ing and electrical connection means and air handling connec-

tion means associated with the lighting fixture means and the _ .

air handling means for connection to services within the ceil-
. .u^ .»oi;„„

mg and junction means formed on said frame means around Bowed-spring means for
^«'f,^.^^^'>;.;„^^f'"'"VpflT^f

'"!

the edges thereof for interfitting engagement with adjacent web to the apertured header wall in a TRAV-L-VEN
I

type

said units to form a complete ceiling. of ventilating system.
^
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3.788.209 wire collects in the space, whereupon the upper platform is

SMOKEHOLSE RACK brought into place and the predetermined quantity is severed.

Orhan G. Artar. Evanston. III., and Charles W. Ross, Pitt- The lower platform is then lifted to compress this quantity of

sbursh. Pa., assignors to Annour and Company. Chicago, wire agamst the underside of the upper platform and devices

lU.

Filed Mar. 1 1. 1970,S«r. No. 18.417

Int. CI. A47j 4J100

t.S. CI. 99-349

known per se are employed to tie up the so formed package.

The guides and the lower platform are then lowered somewhat

and then swung into a horizontal position whereupon the

8 Cbums package is pushed out by the lower platform onto a waiting

conveyor. The assembly is then swung back into the vertical

position and the upper platform moved aside for formation of

another package.

A smokehouse rack providing restrainers to compress the

ends of sausages as the\ are smoked or cooked to reduce

tapered ends and provide more uniform slices.

3,788,211

Ml LTIPLE PANEL LAMINATING PRESS
Hylie A. Mason. Jr.. 354 Dawson Dr.. Thousand Oaks. Calif.

Filed Mar. 23. 1972. S«r. No. 237.267

Int. CL B02c IllOfi. B30b /5/.^4

I.S. CL 100-93 P 13 Claims

3.788,210

APPARATUS FOR FORMING PACKAGED COILS OF
WIRE

Heinz Lingemann, Homberg. Germany, assignor to Fried

Krupp Gesellschaft mit Beschrankter Haftung, Kssen, Ger-

many
Filed Oct. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 300,341

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 23, 1971,

2152953
Int. CI. B65b 13102

L.S.CL 100-7 10 Claims

•^t**

TC ^sa
H -C-

•• c ; /

1

A building panel laminating press including a base compris-

ing a concrete filled case and carrying a fabricated platen with

a flat top surface and vertical columns ab<iut its perimeter, a

weighted head comprising a concrete filled case and carrying

a fabricated platen with a flat b<ittom surface and slidably cou-

pled with the columns, power driven jack means to shift the

head vertically relative to the base and one or more inter-

mediate fabricated platens with fiat top and bottom surfaces in

vertical spaced relationship between the head and base and

supported for limited yieldingly vertical movement, each

platen having tubes therein to conduct a heated fluid medium

therethrough, and vertically extensible shiftable heat insulated

shielding means about and betv^een each adjacent pair ol

platens and having sides adapted to be manually shifted to

open positions to provide access to between the platens.

3.788.212

REFl SE COMPACTOR HAVING A PIVOTALLV
ARRANGED RAM FACE MEMBER

Donald G. H. Doepke. (Greenfield, Wis., assignor to General

Electric Company. Louisville. Ky.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289.645

Int.CLB30b/.V06
L.S. CL 100—229 A 5 Claims

Two sets of parallel guide bars define with a displaceable

lower platform a cylindrically annular spaced which can be

tilted from a vertical to a horizontal position A platform

above the lower platform can be brought into position to close

the end of the space when the space is vertical Wire supplied

continuously from above as a helix collects either on the lower

platform in the space or, if the upper platform is in place on

the upper platform. In operation a predetermined quantity of

A household refuse compactor of the type having a recepta-

cle wherein refuse is compacted by a movable ram body
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member. The ram body member has a ram face member nor-

mally carried in firm attachment thereto for compressing

refuse in the receptacle. The ram face member is adapted to

be manually released from its normal compressing position on

the ram body member and swung to a more accessible position

to enable removal of soil therefrom.

prints are made. The sheet means may include an ink ribbon, a

paper sheet, and a stationary foil on which the resilient prongs

3.788.213

METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR MARKING
SUCCESSIVE SECTIONS OF AN ELONGATED

MATERIAL
William B. Brown, deceased, late of Pasadena, Md. (by Hazel

V. Brown, representative); George Frank Besnyo, Towson,

and Eugene Marshall Hornor, Baltimore, both of Md., as-

signors to Western Electric Company, Incorporated, New

York,N.Y.
Filed Jan. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 218,327

lnt.CLB4If /7//0

U.S.CL 101-37 24 Claims

A first code printing head is removably attached to one end

of an arm of a turret mounted rotatably at the center thereof

within a drum mounted on a constantly rotating drum shaft

having successive portions of the circumferential surface

thereof moved adjacent a path of travel of successive suctions

of a jacketed cable transverse of and spaced from the drum

axis When the first head is oriented radially of the drum, the

head marks a code on the successive sections of the cable

being advanced in engagement therewith. The other end of

the arm is adapted to support a second code printer head so

that as the first head is moved out of the radial or printing

position, the second head is moved into the radial position

where the second code printer marks a different code on a

subsequent cable having a different construction.

3,788,214

PRINTING APPARATUS FOR BUSINESS MACHINES
Dieter Folkens, and Rolf Moritz, both of Wilhelmshaven, Ger-

many, assignors to Olympia Werke AG, Wilhelmshaven,

Germany
Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,015

Claims priority, application Germany, May 19, 1971, P 21

24 889.5

Int. CLB4IJ 2 7/00

U.S.CL 101-96 9 Claims

A printing apparatus for typewriters, calculators, and like

business machines in which the resilient prongs of a comb
shaped printing plate are operated to slide in frictional contact

in slightly resiliently deformed condition over areas of pres-

sure responsive sheets covering printing type faces so that im-

slide while holding the ink ribbon on the papers sheet, and the

paper sheet on the type face, or other pressure responsive im-

print forming sheets may be used.

3,788,215

PRINTER W ITH SCREEN FRAME LIFT AND SQUEEGEE
SUPPORT PIVOT MEANS

Daryl Gene Lambert, Williamsport, Pa., assignor to The Dia-

Print Company, Inc., Williamsport, Pa.

Filed Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 103,457

Int.CLB411/i/00
U.S.CL 101— 123 7 Claims

The master frame which supports a transversely movable

squeegee assembly and a removable screen chase is coupled

by blocks including slide bearings to a rearwardly upwardly

inclined shafts forming one member of each support assembly

fixed to opposite sides of the table top of the screen printer

cabinet. This allows the master frame to be raised and lowered

and simultaneously moved rearwardly to permit easy visual in-

spection of the platen supporting the screen print substrate.

The squeegee assembly is supported for movement by yoke

members carrying open sided ball bushings at 90° to each

other, which in turn slidably receive a pair of mounting shafts

fixed to a rack bar in cantilever fashion. The rack bar, being

pivoted at its ends, pivots the squeegee assembly about a

horizontal axis extending parallel to the front panel of the

screen printer. A drive motor fixed tp the squeegee assembly

mounting plate rotates a drive pinion in mesh with the rack on

a side of the bar opposite to that of the horizontal ball bushing.

Paired, angled male locator members are inclined 60° to the

horizontal, in the same manner as the guide shafts of the sup-

port assemboy for the blocks, to accurately locate the master

frame relative to female locator members fixed to the top of

the cabinet table. A single lifting cylinder centrally located
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relative to the end bars of the master frame and the support as-

semblies effects equal force application to both sides of the

master frame maintaining horizontal alignment between the

same during complete lift of the master frame from the under-

Iving table top Rotatable clamping members, each carrying a

torque screw, effect identical registration of the removable

screen printing chase with the master frame during coupling of

the chase to the frame The platen is supported on the table

top beneath the master frame, by means allowing adjustment

both fore and aft and to the right or left and dial indicators in-

dicate the extent of shift from neutral positions in either

direction for insuring proper relocation of the platen after

removal and subsequent replacement.

3,788.216

ADJISTABLE SCREEN PRINTING CHASE

Daryl G. Lambert. Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to The Dia-Print

Companv, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Dec. 8, 197 1, Ser. No. 205.944

Int.Cl. B41n//24

l.S.CI.IOl-127.1
9Ctoiins

JLTI

packages, and the like The assembly includes a stencil tissue

or sheet, on one side of which is permanently secured a nar-

row ridigizing strip adjacent the top edge of the stencil tissue.

A strip of pressure sensitive reusable adhesive is applied to the

opposite side of the stencil tissue substantially coextensive

with the narrow rigidizing strip A carbon material covers the

remainder of the opposite side of the stencil sheet A narrow

guardian strip engages the lower portion of the adhesive strip.

A backing sheet removably engages the remaining upper por-

tion of the adhesive strip A modified structure includes a car-

bon sheet in lieu of the carbon on the back of the stencil sheet

and the guardian strip, said carbon sheet having a perforation

line facilitating tearing off of a substantial portion thereof to

provide a guardian strip The guardian strip and the retained

carbon sheet segment are foldable over to cover the exposed

adhesive strip bared by removal of the backing sheet.

3.788,218

W ALKIN ROTARY PRINTINCJ MACHINE I NIT

Ralph L. Fusco, Commack. and Robert A. While, Plain>ie\».

both of N.Y., assignors to Uood Industries, Inc., Plainfield.

NJ.
Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189.140

Int. CI. B4 If 5/06

li,S. CI. 101-180 2 Claims

A laterally shiftable screen supporting bar within a U-

shaped channel member of a screen printing frame assembly is

provided with an arcuate slot extending inwardly from the sur-

face of the bar which faces the channel opening and receives a

similarlv shaped arcuate screen clamping strip with the screen

edge held therebetween such that the force acting through the

screen on the strip tending to move it linearly out of the arcu-

ate slot is resisted by the arcuate interlock formed thereby A

projection on the strip engages a flange on the channel

member to prevent arcuate removal of the strip from the

channel member slot.

3,788,217

REINFORCED STENCIL ASSEMBLY WITH FOLDABLE,

ADHESIVE COVERING GUARDIAN STRIP

Harold H. Rabelow, Marion, III., assignor to Marsh Stencil

Machine Company. Belleville, III.

Filed May 27. 1971, Ser. No. 147395

Int. CLB41n 7/24

U,S.CL 101-128.1 12CIaims

An improved perfecting unit of a rotary web printing

machine having at least two printing couples where in the

printing couples are separated such that they are in spaced

apart relation with each other and including modular pre-

wired housing sections, guards and shields for each couple

thereby providing a configuration having a walk-in space

which facilitates improved installation, operation, repair and

maintenance.

There is disclosed a noveV stencil assembly employed in

duplicating address and other information on cartons.

3 788 219

BLADE FOR SCRAPING LIQUIDS FROM A RELATIVELY
MOVING SURFACE

John P. GaUagher. Park Ridge. III., assignor to A. B. Dick

Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Apr. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 241,003

Int.CI.B41fJ5/04

U.S.CL 101-425 5CIiUins

This invention relates to a scraper blade assembly adapted

to scrape liquids from a relatively moving surface, the blade
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having a triangular cross section including respective front master to the printing cylinder, and to hold the imaged master

and rear legs joined at an apex to form a scraping ledge, and during a print mode of cylinder operation in which reproduc-

r^

each of the legs having their respective opposite ends

anchored in a support bar adapted to move the scraping ledge

toward and away from the relatively moving surface.

3,788.220

INK FOUNTAIN TROUGH WITH SEALS FOR FOUNTAIN
ROLLER

W allace J. Laben, Chicago, and Kenneth J. Tonkin. Glenview. tions are made. The system has controls for programming the

both of III., assignors to A. B. Dick Company, Chicago, III.
machine through respective preparation, function and print

Filed Apr. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 241.023 cycles.

Int.CI. B41f.?//02

U.S. CI. 101-363 5Claims

3.788.222

FUSEE IGNITING DISPENSER
Clarence F. Evans. 26801 Camargo Dr., Saugus. Calif.

Filed Dec. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 31 1,633

Int.CI.C06d;/04

U.S. CI. 102—37.4

' IS 5?' ?l ti, 5*' "^

e

J^

13 Claims

The present invention relates to a replaceable and disposa-

ble ink fountain which can be manufactured of thermoplastic

material, for example, and which is constructed as a one-piece

item having edge and peripheral seals to engage an ink foun-

tain roller in a sealing manner, and also a blade edge adjusta-

ble relative to the ink fountain roller to meter application of

ink to the roller.

3.788.221

STENCIL DUPLICATOR WITH MASTER MAKING AND
PNEUMATIC HANDLING FEATURES

Lawrence A. Borneman, Lombard. III., assignor to A.B. Dick

Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 98,260

Int.CLB41iyj/06

U.S.CL 101— 116 17 Claims

An improved reproduction system for making duplicates

from an original having a printing cylinder provided with a

clamp for selectively receiving, holding or ejecting a master, a

take-up assembly adapted to cooperate with an eject mode of

cylinder clamp operation to receive a discharged master, an

original and master material feeding assembly adapted to

bring the original and master into registry and carry the sand-

wiched original and master material into an imaging assembly

to make a duplicating master, a transfer assembly adapted to

transfer the imaged master toward the cylinder clamp, and the

latter operating in a receiving mode adapted to draw the

A rollable cart with a telescoping handle to facilitate push-

ing by the user, and including a hopper for carrying a supply of

fusees to be ignited, transport means operated in timed rela-

tion with rotation of the cart wheels for moving one fusee from

the hopper so that its igniter end is forced into abutting con-

tact with a heated member for igniting the fusee, and means

for then dropping the ignited fusee onto the ground, as the

cart is pushed therealong by the user. Disabling means are in-

cluded to prevent the transporting, ignition and dispensing of

fusees during rearward movement of the cart, as when being

towed back to the starting point of fusee distribution. The han-

dle and hopper form a unitary structure which is quickly and

easily disassemblable from the cart proper, to facilitate

packing in a small area such as in the trunk of a peace officer's

automobile.
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3 788 223 ^^ich the effective height of an overpowder wad is varied, as

EXPLOSIVE PRIMER the wad is seated, to accomodate a particular shot and powder

William Edward Schaefer, Hagerstown. Md.. assignor to E. I. charge combination within the shot shell case.

du Pont de Nemours and Company , Wilmington, Del.
|

Filed July 1 3. 1 97 2. S«r. No. 27 1 ,595 3,788,225
Int. CI. F42b 31 10 W ARHEAD. PARTICULARLY FOR RGHTING SHIPS

U.S. CI. 102—24 R Claims
^^^^^^^^ j^^,^ Kuhbach, Germany, assignor to Messerschmitt-

Bolkow-Blohm (.esellschaft Mit Beschrankter Haftung,

Munchen. (Jermany
|

Filed Oct. 20. 1971. Ser. No. 190,980

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 3, 1970, P 20 59

563.5

II.S. CI. 102-56
Int. CI. F42b I J104

I

8 Claims

A priming device especially adapted for use m combination

with a blastmg cap to mitiate relatively insensitive blasting

agents in small-diameter boreholes comprising a cap-sensitive,

flexible, self-supporting explosive charge, a thin-walled tubu-

lar member m fixed contact with the charge, and means tor

coaxiali\ positioning a blasting cap in the tubular member st>

that the caps base charge is in initiating relationship \Mth the

self-supporting explosive charge and both ends of the cap are

protected from exposure, e.g., to potentially hazardous condi-

tions An assembly comprising the priming device and a blast-

ing cap positioned therein, in which assembly the leg wires or

fuse, which are adapted to connect the cap to an outside ener-

gy source, are secured to the tubular member sii as to prevent

the relative movement of cap and tubular member, and

thereby maintain the initiating relationship between the caps

base charge and the self-supporting explosive charge.

3.788.224

NESTED WAD COLUMN AND METHOD OF SHOT SHELL
LOADING

Edward E. Merritt. Anoka. Minn., assignor to Federal Car-

tridge Corporation. Minneapolis. Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 637.578. May 10. 1967. abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 560.221. June 24,

1966, abandoned. This application Dec. 6, 1968, Ser. No.

785.017

Int. CI. F42b 7108

L.S.CL 102-42 C 20 Claims

A v^arhead. particularly for fighting ships, has an explosive

charge detonated, after a time interval, determined b\ a delay

member, following activatum of a release element, such as an

impact contact or an inertial contact, by one or more priming

elements located at a point ensuring optimum compression

and/or fragmentation effects This point preferably is the axis

of a cylindrical cross-section explosive charge At least two

electrodes, of electrically conductive wire. nets. foil, or the

like are installed in the warhead at a position where the\ are

short circuited by combustion, deflagration, or detonation, the

location being one other than the point at which the priming

elements are installed, and preferably one spaced radially

from the axis of the cylindrical cross-section explosive The

electrodes are st> associated with the priming elements that,

when the electrtxles are short-circuited, the priming elements

are energized substantially instantaneously and without delay.

3,788.226

ELECTRONIC FIRING CIRCUIT

Richard Plumb Fillmore. Plainfield, and Robert Charles

Heuner, Bound Brook, both of N.J.. assignors to RCA Cor-

poration, New York. N.Y.

Filed July 18, 1972. Ser. No. 272.956

Int.CI.F42c///06, ///OO

IJ.S. CI. 102-70.2 R 1 5 Claims

A wad column which is adjustable to an infinite variety of In an electronic firing circuit including a firing capacitor the

lengths during loading of the shell, to accommodate any of charge on the firing capacitor is used as a control signal to iso-

several'different loads Also, a method of loading shot shells in late a firing thynstor from an erroneous triggering signal.
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3,788,227

JET IGNITION DEVICE FOR A PYROTECHNIC FUZE
John R. Clifton, and Gary S. Edwards, both of Bedford, Ind.,

assignors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,435

Int.CI.F42c/9/0S

adapted to be brought in all cases into a ready-for-operation

condition at the moment of the firing of the missile, in which

condition the member carrying the detonator of the first

U.S.CI. 102—70R 1 Claim

2-i

2*1

An ignition device having an open-ended case with a primer

closing one end and a nozzle closing the opposite end. An ori-

fice is provided in the nozzle and the orifice is closed by a

frangible disk attached to the outer end of said nozzle. An ig-

nition pellet is contained in said case adjacent said nozzle and

detonation of said primer ruptures said frangible disk and ig-

nites said ignition pellet.

3,788,228

FIRING CIRCUIT

system is brought within reach of the corresponding striker

while it simultaneously releases a safety interceptor extending
,

between the striker and detonator of the system operating

Robert J. W iison, Bolingbrook, III., assi,;nor to General Motors ^ ^^j^ ^ j

Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Mar. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 238,234

Int.CI. F42c ///06, 1 5140J 1/00

U.S.CI. 102-70.2 R 4 Claims
3,788,230

UNIVERSAL PROJECTILE
Andre Losfeid, 13 and 13 rue Thiebault, 94 Charenton,

France
Filed Jan. 22, 1 970, Ser. No. 4,829

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 29, 1969,

6901738; Nov. 28, 1969, 6941 116

Int.CLF42c9//4

U.S. CI. 102—74 1 1 Claims

A firing circuit for a charge such as a round of ammunition

includes a voltage regulated power supply effective to raise

the voltage from the supply voltage available in the vehicle, a

storage capacitor charged by the power supply, and means for

discharging the capacitor through the igniter of the charge. A
circuit responsive to the charge level of the capacitor indicates

when it is ready and enables operation of a trigger switch to ef-

fect the firing. After a short time delay, the capacitor is

drained of any residual charges due to the opening of the firing

circuit. Also, for a time after initiation of firing, a timing cir-

cuit closes a shunt which disables the supply of the current to

the capacitor, preventing further charge during this timing in-

terval.

3,788,229

FUSE FOR NON-GYRATORY MISSILES
Robert Simmen. and Olivier Chabloz. both of Geneva, Switzer-

land, assignors to Mefina S.A., Fribourg, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,123

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 10, 1971,

013289/71
Int. CI. F42c 9/00

U.S. CI. 102-74 5 Claims

A fuse provided with two striker-and-detonator systems,

one of which operates upon impact against a target and may

be manually locked against operation and the other operates

only with a predetermined lag after impact. The first system is

A universal projectile comprising a fuze, a body and a tail,

wherein said body has at its upper part some means for

removably fitting said fuze, and at its lower part some means

for removably fitting said tail, and wherein said fuze has an au-

tonomous impact system and an autonomous delay system.

91S O.G.—65
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3,788,231

VALVE FOR LEVITATED VEHICLE TRACK
Roger D. BloomfieUK Jackson, Wyo.. assignor to Lniflo

Systems Company, Edina, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 37.691. May 15. 1970. Pat. No. 3,685,788.

This application May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,316

Int. CLB61b/J/0«
I .S. CL 104-23 FS ^ Claims

kx>p At least one of the recycling track sections is connected

through the vehicle uithdrawal and supply tracks to a vehicle

distribution and storage track. Each passenger entry station is

provided with means for ascertaining the number of vehicles

required by counting the number of arriving passengers and

for feeding the corresponding data to a computer which ac-

cordingly transfers the required number of vehicles from the

distribution and storage track to the transport tracks and con-

trols the setting of shunting switches as required.

3,788,233

GLIDED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Dennv D. Colovas; John S. Logan, and Richard R. Skruch, all

of Dearborn, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company.

Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Aug. 5. 1971. Ser. No. 169.396

Int.CI. B61j.^/0(J

t.S.CL 104-88 5 Claims

A pilot operated valve for use in combination with a track

which supplies air for levitating a vehicle for movement along

the track. The valve may be automatically actuated by pilot

pressure built up underneath the vehicle, and is self-closing

after the vehicle has passed Pilot operation is provided to in-

sure rapid and accurate operation, and also control pressure

conduits can be provided for making the valve open in

response to signals other than air pressure rise underneath a

levitated vehicle.

3,788,232

TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Karl Schneider. Plan-les-Ouates/Geneve; Gerard Cuenoud,

Grand-Lancy Geneve; Gabriel Bouladon, Versoix/Geneve,

and Paul Zuppiger, Athenaz/Geneve, all of Switzerland, as-

signors to Battells Memorial Institute, Carough, Geneva,

Switzerland

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,722

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 20, 1971,

5722/71
Int.CI. B61gi/00

U.S.CL 104-88 1 Claim

A guided transportation system is disclosed. This system

comprises three basic elements A first element is a substan-

tially flat roadway. A second element is a guided vehicle which

includes normal vehicle wheels as well as a plurality of alig-

ning wheels mounted in a horizontal position in a space

between the bottom of the vehicle and the roadway. These

aligning wheels are located so that at least a ptntion of each

wheel extends outwardly toward an associated side of the

vehicle a distance greater than an assticiated one of the wheels

supporting the vehicle The guidable vehicle also includes at

least a pair of switch wheels mounted for movement on op-

posite sides of the vehicle. These switch wheels are movable

individuallv from a switching position to an inactive position.

The third element of the system is a pair of side wall assemblies

which extend along the length of opposite edges of the road-

way. Each of the sidewall assemblies includes a plurality of

vertical supporting portions and an aligning wheel engageable

surface mounted on the ptirtions which functions to guide the

vehicle along the roadway when contacted by the aligning

wheels. Each sidewall assembly also has along at least the por-

tions thereof associated with vehicle switches for the roadway,

a switch wheel engageable surface which may be engaged by

one of the switch wheels when in its switching position to

guide the vehicle along a particular path through a switch.

A transport system comprising a network of transport tracks

and vehicles in the form of a U-shaped cabins movable on the

transport track and into and from sunk positions on

withdrawal and supply tracks located at a lower level than the

transport track. The transport tracks are in the form of closed

track loops with a recycling track section, a passenger entry

station and a passenger exit station at each end of the track

3,788,234

VEHICLE-CONTROL APPARATUS
Thomas Oliver Jeffries, Uxbridge, England, assignor to Brunei

University, Lxbri^ge, England

Filed Mar. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 242,877

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 30, 1971,

8,246/71
Int. CLB60I/ 5/04

US. CL 104— 152 7 Claims

In a transport system the movement of vehicles is controlled

by a control wave travelling along a vehicle track. The vehicle
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has a pick-up device for picking up the travelling wave, and quenching car and the coke guide hood. The end walls and

driving means responsive to the control wave and causing, or one side of the car, like the baffles extend above the top of the

quenching car locomotive.

3,788,237

SCHNABEL CAR
Robert W. Dieckman, DeerfieM Beach, Fla.; Bernd G. Albers,

and John W. Mrozek, both of New Castle, Pa., assignors to

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,073

Int.CI.B61di//6

U.S. CI. 105—367 27 Claims

tending to cause, the vehicle to move along the track in re-

gister with, and hence at the same speed as, a predetermined

region of the wave.

3,788,235

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR TURN WHEEL OF CABLE-
DRIVEN CHAIR LIFT

Donald D. Bintrim, Harmony, Pa., assignor to Berry Metal

Companv, Harmony. Pa.

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,612

Int. CI. B6 lb 7/00

U.S. CI. 104-191 8 Claims

An improved turn wheel support structure for cable-driven

chair lift, wherein the support structure is provided with a

safety device in the form of a pair of wheel retention plates

each having a saddle portion for grasping and retaining the

hub portion of the return wheel should the shaft for the wheel

break, the design being such that the wheel will be urged by

the cable into the saddle portions of the plates should a frac-

ture of the shaft occur.

iF^—

U

38

Two substantially similar vehicles are adapted for being

separated to engage a load between them and for being con-

nected together when returning without a load. Each vehicle

has a plurality of wheeled trucks which support a bolster or

equalizing beam. A beam-like body which engages the load

extends over the bolster. Support means are interposed

between the outboard end of the body and the midregion of

the bolster. Support means include means for permitting yaw-

ing, rolling, pitching and straight line transverse movement of

the load body with respect to the bolster. There are also jack

means in the support means for raising and lowering the out-

board end of the load body. A shift control is interposed

between the load body and the bolster for controlling the an-

gular relation between the bolster and load body.

3,788,238

CAR SHIPPING APPARATUS
James R. Bennett, New Boston, Mich., assignor to Evans

Products Company, Plymouth, Mich.

Filed Apr. II, 1972, Ser. No. 242,924

Int. CI. B60p 7108; B61d 45100

U.S. CI. 105—368 R 8 Claims

3,788,236

COKE QUENCHING CAR
William D. Edgar, Allison Park; John D. Sustarsic, McKees

Rocks, and Raymond C. Kinzler, Carnegie, all of Pa., as-

signors to Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,570

Int. CI. B6Id 3116, 7108; Cl0h39/]4

U.S. CI. 105—254 2 Claims

A coke quenching car is provided with a plurality of trans-

versely extending baffles that reduce the gap between the

An apparatus for shipping automobiles or other motor vehi-

cles in a larger transporting vehicle. The transporting vehicle

has doors that are supported for pivotal movement about a

horizontally disposed axis positioned at a lower corner of the

vehicle. The doors are pivotable from an opened position in

which the transported vehicles may be placed side-by-side on

the doors to a closed positions in which the transported vehi-

cles are disposed generally on their sides, one above the other.

An improved arrangement is provided for tying down the cars

or transported vehicles on the door so as to prevent damage

when the door pivots to its closed position. This tie down ar-

rangement simultaneously locks on to the vehicle frame or

under carriage and draws the vehicle ^downwardly to compress
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its suspension system during transit. The locking members of

the tie down arrangement are positioned for access through

openings in the door. In one embodiment of the invention, clo-

sures automatically cover these openings when the door

moves to its closed position.
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rail supports in the form of inverted J-shaped plates, the hook

portions of which overlie the upper ends of lading tie anchors

secured to the car side walls. Various arrangements are em-

ployed for detachably securing the lower ends of the belt rail

supports to the respective lading tie anchors. The belt rail may

3,788,239

RAILROAD FREIGHT CAR DOOR TRACK AND
THRESHOLD DESIGN

John D. Baiky. Orland Park, III., assignor to Pullman Incor-

porated, Chicago, 111.

Filed Dec. 20, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 209,9 1

8

Int. CI. B6 Id/ 7/00

U.S.CL 105-378 6 Claims

A threshold seal arrangement for a box car wherein the

threshold is provided with a downward depending portion

connecting with a lower outwardly extending horizontal flange

portion, each of the threshold portions being spaced between

the door and the side sill of the car and extending through the

door posts, the lower extremity of the threshold plate having

the afore-mentioned out-turned horizontal flange portion

being spaced underneath the door and extending toward the

door track, said threshold and door track arrangement provid-

ing for a weather-free seal between the threshold and door

portionsof the car.

3,788,240

BOX CAR HAVING BELT RAIL SUPPORTS MOUNTED
ON LADING TIE ANCHORS

Rudolph E. Nadhemy, Naperville, III., assignor to Illinois Rail-

way Equipment Company. Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 223,467, Feb. 4, 1972,

abandoned. This application July 31 , 1972, Ser. No. 276,404

Int. CI. B61d 45100, B60p 7108

L^. CI. 1 05—369 B 19 Claims

be secured to the belt rail supports by welding and may be

removed therewith as a unitary structure Key shaped

openings are formed in lading tie anchors to receive through

the circular portion the head of a bolt having a square shank

that interfits with a rectangular part of the key shaped or >

ing. Also a "Huck" bolt pin can be employed.

3,788,241

MODI LAR SHOE RACK
Fred A. Ravreby, P.O. Box 357, Maynard, Mass.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,128

Int.CLA47f.V/2

L.S. CI. 108-6 33 Claims

Lading transport means, such as a box car, is provided with

lading tie anchors having associated therewith detachable belt

A modular storage unit capable of being assembled into a

wide variety of configurations without the use of tools or adhe-

sives. Each individual module is formed of two identical op-

posing' side panels and a central shelf section. The side panels

are joined at the rear and open in front, thereby defining a plu-

rality of cubicles or storage spaces. Each side panel comprises

a vertical planar side portion having a ridge extending in-

wardly along at least a portion of the front thereof; a vertical

angled portion extending inwardly from the rear edge of the

side portion and joining the side portion with a rear portion; a

vertical planar rear portion extending from a rear edge of the

angled portion generally perpendicular to the side portion and

having a locking ridge extending outwardly along at least a
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portion of a rear edge thereof; and a pair of vertically spaced combustion chamber to shift the position of the solid-com-

horizontal support flanges extending inwardly along at least a bustible load, as well as to break up the carbonized residue,

portion of the side panel. The front wall of the incinerator housing has a loading door

3,788,242

SHELVING UNITS

Ernst Hassel, Neunkirchen-Salchendorf, and Adolf Schmenn,

Burbach-Niederdresselndorf, both of Germany, assignors to

Fritz Schaefer GmbH, Neunkirchen Kreis Siegen, Germany

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,703

Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1970, G 70

27 533.1

Int. CI. A47b 47/02; A47f 5//6

U.S.CL 108-111 3 Claims

fefell
*'^-«EI '•

4

that is connected by a linkage mechanism to the access cover

whereby they move in unison for ease in loading the com-

bustion chamber.

3,788,244

COMBUSTION CHAMBER INCLUDING DRY AND WET
COLLECTION OF PARTICULATE MATTER

Edwin Mark Polsak, South Euclid, and Donald Joseph Kalfas,

Garfield Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to Combustion En-

gineering Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,791

Int. CI. F23g 5/00

U.S. CI. 1 10—8 R 4 Claims

A shelving unit comprising a top, a base and at least one in-

termediate shelf, all of which have vertical stubs at their cor-

ners for attachment to uprights consisting of sheet metal

profiled sections, the stubs on the intermediate shelf project-

ing both above and below it and being continuous over their

whole height on at least two of their faces, and the uprights

being notched to fit around the intermediate shelf so that the

lower ends of uprights above the intermediate shelf rest upon

the upper ends of uprights below it, so as to transmit loads

straight through the uprights to the base. The stubs may be U-

sectioned, their walls being bent inwardly at their edges, and

the uprights may be of G-section dimensioned to be a force fit

over the stubs. The stubs may be spot-welded to vertical

flanges on the top. base and intermediate shelf.

3,788,243

DOMESTIC SOLID WASTE INCINERATOR
Christian A. Eff, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,283

Int.CLF23gi/04

U.S.CLlia-8R 10 Claims

An incinerator for use in a residential kitchen with a box-

like housing enclosing a combustion chamber formed by an

inner liner and a top-opening access cover. The inner liner has

a forwardly inclined semi-cylindrical front wall and a bottom

wall generally perpendicular to the said front wall, as well as

generally vertical side and rear walls. A reversible, slow-mo-

tion, motor-driven agitator is present in the bottom of the

A combustion chamber having an upper cylindrical portion

and a lower frustoconical portion, into which combustibles are

tangentially introduced in the upper portion thereof Incom-

bustible solids centrifugally separated are removed through a

lower outlet. An upper outlet duct means positioned within

the upper cylindrical portion provides egress for the hot gases

and entrained fines. A water spray and baffle arrangement

located in the outlet duct means subjects the gases to a

precooling and wet scrubbing action, for removing the fines

therefrom.
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3 788 24^ ' 3,788,247

UNIVERSAL KNIFE BLOCK FOR Tl FTING MACHINES MACHINE FOR THE STITCHING OF BUTTONHOLES ON

Aivin T. Bonner, Sr., Chattanooga, Tenn., assignor to The ..^'^**^^^J^ u .u » » u t-

Singer Company, New York, NY. PhUipp Moll, and Wolfgang Goebbels, both of Aachen, Ger-

Filed May 8. 1972, Ser. No. 251,128 many, assignors to Moll Apparatebau (,mbH, Aachen-

Int CI D05c 1 ^124 Brand, Germany

US CI 1 12-79 R ' * 5 Claims Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,925

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 22, 1971, P 21

63 728.5
I

Int.CI.D05b2//0«

52 U.S. CI. 112-121.12 11 Claims

38 24 50 26/ 34^2° j^

40 46 44 48 36

This disclosure relates to knife blocks for supporting the

cutting knives in cut pile tufting machines and includes an ad-

justable knife clamping means which will accommodate a

variety of sizes of cutting knives The knife block generally

comprises an elongated rectangular knife supporting body

having a truncated knife supporting cavity and means for

clamping a knife therein such that a knife supported m the

cavity will be tightly wedged therein.

3,788,246

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING COLORED PATTERNS IN

EMBROIDERY MACHINES
Arnold Ochsner, Harriman, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 848,840. Aug. I, 1969,

abandoned. This application May 12, 1971, Ser. No. 142,646

Int. CI. D05c 3104

U.S. CM 12-83 4 Claims

.A

This disclosure relates in general to a machine for stitching

buttonholes in the fabric of cut-out pieces of material, particu-

larly outer garments such as jackets, coats, trousers, etc. The

purpose of the invention is to automate as much as possible

buttonhole stitching while protecting the garment being

operated upiin from damage which might arise from a defect

in the asstK'iated control mechanisms.

3,788,248

SEWING APPARATUS W ITH AUTOMATIC
W ORKPIECES STACKING MEANS

Nerino Marforio, Milan, Italy, assignor to S.p.A. Virginio

Rimoldi & C, Milan, lUly

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser, No. 254.305

Claims priority, application Italy, June 18, 1971, 26012

A/71
Int.Cl. D05bJJ/00

U.S. CL 1 12— 1 2 1 .29 6 Claims

45,2 16 LU L2 L\ 18.

Apparatus for producing multi-colored yarn for use in

Schiffli-type embroidery machines consisting of first produc-

ing a punched tape programmed according to color variations

of a pattern to be embroidered on fabric material The tape is

cut simultaneously with a standard tape of the Jacquard type

used on these machines. After the color tape is produced, it is

used to control a multi-colored dye system where a continu-

ously moving yarn has the different colored dyes applied

thereto in accordance with the colored tape which controls

the application of the dye selectively. After the yarn is

completely and selectively dyed, it is inserted back onto the

machine in proper sequence, and synchronized with the

original standard tape so that the needle stitching produces a

multi-colored embroidery according to the origin.-! design.

A workpiece stacking apparatus for a sewing machine for

receiving workpieces after leaving the seaming area of the

machine and stacking them in predetermined numbers on a

movable support member in readiness for subsequent finishing

operations.
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3,788,249

SEW ING MACHINE HAVING A PLURALITY OF
INTELLIGENCE RECORD SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED

THEREWITH
W illiam Weisz, Rockaway, N.J., assignor to The Singer Com-

pany, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,537

Int. CI. D05b 3102

U.S.CI. 112-158R 9 Claims

manipulation of a push-button switch, the needle can be

stopped at such position after effecting one or more stitches at

low speed. Another switch is further provided so as to cut off

the needle stopping means from the power supply and stop the

needle at any desired position instead of the stopping opera-

tion by the needle stopping means.

3,788,250

SYSTEM FOR STOPPING SEWING MACHINE NEEDLE
AT PREDETERMINED POSITION

Katsuji Soeda, Sukagawa. Japan, assignor to Yamamoto Elec-

tric Industrial Co. Ltd., Sukagawa-shi, Japan

Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141,733

Claimspriority,application Japan, June 19, 1970,45/61255

Int. CI. D05b 69/22

U.S. CI. 112-219 A 3 Claims

at,

o*3 % „^^r-

4 r i i. i^

2!
f'fO

3,788,251

MULTISTAGE DEVICE FOR THE CONTROL OF THE AIR
SUPPLY FOR PNEUMATIC ALIGNING MEMBERS

Gunter Haak, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Union Special

Maschinenfabrik G.m.b.H., Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 309,964

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 4, 1971, G 71 45

738.0

Int. CI. D05b 65/02

U.S.CL 112-252 12 Claims

A sewing machine having stitch-forming instrumentalities,

actuating mechanism for imparting operative stitch-forming

movements to said stitch-forming instrumentalities and a con-

trol link operatively associated with said stitch-forming instru-

mentalities to thereby influence the formation of a pattern of

stitches A plurality of different intelligence record systems is

provided each having its own output element which is

separately connectabic to said control link to impart a

predetermined pattern of movements thereto, and operator

influenced sw itching means is provided for effecting operative

interconnection between the output element of any selected

one of said intelligence record systems and said controU'nk.

This disclosure relates to a multistage control arrangement

for the control of the air supply for a pneumatic aligning

member for the alignment of the threads or chains of threads

relative to a cutter of a sewing machine, which in the first flow

controlling position blocks the air supply in the case of a

stopped sewing machine, in the second flow controlling posi-

tion releases the air supply approximately simultaneously with

the starting of the sewing machine, and in the third flow con-

trolling position again blocking the air supply generally at the

time when the normal operating speed of the sewing machine

is reached.

3,788,252

LUBRICANT PURIFICATION FILTER FOR SEWING
" MACHINES

Nerino Marforio, Milan, Italy, assignor to Virginio Rimoldi &
C. S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,041

Claims priority, application Italy, June 15, 1971, 25837/71

Int. CLD05f 7/ /OO

U.S.CL 112—256 ^ 3Cl^ms

A system having means for automatically stopping the nee-

dle of an electric sewing machine at an upper or lower position

in response to the stoppage of the machine during or upon

completion of the sewing operation. After the stoppage, the

needle can be moved to the other position and stay there by

the manipulation of a change-over switch. Also, by the

An improved filtering device for use in sewing machines

which comprises a member having a plurality of upstanding
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pegs disposed in two concentric series. This element is

mounted on a supporting plug which seals the chamber con-

tacting the lubricating fluid. A quantity of filtering material is

supported between the rows of pegs.

3.788,253

FLEXIBLE BEARER
Donald F. Rickettson, Shepherd Hill Rd., East Aurora. N.Y.

Filed Apr. 3. 1972. Ser. No. 240.364

Int. CI. D05b 93100; B32b 5104

L.S.a. 112-402 3 Claims

nected together in side to side relation with their top surface

portions being substantially flush with each other, in addition

to having the units interconnected together in end to end rela-

tion The relative buoyancies of the side to side intercon-

nected units may also be different so as to provide a side to

side arched portion as well as an end to end arched portion for

the complete structure, or any combination thereof The units

arc preferably interconnected in side to side relation by trans-

verse tension elements in the same manner as the longitudinal

end to end interconnections

. .
I

3,788.255

EXPENDABLE SUBMARINE RECEIVING ANTENNA

James J. Tennyson, Waterford. Conn., assignor to The I nited

Stales of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy. VN ashington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 26. I960. Ser. No. 24.856

Int. CI. F42b 19136. HOlfj 1134, II04_

II.S.CM 14-20 R 6 Claims

A flexible bearer adapted to be placed on a ground surface

adjacent an excavation for supporting the loose material

removed from such excavation and protecting the natural en-

vironment adjacent the excavation The bearer comprises a

body formed of a flexible sheet of material reinforced by rela-

tively thick strips of material fixedly secured to the underside

of the body Loops are provided along the marginal edges of

the body to receive hooks or other lifting means to raise por-

tions of the bearer.

d«« iM/«<
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3,788,260

SHOCK ABSORBER FOR LSE AS A FENDER FOR SHIPS

Emilio Morini, Milan, Italy, assignor to Societa' Applicazioni

Comma Antivibranti"Saga" S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,347

int. CI. B63b 59102

U.S. CI. 114—219 2 Claims

closed as having a barrel with a pair of bores therethrough

separated by an apertured wall, with the aperture thereof in

alignment with said pair of bores. A first slot extends through

the entire length of the side wall of said barrel in such manner

as to be in communication with said pair of bores and said

aperture, and a second slot extends through the side of said

barrel, so as to be in communication with the rearward one of

A shock absorber arrangement for use as a fender for ships

and comprising a fixed plate mountable on a harbour wall and

a movable plate connected thereto by an array of resilient

shock absorbers of known type. The array of shock absorbers

are coupled in three pairs to three points of the fixed plate, the

three points lying at the apices of an equilateral triangle, and

each pair of shock absorbers forms an isosceles triangle the

base of which is formed by the fixed plate; the angle of the ver-

tex of the isosceles triangle is greater than the angle of the

other two apices. The three vertices of the pairs of shock ab-

sorbers are coupled to points lying at the apices of an equi-

lateral triangle on the movable plate; the two equilateral trian-

gles are positioned angularly displayed from one another by

60° and the two plates lie in substantially parallel planes when

the arrangement is in a rest position.

3,788,261

LOCKING DEVICE MORE PARTICULARLY FOR
CONNECTION BETWEEN A BARGE AND A PLSHER TLG
Jean Paul Colin, Nantes, France, assignor to Societe Financiere

Et Industrielle Des Ateliers Et Chantiers De BreUgne,

Nantes, Loire Atiantique, France

Filed Feb. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 225,237

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 31, 1971,

7132331
\ni.C\.W>ih 2 1160

\}S. CL 1 14—235 A 7 Claims

said pair of bores at a predetermined distance from the rear

face of said wall A fin having a cam at the forward upper end

thereof is hinged for rotation in such manner with respect to

said barrel as to allow the cam thereof to protrude through

said second slot when rotationally urged by rearward drag

thereon as a result of the tension being released from the tow

line thereof, as said hook assembly is towed through said

water, sea water, or other appropriate ambient fiuid mediums.

I

3.788.263

INTEGRATED BARGE TOW W ITH RECESSED BOTTOM
David C. McDermott, and Errol V. Seymour, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Shell Oil Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,211

Int. CI. B63b 27/00

U.S. CI. 114-235 R 7Ctaims

^3

< -. »1

>J

, . An integrated barge tow for use on inland waterways having

A locking device more particularly for the connection disconnectable bow and towboat sections and a plurality of in-

between a barge and tug comprises an interrupted screw and terior box barges with recessed bottoms to capture an air bub-

nut assembly. *'•« reducing resistance to movement through the water.

3,788,262

RECOVERY HOOK ASSEMBLY
Donald W. Roberts, Panama City, Fla., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,583

Int. CLB63b 2 //OO

U.S. CM 14—235 R 12 Claims

A towable hook assembly for acquiring and capturing a line

streamed within water with a ball stop mounted thereon is dis-

3,788,264

COOLING SHROUD FOR AIRBOAT
Ivan A. Gibson, 1339 W. Washington St.. Orlando, Fla.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255.346

Int.CLB60fi/00

U.S.CL115— IR 6 Claims

An airboat having an engine mounted thereon for driving a

propeller and having an engine cooling shroud attached

thereto is provided for cooling the engine more effectively

with the air drawn thereacross. The shroud is shaped to form a
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venturi between the air inlet and outlet to increase the velocity

of the air over the engine and to draw air between the cooling

first and second crankshafts and respectively extending in the

drive shaft housing and in the lower unit in co-axial relation to

fins on the engine cylinders. Baffle plates are utilized to direct

the flow of the air through the finned cylinders at an increased

velocity.

3,788,265

CONTROL ASSEMBLY FOR JET BOAT
Cecil L. Moore, 2801 Linda Ln., West Lafayette, Ind.

Filed Apr. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 133,670

Int.CI. B63h///00, y///0

L.S.CL115-12R 5 Claims

the first and second crankshafts, and gearing in the lower unit

drivingly connecting the first and second drive shafts to the

propeller shaft.

3,788,267

ANTI-CAVITATION MEANS FOR MARINE PROPULSION
DEVICE

William A. Strong, Oshkosh, Wis., assignor to Brunswick Cor-

poration, Chicago, lU.

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,131

Int. CLB63h 2 //26

U.S.CL 115-17 7 Claims

A control assembly for a boat having a water jet propulsion

system in which the jet is moved successively through a

discharge conduit and a nozzle movably mounted on said con-

duit. A bucket is mounted on said nozzle and is movable with

and with respect to said nozzle whereby said nozzle and

bucket can be moved into different positions of adjustment to

control the jet for thus controlling the steering, fore and aft

movements, and the desired planing of the boat.

3,788,266

MULTI-POWERHEAD OUTBOARD MOTOR
Charles D. Strang, Lake Forest, III., assignor to Outboard

Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,597

Int. CI. B63h 27/26

U.S.CL 115-17 18 Claims

Disclosed herein is an outboard motor comprising a lower

unit rigidly connected to the bottom of a drive shaft housing

and including a rotatably mounted propeller shaft supporting

a propeller, first and second engines respectively including

first and second crankshafts and respectively mounted to the

top of the drive shaft housing with the first and second

crankshafts extending at an acute angle to each other, first and

second drive shafts respectively drivingly connected to the

Cavitation eminating from the leading edge near the hub of

a propeller of a marine propulsion device is prevented by in-

troducing exhaust gas air adjacent the junction of the leading

edge of each blade of the propeller and the propeller hub from

the interior of the hub through which the exhaust gas or air

flows.

3,788,268

TRAFFIC WARNING SIGNAL FOR USE ON VEHICLES
Frank S. Hiatt, and Milton Freewater, P.O. Box 436, both of

Portland, Oreg.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,603

Int. CI. B60q

U.S.CI. 116—28R 3 Claims

A traffic warning signal for use on vehicles, particularly

highway service trucks, comprises a bracket support attacha-

ble to the vehicle, a bracket, a pivotal mounting means mount-

ing the inner end of the bracket on the bracket support for
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free swinging movement of the bracket between extended and

retracted positions. Detent means releasably lock the bracket

ture or animal glue, hot-melt glue or glue at temperatures

therebetween and communicating with said container. The

applying device havmg an inner chamber with walls spaced

from walls of an outer housing and having temperature insu-

lating material filling the space therebetween Heating units

are m the walls of the mner housmg and m ribs therefrom to

,rpD M
/2 ZO

ITs.^'-

in the retracted position A triangular signal support is at-

tached vertically to the outer end of the bracket for mountmg

a brightly colored, traffic signal.

3,788,269

PENNANT AND METHOD OF MAKING A PENNANT

Ted Scarlet, 101 Lilac Ln., Bergenfield. NJ.
Filed Mav 31, 1973, S«r. No. 365,751

Int. CI. G09f / 7100

L.S. CI. 116-173 8 Claims

i5i__r 'i« ^*

20

'l(

maintain the glue within the inner housing at a substantially

uniform temperature throughout the inner housing Rollers

are rotatablv mounted on one of the outer housing and the

inner housing and have means movable through the glue

within the inner housing to apply a coating thereof to material

moved into engagement with the peripheral edges

An improved pennant and the method of making this pen-

nant is disclosed A strip of material is brought to a printing

operation whereat the desired pennant design in the number

of colors is applied After drying the colored paint or ink the

strip is brought to a die cutting station whereat the pennant is

cut to the preselected outer configuration. At this same or

another station at a position adjacent the long end of the pen-

nant there is formed at feast two pairs of substantially parallel

cuts made through the pennant, each pair of cuts being

disposed a short distance from the end edge These cuts are at

right angles to this end edge One pair of cuts is near one side

edge and another pair is near the opposite side edge. The strip

portions between these parallel cuts may be displaced from

the plane of the pennant to provide loops through which a

stick or rod may be inserted for carrying and displaying the

pennant in the usual manner. In the middle of the long end is a

tab having a small hole which permits the pennant to be dis-

played on a small pin or rod prior to its sale. This tab is at-

tached to the long end so as to provide a support for the pen-

nant until the time of sale at which time it is detached from the

pennant body.

3,788,271

APPARATLS FOR APPLYING PRESSl RE SENSITIVE

ADHFi>IVE TO GLASS FIBER MESH MATERIAL

Guy H. Carpenter, Dover, and Ernest E. Ross, Dennison. both

of Ohio, assignors to Perma Glas-Mesh Corporation. Dover,

Ohio
,

Filed Apr. 1 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 33,982 I

int.CLB05c///2

L.S.CL 118-33 4 Claims

3.788^70

GLUE APPLYING DEVICE

Boyd C. Blair, Topeka, Kans., assignor to Brackett Stripping

Machine Co., Inc., Topeka, Kans.

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,484

Int.CLBO5c7/0*

L.S.CK 118-5 8 Claims

A device for melting low temperature glue or hot-melt glue

and for maintaining the melted glue at a substantially uniform

temperature throughout a container and for applying a coat-

ing of substantially uniform thickness of such glue to articles,

and edge of sheets to form books or tablets, one side of the

elongated strip of material to form tape, and the like includes

a pre-melting chamber for melting glue such as low tempera-

Adhesive coating equipment having an adhesive reservoir

heated by circulating electrically heated oil. A first lower hol-

low roller is mounted above the reservoir having a lower por-

tion immersed in the adhesive contained in the reservoir. A
power driven second hollow top roller is mounted above and

in contact with the first roller and rotates the first roller trans-

ferring adhesive from the reservoir to the first roller and then

to the top roller for coating a web passing over the top of the

second roller. The rollers are heated by heated oil circulated

through the interior of the rollers to maintain the rollers and

adhesive at the same temperature and the adhesive at the

same viscositv throughout the transfer of adhesive from the

reservoir to the web An idler roller is located adjacent to the

lower and top rollers for maintaining at least a predetermined

minimum arcuate length of web contact with the second or

top roller.

A method of applying pressure sensitive adhesive to glass

fiber mesh material by passing the mesh material over a

heated rotating coating roller. Heated adhesive is applied to

the coating roller which is transferred to the mesh material by

contact with the roller as the mesh passes over the roller. The
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length or duration of contact of the mesh material with the

coating roller is controlled so that a uniform amount of adhe-

sive is applied to the mesh material. The mesh material is

maintained under constant tension as it is payed out from a

supply roll and over the coating roller to a collection roll.

3 788 272

APPARATLS FOR TREATING A FLUX COATING

Richard A. Peoples, Hamburg, N.Y., assignor to Bethlehem

Steel Corporation. Bethlehem, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 780,062, Nov. 29, 1968, Pat No. 3,635,748.

This application Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,593

Int. CLC23c/-?/02. J/00

U.S.CL 118-47 4 Claims

3 788 274

PROTECTIVE APPLIANCE FOR USE DURING PAINTING

Andrew McNaughton, 6 Glamis PI., and Bruce D. Hutchison,

39 Glendevon Rd., both of Perth, England

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,444

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 23, 1971,

54,241/71
Int. CLBGSc// /OO

U.S. CL 1 18-504 ^ Claims

^r^

An apparatus for providing a smooth coating of flux materi-

al uniformly distributed on a metal surface comprising direct-

ing a name onto the fiux coated surface. The apparatus com-

prises a flame distributor adapted to contact the surface of the

nux coating with a high-heat fiame. The impingement of the

flame on the fiux surface causes an initial set in the flux sur-

face which is smooth and evenly distributed.

3 788 273

UNDERWATER SPRAYING APPARATUS

Nicholas Norbert Tusch, Marble Arch London; Robert Ian

W atson, Blackburn, and Jack Taylor, Accorington, all of En-

gland, assignors to Colebrand Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,445

Int. CI. B05c 5100

U.S. a. 118-50 13 Claims

IS 31 ^ K)

An appliance for protecting edge portions of floor

coverings, for example carpets, during the painting of adjacent

parts of walls, skirting boards and the like is described. The

appliance consists of a generally rectangular thin aluminum

plate whereof one long edge is flanged through 90° to form a

narrow lip for insertion between a carpet edge and an adjacent

skirting board. On the plate, adjacent each end of the lip, stops

projecting oppositely from the lip serve to prevent over-

reaching during painting. The plate is of shouldered configura-

tion as seen in end elevation to facilitate hand-gripping

through a slot in the shouldered portion. The stops are in the

form of bent-up tags or in the form of posts.

3 788 275

MAGNETIC SHIELDING APPARATUS

William J. Hanson, Pittsford, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,905

Int.CLG03g/i/0S

U.S.CL 118-637 14 Claims

Method and apparatus for applying paint or the like to a

submerged surface and includes the provision of a hollow

shield with an elongated opening which shield is purged of

water by compressed air the resultant airfilled space being

traversed by a sheet-like spray of the paint supplied from

atomising means and formed so as to be substantially uninter-

rupted by the internal wall of the shield. Various means are

described by way of elaboration of the actual margin of the

shield to accommodate different surfaces, to provide for main-

taining appropriate spacing between the margin of the shield

and the surface and for affording mobility of the whole ap-

paratus.

A device in which a magnetic flux field forms a shield of

magnetic granules about a shaft member journaled for rotary

movement. The shield is arranged to prevent contamination of

the shaft member. .

The foregoing abstract is neither intended to define the in-

vention disclosed in the specification nor is it intended to be

limiting as to the scope of the invention in any way.
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3.788,276

ANIMAL MARKING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Robert L. Propst. and Howard B. Propst, both of Ann Arbor,

Mich., assignors to Herman Miller. Research Corporation.

Ann Arbor. Mich.

Division of S«r. Nos. 159.784. July 6. 1971, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 12,056, Feb. 17, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 279.631

Int. CI. XOlk 5100

I.S. CI. 119-1 16 Claims

\
A record keeping and tagging system made possible by a

machine readable tag implanted m an animal by a taggmg gun

The tag comprises a portion which is both visually readable

and machine readable, and a portion which includes barbs or

spring-biased tines which lock it to the animal. The tagging

gun comprises cocking means for moving the tag-like article

into a firing position, releasing means for releasing the article

from the cocking means, means for firing the article, and trig-

gering means for activating the cocking means and releasing

means in sequence by applying a force in a single direction

An information retrieval station features a chute with com-

pressible sides and a weighing and measuring platform, and a

machine reader which is automatically positioned with respect

to the tag when the animal triggers a photoelectric sensing

device, so as to read out the information coded therein while

the animal is weighed and/or measured A computer can be

utilized to compare the animal's weight and measurement

determined so as to further direct the processing of the

animal.

3.788,278 I

ANIMAL MARKING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Robert L. Propst. and Howard B. Propst, both of Ann Arbor.

Mich., assignors to Hermann Miller Research Corporation,

Apn Arbor. Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 159.784. July 6. 1971, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 12,056. Feb. 17. 1970.

abandoned. This application Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,352

Int. a. \Olk 5 100

I.S. CI. 1 19-51 R 15 Claims

...CV

^^^

A record keeping and tagging system made possible by a

machine readable tag implanted in an animal by a tagging gun

The tag comprises a portion which is both visually readable

and machine readable, and a portion which includes barbs or

spring-biased tines which lock it to the animal The tagging

gun comprises cocking means for moving the tag-like article

into a firing position, releasing means for releasing the article

from the cocking means, means for firing the article, and trig-

gering means for activating the cocking means and releasing

means in sequence by applying a force in a single direction

An information retrieval station features a chute with com-

pressible sides and a weighing and measuring platform, and a

machine reader which is automatically positioned with respect

to the tag when the animal triggers a photoelectric sensing

device, so as to read out the information coded therein while

the animal is weighed and/or measured A computer can be

utilized to compare the animal's weight and measurement

determined so as to further direct the processing of the

animal.

3,788,277

ANIMAL EXERCISER AND ACTIVITY DEVICE

Allan H. Uillinger, New Rochelle, and Albert J. Dinnerstein,

Far Rockaway, both of N.Y., assignors to Metaframe Cor-

poration, Clifton, NJ.
Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,872

Int. CI. AO Ik 29/00

U.S. CI. 1 19-29 12 Claims

3,788.279

FEEDER FOR CLINGING TV PE BIRDS

Robert R. Boehland. Jr.. Linn, Wis., assignor to Feather Hill

Industries. Inc.. Zenda, Wis.

Filed July 14. 1972.S«r.No. 271.924

Int. CI. AO Ik i9/00

U.S. CI. 119-52 R 7 Claims

An activity device for animals of rodent variety, the device

comprising a revolvable drum and a housing commonly sup-

ported so as to permit rotation of the drum relative to the

housing as an animal moves along the interior of the drum.

A bird feeder includes a hollow globe comprising upper and

lower hemispherical sections held together by an elongated

rod. A funnel mounted within the globe divides the interior
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into an upper storage area for bird feed and a lower feeding

chamber. An orifice forming the lower end of the funnel is

located above the bottom of the chamber to direct the flow of

feed from the storage area into the chamber. A plurality of

ports in the side of the lower hemispherical section commu-

nicate with the chamber and include bottom edges which are

located in vertical relation to the position of the orifice

whereby clinging birds may grasp on the edges and reach the

feed within the chamber while other types of birds are

discouraged from perching on the feeder and eating feed from

the chamber.

3,788,281

PROCESS AND WASTE-HEAT BOILER FOR COOLING
SOOT-CONTAINING SYNTHESIS GAS

Nicolaas Van Lookeren Campagne, Hague, Netherlands, as-

signor to Shell Oil Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,670

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 27, 1972,

7204070
. Int.CI.F22b7/06

U.S. CI. 122-7 R 16 Claims

3,788,280

ANIMAL ENCLOSURE AND GATE THEREFOR
Carl Van Gilst, Goshen, Ind., assignor to Bangor Punta Opera-

tion, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,495

Int. CI. A6Id J/00

U.S. CI. 119-99 6 Claims

COtXtO M5

Hot, soot-containing synthesis gas obtained by the in-

complete combustion of carbonaceous fuels is cooled and

heat abstracted therefrom in a waste-heat boiler containing

one or more helically coiled tubes through which the hot gas is

passed and one or more additional tubes through which steam

is passed, said tubes being in external, heat-exchanging con-

tact with a molten metal, metal alloy or metal salt coolant

medium. The disclosed process and apparatus permit the

generation of high pressure, superheated steam from synthesis

gas while avoiding excessive pressure differences across the

helically coiled gas tubes.

3,788,282

VAPOR-LIQUID SEPARATOR
Thomas M. Modrak, Beloit, and Robert W. Curtis, Alliance,

both of Ohio, assignors to The Babcock & Wikox Company,

New York, N.Y.

Filed June 27, 1968, Ser. No. 740,614

Int. CI. B04c 5/26,5/25

U.S. CI. 122-34 5 Claims

The enclosure includes bottom and upstanding side walls

with the gate at one end. one of the side walls having a pivoted

panel forming a door for access within the enclosure. Wheels

are carried by the enclosure and are pivotable between a first

position rendering the enclosure transportable and a second

out-of-the-way position rendering it immobile. The gate in-

cludes a pair of upstanding animal restraining members mova-

ble toward and away from one another by pantographic link-

ages connected to the side frames of the gate, the members

being bowed outwardly intermediate their lengths. A lever is

pivotably connected to the frame and to like ends of a pair of

links which are in turn pivotably connected at their opposite

ends to the restraining members. Swinging movement of the

lever in opposite directions operates to move the members

toward and away from one another whereby the members can

be spaced selected distances one from the other. An upstand-

ing arcuate rod is mounted on one side of the frame. The

operating lever carries a locking bar which releasably fric-

tionally engages the rod whereby the locking lever can be

locked in selected positions thereby locating the members at a

selected distance one from the other and also locking the

members from movement in a direction away from one

another.

movement A primary vapor-liquid separator apparatus having two

cyclonic stages of separation which operate in series to
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remove successive fractions of liquid from an inflowing vaptir-

liquid mixture The first separating stage has a vertical, annu-

lar flow channel in which swirl vanes are installed to impart a

whirling motion to the inflowing mixture to centrifugally

separate therefrom the first fraction of liquid which is

removed through a skimming slot opening within the flow

channel wall. The second stage of separation is a tangential

inlet cvclone mounted superjacent the first stage which allows

the separated vapor to leave the second stage in an upwardly

directed flow path coaxially aligned with that of the inflowing

mixture to the first stage, while the separated liquid is

discharged from the bottom of the cyclone into a collecting

chamber from whence it passes to mix with the first separated

liquid fraction within the water space of a steam generator

frequency which is substantially constant or which may vary as

a function of an engine operating parameter. The amplitude

may vary as a step function between predetermined levels or

continuously and may have a duty cycle (length of time at a

predetermined level ) w hich varies as a function of an engine

operating parameter, eg exhaust manifold temperature The

modulation envelope is controlled by a modulator circuit con-

trolling a valve position in the feedback path The frequency

of modulation is controlled by a divider or multiplier type cir-

cuit coupled between a pulse source e.g. the distributor and

the miHlulator circuit.

3,788.283

DIAL Fl EL SYSTEM
James C. Perry, Almont, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,653

Int. CI. F02b .W/0«. F02m 33100; F02n / 7104

L.S. CI. 123-3
*

3 Claims

3,788.285

ELECTRONIC Fl EL INJECTION CONTROL DEVICE

Jacques Andre Gelin, and Alain Joseph Dera, both of Billan-

court. France, avsignors to Regie Nationale Des I sines

Renault Billoncourt, Hauts-de-Seine, France

Filed Dec. 6, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 204,970

Claims priority, application France, Dec. II. 1970,

70.44781

Int. CI. F02b 3100: F02m 3^100: B2Id 13104

I .S. CI. 1 23-32 EA 5 Claims

A dual fuel system for an internal combustion engine having

a carburetor supplied with high volatility fuel for engine start-

ing and then with regular fuel for continued normal engine

operation, an on board still being used to distill the high

volatility fuel from the regular fuel during engine operation,

the thus distilled fuel being stored for use during the next en-

gine start-up.

3 788 284

FEEDBACK MODI LATION OF EXHAUST GASES IN

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Conrad O. Gardner, 22905 108th West, Edmonds, Wash.

Filed May 22, 1972. S«r. No. 255.327

Int.CLF02bii/00

U.S:CLI23-119A 18 Claims

An electronic injection tontrol device for an internal com-

bustion engine comprising an air input pick-up consisting of a

helix disposed within the air induction manifold, a photo-

diode cell and a light source, the pick-up delivering through

the medium of an electronic generator signals in the form of

gating pulses having a duration equal to a frequency propiir-

lional to the measured air input, an electronic power assembly

responsive to the generator and an electronic corrective as-

sembly for modifying the duration of the gates as a function of

various parameters, the signals controlling the injection action

of the fuel injector.

3,788.286

PISTON ENGINE
John A. Brewer. 2120 Kensington Blvd., Fort Wayne. Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 69.006, Sept. 2, 1970,

abandoned. This application Apr. 2, 1971. Ser. No. 130.685

Int. CLF02b 5 7/00

U.S. CL 1 23-43 C '•> ^••'"*

A system for modulation of the amplitude of engine exhaust

feedback to the engine induction system during engine opera-

tion. The modulation system includes means for varying the

amplitude of exhaust feedback in periodic manner at a

An internal combustion engine having a rotor member jour-

naled in a casing member for rotation about a first axis. A
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cylinder is provided on one of the members and has a piston

received therein which oscilates between extended and

retracted positions The other of the members is provided with

a cam surface having high and low extremities and there are

means on the piston forcibly engaging the cam surface, the en-

gaging means in the retracted and extended position engaging

the high and low cam surface extremities respectively. The en-

gaging means reacts against the cam surface along a force line

laterally off-set from the axis of the rotor member and at

generally right angles to a plane therethrough, whereby exten-

sion of the piston from its retracted to its extended position

causes relative rotation of the rotor member with the engaging

means moving over the cam surface from its high towards its

low extremity and its point of engagement therewith at all

rotational positions between the extremities of the cam sur-

face being on the aforementioned force line.

closed throttle positions of the throttle valve so as to permit

idle speed fuel and air flow in one position and no flow in the

other position; another embodiment has a conventional idle^

system with a transfer port straddling the edge of the throttle

valve in the idle speed position of the throttle valve so as to

permit normal idle speed fuel and air flow in this position,

while being closed off or having its area that is exposed to the

vacuum signal reduced in the closed position of the throttle

valve to reduce idle channel flow; the two positions being con-

trolled by a servo operatively engaging the throttle valve; the

servo operation being controlled by intake manifold vacuum

during engine deceleration operation to close the throttle

valve, or upon engine shut off interrupting the ignition circuit

to close the throttle valve with a subsequent return of the

throttle valve to its curb idle position for engine restarting.

3,788,287

Fl EL INJECTION SYSTEM
Walter S. Falen, Greece, and Anthony J. Giardina, Rochester,

both of N.Y., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,428

Int. CI. F02b 75122

U.S. CI. 123-52 MV » Claim

s^-^

3,788,289

AIR-COOLED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE WITH
SPEED CONTROL

Bruno Pfister, Sennfeld, Germany, assignor to Fichtel & Sachs

AG, Schweinfurt, Germany
Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,763

Claims priority, application Germany, July 9, 1971, P 21 34

187.7
Int.CI.F02d///0S

U.S. CI. 123-103 B 12 Claims

In an electronically controlled fuel injection system, the fuel

injectors and other components are mounted on extruded rails

each having a fuel passage and an atmospheric air gallery

formed during extrusion.

3 788 288

CARBURETOR THROTTLE VALVE POSITIONER

Robert S. Harrison, Detroit, and Max W. Lunsford, Southfield,

both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,

Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 120,953, March 4, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,682,148. This application June 23, 1972, Ser. No.

265,873

Int. CI. F02d 11108, 9/00; F02m 7/00

U.S. CI. 123-97 B 8 Claims

Air blown over the cooling fins on a cylinder of an internal

combustion engine by an engine-driven blower moves a

spring-loaded vane away from a position of abutment against

the fins. The vane is linked to a throttle valve in the intake

pipe for the fuel mixture and is located on the same side of a

reference plane through the cylinder axis which is perpendicu-

lar to the axis of the intake pipe, thereby making the connect-

ing linkage short and simple, or even permitting the vane to be

mounted on the pivot shaft of the throttle valve. The virtual

absence of friction losses in the linkage permits the engine

speed to be held closely constant by the vane throttling the

fuel supply when the engine speed, and therefore the blower

output increases. *

€>c5= 3,788,290

DISTRIBUTOR ACTUATOR UNIT WITH SOLENOID
ADVANCE

Ivor W. Carter, Detroit, and Ian J. C. Scott, Madison Heights,

both of Mich., assignors to Chrysler Corporation, Highland

Park, Mich.

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 168,880

Int. CI. F02p 5/04

U.S.CL 123-117 A 12 Claims

A combination vacuum and solenoid operated actuator unit

attachable to an ignition distributor of an emissions controlled

internal combustion engine and enabling selective indepen-

dent spark advance adjustment of the engine timing

mechanism between positively established differential stop

One embodiment of a downdraft type carburetor has an idle positions from an initial setting for reduced emissions at en-

system discharge port that is straddled by the idle speed and gine idling conditions. The solenoid is of the continuous duty
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variety energized through the vehicle ignition switch during

starting operation of the engine and serves to provide a

3,788.292

Fl EL HEAT EXCHANGER FOR INTERNAL
COMBl STION ENGINE AND METHOD OF I SE

Selh Lw, Jr.. Rl. I, Coats. N.C.

Continualion-in-partof Ser. No. 188,726, Oct. 13, 1971,

abandoned. This application Oct. 5. 1972, Ser. No. 295.243

lnt.Cl.F02m J I lOa, 25106

U.S. a. 1 23- 1 22 A I •» Claims

predetermined amount of spark advance during cranking of

the engine to improve startability. especially with lean fuel air

mixtures.

u» .V^ - * -- ^

3.788,291

UNITIZED DISTRIBITOR V ACL L M SPARK ADVANCE
CONTROL VALVE WITH REGULATOR

Tao-Yuan Wu, Ann Arbor. Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company. Dearborn. Mich.

Filed Oct. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 295.049

Int. CI. F02p ^ 04

U.S.CL123-I17A 5 Claims

Apparatus for gasifying a fuel and air mixture in an internal

combustion engine comprising a haflled inlet chamber for

receiving a fuel and air mixture essentially surrounding an ex-

haust chamber for receiving high temperature exhaust gases.

thereby promoting temperatures in the baffled chamber suffi-

cient to gasify said mixture prior to induction to said engine.

Methods for gasify ing fuels are also taught

3,788.293

LOW IMPEDANCE CAPACITOR DISCHARGE SYSTEM
AND METHOD

Harold E. Anderson. Los Angeles. Calif., avsignor to McCul-

loch Corporation. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Nov. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 305.308

Inl.CLF02p//00

U.S.CL123-148E 22 Claims

An engine spark timing control system includes a conduit

connecting carburetor spark port vacuum to the distributor

servo actuator in parallel paths one of which contains an ori-

fice for normally, slowly advancing the ignition timing as a

function of changes in spark port vacuum, the system also in-

cludes a valve operable at low vacuum force levels in response

to pre'determined acceleration movements of the throttle

valve to disconnect or block the direct connection from the

spark port to the distributor servo while at the same time con-

necting a vacuum reservoir to the servo to artificially advance

the ignition timing above the value that normally would be

called for by the spark port vacuum level; the higher than nor-

mal advance decaying by bleed of the vacuum through the

spark port line orifice until the vacuum level equals that at the

spark port, at which time the ignition timing will be returned

to normal; the device further including a vacuum relief valve

to limit the maximum level of vacuum in the reservoir so as

not to unduly advance the ignition timing beyond a desired

value. *

A low impedance capacitor discharge ignition system and

method in which a supplemental capacitor is utilized on the

secondary winding side of the high voltage transformer to

avoid the impedance of the transformer in sustaining the gap

ionization potential of the ignition device.

3 788 294

REMOTE CONTROL STARTING DEVICE FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hubert Logan, Rt. 2. Athens, Ga.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,499

Int.CLF02n///00

U.S.CL123-179BG 12Ctaims

A radio frequency remote control starting system for inter-

nal combustion engines is disclosed. A radio receiver is

located at the engine that is to be started remotely and

preferably mounted on or near the engine The output of this

receiver is connected to a plurality of solenoids and relays

which are utilized to start the engine in response to an output
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signal from the receiver. The relays and solenoids are con-

nected in parallel with the conventional starting system of the

engine. An "on-off switch is provided in the battery circuit of

the engine When the switch is in the "on" position, the engine

can be started either remotely or by the conventional starting

•C^t_>C"

rV]

3,788,296

DEVICE FOR APPLYING MEDICAL SUBSTANCES TO
THE NASAL MUCOSA

Peter Klatt, Kelkheim, Taunus; Karl Seeger, Hofheim, Taunus,

and Wolfgang Wilbom, Eppstein, Taunus, all of Germany,

assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt/Main, Germany

. Filed May 19, 1972. Ser. No. 255,077

Claims priority, application Germany, May 22, 1971, P 21

25 464.8

Int. CL AOlk 15/00; A61m 15/08

U.S. CL 128-268 1 1 Claims

Device for the application of active substances via the mu-

^ . . ^ .. fo.. . .u cosa or perorally and/or bv aspiration, having a ring-like or

system. However, when the switch is in the off position, the
^^ ^-^^^ ^^^^ ^^j^^^le for being fixed in or on the nasal sep-

engine can be started only by the conventional starting system.
^^^ ^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^ containing the active medical substance

The receiver produces a signal to start the engine in response
^.^^^^ ^^ imbedded in or incorporated into the body

to a signal received from a small portable transmitter that is
^f ^^jj Je\,ice.

located remote from the engine.

3,788,297

BALL-PITCHING DEVICE
WalterBorst, 20919 Thiele Dr., St. Clair Shores, Mich.

Filed Aug. 1 4, 1 972, Ser . No. 280,656

^ Int. CLA63b 69/40

U.S.CL 124—7 4 Claims
3,788,295

VALVE STEM OIL SEAL AND LUBRICATOR
Steve Toth. Detroit, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor Company,

Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 313,71

1

Int. CI. FOll J/00. F16k 4 7/00

U.S.CL123-I88P 8 Claims

A valve stem oil seal and lubricator for an internal com-

bustion engine intake or exhaust valve comprising a capillary

member surrounding and slidably engaging the valve stem.

The capillary member is enclosed and retained by a seal or

scraper member positioned over and about the valve guide

boss. The seal member has an orifice which strips oil from the

reciprocating valve stem and directs it toward the periphery of

the seal member. Limited portions of the capillary member

are exposed to this oil flow and carry a regulated portion of

the oil back to the valve stem for its lubrication.

Mounted on a stand or supporting frame is the lower end of

a leaf spring, to the upper end of which is attached a handle

immediately below which is a ball-holding cup. To a ball

adapted to be placed in the cup is connected one end of a

cord, the other end of which is attached to a stake driven into

the ground between the operator and the batter. In use, the

handle is drawn backward and downward by the operator to

bend the leaf spring into an arc. and the ball is then placed in

the cup. The operator then releases the handle whereupon the

force of the leaf spring upon its release pitches the ball toward

the batter, who attempts to hit it. Whether he hits it or not, the

cord tethered to the stake limits the fiight of the ball, prevents

loss of the ball and enables its easy recovery and retraction by

the batter or operator for another pitch. An annular hand

guard around the bat near the hand grip prevents winding of

the cord around the batter's hands.
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3 788 298

COMPRESSED GAS GLN WITH TRIGGER OPERATED

HAMMER RELEASE LATCHING STRl CTl RE

James C. Hale, Pea Ridjje. Ark., assignor to Victor Complome-

ter Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed June 19. 1972, Ser. No. 263.999

Int.CLF41b///06

II.S.CL 124-11 R 14Claims

bow-string is released, the member attached to the trigger is

then released, and the resilient member is freed to act on the

tmcer and bias it out of engagement with the inplace arrow.

I

3.788,300

OVEN DOOR MOl NTING MEANS

John T. Doner. Marion. Ohio, assignor to Whirlpool Corpora-

tion, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Nov. 5. 1971. Ser. No. 196.071

Int. {:i.\2\h J 100

l.S.CL 126-21 R 14 Claims

A gun operable bN compressed gas held in a storage

chamber bv a selectively releasable valve and having vaUe

operating structure comprising; a bolt member manually

movable between a firing position and a loading position, a

hammer member releasably held to the bolt member in the fir-

ing position against the bias of a compression spring operable

to drive the hammer member away from the bolt member to a

valve opening position, a valve operating stem engageablc by

the hammer member during movement to the valve opening

position, and trigger operated releasable latching structure to

releasablv hold the hammer member to the bolt member

'I^.~'''

Means for mounting a dtxn selectively across the front

opening of an oven wherein pivot means are provided at one

end of the door for mounting the dmu to a lower portion of

the oven cabinet and to a trim strip at the top of the oven

cabinet The trim strip is arranged to define, with the door, a

vent space for conducting hot gases from the oven forwardly

therethrough The trim strip is deflectible to permit facilitated

removal of the door from the oven when desired The trim

strip is arranged to permit facilitated adjustment of the mount-

ing of the upper pivot means on the door

3 788 299

AUTOMATICALLY RELEASABLE ARROW HOLDING
DEVICE FOR A CROSSBOW

3,788,301

nFVlCE FOR A CROSSBOV* SMOKE GENERATOR

FredeHc M. Mathews Lumberton, N.C., assignor to Honeywell Raymond M. Terry,J 1 1
1 -/^•^^-;"^-;-

'r76'r02''"'

' ""'

' *c^:;:;ro;::i'r^p::;ro"ser.No..^

abandoned. This application Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,141 I .S. CI. 1 26-59.5

Int.CLF41b5/00

lJ.S.a. 124-35 R 4 Claims

3 Claims

A device for attachment to a crossbow for preventing an

arrow from falling off the crossbow when the crossbow is

tipped or turned upside down. The device has a pivotally

mounted finger that can be pivoted into engagement with an

arrow in place on the crossbow The finger has a colloidal

material at one end that engages the arrow and absorbs mo-

tions and shock but does not pass them on to the arrow
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3 788,302 ^'ih ^^^ ^^"^ shaft. Each pulley is equipped with a pair of ca-

MAINTAINING THE WATERLEVEL IN BAKING BEANS bles that are secured thereto and partly and oppositely wound

Samuel T. Malaney, Cape Elizabeth, and John W. McManus, thereon. Coupling means connect the first shaft to the shaft

Portland, both of Maine, assignors to William Underwood '

Company, W atertown. Mass.

FiledOct. 29. 1971, Ser. No. 193,711

Int.CI. A47J27/00
U.S. CI. 126-374 6 Claims

means and effect rotation of the shaft means and the pulleys in

response to rotary movement of the first shaft about its axis

and/or bodily movement of the first shaft about the axis of the

shaft means.

Apparatus for baking a pot of beans comprising an oven for

receiving therein and heating the pot. a water distributer to

discharge water into the pot while the pot is in the oven, a

water supply piped to the water distributer, a valve for regulat-

ing flow of water from the water supply to the distributer, a ij.s. CI. 128—6
fluid level sensor for sensing the level of fluid in the pot while

the pot is in the oven, a controller responsive to the sensor and

controlling the valve, the controller being operatively con-

nected to maintain during baking the level of fluid in the pot

within a predetermined range. Method for baking a pot of

food comprising the steps placing the pot in an oven, placing a

water distributer in position to discharge water into the pot,

installing a liquid level detector in position to detect the level

of liquid in the pot while in the oven, connecting the level de-

tector and the water distributer to automatic control equip-

ment responsive to the level detector and operative to control

flow of water to the water distributer to maintain the level of

liquid in the pot between predetermined limits, applying heat

to the pot for baking the food therein, removing from its in-

stalled position and cleaning the detector wh6n the food is

finished baking, removing from its installed position and

cleaning the distributer when the food is finished cooking.

3,788,304

ENDOSCOPE
Nagashige Takahashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Op-

tical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 856,049, Sept. 8, 1969,

abandoned. This application June 15, 1971, Ser. No. 153,341

Int.CI.A61b//06
1 Claim

ERRRATUM
For Class 128—268 see:

Patent No. 3,788,296

3,788,303

ORTHOGONALLY DEFLECTABLE ENDOSCOPE
Richard W. Hall, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to American

Cystoscope Makers Inc., Manor, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 219,988

Int.CI.A61b//00

U.S.CL 128-4 7 Claims

A device for controlling movement of a plurality of cables

including support means, a rotary first shaft and shaft means

which are carried by the support means, the shaft means con-

sisting of telescopically arranged second and third shafts

which are rotatable about a common axis that is normal to the

axis of the first shaft. The device also includes a pair of coaxial

pulleys, one of the pulleys being secured to and rotatable with

the second shaft and the other being secured to and rotatable

An endoscope includes a distal end portion adapted to be

inserted into a hollow portion for the inspection thereof, a

controllably bendable tube connected to the distal end por-

tion, a yieldably flexible tube connected to the controllably

bendable portion, and a proximal end portion including a con-

trol housing connected to the yieldably flexible tube. An

image of an object formed in the distal end portion is trans-

mitted through an image transmitting optical system extending

through the controllably bendable tube and the yieldably flexi-

ble tube to the control housing thereby permitting the thus

transmitted image to be viewed through ocular means or

photographed by a camera in the control housing. The con-

trollably bendable tube is controllably bent by string means

connected at its distal end to the forward end portion and ex-

tending through the controllably bendable tube and the

yieldably flexible tube to the control housing where the end of

the string means is connected to a control mechanism so as to

be actuated thereby for bending the controllably bendable

tube. The forward end part of the yieldably flexible tube is

made to have a greater pliability than that of the remaining

part, and the pliability of the controllably bendable tube is

selected to be greater than that of the forward end of the
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yieldabl\ flexible tube, so that the distal end portion is easily

inserted even into a narrow sharply bent passage having a sub-

stantially L -shape configuration with the portion thereof

turned back upon itself by the angle of about 1 80° by virtue of

the difference in the curvature of the controllably bendabic

tube and the forward end of the yieldably flexible tube and the

remaining part thereof due to the difference in the pliability

thereof when the controllably bendabic tube is inserted into

the narrow bent passage and bent by the actuation of the

string means

for introducing therapeutic liquid to the cavity, each of the

nozzles being mounted for universal movement to any

selected one of a plurality of different positions to direct the

therapeutic liquid in any selected one of a plurality of different

paths of travel.

3.788,305

INTRATRACHEAL SAMPLING DEVICE
Hans Schreib«r, Oak Ridge, Tenn.. assignor to The United

Slates of America as represented by the L nited Slates Atomic

Energv Commission. W ashington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 1 9. 1 972, Ser. No. 298,983

Int.CLA6Ib,V/()

I.S.CL 128-2 F 5 Claims
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1 , .-..t in . f...-.l line cover securely attached to the housing The housing forms a

adapted u. <•«•»•"« -'^.^ -"7^^Z 'n ha, h. h ,mC'l,dcJ hy a p,s,o„ plunge, ,n,o a subchamhe, fo, a

r/a;™;'d:;,t;rrr.:;s:rr^
in a second step it also closes the bypass duct.

3,788,313

RESPIRATOR APPARATIS

Leon J. Arp. Blacksburg, Va., and James M. Varnum. 428

Ash Ames, lona. assignors to said Arp. by said \ arnum

Division of Ser. No. 597.649. Nov. 29. 1966. Pat. No.

3,530,872. This application July 15. 1970, Ser. No. 62,753

Int. CI. A61m /6/00

l.S. CI. 128-145.8 • 7 Claims

f^37pj^j '9me ^^e,^^^ ^^o^eJ ^ ^A*ryi*M 5*«h.*v

./^'»»

ry openings in the cover Prior to use the means are restramed

from displacmg the piston plunger A removable cap torms a

seal for the cover On the exterior of the housing a trigger or

similar member is located for releasing the means so that the

piston plunger is displaced tov^ard the cover and the medica-

tion is ejected through the openings in the cover

A respirator with a pair of cylinders having interconnected

pistons. The cylinders are connected by appropriate valve

means to'provide a device capable of mixing two fluids.

3,788,316

PACKFT NASAL INHALER

Maria Mora, via Sercognani 15. Milan, Italy «

Filed Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 133.299

Int. CI. A61m/-V0«

I.S.CT. 128-200 2 Claims

3,788J 14

COMBINATION ATHLETIC GARMENT
Dennis L. Noreen, 3250 Miller Trunk Hwy.. Duluth. Minn.

Filed Feb. 1 1 , 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 1 4,540

Int.CLA61f5/40

U.S.CL 128-159 1 Claim

tz Jt

An athletic garment including a pair of stretchable units

forming leg portions terminating in a hip portion which ter-

minates in a waist portion together with a releasable closable

open ended pouch secured to the garment and adapted to

receive a protector cup.

3.788Jl 5

DISPOSABLE ClTANEOl S TRANSJECTOR

Stephen Laurens. 148- 15th 89th Ave., Jamaica, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 135,727

lnt.CLA6Im.ViO

USCL128-173H l2Ctoims

A disposable cutaneous transjecting device is formed of a

cvlindrically shaped housing having an open end closed by a

A pocket nasal inhaler comprising a case and a container

for the drug to be inhaled slideably disposed therein Said con-

tainer includes a top wall having an outlet orifice formed

therein for inhalation of the drug therein; said container has a

cross section of such extent as to permit same to be freely axi-

ally reciprocally slideable within said case while being

prevented from rotating Said case has a cross section substan-

tially the same as that of the container and is provided with an

integrally formed cover In one side wall of said case is a win-

dow-like opening permitting access to suitable gripping means

formed on the confronting portion of the outer surface of the

container whereby said container may be manipulated for

movement relatively within said case Means are provided on

the case for limiting the travel of the container. Said gripping

means and the associated structure are designed to permit

movement of said inner container by the exertion of the

thumb of the hand holding the inhaler. Said container and

case are preferably fabricated from suitable plastics.
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3.788,317

POROUS ABSORBENT PAD ELECTRODE FOR USE WITH
AN ELECTR0CARDI0(;RAPH INSTRUMENT OR THE

LIKE
James B. McCormick. 40 S. Clay St.. Hinsdale, III., assignor to

Pelam, Inc.. Hinsdale, III.

Filed Jan. 12. 1972. Ser. No. 217.192

lnt.CLA61b5/04

3.788.319

SYSTEM FOR EXCHANGING BLOOD ULTRAFILTRATE
Deighton D. Gillette. Ames. Iowa, assignor to Iowa State

University Research Foundation. Inc., Ames, Iowa

Filed July 30. 1971. Ser. No. 167,571

Int.CLA61m0//02,0//0i

U.S. CL 128-214 B 15 Claims

U.S.CL 128-2.06 E 9 Claims

An electrode is provided for use with an instrument such as

an electrocardiograph which employs a normally dry absor-

bant pad formed of a porous material and a cup supported

above the pad. the cup being provided with passageways

through which fluid may pass from the interior of the cup to

the pad. In a preferred embodiment, the pad is impregnated

with a material in a dry state which becomes electrically con-

ductive when in solution with a selected liquid placed in the

cup. and will expand when it absorbs the liquid to provide an

intimate contact between the skin and the electricaljy conduc-

tive cup Means are provided for connecting the cup to the ap-

propriate recording instrument.

An ultrafiltrate prepared from the blood of a host is put into

the venous bloodstream of a recipient while simultaneously

withdrawing an ultrafiltrate from the arterial bloodstream of

the recipient at approximately the same rate. The ultrafiltrate

intended for the recipient is prepared by withdrawing it from

the arterial system of the host while simultaneously introduc-

ing the recipient's ultrafiltrate into the host's venous system

for processing. The parabiotic exchanges for both host and

recipient may be done simultaneously; but if they are not, it is

preferred to collect the ultrafiltrate of each in a plurality of

quantities. In the latter case, the exchange is effected by in-

troducing the ultrafiltrate in inverse order of purity in the case

of the recipient and by introducing the ultrafiltrate into the

host in order of purity of the quantities to promote more effi-

cient processing by the host. Preferred apparatus for a plasma

extractor and continuous ultrafilter are also disclosed.

3.788,318

EXPANDABLE CANNULAR, ESPECIALLY FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES

Sung Soo Kim. 4724 Imperial Park Dr.. Fort Wayne, Ind., and

Andress Dusseau, R.R. No. 1 , Geneva. Ind.

Filed June 12. 1972. Ser. No. 261.793

Int. CLA61m 5/00

U.S.CL 128-214.4 14 Claims

3,788.320

SPINAL NEEDLE
John F. Dye. Barrington, III., assignor to The Kendall Com-

pany, Boston. Mass.

Filed Feb. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 229,300

Int. CL A61m 5/52, A61b / 7134

U.S.CL 128-221 7 Claims

Q

t^

22-

24,

i<

^

12-J

An expandable tube, referred to herein as a cannula, is

formed by arranging at least one sheet of thin flexible material

to form a tube while providing teeth or the like on the in-

terengaging surfaces to permit controlled expansion of the

tube by adjusting the surfaces over one another.

A spinal needle comprising a hollow outer needle having a

stylet removably insertable within it. The stylet forward end

and the outer needle forward end cooperate to provide a

generally closed piercing end having two side bevel faces and

a heel face. The side bevel faces each form an acute angle with

the longitudinal axis of said spinal needle and intersect at an

acute angle to form a straight cutting edge lying in a plane in-

cluding the longitudinal axis of said spinal needle and inclined'

thereto. The side bevel faces also intersect the outer needle

surfaces to form curved cutting edges which intersect to form

a point. The heel face is inclined at an angle to the longitudinal

axis of the spinal needle and joins the side bevel faces remote

from the point.
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3,788.321

HYPODERMIC SYRINGE WITH IMPROVED ADHESIVE
Thomas D. Reither. Pleasant Lake. Mich., and Ralph E.

Trease, Toledo, Ohio, assignors to Owens-Illinois. Inc..

Toledo. Ohio

Di>i$ion of Ser. No. 693.104. Dec. 26. 1967, Pat. No.

3,635,875. This appUcaUon May 7, 1970, Ser. No. 35,550. The

portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 18, 1989,

has been disclaimed.

Int.g. A61m.V-?2

t.S. CI. 128-221 8 Claims

This invention relates to an adhesive composition which

contains at least one bisphenol-A/epichlorohydrin resin, a

polyglycol diepoxide resin, dicyandiamide. giycidoxypropyl-

trimethoxysilane, and finely divided silica. The subject adhe-

sive is useful in bonding stainless steel to glass.

the like in pt^sition in a nether garment comprising a fi

ment having means for attaching to the pad or the like.

3,788,322

DRUG DELIVERY DEVICE W ITH MEANS FOR
MAINTAINING DEVICE IN ENVIRONMENT OF USE

Alan S. Michaek, Atherton, Calif., assignor to Alza Corpora-

tion, Palo Alto, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 300,674, Oct. 25, 1972, abandoned.

- ' ThisapplicationDec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,799

lnt.Cl.A6lm 3 J 100

L.S. CI. 128-260 6 Claims

rst ele-

or to a

loop or tab attached thereto, and a second element which may

be pres-s-fitted to the first element.

3.788.324

EXTERNAL CATHETER DEVICE
Pedro K. Lim, 516 Madison Ave., Huntington, W . V a.

Filed Mav 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,508

Int.CI. A61f5/44

L.S. CI. 128-295 3 Claims

17 22 ,5

A drug delivery device for the continuous administration of

a drug at a controlled rate for a prolonged time is comprised of

a drug delivery device attached to a support means for main-

taining the device in the environment of use. The device is

comprised of a housing with an internal space that acts as a

reservoir for containing a drug and a discharge means commu-

nicating between the reservoir and the exterior of the device

for releasing drug therefrom. The drug delivery device and the

support are optionally contained in a container, and in the en-

vironment of use, the device is released from the container

and the support inflated. Drug is discharged from the reservoir

by the reservoir walls collapsing to exert an internal pressure

against the drug to urge it through the discharge means. On

completion of the drug discharge from the reservoir, the sup-

port collapses enabling the device to pass from the environ-

ment of use.

3,788,323

SANITARY WEAR
Charles Portland Robinson, Old Brampton, England, assignor

to Robinson & Sons Linnited, Wheat Bridge Milk, Chester-

field, England

Filed Feb. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 223.938

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 2, 1971,

5826/7 1 ; Oct. 20, 197 1 , 48720/7

1

Int.CI.A61f /i//6

L.S.CL 128—291 8 Claims

A device for retaining a sanitary pad, incontinence pad or

A novel external catheter for use by male patients is dis-

closed, the catheter comprising a flexible elongated tubular

sheath which defines a body portion adapted to surround the

male member, the body portion terminating in a coextensive

and relatively stiffer dome-shaped distal end having an orifice

therethrough allowing the discharge of urine to a remote col-

lecting location. The entire inside length of the body portion is

coated with an adhesive gel foam which adhesively contacts

and adheres to the underlying skin of the male member so as

to maintain the catheter in place. The coating further defines u

liquid-tight seal for preventing urine in the dome-shaped distal

end from contacting the skin of the male member underlying

the body portion. In the preferred inventive embodiment, the

body portion is itself longitudinally split along the top thereof

such that the catheter can accommodate male members of

various sizes.

3.788,325

VEIN STRIPPING SI RGICAL INSTRUMENT
Bjarne Hamilton Jacobsen, Birkerod, Denmark, assignor to

Astra-Sjuco a division under Astra-Gruppen A/S, Roskil-

devej, Albertslund, Denmark
FiledSept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,192

Claims priority, application Denmark, Sept. 22, 1971,

4631/71
Int.CI. A61b/7/00

U.S. CI. 1 28—303 R 1 2 Claims

The present invention relates to a surgical instrument for

extracting or stripping of veins in connection with surgical

treatment of varicose veins. The vein stripper comprises a

string-shaped body which preferably has a uniform cross sec-
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tion along the whole length thereof except from a section of

reduced width positioned at least at one and preferably at both

end portions of said body and spaced from the adjacent free

end thereof The vein stripper also comprises an enlarged ele-

ment or a stripper head having a longitudinally and radially ex-

I

wedge diverting pressure from within the catheter to blow up

the balloon under the pressure cycle of the ventilator and to

permit collapse in the succeeding cycle. When air flow ceases

through the wedge of the catheter, the elasticity of the balloon

is such as to cause the balloon to collapse and rest against the

catheter, thereby providing the function of a cuff. The cuff

function of the balloon minimizes retrograde air leak during

the inflation cycle.

3,788,327
" SURGICAL IMPLANT DEVICE

Howard Donowitz, Box 218, R.D. No. 1, and William J. O'-

Hara, 23 Hampton Dr., both of Freehold. NJ.

Filed Mar. 30. 1971, Ser. No. 129,384

Int. CI. A61m 27/00, 25/00

U.S. CI. 128-350 R 7 Claims

"^

tending slit or slot and preferably also a central non-through

end bore or depression at least at one end surface and

preferably at both end surfaces for receiving part of the string-

shaped body in locking engagement. The opposite end sur-

faces of the stripper head may be shaped differently and may

for example have a convex and a concave shape, respectively.

3,788,326

DISTALLY PERFORATED CATHETER FOR USE IN

VENTILATING SYSTEM
Harvev Barrv Jacobs, 116-13 Vantage Hill Rd., Reston, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 59,206, July 29, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,682,166. This appUcation Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No.

277,627

Int. CLA61m 25/00

U.S. CI. 128-305 8 Claims

Disclosed implant device includes a valve and conduit

means for controlling the intra-occular pressure build up in a

diseased eye.

a^,*^^-'

3,788,328

CARDIOVASCULAR CATHETER
Ralph D. Alley, Loudonville, and David S. Sheridan, Argyle,

both of N.Y., assignors to Sherwood Medical Industries Inc.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Continuation of Ser. No. 843,863, March 3, 1969, abandoned.

This application Apr. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 138,770

Int. CI. A61m 27/00

U.S.CL 128-350 R 4 Claims

A balloon or cuff is combined with a distally perforated soft

plastic tracheal catheter over a wedge in the middle part of the

catheter. The catheter is molded from non-pyrogenic ther-

moplastic material such as polyethylene,

polytetrafluorethylene. polypropylene, poly-carbonate or

other readily sterilized orientable material which is precurved

at its proximate end for insertion percutaneously or is straight

for insertion through the mouth and is perforated at its distal

end to divert part or all of the ventilating stream passing

through the catheter. If improper positioning of the axial out-

let in relation to the tracheal lumen occurs, these distal per-

forations in the straight and precurved species permit air

under pressure to be diverted from the axial outlet thereby

preventing air embolisms while the air passing through the

wedge blows up the balloon to press it against thje trachea.

These air embolisms occur and are created due only to the dif-

fusion of air into the tissues impinged upon by the high pres-

sure oxygenated gas flow at the axial outlet. At normal flow

with proper placement no more than ten to twenty-five per-

cent of the air passes out of the sides and this diversion main-

tains the desired medial axial positioning of the catheter in the

tracheal lumen. This high pressure is created cyclically, the

24Z

12

A cardiovascular catheter for use particularly in open heart

surgery and related operations requiring varying forms of car-

dio-pulmonary bypass. The catheter has a fixed ring provided

on the catheter proximal to drainage inlets and may have a

sliding ring snug fit on the catheter proximal to the fixed ring

for securing the catheter to a penetrated portion of the anato-

my, such as the heart wall, between the two rings to assist in

holding the catheter in place. In one form of the invention, the

fixed ring is used alone to secure the catheter in place, for in-

stance, during a drainage or perfusion application.
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• 3,788,329
' BODY IMPLANTABLE LEAD

Harry (i. Friedman, Plymouth, Minn., assignor to Medtronic.

Inc., Minneapolis. Minn.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244.842

lnt.Cl.\6\n 1 104

t.S.a. 128-418 13 Claims

3,788,331

SOLVENT RECOV ERY IN TOBACCO TREATING
PRCKESS

Robert M. Neel; Clarence Robert Lloyd, and Robert C. John-

son, all of Winston-Salem, N.C.. assignors to R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Company . VN inston-Salem. N.C.

Filed June 26. 1972, Ser. No. 266.416

Int.CLA24bO.^//.V

U.S.CL 131-143 8 Claims

A flexible, body-implantable lead section which can be em-

ployed as an integral part of a monoplanar electrode sNstcm or

alternatively as a separate means used to convert biptilar elec-

trode system to a monopolar system The lead section has at

least oiie electrical conductor The conductor is covered sub-

stantially over its entire length with an insulating material sub-

stantialh inert to bod\ fluids and tissue The distal end of the

conductor is adapted to be connected to an active electrode

adapted to be located at a selected location inside the body.

Indifferent electrode means are also pravided The indifferent

electrode means are secured to at least a portion of the length

along the surface of the inert material In the preferred em-

bodiment the indifferent electrode means is securely wrapped

around at least a portion of the length of the inert material.

This lead section with the indifferent electrode means can be

employed with various configurations active electrodes for

monitoring electrical activity and/or stimulating various types

of tissue, including muscle and nerve tissue.

3.788,330

FILTER MEANS
David B. Griffith, 8050 Harrison Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Sept. 25, 1970. Ser. No. 75,381

Int. CI. A24d 01/04, A24f 07/04, 13/06

l.S. CI. 131-10.5 1 7 Claims

\mticvtm P I .V /»

Recovery of impregnant in a process in which tobacco is im-

pregnated with a water-immiscible organic impregnant and

then subjected to a stream of gas heated to a temperature sub-

stantially above the boiling point of the organic impregnant

whereby the organic impregnant is volatili/ed and the tobacco

is expanded, with the expanded tobacco being then separated

from the resulting impregnant-containing gas stream.

Recovery of the organic impregnant is accomplished by

passing a portion of the gas stream into a lower section of a

packed tower and introducing into the upper section of said

tower water at a controlled temperature to effect removal t>f

tobacco fines in the gas stream, to cool the stream and con-

dense a substantial proportion of the water present therein

and to strip organic impregnant from priKcss waste water in-

troduced into the upper section of said tower. The organic im-

pregnant IS then condensed and recovered by conventional

procedures for subsequent reuse.

3,788,332

WIG FOl NDATION AND WIG
Dominic C. Abbott, Pittsburgh, Pa., and (lodfrey Chen. Hong

Kong, assignors to Abbott Tresses Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 25,446, April 3, 1970, abandoned.

This application May 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 252,944

Int.Cl. A41g5/00

U.S. CI. 132— 54 5 Claims

Small and transversely-extending openings in the wall of a

hollow filter body carry the smoke to impinge upon an outer

covering in a region thereof kept relatively cool by portions of

the hollow filter body; and an effective smoke-filtering is ob-

tained by what seems to be the combined effect of a mechani-

cal filtering due to the forced change of path of the smoke

stream and its said impingement, and a condensation of smoke

vapors, the condensation and the filter residue then seeming

to further/ilter and trap smoke particles and to yield a flavor

to the smoke.

The wig foundation of stretch material has a center panel

extending from forehead back over the crown of the head and
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terminating in a depending nape portion. A side panel of

semicircular-like shape is attached to each edge of the center

panel and two offset elongated elastic members offset at their

adjacent ends are attached to the bottom edge of the side

panels and ear slots are formed at each side with stiffener

members along the forward and rear edges of the ear slots. A

weft of hair is attached underneath and on top of the forehead

edge of the center panel A weft is attached in a spiral manner

in the crown area and down to the forehead end. Groups of

wefts are attached across the back of the foundation below the

crown area and from side edge to side edge with some turned

under a short amount at their ends. A group of wefts are also

attached next above the nape portion which also has wefts at-

tached extending from side e(^gc to side edge.

3,788,333

MONEY-HANDLING DEVICE WITH PIVOTAL ESCROW
PLATFORM

Raymond Arthur Johnson, Hot Springs, Ark., assignor to U.

M. C. Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,733

Int.CLG07d//04

U.S. CI. 133-2 7CUims

bills, which the platform transfers to that passage, from enter-

ing and sticking in that gap. The bill-retiim receptacle and a

coin-return cup are both mounted adjacent an opening in the

money-handling device, and that bill-return receptacle over-

lies that coin-return cup. Coins can enter that coin-return cup

regardless of the position of the bill-return receptacle; but
,

coins can be removed from that coin-return cup only when

that bill-return receptacle is in or close to its normal bill-

receiving position, and bills can be removed from that bill-

return receptacle only when that bill-return receptacle in in or

close to its moved bill-returning position. A motor and con-

necting linkage selectively rotate the platform in the said one

direction or the other; and interlocks are provided to prevent

movement of the bill-return receptacle out of its normal bill-

receiving position while the motor is energized and to disable

the motor whenever that bill-return receptacle is out of that

position.

3,788,334

ROTARY DISK COIN DISPENSER WITH SPRING TABS
Ignatius B. Saraceno, Cambridge, and Gary R. WegmiUer,

New Concord, both of Ohio, assignors to The National Cash

Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,266

Int.CLG07d//02

L.S.CL 133-4 R * 3 Claims
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plate in close relationship therewith into the ground at an

angle to the vertical. One group of anchor rods is secured to

the lower end of the frame members and another group of

anchor rods is secured to the lower end of the cover through

an adjustable resilient biasing means which permits expansion

and contraction of the cover with temperature changes while

maintaining tension on the cover. The elongated plate is

1 788 337
'

APPARATIS AND PROCESS FOR MIXING

COMPONENTS WHICH REACT Ql K KLV WITH ONE

ANOTHER, MORE ESPECIALLY FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF FOAM MATERIALS

Karl Breer, Cologne. Germany, assignor to Bayer Aktien-

ges«-llschaft, Le>erkusen. Germany ^

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 14.910, Feb. 27, 1970. This

application Dec. 2. 1971, Ser. No. 204,319

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 13, 1969. P 19

12 734.5

Int. CI. B28b I J 100. FI6k / 1124

t.S.CI.137-1 19 Claims

formed bv angle iron and inverted with the first group of

anchor rods driven through one side of the plate and the

second group of anchor rods driven through the other side of

the plate so that the rods are crossed with respect to each

other The anchor rods bear against the elongated plate so that

the plurality of anchor rods hold the plate down tightly to the

ground. Components which react quickly with one another, are

mixed for the production of foam materials within a mixing

chamber which is equipped with simultaneously acting elec-

tromagnetic actuating devices for the injectors.

3,788336
TENT STAKE

WiUiam J. Steffes, Wichita. Kans., assignor to The Coleman

Company, Inc., Wichita, Kans.

Filed July 28, 1971 , Ser. No. 166,830

Int.CI.A45f ///6

L.S.CL 135-15 PE 9 Claims

I 7Bft 338

VACUUM SEW AGE CONVEYING WITH VACUUM
OPERATED VALVE

Bland Calvin Bums, P.O. Box 254, Woodbridge, Va.

Filed June 29, 197 1 , Ser. No. 157,936

. lnt.CI.E03d//00

US. CI. 137-1 28Claims

* .-i

A tent stake is provided which may be advantageously

molded integrallv from plastic and which has good strength

yet relatively small cross sectional area The stake includes an

elongated bodv formed by three longitudinally extending ribs

which are spaced about 120° apart to provide a generally Y-

shaped cross section. The ribs taper at one end of the body to

form a ground-entering end, and the driving end of the stake

terminates in a generally convex head. A hook is formed on

one of the longitudinally extending ribs and extends angularly

outwardly from the head toward the ground-entering end of

the stake. If desired, a second hook spaced longitudinally from

the first hook may be provided on the same longitudinally ex-

tending rib. The longitudinally extending rib from which the

hook extends is strengthened by an outer end portion which

extends perpendicularly to the outwardly extending portion of

the rib and the driving portion of the stake may be reinforced

by reinforcing ribs which extend between the head and the

longitudinally extending rib*.

A method and apparatus for conveying sewage by vacuum

induced plug flow wherein sewage is drawn from a sewage col-

lecting region into a vacuum line conduit, through a vacuum

operated valve in that conduit, and is conveyed toward the

source of vacuum by vacuum induced plug flow involving the

interposition of volumes of air between plugs of sewage. A

control zone in an operator portion of the vacuum valve is

controllable by a low pressure reservoir for opening the valve.

The reservoir is maintained at a low pressure through a

vacuum tap conduit communicable with the reservoir and the

vacuum line conduit.
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The sewage collecting region may be an underground col-

lecting tank which contains, in a dry compartment, equipment

for controlling operation of the vacuum valve which may be

located outside the collecting region in a separate housing just

below grade Electrical power used at the collecting region

may be supplied solely from a central panel through cable

laid in a trench along the vacuum line conduit.

A rigid pipe assembly in the collecting tank is connected

several feet above the tank bottom, but below grade, to a pipe

assembly of the vacuum valve, and the orientation may be

such as to permit disconnection of pipes at the vacuum valve

without causing leakage in the region where workmen must

stand.

direction. The system is enclosed in a cylindrical case, closed

at the top by a .removable cap supporting electrical wires

therethrough and having an orifice on the side wall and close

to the bottom allowing sump water to enter and leave freely.

The necessary support for mounting the system to the water

sump is attached to the outer surface of the cylindrical case.

Interlocking relays, AC. valves, pumps, hydraulic valves,

switches, solenoid valves, drivers and neon indicators are also

basic parts of the control system.

3,788,339

FLUID CONTROLLING
James M. Denker, Scituate, Mass.. assignor to Nutron Cor-

poration, Hingham. Mass.

Continuation-in-partof Ser. No. 230,561, March 1, 1972. This

application Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 284,966

Inl.CI.G05d/6//0

U.S. CI. 137— 115 18 Claims

LU-,

"T-S

The invention automatically and accurately controls the

water level in the sump and the concentration of treating

chemicals added thereto through a three-phase operation cy- *

cle. Said cycle comprises evaporation of a predetermined

amount of water through the' cooling action of the tower,

flushing or blow-down of another predetermined amount of

water along with used treatment chemicals, and replenishing

of the sump water and treating chemicals to their initial level

and concentrations respectively.

3,788,341

PRESSURE RESPONSIVE VALVE SYSTEM
Lawrence P. Athy, Jr.; Sandy S. Rushing, Jr., and Gordon B.

Nicholson, III, all of Houston, Tex., assignors to

Southwestern Manufacturing Company

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,215

Int.CLF16kJ///2

U.S. CL 137-209 10 Claims
'

A fluid control circuit comprising a controller including a

control element movable between first and second positions

and operative for generating an output fluid signal dependent

on the position of the control element, and first and second

sensors arranged for sensing a pilot pressure, one of the sen-

sors being operable for causing the control element to assume

its second position when the sensed pilot pressure exceeds a

predetermined upper level, and the other of the sensors being

operable for causing the control element to assume its first

position w hen the pilot pressure drops below a predetermined

lower level.

^-^--- D^<^-

A new and improved system for controlling the operation of

a valve, particularly adapted for use in remote locations such

as remote pipeline block valves and the like.

3,788,340

COOLING TOW ER WATER CONTROL SYSTEM
Richard P. OLeary, 15 Mariam Dr., Bellvale, N.Y., and

Charles F. Kapr, 212 Woodland Rd., New Milford, N.J.

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,220

Int. CI. G05d H/08; HOI h i6/02

U.S. CI. 137—93 10 Claims

A cooling tower water control system operated by means of

a ring float, a ring magnet fastened thereto, four magnetic

reed switches enclosed by four individual tubes mounted in a

parallel direction inside an enclosing tube, said ring magnet

sliding freely along and around the enclosing tube in a vertical

3,788,342

VACUUM BREAKER VALVE
Kenneth A. Milette, Laguna Beach; Tim M. Uyeda, South San

Gabriel, and Elias D. Quintana, Huntington Beach, all of

Calif., assignors to International Telephone and Telegraph

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,371

Int. CI. F16k 45/00

U.S, CL 137—218 10 Claims

A vacuum breaker valve for use with a toilet such as em-

ployed in re9reational vehicles. The valve comprises a two-
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piece plastic valve housing comprising a base member and a

cap member sealed to one another The base member mcludes

a water miet pipe and an outlet port. A valve element rests on

the top of the water inlet pipe. The cap member has an at-

3,788,344

STACKED VALVE SYSTEM
Gerhard J. Dvck, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, C anada, assignor

to Dyckes Sprinkkr Co. Ltd., Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

Canada
Fikd July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,739

Claims priority, application Canada, Aug. 18, 1971, 120828

int.a.FlldljUO.fl6kJllO0

L.S.CK 137-271 9 Claims

/v

\~rjr

mospheric opening above the valve element. The base and cap

members are formed with cylindrical walls positioned in

nested coaxial relationship which define a tortuous path

between the inlet and outlet port, which is greater than the ac-

tual vertical height of the valve.

3,788,343

LIQtID DISPENSING APPARATUS

Samuel V\. Neidorf, Encino, and Howard K. Arnold, Venice,

both of Calif., assignors to Bar-O-Matic Sales Co., Van Nuys,

Calif.

Filed Julv 3, 1972, Ser. No. 271,261

int.CLB6Sd5J//4

L.S. CI. 137-209 17 Claims

) t it

6^

A stacked valve system is herein provided It includes a plu-

rality of plastic valve bodies interconnected together Each

plastic valve btxlv includes a central bore, adapted, when a

plurality of valve K>dics are so interconnected together, to

provide a straight throughflow internal valve conduit

chamber. A second bt>re is provided at right angles to the cen-

tral bore, such second bore extending through the valve body

from one face to the diametrically opposed face The second

hox< is provided, at one face thereof, with an externally

threaded hollow valve barrel, and at the other face thereof

with a hollow post The internal face of the bore at the hollov^

post IS provided with an integrally premolded valve seat. A

valve is assticiated with the valve barrel and the valve includes

an internally threaded operator threaded onto the vaKe bar-

rel The operator includes a valve stem and a depending valve

head adapted to seat on the valve seat One of the hollow posts

serves as an inlet to the flow conduit, while the other posts

serve as outlets.

I

3,788.345

DEVICES FOR PIERCING Tl BES IN CLOSED PRESSURE
SYSTEMS AND FOR CHARGING THE LATTER

Natale G. Tura, 343 Griswold St., N. E., Uarren, Ohio

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 168,958

Int.CI. 8236 4/ /0«,F 16*4/ /«.^ i

U.S. CI. 137-318 5 Claims

A liquid dispensing apparatus receives liquid at atmospheric

or other reservoir pressure and dispenses the liquid at a higher

pressure established by a supplied gas. The apparatus includes

an inlet reservoir, a delivery chamber in which liquid is main-

tained under pressure, and a pressurizing chamber. As liquid is

dispensed from the delivery chamber, appropriate valves

cooperate repetitively to feed a quantum of liquid from the

reservoir to the pressurizing chamber, to pressurize this quan-

tum of liquid, and to provide the pressurized liquid to the

delivery chamber to restore the level therein. This cyclic pres-

sure amplification is powered only by the supplied gas pres-

sure; no pump is used.

A device which may not only be used to pierce a tube in a

closed pressure system for the purpose of checking or recharg-

ing the pressure therein, but which may be left on the tube to

seal the pierced hole and may be reused in the future for again

checking the pressure or recharging the system.
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The device comprises a two part body, one part having ribs

and the other having ledges to receive the ribs. The parts are

held assembled with the tube by a simple set screw threaded

through one part and engageable with the tube to draw the

parts into interlocking relation. An injection needle is

threaded through the other part to pierce the tube, such other

part carrying a seal to prevent loss of pressure through the

pierced opening. The piercing needle incorporates a valve,

like a tire valve, so that the system may be checked or

charged. A cap is threaded on the piercing needle and is used

to thread the latter for piercing the tube.

pressure to the washing machine only when the solenoid con-

trolled water valve is energized. The electrical wires necessary

for energizing the solenoid valve at predetermined times in the

machine cycle are brought to the solenoid from the machine

3,788,346

. FLANGELESS VALVE
Thomas W. Fitzgerald, V\ estfield, N.J., assignor to Everlasting

Valve Company, Cranford, N.J.

Filed Oct. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 192,979

Int. CI. F 16k 29/00

U.S. CI. 137-330 1 Claim

sequence control system through another passageway in the

conduit. Effluent from the washing machine is directed

through still another passageway in the conduit and

discharged through an appropriate passageway in the housing.

3,788,348

VALVE GUIDE
Kenneth R. Johnson, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Parker-

Hannifin Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,141

Int.CLF16k/5/02
U.S.CI. 137—542 " 2 Claims

The application for patent discloses a quick opening valve

which provides a seat under sealing pressure which is exerted

by an elastic material disposed between the valve body and the

seal. The pressure is such that the shearing action of the gate

against the spring-backed seat prevents any build up of carbon

particles and the like which would otherwise impair the tight

closure which is required in numerous valve applications. The

spring action of the elastic material is provided by allowing a

portion of the compressed material to vent out a narrow annu-

lar shaped opening between the seat and the valve body. A
modified valve structure provides a gate having a rotatable

member which on valve closure is turned in one direction

within a non-rotating ring to assure even wear on the sealing

surface.

3,788,347

SINGLE HOSE COUPLING SYSTEM
Lauren W. Guth, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,727

Int. CI. B65h 75\36

U.S. CL 137-355.17 2 Claims

By the present invention there is provided a system for con-

necting a sequentially controlled washing machine to a faucet

supplying liquid under line pressure, including a coupling at

tachable to the faucet and a multipassageway conduit con-

necting the coupling to the machine. A solenoid controlled

water valve is encapsulated in the housing between the line

pressure faucet inlet area and an outlet area communicating

with a passageway in the conduit for introducing water at flow

A valve device having a guide for a reciprocating valve ele-

ment, the guide having a tubular portion of substantial length

slidably receiving a stem on the valve element, radial flange

portions at one end of the tubular portion, and circum-

ferentially spaced fingers extending generally axially from said

flange portions, the fingers having radially outwardly extend-

ing portions sprung into a groove a'ound a bore in which the

guide is mounted, and a spring over the tubular portion engag-

ing the flange portions and valve element for urging the latter

to closed position, the fingers between said flange portions

and said extending portions having an outside diameter sub-

stantially the same as the outside diameter of said spring.

3,788,349

LIQUID CIRCULATION APPARATUS
Robert J. Meyer, and Harry L. Westacott, both of Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,168

Int. CI. G03d 3102

U.S. CI. 137-565 6 Claims

Liquid circulation apparatus is adapted to furnish metered

quantities of photographic processing solution to a photo-

918 O.G.—66
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graphic material processing station, on a demand basis, and to

accumulate spent solution emptying from the processing sta-

tion in a waste container. In operation, the metered solution

quantities are drawn from a fixed volume reservoir and fed to

the processing station by means of a solution reservoir bellows

and cam pump assembly. A processing solution storage bag of

the kind which is to be discarded after completed removal of

the processing solution, supplies the processing solution to the
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3,788,351

VALVE REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR HIGH
ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT

Clement L. Conklin, Jr., Windermere. Fla., assignor to The

L nited SUtes of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,616

Int.CI.F16k5//00. /7/06

L.S.CL 137-512.1 \ dam

SUPPLT
P«£SSuR£

fixed volume reservoir for use at the processing station. For

ecology purposes, any unused processing solution remaining

in the solution supply bag is removed, prior to discarding such

bag. by a scavenging pump which draws the unused solution

into the fixed volume reservoir If the amoui\t of processing

solution in the fixed volume reservoir exceeds a given quanti-

ty, then the excess solution will be fed by the scavenging pump

from the fixed volume reservoir into the waste container.

A valve reference mechanism for regulating a missile fluid

or gas system that is subjected to high acceleration and vibra-

tion environments The mechanism maintains the system at

non-environmental performance levels by using two valves

mounted in opposed relation to control the supply pressure in-

let When inertia forces are developed by environmental

causes a compensating motion is developed which tends to

close one valve orifice while opening the opposed valve ori-

fice The net effect of the compensating displacements is to

Weep the total passage area constant and reduce pressure

change due to environmental causes.

3,788,350

BLOCK AND VENT VALVE
Benjamin W. West. 237 La Espiral, Orinda, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 151.466. June 9. 1971, Pat. No. 3.741.245.

This application Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,457

Int.Cl.F15b///0«, /J/42

U.S. CI. 137-596.18 1 Claim

3,788,352

FLOW LIMITER

Jean-Pierre Ane, Jouy-en-Josas; Jean-Paul Teillard, Malakoff,

and Emile Quere, Charenton, all of France, assignors to

Socicte Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale. Paris, France

Filed Nov . 6. 1 97 2. Ser . No. 303,836

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 1 2, 197 1 ,
7 140663

int. CLF16k/ 7/00

US. CI. 137-523 6 Claims

A valve assembly is described of the so-called block and

vent type wherein the valve is normally closed with the

downstream side vented. When a pilot pressure is applied, it

first closes the vent and then opens the valve partially On ap-

plication of a second pilot signal from another source or from

a suitable time delay network, the valve opens fully On

release of the pilot pressures, the valve closes first and then

opens the downstream vent.

Precision flow limiter in which a single hydraulic conduit

contains a non-return valve urged against its seat by a spring,

while an adjusting screw having a tapering ramp is adapted to
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cooperate with an axial abutment of said valve whereby to

space the latter from its seat as required and accurately adjust

the throttled flow.

3,788,353

NOZZLE
Maurice C. Breunsbach, Hamburg. N.V., assignor to Spirolet

Corporation. North Tonawanda, N.V.

Division of Ser. No. 7,747, Feb. 2, 1970, Pat. No. 3,692,243.

This application Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,207

Int.CI.F 16k/ 9/00

L.S. CI. 137-604 6 Claims

3,788355

VALVE
Derek John Wood, Harrogate, England, assignor to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,459

Claims priority, application Gr^t Britain, Oct. 19, 1970,

49,448/70
Int. CI. F 16k ///OO

U.S. CI. 1 37-625. 1

1

8 Claims

B

Sijy - j- TJe.

An elongated hollow body formed of a resiliently yieldable

material having a bore therethrough. A thread formation of

helical configuration is formed in the bore and the bore tapers

gradually toward its outlet end. Passages formed in the inlet

end of the nozzle are variable in size to control the rate of

liquid flow into the bore.

6--

<s-^

^^"-w^.
^/v-

^yjJxi

A valve is provided having an inlet and a number of outlets

any one of the outlets being closable while allowing flow

through the others, there being no stagnant zones in tlie valve

w hen liquid passes through all outlets.

3,788,356

FAUCET CONSTRUCTION
Alfred M. Moen, 25 Lakeview Drive, Grafton, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 147,327, May 27, 1971. This application

Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,734

Int. CI. F 16k ///02

U.S.CI. 137—625.17 7 Claims

3,788,354

SINGLE HANDLE W ATER MIXING VALVE
Paul C. Symmons. King Ceaser Road, Duxbury, Mass.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,880

Int. CI. F 16k 7 //OO

U.S. CI. 137-625.4 32 Claims

The invention is an improvement in water mixing valves and

in a preferred embodiment it features ceramic valve members

of unique design that are mounted so as to minimize damage

by torsional forces or by engagement with other mechanical

parts.

A single handle mixing faucet has a hollow stem positioned

within a sleeve. The sleeve has a pair of water inlet openings

and at least one discharge opening and the stem is reciprocal

and rotatable relative to the sleeve to control the volume and

temperature of water discharged from the sleeve. The sleeve is

positioned within a retainer having bottom inlet openings with

the exterior of the sleeve and the interior of the retainer

cooperating to define passages from the retainer inlet

openings to the sleeve inlets. A handle for the mixing faucet

includes a cap and a lever, with the cap being attached to a

stem and a portion of the lever being positioned within the cap

and interlocked with the sleeve.

Casco

3,788,357

FLUIDIC DRIVER ALERTNESS SYSTEM
Horace B. Welk, Jr., Churchville, Pa., assignor to

Products Corporation, Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,151

Int.CI. F15C///2

U.S. CI. 137-805 5 Claims

A flueric computer operates on specified fluidic input

signals to produce output signals which will, in turn, activate
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an audible warning souftd. then a vehicle braking action .f

predetermined conditions are not satisfied The computer uses
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3.788,359

LOOM REED MOTION
I

Richard L. Vdpe. Hopedale. Mass.. assignor to Rockwell Inter-

nationaJ Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed July 10. 1972. Ser. No. 269.987
|

Int. CI. D03d 49/60. J9/22

U.S. CI. 139-26 7 Claims

^™ffl

^ztzt]

A reed control for weaving terry fabric in a loom of the type

,n which the lay and reed are reciprocated between upper and

all fluidic digital logic and is comprised of an oscillato;. multi- ,^^^^ ,^,0^5 ^nd the reed includes a cam face thereby it

p^l b nary colter'stages and the necessary digital logic ele- ^.,„ .Amoved to beat-up P-^s of weft along a generally

Lnts to perform its function. horuontally plane into the fell of the fabric.

3.788.360

VVEFTNEEDLF HEAD OF SHI TTLELESS LOOM

Maxime Gualto. Bourgoin-Jalbeu, France, assignor to Atebers

Diedericks, Bourgoin-Jallieu, France
|

Filed Mar. 31. 1972. Ser. No. 240.077
3.788.358 . application France. Apr. 5, 1971. 71.12626

DEVICE FOR MOUNTING A BLADDER IN AN Claims prioruy
. pp^^ ^^ oo3d 47/20

ACCIMLLATOR i«rii^9_122N 6 Claims

Hiroaki Taki. Shimiiu. Japan, assignor to Nippon Accumulator t.S. Ci. 1.J

KabushikiKaisha.Shimizu-shi. Japan
|

Filed Mar. 22. 1972. Ser. No. 236.927 .^

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30. 1971, ^ 2 M" ,^,.^^_
46/22685 y-A-'^' H^T^^TZu-

Int. CI. F16I 55/04 XV 1'^ ^\^^^

L.S. CI. 138-30
1 Claim

1^
sa'

I

On an upper surface of a flange portion formed along an

outer periphery of a mouth of a bladder, is disposed an an-

tifriction washer portion of a centering nng-member. on which

antifriction washer portion is placed a lid for an outer shell,

and said flange portion is urged against said outer shell by

turning said lid The arrangement is such that no torque is im-

posed to the flange portion even when said lid is turned. An ar-

cuated portion is formed in the centering ring member, so that

the bend portion of the bladder may be deformed along this

arcuated portion, and thereby locally sharp bending of the

bladder can be avoided. Then, a slight gap clearance formed

between the inner surface of the outer shell and the outer

peripheral surface of the lid is tightly sealed by said flange por-

tion.

This head of weft-varn introducing needle for a shuttleless

loom which IS adapted to introduce the yarn into the shed by

developing a yarn loop having one end retained and the other

end released, comprises a parallelipipedic tubular body of sub_

stantially rectangular cross-sectional configuration with

horizontal walls formed with notches ;
these notches have

their bottom lined preferably with a ceramic material with

their two pointed ends slightly recessed in relation to the

notch bottom inlets ; on the feed side, the horizontal wall of

the head adjacent the free end of the yarn loop is skew to the

direction of travel and the wall portion bounded by the edge of

said notch and the rear edge form together an upswept curved

tongue terminating at a certain distance from the contiguous

vertical wall.

I

3.788,361

SELVAGE NEEDLE MOTION IN A NARROW WARE
LOOM

Clarence R. Kronoff. Worcester, and Donald F. Hayden. North

Brookfield. both of Mass.. assignors to Crompton & Knowles

Corporation. W orcester, Mass.

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 154,968

Int. CI. D03d 4 7/24 f

US CI 139-124 8 Claims

A* drive mechanism for the selvage knitting needle m a nar-

row ware loom which includes means for guiding the needle so
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that it always intersects an axis coincident with the fell line of

the cloth and means to reciprocate the needle forwardly and

22" 24" 40" 2T 78

machine, in response to the motion or absence of motion

thereof. The components particularly, though illustratively,

described are storage feeders associated with knitting or weav-

ing machines whose operation is controlled so that their

storage drums are prevented from being rotated when the

knitting or weaving machine is not in operation. Generator

rearwardly of the fell while simultaneously causing the hook of

the needle to move vertically.

3,788,362

AUTOMATIC LOOM FILLING WINDER
James T. Blakely, Laurens, S.C, assignor to Blakely Indus-

tries, Greenville, S.C.

Filed Dec. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 317,152

Int. CI. D03d 45/26. 45102

U.S. CI. 139-247 9 Claims

means or other electrical means responsive to the condition of

the knitting or weaving machine energizes a solenoid which

closes a normally open switch separating the storage feeder

from its power supply. When the knitting or weaving machine

is out of operation, the solenoid is de-energized and the nor-

mally open switch prevents power from being supplied to the

storage feeder.

An assemblage of several parts in the nature of guides or

restrainers for yam ends is attached to the magazine section of

the automatic loom filling winder on a typical fly shuttle loom.

These attachment parts greatly increase the efficiency of

operation of the magazine section particularly at the critical

time of transfer of fully wound bobbins from the magazine into

the shuttle. The tendency for very fine filling yarns of the types

possessing low coefficients of friction to move improperly

across the yam ends drum and to become entangled is suc-

cessfully eliminated by the invention. Additionally, at the criti-

cal transfer time, each yam end is directed to the center or re-

gion of maximum gripping pressure of a clamping means

which must hold the yam ends securely at the time of transfer.

The invention in no way interferes with the normal cycle of

operation of the automatic loom filling winder and. in fact,

assists this cycle of operation.

3,788,364

TUFTED PILE FABRICS AND BACKINGS THEREFOR
Henry D. Dawbam, Waynesboro, Va., assignor to Thiokol

Chemical Corporation, Bristol, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 884,083, Dec. 11, 1969, abandoned, and a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 487,402, Sept. 15, 1965,

Continuation of Ser. No. 840,594, June 30, 1969. This

application Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 179,680

Int. CI. D03d 15100; D05c / 7/02

U.S. CI. 139-420 R 7 Claims

3,788,363

CONTROL MEANS FOR TEXTILE PRODUCING
MACHINES

Edward M. Tellerman, Woodmere, N.Y., assignor to Stop-Mo-

tion Devices Corporation, Plainview, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 169,205, Aug. 5, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,710,595. This appUcation Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No.

323,310. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Jan. 16, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. D03d 5 //OO

U.S. CI. 139-336 7 Claims

The disclosure relates to means for controlling the opera-

tion of components associated with a knitting or weaving

A primary backing adapted to be used in making tufted pile

fabrics and woven from polyolefin yarns, the warp yams being

closely spaced flat ribbon monofilaments of substantially

rectangular cross-section and the weft yarns being widely

spaced relatively round multifilament or monofilament yams.

The warp yarns are crowded together to give a spacing index

of 1 .3 to 1 .6. The weft or filling yarns are preferably untwisted

multifilament yarns with a spacing index of 0.15 to 0.45. The

tufted backing is also claimed.
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3,788,365

NARROW ELASTIC FABRIC FOR I SE AS W AISTBAND

IN ARTICLES OF APPAREL

Roger G. Campbell, Sr.: Richard E. Goff. Jr.. and Joseph A.

Priestley, all of Harrington. RL. assignors to Johnson &

Johnson, New Brunswick, N J.

Filed May 26,1971, Ser. No. 1 46,938

int. CI. D03d 15108; A41d 1106

t.S. CI. 139-421 12 Claims

li f>- i3

3,788,367

WIRE WRAP TOOL
Daniel W . Ackerman, Binghamton. N.Y.. assignor to I niversal

Instruments Corporalion. Binghamton, N.^ .

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 195.252, Nov. 3. 1971, Pat.

No. 3.756,522. This application May 15, 1972, Ser. No.

253.460

Int. CI. B2 11/5/00 '

L.S.CL 140-124 7 Claims

n

A narrow elastic fabric for use as a waistband in an article of

apparel comprising a set of warp yarns running in the direction

of the length of the fabric interwoven with a set of filling yarns

running in the direction of the width of the fabric From 10 to

50 percent of the number of yarns in the warp set being elastic

yarns with the remaining yarns nonelastic The elastic yarns

having a spandex core initially wrapped with a settable yarn

The warp and filling yarns being woven in a pronounced rib

-weave over at least a portion of the width of the fabric with the

ribs running in the direction of the width of the fabric.

A wire wrap tiwl having an elongated cylindrical bit with an

aperture in the end thereof for rcceiv ing a terminal stud and a

wrapping sleeve which telescopes on the bit to lock a length of

wire thereon, the telescoping of the bit and sleeve bemg ac-

complished on the tool bv either a pneumatic, mechanical or

similar tvpe mechanism The area of the bit between the end

of the bit and the aperture has a concave conical section and a

cylindrical section

3,788,366

NARROW ELASTIC FABRIC

Roger G. CampbeU, Sr.; Richard E. Goff, Jr., both of Barring-

ton, and Normand D. Guay, Woonsocket, all of R.I., as-

signors to Johnson & Johnson, Ne%* Brunswick, NJ.

Filed Oct. 4, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 86,364

Int. CL D03d 15108; A41d 1106

US. a. 139-421 9^'»''"»

3,788,368

APPARATUS FOR FILLING A RECEPTACLE WITH

COMPACTED PLLVERLLENT MATERIAL

Peter Geng. Allschwil; Robert Gueniat, Reinach; Alfred

Zollinger, FuUinsdorf ; W alter Luscher. Seltisberg; Hansjorg

Schawalder. Zurich, and Hanspeter Tschanen, Dallikon, all

of Switzerland, assignors to Gericke & Co., Regensdorf,

Switzerland „,, I

Filed Dec. 20. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 209,825

Claims priority, application SwiUerland, Dec. 21, 1970,

18905/70 ^
I

Int.Cl. B65b///6

t.S.a.141-67
20 Claims

'/^./tf '.y

A narrow elastic fabric suitable for use in the band encir-

cling portions of articles of apparel The fabric has monofila-

ment yams in the transverse direction of the fabric and elastic

yams in the longitudinal direction of the fabric. The elastic

yams are woven under tension in a leno weave with longitu-

dinally extending non-elastic yarns. The leno woven elastic

yams are on one surface of the fabric and the leno woven non-

elastic yams are on the opposite surface to provide the fabric

with a transverse concave configuration.

An apparatus for filing a receptacle with compacted pul-

verulent material comprising a compaction compartment

equipped with a closable inlet and outlet. A negative pressure

source atmospheric pressure and/or an overpressure source

can be connected via a filter mechanism with the compaction

compartment According to important aspects of the inven-

tion a supply compartment is connected followmg the com-

paction compartment, the outlet of the supply compartment

being equipped w ith a dosing mechanism.
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3,788,369

APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING LIQUID BETWEEN A
CONTAINER AND A FLEXIBLE BAG

Fred M. Killinger, PortageT Mich., assignor to The Upjohn

Company. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filedjune2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,321

Int.Cl. B65bJ//6

U.S. CI. 141-114 4 Claims

:#^
r %

«^

comprises (a) a temporary storage reservoir for the flowable,

particulate solids; (b) conveying means for supplying the tem-

porary storage reservoir with flowable, particulate solids; (c)

an overflow reservoir supported by and vertically below the

temporary storage reservoir; (d) a temporary storage reservoir

flow control means for regulating the quantity of flowable,

particulate solids passing out of the temporary storage reser-

voir and into the overflow reservoir; (e) at least one vertically

oriented measuring tube secured to and passing through the

bottom of the overflow reservoir, which measuring tubes are

( i ) located beneath the temporary storage reservoir flow con-

trol means; (ii) open at their upper ends for the receipt of

flowable, particulate solids which pass through the temporary

storage reservoir flow control means; and (iii) restricted at

their lowerccnds by a measuring tube flow control means, to

which an outlet nozzle of variable, restricted flow area is at-

tached; (f) screeding means for leveling the flowable, particu-

late solids within the measuring tube; (g) positioning means

for locating the outlet nozzles above the vertical tubes to be

filled with flowable, particulate solids; and (h) conveying

means for removing excess flowable, particulate solids col-

lected in the overflow reservoir.

A resiliently flexible bag has a chamber with inlet and outlet

passageways, the outlet passageway being connectible to a

tube and the inlet passageway having perforable closure

means. The chamber is normally filled with a liquid, such as a

saline solution. A cannula is mounted upon a container for in-

sertion through the closure member and communication

between the chamber in the bag and the interior of the con-

tainer If the container holds a liquid, intermittent, manual

compressing and releasing of the flexible bag causes the liquid

within the bag to move into the container or the liquid in the

container to move into the bag, depending upon their relative

vertical positions. A special cannula and container therefor

are provided to furnish filtered air to the bag prior to connec-

tion thereof with the container if such air is needed.

3,788,371

SAW APPARATUS WITH DISK BED SUPPORT FOR
LUMBER

Howard C. Mason, Oregon City, Oreg., assignor to H. C.

Mason & Associates, Inc., Gladstone, Oreg.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,214

Int.CI.B27b//00

U.S. CI. 144-312 . 9 Claims

3,788,370

PARTICULATE SOLIDS TUBE LOADING APPARATUS
Thomas R. Hare, Oakland, and Clifford C. Segerstrom,

Lafayette, both of Calif., assignors to Shell Oil Company,

Housfon, Tex.

Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser, No. 225,257

Int.CI.B65by/06

U.S. CI. 141-125 12 Claims

Saw apparatus for cutting lumber along its length. The ap-

paratus has a disk bed for supporting the lumber as the same

moves during cutting, including multiple disks disposed in

rows and spaced laterally from each other along the direction

of travel of the lumber. The lumber is forced downwardly

against the disks by pressure-applying instrumentalities, at a

sufficient pressure to cause the disk edges slightly to penetrate

the wood on the underside of the lumber without substantially

exceeding the elastic limit of the wood. Cutting is performed

while the forward travel of the lumber is so controlled. The

pressure-applying instrumentalities are so adjusted as to per-

mit the lead end of a lumber piece to pass therebeyond before

coming down to produce the pressure. A method of cutting

lumber along its length where the lumber is moved over a mul-

tiple-disk bed and the lumber is pressed downwardly against

the disks in such bed with upper edges penetrating the wood in

the lumber during the process of the cutting.

Vertical tubes are expeditiously filled to a predetermined

depth with flowable, particulate solids by an apparatus which

3,788,372

METHOD FOR MAKING A FABRICATED WOODEN
PRODUCT

Amerigo Terenzoni, 82 1 Third St., Fresno, Calif.

Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,773

Int.Cl. B27d//05

U.S. CI. 144-316 6 Claims

A wooden product and a method of fabricating the product

characterized by the steps of forming a plurality of construe-
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1 .knf.o.ir .t.on each including a parenteral s.>lution and with a protective closure for hermeti-

relalion. and adhesively uniling Ihe construction members m a

(f^^

sure of the protruding portion is fused part of a tab for tearing

said protective closure.

coaxial and contiguous relationship, for thus forming a tubular

bodv and thereafter finishing the external surfaces of the Kxly

to a predetermined configuration by removing therefrom ex-

cess material.

3.788.373
• HAMMER WITH NAIL HOLDER

Daniel A. Aherin, 209-8 Fowler St., China Lake. Calif.

Filed Apr. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 242.007

Int.CI.B25d//0'>

L.S.CL 145-30 R

3,788.375

EVAPORATOR HAVING MOVING HEAT EXCHANGE
TIBES

Samuel A. Mencacci, Saratoga. Calif., assignor to FMC Cor-

poration, San Jose. Calif. I

Filed Nov. 15, 1972. Ser. No. 306,946

Int. CI. BOId IIUO. 1130, BOlp 7116, BOlf 15100, F28f

L'.S.CI. 159-25A l6Claims

5 Claims

2?, ta m a

A pivotally felractible nail supporting clip mounted upon

the neck of a conventional hammer whose free end defines a

head. The clip is supported for swinging movement between a

retracted position within a longitudinal groove cut in the neck

of the hammer head and an extended position disposed at right

angles relative to the hammer head neck and projecting

toward the free end of the associated hammer handle The clip

clampingly engages an associated nail in position paralleling

the neck and with the pointed end of the nail projecting out-

wardly bevond the head of the hammer while the head end of

the nail is abutted against the sleeve portion of the hammer

head in which the associated handle is secured.

An evaporator including a processing tank filled with a

product to be evaporated A reel is mounted for rotation

within the tank and is formed, in part, of a plurality of spaced

heated tubes which provide moving heat exchange surfaces

and which, in motion, cavitate at their trailing edges The heat

exchange tubes are each formed with a cross-sectional con-

figuration defining a pocket at the trailing edge thereof w^hich

maximizes the area of the cavitational void Conduits are fixed

at the ends of the tubes relative to each cavitation void to con-

tinuously evacuate the voids of vapors resulting from the

evaporation of the product in the processing tank and to

deliver the vapors to a location at one end of the tank where

they can be withdrawn.

3.788.374

PARENTERAL SOLUTION BAG

Mitsuaki Saijo, Fujinomiya. Japan, assignor to Jintan Tenimo

Co.. Ltd.. Tokvo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 71,309. Sept. 1 1. 1970.

abandoned. This application Jan. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 220.763

Int. CI. B65d

U.S.CL 150-1 ^ 3 Claims

A parenteral solution bag is provided with openings

protruding from the perimeter of said bag for taking in or out

3.788.376

DRAPERY
Leo Mednick. deceased, late of Philadelphia. Pa. (by Shirley

S. Shipon. executrix), 1040 Novelt Dr.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed July 28. 1972, Ser. No. 276,182

Int. CI. E06b WOO. A47n ^lU

US CI 160—19 14 Claims

'a dr'apery comprising a pair of panels horizontally slidable

on a supporting rod. Each of the panels has a string secured
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thereto at one edge. The edges of the panels having the

secured strings thereon are positioned adjacent each other,

and are slidable away from each other. Each string has two

ends, with the ends extending across the width of both panels

and being slidably supported exteriorly of the panels. The

pulling of each string in one direction will pull a panel away

connected together to provide an enclosure which defines a

particular space in relation to adjoining spaces. Each panel in-

cludes a rectilinear metal frame of rigid tubular material

generally square in cross section with the frame subdivided

into one or more panel sections. Each panel section is en-

closed within a panel sleeve made in half-sections so that a

pair of mating halves can be mounted on or removed from its

from the other. The pulling of the string in the other direction

will pull the panel toward the other. In this way one or both

panels of the drapery can be opened. The drapery further in-

cludes an associated valance which comprises a pair of rods

which are vertically extending. The valance comprises a

stretchable fabric w hich is stretched around the rods.

3,788,377

CORRUGATED COVERS FOR RECIPROCATING
MACHINERY PARTS

Peter M. Knowles, Datum, Englanc*., assignor to Henry Beak-

bane (Fortox) Limited. Kidderminster, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 7,519, Feb. 2, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,591

Int. CI. A47h 5100

L'.S. CI. 160-84 R 4 Claims

For use in a corrugated cover, a section which includes a

corrugated body portion and extension control means con-

tained in the corrugated body portion, the extension control

means comprising a plurality of hingedly connected flat metal

strips.

!. I
35 1
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3,788,380

METHODS OF MANLFACTLRING SHELL MOl LDS

Philippe Jasson, and Pierre Chatourel, both of Billancourt,

France, assignors to Regie Nationale Des I sines Renault, Bil-

lancourt, France

Filed June 15, 1971, Ser. No. 153,332

Claims priority, application France, July 3, 1970, 70.24842

lnt.CI.B22c/J/(^«

L.S. CI. 164-26 • 2 Claims

3,788.382

VACUUM METAL CASTIN(; APPARATUS
Arnold Daniel, 2219 Devoashire Dr., and Joseph Burdette

Richey, IL 2160 Demington Dr., both of Cleveland Heights,

Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 92,583, Nov. 25, 1 970, Pat. No. 3,7 1 2,364.

This application Oct. 26, 1 972. Ser. No. 30 1 , 1 58

lnt.CI.B22d27//6

U.S. CL 164-150 22 Claims

Method of manufacturing shell moulds wherein each

disposable mould comprises a central core frame secured to

an operating head utilized for immersing the pattern m succes-

sion into vessels containing alternately refractory slip and

refractory grains in the form of fluidized suspension, respec-

tively, said central core frame revolving automatically about

the vertical axis of a turnstile adapted, through an intermittent

rotation, to bring in succession said head abov^ the vessels,

about another axis of said core frame and finally about an axis

perpendicular to said core frame axis for performing a limited

pivotal movement sufficient however for immersing the pat-

tern into each vessel and removing it therefrom during the

pauses produced in the rotation of said turnstile, this method

applying more particularly to precision foundry processes.

3.788.381

METAL REFINING PROCESS
Geoffrey Hoyie, and David Melvin Longbottom, both of Shef-

field. England, assignors to The British Iron and Steel

Research Associates, London, England

Filed May 22. 1972. Ser. No. 255.571

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 8, 1971,

19449/71
Int. CI. B22d 27/02

U.S.CL 164-52 12 Claims

B 7,

v" ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^
'5

i->^
^ ^ ^ '- ^ ^ - *- ^

r'

A metal casting apparatus especially adapted for the rapid

melting and casting of small charges of metal, utilizing a

metal-heating crucible in communication with a mold con-

tained in a heated enclosure The metal charge within the

crucible is rapidly heated to melt the same to bring the molten

metal to optimum casting temperature, whereupon the molten

metal in the crucible is subjected to sufficient pressure dif-

ferential to force the molten metal through a small opening in

the crucible into the mold. I

3 788 383

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS EXTRACTION OF
ELECTROSLAG REMELTED METALS

Paul Metz, Emile Metz, Luxembourg, assignor to Acleries Reu-

nies de Burbach-Eich-Dudelange S.A., Luxembourg, Luxem-

bourg
Filed Apr. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 133,993

Claims priority, application Luxembourg. Apr. 16. 1970.

60743
Int.CI.B22d/7/i2.27/02

U.S.CL 164- 156 10 Claims

A process for refining metals in which metal introduced to a

vessel is refined as it passes in droplet form through a bath of

molten slag, comprising introducing the metal in molten state

and at a controlled rate to the vessel through one or more

apertures which are formed in that part of the vessel wall

which confines the slag bath

An electroslag melting (e.g. remelting) of metal, under a

slag or fused-flux layer, is carried out in a crucible provided
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with a discharge neck which is received with clearance in a

removable, replaceable and interchangeable continuous-ingot

mold. The liquid/solid metal interface is maintained within the

mold which has a liquid-free surface exposed to reducing or

nohoxidizing gas pressure maintained to balance the hydro-

static pressure of the metal bath and fiux layer in the melting

chamber. As a consequence, the rate of flow of the metal from

the melting crucible to the ingot mold is automatically con-

trolled to equal the rate at which the ingot is withdrawn.

and converted into solid particulates, and the solid partic^u-

lates of the second material are brought into heat exchange

recontact with the hot first material. The system is useful in

the cooling of hot water from an electric power generating

plant.

3.788.384

APPARATUS FOR CONSTRUCTING SUBSTANTIALLY
CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION VESSEL BY WELDING

Akira Ujiie, Kobe, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 5,31 1, Jan. 23, 1970. Pat. No. 3,665,143.

This appUcation Oct. 18, 1971. Ser. No. 190,423

Int. CLB22d 27/02

3,788,386

MULTIPLE ZONE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Merlin E. Demaray, Columbus. Ohio, assignor to Ranco Incor-

porated. Columbus. Ohio
Filed Nov. 30, 1971. Ser. No. 203.329

lnt.CLF24fi/05

U.S.CL165—

2

7 Claims

U.S.CL 164-252 4 Claims

•'ifT,'}//' ' '

^v/^

A multi-layer, thick wall, substantially circular cross-section

metal vessel includes a plurality of concentric tubular layers

formed by the progressive deposition of molten weld metal

mainly provided by electroslag welding process to form con-

tinuous helical strips with the axially adjacent convolutions of

each helical strip being contiguous. The several helical strips

are formed simultaneously, and each helical strip is solidified

in contact with solidified metal. Each strip of molten metal

forming a tubular layer of a relatively larger diameter is

deposited progressively and progressively solidified onto a tu-

bular layer of smaller diameter with an axial offset cor-

responding to a predetermined pitch of a helix.

3.788.385

DRY TYPE, LIQUID-SOLID COOLING SYSTEM
Terry Wayne Delahunty. La Grange. III., assignor to Chicago

Bridge & Iron Company, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Nov. 23. 1970, Ser. No. 91,931

Int. CLF25b/ i/00

U.S.CI. 165—

2

29 Claims

zone I

A multiple zone air conditioning system is disclosed having

a control system in which heating or cooling equipment is con-

trolled according to the maximum and minimum zone air con-

ditioning loads. The control system is constructed using elec-

tronic components which are protected against damage due to

improper installation.

3.788387

Patent Not Issued For This Number

MtOCCSS STC*M

STEAM TURdNC •
C0««0€N8ER

14

-ul5

INTERMCOIATC COOLANT

To cool a hot first material it is brought into heat exchange

with a particulate solid second material which liquefies

through such heat exchange, the liquefied second material is

removed from heat exchange with the first material, cooled

3,788,388

HEAT EXCHANGE SYSTEM
Herman G. Barkmann, Santa Fe, N. Mex., assignor to Q-dot

Corporation, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 824,584, May 14, 1969,

abandoned. This application Feb. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 1 16,758

Int. CLF28d/ 5/00

U.S.CL 165-32 21 Claims

A heat exchange system for transferring heat between in-

take air flowing into an enclosure and exhaust air flowing out

of the enclosure. The system includes a plurality of fins and a

plurality of heat pipes each extending into engagement with all

of the fins. Half of the fins are positioned for engagement by
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the intake air and half are positioned for engagement by the

exhaust air The heat pipes are bi-directional and self regulat-

ing so that both the direction and the rate of heat transfer in

the system depend upon the relative temperatures of the in-

stabilization of the surrounding frozen soil. In one embodi-

ment, the heat pipe element is disposed externally of the sup-

port structure and. in another embodiment, it is disposed in-

ternally of (and integrally combined with) such structure. The

external embodiment further includes one version employing

a linear (straight) heat pipe element and another version em-

ploying an angular (helical) element.

it4j34'\^2

3,788,390

EMERGENCY MASTER CONTROL VALVE
William G. Lewers, Chincoteague. Va.. assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washing-

ton, D.C.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313.390

Int.CLF28d//06

L'.S. CI. 165-74 10 Claims

take air and the exhaust air. The efficiency of the heat pipes

can also be regulated to control the temperature of the air en-

tering the enclosure by elevating the ends of the heat pipes,

either manually or automatically to control the temperature of

the incoming air.

3,788,389

PERMAFROST STRICTI RAL SI PPORT WITH HEAT
PIPE STABILIZATION

Elmer Dale Waters, Richland. Wash., assignor to McDonnell

Douglas Corporation. Santa Monica, Calif. Canada

Filed Aug. 25. 1971. Ser. No. 174.687

lnt.CI.F28d/5/00

L.S. CL 165—45 •> Claims

An improved tank heater for lowering the viscosity of

liquids stored in tanks and for istilating the liquid such that the

tank heater coils can be removed and repaired without having

to drain the tank.

This improved tank heater has advantages over prior tank

heaters in that it is mechanically simpler to build and operate

and allows heating coil repairs to be performed without having

to drain the tank in which the steam coil is located.

3.788.391

ROLL ASSEMBLY
J. Packard Laird. 915 Center Rd.. Wilmington. Del.

Filed Aug. 18. 1971. Ser. No. 172.635

int.CLF28d///02

L.S.CL 165-65 20 Claims

Structural support assembly for use in artic and subartic

(permafrost) areas or in any areas where the upper ground

layer is subject to a severe annual freeze-thaw cycle, including

the cooperative combination of a support structure and a heat

pipe element installed in generally frozen soil The heat pipe is

of a suitably complementary configuration and/or disposition

with respect to the support structure to provide appropriate

A roll assembly for receiving elongated material passing

thereover comprises a pair of spaced rolls mounted on shafts

which are skewed at an angle with respect to each other. The

rolls are arranged to accept the material for travel over its

ideal path wherein the points at which the material enters and
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leaves each roll are coarcuate with the path being disposed on

each roll along lines of contact with that roll and with the lines

of contact of each roll being disposed upon the surface of an

imaginary sphere and each such line of contact being coplanar

with the path of the material as it approaches and leaves said

line of contact.

made of a gas porous material so that the gas in the second

chamber penetrates the connecting wall and flows through the

coolant liquid breaking up the formation of liquid coolant film

on the heat conductive material.

3 788 392

REVOLVING LINEAR TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER
John A. Abbott, Menio Park, and Samuel A. Mencacci,

Saratoga, both of Calif., assignors to FMC Corporation, San

Jose, CaUf.

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,912

Int.CLF28d///04

U.S. CL 165-92 7 Claims

-15

3 788 394

REVERSE BALANCE FLOW VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR
REFRIGERANT SYSTEMS

Don C. Derragon, Jr., Pembina, N. Dak., assignor to Motor

Coach Industries, Inc., Pembina, N. Dak.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,870

Int.CLF25b4//00

U.S.CL 165-134 3 Claims

A linear tube through which heating fluid flows is mounted

to revolve within an elongated tank containing a liquid to be

heated The tube extends longitudinally within the tank and

moves transversely in an orbital path with the trailing portion

of the tube formed to reduce the tendency for a film of liquid

being heated to bum thereon. The tube can be formed in such

a manner by either streamlining the transverse surface con-

figuration thereof so that the tube will move through the liquid

within the tank with a more nearly unbroken flow thereabout

or by insulatmg the trailing portion of the tube to reduce heat

transfer by conduction from the heating fluid within the tube.

The tube is supported in a manner so as to remove heating

fluid condensate and cause liquid being heated to flow longitu-

dinally within the tank. An arrangement of a multiplicity of

tubes for movement through the liquid being heated without

elimination of flow thereabout is also provided.

3.788,393

HEAT EXCHANGE SYSTEM
Bruno T. Plizak. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,885

Int. CI. F2Sf 3 104J 3102

U.S. CI. 165-109 1 Claim

The reverse balance flow valve is used in circumstances

using an expansion valve controlled evaporator where the air

conditioner evaporator coils and the heater core are in a com-

mon plenum chamber. It is a one-way valve installed between^

the line extending from the expansion valve to the evaporator

and the upper gas portion of the receiver tank on the high

pressure liquid side of the condenser. It automatically relieves

or balances the pressure in the system during non-air condi-

tioning cycles (where the compressor is connected to the en-

gine at all times), when and if the refrigerant on the evapora-

tor side increases in pressure over the refrigerant on the con-

denser side thus preventing refrigerant and oil migration and

subsequent flooded starts with possible damage to the com-

pressor when the refrigerant unit is switched to the air condi-

tioning cycle.

3,788,395

FLUID PRESSURIZED COVER DEVICE

Stellan Knoos, Malibu, Calif.; Soren F. S. Ljungdahl, Taby,

and Bertil Ingemar Bostrom, Danderyd, both of Sweden, as-

signors to AGA Aktiebolag, Taby, Sweden, a part interest

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 259,009, June 2, 1972. This

application Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,539

Int.CLF28fJ//2

U.S.CL 165-169 6 Claims

Heat transfer is accomplished by having two adjacent cham-

bers with an outside partition of a first chamber made of heat

conductive material for conducting heat inwardly into the first

chamber which has a coolant liquid flowing through it. A
second chamber has a gas at a pressure higher than the water

in the first chamber. A partition between both chambers is

^1__ I

A cover assembly is used for retaining members such as the

heat exchanger elements of a heat exchanger in clamping en-

gagement with a diaphragm which is interposed therebetween.
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The cover assembly has an mner plate and an outer plate

which form a chamber w.th.n wh.ch a ""^^ •"«'*'"'",
V"".

tamed The fluid .s pressurized to provde force distributed

uniformly over the surface of the inner plate, thereby enabling

this plate to resist forces which would otherwise tend to cause

,t to buckle, and assuring clamping pressure to clamp the

members together over their entire contact area to enable

good thermal transfer therebetween

3.788396

WELL RE-ENTRY TOOL WITH Bl MPERHF AD

Howard L. Shatto. Jr.. and Johannes A. W . J. V an Dommelen.

both of The Hague, Netherlands, assignors to Shell Oil Com-

pany. New York, N.Y.

FiledDec. 2. 1971, Ser. No. 204.046

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. Mar. 10. 1971.

6,446/71
lnLCLE2lb7ll2, 33/035

t.S.a.I66-.5
'^"-""^
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set side pocket in a well tubing and having a support body, a

shifting tool pivotally supported from the support body with

spring means yieldably urging the shifting tool into the side

pocket bv providing means for releasing the shifting force of

the spring from the shifting tool after use whereby the shifting

tool may become aligned in the well tubing for removal The

spring being a leaf spring with one end held under compres-

sion bv shear means engageable by a valve handling support so

as to be sheared when the valve handling support is pivoted

relative to the shifting tool so that the shifting tool may

become pivotally aligped in the tubing from the support body

Adjustable means for moving the valve handling support

about a pivot from the shifting tool for engagement with the

shearing means A rotatable joint connected between the sup-

port bodv and the shifting tool secured by a shear pin to the

shifting tool and sheared by movement of the shifting to*il

relative to the bod> for allowing greater lateral shifting move-

ment of the shifting tool.

3,788,398

OIL RECOVERY PROCESS

Cecil A. Y. Shephard. C algary. Alberta, Canada, assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation. New \ork, S.\.

FiledDec. I. 1971. Ser. No. 203.762
|

Int. CI. E2 lb 4.?//

6

t.S.CL 166-269 5 Claims

•ilt-

To prevent damage to an orienting device used for re-entry

into wells located on the floor of a body of water on which a

guide cone is mounted a bumperhead is mounted on the lower

end of the tubing string carrying the orienting device.

3.788.397

KICKOVERTOOL
Ben D. Terral. and Harold E. McGowen. Jr.. both of Houston.

Tex assignors to Cameo, Incorporated, Houston. Tex.

Filed Oct. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 299.812

Int.CLE21b2i/02

L'.S.CL 166-117.5 7 Claims

An improved kickover tool and well valve handling ap-

paratus for placing a valve in or removing a valve from an off-

This specification discloses a process of recovering oil from

an oil-containing reservoir having a gas cap In accordance

with this process there is injected into the gas cap a fluid that is

miscible with the oil in the reservoir and gas in the gas cap

Also injected into the reservoir are gas and water in an amount

no greater than that amount which can be maintained within

the gas cap without flowing into the oil zone Oil is produced

from the reservoir from locations that are structurally lower

than the gas cap.

I

3.788.399

METHOD FOR INHIBITING ADSORPTION OF

SURFACTANT IN SECONDARY OIL RECOVERY

David George Feuerbacher. Bellaire. and Mary Kay Hmcir

Smith, Austin, both of Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc.. New

York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 2 1 4,47

1

lnt.CI.E21b4i/22

L.S. CI. 166-274 14 Claims

A process for recovering petroleum from a subterranean

reservoir by flooding with a surfactant wherein the adsorption

of surfactant by the reservoir rock is inhibited by treating the

reservoir with an aqueous preflush solution of a water soluble

salt of a strong mineral acid having an oxygen containing

anion prior to injecting the surfactant. Preferably, treatment is

accomplished by injecting an aqueous solution of soluble
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nitrates, sulfates or phosphates into the reservoir in an amount

sufTicient to satisfy substantially all of the adsorption capacity

of the reservoir matrix followed by injection of an aqueous

solution of the surfactant. The preflush compound and the

surfactant solution can be subsequently displaced through the

formation by any convenient aqueous drive fluid including

water.

trollable check and relief valves operative to prevent the blade

from dropping under the influence of gravity, but permits the

3,788,400

FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM AND VALVE FOR USE
therewith'

Howard L. Tufts. Hingham. Mass., assignor to Pyrotector, In-

corporated. Hingham. Mass.

Filed May 7. 1973, Ser. No. 357,924

Int.CI.A62ci7/0<S

U.S. CI. 169-11 6 Claims

blade to be moved under the influence of forces developed by

a vehicle being pushed thereby.

3,788,402

AUTOMATICALLY SELF-REGULATING VARIABLE-
STROKE, VARIABLE-RATE AND QUIET-OPERATING

PILE DRIVER APPARATUS
Stephen V. Chelminski, West Redding, Conn., assignor to Bolt

Associates, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 102,325, Dec. 29, 1970, Pat. No.

3,714,789. This application Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,547

Int.CLE02d7//0

U.S. CI. 173-91 .
19 Claims

A fire extinguishing system and a valve for use therein, said

system having both automatic and manual means for actuating

the valve, said valve being designed for use in systems utilizing

vaporizable extinguishants maintained under high pressure,

and to give a very fast rate of extinguishant release, to allow

the system to be used in applications where explosion suppres-

sion is desired. The valve is of the type utilizing a main valve

and a pilot valve, in which the pilot valve is arranged to actu-

ate the main valve by releasing the pressure on the back side

thereof. In one embodiment of the invention pressure is sup-

plied to the back side of the main valve piston only by leakage

past the periphery of the piston. The pressure on the back side

of the piston is released by the pilot valve to atmosphere

rather than into the discharge line to avoid possible inter-

ference with said pressure release due to pressure buildup in

the main discharge line. The pilot valve may be actuated by

either a solenoid or mechanically by means contacting the

face of the pilot valve covering the pilot valve discharge line,

thereby avoiding sealing problems ordinarily encountered

with such mechanical actuating means.

3,788,401

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT WITH VALVE TO PROVIDE
SEMI-FLOAT CONTROL OF A DOZER BLADE

James E. Scheldt, and Robert W. White, both of Joliet, III., as-

signors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,482

Int. CI. E02f 3/76, 3/85; F15b 13/04

U.S.CL 172-801 8 Claims

There is disclosed a control circuit having a semi-float posi-

tion for a bulldozer blade. The circuit includes selectively con-

Automatically self-regulating variable-stroke, variable-rate

and quiet-operating pile driver apparatus are disclosed in

which a massive piston weight is bounced upon a cushion

of pressure fluid, the pile driver advantageously being

adapted for operation in four different modes: ( 1 ) only dou-

ble-acting, (2) single-acting automatically converting to dou-

ble-acting at maximum stroke travel, (3) only single-acting,

(4) pre-stressing plus impacting plus thrusting mode, and (5)

pile extraction mode. The prolonged downward push resulting

from the pressurized fluid-cushioned bouncing action is more
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effective than the conventional sharp hammer-type blow

resulting from impact of one solid mass against another When

the pile being driven encounters softer strata in the earth, in

the smgle-acting mode, the stroke of the piston weight auto-

matically shortens while the number of bounces per minute

automatically increase thus increasing the rate of the quiet

powerful bounce thrusts for driving the pile faster, and when

harder strata are encountered, th^^ piston weight automatically

bounces higher providing a longer stroke with fewer bounces

per minute, thus increasing the force of each quiet powerful

thru^ for overcoming the increased impedance being encoun-

tered In the double-acting mode, when harder strata are en-

countered, the velocity and stroke length of the piston weight

increase automatically to deliver more powerful thrusts A

relatively large number of driving thrusts per minute can be

provided in the double-acting mode by changing the head plug

mass to shorten the maximum stroke length to increase the

frequency of thrusts per minute. By virtue of the pressure fluid

bouncing action imparted to the massive piston weight, the

noise of metal-to-metal contact blows can be avoided, and in

addition a muffler housing surrounding the ports through

which the expanded pressure fluid is released muffles the

sound of the flow of the fluid, such as air or steam; this muffler

also serving to separate lubricating oil from the released fluid

A cylinder bottom assembly below the btiunce chamber is

coupled to the pile being driven to transmit the quiet powerful

bounce thrusts to the pile, moving in accordance with the pile

motion, and a driving fluid storage chamber and valve

mechanism associated with this assembly control the flow of

the pressure fluid in an automatically self-regulating manner

to seek the most effective driving action from moment-to-mo-

ment as the pile encounters different strata. If desired, the

bouncing action of the cushion of pressure fluid can be altered

to permit the piston weight to strike bottom slightly to provide

the driving mode (4) above. A self-contained lubrication

system may be actuated by the pressure impulses in the

bounce chamber.
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impacted by the tool. An adjustable trigger is also provided by

which the displacement of each stroke of the piston, and thus

the impact with which it strikes the anvil, can be controlled.

3.788,404

PNELMATIC IMPACT TOOL
Vladimir Koudelka, Roztoky u Krivoklatu. and Mirko Lada,

Prague, both of Czechoslovakia, assignors to Naradi. Narod-

ni podnik. Prague, Czechoslovakia

Filed Jan. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 221.584

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia. Feb, I. 1971.

71703
I

int. CI. B25d / 7124

L.S. CI. 173-139 3 Claims

3.788,403

POWERED IMPACT TOOL
William C. Mitchell, 23152 Bigler St., Woodland Hills, Calif.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253.434

Int. CI. B25d / / O-^

L.S. CI. 173-115 7 Claims

A penumatic impact tool, in which oscillations below the

frequency of 1000 cycles per second, which arc detrimental to

the health of the operator, are substantially reduced by the ar-

rangement of the working cy linder as a dilation cylinder, com-

posed of two axially aligned parts, cushioned with respect to

the body of the tool.

3.788.405

PROCESS FOR PLUGGING FORMATIONS
James B. Taylor, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, assignor to Trans-

Canada Resources, Ltd., Vancouver. British Columbia,

Canada
FiledAug. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 174.086 I

Int.CI.E21b2//04

L.S. CI. 175-72 13 Claims

A composition for use in plugging porous strata encoun-

tered during the drilling of a wellbore into an underground

formation which composition comprises a mixture of straw

and chemical wood pulp fibers in a weight ratio of 1 9 to 9:
1
as

well as a method of plugging said porous strata by adding said

mixture to the drilling fluid recirculating through the well

bore.

A powered impact tool, such as an automatic hammer,

chisel, star drill, or the like, is provided which comprises a

spring loaded anvil mounted at one end of a housing; a spring

loaded plunger, or piston, mounted within the housing; a car-

riage which slides reciprocally within the housing; a drive for

the carriage which imparts the desired reciprocal movement

to the carriage; and a pawl which releasably couples the piston

to the carriage to permit the carriage to draw the piston back

against its spring, and which releases the piston at a selected

point of each stroke of the carriage so that the piston spring

drives the piston against the anvil which in turn drives the

anvil through the end of the housing so that the anvil may pro-

vide a high impacting force on the nail or other object being

3,788.406

LOST CIRCL'LATION CONTROL
Joseph U. Messenger. Dallas, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Cor-

poration. New Y ork. N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27. 1971. Ser. No. 212.719 |

lnl.CLE21b2//04

U.S.CL 175-72 10 Claims

This specification discloses a method of controlling the loss

of drilling fluid into subterranean formations penetrated in the

drilling of a well. An aqueous mixture comprising an emulsify-

ing agent and preferentially oil-wettable granular particles in

an amount greater than 100 pounds per barrel of mixture is in-

troduced into the well. This aqueous mixture is circulated
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down the well and into the formation into which the drilling

fluid is being lost. The high concentration of granular particles

serves to plug the formation and prevent loss of circulation

thereinto.

3,788,407

METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR PROTECTING AND
GUIDING DRILLING BITS

Howard I. Lorenz. and Eugene P. Rosser, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Noble Drilling Corporation, Tulsa, Okla.,

by said Rosser

Continuation of Ser. No. 107,786, Jan. 19, 1971, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 832,673, June 12,

1969, abandoned. This application Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. N<»,

298,298

Int. CLE2 lb 27/00

U.S. CI. 175-307 20 Claims

3,788,408

ROCK BIT WATER DEFLECTOR AND SEPARATOR
Theodore R. Dysart, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Apr. 20, 1 970, Ser. No. 29,980

Int. CI. E2 lb 9/OS

U.S. CI. 175-337 2 Claims

A rotary bit with passageways for conducting air or other

gaseous fluid to cool the bearings and flush cuttings from the

borehole includes means for separating liquid from the air or

gas. The stream of air is directed through a system of baffles to

insure that only dry air reaches the bearings.

A drilling bit for use in drilling wells such as oil and gas well

boreholes in the earth is protected from damage prior to ac-

tual use at the bottom of the hole by enclosing the drilling bit

with a molded jacket arrangement of impact resistant materi-

al. The jacket arrangement includes a fluid passageway system

which cooperates with the fluid outlets of the bit, to accom-

modate fluid communication between the well bore and the

interior of the drill siring with which the bit is connected. The

jacket means is preferably generally convex so that its forward

central portion projects beyond the surrounding edge portion.

The passage means terminates in outlets in the central portion

which further protects the bit, and aids in keeping it from

becoming "balled up." The fluid passageway system also ena-

bles fluid under pressure to be discharged through the bit and

jacket arrangement without premature removal of the jacket

arrangement so that the streams of fluid act on any backfill

and debris present in the well bore to circulate such debris and

backfill as the bit is lowered in the well bore to properly posi-

tion it for further drilling operations before removal of the

protective jacket arrangement.

The fluid passageway system may include a pressure respon-

sive arrangement to enable at least partial removal of the pro-

tective jacket arrangement at any desired position of the bit in

the borehole, or the jacket arrangement may be drilled off

when the bit reaches bottom, if desired.

In one form of the invention, the protective arrangement is

molded onto the bit. In another form of the invention, a pre-

molded or pre-formed arrangement is provided which is ex-

panded as it is forced over the bit and thereafter returns to its

original configuration to retain the jacket arrangement on the

bit It may also be provided with portions which fit into the

fluid outlets of the bit to further aid in supporting and retain-

ing it in such position on the bit. In either case, the protective

arrangement is constructed and arranged on the bit to also

serve as a guide device for guiding the bit past various obstruc-

tions which may be present in a previously drilled portion of

the earth borehole, or obstruction in the cased portion of the

borehole. The invention also prevents balling of the drill bit

and damage to the filter cake on the walls of the well bore.

3,788,409

PERCUSSION BITS

Alfred R. Curington, Houston, Tex., assignor to Baker Oil

Tools, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,212

Int.CI.E21cyi/0S, /J/0/

U.S. CI. 175-410 »2 Claims

A percussion bit used in air hammer apparatus. The bit has

a substantially flat, lower face in its main body portion from

which compressed air discharges from bit passages to sweep

formation cuttings or chips towards the sides of the bit body

and upwardly around the exterior of the body. A multiplicity

of tungsten carbide, or similar, buttons comprising rear or

shank portions are embedded in the body, with tapered for-

ward portions projecting substantially from the bit face for in-

denting and impacting upon the bottom of the bore hole being

drilled in the formation, the forward portions of each button

protruding from the bit face more than about 0.7 the diameter

of its shank portion, whereby larger formation cuttings or

chips are produced in the bottom of the bore hole, the bit

drilling at a faster rate.
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3,788,410

FORCE MEASURING APPARATt S INCLUDING

SENSITIVITY SELECTION MEANS

Heinz Alknspach. Fallanden, and Eugen Meier, Meiien, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Mettler Instruments AG, Zurich,

Switzerland ,„ .^,
Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,162

Claims priority, application Switzertand, Aug. 19. 1971,

012209/71
Int.CI.G01g2i/22

U.S. CI. 177-25 5 Claims

FREO
oivacn
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tically spaced parallel relation to each other. The opposite un-

supported edges of the plates are rigidly connected by a plat-

form support member havmg a load receivmg platform rigidly

secured thereto. Each plate has a first inner line of two holes

formed svmmetricallv therethrough in laterally spaced rela-

tion to Its supported edge, and the thickness of the plates is

reduced along a line through the holes to produce a central

and two laterally spaced flexing areas. Each plate has a similar

outer kne of two holes formed therethrough parallel to the

inner line and adjacent the outer edges of the plates and the

thickness of the plates is reduced along the line of the outer

holes to form similar central and laterally spaced flexing areas.

Electrically responsive strain gauges are secured to the upper

and lower sides of the central flexing area at the inner side of

one of said plates, and are connectable to amplifying and mea-

suring devices for recording or indicating the amount of strain

in proportion to the applied load or weight on the beam.

NICAl
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3,788,412

SNOWMOBILE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Marcel Vincent, Vercheres. Quebec. Canada, assignor to The

Coleman Company , Inc., W ichita. Kans.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 179,780, Sept. » -^
^'^J

•

abandoned. This application May 17. 1972, Ser. No. 254,135

Int. CI. B62d 2 7/02

U.S. CI. 180-5 R 17 Claims

Force measuring apparatus of the type including a mechani-

cal oscillator, such as a string, that vibrates under load to

produce a signal voltage the frequency of which is a function

of the force to be measured. The invention is characterized in
.

that following multiplication of the signal frequency, the signal

is fed to multi-stage counter means for selected long or short

periods of time corresponding with the desired sensitivity of

measurement The duration of the period of connection is

controlled by a gate timing switch which is operable simul-

taneously with a stage selection switch associated with the

counter wherebv when the connection periods are alternately

long and short, the signal to be counted is fed to lower and

upper counter stages, respectively The gate tuning switch is

operable alternately by a reference signal supplied from a

mechanical oscillator, such as a crystal, or a reference string

contained in the same housing as the measuring string

3,788,411

STRAINWEIGH BALANCE

Arthur R. OxIey, Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to FrankIm

Electric Subsidiaries, Inc., Bluffton, Ind.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,760

Int.CI.G01g///2.2i/26

U.S. CI. 177-211
16Cbums

38 jpi ^^36 "

I

A suspension system for tracked vehicles, more particularly

snowmobiles, provides improved operation together with a

smoother ride The rear suspension of the frame and slide bar

assembly is suspended from the snowmobile chassis by com-

bined shock absorber and axially deformable tubular coil

spnng units pivotally attached to extend upwardly and rear-

wardly so that the coil spring and shock absorber units act

downwardly and forwardly on the rear idle wheels and slide

bars. I

3.788,413

STAIR TRAV ERSING MECHANISM FOR HAND TRUCK

Leo C. Miller, 11110 Dodson Ln., W heaton, Md.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287.436

Int. CI. B62b 5/02

U,S.CI. 180-8A 22 Claims

A weighing beam from which signals proportional to. or

comparative with, applied weights, by means of strain measur-

ing jjauges attached to the beam consists of a pair of plates TK« r,r«.«pnt invention relates to a powered mechanism

.ng gauges attached to the beam consists of a pair ot p.axes

.^^f
.P^^^'J,";;^;^ "o a standard hand truck to facilitate

each having one edge supported along a horizontal line in ver- adapted to be attachea to
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the ascending or descending of a stairway with a load. An aux-

iliary shaft, to which are attached two lifter or climber arms

whose extending ends carry associated stair contacting roller

means, is mounted parallel to but displaced from the main

wheel-carrying axle of the hand truck and is gear-driven to

rotate the attached arms and roller means between two

predetermined angular limits, with the output of a reversible

electric motor. The energizing circuit for the motor is

designed so that the motor can only be rotated in the opposite

direction after one of the hmits has been reached and so that

positive and abrupt dynamic braking of the motor occurs

when either limit is reached. An energy storage element in the

form of a tension spring is connected to receive and store

energy from the motor preparatory to ascending a stair and

subsequently releases this stored energy to assist the motor

during the actual lifting operation.

trolling a hydraulic motor which is operatively connected with

the front wheel, as well as a foot-pedal operated steering

3,788.414

SMALL VEHICLE LIFT

Felix P. Netter, 210-22nd Ave. N., Saint Ck>ud, Minn.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,659

lnt.Cl.B60s/-?/00

U.S. CI. 187-8.71

mechanism whereby the driver can effectively control the

propulsion of the vehicle and, at the same time, assist with the

harvesting operation.

"'J'''~. -m

3,788,416

HIGH-CLEARANCE AGRICULTURAL VEHICLE
9 Claims Charles E. Sorenson, and Jon M. Grimmer, both of EvansviUe,

Ind., assignors to Hahn, Inc., EvansviUe, Ind.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,137

Int.CI.B62d6//0£

U.S.CI. 180—27 12 Claims

A small vehicle lift having a swiveling base embedded

beneath the floor, a cantilever lifting arm including parallel

links attached to the base, a hydraulic jack lifting the outer

end of the arm, a vehicle support rack swiveling a°bout a sup-

porting bracket attached to the outer end of the cantilever

arm and maintained level by the parallel links, the rack being

tillable relative to the support bracket for loading and unload-

ing vehicles, ?nd being shiftable to various positions over the

bracket to more nearly center the weight of the vehicle over

the bracket.

3,788,415

HYDRAULIC FRONT-WHEEL PROPULSION SYSTEM
FOR HARVESTING VEHICLES

Henry T. Tilley, P.O. Box 23, Bultock, N.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 3,004, Jan. 15, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 233,379

Int. CI. B62d 6//0S. B60k 17/30

U.S. CI. 180-26 R 7 Claims

A hydraulic propulsion system utilized to propel and steer

the front wheel of a harvesting vehicle under the control of a

driver. The hydraulic system includes a manually operable for-

ward-reverse-speed control mechanism, for selectively con-

A high-clearance agricultural vehicle of the type used

generallyjor spraying and otherwise treating row crops which

grow to considerable height comprising a main frame extend-

ing longitudinally from the front to the rear of the upper por-

tion of the vehicle, a pair of rear drive wheels disposed on op-

posite sides of and connected to the rear portion of the frame,

a tank suspended from the frame to be disposed laterally

between the rear wheels, a front wheel connected to the for-

ward portion of the frame to be pivotally movable about a

steering axis, an engine supported under the frame to be for-

wardly of the tank and behind the front wheel, and a transmis-

sion and axle assembly drivingly connecting the engine to the

rear wheels. The main frame is defined by a pair of laterally

spaced apart, longitudinally extending side members as the

primary structural members. These members are formed to

provide, above the engine, a cockpit for the operator of the

vehicle, the rear portions of the members being laterally

spaced apart by a distance approximately equal to the width of

the tank. Each rear wheel is journal mounted by means of a

yoke which is laterally adjustable relative to the frame. The

engine is liquid cooled, and the radiator for the engine is

disposed above the engine and in front of the cockpit in the

frame. The fan associated with the radiator draws cooling air

in from the side panels adjacent the engine and upwardly

through the radiator and out through a grillwork in front of the

radiator.
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3,788,417

EXHAUST DEVICE FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Floyd H. WiUis, Los Angeles, CaUf.. assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization. Inc., New York, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Apr. 26, 1972. Ser. No. 247,863

Int. CI. B60k 13104

U.S.CL 180-64 A 1 Claim

3,788,419 I

VEHICLE FRAME INCLUDING RADIATOR AND FAN
MOUNTING

Gary A. Drone, and James M. Schnepp, both of Springfield.

III., assignors to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Milwaukee,

W is

Filed Nov. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 307,053

Int.Cl. B60k 1 1 104

U.S. CI. 180-68 R >0 Claims

»' K

A funnel >s affixed to and extends outward from the open

free end of the tail pipe of the engine exhaust system of the en-

gine of an automotive vehicle A baffle is mounted in the

throat of the funnel.

3,788,418

SYSTEM FOR COOLING AN HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR
Lawrence F. Clancy, Peoria; Emil B. Lee. Jr., Morton: W illiam

O. Smart, Dunlap, and JohnW. Yancey. Aurora, all of III.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,757

Int.CLB60k///00

U.S. CI. 180-68 R * Ctoims

The vehicle frame has a radiator support including a pair of

transversely spaced vertical vialls rigidly interconnected by a

transverse vertical wall with fan opening A transverse beam is

also rigidly interconnected to the spaced vertical walls and

supports a radiator fan operatively disposed in the fan open-

ing. The radiator is releasably secured to the transverse verti-

cal wall on resilient mounts and is readily removable from the

vehicle upon removal of protective panels The transverse

beam serves to support a tightener for a belt drivingly con-

necting the fan to an engine power takeoff shaft The outer

ends of the transverse beam carry brackets for the cylinders of

a pair of bulldozer lift jacks.

3,788,420

DIFFERENTIAL TYPE DRIVING WHEELS SYSTEM
Jean Paul Lacroix. 12064 Taylor Blvd.. Montreal, Quebec,

Canada
Filed Jan. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 221,348 .,

Int.CLB60k2i/00 I

U.S.CL 180-74 9 Claims

The body of an hydraulic excavator is divided into two

separate compartments. The first and rearward compartment

contains the prime mover engine with the hydraulic system

pumps directly associated therewith. Air is drawn through one

side inlet in the body across an hydraulic system heat

exchanger and the engine coolant radiator by means of a fan

mounted therebehind. and from thence across the engine and

associated hydraulic pumping mechanisms. The air in this

after compartment is thereafter exhausted through vents in

the roof, the opposite side wall and the floor portions of the

body. In a second compartment forward of the engine com-

partment is situated the hydraulic system fluid reservoir, valv-

ing and other hydraulic circuitry for the excavator vehicle.

Openings in at least one side wall of the body, the roof and

floor portions thereof permit air to circulate freely over these

hydraulic components of the vehicle. A transverse fire wall

separates the two compartments in the body and further

serves to isolate engine and pump noise from the operator s

station located in a cab portion at the front lefthand side of the

body.

Two webbed driving wheels are rigidly secured at both ends

of a rotating live axle, which axle, through a system of pullies

and belt and a torque-converter, receives the rotating power

generated by a motor. The webs of the driving wheels are

made of resilient or flexible material and a certain number of

these webs are in constant frictional engagement with two

pairs of driven wheels. The power generated by the motor is

transmitted to the driven wheels by the driving wheels and

this, due to the frictional contact existing between them.

When negociating curves the resilient webs of the driving

wheels act as a differential system.
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3,788,421 3,788,423

ELECTRIC CIRCUITRY FOR VEHICLE SPEED PLENUM CHAMBER
RESPONSIVE SYSTEM Russell H. Nittinger, Morristown, and Donald O. Taylor, Par-

Michael Bozolan. Ann Arbor; Allen D. Krugler, Jr., Livonia, sippany, both of N J., assignors to AUied Chemical Corpora-

and Bernard G. Radin, Oak Park, all of Mich., assignors to lion, New York, N.Y.

Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich. Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,565

Filedjuly9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,145 Int.Cl. E21b4//00

Int. CL B60k 27/00 US. CI. 181-33 K 14 Claims

U.S. CI. 180- 105 R 3 Claims

A normally nonconducting input transistor receives an al-

ternating signal having a frequency proportional to vehicle

speed from a signal generator driven by a vehicle wheel. Posi-

tive portions of each cycle of the alternating signal switch the

input transistor into its conducting state and a staircase con-

verter connected to the input transistor converts the frequen-

cy of the signal into a voltage proj>ortional to vehicle speed.

The voltage is supplied to a trigger comprising a control

transistor normally in the same nonconducting state as the

input transistor and an output transistor connected in series

with the winding of a solenoid that controls an item of vehicle

equipment.

3.788,422

ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM INCLUDING A PUSHBUTTON
ELECTRONIC COMBINATION IGNITION LOCK AND

TRANSMISSION SHIFT CONTROL
Lauren L. Bowler, Bkwmfield Hilb, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,620

Int. CI. B60r 25/06

U.S.CL 180-114 10 Claims

A plenum chamber for covering and sealing a bore hole

opening at the surface of the ground and for reducing the

noise produced during a drilling operation is provided. The

plenum chamber has a housing means comprising an open

bottom and a closed top having a port therein which is

adapted to receive a drill shaft. A vibration damping and

sound absorbing means is disposed between and contacts a

substantial portion of the external and internal walls of the

housing means. Sealing means are connected to the housing

means for maintaining the top and the bottom thereof in seal-

ing engagement with the drill shaft and the surface of the

ground, respectively. Drilling cuttings and dust particles car-

ried up the bore hole by a compressed air stream are trapped

by the plenum chamber in a highly efficient manner. Mechani-

cal vibrational energy imparted to the housing means by im-

pact of the drilling cuttings thereagainst is dissipated by the

vibration damping and sound absorbing means. The external

wall operates as a reflective barrier means to confine noise

within the plenum chamber until it is eventually absorbed. As

a result, the noise produced during operation of rotary drilling

machines is substantially reduced.

L>-'
I
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3,788,424

HOIST ASSEMBLY FOR USE ON SCAFFOLDS
Serge Chabot, 904 Martel St., MarieviUe, Quebec, Canada

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 288,064

Claims priority, application Canada, Feb. 17, 1972, 134978

Int. CI. E04gy /OO

L.S. CL 182—129 2 Claims

A pushbutton transmission selector mechanism and elec-

tronic lock and control logic for preventing unauthorized use

of a motor vehicle by locking the ignition circuit and selector

mechanism until a predetermined code number is entered by

the operator through the selector mechanism. The PARK
pushbutton selector controls locking of the vehicle steering

column and automatic application of the vehicle parking

brake assembly.

A hoist assembly to be used on scaffolds to support a fixture

such as a fluorescent unit for the installation thereof and in-
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eluding a post holder, a post slidable upright into the post

holder, a fixture carrying head rotatably mounted onto the

upper end of the post, a winch to control the elevation of the

post and carrying head, and brackets advantageously con-

structed and arranged to merely hook the hoist assembly to

braces of the scaffold, thereby securing the same without any

fastening, such as bolting, pinning or the like.

3,788,427

GREASE GUN AND COUPLING
Everett D. Fox, South Bend, Ind.; John P. Schaefer, Edward-

sburg. Mich., and Raymond M. Leiiaert, South Bend, Ind.,

assignors to Wheelabrator-Frye Inc., Mishawaka, Ind.

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,431

Int.CI. F16ni//2

U.S. CI. 184- 105 C 20 Claims

3,788.425

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A DERRICK
Roy Balogh, Ladue, Mo., assignor to McCabe-Powers Body

Company. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,017

Int. CI. B66f 11104; E04g 1118

U.S. GL 182-148 27 Claims

i-fVrS.

A derrick having hydraulically operable remote control and

main control systems wherein the remote control system is

separate from and hydraulically non-communicative with the

main control system. The remote control system employs a

hydraulic fluid that differs from that used in the main control

system such that the most desirable fluid characteristics for

each system can be independently selected.

3,788.426

LOW HEAT RISE GEARBOX
Thomas N. Hull, Jr., Marblehead, Mass., assignor to General

Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.

Filed Jan. 2 1 , 1 970, Ser. No. 4,625

Int.CI. F16n7/26

U.S. CI. 184-1 E 7 Claims

An improved high pressure grease gun and coupling unit for

connecting the gun to a grease fitting. The coupling comprises

a piston actuated collet type clamp which is normally spring

biased to a position in which the collet is compressed An axi-

ally movable valve element extends through the collet clamp

and is engageable with the end of the grease fitting when the

coupling is clamped onto a fitting. This valve is automatically

opened by engagement with the fitting and is automatically

closed by the pressure of the grease contained within the

coupling when the coupling is removed from the fitting. The

gun has a pressure relief valve and a pressure relief valve

safety which prevents actuation of the gun whenever the relief

valve is open.

I

3,788,428

ELEVATOR SAFETY CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR
PREVENTING ELEVATOR DOOR FROM OPENING AT

FLOOR WITH FIRE
David W . Fried, Kew Gardens, N.Y., assignor to Millar Eleva-

tor Industries, Inc., New \ ork, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 22, 1 972, Ser. No. 3 1 7,602 |

Int. CI. B66b 13124

U.S. CI. 187—29 R 15 Claims

/£
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A gearbox structure adapted to preclude excessive heat

input to the gear and bearing lubricant. The structure includes

a stationary perforated screen surrounding at least one of the

gears and adapted to collect oil droplets thrown tangentially

and radially from the gear and direct them away from the

gears to a scavenge outlet, from where the lubricant is trans-

ported to a lubricant supply pump and then recirculated

through the gears and bearings.

A sensor mounted on an elevator car senses the heat

developed in the adjacent hallway as the car moves between

the floors of a building. The heat sensor is connected to a relay

circuit to operate a relay which prevents the car door from

opening at any floor whenever excessive heat is sensed as a

result of a fire in the hallway. That relay may also be employed

to operate, when it is actuated in response to the detection of

excessive heat, a fireman's return circuit to recall the elevator

car to the lobby floor, and to provide an indication at the

lobby floor of the existence and location of the fire.
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3,788,429

DISC BRAKE AND WHEEL ASSEMBLY
Frank W. Brooks, and Thomas D. Naismith, both of Dayton,

Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,660

Int.Cl.B60t//06

U.S.CI. 188-18A 1 Claim

mechanically actuated mechanism which includes an ex-

pandable spline plate fitted within the piston and actuated by a

cam to engage a spline on the interior of the plate. After such

engagement, further movement of the mechanical actuating

lever acts through a high lead screw arrangement to move the

cam and the spline plate and the piston in a direction to

mechanically apply the brake. Upon release, the interior

splines retract radially to de-clutch from the piston.

3,788,431

SEAT SAFETY BRAKE CONTROL SYSTEM
Donald W. York, Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to Clark Equip-

ment Company, Buchanan, Mich.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,581

Int. CI. B60t 7102

U.S.CLI88— 109 5 Claims

A disc brake and wheel assembly in which an annular brake

disc has axially extending circumferentially spaced lands and

grooves formed on its outer peripheral surface, and a brake

disc support and drive member, provided as part of the wheel

assembly, has a bell-like configuration, the generally radially

extending portion of the member being mounted on the wheel

assembly hub and the generally cylindrical portion of the

member having circumferentially spaced projections received

in the disc grooves and engaging the edges of the disc lands in

rotary driving and axially relatively movable relation so that

the disc is rotatably driven with the wheel assembly and is axi-

ally movable in relation thereto for brake adjustment. The

brake caliper is of the fixed type, with one axially movable

brake shoe and one fixed brake shoe arranged to frictionally

engage opposite sides of the brake disc when actuated. A
piston and cylinder arrangement in pne side of the caliper

housing is provided to move the movable brake shoe. It may

also have a manually actuated mechanism so that the brake

can also function as a parking brake, and may be provided

with an automatic adjusting mechanism.

3,788,430

DISC BRAKE ACTUATOR
Harmon C. Hurt, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,400

Int. CI. F16d 55/26

U.S.CI. 188— 72.6 ICtaim

^-N

A vehicle operator's seat safety brake control combined in a

vehicle hydraulic system responsive to apply the brake in the

event that either the engine is not operating or the seat is not

occupied, including interrelated solenoid valve, brake

cylinder and vehicle ignition controls for insuring full hydrau-

lic system pressure initially to release the brake by blocking

off the vehicle hydraulic system from the brake control and

for reconnecting the vehicle hydraulic system and brake con-

trol when the brake is released.

3,788,432

ELECTRICAL BRAKE ASSEMBLY
Milford F. Marti, 608 B Chateau Dr. S.W., Huntsville, Ala.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,331

Int. CI. F16d 65134

U.S. CI. 188—138 1 1 Claims

A hydraulically actuated disc brake includes a piston mova- An electrical wheel brake assembly in which the webs of

ble in a cylinder by hydraulic pressure. The brake also has a brake shoes and magnetically operated lever arm which
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operates the brake shoes are held in a planer alignment

between and supported by a pair of parallel spaced, intercon-

nected, supporting plates, in turn supported by an axle, or

spindle. •

to Tokko

3.788.433

TELESCOPIC SUSPENSION UNIT

Teiji Katsumori, Yokohama. Japan, assignor

Limited. Kanaga%%a.ken. Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 73.833, Sept. 21, 1970. abandoned.

This appUcation June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,963

Int.CI.F16f9//9

U.S.CM88-314 7 Claims

fashion having a crank fixedly coupled with the driven shaft,

an excenter lever rotatably journaling a brake shoe and a hol-

low shaft cooperating with the brake shoe, a spring device

operating on the excenter lever for effecting closing of the

coupling arrangement and, a stopping arrangement associated

with the excenter lines.

3,788.435

AUTOMATIC HUB FOR FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLES
AND THE LIKE

Clarence M. Pnieter. Cedar Rapids. Iowa, assignor to Cutlas

Gear & Mfg.. Inc.. Vinton, lona

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233.928

Int.CI.FI6d4//0«

U.S. CI. 192-35 4 Claims

A suspension unit having a hollow cylinder and a hollow rod

telescopically received therein is provided with fluid damping

means in the end of the rod within the cylinder to control the

flow of fluid between the cylinder and the rod. The cylinder

and the end of. the rod within the cylinder are filled with

hydraulic fluid pressurized by a gas in the other end of the rod

The gas and hydraulic fluid may be in contact but to prevent

formation of gas bubbles in the fluid a movable separator may

be provided in the rod.

3,788,434

COUPLING
Wilhelm Haberle, Industriegelande. Scheer. Germany

Filed Aug. 2, 1972. Ser. No. 277.251

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 7. 1971. P 21 39

637.2
Int.CKF16d/i/02, /J/M

U.S. CI. 192-26 9 Claims

An automatic hub for each of the optionally driven wheels

of a vehicle employs an annular brake shoe, axially spring

loaded, to retard rotation of a sprag carrier relative to a pair of

inner and outer clutch members, between which the sprag car-

rier operates, in order to cause the sprags to lock the wheels to

their axles only when the latter are positively driven in either

direction. The hub additionally incorporates a separate as-

sembly which causes the sprags to lock the wheels to their

axles on the overrun as well as when the axles are driven.

3.788.436

WEfl^ RESISTANT GUIDES FOR CLUTCH SHOE
Eisuke Sugahara. Akabanedai. Kita-Ku. Tokyo. Japan

Filed June 9. 1972. Ser. No. 261.465

Claims priority, application Japan. July 10. 1971. 46/60786

Int.CI. F16d25/0^

U.S. CI. 192—88 B 3 Claims

41 42
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3 788 44

1

EDITING TV PEWRITER WITH CORRESPONDING
MOTION OF RECORDER ELEMENTS

Perry H. Vartanian, Jr., Woodside: Michael J. Markakis, and

Carl P. Anderson, both of Pak) Aho, aU ol Calif., assiKnors to

SCM Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 26. 1971, Ser. No. 137.165

Int.CI.B41j

V.S. CI. 197-1 R II Claims

tures such as a card holder to which it may have become at-

tached The mechanism is thus made su"able for feedmg an

adhesive erase ribbon without creating sheddmg conditions

that would make it unsuitable for feeding a cover-up type

erase ribbon. Preferably, the card holder is made of

polvtetraflouroethylene and includes surface contact minimiz-

ing'ndges adjacent the path of the erase ribbon Where the

ribbi^n lift action increases the span length of the erase ribbon,

the feed occurring after impact is designed to take-up ribbon

at a rate at least as great as the rate of decrease in ribbon span

length to prevent accumulation of slack in the ribbon span

^, 3 788 443

CHARACTER SELECTION AND IMPRESSION CONTROL
MECHANISM FOR TYPEWRITER

I Inch Menzi. Y\erdon. SwiUerland. assignor to Paillard S.A..

Sainte-Croix, \ aud, SwiUerland

Filed Feb. 1 1, 1972, S«r. No. 225.532

Claims prM)rit> , applicatkMi Sweden, Feb. 12.1971,2119/71

lnt.CI.B41j/;J2

L.S. CI. 197-16 9 Claims

^^
— A*

A machine is disclosed for simultaneously making type-writ-

ten and magnetic records, for editing magnetic records, and

for automatically making typewritten record copies of edited

or unedited magnetic records. The editing typewriter com-

prises typewriter elements including a platen and printing type

spaced from the platen Means are provided for moving the

typewriter elements into and out of positions of mutual con-

tact and for laterally stepping one of the typewriter elements

with respect to the other. The editing typewriter also com-

prises magnetic recorder elements including a magnetic head

and a magnetic record support Structural means are provided

"pantographically" linking one of the typewriter elements

with one of the mfagnetic recorder elements whereby one of

the magnetic recorder elements may be stepped with respect

to the other of the magnetic recorder elements when one of

the typewriter elements is laterally stepped with respect to the

other of the typewriter elements.

3,788,442

ERASE RIBBON FEED
Robert W. Lehnhardt, Jr., and John O. Schaefer, both of Lex-

ington, Ky., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk. N.Y.

Filed June 27. 1972, Ser. No. 266,764

Int.CLB41j29//6

I.S.CL197-181 6 Claims

A character selection and impression control mechanism is

provided with an integrated coded mechanical system of

transmission for the orders controlling the character selection.

the shift, the printing velocity and the "No-prinl" functions.

between the frame of a typewriter and converter or decoding

means supported on the carriage and controlling the devices

performing these functions on said carriage This system of

transmission comprises a definite number of bails mounted on

said frame for relative movements thereon and each adapted

to cooperate with control means supported by the carriage for

all the positions of said carriage along a line of writing A

number of said bails control the decoding device for the

character selection and an additional bail controls the device

for the "No-print" function. Still another bail controls the

high and low printing velocity. One or the other of these two

last mentioned bails, or both simultaneously, control equally

the shift device for selecting one of two surface portions on

the printing element.

An erase ribbon feed mechanism incrementally feeds rib-

bon both before and after, but not during print impact to

break an adhesive type erase ribbon loose from adjacent struc-

3 788 444

STEERING CONTROL FOR POWER DRIVEN MOBILE
CONVEYORS

Joseph E. McW llUams, 1345 Canterbury Ln.. Glenview, lU.

Filed Oct. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 299,680

Int. CI. B60k / 7130, 1 7134; B65g 67/04

U S CI. 198 2 ^ Claims

A steering control arrangement for power driven mobile

conveyors in which the conveyor frame is provided with a pair

of wheels at each end of same, which one wheel of each pair is

power driven to move the conveyor frame, and is selectively

power steerable about a vertical axis through a range of 1
80°

or more relative to the transverse dimension of the frame, and
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the other wheel of each pair is of the idler caster type. The of the tube wall in communication with respective Ports At

power steerable wheels may be positioned transversely. Ion- least one helical discharge channel in the mner surface of the

70 nrifiTiOM

^7 \ Ck WHEE'-S

gitudinally. or diagonally of the conveyor frame to move the

conveyor laterally or longitudinally of same, or turn the con-

veyor in either direction or end for end.

tube wall receives the material recovered by the buckets and

passed through the ports into the interior of the tube to convey

this material to an open discharge end of the tube.

3.788,445

APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING BULK MATERIAL
FROM A PILE

Francis Postel-Vinay, Paris, France, assignor to Fives Lille-

Cail, Paris. France

Filed May 4. 1972. Ser. No. 250.140

Claims prioritv, application France, May 4, 1971, 71 15937

Int. CI. B65g 65/46

L.S.CL 198-36 7 Claims

3,788,447

LINEAR MOTOR CONVEYOR
Louis J. Stephanoff, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to FMC Cor-

poration, San Jose, Calif.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,389

Int. CI. B65g / 7/46, 23/00; H02k 4 1 102

U.S.CL 198-41 13 Claims

An apparatus for recovering bulk material from a pile hav-

ing a center and a face from which the material is to be

recovered comprises a tubular screw conveyor rotatable about

its axis and extending in a radial plane from the center of the

pile A central column coaxial with the center and rotatable

about its axis supports a pivot for one end of the screw con-

veyor for movement about a horizontal axis, and a hoist car-

ried by the column supports the other end of the conveyor.

3.788,446

APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING BULK MATERIAL
FROM A PILE

Francis Postel-Vinay, Paris, France, assignor to Fives Lille-

Cail, Paris, France

Filed May 4. 1972, Ser. No. 250,141

Claims priority, application France, May 4, 1971, 7115936

Int. CI. B65g 59/00

U.S. CI. 198-36 4 Claims

An apparatus for recovering bulk material from the face of

a pile comprises a rotatable tube disposed with its axis parallel

to the face of the pile. The tube wall has a plurality of ports

and a like plurality of buckets are affixed to the outer surface

A linear motor conveyor has an endless guide support m

which stators of linear motors are housed. Conveyor segments

are pivotally linked together in an endless loop for articulating

movement, either horizontally or vertically, or both, along the

endless path defined by the guide support. The conveyor seg-

ments, which have an armature portion extending through

slots in the guide support, are retained in the guide support in

every orientation of the conveyor by laterally extending por-

tions including a load bearing portion. The conveyor is

propelled along the guide track by virtue of the electromag-

netically coupling of the linear motor stators with the arma-

ture portions of the conveyor segment loop.

3,788,448

OYSTER HANDLING APPARATUS

William H. Harris, Rt. 1, Box 96, Chester, Md.

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,287

Int.CLB65g47//9

U S CI. 198 56 ^ Claims

A material handling apparatus particulariy adapted for the

handling of oysters or like shell sea food, whereby the oysters
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or the like are delivered into a hopper having a discharge

located in the bottom wall thereof. An endless conveyor hav-

ing a plurality of buckets suspended therefrom travels m a

closed path and when a bucket which is empty of oysters

3,788.450 I

DEVICE FOR TRANSPORTING CONTAINERS

Edgar Tschunt. Eriangen. and Werner Wttrich, Nurnberg,

both of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktlengesellschaft,

Eriangen, Germany
Filed Nov. 9, 1971. Ser. No. 197,110

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 18, 1970, P 20

56 664.7 I

Int. CI. B65g/ 5/00

U.S. CI. 198-131 2 Claims

passes under the bottom discharge of the hopper, a flow of

oysters is directed into the bucket. On the other hand, if the

bucket is already filled with oysters, the same continues on its

path without receiving any additional oysters from the bottom

discharge of the hopper.

A transporting device for containers, particularly containers

carrying liquid tests. co-sisLs of a chain the links of which have

recesses for receiving the containers The invention is particu-

larly characterized in that each recess of links consisting of

resilient material, has a side opening the width of which is

somewhat smaller than the container, so that the container is

fixed in the recess when it is pressed through the opening.

3.788.451

RECEPTACLE CARRIER FOR AN AUTOMATIC
CONVEYING SYSTEM

Robert L. Cahn. 257 Grand Central Ave.. Amityville, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 28. 1972, Ser. No. 229,735

Int. CI. B65g / 7100

U.S. CI. 198-131 9CUims

3,788,449

NOVEL VIBRATORY CONVEYOR
Waldemar Baberowski. and Karl Spiess. both of Herzogenau-

rach, Germany, assignors to Industriewerk-Schaeffler OHG,

Heriogenaurach, Germany
Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,492

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 2. 1971, P 21 59

718.2
Int. CI. B65g 27/02,27/54

IJ.S. CI. 198-107 4 Claims

A carrier for an automatic conveying system includes an L-

shaped support for a receptacle such as a tray. A flat plate

movably mounted on the L-shaped plate is biased downwardly

to engage the receptacle with a pushbuttom operated eleva-

tion means for raising the flat plate against the bias to release

the receptacle. ,

3,788,452

BALANCED EXTENDIBLE MOBILE CONVEYOR
Joseph E. McV\ illiams, 1345 Canterbury Ln., Glenvlew, III.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,791

Int. CI. B65g/ 5/00

U.S.CL 198-139 5 Claims

A novel vibratory conveyor comprising a conveyor bowl

capable of periodic rotational and vertical vibrations, the bowl

bottom being separate from its wall, the bowl wall supporting

a helical conveyor track being connected by linkage springs to

a counter vibrating mass supported on a fixed base plate, the

bottom of the conveyor bowl being rotatably mounted on said

base plate. .

'«: « ..' ;*

A balanced extendible mobile conveyor comprising a

wheeled frame having a pair of oppositely directed retractable
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frames at opposed ends thereof that are mounted and may be

driven for balanced and synchronized extending and retract-

ing movement inwardly and outwardly of the wheeled frame

ends, a single conveyor belt trained over the top of slider beds

defined by said wheeled and retractable frames and provided

with slack take up and let out trailing means to automatically

take up and let out belt slack as the retractable frames are

moved inwardly and outwardly of the wheeled frame, and a

reversable drive for driving the belt. The wheeled frame in-

cludes drive wheels for selectively driving and steering the

wheeled frame between desired positions of operation.

constructed of a resilient cylindrical member formed with a

set of teeth on one end or rim to contact and positively drive

3,788,453

INCLINED CONVEYOR FOR HANDLING FRAGILE
ARTICLES

Robert E. Vamey, Lakeland, Fla., assignor to FMC Corpora-

tion, San Jose. Calif.

Filed Sept. 1 . 1 972, Ser. No. 285,7 1

2

Int. CLB65g/ 7/04

l).S. CI. 198-153 14 Claims

the bead chain. The chain is wrapped around the member a

plurality of times such that slight slippage of the beads can

occur without binding.

3,788,455

CURVED-PATH SLAT BELT CONVEYOR
George W. Dieckmann, Jr., Riverview Gardens. Mo., assignor

to Food Equipment Corporation. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141.484

Int. CLB65g/ 7/00

U.S.CL 198-182 3 Claims

An inclined conveyor for elevating or lowering relatively

fragile articles, such as whole peeled grapefruit, includes an

endless fiexible draper belt which is mounted for rotation in an

inclined plane. The upper run of the draper belt is arranged to

be engaged at spaced locations by a series of transversely ex-

tending rods which are moved in an endless loop path within

the endless loop path of the draper belt. The linear speed of

the rods is less than that of the draper belt and the upper run

of the draper belt has end portions which extend m generally

horizontal planes at the upstream and downstream ends of the

endless loop path of the rods whereby a pendant pocket is

caused to be gradually formed in the draper belt between each

pair of adjacent rods which pocket is then elevated or lowered

solely by means of the movement of the rods; thus, the fragile

articles can be continuously supported by the belt while they

are transferred to a different elevation without being unduly

jostled or otherwise disturbed so as to cause damage thereto.

A sanitary conveyor of the overiapping slat belt type

operates over a curved path of small radius and with minimum

wear. Ordinary link chain is used in the conveyor drive. Its al-

ternate links are held vertically by guide blocks beneath each

slat, which glide in the central slot of the conveyor bed. The

gtftde blocks and the links they hold vertically serve to present

the intermediate links horizontally, for engaging the drive

sprockets. Each link so held horizontally is free to pivot angu-

lariy relative to the adjacent vertical links, permitting turns of

small radius. Provisions are made to minimize friction of the

travelling slats and guide blocks.

3.788,454

. CHAIN BEAD DRIVE APPARATUS

William C. Emerson, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Cor-

poration, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,514

Int. CI. B65g/ 9/00

U.S.CL 198-168 3 Claims

An improved drive apparatus for transporting particulater

material including a bead chain and capstan. The capstan is

3,788,456

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY
SEPARATING ENTANGLED SPRINGS

Keitaro Ashibe, c/o Tenryu Seiki Co., Ltd., 15853 Akaho,

Nagano-ken, Komagane-shi, Japan

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,883

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 27, 1971, 46-10286

Int. CLB65g 2 7/00

U.S. CL 198-220 A ^ Claims

A method and apparatus for automatically separating en-

tangled springs from one another, wherein the separating
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operation of entangled springs is effected by dashing them

against plates arranged fixedly within a tubular separating

housing in vertically spaced and zigzag relation to one

another The separating operation is followed by a further

and which have walls, such as the side walls, which carry join-

ing means in the form of a pair of spaced apart tenons carried

by each section, and with the corresponding tenons of one sec-

tion being aligned and op|x>sed to corresponding tenons of the

other section. The sections are held together by a connecting

plate having double eye openings and w hich is arranged to em-

sortmg of the springs to remove the mdividual sprmgs which

"have been separated and to return the unseparated springs to a

vibratory bowl sorter and feeder which has a connection to a

pneumatic conveyor for returning springs still unseparated

back to the separating housing

3,788,457

GLIDE RAIL FOR A CONVEYOR
Frank V alentino, Jr., Chicago, lU.. assignor to National Can

Corporation. Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,105

Inl.CI. B65g/5/60

L .S. CI. 1 98- 204 4 Claims

brace the tenons of adjacent trough sections with the opposed

tenons of adjacent sections being positioned in respective ones

of the eye openings B<Uh sets of tenons arc surrounded b\ an

upper and lower web p<irtion of the connecting plate and the

plate includes a central web which extends between the c\c

openings and embraces the opposed pairs of tenons fri>m the

interior

3.788,459

CONNEVOR
Kurt Anders Holm. Skoghall, Sweden, assignor to I ddeholms

Aktiebolag, I ddeholm. Sweden i

Filed June 1 6, 1 972. Ser. No. 263.654

Claims priority , application Sweden. July 6, 1 97 1 , 8869 7

1

Int. CL B65r .\V<W

l.S. CI. 198-218 6 CUims

A guide rail for conveyors such as endless conveyors for

containers, which includes a straight, solid bar having a

mounting surface and an opposite guiding surface defining a

lengthwise groove with an outer constricted portion, and an

insert piece configured to be mated within the groove and hav-

ing a slot in the inserted portion to facilitate insertion and

removal and presenting a smooth protruding surface to pro-

vide a rail facing. Other features relate to a universal mounting

groove in the surface opposite the guiding surface of the bar.

and to a recess of the edges of the protruding surface of the in-

sert piece.

3.788.458

CONVEYOR TROLGH CONNECTING JOINT
CONSTRUCTION

Gert Braun, and Ernst Braun, both of Essen -Heisingen. Ger-

many, assignors to Halbach & Braun, Wuppertal-Barmen,

Germany
Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,049

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 19, 1972, P 22

02 399.0
lnt.ClB6Sg I7/06J9H8

US. CL 198—204 4 dains

A conveyor trough connecting joint comprises two con-

veyor sections arranged in end-to-end abutting relationship

A conveyor is conveying ballbearing balls or the like

without mutual contact through an apparatus for surface

treatment as degreasing of the balls wtih a solvent. The con-

veyor comprises several stationar\ and movable support mem-

bers, the latter being arranged between the stationary mem-

bers and each member having surface which is inclining

downwardly in the direction of transport At least one of the

movable support members is pivotably mounted so that its sur-

face can alter its inclination to incline upwardly in the

direction of transport. Spray guns are spraying solvent over a

ball, which is rolling back and forth on the surface of the

pivotably mounted member and the ball is thus treated on all

sides.
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3,788,460

PAWL BAR ASSEMBLY
Eugene Messersmith, Tampa, Fla., assignor to Synthane-

Taylor Corporation, Valley Forge, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,180

Int.CI.B65g25/0«

IJ.S. CI. 198-221 7 Claims

3,788,462

UNITIZED PALLETLESS LOAD
John H. Meincer, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed Feb. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 1 18,664

Int. CI. B65d 65/20, 7J/00, 85162

U.S. CI. 206—65 S 12 Claims

»0'

1

A removable pawl bar assembly is disclosed for use in dish-

washing apparatus. The pawl bar mechanism is disposed in the

dishwasher housing for reciprocating movement relative to

inlet and outlet ends of the housing and is cooperable with

receptacle means for articles to be cleaned to advance the

receptacle means, intermittently, in the direction from the

inlet toward the outlet end of the housing. Means is provided

to support the opposite ends of the pawl bar assembly in a

manner whereby the assembly can be reciprocated within the

housing and is readily removable from the housing simply by

lifting the assembly from the support means and withdrawing

the assembly through an access opening in the housing.

A unitized, palletless plurality of articles grouped and ar-

ranged in transportable or storable units. A first layer of arti-

cles is built atop a strip of heat-shrinkable thermoplastic

material. Subsequent layers, all of an equal circumference and

of greater circumference than the first layer, are built atop the

first layer. At least two free ends of the bottommost strip are

tucked beneath one of the subsequent layers. When the layers

have reached the desired height, a heat-shrinkable ther-

moplastic material, preferably in the form of a bag, is placed

around the entire load. The load, so enclosed, is exposed to

heat to cause the material to shrink, also causing the bottom

strip to fuse into the overall wrapping. The result is a tightly

confined unitized and stabilized load suitable for storage or

shipment. The load may be lifted and transported by a fork lift

at the ledge defined by the overhang of all of the upper layers

over the first layer.

3,788,461

SELF-CLEANING ENDLESS BELT

Theodore Friesen, 301 Colby Ave., Oakley, Kans.

Filed July 17. 1972, Ser. No. 272,534

Int. CI. B65g 45/00

U.S. CL 198-229 6 Claims

3,788,463

BUNDLING METHOD AND ARTICLE PRODUCED
THEREBY

Stanley Ruff, New Rochelk, N.Y., assignor to Maryland Cup

Corporation, Owings Mills, Mich.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,097

Int. CLB65d 65/76.55/62

U.S. CL 206—65 S 17 Claims

An endless belt having an upper train and a lower train and

comprised of a plurality of spaced, parallel links running trans-

versely to the direction of movement of the belt, and with at

least one opening formed intermediate the side edges of the

belt and having in conjunction therewith a single piece of

material pivotally connected across the leading edge of the

opening so as to pivot about an axis parallel to the transverse

links, such that when the piece of material is riding about the

upper train it covers the opening to aid in transporting that

which is being moved by the belt, and when riding about the

lower train it drops away from the opening and exposes the in-

terior of the belt.

In order to facilitate the handling of merchandise and to

protect it during transit from the manufacturer to the

wholesaler, jobber and retailer, an improved bundling method

is provided for unitizing a plurality of light weight identical ar-

ticle-filled containers, each of which has at least one flat sur-

face and preferably two parallel flat surfaces. The containers

are delivered by a belt conveyor to a feed chute from which

they are fed in a neat compact array into a bag made from a

shrink film, e.g., a biaxially oriented heat shrinkable film. The

bag with the ordered array of containers loosely filling it then

is conveyed through a heated shrink tunnel wherein the bag is
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shrunk about the array to tightly enshroud and securely retain

the containers in their prearranged compact formation Prior

to shrinking the bag has an open mouth and a closed bottom

and the open mouth extends beyond the formation of con-

tainers inserted in the bag. Upon shrinking the bag mouth con-

stricts on the formation to effectively close the mouth of the

bag. Any construction of bag may be used.

separated according to their density by passing them through

the magnetic fluid Interaction of particles within the fluid

with the vector sum of gravitational and levitation forces

causes each particle to travel a trajectory through the fluid

characteristic of its density Particles exit from the fluid at dif-

ferent locations, according to their density, thus allowing col-

lection of density-graded fractions.

En-

3,788.464

HOLDER FOR DISC-LIKE OBJECTS
James R. Skinner. Cupertino. Calif., assignor to M. V

gineering & Mfg.. Inc.. Mountain View, Calif.

Filed June 26. 1972. Ser. No. 265.958

Int.CLA45c///2*

L.S.CL206-.82 7 Claims

3,788.466

IMPACT SENSOR AND CODER APPARATUS
David G. Wilson. Cambridge. Mass.. and Ora E. Smith. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio, assignors to Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Cambridge. Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 120,857. March 4. 1971. This application

Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296.396

Int. CI. B07c .V.?4

IJ.S. CL 209—79 4 Claims

/•

Holder for a disc-like object having a diameter which can

vary within a predetermined range and having generally

planar first and second spaced parallel surfaces and a circular

edge extending at right angles to said generally planar surfaces

of said object The holder comprising a member having sub-

stantially planar first and second spaced parallel surfaces with

said member having a generally circular hole therein extend-

ing through both of said surfaces for receiving one of said disc-

like objects The hole has a size so as to be able to accom-

modate an object of the largest diameter The member is

formed with at least three object-retaining portions extending

into the hole which are adapted to be engaged by the edge of

the object disposed in the hole to retain the object in said hole

in said member The member is formed of material whereby

the portions can be deformed by said object as it is inserted to

accommodate objects of varying diameters w hile retaining the

object within the hole in the member.

Impact sensor and coder apparatus for use in a materials-

sorting system. The embodiment described in greatest detail

includes a movable rigid body adapted to strike individual

pieces of the materials An accelerometer associated with the

rigid body measures the rate of deceleration of the rigid body,

as a function of time, in terms of a voltage signal waveform.

The waveform thus derived is compared with a group of typi-

cal waveforms to determine which of the waveforms of the

group conforms most closely to that of the sample, thereby to

identify the sample.

3.788,465

DEVICE AND PROCESS FOR MAGNETO-GRAVIMETRIC
PARTICLE SEPARATION USING NON-VERTICAL

LEVITATION FORCES
George W. Reimers, Burnsville: Stephen A. Rholl. and Sanaa

E. Khalafalla. both of Minneapolis, all of Minn., assignors to

The United States of America as represented by the Secreta-

ry of the Interior, VN ashington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,705

Int.CI. B03c//i0

U.S.CL 209-1 18 Claims

3.788.467

FLOTATION PROCESS FOR RECOVERING
MOLYBDENUM

Michael Francis U'emeke, Milford. Conn., assignor to Amer-

ican Cyanamid Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 248^16
Int.CI. B03d//(^6 i

U.S. CL 209— 167 '3 Claims

A process for recovering molybdenite from a metallurgical

concentrate comprising a major proportion of copper sulfide

and other sulfides and a minor portion of molybdenum sulfide

is provided, in which the copper and other sulfides are selec-

tively depressed by employing a xanthate thereby enabling the

molybdenite to be recovered by flotation.

A volume of magnetic fluid is caused to function as a densi-

ty spectrograph by impressing a magnetic field upon the fluid

in an orientation such that non-vertical levitation forces are

developed upon particles immersed in the fluid. Particles are

3,788.468

PROCESS FOR INCREASING OXYGEN DIFFUSIVITY
John L. Gainer. Charlottesville, Va., assignor to The University

of Virginia, Charlottesville. Va.

Filed May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,1 10

Int.CLC02bi/0S

U.S.CL 210-59 3 Claims

Diffusivity of oxygen in aqueous solutions has been in-

creased by the introduction of a water soluble carotenoid into

the solutions. Carotenoids have been found to be useful for in-

creasing the diffusivity of oxygen in the blood, and hence are

useful for the reduction of local hypoxia, which is believed to

be one of the factors in development of atherosclerosis. The

administration of these materials has resulted in reducing the

incidence of atherosclerosis in mammals.
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3,788,469 3,788,471

PROCESS FOR REMOVING ASH FROM PRECIPITATORS DIALYSIS APPARATUS

Ernest G. Hirsch, Foxboro, and George L. Nelson, Westwood, Paul Buchmann, Basel, Switzerland, and Monique Beringer,

both of Mass., assignors to New England Power Company,

H'estboro, Mass.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,498

Int. CI. BOld 2 //26

L.S. CI. 210-73 16 Claims

St. Louis, France, assignors to Soko Basel AG, Basel, Swit-

zerland

Division of Ser. No. 48,1 13, June 22, 1970, Pat. No. 3,672,509.

This application Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 223,036

Int. CI. BOld 3 1 100J3100

U.S. CI. 2 10—94 2 Claims

MAKE UP WATER

^54^50 -.52

A process for removing fuel ash from precipitator bottoms

circulates water through the bottoms to carry off the ash, then

passes the water at least in part through a hydrocyclone

separation stage to produce a major overflow fraction of

reduced solids content and a minor overflow fraction of in-

creased solids content, and recirculates the water withdrawn

from the bottoms less the underflow fraction back through the

bottoms at a rate to maintain the solids concentration less than

that at which substantial settling out of solids will occur.

Preferably, the recirculation is continuous, and the underflow

from said hydrocyclone separation stage is subjected to secon-

dary stage hydrocyclone separation from which the underflow

may be subjected to tertiary stage solids separation, the over-

flow from one or both further separation stages being recircu-

lated.

3,788,470

METHOD OF FILTERING LIQUIDS

John P. Pelmulder, Saratoga; Cornelius Meister, San Jose,

both of Calif., and Darrell W. Monroe, Deerfield, III,, as-

signors to FMC Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 181,760

Int. CI. BOld ii/02

U.S. CI. 210-78 , 10 Claims

A dialysis apparatus having at least one unit in which an

outer generally cylindrical tube forms a through-flow vessel

closed at its ends with caps provided with inlet and outlet con-

duits for the fluid. A semipermeable foil or membrane forms

an inner coaxial tube and is supported within the outer tube

while having means for passing another liquid through its in-

terior. The dialysis unit may be ganged in banks connected in

cascade, the banks being shiftable to afford access to the in-

dividual units for replacement or otherwise.

3,788,472

WASTE WATER PROCESS TANK CONTROL FACILITY

William O. Boschen, Tenafly, and Otto A. Grieshaber, Pomp-

ton Lakes, both of NJ., assignors to Ralph B. Carter Com-

pany, Hackensack, NJ.
Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,188

Int.CLB01d2//24 •

U.S. CI. 2 10— 103 3 Claims

The method of straining suspended solids by rotating a filter

at a high peripheral speed that is effective to maximize the ef-

fects of certain flow conditions in a liquid adjacent the filter. A
layer is formed immediately adjacent the screen, which con-

tains significantly less particulate matter than is contained in

the suspension spaced from the screen to provide for a high

throughput of the liquid being filtered that has a high percent-

age of the solids removed therefrom.

A control facility for a waste water process tank having a

normal operating mode wherein the system shuts down and in-

dicates "fault" on malfunction and provides a stepped,

sequential trouble shooting procedure for determining the

fault and provides for temporary operation or partial opera-

tion of the system until the fault is corrected. The system is

directed toward use in waste water treatment plants which

utilize liquid mixing or liquid mixing and heating tanks.

918 O.G.—67
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3,788,473

PARTICLE SEPARATOR

Arthur S.Kmg,1710Baltin,ore. Kansas City Mo

Division of S«r. No. 100,221, Dec. 21, »970 Pat. No.

3 718,256, which is a division of Ser. No. 727.835. May v,

1968 Pat. No. 3.585,1 22. which is a continuation-m-part of

Ser No. 613,616. Feb. 2. 1967. abandoned. This application

Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,750

Int. CLBOld 43100

i;.S.CI.210-112
2 Claims

drop in concentrate which is proportional to the pressure drop

exerted on the ultrafiltrate by the membrane in the inverse

ratio to the ratio of the flow rates of the concentrate and of the

ultrafiltrate.

3,788.475

CONTAINER

Joseph C. GouW, and Robert L. Hayes, both of Honea Path,

S.C, assignors to The B. F. Goodrich Company. New York,

WvWon of Ser. No. 94,482, Dec. 2, 1970, Pat. No. 3,694.1 17.

This application Apr. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 246,821

lnl.CI.BOld-U/04

l.S. CI. 210-167 2 Claims

44^

'—"» -^ 11. ^-0

Particles are removed from fluids, such as water, previously

subjected to electrostatic fields. When subjected to an initial

electrostatic treatment, the fluid undergoes a reduction in sur-

face tension and neutralization of charged, dissolved particles

therein. Subsequent field treatments effect nucleation or

coagulation of dissolved impurities and break molecule

clusters to aid the nucleation or coagufation action^

Suspended and nucleated or coagulated matter is removed

from tht fluid after the electric field treatments by discharging

the fluid against an electrically conductive surface at ground

potential mainuined at a temperature different from that of

the fluid This causes the suspended and nucleated or coagu-

lated matter to be deposited from the fluid and thus readily

permits separation and removal.

3,788,474

APPARATUS FOR CONCENTRATING A LIQUID

CONTAINING NON-LXTRAnLTRABLE ELEMENTS

Alain Granger, Lesigny, and Andre Sausse. Sceaux, both of

France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc S.A.. Paris. France

Filed Oct. 12, 1971. Ser. No. 188,137

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 12, 1970,

70.36774
Int. CI. BOldi //OO

II.S. a. 210-137 ^Claims

24

A tank apparatus used in the making of surgeons gloves

wherein the tank contains interconnected compartments so

that there is continuous flow of solutions therethrough A

niter is movably mounted in the tank to strain the solution as it

circulates.

3,788,476

SEW AGE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Donald F. Othmer, 333 Jay St.. Brooklyn. N.Y.

Filed Sept. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 182.967

Int.Cl.B01d2//06.2//24

L.S.CL 210-194
9 Claims

Apparatus and process for the concentration of a liquid

containing non-ultrafiltrable elements, e.g. ascitic fluid in

which liquid IS fed to an ultrafilter having a membrane therein,

and the concentrate and ultrafiltrate are withdrawn from the

ultrafilter in which a pressure drop is inducW m the concen-

trate by an auxiliary hydraulic resisunce causing a pressure

I

A system is described for removing pollutants of waste

waters including domestic and other sewage, by simultaneous

oxidation of organic wastes, both soluble and insoluble, and by

sedimentation of insoluble particles causing turbidity^ This is

essentially a conventional solids-liquid contactor clarifier with

some additions to provide means for. (a) addition of air or

purer oxygen to sewage wat«trs; (b) pressurizing the sewage

water up to 10 atmospheres to increase solubility and concen-

tration of oxygen-hence velocity of chemical and/or aerobic

reaction (c) withdrawing and depressurizing the sewage
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water to atmospheric pressure to allow most of dissolved gases

to be released and to be discharged because of lower solubility

for gases at atmospheric pressure; (d) recycling the sewage

water for from 2 to 50 times through this pressurizing-depres-

surizing cycle; and. when used aboard ship, (e) means for in-

stallation in the ship's hold to minimize effects of the ship's

movements on the sedimentation operation. It is particularly

useful for smaller installations, for use on ships, and other

places where waste from not more than several thousand peo-

ple is to be handled. It also may be used as a sedimentation

system alone wherein insoluble solids are settled out to give a

clear effluent. The sludge solids produced in an earlier sedi-

mentation, either with or without oxidation, may be oxidized

and sedimented in a separate step in the equipment.

3,788,479

DISC CONVEYOR FLAME IONIZATION DETECTORS
Julius J. Szakasits, Deer Park, Tex., assignor to Shell Oil Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,729

Int.CLB01d/5/0«

U.S.CL 210-198 C 8 Claims

3,788,477

TREATMENT APPARATUS
Leonard Sidney Love, 1457 Glen Rutley Cir., Mississauga, On-

tario, Canada
Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,907

Int.CI. B01d2//04.2///«

U.S. CI. 210— 195 5 Claims
• r^ n J9 20 'K H '"

Treatment apparatus for aerating or mixing, and clarifying,

liquids such as industrial and sanitary waste waters and for

conducting chemical reactions, in which an aeration or mixing

basin and a clarifier are formed as one integral unit, separated

by a baffle. Flow from the aeration basin into the clarifier is

limited by flow control plates. The clarifier has a bottom

which slopes toward the aeration basin bottom, so that solids

settling in the clarifier flow down the clarifier bottom towards

the aeration basin, where they are picked up by circulation in

the aeration basin and re-suspended. A sludge scraper scrapes

the clarifier bottom periodically to dislodge sludge adhering to

the bottom, and a scum skimmer skims the clarifier surface

periodically to remove scum.

Effluent to be tested is deposited on a porous alumina disc,

the disc being rotated into a heater where the eluent is

vaporized leaving a residue (the sample) whereupon the sam-

ple is then transported by the conveyor into a dual jet flame

ionization detector (FID). After passing through the FID the

disc then passes through an oxidizer where any remaining

residue from the disc are removed by oxidation whereupon

the disc then passes through a cooler, cooling the disc prior to

the disc returning to a point where more effluent will be

deposited for further analysis.

3,788,478

WASTE WATER TREATMENT
William E. Savage, Castro Valley, Calif., assignor to Shell Oil

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,058

Int. CI. BOld 27/00. B03d 1 100

U.S.CL 210-197 1 Claim

- *n

3,788,480

SECURING DEVICE FOR A REMOVABLE BAG FOR A
CENTRIFUGE

Joseph Rousselet, Annonay, France, assignor to Establisse-

ments Rousselet, Montalinet, Annonay, Ardeche. France

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,551

Claims priority, application France, Sept. 3, 1970, 70.32813

Int. CI. BO Id 2 //26

U.S. CI. 210-237 5 Claims

Waste water treating process wherein aeration and separa-

tion of bacterial matter to form a clarified effluent is accom-

plished in a single treating zone employing a submerged flota-

tion cell.

A securing device for a removable bag for a centrifuge hav-

ing a vertical axis for its basket provided with a central cone,

the bag comprising an outer cylindrical part to fit the outside

wall of the basket, an intermediate part to fit the bottom of the

basket, and a truncated conical part to fit the central cone and

provided with a central opening. The securing device is con-

stituted by a circular skirt to fit inside the perimeter of the

basket, the skirt being connected to the upper edge of the

cylindrical part of the bag, a crown to which the skirt is fixed,

and a cruciform member connected to the edge of the central
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opening of the bag A lifting assembly adapted to be

suspended from a hoist can be detachably connected to the

crown, the lifting assembly also being detachably engageable

with the cruciform member The device may either be sup-

ported on feet at a discharge station, with a central sliding

rod of the lifting assembly then permitting the central

opening of the ba'g to fall, or a manually operated lever may

be provided on the lifting assembly to effect release of the

central opening to permit it to fall.

3,788,481

METHOD FOR THE ELIMINATION AND POSSIBLE

RECOVERY OF THE FLOATING POLLITING

SI BSTANCES, MINERAL OILS IN PARTR I LAR. FROM

SHEETS OF WATER AND BOAT FITTED TO THIS AIM

Andrea Lucio deAngelis, via F. I li Coda 37/1. G«fiova, Italy

Filed June 1 0, 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 5 1 .878

Claims priority, application luly. June 11. 1970. 25830/70

Int. CLE02b/ 5/04

IJ.S. CI. 210-242 5 Claims

chambers on the two sides of the membrane A first fluid

passes through the first such chamber within the pleats in a

direction generally parallel to the creases of the pleats while a

second fluid flows through the second chamber on the op-

posite side of the membrane pleats in a direction countercur-

rent to the first fluid The apparatus is constructed either by

placing the assembled folded membrane in a preconstructed

rectangular casing and injecting a plastic material so as to sur-

round and embed the edges, of the membrane m the plastic

material, or bv placing the assembled folded membrane in a

mold to form the housing by injecting a plastic material into

the mold so as to surround and embed the edges of the"*nem-

brane in the plastic material.

3.788.483

APPARATl S FOR FILTRATION

Walter D. Conway, 52 MacArthurville Drive. WiUiamsville.

FiledMav26. 1972. Ser. No. 257.248 I

Int.CI.BOldJV/00

l.S. CI. 210-416 6 Claims

M*thod for the elimination and/or the recovery of floating

polluting substances from liquid surfaces a. and boat for carry-

ing out the method according to which;

the polluted liquid surface is successively, fully or in part.

withdrawn from the action of the wind and. at least in

part, from the natural wave motion, and segregated.

the segregated floating polluting substance is skimmed

together with a minimum quantity of the underlying

water;

the liquid skimmed is collected and decanted while the

floating substance is separated.

3.788.482

FOLDED MEMBRANE DIALYZER

Finky W. Markley, Naperville. lU.. assignor to The Inited

States of America as represented by the L nited States Atomic

Energy Commission. V\ ashington. D.C.

Filed Mar. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 233.528

Int.CI.BOldiy/00

U.S.CL 210-321 13 Claims
The invention describes a device especially suited for

laboratory scale filtration comprising a sample container, a

filter element attached to the sample container by means of a

threaded cap terminating in a funnel-shaped means which

conveys the filtrate to a receiving vessel Various embodi-

ments of the invention allow the filtration to be accomplished

either by centrifugal means, application of pressure to the at-

mosphere in the sample vessel, evacuation of the atmosphere

within the receiving vessel, or by gravity flow The entire as-

sembly may be placed within a tubular-shaped heater to main-

tain an elevated temperature throughout the course of filtra-

tion.

The present invention relates to an apparatus for the dialysis

of two fluids and the method of making the same and is

directed particularly to an apparatus for the dialysis of blood

The present invention uses a semipermeable membrane in

sheet form, the membrane being folded into a large number of

very closely spaced pleats. Support members are contained in

all the pleats on one side of the membrane, all of the edges of

which are sealingly embedded in a plastic material constitut-

ing at least a portion of the housing to give separate fluid

3.788.484 1

INLINE FLUID FILTER

Thomas J. Godln. West Hollywood. Fla.. assignor to CouHer

Electronics Inc.. Hialeah. Fla.

Filed Aug. 23, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 73,846

Int.CLB01d27/OS
|

IJ.S.CL 210-447 6 Claims

A fluid filter to be used for inline installation or in systems

which are not to be disturbed when it is desired to clean or
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ronlarp thp filter member An enclosed body has a lateral slot 3,788,487

L„d he ri.™ 3'.
is IrM by a removabk earner CONTAINER WITH CUP LINERS AND CI.P HOLDERS

Theodore R. Dawson, 3794 Blossom Ln., Odessa, Tex.

Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,330

int. CI. A47f 7128; B42f 13112

so
' U.S.CL 211-49 D lOCtaims

member which is engaged in the slot into filtering position.

Seals are provided to prevent leakage when the carrier

member is in operative position.

3,788,485

DRAIN GUARD FOR CONTACT LENS

Leslie Bnining. San Polo 2962, Venice, Itoly

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,352

Int. CI. E03c/ /26

U.S. CI. 210-474

This container has an elongated, cylindrical cavity for posi-

tioning cup liners and either a cavity or a pintle for positioning

4 Claims cup holders neatly.

3,788,488

SLACK, TIE AND COAT HANGER
Judd F. Garrison, and John H. Batts, both of Grand Rapids,

Mich., assignors to John Thomas Batts, Inc., Zeeland, Mich.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,182

Int. CI. A47f 5100; E06b 7128

U.S.CL 21 1-123 21 Claims

A flexible contact lens drain guard having a ring fabricated

of rubber or plastic or the like. A mesh net extends across the

ring opening and is bonded to or formed unitarily with the

ring Suction means are formed on the base of the ring and ex-

tend around its circumference.

3,788,486

FILTER

Theodore R. Bergstrom, Little Canada, Minn., assignor to

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul,

Minn.
Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,270

Int. CLBOld 27/02

U.S.CI.210-496 7 Claims

A clothing display bar having an elongated trouser-support-

ing body with a tie supporting aperture therethrough, a hook

at one end thereof and a pair of vertically adjacent mounting

heads at the other end thereof for mating insertion into a pair

of mounting brackets.

3,788,489

SUPPORT MEANS FOR A DISPLAY STAND

Leon M. Le inthal, Lincolnwood, III., assignor to RTC Indus-

tries Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,760

Int. CLA47f 5/02

U.S. CI. 211-163 XCMm

9» 9

A rigid filter, useful for example for filtering molten ther-

moplastic resin as it is forced through a spinnerette head, com-

prising a rigid block of shaped uniformly permeable material,

having continuity and identity of composition and having in-

creased filtering capacity, with a plurality of filtration cavities

extending into the block from the top surface and a plurality

of drainage cavities extending into the block from the bottom

surface.

Support means for use in connection with an upright on a

display stand, said support means comprising a pair of plastic
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molded plate members each having a hub portion which en-

gajjes the tubular upright on which the support means is posi-

tioned. Said plate members are adapted to support

therebetween a plurality of radially extending arms on which

objects to be displayed are hung and/or supported.

3.788,490

ERECTIBLE SHELVING

Daniel J. Eeatherman. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Feather-

man, Featherman and Feathemian, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,681

lnt.CI.A47f5//0

t.S.CL211-176
<»^'«""'

^^t,, -«*

and correspondingly move a cable which is connected to the

object to be driven The fluid-operated apparatus moves the

object along the path toward the apparatus when the cable is

under sufTicient tension, while other means are provided for

moving the object in the opposite direction. If the path is at an

angle to the horizontal, the object can be moved in the

direction away from the fluid-operated apparatus by gravity; if

the path is horizontal or substantially so. a fluid-operated ten-

sioning device can be provided for moving the object away

from the fluid-operated apparatus.

3 788 492

LATCH MECHANISM FOR EXTENSIBLE BOOM
Robert E. Kraft, Napervilk. 111., assignor to FMC Corporation.

San Jose. Calif.

Filed Jan. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 217.871

Int. CI. B66c lilOb I

U.S. CI. 212-55 2 Claims

v=^^s==H

Erectible metal shelving having a plurality of verticle sup-

porting posts and bracing members extending horizontally

between and secured to the posts to brace the posts in an

upright position. The bracing members are secured to the

posts so that the shelving can be easily assembled or disassem-

bled without the need of any special tools.

3,788.491

APPtRATLS FOR MOV ING AN OBJECT ALONG A

PREDETERMINED PATH

Charles W. Stone. Garden City. Mich., assignor to D. \^
.
Zim-

merman Mfg., Inc.. Madison Heights. Mich.

Filed Mav 28, 1971. Ser. No. 147,823

Int. CI. B66c / 7/00

L.S. a. 212-25 10 Claims

An automatic latch mechanism for an extensible boom at-

tachment for portable vehicles such as fork lift trucks is dis-

closed The extensible boom has a fixed outer section and a

sliding inner section telescoping into the outer section A lever

carrying a pin projecting perpendicular to the lever near its

lower end is pivoted on the top portion of the outer hoom sec-

tion. The pin on the lever protrudes through a slot in the outer

boom section to engage one of a series of similar mating slots

in the inner boom section The pin automatically locks the

inner boom to the fixed outer boom section at the selected

position bv the gravity action of the pivoted lever combined

with the eccentric location of the hinge on the lever creating a

torsional moment tending to rotate the lever to its fully en-

gaged position.

3.788.493

COUPLER CENTERING DRAFT GEAR
Vaughn T. Hawthorne. Mechanicsburg. and Ronald H. Lund-

strom. Dillsburg, both of Pa., assignors to Keystone Indus-

tries. Inc.. Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 26. 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 92.279

Int. CI. B61g 7//2

L.S.CL 213-20 13 Claims

Improved drive apparatus for moving an object along a

predetermined path is provided. The object to be moved is

supported and guided by a member which also establishes the

predetermined path with the drive apparatus moving the ob-

ject between at least two given positions on the path. 1 he

drive apparatus constitutes a fluid-operated cylinder and

piston combination which is effective to operate a cable drum

I

A draft gear for a railway car has an impact absorbing

device mounted in a yoke to abut a pivotable coupler and pro-

vide coupler centering action, the magnitude of which in-

creases as the draft gear moves toward its buff position. The

yoke also has integral bracket portions for a retaining pin

which holds in place a coupler pin on which the coupler pivots

and a coupler carrier assembly which vertically supports the

coupler in the yoke.
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3,788.494

APPARATUS TO FACILITATE THE EXTRACTION OF A
ROOM FORM

Wolfgang Markewitz. Hilden. and Fritz Mischke, Dusseldorf,

both of Germany, assignors to Fa. Hunnebeck GmbH, Lin-

^orf , Germany
Filed Feb. 22, 1972. Ser. No. 227,835

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1971,

2108815
Int. CI. B66c IDO

U.S.CL 214-1 H 8 Claims

3,788,496

CAR LOADING APPARATUS
Wells A. Webb, 1788 Shattuck Ave.. Berkeley. Calif., and

Freling E. Baker, 2290 Stockton St, Apt. 203, San Francisco,

Calif.

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,587

Int. CLB65g 5 7/2S. 67/04

U.S.CI.214—6C 7 Claims

m
""• rtH^llilim ga«g

j H

82 a n 10

? , 24 t

An apparatus to facilitate the extraction of a room form

which comprises a frame for carrying^said room form, said

frame carried on a two-axled dolly and being pivotable with

respect to said dolly

i^wwwn

There is disclosed a method and apparatus for assembling

and loading cartons into transport vehicles such as trucks and

railway cars. The apparatus includes a turning mechanism in

combination with a conveyor for orienting a plurality of car-

tons into unit stacks which are assembled into tiers of stacks

having pre-selected dimensions to fit a given cargo space.

Mechanical means are then used for inserting the assembled

stacks into available cargo space to make a tight fit.

3,788,495

AUTOMATIC BALE HANDLING DEVICE

Robert M. Fachini; Fenton L. Kenna, Jr.; Monroe C. Barrett;

Louis E. Nickia, aU of Memphis, Tenn.. and Robert L.

Graham. Houston. Tex., assignors to International Harvester

Company. Chicago, III.

Fikdjuly 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,902

Int. CI. B65g 5 7/25. 5 7/i2. 5 7/22

U.S. CI. 214-6 B 14 Claims

3 788 497

FLOW-THRU PALLETIZER AND DEPALLETIZER
Kenneth G. Carlson, 1 1350 N. Valley Dr. 18W, Mequon, Wis.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,571

Int. CI. B65g 60/00

U.S. CI. 214-6 P 8 Claims

A bale wagon for mechanically accumulating a load of bales

arranged in a cross-tied pattern, and including an accumulator

table, bale transfer assemblies, and a load carrying bed. The

bale transfer assemblies operate to arrange selected layers of

bales in distinct patterns to provide a cross-tied stack. The ac-

cumulator table is pivotally movable to deposit layers as verti-

cal tiers onto the load carrying bed which, in turn, is pivotally

movable to deposit a bale stack onto the ground.

A conveying system including two conveyors for conveying

empty cans from a can making machine to a can filling

machine includes palletizing and depalletizing apparatus

located intermediate the conveyors to palletize cans when

desired and depalletize cans to regulate flow between the

machines. Empty cans are moved from one conveyor to

another in patterned complements by a sweep bar to supply

the requirements of the can filling machine. When the can

filling machine is not in operation, patterned complements are

sequentially deposited in layers on pallets. The pallets are

stored on a storage conveyor associated with the pallet loading

bin. When cans are required at the can filling machine and the

can making machine is not in operation, the cans stored on the

pallets are raised in the pallet loading bin with the layers of

patterned cans swept from the pallet onto the conveyor for the

can filling machine. The sweep bar assembly includes pattern

forming dies for initiating a honeycomb pattern of cans flow-

ing toward the sweep bar and a set of can engaging fingers

spaced from the pattern forming bar which are operative to

engage the rear rank of cans of the patterned can complement

to maintain the cans in the pattern as the can complement is

moved horizontally onto a retracuble apron over the pallet

loading bin.
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3,788,498

SELF-TIGHTENING DUNNAGE
Leonard G. Slush«r, Seattle, Wash., assignor to Burlington

Northern, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,518

Int.CI.B65gy//4

L.S. CI. 214-10.5 R 10 Claims

^Jr"

rollers which cooperatively engage inclined ramps on the

transfer car and which support the load carrier during transfer

and the load carrier is supportably positioned upon the

transfer car by powered lugs which engage the load carrier

such that the load carrier wheels are spaced above the floor

surface when the load carrier is being transferred.

i\

3.788.500

Al TOMATK TRANSFER AND TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Jerome H. Lemelson, 85 Rector St., Metuchen. NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 806.501. March 12. 1969.

abandoned. This application Apr. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 137,992

Int.Cl. B65g67/04

IJ.S. CI. 214-41 5 Claims

=a^

Compression sprmgs engaged between the upper and lower

ends of brace slats urge the slats apart and the\ are held in

spaced relationship by pairs of interengageable wedges, each

pair having a normally fixed wedge and a normally slidable

wedge Ties adjacent to the springs hold the slats in contracted

relationship against the spring pressure until released for ex-

pansion of the dunnage Tightening is effected by automatic

downward sliding of the slidable wedges relative to the nor-

mally fixed wedges. The normally fixed wedges can be

released for freeing the slidable wedges to retract such wedges

for contraction of the dunnage from load-clamping condition

and subsequent dunnage removal.

3,788,499

TRANSFER CAR ARRANGEMENT
William E. Bums, Ottawa, and Robin Taylor. Park Forest.

both of III., assignors to Interlake Inc.. Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,405

Int.CI. B65g//06

U.S. CI. 214— 16.4 B 13 Claims

An apparatus and ssstcm for automatically loading and un-

loading vehicles such as truck and trailer bodies, cargo air-

craft, trams, boats and the like utilizing computer-controlled

stacker cranes and specialized guidance means therefore to ef-

fect the direct or indirect transfer of palletized cargo to and

from a loading ramp or ramp system and one or more vehicles

which are prepositioned relative thereto.

In one form, a track system such as an overhead monorail

trackway for guiding stacker cranes is provided to carry loads

from temporary storage in racking located near or at a loading

ramp to vehicles predeterminalely disposed with respect to

said ramp Upon predeterminalely aligning a vehicle with the

ramp and crane trackway, one or more stacker cranes may be

operated to automatically load and/or unload the vehicle by

traveling adjacent thereto or into the vehicle.

In another form, modular racks are provided which are

portable and may be automatically winched or otherwise

moved from the loading ramp into the vehicle in the act of

loading the vehicle or from the vehicle onto the loading ramp

when unloading the vehicle of a plurality of such ptutable

racks.

Either the vehicle or a trackway may be moved to effect the

movement of a materials handling device from the loading

ramp into the vehicle and. in the act of unloading the vehicle

from the vehicle onto the loading ramp Means are provided in

the vehicle for retaining loads or racks predeterminalely

disposed therein so as to prevent their shifting during move-

ment of the vehicle.

In a transfer car arrangement, particularly for the use in a

storage and retrieval system, a load carrier which is movable

longitudinally in the aisles between storage frames is posi-

tionable upon a transfer car for transfer between the aisles

Both the load carrier and the transfer car are floor running

upon a coplanar floor surface and the load carrier includes

3,788,501

ADJUSTABLE MOUNTING FOR REFUSE DUMP TRUCK
PACKER PLATE

Douglas C. Stehz, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to Portec, Inc.,

Oak Brook. 111.

Filed Oct. 28, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 193^34
lnLa.B65fi/00

U.S. a. 214-83.3 7 Claims

The packer door or plate of a refuse collection and dump

truck IS supfxjrted for swinging movement on a pair of pillow
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blocks which are mounted adjustably on side ledges of the

truck body. The pillow blocks are adjusted and locked in posi-

contact with a heating gas while heating the film at a tempera-

ture of from 45° to 70°C and keeping a water content of the

film at not more than 2 % based on the weight of the film,

biaxially stretching the heated film simultaneously at a

stretching ratio of 2 to 4 in both longitudinal and transversal

directions by introducing a pressurized gas into the tubular

tion to provide a precise clearance between the packer plate

and the rear mouth of the dump body.

3,788,502

BOAT GUIDE DEVICE
Larry E. Bell. 6040 McMahon Dr.. Sacramento. Calif.

Filed Jan. 17. 1973. Ser. No. 324,487

Int.Cl.B60pi//0

U.S. CI. 214-84 5 Claims

i_^
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film between a low speed feeding section and a high speed

take-up section of the film, and heat-setting the thus stretched

film while keeping a water content of the film at least at I %
based on the weight of the film to an equilibrium water ab-

sorption content in water.

Arkansas

3,788,504

MATERIAL DELIVERY SYSTEM

John H. HoUand, Norman, Okla., assignor to

Rockland Gravel Co., Murfreeshow, Ark.

Division of Ser. No. 852,345, Aug. 22, 1969, Pat. No.

3,647,096. This application Oct. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 187,185

Int.Cl. B60p//i«

U.S. CI. 214-52 2 Claims

X.
n ••'^ -70

^
n « ^M ' ^

A device for boats and trailers consisting primarily of a

mounting channel and mounting bar secured to a base

member carrying a pip^ with a pivotable end having a tail and

stop light secured to it, the pipe also having a protective

rubber wheel and a locking handle for the upper pipe member.

3,788,503

METHOD FOR PRODUCING BIAXIALLY MOLECULE

ORIENTED POLY-€.CAPROAMIDE RESIN FILM

Hidenori Hirose: Masaaki Tsubosaki; Masayoshi Sugiyama;

Akira Skkita. and Mitsuo Kito, aU of Fujishi, Japan, as-

signors to Kabushiki Kaisha Kohjin, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 96,741

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1969, 44-

105459; Feb. 24, 1970, 45-15243

Int. CI. B29c / 7/06

U S CI 264-95 *"' Claims

A biaxially molecule-oriented film of poly-€-caproamide

resin having an improved dimensional stability and surface slip

characteristic is prepared by extruding the molten resin

downward through an annular die. quenching and solidifying

the extruded film by means of an internally liquid-cooled,

cooling mandrel having a specific shape to form a substantially

amorphous, non-stretched tubular film substantially free of

any hydrogen bond, allowing the thus obtained film to come in

A delivery system for hot asphalt includes a plurality of

semi-trailers. Each trailer includes a V-shaped hopper having

an asphalt supporting beam extending longitudinally through

it A tube extends around the hopper for use in spraying

lubricating oil into the hopper prior to the loading of asphalt.

Each trailer further includes a conveyor for unloading asphalt

from the hopper into a paving machine. The conveyor is

driven by a hydraulic motor that is controlled by a valve. The

valve is mounted in the trailer for activation by a prod

mounted on the paving machine so that the operation of the

conveyor is controlled from the paving machine.

3,788,505

METHOD FOR VACUUM PICK-UP OF POROUS
MATERIALS

Jerry Kirsch, 36 Beacon HUl, Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.

DivisionofSer.No.l81,074,Sept.l6 1971 Pat No

3 710 953. This appUcation Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,605

Int.CI. B66C//02

U.S. CI. 214-152
, ^

^Claims

Porous materials, such as cloth or unglazed ceramics or

porous plastics which on account of their porosity defy ordma-

rv vacuum pick-up, are made temporarily imperforate by ap-

plying to them a temporary coating of liquid, such as water

whereupon their porosity is momentarily sufficiently inhibited
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to permit their pick-up and transfer by suction, as by a suction

cup device. The hquid coating is deposited either by rolling or

to the back of the scoop and to the push plate are extended

and retracted bv a hydraulic cylinder which can be operably

connected to the hydraulic system of a fork lift truck The

scoop mcludes channel shaped shoes projecting from the bot-

tom thereof for receivmg the forks of a fork lift truck such that

the entire assembly can be mounted on a fork lift truck.

S— X
c

'^^'V g.^ l- v>^ i t.LfV t I, lA- ^ ^X.

spraying the liquid onto the porous material either from above

it ( FIG. 1 ) or from beneath it either for a single layer ( FIG 2

)

or for a plurality of layers thereof ( FIG 3

)

3.788,506

DEVICE FOR RETRIEVING SUBMERGED GOLF BALLS

AND ON DRIVING RANGE
Delbert R. Lee, 20927 Flapjack Dr.. Diamond Bar, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 61.683. Aug. 6, 1970. This

appUcation Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,871

lnt.CLB60p//00

U.S. CI. 214-356 ICtaim

3,788,508

CLOSURES WITH CORROSION HALTING MEANS

Peter A. Vercillo, Oak Park, III., assignor to Continental Can

Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30. 1971. Ser. No. 213.912

int. CI. B65d 23100

I.S.CL 215-40 2 Claims

X
m

7R

J^^^

This disclosure relates to closures including means for halt-

ing corrosion, and more particularly to a closure which in-

cludes an end panel having a recessed radius which is disposed

radiallv outboard of an inner surface of a container mouth

with sealing compound between the radius and a lip of the

container wherebN the radius which is conventionally pt^si-

tioned radially inboard of the container mouth inner surface

and IS thus subjected to the corrosive effects of packaged

products cannot now be so effected. In further accordance

with this disclosure the container lip is at least in part defined

by a radius opening generally concavely axially outwardly in

opposed spaced relationship to the end panel radius, and the

radii are complementary contoured.

A lightweight, portable device that includes a number of

longitudinally spaced resilient plastic discs, which device may

be alternately drawn from one bank of a lake to the opposite

bank, and when so drawn retrieve submerged golf balls in the

lake as the disc's pressure contacts the ball After the balls

have been retrieved by the device, and the device positioned

on dry land, the balls are removed from between the discs by

laterally deforming the peripheral edge portions of the latter.

3,788,507

MATERIALS HANDLING SCOOP
Herman Voss, 155 Vista Ter., Muskegon, Mich.

Filed Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,867

Inl.CLB66f9//9

U.S.CL 214-620 5 Claims

3.788.509

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEALING PLASTIC

CLOSURES TO PLASTIC CONTAINERS

Frederick D. Keeler. Trumbull. Conn., assignor to The K.L.M.

Compan>. Stratford. Conn.

Filed Jan. 28. 1972. Ser. No. 221.633

Int. CI. B65d 4 //20

t.S.CL 215-42 8 Claims

A method and apparatus for sealing a plastic closure to a

plastic container in which a tool is inserted through a portion,

or portions, of the closure wall into the container wall after the

closure has been fastened to the container. The tool produces

energy of a type to distort the side wall of the closure and the

corresponding portion of the container wall to form a projec-

tion on the closure and a mating depression on the container

This materials handling apparatus includes a scoop, having to provide a mechanical seal. In a
P'^Jf^f^^'^^'^ZVl'j!

a push plate'lbly mounted therein. Lazy tongs connected the invention, ultrasonic energy is used to distort the necessa-
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ry portions of the closure and container to form the mechani-

cal seal and. in some cases, an ultrasonic workpiece produces

heat at the interface between the closure and container to pro-

vide a weld.

3,788,510

CONTAINER CLOSURE
Arthur J. Collins, 6700 N. Edgebrook Ter., Skokie, lU.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,592

Int. CI. B65d 53/04

U.S. CI. 215-40

of the ridge portions spaced from the surface of the tank, the

jacket being capable of expansion and contraction in a radial

direction in bellows or accordian fashion. The jacket fits over

the tank from the top and at the bottom is provided with a

tank supporting base that interlocks with the jacket to retain

the tank within the jacket. At its opposite ends the jacket is

provided with hand grip recesses to facilitate handling of the

jacketed tank. Externally the jacket resembles a fluted

column.

4 Claims 3,788,512

CONTAINER CLOSURE
George R, Brahler, 944 Kentucky, Lawrence, Kans.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 258,958

Int. CI. B65d 45/00

U.S.CL 220-25

2? 36

8 Claims

A closure of the type comprising an insert assembled with a

cap. usually a screw-on cap. for effecting a reliable, leakproof

seal between the closure and the pouring neck of a container

Included are means for rapid assembly of the parts into a com-

mercial device ready for application to the container neck.

The insert is constructed to deform when the cap is screwed

down on the neck to conform the parts of the insert into leak-

proof relation with the neck.

s

3,788,511

PROTECTIVE JACKET AND BASE FOR PRESSURE
VESSEL

Robert E. Marsh. 5521 Willow View Rd., Rasine, Wis.

Filed Aug. 16. 1971, Ser. No. 172,110

Int. CLB65d 25/ /S

U.S.CL 220-9 R 16 Claims

A closure for reseating an opening in a wall of a container,

such as the access opening in the top wall of a beverage can,

after the original flip top seal has been removed. A resilient,

outer member is placed in overlying relationship to the open-

ing and in engagement with the wall about the periphery of the

opening, while a resilient, inner member having a size and

configuration permitting insertion thereof through the open-

ing and having a concave face normally disposed toward the

opening, is placed in an underlying relationship to the opening

and the outer member. Upon shifting of the inner member

toward the outer member, through the use of a pair of thumb-

screws, the inner member engages the wall about the

periphery of the opening, and spreads to embrace the opening

between the inner and outer members, thereby sealing the

same. For removal, the inner member is shifted out of engage-

ment with the wall at which time the inner member resumes its

original size and configuration, thus enabUng the inner

member to be easily removed through the opening.

3,788,513

LAMINATED COOKWARE
Nick S. Rac2, 4800 Chicago Beach Dr., Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 3,044

Int.CLB02d20//4

U.S. CL 220-64 17 Claims

A pressure vessel, particularly of the type used in water sof-

tening service is encased in a light weight protective jacket

preferably molded in one piece from a resilient plastic materi-

al. In cross section the jacket is of undulant configuration

comprising longitudinally extending grooves and ridges with

the inner surfaces of the groove portions in surface engage-

ment with the outer surface of the tank and the inner surfaces

A multiple ply laminated cookware container includes a

core ply of high strength and relatively low thermal conduc-

^
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tivity, such as carbon steel, which is sandwiched between non-

ferrous plies', such as aluminum. A frit anchor ply may be

bonded upon the aluminum ply nearest the interior of the con-

tainer and a non-stick coating, such as Teflon may be bonded

to the frit ply. Preferably, a decorative coating, such as a por-

celain enamel, is bonded to the aluminum ply nearest the ex-

terior of the container. The thickness of the steel and non-fer-

rous plies may be varied so as to suit structural as well as ther-

mal qualities of given areas of the container.

^___ t

3,788,514

EXPLOSION RELIEF COVER RESTRAINT

Frederick Alfred Giacoma. Jr., Crestwood; Channing W. God-

bold. St. Louis, and Richard W ilson Stephens, Bridgeton, ail

of Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Dec. 29. 1969. S«r. No. 888.623

Int. CI. B65d5///6. 55/02

L.S. CL 220-89 A 9 Claims

along Its path of advance comprising the steps of applying sub-

atmospheric pressure to a smooth side of the web for tension-

ing the web. and guiding the web along the path of advance.

The preferred apparatus for performing the method comprises

a motorized suction device connected to a vacuum chamber

for applying the subatmospheric pressure to the smiwth side

of the web for tensioning the web and guide plates for guiding

the web during its contact with the vacuum chamber By ap-

plying suction to the smooth side of the web, flute crush is

avoided and no noise is generated by the flutes dragging across

a stationary object.

3.788.516

DROP-SHELF DISPENSING MECHANISM
Karl Knickerbocker, 400 Baycrest Dr.. Venice, Fla.

Filed Sept. 25. 1972. S«r. No. 282,277

Int.CI.G07f ///06

l.S.CL 221-90 13 Claims

''-E

An explosion relief device comprises a displaceable cover of

a vessel connected to a fixed base by an extensible restraint.

Movement of the cover away from the vessel as a result of the

force of an explosion within the vessel distorts the restraint

Seyond its elastic limit. The distortion of the restraint beyond

its elastic limit absorbs the energy of the cover moving away

from the vessel, safely stops the cover and does not substan-

tially accelerate the cover's return after it has performed its

venting function The method of restraining the displaceable

cover is also disclosed. This device and method are particu-

larly useful with large vessels requiring full diameter venting.

3.788,515

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GUIDING AND
TENSIONING A WEB

David Middleman, Baltimore. Md.. assignor to Koppers Com-

pany. Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Mar. 20. 1972. Ser. No. 236.067

Int. CI. B65h 23124

U.S.CL 226-1 17 Claims

A drop-shelf dispensing mechanism configured for use in a

dispensing machine comprising an upper housing including a

plurality of pivotally mounted drop-shelves arranged vertically

relative to each other for individually supporting products to

be dispensed and a corresponding plurality of pi>otally

mounted actuation/lock-out elements operatively engaging

each other and the shelves, a corresponding plurality of sup-

port ledges each in communicating relation to a correspond-

ing drop-shelf to hold the drop-shelves in a substantially

horizontal position, an actuating means in communicating

relation to the actuation/lock-out elements and a lower hous-

ing including a dispensing chute means in communication with

the upper housing such that upon actuation of the actuating

means the retainer ledge of the lower most horizontal drop-

shelf is disengaged from the corresponding support ledge to

pivot downward dropping the product into the dispensing

chute means and simultaneously arming the next adjacent

drop-shelf for actuation whereby successive actuation of the

actuating means progressively actuates the drop-shelves in-

dividually in accending order.

A method for guiding an advancing web of single face cor-

rugated paperboard material and applying tension thereto

3,788,517

CHILD-SAFE PILL DISPENSER

Joseph M. Eannarino. 610 Highland Ave.. Rome. N.Y.;

Michael S. Granieri. Jr.. 1805 N. James St.. Rome. N.Y.. and

Henry W. Michaelson, 744 Birchwood Ct.. Westbury, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 3. 1972. Ser. No. 214,712

Int. CI. B65d 83/04
|

U.S.CL 221-154 I Claim

A rectangular pill dispenser container having two compart-

ments where one compartment contains pills and has a open-

ing into a second compartment where a sliding bar with a cavi-

ty can accept one pill at a time and where pressing the bar

releases the bar so it can be pushed with the pill in the cavity

so that the pill is aligned with an opening on the bottom of the

bar compartment so that the pill can be paid out. A pill
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dispenser of the type described including a resilient bar and a

detent that prevents the bar from being moved, unless pressed.

region thereof for admitting a piercing member. The cup and

the piercing member are supported for movement of one rela-

tive to the other so that the last-mentioned member can be ad-

mitted through the inner opening of the cup in a direction

enabling engagement of the piercing member tip with a con-

tainer received in the cup. Support of the piercing member

and the cup for movement along a path transverse to the

foregoing direction is provided so that the piercing member

tip can be centered with respect to a predetermined location

on the container as the container is received in the cup. For

conveying fluid from or to a pierced container, the piercing

member includes a chamber and a pair of spaced openings

which commmunicate with such chamber.

and the feature that allows paying out of one pill at a time

making the dispenser child-safe are also enclosed.

3 788 518

PNEUMATIC SEED DISPENSER

Raymond A. Beebe, Detroit. Mich., assignor to Massey-Fer-

guson. Inc., Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973. Ser. No. 323.604

Int.CI.A01c7/04

U.S.CI.22I-21I 10 Claims

3,788,520

MULTIPLE COMPARTMENT TUBE WITH RESILIENT

DIVIDER

Joseph Dukess. 931 Gfeacen Pt.. Mamaroneck, N.Y.

Filed July 21. 1971, Ser. No. 164,657

Int. CI. B65d 35/24

U.S. CL 222-94

4r «

JH —

1 Claim

A seed dispenser has a wheel rotating in a seed housing with

the wheel having a plurality of radially extending spoke-like

seed selecting tubes connected to a common manifold in turn

connected to a pressure source. The connection of the tubes

in the passages forms a venturi throat in the passage thus caus-

ing a reduction of pressure in the tubes when air is flowing

through the passages. Means are provided to selectively and

sequentially cut off flow of air out of said passages so that air is

forced to flow out of the tubes when the connected tube is at a

predetermined circumferential position.

3 788 519

APPARATUS FOR PIERCING A CONTAINER

Lloyd A. Mengel, Falrport, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 120,017, March 1, 1971, Pat. No.

3 688,399. This appUcation May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,120

Int. Cl. B67b 1124

U.S.CL 222-83.5 2 Claims

A squeezeable container in the form of a multiple compart-

ment tube having a resilient bellows divider. One end of the

bellows divider is secured to the neck and the other is crimped

into the closed opposite end. The bellows have side pieces

which lie flush against the inner side walls of the container so

that two separate compartments are formed by the divider

with the divider being deformable so as to permit variable

amounts of material to be deposited in the several compart-

ments.

3,788,521

AEROSOL PACKAGE
Robert H. Laauwe, 237 Ridge Rd.. FrankUn Lakes, NJ

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,560

IntCLB65di5/24

U.S. CL 222—94 6 Claims

. -r;^t^sri:t::::;:rr-^ .^e„:^:^>^^
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this rigid container and internally fluid-connected to its valve,

the flexible container containing an extrudable liquid product

in which a liquified compressed gas is intimately widely

dispersed or dissolved. The package features a liquified com-

pressed gas propellant in the rigid container on the outside of

the flexible container and having a vapor pressure greater than

that of the product's liquified gas as it is dispersed or dissolved

in the product. Therefore, when the product is dispensed

through the valve, this propellant continuously maintains the

product under compression, through its flexible container, to

a degree preventing the formation of a vapor phase in the

product while the latter is extruding under the pressure of the

propellant. The result is that the products gas remains inti-

mately widely dispersed or dissolved in the liquid product until

exposed to the atmosphere, at wjiich time this gas converts to

its vapor phase to provide an expanded product that is always

of the same density until the product is completely forced

from Its container.

the fixed member so that the movable member must pass

through the slot to actuate the valve. A ball is free to roll in the

conduit and to move in or out of the slot depending on the

position of the container. The position of the ball in the slot

permits or prevents the actuation of the valve and discharge of

the^ contents. In a normally vertical discharge position,

discharge of the contents is prevented, but is accomplished by

rotating the container to an inverted position to roll the ball

out of the slot and simultaneously depressing the first movable

member into the slot and then righting the container to permit

the discharge of the contents from the vertical position.

3.788,522

NOZZLE STRLCTURE FOR INJECTION MOLDING
MACHINE

James R. Mercer, Akron, Ohio, assignor to McDowell-Welman

Engineering Company. Ckveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 802,785, Feb. 27. 1969, abandoned.

This application Aug. 26, 1971. S«r. No. 175,296

Int.CI.B29f //OJ

L.S. CI. 222-146 R » Claims

3,788,524

ADDITIVE CONTAINER
Loren Roger Davis, Rancho Cordova, and Walter Dean Kir-

kland. Walnut Creek, both of Calif., assignors to Cutter

Laboratories Inc., Berkeley, Calif. i

Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 210,848 I

Inl.CI.B65dJ7/00

U.S. CI. 222-209 15 Claims

There is provided an improved nozzle structure for an injec-

tion molding machine characterized by a generally tubular

body having a probe portion, a cylindrical plug portion, and a

radial flange adapted for coaction with one end of a tubular

heating cylinder of said machine to prevent axial movement

thereof into the tubular heating cylinder

3,788,523

OVERCAP SAFETY MECHANISM FOR AN AEROSOL
CONTAINER

Douglas W. Thomas, Toms River, NJ., assignor to American

Home Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,376

Int.Cl.B65dSi//4

U.S. CI. 222-153 5 Claims

An additive container for supplying an additive material for

mixing with a parenteral solution contained in a dispensing

receptacle, characterized in that the additive container in-

cludes a hollow body member containing therein a chamber

that defines at one end an end wall provided with a through

opening, said body member including an integral tubular ex-

tension that communicates at one end with said opening and

at the other end with conduit means having a pointed extremi-

ty. The open end of the body member is closed by closure

means that are operable to effect flow of fluid through said tu-

bular extension. According to a first embodiment, the closure

means comprises a resilient closure member that is manuall}^

deformable to effect pumping of fluid through said tubular ex-

tension In a second embodiment, the resilient closure

member, in addition to being deformable to effect the afore-

mentioned pumping operation, is also deformable to define a

piston element that is longitudinally displaceable within the

body member to force additive material through the opening.

Finally, in a third embodiment, the closure member comprises

the piston element of a syringe which may be adapted for

operation by a sheath that normally protects the syringe nee-

dle element.

A childproof, safety overcap for aerosol containers is dis-

closed which has a closed end slotted conduit connected to

3,788.525

COMPRESSED AIR ASPIRATING AND PROPELLANT
ACTUATED FLL'ID PRODUCT DISPENSER

Marvin L. Thornton, Candlewood Shores, Brookfield. Conn.,

and Pasquale R. Riccio, Salem, N.H., assignors to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 252,754, May 12, 1972. This

application Mar. 8. 1973. Ser. No. 339.064

Int.CI. B65d<Si/y4

U.S. CI. 222-193 10 Claims

A compressed air aspirating and propellant actuated

dispenser for dispensing fluid products. A valve assembly has a
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compressed air flow path therethrough with a valve member

obturating the compressed air flow path. A product containing

means in the device is connected to the aspirating means by a

product flow path. A hollow enclosure surrounds the other

end of the compressed air flow path and a piston is movable in

the hollow enclosure toward the valve and engagable with the

valve member after it has moved into the hollow enclosure for

actuating the valve member for opening the compressed air

flow path. An aerosol propellant cartridge having a spring

loaded dispensing valve is mounted on the device for move-

ment relative thereto for opening said dispensing valve, the

device is engaged with the piston for compressing air, the

piston engaging the valve member for opening the compressed

air flow path only after air in the piston-cylinder means has

been compressed.

3,788,527

QUICK-RELEASE AERATOR FOR INTRODUCING HIGH
PRESSURE AIR INTO A CONTAINER TO FACILITATE

DISPENSING

Carl G. Matson, Kawanee, III., assignor to Martin Engineering

Company, Neponset, III.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,519

Int.CI.B65gi//2

U.S.CI.222-195 10 Claims

r f
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dispensing valve being directed into the hollow enclosure for

moving the piston into the hollow enclosure. When the device

is moved relative to the cartridge, propellant dispensed into

the hollow enclosure drives the piston to compress air in the

hollow enclosure ahead of the piston and the piston engages

the valve member after it has moved into the enclosure suffi-

ciently far to build up the desired pressure of air within the en-

closure in order to open the valve member to allow the com-

pressed air to flow along the compressed air flow path. The

propellant is then vented away from the point of product

dispensing.

A container chargeable with a relatively large volume of air

under significant pressure and including quick-release valve

means for rapidly discharging the container via a self-con-

tained tubular outlet for suddenly releasing energy into a

receptacle for the purpose of accelerating the flow of granular

and like materials.

3,788,528

MINI DROPPER
Robert W. Ogle, Newport Beach, CaUf., assignor to IMS

Limited, Wilrtiington, Del.

Filed Aug. 23, 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 73,783

Int.CI.B65di7/00.47//S

U.S. CI. 222-209 7 Claims

3,788,526

COMPRESSED AIR OPERATED DISPENSER WITH
MECHANICAL FORCE MULTIPLYING MEANS

Marvin L. Thornton, Brookfield. Conn., and Pasquale R. Ric-

cio. Salem, N.H.. assignors to Ciba-Geigy CorporaUon, Ard-

sley. N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 240,725, April 3, 1972,

abandoned. This application Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,878

Int. CI. B67d 5154

U.S. CI. 222-193 7 Claims

\i( i
,

ni'ii!i!miii\\{\'{\mi'^fi

A compressed air actuated dispensing device has a valve as-

sembly having a valve body with a compressed air flow path

therethrough and a valve member movable in the valve body

and obturating the compressed air flow path. Aspirating

means is provided at one end of the compressed air flow path

and a product containing means in the device feeds product

through a product flow path to the aspirating means. A piston-

cylinder means is provided around the other end of the com-

pressed air flow path, and a mechanical force multiplying

means having an actuating member projecting out of the

A device adapted to dispense reagents comprising an outer

tubular member having an open end and a second end com-

prising an end wall having therein a concentric circular open-

ing, a vial received in the open end of said tubular member

having a resilient stopper sealing its open end, said stopper

having an annular shoulder thereon to prevent reciprocation

of said stopper in said vial, said stopper also having a projec-

tion thereon which is concentric with the stopper, a fluid

passage through said stopper and projection, said projection

extending through said concentric circular opening and

beyond said end wall of the tubular member, said projection

having an externally raised ring which forms a snap-fit on the

exterior of the concentric circular opening to restrain the pro-

jection against longitudinal movement within the opening,

said stopper also having an internally hollow convex dome-

like configuration in proximity to the inner end of said projec-

tion and extending beyond the end of said vial which is

adapted to be compressed when said vial is fully advanced

within said tubular member to expel a drop of fluid from said

vial through said fluid passage.
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I

3,788.529 . 3.788.531

MACHINE FOR DISPENSING AND DISTRIBUtING DRY COLLAPSIBLE SHOEHORN
FLOWABLE MATERIALS Clarence E. OMrield. 1 726 Colorado St.. Manhattan. Kans.

Daniel Lamar Christy. 1 18 Birchard Ave.. Fremont. Ohio Filed Jan. 31. 1973. Ser. No. 328,275

DivisionofSer. No. 641.725, April 26. 1967. Pat. No. Int. CL A47j5//0i
|

3,637.1 1 2. This application July 14. 1971.Ser.No. 162.337 I .S. CL 223-1 18 1 Chlm
Int. CI. GO If /J/00

U.S.CL 222-314 8 Claims ^^

7725-
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ing the continuous forms assembly through the printer. One of

the legs of the Y-shaped member includes an enlarged cut out

exposing the face of the form length held by the legs for print-

ing by the printer.

around the upper margin of the handhole and between the

inner surface of the end panel and the adjacent surface of the

flap Each end wall panel is preferably made of triple-folded

material with the flap being cut out of the inside face of the

material and the handhole being cut through the other two

thicknesses.

3,788,537

HAND-LOADED PIN CHUCK
William P. Fox, c/o Mechanical Application Inc., Edgecomb,

Maine
Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,845

lnt.CI. B25C//00

L.S. CI. 227-142 7 Claims

3,788.539

ENVELOPE LOCK
Paul Vjecsner, 350 W. 5 Isl St., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 28, 197 1, S«r. No. 193.325

lnt.CI.B65d27/22

U.S. CI. 229-77 3 Claims

A pin chuck comprising a spring pin holder and punch for

inserting the spring pin in a cooperating hole in a workpiece.

The construction of the tool permits ready substitution of dif-

ferent sized pin holders and punches whereby a range of pin

sizes may be inserted through the use of the same basic tool

The tool includes means for accurately controlling the extent

of the pin insertion into the hole.

In an envelope, a lock which is an integral part of the

material, comprising a locking-flap on the envelope-flap, and

a locking-slit in the envelope-wall confronting it After closing

of the envelope, locking-flap is inserted into slit, and held

secure in it due to the relative positions of the elements.

3,788,538

BEER CARTON
William A. Kuenzi, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to Miller Brew-

ing Company, Milwaukee, W is.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,408

lnt.CI.B65d5/i2.J/46

U.S. CI. 229-23 R 4 Claims

3,788,540

TRAVEL ENVELOPE WITH BAGGAGE TICKET AND
BAGGAGE CLAIM TICKET

David G. Sammons, 5 Havnes St. S.W ., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,815

Int.CI. B65d27/{;if

t.S. CI. 229-72 6 Claims

The entry of light into the interior of a beer carton through

the handholes thereof is prevented by flaps, one of which is

hingedly attached to the inner surface of each end panel above

the upper margin of the handhole The flaps are preferably

wider than the handholes, extend downwardly below the lower

margin of the handholes, and have a free lower edge. The flaps

are preferably deflectable inwardly along a fold line opposite

the upper margin of the handholes to permit entry of fingers

A travel envelope for enclosing an airline ticket is disclosed

which includes as an integral part thereof a baggage ticket

which can be torn away therefrom and attached to the

baggage of the traveler with a string. A baggage claim ticket is

also detachably connected to the envelope. Duplicate indicia

are applied to both the baggage ticket and baggage claim

ticket for identifying purposes.
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3,788,541

COMPUTATION DEVICE AND METHOD
Norman Gamer, 69-10 Yellowstone Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,279

Int. CI. G06c 29100, 2 7100, 3100

U.S. CI. 235-61 R 17 Claims

Fog having droplets in the above-mentioned size range is

produced by impacting a stream of water having a diameter in

the range of from about 1 25 to 400 microns at a velocity in ex-

cess of about 1 35 feet per second against a smooth, solid sur-

face. Such impact causes the stream of water to separate into

droplets in the selected size range. In one embodiment a noz-

zle having an orifice in the range of from about 1 25 to 400

micron diameter and operated at a pressure in excess of about

350 psi is used to create a water jet. A flat surface having sub-

stantially the same diameter as the orifice, normal to the ori-

fice, closely aligned with the orifice, and spaced only a short

distance from the orifice is employed for impacting the stream

coming out of the orifice. In another embodiment a surface

having compound convexity is arranged in front of the orifice

at a distance of up to about four millimeters. A complete

system involves a large plurality of such nozzles supplied with

water substantially free of particles having a size larger than

about 1 / 1 the diameter of the orifice, and at a pressure in ex-

cess of about 350 psi. Automatic control of such a system in

response to temperature and wind velocity and direction is

also provided.

A computation device for performing the mathematical

operations of multiplication and division is disclosed. The

device has a housing in which an indicator is fixedly located.

There is a first logarithmic scale mounted in the housing so as

to be movable with respect to the indicator. A second

logarithmic scale is mounted so as to be movable adjacent the

first scale and a gearing arrangement is provided which is en-

gageable with the first and second scales for fixing the posi-

tions of the scales with respect to each other and for jointly

moving the scale with respect to the indicator. The computa-

tion device can be used for converting a value in one set of

units directly into a value in another set of units by providing a

third logarithmic scale movable in fixed relation with the first

scale. A method of converting from a value in one set of units

to a value in another set of units using the computation device

according to the invention is also disclosed.

3,788,543

UNIFORM SIZE PARTICLE GENERATOR
Pierre St. Amand, and Irwin Koff, both of China Lake, CaUf.,

assignors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,202

Int. CI. AOlg 75/00

U.S. CI. 239—2 R 10 Claims

3,788,542

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Thomas R. Mee, Altadena, Calif., assignor to Mee Industries,

Inc., Altadena, Calif.

Filed Dec. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 103,170

Int. CI. EOlh 13100; AOlg 15100; B05b 1/26

U.S. CI. 239-2 R 20 Claims
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Control of the temperature and humidity of an environment

is obtained by injecting a large volume of water droplets mto

the air with a major portion of the water droplets being in the

range of from about 5 to 50 microns in diameter and with an

average diameter in the range of from about 10 to 30 microns^

In one embodiment such environmental control is employed

for cooling an outdoors area wherein the droplets provide

evaporative cooling. When temperatures are low a fog of

water droplets essentially opaque to infrared is provided as a

cover to crops for preventing frost damage. In another em-

bodiment means for injecting water droplets are arranged

within a roofed shelter having sides open at the top and bot-

tom for permitting air circulation. In another embodiment a

visible cloud is provided for decorative effect or as a medium

on which an image can be projected.

A method and apparatus is disclosed for generation of fine

particles, for example of silver iodide, from a nebulizer for

cloud seeding. The nebulizer comprises a large container in

which is maintained a constant level of a combustible or highly

volatile solution such as an acetone solution of silver iodide.

An ultra-sonic generator in the base of the container produces

micron size droplets of the solution in the airspace above the

solution. The droplets are forced out of the container by a

stream of solvent laden air into a burner or vent which burns

or evaporates the solvent. Fine particles of the solute silver

iodide remain for the cloud seeding operation.

3 788 544

AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Onni S. Koskinenm, West Bkwmfield, Birmingham, Mich.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,950

Int. CI. B05b 1 7104

U.S. CI. 239— 1

1

o * ^ CUims

An agricultural irrigation system is provided wherein a plu-

rality of relatively small water storage emitters are located in a
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land area to be irrigated Means are provided to s.multane-
.x, iVr^TinlJ^v^iTirM

ouslv fill all of the emitters from a central source of water FUEL INJECTION SYMfc-M

John M. Balky. Dunlap: Stanley J. Kranc, Morton, and

Richard A. De Keyser. Edelstein, all of III., assignors to

Caterpillar Tractor Co.. Peoria, III.

Filed June 26. 1972. Ser. No. 266.137

Int.CI. B05b//J6»

L.S.CI.239-120 8 Claims

*o

pressure and them simultaneously to actuate each emitter for

flow of w ater therefrom for irrigation purposes.

3,788,545

GAS PERMEATION TLBE AND METHOD FOR THE
FILLING THEREOF

Allan L. Budd. San Diego: Robert E. Foster, Delmar. both of

Calif., and Jonathan S. Greenberg. Arlington. Va.. assignors

to Monitor Labs Inc.. San Diego. Calif.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,272

Int. CI. A24f 25100, A61I 9/04

I .S. CI. 239—34 6 Claims

There is disclosed a fuel injection no/zle and valve assembly

having a closed leakage collection chamber surrounding the

valve assembly. The collection chamber comprises an annular

chamber defined by the valve housing and a bore formed in

the cylinder head of an engine

3,788,547

SPRAYING APPARATUS
Kari-Heinz Stahl, Zum Fekrhen 20. Nussdorf'Bodensee, Ger-

many: V\emer Stahl, Nussdorf/ Bodensee. and Fritz Fend,

Regensburg, both of Germany, assignors to said Karl-Heinz

Stahl, bv said VV erner Stahl and Fritz Fend

Filed Mar. 30, 1973. Ser. No. 346,284 I

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 5, 1972, P 22 16

415.4
,

Int. CI. B05b / 124, 7128, 9100 '

L'.S. CI. 239- 1 29 3 CUIms

A first permeation tube embodiment has a housing with ex-

terior circular grooves at one end thereof A gas permeable.

Teflon membrane is fitted aver the grooved end and an annu-

lar retaining ring is then press fitted over the grtxned end to

create a tortuous seal An opposite end of the housing con-

tains a needle valve inlet through which a precisely metered

volume of gas is introduced by a gas transfer technique

A second permeation tube embodiment includes a con-

tainer from which liquified gas flows to envelop the exterior

surface of a tubular membrane Air flows through the mem-

brane to dilute gas permeating inwardly through the mem-

brane.

In a spraying apparatus in which a liquid is atomized by a

pulsating stream of combustion gases discharged through an

elongated exhaust pipe from a combustion chamber equipped

with a carburetor for use of liquid fuel, the exhaust pipe is

equipped with at least two atomi/mg nozzles. One nozzle near

the free orifice of the exhaust pipe is fed the active agent to be

sprayed, and the other nozzle near the combustion chamber is

supplied with water or similar cooling liquid which evaporates

in the combustion gases and cools the same sufficiently to per-

mit a dispersion of heat-sensitive insect pathogens, such as

Bacillus thunngiensis, to be atomized at the nozzle near the ex-

haust pipe orifice. i
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3,788,548

CONTROL TEMPERATURE BLOW STICK FOR
INJECTION MOLD APPARATUS

Helmut O. Hentsch, Chicago, HI., assignor to Continental Can

Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,893

Int. CLB05b/ 5/00

U.S.CL 239-132.3 5 Claims

ter section, both sections being communicated with the

discharge valve of a pressurized package container. A channel

connecting said discharge valve and the greater diameter sec-

tion is choked by a flow regulating means, a needle valve for

instance. As the contents of the pressurized package container

(liquefied gas composition) enters the greater diameter sec-

tion of the piston cylinder at a controlled rate, the free piston

An improved blow stick for receiving and forming a ther-

moplastic parison within an injection mold and includes elon-

gated core forming member having a bore therethrough. A

second hollow member is carried within said bore and is pro-

vided with an exterior surface which mates with the surface of

the bore to form cooling passages for the circulation of a cool-

ing fluid. Additionally, sources of cooling fluids and expansion

fluids are connected to said cooling passages and to said hol-

low member for respectively transferring heat from a parison

formed on the core forming member and for subsequently ex-

panding the parison against an expansion mold.

B'

3 788 549

PLASTIC DISPENSING NOZZLE WITH POURING SPOUT

WITH REMOVABLE SEAL

Efrem M. Ostrowsky, Highland Park, JU., assignor to Federal

Tool & Plastics, a Division of VCA Corporation, Chicago, lU.

Continuation of Ser. No. 165,674, July 23, 1 97 1 ,
abandoned.

This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,344

Int. CI. B65d / 7/24

U.S. CL 239-309 2 Claims

moves toward the smaller diameter section and effects spray-

ing when the piston has moved to some extent. After the

spraying is effected, the free piston returns to the initial posi-

tion ^nd thus intermittent spraying is repeated. This valve can

be used for the conventional pressurized packaging and inter-

mittent spraying is effected at constant intervals regardless of

change in the ambient temperature.

3,788,551

SPRINKLER DRIVE

George M. Standal, 1916 San Fernando PL, Victoria, B.C.,

Canada
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,751

Int. CLB05b 3/76

U.S. CI. 239-242 ^ Claims

A plastic nozzle in combination with a closure cap in which

the mouth of the nozzle has a central pouring spout and

removable sealing means therefor, which when removed

opens the pouring spout.

3,788,550

AUTOMATIC INTERMITTENT SPRAY VALVE FOR
PRESSURIZED PACKAGING

Shigeo Nishiguchi, Shimo-Tsuga, and Masahiko Okatani, Fu-

jisawa, both of Japan, assignors to Tokusyu Aerosol Com-

pany, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,789

Int.CLB65dSJ//4

U.S. CI. 239-337 5 Claims

An automatic intermittent spray valve for pressurized

packaging or aerosols comprising a piston cylinder which is

composed of a greater diameter section and a smaller diame-

An oscillating sprinkler drive for pivotally moving the spray

tube of an oscillating sprinkler in partial overlapping oscilla-

tional movements to facilitate even distribution of water over

a rectangular area. The drive primarily comprises a drive cam

and a follower arm which are operatively connected to the

spray tube through conventional linkage. The cam is designed

to reverse movement of the spray tube at preselected angular

positions between angular limits set by the conventional link-

age. By strategically locating these reversing points, more

water may be directed toward the center of the spray pattern

to compensate for the dwell of the spray tube at the angular

limits.
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3.788,552

SPRINKLER UNIT

James C. Roberts, 530 Broadway, Escondido. Calif.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973. Set. No. 348.761

Int. CI. A62c J //22

L.S. CI. 239—276

3,788,554

LIQLID SPRAYING APPARATUS
Frank Guise, Tamworth, England, assignor to BInks-Bullows

Limited, Brownhiik, Staffordshire, England

Filed Aug. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 278,051

4 Claims Claims priority, application Great BriUin. Aug. 6, 1971.

37,030/71
,

Int. CI. B05b 9104 I

t.S.CL 239-332 4 Claims

A sprinkler unit having a tubular portion supported in the

ground for passing a water supply conduit from the ground to

a sprinkler cap to direct water against an inverted platform on

the cap that is open to one side.

3,788,553

SHOWER WITH OIL RESERVOIR

Gertrude E. Heckman, 4395 W . 4th St.. Reno. Nev.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336.822

Int. CI. B05b/ //S.7/2S

U.S.CL 239-315

Liquid spraying apparatus especially, but not exclusively for

use m paint spraying operations, the apparatus comprising a

conduit which has at one end a piston reciprocable by power-

operated means and which is connected at its other end to a

diaphragm pump, said pump being actuable by pressure ap-

plied to a column of liquid in said conduit by said piston, the

diaphragm having a liquid inlet which is disposed adjacent to

the pump and having an outlet which is connected to one end

of a further conduit adapted at its other end to be connected

to a spray gun.

7 Claims

3.788.555

APPARATUS FOR PROJECTING PLLRAL COMPONENT
MATERIAL UPON A SUITABLE BASE

David Harrison, Fort Lauderdale, and Paul R. Saini. Miami,

both of Fla., assignors to Ransburg Electro Coating Corp-.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 32,064. April 27. 1970, Pat. No.

3.676.197. This application May 1. 1972, Ser. No. 248,968

Int.Cl. B05b7//4

U.S. CI. 239-336 * ^'•'•"s

This specification discloses a shower with oil reservoir com-

prising two basic elements. These are a shower head that is

generally conventional and a reservoir for bath oil mounted

withm the head. A tubular filling spdut extends from the reser-

voir to the head, adjacent to the upper end of these members

with its outer end having a removable closure. A perforated

plate constitutes the lower end of the reservoir and cooperat-

ing therewith is a valve plate within the reservoir and mounted

on the upper end of a plunger that is reciprocal in a central

opening in the perforated plate and extends through a hole in

the end plate assembly of the head. The lower end of the

shower head takes the form of a pair of perforated plates the

inner of which is fixed while the outer plate is rotatable by a

fin depending therefrom to adjust the amount and character of

the oil water mixture emitted from the head.
.

An apparatus for and a method of providing a mixed spray

of a plural component material and curing agent with granular

material entrained in the mixed spray. The apparatus includes

curing agent spray means, outboard plural component materi-

al spray means flanking the curing agent spray means and
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granular material dispensing or emitting means. The outboard

spray means includes a plurality of spaced apart spray nozzle

means inclined toward each other so as to provide converging

sprays of the plural component material. The sprays are

adapted to converge and intersect externally of the apparatus

prior to deposition upon a surface. The curing agent spray

means provides a spray of curing agent which intersects and

mixes with the sprays of the plural component material.

Granular material entrained in a fluid medium mixes with the

sprays of plural component materials so as to provide a mixed

spray of plural component material and curing agent with

granular material entrained therein.

thereof having a progressively diminishing depth to effect

uniform flow of liquid through radial passages leading into the

3.788,556

COMPRESSED AIR OPERATED DISPENSER WITH
HYDRAULIC FORCE MULTIPLYING MEANS

Pasquale R. Riccio, Salem. N.H., assignor to Clba-Gelgy Cor-

poration. Ardsley. N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 240.026. March 31, 1972,

abandoned. This application Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,699

Int.Cl. B05byy/00
U.S. CI. 239-349 3 Claims

A fluid product dispenser using compressed air as a

dispensing medium. The device has a valve assembly with a

valve body which has a compressed air flow path therethrough

and a valve member movable in the valve body and obturating

said compressed air flow path. Aspirating means is provided at

one end of the compressed air flow path, and a product flow

path extends from a product containing means to the aspirat-

ing means. The device has a hollow enclosure around the

other end of the compressed air flow path, and a piston means

closes the hollow enclosure. Either the piston means or the

valve body is movable relative to the other for reducing the

size of the hollow enclosure and for bringing the piston means

and the valve member into engagement to move the valve

member to open the compressed air flow path. Hydraulic

force multiplying means is operatively associated with the

piston means and valve body for moving the piston means and

valve body relative to each other. The piston means engages

the valve member for opening the compressed air flow path

only after air between the piston and the valve body has been

compressed.

bore. Means are provided at the inlet end of the adaptor to in-

sure centering of the hose coupling attached thereto.

3,788,558

CUTTING TORCH
Akira Ujiie, Kobe; Hiroshi Shimoyama, Kakogawa, and Nanji

Ueda, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishiki Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha and Koike Sanso Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha, 03
Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,369

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 27, 1971, 46/84681

Int. CI BOSh 1/34

U.S. CL 239—424 1 Cbim

3,788,557

LIQUID INJECTION ADAPTOR
Maurice C. Breunsbach, Hamburg, N.Y., assignor to Spirolet

Corporation, North Tonawanda, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 247,207, April 24, 1972, and

Ser. No. 266,393, June 26, 1972, Pat. No. 3,743,187, said Ser.

No. 247,207, is a division of Ser. No. 7,747, Feb. 2, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,692,243, said Ser. No. 266,393, Continuation of Ser. No.

77,880. This application Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,193

Int. CI. B05b 7//0, F16k 19/00

U.S. CI. 239-401 15Ctoims

A resiliently yieldable adaptor having a bore therethrough is

provided with a liquid manifold passage at the inlet end

A cutting torch of divergent nozzle type having a primary

cutting oxygan passage, a plurality of secondary cutting ox-

ygen passages arranged in a ring-like form surrounding said

primary cutting oxygen passage at the cutting tip, and at least

one preheating flame passage arranged to surround said

secondary cutting oxygen passages, said primary cutting ox-

ygen passage having an intermediate reduced diameter por-

tion terminating in a flared portion open at a circular nozzle

outlet, and the jet of the secondary cutting oxygen from said

secondary cutting oxygen passages being adapted to provide

an apparent cutting oxygen outlet with a diameter equal to the

inner diameter of the ring defined by said secondary cutting

oxygen passages.
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3,788,559

INJECTION NOZZLE FOR LIQtID FUEL

Johan Holger Graffman, 9, Blomsterstigen. Danderyd, Sweden

Filed Aug. 29, 1972. Ser. No. 284,493

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 20. 1972,

3557/72
Int.CI. B05b//J0

L.S. CI. 239-533 5 Claims

3,788,561

APPARATI S FOR EMPLOYING SEALS TO CLOSURES
FOR CONTAINERS

Burton J. Vilagi, Amherst, and William C. Stumphauzer,

South Leffield Lake, both of Ohio, assignors to Nordson Cor-

poration. Amherst. Ohio

Filed Aug. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 279,327

Int.CI. B05b///4

CS.CL 239-553.5 9 Claims

An injection nozzle for liquid fuel supplied under pulsating

pressure and atomized at the nozzle opening formed between

a fixed valve seat and a movable valve body which includes a

Fixed valve seat in the shape of a cone, a movable valve body

of corresponding shape and an annular spring supported on

the valve body at a distance from the nozzle opening. The noz-

zle opening is concentric with relation to the annular spring

which supports the valve body in its cooperation with the

valve seat.

ERRATUM
For Class 239—553 see:

Patent No. 3,788,561

Apparatus for emplacing a seal on a closure for a container

in which a seal forming material is deposited on the surface of

the closure initially in a pattern of discrete droplets and fused

to form a homogeneous layer.

3,788,562

RECOVERY OF ASBESTOS FIBERS FROM ASBESTOS
ORE

Charles A. Greenlav. Asbestos, Quebec. Canada, and Ehrhardt

Andreas. Munster. Germany, assignors to Hazemag Hartzer-

kleinerungs-lnd Zement-Maschinenbau-Gesellschaft mbH.

Munster. Germany
Filed Feb. 16. 1972, S«r. No. 226,887 I

Int.CLB02c/i/09

L.S.a.241-4 9 culms

3,788,560

LIGHTING FIXTURE

Harold L. Hough. Beverly, and Julian J. Wierzbicki. Peabody,

both of Mass., assignor to GTE Sylvania Incorporated

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,940

Inl.CKH05b.U/02

II.S. CL 240-51.1 IR 3 Claims

20 IS

An ultraviolet lighting source for cyring organic coatings is

disclosed herein. The high intensity lamp of the fixture is held

in a temperature resistant lamp holder that allows the lamp

freedom for expansion and contraction. Also, a shield is pr^

vuied to protect the critical lamp seal from the high operating

temperatures generated by the lamp.

An apparatus and a method are disclosed Asbestos ore

chunks are admitted into a housing in a vertical or near verti-

cal path and into the orbit of striking bars on a rotor which

turns about a horizontal axis in the housing. Downstream of

the point of contact of each chunk with the striking bars, as

seen with reference to the direction of rotation of the rotor, is

an impact plate and the arrangement is such that each chunk

will be struck only once by the striking bar of the rotor and

fiung only once against the impact plate, thereby becommg

crushed bv the impact. A suction conduit communicates with

the housing in the region where the crushing takes place so as

to immediately withdraw asbestos fibers which are liberated

by the crushing.
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3 788 563 3,788,565

COMMINUTER WITH HIGH SHEAR ROTOR AND ULTRA FINE COLLOID MILL
cuMiviir^Li tR

sTATOR R«*>ert E. Adams, Hudson, N.Y., assignor to Columbia Preci-

Robert E. Adams, Hudson, N.Y., assignor to Columbia Preci- sion Corporatlon^New Yoric, N.Y.

sion Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,887

Int.CI.B02cyi/06

U.S. CL241-46.il

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,884

Int.CLB02c2//00

U.S. CL241-46.il 16 Claims

5 Claims

r'
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ments into individual cubes and passage of the cubes through

sized openings between the rods to a second conveyor station

where \he cubes and fine ice pieces are discharged along

separate paths.

3,788,567

DISPOSING DEVICE FOR SYNTHETIC RESIN WASTE

Vlasatoni \amada, Iwata, J»p*n, assignor to Mitsubishi

Petrochemical Company Limited, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Oct. 22. 1971. Ser. No. 191,754

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 23. 1970.

45/093733
Int. CI. B02c 23102

U.S. CI. 241-247
3^'-"»*
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3.788,569

CRtSHER WITH HYDRAIT.ICAIXY ADJUSTED

ROTARY ASSEMBLY FOR SUPPORTING AND
GYRATING A CONICAL HEAD

Robert H. Kemniti, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, W is.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,049 ,

Int. CI. B02c 2104 I

IJ.S. CI. 241-214 5 Claims

51

^'f ,15 31 32 15 M 30 ;35r ^8,^

Device for disposing of synthetic resin waste wherein the

waste material of different kinds, such as polyvmyl chloride

resin waste, and polyethylene resin waste mixed ^'^^ sand,

paper, metal pieces, etc is processed by melting and binding

The synthetic resin component in such waste matenal for

subsquent use.

3.788.568

RECOVERY OF SALVAGEABLE COMPONENTS FROM
WASTE MATERIAL

Paul G. Marsh, MIddletown. Ohio, assignor to Black Ctowson

Fibreclalm. Inc.. New York, N.Y.
, ,,« «u»

Division of Ser. No. 99,986. Dec. 21. »»70. Pat. No. 3,720.380.

This application Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,445

Int.CLB02c/S/40
2 Claims

U.S.CL 241-69
zciaun*

n.10 aXTI IMTtRMLf

A gyratory crusher is disclosed having a two-piccc central

upHRht routing cam assembly for supporting and camming a

crushing head to gyrate relative to a surrounding stationary

concave earned by a frame The two-piece rotating assembly

compnses a cylindncal sleeve joumaled in a lower portion of

the crusher frame to rotate about a vertical axis, and a shaft

having a lower portion joumaled in the sleeve for vertical

movement relative to the sleeve and with the lower shaft por-

tion ke\ed to the sleeve to rotate with the sleeve An upper

portion of the shaft cams the head to gyrate by being inclined

relative to the lower and vertical portion of the shaft, with a

central axis of the upper shaft portion intersecting a vertical

central axis of the lower shaft portion at a point above the

shaft A piston is arranged beneath the lower portion of the

shaft operable by fluid pressure to move vertically relative to

the frame to raise and lower the rotating head camming shaft

within the routing sleeve, to thereby adjust the spacing

between the head carried by the camming shaft and the con-

cave earned by the frame A bearing arrangement for the

routing sleeve and the lower shaft portion is also disclosed

which in one embodiment of the invention includes a pair of

self-aligning sphencal roller bearings A first of the ^Pher.cal

roller beanngs is arranged between the rotating sleeve and the

frame adjacent the upper end of the sleeve, and a second of

the sphencal roller bearings is arranged below the sleeve and

between the shaft and the frame, and provides for the sleeve to

mainuin contact with the shaft along the entire axial length of

the sleeve.

Glass and aluminum are recovered from a mixture of solid

waste such as municipal waste, by reducing the frangible por-

tions of the waste to a size less than a preselected max.murn

ze. centnfugally treaung the reduced portions to divide the

g"ss. aluminum and other inorganics from the fbrous and

other organic components, separating the aluminum from the

glai and other ino\^anics. and segregating the colorless glass

from the remaining, relatively opague inorganics.

3,788.570

SPINNING REEL FOR FISHING

Tatsuya Yamazaki. Fuchu, and Yasomatsu Morishlta. Kure.

both of Japan, assignors to Ryobi Ltd.. Fuchushi. Hiroshima-

ken. Japan
Filed Aug. 4. 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 68,864

Claims priority, application Japan, I>^/2»970 45^24086;

Mar 4, 1971, 46-13928: Apr. 28, 1971,46-33804

Int.CLA01k«9/00

L.S. a. 242-84.2 IR ^ Claims

A fishing spinning reel having a uniury rotor, gear P>pe. and

pinion engaging a uniury crown gear and axis
P'PJ ;rh.ch ha^

a polygonal bore, at a point skew to the radius of the crown
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gear. The rotor is reuined in the main body by a stopper plate

which is inserted in a radial slot on the gear pipe through a slit

Zbb

3,788,572

STRIP TAKE-UP THREADING DEVICE

Richard J. Wroblewski. Fairport, N.Y., assignor to Eastmak

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 3. 1971, Ser. No. 139.531

Int. CI. B65h 75128, 25104

U.S. CI. 242-210 3 Claims

in the main b<xly The bail roller assembly has its roller

separated from its axis by an oil-absorbent synthetic resin

which is uneffected by water.

3.788.571

TAPE CARTRIDGE LOADING AND POSITIONING
SYSTEM

Leslie P. Finster, lUon; Richard J. Petkovsek, MiddleviUe;

Trevor D. Reader, New Hartford; Warren A. Reynolds,

lUon, and William A. Sours, Sauquoit, aU of N.Y., assignors

to Cogar Corporation, Wapplngers Falls, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8. 197 1 . Ser. No. 104,933

lnt.CI.Gllb/5/66,2i//0

U.S.CL 242-195 23 Claims

A tape deck utilizing a loader for properly positioning a tape

cartridge is disclosed. The cartridge includes an internal

supply reel which is adapted to rotate freely within the car-

tridge housing when the cartridge is mounted, by means of the

loader, onto the supply drive spindle. A spring in the supply

drive spindle forces the supply reel to assume the free rotation

orientation during the mounting step. The loader, which is

hinged to the tape deck, receives the cartridge therein when

the loader is in its elevated "loading" position. The loader is

then lowered down to the tape deck; the position of the car-

tridge within the loader is such that lowering the loader causes

an eyelet attached to the recording tape in the supply reel of

the cartridge to be affixed to a clasp attached to the per-

manent leader element coupled to the tape deck take-up reel.

The loader is initially locked in place by the closing of a

locking lever, which also serves to unblock the tape travel

path by withdrawing a lug adjacent to the leader clasp. When

tape advance commences, the movement of the leader clasp

activates an auxiliary lock which, independently of the locking

lever prevents the loader from being prematurely elevated

while any tape is still out of the cartridge. A plurality of elec-

tromechanical sensors on the tape deck is responsive to the

loading and locking steps to initiate specific electronic actions

relating to the tape drive and the data control functions per-

formed by the system electronics.

A take-up device, adapted to receive a reel on a rotauble

support member of such device and to wind strip material

onto a reel so received, is provided with a plurality of guide

members which are movable to respective threading positions

surrounding a received reel for snubbing a leading portion of

strip material onto the received reel. One of the guide mem-

bers is movable to several sensing positions ( 1 ) for detecting

the presence at the support member of a reel without strip

material wound thereon, (2) for detecting the absence of a

reel at the support member and (3) for detecting the presence

at the support member of a reel with a predetermined length

of strip material wound thereon. A control is operatively as-

sociated with the sensing guide member and a strip feeding

mechanism for preventing strip threading either in the

absence of a reel at the support member or should a reel with a

predetennined length of strip material wound thereon be

received on the support member. Upon snubbing of a leading

portion of a strip material onto a received reel, a succeeding

portion of such material is tensioned and a strip tension sensor

of the take-up device actuates retraction of the guide mem-

bers other than the sensing guide member from the outermost

convolution of strip material wound on the received hub.

3,788,573

ROLL PAPER DISPENSER

John Ira Thomson, and Ralph T. Hensley. both of Lansing. lU.,

assignors to The Raymond Lee Organization. Inc.. New

York, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,081

Int.CL B65h 49/00, DOlh 7//6

U.S. CI. 242-55.2 ^ C'"""*

H _\ 'LJLylO

1^ '^ "^Al9

A roll paper dispenser for paper towels and toilet paper in

which the roll is directly inserted or removed from an open
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end of the rotatable sp.ndle. being retained on the spindle by

nbs which are slightly oversize the internal diameter of the

oaoer roll Provisions are made for regulating the frictional

iorque of the spindle by means of an adjustable compression

soring Provision is also made for permitting the spindle to

rotate freelv or to be completely restrained from further rota-

tion, by means of a sliding lever which either clears, or inter-

feres with projecting pins on a disc fastened to the end of the

spindle.

modulation of the same may be effected either by varying

motor speed as a substantially instantaneous function of cable

3,788.574

ENDLESS TAPE CARTRIDGE

Alfred V> Wakeman, Durham, and Robert L. Manierre, Slam-

ford, both of Conn., assignors to Audio Devices, Inc., Glen-

brook, Conn.
Filed Nov. 25, 1966, S«r. No. 596.940

Int. CI. B65h 1 7I4S

L.S.CL 242-55.19 A
28 Claims

/:g^^ '^v.;/~^"/i> 'jiN^ ^" - -

tension or bv mtermittant driving of the same In either event,

a unit-handled mechanical tensiometer is relied upon to sense

cable tension. i

3.788,576
'

MAGNETIC TAPE CARTRIDGE AND STOR4GE
APPARATUS

Walter Siegbert Buslik, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Interna-

tional Business MachineyCorporation. Armonk. N.Y .

Filed Dec. 1 1. 1 97 2, Ser. No. 3 13,7 16
|

Inl.CI.G03b //04. Glib /.VJ2,2J/04

L'.S.CI.242-199
^O^"-'""*

A tape cartridge for containing an endless coil of tape, the

cartridge having a rotatable tape reel upon which the tape is

wound and openings in the cartridge along one wall thereof

exposed to the tape feeding and tape recording and reproduc-

ing mechanism of a recordmg playback instrument with which

the cartridge is to be used, the tape being wound on the reel

for feeding in an open loop from the innermost convolution of

the coil, past the openings in the cartridge and back to the ou-

termost convolution of the coil.

V*** M

A tape cartridge is formed with a normally closed split hous-

ing that encloses a partially open inner shroud within which a

tape reel is mounted When the cartridge is moved forward to

a drive capstan at a read/write station, the force of a tensioned

closing element is overcome to open the housing^ At such

time a spring-loaded element is released to urge the shroud

for^vard. so that the tape reel is brought into contact with the

capstan. The housing has external locking parts that afford

coupling a plurality of cartridges, and thus allow serial move-

ment of the locked cartridges past the read/write station.

3,788,575

AUTOMATIC AND SEMIALTOMATIC REEL TENDERS

Clifford T. Boettcher. 3 Fawn Dr., AsheviUe, N.C., and David

O. Creasman. deceased. Pisgah Hwy.. Rt. 1. late of Candler,

N C (bv FrancesS. Creasman, administratrix)

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 100,059. This application

Apr. 14, 1972, S«r. No. 244,065

Int. CI. B65h 75140, 59100, 59138

L S CI. 242-86.5 R 22 Claims

'An automatic reel tender especially adapted for use m un-

derground cable laying operations employs a positive cable

reel drive whose operation is modulated as a function of vary-

ng cable tension to match mean cable pay-out with advance^

ment of the cable laying equipment. A hydraulic '"otoj 's in

positive driving engagement with the cable supply reel and

I

3,788,577

PNEUMATIC TUBE CARRIER END CLOSURE
CONSTRUCTION

Charles B. Bamelt, Akron, and Larry A. Morrison. North

Canton, both of Ohio, assignors to Diebold. Incorporated,

Canton, Ohio ,„o ^e.t
Filed Dec. 16, 1971. Ser. No. 208,756

Int.CI.B65g.W/p6
_..._-, 7 Claims

*A closure construction for an open end of a generally tubu-

lar material-conveying carrier for a pneumatic tube system

especially adapted for banking service transactions. The end

closure, preferably is formed of lightweight molded plastic

components, and is pivotally mounted for smooth and ready
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lateral movement across an open end of the carrier body

between fully closed and fully open positions. The end closure

side wall is tapered enabling the carrier to move through pneu-

matic tube bends having reduced radii. An inturned flange is

formed on the end closure and engages an outturned flange on

flight director during localizer beam capture, tracking and

runway alignment modes of flight. Localizer damping is pro-

a. 2D e X

the carrier body when in closed position preventing axial

movement of the end closure away from the carrier body. A

spring-biased toggle-connected mechanism is contained in a

cavity formed within the end closure to urge and hold the clo-

sure in either fully closed or fully open position. «

vided as a function of inertial drift angle, i. e., the angle

between the heading and instantaneous ground track of the

craft.

3 788 578

SEMIRIGID AIRFOIL FOR AIRBORNE VEHICLES

Thomas E. Sweeney, 95 Hartley Ave., Princeton, N J.; Philip

M. Condit, 7529 S.E. 40th St., Mercer Island, Wash.;

Robert A. Ormiston, 1033 Crestview Dr., Mountain View,

Calif., and Walter Barry Nixon, 30 Merritt Dr., Trenton,

NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 144,861, May 19, 1971, Pat. No.

3 742318. This application Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308^14

Int. CI. B64C5//2. 9/34

U.S.CL 244-3.28 7 Claims

3,788,580

APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING MOVABLE DEVICES

Wolfgang Schneider, Hesshefan; Egbert Diethehn Piekarek,

and Stefan Thommes, both of Frankenthal, aU of Germany,

assignors to Klein, Schanzlin & Becker Aktiengesellschaft,

Frankenthal/Pfalz, Germany
Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,682

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 4, 1970,

2059639
Int. CI. F16I 3116, 27110, 43100

U.S. CI. 248— 14 21 Claims

'<„

The present invention relates to a semi-rigid airfoil for use

with airborne vehicles and capable of being folded and/or

warped. The airfoil includes a rigid spar defining a ledding

edge and a cable defining the trailing edge with the root end

thereof secured to the fuselage of the vehicle and the other

end to a tip truss structure, with a flexible material forming top

and bottom airfoil surfaces. Means are also provided for twist-

ing portions of the airfoil about an axis extending through the

root end, and means for pivoting the spar to fold against the

fuselage.

3 788 579

AIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEM USING INERTIALLV
SENSED DATA

John T. Sllney, Hackensack, N J., assignor to The Bendix Cor-

poration, Teterboro, NJ.
Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,522

Int. CLB64C/ i/20

U.S.CI.244-77A f^^"^^
A system using signals available from an on-board inertial

platform for controlling an aircraft through an autopilot or

A substantially spherical external reactor pump has an ex-

ternal portion extending therefrom. Three projections, rela-

tively short in relation to the diameter of said pump, are

disposed about the external portion substantially equidistant

from one another. An annular stress-transmitting member

consists of three concentric annular rings which are positioned

adjacent to one another and together from an annular groove

arranged to mate with the projections for engagement

therewith. Each of the rings is independently movable, the two

exterior rings being movable in vertical directions, while the

center ring is movable in radial directions. The movement of

the respective rings is limited by a series of brackets which are

mounted on corresponding foundations, these being posi-

tioned behind corresponding projections. The temperature

variations of the brackets are minimized to effect minimum

displacement of the external reactor pump, and therefore the

auxiliary equipment and conduits leading thereto. In the event

of a rupture in one of the conduits, the resulting forces are

transmitted by way of the rings to the brackets and to the

foundation.
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3,788^81
^ MACHINE SUPPORT BASE

James L. Rutzick, 1540 Goodrick Ave., S«. Paul, Minn.

Filed July 5, 1972, S«r. No. 269,1 1

1

InLCI.F16m/J/00

U.S. CI. 248—22

supporting and maintaining a garbage can on each side

thereof. Also, the present disclosure provides a cooperable

5 Claims
—:A

_

A base for supporting and stabilizing washing machines in

domestic or commercial laundries includes a drain system for

controlling spills and is vibraUon-dampening. ^^^^ pressure system for readily inserting the garbage can rack

^ into the ground without the use of tools or digging imple-

ments.

3 788 582

CONNECTOR FOR NON-METALLIC SHEATHED CABLE

Weslev W. Swanquist, South Bend. Ind., assignor to AU-Steel 3.788,584^ CONTAINER ANCHOR RACK

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,905 Robert F. Deike, 420 E. Fox Farm. Cheyenne. Wyo.

Int. CI. F16I5m Filed Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 169,919

U.S. CI. 248-56 S^"-""* Int. CI. B65f / /02 .

U.S. a. 248-154 lOCUims

A connector for connecting non-metallic sheathed cable to

electrical boxes in which the connector is an all plastic,

screwless device, in the form of a tubular plastic body having a

cross bore in the end of same that is to protrude from the box

in which is journaled a rotary cam member that is shaped to

permit readv application of the cable to the connector body in

one position of the cam member relative to the body, and to

indent the cable into an opposing recess formed in the connec-

tor body, m the inverted position of the rotary cam member,

with the body being bisected extending from the other or

mounting end of the same up to the cross bore for contraction

purposes to permit application of the body mounted end into

the box knock-out openmg, and with the action of the cam

member in indenting the cable being effective to expand the

body mounting end to anchor same to the box.

3,788,583

GARBAGE CAN RACK
Jerry A. Byrd. 14850 W. Dixie Hwy., North Miami, Fla.

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,428

Int. CI. A47g 29/00

U.S.CI.248-146
\Q.\»im

In abstract, a preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion relates to a rack for supporting one or more garbage cans

above the ground. In particular, the rack of the present disclo-

sure comprises a generally elongated tubular member adapted

to be inserted within the ground and provided with generally

transversely extending upper and lower support means for

An inexpensive stand or rack supportmg a barrel, drum,

garbage can. or the like receptacle in spaced relation above

the ground and having upstanding abutments and a rotatably

mounted cam locking the receptacle to the rack. The abut-

ments and cam are vertically adjustable on the rack to overlie

beads or rims of different heights on the bottom periphery of

the receptacles. The abutments are also adjustable toward and

away from the cam to accommodate receptacles of different

sizes The rack is preferably an angle iron A-frame with the

cam rotatably mounted at the apex thereof, the abutments

mounted at the divergent ends of the legs and mounting bolts

or anchor legs depending from cross^struts.

3 788 585

STABILISER APPARATUS FOR MLLTI-DIRECTIONAL
MOVEMENT OF A CAMERA

AUin Olivier Felix Masseron, 7 rue de I Abbe Carton, Paris,

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,097

Int. a. F 16m ///20

L.S.CI.248-178 23 Claims

Stabiliser apparatus for multi-directional movement of a

camera which apparatus includes an arm adapted to be fitted
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to a swivel support, the said arm having a swivel head with a pulled loose of the base and the a soci,, d ^"^e ^V --"^^1

fixing device for^ a camera and having means for balancing tension. The cylinder may be attached to the seat by a variety

i-^::#5•^
I"&

with respect to the swivel support the weight of the said arm

and its load when present.

3,788,586

TORSION ROD CHAIR IRON

Donald E. McNally, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Steelcase

Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Dec. 1 2, 1 969, Ser. No. 884,4 1

3

Int.CI.A47cJ/02i

U.S. CI. 248-373 7 Claims

of fasteners which either respond to axial tension in the

manner of the afore-described spring washer or may be

removed manually without the use of tools.

^a*

3,788,588

WALL HANGER
Robert K. Tendkr, 29 1 3 N. St. N.W., Washington, D.C.

Fikd Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,174

Int.CLA47f7//4

U.S.CL 248-467 12 Claims

HOOK. 16

^» TAPE. 15

/

ADHESIVE SIDE, 20

3U
( ADHESIVE SIDE . 20

A torsion bar chair iron in which a tubular housing member

of rectangular cross section is secured to the spindle of a chair

base The spindle passes laterally through the tubular housing

and is secured at the top and bottom thereof. A torsion bar

passes longitudinally through the housing member, passing ad-

jacent the spindle. It is fixed in one end of the housing but is

rotatable in the other end thereof. At the rotatable end, out-

side of the housing, a lever is fixedly secured to the torsion

bar. Chair support members are rotatably secured to the ends

of the torsion bar and a chair is secured to the chair support

members.

There is disclosed the use of a continuous strip of adhesive

tape twisted on itself at a central region thereof as a hanger for

supporting pictures, flat surface mounting structures and the

like in conjunction with a picture hook, a protrusion from a

wall or the like. The central portion is elongated to facilitate

adjustment of the picture on the wall. This system has more

mechanical stability than pure double-back adhesive hangers

and does not have the disadvantage of adhesive strips with

holes in them which preclude balancing the picture

.

3,788,587

RESILIENT COLUMN
Hansjorg Stemmler, Koblenz, Germany, assignor to Stabilus

Industrie-und Handelsgesellschaft mbH, Kobknz-Neuen-

dorf , Germany
Filed Dec. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 312,313

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 23, 1971, G 78

48 492.9
Int. CI. A47c J/22

U.S. CI. 248-400 16 Claims

The single column supporting the seat of a stool or chair

consists of two telescoping tubes and a pneumatic spring in the

communicating bores of the tubes, the cylinder of the spring

being secured to the tube attached to the seat and the piston

rod being secured to the tube attached to the base of the chair

by a spring washer. A circumferential groove near the free end

of the piston rod is engaged by tongs extending into the central

opening of the spring washer so that the piston rod may be

3 788 589

ADJUSTABLE PICTURE FRAME HOLDER
Herbert Schuize, Bosperde, Germany, assignor to Firma R.

Schuize & Co. KG, Bosperde, Germany

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,567

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 18, 1971, P 21

08 303.4
Int.CI.A47f 7/74

U.S. CI. 248-488
'

''Pf^^
An adjustable holder for supporting the spaced parallel side

surfaces of an object, such as a picture frame, includes a sup-

porting part adjustably interconnected to a clamping part by

an extension member which is rigidly secured to the support-

ing part. Supporting part has an A-shape formed by a pair of

diverging legs connected adjacent their free ends by a cross

member. Hooks on the free ends of the legs provide the hold-

ing action for one side of the object. The clamping part in-

cludes a metal plate containing a guide way. in which the ex-

tension member is secured by a snap spring, and a clamp held

on the metal plate by another guide way and a spring member.
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The clamp has a ..^— -— ^

the oibect. At the end of the metal pJate spaced from the sup-

porting part a suspension member is formed wh.c]^also pro-
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of material havmg a predetermined characteristic such as the

grain structure of wood, are provided with a number of spaced

grooves transversely aligned relative to the characteristic of

The structure on both sides thereof, and at staggered intervals.

The strips are readily manually breakable along any of the

grooves to provide a tongue end which is insertable within

vides a cover for one end of the extension member. The exten-

sion member contains spaced openings in which the snap

spring engages for selectively adjusting the holder.

3.788.590

MOLDING APPARATVS

Arthur Hasselbach. Cranbury. NJ., assignor to Beta Crafts,

Incorporated, Hightstown, N J.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,792

Int.CI.B22d/9/04

IJ.S. CI. 249-95
TCtoims

another of the grooves on a separate strip A number of strip

segments can thus be joined together in tongue-and-groove

fashion to enclose an area containing a feature such as a foot-

print, of which a casting impression is desired to be made,

thereby to provide a portable substantially leakproof casting

mold which can be readily assembled from material which is

compact and easily transportable.

3 788 592

WHEEL SLIP CONTROL APPARATUS HAVING QUICK

CLOSING VALVES

Alfred KUtt, Wettbergen; Fritz Isemhagen, Letter: Luti

Weise, Misburg. and Erich Reinecke. Beinhorn, all of Ger-

many, assignors to Westinghouse Bremsen-und Apparalebau

GmbH, Hannover, Germany

Filed Oct. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 300,284

Int.CI.FI6kJ///45

U,S.CL 251-25

r

9 Claims

A mold for wax. soap, plaster, and the like which includes a

two part mold with each part havmg a peripheral flange, a pair

of plates each having an opening conforming to the configura-

tion of a mold part and means for aligning the plates m overly-

mjj relationship with the flanges of the mold parts disposed

therebetween. Clips engage the plates to hold them together

and means are provided to hold the mold parts and plates in an

upright position.

The invention concerns a quick closing valve, in particular a

disc valve for antiskid devices on street vehicles with a closing

member controlling a flow of pressure medium from a

chamber of higher pressure to a chamber of lower pressure.

3,788,591

CASTING MOLD APPARATUS

Hilbcri Arps, 1306 Piedmont Ave., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,271

Int. CI. B29c/ /OO

U.S. CI. 249-187
^Cljums

Apparatus from which the sides of a confined area mold can

be assembled to contain a liquid or semiliquid substance for

3,788,593
|

FLUIDIC TIMER

Kenneth W. Cohen, Chesterland, Ohio, assignor to Bailey

Meter Company, WickUffe, Ohio ,,,,._
Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 223,798

Int.Cl.F16ki///4J

n JKi—lH 4 Claims

^"Lk presTure from a vane and nozzle assembly continu-

ously supplies a timing chamber with a pressure which is sub-
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stantially independent of the supply pressure variations at the

vane and nozzle assembly input maintaining a predetermined

chamber volume and pressure thereby. When an input signal

is provided to an input chamber, a valve blocks the vane and

nozzle back pressure from the timing chamber and the

predetermined volume of the timing chamber is vented, with

3,788,595

SAFETY FLAP-VALVE

Jean Colonna, Joinville-Le-Pont, France, assignor

France, Paris, France

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,546

Claims priority, application France, Sept.

7133970
Int.CI.F16ki///6i

U.S. CI. 251-58
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to Gaz De

21, 1971,

10 Claims

MIPUT L 1 .18 .22

SIGMI p-^-^lU
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fet^^'^j |i; 302D }] <

66 62

zz^K:.^^,.^^^'^
53

58

the volume decreasing in response to liming chamber pressure

drop, until an output signal from the fluidic timer is triggered.

When the input signal is removed from the input chamber,

vane and nozzle back pressure is restored to the timing

chamber and it is reset to the predetermined volume and pres-

sure level.

3,788,594

HI-LO VALVE
James D. Mott, Houston. Tex., assignor to Hydril Company

Filed Jan. 3. 1972. Ser. No. 214,679

Int. CI. F 16k J //6i

U.S. CI. 251-58 22 Claims

A straightway safety flap-valve to be mounted on a tube

conveying a pressure fluid and comprising: a collar secured to

one open end of said tube and provided with a valve seat; a

clack pivoted to said collar about a first axis extending outside

of the surface of said tube and rotatable through 90° for en-

gagement with and disengagement from said seat; a yoke

pivoted to said collar about a second axis parallel to the first

one and intersecting the surface of said tube; a third axis

passing through the free ends of said yoke in parallel relation

to the two first axes and also extending through said clack ad-

jacent to its first pivot axis; control means for rocking the yoke

about said second axis and acting on the closed end of said

yoke and a vertically slidable counterweight surrounding at

least partially said tube end and supported through Imks

pivoted to said counterweight and to the free ends of said yoke

adjacent to said third axis.

3,788,596

VALVE FOR ABRUPTLY RELIEVING FLUID UNDER
PRESSURE

Riichi Maeda, Yokohama. Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor

Company. Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,357

Claims priority, application Japan. Apr. 30, 1970, 45-41413

Int. CI. F16k J5//6

U.S. CI. 251-69 10 Claims

JfillCfl

A subsurface safety valve well tool securable in a well con-

duit for controlling flow of fluid through the bore of the con-

duit An increase or decrease in the well pressure from the

normal flowing pressure of the well operates a rotatable ball

valve to block flow of fluid through the conduit. Increasing

and then decreasing the pressure in the bore above the ball

valve rotates the valve to enable flow of fluid through the con-

duit.

A valve operable to abruptly allow a fluid under pressure to

flow for example to inflate safety means in an automobile

918 O.G.—68
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comprises a housing having a valve seat, a movable valve

member seatable on the valve seat and a linkage mechanism

controlling movement of the valve member. The Imkage

mechanism comprises first and second links constituting a tog-

gle The first link is pivotally connected at one end to the valve

member and at the opposite end to one end of the second link

the opposite end of which is pivotally connected to the hous-

ing. When the valve member is seated to close the valve the

axes of the first and second links make a minor angle with one

another so as to resolve the force applied to the valve member

by th« pressure fluid into a major component force approxi-

mately in line with the links to hold the valve member seated

and a minor component force approximately normal to the

axes of the first and second links and acting in a direction to

unseat the valve member. In order to open the valve the link-

age is movable to a second position in which the axes of the

first and second links make a major angle with one another.

Electromagnetic means is provided for holding the linkage in

the first mentioned position against the minor component

force to maintain the valve closed and for releasing the linkage

to allow it to be moved to the second mentioned position by

the minor component force and thereby open the valve. An

extension on the valve member is pivotally connected to a por-

tion of the housing to provide for pivotal movement of the

valve member between open and closed position.

pier body, an elastically deformable valve member is opened

by the action of the connection nipple to permit passage of

14'll^

fiuid through the coupler Locking elements prevent disen-

gagement of the connection nipple from the body.

3,788,599 I

PLUG VALVE
Harold S. Cloyd, Erie, Pa., assignor to Nosco Plastics, Incor-

porated, Erie, Pa.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267.089

Int. CI. F 16k 5/02

t.S.CI.251-181 4 Claims

3 788 597

ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW CONTROLLING VALVE

Hisakazu Ichioka, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Yukon Kogyo

' Company Ltd.. Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,296

Int. CI. F 16k J //06

U,S.CL 251-129 , 7 Claims

M 13 12 34

si-f:

A plastic plug valve for use in equipment for administering

intravenous solutions and the like in which the plug is cammed

into sealing engagement with the bore in the body by spring

fingers preferably integral with the plug. The valve is intended

to be used once and thrown away because the cost of washing

and sterilization is greater than the cost of the valve.

3,788,600

GATE VALVE
Herbert Allen. Houston, Tex., assignor

Works. Inc., Houston, Tex.

Fikfd Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,571

Int. CI. F16k4//02,y 7/40

U.S.CL 251-214

to Cameron Iron

16 Claims

A9 electromagnetic fiow controlling valve wherein a spring

actuated by the magnetic pull force excited by a DC solenoid

can provide a variable opening between a fixed sleeve and a

movable spool, so as to control the quantity of How according

to the variable size of the opening.

3,788,598

HOSE COUPLER
Dale F. German. Bryan, and Allen L. Clark. Pioneer, both of

Ohio, assignors to The Aro Corporation, Bryan, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 26,957. This application Dec.

" ^''
^X^x'^l^UVlt^ There is disclosed a gate valve having a non-rising stem

II S CI 251 149 6 »2 Claims which is adapted to form a metal-to-metal seal with the valve

An !mpri7ei coupler which includes a coupler body and a bonnet to contain pressure therein upon destruction of the pri-

connection nipple. Upon insertion of the nipple into the cou- mary. rubber-like stem seal.
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3,788,601

NON-RISE VALVE FOR FAUCETS OR THE LIKE

WiUiam C. Schmitt, Brown Deer, Wis., assignor to Milwaukee

Faucets, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Flkd June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,779

Int. CL F 16k ///06

U.S.CI.251-304 4 Claims

the body. The key is rotatably positioned in the body so as to

be shiftable to open and close the ports of the stopcock and

regulate flow therethrough. Interengaging locking means are

on the key and on the body to retain the sealing portion of the

key in rotatable position within the body while permitting the

gripping portion to be gripped and rotated to open and close

the ports as desired.

3,788,603

ROTARY FLOW cdNTROL VALVE FOR AIR OPERATED
TOOLS AND THE LIKE

Philip A. Snider, Hicksville, Ohio, assignor to Dotco, Inc.,

Hicksville, Ohio
Filed Apr. 1 6, 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 34,766

Int.CLF16ki/26

U.S. CI. 251-345 5 Claims

A valve tor a water faucet or the like of the type which when

actuated does not have a part that rises, and which valve in-

cludes a rotary sealing plate against which spring loaded seals

cooperate to seal the valve when the plate is turned to the

"off" position. The valve includes a cartridge which has a stem

formed as one piece along with the rotary valve and which car-

tridge also has a two piece sleeve in which the stem rotates.

The assembled sleeve is formed of an upper sleeve and a lower

sleeve which are held in assembled relationship by means of a

recess and projection connection, thereby the upper sleeve

can be easily moved axially from the lower sleeve when the

valve is to be disassembled. The valve stem can be snapped

into assembled relationship with the lower sleeve to facilitate

assembly of the cartridge. Stop means are provided between

the upper sleeve and the handle knob to limit rotation of the

knob and its associated valve stem.

3,788,602

STOPCOCK
John Kittle, Clifton, N.J., assignor to Becton, Dickinson and

Company, East Rutherford, NJ.
Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,333

Int. CI. F16k 5/04

U.S. CI. 251 -312 8 Claims

A small air driven tool and an air valve particularly suitable

therefor. The valve has a valve body which is cylindrical. Two

aligned inlet passages extend axially from opposite ends of the

body but stop short of each other. Spaced apart openings com-

municate the passages with the outside diameter of the valve

body. A valve sleeve is rotatable around the valve body and

has sealing means on the inside thereof to seal the openings

from each other, or alternatively to expose the openings to

each other. A characteristic of the valve is that it is compact

having a large flow capacity with relation to its size.

Preferably, the valve is provided with an exhaust passage ex-

tending longitudinally through the valve body offset from the

inlet passages.

X. Vi

A stopcock including a hollow body member open at the

top and having at least two lateral ports therein open to the ex-

terior of the body. A key member including a sealing portion

extends into the interior of the body through the open top

thereof and is in sealing engagement with the interior walls of

the body. A gripping portion is on the key and extends from

3,788,604

MECHANICAL JACK
Clyde Eraser Cameron, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada,

assignor to Victoria Industries Ltd., Victoria, British Colum-

bia, Canada
Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,982

Int.CI.B66f//04

U.S. CI. 254— 108 7 Claims

A camper jack of the kind in which two tubes are provided,

the first tube being telescopically movable within the second

and having a plurality of regulariy spaced axially aligned aper-

tures. A toothed wheel is journalled on the second tube and

engages in the apertures in the first tube through a suitable
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aperture provided in the wall of the second tube so as to

prevent relative rotation of th6 two tubes. Also mounted on
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3,788,606

W INCH MECHANISM FOR LOWERING A LIFEBOAT,

LAUNCH OR THE LIKE, SUSPENDED FROM TWO
FALLS, INTO THE W ATER AND HOISTING IT OUT OF

THE WATER
Helmut Adolf Seller, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to Schat

Davits Limited, London, England

FiledMa>9. 1972, Ser. No. 251,713
^

Int. CLB66d 7/26

U.S.CI.254-185 6 Claims

the second tube are a latch and means for pivotally mounting a

jacking lever carrying a pawl for engagement with the axially

aligned apertures to cause extension of the jack.

3,788,605

HYDRAULIC AUTO W INCH
George Verne Johnson, 5510 S. W. Buddington, Portland,

Continuation of Ser. No. 52,173, July 6, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,736

lnt.CLB66dJ//S

U.S. CI. 254- 1 50 FH -^ » C"*'"

c^i
-i

^:i^il

A winch mechanism for raising and lowering a lifeboat m-

cludes a main drive motor having multiple power paths to a

pair of drums. Selectively operable clutches are used to

complete the power paths when desired. A low speed power

path and a high speed power path are included and the lower

speed power path includes an overrunning clutch allowmg the

high speed power path to predominate if the clutches of both

of these power paths simultaneously are operated. Two addi-

tional power paths are included, each associated with a

respective drum to drive it at a higher speed than is effected

either by the low or the high speed power path. Associated

with each of these additional power paths is an overrunning

clutch which allow the additional power paths to overrun the

main drive. An auxiliary motor is associated with each drum

for taking up slack in the cables reeled on the drums and an

overrunning clutch associated with each such auxiliary motor

allows the requisite auxiliary drive overrun. Additionally, a

compensating control is used to maintain the boat level

3,788,607 I

WINCH MECHANISM
James W. Crooks, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to R. L. Smith

Gear Company, Milwaukee, W is.

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,146

Inl.Cl.B66d//2*

U.S.CL 254-186 R 3 Claims

The winch drum is mounted on the shaft of a hydraulic

motor which is contained within the drum. One end of the

motor protrudes from an end of the drum and is supported m
cantilever fashion by a bracket which may be mounted on an

automobile in a variety of different positions as. for example,

on a bumper This mounting arrangement leaves one end of

the drum unobstructed to loop on a few turns of cable for al-

ternative capstan type operation. The motor may be operated

by fluid pressure from the power steering pump of an automo-

bile or from a hydraulic pressure system on a boat.

This invention relates to a winch mechanism comprising a

closed gear housing which contains a worm and wheel as-
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sembly having an output shaft journaled in spaced bearings

supported in the housing. One portion of the housing is

formed as an elongated hollow support having a distal end in

which one of the bearings is mounted. The shaft projects

beyond the distal end. A cylindrical pulley of cup-shaped con-

figuration is secured to the distal end of the shaft in such

manner as to encircle the elongated portion of the housing,

the bearing in the distal end of the housing being situated sub-

stantially midway between the ends of the pulley. Radial loads

on the pulley are. therefore, substantially radially imposed on

the bearing such that little or no bending movement is applied

to the shaft.

The coupling means is arranged to provide a cycloidal motion

to the rotor whereby each rotor blade will pass between ad-

3,788,608

MODULAR FOLDING RAIL

David W. Raymond; Robert E. Lewis, both of Champaign, and

Robert E. Quigley, Mahomet, all of III., assignors to Amer-

ican Seating Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fikd Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,504

Int. CI. E04h / 7/22

U.S. CI. 256-59 5 Claims

m» temi r -L '

jacent stator projections and wipe against them on the upward

motion and pass between rows of projections on the

downward motion.

3,788,610

LUBRICANT SYSTEM FOR DRIVE AND SUPPORT OF
CONCRETE MIXER DRUM

William H. Buek>w, Brookfield; William J. Mohrbacker, Mil-

waukee, and George Mihutowicz, Greendale, all of Wis., as-

signors to Rexnord Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,775

Int.CLB28c5//S

U.S.CL 259-177 7 Claims

A hand rail is provided for a telescoping seating or bleacher

structure. The hand rail includes first and second upright posts

which are mounted respectively to an upper and a lower seat-

ing tier when the seating structure is in use. Upper and lower

guard rails are pivotally mounted to each post. When it is

desired to retract the seating structure, the guard rail is folded

and transversely pivoted about one of its mounts for storage in

the tread cavity of a telescoping row section.

3,788,609

MIXING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Stefan Leslaw Toczyski, 8336 Place Chanceaux, Ville D'Aiuou,

Quebec, Canada
Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,639

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 1, 1971,

30,918/71
Int.CLB01f 7/;6

U.S.CL 259-5 8 Claims

A mixing apparatus comprising a stator housing having a

cylindrical inner wall defining a mixing chamber having an

inlet and an outlet leading thereto. A rotor is supported for

rotatable and reciprocal motion within the mixing chamber

and defines a cylindrical rotor wall spaced from the stator

inner wall. Drive means and coupling means are provide-^-^-

transmitting rotatable and axial reciprocating motion t

rotor. The stator inner wall is provided with rows of spa

apart projections thereon protruding into the mixing chamber.

The rotor is also provided with rows of spaced apart rotor

blades which are arranged in a predetermined manner to pass

between the stator projections on the inner wall of the stator.

A lubricant system for the front end drive and support of a

truck mounted concrete mixer includes a lubricant chamber

enclosing the drive connection between the drive shaft and

drum with a seal for escape of excess lubricant positioned

between the drum head and a spherical surface on a stationary

gear housing. Grease connections with ittbricant passages

leading from the gear housing to a rear shaft support bearing

and from the drum head to a spherical drum support bearing

provide lubricant for these bearings which then passes to the

lubricant chamber. A drum retaining arrangement on the rear

end of the support shaft is lubricated from a spherical support

bearing and a lubricant return passage connects to the lubri-

cant chamber.

3,788,611

SWINGING APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING

CONTAINERS FOR SEAWEED CULTURES OR THE LIKE

^bini, Naples, Italy, assignor to Consiglio Nazionale

erche, Rome, lUly

Filed Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,750

Int.CI.B01f ///OO

U.S. CI. 25^-54 3 Claims

An apparatus for holding containers of seaweed cultures or

the like and for inducing within the cultures a rotational move-
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r .1, «.v.r.i t:,hl^^ for suDDortinc the con- verges from the inlet to the outlet thereof. An extrusion head-

of connecting rods and arms cause all of the tables to oscillate

in unison with the same amplitude as one of the arms which is

driven by a driving shaft.

3,788,612

MIXING ELEMENT FOR EXTRUDER SCREW
Robert F. Dray, New Castle, Pa., assignor to Fe«d Screws, Inc.,

New Castle, Pa.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,486

Int. CI. BOH 7/05

IJ.S. CI. 259—182

eludes divergent walls which extend from the end of the fusion

chamber to an extrusion gauge having plural orifices therein.

3,788,614

MIXING SECTION FOR EXTRLDER FEEDSCREW
Robert B. Gregory, Flemington, N J., assignor to GK Systems,

, , „, . Inc., Flemington, NJ.
11 Claims

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,773

lnt.Cl.B01f 7/02

U.S.CI.259-191 .
9 Claims

10 6

24 "-^IS

• In an extruder screw, a mixing element disposed between

two sections of the screw. The mixing element includes a plu-

rality of spaced apart flutes extending either longitudinally or

helically of the mixing element. The flutes have a constant

radius and constantly vary in depth along their length.

Between each flute is a land which comprises the outer surface

of the mixing element.

This invention is directed to an extruder feed screw having

an intermediate cylindrical mixing section provided on its

outer surface with a plurality of concave channels of uniform

depth and disposed as a plurality of interlocked helices of the

same hand. In each adjacent pair of channels, the input end of

one is open and its discharge end is closed, while in the other

channel its imput end is closed and its discharge end is open.

By this construction, dispersive and distributive mixing of the

throughput are achieved more rapidly and production rates

are markedly increased without degradation of the product.

3,788,613

APPARATUS FOR THE EXTRUSION OF SYNTHETIC
THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS

Alfonso Torrecillas Romero, Badalona, Spain, assignor to Pro-

filtex S. A., Badalona, Province of Barcelona, Spain

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,658

Claims priority, application Spain, Apr. 3, 1971, 389897

Int.CI. B29b//05 ^
U.S.CI.259-185 5 Claims

An extrusion apparatus for plastics material having wall

means defining a chamber which diverges from the inlet to the

outlet thereof Two pairs of counter-rotating rollers are as-

sociated with the chamber and divide same into first and

second series-connected accumulation chambers. The outlet

of the accumulation chamber is in continuous and open com-

munication with the inlet of a fusion chamber which con-

I

3,788,615

ACCELERATOR PUMP SYSTEM
Gerlad B. Bishop, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mkh.
Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,298

Int. CI. F02m 7/08

U.S.CL261-34A 3 Claims

A fuel valve that is urged toward its seat by gravity is located

in the discharge passage of a carburetor accelerator pump and

separates the discharge passage from an outlet passage com-

municating directly with the carburetor induction passage. An

air vent is provided for the outlet passage and a check valve

located in the air vent also is urged toward its seat by gravity.

During accelerator pump operation, the air vent check valve

remains on its seat and fuel flows into the carburetor induction
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passage. If a low pressure develops in the outlet passage, the

pressure differential lifts the air vent check valve from its seat

sheet are such that portions may be permanently magnetized

in a direction transverse to the plane df the sheet and with a

polarity which cannot be disturbed except by directing mag-

netic flux in the opposite direction through the sheet. A plu-

rality of such portions are permanently magnetized to provide

a card with a plurality of magnetic poles at one face of one

polarity or the other and distributed to code the card. In addi-

tion, a further irregular or random magnetizing pattern is im-

parted to the sheet, whereby the card magnetization is effec-

tively scrambled to render the code undecipherable and unin-

telligible.

before the fuel valve is lifted from its seat and thereby

prevents spurious fuel flow through the accelerator pump

system.

3,788,616

AGITATING AND AERATING APPARATUS

Roy L. Clough, Jr., Bristol, N.H., assignor to Xodar Corpora-

tion, Warwick, R.I.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,385

lnt.CI.BOlfi/04

U.S.CI.261-64R
20Clalms

3,788,618

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COOLING WIRE ROD

Emile Oscar Julien Van Den Bukke, Quaide Rome, 22, Liege,

Belgium
Filed July 6, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 59,685

Claims priority, application Belgium, July 3, 1970, 42887

int. CI. C2 Id //62

U.S. CI. 266-3 R 6 Claims

The invention is a system for simultaneously aerating and

agitating a body of liquid. The system comprises a body that is

pivotally mounted in the liquid with its pivot point located in-

termediate its ends, and means for feeding air to the lower side

of the body The body is adapted to trap alternately at each

end sufficient air to cause that end to rise in the liquid, and

means are provided for releasing the air trapped at each end ot

the body when that end has risen a predetermined amount,

with the result that the body oscillates on its pivot axis in see

saw fashion.

Wire rod of indeterminate length emerging from a hot mill

at elevated temperature is bent into spiral loops and fed

downwardly through an aqueous cooling bath of upright cylin-

drical form. At the lower end of the bath, conveyor means

laterally remove and elevate the wire rod from the bath.

3,788,619

STEEL CONVERTER VESSEL POLLUTION CONTROL
METHOD AND APPARATUS

Alexander T. Dortenzo, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Pennsyl-

vania Engineering Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,528

Int.CI.C21c5/45

U.S. CI. 266-13 2 Claims

3,788,617

CODED MAGNETIC CARD AND SYSTEM FOR
ENCODING AND SENSING THE SAME

Walter W. Barney, 4837 Woodley Ave., Encino, CaUf.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 56326, July 20, 1970, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 745,876, July 18, 1968,

abandoned. This application June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,886

Int. CI. G06k /9/06, Gl Ic / 1/02; GOld 15/12

U.S.CL 235-61.12 M 2 Claims

The hot evolved gases from a bottom blown steel converter

vessel are delivered to a spray chamber near the vessel m

which the gases are cooled by sufficient amount to make them

acceptable to a remotely situated electrostatic precipitator in

which finely divided solids are removed from the gases. The

clean gas is withdrawn from the precipitator with a suction fan

'
A card is provided which includes a homogeneous sheet of and delivered to a stack which discharges the gases to the at-

magnetic material. The material and thickness of the magnetic mosphere.
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3,788,620

DEVICE FOR SUPPORTING A HORIZONTALLY

POSITIONED STRAND IN A CONTINLOLS CASTING
PLANT

Horst K. Lol2, Wallau, Germany, assignor to Ge Ga

Gesellschaft fur Gasetechnik Lotz KG, Wallau, Germany

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 241,923

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 7, 1971, P 2116

911.9
Int. CL B23k 7102

l.S. CI. 266-23

R

^ C\»\fns

lower portion of the small bell and seals the lower end of the

hopper The valve includes an annular sealing lip which en-

gages into a seat defined on the exterior of the hopper around

the exterior of the bell and engages with the seat at a location

above the sealing seat defined at the interior of the hopper and

which IS engaged bv the small bell. The small bell dams the

material at the outlet of the hopper and a lower larger bell pro-

vides a distribution for the material and is located within the

furnace below the small bell. The valve provides a hermetic

seal around the exterior of the small bell and separates the

storage bunker from the furnace zone when it is closed.

3,788,622 '

FURNACE
Jacobus van Laar. Santpoort. and Jacob Felthuis. Oudorp,

both of Netherlands, assignors to Hoogovons Ijmuiden B.V.,

Ijmuiden, Netherlands I

Filed Nov. 30, 1972. Ser. No. 310,719

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 1, 1971, P 21 59

667.8
lnt.CI.F27b//24

U.S.CL 266-32
SCUims

In a device for supporting a horizontally positioned strand in

a continuous casting plant as it is flame-cut. a pair of support-

ing rolls is located in the region through which the strand

passes as it is severed by a flame cutter. Each of the rolls can

be pivoted between a support position disposed below the

strand and another position spaced laterally from the strand

The rolls are interconnected so that their axles are disposed at

right angles to onfe another. Due to their interconnection, as

one roll is moved into the support position the other roll is

moved out of the support position into another position. The

supports for each roll can be located on the same side or on

opposite sides of the strand.

3,788,621

CHARGING HEAD FOR A METALLURGICAL FURNACE

Pieter Nieboer. Kapellen, Germany, assignor to Demag Aktien-

gesellschaft. Duisburg, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 32,921, April 29. 1970, abandoned.

This application July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,482

Int.CLC21b7//5

U.S. CI. 266-27 7 Claims

A furnace provided with a wall and a refractory inner

masonry structure, between which there is a space, there

being compressible elements from a material of high heat con-

ductivity arranged in contact with the walls of said space, for

improving heat discharge from the interior of the furnace. The

said space may be filled with a ramming mix or tamping mix-

ture The elements are preferably copper pipes. For many fur-

naces and applications said space will be annular around the

furnace and the elements are provided at regular intervals and

compressible in a radial direction with respect to the furnace

A charging head for a metallurgical furnace includes a

hopper which is connected into a furnace head and terminates

in an interior annular sealing seat which is closed by a small

bell which is carried on a pull rod which extends through the

hopper. A throat cover for the furnace particularly for shaft

furnaces which are operable at high pressures, such as a pres-

sure blast furnace; and with a hopper which is closeable from

the atmosphere after it is charged with material intermittently;

includes a sealing valve which is pivotable from an open posi-

tion at which it lies in a bulging portion of the furnace head

into a closed position in which the valve extends around the

3.788,623

VERTICAL MELTING FURNACE

Ralph A. Vogel, Box 283 R.R. 5, Three Rivers, Mich.

FiledOct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 190,061

Int.CLF27b///4

U.S. a. 266-33 R 9 Claims

A vertical furnace for melting metal pieces, such as pieces

of copper cathode. The furnace has a wall of refractory brick

material which encloses an upright melting chamber having a

plurality of burner openings through the inner surface of the

wall heat being injected through the openings to melt the

metal pieces. An outlet drains the molten metal from the bot-

tom of the chamber. A plurality of upright brick sections are

constructed unitary with the wall and project inwardly from

the wall The upright sections are located on opposite sides ot

each burner opening so as to maintain the metal pieces in

spaced relationship from the burner openings and thereby

prevent blockage thereof. The bottom of the furnace has a
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reverse arch shape and is also formed of refractory brick ^ack face of the shim iyeceived in a keyway in the^^^^^^^

r^I'eTTal. The reverse arch shape assists in maintaining the includes a screw threadedly receivable in the cutter body, the

brick pieces, forming the bottom, in the desired set condition.

Channels are provided in the wall and communicate between

screw serving to clamp the shim and the insert in the recess

with the cutting face of the insert engaged by the lip.

the burner openings and the burners, which are spaced out-

wardly of the burner openings at a slight angle so that any mol-

ten metal entering the channel will drain therefrom simply by

action of gravity.

3,788,626

DAMPENED SHOCK ABSORBING BUMPER
Manfred A. Isaacson, Pontiac, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,367

Int.CI.F16f 7/05

U.S.CL 267-9 C 2 Claims

3,788,624

IMMERSION BELL

Timothy W. Miller, Coopersburg, Pa., assignor to Bethlehem

Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 265,026

Int.Cl.C21c7/00

U.S. CI. 266-34 T 13 Claims

An apparatus for introducing reagents beneath the surface

of molten metal comprising a tubular member which is

detachably fastened to a closure member. Expansion spaces

are provided between the sidewalls of the tubular member and

the closure member minimizing thermal stress in the sidewalls.

3,788,625

ROTARY CUTTER
Harold W. Lindsay, 2480 N.W. Vaughn, Portland, Oreg.

Fikd Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,697

Int. CI. B26d/ /26

U.S.CI.29-105A 2 Claims

A rotary cutter for pin type carbide inserts includes

peripheral, radially extending recesses in which the inserts are

received. A shim is positioned in each recess adjacent the

back face of the insert, the insert being retained on an integral

pin on the front face of the shim and by a lip formed by a chi]:

clearance cutout at the front of the recess. A keying lug on the

An impact energy absorbing device includes a cylinder hav-

ing a cylindrical friction shoe slidable therein. A ram is

slidably guided in the cylinder and has a ramped cylindrical

surface spaced radially from the friction shoe. An annular

member of substantially incompressible elastomeric material

fills the radial space between the ram and the friction shoe and

is axially confined between the ram and friction shoe. A Bel-

leville spring carried by the ram exerts an axially compressing

preload force on the annular member whereby the ramped

cylindrical surface of the ram radially cams the annular

member against the friction shoe to preload the friction shoe

against the tubular member so that upon telescoping move-

ment of the ram into the tubular member upon impact, the

friction shoe is self-energized against the tubular member.

3,788,627

HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR ,

Walter WIeland, am Roten, Kreuz, Germany, assignor to Lan-

gen & Company, Dusseldorf, Germany

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,128

Int.CLF16fi/07

U.S. CL 267-64 R 13 Claims

A hydraulic reservoir finding particular application as a

pressure reservoir for hydro-pneumatic resilient suspensions
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for vehicles in which the interior of a casing constituting the

reservoir is divided by a movable deflectable separating wall

or partition into a gas chamber and a liquid chamber, the cas-

ing being provided with a gas connection communicating with

the gas chamber and a liquid connection communicating with

suspension system with a pair of traction bars being used in

place of the lower control arms. Each traction bar comprises a

rigid, elongated control arm and a frame member, with the

control arm pivotally connected at its normally rearward end

to the frame member. The latter is fixedly connected to a

vehicle's rear axle housing while the control arm extends for-

wardly of the frame for pivotal connection at its forward end

^ i»

the liquid chamber for supplying and removing gas and liquid

into or from the respective chambers and the separating wall

or partition being provided with a cover member removably

connected thereto which serves to prevent the wall or parti-

tion sliding or moving into the liquid connection when the

liquid chamber is empty.

3,788,628

PNEUMATIC ISOLATOR
Kenneth J. Hotz, Jr., Chatsworth; Edward Steiner, Sun Valfcy.

and Gary L. Fox, Los Angeles, aU of Calif., assignors to

Barry Wrighl Corporation, Watertown, Mass.

Filed Nov. 10, 1972. Ser. No. 305,373

Int.CKB60g/y/26

U .S. CK 267-65 R > 5 Claims

to a forward, lower control arm bracket. The frame is pro-

vided with vertically oriented adjusting bolts for engagement

with the control arm intermediate the ends of the latter For

vehicle race use. the adjusting bolts are locked against the

control arm to prevent it from moving vertically relative to the

frame and. for vehicle street use, the adjusting belts are

backed off from contact with the control arm to permit verti-

cal movement of the latter with respect to the frame.

3,788,630

PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION UNIT

Manfred Roller. Schweinfurt am Main, Germany, assignor to

Fkhtel & Sachs AG. Schweinfurt am Main. Germany

Filed Apr. 1 2. 1 97 1 . Ser . No. 1 33.200

Claims priority, application Germany. Apr. 29. 1970. P 20

20 964.7
lat.CLFI6f9/J6 '

U.S. CI. 267-65 R 9 Claims

,:i.„.i

lO—-fe

A pneumatic spring device of the type embodying a rolling

sleeve seal comprising improved means for clamping and hef-

metically sealing the ends of the seal to two members that are

capable of displacement relative to one another. Each clamp-

ing means comprises a pair of cooperating sealing members

that engage opposite sides of an end of the seal and have

unique rib-groove configurations that produce a strong

gripping action without damaging the seal or so distorting it as

to increase its likelihood of failure under continuous and

changing loads.

3,788,629

VEHICLE TRACTION BAR
Robert E. Johnson, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Whittaker

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 21. 1972, Ser. No. 282,438

Int. CI. B60g 25/60

L.S. CI. 267-66 UCkdins

A traction bar for use in stiffening the rear suspension

v/«cm.s of vehicles which utilize coil springs as part of their

In a pneumatic suspension unit of the piston-and-cylinder

type, the piston rod is guided into and out of the cylinder cavi-

ty by an annular guide member arranged in one axial end por-

tion of the cavity The outer circumference of the guide

member defines a gap with the inner cylinder wall. A resilient

sealing element having two radially extending faces is held in

axial engagement of one face thereof with a corresponding

face pf the guide member by an annular backing member

which engages the other face of the sealing element Radially

and axially open recesses in the backing member permit

resilient deformation of the sealing element out of the normal

relaxed position in which the sealing element engages the

piston rod with its inner circumference and the inner cylinder
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wall with its entire outer circumference. Fluid forced into the

gap between the guide member and the cylinder wall under

sufficient pressure deflects portions of the sealing element into

the recesses of the backing member so that fluid may enter the

cylinder cavity.

3,788,631

SPIRAL SPRINGS AND METHODS OF MAKING THEM
Douglas Eric William Aldous, London, England, assignor to

Tensator Limited, London, England

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,451

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 25, 1971,

39977/71
Int.CI.F16f ///O

U.S. CI. 267-156 9Ctaims

3,788,633

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE PLATE ARRANGEMENT
Antonio Cho, 8048 Feldblumenstr. 127, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 25, 1969, Ser. No. 852,532

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 30, 1968,

13116/68
Int.CLB23qi/04

U.S. CI. 269—60 10 Claims

/unuM oDiam KTunni

A method of making a spiral spring from a strip of spring

material comprises the steps of forming an end portion of the

strip of spring material so that the end portion is set to form a

spiral coil and the remainder of the strip is substantially

straight or is set to coil spirally around the said coiled end por-

tion with a radius of curvature substantially greater than that

of the coiled end portion, and then backwinding at least the

said coiled end portion.

A work supporting plate for a machine tool is pivotally

mounted between two normally fixed base arms and two

swinging arms, the plate and arms being connected by a com-

mon pivot. A segment on each swinging arm has a row of

uniformly spaced bores in an arc about the pivot axis for

coarse adjustment of the angular plate portion in integral mul-

tiples of 1°, and a threaded abutment on each swinging arm

permits the swinging arms with the plate to be finely adjusted

relative to the base arms.

3.788,632

WORK-POSITIONING TABLE
George N. Lukas, 5009 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 1. 1971, Ser. No. 177,054

Int. CI. B23q 3102: B25b 1118

U.S. CI. 269-20 15 Claims

3,788,634

SHEET POSITIONING APPARATUS
Edmond Chauvet, Parthenay, and Andre Prevote, Malvaut Par

Cherveux, both of France, assignors to L'Air Liquide,

Societe Anonyme pour I'Etude et I'Exploitation des Precedes

Georges Claude, Paris, France

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291374

Claims priority, application France, Sept. 24, 1971,

71.34506
Int. CL B25b 7/00; B23c 79/00

U.S. CI. 269- 1 54 6 Claims ^

/ 7 '

A work-positioning table for positioning a work piece rela-

tive to a tool to perform an operation on a selected portion of

the work piece. The table includes a base. A work carrier is

movably mounted on the base. A holder is mounted on the

base and is engageable with the work carrier. A fluid-operated

cylinder having a ram connected thereto is engageable with

the work carrier to force the work carrier into frictional hold-

ing engagement with the holder for holding the work carrier in

any selected position.

This invention relates to apparatus for positioning sheet

material which is to be welded together edge to edge and of

the type in which these edges are held in the welding position

by means of movable jaws arranged longitudinally and being

brought by drive means into a clamping position with respect

to said edges against a fixed longitudinal girder. The invention

provides that the movable jaws are arranged of either side and

above the fixed girder forming a lower support and these jaws

are also firmly fixed to jaw carriers mounted with transverse

guides on one or the other of two upper longitudinal support

girders. These guides converge substantially towards the line

of weld and drive means are arranged between each jaw carri-

er and the associated upper support girder.
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* 3,788,635

MACHINE TOOL VISE

Leonard Nelson, TnimbuU, Conn., assignor to Custom Tool &
Machine Co. Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243306
lnt.CLB25b///0

U.S. CI. 269—244 1 Claim

side and a zone with a plurahty of channels leading to in-

dividual suction openings on the drum. A suction generator

has a fan and is so disposed with respect to the drum that the

entry opening for the fan passes through the open frontal side.

The ratio between the sum of the areas of minimum cross sec-

tion of the channels and the total area of the zone of the drum

covered by the suction openings is more than 0.25.

3,788.637

BLANK INSERT MECHANISM FOR TRAY FORMING
APPARATUS

Horst G. Lattke, Middletown, Conn., assignor to Emhart Cor-

poration, Bloomfield, Conn.

Division o* Ser. No. 55,643, July 17, 1970. Pal. No. 3.683,755.

This appUcation May 1 5. 1972, Ser. No. 253,448

Int.CI. B65h9//'^

U.S.CL 271-13 1 Claim

A machine tool vise having a base with five squared sides in-

cluding a planar bottom adapted to be releasably mounted on

a worktable of a machine tool and the like and having the

same overall length regardless of the extent to which the fixed

and movable jaws are separated, the movable jaw being

slidably mounted on a wide rail secured to end blocks in which

a plurality of laterally spaced feed screws are mounted for

rotation in thrust-absorbing means, the feed screws being

located beneath said wide rail, each feed screw having a gear

fixed thereto and a driving gear located between and meshing

with said gears to cause the screws to rotate in unison, said

driving gear having a socket to removably receive a wrench or

the like for rotating said gears and said feed screws to cause

the latter to open or close the jaws, the wide rail being located

in a horizontal plane above that of the feed screw and serves as

a horizontal support for a workpiece placed between the fixed

and movable jaws.

3,788,636

ROTATING SUCTION DRl M FOR DATA CARRIERS
Karl Rehm, and Hermann Schwarz, both of Constance. Ger-

many, assignors to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H..

Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,150

Claims priority, application Germany, May 29, 1971, P 21

26 833.7; May 29, 1971, HGM 71 20 974.0

lnt.CI.B65h5//2

L.S.CL 271-4 II Claims

a—

I

DATA PmC£SSINO
oevcE

control! ^^^ \^^^k

Precul and prescored tray blanks are stacked in a magazine,

and pivoted vacuum cup means is adapted to withdraw the

lowermost blank from the stack by moving the blank

downwardly to a delivery position. Control means is provided

for operation of the vacuum cup to move it from and to its

pick-up position in engagement with the lowermost blank in

the stack, the vacuum cup being vented to atmosphere when it

reaches the delivery position A continuously driven roller is

adapted to receive the leading edge of the blank in this

delivery ptisition and a back-up roller swings on the axis of the

driven roller so as to pinch the blank therebetween and to feed

it downstream against a stop. Side guides loosely receive the

edges of the blank as it moves against the stop, and inturned

end ptirtions of these side guides actually deform the side

edges of the blank to hold it into position against the stop

where it is engaged by mechanism associated with the tray

forming apparatus.

A rotating suction drum passes sheet-type data carriers past

at least one scanning device. The drum has an open frontal

3,788,638

ROLLER ARRANGEMENT, IN PARTICULAR FOR PAPER
FOLDING, CREASING AND LIKE MACHINES

Werner Lehmann, Gutach, Germany, assignor to Firma

Mathias Bauerle GmbH. Georgen, Switzerland ,

FiledDec. 29. 1971. Ser. No. 213,649 '

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 29, 1971,

2104166
I

Int. CI. B65g 47/00
'

U.S. CI. 271—51 2 Claims

The present invention concerns a roller arrangement, in

particular for use in connection with paper treating machines

and more specifically with paper folding, creasing and like

machines, in which one or several pairs of rollers are em-

ployed and operated for conveying and/or folding a pile of

sheets of paper or other cellulosic materials having different

thicknesses with respect to each other and arranged parallel in

axial direction to each other. Such sheets of material are
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operatively connected and subjected to common drive means, receive the sheets as the tray members move past a sheet

each pair of feed and sheet conveyor rollers including at least discharge zone. The drive rotates cam members to niove the

one hard surfaced or steel roller and a further roller for tray members vertically as sheets are moved along the sheet

path towards the tray members. The cam members are formed

/3. /y,

cooperation with the latter carrying a shell or jacket of friction

material surrounding its core and presenting a rubbing or fric-

tion surface. :»

3.788,639

SHEET FEEDING CYLINDER
Michel Bni, Chatenay-Malabry, France, assignor to Ets J. J.

Curnaud & Forges de Basse-Indre. Boulogne, France

Filed Mar. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 236,275

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 29, 1971,

7110876
Int.CI. B65h5//2

U.S.CL271-53 10 Claims

with variable pitch camming surfaces such that the tray mem-

bers are in close proximity to each other except when posi-

tioned adjacent to the sheet discharge zone, whereupon the

camming surfaces affect a spreading movement of the trays

upon passing the sheet discharge zone.

3,788,641

MANIPULATION GAME
Jerome H. Lemelson, 85 Rector St., Metuchen, N.J.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,679

Int. CL A63f 9100

U.S.CL273—IM 5 Claims

A cylinder for feeding sheets of tinplate to a machine for

treating at least one of the faces of the sheets by printing,

varnishing or coating. A longitudinal cavity extends into the

cylinder from the periphery parallel to the axis thereof. A

shaft is located in the cavity and mounted for rocking move-

ment about its axis by control means located beyond one end

of the cylinder. A stop and a gripper operable by the rocking

of the shaft and arranged to cooperate with the leading edge of

a sheet for feeding it. The stop and the gripper are secured to

an auxiliary shaft parallel to the first shaft and mounted for

rocking movement in said cavity in which it is wholly con-

tained, the two shafts being connected to each other for

rocking movement by a transmission linkage comprising a first

lever secured to the first shaft and a second lever shorter than

the first secured to the auxiliary shaft and a connecting rod

pivotally connected to the levers.

A game is provided which requires the skill of the player to

manipulate a first member such as a simulated hook or grapple

into engagement with a second member such as a fish whereby

the two are retained together by releasable fastener and to

thereafter manipulate the second member by the skill of

manipulation of the first member upwardly through adjacent

narrow, elongated formations such as spaced parallel bars

which, if the second member is not properly aligned with said

formations, said formations may cause the two members to

become separated and the second member to drop away from

the first member. Attraction and retention of the second

member to the first member is effected by magnetic means,

releasable hooking material or adhesive means.

3,788,640

MOVING BIN SORTING APPARATUS

Denis J. Stemmie, Williamson, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Cor-

poration, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,957

Inl.CLB65hi//24

U.S.CL 271-64 .

6 Claims

This invention relates to a sorting apparatus for receiving

sheets from a copying machine. A plurality of tray members

3,788,642

BASKETBALL BACKBOARD AND GOAL STRUCTURE
Earl L. Matras; Frank D. Matras, and Donald J. Herad, all of

Milwaukee, Wis., assignors to FrabiU Manufacturing Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,364

Int.CLA63b6i/04

U.S. CI. 273-1.5 R 7 Claims

A pre-mounted fold-up basketball backboard and goal

structure includes a molded fiber glass backboard with a net-
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3 788 644

work of reinforcing ribs on the rear surface of the back^board
MATHEMATICAL BOARD GAME APPARATUS

to strengthen the backboard and ehm.nate dead spots. The
"J
™« 1660Ca^

goal structure includes a hoop or nm with a support frame f.x- Brent R.
^^•«^^^'','J797 , Jger. No. 197^16 '

edly connected to the hoop and hinged to a base plate as-
int.Cl.A6M 3100

sembly which is secured to the backboard. The hinged con-

^ ^ ^^ 273-134 AD * ^••'"*

nection of the hoop with the base plate assembly enables the

hoop to be folded parallel to the backboard for shipment of

the assembled hoop and backboard in a thin container When

erected for use, reinforcing rods extending from the hoop are

secured to the base plate assembly by a clamping plate.

3.788,643

MISSILE ACTUATED TARGET LEVER

Howard J. Morrison, Highland Park, and Donald Frederick

Nix. Des Plaines. both of 111., assignors to Marvin Glass & As-

sociates, Chicago, III.
,«, oil

Filed Dec. 8, 1971, S«r. No. 205,837

Int. CI. A63b 77/00

U.S. CI. 273-102.1 G 20 Claims

Apparatus for playing a mathematical game including an

elongated block having at least four rows of 1 8 apertures each

adapted to receive the stem of a mover, of which there are -(^

and a plurality of dice adapted to be manipulated by each

player in turn'to determine the number of apertures encom-

passed within each move. Each mover is provided with a bore

correlated in depth and diameter to the shank of another

mover so that when the shank of a mover extends fully

thereinto the mover lies somewhat tilted within the supporting

bore The game is designed to provide an adequate experien-

tial base (involving choices, physical actions, and con-

sequences) to promote, over a period of time, success m

developing mathematical abilities.

3.788,645

MATHEMATICAL CUBE PUZZLE

Scot! N. Nelson, 4259 Emory Way, Livermore, Calif.

Filed June 1, 1972,«er. No. 258,872

lnl.CI.A63f9/0S

U.S. CI. 273-156
5 Claims

A target type game apparatus which includes a genera y

hollow frame member which has a generally centrally

disposed open-top receptacle for receiving a plurality of balls,

or the like The receptacle has a central launching position

defined by a hole in the bottom wall of the receptacle^ The

hole opens to the interior of the frame member and has a

smaller diameter than the diameter of any one of the balls so

that a ball may seat in the hole in a launching position. A

ramp-like chute feeds the balls one-at-a-time to the hole in

launching position. A plurality of lever members are pivoted

intermediate their ends to the sides of the frame member

about the central receptacle. One end of each lever member is

exposed exteriorly of the frame member and defines a target

area for striking by an object, e.g.. throwing a bean bag at the

target area. The opposite end of each lever member is

disposed within the hollow frame member and defines a

triMer adapted to strike the underside of a ball positioned in

he launching hole and propel the ball from the receptacle

generally in the direction which the respective target area

faces in response to the target area being struck by an object.

A puzzle made up of four separate cubes which are arrange-

able into a plurality of differing solutions is described. Each

edge of each cube has one of a set of three colors associated

therewith, and the resulting arrangement or combination of

colors around the edges on each cube face is different from

that on every other cube face, and the colors of all common

edges of adjacent faces on each individual cube match one

another. The object of the puzzle is to arrange the various

cubes relative to one another so that the colors associated with

all exposed adjacent playing edges of different cubes match

one another, e.g.. are the same. Various solutions of diffenng

degrees of difficulty are described satisfying this criteria.
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3,788,646

PUTTING STROKE ANALYSER
Robert E. Rawson, 9521 Harriet Ln., Anahein, Calif.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 251,514

Int.CI.A63b69/J6

U.S.CI.273-183C

22 4.

3,788,648

LOCKING DEVICE FOR TONE ARMS
Kiyoshi Kawai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Electronic

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,864

13 Claims Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 17, 1970,

45/126317
Int.CI.Gllbi//0

U.S. CI. 274-23 B 2 Claims

An analytical putting improvement instrument of the struck

or missile ivpe having graphical outputs showing direction and

degree of putter-face misalignment when a putter is addressed

to the instrument prior to and after stroking, and showing

direction and degree of putting-stroke misalignment when a

putter strokes the instrument, fiexible connection of sensing

elements and wheeled carriage provisions prevent impact

damage to the mechanism; putting stroke and putter face mis-

alignment register until reset.

A locking device for a tone arm comprising a tone arm lifter

and a tone arm rest. The arm lifter is arranged so that the

outer end portion of the lift plate is formed with a curved

hook-like portion, the outer end of which is bent inwardly.

The seating plate of the arm rest is provided with a rismg

curved portion, at least in its inner side part. The hook-like

portion of the arm lifter and the rising portion of the arm rest

form an aperture having a restricted opening between the

outer end of the hook-like portion and the top of the rising

portion, wherein the tone arm is captively located and

clamped when the arm is out-of-use.

3,788,647

SWING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
James W. Evans, Jacksonville, Fla., assignor to Athletic

Swing Measurement, Inc., Clearwater, Fla.

Filed Dec. 6, 197 1, Ser. No. 205,067

Int. CI. A63b 69/i6. GOls 9/56. HOlq //OO

U.S.CI.273-186A 9 Claims

3,788,649

ONE-POINT-BALANCE ADJUSTING DEVICE

Takeshi Hirano, Iwaki, Japan, assignor to Alps Motorola Inc.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,962

Int. CI. Glib

U.S. CI. 274-1 R 4 Claims

u^-~^

A balance adjusting device for a four-channel stereo system

comprises a pair of linear potentiometers mounted one above

the other at right angles to one another. The lower poten-

tiometer has its control shaft connected to the bottom of the

upper potentiometer which is movable relative to the lower

potentiometer. The physical location of the knob on the con-

trol shaft of the upper potentiometer is used as an indication

of the balance of the sound field of the system.

A swing measurement system for measuring characteristics

of the swing of an athlete's arm. bat, club or for orthopedic

and medical measurements of the movement of an individual's

limbs. A transmitter is utilized for transmitting predetermined

frequency to a passive repeater circuit where the received

frequency is modulated with signals generated by sensors such

as an accelerometer or strain gauge and the modulated

frequency retransmitted by the passive repeater to a receiver

where it can be displayed for comparison and analysis.

3,788,650

ROTARY SEAL

Bruce S. Place, Warwick, R.I., assignor to MagneUc Seal

Corp., West Barrington, R.I.

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 185,935

Int CI. F16j 9100

U.S. CI. 277-38 2 Claims

A rotary seal is provided which will operate to maintain a

seal between relative rotating parts when there is substantial
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u ^4 „„^„.irr.fannii. wall Thcsc mcuns incIudc an aonulaf block scalingly mountcd

axial relative movement of the parts. Flexible sealing is pro-

vided between the two telescoping parts to maintain a fluid

tight arrangement.

3,788,651

INFLATABLE SEALS
William David Brown. Ashfordby. and Richard Noel Thomson,

Markfield. both of England, assignors to Dunlop limited,

London, England

Filed Dec. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 317,081

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Dec. 23, 1971.

59897/71
Int.CI.F16j/5/46

t'.S. CI. 277-34 8 Claims

hydrodvnamic lift generating shoes, and a frontal surface

which determines a barrier-liquid leakage limiting clearance,

whereby the shoes automatically balance the clearances on

either side of the flange

3,788,653

ROTARY FLl ID SEAL

James W. Sigmon, CharloWe, N.C., assignor to Sigmon Cor-

poration, Charlotte. N.C.

Filed Sept. 18. 1972. Ser. No. 289.798

lnt.CI.FI6j/.VJ«. /.V40

L.S. CI. 277-70 1 1 Claims

An inflatable seal comprising a flexible wall portion and an

inflatable chamber defined at least in part by the flexible wall

portion the flexible wall portion being formed from a

synthetic rubber reinforced by one or more layers of fabric

reinforcement formed from an aromatic polyamide, an aro-

matic polyimide, or an aromatic polyamide-imide The seals

made according to the present invention are particularly

suited for application in which they are exposed to extreme

conditicJhs, for example steam at high pressure Such applica-

tions includes autoclaves, and sterilising units, of which the

following is a Speciflcation.

3,788,652

SEALING DEVICES FOR ROTATING SHAFTS

Alfred Georges Jean Hirtz, Boutogne-Sur-Seine, and Christian

Andre Luclen Mech, L Isle-Adam, both of France, assignors

to Societe Rateau, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 200,983

Claims priority, application France, June 3. 1971.7120105

Int.CI. F16j/5/y6

US CI 277—71 II Claims

A device for sealing an opemng in a wall for the passage of a

rotating shaft, comprising means fir interposing a barrier ot

pressurized liquid between the two spaces separated by the

A rotary fluid seal comprising a housing having a fluid pres-

sure chamber therein, with a shaft mounted for rotation in the

housing and having a longitudinal passageway therein for

communicating with the fluid pressure chamber within the

housing The housing is provided with port means extending

therethrough communicating with the fluid pressure chamber

for introducing a fluid therein Sealing means are positioned

within the housing and cooperate with the fluid pressure

chamber therein for controlling the flow of fluid from within

the fluid pressure chamber into the longitudinal passageway of

the shaft without escapement from around the shaft The seal-

ing means comprises a rotatable member of rigid construction,

concentrically carried by. and rotatable with the shaft and

having an axial face serving to define a wall portion of the fluid

pressure chamber, and a seal member earned by the housing

and having a flexible annular lip portion sealingly engaging the

axial face of the rotatable member concentrically therewith,

and also serving to define a wall portion of the fluid pressure

chamber.
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3 788 654 3,788,656

MULTIPLE HARDNESS O-RINGS RADIO ACTIVE TOOL HOLDER

Donald J. Mandley, Washington, Mich., assignor to General Theodore M. Smith,
^J;*"•^^^*!J»'•'

'^•^T;^^ ^''^ ?.

Moto« Corporation, Detroit, Mich. Smith and Theodore M. Snuth, Tn«tees of the Theodore M.

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,287 Smith T^^t;^*™'*' M.c»i

Int. CI. F16j 9100 Filed Feb 1^, 1972, Ser No 225,769

lis n 277 229 2 Claims Int. CI. B23b 3/ /04
U.S. CI. 277-229

U.S.CI.279-1A 6 Claims

A multiple hardness O-ring wherein a molded ring of nitrile

rubber including partially unactivated materials has a

hardened skin formed by surface curing the unactivated

materials in a solution of the curing agent for nitrile rubber

thereby providing secondary curing period which increases

(he exterior hardness and improves the compression set

characteristics of the O-ring.

3,788,655

GROMMET SEALING ARRANGEMENT
John G. Hathaway, St. Clair Shores. Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,455

Int. CI. F16I 5l02i HOlb / 7/30; B23p 11/02

U.S. CI. 277-212 F 3 Claims

In a radio active tool holder which includes a power rotated

and longitudinally fed shank normally projected into a cylin-

drical body adapted to mount a tool holder and wherein a se-

ries of radial slots are provided in said shank adapted to

receive drive balls carried by said body and wherein the radio

active ring is mounted upon said body and normally exposed

with respect to a longitudinally movable shield on said body

and wherein a series of pin and guide slot means are provided

between the shield and shank permitting the shield to rotate

with the shank and move longitudinally thereof and wherein a

pin and slot connection between the shield and body includes

angular slot in the body whereby relative rotation of the shank

with respect to the body effects longitudinal movement of said

shield so as to protectively enclose the radio active ring.

3,788,657

TOOL HOLDER FOR USE WITH AUTOMATIC TOOL
CHANGING APPARATUS

Robert S. Sutton, Franklin, Mich., assignor to Ex-Cell-O Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,812

Int.CI.B23bi//i6

U.S.CI.279—ITS 7 Claims

An arrangement for sealing an apertured panel through

which a member is inserted utilizes a grommet of a generally

flexible material An annular edge of the panel defines the

aperture and the member has an annular outer surface

received in spaced relationship to the annular edge of the

panel after it is inserted through the circular aperture. The

grommet is inserted within the aperture prior to the member

and includes a head flange portion integral with sealing and

guide portions. The head flange portion has a generally annu-

lar configuration with a surface engaging one side of the panel

adjacent the annular edge of the circular aperture. The sealing

portion is received within the aperture and has a cross section

with a thin-walled equilateral polygonal configuration. The

totals of the lengths of the inner and outer sides of the seahng

portion are respectively substantially equal to the circum-

ferences of the annular outer surface of the member and the

annular edge of the panel. Consequently, the junctures of the

sides of the sealing portion grip the annular edge of the panel

to initially position the grommet. and the sealing portion

deforms during insertion of the member to assume an annular

configuration sealing against both the member and the panel.

The guide portions of the grommet normally extend from the

respective sides of the sealing portion with a generally

frustoconical configuration pointed away from the head flange

portion so as to guide the grommet during insertion within the

circular aperture of the panel. The guide portions expand to a

split annular configuration during the insertion of the

member.

t^«?

/^

^-^

A tool holder for use with a machine tool having a rotatable

spindle and an automatic tool changing apparatus for position-

ing the tool holder in alignment with the spindle and for en-

gagement therewith for performing a work operation on a

workpiece by a tool carried in the tool holder. The tool holder

includes a holder body having a shank adapted to be received

in the drive spindle of a machine tool, and a radially outward

extended peripheral flange. The flange is provided with a pair

of elongated, radially inward extended pockets which are

identically shaped and disposed on opposite sides of the

flange. The elongated pockets are adapted to operatively

receive complementary shaped fingers of the tool gripping

mechanism of an automatic tool changer apparatus. A pair of

inserts having selectively spaced apart bores are adapted to be

mounted in the elongated pockets to permit locating and

securing the tool holder in a predetermined orientation in the

tool gripping mechanism of the automatic tool changing ap-

paratus.
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3,788,658

INSTANT CHANGE TOOL HOLDER
Milton L. Benjamin; David D. Walker, and Wilbur N. Miles,

dll of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, assignors to Erickson Tool

Company, Solon. Ohio

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280.650

lnt.CLB23bJ//06

U.S. CI. 279-75 7 Claims

bearing platform, an upright load-bearing framework pro-

vided with a handle whereby to facilitate manipulation of the

truck; and the invention primarily involves providing means

whereby the aforesaid components may be adjusted for opera-

tional use or to a folded or collapsed condition for storage or

shipment.

fi

3,788.660

SPRING LOCK
Thomas Gordon Smolka. Wien-Mauer. and Franz Hrachowitz.

Wien. bo«h of Austria, assignors to Gertsch A(;, Zug. Swit-

zerland

Filed May 19. 1972. Ser. No. 255.195

Claims priority, application Austria, June 1, 1971,4691

Int. CI. A63c 9100

L.S.CL 280-1 1.35 T 9Ctolms

A tool holder characterized in that the drive housing socket

and the tool adaptor shank driven thereby have a quick

release connection with each other, and have sleeves rotatable

thereon to facilitate the connection and disconnection of the

adaptor and housing without stopping rotation of the machine

tool spindle in which the drive housing is adapted to be

mounted The housing sleeve is axially movable on the hous-

ing between locking and unlocking positions and the housing

has a latch mechanism which holds the housing sleeve in un-

locking position, the latch mechanism being operative during

axial insertion of the adaptor shank into the housing socket to

initiate rotation of the shank for facilitating the making of an

axially interfitted driving connection between the housing and

shank and to automatically release the housing sleeve for

movement to adaptor locking position

J 9 2

Adjustment mechanism for a safety ski binding Adjusting

means are provided for adjusting the tension of the control

spring in a safety ski binding, said adjustment means having

both a coarse adjustment and a fine adjustment The fine ad-

justment is accessible to the user from the outside of the bind-

ing housing but the coarse adjustment is accessible only to a

person possessing suitable toi>ls and from within such housing

The spring seat is threaded onto a screw which is coaxially

received into a further screw which latter is threaded into the

housing. The latter screw provides the fine adjustment and the

first-mentioned screw provides the coarse adjustment.

3.788,661

STEERABLE TOBOGGAN
Cletus V. Hird, 595 North Chestnut St., Platteville. W is.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,810

Int.CI.B62b/i/0S

U.S. CL 280-22 4 Claims

3,788,659

HAND TRLCK
Benigene Allen, 3291 Oakwood St., Portage. Ind.

Filed June 5. 1972, Ser. No. 259,585

Int. CI. B62b .V02

L.S.CL 280-5.24 12 Claims

This improved toboggan has a pair of fixed parallel rear run-

ners and aligned therewith another pair of pivoted front run-

ners, which are pivoted ahead of the mid-point so as to auto-

matically return to straight ahead position after a turn, the

steerable front runners having a spacer bar pivotally con-

nected at opposite ends to their up-turned front ends and

reciprocable in either of three ways: ( I ) by link connection

with a crank on the forward end of a rotatable steering rod

that is tumable with a steering wheel operated by the driver;

( 2 ) by oscillation of a foot operable steering bar having a pin

and slot sliding pivotal connection with the spacer bar. or ( 3

)

by ropes attached to the opposite ends of the spacer bar. The

runners project downwardly to a small extent from the fiat

The structure is directed to a manually operaTfie truck com- bottom of the toboggan-like body and the steering means ofall

prising a pair of wheel units, a lower forwardly extending load- three kinds is easily operable by the driver seated on the bot-
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tom in the same way as riding the ordinary toboggan, the ob- bag, and closure means for automatically sealmg the air intake

iect being to maintain a low center of gravity and thus make openings after inflation of the air bag. The closure means may

for safety of operation even when negotiating fairly steep side consistof bands, tubes, flaps and the like.

hills. .

- 3,788,664

SHOULDER BELT STORAGE RETAINER
Thomas J. Gray, Warren; James H. DeClaire, Mt. Clemens,

and Herbert D. Tucker, Rochester, all of Mich., assignors to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,959

Int. CLB60r 27/70

U.S. CI. 280— 150 SB 6 Claims

3,788,662

UTILITY CART
Richard A. Rasmussen, Long Beach, and Mariano Jimenez,

Jr., Huntington Park, both of Calif., assignors to James M.

Rasmussen, Inglewood, Calif.; part interest

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,479

Int.CLB62bJ/00

U.S. CI. 280-47.11 2 Claims

i-*

do iz

There is disclosed a utility cart having a uni-construction

comprising a shell-like body with a leading low-bed portion

followed by first and second integrally formed, box-shaped

carriage housings, the housings being separated by an inter-

mediate bed portion which is integrally attached to the oppos-

ing lower sides of each housing. The top walls of each housing

are provided with a plurality of vertical receptacles for receiv-

ing various tools or articles which are adapted to be removably

interconnected to a handle, the handle being removably

secured to a steering means movably supported in the leading

low-bed portion. A pair of wheels are operably supported in

the rear area of the body whereby, together with the steering

means, the cart can be transported.

3,788,663

INFLATABLE AIR BAG FOR MOTOR VEHICLES FOR
ATTENUATING THE IMPACT EFFECT OF THE

PASSENGER IN CASE OF ACCIDENT

Per Oiof Weman, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to KUppan

GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
Filed June 11, 1971, Ser. No. 152,129

Claims priority, application Germany, June 20, 1970, P 20

30 518.4
lnt.CI.B60r27/70

U.S. CI. 280—150 AB 1 Claim

/"" e

A shoulder belt storage retainer includes an elongated

resilient member having a base portion attached to a vehicle

body roof structure. The elongated resilient member defines

in cooperation with the body roof trim a shoulder belt storage

pocket. In one form, the base portion of the elongated resilient

member has integral downward extending portions in which

tabs are provided. The tabs are engaged by the conventional

door opening garnish molding to attach the elongated resilient

member to the roof structure. In another form, the base por-

tion is screw attached to the roof structure. A keyhole-shaped

slot in the rearward end of the elongated resilient member

receives the headed stud of the shoulder belt latch member to

store the latch member in the storage retainer.

James L
Mich.,

Mich.

3,788,665

OCCUPANT RESTRAINT SYSTEM
Noll, Livonia, and John F. Zens, Algonac, both of

assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Filed May 12, 1971, Ser. No. 142,533

Int.CLB60r27/0S

U.S.CL280—150AB 6 Claims

Inflatable air bag having one or several air intake openings

for drawing air from the passenger compartment into the air

An occupant restraint system includes a cylindrical diffuser

which is communicated with a source of pressure fluid. The

diffuser includes first and second rows of axially spaced partial

circumferentially extending slots, the rows being spaced cir-

cumferentially of each other. A torso cushion surrounds the
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diffuser and is inflated from the first row A knee cushion fits

within the torso cushion and includes a slit in the wall thereof

Annular brackets on the inside and outside of the wall enclose

a planar portion of the wall including a slit and are bolted to

each other through the cushion. Encircling portions of the

outside bracket receive the diffuser to locate the enclosed por-

tion of the cushion wall tangent to the outer surface of the dif-

fuser with the slit extending transversely of the second row ot

slots A flexible sleeve is secured to the cushion wall and ex-

tends inwardly of the cushion from the slit. The sleeve pro-

vides a one-way valve permitting inflation of the cushion from

the slit and preventing reverse flow of pressure fluid from the

cushion.

a propellant charge for the generation of a hot gas The ap-

paratus includes a elongated reservoir for storing fluid under

pressure and is provided with first and second end portions

spaced apart in the direction of the axis of elongation. A fluid

outlet is provided in the first end portion and has means clos-

ing it against fluid flow A propellant charge storage chamber

,s provided at the second end portion and has means sealing it

from the interior of the reservoir. A rod member extends from

a point adjacent the fluid outlet to a point adjacent the means

sealing the propellant chamber. The rod member has means

for guiding and supporting it at a point adjacent each end

Upon burning of the propellant charge, the means sealing the

propellant chamber is opened and the rod member serves to

unseal the fluid outlet.

3,788,666

PROTECTION SYSTEM

Jack M Kramer. Los Angeles, and Abdul N. Sitabkhan, El

Monte, both of Calif., assignors to HTI. Industries, Inc.,

Monrovia, Calif. .^^ -,o
Filed July 27. 197 i. S«r. No. 166,528

Inl.CI.B60r2//0<K

L.S.CI.280-I50AB 21 Claims

3,788,668

Ml DFLAP AND ROCK EJECTOR COMBINATION FOR A

REAR Dl MP VEHICLE

JuUus M. Perger. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation. Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,237

lnl.CLB62d25//6

L.S.CL 280-154.5 R 5 Claims

Covers an arrangement for protecting people and property

carried bv a vehicle, such as an automobile or aircraft. The ar-

rangement may include an impact switch, a control valve

mechanism, a tank filled with fluid, one component of which

may be a fire extinguishing agent, and an inflatable bag. the ar-

rangement being so organized that, upon impact with another

vehicle or a stationary body, the switch will complete a circuit

to operate the control valve mechanism to release the fluid

contents of the tank into the bag and thereby inflate it to ena-

ble it to act as a cushion Then the bag may be deflated and the

fluid released to protect the vehicle and its people and proper-

ty against fire.

A mudflap is attached by a pivotal connection to the under-

side of a dump body at a point located vertically above the

rear dual tires of a rear dump vehicle and a rock ejector car-

ried by the vehicle mainuins the mudflap spaced from the

tires when the dump body is in the lowercd-carry-position and

the raised-dump-position.

3,788,667

VEHICLE SAFETY DEVICE

Raybum D. Vancil, Cartervilie, lU., assignor to Olin Corpora-

tion. New Haven, Conn.

Filed Dec. 6. 1971, S«r. No. 205,024

Int.CLB60r2//0«

II.S.CL 280-150 AB 10 Claims

3,788,669

SAFETY DEVICE FOR MOTOR VEHICLE

Keizauburw tsui, Yokosuka, and Michio Yamaguchi,

Yokohama, both of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Com-

pany, Limited, Yokohama. Japan

Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,411

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 8, 1970, 45-78727;

Sept. 8, 1970, 45-89333
^

,

Int.CLB60r2//OS I

11.S. CK 280- 1 50 AB .
"^ C**'"«

An apparatus for use in a vehicle safety system utilizing in-

flatable confinement means, a stored fluid under pressure, and

A safety device for a motor vehicle adapted to protect a

vehicle occupant from injury in the event of a collision of the

motor vehicle, comprising pressurized gas supply unit includ-

ing a pressurized gas generating means and a sealing means in

clsoing engagement with a discharge outlet portion of the

pressurized gas generating means. The sealing means includes

a unitary casing having a closed end portion and an open end
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portion and detonating means mounted at the closed end por-

tion of the casing for rupturing, when activated, the casing

thereby to provide communication between the outlet portion

and the inflatable confinement whereby the pressurized gas is

admitted to the inflatable confinement to actuate the same to

its protective position.

upright position to a rearwardly disposed position for storage

when the bicycle is being ridden and a spring for moving the

kick stand to its stored position into engagement with spring

clips adapted to hold the kick stand in said stored position.

3,788,670

CAMPING UNIT

Raymond N. Petersen, c/o Petersen Welding & Construction

Co., 346 North 6th Street, Forest City, Iowa

Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,137

Int. CLB62k 2 7/00

U.S.CL 280-203 15 Claims

3,788,672

ROLLER BEARING FOR LOGGING TRUCK AND
TRAILER

Jack L. Tharp, PO. Box 867, WiUits, CaUf.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,1 18

Int. CI. B62d 52108

U.S. CI. 280-404 9 Claims

2,6

tt— I

A camper unit attachable to the side of a motorcycle. The

unit includes a camping portion mounted on a frame portion

attachable to the side of a motorcycle. The floor of the camp-

ing portion is comprised of a plurality of panels hingedly con-

nected which fold together to form a box-like structure for

transport to and from a camping location. The hinges connect-

ing the panels are mounted in grooves provided in the ends of

the respective connected panels for strength and obscurity. A
tent provides the shelter for the camping portion. Jointed tent

poles serve also as support members for the floor. Removable

legs are provided for further floor support. A portion of the

floor is supported by the wheel attached to the frame. Hitch

means connecting the camper unit to the motorcycle is ad-

justable whereby the camper unit may be attached to a wide

variety of motorcycles of different manufacture and model.

The camper unit is adaptable to be trailed behind a snowmo-

bile or a small automobile.
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frame .s sl.dably mounted on the base frame and supports a forced over a male threaded end of the tubing, and the female

H?aT.nJ arm and bucket at an infinite number of positions threaded member .s rotated over the outer periphery of the

uln riTo he ax^ o the vehicle A hydraul.cally ^tuated hose, forcmg the coupled hose mto a threaded engagement
transverse lo uic

^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ connector, and the female threaded member.

3.788.677

EMISSION-FREE EXHAUST PIPE JOINT AND CLAMP
THEREFOR

Bertil Stade, 480 Knoliwood Drive. Wood Dale. III., and Ed-

ward Hogiund. 1020 Lois Avenue. Park Ridge. III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142.977, May 13, 1971.

abandoned. This appUcatkm Mar. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 236,364

Int. CI. F16I/ 7/00

U.S. CI. 285-367 llCUIms

clamp is operative to clamp the shiftable frame at selected

positions on the stationary frame The clamp is constructed

and arranged to utilize the weight of the shiftable carnage to

aid in clamping action and to thereby reduce clamping effort.

3,788,675

GROLND LEVEL LOADING TRAILER

Roger R. D. Wllander, 926 North Central Avenue. Duluth,

Minn.
Filed May 1, 1972, S«r. No. 249.613

Int.Cl. B60p//00

U.S. CI. 280-43. 1

1

* Claims

A ground level loading trailer having a load support in the

form of a platform adapted to lie flat on the ground for loading

together with a U-shaped lifting device straddling the platform

and pivoted on supporting wheels and also pivoted to the load

support, said lifting device when the load support is in loading

position extending angularly upwardly therefrom and when

brought down into juxtaposition with the load support, raising

the load support into elevated position.

3,788.676

FLEXIBLE HOSE CONNECTOR
Robert A. Lossie, 2445 N. Dunlap Stre«t, SL Paul, Minn.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972. Ser. No. 221,968

lnt.Cl.F161ii/22

VS. CL 285-247 I Claim

^

The joint of the invention comprises exhaust pipes formed

with beaded ends providing abutting flange-like surfaces that

are axially forced together by a clamp applying wedging forces

on the external beads. Modified forms of the joint have pilot

extensions on one pipe of the joined pair, the bead on this one

pipe in each case being spaced from the free end of the pipe

The pilot extension is telescoped within the other pipe bring-

ing the beads together side by side and the clamp is engaged

over both beads. In some joints, such as those formed in pipes

made of a tough metal, a gasket may be inserted between the

beaded ends.

The clamp for the joints is one which has a concave groove

engaging over the pair of beads to apply the axial force by the

wedging action produced when the clamp is constricted. The

preferred clamp is made in two halves which have a hinged

connection of great simplicity comprising merely a rectangu-

lar bight formed on one end of one half and a tongue formed

on one end of the second half The tongue lies in the bight and

cannot move laterally because of the self-centering action

produced when the clamp is engaged on the beads. The other

end of each half comprises a tongue with perforations aligned

to receive a bolt and nut to enable the halves to be clamped

together, pivoting with respect to one another on the hinged

connection.

/-^_
^^ /<

//'
iff no ^i(S

A coupler unit for connecting two flexible hoses in a water-

tight joint The unit consists of a short length of tubing with a

special male thread on each end. together with two loose cap-

tive female threaded members. The hose to be coupled is

3,788,678

ADJUSTABLE GARAGE DOOR LOCK
Harold SwiUgable, 125 Stokes Street, Box 622, Freehold, NJ.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,656

Int. CLE05C 5/00

L.S.CL 292-7 2 Claims

A guide for the locking bar of an over-head garage door, or

the like, is adjustably mounted on the door to permit the end
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of the bar adjacent the edge of the door to be moved into a bar adapted for adjustment by a pair of slidable telescoping

position wherein it will register with an opening in a stationary members and a unique clamping device for rigidly affixing

21_
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23.

^\ VK
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3 31

£

3 ,/

64

22

::
5

24

them in individual positions for adjustment to maintain a load

to be lifted in a horizontal position at all times.

member adjacent the door in various positions of the door

with respect to the stationary member.

3,788,681

ARRANGEMENT OF THE DRIVE AND SUPPORT OF
WINDSHIELD WIPERS

Bela Barenyi. Maichingen, and Gerhard Busch, Gechingen,

both of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz Aktien-

3,788,679 gesellschaft, Stuttgart-Unterturkheim, Germany

DOOR FASTENING UNITS Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,842

John Anthony Banham, 233/235 Kensington High Street, Lon- Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 25, 1971,

- - "" r_..._j 2114424don, W8 England

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,000

Int. CI. E05b 9100- E05c //06, 9110 U.S. CI. 296-28 R

U.S. CI. 292-40 12 Claims

Int.CI.B60s;/04
22 Claims

A door fastening device supplements the function of a door

lock and has bolt members that are slid to operative positions

by the shooting of the lock bolt. Actuating means of the device

are adjustable after the device has been mounted in place to

ensure that the lock bolt will operate the bolt members fully.

The attachment means of the device are hidden by a separate

cover after adjustement of the actuating means and the cover

carries a separate striker plate which allows the lock bolt to

hold the door closed without undue play but which is dis-

placeable when force is exerted on the door to allow the lock

bolt and the bolt members jointly to resist forcible opening of

the door.

An arrangement of the drive and bearing supports of

windshield wipers for vehicles, especially for passenger motor

vehicles, which are accommodated in front of the windshield

pane; a sheet metal member adjoins the windshield which is

connected with a front wall separating the engine space from

the passenger space, whereby the drive and the bearing sup-

ports of the windshield wipers are mounted at the front wall.

3,788,680

ORDNANCE HANDLING DEVICE
Malcolm B. Brown, Oreland, Pa., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed June 2 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 265,084

Int. CLB66C 7/72

U.S. CI. 294—8 1 R 7 Claims

The invention disclosed herein relates to a lifting member

and more specifically to an extendable type horizontal lifting

3,788,682

TRAILER CONSTRUCTION
Donald J. Ehrlich, Monon, Ind., assignor to Monon Trailer

Inc., Monon, Ind.

ContinuaUon-in-part of Ser. No. 74,713, Sept. 13, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,692,349. This appUcation Apr. 1, 1971, Ser. No.

130,188. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent

to Sept 19, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CLB62d 27/00, 25/02

U.S. CI. 296-28 M 5 Claiihs

A vehicle body panel comprises a plywood core having glass

fiber reinforced plastic coatings on opposite sides thereof. The
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core has holes therein so that during curing and heating of the

resin, air bubbles at the interfaces of the coatings and the core

will be forced into the holes. In addition, the plastic will be ex-

truded into the holes to form a mechanical connection
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3,788,684

REMOVABLE GRAIN BODY SIDES FOR FLAT LOAD BED

Davis O. Johnson, and Terry Lee, P.O. Box 235, both of Haytl,

S. Dak.
,

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, S«r. No. 239,448 I

lnt.CI.B62d27/06

U,S. CI. 296-36 10 Claims

between the coatings. The panel is secured to a vehicle by an

elongated channel rail that is joined to floor beams of the

truck through connector bolts that are below the vehicle

body's floor so as not to interfere with cargo placed therein.

A side wall assembly for a flat load bed of the type including

longitudinally spaced upwardly opening opposite side mount-

ing pockets. The assembly consists of upstanding stakes

downwardly seatable in the pockets and provided with

laterally projecting downwardly opening upper end hook por-

tions, spring-type readily releasable anchors for securing the

stakes in the pockets and body side panels removably posi-

tionable against the inner sides of the stakes and over whose

upper marginal edge portions the stake hook portions are en-

gaged.

3,788,683

TRANSPORT VEHICLE W ITH PORTABLE CARGO
CONTAINER

James A. Rumell, 1955 Vermont, Blue Island. 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 27,361. April 10, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 269,978

Int. CI. B60s 9/14; B62d 27/06

U.S. CI. 296-35 A 8 Ciaims

3,788,685

BOWDEN CABLE LATCH RELEASE MECHANISM
Ludwig Leichtl, Emmaus, Pa., assignor to McCord Corpora-

tion, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,817

Int.CKB60ny/00

U.S. CL 296-65 A 6 Claims

*«^ *' *• <«
** f

^ ^ '^

A transport vehicle having a wheeled bed and a removable

and reusable freight hauling and storing container which is

releasably mounted on the bed to form the transport body of

the vehicle. The container includes a rectangular base and

frame with upstanding side and end walls defining a freight

receiving area. Retractable and extensible dolly wheels are

located near the comers of the base at one end thereof and

near the center of the base at the other end; and a self-con-

tained hydraulic system retracts or extends the wheels to con-

vert the container from an immobile frame-based storing con-

tainer to a mobile wheeled hauling container. The wheels are

all w ithin the rectangular frame so that the resulting container

may be maneuvered about a loading area, or onto or off a ship

or dock, without requiring high-capacity cranes or other spe-

cial container-handling facilities.

This invention provides a seat back release mechanism for

tillable automobile seats actuated by an automobile door

which includes a flexible motion transmitting remote control

cable for transmitting compressive and tensile forces in a

curved path; a reciprocating piston member connected to one

end of the remote control cable, mounted in a housing, and

adapted to transmit a compressive force in response to the clo-

sure of the automobile door, and a latch mechanism con-

nected to the other end of the remote control cable for engag-

ing and latching the seat back whereby the seat back is held

substantially upright and is restricted from forward tilting

movement when the automobile door is closed.
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3,788,686

CAR BODY FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Egbert Rossie, Ingolstadt, and Bemd Barke, Ettling, b^th of

Germany, assignors to Audi NSU Auto Union A,g., Ingol-

stadt, Germany
Fikfd June 23, 1971, Ser. No. 1 55,960

Claims priority, application Germany, July 7, 1970, P 20 33

531.3

Int. CI. B60j 5/04

IJ.S. CI. 296- 146 3 Claims

toward such projection position, and a detent lever pivoted

within the housing, having one arm operatively connected to

move with the retractor and having another arm positioned to

cooperate with the slide to hold the slide against movement

toward projected position when the bolt is in projected posi-

tion and to hold the retractor against bolt-projecting move-

ment when the slide is in projected position, the slide having a

camming surface cooperative with such a strike, as a closure

on which the housing is mounted moves toward closed posi-

tion, to shift the slide from projected position to retracted

position, to trip the detent lever to release the retractor for

movement to shift the bolt to projected position.

A motor vehicle is provided with a device protecting it from

accidents affecting the sides of the car body. The device in-

cludes a hook fixed to each door of the car and having a recess

directed toward the interior of the car.

3,788,687

SAFETY EXIT LATCH BOLT RETAINER
George Z. Zawadzki, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Van

Duprin, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,236

Int. CLEOSc 75/02

U.S. CI. 292-92 5 Claims

^^

A safety exit latch bolt retainer comprising a housing, a fall-

away latch bolt pivoted in the housing for movement between

a retracted position and a projected position wherein it is

located for cooperation with a strike member, a retractor

guided for reciprocation in the housing, operatively connected

to shift the latch bolt between its projected and retracted posi-

tions and adapted for connection to a panic bar or the like, a

slide guided in the housing for reciprocation alongside the

retractor between a retracted position and a projected posi-

tion for cooperation with such a strike and resiliently biased

3,788,688

CRASH BAR BRACKET ASSEMBLY
William T. Chandler, 9134 Palm, Bellflower, Calif.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,338

Int. CLEOSc 75/02

U.S. CI. 292-92 2 Claims

A unit attached at the operating end of a crash bar inhibits

illegal entry by use of wire hooks or the like.

3,788,689

DOOR LOCKING MEANS
Richard L. Lloyd, 2740 Iliff, Boulder, Cok>.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,676

Int.CLE05ci/04

U.S. CI. 292—304 1 1 Claims

28 29

Door locking means comprising a door for closing an open-

ing surrounded by a frame that has a channel extending from

top to bottom of one side, the door being hingedly connected

to the side of the frame opposite said channel side, and being

non-pivotally movable relatively to the frame in the direction

of the door width to move the door into and out of the frame

channel. Each of the hinges comprises a pin and a journal in

which the pin has pivotal movement when the door has been

withdrawn from the channel and in which the pin also is

laterally movable to permit non-pivotal movement of the door

into and out of the frame channel. Lockable means which may

be a cam plate bears on the door edge opposite the frame
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h. and the operating rod are both of sectional construction and

channel to move the door into the channel. The cam may be
^^ intermediate sections which can be m-

provded wuh a key-operated lock cooperatmg ^'^^ means °n P^^^^^^
_^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^e st.ck for perm.ttmg

ihe frame for retaining the door in the channel and Pr^vem ng

movement of the door from e.ther s.de. The doors embodymg

the mvention may be house, cabinet or other type doors.

ERRATUM
For Class 294—81 see:

Patent No. 3,788,680

3,788.690

BILLET TURNING WRENCH
Nicholas Gelles, Conemaugh; Paul J. Shiley. Johnstown, both

of Pa., and Michael D. Casella, Cleveland, Ohio assignors to

Bethlehem Steel Corporation and Rose Iron Works, Inc.,

both of Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 204,779

Int. CI. B65g 7108

U.S.CI.294-17
*^'-""''

jg -?, ^,

i^^ 3C
r^ -

^j^

selective adjustment in the overall stick length Locking

devices are provided for releasably locking together the sec-

tional parts of the support rod and the operating rod.

3,78^,692

UNIVERSALLY JOINTED CHILLING TOOL

Christopher L. Fischer. Sunnyvale, CaUf., assignor to Raychem

Corporation, Menio Park, Calif.

Filed Aug. 23. 1971. Ser. No. 173,975

Inl.CI.A47f /J/06

U.S.CI.294-19R 9 Claims

/^i //<' f,\ io.

Apparatus for rotating billets, blooms and the like to

present successive faces for inspection and/or treatment com-

prises an elongated handle having a load engaging jaw

pivotally connected at one end thereof with means to permit

limited rotation of said jaw and return of said jaw to a

retracted position.

3,788,691

SHOTGUN STICK

Eari Wayne McMulUn, Rutland Township, Barry County,

Mich., assignor to Hastings Fiber Glass Products, Inc.,

Hastings, Mich.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 244,428

Int. CI. A47f 13106

U.S. CI. 294-19 R 16Claiins

A shotgun stick for applying and removing devices, such as

clamps to and from electrical lines or conductors. The stick

includes an elongated support rod having an insulated head at

one end and a movable actuating handle at the other end. An

operating rod extends from the handle and is slidably received

within the insulated head. The operating rod is connected to a

clamping mechanism which is slidably disposed within the

head whereby actuation of the handle causes linear movement

of the operating rod for causing a corresponding movement

and actuation of the clamping mechanism. The support rod

A hand tool having a plurality of part-holding jaws which

are operated from a remote handle through a shaft havmg a

universal joint therein. The tool is capable of being used to

hold a part in its jaws while that part is immersed in a very low

temperature fluid such as liquid nitrogen. After the part has

beTthus chilled, the tool is capable of physically holding the

chilled part while the part is moved to a different environment

while maintaining the part in a chilled conditionJheun.ver^

sal joint permits free rotational movement of the jaws with

respect to the handle and also permits angular movement in

the shaft of the tool. Tightening means are provided which

permit holding the angular and rotational position of the jaws

in a fixed position with respect to the handle.
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3,788,693

FLUORESCENT BULB HANDLING APPARATUS
Bob H. Farrington, 5604 Astoria PI., Orlando, Fla.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,219

Int.CI. H01kJ/J2

U.S. CI. 294-20 4 Claims

lifting force applied thereto and lifts the other, the lift cable^

extending through one of the shackles, the opening cable ex-

tending through the other of the shackles, whereby when the

opening cable is disconnected the lift cable is made taut to lift

the article handling means to carry the stack of articles, and

whereby when the opening cable is connected it is made taut

to lift the empty article handling means to swing and spread

the lift arms apart.

A fluorescent bulb changer comprises an elongated handle

with a trough on one end. A resilient hook which is controlled

from the other end of the handle, engages the bulb and holds it

firmly in the trough.

3,788.694

ARTICLE HANDLING SYSTEM
Glen Henry Hall, Box 284, Fort Ashby, W. Va.

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 165,859

Int.CI. B66c//i2

U.S. CI. 294—67 BC 2 Claims

ERRATA
For Classes 296—28, 296—35, 296—36, 296—65 and

296—146 see:

Patents Nos. 3,788,681 and 3,788,686

3,788,695

SITTING/STANDING TABLE/WALKER COMBINATION
Nazih M. N. Salem, 963 N. Larrabee St., Apt. 8, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,444

Int. CI. A47d /J/04

U.S. CI. 297-6 4 Claims

In an article handling system having article handling means

for carrying a stack of articles comprising a pair of lift arms, a

rigid pivot rod pivotally joining said lift arms together, a lift

cable and an opening cable operatively arranged such that: the

lift arms are arranged to swing inwardly toward each other to

engage and carry the stack of articles upon application of an

external lifting force to the lift cable, and the opening cable is

constructed to have a lifting force applied thereto to swing the

lift arms apart so that they clear the stack of articles, improve-

ment in the article handling means comprising each lift arm

pivotally connected to the pivot rod at opposite ends thereof,

the lift cable joined to the pivot rod at opposite ends thereof,

the opening cable joined to the lift arms and disposed at a sub-

stantially right angle in respect to the lift cable, one end of the

opening cable relatively permanently connected to one lift

arm and the other end thereof manually connectable or dis-

connectable in respect to the other lift arm, two shackles mu-

tually interlocked and arranged so that one has the external

The invention is a therapeutic device or appliance for treat-

ing people, particularly childreh, afflicted with diseases such

as cerebr il palsy, muscular distrophy, and similar incapacitat-

ing diseases. It is a sitting/standing table adapted as a walker.

The seat is adjustable for standing. Vertical adjustments are

provided for table and seat. Adjustable supports are provided

for the patient's thighs. Attachments are provided, including

commode, abduction seat, and footrest platform.

3,788,696

FOLDABLE TABLE AND BENCH ASSEMBLY
Jacob L. Loewen, General Delivery, Altona, Manitoba, Canada

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,389

Int. CI. A47b 39/00

U.S. CL 297—159 , 8 Claims

_xl

— t

A pair of leg frames are pivoted between the ends to present

an "X" formation when open and support a table top. A bench
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is erected upon each side of the table and includes horizontal

tension arms, substantially vertical compression legs and a

bench seat. As the horizontal arms are moved from the folded

position to the horizontal position, the vertical legs are un-

folded and support the bench surface which moves to the

horizontal position. The benches are first folded down and

then the cross frames are folded together with the table top

lying substantially vertically against the folded structure, when

the assembly is in the folded or stored position.

I
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locking member mounted on a mounting plate

seat cushion. The teeth of the locking member
connected to a

are of substan-

3.788,697

VEHICLE SEAT

James C. Barton, Peoria; Jon C. Christensen. Washington;

James P. Mueller, East Peoria, and Larry \\ Spnnkle,

Decatur, all of III., assignors to CaterpiUar Tractor Co.,

Peoria, III.

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,640

Int. CI. A47ci/00. J/22

l].S.CL 297-307 7 Claims
tially the same pitch as those of the fixed tmnh sec

pi>si'tioned on an arc having a center of curvature-

pivotal axes of the sector and the locking member

tor and are

outside the

3,788,699

SI PPORT CI SHION FOR CHILDREN S AND INVALID S

SEATS

Fowler K. SUrr, 800 S. Third, Kelso, V\ ash.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,092

Int.CI.A47d//00

L.S. CI. 297-390 • ^ ^''«''"*

An improved vehicle seat wherein a bottom cushion as-

sembly is pivotally attached to a back and resilientiy mounted

upon a base by an oscillation damping member to control

oscillation of said vehicle seat with respect to the base. The

back is pivotally joined to the base by substantially parallel

links which maintain the back at a constant angle of inclina-

tion with respect to the base independent of elevational dis-

placement A swing link, pivotally copnecting the bottom

cushion assen;bly to the base permits the bottom cushion as-

sembly to pivot about an imaginary point forward of the seat

at a height approximating the knee joint of an operator to

minimize movement of the operator s feet relative to the vehi-

cle. A hydraulic circuit associated with a hydropneumatic

suspension for such a seat includes dual damping capabilities

for accommodating both normal and high impact loads on the

seat.

3,788,698

SEAT RECLINE MECHANISM
Norman W. Perkins, Benfleet, England, assignor to Ford

Motor Compan> . Dearborn, Mich.

Filed May 8. 1972, Ser. No. 251,310

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 26, 1971,

54 934/71
Int. CL B60in 1102; E05d 1 1 1 10

U.S. a. 297-373
^ ^ k h^"'."'

A seat recline mechanism in which a fixed toothed sector

connected to a seat back is engaged by a movable toothed

A support cushion for use in seats such as childrens" high

chairs and invalids' wheelchairs having an arm on each side

and a cross member across the outer ends of the arms com-

prises a piece of resilientiy compressible material dimensioned

to overlie the arms and cross member. The piece has a recess

dimensioned to receive the body of the seat occupant. A

flange of resilientiy compressible material extends

downwardly along the lower margin of the recess In use. the

flange compresses into the space between the seat occupant's

body and the seat components, bolstering the occupant in an

upright position.

3,788,700

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PEGGED FURNITURE

Richard M. Wartes, 14400 Addison St., Sherman Oaks, CaUf.

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,678

Int. CI. A47c 2 7/OS. 4/02

U.S. CI. 297-442 17 Claims

Pegged furniture is made out of flat frame members having

slotted holes and flat bridging members having reduced ends
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to fit through the holes. The frame members may have extra

slots so that you can make functionally different kinds of fur-

niture. Special tapered pegs, which are made of slotted dowel

stock having a tapered flat on one side, are pegged through an-

gled holes in the bridging members to removably hold the fur-

3,788,702

BULK MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM
Carl L. ToboU, 8003 Haas Ln., Rosedale, Md.

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,874

Int. CLB60p///«, 7/25

U.S. CI. 298—22 AE 5 Claims

niture together to perform the desired function. Some particu-

lar items of furniture include ( I ) an alternate chair and step

stool; ( 2 ) another step stool which doubles as a hamper; ( 3 ) a

two-level table; (4) a chair and table; (5) a bench and chest;

(6) a cradle which can also be converted into three other uses

including benches and a table, a rocking bench, and a toy box.

An improved system for the handling of bulk materials such

as trash refuse, is provided. This system consists of two units,

one of which is a large drop frame trailer, enclosed on all of its

four sides, with door openings on the sides, the rear end and

the top completely open, for loading. A door opening is also

provided at the rear end for unloading. The other unit is a

modified tractor on which is mounted a hydraulic operated

hoist. It has a fifth wheel coupling arrangement and a capabili-

ty of lifting the trailer up end to a required height of 30 feet for

unloading of the trash refuse.

3,788,703

METHOD OF ROCK CUTTING EMPLOYING PLASMA
STREAM

3 788 701 Merle L. Thorpe, Hopkington, N.H., assignor to Humphreys

CHAIR CONSTRUCTION Corporation, Bow, N.H.
,,,„^,

Raymond A. MassaccesI, Lombard, III., assignor to AU-Steel ^»^ Apr 14, 1972 Ser No 243,961

," Anr«ro III
Int. CI. E2 Ic J ///

3

Inc., A-ora, m.^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^, ^^_^^ ^2 Claims

U.S. CI. 297-455
Int. CI. A47c 7/02, ///2

7 Claims

A chair construction comprising a frame in the form of a

pair of L-shaped rigid frame members, defining the frame

back and seat reinforcing portions secured together in side by

side spaced apart relation by a pair of cross members applied

between the frame member seat portions, contoured seat and

back upholstery plates each having a separate cushion pad ap-

plied thereto, with the plates being made fast to the frame and

'between said frame members to form a seat subassembly, and

with the plates having their side edges aligned about the rim of

the subassembly, and a one piece shell of concavo-convex, L-

shaped configuration having a continuous rim thereabout sub-

stantially complementing that of the subassembly, with the su-

bassembly received in the shell and the shell secured to the su-

bassembly at an indentation formed in the underseat portion

of the shell, and about the rims of the shell and subassembly. A
molding about the rim of the shell masks the fastening ele-

ments about the shell rim and forms a bumper for the chair,

and a conventional chair base is affixed to the frame at the

shell indentation.

A method especially useful for cutting and breaking hard

rock such as granite from the face of a tunnel is disclosed. A
pattern of slots are cut into the rock face by directing a high

velocity plasma jet on the rock face to melt a portion of the

rock face and produce a molten film and applying electrical

power to the plasma-jet and a cooperating electrode to flow

electric current through the molten film to further heat the

molten film and melt additional rock to form a slot. After the

pattern of slots are formed, spaced plasma streams are in-

troduced into the slots and electrical power of a frequency ef-

fective to produce dielectric heating in the rock is applied

through the plasma streams to produce a heated region within

the rock mass which thermally stresses and severs that rock

mass portion into fragments.
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3 788 704

WATER SYSTEM IN MULTIPLE GROOVING OF
PAVEMENT

Donald C. Staab. Warrington, Pa., assignor to Cardinal Indus-

tries Incorporated, Conshohocken, Pa. ,,.__, .„

Continuatio^n-part of Ser. No. 21 2 253 ^. 27 97 ,
and a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 2t2.475 Dec. 27 1971. This

application Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,686

Int.CI.E01c2i/09

U.S.CI.299-18
IOC""""

adjacent to the inner peripheral flange, and a dished annular

interconnecting section joins the attachment section to the

outer peripheral flange. Two sets of stud-receiving holes are

formed in said attachment section, the radial spacing from the

central axis of one set being different from that of the other

set the said spacings of all holes of the same set being equal.

The number of holes in each set is either four or five, and the

numbers of holes in both sets for any given wheel are equal.

The members of the sets are alternately formed in the at-

tachment section, and all of the holes are uniformly angularly

spaced apart. A truncation surrounds each of the holes and

rises above the surface of the attachment section A stress col-

lector is angularly disposed between each adjacent pair of

holes, and each stress collector comprises a raised portion of

both the attachment section and of the interconnecting sec-

tion Each stress collector is raised above its surrounding area

to form a generally triangular rise on one side of the spider

which tapers toward a region between adjacent truncations.

3,788.706

Patent Not Issued For This Number

Water used for cooling and lubricating cutting heads in mul-

tiple grooving of pavement is picked up in the form of a slurry

cbntaining dislodged particles of pavement material and u.s. CI. 301-37 P

cutter material and is recovered relatively free of such particu^

late material for reuse. The system provides first and second

separation regions in which the slurry is concentrated progres-

sively and maintains circulation between the first separation
•

region and the slurrying region and between the respective

separation regions.

3,788,705

VEHICLE WHEEL AND SPIDER THEREFOR

James L. Brainard, 6237 Kauffman Ave.. Temple City, Cabf.,

and Robert J. Palm, 18297, Midbury Brea, Calif.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,868

Int.Cl. B60b///0

U.S.CI.30I-9DN

3,788,707

WHEEL TRIM RETENTION

James ComieU, 5017 Dianna Dr., BloomfieW Hills, Mkh.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972. Ser. No. 294^75

Int. CI. B60b 7/06
12 Claims

10 Claims
A plurality of axial recesses are provided on and around an

axial flange of a wheel trim. A retention clip for retaining the

wheel trim on a vehicle wheel is disposed in each recess.

3,788,708

BALL BEARING ASSEMBLY

Albert R. McCloskey, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Heim

Universal Corporation, Fairfield, Conn.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,776

Int. CI. F16c 29/06

U.S. CI. 308-6 C 5 Claims

A vehicle wheel adapted to mount to a plurality of stud pat-

terns which comprises a peripheral tire-receiving n'".*'**' ^

circularly sectioned
•"--•^.^-^^^^^^^^^^^^ hL'rceXux"in An anti-friction ball bearing assembly adapted for mounting

wall to which a spider is joined. The spider nas a cemra
comprising an outer sleeve and an inner sleeve con-

common with the nm. an outer .^"P*-^
"^^^^^^ '^^ ^VtrSy fming wit'hm the outer sleeve, the inner sleeve hav-

':::;.:sfc:L:^\^"'nZ"^: ruLra^Shmint^^tion
Ues mg a nuiJber of tracks defining paths for the circulation of
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balls between the sleeves and the shaft during movement

between the shaft and the bearing assembly, the outer surface

of the inner sleeve being polyhedronal in shape, the inner sur-

face of the outer sleeve being substantially polyhedronal in

shape and generally conforming to the shape of the outer sur-

face of the inner sleeve, the inner surface of the outer sleeve

having a number of axially extending arcuately shaped bearing

raceways whose radii generally correspond to the radii of the

balls, the balls being in full race curvature contact with the

raceways while the balls are in their active load carrying posi-

tions between the shaft and the outer sleeve.

tiskid control system. Each of the separating valves separates

its associated wheel brake cylinder from the master cylinder

when an electronic control system responsive to wheel speed

sensors produces a first control value indicative of wheel skid

and reconnects its associated wheel brake cylinder with the

master cylinder when a further control value indicative of a

given wheel reacceleration is produced by the electronic con-

trol system. A volume expansion arrangement is also provided

for each of the separating valves to enable reacceleration of

the wheels. All of the plurality of separating valves and volume

expansion arrangements are arranged compactly in one single

3,788,709

HYDRAULIC BRAKE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR A
TRAILER HAULED BY A MOTOR CAR

Guenther Schwerin, Moglingen, Germany, assignor to Robert

Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,885

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 22, 1971,

2147178
Int.CI.B60f yj//4

U.S. CI. 303-7 13 Claims

FIRST

mtCIOBBBAKE

The hydraulic brake of a trailer is connected by a pressure

conduit with a pressure chamber formed between a brake

pedal and a brake lever of a driver-operated brake on a motor

car or tractor hauling the trailer. Upon depression of the brake

pedal, not only the brake of the tractor is actuated, but also

the hydraulic brake on the trailer, since fluid is pressed out of

the pressure chamber through the pressure conduit into the

hydraulic actuator of the trailer brake.

housing and the separating valves are maintained open by a

primary control force, such as accumulator or pump pressure,

the primary control force being'controlled by the control

valves to provide antiskid control. Should the primary control

force be lost a single auxiliary force contained in the housing

will operate on all the volume expansion arrangements and/or

separating valves to maintain the separating valves in their

open position so that the brake system is operative even

though the antiskid control system is rendered inoperative. A
mechanical and a hydraulic auxiliary force arrangement is dis-

closed.

3,788,711

CHAIN FOR MINING MACHINE AND THE LIKE
Claude B. Krekeler, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Cincin-

nati Mine Machinery Co., Cincinnati, Ojiio

Division of Ser. No. 85,601, Oct. 30, 1970, Pat. No. 3,679,265.

This application Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,444

Int. CI. B62d 55/20

U.S. CL 305-58 1 Claim

3,788,710

ANTISKID CONTROL SYSTEM
Hubertus Von Grunberg, Niederhochstadt; Werner Fink, and

Dieter Kircher, both of Frankfurt, all of Germany, assignors

to ITT Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 2 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 282,532 ^
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 25, 1971,

2142552
Int. CI. B60t 8/04

U.S. CI. 303-2 1 F 43 Claims

There is disclosed herein a plurality of hydraulically con-

trolled separating valves, one for each vehicle wheel, of an an-

An endless chain for a mining machine or the like which can

be made up to any desired length and width. In one embodi-

ment, the chain can be made to carry cutting tools in any

suitable pattern or arrangement and will comprise a plurality

of standard link elements and a plurality of standard chain

block elements. In another embodiment, the chain can serve

as an endless tread for a self-propelled mining machine, in

which instance it may be comprised of a plurality of identical,

standardized link elements or it may be comprised of a plurali-

ty of standard link elements and a plurality of one or more

types of modified link elements. In both embodiments, the link

elements, or the link and chain block elements, will be joined

together by connecting pins of appropriate lengths.
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side of the annular space between the bearing races and in-

^'™.l,.»-irDCAi lnI^!T«J eludes a tubular separator with ball pockets which snap

rach, Germany, assignors to Industriewerk Schattler. Her-

^ ^
zogenaurach, Germany «*>/ >/ '^i/

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,020

Claims priority, application Germany, May 7, 1971, P 21 22

lnl.CI.F16c2//00.ii/i4

U.S. CI. 308-35
4 Claims

ing lip which centers its respective separator-seal from one

bearing race and a second thin and relatively flexible sealing

lip wipingly engaging the opposite bearing race to seal one

side of the bearing

3,788,715

BEARING ADAPTER
• Dirhnrdl Allinfi Torrincton. Conn., assignorto The Torring-

A bearing bushing for accommodating ^P'^er trunnions m «'
^^^^^^ipany . Torn^gtL., Conn.

bores in the shaft forks of a universal joint wherein the bush ng ton ^o p ^ y^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^
has on one side a closed end for abutment of the end of the

^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

spider trunnion. L.S.CI.3Q8-217
7 Claims

3,788,713

HYDROSTATIC THRUST BEARING

Charles E. Kraus, Austin, Tex., assignor to Excelermatic. Inc..

Rochester. N.Y.

Filed May 23. »972, Ser. No. 256,143

Int.Cl.F16c//24

U.S. CI. 308-160
ISCUims

An adapter is disclosed for changing the effective inside

diameter or effective outside diameter of a bearing cage.

A hydrostatic thrust bearing for supporting a load member

on a support member is disclosed wherein pressurized fluid is

admitted into a cavity formed between opposed surfaces of

the load and support members. Lands integral with the load

and support members form an annular leakage path through

which the pressurized fluid is permitted to escape from the

cavity, at least one annular disc being disposed between the

lands thereby dividing the leakage path into at least two paral-

lel passages.

3,788,714

BALL BEARING WITH A UNITARY SEPARATOR-SEAL

Peter A. Degioia, Sandusky, and Chartes B. Sutton, Port Clin-

ton, both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,109

lnt.CLF16ciJ/7«.ii/46

U.S.CL 308-187.2
^

.^^'!?'"'

A ball bearing is completely sealed by a pair of independent

unitary separator-seals. Each of the separator-seals closes one

3,788,716 I

WORK CABINET FOR SEW ING MACHINE

Stanley D. Roberts, and Kent S. Roberts, both of American

Fork, Utah, assignors to Roberts Mfg.. Inc., American Fork,

Utah
Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,222

lnt.CI.A47f5/0«

U.S.CL 312-29 10 Claims

A work cabinet, for mounting a sewing machine in different

work positions and for housing the machine when not being
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worked, provides a drop shelf interiorly of the cabinet below

the top working surface thereof for lowering the machine into

the interior of the cabinet. The drop shelf carries a mount for

the machine, by means of linkage which permits raising and

lowering of the machine to different work positions. Pivotally

fulcrumed on the drop shelf is a lever having a work arm and a

power-input arm. the former underlying the machine mount

so as to raise and lower the sewing machine when power,

usually manual, is applied to the latter. The cabinet is well

adapted to open-arm types of sewing machines, and is pro-

vided with a removable insert for its apertured top wall as an

extender for the limited work surface of such top wall in the

work positions of the machine. The insert fits around the

machine and closes the aperture provided in the top wall of

the cabinet for enabling the machine to be lowered by means

of the drop shelf

ing downwardly and outwardly diverging intergral struts ter-

minating opposite the lower side portions of the end panels.

3,788,717

DISPLAY FIXTURE
Max E. Hosmer, Charlevoix, Mich., assignor to Freedman Art-

craft Engineering Corp., Charlevoix, Mich.

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,716

Int.CLA47fi/00

U.S.CL 312-122 18 Claims

And quick detachable means are provided for removably con-

necting the overlapping ends of said side rails and struts to the

end panels respectively.

3,788,719

TAPE STAGING BINS FOR DATA CENTER
D. E. Whited, Houston, Tex., assignor to Shell Oil Company,

Houston, Tex.

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,834

Int.CLA47b5i/00
U.S.CL 312— 198 10 Claims

dJI .!li

u

ia=B- '*" "% '^ M y
a

A display fixture is disclosed which has a rectangular metal

front frame, a pair of side walls, a brace interconnecting the

side walls at the rear, and a series of drawers fitted into the

front frame. The drawers are supported solely from roller

brackets attached to the front frame in such a manner that the

drawers are cantilevered from the brackets in both fhe open

and closed position of the drawers. The drawers each com-

prise a rectangular frame of extruded elements into which are

fitted bottom, side, front and rear wall boards.

3,788,718

FRAME FOR HANGING FOLDERS IN FILE CABINETS

James M. Bjom, 69 18th Ave, South, Lake Worth, Fla., and C.

W alter Johnson, 7930 W. Lake Dr., West Palm Beach, Fla.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser, No. 255,174

Int.CLA47b6i/00

U.S.CL 312—184 3 Claims

The frame for hanging folders in filing cabinet drawers in-

cludes a pair jof spaced plastic end panels adapted to be posi-

tioned within the front and rear of the drawer. A pair of plastic

side rails having a series of spaced holes therein for receiving

the rods of hanging folders extend between the upper portions

of the end panels at opposite sides thereof, the side rails hav-

A plurality of staging bins particularly adapted for use with

magnetic computer tapes and disks wherein the tapes and

disks are normally stored in a library and dispensed in

response to a request. The staging bins comprise a plurality of

bins pivoted at their lower edge for tape and pivoted on their

side edge for disk and open on the side facing the library

whereby an operator may open the bin and obtain tapes and

disks placed in the bin by the librarian. The bins also include

means for locking the bins when the library is unattended.

3,788,720

GARBAGE BIN
Walter Schneider, Unterrenggstrasse, Langnau, Zurich, Swit-

zerland

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,575

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 12, 1971,

3680/71; May 27, 1971, 7759/71; June 7, 1971, 8264/71;

Sept. 7, 1971,13135/71
Int. CL B65d 91/00; B65b 67/04

U.S.CL 312-211 3 Claims

A refuse container which comprises a vertical support to

which is affixed an upstanding generally rectangular frame

into which the neck of a flexible refuse sack can be inserted

and over the rim of which the edge of the sack is folded. At

least at two opposite ends of the frame, there are provided a

918 O.G.—69
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na.r of securing flaps pivotal toward and away from the upper

^rfononhe frame and held m contact w.th the turned-over

Dortion of the sack by leaf sprmgs wh.ch engage in openings of

5;irps to retam them m outwardly deflected pos.t.on for m-

sertion and removal of the sack

transparent face and a dielectric body, said process compns-

ng co-fnng precous metal exc.tat.on electrodes and a d.elec^

t;,'c^y hav.ng a cav.ty. thereafter enclos.ng the gas .n sa.d

cav.ty with a transparent face The gaseous ^^^eakdown s con^

ta.ned by the dev.ce structure The gaseous .ons and .ntense

heaigenerated by the d.scharge do not harm the component

of the dev,ce made accordmg to th.s .nvent.on because the

dev.ce components are capable of operat.ng at h.gh tempera-

tures .n oxKli/.ng atmospheres and are go.^ conductors of

heat Consequenfly. the dev.ce can operate at h.gh p<.wer den-

sity. wh.ch provides a h.gh l.ght output

3,788,723

MFTHOD OF PREPARING CAVITY FNVFLOPES B\

MEANS OF THIN-FILM PR(K FDl RES

V\iUi«m I. Lehrer. Los Ahos, Calif., assignor to Fairchild

Camera and Inslrumenl Corporation. Syosset, Long Island.

DTvkion of Ser. No. 723.706, April 24, 1968. a»;«"d«ned. This

application Apr. 24, 1972. Ser. No. 70.102

Int.CLHOljW.^^
. . - . ^ i<^ 8 (Maims

U.S.CL 316-20

3,788,721

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE '-^^'^^^''J^^^
Arthur Samuel Vause. London, England assignor to Thorn

Electrical Industries. Limited. London. England

FiledJul,26.1971,Ser.No.l65.5U

Claims priority, application Great Bntain, Dec. 15, 1970,

''''''"'
Int.a.H01i9/02

7 Claims
IJ.S.CL 316-17

A cavity envelope is formed by producing a selected shaped

volume of diffusant on a substrate, coating the
='"'>''»^;'»'-;^^";^^

the diffusant with a porous dielectric, leaching the diffusant

from the cav.ty formed by the substrate and the porous dielec-

recreating a vacuum m. or alternatively, placing a gas in the

cavity and then coating the dielectric to eliminate its porosity.

Metal elements, usually of refractory metal for electrical

devices such as filaments for incandescent lamps, discharge

iamD cathodes grids or heaters for thermionic valves and

St.on^men'. for electric heaters are made by fo-ng a"

euh res.st pattern on a metal web. etchmg the web. remov.ng

tie reSt a^d bendmg the etched product mto compact forrn^

TheTment produced has a substantially rectangular section

IhU provides a high surface area to cross-sect.onal area

ratio leading to high thermal and light emission efTic.ency.

I

3,788.724

MFTHOD OF MANl FACTtRING GAS-FILLED LAMPS

Ferdinand Jose Maria Schenkek. Emmasingel. E'^dhoven.

Netherlands, and Ghislain Felix Alfons Arthur \erboven,

Zonneweeldelaan 29. Belgium

Filed Dec. 7. 197 1 , Ser. No. 205.535

Int.CLH01j9/.?«

D.S.a. 316-20
2 Claims

3,788,722

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A GASEOUS BREAKDOWN
DISPLAY DEVICE

AKin A. Milgram, Wilmington. Del., assignor to Panel

Technology inc. VNiUningtonDel^
,970. abandoned.

ContinuaUon of Ser. No. 83.387 Oct. li, '^
"•

which is a continuation-in-part «'S*r^No. 819,555, Apnm,

1969, abandoned. This applicatwn Apr. 18, 1973, ser. r«o.

352,471

Int.CLH01j9//«
.^. .« 7 Claims

U.S.CL3t6-19

A method for making a gaseous breakdown display device

havinTa g?s contained within a sealed volume between a

Lamps are provided with a Tiller gas by condensing the filler

ga^tn the envelope and by subsequently sealing the envelope.

Condensation of the filler gas is effected by spraying he en-

velope locally with a liquified gas so that the ^"velope .

cooled to below the condensation temperature^ of the filler

gas.
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3,788,725

METHOD OF DOSING AN INCANDESCENT LAMP WITH
A CONTROLLED AMOUNT OF HALOGEN-CONTAINING

MATERIAL
Lymperios N, Yannopoulos, and Alfred R. Pebler, both of

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 158,435, June 30, 1971, Pat. No.

3,707,643. This application June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,872

Int.Ci. HOljWiS
U.S. CI. 316-20 5 Claims

3,788,727

OPTICAL SYSTEM OF A BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE
Kuniomi Abe, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to Konan Camera

Laboratory Company Limited, Kobe, Japan

Filed Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 202,748

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 28, 1970,

45/118282
Int. CI. G02b 27/20

U.S. CL 350-36 3 Claims

GAS
MONITOR
IINFRARCD
ANALrZERI

A halogen-containing material such as carbon tetrabromide

is vaporized and admixed with an inert fill gas, the lamp is

evacuated, and the admixed fill gas and vaporized material are

introduced into the lamp. The amount of vaporized halogen-

containing material in the mixture is monitored by infrared

measuring techniques so that a known and carefully con-

trolled quantity of such material is sealed within the finished

lamp.

3,788,726

PRODUCING IMAGES OF PARTS OF AN OBJECT WHICH
LIE AT DIFFERENT DEPTHS BY MEANS OF

HOLOGRAPHIC TOMOGRAPHY
Gunther Groh, Hamburg, and Ulf Tiemens, Oldenburg, both of

Germ^.iy, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 192,823

Llaims priority, application Germany, Oct. 30, 1970,

2053391
Int. CLG02b 2 7/00

U.S. CI. 350-3.5 11 Claims

The optical system includes two microscopes arranged at an

angle to each other so that their optical axes intersect at an ob-

ject to be observed, with each microscope including a respec-

tive main objective at its light entry end and a respective

eyepiece at its light exit end. The two eyepieces are parallel to

each other in a common plane so that their optical axes extend

parallel to each other, and each of two eccentric objectives is

positioned in front of a respective main objective and the two

eccentric objectives are arranged in parallel in the same plane.

The eccentric objectives redirect the diverging ray bundles,

arriving thereat from the object to be observed, to extend

parallel to each other through the eyepieces. Respective

diaphragming rings are arranged centrally in the field of vision

of each eyepiece, and each ring has a circular aperture therein

eccentric to the field of vision of the associated eyepiece. The

two apertures have the same eccentricity, and the two rings

are relatively adjustable so that the images in both eyes coin-

cide with each other without any conscious effort.

3,788,728

INCREASE IN THE TRANSMITTING INFORMATION
CAPABILITIES OF WAVE IMAGE-FORMING SYSTEMS

Heinrich Nassenstein, Leverkusen-Steinbuchel, and Hans-

Georg Fitzky, Odenthal Hahnenberg, both of Germany, as-

signors to Bayer Akitengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 188,788

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct 22, 1970,

2051851
Int.CLG02b5//4

U.S. CL 350-96 WG 4 Claims

A method of, and an apparatus for, producing images of

details of an object which lie at different depths by means of

holographic tomography is described. The component holo-

grams which correspond to the images of the object from dif-

ferent perspectives are so illuminated in time sequence that

the reconstructed images are incoherently superposed on one

another.

A process of improving the information transmitting pro-

perties when mapping images by means of waves comprising
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the sfep of illuminating an object having a high spacial

frequency spectrum k„ with sub-waves having a wave number

k which has the same order of size as k,„ forming homogene-

ous waves of wave number A. = k,. - k. by the diffraction ot the

sub-waves on the object The sub-waves are produced by illu-

minating the entrv of a periodically loaded wave guide with

homogeneous waves, the vacuum wave length of which is

large in comparison with the period of the wave guide load s*^

that the phase velocity of the homogeneous waves is retarded.

The object is placed adjacent the periodic load.

3 788 729

THERMAL CONVECTION FLOW LIGHT VALVE

Francis C. Lowell. Roslyn; Matthew Forline. Ozone Park; Pau

Rosenberg, Larchmont. and Robert L. Saxe, Nev»Jork, all

of N.V.. assignors to Research Frontiers, Inc., Plainview,

N Y
'

Continuation of Ser. No. 129,873, March 31, 1971,

abandoned. This application Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,479

lnt.CI.G02f y/J6

U.S. a. 350-160 R 24 Claims

as deep sea water, without allowing the high pressure dif-

ferential across the window to change the optical power of the

window and defocus the lens system. The window is con-

structed in a laminar fashion with a thick outer window, a thin

inner window and a compensating section located between

said inner and outer window sections The compensationg sec-

tion is filled with a fluid having the same index of refraction as

the nuid of the high pressure environment, and is exposed to

the pressure of the protected environment. This arrangement

results in the entire pressure differential between the outer en-

vironment and the protected environment being placed across

the thick outer window section. The fluid in the compensating

section accommixlatcs any deformation of the outer window

section caused by the high pressure differential. No pressure is

exerted across the inner window section which defines the

water-air interface between the outer and inner environments.

It is this water-air interface which affects the optical power of

the window, and accordingly the optical power of the window

does not change.

3,788,731

TWO POINT FOCUS VARIABLE MAGNinCATlON LENS
SYSTEM

Muneharu Sugiura, and Ryusho Hirose, both of Tokyo. Japan,

assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Julv 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,071

Claims priority, application Japan, July 19. 1971.46/53100

lnt.CLG02b/5//4

D.S.CL350-184 8 Claims

A light valve includes a cell containing a fluid capable of

being acted upon by an electric or magnetic field, or both, to

change the transmission of light through the fluid, and means

for applying such a field thereto. Specifically described is a

fluid suspension of minute particles acted upon by an electric

field. An external or internal conduit connects opposite edge

portions of the cell and heat is applied to the fiuid in the cell or

conduit to produce a thermal convection flow of the fluid

through the cell and conduit.

3,788.730

MULTIELEMENT WINDOW
Allen H. Greenleaf, Lexington. Mass.. assignor to Itek Cor-

poration. Lexington. Mass.

Filed Mar. 29. 1972. Ser. No. 239.087

Int.CLG02bi//2

U.S.CL 350-179 9 Claims

A two point focus variable magnification lens system which

can be focussed at two points, the minimum and maximum

focal lengths with different magnifications by the mux'.mor.-

of the only second lens groups, and which when focussed at

the minimum focal length of the maximum focal length can be

made to focus for an object at either of special two distances

without performing the focussing operation as far as the fol-

lowing conditions are satisfied.
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A window for separating a protected environment wherein a

lens system is located from a high pressure environment, such

wherein /, is the focal length of the first lens group, U is the

focal length of the second lens group, 5, is the distance of a

special farther side of objects from the front end of the lens

system in the case of the minimum focal length, 5i is the

distance of a special nearer side of objects from the front end

of the lens system, ^, is the displacement length of the second

lens group. K= l/vr(z: the variation ratio of magnification).

/ is the interval between the principal points of the first and

second lens groups in the case of the maximum focal length. Jt
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is the distance from the front principal point of the first lens axes in consequence of selective energization of two electric

group to the point of image formed of an object at a special motors controlled by switches located in the driver's compart-

farther side by the first lens group in the case of the minimum ment of the vehicle. Each of the motors is drivingly connected

focal length, and v \%h{.\-KY\k. through reduction gearing with a rotary actuating member;

3,788,732

FOUR COMPONENT MICROSCOPE EYEPIECE
Arthur H. Shoemaker, Aurora. N.Y.. assignor to American Op-

tical Corporation. Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 288,208

Int. CI. G02b 25/00

U.S.CL 350-220 3 Claims

^

This invention relates to a microscope eyepiece having a

magnification of substantially 6.3X. an apparent field of view

of substantially 38.6°, and a maximum exit pupil diameter of

substantially 2.56 millimeters.

3,788,733

LASER DIRECT FIRE SIMULATOR EMPLOYING
REFRACTIVE MEDIA

Denis R. Breglia. Altamonte Springs; Windell N. Mohon,

W inter Park, and Joseph F. Mulson, Maitland, all of Fla., as-

signors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 307,668

Int.CI.G02b7//S

U.S. CL 350—287 3 Claims

and rotary motion of each actuating member is translated into

tilting adjustment of the mirror about one of said axes through

a pitman having one end eccentrically connected with the ac-

tuating member and its other end connected to the back of the

mirror.

3,788,735

REAR-VIEW MIRROR SYSTEM
David S. Rowlev, 2350 Berkeley St., Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,699

Int.CI.G02b5/05

U.S. CI. 350-302 26 Claims

IB^ 14, 2J

Optical beam refracting means adapted to fit within a gun

barrel are designed to cooperate with a laser beam generator

positioned in the same gun barrel. Micrometer adjusting

means are provided whereby optical elements can be adjusted

to deflect the laser beam as desired.

Rear-view mirror system for use in a vehicle, e.g. an au-

tomobile, comprising in combination with a conventional ad-

justable plane rear-view mirror, an additional pair of mirrors,

one of such additional mirrors being a plane mirror which

faces forward, and the second additional mirror being a spher-

ical segment facing the rear, and mounted on the roof of the

automobile, a glass window being mounted in an opening in

the roof of the automobile, whereby the driver may tilt his

conventional rear-view mirror upward to thus view the exteri-

or spherical mirror by reflection from the first planar addi-

tional mirror, so as to provide a wide angle view to the rear of

the vehicle without having to move the eye to any greater ex-

tent than when employing a conventional rear-view mirror.

3,788,734

FENDER MOUNTED REAR VIEW MIRROR
Paul E. McDuffee, Sr., 306 23rd Ave. West, Bradenton, Fla.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,252

Int. CLG02b 5/05

U.S. CI. 350-289 20 Claims

A fender mounted rear view mirror for an automotive vehi-

cle, which is tiltingly adjusted about either of two coordinate

3,788,736

PROCEDURE AND DEVICE FOR SYNCHRONISING
CINEMATOGRAPHIC CAMERAS WITH A PROJECTOR

Serge Oulevay, Yverdon, and Jean Thevenaz, Grandson, both

of Switzerland, assignors to Bolex International SA, Saint-

Croix, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 1 5 , 1 97 2, Ser. No. 289,626

Claims priority, application Austria, Sept. 16, 1971,

8071/71
Int.Cl.G03b2//45

U.S, CI. 352-180 6 Claims

A method and apparatus for synchronising the speed of

filming of a cine-camera with the rate of a projector in which a
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marking .s m^de on each frame of a mov.e film during shoot-

ing, this markmg having characteristics corresponding w.th a
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certain image frequency in shooting, which markings can be

read at the time of projection in order to control or provide

control for the speed of projection

field image on a photoconductive insulating layer or a dielec-

tric layer which is disposed on a substrate or a dielectric sheet

or film and connecting said electrosUtic charge image or said

electric field image to said visible image by contacting said

electrostatic charge image or said electric field image with an

electroconductive toner sprinkled on said photoconductive in-

sulating layer or said dielectric layer or said dielectric sheet or

film thereby to form said visible image, and fixing said visible

image on said photographic insulating layer or said dielectric

layer or said dielectric sheet or film under heating or in the

presence of a solvent vapor. .

3 788 739

IMAGE COMPENSATION METHOD AND APPARATUS

FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC DEVICES

Samuel D. Coriale, Webster, N.Y.. assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Rochester, N.Y.
, , .«.

Filed June 21, 1972. Ser. No. 265,101

lnt.Cl.GOig I JIOO

D.S.CI.355-17
7Cbims

3,788,737

LUMINESCENT COVER
Wayne L. Kidd, Fairport, N.Y.. assignor to Xerox Corporatioa.

Stamford. Conn.

Filed Oct. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 298.720

Int. CLG03g/ 5/00

U.S.a.355-3R
^^^"''^

A compensation method and apparatus wherem an elec-

trometer probe is positioned in proximity to an exposed area

of a charged photoreceptor surface The probe is pt>sitioned

only in that position of the area which is always light struck

Measurement of the surface potential and comparison of the

surface potential to a fixed reference provides a control signal

which can be employed to compensate charge, exposure,

transfer and development.

An electrophotographic printing machine in which a platen

cover is arranged to illuminate a transparent platen with an

original document mounted thereon. The light rays illuminat-

ing the marginal portions of the platen extending beyond the

original document are transmitted therethrough discharging

the photoconductor in those regions. This prevents the

development of unwanted border regions on the copy paper.

3.788.740

IMAGING SYSTEM
David K. Shogren, Ontario, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion. Stamford. Conn.

Filed Dec. 8. 1972. Ser. No. 313.213

Int. CI. G03b 2 7/50

t.S. a. 355-51 II Claims

3.788,738

METHOD FOR RECORDING A VISIBLE IMAGE ON A

SUBSTRATE BY USING AN ELECTROCONDUCTIVE
TONER

Satoshi Takeuchi. Iruma District. Saitama Prefecture, and

Hachiro Saito. Narashino. Chiba Prefecture, both of Japan,

assignors to Dai Nippon Insatsu Kabushiki Kaisha. Tokyo,

J»P*" ^.^
Filed July 25, 1969. Ser. No. 845,040

Claims priority, application Japan. Aug. 15, 1968, 43-

58340; Aug. 15. 1968.43-58341
Int.CI.G03g/i//4

US CL 355— 17
4ClalBU

This invention relates to a method for recording a visible

image by forming an electrostatic charge image or an electric

A lens strip optical system for use in a copying machine

wherein the original to be copied is supported in a fiat sta-

tionary condition and a fiowing light image of the original is

recorded upon a moving photosensitive member.
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3,788,741

DISTANCE INDICATING OPTICAL PROBE
Lester W. Buechler. Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Systems

Research Laboratories. Inc.. Dayton, Ohio

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,432

Int.CLGOlci/05

U.S. CI. 356—4 20 Claims

ISA I9B

one in the absorption band and the other on either side of the

absorption band. The receiver develops signals from the

backscattered irradiation in the time and frequency domain to

determine the presence and measure the density, depth and

range of the molecular species being detected in the illu-

minated cross section of the monitored gas. A second method

employed by this invention utilizes the polarization charac-

teristics of the backscattered radiation, incurred from

processes such as resonant imprisonment in the monitored

gas, to determine the presence of the molecular species being

detected.

An optical probe for monitoring the distance to an object

includes at least a pair of fiber optic bundles, each bundle hav-

ing the image of its end surface focused at a plane preferably

k)cated on either side of the normal position of an object.

Each fiber object bundle includes one or more fibers used as a

receiver and one or more additional fibers used as light trans-

mitters. When the image of the end of the fiber optic bundle is

in focus on the object, the light observed by the receiving fiber

is at a minimum As the focus is changed, light from the trans-

mitting fibers will increasingly cover the area observed by the

receiving fibers, the intensity of the received light being a

function of the out-of-focus distance. By using a pair of optical

fiber bundles, the surface of which are focused at different

planes, an unambiguous output may be obtained which can be

converted directly into a distance measurement from the

probe to an object under observation. Refiectivity of the sur-

face of the object may be compensated for by comparing the

light received by the receiving optical fibers. In one alternative

embodiment, an image is formed by a single transmitter-

receiver combination and the focal distance is modified by

means of a high index of refraction material which is periodi-

cally interposed in the light path. In other embodiments, a

beam splitter is used with two transmitter-receiver combina-

tions and the light sources arc separated by a means such as,

by alternately sw itching the lights and detectors on and off, by

light filters, or by use of polarized light.

3,788.742

GAS MONITORING SYSTEM
Max Garbuny. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed June 24, 1971, Ser. No. 156,331

Int. CLGOln 2 //OO

U.S.CL 356-5 10 Claims

3,788,743

LASER RECEIVER SYSTEM
Nicholas George, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to California In-

stitute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,186

Int.CLG01p//i6

U.S. CL 356-28 ' 7 Claims
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A multi-tone gas laser emits light to a receiver. The receiver

may be on the same vehicle as the light emitting laser, receiv-

ing light reflected from a moving vehicle, or the receiver and

laser light transmitter may be moving relative to one another.

Thus, the light which is received is modulated as a result of the

relative vehicle motion. The receiver comprises a coarse 1 to

100 A. interference filter followed by a Fabry-Perot cavity and

photo detector. The length of the F^bry-Perot cavity is chosen

roughly equal to the cavity length of the transmitter laser, but

with provision for fine fractional wave length control of its

length. This length is adjusted until the output derived from a

photodetector is peaked. A read-out of the vernier length at

that time gives a measurement of the velocity. If the trans-

mitter and receiver are relatively non-accelerating and the

light transmitted is modulated then the receiver can intel-

ligently demodulate the received signals.

2-toE

/.>/y//^^>^;>/v^>'^>^^^>^^' ' ^^^''-'-'^^-^-'^- ' ''-''''""

A monochromatic laser beam tuned to a wavelength which

coincides with one of the natural absorption lines of the gas

molecular species to be detected is directed towards the gas

medium being monitored. A remotely located receiver posi-

tioned in proximity to or near the laser system, views the

radiated region of the monitored gas in two spectral regions;

3,788,744

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PHOTOANALYSIS
Mitchell Friedman, Yorktown Heights; Louis A. Kamentsky,

Briarcliff Manor, and Isaac Klinger. Yorktown Heights, all

of N.Y., assignors to Bio/Physics Systems, Inc., Katonah,

N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 2,750, Jan. 14, 1970, Pat. No. 3,687,553.

This application Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,434

Int.CLG01nJi//6,2//00

U.S.CL 356-39 13 Claims

A narrow beam of monochromatic light is directed through

an optical chamber to intersect a thin stream of small particles

to be optically analyzed, causing the particles to emit
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nucescnt .adiaUon in the presence of a s.„.nca. p^nc.
^f;^ ;;---

'-:::;':::r^^
charactensfc lo be detected. A spectral fiUenng element .s

Ja«
^-hose mot^^^^

^^^ ^^^g ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^

positioned to intercept the fluorescent particle radiation and

to pass only a selected wave length to a photoresponsive pick-

up element for detection thereby.

3,788,745

METHOD FOR MEASl RING RANGE OF VISION

Franz Menke, Neckargemund, Germany, assignor lo Ellro

GmbH & Company. HeidelberR, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 1 15,432, Feb. 16, 1971, Pat. No.

3.653,768. This application Dec. 2 1 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 2 1 0.585

Int.CI.G01n2//26

L.S. CI. 356-104 6Ctoiins

/lAfs-AM-^ COUIITW

fringes is generated at the surface of the main beam splitter by

recombining beams which have been reflected from cube-cor-

ners sti thai there is no requirement for a separate, precisely

aligned, output beam splitter.

3,788,747

HEADLAMP AIMING DEVICE HAVING A PROTECTIVE
HOI SING

Selim R. Rahme, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to A-OK

Machine and Tool Companv . Eraser. Mich.

Filed May 30, 1972. Ser. No. 257,687

lnt.CI.G0Ib///26

1'.S.CI.356-I2I 9 Claims

A method and apparatus is disclosed which is usable in mea-

suring the range of vision and comprises emitting a light beam

from a transmitter for reception by a distant photoelectric

receiver and indication on an indicator. A diaphragm serves to

alternatelv feed to the receiver the direct light beam from the

transmitter, and the combination of the direct light beam and

a dispersed beam and the intensities of the signals are com-

pared and indicated by the indicator.

A headlamp aiming device for properly aiming the

headlamps of a vehicle The device has a base member with a

projection tube extending from one side thereof and concen-

trically arranged within a protective housing which, in turn, is

connected to the base member by a plurality of circum-

ferentially spaced shock absorbing spring assembly. A vacuum

suction cup is carried on the opposite face of the base

member The base member carries an adapter ring which has

means cooperating with the vehicle headlamp to permit a

predetermined alignment between the headlamp and the

device when the same is releasably attached lo the headlamp

by the action of the vacuum suction cup. A beam of light pro-

jected through the projection tube of the device strikes a tar-

get and when the beam of light has been adjusted to center on

the target by the adjustment of the mounting screws on the

headlamp bezel, the vehicle headlamp is properly aimed

I

3,788,746

OPTICAL DILATOMETER

Richard R. Baldwin, SaratoRa. and Bruce J. Ruff, Sunnyvale^

both of Calif., assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Pato

AltcCaUf. ^«. ..^
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,1 14

Ipt. CI. GO lb 9/02

U.S. CI. 356-106 ^
3 Claims

A dilatometer for measuring the linear coefficient of expan-

sion of a specimen block wrung on a platen. The measurement

is made by electronically comparing a set of fringes that are

responsive to motion of the sample to a set of fringes that are

responsive to motion of the platen. Each set of fringes is

generated by interference between a reference light beam and

3,788,748

INDICATING THE PASSING OF A PROJECTILE

THROl GH AN AREA IN SPACE

Lindsay Charles Knight; Colin Maxwell Finch, both of Albury,

N. S. W.; Noel Harry Fred Walden. Southport, and George

Raci Albury. N. S. V\.. all of Australia, assignors to Aus-

tralasian Training Aids Proprietor Limited, Albury, New

South Wales, Australia ,.« ,^^
Filed Jan. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 219,366

CUims priority, application Australia, Jan. 21, 1971, 3775

Int.CI.G01b///26
.. c r^i i«i; 1.11 29 Claims
U.S. CL 356—141 fo
A method of and apparatus for indicating the passing of a

projectile through an area in space comprising inciding the
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whole of said area with a projectile light beam and detecting a

reflection of said beam off a projectile passing through said

device produces an electrical signal of two pulses separated in

time by an amount proportional to the spacing between the

beams as they arrive at the chopper. The spacing of the beams

at the chopper changes in proportion to the reciprocal of the

focal length of the lenses on the surface or surfaces of the sam-

ple, with a positive or convex lens causing the beams to con-

verge and a negative or concave lens causing them to diverge

area resulting from incidence of said beam thereon thereby

determining that said projectile passed through said area.

3 788 749

IMAGE QUALITY RATING SYSTEM
Nicholas George, 4097 Robin Hill Rd., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,191

Int. CL GOln 2///6. G06k 9/08

U.S. CI. 356-239 8 Claims

it, 5»

(^

^\0

yHr:x_T_3 '

'—1- *

The sharpness of definition of an image on film may be au-

tomatically determined by comparing an original image on

film with a perturbation of the same image formed from the

original image. Such perturbation is achieved by using a holo-

gram deblurring filter upon which the original image is pro-

jected A photodetector is used to measure the power spectral

density first of the original image, then of the deblurred image.

As one criterion of the evaluation, the readings from the

photodetector are compared and if the original image has a

lower amount of high frequency content that the deblurred

image then the original image is not a sharp image. If the

original image has a substantially larger amount of high

frequency content that the deblurred image then the original

image is a sharp image.

TRANSMITTED SECTION
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3,788.752

GAS FLOW CONTROLLER FOR A HEATED SAMPLE
CELL

Sabina Slavin, Ridgefield, and Herbert L. Kahn, Westport,

both of Conn., assignors to The-Perkin-Elmer Corporation.

Norwaik, Conn.
Fikd Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,578

lnt.CI.GOlji/02

U.S. CI. 356-36
7CUims

and an internal annular seat around a central outlet port which

extends through the end wall. A normally closed control valve

disc is pressed against the seat by an internal spring. An actua-

tor rod extends from the valve disc through the outlet port and

projects beyond the marking surface for engagement with an

J \0^—i umct I

A gas flow controller controls the flow of inert purging gas

to a heated graphite tube sample cell. The graphite tube is

electrically heated to atomize the sample so that an atomic ab-

sorption spectrophotometric measurement can be made of the

sample. The purge gas is applied to the sample cell to keep ox-

ygen out of the graphite tube to prevent burning of the tube

during the^ating cycle The gas flow controller includes a

valve that 'exhibits first and second operating positions for

providing respectively a first flowpath to couple the purging

gas to the sample cell, and a second flowpath to divert the gas

away from the sample cell. A programmer is included in the

controller to program the heating of the sample cell to a first

level to dry the sample in the sample cell during a drying por-

tion of the heating cycle The sample cell is heated to a second

level to char the sample and then to a third higher level to

atomize the sample during an atomizing portion of the heating

cycle. The programmer is coupled to activate the valve to

switch the valve from operating in its first position during the

drying and charring portions of the heating cycle to operate in

its second position at the beginning of the atomizing portion of

the cycle. Thus the purge gas is diverted away from the sample

cell during the atomizing portion of the heating cycle so that

the atomized sample is not rapidly swept out of the sample

cell. Consequently more sensitive atomic absorption measure-

ments may be made.

object to be marked. When pressed against such an object, the

actuator rod is displaced inward and moves the control valve

disc away from its seat thereby enabling marking liquid to flow

through the outlet port onto the object Embodiments using

both pressurized and non-pressurized containers for the hand

grip are disclosed.

3,788,754

INK CARTRIDGE FOR TUBULAR WRITING PEN

Stefan Glasa, 43 Goethestr., W edel/Hoktein, Germany

Filed Apr. 5, 1973. Ser. No. 348,345

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 7, 1972,

2216706
lnl.CI.B43k//06

U.S.CI.401-135 13 Claims

3,788,753

ELONGATED LIQUID MARKER
Stanly J. Stewart, 230 W . Monroe St., Cartoiville, lU.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,472

lnt.CLB43k5//6. //06

U.S. CI. 401-134 ^^'f'T
An elongated liquid marker comprising a bent tube body

having opposed handle and marking end portions. The handle

end portion has a liquid-tight threaded connection with a

disposable liquid ink or dye cartridge container providing an

enlarged, bulb-like axial extension which can easily be grasped

and held by the user. An important feature in a marker of this

kind is a gravity type check valve in the handle end portion

which prevents loss of marking liquid from the tube when the

handle end portion is lowered, yet enables unimpeded flow

from the cartridge through an inlet port into the tube when the

handle end portion is elevated. The marking end portion has a

transverse end wall with a rounded, external marking surface

The invention relates to an ink cartridge adapted to be con-

nected to the tip of a tubular point pen, the ink reservoir of

which is provided, at the end facing the tip of the tubular point

pen with a transverse wall which is adapted to be broken open

on connection to the tip of the pen. and beyond which the

outer wall enclosing the ink reservoir projects forward to form

a connection region.
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3,788,755

SAFETY ZONE FUEL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE DIRECT
SERVICE UNITS

Delles T. Davis, Abilene, Tex., assignor to Development

Research Ltd., Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 191,223

Int.CI. EOlcZ/OO

U.S. CI. 404-1 8 Claims

3,788,757

IMPACT ROLLER APPARATUS
Aubrey Ralph Berrange, Brooklyn, Pretoria, South Africa, as-

signor to South African Inventions Development Corpora-

tion, Pretoria, South Africa

Filed Jan. 27, 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 1 0, 147

Claims priority, application South Africa, Feb. 5, 1970,

70813
Int. CI. EOlc 79/26

U.S. CI. 404—124 5 Claims

142 W

A safety zone fuel system for servicing motor vehicles with a

mobile direct service unit from a barrier protected service

area within the boundary marked safety zone. In one embodi-

ment a fueling lane service area enables the mobile direct ser-

vice unit to move along the fueling lane for servicing a plurali-

ty of vehicles parked adjacent the fueling lane while automati-

cally movable barrier sections allow pedestrain traffic to cross

the fueling lane.

3,788,756

CURB AND DRAIN UNIT

Sinzo Ito, 359 Kayigaya-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama-city,

Japan
Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,706

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1971, 46/3872

Int. CI. EOlc ///22

U.S. CI. 404-4 4 Claims

The invention provides an impact roller in which its cross-

sectional profile is deformable to permit variation of the lift of

the centre of gravity of the roller. Thereby the impact

delivered by the roller to underiying soils and gravels may be

varied.

3 788 758

HOLD-DOWN ASSEMBLY FOR MODULAR EXPANSION
JOINTS

Cari W. Scheffel, Ellicott City, Md.^ assignor to Fox Industries,

Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 241,990

Int. CI. EOlc 7 ///O

U.S. CI. 404-56 8 Claims

A curb and drain unit for roads which being installed on the

both sides and/or the central reserve of highways or any other

roads to prevent the automobile from running off the road and

to drain water and slops from the road, and consisting of an

upper curb portion to receive the tire of an automobile and a

lower hollow portion for the drainage. Said curb portion of the

unit is. in practice, provided by forming an inclined front face

or a projected face on the upper half of said unit, and said

drain is provided on the lower half of said unit to form a

passage for drainage.

A new and improved hold-down assembly is provided for at-

tachment to modular expansion joints. These expansion joints

are used to connect sections of bridge roadways.

The hold-down assemblies secure the joint in such a manner

as to allow for movement due to expansion, contraction, and

rotation and additionally eliminate the noise produced by the

joint which is generated by the traffic flow.

The hold-down assembly consists of a thin strip of stainless

steel which is bonded to the underside of a supporting bar for

the joint. The supporting bar makes contact with a plurality of

fabric reinforced elastomeric pads topped wtih thin sheets of

teflon. The hold-down assemblies are attached to the joints

members by means of welded flanges and appropriate hard-

ware.
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3 788 759

BORING DEVICE TO FASTEN HINGE FRAMES OR THE
LIKE

assignor to Prameta Prazisionsmetall - und Kunstsloffer-

zeugnisse G. Baumann & Co., Cologne. Gennany

Filed May 12. 1972. Ser. No. 252.689

Claims priority, application Germany. May 18, 1971.

'''''''
,„..Cl.B23b47/2«

L.S. CI. 408-115 5 Claims

January 29, 1974
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3.788,761

MACHINE TOOL WITH ANGULARLY ADJUSTABLE

TOOL HEAD

Bob J Langenbach, Athens. Ohio, assignor to Abex Corpora-

3 S84 524. This appBcation July 14, 1970. Ser. No. 62,735

" * lnt.CI.B23b.?y//2..W/^

U.S. CI. 408-236
^ Claims

'Ti

A boring device for locating and dnll.ng h.nge mounting

hoies m frame and door members mcludes a base member

S a stop shoulder for pos.t.on.ng the dev.ce w,th respect to

The edge of the frame member A sl.de member positional >

adjustable within a channel in the base member is secured to

?hi base member The slide member includes at least one bore

fg for properly aligning a bit during drilling of one or more

mounting holes Transverse mterf.ttmg grooves between he

mating surfaces of the base and slide members in conjunction

with a screw and slot arrangement in the slide member provide

a rigid vet adjustable mounting arrangement between the i^o

elements. Graduated indicia on the base member and a posi-

tioning index on the slide member permit the two members to

be adjusted with respect to each other for accurate positioning

of the bore jig and repositioning of the members.

3.788,760

T APPING HEAD FOR PtNCH PRESS

Dennis Daniels. Bellevue, Wash., assignor to IS. Amada. Ltd.,

Seattle. Wash. .,«oei
Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 179,952

Int. CLB23b 47/04.47//*

II.S. CI. 408-130
>-»<^'-""«

An automatic drilling machine is afforded in which the drill

IS automaticallv retracted when excessive resistance is en-

countered, and upon retraction may be automatically cleaned

lubricated and c.A>led At no time is more than one-half the

length of the drill unsupported

3.788,762

SELFLl BRICATED PI MP WITH MEANS FOR
LUBRICANT PURIFICATION

Stephen E. Partes, Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignor to Avco Cor-

poration, Stratford. Conn.

Filed Feb. 22. 1972. Ser. No. 228,162

Int.CI.F04d/7/06.JV/0«

U.S. a. 415-74
^^'-'"^

A unitized tapping head is incorporated into the turret of a

multiple-tool punch press The tapping head •n*:'"^".^ ""^"^

replaceable cartndge which houses a tap and a feed lead

screw A self-contained drive unit rotates the cartridge to ad-

vance the tap at the same lead as the threads on the feed lead

screw The cartridge is held only by a simple spring clip and

thus is easily replaced with the same or a different combma-

tion tap and corresponding feed lead screw.

^ ^

In a centrifugal-tvpe pump, the fluid being pressurized is ex-

tracted for use in lubricating a sleeve bearing that journals the

pump rotor The fluid is extracted through a passage exposed

to the static pressure of the fluid in the pump so that contami-

nants are eliminated from the fluid uSed for lubrication.

3,788,763

VARIABLE VANES

Lawrence H. Nickles, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,746

Int. CLF04d 29/52. 27/00

U.S.CL4I5-147 .

-^Claims

An annular cascade of variable setting varies m a compres-

sor includes an annular row of vanes extending inward from

the case and mounted on shafts extending through the case.
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each vane having a disk engaging the case through a bushing.

Additional bushings are provided between the shaft and the

case and on the exterior of the case. A washer bearing against

the exterior bushing is held by a nut threaded onto the shaft

and the nut is retained against rotation by a locking cup

washer interlocked rotatively with the shaft. The washer and a

vane actuating arm also interlocked rotatively with the shaft

3,788,765

LOW SPECIFIC SPEED COMPRESSOR
Vasil Rusak, Somerset, NJ., assignor to De Laval Turbine Inc.,

Trenton, NJ.
Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 200,095

Int. CLF04d 7/00, / 7/00

U.S.CL 415-213 2 Claims

. .lI[|.-„

j*'.-*'.^. ., -f

are retained by a cap screw threaded into the outer end of the

shaft. The interior of the case preferably has a circumferential

recess to receive the interior bushings of all the vanes and the

interior bushing for each vane is preferably of generally

rectangular outline and of varying thickness to accord with the

varying spacing between the disk and the cylindrical or coni-

cal interior surface of the recess.

3,788,764

MULTI-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP WITH MEANS
FOR PULSE CANCELLATION

Scott James Shuey, FuUerton; Wallace Leiand Smith, Santa

Ana. and Harold G. Wilk, Los Angeles, all of Calif., as-

signors to Borg-W amer Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,891

Int. CI. FO Id/ /02

U.S.CL4I5-I98 11 Claims

Wedge-type vanes, or vanes with increasing thickness from

inlet to exit facilitate the layout of aerodynamically favorable

flow channels in application to small diameter low specific

speed compressor wheels. The channels may have various

cross sections including rectangular, square, oval or circular.

The channels may be backwardly bent, straight, or s-shaped in

form. Streamlining the pressure side of the vanes at the exit

helps to reduce exit wake losses. A local restriction may be

provided in the channel axial width at the exit to correct for

the area increase created by the streamlining at the exit. An

extension at the trailing side of the exit to follow the shape of

the streamlined pressure side of the following vane may be

provided for better control of the channel exit area and better

direction of the flow.

3,788,766

RING CANAL BLOWER
Heinrich Engels, Nurnberg-Eibach, Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Munchen, Germany

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,613

Claims priority, application Germany, June 26, 1971,

2131952
Int.CLF04d / 7/00, /7//0

U.S. CI. 415-53 T 5 Claims

A multi-stage, double volute, centrifugal pump has an inter-

mediate discharge and a final discharge constructed so that

the pulses in the fluid at the discharge stages created by the

impeller vanes passing the lips of the volute are eliminated

within the pump assembly by the use of an impeller having an

odd number of vanes and the volute lips are located 180°

apart, and separate flow paths of equal length lead from each

lip to a zone of confluence. The point of convergence for the

intermediate discharge is in the pump case, the point of con-

vergence for the final discharge is also in the pump case.

The ring canal blower has a housing with a lateral canal in

front of one or both front sides of a rotor for compressing

gases as well as intake and pressure connection stubs which

are connected directly to each other via the canal or canals. In

order to prevent a heat build-up, the housing has an outlet for

hot gas located between the intake and pressure connection

stubs as viewed in the direction of rotation of the rotor as well

as an inlet for cool gas. The inlet for the cool gas commu-

nicates with the hot gas outlet via the rotor compartments that

pass by. The outlet and inlet serve to draw off the hot gas

disposed within the rotor blade compartments while replenish-

ing these compartments with cool gas.
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3.788.767

TWO-PIECE BLADED DIAPHRAGM FOR AN AXIAL

FLOW MACHINE

Julian F. Bednarczyk, San Jose, and James M. Gate. Saratoga,

both of Calif., assignors to Westinghouse Electnc Corpora-

tion. Pittsburgh, Pa. ,«, oi-r
Filed Dec. 1. 1971. S«r. No. 203,817

IiiLCLF01d9/00

U.S. a. 415-217
9^>«'"»

GAZETTE JANUARY 29. 1974

3,788,769 <

COMBINED AIR AND HYDRAl LIC FLUID SLPPLV

APPARATl S AND CONTROL THEREFOR

WiUiam H. Glass, and Robert J. Bridigum. both of Pittsburgh,

Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Wli-

merding. Pa. .,...„
Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,618

Int. CI. F04b 49/00

U,S.CL 417-26
>C»-""

•iil.

• 57

—

\
IT- n

lo>»Viv

1

A disc shaped bladed diaphragm structure for an axial flow

turbine or compressor divided into two semicircular halves

with radial grooves of mating cylindrical cross-sectional shape

and having one or more cylindrical keying members disposed

therein to provide a fluid seal thereacross; and a method of

making a diaphragm with the seal structure described above.

3,788,768

FACILITY FOR CONTROLLING THE ORIENTATION OF

VARIABLE-PITCH SCREW BLADES

Joseph Prampart, Nantes, France, assignor to Societe Finan-

ciere Et Industrielle Des Ateliers Et Chantiers De Bretagne

and Prairie au Due, Nantes Laire Atlantique, France

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237.640

Claims priority, appUcation France. Sept. 17. 1971,

7133561
Int.CI.B63h//06

U.S. CI, 416-157
4Ctaims

Combined compressed air and hydraulic fluid supply ap-

paratus including an air compressor and a hydraulic pump

driven by common driving means, such as an electric motor A

single electrical circuit for the motor is opened or closed by a

pair of switch devices interposed therein in parallel relation,

said switch devices being operable to open or close the motor

circuit in accordance with the demand of compressed air

and/or hydraulic fluid, respectively

I

3,788.770

FLUID PUMP W ITH FLOW CONTROL MEANS

David E. Johnson, and Frederick RehfeW. both of Saginaw.

Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation. Detroit,

Mich.
Filed June 15. 1972, Ser. No. 263,167

Int. CI. F04b 23104; F04c 23100

U.S. CI. 417-62 4 Claims

J Flow \ _ _ ^
J CONTROL I -—

' TT-—ier "

A fluid pump including a plurality of expansible chambers

and a bypass flow control valve for directing fluid flow from

the outlet of selected (^hambers to the inlet of the other cham-

bers when the output flow of all the pump chambers is above a

predetermined value.

3,788,771

SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
Herbert J. Akins. Sr.. 322 E. Boundary St.. Ely. Minn.

Filed July 7. 1972. Ser. No. 269,836

int. CI. F04b 2i/04

U.S. CI. 417-88 Ju^'"^

A device for orienting the b.adesof a variable pitch screw This
'"^ll^^-tr^^^^^

comprises a double acting actuator which produces a greater ^".^ ^v::,'^,:;;^:^^^^^^^^ therein drive'n by the motor,

force in one sense than the other. "^^ »
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The outlet of the pump receives a portion of the supply air

bled off at the intake side of the motor and directed to the out-

let of the pump to provide a jet action increasing pumping effi-

3,788,773

HYDRAULIC CONTROL AND REGULATING
APPARATUS FOR AN ADJUSTABLE PUMP

Hans-Jurgen Van der Kolk, Sersheim, Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,727

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 20, 1971,

2141724
Int. CI. F04b 49/00

U.S.CI.417—213 1 1 Claims

ciency. The exhaust air from the motor is also directed to the

outlet side of the pump to further assist the pump by providing

an air pressure source to the water column moved by the

pump.

3 788 772

ENERGY CONVERTER TO POWER CIRCULATORY
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Jack E. Noble, Benton City, and Richard P. Johnston, Ken-

newlck, both of Wash., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary, Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 121,069

Int. CI. F04b/ 9/24

U.S.CL 417-207 9 Claims

A hydraulic control and regulating apparatus for an adjusta-

ble pump driven by a prime mover, preferably a combustion

motor, in which an auxiliary pump delivers fluid through a

throttle producing at a predetermined speed of the auxiliary

pump corresponding to the speed of the motor, a pressure dif-

ferential operating a control valve to supply to, and discharge

from, hydraulic setting motors which operate a manual lever

controlling the position of the volume regulator of the adjusta-

ble pump. The flow of fluid to the hydraulic setting motor is

.controlled by a manually operated lever shifting two reversing

valves for connecting the speed control valve with the delivery

conduit of the auxiliary pump and with an open low pressure

space.

3,788,774

POWER OUTPUT REGULATED PUMP ARRANGEMENT
Helmuth Roesslein, Lohr/Main, Germany, assignor to G. L.

Rexroth GmbH. Lohr/Main, Germany

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,516

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 11, 1972,

2201046
Int. CI. F04b 49/00

U.S. CI. 417-218 12 Claims

An energy converter of the Stirling cycle engine type to

function as a power source for an artificial heart. The engine is

designed to produce 1 to IOW to a blood pump operating at

60 to 1 50 pulses per minute. The simplified Stirling type en-

gine includes a moving regenerator which is operated by pneu-

matic power produced within the engine itself made possible

by the drive chamber, drive piston, and novel arrangement of

springs and valves which maintain the engine chamber at a

constant volume during compression and decompression,

thereby, increasing engine output.

An adjustable main piimp whose output volume is con-

trolled by a servomotor operated by an auxilliary pump con-
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trolled bv control valves, is provided with pressure regulating

cvlinder and piston means receiving fluid from the auxilliary

pump and supplying fluid to the servomotor through the con_

irol valves A pressure responsive piston is controlled by high

pressure fluid from the outlet of the adjustable nriain pump,

and acts on the regulating piston, forming a variable throttle

therewith for controlling the How from the regulating cylinder

to a low pressure discharge conduit, or to the servomotor, de-

pending on the pressure exerted by the pressure responsive

piston on the regulating piston, so that the product of pump

pressure and pumped volume, representing the power output

of the^main pump, remains constant during regulating move-

ment of the pressure responsive piston.

voir tank and causes the inlet throttling valve to reduce inlet

air flow to the compressor A vent line connected to the power

operated valve includes a flow restrictor of suitable s /e to

3,788,775

REGULATING APPARATUS FOR A HYDROSTATIC
PUMP

Vdkmar Leutner, Hemmingen, and Roman Romes, Friolz-

heim. both of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH,

Stuttgart. G«rman>
Filed Mar. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 232.477

Claims priority. appUcation Germany. Mar. 10. 1971.

2111359
Int.CI.F04b//26

U.S. CI. 417-222
•^^'•'""'

' 1-

,.-1^

V.
y^

'}-\

provide for a low residual pressure in the reservoir tank to in-

sure adequate liquid circulation during compresstn unloaded

operation.

3,788,777

MINIATURE FLFCTRIC FAN

Roland Fichter, Villingen. Schwarzwald, (;ermany. assignor to

Firma Fichter KG. Villingen/Schw.. Germany |

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,5 1

1

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 2, 1972.

2204807 I

lnt.Cl.F04b-?5/00

U.S. CI. 417-411 10 Claims

A regulating apparatus for a pump having adjusting means

whose actrfal position, represented by a differential pressure

control signal, is compared with a desired position in a first

differential amplifier whose output signal controls a servo

valve and a force amplifier to move the adjusting means to the

desired position. The control signal representing the desired

position IS obtained from a second amplifier which compares a

signal representing a desired power output with a signal

representing the actual power output, obtained from a power

output measuring device multiplying a differential pressure

signal representing the actual pump pressure with a signal

representing the actual displacement volume derived by mea-

suring means from the actual position of the adjusting means

of the pump.

3,788.776

COMPRESSOR UNLOADING CONTROL

Roger L. Post, and Michael G. Herschler, both of Quincy. III.,

assignors to Gardner-Denver Company, Quincy. III.

Filed Aug. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 279,408

Int. CI. F04b 49/02

U.S. CI. 417-295 7Clainis

An unloading control arrangement for a liquid injected au"

compressor of the type which includes a pneumatically

operated inlet throttling valve, a liquid separator-reservoir

tank and compressed air storage means. A pressure respon-

sive switch connected to the compressed air storage means is

operative at a predetermined pressure condition, to actuate a

single power operated valve which vents the separator-reser-

A battery-operated miniature motor is mounted on a holder

forming part of a pocket size housing, the holder being ex-

tendable from the housing, and a fan is secured to the rotor

shaft of the motor Batteries in the housing are electrically

connected to the motor upon extension of the holder from the

housing In one embodiment of the invention, the holder com-

prises a slide forming the narrow wall of a trapezoid cross-sec-

tion housing, this wall being movable relative to the other

walls and carrving one of the end walls of the housing. In

another embodiment of the invention, the holder irf again the

narrower base wall of a trapezoid cross-section housing, and

the housing is divided into two sections with the two sections

being hinged to the side edges of the holder so that they may

be swung back to expose^the motor and the fan. In a further

embodiment, the housing' includes a cup-shaped base and a

similar shaped cover hinged thereto, and the holder is a parti-

tion hinged to the base and swingable up into a position engag-

ing the free edge of the cover when the latter is open.
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3,788,778

ELECTRODYNAMIC LINEAR MOTOR OPERATED GAS
COMPRESSOR

Kenneth H. Miller, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Cor-

poration, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,745

Int. CI. F04b/ 7/04

U.S. CI. 417-417 2 Claims

r^-^l"^

surrounding cam ring. Each cam track has as a spherical cam

surface with a center on the center line of the cam ring and

offset from the axis of the associated piston, and the bearing

slipper has a mating surface. Displacement is variable by

application of fluid under pressure to opposite sides of the

ring.

3,788,780

INTAKE-VALVE-FREE COMPRESSOR
Wlodzimierz Chomczyk, and Wlodzimlerz ChiUmoniuk, both

of Bialystok, Poland, assignors to Wyzsza Szkola Inzynier-

ska, Bialystok, Poland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 877,963, Nov. 19, 1969. This

appUcation July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,776

Claims priority, application Poland, Nov. 22, 1968, 130193

Int. CI. F04b 7104

U.S. CI. 417-493 » Claim

The resilient armature centering mechanism surrounds the

compressor cylinder rather than being positioned in axial se-

ries with the armature and cylinder structure. This arrange-

ment results in a particularly compact structure for use as a

hermetic refrigerator compressor.

3,788,779

RADIAL PISTON PUMP
Floyd E. Carlson, 4504 Lanewood Cir., Rockford. III.

Filed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,443

Int. CI. F04b 29/00

U.S. CI. 417-462 15 Claims

A compressor cylinder is provided, along its outer

periphery, with an annular supply channel for a working fluid,

this channel communicating with the interior of the cylinder

via a multiplicity of triangular ports lying in the path of

reciprocation of the piston. The cylinder head carnes an out-

let with a check valve which closes during the suction stroke

so that a partial vacuum is created inside the cylinder until the

piston clears the ports to aspirate the fluid; upon the sub-

sequent return stroke, the fluid is discharged through the out-

let past the check valve.

3,788,781

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Samuel B. McClocklin, Owatonna, Minn., assignor to Owaton-

na Tool Company, Owatonna, Minn.

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,573

Int. CI. F04b 7 7/00,35/00

U.S. CI. 417-401 3 Claims

A radial piston pump or motor including an elongated ro-

tary cylinder block having axially and angulariy spaced fluid

cylinders extending through the axis of rotation, with axial

porting provided to opposite ends of the cylinder block for

flow to and from the cylinders through stationary valve plates

communicating with a common inlet manifold and a common
^le high pressure rdease valve in a high

outlet manifold. The cylinders have reciprocable pistons with

^^f
.•^^^""^"y^Pf;^

,^^ ^ air operated hydraulic pump,
universal bearing slippers engaging separate cam tracks m a fluid pressure system sucn as an y.
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The release valve includes a manually operable pilot poppet

valve disposed within a larger, manually operable poppet

valve the two poppet valves having a single manual actuator^

Release of high pressure is allowed with a minimum of manual

effort by first bleeding off a portion of the fluid under high

pressure through opening of the pilot poppet valve until the

pressure is reduced to a level whereat the larger poppet valve

will easily open.
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3,788,782

ROTARY ENGINE OIL METERING PLMP

Robert E. Morgan. Grand Rapids, Mkh., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit. Mich.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,234

Int. CI. FOlc 2//04. F04c 15100, 29102

U,S. CI. 418-84 3 Claims

tary peripheral cam ring sandwiched between a pair of cheek

plates. A sliding vane type rotor is rotatably '"O"";^^^ within

The cam ring on a shaft extending axially through the housing

bore the cam ring being shaped to form a pair of diametrically

opposed working zones between the cam ring internal surface

andthe periphery of the rotor The ends of the working /ones

are respectively connected to fiuid inlet and outlet ports

through bores radially extending through the cam ring^The

cam nng is axially split preferably at the location of a radially

extending K.re communicating low pressure fluid to the work-

ing 7ones such that high pressure fluid therein will radially ex-

pand the cam ring into a seaUng engagement with the housing

bore to prevent fluid leakage around the periphery of the cam

ring A method of manufacturing the split cam ring is also dis-

closed.

3 788 784

GLOBOID WORM FLtlD-FLOW MACHINF^S

Bernard Zimmem. 27, Rue Delabardere, Neuilly-sur-Seine.

Filed July 3. 1972, Ser. No. 268,890

Claims priority, application France. July 30, ivvi.

Int. CI. FOlc 5/02, F16h///6
^. .. . o . c -> 7 Claims

U.S.CI.418-153

A rotary engine is provided with an oil metering pump hav-

ing a valve-impeller member that is rotatably mounted in the

pump's body and is driven by the engine. An oil supply port in

the pump's body is connected to an oil delivery port also in the

pump's body via a chamber and then a variable area metenng

port in the valve-impeller member as this member turns. The

area of the metering port is varied by controlling the axial lo-

cation of the valve-impeller member according to engine

throttle opening whereby the pump meters oil to the oil outlet

port at a rate which increases with increasing throttle opening

and also the centrifugal force of the oil at the metering port

and thus with increasing engine speed.

3,788,783

FLUID PIMPS AND MOTORS
Oscar E. Rosaen, 51 Roslyn Rd., Grosse Pointe, Mich.

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No*. 215,761

Int.CI.FOlc/9/00

U.S.CI.418-108
13 Claims

The invention relates to machines such as compressors or

pumps of the kind including an hourglass worm meshing with

a toothed pinion It is known to make the pinion of metal

coated with a resilient material such as plastic rigidity fixed to

the surface of the metallic pinion According to the invention

the metal pinion is covered with a plastic lining having teeth

which engage the threads of the worm and prevent the metal

teeth of the pinion from engaging those threads The plastic

lining is permitted a slight shifting about its average position

respectively to the metal pinion.

3,788,785

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREHEATING AN

UNCURED RUBBER TIRE

Joseph Gerard Alphons Smeets. Maastricht, Netherlands, as-

signor to International B.F. Goodrich Europe B.V., The

Haeue, Netherlands

Filed July 5, 1972. Ser. No. 269,149

Claims priority, application Germany. July 10. 1971,

2134525 , I

Int. CI. B29h 5102

U.S. CI, 425-32 ^ ,

»0C'-''"^

An apparatus for preheating an uncured elastomer-contain-

ing pneumatic tire before vulcanizaUon. The preheating

means comprises a chamber supported for movement to and

from an uncured tire mounted and shaped in a vulcanizing

press so that preheating can occur after tire-shaping and be-

(

ferent portions of a tire with an ultra-high frequency energy

emitter means in each zone. The apparatus comprises a vul-

canizing press with separable tire molding portions, means to

support an uncured tire in a hollow, generally cylindrical con-

figuration between the molding portions and shape the tire to

3 788 787

HYDRAULIC METAL POWDER PRESS

Hermann Silbereisen; Felix Winterberg, both of Lochnerallee,

and Severin Ginzel, Muchen-Moosach, aU of Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 856,434, Sept. 9, 1969,

abandoned. This appUcation Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,1 17

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 9, 1968,

6751221
Int.CI.B22fi/00

U.S. CI. 425-78 14 Claims

a generally toroidal configuration while the molding,portions

remain spaced from the tire, the preheating means being

movable to and from enclosing relationship with a least a por-

tion of the toroidally shaped tire, and the molding means being

movable into engagement with the preheated tire.

A metal powder press having frame means, lower ram

means supported on the frame means for vertical movement.

A hollow tool matrix is mounted on the lower ram means and

movable vertically therewith. Lower press means is receivable

in the lower end of the hollow tool matrix. Upper press means

are receivable in the upper end of the hollow tool matrix.

Metal powder storage means are provided to supply powder to

a filling shoe for selectively filling the hollow tool matrix with

metal powder.

3,788,786

ORIFICE ASSEMBLY FOR EXTRUDING LOW-
VISCOSITY MELTS

Emerick J. Dobo, Gary, N.C., assignor to Monsanto Company, 3,788,788

St Louis, Mo. INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Filed Aug. 30, 1 972, Ser. No. 284,790

,^j,^, ^^^1, Sielung 1 83 D-729 1 , Lossburgh Wurttenberg, Ger-

Int. CI. B22d / / 100; B29f 3100 ^
U.S. CI. 425-72 3 Claims

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,738

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 2, 1971,

- 2109765'
lnt.CLB29f ;/02 =

U.S. CI. 425-192 12 Claims

_iiiin
10 *

5 7 3* 9 « I« J6

^8 ^7'

An improved orifice assembly is provided for extruding fila-

ments from low-viscosity or essentially inviscid melts.

An orifice system typified by an extrusion orifice containing

plate and a gas plate containing an orifice for effecting fila-

ment attenuation is improved by introducing a third orifice

containing plate. The third orifice containing plate functions

to reduce or eliminate disturbances from developing in the

molten jet stream. The third orifice is characterized by having

walls which converge towards the orifice exit.

An injectio'n molding machine in which an injection unit is

releasably connected to a mold clamping unit for injecUon

transversely of the mold parting line, the injection unit having

a plurality of supporting struts centered and releasably

fastened to an equal plurality of auxiliary cylinders of the mold

clamping unit.
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3 788 789

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING UNDRAWN POLYAMIDE

FILMS HAVING UNIFORM PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

WaMuo Matsumura, Osaka. Japan, assignor to Unitika

Kabushiki Kaisha. Hyogo-ken. Japan

Continuation-in-part of S*r. No. 809 255, ^«««h 2 ,
1969

abandoned. This application Oct. 6, 1971. S^r. No. 187.058

Int. Ci. B29d 7/00

U.S. CI. 425-230 »» Claims

least one of which can be actuated by a nuid-responsive

device, e.g. a hydraulic cylinder, to ensure tight closure of the

mold.

CLOSURE NOZZLE WITH A MOVABLE COVER FOR AN

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

Paul Munz, Nelstal, Switzerland, assignor to Maschinenfabrik

& Giessrei Netstal A.G.. Netstal, SwitzerUnd

Filed Aug. 24, 1971,Ser. No. 174,337

Claims priority, application SwiUerland, Aug. 27, 1970,

12872/70
lnt.CI. 8291/ /02

U.S. CI. 425-245 ,

"^ ^'"""'

An- improved process for producing undrawn polyamide

films having uniform physical characteristics by preventing

the formation of deposits of impurities on a formation surface

The molten film is extruded on a rotating roller surface where

it is cooled and solidified and drawn off after the surface has

traveled a distance substantially less than a whole revolution

There is then positioned a first liquid-removal means, polish-

ing means, washing means, second liquid-removal means and

doing means in that order in the direction of rotation of the

roller when the surface is not in contact with the film. The

polishing means may travel both horizontally across the entire

width of the roller surface and vertically along a short portion

of the roller surface in reciprocal motion to assist in removing

the impurity deposits. The polishing means may be either a

roller or snaped to conform to the roller surface and may also

contain a suitable abrasive. In addition, the washing liquid

may act as a polishing medium and may consist either of water

or of an alcohol having one to 10 carbon atoms, or a m-cture

of both The step of polishing the roller surface and in the

presence of a suitable polishing medium allows significantly

increase efficiency.

3,788,790

MACHINE FOR CASTING UNDER PRESSURE

Aneuel Tonchev Bakvsky; Ivan Dimov Nikotov; Dragan Iliev

Nenov, and Emil Nikolov Momchitov. all of Sofia. Bulgaria,

assignors to Niitm Pri Ban. Sofia. Bulgaria

Filed Feb. 22. 1972, Ser. No. 227,882

Claims priority, application Bulgaria, Feb. 20, 1971, 16865

lnt.CT.B22d27//4

U.S. CI. 425-242
^^'"'""^

An injection molding machine includes a closure nozzle

having a discharge orifice through which the material which is

plasticized is directed. The orifice is closed by a cover member

formed at the end of a lever which is pivotal on a slide secured

to one side of the injection molding machine housing The

lever has two pivot pins one of which is confined within a slot

extending obliquely in respect to the axis of the injection

molding machine die orifice and the other of which is confined

in an angled slot having one leg portion running in generally

the same direction as the first slot and another leg portion

running normal thereto. The lever is connected to means for

shifting the lever, for example a fiuid pressure-operated piston

which is articulated to one end of the lever. The pins on the

lever which are confined in the respective slots cause the lever

to move from the fully opened position first in a direction at an

angle to the axis of the orifice and thereafter when the closure

seal portion of the lever is located beyond the end of the ori-

fice in a direction causing it to pivot above the pivot pin

nearest the orifice to shift the closure portion to a position

overlying and sealing the orifice.

3 788 792

APPARATUS FOR FABRICATING SYNTHETIC RESIN

ARTICLES BY DOUBLE ROTATION OF A MOLD
Tadao Suzuki, ToyohashI, Japan, assignor to Denki Kaguku

Kogyo Kabushiki, Kaisha, Tokyo. Japan

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,651

lnt.CI. B29c 5/04

jjS CI 425-429 6 Claims

'An apparatus for fabricating synthetic resin articles by dou-

ble rotation of molds wherein a plurality of molds are

rotatably supported on a frame by rotation shafts for effecting

their rotation and the frame is rotatably mounted on a support
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drive shafts and there are provided rotation force transmitting

devices between the revolution shafts and drive shafts as well

as between said drive shafts and rotation shafts. The axial lines

of said rotation and revolution shafts perpendicularly intersect

each other substantially at the gravitational center of the arti-

being coupled together and seated at a forming station, are

then uncoupled prior to pouring concrete, then the concrete is

poured and compacted and the mantle and core are coupled

together again and are withdrawn from the formed work

piece.

3 788 794

CLAMPING UNIT WITH A TURNING PLATE|^OR AN

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
Karl Hehl, Siedlung 183, Lossburg/Wurtt, Germany

Filed Apr. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 132,071

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1970,

2019874
Int.CI.B29f///2

U.S. CI. 425-450 11 Claims

cles being fabricated in the molds, and double-chain drive

means is provided to imparl rotation to the revolution shafts

and consequently to the rotation shafts via the rotation force

transmitting devices, the drive means being disposed at a posi-

tion external of the truck and outside of the mold heating and

cooling sections of the apparatus.

_8"j6 a-pa

BAIL

12

3 788 793

APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING CONCRETE PIPES,

PARTICULARLY SHAFT RINGS
Rudolf Pappers, Geretsried; Georg Hohberg, Wolfratshausen,

and Kurt John, Geretsried, all of Germany, assignors to

Knauer GmbH & Co. KG Maschinenfabrik, Geretsried-Gar-

tenberg, Germany
Filed Aug. 1 1, 1971, Ser. No. 170,743

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Aug. 24, 1970,

2041947
Int. CI. B28b 2///2

U.S. CI. 425-432 10 Claims

A clamping unit of an injection molding machine for

producing multicolored cast pieces has a pair of mold halves,

one of which defines at least two separate mold hollows for the

cast piece, and complementary hollows or cores defined in the

other mold half for forming at least two cavities in the mold.

One of the cavities is configured to the shape of one colored

component to the article.* The clamping unit has stationary

and movable mold clamping plates. A turning plate is

rotatably connected to one of the clamping plates for

rotatably mounting one of the mold halves to the respective

clamping plates. A fluid piston and cylinder arrangement is

used to rotate the rotatably mounted mold half 1 80° between

injections. The ejector is eccentrically mounted with respect

to the injection axis and may be mounted in different locations

on the clamping plate.

*The other has the configuration of the whole two colored

cast piece.

The method and apparatus for manufacturing concrete

pipes, especially for lining shaft rings employs a form mantle

and a form core with an annular space therebetween, a

plunger, coupling means for temporarily connecting form

mantle and core, and independent lifting means for the

plunger and for the form mantle, the form mantle and core

3 788 795

PRESSURE OPERATED MODULATING METER FOR
REGULATING A FLUE DAMPER

Edward J. Zeitlin, 115 Fifth Ave., Purdys, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 70,531, Sept. 8, 1970,. This

application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,569

Int.CI.F23d5//2

U.S. CI. 431— 13 6 Claims

A flue draft pressurl operated monitoring meter for an elec-

tro-optical switching circuit primarily for intermittent regula-

tory interruption of a current in a circuit to control the

direction of rotation of a chimney damper motor to be moni-

tored with a pivotally mounted pointer gauge to intercept the

light beam between either of two lamps and photo cell com-

binations that are connected.to said chimney damper reversi-
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Me .otor though a crcuU. f.r -nta.nn^^-^o^- ^^^^^'^l^^^^::^a:::i:::?^n^^^^^
lion setting and indicating lamps to md.cate when there .s no of^^^^^'^^^^ ^^^P^^

nnechanism for locking the igniter tip in

place when positioned. Support brackets connect the crank

draft in said chimney, when there is too much draft m said

chimney and when the chimney damper remams open
lever to an oil feed system that is rigidly connected to the

guide rods and igniter tip for simultaneous movement of the

brackets, lever feed system and igniter tip. with the guide rods

indicating the position of the igniter tip.

3,788,796

FUEL BURNER
Brett C. Krippene. Barberton; Morris W. Peterson, Medina,

and David M. Marshall, Akron, all of Ohio, assignors to The

Bokock & Wlkox Company, New York, N.Y.

Fikd May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,779

Int. CI. F23c 7/00

t,S.CI.431-2
>2CIain,s

1 7att 79K

CHEMICAL IGNITION SYSTEM FOR A CIGARETTE

li«rfiTER USING AN IGNITION AJIP

Isidor S. Hi^Ihhom. Orange, and Stanky Tannenbaum, Mor-

ristowii. both of N.J., assignors to Ronson Corporation,

Woq<h^idge, NJ.
Fikd Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,264

Int.CI.F23q2/;6

CI. 43 1-267 IS Claims

i? JC
Jf ,v r—

mm
I'^^î Zll^'

^ , J , An ignition system for igniting a gas to produce a name is

An improved pulverized fuel burning method and apparatus
^^^^^ ^^ includes a cartridge of aluminum borohydride and a

having means for enhancing the fuel-air mixture passing
^^^^,4^ ^ntaining an ignition aid. either methanol or acetal-

therethrough and including three separately controlled
^j, .^ jhese reactants are released in minute quantities into

passageways delivering the air necessary for combustion of the

fuel.

the ignition zone of a lighter and thereby ignite a gaseous fuel

such as butane. A coaxially oriented, inertial ignition system

and a dual stream system are described in detail.

3 788 797

FUEL OIL BURNER LEAD CONTROL MECHANISM

Robert W. MayfieW, 530 Longbotham Dr., Aston, Pa., and

Lawrence T. MayfkId, 218 Sherbrook Blvd., Upper Darby,

Pa.
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,296

Int. CLF23C 5/06

U.S. CI. 431-186 ^„ . ,*^*'^f"!'
Positioning apparatus comprising a bell crank lever for

providing a mechanical advantage to move an igniter tip on an

3,788,799

BAKERY OVEN
George A. Uvi, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to Baker Perkins

Inc . Sasinaw, Mkh.'

Fikd Jan. 21. 1971. Ser. No. 108.444

Int. CLA21C 7/44. A21b 3/00

U S CI 432-143 *
^*""*

'Baking of farinaceous products such as bread and cake by

means of an endless band conveyor, at least one run of which
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passes through an oven, the conveyor band having secured duits provide
Y''''rM!Loirnt s circula^^^^^^^^

thereto spaced apart, parallel, upstanding rails which, together cuitous path and a
^^ f'^^^^,«°;;^

with the conveyor band, form at least one dough-receiving to effect a cooling of the rabble. The rabble may comprise

•/-

^_ [_ ^

trough extending longitudinally of the conveyor. The rails are

formed of a resilient material capable of being stretched and

also withstanding the oven heat without loss of resiliency.

,20i

I . 20

3,788,800

RABBLE FOR ROTARY HEARTH FURNACE

Horace Middleton, and Frank Tominc, both of Rock Springs,

W yo., assignors to Salem Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, ^r. No. 310.466
^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^, ^^ ^^^ ,.^^ ^^ ^,.^, ^,^ ^^„.

.,cr^. .11-, ->«
int.^^i.r^

jO Claims duits are secured or the rabble may comprise a structure com-

A nL coaled rabble construction comprising a plurality of posed entirely of a suitable refractory or a combination of a

conduUs extending along the surface of the rabble. The con- refractory and a steel face and edges.
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3,788,801

Sal coN?Ai?iSrc hydroxyl groups or

NITROGEN

Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,670

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 1, 1971,

VS. a. »—1

P

IntCLD06pi/iS
^ ^^^

A pro«ss"fo'r the preparation of fast dyeings and prin^

oo fibrous materials containing hydroxy groups ormtm-

«n which process comprises applying water-soluble or-

lanic dyestuffs which contain at least a group of the

'°^""'^ _S0^CH^H.-O-CO-NH-X
in the molecule in which group X is a hydrogen atom or

an -SO3H- group on the said fibrous materials and fix-

ing them at normal or at elevated temperature or under

the action of heat yielding very valuable intense dyemgs

and prints which are very stable when bemg subjected o

treatments of washing and to the action of light. They

have also a remarkable fastness to water, ^eawater, rub-

bing, ironing, acids, alkalis and solvents. When be.ng

finished afterwards with synthetic resms m an acid me-

dium, dyeings and prints of the invention show advan-

tageous properties.

3,788,803

it^x-runn OF rONCURRENTLY DYEING AND
^™?RT1NG Dl^^^^^^^^^^

PROPER.

TIES TO SYNTHETIC TEXTILES

Stewart E. Klein, Harrison, N^Y., and D po"«'d Gas-

liardi, deceased, la.e of East Greenwich R.L, by Frances

Dodge Gagliardi, executrix. East Greenwich, R.I.,

^fgnors to Sanitized Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 195,035

US CI. 8-17
^*'^''^«^^'/^'

7 Claim.

Durable bioactive properties are obtained on synthetic

textile fibers and fabrics by applying an aqueous so ut.on

or dispersion of a composition containing a dye. a bio-

active material and a carrier to the textile by an exhaustion

technique.

3,788,802

PAPFR DYED WITH WATER SOLUBLE BENZOTHI.
izOLYLPHENYTAZOBARBITURIC ACID DYE-

STUFFS

Alvin Carl Litke, West Seneca, N.Y., assignor to AlUed

Chemical Corporation, New York, IN.Y.

Vo Drawine. Original appUcation Sept. 23, 1970, S«r. No.

^7?8Tn;w Patent No. 3,726,851. Divided and th«

appUcation Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,952

Int. CI. D21h 1/46

U.S. CI. 8-7 ' Claims

Monoazo dyestuffs of the formula

3,788,804

PROCESS FOR DYEING DURABLE PRESS

CE^SfoSIC FABRICS WITH BASICpY^S

Robert J. Harper, Jr., and Gloria A.
f^'^'^li^^J^y

and Joseph S. Bruno, Chalmette, La., «^
'^fJfJ 'j

Donoghue, Knoxville, Tenn., «^»R°*>7
.^t^" A^^' „*

States of America as represented by the SeiB«tary of

Agriculture ^~^-

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,9^7

U.S.C1.8_18
'-*-^''^^^^^^^^

9 Claims

Durable-press cellulosic fabrics have been prepared in

a process which simultaneously renders them responsive

to basic dyes. In a two-phase process the ceHulos.c com-

ponent is crosslinked using a crosslinking agent and an

alpha-hydroxy carboxylic acid in the first phase the car-

boxylic acids serving the dual purpose of ca alys and

reactive additive), thus producing a crosslinked cellulosic

fabric with pendant carboxylic groups. In the second phase,

a basic dye is selectively absorbed by the chemically

modified cellulosic textile, due to the presence of the

carboxylic groups.

'^>^- CO-NH
CII c=z
\ /
CO-NH

wherein R,. X and Y are hydrogen, lower alkoxy or lower

alkyl; R2 and Q are H or SO3H with at least one being

SOaH- and Q is oxygen, sulfur, imino, or lower alkyl

imino! These dyestuffs color paper and paper pulp in

attractive greenish yellow shades but have little affinity

for cotton, said paper dyeings being alkali- and acid-fast

and discharged on contact with conventional bleaching

agents.

1934

3,788,805

PRODUCING MULTICOLOR DYTDACTYLICTO^^
TILE CONTMMNC. WOOL WITH ACID, DlKtCi

AND CATIOMC DYES

Tomojl Ookubo, Kiyoshi Hashimoto, -"d
^'^^^I^^^^^'lf

'

Okayama, Japan, assignors to Japan Exlan Company

Limited, Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 137,005

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27, 1970,

45/36,080
I

Int CL D06p 3/82

u.s.a.fr-2iA 8/>-*«°»

Process for obtaining multicolored textile products by

blending a basic group-containing acrylic fiber and wooK

dyeing the product with a direct dye at a pH of 5-9 to

dye the acrylic fiber component, treating the entire dyed

product with an anionic aromatic polycondensate contam-

fng dissociable groups, such as a "aphthalenesulfon^ aad-

formaldehyde condensate, -"/ *^Vw'nf 2 5 to dyl
in a second bath with an acid dye at a pH of 2-5 to dye

the wool component.
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3,788,806

MIXTURES OF 1 - AMINOANTHRAQUINONE-3,^
(NVBENZACRIDONE DYESTUFFS AND PROCESS
FOR DYEING POLYESTER FIBERS THEREWITH

Christian Held and Ernst Heinrich, Frankfurt am Main-

Fechenheim, Germany, assignors to Cassella Farbwerke

Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Mam-
Fechenheim, Germany

. ^ . j i:^„

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 234,989, Mar. 15, 1972. This application

May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,220

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 1, i!»/i,

P 21 15 917.1

Int. CI. D06p 3/52; C09b 5/36
|T c pi o 25 " Claims

Composition containing at least two dyestuffs of the

formula
O NHj

diazo dye reduction and foaming problems associated

with disperse dyes. These dispersants may also be used in

combination with other dye dispersants, such as, sul-

fonated lignins or sulfonated napthalene products, to op-

timize the advantageous properties of each dispersant.

3 788 809

METHOD FOR LIQUID TREATMENT OF
TEXTILE MATERIAL WEBS

William T. Carpenter, Stanley, N.C., assignor to

Synalloy Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

Original application Apr. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 137,760, now

Patent No. 3.685,325, dated Aug. 22, 1972. Dmded
and this appUcation July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,337

Int. CI. B05c 3/134

U.S. CI. 8—152 9 Chums

wherein X and Z are hydrogen or halogen and Y is hydro-

gen, halogen or trifiuoromethyl, each dyestuff of said

composition being present in an amount of at least 5%
by weight, based on the weight of the total dyestuffs

present.

3 788 807

DYEING POLYAMIDE BONDED FLEECE BY
DWELLING WITH METHOD COMPLEX AZO
DYESTUFFS

. , -, .

Hans Beiertz, Kelsterbach, Germany, assignor to Farb-

werke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister

Lucius & Bruning. Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,643

Claims priority, application Germany, July 29, 1970,

P 20 37 554.6

Int. CI. D06p 1/10

UJS, CI. 8 26 1 Claim

Process for the dyeing of textile fabrics of polyamide

fibers by padding the said fibrous material with certain

anionic dyestuffs, preferably selected l:2-metal-complex

dyestuffs, subsequently winding up the padded material

on a batch and then allowing it to dwell for fixing the

dyestuffs.

Textile material webs are subjected to liquid treatment

while in open width form by an apparatus and method

in which a length of textile web to be treated is arranged

in an open width loop and is moved within a generally

annular chamber by direction of portions of a circulating

liquid flow through a throat zcne for entraining the textile

web. Treatment liquid is impinged against both surfaces of

the textile web by direction of portions of the circulating

liquid flow through spaced arcuate inner and outer walls

which define a treatment zone adjacent to and of a

greater cross-sectionai area than the throat zone. Agitated

contact of treatment liquid with the textile web material

occurs throughout both the throat and treatment zones

and thorough treatment of the textile web is thereby

facilitated. Further, distribution of the portions of the

circulating liquid flow assures uniformity of conditions

throughout the throat and treatment zones.

> 3 788 808

DYESTUFF COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING SULFO-
METHYLATED PHENOLIC-FORMALDEHYDE
RESIN DISPERSANTS STABILIZED WITH UREA
OR AMMONIA ^ . „, „ ..

Sten I. Falkehag, Mount Pleasant, and Carl W. Bailey

ni, Charleston, S.C, assignors to Westvaco Corpora-

tion. New York. N.Y. ,,^-0^
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,786

Int. CI. D06p 7/22. i/7«

U.S. CI. 8 34 2 Claims

Dyestuff compositions for use in dying synthetic and

natural fibers, comprising an admixture of a dye cake, e.g.,

disperse dyes or vat dyes, and up to 75% by weight of the

total mixture of a dispersant of a modified phenolic-

formaldehyde type resin. The dispersants of this invention

are phenolic-formaldehyde resins that are sulfomethylated

and contain from 1-13 moles of sulfomethylation per

1000 grams of the starting resin. The dispersants may also

be cross-linked to tailor their molecular weight and then

stabilized with urea or ammonia. These dye dispersants

are light in color, excellent dispersants, produce heat

stable dye dispersions, lessen or eliminate fiber staining,

3 788 810

PROCESS FOR THE 'dyeing OF SYNTHETIC
FIBRE MATERIALS WITH QUINOPHTHALONE
DYESTUFFS FROM ORGANIC SOLVENTS

Dietmar Kalz, Cologne, Gerhard Wolfrum, Opladen, and

Riitger Neeff, Leverkusen, Germany, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany ,,, ^. .

No Drawing. Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163;4i4

Claims priority, application Germany, July 18, 1970,

P 20 35 728.2

Int. CI. D06p 3/26, 3/42, 3/48. 3/54, 3/72

U S CI s 162 R ^ Claims

Exhaust process for the dyeing of synthetic fibrejnate-

rials from organic water-immiscible solvents wherein are

used as dyestuffs quinophthalone dyestuffs of the formula

/W\-on
(Rs)

-(Ri).
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in which Ri denotes a halogen atom, an alkyl. alkoxy,

nitro, amino, acylamino, alkylamino. carboxyhc acid es-

ter or aryl radical and R. denotes a halogen atom, an

alkyl, alkoxy, nitro or acylamino group, or m which two

adjacent substituents R. stand for the residual members

of a fused aromatic ring; and /. and m represent integers

from to 4.

3 788 811

SOI VENT COMPOSITIONS FOR SOLVENT DYE-

ING AND DyKtUF^ SOLUTIONS PREPARED
THEREFROM

Frederic Leroy Slevenpiper, Alden, and Elmore Bement.

Buffalo, N.Y., assignors to AlUed Chemical Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.
FUed May 18, 1971, Ser. No. 144,603

Int. CI. D06p 1/68 ,^ ^. .

U.S. CI. 8-175 36 Claims

January 29, 1974

reagent equilibrates with a binding agent in solution dis-

tributing between bound and free moieties. A second auto-

matic tranfer means delivers a predetermined volume ot

absorbent particles suspended in a buffer solution to the

reaction container to absorb the free moiety of the tracer.

A third automatic transfer means is provided having a

filter associated therewith for separating the absorbent

particles from the solution in the reaction container ana

for delivering the filtrate to a counting chamber for a

quantitative measure of the radioactivity of the filtrate

solution. Means are further provided for washing the

first and third automatic transfer means to prevent con-

tamination of successive solutions to be analyzed.

3 788 813

GAS CONDITIONTSG AND ANALYZING SYSTEM
Francis R. Busch, Morgan Hill, Calif., assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,113

Int.Cl.G01ni7/i2;G21cJ7/00
U.S. CI. 23-232 E 27 Claims

SowfM

Certain mixtures of halogenated hydrocarbons, polar

liquids which are swelling agents for a textile fiber and

which are substantially insoluble in the halogenated hy-

drocarbons, and organic liquids which are soluble in both

the halogenated hydrocarbons and the polar solvent, form

clear, stable, homogeneous compositions which are use-

ful as solvents for diverse types of dyestuffs. Solutions of

dyestuffs in these solvent compositions may be used to

produce excellent dyeings on man-made and natural fibers.

lit

\* III
-

3 788 812
AUTOMATIC SATURATION ANALYSIS

John Dupre, 92 Stafford, Bale d'Urfe, Quebec, Canada

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176,211

Int. CI. G21h 5102; GOIn ii/76

U.S. a. 23—230 B 15 Claims

</

A gas conditioning and analyzing system for condi-

tioning and analyzing a sample of gas of any given tem-

perature, pressure and moisture content. The system

4raws off a sample of gas from a source in a conduit lead-

ing to a detection chamber having conditioning means

and a sensing means which is connected to a gas analyzer.

A gas and liquid outlet from the detection chamber has

means for separating the gas from the liquid with the

cas being passed in a flame isolation line and introduced

into a flame checking chamber under liquid after which

the gas is passed out of the system. The system is able

to analyze potentially explosive mixtures of gases in a

safe manner. The analysis is continuous and rapid.

I

An apparatus and a process for automatic saturation

analysis of a solution comprising predetermined volumes

of reagents and sample specimen. The apparatus com-

prises a first automatic transfer means for delivering a

predetermined volume of reagents and a sample specimen

into a reaction container for incubation where the tracer

3 788 814

HIGHLY ENRICHED MULTIPLY-LABELED
STABLE ISOTOPIC COMPOUNDS AS AT-

MOSPHERIC TRACERS
Maxwell Goldblatt and Berthus B. Mclnteer, Los Alamos,

N. Mex., assignors to the United States of America as

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Com-

SiTmawing. Filed Feb. 1. 1972, Ser. No. 222,703

Int. CI. GOln 3il00; G21h 5102

U S CI 23 232 R Claims

Compounds multiply-labeled with stable isotopes and

highly enriched in these isotopes are readily capable ot

detection in tracer experiments involving high dilutions.

Thus, for example. "C^Oa provides a useful tracer for

following atmospheric pollution produced as a result of

fossil fuel burning.
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3 788 815

CHEMICAL SAMPLE REACTOR MODULE
Donald G. Rohrbaugh, Santa Ana, Calif., assignor to

Beckman Instruments, Inc.

Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,348

Int. CI. GOln II 10, 1/14

VJ&, CL 23-253 R ^^ ^^'^

for each aliquot sample solution to uniformly react with

precise reagent volumes in a chemical analysis procedure.

Utilizing an automated sample probe, a final aliquot anal-

ysis procedure sample is measured for a component con-

centration in a cooperative analytical instrument.

3 788 817

MAKING AMMONIUM POLYPHOSPHATE IN A
PACKED COLUMN

John L. Kolbe, ClarksvUle, and Castaer C. Ugal, Jr

Elkridge, Md., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co., iNew

Vnrk N Y
Orijiai application Jan. 26, 1970. Ser. No. 5,571, now

Patent No. 3,650,727. Divided and this apphcation

June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,943
Int. CL C05b 1/06

.

U.S. CL 23-259.2 * Claims

mcKrocauMm

An elongated sample solution cup has a cross section

adapted to inducing turbulence in a solvent stirred in the

cup and has an offset recessed bottom cavity providing a

localized dissolver volume for solid samples introduced

into the cup. A removable filter tube provides a filtered

sample solution for further wet analysis. The reactor

module comprising the solution cup and the removable

filter tube is made of a thin wall thermoplastic material,

suitable for using one or more times.

mu^mascmrma

Hydrolysis of ammonium polyphosphate can be sig-

nificantly delayed and reduced when the hot freshly rnade

ammonium polyphosphate reaction mixture, still under

pressure, is passed through a column conjaimng an inert

packing e.g. tabular alumina, silicon carbide, or porcelain.

3,788,816

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS ROTARY MODULE
Donald G. Rohrbaugh, Santa Ana, and William «• •'ef'-

son, Placentia, Calif., assignors to Beckman Instru-

ments, Inc. _.^ ___
Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,353

\nt.C\,GiS\n 1/10, 1/18

VS. CI. 23-253 R 15 Claims

3 788 818

METHOD FOR GROWING CRYSTALS USING A
SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANE

Abdul Hamid Madjid and Allen R. V^ala, State College,

Walter F. Andeiion, Jr., University Park, and Joseph

Pedulla, Jr., State College, Pa., assignors to Research

Corporation, New York, N.Y,
ii#: «i;q

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 136,569

Int CI. BOlj 17/04
iT« ri 1^—300 6 Claims

A pTocesTFor growing crystals wherein a first solvent U

loaded with a crystallizable solute or crystal precursor

and separated from a second solvent in which the crystals

are less soluble, by a diffusion boundary, such that crystals

are grown from nucleation sites at the diffusion bound-

ary as the second solvent diffuses into the first solvent.

This process is highly suitable for growing a wide variety

of crystals, including many which have been heretofore

difficultly obtainable by other crystallization methods.

'&• 5>0 3/~/4 ^1 5a '&

A chemical sample reactor module, containing a solu-

tion of a chemical sample prepared for analysis, is co-

operatively paired with a chemical analysis tube module

in precise radial alignment in a rotary index table. Multi-

ple paired modules are radially coaligned m the table

during the consecutive analysis of a series of chemical

samples. Plural sample probes, having individually ad-

justed vertical and horizontal displacement traverses, are

each individually positioned as required on a reciprocat-

ing, vertically displaceable central pedestal, providing

repetitive programmed transfer and addition of metered

reagent volumes to aliquot solution samples. The rotary

index table sequentially provides a precise timed period

3 788 819

METHOD OF CRYSTALLIZING USING
MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Earl Clarence Oden, P.O. Drawer "CN,

State College, Miss. 39762 ,__„,
No Drawing. Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 155,316

Int. CI. BOld 9/04
ITS ri 1^^300 8 Claims

The inv^tion relates to a method of separatmg at

least one component from a solution mixture of
^^f^^

compounds having a narrow range of boiling PO»"ts The

separation comprises cooling the mixture to abou the

saturation point and adding thereto a magneUc mater^l

whkh has been cooled to below the super saturation

temperature of the solution. Crystals of the^omponent

formed on the magnetic material are separated from the

solution by magnetic separation means.
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3 788 820

FILLED EXTRUSION BILLETS AND METHODS
OF FABRICATING

James G. Hunt, Framingham, Mass., aMJgnor to

Polymet Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio

FUed Jan. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 231

Int CI. B32b 15/00

U.S. CI. 29-187 3« Claims

t—

2

3 788 822

NONMAGNETIC COMPOSITE HAVING A
CONSTANT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Hiroshi Hashimoto, Chiba, and Toshio Matsumura,

Asaka, Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Hatton

Tokeiten, Tokyo, Japan «,,,,,
Filed Mar. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 125,231

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 18, 1970,

45/22,253
Int CI. B32b 15/00

U.S. CI. 29—196.1 3 ^iSxn^

A billet comprising preforms surrounded by fi^cr ma-

terial The billet is fabricated with a lammated filler

structure, each lamina having perforations to receive the

preforms and being divided into segments by thm parting

regions. The preforms are end loaded into the lammated

structure.

3 788 821

COMPOSITE THERMOSTAT MATERIAL
Jacob L. Omstein, Norton, Mass., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100,159

InL CI. B23p 3/00

U.S. a. 29—195.5 * C'"'"

A non-macnetic material composite having a thermally

constant modulus of elasticity in or after subjection to

a magnetic field comprising at least two base alloy layers

having frequency temperature characteristics opposite to

each other and selected from base alloys containing as

principal constituents iron and manganese, or further con-

taining one or more other elements such as nickel, cobalt

and chromium. The base alloy layers are superposed and

joined together so that the opposite characteristics are

cancelled by each other. Non-magnetic material com-

pc^ites having a low temperature coefficient of natura

frequency over a wide temperature range and excellent

mechanical properties are thereby produced.

A relatively low cost multilayer composite thermostat

material is disclosed having predetermined characteris-

tics of electrical resistivity and flexivity, and including

first and second layers of preselected metallic alloys hav-

ing relatively high and relatively lower coefficients of

thermal expansion respectively, and an intermediate layer

of a substantially nickel-free metallic alloy having a pre-

selected thickness relative to the total thickness of the

composite material such that the composite material has

a resistivity of between approximately 625 to 725 ohms

per circular mil foot and a flexivity of between approxi-

mately 200x10-"' to 220X10-' inch per inch per degree

Fahrenheit. In the disclosed composite, the first prese-

lected metallic alloy comprises a material comprising by

weight approximately 71% to 76% manganese. 9% to

19% copper, and 9% to 17% nickel, while the second

preselected metallic alloy comprises a metallic alloy such

as the material commonly referred to as Invar, which

comprises by weight approximately 35 '/6% to 36'/i%

nickel and the balance iron. The first and second layers

are metallurgically bonded to respective opposite sur-

faces of the intermediate layer of the preselected ferrous

alloy to define a composite thermostat material having

comparable characteristics to presently available thermo-

stat material, only available at substantially higher costs.

3 788 823
BRAZED FOAMED METAL

Ronald L. Wells, Laramie, Wyo., assignor to Ethyl

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 136,235

Int. CI. B32b 15/00

\}S. CI. 29—197 .,. . . » ^™™
Composite articles are prepared utilizmg brazing to

apply a metal body to a foamed metal substrate. Prefer-

ably the substrate is a foamed aluminum, and the applied

metal body is an aluminum sheet. Brazing substances

which are liquid below the melting point of the sheet are

employed. The brazing substance is applied in a manner

to wet the treated surface. One way wetting can be ac-

complished is by rubbing the surface while it has been

treated with molten brazing substance.

3 788 824

ALUMINOUS METAL BRAZING MATERIAI^
Ogle R. Singleton, Jr., and Bennie Ray Ward, Jr., Rich-

mond, Va., assignors to Reynolds Metols Company,

Richmond. Va. .,

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application ^r- No.

18,255, Mar. 10, 1970. This application Oct. 5, 1971,

Ser. No. 186,632
Int CL B32b 75/00

UACL 29—197.5
, ^

^* ""™
An improved aluminum alloy, referred to as a core ma-

terial is provided which is particularly adapted for use

in manufacturing articles by vacuum brazing techniques

because such core material has optimum resistance to sag

at brazing temperatures and because it has a solidus of

about 1160' F. to 1180" P.. is heat treatable to a mini-

mum yield strength of 12.000 p.s.i.. and is corrosion re-

sistant. A heat treatable cladding alloy is also provided

for use as a brazing component either alone or with such

core material and other suitable core materials. The
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nrpferred cladding allov has a liquidus of about 1065- wound as a package, means for reducmg the angular speed

^nsl" F has a narrow meltfng range of about 20° to of the collector to keep a substamially constant collection

1085 P.. has a narrow melting range oi a
^^^^^^ ^ movable traverse for distributing the linear ma-

terial on the package, means for sensing the angular speed

about 40° P., is corrosion resistant, and provides joints of

optimum strength and quality.

3 788 825

METHOD OF VAPORIZING AND COMBININGA
LIQUEFIED CRYOGENIC FLUID STREAM WITH
A GAS STREAM ^. «.

,

i #«
Edwin M. Arenson, Oklahoma City, Okla., assignor to

Black, Sivalls & Bryson, Inc., Kansas C'*y'iy°V-«
Continuation-in-part of aPPMca^on Ser. No. 6,889, Jan.

29 1970. This appWcation Oct 6, 1970, Ser. No. 78,504

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Nov. 13, 1990, has been disclaimed

Inta.F17di/04
U.S. CI. 48—190 * C"»mis 3-4

of the collector as an indication of package size and means

responsive to the sensed speed for moving the traverse to

keep the traverse in predetermined spaced relation to the

package during collection.

The present invention relates to an improved method of

vaporizing and combining a stream of liquefied cryogenic

fluid, such as liquefied natural gas, with a gas stream, such

as natural gas. The gas stream is divided into first and

second portions, and the pressure of the first portion is

elevated an amount sufficient to cause it to pass through

a heating circuit and recombine with the second portion

of the gas stream. The first portion of the gas stream is

heated within the heating circuit, and the stream of lique-

fied cryogenic fluid to be vaporized and combined with

the gas stream is injected directly into the heated first

portion within the heating circuit so that the liquefied

cryogenic fluid is vaporized and mixed with the first por-

tion of the gas stream. The resulting mixture of vaporized

cryogenic fluid and the first portion of the gas stream is

then combined with the second portion of the gas stream.

3 788 827

IONIC TREATMENT FOR GLASS OPTICAL
WAVEGUIDE FIBERS

Robert D. De Luca, Big Flats, N.Y., assignor to Coming

Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,319

Int CL C03c 15/00; C03b

U.S. CI. 65—30 12 Claims

3,788,826

APPARATUS FOR WINDING TEXTILE
MATERIAL

Jerome P. Klink, Granville, and Phra D. Lyie and Terry

L. Griffith, Newark, Ohio, assignors to Owcns-Cormng

Fiberglas Corporation
Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,007

Int CI. B65h 54/02; C03b 37/02

U.S. CI. 65 11 W "• Claims

'Apparatus for packaging linear material including a

driven rotatable collector upon which linear material is

48
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A method for removing contaminants from the surface

of a glass optical waveguide fiber and thereafter treatmg

the fiber while preventing the surface from being recon-

taminated. Contaminants are removed from the surface by

such methods as bombardment thereof by dense, focused

high energy ion beams or passing the fiber surface through

corona or radio frequency induced plasmas. The cleaned

fiber may be immediately heat treated to improve the light

transmission properties thereof, or it may be coated to

prevent recontamination of the surface prior to heat treat-

ment to which the coated fiber may thereafter be

subjected.
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3 788 828

MOLDING OF LIGHTWEIGHT GLASS ARTICLES
AND APPARATUS THEREFOR

Lewis M. Austin, Robert R. Denman, Thomas P.

O'Donnell, and Franlt Veres, Toledo, Ohio, assignors

to Owens-niinols, Inc. ,,^ ,^. « * *

Application July 1. 1965, Ser. No. 468,691, now Patent

No. 3,484,328, which is a continuation-in-part of aban-

doned application Ser. No. 437,431, Mar. 5, 1965.

Divided and this application Aug. 5, 1969, Ser. iNo.

862 122
Int. a. C03b 29/00, 9/14

UA a. 65—33 11 Claims

>v

in the parison mold, transferred to a blow mold, and a

body portion is blown in the blow mold while a heavier

base portion is pressed in the blow mold. In this process,

an elongated charge is transferred to the blow mold after

which the heavy end of the charge sags downwardly

through the restricted portion of the mold but does not

appreciably accumulate on the bottom plate before blow-

ing.

3,788,830

BL1.B MAKING METHOD
Bernard Shaw, Ma>iield Heights, Ohio, assignor to

General Electric Company
FUed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 196,927

Int CL C03b 23/04. 29/00

UA CI. 65—110 2 Claims

47a

Method of making a one-piece, lightweight article,

illustratively a telescope mirror blank, by maintaining a

molten vitreous mass within a zone, maintaining at least

one shaped module having a support member aflfixed

thereto within the zone wherein the module and at least

a portion of the support member arc completely immersed

in the molten zone. The modules are made of a heat re-

sistant material capable of retaining its shape during im-

mersion in the molten glass. After the viscosity of the

vitreous mass is increased to the point where the mass

is self-supporting, the glass mass containing at least one

module may be removed from the zone. Subsequently, the

modules can be removed by chipping out with a suitable

tool, for example, and the support member can be re-

moved from the article. The resulting article has formed

therein at least one cavity which is disposed between its

upper and lower surfaces and also has at least one open-

ing within one of its surfaces communicating with the

cavity in its interior. The cross-sectional area of the open-

ing is smaller than that of the cavity. Subsequently, if

desired, the glass can be thermally in situ crystallized to

produce a low expansion glass ceramic jnaterial.

An apparatus and method for forming bulbs from

heated glass tubing in which the tubing is placed inside

a forming head cavity where a molten end wall of the

tubing is shaped to bulb form through the action of a

vacuum created by the effect of gas flow over the end

wall.

I

3,788,829
METHOD FOR MAKING GLASSWARE

Robert J. Mhier and Harry W. Meek, Toledo, Ohio,

assignors to Owens-Illindis, Inc.

Continuation of appplication Ser. No. 137,081, Apr. 23,

1971, which is a continuation of application Ser. No.
778,645, Nov. 25, 1968, both now abandoned. This

appUcation Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,810
Int CL C03b 9/00

VS. CL 65—79 8 Oaimfl

3 788 831

IMAGE INTENSIFIER AND METHOD OF MAKING
AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER THEREFOR

Richard Kaspar Orthuber, Sepulveda. Calif., assignor to

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,

New York, N.Y. o,^ci«
Original application Apr. 8, 1969, Ser. No. 815,519.

Divided and this application Feb. 22, 1971, Ser.

No. 117.697 ^,^^^
Int a. BOlj 17/00; C03b 21/00

U.S. CL 65—111 5 aalms

1 (^ x^fifftnti iiiis^
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The invention includes a channel-type electron multi-

plier incorporating a glass plate having holes therethrough.

The plate is treated so that the holes will support second-

ary emission. When primary electrons from a photocath-

ode enter the holes, an increased current density is pro-

duced at the output of the holes. When the output is direct-

ed onto a phosphor screen, an intensified image of the

scene being viewed is produced. Night scenes may thus be

brightened for use in military reconnaissance or the like.

However, channel-type electron multipliers have what is

known as a saturation level of operation beyond which an

increase in input current produces little or no increase in

A method and apparatus for making glassware wherein output current. The device of the present invention allevi-

a charge of glass is delivered to a parison mold, pressed ates this problem by increasing electrical resistance near
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ore.

the output. This construction makes it possible to produce

a special electric field distribution in the holes. This field

distribution then causes the gain of the multiplier to satur-

ate at substantially higher input current levels. In addition,

a multiplier of this type will exhibit a nonlinear input

versus output relationship such that, if incorporated in ^n

image tube (direct view or TV pickup), it imparts to this

tube highly desirable contrast enhancmg characteristics.

The invention also includes a method of making the

special type of electron multiplier having the hole surface

resistivity variation.

3 788 832

PROCESS FOR PRE-TREATING AND MELTING-
GLASSMAKING MATERIALS

John D. Ncsbitt and Mark E. Fejer, Chicago, HI., ^ignors

to Institute of Gas Technology, Cl"!S"i?; '"*

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,926

Int CI. C03b 5/76
,. ri«Jm,

^j g ^-.| 55 J34 14 Claims

*An improved process for pre-treating and melting glass-

making materials wherein, in a preferred embodiment the

glass batch is compacted or agglomerated into distinct

units, preheated and then conveyed into a glass furnace

or melter. The glass batch preferably is compacted into

briquets using an improved process, and the glass batcn

is preheated with the combustion gases from the glass

furnace in a fashion such that particulate matter, particu-

larly sodium sulfate, is removed from the combustion

gases. Melting preferably is accomplished using a sub-

merged combustion process.

3 788 833

PRODUCTION OF PALLADIUM-SILVER
ALLOY POWDER

Oliver A. Short, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E^. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Original application Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No.

129,175, now abandoned. Divided and this appUcation

Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,685

Int. CI. B22f 9/00; C22b 5/00

UA CI. 75—.5 A ^ . *?"?"
There is provided a method for producing solid solu-

tion palladium-silver alloys in finely-divided form by re-

ducing particles of palladium silver carbonate in suspen-

sion in an aqueous medium.

3 788 834

METHOD OF BENEFICIATING ORES
Clarence L. Hildreth, Brookhaven, Miss., assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica.

tion Ser. No. 41,588, May 28, 1970. This appUcation

Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,701
Int Ct C22b 1/0%

U g^ (^1^ 75 \ 4 Claims

A method of beneficiating or upgrading alumina-silica

or aluminum-silicate ores, especially natural clays con^

taining substantial amounts of minerals such as kyanite,

diaspore and the like and also containing contaminating

amounts of iron and titanium, wherein the ore is heated

to a relatively high temperature and treated with hexa-

chlorobutadiene, hexachlorobenzene or mixtures largely

comprising these compounds.

3 788 835

IRON ORE REDUCTION PROCESS (NU-9)

William E. Lewis and John D. Paynter, Baton Rouge,

La., assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Com-

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 102,937

Int CI. C21b 1/02

U.S. CI. 75 26 1® Claims

A staged fluidized iron ore reduction process is provided

in which carbon is deposited on the iron ore in the

reduction zone where the major portion of the metalliza-

tion is effected with the gaseous reductant. After further

gaseous reduction to a highly metallized material the

reduced ore is held under conditions sufficient to allow

the deposited carbon to interact with residual oxides

thereby further increasing the metallization of the iron

3,788,836

METHOD OF MAKING LOW NITROGEN ALLOYS
Francis L. Muscatell, Loudonville, N.Y., and Sundaresan

Ramachandran, Natrona Heights, and OrviUe W. Keen,

Lower BurreU, Pa., assignors to Allegheny Ludlum

Indushies, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.
^ ^ . ,.„

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 720,481, Apr. 11, 1968. This appUcation

Mar. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 128,531

Int CI. C21c 7/70 ^^ ^ ,

U S CI 75—49 ^" Claims

*An improvement in the manufacture of steel of low

nitrogen content, which comprises the steps of: com-

pacting steel having an average thickness of less than 0.25

inch into a porous mass; heating the porous mass at a

temperature between about 2000° F. and the melting point

of the steel, in a vacuum at a pressure below one mm.

Hg, for a period of time sufficient to remove at least

70% of the nitrogen therefrom; melting the porous mass

in a furnace having a controlled atmosphere; and casting

the melt.

3 788 837

METHOD FOR MELTING PARTICULATE METAL
Gunter Geek and Hans Jurgen Langhammer, Hagen, Get-

many, assignors to Klockner-Werke AG, Duisburg,

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Sfr- No-

862,762, Oct 1, 1969. This appUcation Mar. 22, 1972,

Ser. No. 237,158
^ ^,^^

Int CI. C21c 7/04

U.S. CI. 75—55 ' * ^"""'

A charge of scrap iron is melted in an upright elon-

gated, in part refractory lined melting chamber by a disc-

shaped flame acting on the lower end of the charge where-

by the melted metal flows onto the bottom wall of the

chamber and becomes interposed between the bottom wall

and the flame so that the bottom wall is protected by the

interposed metal from the flame. The flame is produced

from a mixture of fuel and oxygen blown into the melt-

ing chamber through a lance. The melted scrap iron is

discharged into a container containing an amount of liq-

uid pig iron and the percentage of oxygen in the fuel-

oxygen mixture is adjusted in such a manner that the

melted metal discharged from the melting chamber con-

tains a percentage of FeO which will produce m the con-

tainer together with added lime a reactive slag so tha

refining of the metal bath in the container into steel wil

take place without blowing oxygen directly into the metal

bath in the container.
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3 788 838

METHOD OF REMOVING VAPORIZED LEAD
FROM GASES AFTER CONTACT WITH
LIQUID LEAD

^ ^ _
Werner Wenzel and Leon-Michel Chaussy, Aachen, Ger-

many, assignors to Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG,
Cologne, and Werner Wenzel, Aachen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed June 10, 1970, Ser. No. 45,206

Claims priority, application Germany, June 20, 1969,

P 19 31 481.9

Int. CI. C22b 13/00

U.S. CL 75 77 ^® Claims

In order to remove vaporized lead from a gas following

its contact with liquid lead, said gas, prior to subsequent

use, is contacted with a liquid metal or alloy which pre-

cipitates said vaporized lead.

3,788,842

I
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PROCESS FOR RECOVERING MERCURY
Gerhard Nolte and Hans Rabowsky, Hurth-Knapsack,

Johannes Krause, Hurth-Hermulheim, and Hans-Dieter

Narres, Cologne-Blckendorf, Germany, assignors io

Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft, Knapsack, near Cologne,

Germany «.«„^«
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,842

Claims prioritj, application Germany, Jan. 22, 1971,

P 21 02 900.5
I

Int CI. C22b 3/00

U.S. CL 75 109 12 Claims

Mercury is recovered in metallic form from an aqueous

solution, particularly from a salt brine, having mercury

compounds therein. To this end, the solution or brine is

treated with an iron-containing alloy, the potential of

which, determined in the solution or brine, is by at least

100 millivolts more positive than that of iron.

3 788 839

METHOD FOR INCORPORATING METALS INTO
MOLTEN METAL BATHS

John Porter Faunce, Columbia, Md., assignor to Diamond
Shamrock Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

203,026, Nov. 29, 1971. This application Feb. 28, 1972,

Ser. No. 230,073
Int. CI. C22b 9/05; C22c 21/00

U.S. CI. 75 93 R ^ Claims

Finely divided metals and alloys containing a specified

quantity of minus 80 mesh particles are added to molten

metal baths such as baths of aluminum and aluminum

alloys. The finely divided metals and alloys are provided

by crushing and screening the metals and enclosing the re-

sultant product by any conveniently handled container

such as a closed bag. This technique is useful for adding

finely divided metals and alloys to molten metal baths by

providing rapid metal solubility, high metal recovery, low

cost and elimination of the need for special equipment and

complicated process operations.

I

3,788,843

STEEL HAVING IMPROVED FREE-CUTTING
PROPERTIES

Tohru Mimino, Tokyo, Shuuroku Nara and YoshIo

Miyashita, Kawasaki, and Katsubiko Nisbikawa, Yoko-

hama, Japan, assignors to Nippon Kokan Kabusbiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,217

Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 1970,

45/56,494
Int a. C22c 37/10, 39/02

VS. CI. 75—124 4 Claims

'3,788,840

FLUX POWDER FOR USE DURING CONTINUOUS
CASTING OF STEEL AND METHOD OF PRO-
DUCING SAME

Peter J. Koenig, Zumikon, and Frledrich Hofmanner,
Regensdorf, Switzerland, assignors to Concast AG,
Zurich, and Holderbank Finandere Glarus AG, Glanis,

Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,117

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 12, 1971,

16,474/71
Int CL C22b 9/10

VS. CL 75—94 9 Claims

A flux powder and method of producing same for use

during continuous casting of steel, containing portland

cement, a fluxing agent, and a carbon carrier, wherein the

carbon carrier possess a grain size less than 1m, the alumi-

num oxide content of the powder is in the range of 2-12%

by weight, and the lime-silica ratio is adjusted to be in

the range of 0.7-1.0' through the addition of quartz pow-

der.

^ zoneshowimg^ good abrasion

resistance:

B-1 I I I I I

0.002 a006 QOO 0.014

Cd 1%)

A machine structure steel having superior free-cutting

properties, yield strength and tensile strength and com-

prising the addition of 0.002% to 0.02% Ca, 0.005% to

0.04% Sol. Al. and 0.005% to 0.1% Nb and/or V, to

known composition contained in ordinary steel.

I

3 788 844
CHARGING METHOD FOR ELECTRO-

PHOTOGRAPHY
Masamlcbi Sato and Isori Takabasbl, Asaka, Japan, as-

signors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,668

Int. CI. G03g 13/02. 13/22

VS. CL 96—1 C 15 Claims

3,788,841
RECOVERY OF METAL VALUES FROM

MANGANESE NODULES
Jagdish C. Agarwal, Concord, and Thomas C. Wilder,

Cambridge, Mass., assignors to Kennecott Copper Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.
FUed Sept 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,397

Intel. C22b7 /05,i/00
VS. CL 75—103 15 Oaims

This invention concerns a method for recovery of cop-

per, nickel, cobalt and molybdenum from deep sea man-

ganese nodules in which the nodules are ground, balled,

roasted and leached.

An electrophotographic method for charging the sur-

face of an elongated electrophotographic member wound
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upon at one roll, the member including a photoconduc-

tive insulating layer disposed on an ungrounded conduc-

tive substrate interposed between the photoconductive in-

sulating layer and an electrically insulatmg substrate by

simultaneously respectively applying high chargmg volt-

ages of opposite polarities to a main corona discharge

electrode disposed adjacent to the upper surface of the

elongated member and a sub-discharge corona discharge

electrode disposed adjacent the side of the roll.

3 788 845

PROCESS FOR FORMING DYE IMAGES
Sadao Osawa, Yasuo Tamai, and Masaaki Takimoto,

Asaka, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., L«a.,

Kanagawa, Japan , ^_^ ^^^
Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,862

Claims priority, application Japan, May 25, 1971,

46/35,814
Int CI. G03g 13/22

I] c r\ 96 1 R *^ Claims

'a process for forming dye images comprising form-

ing electrostatic latent images on a sheet comprising an

electrophotographic sensitive layer composed of a finely-

divided zinc oxide photoconductive powder and an insu-

lating resin on a water-resistant support and converting

said latent images into gelatin images by developing with

an electrophotographic developer containing a finely-

divided gelatin powder, fixing said gelatin images and

hardening said gelatin images on said sheet, removing

said photoconductive zinc oxide in said electrophoto-

graphic sensitive layer on said sheet and washing said

electrophotographic sensitive layer on said sheet with

water, soaking said sheet in an organic solvent which does

not dissolve said water-resistant support and said insulat-

ing resin, placing said sheet wetted by said solvent so as to

closely contact the support side with a metal plate main-

tained at a temperature ranging from a maximum of

60° C. above to a minimum of 20° C. below the boiling

point of said solvent, whereby said organic solvent is

evaporated, contacting said gelatin images on said sheet

with an aqueous dye solution whereby the dye is absorbed

into the gelatin images, removing excess dye solution

from said gelatin images on said sheet by washing said

sheet with an acid aqueous solution, and contacting said

gelatin images with a dye receptive layer, whereby said

dye is transferred from said gelatin images to said dye

receptive layer, is disclosed.

3,788,846

METHOD FOR PRINTING NEGATIVE TOLERANCE
MATREX SCREEN STRUCTURE FOR A CATH-
ODE-RAY TUBE

Edith Ellen Mayaud and Samuel Pearlman, Lancaster,

Pa., assignors to RCA Corporation

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,502

Int CI. G03c 5/00

U.S. CI. 96 36.1 ^ Claims

A light-absorbing matrix is produced by under-exposing

a film of light-sensitive material by projecting light

through an apertured mask of the tube incident on the

film from a small-area light source, developing the under-

exposed film, using the developed film to produce a light-

absorbing matrix, and then filling the holes in the matrix

with phosphor material.

3,788,847

METHODS OF MANUFACTURE OF COLOR
PICTURE TUBES

Richard Hugh Godfrey, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to

RCA Corporation
Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,785

Int CI. G03c 5/00
U.S. CI. 96—36.1 9 Claims

Two or more selected portions or zones of each color

pattern of the mosaic screen of a shadow mask color pic-

ture tube are substantially separately printed in separate

photographic exposures using different optical systems in

the lighthouse, to provide different corrections for mis-

register in different zones. The different exposures involve

first order color center printing in one zone and second

order color center printing in another zone, with different

light refracting correction elements in the two exposures,

each element being designed to correct for misregister in

the respective zone.

3 788 848
METHODS OF MANUFACTURE OF COLOR

PICTURE TUBES
Albert Maxwell Morrell, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to

RCA Corporation

FUed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,884
Int CI. G03c 5/00

U.S. CI. 96—36.1 11 Claims

Two or more selected portions or zones of each color

pattern of the mosaic screen of a shadow mask color pic-

ture tube are substantially separately printed in separate

photographic exposures using different locations for the

light source in the lighthouse, to provide different cor-

rections for misregister in different zones. The different

locations may involve different lateral spacing of light

source from the central axis of the electron gun struc-

ture, or different distance between the light source and

the mask, or both.

3 788 849
NEGATIVE-WORKING PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS
UTILIZING HEAT BLEACHABLE THIN LAYER
OF A DYE

Seiichi Tagucbi and Eiichi Mizuki, Saitama, Japan, as-

signors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. FUed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,577

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 26, 1970,

45/104,264
Int a. G03ci/i2, 5/24

U.S. CI. 96—48 HD 12 Qalms
A process for forming an image comprising selectively

exposing a portion of a light-sensitive material, which

light-sensitive material comprises a support having there-

on a thin layer of a dye which has an adsorption in the

visible light region and which becomes stable to heat

when it is exposed to light having a wavelength in the

absorption region of the dye as compared to the unexposed

state of the dye, to light of a wavelength in the absorption

region of the dye and, simultaneously or immediately

after exposure, heating the light-sensitive material to fade

the dye at the unexposed areas.

3 788 850
SURFACE-ACnVE COMPOUNDS FOU USE AS
COATING AIDS FOR FILM-FORMING COAT-
ING COMPOSITIONS

Arthur Henri De Cat Mortsel, Francis Jeanne Sels,

Kontich, and Robert Joseph Pollet and Jozef Frans

WUlems, Wihijk, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert

N.v., Mortsel, Belgium ..«.«,
No Drawing. Filed June 4, 1971, Ser. No. 150,196

Cleims priority, appUcation Great Britain, June 4, 1970,

27,049/70
Int a. G03c 1/02. 1/38

U.S. CI. 96 67 1* Claims

Coating compositions including a hydrophilic colloid

and at least one compound of the formula:

R_(CH2)n—(OCH2CH2)n.OS03M
wherein:

m stands for in which case n is 1 or m stands for 1 to

30 in which case n is or 1,

M stands for hydrogen, an alkali metal atom, ammonium

or organic ammonium, and

R stands for a branched-chain aliphatic group of 8 to 20

carbon atoms, which has at least 2 points of branching

918 O.G.—70
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are described. The coating compositions are particularly

useful in the formation of photographic silver halide ma-

terials and the layers coated therefrom do not exhibit hy-

drophobic areas leading to repcUency spots or comets.

3 788 851

(JIIRFACE-ACTIVE COMPOUNDS USED AS CO.\T-

^^ aFdS IN FaM-FOR>nNG COMPOSITIONS

Jozef Frans Willems, Wilrijk, Francis J^nne S«b,

Kontich. Robert Joseph Pollet, Vremde, and Arthur

Henri De Cat, Mortsel, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-

Gevaert N.V., Mortsel, Belgium

No Drawing. Filed June 4, 1971, Ser. No. 150,199

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britam, June 4, 1970,

27,081/70
Int. CI. G03c 7/02, 7/35

U S CI 96 67 ^" Claims

'coating compositions including a hydrophilic colloid

and at least one compound of the formula:

R (—OCH2C Ha )„—X—A—SO3M
wherein:

M stands for hydrogen, an alkali metal atom, ammonium

or organic ammonium.

X stands for oxygen or sulphur,

A stands for alkylene comprising at least 3 C-atoms or

for aralkylene.

R stands for a branched-chain aliphatic group of 10 to -0

carbon atoms, and

m stands for to 30,

are described. The coating compositions are particularly

useful in the formation of photographic silver halide

materials and the layers coated therefrom do not exhibit

hydrophobic areas leading to repellency spots or comets.

3 788 852

SURFACEACTIVE COMPOUNDS UJED AS COAT-
ING AIDS FOR FILM-FOR\nNG COATING
COMPOSITIONS u 1, II #

Francis Jeanne Sels, Kontich, and Robert Joseph Po»«»

Vremde, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V.,

Mortsel, Belgium ^, , ,„ ,^^
No Drawing. Filed June 4, 1971, Ser. No. 150,200

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, June 4, 1970,

27,050/70
Int CI. G03c 7/02, 7/38

VS. CI. 96 67 7 Claims

Coating compositions including a hydrophilic colloid

and at least one compound of the formula:

wherein

:

R—(OCH2CH2)mOCO—A—SO3M

M stands for hydrogen, an alkali metal atom, ammonium

or organic ammonium,
A stands for aralkylene or arylene.

m stands for to 30, and

R stands for a branched-chain aliphatic group of 10 to 20

carbon atoms,

are described. The coating compositions are particularly

useful in the formation of photographic silver halide ma-

terials and the layers coated therefrom do not exhibit h>-

drophobic areas leading to repellency spots or connets.

3,788,853

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS COMPRISING COM-
PLEXES OF TrrANTUM DIOXIDE AND AN OR-
GANIC LIGAND

Paul B. Gilman, Jr., and John .4. Haefner, Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodalt Company, Roches-

ter, N.Y.
., ^ .,

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 711,869, Mar. 11, 1968. This apppUcation Apr. 19,

1971, Ser. No. 135,394
Int a. G03c 7/76

U.S. a. 96—69 10 aaims
Photographic elements incorporating a light-sensitive

colored complex of titanium dioxide and an unsaturated

organic ligand compound containing at least one polyden-

tate chelating group, such as 8-hydroxy quinoline com-

pounds, aromatic vicinal polyol compounds and the like

unsaturated organic compounds having at least two closely

positioned electron-donating atoms, can exhibit a sensi-

tivity to visible light radiation which is of an efficiency

equipment to the ultraviolet light sensitivity of unsensi-

tized titanium dioxide. Aromatic vicinal polyols are pre-

ferred. Such sensitization occurs both with binderless, vac-

uum-depoMted titanium dioxide and with particulate ti-

tanium dioxide which is dispersed in a binder material.

I

3 788 854

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENT CONTAINING AN
OIL-SOLUBLE VINYI ENE BRIGHTENING AGENT
Robert J. Tuite, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application !>er.

No. 847,404, Aug. 4, 1969. This application Jan. 31,

1972, Ser. No. 222,304
lnLCI.G03c7/92

U g CI. 96 82 15 Claims

Hydrophilic colloids having intimately dispersed, there-

in an essentially hydrophobic solid solution of an oil-

soluble vinylene brightening agent in an essentially hydro-

phobic organic solvent that is rigid (an organic glass)

at room temperature, i.e.. has a glass transition tempera-

ture (Tc) that is above about 25^ C. are advantageously

used in photographic elements and in imace-receiving ele-

ments for image diffusion transfer because the light-sta-

bility of the stilbene brightening agents in these disper- •

sions is increased substantially over the light-stability of

tho same brightening agents in dispersions outside the

immediate invention.

3 788 855

NOVEL POLYMERS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ELEMENTS CONTAINING SAME

Hyman L. Cohen, James R. King, Jr., and Louis M.

Minsk, all % Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

No^iJawing. AppUcation Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100.491,

which is a continuation-in-part of abandoned appl.ca-

tion Ser. No. 709,812, Mar. 1, 1?68. Divided and this

application Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 197,157
^^

Int. CI.G03c7/54
, y o CI 96 84 R *° Claims

polymers comprising quaternary nitrogen atoms and at

least two aromatic nuclei in the polymer cation for each

^quaternary nitrogen atom are described. In on^^n^^^^f'^

ment at least V, of the units of said polymer compr se

quaternary nitrogen atoms. In another embodiment po y-

mers comprising at least two aromatic nuclei in the poly-

mer cation, such as aryl groups, for each quaternary ni-

trogen atom can be used in photographic elements to

provide excellent mordants for dyes.

3,788,856 , ^^^,
PI I THAI COATED SHEET MATERIAL COP^

^InInG PHOTOSENSITIVE SE\nCONDUCTIVE
P \RTICLES

Aueust Jean Van Paesschen, Antwerp, Luclen Janbaptist

T^n GosSum, Kontich, and Jan Josef Prelm, Mortsel,

Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel,

No'^DJlwTng. Original application Sept 27, 1968 Ser No.

763,382, now Patent No. 3.649,336. Divided and this

apppUcation July 23, 1971, Ser. No. 165,312

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Aug. 12, 1968,

44,114/68
Int. CI. G03c 7/50 ,« ^, .

iT«! ri Qi;_S7R 10 Claims

TmproveTadherence is obtained for sheet material hav-

ing a hydrophobic film support or base, such as a hydro-

phobic cellulose ester or poly ester, by the combination

of a vinyl polymer subbing layer arranged directly on
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the hydrophobic support, the subbing layer being formed

of a copolymer containing at least 45% by weight of

vinylidene chloride and/or vinyl chloride monomer along

with a minor amount of a hydrophilic vinyl monomer

with the balance being constituted by any other vinyl

monomer, and superimposed upon the vinyl subbing layer

a layer containing a mixture of gelatin with a copolymer

of butadiene and a vinyl monomer containing 30-70%

by weight of butadiene, the ratio of the gelatin to the

butadiene copolymer being in the range of 1:3 to 2:1 by

weight. An additional layer can be applied over the gela-

tin/copolymer layer and constituted by such ingredients

as are desirable for the particutar utility of the resultant

sheet material, such as electrophotographic layers con-

taining finely divided photoconductive material such as

zinc oxide or some other photosensitive semi-conductive

material, mat layers containing pigment, diffusion trans-

fer layers containing development nuclei and so on. Al-

ternatively, the ingredients appropriate to some particular

ultimate utility can be incorporated into the gelatin/bu-

tadiene copolymer layer directly.

3,788,859
nNE GRAIN SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EMULSION CONTAINING HEMICYANINE SEN-
SITIZING DYE

Yoshiyuki Nakazawa, Yoshuham Nakamnra, Tohni
Sueyoshi, and Akira Sato, Kanagawa, Japan, assignors

to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Oct 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,494

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 7, 1970,

45/88,133
Int CU G03c 7/70, 1/22

U.S. CI. 96—139 8 aalma
A hemicyanine dye is used to spectrally sensitize silver

halide photographic emulsions to produce emulsions hav-

ing high photosensitivity in the region of wavelengths of

absorption intrinsic to silver halide and in the region of

wavelengths of the dye.

3 788 857
METHOD OF INCORPORATING PHOTOGRAPHIC
ADJUVANTS INTO HYDROPHILIC COLLOIDS

Raphael Karel Van Poucke, Berchem, and Robert Joseph

Pollet Vremde, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert

N.V., Mortsel, Belgium
No Drawing. Filed June 4, 1971, Ser. No. 150,214

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Aug. 13, 1970,

39,116/70
Int CI. G03c 1/40

U.S. CI. 96—100 16 Claims

A photographic chemical adjuvant is incorporated into

a hydrophilic colloid composition by dispersing a solution

of the chemical adjuvant in the hydrophilic colloid com-

position in the presence of a high-boiling substantially

water-insoluble aliphatic alcohol or ethoxylated deriva-

tive thereof which corresponds to the formula:

Ri

C—(CHi
/I

Ri Ri

-)o(OCHaCHj-)„OU

3,788,860
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING COFFEE EXTRACT
James Patrick Mahlmann, Wayne, NJ., assignor to

General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

No Drawing. FUed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,891

IntCLA23f7/0S
U.S. a. 426—433 3 Claims

A novel process for producing coffee extract by contact-

ing progressively fresher roasted and ground coffee with

an. aqueous extraction liquid in the extraction columns

of a percolator set is disclosed comprising contacting

roasted whole coffee beans with the aqueous extraction

liquid in the fresh stage of the percolator set from which

coffee extract is drawn off, drawing off a quantity of coffee

extract from the fresh stage thus completing a cycle, and

then grinding the whole coffee beans at a point prior to

contacting them with aqueous extraction liquid in the auto-

clave section of the percolator set.

3,788,861
HYDROMILLING OF WHEAT

Jack R. Durst, Osseo, and WilUam C. Winters, Minne-

apolis, Minn., assignors to The Piilsbury Company,
MinneapoUs, Minn.

FUed June 18, 1971, Ser. No. 154,538

Int CL A23I 7/70

U.S. CL 426—385 21 Claims

wherein

« is or 1 and m is to 30,

Rj is hydrogen or when n is 1 may be alkyl, and

each of R, and R2 stands for a straight-chain or branched-

chain alkyl group or together represent the atoms neces-

sary to complete an aliphatic ring structure, Ri and Ra
together comprising at least 5 carbon atoms.

The colloid composition can be a light-sensitive silver

halide emulsion or a non-light sensitive water-permeable

colloid composition. The high boiling alcohols or ethoxy-

lated derivatives thereof have the particular advantage

of reducing the viscosity of the colloid compositions and

maintaining the viscosity at a stable level.

HfT HE«TtP l»*TEII

\.JIZ
COLO WATER- HOLDING
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»HE*T

GRINDING
EQUIPMENT

ACID >GROUND WHEAT

T
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-[centrifuge] [concentrator!

3 788 858
PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION SYSTEMS WITH

TETRAZOLIUM SALT
John D. Margenim, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to

Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUcation Ser. No.
227,955, Feb. 22, 1972. This appUcation Oct 2, 1972,
Ser. No. 294,037

Int. CI. G03c 7/70
U.S. CI. 96—115 P 7 aaims

Photopolymerizable systems which combine an aro-

matic-substituted tetrazolium salt with a compound that

is photopxjlymerizable by ultraviolet light are effective fbr

initiating and effecting imaging recordings and for litho-

graphic purposes.

SOLUBLE
COMPONENTS

|C0WCENTRAT0(>J

INSOLUBLE STARCH
AND PROTEIN—

?

r

—

-JL.
SPRAT DRYER

' r '

DRIED
COMPONENTS

SOLUBLE\___
ONENTS /"

FLOUR LIKE PRODUCT

A process for hydromilling wheat is provided by grind-

ing the wheat kernels or berries in an aqueous medium

containing 3.5 to about 15 parts by weight water per part

by weight wheat at a temperature not exceeding 104° F.

to reduce all of the components, except the wheat bran,

to a particle size of less than 200 microns; separating the

bran from the aqueous hydromilled wheat product con-

taining the endosperm and germ components; and remov-
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ing a portion of the water from the hydrorniUcd whea^

oroduct Throughout this process, substantially a 1 of the

starch granules are maintained in the intact, ungelatm.zcd

orm and substamially all of the protein is mamta.ned .n

an ^ndenatured form, thereby providing a bydromiUed

wheat product having excellent doughing and bakmg prop-

erties.

3,788,862

PARTIALLY SIMULATED TOMATO PRODUCT

Maurice W. Hoover «<» Rff^^;,"^^^*?**' "^ '^^

Merwin Road, Raleigh, N.C. 27606

No Drawing. ConHnuation of appUcation Ser. No.

750,468, Aug. 6, 1968. This appUcation Nov. 3,

1971, Ser. No. 195,380

IntCl.A23li/00.i/^0

U.S. a. 426-177 " Claims

A partially simulated tomato product compnsmg tomato

solids an admixture of starch, de-oiled soy meal and

animal protein, sweetening agents, and edible organic ac.d

crystals.

3,788,863

AQUEOUS INK FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
CONCEALED IMAGES

Raymond I. Scheuer, 807 Pear Ave.,

Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087

Original appUcation Sept 3 .l'«8; Ser. No. 757.067.

Divided and this appUcadon May 26, 1971, !»er.

No. 147,028

IntCl.C09d///00. ii/i-/

UA a. 106-21 2 c^«*"»*

high lead and/or high tin copper alloys characteriKd by

having a permeability of not more than 10 when tested by

standard AFS permeability test comprismg chromite sand,

chromite flour and clay binder.

3,788,865

CRYSTALUZED GLASS CERAMICS AND PROCESS
FOR FORMING SAME

Clarence L. Babcock, 1718 Potomac, Toledo, OWo

43607; Robert A. Busdiecker, 414 W. 1st St., Wood-

ville, Ohio 43469; and Erwin C. Hagedom, 513

Ansonia, Oregoa, Ohio 43616

ConHnuation of appUcation Ser. No. 464,147, Jane 15,

1965, which i/a conHnuarion-in-part of aPP""tion

Ser. No. 386.693. July 31. 1964 both now abandoned.

This application Sept. 8, 1970, Ser. No. 70,500

Int. CI. C03C 3/04. 3/20, 3/22

U.S. CI. 106-39.7 27 aaims

Colored and/or transparent, low-expansion, crystallized

glass-ceramics formed by thermal in situ crystallization

from a differently colored crystallizable base glass and

having lithium-containing crystals as the predominant

crystalline species. The products have coefficients of ther-

mal expansion of less than about 12x lO""' per C. over

the range of to 300° C. Telescope mirror blanks can be

made from the transparent, low-expansion, crystallized

glass ceramics.

3,788,866

METHOD OF PRODUONG REFRACTORY
MATERIAL

Hakon Flood, Trondheim, and Ame Seltvelt, Moholtan,

Norway, assignors to Elkem A/S, Oslo, Norway

No Drawing. ConHnuation-ln-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 246,466, Apr. 21, 1972. This application

Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,275

A system for the preparing of copy containmg con-

cealed images and a marking material for the develop-

ment of same in which the components comprise a re-

ceiving material in the form of starch or polyvinyl alcohol,

an iodide which is oxidizable to iodine, and an oxidizmg

agent for oxidizing the iodide in which the oxidizing agent

is contained in the imaging material to produce the con-

cealed image, the iodine is contained in the marking mate-

rial for the development of the image and the starch ot

polyvinyl alcohol are contained in the copy sheet, the

printing material or the marking material whereby, when

the marking material is applied to the concealed image,

the oxidizing agent oxidizes the iodide to release lodme

for producing an intense color with the starch or poly-

vinyl alcohol and in which the printing process is adapted

to conventional printing systems.

Claims priority, appUcation Norway, Apr. 26, 1971,

1,540/71

U.S. a. 106—69
Int CI. C04b 35/14 I

9 Claims

A method of producing silica refractory materials is

disclosed Finely divided silica is admixed with water and

then lime is added to the mixture. Thereafter a proper

ammonium compound is added to precipitate calcium as

a compound insoluble in water after which the product is

baked preferably first at a low temperature for a relatively

long period of time and then at a high temperature for a

shorter period of time. ,

3,788,864

REFRACTORY SAND MOLDS AND CORES

Paul F. Stephens, AUentown, Pa., assignor to

Bethlehem Steel Corporation

No Drawtog. Continuation of appUcadon Ser. No.

130,447, Apr. 1, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part

of appUcation Ser. No. 35,945, May 8, 1970, which in

turn Is a continuation-ta-part of appIicationSer. INo.

799,551, Feh. 13, 1969, all now abandoned. This appU-

cation Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 275,651

Int CI. B28b 7/28

UA a. 106—38.3 2 aalms

A refractory mold and/or core suitable for casting

molten ferrous metal and molten non-ferrous metal of the

3,788,867

BaTIOj-MgO-Nh^Os DIELECTRIC CERAMIC COM-
POSITIONS AND METHOD

Tmman C. Rutt, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assigior to

N. L. Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,457

Int. CI. C04b 33/26, 35/46

U.S. a. 106—73.31 8 Claims

Bismuth-free, dielectric ceramic compositions consist-

ing essentially of from approximately 97 mol percent to

approximately 82 mol percent BaTiOa. the balance being

MgO and NbgOs in a mol ratio of from about 1:1 to 1:2,

may be fired at temperatures in the range from about

1300° C to 1400° C. to produce useful dielectric ceramic

bodies including monolithic capacitors. The resultant

bodies have relatively low temperature coefficients low

dissipation factors, and vary in relative permittivity from
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about 300 to about 2000. The permittivity may be con-

trolled by adjusting the mol percentage of MgO and

NbjOs in the composition.

3,788,868

METHOD FOR MAINTAINING FLUIDITY OF
CEMENT COMPOSITIONS

Toshiyuki Kitsuda, Yokohama, Choji Yamakawa, Waka-

yama, and Kenichi Hattori, Tokyo, Japan, assignors

to Kao Soap Co., Ltd. and Japanese National RaUways,

Tokyo, Japan ».., ^«,
Filed Dec. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 316,493

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 25, 1971,

46/1,134
Int. CI. C04b 7/02

.

U.S. CI. 106^90 7 Claims

The fluidity of cement compositions can be maintained

by adding to the cement composition a non-retarding, non-

air-entraining cement dispersing agent selected from the

group consisting of (a) water-soluble salts of condensates

having molecular weights of not less than 1500. and ob-

tained by condensing with formaldehyde sulfonated prod-

ucts of monocyclic or fused polycyclic aromatic benzenoid

hydrocarbon compounds and (b) water-soluble salts of

sulfonated products of fused polycyclic aromatic benzen-

oid hydrocarbon compounds having at least 3 benzene

rings, the dispersing agent being added at at least two

chronologically spaced intervals or continuously so that

the fluidity of the cement composition can be maintained

over an extended period of time.

*
3 788 871

PEARLESCENT PIGMENT
Norhert V. MulUo, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to

Whittaker Corporation
. No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 127,016

Int. CI. C09ci/00
U.S. CI. 106—291 14 aalms

Mica platelets are coated with bismuth oxychloride

crystals to provide pearlescent pigments which are espe-

cially useful in cosmetic applications. The pigments are

produced by impregnating mica platelets with hydro-

chloric acid, followed by hydrolysis of bismuth trichlo-

ride in the presence of the platelets. The hydrolysis reac-

tion is effected while the impregnated platelets are sus-

pended in an aqueous crystallization medium, and hy-

drolysis results in the formation of bismuth oxychloride

crystals which deposit on the surface of the mica. In pre-

ferred embodiments of the process, bismuth trichloride

is contained in the hydrochloric acid with which the

mica is impregnated. In comparison to conventional bis-

muth oxychloride pigments which contain no mica, these

new products are superior in many respects, and equiv-

alent pearlescence and opacity can be provided by a sub-

stantially lesser amount of bismuth oxychloride.

3 788 872
METHOD OF EMBOSSING

Daniel M. Sigman, Jr., Strasburg, Pa., assignor to

Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,394
Int.Cl.B44ci/02

U.S. a. 117—10 9 Claims

3,788,869

CONCRETE COMPOSITIONS OR MIXES AND
ADDITIVE THEREFOR

Jack B. Batdorf and Steven M. Weiss, Wilmington, Del.,

assignors to Hercules Incorporated, WUmington, Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

tion Ser. No. 112,029, Feb. 2, 1971. This appUcation

Jan. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 317,551
Int. CI. C04b 7/02

U.S. CI. 106 93 ^ Claims

Disclosed are hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) as ad-

ditive for concrete compositions or mixes, substantially

dry concrete compositions comprising conventional in-

gredients plus HEC. and concrete compositions com-

prising conventional ingredients (including water) plus

HEC. The HEC renders the concrete compositions (when

water is added thereto) readily pumpable and gives per-

cent total air values within American Concrete Institute

specifications.

3 788 870
XYLOLITH BUILDING BOXRDS AND SHEETS

Joachim Zur Verth and Franz PrymelsU, Hamburg, Ger-

many, assignors to Joachim Zur Verth, Hamburg, Ger-

many
No Drawing. Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 165,811

Claims priority, application Germany, July 16, 1970,

P 20 35 265.2

Int. CI. C04h 3/00
U.S. a. 106—108 4 Claims

Self-supporting, non-combustible xylolith building

boards and sheets characterized by their excellent screw

retaining capacity and size and shape retention and hav-

ing a ratio of MgO:MgCl2 of 2:4 composed of a mixture

of natural and synthetic magnesite, finely divided wood

filler materials and a magnesium chloride solution of 10

to 15° Be. having a density at the highest of 0.75 g./cm.3

and a weight ratio of MgO: wood shavings and chips of

1:1 to 1:1.15 which has been hardened at a temperature

between 30 and 65° C. without pressing.

A layer of liquid material is placed on a backing sheet.

The backing sheet and liquid layer pass through an em-

bossing structure which fuses or gels the liquid layer to

place it in a solid or semi-solid state. The raised areas of

the embossing roll press down against the liquid layer and

engage the backing sheet to form areas where the liquid

has been completely squeezed out from between the back-

ing sheet and the raised area of the embossing roll.

3 788 873
FIXING METHOD UTILIZING INTERMEDIATE

HEAT TRANSFER
Robert H. Detig, Old Tappan, N.J., assignor to Xerox

Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Original appUcaHon Oct. 30, 1969, Ser. No. 872,558, now
Patent No. 3,623,710. Divided and this appUcation

Mar. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 120,143

Int. CI. G03g 7i/20. 75/70

U.S. CI. 117 21 1 Claim

A method for affixing electroscopic toner images onto

a support by utilizing an intermediary as a heat transfer

medium. A quantity of particulate material is heated to a

temperature sufficient to produce at least a partial melting

of the particular toner material to be fused and the toner
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material on the support is then contacted ^^'^
J
^e heated

^j^ BLANKS PRINTED WITH A HEAT
particulate material to induce a transfer of the thermal

seaLABLE COMPOSITION AND METHOD
THEREOF , ^ ,.,

David R. Baker and Robert I. Yin, Concord, CaUf., as-

signors to Fibreboard Corporation, San Francisco, CaUf.

Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,335

Int. CI. A61J 15/06: B44d 1/02

VS. CI. 117—38 ' Claims

energy in the particulate material to the toner material on

the support.

3 788 874

LOW POROSITY COATING AND METHOD FOR
PRODUCING SAME

William B. Crandall, Wheaton, HI., and Charles M. Lee,

Jr., Luthersburg, Pa., assignors to Sybron Corporation,

''"'^^"'Sm Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 202,840

Int.CI. B44ci/06

VS. a. 117—23 ' v}»*™*
A low porosity glass coat is applied to an article by

maintaining the article at a temperature at least as high

as the fusion point of the glass while depositing particles

of the glass upon the article at a rate no greater than

the rate at which the particles fuse to the article.

3 788.875

TRANSFER COPY PROCESS AND MATERIAL
Walter Schutzner, Vienna, Austria, assignor to

W. Koreska, Vienna, Austria

Contlnaation-in-part of application Ser. No. 768,346, Oct.

17, 1968, now Patent No. 3,640,750. This application

July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,482

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Feb. 8, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int CI. B41m 5/22

VS. CI. 117—36.2 3 Claims

50-

By employing a mixture of powdered polyethylene and

an ethylene based ionic polymer in an aqueous emulsion

a composition can be formed which can be printed di-

rectly on oaperboard webs in the locations of the tab

and flap areas of a carton blank are subsequently cut

therefrom whereby a carton blank is formed which is

compatible with high speed barriermatic hot air sealmg

machines commonly used for fabricating and sealing

polyethylene coated carton blanks.

3 788 877

METHOD FOR PRODUCING ADHERENT, DUCTILE
ZINC COATING ON FERROUS SUBSTRATES BY
VACUUM DEPOSITION

u; ah „K«nv
Lawrence E. Helwig, Hampton Township, Allegheny

County, and Michael V. Murray, Monroeville, Pa., as-

signors to United States Steel Corporation

No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,573

Int. CI. C23c 13/02

U S CI. 117 62 ' Claims

AZncoating of up to seven mils thickness is deposited

on a conventionally cleaned, ferrous substrate by conden-

sation of Zn vapors in vacuo. To make the coatmg ad-

herent it is passed out of the vacuum chamber and rapidly

heated to a temperature of 750° F.-1000° F. and then

immediately quenched. The elapsed time from beginning

of heating to the conclusion of the quenching must be

no greater than about 25 seconds.

An upper sheet and a lower sheet, adapted to be super-

imposed to form an interface between the sheets are coat-

ed on said interface with respective ingredients for a heat-

induced, color-producing chemical reaction. The transfer

layer has a synthetic-resin body while the receptor layer

has a wax base with a softening point below the activa-

tion temperature of the reaction.

3 788 878

IMPREGNATING NOP^OVENS WITH AN ALKYL
ACRYLATC POLYMER-CARBOXYUC POLYMER

Geo^rL. Wheelock, Avon Lake, Ohio, afidgnor to The

B. F. Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. ConHnuation-in-part of abandoned aPPUff-

tion Ser. No. 725,152, Apr. 29, 1968. This appUcatlon

July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,094
Int. CI. B44d 1/48

VS. CI. 117-62.2
,

12 Cldms

A process for obtaining nonwoven materials having im-

proved physical properties, especially internal bond
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strength or delamination resistance and wet tensile

strength, is provided. The nonwoven fabrics and papers

are impregnated with an alkyl acrylate polymer latex

containing carboxyl functionality and exposed to am-

monia or amine vapors prior to the drying and curing

operations to obtain the improved properties. Papers

treated in this manner have shown up to a two-fold in-

crease in internal bond strength.

3,788,879

ROAD MARKING
Simon S. Waysman, Ganei Yehuda, Israel, assignor to

Koor Chemicals Ltd., Beer-Sheva, Israel

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,986

Claims priority, application Israel, Aug. 6, 1970,

35,067

Int. CI. C09j 7/04

U.S. CI. 117—68.5 2 Claims

ing polymer and thereafter overcoated with a composi-

tion comprising an alkylated vinylpyrrolidone polymer.

A marker sheet for making road surface markings con-

sists of a mat of mineral fibers such as glass fibers, slag

wool or asbestos, impregnated on its upper side with a

pigmental thermoplastic resin and on its underside with

an adhesive bituminous cement capable of sticking to

the road surface, and the edges of the mat are left free

of the impregnating compositions at least at two opposite

sides. These free edges form tongues which are glued to

the road surface when the sheets are laid thereon, and into

which the adhesive bituminous cement overflows under

pressure. The adhesive cement may be divided into a cen-

tral zone and marginal ("sealing") zones.

3,788,880

METHOD OF INHIBITING CORROSION OF
METAL SURFACES

Ewald Mensenkamp, Rheinhauscn, and Phil Heinrich

Cordes, Wolfenbutel, Germany, assignors to Stahlwerke

Pelne-Salzgitter AG, Gerhardstrasse, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219,520

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 26, 1971,

P 21 03 342.1

Int. CI. B44d 1/14

U.S. CI. 117—70 S 1<> CIal™s

A metal surface, e.g. of brass, is coated with a precipi-

tate of a corrosion-retarding inorganic salt (e.g. a cal-

cite) from water (preferably ordinary utility water con-

taining the salt and under the electrochemical effect of

local polarity differences along the metal body), where-

upon the corrosion-inhibiting layer is used to bond, by

ion-exchange interaction, an ion-exchange substance to

the surface. Together, the corrosion-inhibiting and ion-

exchange substances (a zeolite, natural or synthetic)

form a three-dimensional stable coating which is adherent

and prevents localized corrosion.

3,788,881

INK RECEIVING MATTE SHEET MATERIALS
OVERCOATED WITH ALKYLATED VINYL-
PYRROLIDONE POLYMERS
Jacques C. T. Telller, Conklin, N.Y., assignor to

GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,469

Int. CI. B32b 27/36
U.S. CI. 117—73 11 Claims

Ink-receiving matte sheet materials, comprising a poly-

ester base support precoated with a cellulosic film-form-

3,788,882

SYNTHETIC COMPOSITE AND PROCESS
FOR PREPARING

Thomas M. Noone, Oak Park, HI., assignor to The
Richardson Company, Melrose Park, HI.

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 18, 1970, Ser. No.

12,467, now Patent No. 3,674,547, dated July 4, 1972.

Divided and this application June 23, 1972, Ser. No.

266,969
Int. CI. B32b 27/40

U.S. CI. 117—76 T 10 Claims

Breathable synthetic composites for articles of clothing

including shoe uppers are provided by laminates com-

posed of open-cell synthetic foams, a polyurethane film

and a plasticizer which renders the synthetic composite

resistant to liquid water transfer while allowing water-

vapor transfer through the composite. A particularly use-

ful composite comprises a polyvinyl chloride, open-cell

foam and a thermoplastic polyurethane film containing a

plasticizer such as tri-butoxyethyl phosphate to improve

moisture-vapor transmission properties of the composite

while maintaining a sufficient barrier to liquid water.

3,788,883

RAILROAD BALLAST CONSTRUCTION AND COM-
POSmONS OF MATTER FOR RAILROAD BAL-

LAST CONSTRUCTION
Fritz S. Rostler, Alameda County, Richard M. White,

Contra Costa County, and Jack W. Newton, Alameda

County, Calif., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany, Bartlesvllle, Okla.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 773,186,

Nov. 4, 1968. This application Dec. 23, 1971, Ser.

No. 211,705
Int. CI. B44d 1/02

VS. a. 117—100 R 22 Clafans

This invention relates to bonding of rock aggregates

hy means of an elastomer bonding agent and relates par-

ticularly to railroad bed construction in which the ballast

is bonded by means of an elastomer bond between the

individual rock particles of the aggregate, and to methods

of construction, and to compositions of matter useful for

producing said elastomeric bond.

3,788,884

TEXTILE MATERIAL COATED WITH A
WATERPROOFING AGENT

Andre Bernard, Pierre Gagne, and Georges Gras, Vllleur-

banne, and Jean Neel, Lyon, France, assignors to

Socicte Civile dite Soltex, Paris, France

No Drawing. Original application Dec. l^' 19<59, Ser. No.

885,620. Divided and this application Feb. 16, 1971,

Ser. No. 115,805

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 19, 1968,

50,775; Nov. 6, 1969, 6938618

Int. CI. B44d 1/02

U.S. a. 117—121 2 aalms

Compounds of the formula

B—CO—NH—R—NH—CO—

A

[wherp R is tolylene or hexamethylere; A and B are

NHRi. NHR2, N(R,)2. NCRj)?, ORi, ORj- Ri or R2; and

Ri and R2 are aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals of 12-22

carbon atoms] are crosslinked on textile fabrics with iso-

cyanates to provide effective and long lasting waterproof-

ing of the fabric.
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3,788,885
FIBROUS MATERIALS

James Derek BirchaU and John Edward Cassldy, Run-

corn, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 42,499, June 1, 1970, and a continuation

of application Ser. No. 274,964, July 25, 1972. This

application Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 203,084

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec 11, 1970,

59,040/70

Int CL B32b IIJQO, 19/00; C07f 5/06

U.S. CI. 117—126 AF 20 Qalms
Inorganic fibrous materials are bound together m

felted form by treatment with a solution of either

(i) a complex phosphate of aluminum containing at

least one chemically-bound molecule of a hydroxy

compound, ROH, wherein R is an organic group

or hydrogen and an anionic group of a strong inor-

ganic acid, other than an oxyphosphorus acid, or of

a carboxylic acid, or

(ii) an aluminum phosphate in which the ratio of the

number of gram atoms of aluminum to the number

of gram atoms of phosphorus is at least 1:1,

and then heating an entangled mass of the fibres so as to

deposit aluminum phosphate from the solution.

3,788,886

METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN OPAQUE
COATING

Ehrlich M. Eiland, Lower Burrell, Pa., assignor to

Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 781,977, Dec. 6, 1968. This appUcation Aug. 10,

1971, Ser. No. 170,647
Int CI. B32b 15/08; B44d 5/06

VS. a. 117—132 BF 4 Claims

A process for producing an opaque coating on a sub-

strate comprising applying to said substrate a composition

comprising mineral spirits or Stoddard solvent, cellulose

acetate butyrate or cellulose acetate propionate having an

hydroxyl content of about 4.5%, a urea-formaldehyde or

melamine polymer, a cross-linking catalyst, a plasticizer,

and a lacquer solvent and curing said composition on said

substrate by heating.
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3 788 888
FIBER-LUBRICANT COMPOSITION

Hideo Kawanaka, Kenichi Katabe, and Seizi Kameda,

Wakayama, Japan, assignors to Kao Soap Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 134,858

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 24, 1970,

45/35,215
Int. CI. C08j 1/44

U.S. CI. 117—139.5 A 2 Claims

A fiber-lubricant composition containing a copolymer of

a sulfonated product of naphthalene or a naphthalene

derivative with an aldehyde, or a maleic anhydride poly-

mer or copolymer, which composition can be advantage-

ously used as the spin finish for staple in high speed

spinning of synthetic fibers.

I

3 788 889
METHOD OF PREPARING BINDER LAYERS

John Charles Schottmiller, Penfield, N.Y., and Charles

Wood, Sycamore, III., assignors to Xerox Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

631,089, Apr. 14, 1967. This application Dec. 9, 1970,

Ser. No. 96,398
Int. CI. G03g 5/08

VS. CI. 117—201 12 aalma

3,788,887
FIBER FLEECES AND SYNTHETIC LEATHERS
Harro Traubel, Leverkusen, Karl-Arnold Weber, Cologne,

and Otto Koch and Klaus Konig, Leverkusen, Ger-
many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,351

Claims priority, application Germany, Joiy 11, 1970,

P 20 34 537.3
Int a. C09d 5/00

VS. C\. 117—135.5 8 Claims
Bonded fiber fleeces are provided and a method for

their production which comprises preparing a reactive

polyaddition reaction mixture from an organic polyiso-

cyaffate, and an organic compound containing at least two

hydroxyl or amino hydrogen atoms capable of reacting

with NCO groups as starting components in an inert

liquid organic solvent for the starting components which

boils at a temperature of below about 250° C. but which

is a non-solvent for the polyaddition product, which sol-

vent has no significant swelling effect on a homogeneous,
non-porous film of the polyaddition product and is present

in a quantity which does not exceed that which the poly-

addition product is capable of enclosing as an internal

phase, applying the reactive mixture to an unbonded fleece

in a quantity sufficient to yield from 10 to 500% by
weight based on the weight of the fleece of the polyaddi-

tion product and terminating the polyaddition reaction

at a temperature of from about 20' to about 200' C.

while evaporating the solvent.

This invention relates to a process for producing a

photosensitive member comprising co-evaporating a pho-

toconductive material and an organic resinous binder and

depositing upon a conductive backing member a thin layer

of photoconductive material dispersed throughout the or-

ganic resinous binder material.

3 788 890
METHOD OF PREPARING DISLOCATION-FREE

CRYSTALS
Siegfried R. Mader, Stuttgart, Germany, and John W.

Matthews, Ossining, N.Y., assignors to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,695

Int CI. B44c 1/18; C23c 11/00

VS. CI. 117—201 11 Claims

Disclosed is a method for growing crystals upon non-

identical substrate or seed crystals in which the grown

crystals have a high degree of crystal perfection. More

particularly, the invention includes a method of selecting
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suitable seed or substrate crystals which permit the growth

of dislocation-free crystals, a method of selecting the op-

timum plane on which to grow the crystal as well as

approximating a large number of suitable planes, and

then growing the crystal to a minimum thickness at which

all dislocations are removed from the growing crystal.

This invention is particularly applicable to the growth

of dislocation-free thin film crystals since the minimum

thickness can be readily calculated and is often quite

small.

ing by: closing the opening with rigid temporary film;

then producing a layer of solid window material over

the temporary film, by parts of the layer extending beyond

the temporary film and bonded to the surrounding en-

velope portion; and then removing the temporary film.

The window device can also include a rigid foraminous

reinforcing member.

3 788 891

THICK FILM PRECISION RESISTOR FOR USE IN

AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

Sergei Scbebalin, Ambler, Pa., assignor to

Honeywell Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Mar. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 120,199

Int CL HOlc 7/00

VS. CI. 117—212 12 Claims

3,788,893
COATED FILAMENTS

Charles R. Morelock, Ballston Spa, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Application Jan. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 106,261, now Patent

No. 3,738,314, which is a division of application Ser.

No. 714,853, Mar. 21, 1968, now Patent No. 3,565,683.

Divided and this application Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No.

224,705
Int a. C23c 11/02

U.S. CI. 117—216 1 Claim

A thick film resistor is formed by #1 firing selected

mixtures of positive and negative thick film resistor ink

materials on a non-electrically conductive substrate at a

selected high temperature and #2 subsequently jointly

firing the resistor and conductor ink material associated

with this resistor, at a temperature that is lower than the

first mentioned temperature and which is at a level that

will not allow any detrimental diffusion, to occur betw-een

the conductor and the resistor materials. This unique

process of firing achieves for the first time a successful

method of firing a resistor and conductor jointly without

allowing any adverse change to occur in the value of the

temperature coefficient of resistivity and the resistivity

value of the resistor.

3 788 892

METHOD OF PRODUCING A WINDOW DEVICE
John A. van Raalte, Princeton, and Victor Christian©,

Trenton, NJ., assignors to RCA Corporation

Filed May 1, 1970, Ser. No. 33,699

Int CI. B29c 75/00, 77/05; HOljii/O-^

U.S. CL 117—212 3 Claims

A tungsten carbide coating is deposited upon the elec-

trically heated surface of a pyrolytic carbon coated fused

silica or quartz fiber as it is passed through a liquid

thermally decomposable tungsten compound such as tungs-

ten hexachloride dissolved in a non-polar organic solvent

such as benzene.

3 788 894

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN MNOS
STORAGE ELEMENT

Werner Scherber, Nordheim, Germany, assignor to

Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H., Frankfurt am
Main, Germany ^ ^^ *<*,,-

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,612

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Dec. 24, 1970,

P 20 63 726.7

Int CL C23C 11/14; HOlg 7/00

U.S. CL 117—217 5 Claims

A method of manufacturing an MNOS storage element

A method of producing a window device that includes including forming an oxide layer by glow discharge treaty

an envelope ^rtion having a wall that includes an open- ment of the semiconductor body m oxygen, forming a
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nitride layer on the oxide layer by glow discharge treai-

menrfrom the gases SiH, and N, and formmg a metal

layer on the nitride layer as a gate electrode.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

3 788 895

njiTTHOn FOR PRODUCING A STABLE SURFACE

ISoTECTON FOR SE>flCONDUCTOR COM-

RigS^rt^sJwmmer and Jurgen Messerschmidt. Belecke,

Germany, assignors to Licentia Palent-NerT^altungs-

'

G.ni.b.H., Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No.
13J.223

Claims priority, appUcation Gennany, Apr. 21, 1970,

Int. CI. HOll 3/00

US, CI. 117-218 " Claims

January 29, 1974

3 788 897

PROCESS FOR TREATINGSUBSTRATES IN ORDER
TO REDUCE THE MAGNETIC ANGULAR DIS-

PERSION OF THIN FERROMAGNETIC FILMS

DEPOSITED ON SUCH SUBSTOATES
Rene Fernand Victor Girard and Marie-CIaIre Gldon,

Grenoble, France, assignors to Societe Industrielle Bull-

General Electric (Societe Anonyme), Paris, France

Filed June 9, 1970, Ser. No. 44,707

Claims priority, application France, June 11, 1969,

6919286
'

Int. CI. HOlf 10/00

U.S. CI. 117—236 * C'»*™

t
1

S
s

Im

A polymer Qoating disposed on a semiconductor body

and connected to the semiconductor body by a coupling

compound having functional groups reacting with the

semiconductor body and the polymer coating. Exemplar>

functional groups which react with the semiconductor

body are, e.g., methoxy. ethoxy and acetoxy groups; these

are regarded as anorganic-functional groups. Exemplaiy

functional groups which react with the polymer coating

are e g. vinyl, amino, alkylamino, arylamino. epoxy aiiu

mercapto groups; these are regarded as organo-functionai

groups.

3,788,896

METHOD FOR PRODUCING BUBBLE DOMAWS IN

MAGNETIC FILM.SUBSTRATE STRUCTURES
Jack E. Mee, Anaheim, and Paul J. Besser, Mission Viejo,

Calif., assignors to North American Rockwell Corpo-

ration, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Dec. 28, 1970, Set. No. 101,787

Int CL HOlf 10/06

U.S. CI. 117—235 5 Claims

A process for treating the substrate of a thin magneuc

film to obtain a surface state which reduces the magneUc

angular dispersion of the film, wherein, prior to being

coated with the magnetic film, the substrate is immer^d

in an aqueous soluUon of palladium chloride and dis-

solved hydrogen chloride gas. i

3 788 898

FABRICATION OF NEGATIVE ELECTRODES IN

LEAD-ACID BATTERIES
Charles Frederick Yamell, Somervllle, NJ., a««8""J"

BcU Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray

Continuation of appUcation Ser. No. 96,520, Dec. 9,

1970. which is a continuation-in-part of application

Ser. No. 34,705, May 5, 1970, both now abandoned.

This application June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,505

Int. CI. HOlm 39/00
^ ^, , .

U.S. CI. 136-27 ^ C^'"^

17^.

A method for producing a bubble domain in a mag-

netic single crystal garnet film-substrate structure is dis-

closed. The method involves the epitaxial deposition of

an iron garnet film of the proper orientation and having

a negative magnetostriction constant on a garnet sub-

strate in which the room temperature lattice constant of
described for producing the negative (Pb)

the film is larger than the room temperature lattice con- A "^^^^^
'',f

"'"^^^^^ These negative electrodes

stant of the substrate by an amount greater than about
^^^l^^;^fj^^^^^^^ of' tetrabasic lead

0.035 angstrom. "^^ ^ ^
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sulfate (4PbOPbS04) to which a small anioun of ex-

pander has been added. There are several advantages to

using tetrabasic lead sulfate as the paste material for

negative electrodes. For example, it can be synthesized in

large batch quantities outside the battery grid where re-

action conditions can be precisely controlled. It can be

characterized and specified as a unique chemical com-

pound It can be stored for long periods without deteri-

oration. Acid need not be added in making the paste ma-

terial from the tetrabasic lead sulfate. The pasted negative

plates are cured by simple air drymg with little contro

of temperature or humidity to produce plates without

cracks.

3 788 899

ELECTROCHEMICAL POWER GENERATION
APPARATUS AND METHODS

Solomon Zaromb, 376 Monroe St., Passaic, NJ. 07055

Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No. 633,348, Apr.

12, 1967, now Patent No. 3,554,810, imd a conj™"*

tion-ln-part of abandoned application Ser. ^^.5,349,

Mar. 16, 1970. This application Dec. 24, 1970, aer.

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 12, 1988, has been disclaimed

Int CI. HOlm 27/72. 29/04

U.S. CI. 136-86 A 18 C'a>ms

cavities leading from the top face of the carbon cathode

to nearly the bottom thereof and a chimney system which

produces a rapid transfer of oxygen from the outside at-

mosphere to the gas-electrolyte interface of the cathode re-

sulting in a marked increase in current capacity of the

^^B^*"

battery As a further feature, which may be employed in-

Se^ndently or in combination with the chimney system

abrve mentioned, wire coils are mserted in the cavities

to obtain a low resistance connection of the cathode ter-

minalto the lower active portions of the cathode whereby

a still greater efficiency and current capacity is achieved.

3,788,901

STORAGE BATTERIES
Rolf FiUp Gunnar Thornblad, Hultsfred, Sweden, awignor

to Globelite Batteries Canada Limited, Scarborough,

Ontario, Canada .«<«o <tc£
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,256

Int. CI. HOlm i/02
, ri«im«

U.S. a. 136-170 5 Cl«»°»

A power source comprises an electrochemical battery

cell including an anode and an oxygen or hydrogen per-

oxide depolarized cathode, a liquid electrolyte solution,

electrolyte circulation means, an electrolyte container, and

means to produce changes in the volumes of electrolyte m
said container and in said battery cell and thereby control

the current density at the surfaces of said anode and

cathode. The anode may be of a consumable metal type,

especially of aluminum. The volume changes may be ef-

fected by expanding or collapsing a reversibly expansi-

ble pocket in said electrolyte container. When several bat-

tery cells are connected in series, electrical current leak-

age paths through the electrolyte circulation ineans are

blocked by a system of valves which sequentially and in-

termittently connect one of said cells at a time to said

circulation means. Heat exchange apparatus may be in-

cluded comprising a vacuum distillation means whereby

impure water is converted into distilled water, preferably

by utilizing the heat generated in said power source.

3 788 900
AIR-DEPOLARIZED PRIMARY BATTERY

Jacob E. Schmidt, Little Falls, NJ., assignor to McGraw-
Edison Company, El^n, III.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,299

Int. CI. HOlm 27/00

U.S. CI. 136—86 A 4 Clalmi

An air-depolarized battery of the zinc-anode, carbon_

cathode and alkaline electrolyte type has a series of

^U-^r-T

In storage batteries of the lead-acid type which a^

especially used for vehicles such as automobiles and mo-

torboa s. a dual vent for each cell is provided so that

eases may escape from the cells without carrying elec-

froTvte along wUh them. The dual vent has two valve

Irranged to return electrolyte to the cell from which it

has splashed, and they are situated so^hat gas escapes

from the higher vent and relieves gas pressure from the

low^r vent to permi t flow of electrolyte back to the cell.

3 788 902

to Olin Corporation, New Haven, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed ^oy.24,l9nSer. No. 309,345

Int. CI. C22f 1 /08
^^ Claims

^
A p^roclss*l^JVmp?oving the elongation of copper base

alloys by controlled grain coarsening. Copper base alloys
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containing from about 2 to about 9.5% aluminum, less

than 1% zinc, and a grain refining element such as iron

chromium, zirconium, or cobalt arc subjected to a final

cold reduction of from about 8%. to about 22% and a

final anneal of from about 550 to about 715° C. Alterna-

tively, the alloy can be subjected t6 a sequence of de-

creasing reductions interspersed with high temperature

anneals, followed by the above final reduction and an-

neal.

3,788,903

METHOD OF PROCESSING STEEL MATERIAL
HAVING HIGH AUSTENITIC GRAIN-COARSEN-
ING TEMPERATURE

Akira Suzuki, Kobe, and Shushi Kinoshlta and Takeshi

Ueda, Akaslil, Japan, assignors to Kobe Steel, Ltd.,

Kobe-shi, Japan

Filed Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 134,332

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 15, 1970,

45/32,078

Int CL C21d 7102

U.S. a. 148—12.1 7 aaims

January 29, 1974

second type of conductivity into the semiconductor body

with at least one of the source or drain regions projecting

into the diode region and finally completing the diode.

I

3,788.905

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE AND METHOD OF
PRODUCING THE SAME

Masayuki Vamamoto, Kodaira, Kazuo KobayashI, Tokyo,

and Youitu Obashi. Kodaira, Japan, assignors to

Hitachi, Ud., Tokyo, Japan

Original application Oct. 20, 1967, Ser. No. 676,832.

Divided and this application Nov. 28, 1969, Ser.

No. 879,951

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 21, 1966,

41/68,886

U.S. CI. 148—187
Int. CI. HOll 7144

I

3 Claims

.*' t^ .

>3^V.-

'- *•'

A method of processing steel material having a high

austenitic grain-coarsening temperature and an ab-

normal grain growth curve of cold worked austenitic

grain, which comprises heating said steel material at a

temperature of from the ferrite recrystallization tem-

perature to the A3 transformation point for more than

five minutes to cause recrystallization. This technique

prevents the formation of mixed grains upon austenitiz-

ing and thereby preserves the mechanical properties of

the steel material.

A junction-type field effect transistor having a source

region, a drain region and a carrier path region of n-type

formed by diffusing an impurity from one principal sur-

face of a p-type silicon substrate, a p-type gale region

diffused between the source region and the drain region

so as to define the carrier path region, and a high-doped

p-type layer formed in the p-type silicon substrate sur-

face directly beneath the silicon oxide film in order to

eliminate the undesirable influence exerted by an inverted

layer induced in the substrate surface by the oxide film.

The high-doped p'-type layer is continuous with the p-

type gate region and is formed simultaneously with the

gate region by a single diffusion treatment.

3,788,904

METHOD OF PRODUCING AN INTEGRATED
SOLID STATE CIRCUIT

Tegze Haraszti, Heilbronn, and Rainer Grosholz, Heil-

bronn-Bocldngton, Germany, assignors to Licentia

Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H., Frankfurt am Main,

Germany
Filed Feb. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 116,494

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 19, 1970,

P 20 07 627.1

Int CI. HOll 7144
UA CL 148—186 7 Claims

A method of producing an integrated solid state circuit

containing a MOS field effect transistor and a diode in-

cluding introducing into a semiconductor body of a first

type of conductivity, a diode region of a second type of

conductivity, introducing source and drain regions of the

3,788,906

SOLro PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS CONTA^.
ING LITHIUM PASSrVATED BY A COATING OF
POLYETHYLENE

Herbert H. Schroeder, Edina, Minn., assignor to Minne-

sota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul,

Minn. ^^*-^
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 28, 1961, Ser. No. 164,214

Int. CI. C06d 5/06

U.S. CL 149-6 ". Claims

1. A solid unitary composite propellant gram com-

prising, in admixture:

( 1 ) passivated lithium metal which increases in weight

no more than 10 percent from the dry state over 12

hours in contact with an environment of 50 percent

relative humidity and 25' C, said passivation bemg

accomplished by a coating on lithium which is chem-

ically inert toward and insoluble in the constituents

of the grain,

(2) a low-volatility fluorine oxidizing agent

(a) containing more than about 50 percent by

weight of fluorine which is bonded to carbon

and nitrogen atoms and

(b) having a heat of reaction with lithium of not

less than about 100 kilocalories per gram equiv-

alent of the fluorine therein, and
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(3) a solid polymeric binder

(a) which has a molecular weight of not less than

about 10,000

(b) which contains no active hydrogen and

(c) in which at least about 50 percent of the

atoms in the backbone are carbon atoms,

the overall weight ratio of lithium to fluorine in the

propellant grain being not less than about 7:19.

3 788 907

TRACER INCENDIARY MATEIUALS INCLUDING
LIQUID ALKYLALUMINUM AND COMPATIBLE
INORGANIC OXIDIZER
U. Albert Lehikoinen, Detroit, Mich., assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,068

Int CI. C06d 1

1

10

U.S. CI. 149 22 1' Claims

An alkylaluminum-based material suitable for tracer

applications having a lower alkylaluminum compound such

as triethylaluminum or mixtures thereof, an inorganic

oxidizer, and optionally a finely divided metal or metal

hydride.

3 788 908
TRACER INCENDIARY COMPOSITION OF ALKYL-
ALUMINUM, INORGANIC OXIDIZER, AND
ZIRCONIUM _ .. w^ .

U. Albert Lehikoinen, Detroit Mich., and Gerald Frank-

lin, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Ethyl Corporation,

Richmond, Va. ^^_
No Drawing. Filed Sept 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,067

Int CI. C06b moo
U.S. CI. 149—42 8 Claims

An alkylaluminum-based material suitable for tracer

applications having a lower alkylaluminum compound such

as triethylaluminum or mixtures thereof, an inorganic oxi-

dizer, and optionally a finely divided metal or metal hy-

dride.

fractions containing the desired maltotriose and/or malto-

tetrose can be subjected to further purification by means

of charcoa' column chromatography.

3 788 911
MANUFACTURE AND TESTING OF THIN

FILM CIRCUITRY
Burton Abram Unger, Berkeley Heights, NJ., assignor

to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray
HiU, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 99,998, Dec.

21, 1970, now Patent No. 3,740,819. This appUcation

Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,646
Int CI. HOll 7100

U.S. CI. 156—3 3 Claims

3 788 909
AQUEOUS BLASTING* COMPOSITIONS CONTAIN-
^ ING AN IMMISaBLE LIQUID HYDROCARBON
FUEL AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Lex Lynn Udy, Salt Lake City, and Harvey Alh^d Jessop

and Daniel Aaron Wasson, Murray, Utah, assignors

to Ireco Chemicals, Salt Lake City, Utah
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,178

Int CI. C06b 1104
U.S. CI. 149—60 .19 qalms
Aqueous blasting agents containing an immiscible

liquid hydrocarbon fuel are formulated by prethickening

the liquid phase of the composition by the addition of a

thickening agent, preferably a biopolymer gum, thereafter

adding the liquid fuel and subsequently mixing the com-

bination so as to form a stable, fine dispersion of im-

miscible liquid hydrocarbon fuel droplets throughout the

liquid phase.

15A-
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3 788 913 ^- ^* process is economical because the ferric ion

«n irON NITRIDE ON SILICON OXroE COATINGS reduced to ferrous ion during the etching operation is

9ua«.i^i
^^^ SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES oxidized back to the ferric form at the anode during the

Minoru Ono, Kodaira, and Toshimitu Momoi, Tokyo,
giectrowinninp process. Thus, the etchant is regenerated

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Lid., Tokyo, J«P"°
^nj suitable for re-use. Moreover, only a portion of the

Original application Jan. 31, 1968, S«r. No. 701,9»», now

abandoned. Divided and this appbcation Aug. 20, 1970,

Ser. No. 65,383 . ,q^-
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 3, I^^t*
vuuii» F

'42/6,608,42/6,609

US, CL 156—11
Int CI. HOll 7/50

5 Oaims

A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device

wherein a silicon nitride film covers the exposed surfaces

of an oxide film and the exposed major surface of a

semiconductor body, and wherein holes are formed by

chemical etching only in the portion of said silicon nitride

film directly contacting said major surface, thereby

obtaining precise etching of the insulating covering.

•

3 788 914

CHEMICAL MILLING OF TITANILTVl, REFRAC-
TORY METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS

John Gumbelevicius, St. Louis County, Mo., assignor to

McDonnell Douglas Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 661,753, Aug. 3, 1967. This application

Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 200,143

Int CLC23f 7/00

U.S. CL156—18 lOCIainis

A process of chemically milling titanium, refractory

metals, and their alloys, resulting in decreased absorption

of hydrogen, thus allowing chemical milling of beta ti-

tanium and alpha beta titanium, which normally cannot

be chemically milled in conventional chemical milling

solutions because of hydrogen embrittlement. Another ad-

vantage of, this process is a better chemically milled sur-

face finish and more rapid and uniform metal removal

rates than obtainable in conventional refractory metal

chemical milling solutions. The process also is suitable

for alpha titanium alloys. The chemical milling solution

itself consists of a mixture of nitric acid, hydrofluoric acid

or fluoride salts, and derivatives of carbonic acid such as

carbamide, in concentrations of at least 10 grams per

liter of final solution.

dissolved metal is removed from solution, the remainder

being left in solution. The process is an important con-

tribution to pollution abatement efforts as it eliminates the

need for dumping spent etchant and dissolved metal

wastes resulting from an etching operation.

3,788,916

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTUR-
ING REINFORCED PLASTIC CYLINDERS

Gustaf Shiro Gadelius, Lidingo, Sweden, assignor to

Gadelius Inter S.A., Geneva, SwiUerland

Original application Mar. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 15.783, now

abandoned. Divided and this application Jan. 3, 1972,

Ser. No, 215,224 ^ . ». , to«i
Claims priority, appIicaHon Sweden, Mar. 3, 1969,

2,887/69; Mar. 17, 1969, 3,642/69; Nov. 14, 1969,

15.665/69
Int. CI. B32b 31/20: B29d 23/00

U.S. CI. 156—74 2 Claims

3 788 915
REGENERATION OF SPENT ETCHANT

Michael GuUa, Newton, Mass., assignor to Shipley

Company, Inc., Newton, Mass.

FUed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,894
Int. CI. C22d 1/00

UA CL 156—19 21 Oaims
This invention relates to a process for extracting dis-

solved metal as metal from a used etchant solution con-

taining ferric ions as an oxidant while simultaneously

regenerating the etchant for further use. The process com-

prising electrowinning a portion of the metal from solu-

tion under conditions effective for electrowinning, but

not etching. These conditions include a substantial

freedom from oxygen in the vicinity of the cathode, sub-

stantial freedom from solution agitation during the

winning operation and preferably, for good cathode

efficiency, relatively low solution temperature at the inter-

face of the solution and the cathode, typically below 120°

A method of manufacturing glass-fibre reinforced plas-

tic cylinders comprising the steps of applying a liquid plas-

tic composition to the inside of a rotary mouldmg cylinder

to disperse the plastic evenly over the interior surface of

the cylinder by the action of centrifugal force, and mtro-

ducing reinforcing material into the cylinder to form a uni-

form layer on the plastic la>er, the reinforcmg material be-

ing pressed into the plastic layer by centrifugal lorce and

by means of a roller.
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3 788 917
METHOD FOR HOT GAS ACTIVATION OF
THERMOPLASTIC SEALING SURFACES

Frank Raymond Linda, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to

International Paper Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed July 17, 1970, Ser. No. 55,746

Int. CI. B29c 25/00
VS. CI. 156—82 31 Claims

H3 w-H
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fwSW^^^F::

an envelope which is both rotated about a longitudinal

axis and simultaneously advanced along the axis at a gen-

erally constant rate. The materials are fed onto the en-

velope from applicator means at a generally uniform and

preferably uninterrupted rate. Nonuniform shell thickness

is obtained, however, by moving the applicator means in

one of the directions of envelope movement for a por-

tion of a programmed cycle to give a thick shell section

and returning the applicator means in the ooposite di-

rection of envelope movement to the starting point of the

applicator means during another portion of the cycle to

give a thinner shell section. The movement of the appli-

cator means may be longitudinally of the envelope, or

may be circumferentially of the envelope.

Continuously advancing thermoplastic surfaces which

are to be sealed together are contacted with a stream of

a hot inert gas which impinges upon the surfaces in a

direction opposed to that in which the surfaces are ad-

vancing and at an angle of from about 10 to 40°

measured from the plane of the advancing surfaces. The

gas treated surfaces are then brought into contact under

pressure to effectuate a seal between the surfaces. The

stream of hot gas preferably has the configuration of a

thin flat ribbon with the long dimension of the cross

section of the ribbon being substantially parallel to the

plane of the thermoplastic surface so as to create an

"air knife" which effectively removes the boundary layer

from the thermoplastic surface.

An apparatus is provided for carrying out the above

described process which comprises means for advancing

the surfaces continuously, nozzle means disposed to im-

pinge against the advancing surfaces a stream of hot gas

in the manner called for above, means for supplying gas

to the nozzle, means for heating the gas supplied to the

nozzle, and means for bringing the gas treated surfaces

into contact under pressure to effectuate sealing of the

surfaces.

3 788 919
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING

ARTIFICIAL LOGS
Rinnosuke Susuki, Tokyo, Hiroshi Hoshi, Narashino, and

Kaoru Umeya, Sendai, Japan, assignors to Lion Fat

and Oil Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,593

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 17, 1970,

45/71,937, 45/71,938; Oct. 1, 1970, 45/86,471;

Oct. 6, 1970, 45/87,774, 45/87,775; Oct. 1, 1970
(utility model), 45/97,981

Int. CI. B31c 13/00
U.S. CI. 156—184 16 Claims

3 788 918
METHOD FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION
OF FIBER REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPES OF
VARIABLE WALL THICKNESS

Peder Ulrik Poulsen, Esbonderup 3240, Esrum, Denmark
Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,115

Claims priority, application Denmark, Dec. 15, 1970,

6,356/70
Int. CI. B31c 3/00

U.S. CI. 156—171 15 Claims

A a

A synthetic resin sheet, either foamed or non-foamed,

of a synthetic resin material containing a filler is laminated

by winding it into the form of a roll to thereby form an

artificial log. The artificial log thus produced has a grain

structure closely simulating that of natural lumber.

Method for producing a shell of nonuniform thickness

wherein hardenable shell forming materials are fed onto

3 788 920
METHOD OF MAKING ROLLED EDGE SEALED

CORRUGATED PAPERBOARD
Robert H. Frappier, Agawam, Mass., Hal W. Tanner, Jr.,

Georgetown, S.C., and William O. Wagers, Massillon,

Ohio, assignors to International Paper Company, New
York, N.Y.

Original application Aog. 21, 1969, Ser. No. 852,038, now
Patent No. 3,624,236. Drdded and this application July

15, 1971, Ser. No. 162,865
Int. CI. B31f 1/00; B32b 3/04, 31/18

U.S. CI. 156—202 2 Clafans

A method for making corrugated core paperboard in

which the edges of the facing sheets are rolled inwardly

toward each other and tucked into the end of the cor-

rugated core convolutions to form an enclosure therefor;

including feeding of the board along a path, slitting the

end of the core by cutting or crushing the core along

a line intermediate the facing sheets and rolling and

tucking the end edges of the facing sheets into the slit,
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the apparatus including driven belts l^tween which the
mANUFACTUWNG A LAMINATED

board is fed along a path, a knife support along the
p,bro.f,laMENTARY OR FILM STRUCTURE

edge of the path through which the edge of the board ^^ch IS PARTLY DELAMINATED
Oie-Bendt Rasmussen, 7 Topstykket,

DK-3460 Birkerod, Dennurk
Filed July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,745

4Kiff Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 21, 1970,^^
35,333/70

I

Int. CL B32b 7/04. 31/00

VS. CL 156—244 9 Claims

^7^6

^70

is fed and dies having edge engaging surfaces for roll-

ing and tucking the ends of the facing sheets into the

core.

3 788 921

APPARATUS AND METTIOD FOR BINDING A
STACK OF SHEETS

Neil A. PoUt, Cary, Donald R. Snowden, Chicago, and

Donald W. Watson, Arlington Heights, El., assignors

to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

FUed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 204,986

Int CL B32b 3/04

U.S. CL 156—216 21 Claims

Method of producing fibrous or sheet structure com-

prising melt coextruding a laminated structure compris-

ing an assembly of two or more layers from polymeric

material laminated together in intimate adherence with

one another and simultaneously or subsequently so treat-

ing the assembly as to produce a regular pattern of areas

of strong bonding separated by areas of weak or no bond-

ing between the layers of the assembly.

3 788 923
SILICA-FILLED, HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT

POLYOLEFIN
Frank Yassin Soliman, Morristown, NJ., assignor to

Allied Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,446 ,

Int. CL B29c 19/00; B32b 31/00
'

UA CL 156—244 17 Claims

Method and apparatus for binding a stack of sheets

whereby a binding member including a substrate material

having at least one strip of heat activated adhesive is

employed to form the desired book-like assembly. The

binding member includes a low tack adhesive material

extending longitudinally along the central portion of the

substrate materal and a high tack material extending lon-

gitudinally adjacent the low tack material and on either

side thereof on the substrate material. The stack of sheets

is transported into engagement with the binding member,

the member being thus deformed so the low tack adhesive

material is in contact with one edge of the sheets of the

stack and the high tack adhesive material is in contact

with the other sheets of the stack. Heat is applied to the

adhesive to cause the high tack material and low tack

material to adhere to the portions of the stack in contact

therewith. Pressure is applied to the side portions of tlw

deformed substrate material so the high tack material is

firmly pressed into contact with the outer sheets of the

stack. Pressure is also applied to the portion of the sub-

strate material in contact with the one edge of the sheets.

A bond is thus formed between the substrate material and

the stack of sheets to provide a book-like assembly.

This invention relates to the production of low cost,

reinforced thermoplastic sheets that are characterized by

rigidity and strength. The sheets may be formed into vari-

ous structural shapes using conventional metal-forming

techniques. The sheet product, which comprises as the

major constituent a silica-filled, medium or high density

polyolefin with high or extra-high molecular weight, e.g.,

polyethylene, with silica as a filler may be used without

any additional reinforcement. However, the sheet can also

be laminated with steel cloth, sheet steel or steel foi

.

fiber glass mat, fiber glass cloth, etc.. for additional

strength and stiffness. The reinforcing sheets are assem-

bled with the filled thermoplastic sheet at a temperature

above the softening point of the thermoplastic such that

the assembly remains intact after the processing pressure

is eliminated. The thermoplastic sheet product exhibits
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improved load bearing characteristic with lower elonga-

tion in comparison to the unfilled polymeric material

alone. The impact characteristics of the filled system is

higher than other filled plastic sheets. The corrosion re-

sistance, ease of cleanability, the negligible amount of

water absorption, and the high mechanical properties of

the plastic sheets, especially at sub-zero temperature en-

vironment, promote their use in several structural applica-

tions; for example, in forming structural shapes such as

for the transportation of goods, e.g., pallets, for shipping

containers, truck-trailer flooring, and the like.

3 788 924
METHOD FOR PRODUCING MAGNETIC KEEPERS
Seihin KobayashI, Michihiro Torii, and Masanao Okuda,

Shizuoka-ken, Japan, assignors to Fuji Electrochemical

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,379

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 23, 1970,

45/118,000
Int. CL B32b 5/72. 31/20

UA CL 156—249 4 Claims

patch with an area less than the area of the tile product is

applied over the moving tile products and bonded thereto.

This web is then severed between each adjacent tile

product by a cutting knife in such a manner as to provide

an overlap of the web and the resultant adhesive bonded
to the tile is set back from the tile edges.

A flexible ferrite sheet containing fine ferromagnetic

ferrite powders cohesively bonded together by a plastic

binder and a flexible sheet containing fine powders of

non-magnetic substance cohesively bonded together by

a plastic hinder are laminated and subjected to pressure

to form a monolithic composite sheet. A plurality of

parallel driving wires are embedded into the ferromag-

netic ferrite sheet side of the monolithic composite sheet

to effect plastic deformation of the non-magnetic sheet

portion along with deformation of the ferrite sheet por-

tion.

3 788 925
METHOD FOR MAKING TILE PRODUCTS

Frank L. Califano, Hackensack, NJ., and Joseph Laszlo,

New York, N.Y., assignors to The Flintkote Company,
New York, N.Y.

AppUcation June 16, 1969, Ser. No. 840,587, now Patent

No. 3,607,590, dated Sept 21, 1971, which is a division

of application Ser. No. 528,569, Feb. 8, 1966, now
Patent No. 3,583,889. Divided and this application

July 16, 1970, Ser. No. 62,764
Int CLB32b 57/00

U.S. CI. 156—269 4 Claims

3,788,926
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING BORON-

ALUMINUM COMPOSITE TUBES
Martin Donald Weisinger, San Diego, Calif., assignor to

General Dynamics Corporation, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,711
Int CL B29c 77/07

U.S. a. 156—286 11 Claims

A method of forming high strength tubes from com-

posites comprising boron fibers in an aluminum matrix

is disclosed. A first metal tube having an internal diam-

eter substantially equal to the desired composite tube

external diameter is provided with an evacuation fitting.

Sheets in which boron fibers are unidirectionally bonded

to aluminum are wrapped around a second, narrower,

metal tube with the fibers parallel to the tube axis. The
wrapped second tube is inserted into the first tube and

the inter-tube space is sealed at each end, as by welding.

The inter-tube space is evacuated and the fitting sealed.

The second tube is selected to have substantially less

wall strength than the first tube. Preferably, this is ac-

complished by using tubes formed from the same ma-

terial, but with the first tube having a wall thickness at

least twice that of the second tube. The assembly is then

placed in an autoclave and heated to a temperature of

from about 800 to 1000° F. under a pressure of from

about 3000 to 10,000 p.s.i. This causes the second (inner)

tube to expand, pressing the composite layer against the

inner wall of the outer tube, while diffusion bonding the

wrapped composite into a single unitary tube. The as-

sembly is cooled and the first and second tubes are re-

moved, such as by chemical etching. A highly uniform

high strength seamless composite tube results.

A method for preparing an adhesive coated tile product

with a protective sheet thereon which sheet is removed

when the tile products are installed. The uncoated tile

products are moved from a stack in succession by a con-

veyor at a constant speed and in uniformly spaced rela-

tionship and an adhesive coated web having an adhesive

3 788 927
METHOD OF MAKING A REINFORCED LAMI-
NATE IN COMBINATION WITH A CORE
MATERIAL

Peter L. Jurisich, 4731 Royce Road,
Irvine, Calif. 92804

No Drawing. Application Dec. 1, 1969, Ser. No. 881,318,

.which is a division of application Ser. No. 745,381,

July 17, 1968, both now abandoned. Divided and this

application Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,547

Int CL B32b i7/00, i/72, 77/0^

U.S. CL 156—290 * Claims

A reinforced structure and method in which a body

consisting of fibers which are woven or unwoven, which

fibers have spaces between them, has a cured resin coat-

ing the fibers but not filling the spaces between them, and

in which an uncured resin is applied to the body. This

uncured resin may be impregnated into the body to fill

the spaces between the fibers or the uncured resin may be

applied to a surface of the body, the resin being of such

a character that upon heating it will flow into and fill

the spaces.
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,,a«oiJl bearing surface by heat and /or pressure while said ma-

METHOD OF FORMF^g'a LAP JOINT BETWEEN terial is wet with the volatile liquid used in the treatment

TUBULAR ARTICLES OF THERMOPLASTIC

Eu^™ Wise, Newhall, CaUf., a^rignor to R & G
^

Sloane Manufacturing Company, Inc., Los Angeles,

^""*'
Filed Mar. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 128,394 33

Int. CI. B29c 19/00; C09j 5/00

UA a. 156-294 4 Claims

yrz/////ASS

l^/yyyyyi,-A^.s^s

A method of forming a lap joint between tubular arti-

cles of thermoplastic material, wherein a remforcmg sleeve

is positioned within the end portion of one of the articles

that is to be disposed within a complementary end portion

of the other of the articles, the reinforcing sleeve being

formed of a mrMerial that has a melting point that is

higher than that of the thermoplastic material of each of

the articles. Thereafter, the end portions of the articles

are heated, either before or after they are overlapped

to form the lap joint, to melt the outer surface of the end

portion of the one article and the inner surface of the end

portion of the other article, thereby effecting the fusion

welding of the end portions of the articles. The reinforcing

sleeve serves to [ revent the end portion of the one article

from deforming when it is heated and inserted into the

other article, or when it is heated while disposed within

the end portion of the other article.

of said material to assist the lamination of said film onto

said toner-image bearing surface.

3 788 931

LAMINATED PRINTING PLATE BASE
James A. Hynes, Winnetka, 111., assignor to Prmting Plate

Supply Company, Chicago, III.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,916

Int. CI. C09j 5/Oa. 7/00

VS. a. 156—309 12 Claims

3 788 929

METHOD FOR PLASTICIZING WOOD
Jouko Huttunen, Porvoo, Finland, assignor to Neste

Oy, Helsinki, Finland

No Drawing. Filed June Sv'!'?"'^^/" ^'°in toA
Claims priority, application Finland, June 10, 1969,

1,713/69

Int. CI. B27h 1/00; C09J 5/02

U.S. CI. 156-307
. . . ,, . _i?"JSh

Wood is treated by being initially impregnated with

hydrazine. Thereupon wood is shaped in the usual manner

and then excess hydrazine is removed. Hydraziiie is pref-

erably used in an aqueous solution. Wood may be heated

after the impregnation. The process is suitable for treating

wood veneers and various wood boards.

3,788,930

METHOD OF FIXING IMAGES OBTAINED
BY LIQUID DEVELOPMENT IN ELECTRO-
PHOTOGRAPHY

, ,
Satora Honjo and Osamu Fukushlma, Asaka, Japan, as-

signors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Oct 29, 1971, Ser. No. 193,957

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 30, 1970,

45 96,147
Int CI. C09j 5/00

UA CI. 156—307 ^ Claims

A method of permanently fixing a toner image on an

electrophotographic sensitive material, said toner image

being formed by developing an electrostatic latent image

provided on the photoconductive coating of said material

with a liquid developer comprising a charged toner dis-

persed in a volatile insulating carrier liquid, comprising

laminating a transparent plastic film by means of an ad-

hesive layer provided on said film on said toner-image

The method of making a laminated printing plate base

IS disclosed and generally comprises the steps of taking

:i metal layer and ccating the opposite surfaces thereof

with a thermo-adhesive; heating the metal layer and ad-

hesive to a predetermined temperature; taking a first layer

of thermoplastic material and placing a layer of scrun

cloth adjacent one of the surfaces th:reof; taking a second

layer of thermo-plastic material and placing a second

layer of scrim cloth adjacent one of the surfaces thereof:

heating the first and second layers of ihermo-plastic mate-

rial to a predetermined temperature; placing the heated

layers of thermo-plastic material on opposite sides of the

heated metal layer; and subjecting the components to a

predetermined temperature and pressure to activate the

ihermo-adhesive and to laminate the components into a

single unitary structure.

3 788 932

APPARATUS FOR MAKING STRUCTURAL UNITS
Reinhard Klinkosch, Dortmund, Germany, assignor to

Hoesch Aktiengesellschaft, Dortmund, Germany

Original application July 9, 1969, Ser. No. 840,397, now

Patent No. 3,650,863. Divided and this applicaHon

Sept8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,657 „ ,o«a
Claims priority, application Germany, July 17, 1968,

P 17 79 192.3

Int CI. B32b 31/08

US CI 156 499 ' Claims

An apparatus for making structural units. This ap-

paratus includes web supply means for supplying three

discrete elongated strip-shaped webs, first advancing

means for advancing the webs in a predetermined path
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and first means for applying to one of the= webs a first curved hinge lines which are undulating and non-crossing,

foamable synthetic plastic material and foaming the same The axes of the undulating hinge lines have a substan-

to form a first layer. Furthermore, the apparatus includes -

^ ,

first guide means for guiding another strip-shaped web

onto said first layer and second advancing means for ad-

vancing the webs and the layer and also second means for

\»40 ;'V» 7 6
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applying an intermediate layer onto a web. Finally, the

apparatus also includes second guide means for guiding

the final web along the aforesaid path and third means

for introducing the second foamable synthetic plastic

material and foaming the same so as to produce an

elongated laminar strip unit.

3 788 933
APPPARATUS FOR HEAT SEALING THE OVER-
LAPPING END PORTIONS OF AN ELONGATED
THERMOPLASTIC STRAPPING BAND

Seinosuke Nakazawa, Kenagawa, Japan, assignor to

Ikegai Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept 23, 1971, Ser. No. 183,022

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept 28, 1970,

45/84,881
Int CI. B32b 31/18. 31/20; B29c 27/00

U.S. CI. 156—513 4 Claims

.ij .imJnl«..ff
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tial component along the axis of the structure, and adja-

cent hinge lines undulate in opposite directions.

3 788 935
HIGH SHEAR-STRENGTH FIBER-REINFORCED

COMPOSITE BODY
James J. Shyne, Caldwell, and John V. Milewski, Saddle

Brook, NJ., assignors to General Technologies Corpo-

ration, Reston, Va.
Continuation of application Ser. No. 597,686, Nov. 29,

1966. This appUcation May 27, 1970, Ser. No. 41,710

Int CI. B32b 15/00
U.S. CI. 161—141 10 Claims

XO

A welding apparatus applicable to a packing machine

for use in strapping packages with a thermoplastic band,

which comprises a movable heat plate provided with

plural blades disposed parallel to the direction of strain

of the band, which plate is moved against the overlapped

portion of the plastic bands to be welded, thereby melting

said plastic bands by the portion surrounding said blades

as they penetrate one of the overlapping bands and eat

into the other one, and means for pressing the overlapped

portions thus partially melted together to ^thereby join

said bands.

A high shear-strength compositejrtbrmed in a matrix

material by aligning boron^atnents of larger diameter,

for example ten to one>triidred microns, and supporting

them with smallerijjtefsititally disposed whiskers of alpha-

alumina randjMHty distributed in the body of a diam-

eter, for example of one to three microns, which fibers

may be discontinuous.

3,788,936

NONWOVEN LAMINATE CONTAINING BONDED
/ CONTINUOUS FILAMENT WEB
tobert James Brock, Appleton, and Paul Bernard Hansen

and John C. Wilson, Neenah, Wis., assignors to

Kimberiy-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

lontinuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

14,943, Feb. 27, 1970. This appUcation Sept 1, 1971,

V Ser. No. 177,078

\ Int CI. B32b 7/14

C\. 161—148 17 Qalms

3 788 934
THREE-DIMENSIONAL FOLDED STRUCTURE

WITH CURVED SURFACES
Anthony P. Coppa, 748 S. Highland Ave.,

Merion, Pa. 19066
Filed Oct 1, 1971, Ser. No. 185,640

Int CI. A63g 31/00; A63h 33/16; B32b 3/30
U.S. CI. 161—17 11 Qaims
A three-dimensional fold structure is formable in a

polygonal cross-section from a sheet having a plurality of

Laminates comprising a^^s^Uulosic web and a web of

continuous thermoplastic filam^ are disclosed. The con-

tinuous filament web is bon^^ed^y means of an intermit-

tent pattern of spot bond>^ich are characterized by their
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ability to release bonded filaments at levels of strain

'app oachmg but less than the breaking strength oMh

filaments The disclosed lammates arc sfrong. attractive

inToiarance can absorb and retain fluid, and possess

iesS ener'gy absorption characteristics, especially over

small laminate elongations.

3 788 937

CTRUCTURAL ACOUSTIC TRANSNflSSlON
MATERIAL

George Dick Lee, Monterey Park, Calif.,

assignor to Hitco

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,788

Int. ex. B52h 5/22. 19/02 ,. ^. .

UJS. CI. 161-158 10 Claims

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 29, 1974

!.• V v^ i v'v kN*-^ *-2>-T -^r^i
£nt >?v.3 ^>:J -"-^

Ji-;^^,]

A structural material having excellent acoustic trans-

mission properties comprises a partially elastomcric. low

density panel of composite construction. In one example

a number of layers of a lightweight synthetic fabric

define a transmission panel of appreciable thick-

ness and include approximately 50% by weight of a

resin matrix mixture which is of approximately 50 r

elastomeric material. Preferat)ly also, the matrix materia

incorporates approximately lO^c by weight of thin wall

glass microspheres. Fu.ther increases in structural proper-

ties may be obtained, without undue sacrifice of transmis-

sion properties, by incorporating thin inner and outer

shells joined to the multi-layer composite core.

which a first basic structure having a desired configura-

tion and comprised of material having a low fusion or

deterioration temperature is coated at even lower tem-

peratures with an infusible resin which is capable of being

cured to an infusible state at a temperature lower than

the fusion or deterioration temperature of the material

compirsing the first basic structure, and the resulting

coated structure is then subjected to elevated tempera-

tures so that the basic structure is pyrolyzed and car-

bonized leaving a stronger, high-temperature-resistant

structure substantially in the image of the first basic

structure.

3 788 939

HIGH DIELECTRIC ELECTRONIC I

Harold Daniel Dove, 11812 Daniel Ave.,

P.ACKAGING MATERIAL
Garden Grove. Calif. 92640 ^„ ^„,

No Drawing. Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,695

Int. CI. B32b 5/16

U.S. CI. 161—93
, .

* Claims

Electronic interconnection and packaging materials

must have electrical characteristics which match the elec-

trical requirement of the total system if maximum per-

formance is to be expected. Among the characteristics of

the interconnection material is the dielectric constant of

the insulating material. High dielectric constant insulaUng

materials are desirable to provide a filtering function

which is integral with the interconnection system. The

present invention provides a new insulating material with

a high dielectric constant for improved filter character-

istics.
,

3 788 938
PYROLYZED STRUCTURES

Whitney R. Adams, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Scott

Paper Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

AppUcation Apr. 10, 1969, Ser. No. 858,210, now Patent

No. 3.676,173, which is a continuation of abandoned

application Ser. No. 485,893, Sept. 8, 1965. Divided

and this application Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 98,491

Int. CI. C23c 9/06: D44d 1/094

U.S. CI. 161—159 6 Claims

3,788,940

POLYOLEFINPOLYAMIDE COMPOSITE FILA-

MENTS HAVING AN IMPROVED ADHERING
PROPERTY AND A METHOD THEREOF

Fumimaro Ogata. Osaka, and Katsuhiko Nagamine,

Settsu, Osaka-fu, Japan, assignors to Kanegafuchi

Boseki KabushikI Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan, and Snia

Viscosa Socleta Nazionale Industria AppUcazioni Vis-

cosa S.p.A., Milan, Italy
. . ••

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 605.170, Dec. 28, 1966. This appUcation

July 11, 1969, Ser. No. 841,146
|

Int. CI. D02g 3/00

U.S. CI. 161—173 6 Claims

Composite filaments of a polyolefin and a polyamide

which are hichly crimpable without separation or cleavage

are produced by the conjugate spinning of ( 1 ) a molten

fiber-forminc pol> amide selected from the group consist-

ing of n>lon-ll nylon- 12. nylon- 11.10. nylon- 11.11 and

nylon- 11.12 and (2) a molten fiber-forming polyolefin

selected from the group consisting of polyethylene and

polypropylene. The conjugate spinning ratio of the two

polymeric materials which are employed to form the com-

posite filaments is maintained between 8:2 and 2:8, ratios

outside such range involving difficulties. Additionally, in

using heat to effect the crimping, the temperature is main-

tained between about 70° and about 150° C.

3 788 941

REMOVABLE FLOOR AND WALL SURFACE
COVERINGS

John J. Kupits, Newtown, Pa., assignor to W. R. Grace &
Co., Cambridge, Mass.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 872,!IV7,

Oct. 31, 1969. This application Aug. 2, 1!»71, »er. £^o.

168 414

Porous, cellular structures which have been at least
161—182

*' * 7 Claims

partially carbonized, which have greater strength at high
^•J.':** ^^ ^3„s for example, can be covered with

temperatures, and which are capable of withstanding =•"
covering which is easily removable at a later

higher temperatures than could the structures prior o a
^"^^.^^X"? a release composition-coated flexible

pyrolysis A method for forming the above structures in time by adhering a release compo

/
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sheet material, for example, an elastomer-impregnated vessel head. A reciprocable actuator telescope with a con-

paper sheet, release-coated side up, to the sub-floor or wall trol rod extension and is releasably connected thereto by
spring pressed transversely sliding latches in the actuator.

Near the bottom of the actuator stroke stationary taper

pins enter axially extending holes in the actuator and start

to enter misaligned holes in the latches. At the bottom of

the actuator stroke the taper pins having passed through

the misaligned holes in the latches have automatically

withdrawn the latches and disconnected the rod extension

so that the head and actuator may be removed as a unit

and then adhesively securing the surface covering to the

release coated sheet.

3,788,942
BURST CARTRIDGE DETECTION SYSTEM FOR

USE WITH GAS-COOLED REACTORS
Kyung Ho Hyun, Seoul, Korea, assignor to Korea

Institute of Science & Technology, Seoul, Korea
Filed Sept. 29, 1970, Ser. No. 76,497

Claims priority, appUcation Korea, Oct. 14, 1969,
1,341

Int. a. G21c 17/04
U.S. CI. 176—19 LD 9 Oaims

/' '"'-I uHL \ '
"^'"' H \^a

leaving the control rod in the reactor. Upward movement
of the actuator from the bottom of its stroke with the

head in place will move this Actuator away from the

taper pins and automatically release the latches and latch

the actuator to the control rod.

3,788,944
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT HAVING A CLOSED

GAS COOLING CIRCUIT
Wilfried Stracke, Oberehrendingen, and Max Zimmer-

mann, Untersiggenthal, Switzerland, assignors to Ak-
tiengesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie., Baden, Switzer-
land

Filed Mar. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 122,019
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 9, 1970,

3,395/70
Int CL G21c 13/00

U.S. a. 176—60 4 Claims

A burst cartridge detection system for use with gas-

cooled power reactors includes a pressure vessel having a

sampling chamber with an electrode positioned within

the chamber for preventing the build-up of daughter

products within the chamber. Two filters and a delay line

are in fluid communication with the chamber, and a

collimator connects a scintillation detector with the

chamber whereby predetermined types of radiation with-

in the coolant gas, such as gammas from fission products

within the reactor, are detected.

K.ie 26

2 22 Bin 27

,'t\',v'^-.^V^^s-W .^WJ/k,W^^^'W^^'''^'-V'.'AW-A'
'

3 788 943
AUTOMATIC CONTROL ROD LATCHING DEVICE
Angelo J. Misenti and Gennaro V. Notari, Simsbury,

Conn., assignors to Combustion Engineering, Inc.,

Windsor, Conn.
Filed Dec. 19, 1969, Ser. No. 886,574

Int. CI. G21c 7/00 ^ .
, _.

U.S. CI. 176—35 12 Claims In a nuclear power plant of the type having a closed

An automatic release for nuclear reactor control rod gas coupling circuit, a high temperature reactor is en-

actuating mechanism carried by a removable, nuclear closed by one concrete pressure structure; enclosed by
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another concrete structure separate from and adjacent to

r reactor are the related operating '^o'^P^"^"^^^^^
^s

^wer plant such as turbine and compressor un.ts, coolers

h^at exchangers, etc.. and the hous.ng structures o these

individual operating components, such as those ^^h.ch en-

do^ and surport the guide blading of the turbo-mach nes

(tufbines and compressors), as well as all mterconnecimg

p^ Unes and the pipe lines to and from the reactor sere

as lost i.e. cast in forms around wh.ch concrete ..poured

on the construction site thereby to form a machme b ock^

The drive shaft from the turbine projects outwardly from

the machine block for connection to the electric generator.

ERRATUM
For Class 195—11 see:

Patent No. 3,788,910
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um, Aspergillus, and Penicillium. The same transforma-

tion is accomplished by bacteria of genera Bacillus, En-

terobacter, Escherichia, and Proteus.

3 788 945

PROCESS FOR ISOMERIZING GLUCOSE
TO FRUCTOSE

Kenneth N. Thompson, Richard A. Johnson, ^d Norman

E. Lloyd, CUnton, Iowa, assignors to Standard Brands

Incorporated, New York, N.Y. ea tan
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1970, Ser- No. 88,190

Int. CI. C07g 7/02: C13k 9/00

U.S. a. 195-31 F ^ 1' Claim;

The disclosure is directed to a process of enzymaticaiiy

converting glucose to fructose. A glucose-conta.ning solu-

tion is passed, under specific conditions, through a bed ot

glucose isomerase bound to an inert carrier.

3 788 948

MFTHOD OF BINDING, BY COVALENT BONDS,

^SStEINS AND POLYPEFnOES TO POLYMERS
USING CYANATES

, , . . . _
Sven Lennart Kagedal and Stig Hjalmar Johannes Aker-

Strom, Uppsala, Sweden, assignors to Pharmacia AB,

Uppsala, Sweden . j n
No Drawing. ConHnuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 783,761, Dec. 13, 1968. This appUcatlon

Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,575

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Dec. 20, IV67,

17,469/67 .

Int CL C07g 7/00. 7/02 J
U.S. CL 195 68 ** Clauns

Organic cyanate compounds are employed for binding

organic compounds containing a primary or secondary

amino group to polymers containing one or more hy-

droxyl and/or primary and/or secondary amino groups.

The invention is useful, among other things, for binding

water soluble enzymes to water insoluble polymers while

preserving the activity of the enzyme.

3 788 946

PROCESS FOR THE PJEP^RATON O^^^
AS THE SUBSTRATE FOR THE QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS OF AMYLASE

Masahi Kurimoto and MiUhiko Yoshida, Okayama,

Japan, assignors to Hayashibara Company, Okayama,

''^"°
Filed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,750

Claims priority, appUcarton Japan, July 28, 1970,

45/66,003
Int CL C12b 1/00

VS. CI. 195 31 R Claims

The invention deals with a method of preparation of

amylose which gives an excellent substrate for the quanti-

tative analysis of amylase, especially for that in blood

serum. The outline of the preparation process is that the

^
gelatinized starch or waxy-starch is converted into linear

chain amyloses by the aid of alpha- 1.6-glucosidase. and

through precipitation and fractionation the linear chain

amylose which is water-soluble and very sensitive to

amylase, is separated from the only slightly soluble

macromolecules and oligosaccharides.

3 788 949

STERILITY TESTING ANTIGEN PRODUCTS
Katsuto Kojiro and Robert A. EUlott, Indianapolis, Ind.,

assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapoks. Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,791

Int. CI. C12k 1/10

U.S. CI. 195 100 " Claims

We have discovered an improved method of sterility

testing antigen products containing thimcrosal which com-

prises the addition of a thimerosal-inhibiting concentra-

tion of penicillamine or the acid addition salts thereof to

the growth medium in which the antigen product is cul-

tured for sterility testing.

3 788 947

MICROBIOLOGICAL REDUCTION OF 10(11)

UNSATURATED PROSTAGLANDINS
Charles F. Hsu, SkoUe, and James Jin and Seth Setsuo

Mizuba, Morton Grove, 111., assignors to G. D. Searle

No^mJ^^M.*FiIed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,209

Int. CL C12d//02
U.S CI. 195—51 R ^' Claims

The present invention relates to fermentative reduction

of the 10(11) double bond of PGA-type prostaglandins.

More particularly, the invention provides a process for

selective 10( 11) double bond reduction of PGAj by fungi

of genera Cunninghamella, Mucor. Polyporus, Sphaerop-

sis, Stemphylium, Cladosporium. Hormodendrum. Epicoc-

cum, Fusarium, Gliocladium. Dactylium, Cephalospon-

3,788,950

ENZYME GEL AND USE THEREFOR
Georee P. Hicks and Stuart J. Updike, Madison, Wis.,

assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company,

Wilmington. Del.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 631,71*,

Apr. 18, 1967. This application Aug. 5, 1970, Ser.

No. 61,333 ,,,,^
Int. CLGOlni///-^ ^ ^, ,

U.S. CI. 195—103.5 R
, . . *^ ^^-^

A substantially rigid enzyme gel, useful in processes in-

corporating enzyme catalysts, such as, substrate analysis,

comprising a polymer matrix having water colloidally dis-

persed therein and active enzyme molecules distributed

homogeneously throughout and substantially unreacted

with the polymer matrix, the polymer matrix having a suf-

ficiently small pore size to retain individual enzyme mole-

cules, i.e. the enzyme in aqueous solution. The gel is

formed by polymerizing an aqueous solution of a mono-

mer for example an acrylamide. containing an enzyme un-

der conditions not detrimental to the activity of the

enzyme.

3 788 951

METHOD FOR GROWING MONOCULTURES
Hans J. von der Pfordten. 3463 Ashton Court,

Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,608

Int CL C12b i/02 ., ^ .

U.S CL 195 120 ** Claims

A* method for growing monocultures wherein a strip of

a nutrient material covered by a protective film is inocu-

lated with micro-organisms by removing a portion of the
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film from the strip, inoculating the film with the micro-

organisms, spreading the micro-organisms to separate

them from each other, and moving the inoculated film

back into contact with the strip to cause the separated

micro-organisms to be transferred onto the same. The

spreading of the micro-organisms on the film is accom-

plished by moving a spreading member along the spiral

path which intersects an arcuate swath containing a mass

of such micro-organisms. A technique for casting the strip

with and without an associated antibiotic layer is also

disclosed.

3 788 952
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE FERMEN-
TATION OF VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

Yutaka lida, Tokyo, and Kazuo Hishinuma, Motohiko

Hikuma, Tadashi Shirakawa, and Susumu Sakai, Kawa-
saki-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, assignors to Ajinomoto

Co., Inc., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

82,473, Oct 20, 1970. This application Jan. 13, 1971,

Ser. No. 106,060
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 27, 1969,

44/85,841
Int CL C12k 1/00

U.S. CL 195—127 3 Claims

A fermentation process in which an organic compound

volatile with water vapor is consumed by a microorganism

or an enzyme in an aqueous medium is controlled by con-

tinuously sampling the medium, vaporizing the sample

stream, and feeding the vaporized material to a flame

ionization detector. The conductivity of the flame indi-

cates the concentration of the organic compound in the

medium and provides a signal for controlling replenish-

ment of the medium with the organic compound.

3 788 953
TURBULENCE PROMOTOR SYSTEM

Arthur L. Kohl, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Interior

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,232

Int CL BOld 3/00. 3/02. 3/14
U.S. CL 202—173 6 Claims

3,788,954
INTERPHASE MASS TRANSFER PROCESS FROM

LAMINA FLOWING FILMS .005 IN. THICK
C. M. Cantrell, Richland, Wash., assignor ol a fractional

part interest to John P. Petrek, Kennevdck, Wash.
Filed June 24, 1970, Ser. No. 49,419

Int CI. BOld 1/22, 3/00. 3/02. 3/08. 3/10, 3/28
U.S. CL 203—89 17 Claims

In a direct contact condensation system wherein vapor

condenses upon a flowing shallow stream of cooler liquid,

the flow of the uppermost layer of the liquid stream is

disrupted without disrupting the flow of the main body

of the stream so as to agitate and turn over the upper-

most layer, and move the uppermost layer downward to

a region where the natural turbulence of the flowing stream

will further agitate and break up said layer.

An interphase mass transfer process and apparatus is

described for separating components in a binary or multi-

component fluid in which the components have different

vapor pressures and are transferred between their liquid

and vapor phases. The liquid phase is spread into a film

on a heat transfer surface and is directed over the surface

in one direction. The vapor phase is directed over the

film countercurrent to the flow and in intimate contact

with the film with the liquid and vapor phases being in

thermodynamic equilibrium. Simultaneously, heat is trans-

ferred between the surface and the film to transfer addi-

tional mass between the phases as the phases are flowing

in thermodynamic equilibrium countercurrent to each

other.

3,788,955
ENCAPSULATION

Nelson A. Crites and Glenn R. Schaer, Columbos, Ohio,

assignors to Battelle Development Corporation, Colum-

bus, Ohio
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 117,059, Feb. 19, 1971. This application

Oct 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,560

Int a. BOli 13/02; C23b 5/56, 17/00

U.S. a. 204—25 26 Qafais

Encapsulation of liquids with metal. A core liquid is

dispersed in a carrier liquid in which it is essentially in-

soluble (one of the liquids being aqueous), in a container

whose surface is phobic to the core liquid. Metallizing

and reducing compounds are added. Nucleating metal is

deposited at the interface between the liquids by introduc-

ing a surfactant-type metal-organic compound of the hy-

drophobic-hydrophilic type having a more readily Sxidiza-

ble metal ion than the metal of the metallizing agent, so

that molecules of the surfactant align themselves at the

interface and present their metal ions to the aqueous liq-

uid to nucleate deposition of metallizing ions. In one em-

bodiment, the metallizing materials are disposed to de-

posit a noble metal at the interface, and the resulting

noble-metal-coated capsules are subsequently over-coated

with one or more layers of a non-noble metal by electro-

deposition.
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3,788,956

ELECTROLYTIC COLORING OF
ANODIZED ALUMINUM

Jos Patrie, Grenoble, Jacques Lefebvre, Voiron, Roger

Segond? Saint-Cloud, and Michel Badia, Echirolles,

France, assignors to Cegedur Societe de Transformation

de rAIuminum Pechiney, Paris, France ,^- ^-,
No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,653

Claims priority, application France, June, 25, 1971,

7123388; Sept. 10, 1971, 7132743

Int CI. C23b 9102

UA CI 204 35 N ' Claims

This 'invention is addressed to a process for electro-

chemically coloring anodized articles of aluminum or al-

loys of aluminum by electrolytic deposition of heavy met-

als or heavy" metal compounds, comprising mountmg the

article in a bath of an aqueous solution of a given metal

sulfamate and passing a direct current through the bath.

and regenerated from their respective iron and steel pickle

liquors along with oxides and hydroxides of iron. Effi-

ciency for the recovery of the sulfuric or hydrochloric

acids from the spent pickle liquor is greatly improved

by using an electrodialyiic apparatus having in sequence

3 788 957
ELECTRODEPOSmON OF CHRO\nUM

Ian Robert Arthur Christie, Twickenham, and John

Joseph Bernard Ward. Welling. England, assignors to

International Lead Zinc Research Organization, Inc.,

New Yorii, N.Y. „ ,.t ,«, o^n
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,860

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 30, 1971,

45,669/71
Int. CL C23b 5/06, 5/46

VS. CI. 204^51 " Claims

An improved method and an improved electrolyte solu-

tion for providing a chromium coating on a metal sub-

strate. The metal coatings are provided by clectrodcposi-

tions from solutions comprising water, dimethylformam-

idc, trivalcnt chromium ions, halide ions, ammonium ions,

and a cationic surfactant selected from the group consist-

ing of tetraalkylammonium salts and substituted imidazo-

line.

an anode chamber, at least one concentrating chamber,

a spent liquor chamber and a cathode chamber. A se-

quesirant is used in the catholyie to prevent membrane

fouling. Other values are recovered depending upon the

makeup of the spent liquors.

3,788,960

RECYCLING OF ION EXCHANGE
REGENERANT CHEMICALS

Arvind S. Paril, Columbia, Md., and John Jacob Singer,

Jr., Hollls, N.H., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co.,

New York, N.Y. ,„ ^.,
Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,417

Int. CI. BOld 13/02: COlf 11/14

U.S. CI. 204—180 P ^ Claims

3 788 958

AQLTOUS ELECTROLYTIC STRIPPING BATH
Horst Dillenberg. 26 Kalser-Wilhelm-AIIee,

56 Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,675

Claims priority, application Germany, June 23, 1971,

P 21 31 078.1

Int a. BOlk 1/00: C22b 1/20

US. CL 204—146 .
4 Claims

An aqueous bath for the electrolytic stripping ot coat-

ings of silver, gold, chromium or nickel oxide from sup-

port bodies made of copper, copper alloy, tin alloy, stain-

less steel or high temperature alloys, the bath comprising

as a main component over 80% sulfuric and/or sulfonic

acid and as an additional component, an alcohol such as

methanol or ethanol which does not enter into an olefin

binding with sulfuric or sulfonic acid. Preferably the bath

contains from about 800 up to about 940 cc. sulfuric and/

or sulfonic acid and about 200 down to about 60 cc. alco-

hol per liter of bath and may contain as a further addition-

al component, an aromatic hydrocarbon compound with at

least one nitro group (—NO2) bound directly to the ben-

zene nucleus such as mononitrobenzene, trinitrobenzene.

mononitrotolucn<; and/or nitrobcnzoic acid.

A method of recycling ion exchange regenerant chemi-

cals which comprises electrolyzing the regenerant chemi-

cals in a three-compartment cell in a manner such that

the calcium, magnesium, and other impurity metal ions

are precipitated and can be removed. The resulting so-

dium chloride solution is then recycled into the system.

3 788 959
ELECTRODIALYTIC RECOVERY OF ACID AND
INSOLUBLE PRODUCTS FROM SPENT LIQUORS
Richard N. Smith, East Norwalk, Conn., assignor to

Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,625

Int. CL BOld 13/02; C02c 5/12

VS. CL 204—180 P 40 Oalms
A multi-chambered electrodialytic apparatus and proc-

ess are used to recover excess free acid and to regenerate

and concentrate acid from spent liquors, e.g.. spent pickle

liquors. Sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid are recovered

3,788,961

PLASTIC COATINGS FOR ARTICLES AND A
METHOD OF PRODUCING SAME

Alan Buxton, Leamington Spa, England, assignor to

Associated Engineering Limited, Leamington Spa, Eng-

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 30, 1971, Ser. No. IJJ.lJrJ

Oaims priority, application Great Britain, May 11, 1970,

22,741/70

Int. CI. BOlk 5/02: C23b 13/00

U S. CI. 204—181 4 Claims

A method of producing a plastic coating on an article

is disclosed which consists in arranging the article as the

anode immersed in an electrolyte in an electrophoretic

cell, the electrolyte including a codispersion of the plastic

and a finely divided solid, passing an electric current

through the cell until an adequately thick layer of the

intermixed plastic and solid has been deposited on the ar-

ticle, drying the article and the deposited layer and heat-

ing the layer until it fuses or coalesces.
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3,788,962
APPARATUS FOR MONITORING THE CORROSION
RATE OF METAL BY THE POLARIZATION RE-
SISTANCE METHOD

John Parsons Frenck, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,876
Int. CI. GO In 27/46

U.S. CI. 204—195 C 1 aaim

movement of the strip to hold the strip in a fixed posi-

tion at all times advancement is not required, and an
electroplating cell formed of two parts adapted to clamp
together hydraulically isolating all but the aforesaid se-

lected areas from contact with the electroplating fluid. In

one embodiment of the invention there is an electronic

means to setise whether the proper advancement of the

strip has been achieved.

3,788,964
ARRANGEMENT FOR ELECTRO-CHEMICAL
TREATMENT OF AN ELECTRICALLY CON-
DUCTIVE WORKPIECE

Hanns Kurz, Stuttgart, and Siegfried Linder, Ditzingen,
Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch G.m.b.H., Stutt-

gart, Germany
Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,620

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 29, 1971,
P 21 21 110.9

Int CI. BOlk 3/04: B23p 1/02, 1/12
U.S. a. IQA^lU M 8 Claims

An apparatus for monitoring the corrosion rate of

metal in a plant stream by its polarization resistance

featuring automatic means to reduce current flow through

a metal specimen electrode before subjecting it to pro-

grammed polarization potentials. Spurious signals due

to circuit oscillation are limited by using a current-to-

voltage transducer that introduces essentially zero im-

pedance in the current circuit to produce a functional

voltage proportional to specimen electrode current. The

functional voltage indicates corrosion rate by meter and

alarm, and is inverted and amplified at moderate gain to

provide an automatic current reduction signal through

an isolating sample-and-hold circuit. By a timing se-

quence the summing point of an operational amplifier

receives both an input proportional to the inverted and

amplified functional voltage and a continuously trans-

mitted reference voltage from a freely corroding refer-

ence electrode during a first time period. Additional pro-

grammed polarization voltages are introduced for sum-

ming during a second time period to establish polariza-

tion resistance. Circuit stability resulting from the use of

low impedance components and restricted transmission

of oscillations between circuit loops permits reliable

monitoring of the corrosion of a wide variety of trouble-

some passive metals that form thin oxide films of high

electrical capacity.

3,788,963
APPARATUS FOR INTERMITTENT

ELECTROPLATING STRIPS
Leo N. Kosowsky, Sharon, and Curtis N. Lovejoy, Wal-

pole, Mass., and John G. Cunni£f, Foster, R.I., as-

signors to Auric Corporation, Newark, NJ.
Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,508

Int. CI. C23b 5/65
U.S. a. 204—206 19 Claims

.!i£i-C^—

—

An electrically insulating sleeve is dimensioned so that

it can be accommodated in a bore of an electrically con-

ductive workpiece with the latter having one or more
recesses extending from the surface bounding the bore.

The sleeve engages the bore surface tightly in the region

of the open end of the bore and also about the recess

or recesses. The sleeve has an aperture associated and

adapted to be placed in registry with each recess, and an

electrically conductive working electrode is to be at least

in part accommodated in this sleeve. The electrode has a

passage for each of the apertures, being longitudinally

aligned with the same and accommodating an electrically

conductive insert slidable between a retracted position and

a plurality of advanced positions in each of which the

insert extends to different depths into the aperture. A
source of DC current is connected with its negative pole

with the working electrode and with its positive pole with

the workpiece and a supply arrangement circulates a flow

of liquid electrolyte in a path which includes the passage

or passages and insert.

Apparatus for electroplating selected areas on consecu-

tive segments of metal strip, the apparatus comprising

means to advance the strip, means for isolating inertial

3,788,965
HYDROMETALLURGICAL SOLUBILIZER WITH
SELECTIVE ELECTROPLATING MECHANISM
WUmar G. Holsinger, Phoenix, Ariz., assigns to

2C-2B Corporation, Phoenix, Ariz.

FUed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,086
Int. CI. BOlk 3/00, 3/10

U.S. a. 204—234 12 Claims
A container of conductive solution is divided into a first

compartment and a second compartment by an inert

permeable barrier. The solution is electrochemically acti-

vated to produce and control the pH of an acidic solu-

tion within the first compartment and a basic solution

within the second compartment. Pulverized ore is de-

posited within the acidic compartment and reacts therein

with the acid to solubilize the metals and most metal com-

pounds contained within the ore. The solubilized metal
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•
• J .u u ,»,- K^rriPr into the basic on an activated carbon cathode is employed to form hy-

compounds are carried through ^^e bamer mto the bas.c on ^^.^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ oxidize organic

compartment by ionic flow and fluid flow. A Plurality oi u ug ^ ' wastewater. The oxygen is fed to

metal plates are located w.th.n the basic chamber for

^^^f^JI-J^^^^^^^J^^^^ [^]^^^^ ^,^^ outside the electrolytic

/' ' T\\c>^.-'*

plating out a selected one of the metals as determined by

the chemical composition of the solution and the voltage

drop across each of the plates.

3,788,966

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS FOR METAL
ELECTRODES

Orlando W. Stephenson ID, Ann Arbor, and John E.

Schmidt, Southgate, Mich., assignors to BASF Wyan-

dotte Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich.

Filed June 7, 1972, Sen No. 260,394

Int CL BOlk 3/10

U.S. CI. 204—256 * Claims

cell with the cathode member defining at least part of

the 'enclosure for feeding the gas to the activated carbon

cathode surface, and with the cathode surface formmg

part of the boundary of the cell compartment.

^-^

3,788,968

LA^'ERED ELECTRODE
Jiirgen Muller, Frankfurt am Main, and Karl Lohrberg,

Heusenstamm, Germany, assignors to Metallgesellschaft

4ktienge$ellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,847

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 8, 1971,

P 21 00 652.0

Int. CL BOlk 3/06: COlh 11/26

U.S. CL 204—290 R ^ 4 Claims

An electrode, especially useful as an anode m the elec-

trolysis of alkali metal chlorides, includes a graphite

body, a first surface covering of a hard ceramic such as

titanium carbide or titanium nitride and at least one

metal and/or metal oxide of the platinum group and a

second oxide coating which is electrically porous and

resistant to the electrolysis conditions.

The joining in electrical connection under corrosive

conditions oLa part made of titanium and a part made of

steel by the use of engaging threads or lugs is difficult.

However if each part is first coated with a layer of softer

but compatible non-oxidizing metal, then the two parts

can be joined together in a tight electrical /mechanical

joint. A typical system is a platinum coating for titanium

and either silver or nickel under copper for steel.

3,788,967

WASTEWATER TREATMENT USING ELECTROL-
YSIS WITH ACTIVATED CARBON CATHODE

Masayuki Kawahata, Scotia, and Kenneth R. Price,

Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-

pany -

Original application Feb. 3, 1969, S«r. No. 795,917.

Divided and this application Oct. 20, 1971, Ser.

No. 191,103
Int CL BOlk 3/08

VJS, CI. 201 177 3 Claims

An improvement in the electrolytic treatment of

wastewater is described in which the reduction of oxygen

3,788,969

Vittorio Di Stefano and Paolo Marini, Rome, Italy, as-

signors to Centro Sperimentale Metallurglco S.p.A.,

Rome, Italy ^^
Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 166,114

Claims priority, application Italy, Sept. 4, 1970,

53,219/70
Int. CI. BOlk 5/00

U.S. CI. 204^299 ^\ Claims

A quantitative analyzing device for liquid-solid chro-

matography or electrophoresis, comprising a sensitive ele-

ment detecting variations of a characteristic value of the

chromatographic layer-eluent-eluate system, which value

is a function of the concentration of the eluate in the

eluent, a rigid protecting support, where said sensitive

element is iiiserted, and wherein the contact betweeii said

sensitive element and the chromatographic layer is ef-

fected by means of said support. Method for the quantita-

tive determination of chemical species separated by liquid-

solid chromatography or electrophoresis, wherein a flow

of a liquid eluent medium, or, respectively, a potential

difference, is set on a solid chromatographic layer, the

floov quaiitity and the distribution of said eluent on said

layer is stabilized, the mixture to be analyzed is intro-

duced and the chromatographic or electrophoretic sep-

aration of the co.Tiponents of said mixture is allowed to

occur, the quantitative determination of one of them be-

ing performed, while the elution process is in progress,

by means of the measurement of the variations of a

value which is a function of the chemical species con-

centration in the eluent. said measurement being per-
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formed in a limited zone of the chromatographic layer matics and at least 45 weight percent paraffins. The

and said concentration variations of the chemical species blended fuel also can have a desirably low freeze point.

The n-paraffins can also be obtained by molecular sieve

separation from a kerosene fraction.

3,788,972

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF LUBRI-
CATING OILS BY HYDROCRACKING

H. Clarke Henry and John B. Gilbert, Samia, Ontario,

Canada, and John Sosnowski, Westfield, NJ., assignors

to Esso Research and Engineering Company

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 200,854

Int CI. COlb 33/28; ClOg 37/02
U.S. CI. 208—59 18 Claims

under examination occurring because of the passage of

said species in said zone of the chromatographic layer.

3,788,970

COKE SUPPRESSING ADDITIVE

Reese A. Peck and Raymond F. Wilson, Fishkill, N.Y.,

assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

787,566, Dec. 27, 1968, now Patent No. 3,591,484.

This appUcation June 24, 1970, Ser. No. 49,513

Int CI. ClOc 3/04
U.S. CI. 208—22 5 Claims

A coke suppressing additive is prepared by contacting

an oxidized heavy hydrocarbon fraction with an aromatic

polycarboxylic acid and/or anhydride producing com-

pound in the presence of an oxidant followed by treat-

ment with hydrogen. The additive is particularly useful

for suppressing coke formation in a hydrocracking

process.

Lubricating oils having UV stability, low color intensity

and uniform viscosity index (VIe) distribution are pre-

pared from hydrocarbon feedstocks in a two-stage process

in which the feedstock is first hydrogenated and mildly

hydrocracked over a first hydrocracking catalyst, and then

further hydrogenated and hydrocracked over a second

hydrocracking catalyst mixture comprising (1) an

amorphous base component, (2) a crystalline alumino-

silicate component preferably comprising 10-30 wt. per-

cent of the total catalyst and having a Si02:Al203 mole

ratio of at least 2.5 and an alkali metal content of less

than about 2.0 wt. percent (as alkali oxide) and (3) a

transition metal hydrogenation component.

3,788,971

PRODUCTION OF HIGH QUALITY BLENDED
JET FUELS

Merritt C. Kirk, Jr., Thornton, Pa., assignor to Sun Oil

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
799,499, Feb. 14, 1969, now Patent No. 3,594,307.

This appUcation Feb. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 112,465

Int CL CIOI 1/04
U.S. CI. 208—57 8 Claims

A low smoke point (e.g., 29) jet fuel can be used to

produce a higher smoke point fuel (e.g. 40+) by blend-

ing with an additional more highly paraffinic fuel (e.g.

high in Cio-Ci2 normal paraffins) boiling mainly within

the fuel oil boiling range (e.g. 10% point of at least 270°

F. and 90% point less than 540° P.). A preferred group

of paraffinic fuels comprises n-decane, n-dodecane, hy-

drogenated butylene and/or propylene polymers (e.g.

trimer, tetramer) preferably hydrogenated propylene

"tetramer" boiling mainly above 350° F. (e.g. 10% point

of 360° P.). The preferred 29+ smoke point fuel for

blending with n-dodecane or hydrogenated propylene

tetramer is obtained by a two stage hydrogenation of a

paraffinic straight run kerosene having an API gravity of

at least 42, and containing 12-16 weight percent aro-

3,788,973

HIGH CONVERSION HYDROGENATION
Ronald H. Wolk, Lawrence Township, Mercer County,

and Michael C. Chervenak, Pennington, NJ., and Sey-

mour B. Alpert, Los Altos, Calif., assignors to Hydro-
carbon Research, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,615

Int CL ClOg 9/16. 31/14, 37/02
U.S. CI. 208—59 4 Claims

22
/JO

Cotolylt
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32 ^ Htovy

A high conversion hydrogenation process for converting

a petroleum residuum having at least 25 percent by vol-
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ume boiling above 975' F. to material boiling bdow

975- F takes place in a series of ebuUated bed reac

tors. At least 65 percent of the metals in the res'duum fed

to the first reactor is deposited on the catalyst in the first

reactor. The reactors are operated within 25 F. of one

another to accomplish this. The ratio of the products boil-

ing m the 392" to 750° F. range is maintained at le.^

than twice that of the products boihng in the C* to i^^

F. range.

a

3 788 974

HYDROCRAGKING PROcW UTILIHNG MIXED
NONNOBLE MET.\L CATAL\ ST

Fred J. Buchmann ami^ Clarence M. Eidt, Jr., Baton

Rouge, Ralph B. Mason, Denham Springs, and Glen

P. Hamner, Baton Rouge, La., assignors to Esso Re-

search and Engineering Company .^ ,„- . ,-

ConSnuation ofApplication Ser. No. 850.680, Aug. 15,

1969, which is a continuation-in-part of application

Ser. No. 640,859, May 24, 1967. This appbcation June

"•
''Hi's: ?.%"]•/" CIO, S7;02. ,sm

U3. CI. 208—59 15 Claims
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and to provide a heptane-plus normally liquid stream,

catalytic reforming is utilized to dehydrogenate the naph-

thenic compounds in the latter to produce an aromatic

concentrate.

3,788,976

Multi-stage process for producing idgh
UR oil by hydrogenation

Merritt C. Kirit, Jr., Thornton, Pa., assignor to San Oil

Company of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 16,495, Mar.

4, 1970, now Patent No. 3,673,078, dated June 27

1972. This application May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 255,874

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

June 27, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int CL ClOg 2i/04

U.S. CI. 20»—89 9 Claims
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A hydrocracking process which uses a mixed nonnoble

metal catalyst composite on a crystalline aluminosiUcate

zeolite cracking bar. The singular catalyst employed in

the process comprises nickel-tungsten on the hydrogen

form of a crystalline aluminosiUcate zeolite having a uni-

form pore diameter, a crystal structure that of faujasite

and a silica to alumina mole ratio greater than about 3.

3 788 975

SIMULTANEOUS PRODUCTION OF AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS AND ISOBUTANE

George R. Donaldson, Tower Lakes, III., assignor to

Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, Ml.

FUed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,025

Int CI. ClOg 37/10

U.S. CI. 208—60 ^ Claims

A naphtha boiling range charge stock is converted into

aromatic hydrocarbons and isobutane via a combination

process involving hydrocracking, separation and catalytic

reforming. The charge stock is initially subjected to a

novel form of hydrocracking to produce a product pre-

don(inantly comprising naphthenic hydrocarbons and

highly branched paraffins, the majority of the latter being

isobutane. Following separation to recover the isobutane

Refined mineral oils (useful as textile oils, white oils

and agricultural spray oils) which have a viscosity in the

lubricating oil range and a volume percent unsulfonated

residue (UR) of at least 94.5 (typically at least 96) are

produced from a dewaxed raffinate of a distillate oil, pref-

erably a substantially wax-free distillate, obtained from

a crude oil classified as paraflfinic or mixed-base by ASTM
viscosity-graviiy constant (VGC). One preferred distil-

late is a de-waxed raffinate having a UR less than 93. A

preferred process for producing such a refined mineral

oil (with a UR of at least 96) comprises (a) introducing

a mineral oil distillate of lubricating viscosity into a re-

action vessel containing a first reaction zone, a second

reaction zone and an intermediate zone between said first

and said second reaction zones; (b) contacting said dis-

tillate in said first zone with a hydrogen-rich gas and a

catalytic amount of a sulfur-resistant hydrogenation cata-

lyst to desulfurize said distillate; (C) passing the distillate

from said first zone to said intermediate zone containing

therein a packing material which is substantially inert to

hydrogenation and wherein the flow of hydrogen is

counteicurrent to the flow of distillate whereby hydrogen

sulfide which was formed in said first zone is stripped

from said distillate; (d) comacting the desulfunzed dis-

tillate in said second zone with hydrogen and a hydrogena-

tion catalyst; (e) said contacting steps in said first and

said second zones being conducted at a temperature of

about 550 to 750° F. and a pressure in the range of 500-

6000 p.s.i.g.; and (f) withdrawing mineral oil product

from said second zone having an unsulfonatable residue

of at least 96.
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3,788,977

HYDROCARBON CRACKING WITH BOTH AZEO-
LITE AND Pt-U-ALUMINA IN THE MATRIX

Geoffrey E. Dolbear, Columbia, and John S. Magee, Jr.,

Cooksville, Md., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co., New
York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser.

No. 78,156, Oct 5, 1970, and Ser. No. 92,917, Nov.

25, 1970, both now abandoned. This application June

1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,646

Int. Ci. BOlj 9/20; COlb 33/28; ClOg 11/00
U.S. CI. 208—120 3 Claims

Uranium oxide and platinum metal impregnated upon

an inorganic oxide support is added to conventional

zeolite promoted cracking catalyst to increase the forma-

tion of aromatics in conventional hydrocarbon cracking

reactions.

3,788,978

PROCESS FOR THE DESULFURIZATION OF
PETROLEUM OIL STOCKS

Roby Bearden, Jr., Baton Rouge, La., Robert B. Mac-
Mullin, Lewiston, N.Y., William E. Lewis, Baton
Rouge, La., and Albert B. Welty, Jr., Westfield, NJ.,
assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Company

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,547

Int. CI. ClOg 17/00, 19/00
U.S. CI. 208—208 M 23 aalms

3,788,979

PROCESS FOR UPGRADING DRIPOLENE
Edward G. Caflisch, South Charleston, Denvil E. Reed,

Jr., Charleston, and Kenneth D. Williamson, St. Albans,
W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Oct 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,690

Int CI. C07c 77/0(?
U.S. CI. 208—255 10 Oaims

14-

I^
A process for providing a high octane blending compo-

nent for gasoline from dripolene feedstocks containing di-

mers and codimers of cyclopentadiene and various methyl

derivatives thereof by distilling, cracking, and hydrogenat-

ing under defined conditions including the use of an oxy-

gen-free atmosphere and limited residence times in the

distilling and cracking steps whereby hydrogenated mono-

mers of the dimers and codimers are obtained in the dripo-

lene thus upgrading it.

3,788,980

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS FROM A MIXED HYDROCAR-
BON FEEDSTOCK

Daniel John Kubek, North Tarrytown, Alexander Jean-
Marie Kosseim, Yorktown Heights, and George Solo-

mon Somekh, New Rochelle, N.Y., assignors to Union
Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,514

Int CL ClOg 21/16
U.S. CI. 208—333 16 Claims

Low sulfur-content petroleum oil stocks are prepared

by contacting a sulfur-containing oil stock with an alkali

metal, preferably sodium, or an alkali metal alloy, pref-

erably sodium/lead, to produce a mixture comprising a

low sulfur oil and a mixture of alkali metal salts dispersed

therein. The mixture of salts in oil is resolved by contact-

ing the same with, preferably, 30-160 mole percent hy-

drogen sulfide based on total moles of salt in the oil, at

a temperature of about 670° F. or above whereupon a

salt phase separates from the oil. Thus separated the salt

is blended with a molten sulfur-rich alkali metal poly-

sulfide thereby forming a sulfur-depleted alkali metal poly-

sulfide and liberating hydrogen sulfide. In another em-
bodiment of the invention, molten sulfur may be used in

place of the polysulfide. The sulfur-depleted polysulfide

is then decomposed electrolytically to reform alkali metal

and a sulfur-rich polysulfide, from which elemental sulfur

is recovered.

The process involves a combination of solvent ex-

traction-steam distillation for the recovery of aromatic

hydrocarbons from a mixed feedstock. The feedstock is

contacted with a solvent-water mixture at temperatures in

the range of about 75° C. to 200° C. and the extract~and
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raffinate streams are separated into their coriP^""";':

m purity of the arotnatics recovered from the exUact

Unimproved by iritroducing light aliphatic hydrocarbons

cSng essentially of aliphatic and eye o^'^^^^^^^^^^^

carbons having 6 carbon atoms with the feeds ock at me

middle theoretical stage of the extraction column. The

Heht aliphatics are introduced in amounts in the range

of 5 to 12 percent, based on the weight of the feedstock.

ERRATA

For Classes 210—59 and 210—23 see:

Patents Nos. 3.788.468 and 3.788.469

3 788 981

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
TREATING LIQUDS

Ytm Robert Richard, Marly le Rd, and Jean Marcel

Mienor MrudoD, France, assignors to Degremon

Ke Generale d'Epuration et d'Assainissement, Rue.l

Malmaison, France
Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,470

Oaims priority, application France, Apr. 2, ifn.

Int. CI. BOld 37/04

U.S. CI. 210-20 7 Claims
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often arise due to the inadequacy of conventional filters

that permit the slow accumulation therein at fractional

parts per million levels, of the common heavy metal salts

such as those of iron, copper and manganese and also the

accumulation of microscopic planktonic algae which pro-

ceed to compromise the color and clarity of the water

and additionally resulting in the staining of the main tank

This invention adsorbs soluble ferrous, manganous,

and cupric salts and planktonic algae from the water by

augmenting conventional sand, carbon or diatomaceous

earth filters with a special layer of adsorbent material

consisting of a mixture of activated alumina and zinc

dust. This adsorption is accomplished even in hard water

without the concomitant removal of such hardness and

thereby refraining from increasing the aggressiveness and

corrosiveness of such water as regards the marbelized in-

teriors of swimming pools or the metal plumbing of

same.

3 788 983

SELECTIVE SEPARATION OF CYANIDE FROM
WASTE STREAMS BY ADSORPTION PROCESS

William Fries, Southampton, Pa., assignor to Rohm and

Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 221,040

Int. CI. C02b 7/62. C02c 5/02

US CI. 210 28 ' Claims

*fhis 'invention relates to the purification of industrial

effluents and waste effluents in general, which contain

cyanides. More particularly, the invention relates to the

detoxification of such effluents by a treatment with a

metallic ion which forms stable anionic complexes of

. cyanide, and the complete and selective removal of said

* complexes by an anion exchange resin.

The method and apparatus of this invention make it

possible to increase to 6 to 10 m./h. the upward flow

rate of liquid to be treated in a single vessel accordmg

to the siudge-bed decantation process. The liquid is in-

troduwd homogeneously at the bottom of the vessel, so

that it rises in lamellar fashion through the sludge and

then through a separating section followed by an over-

lying finishing area comprising clusters of tubes, grids,

grates, plates, for separating the entrained particles from

the treated liquid.

3 788 982

COLOR CONTROL OF W ATER THAT IS

RECIRCULATED
Frank J. Zsoldos, Jr., 73 Florence Ave., Denville, NJ.

07834, and Anna Kowalsld, 49 Meadowview Ave.,

Rockaway, NJ. 07866 „ », „ c-, v«
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application

f^\^^-
17,705, Mar. 9, 1970. This application Jan. 18, 1972,

Ser. No. 218,712
Int a. BOld 37/02

VS. CL 210—24 7 Claims

3 788 984

METHOD OF REMOVING OIL SPILLS

James Teng, St. Louis, James M. Lucas, Crestwood, and

Richard E. Pyler, Shrewsbury, Mo., assignors to

.\nheuser-Buscb, Incorporated, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,385

Int. CI. C02b 9/02

U.S. CI. 210 30 ' Claims

This disclosure covers a method of removing spilled

oil from water surfaces without further injuring the en-

vironment, by applying a carbohydrate fatly acid ester in

powder, fibrous, or granule form to the oil covered sur-

face. The preferred ingredient is cellulose acetate. The

additive is non-toxic, bio-degradable, water insoluble,

and is not degraded by the acids in petroleum fuels. The

additive is sprinkled on the surface of the oil coated

water and after absorbing many times its weight in oil is

easily removed. The picked up oil is easily removed from

the cellulose acetate and up to 95% recovery of spilled

oil is possible. The cellulose acetate also can be reused.

Cottonseed hulls and sawdust as the starting cellulose

material are desirable because of low cost and the en-

hanced oil absorbing character of the resulting acetate.

3 788 985

METHOD OF CLEANING SOLIDS-CONTAINING
SFWAGE

Harald Juntgen, Kari Knoblauch, and Dieter Zundorf,

Essen, and Gunther Gappa, Gelsenkirchen, Germany,

assignors to Bergwerksverband GmbH, Essen, Germany

Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,043

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 16, 1970,

P 20 61 877.3

Int. CI. BOld 75/02
^^^^^^

When water is confined in a large open tank and con- U.S. ^•^10;-33
^^^^^^^^^ ^,„,,, ,,,h as acti-

^Z:tt:l:^%^':TZ^^I^ ^^^^ .^ advanced at two s.eds in a reactor from
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the inlet to the outlet thereof, being continuously re- wherein R'f is a perfluoroalkyl radical having from 1 to

circulated to the inlet. Into this moving column of adsorb- 6 carbon atoms and y is from about 3 to about 40 and

ent matter is admitted, transversely to the direction of the process of preparing these dispersions by dispersing

movement of the column, a stream of sewage distributed the solid additive in the hexafluoropropylene oxide fluid

in the presence of the dispersing agent.

3,788,988

LUBRICANT COMPOSITIONS FOR THE COLD
SHAPING OF METALS

Jean Dubourg, Sotteville-les-Rouen, France, assignor to
Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,953

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 29, 1971,
7110932

Int. CL ClOm 1/36, 1/46
U.S. CI. 252—32.5 11 Claims

A lubricating composition, suitable for cold working
metals, comprise (i) an amide phosphate which is a re-

action product of ortho-phosphoric acid or mono or di-

ester thereof and an amide derived from an aliphatic car-

boxylic acid having at least 12 carbon atoms or a resin

over at least substantially the length of the column. Sohds ^^-^^ ^^^ ^ primary or secondary aliphatic amine and (ii)

are retained in a portion of the moving column advancing ^ surface active agent. The composition may be prepared
at a first speed and at the side opposite the entry side clan- ;„ anhydrous form and emulsified in water prior to use
fied liquid issues from the column. or may be prepared as an aqueous emulsion.

3,788,986

PRODUCTION OF NITROGEN- AND PHOSPHORUS-
CONTAINING COMPOUNDS

Brian Gamer Bennett, Liverpool, and William Samuel
Holmes, Wolverhampton, England, assignors io Al-

bright & Wilson Limited, Oldbury, near Birmingham,
Warwickshire, England

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,869

Int. CI. C05b 7/00
U.S. CI. 252—1 10 Claims

Nitrogen- and phosphorus-containing compounds, con-

taining in particular amido phosphates, can be prepared

by a two stage process from liquid ammonia and solid

phosphorus pentoxide. First a dispersion of solid phos-

phorus pentoxide in liquid ammonia is formed by adding

the phosphorus pentoxide to liquid ammonia with agita-

tion so as to keep local temperatures below 100° C. Sec-

ondly the reaction is, after completion of the addition of

phosphorus pentoxide is complete, allowed to proceed at

a temperature in the range 30-100° C. Typically the prod-

ucts have an N:P ratio in the range 2.4 to 2.6:1. They

may be employed as animal feed supplements or plant

growth regulants or as intermediates in the production of

flame retardant chemicals.

3,788,989

MICROBIOCIDAL NAPHTHENYL IMIDAZOLINES
Phillip Adams, Murray Hill, and Alfonso N. Petrocci,

Glen Rock, NJ., assignors to Millmaster Onyx Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
883,641, Dec. 9, 1969, now Patent No. 3,705,027.
This application June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,682

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
Dec. 5, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. ClOm 1/40
U.S. CI. 252—33 1 Oalm
A method of preserving metal-working fluids against

microorganisms by adding the compound 1-aminoethyl-

2-naphthenyl imidazoline, having the structure:

3,788,987

SOLID LUBRICANT ADDITIVES DISPERSED IN
PERFLUOROALKYL ETHERS WITH PERFLU-
OROALKYL ETHER ACID DISPERSANTS

Philip Lee Bartlett, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed Sept 30, 1970, Ser. No. 76,979

Int CL ClOm 3/02. 3/24
U.S. a. 252—25 10 Oaims

Stable dispersions consisting essentially of from about

0.05 to about 10% by weight of a solid additive, from
about 70 to 99.9% by weight of a polymeric hexafluoro-

propylene oxide fluid and from about 0,005 to about 20%
by weight of a dispersing agent having the formula

R'fO[CF(CF3)CF20]yCF(CF3X:OOH

H
HC-

H
-CH

« HjNCHjCHi-N N
\^

I

R

wherein R is the residue of naphthene-carboxylic acid as

a microbiocidal preservative agent.

3,788,990

LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS

John Scotchford Elliott, Ian Robert Henry Crail, and
Herbert Frank Askew, all of Burmah House, 57 Chis-

well St., E.C. 1, London, England

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,165

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 28, 1970,
61,619/70

Int a. ClOm 1/28, 1/40
U.S. a. 252—33.4 8 Claims

The compositions of the invention are lubricating oils

comprising a major proportion of a mineral oil of lub-

ricating viscosity and a minor proportion of a combina-

tion of additives (a) and (b), additive (a) being a ni-

trogen-free random copolymer of one or more alkyl meth-
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acrylates and one or more alkyl acrylatcs the copolymerS composed of up to 65% alkyl acrylate units based

?; thVtoTaCmber o'f alkyl -ethacrylate and alky acry^

late units present in the copolymer and additive (b) being

an alkaline earth metal containing detergent havmg a

total base number greater than 40.

3 788 991

METAL WORKING AGENTS
u.imnt niarv Kclkheim, Taunus, Siegbert Kittner,

Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Ho«^hst Ak-

tiengesellschaft vonnals Meister Lucius & Bruning,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,489

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Jan. 26, 1971,

Int. CI. ClOm iVi^
liY^.lm•

U.S CI 252 33 6 * vuunM

TTie use of oil-free aqueous metal working agents,

essentially consisting of water and

(A) 1 to 5 0% by weight of a water-soluble amine salt

of an aryl-sulfonamido-alkylene-carboxylic acid, and

(B) 5 to 12.0% by weight of a water-soluble poly-

addition product of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide

and/or butylene oxide with a compound having 1 to

8 active hydrogen atoms

for cold rolling of iron sheet metal.

materials encapsulated in a polymeric shell material. De-

veloper compositions employing the encapsulated toners

and methods of forming visible electrostatographic toner

images are also disclosed.

3 788 995

LIQUID ELECTROGRAPHIC DEVELOPERS
Frederick August Stahly and Stewart Henry Merrill,

Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N.Y. ^, . ^« <>,«

No Drawing. Filed June 3, 1971, Ser. No. 149,851

Int. CI. G03g 9104
,« ^, .

UA CI. 252—62.1 ^ 1' C"*™"

Liquid developers for electrography are made using

addition polymers containing a polar moiety and at least

one additional moiety having predetermined solubility

characteristics with respect to the carrier liquid. Mixtures

of these polymers may also be used.

3 788 992

FUNCTIONAL FLUID COMPOSITIONS
James D. Sullivan, Chesterfield, Mo., luaignor to

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. :no.

796,885, Feb. 5, 1969, which is a contmuabon-in-part

of appUcarton Ser. No. 540,488, Apr. 6, 1966, now

abandoned. This appUcation June 23, 1971, Ser. No.

^"'^^^
lot a. ClOm //58. 1132

U.S CL 252—47.5 * Claims

Functional fluid composiUons which may be polyphenyl

thioethers, mixed polyphenyl oxy-thioethers and mixtures

thereof containing certain pyridine compounds which

compositions have improved metal compatibility and are

particularly useful as aircraft engine lubricants and hy-

draulic fluids.

3,788,993

LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS
Harry J. Andrcss, Jr., Pitman, NJ., assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation ^ -, tw
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

222,642, Feb. 1, 1972. This appUcation Apr. 24, 1972,

Ser. No. 247,067
Int. CI. ClOm im

UA a. 252—51.5 A ^ Claims

Hydrocarbon lubricant compositions are provided con-

taining a minor proportion of the reaction product of at

least one member of the group consisting of alkyl and al-

kenylsuccinic anhydrides and at least one member of the

group consisting of benzotriazolc and substituted benzo-

triazoles in a mole ratio of 1:1 to 1:2.

3,788,996

COATING COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
POL\TVlERIC DISPERSING AIDS

Darren R. Thompson, Somerville, NJ., assignor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.

39,535, May 21, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 776,774, Nov. 18. 1968 both

now abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 12, 1971, !»er.

No. 133.420^^
^, jj^j^ ^/^^. ^,Q,j ^/^g

U.S. CI. 252—62.54 ^ Claims

A coating composition which comprises

(a) an organic liquid, i

(b) a film forming polymer,

(c) particles dispersed in the liquid, and

(d) molecules of a linear polymeric material represented

by the structure

V^^iA.
where ,. . , .

A is an organic moiety bearing a multiplicity of the same

or different functional groups adsorbed on the pigment

particles;

m and n are 1, 2 or 3 (the total not exceeding 4);

Z is an organic linking radical; and

B is a polymeric segment of ethylenically unsaturated

monomers, being extended into the organic liquid.

3 788 997

RESISTANCE MATERIAL AND ELECTRICAL
RESISTOR MADE THEREFROM

George D. MacKenzIe, Maple Glen, Pa., assignor to

TRW, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,139

Int. CI. B44d i 102; HOlb 5104

U.S. CL 252—63.5 ' Claims

fO-rtTAimuti oktor
0AmriCL€S

l^-miSiMTAMCi
mMTsmMt

3 788 994

PRESSURE FIXABLe'eLECTROSTATAGRAPHIC
TONER ^ ^ ^,

Russcl E. Wellman, Pittsford, and Richard G. Cn^stal,

Penfield, N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stam-

N^oSlSig. FUed Dec 30. 1971. Ser. No. 214.374

Int a. G03g 9/00 ^ ^ ^

UA CL 252—62.1
,

^ CWms
Pressure and heat/pressure fixable encapsulated electro-

statographic toners comprising adhesive, soft-solid core

0AmTlCL(i

^— <tf -OLAts mATmrn

^it-ctitAmc 90lPr

A resistance material including a mixture of a gla^

frit and finely divided particles of tantalum carbide and
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titanium. The resistance material is adapted to be applied sieve openings of 0.42 mm. and less than 5% of the

to and fired on a substrate to form an electrical resistor particles pass through a screen having sieve openings of

which will readily fuse or open when subjected to an over- 0. 177 mm.
load to prevent excessive overheating of the resistor.

3,788,998
CHLORINATED DIELECTRIC LIQUIDS

Jean CoquilUon, deceased, by Marie-Josephe CoquilUon,
St. Didier an Mont d'Or, executrix, and Pierre Jay,
Decines, France, assignors to Progil, Paris, France

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned appUcation Ser.

No. 855,388, Sept 4, 1969. This appUcation Dec. 13,

1971, Ser. No. 207,563
Claims priority, appUcation France, Sept. 11, 1968,

50,376
Int CI. HOlb i//5, 3124

U.S. a. 252—65 12 Oalms
Dielectric liquids for use in impregnating capacitors are

described which comprise a mixture of isopropylchlorodi-

phenyls and optionnally chlorodiphenyls containing at

least 50% by weight of 2,4'-dichlorodiphenyl substituted

at least in part with an isopropyl radical and wherein the

number of isopropyl radicals is between 0.3 and 1.5 and

the number of chlorine atoms is 2, both calculated on each

mole of chlorodiphenyl compounds in the mixture. A
scavenger such as an opoxide, or a low quantity of silicone

oil or a nonpolar diluent may be added.

3 788 999
LONG-LIFE SUDSING BLEND AND PAD

INCORPORATING SAME
Roger L. Abler, 3M Center, White Bear Lake,

Minn. 55118
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica>

tion Ser. No. 18,712, Mar. 11, 1970. This appUcation
Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,118

Int CI. CI Id 17/04
U.S. CI. 252—91 6 aaims
The useful life of a sudsing-type solid cleaning compo-

sition is increased by intimately blending it with certain

proteinaceous hydrophilic colloidal agglutinants, especial-

ly gelatin or casein. The composition is advantageously

, incorporated in scouring pads of various types.

3,789,000
FORMULATING WITH A NON-BURNING

CHLORINATED DRY BLEACH
Sidney Berkowitz, Highland Park, NJ., assignor to

FMC Corporation, New Yorii, N.Y.
No Drawfaig. Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,888

Int CI. Clld 7/54
U.S. CI. 252—95 9 Claims

This invention provides a process that substantially

reduces the precautions required when formulating dry
bleaching, sterilizing, disinfecting and detergent com-
positions prepared by admixing a dry bleaching com-
pound that yields active chlorine in water with an ad-

juvant for such compositions. This invention is based
upon the surprising discovery that an organic dry bleach-

ing compound, sodium dichloroisocyanurate dihydrate is

non-burning.

3,789,001
DETERGENT CONTAINING ENZYME AND

COARSE PERBORATE PARTICLES
Daniele PainelU, Rome, Italy, assignor to Colgate-

Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,311

Int CI. Clld 7/56
U.S. CI. 252—99 7 Claims

Biological detergent composition containing a stable

enzyme and a percompound, such as sodium perborate,

the particles of which have a size such that at least about
50% of the particles are retained on a screen having

3,789,002
SOLID, PULVERULENT TO GRANULAR COMPOSI-
TIONS CONTAINING BLEACHING ACTIVATORS
Rudolf Weber, Dusseldorf-Holthausen, and AngeUka

Opgenoorth, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignors to Henkel
& Cie GmbH, Dusseldorf, Germany

Filed Sept 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,748
Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Oct. 1, 1970,

P 20 48 331.2
Int CL Clld 7/56

U.S. CI. 252—99 12 Oaims

Solid, pulverulent to granular compositions useful for

the preparation of aqueous cold-bleaching baths, espe-

cially cold-bleaching washing liquors for textiles com-
prising (A) from 5% to 100% by weight of an activator

component consisting of an activator for per-compounds
in the form of particles surrounded with a coating sub-

stance inert to the activator, selected from the group con-

sisting of water-soluble compounds and water-insoluble

compounds, said activator constituting from 5% to 50%,
preferably 15% to 40% by weight, and said coating sub-

stance constituting from 50% to 95%, preferably 60%
to 85% by weight, of the activator component, and (B)
from to 95% by weight of other customary constit-

uents of bleaching agents or washing compositions with

bleaching action; as well as the method of producing the

coated activator component.

3,789,003
SOLUBILIZING PROCESS

Frederic C. McCoy, Beacon, N.Y., assignor to
Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
787,567, Dec. 27, 1968. This appUcation Aug. 25, 1971,
Ser. No. 174,943

Int a. ClOm 1/28
U.S. CL ISl—Ain 8 Claims

This invention concerns a process for converting nor-

mally oil-insoluble, high molecular weight poly (alkylene)

oxides to oil-solubilized complexes by treatment with

alkylated phenol-type compounds.

918 O.G.—71
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3,789,004

SOLVENT COMPOSITIONS
Ian McMUIan and Jeffrey Pr«*; R»"«?™', F°?'^°**; ^^f"

signers to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Lon-

?S,°brawi'.^^ Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,735

Int. CI. Clld 7150

U.S. CI. 252-171 2 Cl«*°»'

A solvent composition which comprises a mixture ot

trichlorotrifluoroethane, ethanol and acetonitrile, which

mixture forms an azeotrope.

3,789,005

SOLVENT COMPOSITIONS
Ian McMillan and Jeffrey Prest, Runcorn, England, as-

signors to Imperial Chemical Industnes Lmiited, Lon-

Nob«wfi^. Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No 157,738

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, July 7, 1970,

Int CI. Clld 7150

U.S. a. 252—171 2 Claims

A solvent composition which comprises a mixture ot

' trichlorotrifluoroethane, methylene chloride and ethanol.

which mixture forms an azeotrope.

3,789,009

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF LARGE
PARTICLE SILICA SOLS

Farhad A. Irani, Part Forest, HI., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 165,786

Int. CI. BOlj 13100; COlb 33114

U.S. CI. 252—313 S « Claims

Large particle size aqueous silica sols having a sub-

stantially unimodal particle size distribution are prepared

by adding simultaneously an alkali metal silicate and a

cation exchange resin to a heel of water containing pre-

formed colloidal silica particles at a pH within the range

of 8-11, at a temperature of 60-150° C. and at a rate

below that at which nucleation occurs. This process re-

sults in products having a concentration of 10-16':^ Si02.

which can be further concentrated by evaporation to

minimum turbidity sols containing 40% or more Si02.

3,789,010
GEL COMPOSITION

C. Travis Presley, Littleton, Perry Argabright, Larkspur,

and Ronald E. Smith, Littleton, Colo., assignors to

Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed Aug. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 173,759

Int CI. BOIJ 13100

U.S. CL 252—316 « Claims

3,789,006

SOLVENT COMPOSITIONS
Ian McMillan and Jeffrey Prest, Runcorn, England, as-

signors to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Lon-

don, England _ ^. «-. -4»
No Drawing. Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. N<>. 157,737

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britam, July 7, 1970,

32,949/70
Int. CL Clld 7150

U.S. CI. 252 171 3 Claims

A solvent composition which comprises a mixture of

trichlorotrifluoroethane. isopropanol and nitromethane,

which mixture forms an azeotrope.

^''
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3,789,007

METHOD OF CLEANING
Peter Robinson, Runcorn, England, assignor to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1971, Ser. No. IJf.'TS

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 12, 1!»7U,

Int CI. Clld 3144

U.S. CI. 252 171 * Claims

A* method for the removal of resists from printed cir-

cuit boards which comprises treating the board with a

mixture comprising 85% to 97% by weight of methylene

chloride and 15% to 3% by weight of methanol.

A gel composition sufficiently stable to support its own

weight having elasticity and cohesive character produced

by reacting at a pH above 7. an alkali metal hydroxide or

alkaline earth metal hydroxide with a compound which

contains polyisocyanurate salt groups, trisubstituted iso-

cyanurate rings and end groups selected from: isocyanate,

urethane. urea and amino groups, in the presence of

hydroxyethyl cellulose.

3,789,008 _
COMPOSITION FOR MAINTAINING THE

INTEGRITY OF AQUEOUS MEDIA
David W. Young, Homewood, HI., assignor to EIco

Chemicals Inc., Peotone, 111.

No Drawing. FUed Ang. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,698

Int CL C02b 5106, 3/06

UA a. 252—180 P
Claims

There are disclosed compositions for maintaining the

integrity of more or less stagnant water which composi-

tions contain an aliphatic or cycloaliphatic dicarboxylic

acid, a benzoic acid, a nitroalkanol, an alkyl dimethyl 1-

naphthyhnethyl ammonium chloride, and an N-acyl para-

aminophenol. Preferred ingredients are adipic acid,

benzoic acid, tris(hydroxymethyl) nitromethane, lauryl-

dimethyl 1-naphthylmethyl ammonium chloride, and N-

acetyl para-aminophenol. The compositions can be made

in tablet form.

3,789,011

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
TRANSPARENT SOAP HAVING PEARLESCENT
QUALITIES ,^ , „

Yoshio Tanaka, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ideal Soap

Companv, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 1, 1971, Ser. No. 158,807

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept 5, 1970,

45/77,598

Int CI. Clld 13/08, 13/16. 9/20

U.S. a. 252—367 1 Claim

A soap having pearl gloss is produced by cooling warm-

fused transparent soap material containing pearl gloss de-
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veloping material to a temperature range higher by at

most 1.5° C. than a liquid-solid transition temperature

region and pouring the cooled soap material into solidify-

ing container while giving directional qualities to the

pearl gloss material therein, and the apparatus for pro-

ducing the soap is disclosed.

3,789,012
BRIGHTENING COMPOSITION CONTAINING A
HYDROPHILIC COLLOID AND AN OIL-
SOLUBLE VINYLENE BRIGHTENING AGENT

Robert J. Tuite, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 4, 1969, Ser. No.
847,404, now abandoned. Divided and this application

Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,305
Int CI. G03c 1/92

U.S. a. 252—301.2 W 16 Claims
Hydrophilic colloids having intimately dispersed therein

an essentially hydrophobic solid solution of an oil-soluble

vinylene brightening agent in an essentially hydrophobic

organic solvent that is rigid (an organic glass) at room
temperature, i.e., has a glass transition temperature (Tg.)

that is above about 25° C. are advantageously used in

photographic elements and in image-receiving elements

for image diffusion transfer because the light-stability

of the stilbene brightening agents in these dispersions is

increased substantially over the light-stability of the same
brightening agents in dispersions outside the immediate

invention.

3^89,015
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING MICROCAPSULES
CONTAINING OILY HYDROPHOBIC LIQUID

Hiroharu Matsukawa, Keiso Saeki, and Shizuo Katayama,
Fujinomiya, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co.,
Ltd., AsUgara-shi, Kanagawa, Japan
No Drawing. Filed July 2, 1971, Ser. No. 159,518
Claims priority, application Japan, July 2, 1970,

45/57,909
Int a. BOIJ 13/02; B44d 1/02, 1/44

U.S. CI. 252—316 9 Oalms
The present invention relates to a process for producing

microcapsules coitaining oily hydrophobic liquid. The
process is characterized by adding a shock-preventing

agent and a compound having at least one —COOX
group at the repeating unit thereof, wherein X is hydro-

gen, alkali metal or ammonium, to the system at a tem-

perature lower than the gelling point of gelatin in the

hardening pretreatment of the complex coacervation uti-

lizing gelatin as at least one of the hydrophilic colloids,

whereby the elevation of vistosity due to the reaction of

gelatin and an aldehyde hardening agent is prevented and
the hardening pretreatment can be rapidly carried out.

3,789,013
PROCESS FOR PREPARING MULTI-COMPONENT

NUCLEAR FUELS
Leonard V. Triggiani, Rockville, and Moises G. Sanchez,

Sevema Park, Md., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co.,

New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

860,814, Sept 24, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 670,294, Sept 25, 1967, now
Patent No. 3,514,412. This appUcation July 26, 1971,
Ser. No. 166,301
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

May 26, 1987, has been disclaimed
Int CI. C09r 3/00

U.S. CI. 252—301.1 S 15 Claims
A process for preparing urania-plutonia microspheres

by impregnating a matrix of urania with a plutonium

salt solution. The absorbed plutonium is precipitated

in the pores of the urania microspheres with a suitable

precipitant. The impregnated microspheres are then

washed, dried and sintered to recover the mixed oxide

microspheres.

3,789,016
HYDRODEHALOGENATION CATALYST

Lloyd E. Gardner, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Application July 28, 1969, Ser. No. 845,545,
now Patent No. 3,636,173, wUch Is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 584,334, Oct. 5, 1966, now
Patent No. 3,505,417. Divided and this application

Aug. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 169,802
Int CI. BOlj 11/82

U.S. CI. 252—437 5 aaims
Fluorohalocarbons are dehalogenated by contact in the

presence of hydrogen with a catalytic composition contain-

ing aluminum fluoride and at least one metal phosphate.

3,789,017
OXTDATTVE DEHYDROGENATION CATALYSTS

Darrell W. Walker, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed May 6, 1971, Ser. No. 140,970

Int CI. BOlj 11/82
U.S. a. 252—437 7 Claims

Oxidative dehydrogenation catalyst comprising at least

one metal selected from the group consisting of nickel,

cobalt or iron in combination with tin, phosphorus, com-
bined oxygen and, optionally, an alkali metal material, is

substantially improved by impregnating such catalysts with

additional tin.

3,789,014
YTTRIUM PHOSPHATE VANADATE PHOSPHOR

Eugene A. Graff, Cedar Grove, and Herman R. Heyt-
meijer, Whippany, NJ., assignors to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pitteburgh, Pa.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,870
Int CI. C09k 1/36, 1/44

U.S. CI. 252—301.4 P 7 Claims
A method for improving the red luminescence and total

luminescence of rare-earth metal activated yttrium phos-

phate vanadate phosphor using acid milling. The fired

phosphor is milled in an acid solution. The use of acid

during the milling provides an improved phosphor as

compared to a water milling followed by the normal
water or basic rinse, and even provides an improvement
over water milling followed by an acid rinse. Preferably

the acid used is either citric or hydrochloric. There is

also provided the phosphor with the improved surface

characteristics which is the product of this process.

ERRATUM
For Class 252—439 see:

Patent No. 3,789,063

3,789,018
SURFACTANT IN PREPARING SOLID CATALYSIS
Leon B. Levy and George Cyrus Allen, Corpus Christi,

Tex., assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York,
N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176,336

Int CI. BOlj 11/32
U.S. a. 252—439 4 Claims
The preparation of solid catalysts containing such addi-

tives as metal tellurides, useful in oxidation processes

for olefin conversions, wherein said catalysts are pre-

pared by methods which include dispersing solid catalyst

components in a dispersing medium and removal of the
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medium from the solids while they are being m^^d ^r

Tfte mixing, is improved by the addition of a surface

acttve aTm in the mixture to promote blending«nd

improve the resulting catalyst.
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3,789,019

PREPARATION OF CATALYCTS IJM:FUL IN

OXIDATION OF SOj GASES

Alvin B. Stiks, Wilmington, Del., "^8^.' *?„^-
i,""

Font de Nemonrs and Company, ^ ••n»°g*°f' ^';

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,761

Int. CI. BOIJ 11/06. 11/22

UA CL 252-440
^

.^^^
This invention relates to a process for PjeP^^.^g ^ ';*^*:

lytic material having high efficiency in the oxidation of

SO, to SO, which entails preparing a homogeneous mix-

ture comprising a catalytically effective amount of a pn-

mary catalytic material selected from the group of CsVO,

or RbVOa, a promoter, and a carrier material composing

diatomaceous earth; and then drying the mixture to pro-

vide the catalyst.

3,789,020

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF CATALYSTS

James L. Carter, Chatham, and John H. Sinfelt, Berkeley

Hdghts, NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engi-

neering Company - - * ^o«
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 111,695

\xA,C\.m\\ 11/08, 11/22 --^.^
U.S. CI. 252-442 ,

^0 Oain^

A method for the preparation of a catalyst comprismg

two or more metals in low concentration and one or nriore

nonmetallic refractory materials in high concentration

which comprises supporting the nietals on a fractu)n of

the nonmetallic refractory material, and mixmg said frac-

tion with the remaining nonmetallic refractory material,

whereby the overall catalyst at reaction conditions con-

sists of a physical mixture of the supported metallic

component and the remaining nonmetallic refractory

material. More particularly, the supported metallic com-

ponent is treated under reducing conditions to form an

alloy of the metals on said fraction of the nonmetallic

refractory material. In preferred embodiments the sup-

ported metallic component of the catalyst comprises two

metals, one from Group Vin and one from Group I-B.

or both from Group VIII.

3,789,022

CATALYST FOR OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONSCAlALYSi
^^^ CARBON MONOXroE

Barry A. Schenker, WarrensvlIIe Heights, I^°8,^*""?"'

diversity Heights, and Kirman Taylor, FataesjiUe,

Ohio, assignors to Diamond Shamrock Corporation,

Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,245

Int. CI. BOlj 11/06

U.S. CI. 252 462 ^ Claims

An ir^provcd catalyst for oxidation of hydrocarbons and

carbon monoxide is prepared by depositing on an alumina

support layers of oxides of copper, cerium and chromiurn.

Enhanced catalyst activity is obtained when cerium oxide

is applied as the middle layer. Catalytic activity « further

enhanced by applying the copper oxide layer first and

maintaining the molar ratio of copper to chromium greater

than one.

3,789,021

CATALYST FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
CYANURIC CHLORIDE

Yelagondahally S. Suryanarayana and ,Lu*^«^J-JJiJ'
Jr.: Mobile, Ala., assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation,

Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawine. Original application May 11, 1971, Ser. No.

14^58?^now Patent No. 3,707,544 DWded and this

appUcation Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,175

Int. CL BOH li/06
, ^ ,

UACL 252-446
,

. ^^ff^
An improvement is provided in a catalytic method for

the production of cyanuric chloride from cyanogen chlo-

ride wherein the durability or life of the carbon catalyst is

increased by mixing the active carbon catalyst with an

intimate mixture of solid diluent, that is. an inert ma-

terial or a catalyst with significantly less activity than the

active carbon catalyst. Such a mixture when used in the

vapor phase conversion of cyanogen chloride to cyanunc

chloride has a much lower operating temperature with the

result that the life of the active carbon catalyst is consider-

ably increased.

3,789,023

LIQUID DIFFUSION DOPANT SOURCE
FOR SEMICONDUCTORS

Kim Ritchie, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to

Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park, 111.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

130,772, Apr. 2, 1971. This appUcation Aug. 9, 1972,

Ser. No. 278,896

Int. CI. C09k 3/00; H05b 33/00; HO lb 7/06

U.S. CI. 252-518 « C»*»f"

There is disclosed a liquid diffusion dopant source for

semiconductor diffusions which comprises in combination

54-64% ethyl alcohol, 15-25% ethyl acetate, 7-17%

tetra<?thylsilicate. 3-10% water and 0.1-10% of a doping

atom source selected from the group consisting of the

compounds of arsenic, phosphorus, boron, antimony, zinc,

aluminum, platinum, gold and gallium. The liquid dopant

source may be readily coated onto the semiconductor

wafer either by painting, spraying or preferably spinning.

After drying of the coating, diffusion of the dopant atoms

into the wafer is readily conducted in a standard diffusion

furnace.

3,789,024 I

REFORMING CATALYST
John W. Myers, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawhig. Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 190,288

Int. CI. BOIJ 11/08
I , ^, ,

U.S. CI. 252—466 FT ' 3 Claims

An improved catalyst comprising a refractory support

and platinum promoted with both iridium and gallium,

exhibiting increased activity and selectivity characteris-

tics for the dehydrocyclization and reforming of hydro-

carbons is provided. In one embodiment, alumina pro-

moted with platinum, iridium, and gallium, converted

n-heptane to benzene and toluene with substantial con-

version at high selectivity.

3,789,025

CATALYST IMPREGNATION TECHNIQUE

Samuel J. Tauster, Englishtown, NJ., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 28, 1969, Ser. No. 880,951

Int a. BOIJ 11/06

U.S. CI. 252-465 * Claims

In a method of preparing a supported catalyst by con^

tacting a hydrophilic porous solid catalyst support, such

as alumina, with an aqueous solution of a soluble form ot

a metal catalyst compound to impregnate said support
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therewith and thereafter calcining the impregnated cata- mono-, di- and tri-esters of glycerol with saturated fatty

lyst support to produce a solid supported catalyst, the acids having from 12 to 22 carbon atoms, or mixtures

improvement comprising forming a slurry of the catalyst thereof. These foamable particles offer an essential

support material and an essentially water-immiscible
^

liquid prior to contact with the aqueous solution and

thereafter intimately mixing the slurry with the aqueous

solution to form a liquid dispersion of the aqueous solu- '*'

tion and water-immiscible liquid in contact with the solid

catalyst support.

22

20

3,789,026

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
REGENERATE

Reinhold Baumann, Hansen, Emst-Gunter Kunze and

^ Robert Lauerbach-Lehmeier, Frankfurt am Main,

Alfred Striebich, Bad Vilbel, and Hans-Joachim Rothe,

Offenbach am Main, Germany, assignors to Zimmer
Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,174

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 24, 1971,

P 21 14 304.4

Int. CI. C08g 53/22, 41/02, 39/00
U.S. CI. 260—2.3 12 Oalms

Regenerate produced from "wool." fiber, band and foil

waste products from high polymer processes are proc-

essed to produce a material suitable for reintroduction

into the high polymer process. The regenerate is pro-

duced by comminuting the waste and forming a fleece.

The fleece is washed and dried and then condensed, pref-

erably with a lubricant. The condensed product, after

granulation, may be passed back to the high polymer

process.

3,789,027

MICROPOROUS SHEET STRUCTURE

Harro Traubel and Wolfgang Klebert, Leverknsen, Ger*

many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

knsen, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

86,591, Nov. 3, 1970. This application July 25,

1972, Ser. No. 274,952

Int. CI. C08g 22/44, 53/14
U.S. a. 260—2.5 AY 2 Claims

Permeable microporous sheet structure prepared by the

reaction of monomeric isocyanates or isocyanate termi-

nated prepolymers with polyamines in polyisocyanate non-

solvents and with subsequent removal of solvents and non-

solvents.

K) IS 20 2% X 3S «0 ^5 SO
block wKim 50cm p.

shortening of the cooling time during foaming, a better

bond of the foamed particles and a substantially uniform

distribution of the gross unit weight in the finished foam

block.

3,789,029

PLASnC BONE COMPOSmON AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Milton Hodosh, Providence, R.I., assignor to Research
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
60,983, July 6, 1970, which is a division of appUcation

Ser. No. 805,400, Mar. 10, 1969, now Patent No.
3,609,867. This appUcation Oct 4, 1971, Ser. No.
186,442

Int. CI. C08f 47/10. 45/04
U.S. CI. 260—2.5 R 6 Oaims

A plastic bone composition and method of making

same, said composition comprising as its basic ingredients

a mixture of an acrylic polymer, a foaming agent, N-
tributyl phosphate, and grated anorganic bone. The mix-

ture is usable for dental implants, as well as for implants

in other parts of the body, and as a coating for metals

which may be implanted in the human body for dental

purposes, orthopedic prostheses, neurosurgery, etc.

3,789,028

COATED FOAMABLE STYRENE POLYMER
PARTICLES

Elmar Heiskel, Langen, and Hartmnt Last, Fiscbbach,

Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke Hoechst

Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning,

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,831

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Jnly 5, 1971,

P 21 33 253.6

Int. CI. C08J 1/26
U.S. CI. 260—2.5 B 3 Qaims

Foamable particles of the styrene polymers and a

volatile blowing agent and a lipophilic surface-active coat-

ing agent, wherein these particles contain, as a coating

agent, from 0.05 to 0.5% by weight, calculated on the

blowing agent containing styrene polymer, of mixtures of

3,789,030

REGULATION OF THE VISCOSITY INCREASE
IN CHEMICALLY THICKENED UNSATURATED
POLYESTER FORMULATIONS

Frank P. Volgstadt, PainesvUle, and John R. SemancUt,

Mentor, Ohio, assignors to Diamond Shamrock Corpo-

ration, Cleveland, Ohio

FUed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,278

Int. a. C08f 43/02
U.S. CI. 260—29.6 NR 13 Claims

Unsaturated polyester compositions particularly for

use in the preparation of bulk molding compound and

sheet molding compound stocks which are chemically

thickened prior to curing, by incorporation therein of

from 0.5 part to 10 parts, per 100 parts of the resin

system, of an oxide or hydroxide of a Group II-A

metal, e.g.. CafOH)2 and MgO. additionally contain a

minor quantity of a water-absorptive, but essentially

water-insoluble compound which is, e.g., a synthetic

zeolite, silica gel or calcium sulfate. Any of these ma-

terials serve to scavenge sufficient water in the formu-

lation to keep its initial viscosity increase to a minimum

and provide an extended work-life thereto. The aging

viscosity build-up in the formulation surprisingly then
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. ,« th^t oa^ are orovided The fibers and filaments consist of poly-

IMRlCNT IHl»TlVl HumOlTl 3U«i>l«»'»*6
3,789,032

POLYURETHANE-POLYUREA ELA^^*???
BASED ON HIGH TRANS-TRANS, 4,4'-

METHYLENEBIS-ICYCLOHEXYL ISOCYA-

NATE)

Guenther Kurt Hoeschele, Wilmington, I>e''^K°°Jn!!*
E. I. du Pont de Nemoura and Company, Wilmington,

Del.

No Drawing. Filed June 22, 1971, Ser. No. 155,630

Int CI. C08g 22/24

U.S. CI. 260-75 NT ^3 Clalma

Polyurethane/polyureas prepared by the process of re-

acting 4,4'-methylenebis(cyclohexyl isocyanate) contain-

ing at least 60% of the trans-trans isomer with a polyol

and a polyamine in proportions such that there is an

excess of isocyanato groups over hydroxy and amino

groups and sufficient water is provided to react with the

excess isocyanato groups. The polyurethane/polyureas.

which have outstanding abrasion resistance, creep resist-

ance, and compression set. are particularly useful in mak-

ing cast elasiomeric articles.

be attained typicaUy within 24 hours after its prepara-

tion.

3,789,031

COPOLYESTER FIBERS AND FILAMENTS HAVLNG
DEFINED SHRLNKING PROPERTIES

Gert Buttncr, Bobingen, Adolf Hartmann, Gessertshausen,

and Peter Braun, Hofheim, Taunus, Germany, assignors

to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals

Meister Lucius & Bronlng, Frankfurt am Main, l.er-

™""^
Filed Oct 30, 1970, Ser. No. 85,646

Oaims priority, appUcation Germany, May 14, 1970,

P 20 23 527.2

3,789,033 I

POLYURETHANTS BASED ON ARYLOXY-
CARBONYL ISOCYANATES

Hermann Hagemann and Josef Pedain, both % Farben-

fabriken Baver Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

many, and Erich ZankI, deceased, late of Cologne,

Germany, by Helga Zankl and Walter Zankl, both of

Amsterdamer Strasse 76, Cologne, Germany, and

Angelika Zankl de Ramis, c/de las ParelUdas, Palma

de Mallorca, Spain, heirs

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,902

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct 3, 1970,

P 20 48 658.2
,

Int CI. C08g 22in, 51/26

U.S. CI. 260—77.5 TB

Int CL C08g 17/100

U.S. CL 260—75 T

10 Claims

Masked oxycarbonylisocyanates are prepared by react-

5 Claims
j^g ^^yl oxycarbonylisocyanates with a compound con-

taining at least two hydroxyl groups. When NCO and OH
are present in equivalent amounts, the compounds are

suitable as reactants with polymers containing hydroxyl

groups for the production of, for example, lacquers. When

the reaction is carried out such that OH groups are pres-

ent in excess of that required to react with the available

NCO. the compounds, which are self cross-linking, are

• suitable for the production of, for example, cross-linked

synthetic resins.

« 3,789,034

AZIRIDINE-DnSOCYANATE ADDUCT MODIFIED
COMPOSITIONS

Marco Wismer, GIbsonia, and Paul J. Prucnal, Monroe-

ville, Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,301

Int CL C08g 22/00

U.S. a. 260—77.5 AM 3' Claims

Reaction products of hydroxy acrylate or methacrylate

monomers or hydroxyl bearing polymers and an aziridine-

. Ko •«„ ^^fin.-ti. Heerees of shrink- diisocyanate adduct. Coating compositions can readily be

aJSS'hofo^StaSfnlralTh.rtVf^^^^^^ provided from such .action produCs which are sCf-
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curing and which can also be cured by employing a cata-

lyst or with an active hydrogen containing crosslinking

agent.

3,789,035

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING METAL-CONTAINING
ETHYLENIC COPOLYMER

Isamu Iwami, Tokyo, Hironobu Kawasaki, Yokohama,
and Hideo Kinoshita, Kawasaki, Japan, assignors to

Asahi-Dow Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,875

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 11, 1971,

46/79,503; Dec. 21, 1971, 46/103,217

Int CI. C08f 27/04
U.S. CI. 260—78.5 T 23 Claims

MICXU OeS<CE CF LOKtOCCSfEEOF
HlOM Hai)CEOFNCUTI>*LIUnON NCUTRlLIUTlON NEUTKAUUTOI

PRIWM*T

coPOLntK

SECONOAKT

ABCFOIC .

SEP«R«TI(llll

COf^OLMCB

IB »FTEHI »FTEH
SEPX^ATim,1-^ B

^xnmnon
I

A process for producing a metal-containing ethylenic

copolymer having a degree of saponification of 30 to 100

mole percent and a degree of neutralization of 60 to 100

mole percent which comprises saponifying a primary co-

polymer of ethylene and at least one ester of a./3-ethyl-

enically unsaturated carboxylic acid having 4 to 10 car-

bon atoms, the unsaturated carboxylic ester cor.tent of

said primary copolymer being 1 to 20 mole percent,

with a basic metal compound in a solvent. A metal-con-

taining copolymer having any desired degree of neutrali-

zation can be obtained from the aforesaid metal-contain-

ing ethylenic copolymer by contacting with an inorganic

and /or organic acid to convert a part of the metal car-

boxylate groups in the copolymer into carboxyl groups.

Alternatively, such a metal-containing ethylenic copoly-

mer having any desired degree of neutralization can also

be produced by melt-mixing those copolymers which have

different degrees of neutralization. Further, any desired

metal can be introduced into the alkali metal-containirg

copolymer by dispersing the copolymer in water and/or

alcohol and adding thereto a compound having the de-

sired non-alkali metal to effect ion-exchange.

copolymers, or for copolymerizing at least one of ethylene

and higher alpha-olefins with hydrocarbons containing

more than one double bond to elastomeric unsaturated,

sulfur-vulcanizable copolymers in very high yields. The
catalyst used is obtained by mixing (a) a hydride or or-

ganometallic compound of a metal belonging to Groups

I to III of the Mendelyeev Periodic Table with (b) the

product obtained by contacting a titanium compound with

a support consisting of an anhydrous halide of magnesium,

manganese or calcium in an active condition.

3,789,037

THERMOSETTING COATING COMPOSITION OF
AN ALKYD RESIN MIXTURE AND ALIPHATIC
POLYISOCYANATE CROSS-LINKING AGENT

Lester L MiUer, Flint, Mich., assignor to E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DeL

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appllcaticm Ser. No.
157,665, June 28, 1971. This appUcation Dec. 10, 1971,

Ser. No. 206,939

Int CL C08g 39/10
U.S. CI. 260—16 4 Claims

The coating composition of this invention contains as the

film-forming binder an alkyd resin or a blend of alkyd

resins and a polyisocyanate; this composition cures

rapidly at ambient temperatures to a tough, durable,

scratch resistant finish and is useful as an automotive and

an appliance finish and as an automotive and truck repair

finish.

3,789,038

PRODUCTION OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT
POLYANHYDRIDES AND EPOXY COMPOSI-
TIONS DERIVED THEREFROM

Omer E. Curtis, Jr., Morristown, Harold W. TuUer, Long
Valley, and Ralph W. Nussbaum, Dover, NJ., assignors

to Allied Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Oct. 16, 1970, Ser. No.
81,616, now Patent No. 3,732,332. Divided and this

application Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,171

Intel. C08g 57 /iS
U.S. CI. 260—17.2 7 Qaims

Polyanhydrides are produced by a novel bulk polymer-

ization procedure from maleic monomers and alkyl sty-

renes. The polyanhydrides, of low molecular weight and

containing maleic monomer to alkyl styrene in a ratio

greater than 1 to 1, are particularly useful as hardeners

for epoxy resin-containing compositions and give rise to

epoxy compositions which result in cured products ex-

hibiting high heat distortion temperatures and excellent

electrical and shelf life properties.

3,789,036

PROCESS FOR PREPARING SATURATED AND UN-
SATURATED ELASTOMERIC COPOLYMERS OF
ETHYLENE AND/OR HIGHER ALPHA-OLEFINS

Paolo Longi, Nazzareno Cameli, Alberto Valvassori,

Sandro Parodi, and Remo Cervi, Milan, Italy, assignors

to Montecatini Edison S.p.A., Milan, Italy

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,493

Claims priority, applicatipn Italy, Oct 13, 1970,

30,912/70

Int CL C08f 15/04. 15/40
U.S. CI. 260—80.7 8 Oaims

There is disclosed a process for copolymerizing ethyl-

ene and/or higher alpha-olefins to elastomeric saturated

3,789,039

CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYRATE FILM-FORM-
ING COMPOSITION CONTAINING TITANIUM
DIOXIDE MICROVOIDS

Dominic Simone, Lincroft and Daniel F. Herman,

Princeton, NJ., assignors to N L Industries, Inc., New
York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,657

Int CI. C08b 21/06

U.S. CI. 260—17 R 2 Claims

A new film forming and drying composition of matter

has been prepared comprising an emulsion containing



1982 . .

':^Z from oZrro and a total microvoid volume

offrom sT^.to 75% of the total volume of the dned

film.
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proved impact strength and the better heat stability than

the resin without calcium carbonate.

3,789,040

norkniTrr FOR THE TREATMENT OF CELLU-

TcSVc FrBRi™TO IMPROVE CREASE

RESISTANCE

Eamon McKeown, Bromborough, ^^^^!^^f^l
West Kirby, and Arthur James

»J««; ^^""^^^Vc^k
land, assignors to Lever Brothers Company, New YorK.

N.Y.

Continuation of abandoned «PP«."««".^':f°\,Vi*'Ur
Apr. 22, 1969. This appUcation July 12, 1971, Ser.

No. 162,005

Claims priority, appUcation Grwt Britain, Apr. 26, 1968.

3,789,042

RADIATION CURABLE DINORBORNENE
RAiiiAiivi

COMPOSITIONS

Henry Octave Colomb, Jr., and David Jota ^{[ecker,

"'^th cLrieston, and Thomas Ke^" Br^th*
J^^l

Charleston, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide cor-

poration. New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Sept. 13.
1'flf*':,^^'

759,759. Divided and this application May 26, 1!»71,

Ser.' No. 147,225
|

int. CI. BOIJ 1/10. 1/12; C08d 1/100

U.S. CI. 260-17.4 CL 1' ^^"^

Dinorbornene compounds, many of them novel, have

b.en found to form polymers having a ladder structure

The dinorbornene compounds and dinorbornene po ymers

with other polymers such as the polyolefins, v.nyl Poly-

mers, acrylic polymers, polyester,, polyam.des Myether..

polyureas. polyurethanes, natural polymers, etc.. are read

ily cross-linked by irradiation.

Int CL C08b 25/02

US. CL 260—17.3 15 Claims 3,789,043

ELASTOMER STABILIZATION WITH
LIGMN-BASED MATERIALS

Sten I. Falkehag, Mount Pleasant, and Da^W V. B^^don,

Charleston Heights, S.C, assignors to Westvaco Corpo-

ration. New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,593

Int. CL C08d 9/02. 9/12

VS. CL 260—17.5 7 Claims

A substamially anhydrous composition for treatmg cel-

lulosic fabric to improve its crease-resistance comprises

a water-soluble resin precondensate. a latem-acid catalyst

and a basic or amphoteric metal compound. The compo-

sition preferably takes tablet form and has a core com-

prising the latent-acid catalyst and a sheath comprising

the resin precondensate.

Elastomers may be protected against atmospheric deg-

radation by the addition thereto of 0.01 to 5.0 parts by

weight, preferably 0.25 to 2.0 parts, per 100 parts of

elastomer of a modified lignin stabilizer. The modified

lignin stabilizers are produced by heat treating technical

lignins in the presence of a nucleophile. such that a por-

tion of the original guaicyl structures are converted to

catechols via a demethylation reaction.

3,789,044

^
3,789,041

MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESINS CONTAIN-

ING CALCIUM CARBONATE

Herbert Talsma, East Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The

Standard Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuarion-ln-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 203,031, Nov. 29, 1971. TTiis appUcation

Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,545

Int.CLC08g5;//S

U.S. CL 260-17.3 « Claims

Melamine-formaldehyde resins containing 10 to 900

parts by weight of calcium carbonate per hundred parts of

resin are excellent for use in preparing molded resin ar-

ticles because of the lower post-mold shrinkage, the im-

vnvFT rmED COMPOSITIONS PREPARED FROM
tT^ REXCTON OF A POLVISOCYANATE AND
rHY^ROX^S?N?OIC ACID CAPPED EPOXIDE-

CONTAINING MATERIAL

David D. Taft, Minneapolis,
'^^^^^f'/'iJ^^^^^

Bumsville, MImi., assignors to Ashland Oil, Inc., Hous-

ton, Tex.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 26, 1971. Ser. No. 109,986

Int CL C08g 5/00

U.S. CI. 260—18 TN
16 Claims

A novel composition is prepared t>y;o'"^'"';8^a poly-

isocyanate and a hydroxybenzoic acid "PP*^ eP^;'^;^

containing material. This combination o •"g;"'-^"
^^^"^

be rapidly cured at room temperature to essentially its

u^tima'te s'tate of use by contacting the combination wuh

a tertiary amine to yield a durable, flexible, and caustic

resistant material.
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3,789,045

REACTION OF POLYISOCYANATES WITH COM-
POUNDS CONTAINING BLOCKED AMINE
GROUPS IN THE PRESENCE OF ACIDS OR
METAL SALTS OF ACIDS

Arthur J. Coury, St Paul, Edgar R. Rogier, Minnetonka,

and Gerald L. Schwebke and Douglas D. Cozad, Minne-

apolis, Minn., assignors to General Mills Chemicals,

Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,071

Int CL C08g 22/02

U.S. CI. 260—18 TN 15 Claims

Polymers are prepared by the reaction of polyisocya-

nates and certain polyamine derivatives in the presence

of an organic acid, a salt of an organic acid or a mineral

acid. The latter compounds accelerate the reaction even

in the absence of moisture normally used to unblock the

ketimine or aldimine groups of the polyamine derivative.

3,789,048

OLIGOMER POLYIMIDE PRECURSORS

Joseph H. Incremona, Bethel Park, Pa., assignm* to E. L
du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, DeL

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

tion Ser. No. 92,540, Nov. 24, 1970. This appUcation

Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 195,022

Int CL C08g 20/32
VS. a. 260—30.2 9 Clidms

Polyimides highly soluble in N-methyl pyrrolidone are

provided. These are preferably derived from polyimidc

precursor systems consisting essentially of the nonfilm-

forming reaction product of (a) the incomplete reaction

product of bis-(3,4-dicarboxyphenyl) sulfone dianhydride

and a capping agent, and (b) diamine including meta-

phenylene diamine.

3,789,046

AQUEOUS AIR- AND OVEN-DRYING
COATING COMPOSITIONS

Klaus Heidel, Mari, Germany, assignor to Chemische

Werke Huls A.G., Marl, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

884,374, Dec. 11, 1969. This appUcation May 12,

1972, Ser. No. 252,939

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Dec. 17, 1968,

P 18 15 014.6

Int a. C08c 11/72: C08d 9/17

U.S. CI. 260—23.7 A 14 Oahns

Aqueous based coating compositions having good water

resistance are produced from ammonia- or amine-neii-

tralized adducts of maleic anhydride and like dicarboxyiic

acids and anhydrides and butadiene homopolymers hav-

ing at least 50% cis 1,4-structure and a viscosity of 30-

30.000 cps. at 50° C, preferably combined with a maleic

anhydride or like adduct of a natural drying or semidry-

ing oil.

3,789,047

ETHYLENE COPOLYMER DISPERSIONS FOR
FLAME RETARDATION AND FIBROUS
ARTICLES COATED THEREWITH

Gerfried Pruckmayr, Media, Pa., assignor to E. I. da
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.
176,303, Aug. 30, 1971, which is a continuation of

appUcation Ser. No. 827,175, May 23, 1969, now
abandoned. This appUcation Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No.
300,812

Claims priority, appUcation Canada, May 21, 1970,

83,383

Int a. C08f 45/30
V.S. a. 260—28.5 R 2 Claims

An aqueous dispersion of an ethylene copolymer, a

chlorinated paraffin wax and antimony trioxide is pro-

vided. The dispersion contains (1) about 70 to 15 percent

by weight of an ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer or an

ethylene/methacrylic acid ionomer copolymer, (2) about

30 to 85 percent by weight of a chlorinated paraffin wax
having greater than 50 percent by weight chlorine, the total

chlorine content of (1) and (2) being 20 to 60 percent

by weight, and (3) antimony trioxide in a ratio of anti-

mony trioxide to chlorinated paraffin wax of 0.25:1 to 3:1.

Fibrous materials such as fiberfills or textile fabrics are

rendered flame retardant when coated with the dispersions.

3,789,049

GLASS FIBER-REINFORCED EPOXY RESIN OR
POLYESTER RESIN COMPOSITION AND
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SAME

Takeshi Nagasawa, Katsumasa Kuroiwa, and Koulchl

Narita, Koriyama, Japan, assignors to Nitto Boseki Co.,

Ltd., Gonome, Fukushima-shi, Japan

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,571

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec 23, 1970,

45/129,041

Int CL C08g 51/10

VS. CI. 260—40 R 8 CU^Us

A glass fiber-reinforced, epoxy resin or unsaturated

polyester resin composition comprising glass fiber, an

epoxy resin or an unsaturated polyester resin, and, at

the interface of said glass fiber and resin, a reaction prod-

uct of a partially epoxidized polybutadiene having at least

about 50 mole percent of 1 ,2-structure with a mercapto-

organosilane of the formula,

Ri
/ \ /

SH-f-CH|-}-Si-R»

fU

wherein Ri, Rj and R3, which may be the same or dif-

ferent, represent hydrolyzable radicals capable of reacting

with glass fiber, for example, alkoxy groups having 1 to 3

carbon atoms, acetoxy groups or halogen atoms, and n is

an integer of from 1 to 4. By the presence of said reaction

product at the interface, the adhesion between the glass

fiber and the resin is improved and there is obtained a

reinforced plastic having a high strength and excellent

transparency.

3,789,050

PROCESS AND COMPOSITIONS OF RUBBER
VULCANIZATES WITH SIUCONE POLYM-
ERIZATES

Domingos Loricchio, Sao Paulo, Braril, assignor to The
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 135,764

Int CI. C08c 11/08
VS. CI. 260—41.5 R 13 Claims

A process for making improved compositions of rubber

vulcanizates, simultaneously polymerized with silicones to

give improved abrasion resistant bodies containing

powders or granules of abrasive inorganic materials. The

bodies are formed under pressure of about 2 kg. /cm.' and

temperatures of 100-180° C.
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3.789.051

REINFORCED RESIN COMPOSITIONS

Richard Watkin Re«s, Wilmington, and Hans-Georg Rein-

hardt. ClaymonC. both of Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company. W ilmington. Del.

Filed Sept. 23. 1 97 1 , Ser . No. 1 83.28

1

Int. C\. cost 45104,451 10

US. CI. 260-41 A 16 Claims

A reinforced resin composition comprising A) 20 to 60 per

cent by weight svrup comprising ( 1) 40 to 70 percent by

weight vinyl substituted aromatic compound contammg six

aromatic carbon atoms and/or monofunct.onal ethylenically

unsaturated carboxyl.c ac.d ester. (2) U) to 40 percent by

weight of an acid monomer system comprising ethylenically

unsaturated carboxylic acid; ( 3 ) 1 5 to 35 percent by weight o

polymer of vinyl or vinylidene substituted aromatic compound

contammg six aromatic carbon atoms and/or acrylic polymers.

(4) 2 to 2 5 percent bv weight polymerization catalyst. B) -n

to 60 percent bv weight particulate filler. C) 5 to 60 percent

by weight fibrous material and D) I to 6 equivalents of

hydroxides and/or oxides of the Group IIA and IIB metals per

equivalent of the ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid m

the acid monomer system.

are continuously produced according to «'"d^f^,^^P«'>"'" ""

tion of 2 6-disubstituted phenols by preparing a 1 5 to 35 % ( by

weight) ^lution of 2.6-disubstituted phenol in dimethylforma-

mide or in a mixed solvent composed of toluene and

methanol, subjecting the solution to p<ilymerization in one

/one while maintaining the reaction system in the state of a

homogeneous solution, and transferring the polymerization

liquid to another zone to complete the polymerization while

allowing the resulting polymer to precipitate

3,789,052

IMIDO-ALKYLENE SI BSTITITED AROMATIC
CARBOCYCLIC POLYMERS

Johann F. Klebe, and Thomas J. Windish. both of Schenectady.

N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Schenectady,

WvLon of Ser. No. 846,623, July 1, 1969. abandoned. This

applicatioa Apr. 30, 1971. Ser. No. 139.208

Int. CI. C08g 2(^/00

U.S. CI. 260-47 CZ *^**r'
A variety of imido-alkylene substituted aromatic carbo-

cyclic organic polymers are provided, such as polymers having

chemically combined aromatic carbocylic radicals in the

polymer backbone, for example, polyarylene oxides, and

polymers having pendant aromatic carbocyclic radicals, such

as polystyrenes Blends of such polymers with various ahphati-

cally unsaturated organic monomers and a variety of organic

polymers also are included The imido-substituted aromatic

carbocyclic polymers of the present invention can be em-

ployed as molding compounds, photoresists, laminates,

varnishes, adhesives. decorative coatings, etc.

3.789.055
•

ALIPHATICALLY INSATl RATED IMIDES AND

METHOD FOR MAKING SAME

Johann F. Klebe; Henry A. Wrtiblewski. and Alfred R. Gilbert,

all of Schenectady. N.Y.. assignors to General Electric tom-

nany. Schenectady . N.Y.

Filed Dec. 31. 1970. Ser. No. 103.303

Inl.CLC08g-V/«.2W2«

I SCL 260-51 R 23 Claims

A method is provided for intrixlucing aliphatically unsatu-

rated imidomethvl radicals into a variety of aromatic organic

compounds and aromatic organic materials derived

therefrom Imidomcthylation is achieved with a mixture of

formaldehyde, and an aliphatically unsaturated imide such as

maleimide The resulting imidomethvl substituted aromatic

organic materials can be used as moving and laminating com-

pounds

3.789.056

A-PHENYLStCCINIMIDO-HALO-StLPHONAMIDO-
BENZENES

Rolf W ilhelm Pflrrmann. Lucerne. Switzerland, assignor to Ed

GeistUch Sohne AG. fur Chemische Industrie. NNolhusen,

Lucerne. Switzerland I

Filed June 17, 1970. Ser. No. 47.161

Claims priority, application Great BriUin. June 18, 1969.

30915/69
Int. CL C07d 2 7/ / 0. A6 1 k 2 7/00

L'.S. a. 260-239.6 4 Claims

This invention relates to novel compounds of the formula

Ki H'
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c HOR,C«H,..,(S(CH,),COOR,),

d. (HOR,CH,),C(COOR,),

e HOR,CH,0(CH,).COOR,
f HOR,CH,OCH,CH,OOCCH,CH^(CH,).COOR3

g. HOR,CH,CH(COOR,),

(h)

where HORi is

COORj

HORiCH=C
/
\
COORs

3,789,067

METHOD OF INHIBITING SI LFONE FORMATION IN

SILFONATIONS

Micha«l Robin, Colooia, and Sheldon R. Schulte. Highland

Park, bo<h of N J., assignors to Ashland Oil Inc.. Houston.

TCK
Filed Feb. 13,1 970, Ser. No. 1 1 .296

Inl.CI.C07c/4i/24

U S CI. 260—505 E 14 Claims

Process for sulfonating a sulfonatable material with sulfur

tnoxide using an inorganic sulfite to inhibit sulfone formation.

Rj-

OH
I

where R, and R. are hydrogen, alkyl. cycloaklyl. aryl or aral^

kvl the total carbon atoms in R» and R. is between four and 36

carbon atoms, is preferably not over 1 2 carbon atoms and R,

is preferably in the ortho position. Rt is

-CHj(C.H:.)S\C.H:.-./ COORs.

CHj8(CHj)nCOORs

CHiCHS(CHa).COORj, or

CbHjb+i

-CHi(CH,OCHjCH,S{CH,).COOR»)s

R, is hydrocarbyl. preferably alkyl or alkenyl. eg., of one to

1 8 carbon atoms, m is 1 or 2, R.. «s H or COOR,. m is 1
. 2. 3 or

4. > is or I . and R, is either R, or R3 and R,i is hydrogen or

lower alkyl. The above compounds are useful as antioxidants

3.789.068

AMINOETHANF^ILFOMC ACID DERIVATIVE

Shoichi Ilo, Tokyo; MIkio Ninotnlya, Kanagawa. and HIdekuni

Ichida, Saitama. all of Japan, avsignors to Taisho Phar-

maceutical Co., Ltd.. Tokyo. Japan

Filed Dec. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 95,932

Claims prioritv. application Japan. Dec. 6, 1969, 44-98059

Int.CI.C07c/4.?/.S4

US. CI. 260-507 R 2 Claims

2-(a-(p-Chlorophenoxy)-isobutyryI)-aminoethanesulfonic

acid and the salts thereof, which possess valuable phar-

macological and therapeutic properties, and the pharmaceuti-

cal compositions containing the same.

3.789.065

PROCESS FOR PREPARING VICINAL GLYCOL ESTERS

TROM OLEFINS

John Kollar, WyckofT, N.J., assignor to Halcon International,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 16.258, March 3. 1970

abandoned. This application Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,552

Int. CI. C07c 67/04. 69116, 69128

U.S. CI. 210-497 R ,
13 Claims

In the process for preparation of vicinal glycol esters from

an olefin by reacting the olefin in the liquid phase with

molecular oxygen and a carboxylic acid m the presence of a

catalyst within an oxidation zone, selectivities to the desired

glycol esters are improved by treating the high-boiling residue

and the precursor light components separated from the oxida-

tion efnuent by contacting them with a carboxylic acid. In a

preferred embodiment both residue and precursor light com-

ponents are recycled to the oxidation zone where they are

converted to additional glycol ester product.

3,789,069

NOVEL Ml LTIFl NCTIONAL HYDROXY COMPOUNDS

Clarence R. Bresson, and Raymond L. Cobb, both of Bart-

lesville. Okla.. assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,

Bartlesville, Okla. , .na luo
Division of Ser. No. 749,990. Aug. 5, 1968, Pat. No./.609.189,

which is a division of Ser. No. 492,892, Oct. 4, 1^65, Pat. No

3 414.617. This application Apr. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 136,603

Int.CLC07c 149124, 149126. 149142

U.S.a.260-514J .l^^*"'""
N-alkylated derivatives of 2-amino-2-hydrocar-

bvlthiomethyl-1.3-propanediols useful as flotation agents

rubber modifiers, and chelating agents in the separation of

metals are produced by reacting 2-amino-2-hydrocar-

bylthiomethyl-1.3-propanediols with organic halides Thiols

can be produced by reacting arylmethylated or alkary methy-

lated derivatives of the above compounds with an alkali metal

in the presence of ammonia.

3.789.066

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
ACYLOXYDODECATRIENES

Saburo Hattori, Tokyo, and Naoshi Imaki, Kaw^asaki. both of

Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Chemical Industnes, Ltd..

Marunouchi. Cheyoda-ku. Tokyo. Japan

Filed Dec. 27. 1971. Ser. No. 212.748

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30. 1970. 45-

125874; Mar. 29, 1971. 46-18561

InV a. C07c 67/04

U.S.CL 260-497 A
»0^1aims

Acvloxydodecatriene is produced by reacting an octatriene.

a butadiene and a carboxylic acid in the presence of^c^i^^y^u:

amount of a divalent palladium compound
^'«^»^f f^"!/*^^

group consisting of organic acid salts of palladium ( II ). chelate

complexes of palladium (11) and palladium nitrate.

3,789,070

PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT OF CARDIAC 3,4,5-

TRIALKOXYPHENYLALKANOIC ACIDS AND SALTS
THEREOF I

Garzia Aldo. Lodl. luly. assignor to Istituto ChemiolerapIco

lUliano S.p.A., Milan, lUly

Filed June 26, 1970. Ser. No. 50.327

Int. CI. C07c 65/02

U.S.CK 260-521 R 6 Claims

(3 4 5-trialkoxy phenyl) alkanoic acids and their phar-

maceutically-acceplable salts for prophylaxis and treatment of

cardiac disorders.

3.789.071

EPOXY CURING AGENT

Eduard P. Babayan. Inglewood, CaUf., assignor to Hitco, Ir-

vine. CaUf. ^^. ,. ..

Division of Ser. No. 48.538, June 22, 1970.. This appUcation

Oct.7, 1971. Ser. No. 187,529

Int. CLC07C 727//

2

U.S.CL 260-553 R 2 Claims

An improved curing agent for epoxy resin compositions

containing a polyepoxide comprising a substituted diurea

formed by the reaction of two mols of a secondary amine.
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preferably an aliphatic amine, such as dimethylamine with one

mol of a diisocyanate containing one cycloaliphatic isocyanate

group and one aliphatic isocyanate group such as isophorone

diisocyanate. The curing temperature of the composition can

be substantially increased to provide products having im-

proved properties without the danger of undercuring or sub-

stantial shortening of the gel time.

3.789.072

CARBOXAMIDES
Jack Bernstein. New Brunswick. N J., assignor to E. R. Squibb

& Sons, Inc.. New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 670,795. Sept. 26, 1967,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

464,226, June 15, 1965. abandoned. This application Apr. 22,

1970. Ser. No. 30.989

Int. CLC07C/ 0J/-?0

U.S. CI. 260-557 B 1 1 Claims

This invention relates to new compounds of the formula

{n)„

3,789,075

PREPARATION OF HYDROCARBYLAMINE SALT OF
THIOCYANIC

Morris Dundy, Beacon, N.Y., assignor to Texaco Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 181,608

Int. a. C07cS 7/04

U.S. CI. 260—583 R 7 Claims

Method for preparing a hydrocarbylamine salt of thiocyanic

acid by reacting equimolar amounts of ammonium thio-

cyanate and a hydrocarbylamine in the presence of a low

molecular weight aliphatic alcohol.

K'

Z— (Y)„—C—Nil .V -lower alkylene-N
\

o K'

and acid addition and quaternary ammonium salts thereof,

substances which have serotonin inhibitory, hypotensive and

analgesic activities.

3.789.073

ADAMANTYLALKYLAMINOALKYLBENZAMIDES
Venkatachala L. Narayanan, North Brunswick, and Jack Bern-

stein, New Brunswick, both of N.J., assignors to G. R. Squibb

& Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Contlnuatlon-ln-part of Ser. No. 670,765, Sept. 26. 1967,

abandoned, which Is a contlnuatlon-ln-part of Ser. No.

571,399, Aug. 10, 1966, abandoned. This application Apr. 22.

1970.Ser. No. 30,976

Int. CI. C07c /OJ/20

U.S.CL 260-558 A 13 Claims

This invention relates to new adamantylalkyl-aminoalkyl

benzamides of the general formula

Ki
O R^ R>

I

IIjX—^ \-C-X-lo\vcralkylcnc-N— (CHj)n-

R
I

3.789,076

METHOD FOR TREATING NITROGEN-CONTAINING
POLYMERIC DISPERSANTS

Harry Chafetz, Poughkeepsie; William P. Cullen, Fishkill, and

Edward F. Miller, Beacon, all of N.Y., assignors to Texaco

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 12, 197 1, Ser. No. 198,468

Int.CI.C07gy7/00

U.S. CI. 260-583 N II Claims

Method for treating nitrogen-containing polymeric disper-

sants for mineral lubricating oil compositions comprising heat-

ing the dispersant at a temperature in the range from about

200° to 400''C to effect a decomposition of the unstable com-

ponents present in the dispersant, extracting said reacted or

decomposed unstable components with a lower aliphatic al-

cohol and recovering a dispersant of improved thermal stabili-

ty.

3,789,077

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS FROM A MIXED HYDROCARBON

FEEDSTOCK
Alexander J. Kosseim, Yorktown Hgts., and George S.

Somekh. New Rochelle, both of N.Y., assignors to Union Car-

bide Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,521

Int.CI.C07c7//0

U.S. CI. 260—674 SE 8 Claims

and to acid addition salts and quaternary ammonium salts of

such benzamides, substances which are water softeners, in-

hibit corrosion, arrest cardiac arrhythmia and combat viral in-

fection.

3,789,074

PARTICLE SIZE-PH EFFECTS ON REDUCED COPPER
OXIDE IN PREPARATION OF ACRYLAMIDE

Virgil L. Scale, Brookhaven, Miss.; Jerry J. Svarz, LaGrange,

III.; Louis A. Goretta. NaperviUe. III.; John D. Newkirk.

Downers Grove. III.; Wood E. Hunter, Lombard, III., and

Frederick J. Slbert, Chicago. Ill,, assignors to Naico Chemi-

cal Company. Chicago. III.

Filed June 23. 1972, Ser. No. 265,902

Int. CI. C07c/ OJ/05

U.S. CI. 260-561 N 2 Claims

A process for catalytically hydrolyzing a nitrile to the cor-

responding amide by contacting a nitrile with an improved

reduced copper oxide catalyst.

A continuous process for separating aromatic hydrocarbons

including benzene and toluene from a mixed hydrocarbon

feedstock containing same utilizing two extraction zones and a

distillation train wherein light aliphatic impurities are

removed from the benzene in an azeotropic distillation zone

under specified conditions.
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3,789,078

'dehydrogenation
George J. Nolan, Tahkquah, and Robert J. Hogan, Bartlesville.

both of Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,

Bartlesville Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 810,831, March 26, 1969,

abandoned, which U a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

654341 July 19. 1967. abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 26,

1971, Ser. No. 175,398

Int.CI.C07c5//S

U,S. CI. 260-680 E 23 Claims

Dehydrogenation process using an improved catalyst

formed from a phosphorus-containing material such as

phosphoric acid, a tin material such as tin chloride, and one of

a Group la or Ila metal or metal-conlainmg material.

growth or catalytic polymerization) The reaction effluent is

flashed to remove product olefin and lower boiling olefin. The

remainder of the effluent contains higher alkyl organometallic

and is subjected to an alkyl displacement reaction using lower

olefin (eg. ethylene) to give a mixture of olefins (both in and

«,*«. olI* *e

» ^ M ItMtl**

11
iS;T.

I

—- -''j^"
I

—-_v£jj«_] "_

11

5II0WTW

;;..'
I

3,789,079

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF DIENE FROM
ORGANIC MIXTURES

Eli Perry, St. Louis, and WiUiam F. Strazik, St. Ann. both of

Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,452

Int. CI. G07c 7100

U.S. CI. 260-681.5 R * ^^'^
Dienes are separated from organic mixtures comprising

diene and alkene having one double bond by contacting the

mixture against one side of a polymeric permeation membrane

which is an aromatic imide polymer of the formula

-y :
' _L f—
II

# : s? , »• *

TW
fc "ten: •

outside of product range ) along with lower alkyl organometal-

lic Olefins having more than about 16 carbon atoms per

molecular are separated and a stream containing lower alkyl

organometallic adjuvant and product olefin is recovered for

delivery to the first-named reaction system

o
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3,789,090

PROCESS FOR THE PRODI CTION OF CONJUGATED
DIENE LIQLID POLYMERS

Yutaka Otsuki, Kawasaki: Hajiim Hara, Fujisawa. and Nobuo

Imai, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon Oil Co.,

Ltd., Tok>o, Japan
Filed June 4, 1970, Ser. No. 43.588

Claims priority, application Japan. June 14, 1969, 44-46731

Int. CL C07c 15,10. C08d 3104; COStJ/16

U.S. CL 260—669 P 6 Claims

A process is disclosed for the production of liquid polymers

by polymerizing conjugated diolefins or.copolymerizing these

diolefins with vinyl compounds in the presence of particularly

organosodium catalysts, where the resulting polymers are con-

trolled in the desired average molecular weight and have very

low color.

as inhibitors for metal corrosion, as inhibitors for scale forma-

tion and as intermediates in the formation of the correspond-

ing monoesters and diesters The esters are useful as

plasticizers, lubricants, lubricant additives and functional

fluids.

I

3,789.093

METHOD FOR ACCELERATING THE MOLDING CYCLE

BY BLANKETING WITH DRY CARBON DIOXIDE GAS

Robert N . Bose, 3117 Roberts St., New Orleans, La.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 8,350. Feb. 3. 1970.

abandoned. This application Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 205,823

Int. CLB29C/ 7/07

L.S.CL 264-37 4 Claims

3,789,091

CYCLIC PHOSPHONATE ESTERS AND THEIR
PREPARATION

James J. Anderson, Metuchen; Vasco G. Camacho. Iselin, and

Robert E. Kinney. Lawrenceville, aU of NJ., assignors to

Mobil Oil Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Filed Nov. 15. 1971, Ser. No. 199.022

Int. CL C07d 105104: C08I 45158

L.S. CL 260-927 R 14 Claims

Polymers containing flame retardant amounts of addition

products of alkylhalogen-free esters of ( la ) phosphorus acids,

(\b) carboxylic acids, or ( It ) sulfonic acids and ( 2 ) a bicyclic

phosphite ( l-alkyl-4-phospha-3,5,8-trioxabicyclo-l 2,2.2 1-oc-

tane ). said addition products having the follow ing group;

where R is lower alkyl C.-CJ, preferably C,-C„ an hydrox-

yaIkyl(C,-CJ, preferably Cj-Cj,

the addition products of ( la ) or (1 b ) and ( 2 ); and preparation

of the addition products by heating a mixture of (|a) or ( ife)

and (2) to an elevated temperature (eg.. 175°-300°C. ).

3,789,092

HALOVTNYLENE-l,2-BlS(PHOSPHONIC ESTERS)

Ludwig Maier, Kikhberg, Switzerland, assignor to Monsanto

Company, StJ..ouis, Mo.

Filed June 9, 1 972, Ser. No. 26 1 . 1 7

1

int. CLG07f 9/40

U.S. CL 260-932 4 Claims

Halovinylene-l.2-bis(phosphonic acids) and their cor-

responding esters of the formula

OH XO
II I I II

(RO)jPC=CP(OR»,

wherein R is hydrogen or a hydrocarbon radical having for ex-

ample from 1-24 carbon atoms and X is a halogen atom e.g.

chlorine or bromine. The halovinylene acids are obtained by

hydrolysis or an ethynylene-1.2.-bis(phosphonic acid diester)

of the formula

GO •
,

n H

(R'0>,PC=CP(OR'),

with concentrated aqueous haloacid (HX). The acids are use-

Process of accelerating the molding cycle when using blow

molding or injection molding machines including providing an

enclosure around the molding area and supplying to said en-

closure an atmosphere for blanketing the mold area with car-

bon dioxide gas to reduce the dew point in the mold cavities

whereby the molds may he operated at a lower temperature

without causing surface imperfections on the molded part In

other embodiments multi-station blow molding and injection

molding machines include an enclosed mold area into which

exhaust carbon dioxide from the molded articles is vented to

maintain the dew point at a value below that of the ambient.

I

3,789,094

METHOD OF PRODI CING A MOLDED FOAMED
STRtCTLRAL MEMBER HAVING A HONEYCOMB

CORE ADAPTED FOR VENTING

David John Hutchison. Toronto, Ontario. Canada, assignor to

Monostruct Corporation, Limited, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada I

Filed May 6. 1971. Ser. No. 140.748

Int.CLB29d27/04

U.S. CL 264-45 "^ ^•«''"s

22 18 12

26—ji

34 18 ^ 44 c^ .« ..

20 34 l'»a 24
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A cored, molded structural member comprises a core hav-

ing a plurality of cells between major faces - a honeycomb

core - and having a substantially seamless covering of molda-

ble plastic material which expands while it sets and which,

when set, is substantially rigid Foamable polyurethane is par-

ticularly contemplated At least some of the cells of the core

rufasT^prfinrirj ?orTr.Lr.;. ;;^;r;:u:J. irrdaprea ,» .... ,.. co»»u„,ca.,on w„h O.K.. »a,ace„,
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cells when the pressure of the gas and/or air within the cell

rises. The molded structural member is formed in a mold

which is entirely closed and gas tight so as to preclude flow of

gas or air outwardly from the mold cavity during the molding

operation. Spacers may be used to space the core away from

the faces of the mold cavity, and to keep the core from shifting

within the mold cavity as the plastic material expands and sets.

Pressure relief of the pressurized mold is usually provided be-

fore the mold is opened, by making one or more channels

through the plastic covering in the core.

3.789,095

CONTINl'Ol S METHOD OF MANUFACTURING
ARTICLES FROM FOAMED THERMOPLASTIC

MATERIAL
Thomas W. Winstead. 2 Overlook Ln.. Baltimore, Md.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 798,821. Oct. 10, 1968,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 480,917, Aug. 19,

1965,Pat. No. 3.479,694. This application Jan. 15, 1971, Ser.

No. 106.861. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent

to June 13. 1989. has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B29d 7/04, 7/24,27/00

U.S.CL 264-51 12 Claims

and treating of porous skeletal bodies to produce hardened

dimensionally stable end products at relatively low tempera-

ture and the resulting materials produced thereby which com-

prises the steps of treating a porous skeletal body by im-

pregnating the interstices of the porous body with a comound

of a metal capable of being converted to an oxide in situ at

relatively low temperatures, heating the body so impregnated

at temperature well below normal vitrification to a tempera-

ture of at least 600°F. and for a period of time sufficient to

convert the compound impregnated therein to an oxide and

repeating the impregnation and heating steps until the desired

degree of hardness is obtained.

3,789,097 ,

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PELLETIZED METAL
SULFIDE MATERIALS

Russell R. Beck; David B. George, and Charles W. Anderson,

all of Salt Lake City, Utah, assignors to Kennecott Copper

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 168,003

lnt.CLB01j2/04

U.S. CI. 264—82 8 Claims

i ^^ J
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An integrated method of continuously extruding low-densi-

ty foamed thermoplastic material and manufacturing three-

dimensionally formed articles therefrom. The method in-

cludes the steps of extruding and spreading a narrow strip of

thermoplastic material at a high linear rate, vacuum forming

articles therefrom on the periphery of a forming wheel (utiliz-

ing the heat of extrusion), severing the formed articles from

the strip, packaging the articles, and returning the selvage for

re-use.

atfMJfi- "^"f -

3,789,096

METHOD OF IMPREGNATING POROUS REFRACTORY
BODIES WITH INORGANIC CHROMIUM COMPOUND

Peter K. Church, Cascade, and Oliver J. Knutson, Colorado

Springs, both of Colo., assignors to Kaman Sciences Cor-

poration. Colorado Springs, Colo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 642,704, June 1, 1967,

abandoned. This application Dec. 28, 1967, Ser. No. 694,303

Int. CLC04b 4 //24, 4 //06

U.S. CI. 264—60 26 Claims

'Tl*'«5ff"̂1

'.wwr*- "^-lE**

A process of producing pelletized metal sulfide material

bonded by reaction products of lime contacted by sulfur diox-

ide, so that the resulting pellets will have cohesive strength

capable of withstanding the rough handling normally received

in industrial smelting operations, comprises the steps of form-

ing green pellets from a metal sulfide agglomerate prepared by

mixing particulate metal sulfide material with lime in the

presence of sufficient water to form a cohesive mixture, and of

exposing the pellets to an effective amount of sulfur dioxide

gas (which in the presence of moisture is converted to sul-

furous acid) to react with the lime at temperatures ranging

from room temperature to lOOT. to form calcium sulfite and

calcium sulfate bonding agents. The hardness of the resulting

pellets is increased many times over that achieved by the usual

procedure of simple drying of metal sulfide material to form

pellets which disintegrate prematurely when employed in

commercial smelting operations. If a greater degree of hard-

ness is necessary for some applications, the bonded pellets of

the invention can be subjected to higher temperatures, impart-

ing a degree of hardness to the pellets related to the tempera-

ture to which the pellets are exposed and the length of time of

exposure.

r-i'..

A new ceramic treatment process and product and, more

particularly, a process for forming and treating and shaping

ERRATUM
For Class 264—95 see:

Patent No. 3,788,503
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3 789 098

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR CONSTRUCTING
KNITTED BRASSIERE BLANKS AND BRASSIERES

Raymond C. Cole, Hillsdak, N J.; William C. HiUel. New Hyde

Park, N.Y., and James G. Donaghy, Flanders, NJ., assignors

to International Plavtex Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 1 1 . 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 52,245

Int.CI.D04b///i6

U.S. CI. 264-103 16 Claims

the filling thereof to limit the movement upstream of the com-

pound and subsequent to the filling of the core to solidify and

render self-sealing the compound.

Subsequently, the successive sections of the compound

filled core are advanced through various stations whereat a

core wrap and sheath are applied thereto together with addi-

tional applications of the waterproofing compound. A plastic

jacket is extruded about the sheath and cooled prior to taking

up of the successive sections of the jacketed cable onto a take-

up reel.

There is disclosed as an article of manufacture an integrally

knit blank shaped to allow for the reorientation of the wales

along the apex of the cup and to allow for the reorientation of

the wales along the body of the breast receiving elements at

least along the area which will comprise the lower cup portion,

to an orientation other than originally knitted. There is also

disclosed a flat boarding arrangement as the shaping ap-

paratus as well as the stabilizing form. The method of knitting

and shaping generally includes the steps of integrally knitting,

with at least some heat setting yarns a blank having relatively

concial breast pockets and a relative flat apex area, reorient-

ing a portion of the yams in the apex area to provide a rela-

tively rounded apex configuration; and heat setting the blank

to retain the apex area in such relatively rounded configura-

tion.

3,789,100

PROCESS FOR MOLDING OBJECTS FROM RAPID-

SETTING POLVL RETHANE COMPOSITIONS
Earle L. Kropscott, and Gerald R. WIttenbach, both of Lake

Jackson, Tex., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

Midland. Mich.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,058
|

Int.CI.B29c//02.//0«

U.S. CI. 264-219 8 Claims

Molded polyurethane objects are prepared from rapid-

setting polyurethane compositions employing molds prepared

from foamed polymers of vinyl aromatic compounds. The

molds retain their shape and dimensions sufficiently for the

polyurethane composition to solidify and then the mold

distorts and shrinks away from the molded object.

3,789,099

METHODS OF MANUFACTURING WATERPROOF
CABLE

Carl Eugene Garrett, Stone MounUin, Ga.; William Henry

Kinsley, Jr., Omaha, and Larry Dean Moody, Ralston, both

of Nebr., assignors to Western Electric Company, Incor-

porated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 196,949

Int.CI.B32bi//06

U.S.CK 264-174 10 Claims

3,789,101

PANEL MANUFACTURING MACHINE AND METHOD
Lawrence W. Wright, Scottsdale; Leon H. Tolleson; Daniel P.

Abrahamson, both of Phoenix; Paul M. Thomas, Paradise

Valley, and Eugene E. Crile, Phoenix, aU of Ariz., assignors

to The Thomas 1970 Trust, Phoenix, Ariz.

Contlnuatlon-ln-partof Ser. No. 132,788, April 9, 1971,

abandoned. This application Apr. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 138,949

Int. CI. E04d 2102

U.S.CK 264-261 8 Claims

'Tr^^^ ^-"'V ^

Successive sections of a cable core having twisted pairs of

insulated conductor^tranded together are moved axially lon-

gitudinally through a'series of in-line chambers having inter-

connecting dies of an apparatus with facilities for the pressure

application of a heated waterproofing compound having a

jelly-like consistency int\the interstices between the stranded

pairs of conductors. The apparatus is designed to direct the

compound inwardly radially of the core after which a How

Rath of the compound is established into an upstream

direction relatively longitudinally of the advancing cable core

to more completely fill the interstices of the completed core.

Provisions are made for cooling the cable core both prior to

A panel manufacturing machine and method adapted to

produce panels of building blocks; the machine and method

involving the formation of a horizontal course of blocks in

end-to-end relation to each other with mortared head joints

between ends of the blocks and with bed mortar on top of the

blocks, which course is transferred as a unit to be assembled

with other courses of blocks to produce a panel. Further, the

machine and method can progressively sense a modular mea-

surement longitudinally of said course to control the overall

length of each course when assembled and mortared together.
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3,789,102

METHOD FOR FORMING A FLANGED CONCRETE
PANEL HAVING A PLANAR CENTRAL SECTION

Earl T. Hazelett, Jr., Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Continental

Homes, Inc., Pheonix, Ariz.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 2,263, Jan. 12, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 1 19,159

Int. CI. B28b 2 //92

U.S. CI. 264-295 ^ Claims

3,789,104

CONTROL METHOD FOR FUME INCINERATORS

Albert P. McCauley, Chagrin FaUs, Ohio, assignor to SCM
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Feb. 25 , 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 18,854

Int.CI.B01d5i/i4

U.S. CI. 423-210 12 Claims
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Fabrication of a flanged concrete panel includes pouring

concrete into a suitably configured mold of elastically

deformable material in which reinforcing frame and mesh is

appropriately located; partially curing the panel while sup-

porting the mold such that under the weight of the concrete

contained therein it deflects in a direction countervailing the

normal shrinkage deformation direction. The partially cured

panel is removed from the mold and allowed to undergo its

normal curing shrinkage deformation to yield a panel having a

planar face.

3,789,103

PROCESS FOR INJECTION MOLDING POLYESTER
PREMIXES

Toshlhiko Sueyoshi, and Mitsuo Kozawa, both of AkI District,

Japan, assignors to Japan Steel Works Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,240

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 4, 1970, 45-77028

Int.CI.B29f //OS

U.S. CI. 264-329 * Claim

Improved process and apparatus are shown for incineration

of combustible fumes to suppress deleterious, uncontrolled

combustion of said fumes from the occurrence of an adventi-

tious, transient fume overload. In response to upward devia-

tion from a preselected incineration temperature, the fume

feed flow is automatically throttled to bypass the incineration

zone while the flow of primary incineration fuel has been auto-

matically diminished, but at most only to a point short of the

extinction of its combustion, thereby relieving the overload

condition without disruptive operational discontinuity. An au-

tomatic temperature controller provides the particular

sequential throttling control impulse to automatic throttling

valves on primary fuel and bypass for this purpose, and also to

an automatic throttling valve on flow offume diluent vapors, if

desired.

3,789,105

AMMONIA-HYDROGEN SULFIDE-CYCLE SCRUBBING

METHOD FOR CRUDE COKE OVEN GASES

Kurt Tippmer, and Dieter Laufhutte, both of Recklinghausen,

Germany, assignors to Firma Carl Still, Recklinghausen,

Germany
Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,372

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 28, 1970,

2058709
Int. CLCOlb J //20

U.S. CI. 423-234 <» Claims

, i8

Putty-like raw material composed of fluid polyester with

added fillers, pigments, reinforcements, etc. is forced into a

screw containing heating cylinder through a push chamber

which communicates with said heating cylinder by a converg-

ing flow passage so that the temperature of said material is

raised by the shearing action and the external heating to which

it is subject during its passing through said passage, the raw

material thus supplied into said heating cylinder is advanced

forwardly by the rotating screw so that its temperature is regu-

lated from externally of said heating cylinder, and, after it is

heated again at the front end portion of the heating cylinder, it

is injected into dies and reflux thereof is prevented.

Continuous treating process for scrubbing ammonia rich

coke oven gases containing HjS involves regenerating am-
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monia rich H^S wash liquor in a deacidifier and distilling the the third vessel sodium chlorate, sodium chloride and/or

ammonia from the NHj scrubber in a still. The cyclic process hydrogen chloride and a sulphate-ion material which is con-

is carried out in two cycles: a first cycle in which regenerated,

cooled, aqueous ammoniacal solution is circulated from the

sump of the deacidifier to about the center or the upper parts

of the HjS-scrubber, and from the sump of the H^S-scrubber

back to the upper part of the deacidifier; and a second, hot

cycle in which the regenerated aqueous ammoniacal solution

issuing from the sump of the deacidifier is circulated to the

upper part of the HaS-scrubber.
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3,789,116 •

FLUORESCENT LABELED ANTIBODY REAGENT
John W iiliam Dixon Kay, Zion, ill., assignor to Abbott Labora-

tories, Chicago, ill.

Filed Dec. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 96,636

Int. CI. C12k 1 100. 1104; G0\n33/I6

U.S. CI. 424-8 f C>«'»ns

A lyophilized stable labeled antibody reagent that com-

prises a non-reducing polysaccharide, a normal serum and a

labeled antibody, particularly an antibody labeled with a

fluorescent chemical is provided that is exceptionally specific

to a given antigen. >3pecificity is such that Group A. ^-

hemolytic Streptococci, can readily be identified in the

presence of Group C or Group G Streptococci or Staphlococ-

cus aureus. The reagent is stable in the lyophilized state at

temperatures of up to 37"X: for a period of months and in the

reconstituted state at 2" to 8° C. for a period of weeks.

pharmaceutical carrier Those compositions, in the form of

tablets suitable for sublingual administration, can be produced

by wetting a substantially dry mixture of the nitroglycerin and

the solid, water-soluble pharmaceutical carrier with a solvent

mixture containing a non-volatile, water-soluble solvent and a

volatile solvent, forming the wetted mixture into tablets, and

removing the volatile solvent.

3.789.117

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ENTERIC
MEDICAMENTS

Takuichi Tsujino, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Freund Ind. Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164,115

Int. CI. AOln / 7100; B44d 1130; C08b 13/00

U.S.CL 424-35 7 Claims

An improved enteric coating for medicament less soluble in

gastric juice or water is obtained by coating a medicament

with an organic solvent-soluble cellulose derivative in which

the hydrogen atom of one hydroxyl group has been substituted

by a carboxymethyl group and at least one of other hydroxyl

groups have been esterified or etherified.

3,789,120

SLLFAMOYL AZIDE PROCESS AND COMPOSITION FOR
LOWERING BLOOD PRESSURE

WiUiam L. Matier, and WiUiam T. Comer, both of Evansville,

Ind., assignors to Mead Johnson & Company, Evansville,

Ind. I

DiviskMi of Ser. No. 16.933, March 5. 1970, Pat. No.

3,723,627. This appUcation Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,872

Int. CI. A6 Ik 27/00

t.S. CL 424-226 • Claims

This invention is concerned with a pharmaceutical process

and pharmaceutical compositions for lowering blood pressure

in mammals by the administration thereto sulfamoyl azides o£

the Formula R'R'NSOjNj and pharmaceutical compositions

thereof R' is alkyl. cycloalkyl. aryl. aralkyl and so on, R* is

hydrogen, alkyl. cycloalkyl, phenyl, phenylalkyi, and so on, R',

and R* can be taken together with nitrogen to form a hetero-

cyclic radical.

3 789 118

MEDICAL ADHESIVE SOLVENT COMPOSITION
Arthur B. Brocrman, 5901 Bay tor, Bartlesvilk, Okla.

Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,498

Int. CI. BOlf 1100, C23g 5/00. A61k 9/00

U.S. CI. 424-45 4 Claims

A solvent composition is provided which will efficiently

remove medical adhesives, particularly adhesives containing

silicone resins, from skin and simultaneously replace body

oils, and prepare the skin to receive subsequent applications

of the adhesive The solvent composition comprises a major

effective amount of a liquid aliphatic hydrocarbon solvent

fraction, preferably a C, to C,, aliphatic hydrocarbon fraction,

a minor effective skin conditioning amount (generally com-

prising at least about 2 weight percent) of silicone fluid, and

preferably, a minor effective amount of a flash point suppres-

sant for the liquid aliphatic hydrocarbon fraction.

3,789,121

l7a,21-ORTHOBUTYRATES OF 6a, 9a-DIFLUORO-
HYDROCORTISONE AND 6a, 9a-

DIFLUOROPREDNISOLONE, COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING SAME AND THE USE THEREOF AS ANTI-

INFLAMMATORY AGENTS
Alberto Ercoli, Milan, and Rinaldo Gardi. Carate Brianza,

both of Italy, assignors to Warner-Lambert Company, Mor-

ris Plains, NJ.

Division of Ser. No. 55,260, July 15. 1970, which was a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 716J87, Mar. 27, 1968,

both abandoned.

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,686

Int. CI. A6lk/ 7/00

U.S.CL 424-241 15 Claims

There have been prepared the new 17a, 21-orthobutyrates

of 6a. 9a-difluorohydrocortisone and 6a, 9a-

difluoroprednisolone -difluoroprednisolone useful as anti-in-

flammatory agents The compounds may be used in the form

of pharmaceutical formulations in corticoid anti-inflammatory

therapy.

3 789 119

STABILIZED MOLDED SUBLINGUAL NITROGLYCERIN
TABLETS

Salvatore A. Fusari, St. Clair Shores, and Leslie M. Lueck, Ox-

ford, both of Mich., assignors to Parke, Davis & Company,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 1, 197 1, Ser. No. 149,072

lnt.CI.A6Ik27//2

U.S. CI. 424-78 4Ctainis

Pharmaceutical compositions containing minor proportions

of nitroglycerin and a non-volatile, water-soluble solvent in

combination with a major proportion of a solid, water-soluble

3.789.122

FUNGICIDAL COMPOSITIONS OF TRANSITION METAL
COMPLEXES OF SUBSTITUTED

2-BENZIMIDAZOLECARBAMIC ACID, ALKYL ESTERS

Hein L. Klopping. Wilmington. Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 804,710, Mar. 5, 1%9, Pat. No. 3,562,282,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 721,061, Apr. 12,

1968, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

629,900, Apr. 11, 1%7, abandoned, which is a continuation-

in-part of Ser. No. 548,034, May 6. 1966, abandoned. This

application Oct. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 82,120

Int. CI. AOln 9/22

U.S. CI. 424- 245 »5 Claims

Transition metal complexes of substituted 2-benzimidazole-

carbamic acid, alkyl esters of the following formula are useful

January 29, 1974

as mite ovicides and fungicides:
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3,789,124

TREATMENT OF COLITIS ULCEROSA
Martin Kludas, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Heyl & Co.,

Chem.-Pharm. Fabrik, Berlin, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 81,626, Oct. 16, 1970. This application

July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,675

Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—3 1

9

5 Claims

Colitis ulcerosa is treated according to the invention by ad-

ministering to the patient suffering from such condition an ef-

,

fective dose of penicillamine. The preferred penicillamine

because of its low toxicity is D-penicillamine. All types of ad-

ministration are suitable, including oral administration and ad-

ministration by injection. The actual dosage depends upon the

extent of the condition. Orally the dose may be as little as 0.6 g
per day and as high as 2.4 g per day, and even higher for short

periods. By injection the dose may be as little as 0.5 g and as

high as 1.5 g per day.

where

Qis

O ()
I; il

-C-NIIK:. -r- Ui.

or -SCCI, and

Ri. Ri. Rr. n and Me are as defined hereinafter. An
exemplary species of the general class is the complex;

l-(butylcarbamoyi)-2-benzimidazoiecarbamic acid, methyl

ester 2:1 manganese complex.

3,789,123

TERTIARY AMINOACIDS AS ANTI-INFLAMMATORY
AGENTS

Richard William James Carney, New Providence, and George

De Stevens, Summit, both of N J., assignors to Ciba-Geigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 757,1 36, Sept. 3, 1 968, Pat.

No. 3,657,230, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

716,347, March 27, 1968, abandoned. This application Jan.

21, 1969, Ser. No. 792,755

Int. CI. H61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—310 2 Claims

New a-(tert. arylaminophenyl)-aliphatic acids, e.g. those of

the formula

3,789,125

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
HALO-SUBSTITUTED 2-AMINO-BENZYLAMINE-

AMIDES
Gerd Kuger, Biberach/Riss; Otmar Zipp, Osnabruck;

Johannes Keck, Biberach/Riss; Josef Nickl, Biberach/Riss;

Hans Machleidt, Biberach/Riss; Gerhard Ohnacker,

Biberach/Riss; Robert Engelhom, Biberach/Riss, and Sig-

frid Puschmaon, Biberach/Riss, all of Germany, assignors to

Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim am Rhein, Ger-

many
Division of Ser. No. 89,058, Nov. 12, 1970, Pat. No. 3,712,924,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 872,778, Oct. 30,

1969, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

555,696, June 7, 1966, abandoned. This application Oct. 24,

1972, Ser. No. 299,810

Int. CI. A6 Ik 27/00

U.S. CI. 424-324 2 Claims

Antitussive and respiration-stimulating pharmaceutical

compositions containing as an active ingredient a compound
of the formula

R*

'^ CH,—

N

O Rj

'^^ ^ (CH,).-C-N

Hal \

Ri
\
Ro

COOH

R,= H or alkyl

Rj=H, alk(en)yl, cycloalk(en)yl or cycloalk(en)yl-

alkyl
R3=alk(en)yl, hydroxyalkyi, alkoxyalkyl, aminoalkyl,

cycloalk(cn)yl or cycloalk(en)yl-alkyl

R4= aryi

and functional

agents.

derivatives thereof, are anti-inflammatory

wherein

Hal is chlorine or bromine,

R, is hydrogen, chlorine or bromine,

Rj is alkyl of one to four carbon atoms, allyl, phenyl,

chlorophenyl, methoxyphenyl, carboxyphenyl, car-

bomethoxy-phenyl, tolyl, benzyl, methoxypropyl,

cyclohexyl, phenethyl or dimethylaminopropyl,

R3 and R4 are each hydrogen, acetyl or benzoyl,

Rs is hydrogen, alkyl of one to three carbon atoms or

cyclohexyl,

R« is hydrogen, alkyl of one to three carbon atoms, hydrox-

yethyl, methoxypropyl, allyl, diethylamindethyl,

diethylamino-propyl, phenyl, fluorophenyl, benzyl or

cyclohexyl, and

n is I, 2 or 3,

or a non-toxic, pharmacologically acceptable acid addition

salt thereof; and a method of suppressing the cough reflex and

stimulating the respiration in a warm-blooded animal

therewith.



ELECTRICAL
3,789,126

ELECTRIC FLRNACE FOR HEATING AND MELTING
SCRAP IRON AND STEEL

U20 Brusa, Via Borgnis, Domodossola, Italy

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 317,094

Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 18, 1972, 67521/72

lnt.C\.¥27d3l 12,13100

3,789,128

MILTIPATH SONAR SIMULATOR
Francis J. Murphree, H inter Park, Fla., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 1 17,585

Int. CI. G09b 9/00

IJ.S.CL 13-10
5 Claims U.S. CL 35- 10.4 7 Claims

An electric furnace for heating and melting iron and steel

scrap is provided having an inclined, rotatable cylinder into

which batched quantities of scrap are fed. at the upper end

thereof, from a hopper that is vibrated. Teeth m the cylmder

control the flow of the scrap therethrough. Scrap is delivered

from the lower end of the cylinder into a basin in which elec-

trode means are positioned. The slag and melted metal are

removed by tilting the basin. Slidable locks control the flow of

flue gases and means for cooling the cylinder are also pro-

vided.

Part of the output of an active signal generator is delayed,

phase shifted and recombined with the remainder of the out-

put to form an input to an echo generator. Part of the output

of a passive signal generator is likewise delayed, phase shifted

and recombined with the passive signal generator output prior

to being combined with the output of the echo synthesizer to

provide signals simulative of multipath sonar characteristics.

A controllable delay network utilizing shift register means is

disclosed.

'
3,789,127

ARC FURNACES
Brian Bowman, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to British Steel

Corporation, London, England

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,273

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 18, 1972,

2421/72
Int.CLF27d////0

U.S.CL 13-12 ^ 7 Claims

3 789 129

AIR-INSULATED COAXIAL HIGH-FREQUENCY CABLE

Hans Leo Ditscheid, Refrath. Germany, assignor to Felten &

(;uilleaume Aktiengesellschafl, Cologne-Mulheim, (Jermany

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 367,014

Claims priority, application Germany. June 6. 1972,

7221114
Int.CLH01b;;//S

U.S.CL 174-28 5 Claims

i^h n- 10-

An electric arc furnace adapted to be powered by direct

current includes a bottom electrode of one polarity (positive)

mounted in the vessel for contact with the charge and three

electrodes of negative polarity depending into the vessel from

above. The arcs from the electrodes migrate inwardly which is

the opposite of the case with a.c. thus reducing erosion of the

furnace walls by concentrating the heat source in the centre.

The bottom electrode design is such as to enable the furnace

to be tapped whilst maintaining a reservoir of metal for the

succeeding charge.

A tubular inner conductor has a first diameter and is pro-

vided with annular corrugations adjacent ones of which are

spaced from each other by a distance smaller than 0.3 times

the first diameter, A coaxial tubular outer conductor sur-

rounds the inner conductor and defines therewith a clearance^

The outer conductor is provided with helical corrugations and

has a larger second diameter. Spacers are located in the

clearance and engage the corrugations of the inner and outer

1998
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conductors. Adjacent ones of these spacers are spaced axially

of the conductors by a distance which is equal to between 0.6

and 0.75 times the sum of the first and second diameters.

tion program receive an enabling signal so that the chennel

switching signals will only be effective to control channel

switching at the selected subscriber locations.

/ 3 789 130 3,789,132

TAMPER PROOF ELECTRICAL CABLES ^^^^^L^'Jxolf r^J.TArxpL'J^T^?^^
Herbert William Mansfield Parker, Zebbug; Malta, Great ff^^^^S?^ v^?^n ri^.L„r to BeU

Britain, assignor to Pyrotenax Limited Hebbum-on-Tyne, Arthur Bertel Larsen, Colts Neck, NJ., assignor to BeU

Cn Durham Eneland Telephone Laboratones, Incorporated, Murray HiII, NJ.

Co^tinuatiTofSen^^^^ ^"^^^^^VVVL'^fo.')!?
'''''"'

This application July 15, 1971 , Ser. No. 163,060. The portion of Int. CL H04n 9/06

the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 10, 1989, has been U.S. CI. 178-5.4 ST

disclaimed.

Claims priority, application (Jreat Britain, Oct. 18, 1%8,

49575/68
Int.CI.H01b7/i2 W

U.S.CL 174-113 12 Claims ^

7 Claims

%
COLO" ,
fILlE"

'WAGE
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noise, is removed by a coring circuit Thereafter the cored

contour signal is combined with the filtered video signal to

produce a resultant video signal having enhanced high

frequency components, but without the attendant high

frequency noise increase conventionally associated therewith

3,789,134

PRESET CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A COLOR
TELEVISION RECEIVER

Thomas U . Ivas, Evergreen Park, and William H. Slavik, Patos

Hills, both of III., assignors to Motorola Inc.. Franklin Park,

lU.

Division of Ser. No. 140,489, May 5, 1971, abandoned. This

application Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 299,069

Int. CI. H04r 9148

U.S. CL 1 78- 5.4 AC * Claims

beam from a main objective lens into three partial beams cor-

responding respectively to three different parts of the visible

spectrum, the three partial beams being supplied to the

photoelectric cathodes of respective camera tubes One of the

partial beams is supplied to the respective photoelectric

cathode by way of an intermediate lens, so that the size of the

image on the photoelectric cathode is different from the size

of the images on the other two photoelectric cathodes. A
deflector is added to allow placement of the reduced image

size camera tube perpendicular to the main objective lens.

3,789,136

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM FOR VIEW ER RESPONSE TO
TELEVISION PROGRAM STIMULI

Marshall M. Haith, 2703 S. Macon, Aurora, Cok)., and Robert

A. Lent!, 138 Huron Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

Filed June 28, 1972. S«r. No. 267,083

Int. CI. H04r 7100

U.S. CI. 178-5.8 R 9 Claims

A color television receiver is provided with the customary

manual controls for permitting a viewer to adjust brightness,

contrast, saturation and hue of the image reproduced by the

receiver. In addition, preset controls for brightness, contrast,

hue and saturation are provided, and a push-button switch is

used to select either the manual or preset controls to establisn

the characteristics of tlie reproduced image. With the push-

button switch set to select the automatic or preset controls, an

AND gate is enabled to cause a shift in the color demodulator

angles and further to cause the relative gains of the final out-

put amplifiers to be changed to enhance colors in the range of

skin tones reproduced by the receiver.

.. >i

An electronic system for use with received educational

television program material and operative to indicate the cor-

rect or incorrect nature of a viewer's response to presented

visual stimuli, thereby creating a reinforcing and bilateral

aspect to an educational television experience.

In a typical embodiment of the system, a console is provided

having a display panel divided into segments which are spa-

tially arranged to correspond to similarly arranged segments

of an associated television screen on which stimuli are dis-

played. Each segment of the display panel is manually actua-

ble, and actuation of a segment representing a correct

response to presented stimuli causes a suitable output indica-

tion of such correct response.

3,789,135

OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR COLOR TELEVISION CAMERAS
Horst Bachmann. Darmstadt. Germany, assignor to Femseh

GmbH Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany
ContinuatHMi-in-part of Ser. No. 85,923, Nov. 2, 1970,

abandoned. This application May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,814

Claims priority, application Germany, May 19, 1971, P 21

24 964.9

Int. CI. H04n 9108

U,S. CI. 178-5.4 E 3 Claims

3,789,137

TIME COMPRESSION OF AUDIO SIGNALS

George F. Newell. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse

Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 241,944 |

Int.CI. H04n5/76

U.S. CI. 178-6.6 14 Claims

MOIO IN — •UFFOISTOW ooc
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' An optical system for a color television camera comprises a

beam-splitting arrangement for separating an incident light

The invention pertains to a technique for time-compressing

audio signals without disturbing the relative position of the

audio samples through the use of a time buffer store and a sub-

sequent FM recording of the time-compressed audio signal in

a format similar to video signals and the subsequent demodu-

lation of the FM signals and time expansion of the signals to

produce the original audio signals. The use of FM modulation
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and demodulation of a type similar to that used with video in-

formation for recording and transmitting time-compressed

audio information permits common processing of audio and

video information and the utilization of standard video trans-

mission and video tape and video disc recorders to accom-

modate audio as well as video information.

3,789,138

DEVICE FOR GAINING RANDOM ACCESS TO VIDEO

SIGNAL INFORMATION FOR USE IN VIDEO TAPE
RECORDERS

Toshimichi Terada, Hachioji-shi, Japan, assignor to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 18, 1971, Ser. No. 154,562

Claims prioritv, application Japan, June 23, 1970,45-54626

Int. CI. H04n 5178

U.S. CI. 1 78—6.6 A 5 Claims

digital signals of a pulse train of constant period and data pul-

ses constituted by the presence or absence of pulses in ac-

cordance with data, mixing the sawtooth waves thus gated,

and recording the waves thus mixed as a composite sawtooth

wave on a recording medium. The positions of rise and fall of

the composite sawtooth wave respectively correspond to the

above mentioned two digital signals. A digital signal reproduc-

ing system carries out the steps of reproducing signals

recorded by the above described recording system, separating

the pulses of constant perios and the data pulses through the

utilization of the characteristics of the signal pulses thus

reproduced, and deriving two digital signals.

3,789,140

TILTABLE DISPLAY SCREEN ASSEMBLY
Edwin D. McQueen, Barrington, and Thomas L. Spicer,

Chicago, both of III., assignors to Teletype Corporation,

Skokie, lU.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,235

Int. CI. H04n 5/655

U.S. CI. 178-7.81 8 Claims

In a video tape recorder for recording video signal informa-

tion of television scenesr pictures and various documents

frame by frame on one or more tracks on a magnetic tape and

selectively reproducing a desired video signal, a means for

gaining random access to the desired video signal. The video

signal information is recorded in blocks each consisting of

many tracks noted above and each being spaced from another

to define a blank portion without any information recorded

between adjacent blocks. In addition to the video signal infor-

mation, block identifying signals are recorded on the magnetic

tape For the reproduction of a desired static picture, random

access to the desired frame is made by first running the mag-

netic tape by a fast feed or fast rewind drive until a block in-

cluding the desired track or tracks is detected from the block

identifying signals and then by feeding the tape either inter-

mittently or continuously at a low speed until the position of

the track of the desired frame is reached.

3,789,139

SYSTEM FOR RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
DIGITAL SIGNALS

Kazuo Negishi, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Company

of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama-City, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,539

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 4, 1971, 46/77704;

Oct. 4, 1971,46/77705

Int. CI. Gl lb 5/06, 27/.?0, H04n 5178

U.S. CI. 1 78—6.6 A 8 Claims

A chassis is secured to the cabinet of television apparatus

for manually tilting the primary image screen of the tube

about a horizontal first axis disposed slightly behind the

screen. Manual torque is applied by a hand wheel exposed

through the cabinet and chassis and rockable about a second

axis parallel to and behind the first axis. For torque transfer, a

pinion rockable about the second axis with said hand wheel is

enmeshed with a concave gear rack which is concentric with

said first axis and has a radius of curvature larger than said

pinion.

3,789,141

BURST AMPLIFIERS FOR COLOR TELEVISION
RECEIVERS

Susumu Ayaki, and Masaru Shimano, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,338

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1971, 46/27965

Int. CI. H04n 9144

U.S. CI. 1 78-69.5 CB 2 Claims

1_1_L _l_i_L-i-

IL J

;

A digital signal recording system carries out the operational An amplifier used for extracting a color burst signal from

steps of gating respectively sawtooth waves in response to two the chrominance signal in color television receivers, which in-
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eludes no resonant-circuit but comprises three pairs of

transistors and which is especial'" suitable for fabrication in

the form of an integrated circuit.

3,789,142

FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR
SATELLITE ONBOARD SWITCHING SYSTEMS

Nobuhiko Shimasaki, Rockville. and Robert Rapuano, Gaither-

sburg, both of Md., assignors to Communications Satellite

Corporation, Washington, D.C.

Continuation-in-part of S«r. No. 74,654, Sept. 23. 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 128,396

lnt.CI.H04jJ/06

U.S. CI. 179— 1 5 BS 8 Claims

audio signal. Eacl>phase separated signal is processed through

a converter which provides an output signal logarithmically

related to the instantaneous rms value of the corresponding

phase separated signal. The output currents from both conver-

ters are proportional to the square of the input currents, hence

are summed to yield a virtually ripple free output. This

summed output is then scaled and applied to control the gain

of a variable gain amplifier which either compresses or ex-

pands the original input audio signal according to the gain of

the latter amplifier. Thus, the expansion or compression is a

continuous linear process proportioned to the rms value of the

input audio signal.

j«>, :<m
^

J"**

•>)

3,789,144

METHOD FOR COMPRESSING AND SYNTHESIZING A

CYCLIC ANALOG SIGNAL BASED I PON HALF CYCLES
James H. Doyle. Orange, Calif., assignor to Master Specialties

Company, Costa Mesa, Calif.

Filed July 2 1 . 197 1 , Ser. No. 164.683

Int.CI. H04b//66

U.S. CI. 179- 15.55 T 12Claims

«!5^*i5C

Frame synchronization techniques for communications

satellite systems employing spot-beam antennas and satellite

on-board switching. An on-board switching matrix provides,

as part of its switching processes, a common loop-closure time

slot. In one technique, during the common loop-closure time

slot, the on-board switching matrix connects on-board receive

spot.beam antennas with each respective earth station in the

system to the corresponding on-board transmit spot-beam an-

tennas associated with each respective earth station. Each

earth station transmits a synchronization unique word fol-

lowed by information bursts. If each earth station receives a

predetermined portion of its sync unique word via the loop

circuit mode during the loop-closure time slot then the sub-

sequent frame of bursts of information transmitted by each

earth station is in proper frame synchronization for distribu-

tion of the information by the switching matrix In a second

technique wherein each on-board spot-beam illuminates a

respective zone comprising several earth stations frame

synchronization is provided amongst the several zones.

3,789,143

COMPANDER WITH CONTROL SIGNAL
LOGARITHMICALLY RELATED TO THE

INSTANTANEOUS RMS VALUE OF THE INPUT SIGNAL
David E. Blackmer. Bolton Rd.. Harvard, Mass.

Filed Mar. 29. 1971. Ser. No. 128,892

Int.CI.H04bi/04

U.S. CI. 179- 1 5 .55 R 12 Claims
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A compander system for audio signal processing, in which

two 90° phase separated signals are generated from an input
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An improved method for compressing a cyclic analog signal

in which adjacent positive and negative half cycles are similar,

such as an audio signal, and for reconstructing or synthesizing

a new analog signal from the compressed signal. The original

signal is compressed by removing one of the positive or the

negative half cycles and, in a preferred embodiment, digitizing

the remaining half cycles. The new analog signal is generated

by sequentially applying each half cycle to an output and

simultaneously storing such applied half cycle in a memory

After a half cycle is applied to the output and prior to applying

the next half cycle in the sequence, the stored half cycle is ap-

plied to the output at a reversed polarity to simulate the por-

tion which was originally removed.

3,789,145

METHOD. AND APPLICATION THEREOF. FOR
TRANSMITTING INFORMATION OVER A COMMON

SIGNAL PATH
Arvind Shah, Zurich, and Frank Furrer. Effretikon. both of

Switzerland, assignors to Gesellschaft zur Froderung der

Forschung an der Eidg. Techn. Hochschule, Zurich, Swiuer-

land

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271.623

Claims priority, application Switzerland. Oct. 5, 1971,

14490/71
Int. CI. H04j HOO

U .S. CI. 1 79- 1 5 BC 30 Claims

A method whereby units of information supplied simultane-

ously over n separate signal channels can be transmitted

simuhaneously over a common signal path with the aid of n

carrier signals, each associated with one of the signal chan-

nels, the units of information being impressed on such car-

riers. The carrier signals consist of n different functions F,(0

to F,(0 which are orthonormal to each other. Each function is
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repeated at the expiration of a cycle beginning at the same in-

stant fo+*T for all said functions and having the same duration

9ynchroni«li^ "it*^ *^'^

t t i

% 111.. ..(-..

T
.iiiiitii.

'•III ••"i .i

Si;;;i!ii

m^f 'W
_i --

to pass a narrow band of frequencies. In this manner the nar-

row band of the filter is effectively swept over the group of

frequency multiplexed channels. A power detector monitors

the filter output and if the same exceeds a given threshold

level the sweep is interrupted and the narrow "slot" of the

filter is caused to oscillate about the frequency of the detected

power overioad. After a short delay, loss is increasingly in-

serted into the transmission path until the overload is reduced

to an acceptable level. The oscillation of the filter slot about

the overload continues throughout this period of loss inser-

tion, but in ever decreasing cycles (i.e., a homing operation is

effected). When the overload is reduced to an acceptable

level the homing operation is terminated and the sweep over

said group of multiplexed channels thence proceeds.

T and which, for any index values fi and v lying between / and

n for any positive integer values A, fulfill the condition

1 fto-f-Ck-t-DT

j:

_/"

,-l-kT

F,(t)-F,(t)dt= (^

for n^v

const, for n= v.

3,789,147 '

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT CONDITION
CHANGE DETECTING APPARATUS

Yoshihiro Saito, Yokohama; Tomoo Okada, Kawasaki; Eiichi

Odera, Kunitachi, and Teruyuki Matsuzawa, Kawasaki, all

of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki. Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 888,277, Dec. 29, 1969,

abandoned. This application Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,924

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1968, 43-187

Int. CI. H04q J/24

U.S. CI. 1 79-18 FA 1 1 Claims

The carrier signals are superposed on a common signal path so

that a summation signal S(f) is formed and transmitted over

the common signal path. The units of information on any m'"

signal channel and incorporated in the summation signal are

filtered out again, after a transmission of duration A/„, with

the assistance of the integration

TJt

t.-»-(k+l)T-fAt„

,+kT-hAtm
S{t-At„,)FM-^t^)dt

by synchronous correlation between a time shifted summation

signal and a time function in period synchrony with such sum-

mation signal and corresponding to the carrier signal with the

m'" signal channel.

3,789,146
^^

OVERLOAD MONITOR FOR TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
Norman Lionel Major, Plaistow, N.H.. assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,150

Int.CI.H04j///6

U.S. CI. 179- 1 5 BF 8 Claims
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Condition change detecting apparatus detects the change of

condition of an operation peripheral device by a variation in

direct current flowing through a line. The change detecting

apparatus has a condition detecting element and an im-

pedance element equivalent to the value of impedance dif-

ference caused by the operation of the peripheral device. The

condition defecting element comprises a magnetic core', a

control windinfevon the core for detecting the line current, a

compensating winding on the core for producing a magnetic

field in a direction which negates the magnetic field produced

by the control winding, a drive winding on the core and a

sense winding on the core. The impedance element is con-

nected in the line and the magnitude of current supplied to the

compensating winding is determined by scanning means. The

impedance element is then disconnected from the line.

A group of frequency division multiplexed signal channels is

modulated by a swept frequency signal and the resultant

modulated wave is delivered to a band-pass filter which serves

3,789,148

MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION METHOD
Yasushi Ishii, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor Com-

pany, Yokohama City, Japan; a part interest

Filed Feb. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 1 12,159

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 18, 1970, 45-

1343 1 ; June 1 0, 1 970, 45-49484

Int.CI.H04jJ/05

U.S. CI. 179-15 AL 14 Claims

A multiplex transmission method using a plurality of carrier

signals each of which is not correlated with one another. The

carrier signals are derived from e.g., an irregular signal. Each

of the carrier signals is modulated with an information signal
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by multiplying the former with the latter. Thereafter, the thus
,„«vcxtM oat a -^J^NSFFR IN A TELEPHONE

modulated earner signals are demodulated by cross-correlat- SUBSYSTEM DATA ™ANSFER IN A TELEPHUN t

ing the sum of the modulated earner s.gnals and eaeh of the
^^^^_^ ^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ Woodward. Schaum-

.
'

burg, both of lU., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric

Laboratories Incorporated. Northlake, III.

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,952

lnt.Cl.H04qi/47

U.S. a. 179-18 ET 6 Claimsoa Vitl = rZl,
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original carrier signals, which is equal to the average energy

of the product over one period, thereby to reproduce the

information signal.

3,789,149

CODE DIVISION MULTIPLEX SYSTEM
Adrian Percy Clark, Taplow, England, assignor to Plessey

Telecommunications Research Company, Taptow, England

Division of Ser. No. 58.620, July 27. 1970, Pat. No. 3.688,048.

This appUcation June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,454

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 30, 1969,

38273/69
Int. CI. H04j 3100

U.S. CK 179- 1 5 BC ^ CUims

An arrangement for'transferring data between a translator

and marker in a crosspoint switching system, where both

translator and marker eaeh ^ontain internal clocks and

operate asynchronously to each other Data transfer is accom-

plished under control of clock pulses from a source external to

both marker and translator.

\$tm—st[^ tie l^.m -isl'^i<m-i

4 //I ri»
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3,789,151

SOLID STATE CROSSPOINT SWITCH
Glenn L. Richards, Caledonia, N.Y., assignor to Slromberg-

Carlson Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,031

Int. CI. H04q 3150

L.S.CI. 179-18GF lOClaims

In digital transmission systems for use over HP radio links,

the effects of multi-path propagation can be reduced by limit-

ing the minimum duration of a signal element The invention is

concerned with a system for use when a transmission rate

much greater than that which can be accommodated on a sin-

gle channel if this minimum element duration is maintained. A
code-division multiplex system is used A first plurality of

multi-level signals each represents a plurality of elements of

the incoming signal. An orthogonal transformation matrix

produces a second plurality of multilevel signals, the level of

each of which is dependent on all said first plurality of multi-

level signals. A time-division-multiplex signal is then produced

from said second plurality of multi-level signals and used to

modulate a carrier signal.

A solid state crosspoint switch particularly suited for use m

a telephone switching matrix utilizes two switching transistors

and two compensating transistors in a balanced bridge con-
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figuration to substantially eliminate crosstalk while the switch that incoming calls to an operator are treated on a first-come

is effectively open (all four transistors cut off to provide a high first-serve basis during periods of heavy traffic in which the

impedance for blocking the passage of audio signals operators are busy. This further system is minimized in size, in

therethrough). Audio signals are enabled to pass through the

crosspoint switch via a low impedance path by driving the two

switching transistors into saturation from a gated control cir-

cuit responsive to appropriate control signals.

3,789,152

DATA FORMAT CONVERTER
David Gordon Medill, Denver, and John Francis O'Neill,

Boulder, both of Colo., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,952

Int.CI.H04m//00

U.S. CI. 179—99 \ 9 Claims

cost and in complexity according to the present invention

through use of circuits which complete a single call when an

operator becomes available.

3,789,154

SWITCHHOOK STATUS SIGNALING ARRANGEMENT
David Gordon Medill, Denver, Colo., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 313,955

Int.CLH04m//00
U.S. CI. 179—99 7 Claims

An electronic key telephone system is disclosed in which

both conventional telephone sets as well as electronic key

telephone sets are served. The electronic telephone sets trans-

mit switchhook status and receive ringing control information

over a data link to a main controller but the conventional

telephone sets must receive ringing signals over the talking

path. While it is expected that most sets will be of the elec-

tronic type, a few conventional sets will likely have to be

served in many practical installations. In order that the main

controller be able to process network connections for both

types of telephone sets without having to be reprogrammed

when the distribution of telephone set types is changed, an in-

terface circuit is provided for use with the conventional, no-

button sets. This interface circuit receives supervision infor-

mation from the port circuit serving the no-button station set

and transmits it as a compelled response pulse during an ap-

propriate one of the multibit pulse sequences by means of

which the main controller communicates with the port circuit

serving the electronic key telephone sets.

3,789,153

CALL PARK CIRCUIT FOR AN AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEM

Marvin Forest Malm, Milan, Tenn., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,846

Int. CI. H04q 3164

U.S. CL 179-27 D 10 Claims

In a telephone switching system in which automatic opera-

tor access is provided, a further system is provided to assure

An electronic key telephone system is disclosed in which

both conventional telephone sets as well as electronic key

telephone sets are served. The electronic telephone sets trans-

mit call signaling to and receive ringing control information

from a main controller over a data link independent of the

speech path but the conventional telephone sets must both

transmit dial pulses and receive ringing signals over the talking

path. A line transformer relay is used with both sets to repeat

supervision. The conventional ringing signal, however, causes

the line transformer relay to generate an erroneous

switchhook state signal. In order to compensate for this er-

roneous response without requiring the reprogramming of the

main controller each time the number of conventional and

electronic key telephone sets served by the system is changed,

a logic circuit inhibits the return of the station's switchhook

state ascertained by the line transformer relay for a predeter-

mined interval after each cycle of ringing and causes an on-

hook signal to be returned. When ringing is tripped, the same

supervision logic in the interface circuit inhibits the return of

switchhook state information ascertained by the line trans-

former relay for an interval longer than the maximum loop-

open interval that can occur during normal dialing and instead

causes an off-hook signal to be returned.
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3,789,155

SIDE-TONE REDUCING CIRCUIT FOR A TELEPHONE

SUBSCRIBERS INSTRUMENT

Harry WiUiam Fensom. Stanmore. England, assignor lo Th«

Post Office, London, England

FlkdJuly 16, 1971. S«r. No. 163,251

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 24, 1970.

36020/70
Int.CI.H04ni 1158

U.S.CI. 179-81 A ^C"-*""
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3,789,157

SHIELDING DEVICE FOR OVERLAPPING THE FRONT

FACE OF A MAGNETIC HEAD IN MAGNETIC TAPE

CARTRIDGES OF THE COMPACT CASSETTE TYPE

Joachim Greiner. Peniti PtM>towerke ZN der Agfa-Gevaert

AG Kistkrholstr. 75; Dieter FngeLsmann, Agfa-Gevaert AU

Camera - Werk, Postfach D-8000: Josef Gersch, Agfa-

Gevaert AG Camera-Werk. Postfach D-8000; Franz Land-

brecht, Agfa-Gevaert AG Camera-VN erk, Postfach D-8000;

Rudolf Mulkr. Agfa-Gevaert AG Camera-Werk, Postfach

D-8000; Wolfgang Wenger. Agfa-Gevaert A(; Camera-

V\erk Postfach 1)8000, and Otto VSiedemann, Agfa-

Gevaert AG Camera-Werk, Postfach D-8000, all of Munich.

Germany
Filed July 19, 197I.Ser.No. 163,605

Claims priority, application Germany, July 24, 1970,

2036754
I

Int. CI. Gl lb 2J/0« I

U,S. CI. 179-100.2 Z 11 Claims

A circuit for a telephone subscribers instrument is

described including a transistor amplifier in grounded emitter

connection for amplifying signals from the transmitter arid ap-

plying them to the exchange line A tapped negative feedback

path over the amplifier is provided and a receiver is connected

to the tapping so that little sidetone from the transmitter is

heard but signals from the exchange line are not greatly atten-

uated. A zener diode in the emitter circuit of the transistor can

be used to produce supply voltage for transmitter and receiver

amplifiers The transmitter amplifier may be provided with a

positive feedback path which is effective when the handset is

replaced on the cradle so that the transmitter generates an

audible signal in response to a calling tone from the exchange

3,789,156

HIGH DENSITY ISOLATED MULTI-CHANNEL
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT TRANSDUCER

OUver Edward Bessette. Stratford, N J., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration. New York. N.Y.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,485

Int. CKGI 165/20. 5/25

U.S. CL 179- 100.2 C ^ CUims

^.*>

A device for shielding magnetic tape cassettes includes a

hollow sheet metal parallelepiped with side recesses and with

the shielding walls of the parallelepiped arranged to overlap

the front face of a head and also the sound head shielding

*
3,789,158

'

DEPOSITED STRIP HEADS

Peter Albert Walker. Stevenage, and Justus Ernest Humpoletz.

Letchworth. both of England, assignors to International

Computers Limited. London, England
|

Filed Nov. 1. 1971. Ser. No. 194.181

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain. Nov. 7, 1970,

53059/70
Int. CI. Glib 5/ /2

U.S. CI. 179- 100.2 C 3Claims
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corresponding amplifier circuits are employed The amplified

output of a first one of the operational channels is reproduced

at a first pair of speakers and the amplified output of the

second operational channel is reproduced at the other pair of

speakers. Resistive networks coupled between a potential

source and the output of the diodes are provided. The resistive

networks provide the biasing potential required at the

cathodes of the diodes for forward and/or reverse biasing

thereof in accordance with the type of cartridge inserted into

the player for passing and/or blocking signals from respective

amphfier circuits.

January 29, 1974

I .

structed to improve the reproduction quality of the instrument

by providing high frequency transducers directly at the ear

pieces for producing high frequency sound signals which

would otherwise be attenuated in the flexible plastic tubes

coupling the ear pieces to the main electrical/acoustical trans-

ducer.

3,789.163

HEARING AID CONSTRICTION
Alfred R. Dunlavy, 77 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,828

Int. CI. G02c / 1106

U.S. CI. 179-107 S 9 Claims

A spectacle hearing aid construction comprising of a frame

including a pair of eyeglass supports connected by a bridge

and a pair of temple members hingedly connected thereto A
respective microphone is received in each support and con-

verts sound vibrations into corresponding electric signals. A

respective amplifying device in the frame is connected to each

microphone for amplifying the electric signals and converting

the signals to amplified sound vibrations. A respective sound

applicator is connected to each amplifying device for applying

the sound vibrations from the associated amplifying device to

each ear of the user. The pair of microphones permits realiza-

tion of the spaqial resolution of the sound.

3,789,165

ECHO CANCELLER WITH VARIABLE THRESHOLD
Samuel Joseph Campanella. Gaithen>burg; Henri George

Suyderhoud. Potomac, and Michael Onufry, Jr., Gaither-

sburg, all of Md., assignors to Communications Satellite Cor-

poration (Comsat), Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,785

Int. CI. H04b 3122

U.S. CL 179-170.2 4 Claims

An echo canceller having a digital transversal filter with ad-

justable gain coefficients and an adaptive control loop for

achieving minimum echo and similar speed of convergence for

loud and soft talkers. Minimum echo is attained by subtracting

a synthesized echo from the real echo, the synthesized echo

being formed in a digital transversal filter by multiplying a

stored replica of the impulse response times the incoming

signal. The stored replica is updated using the steepest descent

technique by adjusting each of the stages of the replica

memory a given amount Adjustment is made when the echo

error and the sampled incoming signal are aKive respective

threshold levels The threshold level for the sampled signal is

made dependent upon the average of the samples over a

period of time to provide substantially the same speed of con-

vergence for loud and soft talkers. .

3,789,164

EARPHONE ASSEMBLY
Robert Ryder, P.O. Box 90331, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 64,484, Aug. 17,1 970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,560

Int. CI. H04m li05, H04r 5/00

U,S.CL 179-156 R 6 Claims

3,789,166

SUBMERSION-SAFE MICROPHONE
George J. Sebesta. Huntington Bay, N.Y., assignor to Dyna

Magnetic Devices. Inc.. Hicksville, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 16. 1971. Ser. No. 208,630

Int.CI. H04r//02

U.S. CL 179-184 6 Claims

M7

Air-conduction transducers such as microphones,

earphones and loudspeakers for high humidity or high altitude

environments Further, the invention transducers are operable

in up to a few feet of water. Also, when immersed to greater
'

depths, as down to 100 feet at sea, means are incorporated

An earphone assembly is provided of the pneumatic type therein to keep such transducers bone dry. A contained fiexi-

such as are presently used on aircraft, and which is con- ble barrier-diaphragm with a semi-pervious vent serves as
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pressure flap valve below two or three feet. The invention ar-

rangement permits operation of the transducer up to 10,000

feet in altitude, and keeps it safe up to 50,000 feet.

The output electrodes are readily removable from and inserta-

ble in the distributor cap and also provide a cable termination

for the ignition spark plug cables received in the cap.

3,789,167

MULTI-OUTPUT LEVEL KEYBOARD SWITCH
ASSEMBLY WITH IMPROVED OPERATOR AND

CONTACT STRUCTURE
Richard E. Seeger, Jr., TopsfieW, and John G. Coulter, Read-

ing, both of Mass., assignors to Chomerics, Inc., Wobum,

Mass.
Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,656

Int.CLHOlh/i/52

U.S. CI. 200-5 A 6 Claims

10, 12 ISO 14 II
CONDUCTIVE

A structure which includes a circuit board having a conduc-

tive pattern thereon and supporting a resilient conductive

layer by way of an insulator layer having a plurality of win-

dows therethrough in alignment with portions of the conduc-

tive pattern, the resilient layer divided into at least two sec-

tions held electrically apart by pins coupled to a frame

member in w hich the board and layers are packaged.
^

3,789,168

IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR DEVICE W ITH INSULATIVE
SHUTTER TYPE ROTOR

Earl W , Meyer, Jr., Birmingham; Ivor W . Carter, Detroit, and

Ian J. C. Scott, Madison Heights, all of Mich., assignors to

Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich.

Filed Jan. 1 0, 1 973, Ser. No. 322,342

Int.CI.HOlh/9/60

U.S. CI. 200— 1 9 R J 5 Claims

3,789,169

HANDLE INTERLOCK ARRANGEMENT FOR A PAIR OF
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Thomas A. Yazvac, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Square D.

Company, Park Ridge, lU.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,110

Int. CL HO Ih 33/46

U.S. CI. 200-50 C 2 Claims

10»

Two manually-operable circuit breakers are mounted side

by side in reversely positioned relationship and are staggered

lengthwise to align the handles. The aligned handles are con-

nected by a handle tie member to prevent both handles from

being in the ON position simultaneously.

3,789,170

CONDUCTING FLUID TYPE INERTIA RESPONSIVE
SWITCH FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Franco Ferrario, Via Lombardia 1, Trezzo Sull Adda, Italy

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 263,716

Claims priority, application Italy, June 19, 1971, 26084/71;

Sept. 7, 1971,28341/71
Int. CI. HOlh 35/74

U.S. CI. 200-61.47 3Claims

/

An ignition distributor device for use with vehicle engine ig-

nition systems equipped with electronically advanced spark

timing angle controllers has a stationary high tension distribu-

tion electrode, a plurality of stationary output electrodes

spaced from the distribution electrode, and a rotary dielectric

shutter element disposed between the distribution electrode

and the output electrodes. The shutter has a window therein

dimensioned to permit conductive association of the distribu-

tion electrode with only one of the output electrodes at a time.

An antomatic cutout switch for motor vehicles, comprising

a container of insulating material having a first compartment

of vertical axis. A second compartment surrounding the first

one is in communication with the first compartment. The first

compartment has a pair of conductors at a certain distance

apart from one another and being provided with terminals one

of which is connected to a pole of an electric current source

for the motor vehicle. The first compartment contains mercu-

ry normally in contact with the ends of said conductors which

appear there so as to form the electrical contact between

them.
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3,789.171

PRESSURE SWITCH WITH OPERATING LEVER HAVING

MANUALLY ADJUSTABLE PRE-LOADING MEANS
THEREFORE

Graham B. Kent, Bristol, England, assignor to Actuated Con-

trols Limited, Bristol, England

Filed Aug. 22. 1972, Ser. No. 282,781

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 24, 1971,

39534/71
Int.CLH01hi5/i4

U.S. CI. 200-83 S 15 Claims

effected by means of a gear motor which is also operable to

hold the spring from reverse operation. Automatic means are

provided for effecting the operation of the stored energy

means.

3,789.173

ALTERNATE ACTION SW ITCH CONVERTIBLE TO

MOMENTARY BY PUTTING LATCH ON DIFFERENT
PIVOT

George John Bury, Lake Vllta. III., assignor to lUinois Tool

Works Inc., Chicago. III.

Filed Dec. 7. 1972. Ser. No. 312.901

Int.CI.HOlh/J/60

U.S.CI.200-153J 9 Claims

An improved pressure switch unit according to this inven-

tion has a movable diaphragm which is connected to a switch

within a casing by a lever which has a resilient connection to a

mountmg element for the switch, so that pressure overloading

of the diaphragm is accommodated by the resilient connec-

tion, avoiding undue stress on the switch itself or its operating

lever The switch unit is readily adaptable for use in low and

high pressure ranges by using the switch mounting element

either as a fixed mounting, with adjustment means acting

directly on the diaphragm, or as a floating mounting which is

positionally adjustable to adjust the sensitive pressure range of

the unit.

3 789 172

SW ITCH OPERATING DEVICE WITH SPIRAL SPRING

CHARGING MEANS AND CAM RELEASE MEANS
David R. Cofe, Tigard, and Matthew L. Worrix. Sheridan, both

of Oreg.. assignors to Allis-Chalmers Corporation, Milwau-

Filed Sept. 1 5. 1 972. Ser. No. 289,745

Int.CI.H01hi/iO

U.S. CI. 200- 1 53 SC <» Claims

A switch has movable contacts that are actuated by a rotata-

ble ratchet that is operated by push button-driven pawl. The

ratchet cooperates with a spring-biased, pivoted lever for

providing alternate switch operation in which the ratchet is

moved with a toggle action to either of two positions and

latched thereat The pivot axis of the lever may be optionally

shifted so that the lever will apply force against the ratchet in a

manner to bias it to only one position to provide a momentary

switch operation The pawl is integral with a carrier and is

joined there to by torsion spring connections at which the

pawl rotates upon its actuation of the ratchet.

An operating device is provided for actuating an electrical

switch between an opened and closed condition. The operat-

ing device" includes a stored energy means such as the spring

which is releasable to rotate a shaft that is mechanically con-

nected to open or close the switch. Recharging of the spring is

3,789.174

EARTHQUAKEPROTECTIVE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Philip Barkan. Media; Robert S. Barton. Bryn Mawr; Klaus

M. Skreiner, Media, and Ugo R. Tognella, Philadelphia, all

of Pa., assignors to General Electric Company. New York,

N V
I

* *

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 339,025
|

Int. CI. F 161/ 5/00

U.S.CI. 200-168R 13 Claims

A support system for slender-profile electrical apparatus

acts to protect the apparatus against severe earthquakes. The

support system comprises: (a) a rigid, horizontally-extending

platform on which the apparatus is mounted, (b) a ngid

framework anchored in the ground, and (c) four rigid pendu-

lum links with universal joints at opposite ends of each link

suspending the platform from the framework. Releasable

restraining means normally maintains the platform fixed rela-

\^
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tive to the framework but is released in response to horizon- the contact pieces when the switching unit is in the closed

tally-directed acceleration of the ground exceeding a position. The contact elements are spring loaded to displace

the same into electrically conductive contact with the slide-

contact ring as the ring and the contact elements separate

from the one contact piece when the switching unit moves into

the open position. -»

n <-—r* -« ^' '—H y ^' 7 "
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3,789,176

DIAPHRAGM SEAL ARRANGEMENT
William Albert Pick, Cedarvllle, III., assignor to HoneyweU,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,027

Int. CI. HlOh 9/04

U.S.CI.200-168G 4 Claims

predetermined minimum value. Damping means dissipates the

kinetic energy of the suspended mass when it moves relative to

the framework.

3,789,175

ELECTRIC COMPRESSED.GAS CIRCUIT BREAKER

Helmut Beier; Siegfried Handke. and Wolfgang Konczal, all of

Berlin, Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft,

Munich, Germany
Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,934

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Feb. 22, 1972,

2209287
Int.CI.H01hii/S2

U.S. .:i. 200-148 R '' Claims

A diaphragm seal arrangement where a diaphragm seal is

secured in place by a retainer that is snap fastened to a portion

of the device with which the diaphragm seal is associated.

3 789 177

ACTUATING MECHANISM FOR A LIMIT SWITCH
HAVING ELONGATED PIVOTALLY MOUNTED

ACTUATING MEMBER
Loyde M. Carpenter, Hickory; James W. Kiser, Iron Station,

and Lee V. Leonard, Hickory, all of N.C., assignors to

General Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,291 „

Int.CI.H01hi//6

U.S.CI.200-172A 3 Claims

rlO ^18

An electric compressed-gas circuit breaker is disclosed and

has two stationary contact pieces. A switching unit is movable

between closed and open positions for electrically bridging the

contact pieces in the closed position and for electrically

disconnecting the contact pieces in the open position whereby

an arc develops when the switching unit is moved to the open

position. A gas-blast arrangement blasts a stream of gas

tlirough the arc when the switching unit is moved to the open

position. The switching unit includes a supporting body and a

slide-contact ring made of arc-resistant material slideably con-

tacting one of the contact pieces in the closed position. The

ring is mounted on the supporting body so as to be electrically

insulated therefrom. A plurality of elongated contact elements

are disposed in the supporting body for electrically connecting

ie;
—
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3,789,178

MICROWAVE HEATING APPARATUS

Paul F. Harhen, Westford, Mass.. assignor to Sag« Laborato-

ries, Inc., Natick. Mass.

Filed Oct. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 298,535

Int. CI. H05b 9/06

ir.S.CL219-lp.55 20 Claims

cavity. Additional dispersion of the energy is effected as it en-

ters the cavity by means of an inchned dispersive plate extend-

ing into the cavity from the opening or window through which

the energy is introduced In this wa\. the vertical dimension of

the cavity is substantially reduced and at the same time the

usable space therein is maximized by reason of the externally

located coupling structure, which modulates the wave pattern

of the energy entering the cavity.

'^^L_:

ITT
^
3

3.789,180

MODIFIED INDICTOR FOR INDl CTIVELY HEATING
VALVE SEATS

John F. Cachat. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to Park-Ohio Indus-

tries. Inc., Cleveland. Ohio

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318.260

Int. CI. H05b 5100

U.S. CI. 219-10.57 3 Claims

A combination microwave and gas oven having a divider

shelf preferably horizontally disposed thereby dividing the

oven cavity into a cooking section and a section containing the

gas heating apparatus The outer boundary of the shelf forms a

low impedance choke with a perimetrical shelf holder thereby

terminating microwave energy fed to the cooking section and

preventing degradation of the gas heating apparatus disposed

therebelow

3,789.179

MICROW AVE OVEN WITH PREMIXING OF WAVE
ENERGY BEFORE DELIVERY TO ITS HEATING CAVITY

Duanc B. Haagensen. Edina, Minn., assignor to Matsuhita

Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka. Japan

Fikd Apr. 3. 1972. Ser. No. 305.956

Int. CI. H05b 9/06

IJ.S. CI. 219-10.55 37 Claims

An induction heating device of the type used tor inductively

heating a valve seat of an internal combustion engine and in-

cluding a generally circular inductor, means for moving the in-

ductor into coupling relationship vsith the valve seat and

means for energizing the inductor with a high frequency alter-

nating current There is provided an improvement in this

device including a positioning of a mechanically permeable

element generally coextensive with the inductor and on the

side of the inductor opposite to the valve seat. This improve-

ment is beneficial when the valve seat is formed by a ferrous

insert within a non-ferrous engine component.

3 789 181

METHOD OF SPIRALLY WINDING STRIP METAL
ABOLT A PIPE. AND SECl RING ADJACENT STRIPS BY

WELDING
Sture Netterstedt, and Bengl Lindstrand. both of Fagersta.

^Sweden, assignors to Rostfria Tak AB. Fagersta. Sweden

Division of Ser. No. 142.327. May 11. 1971. Pat. No.

3 715.557. This application Aug. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 279,315

Int.CI. B23ky/y«

L'.S.CL 219-62 5 Claims

An antenna protrudes into the interior of a semicyclindrical

coupling and distribution structure extending from the rear of

the heating cavity. Contained in the structure is a rotatable

reflector unit composed of a horizontal flat arm and a curved

vane depending downwardly therefrom. The end of the arm

remote from the vane is mounted for rotation about a vertical

axis at a location between the antenna and the heating cavity,

the arm having a length such that the vane passes between the

antenna and the semicircular rear wall of the structure during

each revolution. The vane's radius of curvature is less than the

radius of curvature of the wall so that the distance or spacing

of the vane is continually varying with respect to the wall as

well as continually varying with respect to the antenna,

thereby causing considerable mode alterations or premixing of

the microwave energy prior to its delivery into the heating

An annular carrier cage is placed around the pipe, which

may be insulated. The carrier cage supports a holder for stain-
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less steel strip, a flange forming apparatus, a flange extension

apparatus, seam welding apparatus and a post-welding, flange

stress relieving apparatus. To permit curling of the flanged

strip about the circumference of the pipe, the flange extension

apparatus reduces the diameter of the formed flange adjacent

the edge thereof, for example by exerting pressure against the

flange strip by a pair of conical rollers having their greater

diameter adjacent the free edge of the flange. Adjacent

flanges are welded together by roller electrodes, and a pair of

conical rollers similar to the flange extension apparatus then

bear against the welded joints to relieve stresses due to weld-

ing and provide for a tight wrap of the spiral, welded strip

about the pipe.

conductor of the wire and both the terminal and electrode,

and then applying a welding current through the electrode to

flow through the wire and terminal to weld theip together.

3.789.182

APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE
MACHINING EMPLOYING PERIODIC EXTENDED

PLLSE OFF TIME
Dalton R. Vcmer, Orchard Lake. Mich., assignor to Colt In-

dustries Operating Corp., Dividson, Mich.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972. Ser. No. 228,661

Int.CI. B23p//0«

U.S. CL 219-69 C 8 Claims

3,789,184

AIR-EXCLUDING SPOT-WELDING METHOD FOR
MAKING HEAT-EXCHANGE GRID

Gijsbrecht Gerhardus Piepers, HeikM; Leonard Hendrik Vons;

Aart van der Linde, both of Alkmaar, and Edward Ljbrink,

Bergen, all of Netherlands, assignors to Reactor Centrum

Nederland, The Hague, Netherlands

Division of Ser. No. 887,801, Dec. 23, 1969, Pat. No.

3,646,994, This application Apr. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 134,684

Int. CI. B23k 11 110, 1 1116; F28f 9100

U.S. CL 219— 117 R 1 Claim

Electrical discharge machining is provided by generating a

scries of rectangular machining power pulses at a controllable

on-off time duration. Provision is made for introducing ex-

tended off time duration between groups of pulses to con-

tribute to the improvement of cutting stability. In one al-

ternate embodiment of the invention, a single on time pulse is

provided intermediate a pair of spaced pulse groups.

'^M "^

A method for spot welding Zircalloy straps in open air to

form a heat-exchange grid for holding a plurality of rod-like

elements against lateral displacement. Contiguous areas of the

straps are clamped between spot-welding electrodes and im-

mediately thereafter the clamped areas are sprayed with a

non-viscous volatile liquid, preferably a pure organic com-

pound free of sulfur, fluorine, chlorine and iodine, such as

acetone or ethanol. Heated by the welding current, the liquid

volatilizes to expell air, thus preventing weakening of the weld

by absorbed nitrogen or oxygen.

3 789 183

THROUGH-INSULATION WELDING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Larry R. Conlcy, Fountain Valley, Calif., assignor to Accra-

Point Arrays Corporation, Santa Ana. Calif.

Filed Feb. 28. 1973. Ser. No. 336,81

1

lnt.CLB23k///M
U.S.CL 219-92 14 Claims

3 789 185

ELECTRON BEAMDEFLECTION CONTROL
APPARATUS

Edwin C. Baldwin, and Warren R. Wrenner. both of Endlcott,

N.Y., assignors to International Business Macnines Corpora-

tion. Armonk. N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 884,889. Dec. 15. 1969, Pat. No.

3,699,304. This application June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,918

Int. CLB23k/ 5/00

U.S. CI. 219-121 EB 6Claims

1 C SI.KI IMS
'
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and interface unit direct the movement of the beam over a

master target to learn and record addresses of impmgement

areas corresponding to those on a workpiece Differential cur-

rent flow in two conductive elements is used to determine ac-

curate location of the address. Upon the substitution of a

workpiece for the master target, impingement addresses can

be selected without additional corrective deflection circuits.

3 789 186

CL'RRENT TRANSFER IN CONNECTION WITH
ELECTRIC WELDING

Henry V. Rvgiol, 16437 E. Janine. Whittier. Calif.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233,961

Int. CI. B23k 9100

U.S.CI.219-130
SCtaims

spaced from the end for pivotal movement and the motor driv-

ing the fan also rotates a worm which causes a small jaw or

prong to engage the cigarette spaced from the tip and beyond

The point of pivotal attachment so that the cigarette is

gradually moved through approximately 90° while at the same

time the tip remains adjacent the heating element. The speed

of the worm is such that the cigarette is fully lighted as the

pivotal action of the cigarette is completed so that the user can

then grasp the cigarette and pull it from between the jaws at

which time the cigarette, of course, is ready for use.

3,789,188

INSULATED PIPE LINE FOR HEATED MATERIALS

Frank Rudbarg, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa., assignor to FMC Corpora-

tion, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,1 19

Int. CI. H05b 3/00; F16I 53/00

IJ.S. CI. 219-301 7 Claims

X

'as &2 '-7 *^

In electric welding utilizing a wire to supply metal to a weld

area a current is supplied to the wire as the wire is continu-

ously advanced to the weld area. In accordance with the in-

vention the current can be effectively supplied to the wire

utilizing a plurality of electrically conductive rollers having

surfaces which engage the wire. These rollers roll in

synchronism with the wire and transfer current supplied to

them to the wire.

3 789 187

AUTOMATIC CIGARETTE LIGHTER

Jan Brezina, Ste. 401, 2221-14th St., S.W., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada ,_,
Filed June 19, 1973, Ser. No. 371,375

Int. CI. F23q 7/00

L.S. CI. 219—261 4 Claims

Apparatus for transporting a heated flowable material

which includes at least one pair of telescoped conduits which

are spaced from each other throughout the lengths thereof

and which are formed of heat conductive material. The outer-

most of such telescoped conduits is electrically heated and is

slidably supported within grooves formed in opposing surfaces

of flanges fixed to the ends of the innermost of such

telescoped conduits so that such outermost conduit may move

freely in a longitudinal direction under varying thermal condi-

tions A spacer is disposed between the telescoped conduits

only at spaced intervals thereof and and engages with the ou-

termost of such conduits only when at least one of such

telescoped conduits is subjected to deflections which would

otherwise urge such telescoped conduits into direct contact

with each other.

A tray holding cigarettes on a conveyor is contained within

a casing and a lever is movable across the front of the casing.

The first cigarette is moved sideways so that the top is ad-

jacent an electric heating element. At the same time the eleva-

tor moves the cigarettes in the tray forwardly by one incre-

ment so that the next cigarette is in position. As the lever is

moved, the element is connected to a source of electrical

energy and a small fan blows air passed the tip so that the

cigarette lights. The cigarette is being grasped fnctionally

3 789 189

ELECTRICAL COOKING APPLIANCE

Karl Fischer; Gerhard G<Ksler, both of Oberderdingen, and

Robert Kicherer, Knittlingen, all of Germany, assignors to

E.G.D. Elektro-Gerate Blanc und Fischer, Oberderdingen,

Germany . , ,„.
Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,701

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 3, 1972,

2205132
Int. CLHOSb J/65

U.S. CI. 219-464 25 Claims

An electrical cooking appliance has an upper glass-ceramic

plate for supporting the cooking vessels to be heated. A heat-

ing unit is disposed below the or each heating zone of the plate

and comprises a spiral heating element disposed in a support-

ing bowl. Leak springs outside the bowl act on the heating ele-

ment by way of cross pieces inside the bowl and press the heat-
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ing element by a flat surface thereof into good heat-conduc-

tive relationship with the underside of the glass-ceramic plate.

which is comprised of a resistance filament encapsulated

within a substantially material which has a heat deflection

temperature greater than the plastic interlayer. Because the

temperature sensor has a casing with a higher heat deflection

temperature than the plastic interlayer into which it is em-

bedded, fracture and shorting of the resistance filament

against the eiectrically conductive coating, during the high

temperature and high pressure conditions of laminating, are

avoided. In a particular embodiment of the invention where

the interlayer material is plasticized, a protective layer

disposed between the interlayer and casing material to prevent

hazing is disclosed.

The heating element is in two parts with a temperature

sensing element disposed therebetween, the latter also being

pressed against the underside of the plate.

3,789,190

TEMPERATURE REGULATION FOR ELECTRICAL
HEATER

David J. Orosy, and Abraham J. Matlen, both of Detroit,

Mich., assignors to Abraham J. Matlen, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 298,294

Int.CI.H05b//02

U.S. CI. 219-497 5 Claims

3,789,192

ELECTRICALLY HEATED WINDOW WITH A
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

Robert G. Spindler, Allison Park, Pa., assignor to PPG Indus-

tries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 199,221, Nov. 16, 1971,

abandoned. This application Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,780

Int.CI.H05bi/06

U.S. CI. 219-522 27 Claims

A temperature control system for use in an electrical heat-

ing device wherein the heating element also functions as the

temperature sensing element. The resistance of the heating

element varies linearly with temperature and the changes in

resistance, detected as voltage variations across a wheatstone

bridge, regulate the heating. The system is operable in either

the AC. or DC. mode and includes a temperature measuring

circuit, a timing circuit and a control circuit.

3,789,191

TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Robert G. Spindler, AUison Park, Pa., assignor to PPG Indus-

tries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 199,221, Nov. 16, 1971,

abandoned. This application Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,779

Int.CI.H01c7//0

L.S. CI. 338-24 12 Claims

An electrically heated transparent window and a constant

temperature control system for such transparency is disclosed.

In the preferred embodiment the transparency includes a

plastic interlayer material sandwiched between two rigid,

transparent sheets, one of which sheets has an electrical heat-

ing means adjacent to it and in contact with the interlayer.

Embedded within the plastic interiayer is a temperature sensor

which is comprised of a resistance filament encapsulated

within a casing material which has a heat deflection tempera-

ture greater than the plastic interlayer. Because the tempera-

ture sensor has a casing with a higher heat deflection tempera-

ture than the plastic interlayer into which it is embedded, frac-

ture and shorting of the resistance filament against the electri-

cal heating means, during the high temperature and high pres-

sure conditions of laminating, are avoided. In a particular em-

bodiment of the invention where the interiayer material is

plasticized. a protective layer disposed between the interlayer

and casing material to prevent hazing is disclosed.

3,789,193

PRICE SETTING KEYS AND METHOD OF
TRANSFERRING PRICE TO PRINTER

David F. Bremner, Bellbrook, Ohio, assignor to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,108

Int. CI. G06k 7/00, / 9/00

U.S. CL 235-6 1 . 1 1 R 24 Claims

A temperature sensor suitable for use in an electrically

heated, laminated window is disclosed. The laminated window

includes a plastic interlayer material sandwiched between two

rigid, transparent sheets, one of which sheets has an electri-

cally conductive coating in contact with the interlayer. Em-

bedded within the plastic interlayer is the temperature sensor

A progranimable automatic price setting key for use with a

reader to transfer the price to a computer controlled printer
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for printing the proper base multiple of a commodity. A plu-

rality of price setting tabs have slots therein for msertion on

the key. the tabs including two rows of holes, one for clock-

pulse generation and the other for supplying coded data The

reader unit incorporates a slot for the key and includes a light

source and diffusing lens system along with a slide head with

photodiodes positioned to pass over the rows of holes and

Thereby generate a series of pulses in binary code, correspond-

ing to human readable characters on the key tabs, for transfer

of the code to the computer.

3 789 194

RELATING TO COl NTING MACHINES

John KIrby, Manchester, England, assignor to Kirby Lester

Electronics Limited. Oldham. Lancashire. England

Filed Sept. 8. 197 1 , Ser. No. 1 78.57

1

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 8, 1970,

42867/70
lnt.CLG06m//272

U.S. CI. 235-92 PK 9 Claims

a selected digit into each of the counters. A readout device is

provided for each of the counters. A first signal connects the

first down counters onto both of the readout devices and also

energizes the readout device corresponding to the first

counter In a like manner, a second signal connects the second

down counter to both of the readout devices and energizes the

readout device corresponding to the second counter There is

also provided a signal for blocking the loading feature of the

counters and enabling the counting function after a digit has

been loaded into each of the down counters. The first and

second signals also control the operation of the loading fea-

ture when there is no blocking signal so that the first down

counter is loaded when the first signal is created, and the

second down counter is loaded when the second signal is

created.

3.789,196

Nl MBER OF DAYS INTEGRATING TYPE TIME SWITCH

Masao Kinemura, Matsue, and Koshei Arita, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Koshei Arita, Tokyo. Japan

Filed June 20. 1972. Ser. No. 264.490 '

Claims priority, application Japan. July 3, 1971, 46/49123

Int. CI. G06m J 102

t.S.CL235-I32A 3Ctoims

ntii
SIMO

A machine for counting articles, comprising means for

dispersing a fiow of articles to be counted into separate

streams, means for providing a substantially even fiow of arti-

cles to the dispersing means, a detector associated with each

stream for detecting each article in that stream and counting

means fed by the outputs from all detectors for counting the

total number of articles in all the stream

The time switch comprises a clock mechanism operating at

a constant speed and a mechanical counter drnen by the

clock mechanism The counter comprises a plurality of digit

wheels for counting the number of dass and a signal generator

which is operated by the counter when it has counted a

predetermined number of days.

3,789.195

DIGITAL COUNTER AND TIMER WITH MULTIPLEX
SETTING \Ud READOUT

Carl H. Meier, and Robert R. White, both of Scott, Iowa, as-

signors to Gulf Western Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251.774

Int.CLH03k2///S

U.S. CI. 235-92 T 34 Claims

3 789 197

ANALOG DIVIDER AND NAVIGATION COMPUTER

John E. Games. Granby. Conn., assignor to United Aircraft

Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,256

Int.CI.G06g7/7«. 7//6. 7//«

U.S. CL 235- 150.27 • 4 Claims
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A digital counter used as a counter or timer and including at

least first and second down counters and a network for loading

A voltage analog of a denominator is integrated for a penod

of time, and then the integrator is reset to zero, cyclically; the

output of the integrator is compared with a voltage analog of a

numerator, the output of the comparison comprising a pul-

sewidth modulated analog of the quotient; a DC analog of the

quotient may be provided by filtering In one specific embodi-

ment the numerator analog is proportional to the disuncc of
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an aircraft to a way point and the denominator analog is pro-

portional to the ground speed of the aircraft toward the way

point, the quotient being proportional to time-to-go to the way

point. In another embodiment, the pulsewidth modulated quo-

tient is used as a multiplier, to switch, and thereby provide pul-

sewidth modulation to, a DC voltage analog of a multiplicand.

In another specific embodiment of a navigation computer, a

command vertical speed signal is derived as the product of

ground speed toward the way point and a quotient, the quo-

tient being the difference between aircraft altitude and desired

altitude at the selected way point divided by the horizontal

distance to the way point. In a further specific embodiment,

the difference between the rate of change of altitude and the

command vertical speed is used as a vertical navigation indica-

tion.

data processing is carried out with respect to the digital

representations; and an output circuit coupled to the con-

3,789,198

VEHICLE LOCATION MONITORING SYSTEM
Alfred J. Henson, and Richard W. Lewis, both of Derby, Kans.,

assignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,349

Int. CL G06f 15/48; GOIc 7/04,21110

U.S. CL 235- 1 50.27 1 8 Claims
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desired to effect such an add or shed operation, simulation

and control apparatus is provided for use in conjunction with a

power demand monitor and limiter. The power demand moni-

tor and limiter. which is prior art apparatus, contains at all

times an account.of the time consumed during a billing period

the energy consumed to that time, and the current rate of

energy consumption. This information is utilized by an incre-

mental control unit which also accepts information represent-

inc the size of each individual load in a system, which informa-

tion is utilized to affect the rate of oscillation of a simulated

load oscillator. When a forecast is to be made of the effect ot

January 29, 1974
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3,789,203

FUNCTION GENERATION BY APPROXIMATION

EMPLOYING INTERATIVE INTERPOLATION

Reginald Catherall, Woking, and Susan Knowles, Reading,

£,lh of England, assignors to The Solartron Electronic

Group Ltd., Farnborough, Hampshire, England

FlkdJulyl6,1971,Ser.No.l63,360

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 17, 1970,

34,900/70
Int. CI. G06f 7138

t.S.CI.235-152
22 Claims

«i .*,*(•* »»•'•

[r3^ri:±J^-4-^

adding or shedding a load, the information from the power de-

mand monitor and limiter is utilized to simulate the remaining

time in the period at a very fast rate while simultaneously

simulating the effect of adding or shedding the load contem-

plated in exactly the same accelerated rate. The forecast

results ^re contained in an accumulator which may drive a dis-

play unit for the benefit of an operator observing the simula-

tion Additionally, set point switches and count comparison

logic provides the optional ability to actually add or shed the

load at an optimum point in time during the billing period to

avoid exceeding the consumption limit while approaching

such limit as closely as possible.

3,789,202

COUNTING BALANCE
Masami Yamanaka, Miki, Japan, assignor to Yamatos Scale

Company, Limited, Hyogo-ken, Japan
'

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283.096

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 197 1, 47/3275

Int. CLGOlg 79/4/3

U.S.CK 235-151.33 1 Claim

A methtMl of solving a function for values of a variable when

values of an independent variable are given, the method being

especially valuable for use in or with a computer, an ad-

vantage being minimization of storage requirements The

method IS an extension of the branch of mathematics known

as numerical analysis, and specifically of the division of that

branch known as approximation An expression is developed

for a locus of points which approach points on the given func-

tion i e a polvnomial expression having a high degree of con-

vergence The' method includes finding solutions to the terms

of the polynomial expression by reiterated interpolatior. Only

a relatively small number of factors need be stored. The

method can be employed to calculate values to predetermined

accuracy and is suitable for many functions although it is

especially well suited for many transcendental functions Em-

bodiments of apparatus suitable for performing the method

are also disclosed. The apparatus includes elements of elec-

tronic data processing such as shift registers, adders, and the

like to perform the interpolation involving addition, subtrac-

tion and division by 2 The algorithm developed as a manifes-

tation of this method is describable as an add-shift algorithm

3 789 204

SELF-CHECKING DIGITAL STORAGE SYSTEM

George Joseph Bartov*. Tev^ksbury. Mass.. assignor to

Honeywell Information Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260.154
|

Int. CL G06f I IIIO; Gllc 29100

U.S. CL 235-153 AM »<» C"*'""*

I
DCM/WOITt lOOKSS

I SCN i»oo«ess

MT* (ITS INA counting balance having means for producing a first volt-

age proportional to the weight of an unknown number of arti-

cles means for producing a voltage proportional to the weight

of a known number of articles, comparing said voltages and
.^.^hecking digital storage system and method for de-

producing a train of pulses having a frequency P^opo^^""'
^ tec^intLtd^ within the storage system. An address word for a

the ratio of said voltages and then counting the number of pul- »^^;'"8
J^"^^^^ „ to be written is

ses during a predetermined interval to determine the number
-^^^jj^f^^^^^^^^ .^ contained in that address lo-

of said unknown articles.
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cation and one combined parity bit is generated for the com-

bined words and placed into memory. When the information is

accessed, the address information is subtracted from the data

information to indicate correct data information if the data

parity corresponds to the original data parity.

3,789,205

METHOD OF TESTING MOSFET PLANAR BOARDS
Randell Leland James, Austin, Tex., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,270

Int.CLG06f ///04

L.S. CI. 235- 1 53 AC H Claims

busses arranged so that three input-word sign-bits, a sum-word

sign -bit, and at least one carry -bit from the adder are stored in

separate storage-processor elements for controlling units of

current conducted through the busses. Predetermined poten-

tials are established on the busses in response to the units of

currenf conducted therethrough. Two additional storage-

processor elements respectively compare the potentials on the

busses with a predetermined reference potential and thereby

determine the occurrence and polarity of any net overflows

that occur in the three-input adder.
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3,789,207

INTEGRATING CIRCUIT FOR DATA RECOVERY
SYSTEM

William H. Jones, Oklahoma City, Okla., assignor to

Honeywell Information Systems Inc., W altham, Mass.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,444

Int. CI. G06g 7/7 5, G 1 lb 5/02

U.S.CL 235-183 8 Claims

.OGiC
. CHIP

>^ y

A technique of testing a MOSFET planar board in which

each of the chips on the planar board can be electronically iso-

lated for individual testing. In MOSFET technology there are

two off chip inverters between the output logic blocks and the

pins. These are the preoff chip inverter and the off chip in-

verter. A NOR gate is formed by adding an additional input

line to each of the preoff chip inverters of each of the chips on

the board, and the output of each of the chips which are not to

be tested are driven to logical ones by application of a positive

logical level to this input line while no input is applied to the

NOR gates on the outputs of the chip which is to be tested. In

this manner, all inputs to the chip to be tested are at a one or

high logical level, and for test purposes each input to the chip

can be brought to a low logical level or left at a high logical

level in accordance with the test pattern to be applied. Its out-

put or reaction to the input test patterns is monitored in the

normal manner by the chip tester. Through utilization of this

technique, the same test patterns which might number three

thousand can be applied to the chip such that even though it

remains on the planar board it can be tested equivalent to

new. In this manner, each chip can be tested and a defective

chip on a planar board isolated without mechanically isolating

the chips by breaking chip interconnections.

3,789,206

THRESHOLD LOGIC OVERFLOW DETECTOR FOR A

THREE-INPUT ADDER
John Donnell Helghtley, Basking Ridge, NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Apr. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 240,955

Int. CI. G06f H50
U.S.CL 235-172 17 Claims
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For use in a system which recovers data stored in a disk

memory unit by ( 1 ) integrating signals over successive halves

of data cells and (2) comparing the results of the integrations,

an improved integrating circuit having a differential transistor

amplifier driven by a single current source. Where NPN

transistors are used, the collector terminals of the transistors

are connected to charging capacitors and field effect

transistors in parallel between the transistors and ground. To

start integration, the current source is biased on and the field

effect transistors are biased off. To stop integration, the cur-

rent source is biased off and the field effect transistors are trig-

gered into conduction.

3,789,208

SKATE WHEEL ATTACHMENT
Elwood C. Lewk, Valley View Apartments, AUentown, Pa.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,062

Int.CLF21vii/00

U.S. CI. 240-6.4 R 1 Claims

' .A .4

A threshold logic overflow detector for a three-input adder A roller skate wheel attachment which is removably at-

is a combination of storage-processor elements and a pair of tachable to a wheel at the axle thereof The device includes a
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connector which removably BfTixes to the wheel axle and a ro_

tarv member which is rotable about the connector and which

rotates when the wheel rotates. In one embodiment of the m_

vention. the rotary member mcorporates a sw.tch which

serves to alternately energize and de-energize lamps as the

wheel rotates. In a second embodiment, the rotary member in-

cludes a reflecting surface to rotatively reflect light from ex-

terior lighting sources when the skate wheel rotates.

of recreational vehicles adjacent an access door, the unit

being of a recessed configuration having peripherally disposed

mounting flanges. An electric lamp within the recess illu-

minates the same, and a hand hold bar extending across the

recess mav be readily grasped. A lens mounted on the unit

body diffuses the light, and the unit also functions as a porch

light.

3,789,209

VEHICLE LAMP
Bernard R. Weber, and David W. Wendt, both of Janesv.lk,

Wis., assignors to W esbar Corporation, W est Bend, W is.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, S«r. No. 300.502

Int.CI.B60q//OO.J/00

U.S. CI. 240-7.1 R- ' 17 Claims

3,789,211

DECORATIV E LIGHTING SYSTEM

Norman Kramer. Skokie. III., assignor to Marvin Glass & As-

sociates, Chicago. III. ,,. QAO
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,808

Int.CI. H05b-?7/02

l).S.CI.240-10R
>'^^'«™''

Two embodiments of vehicle lamps for mounting near the

rear corners of vehicles such as trailers are disclosed Both

embodiments comprise a housing having an end wall and a

side wall a double filament bulb mounted inside the housing

serving as tail light, stop light and turn signal, a single filament

bulb mounted outside the side wall of the housing serving as a

side marker light, suitable lenses for ?ach bulb, mounting bolts

projecting from the end wall, external connecting means

enabling external electrical connections to the unit, an inter-

nal connecting means between the two bulbs. The internal

connecting means comprise a flexible jumper wire and im-

proved means for securing each end thereof The external

electrical connecting means comprise releasable push-in ter-

minals. Wire harness grooves are provided on the exterior ot

the end wall. The embodiment for use on the left rear corner

of the vehicle includes a license plate bracket and a lens in a

hole in the side wall for license plate ilKimination.

A multi-channel lighting system which includes a lamp load

for each channel Each channel is a nominally identical se^

modulating half-wave phase control circuit employing DC

feedback to modify both reference and pedestal levels in a

dual frequency oscillator. The result is a random off and on

pattern for each channel. Each lamp load is a different color

which produces a random and dynamic color light display in

response to each channel for decorating Christmas trees or the

like.

3,789.212

PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHTING LNIT

Donald M. Wagner, Pepper Pike, Ohio, assignor to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,585

lnt.CI.F21v2//00

L.S. CI. 240-52 R
^O^"*""*

3,789,210

RECESSED LIGHTED ASSIST BAR

Carl Weber, Battle Creek; Larry L. Shroyer, Union City, and

James T. Baker. Marshall, all of Mich., assignors to Progres-

sive Dynamics. Inc.. Marshall, Mich.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,268

lnt.CI.B60g//24

U.S. CI. 240-7.3
7Ctoims

A lighting unit comprising a reflector lamp, a holder having

a socket and faceplate connected by a base member and hav-

ine a means for accurately aligning and firmly holding the

reflector lamp. The means for aligning and holding is a set of

aligning stops at the bottom inner side of the faceplate and a

spring wire positioned so that the wire exerts a downward and

forward force on the reflector to hold it in place against the

faceplate and alignment stops. In one variation of the lighting

assembly, a lever-type ejector is attached to the holder for

paf.,^:rarsirro^":oiXrr'rio7:L',forp::;:i ;;.^
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3,789,213

COUNTERBALANCED LAMP
Robert Sonneman, New Rochelle, N.Y., assignor to Robert Son-

neman Associates, Inc., Woodside, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser^^No. 354,105

Int. CI. F21v 2 r/20

U.S. CI. 240-69 4 Claims

3,789,215

PHOTOSENSITIVE DOCUMENT DETECTOR WITH
AUTOMATIC COMPENSATION

Robert Elton Penny, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No, 287,301

Int.CI.G01n2;/iO

U.S. CI. 250-206 2 Claims

A lamp having an elevated, freely movable light boom coun-

terbalanced, by a weight located adjacent the lamp base. The

weight is attached to a lever pivotally mounted on the lamp

base The lever is connected to an end of the light boom by

means of a cable and pulley arrangement. Thus, inadvertent

disengagement of the weight or its movement presents an op-

timum, minimum safety hazard.

_Z
16

CURRENT to
VOLTAGE

CONVERTER

-L
17

PEAK SAMPLE
AND 'HOLD

CIRCUIT

A photosensitive circuit for use in document handling

equipment which detects the passage of single and multiple

documents past a counting station or the like and in which

component aging or other variation is automatically compen-

sated. - t

3,789,216

PHOTODETECTION DEVICE AND METHOD
COMPRISING PHTHALOCYANINE

Richard J. Komp, Bowling Green, Ky., assignor to Xerox Cor-

poration, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,42

1

Int.CI.G01j//42

U.S. CI. 250-21 1 R 13 Claims

3,789,214

IRRADIATION APPARATUS
Charles H. Goldie, Bedford, and Robert A. FemaM, Carlisle,

both of Mass., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis-

sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 21, 1967, Ser. No. 655,231

lnt.CI.Holji7/00

U.S. CI. 250-354 11 Claims

Photoelectric device comprising a pair of electrodes, at

least one of which is transparent, and sandwiched

therebetween an interlayer containing a phthalocyanine pig-

ment dispersed in an organic film forming polymeric binder.

During operation of this device a biasing potential is applied

across these electrodes and the interlayer irradiated through

the transparent electrode which serves as a window for this

photoelectric device. Because of the very high photosensitivi-

ty and rapid response times of this inter-layer, this device is

suitable for use in detection of relatively low intensity incident

or reflected light of short impulse duration. This sensitivity

and spectral response to light in the red band of the visible

spectrum makes such a device ideally suited for use in con-
^

junction with red laser scanners.

An apparatus for introducing ionizing radiation into com-

pressed gas insulation systems, such as high voltage generators

or transmission lines to smooth out electrical discontinuities,

particularly those caused by foreign particulates, that produce

high gradients and to increase the voltage holding capability of

the system. The apparatus of the invention may also be used to

regulate and stabilize the voltage of the system by varying the

amount of applied load. A corona discharge device may also

be used in conjunction with the invention.

3 789 217

WATER PRODUCTION SYSTEM HAVING MEANS TO
SELECTIVELY PROFILE VARY BOREHOLE FLUID

FLOW
Arthur H. Youmans, Houston, Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 715,338, March 22, 1968,

abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 9,1 16

Int.CI.G01t///6

U.S. CI. 250-265 10 Claims

This specification discloses a system for obtaining a water

production profile of a producing oil well. A logging instru-

ment is used having a deuterium tritium neutron source. A de-
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lector is mounted in the tool above the neutron source and an

inflatable bag is positioned between the source and this detec-

tor A positive displacement pump, servo-controlled from the

surface, is provided to permit precisely determined amounts

of liquid to be pumped into the bag from the borehole to thus

vary the transit time of the borehole fluid from the source to
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3 789,219

MUD CAKE COMPENSATED NEUTRON LOGGING
SYSTEM

Billy Fred Wilson. Houston, Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex. ,,,.,„
Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,128

|

Int. CI. GO Iv 5/00

U.S. CI. 250-264
'C"*'"'
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polarities to be applied to the photoconductive insulating

layer and, no later than the corona discharge, uniformly ir-

radiating the electrophotographic material through the sup-

and dispatching toward their destinations the tires not marked

for diversion. The machine may scan a single zone of the tire

34 >
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port by a light which is absorbed by the photoconductive insu-

lating layer and does not reach the surface of the photocon-

ductive insulating layer.

«• «
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3,789,225

PROCESS FOR PREPARING GLASSY LIQUID CRYSTALS
AND METHOD FOR FORMING IMAGES ON SAME

Lewis B. Leder. Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,348

Int.CI.G01t///6

L.S. CI. 250-331 22 Claims

'f /

such as the tread, or may scan tread and sidewalls successively

w ith a single imaging system or simultaneously with a group of

imaging systems.

3,789,227

ENVIRONMENTAL DOSIMETER OF THE THERMO-
LUMINESCENT TYPE

Fred N. Eichner. Kennewick. and Leo F. Kocher. Richland,

both of Wash., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis-

sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 18, 1973. Ser. No. 361,757

Int.CLGOlt////

U.S. CI. 250-484 9 Claims

A process for preparing various glassy optically negative

»li<)uid crystalline materials and a method for forming images

on these materials are described. The glassy liquid crystals are

relatively hard films which retain the optical properties of the

normally softer liquid crystalline compositions. These liquid

crystalline materials are imaged by flash exposure to a burst of

imagewise activating radiation followed by relatively rapid

cooling. The heat from the energy of the activating radiation

typically causes a change in the pitch of the liquid crystal in

the exposed areas of the film and the new pitch is retained by

the rapid cooling.

3,789,226

X-RAY TIRE INSPECTION MACHINE
Donald T. Green, Mentor, and James L. Snarr, Eastlake, both

of Ohio, assignors to Imagex, Inc., Mentor, Ohio

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,743

Int.CI.G01ji9//S

U.S. CI. 250-360 15 Claims

An X-Ray tire inspection machine for automatic handling of

tires and display of X-Ray shadow pictures of every part of the

circumference of the tires includes devices for measuring each

of a random succession of tires of differing sizes, positioning

each tire in turn with the axis of an X-Ray imaging system in

the mid-plane of the tire, spreading the beads of the tire suffi-

ciently to avoid presence of more than one part of the tire in

any ray of the X-Ray beam, stepwise rotation of the tire and

successive display of X-Ray shadow pictures of each portion

of the circumference of the tire while in a stationary position,

marking the approximate location of each defect or other

noteworthy observed feature and diversion of the marked tire.

A dosimeter for accurately monitoring normally low -energy

radiation includes thermoluminescent CaF phosphors en-

closed within a tantalum capsule. The tantalum acts as a filter

to weaken the measured dose due to photons having energies

below about 0.2 MeV. Tantalum end caps are maintained on

the capsule body by a polyolefin sheath formed from heat-

contractable tubing. After exposing the dosimeter to environ-

mental radiation, it is placed in a shielded chamber for about

24 hours and subsequently annealed at about 80°C. to release

radiation energy accumulated in low-temperature traps. The

dosimeter is then disassembled and the phosphors photometri-

cally read at temperatures about 80°C. to determine the ab-

sorbed radiation dose.

3,789,228

STERILIZING APPARATUS
Joseph Bouchard, 341 Oklahoma St., Hollywood Beach, Fla.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,895

Int.CI.H01ji7/00

U.S. CI. 250-492 ^ Claims

An air purifying and sterilizing means comprising an ultra-

violet source coupled with a forced circulation means such as
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a fan. The ultra-violet source and fan are adapted to be placed

into a portion of a mattress or the like to thereby force feed

thereinto a supply of air which has been subjected to the ef-

source for controlling the strength of the current fed by the

source. A first rectifier arrangement is connected to the three-

phase source for rectifying the current fed by such source and

a second rectifying arrangement including a periodic inter-

rupter is connected to the output of the single-phase source

for providing a pulsed current. The output of the first and

Cfc=:

fects of the ultra-violet ray tube to thus sterilize the air and

resultant sterilization of the mattress or the like in which the

ray tube and fan assembly have been placed.

3 789 229

W ELDING CONTROL CIRCUIT AND METHOD
Robert V. Jackson, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to McCuUoch

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 177,613, Sept. 3, 1971, abandoned. This

application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,930

Int. CI. H02p 9104

U.S. CI. 290-40 9 Claims

second rectifier arrangements are connected in parallel to the

welding electrodes so as to permit superposition of the current

fed by the first and second sources, and a switch is provided

for short-circuiting the second rectifier arrangement for

providing, when the switch is open, a pulsed current super-

posed on a direct current and, when the switch is closed, an al-

ternating current superposed on the direct current.

3,789,231

VAPOR DETECTOR SAFETY SYSTEM
Arthur G. Hayden, 1231 Sunset Loop, Wabiut Creek, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 198,555, Nov. 15, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,517

Int. CI. B63j 2/06

U.S. CL 307-9 5 Claims

A voltage regulator and method are utilized in an automatic

throttle control for an internal combustion engine driven in-

ductor alternator. An SCR in series with the load is biased to

conduct on successive positive half-cycles of a rectified a.c.

input voltage. The SCR conductive bias is opposed respon-

sively to the load voltage so that the average load voltage is a

function of the number of complete pulses of the source in

which the SCR conducts during a given time period. A hold-

off circuit is provided to prevent SCR conduction during weld-

ing.

3,789,230

WELDING CURRENT GENERATOR HAVING TWO
INTERCONNECTED SOURCES

Serge Paulange, 12 Route de Vertori, Nantes, France

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,393

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 1, 1971, 71.36389

Int.CI.H02j3/00

U.S. CI. 307-1 7 Claims

Device adap^d to provide welding current to automatic arc

welding apparatus having a non-fusible electrode. The device

comprises a first single-phase current source and a second

three-phase current source having means associated with each

A combustible vapor detector system providing both a pro-

portional visual reading and a simultaneous switching function

in a common instrument includes a meter relay and a vapor

sensor remotely located in a compartment likely to have an

accumulation of combustible vapors which operably coupled

to the meter relay to control its reading at an operator's con-

sole and a plurality of switching sectors associated with the

meter relay arranged to sequentially operate several indepen-

dent circuits within selected meter ranges so a "safe" or "cau-

tion" condition will be indicated with auxilliary elements, such

as lights or audible elements, apart from the meter readings,

and a "danger" condition will trigger a disabling circuit to stop

or prevent the start-up of any machinery located in the com-
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partment contairiing the sensor. The switching sectors may

also be employed to operate a blower to purger the compart-

ment of any accumulation of combustible vapors and the "-

danger" condition can also be employed to shut off all electri-

cally controlled machinery located in the compartment havmg

the vapor sensor or elsewhere.

Thus the converter arrangement comprises at least two

chokes, one for each connector unit, and these chokes are

magnetically in reverse-series connection.

3 789 232

FLASHER SWITCH WITH OITAGE INDICATION

Kenneth Wareing, 370 Consession St., Hamilton, Ontario,

Canada ^ ,„,.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 179,300. Sept. 10, 1971,

abandoned. This appUcation Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,626

Int.CI.H02gi/00

U.S.CI.307ril0LS 6 Claims

3,789,234

MAGNETIC SENSOR USING A PARAMETRICALLY
EXCITED SECOND HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

Teruji Watanabe, Niza; Takasuke Fukui, Tokyo, and Shizuo

Suzuki, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Kokusai

Denshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,008

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 18, 1971.46/82288

Int.CI.Gllc///20

IJ.S. CI. 307-88 P 5 Claims

A flasher switch of the type for flashing automobile lamps is

provided with outage indication. In a particular embodiment

employing two coils producing opposed magnetic forces m a

core the change in rate is obtained by inserting or removing an

impedance to produce an appreciable discrete change of flux

in the core Preferably the change of flux is such that the flash-

ing rate is increased above the usual rate.

3,789,233

STATIC CONVERTER ARRANGEMENT
Peter Winter, Baden, Switzerland, assignor to Brown Boveri &
Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 290,410

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 11, 1971,

14712/71
Int.CI.H02p7/6S. /J/24

U,S.CI.307-I7 3 Claims

A magnetic sensor using a parametrically excited second

harmonic oscillator for detecting a minute magnetic field by

utilizing a change in the phase of the second harmonic of the

oscillator in accordance with the direction of an external mag-

netic field At least three inductance elements each formed

with a magnetic wire member and its winding are employed

for forming the parametrically excited second harmonic oscil-

lator, one of the three inductance elements being a main ele-

ment and the others auxiliary elements, the auxiliary elements

being disposed about the main element. The windings of the

elements being interconnected in series in such a manner that

when the same exciting voltage is applied to the magnetic

members a magnetic field established by a second harmonic

current flowing in the winding of the main element and a mag-

netic field by the second harmonic current flowing in the

winding of each auxiliary element may be opposite in

direction to each other, so that a sensitivity characteristic

against an external magnetic field is made extremely sharp

with respect to a head portion of one end of the main element.

3,789,235

FAR INFRARED COHERENT RADIATION SOtRCE
EMPLOYING CHARGE CARRIER SPIN NONLINEARITY

IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

Thomas James Bridges, Holmdel. and Van-Tran Nguyen,

Matawan Twp., Monmouth County, both of N.J., assignors

to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Murray Hill.

Berkeley Heights, NJ.
,

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,875 '

Int. CI. H02m 5/06

U.S. CI. 307-88.3 16 Claims

Un-Mi

A static converter arrangement comprises at least two con-

verter units having substantially the same configuration and

each of which includes at least two series-connected semi-con-

trolled converter bridge circuits. At least two of such bridge

circuits ofone converter unit have an uncontrolled bridge por-

tion in common and are connected to a tapped secondary

winding of a transformer such that one top is connected to a

circuit point between anode and cathode of the semi-con-

ducter valves of the uncontrolled bridge portion via a choke.

Pun*
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There are disclosed far infrared coherent radiation sources

in which a sample of material capable of spin-flip transitions is
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subjected to an adjustable magnetic field and pumped by at

least one coherent light beam. Some of the sources generate

both tunable spin-flip laser radiation and far infrared radiation

at the tunable spin-flip (or spin resonance) frequency. Others

of the sources provide mixing of two input coherent radiations

of adjustable frequency to produce phase-matched far in-

frared coherent radiation at the difference frequency which

substantially coincides with the spin-flip frequency. In all of

these sources only one crystal of the material is typically sub-

jected to the magnetic field. A particular advantage of these

sources is the possibility of tuning the far infrared output over

a wide frequency range. An important aspect of the invention

is that ohase-matching greatly enhances the far infrared out-

put.

feeding a short timed high voltage into the inductor via a

switching means for the current to rise steeply. When the cur-

3,789,236

DEVICE FOR MONITORING THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY
DELIVERED BY AN ENERGY SOURCE

Pierre Lacroix, Mazeres-sur-Salat, France, assignor to Soclete

de Travaux d'Electriclte et d'Electronlque du Languedoc

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,235

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 9, 1971, 71.29300

Int. CI. H02j 7122

U.S. CI. 307-96 6 Claims

rent has reached its rated value, a considerably lower voltage

is fed into the inductor via said switching means.

S9"
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3,789,238

OPEN SWITCH BYPASS CIRCUIT

Shelley M. Presentey, 1268 Henry Farm Dr., Ottawa, Canada

Filed Apr. 1 1, 1973, Ser. No. 350,177

Int.CI.H01hJ5/00

U.S.CI.307— 119 12 Claims

11 . UH(«HAT'V<]

An apparatus for monitoring the energy supplied by a

source to a load system including sensors which provide

signals proportional to current and voltage to a multiplier

which produces a signal proportional to instantaneous power.

The power signal is compared with a reference and the dif-

ference is integrated over a preselected interval of time at the

end of which the integrator is reset. The integrated signal is

compared with a second reference and the difference is ap-

plied to a comparator. If the resulting signal exceeds a set limit

an alarm is actuated or selected portions of the load are

disconnected from the source. A delay circuit prevents actua-

tion at the beginning of the integration.

3 789 237

DEVICE FOR RAPID SWITCHING OF INDUCTORS

Gerhard Doring, Jena, Germany, assignor to Jenoptik Jena

G.m.b.H., Jena, Gera, Germany
Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,066

Int. CI. HOlf 2 7/42

U.S. CI. 307-104 5 Claims

In a device for rapid switching of inductors, particularly for

use in electric stepping relay drive mechanisms, the upper

limiting frequency is increased by a shortening of the starting

time. Two voltage sources of different voltages are applied for

A web transport arrangement, particulariy a magnetic tape

transport arrangement, includes a supply reel, an elongated

web or magnetic tape wound on the supply reel and having

one end secured to the supply reel. A reversible advancing

unit includes an electric motor and is operative for advancing

the web of magnetic tape in a first direction to unwind the web

from the supply reel and is alternatively operative to advance

the web in opposite second direction to rewind the web or

tape onto the supply reel. The motor has a first motor current

path and also has an auxiliary motor current path. The first

motor current path includes a first switch and the auxiliary

motor current path includes an axuiliary switch. A mode

selector has at least first and second settings for respectively

causing the advancing unit to advance the web in said first and

second directions. A web-end-sensing unit is operative for

opening the first switch to stop said advancing unit in response

to an increase in web tension resulting upon substantially

complete unwinding of the web from the supply reel. An over-

riding arrangement is operative, when said selector is in a

setting other than said first setting, for closing the auxiliary

switch, to permit the flow of motor current through the aux-

iliary motor current path.

3 789 239

SIGNAL BOOST FOR SHIFT REGISTER

Richard H. Heeren, Palatine, n|., assignor to Teletype Cor-

poration, Skokie, III.

Filed July 1 2, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 16 1 ,806

Int.CI.Gllc7//40

U.S. CI. 307-221 C 19 Claims

A MOSFET shift register wherein capacitor nodes in each
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cell of the register are charged and selectively discharged and

having booster capacitor nodes and clock nodes to increase
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fourth "pull-down" transistor, the collector of which is con-

nected to both the collector circuit of the middle transistor

and to the base of the output transistor. Only a single bias volt-

slightly the voltages at the capacitor nodes in order to enhance

the operation of the shift register.

3,789,240

BUCKET BRIGADE SCANNING OF SENSOR ARRAY
Paul Kessler Ueim«r. Princrton, N J., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, Nen Y ork, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 83,923, Oct. 26, 1970, Pat. No. 3,683,193.

This appUcation May 26. 1972, Ser. No. 257,095

Int.CI.H03k2J/22

L.S. CI. 307-223 C 5 Claims

«^^"'
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age source is required; and the magnitude of the bias voltage,

which determines the amplitude of the output pulses, may be

varied over a w ide range as a simple means of controlling the

power gain of the circuit.

A sensor array having photosensitive elements formed as an

integral part of each stage of a shift register chain. Each stage

has charge storage means. The photosensitive elements are

coupled to the charge storage means for discharging them as a

function of externally applied photo signals and. con-

sequently, developing charge deficits in said charge storage

means. The shift register, in response to a clocking signal,

transfers the charge deficits from one stage to the next along

the chain producing a serial output signal at an output ter-

minal.

3,789,242

OVERVOLTAGE AND l^DERVOLTAGE DETECTION
CIRCLIT

Barry Ira Cantor, Boonton, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Incorporated, Murray Hill. Berkeley Heights.

NJ.
Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,619

Int. CI. H03k 5/20. 5/ /«

U.S. CI. 307—235 R 2 Claims

3.789,241

ELECTRONIC PULSE AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
William Emil Hess. Jr.. Piscataway. NJ.. assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights, N J.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,067

Int. CI. H03k / 7104

U.S. CI. 307-255 J 1 Claims

An improved electronic pulse amplifier circuit, which fea-

tures three transistors of different conductivity types con-

figured in cascade to provide high-speed, high-power opera-

tion, is disclosed Rapid removal of excess stored minority car-

riers from the base region of a saturated middle transistor, and

rapid charging of the natural interelectrode capacitances of

the middle transistor and an output transistor are effected by a

An overvoltage and undervoltage detector circuit is dis-

closed in which two reference voltage producing circuits have

their dissimilar outputs applied to first and second input ter-

minals of a voltage comparator. The dissimilarity of the inputs

to the comparator is reversed when a first voltage exceeding a

predetermined level forward biases a first diode and raises the

potential on one of the comparator input terminals or a

second voltage less than a predetermined level forward biases

a second diode and lowers the potential on the other compara-

tor input terminal.

3,789,243

MONOLITHIC MEMORY SENSE AMPLIFIER/BIT
DRIVER HAVING ACTIVE BIT/SENSE LINE PULL-UP

Nicholas M. Donofrio, and Douglas W. Kemerer, both of Essex

Junctkm, Vt., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 268,988

Int. CI. H03k 5/08

U.S. CI. 307-238 5 Claims

The specification describes a sense amplifier/bit driver cir-

cuit having an active bit/sense line pull-up circuit. The active

pull-up circuit is shown substantially as two transistors con-

nected between the bit driver circuit and the bit/sense lines. A
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norma! write operation is performed by pulling one bit/sense with a third state by an arrangement which, in response to a

line to a down level (ground) potential and retaining the other predetermined signal, latches the cell in a state, otherwise un-

bit/sense line at an up level (positive) voltage. Immediately

after the write operation, recovery time is required to bring

) ( s'o«*6f T I'l'

r~
I

i

the down level bit/sense line back to the up level for sub-

sequent read/write operations. The pull-up circuit described

in the specification is turned on to perform this function and

maintained off in order not to interfere with other operations.

3,789,244

FET ANALOG MULTIPLEX SWITCH
Salvatore R. Provanzano, East Boston, Mass., assignor to

Spacetac Incorporated, Bedford, Mass.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,535

Int. CLH03k/ 7/60

U.S. CI. 307-251 7 Claims

stable, in which both transistor pairs are nonconductive. A
switching circuit provides the cell with low output impedance

in the third state.

3,789,246

INSULATED DUAL GATE HELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR
SIGNAL TRANSLATOR HAVING MEANS FOR

REDUCING ITS SENSITIVITY TO SUPPLY VOLTAGE
VARIATIONS

Joseph Otto Prelsig, Trenton, and Adoiph Presser, Kendall

Park, both of NJ., assignors to RCA Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 159,777, July 6, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,227

Int.CI.H03ki/26

U.S. CI. 307-304 9 Claims

An FET analog switching circuit, including an input ter-

minal and an output terminal, first and second FET's con-

nected together with their primary electrodes connected in se-

ries between the input terminal and the output terminal, one

of the first and second FET's being an N type and the other

being a P type, and means for selectively applying a switching

signal of one polarity to the gate of the first FET to turn on the

first FET and of the opposite polarity to the gate of the second

FET to simultaneously turn on the second FET.

43-
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3,789,245

TERNARY MEMORY CELL
Herbert Anton Schneider. Boulder, Colo., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights, N J.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,208

Int. CLH03ki/2S6, J/29

U.S.CL 307-288 11 Claims

A two-state regenerative circuit comprising two comple-

mentary transistor pairs, i.e., a complementary cell is provided

An oscillator circuit is described using a dual gate MOS-

FET transistor. Drift of the oscillating frequency of the oscilla-

tor circuit caused by drain supply voltage variations is

minimized by suitable bias voltages applied to the two gates.

The gate bias voltages are derived from the same principle

supply, but the gate voltage variations must be nonlinear with

respect to the drain voltage variations to achieve frequency

stability. The suitable gate voltages are achieved by means of a

voltage divider composed of dual gate MOS-FET transistors.

3 789 247

DYNAMICALLY ORDERED BIDIRECTIONAL SHIFT

REGISTER HAVING CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

WiUiam F. Beausoleil, Hopewell Junction; Irving T. Ho,

Poughkeepsie, and Hwa Nien Yu, Yorktown Heights, aU of

N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines Corpora-

tion, Armonk, N.Y.

Fited July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268^42
Int.CI.H01iy///4

U.S. CI. 307-304 6 Claims

The specification describes charge coupled devices in a

bidirectional shift register and having a dynamic ordering

capability. Charge coupled devices are shown in a semicon-
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dultor structure with FET amplifying circuits, uniquely

adapted for bidirectional operation by means of a circuit

which changes the order of occurrence of the clocking pulses

6.
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3 789,249

APPARATUS FOR COOLING A HERMETIC MOTOR
Joseph W. Purman. Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to The Louis

Allis Company. Mil>»auke«, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 107,177,Jan. 18, >971.whkhBa

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 38.269, May 18, 1970.

abandoned. This application Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,421

int. CL H02k 9120

IJ.S. CI. 310-54 II Claims

The density of charge coupled devices is preserved together

with improved access time resulting from bidirectional opera-

tion and dynamic ordering.

3 789 248

HOLDER MEMBER FOR A SEMICONDLCTOR ELEMENT

Andre Jaecklln, GoWwandstrasse 35, Ennetbaden, and Otto

ScharU, Muhlbergweg 2, Baden, both of Switzerland

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272.729

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 20, 1971.

10713/71
Int. CLHOIv 7/00

U.S.CL 310-9.4 6 Claims

A hermetically sealed electric motor suitable for use in a

refrigeration system has an annular chamber formed about the

stator The chamber is filled with a coolant, such as the system

refrigerant A selected portion of the coolant is supplied by a

pipe from the annular chamber to a channel formed by a sta-

tionary baffle A rotor fan located in the channel distributes

coolant circumferentially around the motor gap and urges

axial now of the coolant through the gap Additionally, a

dispensing outlet may be formed in the annular chamber to

allow coolant to flow to the rotor assembly at the rotor end op-

posite the channel.

3,789.250

PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Arthur J. Macoit, Rivervlew. and Theodore G. Apostokns,

both of Ann Arbor, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Com-

pany, Dearborn, Mich. »

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,636

Int. CI. H02k 23104

U.S.CK310-I54 10 Claims

A holder for a semiconductor element includes a pair of

spaced support plates each resiliently biased against one of a

pair of pressure plates which are located between the support

plates. The semiconductor element is held between the pres-

sure plates. The contacting surfaces of the support plates and

the pressure plates each has a different radius of curvature

Various embodiments of the contacting surfaces of the sup-

port plates and the pressure plates include a convexly shaped

projection on one with a convex, concave or planar surface on

the other Further, the contacting surfaces can be provided by

an intermediate member positioaed between the oppositely

facing plates and with the intermediate member having a con-

vex or spherically shaped contacting surface. The contacting

surfaces are arranged for transforming a part of the kinetic

energy developed under dynamic mechanical stress into fric-

tional heat, such as by providing at least one of the contacting

surfaces with a coefficient of friction between 0.025 and 0.3

In a preferred embodiment at least one of the contacting sur-

faces is provided with a coating of titanium carbide.

y^o /JO "*

A permanent magnet dynamoelectric machine including an

armature or rotor and a plastic cup-shaped housing having a

substantially cylindrical inner surface portion with means for

rotatably supporting the armature or rotor within the substan-

tially cylindrical inner surface of the housing. Four permanent

magnets and two ferromagnetic ffux path members are

mounted in assembled relationship either on the outer surface

of the cup-shaped housing or molded within the plastic cup-

shaped housing so that plastic material is interposed between

the armature or rotor and the permanent magnets.
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3 789,251 The crucible in accordance with the invention is a hollow

SPRING ARM BEARING RETAINER box of pyrolytic tungsten having two opposite openings in its

Dallas E. King, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,677

Int. CI. H02k Hm
U.S. CI. 310-239 4 Claims

A spring arm bearing retainer performs three functions in a

dynamoelectric machine having an armature with a shaft and

commutator rotatably supported in a frame and a "floating"

brush assembly on the shaft. The main body of the retainer at-

tached to the frame holds a bearing supporting one end of the

shaft; and a pair of spaced, parallel, resilient arms projecting

from one side of the main body and bent back between the

latter and the brush assembly engage the brush assembly to

provide axial thrust for the armature against a thrust bearing

on the opposite end of the shaft and act as stops to prevent the

rotation of the brush assembly with the armature.

3,789,252

TWO-PART STATOR FOR LARGE ROTATING
ELECTRICAL MACHINES

Karl Abegg. Oberricden. Switzerland, assignor to Aktlen-

gesellschaft Brown, Boveri & Cie, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225,991

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 24, 1971,

2639/71
Int. CLH02k 7/72

U.S,CL 310-259 6 Claims

A two-part stator for large rotating electrical machines

which consists of an outer non-wound stator part sub-divided

in the axial direction into annular laminated sections and a

unitary inner laminated part to which the winding is applied.

3,789,253

CRUCIBLE FOR VAPORIZING CHEMICALLY ACTIVE

ELEMENTS METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME
AND ION SOUhCE INCLUDING SAID CRUCIBLE

Jacques Kervizic; Ren* Masic; Arvind Shroff, and Robert Jean

W arnecke, all of Paris, France, assignors to Thomson-CSF,

Paris, France

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. ^. 265,303

Claims priority, application France, July 6, 1971, 7124682

Int. CI. H05h/ /02

U.S. CI. 313-63 4 Claims

The invention relates to ion sources having two ionization

chambers and more particularly to chemica^and heat resistant

crucibles for use with said sources.

lateral wall. The crucible is manufactured from a pyrolytic

tungsten deposite made on a copper mandrel which is dis-

solved in an etching bath.

3,789,254 9

POST-DEFLECTION FOCUSING TYPE COLOUR
CATHODE RAY TUBE

Eiichi Yamazaki, Ichihara, and Hiromi Kanai, Mobara, both of

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 212,967

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1970,

45/120466
Int. CL HOIj 29/46

U.S. CI. 313-85 S 2 Claims

5^^

i.
1,
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and interlocking grains disposed along the axial dimension of

the filament. A large number of very minute inert gas bubbles

such as helium bubbles, are included within the filament, and

a portion of the bubbles are generally aligned along the axial

dimension of the filament and are positioned at the boundaries

and a spatially modulated magnetic field m combination with

a homogenous magnetic field region. The device is magneti-

cally tuneable and capable of producing high level radiation of

narrow or wide bandwidth over an extremely large range of

wavelengths. The device produces microwave energy of the

order of 10" to 10" watts in the 3 cm to 1 mm wavelength re-

gion with a secondary objective to produce electromagnetic

energy of the order of 10" watts at wavelengths shorter than 1

mm.

of the interlocking grains which comprise the filament. In the

method for making the filament, inert gas atoms, such as heli-

um atoms, are formed within the tungsten and when the fila-

ment is incandesced, the atoms migrate to form the very

minute helium bubbles.

3,789.258

ELECTRON BEAM AND DEFLECTION YOKE

ALIGNMENT FOR PRODUCING CONVERGENCE OF
PLURAL INLINE BEAMS

Robert Lloyd Barbin, Lancaster. Pa., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration. New York. N.Y.

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,862

Claims priority. appUcation Great Britain. Jan.

01779/72
Int. CI. HO Ij 29/50

U.S. CI. 315-13 CG

14. 1972,

8 Claims

to

3.789.256

SHIELDED SPARK GAP DEVICE

Norman K. O^mundsen. Bloomington. Ind., assignor

W'estinghouse Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed May 3. 1972. Ser. No. 250,000

Int.CI. H01J//52

U.S. CI. 313-313 10 Claims

_»

A shielded spark gap device which is essentially indepen-

dent of external infiuences. The gap is enclosed in a metallic

shielding enclosure which is discontinuous between opp<»ite

ends of the gap, so as to provide a capacitance in parallel with

the gap, and which shields the gap in such a manner that its

sparkover characteristics are not affected by any change in ex-

ternal conditions which may affect the electric field in the re-

gion of the gap.

In a color television display system in which a plurality of

horizontal in-line electron beams arc directed toward color

phosphor elements of a color picture tube, substantial conver-

gence of the beams at all points on a scanned raster is

achieved bv transversely positioning the defiection yoke rela-

tive to the picture tube while maintaining substantial parallel-

ism between the central longitudinal axes of the yoke and pic-

ture tube. •

3,789,257

COHERENT MICROW AVE GENERATORS
Moshe Friedman, and Melvin Herndon. both of Washington,

D.C., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the SecreUry of the Navy, W ashington, D.C,

Filed Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,466

Int. CI. HOlj 23/76,29/96

U.S. CI. 315-3 ^Claims

3 789 259

CATHODE RAY TUBES TO FACILITATE RECORDING

Gordon S. J. Allen. Essex. England, avsignor to Forward

Technology Limited. London. England

Filed May 8. 1972. Ser. No. 251.299

int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S.CI.315-21PR II Claims

J?

rC^-
Jt

_h z:- 4-i-
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, «TE« -t A cathode rav tube with a conventional screen for providing

a visible monitoring image is additionally formed with a

second output portion on its envelope , the second output por-
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of the image from the internal surface of the envelope wall to

the external surface to facilitate recording of an image on a

sensitised sheet presented to the external surface. Deflection

means guide a recording beam either to the monitoring screen

or to the second output portion of the envelope, as required,

or alternately to the two output portions of the envelope in

rapid succession.

the capacitor and during the oppositely-polarized second por-

tion of the sweep, a sweep gate allows discharge of the capaci-

tor back into the winding. The winding energy is then

discharged at the end of the sweep back into the filter capaci-

tor of the power supply, whereby a very low-power source

may be utilized for energizing the sweep generator.

3,789,260

HIGH VOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT
Paul Raymond Ahrens, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 121,250, March 29, 1971,

abandoned. This application Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,065

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 315-22 7 Claims

3,789,262

SAWTOOTH SCAN CIRCUIT WITH HOLD FEATURE
Johannes Backyvinkel, Hildesheim, Germany, assignor to Blau-

punkt-Werke GmbH, Hildesheim, Germany
Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,754

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 22, 1971,

2147228
Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 315-27 TD 16 Claims

fl>.

•if PHASE L ^-,
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Loss of high voltage regulation in a television receiver can

•cause an increase in the ultor voltage developed for its picture

tube and an increase in the possibility of X-radiation. The

described circuit senses the loss of such regulation by detect-

ing high voltage increases beyond a predetermined value and

by changing the frequency of the horizontal oscillator, in

response, to render the reproduced picture unviewable.

/7^

<-i8' '<8

/) »

A gas discharge tube isolates the storage condenser of a

sawtooth wave generator of an electronic tuning device from

the pulses that charge it up and, more rapidly, discharge it in a

scanning cycle. A first electronic switch grounds a clamping

diode to reverse the polarity of the pulses and thus discharge

the storage condenser. A second electronic switch provides a

hold function by reducing the amplitude of the charging pulses

(taken from ^ TV line scanning flyback circuit) so that they

cannot fire the gas discharge tube.

3 789 261 3,789,263

RADAR SWEEPGENERATOR RF RLTERS WITH GLASS ON A SUBSTRATE

George P. Cooper. Corona Del Mar, Calif., assignor to North William Baird Fritz, Hershey; John W ayne Tiley. Hatboro. and

American Rockwell Corporation. Anaheim, Calif. Neil Harrison Sanders, Carlisle, all of Pa., assignors to AMP^

Filed Apr. 6, 1972. Ser. No. 241,619 .
Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Int CI. HOlj 29170 F«l«d Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,624

U.S. CI. 315-27 TD
'

llClaims Int.CI. HOlj 2i/20

U.S. CI. 315-39.51 9 Claims

• A sweep generator for a displaced-center sector-scan dis-

play of a radar system, in which the inductance of the cathode

ray tube display device cooperates with a storage capacitor for

directly generating a bipolar sweep current waveform utilized

by the control yoke. A centering gate responsive to the radar

timing, energizes the winding to start the sweep from a filter

capacitor of the power supply. During a first polarity portion

of the sweep the energized winding is storingly discharged into

A low pass RF filter for high voltage feed-through to the

filament of a magnetron. The filter comprises a ferrite sub-

strate in the form of a sleeve with the outer surface of the

sleeve carrying a dielectric layer comprising a lead oxide glass.

The dielectric layer also comprises aluminum oxide to provide

a rough surface for metal plating without increasing the coeffi-

cient of thermal expansion of the dielectric layer relative to

the ferrite substrate.
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3.789.264

PLASMA SHIFT REGISTER WITH OVERLAPPING GLOW
John L. Janning. Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Th« National Cash

Register Company , Dayton, Ohio

Filed Nov. 10. 1972, Ser. No. 30537

1

Int. CI. H03k 23138

U,S. CI. 315-84.6 SCtoims

3,789,266

ARRANGEMENT PROVIDED WITH A LOW-PRESSURE
VAPOUR DISCHARGE LAMP

Jan Polman: Jan Evert Van Der Werf, and Peter Cornells

Drop, all of EmmasinRel, Eindhoven. Netherlands, assignors

to t.S. Philips Corporation. New York, N.V.

Filed May 2. 1972. Ser. No. 249.526

Claims priority, application Netherlands. May 8, 1971,

7106345
Int. CI. H05b i 7/02

l).S.CI.315-I94 5CUims

20vs >2> ^

OUTPUT

A plasma gas shift register is provided wherein pairs of elec-

trodes overlapping in space are afTixcd to an insulating sub-

strate and are overcoated vvith a dielectric layer A plasma gas

is sealed into contact with the dielectric layer Clocked signals

connected to the electrode pairs cause a shift of any discharge

existing between one pair of electrodes to the next pair of

electrodes overlapping the discharge pair Input electrode

means for causing a discharge in response to one state of input

signal and no discharge in response J another state of an

input signal are placed opposite the first pair of overlapping in

space electrodes Output electrode means are positioned op-

posite the last pair of overlapping in space electrodes to detect

the presence or absence of a discharge between the last pair of

overlapping electrodes.

A lighting system compnsing a low pressure mercury vapor

discharge lamp with means for supplying an intermittent cur-

rent now therein The lamp efficiency is increased by operat-

ing it with a maximum pressure of 6 Torr. a duty cycle in the

range between 0.35 and 65 and at a special switching

frequency in the order of 30-60 KHz A further feature in-

cludes means for periodically reversing the direction of cur-

rent flow in the lamp.

3.789.265

DISPLAY PANEL
George E. Hob, North PlainfieW, N.J.. and James Ogle. Paoli,

Pa., assignors to Burroughs Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 881.660. Dec. 3. 1969.

abandoned. This application Oct. 4. 1971. Ser. No. 186.415

Int. CI. H05bi 7/00

L.S.CL3I5-169TV 10 Claims

3.789,267

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES EMPLOYING
NONUNIFORM CONCENTRATIONS OF IMMOBILE
CHARGE ALONG THE INFORMATION CHANNEL

Robert HaroW Krambeck, South PlainfieM, and Robert Henry

WaMen. Berkeley Heights, both of NJ., assignors to Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights. N J.

Filed June 28. 1971. Ser. No. 157.509

Int.CI.H01l////4

U.S. CI. 317-235 R 9 Claims

I ClOC" , I I

ft

1 '". I->^?T^^": i,":^
tj,. J4. S* M B- 1 »4" Ji« '"- > „

'___ It !- 1

To ensure predicuble directionality of charge transfer in

two-phase charge coupled devices (CCD'S). the potential well

associated with each half-bit must be asymmetrical so as to

enhance charge transfer in the desired direction and to inhibit

transfer in undesired directions. In the instant invention, local-

ized portions of immobile charge are disposed under the CCD

electrodes and. advantageously, offset with respect to the cen-

ters of the electrodes so that suitably asymmetrical potential

A .ispUv pane, includes a p,u,a,„y of ,o»s a„a coU,n,ns^of ;^--
^--^^^^^^f,"^ ;XrlV:™SS'''he"° lobU^

display cells, each having an anode and a cathode and mclud- trodes^
:' "

f'deTbv relat «elv highly doped surface zones in

ing", n^ovel drive arrangemen, for seleCng and energ.z.ng one =l'-_e-s__p-;^;^^';^
'^^Zoi rela.LlyTow dop.ng.

cell at a time.
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3,789,268

MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER WITH ELECTRONIC
TRIPPING MEANS

Keith W. Klein, Simsbury, Conn., assignor to General Electric

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,759

Int. CI. H02h 3126

U.S. CI. 317-18 D 12 Claims

live vehicle. A regulator is connected to the output windings

of an electrical energy generator and to the control winding

for limiting the energization of the control winding and the

magnitude of the voltage produced in the output windings. A

solid state switching network is coupled to the output windings

of the generator and the regulator for decoupling the output

windings from the regulator when the voltage produced in the

output windings exceeds a first predetermined level and for

maintaining the output windings decoupled from the regulator

until the voltage produced in the output windings falls to a

second substantially lower predetermined level.

A small electric circuit breaker of the type having separable

contacts and a manually and automatically operable

mechanism for operating the contacts. In addition to the usual

prior art automatic operating means, causing opening of the

contacts upon the occurrence of predetermined current or

voltage magnitude conditions, the circuit breaker includes

means for detecting minute ground fault conditions, such as

five milliamperes (5 ma.) and for tripping the circuit breaker

on the occurrence of such a ground fault. The means for de-

tecting such minute ground fault conditions and for tripping

the circuit breaker in response thereto includes signal generat-

ing means such as a differential transformer, solid state elec-

tronic circuitry, for processing the ground fault signal, and a

tripping solenoid. The signal generating means and the elec-

tronic circuitry are preferably pre-assembled in a sub-as-

sembly or "ground fault sensing module," before assembly

into the circuit breaker.

In accordance with the invention, assembly, testing, and sal-

vaging of parts of the ground fault sensing module are

facilitated by embedding or "potting" certain portions in the

module housing, such as signal-generating transformers, and

removably mounting certain other portions, such as electronic

signal processing components, at least until certain critical

testing of the module is completed. Following such testing, all

components may be embedded or "potted" or. in the alterna-

tive, the module may be assembled into the circuit breaker

without further potting of components.

3,789,269

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT

John A. Holm, Dearborn, and David A. Laplnski, Detroit, both

of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,

Mich.
Filed Apr. 13, 1970, Ser. No. 27,560

Int. CI. H02h 3120

US. CI. 317-23 10 Claims

3,789,270

WIRING SYSTEM FOR GROUP TESTING APPARATUS

Hiroshi Yamamoto, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Synapse, President Hiroshi Yamamoto, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 196,953

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 21, 1970,

45/102949
Int. CLG09b 5/00

U.S. CI. 317-99 5 Claims

A method of forming wire lines and wiring members used

therefor for a group tester comprising wire lines linking a

master unit and subsidiary units thereof artd wires for the sub-

sidiary units both of which are constituted at the same time,

the said master unit accumulating test results by connecting in

series the wiring members having the said subsidiary units cou-

pled therewith, as response units for examinees who receive

tests.

3,789,271

CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY
James J. Johnston, Cheshire, Conn., assignor to Automatic

Equipment Devetopment Corporation, W est Haven, Conn.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,650

Int.CI.H05k//04

U.S. CI. 317-101 CC 14 Claims

An electrical circuit means for protecting an electrical

system from excessive voltage generated by an electrical ener-

gy generator that is particularly suited for use in an automo-

A circuit board assembly comprising a frame having a stack

of printed circuit boards mounted in fixed position thereon

and having circuit means associated therewith. Each circuit

board carries a plurality of resilient electrically conductive pin

connectors which project from opposite surfaces thereof and

extend through other circuit boards which comprise the stack.

A pressure plate supported on the frame in generally parallel

relation to the stack includes another circuit board which has

circuit means and holes therethrough which receive the pins

associated with the stack. Each hole defines a clamping sur-
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face and has a c,oss.«c,iona> area ,ubs,an,,a„y greater ,ha. or if ,he cover » '^
-^^^''/^^X' mJio" rm'nt^rner'-

;^:e:;:3^;rerri^Tr=ileVarrp,»^^^^^^^^^^
movement in one and an opposite direct.on relative to the

frame and transversely of the pins between open and closed

positions. When the pressure plate is in its open position, a

lead of an associated circuit component may be freely inserted

into each hole between the clampin surface thereof and the

pin received therein. When the pressure plate is m its closed ^ x - o ^ ^ ^ ^lo,

position, the clamping surface exerts a biasing force on the

loead and on the pin associated therewith to clamp the lead in

electrically connected engagement with the pin and clamping

surface to establish Electrical circuit continuity between the

leads and circuit means associated with the various circuit

boards. A clamping screw on the frame is provided for moving

th pressure plate to and releasably retaining it in its closed

position.

_ the motor has come to a full stop, includes a time delay circuit

that releases the hold-down mechanism after a predetermined

period which is slightly greater than the time required for the

motor to coast to a stop. i

3.789.272

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR RHYTHMIC.
INTERMITTENT OPERATION OF SEPARATE MAGNETS

Dietnch Vollhardt. Bremen. Germany, assignor to L.S. Philips

Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 30,648, April 22, 1970. This

application Aug. 31. 1972, Ser. No. 285,437

Claims prioritv. application (;ermany. May 6. 1%9,

1922752; May 3. i%9, 1923037

Int. CI. HOI h 4 7/i2

U.S. CI. 317-137 8 Claims

3.789.274

SOLID ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS HAVING HARD
SOLDER CATHODE COATING

William J. PTister. Cheshire, and George A. Shim. William-

stown. both of Mass.. assignors to Sprague Electric Com-

pany, North Adams, Mass.

Filed Julv 24. 1972. Ser. No. 274,525

lnt.CI.HOIgy/05.9/06

II.S. CI. 317-230

J/. fO t3^l4l- rLt

9 Claims

A triggering circuit for a plurality of printing solenoids that

insures the uniform density of the printed matter by producing

actuating pulses of a duration varying as an inverse function of

the supply voltage The natural energy integration of printing

solenoids causes the solenoid to print with a uniform force in

response to short-duration, high voltage energization, and

long-duration, low voltage energization.

Mia

A solid electrolytic capacitor has an electrically conductive

counterclectrode system that can advantageously be con-

tacted without the use of flux, and can subsequently be used

for high temperature applications, without any accompanying

deterioration or corrosion difficulties The counterclectrode

system employs a sprayed layer of a high melting tin-lead alloy

in contact with a* coating of carbon on the st>lid electrolyte

The tin-lead carbon contacting layer can advantageously have

a lead content of 95 percent by weight, thereby insuring a rela-

tively high melting point therefor

3,789,273

LATCH MECHANISM FOR MEMORY DISC CARTRIDGE

Terence J. O Brien, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Caelas Memo-

ries, Inc., San Jose, Calif.

Filed Sept. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 288,062

Int.CI.Gllb2i/04

IJ.S.CI.317-141R
7Chiims

A disc drive with a cover hold-down mechanism for

preventing energization of the drive motor unless the cover of

the disc pack is installed properly. The hold-down mechanism

includes a pair of brackets pivotally mounted about vertical

axes and a pair of arms pivotally mounted about horizontal

axes on the brackets. After a disc pack cover is installed the

brackets are pivoted to move the arms over the cover, and the

arms pivot upwardly over a beveled periphery of the cover. A

switch prevents energization of the drive motor if the arms are

not raised. The arms will not be raised if no cover is installed

3,789.275

ALTERNATOR RECTIFIER ASSEMBLIES W ITH

RESINOUS MOLDED MEMBER CONTAINING CIRCUIT

PATTERN MOLDED THEREIN

Takahiro Sawano, Kawasaki; Katuhiko Kubota. Yokohama;

Masani Ando. Kawasaki; Moriyasu Wada. Naka; Tohru

Murayama, Kawaguchl. and Tadayuki Ozawa. Tokyo. aU of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.,

Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Japan

Filed Sept. 27. 1972. Ser. No. 292.544

Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 30. 1971, 46-

89451
Int. CL HOll S/00. 5/00

US CI. 317 234 R 17 Claims

In a semiconductor rectifier assembly of the type wherein

lead wires of rectifier elements are electrically connected to a

circuit pattern of an insulative substrate there are provided an
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annular substrate of resinous moulded member containing a

conductive sheet with a circuit pattern, a pair of sector shaped

plate electrodes secured to the legs of the substrate, and a plu-

3,789,278

CORONA CHARGING DEVICE
Ronald E. Bingham; Thomas F. Cecil, both of Lexington, Ky.;<

Guido Gain, Saratoga, Calif., and Gereon E. Poquette, Ver-

sailles, Ky., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 317,038

Int.CI.H01jy//4

U.S. CI. 317-262 A 14 Claims

rality of semiconductor rectifier elements. One of the elec-

trodes of the rectifier elements is connected to the plate elec-

trode and the other electrode is connected to the circuit pat-

tern through a lead wire extending through the substrate.

3.789,276

MULTILAYER MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY
TECHNIQUES

David R. SIvertsen, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 744,983, July 15, 1968, Pat. No.

3,453,723. This application Aug. 6, 1970, Ser. No. 61,797

Int. CI. HOll 79/00

U.S. CI. 317-235 R 10 Claims

3^ 3*

^fc^

A microelectronic circuit fabrication technique where an

electron beam forms hillocks of single crystal material through

a dielectric layer from a single crystal substrate. A single

crystal is then grown atop each hillock ever the dielectric

layer by first epitaxially depositing material using the hillock

as a nucleation site. The epitaxially deposited material is next

expanded by means of a scanning electron beam into a broad

area of single crystal material. This single crystal may be pat-

terned to form component sites. Multilayer structures are

formed by covering each previous dielectric layer and com-

ponent sites with a subsequent dielectric layer and repeating

the process of single crystal growth using extensions of the hil-

locks as nucleation sites.

A negatively biased corona discharge system includes a con-

ductive electrode having a thin inorganic dielectric outer layer

bonded thereto which is employed as a corona discharge elec-

trode. The discharge system is utilized for uniformly placing a

negative charge on an insulator substrate such as an elec-

trophotographic imaging surface. The coating on the elec-

trode acts to suppress the widely spaced emission nodes com-

mon to all negatively biased metal corona discharge elec-

trodes. The coated electrode may, therefore, be placed in

close proximity to the substrate which it is charging and

operated at low emission densities without sacrificing charge

uniformity thereby reducing the power requirement of the

corona discharge system.

3,789,279

WORK AND FEED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR CUTTING
MACHINES

Edward Justing Dempsey, Huntington Beach; David Earl Kent,

and Patrick William Hudspeth, both of La Mirada, all of

Calif., assignors to Concrete Cutting Equipment, Incor-

porated, Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed July 2 1 , 1 972, Ser. No. 273,685
• Int. CLG05b/ 9/24

U.S. CI. 318-39 9 Claims

3,789,277

WOUND CAPACITOR
Herbert C. Craig, Yankeetown, and Walter C. Lamphier,

Maitland, both of Fla., assignors to Sprague Electric Com-

pany, North Adams, Mass.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,386

Int.CI. H0Igy//4

U.S. CI. 317-260 5 Claims

sa.

A wound capacitor employs extended electrodes of discrete

foils each in contact with metallized surfaces of the dielectric

layers.

A control system for cutting machines is disclosed in which

a desired load is maintained on the cutting motor by use of a

servo system regulating power to a feed motor which produces

relative motion between the cutting tool and the work. The

input to the servo system is a load-level signal proportional to

the load current to the cutting motor. That signal is derived by

adding signals from current transformers on the power lines to

the cutting motor. If the load-level signal exceeds a predeter-

mined threshold, the feed motor is reversed and the servo

system is forced to a full speed level. Once the overload condi-

tion is relieved, the feed motor is restored to forward drive,

but the servo system is limited to a low level for a predeter-

mined period to assure feeding into the work slowly.
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3,789.280

MV'LTICABLE DRLM HOISTING SYSTEM

Eric OWfield, Burlington, OnUrio, Canada, assignor to

'
Westinghouse Canada Limited, Hamihon, Ontario, Canada

Filed Oct. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 190,613

CUims priority, application Canada, Nov. 12, 1970, 097899

Int. CI. H02p 7168

U^. CI. 318-45 UCtoims

can be supplied with power properly from the electric battery

group and a driving machine such as a prime mover which

drives the above electric machine arrangement.

-rr-—'
" ^- •>

3 789 282

ARRANGEMENT FOR PREVENTING CHATTERING AND

SCORING OF DIRECT-CURRENT SLIP-RING BRUSHES

Hermann Harx, BerUn, Germany, assignor to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschafl. Munich, (;ermany

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286.923

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. 10, 1971, P 21

46 064.0
Int.CLH02k/J//0

U.S. CI. 318-190 10 Claims

\

This invention relates to a mJIti-rope drum hoist wherein

two conveyances are to be moved in opposite directions by the

hoisting machinery at the same time. Each conveyance is

hoisted by the use of two or more ropes, and the tension in the

two ropes is equalized by providing a separate hoisting

machine for each rope and coupling the hoisting machinery

together electrically so that the torque outputs of the respec-

tive driving motors driving the separate hoists are essentially

equal, thus assuring equal tension in the hoisting ropes.

3 789 281

ELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEM OF AN ELECTRIC
MACHINE ARRANGEMENT COMBINING

ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING WITH AN ELECTRIC
ROTATING M.\CHINE

Fukuo Shibata. Hyogo, Japan, assignor to Kawasaki Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Hyogo, Japan

Filed May 30. 1972, Ser. No. 257.620

Claims priority, application Japan, May 28, 1971, 46-

36746; Sept. 26, 1971,46-74932

Int. CLH02k/ 7/24

U.S. CI. 318-696 18 Claims

An arrangement is disclosed for preventing chattering and

scoring of the slip-ring brushes of a synchronous machine dur-

ing periods of time when the machine operates without load

by supplying a supplementary direct-current to the brushes

during these periods. The supplementary current does not

flow through the winding of the machine which is connected

to the brushes. The brushes are supplied from a source of al-

ternating current through primary rectifiers connected in

parallel with each other A controllable additional rectifying

circuit is arranged w ith respect to one of the rectifiers.

3,789,283

CONDITION CONTROL REVERSIBLE MOTOR SYSTEM
John L. Kabat, Bkwmington, Minn., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
|

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,584

Int.CLG05by/06

U.S.CL 318-295 6 Claims

IJCOKTROL DEVICE

OF Eicirme

CURRERT

LOAD

49

An electromagnetic coupling having two rotors is con-

nected mechanically with an electric rotating machine, an ar-

mature winding of the electromagnetic coupling is connected

electrically with an armature winding of the electric rotating

machine through a converter, and an electric battery group is

connected electrically in series with the armature winding of

the electric rotating machine and DC. terminals of the con-

verter. The load of the above electric machine arrangement

A condition control reversible motor system operates to

rebalance a bridge circuit by means of a feedback potentiome-

ter, the potentiometer wiper providing the energization poten-

tial to the bridge circuit. A reference voltage source and a

lightly back-biased diode are connected to the bridge circuit

in order to insure that the system always drives to a preferred
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or safe end in the event that the feedback potentiometer wiper

open-circuits from the potentiometer resistive element due to

dirt or some other defect.

3,789,284

AIR MOVING MEANS DRIVE SYSTEM
Robert F. Miller, Bowling Green, Ohio, assignor to Modine

Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis.

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,500

Int.CLH02pi/24
U.S.CL 318-377 10 Claims

movable along a direction in which the magnetic force func-

tions between the electromagnet and the magnetic substance.

The control current of the electromagnet is controlled for ad-

justing the magnetic force and also a width of the air gap so as

to obtain a desired position of the controlled object along the

above mentioned direction. The magnetic flux density of the

magnetic circuit substantially saturates at a condition where

the air gap reaches a predetermined distance, while an elastic

force of the spring is balanced with the magnetic force within

the elastic region of the spring at the above-mentioned condi-

tion to avoid mutual collision between the controlled object

and the electromagnet. The above mentioned principle can be

modified for performing two or three dimensional control and

rotation control for the controlled object.

An air moving means drive system wherein a plurality of air

moving means, such as motor driven fans, is operated to move
air in a preselected direction during concurrent operation

thereof. One of the air moving means is cycled on and off and

is susceptible in the "Off' condition to reverse rotation by the

movement of ^ir by the operating air moving means. Braking

means are provided for limiting the reverse speed of the non-

operating air moving means. The air moving means may be

driven by induction motors and the braking means may com-

prise dynamic braking means preventing reverse rotation of

the nonoperating motor at a speed which would be sufficient

to cause continued reverse movement upon an energization

thereof which would normally be suitable to operate the

motor in the preselected direction from standstill.

3,789,285

POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM USING MAGNETIC
FORCE

Junichi Nishizawa, Sendai, Japan, assignor to Handotai Ken-

kyu, Shinkokai, Miyagi-ken, Japan
Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,051

Int.CLG05b///00
U.S.CL 318-687 26 Claims
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3,789,286

SPEED CONTROL FOR STEPPER MOTORS BY TORQUE
TRANSFER

Delberi D. Towne, and Michael N. Zell, both of Rochester,

Minn., assignors to International Business Machines Cor-

poration, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1 7, 1972, Ser. No. 227,069

Int.CLH02kJ7/00

U.S.CL 318-696 13 Claims

A document transport includes a stepping motor drive for

incrementally advancing documents through a read station.

The stepper motor drive ejects the documents from the read

station to a continuously running stacker transport which con-

veys the document to one of two stackers. The stacker trans-

port by means of a belt and pulley drives a gear which meshes

with a gear coupled to the stepper motor drive by a one-way

clutch whereby if the stepper motor drive tries to run faster

than the continuously running drive it picks up the load of the

stacker transport and is forced to run at thfe speed thereof. The

stepper motor drive is free to stop or increment at any desired

speed but it cannot exceed the speed of the stacker transport

without picking up the load thereof. The emitter lead angle of

the stepper motor drive is set so that the stepping motor would

run faster than the stacker transport but the constraint of the

stacker transport via the mechanical phase lock forces the

stepper motor to run at stacker transport speed and excess

torque of the stepper motor is transferred to the stacker trans-

port. In stepper motor drive systems not having a continuously

running transport section, the control load can take the form

of a synchronous or induction A.C. motor driven at a

predetermined speed, i.e., the regulated speed.

The position control system using magnetic force, in which

at least one pole of an electromagnet is opposed to a magnetic

substance of a controlled object through an air gap

therebetween so that a magnetic circuit including the mag-

netic substance, the air gap and the electromagnet is provided.

The width of the air gap is preset to a value more than a

predetermined width when the control current is zero. The

controlled object is supported by at least one spring so as to be

3,789,287

VOLTAGE REGULATING DEVICE FOR VEHICLES
Te-Hsiung Wu, No. 68 Lin Chiang St., Taeipei, China /Taiwan

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,044

Int.CLH02j7//4

U.S. CI. 320—48 1 Claim

Voltage regulating circuit for use in vehicles comprising a

zener diode circuit which monitors the voltage of a battery

918 O.G.—73
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and when above a certa.n level stops energization of a Held ing opposite ends of a P;'-7,°;,^^!^P;;,P
X,':;*;:;^^ ^

..nd.ng of a generator to thereby stop .harg.ng. and .hen --^^ ^^
^-^^^^^^^

the voltage from DC to AC. and includes floating compara-
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below a certain level causes one or more transistors to cause

energization of the Held winding and consequent charging of

the battery.

3,789,288

CONVERTER FOR PRODUCING A STABILIZED OLTPIT

DIRECT-Cl RRENT VOLTAGE FROM AN INPIT

DIRECT-CURRENT VOLTAGE
Bengt Holger Assow. Ormingeringen 67. Sahsjo-Boo; Curt

Evert Jansson, Lingragen 198, Farsta. and KjeU Ove Rol-

leberg. Spelvagen 5. Trangsund, all of Sweden

Filed Oct.; 9, I971,Ser.No. 190.597

Claims priority, application Sweden. Nov. 27. 1970,

16069/70
'

Int. CL H02in i/25

U.S. CL 321-2 6 Claims

tor means sensing the voltage at the collectors of these

transistors to regulate the magnitude of the voltage by com-

paring that voltage with a reference voltage and then readjust-

mg the current supplied to the floating emitters of the two

sw itching transistors by a third transistor.

3.789,290 ' •

VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR AND DRIVE CIRCUIT

Charies E. Rettig. BrbokrieW. V\ Is., assignor to The Louis Allis

Company. Milwaukee. VN is.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207.088

Int. CL H02m 7152; H02p 1126; H03k

U.S.CL32J-5 7 Claims

The present disclosure relates to a converter for producing

a stabilized output DC voltage from an input DC voltage

The stabilization of the output voltage is carried out by means

, of pulse width regulation of a rectangular wave voltage ob-

tained from the chopped input voltage The level of the output

voltage is sensed by means of a sensing device and compared

with a reference voltage, whereby an error signal is obtained

A blocking oscillator device is on one hand triggering a driving

stage which controls the chopping of the input voltage, and is

on the other hand delivering a saw tooth voltage in order to

add the same to the error signal. The sum of said signals is fed

to a pulse width control device for controlling said pulse width

regulation.

3 789 289

VOLTAGE LEVEL CONTROL FOR D. C.-TO-D. C.

CONVERTER
David F. Bell, Woodstock; Girish C. Johari, Kingston, and Ed-

ward R. McNulty, Shokan. aU of N.Y., assignors to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,083

Int. CL H02m 3132

U.S. CI. 321 — 2
4Clainis

A DC -to-D.C. converter that employs a current switch

chopper with the collectors of two switching transistors feed-

A firing circuit for use with a diode isolated, capacitor com-

mutated inverter utilizes the operative state of the inverter for

directing the firing or gating pulses to sequentially firable

thyristors in the inverter A plurality of pulse distribution

paths are included in the firing circuit, each of which includes

the preceding *thyristor in the firing sequence so that the

operative state of the thyristors controls the operation of the

firing circuit.

I

3 789 291

VOLTAGE COMPENSATED PHASE SHIFTING CIRCUIT

Edward H. Dinger. Waynesboro, Va., and Richard A. Stasior,

Liverpool, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Salem, Va.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,617

Int. CI. G05f 3102; H03k 5120

U.S.CL 323-1 19 10 Claims

A voltage compensated phase shifting circuit is provided

through the employment of a pair of matched transistors hav-
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ing substantially identical electrical characteristics and to the ble subterranean strata conditions are indicated, preventive

bases of which there is applied a common voltage. The collec- measures, such as water flooding, can be undertaken prior to

tor to emitter circuits of each of the transistors are supplied, the occurrence of visual evidence, at the earth's surface, of the

respectively, with currents proportional to the average voltage unstable conditions.

3,789,293

ELECTRICAL CURRENT MONITOR WHICH
SEPARATELY INDICATES INDIVIDUAL AND

SUSTAINED CURRENT PULSES
John A. Freeze, South Boston, Va., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,053

Int. CLG01ri//02.i//06. 79/76

U.S.CL 324-51 13 Claims

12 14

input and to the instantaneous voltage input. By the proper

scaling of the two currents, an output signal representative of

a desired phase displacement is obtained which output is sub-

stantially independent of instantaneous variations in the input

voltage.

3,789,292

METHOD OF ACCURATELY MEASURING, DEPTHWISE,
WELL CASING COLLARS FOR INTERPRETATIVE

PURPOSES
Eugene R. Bottoms, Huntington Beach, Calif., assignor to

Chevron Research Company, San Francisco, CaliL

Continuation of Ser. No. 863,064, Oct. 2, 1969, abandoned.

This application Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,408

Int. CL GO Iv 7/40. J/00

U.S. CI. 324-34 R 8 Claims

l'" jSI[sus™»co
A EVEN'S
liMn>rATOI

^71

Transformer fault current monitor which provides recorded

indications of the number of times any fault Currents have oc-

curred and also of the number of times fault currents which

have a duration of more than a predetermined length of time

have occurred. In one embodiment, a magnetic reed switch is

positioned in the magnetic field produced by the monitored

current. When the reed switch is closed by a high magnetic

field, a voltage is applied to a peak detector circuit. The volt-

age is peak detected and applied to first and second counting

means. The first counting means is activated when the moni-

tored current exceeds a predetermined level. The second

counting means is activated when the monitored current ex-

ceeds a predetermined level for a predetermined length of

time. In another embodiment, magnetic diodes are positioned

in the magnetic field produced by the monitored current. The

magentic diodes are connected to a differential amplifier

which provides an output voltage when a sufficient magnetic

field surrounds the diodes. The differential amplifier is con-

nected, through suitable circuitry, to first and second counting

means.

3,789,294

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING INSULATING AND
VOLTAGE RESISTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF

ARTICLES
Hifumi Nitta, Minokamo, and Mitsutaka Kaneko, Aichi-ken,

both of Japan, assignors to Chubu Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha,

Aichi-ken, Japan
Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,265

Int.CLG01ri//72

U.S. CL 324—54 . 3 Claims

Method and apparatus for accurately measuring differential

distances along a cased well bore penetrating an earth forma-

tion by measuring, depthwise, the location of enlarged collars

of the casings, using a sensor movably positioned within a

mapping sonde traversing a well bore. The sensor is movably

attached to the sonde through a transporting assembly; say,

consisting of an endless belt driven between two sheaves, and

controlled uphole by circuitry at the earth's surface, so as to

indicate the location, depthwise, of at least two consecutively

located collars of the casings, while the sonde is held stationa-

ry within the well bore. Through interpretation of the

recorded results, differential movement of subterranean strata

adjacent to the map casing can be inferred. Further, as unsta-

1!

1,.^^ -n-

d'

^4

H^ Jill

lyT^

-CD-p
I

1

Device for measuring insulating and voltage resistant

characteristics of articles such as a high voltage cable wherein

a low battery' voltage in converted into a high direct current
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voltage with the aid of successive stages of oscillator, trans-

former and rectifier circuits whose output is applied across an

article to be measured. The input bias of a transistor is

changed in a manner such that the output of the circuits is

made a given value whereby the insulating and voltage re-

sistant characteristics of the article are measured by observing

the indication of a voltmeter and ammeter.

3 789 295

METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING,

CLASSIFYING AND LOCATING INSULATION FAULTS IN

INSULATED ELONGATED CONDI CTORS

William Clement Bakhunas, and Jose Antonio Mila, both of

AUanU, Ga., assignors to W estern Electric Company, Incor-

porated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,037

Int.CI.G0Iri//0S.i///2

U.S. a. 324-54
»5 Claims

precisely monitoring the water content of a monitored

product. The instrument may be used, for example, to monitor

the quantity of liquid latex applied as an adhesive backing

coating during the manufacture of carpeting. In such a case,

the instrument assures a uniform backing of sufficient latex on

the carpet to perform its intended function, but without

wastage. The instrument, however, has other uses, such as for

monitoring the water content in the production of paper, or in

textile dying processes, or the like. In the practice of the in-

vention, the product being monitored is passed as a continu-

TEST SET
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3,789302

FM HETERODYNE TRANSMITTER

Richard H. Rear^in, Concord, and Fred P. Colli.«, Carjsle,

both of Mass., assignors to Microwave Associates, Inc.,

Burlington, Mass. *^«,,^
Filed Mar. 31, 1972, S«r. No. 240,217

Int. CI. H03c 3108

^. ,-.« xAt. 12 Claims
lJ.S.CI.325-146

sion A counter receives a predetermined number of mmimum

error signals within a given period of time. These error signals

are signals out of the comparator indicating the same polari-

ties for the integrated signals. As noise will sometimes cause

this result when the clock is initially properly synchronized,

reliability is increased by holding the initial synchronization

until a minimum number of error signals are received, indicat-

ing the clock is not synchronized.

3 789 304

GATED DIVIDING CIRCLTT WITH REDUCED TIME

VARIATION BETWEEN GATING AND AN OUTPUT
SIGNAL

Paul HiUard May, Elon College, N.C assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, :n.j.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 299,056

Int. CI. H03k 5// 56. 7 7/04. 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 328-41 '2 Claims

An FM heterodyne transmitter is disclosed useful, for exam-

ple, in a microwave relay link, using all solid-state components

throughout. The transmitter- includes an RF amplifier which

generates locally a signal having the ^"^« f'^'l"^"^^
^f, J^

signal carrier and a phase comparator which accepts both the

local and the received signals and provides an error signa

responsive to a phase difference between them The ^rro

signal is used in a feedback amplifier loop to correct the local

oscillator frequency in the direction which tends to negate the

error signal.

3,789,303

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SYNCHRONIZING
SPLIT-PHASE PCM SIGNALS

Eric J. Hoffman, and Jack C. Loessi, both of.Ellicott City. Md

assignors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Navy, W ashington, DC.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,822

Int.CLH04b///6
^. ,.,, -.ii 4 Claims

U.S. CI. 325-321

SV«iCitllO*i<7ED

When the gating signal and clock pulses applied to a gated

ditiding circuit are unsynchronized. the first output produced

bv the circuit can appear any time within a time period equal

to the intervals between the clock pulses This time period is

reduced, in accordance with the present disclosure, by usmg

more than one such circuit, applying delayed versions of the

clock input to the added circuits, and then combining the cir-

cuit outputs so that an output is produced whenever a

predetermined number of the circuits produces a particular

output.

. I

3,789.305

TONE BURST TO FREQUENCY CONVERTER

Michael T. Marrero, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The I n.ted

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,314

Int. CI. H03d 3104

U.S. a. 328-140
<»<^'»™'

' CMTft IN

This is a device for resolving ambiguity of the start of a split-

phase coded data bit. The device is initially synchronized with

the zero crossings or polarity transition points in the coded

data A first integrator integrates the signal over one-half the

data bit interval, and holds this value. A second mtegrator m-

tegrates the signal over the successive portion of the data bit

inferval and these two integrator signals are then comparecL

When the receiver clock is initially synchronized with a data

bit polarity reversal, but not at the start of the data bit .nterval.

the integrated signals will be of the same polanty and the com-

parl^r'wUI so indicate this fact. To bring the receiver clock

Zo synchronization with the start of the data bit -nterval it is

nece^ry to shift the dock output in time to be synchronized

wlth^e'n^it successive polarity reversal or «;« "0^;"«^

This is accomplished by a counting technique which resolves

ambiguity intr^uced by attendant no.se in the data transmis-

•«.«_

'O : :^--

Circuitry in a sonar simulator training device for detecting

and reproducing the carrier frequency of a tone burst sigriaL

The carrier is a sinusoid which may be frequency modulated

with a linear FM signal (linear slide). The invention measures

the frequency and period of the carrier frequency of an in-
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coming tone burst signal, determines whether or not frequen-

cy modulation is present, and whether or not the FM results in

an increase or decrease in carrier frequency (up slide or down

slide). The invention generates a square wave output signal

having the tone burst carrier frequency and provides means

for generating an up slide or a down slide in the output signal.

plitude comparator produces a high output and a mode flip

flop having its "1" input coupled to the first comparator

produces a high output on its "1" output when an out-of-

synchronization condition is present. The simultaneous

presence of these two signals activates the search logic of the

frame synchronization system. The "0" input of the flip flop is

coupled to the second comparator and produces a high output

3,789,306

APPARATUS FOR DEFINING CONTINUALLY THE
ENVELOPE OF THE MAXIMA, THE MINIMA AND/OR
MODULATION DEPTH OF A VARYING INPUT SIGNAL

Robert Hendrik Hammerschlag, Gezichtslaan 82, Bilthoven,

Netherlands

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,174

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 20, 1971,

2147532
Int. CI. H03k 5100

U.S.CI.328-150 17 Claims
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MimiuM otrtcToa

An apparatus for defining continually the envelope of the

maxima of a varying input signal, consisting of: a maximum'

follower, which follows the input signal till a peak is reached

and which holds this peak value, and a minimum detector,

which gives a logic signal when the input signal has passed a

< minimum; the said logic signal of the minimum detector in-

troducing the following three actions; firstly the peak value

held by the maximum follower is given to a memory element,

for example a sample-hold module, the value stored in this

memory element being the read-out of the apparatus,

secondly the said maximum follower is set back to a zero value

and thirdly the maximum follower is released for following the

varying input signal in order to measure the next maximum

which will replace the previous maximum stored in the

memory element when the next minimum is detected by the

minimum detector.

The first and second action can be introduced by a max-

imum detector. Instead of the memory element one can use a

second maximum follower in combination with a maximum

selector. The envelope of the minima is defined by a similar

apparatus. When an apparatus for defining the maxima is

combined with an apparatus for defining the minima one gets

an apparatus, which can define continually the modulation

depth of a varying input signal.

3,789,307

FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM
James M. Clark, Cedar Grove, NJ., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 31,337, April 23, 1970, abandoned.

This application Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,120

Int. CI. H03b 3104

U.S.CI.328-155 5 Claims

There is disclosed a framing control circuit for a frame

synchronization system. The circuit includes a sense circuit

having a first integrator with a relatively long time constant

and a first amplitude comparator to detect an out-of-

synchronization condition, and a search circuit having a

second integrator with a relativeyly short time constant, a

second amplitude comparator and a third amplitude compara-

tor to detect an in-synchronization condition. The third am-

ov^*. otcis/o" CfMCutr m

cimcuirmr

Ueewr

on its
"0" output when an in-synchronization condition is

present. A diode is coupled between the "0" output of the flip

flop and the input of the first integrator, said diode being

rendered conductive when the "0" output is low. This diode

conduction will reset the first ingegrator to a reference operat-

ing level which ensures full use of the time constant thereof

and, hence, better protection against accidental phase shift

(loss of synchronization) due to a short fade.

3,789,308

DIGITAL PHASE LOCKED LOOP
John R. Lowdenslager, Chappaqua, N.Y., assignor to The

Singer Company, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 94,263, Dec. 2, 1970, Pat. No. 3,729,674.

This application Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,607

Int.CLH03bi/04

U.S. CI. 328—155 4 Claims

A digital phase locked loop is provided for an input signal at

a frequency /,. An n-stage counter is driven with a 2"x/,

coherent source. The input signal and the output of the n-

stage counter are coupled to a phase detector which samples

the phase of the input signal. The detected signal is periodi-

cally integrated. The integrated signal is coupled to an analog

to digital converter whose output controls a pulse advance or

retard means which is serially coupled between the coherent

source and the counter.

3,789,309

DIGITAL COEFFICIENT ATTENUATOR
Ronald W. Embley, Toms River, NJ., assignor to Electronk

Associates Inc., Long Branch, NJ.
Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,736

Int. CL H03k 5108; H03b 3102

U.S.CL 328-169 11 Claims

A digital coefficient attenuator having a first and a second

amplifier with a ladder network connected between the first

amplifier output and the second amplifier input and switcha-
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ble in accordance with applied logic signals for providing at-

unuation at a selected coeff.c.ent value. A first analog ga e

conne'edbetween an mput s.gnal source and the first a-Pl.

fier input and a second analog gate is connected between a

refe end potent.al source and the first amplifier input. The

SO0-
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where the cathode is mounted in a vacuum chamber for

rSng electrons under the .nfiuence of a h.gh electnc field

jren the cathode and an extractor gr,d. The electrons pass

trough the extractor grid, a thin -'"^^ow ,n the wa" ^ '^e

laser chamber and mto the laser -Camber wh.ch.smiedw,th a

gaseous mixture of helium, n.trogen ^"^^ ."^^^"
^J^J^'^J^^

second grid is mounted on the gaseous side of the window^

The electrons pass mto the laser chamber ""^er the mfluen

of a second electric field between the second gnd and an

ancie m the laser chamber to ra.se selected gas atoms of the

gaSlus m.xture to appropnately excited states so that a sub^

sequent coherent light beam passmg through the mixture

transversely to the electron stream through wmdows m op-

llosUe eTds of the laser chamber stimulates the excited atoms

to amplify the beam.

^ates are selectively operated so that with the first gate turned

on ere "produced a't the second amplifier output an attenu-

ated input signal in accordance with the selected coefficien

Ta^ue and w.t'h the second gate turned on there is produced at

the second amplifier output a direct readout of the selected

coefficient value.

3,789,311 '

HALL EFFECT DEVICE

Noboru Masuda, Kawaguchi, Japan, assignor to Denki Onkyo

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan .„nn->Q
Filed Sept. 13. 1971,S«r.No. 180,029

Inl.CI.H03f /5/00

^. ,,« i 8 Claims
L.S. CI. 330-6

rL

3,789,310

HIGH-EMISSION COLD CATHODE

Llovd Mancebo, Livermore, Calif., assignor to The Initw!

Slates of ImeHca as represented by the Lnlted States Atomic

Enerey Commission, W ashington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,030

lnt.CI.H01si/02.J/09
,,^ * t 3 Claims

L.S. CI. 330-4.3

+ 50KV

7 r^-^

A Hall effect device provided with input terminal sections at

both ends and output terminal sections, which are P^oJ^c ed

alboth sides of the center wherein at least one through hole s

provided at a position near the side edge of at 'east one ter^

minal section and is opened by cutting the side edge of the

device so as to adjust unbalanced voltage.

3,789,312

THRESHOLD INDEPENDENT LINEAR AMPLIFIER

Lawrence G. Heller, Essex Junction, and Norbert G. \ ^el. Jr..

CoTchester. both of M.. assignors to International Busmess

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,561

Int.CI.H03fi//6

U.S. a. 330-35
»2 Claims

A field-emission cathode having a multitude of field emis-

sion points for emitting a copious stream of electrons when

subjected to a high field. The cathode is constructed by com-

pres"ng a multifude of tungsten strips alternately arranged

wUh molybdenum strips and copper ribbons or compressing

alternately arranged copper plated tungsten and -lybdenum

strips heating the arrangement to braze the tungsten and

molybdenum stnps together with the -PPe^
-^f'3^"^

Brinding the exposed strip edges of one side of the brazed ar-

frngement to obSn a precisely planar surface etching a por-

lon oHhe molybdenum and copper to leave the edges o the

tungsten strips protruding for electron emission, and sub^ect-

ng the protruding edges of the tungsten stnps to a high elec^

t^fc field to degas and roughen the surface to provide a large

nTmb^r of emitting points. The resulting structure is par icu-

"ar^^i°ul aTa cathSde in a transversely excited gaseous laser

-^u. .ybiv-^— ......

,24.

Low level pulses in the order of 100 millivolts or less can be

detected and'amplified regardless of vanatu^ns - the vc>^ge

required to turn on the active device used in the amplifier^

S ?s achieved by coupling an active device between a

IliacUor and a capacitively loaded output line, charging the

output Hne to a reference voltage, applying a level setting volt-

age to the device to turn on the device; charging the capacitor

to a voltage substantially equivalent to the level setting voUage

to turn off the device while maintaining it such that any input
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signal superimposed on the level setting voltage will cause the

device to again turn on and discharge the capacitively loaded

output line thereby amplifying and inverting the superimposed

input signal.

The invention is particularly useful for sensing random ac-

cess integrated semiconductor memories.

The invention may be employed in either bipolar or field ef-

fect transistor technologies.

3,789^15
HYBRID COUPLERS

Henry Richard Beurrier, Chester Twp., Morris County, NJ.,

assignor to BeU Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Mur-

ray Hill, NJ.
Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,912

Int.CLH03f//00

U.S.CL 330-185 7 Claims

3.789,313

ACTIVE FILTER CIRCUITS

Albert E. Sanderson. Cariisle. Mass., assignor to Inventronics,

Inc., Carlisle, Mass.

Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,178

Int.CI. H03f y/i6

U.S. CL 330- 107 14 Claims

FILTER 10

Jl
SIGNAL
SOURCE

—J>-'iyv

d
^^ 16

^26

' / ZT, / /

UTILIZATION
DEVICE

::' J /
28,^ '

A family of active filter circuits. Each filter has two time

constant networks with each network having an element in

one loop of a multi-loop feedback circuit for an amplifier. A

generalized transfer function

eje,, = as^ + /»5 + cl(A+\ )T1T2 5» + \(A+\ )T1 + T2]s -t-

(.4+1)

describes the operation of each active filter. In this function, A

is amplifier gain and Tl and T2 are time constants for the two

time constant networks. Some specific circuits have a transfer

function in which the coefficients "a" and "c" are and

operate as band-pass filters. In these circuits, amplifier gam

variations do not affect the resonant frequency, while the

resonant frequency can be changed by altering the time con-

stant networks without affecting \he quality factor or gam at

resonance.

-\*

PHASE SHirrtn

-^^-^—
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3 789,319
3.789317

.^^.^^, uvnonrFN ROTATION-VIBRATION OSCILLATOR
SIGNAL CONVERTER WHEREIN PHOTOEMISSION „ "^^^^^^J^™!. Calif., assignor to The United

TIME CONSTANT IS UTILIZED Ch.ri« K. Rhod«,
^^^^^^ ,,^ ,«,^ ^Ui^ Atomic

Junlchi Nlshlzawa, Sendai, Japan, assignor to Za.den Hojm |»^*«
^^^^llj^^j^ Washington, D.C.

Handotai Kenkyu Shinkokai, Miyagi-ken, Japan '^^^
^^2, Ser. No. 250,997

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 683,920, Nov 7 1967.Th^ ^^^ ^»y
^| ^j^^; ^^^^^^^^

application Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,1 17
., c r-i iii 04 s 8 Claims

Int.Cl.HOlsi/00
U.S.C1.33I-V4.3

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 C 5 Claims

CONSTANT VOLTACe

SOURCE 628 -

il7 A
. It

?625 ^^ 621'

626 627

A signal converter, wherein two semiconductor diodes are

connected in the forward direction thereof as well as in paral-

lel with a constant voltage source or a constant current source,

and wherein a photoemission state of each of the semiconduc-

tor diodes is converted by an external light signal so as to per-

form the nip-flop signal conversion and pulse generation of

the emitted light, the time constant of the signal conversion

being from lO""* to 10"'* second which is smaller by two to

three places than the conventional flip-flop circuit utilizing

electric signals.

A laser system wherein molecular species of hydrogen and

hydrogen isotopes are induced to oscillate on rotational-vibra-

tional levels by subjecting the hydrogen to a transverse beam

of electrons of a narrowly defined energy between about I and

5 eV. thereby producing high intensity and high energy out-

put.

3,789,320

GAS LASER CIRCULATION SYSTEM

WiUiam Dunn Hepburn, Edinburgh, Scotland, assignor to Fer-

ranti Limited. Hollinwood. Lancashire, England
.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263.948 I

Int. CI. HOls J/02

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 5 Claims

3 789 318

STIMULATED EMISSION RADIATION SOURCE W ITH

ADJUSTABLE W AVELENGTH
Daniel B. Ostrowsky, and Erich Spitz, both of Paris, France,

assignors to Thomson-CSF, Paris, France

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,692

Claims priority, application France, May 14, 1971, 71 17557

Int.CI.HOlsi/00

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 C 3 Claims

A gas circulation system for a laser comprises a reaction

vessel comprising an empty tube which may be heated to an

appropriate temperature, and means for circulating the gas

from the laser through the reaction vessel so that the dissocia-

tion of the gas which occurs in use is reversed.

The invention relates to stimulated emission radiation

source and more precisely to a dye laser in which the control

of the emitted radiation wavelength is effected by varying the

quality factor of the resonant cavity by means of a thin film of

a nematic liquid crystal arranged between two polansers. the

double-refracting property of the film being controlled by a

voltage applied through transparent electrodes.

3,789,321

ELECTRON BEAM-PUMPED GAS LASER SYSTEM

Barton Krawetz; Jack B. Long, and Leonard J. Mooney, aU of

Livermore, CaUf., assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the United SUtes Atomic Energy Commis-

sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,029

Int. CI. HOls i/02

U S. CI. 331—94'5 ^ Claims

An electron beam-initiated-and-sustained gas laser system

capable of producing uniform, high energy, large-volume elec-

trical discharges in a high-pressure gaseous lasing medium. A
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thin metallic window separates the low pressure electron gun

cavity from the longitudinally parallel high pressure gas cavity,

such that the injected primary electrons create low energy

secondary electrons which are swept across the gas cavity by

an applied electric field collisionally exciting the gaseous

3,789,323

MULTIPLE INPUT SIGNAL MODULATOR AND METHOD
THEREFOR

Robert A. Andersen, Los Ahos Hills, and Lawrence A.

Maguire, San Jose, both of Calif., assignors to Sigmatek,

Inc., Cupertino, Calif.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,139

Int. CI. GOlr 23/16; H04j 3/04

U.S. CI. 332-18 16 Claims

medium. The system is applicable in both the oscillator and

amplifier configurations, and is capable, for example, of

producing a 10 joule/liter of active volume short (tp =1 ns)

CO2 laser pulse, while being operable in a manned area due to

the housing being electrically neutral.

3,789,322

MICROWAVE CAVITY TUNING LOOP INCLUDING A
VARACTOR

Allan L. Reynolds, W hite Plains, N.Y., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 156,726, June 25, 1971, abandoned.

This application Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,568

Int. CI. H03b 7/06

U.S.CI.331-96 1 Claim

.f^

^^^^^'^

13 £3 ,

-4^

SUMMING
'network

12

,ITk^ BMO-
LIMTING
FILTER

22,

IPMASE
I- COBS

,
CKT

lii
I

COUNTER / - -
. : I

'switch driver I

'

I—
:^ ^^

IJ0-«>SS

" FILTER

PRE-
SS OISTORTON
- CKT

MODULATOR
OSC«.L»TO«

' »

RF
OUTPUT

A frequency modulator for either stereo or quadraphonic

FM which in addition to summing the sampled audio inputs,

also sums continuous fractions of the audio inputs to form the

composite signal which modulates the carrier frequency. The

fractions of audio inputs which are continuously coupled are

adjusted to provide for optimum separation while allowing

filter adjustment for optimum phase linearity. A predistortion

network for the modulator-oscillator circuit maintains the

high separation achieved by the foregoing adjustment.

3,789,324

LUMPED CONSTANT CIRCULATOR
Nobuo Iwase, Zushi, and Soji Okamura, Yokohama, both of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. Ltd.,

Kawasaki-shi, Japan

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,801

Claims priority, application Japan. June 18, 1971, 46-43316

Int.CI.H01py/i2

U.S. CI. 333-1.1 7 Claims

A coupling loop having a varactor in series therewith ex-

tends into a microwave cavity, which in one embodiment in-

cludes a coaxially aligned transferred electron device (TED)

oscillator, with aperture output coupling into a waveguide.

Bias for the varactor is applied by coaxial waveguide circuitry,

the outer conductor of which is integral with the coupling

loop, the circuitry including a low pass filter and a microwave

energy absorbing means. Means are provided to ensure that

the cavity wall adjacent the varactor is a microwave short cir-

cuit. Ancillary structures includes a tellurium copper heat

sink, including a collet type heat sink mount for the TED,

invar tuning screws in the cavity and waveguide which are

formed of aluminum walls, and other structural details.

A lumped constant circulator comprising a conductor

case; a central assembly consisting of a conductor assembly

including at least three insulated conductor strips inter-

secting each other preferably at an angle of 120*. said

conductor strips being each connectecj at one end to said

conductor case and at the other end individually to a re-

spective coaxial connector through a respective serially

arranged capacitor; ferrite plates so superposed as to have

said central conductor assemply sandwiched therebetween;

and magnets for supplying said ferrite plates with a D.C.

magnetic field acting perpendicular to their mutually facing

surfaces.
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3,789325

VARIABLE FREQUENCY AND COUPLING EQUALIZER

AND METHOD FOR TUNING

Murray Hoffman, Liylngston, NJ., assignor to IntematkMuil

Tekphone and Telegraph, NuUey. NJ.

Fikd Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201,670

Int.CI.H03h7//6

US. CL 333-28 R
7Ctoliiis

-" "7

.AOJietitT

3,789,327

MICRO-ACOUSTIC WAVEGUIDE
Richard A. Waldron, Ipswich, England, and Ernest Stem,

Concord, Mass.. assignors to Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Cambridge, Mass.

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,469

Int. CI. H03h 1130, 9130

U.S. CI. 333-30 R 17 Claims

—»»CiMi our

There is provided a variable equalizer adapted for operation

in a communications system employing waveguide frequen-

cies with a bandwidth of for example 500 MHz. The variable

equalizer comprises a unique cavity arrangement in which

substantially independent adjustments are provided for vary-

ing the cavity resonant frequency and the signal energy

coupling thereto. The cavity is in turn coupled to the middle

port of a three-port circulator which constitutes part of a

transmission line for the signal energy. The arrangement is

adaptable to have a plurality .of circulators directly coupled

together to form the transmission line, with each bemg pro-

vided with a separate one of the unique dual-adjustable cavity

arrangements. In this way. equalization may be provided over

extremely wide ranges of operating frequencies A unique

method is also disclosed for tuning such a variable equalizer to

provide a subsuntially flat response across the entire intended

operating band of frequencies.

Apparatus is disclosed including a waveguide structure for

controlling propagation of elastic waves including a rigid sup-

porting substrate for suppressing propagation and an over-

layer of elastic material for sustaining propagation and having

a closed, defined, reflecting boundary surface for confining

the elastic waves in the transverse dimensions.

3.789328
ACOUSTICAL DELAY LINE

Mihon T. Putnam, Tarzana, Calif., and Duane H. Cooper.

Champagne. III., assignors to United Recording Electronics

Industries. North Hollywood. Calif.

Filed June 22. 1972. Ser. No. 265,388

Int. CI. H03h 7130

U.S. CI. 333-30 1 2 Claims

3,789326
VARIABLE LINE EQUALIZER

Takuya Iwakami, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric

Company, Limited, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,054

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 10. 1971,

46/100331
Int. CI. H03h 5100

U.S. CI. 333-28 R 3 Claims

,)viK'»t,ct1T

€^ .

<^ll

A variable line equalizer comprising a transistor, uniformly

distributed RC networks, and variable capacitors provides

compensation for coaxial line attenuation over a wide band of

frequencies. The band width is determined by the values Rr.

Cr. and Cu, where Rr and Cr are the total resistance and

capacitance of the distributed networks, and Cm is the max-

imum of the variable capacities.

Apparatus for terminating the transmitting line of an

acoustical delay line in a tunable cavity having the charac-

teristic impedance of the transmitting line The cavity is ter-

minated and tunable over the acoustical frequency range by

means of selectively located helmholtz resonators operating

upon the direct waves and the reflected waves from the ter-

minating device for providing the selectively located resona-

tors to compensate the frequency spectrum for both peaks and

dips at different frequencies.
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3,789,329

EIGHT BIT DIGITAL PHASE SHIFTER UTILIZING

PLURALITY OF SWITCHABLE LOW PASS FILTERS

Gerald E. Johnson, Littleton, Colo,, assignor to Martin Mariet-

ta Corporation, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,262

Int.CI.H01p///S

U.S. CI. 333-31 R 9 Claims

justable sections which sequentially and cumulatively come

into capacitive relationship with a stator plate of appreciable

area, vernier tuning is accomplished by providing an addi-

tional stator plate of limited area which cooperates with its

own rotor having individually positionable sections of substan-

tially the same angular extent as the corresponding statoi and

which come sequentially and non-cumulatively into operative

relationship with the stator. The individually positionable sec-

tions of the vernier rotor may be staggered with respect to the

T'., *i^=, 'i^. /i«c"i«/WV
r- ^- i?H -i-*ij r^L^jj •

.,r

An eight bit digital phase shifter includes a plurality of low

pass filter networks to provide the lowest five bits. The first

three bits are provided by low pass pi networks, phase shift

being controlled by controlling the network series inductance.

The next two bits are provided by low pass tee networks,

phase shift being controlled by selectively shorting the net-

work series inductance to effectively remove the filter from

the phase shifter. The three highest bits are provided by 3dB

hybrids.

3,789,330

FERRITE MICROWAVE PHASE SHIFTER WITH
INSERTION PHASE MODIFYING MEANS

EaH Dixon, Voorhees Twp., and Norman Richard Landry,

Willingboro, both of N.J., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,229

Int.Cl.HOlp///^

U.S. CI. 333-31 A 12 Claims

individually positionable sections of the standard 'rotor for op-

timum results. The vernier rotor can generally be similar to

the standard rotor in having its sections extend generally at

right angles to the axis of rotation, in which case where many

channels are to be tuned the individual sections of the vernier

rotor may encompass the tuning of a limited plurality of said

channels, or the sections of the vernier rotor may comprise ex-

tensions thereof extending generally parallel to the axis of

rotation thereof, in which case a larger number of individual

sections can be provided than with conventional rotors.

3,789,332

IN-LINE REED CAPSULE CROSSPOINT MATRIX
SWITCH

Khaja M. Jameel, Elmhurst, and Von W. Mueller, Lombard,

both of III., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laborato-

ries, Incorporated, Northlake, III.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,184

Int. CI. HOlh 67/30

U.S. CI. 335-152 18 Claims

An apparatus for modifying the insertion phase of a ferrite

microwave phase shifter. A plurality of transverse metal plates

are inserted into the waveguide to change the insertion phase.

At least two plates are inserted into the waveguide through

slots separated by a predetermined distance to keep the

VSWR to a minimum. Each pair of plates introduces a

predetermined amount of phase change. A sufficient number

of pairs of plates are inserted to bring the insertion phase of

the phase shifter within an allowable range of deviation from

an ideal figure.

^ 3,789,331

VERNIER TUNING MEANS FOR UHF TUNER OR THE
LIKE

CarroU R. Miner, Wilbraham, and Edward Balash, Chicopee,

both of Mass., assignors to General Instrument Corporation,

Newark, N.J.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,465

Int.a.H03ji/20

U.S. CI. 334—82 18 Claims

In a conventional variable capacitor type tuner, in which the

rotor plates optionally may be provided with positionally ad-

A modular in - line crosspoint matrix switch having reed

capsule assemblies each having reed capsules mounted in a

bobbin; electromagnetic winding on each bobbin, the reed

capsules and windings being wired to form the crosspoint

matrix and further having zig-zag shield means arranged

between adjacent rows of the bobbins.
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3,789333

MAGNETO-MOTIVE BISTABLE SWITCHING DEVICES

Waldemar Helmut Kurpanek. Mercator Sir. 3. Duesseldorf.

German) ^. .«-« .

Co«Unu.tlon-m-part of S«r. No. 273.940. July 2 1 . »972. «id a

continuation-in-part of Ser.Nos. 149.174, June 2. 1971.

abandoned, and Ser. No. 273,941. July 21. 1972. which » a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,174. June 2. 1971. and

Ser No. 273.940. July 21. 1972. Thb application Sept. 27,

1972, Ser. No. 273,942

Int. CI. HOlh 5//2S. 53106, 36100

U.S. CI. 335-207

gravitational attraction thereby breaking circuit Resetting is

either manually or electrically accomplished.

1 2 Claims

3 789^334

ELECTRIC PROTECTIVE SWITCH FOR PROTECTION

AGAINST FAULT CI RRENTS, EXCESS CURRENTS AND
SHORT ClRCl ITS

Rolf Goehle. Leimen; Waher Vehen. Schwetzingen. and

Gunther Knirsch. Bretten. all of Germany, assignors to

Brown, Boveri & Cie AG. Mannheim. Germany

Filed Feb. 10. 1972. Ser. No. 225.226

Claims priority, application German>. Mar. 29, 1971. P 21

15 034.5
lnt.CI.H0lh7///2

II.S.CL 335-173 3 Claims

« iV H a 'I

A magneto-motive bistable switch comprising a hermeti-

cally sealed contact container having at least one pair of elec-

trical contact points and a free floating ferromagnetic contac-

tor. An electro-magnetic coil encircles the contact container

which is placed within the magnetic flux of two spring loaded

permanent magnets. The switch is electrically tripped by a dc

trigger pulse thus energizing the coil to thereby magnetically

polarize the ferro-magnetic contactor which is thereupon

magnetically attracted towards one permanent magnet respec-

tively thus establishing a bridging relationship with at least one

pair of electrical contact points. The switch is manually

operated by exterior pressure on a switch knob which changes

the distance between permanent magnet and contactor which

is thereupon attracted to the respective closer pexmanent

magnet thus executing the switching operation. The switch

may function as an ac overload circuit breaker when a contac-

tor with a preestablished curie point is used to indicate a sud-

den power surge By attaining the curie temperature it loses its

ferromagnetic qualities and thereupon falls off the contact

points due to the force of gravitational attraction and breaks

the circuit.

The inventive idea postulates a manually and electrically

operable ac and dc switch and overload circuit breaker which

functions directionally fully independent (except for the ac

overload circuit breaker) is absolutely fireproof and operates

within a temperature range of 1.000° Centigrade The switch

comprises a hermetically sealed contact container embodying

at least one pair of electrical contact points a free floating

ferromagnetic contactor. An electro-magnetic coil encircling

the contact container and the contact container are placed

together within the magnetic flux of two spring loaded per-

manent magnets. The switch is electrically tripped by a dc

trigger pulse thus energizing the coil that thereby magnetically

polarizes the ferro-magnetic contactor which is thereupon

magnetically attracted towards one permanent magnet respec-

tively thus establishing a bridging relationship with at least one

pair of electrical contact points. The switch is manually

operated by exterior pressure on a switch knob thus changing

the distance between permanent magnet and contactor which

is thereupon attracted to the respective closer permanent

magnet thus executing the switching operation. As an ac over-

load circuit breaker a contactor with preestablished curie

point is applied to indicate a sudden power surge by attaining

curie temperature thus losing the ferro-magnetic qualities

thereupon falling off the contact points due to the force of

The switch comprises an automatic cutout on circuit

breaker and a separate fault current responsive part with a

suitable cutout actuating element A disengaging clutch is pro-

vided and permits closing of the automatic cutout only in the

ready position of the fault current release.

3.789.335

MAGNETIC FOCUSING DEVICE FOR AN ISOCHRONOUS
CYCLOTRON

Pierre P. Delphin. and Pierre R. Peironet. both of Paris.

France, assignors to Thomson-CSF. Paris, France

Filed Oct. 4, 1 97 1 . Ser. No. 1 86,202

Int. CI. HO It 7/00

U.S. CI. 335-210 9Ctaims

This device makes it possible to secure a major improve-

ment in the efficiency of particle accelerators of the

isochronous cyclotron type. It comprises a soft magnetic yoke,

two circular soft-iron plates protuding from said yoke, first

and second sets of soft magnetic sectors facing each other and

building up the main airgap of the device, these sectors being

respectively carried by two plates, two annular spacings bemg

respectively provided between the sectors and their carrying

plate, and correcting magnetic means being positioned within

, said annular spacings.
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3 789 336 3,789,338

RETRACTIBLE MAGNET HOLDER PRESSURE SENSOR DEVICE

Myron K. Gordin, Oskaloosa, Iowa, assignor to G & L Indus- Nikolaus A. Szeverenyi, and David F. Thompson, both of War-

tries. Inc., Oskatoosa. Iowa ren. Pa., assignors to GTE Sylvanla Incorporated, Seneca

Filed Feb. 22. 1973, Ser. No. 334,853 Falls, N.Y

Int. CI. HO If 7/20

U.S. CI. 335-285

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,457

2 Claims Int. CI. HOIhi 7/00

U.S. CI. 337-3 20 Claims

A retractible magnet holder including a barrel member with

an elongated cap member extended outwardly from one end,

and a sleeve member fixed in the barrel member adjacent such

one end. The barrel member and end cap are composed of a

non-magnetic material, and the sleeve member is formed of a

magnetic material. A non-magnetic shaft member and an at-

tached magnet are reciprocally movable within the barrel

member to a first metal pick-up position wherein the magnet is

within the cap member and to a second metal release position

wherein the magnet is within the sleeve member. A latch

means stops and releasably holds the shaft member and mag-

net in the second position therefor.

A sensor device senses the presence or absence of pressure.

As the pressure about the device exceeds a pre-established

level, a movable tip of the device is depressed. A thermally

conductive portion of the iip thereby engages a spaced apart

portion of an element. This engagement upsets the thermal

properties within the device, causing two heat responsive

members to disengage. A sensing apparatus is also disclosed

which includes the above described device and an electrical

circuit which comprises a potential source and a current in-

dicating means. When the above mentioned heat responsive

members are engaged, current in the circuit is at a sufficient

level to activate the current indicating means. However, when

the heat responsive members disengage, the current must pass

through a resistive material, thereby lowering the level of cur-

rent flow. This lower electrical current is then not sufficient to

actuate the indicating means.

3,789,337

INSULATION STRUCTURE FOR ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS

Harry R. Sheppard. Sharon, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 17. 1971. Ser. No. 209,466

Int. Cl.HOl 127/05

U.S. CI. 336-60 18 Claims

3,789,339

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH
Glenn E. Wehl, North Canton, Ohio, assignor to PorUge Elec-

tric Products, Inc., North Canton, Ohio

Filed Apr. 1 6, 1973, Ser. No. 35 1 , 162

Int. CLHOlh 6 //OO

U.S. CI. 337-95 5 Claims

Insulation structure having filler members which keep the

overall insulation structure tight when heated. The filler mem-

bers are located within the insulation structure at various

places and in sufficient quantities, with the shortest dimension

of the filler member oriented in the direction in which expan-

sion is desired. As the insulation structure is heated, the shor-

test dimension of the filler member increases to tighten the in-

sulation structure. The filler member is constructed from a

material which tends to reduce its surface area when heated

without changing its volume.

M^i<^'

A thermostatic switch having a bimetallic electric-contact-

carrying blade with a dish-shaped snap portion is provided.
"-

Creep" opening of the contacts prior to snap-open action is

substantially eliminated by forming the terminal arm that car-

ries the bimetallic blade and the fulcrum for the dish-shaped

portion of a bimetal positioned to deflect in response to tem-

perature change in a direction opposite to the direction in

which the bimetallic blade deflects.

ERRATUM
For Class 338—24 see:

Patent No. 3,789,191
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3 789340

THERMAL SENSING DEVICE FOR CONTROL CIRCUITS

Jay C. Adams, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Ranco Incor-

porated, Columbus, Ohio ,,, ,.^
Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,316

Int. CI. HOlc 7/00

« ^. -i-io 10 11 Claims
U.S. CI. 338-28

3 789342
*

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

Peter Francfe Maheux, Kanata. Ontario, Canada, assignor to

BeU-Northem Research Ud.. Ottawa, Ontario. Canada

Filed Jan. 26, 1973. Ser. No. 327,090

lnt.CI.H05k//04

IJ.S. CI. 339-17 F 8 Claims

30.\ 33
*^ 46 "

- ^^-'^^^irn

40

26
25

12

13

A thermal sensor for application to the extenor of a tube or

the Ulie comprises a thermistor supported within a rectangular

casing, one end of which is urged by a spring into engagement

with the tube. The portion of the casing engaging the tube

comprises a heat transfer member having a surface contoured

to extensively engage a portion of the tube and having a pair of

legs extending inwardly of the casing and straddling the

thermistor which is held in a cage-like structure in the interior

of the casing. A thermal conducting cement fills voids

between the thermistor and the heat transfer member.

A connector for connecting wire conductors to a flexible

circuit The flexible circuit is formed over one member of con

nector and the wires each have a terminal attached thereto

the terminals positioned in recesses in a second member of

connector Retaining means hold the flexible circuit and the

terminals in position. The two connector members clip

together to make electrical contact between terminals and

flexible circuit The connector can be arranged to cooperate

with formations on a housing to lock two parts of a housing

together. I

3,789.343 i

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR I

Kazuaki Hirokawa, Tokyo, and Tsugio Anbo. Tokorozawa,

both of Japan, a^^ignors to Shinagawa Automotive Electric

W ire Co.. Ltd.. Tok>o-to. Japan

Filed June 2. 1972. Ser. No. 259,192

Claims priority. appUcation Japan. June 4. 1971. 46-46205;

Feb. 17. 1972,47-20142; Mar. 22. 1972.47-34401

Int. CI. HOlr 25/00

U.S.CL 339-49 R 18 Claims

3,789,341

CIRCUIT PACKAGE

Claudio Dalmasso, Ivrea, luly , assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti & C.

S.p.A., Ivrea (Torino), Italy ,.„..„
Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 219.419

Claims priority, application Italy. Jan. 29, 1971,67296/71

Int.CI.H05ky/00

U.S.C1.339-17CF ^ Claims

///

//*

Disclosed is a circuit package which utilizes a collar

member made of injected polysulphone plastic to support an

integrated circuit board. The plastic collar has imbedded

herein a plurality of terminal leads. The collar and termina

ead arrangement is constructed before the integrated circuit

board is attached, thereby allowing the high temperature and

pressure injection process to be used to form the suprx^rt coN

lar. Any plastic which is heavily charged with glass or alumina

can be used.

An electrical connector is composed of a pair of her-

maphroditic connector members being of the identical struc-

ture and dimension and matable with each other. Each her-

maphroditic connector member comprises a wire connecting

portion at one end region, a fixing portion at a middle region

and a mating portion at the other end region. The mating por-

tion is of a tubular-like configuration, preferably of an ellipse-

like configuration in section, and has two facing slots each of

which extends in an axial directidh of the mating portion from

a tip end of said tubular-like mating portion to an approxi-

mately middle position of the mating portion. The tip portion

of the tubular-like mating portion is divided by the slots into

two semitubular-like portions. On an inner surface of one of

the semitubular-like portion, an inwardly inclined spring ton-

gue is provided. The structure and dimensions of the facing

slots the semitubular-like portion of the mating portion and

the spring tongue are respectively predetermined to make the

outer surface of the semitubular-like portion which is pro-

vided with the spring tongue closely contact the inner surface

of another connector member's semitubular-like portion hav-

ing no spring tongue when the mating portions of both her-

maphroditic connector means are mutually inserted. The her-
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maphroditic connector means are housed in a casing and fixed

thereto through the abovementioned fixing portions of the

connector means.

3 789 344

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR FOR TELEPHONE CORDS

WiUiam J. Brorein, Whippany, and Nicholas Humen. Bayonne.

both of N.J., assignors to General Cable Corporation, New

York,N.Y.
Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,323

Int. CI. HOlr 13154, I3/5S, 13140

U.S. CI. 339-59 M 20 Claims

3 789346

ELECTRICAL COUPLING WITH PRESSURE CONTACTS
AND MULTIPLE CONDUCTANCE PATHS

Eric De Brick, BluefieM, W. Va., assignor to West Virginia Ar-

mature Company, Bluefield^W. Va.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,012

Int.CI.HOlr/i/54

U.S. CI. 339-89 R 6Ctaims

This electrical connector has a housing and a cover hinged

together Conductors and terminals on the conductors are as-

sembled in the housing, and the cover is then swung into

closed position where it has a snap lock for holding it closed.

The housing has different cavities for receiving each terminal

and the upper ends of the cavities are constructed so as to

distort as the terminals are inserted and then spring back to

hold the terminals and their connected conductors in place.

This connector cannot only be assembled in much less time

than prior connectors, but in the event of an error in the rela-

tion of the terminals, the error can be easily corrected; and

repairs are also facilitated since the connector can be

reopened without removal of any rivets or other fastenings.

Electrical coupling includes a plug and receptacle. The plug

has multiple pin contacts engageable within socket contacts in

the receptacle. The pin contacts are split expandable tubes

telescopically engageable within bores in the socket contacts

which are non-expandable. Auxiliary pressure aYid contact

means includes tapered plugs within the socket contacts,

pressed outwardly by springs to engage tapered bores in the

tubular pin contacts to expand the latter into substantial elec-

trically conductive engagement with the bores of the socket

contacts. Two conductive paths are thereby created between

each corresponding pin contact and socket contact. One con-

ductive path is established through the outer surface of the pin

contact and the bore of the socket contact, and another con-

ductive path is established through the bore of the pin contact

and the tapered plug.

3,789,345 x
LOW INSERTION/EXTRACTION FORCE PRINTED

WIRING BOARD CONNECTOR
William A. Reimer, Wheaton, and Peter K. Gerlach, Oak Park,

both of III., assignors to GTE Automatic Ekctric Corpora-

tion Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake. III.

Fikd Oct. 2,1972, Ser. No. 293,97

1

Int. CI. HOlr /J/62

L.S. CI. 339-75 MP 6 Claims

3.789,347

INSULATION PIERCING CONNECTOR FOR
UNDERGROUND INSTALLATION

James Joseph Cooper, Jr., St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Interna-

tional Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,917

Int. CI. HOlr 9/0S.///20

U.S. CI. 339-97 R II Claims

12, I6v

A printed wiring board connector is provided with a plurali-

ty of spring contacts and is mounted in a bracket such that it is

rotatable about a longitudinal axis. The insertion of a printed

wiring board operates to rotate the connector whereby the

spring contacts engage the circuits of the board. The forces

necessary to insert and extract the board are thereby substan-

tially reduced.

An insulated connector is provided for use in making tap

connections to insulated power lines. The connector incor-

porates an insulation and wire piercing element for establish-

ing electrical connections between a main power line and a

tap line. It includes elements which stop the piercing element

from cutting beyond a preselected depth.
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3.789348
* TERMINAL BLOCK

George Victor Lenaerts; Graham Steriing Laing: Ronald

Joseph Morrell, and Wesley Nelson WiUis, aU of London,

OnUrio, Canada, assignors to Northern Electric Company

Limited, Montreal. Quebec, by said Lenaerts, Morrell and

Willis and Bell Northern Research Ltd.. Ottawa, OnUrio,

both of, Canada, by said Laing

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349.320

Int. CI. HO Ir 9/00

U^. CI. 339- 198 R »
4 Claims

improved signal processing in each channel to reduce video

bandwidth and switching speed requirements. Signal

processing is characterized in each of the multithde of chan-

nels by detecting and holding the peak return from a transmit

^^r

i 1
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a binar>' coded acoustic signal which is transmitted by way of a

liquid path, provided by driUing liquid, to the surface of the

earth. The acoustic signal, whose phase state represents bit

values, is detected at the surface and decoded by way of a

January 29, 1974

3.789357

SAFETY APPARATUS FOR DUMP TRUCKS
Albert W. Friti, Jr.. 41 1 Pear St.. Pompano Beach, Fla.

Filed Nov. 8. 1972. Ser. No. 304.722

Int.CI. B60q//(>0

U.S. CI. 340-53 7 Claims
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Safety apparatus for a dump truck for indicating bt>th open-

ing of the tailgate and lifting of the dump truck bed if the tail-

gate is closed A first switch is closed by lifting the bed. A
second switch, in series with the first sw itch, is normally closed

and is opened by opening the tailgate The first and second

switches are connected in series with the distributor of the

truck, to stall the engine if the bed is lifted while the gate is

closed A second safety circuit includes a switch connected to

generate a signal, such as by lighting a lamp, when the tailgate

is opened.

coherent system Coherency is provided by deriving from the

received signal a reference signal which is compared with the

received signal to produce an output representative of the

sensed condition.

3.789.356

MONITOR DISPLAY MEANS
Harold L. Harenberg. Jr.. Long Beach, and James H. Shannon,

Westminster, both of Calif., assignors to McDonnell Douglas

Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 77,557, Oct. 2, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 10. 1972. Ser. No. 270.379

Int.CI.G08g5/02

U.S. CK 340-27 NA 1 1 Claims

3.789,358

POLICE UTILITY BAR
Richard D. Ellis, 6714 Dudley Ave.. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,666

Int.CI. B60qy/52

U.S. CL 340-87 6 Claims

-A- t t t -
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A cockpit display for indicating the assessments made by a

performance and failure assessment monitor of the overall

performance of an automatic flight control system or of the

pilot during the landing maneuver The display processes

signals from the monitor and operates thereon to display a

representation of the runway, the expected landing point

thereon and the relative uncertainty that the aircraft will land

on the predicted spot. After landing the display may show the

position of the aircraft on the runway and the expected lateral

excursion thereof plus a discrete display of the distance the

aircraft will travel before it can be stopped. Other discrete dis-

plays are also provided at critical times either to compliment

the normal display or in substitution therefor.

A police utility bar arranged to be mounted across the roof

of a police car including a generally "T" shaped hollow hous-

ing, twin rotating lights, and a radio antenna mounted on the

top surface of the housing, front running lights and a siren

mounted in apertures in the front side of the housing, rear

running lights mounted in apertures in the rear side of the

housing, twin search lights pivotally mounted on the ends of

the "T" shaped housing, and two mounting bosses arranged

on the bottom surface of the housing to mount and support the

utility bar on the roof of the police car in connection with

arms extending from the bosses to the roof of the police car

and in connection with straps extending from the bosses to the

rain gutter of the police car w ith the lights and siren arranged

to be operated and controlled from within the police car.

3 789 359

SYNCHRONISM INDICATOR FOR A CONVOLUTIONAL
DECODER

George Cyril Clark, Jr., Indialantic, and Robert Curtis Davis,

Melbourne Beach, both of Fla., assignors to Harris-Intertype

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 4, 1972. Ser. No. 294,768

Int. CL G08c 25100; H04I 1110

UJ.S.CL 340-146.1 D 9 Claims

Apparatus for synchronizing a decoder of convolution

codes with a received stream of convolutional code data.
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Synchronization is achieved with respect to such problems as

bit polarity inversion and incorrect boundaries of branch in-

tervals by examining a number of trial message sequences.

The trial message sequences are obtained by an algorithm sug-

gested by Viterbi involving selection of one survivor sequence

terminating in each data state of the code. When the decoder

is synchronized with the received data stream, the survivor

data sequences are very probably all identical at a branch in-

terval near the older-data end of the sequences. When the

decoder is not synchronized, the survivor sequences, with high

received data are selected at each branch interval by choosing

one sequence terminating in each data state. During decoding,

the possible messages are represented as sequences of branch

transitions among a predetermined number of data states.

The transitions among states are traced step by step through

the possible message sequences to ascertain the data state of a

survivor sequence at the decoding depth. The data state of the

highest correlated survivor path is then interpreted into a

decoded message bit.
.
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3,789,361

RECOGNITION SYSTEM AND PROCESSOR
Edward Cortez, Rockville, Md., assignor to Fairchild Indus-

tries. Inc., Germantown, Md.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,504

Int.CLG06k9//2

U.S.CL 340-146.3 AQ 9 Claims
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probability, differ from each other at that branch interval.

Loss of synchronism is detected by simultaneously examining

the survivor sequences at a branch interval located at a

selected number L of branch intervals before the last-received

data, L being less than or equal to the decoding depth. If the

survivor sequences are not unanimous at depth L a count is re-

gistered If the number of such counts occurring within a test

period of B successive branch intervals exceeds a predeter-

mined threshold T. branch synchronism is presumed to be in-

correct and a search is initiated for correct synchronism.

TiHiN« V«N*Lt

3,789.360

CONVOLUTIONAL DECODER
George Cyril Clark, Jr.. Indialantic, and Robert Curtis Davis.

Melbourne Beach, both of Fla.. assignors to Harris-lntertype

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,404

Int. CI. H04I 1110; H03k 13134; G08c 25100

U.S. CI. 340- 146.1 AQ 28 Claims

A recognition system for viewing and processing informa-

tion on an article such as a letter or the like including an opti-

cal system for viewing the information, a diode array for con-

verting the viewed image of the information into analog elec-

trical signals, an amplifier for amplifying the analog electrical

signals an input conditioner for converting the amplified

analog electrical signals into digital signals and a processor for

processing the digital signals to compensate for errors which

might be present in the informayon on the article and in the

analog and digital signals.

•/-cw

3,789,362

INDICATING SYSTEM W ITH LUMINOUS ELEMENTS

Hans Proiss, and Wilhelm Hegeler. both of Hildesheim, Ger-

many, assignors to Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH, Hildesheim,

Germany
Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 251,901

Claims priority, application Germany, May 13, 1971,

2123736 . ,^^
Int.CLH04f ;/00

U.S. CL 340-147 LP *0 Claims

A decoder for correcting and decoding convolutional data.

Decoding of each digit of sequentially received data is post-

poned until a plurality of subsequent digits have been

received A message digit is then decoded by comparing the

received sequence of data with a limited number of possible

messages. The possible message which correlates best with the

sequence of convolutional data that was received is temporari-

ly assumed to be the correct sequence for purposes of decod-

ing only the first message digit or perhaps the first few message

digits of the data sequence currently being considered. The

limited number of possible messages to be compared with the

a \' a «•
1 ,
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To control luminous elements, such as small lamps to in-

dicate the received frequency on a scale of a communication

receiver, by means of miniaturized electronic circuits without

mechanically movable switches, the lamps are connected in a
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series circuit across a source of supply. Solid state switches are

connected to the junctions of the lamps in the series circuit

and having two states, the switches being so controlled that all

switches preceding one which is connected to one source ter-

minal are likewise connected to that one source terminal and

all switches subsequent to the one which is connected to the

one source terminal are connected to the other source ter-

minal, so that only a single lamp will light.

Message programming is accomplished by inserting a diode

between corresponding holes of two strips to achieve proper

row-column connections The logic means causes a signal to

be applied to the rows of the matrix, one at a time, and the

signal appearing at the columns is the desired identification

signal One of the matrix columns is assigned to a stop bit and

when this stop bit is detected, the logic means ceases applying

the signals to the matrix rows and indicates that the identifica-

tion message is completed

3,789,363

SELECTOR SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPHS

Ralph E. Petri. Chicago, lU., assignor to Rock-Obi Manufactur-

ing Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, S«r. No. 297,423

Int. CI. Glib/ 9/05. H04g i/02

lJ.S.CI.340-162
17 Claims

3,789,365

PROCESSOR INTERRUPT SYSTEM

Dixson Teh-Chao Jen, Monroe, and Amram Zvi Lotan, Stam-

ford, both of Conn., assignors to The Bunker-Ramo Cor-

poration, Oak Brook, III. .„.-,.
Filed June 3. 1971, Ser. No. 149,474

Inl.Cl.G06f9/yS

L.S. CI. 340-172.5 16 Claims
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A selector system for coin-operated automatic phonographs

employing a plurality of manually operated pushbutton con-

trol switches, representing selection digits in conjunction with

associated electronic circuitry having a "memory* or informa-

tion storage capability whereby the activation of a record

selector assembly and transfer mechanism to effect the play ot

a selected recording is preconditioned on predetermined

operational sequencing of multiple control switches and cir-

cuits as programmed by specific digit combinations.

3,789,364

ADDRESS CODE TERMINAL
Donald J. Moses, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Mar. 17. 1972, Ser. No. 235,597

lnt.CLH04qi/00

U.S.a.340-166R »0 Claims
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A method and apparatus for reducing the time required by a

data processing svstem to perform interrupt save and restore

operations The number of required interrupts is reduced by

delaying the input processing of service requests by a time

which IS less than the character time of the fastest device being

served by the processor At the end of the delay interval, an in-

teVrupt IS generated, and all accumulated service requests

processed at once If the running program is completed during

the delay interval, then all waiting service requests are

processed at that time The number of required interrupts is

thus significantly reduced.

A memory device is pjovided for each processor element

having values which musC be saved when an interrupt occurs.

When an interrupt occurs, the values in the elements are

simultaneously written into the corresponding memory. When

ejiecution of the interrupted program is to resume, the stored

values are simultaneously read back into the elements. Each

memory may have a plurality of positions so as to permit the

stacking of interrupts. The positions may correspond to pro-

gram priority levels and the reading of information into, or the

transfer of information from, a memory may be under control

of a program priority indication.

An identification circuit for use in a remote unit, such as a

data terminal, is disclosed. The circuit includes a matnx as-

sembled on a printed circuit board and associated logic

means. The matrix includes a series of strips having holes

3,789366

RANDOM-ACCESS MEMORY DEVICE USING
SEQUENTIAL-ACCESS MEMORIES

Takayuki Itoh, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Takachiho Koeki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka-shi, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 26,881, April 9, 1970,

abandoned. This appHcatkm Aug. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 280,798

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 18, 1969, 44/29647

Int. CLG06li/y4.Gllc 27/02

U.S.CL 340-172.5 3 Claims

A random-access memory device using at least one circulat-

ing main memory having a plurality of memory zones al-
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located sequentially, and a plurality of circulating buffer

memories each having a memory capacity equal to one-/j th

the memory capacity of the circulating main memory and

each circulating in the same clock timing as the circulating

main memory, the "h" being an integer more than two. Blocks

of binary information stored in the main memory are succes-

sively read out to selected ones of the buffer memories by

3,789,368

PROGRAMME TRANSLATION AND REENTRANCE
DEVICE

Denis DerviUe, Paris, France, assignor to Compagnie Interna-

tional Pour L 'Information, Louveciennes, France

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,304

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 21,1971,7114102

Int. CI. Gllc 7/00

U.S. CL 340- 1 72.5 5 Claims
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selecting corresponding ones of the memory zones in response

to zone selecting coded signals. The number of buffer memo-

ries is equal to twice the number of all memory zones of the

circulating main memory. The buffer memories are divided

into two groups of the same number. The contents of the cir-

culating main memory or memories can be continuously read

out by selecting one of the two groups and selecting the buffer

memories of the selected group in the desired order.

3,789,367

MEMORY ACCESS DEVICE

Eugene Francis Dumstorff; John Howard Iverson; Phillip

Christian Schtoss, and Philip Chuck-Yueh Wong, aU of

Rochester, Minn., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,264

Int. CLG06fi/00. /J/00

U.S.CL 340- 172.5 9 Claims
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In a multi-programmation digital data system, each transla-

tion of a programme with respect to a store is controlled by an

organization comprising a=translation base code register, the

content of said register pointing the zone of the store allotted

to the instructions and data of the concerned programme and

an adder which adds the content of said register to the ad-

dresses of the words of the said concerned programme prior

their application to the address register of the store. Accord-

ing to the invention, there is provided a bistable member one

of the outputs of which, when activated, marks a condition of

translation of a programme and the other output of which,

when activated, marks a condition of reentrance of a routine

of a programme. Said bistable member is set at the beginning

of a translation or a reentrance operation in the system and

controls a logical organization which adds the content of said

register to any and all addresses for a translation operation

and to the addresses which, in a reentrant routine, concern

parameters and variables whilst avoiding such an addition to

the addresses concerning invariants of the routine.

3,789,369

THIN FILM MIS STORAGE DIODE

Derek L. Lile, and David A. Collins, both of San Diego, Calif.,

assignors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,422

Int.CLGllc ///i6,///42

U.S. CI. 340-173 LS 10 Claims

tNSULAVNG
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The specification describes a memory access technique

wherein a display or other controlled device accesses sequen-

tial locations in memory without control unit intervention fol-

lowing an initial address and a selection of operating mode.

An interfaced display continously displays data, status,

prompting and/or operator guidance information from

selected memory locations independent of the system control

unit following mode select and an initial address. The display

The method of storing information in a MIS light sensitive

diode whose photovoltaic response may be altered

reproducibly and reversibly by irradiation with suitable
unit toliowing moae seicci anu an iiimai auuitaa. i„y.^.^y.»j .^y.^ j .

•' ..' . ., ,„ ^,o„, -„«i;

as shown includes a wiggle sweep cathode ray tube display wavelength electromagnetic radiation or the temporary appli-

controlled by a series of counters. cationof an electric voltage.
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3,789,370

MULTIPLE ELECTRON MIRROR APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Jaime A. Ban; Kent N. Maffitt, both of Minneapolis, and Jerry

A. Sievers, St. Paul, aU of Minn., assignors to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,779

lnt.CI.GlIc///26

U.S. CI. 340-173 CR ^

26CUims
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3,789372

SELF TRACKING BEAM ACCESSIBLE MEMORY AND
ADDRESSING METHOD THEREFOR

Jean C. Lejon, 16, boulevard Soult, 7501 2 Paris, France

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,81

1

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 27, 1972, 7202676

Int. CI. Gllc 5/02. 7/00

U.S. CI. 340- 1 73 CR < 1 Cl«'n»s

'I
I

ra.

An information storage and retrieval system with a large

storage capacity and having a write and a read mode of opera-

tion is provided by using a plurality of electron mirrors.

Preferably three electron mirrors are used of which one is a

modulating electron mirror and the other two are storage elec-

tron mirrors with each storage mirror having a plurality of

storage areas. The electron beam is directed by a magnetic

prism and appropriate biasing of the electron mirrors During

the write mode, the electron beam is mirrored by the modulat-

ing mirror and a page (a plurality of bits) of input information

presented as a pattern of charge at the modulating mirror

modulates the beam. The mirrored electron beam is directed

to an addressed storage area of a selected storage mirror

where the entire page of information contained in the modu-

lated beam is stored as a pattern of charge. The same page can

also be stored at the second storage mirror to improve the re-

liability of the apparatus during the read mode During the

read mode the electron beam is mirrored without modulation

except at a storage mirror to be read where it is directed to a

storage area for modulation and is then presented to a readout

array where all bits of information represented by the modula-

tion are read simultaneously.

> » 9 H u\lt Im\I4

\
L^.;

A light beam or an electron beam is deflected by analog

methods to one of a plurality of acceptance /ones, each serv-

ing a multiplicity of words arrayed in one dimension of the

memory and accessed by a word selection line or stripe

directed in the other dimension of the array Each word selec-

tion line is an extension of a median line of the acceptance

zone to which it relates Pairwise distinctive guiding means arc

provided in each acceptance /one on cither side of the median

and as borders on either side of each word selection stripe, of

such a kind as to generate a pair of distinctive signals when

swept by the access beam From these signals an error signal is

derived and applied to the deflection circuits to provide

tracking of the beam. Counting spots on the word selection

stripe enable digital circuits to stop the sweep at the precise

word address, after which the word is swept to read or write

information. Beam tracking may also be provided for word

stripes in the same manner as for word selection stripes.

3,789,373
I

3,789.371

. MOSFET MEMORY CELL
Seymour Markowlti, Palos Verdes, Calif., assignor to

Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc., Plainfield, NJ.

Filed Nov. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 308,037

Int.CI.Gllc/i/00

U.S. CI. 340- 1 73 R ^ Q\a:\ms

v'V

MAGNETIC, SINGLE WALL DOMAIN, OR LOGIC USING

CHEVRON DOMAIN PROPAGATING ELEMENTS

Peter Istvan Bon>hard, Edison, NJ., assignor to BeU

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,049

Int. CI. Gllc///y4. 79/00

U.S. CI. 340-174 TF * Q\aAm%
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A MOSFET memory cell system wherein a plurality of one

transistor per bit cells is combined with a three transistor

switching circuit.

Magnetic single wall domain expanders in adjacent domain

propagation channels are edge-merged into a common detec-
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tor stage so that a domain from any of the channels is electri-

cally detectable at that stage. A domain compressor provides

magnetic output. The channels in one embodiment are con-

trol-memory-gated outputs from different stages of a shift re-

gister that is operable in a time slot interchanging mode.

3 789 374

DOMAIN WALL PROPAGATING DEVICE

Philip Sherman, San Diego, Calif., assignor to Instrument

Development Laboratories, Inc., Wantagh, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,895

Int.CI.Gllc 79/00. ///04

U.S. CI. 340- 1 74 PW 9 Claims

3,789,376

MATRIX MEMORY DEVICE OF HIGH BIT DENSITY

Shintaro Oshima; Toshfhiko Kobayashi, both of Tokyo; Tet-

susaburo Kamibayashi, Niza; Akira Okada; Yoshihisa

Komazawa, both of Tokyo, and Keigo Komuro, Kanagawa-

ken, aU of Japan, assignors to Kokusai Denshin Denva

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 12,393, Feb. 18, 1970,

abandoned. This appUcatlon Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,679

Int.Cl.Gllc 7 7/74, 7 7/04

U.S. CI. 340- 1 74 PW 5 Claims

A domain wall propagating device with a magnetic wire

wound in grooves on a substrate. Coils wound around the wire

are placed in recesses in the substrate. A propagating winding

is wrapped around the substrate, and the device may be

covered with a magnetic shielding layer. To avoid damaging

the magnetic wire during the fabrication of the device, the

coils are wound on a tubular mandrel through which the mag-

netic wire extends. The magnetic wire may be supported in a

channel formed between a pair of non-magnetic wires bonded

together.

A matrix memory device comprising a set of parallel row

magnetic lines arranged equally spaced and two sets of paral-

lel column conductive lines arranged equally spaced so as to

intersect orthogonally with the row magnetic lines so that one

and the other of the two sets of parallel column conductive

lines hold insulatively the set of parallel row magnetic lines

therebetween to provide memory cells at intersections

between the row magnetic lines and the column conductive

lines, where at least one set of the two sets of parallel column

conductive lines comprises parallel ribbon conductors each

having a height more than twice a width thereof and coated

with a ferromagnetic thin film except an edge line directed to

the row magnetic lines and fixed in an insulation sheet to

reduce effectively interference between adjacent memory

cells.

3.789,375

SINGLE WALL DOMAIN NUCLEATOR
Yu-Ssu Chen, New Providence; Joseph Edward Geusic,

Berkeley Hgts.; Terence John Nelson, New Providence, and

Herbert Meyer Shapiro, Bridgewater, all of N.J., assignors to

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

NJ.
Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,327

Int. CI. Gllc 7 7/74

U.S.CI.340-I74TF 11 Claims
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3 789 377

PSEUDO-RANDOM SEQUENCE SYNCHRONIZATION
FOR MAGNETIC RECORDING SYSTEM

Kermit A. Norris, Duarte, Calif., assignor to Lockheed Ekc-

tronics Company, Inc., Burbank, Calif.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,374

Int. CI. Glib 5/02

U.S. CI. 340-174.1 G 12 Claims

V —>/
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A new mechanism for bubble domain generation permits

nucleation with less power than previously expected. A

nucleation pulse of a particular form enables the mechanism

to be employed without reducing the effective difference

between the propagation and nucleation thresholds which im-

part stability to bubble arrangements.

A synchronization technique for multiple channel'magnetic

recording systems, is disclosed. The synchronization

technique involves the phase modulation of data to be

recorded on each of several parallel recording channels in ac-

cordance with a repeated pseudo-random sequence. Upon

recovery of recorded signals in the respective channels, the

phase modulation is detected to reconstruct the pseudo-ran-

dom sequence which is then auto-correlated to produce a

synchronization pulse once each cycle of the pseudo-random
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sequence The synchronization pulses may be employed to

overcome the effects of tape skew, jitter, or the like.
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3,789^78

TR WSDICER POSITIONING MECHANISM

Giorgio Bonzano. Montalto Dora: Pier Carlo Lesca. Palazzo

Canavese, and Luigi Ponzano, Ivrea, aU of Italy, assignors to

Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. S.p.A., Ivrea (Torino). Italy

Filed Mav 23, 1972, S«r. No. 256,022

Claims priority, application Italy, May 24, 1971, 68737

A/71
Int. CI. Glib 5/56

L.S. CI. 340- 174.1 C 4 Claims

gister storage means is arranged to store the reproduced data

signals and to apply them to the second discrimmator at a rate

determined by a clock signal produced by a voltage controlled

oscillator driven by an output signal from the first discrimma-

tor.

3,789,380

DIGITAL RECORDING AT TWICE NYQtIST
BANDWIDTH

Maxwell R. Cannon, Boulder. Colo., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Division o( Ser. No. 229,214. Feb. 18, 1972. This application

Apr. 9, 1 973, Ser. No. 349,5-74

Int.CI.Gllb5/o:

L.S. CI. 340-174.1 G **« ^''"'•"*

ni«s. • •>j^' ^ '-^^

In a magnetic disc store system, transducers are positioned

over tracks on the discs by a stepping motor controlled by a

central unit which sends signals over three channels com-

manding first and second pulse frequencies to be emitted from

a pulse generator, which frequencies are applied to a

bidirectional counter. The counter controls the motor and the

pulses are fed back to the central unit and are there counted to

indicate actual transducer position. When the transducers

reach the selected position, fine positioning is effected by a

push rod which engages a wedge between teeth of a rack at-

tached to the transducers There is further disclosed an im-

proved^mechanism for interchanging disc cartridges with au-

tomatic opening and closing of the shutter through which the

transducers are introduced and positioned.

3 789 379

COMPENSATION OF REPRODUCED SIGNAL BY

MEASURING A DEVIATION OF RECORDED
REFERENCE SIGNAL

Ivars Peter Breikss, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Honeyv*ell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,307

Int. CL Glib 5/44

US. CL 340- 1 74. 1 H • ^ Claims

A digital magnetic recorder uses up to twice the Nyquist

bandwidth of a data signal, plus a clock signal at a frequency

exactly equal to the bit rate for reliably exchanging data

signals with a magnetic media Tflc frequency response of the

recording system is greater than twice the Nyquist bandwidth

of the data signals to be recorded. Optionally, additional con-

trol signals at frequencies above or below the clock frequency

but within the available recorder bandwidth may be recorded.

Preferably, in a multitrack magnetic recording system, a signal

component is added at a frequency near the clock frequency

such that the difference between this signal and the clock has

a wavelength on the magnetic media greater than the max-

imum skew of the multi-track system Such signal component

is usable as a resynchronization pattern Additionally, write

errors are detected during recording with special control in-

dicia recorded on the media indicating such errors. Various

forms of indicia are described including special data patterns,

special signal components, and the like.

A playback circuit has a first frequency modulated dis-

criminator for discriminating a reference signal reproduced

from a recording medium and a second frequency modulated

discriminator for discriminating a data signal reproduced from

the same recording medium as the reference signal. A shift re-

' 3 789 381

DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE SPECIFIC

CONSUMPTION OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Jean Paul Sibeud. Lyon, France, assignor to Automobiles M.

Berliet, Lvon, France

Division of Ser. No. 43,790, June 5, 1970. This application

Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,71

1

Claims priority, application France. June 6, 1969,

69/18802; Feb. 11, 1970, 70 04845

Int.CLG08c/9//2. /9/06
|,

U.S.CL 340-207 R 2 Claims

In a device for the accurate measurement of the specific

fuel consumption of internal combustion engines, which util-

izes a scale having a pointer movable in front of a dial, the

measuring scale carries detector or pick-up means comprising

each a first transistorized oscillator circuit with a frequency

modulated inductance-capacitance circuit, a second oscillator

circuit generating a fixed reference frequency signal, a

frequency changer receiving the first and second oscillator cir-

cuits signals, a low pass filter means to which is transmitted a

reference frequency signal which corresponds to the dif-

ference of frequencies of the signals received by the frequency

signal a signal detector connected to the filter and rectifying
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through a doubler the HP voltage having passed through the

filter and a shaping device connected to the output of the de-

3,789,383

SMOKE DETECTOR WITH MEANS FOR
COMPENSATING FOR VARIATIONS IN LIGHT SOURCE

BRIGHTNESS DUE TO LINE VOLTAGE VARIATIONS

Alfred W. Vasel, Abington, Mass., assignor to Pyrotector

Incorporated, Hingham, Mass.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,461

Int. CI. G08b 2 / 100; G05f 3104

U.S. CI. 340-237 S ^ Claims

tector for delivering at a low impedance value a high-am-

plitude logic signal.

3 789 182

ALARM SYSTEM WITH CENTRAL STATION

MONITORING OF KEY OPERATED LOCKS OF A

NUMBER OF REMOTE STATIONS

Warren J. Oestreicher, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Cen

tralalarm International, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Aug. 1 1, 1972. Ser. No. 279,782

Int. CI. G08b 13106

U.S. CI. 340-213 R

A smoke detector having voltage control circuit for com-

pensating for changes in light brightness caused by variations

in line voltage. The voltage control circuit comprises a voltage

regulating circuit that provides a higher voltage across the

photo-cell detector when the line voltage is lower than nor-

mal, and vice versa.

,
3,789,384

SECURITY SYSTEM OPERATED BY CHANGES IN LIGHT

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS
13 Claims ^rtie E. Akers, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to Lawrence

Security Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 140,808, May 6, 1971. This

application Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,445

Int. CI. G08b 13100

U.S. CI. 340-258 B 19 Claims
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An alarm system with a plurality of sensors at a protected

premises, a transmitter circuit connected to the sensors for

transmitting a pure sinusoidal signal whose frequency identi-

fies the premises and for ending transmission or modulating

the sinusoidal signal whenever one of the sensors detects an

alarm condition, a central station connected to a number of

receivers for providing an alarm signal when a sensor detects

an alarm, a telephone line connecting the transmitter to the

central station and an activating circuit at the protected

premise including a reed switch mounted within a housing on

the interior of the door with a momentary switch and light

mounted on the same housing, a key operated tumbler having

a magnet mounted thereon on the exterior of the door op-

posite the housing for closing the reed switch to activate the

system.

A security system for the detection of moving targets such

as intruders and also of fire and explosions. A plurality of sen-

sors such as photoelectric cells or infrared detectors are

focused in an inner and outer pattern, such as pairs of neariy

coaxial cones, of different slope, for example, to create inner

and outer zones of intrusion. The outputs from the sensors are

coupled through a sequencing unit which is programmed to

yield an output only when intrusion into the inner zone follows

intrusion into the outer zone no more quickly than after a

predetermined time delay. A fire detection system places sen-

sors in an area to be protected, utilizing the same general type

of operation as the intruder protection with some differences.

A plurality of lockout sensors sensing ambient light conditions

to lockout the sequencing units of the intrusion detection

system and fire detection system if the changes are due to

changes in the ambient light.
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' 3.789,385

ERROR INDICATING DISPLAY

Christopher Philip Burton, AWerky Edge, England, assignor

to International Computers Limited, London, England

Filed June 7. 1972, Ser. No. 260,423

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 10, 1971.

27364/71
int. CI. G09f 9/42

I .S. CI. 340-324 R 3 Claims

3.789,387 I

DYNAMIC MOTION DISPLAY SYSTEM

John B. Hurst, 6445 Brampton St., West University PI.,

Dicl(inson, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 78.881, Oct. 7, 1970, abandoned.

This appUcation Aug. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 281,209

Int. CI. GOlf 15106; G09f 9/36

U.S. CI. 340-325
~

> ^ Claims

12
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A display system is disclosed for illustrating rotation of

pumps, motors or the like, or flow of fluids through pipes in

two directions. An electrical signal is derived from the motion

device in the form of pulses which are proportional to speed.

flow or any other measured param*ter The derived pulse is

converted to sequentially ccxled signals which, in turn, are

used to sequentially illuminate a display means The display

means mav take the form of superimposed luminescent panels

respectively having luminescent indicia sequentially displayed

thereon so that sequential illumination of the panels will

create the illusion of motion. Alternatively, the display means

can be composed of a display member in which sequential lu-

minescent indicia are respectively illuminated by sequential

operation of fiber optic bundles In another alternative form,

electrically illuminescent paint or crystals may be disposed on

a panel in an indicia for sequential illumination to create the

illusion of motion.

In a display system for indicating error conditions in groups

of registers. The names of a group of registers are carried on

an exchangeable slide from which they are projected on to a

screen. An array of lamps is positioned behind the screen, one

lamp being associated with each register name. A code area

on each slide is sensed to identify the particular group of re-

gisters corresponding to the names on the slide and to control

the connection of each one to its associated lamp thus to pro-

vide a visual indication of the state of each register in the

group.

3.789.388

3 789 386 APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING A PI LSED LIQl ID

RFSTORATION SYSTEM FOR PATTERN INFORMATION CRYSTAL DISPLAY

USING AND TV P^^^^^^ Albert H. Medwin, Whippany, N J., assignor to Ragen

Takayuki Itoh, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Takachlho Koeki Semiconductor, Inc ^h'PP^">' ^^^
Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka-shi, Japan ^ ''«'

^^"\l^'riCot!9m
Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,137

„ ^ ^, ,.« 33.
'"»

^'^«'** '^^'

, eiaim
Int.CI.G06fi//4 U.S. CI. 340-336

U.S. CI. 340-324 AD 6 Claims
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A restoration system is disclosed for restoring omitted dots

of dot-typed patterns indicated by an alternate arrangement of

black dots and white dots in bilateral scanning lines and verti-

cal scanning lines in which some dots of each of the dot-typed

patterns omitted in a pattern generator or in the transmission

medium because of noise are restored irrespective of the

states of the dots if upper and lower dots and right and left

dots adjacent to each of the omitted dots assume predeter-

mined states determined in consideration of the charac-

teristics of the patterns. The dot-typed omitted pattern is tem-

porarily stored in a shift register, and AND logic operations

are performed by use of AND circuits to detect the predeter-

mined states.

A body of liquid crystal material, normally in a transparent

state whose turn-on period for changing into a light scattering

state is less in duration than its decay period for returning to

the transparent state, is supplied with an intermittent electric

field which varies from a potential which is below the turn-on

threshold potential of the liquid crystal material to a potential

which is equal to or above the threshold or tum-on potential

when the light scattering state is desired. The intermittent

electric field is refreshed at a sufficiently rapid rate such that

to the eye of a human observer the body of liquid crystal

material appears to be "on" oc in the light scattering state con-

tinuously.
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3 789 389

METHOD AND CIRCUIT FOR COMBINING DIGITAL

AND ANALOG SIGNALS

John G. Lenhoff, Jr., Linthicum, Md., assignor to

W estinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed July 31. 1972, Ser. No. 276,288

Int.CI.H03r/i//7

U.S. CI. 340-347 AD 12 Claims

3 789 391

COURSE/FINE SYNCHRO ALTIMETER CONVERTER

Larry D. Brock. ColIinsviUe; John E. Games, Granby. and

John Saunders, East Hartford, all of Conn., assignors to

United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,254

Int. CI. H03k 13/02

U.S. CI. 340-347 SY 8 Claims

I
k »oSA?
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A method and circuit for varying the amplitude of an analog

signal in response to a digital signal particularly suited for use

in subranged analog to digital converters. The analog signal is

applied to one of two junctions interconnected by an im-

pedance such as a resistor and an output signal is taken from

the other of the two junctions. A constant current from one or

more sources is selectively switched from one of the junctions

to the other in response to the digital signal to thereby modify

the amplitude of the analog signal by a discrete amount. The

total current flow at the junction to which the analog signal is

applied and attributable to the constant current source

remains essentially constant irrespective of switching thereby

minimizing the effects of switching transients. When utilized

m connection with a subranged analog to digital converter, the

invention eliminates the need for a differential amplifier or

other subtracting circuit.

A DC signal representative of the rotary position of a fine

synchro altimeter is subtracted from a DC signal representa-

tive of the angular position of a coarse synchro altimeter so as^

to provide a coarse staircase, the step positions of which are

accurately aligned with the fine altimeter transition from max-

imum to minimum altitude indication. This staircase is used to

select corresponding voltages, stepwise fashion, which are

precisely generated so as to generate a staircase in which the

voltage levels, as well as the positioning of the steps are ex-

tremely precise. The fine altimeter voltage is added to the

precise staircase so as to generate a precise DC signal ot al-

titude. The voltage outputs of the fine synchro altimeter are

resolved to a smooth, linear voltage as the function of altitude

by means of electronic resolution equipment employing an

RC/CR bridge, the input signals of which are reversed for a

range of shaft angles displaced from 0" and 360° rotation; an-

gular and voltage biases are also provided in this signal condi-

tioning.

3,789,390

SERIAL CODE TRANSLATOR

Donald C. Burkness, Silver Spring, and William W. Warlick,

Jr Annapolis, both of Md., assignors to the United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army

Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,246

Int. CI. H041 J/00

U.S. CI. 340-347 DD ^^ Claims

3,789,392

BINARY-CODE COMPRESSOR
Giampiero Candiani, Milan, Italy, assignor to Societa lUliana

Telecommunicazioni Sienwns S.p.A., Milano, Italy

Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,325

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Sept. 15, 1970, 29740

A/70
Int.CI.H03r/i/24

U.S. CI. 340-347 DD 13 Claims

ALlOW TRANSLATION (UNTIL "O" OETECTEO)

RQ PRESET CHARACTER
- —• "—T—T—

*

_iTT i t
»

CODE TRANSPOSES

»LLO* "
TRANSLATION

I 1- 'AND*' GATES

A serial scheme of translation between binary numbers and

constant-ratio codes utilizing two storage devices and a tram

of clock pulses. As one storage device containing the number

to be translated is counted down to a reference value, the

other storage device is simultaneously counted up from a

reference value to the equivalent number. If the number to be

translated is a binary number, the equivalent number will be m

constant ratio code, and vice-versa.

a

rf

A-

•^^^^ CMtmd *T t-i-r'""^^7^

A 12-bit word, including a polarity of sign bit Q, and up to

seven initial zeroes preceding a group of significant bits, is

converted into a compressed eight-bit word which retains the

sign bit 0, in first position and four significant bits X, Y
,
Z, w

in the last positions; the intervening three bits are the binary

equivalent of the number of initial zeroes. These intervening
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bits are generated by a three-stage reverse counter which is

loaded by a starting pulse after arrival of the sign bit and is

stepped by successive clock pulses, stopping after seven cycles

at the count unless cut off earlier by the arrival of the first

"one" following the sign bit in the original word. This first

"one", or a timing pulse occurring seven cycles after the start-

ing pulse, initiates the stepping of a shift register in which the

bits X, Y, Z. W are entered for subsequent transfer to a

synthesizing register also receiving the sign bit O, and the

reading of the reverse counter.

serted into a reader and is operable to control pulse develop-

ing circuit means so as to emit a series of pulses programmed

in conformity with the preset condition of the respective cas-

sette.

3 789,393

DIGITAL/ANALOG CONV ERTER WITH AMPLITLDE
AND PULSE-WIDTH MODULATION

Robert W. Tripp, Tuckahoe. N.Y., assignor to Inductosyn Cor-

poration, Valhalla, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,030

Int. CI. H03k/ i/02

U.S. CI. 340-347 DA »« <^>«'nis

3 789 395

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL POSITION INDICATOR

Hans Michels. Eriangen, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Munich. Germany

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,274

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 17, 1971,

212854
I

int. a. G08b 5/24
'

U.S. CI. 340-373 R <» ^'««n"

^^ =-—V:l

rt-

1 i A^

I .1

IFk;

Disclosed is a digital-to-analog position-measuring ap-

paratus in which the position-measuring transducer is ener-

gized by a combination of differently modulated signals. In

one preferred embodiment of the present invention,

trigonometrically related (sine-cosine) pulse-width modulated

signals are trigonometrically summed with pulse-amplitude

modulated signals. The pulse-amplitude modulated signals

comprise the fine bits and the pulse-width modulated signals

comprise the coarse bits of the apparatus of the preferred em-

bodiment of the present invention.

I1SI

The indicator consists of a coil wrapped around an iron core

and a visual target which is rotatably and displaceably sup-

ported and which contains a permanent magnet Upon rever-

sal of the magnetic field in the iron core produced by the coil,

the permanent magnet of the visual target is repelled, rotated

180° by the magnetic forces and again attracted The new

position of the visual target is thereby fixed, even if current no

longer flows through the coil.

3 789 394

DEVICE FOR THE EMISSION OF CURRENTPULSE
TRAINS PARTICULARLY BY TELEPHONE AND

TELEPRINTER INSTALLATIONS

Anton Schaumann, 7701 Volkertshausen, Reuteberg, and Willi

Weber, 7701 Volkertshausen, Boriesried. both of Germany

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,959

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 27, 1971,

2142870
Int. CI. G06f J/02

U.S. CI. 340-365 R ^^ Claims

3,789,396

RADAR APPARATUS
John W . TaykM-, Jr.. Baltimore, Md., assignor to W estinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. l

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232.150 '

Int. CI. GO Is 9/02

U.S. CI. 343-5 DP »8 CUims

A device, especially adapted for incorporation in

telephones and teleprinters in which a preset cassette is in-

There is disclosed radar apparatus including a digital feed-

back indicator which, while including a minimum number of

bits, is more precise. - for example, its precision is adequate

for automatic target detection - more flexible and more stable

than prior-art feedback integrators in which delay lines are

used for storage elements. The apparatus includes a feedback
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integrating network having digital storage in which is stored,

simultaneously for each range cell, a number corresponding to

the echo signal newly received at any instant and decremented

numbers corresponding to the echo signals previously

received. The integrator is supplied with signals of a limited

dynamic range to prevent the detection of non-synchronous

intereference pulses, regardless of their strength. The integra-

tor includes a top limiter which prevents the accumulation of a

strong synchronous echoes to an excessive stored value, a bot-

tom limiter which assures the receipt by the storage of at least

a minimum number, and bias which sets the median of the

noise in the storage near the minimum number set by the bot-

tom limiter. Two outputs of the feedback integrator are pro-

vided; an analog voltage proportional to the stored digital

number representing the integrated echo signals, and a Yes-

No decision as to whether the stored digital number exceeds a

predetermined digital threshold number.

provide a second frequency modulated signal, the carrier

frequency of said second frequency modulating means being

the same as the carrier frequency of said first modulating

means; phase shifting means coupled between said source of

sine wave signals and one of said modulating means; means for

receiving said first frequency modulated signal reflected from

a distant object; means for mixing the received signal with said

second frequency modulated signal; band pass filter means

coupled to the output circuit of said mixing means and tuned

to pass one side band component at least as high as the sixth

contained in the output from said mixing means; and detector

means coupled to said band pass filter means; and means for

providing a fixed phase displacement between said trans-

mitted signal and said other frequency modulated signal suffi-

cient to provide in said one side band a first response peak at

close range and a second response peak at a substantially

greater range with no response peaks therebetween.

3 789 397

THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM

James W. Evans, Largo, Fla., assignor to Athletic Swing Mea-

surement, Inc., Clearwater, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 858,628, Sept. 17, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,615

Int. CI. GOls 7104

U.S. CI. 343-7.9 4 Claims

3 789 399

FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR DEVICE

Arthur L. BIymiller, Rome, and John E. Snodgrass, Oneida,

both of N.Y., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the United States Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 28, 1 96 1 , Ser. No. 1 4 1 ,548 .

Int. CI. GOls 9/2i. 9/24

U.S. CI. 343-14 5 CUims

^^'f.

A display system for indicating in three dimensions and to a

selected scale the position of a remotely observed body or

bodies in three dimensional space, the system employing a

three dimensional display region and at least two spaced,

trainable laser beam assemblies, each of which directs a laser

beam along a line which simulates to scale a line of actual

direction to th^ body being observed, and the position of a

body being indicated by spot illumination occurring at the in-

tersection of the two beams.

3 789 398

FM-CW RADAR RANGE SYSTEM
Stephen J. Erst, New Haven, Ind., assignor to Infemational

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, NJ.
Filed Mar. 1 2, 1 959, Ser. No. 799,048

Int. CI. GOls 9/24

U.S. CI. 343-14 12 Claims

I . A frequency discriminator for monitoring over a wide

frequency range of radar pulsed transmission comprising mul-

tiplexing means for receiving a plurality of signal pulse trains

having progressively differing pulse repetition rates, a plurality

of filter means having progressively varying pulse frequency

reception rates spanning the range of variation in the pulse

repetition rates of said plurality of signal pulse trains, coupling

means between said multiplexing means and said filter means

whereby each pulsed signal is channelized by said multiplex

means into the input of a corresponding channel filter means,

a plurality of voltage resolving means receiving the output of

at least three of said filter means, and means for indicating the

voltage resolution pattern registered at said voltage resolving

means.

5. A continuous wave radar system comprising: a source of

sine wave signals; first means for frequency modulating a car-

rier frequency with said sine wave signals to provide a first

frequency modulated signal; means for transmitting said first

frequency modulated signal; second means for frequency

modulating a carrier frequency with said sine wave signals to

3,789,400

APPARATUS FOR DESKEWING DATA SIGNALS IN A

MULTI-TRACK RECORDING SYSTEM
Marion L. Towns, Bethany, Okla., assignor to HoneyweU Infor-

mation Systems, Inc., Wahham, Mass.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,707

Int. CI. Glib J/44

U.S. CI. 340- 174.1 B 10 Claims

Apparatus for deskewing data signals in a multi-track

recording system uses a controlled oscillator and a deskewing
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buffer for each of the data tracks. Each buffer includes a data

shift register, an error shift register and a marker shift register

with each register having a plJrahty of storage cells. The ap-

paratus uses the controlled oscillator and the data signals to
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3.789.402

ELECTRONIC SIGNAL DEVICE AND METHOD
Richard D. Heywood, 1512 E. Dolphin, Mesa, Ariz., and

Charles E. Seagle. 4686 Svcamore Dr.. Sail Lake City, Utah

Filed Apr. 1, 1971,Ser. No. 130,284

lnt.CLG08bi/00

U.S. CI. 340-384 E JO C'*'""

^*»D^

^^"A
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produce marker bits in each buffer. The marker bits are used

to synchronously move the error signals and data signals in the

buffers and to generate a transfer signal each time a data

character has been deskewed.

3,789,401

FRAME FOR LOW FREQUENCY SOURCE
John W. Behrendt. La Jdla, Calif., assignor to The United

• States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington. D.C.

FiljedFeb. 16, 1971,Ser. No. 115,355

Int. CI. H04b 13/00

U^.CL 340-8 S 8 Claims

A completely self-contained portable signal device and

method including individually programmable timer circuitry

which, for example, (a) signals a proper striding sequence by

combining a selected lap rate and a selected stride length and

electronically reduces the combined information to an audible

sound pattern representing a precise stride rate selected for

the individual; (b) signals proper spacing over a track by elec-

tronically dividing the track distance into a predetermined

plurality of segments, combining the track distance with a

selected time period and developing an audible sound at-^.^^

spaced time intervals representing each segment of the track

distance; and/or (c) signals time increments at any regular in-

terval to define the limits of running and rest periods The

method includes programming the signal device for the

specific needs and requirements of use as to striding, spacing

or timing or any combination of those functions.

3,789,403
[

DIGITAL LINE GRAPHICS CONTROL ON RANGE
SCALABLE RADAR CRT DISPLAY

Rudolph Dalena. Placentia; Roy K. Onishi. Anaheim, both of

Calif., and Donald F. Walker. Boulder. Colo., assignors to

Hughes Aircraft Company. Culver City, Calif. ,

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,544

Int. CL GO Is 7/22

U.S. CI. 343—5 DP 1 3 Claims

r
PflOCf 560D

COhthol
jhiT

* ChANNCl I I I—«l>* CONvCHTt"»r^- '

A transducer array is supported by a plurality of intercon-

nected longitudinal and lateral fiber-glass members which ter-

minate in a rigid, rectangular frame work defining the limits of

a transducer mounting area. All points of juncture between

the fiber glass members and the rigid framework are fric-

tionally secured to Mnduce no coupling-induced internal

stresses at the juncture points. By mounting the high-energy

transducer elements on the fiber-glass members, a tendency

for resonance and sympathetic vibration within the supporting

structure is dampened to within tolerable limits. Contempora-

ry, rigid frameworks, especially those frameworks that are

welded together, resonate with the projection of high-energy

acoustic power and tear themselves apart.

i-
RAOM*

-l)A<«SMiTtCM

VIOCO

UNIT

In a radar PPI display, the cathode-ray tube beam is inten-

sified during a selected sweep in a predetermined pattern to

generate an identifying pattern of line segments or dots on the

sweep. The pattern is controlled by a range counter used to

generate the sweep. Upon scaling the range, the clock pulse

rate to the range counter is changed, thereby permitting the

same stage, or stages, of the range counter to control intensifi-

cation of the range sweep.
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3,789,404

PERIODIC SURFACE FOR LARGE SCAN ANGLES
Benedikt A. Munk, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to The Ohio

State University Research Foundation, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Oct. 16. 1%«. Ser No. 768.142. The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Aug. 29, 1989, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CLHolq 75/74

U.S.CL 343-18 B 12 Claims

mitted and received waves respectively having perpendicular

polarization directions with respect to one another. The ap-

paratus comprises a refiector with an associated primary horn

radiator impinging upon the reflector. The primary horn

radiator is advantageously flared throughout its length from

front to back thereof to provide a tapered hollow space

therein. An excitation conductor delivers the waves to be

transmitted to the horn radiator. There is provided means for

receiving waves captured by the radiator, such receiving

h t.^ -IT IT -u- -u:

IT wir

.^,

The invention is for a tuned resonant surface utilizing an

array of short, loaded dipoles to obtain unity reflection or

transmission coefficient over a narrow bandwidth about the

desired frequency with said coefficient substantially indepen-

dent of the angle of incidence of the impinging or radiated

electromagnetic signal Reference is made to the claims for a

legal definition of the invention.

3,789.405

AUTOMATIC STEP ELIMINATOR CIRCUIT TO
PREVENT RADAR JAMMING

Alan H. Nielsen, Pompton Plains, N.J., assignor to The United

Slates of America as represented by the Secretary of the

L nited Stales Air Force. Washington. D.C.

Filed Mar. 29. 1 972. Ser. No. 238,706

Int. CLG01s7/.?6, 9/02

I .S. CI. 343- 1 8 E 3 Claims

'3
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3,789,408

SYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM

Koji Ichlhara, Neyagawa; Hideki Tanaka, Takatsuki; Kazu-

toka Ishida, Suita, and Minoni Handa, Msh.non,.>^. aU of

Japan, assignors to Furuno Electric Company, Limited,

Nagasaki-ken, Japan ,ciiw^
FiledMay 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,000 •

Claims priority, application Japan, May 27, 1971, 46/36836

Int. CI. GO Is //^O

U.S. CI. 343-105 R
^^'•""''

3,789,410

PASSIVE RANGING TECHNIQUE

Ltoyd M. Smith, C.noga Parte, and KarOi Frank Sayano

^pulved&, both of CaUf., assignors to The ^J"'*^ States of

America L. represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Fikd Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,300

Int.CI.G01s5//4
.-,., *t^w\ 5 Claims

U.S.CI.343-112D

t

Means for measuring time or phase differences betN^een .n-

commg segmented signals which mcludes the generation of a

segmented reference signal having the same frequency of the

incoming signal*. A comparator for comparing the phase d.f-

fe ence between an incoming signal and thj reference s.gna

and means for storing the detected Phase difference^ Means

for producing a control pulse tram for dividmg said phase dif-

ference into n parts where n is the number of segments used

for detecting s;^d phase difference and then shifting the phase

of each segment of the reference signal by 1/. for each pulse

of the control pulse train.

A svstem for passively determining range to a threat emit cr

from a single tactical vehicle based upon the change m the de-

ference of phase of a radio frequency earner between t^^o

physically spaced antennas

3,789,409

NAVIGATION SYSTEM USING SATELLITES AND

PASSIVE RANGING TECHNIQUES

Rocer L. Easton, 7704 Oxon Hill Rd., Oxon HiU, Md.

Filed Oct. 8, 1 970, Ser. No. 79,307

lnt.Cl.G01s5//4.///00

U.S.C1.343-112R
*^'-*"''

3 789,41

1

'

RADIOLOCATION SYSTEM

Roger Bataitle. Bures Morainvilliers. Francois P. Ma.son, Eau-

^nne. and Pierre Paul Curvale, Verrieres-Le-Buisson. all of

Tranc;, assignors to Electronique Marcel Dassault, Par,s.

France ...^ ^a«
Fikd Mar. 25, 1968, Ser. No. 716,704

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 24, 1V67,

67100193
Int. CI. GO 1 si/ 72

U.S.C1.343-113R
20Cla.ms

' 1
1—^ ' *~i

^mmmmt\ J'^^S^SZl —«w^'* I

_^i:jU 1 1

g
^

A navigation system wherein the navigator's location is ob-

tained by determining the navigator s distance (or range) from

one or rnore satellites of known location Each satellite trans-

mits multifrequency signals that are denved from a stable

oscm^Ior which IS phase synchronized with the navigators

equipment that produces similar multifrequency signals

Phai comparison between the signals received from Uie satel-

lites and the locally produced signals indicates both the

distance between the navigator and the satellites and the

navigator's location. In determining his location, the presence

of the navigator is not revealed since no mterrogatory trans-

mission by him is required.

To determine the locations of extraneous sources of radio

waves a central station omnidirectionally monitors a band of

frequencies and. upon detecting a radio signal within such

band transmits information of its frequency to a plurality of

neripheral stations which thereupon radiogoniomelrically

ascertain the angle of incidence of the signal having this

?requency and relay the magnitude of this angle to the central

station.
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3,789,412

AIRCRAFT ANTENNA BALANCE TECHNIQUES
Michael G. Keenan, Redwood City; William M. Lynch, Pak)

Alto, and John H. Priedigkeit, Menk> Park, all of Calif., as-

signors to The United States of America as represented by

the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 17,1 968, Ser. No. 768,978

Int.CI.G01si//0

U.S.CI.343-114 4 Claims

3,789,414

PENDULUM STABILIZATION FOR ANTENNA
STRUCTURE WITH PADOME

George B. Bauer, Reston, Va., and Dean S. Thomberg, Salt

Lake City, Utah, assignors to E-Systems Inc., Dallas, Tex., by

said Thomberg
Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,304

Claims priority, application France, Sept. 29, 1971,

7127812
Int.CI.H01qJ//2, //42

U.S. CI. 343—761 9 Claims
t

[ : ipoVe

COMMON MODE
OUTPUT

Antenna balance and coupling circuitry for providing rejec-

tion of radio frequency signals produced by airframe currents

flowing in a vertically polarised dipole antenna installed on an

airborne structure.

3,789,413

RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM
CieraM F. Ross, Lexington, Mass., and Robert S. Jacobson,

Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, New

York. N.Y.

Filedjunel2, 1972, Ser. No. 261,834

Int. CI. GOls.y02; H03b 3/04

U.S. CI. 343- 1 1 3 R 9 Claims

H/ \i/ W/ S^

Tactical radio navigation systems provide bearing, distance

and identification determining signals generated by a reply

transmitter as emitted from an antenna structure. Antenna

structures mounted on movable platforms, such as a ship's

mast, must be position stabilized to provide maximum power

to the bearing and distance signals above the horizon. To sta-

bilize the antenna structure, a supporting yoke mounts to the

movable platform. This yoke supports bearings aligned along

an axis to provide stabilization in a given direction. Mounted

to these bearings are journals extending from the mounting

plate of an antenna pedestal. The plate supports the central

array of the antenna structure and has a spin motor attached

to the underside thereof. This spin motor acts like a pendulum

to stabilize the pedestal with reference to the horizon around
'

the desired stabilization direction. Mounted to the output

shaft of the spin motor are parasitic elements which rotate

around the antenna structure to provide a modulation

frequency. When two degrees of stabilization are required, a

gimbal ring mounts to the supporting yoke and the pedestal

mounts to the gimbal ring. In systems where multiple degrees

of stabilization are required, bearings of the yoke are aligned

along an axis in the first direction of desired stabilization and

bearings of the gimbal ring are aligned along an axis in the

second direction of desired stabilization.

The radio navigation system provides simple instrumenta-

tion for transmitting omnidirectional radio waves from a

reference location and for determining the azimuth and eleva-

tion angles of arrival of the transmitted waves at a remote

receiver. An array of paired receiver antennas is employed for

the measurement of differences in time of arrival of the trans-

mitted waves at the paired antennas and these values are

manipulated by a simple analog computer to yield the desired

azimuth and elevation data.

3,789,415

APPARATUS FOR WRAPPING CABLES OR THE LIKE

AND A ROTATABLE ANTENNA UTILIZING THE SAME
Jack M. Vickland, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Philco-Ford

Corporation, Blue Bell, Pa.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,265

Int.CI.H01q!?/04

U.S. CI. 343-763 12 Claims

Apparatus for wrapping cables, hoses or the like, leading

from fixed structure to a rotatable element such as a mechani-

cal scanning antenna, said apparatus accommodating mul-

titurn rotation of the antenna without subjection of the cables

r
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or hoses to substantial tors.onal forces A planetary cable --^
-"^-'f r:''""""]"'^Ti%"^^^^^^

windine and guiding carrier is used, in association w.th a main are provided by a multinuxial feed netNvork as a result of

winding ana guiaing carrier
^^^^ interconnection methods All mtxles in a particular

mode set become in phase in the direction of an incoming

signal, and as a result, a beam is made to reradiatc in that

cable-receiving drum which comprises the sun element ot a

planetary cable take-up system.

3.789.416

SHORTENED Tl RNSTILE ANTENNA
John A. Kuecken. Pitlsford. N.Y.. and Michael S. Polgar.

Ocean Port, NJ.. assignors to international Telephone and

Telegraph Corporation, Nutley. N.J.

Filed Apr. 20. 1972, Ser. No. 246.050

Inl.Cl. H01q2//2A
teri^ sive devices. Also, the reradiated beam width, beam power.

L.S. CI. 343—792 15 Claims
^^j ^^j,,^.^ ^^.^adiated beam characteristics including sidelobe

functions, are capable of being controlled and adjusted

direction The methixl is applicable tt> two and three dimen-

sional retrtxlirective systems and includes Kith active and pas-

An electrically short turnstile type antenna array which ef-

fectively provides vertical or overhead right or left hand circu-

larly polarized coverage in for example satellite communica-

tions from a very restricted space volume as characterized

particularly in submarine or, aircraft antennas. A pair of elec-

trically short dipoles are arranged normal to each other with

the axes thereof intersecting at their mid-points. Coaxially ar-

ranged about each leg of these dipoles is an open-ended cylin-

drical sleeve The feed to the array is by way of a coaxial cable

running to the inside of the coaxial cavity formed by one of the

sleeves in an end-feed orientation. A mutual coupling link

•couples signal energy from the inside of the fed coaxial cavity

to the inside of one of the coaxial cavities associated with the

other dipole The entire array is mounted on a support mast

less than one-eighth X from the horizontal base portion of a'tin

can-shaped ground plane whose vertical sides are sufficiently

high to substantially house the array.
.

3.789.418

FLEXIBLE ANTENNA FORMED OF OPPOSED CONVEX
LAMINATED STIUPS COVERED WITH A HEAT SHRl NK

HOSE
Helmut Reiber. Bauschlott, and Rolf Stapelfeldt, Pforzheim,

both of Ciermahy. avsignors to International Standard Elec-

tric Corporation. New York. N.Y.

Filed Oct. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 300.621

Claims priority . application (iermany. Nov. 3. 197 1, P 21 54

651
Inl.CI. HOlqy/.^O

L.S. CI. 343-872 9 Claims

3.789.417

CIRCULARLY SYMMETRIC RETRODIRECTIVE
ANTENNA

H. Paris Coleman, Alexandria, Va.. assignor to The tnited

States of America as represented by <he Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 25. 1972. Ser. No. 220,663

Iiit.CI.HOlQJ/26

U.S. CI. 343-816 15 Claims

A method and apparatus for obtaining automatic

retrodirective performance from circularly symmetric arrays.

This invention relates to a laminated antenn# for portable

radio sets which can be bent or buckled. The antenna lamina-

tion consists of two longitudinally staggered groups of trans-

versely cambered steel strips. These strip groups are so

disposed in a mirror-inverted arrangement that a biconvex
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cross section is obtained Firmly interconnected only at the

base of the antenna through a holder, the entire arrangement

is covered with a heat-shrunk hose. The biconvex arrange-

ment of the steel strips results in a rigidity equal in both

dircct^ons of bending The covering provides protection

against atmospheric influences, contamination and injuries

and prevents reflections of light.

temperature. Information is recorded on the recording medi-

um by selectively varying temperatures of discrete portions of

the thermochromic material with a modulated energy beam

such as a laser beam or electron beam. Techniques are

described which permit extremely high resolution of data bits

to be obtained in the recording medium even though the

recording process is a thermal one. Apparatus is also disclosed

for erasably and permanently recording information on ther-

mochromic films.

3,789,419

PLATE ANTENNA WITH PROTECTIVE COVER
Frederick C. Schultz, 15448 Rudland, Roseville, Mich.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,337

lnl.CT.H0iq//40

L.S. CI. 343-873 3 Claims

'I-; .

» 3,789,421

BINARY LOGIC APPARATUS
Jay S. Chivian, 919 Warfield Way, Richardson, Tex.; Richard

N. Claytor, 3306 Woodford Dr., Arlington, Tex., and Dayton

D. Eden, 6827 Meadow Creek, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No, 825,677, May 19, 1969,

abandoned. This application Feb. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 1 12,013

Int.CI.G01d/5/J4

U.S. CI. 346-1 8 Claims

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
SYSTEM

A plate antenna as used, for example, in combination with a

proximity door operator system has a capacitive signal plate

situated between two shielding panels of fiber glass and ce-

mented to such panels to form a unitary structure which, in

turn, is placed below floor level so that anyone passing

thereover increases the relative capacitive coupling necessary

for related door actuation.

Disclosed are apparatus for recording information in binary

form on thermochromic recording media, apparatus for opti-

cally and electronically interrogating such recording media,

and systems utilizing thermochromic materials for processing

data in binary form.
^

3,789,420

W IDE BAND RECORDING APPARATUS
Richard N. Clytor. Arlington, and Dayton D. Eden, Dallas,

both of Tex., assignors to Advanced Technology Center, Inc.,

Grand Prairie, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 825,855, May 19, 1969,

abandoned. This application Feb. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 1 12,012

Int.CI.G01d/5/-?4

U.S. CI. 346-1 6 Claims

3,789,422

INK DROP COUPLING CAPACITANCE COMPENSATION

John W. Haskell, Endwell, and Sherman H. M. Tsao,

Apalachin, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business

NJachines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 291,124

Int. CI. GOldy «/00

U.S. CI. 346-75 10 Claims

ISTMO
' CHARACTER

GENERATOR

A character generator is connected to the charging elec-

trode of an ink jet printer nozzle through a ct)mpensating cir-

cuit which modulates the charging voltage applied to each in-

dividual ink drop in accordance with the charges on one or

more preceding drops in order to compensate for the

Disclosed is a wide bandwidth recording medium including capacitance effect of the preceding drops on said one in-

a thermochromic material which changes reflectance with dividual drop.
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3,789,423

DIRECT WRITING RECORDER INCLUDING AN

IMPROV ED STYLl S ASSEMBLY THEREFOR

Howard Fawcett. Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.. assignor to Cam-

bridge Instrument Company, Inc., Ossimng. N.Y

.

Filed Dec. 6, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 205,027

lnt.CI.G0Id/5//0
. ,.. ^^o 16 Claims

t .S. CI. 346-76 R

: 1

January 29, 1974

.1 .

3,789,425

ELECTRO.SENSITIVE
^^^^^^'^^l^'^;^^^^''''''

^

PLl RALITY OF RECORDING LAYERS ^
Hiromi Matsushima, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to C olorfax C om-

panv Limited. Tokyo-to. Japan
^

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,392

Claims priority, application JfP«": ,^"7 ',q* ,oV
46 4f8^7; Aug. 4, 1971.46 58820; Dec. 7, 1971,46/98303

lnt.CI.G01d/.VJ^
. ,.^ .ic 10 Claims

l.S.CI.346-135

An electro-sensitive record.ng medmm comprising a base

lave? a plurality of laminated recording layers formed on one

urfa e of said base layer, said recording •;»>-- -^^^'^^;'"/

comprised of a colored layer having a relatively great re

-

sScc Jalue and an electro-conductive layer provided on

this cofored layer

A direct writing recorder having driving means, an ariy ear-

ned bv the driving means and having a cross-sectional area

which gradually diminishes from a point adjoining the driving

^eans to its aplx, a stylus carried at the apex of the an. and a

curved platen carrying the record.ng medium over which the

stylus moves in recording electrical signals.

3 789 424

ELAPSED TIME RECORDER

Vincent Majorino, 1668 Byam Rd WJ^^ury .
Conn.

Filed Nov. 17. 1971, Ser. No. 199,559

lnt.a.G07c//02

3,789,426

FACSIMILE DRIVE APPARATUS

Jan M Farlow, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Minnesota Min-

ing and M-^nil^X'.'"^S^r^r. No. 319,341

Int. CI. GO Id/ 5/24

^. -.^^ iia 8 Claims
U.S. CI. 346-138

U.S. CI. 346-95
12 Claims

An elapsed time recorder having a card receiver for sup-

porting a record card m a first position and in a second posi-

Cdisplaced from the first position A pair of rotable pnnfng

dTes spaced apart in the direction of and at a distance substan-

?,alK equal to the displacement of the card rotate m ac-

o dance with passage of time. The face of one of the dies has

an annular series of time graduations thereon, -hereas the

other dt face bears a reference mark. Means is provided to

bring a least one of the die faces into printing engagement

w?th the card in its first position and at least the other of the

^le faces into printing engagement with the -rd - .s second

nosition so that the resulting imprmts on the card are m over

faoo ng registry with each other. The elapsed time interval

between dks may be read directly from the resulting com-

nosUe i^P tnt on the card. The recorder also includes means

for ecoTd'ng the time at the beginning and end of the interval.

The disclosur*p describes apparatus for reducing jitter in a

facsimile system'^comprising a frame and a rotatable drum hav-

.ne a first end portion, a second end portion and an axis ot

'roUo: A tran^ucer is positioned near thcj^drum in order o

«r.vl..re an imaee on a document carried by the drum^ l tie

fir^fend ^^rt.on of the drum is rotatably mounted to the frame

through Tself-aligning bearing In order to rotate he drum a

iTmotor IS used to drive a gear reducing unit that is substan-

ducef can follow any eccentric movement of the drum due to

alignment errors. ^

DESIGNS
JANUARY 29, 1974

230,103
PROTECTIVE SPORTS HELMET

Harmey S. Hyatt, Jr., General Delivery.

Albemarle, N.C. 28001

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,346

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—03
U.S. CI. D2—232

230,106
CRIB END

Robert V. Jacobs, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Questor Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,835

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07

U.S. CI. D6—14

230,104
SLIPPER

Ray E. Larsb, Milwaukee, and Donald I. Urbansky,

ThiensvHIe, Wis., assignors to Kleen Test Products,

Inc., .Milwaukee, Wis. .„..,„
Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,169

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—04
U.S. CI. D2—301

230,107 .
•

CRIB END
Robert V. Jacobs, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to

Questor Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,836

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07

U.S. CI. D6—14

230,105

HAIR BRUSH AND COMB COMBINATION
Martin Newman, 1203 N. Sweetzer 90060, and Alvin

L. Frankel, 6038 W. 75th St. 90045, both of Los

Angeles, Calif. „^^
Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,836

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D4—02
U.S. CI. D4—21

2077
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230,108
DISPLAY STAND

James L. Sloan, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Cross River

Products, Inc., Croton-on-Hudson, IS.Y.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Scr. No. 285,731

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—27

230,110 -
I

CHAIR '

Stapleton Lonj;, Morristown. Tenn., assignor to The

Berklinc Corporation, West Springfield, Mass.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,940

Term of patent y/z years

U.S.,CI. D6—39
Int. CI. D6—07

230.109

SUPPORT STAND FOR A HANGING SEAT
OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Phillip A. Gass, 241 S. 89th St., Omaha, Nebr. 68114

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,297

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
L.S. CI. D6—29

230,111
'

SOFA
- Stapleton Long, Morristown. Tenn., assignor to The

Berkiine Corporation, West Springfield, Mass.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Scr. No. 284,933

Term of patent 3' 2 years

Int. CI. D6—0/
U.S. CI. D6—63

January 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2079

230,112
CHAIR

Stapleton Long, Morristown, Tenn., assignor to The

Berkiine Corporation, West Springfield, Mass.

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,938

Term of patent 3V2 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—71

230,115
END CONNECTOR BRACKET FOR SHELVING

OR OTHER ARTICLES
Anthony George Beams, London, England, assignor !o

E. & H. Grace Limited, London, England

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,603

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—191

230,113
APPAREL HANGER

David H. Lindemann, 228 SW. 21st Terrace,

Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33312
Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,046

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—08
U.S. CI. D6—116

230,116

END SUPPORT FOR HORIZONTAL SHELVING
AND OTHER ARTICLES OF FURNITURE

Anthony George Beams, London, England, assignor to

E. & H. Grace Lim-ted, London, England

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,604

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—191

230,117
PORTABLE MAT

Andrew Johnson, 3140 N. 12th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19133

Filed Apr. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 139,318

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—09
230,114

EXTENSION TRAY FOR A SHELF
Robert Jennee, Upper Saddle River, NJ., assignor to

Electronic Assistance Corporation, Fair Lawn, NJ.
Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,867

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—181

U.S. CI. D6—201
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230,118
ADJUSTABLE CLOTHES HANGER

Donald D. Geisler, 12905 N. Miami Ave.,

Miami, Fla. 33168

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,029

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D&-08
VS. CI. D6—249

January 29, 1974

I

230,121 , ^^
DISPENSER FOR CONDIMENTS OR THE LIKE

John W. Downey, Warren, Pa., assignor to Whiriey

Industries, Inc., Warren, Pa-

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,277 ^

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—06
U.S. CI. D7—52

230,119
GRILL

James T. Sakata, 653 20th Ave.,

San Francisco, CaUf. 94121

Filed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 169,154

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl—02
U.S. CI. D7—11 D

_n a
T "r^

230,120
CASSEROLE

Glenn B. Beckman, Coming, N.Y., assizor to

Coming Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 231,059

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02
U.S. CI. D7—28

230,122
Sf"ABBARD

Peter K. Bayly, Greensborough, Victoria, Australia, as-

signor to Wiltshire Cutlery Company Proprietary Lim-

ited, South Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Filed Apr. 3, 1972. Ser. No 240,899

Claims priorit>, application Austraha Oct. 1, i5#/i

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl—06
U.S. CI. D7—74

I

January 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2081

230 123
230,125

'^'5T^i5^?'l^l^Nc^6 9^ V Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,920
I Filed Mar. 1, 1973, ^r. NO. 33(»,V03 >,

T/rm of natent 14 vears

Int. Cl. D7—^^ n7_l37
U.S. CI. D7—135 U.!». CI. U7—iJ/

230,124
MICROWAVE OVEN CONTROL PANEL

Arthur Franklin Ludvigsen, Burasville, Minn., assignor to

Litton Systems, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,018

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02
U.S. CI. D7—135

230,126

KNIFE HANDLE OR SINflLAR ARTICLE
Ross F. Pollard, Amesbury, Mass., assignor to Towle

Manufacturing Company, Newburyport, Mass.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,022

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—Oi
U.S. CI. D7—150
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• 230,127
WEEDER

Joseph P. Banner, 2550 N. Venice, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,840

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D»—Oi
U.S. CI.D8—11

. _ 230,130
FREEHAND GLASS CUTTER

85712 Frank Greaves, 20 Shadwick Drive,

Weston, Ontario, Canada
Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,466

Term of patent 14 years

int. CI. DS—03
U.S. CI. D8—51

230,128
SNOWMOBILE TOOL

Howard A. Fistler. Utica, and Richard A. Hollingsworth,

Mount Clemens, Mich., assignors to HFCO, Mount

Clemens, Mich.
^Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,202

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—05 •

U.S. CI. D8—26

• 230,131
NAIL HOLDER

Walter W. Lcvinson, 101 Conshohocken State Road,

Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. 19004

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 231,056

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—05
U.S. CI. D8—71

U

230,129
,

/

HOrSING FOR AN ELECTRIC CA>f OPENER*
Brian Scott Smith, High Wycombe, England, assignor to

Tower Housewares Limited, Staffordshire, England

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,807

Claims priority, application Great Britain Aug. 25, 1972

Term-of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—99

U.S. CI. D8—36

230,132

PADDLE HANDLE RECESSED LOCK
John V. Pastva, Jr., Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to

The Eastern Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,311

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—06
U.S. CI. D8—109

January 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2083

230,133
BOTTLE

Richard L. Weckman, Perryshurg, Ohio, assignor to

Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,627

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—0/
U.S. CI. D9—

1

230,135
DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR LIQUIDS
Louis V. Nigro, Saugus, Mass., assignor to The

Gillette Company, Boston, Mass.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,246

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D9—71

230,136
BOTTLE

-Gordon A. Strand, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to

Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,228

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—158

230,134
BOTTLE

Edward J. Kretz, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to

Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,207

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07

U.S. CI. D9—48

230,137

CONTAINER FOR COSMETICS OR THE LIKE
Franco Bettonica, Milan, Italy, assignor to

PerUer S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,196

Claims priority, application Italy Jan. 17, 1972

Term of t>atent 14 years

Int. CLD9—07.

U.S. CI. D9—168

U=^
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230,138

PACKAGING CONTAINERFOR FOOD
• OR THE LIKE
» Paul A. Weller, Waukegan 111.

* mte 1 Box 66A, Union Grove, Wis. 5318Z)

, FiledFeb. 9, 1972, S«r. No. 225,029

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D9—219

230,140
DISPENSING CAP

Lloyd J. Schimke, Box 1272, Highway 2 E.
• ' ^ Minot, N. Dak. 58701

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,156

. , Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—278

i

I. I

230,139
MULTIFL^SCTION UTILITY CAP

Philip D. Bart, Monsey. N.Y. ,,-^,^
' (30-70 NE. 43rd St., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33306)

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 221,121

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—254

V

r

230,141
SERVICE CART

Matthew N. Miller, Woodland Hills, Calif., assizor to

Fairchild Industries, Inc., Gcrmantown, Md.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,135

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—02
U.S. CI. D12—29

230,142
LUGGAGE CART WITH CHILD SEAT
James M. Muellner, 1777 Stillwater St.,

White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110
Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 223,059

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—02
U.S. CI. D12—22

230,144
BICYCLE FRAME

Charles L. Voytko, % Hedstrom Co.,

Bedford, Pa. 15522
FUed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,778

Term <tf patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—77
U.S. CI. D12—111

230,143
AMBULANCE BODY

Donald H. Cox, Lima, Ohio, assignor to Sheller-GIobe

Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Filed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 193,239

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—OS
U.S. CI. D12—99

230,145
BICYCLE STAND

Randall N. Johnson, 5947 Poplar St.,

Commerce City, Colo. 80022
Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,223

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—99; D12—77

U.S. CI. D12—115
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230,146
VAN BODY

230,148
CARGO TRAILER

VAN BODY yr . 5QJ Circle Drive, Arlington, Tex. 76011

Donald H. Cox, Lima, Ohio ««»g"°' *? Sheller-Globe L. Ray Wood,^5«l^c
^ ^^^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^^^^^

Corporation. Toledo, Ohio ^ ^ ,gnt 7 y^a^
FUed Sept 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,241

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—05
U.S. CI. D14—3 J

Term of patent 7 years

int. CI. D12—70
U.S. CI. D14—3 E

^^^<^ ^" ' - J^>_—

>

230,147

TRANSPORTABLE REFUSE CONTAINER
Samuel Vincen Bowles, 15680 High Knoll Road,

Encino, Calif. 91316

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 206,592
' Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D14—3 R

230,149

VIBRATING BODY (SENSOR) FOR ^l^ASURING

THE CONCENTRATION OF SOLID PARTICLES

LN A SUSPENSION ^ _, ._ , *„

Berth Ulrik Gustafsson, Osterskar, S^^eden, assignor to

Proiectus Industriprodukter AB, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,415

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—99; DIO—99
U.S. CI. D16—2 C ^

January 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2087

230,150

POLICE CLUB OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Lon Richard Anderson, Central City, Iowa, assignor to

Monadnock Lifetime Products, Inc., Fitewilliam N.H.

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,346

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—02 '

U.S. CI. D22--1

230,152

EAVES TROUGH CLEANING DEVICE
Albert R. Froehike, 742 33rd St.,

South Bend, Ind. 46615

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,784

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—07
U.S. CI. D23—34

f%

230,151

COMBINED OIL TANK AND MOUNTING
FOR A MOTORCYCLE

Jerry F. Morris, 220 S. Roselle Road,

Schaumburg, III. 60172

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,726

Term of patent iVi years

Int. CI. D12—77

U.S. CI. D23—

2

230,153

CASING FOR REFRIGERATION SYSTCM
CONDENSING UNITS OR THE LIKE

Walter W. Hoyle, Fayetteville, and Curtis L. Tobin,

Chittenango, N.Y., assignors to Camer Corporation,

MEANS Syracuse, N.Y.
^ ^ ^^ <,a^ >iai

Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,403

Term of patent 3V2 years

Int. CI. D23—04
U.S. CI. D23—139
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* *
I'^O 154 230,156

SYWNGE DATA TERMINAL HOUSING
f .»*.»<.« Vtnm^rinn House II Baltimore, Md., assignor Donald A. Pahl, Los Altos, and Paul E. Rasmussen,

TlTttonTedS Products,' Inc. ^ Grov; Village, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignors to Vydes, Inc., Whippany,

V|| IN .J.

i7sii>H Mar 8 1973 Ser No. 339.222 Continuation of design application Sen No. 127,078, Mar.
Filed Mar^8^ 1973, Scr^^^^^^^

^^ ^^^^ ^.^ appUcation Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No.

Int. CI. D24—02 .

302,684 .
, * ,.

IT « n n24_l D Term of patent 14 years
U.S. U. U24—lu

Int. CI. D14—02
, * .. U.S. CI. D26—5 C

230,155
COMBINED CONDUCTOR JACK AND

PLUG ASSEMBLY
Richard E. Brown, Gabanna, Ohio, assignor to

Twyco, Inc., Blacklick, Ohio
Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,592

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CL D26—1 A

230,157
CABINET FOR HOUSING APPARATUS PERMIT-
TING THE TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF
WRITTEN MATERIAL BY TELEPHONE
James L. Rodgers, Tempe, and Joseph L. Tyrrell, .

Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Talos Systems, Inc.,

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 190,434

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—05
U.S. CI. D26—14 R

January 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2089

230,158
TELEPHONE HANDSET

Donald Michael Genaro, Haworth, N.J., John Niel Mc
Garvey, Drexel Hill, Pa., and Gordon Elliot Sylvester,

Jamaica, N.Y., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories. Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,881

Term of patent 14 years

^ Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

230,160
TELEPHONE STAND

Donald Michael Genaro, Haworth, NJ., John NIel Mc-

Garvey, Drexel Hill, Pa., and Gordon Elbot Sylvester,

Jamaica, N.Y., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,905

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

230,159
TELEPHONE STAND

Donald Michael Genaro, Haworth, N.J., John Niel Mc
Garvey, Drexel Hill, Pa., and Gordon Elhot Sylvester,

Jamaica, N.Y., assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,882

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 A

U.S.

230,161
ANGEL ORNAMENT

Christina Fritsche, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to

Cincinnati Milacron Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,481

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. Dll—05
CI. D29^1 B

230,162
STAR ORNAMENT

Christina Fritsche, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Cmcln-

nati Milacron Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,482

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CL Dll—05
U.S. CI. D29—1 B
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, 230,163

SfflP MODEL WALL PLAQUE
Francis R. Nartowicz, 204 Fort Worth St.,

Hampton, Va. 23369

FUed Dec. 12, 1972. Ser. No. 314,329

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—02
U.S. CI. D29—23 A

230,165 i

AQUARIUM STAND
RicBard S. Young, Frankenmuth, and Leo E. Heam,

Flint, Mich., assignors to Pentaco Enterprises Corpo-

ration, Cbesaning, Mich.
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,905

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02, D06—Oi !

U.S. CI. D30—12

230,166
HOCKEY STICK BLADE

j

Raymond W. Leclerc, Leominster, Mass.,

(% Mylec Inc., Winchendon Springs, Mass. 01477)

Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,804

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
I

U.S. CI. D34—5 BC •

230,164
^

AQUARIUM STAND
Richard S. Young. Frankenmuth, and Leo E. Heam,

Jlint, Mich., assignors to Pentaco Enterprises Corpo-

raHon, Chesaning, Mich. ,^« ««*
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,904

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02; D06—Oi
U.S. CI. D30—12

230,167
DICE GAME BOARD

Laurie J. Campbell, Raymond J. Lohr. and Charles M.

Kienholz, Erie, Pa., assignors to Louis Marx & Co.,

Inc., New York, N.Y.
^, ^., ,,.»

Filed Jan. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 215,237

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—^i
U.S. CI. D34—5 GG

January 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2091

230,168
GOLF TEE

Louis E. Redmon, Rte. 1, Roscommon, Mich. 48653
Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,646

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02 . -
U.S. CI. D34—5 GT

230,171 '

MINIATURE VEHICLE TOY
Robert B. Lovejoy, Hermosa Beach, Calif.^ assignor to

Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Apr. W, 1972, Ser^ No. 245,682
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—or
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

230,169
TOP

Burr Sebring, Barrington, R.I., assignor to Gorham,
a division of Textron Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,727

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 AH

230,172
FIGURE TOY VEHICLE

Adolph E. Goldfarb, Tarzana, Delmar K. Everitt, Wood-
land Hills, Ronald F. Chesley, La Crescenta, and

Richard D. Frierdich, Canoga Park, Calif., assignors

to Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,793

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

230,170
ROBOT PUSH TOY

Charies H. Hardin, Nashville, Tenn., assignor to Kusan,

Inc., Nashville, Tenn.
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,458

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 D

230,173
FIGURE TOY VEHICLE

Adolph E. Goldfarb, Tarzana, Delmar K. Everitt, Wood-
land Hills, Ronald F. Chesley, La Crescenta, and

Richard D. Frierdich, Canoga Park, Calif., assignors

to Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,794

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ
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230,174
TOY TRUCK

Gary W. Pimentel, Fountain Valley, and Robert L.

Cowell, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignors to Mattel,

Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,098

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—^i
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

230,177
TOY LOG TRAILER

• Gary B. Smart, 3500 Carter Road,
Portsmouth, Va. 23703

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,408

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—Oi
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

230,175
TOY TRUCK

Gary W.- Pimentel, Fountain Valley, and Robert L.

Cowell, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignors to Mattel,

Inc., Hawthorne, Calif. ,„,-,<
Filed Oct 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,121

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

230,176 ^

TOY TRUCK TRACTOR
Gary B. Smart, 3500 Carter Road,

Portsmouth, Va. 23703
Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,407

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

L0—1__0J

230,178
TOY MODEL CAR

George Barris, North Hollywood, Calif., assignor to

Zee Toys, Inc., Gardena, Calif.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,411

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

^ JANUARY 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

230,179

BALL PROJECTING AND CATCHING TOY
Richard A. Boucher, Northboro, Mass., assignor to Dart

Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,040

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07

U.S. CI. D34—15 PP

230 182
JEWELRY FINDING

Maurice Silber, 183—07 69th Ave.,
' Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,212
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—07
U.S. CI. D45—19 R

2093

230,180
JEWELRY FINDING

Maurice Sllber, 183—07 69th Ave.,

Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,210

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl1—07
U.S. CI. D45—19 R

J'
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230,185
JE^XLRY FINDING »

Maurice Silber, 183—07 69tli Ave.,

Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230^15
•

'i Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—Oi ^

U.S. CI. D45—19 R

230,188
TABLE LAMP

Giuseppe Longato, Via Makalle 19, Padova,

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,476

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—20 R

Italy

230,186

LAMP FOR PRODUCING SPECIAL
LIGHTING EFFECTS

Arl«y I. Reinmuth, 1022 N. 32nd .St.,

Omaha, Nebr. 68131

Filed Mar. 30, 1972. Ser. No. 239,864

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05
tJ.S, CI. D48—20 E

; 230,189
NIGHT LIGHT

Ernest W. Dietz, Torrance, and Herbert L. Kornfeld,

Hollywood, Calif., assignors to Pacific Electncord Com-

pany, Gardena, Calif. ,.„«.
Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 365,991

Term of patent 14 years

Fnt. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—20 F

230,190

. HORIZONTAL SLIDING DOOR FOR
PRESSURE VESSELS

# Henry J. Piegza, Clarence, N.Y., assignor to Welding and

Steel Fabrication Co., Inc., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,891

230,187 Term of patent 14 years

CANDLE HOLDER Int. CI. D15—99
Richard A. Schultz, Kansas Cit>. Mo., assignor to Hall- us. CI. D55—1 R

j

mark Cards, Incorporated. Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 300,398

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—07. D7—0/
„

U.S. CUD48—

2

2.

.K)cC'C'0<

lOcOoOof
,<!\

1
2.
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':-y 230,191

ONE PASS COMBINATION WOOD HOGGING
AND PULVERIZING MACHINE

Harry D. Schutte, Williamsville, N.Y., assignor to Schutte

Pulverizer Co., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,862

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D55—1 B
Int. CI. D15—09

230,192
MACHINE SUPPORT TRAY

James L. Rutzick, 1540 Goodrich Ave.,

St. Paul, Minn. 55105

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,110

^erm of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—99
U.S. CI. D55—1 H

<
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' 230 197

COLOR UGHT MIXER FOR A PHOTOGRAPHIC
% ENLARGER

Robert A. FUeder. Englewood Cliffs, ^Jm andJames T

Aneshansley, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignors to Berkey

Photo, Inc., New York, N.Y. ,,,00^
Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,804

> Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—^i
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q .

230,199
PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER

Wilmut Pramstraller, Brixen, near Bozen, Italy, assignor

to Durst S.P.A. Fabbrica Macchine ed Apparecchi

Fototecnici, Bolzano, Italy

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. M5,710

Claims priority, appIlcaHon Italy Apr. 7, 197Z

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—Oi
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q

7 T—7^

230,198 ^
COMBINED CAMERA, FILM PROCESSOR, A?<JD

PRINTER FOR APERTLRE CARDS
Thomas C. Laughon, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,879

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—05
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q

230,200
PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER

Wilmut Pramstraller, Brixen, near Bozen, Italy, assignor

to Durst S.P.A. Fabbrica Macchine ed Apparecchi

Fototecnici. Bolzano, Italy

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,723

Claims priority, application Italy Apr. 7, IVVZ

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—05
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q

,
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230 201 i230,203AjujAut TYPE FONT

Bill Gold, Great NecM^.Y^y^^nk C. Fusco. Dyers- Bodo L. J^f^^f™«°' «^^^ ^^^ S\^°^
*^ ""*

vine Iowa, assignors to Louis Marx & Co., Inc., New
FUe°d'Ma?2Tl972rirr. N^^^^

^**'FTkd Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,061 '^"fJ^A'^mi^^s""
Term of patent 14 years „ n<4_ll R

"IS-^^

Int. CI. D18—Oi V U.S. CI. D64—12 B .

U.S. CI. D64—11 A '

jKLmnopqR
ST\JVUJxyz

123<f567890

abcdefghl

jkLmnopqr

StUVUJX^/Z

230,202
TYPEWRITER

John S. Kovacs, East Norriton, and Lewis H. Herr, Lans-

dale. Pa., and Richard H. Penney, New York, N.Y.,

assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y. U.S. CI. D64—12 B
Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,734

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D18—Oi
U.S. CI. D64—11 A

230,204
TYPE FONT

Bodo L. Kretschman, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Hie

Singer Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,482

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D18—05

ABCDCrBXZ

aTVVurxvz
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230,205

HANDLE FOR COMBINED PAINT APPLYING
TRIMMER AND EDGER

Donald Seip, Somerville, NJ., assignor to Red

Devil Inc., Union, NJ.

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 206,572

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D^—05
V3. CI. D64—18

230,207
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS DETECTOR

Richard Jacob Schick, Park Ridge, and John Frederick

Walker, Arlington Heights, III., assignors to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,491

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—O;
U.S. CI. D72— 1 A

I

230,206
SIGNAL

Pete'r ^Hedgewick, Windsor, Ontario, and Stewart H.

Birrell, Clarkson, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Refle%

Corporation of Canada Limited, Windsor, Ontario,

Canada .„_.«^
Fihid Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,294

» Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—02
U.S. CI. D72—1 H

230.208
REFLECTIVE ROADWAY MARKER

Howard A. Schaefer, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor to Anchor

Hocking Corporation, Lancaster, Ohio

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,177

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—02
U.S. CI. D72—1 J

I

e--^

O-
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230,209
REFLECTIVE ROADWAY MARKER

Howard A. Schaefer, Lancaster, Ohio, assignor to Anchor

Hocking Corporation, Lancaster, Ohio

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,178

Term of patent 14 years
<. Int. CI. D29—02

U.S. CI. D72—1 J

230 212
COMBINED STETHOSCOPE AND BINAURALS

UNIT
Sylvan L. Hart, 545 West End Ave.,

New York, N.Y. 10024
Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,075

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12 R

230,210
SPIROMETER MEDICAL APPARATUS

Bernard N. Gray, East Pepperell, and John W. Burke,

Melrose, Mass., assignors to Life Support Equipment

Corp., Burlington, Mass.
Filed Feh. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 119,434

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—07
U.S. CI. D83—1 F

230,211
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH

Henry E. Fuller, Wayland, Mass., assignor to Parke,

Davis & Company, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,070

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—Oi
U.S. CI. D83—1 F

230,213
ASH TRAY

Don O. Benson and Elaine C. Benson, both of R.R. 3,

Box 172A, Prior Lake, Minn. 55372
Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,213

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D27—Oi
U.S. CI. D85—2 H
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*

230,214
BOOTJACK

Elmer O. Billingslea, Jr., Rte. 1, Salina, Okla.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,203

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D7—99

U.S. CI. D86—10 D »

230,216
HANDBAG

74365 Clarence V. Tibbs, P.O. Box 11033,
Knoxville, Tenn. 37919

FUed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,916
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Di—01
VS. CI. D87—3 F

230,215
POCKET COIN CONTAINER

Leo Stein, P.O. Box 1063, F.D.R. StaHon,

New Yopk, N.Y. 10022
Filed Dec. 29, 1971. Ser. No. 213,799

Term of pateni 14 years

Int CI. D3—02
U.S. CI. D87—3 B

230,217
HANDBAG

Clarence V. TIbbs, 7119 Kingston Pike,

Knoxville, Tenn. 37919

Continuation-in-part of abandoned design application Ser.

No. 270,962, July 12, 1972. This application Jan. 12,

1973, Ser. No. 323,144
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—O;
U.S. CI. D87—3 F

i
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230,221

Sj^KE RAZOR HANDLE
Paul E Freiline, 1006 Maertin, Fullerton, Calif. 92631, Martin Glaberson, Stratford, and George L. Schick, Trum-

and JoseTI. Sndth; 606 Clarion Place, Claremont, bull. Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company,

r'^v.e 01711 Moms Plains, NJ.

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302.404 Filed Feb. 15, 1973. Ser No. 332,962

Term of patent 14 years ^'T*° r^'^n^R^i)?"*
Int. CI. D21-04 Int- d. D28-0i

U.S. CI. D88—3 B U.S. U. uys—J A

V

230,219
RAZOR HANDLE

Martin Glaberson, Stratford, and George L. Schick, Trum-

bull. Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company, U.S. Ci. uys—3 A
Morris Plains, N.J. ,».„,„

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,960 .

Term of patent 14 years ^
Int. CI. D28—Oi

U.S. CI. D95—3 A

230 222
RAZOR HANDLE

Martin Glaberson, Stratford, and George L. Schick. Trum-
bull, Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company,
Morris Plains, NJ.

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,963

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D28—Oi

230,220
RAZOR HANDLE

Martin Glaberson, Stratford, and George L. Schick, Trum-
bull, Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company,
Morris Plains, N.J.

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,961
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D28—Oi
U.S. CI. D95—3 A

230 223
RAZOR HANDLE

Martin Glaberson, Stratford, Conn., assignor to Warner-

Lambert Company, Morris Plains, NJ.

Division of design application Ser. No. 250,100, May 3,

1972, which is a continuation-in-part of abandoned

design application Ser. No. 191,958, Oct. 22, 1971.

Divided and this application July 2, 1973, Ser. No.

375,409
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D28—05
U.S. CI. D95—3 A
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3.7XX.1KI. (I S?

sensinj; device tor

A Ok Machine and lool Company Sec

—

Kahme.Sehm R .
X.7XK.747

Ahhott. Doniinic C . and Chen, (iodtrey, said Ahhott assor to Abbott

Iressesinc Wig foundation and wij: ?.7HX.3:^;.CI I 32 S4 ()()()

Abbott. John A ; and Mcncacci. Samuel A . to FMC" (orporatum
RevoKinphnear tube heat exchanger 3,7KX.,142. CI I 6.S.y2 ()()()

Abb<)tt I abotatories S'cr

Kay. John William DiVon. 'S.IV.'^.X 16.

Abbott I resses Int .St r

-

Abbott. Dominic <. . and C hen. (iodfre\ {sanl .Abbott assor to).

V7XS,V12
.Abe. Kuniomi. lo Koiian Camera I aborator\ Company I.muted Opti-

cal sNsteni ofa binocular micioscope .',7XS.727. CI .^50 :<b ()(!()

.Xbegg. Karl, to Aktiengesellschall Hrowii. Bo\eri \ C le Iwo-part sta

lor for large rotating electrical machines ;'.7X«.252, CI 2-14-72
Abell, frank Method for establishing vehicle identification, speed and
condilionsof Msibihtv ^.7XX.2() I . I I 4.S.| loo

Abex Corporatum Svc

I angenbach. »oH J . ,<.7XX.7bl .

Abrahanison. Daniel I' .Sic-

Wright. I awrence W . lolleson. l.eon H . Abrahanison. Daniel f* .

I homas. Paul M , and (rile, fugene I . ^7X4. 101

Accra I'oint Arra>s C orporation. .Si<~

Conlc>. I arr\ R . ^7X»).1X.^

Ace\edo. Raul Orthodontic dental study model .^.7X7.479, CI. .^2-

7 I (100

.Acieries Reunies de Kurbach I ich-Duilelange S .X : .Sec -

, Met/, Paul and Mel/. I mile, '.7XX.^XA

Ackerman. Daniel W . to t nuersal Instruments Corpjiration. Wire
wrapliuil V7XX.^67.CI 140 124 000

Actii.lied Controls I imited Stc

Kent.Ciraham H . ;<.7XW.17|

.Adair. James R . to W can I niled. Inc Shear
554 000

Adams. Ja\ C . to Ranco Incorporated I hernial

control circuits :<,7X»<.'<40. (1 '^IX 2X000
Adams, Phillip, ami Pelrocci. Altonso \ . to Millmaster ()n\x Corpora-

tion Microbiocidaliiaphlhcnsl imida/olines V7XX.4X4, CI 252-
^^100

Adams. Robert I . toddumhia Precision Corporation Comminuter
»ilh high shear r.>tor and stator ^.7XX.56.^CI 241-46 I 10

Adams. Robert I . to CUlumbia Precision Ciirporation I Itra fine col-

loid mill ,V7XX.565.C 1 24 I -46 1 1(1

Adams. Whitney R . to Scott Paper Comp.iny Pyroly/ed structures

.1.7XX.'*.'X.CI 161-159 000
Adler. Franklin P . to Pullman I ransport Leasing Company Ciravitv

discharge arrangement for hoppers .1.7XX.5.^(), CI 222-5()X.OOO

Advanced I echnology Center. Inc .S<< —
C laslor. Richard \ and I den.Davton D . .1.7X9.420.

.ACi.A Aktiebolag Sic -
Fahlman. (losta H . I.undborg. Ciunnar. and Westherg. Johan Inc
Ha>den. .'.7XX..11 I

Knoos. Stellan. I lungdahl. Sorcii K S . and Boslroni. Bertil In-

gemar. .^.7XX.,^95

Sandstrom. Jan hrik Stellan. .V7XX..112

Agarwal. Jagilish C . and Wilder. I homas C . lo Kennecott Copper
Corporation Recovery i>f metal values from manganese nodules
A.7XX.X4I .CI 75-10' 1100

Agfa-Cievaert N \' See—
De Cat. Arthur Henri, Sels. Francis Jeanne; Pollet. Robert Ji>seph.

and Willems. Jo/ef Frans. .V7XX.X50
Sels. Francis Jeanne, and Pollet. R.>bert J.iseph. 3.7XK.X52.

Van Paesschen. August Jean: Van Ciossum. Fucien Janhaptist; and
Preim. Jan Josef, :(.7XX.X56

Van Poucke. Raphael Karel; and Pollet. Robert Joseph.

.1.7XX.X57

W illems. Jo7ef Frans. Sels. Francis Jeanne. Pollet. Robert Joseph,

and De Cat. Arthur Henri. .1.7XX.X5 I

Aherin. Daniel A Hammer with nail holder .1.7XX.373. CI 145-

.10 OOr

Ahrens, Paul Raymond, to RCA Corporation High voltage protection

circuit .1.7X9.260. CI .115-22 1)00.

Aihara. Mitsuo; .Set-—
Idei, Gijun. Onoyama. Atsushi; Athara. Mitsuo. Su/uki. Scigt>;

Fgawa. Hideharu, and Yamaga. F.iichi. .1.7XX.05X.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha .S'ci-—
Ojima.Kenji. 3,7XX.164

Ajmomoto Co.; See—
lida. Yutaka. Hishinuma. Kazuo. Hikuma. Motohiko, Shirakuwa.

Tadashi;andSakai.Susumu. 1.7XK.952

Akagi, Kaurd; and Tanaka. Katushi, to Daihatsu Kogyo Co.. Ltd. and
Kvohuto Kaihatsu Kogyo Co., Ltd. F'Uxir surface cleaning and
dressing apparatus 1,7X7.9 16. CI. 15-4.()()().

Akers. Artie F^., to Lawrence Security. Inc. Security system operated

bv changes irr light at specified locations. 3,789,384, CI. 340-

258.00b
Akerstrom. Stig Hjalmar Johannes; See—

Kagedal. Sven Lennart. and Akerstrom, Stig Hjalmar Johannes,
3.7X8.948.

Akeyanfa. Masamoto; .SV<'—
Tomita. Yoshifunii. and Akevama. Maisamoto,"3,787.939.

Akins. Herbert J. Sr Submersible pump 3.788,77 1 , CI. 4 1 7-88.000.

Aktiengesellschaft Bri)wn. Bovcri& Cie; .SV*"^

Abegg. Karl.3,7X9.252

Stracke, Wilfried; and Zimmermann, Max. 3,788.944.

Alber. Roger I. Long-life sudsing blend and pad incorporating same.

1.788.999. CI 252-91000.
Albers, Bernd Cj.: .S<-<'

—

Dieckman. Robert W ; Albers. Bernd G.; and Mrozek, John W.,

3.788.237.
Albright & Wilson. Limited; .SVr

—

. .

Bennett. Brian Garner, and Holmes, William Samuel, 3.788.98*.
Aldous, Douglas F.ric William, to Tensator. Limited Spiral springs and
methods of making them 3,788,631, CI 267-156.000. •

All-steel Inc.; .SV<-—

Massaccesi, Ravmi>nd A., 3,788.701.
Swanquist. Wesley W. 3.788,582.

Allegheny Ludlum Industries. Inc.; .SV<'

—

Beigay. Jack M.; Choby. Hdward G.. Jr..; and Kafcrlf. Joseph S..

3.7XX.1 12.

Muscatell. Francis L.; Ramachandran. Sundarcsan; and Reen. Or-

ville W. 3.788.836.
Allen. Benigene. Hand truck 3,788,659. CI 280-5.240
.Allen. Byron W. Industrial plate glass cutter's table. 3,788,533, CI.

225-96.500
Allen. Cieorge Cyrus.S<'<'—

Levy, Leon B . and Allen. George Cyrus. 3.789,01 8

Allen, Cieorge H., to Kendall Company, Ihe. Process f»>r randomizing
card webs. 3,787,930. CI. 19-106 OOr.

Allen. Gordon S. J., lt> Forward technology Limited. Cathode ray

tubes to facilitaterecording 3,789,259, CI. 315-21.0pr. ^
Allen, Herbert, to Cameron Iron Works, Inc Gate valve. 3,788,600,

CI 2.5.1-214 OOO
Allenspach. Heinz; and Meier, Fugen, to Mettlcr Instruments Co., AG.

Force measuring apparatus including sensitivity selection means.
3.7X8.4 10. CI. 177-25000

Alley. Ralph D ; and Sheridan. David S.. to Sherwood Medical Indus-

tries Inc. Cardiovascular catheter. 3,788,328, CI. I 28-350. OOr.

Allied Chemical Corporation; See—
Curtis. Omer F... Jr.; Fuller, Harold W., and Nussbauni, Ralph W:,

3,789,038. . .

Litke,Alvin Carl, 3,788,802. ,

Nittinger, Russell H . and Taylor, Donald C, 3.788,423.

Sievenpiper. Frederic Leory. and Bemont. HImorc. 3.788.8 11.

Soliman. Frank Yassin. 3.788.923.

Ailing, Richard 1. . to Torrington C"ompany. The. Bearing adapter.

3.788.7 I 5, CI. 308-217.000.
.Allis. Louis. Company. The: .SV<"

—

Purman. Joseph W . 3.789.249
Rettig. Charles H . 3.789.290

.Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—
Cole. David R ; and Worrix. Matthew L , 3,789,172.

Drone, Gary A; and Schncpp, James M, 3,788,419. ,

Kemnitz, Robert H.. 3,788,569.

Alpert, Seymour B; .SV<'

—

Wolk. Ronald H.; Chcrvcnak, Michael C; and Alport, Seymour
B, 3,788,973.

.AlphonsGlutz-Blolzheim AG.: .SVp—

Husler, Ballhasar, 3,788,02 I

.

Alps Motorola. Inc : -SVp—
Hirano. Takeshi. 3.788.649.

Mizumoto. Yoshio. 3 .789. 1 6 1

.

Aluminium Company of America; Sec—
Eiland. Khrlich M.. 3.788.886.

Alza Corporation; .SVc—
Michaels. Alan S. 3.788,322.

American Cyanam id Company: .^ff

—

Werneke. Michael Francis, 3.788.467.

American Cystoscopc Makers Inc.: See—
Hall.RichardW .3.788.303

American Home Products Corporation; See—

Ols (».(;.
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'
Thon,k Douglas W. 3.788 523 . .

'-
,

' :v

American Optical Corp<.rat.on_S**- ;
.. . ..

Shoemaker. Arthur H . 3 788.732.

^""Ta^^on?: Qa^ldT^Ll'ts. Ro.Hert E.. ana Qu.g.cy. Robert E .

, 3,788.608 •

Amer^an Stress W tc ^orporafon: Sre-

Andrews.JamcsS .
3.7»'.''3' , ,

ri«in. 3.78V.263
^

, . .

Anbo.Tsugio S**-
^ Anhr. Tsueio 3 78«*.343

'

H.rokawa.Kazuak.and Anbo Tsugio
s.gmatck. Inc

332-18 000

P 3.788.441 #
-'.

^"'r::^S R S^8e. DavH, B . and Andcr;.n. Charles W .

-3.789,097 ^

Andcrs6n. EmilG; S*r— i7Kir379'
> \.cc. Macon D and AjKU^oE^no^^^^ ^^^^^^_^^^
Andcrsoi\, Harold E.. to '^'^»-"""'-"

^7«v-.43.Cl i:3.14«(K)C
eapiciu. discharge s,s.c. and.cod

'^^^^.tI'^^;^^ «.,,,, h . ,,,

^•S^Oi/^rjolatl^r^ihc phosphonatc esters and their prepara-

...„ ^7K9 091 CI 2t>0-927 Ot)T 1 Tu-7 oK">

Anderson RoC;.- F Direct reading measuring instruments 3.7«7.9«.,

Cl 3:1-166 000 .

Anderson. W4ller ^ •
i' \«'*'7 ^ ^ AnderM»n, Walter F . Jr .

Madiid. Abdul Hamid. V a^'^- A'^"'" « '
.^""^'^ -'

.

andPcdulla,J»>»eph.Jr,.3.7»H,»ii*'

Ando.Masaru .SVf- .

,,:,,„hito 'Ando. Masaru. W ada.

<i:<«uno Takahiro. Kaboto. KaluniMV «" .

Vtor^asu..Mura>ama,rohru.andO/a*a, Fadayuki, 3.789..75

Andreas Ehrhardt. SV*"

—

r-i.tj.ii i T«K Sh'>

tions 3.7H8.993,Cl 252-51 50x^^^^^^.-^^^

tionale Induslrielle Aerospatiale. FIo>» !""»>-'

5-2 3 OOO • f
,

""''^;:):m:^.'"u^rriii::-«ip>'-^«-^
Apostolc;ris, Theodore G ">;'«'-

. . xhc.Hlore G 3.789.250
Ma.o.t Arthur ^.and^A^«ur.s.»c^-^^

•"'^*:ir :m^C!'£uld cryogen. fluid stream .ith^a gas

sueam 3.7«K.K25.C1 4K-190 000 ..

^"t:Sl:.'T'T^. Argabr,ht. P.rr>; and Smith. Ronald E.

3,789.M1)
. ^

'

Arita, Koshei .S*-!'— . , _„„ ^yx^

kinemura, Masao.und Ar.la, Koshei. 3,71<9.r96.

Arkansas Rock and Gravel Co >V.-

Holland.John H .3 7HK.504
incoAxnalcd Pres.surc mea

Armand. Harold A .
to Texas '- -^^'^^ '"^^ '7^;^; tMK,

surmg apparatus and methv>d3.7M«, I »^,«-

1

Armour and tiompany ^*'»'— ^ > •7M«..">()9

Artur OrhanG and Ross. Charles,W,3.7««..»>y

ArmslrongCorkCompan> .S.-^-

Sigman. Daniel M , Jr , 3.7K8,»7. .

Arnold Aitsociates. Inc '>><'—
Arnold, Steven. 3.7H8.01 -

Arnold. Harmon WSi-f- ,
, „ ,^-^ mu" 3 787A»22

Fo>, Charles I. ; and Arnold. Hari««^ W. .V/o '."'—

Arnold, Howard K Sfe-
u.,» Jrd K 3 788.343

Ncidorf, Samuel W .
and Arnold. ""^"^'^ "^ -J Engineering Cor-

Arnold. Orlan M . and V anc.ni, C arlo A^-
'

P^-^!;
*!(>,.,,';; ,,00

poration Gas cleaning apparatus -
. '"• -., /building structure

Arnold. Steven, .0 Arnold
A-V:arsuom>r,^s,s 3.788.012. CI 52-

elements of slabs with central supp«>rt p»>sis..

73000
•^'" Sr::Si7f-a^Fu.rk. Allen L. 3.7H8.59K

^'''irrLcon'rand Varnum. James V1,sa,dVarnumass.u tosa.d,.

3.788,313
. .,-1 \ irnum assor to said Arp,

Arp, Leon J . and Varnum, ^""^^
"J^"

^-^"^ cT^H 145 800
Leon J Respirator apparatus v7*t8,.M_.^

^ 249-187 IKK)

Smokehouse rack 3'»''tV ^^' j.,.\^,
Asahi^Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha V'T"

Nakljmia, Tohru, and N.iho. Masaak,. 3.7H7.988

^"'^r;\:::m!;'^a;:asak.. H.ronobu, and K.noshita. H.deo.

3.789.035.

Sff-

Asai. ruju
66-65 (KK)

entangled springs 3.7K»,4:»f>, ». 1

Taft David D, and Schmidt. Roger A. 3.789.044

^^'?,ir';;:hn'scotci:^:^, CraU. Ian Robert Henry, and Askew.

Asian ":,ir:;i*i^''t S'SIcrowave Corporation, The Probe f.>r

^'adiano:dctec,;,r 3,7«9,299.CI 324-95 tKK.

AsM>ciated Engineering. I imited: Sec-
|

• Buxton, Alan ^''^^^*'\
^-^^.^, ^nd Rolleberg. Kjcll Ove

AsMiw, Bengt Holger J'^;''-'"
.^;, ,^j\ ^,p„, d.rectcurren. voltage

Converter for prvnlucing a '•'7'""-''/
"'J^-,ov c\ 321-2 (KK)

from an input direct-current voltage
^-^^^-is'sj,-

As.ra-S,uco, a division under Astra_C.ruppen A/S .W

Jav.obsen, B,arne Hamilton. 3,788.3.5

Aleliers Diederichs See—
Guallo,Maxime,3,7H8,360

Athletic Swing Mcisurement. Inc

Evans. James W .3,788,647

Evans: James W
^-^l"*^^?^^^^ ^ jr , and Nicholson. Gordon

"'S^.
^n:rs:;^L;:t.^S.ct^ng C^^^ pressure respon.

• • .^ 1 7KX 341 CI 1 37-209 IKHI
sivevalvesystem 3,7N».-'4i,».i I ,

^

Audi NSL' Auto I nion Aktiengc-sellschaft A.^

Rossie, Egbert, and Barkc. Bernd, 3,7«8,686. I

^"' wl^m:;: AlVre^'^. and Manierre. Robert .. ,
3,788,574.

^""ko^S^-'nT l.ove..y, Curtis N , and Cunn.fT. John G .

* 3.788.963 _^ .^^^„ „„j^.„ r oOonnell, Thomas P . and

ticjes and apparatus therefor ^•^'*>'-7**„,,'
1 W-

Harrv Fred, and Rac/. Ge.uge, 3,788.748

Automatic FMU.pment Development C orpora.ion .V. -

Johnsion.James J . 3,789,. ;i

Automobiles M B^'''*-'
•''IvJ'iwi

Sibcud. Jean Paul, 3.789.381

Avci>Corp«>ration .V* —
Parlos, Stephen E ,3,788.76-

.
, „,,^,.h, Hd Burst amphfier

Avaki, Susumu, and Shimano, V a-;^^- «'
»:;'"j!;',.'^V5cb

f.H color telcvisu.n receivers ^y«.^' ; .,.
j,,.^^, h. and Osborne

SS3 00r _ I

BX;pt-^:;:r;; ^^.S2;:^£^P.-.
...»- ^ -,,.

cult with hold feature 3.789.26Z.«- 1 -

^•""^:ft'l*;:^bvrc. Jacqucs;^egond, Roger, and Badia, Michel.

3.788.956_
r^ .,..,n,|lar Tractor Company Apparatus for

Bagby. Thomas L ,
to ^^-"^ 'P'"f,,'"„,, ^1 29 237 OOO

reclaiming collet hose fittings 3.787.95tl. CI..
Bailcy.CarlW Ml W-

Carl W III. 3.788.808

239-120 0(K)

Bailey Meter Company. See-

Cohen, Kenneth W. ^•^88,593
p,^,^.f^,^,j Corporation Car-

thereof 3.788.876. CI. 1 17-38 OOO

^'"'•^^rbb'w.^ls A'ra'nd Baker. Frcl.ng E .
3.788.496.

"^''•^e^^rl^Ucr. Larry L . and Baker. James T,. 3.789.2.0.

^-''•^s::i;:;%edr3.788.409
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Baker Perkins Inc.; See—
l.cvi.Cieorge A ,3,788.799.

Balash. Edward: See—
Mincr,CarrollR .and Balash, Edward. 3.789,331

Balchunas, William Clement, and Mila. Jose Antonio, to Western Elec-

tric Company, Incorporated Method of and apparatus for detecting,

classifying and locating insulation faults in insulated elongated con-

ductors 3,789,295, CI 324-54()00

Baldwin, Edwin C , and Wrenncr, Warren R . to International Business

Machines Corporation Electron beam deflection control apparatus

3,789.1 85. CI 219 121.0eb

Baldwin, Richard R , and Rule, Bruce J , to Hewlett-Packard Com-
pany Optical dilatometer 3,788,746, CI 356-106.000

Balentino, Frank. Jr . to National Can Corporation. Guide rail fi>r a

conveyor 3,788,457, CI 198-204 (MH)

Balevsky. Anguel Tonchev, Nikolov, Ivan Dimov; Ncnov, Dragan llicv,

and Momchilov, Emil Nikolov, to Niitm Pri Ban Machine for casting

under pressure 3.788.790. CI 425 242 (XKl

Balfan/. Glenn F . Jr lawn edging structure 3,788,001 , CI 47-3 3 (KIO

Ball, Frank J . to Westvaco C«upt)ration Method for removing sulfur

dioxide from waste gases and recovering a concentrated stream of

sulfurdioxidc 3.789,1 10, CI 423-539 0(H)

Ballast -Nedam (irocp N V .S<'»'

Hartman, Cornells. 3.788.146

Balogh, Roy. to McCahe-Powers Body Company Control system fur a

derrick 3.788,425. CI 182-148000
Bangor Punta Operation, fnc See-

VanGilsl.Carl. 3,788,280
Banham, John Anthony Door fastening units 3.788,679. CI 292
40 000

Bar-O-Matic Sales Co .S««

—

Neidorf, Samuel W . and Arnold, Howard K., 3,788.343

Barbcr-C'olman C\>mpanv Sff—
Crandall, Charles B . and Wicnekc, Frederick I. , 3.787.938

Barhin. Robert I loyd, to RC A CHrporation f-lcctron beam and deflec-

tion yoke alignment for producing convergence of plural in-line

beams 3.789.258. CI 315-130cg
Barhini. Aldo, to C"onsiglio Na/ionale delle Ricerche Swinging ap-

paratus for supporting containers for seaweed cultures or the like

3,788.61 1,C1 259-54 000
Barenyi, Bela. and Busch. Xicrhard, to Daimler-Ben? Akticn-

gesellschaft Arrangement of the drive and support of windshield

wipers 3. 788.681. CI 296-2K(IOr

Ban. Jaime A . Maffill. Kent N . and Sicvers. Jerry A , to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company Multiple electron mirror ap-

paratus and method 3.789.370. CI 3'40-l73.0cr

Barkan. Philip, Barton. Robert S . Skreiner. Klaus M.; and Tognella,

I go R . to Cieneral Electric C"ompany. Earthquake-protective sup-

pt.rl system for electrical apparatus 3.789.1 74. CT 200-1 68()0r

Barke. Bernd See—
Rossic. Egbert, and Barke. Bernd. 3,788,686

Barkm.inn. Herman (i . to Odot Corp«iration Heat exchange system.

3.788,388, CI 165-32 000
Barlow, (ieorge Joseph, to Honeywell Information Systems. Inc. Self-

checking digital storage s>stem 3.789.204. CI 235-153()am
Barney . ^ alter V^ Coded magnetic card and system ftir encoding and

sensing the same 3.788.6 I 7. CI 235-6 II 2m
Barre. Jcan-Ciahncl .Sec—

Holt, ference Albert, and Barre, Jean-(iabriel, 3.787.915.

Barrera. Roherlti Cion/ale? See—
Rubio, Manuel, and Leal, Victor Mario, 3.788.139.

Barrett. Monroe C: .SV«-

—

Fachini, Robert M . Kenna. Fenton l. . Jr . Barrett. Monroe C" .

Nickla. Louis E . and Graham, Robert L , 3.788.495

Bartletl, Homer E See—
Rosa, Jack, and Bartletl. Homer E , 3.789.407

Bartletl. Philip Lee. to Du Pont de Nemours. F I . and Company Solid

lubricant additives dispersed in perfluoroalkyl ethers with per-

fluoroalkyl ether acid dispcrsants 3.788.987. Cl' 252-25.000

Barton. James C ; Christensen. Jon C ; and Mueller. James R . to

Caterpillar I ractor Company Vehicle seat. 3.788,697. Cl. 297-

307 OOO
Barton. Robert S : .SVc—

Barkan. Philip. Barton. Robert S.; Skreiner, Klaus M.. and Tognel-

la. Ugo R. 3,789.174

BASF Wyandotte Corporation: See—
Stephenson. Orlando W . III. and Schmidt. John E . 3.788.966

Bashaw. Arthur E Walercraft with rotatable floating pontoons.

3,788,256. Cl 1 14-39000
Bataille, Roger. Maison. Francois P ; and Curvale. Pierre Paul, to Elec-

tronique Marcel Dassault. Radiolocation system. 3.789.41 I.CI. 343-

I 13.00r

Batdorf. Jack B , and Weiss, Steven M , to Hercules Incorporated

Concrete compositions or mixes and additive therefor. 3,788.869,

Cl 106-93 000.

Batsch, Guy, to Societe Civile Textile dite Socitex. Twisting devices for

filaments 3,788,057. Cl 57-77 400
Batlelle Development Corporation: .SV*"

—

Crites. Nelson A . and Schaer. Glenn R , 3.788.955

Strohecker. Daniel E. 3.788. 1 28
Battellc Memorial Institute: See—

Crites. Nelson A . 3,788.186
Schneider. Karl; Cuenoud. Gerard; Bouladon. Gabriel; and Zup-

piger, Paul.3,788.232
Batts. John H : See—

Garrison. Judd F ; and Batts. John H.. 3,788.488.

Batts. John Thomas, Inc.: See—
Garrison, Judd F , and Batts, John H., 3,788,488.

Bauer, George B., and Thornberg. Dean S.. said Thornbcrg assor. to E-

System, Inc Pendulum stabilizatit>n for antenna structure with

radome 3,789,41 4, Cl 343-761.000.

Bauerle, Mathias. GmbH, Firma: See—
Lehmann, Werner, 3,788.638

Baumann. Reinhold. Kun/e. Ernst-Gunter; Lauerbach-Lchmcier,
R<ibert. Striebich, Alfred; and Rothe, Hans-Joachim, to Zimmer Ak-
tiengesellschaft. Process for the production of regenerate.

3.789,026, Cl. 260-2 300.

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Arrigo. Anthony L., 3.788.1 19.

Bayer Aktiengescllschaft: See—
Breer, Karl. 3,788,337.

Kalz, Dietmar, Wolfrum, Gerhard; and Nccff, Rutger. 3.788.8 10.

Nassenstein. Heinrich; and Fitzky. Hans-Georg. 3.788.728. =

Traubel. Harko; and KIcbcrt. Wolfgang. 3.789.027.

Iraubcl, Harro; Weber, Karl-Arnold; Koch, Otto; and Konig,

Klaus. 3.788.887.

Beakhane. Henry. ( Fortox ) Limited: See—
Know les. Peter M. 3.788.377.

Bear. Fred B.; and Jefferey. Owen F... to Victor Comptometer Corpora-

tion Adjustable bow sight 3,787.984, Cl 33-265.000

Bearden. Roby, Jr.; MacMulhn, Robert B ; Lewis, William E ; and Wel-

ty, Albert B . Jr.. to Esso Research and Engineering Company.
Process for the desulfurization of petroleum 6i\ stocks. 3,788,978,

Cl. 208-208 OOn.

Beaudoin, Yvon; and Gingras. Claude A., said Beaudoin assor. to said

Gingras. Claude A. Multiple-speed transmission with reverse drive.

3.788.1 67. Cl 74-762.000.

Beausoleil. William F.; Ho. Irving T.; and Yu. Hwa Nien. to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Dyanmically ordered

bidirectional shfft register haying charge coupled devices. 3,789.247,

Cl 307-304.000
|

Beck. Russell R ; George. David B.; and Anderson, Charles W, to Ken-

necott Clipper Corporation. Process for producing pelletized metal

sulfide materials 3,789.097. Cl. 264-82.(K)0

Beck, Warren R.; and Sweeny, Norman P., to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company. Incompressible, conformable structure

containing cellular particles 3,787.908. Cl. 5-348.()wb.

Beckman Instruments, Inc.: See—
Rohrbaugh. Donald G. 3.788.8 15

Rohrbaugh, Donald G, and Pearson. William R .3.788.816.

Becton. Dickinson, and Company: See—
Kitzic. John. 3.788.602.

Becton, Dickinson Electronics Company: .S><'—

Wilner, Leslie B, 3.788,149.

Bednarczyk, Julian F . and Gate. James M . to Westinghouse Electric

C'orporation. Two-piece bladed diaphragm for an axial flow

machine 3,788,767. Cl. 4 1 5-2 1 7.000.

Beebe. Raymond A , to Massey-Ferguson. Inc. Pneumatic seed

dispenser 3,788.5 18. Cl. 22 1-21 1.000.

Behrendt. John W , to United States of America. Navy Frame for low

frequency source 3.789.401 , Cl. 340-8.00s.

Beier, Helmut; Handke. Siegfried; and Konczal. Wolfgang, to Siemens

Aktiengescllschaft Electric compressed-gas circuit breaker.

3.789,1 75, Cl 200-148. OOr.

Beicrtz, Hans, to Farbwerke H»iechst Aktiengescllschaft vormals

Meister Lucius & Bruning. Dyeing polyamide bcinded fleece by

dwelling with method complex azo dycstuffs. 3,788.807, Cl. 8-

26.000.

Beigay, Jack M., Choby. Edward G.. Jr.; and Kaferlf, Joseph S., to Al-

legheny Ludlum Industries, Inc. Mechanical shaping. 3,788,1 12. Cl.

72-46.000.

Beisch. Hanspeter E.; and Kaman, Frank A', to Skil Corporation.

Safety retracting mechanism for the lower guard of a portable saw.

3.787.973. Cl 30-391 000
Bell. David E.; Johari. Girish C. and McNulty, Edward R , to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Voltage level control for

DC. -to-D.C. converter. 3,789,289. Cl. 321-2.000.

Bell, Heinz G.; and Stepper. Heinz J . to Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration. Non-sag incandescent tungsten filament for an incan-

descent lamp 3.789.255. Cl. 313-217.000.

Bell. Larry E. Boat guide device. 3.788.502. Cl. 2 14-84.000.

Bell Northern Research Ltd.; See—
Lenaeris. George Victor. Laing. Graham Sterling; Morrell. Ronald

Joseph, and Willis. Wesley Nelstin (said Laing assor. to).

3,789,348.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—

Beurrier, Henry Richard. 3.789.314.

Beurricr, Henry Richard, 3.789.3 15.

Bonyhard, Peter Istvan. 3.789.373.

Bridges. Thomas James, and Nguyen. Van-Tran. 3,789.235.

Cantor, Barry Ira, 3.789,242

Chen. Yu-Ssu; Gcusic. Joseph Edward; and Nelson. Terrence

John. 3.789.375.

Heightley, John Donnell. 3.789.206

Hess, William Emil. Jr.. 3.789,24 1

.

Kotwicki. Allan Joseph. 3.789.199.

Krambeck, Robert Harold; and Walden. Robert Henry, 3,789,267.

Larsen. Arthur Bertel. 3.789.132

Major. Norman Lionel. 3,789.146.

May. Paul Hillard. 3.789.304.
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Mcdill. David Gordon, and O Ncill. John Francis. 3.78«i.l52.

Medill. David Gordon, 3.78S.1 54

Schneider. Herbert Anton. 3,789.245.

tngcr. Burton Abram. -3.788.«*1 I

Yarnell. Charles Frederick. 3.788.898.

Bell-Northern Research Ltd See—

Maheux Peter Francis. 3.789.342

Belvedere Paul C Protective face mask and padding materu.1 therefor

3.787.895. CI 2-9 000

Bement. Elmore -S**^— itwhkii
Sicvenpiper. Frederic Leory. and Bcment. Flmore. 3.788.K II

Benasut.f. Lou.s D , and Chernek. Joseph D . to Genera Motors C or

^tration Waterlineretractorforrcfr.geratorcab.net 3.788.094. CI

62-339 000
Bcndix Corporation. The See—
• Miller. Donald L .3.788.099

Sliney. John T 3.788579
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^

Bcniamin. Milton L. vvaiKcr. i^jviu ^. ,.,.., i tku fcS8 (1
Knckson Tjh.I Company Instant change 1.h,I holder 3.788.658. t I

Bennttt^Br^an Garner, and Holmes. W.ll.am SamueL to Albright &

r,ls.;n Limited Production of nitrogen and phosphorous-contain

ingcompounds 3.788.986.CI 252-1 (KM)

Bennett James R . to Fvans Products C ...pany Car shipping ap

naratus 3.788.238. CI 105-368 OOr ... r

Berastrom Theodore R . to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

Company Filter 3.788.486. CI 2 10-496 (M)0

Bergv^erksverband G m b H iVf—
, . .^ . i <.„„.

Juntgen Harald. Knoblauch. Karl, /urdort. Dieter, and Gappa.

Gunther. 3.788.985

Beringer. M.>nmue .Wf—
,-,„«.-7i

Buchmann. Paul, and Beringer. Mon^uc. 3.78H.47 1

Berko*../. Sidney, to FMC Corporation ^'>'";"'^'•"K *-«h ^ m>n-hurn-

.ng chlorinated dry bleach 3,789.000. CI 252-95 (HO^

Bernard. Andre. Gagne. Pierre. Gras. Georges, and Neel. Jean to

Societe Civile d.te Soltcx Textile material coated *ith a waterproof

•

ing agent 3.788.884. CI I 17- 1 21 OOO

Bernstein. Jack SV*-—
i iwu ii71

Narayanan. Venkatachala L . and Bernstein. Jack. 3.789.07

3

Bernstem Jack, to Squibb. F R. & Sons. Inc C arboxamides

3.789.072. CI 260-557 OOb ,„„.„,
Berrange. Aubrey Ralph, to S-<»' African Inventions VvcUp^^^

Corporation Impact roller apparatus 3.788.757. CI 404 1.4 inn

Berry Metal Company See

-

Bmirim. Donald D . 3.788.235

Berttnelli.Fmilii> Alberto SVf-
^ , . .^ . iiwui«<

C igala. V incen/o. and Berlinetti. Fmilio Alberto. .3.7»».l>s

Bcsnso. George Frank See—
Bro*n. >«,ll.am B . Besnvo. George Frank, and Hornor. Fugen.

Marshall. 3.7KK.2 I 3
'

Besser Paul J See —
Mee Jack F .and Besser. Paul J .3.788.896

Besse.le.'oiiver FU*ard. to RCA Corporation "'»f';„'l,%7'>
V*'';79

muh. channel magnetic circuit tran^ucer 3.789.156. CI
1

/«*

100 20c

Beta Crafts. Incorporated .SVf—
,

Hasselbach. Arthur. 3.788.590.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation Vf-
, ,- „. Mw h .ei D

Gelles. Nicholav Sh.ley. Paul J. and C asella. Michael U,

3.788.690
Miller. Timothv W-. 3.788.624.

Peoples. Richard A .
3.78K.272

Stephens. Paul F. 3.788.864

Beurrier' Henry Richard, to Bell '^'^P*""--
/i;*^;-';;;"^,'"^ -

porated Amplifier ulili/ing input signal power 3.789.314. CI

• 185 000
Beurrier. Henry Richard, to Bell relephone Laboratories. Incor-

porated Hybrid couplers 3.789.3 15. CI 330-185 000

Beymer Glen F Extension for a mobile continuous siding machine

3.788.II5.CI 72-181 000.

Billeri. Fulvio; See—
Billeri.Tullio. and Billcri. Fulvio. 3.788.0O4.

Billeri Ricardo & Frigli S n c See-

Billeri.Tullio. and Billeri. Fulvio. 3.788.0O4
, c i «„,

Billeri. Tullio. and Billeri. Fulvio. to Billeri Ricardo & F"8''^ " ":

Systems for opening and closing access apertures m the •>"«--*-"-

of tannery qaddle tumbles and the like 3.788.1K)4. C I 49-4
1
000

Bilh.G & C .Sp A SVf-

Billi. Giorgio. 3.788.104
_

Bill. Giorgio, fo Bill.. G & C . S p A Yarn changer for mult.-feed e.r-

cularkmttngmae-hines 3,788,104. CI 66-1 38.(K)0^

B.ndernagel, AH, and Mat,^eN, Friedrich Karl, to Kocks, Fr.cdrich.

Firma Rolls 3.787.942. CI 29-125 WMK
..nj P.niuette

Binsham Ronald E . Cecil. Thomas F Gall.. Gu.do. and P.^^ctte.

Gereon E to International Business Machines Corp..ration Cororti,

charging device 3.789.278, CI 3 I 7-262 (K)a

Binkley Company, The See—
Kiselewski, bonald L ,

3,788,019

Binks-Bullows, Limited See—
Guise Frank 3.788.554 ,

Bintrim. Donald D .
to Berry Metal C'^P/^y^^-fP:;':

l^rdiJo'
turn wheel of cable-driven chair lift. 3.788.235. CI 104- 191 OOO

Bio/Physics Systems. Inc Sf<'—
, ) k....^

Friedman. Mitchell. Kamentsky. Louis A .
and Kl.ngcr.llsaac

3.788,744

Birchall, James Derek, and CassKly, John Flward^tolrnpcrialC^^^^^

Industries. Limited Fibrous materials 3 788.885. CI "^ 'i*"-"

Bish. Raymond C Saddlebag travel case for a m.m.rcycle 3.788.532,

CI 224-31 IKH)
. . u -„

Bishop Billy H FIukJ l.ft mechanism and underground housing

^ 788,197. CI 92-77(88)

Bishop, Gerald B , to Ford Motor C ompany Accelerator pump system

1788 615 CI 26l-'<4(M)a

BK,rn James M , and JohnM>n, C Walter Frame for hanging f.ilders in

fileeabinets 3.788.7 18. CI 312-184(88)

Black and Decker Manufacturing C ompany See—

Ehrlich. Stephen Jeffrey. 3.788.049

Black Claws»)nFibcrclaim. Inc .mesne .Srr-

Marsh.PauU. .3.788.568

Black Sivalls & Brvson. Inc See- '

ArenM.n.FdwmM .3.788.825
u .. ;

.

Blackmer. David F Compander with control ^'K"^' '"8^"
•'ITrL^''^ 'V

lated to the instantaneous RMS value of the input signal 3,789,14.1.

BlickS, RobLn F . to Westinghousc Electric Corpi.rat.on Fl.iw me-

i..r < 788 141 CI 73 l94(M)b

Bl nr Bovd C . to Br.icket, Stripping Machine ( o Inc (.lue applying

device V78S.270.C I
118-5(MH)

Blakely Industries .%•«- I

Blakelv James I 3.788.362

Blakely James I . to Blakelv Industries Automatic loom filling winder

1,788.36:. CI I 39 247 (HK) 1

Blaufftjnkt Werkc (imbH .S.i-—
|

Backwinkel. Johannes. 1.789.262

Prolss. Hans.andHcgelcr.NVilhclm. V789..16. .

Bloomfield. Roger D . to Lnitlo Systems Company Valve for levit.ited

vehicle track 3.788.23 I. CI 10423 Ofs

Blount Fric Albert, to Marconi Company limited. I he lraekert>..ll

irranuemcnts 3.789.218. CI 250 2310se

BKmZ Arthur I . and Snodgrass. John F '•' ^ "•;-' ^•;'- •' .,'^';';;.

ica. Air Force hrenuency disc.immator device 3.789.19V. H *4.i

B.l^hland. Robert R . Jr . to Feather Hill Industries. Inc Feeder lor

clinging type- birds 1.788.279.CI I l9-52.(H)r
|

Bochnncer Ingelheim G ni b H See—
.. , • r

krueer Gerd /.Pp. Otmar. Keck. Joh.innes. N.ekl. Josef

Maehle'd. Hans'ohnacker. Gerhard. Fngelhorn. Robert, and

Puschmann.Siglrid. 3.789.125
|

B.H.ing Company. I he .S^.-
» 7«u lux

*

Henson. Alfred J .and Lewis. Richard V>
. '•^'<^;''"*,

, ,.

B..c.rchcr. Clifford 1. and Crcisman. David <). dece.ised <bv

Creasman. Frances S .
admm.stra.nx , AuU.ma.ic and scmi-auto

m....c reel tenders 3.788.575. CI 282.8h 50r

Bi.lex Interna. i«>nalSA .SVf -
,,„„-,,..

Oulevay. Serge, and I hevena/. Jean. 3.788.7.^^

Bolt Associates. Inc See—
^

,

Chelminski. Stephen \ . 3, 788.40.
, i „., . hi... L

Bonner Alv.n I . Sr . t.- Singe. Company. I he I niversal knile bloek

for tutting m.ichines 1.78K.245.CI ll2 79.M»r
,^ ,„„ ,„„,

Bonne... Charles () Windrow controller 3.7KK,051.CI 56.399.88)

Bonomo.OttoA See-
i twt ujT

Valcnlc.RavmondL .and B.>nomo. Otto A .3.787.947.

Bonvhard. Peter Istvan. to Bell Ieleph..ne I ahoratones. "-'r;,-^;',

Magnetic, single wall domain, or logic using chevron domain

pr paga.ng elements 1.789.171. CI
140J

74 00

Bo'li/amf. Giorgio. Lesea. Pier Carlo, and Pon,am^ Lu.gi. ';' <'^^^;';-

Ing . C , & C . S p A Transducer p,.sitioning mechanism 1.789.1 /k.

. B.H 'th' Richardl'' to Taylor. S G
•

S»^-"
^ VZI.?

" '" '
'"'" '"'""

..on and repair system 3.788.062. CI 59 15 OOO

Borg Warner C orporation See-
.u r l 7KK ()75

Holdeman. John W . and McMillcn. Kenneth
V-/\^/,?-'*^^ „„,,h

JohnM.n. Raymond F . Miller. Wendell E . and McMillen, Kenneth

Shuey! ScotlVamcs, Smith, Wallace Leiand, and W.Ik. Harold G .

Jornem'an""L'aw'rence A ,
to Dick, A B

, V.-'^^reri^^t^'Tn
with master making and pneumatic handling features 3,788,.. I

,

<- 1.

Bo'rnltt' Charles B . and Morns^.n. Larry A
.
to R-'-"<'-

'--^V" O
Pneumatic tube carrier end closure constructH.n 3.788.577. CI.

Bo'm.wir Ball-pitching device 3.788.297, CI 124-7 .KM)

Bosch. Robert,G m bH .SV«—
.,-,«« u^a

Kurz, Hanns, and Linder, Siegfried, ^-^^^^-^^^

Leutner, Volkmar, and Romes, Roman, 3,788,7 l>.

Schwerin,Ciuenther, 3.788,709 ,

VanderKolk.Hans-Jurgen. 3.788.77.1 o .i„h R
Boschen William O . and Grieshaber Otto A- to Car er^ Ralph B

Company Waste water priM:ess tank control facility 3,788.47., t.1

Ji^Ro^rN Meth.Hl for accelerating the molding cycle by blanket-

^irgJatdry^arbon dioxide gas 3,789.093,C1 264-37(8)0

''''''^Z^tZT:.^;^:^. S<uen F S , and B<.strom. Ber.il In-

B<.ttom's'EuieneRu, Chevron Research Company Method of accu-

rS mef:unng, depthwisc, well casing collars for interpretative

purposes 3,789.292, CI 324-34 OOr

Bouchard, Joseph Sterilizing apparatus 3,789.228. CI -M> 9V.* xnn,.
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Bouladon.Ciabriel Vcc —
Schneider. Karl. Cuenoud. (jerard. Bouladon, Gabriel; and Zup-

piger, Paul. 3.788.232
Bowe. Bohler & Weber K(i .SV*"—

Burger. Hurst. 1,787.986
Bowler. Lauren L . to Cieneral Motors Corp«>ration Anti-theft system

including a pushbutton electronic combination ignition lock and
transmission shill control 3.788.422. CI 1 80- 1 I4()(K)

Bowman. Brian, to British Steel Corp«>ration Arc furnaces. 3.789. 1 27.

(I 1112 000
Bovcr. W ilhelm .V<'«' -

Ri.ter. Josef, (iolt, Hans. Ritter. Klaus, (iamillscheg. Otto. Boyer.

Wilhclm.and Rmcr.Gerhard.3.78K.I22
Bo/oian. Michael. Krugler. Allen I).. Jr . ;uid Radin. Bernard G . to

Ford Motor Company FIcc.ric circuitry for vehicle speed responsive

system 1.7>'8.42I.C 1 180 105(K)r

Hr.icke.t Stripping Machine Co . Inc : .SVi-—

HIair. KovdC . 1.788,270

Hr.idd..n. David V : .SVf—
Falkehag.StenI and Braddon. David V. 3.789.043

Bragg. Keiinelh R . .o ParkerHannifin Corporation Fuel tank inerling

svs.cni wi.h means to improve .heinuil siahilil\ of fuel 3.788.039.
CI 55 160 000

Ht.igg. Kenneth R . and Kenvon. Richard L . .o ParkerH.innilin C'or-

poi.i.ion I ucl ..ink mcrlingNSsleni 3,788.040.(1 5S.|60()00.

Brahkr. George R (..nl.iiner closure 1.788.5 12.(1 220-25000
Hiainaid. James I . and Palm. Rt>herl J Vehicle wheel and spider

Iherelor 1.788.705. (1 301-9 Odn
Hf.iinerd Manulaelunng CO .Vcr

I ippnian. Aaron H . 1.7XK.107

Brandt. .Alan .S«-r

Rabenhorsi. Dav.d \\ . Braiidl. .M.in. D.irncll. Kenneth F . ami
(ieorge. James F . 3.788. 1 «.2

Hi.i>s, Robert I liiy mailbox 1.787.987.(1 15 I 000
Hi.iun. F rust .S«v

—

Br.iun.Gert. and Hr.iun. i rust. 1.788,458

Br.iun. Gert. .intl Brauii. I rust. I<> Halbach & Braun Convevor trough
Lonnecting i.unt constuiction 1.788.458. (I 198 204 000

Biaun. Pete. Sir

Htil.iiei . Geit. H.iitiiianii. .Xiloll. .iiid Hrauii. Pclci. 3.789.03 I

Biaun. VS .(tmip.iiu .S«'€' -

I eincr. Nathan H . 1.787.904

Brav.on ( scle Iniptuvenieiil .Associates, mesne Src—
Nebgen. \S illiani H . 1.78K.06«i

Bi.i//cl. Ronald 1) S,,

Shell. Don ( . lannei. David A . and Br.i//el. Ronald D.
1.788.017

Breei. Kail, .o Haver .Sktiengesellschaf. App.iratus and process for

mixing components which react quickly with one another, more
especiallv lo. the production ol t'oani materials 3.788.117. CI 137-

I 00(1

Hreglia. Denis R . Mohoii. SS indell \ . and Mulson. Joseph F . to

I nited States of America. N.ivv I aser direct lire simulator emplov-
ing relrac.ive media 3.7S8.711.CI 350-2x7 000

Hreikss, Iv.iiN Peter, lo Hoiievwell Inc Compensation of reproduced
signal bv mcKuring devi.ilioii ol recordeil reference signal

1.7S'<.179.( I 340.174 Hill

HreiiiiKT. David h . to N.itioii.il ( .ish Regislci Companv. I he Price

setting kevs .iiid method ol .r.inskrriiig price to printer 3.7X9.191.

(I 215 «.l I Ir

Bresson. Cl.irence K . ami •( ohb, K.ivnioiul I . to Phillips Pelroleuni

Comp.inv \ovel nuiltitunc.ional hvilroxv compounds 3.7X9.069,

( i 2^o "i 14 oil)

Brettr.igei. Donald K .Scf

(heck. John M .and Brellragei. Don.ild R . 1,78X,|9K

Breunsbach. Maurice C . to Spirolel l i>rporalii>fi Noz/lc 1. 788. 351.

(I 1 17 604 OIMI

Breunsbach. Maurice ( . t>< Spimlel ( orpoiation I iquid injection

adaptor 1.7X8.557. (I :.U*-401 OOO
Brewer. J.ihn A Piston engine 1.7XX.:x»i. CI l23-43.00c

Brewer. Robert W . to General Motors Corporat.on All-metal cheek
valve lor air in|ecli.>n svstem 1.7XX,07I.( I 60-29.t OOO

Bre/ina.Jan Auloma.ic cigaret.e lighter 3. 7X9. 187. CI 219261000
Bridges. I homas James, and Nguyen. S'an-lran. to Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Incorpor.ited I .ir infrared coherent radiation source

emploving charge carrier spin nonline.irity in a magnetic field

1.789.'2 35.CI 307-88.300
Hridipum. Robert J : See -

(ilass. William H . and Bridigum. Robert J . 3.78X.769

Hrilloii. Jacques, to L'Air I iqiiide Societe .Aiionynie pour I'F.tude et

I'Fxploita.ion des Prj>ceiles (icorges Claude Crytigenic gas traps.

3.788.096. CI 62-55 500
British Iron and Steel Research Associates. I he .Sec

—

Hoyle. Geoffrey, and I ongbo.tom. David Melvin. 3.788.381

British Petroleum Companv Limited. The .V<r—
( ook. I erence John, and Olive. Marl.n Frederick. 3.789.082

British Steel Corporation SVc —
Bowman. Brian. 3.789.127

Brock. Larry D . Ciames. John F. . and Saunders. J«>hn. to United Air-

craft Corporation Course/fine svnchro altimeter converter
3.789. 19 1. CI. 340-347O0e

Brock. Robert James. Hansen. Paul Bernard, and Wilson. John C . to

Kimberly-Clark Corporation Nonwoven laminate containing
bonded continuous filament 3.788.936. CI 161-148 000.

Brocrman. Arthur B. Medical adhesive solvent composition.

3,789,1 I 8, CI. 424-45 .HW).

Brooks, Frank W., and Naismith, Thomas D., to General Motors Cor-
poration Disc brake and wheel assembly 3,788,429, CI 188-

18 (8)a

Brorein, William J., and Humen, Nicholas, to General Cable Corpora-
tion Electrical connector for telephone cords. 3,789,344, CI. 339-
59OOm

Brose, Peter, to Sick, Erwin, Firma Needit monitoring device for cir-

cular knitting mach.nes 3,788, 105, CjL 66-1 57.0(KJ.

Brotherton, I homas Kemper .SV«'^

Colomb, Henry Octave, Jr.; Trecker, David John; and Brotherton,

I homas Kemper, 3,789,042
Brown, Boveri & C.e Aklicngescllschaft: See—

Cioehle, Roll; Vclten, Walter, and Knirsch, Gunther, 3.789.334.

Brown, Boveri & Company Limited. See—
Winter. Peter. 3.789.233

Brown. Ha/el V.: .SVc

—

Brown. William B.; Bcsnyo. George Frank; and Hornor, Eugene
Marshall. 3,788,213

Brown, Malcolm B., to United States of America. Navy. Ordnance han-

dling device 3,788,680, CI. 294-8 1 (K)r

Brown. William B; deceased (by Brown. Ha/cl V'.. representative);

Besnvo. (ieorge Frank, and Hornt>r. Eugene Marshall, to Western
Flectric Ctimpany. Incorporated Methods «>f and apparatus for

marking successive sections of an elongated material. 3,788.2 I 3, CT
I0I-37O00

Brown. William David; and Thomson. Richartl S.->cl. to Dunlop
I milted Inllatable seals 3.788.65 l.CT 277 14.0(i!,

Brown. William J . t»> Chemplex C«>mpany .American Can Company
Conttnuous forms leader 3.788.536. CI 226 9! OOu

Bru. Michel, to Fts J J Carnaud & Forges de Basse-lndre Sheet feed-

ing cvlinder 3.7X8.639. CT 27 1-53 (HH).

Bruer. James D.; Buddington. Donald L.; and Klein. Walter F . to Inter,

national Business Machines Corporation. Dictation apparatus with

disc loading, feeding, and ejecting feature 3.789.160. CI 179-

100 20/
Brumett. Billy M . to Hawlcy Manufacturing Corporation. Spring

securemeni means for sealing web. 3.78X.20X.CT 98-1 I5.0vm
Brundage. Horace W .SV<'-o

Fvans. Robert A ; and Brundage. Horace W.. 3.787.920
Brunei L'niversity .SV<'

—

Jeffries. I homas Oliver. 3.788.234

Bruning. Leslie Drain guard for contact lens. 3,788.485. CI. 210-

474000
Bruno. Joseph S: .S'<"<"

—

Harper. Robert J . Jr . (iautreaux. (iloria-A ; Bruno. Joseph S.. and
Donoghue. Matthew J . 3.788.804.

Brunswick Corporation; .SV<'—
Strong. William A . 3.788.267

Brusa. Lgo Electric furnace for heating and melting scrap iron and
steel 3.789. 126. CI I3-I0O00.

Buchmann. Fred J ; Eidt. Clarence M . Jr.; Mason. Ralph B.; and
Hamner. Glen P.. to Esst> Researeh<J^nd Engineering Company
Hvdrocracking process utilizing mixed nonnoble metal catalyst

1.'78X.974. CI 208-59.000.

Buchmann. Paul, and Beringer. Monique. to Solc«> Basel AG. Dialysis

apparatus 3.788.47 I. CI 2IO-94.;)00
Buckbee-Mears CVimpany: .SVf—

Frant/en. John J .and Lund. Charles M. 3.788.912

Budd. Allan 1... I4>ster. Robert F . and Circenbcrg. Jonathan S.. tii

Monitor Labs. Inc. Cias permeation tube and methtnl for the filling

thereof 3,7X8.545. CT. 239-.14.0()0.

Buddington. Donald L.: See—
Bruer. James D ; Buddington. Donald l... and Klein, Walter F..

3.7X9.160
Buechler. Lester W .. to Systems Research Laboratories. Inc. Distance

indicating optical probe 3.788.741 . CI. 356-4000
Buelow . William H . Mi>hrbacker. William J.;.and Mihulowicz. George,

to Rexnord. Inc. Lubricant system for drive -and support of concrete
mixer drum. 3.788.6 10. CI 259- 1 77.000.

Bukama GmbH Hanover: .Sff

—

Lange.Wilfried. 3.788.195.
Bunker-Ramo Corporation. The: .SVf

—

Jen. Dixson Teh-Chao; and Lotan. Amram Zvi. 3.789,365.

Burger, Edgar P , to Ford Motor Company. Rain cap for exhaust pipe.

3,788.072, CT 60-324.000.

Burger, Hurst, t«) Bowe, Bohler & Weber KG. Blower for vehicle-dry-

ing installation. 3,787,986, CI 34-229.000.

Burkness, Donald C , and Warlick, William W , Jr , to United States of

America, Army Serial code translator 3,789.390. CI. 34()-347()dd.

Burlington Northern, Inc.: ,SVf—

Slusher, Leonard G, 3,788,498
Burns, Bland Calvin. Vacuum sewage conveying with vacuum operated

valve. 3,788,338, CI 137-1000.
Burns, Louis O., to General Signal Corporation. Actuator unit.

3,788, 1 94. CI. 91-386.000
Burns. William E.; and laylor. Robin, t**! Interlakc Inc. Transfer car ar-

rangement 3.788.499, CT 214-16 40b
Burri. Hans, to Heberlein & Co. AG. Apparatus for selectively chang-

ing the sense of rotation of the twist tube of a false-twist machine.

3.788.056. CI. 57-77.450.

Burroughs Corporation: .SVf

—

Holz. George E; and Ogle. James. 3,789.265.
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KuDskv. George Andrew. 3.7»''.'*'»0

Burton Christopher Ph.l.p. to International Computers, limited Krror

ndicatme display 3.789.385. CI 340-324 (M)r

Bur> Ge.?ge John', .o Uhnois Tool WorWs Inc Alternate action switch

convertible to momentary b> putting latch on d.flerent pivot

3 TS**. 173. CI 200-153 (H)j

Rusch Francis R . to General Electric Company, Gas conditioning and

analwmg system 3.788.8 13. CI 23-232 (K)e

Busch. Gerhard .SW-
^ ,,_ .,-,o«fc-i

' Barenvi, Bela. and Busch. Gerhard. 3.788.68 r

'"^t:;::;::crS::^cer BusdicCcr. Robert a and Hagedorn,

ErvkinC 3.788.865

Bushk. Walter Siegbert. to International Business ^ -^ »'•";-
^;\';;"[:;

tion Magnetic tape cartridge and storage apparatus 3.788.576. C 1

• '421»>'J 0(HI . . .

Bu't.ner. Gert. Hartmann. Adolf, and Braun. Peter.
'^\^''l^*^'^'--

Hoechst Aktiengesellschalt vormals Meister Lucius & Bruninj.

CopoKester fibers and niamenls having delined shrinking properties

1 781.031.01 260-75 OOt

Buxton. Alan, to Associated Fng.neer.ng. I imilcd !''•';'''- ^''^;.'"»';'';'

articles and a method of producing same 3.788.VM. tl .<>

18 1 000
Bvrd JerrvAGarbagecanrack 3.788.583. CI 248- 146 t«8).

Cachat John F to Park Ohio Industries Inc Modified inductor tor in

ducti'vely heating yaKe seats 3.781.180.01 211 10 570

Callisch Fdward Ci Reed. Denvil F , Jr . and N^ lUi.imson. Kenneth I>

to Lnion Carbide Corporation Process for upgrading dripolene

1 788 171. CI 208-255 OOO

Cahn Robert I. Receptacle carrier for an automatic conveying system

T 788.451.01 118 131 OtM)

Califano Frank I. .and l.as/lo. Joseph, to Flmtkote Company. I he

Method for makmg tile products 3.788.125.01 I56-26HKH)
'
California Controls Company .%«•«•—

West, Beniamin \V . 3.788. 350

Ca)ift>rnia Institute t>f Technology .V<'«--

Cieorg«. Nicholas. 3.7X8.743

Callus Memories. Inc Sft—
OBrien. Terence J .3.781.273

Camacho. V ascoG S*-*— u .,, c
Anderson. Jamc-s J . Camacho. V asco G . and Kinney. Robert t .

3.781.011 "

'

„ w i

Oamarasa. Mario, and Kraus, Bernhard J..sef. t.. tss.. Research and

Kngineermg Companv Purification of internal combustion engine

exhaust gas 3.788.07O.O1 60- 210 000

Cambridge InNtrument t ompany .
Inc .S«r—

Fawcett. Howard. 3,781.421

Cameo. Incorporated y.-
..^ i ^ 7wm ^»i7

Terral. Ben D . and McGowen. Harold F . Jr .
3.788.317

Cameli.Na//areno .V*-.--
, ,u . P , wi,

l.ongi, Pa.ilo.' Oameli. Na//areno. \aUassori. Alberto. ParoUi.

Sandro. and OerM. Rem... 3.781.036

CamJron Clyde Fraser. to Victoria Industries, ltd Mechanical jack

3.788.604. CI 254-108 000
Cameron Iron W orks. Inc .%«»• —

Allen. Herbert. V788,600

Camp. John W A . to Ford Motor Company Clutch release bearing

1 788.437. CI 112-18 OOO
'

Campanella. Samuel Joseph. Suvderhoud. Henri George, and Onulry.

Michael. Jr. to Communications Salellite ^
'"'f^-^'V" '^;;,'";,;;,V

Fcho canceller with variable threshold V781.I65.CI 171-I70 200

Campau Walter J . to Chrysler Corporation Sh..ck abM.rbmg starter

clutch mechanism 3. 788. 1 5 I. Ol 74.7 00a
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of the Fuel burners.
in Her Britannic Ma^•stys Oit»vernment

3 788 067. Ol 60-31 74b

Carlson. Floyd F Radial piston pump 3.788.771. CI 4 1 7-462 OIK.

Carlson. Kenneth G Flow thru palleli/er and depalleti/er 3.788.417.

CI 2l4 6lK)p .. , , r

CarlM>n Paul F . and Schimmel. Ralph I . to Mack I rucks. Inc Trans-

mission shiftmg apparatus 3.788.1 57. CI 74.364(HK1

Carney. Richard William James, and De Stevens. George, to C iha-

Ocigy Corporation tertiary ammoacids as anti inflammatiiry

agents 3.781.1 23. Ol 424 3 lO OOO ...
C arossiiu. Andre. \o Messrs Neumo Armaturenlabrik Apparatebau

Mct..llgiessereiGmbH IX-barring tcH.l 3.787.l72,01 30317000

C arpen.cr, Fdwa.d J . and I cyde. Warren I .
to Pacific ' '^;;»1,";;'>'K>.

Inc Simulated load forecast and control apparatus 3.781.-01. CI

C a'rpenler. Guv H , ..nd Ross. Frnesl F . to Pcrma Glas Mesh Oorpora-

tu.n Appar..tus lor applying pressure sensitive adhesive to glass liber

mesh material 3.788.271. CI 118 33 (KM)

Carpenter 1 ovde M , Kiser, James W . and I eonard. tec \ .to

(.encral FIcctnc C ompany Actuating mechanism for a """•' ^*;1>_>^

having elongated pivotally mounted .ictuatmg member 3.781.1 / /.

CI 2(H) 172 Ot>a ...... 1 I

Carpenter William I , to Synalloy C orp..rati..n Method t..r liquid

treatment of textile material webs 3.788.801. CI 8-152 (HKt

Carrier Oiuporation ,S«-f -
,

Miller, Kenneth H . 3.788.778
|

Oarrona. John J .S««' - .

hreedman. Norman S . granted to I nited States Atomic Fncrgv

Commission under the provision of 42 CSC 2182, Horst.ng,

C arel W . I awrence. Walter F . and Oarrona. J.>hn J

3.787.158

Carter. Ivor W Sre— .... ,

Meyer. Farl W . Jr . Carter. Ivor W and Scott. Ian J C

V.7K1.I68 ^
Carter. Ivor W , and Scott. Ian J C . loC hryslcr C orp,.rat.on Distribu

tor actuator unit with solenoid advance V788.2lt..Cl 12Vll7tK.a

Carter. James I , and Sinfclt. J..hn H , t.. Fss.. Research am

ing C ompanv Meth.Hl for preparatum of catalysts V7(

252-442 OOO

Carter. Ralph B .Company v.—
, -,uw .71

Boschcn.WilliamO . and Cirieshaher. Otto A .3.788.47)

CaruM.. Phihp J .
Jr V<'

-

. .. u i

Carus... Phihp J , Jr . Rasmusscn. I vie I and Scarbr.>ui

F (said Rasmusscn and said Scarbrough assors

1.781.216 •
.. . u i;

Carus.. Philip J . Jr . Rasmusscn. I yie F and Scarbr..ugh. J.iseph F .

said Rasmusscn and said Scarbr..ugh assors t.. said C arus... Philip J

Jr Moisture m..nit..r system 3.781.216. Ol 324 58 50b

Case.. Pr.HluctsC»rp.>ration See -

Welk,H..raceB.Jr .3.788.357

Casella, Michael I) See-
., u 1 iv

C.elles. Nich..las. Shiley. Paul J, and Casella. Michael D .

1 788.6Kt

Casey R..bert 1.. Caterpillar I ract..r Cmpanv Clamping mechanism

f..rs,deshiftablebackh..e 1.788.674. Ol 280 4SMMM)

Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschalt .S.. -

Held. Christian, and Heinrich. Frnsi. 3.788.806

Cassidv. John Flward See-
. .. ., , i •,«« wks

Birchall. James Derek, and Oassidy . J.>hn Flward. 3.78888^

C astela Andre, and J..ubert. Philippe, to Institut Franca.s du Petr.. e,

des Oarburants et I ubrifiants Apparatus lor applying a substanlui My

c.nstant tensi..n t.. an eU.ngatcd member cnnected t.. an insialla

\Z sub,ect to alternating m..vemcn.s V788.07 1. 1 60-4 1 ^ OOO

((h, J.tseph

1.) said).

^ani,.au. " • ,;:„ ,<i /i 7j-'n(l, |i.,nsubiect to alternating nioveinc...> ....^..... ^,

clutch mechanism 3, 788. 1 5 I, CI 74-, 00a
„i, 4 \ r .sul . Andre and J..ubert. Philippe, to Institut Francais du Pctrolc.

Campbell. Roger G,Sr,C..ff Richard F
.

-
-:^^-^^i:-r;^

N^
•:;:^'-^:bu::n;l e. • ubrinants^^Sev.c ;.pp.y^g ;.

^^^rking Hu.d

to Johns..n & J..hnson Narr..w elastic fabric f..r use as waistband m

art.clesof apparel 3,788.165.01 131-421000

Campbell. Roger G. S, , G..ff, Richard F .
r^and %";;>•

N-"":*"^
V

to Johnson &. Johnsi.n Narrow elastic lahric 3.788.166. CI
1
.«i

421 000
Canadian-General Fleetric C.mpany . limited S.i-—

Thayer. Victor R .3.781.1 13

Candiani. Giampicro. t.. Societa Italiana relec..munica/i..rii Siemens

SpA Binary-code compressor 1,781,312.01 140-347 Odd

Cannon, Maxwell R , u. Internati..nal Busmess M-'^>"nes C ..rp..ratiori

•

Digital rec.rdmg at twice nyqu.s. bandwidth 3.781.380. CI 340-

174 lOg

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: Sre—
•

Sugiura. Muneharu. and Hirose. Rvusho. 1.788.731

Cantor. Barrv Ira. to Bell releph..ne l.ab..rator,es. Inc..rp..rated Over

voltage and undervollage detection circuit 3.781.-4.. CI -MI/-

235 OOr -

Cantrell C M 40^ t.. Petrck, J..hn P Interphase mass transfer

process from lamma tL.wing films ()05 in thick 3.788.154. C I -03-

81000
Caraway. Mitchell R See—

Sirtimons. Smith H . and Caraway. Mitchell R .
3.788.018

Carborundum Company ,SVf

—

isieia. .-Miui... J"" J. -u. >.... t I
-•

1 n I

des Carburants el 1 ubrifiants Device supplying a w..rking lluid

under a determined pressure 3.788.074. Ol W)-4I3 .KH»,
|

Caterpillar I raclor C ..mpany See —
Bagby.1h..masl. .3.787.150 „ . . »

Bailey. J..hn M , Kranc. Stanley J . and De Keyset. Richard A .

3.788.546
, .. „ , o

Barton. James C .
Christensen. J..n O . and Mueller. James R .

3.788.617

Casey. R.'berl. 3.788.674

Clancy Lawrence F . Lee. Fmil B . Jr .
Smart. William O and

Yancey.J..hnW .3.788.418

Hart CullenP .and R.isenberger. Paul 0.3.788. 166.
|

Scheldt. James F .and White. R..bertW. 3.788 401

Oatherall Reginald, and Knowles, Susan, t.. S.ilartron Flee ronic

Gr..up Limited Functi.in gcncratu.n by appr.iximati.m empU.ying

mterative interp..lat.,.n 3.781.203.0I 235 152(K>0

Cecil. Ihomas F .Vr**—
, ,

Bingham. R..nald F. Cecil. rh..mas F. Galli. Guido. and

Pouuelte.Geron F. 3.781.278

Oegedur Societe de rransf..rmati..n de I Aluminum Pechiney See-

Patric, Jos. Lefebvrc. Jacques. Segond. Roger, and Badia. Michel.

3.788.156

Celanese C..rp..rati.in .SV.—
,-,woiii«

Levy. Leon B .and Allen. Gorge C yrus. 3.781.018.

Loricchio.Domingos, 3.781.050 r'-ni^y.firm Internati.inal. Inc .S*-*-—
Carbunv. Max. to Westinghousc Electric Corp^iralKin Gas mon.lor.ng <^"''''!:;

;'J~;^";;;';e"V. 3.781.382
system 3.788.742. CI 356-5 (HK).

Centre Technique de Ouir .SV«— ^.,^
Cardinal Industries Incorporated See—

^^^^ 1 crence Albert and Barre. Jean-Gabriel. 3,787.1 1

5

C.;i!;rDrR:^^;.^:"N;ch..K. J^hn Joseph. .0 Lnited Kmgdom Oentr., |P--i;^;c Me.:^-^.- J P ^ V-
of Great Britain and N..rthern Ireland. Secretary ..f State t..r Defense Di Slefano. V ittor.o. .*./««.
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Alberto. Parodi.

. Societc

Cieorges

. 3.788,014.

and Alpert. Seymour

Ocrvi. Rem.) See—
Longi, Paol.). Cameli. Na/7areno. Valvassori

Sandro. and Cervi. Remo. 3,781.036.

C"habl.>/. Olivier See—
Simmen. Robert, and Chabl../. Olivier. 3.788.221

Chabot.Ser.ic Hoist assembly f.ir use on scaffolds 3.788,424. CI 182-

121 (100

Chafet/. Harry. C ullen. William P . and Miller. Edward E., to Texaco

Inc Melh.id for itcating nitrogenontaining polymeric dispcrsants,

1.781.076. CT 260 583 OOn

C handler. W illiam T Crash bar bracket assembly. 3,788,688, CT 212-

12 0(tO

Charter Enterprises, Inc See—
West. James I . Jr .3,788.086

Chat.iurel. Pierre ,S«r--

Jass.in. Philippe, and Chat..urel. Pierre. 3.788.380

Ohaurand. Patrice. Magnan, Regis, and C'oquery. Jean-Paul, to Progil

and Oiments 1 alarge Process of manufacturing anhydrous calcium

sulfate form II and products .>btained by this process 3.781.1 1 1. CT

423 555 000
Chaussy. Lcn-Michel See —

W cn/el, W erncr, and Chaussy. I e.>n- Michel. 3.788.818

Chauvct. Fdmond. and Prcv.ite. Andre, to l."Air l.iquide

An.myme p.iur I'Etude et rFxpl.iitati.<n des Procedcs

C laude Sheet p.tsitioning apparatus 3.788.614, CI 261- 1 54000
Check, John M . and Bretlrager. Donald R . to Raycon C"orporation

Fluid supp.>rled rectangular slide unit 1.788. 1 18. CI 12-86000
C"heever. I H .SV*-—

Williams, Ihurst.in \ . and Chcever. I.e.. H. 3.788.001

Chelniinski. Stephen \ . l.> Boll .Associates. Inc Automatically self-

regulating variable-sir..ke variable-rate and quiet-operaling pile

drive app.iratus 1.788.402. CI 173 11 OOO
Chemischc Werke Huls .A (1 See

—

Heidcl. Klaus, 1.781.046

Chemplex CUmpanv American Can Company .SV«'—
Brown. Willi..m J .1.788.516

Chen. Ci.idfrey .S«'«' —
Abb.ill. I).)minic O . and Chen. Ciodfrey. 3.788.332

Chen. Y uSsu. Geusic. Joseph Fdward. and Nelson, lerrence John. t..

Bell leleph.me I abor.ilones. Incorp.iraled Single wall d.imam

nucleater 3.781.375. CI 140l74 0lf

Cherntk. Joseph D See

—

Benasulli. Louis D . and Chernek. J.iseph D
Chervcnak. Michael O .Sic —

W..lk. Ronald H , Chervcnak. Michael O ,

B . 1.7 88.171

Chester. Frank S . Johns.m. Claude O . Kavanagh. Ira Keith, and van

H.irik. I e.inard R . I.i Mcl)..nnell. Douglas. Corp.iration. Method .>f<

f..rmingh..neyc..mb 3^788.1 1 7. CI 72-216000.

Chevr.in Research C.mpany .Vi'«'—
Boiionis, Fugenc R . 1.7X1,212

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company .Sec —
Delahunlv. Icrry Wavne. 3.788.385

C hilders. C lifford W and C lark. Farl. lo Phillips Petroleum Company
Blends ..f siyrcne/acrvUinilrilc cop.)lymers with block copolymers

containing lactones and a resinous .ir rubbery polymer 3.781.(184.

CI 260 871 000
Childress, L.'ren/a S . and Ciundrum. Ralph J . lo International Busi-

ness Machines C ..rpor.ili.in C ircle .ir arc generator for graphic dis-

play 3.781.200. CI 235-151 000.

Chilim.<niuk. W lod/iniicr/ .Sic —
Chomc/vk. W l.id/imier/. and Ohilimoniuk. Wlod/imierz.

1.7X8.780

Chivian. Jay S .C lavtor. Richard N . and Eden. Dayton D Binary logic

apparatus 1.7X1.42 1 . CI 346- 1 OOO
Oh... Ant.inio Adjustable angle plate arrangement 3.788.633. CT 261-

60 000 '

Ch. .b\. Edward Ci.Jr.SV.- —
Beigay. Jack M . Ch.iby. Edward G . Jr . and Kaferlf, J.iseph S .

3.788.112
Oh.ii. Ing S.. .Sec-

Nam. J...in W i.o. and Oh.>i. Ing So. 3.787.121

Chomc/vk. Wlod/imier/. and Ohilim.iniuk. Wlodzimier/, to Wy/s/a

S/kola In/vnierska Intake-valve-free ompresM.r 3,788,780, CI.

417-413 000
Chomerics, Inc : .V«v—

Seeger. Richard E
Christensen. Jon O : .S'l

Barton. James
3.788.617

Ohristiano. Vict..r .SVc—

Van Raaltc. John A.; and Ohristiano. Vict.ir. 3.788.812.

Christie. Ian Robert Arthur, and Ward. J..hn Joseph Bernard. t.> Inter-

national Lead Zinc Research Organi/ali.m. Inc Eleclr..dep.>sition .>f

chromium 3.788.157.01 204-51000
Christy. Daniel Lamar Machine f.ir dispensing and distributing dry

fl.iwable materials 3.788.521. Ol 222-3 1 4O00
Chrysler Corporati.m: See—

Campau. Walter J . 3.788.1 5 1

Carter. Ivor W . and Scott. Ian J O . 3.788.210

Meyer. Earl W , Jr. Carter. Ivor W . and Scott. Ian J O.
3.781.168

Scott.lanJC .3.781.341

Chubu Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Nam. Hifumi. and Kaneko. Mitsutaka. 3.781.214.

. Jr. and Coulter. John Ci. 3.781.167

Christensen. J.>n C".. and Mueller. James R

Church. Peter K ; and Knuts.»n. Oliver J., to Kaman Sciences Corpora-

tion, mesne Mcth.)d of impregnating porous refractory bodies with

inorganic chromium comp<»und. 3,789.016. CI. 264-60.000.

Ciba-Cieigy Corporation; See—
Carney. Richard William James; and De Stevens. George.

3.781.123
Riccio. Pasqualc R . 3.788.556

Suryanarayana. YclagondahalW"^ and Rcid. Luther J.. Jr..

3.781.021 I

Thornton. Marvin L ; and Riccfti. Pasquall R . 3.788.525

rh<unt.>n. Marvin L.; and Riccio. Pasqualc R.. 3.788.526.

Cigala. Vincen/o. and Bcrtinetti. Emilio Alberto Reinforced molded

plastic pulleys 3.788. 155. CI 74-230010.

Cincinnati Milacr.in Chemicals Inc : See—
Hechenbleikner. Ingenuin A . Hussar. John F.; Kocnigcr. Arthur

F. and Pressler. Robert L. 3.781.064.

Cincinnati Mine Machinery Co.. The: See—
Krekelcr. Claude B . 3.788.71 1.

CTaar. Leslie M.: Sec— *

Lanskv . Zdenek J,, and Olaar. Leslie M , 3.788.076.

Clancy. Lawrence F . Lee. Emil B. Jr.; Smart. William O.; and Yancey.

John W . t.> Caterpillar fractor Company System for cooling an

hydraulic excavator 3.788.41 8. Ol 1 80-68 OOr

C lark. Adrian Percy, to Plcssey Telecommunications Research Com-

panvCide division multiplex system 3.781,141.01. 171-15.0bc.

Clark.Allen L :.S<v—

Cierman. Dale F ; and Clark. Allen l... 3.788.518.

CTark. Burt.>n Parker; .SVc—

Rose. Richard Stephen, and Clark. Burton Parker. 3,788.111.

Clark. Earl: .SVc—
Ohilders, Clifford W . and Clark. Earl. 3.781.084

CTark Equipment Company: .SVc—

York. Donald W. 3.788,431.

Clark. Cieorge Cyril. Jr ; and Davis. Robert Curtis, to Hiirris-lntcrtype

C.irp..ration Synchronism indicator for a convolutional decoder

3.781.351. 01 340- 146. 1 Od

C lark. George Cyril, Jr.; and Davis. Robert Curtis, to Harris-lnlertype

Corporation Convolutional decider 3.781.360. Ol 340-146 laq

C lark. James M . to International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.ira-

iK.n Frame synchr..nization system 3.781. .307. CI 328-155.000

Clarke. James A . to Dow Chemical Company. The Oxazolidinone

modified triglycidyl ether of trihydroxy triphenyl methane and

derivatives thereof 3.781.053. Ol. 260-47Ocn

C lav. Robert .SVc—
Jcnkms.J.K-H. 3.788.000.

CTayt.u. Richard N.: .SVc—

Ohivian. Jay S.. Olaytor. Richard N ; and Eden, Dayton D ,

3.781.421

Olaytor, Richard N ; and Eden, Dayton D . to Advanced Technology

Center, Inc. Wide band recording apparatus. 3,781,420, Ol. 346-

1 000
Clifton. John R.; and Edwards. Gary S . to United States of America.

Navy Jet ignition device for a pyrotechnic fuze. 3.788.227. Ol. 102-

7.00r.

C lough. Roy l. . Jr.. to Xodar Corporation Agitating and aerating ap-

paratus ,3.788.616.01 261-64.0()r

Oloyd. Harold S.. to Nosco Plastics. Incorporated Plug valve

3.788.511. CI 251-lKI.OOO.

Cobb. Raym.tnd l..; .SVc

—

Bresson. Clarence R.; and Cobb. Raymond L.. 3.781.061

Cocca. Theodore E . and Sanders. Paul J . to Spacetac Incorporated.

Meth.>d of making resisu.r. 3.787.165. CI. 21-620000.

Cogar Corporati.in: .SVc—

Fmster, Leslie P . Petkovsek. Richard J., and Reader. Trevor D ,

3.788.571.

Cohen. Howard Calibrated bracket securing means. 3.787.176. CT 32-

14.00a
Cohen. Hyman L . King, James R . Jr ; and Minsk. Louis M Novel

polymers and phi>t.igraphic elements c.intaining same. 3.788,855.

01 16-84.00r.

Cohen. Kenneth W.. to Bailey Meter Company Fluidic timer.

3.788.513. CI 251-28.000

O.ile. David R . and Worrix. Matthew L.. to Allis-Chalmers Corpora-

ti.in. Switch operating device with spiral spring charging means and

cam release means 3.781. 172. Ol 20O-153()sc.

Cole. Raymond C; Hittel. William C. and Donaghy. James G . to In-

ternational Playtex Corporation. Methods and apparatus for con-

structing knitted brassiere blanks and brassieres. 3,789,098, CI 264-

103.000.

Colebrand. Limited: .SVc—

Tusch. Nich.ilas Norbert; Watson. Robert Ian; and Taylor. Jack,

3.788,273.

0.>leman Company. Inc.. The: .SVc

—

Steffcs. William J. 3.788.336,

Vincent. Marcel. 3.788.4 1 2.

Coleman. H Paris, to United States of America. Navy Circularly sym-

metric rctrodirectivc antenna. 3.781.4 17. CI 343-816.000.

Colgate-Palmolive Company: .SVc—

Painelli. Daniele. 3.781.001

Colin. Jean Paul, to S<iciete Fmanciere et Industrielle des Ateliers et

Chanticrs de Bretagnc. Coupling device of use inter alia for the con-

nection between a barge and a pusher tug. 3,788,259, CI, 1
14-

235,00a.
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rol.n Jean Paul, to Socictc Kinancierc ct InduMr.cllc dcs Atclicr> ct

'
Chant..r. de Brctagnc U.cW.ng UcvKc n,orc pur..cularM

,.on between a barge and a pusher «"«
^•^"J-': ,7^.4 ,,KK.

Collins. Arthur J Container closure .V7KX.?i Ml. C 1 - 13 •»lMwni.

Collins.OavidA SV«— , -,vu ^t.a
Lilc, Berek L , and Collins. David A .

.^.71<W.36«*

Collins, f red P.SV*--
u, . i p i 7x4 ACP

Rcarv..n. Richard H. and Collins, hrcd P..yx^.Mi
\. u ni.v.. Ir Trecker Dasid John, and Brolhcrton.

S« 1)00

Colorant Schmuckstein GmbH. Firma .V«—

Elbe. Maximo. .V7«8.0*<7

Colorfax Company. I imiU-d; Sei

Matsushima.Hir.Smi. :«.7S'J.4:5
u o u i u i\ l-.,r.l

Colovas. Denny D . Logan. John S .
and^Skruch. R'«ih-d »<• «« ^-^

Motor Company Guided transportation system .V7KK..3 V l l n •*

Colt Industries Operating C orpofation; .SVc —
Verner.DalionR . 3.7«V.IS:

Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc .SV«

Smith; John A . and Miller. Stephen A .
.V7S7.^y^

Columbia PrecisHin Corporation Srf—
Adams. Robert E. 3. 7KK..S6.V

Adams, Robert E .
3.7SH.5^5.

Combustion Engineering. Inc . Vi —
Misenti.AngeloJ .andSotari.Ciennaro\ . ^7KK.'J43

Polsak'. Edwin Mark, and Kalfas. Don-ild Joseph, 3.7KS..44

Commercial Electronics, Inc .Vj. —

Kline. Dv.nald D .3.7SW.I3:*

Commumcations Satellite Corporatfon .V.-.--

Shimasaki.Nobuhiko.and Rapuano. Robert. .V7K»*.I4.

Communications Satellite Corp..ration( Comsat l.SV,--

Campanella. Samuel J.'seph. Suyderhoud. Hen.i (.eorge. and

Onufrv. Michael. Jt .yjX^Jt^^

.Compagnielnduslricllsdes relecommunications C it-Alcatcl Vr

Propice. Roger, .ind Da Rocha. Carlos. 3.7SS.440

Ci<mpagnie Internationale pour llnformatiMue. .V.v

Derville. Denis, 3,7HS.3^^

Concast ACi See—
, . , ,,,„ u,,,

kuenig. PeterJ . and Hofmanner. Eriedrieh. .V7K8.H40

Concrete Cutting Equipment. Incorporated S<<-
, u i , th

Dempscs. Edward Justing. Kent. Das id Earl, and Hud.peth

Patrick William. 3. 7«'».:74

Condit. Philip M .SVc- u k .rt \

Sweeney. I homas E. Condit. Philip M , anj OrmisU.n. Robert A .

Conkhn." Clement- L . Jr . to Cmted Slates ot ^"'^"''\'^'"'\^) •'[";

reterencv s>>tem for high acceleration environment 3.7K»..<.> I

.
«. i

n7-s): 100 ^^ . ,

Conley. Larry R . to Aecra-Po.nl Arrays Corporation rhrough.nsula

noB welding method and app..r.itus 3.7S4.U3.CI :i^-w:<.00

Connell. Lehman J . and Johnson. JelTrey L . lo General Motors C or-

poration tnergv absorber tor collapsible steering columns or the

like 3.7KX.14H,C1 74-4«<: OOt)

Consiglio \a/ii>nale delle Ricerche See—
Barbini. Aldo.3.7SX.M I

Consolidated Fi>ods Corporation S.-.- _

. Evans. Robert A . and Brundage. Horace W .
3.7K /.>*-«»

Container Corporatii>n of America .V«-« —
Geisel. Charles E ,

3.7XS.o3«i

ContineBlalCanCompans.Inc V*--
» Hcntsch. Helmut () .3. 7K8..S48

Vercillo.Peter A .3.7XX..'iOK

Continental Homes. Inc .Sec—
Ha/elett.Earir.Jr.3.7K'*.lo: ,7««.w, c\ -W-

Conway. Walter D Apparatus for filtration 3.7,8K.4K3, CI - M.

4lXoOO
•

Cook James J Stack-wall 3.788.026.C1 5:74V (KK.

Cook! Terence John, and Olive. Martin Frederick, to British Pctrok-um

Companv Limited. The Isomer.sat.on ol paralfin hydrocarbons

3.7SfV.08:.CI 260-6K3 6K0

Cooper. Duane H .SVc—
-, nuu iiu

Putnam.MiMon T. and Cooper, DuancH. 3. 7KV,.».B.

Cooper George P . to North American Rockwell Corp<.ral.on Radar

sweepgenerator 3.7«'>.2«I.C1 315-:7.1td
, r

I
• .r .nh

Cooper. James Joseph. Jr . to International Iclephooe and Felcgraph

Corporation Insulation piercing conneltor f.u underground installa-

tion 3.7«'<. 347. CI 33'^-<)7()Or

Coppa Anthony P -Three-dimensional folded structure with curved

surfaces 3.78K.V34.CI lhl-17 000

Coquerv.iean-Paul Sec— •.

, , t „ P ...I

Chaurand. Patrice, Magnan. Regis, and Coquerv. Jean-Paul.

3.78V. 1 II
.. . V

CoquJIion. Jean, deceased (by Coqu.llion. Marie-Josephe. <-;»:;-;;"'"^
>

and Jay, Piejre. to Progil Chlotinated dielectric liquids. 3.788.VV8.

CI 252-65 000
Coquillion, Marie-Josephe; Ace—

Coquillion. Jean, and Jay . Pierre. 3.788.VV8.

Cordes. Phil Heinrich Sec—
Mcnscnkamp, Ewald. and Cordcs. Phil Heinnch. 3.788.880

Jr

^. 788. 575

3.788.575

Coriale, Samuel I), to Xerox Corp..ration Image
-•"•"P'f";;^'''*;;

method and apparatus for electrophotographic devices 3.788.7.W.

CT 355 17 (KM) 1

Ci>rningCilass Wiirks See—
|

Del uca.R.'bertD. 3.788.827

C orte/ Edward, to Eairchild industries. Inc Recognition system ind

procesM.r 3.784.3M.C I 340 14h 3aq

Coulter Electronics. Inc .See-
^

Ciodin. I homas J . 3.788.484

Coulter. John Cr See-
. . ,• ji«oi/.7

Seeger. Richard E . Jr . and Coulter. John G. V78M^7

C ourv. .Xrthur J , Rogier. Edgar R .
Schwebke. (.erald I .

and C o/ad.

Douglas D . to (.eneral Mills C hemicals. Inc Reaction ol polyiso-

cvanates with compounds containing blocked amine groups ... the

presence of acKKo, metal salts of acids 3.78M.04S.C I 2^)18 Otn

^'"
Co:':'^^:^..'i: Kogier. Edgar R , Schwebke. <.c,ald I

•

CoAul. Douglas D . '784.045

C r iii: Herbert C . ..nd I amphie.. V\ alter C . to Sprague I Ic.trie t om
(. raiL. neiie..

• V7x«»-'77CI M7:hO()0(>
p.inv \\ ound I .ip.ieitor '.<<''.-'»

I ..ill Ian Robert Heiirv See
i « i .,,

Eliiolt. John Seotchlo.d. Call. Ian RobcM Hen.v. and Nskew.

Heibcrt Frank ^,7S8.'<V()

C landal C K.rles H . and NMcneke, Frederick I ,
to Ha.hcr C olm.iiv

Companv Method and apparatus to. drawing m warp thic.uN

I 787.V.»(<.CI 28 44 (MM.

C rand.ill. W illuim H , and 1 ee. C hailes M . J. to Svh.oii C «'n>>-"'''^

I ow poroMtv ..Mting and method for producing s.ime ^.788.8/4.

CI 1 17 23 0(K»

Crane. Jacob See-
. . , , . .. u

Shap.ro. Eugene. C rane. Jacob, and I ichelman. George H

3.7K8.>»(i2

Creasniaii. D.ivid < ) Sie

Hoettcher. Clifford I . and C teasmaii. D.i\ul O
Creasnian, Frances S .See

-

Hoettcher.C l.fford I
.andCreasman.Dav.dO

Crc.ghton. Stephen M..rk. M.tchell. Das.d lawrence a.,d kav W

.

ham C bee. to Research C ouns.l ol Alberta Seedl.ng containe.

V788.()()-3.CI 47-5MKM) i

'
"'VrS7^ awr^c^ NV , lolleson, I eon H ,

graham D el P

I homas. Paul M and (r.le. Eugene I .V78'».10l

Cr.tes. Nelson A . to Battelle Memor.al Insi.tulc Stress .nd.cat.on

V788.186.CI 85-62 OOO

C r.tes Nelson A . and Schaer. (.lenn R . to Battelle Developmenf ( o,

porat.on F.icpsulat.on V788.W55.CI 204 25 tM.O

C rompton A; Knowles C orporal.on See-

(.ard.ner. Robert A .
3.788. t87

,-,««,,
Kronoff.C larence R . and M.ivden. Don.ild F

.

?-7««J'''
Crooks James W . lo Smith. R I .< .ear Company N\ inch mechanism

3. 788,607. CI 2«i4 186 00.

Crvslal. Richard G See
i 7«v uoa

Wcllm.m.RussclF , and Crvsial. Richa.d G . 3.788.444

Cuenouil. Cieraril .Si<'
, . - y u i ... i /,.„

Schncder. Karl. C uc.oud, Gerard. H..ul..don. C.br.el. and /up

n.eer Paul. 3.7«K,2'2
. . ,

C ucv IS Ephra.m A . to PPG lndustr.es. Ine Method ol producing high

pur.tvl.th.umehlor.de 3,784.054.CI 260 43 7 OOr

Cullen W .ll.am P .See—
. .,,, • ,i

Chalet/. Harry. Cullen. W.ll.am P. and M.ller. Idw,.rd

CunnelL James' Wheertr.mretent...n V78K.7o7,Cl 'ol '7 OOp

Cunn.ff. John Ci.See— ,

Kosowsky. Leo N . Love|ov. Curt.s N .
a.Hl Cunn.ll. John

1 788.463

Cur.ngton Alfred R. to Baker O.l I ools Inc Percuss.on

1.788.404, CI 175-4100(8) o ,„h W lo
< url.s Omer E . Jr . Tuller. Harold V. . and Nussbaum Ralph W I.

All.ed Chem.cal Corporat.on Product.on ot low molecular we.ght

polvanh>dr.des and epoxv cmpos.t.ons der.ved there Irom

3.7'84.().i8,CI 260 17 2(K:'.

Curt.s, Robert W .Se<
o u . vi^" ^ 7«K ->«'

Modrak. rh..mas M . and C url.s, Robert W ,
3.788,.8.

'"'^B::;ad;:"Ro::;,^.n, Eranco.s P, C urvale, P.erre Paul.

Cur/on'/osephH Rubber plumber 3.787.405, CI 4-2.56000

Custom Tool & Mach.ne Co . Inc. .See-

Nelson, Leonard, 3.788.635.

C utIasCiear & Mfg. Inc Sec—
Prulter.Clare.iceM .3.788.435

Cutshall Charles E . to EIco lndustr.es, Ine C ontrolled-dr.ve seal.ng

fastener 3.788, 185, CI 85-l()jp
|

CutterLaborator.es, Inc See—
. .^ , _. t tuu <ij

Dav.s. Loren Roger, and K.rkland. Walter Dean. 3.788.524

Da Rocha. Carlos Sec-
, luit Asn

Pr.ip.ce, Roger, and Da RiH.-ha. Carlos. .3.788.440

Da. N.ppon Insatsu Kabush.k. Kaisha .Sec-

Takeuch.. Satosh.. and Sa.to. Hach.ro. 3.788.7.18.

Da.hatsuKogyoCo.Ltd See-
, nun itih

Akag.. Kaurd. and Tanaka. Kalush.. 3.787.416

Da.mler Ben/ AkI.engesellschaft; .Sec-

Bareny.. Bela.and Buseh. Gerhard. 3.788.6KI

Dale Refrigerati«)n Company: .S>f—

I

Ci

bits

I
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I auterbach. W.lliam E . 3.788.043

Dalcna. Rudolph. On.sh.. Roy K . and Walker. Donald E .
to Hughes

\ircr.ilt Comp.inv Digital line graph.cs ci>ntrol on range scalable

radar CRT d.splay 3.784,403, CI 343-5()dp.

Daln.asso. C laud.o. to Ol.vett.. Ing . C , & C , S p A C.rcu.t package

3.784, 34 I, CI '34-17()cf

Dan.el Arnold, and R.chev, Joseph Burdette. II Metal casting ap

paratus 3.788, 382, CI 164 1^0 000

Dan.els. Denn.s. U> IS Amada. ltd lapping head for punch press

3.788.760, CI 408-130000

D.irnell. Kenneth F .See -

R.ibenhorst. David W . Brandt. Alan. Darnell. Kenneth F .
and

CI eorge. James F ,
3.788,162

Dausch. Ernst. Kubler. Fr.edr.ch. Heinpel. I heodor. and Euchs, Fran/,

lo SKI Kugellagerfabr.ken GmbH Appar.itus for carrying and load

...^ top-rollers .n a drawing machine 3.7X7.43 3. CI 14-267 000

Davis. Delles I . to Development Research Ltd Saletv /one luc!

sv stem for mobile direct ser\Kc units 3.788.755, CI 4041 000

Davis. Ir.i K . to Fowler. Sam H C i.lt.ng ..pparatus 3.788.175. CT 83

S3 000
Dav.s I oren Roger, and Kirkland. Walter De.n. to C utter I .ib<.rato

r.es.Inc Add.t.ve container 3,7XX,524.C I 222-204 000
I).U.S. Robert Curtis See

C lark.CieorgeC yril. J. . md Davis. Robert Curlis. 3.784, VS4

Clark.CieorgeCvril, Jr , .ind Davis, Robert Curtis. 3.784.16(1

D.iwbar... Henrv D. to I h.okol C hen..cal C oipoi.il.o.i I ufled pile

labries and b.ickings therefor '.78X.lf.4. C 1 1 '4 420 OOr

Dawsi>n. C larence Ci . to EEL Inc Plast.c wheel assemblv for overbed

convevors 3.787,425, CI Id 107 000
Dawson. Iheodore R C o..ta.ner w.th cup h.icrs a.id cup holders

t 7XS.487,C I 21 1 44 OOd

De \ngel.s. Amlre.. I ucio Method for the elin..n..t.oii and possible

recovery ol the lloatiiig polluting subsl.i.ices, mineral oils in paTticu

lat, from sheets ol w.iter and bo.it litteil to th.s ...... 3,788.48 1, CI

2 lO 242 000
l)i- Hr.ck. I r.c. to West \ .rgi.i... Arni.Uu.e Con. pans Flectr.cal

coupl...g w.th pressure cont..cts a.id multiple coniluct....ce p.iths

V7K4.U«<,C I 3'4.X4 OOr

De BtUMi. W illi.ini I See

leggel..a..C laude.and De Bruui. W .ll...ni I .
3.7X8.006

De C at. Ailhiir lle.iri S, <

W illc.iis, Jo/el It. Ills Sels, Fr.ineis le.in.ic. I'ollel. Robert Joseph.
'

a.id De C at. Arthur Henri. 1.7XX.X5 1

De Cat. Ailhur Hen... Sels. Francs Jea...ie. I'ollet. Robert Joseph, and
' Wille.i.s. Jo/ef Fi.ins, to Agl.i C.evaert N\ Surface active com

p..uiids lor use as eo..l..ie aids lot l.lni loiniinj; co.iling co.iipositions

t.7Xh.X50.CI 4«. 67 OOO

l)c M.i.log. J.in I .lolokket A F W \\ ( .pen li.inicwotk. especi.ilK

lot build.ngpu. poses 3.788,024. CI 52-64X 00(1

De Kevse.. Kich.i.d A .See

H.iilev. John M . Kranc, Sta..lev J . and De Kevser. Richard A .

\.7X8, ^46

De I .H..I I urb.i.c Inc Sei- -

Rus.ik. \ ..s.l. V7XX.7(.';

De I aca Robert D , lo C orn.ng Glass Works lon.e trealme.it ot glass

..pticalwavejr.i.del.bers 1.788.827, CI. 65 30 000 „

Di K.miis. \.i>;elik,i /.iiikl See

Hagemanii. Merni.inii. Pedain. Josef, and /ankl. Ftieh. 3.784.033.

De Stevens, Cieo.ge See

Carne'v, R.chatd W .lliani Ja.nes. and De Stevens. George.

V7X4.12'
DeC 1.1.. e, James H See

C.rav. lhom,is J . DeC laire James H . and lucker. Herbert D

V78 8.664

Deg.o.a. I'etet A . and Sutton. C hailes » . loCie.ier.il Motors Corpora

lion Ball bearing with .i uiiil.itv sVp.ir.itor sell 3.788.714. CI 308-

187 200
Degremont Societe Geiiei.ile d I pur.ilion et d Assainisscnient .Se<'

R.ehard. N ves Robert. I e Roi. Marlv. and Mig.iot. Je.i.i Marcel.

3.788,481

Dehne AxeIG . to Hughes Aircraft C ompa.iv Double acting expander

end.ngandervostat 3,7X8.088. CI 62 6O00
De.ke. Robert F Conta.ner anchor rack 3.788,584, CI 248 1 54 000

Delahuntv lerrv Wavne. to Chicago Bt.dge & Iron Company Dr\

I.pc l.qu.d-sol.dcool.ngsNstcm 3.7SX.3S5.CI 165 2000 w

Deiph.n. Pierre P , and Peir.>net, Pierre R , to I homson-C SF MJ|netic

focusing device for an isochronous cyclotron 3,784.335. Cr 335

2 10 000
Demag .Aktiengesellschaft .See—

Nieb.ier.Pieter. 3.788.621

Demaray. Merlin F . to Ranco. Incorpoiated Multiple /one air condi-

tioning ssstem 3.7X8.386, CI lf.5-2 '100

Dempsey. Edward Justing. Kent. David Earl, and Hudspeth. Patrick

William to Concrete Cutting Equipment. Incorporated Work and

feed control svslem for cutting mach.nes 3.784.274. CI 3 1 8-34O00

Denker. James M . to Nulron Corporat.on Flu.d ci>ntrolling

3.788.334. CI 137-1 I 5 OOO
Denki Kagtiku Ki>gvo K.ibush.k. Kaisha: .S<'e—

Su/uki. I adao. 3.788.742.

Denk.OnkvoCo . Ltd .Se<

—

Masuda. Noboru. 3,784,31 I

Denman. Robert R .See—
Austin, l.ew.s M ; Denman. Robert R . ODonnell. Thomas P .

and

Veres. Frank. 3.788.828

Denn.son. Scott C.: Sec— •

Kilroy. Eugene J .Jr.; Du Breuil. Philip B; and Dcnnistin. Scott C.

3.78 7,448

Dera. Alain Joseph; .See—

Cielin. Jacques Andre; and Dera. Alain Joseph. 3.788.285

Derragon. Don C . Jr to Motor Coach Industries. Inc Reverse balance

flow valve assembly for refrigerant systems 3.788,394. CI 165-

134 OOO
Derv.lle, Denis, to Compagnie Internationale pour ITnformatiquc Pro-

gramme translation and -reentrance device. 3.789,368. CI. 340-

172 500
Dcs.gn D.mension. Inc : .See

—

Tavlor.JamesF, 3,787,410

Det.g, Robert H , to Xerox Corporation. E.xing method utilizing inter-

mediate heat transfer 3,788,873. CI 1 17-21.000.

Deutsch Fastener Corporation: .See—

Ciul.stan.Bulent, 3.788.123.

Development Research Ltd :.Se<' —
Daus, Delles T. 3.788,755.

Devin,() K , Inc .S'e(

—

Lcnhardt. Iheodore C, 3.787.992.

Di Stefano. V ittorio. to Centro Spcrimentale Metallurgico S.p.A.

Ouantitative analvzer for liquid-solid chromatography or for elec-

trophoresis ;,nd method for its use. 3.788.969. CI 204-299.000.

D..i-Pr..It Companv. Inc .The .See-

Lambert. D.irvlG .3.788.216

Lambert. DarvUiene. 3.788,215

D...monil Shamrock Corporation .See—

Faunce. John Pi.rter. 3.788.839.

Schenker, Barry A ; Malkin, Irving; and Taylor, K.rman,

3,784,022
\ olgsladt, Frank R , .inli Semancik. John R , 3.789.0.30

D.ek..\ B .C^impa.iv See -

Borneman, Lawrence A . 3.788.22 I

Gall.-.gher. John P. 3.788.219

Laben. Wallace J ; and Tonkin. Kenneth J . 3,788.220.

Diebold. Incorporated: .See—
Bornett. Charles B .and Morrison. Larry A . 3.788,577

Dieckman. Robert W . Alhers. Bernd Ci . and Mro/ck. John W
.
to

Pennsvlva.i.a Engineer. ng Corporation Sehnabel car 3,788,237, C I

105-367 000
Dieckmann Cieorgc W , J r , to Food Equipment Corporatum Curved

path slat belt convevof^, 7X8,455, CI I4X- 1
X2O00

Dicm. Rudolf, to SKF Kugcllagerfabriken GmbH Roller support and

drive arrangement lor roller testing devices 3.787.483. CI. 33-

174O0q
Dierv. Helmut. Ritlner. Siegbert. and Lorkc. Horst. t.) Farbwerke

Hoechst Aktiengeseilschaft vormals Meister Lucius &. Bruning

Metal working ..gents 3.788.44 I. CI 252-33 600

Dillenherg, Horst Aqueous electrolytic stripping bath. 3,788,458, CI

204-146000
Dinger, Edward H . and Stastor. Richard A., to Cieneral Electric C om

pany \ olt.ige compensated phase shifting circuit. 3,784,291, CI

323-1 19O00
Dinnerstein, Albert J : See—

W illinger. Allan H . and Dinnerstein. .Albert J . 3,788,277

Ditscheid Hans Leo, to Felten <V Guilleaume .Aktiengeseilschaft Air-

insulated coaxial high-frequency cable. 3,789, 129, CI. 174-28.000

Dittrich, Werner: .Se*

—

Fschunt, Edgar, and Dittrich, W erner. 3,788.450.

Dixon, Earl, and Landry, Norman R.ehard, to L nited Stales of Amer-

.ea. Navy Eerrite rtiierowave phase shifter with insert.on phase

modify.ng means 3,789,330, CI 333 3l.()()a.

Dobo. Fmer.ck J , to Monsanto Company Orifice assembly for extrud-

mglow-v.seos.tv melts 3,788,786, CI. 425-72000

Doepke, Donald Ci H , to Cieneral Electr.c Company Refuse compac-

tor hav.ng a p.votally arranged ram face member 3,788,212. CT.

l()()-229()Oa.

Doherty. Lewis S, II, to Doherty-S.lenta.re Top discharge roof vent. la-

tor 3,788,207. CT. 98-420po'

Dohertv-Silentaire: .See—

Doherty. l.ew.s S .11.3.788.207

Dokubo. romi>|i; Hashimoto. Kiyoshi; and Okada. Masaru. ti> Japan

Exian Company l.im.ted Producing multi-color dyed acrylic texl.le

conta.n.ng wool w.th ac.d. direct and cationic dyes. 3,788.805. CI 8-

2l.<)0a.

Dolbear. Cieoffrey E , and Nagee. John S . Jr , to C}race. W R , & Co.

Hydrocarbi>n crack.ng with both a zeolite and Pt-l -alumina .n the

matr.x 3.788.977. CI 208-120O00-

Dtimecki, Edward H Shrimp splitting and clean.ng apparatus

3,787,428, CI 17-71000

Dt>mer, John I . to Whirlpool Corporation Oven door mounting

means. 3,788,300, CT. l26-21O0r.

Donaghv, James Ci: .See—
, /^

Cole, Raymond C ; Hittel, W.lliam C . and Donaghv. James G .

3.789.(')98.

Donaldson. George R . to I niversal Oil Products Company S.multane-

ous production of aromat.c hydrocarbons and isobutane 3.788,975,

CT 208-60000
Dondy Morris to Texaco Inc Preparat.on of hydrocarbylam.ne salt of

thiocvan.cac.d 3,789.075, CI 26()-583O0r

Donner'. Arno Slen Combination mu//le-load.ng mortar barrel and

projectile. 3.788.1 88, CI. 89- 1 OOf

Donofrio, Nicholas M , and Kemercr, Douglas W , to International

Business Machines Corporation Monolithic memory sense ampl.fi-
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er/b.t driver having active bit/sense Bnc pull-up. ij>i^.24i. CI M>7-

' 238 000
Donoahue Matthew J; .S^f—

. i. t- i

Harper. Robert J . Jr . Gaulrcaux. Gloria A . Bruno. Joseph S and

Donogbue.Matthe» J. 3.788.804
^ , \ ...,,„.

Donowitz. Hovvard. and O Hara. William J Surgical implant device

3 788 3''7 CI I 28-350 OOr

Dor'ine Gerhard, to Jenopiik Jena GmbH Device for rapid switching

of.nductors 3.78«).237. CI 307-104 0(K)

Porma BaubcschlagGmbH & Co . KG See-

AktietTgeselUchaft Absorber tor sulfur trioxide 3.788.043. CI >-

DotUhT Alexander T . to Pen'nsylvania Kngineermg Corpi.rat.on

Steel converter vessel pollution control method and apparatus

3.788.M'<.CI 2«>6-l3()00

Dotco. Inc .S>f

—

Snider. Philip A .3.788.60?
•

, . r

Dinithitt Mcrton H . to SCM Corporation Apparatus for sorptK.n ot

gas 3.788.047. CI 55-387 000

Dove. Harold Daiyel High dielectric electronic packaging material

3.788.'*3«*.CI 161-«»3000

Dow Chemical Company. The .SVf—
, Clarke.>amesA .3.78<».05 3

Kropscott. Earic I. . and W ittenbach. Gerald ft . 3.78y.l(H)

Lane. Robert E.Jr .3.784.063

Dowtv Hydraulic I nits Limited .SV.--
, -,uw»,/.j

kempson. Bertram Carl, and Nicholls. James Andre*. 3.788.T)63

Doyle James H . to Master Specialties Company Method for com

pressing and synthesizing a cyclic anilog signal based upon halt cy

cles 3.78W.144.CI 17415 55t

*Dray Robert F . to Feed Screws. Inc Mixing element for extruder

screw 3.788.6 1 2. Cr:54- 182 (KHI

Dresser Industries. Inc See—
Dvsart. Theodore R . 3.788.408

Marsh. Barry T .3.788.127

Wilson. Billy Fred. 3.784.2 14

Youmans. Arthur H. 3.784.217

Drone. Garv A . and Schnepp. James M . to Allis-Chalmers Corpora-

tion Vehicle frame Including radiator and fan mounting 3.788.414.

CI 180-68 (lOr '

Drop. Peter Cornells SVf— „ / i

Polman. Jan. Van der Werf. Jan Evert, and Drop. Peter C ornelis.

3.784.266
DuBreuil.PhihpB SV.-

v- .i r

Kilroy. Eugene J . Jr . Du Breuil. Philip B . and Dennis..n. Scott C
.

3.787.448

Du Pontde Nemours. E 1. and Company .SV«-—

Burtlett. Philip I ee. 3.788.4S7

Frcnck. John Parsons. 3.788.462

Hicks. George P. and I pdike. Stuart J. 3.788.950

Hoeschele.Guenther Kurt. 3.784,032.

Incremona. Joseph H . 3.784.048

Irani.Farhad A .3.784.004

Klopping. Hem L. 3.784.1 22

Miller. Lester 1.3.784.037

Pruckmayr.Gerfried. 3.784,047
,-,«u..si

Rees. Richard Watkrn. and Reinhardt. Hans-Georg. 3.784.ti> i

Schaefer, William Edward. 3.788.223

Short.Ohver A ,3,^88.833.

Stiles. AlvmB, 3.784.014

Thompson. DarrellR .3.788.446

Dubourg Jea?i. to Rhone-Poulenc S A Lubricant comp<.sitions tor the

cold shapmg of metals 3.788.488. CI 252-32 50(r
, . , , ,

Dukess. Joseph Multiple compartment tube with resilient divider

3 788 520 CT 222-44000

Dumoul.n. Joseph, and Obsomer. Marc, to Solvay & C.e Process lor

the preparation of vinvl chloride polymers grafted on polymers ol

ethylene 3.784.083. CI 260-878 1)00
_, ^ ^, pu.„,„

Dutisjorff. Eugene Francis. Iverson. John Howart. Schloss^ Phillip

Christian, and Wong. Philip Chock- Yueh. to International Business

Machmes Corporation Memory access device 3.784.367. CI .'4i.

Dunlavy. Alfred R Hearing aid construction 3.784.163. CI 174-

107 00s.

Dunlop Limited: .SVr— ' ituuksi
Brown William David, and Thomsi.n. Richard Noel. 3.788.65 I

Dunn. Kenneth H Automatic firearm -^^88. 140. CI 84- 146000

Dupre. John Automatic saturation analysis 3.788.81-. *.i. --

-

Durst Jack R and Winters. William C . to Pillsbury Company. The

Hydromillmg of wheat 3.78H.861. CI 426-385 OOO

Dusseau, Andress: .SVf—
Kim Sung Soo. and Dusseau».Andres6. 3,788.318.

Dyck Gerhard, to Dyckes Sprinkler Co . Ltd Stacked valve system

3.788.344. CI 137-271 000

Dyckes Sprinkler Co. .Ltd, SVf—
Dyck. Gerhard. 3.788.344 nan nd ri

•

Dye. John F . to Kendall Company. The Spinal needle 3.788.3.U. C i

128-221000
Dyna Magnetic Devices. Inc :.Sff—

Sebesta. George J .3.784.166

and

Dysart 1 he^Mlore R . to Dresser Industries. Inc RcKk bit «ater deflec-

tor and separator 3.788.408. CI 175-337 (KK)
j

^'^^Ba^'r' Georgel . and Thornberg. Dean S (said Thornbcrg as«>r

to). 3.784.414 .».,.,
Eannarino. Joseph M . Granieri. M-hacI S

j'^-^^^'i^;^^'-'"-
Henry W Child-safe pill dispenser 3.788.5 1 7. C 1 221-1 54 (KM)

''"''steward cfrahim G . and Earl. All;:n E .
3.788.410. I

Eastman Kodak Company SVf—
-, „,.

Ciade. J.^hn N . and MacKay. James D . V7«7-'*!'^-»_
,

Ciilman. Paul B . Jr . and Haefner. John A .
3.788.853

Hoadley. Harvey O . W.>lfe. Robert N .
Palmer. Beverly F

Van Hevningen. Roger S . 3.788.171

Mengel.l.'lovd A. 3.788.5 14
, -,«„ , .g

Meyer. Robert J . and Westacott. Harry L. 3.788.344

Stahlv Frederick August, and Merrill. Stewart Henry. 3.788.445

Tuite.Robert J .3.788.854

Wroblewski. Richard J . 3.788.572

Easton Roger I Navigati.>n system using satellites and passive ranging

techniques 3.784.404. CI 343- 112 (H)r -,„„,„. ,..
, ,«

Eberhard. Frank A Hydrotherapy bath tub 3.788..306. CI 1-8

EbTrtXbertJ Shoe polishmg machine 3.787.4I8.C1 15-MOOO

Eden. Davton O .S«<-
is , „ i-k

Chiv.an. Jay S . Claytor. Richard N . and Eden. DayU.n D .

3 784.421

Clavtor. Richard N , and Eden, DayU.n O ,3,784,4.0

Edgar. William D .
Sustarsic. John D

.
and

^^''''^'i'-^''>'P''"'^.,^-.X
Koppers Company. Inc Coke Muenching car 3.788.236. t I 105-

254 OOO
Edwards, Ciarv S .Srf—

Chiton. John R . and Edwards. Gary S . 3.788.2-7

Eff Christian A . t.. General Electric Company Domestic s,.lid waste

incinerator 3,788.243. CI n0 8 00r

Egawa. Hideharu SVf-
^. . c-

Idei. Gijun, Onovama. Atsushi, Aihara. Mitsuo. Su/uki. Seig...

Egawa. Hideharu. and Yamaga, Eiichi. 3.788.058

E Ci O Elcktro-Gerate Blanc and Fischer SVf- n„ui«u
Fischer Karl dossier, Gerhard, and Kigherer, Robert. 3.784.184

Ehrhch, Donald J. to Monon frailer Inc trailer construction

3 788.682. CI 246-28 OOm
Fhrlich Stephen Jeffrey, to Black and Decker Manutacturing t om

pany Wheel mounting assembly for lawn and garden type tools and

theiike 3,7K8,044.C1 56-16 4(H»

Eichelman. George H .Jr.SVf- .... , ,,.« u
, Shapir... Eugene. Crane. Jacob, and Fichelman, (.eorgc H

.
Jr .

Fichner. Fred's" , and Kocher. Leo F . to Lnited States "« America.

Atomic Energy Commission EnMr.mmental d.>simeter ol the thcr-

mo-lummescenttype 3,784.227. CI 250-484 000

Fidt.C larenceM ,
Jr Sff-

., . .. o i„h h .n.l

Buchmann. Fred J . Fidt. I larence M ,
Jr .

Mason, Ralph B and

Hamner,C.lenP, 3.788.474

Eikenberry, John N Sff-
Goermg. Harlan L . Eikenberry , John N . and Koermer. Gerald S .

^ 784.060

E.land Ehrlich M . to Aluminium C ompany of America Meth.id tor

producing an opaque coatmg ^^'<«»<«'';.<-"' ''',"-
"^^„,,„, u

.,

Elbe Maximo, to Colorant Schmuckstein GmbH. Firma Brilliant hav

ing plural rmgs of facets, each having an ..dd number ol facets

3.788.047.CI 63 32O00
ElcoChemicalsInc -SVf-

Young. DavidW . 3.784.008

EIco Industries. Inc .SVf

—

Culshall. Charles F ,3.788.185

Electronic Associates. Inc .SVf—
Embley. Ronald W.3.784.304

Electronique Marcel Dassault SVf-
p. .„.. p.„|

Bataille. Roger. MaiM>n. Francois P . and Curvale. Pierre Paul.

3.784.411

Flkem A/S .SVf—

Flood. Hakon. and Seltvcit.Ame. 3.788.866^
, , „

Elliott Curtis H . Jr . to Grace. W R . & Co Process for pr^nJucmg

crystalline zeolite 3.784.107.CI 423-324J)(H)

Elliott. John Scotchford. Crail. Ian Robert Henry
f^

Askew Herbert

Frank Lubricating compositions 3.788.440. CI 252-33 »(K)

Elliott. Robert A SVf- n«o o^o
I

Koiiro Katsuto. and Elliott. Robert A. 3,788.444 1

Ellis. Richard D Police utility bar 3.784.358. CI. 340-87OOO

EltroGmbH & Company .SVf

—

Menke Fran/. 3.788.745

Elwick Keiih D . to Starling. Inc Ground engaging hay bale rollmg ap

oaratus 3.788.052. CI 56-341.000

Embley Ronald W . to Electronic Ass.>c.ates. Inc Digital coefTicient

attenuator 3.784.304. CI 328 164 000
^ ,^

Emerson William C . to Xerox Corporation Cham bead drive ap-

paratus 3.788.454. CI 148-I68O00

Emhart C«irporation: .SVf

—

Lattke. Horst G.. 3.788.637

'^"^'Sy:v'''S.":^;;;p. Otmar. Keck. Johannes. N.kl. Josef.

Machleidt. Hans. Ohnacker. Gerhard. Engelhorn. Robert, and

Puschmann.Sigfrid.3.784.125
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Fngels. Heinrich. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Ring canal blower.

3,788.766, CI 4 15-531 000

Engelsmann. Dieter .Sff

—

Cireiner. Joachim. Engelsmann. Dieter; Gersch, Josef, Land-

brecht. Fran/. Muller. Rudolf. Wenger, Wolfgang, and

Wiedemann. Otto. 3.784.157

Ensign Electronics. Inc .Sff—

Forsyth. Eric B .3.784.352.

Epperlein Helmut, and Hoscheler. Edgar, to Holzapfel. C hristian. KG
Element f»)r bridging the juncture between adjacent structural com-

ponents 3.788022.CI 52-403 000.

ERCO Industries. Limited SVf—

Rapson. William Howard, 3.784.108

Ercoli. Alberto, and Gardi. Rinaldo. to Warner-Lambert Company

I 7a, 2 I Orthobutyrates of 6<».4a difluorohydrocortisone and 6a.4«-

difluoroprednisolone. compositions containing same and the use

thereof 3.784.1 21 .CI 424-241 000

Erickson Tool Company ,SVf —
Benjamin. Milton I. . Walker. David D . and Miles. Wilbur N .

3.788.658

Erst Stephen J . to International lelephone and Telegraph Corpora

tion FM (W radar range system 3.784.348. CI 343-14000

Fsso Production Research Company .SVf

—

Matthews, Jamie F . Jr . 3.788,084

Esso Research and Engineering Company .SVf

—

Bearden. Roby. Jr , MacMullin. Robert B . Lewis. William E . and

Wclty. AJbertB , Jr ,3,788.478

Buchmann, Fred J . Fidt. Clarence M . Jr ,
Mas.in, Ralph B .

and

Hamner.CilenP .3.788,474

Camarasa. Mario, and Kraus. Bernhard Josef. 3.788.070.

Carter, James L. and Sinfelt. John H . 3.784.020

Henry. H Clarke. Gilbert. John B . and Sosnowski. John.

3.788.472
Lewis, William E and Paynter, John D . 3.788.835.

lauster, Samuel J , 3.784.025

Etablissements Rousselet .Sff

—

Rouselet, Joseph. 3.788.480

Ethyl Corporation .Sff

—

Hildreth,C larence 1. . 3.788.834

I anier. Carroll W .3.784.08 1

1 ehikoinen, I Albert, 3,788.407

I chikoinen, I Albert, and Franklin. Cierald. 3.788.408.

Wells. Ronald I , 3.788,823

EtsJ J C arnaud & Forges de Basse-lndre: .Sff

—

Biu. Michel, 3, 7K8,634
*

Evans, Brent R Mathematical board game apparatus 3.788.644. CI

27 3-1 34 Oad
^

Evans. Clarence F Fused igniting dispenser 3.788.222. CI. 10_-

37 004
Evans James W . to Athletic Swing Measurement. Inc Swing measure-

ment system 3.788.647. CI 273- 186 00a

Evans jjmes W . to Athletic Swing Measurement. Inc. Three dimen-

' sionaldisplav system 3.784. 347. CI 343-7 400.

Evans Products Company .Sff—
Bennett. James R .3.788.238

Evans Robert A . and Brundage. Horace W . to Consolidated Foods

Corporation Vacuum cleaner suctK>n tool with orbital nozzles for

cleaning deep pile sh..g rugs 3.787.420. CI. 15-416.000.

Everlasting Valve Company: .Sff

—

Fit/gerald.lhomasW, 3.788.346.

F\ Ci Fntwicklungs und \ erwertungsgesellschaft m h H :
.SVf—

Ritter, Josef, Ciott, Hans, Ritter. Klaus. Ciamillscheg. Otto. Boyer.

W ilhelm, and Ritter. Gerhard. 3.788,1 22

Ex-C"ell-C) C"orpi>ration: .Sff

—

Sutton. Robert S , 3.788.657

Excelermatic. Inc : .SVf—
Kraus.CharlesE .3,788,713

Fa Hunnebeck CimhH Sff—
Markewit/. Wolfgang, and Mischke. Fritz. 3.788.444

Fachlni Robert M . Kenna. Fenton L . Jr . Barrett. Monroe C .
Nickla.

I ouis E and Graham. R.ihert 1. . to International Harvester Com-

pany Automatic bale handling device 3.788.445. CI 2 14-6 00b

Fagersta Aktiebolag: .Sff-

Loovist. Kaj Ragnar. 3.787.443

Eahlman. Gosta H . Lundborg, Gunnar. and Westbcrg. Johan Eric

Hayden. to AG A Aktiebolag Tubular diving equipment. 3.788.31 1,

*
CI. 128-142 300

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation: .SVf

—

' Lehrer. William I .3.788.723.

Fairchild Industries. Inc : .SV<

—

Cortez. Edward. 3.784. 361

Falen Walter S . and Giardina. Anthony J . to General Motors Cor-

poration Fuel injection system 3.788.287. CI 123-52 Omv

Falkehag. Sten 1. and Braddon. David V . to Westvaco Corporation

Elastomer stabilization with lignin-based materials 3.784.043. CI

260-17 500. .

Falkehag. Sten. II; and Bailey. Carl W . III. to Westvaco Corporation

Dyestuff compositions containing sulfomethylated phenolic-formal-

dehyde resin dispcrsants stabilized with urea or ammonia 3.788.808.

CI 8-34.000.
. w I *,

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning: -Sff

—

Beiertz. Hans, 3.788.807.

Buttner. Gert. Hartmann. Adolf; and Braun, Peter, 3,784,03 1

,

Diery, Helmut; Rittner. Siegbert; and Lorke. Horst. 3.788.941

.

Heiskel, Elmar; and Last, Hartmut, 3,789,028.

Hillc, Ernst; Hoyer, Ernst; Meininger, Fritz; and Rotlmann.

Johannes, 3,788,801

Klatt, Peter; Sccger. Karl; and Wilborn, Wolfgang. 3,788,296.

Farian Gerhard, and Fink, Willi, to Kaltenbach & Voigt. Dental hand-

piece of straight or angle type. 3,787,477. CI 32-27.000.

Farlow. J*in M , to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company,

mesne. Facsimile drive apparatus 3.789.426. CI. 346-138.000.

Farrington. Bob H. Fluorescent bulb handling apparatus. 3.788,693,

CI 244-20 000.

Faunce. John Porter, to Diamond Shamrock Corporation Method for

incorporating metals into molten metal baths 3,788,839, CI. 75-

430()r.

Fawcett. Howard, to C ambridge Instrument Company, Inc. Direct writ-

ing recorder including a«i improved stylus assembly therefor.

3.784.423. CI 346-76.00r.

Fazzani Raymond John, to Torrington. Company. The. Tailpipe form-

ing mechanism. 3.788.1 16, CI. 72-296.000.

Feather Hill Industries, Inc.: .SVf—

Boehland. Robert R. Jr. 3.788,279

Featherman. Daniel J., to Featherman. Fctherman and Fethcrman.

Erectible shelving 3.788.490, CT. 2 1 1 -1 76.000.

Featherman, Fctherman and Fetherman: .SVf

—

Featherman. Daniel J . 3.788.490.

Federal Cartridge Corptiration: .SVf

—

Merritt. Edward E., 3,788,224.

Federal 1 ool & Plastics; a division of VCA Corporation: .SVf— c

Ostrowsky, Efrcm M , 3.788.549.

Feed Screw's. Inc.: .SVf— !

Dray.RobertF. 3,788.612.

EEL Inc.: .SVf— '^^

Dawson. Clarence G.. 3,787,925

Feit. Louis, and Krause, Irving A , to International Telephone and

Telegraph Corporation. Arrangement for synchronizing the record-

ing of a plurality of signals an a recording medium 3,789,159, CI.

179-lOOOz.s.

Fejer. Mark E.: .SVf

—

Nesbitt, John D.; and Fejer, Mark E.. 3,788,832.

Feldman David W. and Slone. JamcsC, Jr., to United States of Amer-

ica Navy Guidance system 3.789.35 I . Cl. 340-4.00r

Feldmann. Robert G . to Pyroil Company. Inc Windshield scraper.

3.787.921. CI 15-105.000.

Felten & Cjuilleaume Aktiengesellschaft: .SVf

—

Ditscheid, Hans Leo, 3,789,129.

Fclthuis. Jacob: .SVf

—

Van Laar. Jacobus; and Eelthuis. Jacob. 3.788,622.

Fend. Frj^lz: -SVf

—

Stahl Karl-Heinz; Stahl, Werner; and Fend, Fritz. 3.788.547.

Fensom. Harry William, to Post Office. The Side-lone reducing circuit

for a telephone subscribers instrument. 3.789. 1 55. Cl. I 79-8 1
OOa.

Fernald. Robert A : See—
Goldie. Charles H,; and Fernald, Robert A., 3,789,214.

Fernseh GmbH : .Sff

—

Bachmann. Horst. 3.789.135

F'erranti Limited: .SVf

—

Hepburn. William Dunn. 3.789.320.

Ferrario Franco Conducting fluid type inertia responsive switch for

motor vehicles 3.789.1 70. Cl. 200-61 470.

Ferstenberg. Charles, to Tenneco Chemicals, Inc. Web transfer system.

3 788,535, Cl 226-88.000.

Feuerbacher. David George; and Smith. Mary Kay Hrncir. to Texaco

Inc Method for inhibiting adstirption of surfactant in secondary oil

recovery. 3.788.399. Cl 166-274000

Fibreboard Corporation: .Sff

—

Baker. David R ; and Yin, Robert L, 3,788,876.

Fichtel & Sachs ACi: .SVf

—

Kollcr. Manfred. 3.788,630.

Pfister. Bruno. 3.788,289

Eichter KG, Firma: .SVf—

Fichter. Roland, 3.788,777.

Fichicr. Roland, to Fichtcr KG, Firma Miniature electric fan.

3.788.777. Cl 417-411.000.

Ficker, Stefan: iff— .„ „ • .

Kacpplcr. Gerhard; Fickcr. Stefan; and Pergande. Wilfried.

3.788.046.

Figari Jorge Galvez. Process for collection and treatment of garbage.

3,788,027. Cl. 53-24.000.

Fillmore. Richard Plumb, and Heuncr, Robert Charles, to RCA Cor-

poration. Electronic firing circuit. 3,788,226, Cl. 102-70. 20r.

Finch, Colin Maxwell; .Sff—

Knight, Lindsay Charles; Finch, Colin Maxwell; Walden, Noel

Harry Fred, and Racz. George. 3,788.748.

Fink, Werner: iff—
. „ .. nw .

Von Grunbcrg. Hubertus; Fink, Werner; and Kircher, Dieter,

3,788,710.

Fink, Willi: Sff—
Farian, Gerhard; and Fink, Willi. 3,787.977.

Einster Leslie P ; Petkovsek. Richard J.; and Reader, Trevor D., to

Cogar Corporation. Tape cartridge loading and positioning system.

3 788,57 I, Cl. 242-195.000

Firth Arthur Jose, 600 Machine Tools Limited. Trip device for use in a

feed mechanism of a machine. 3,788, 1 58, CT. 74-4 1 2 Otl.

Fischer, Christopher L., to Raychem Corporation Universally jointed

chilling tool. 3,788,692, Cl. 294-l9.00r.
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K.schcr Karl. Gossler. Gerhard, and Kighcrer. Robert, to K Ci 0_ EIck

tro-Gcrate Blanc and Fischer F.lec4ncal ook.ng appliance

? 78y.l89.Cl 2I'*-464 0(M)
_ ., ,

FitVaerald Thomas W . to tverlasting Valve Company Hanpclcss

valve 3.788.346.CI 137-J3()()00

Fitzky.Hans-Georg SVf- nun >-.«

Nasscnstem. Hcmnch. and Fitzky. Hans-Ocorg. 3.788.7.K.

Fives Lille-Cail: See— .,

PostcJ-Vinay. Francis. 3.788.445

Postcl-V may. Francis. 3.788.446

+-)eischmann. Levwis W . to Westmgh..use Flcctric C orp..ration How

control apparatus. 3.788.310. CI 128- I42.(HM..

FlexO-Lators.Inc SV.--
i iut u-)-)

Foy. Charles L . and Arnold, Harmon W .
3.787.<*2.

Flmtkote Company. The SVf-
u nvu o->s

Cahfano. Frank L and Laszlo. Joseph. 3.7X»'J-^

Flood Hakon. and Scltveit. Arne. to Flkcm A/S Method ol produc.nj:

refractorv material 3.788.866. CI lOh-6'J 000

FU.rjancc Peter Device for the framing ot photographic slides

3.788.031. CI 53-123 000

Fluid Device Corporation .SVf—
Richards. George B. 3.788.0«*0

FMC Corporation .SV*-—
Ahbott.John A . and Mencacci. Samuel A . 3.788,3«*.

Berkovkit/.Sidnev. 3. 78** .000

Kraft. Robert F.3.788.4«J2

Mencacci.Samuel A .3.788.375

Pelmulder. J»>lin P . Meister. Cornehus. and Mi.nroe. IJarrell VN
.

3 788.470
Rudbarg. Frank. 3.784.188

Stephanoff. Louts J . 3.788.447

Varney. Robert K .3.788.453.

Kokker-V F W N V ;
.%>«•-

DcHartog. Jan F. 3. 788.024

Folkcns Dieter, and Mont/. Rolf, to Olympia Werke AG Printmp ap

paratusfof business machines 1.788.2 14, CI I01-«J6 000

Folkesson. Bcrt.l. N.lsson. I ennart. and S,oslrand. \"''- •" ''^';;; 'l^

Developpment SA Device for packing machines 3.788.0.8. 11 > '

51000
Food Enuipmcnt Corpiiralioil .SVc— .

Dieckmann.ticorge NV . Jr. 3.788,455.

Ford Motor Companv .V<<- • • • '^

Bishop.GeraldB .3.78X.615

Bo/oian. Michael. Krugler. Allen D . Jr . and Radio. Bernard G

3 788.421

Burger. Fdga/ P .3.788.072

Camp. John W A. 3.788.437
u d u i o

Colovas. Denny D ; l.ogan. John S . and Skruch. Richard R .

'
. 3.788.233

Harrison. Robert S , and l.unsford. Max W . 3.788.288

Holm. John A .and 1 ap.nski. David A .
3.78V. 26«^

'
Macoit. Arthur J .and Apostoleris. Theodore <. 3.7HV.-^«l

Mistop«iulos. Chris. Jr .
3.788.0O5

Mitlman. Jerome J .3.787.444

Perkins. Norman >\ ,3.7X8.648

Sielk, Werner, 3,788,160

Toth. Steve. 3.788. 245

Wu.Tao-Yuan. 3.788.24 1

Forsvth Fric B to Fnsign Flectronics. Inc Method and apparatus lor

testing depth finders 3,784.352. CI 34(»-5 ItOc

Fprvward Technologv limited See—
Allen.GordonS J .3.784.254

Foster. Robert F See-
, ,u e

Budd. Allan I . Foster. Robert F . and Greenberg. Jonathan S .

Fowler Ronald James, Freeh. Fdward James, and Koenig David

JSiark to Industrial Nucleonics C..rp..ration Dryer control system

and method 3.787.485 CI 34-45 000

Fovkler.Sam B .Sec-

Davis, Ira K ,
3,788."|75 ....

Fox. Everett D . Schaefer, J.>hn P . and LeI.acrt. R''>'"'J"'*,^'^ • ^
Wheclabralor-Frye Inc Grease gun and couplmg 3.788.4./. Cl

184-105 00C
Fox.Gary I. ; .SVf—

, l' r , t

Hotz. Kenneth J . Jr. Sterner. Edward, and Fox. Oars I

3.788.628 *«.

FoxIndustries.Inc .SVc-

Scheffel CarlW ,3,788.758

Fox, WilhamP Hand-loaded pin chuck 3.788.537. CI 227-142 (K)0

Foy Charles L . and Arnold Harmon W . to Flex-O-I.alors. Inc. Edge

protector 3.787.422, CI 16-1 000

FrabitlManufacrffringCo .SVe- .

. ^ i rw .„..i,i I

Malras. Earl L ; Matras. Frank D . and Herad. Donald J .

3.788.642.

Franklin Electric Subsidianes, Inc See—

Oxiey. Arthur R. 3.788.411

Franklin. Gerald .^fc— , -,oo ....«

Lehikoincn.L Albert; and Franklin. GcraW. 3.788.408

Frantzen. John J . and Lund. Charles M . lo Buckbee-Mcars C ompany

System suitable for controlling etching without the aid of an etchant

resistant 3.788.4 I 2. CI 156-6000
Frappier. Robert H . Tanner. Hal W . Jr . and Wagers. William O to

International Paper Company Method of making rolled edge sealed

. corrugated paperboard 3.788.420, CI 1 56-202 0<#)

jANi;ARY2y, 1974

Freedman Artcraft Engineering CorptwatHin Sre-

H..smer.MaxF .3,788.717

Freedman. Norman S .
granted to I nited States Atomic Energy Com-

mission under the provision of 42 ISC 2182. Horsting. ( are W .

, awrence, Walter F , and Carrona, John J 1 h-"»',;'-'-r;,'f
"'^'

structure and nKth..dot making same V787.458.C 1 .4-4/. m.

Freeh, Edw.ird J.imes See -

. », r» i

Fowler, Ronald James. Freeh. Edward James, and K.»cnig. David

Mark. V787,485
j

Freewalcr, Milton .SVi- —
Hunt F rink S .and Ereewaler. Milton. 3.788.268

Free/e John A lo Wesiinghouse Electric Corporatu.n Electrical cur-

rcnl monitor which separately indicates indivulu.il and sustained cur-

rent pulses V784,24V < I
324-S 1 (HM) •

Erenck John Parsons, to Du Pont de Nemours, E I .
and C ompany

.\pparatus for monilormg the corrosion rale of metal by the p».lari/a-

,u,n resistance method 3,788.462,11 204-145 00c

Freund Inc Co .1 td .V«-«'
|

Tsuiinti. lakuichi, 3.784.117

Frick. Hciprich, Haider. Niklaus, and Vogler. ^'">:^''' ;'^";:;"':,',;'

Roche Inc Method for producing chromam.ls 1.784.08<>. t I -6U-

<4S 500
. . , ,

Fried David W . to Millar Elevator Industries. Inc Elevator safely con^

iroi circuit for preventing elevator d.«.r from opening at floor v^.th

fire 3 788.428. CI 187-24 (Kir

Fried Krupp<iesellschaft mit beschrankter Hattung See -

lingemann. Hein/. 3.788.210
, . , . .

F„cdm..n. Harrv (.. to Medtronic. Inc B.Hly implantable lead

3 788 124. CI 128 418 00(l '

Friedman. Mitchell, Kamenlskv. I ouis A. and Kliiiger. Isaac, lo

Hio/Physics Svslems. Inc Method and apparatus f..r pholoanalysis

t 788.744. Cl' 356 34 (lOO

Friedman. M.ishe. and Herndon. MeMn. to Lniled States ol America,

N..VV Coherent microwave generator. 3.784,2^7.11 3 1 5 3 OOO

Fries William,toRohn. \ HaasComp.inv Selective separation ot cya

nide from waste streams by adsorption pr.>cess 3.7X8,4X1. C I -10

FrfJ*sen"'lheodore Self-cleaning endless bell 3.7X8.46 1, t 1
14S

;''y (KM)

Frit/. Albert W . Jr Safety apparatus for dump trucks 3.784.357. C I

14()5lOOt> . ..,

Fr.t/ W.llKim Baird. I .lev John Wayne, and Sanders, Neil "•'"'•-"^- '''

AMP Incrporated RF fillers with glass on a subslrale 1.7X»..6«.

CI IIS 14 510

Frohch.Martm Leak detector 3.784,247. CI 124 6S oor

Fuchs. Franz .SVi-—
i u

Dausch. Ernst, kubler. Friedrich. Hempel. I heodor. and Fuchs.

Franz. 3.7X7.433
|

Full Electrochemical Co Ltd .V«-«

Kobayashi, Selhin. lorn. Michihiro. and Okud.i.

3.788.424

Fu|i Photo Film Co . Lti> .S.-«- —

Honjo Satoru. and Fukushima. Osaniu. 3.788.430

Malsukawa. Hiroharu. Saeki. Keis... and Katayama.

3.784.015 . , u
Nakazawa. Yoshivuki. Nakamura. Yoshuharu, Sueyoshi, lohru.

ind Sito Akira 1 7X8.854

Osawa. Sad'ao. lamai, Yasuo. and I akimoto. Masaaki. 3.788.845

Sato. Masamichi. and lakah.ishi, Iso/i. 3.788.844

Sato. Masamichi. 3.784,222

Sato. Masamichi. 3.784.223
., 7«o ..a

Sato Msamichi.Honfo.Saloru.andKomaki, lakao. 3.78«*...4

Taguchi. Sciichi. and Mizuki. Eiichi. 3.788.844
|

Fuiisawa. Mitsumaro See—
Sato Wasuke. Ink... Eumio. Yamamoto, Sadao, Fupsawa, Mitsu

maro. and Hatakeyama.Shigeyuki. 3.788,144

Fuiitsu Limited .NVc— ^ , ....
Sailo. Yoshihiro. Okada. Tomoo. Odera. Fiichi. and Matsu/awa.

leruyuki. 3.784.147

Fukui. Takasuke .SV*-—

Watanabe. Teruji. Fukui. Takasuke. and Suzuki, Shizuo.

3.784.234
Fukushima.Osamu .SVe-

-nuu uin
Honio. Satoru. and Fukushima. Osamu. 3.788.4.30

Furrcr. Frank See-

Shah. Arvind. and Furrcr. Frank. 3.784,145.

Furumi Electric Company. Limited .SVe—
, u i

Ichihara. Ko,i. Fanaka. Hideki; Ish.da. Kazutaka. and Handa.

Minoru. 3.784.408 „ . ^ * ,- .

Fusari. Salvatore A . and Loeck. Leslie M .
to P-""^^'

""^'V
* <^

I'"'"

pany Slabilized molded sublingual nitroglycerin tablets 3.784.1 14.

CI 424 78 (KK)
. . , , ^^ ,.

Eusco Ralph L . and White. Robert A . to Wm.d Industries. Inc Walk-

in i^Uar/printing machine unit 3.788.2 1 8. CI 101 I HO tK.O

G & L Industries. Inc See— .

Gordin. Myron K. 3.784.336 I

Gabalda Carlos Matas Device f..r double twisting textile yarn.

1.788.055. CI. 57-58 720 «

Gabriel. Frank K . to Westinghouse Electric C orpt.ration Interstage

disc cavity removable temperature probe 3,788.143, Cl /J-

C.ade John N and MacKay, James D , to Eastman Kodak Company,

stonwmdingandloadingmethod. 3.787.954.C1 24-430.000.

M.is.in.io

Shizuo.
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G.ideliiis. (iuslaf Shiro. In Ciadelius Inter S A Method and apparatus

for manufacturing reinforced plastic cylinders 3.788.416. CI 156-

74 OOO
Ciadelius Inter S A .S(<-

Gadehus.GustafShiro. 3.788.416 •

G.AF C orporation See -

lellier.JaequesC I .3.788,88 1

(iagliardi. D Donald See -

Klein. Stewart I . and Gagliatdi. I) Donald, 1.7X8,803 '

(iagliardi, Frances Dodge .Sec

Klein. Slewarl I . and Ciagliardi. D Don.dd. 3.7XX.803

G.igiu-. Pierre .Sit

Her4i.ird. Andre, (iagne. Pierre. Ciras. (ieorges. and Neel. Jean.

3.78X.XX4

(iainer. John L . to I niversity of \ ir>:ini.i, I he Process for increasing

oxygen diflusivity 3.788.468, Cl 2IO-S4(lOO

Gallagher. J>»hn P . lo Dick. A B , C i>mpany Bl.ide for scraping liquids

Irom a relatively moving surface 3.7XX.214.CI 101 425 000

Galli.tiuido .S<'i-

Hingh.ini. Ron.ild F \ C ecil. I honias F . Galli. (iuido. .iiul

I'oiiuelle.ticreon E . 3.784.278
< i.iiius. John I .V<-«-

ItN.ik, I arry D . (iames. J.ihn F . and Saunders. John. 1.7X4. I'M

(lanies. John I . lo Iniled .Xircrall Corpor.ilion Analo;; duuler .iiul

navigation coniputei 3. 7X4. 147. Cl 2t5 1^0 2711

< i.iniillscheg. Olio .Src

Riller. Josef. (ioM. H.ms, Riller. Kl.ius, Gamillscheg. Olio. Boyer.

Wilhelni.and Riller. derhard. 1.7XK.i:2

liappa, Ciunlher See

—

Junlgen. H.iiald. Knobl.iiich. K.irl, /undorf. Dieter, and Ciappa.

Gunlher. 3.7XX.4XS

Gardi. Rinaldo .See —
I reoh. Alberto, and G.irdi. Rm.il.lo. 1.7X4.1 2 I

(i.irdiner. Robert X , to ( romplon \ Knou Ics Corporation lempera

lure eonln.l appar.iUis lor extruders 1.7X8,1X7, Cl 1 65-27 000
(i.inlnet t iini.id O I eedh.iek modulation of exhaust gases in inlenuil

combustion engines 1.7SX. 2X4.(1 121 Il4(»0.i

(i.irdner. I IomI I . lo Phillips Petroleum ( Onipain Hvdrodeh.ilogena-

^ lione..t.ilvst t. 7X4,(116. Cl 2^2 41:- (100 p
(iardnei Denver Ctuiip.iiu S. <

P.ist. Ko>;er I , .iiul Hersehler. M leh.ieU i .1.7X8,776

(iarner. Norni.in ( iiiiipiil.itii>M dcMce .iiul method 3,788,541. (1

235 61 OOi

(larrell, C arl Eugene. Kiiisle\. \S illi.ini Henrv. Jr .
anil MooiK. I .irr>

De.in. to Western I leelric Conip.inv. Incorporated Methods ol

maniifaeturing waterproof cable 1.7X4,044. Cl 264 I 74O00
Ci.irrison, Judd I , and B.ills. J<<hn H . lo Balls. John I horn. is, Inc

Slack, lie and coat h.inger 1.7XX,4XX.C1 211 123 OOO

G.irzi.i. Aldo, to Istituto ( heniioter.ipico llaliano S p A Prophvlavis

.iiul tre.ilment of cardi.ic 1,4.5-lrialko\>phen\l.ilk.inoic acids .ind

s.ilts thereof 3.784.(ro.CI 260 521 OOr

dale. J.inies M Sec -

Bednare/vk. Julian F . .ind (.He, James M . 1.7X8,767

(i.ites Ruhhei ( I'nip.iiu . I he S<<

-

Millet. Arthur W . Stiiemkv. Kohert F . .iiul Morse, (ieorge F .

t.7XX.0'>X

(lause. Ravmoiul I . .iiul (.lenn, ( ( . to I nileil Slates ot America.

N.ilioii.J Aeron.iutics .ind Sp.ice \ilnimistr.ilion Manu.il .ictu.ilor

1.7XX.I6t.Cl 74 S>M Mil)

(laulre.iux. Glori.i .A Sic

ll.irper. Robert J . Jr . G.iutre.iuv. Glon.i A ,
Bruno, Joseph S ..ind

Donoghue. Malthew J .
1.7XX.X04

(i.i\loril. As.i K . lo (i.ivloul Industries Fleclrostalic precipitator for

high lemper.iture operation VKX.IM I , Cl 55-1 24O00
(i.ivlord Indusiries See -

(ia\lord. Asa K . 1.7XX.n4l

Ga\lord,John A Denture holding ine.ins 1.7X7,474. Cl 12-1 000

Ciaz de France See

—

Colonna. Jean. 1.7XX.';i)S

(ie (iaCiesellschatl fur ( i.iselechnik Lot/ K(i .Vie—
.

Lol/.Horst K . 1.7X8,620

Ciebr Holman K (i . M.ischinenl.ibrik Sir—
Muller. Richard. 3,788.147

(ieck, (iunler. and l.angh.imnier, Hans Jurgen. to Klockner-W erke

ACi Method for melting particulate metal 1,7XX.837.C1 75-55000

Cieisel, Charles E . lo Container Corporation of America Caulking car-

tridge filling and seaming machine 1.7SX.035, Cl 53-282 000

Geistlich, Fd, Sohne A d fur Cheniische Industrie See—
Pfirrmann.RolfWilhelm, 3.7X4,056

Gelin, Jacgues Andre, and Dera. Alain Joseph, lo Regie Nationale des

I'sines Renault Electronic fuel in|eclion control device 1.7XX.2X5.

Cl 123-320ca
Cielles. Nicholas. Shilev, Paul J . and Casella. Michael D . 1/2 to

Bethlehem Steel Corporation and 1/2 lo Rose Iron Wdrks. Inc Billet

turning wrench 3.78X,640,C1 244-I7O00
General American Transportation Corporation; .Sec-

Wagner. Robert F , Kubiak. Edward J ; and Rollo, Edward J , Jr ,

3.787.401
Cieneral Cable C"orporalion .Sec —

Brorein. Willi;»ii J . and Humen. Nicholas. 3.784.344

General Dynamics Corporation: .Sec-

Weisinger. Martin Donald. 3.788.426

Cieneral Electric Company: .Sec

—

Barkan, Philip. Barton. Robert S.; Skrcincr, Klaus M.; and Togncl-

la.lJgoR .3.789.174

Busch. Francis R. 3.788.81 3.

Carpenter. Loyde M ; Kiser, James W ; and Leonard, Lee V ,

3.784.177
Dinger. Edward H . and Stastor. Richard A .#,789,241.

Doepke. Donald CiH. 3.788.2 12

Eff.Christian A. 3.788,243. ;

Ciulh.l.aurenW .3.788.347

Ham. Donald M .3.784.300

Houst. Douglas R , Jones. Kenneth R . and Lajmcister. Bruce R .

1.7XX.050

Hull, Thomas N. Jr. 3.788.426

Kawahata, Masayuki, and Price. Kenneth R . 3.788.967.

Klcbe. Johann F . and Windish. Thomas J . 3,789,052

Klehe, Johann F , and Wroblewski. Henry A.. 3,789,055

Klein.KeilhW, 3,7X4,268

Mi.relock. Charles R, 3,788,X43.

Rose. Richard Stephen, and Clark. Burton Parker. 3.788.191

Schlehen, Harold Ci , Sr ; and Pettinga, Robert, 3.788,189.

Shaw, Bernard. 1.7X8.830
Wagner^Donald M. 3.7X9.212

General Foods C"orporation: See-
Mahlniann. James Patrick. 3,7X8.X60.

(lener.il Instrument Corporation: .Sec

—

Miner.CarrollR .3.788,152

Miner, Carroll R and Balash, Edward. 3.789,33 1

.

Cieneral Mills Chemicals. Inc :-.Vee—
Coury, Arthur J . Rogier. Edgar R . Schwebke. Gerald L ; and

Co/ad. Douglas D . 3.789.045.

(ieneral Motors Corporation .Sec—
Ben.isutti. Louis D and Chcrnek. Joseph D . 3.788,094.

Bowler. Lauren L, 3.788.422

Brewer.RobcrlW. 3,788.071

Brooks. Frank W . and Naismith. Thomas D.. 3.788.429. •

Connell. Lehman J , and Johnson. Jeffrey L . 3,788,148.

Degioia. Peter A . and Sutton. Charles B.. 3.788,714.

Falen. Walter S.. and Ciiardina. Anthony J.. 3.788,287.

(iray. Ihomas J , DeClaire, James H , and Tucker, Herbert D ,

3. 7 8 8.664.

Cireenleaf. Jack I , 3.787.960.

Hathawav.JohnCi , 3,7XX.655

Hurl. Harmon C. 3.788.430.

Isaacson, Manfred A , 3.788.626.

Johnson, David E . and Rehfeld, Frederick, 3,788.770.

King. Dallas E. 3.784.25 I.

.Mandlev, Donald J . 3,788.654.

Markcv. ErancisJ ,3,7XX.I31.

Morgan, Robert E., 3,788.7X2.

Nicklcs. Lawrence H . 3.7X8.763.

Noll, James I.. .and /ens. John F . 3.788.665.

Pasek. James E . Shea. James M
.^
and Fi^ibin. Michael E..

3.787.445,
"

Perger, Julius M.. 3.78X.66X

Perrv.JamesC . 1.7XX.2X3

Plant. Ernest M , II, 3.7XX,1 54.

Wilson, Robert J., 3.78X,22X.

(lener.il Signal Corporation: .Sec

—

Burns. LouisC).3.78X, 194

rurtle.OuentinC. 3.7X8.140

(ieneral I cchnologies Corporation: .Sec—
Shyne. James J.:and Milcw ski. John V .3.788.935.

Geng. Peter. Ciueniat. Robert, /ollinger, Alfred; Luscher, Walter.

Schawalder, Hans)org. and ischahen. Hanspetcr. to Gerickc & Co.

Apparatus for tVlling a receptacle with compacted pulverulent

material 3.78X.36X.C1 I4I-67O00
(ieorge. David B .See

—

t

Beck. Russell R . Cieorge.j David B ; and Anderson. Charles W .

3.7X9.097.
i

George. James F: ,S'e<'— -j

Rabenhorst, David W . Brandt. Alan; Darnell. Kenneih h.. and

(jeorge. James F, 3,7X8.162

George. LylcR frailer hitch 3.788.673. Cl 280-423.00r.

George. Nicholas, to California Institute of 1 echnology. Laser receiver

system. 3.788.743. Cl. 356-28.000

Cjcorge. Nicholas Image quality rating system. 3.788,749. Cl 356-

239000
Ciericke & Co.; .See-

Cieng, Peter. Gueniat. Robert. Zollinger. Alfred. Luscher. Walter;

Schawalder. Hansjorg; and Tschanen. Hanspetcr, 3.788.368.

Cierlach. Peter K ; .Sc<

—

Reimer. William A . and Gerlach. Peter K . 3.789.345

Cierman. Dale E . and Clark, Allen L . to Aro Corporation. The Hose

coupler 3.788.548. Cl 251-144 600
Ciersch. Josef; .See

—

c

(ireiner. Joachim. Engelsmann. Dieter. Ciersch, ''Josef. Land-

brccht. Franz; Muller. Rudolf; W enger. Wolfgang, and

Wiedemann. Otto. 3.784.1 57

Gertsch ACi; .See—
Smolka, Thomas Gordon, aind Hrachowitz, Franz. 3.788.660.

Ciesellschaft zur Froderung der Forschung an der Eidg Tcchn

Hochschule: .See—
Shah. Arvind. and Furrcr. Frank. 3.784,145.

Geusic. Joseph Edward; .See

—
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Chen. Yu-Ssu. Ccusic. Joseph Edward; and Nelson. Tcrrcncc

John.3.78«*.375

Giacoma. Frederick Alfred. Jr .Godbold. Channing W . and Stephens.

Richard Wilson, to Monsanto Company fcxplosmn relief eo\cr

restraint 3.788.514. CI 220-8«» 00a.

Ciardina. Anthony J : See—
Falen Walter S. and Giardina. /^nthony J . 3.78S.287

Gibson. Ivan A Cooling shroud for airh..at 3.78H.264. CI 1 1 .1-
1
(Hlr

Gidon. Maric-Claire .SV«

—

Girard. Rene Fernand Victor, and Gidon. Manet laire.

3 788 S**?

Giesscrmann". Gunter. Schreyer. Gerd. and Weigert. Wolfgang

• Deutsche Gold- und SilherScheideanstall vormaK RoesNier Process

for the production of h\drogen peroxide b> the anthraquin.Mie

process 3.78'*. 1 14. CI 423-588 000

Gilbert. John B -SVi-—
, , u

Henry. H Clarke. Gilbert. John B. and Sosnowski. John.

3,788.<*72

Gillette. Deighton D . to loua State I'niversity Research Foundatum.

Ine System for exchanging blood ultrafiltrate 3.788.3 1«<. CI 128-

214 00b
Gilman. Paul B . Jr . and Haefner. John A . to Fastmun Ki>d.ik C oni

pany Photographic elements comprising complexes of titanium

dioxide and an organic ligand. 3.788.853. CI. **6-6**. (MX).

Gingras. Claude A .S><'—
Bcaudoin. Yvon. and Gingras, Claude A.. 3.788,167.

Ginzel. Severin; See-^

Silbereisen. Hermann. W intcrberg. Felix, and Ciin/cl. Scvcrin.

3.788.787

Ciirard. Rene Fernand Victor, and Gid«»n. Marie-Claire. to Societe In-

dustrielle Bull-General Flectric (Socicle Anonymc) Process for

treating substrates in order to reduce the magnetic angular disper-

sion of thin ferromagnetic films deposited on such subslr.its

3.788.897. CI I 17-236 OOd

Gitlit7. MeUin H See—
Reifenberg. Gerald H . and Gitlit/. Mclvin H . 3.789.057

GK Svstems. Inc See— •

Gregory. Robert B . 3,788.hl4

Glasa. Stefan Ink Cirtridge for tubular \^riting pen 3.788.754. CI

401-135 000
Glass. Karl M . to Johnson. Howard, t ompany C lam slicing m.ichine

3.788. 176. CI 831 14 1)00

Glass. Marvin. & Associates .SV*-—

Kramer. Norman. 3.789.2 I I

Morrison. Howard J . and Nix. Donald Frederick. 3.7X8.643

Glass. W ill*am H . and Bridigum. Robert J . ti> Westinghouse Air Brake

Compan\ Combined air and hvdraulic fluid supply apparatus and

control therefor 3.788.769.(1 417-26tKI(t

Glenn. C Ci .Set-—
Gause. Raymond 1 . and Glenn. C G.. 3.788.163.

Globe-Lnion Inc .V«r —
. Schimck.Ri>hert. 3.787.946

Globelile Batteries Canada. I imiled .V*-*-—

Thornblad. Rulf Fihp Gunnar. 3.788.901

Glomhit/j. Klaus, to Stacdtler. J S Compasses with releasable points

3.787.980. CI 33-27,OOb

Godbold. Channing W See—
Giacoma. Frederick Afrred. Jr. Ciodbold. Channing W. and

Stephens. Rich.ird Wilson. 3.788.514

Godfrey Richard Hugh, to RC A Co.poration Methods of manufac-

ture of color picture tubes 3.788.847. CI 96-36 l(Mt

Godin. Thomas J . to Coullel- Flectronics. Inc Inline fluid filter

3.788.484. CI 210-447 OlM)

Goebbels. Wolfgang .SV*-—

Moll. Phihpp. and Goebbels. Wolfgang. 3.788.247

Goehlc. Rolf. Velten. Walter, and Knirsch. (iunther. to Brown. Boveri

& Cie Aktiengcsellschaft Flectric protective switch for protection

against fault currents, excess currents and short circuits 3.789.334.

CI 335 173 (100

Cocring. Harlan I. . FiRenberry. John N . and Koermer. Gerald S
.
to

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation Fluorinated camphor

derivatives and europium and praseodymium chelates ihereol

3.789.060. CI 260-429 200

Goct/ Philip J . and Solomon. Leon R , to Singer Company. The Sinc-

cosine frequency tracker 3. 789. 316. CI 331-12000

Goff. James R . to Nelsi>n. Robert T .Apparatus for treatment of verti-

eaily disposed surfaces 3.788.010. CI 5 1 -9 llOO

Goff. Richard F . Jr .S.. -
Campbell. Roger G . Sr . Gofl. Richard F . Jr . and Priestley.

Joseph A .3.788.365
Campbell. Roger G . Sr . Goff. Richard F . Jr . and Guay. Nor-

mand D . 3.788.366

Goldblatt. Maxwell, and Mclnleer. Bcrthus B , to L niled States of

America. Atomic Fnergy Commission Highly enriched multiply

'labeled stable isoti>pic Ci>mpounds as atmospheric tracers

3.788.8 14. CI .23-232 OOr

Goldic. Charles H . and Fernald. R«)berl A . to Lnited States of Amer

ica. Atomic Energy Commission Irradiation apparatus. 3,789,214,

CI 250-354 000
Gomer. William T See—

Matter, William L . and Gomer. William T . 3.789,120

Goodman. James W . Jr Easily adjustable protective head gear

3.787.894. CI 2-3 OOr
Goodrich. B F. Company. The: .SV«-—

Gould. Joseph C . and Hayes. Robert I. ,3,788.475

WheeliH-k, George I . 3,788.878

CuHidvear I ire & Rubber Company, The: See—

Jones.Wilham F. 3.788. 172

Miller.(ilenn A .3.787.956

Cit>ransson. Nils Paul, to Saab Scania Akticbolag Velocity flowmeter

3.788. 142. CI 73 230(MMI

(iordin. Mvron K . to Ci & I Industries. Inc Rctractibic magnet holder

3.789,3.36. CI 335 285 OOO

(ii>retta, l.«>uis A See

—

Scale. Virgil F . Svar/. Jerry J . <ioretta. Louis A .
Newkirk. John

D .Hunter. Wo«hJF. and Sibert. Frederick J .3.789.074

Gossler. Cierhard .V«'<' —
Fischer. Karl, (iossler.tierhard. and Kigherer. R.ibert. 3.789,189

(iott. Hans See —

Ritter. Josef. Cit>tt. Hans. Ritter. Klaus. Ciamillschcg. Otto. Boyer.

Wilhelm. and Ritter. (ierhard. 3.788.122

Gould Joseph C . and Haves. Robert 1 . to (.oiulrich. B F . C ompany.

Ihe Container 3.788.475. CI 210-167 (MM)

(ir.ice.Ciarl.ind K .SVi— n i l
Murphy. James I . Jr . tirace. Garland K . and Rogers. Rudv F .

3.788.095

Cirace. W R .& Co .SV«--

Dolbear.Get>ffrey t . and Nagee. John S . Jr .
3.788.977.

Flhott.CurtisH .Jr .3.789.107

Kolbe. John I . and Legal. Casimer C" . Jr .
3.788.817 I

Kupils.John J . 3.788.941

Paul. Arvind S . and Singer. John Jacob. Jr .
3.788.960

I riggi.ini. I eonard \ . and Sanchez. Mois^sCi .
3.789.(11 3

Graff. Fugene A . and He>lmei|er. Herni.in R . l.< Westinghouse Flec-

tric Corpor.ition Vllrium phosphate vanadate phosphi>r 3.789.0 14.

CI 252 301 40p
Graffman. Johan Holger ln)ectuin nozzle for liquid fuel 3.788,559. t I

2 34-5 3 3 000 I

Graham, Robert l. See—
Fachini. Robert M . Kenna. Fenton L . Jr . Barrett. Monroe C.

Nickla. L»>uisF . and Graham. Robert I ,'.788.495

(iranger. Alain, and Sausse. Andre, to Rhone Poulenc S A Apparatus

f«)r concentrating a liquid containing non ullratiltr.ible elements

.^.7XS.474.C1 210 137 (KM)

(ir.inieri. Michael S . Jr See

Fannarimi. Joseph M . Ciranieri. Michael S . Jr . and Mieh.ielson.

Henry W .3.788.517

(iraphic .Arts leehnical Foundation See ~
|

Lyon. William B . and Schaeffer. William D . 3,788.137,

(iras. (ieorges .V«< —
Bernard, .\ndre. Ciagne. Pierre. Gras. Cieorges. and Neel. Jean.

3.788.884

Graves. Richard A . to L I me C orp«>ration CUnibinalion ice cube

maker and refrigerator 3.788.089. CI 62 I 37 OOO

Ciray. I honias J . DeC laire. James H . and lucker, Herbert I) .
to

General Motors C orporali.ui Shoulder belt storage retainer

3.788.664. CI 280- 150 Osh

Cireen Donald I . and Snarr. James L . to Iniagex. Inc \ ray tire in

spection machine 3.789.226. CI 250-3600O0

Cireenberg. Jonathan S See

—

Budd. Allan I . Foster. Robert F . and Greenberg. Jonathan S .

3.788.545

Greenlay. Charles A . and Andreas. Fhrhardt. to Hazemag Hartzer

kleinerungs und Zement Maschinenhau Ciesellschjfl m b H

Recovery of asbestos fibers from asbestos ore 3.788.562. CI 24 1

4 (MM)

Cireenleaf, Allen H . to Itek Corporation Muhielement window

3.788.730. CI 350-179 0(8)

Grcenleaf Jack \ . to Cieneral Motors C orporation Process f,>r manu

facturing curved channeled members 3.787.9WI,C1 29-477 (MK).

(ireenview Manufacturing Company .Si-i-—

Siemund. Herbert A . 3.787.919

Ciregi>ri. Werner K H . to Roher Bohm Limited Foamed plastic

concrete form with fire resistant tension member 3.788.020. CT 52

309 0(H)

Ciregory Robert B . to CiK Systems, Inc Mixing section for extruder

feedscrew 3.788.614. CI 259-191 (MM)

Cireiner. J.iachim. Fngelsmann. Dieter. Ciersch. Josef, Landbrecht,

Franz. Muller, Rudolf. Wenger. Wolfgang, and Wiedemann. Otto

Shielding device for overlapping the front face of a magnetic head m
magnetic tape cartridges of the compact cassette type 3.78.1 57. CI

I79-1(M) 20z

Cirieshaber. Otto A .S<-<'—
Boschen W illiam O . andGneshaher. Ott«> A . 3,788,472.

GrifTith. David B Filter means 3.788.3.30. CI 131-10 51M)

Griffith. Ferry l. .SVc

—

Klink. Jerome P . I.yle. Phra D . and Ciriffith. lerry L. 3.788,826

Grimm. Hugo .SV«"—
Dorr. Karl-Hem/. Grimm. Hugo, and K«>la, Rolf, 3,788,043

Cirimmer, Jon M .V*"*-—

Sorenson.CharlesE .and Grimmer. J«)n M . 3.788.416

Groh Gunther. and Tiemcns. Lllf. to L S Philips Corporation Pr.iduc-

. me images of parts of an object which lie at different depths by

means of holographic tomography 3.788.726. CI 350-3..5(M).

Grosholz. Rainer .SVf —
Haraszti. Tegze. and Cirosholz. Rainer, 3,788,904

Gross, Edward F Device for joining canvas boards 3.787.934, CI 24-

85(K)r.
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Cirunerl. Hellmuth. to Prameta Prazisionsmetall- und Kunststoffcr-

zcugnisse Ci Baumann & Co Boring device to fasten hinge frames or

the like 3.788.759, CI 408-1 1 5 (MH)

Ci 1 F Automatic Flectric Laboratories Incorporated .SV< —
Jacobs. Melvin A . and Woodward. John W. 3.789.150

Jameel.KhajaM . and Mueller. Von W. 3.789,332

Reimer, W illiam A . and Cierlach. Peter K . 3.789.345

Ci 1 L Sylvania. Incorporated .SV«" —
Hough. Harold L , and Wierzbicki. Julian J., 3,788.560

Szeverenyi, Nikolaus A . and Thompson. David F . 3.789,338

Guallo. Maxime. to Ateliers Diederichs Weft needle head of shuttle-

less loom 3.788.360. CI 139-122()On.

(iuay. Normand D . See—
Campbell. Roger Ci . Sr . Cioff. Richard E . Jr . and Ciuay. N»>r-

mandD .3.788.366

Ciueniat. Robert See

—

Geng. Peter. Gueniat. Robert. Zollinger. Alfred. I.uscher. Walter.

Schawalder.Hansiorg. andlschanen.Hanspeter. 3.7X8.368

Guise. Frank, to Binks-Bullows. Limited Liquid spraying apparatus

3.78X.554.CI 239 332 0(M)

(iulf & Western Industries. Inc See

Meier. Carl H . and W hue. Robert P . 3.789,195.

Ciulf Research & Development Company See—
Pachaly. Robert W .3.789.112

Ciulistan. Bulent. t<i Deutsch Fastener Corporation. Flaring tool

3. 788. 123. CT 72 191 (M)()

Ciulla. Michael, to Shipley Company. Inc Regeneration of spent

etchanl 3.788.9 I 5. CI 1 .56- 19 000

Gumbelevicius. Jtihn. to McDonnell Douglas Corporation Chemical

milling of titanium, refractory metals and their alloys 3.788,914, CI.

156 18 0011

(iundrum. Ralph J .S«'c—
C hililress. lorenza S . and Ciundrum. Ralph J .

.3.789.200

Guntrum. \^ illuim F . Pexton. Harold W . and Shores. Michael P . to

Honeywell Infornuilion Ssstems. Inc Method of fabricating a multi-

he.Kl magnetic transducer assembly 3.787.963. CI 29-603 000

Gulh. Lauren W . to General Flectric CDmpany Single hose coupling

svsicm 3. 788, U7. CI 137-355 170.

Haagensen. Duane B . to Matsushita Flectric Industrial Co . Ltd

Microwave oven with premixing of wave energy before delivery to its

healmgcavity 3.789.1 79. CI 2 19- 10 550

Haak. Ciunter. to Lnion Special Maschinenfabrik GmbH Multistage

device for the control of the air supply for pneumatic aligning mem-

bers 3. 788. 251. CI I 12-252 0(Mt

Haberle. W ilhelm Device for producing a swivelling motion m a

linearlv moving member 3,7X8. 1 54. CI 74 99 (KM)

Haberll. Wilhelm Coupling 3. 7XX.434. CI 192-26 («)0

Haefner. John A .Si-<

—

(iilman. Paul B .Jr .and Haefner. John \ .
3.7XX.X53

Hagedorn. Frwin C See -

Bahcock. Clarence I.. Busdieckei. Robert A. and Hagedorn.

FrwinC . 3.7X8.865

Hagemann. Herni.inn. PLdain. Josef, and Zankl. Frich. deceased (b>

Zankl. Helga, Zankl. Walter, and De Ramis. Angelika Zankl. heirs)

Polyurethanes based on aryloxycarbonylis«>cyanates. 3,789,033. CI

260-77 5lb

Hager.C .& Sons Hinge Manufacturing C«> .SV<

—

Peterson. Francis C .3.787.923

Hager. Ri>bert Bonner See—
La I ande. W illiam Alfred, Jr . Hauptschein. Murray, and Hager.

Robert B..nner. 3.789.08X

Hahn. Inc See—
Sorenson. Charles F . and Grimmer. J«)n M , 3,788,416.

Hair,Cieorge R See

—

Hefernan, William. Hair, George R. and Nielsen. John G ,

3.788.032

Haith. Marshall M , and l.entz. Robert A Electronic system for viewer

response to television program stimuli 3.789.1 36. CI 178-5 8()r

Halbach & Braun See-
Braun.Gert. and Braun. Ernst. 3.788,458.

Halcon International. Inc See—
Kollar. John. 3.789.065

Haider. Niklaus See— -

Frick. Heinrich: Haider. Niklaus. and Vogler. W illy. 3.789.086

Hale. James C , to Victor Complometer Corporation Compressed gas

gun with trigger operated hammer release latching structures.

3.788.298. CI 124-1 I OOr
Hall. Glen Henry Article handlmg system 3.788.694. CI 294-67 0bc

Hall. Richard W . to American Cystoscope Makers Inc Orthogonally

deflectable endoscope 3,788.303. CI 1 28 4 (KM)

Ham Donald M . to General Electric Company Demand meter with

self-aligning bearmg assembly 3.789. .3(M). CI 324-103 OOr

Hammar. Algot P Tool for removing insulation from electrical wires

3.787.969. CI 30-140000
Hammerschlag. Robert Hendrik Apparatus for defining continually

the envelope of the maxima, the minima and/or modulation depth of

a varying input signal 3.789.306. CI. 328- 1 50.000

Hammond. Fred H . Jr . to Kendall Company. The. mesne. Peel adhe-

sion apparatus and method 3.788. 1 35. CI 73- 1 50 OOa.

Hamner. Glen P.: See—
Buchmann, Fred J ; Eidt, Clarence M , Jr ; Mason, Ralph B , and

Hamner, Glen P., 3.788,974.

Handa, Minoru: See—

Ichihara, Koji. Tanaka, Hideki; Ishida, Kazutaka; and Handa.

Minoru, 3.789.408

Handke. Siegfried: See—
Beicr, Helmut. Handke. Siegfried; and Konczal, Wolfgang.

3.789,175.
• Hand»)tai Kenkyu Shinkokai: See—

Nishiz.awa,Junichi, 3.789.285

Hansen. Paul Bernard: See—
Brock. Robert James; Hansen. Paul Bernard; and Wilson. Johrt C.

3.788.936.

Hanson. William J . to Xerox Corporation. Magnetic shielding ap-

paratus 3,788.275, CI 1 18-637000

Hara, Hajime: See—
Otsuki, Yutaka; Hara, Hajime; and Imai, Nobuo, 38789,090

Haraszti, Tegze, and Grosholz, Rainer, to Licenlia Patent-Verwal-

tungs-CJ ni b H Method of prtxlucing an integrated solid state cir-

cuit 3,788,904, CI 148-186.000.

Hare, Thomas R ; and Scgcrstrom. Clifford C , to Shell Oil Company.

Particulate solids tube loading apparatus. 3,788,370, CI. 141-

125 (KM).

Harenbcrg, Harold L , Jr ; and Shannon, James H., to McDonnell

Douglas Corporation Monitor display means 3,789,356, CI. 340-

27()na.

Harhcn, Paul F , to Sage Laboratories. Inc. Microwave heating ap-

paratus. 3.789. 178. CI. 219-10 550.

Harney Ralph P . to Oak Industries Inc. Selective coding system for

subscription television. 3.789. 1 31. CI. 178-5.100.

Harper. Robert J . Jr . Gautreaux. Gloria A ; Bruno. Joseph S
;
and

Donoghue. Matthew J . to Ignited States of America. Agriculture.

Process for dyeing durable press ccllulosic fabric with basic dyes.

3.788.804. CI. 8-18.000.

Hurrico Developments Limited: See—
True. Harry Edward. 3.788.106

Harris. William H Oyster handling apparatus 3.788.448. CI 198-

56 (MM)

Harris-lntertype Corporation: See—
Clark. George Cyril. Jr ; and Davis. Robert Curtis. 3.789.359.

Clark! George Cyril. Jr ; and Davis. Robert Curtis. 3.789.360.

Harris Intertype Corporation, mesne: See—
Rosa. Jack, and Bartlett. Homer E . 3.789.407.

Harrison. David; and Sainz. Paul R . to Ransburg Electro Coating Cor-

poration Apparatus for projecting plural component material upon

a suitable base. 3.788.555. CI 239-336 000

Harrison. Robert S ; and Lunsford. Max W , to Ford Motor Company.

Carburetor throttle valve positioner. 3,788,288, CI 1 23-97.00b

Hart, Cullen P , and Rosenberger, Paul C , to Caterpillar Tractor Com-

pany. Speed resp<msive locking differential 3,788,166, CI 74-

7I().5()0.

Hartling. Donald C: See—
Ayton, Ian F ; Hartling, Donald C ; Kosstiff, Joseph; and Osborne,

Brian G ,3,787,999

Hartman, Cornelis, to Ballast-Nedam Groep N V Device for analysing

the grain classification of a soil sample 3,788,146, CI 73-432.(M)r

Hartmann, Adolf: .SV<'

—

Buttner, Gert; Hartmann, Adolf; and Braun, Peter. 3,789,03

1

Hartness. Robert G.: See—
Hartness, Thomas P , and Hartness, Robert G., 3,788,034

Hartness Thomas P ; and Hartness, Robert G Grid set for an article

loading machine 3,788,034, CI. 53-248.000

Harz, Hermann, to Siemens Aktiengcsellschaft Arrangement f«»r

preventing chattering and scoring of direct-current slip-ring brushes.

3.789,282, CI 318-190.000

Hashimoto, Hiroshi; and Matsumura, Toshio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Hat-

tori Tokeiten Nonmagnetic composite having a constant modulus

of elasticity 3,788,822, CI 29-196.100.

Hashimoto, Kiyoshi: ,SV^

—

Dokubo, Tomoji; Hashimoto, Kiyoshi; and Okada, Masaru.

3,788,805.

Haskell, John W ; and Isao, Sherman H. M., to International Business

Machines Corporation Ink drop coupling capacitance compensa-

tion 3,789,422, CI 346-75 OOd
Hassel, Ernst; and Schmcnn, Adolf, to Schaefer, Fritz. GmbH. Shelving

units. 3.788.242. CI 108-1 11.000.

Hassclbach. Arthur, to Beta Crafts, Incorporated. Molding apparatus.

3,788,590, CI. 249-95.000.

Hastings Fiber Glass Products, Inc.: See—
McMullen. Earl Wayne. 3.788,691.

Hatakeyama. Shigeyuki: iVf—
Sato. Wasuke; Iriko. Fumio; Vamamoto. Sadao; Fujisawa. Mitsu-

maro. and Hatakeyama. Shigeyuki, 3,788.199.

Hathaway, John G , to General Motors Corporation. Grommet sealing

arrangement. 3,788,655, CI. 277-2 12.0()r

Hattori, Kcnichi: See—
Kilsuda, Toshiyuki; Yamakawa, Choji; and Hattori, Kcnichi,

3,788,868.

Hattori, Saburo; and Imaki, Naoshi. to Mitsubishi Chemical Industries,

Ltd. Process for producing acyloxydodecatricncs 3,789,066, CL

260-497.OOa. - .

.

Hauptschein, Mullray: .SVf—
'

...
La Lande. William Alfred, Jr.; Hauptschein, Murray; and Hager.

Robert Bonner, 3,789,088

Haussman, Gerhard; and Schuiz, Gunter, to Zmser-Tertilmaschinen

Gesellschaft mit beschranktcr Haftung Apparatus for transporting

and storing yam pirns or the like. 3.788,054. CI. 57-34 OOr
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Hawkins. Roherl D System for driving heat motor 3.7HH.l)ft4. CI W»

36 000

Ha* Iln Manufacturing Corporation SV*-—

Brumctt, Billy M .3.7KK.:08

Hawthorne Vaughn I . and l.undstrom. Ronald H . to Keystone Indus

mes Inc Coupler centering draft gear 3.7KK.4^3. CI 2 I 3 20 (HK)

Hav 1 eon to LAir Liquidc. Societe Anonyme pour I htude et I I-

x

plo.tation des Procedes Cyorges Claude P'"-^"; /'"
•^"/''V"'^.?';''

mixtures containing particularly CO as impurity .(.7K9.106. C I 4.3

247 000-

Havashi, Toshio See- ^ w i i«w -.nj
Loseries. Peter, and Hayashi. Toshio. .V788.204

Hasashihara Company SVf-
.. , . i , ,«« u.^

Kurimoto.Masashi.andYoshida:MikihiWo,3.7!<S^446

Hayden. Arthur G Vapor detector safely system .V7K<<..3 I
.
C I -M»7.

*J 000
Ha\den.D.>nald F See- v nw«i«.i

Kronoff. Clarence R . and Haydeh. Donald F .
.3.7HH..3M

Haves. Robert I. SV*"—
Could Joseph C .and Haves. Roherl I .

3.7HH.47S

Ha/elett Karl f . Jr . to Conlinentaf Homes. Inc Mcthiul tor lorming a

flanged concrete panel paving a planer central section 3.7SV.|o:.

CI ;64-2«»5 000
Hj/emag Hart/erkleinerungs; und Zement Maschinenhau C.esellschali

m b H S^."-
",

, -, c -.

Greenlay.Charles A .and Andreas, I hrhardt. 3. NN,***--

Heanue, Paul T . to l.ipe Rollway Coiporalioii Bar excursion con

troller 3.787.»*I4, CI Ul 162 soit

Heberlein & Co .AG .SV*-

-

Burn. Hans. 3.788.05b .

Hechenbleikner. Ingenuin A . Hussar. J.>hii V .
Ki.eniger, Arthur F

and Pressler, Robert I. , to Cincinnati Milacron C hemicals Inc Sul

fur Ci»ntaining esters of substituted hydr».xypheny lalkanoic acids

3,78«<,Ob4,CI 2hO-473 00s

Heckalhorn l.oyd F . to Towner Manufacturing Company Irenchei

with ad|uslablestabili/er bar 3.7»7.y84.CI 37-WlH)U

Hcckman. Gertrude K Shower with oil reservoir 3.78H.5.53. CI - ''^

\\ S 000
Hsyrren, Richard H . to Teletype Corporation Signal boost lor shill re

gister ^ 78^.23^*. CI 307-221 Ot)c

Hefernun. William. Hair, George R , and Nielsen, John (i . to Interna-

tional Inpak Incorporated Method and apparatus tor lorming arti

cle-hold.ng display packages 3.788,(132, CI 53141000

Hegeler, W ilhelm See-
Prolss. Hans, and Hegeler. W ilhelm, 3.7H«*.3^2

Hehl Karl ln|ecti..n molding machme 3,788.788. CI 425 »'»2 (MIO

Hehl Karl Clamping unit w ah a turning plate tor an initction molding

machine 3.788.744. CI 45v45o1)()0
. ». ,

Held Christian, and Heinrich, hrnst. to C assella harbwcrke Mainkur

Aktiengesellschafi Mixtures of I -amm..anlhraMUinone 3.4^( N )

ben/acridone dvestuQs .and process lor dyeing polyester fibers

'therewith 3.788,80b. CI 8-25 OOtl

Heidel Klaus lo C hemischc Werke Huls A G .-X^ueous air and oven

drvmg coaling eompositioiTs V78«*.04b.CI 2M)-23 70a

Heighllev John Donnell, to Bell leleph..ne l.ab..ratories. Jncor

porate'd Fhrcshold logic overllow delecU.r f..r a three input adder

3,-'8'*.20b.CI 235 I 72 (KM!

Heim I niversal Corporation Set—
McCloskey. Albert R . 3.788.708

Heinrieh, Frnst See —
• Held Christian, and Heinrich. I- rnsl. 3,788,806

Heiskel Umar. and last, Harlmul. to Farbwcrkc Hoechsl Aktici.

gesellschaft vormafs Meister lucius & Bruning Coated loamablc

surenepolvmer particles 3.784.028. CI 260 2 50b

Heitmann Hans (.unler ..nd Kelp. Frit/, to Kraltwerk I ni..n Akiien

gesellschaft Steam power plant, especiallv with a boiling water

nuclear reactor 3,788,068. CI 6O.|06(i00

Held Manfred to Messerschmill Bolkow Blohm Gesellschatt mil

beschrankter Hatlung Warhead, particularly for fighting ships

3:788,225. CI 102-56 OOtl

Heller Lawrence G . and Vogel. Norbert G . Jr to International Busi

ness Machines Corporation I hreshold irtdependcnt linear ampliher

3 78«* 112. CI 330 35 000

Helwig Lawrence F . and Murray. Michael V . to Lnited States Steel

Corporation Method for producing adherent, ductile /inc «-"^»'"e

»ui ferrous substrates bv vacuum deposition 3.788.877. CI ll'-

62 (M)()

Hemmelsbach. Richard J . lo Space Age Inoustries. Inc Anchor means

.for portable building structure 3.788.335. CI I 35 I tM)r

Hempel.Theodor -V.-—
. . i.

Dausch. Frnsl. Kubler. Fricdrich. Hempel. fheodor. and Fuchs.

Fran/. 3.787.V33

Henkel & CieG m b H ..SVi'-

Weber Rudolf, and rpgen..orth. .Angelika. 3.784.0O.

Henry H Clarke. Gilbert, John B , and Sosnowski, John, lo Fsm.

Research and F.nginecrmg Ci.mpany Process tor the munulacture ol

lubricating oils by hydrocarckmg 3,788.472. CI 208 54 0O»)

Henry, Jules; .SV*-—
LeComte. Bernard. Henry. Jules.' and Pinccmin. Roger.

3.787.413
Henslcy.RalphT .SVf-

Thomson, John lra,and Henslcy.Ralph I ,3,788,573

Henson. Alfred J . and Lewie. Richard W . to Boeing Company. The

Vehicle location monitoring system 3.789.I98.CI. 235-150. „.70

Beam

llei Comb

Henlsch. Helmut <> . to C ont.nental Can Companv Inc Control tem-

perature blow slick for iniectum mold apparatus 3.788.548. C I . ^^

I 12 3tM»
, ,

.

Hepburn William Dunn. t.. Ferranti Limited Gas laser circulation

system 3.784.320. CI 331 44 5»K)

Herad. Otinald J See—
Malras. Farl I.. Malras. Frank l> . and Herad. Donald J.

3 788.642

Herb. Ravm..nd C. . to National F leclrosl.nics C or(v.ralion

scanner 3.784.248. CI 324 7 1 Oeb

Hercules Incorporated .SV«-

BaUlorf. Jack B .and Weiss. Steven M .
3.788.864

Herni.in. I).iiiicl F See -

SimoMC. Oominic. and Merman. Oaniel F .
3.784.034

Heriulon. Mclvin *>,

.

,,„„,£-,
I riedman. Moshc.aiul Heriulon. Melvin. t.784..S7

Hcrschler. MichaclG V.-

Post Ri.gerl andHeischler.MichaeK. . V788.-76

Hcrubcl Jean Frederic, to Schlombergcr. N .
.t ( ic (.ucbwil

fortextilem.ichinc 3.787.411.(1 14 1240(l,

Hess. William Fm.l. Jr . to Bell Iclcphone I 't^"''-;"-:- ,'"V;n;;"-"^-^'

Flectron.c pulse amplifier ci.vuils 1.784.241. CI 107 25MH.O

Heuncr.RobcriC harlcs S.I
,-.«ws-.,,

Fillmore Richard Plumb, and Heuner . Robert ( harles. <.,Sf<.--f'

Heusscr. Fduard. lo Zellweger I id Icxlile Icsling apparatus lot mci

suring the cross section of yarns rovings and slivers and particuLitlv

tor delecting lluctuations in cross secti..ii 3.788.138. CI

160 0410 I

Hewlett Packard Companv See

Baldwin. Richard R . and Rule. Bruce J .
3.788.746

Hcwson. Kenneth F See

Sutton. Lawrence R .
Ranno. t arl P and Hcwson. Kenneth F ,

3.787.47 1

HevIA Ct> .C hem Pharm Fabrik See-

Kludas. Martin. 1.784.124

Hevtnieiier. Herman R SV«—

<irall Fugene A .and Hevtniei|er. Herm.in R 1.784.0I4

Heywo..d Richard O . and Seagle. C harles I I kctionu signal device

.ind method 3,784,402, CI 34.i 184 Ode

Hialt Frank S , and Freewaler. Milton Iratlic warning signal lor use

on vehicles 3,788.268. CI ll6 28 00r

Hicks Ceorge P and I pdike, Stuart J lo l>u Pont de Nem.iurs. I I

and Companv Fn/yme gel and use iherelor 1.788.4S,,. C I I4S

101 50r

Hiiikala. Akimilsu S,e ....
fakeo. Keinosuke, Katsumal.i. lomoaki. and Hi|ikata. Akimitsu.

1.788.120
!

Hikum.i. Motohiko See- ^. ,

lida. 'Sulaka. Hishinuma. Ka/uo. Hikuma. Motohiko. Shirakaw.i.

I adashi. and Sakai. Susumu. 3.788.452

Hilburn. Beiinie l> Ni < ,-,.,...,
M.irphis C harlcs W . .iiid Hilburn. Bennic O .

1.787.4'. I

Hildrclh. C larcn..c I to Flhvl I orporalion Meth.Kl ol benelici.iling

ores 1.788.814. CI 75 1 IKMI

Hille Frnsl Hover. Frnsl. Meinmger. Fril/. and Rottmann. Joh.innes

to Farbwerkc H.Kchsi VWliengcsellsch.ilt voimals Meisler I ucius A:

Brun.ng Process l..r the picparal.on ol l.isl dvcngs and prinls on

fibious material containing hydr..xyl groups or niliogc 3. '88.801.

CI 8 I (Hip

Hillsdale Industries. Inc S«'«'

Veen. James C Jr . 1.788.011 I

Hiran.. lakeshi. to Alps Motorola. Inc One p..int balance ad|usting

device 1.788.644. CI 274 I OOr

Hird C lelusV Sleerable lob,.gg..n 3.788,6M.CI 280 22 (MIO

Hirokawa Ka/uaki. and AnK.. I sugio. lo Shin.igawa Automolive I lee

UicWneCo.Ltd FleCrical connec.or 1.784.143^C1 '14 44 00,

H.rose, Hidem.n, Isubosaki. M.isaaki Sug.yama. M.isavoshi. Skkila.

Akira and Kilo, Mitsu.>. lo Kabushiki Kaisha Koh|in Method lor

pr.Hlucing biaxially molecule ».ricnled polycaproamiderresin lilm

3.788.503.C I 214 4S Odd

Hirose. Rvusho .S«< —
Sugiur.-i. Muneharu. and Hirose.Ryusho. 3.788.731

Hirsch. Frnesi G . and NelM.n. (ieorge I .
to New liKl^nd

^''«-J
Company Pr..cess f«.r removing ash from precipitators 3.788.464.

C12IO-71(HIO
Hirschhorn lsid..r S . and Tannenbaum. Stanley, to RonM.n C ..rp«.ra

lion Chemical ignition system for a cigarette lighter using an ignition

aid 1 788.748. CI 411 267(HMI

Hirt/. Alfred Cieorges Jy^in. and Mech. Christian '^"^''=^'^^"-'\"'\'

S..ciele Raleau Sealing devices It.r r..laling shalls 3.788 6^-. CI.

277-71 (KM)
I

Hishinuma. Ka/uo See— I

,lida. Yutaka. Hishinuma. Ka/uo. Hikuma. M.>tohiko. Shir.ikawa.

fadashi. and Sakai. Susumu. 3.788.452

Hitachi. Ltd See-

Ayaki. Susumu. an«l Shimano. Masaru. 3.784.141

Om>. Mmoru. and Momoi. ri>shimitu. 3.788.413

rerada.Toshimichi.3.784.138 -,-,„-, uio
Tomila Yoshifumi.and Akeyama.Masami>to. 3.787.4.W

Yamam.Ui.. Masayuki. Kobayashi. Ka/m.. and Oha»hK Yoaitu.

1.788.405
. ., , r I.

Yama/aki. Fiich. Maruyama. Koichi. and Ueda FoshK..

3 788.2(8)

Yama/aki. tiichi. and Kanai. Hiromi. 3.784.254.
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Yoshida. Isao. lokiiyam.t. I.ikashi, Nisliinialsu, Shigcru, and

Ikeda.Takahide, 3,787,462

Hileo See -

Babavan, Fduard P , 1,784,07 1

1 ic. George Dick. 3.788,417

Hillel, William C .S««-

C olc. R.iymond C Hillel. William ( . and non..gh\
.
James (. ,

3,784,048

Ho, Irving I See
. , ,, .

Bcausolcd, William I . Ho. living I. ami Y u. Mw.. \ien.

3.784.247

Hoidlev Harvev O , Wolfe. Robert N .
Palmer. Beverlv F and \ .m

Hevniniien Roger S. to F.islni.m K..dak ( ompany Proieciion

s.reenf:ibr.calion..ppa...tusandn,elhod \78.S.l 7 1 . CI 83 S ,.,.(.

l|..dosh MiUon to Resi.irch C orpoialioii Pl.islie hone composition

.ind method of making same 1,784.024. C 1
:(.<l 2 Ml,

Hoesch Vktiengesellschaft .S<i- ^ .

Klinkoseh.Reinhai.l. 1.7K8.432

Hoeschele. (iuenther Kurl. to Du Pont de Nemours. 1 I ,
and I on,

panv Polyurethane polyuria el.istonurs based on hij-h lr;ins li.ins

4.4- methvlenebis (cyclohexvl isocv.in.iie I
1.7K4.(i12. Cl :'.li

""« Onl

H..ltni.in. Inc J . and I oessi. J.iik ( . I.. I nilcd Sl.ilcs ot An, cue.

i

Navv Method .ind appai.ilus loi sv m lir.Mii/inj; split ph.ise P( M
sij;n.ils 1.78'l.tOl.{ I 12** 121 OOO

Motlni.in. Mim.iv. to liiteiiiatlon.il I ekpiione .md lelegl.ipht oipoi.i
.

lion \ .iiiabU tiequeiK V .iiul coupling ei|ii.ili/ei and method loi luii

in^. 1.7X4. 12<>. CI 311 28 (lOr

Mottin.inn I .i Roche Iik S.<

Flick. Heiniich. H.ildet. Nikl.iiis. ...ul \ ..glei. W ilK .
1.:'X4.086

Holinanner. F iiciliii. h S,,

Koenig. Peter J .iiul Hotiii.miui I neiliuh. t.7SK.S4ll

H.vgan. Rohett J S.

.

\
Nolan.l.eorge J . and Hov^.in. Rob. rl J .

(.7N4.07X
>^

Ho^liind. Filw .lid S< <

Slade. Beilil. and Hoglund i dw.inl. 1.7K8.«.77

Hohberg. (leorg Sir •

P.ippers. Riidoll. Hohberg. (leorg. and John. Kurl. SK.74<

Holberg. Robeil I Method and appai.iUis loi lav-.ng a pipe line

1 "88.08^. (I «.l "2 400

Holdenian. John ^^ . and McM illcn. Kennclh ( . .
.Icceased (In McMil

len I e.iniie S adniinislr.iliix i. lo Borg Warnei Corpoi.ilion \aKc

meih.iiiism < THS.ir <;. t I
«,U-424(i(l(i

HoMeihank Fiii.inciere Gl.iius AG .S<t -

Koeni^'. PcUi \ .mil Holm.Miner. I iieilncli. 3.7SK.84(I

Holko. Kennclh M S.

.

Mooie. I honi.is J . .ind Hoik... Kenneth H .
1.787.454

Holland. John H . lo Arkansas Roik .ind (o.ocl Co Malcri.il ileliverv

svslein 1.7SX.S04.C I 2 14 1^2 OOO

Holm lohn A and l.ipm.ki. Daviil \ . to fonl Motor ( omp.iin

Oveivollai-eptoteclion circuit ».784.:^4.<l U7 23 000

Holm. Kurt Anders. I.. \ ddcholms Aklichol At. C onvc\..r 1.7S8.4';').

< I |4S 2\X OOO

H.

.

lines. Slanii.ird I) ( h.iii siippoil loi n inloieii,»; i.uls 1.78,S.02^.( I

'•Z t>x^ ooc
Holmes. V\ illi.in, S.imiiel S< i

Bennett. BnanC.arnei. and llolmev W illi.ini S.imuel 3.788.4S6

Holsmger \^ ilni ir O . 2C 2B < orp..rali..n Hvdiomel.illurgical sokihil

i/er vvilh sileilivi elulioplalmg mech.inisn, 1.7SS.4<,5. 11 2o4

2 '4 OOO
Holt lerence A Ihetl. and Banc. Jean ( ..ihriel. to C enire lechnii|uede

Cuir Device lot mounlnu' the toe .ind heel en. Is of .i shoe iippci

1 787.415. CI 12 8 loo

Hoi/, C.eorge F and Ogle. J.inies. I.. Burroughs C ..rp..r.ili..n Display

panel 1.784.:6S.C I 1
1

'^ 1 f.4 Ou
Hol/.iplel.( hiisii.iii. K G X.<

Fpperlein. Helmut, and Hoschelei . I dg.ir. 1.7S8.0..

Honevwell Inc Vic

Breikss.lvais Peter. 1.784. t74

Kabal. John L . 1,784,283

Malhews. Frederic M . 1.788,244

Piik,\\ ilham Albert. 3.784. 1 7».

Schebalin. Sergei. 3. 78S. 84 1

Hoiievviell Inform.ilion Systems. Inc^ .SVe

-

B.irlow.Georgc Joseph. 1.^84, :04

Ciunlrum, William I . Pevlon, Mar.. Id W. . and Sh..res. Michael I

1.787.463 '

Jones. Wilham H .3.784.207

Towns. Marion L. 3, '84.400

Honfo.Saloru .SV<'— ^^
Sato, Msamichi. Honfo.Saloru. and K..ni.iki. I.ik.i... 3.784.. .4

Hon|o. Saloru. and Fukushima. Osamu. lo Fu|i Photo Film C .. .
I id

Method of fixing images ohlained b\ liquid developmeni in elec

lroph..lographv 3.788.430. CI I Sh 307 000.

Hoogovens Ijniuiden B \ .Si <

—

\an Laar. Jacobus, and Fellhuis. Jacob. 3.7X8.622

Hoover. Maurice W . and H.>over. Rhea M Parliallv simulated tomat.

product 3.788.862. Cl 4:h 177(100

Hoover. Rhea M .Sec -

Hoover. Maurice W . and H.n.vei. Khea M .3.7X8.862.

Horiba I id See —
Shima/aki. Toshio; Tamei. Fumio. and Yabagida. -^oshu

3.788.751

Hornor. Fugene Marshall See—

Brown. William B, Besnyo, George Fr.snk and Hornor. Fugene

Marshall. 3.78ft.2 13. . '

,
..

H<.rsting. CarelW .SVe-^ "
'

'
'

' •

Freedman. Norman S , granted to I'niU-J States .Atomic FncrgV

Commission under the provision of 42 ISC" 21X2. H.Tsting..

C .irel W . Lawrence. W.dter F, tind C.irrona, John J.

3,7X7.4.';X 1

Hoscheler, Fdg.ir .Vci' ,

1 pperlein. Helmnt .in. I ll...chel.-r. I djj.ir. 3.''SS.o22

Hoshi, Hir.ishi Sr.

Susuki.Rinnosuke. Hoshi. Hincsln. ami Ini.ey.i. Kaoni. 3.788.414

Hosmer. Max F . to Freedman Arlcralt Fnginecrnij; C ..rporalion Dis-

plav fixture 3.788.7 1 7,CI 3-12 122 (»00.

Hoi/ Kenneth J , Jr ; Sfeiner, Fdward. and Fox. Cjary L , lo Wn^hl.

Barrv C •..rporatu.n Pneumatic isolator 3.788.628. Cl 267-65 OOr

H.-iiuh. Harold I . and Wier/hicki. Julian J . lo G I F Sylv.inia. Incor

p..,.iud 1 ij^hlMl.i; fixture -^.^KX.^fMi. (I 240 51 II,.

H.uisi. D..ugl.is R . Jones. Keniioth R . and Laimeistei .
lirnce K

.
lo

C.eneral FJeclric C onipanv Imp.icl .il-.s..rher for roiary mower blade

1.7SX.0S0,C1 56-245001) -

Hover Frnsl See .
• ,

Hilk. Irnsi. Hover. Frnsl. Meminger. I >"/• •'"i' R.>llmann.

l.-hannes. 3.7K8 XOl
"

H..ver.Cieorg-Alexander.aiKl Pieioh Lrnst Alhni hi. lo Schenng \< -

I iineicul.il aiul tiiiij.M-l"ic Ihiocirhonales ^-'S4.ll6
1 .

C I 2<.0

ass oiih

Hiv!. . (icffrev. and Longbotiom. David Melvin. lo Hrilish kon and

Steel Research Associates. I he Mel.il lefinnm proees.. 3.788.3X1.

(I |6-t s2(»0O

Hrachow It/. Fr.in/ .Sec—
Sm..lk.i. Ih.im.isCiordon.and Hrachowit/. Fr.ui/. 3.7XX.660

Hsu. ( harles I , Jin. James; and Mi/uha. Seth Selsuo. to Searle. G P .

i^ C. MicrobioL.gical rediicti.>n of 10( I 1 ) unsaturated pioslaglan

k dins 3.7XS.447.CI l';5 51 OOr
Will Industries. Inc .S.-<

Kramer. Jack M . an.l Silahkhan. AbWiilN .
1.-8X.6^6

Hudspeth P;, trick Willuim \i<-
Dempsev. Fdward Justin,;. Kent, David F.irl. and Hiidspelh.

Patrick William. 3.7X4.274

Ifiiev. Stanton F .Jr Fl.-atinu hnn.mg himd 3.787.41 2. Cl 4-5 000

Hughes .Aircraft Company S<'<

nalena. Rudolph. On^shi. Rov K. and W.ilkci. D..ii.ild 1 .

3.7X4,403
Pehne. AxeIG . 1.788.0,XX

M.irgeruni. J..lin D . 3.7X8.S5X

Hull. I homas N.Jr; lo General Fleclric Conipanv I .m he.il use gear

h..x 1.7X8.426. Cl 1X4-1 (lOe

Humen. Nicholas Sec ' ^
Brorein. W illiam J ; and Hiimen. Nich.'las. 3.7X4.144

Hiimphievs Corporation Sic

ll,..rpe.Merle 1. 3.''8X.7o3

Hump.'lel/. Justus Irnest S.-,

W.ilker. Peter Alherl. an.l Humpolet/, Justus I rnest. 3,7X4.
1
Ss

H.inl H.irrv Sleeping hag consifuclion 1.787.4t)<,. t I > 14<M(i(l

Hunt lames (. . lo Polvmet Corpor.ition Idled exlrusi.in billel> and

Uielhodsoffahric.iling.-3.78X,X2(i,(l 24 IK7 000

Hunter F.irl Kent; and Smith. D.m Ci . lo Lnite.l States ..t America.

N.ivv Diver communicati..nsv stem 3.784 151.(1 340 5 OOI

llnnler. Wood I S<i —
. , , , u

Scale. \ irgil I. ; Svar/. Jcrrv J . Gorelta. I ouis A .
Newkirk, John

D Hunter. Wood F . .in.i Siherl. Frederick J l.7S4.o'4

Hurt. H;irn,..nC .toCiener.il MoLts Corporation Dis. hr;ike actu.il..i

1 :'sx.4io.CI ixx-72 t'Oo

Hnslcr Ballhasar. I.. Alphons (.lul/ Blol/heim A(; lnterc..nneclion

svstem for structural ek-mcnis 3.7XX.M:i,t I
s: 401000

Hussar. John F : .SVc -

Hechenhleiknei. Ingenuin A ; Hussar John I Koeniger. Arthur

F and Pressler. R..bert I . 3.7X4.064

Hutchins. Alma A Piercing of air suction holes in ahr.isue sheet

material 3.78X.01 1 . Cl 5 I 1 7()0(lr

Hnlchison. Bruce D.: .See--

McNaughton. Andrew. and Hutchison. Bruce D .
3.7XS.274

Hutchison. David. John, to Monoslruct Corporation I imiled Method

of producing a molded foamed structural member having a

honevcomh core adapted for venting 3.7X4,044. Cl 264-45()(H)

Hutlunen. Jouk.v to Ni;stc Oy Method for plastici/ing wood

3,7X8,424. Cl 156-307O00 '
•

Hvdril C.inipanv .Sei —

M..1I, James D ,3.7X8,544.

Hvdrocarhon Rese.irCh. Inc .Si'<-

—

"

W..lk. k..!iald H ; Chervenak. Michael C .
and Alper'. Seymour

H 1 7SS.473

Hvnes James A '

lo Printing Plafc Supply C ompany 1 aminatcd pnnl

-ng plate base 1 7XX.43 1.CI 1^6-304 000

Hvun. Kvung Ho. lo Kore;, Institute of Science \ Iechn..logv. Burst

cartridge detection s>stem for use wiih g.is-c..oled re.ict..rs

1 7X8.442, Cl |-'6-104()Id

Ichihara" Koji. lanaka. Hideki. Ishida, Ka/ulaka, ..nd Ham'Ta, Mmoiu,

to Furuno Fleclric Cmpany, limited Svnchrom.us svstem

1 7X4 408, Cl 343-105.00r

Ichioka Hisaka/u, to Yii^en Kogy.. Companv. Ltd F lectrom.ignctic

now controlling valve 3,7X8.547, Cl 251-124 000.

Ideal Soap Company See—
Tanaka,Yoshio. 3.7X4.01 1.
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Hidcharu.and Yamaga. t-ncni. lo "••>
SK-"'^ OOr

Idelson. F.lbcrl M u. Polaroia «. » , (_., 2W)-46.VOO()

,r Y:^;::^ '^H:^rr^Su^:";^!;^
MoU.H.W.. SH.ra.a.a.

'•'^adlh. and Saka.. Susumu. to A,.non.o.o Co Apparatus for .on-

uolChc fermentation of volatile organic compoundv .V7«K.<>5-.

CI IVl-127 000

''"^'^.::;::d;:ta;rToWu>an,a. Ta.a.h.. N.sh.n,a.su. Sh.ge.u. and

Ucda.Takahidc.3.787.>Jh:
IWegaiTckkoKahush.kiKaisha W-

Nakazawa. Scinosukc. 3.7HS.«*.<.<

Illinois Ra.Uay EMU.pmcnt Company V^

Nadherny. Rudolph b . 3.7H«.24(>

Illinois Tool Works Inc See-

BurN. George John. .V7««^. 17?

Knohl.FriedrichKarl.3.7«8.l{n
Ra>hurn,CharlesC.3.7S7.<J4y

Imagex. Inc .Sff— _ i i tku ">"'h

GreepiDonaldT andSnarr.Jamesl 3.784.. .^

/ btsuki. Y utaka. Hara. Haj.mc. and Imai. Nobuo. 3.784 .t>V(>

Imaki.Naoshi SVf—
i t«u ii^*,

Hattori. Sahuro. and Imaki. Naoshi. 3.789.066

Imperial Chemical Industries. Limited SVf-
, i luu uus

%.rchall. James Derek, and Cassidy. John Hward. 3.788.88S

McMillan. Ian. and Prest. Jeffrey . 3.7S4.004

.ind Donaghy. James Ci .

McMUlan! Ian', and Prest. Jeffrey
. \l^^

McMfflan. Ian. and Presi. Jeffrey. 3.78V .006.

Robinson. Peter. 3.784.007

Wood Derek John. 3.788.351

Impen 1 Opuc:Kompany. ltd .t/a Safety Supply Company .S.-

Krav^agna. Alois Albm. 3.787.844

IMS Limited See—
Ogle. Robert W^ 3.788 s:s

| . and Omtpany
Incremona. Joseph H . to Uu r. ni u

Oligomer polyimide precursors 3r'8V.ii4R.». I -nv .

lnduclos\n C'orporatu>n See—

rripp. Robert Vfc .3.7X4.343

^ Mark. 3.7X7,485

lndustrie«erkSch.icfner<)HC. S.-.-
,..,,, 7VK 44^,

:'

Babero*sk.. ^^ aldemar. and Spiess. karl. 3.7KK.44V

Industriewerk Schafflcr See- xinnlX^
kohler. Hans-Joach.m. and Rieder.Gu.do 3.788.7 .

insti.u, F raacais du Pe.role. des C arbur.ints ct Lubr.fiants .S. .

-

Castela. Andre, and Joubert. Phi ippc
J-^««- ^^

Castela. Andre, and Joubert. Philippe. 3.788.074

lnMituteofCi.is fcchnology V.-.-
,-,wv«i-.

Nesbilt. John D . and Keicr. Mark h .
3.788.83.

Instrument Development 1 aboratories. Inc V.-
Sherman. Philip. 3.784.374

Interlakc Inc See— „ 1. •» tvu jo»j
Burns \fc ilham K . and Taylor. Robin. 3.788.444

International B F Goodnch-Furope B V Vv-
Smeets Joseph Gerard Alphons. 3.788.7KV

International Business Machines ^'•'P«''^-"";"
'»'•'•-

,^^ , ,,
Baldwin. Fdum C .and V^rcnncr.N^.irrcnR .3.7H4.1K.

Beausoleil. William F

3.784.247

Bell, David F .
Johar

3,784.284

Bingham. Ronald F .

^
Pouuette.Gereoab . 3.784..78

Bruer. James D .
Buddingtj.n. Donald I

3 7K4.IM)
Buslik. Walter Siegbert. 3,788.576

Cannon. Maxwell R .
3.784.380

Childress. Loren.a S. and Gundrum. Ralph J .3.78 ;.(«.

Christian, and W ong. Philip C hock
J "';'^- .'J'^^^^-.TJ

Haskell. John W . and Isao. Shernian H M
.
'•7«''-»-

^

Heller l.a*renceG .and \ ogel. Norbert G ,
Jr .

3.784.3
1
.

James. RandellLeland. 3,784.205
, -,v« 44-.

Lehnhardt. Robert W . Jr. and Schaeter. John03 788.44.

Mader. Siegfried R , and M..tthe*s. John W .
3.788.840.

Malavna.ShashiDhar. 3.784,30 1

Penny.'Robert FIton. 3.7H4 215

Simon. Paul, and Jones. Robert F J^v
1 V«« l«h

Towne. Delbert D . and Zell. Michael N. 3.784.286

International Computers. Limited V<-

Nickla. Louis F . and Graham. Robert L .
3.788.445

Rubenstein. Raymond D .
3.788.078

•"'^'Hr:i::n"^llC:;::''';^'G^^e « . and NiCcn. John G

3 788 032
International" Lead Zinc Research Organization. Inc See-

Ho. Irving 1 . and Yu

Ciirish C . and McNultv

Cecil. rht>mas F

Hvka Nien.

Fdvvard R .

Galli. Ciuido. and

nd Klein. Walter h

Chnstie. Ian Robert Arthur, and Ward. John Joseph Bernard.

'"'''^^k:;:H"Z,::::H.^ W . Jr . and wagers. William <> .

3 788.420
l.nda.FrankRavmond. A.788.4 17

International Playtex ( orporation See

Cole. Raymond t . Mittcl. William t

\ 7«4,04K

Inlernatu.nal Standard Flectnc Corporation See^

Reiher. Helmut, and St.ipelteldt. Roll. 3.784.4 1 8

International 1 clephone and telegraph Corp,>rat.on See-

Clark. James M .
3.7H4.307

Cooper. J.imes Joseph. Jr .
3,7K4.147

Frst. Stephen J. 3.784.34K
,,.^,,^

Feit louis. and Krausc. Irving A .3.7K4,i-.«<

3 7X8,342 I

Orthuber.RichardKaspar. 3 788.831
,7^^,,., |

Sarkisian. Arthur, and Murphy , C harles P .

3.788.0X1

Invenlronics. Inc See

Sanderson. Albert F .3.784.313

|ov*a State I nivcrsilv Research Foundation V.- -

Mc(.ee.rhom..sD.3.7S7,4(M)

lov^a State I niversitv Research Foundation. Inc S.. -

for the preparatu.n of large particle silica sols 3.784...04.

1 1 3 OOs

"'^^';^^Tefi'r Jcssop. Harvey A.lred. and Wasson. Daniel

,Aari>n. 3.7XX.4»)4 |

. '""•'srWa^::;! .nko. HU".- Vamami^o^Sadao. Fu wa. Mitsu

maro.andHatakeNama.Shigevuki.3.7RX.lwv ^ ,

I,»,n. Malcolm F , .0 Pro lech, Inc I iquid samphng V788.I4S. C I

Kii::!^' Manfred A
.

to ^—", '^••';-
^iiv::"""'"

"""""'

sh..ck absorbing b»mper 3.788.626.C1 267-4 («.c

Isao. Sherman H M .S.<-
j7ku4-'-'

H.iskeU JohiiW , and ls.io, Sherman H M.^. 7X4,4..

-'^^'tu^uid,^'""-^^"- ..... We.se. 1 u„ d Reinecke. Frich.

•^"tij^Hr'lij^.rU.naka, Mideki, da. Ka^utak... and Handa.

KHi. Y':::rW2';oNl.n Moto, company Multiplex trans. ion

method 3.7X4, 1 4X. CI 174.|5 0al

Istituto C hemioteiap.co Italiano S p A See-

Gar/.a.Aldo. 3.7X4.070

lick Corporation See —

1 7X4 (thX CI 260 507 OOr

t 7X4 AX6.CI 340-324 Oad

"^''CorGr:nl:::;g"Hi:bertus. F.nk. Werner, and K.rchcr. Dic.er.

Uas. I h:::::s W
'

and Slavik. William H u. M.jU,r..a. ^-^
Preset^-

-

trol sNstem for a color television receiver 3.7X4.1 .<4.t. .

'-'^z^!!:^'^'^^^^- '--'V y" ::t7SS7'"^^-
""""^

i.aka-v:^^".^:;s.pp^nH™
, '^^""Ta^u'iJa^^ ^ -:^- -^ ^--»"'- "'^-'- '" "r*"-
'"d:.:: 'rr.ied Pn'ccss .o, producing metal-eontaining ethylen.c

copoKmer 3.7X4.035. CI 26()-7X 50t
^. <^ , ,j

Uasc- Nobuo. and OWamura So,i to
•'J^^.'^'V^TimK

Lumpedconstanl circulator 3,7!'4..<. 4. «.i ...
^ .n .k 1 Tsu-

Jackson. Konc. .

^^ 240-40 000

Jac^^:^c^Bar^ S^^'y P-''--'^ -"^-- f«'' "- "^
-"'""""^

'"s stem -^^^H-^^b.Cl. 28-305 00.V
_ ^.^.^

^-:rr;b::;at::;.er'!n:::;;S:i"S,:s.;; data transfer m a

;^p;^esys.ent3.78..50^C. .74^.8^.^
^^^^^ ^^^^^

^i:;^;:;.f!^:r^r"::;;n.';:;:iS.n;trumcnt. 3.788.325.0

1 28-303.OOr.
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Jacobson. Robert SSVf— ,,„..,,,
Ross. Cierald F . and Jacobson, Robert S . 3.784.41 3.

Jaeckl.n Andre, and Scharli. Otto Holder member for a semiconduc

torclcment 3.784.248. CI 310-4 400.

Jameel Khaja M . and Mueller. Von W . to GTF Automatic fclcctric

laboratories. Incorporated In-line reed capsule crosspomt matrix

switch 3.7X4.332. CI 335-152 000

James Randell 1 eland, to International Business Machines Corpora-

tion" Method of testing MOSFET planar boards 3.784.205. CI 235-

J inninc^'john I . to National Cash Register Company. The Plasma

shiftregistervsithoverlappingglovv 3.784.264. CI 315-84 600.

Jansson.Curt Fvert .SV*"— n .k .,„ k...ii

Assow. Bengt Holger. Jansson. Curt hvert. and Rollebcrg. Kjcll

Ovc! 3.784.288

Japan Fxlan Company limited .SV<—
. ^,, . w .,„

Dokub.i. Fomoji. Hashimoto. Kiyoshi. and Okada. Masaru.

3.788.805 *

Japan Steel Works Ltd See—
Sueyoshi. Toshihiko. and Ko/av^a. Mitsuo. 3.784.103

Japanese National Railwavs Sec
,, .

Kitsuda. loshiyuki. Yamakawa. Choji. and Hattori. Kenichi.

3.788.X6X

Jasson. Philippe, and Chatourel. Pierre, to Regie Nat.onale des I sines

Renault Methods of manufacturing shell miiulds 3.7X8.380. CI

l6^-26()00
Jay. Pierre .Sep

—

Coquillion. Jean, and Jay. Pierre. 3.788.448.

Jefferey.Ovven F .SV<-

Bear Fred B . and Jefferey. 0»en F .
3.787.484

Jeffries Ihomas Oliver, to Brunei Cniversily Vehicle-control ap

paratus 3.7X8. 234. CI 104-152 000

Jen Dixson leh Chao. and l.otan. Amr.im /vi. to Bunker-Ramo C or

porat.on. 1 he Processor mterrupt system 3.784.365. CI 340

172 500
. , „ .

Jenkms. Joe H . to Clay. Robert and King. Kenneth F Hoop pushing

toy 3.7X8,000. CI 46 205 000

Jenoptik JenaG m b H See —

Doring. Gerhard. 3.7X4. 237

Jeno"s. Inc See -

Mol.nc.KovA.rgil. ^.7SX,030

Jentsch Dietrich, to Dorma Baubeschlag (imbH & Co
,
KG Auto-

matic door closer with substantially prism-shaped housing

3.7X7.424. CI 16-44 000

Jerre.Sven lorsten .Si'<

Martensson. K,ell Halvard. I mde. B|orn HSon. Palsson. Jan

Frederik.aiid Jerre.Sven 1 orslen. 3.7XX.033.

Jessop. Harvev Allred S<<-

I dy. Lex Lynn. Jessop. Harvey Allred. and Wasson. Daniel

Aaron.3.7XX.404 '

Jimenez. Mariano. Jr.SV.--
, tu« ka?

Rasmussen. Richard A . and Jimenez. Mari.ino. Jr .3.788.662.

Jintan lerumoCo . 1 td .V«'<'—

Sai|o. Milsuaki. 3.788.374

Jiu. James See—
,. . .- -i tvu ujt

Hsu. Charles F . J.u. James, and Mizuba. Seth Selsuo. 3.788.447

Jo 1me lools. Inc See-
, -,vu i n

Tr.mble. Lester B . and Si.p.nski. /ygmunt J . 3.788.1 .<-.

Johari. (iir.sh C See— .. ». , ,-

.

id
Bell. Dav.d F . Johar.. G.r.sh C . and McNulty. hdward R..

3.7X4.284

John. Kurt See-
i twu lot

Pappers. Rudolf. Hohberg. Georg. and John. Kurt. 3.78X./4.V

JohnsHopkinsl niversily. The .SV«-

Rahenhorsi. Dav.d W Brandt. Alan. Darnell. Kenneth F... and

George. James F , 3.7X8. R)2.

Johnson & Johnson See—
, n .i ...

Campbell. Roger G . Sr ; Goff. Richard b . Jr :
and Priestley.

Joseph A .3.788.365

Campbell. Roger G . Sr . Golf. Richard F . Jr ; and Guay. Nor-

mand D .3.788.366
'

Kalwaites. Frank. 3.787.432

Johnson.C Walter .SV<— ,-,uo7,h
Bjorn. James M . and Johnson. C W alter. 3.7X8.7 I X

Johnson. Claude O.SV<- w .;.h ..n,i

Chester. Frank S . Johnson. Claude O , Kavanagh. Ira Keith, and

van Honk. Leonard R .3,788.117

Johnson. David F . and Rehfeld. Frederick, to f'';";-^^' J^otors Cor-

poration Fluid pump with mm control means 3.788.770. C I. 41 /-

62 000
,_ . , r n.t

Johnson Dav.s O . and Lee. Terry Removable gram body sides f..r Oat

loadbcd 3.788.684. CI 246-36 000
... ^ -.c-, nnn

Johnson, bdv^ard Furniture module ^•^«^''«'''- <^ V7«K 1 Wl 254
Johnson. George Verne Hydraulic auto vnnch 3.788.605. CI 254-

150.0f>i ^. . . . ,
. ,

Johnson. Gerald E . to Martin Marietta Corporation, bight bit digital

phase shifter utilizing plurality of svMtchable lov. pass filters.

3.789.324. CI. 333-31 OOr

Johnson. Howard. Company: .SVe-—

Class. Earl M .3.788.176

Johnson. Jeffrey L.: AV*"—

Conncll. Lehman J.; and Johnson. Jeffrey L.. 3.788. 14K.

Johnson. Kenneth R . to Parker-Hannifin Corporation Valve guide

3.788.348. CI 137-542.000.

Johnson. Raymond Arthur, to U.M.C Industries. Inc Money-handling

device with pivotal escron platform 3.788.333. CI. 1 33-2.000

Johnson. Raymond E.; Miller. Wendell E.; and McMillcn, Kenneth G .

deceased (by McMillen. Leanne S ; administratrix), to Borg-Warner

Corporation Open center pontrol of variable pumps 3.788.077. CI

60-452000
Johnson. Richard A: .SVc—

. , . . vi -
Thompson. Kenneth N ; Johnson. Richard A . and Lloyd. Norman

E. 3.788.445.

Johnson. Robert C: .SVf— n i. . r-

Neel. Robert M . Lloyd. Clarence Robert; and Johnson. Robert C ,

3.788.331.
, .

Johnson. Robert E . to Whittakcr Corporation. Vehicle traction bar

3 7X8.624. CI 267-66000. ^
Johnston James J . to Automatic EquipnfSni Development Corpora-

tion. Circuit board assembly. 3.784.27 1 . CI. 3 1 7-101 .Dec.

Johnston. James R.SV<— , -,u-i q^->
Moertel. C}eorge B . and Johnston. James R.. 3,7H /.y32.

Johnston. Richard P; .SV<

—

'

, nuo in-,
Noble. Jack F; and Johnston. Richard P.. 3.788,772.

Jones. Kenneth R. .SV<

—

.. d „.d
Houst. Douglas R: Jones. Kenneth R.; and Lajmcistcr. Bruce R..

3.788.050

Jones. Robert E.JrSVf— , .,,

Simon PauLandJones.R.ibertE. Jr. 3.787.464

Jones William H . to Honeywell Information Systems. Inc Intcgratmg

circuit for data recovery system. 3.784.207. CI. 235-1 83.0(KV

Jones William T . to Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The Tear

cutter 3.788. 172. CI. 83-9.000.

Joseph Eugene Stephen Apparatus for performing fabricating opera-

tions on sheet material, and a combination of punch and d.c mem-

bers for incorporation m such apparatus- 3.788.1 18. CI 72-324.000.

Joubert. Philippe: .SV*-— "

Castela. Andre; and Joubert. Philippe. 3.788,073.

Castela. Andre; and Joubert, Philippe. 3.788.074.

Juntpen. Harald; Knoblauch. Karl. Zundorf. Dieter; and Gappa.

Gunther to Bergwc-rksverband GmbH Method of cleaning solids-

contamingscwage 3.788.485. CI 210-33.000.

Jurisich Peter 1. Method of making a reinforced laminates in com-

bination with a core material. 3.788.427. CI. 156-240.000.

Kabat John I. . to Honeywell Inc Condition control reversible motor

svstem 3.784.283. CI 318-245000

Kabel- und Metallwerkc Gutehoffnungshutte Akticngescllschatt: .V.--

Martin. Helmut. 3.788.1 13

Kabota. Kaluhik«) .SV<

—

Sawano. Takah.ro. Kabota. Katuh.ko. Ando Masaru. Wada.

Moriyasu; Murayama. Tohru; and Ozawa, fadayuki. 3.784. .7.s

Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori lokeiten See-
Hashimoto. Hiroshi; and Matsumura. T«.shio. .<./x«,«_-.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kohjin.SV.—

Hirose. Hidenori; Isubosaki. Masaaki. Sugiyama. Masayoshi. Sk-

kita. Akira, and Kito, Mitsuo. 3.788.503

Kabushiki Kaisha Matsuyalekkosho: .SV<-—

Asai,Fu|io, 3,788.103

Kabushiki Kaisha Synapse, President Hiroshi Yamamoto: .V*--

Yamamoto. Hiroshi. 3.784.270

Kaeppler. Gerhard; Ficker. Stefan; and Pergande. Wilfricd. to Slick

Corporation, The Apparatus for filtering gases having ^a movable

filter bag unit. 3.788.046, CI 55-341 000.

Kaferlf, Joseph S.:.S><-—
. „ r if i „„k «

Beigay. Jac^ M . Choby. Edward G.. Jr.; and Kafcrlf. Joseph S..

3 788 1 1

2

Kagedal' Sven Lennart; and Akerstrom. Stig H)almar Johannes, to

Pharmacia AB Method of binding, by C''^^'"^"' ^'^"'l,^- P"'''""'"';,''"'*

polypcpt.despolymersusingcyanates 3.788.448. CI 195-68.000.

Kahn. Herbert L : See—
Slavin. Sabina; and Kahn. Herbert L .

3,788.752.

Kalfits. Donald Joseph: iff-
u i i«« i^4

Polsak. Edwin Mark; and Kalfas, Donald Joseph. 3.788.244.

Kaltenbach & Voigt: See—
Farian. Gerhard, and Fink. Willi, 3.787.977.

Kalwaites Frank, to Johnson & Johnson. Method and apparatus (con-

tinuous imperforate portions on backing means ol closed sandwich

)

3 787 932. CI 19-161 OOp. „ ,.

Kalz Dietmar; Wolfrum. Gerhard; and Necff. Rutgcr. to Bayer Akt.en^

gesellschaft Process for the dyeing of synthetic "bfe "latcrm'^;'''''

quinophthalone dyestuffs from organic solvents 3.788.810. CL »-

162.00r 'h

Kaman.Frank A: .SVf— , -,ui uni
Beisch. Hanspeter E ; and Kaman. Frank A.. 3.787.973.

Kaman Sciences Corporation, mesne^.SVf-

Church, Peter K., and Knutson, Oliver J., 3,789,096

Kamcda, Seizi: .SVf—
., . ^ , w _„^.. «»iTi

Kawanaka, Hideo, Katabc, Kcnichi; and Kameda, Seizi,

3,788.888.

Kamcntsky.Louis A.:.S>f—
. . , i/i „„„, i.,..ur

Friedman. Mitchell; Kamentsky. Louis A.; and Klinger. Isaac,

3,788.744.
Kamibayashi.Tetsusaburo: iff— .„ u u t«i

Oshima, Shintaro. Kobayashi. Toshihiko; and Kamibayashi. Tct-

susaburo. 3.789.376.

Kanai. Hiromi: .Vff—
. ,_„„.,.

Yamazaki. Eiichi, and Kanai. Hiromi. 3.789.254.

Kancgafuchi Boseki Kabushiki Kaisha; iff—
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O^ata. Kumimaro, anJ Naieamiht:. Katsuhikti. ^^.7SX,V40

KancWo. MitsulaVa Srf ~

Nitla. Hifunii. ami K'ancko. MilNUtaka. 3.7HW.:t*4

Kao S«>ap Co .1 Id .N«'«'

—

Kavkanaka. HiUco. Kalabc. Kcnichi. and kamvda. Sci/i.

l,7XK.SXN

KitNuda ri>Nhi\uki. Yamakawa. C"ho|i, anvl Hallori. kcnichi.

<.7HH.t«>H

kapnan. JohnR Sell allathmj: bullon 3.7H7.V1S. c 1 24 1 n Omp
kapr. Charles F V.-r .

C)l earv. Rnrhard P . and Kapr. C harks h . 3,7XN.340

kal.ibc. kcnithi Xi-f

kawanaka. Hulcn. ' kalabv. kenichi. and k.imoila. Sei/i

katayanvi. Shi7Uo See

-

MalNukaWa. Hirohaiii Sacki. keiM'. and kala>ama, Shi/uo.

k:ilMiniala. ruiniiaki .Vf

-

lake, kcinxNuko. kal\umala. lM<ini<aki. and Hipkala. AkiniitMi

.'.?NK.I2(»

kalNUmiui. I ei|i. to lokin- limited leleMopie -.uspenMivii unil

V^XS.4^1, (I ISS _1|4 HOti

ka^ana>:(>. Irj keith V, ,•

( liesler. Frank S JkHmnkii. ( laude <) . ka\ana^h. Ira keitli. an»l

\.,n rixrik. I eonard K . V7XX.I 17

ka^ahata. V1aNa\uki. anil Knee, kennelh R . u>(ieiieral Meelrie C uni

p.inv Wastewater lit.atmenl using electrnlvMs Mith aetiv.ited tarhon

«a(hode 1.7KS.'*^'.C I JIM 277 (MH)

kawai. kiM'shi. ii> Pioneer J leetrnnicCorporalion 1 ockin}! de\ice tor

tone arms 'v7HS.i.4h. Ul 274 2V(M»h

kauamura. Yasuka/ii \k atih »ilh an <.tei.lri>nie hu//er «.71<K.IIMt. ( I

. SX «S llOO

kaviaTiaka. Hidei'. katahe. kenuhi. .iiul kanuda. Sei/i. to kao Snap
'

C .1
, I td Fiber luhrieanteomposit4..n V7SS.HhS.CI 117 M»*S(la

kauasaki. Hironobu .»«•-

I>k.imi. Isamu. kawasaki. Hirxiiobu. and kinxshita. Hideo.

ka» js.tki Jukojiyi kabiishiki kaisha .S«'»- - '

Shihala, Fukuo. V^K>>.2KI

kaO. John \V illiam Dim'M, to -Xbboli I aboralories Huoreseent labclctl

anIiHuK reagent VTs'Mlh.CI 424 S tMM»

ka\ .
\\ illi.ini C hee N< <

CiLighlon. Stephen N^ark. Mnehell. OaMd laurenee. and ka\

N\ tlliani C hee. '.^SStKH
keek, lohannes .%<••'-

Kriifier, (>erd. /ipp. Otmar. keek. Johannes. Nnkl. Jo-el

Maehleidt. Hans. t)hnaeker.. Cie/hard. knpclhorn. Robert, and

Pusehmann.Sijiliid. yjx^.t2'>

ki.«.'ler, 1 redenek I) . I«> k I M C'onipanv. I lie Method and appar.Uus

lor staling plasiK elosure to plastn. eonlainers '.7KH,^0'<. CI 21^

42 IMKi

keenan. Mn.hael Ci . l.vneh. William M . anil Priedigkeit. John H lo

I nited Stales ol \nuiiea. Amu. mesne Airerall antenna balance

teehnique-s ' T,s-J.4 V2. C I Mt IMIHMI
keigle>. Ronald i Hs.traulie haniftool ».7Sh.l7^CI H?..S.S4 1MM>

kellar, Riehard 1 >«',- »

Paehan. «)»e:i. Rister. Donald H . and kellar. Riehard I .

,V7hH,l.^.<

kelp. Kril/ *<«-

Heilniann. H alls- 1 .unit. r. and kelp. Frit/. '.7HX.O<>H

kenierer. Douglas W Sfi-

Donofrio. Nieholas M . and kemerer. Douglas W .1.7X4,24'

ki'iiilite Corporation Sec.-

Morse, Donald B .and Pnbish. Bernard A . .1.7KK.I74

kemnit/. Robert H . to Allis-Chalmers Corporation C rusher \nlh

h\draulie.>ll\ adiusied rotar\ assembK lor supporting and g>raling a

Loniealheaii V7XS..S6i». C I 241-2 14 0(141

kempson, Bertram Carl, and NiehoHs. James Andrew, to Dowt\
H\draulie I nil- limited Hvdraulie apparatus <,7KH.(lb.^. CI bd

l<4.|i(lll

kendal! C onipan\ I he Sec —
Allen, (leorge H . 3.7-X7.V.MI

D\e. John F . V7XX.:<20

kendalU ompan\ .
"1 he.'mesnc .V«r -

Hammond, Fred H : Jr . V7XX.1.15

kenna. Fenton 1 Jr .%«•

—

Fa^hini. Roberr M^. kenna. Kenton L . Jr . Barrett. Monroe C .

Niekla. I i.uis F . and ( .laham . Robert F ,
.1.7XX.44.S

kenneeoti Copper Corpor.ilion V<i

Agarwal. JagdishC .and Wildei. IhoniasC . :«.788.H4I

Beck. Russell R . (ieorge. DaMd U . and Anderson. Charles W .

.1,7H<J.()V7

kenl. David F.arl: .SV<

—

Dempsev. Kdward Justing, kent, David F.arl. and Hudspeth.

Patriek William. V7X«>.274

kent. Graham B . to AcluaK-d C oplrols I imited Pressure switch with

operating lexer having manuallv adjustable preloading means
- therefor 1.7X4. 1 7 I. CI 2«M»-X1lt()s

kenvon. Riehard L Sre—
Uragg. kennclh R , and Kenyon. Riehard F . 3.7XK.tt4()

" ktrnan.'Hans .SV«'—
Pantef, Wolfgang. .V7XX. I 7X

kerw/ie^ Jacques. Masic. Rene. Shroff. Arvmd. and Warncckc. Robert

Je.in. to Thumson-CSF Oueible for vaporizing chemically active

elements metht>d of manufacturing the s.ime and ion source includ

ing s.iid crucible V7X4.2SVCI AIVM(KM)
kev stone Industries. Inc Srr -

Hawthorne. \ aughn I . .ind Fundstrom. Ronald H . .1.7X8,443.

kh.il.if.illa. San.ia F .SV«-

Reimers. deorge W . Rholl. Stephen A . and Khalafalla. Sanaa h .

1.7XX.4^^

kiild.Wavnel . to Xerox Corp«>ra!ion Luminescent c«»vcr .1.788.7.17.

CI 1SS.1 tiOr

kieserling, Ih .\ Albreeht .S«r—
Riedel. Fran/. .1.788.17(1

kighcrer. Robert .V«'f

Fischer, katl. C.ossler. (ierhard. and kigherer. Robert.<»1.784. 1 X4

killinger. Fred M . to I pi«)hn C"«>nipan\. I he App.iratus for transfer

ring liquid between a eont.iiner .iiid .i llexible bag 1.7XX.1b4. CI

141 1 14 (HKI

kilri.v. Fugene J . Jr . Du Hreuil. Philip B . and IK-nnison. Sctitt C
.
to

M.ittel.hu (.hdinglov 1.7X7.448. CI 4^ 74 IMKt

kini. Sling Soo. .ind Dusseau. Andress Fxp.ind.ible cannula, especi.illv

lor medical purposes VXX.I I X. CI 12X2144(M1
j

kinibcilv C l.irk C ot|»oration .Sn-

Brock. Robert James. Hansi-n. P.iul Hern.ird, and W ilson, John ( .

1.7XX.41^

kineniura. M.is.io. .muI \iiI.i, koNhei. 1/2 l«i Arila. koshe-i Nunibei ol

ilavsinlegr.ilingtvpe tune switch 1.7X4. |4h. CI 2 IS I 12 (K)a

king. Arthurs P.irtiele separator 17XX,47».CI 21(1 112 «HM)

king. D.illas I . to (ien«.'ral Motors C orpoi.ition Spring .inn be.iring

let.iiner 1.7X4.2S1,CI 1|(i2l4(i(M)

king. J.inies R . Jr .%<<

C ohen. flvni.in I . king. James R . Jr . and Minsk. Fouis M .

1.7XX,XS'>

king, kenneth F .S<«-

Jenkins.Jm-H . 1.788.1HM)

kinnev . Robert F .S»'«'

Anderstm. J.imes J . < .im.iiho. \ .iseo ti . aiul kiiinev. Robert F .

l'7X4.(l4|

kinoshil.i. Hideo .Sic

Iwanii. Isaniu. k.iw.is.iki. fJiionobu. anil kinoshit.i, Hideo,

».7X4.(»1S

kinoshit.i. Shushi S«r

Su/uki. Akira. kinoshita.Shiishi.anill eda. I.ikeshi. 1.7XX.4tl»

kinslev , W illiani Henrv . Ii Sn
(i.irrett. C .irl Fugene. kinslev. W illi.nn Henry. Ji . .ind Moodv.

I arrs Dean. .1.784.«»44 i

kir.it. I. Sad.io .%«•• —
'

kishimolo. Akir.i. kirata. S.id.io. .ind I eno. Hiroshi. 1.7X4.(IX'<

ktrbv . John, lo kirby. I ester. I leelronics I mined Rel.iling lo eouiiting

ni.iehines 1.7X4.144. CI 21^-42 (ipk

kirbv. I ester. Flectronics I imited Nii-
"

i

kirby. John. 1.7X4.144
|

kireher. Dieter .Sre -

Noil (>rui\berg. Huberlus. Fink. Werner, .mil kircher. Dieter.

1.7XX.7I((

kirk. Merrill C , Jr . lo Sun Oil Comp.iny Proiluelion of high qualiU

blended let fuels 1.78X.47I.CI 2()X S7 (KHI

kirk. Merrill C . Jr . lo Sun Oil C onipany of Pennsylv.ini.i Mulli st.ige

process for prinlucing high I R oil by hydrogenation 1.7X8.476. CI

2l)X 84 IHM)

kirk. William P . and Revnolds. Dwighl W Method .ind apparatus for

eolleeting a lloaling liquid 1.7XK.(»74. C I hi MMIf

Kirk land. Walter Dean S,,

Davis. I oren Roger, and kirkland. Waller Dean. 1.7XX..S24

kirseh. Jerry Method for vacuum pick up of porous materials

1,7XX,S().';.C I 214 1^2 IMMt

kirsehstein. Werner P ..ind Wagner. John R . to Foew's I healres. Inc

Method and apparatus lor measuring the bulk density ol a m.ilerial

underpressure 1.7XX. 1 2'i. C I 71 12 (MM)

kiselewski. Donald F . to Binkley Company. 1 he Adjustable metal

diM.r frame construction 1.7XX.(I I 4. ( I ';:2I2(KMI

Kiser. James W .Sit—
Carpenter. Loyde M . kiser. James W , and Leonard. Lee \'

.

1.784.177
kishimoto. Akira. Kirata. Sadao. and Ccno. Hiroshi. lo loyo Seikan

kaisha. Ltd Polyethylene block-graft cofiolymcrs and method for

preparing the same 1.7X4.()X.S. CI 2hO 847 OOb
kislner. Howard M Orthopedic splint 1.788. .107. CI I28-77.(KM)

kilo. Milsuo .S*"*-— ^

Hiiose. Hidenori. Tsubosaki. Masaaki. Sugiyama. Masayoshi, Sk-

kita. Akira. and Kilo. Milsuo. 1,7X8.501

Kitsuda. Foshiyuki. Yamakawa. Chop, and Hallori. Kenichi. to Kao
Soap Co . Lid and Japanese National Railways Method for main-

taining fluidity of cement compositions 1.78X.X68. CI 106-40000

kil/ie. John, to Beclon. Dickinson, and Company Stopcock

1.7XX.b02.CI 251-112 OOO

klall. Alfred, Isernhagen. Frit/, Weise. Lut/. and Reineckc. Frich. to

Weslinghoust Bremscn und Apparatebau CimbH Wheel slip con-

trol apparatus having quick closing vitlves. 3,788.542. CI. 251-

25 (M)(l

Klall. Peter. Seeger. Karl, and Wilborn. Wolfgang, lo Farbwcrkc

Hi>echsl Akiicngesellschaft vormals Mcistcr Lucius & Bruning.

Device for applying medical substances to the nasal mucosa
1.788.246. CI I 28-268 ()(M)
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klebe. Johann F , and Windish. F homas J . to Cieneral F.leclrie Com-
pany Imido-alkylene substiluled aromatic earbocyclic polymers

1.7X4.052. CI 260-47 ()c/

klebe. Johann F . and Wroblewski. Henry A .to Cieneral Fleclric Com-
pany Aliphalically unsaturated imidesand method lor making same
1.7X4.055. CI 260 51 OOr

klebert.Woltg.iiig .Vf«'-

Irauhel. Harko.and Klebert. Wolfgang. 1.7X4,027

klein, keilh W , lo Cieneral Flectrie Comp.iny Miniature circuit

breaker w ith electronic tripping means 1.7X4,268. CI II 4- IX Odd

klein. Selian/lin K Heekei Akliengesellsehafl .Sn- —
Schneider. Wolfgang. Piekarek. F.gbert Dielhelm. and 1 honimes.

Slelan. 1.7XX.5K()

klein. Stewart F . and dagli.irdi. D Donald, deceased (by Ciagli.irtli.

Frances Dodge, executrix I. to S.iiiili/ed liicorpor.ited Method of

eoncurrenllv dyeing and properties lo impailing durable^ bioaetise

piopeilies to synthetic textiles V7XS.K(l1,CI H 17(100

klein, Wallei F .S.-.~

Hiuet, James D , Bu.Jdington, Don.iUI L . and Klein. W.ilter F .

1.7X4.160

kline. Donald D . to C ommercial Flectronics, Inc lelevision earner.

i

aperture correctton system 1.7X4, 111. CI I 7X S 4()r

kliiigei . Isa.ie ,%<•«•

-

Friedman, Mitchell, kanienlsky. I ouis A . and klinger. Isa.ie.

1.7XX.744

k link. Jerome P .1 \le, I'hr.i 1) .iiul ( iritlilh. I errv 1 . lo Owens Cor

n

ing Fiberglas Corpor.itmn Appar.ilus toi wiiuling textile nialerial

1.7XX.X26.CI liS 1 I iKlu

klinkoseh, Reinharil. to Hoesch Aktiengesellseh.ilt .App-iralus fm
making sliiuluial units <,7XS.412.C1 1 >(> 44'MIOO

klipp.in dnibll .Si <•

V^ email. I'ei Olof. 1.7SX.6«-1 '

k I M Company. I he S<<-

keelei. Fieiieiiek I) . 1.7XK.S(I4

kloeknei Weike Ad Vie

deck . dun ler. and I .ingli.i miner. H.iiis Jiirgeii, 1.7XX.X17

klopping. Heiii I . to Du I'oni de Neniouis.'j I . .iiul Comp.iny Fun-

giciilal compositions ol li.insitom nlet^ll complexes of suhstituleil 2

beii/imid.i/'olecarbamic .icid. alkyl esters '.7X4,122, (1 424
241 tioii

klossika. W alter, to I leenli.i P.ilenl A erwaltiings ( i ni b H Melhuil ol

connecting a contacting wire to mcl.il a contact on the surt.ice ot a

seniiconduelor element 1.7X7,466. CI 24 62K,0O0
klotsMig, diigoiN N.iuinovicli Iwo -peeil drive 1,7SX.16'i CI 74

«)7S 1 11 11

1

kludas. M.irlin. to Heyl \ ( o . (hem I'h.irm I .ihrik I reatnieni of

c'olHis.ilcerosea 1.7X4. 124. CI 424 114(10(1

knaps.ick Xkliengesellsch.iM Sir

Nolle, deih.ird. R.ibowskv, II.ins. ki.iiise. Joh.iiiiies. .iiul N.irres

H.iiis Dieter. «,7XS.K4:

knauei dMHIl \ ( o . kd M.iscliiiieiil.ihiik Sii'

I'appeis. Riiiloll, lloliheig,de..ig,aii.l John. Kurt. 1.7XS:74l

kneel.ind. Mow ,ird Si i

It'inquist. Nils M kneel.uul. How.ird, .iiid Sessions. W illi.ini K .

Jr . I.^XX.Ol.l

knickerboeker. karl Dro'p shell dispensing mech.inisni 1.7XX.516.C1

221 4(1000
,

•
•

knight. I inds.iy Charles, 1 inch. C .iliii M.iwvell, W.iUlen. Noel Harry

Fred, .ind R.ic/. deoige. lo \usli .il.isi.in I raining -Xiils I'roprielarv

I imited liulicating the p.issing ot .i pio|eclile through .in .ire.i in

space 1.7X.S.74X.C I »s», |4 1 000
^

knirsch. (lunlher .Si«- -

doehle. Rolf, \elteii. W.ihei.aiul knirscli. (iunlhei. .1.7X4,114

knoblauch. k.irl .Sei-

Juntgen, Har.ild. knoblauch, k.iil. /uiulorl. Dieter, .ind (iapp.i.

Ciunthei. 1.7XX.4X5

Knohl. Friedrich karl. lo Illinois I ool Works Inc Stapling system and

method 1.7XX.1X7.C1 X5 44 ooo

knoos, Stellan. Fjungdahl. Soren I S . and Bositoni. Herlil Ingemar,

50'; to ACi.A Akiiebol.ig F luid pressuri/eil cover dev lee 1.7XX.14S,

CI 16"; 164 00(1

knowles, Peter M . to Beakb.iiK'. Hems. ( I orlox ) 1 muted Corrugated

covers tor reciprocating ni.iehineiv parts 1.7XK,177,C 1 I60-K4(l0r

know les. Susan Sec

-

Calherall. Reginald, and know les. Susan. 1.7X4.201

Knutson, Olivei J .Vo--

Church, Peter k . and knutson, Olivei 1 . 1.7S4.04(.

kobayashi. ka/uo .See — •

Yamamolo, Masayuki. kob.iy.ishi, k.i/uo. and Oh.ishi. N ouitii.

1.7XX.405
J,

Kobayashi, Sethin, lorn, Michihiro, .ind Okud.i, Mas.num. to Fu|i

FIcctriiehemieal Co Ltd Meiliod lor piodueing in.ignetic keepers

1.7XX,424.C1 156-244(100
kobayashi. I oshihiko .See—

Oshima. Shintaro. Kobayashi. I oshihiko. and Kainibayashi. let

susaburo. 1.7X4,176.

Kobe Steel, Ltd SVf—
Su/uki, Akira; Kinoshita. Shushi; and I eda. I akeshi. 1.7XX.401

Koch, Otto: See—
Iraubel. Harro. Weber. karl-.Arnold. Koch. Olio, and konig.

Klaus, 1,7X8,XX7
Kocher, Leo F.: .S><"—

Fichncr, Fred N . and Kocher, Leo F , 1,7X4,227.

Kocks, Friedrich. Firma .S<-«'—

Bmdernagel, Ali; and Matlhcis. Friedrich Karl. 1.7X7.442

Koehring Company See—
Po'korney. C harks F ,1.7XK.024

Koenig. David Mark: See—
Fowler. Ronald James. Frreh. Ldward James, and Kocnig. David
Mark. 1.787,4X5

Koenig. Peter J., and Hotm.inner, Friedrich. to Concast .A(i ;ind Hol-

derb.ink Fmanciere Cilarus .-\(i I lux powder lor use during continu-

ous casting of steel and method of producing same 1.7XX.S40. CI

75 44000
Koeniger, Arthur F .SVc—

,
Hechenbleikner. Ingenuin A Huss;ir. John F ; Koeniger, .Arthur

F . and Pressler, Robert L . 1.7X4.064

koermer, der.ild S Sec—
doering. Harlan L.; Hikenbcrry . John N . .ind Koermer. derald S.,

1,7X4,060

Kolt, Irw in .See —
St Amand. Pierre; and Kofi. Irwin. 1.7XX.541.

Kohl, .Arthur 1 . to I nited Sl;iles ol America, Inleiior I urbulence

promotor system .1,7XX.45.*. C I 1202-1 7.<O00

Kohlei. Hans-Joachini, and Rieder, (juido. lo Industriewerk Schafller

Hearing hushing lor universal joints 1,7X8.7 1 2,.C I 10X-.15.000.

Koike Sanso Kogyo K.ibushiki Kaisha See—
Ljiie. Akira. Shinioyama. Hiroshi; and Ceda, N.mp. .1.7XX.55X

Ko|iro. Katsulo. and iilliott, Robert A., to Lilly. F.li. and Comp.inv

Sterility testing antigen products 1.7XX,444,CI 145 lOOOOO
kokor/iicki. denevieve: .SVc—

kokor/ycki. /.ennon, 1,7XX.5<i4

kokor/vcki. /ennon. deceased (by Kokorzycki. Cienev ieve.specKil ad-

ministratrix ) W.iler powered .i;: I b.iee disposal unit »,''XX.'>64, (I

241-46O0r
kokiisai Denshin Dcnw.i Kahusliiki K.iish.i .Si< -

Oshim.i. Shintaro, Koh.ivaslii, I oshihiko. ;iikI kaniib.iyashi. let-

susahuro. 1.7X4,176.

W.it.mabe. lerup. lukui. I.ik.isiike. am! Su/uki. Shi/iio

1.7X4.214
kola. Rolf .S<<-

Dorr. karl-Heinz.Cirimm. Hugo, and Kola. Rolf. 1.7XX.(I41

kolbe. John 1..; and Legal'. Casnner C . Jr . lo (irace. W K . .V Co
Making ammonium polyphosph;ite in .i p.ieked column .1.7SX.XI7,

CI 21 254200
kollai. John, to ffalcon International. Inc I'locess for prep.iring vicinal

glycol esters trom olefins 1.7X4.065. CI 260-447 OOr

koller. Manfred, to Fichtei cV Sachs ACi l'neuni;ilic suspension unii

1.78X.610. CI 267-65 000
Komaki. I akaiv .S'j'c

—

Sato. Msamichi. Honfo. Saloru. and Kom.iki. I .ikao. 1."'X4.224.

koni.iki. I .ikcshi; .Sec —
Matsuniur.i. Shiro, Shm. Hiroshi. Sug.ino. Junichiro. S'oshii.

I adashi. kunyama. N .isuhis.i. .md koni.iki. I .ikeshi. 1.7S4. 115

konip. Richard J . to .Xerox C or).oration Pholodeleelion device and

method comprising phlhaloc v.inine 1.7; 4.2 16. CI, 250-21 1 oilr

Konan Camer.i I ;ibor;ilory Comp.iny limited: .Si<

Abe. Kuniomi. 1.7XK.727.

konezal, Wolfgang See—
Beier. Helmut. Handke. Siegfried, iiul kone/.il. Wollg.ing.

1.7X4,175
Konig, klaus: .S'cc-

fraubel, Harro. Weber. karl-Arnold. koch. O^o. and konig.

Klaus. 1.7XX,XX7
Kon/ler. Roymond C : See—

F-dgar. Willi;ini D ; Sustarsic. John D , and Kon/ler. Roymond C .

1.7XX,216
Koor Chemicals Ltd : See—

W aysman. Simon S. 1.7XX.X74 '

Koppelmann. Roger Fred: .See —
Sternberg. Ronald Frederick, Koppelm;inn, Roger Fred, and Mill,

Rolf K.I.7X4,154
Koppers Company, Inc : .See —

Fdgar, .William D.. Sustarsic. lohn D . and Kon/ler. Rovmond C .

1.7XX.216.

Middleman. David. 1.7XX,5 15.

Korea insiiiute of Science & leclinology .See

—

Hyun, Kyung Ho, 1,7X8.442

Korea Institute of Science and lechnology: .See—

Nam, Joon W oo. and Choi. I ng So. .1,7X7.424

koreska. W'.: .See—
Schul/ner. W alter. 1.7XX.S7'^

koskinenm, Onni S Agricultur.il nrig.ition system -1.7XX.544. CI 2.W-

1 1.000.

kosowsky, Leo N.. Lovejoy. Curtis N.; and Cunnd'f. John Ci .
lo .Auric

Corporatu>n .Apparatus lor intermittent electroplaling strips

1.7X,S.46.1.C1 204-206000
Kosseim. Alexaiuler J . and Somekh, Ciei>rge S . to I nion Carbide Cor-

poration Process for the separation of aromatic hyilrocarhons trom

a mixed hydrocarbon feedstock. 1.7X4,077. C 1. 26ii 674 0sc

kosseim. Alexander Jean-Mane: .Se< —

kubek. Daniel John. Kosseim. .Mexander Je.in-Mane. and

Soriiekh. George Solomon. 1,7XX,4X0

kossori. Joseph: .See

—

Ayton. Ian F., Harlling. Donald C . kossoff. Joseph; and Osborne.

Brian G .1,7X7.444

Kolwicki, Allan Joseph, lo Bell lelephone Laboratories, Incorporated

Signal mode converter and processor 1.7X4. 1 44. CI 235-150 500.
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koudclka Vladimir; and Lada. Mirko. to Naradi. narodni p«»dnik

Pncumai.c.mpactUM>l 3.788.404. CI 1 7.V 139 tHKI. •
•

Kowalski. Anna See—
Zsoldos. Frank J . Jr . and Kowalski. Anna. 3.788.«*82.

Kozawa. Milsuo; See—
Sucyoshi.Toshihiku. and Kozawa. Mitsuo. 3.78**. 103

Kraft Robert F to KMC Corporation Latch mcchani>m tor cutcnMblt

boom 3.788.492. CI 212-55 (HH)

Kraftwcrk Lnion AkticngCNclNchaft .V«'r—
Hc.lmann. HanN-Cuntcr. and Kelp. Frit/. 1.788.1^8

Krambcck, Rob.crl Harold, and NValdcn. Robert Hcnr>. to Bell

rclcphonc laboratories. Incorporated Charge Ci.upled devices em

nlov.nu nonuniform concentrations of immobile charge al.>ng the in

formationchannel 3.789.:b7.Cl 317-::5tK.c

Kramer Jack M . and Sitabkhan. Abdul N . to H U. Industries. Inc

Protectionsvilem 3.788.^^^.C1 28()-lV)()ab

Kramer. Norman, to Glass. Marvin. & AsM^ciates Decorative lighting

svslem 3.7H9.2I1.C1 240-l()tK»r

Kranc. Stanley J .S^-f-
. „ ^. o w i a

Baile>. John M . Kranc. Stanley J . and Dc Kc>ser. Richard A .

3.7HH.54h
Kraus. Bernhard Josef .'>«•€•—

Camarasa. Mario, and Kraus. Bernhard Josef. 3.7K8.()7()

Kraus. Charles V.. to Excelcrmatic. Inc Hydrostatic thrust hearing

3.788.7 I 3. CI 308-160 000

Krause. Wving A.. See—
Feit. Louis, and Krause. Irving A .

3.78V.I5V

Krause. Johannes See—
Nolte. Gerhard. Rab«>wsky. Hans. Krause. Johannes, and Narres.

Hans-Dicter. 3.788.842

Krawagna Alois Albin. to Imperial Optical C ompany. I td . t/a Salely

Supplv Companv Far muff assembly 3.787.K99.C1 2-2tW 000

Krawet7. Barton, long. Jack B . and Mooney. Leonard J . to I nited

States of America. Atomic Fnergy Commissu.n FIcctron beam

pumped gas laser system 3. 7X9. 32 I. CI 331 94 SOO

Krckeler Claude B . to Cincmnati Mine Machinery C o .
The C ham (or

mining machine and the like 3.7KH.7II.CI M)V58 OOt)

Krieg Adrian H Bevelling tool 3.7K7.97(t. CI 30 272 OOr

Krieg. Adrian H Metal forming tool 3.7K8.1W2. CI 90-40 0«H».

Krippene. Brett C . Peterson. Morns \V . and Marshall. David M
.
to

Babcock & Vk ilcox C i'mpany. Ihe Fuel burner 3,7H8.79h.Cl 431

2 OOtI
. „

Kronoff. Clarence R . and Hayden. Donald F .
loCrompton & Kmmles

Corporation Selvage needle motion in a narrow ware UH>m

1 788. 36 I. CI I39-I24(n)0

Kropscolt. Farle I. . and Wittenbach. Gerald R . to Dow Chemical

Company The Process for molding ob|ects fr.im rapid setting

polvurethanecomp..sitions 3.7H«*, lOtt. CI 264-219 OOO

Kruger, Gerd. /ipp. Otmar. Keck. Ji>hannes. Niekl. Josel. Machleidl.

Hans Ohnacker. Gerhard. Fngelhorn. Robert, and Puschmann. Sig

frid. to Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH Pharmaceutical composi-

tions containing halo-substuuled 2 amin.vben/ylamine amides

'3.79.125. CI 424-324 IttX)

Krugler. Allen D. Jr >.«•-

Bo/oian. Michael. Krugler. Allen D . Jr . and Radin. Bernard G .

3.788.421

Krusemark. Frederick A Mechanical linkage 3.788.161. CI 74

116 000
, ^. , .

Kubek Daniel J»<hn. Kosseim. Alexander Jean Mane, and Somekh.

George Solomon, to I nion Carbide Corporation Process tor the

"separation of aromatic hydrocarbons from a mixed hydrocarh«.n

feedstock 3.7S8.980.CI 208-333 OlMl

Kubiak.FdwafdJ SV^- ., ,, ,

Wagner. Robert F Kubiak. Fdward J . and Rollo. hdward J .
Jr .

3.787.901

Kubler, Friedrich iVr— , .. u
Dausch. Frnst. Kubler. Friedrich. Hempel. Theodor. and Fuchs.

F;an/. 3.787.933
. . . u

Kuccken. John A . and Polgar. Michael S . to International lelephone

and Telegraph Corporation Shortened turnstile antenna 3.789.416.

CI 343-792000
Kuenzi. William A . to Miller Brewing Company Beer carton

3.788.538. CI 229-23 OOr
Kunze. Frnst-Guntcr See—

Baumann. Reinh«>ld. Kunze. F.rnst-Gunler. Laucrbach-Lchmeicr.

Robert. Striebich. Alfred, and Rothe. Hans-Joachim. 3.789.026

Kupits. John J . to Grace. W R . & Co Removable floor and wall sur

face coverings 3.78K.941.CI 161 182 000

Kupsky George Andrew, to Burroughs Corporation Segment display

panelwith cathode groups 3.787.940. CI 29-25 160

Kurimoto. Masashi. and Yoshida. Mikihiko. to Hayashibara Company

Process for the preparatmn of amvlose as the substrate for the quan-

titative analysis of amylase 3.788.946. CI l95-3IOOt.

Kuriyama.Yasuhisa •SV*'—

Matsumura. Shiro. Shin. Hiroshi: Sugano. Junichiro. Yoshii.

Tadashi. Kunyama. Yasuhisa. and Ktimaki. lakeshi. 3.789.1 15

Kuroiwa. Katsumasa See—
Nagasawa. Takeshi. Kuroiwa. Katsumasa. and Narita. Kouichi,

3.789.049

Kurpanek. Waldcmar Helmut Magnet«i-motive bistable switching

devices 3.789.333. CI 335-207(8)0

Kurz. Hanns. and Lindcr. Siegfried, to Bosch. Robert. GmbH Ar-

rangement for electro-chemical treatment of an electrically conduc-

tive workpieee 3.788.964. CI 204-224 (H)m

des

Hri

Kyohuto Kaihatsu KogyoCo . Ltd .S>« —
Akagi. Kaurd. and Tanaka. Katushi. 3.787.916

la I ande. William Alfred. Jr. Hauptschein. Murray, and Hager.

Robert Bi>nner. to Pennwalt Ci>rporation Dimers of hcx-

afluoropropene and propylene 3.789.088. CI 260-648O0f

laauwe. Robert H Aerosol p.ick.ige 3.7K8.52I.CI 222 94 IKK).

l.abalt Breweres of Canada. I milled .SV«-

—

|

Stewart Ciraham G . and Farl. Allan F .
3.788.9IO

Laben. Wallace J . and U.nkin. Kenneth J to Dick. A B C onipany

Ink fountain trough with seals for fi.untain roller 3.788.220. CI 101-

<h1 IHIO ,

I acroix. Jean Paul Diflerenlial type driving wheels system 3.788.4.0,

CI IK0 74(HM>

I acroix. Pierre, to Societe de fravaux d Flectricite et d Flectronique

du I angued.M. Device for m..nitoring the electrical energy delivered

by an energy souFce 3.7K9.236.CT 307-96 «MK) .

I ada. Mirko See — I

Koudelka. V l.idimir. and I ada. Mirk.i. 3.788.4t)4

I aing. Ciraham Sterling V«-

-

I enaeris, Cieorge N ictor, I aing. (.raham Sterling. Morrell. Ronald

Joseph, and Willis, Wesley Nelsi.n. 3.78'*. UK
I Air I iquide S.Kiete Anonyme p«»ur IHude et I Fxploitation

Procedes ( ieorges Cl.iudi.- Set- -

Brilloii. Jacques. V7KK.(I96

C hauvet. Fdniond. and Hrevotc. Andre. 3.788.6U

Hav. I eon. ^.7»««<.106

laird. J Packard Roll assembly 3.7KK.39I.CI l65 65tHM)

1 aimeister. Bruce R See —
Houst. Douglas R . Jones. Kenneth R . and I .iimeister,

3.7HK.050

I .ikeland Fntcrprises. Inc . mesne See—
,

Suchka. Michael B . 3. 7H8.(Kt2 •

I ambert DarvKi . to Dia Print Company . Inc . I he AdiustaWe screen

prmtingchase V788.216.CI 101 127IOO

Lambert. Darvl Gene, to Dia Print Companv. Inc . I he Printcf with

screen frame lift and squeegee supp.>rt rivot means 3.788.215. C I

lOl I2^(«M» *
.

I .imphier. Waller C See—
Craig. Herbert C . and lamphier, Walter C .3.789.277

|

I andbrecht. Fran/ See

Greiner. Joachim. Fngclsmann. Dieter. Gersch, J..scl. land

brechl. Fran/. Mullei. Rudolf. Wenger. Wollgang. and

Wiedemann. Ott... V789.I57
|

I andry. Norman Richard See- .

Dixon I arl. and I andrv. Norman Richard. V78i».<30

lane. Gerald H Vehicle securing device 3.7KK.I09.CI 70234 000

lane Robert F . Jr . to Dow Chemical Company. I he Olefin oxidation

catalyst V7X9.06VCI 252 4A«J OlMl

I ange W ilfried to BukamadmbH Hanover Control valve assembis

for a pneumatically operated stapler 3.7KK.I95. C I 41-457 OOO

l.angen & Companv See

-

Wieland. Walter. 1.788.627

I angenbach Bob J . to Abex C orporatmn Machine tiH.I with angularly

adiuslable lone head X.7KK.76I.CI 408 2 36 (KM)

l.anghammer. Hans Jurgen See-
^

Geck.Gunter. and I anghamnier. Hans Jurgen. 1.7X8.81 /

Lanier. Carroll W . tt> Flhy I C orp..ralion Process for the producti.>n ol

olefins 3.7X9.0XI.CI 260-683 1 5d

I ansky. Zdenek J . and C laar. Leslie M . to Parker Hannifin C orpora

turn Hydraulic system wnh series wound pump drive motor

3.788,076. CI 60 452 OOO

l.apinski. David A See—
|

Holm. John A .and l.apinski. David A .
3.789.269

I archer AngeloC Proleclive headgear 3.7X7.893. CI 2 3 ««>r

l.arsen. Arthur Bertel. to Bell lelephone lab..ratories. lncorp<irated

Color camera system having complete spectral characteristics

3 789.1 32. CI 178 5 4st

l.ashley. Cieorge D Sh.n; shine apparatus 3.787.917. CI 15-31 (MM).

Last. Hartmut See —
Heiskel, Flmar. and Last. Hartmut, 3.7X9.028

|

Laszlo. Joseph See —
Califano. Frank L . and Laszlo. Joseph. 3.788,925

I attke Horsi G to Fmhart Corp.>ration Blank insert mechanism for

iray iformmg apparatus 3.788,637. CI 271-13 (MM)

I auerbach Lehmeier. Robert .SV*-—
. , ^

Baumann. Reinhold. Kun/e, Frnst-Gunter. Lauerbach Lehmeier.

I Robert. Striebich. Alfred, and Rothe. Hans-Joachim. 3.789.026

Laufliutte. Dieter .SV*-—
Tippmer, Kurt, and laufhutle. Dieter. 3.789.105

Laurens. Stephen Disposable cutaneous trans|ector 3.7K8.315. CI

128 l73(M)h
lauterbach. William F. to Dale Refrigeration C iimpany Hot gas

bypass system for a refrigeration system utilizing a plurality of eutec

tic plates 3.788.093. CI 62-2(MI (M)0

Lawrence Security. Inc .SV«-—
Akers. Artie F .3.789.384 '

Lawrence, Waltvr F See—
Freedman Norman S . granted to Lnited States Atomic F.nergy

Commission under the provision of 42 CSC 2182. Horstmg.

Card W . Lawrence. Walter F . and Carrona. John J .

3.787.958.
|

Le Roi, Marly SVi-—
. ,, . .,

,

Richard. Yves Robert. Lc Roi. Marly; and Mignot. Jean Marcel.

3.788.981

Leal. Victor Mario See—
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Rubio. Manuel, and Leal, Victor Mario. 3,788.139

LeComie, Bernard, Henry. Jules, and Pincemin. Roger, to LeJoint

Francias Method for manufacturing washers from a flexible tube

3.787.9 13. CI IO-86()Ob

l.eder, Lewis B . to Xerox Corporation Process for preparing glassy

liquid crystals and method for forming images on same. 3,789,225,

CI 250-33 I OOO
Lee, Charles M. Jr.: See—

Crandall. William B . and Lee, Charles M. Jr. 3.78«.874

Lee. Conrad F . to Pako Corporation Device for transporting film

throughaseriesofrollers 3.788,153.CI 74-68 (KM)

I ee. Delbert R Device for retrieving submerged golf balls and on driv-

ing range 3.788.506. CI 214 356 1M)0

Lee. F mil B , Jr .S>«-

Clancy, Lawrence F . I ee. I mil B , Jr . Smart, William O ; iind

Yancey,John W . 3.7XX.4IK

I ee. (ieorge Dick, to HiKo Structural acoustic transmission material.

3.788.937.(1 161.15X(MM)

Lee. Hanju. and Slahl, David F Pressure equili/alion and purging

system for heatless adsorption systems 3,788,036. CI 55-25 (M)0.

Lee. Raymond, Organi/ation, Inc , The: .SVf

—

Lyon. Cieorge F ,3,7X7.993

I homson. John Ira. and Hensley . Ralph I , 3,788.573

Wilhs. Floyd H , 3.7X8.417

lee. Seth. Jr Fuel heat exchanger for mteinal combustion engine and

method of use 3.788,292. CI lW122(M)a
lee. 1 erry .Sc*"—

Johnson. Davis O . and I ee. ferry, 3,7XX.684

Lefebvre. Jacques See—
Patrie, Jos. I efcbvre, Jacques. Segond, Roger, and Badia, Michel,

3.7X8,9S6

I egal. C asimer C . Jr .S<<'

—

kolbe. John I . and I egal. Casimer ( . Jr . 3,788.8 17

Lehikoinen. I Albert, to F thy I C orporation I racer-incendiary materi-

als including liquid alky laluminum and compatible inorganic ox-

idizer 3. 788.907. CI 149 22 (too

I ehikoinen. I Albert, and Franklm. Gerald, to Fthyl Corp«)ration

Tracer incendiary composilion of alky laluminum inorganic oxidizer,

and zirconium i;7XK.9(lX.(l 149-42 000
I ehmann. W erner. to Bauerle. Malhi.is. <imbH. Firma Roller arrange-

ment, m p.irlicular for paper folding, creasing and like machines.

3.7XX.61X.CI 27151 00(1

I ehnhardl. Robert W . Jr . and Schaefer. John O , to Internatitinal

Business Machines Corporation Fr.ise ribbon feed 3.788.442. CI

197 IXI 000
I ehrer, William I . to Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

Method of preparing cavilv envelopes by means of thin-film

procedures 3.7X8.723. CI 3 16 20 000
l.eichll. 1 udwig. to McCord Corporation Howden cable latch release

mechanism 3.7XX.6X<i. CT 296 65 00a
Leit/. Frnst. G m b H Sec

?88.204.
eit/. F rnst. Ci m h H See y

I oseries. Peter, and Hayashi. loshu(.3,7>

Wiessner, Willi, 3,7X8.202 /

. I f- .« c... I

1 eJoinl Francias Set

LeC"omte, Bernard. Henry. Jules, and Pincemin. Roger,

3.7X7.913

Lejon. Jean C. Self tracking beam accessible memory and addressing

method therefor 3.7X9,372. CI 340 I73 0cr

I.eliaerl. Raymond M Sic —
Fox. Fverett D . Schaefer, John P . and Leiiaert. Raymond M..

3,7X8,427

I emelson. Jerome H Model airplane structures 3,7X7,997. CI 46-

7X00(1
Lcmelson, Jerome H Automatic transfer and transport system

3,7XX,500,CI 2I4-4IOOO
Lcmelson, Jerome H Manipulalion game 3,7X8.641 .CI 273- 1.00m

Lenaens. Cieorge Victor. 1 aing. Graham Sterling. Morrell, Ronald

Joseph, and Willis. Wesley Nelson, said Lenaerts. Morrell and said

W illis assors to Northern Flectnc Company Limited and said Laing

assor to Bell Northern Research Ltd lerminal block 3.79,348. CI

339- 198 OOr
Lenhoff. John Cj , Jr . to Westinghouse Flectric Corporation Method

and circuit for combining digital and analog signals. 3,789,389, CI

340-347 Oad
Lent/, Robert A : .S>f—

Haith. Marshall M . and Lentz. Robert A , 3.789,136.

Leonard, Lee V.: .SV«'—
Carpenter. Loyde M . Kiser. James W , and Letinard. Lee V.,

3,789.177.

Leonhardt, Theodore C , to Devin, O K . Inc Dimensional picture

frames. 3.787,992. CI 40-1 52O00.
Lcrner. Nathan B. to Braun. W.. Company. Liquid dispensing and me-

tering device 3,787.904.CI 4027 (MM)

Lesca, Pier Carlo: See—
Bonzano, Giorgio, lesca. Pier Carlo, and Ponzano, Luigi.

3,789.378
l.eutner, Volkmar, and Romvs, Roman, to Bosch. Robert, GmbH.

Regulating apparatus for a hydrostatic pump. 3,788.775, CI. 417-

222000
Lever Brothers Company: See—

McKcown, Bamon. Metcalfe. John Leonard; and Pratt, Arthur

James, 3.789,040 a

Levi, George A., to Baker Perkins Inc. Baking apparatus. 3,788,799,

CI 432-143.000.

Levinthal, F.lon M., to RTC Industries, Inc. Support means for a display

stand 3,788.489, CI. 21 1-163 000
Levy, Leon B ; and Allen, George Cyrus, to Cclancsc Corp<iration. Sur-

factant in preparing solid catalysts 3,789,0 1 8, CI. 252-439 000

Lewers. William G. to United States of America. National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. Emergency master control valve.

3.788,390, CI. 165-74.0()()

Lewis, KIwood C Skate wheel attachment. 3,789,208, CI. 240-6. 40r.

Lewis, Richard W.: See—
' Henson. Alfred J . and Lew^s. Richard W., 3.789,198.

Lewis. Robert K.: .SV*"

—

Raymond. David W.; Lewis, Robert E.; and Ouigley, Robert E.,

3.7X8.608
Lewis, William F..: See—

Bearden, Roby. Jr ; MacMullin, Robert B ; Lewis. William E.. and

Welly, Albert B. Jr. 3.788.978

Lewis, William F ; and Paynter. John D . to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company Iron ore reduction prticcss <NT -9>

3.788.835. CI. 75-26.(8)0

l.eyde. Warren L; .V<v—
Carpenter, Fdward J and Leyde. Warren L.. 3,789,201.

Libbey-f)wens-Ford Company: See— ,

Malby. Robert E . Jr.; McComb, Walter D ; and Schave, Richard

D ,3,788,750.

I.icentia Patent Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H.: See—
Schimmer. Rigobcrt. and Mcsscrschmidt, Jurgen, 3,788.895.

Licentia Patent-Vcrwaltungs-G m b H : See—
Haras/ti, Teg/e, and Grosholz, Raincr, 3,788,904.

Klossika, Walter, 3,787.966
Rehm, Karl; and Schwarz, Hermann, 3.788.636.

Scherber. Werner. 3,788,894

Lile, Derek L , and Collins. David A , to United States of America,

Navy Thin film MIS storage diode 3.789.369. CI 340- 1 73.0 Is.

Lilly. FTi, and Company: See—
Kojiro. Katsuto; and Elliott. Robert A., 3.788,949.

l.im. Pedro K External catheter device 3.788,324. CI 128-295 000

Linda. Frank Raymond, to International Paper Company. Method for

hot gas activation of thermoplastic sealing surfaces. 3,788,917. CI.

156-82000
Linde. Bjorn HSon: See—

Martensson. Kjell Halvard. Linde. Bjorn HSon. Valsson, Jan-

Frederik. and Jerre. Sven lorsten. 3.788.033.

Lindcr. Siegfried: See—
Kurz, Hanns, and Lindcr. Siegfried, 3.788,964

Lindsay, Harold W Rotary cutter 3.788.625. CI. 266-105 00a.

I.indstrand. Bengt: See—
Netterstedt.Sture.and I.indstrand, Bengt, 3,789.181.

Lingemann. Heinz, to Fried Krupp Gescllschafl mit beschranktcr Haf-

tung. Apparatus for forming packaged coils of wire 3,788.210, CI.

1(H)-7.0(K)

Lion Fat and Oil Ct) . Ltd See—
Susuki. Rinnosuke; Hoshi, Hiroshi;and Umeya, Kaoru, 3,788,919

l.ipe Rollway Corpora. .on: .SV<"—
*

*
Heanue, Paul T .3,787.914

Lippman. Aaron H.. to Braine d Manufacturing Co. Door 'lock.

3.788, 107. CI 70-93000.

Litke. Alvin Carl, to Allied Chemical Corporation Paper dye J with

water soluble ben/othiazolylphcnylazobarbituric acid dyestuffs.

3.788.802. CI. 8-7 ()(H)

Littmann. David, to Minnest>ta Mining and Manufacturing Company.

Segment cutter 3.787.968, CI 30-124.000.

Ljbrink. Eduard: See—
Piepers. Gijsbrecht Gerhardus; Vons, Leonard Hendrik, van der

Linde, Aart; and Ljbrink. Eduard, 3,789, 1 84

LjungdabI, Soren F S.: See—
Knoos, Stellan, Ljungdahl. Soren F. S., and Bostrom, Bertil In-

gcmar. 3,788,395.

Lloyd^Clarence Robert: .SV*"—

Neel. Robert M . Lloyd, Clarence Robert; and Johnson, RobertC.
3.788,331.

Lloyd. Norman E.: See—
Thompson. Kenneth N.; Johnson, Richard A ; and Lloyd, Norman
E, 3.788,945.

Lloyd, Richard L Door locking means. 3,788,689, CI. 292-304.000.

Lockheed Electronics Company: See—
Markowitz, Seymour, 3,789,37 1

.

Lockheed Electronics Company. Inc ; See—
Norris. Kermit A, 3,789,377.

Loeck. Leslie M.; .SV*"

—

Fusari.Salvatore A.;and Loeck. Leslie M.. 3.789,1 19.

Loessi. Jack C: See—
Hoffman, Eric J; and Loessi. Jack C. 3.789,303

Loewen. Jacob L. Foldable table and bench assembly. 3.788.696, CT.

297-15<>-OO0 :

Loew's Theatres, Inc.: See—
Kirschstcin. Werner P . and Wagner. John R . 3.788, 1 25.

Logan. Hubert. Remote control starting device for internal combustion

engine 3.788.294, CI. I23-I79.0bg,

Logan, John S : See—
Colovas, Denny D.; Logan. John' S.; and Skruch, Richard R.,

3,788,233.

Lohrberg, Karl: See—
Muller, Jurgen; and Lohrberg, Karl. 3.788,968.

Long, Jack B: iV*-—
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.l.icW B. anJ M«'«<nc\. I con.tnl J
Ki.ivkct.-. Barlor. I

1
..ii>;holt.>m.l>.iMdM».lMn V. -

x -,uu \u\
Ht>\lc (..collriN.aiul l.nn>!K>tloni. Oavid McUin. 3.7»K.«X1

I oiifii P.I..U. I .imcli. Na//aiciu.. \ alvass».n. Alberto Parxd.. Saiulr...

iih! l\rvi. Rem... to MonUtatim hiliM.n S p A Process lor propai

,ntf s,iut;.Uil ami unvaluralcii ilaslomcric top»>l>nicrs ol cth>lcnc

..n^or h.^h.r ..Iphaolcltns V 7H^.i. <h. CM 2W.-M) 70(1

looviM K.M Ka,;n..r. to K.,:crsl.. Xkl.cbolap Roller tor hot ami coU

;;.||.n,a.,Om...n..lot.naWn,.thcsanw V7H7M4VII :^-i:sno..

Maeo.t. Arthur I . a.ul ApoMokr.s. I hc.ulore (. to > '>^;'
^J''",''

V""*

pans Ptrmamnt iiia>:mt lUnaniockvtric machine 3.7XV.->ii ti

M uler S.e>:riie.l R ami Matthews, John \^ to International Business

Mashines Corporation Melh.nl ol preparinj; ilisloeation ervstals

< 7SX X^O.C\ I |7 :ill (MMl

M ul.Kl MkIuI Hamul. \ a. Allen R .
Xmle.son. NK alter h

.
Jr

.
and

IVilulla. loseph. Jr . to Research C orporalu.n Method for gro«m^

crystals usin^ a seniipernieahle memhraiie V7«KSIK. CI 2^

^(N) IHlt>

rolhnj: and method olmak.m; the same V7S7.g4VCl -'*'-''•""'
,., s.ssan Motor C ompanx I .m.led \ alse lor ahruptl>

Or.ll.n^ I orporat.oM Method artd arrangement lor proteetinp and

.u.d,.l,drdl,nt:b.. v SS.4tr.Cl r^ .,-.«>..
,

1 .,Mcch,o non..n»:..s. tu I arlorundum t ompauv Process and com

positions ol rubhei vukani/ales ^Hh silicone poljmeri/ates

t.7H»».li^t>.CI 2htl 41 ^tlr

I orke.Horst v.-
, , , u , . l -MX »mi

Oierv Helmut. Rittner.Sietibert. and I orke Ho.rst. V SH.mm

I oseri.s Peter and HaN.ishi. lo-hio to Muiolta I .imeraC o
.

I td am.

> I eil/ \n\-x: C. I.. I. H S^u.^in,: sector camer.i shuttei with w..inin>:

mdicalor V7HS.:o4.CI ^5 5.S IMH>

los.eld Andre I niversal p.o.ectile V7SS.:.Mi.CI MC 74 IM.O
^

I oss.c. Robert \ I le\ible h.'se connector >.7KK.b7fi. 11 ..h

2-X'' IHHI

I .>tati. Amrani /\i Set -

. • .leii.ni\s.'n leh C ha.i.and I otan. Amiain /vi. V7H'<.«^^

! ,1/ Hoist k .
loCieCiaC.esellschatt lur C\asetechnik I ol/ K<i l>e\Kv.

loi >u|'portin|: 1 h«iri/ontall\ positioned siiand in a c.-ntiiuious ...isl

in,; plant t .'SS.(i;i>. I 1 :^^ 2 » "•'»

Uue. I eon..rd Sidne>' I rcatment apparatus <.7SS.47-'. Cl :ii>

l»»s (Mil)

love. Olcii J . to Malone H H and Malone. C.arv » ish h.u.W setter

A."l<7.«*«t4.». 1 4M l%S iHit)

1 o\e|0> C uitis N Nil

KosowsWn. I. CO- \ . I i'\e|os

.A.7^S.l^>

I owdcnslacer. John R . loSin,:ei C onipanx. I he. mesne l)i,:.i..! piiave

locWedU.op V.7S»*.MIS.C1 <2X l.-i^tM't'

losveil, Kranei's i . Roflinc. Matthew Rosenberg. Paul, and N.. »

.

Riheil I . to Research I loniicrs. Iik I hernial con\eclu.n lK« li,:hl

vaivc V7l«h.7:»*,C I .^Stl-lMMMIr

i ac as, James M S«i' - -
., ,

lenu Jamcs.l ocas. J.imcsM , and Pvkr.Richard I . V N^.^iX-l

lu^u^ski R.Mald I .and Sclacero. RiNaldo. to Oonaai C orpoiation

1 xteiuled time meter col.struct^.n t.7NS.4X^.CI l"4M IM.|.

luk..s t.e.rgeN Work, tio.nn,; table >.-SK.^.^2. C I I ..'* 2f <M.(.

1 iind.t h irli- M S..

(•uinl/eii.John J ; and ! und.< hatlcsM .'..S>>.'M-

I iindbon;', liumiar .•><«-
, , i

Fahlm.in '.osi.i H I undK.t,:. C.unnar. and U cstber^. Johan I ii.

H.uden..VS>' 'H.
1 uiiduien lOis ()\e. to Rorkonsull ,t.>r » larrvarne i Orebio \H

Method ... t,M,„^ pipn.,: lof .. hot o..eold lluid .1.7KH...M. C I M
"2 lun

x^.^»*^.c I 2«>i ^^<M»t•

.indSicveis Jeirx \ . <.7K»<.«7(>

Re>;is. and CtH|uer>. Jean Paul.

relieving: lliiid umlet prcssur

M.illitt. kent N >«

.

H.iii Jaime \ . Mallitt. kent N

Vla|.'iian. Re^iis %••

C haui.ind. PatiKc. Mapian.

« 7hi*.l I I I

M.icnetic Scale oip.iiali.'ii S.i

Place. Bruce S .
»."»<S.^S^I

M.iL'uire I avkience \ >< <

i7v., i-.;
Xi.dcisen. RoKrl \ and Ma,:uire. I awience -X .

'.7H >.«_ «

Mahcux Pete. I lancis. to Hell Soithe.n Research I id I lectrieal con

nc^toi \..XW.t42.C I '»" 1^ "H't

M.ihlin.iiiii I.line

.iml t unalc. Picite Paul.

C uitis N . and C'unniH'. John (i

I unds-t^'Hi. Ronald H >. i
> -, i

Hawthorne. Vau>:hn I*, and ! undstroni. R.ijiald H .
V(»<S.4'<<

l.un^i^>rd. Max \^ \«i'—

Harrison. Rober} S and I unslord. Max N* .
.1.7KX..K}*

I uschet. V\ alter >>
. . .

.
' «i i.

dene' Peter. C.ucniat. Robert. Z. dimmer. Allred. I uscher. WaMei.

Schaualder.HanMorji.and I schanen. Hanspeter. <.7SX.^hS

I sic Phra O Vie . , _ ,

Kl.nk.JeioiiieP.lstc.Phral) alid C.riltith. Ierr> 1 '. NX .S-^

I \n..h. William M .Sii- -
, . u

keenan Mich.eK. f V'>-*'
^ '"'•'"' '^' •"'^' »'"«••'' U-k.^"- J"^" "

. V7SM.4I2 ,1,
I .on (leorue ^ l<»'. t < I ee. Rasmond. Otiiani-^ation. Inc .

Ihc

I oiored coded sis container bands 1.7K7.y4VCI 40 XUt, om
I AOli. K.llph I Si C -

ft

I von Richard S and I son. Ralph I .
.V7XV.HW

I von Richard S and I xon. Ralph I .V. i nited McC.ill C ..rp....ition

Mv'ihod lor cleaning a ^as V7VM.W. C I 42 V4y MMK.

.'l voV W dham H and Schaelter- W illiam P to Craphic Arts leehin

eall-oundation Methods and arpaiat«is loi paper teslun: «.7SX.I «..

' Cl 7.'» 1 ^'* tllMl • •

M& r Chemicals. Inc >. < -

Reilenberi-.C.eraldH and C.illil/. McK i.i H .
.V7H'».1)V

Mac Mpine. Xlcxander I) kick stancf V7KS.^7 , C 1
2«t. .'•O^ ...H.

Macchi. Romualdo Assemblv method tor beam structures 3.7«K.ti..V

. t 1 "2 74r IXIII »

S^achine fools limited .V«-«-

-

Kirth. Arthur Jose. :».7XH.lsx

Machleidt. Hans .Vi.-- *
•

.. . . .

• kru,:er C.e-rd. /ipp. Otmar. keck. Johannes. Nickl. Josel

Machleidt. Hans. Ohnacker C.erhard. Fnpelhorn. Robert, and

Puschmann.Siglrid. .'.7X*f.l2^^

M.i^k I rucks, Inc Sir —

C arlson. Paul h . and Schimmel. Ralph f

M.ickav. James OVf- . '
\ t.

t.ade John \ , and Mac>..*».. James I) .
V7S-'.«*S4

Maeken/K . C.eorgc I) . to I RW, Inc Resistance malefia

calrcMsfl.madetherelrs.m l.7XH.»<'<^. C 1
2"!2b-V.'i«H)

MacMullm. Robert B .Se.--

, Heard

.,„ima,M, ,a.nes|'al.Kk.loC.ei.e.al»oods< orpor. i Process lor

p,oducii.»:.olUeextia.t ».7SK.S..t.. C 1 42f> H miH.

Miier ludxKit. IX Monsanto C ompanx Haloxnulene I .-

b.siphosphoiiicestcis, ;.-X'Mi..:.( I
2M".t2tMi.i

Mais«in. I i.mcois P .N«i-

B.itaille. Rot;er. Mais,.ii li.imois P

t 'NW.4I I

M Norman I loiiel to Hell Iclephonc I abo...lor res. lnco.po...ted

Dveiload iiu.nitor lot ti.insmission sssienis V7X^J.14^. tl I '^

Ma,o!nu.. X incenl I lapsed time recorder .».7H^.424. C I ^«'; ''\';""

Malancv . Samuel I . ami Mc Matters. John W >«
>"»"^'*'»''-.J^

'"'•;'"

*. ompaiu Mainlaiiiini: the v»atei level in bakinj; beans V7KK.MI..

II I2^ «74tHMi

Malavixa. Shashi Dhai. to International Business Machines Cj.i|M.ia

lion Method and .ipparatus to^ measiirinf; the parameters ol a

transistor or other two port device at mictovtave lie»4uencies

t 7,S'* «n| (1 a;4 I'iX mil

M.ilbv. Robert » Ji . Md onib \^ ..Iter O . ami Schave. Richard O .
to

1 rbbcv Ovvciis I .-rd C .-n.pans Inspeiiin^ j-lass V7XS.7^(t C 1
'"«»'

2 A'l tMHI

Malkin. Irv irij; *>.,-

Schenkei. Barrv

.^.7X'».(i22

Malm Marvin I. .rest, to lnteinali..nal I elephoiie an.l I ele,:r.iph C ..i

p...alion Call park circuit lor an aut..n...t.c lcleph..ne switching:

svstem V7X«MSVCI |-'w27<Hid ^'

M.ilone. Carx \tf

I ove.oien J . .V7K7.>*'»4

MaU'iie. H H S,,-

love.nlenJ . «.7H7.»»g4

ManceK. I li>xd. U. I nited Stales ..I Amciica At..mic I iieipx C ..

mivMon Hi,:h emission cold cathode «.7X«v. » III. C 1
U.) 4 .ItHi

Mane.. MIk Co Stf

Xalcnte Ravm..nd I . and B..non.... <>lto A .
V7S7.t»47

M.ndlex n..nal.l I .
1.. (.eneral M..t..rs 1 ..rporal...n Multiple hard

nessOrin^s ^.-XS.«.'i4. C 1 2" -.iiimi i

Manierre. R.<V.erl I X« e ,,^„c-J.
\^.lkeman, All.e.l W . and M.inie.ie. R..heit I V XK..'.74

M irath.>n OilC onipanv ' >«

.

Preslcv, C Ir.ivis. Xrj;abiij;ht

< 7X'».(llll

Marc.ni C i.mpaiix I iniitcil. Ihc >i<-

BL.unt.l ric Xlbert. V7XM.2IX

Marc. >v Itch. Jac'b. t.> R..tarx Prol'i

X M.ilkni. Irvin,:. ami lavlor, kiinian.

ini

I'errv. ami Smith. Ronal.l l-

file Xnst.ilt Apparatus for and
arc.'vncn. jac". .. is-i.-n^ -

meth..d..f rolling: articles V7XX 114.(1 72SMMM1

Marf..ri... Nermo. t.. Rim.ildi. X iiyini... \ C . S p A Sevvmj: appaialus

vkith automatic vkorkpieccs stacking; means <.7XX.24X. Cl II-

I 2 1
2'Ml

Marl..ri.. \ei.m.. t.. Rrm..ldr. X irBrni... A C . S p A I ubricant purili

c..ti..n l-ilter lor sewing machines A.7XK.2S2. Cl I 12 2Sb .HKI

M imerum John O . t.. Hujihes Aircraft C ..mpanv Plu>t..polymeri/a

ti..nsxstcmsv.ithtetra/oliumsalt <.-WX,KSK. Cl Mh-
1 1

S OOp

Mariner. Ralph J Strinped instrument with a M>unding plate

V7KS.'lX.VCl X4-2'M IKHI

Markaris. Michael J .V.r— ... ,. .

X artanian. Perrx H . Jr . Markaris. Michael J . and Anderson. C arl

Markern/. vT.'lit^ant:. and Mischkc. KrU/. t.. ha
""""f,^^-^^

,^ '"•*;"

Apparatus t.. facilitate the extraeti..n ot a r.n.m l..rm V7XX.4»*4. C 1

214 1 IMth
,. . , ,

M irkcv Kaiicis J . t." Cienetal M..t..rs C ..rp..rati..n Pedal travel mca

suringtool V7XX.1M.CI 7t n2 IKKI

M .rklev I iiilev V to I nited Stales ..f America. Atomic h nerpx C om-

mission h.dded membrane d.alx,er V7XK.4X2.CI ^") 321 <KHK

M.rk.mit/ Sexmour. ... I .K,khecd Heetronics C ..mpany MOShhT

mem..rxceH V7H4.?7l.n UtM74tM)r

md electr. M irkowski. Stanlex I . to I nited Aircraft C orp^.ratu.n Annular com
^ buslum ch..mbcr f..r dissimilar lluids m sv^irling n.m rclalu.nship

3 7XH.0h^.CI Ml ''itOll
1 Kofert B .xt'«' — - . .. . »« k< .K. .1 I t.. I nil. it Si lies ol America. Navy lone burst lo

,;„. K .by. Jr .MacMulhn R..ber, B I ^uis. XMIliam K.and
^•-^;;::;^^^lJ^^;i_Z:io"^^^^

W cif. Xibert B . Jr .
>.7^SH.w X

4

,
V7XK.I57
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Marsh. Barry I . to Dresser Industries. Inc leak detection apparatus.

:».7KK.127,C1 73-40 (1(10

Marsh. P.iul Ci . to Black C law son Fiberelaim, Inc . mesne Recovery of

salvaneable components from waste material 3,7XX.SbK. C"l 241-

h4 OOO
Marsh. R.ibcrt 1. Pr.>teetivc jacket and base for pressure vessel

1.7XX.5 1 I.C 1 220 WOOr
Marsh Stencil Machine C'.impany See— ••

Rabelow. Harold H .3.7HK.217

Marshall. David M .S<«-

krippene. Brett C" . Peterson. Morris W . and Marshall. David M .

.1.7XX.74h

Martensson. kiell Halvard, I inde. B|orn H Son. Palss.in. Jan hrederik.

and Jerrc. Sven lorsten. t.i letra Pak International AH P-ickaging

machine -^7SX.0.1.V Cl s,V|X6 00((

Marti. Milford K Heetrieal brake .issemblx .3.7XX.4.32, Cl IXS

I \X (100

Martin I n^lineerin,; (omp.iny .Sec

Matson.CarKi . ,V7XX.S27

Martin. Helmut, to kabel und Metallwerke (iutehoffnunpshutte Ak-

tien^esellsc'halt Process and app.iralus lor forming .mnular corrujia-

tions in metal tubin,: V7XX. II 3. Cl 72 77 (100

Martin Marietta Corpor.ition Sec ~

Johns..n.(.erald I .^Jh'^.y2'^

M.iruvam.i. koichi .Sec -

Nama/aki. Inch. Marux.inia. koichi, and I'eda. loshio.

3.7XX.2O0

M.irvl.in.l (up ( i.rpor.iti.in .SVr—
Rutl. Stanlex. V7XX.4h.^

Maschirienl.ibrik & dresserei Netsi.d Ad Sec—

Mun/. Paul. 3.7XX.7»J1

Masic . Rene St-i- -

kervi/ic. Jacques. Masic. Rene. Shroff. .Arvind. and VV arneeke,

Robert Jean. V7X*J. 25 3

Mason. H C .A: Ass.iciates. Inc .S<i-

-

Mason. Howard C . V7XX.371

Mas.m. H.iward C . to Mason. H C . 4: Associates. Inc Saw apparatus

with disk bed support tor lumber .V7XX.37 I . C I 144.3 I 2'.()00

Mason. Ralph B .S<<-

Buchni.inn. hred J . Kidt. C laronce M . Jr . Mason. Ralph B" . and

Hamncr.Cilen P .
3.7XX.'V74

Mason. Wylie A . Jr Multiple panel l.immating press 3.7KX.21 I, Cl

100.VX OOp
M.issaccesi. Raymond A . to All Steel Inc Chair construction

X.7XX.70I.C 1
^i*? 455 000

M.iss.ichiisettv Institute of lechnol..gv Sc«' —

W.ildron. Richard A . ami Stern. I rne.st (said Stern assor to).

X. 7X1*. .327

W ilson. David d , and Smith. Oia l .
3.7XX.4bh.

M.issei.in. Al.iin Olivier 1 elix Stabiliser app.ir.itus for multidirectional

movement of a camera 3.7XX.«ixS. C I 24X17X000.

Massey-I erjiuson i .Australia) I milled Sir

—

Still. Rodney Allan. and Ruback. keith I eonard. 3.7XX.04X

Massev I er^iusi.n. Inc Vie

Beebe. Raymond A .3.7XX.51X

Master Speci.ilties Company .X<c—
D.iyle.JamesH .3.7X'J.144

Masud.i. Noboru. t.i Denki O-ikvo C »> . I td Hall effect device

V7XM.M 1 .Cl 330 b (100

Mallies. H..mer H .V.r -

Price. I dward W and Mathcs. Homer B .
X.7«X.12b ^

M ilhews I reilerie M . to H.nievwell Inc Automatic. illy releas.able

.,rr..w holding device for a crossbow 3.7XX.2'»M. Cl 1 24-35 ()()r

M.itlen. Abrah.im J See

Orosv, David J . and Matlen. Abraham J .
3.7X4,1^0

Malras. I arl I . Malras. Krank D . and Her.id. Donald J . to hrabill

M.inuf.icluring Co B.iskelball backboard and coal structure

3.7XX.f.42.CI 273 1 so,

Matr.is. hrank I) .Si<-

Matras. I arl I . M.itras. hrank D . and Her.id, Donald J ,

3.7XX.b42

M.itson.Carl d .to Martin I. n^ineeriiig Company Ouick-Release aera-

tor for introducin,; hijih pressure air into a container to tacilitate

dispensing 3.7XX.527.CI 222IV5 0()0

Matsukawa. Hiroharu. Saeki. keiso. and katayama. Shi/uo. to Ku|i

Photo Kilm Co . I Id Process lor proiiucing microcapsules c.intain-

ing oily hydrophobic liquid 3.7X*J,()I 5. Cl 252 3 lb OOO
Malsumolo. fsuyoshi. to Mitsubishi Denki k.ihushiki kaisha Inertia

sliding type internal combustiim engine starter 3.7XX,I50, Cl 74-

7 OOr

Mitsumura, Shir.>. Shin. Hiroshi, Sug.ino. Junichiro, NDshii, ladashi,

kuriyama. Yasuhisa. and komaki. lakeshi to Mitsubishi Cias

C hemieal Company. Inc Pr.>cess for preparing a highly selective

catalvst used in the production of hydrogen peroxide. 3,78^.1 15.CI.

423-588 OOO
Matsumura. Toshio .Vi'f

—

Hashimoto. Hiroshi. and Matsumura. Tosltio. 3.788,822.

Matsumura, Wakuo, to I nitika kabushiki kaisha Apparatus for

producing undrawn polyamide films having uniform physical charac-

teristics 3.788,78y,Cl 425-230000
Matsuo Klcctric Companv .Sec—

Tomiwa. Hiroshi. 3.787,961 .

Matsushima. Hiromi, to CoU>rfax Company. I imiled HIcctro-scnsitivc

rec.uding medium having a plurality of a recording layers.

3.789.425, Cl 346-135 000.

Matsushita Klcctric Industrial Co.. Ltd.; See—
Haagcnsen, Duane B . 3.789,179

Matsuzawa. Tcruyuki; -SVf—
Saito, Yoshihiro; Okada, Tomoo, Odcra, Hiichi; and Matsuzawa,

leruyuki, 3,789. 147

Mattel, Inc . Stu—
Ayton, Ian K ; Hartling, Donald C ; Kossoff. Joseph, and Osborne,

Brian (i ,3.787.999

kilroy, hugene J . Jr . Du Breuil. Philip B ; and Dcnnison, Scoll C ,

3,787,998

Matter, William 1 . and Ciomer. William I . to Mead Jt.hnson & Com-
pany SulfamoyI a/ide process and composition for lowering blood

pressure 3,789, 120. Cl 424-226.000.

Mattheis. Kriedrich karl; .S<'«-—
Bindernagel. All. and Mattheis. Kriedrich Karl. 3.787,942

Matthews, Jamie K , Jr. to Ksso Production Research Company
Rec.veryofmarincpipelines 3,788.084. Cl 61-73.300.

Matthews. John W .Set'—
Mader. Siegfried R . and Matthews. John W , 3,788.890.

May. Paul Hillard, to Bell lelephone Laboratories, Incorporated

ciated dividing circuit with reduced time variation between gating

and an output signal 3,789,304. Cl. 328-41.000.

Mayaud. Kdith Kllen. and Pearlman, Samuel, to RCA Corporation

Method tor printing negative tolerance matrix screen structure for a

cath.Hle-ray tube 3.7XX.846. Cl 96-36000

M.ixfield, Lawrence 1 .; .Sc*'—
Maxfield, Robert W . and Mayfield, Lawrence T , 3,788.797

Mayfield. R.ibcrt W . and Mayfield, Lawrence T Kuel oil burner lead

control mechanism 3,7X8,7'97,CI 43 1 - 1 86000
McCabe-Powcrs Body Company: See—

Balogh, Roy. 3.788.425
McCauley. Albert P , to SC M Corporation Contr»>l method for fume

incinerators. 3,789, 1 04, Cl 423-210000.
McCUxklin, Samuel B . to Owatonna Tool Company Hydraulic

system 3,788.78 1 , Cl 4 I 7-401 .000

McCloskey . Albert R , to Heim I niversal Corp»>ration. Ball bearing as-

sembly '3.788.708, Cl 3()8-6O0c.

McComb, XValter D .S.V—
Malbv. Robert K . Jr . McC i>mb, Walter D . and Schave", Richard

D, 3.788,750.

McCombs, Jay Klush tank water-regulating attachment. 3,787.902, Cl.

4-67. 00a'

McCord Corporation: .SV«'—

Leichtl.l.udwig. 3.788.685

McCormick, James B . to Pelam, Inc Kxpandable sponge pad elec-

trode for use with a electrocardiograph instrument or the like

3,788,31 7, Cl 12X-2.06e

McCoy. Krederic C , to Texaco Inc Solubilizing process 3,789,003,

Cl 252-127.000
McCulloch Corporation: .SVe

—

Anderson. Harold K , 3.788,293

Jackson. Robert X' , 3,789.229.

McDcrmott. David C ; and Seymour, Krrol X' , to Shell Oil Companr
Integrated barge tow with recessed bottom. 3.788,263, Cl. 114-

235. OOr.

McDonnell, Douglas, Corporation: See—
Chester, Krank S ; Johnson. Claude O ; Kavanagh. Ira Keith; and

van Honk, Leonard R , 3,788,1 17

Ciumbelevicius, John. 3.7X8,9 I 4.

Harenberg, Harold L , Jr , and Shannon. James H, 3,789.356.

Waters. KImer Dale, 3,788,389

McDowcll-Wellman Kngineering Company: .SV<'—
Mercer. James R .3.788.522

McDuffee, Paul K., Sr. Lender mounted rear view mirror 3,788.734,

Cl. 350-289.000.

McCiee. Thomas D , to Iowa Slate Lniversily Research Koundati.>n.

Artificial bone or tooth prosthesis material. 3,787,900, Cl. 3- 1 .000.

McGowen. Harold L., Jr .V<'<'—
lerral. Ben D . and Mc(}owen. Har.>ld K , Jr., 3,788,397.

McCiraw-Kdison Company: .SV*'—
Schmidt, Jacob K , 3,788,900.

Mclnteer, Berthus B: .S<'<— '

Cioldblatt, Maxwell, and Mclnteer, Berthus B., 3.788.814.

McKeown. Bamon. Metcalfe, John Leonard; and Pratt, Arthur James,

to Lever Brothers Company Product for the treatment of cellulosic

fabrics to improve coarse substance. ^,789,040, Cl. 260-17 300.

McLean, Robert R , to Rival Manufacturing Company Can opener

with power pierce, automatic shut-.)ff, and removable lAitter mount-

ing plate. 3,787,967, CI. 30-4.00r.

McManers, J.ihn W. See—
Malaney, Samuel T ; and McManers, John W ., 3,788,302.

• McMillan, Ian. and Prest, Jeffrey, to Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited Solvent compositions. 3,789,004. Cl. 252- 1 7 1 .000.

McMillan, Ian, and Prest, Jeffrey, to Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited Solvent comp.)sitions. 3.789,005, Cf 252-171.000.

McMillan Ian; and Prest, Jeffrey, to Imperial Chemical In.lustrics

Limited Solvent compositions. 3.789i)06. Cl 252- 1 7 1 .000.

McMillen. Kenneth (i : .SV<'—

Holdeman,John W.;and McMillen. Kenneth Ci., 3,788.075.

Johnson, Raymond L Miller, Wendell E., and McMillen, Kenneth

G, 3,788,077
McMillen. Leanne S ; See—

Holdeman, John W; and McMillen, Kenneth CJ, 3,788.075

J.>hnson, Raymond K . Miller, Wendell K ; and McMillen, Kenneth

CL,3,7i<8,()77
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McMullcn, Earl Wayne, to Hastings Fiber Glass Pnx/ucts. Inc Shotgun

stick 3.788.691, CI 2V4-19lK)r

McNally. Donald E.. to StecHcase lac Torsion rod chair ir«>n

3.788.586. CI 248-373 ()()(T

McNaughton. Andrew, and Hutchison. Bruce D .Protective appliance

for use during painting 3.788.274. CI I 18-5061)1)0

McNeir. John A Vortex flash separator 3.788.044. CI 55-204 (MM)

McNulty. Edward R.SVr—
Bell. David F . Johari. Girish C . and McNulty. Edward R .

3,789.289

McQueen. Edwin ft . and Spiccr. Thomas I. , to r«;lctypc Corp«uation

Tiltable display screen assembly 3,789. 140.CI 178-7 810

McWilliams, Joseph E Steering control for pi>wer driven mobile con

veyors, 3,788,444, CI 198-2 OOO

McWilliams, Joseph E Balanced extendible mobile con\eyi>r

3.788.452. CI 198-1 39 t)()0

Mead Corporation. The Sfe—
Morphis.Charles W .and Hilburn. Bennie D . 3.787,951

Mead Johnson & Company: .SV*"—

Matter, William L, and Gomer, WilliamJ . 3.789.120.

Measuregraph Company, The: .SVp—

Somogye, Steve, Jr , 3,787,981

Mech, Christian Andre Lucien .V«v —
Hirtz. Alfred Georges. Jean, and Mech. Christian -\ndrc l.ucicn.

3.788.652

Mcdill. David Gordon, and O'Neill. John Francis. t«i Bell Telephone

Laboratories. Incorporated. Da4a format cjinverter 3.789.152, CI

179-99 000
Medill. David Gordon, to Bell Telcplu>ne Laboratories, Incorporated

Suitchhook status signaling arrangement 3.7H9.I54. CI .17'*

99 000
Mednick. Leo. deceased (by Shipon. Shirley ^ . executrix I Drapery

3.7H8.37^.C1 160-19 00()

Medtronic. Inc SVf

—

Friedman, Harry G . 3.788.329
Medwin. Albert H. to Ragen SemicondiicMr. ''Inc Apparatus for

providing a pulsed liquid crystal display 3.789,388. CI 340-

336 000
Mee Industries. Inc See —

Mee. Thomas R , 3.788.542

Mee, Jack E . and Besser. P.iul J . lo North American Rockwell C"t>r-

poration Method for producing bubble domains in magnetic film-

substrale structures 3.788.896, CI 117-235 000

Mee. Thomas R . to Mee Industries. Inc Fnvir«>nmental control

method and apparatus 3.788.542, CI 239-2 OOr
Meek, Harrv M S.-.--

Miner. Robert J .and Meek. Harrv M . 3.788.829

Mcfina S A SV*-—
Simmen. Robert, and Chablo/. Olivier. 3.788,229

Meier. Carl H . and White. Robert P . lo Ciulf & Western Industries,

live Digital counter and timer, with multiplex setting and readout

3.789. 195. CI 235-92 OOt «
"

Meier. Eugen .SV*"—
Allenspach. Hem/, and Meier. Eugen. 3.7K8.410

Meier. Eugen. to Mettler ln-.trumente. ACi Temperature compensated

measuring apparaluik3.7H8.1 34. CI 73-141 dab

Meincer. John H . to Owcns-lllini>is. Inc I niti/ed pallelle

3,788,462. CI 206-65 00s

Meininger. Trit? .S>«-—
Hille. ^Ernst. Hover. Ernst

Johannes. 3.788.801

Mcisler. Cornelius .SV*-— •

Pelmulder, John P . Meistcr, Cornelius, and Monroe. Rarrell W' .

3.788.470
Mencacci. Samu«»l A.: .V**!-—

Abbott. John'A . and Mencacci, Samuel A .
t. 788. 392

Mencacci. Samuel A . to EMC Corporation Evaporator ^ving.moving
* heat exchange tubes 3.788.375, CI 159-25 (M)a

Mengel. Lloyd A . to Eastman Kodak Companv Apparatus for pierc-

mgacontaincr 3. 788. 519, CI 222-83 5(M»

Menke. Fran/. to^Eltro Gf ''El & Company Method for measurinji,

range of Msion 3.788.745, CI 356-104 (MM)

Mensenkamp. Ewald. andX'ordes, Phil Hcinrich. to Slahlwerke Peine-

Salzgitter AG Method of inhibiting corrosion of metal surfaces

3.788.880. CI I 17-70 (M)s

Menzi. LIrich, to Paillard S A Churacter scleclion and impres.sH>n con

trol mechanism for typewriter 3.788.443. CI 197.|6(MM)

McVcer. James Pf . to McDowell-Wellman Engineering Company No/-

» zle structure for injectK>n molding machine 3.7H(J.522. CI 222-

146 OOr •

McVrill. Stewart Henry See—
Stahly. Frederick August, and Merrill. Stewart Henry. 3.788.995

Merrill. Edward E . to Federal Cartridge Corporation Nested wad

column and method ofshot shell loading :t.788.224. CI 102 42 (M)c

Messenger, Joseph C lo Mobil Oil'CorporatKin Losi circulation con-

trol 3,788.406, CI 175-72 (MM)

Messerschipidl. Jurgen .Si^-f— .

Schimmer. Rigoberl.and Messerschmidt. Jurgen. 3.788.895

Mcsserschmitt-Bolktaw-Blohm Geselhchaff roil beschrankler Haflung

See-
Held, Manfred, 3:788.225
Schmidt, Gunther, 3,788.069

Mcssersmilh, Eugene, to Synthane-TayUir Corporation Pawl bar as-

sembly 3.788.460. CI 198-221 (MM)

load

Mefninger. Em/, and Roltmann.

Messrs Nvumo Armalurenfabrik Apparatebau Metallgiesscrei GmbH
See-

Carossino. Andre, 3,787,972 I

Metafhime C'orp»>ration .SV«'—
Willinger. Allan H. and Dinnerslein. Albert J .3.788.277 »

Metallgesellschaft Akiiengesellschaft See —
Dorr. karl-Hein/. Cirimm. Hugo, and Kola. Rolf. 3.7KH.043.

Muller. Jurgen. and I ohrberg, Karl. 3.788.968 J
Metcalfe. John Leonard Ser

—

McKeown. Banion. Metcalfe. John Leonard, and Pratt, Arthur

James. 3.7K«J.040 «

Mettler Inslrumente. .ACi See— I

Meier. Eugen. 3.788,1 34
'

«

Mettler Instruments Co , Afi See -

.Allenspach, Hem/, and Meier. Eugen. 3.788,410.

Met/. Emile .Sit -

Met/. Paul, and Met/. Eniile. 3.788.383

Met/. Paul, and Met/. Tmile. lo .Acieries Reuniesde Burbach-Eich-Du

del.inge S A Apparatus f»ir the continuous extraction tif electroslag

remelled metals 3.788.383. CI 164 I 56 (MM)

Meyer. Earl W . Jr . C arter. Ivor W . and Seoll. Ian J C .
to Chrysler

Corporation Ignition distributor device with insulalive shutlei type

rotor 3.7H9.1h«.Cl 2(M) |9(M)r

Mever. Robert J . and Wcsl.icolt. Harry I . to Eastman Kodak Com
pany Liquid circulation apparatus 3.788. 349. CI I t7 565 (MM)

MithaeK. Alan S . lo Al/.i C ojpor.ilion Drug delivery device with

means for maintaining device in environment «>f use 3.788.322. C I

12K26()(MMl
Michaelsi>n. Henrv W See *

Eannarino. Joseph M . Ciranien. Michael S . Jr . and Michaelsoii.

Henry W .3.788.sr7

Miclvcls. Hans, to Siemens Akiiengesellschaft Eleclro-meehatiical

position indicator 3.7K4.tgS.CI 34(l37t(M)r

Microwave AsMiciates. Inc .V«'«'

—

' Kearwin. Richard H . and Collins. Fred P . 3.789.31)2

Middfeman. David, lo Koppers Company. Inc Method and apparatus

for guiding .ind tensioning a web t. 788. 515. CI 226 I (MM)

Middleton. Hor.ice. and lominc. Fr.ink. l.i Salem Corporation R.ibhie

for rotary hearth furnace 3.7«K.8(MI. c"l 432 :tSiMM)

Mignot. Jean Marcel See

Richard. > ves Robert, l.e Roi. Marly, and Mignot. Jean Marcel.

3.788.9KI
j

Mihulowic/. Cieorge See— '

Buelow. William H . M.»hrbacker. William J . and Mihul«»wic/.

Cieorge. t.TSK.MO
Mila. Jose Antonio S«-<-

Balchunas. William Clement, and Mila. Jose Antonio. '.789,29";

Miles. Wilbur N .S,.-

Beniamin, Milton I , Walker. David D . and Miles. Wilbur.N .

1.7K8.658

Miletle. Kenneth -X . I veda. fom M . and Ouint.ina. Elias D . to Inter-

n.itional lelephone and lelegr.iph Corporation \ acuum breakei

valve t.7H8.342.CI 137 21XIHMI i

Milewski. John \ .V«'e"—
Shvne. James J and Milcwski. John \ .

t.7K8.93S

Milgram. .Alviii A. to Panel Icchiiology Inc. mesne Pr«>cess for

producing a gaseous breakdown displ.iy device 3.788.722. C I 3|6

19 (MM)

Mill. Rolf K V..-
Slcrnberg. Ri>nald Frederick. Koppelmann. Roger Fred, and Mill.

Rolf K . 3.7K9.354
j

Millar Elevator Industries. Inc See—
'

Fried. D.ividW . 3.7KS.42S

Miller. Arthur W . Sluemky. Robert E , and Morse. Cieorge E .loCiates

Rubber C\>mpany. The End cap for llcxible shaft couplings and

method 1.788.098, CI 64 1 I (M)r

Miller Brewing Companv See

-

Kuen/i, William A .3,788,538
'

Miller, David T , to Statham instruments, Inc Thermodynamic cycles

3, 788.09 I. CI 62- 1 75 (MM)

Miller. David T . lo Slalham Instruments. Inc Ihermodynamic cycles

3.788.092. CI 62-175 (MM)

Miller. Donald L . lo Bendix C«>rporalion. The Flexible coupling.

3.788.099. CI 64-12 (MM)

Miller. Edward F See- I

Chalet/. Harry. CKllen. William P. and Miller. Edward F.
3.789.076

Miller. Cilenn A . to Ciinidvcar Tire & Rubber Company. The Hose

manufaclurc 3.787.956. CI 29 451 (MM)

Miller, Herman. Research Corporation See— ,

Propsl. Robert L . and Propsl. Howard B . 3.788.276. I

Pr«>pst. Robert l. .and Propst. Howard B . 3.788.278

Miller. Kenneth H . to Carrier Ci>rp<sration Eleetrt>dynamic linear

motor operated gas compressor 3,788.778. CI 417-417 (MM)

Miller. Leo C Stair iraversiag mechanism for hand truck 3,788.413,

CI 180-8(M)a

Miller, Lester I , to Du Pont de Nemours, E I , and Company Ther

mosetting coaling c«>mposition «>f an alkyd resin mixture and

aliphatic p«>lyisoeyanate cross-linking agent 3<789.037, CI. 260-

I6 0CM)

Miller, Marjoric A Irine shield 3.787,903. CI 4- 1 34 OOO
Miller, Reginald T Fin-keel catamaran 3,788,257, CI II4.39(MM)

Miller, Robert F , to Modine Manufacturing Company Air moving

meansdrivesvslem 3.789.284, CI 3 I 8-377 (MM)
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Miller, Stephen A See—
Smith. John A , and Miller, Stephen A., 3.787,996.

Miller, Timothy W , to Bethlehem Steel Corporation Immersion bell

3,788,624, CI 266-34001

Miller, Wendell E .S>.-

Johnson, Raymond E , Miller, Wendell E.and McMillen. Kenneth

G .3.788.077

Millmaster Onyx Corporatu>n: See—
Adams. Phillip, and Petrocci. Alfonso N . 3.788,989.

Milwaukee Faucets. Inc .SVf

—

Schmitl. William C .3,788,601

Mimino. Tohru. Nara. Shuuroku. Miyashila. Yoshio, and Nishikawa,

Katsuhiko lo Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha Steel having im-

proved free-cutting properties 3,788,843, CI 75-124 0(M)

Miner, Carroll R , to General ^Instrument Corporation Indexed I\

tuner 3,788, 152, CI 74 lO.lfl)

Miner, Carroll R . and Balash, Edward, to General Instrument Cor

poralion Vernier tuning means lor DHE tuner or the like

3,789,33 I, CI 334 82 (MM)

Miner, Robert J , and Meek, Harry M , to Owens-lllinois, Inc Method

for making glassware 3,788,829, CI 65-79. (M)0

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: .SV<'—
Ban, Jaime A . Maffitt. Kent N .and Sievcrs. Jerry A .

3^.789.370

Beck. Warren R . and Sweeny. Norman P . 3.787.908

Bergstrom. Theodore R.. 3.788,486.

Liltmann. David. 3.787.968
Schroeder. Herbert H . 3.788,906.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, mesne: .SV« —
Farlow.Jan M . 3.789.426

Minolta Camera Co . Ltd . .V<v—
l.oseries. Peter, and Hayashi. Toshio. 3.788.204

Minsk. Louis M .S*-*'—
C iihen. Hyman L . King. James R . Jr . and Minsk, Louis M..

3,788,855

Mischke, Frit/ .S«-<'—
Markcwit/. Wolfgang, and Mischke, Fritz, 3.788,494

Misenti, Angelo J . and Ntilari, Ciennaro V . lo Combustion Engineer-

ing, Inc .Automatic control rod latching device 3,788.943. C"l. 176-

35 (MM)

Mistopoulos. C hris. Jr . to Ford Motor Company Window regulator

mechanism 3. 788.005. CI 49-103 (MM)

Mitchell. Ddvid Lawrence See—
C reighton. Stephen Mark. Mitchell. David Lawrence; and Kay.

WilliamChcc.3.788.(M)3

Mitchell. William C Powered impact tool 3.788.403, CI 173

I I 5 (MM)

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Ltd .S<v—
Hatlori. Saburo. and Inuiki. Naoshi. 3.789,066.

Matsubishi Dcnki Kabushiki K.iisha See—
Matsunioto, I suyoshi, 3,788,1 50.

Mitsubishi C.as Chemical Company, Inc .SV<' —
Matsumura, Shiro. Shin. Hiroshi. Sugano

I adashi. Kuriyama. > asuhisa. and Komaki,

Mitsubishi JukDgyo kabushiki Kaisha: See —
I liie.Akira. 3.788.384 .

^

Mitsubishi Petrochemical company. 1 imited: .SV<-—

.

Yaniada. Masalora, 3.788.567

Mitsubishiki Jukogyo K.ibushiki Kaisha .Vie—
L|iic. .Akira.Shimovania. Hiroshi.and L'eda. Nanji, 3.788,558.

Mittman Jerome J lo Ford Motor Companv Method of assembling a

gas turbine regenerator assembly 3,787.944, CI 29-157.30r

Miya, Masami, to Nepon Kabushiki Kaisha (Nepon Company, Ltd )

Nestable boat on a knock down plan. 3.787.91 1, CI 9-2 (M)s

Miyashita, Yoshio: See—
Miniino, Tohru, Nara, Shuuroku, Miyashila, Yoshio, and

Nishikawa. Katsuhiko. 3.788.843

Miva/aki loru Two-four channel changeover circuit for a cartridge-

lype tape player 3.7X9. 162. CI 179-l()0.2ca. v

Mi/uba. Seth Setsuo See— \
Hsu.CharlesF.Jiu. James, and Mizuba. Seth S^suo. 3.788.947

Mi/uki. Eiichi See —
Taguchi.Seiichi.and Mi/uki. Eiichi. 3.788.849.

Mi/umoto Yoshio. lo Alps Motorola, Inc Amplifier circuitry for two-

four channel cartridge type tape player 3,789,161 , CI. I79-I00.20Z

Mobil Oil Corporation See—
Anderson, James J , Camacho, Vasco G , and Kinney. Robert E..

3.789.091
Andress.HarryJ.Jr. 3.788.993

Messenger. Joseph I .3.788.406

Patlon. Bobbie J . 3.789.355

Shephard.Cecil A Y. 3.788.398

Zahner. John C .3.788.038

Modine Manufacturing Company .SV«-—

Miller. Robert F .3.789.284

Modrak. Thomas M . and Curtis. Robert W . to Babcock & Wilcox

Company. The Vapor-liquid separator 3.788.282. CI I22-34.(MM)

Mocn. Alfred M Faucet construction 3.788.356, CI. 137-625.170.

Moertel. George B . and Johnston, James R , lo Textron, Inc Gapped

and cleaned seam-type slide fastener chains and method and ap-

paratus for making the same 3,787,952, CI 29-408.000

Mohon, WindellN . AVf-
Breglia. Denis R ; Mohon, Windell N ; and Muls»>n. Joseph F..

3.788,733
Mohrbacker, William J.: See—

Junichiro, Yoshii,

I akeshi, 3,789,115

Buelow, William H.; Mohrbacker, William J.; and Mihulowicz,

George, 3,788.610.

Molina, Orlando G., to North American Rockwell Corporation. Dye

penetrant composition and method utilizing same. 3,789,221, CI

250-302. (MM)

Moline, Roy Virgil, to Jeno's, Inc. Pizza processing machine.

3,788,030. CI 53-123.000.

Moll Apparatebau GmbH: See—
Moll, Philipp; and Goebbels, Wolfgang. 3,788.247.

Moll, Philipp, and Goebbels, Wolfgang, to Moll Apparatebau GmbH.
Machine for the stitching of buttonholes on garments. 3,788,247. CI.

I 12-121 120.

Momchilov, Emil Nikolov: See--

Balevsky, AngucI Tonchcv; Nikolov. Ivan Dimov; Nenov. Dragan

lliev; and Momchilov, Emil Nikolov. 3,788.790.

Momoi, Toshimilu: See—
Ono. Minoru, and Momoi. Toshimilu, 3.788.913.

Monitor Labs, Inc.: .SV*"—

Budd, Allan L.; Foster, Robert E.; and Grecnberg. Jonathan S.,

3,788,545.

Monon Trailer Inc.: See—
Ehrlich, Donald J, 3,788,682.

Monostruci Corporation Limited: See—
Hutchison, David John, 3,789.094.

Monroe, Darrell W: .SVe>—

Pelmulder. John P.. Meister, Cornelius; and Monroe, Darrell W..

3,788,470.

Monsanto Company: .SV*"

—

Dobo, Emerick J. 3,788.786.

Giacoma, Frederick Alfred, Jr ; Godbold, Channing W.; and

Stephens. Richard Wilson. 3.788,5 14.

Maier.Ludwig. 3.789.092.

terry. Eli; and Sirazik. William F.. 3,789.079.

Perry, Eli; and Strazik, William F .3.789,080.
•'

Sullivan, James D, 3,788.992.

Monlecatini Edison S.p.A.: See—
Longi, Paolo; Cameli, Nazzarcno; Valvassori, Alberto; Parodi,

Sandro; and Cervi, Reino, 3,789,036

Moody, Larry Dean: .SV*"—
Garrett. Carl Eugene; Kinsley. William Henry. Jr ;

and Moody.

Larry Dean. 3.789.099.

Moonev. Leonard J.: See—
Kriiwetz. Barton; Long. Jack B; and Mooney. Leonard J.

3.789.321

Moore. Cecil L Control assembly for jet boat. 3.788.265. CI 115-

l2.(M)r

Moore. Robert E . to Sun Research and Development Co Haloada-

manlanes. 3.789,089. CI. 26()-648.()0r.

Moore. Thomas J . and Holko. Kenneth H.. to United Stales of Amer-

ica National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Diffusion wcld-

inginair 3.787.959. CI. 29-482.(K)0.

Mora. Maria Packet nasal inhaler 3.788.3 1 6. CI I28-200.(M)0

Morelock. Charles R . to General Electric Company Coated filaments.

3.788,893. CI. 1 17-2I6.()(M)

Morgan Robert E , to General Motors Corporation Rotary engine oil

metering pump. 3,788,782, CI. 4 1 8-84.(KM).

Morini, Emilio, to Societa Applicazioni Comma Antivibranii "Saga"

S p A Shock absorber for use as a fender for ships. 3,788.260. CI.

114-219.000
Morishita, Yasumatsu: .SW—

Yamazaki, Tatsuya. and Morishita. Yasumatsu. 3.788.570.

Morilz, Rolf: .SVf

—

Folkens, Dieter; and Moritz, Rolf, 3,788,214

Morphis, Charles W.; and Hilburn, Bennie D , lo Mead Corporation,

The. Tools for joining of disconnecting pipes. 3,787,951, CI. 29-

237.000.

Morrell Albert Maxwell, to RCA Corporation Methods of manufac-

ture of color picture tubes. 3.788,848, CI. 96-36 100.

Morrell. R«iinald Joseph: See—
Lenacris. George Victor; Laing. Graham Sterling; Morrell, Ronald

Joseph; and Willis, Wesley Nelson, 3,789,348.

Morris, William F , Jr. Cube ice separator and screening apparatus

3,788,566, CI 241-73.0(M)

Morrison, Howard J., and Nix, Donald Frederick, lo Glass, Marvin, &
Associates. Missile actuated target lever 3,788,643. CI. 273-

102. 1 Og.

Morrison. Larry A.: .SVf

—

Bornett, Charles B.; and Morrison, Larry A., 3,788,577.

Morse, Donald B , and Pribish, Bernard A., to Kemlile Corporation

Machine for trimming the edges of panels 3 ,788, 1 74, CI 83-79.000

Morse, George E.: .Sff

—

Miller. Arthur W ; Stuemky. Robert E ; and Morse, George E.,

3,788,098
Moses, Donald J., to National Cash Register Company, The. Address

code terminal. 3.789,364, CI. 340-l66.00r

Motor Coach Industries, Inc.: Sff—
Derragon. Don C. Jr . 3.788,394.

Motorola, Inc.; -Sff

—

Ivas. Thomas W.; and Slavik, William H., 3,789.1 34.

Ritchie. Kim, 3,789,023.

Mott, James D , to Hydril Company. Hi-lo valve 3,788,594, CI. 251-

58.000.

Mrozek, John W.: See—
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Dieckman. Robert W ; Alhcrs. Bernd G ; and Mro/ek. John W .

3.788.237

Mueller. James RXf*'- ...... o
Barton. James C , Chr^slcnscn. Jon C, and Mueller. James K .

3.788.697 . .

"
. ^

Mueller. Von W:S«'*— "

Jameel. Khaja M and Mueller, ton W .
3.78«».332

Muller Jurgen and Lohrherg. Karl, to Mctallgesellschaft Aktien

geseilschaft Layered electrode 3.788.968. CI 204-290 (M)r

Muller Richard, lo Ocbr HofmUn KG .
Maschinenfabnk Device for

the balancing of oUt flf balance b»x]ics especially vehicle wheels

3.788. 147. CI 73-459 000

Muller. Rudolf -V*-*- ^ " ^ u i r i .„-l

Greiner. Joachim, Engelsmann. Dieter Gcrsch. Josef. 1 and-

brcchl. Franz. Muller. Rudolf. Wcngcr. Wolfgang, and

Wiedemann. Otto. 3.789.157

Mullio. Norbcrl V . to Whittaker Corporation, mesne Pearlesccnt pig

mcni J.788.871. CI 106-291000

Mulstm. Joseph F: -SW—
Bregha. Denis R . IVtohon. W indell N'. and Mulv.n. Joseph F .

3.788:733
Mulsey. Gerard Fldmund M*>dular ceiling con-,«ruction 3.788.206. C f

98-40 Odl •

Munk, Benedikl Aa . to Ohio State Iniveristv Research Foundation.

, The Periodic surface for large scan angles 3.789.404. CI 343

18.00b

Munz. Paul, to Maschincnfabrik & Grcsserei Netstal AG Closure no/

/le with a movable cover *fi>r an in|cction molding machine

3.788.79 I. CI 425-245.00O
Murayama.Tohru iVf— ,. \

Sawano. Fakahiro. Kabota. Katahiko. Ando. Masaru. W adTt.

Moriyasu. Murayama. Tohru. and O/awa. fadayuki. 3.789.275

Murphree. Francis J . to L'niled Stales of America. Navy Muftipath

sonar simulator 3.789.1 28. CI 3^-10 400

Murphy. Charles P SVf—
Sarkisian. Arthur, and Murphy . Charles P . 3.788.081

Murphy. JameS I . Jr. Grace. Garland K . »nd R.igcrs. Rudy F
.
lo

rhiokol Chemical Corporation Spray-free/ing apparatus and

method 3.788.095. CI 62-347000

Murray. Michael V St-r—
Helvug, Uavvrence F . and Murrav . Michael \ .3.788.877

Muscatell. Francis 1. . Ranuicbandran. Sundaresan. and Reen. Orville

W . to Allegheny I udlum Industries, inc Method of making low

nitrogen allovs 3.788.836. CI 75-49O0tl

Musser J.Uin J . ti> Reinljes. Geo P . Co . Inc Designing and building

furnace structures vmh single si/e brick 3.7880I5.C1 52KO tHM)

M \ Fngihecring &. Mfg . Inc .SV«- —
Skinner. James R .3.788,464

Myers. John W . lo Phillips Petroleum Company Reforming catalyst

3.789.0244.1 252-4660pt
N L Industries. Inc .SVf—

Rutt. Truman C. 3,788.867

Simonc. Dominic, and Herman. Daniel F. 3.789,039

Nadella See—
Pilner..Alfred.3.78K.IOO '

Nadherny. Rudolph F . lo lllini>is Railway Fqdipment Company Box

car having bell rail supporls mounted on lading lie anchors

3.788.240. CI 105-369 (M)b

Nagamine. Kalsuhiio .SV*- —
.

• Ogata. Fumimaro, and Naganiinc. Katsubiko. 3.788.940

Nagasawa. Takeshi. Kuroiwa. Kalsumasa. andNarita. Kouichi. to Nnto

Boseki Co . Ltd Cilass fiber reinforced epoxv rcsin or polyester rcsin

composilmn and melh«Kl for manufacturing same 3.789.049. CI

260-40O0r
Nagee. John S . Jr .SV*"—

Dolbear. Geoffrey F . and Nagce. John.,S . Jr . 3.7K8.977

Naismilh. Thomas D .SVf—
Brooks. Frank W . and Naismilh. Thomas D.. 3.788.429

Nakapma. Tohru, and Niiho. Masaaki. to Asahi Kogaku Kogv..

Kabushiki Kaisha Method and elcclronic machine for leaching

arithmetic computation 3. 787.V88. CI 35 31 OOr

Nakamura. Yoshuharu .SV*-—
Nakazawa. Yoshiyuki. Nakamura. Y.ishuharu. Sueyoshi. fohru,

and Salo.Akira. 3.788.859

Nakayama. Fiji Box wrench V78H.169,CI 81-177.0uj

Naka/awa. Seinosuke. lo Ikcgai fckko Kabushiki Kaisha Apparatus

for heal sealing the overlapping end portions of an elongated iher

moplaslicslrappmgband "(.788.933. CI 1 56-5 1 3O00

Nakazawa. Yoshiyuki. Nakamura. Yoshuharu. Sueyoshi. Fohru. and

Sato. Akira. to Fuji Photo Film Co . Lid Fine gram silver halide

photographic emulsion containing hemicyaninc s«nsHi7ing dye

3.788.859. CI 96-139 000
Naico Chemical Company .SV."—

Scale, Virgil L . Svarz. Jerry J . (iorclta. Louis A .
Ncwkirk. Jt>hn

D Hunter. Wood F. and Sibert. Frederick J . 3.789.074

Nam Joon Woo and Choi. I ng So. lo Korea Institute of Seicnce and

Technology Compressed air scutcher 3.787.929. CI 19-85 (MK)

Nara. Shuuroku: .SV*- —
Mimino. Tohru. Nara. Shuuroku. Wiyashita. Yoshio. and

Nishikawa. Katsuhiko. 3.788.843

Narabu. Jiro. lo Scibu Gomu Kagak^ Kabushiki Kaisha Assembled

fender unit 3.788.082. CI 61-48 000
Naradi, narodni podnik. See— • .

Koudelka. Vladimir, and Lada. Mirko. 3.788.404.

Narayanan. Venkatachala L . and Bernstein. Jack, lo Squibb, "_•*•*

Sons, Inc AdamanlylalkylammoalkyI bcn/amidcs 3.789,073. C I

260-558 tM)a

Narda Microwave Corporalmn. The See—
Asian. Fdward F . 3.789.299

Narila. Kouichi .S>«-—
Nagasawa. Takeshi. Kuroiwa. Kalsumasa. and Narila. Kouichi.

3.789.049

Narres. HansDieler See

-

Ni>llc. Cicrhard. Rabowsky. Hans. Krause. J.ihannes. and Narres,

Hans-Dieter, 3.788.842

Nashizawa. Junichi. lo Zaiden Ho|in Handotai Kenkyu Shinkokai

Signal converter wherein phol«>emission lime constant is utilized

> 789.^1 7. CI 331 94 5l)c

Nasscnstein. Hcmrich. and Filzky. Hans (ieorg. lo Bayer Aklicn

gcscllschall Increase in the transmitting inf.umalion capabilities ol

wave image-forming systems 3.788.728. CI 350 96(b«-g

Nati«>nalC"an C"orporati«>n See—
Balentino, Frank. Jr. 3.788.457

NationalCish Register Company. I he .SV«

—

Bremncr. David F .3.789.193

Janning. John L . 3.789.264

Moses. Donald J . 3.789. tM
Sarageno, Ignatius B . and W cgmillcr. (iarv R .

». 788. 3.34.

National FlcclroslalicsCor|H>rali«>n .Si.' I

Herb. Raymond (. .3.789.298

Nebgcn. William H . lo BrayUm Cycle Improvement Ass.K:iates.

mesne 3.788.066. CI Refrigerated intake bryton cy

Neeff. Rulger V.-

-

Kalz. Dielmar.W«>lfrum.(icrhard. and Neeff. Rulger. 3.788.810

Neel. Jean See -

Bernard. Andre, tiagne. Pierre, tiras. (ieorges. and Neel. Jean.

3.788.884
Neel. Robert M . Lloyd. C larencc Robert, and Johnst>n. Robert t

.
lo

Reynolds. R J . Tobacco Company Solvent recovery in tobacco

treating pr«H:ess 3.788.331.(1 131 143 (KM)

NCgishi. Kazuo. to Victor Company of Japan. Limited System for

recording and reproducing digital signals 3.789. 1 39. CI I 78 6 60a

Neidorf Samuel W . and Arnold. Howard K . lo Bar () Malic Sales to

Liquid dispcnsmg apparatus 1.788. Ul. CI 117209 000

Nelsjin. (ieorgc I .S«"«'-

Hirsch. Frnesl C, . and Nels«in,<ie«>rge I . 3.788.469

Nelson. I eonard. to Custom TimiI & M.ichine Co . Inc Machine tool

vise t. 788.635. CI 267 244 (MM)

Nelson. Robert I See -
i

<ioff. James R , 1.788.010
J

Nels«)n. Scoll N Malhemalical cube puz/le 3.788.645.

I 56 OOO
Nelson, ferrencc John .\«-f—

Chen. Yu Ssu. Cieusic. J«»scph Fdward. and NelMin.

John. 3.789.375
|

Ncnov. Dragan lliev See—
Balevsky. .Anguel Ponchev , Nikolov, Ivan Dimov .

Nenov ,

lliev.iind Momchil«»v. Fmil Nikolov. 3.788.790

Nepon Kabushiki Kaisha (Nepon Company, lid ) .V..—

Miva.M.isami. 3.787.9 11

^sbitl. J»>hn D .and Fe|cr. Mark F . lo Inslilule of (ias Technology

Process for pre treating and mclling glassmaking materials

3.788.832. CI 65 134 000
NesleOy .v."!-

'

Huttuncn.Jouko_3.788.929
|

Nelter. K-hx P Small vehicle lift 3.788,414. CI I80 8 7IO

Nellersledl. Sture. and Lindslraiid. Bcngl. lo RosKria lak AB Method

of spirally winding strip metal aK.ul a pipe, and securing ad)acenl

strips by welding 3.789. 1 8 I . CI 219 62 0(K)

Neumann. Friedmund .SV«*—
Wicchert. Rudtilt.and Neumann. Friedmund. 3.789 .087

New Fngland Clock Company See-
fornquist. Nils M . Knecland. Howard, and Sessions. W illiam K .•

Jr. 3.788.061
j

New Fngland Power Company See —
Hirsch. Frnesl G and Nelson, (icorge I. .

3.788.469

Newell George F . to Weslinghtiuse Fleclric C«>rporation lime com

pression of audio signals 3.789.1 37. CI I78-6WX)

Newkirk. John D See —
Scale. Virgil L . Svarz. Jerry J . Gorella. L«>uis A .

Newkirk. John

D . Hfinter. W.hhI F. and Sibert. Frederick J . 3.789.074

Newton. Ja?k W .S>«-—
Rosller. Fritz S , White. Richard M . and Newton. Jack W .

3.788,883

Nguyen. V an- 1 ran See—
Bridges. Thomas James, and Nguyen. Van Tran. 3,789.235

Nicholls. James Andrew Set—
Kempson. Bertram Carl, and Nicholls. James Andrew, 3.788.063

Nichols. J»>hn Joseph See—
Carlisle. Denis Richard, and Nichols. John Joseph. 3,788,067

Nichols«>n,Gord«>n B , III See-
Athy, Lawrence F . Jr . Rushing, Sandy S . Jr., and NicholMin.

GordonB .III, 3.788.341 i

Nickl.JoseL.S*'.'-
v, . . . r

Kruger. Gerd. Zipp. Olmar. Keck. Johannes, Nickl, Josef;

MachlcKJl. Hans. Ohnacker. Gerhard. Fngelh.un. Robert, and

Puschmann.Sigfrid, 3,789.125.

Nickla. Louis F .S>«-—

CI 271

lerrcncc
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Fachini. Robert M . Kenna. Fenlon L , Jr , Barrett, Monroe C;
Nickla. Louis F . and Ciraham. Robert L . 3,788,495

Nickles. Lawrence H . lo General Motors Corporation Variable vanes

3.788.763. CI 415-I47O00
Nieboer. Pieter. to Demag Akliengesellschafl Charging head for a

metallurgical furnace 3.788.62 1 , CI 266-27000

Nielsen. Alan H . l«) I'nilcd Stales of America. Air Force. Automatic

step eliminator circuit lo prevent radar jamming. 3.789,405. CI 343-

18 00e
Nielsen. John Ci.SV*" —

Hefernan. William. Hair. George R , and Nielsen. John G..

3,788.032

Niiho. Masaaki .SV*"—
Nakajima. I ohru. and Niiho. Masaaki. 3.787,988,

Niilm Pri Ban .S>f—
Balevsky. Anpuel lonchev. Nikolov. Ivan Dimov. Ncnov. Dragan

lliev . and Monichilov. Fmil Nikolov. 3.788.790.

Nikolov . Ivan Dimov .V<-«'—
Balevsky, Anguel lonchev. Nikolov. Ivan Dimov. Nenov. Dragan

Ihev.and Momchilov. Fmil Nikolov. 3.788.790

Nilsson. I ennart .S«v—
Folkesson, Bertil. Nilsson. l.ennart; and S)oslrand. lino.

3,788.028
Ninomiya. Mikio .SV<' —

llo.Shoichi. Ninomiva. Mikio.and I chida. Hidekunr. 3.789,068

Nippon Accumulator K.ihushiki Kaisha: .SV«'—
laki. Hiro.iki. 3.788,158

Nippon Flcctric Company. I milled .SV«'—
Iwakanii. 1 akuya. 1.789.1:^

Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha See -

Mimino, I ohru, Nara. Shuuroku. Miyashita. Yoshio, and

Nishikawa. Kalsuhiko. 3.788.843

Nipptin Oil Co . Ltd See -

Otsuki. Yulaka. Hara. Ha|ime.and Imai. Nobu«). 3.789.090

Nishiguchi. Shigeo. and Okalani. Mas.ihiko. lo lokusyu Aerosol Com-
p.inv. lid ..\uloniatic inlcrniiUcnt sprav v.ilve for pressurized

p.icLigmg 1.788.550. CI 239-337O00
Nishik.iwa, Katsuhiko .S<<' -

Mmiino, I ohru. Nar.i. Shuuroku. Miyashita. Yoshio; and

Nishikawa. Katsuhiko. 1,788.841

Nishinialsu. Shigcru See —
Yoshiila. Isao. fokuyania. lakashi. Nishmiatsu. Shigeru. and

Ikcda. lakahidc. 1.787,962

Nishi/.iwa. Jumtlii, l<> Maiulol.ii Kcnkvu Shinkokai Position conlrol

system using nuignetiL force 3.789.2X5. CI 318-687O00

Nissan Motor Company See

Ishii, Yasushi, 1,7X9.148

Niss;in Motor Company , I milled .V<<'

—

Macda.Riichi. 1,7X8, 59h

I sui, Kci/auhuro, .ind ^'.imaguchi, Michio. 1.7X8.h69

Nilla. Hilumi. and Kaiicko. Milsulaka. lo Chubu Sciki Kabushiki

Kaish;i Apparatus loi nic.isuniig iiisulaling and vollagc resistant

char,.cKrislKs of articles 1.789.294. CI 12454 000

Niltingci. Russell H . and laylor, Donald O . lo Allied Chemical Cor

poiation Plenum chamber 1,788,421. CI I81-33()0k

Nillo BoNckiC o . I 111 S<<

S.i>:.isawa. I.ikcshi. Kuroiwa, K;ilsum.is.i, and Narila. Kouichi.

1.789.049

Nix. Donald Frederick See -

Morrison. Howaril J . and Nix, Donald Freilcrick. 3.788.643

Njiblc Drilling Corporation .\<i-

l.oren/. Howard I . and Rosscr. Fugenc P (said Rosscr assor to),

3.7XX,407

Noble, Jack F . and Johnsi..n. Richard P , to I niled Stales of A(jicrica.

Health Fducation anil Welfare Fnergv converter to power circula-

tory support systems 3.788.772. CI 417-207000

Nolan. Cieorge J . and Hogan. Robert J . lo Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany Dchydrogenalion 1.789.078. CI 260-680O0e

Noll. James L . and Zens. John F . lo Cieneral Motors Corporation. Oc-

cupant reslraint system 3.788.665. CI 2X0 15(t.0ab

Nolle. Gerhard. Rabowsky. Hans. Krause. Johannes, and Narres. Hans-

Dieler. lo Knapsack Aktiengcsellschaft Process for recovering mer-

cury. 3.788.842. CI 75- 109O00 "

Noone. Ihomas M . lo Richardson Company. The Synthetic com-

posite and process for preparing 3.788.882. CT 117-76.001

Norcross. Sterling F Lock for wheeled vehicle 3.788.108. CT 70-

213 000
Nordson C"orporalion: .Sec—

Vilagi. Burton J . anil Stumphau/er, Willi;im C . 3.788.561

Noreen. Dennis L Combinalion athletic garment 3.788.314. CT 128-

159000
Norris. Kermil A . lo Lockheed Fleclronics Company. Inc Pseudo-

random sequence svnchroni/alion for magnetic recording system

3.789.377. CI. 340174 lOg.

North American Rockwell Corporation. .SVc—
Cooper. George P . 3.789.261

Mee. Jack F; and Besser. Paul J. 3.788.896

Molina. Orlando G. 3.789.22 1

Northern Electric Company Limited: .SVc—
Lcnaeris. George Victor. Laing. Graham Sterling. Morrell. Ronald

Joseph, and Willis. Wesley Nelson (said Lenaerts. Morrell and

said Willis assors lo). 3.789.348

Nosco Plastics. Incorporated: See—
Cloyd.HaroldS. 3.788.599

Nolan. Gcnnaro V.: See—
Miscnti. Angelo J . and Notari.Gennaro V . 3.788.943

Novk«>v. Raymond Fl , to Warner & Swascy Company, The. Locking

pin mechanism for securing tind bits to tiKil holders. 3.787.941. CI.

29-960<H)
Nusshaum, Ralph W: .SV*"—

Curlis. Omcr V... Jr.. Fuller. Harold W . and Nussbaum. Ralph W..

3.789.038

Nutron Corporation .SVf—
Denker. James M .3.788.339

Oak Industries Inc See—
Harney. Ralph P.. 3.789.1 3 I.

OBrien, Terence J . to Callus Memories. Inc. Latch mechanism for

memory disc cartridge 3.789.273. CT. 317-141 OOr

Ohsomer. Marc: .SVf

—

Dumoulin. Joseph, and Obsomcr. Marc, 3,789.083.

Ochsner. Arnold. Apparatus for producing colored patterns in em-

broidery machines 3.788.246. CI. 1 12-83.000.

O'Connor. Chadwell Steam engine 3.788.193. CI 91-243000.

Oden. Farl Clarence Method of crystallizing using magnetic materials

3.788.8 19. CT 23-300.000.

Odefa. Fiichi: .SVf—

Sailo. Yoshih.ro. Okada. Tomoo; Odera. Eiichi; and Matsuzawa.

Teruyuki. 3.789,147.

Odom, George H Mooring device. 3.788,258,0. I 14-230.000.

0"Donnell. Thomas P.: .SVf

—

Austin. Lewis M . Denman, Robert R.; ODonncIl, Thomas P.. and

Veres. Frank. 3.788.828.

Ocslreicher, Warren J . lo Centralalarm International. Inc. Alarm

system with central station monitoring of key operated locks of a

jtumberofremote stations. 3,789.382. CI. 340-2 13O0r.

Ogata. Fumimaro. and Nagamine. Katsuhiko. to Kancgafuchi Boseki

Kabushiki Kaisha andJinia Viscosa Societa Nazionalc Industria Ap-

plica/ioni Viscosa S.p A Polyolefin-polyamide composite filaments

having an improved adhering properly and a method thereof.

3,88.940. CI 1 1 1-173.000.

Ogle, James: .SV-f—
Holz. George E; and Ogle. James, 3,789.265

Ogle. Robert W . to IMS Limited. Mini dropper 3.788,528. CI. 222-

209.000.

OHara. William J: SVf— ' *

Donowitz. Howard; and OHara, William J , 3,788.327.

Ohashi, Youitu: .SVf

—

Yamamoto. Masayuki. Kobayashi. Kazuo. and Ohashi. Youitu.

3.788.905
Ohio Stale I ntverisly Research Foundation, The: .SVf

—

Munk. Ben^ikt Aa. 3.789.404.

Ohnacker. Cicrhard: .SVf

—

Kruger. Cierd, Zipp. Olmar. Keck. Johannes; Nickl. Josef.

Machleidl, Hans; Ohnacker. Gerhard; Fngelhorn. Robert; and

Puschmann.Sigfrid. 3.789.125.

0|ima. Kenji. to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha. Transfer gear assembly.

1.788.164. CI 74-665 (Rtl

O.K. Tool Company. The: .SVf

—

'Williams, fhurston V . and Cheever, Leo H . 3.788.009.

Okada. Masaru: See— .'

Dokubo. Tomoii. Hashimoto, Kiyoshi; and Okada, Masaru.

3.788.805
Okada. TomiMi: .SVf

—

Sailo. Yoshihiro. Okada. Tommi. Odera. Eiichi. and Matsuzawa,

fcruyuki. 3.789.147

Okamolo. Hidehiro: .SVf

—

l/awa. Shinichi. Toyama, Kunio. Sugawara, Yoshiaki. Tanaka,

Isutomu; and Okamolo, Hidehiro. 3.789,054

Okamura. Soji: .SVf—
Iwase, Nobuo; and Okamura. Soji. 3,789.324.

Okatani. Masahiko: .SVf—

Nishiguchi. Shigco; and Okatani. Masahiko. 3.788,550.

Okuda, Masanao: .SVf

—

Kobayashi. Sethin. Torii. Michihiro. and Okuda. Masanao.

3.788.924.

Oldfield. Clarence E Collapsible shoehorn 3.788.531, CI. 223-

1 18.000.

Oldfield. Eric, to Westinghouse Canada Limited Multicabk- drum

hoisting system. 3.789.280. CI 318-45.000.

OLeary. Richard P.. and Kapr. Charles F. Cooling towerwatcr control

system. 3.788.340. CI. 137-93.000.

Olin Corporation: See—
Shapiro. Eugene; Crane. Jacob, and Eichelman. George H.. Jr..

3.788.902.

Vancil, Rayburn D, 3,788,667

Olive, Martin Frederick: .SVf

—

Cook, Terence John, and Olive, Martin Frederick, 3.789.082

Olivelti.lng.C.&C . SpA SVf—
Bonzano. Giorgio; Lesca, Pier Carlo, and Ponzano, Luigi.

3.789.378.

Dalmasso. Claudio, 3,789,34 1

.

Olympia Werkc AG: .SVf

—

Folkcns. Dieter, and Moritz. Rolf, 3.788,2 14.

Olympus Optical Co.. Ltd.: .SVf—

Takahashi, Nagashige, 3.788,304.

ONeill. John Francis: .SVf

—

Mcdill, David Gordon. andONcill, John Francis. 3,789.152.

Onishi.Roy K : .SVf

—

\. r
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Dalena. RuJolph. Onishi. Roy JC. and Walker. IX^nald F.

3.78<».403

Ono. Minoru. and Momo.. Toshimitu. to Hitachi. Ltd Silicon nitride

on silicon oxide coatings for semiconductor devices J.TKH.'*! 3. 1

1

156-1 1 000
Onovama. Alsushi iVf—

l t ..
Idei. Gijun. Onoyama. Alsushi. Aihara, Mitsuo. Suzuki. Scigo.

Egawa. Hidcharu. and Yamaga. Kiichi. 3.7XK.058.

Onufrv. Michael. Jr We—
Campanella. Samuel Joseph. Suyderhoud. Henri George; and

Onufry. Michael. Jr . -V7«4. 165

Orizio. Paolo Pattern disc for tubular multiple-drop knitting machines

3.788.I0I.CI 66-60 00a

Ormislon. Robert A; 5«'r— o .^„, x
Sweeney. Thomas E . Condit. Philip M and Ormiston. Robert A

3.788..S78
,

Ormond Alfred Newman Low interaction multi load cell system lor

measurmgthrust 3.788. I30.CI 73-117 400

Ornsicm Jacob L . t6 Texas Instruments. Incorporated Composite

thermostat material 3.788.82 I. CI 2*1-1 'i? 500

Orosv David J . and Matlett. Abraham J . to Mallcn. Abraham J Urn

perature regulation for electrical heater 3.7H«<.|40. CI 21^

4«*7 000
. r I u

Orthuber. Richard Kaspar. to International relcph«inc and telegraph

Corporation Image inlensifier and method of making an electron

multiplier therefor 3.788.831.CI 65-111 OOO

Osaka Kazuhiro Sugae. to Showa Sargent I Id Pin-tumblcr lock

cylinder 3.788.1 lO.Cl 70-358 000

Osawa. Sadao. Tamai. Yasuo. and Takimoto. Masaaki. to Kuii Photo

Film Co.. Ltd. Process for forming dye images 3.788.845. CI «»61

I OOr
Osborne. Brian O.SW—

. . ,» .

Ayton. Ian F . Hartling. Donald C . KosMiff. Joseph, ami Osb*>rne.

BrianG .3.787.y«i«*

OSF Industries. Limited; Strf—

Sobel. Sydney Murray. 3,788.378

Oshima Shinlaro. Kobayashi. Toshihiko. and Kamibayashi. Ictsusabu-

ro to Kokusai Dcnshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha Matrix memory

device of high bit density 3,78«J.376. CI 340-174 Oma

Osmundsen Norman K . to Westingh»)use Electric Corporatism

Shielded spark gap device 3.78»*.2 56. CI 313-313 000

Ostrowsky. Daniel B . and Spit/. Frich. to >homson.C SF Stimulated

emission radialum source witK^iustable wavelength 3. 78**. 3 18. C 1

331-»*4 50c
"

. r v/ *

Ostrowsky. Efrcm M . to Federal Fool & Plastics, a division of \ C -V

Corporation Plastic dispensing n..//lc with p..uring sp,.ut with

removable seal 3.788.541, cl23V-30«* OOO

Othmcr. Donald F SewagTc ircalmeni system 3.788.476. CI -10

194 000 •

^, r^,,
Otsuki. Yutaka. Hara. Hajime. and Imai. Nobuo. to Nipp<m Oil Co ,

Ltd Process for the pn>duction of conjugated diene liquid polymers

3.78V.0V0. CI 260-669 (»0p

Ouerc. Emile; -SVf—

Ane. Jean-Pierre, Teillard, Jean Paul, and Ouerc, tmile,

3,788,352
, ^^

Oulevay. Serge, and Thevena/. Jean, to B..lcx International SA

Procedure and device for synchronising cinematographic cameras

with a projector 3,788,736, CI 352- 180 000

Outboard Marine Corporation; .SV«"—
Strang, Charles D ,3.788.266

Ow atonna Tool Company See —

McClocklin, Samuel B ,3,788,781

Owens-Corning FiberglasCorporatHin SVf—
, ,„„ „,„.

Klink, Jerome P.Lylc^hraD , and Griffith. Terry 1. ,3,788,8.6

Owcns-lllinois, lire See-
Austin. Lewis M . Denmun, Robert R . O Donnell. Thomas P and

Veres. Frank. 3.788,828 .

Meincer, John H ,3,788,462

Miner, Robert J .and Meek. Harry M, 3.788.829

Rcither. Thomas D; and Trease. Ralph F. 3,788.32 1

Oxiey Arthur R . to Franklin Electric Subsidianes. Inc Strainwcigh

balance 3.788.41 I, CI 177-21 1 000

Ozawa.Tadayuki S>f— ... v»; i

Sawano. Takahiro, Kabota, Katuhiko, Ando. Masaru Wada.

Moriyasu, Murayama, Tohru, and O/awa, Tadayuki, 3,789,-7?

Pachaly. Robert W . to Gulf Research & Development Company

Process for obtaining deuterium from hydrogen-containing com

ponentsand the production of heavy water therefrom 3.789,1 1>.CI

423-580.000
Pacific Technology. Inc .SVf- . ,-,„„,„,

Carpenter. Edward J. and Levde. Warren L, 3,789,201

Paclian. Owen. Rister. Donald R , and Kellar, R'<;hard L .
to Foroid

Corporation Force sensing transducer 3.788.I33,CI. 73-UI.OOa

Paillard S A AVf—
Menzi.Ulrich. 3.788.443

Painelli. Danielc. to Colgate Palmolivc Company Detergent contain-

ing enzyme and coarse perborate particles 3.789,(M)I, CI 2-?--

99 000
Pako Corporation ; 5^f— "*

•

Lee. Conrad E .3.788.153
'

Palac Kazimir. to Zenith Radio CorporatK^n Method of prticcssmg a

color cathode-ray tube. 3.787.937. CT 25-25 1.30

Palm. Robert J; Sr*^— ,oo ,,,<
Brainard.JamesL. and Palm. Robert J .3.788.705

and

Jan-

1 am per

Parodi,

Palmer. Beverly F .%><•—

Hoadley. Harvey O . Wolfe, Robert N Palmer. Beverly F

Van Heyningen. Roger S . 3.788,171

PjKMin, JanFrederik .\«'«-

—

MartensMin, K|ell Halvard. Linde. Bj.un H Son, Palsson,

Frederik,andJerre.Svenrt)rsten. 3.788.033
,

Panel Technology Inc .mesne See-
j

Milgram,Alvin A ,3,788,722

Pintel Wolfgang, t.. Ketnan. Hans Machine lor cutting rigid foam

blocks 3,788.178,C1 8V171 (H)0 ^-^uu *
Pappers Rud.iM^, Hohberg, C.eorg, and J..hn, Kurt, to Knauer CiHHH &

Co K(. Maschinenfabrik Apparatus for manufacturing cncrete

pipes, particularly shaft rings 3.788,793. ( 1 425 432 0(Ht

P irk Jack H to I exaco Inc Method and apparatuses f..r transmission

'of "data from the bi.ttom ..f a drill string during drilling ot a well

3.788.1 36. CI 73-151 tMK)

Park Ohio Industries inc See— ,

Cach.it, John F .3.789.180
|

Parke Davis. A: Company See -

husari Salvatore A . and locck.l eslic M ,
3,789.1 19

Pirkcr Herbert William Mansfield, to Pvrotenax limited

proof electrical cibles 3,789.1 30,CI 174-1 1 3 (MHI

Parker Hannifin Citrporation .Si r

-

Bragg, Kenneth R ,3.788.039

Bragg, Kenneth R . and Kenyon, Richaid I 3.788.040

JohnMin, Kenneth R . ',788, 348

I ansky, Zdenek J . and C laar, I eslie M ,
3,788.076

Parher. Roger Frnesi Keylock V788.111.C1 70364 Otir

Parodi. Sandro See -

I ».ngi. Paolo, Cameli, Na//areno, NalvasMiri, Alberto,

Sandro, and Cervi.Remo, 3,789.0^6

Partos Stephen F . t.> Aveo Corporation Self lubricated pump with

means for lubricant purilication 3.788.762. CI 4 1 5 74 1)00

Pasck James F . Shea. James M . and lobin. Michael F .
to (.encral

Motors Corp».ration Method of fabricating an expanded tube con

nection 3.787.945. CI 29-157 4(8)

Pasieka. J..hn F . and S.uli. Duncan C . to Polaroid C o.rp..ration

Photographic apparatus and system for pr.»cessing large torm.it. sell

develop.ngfilm unit 3.788,205. CI 9S 43 OOO

Patil Arvind S , and Singer, John Jacob, Jr , to C.race, V^ R
, & I o

Recycling of ion exchange regenerant chemicals 3.788.960,C I -04

"<"'"'P , .1 n««..«7
Patin, Pierre Meth»>d and apparatus for use in tunnelling .<,/KK.iiR',

C16184()(K)
. ». u I

Patrie Jos, Lefcbvre, Jacques, Segond. R..ger, and Badia, Michel to

CcBcdur Socicte de I ransformalion de lAluminum Peehiney Elec-

trolytic coloring of amnli/cd aluminum 3,788,956, CI 204 35 OOn

Patton Bobbie J . to Mobil Oil C i.rporation Mcthinl ot and apparatus

for logging while drilling 3.789.355, CI 340-18 Old

Paulange Serge Welding current generator having two interconnrected

stiurccs 3,789.230. CI 307 1 OOO
^

Pavntcr. John D .S.-.-

I ew IS. William E , and Pavntcr, John D , 3,788, 83"<

Peabodv Engineering Corp«iratu>n .S«v —

Arnold, Orlan M , and Vancini, Carlo A . 3,788,045

Pearlman, Samuel See —
Mayaud, Edith Ellen, and Pearlman. Samuel. 3.788.846

Pearstin. William R .V«'«'

-

Rohrbaugh, Donald Ci , and Pearson, William R ,
3,788,8 16

Pebler, Alfred R See ~

Yannopoulos, I ymperiosN , and Pebler, Allred R ,
3.788.7-S

Peck Reese A and' Wilson. Raymond E . to I exaco inc Coke sup

pressing additive 3.788.970, CI 20822 000

Pedain. Josef .S'«'?—
i -tu,, ,,t>

Hagemann, Hermann. Pedain. Josef, and /ankl. Erich. 3.789.033

Pedulla. Joseph, Jr.SV«-
Madjid, Abdul Hamid, Vaala, Allen R , Anderson, Walter E ,

Jr ,

and Pedulla, Joseph, Jr , 3,788,8 1 8

Peironet, Pierre R .SV«— , ,,,
Delphin, Pierre P , and Peironet. Pierre R . 3.789.335 »

Pelam. Inc See—
McCormick, James B ,3,788,317

Pelmulder John P , Meister, Cornelius, and Monroe, Darrell W
EMC Corp.>ratK)n Method of filtering liquids 3.788,470. C 1 210-

Pennington. William, and Pennmgton. William. Ill Frameless water

bed 3.787.907. CI 5-348()wb

Pennington. William. Ill .V<'«'—
Pennmgton. W illiam. and Pennington. William, iii. 3.787.907.

Pennsylvania Engineering Ci>rporation .SV.-
, , u u;

Dieckman, Robert W , Albers, Bernd Ci and Mro/ek, John W .

3.788.237
Dortcn/o. Alexander T. 3.788.619

Pcnnw alt Corporation .SV<

—

'

I a I ande William Alfred. Jr . Hauptschein. Murray, and Hager.

Robert B.inner. 3,789.088 .

Penny Robert Elton, to International Business Machines Corporation.

Photosensitive document detector with automatic compensation

3 789 2 I 5, CI 250-206 0(8)

PcoDles' Richard A . t.> Bethlehem Steel Corporation Apparatus for

treating a nuxcoatmg 3.788.272. CI 1 1 8-47 (MX)

Performance Industries. Inc .S><'—
„ . .

.

v .h p
Sutton. Lawrence R . Ranno, Carl P . and Hcwstin. Kenneth h..

3.787.971

Pergande.Wilfricd .SVf—

to
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Kaeppler, Gerhard, Ficker. Stefan, and Pcrgande. Wilfricd.

3.788.046

Perger. Julius M , to (jeneral Motors Corporation Mudflap and rock

ejector combination for a rear dump vehicle. 3,788,668. CT. 280-

154 50r
Perkin-Elmer Corporation. The .SVj-—

Slavin. Sabina. and Kahn. Herbert 1. , 3.788.752

Perkins, Norman W , to Ford Motor Company. Seat recline

mechanism 3,788,698. CT 297-373000
Perma Glas-Mesh Corporation See—

Carpenter. Ciuy H.. and Ross. Ernest E, 3,788.27 I

.

Perry. Eli, and Stra/ik, William F , to Monsanto Company. Pri>cess for

the separation i>f diene from organic mixtures. 3.789.079. CI. 260-

681 5(lr

Perry. Eli, and Strazik. William F , to Monsanto Company. Process for

the separation of diene from organic mixtures 3.789,080, CI. 260-

68 1 50r

Perry. James C" . to General Motors Corporation. Dual fuel system

3.788.283. CI 123-3 000
Petersen. Raymond N Camping unit 3.788.670. CI 280-203 OOO.
Peterson. Francis C . to Hager. C . & S«>ns Hinge Manufacturing Co.

Hinge with torsion bar 3. 787,923, CI 16-184000
Peterson, Morris W Set—

Krippene, Brett C.. Peterson. Morris W., and Marshall. David N(^

3.788.796
Petkovsek. Richard J . .SV*"—

Finster, Leslie P , Petkovsek, Richard J , and Reader, Trevor D.,

3.788,571

Pelrek,JohnP .SVf-

Canlrell.C M . 3.788.954
Petri, Ralph F , to Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corporation. Selector

system for automatic phonographs 3,789.363. CI 340-162000
Petrocci. Alfonsti N See—

Adams, Phillip, and Petrocci. Alfonso N. 3.788.989
Pettinga. Robert .S*-*- -

Schleben, Harold Ci . Sr . and Pettinga. Robert, 3,788,1 89.

Pexton. Harold W .SVi-—
Ciunlrum, WiHiam E . Pexton. Harold W.and Shores. Michael P .

3,787,963
Pfirrmann. Rolf W ilhelm, to Cicistlich, Ed. Sohne A.Ci. fur Chemische

Industrie (i-Phenylsuccinimido-halo-sulphonamidoben/enes

3,789,056, CT 260-239 600
Pfistc'r, Brunti, to Fichtel & Sachs ACi Air-cooled internal combustion

engine vnlhspeedconlf.il 3,788.289, CI 123-103O()b
Pfisier, William J , .ind Shim, Cicorge A., to Sprague Electric Com-

pany Solid electrolytic capacitors having hard solder cathode coat-

ing 3,789,274. CI 317-230 000
Pharmacia AB ,S<v—

Kagedal, Sven l.ennart. and Akerstr«im, Stig Hjalmar Johannes,

3,788,948
Philco-Ford Corporation .SVc

—

Vickland,Jack M , 3,789,415.

Phillips Petroleum Company .SV*'—

Bresson, Clarence R , and Cobb, Raymond L . 3.789.069

C hilders, Clifford W , and Clark, Earl, 3.789.084

Ciardner, Lloyd E , 3,789.016

Myers. John W , 3,789.024

Niilan, Cicorge J .and Hogan, Robert J , 3,789,078

Rosi4er, Frit/ S . White. Richard M.. and Newton, Jack W.,

3.788.883
Walker, Darrell W ,3,789,017.

Piek, William Albert, to Honeywell Inc Diaphragm seal arVangement

3, 789. 176. CI 200-168 OOg

Piekarek. Egbert Dielhelm .SV<

—

Schrieider, Wolfgang, Piekarek, Egbert Diethelm, and Thommes.
Stefan. 3.788,580

Piepers. Ciijshrechl Gerhardus, Vons, Leonard Hendrik. van der Linde.

Aarl, and l.|brink, Eduard, to Reactor Centrum Nederland Air-ex-

cluding spol-w elding method for making heat-exchange grid

3, 789. 184. CI 219-1 1 7 OOr
Pieroh, Ernst Albrecht .Sec—

Hoyer, Cieorg-Alexandcr; and Pieroh, Ernst Albrecht. 3,789,06

1

Pillsbury Company, The; See—
Durst, Jack R . and Winters. William C. 3.788.8(il.

Schacht, Henry Neil, 3,787.926
Pincemin. Roger: .SV*"—

LeComte. Bernard. Henry. Jules; and Pincemin. Roger.

3.787.913

Pioneer Electronic C^uporation: See—
Kawai,Kiyoshi. 3,788,648

Pilner, Alfred, to Nadelb Sealing device for a universal pinl.

3.788. 100. CI 64-17 OOa
Place. Bruce S . to Magnetic Seal Corporation. Rotary seal. 3.788,650.

CI 277-38000
Plant, Ernest M , II, ti> Cienoral Motors Corporation Rack and pinion

steering gear 3,788,1 59, CT 74-422000
PIcssey Telecommunications Research Company; .SV<"—

Clark, Adrian Percy, 3,789.149
Plizak. Bruno T . to United States of America. Navy. Heat exchange

system 3.788.393. CI 165-109OOO
Po(H^ch. Karl Friedrich; .SV*"-

Potsch. George; and Poetsch. Ka'rl Friedrich. 3.788.180
Pokorney. Charles F;. to Koehring Company Tumble packing ap-

paratus 3,788,029, CT 53-59.000.

Polaroid Corporation: See— j

idclson. Elbert M., 3.789,062.

Pasieka. John F.; and Sorli. Duncan C, 3.788.205.

Polgar, Michael S : See—
Kuccken, John A; and Polgar, Michael S., 3,789.416,

Polit, Neil A.; Snowdon. Donald R ; and Watstm. Donald W , to Xerox
Corporation. Apparatus and method for binding a stack of sheets.

3.788,92 I. CI 156-216000.
Pollet, Robert Joseph SVf—

De Cat. Arthur Henri, Scis, Francis Jeanne. Pollct. Robert Joseph;

and Willcms. Jozef Frans. 3,788,850.

Sels. Francis Jeanne; and Pollet. Robert Joseph. 3,788,852.

Van Poucke, Raphael Karcl; and Pollet. Robert Joseph.

3.788.857
Willcms, Jozef Frans; Sels, Francis Jeanne. Pollct, Robert Joseph,

and De Cat. Arthur Henri, 3,788,85 1

Polman. Jan; Van dcr Werf. Jan Evert; and Drop. Peter Cornelis, to

US. Philips Corporation. Arrangement provided with a low-pressure

vapour discharge lamp 3.789.266. CI 315-194.000

Polsak. Edwin Mark; and Kalfas. Donald Joseph, to Combustion En-

gineering. Inc. Combustion chamber including dry and wet collec-

tion of particulate matter 3.788.244, CI. I IO-8.00r.

Polymet Corporation: .SV*'

—

Hunt. James G .3.788,820.

Ponzano, Luigi: .SVf

—

Bonzano. Giorgio; Lesca. Pier Carlo; and Ponzano. Luigi.

3.789.378.

Poquettc. Gereon E : See—
Bingham. Ronald E.. Cecil. Thomas F.. Galli. Guido; and

Poquettc. CJercon E .^.789,278.
Portage Electric froducts. Inc.: See—

Wehl, Glenn E, 3,789,339.

Portec, Inc.: .SV*"

—

Steltz, Douglas C. 3,788.501.

Post Office, The.SV*-—
Fensom. Harry William. 3,789.1 55.

Post, Roger L.; and Herschler, Michael G., to Gardner-Denver Com-
pany Compressor unloading control. 3,788,776. CI 417-295 000

Postel-Vinay. Francis, to Fives Lille-Cail. Apparatus for recovering

bulk material from a pile 3.788.445. CI. 198-36.000.

Postcl-Vinay, Francis, to Fives Lille-Cail. Apparatus for recovering

bulk material from a pile 3.788.446. CI. 198-36 000.

Potsch. Cicorge. and Poetsch, Karl Friedrich, to Sun Industries Incor-

porated. Slitter for display packages and similar products. 3.788.1 80,

CI 83-449.000.

P»)ulsen, Peder Link. Method for the continuous production of fiber

reinforced plastic pipes of variable wall thickness. 3,788.918. CI.

156-171.000.

PPG Industries. Inc.: .SVf

—

Cuevas. Ephraim A.. 3.789.059.

Spindlcr. Robert G. 3.789, 1 9 1

.

Spindler. RobertG, 3.789,192.

Wismer. Marco, and Prucnal. Paul J . 3.789.034

Prameta Prazisionsmetall- und Kunststofferzcugnisse G. Baumann &
Co.: .SV*"

—

Grunert. Hcllmuth, 3,788,759.

Prampart, Joseph, to Societc Financiere et Industrielle des Ateliers et

Chantiers de Bretagne. Facility for controlling the orientation of

variable-pitch screw blades 3,788,768. CI. 416-1 57.000.

Pratt, Arthur James: .SVf—

McKcown. Bamon. Metcalfe. John Leonard; and Pratt. Arthur

James. 3.789.040.

Preim. Jan Josef: iff

—

Van Paesschen. August Jean; Van Gossum, Lucien Janbaptist; and
Preim,Jan Josef. 3>,788.856.

Prcisig. Joseph Otto; and Presser. Adolph, to RCA Corporation. Insu-

lated dual gate field-effect transistor signal translator having means
fofc, reducing its sensitivity to supply voltage variations. 3,789,246,

CT 307-304 000.

Presentey. Shelley M. Open switch bypass circuit. 3,789,238, CI 307-

1 19.000.

Presley. C. Travis; Argabright. Perry; and Smith, Ronald E., to

Marathon Oil Company. Gel composition. 3,789,010, CI. 252-

316.000.
Presser, Adolph: -SVf

—

•

Preisig, Jpseph Otto; and Presser, Adolph. 3,789,246.

Pressler, Robert L.: See—
Hechenbleikner, Ingenuin A.; Hussar, John F.; Koeniger, Arthur

F.; and Pressler, Robert L., 3,789,064

Prest, Jeffrey: See—
McMillan. Ian; and Prest. Jeffrey. 3.789.004.

McMillan. Ian; and Prest. Jeffrey. 3.789,005.

McMillan. Ian; and Prest. Jeffrey. 3.789,006.

Prevote. Andre: .SVf

—

Chauvef. Edmond; and Prevote. Andre. 3.788.634.

Pribish. Bernard A : .SVf

—

Morse, Donald B ; and Pribish^Bermird A , 3,788.174.

Price. Edward W ; and Mathcs. Homer B Pulsed end-burning T-

burner 3.788. 126, CI. 73-35.000
Price. Kenneth R.: Sff—

Kawahata. Masayuki; and Price. Kenneth R.. 3,788,967.

Priedigkeit, John H.: 5ff

—

Keenan, Michael G.; Lynch, William M., and Priedigkeit, John H.,

3,789,412.

Priestley, Joseph A.: iff—
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Campbell. Roger G'. Sr ; Goff, Richard F. . Jr . and PricMlcv.

Joseph A .3.788.365

Pnnling Plate Supply Company See—
Hynes, James A ..3.788.9.11

Pro-Tcch. Inc : Sc^—
. Irwin. Malcolm F. 3.788. 145

Profiltex S A . -SW—
Romero. Alfonso Torrecillas. 3.788.613.

Pr»gJl: See—
Coquillion. Jean, and Jay. Pierre, 3,W8.V98

Progil^ndCimentsLafarge .SV**—
Chaurand. Patrice- Magnan. Regis, and CiH<ucry. Jean Paul,

3,789.111.

Progressive Dynamics. Inc See*—

Weber. Carl. Shroyer. Larry I . and Baker. James F. 3.789,2 10

Prolss. Hans, and Hegeler. Wil'helm. to Blaupunkt Wcrke GmbH In

dicating system vnth luminous elements 3.789.362. CI 34(1

147(»lp

Propice. Roger, and Da Rocha. Carlos, to Compagnie Industriclls dcs

Telecommunications Cil Alcatel Com operated app.iratus

3.788.440. CI 194-99 0(UI

Propst. Howard B .SV*"—
Propsl. Robert L . and Propsl, Howard B . 3,788.276

Propst. Robert L . and Propst. Howard B .3.788.278

Propst. Robert I , and Propsl. Howard B . toXliller. Herman, Research

Corporation Animal marking app.ir.ilu> and method 3,7t<S,27r., C 1

1 19-1 000
Propst. Robert L . aiid Propst, Howard B . to Miller. Herman. Rese.irch

Corporation Animal marking apparatus and meth«>d 3.788.278. CI

119-51 OOr
ProNTan^ano. Salvalorc R . to Spacetac Incorporated KF I anaUig mul

tiplexswitch 3.789.244, CI 307-251 OOO

Pruckmayr. Gerfried. to Dii Pont de Nemours. F I , and Cttmpany

Fthylene cop.ilymer dispersions for flame retardatu>n and fibrous ar

tides coated therewith 3.789.047. CI 260-28 50r

Prucnal.PuulJ .V*-*-— ••

Wismer, Marco, and Prucnal. Paul J .-3.789 .034-

Prulier. Clarence M . to C utias (iear & Mfg, Inc Automatic hub fi>r

four whe.ldriC; vehicles and the like 3.788.4 35. CI 192 35(tOO

Prymelski. Fran/ See—
Verlh. Joachim Zur. and Prymelski. hran/. 3.788.870.

Pullman Incorporated ,S'«t —
Bailev, John D . 3,7.XK,007

Bailey. John b. 3.788.239

Pullman Transport Leasing Company ;
See— »

Adler, hranklin P . 3,7X8.530

Purman. Joseph W , to Allis. Louis. Company. Ihc Apparatus f.ir

cooling a hermetic mol».r 3,789.249, CI 310 54 000

Puschmann, Sigfrid .SVj'—
Kruger. Gerd, Zipp, Otmar, Keck. Johannes. Nickl. Joset.

Machleidt. Hans, Ohn.icker, Cierhard, Fngelhorn. Robert, and

Puschmann. Sigfrid, 3.789.1 25

Putnam Milton I . and C ooper. Duane H . to Lnited Recording ITec

ironies Industries Acoustical delay line 3.789,328. CI 333 30 000

Pvlcr. Richard F ,V«'< —
Teng. James. Lucas. James M , and Pyler^ Richard F .3.788.984

Pvroil Company. Inc .SVf —
Fcldmann,'RobertG .3.787.921

P\rotector Incorporated Sfe—
fufts, Howard L .3.788,400

Vasel. Alfred W .3,789.383

Pvtotenax Limited See —
Parker. Herbert WiMiam Mansfield. 3.789.130

O-dol Corporation See—
Barkmann. Herman G . 3,788.388

Oonaar C"orporation ,SVf—
Lugowski. Ronald J . and Sciacvro. Rinaldo. 3.788.439

Ouiglcv. Robert F ; See—
Raymond. David W . Lewis. Ri>hert F . and Ouigley. Robert F .

3.788.608
Ouinn. Peter H lee hockey garment 3.787.892. CI 2-2 000

Quintana. Flias D .S>«-—
Milette. Kenneth A., L'yeJa. Tom M . and Quintana. Flias D.

3.788.342

Rabelow. Harold H . to Marsh Stencil Machine Company Reinforced

stencil assembly with foldable. adhesive covering guardian strip

3.788.217. CI I0I.-I2H 100

Rabenhorst. Davirfw . Brandt. Alan. DarneJI. Kenneth R, and George.

James F . to Johns Hopkins I niversily. Ihe Pseudo-is»>lropic fila-

ment disk structures 3.788.I62.CI 74-572000

Rabowsky. Hans: See—
Nolle. Gerhard; Rabowsky. Hans. Krause. Johannes, and Narres,

Hans-Dieter. 3.788.84;

Racz, George; See—
Knighr, Lindsay Charles; Finch, C«»lin Maxwell. Walden. Ntwl

Harry Fred, and Racz. George. 3.788.748-

Kacz.NickS Laminated cookware 3.788,5 1 3. CI 220-64 000.

Radin. Bernard G : See-^

Bozoian, Michael. Krugter. Allen D . Jr., and Radin. Bernard G .

3,788,421

Ragen Semiconductor. Inc . .SV*"

—

Medwin, Albert H , 3.789,388

Kahme. Selim R . t.> A-Ok Machine and I. nil Company Headlamp

aiming device having a protective housing 3.788,747. CI 356-

121 OOO
Ramachandran, Sundarcsan. See—

Muscatell. Francis l. . Ramachandran. Sundaresan. and Rcen. Or

ville W . 3.788,836

Ranco Inct>rp»>rated See—
Adams. JavC .3.789,340

Demaray, Merlin F . 3.788,386

Rannm Carl P .SV«-
i

Sutton. I awrence R . Ranno. ( arl P . and Hcwson, Kenneth F ,

3.787,971

Ransburg Flectro Coating Corp«ir.ition .V«'f—

Harris.)n. IXivid, and Sain/, Paul R , 3,788.555

Raps*>n. William Howard, to FRCO Indusliies. I muted Production ol

chlorine dioxide 3,7«9, I08, C I 423 478 OOO

R.ipu.ino, Robert .S« «•

—

Shimas.iki, Nobuhiko.and R.ipuano, Robert, «.7S9.I42

RasmusscM. James M See

Rasniusscn. Richard A . and Jimenez. Mariano. Jr .
3.788.662

Rasmusscn, I vie F .S«t -

Caruso. Phihp J . Jr , Rasmusscn. I ,le F . and Scarbrough. Joseph

F . 3.789.296

R.ismussen, Ole Bcndt Method of manuf.ictuiing a lamin.itcd fibio

filamentary or film structure which is p.irllv dclaniinalcd 1.7h8.922,

CI 156 244 OOO
R.ismussen, Richard A . and Jimenez. Mariano, Jr . 1/1 l.> Rasinusven.

JamesM Hilitv cart 3.7K8.6«.CI 280 47 110

Ravreby.lred A M.Klular shoe r.ick 3.788,24 I . CI I08 6(MM)

RaWM>n. Robert F Putting stroke analyser 3,788.646. CI 273

183 OOc •

Ray burn. Charles C . to Illinois lool Works. Inc Apparatus for assem

bling and winding a strip about he.id wires 3.787.949, CI 29

203 OOd
Ravcheni Corpor.ilion See -

I

hischer.Chnslopher I, 3,788.692
|

•

Ravc»>n Corporation See
'

Check. John M .and Brettr.igcr, DoimM R ,
3,7K8,|98

Raymond. David W . I ewis. Robert L . and Ouiglev "Robert I

1.788.60K.

lo

CIAmerican Seating Company Modul.ii folding i.iil

256 59 000
RC .A Corpor.ition See

.Ahrens, Paul Raymond, 1.7K9,260

Barbin. Ri.bert I loyd, 3,789.2^8

Bessette. Oliver Fdward. 3,789.1 Sh

Fillmore, Richard Plumb, and Heuner, Robert C harles. 1.788.226

Godfrey. Richard Hugh. 3,788,847

Mayaud, I dith Ulen, and Pearlmaii, S.iniuel. 3.7KS,846 ^

Mi.rrell. Albert Maxwell, 3.788.848

Preisig, Joseph Otto, and Presser, .-Xdolph, 3.789.246

\ an Raalle. John .A . and C hrisliaiio. Victor. 3.7H8.892

Weimer. Paul Kkssler. 1.7K9.240

Reactor Centrum Nederland .V«'i'—
Piepers. (ii|sbrechl Gerhardus. \ ons. I eonard Heiidnk. van der

I wide. Aart.and I |bnnk. hduard. 3.7S9. 1 K4

Reader. Trevor D .SV«'

-

Finster. Leslie P . Pctkovsck. Richard J , and Re.ider. Irevor D ,

3,788.57 1

Rearwin. Richard H , and C ollins. Lred P . to Microwave -Xssoeiates.

Inc hM heterodyne transmitter 3.789.302. CI 325 146000

Reed. Denvil h . Jr .S.« —
C aflisch. Fdward Ci . Reed. Denvil F . Jr . and Williamson. Ken

nethD .3.788.979

Reen.OrvillcW .S«-.'-

Muscatell. Francis L . Ramachandran. Sundaresan. ami Rcen. Or

ville W . 3.788,836

Rees. Richard Watkin. and Reinhardt. Hans-Cieorg. to Du Pont de

Nemours. F I . and Company Reinforced resin compositions

3. 789.05 I. CI 260-41 OOa.
Regie Natu>nale dcs I'sines Renault; See—

(ielin, Jacques Andre, and Dera, Alain Joseph. 3.788.285.

Jasstin. Philippe, and Chatourcl. Pierre. 3.788.380

Rehfeld. Frederick See—
Johns«>n. David F . and Rehfeld. Frederick. 3.788. 77«).

Rehm. Karl, and Schwarz. Hermann, to l.icentia Patent-Ver\^altungs-

G m b H R»>tating suction drum for data carriers 3.788.636. CI

27I-4.000
Reiber. Helmut, and Stapelfeldt. Rolf, to International Standard Hlec-

tric Corp«>ration Flexible antenna formed of opposed convex

laminated strips covered with a heat-shrunk hose 3,789.418. CI

343-872000
I

Reid, Luther J , Jr . .SV«

—

Suryanarayana, Yelagondahally S. and Reid, Luther J
,

Jr.

3,789,021

Reifenberg, Gerald H , and Gitlit/. Mclvin H
Inc Procevs for preparing symmetrical

3,789,057, CI 260-429 700

Rcimcr, William A , and Gerlach, Peter K , to GTF Automatic Flectric

Laboratories, lncorp<irated Low insertmn/extraction force printed

wiring board connector 3.789,345, CI. 339-75 Omp
Reimers, George W . Rholl. Stephen A . and Khalufalla. Sanaa F .

t.i

United States of America. Interior Device and process for magneto-

gravimetric particle separation using n«>n-vertical levilation forces.

3.788^65. CI 209- 1.OIK)

to M & T Chemicals,

iriorganolin halides
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Reineckc, Erich: See— '

Klatt, Alfred. Isernhagen. Fritz, Wcise. Lutz; and Reinccke. Erich,

3,788,592
Reinhardt, Hans-Georg; See—

Rees, Richard Watkin; and Reinhardt, Hans-Gcorg. 3.789.05

1

Reintjcs.Geo. P , Co . Inc.: See—
Mu*ser,John J ,3,788,015

Reither. Thomas D ; and Treasc, Ralph E., to Gwcns-Hlinois* Inc.

Hypodermic syringe with improved adhesive. 3.788.321. CI. 128-

221000
Reno Frederick Clutch actuating mechanism with automatically

determined free play 3,788,438, CI 192- 1 lO.OOr.

Research Corporation; A>?—
Hodosh. Milton. 3,789.029

Madjid, Abdul Hamid, Vaala, Allen R , Anderson, Walter F
,
Jr ,

and Pedulla,/oseph,Jr. 3,788,818

Research Counsil of Alberta; See—
Crcighton, Stephen Mark, Mitchell, David Lawrence; and Kay,

William Chee, 3,788,003

Research Frontiers, Inc.; See—
Lowell. Francis C . Rorline. Matthew, Rosenberg. Paul; and Sax,

Robert F .3,788.729

Rettig Charles F , to Allis, Louis. Company. The. Variable speed

motor and drive circuit 3.789,290. CI. 32 1 -5.000.

Rexnord, Inc See—
Buelow, Willia^ H . Mohrbacker. William J . and Mihulowic/,

George, 3,788,610
Rexroth.Ci I. .GmbH .SV*"—

R.icsslcin. Helmuth. 3.788.774

Reynolds. Allan 1. . to United Aircraft Corporation Microwave cavity

tuning loop including a varactor 3.789.322. CI 331-96 000,

Reynolds. DwightW.SV*-—
Kirk. W illiam P , and Reynolds, Dwight W., 3.788,079

Reynolds Metals Company See—
Singleton. Ogle R . Jr .and Ward.Bennie Ray, Jr., 3,788.824.

Wilson. Calvirt 1. , 3,787,955

Reynolds, R J , Tobacco Company; See—
Neel. Robert M . Lloyd. Clarence Robert; and Johnson. Robert C,

3.788.331

Rheinische Braunkohlenwcrke AG: .SV*-—
Wenzel, Werner, and Chaussy. Leon-Michel. 3.788.838

Rhodes. Charles K . to Lnited Stales of America, Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Hydrogen rotation-vibration oscillator 3,789.3 19. CI. 331-

94 500
Rhodes. Warren L , to Xerox Ci>rporation Justification apparatus.

3.788.203. CI 95-4 500
Rholl. Stephen A SV*-—

Reimers. George W . Rholl, Stephen A . and Khalafalla. Sanaa E ,

3.788,465
Rhone-Poulenc S A .SVf—

Duhourg, Jean. 3,788.988

Granger, Alain, and Sausse, Andre, 3,788.474..

Riccio, Pasquale R .S>«'—

Thornton. Marvin L . and Riccio. Pasquale R., 3,788,526.

Riceio, Pasquale R , to C iba-Geigy Corporation Compressed air

operated dispenser with hydraulic force multiplying means

3,788,556, CI 239-349 000
Riceio. Pasquall R.; See—

Thornton, Marvin L , and Riccio, Pasquall R , 3,788,525

Rice Macon D . and Anderson, Fmil G Readily rcleasable intcrcon-

nectmg means for panels 3.788,379, CI 160-235 000.

Richard, Yves Robert, l.e Roi, Marly, and Mignot, Jean Marcel, to

Degremoni Societe Generalc d'Epuration et d'Assainisscment

Method and apparatus fi>r treating liquids 3,788,981, CI. 210-

20 000
Richards George B , lo Fluid Device Corporation Fluid control

system^. 3,788.090. CI 62- 1 3 9OOO
Richards Glenn L , to Siromberg Carlson Corporation Solid state

crosspoint switch 3.789.1 5 1 . CI I 79- 1 80gf
Richardson Company. The; .S>«-—

Noonv. Thomas M.. 3.788.882.

Richardson. John Portable porch unit for mobile homes. 3,788,016,

CI 52-66 000.

Richardson. Lilian Hand knitting device 3,788,102, CI. 66-60 000.

Richardson Manufacturing Company, Inc : See—
Richardson, Raymond W , 3,788.051

Richardson, Raymond W , to Richardson Manufacturing Company,

Inc. Device for attaching tine extensions to cutter bar. 3,788,05 I ,
CI.

56-318 000
Richey, Joseph Burdette, II: See—

Daniel Arnold, and Richey. Joseph Burdette. II. 3.788.382.

Rickcttson. Donald F Flexible bearer 3.788.253. CI. 1 12-402.000

Ricdel. Franz, to Kieserling, Th.,& Albrecht. Mechanism for radial ad-

justment of tools in rotary tubular tool holders t»f shaving machines

or the like. 3,788,1 70, CI 82-20.000

Rieder, Guido: iVf

—

Kohler, Hans-Joachim; and Riedcr. Guido. 3.788.712,

Rimoldi. Virginio, & C . S p A : See—
Marforio, Ncrino, 3,788,248.

Marforio, Nerino. 3.788.252.

Rister, Donald R : See—
Paelian, Owen; Rister, Donald R.; and Kellar, Richard L..

3.788.133.

Ritchie. Kim. to Motorola. Inc Liquid diffusion depant source for

semiconductors 3.789.023. CI 252-518.000.

Rittcr. Gerhard; 5^^—
Rittcr'. Josef; Golt. Hans; Rittcr. Klaus; Gamillscheg. Otto; Boyer.

Wilhelm; and Ritter. Gerhard. 3.788.1 22,

Ritter, Josef; Gott. Hans; Rittcr. Klaus; Gamillscheg. Otto; Boyer. Wil-

helm; and Rittcr. Gerhard, to EVG Entwicklungs- und Verwertung-

sgesellschaft m.b.H. Bending machine for wire or strip, 3.788,122,

CI. 72-384.000.

Rittcr. Klaus: .SVf—

Ritter. Josef; Gott. Hans; Rittcr, Klaus; Gamillscheg, Otto; Boyer,

Wilhelm; and Rittcr, Gerhard, 3,788,1 22

Rittncr, Siegbcrt; See—
Dicry . Helmut. Rittner. Siegbcrt; and Lorke. Horst, 3,788,99 1

.

Rival Manufacturing Company; Sff—
McLean. Robert E. 3.787.967.

Roberts. Donald W.. to United States of America. Navy. Recovery

hook assembly 3.788.262. CI. 1 l4-235.00r.

Roberts. James C. Sprinkler unit. 3.788,552, CI. 239-276.000.

Roberts, Kent S : See—
Roberts, Stanley D.;and Roberts. KentS.. 3,788.716.

Roberts Mfg., Inc : See—
Roberts, Stanlc^l|.; and Roberts. Kent S.. 3.788.7 16,

Roberts, Stanley D.; and Roberts, Kent S.. to Roberts Mfg.. Inc. Work

cabinet for sewing machine. 3.788.716. CI. 312-29.000.

Robin. Michael; and Schulte. Sheldon R.. to Ashland Oil Inc. Method

of inhibiting sulfone formation in sulfonations. 3.789,067. CI. 260-

505.OOe.'
Robinson & Sons Limited: See—

Robinson, Charles Portland, 3,788.323.

Robinson, Charles Portland, to Robinson & Sons -Limited. Sanitary

wear. 3.788.323. CI. 128-291.000

Robinson. Peter, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Method of

cleaning 3.789.007. CI. 252-171,000

Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corporation: Sff— .

Petri. Ralph E, 3.789.363.

Rockwell International Corporation; See—
Volpe, Richard L., 3,788,359.

Rocsslein. Helmuth, to Rexroth. G. L. GmbH, Power output regulated

pump arrangement 3.788,774.Ci. 417-218,000,

Rogers. Rudy E,: .Sff—

Murphy. James L., Jr.; Grace. Garland K.; and Rogers. Rudy E.,

3.788.095.

Rogers, Winston L Saliva ejector chin clamp. 3.787.978. CI. 32-

33.000.

Rogicr, Edgar R.: .SVf

—

Coury, Arthur J . Rogier, Edgar R., Schwcbkc. Gerald L.; and

Cozad. Douglas D. 3,789.045.

Roher-Bohm Limited: .SVf

—

Gregori. Werner K H , 3.788.020.

Rohm & Haas Company: .SVf

—

Fries, William, 3,788,983,

Rohrbaugh Donald G , to Beckman Instruments, inc. Chemicalsample

reactor module, 3,788,8 15, CI 23-253.00r.

Rohrbaugh, Donald G ; and Pearson, William R.. lo Beckman Instru-

ments. Inc Chemical analysis rotary module. 3.788.816. CI 23-

253.00r.

Rolle. Albert L , to United States of America. Navy. Reduced band-

width processing for ultrasonic imi^ge conversion. 3.789.350. CI.

340-3.00r
Rolleberg. Kjell Ovc; iff

—

Assow, Bengt Ko'ger^ Jansson, Curt Evert; and Rollcberg, Kjell

Ove. 3.789.288.

Rollo, Edward J., Jr.; .Sff

—

Wagner. Robert F.; Kubiak. Edward J,; and Rollo. Edward J., Jr.,

3,787,901.

Romero, Alfonso Torrecillas, to Profiltex S A Apparatus for the extru-

sion of synthetic thermoplastic materials. 3.788,613, CI, 259-

185 000
Romes. Roman: .Sff

—

Leutner. Volkmar; and Romes. Roman. 3.788.775,

Ronson Corporation: 5ff—
Hirschhorn. Isidor S , and Tanncnbaum, Stanley. 3,788,798,

Rorkonsult for Fjarrvarne I Orcbio AB: 5ff

—

Lundgren. Jens Ove, 3.788.083.

Rorline, Matthew: .SVf

—

Lowell Francis C; Rorline. Matthew; Rosenberg. Paul; and Sax.

Robert E. 3.788.729.

Rosa. Jack; and Bartlett. Homer E,. to Harris-Intertype Corporation.

mesne. Method and apparatus for controlling beam skew. 3.789.407

CI. 343-100.Ope.

Rosacn. Oscar E. Fluid pumps and motors. 3.788.783, CI. 418-

108.000.

Rose Iron Works, Inc.: 5ff

—

Gelles. Nicholas; Shilcy. Paul J.; and Casclla. Michael D.
3,788.690.

Rose. Richard Stephen; and Clark, Burton Parker; to General Electric

Company. Burst firing, single barrel, armament. 3,788.191. CI. 89-

155.000.

Rosenberg, Paul: See—
Lowell. Francis C; Rorline, Matthew; Rosenberg, Paul, and Sax,

Robert E, 3,788,729.

Rosenbergcr, Paul C; Sff

—

Hart, Cullen P.; and Rosenberger, Paul C, 3,788,166.

Ross, Charles W.; Sff

—

Artar, Orhan G; and Ross, Charles W., 3,788,209.

Ross, Ernest E.: See—

918 O.G.—76
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Caroenlcr Guy H. and Ross. Ernest E. 3.788.27 1

Ross Gerald F . and Jacobstin. Robert S . to Sperry Rand Cprpcwation

Radio nav.gallon system 3.78«*.41 3.C1 343-1 13 CH)r

Rosser.EwgeneP l*-?- „ ^ „ nan Am
Lorcnz.HovwardI .and Rosser. Eugene P. 3.788.407

Ross.e. Egbert, and Barke. Bcrnd. to Aud. NSl >^u.o« Akt.en-

gcsellschaft Car body for motor vehicles 3.788.686. tl .vo

1460|>0
RostfriaTak AS Sre-

, . -.Taoim
Neltcrstedt.Sturc. and L.ndslrand.Bengt. 3.784.1 8 r

Rosller Fr.tz S White. Richard M . and Norton. Jack W to Philhps

Petroleum Company Railroad ballast
--'"'-{"-/"^/;:77r|

tions of matter for railroad ballast construction 3.788.883, CI. 117-

100 OOr

RotarN Prufilc Anstalt See- *
Marcovitch. Jacob, 3.788,1 14

Roihc.Hans-Joachim.SVe— , u i „K™.....r
Baumann. Reinhold. Kun/c. Ernst-Gunler. Laucrbach-lehmccr.

Robert. Striebich, Alfred: and Rothe. Hans-Joachim. 3.78«J.O-6

Rottmann. Johannes S*-.-— ..„.„.,
Hille, Ernst, Hoyer. Ernst. Mcminger. Frit/, and Rottmann.

Johannes. 3.788.801

Rousclct Joseph, to Etablisscmcnts Roussclct Securing device f..r a

removable bag for a centrifuge 3.7H8.480.CI
^~\']-}^l'''''\.^ „.,

Rowley. David S Rear-view mirror system 3.7««.7.<>. «. I .i-->o

302 000
RTC Industries. Inc -V*"—

Lcvinthal. FlonM ,
3.788.48«J

Ruback. Keith Leonard ie*-— -.-.uv.nv
Stiff Rodncv Allan, and Ruback. Keith Leonard. 3.788.()4H

Rubcnstcin. Raymond D . to International Harvester Companv Hydro

static transmission check valves vvitb automatic unloading

3.788.078. CI 60-464 000

Rubio Manuei. and Leal. \ ict.tr Mario, to Barrcra. Roberto tj""'-";'

Method and apparatus for testing adhesive properties of dough like

material 3.788. 13V. CI 73-164 OOO
, u . ,

Rudbarg Frank, to FMC Corporation Insulated pipe line for heated

materials 3.784, 188. CI 214-301 («)0

Ruff Stanley to Maryland Cup Corporation Bondling meth<HJ and ar-

ticle produced thereby 3.788.463. CI 20^-65 «K)s

Rule. Bruce J .SVf—
Baldwin. Richard-R . and Rule. Bruce J , 3.788.746

Rumell. James A fransport vehicle with portable cargo container

1788.683. CI 246-35 00a

Runge Charles H Wire nut wrench 3,787.448. CI 24-203 OOh

Rusak. \ asil. lo De Laval Turbine Inc Low specific speed compressor

3-.7S8.765.Cl 4I5-213O00
Rushing, Sandy S.JriV«-—

. k. u i -
Athv. Lawrence F . Jr . Rushing. Sandy S . Jr ,

and Nicholson.

Gordon B 111.3.788.341

Rutl. Truman C . to N L Industries. Inc BaT.to_.-Mg<>-Nb,0, dielectric

ceramic compositions and method 3.788.«67 CI
''^"^/-V,'' „,

Ru..-ck. James L Machine support base ^/S^-^f V,V rA',,:;
Rvder Roben Earphone assembly 3.784.I64.C1 1 74- 56 OOr

Rygiol Henry V Current transfer in connectuin with electric welding

'3.784.1 86.'CI 214-I30(K)0

Ryobt.Ltd See—
'

Yama/aki, TatsAiva. and Morishita.'Vasuittatsu. 3.788, 570

Rvstad. Arnold O . to Work Right Products. Inc Sliding door silencer

^ 3.787.436. CI 24-262t)Or.

Saab-Scania Akliebt>lag .SV<' —
Goransson, Nils Paul, 3,/88.l42

mitten with colored

and Katayama. Shizuo

. 3.788. 55.S.

Sabin David A ; and Sabin. Mark A GJove or

mesh backmg 3.787.847..C1 2-158 000..

Sabin. Mark A .SVf—

Sabin. D:ivid A.; and Sabin. Mark A .
3.787.847

Saek'i. Keiso .Sff—
Malsukawa. Hiroharu. Saeki. Kciso

3.784.015 .^•

Suge Laboratories, Inc: -SV*"— ^

Harhen. Paul F. 3.784. 178 .
. , u

Saijo Mitsuaki. to Jintan Terumo Co . Ltd Parenteral solution bag

3.788.374, CI. I 50- 1 000

Sainz. Paul R .SV« —
Harnson , Dav id . and Sain/. Paul R

Saito.Hachiro .SVt-—
Takcuchi, Satoshi, and Saito,Hachiro, 3.788,738

Saito - Yoshihiro: Okada. 'Tomoo, Odera, Eiichi; and Malsu/awa,

Tcruyuki to Fujitsu Limited Telephone exchange equipment condi-

tion change detecting appajatus 3,784.147, CI I74-I8 0fa

Sakai.Susumu .S«"f—
lida. Yutaka; Hishmuma. Kazuo. Hikuma. Molohiko; Shirakawa.

Tadashiiand SaWai, Susumu. 3.788.452

Salem Corporation .SVr-
i tub «n<»

Middleton, Horace, and Tominc. Frank. 3.788,KUU.

Salem Nazih M N Sitting/standing table/walker combination

3,788.645. CI 247-6 000

Sammons David G .Travel envelope with baggage ticket and baggage

claim ticket 3.7g8.540. CI 224-72 0(K).

Sanchez.MoisesG : S*"*-— ... ^ iiaoriii
Triggiani. Leonard V. and Sanchez. MoiscsG. 3.784.0 1 i.

Sanders, Neil Harrison .SVc— - ,c i, M„ii u .r

Fritz, William Baird. Tiley. John Uayne,jlnd Sanders. Neil Har

rison, 3.784.263. . * "

Sanders. Pswl J..". Se*^

/ .,'

Cocca Theod.ue F , and Sanders, Paul J ,
3.787.465

SanderMin. Albert E . to Inventronics. Inc Active filter circuits.

3.784.3I3,CI 3.30-l07(HH)
,-,««, Of. ri

Sandlin. W illiam C , to IMlramation Inc Linear thruster 3.788.146. 1

1

Sandslrom*''jan Enk Stellan. to AC.A AkticK.lag Warning valve.

3.788.3 I 2. CI 128 142 .3(K)

Saniti/ed Incorporated See-
,-,„„„,,,

Klein. Stewart E . and t.agliardi. D Dt^nald. 3,788,803

Sarageno, Ignatius B . and Wegm.ller. Ciarv R to Natu.nal C ash Re-

gister C.^mpanv. The Rotary disk com dispenser with spring tabs

3.788.334. CI 133-4 OOr .^ , u

Sark.sian, Arthur, and Murphy .
Charles P .

to •"'«'"^'"\"^' T'^'^;';*'*'";^

and lelegraph Corpiuation Grouting comp..sition 3.788.t)8 1
.
t I

61-36 (H)r.

Sat«». Akira. See— „ u r i

Nakazawa. Voshiyuki. Nakamura. Voshuharu. Suey..shi. Lohru.

and Sato. Akira,V788,854

S..,o M..s..michi. and lakah.ishi. Is.>,i. to Fu,i Photo |.''n' ^ <'

;,

'^

Charging method lor electrophotography 3.788.844.CI 4610.

Sato M..samichi. to Fu,i Photo Film Co , I td C orona charge method

3 7S4.222.CI 250-'2MHM)

Sato Masamichi. lo Fu|i Photo Film Co . I id C ha.ging method for

relativelv movable electrophotographic means and corona means

3 7H4.223.C1 3.SO 325 0(M)

Salo Msamichi. Honlo. Saloru. and K.maki. I akao. to Fuji Photo Film

Co Ltd PriKCss lor charging electroph..t..graphic materials

3 7li4 '"'4 CI 2.M»-325 (MK)

Sato Wasuke. Ink... Fumio. Yamamolo. Sad.io. Fu|isawa. Milsumaro.

and Hatakevama, Shigeyuki. to Showa Dcnko K k M-«h"vl •'"

manuf..cturmghe..vv duty bags 3.788. I44,CI 43-80.1HHJ.J

Saunders. John See—
i -ma loi

Br.>ck. Larry P . Games. J.>hn E . and Saunders. John. 3.7K4..«4|

Sausse. .Xndre See—
Granger. Alain, and Sausse. Andre. 3.788.474

Savage. William E . ti> Shell Oil Company Waste water irealmenl

3 788.47K.CI 2IOI47tKK»

Sawano fakahiro. Kabota. Katuhiko. Aiulo. Masaru. W.ida. Moriy.isu.

Muravama. lohru. and O/awa. ladavuki. to lokyo Shib.iura Flec-

tric Co . ltd Alternator rectifier assemblies with resnu.us moUled

member containing circuit patlern molded therein 3.784.275. C

3 I 7-234 OOr
|

Sa\.R«'bert E .So-
Lowell. Francis C . Rorlme. M.itlhcw. Rosenberg. Paul, and Sax.

Robert F .3.788.724

Sayano. Kan|i Frank See^
\

Smith.lloydM . and Sa\aru>. Kanp Frank. 3.7K4.4 10

Scarbrough. Joseph F S.v - .... . , u

Carus... Philip J . Jr . Rasniussen. Lvie F . and Scarbr.iugh. Joseph

E 3 7K4.24^ ^

Scarlet, fed Pennant and method of making a pennant 3.788. .64, CI

' 16 173 0(M)
,

Schachl.F/ral I ight sensitive electrical timing circuit 3.7K4...ii. ». i

2^0-206 OOO
Schacht Henrv Neil, to PilNburv Company. I he App.iratus tor cutting

and packing pouhrv 3.7X7.426, CI 1711 OOr '

Schacfer. Fritz, GmbH .S.< -
Hassel. Ernst, and Schmenn, Adolf. 3.788.-4. I

Schacfer. John O .S«v- ,.,uu,,s
l.ehnhardt. Robert W . Jr . .ind Sch.ieler. John O ,

3.788.44.

•Schacfer, John P See-
Fox. Everett D , Schacfer. John P . and Lcliaerl. Raymond M .

3,788.427

Schacfer William Edward, to Du Pont de Nemours. E I. and Com-

pany Explosive primer 3.7K8.223,CI 102 24 OOr

Schaeffer. William D .S«v

—

Lyon, W ilham B , and Schaeffer, W illiam D , 3,788.1 37

Schacr. Glenn R See— ,-,„„.... I

Critcs. Nels.>n A , and Schaer. Glenn R . 3.788.45.^ i

Scharli.Otlo: .SV«-

Jaecklm. Andre, and Scharh. Otto. 3.784,248

Schat Davits. Limited SV*"—
|

Soller. Helmut Adolf. 3.788.606
c

Schaumann, Anton, and Weber, Willi Device for the emission of cur-

rent-pulse trains particularly by telephone and teleprinter installa-

tions 3,784,344, CI 340-365 ()0r
I

Schavc. Richard D S<-e— a ^ a
Malby, Robert E . Jr . McComb. Waller D . and Schave. Richard

D .3.788.750
Schawaldcr. Hansjorg; i^r—

u/..i,„r
Geng. Peter. Gueniat. Robert, Zollinger, Alfred. l-"f^2'^'- ^;^'"--^-

Schawalder. Hansjorg. and Tschanen. Hanspeter. 3.788.368.

Schebalin. Sergei, to Honeywell Inc Thick film precision r«:s.slor for

use in an electrical circuit and method of making same 3.788.841.

CI 1 17-212 000. . , ,

Scheffel Carl W . to Fox Industries. Inc Hold-down assembly for

modular expansion joints 3.788.758. CI 404-56 0<K).

Scheldt. James E . and White. Robert W . to Caterpillar Tractor Com-

oanv Hydraulic circuit with valve to provide semi-rtoat control of a

dozerbladc 3.788.401. CI 172-801 000

Schenkels. Ferdmand Jose Maria, and Verboven Gh.slam Felix Alfons

Arthur Method of manufacturing gas-filled lamps. 3./8»./^*. ^\

3I6-20()(H)
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Schenkcr, Barry A , Malkin. Irving, and Taylor, Kirman, to Diamond

Shamrtick Corporation C"atalysl for oxidation of hydri>carhons and

carbon monoxide 3,784,022, CI 252-462000

Schcrber, Werner, lo l.icentia Palcnl-Vcrwaltungs-Ci.m.b.H. Method

of manufacturing an MNOS storage clement. 3.788.844. CI 1 17-

217 000
Schering ACi; See—

Hoyer. Cieorg Alexander; and Picroh. Ernst Albrecht. 3.784.061.

Wiecherl, Rudolf, and Neumann. Friedmund. 3,784.087

Schcuer, Raymond I Aqueous ink for development of concealed

images 3.788.863, CI 106 21 000

Schimck. Robert, to Globc-Union Inc Plug remover. 3.787.446. CI.

24 200 lOd •

Schimmel. Ralph I) SVr—
Carlson. Paul E , and Schimmel, Ralph I' , 3,788,157

Schimmer. Rigobert. and Messerschmidt, Jurgen, to Licentia Patent

Verwallungs-G m b H. Method for producing a stable surface pro-

tection for semiconductor components 3,788,845, CI I 17-218.000.

Schleben, Harold Ci . Sr . and Petlinga. Robert, lo General Electric

Companv Ammunition feeding system 3.7KK.1 84. CI 84-34.000

Schlegel Manufacturing Cdmpany. The: See —
Smool. Edward H .3.787.453

Yackiw.C harles. and Williams. Fred. 3.788.008.

Schlombcrger. N . & Cie Ciuebwiller :.S>«'—
Herubel. Jean Frederic. 3.787,431

Schloss. Phillip Christian See

—

Dumslorff. Fugenc Francis. Ivcrson. John Howard. Schloss. Phillip

Christian, and W<.ng, Philip C hock-Yuch, 3,784.367

Schmenn, Adolf. See—
Hassel. Ernst; and Schmenn. Adolf. 3.788,242

Schmidt, (iunlher. to Messerschmitl Holkow -Blohni Cicsellschatt mil

heschrankter Haftung I iquid fueled rocket engine of Ihe mam cur-

rent tvpe having separate control no/zles operated from turbine ex-

haust gases branched oft from ihc rocket prticess 3,788,064.C I. 60-

2(17 (1(10

Schmidt. Jacob I . lo McGraw-Edison Companv Air-depolarized pri-

mar> ballcry 3,7«8.400.CT I 36-86OOa
Schniidl. John F See -

Stephens.. n. Orlando U . 111. and Schmidt. John E.. 3.788.466

Schmidt. Roger A See

lafl. David D and Schmidt. Ri.ger A .3.7X4,044

Schmill. \N illiam C . lo MiUaukee Faucets. Inc Non-rise valve for fau-

cets or the like 3,7HK,60I,C I 251 304 (10(1

Schneider. Herbert Anton, to Bell lelephone Laboratories. Incor

porated I ernlirv memorv cell 3, 7X4.245. CI 307 288 000
Schneider. Karl. C uenoud. Gerard. Bouladon. Ciabriel, and /uppigcr,

Paul, lo Batlelle Memorial Institute I ransport system 3,788,232.

(T 104-88 000
Schneider, Walter (iarbage bin 3,788.720, CI 3 1 2 2 I 1 IKH)

Schneider. W ..Ifgang. Piekarek. Egbert Diethelm, and I hommes,

Stefan l«. Klein, Schan/lin & Becker Akiiengescllschalt Apparatus

for mounting movable devices 3,7X8,5X0. CI 24X14000.
Schnepp. James M .SVr— *

Drone. (iar> A . and Schnepp. James M , 3,788,4 1 4.

Scholtmillcr. John C harles. and W ood, C harles, l>. .Xerox C«.rporalion

Method of preparing binder lavers 3,7XX.X84. CI I 1 7 20 1 OOO.

Schreiber. Hans, lo Lniled States of America. Atomic Energy Commis-

sion Intratracheal sampling device 3.788.305. CI 128-2.00f

Schreyer. Cicrd .\«"«'—
Ciiesselmann, Gunlcr, Schrever, Gerd, and Weigerl, Wolfgang

Deutsche GoKI und Nilber SchL'ideanslalt vornials Roessler,

3.7X4,1 14

Schroeder. Herbert H . lo Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-

pany Solid propellani composilions containing lithium passivaled by

a coating of polyethylene 3.788,406. CI 144-6 000

Schufle. Sheldon R .SV«'-

Robin, Michael, and Sehulle,Sheld..n R , 3,784.067.

kchull/, Frederick C Plate antenna with proleclive cover 3,784,414,

CI 343X73000
Schul/, Ciunter; .SV*-—

Haussman. Gerhard, and Schul/. Ciunlcr. 3.788,054.

Schiil/e. Herbert, lo Schul/e. R . & Co K(i. Firma Adjustable picture

frame holder 3.7X8,584. CI 24X-4XXOOO

Sehuize, R . & Co KG. Firma: SV.

—

Schuize, Herbert, 3,788,584

Schulzner, Waller, lo Koreska, W Transfer c».py process and i»ulcrial

3.788.875, CI I 17-36 200
^

Schwafz, Hermann: ,SV<'—

Rehm, Karl, and Schwarz. Hermann, 3,788,636.

Schwebkc, Gerald L: .SVf—

Coury, Arthur J . Rogier, Edgar R ; Schwebkc. Gerald L ;
and

Cozad, Douglas D, 3,784.045

Schwerin.Gucnther. lo Bosch. Roberl,G m b H Hydraulic brake con-

trol apparatus for a trailer hauled by a motor car. 3.788,704. CI 303-

7^000
Sciaecro, Rinaldo: See—

Lugowski, Ronald J . and Sciaecro. Rinaldo. 3.788.439.

SCM Corporation: See—
Doulhitt. Merlon H . 3.788,047.

M'cCauley, Albert P . 3.789,104.

Varlanian. Perry H., Jr.; Markaris, Michael J ; and Anderson. Carl
'

P., 3.788.441.

Scon. Ian J. C: 5ef—
Carler.lvor W ; and Scon. Ian J C. 3,788.240. ,

Meyer, Earl W., Jr.; Carter. Ivor W.; and Scott, Ian J. C,
3.789.168.

Scott. Ian J. C. lo Chrysler Corporation. Distributor cap electrode and

cable termination. 3.789.349. CI. 339-223.00s.

Scott Paper Company: .SV*"

—

Adams, Whitney R. 3,788,938.

Scagic, Charles E.: See—
Heywood, Richard D ; and Seagle, Charles E , 3,789,402.

Scale, Virgil L ; Svarz, Jerry J.; Gorctra. Louis A.; Ncwkirk. John D.;

Hunter. Wcxid E.; and Sibcrt. Frederick J., lo Naico Chemical Com-
pany Particle sizc-PH effects on'"rcduccd copper oxide in prepara-

iK.nofacrylamidc. 3.789.074. CI. 260-561.00n.

Searle. G D , & Co.; See—
Hsu. Charles F ; Jiu. James; and Mizuba. Selh Selsuo, 3,788.947.

Scbesia, George J., to Dyna Magnetic Devices. Inc. Submersion-safe

microphone. 3.789; 166. CI 179-184 000

Secger. Karl: .SVf

—

Klan, Peter, Seegcr. Karl; and Wilborn. Wolfgang, 3.788.296.

Secger. Richard E . Jr . anJ Coulter. John G., lo Chomerics, Inc Multi-

output level keyboard switch assembly with improved operator and

contaclstructurc. 3.789. 167. CI. 2()0-S.00a.

Segcrstrom. Clifford C; .SVe

—

•
'

Hare. Thomas R ; and Segerstrom. Clifford C, 3,788.370.

Scgond. Roger: .SV<"—
Palric. Jos. Lefebvre. Jacques; Scgond. Roger, and Badia. Michel,

3.788.956
Seibu Gomu Kagaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Narabu.Jiro. 3.788.082.

Sels, Francis Jeanne: See—
De Cat. Arthur Henri. Scis, Francis Jeanhc; Pollct. Robert Joseph;

and wmiems. Jozef Frans, 3.788.850

Willems, Jozef Frans, ScIs, Francis Jeanne; Pollct. Robert Joseph,

and De Cat. Arthur Henri. 3.788.85 1

Sels. Francis Jeanne, and Pollct, Robert Joseph, to Agfa-Gevaerl NV.
Surface-active compounds used as coating aids for film-forming

coalingcomposilions. 3.788.852. CI. 46-67.000. ' „ -

Sellvcil. Arne: See—
Flood. Hakon; andSeltvcit. Arne. 3,788,866.

Semancik, John R : .SV*"— '

Volgsladt, Frank R , and .Semancik, John R , 3,789,030

Semisch, Gunlcr. lo Steingass. August. & Sohn. Firma. Roof
3.788,014. CI 52-I8O00

Sessions, William K, Jr.: See—
Tornquist, Nils M , Kneeland, Howard, and Sessions, William-K.,

Jr., 3,788,061.

Seymour, Errol v.: .SVi'—
McDcrmoll. David C ; and Seymour, Frrol V., 3,788,263

Shah, Arvind, and Furrer. -Frank, to Gesellschaft zur Froderung der

Forschung an der Eidg. Techn. Hochschule Method, and applica-

tion thereof, for transmitting information over a comm<.n signal

path 3,789, 145. CI I74-I50bc
Shannon, James H.: .SV^"

—

Harcrihcrg, Harold L., Jr., and Shannon, James H., 3.789.356

Shapirt., Eugene; Crane. Jacob; and Eichelman, George H , Jr .
to Olin

Corporation Process for improving the cU.ngalion of grain refined

copper base alloys. 3.7X8,902, CI 148-11. 50r

Shatto, Howard L , Jr . and Van Dommelen, Johannes A. W J . lo

Shell Oil Company. Well re-entry tool with bumperhead 3,788,396,

CT 166-500. O'

Shaw, Bernard, to General Electric Company. Bulb making method.

3,788,830,CI. 65-1 10000.

Shea, James M.: .SV*-—
Pasek, James E., Shea, James M ; and Tobin, Michael F.,

3,787,945.

Shell. John E. Floating platform 3,7X8,254, CI 1 14- 50f

Shell, Don C; Tanner, David A., and Brazzel. Ronald D. Separation

process. 3,788.037, CI. 55-58.(K)0.

Shell Oil Company: .SVf

—

Hare. Thomas R.; and Segerstrom, Clifford C . 3,788,370

McDermoti, DavidC and Seymour, Errol V., 3,788,263. ,

Savage, William E, 3,788,478.

Shatto, Howard L ,-Jr.;'and Van Dommelen, Johannes A. W. J..

3.788.396.
Szakasits, Jolius J.. 3.788.479.

Van Lookeren Campagnc. Nicolaas. 3.788.28 1
.

•

Whited.DE .3,788.719.

Shephard, Cecil A. Y . lo Mobil Oil Corporation. Oil recovery process.

3.788.398. CI. 166-269 000.

Sheppard. Harry R, to Weslinghouse Electric Corptiration Insulation

structure for electrical apparatus 3,789.337. CI. 336-60.000.

Sheridan. David S : See—
Alley. Ralph D., ami Sheridan. David S.. 3.788.328

Sherman. Philip, to Instrument Development Laboratories. Inc.

Domain wall propagating device. 3.789,374, CI 340-174.0pw.

Sherwood Medical Industries Inc.: See—
Alley. Ralph D . and Sheridan. David S . 3,788.328

Shibata, Fukuo, to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Electric con-

trol system of an electric machine, arrangement combining elec-

tromagnetic coupling with an electric rotating machine. 3,789,281,

CI. 318-139.000.
Shiley,Paul J : .SVf—

,. . ,^

Gelles. Nicholas; Shiley. Paul J ; and Casella, Michael D.,

3,788,690.

Shitirano, MasaTu: See—
Ayaki, Susumu, and Shimano, Masaru, 3,789,141.
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Shimasak.. Nobuh.ko. and Rapuaoo.- Robert, lo Commun.cat ons

sTSc Corporation Frame synchron.zat.on technique for satell.tc

6n board switching systems 3,789.142.Cl.l->9.15 0bs

Sh^a^ak^^Toshio; Tame.. Fum.o; and Yabag.da. Yosh.o. to Honba

Ud Gasanalyzer 3,788.75.. CI. 356-246.000.

""'""^^S^^^^. H.rosh.. and Ueda. Nan,.. 3.788.558.

'""i^;::mu^lh.ro. Sh.n. HTOsh. Sugano iun^.ro. Yosh...

Tadash.; Kur.yama. Yasuh.sa; and Komakt. Takesh.. 3,789. 115

JSh.nagawa Automotive Electr.c W.rc Co . ^^_^''--

r Hirokawa. Kazuaki; and Anbo. T^ug.o. 3.7«9.343.

*

Shipley Company. Inc.: S<^*—

Gulla.M.chael. 3.788.915.

Shipon.Shirley S.:S**— . ... . . .

Medn.ck, Leo. 3.7»8j376.

'''"I:^^^:^^^^^^. Kazuo; H.kuma. Motoh.ko; Sh.rakawa.

Tadashi; and Sakai. Susumu. 3.788,952 •

Shirn.Georgf A : Sc*'—
r -ma iia

Pf.ster.Will.amJ and Sh.rn. George A .3.789.274.

Shoemaker Arthur H . to Amer.can Optical Corporation^ Four com-

ment m.croscope eyepiece 3.788.73?.C. 350-220 000 _
Shogren. David K . to Xerox Corporation. Imag.ng system. 3.78«,740.

CI. 355-51 000. , .

''°'^m;u!:ri!;i..am E ; Pexton. Harold W; and Shores. Michael P:

Short Oliver' A . to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Company. Produc-

tion of palladium-silver alloy powder. 3.788.833. CI 75- 50a

Showa Dcnko K K Sf*—
.

Sato. Wasuke, Ir.ko. Fumio; Yamamoto. Sadao; Fuj.sawa. M.tsu-

maro;andHatakeyama.Shjgeyuk.. 3.788. 199

Showa Sargent Ltd.: S^f—
Osaka. Kazuhiro Sugae. 3.788,1 10.

'''te^u:c'jfc;;;es. Ma^c. Rene; Shroff. Arv.nd; and Warneckc.

Robert Jean, 3.789.253
*

,

Shroyer. Larry L: .S**—
, t -iTttUTm

Weber.Carl; Shroyer. Larry L ,
and Baker, ^^-""7 J-^^.-'" ,.,

Shuey Scott James. Smith. Wallace Lcland. and NV.Ik. Harold G
.
to

Bore-Warner Corporat.on Mult.-slagc centrifugal pump with means

•rorpulsecancellaTon 3.7»8,764.CI.415-I98000^

Shurtiaker Charles Storer. to Wean L n.ted. Inc Method and apparatus

fortcns.on.ngstr.p 3.788.534. CI 226-4 000

Shyne. James J . and M.lcwsk.. John V.. to Genera Technologies C o

poration. High shear-strength fiber-rcntorced composite body

3 788.935. CI lj6 1 - 1 4 1 .Ot)0

'^""irCS L.t,-... .c,„ ... Oo,.U. Uo„» A. NJ.V.,.. .. -
D Hunter Wood E . and Sibcrt. Frederick J .

3.789.074

Sibeud. Jea« Paul, to Automobiles M. Berliet Device for "><:^^^"nf.

the specific consumption of uiternal combustion engines 3. /»v..^»

CI. 340-207,00r

Sick, Ervvin. Firma: .^>^—

Brose,Peter,3.788.l05. u f , .

Sielk Werner to Ford Motor Company Operating mechanism for a

motor vehicle sliding roof 3.788.1 60. CI. 74-5 I OOr.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft:A>f—
^ „ u/„if„.j„„

Beicr. Helmut. Handke. Siegfried: and Konczal, Wolfgang,

3,789.175

Engcls. Heinrich. 3.788.766.

Harz. Hermann. 3.789.282

Michels. Hans. 3,789,395 •
'

, ,„„ ^cn
Tschunt, Edgar; and Dittrich.Wci'ncr. 3.788.450 •

Sicmcns-Albis Aktiengescllschaft: See—

Wcrnii, Hans. 3,789,406 .

Sicmund Herbert A ,
toGreenview Manufacturing Company. Rcversi-

bTe sponge rubber mop. brush or duster 3 787.949, CI
1
5^244^0ch

Sievenpiper, Frederic Leory; and Bement. Elmore, to Allied Chemica

Corporation Solvent compositions- for '-^ve'.t dyeing and dyestuff

solutions prepared therefrom 3,788.8 II. Cr. 8-175.000.

Sievcrs, Jerry A : S^^— i tbq -170

Ban. Jaime A ; MafHtt. Kent N ; and Sievers. Jerry A^. ^-^S^^Tp^

Sigman Daniel M.. Jr . to Armstrong Cork Company. Method of em-

bossing. 3,788.872, CI 117-10000.

Sigmatek. Inc : S*^— . , -.oom
Andersen. Robert A.; and Maguire, Lawrence A,. 3 .789,323..

Sigmon Corporation: 5^^—
Siemon. James W. 3.788.653.

;

Sigmon. James W . to S.gmon Corporation Rotary fluid seal

3.788.653. CI. 277-70 000 ,7«7ooi a
Siksai. Anthony Automated animated display device. 3.787.991. ti

SiIbe'rl?in"Hermann. Winterberg. Felix; and Ginzcl. Sever.n. Hydrau-

lic metal powder press. 3.788.787, CI 425-78 000.

Silv^r^Fled'eric' St'rip-chart holder 3.787 ^90 CL 40-8
6J)0r^

Simard Albert Fish Scaling machine 3.787.927. CL 17-64.000.

Simmen. Robert, and Chabloz. Olivier. 4o Mefina S.A. Fuse for non-

gyratory missiles. 3.788.229. CI. 102-74.000
,pKr...,.H

Simmons. Smilh H ; and Caraway. Mitchell R . to Standard Fabricated

Products Co. T)M Prefabricated multi-story . stair assembly

3.788.018, CI. 52-185 000.

Simon Paul; and Jones, Robert E . Jr . to International Business

Machines Corporation Method for manufacturing a magnetic head.

3 787 964 CI 29-603.000 , „ „

Simone.Dc,^.nic. and Herrnan. Daniel F.. to N L Industries. Inc^Celu^

lose acetate butyrate film forming composition containing titanium

i^xide m.cr.x,xfde, 3.78«».03«'.C1 26G^17^00r

Simpson. Carl H Neck sling pad 3.788.308. CI 128-94.000.

Sinfelt. John H : .S>«—
. ^ .. , -,00 mo

Carter. Jimes L . and Sinfelt.John H .
3.789.020.

Singer'Company.The: -S^^-

Bonner. AlvinT .Sr.,3.788,245 „,,„,,.
Gl>etz.PhilipJ and Solomon. Leon R. 3.789,316.

Weisz. William. 3.788.249

Singer Company. The. mesne: .S^r—

Lowdcnslagcr. John R. 3.789,308
|

Singer. John Jacob. Jr: .S*-*-—
, ,«« o«i

Patil. Arvind S , and Singer, John Jacob. Jr 3.788 960

Singleton Ogle R , Jr . and Ward. Bennie Ray. Jr .
«;^««;,vnoUls Metal

Company Aluminous metal brazing materials. 3.788.824, CI. 29

197 500
Sitabkhan. Abdul N .S>^-

. .. . , ki t 7a« a^a
Kramer, Jack M . and Sitabkhan, Abdul N ,

3,788,666

Sivcrtsen. Dav.d R
, .0 Texas

'-^''-^\-},^'"ZTiT7 2^5<^^^^^^
microelectronic circuitry techniques 3.789.276. CI. 317-235 OOr

Siostrand.L'no .Vj'f— •
. . c- ...„„,l tln^

Folkcsson. Bertil; NilsM^n, Lennart. and S>>strand. Lino.

3.788,028.

SKF KueellaeerfabrikenGmbH: iW— , t- u

Dausch Ernsi.. Kubler, Fr.cdr.ch, Hempel. Thcodor; and Fuchs,

Franz. 3,787,933.

D.em. Rudolf. 3.787 .983

Skil Corporation ;

.S>^— \. . ». -, nsi aii
• Beisch.HanspelerE and Kaman. Frank A. 3,787,97 3.

Skmner James R . to M V Engineering & Mfg . Inc Holder for disc-

hkeobjects 3.788.464, CI. 206-820.

^''""HiroJ^Hidern'ri; Tsubosaki. Masaaki; Sugiyama. Masayoshi; Sk

kita, Akira, and Kito, Mitsuo, 3,788,503

Skrciner, Klaus M: -SVe

—

'
. ,, ,_ ,

B^rkan, Philip, Barton. Robert S ; Skreiner. Klaus M and Tognet

/ la, I'goR .3,789,174. '

Skruch. Richard R .Sff— .^. *,.oi.id
C^o^a^. Denny D , Lojjan, John S; and Skruch, Richard R

. 3.788.233. ' .'•,

Slavik.WilliamH SV*-- "

Was. Thomas W, and Slavik.WiHiamH, 3,789 34 .

Slavn. Sabina. and Kahn. Herbert L , .0 '''•^'""t'";"^ ^;;;;P;';!:"""- '

The Gas flow contri>ller for a heated sample cell 3,788,75.. Ci.

356-36000 • "

Slick Corpi>r:<tion. The •Sf^-' „ , .,, ir 1

Kacpplcr. Gerhard, Fickcr. Stefan; and Pcrgandc, Wilfr.ed,

Sli.iN ;ohn . u- itondix Corpi.rat.on, The Aircraft control system

usin, .nertialiv sensed data 3.788,579, CI 244-77 00a.

Sloanc.R A G ,
ManutucturingC ompany. Inc.. A*-*-—

Wisc.KugcncH .
<.7H8.y2X

S1onc. James C.Jr A.-*-
-.tuui^i

Feldman, David W . and Sloiio JamcsC, Jr., 3 789,.«M

Slusher Leonard G . to Burlmgton Northern, Inc Self tightening dun-

nage 3.788,498, CI 2U-105()r

Smart, William O.SVf- .., „ r^ .„j
Clancy Laurence F , Lee, Kmil B . Jr , Smart. William O ,

and

Yancey, John W ,3.788,418 „.-,. . uu
Smeets. Joseph Gerard Alfhons to International B F G.H,dr.ch_ Eu-

rope B V Methcxl and apparatus for preheating an uncured rubber

lire. 3.788.785, CI. 425-32 000

Smith, Don G: iV*"—
, ,00 ici

Hunter, EarrtCcnt; and Smith. Don G ,3,789,353

Smith, John A . and Miller, Stephen A to ^""'"b.a Broadcas,.^g

System, Inc Toy blocks having panelled construction 3.787.996. ei

Sm'ah'll^y^d M ;
and Sayano, Kanji F«"^- «"

y-'^'f j^^f.''.^'^S'""
ica,Navy Passive ranging technique 3.789.410. CI. 343-1 liwa

Smith. Lucille G; .
S*-*^—

Smith. Theodore M. 3.788.656.

Smith Mary Kay Hrncir: See—
Feuerbacher. David George, and Smith. Mary Kay Hrnc.r.

3.788,399
,

Smith. Ora E.: See— ,

Wilson. David G.. and Smith.Ora t.

Smith. R L . Gear Company SW—
Crooks James W. 3.788,607

S^nith, Richard N , to Sybron Corporation. Electrodialyt.c recovery of

acid and insoluble products from spent liquors. 3,788,959, CI 204

I80.00p.

"""preX"*'c^ TravTs. Argabrnsht, Perry, and Smith. Ronald E..

Smith Theod"ore M . to'^mith. Lucille G and Smith. Theodore M.;

"iu^Jes Radio actiVe tool holder 3.788.656. CI 279-
1
OOa.

Smith. Theodore M . trustees: See—

Smith. Theodore M . 3.788.656.

Smith. Wallace Leiand; S<r— ''
j

.3.788.466.
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.. and Watson. Donald W.-.

Limited. Floor area divider

Shuey. Scott James; Smith. Wallace Leiand; and Wilk, Harold G..

3,788.764

Smolka. Thomas Gordon; and Hrachowitz. Franz, to Gertsch AG.
Spring lock 3.788,660, CI 280- 1 1 .35t.

Smoot, Edward H., to Schlcgcl Manufacturing Company, The. Sparc

tire removal system 3,787,953. CI 29-427 000

Snarr. James L.; See—
Green. Donald T.; and Snarr. James L.. 3.789,226.

Snia Viscosa Societa Nazionale Industria Applicazioni Viscosa S.p.A.:

See—
Ogata. Fumimaro. and Nagamine. Katsuhiko. 3.788.940.

Snider, Philip A , to Dotco, Inc Rotary flow control valve for air

operated tools and the like. 3.788,603, CI. 25 1-345.000.

Snodgrass, John F. .; .SV**—
Blymillcr, Arthur L , and Snodgrass, John E , 3,789,399.

Snowdon, Donald R.: See—
Polit. Neil A ; Snowdon, Donald R

3,788.921.

Sohel, Sydney Murray, t«) OSF Industries,

3,788,378, CI. 160-135 (UK)

Socicta Applicazioni Gumma Antivibranti ""Saga" S.p.A.: .SV*"

—

Morini,Emilio, 3,788.260.

Societa Ital.ana Tclecomunicazioni Siemens S.p.A.>.SV<'—
Cand.ani, Giampiero, 3,789,392.

Societc Civile dite Soltex: See—
Bernard. Andre, Gagnc. Pierre. Ciras. Georges; and Necl. Jean.

3,788,884
Soc.ele ("mle Icxtilc ditc Socitex: .SV*"—

Balsi.h,Guy, 3,788,057.

Societc de fravaux d'HIectricite et d"Electr«>niquc du Languedoc:

.SVf—
i.acroix, Pierre, 3,789.236

Societc Financierc et Industnclle dcs Ateliers et Chantiers de

Brctagnc .S'«'<' —
Colin, Jean Paul, 3,788,259

Colin, Jean P.iul. 3. 788. 261

Pramparl, Joseph, 3.7X8,768

Societc Industnclle Bull-Cicneral Electric (Societc Anonyme): .SV*"—

" Ciirard, Rene Fcrnand \ictor. and Gidon, Marie-Claire,

3,788,897
Societc Nationale Industnclle Aerospatiale See-

Ane. Jean-Pierre. Tcillard, Jean-Paul, and Ouere. Emile.

3.788,352.

Societe Rateau: .S'<-<"—
Hirt/. Alfred Georges Jean, and Mech. Christian Andre Lucien,

3,788.652

Soeda. Kalsuji, to Yamamoto Electric Industrial '"t-»J ,('' System for

slopping sewing machine needle at predetermined positmn

3,788,25(1. CI 1 12-219 OOa
Solartron Fleclron.c Group Limited: .SV<"—

Cathciall. Reginald, and Knowles. Susan. 3.789.203

Soico Basel AG .S'<'<' —
Buchmann. Paul, and Bcnnger. Monique, 3,788,47 1

.

Soliman, Frank Yassin, t^> .Mlied Chemical Corporatu>n. Silica-filled,

high molecular weight polyolefin 3.788,923, CI 1 56-244.000

Solomon, Leon R. Svf— #
Cioct/, Philip J , and Solomon, Leon R., 3.789.316.

Soller. Helmut Adolf, to Schat Davits, Limited Winch mechanism for

lowering a lifeboat, launch or the like, suspended from two falls, into

the water and hoisting it out of the water. 3.788.606, CI. 254-

185 (1(10.

Sol V ay & Cie: .SVc—
Dumoulin, Joseph, and Obsomer. Marc, 3.789,083.

St)mekh, George S : .S'<'<'
—

Kosseim, Alexander J., and Somekh, George S., 3.789.077.

Somekh. George SoU>mon .SV<'—
Kubek. Daniel John. Kosseim. Alexander Jean-Marie, and

Somekh. George Solomon. 3.788,980.

Somogyc. Steve. Jr.. to Measuregfaph Company. The. Fabric measur-

ing and cost computing apparatus 3.787.98 1 . CI. 33- 1 33.000.

Sonncman. Robert, to Sonneman. Robert. Associates. Inc. Counter-

balanced lamp 3.789.2 13. CI 240-69 OOO. *.

Sonneman. Robert. Associates. Inc : .SV«'—
Sonneman. Robert. 3.789.2 1 3

Sopinski. Zygmunt J.; -SVf—

Trimble. Lester B . and Sopinski. Zygmunt J.. 3.788.132.

Sorenson, Charles E.. and Grimmer. Jon M.. to Hahn. Inc High-

clarence agricultural vehicle 3.788.4 16. CI 1 80-27.000.

Sorli. Duncan C: See—
Pasieka. John F.; and Sorli, Duncan C. 3.788.205.

Sosnowski. John: See—
Heifry. H Clarke. Gilbert. John B.; and Sosnowski. John.

3.^88.972.
South African Inventions Development Corporation: See—

Berrange, Aubrey Ralph, 3.788,757

Southwestern Manufacturing Company: .SVf—

Athy. Lawrence F.. Jr.. Rushing. Sandy S.. Jr.. and Nicholson.

Gordon B .111.3.788.341

Space Age Industries. Inc.: See—
Hemmelsbach. Richard J , 3.788.335.

Spacctac Incorporated: See—
Cocca, Theodore F.; and Sanders, Paul J

Provanzano, Salvatore R , 3,789,244

Spadini, Paolo. Alarm wrist watcl*. 3,788,059, CI. 58-23.0ba

3.787,965.

Sperry Rand Corporation: See—
Ross, Gerald F; and Jacobson. Roberts. 3.789.4 1 3.

Spfcer. Thomas L.: Sef

—

McOuecn, Edwin D.; and Spiccr, Thomas L., 3,789, 1 40.

Spiess. Karl: See—
Baberowski. Waldemar; and Spiess. Karl. 3.788.449

Spindlcr, Robert G., to PPG Industries, Inc. Temperature sensor

3,789, 191, CI. 338-24.000.

Spindlcr. Robert G. to PPG Industries. Inc. Electrically heated window
with a temperature sensor. 3.789,192. CI. 219-522 (KX)

Spirolet Corporation : See—
Breunsbach. Maurice C, 3,788.353.

Breunsbach. Maurice C, 3,788,557.

Spitz. Erich: See—
Ostrowsky. Daniel B.; and Spitz. Erich, 3,789,31 8.

Sprague Electric Company: See—
Craig. Herbert C; and Lamphicr. Walter C. 3.789.277.

Pfister. William J ; and Shirn. George A.. 3.789.274.

Square D C»>mpany: See,—i

Yazva?. Thomas A.. 3.789.169.

Squibb. E R . & Sons. Inc.: See— "

Bernstein. Jack. 3.789.072.

Narayanan. Venktitachala L.; and Bernstein. Jack. 3.789,073.

Sr Amand. Pierre; and Koff. Irwin, to Unked States of America, Navy.

Uniform size particle generator 3.788,543, CI. 239-2.00r.

Staab, Donald C.. to Cardinal Industries Incorporated. Water system in

multiple grooving of pavement. 3.78^.704. CI 299-18.000.

Stabilus Industrie- und Handelsgesellschaft mbH:'.S<'<'

—

Stcmmler. Hansjorg. 3.7S8.587.

Slade. Bertil; and Hoglund. Edward. Emissi«»n-free exhaust pipe joint

and clamp therefor 3.788.677. CI. 285-367.000.

Staedtler. J. S.: See—
Glombitza. Klaus. 3.787.980.

Stahl. David E.: See— %
' Lee. Hanju; and Stahl. David E . 3,788.036.

Stahl. Karl-Heinz: See—
Stahl. Karl-Heinz. Stahl. Werner; and Fend. Fritz (said Stahl.

Werner, and said Fend. Fritz, assors. to said). 3,788.547.

Stahl. Karl-Heinz. Stahl. Werner; and Fend, Fritz, said Stahl. Werner,

and said Fend. Fritz, assors. to said Stahl. Karl-Heinz. Spraying ap-

paratus. 3.788.547. CI 239-129.000.

Stahl. Werner; See—
Stahl, Karl-Heinz; Stahl. Werner; and Fend. Fritz. 3.788,547.

Stahlwerkc Peine-Salzgittcr AG: .SVf—

Mcnsenkamp. Ewald; and Cordcs. Phil Heinrich. 3.788.880.

Stably. Frederick August; and Merrill. Stewart Henry, to Eastman

KtnJak Company. Liquid electrographic developers. 3,788,995, CI.

252-62.100.

Stiindal. George M Sprinkler drive. 3,788,551 .CI. 239-242.000.

Standard Brands. Incorporated: .SVf— •

Thompson, Kenneth N.; Johnson, Richard A.; and Lloyd, Norman
E. 3.788.945.

Standard Fabricated Products Co.. The: .SVf—

Simmons. Smith H; and Caraway. Mitchell R. 3,788,018.

Standard Oil Company. The: .SVf

—

Talsma. Herbert. 3.789.041.

Stapelfeldt. Rolf; .Sff

—

Reiber. Helmut; and Stapelfeldt. Rolf, 3,789,418.

Starling. Inc : .SVf— *

Elwick. Keith D. 3.788.052.

Starr. Fowler K. Support cushion for childrcns and invalids seats.

3.788.699. CI. 297-390.000.

Stastor. Richard A; -SVf

—

Dinger. Edward H ; and Stastor. Richard A.. 3,789,29 1

.

Statham Instruments, Inc.: Sff

—

Miller, David T, 3,788,091.

Miller. David T. 3.788.092.

Steelcase Inc.: iVf

—

McNally. Donald E.. 3.788.586.

Steffes. William J., to Coleman Company. Inc.. The. Tent stake.

3.788.336. CI I35-I5.0oe.

Stciner. Edward: See— =

Hotz. Kenneth J.. Jr.; Stciner, Edward; and Fox, Gary L.,

3.788.628.

Steingass. August. & Sohn. Firma; .SVf

—

Semisch.Gunter. 3.788.014

Steinmann. Eugene B.. Jr. Automobile trunk lock opening tool.

3.788. 168, CI. 8l-3.00r."

Steltz. Douglas C. to Portcc. Inc. Adjustable mounting for refuse dump
truck packerplatc. 3.788.50 1, CI. 214-83.300.

Stcmmle. Denis J., to Xerox Corporation. Moving bin sorting ap-

paratus. 3.788.640. CI. 271-64.000.

Stcmmler. Hansjorg, to Stabilus Industrie- und Handelsgesellschaft

mbH Resilient column 3.788.587. CI. 248-400.000.

Stephanoff. Louis J., to EMC Corporation. Linear motor conveyor.

$.788,447. CI. 198-41.000.

Stephens. Paul F., to Bethlehem Steel Corporatipn. Refractory sand

molds and cores 3.788.864. CI. 106-38.300.

Stephens. Rishard Wilson: 5ff

—

Giacoma. Frederick Alfred. Jr.; Godbold. Channing W.; and

Stephens. RichaCd Wilson. 3.788,5 14

Stephenson. Orlando W.. Ill; and Schmidt. John E.. to BASF Wyan-

dotte Corporation. Electrical connections for metal electrodes.

•3,788,966, CI. 204-256.000.

Stepper/(Hcinz J.: 5ff

—
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SuUon. Lawrence R . Ranno. Carl P . and Hewson. Kenneth E . u> Per-

"-'., formantc Industries. Inc Carpet trim cutter :».787.471. CI Mh

..;;:::T;.:^^"F;:^r;;:"i^wei;a;;;:R;;ger F^d. an^ Min: R<..f su,.on. Roher.

s

.to Hx-ceii-o
^;'^p«-;;;;';^7!;v!;j^^^;--

-"^

\ . to t n,.ed states or A.er.ca. Nav, Passive holography systen,
-.^^r::^ -' ^S^^^^^-

'"^ 3.7««.^57.CI .7..17MMK.

. Bell. Hcin?G ;andStepper,Hcinz J., 3.78*.255..*

Stern. Frnest; -V*"— .

Waldron. Richard A . and Stc/n. Ernest. 3.7H4.J27

S

1 7Ky 354. CI 340-.S<H)h.

Stewart. Graham G . and Eatl. Allan F . to Labalt Brcwcres of Canada,

I imitcd Extraction and purification of maltiitriosc and maltotctrosc

.^.788.410, CI 195-11 000. :
Stewart Stanly J Elongated liquid marker 3.788,753. CI 401-

l.UOOO ,

Stiff Rodney Allan, and Ruback. Keith Leonard, to Massev-Ferguson

(Australia) l.rroited Trash separator for sugar cane harvesters

t 788.048. CI 55-406 000 .

SliK-N. Alvm B . to Du Pcvit de Nemours. E I . and Company Prepara-

tion of catalysts useful in oxidation of SO gases 3.784.014. CI 252

440 tiOO
'

Still. Carl. Firma: .Si-f—
,

-

. Tippmer. Kurt; and l.auf>H'"«-"- r>'«-"'<-"f- ^•''*''*"'^

Stone. Charles W . to Zimmerman. D W . Mfg . Inc Apparatus^ tor

, moving an object along a predetermined path 3.788,441. CI 212

,
* 25 000 •

Stop-Motion fK-viccs Corporation See—
5 Tcllerman. Edward M .. 3.788.363

Strackc. Wilfried. and Zimmermann. Max. uf Aktiengescllsch.ill

Brown. Bji>veri & Cie Nuclear power plan! having a closed j;as cool

ingcircuit 3,788.444. CI 176-60 OOO

Strang. Charles D' . to Outb<iard Marine Corporation Multi-powerhcad

outboard motor 3.788.266. CI 115-17000
Stra/ik, William E : .S*"*-—

Perry. Eli; and Slrazik. William E . 3.784,074.

J^erry. Eh; and Stra/ik. William E, 3,784,080 .

Striebich. Alfred .SVf—. •

Baamann. ReinhoM. Kunze. F^nsi-Gu»itcr. Lauerbach-lehnieler.

Robert. Striebich. Alfred, and R»>thc. Hans-Joachnn. 3.784,026

Strohecker, Daniel E , to Battelle Development Corpiwation Humidity

indication. 3,788. 128. CI 73-73.OOO . .

Stromberg Carlson Corporation: See—.

Richards. Glenn L ..^784. 151 '•

Strong. William A . to Brunswick Corporation Anti-cavitation means

for marine propulsion device 3.78T<.267. CI 115-17000.

Stuemkv, Robert E ."«'«•— .

•

Miller. Arthur W . Stuem\y, Robert E., and Morse. George b .

3.788,048
Stumphau/er. William C .SVc— -

'

.,

Vilagi. Burlin J . and Stumphauzer. William C . 3.788.561

Suchka. Michael B. to Lakeland Enterprises. Inc .
mesne Seedling

tray insert 3.788.(M(2.C1 47-.^4.130.

SucvosIm. Tohru .S«*i'

—

,

'

Nakazaw^. Yoshiyuki. Nakamura. Yoshuharu, Suey«»1»i, lohru.

andSato'.Akira. 3.788.854 . »

Sucyoshi. Toshihiko; and Ko/awa. Mitsuo. to Japan Steel Works Ltd

Process for inicclion n\»)lding polyester preitiixes. 3,784,103. CI

2«i4-324 00(1

Sugahara, Eisukt Wear resistant guides for clutch^hoe. 3.788,436, CI

142-88O0b
Sugano. Junichiro: .S«"«'—

Matsumura. Shiro. Shin. Hiroshi. Sogano, Junichiro, Yoshii.

Tadashi, Kuriyam^. Yasuhisa; and Komaki. Takeshi. 3.784,1 15

Sugawara. Yoshiaki .Si'c— '
^

l/awa. Shinichi. Toyama, Kunio. Sugawara. Yoshiaki. Tanaka.

Tsutomu. and Okamoto. Hidehiro. 3.78'4'.054.

Sugiura. Muneharu. and tlirosc. Ryusho. to Canon Kabushiki Kaish.i

fwi) point focus variable magnification lens system. 3,788,731. CI

350- 184. Otto

Sugivama. Ma^ayoshi. .SVf—

,

Hirosc. Hidenori. Tsubosaki. Masaakr. Sugiyama, MasayoNhi; Sk

kita, Akira; and Kit«), Mitsuo, 3. 788.5(»3.

Sullivan. James D\ to Monsanto Company. Functional fluid composi-

tions 3.788.442. CI 252-47. 50(V

. Sumitomo Electric Industries. Ltd.: .Vff—
TaketT, Keinosuke. Katsumata, Tomoaki. and Hijikata, Akimitsu

3,788,120 _
Sun Electric CoYptiratutn: .SV<'—

Trussell. Gerald C ,3,788,124.

Sun Industries Incorporated: See—
Potsch, Geoi;ge, and Piietsch. Karl Eriedrich. 3.7i<8.180

Sun Oil Company: %S«'^— ,

Kirk.MerrittC.Jr, 3.788.471.

Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania: .SV**

—

Kirk.MerrittC.Jr .3.788.476
'

Campanvlla. Samuel J.^seph. Suyderhoud, Henri George, and

Onufry. Michael. Jr .3.784.165

Su/uki. Akira. Kinoshita. Shushi. and I'eda. Takeshi, to Kobe Steel.

I td Method of processing steel material having high austenilic

gram-coarsemng temperature 3.788.403. CI 148 12 10(»

Su/uki. Sc4go .SVf —
Idei. Cii|un. Onoyama. Atsushi. Aihara. Mitsuo, Su/uki. Scig*>.

Egawa, Hideharu. and Yarnaga.Eiichi. 3.788.058 ,

Stj/uki. Shi/uo .SV«' —

.

Watanabc. feruii. Eukui. Takasuke, and Su/uki, Shizuo.

3.784,234

Su/uki. rada.>. to Denki K.iguku Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha Apparatus

for fabricating svnthetic resin ahicles by di)ub1e rotation of a mold

3.788.742. CI 425. 424 OOO
j.

Svar/. Jerrv J .Siv— '

,
, , ,

Scale, Virgil L ; Svarz. Jerry J , Cioretta. Louis A Newkirk, John

n .Hunter. W .Midi . and Sibert. Frederick J .3,784.074

Swanquist. Weslev W . to Ml Steel Inc Connector f«>r non-metallic

sheathed cable 3. 788.582. CI 248 56 000

Sweeney. Ihomas E . Condil. Philip M . and Ormiston. R..herl A

Semi rigid airfoil lot airborne vehicles 3.788.578. CI 244 3 280

Sweenv. Norman P See—
Beck. W'arrcn R , and Sweenv. Norman P .

.1.787.408

Switzgable. Harold Adjustable garage door U>ck 3.788.678. CI: 242-

7OOO
Sybr«>n Corporation .SV<'

—

,

Crapdall. William R .and Lee. Charles M. Jr . 3.788.874

Smith, -Richard N . 3.788.454

Symmons. Paul C Single handle water mixing valve 3.788..154. C I

I 37-625 4(HI

SvnJllov Corpi'rat«>n: .Vrt'-

Carpenter. W illiara T . 3.788.804

. Synthane-Tay lor Corporation See—
Messersmith.-Eugene. 3,788,460 :

Systems Research Laboratories,. Inc. .SV«-— I

Buechler. Lester W. 3.788.741

S/akasits. Ji>lius J . to Shell Oil CUmpanv Disc conveyor flame loniza-

•tion detectors 3.788.474. CI 2 10- 14800c

S/everenyi Nikolaus .A .and rhompson. David E . to GTE Sylvania In-

corporated Pressure sensor device 3;784.338.CI 337 3 000

Taft. David D .and Schmidt. Roger A . to Ashland Oil Inc Novel cured

compositions prepared from the reaction of a poly isocyanale and a

hydroxy benzoic acid capped epoxide containing malerial

3.784.(144. CI 260-18 Otn

raguchi.Seiichi.and Mizuki. Fiichi. to Fu|i Photo Film Co . I td Nega

live working photographic process utili/mg heal bleachable thin

layer of a dye 3.788,844. CI 46-480hd
I aisho Pharmaceutical Co , Ltd See—

Ito. Shoichi. Nini>miya. Mikio. and-l chida. Flidekuni. 3,784,068

lakachiho Koeki Kabushiki Kaisha: .S<v—
Itoh. I akavuki. 3.784.366

Itoh.Takayuki. 3.784.386

Takahashi. Isozi: .S<r—
Sato. Masamichi. and I akahashi. Im>zi. 3.788.844

Takahashi. Nagashige. to Olympus Optical Co . I td Endoscope

3.788.304.CI I 28-6 OOO
fakeo. Keinosuke. Katsumata. lomoaki. and Hijikata. .Xkimitsu. to

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd .Apparatus for hot stretching sieel

wireandcable 3,788.1 20, CI 72-342000

Takeuchi. Satoshi. and Saito. Machiro. to Dai Nippon lnsa(>.U

Kabushiki Kaisha Method for recording a visibfe image on a sub

- strate by using an electroconductive toner 3.788.738. CI 355-

I7.(K)0.

Taki. Hiroaki. to Nippon Accumulator Kabushiki Kaisha Device tor

mounting a bladder in an accumulator. 3.788.358, CI 1 38-30000.

lakimoto. Masaaki .SVf—

Osawa. Sada«>. Tamai. Yasuo. and Takimolo. Masaaki. 3.788.845

Talsma. Herbert, to Standard Oil Company. The Melaminf formal-

dehyde resins containing calcium carbonate. 3.784,041, CI. 260-

17.300. .

Tamai, Yasuo: See—
Osawa. Sadao. Tamai. Yasuo; and Takioioto. Masaaki. 3.78,g.845.

Lamci. Eumio: .SVf—
Shimazaki. Toshio; Tamei. Eumio. and Yabagida. Yoshio.

3.788.'>51.

Tanaka, Hide4ti: .SV.

—

Ichihara. Koji. Tanaka, Hidelh, Ishida, Kazutaka, and Handa.

Minoru. 3.784.408

Sun Research and DeveUipment Co : .SVf—
MoorcRobert E .-3.784.(r84

Suryanarayana. Yclagondahally S . and Reid. Luther J . Jr . to Ciba-

Gcigy Corporation Catalyst for the production of cyanuric chloride Tanaka. Katushi See
K-.t..shi 3 787 416

3 789 021 CI 2 5.2-446 000. ' Akagi. Kaurd. and Tanaka. Katushi. 3.787.416

c ! '
I i.., n v^-,_- Tanaka, Tsutomu .SVf—

'""
Eil^'t^l^nf D.. Sustarsic, John D.; and Konzlcr, Roymond C. Izawa, Sh.nichi, T..yama. Kunu, Sugaw^rj. Yoshiaki; Tanaka.

f 78K 716 Tsutomu, and Okamoto, Hidehiro, .1,784.054

SusukiRinnosukcHosh.. Hiroshi; and Umoya.Kaoru. to Lion Eat and Tanaka. Yoshio. to Ideal Soap <^«^'"P;;">.
J;;;'""^^^/j^^^^^^^^^

O1160.. Ltd Method of manufacturing artificial logs. 3.788.414, CI P'-^f '"« !7"^P^''="' '^'-'P ''^^'"^ P*^"''*--^"* '<"'''"" 3.784,01 I.

156-184.000 T^ I c^ , e
c ..• ft. .1.. D v-.. Tunnenbaum, Stanley; iff—
'

Deg^ofa Pefer A Ind Sutton. Charles B, 3.788.7 1 4 H.rschhorn. Isidor S . and Tannenbaum. Stanley, 3.788,748
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. and Taylor, Robin, 3,788.444.

Tanner, David A. iff

—

Shell, Don C, Tanner, David A ; and Brazzel, Ronald D..

3,788,037.

Tanner, Hal W. Jr.; Sff—
Frappicr. Robert H; Tanner. Hal W. Jr.; and Wagers, William O..

3.788.420.

Tauster. Samuel J .^to Esso Research and Engineering Company.
Catalyst impregnation technique. 3.784.025. CI. 252-465.000

Taylor. Donald O ; .Sff

—

Nittinger, Russell H; and Taylor, Donald C. 3.788.423.

Taylor, Jack .Sff—
Tusch. Nicholas Norbert; Watson. Robert Ian. and Taylor. Jack.

3.788.273

Taylor, James B , to Trans-Canada Rcsojjrces Ltd. Process for plugging

formations. 3.788,405, CI 175-72000

Taylor, James E , to Design Dimension, Inc. Amphibious vehicle.

3,787.410.C1 4 loot

Taylor, J«)hn W . Jr . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Radar ap-

paratus 3.784.346. CI 343-50dp
laylor. Kirman .SVr—

Schenker. Barry A . Malkin, Irving, and Taylor. Kirman.

3.784.022.

Taylor, Robin: .SVf

—

Burns, William E
Taylor, S G., Chain Company, Inc.: .SVf

—

Booth. Richard L ,3,788.062

Teggelaar. Claude, and De Bruyn. William T.. to Wolverine Industries.

Inc Self releasing frictional v^indow sash balance. 3.788.006. CI. 44-

417000
leillard. Jean-Paul .SVf

—

Ane, Jean-Pierre, leillard, Jean-Paul; and Oucre. Emilc.

3,788.352

Teletype Corporation: See—
Heeren. Richard H . 3.784,234

McQueen. Edwin D , and Spicer, Ihomas L.. 3.784.140.
' Tellerman, Edward M . to Stop-Motion Devices Corporation. Control

means for textile producing machines 3.788,363. CI I 34-336000.

Tellier. Jacques C I . to CjAF Corporation. Ink receiving matte sheet

materials overcoated with alkylated vinylpyrrolidonc polymers.

3.788.881. CI I 17-73.000

Fcndlcr. Robert K Wall hanger 3.788,588, CI. 248-467.000.

feng. James. Lucas. James M.; and Pyler, Richard E., to Anheuser-

Busch. Incorporated Method of removing oil spills. 3.788.984. CI.

2I0-30O00
Tcnneco Chemicals. Inc .SVf

—

Ferstenberg. Charles, 3,788.535

Tennyson, James J . to I nited States of America. Navy. Expendable

submarine receiving antenna 3.788,255. CI 1 l4-20O0r.

Tensator. Limited .SVf

—

Aldous. Douglas Eric William. 3.788,631

lerada, Toshiniithi, to Hitachi, Ltd Device for gaining random access

to video signal information for use in video tape recorders.

3.784.1 .18. CI l7X.6 6()a

I eren/oni. Amerigo Method for making a fabricated wooden product.

3.788.372. CI I44-3I6O00.
ferral. Ben D . and McCiowen. Harold E., Jr.. to Cameo. Incorporated.

Kickover liu>l .1,788,347. CI. 166-117 500
Icrrv.Ravm»)nd M Smoke generator 3.788,301 , CI. 126-54.500.

Icton, Alvan Gas concentration measuring. 3.788.1 24. CI. 73-14.000.

felra Pak Developpment SA See—
Folkesson. Bertil. Nilsson. Lennart; and Sjostrand. Uno.

3.788,028.

Tetra Pak International AB .Scf

—

Martensson. K|ell Halvard, Linde

Frederik. and Jer^e. Sven Torsten

Texaco Inct .Sff

—

C hafe'tz. Harry; Cullen. William

3.784.076.

Dondy. Morris. 3.784.075.

Feuerhacher. David George arid Smith, Mary Kay Hrncir,

3,788,344.

McCoy.FredericC. 3.784.003 ..^

Q Park. Jack H .3.788.136

Peck. Reese A . and Wilson, Raymond F., 3,788,470.

Texas Instruments, Incorporated. .SVc—
Armand, Harold A , 3,788,144.

Ornstein. Jacob 1. ,3,788,821.
' Sivertsen,D:ividR ,3,784,276

• Textron. Inc.: .Vff—
Moerlcl. George U . and Johnston. James R . 3.787,452.

I harp. Jack l. Rollei bearing lor logging truck and trailer. 3.788.672.

CI 280-404.000.

Thaver. Victor R . to C .niadian General Electric Company. Limited.

Modified system for hea^v water production. 3.789.113. CI. 423-

580000.
1 hevenaz. Jean: V<'f— ' '

Oulevay, Serge, and Thevenaz. Jean, 3.788.736.

1 hiokol Chemical Corporation: See—
Dawbarn. Henry D , 3,788,364.

Murphy, James L , Jr ; Grace. Garland K.; and Rogers, Rudy E..

3,788,045
Thomas. Douglas W , to American Home Products Corporation. Over-

cap safety mechanism for an acroMil container. 3,788,523, CI. 222-

153.000
Thomas. Paul M.: ,SVf—

, B|orn H;Son, Palsson, Jan-

,3.788,033.

P ; and Miller. Edward E.,

Wright, Lawrence W.; Tollesdn, Leon H.; Abrahamson, Daniel P.;

Thomas. Paul M.;andCrile, Eugene E.. 3,789,101.

Thomas 1970 Trust. The. mesne; See—
Wright, Lawrence W.; Tollcson, Leon H.; Abrahamson, Diiniel P.;

Thomas, Paul M.; and Crile, Eugene £., 3,789,101

.

Thommes, Stefan: 5ff

—

Schneider. Wolfgang; Piekarek, Egbert Diethelm; and Thommes,
Stefan, 3,788,580.

Thompson, Darrcll R.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Coating compositions containing polymeric dispersing aids.

3.788,946. CI. 252-62.540.

Thompson. David F.; .SVf

—

Szcvcrcnyi, Nikolaus A ; and Thompson. David F., 3,789,338.

Thompson, Kenneth N.; Johnson. Richard A.; and Lloyd, Norman E.,

to Standard Brands. Incorporated. Process for isomerizing glucose to

fructose 3.788.445. CI. 195-3 I.OOf.

Thomstin. John Ira; and Henslcy. Ralph T.. 10'* to Lee. Raymond, Or-

ganization, Inc.. The. Roll paper dispenser. 3,788,573. CI. 242-

55.200.

Thomson. Richard Noel: .SVf—

Brown. William David; and Thomson. Richard Noel. 3.788.651.

Thomson'-CSE: .SVf

—

Delphin. Pierre P.; and Pcironet, Pierre R.. 3,789,335.

Kervizic. Jacques; Masic, Rene. Shrpff. Arvind; and Warnecke.

Robert Jean. 3.789.253.

Gstrowsky. Daniel B.;and Spitz. Erich, 3.789.318.

Thorn Electrical Industries. Limited: iff

—

Vause. Arthur Samuel, 3.788,72 1

.

Thornbcrg, Dean S.: Sff

—

/-

Bauer. George B; and Thorn berg. Dean S.. 3,789.414.

Thornblad. Rulf Eilip Gunnar. to Globelite Batteries Canada. Limited.

Storage batteries. 3.788,901. CI. 136-170.000.

Thorntori. Marvin L.; and Riccio. Pasquall R., to Ciba-Gcigy Corpiora-

tion. Compressed air aspirating and propellant actuated fluid

product dispenser. 3.788.525. CI. 222-193.000,

Thornton. Marvin L., and Riccio. Pasquale R., to Ciba-Gcigy Corpora-

tion. Compressed air operated dispenser with mechanical force mul-

Aplyingmcans. 3.788.526. CI. 222-193.000. f

Thorpe, Merle L., to Humphreys Corporation. Method of rock cutting

employing plasma stream. 3,788,703. CI. 299- 1 4.000.

Tiemens. Ulf: Sff

—

Groh. Gunthcr; and Tiemens. Ulf. 3.788.726.

Tilcy, John Wayne: See—
Eritz, William Baird; Tiley. John Wayne; and Sanders. Neil Har-
^ rison. 3.789.263. _ t

,

Tilley, Henry T Hydraulic front-wheel propulsion system for harvest-

ing vehicles. 3.788.4 1 5. CI. l80-26.00r

Tippmer. Kurt; and Laufhutte. Dieter, to Still. Carl. Eirma. Ammonia-
hydrogen sulfidc-cycic scrubbing method for crude coke oven cases.

3.789, 105, CI. 423-234.000.

Tobin, Michael F: .SVf

—

,

Pasek, James E.; Shea, James M.; and Tobin. Michael E..

3.787.945.

Toboll, Carl L. Bulk material handling system. 3.788.702. CI. 298-

22.0ac.

Toczyski, Stcvan Leslaw. Mixing apparatus and method. 3,788,609. CI.

254-5.000.

Tognella. Ugo R: Sff

—

Barkan, Philip; Barton. Robert S.; Skreiner. Klaus M.; and Tognel-

la. Ugo R, 3,784,174.

Tokico Limited: SVf

—

e Katsumori. Teiji, 3.788.433.

Tokusyu Aerosol Company. Ltd.: Sff—
'^

Nishiguchi. Shigeo; andOkatani. Masahiko. 3,788.550.

Tokuyama. Takashi: Sff^
Yoshida, I&ao; Tokuyama. Takashi; Nishimatsu, Shigeru; and

Ikeda.Takahide. 3.787.962.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.. Ltd.: Sff

—

Idei. Gijun; Onoyama. Atsushi; Aihara. Mitsuo; Suzuki. Seigo;

Egawa. Hideharu; and Yamaga, Eilchi, 3,788,058.

Iwase. Nobuo; and Okamura. Soji, 3.789,324.

Sawano, Takahiro; Kabota, Katuhiko; Ando, Masaru; Wada,
Moriyasu; Murayama. Tohru; and Ozawa. Tadayuki. 3,789,275.

Tolleson. Leon H.: Sff—
Wright. Lawrence W.; Tollcson. Leon H.; Abrahamson. Daniel P.;

Thomas. Paul M; and Crile, Eugene E:, 3,789. 101.

Tom inc. Erank: SVf

—

Middleton. Horace;and Tominc. Erank. 3.788.800.

Tomita. Yoshifumi; and Akeyama. Masamoto. to Hitachi. Ltd. Method

of manufacturing shadow masks. 3.787.939. CI. 29-25. 1 10.

Tomiwa, Hiroshi, to Matsuo Electric Company. Chip-shaped, non-

polarized solid state electrolytic capacitor and method of making

same. 3.787.961 .CI. 29-570,000,

Tonkin. Kenneth J.: Sff

—

Laben. Wallace J.; and Tonkin. Kenneth J,. 3.788.220.

TOrii. Michihiro: SVf—
Kobayashi, Sethin; Torii; Michihiro; and Okuda. Masanao.

3.788.924. *

Tornquist. NiN M.; Kneeland, Howard; and Sessions. William K., Jr.,to

New England Clock Company. Illuminated dial watch. 3.788,061,

CI. 58-50.00r.

Toroid Corporation: Sff

—

Paclian. Owen; Rister. Donald R.; and Kellar, Richard L..

, 3.788.133.
'

'

Torringlon Company, The: See—
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Ailing. Richard L. 3.788.715. .- .
; •

. •

Fazzani. Raymond John. 3.788.1 16.

Toth Steve to Ford Motor Company. Valve stem oil seal and lubrica-

tor 3.788.295. CI I23-I88.00p

Towne Dclbert D. and Zell. Michael N. to International BusinesN

Machines Corporation Speed control for stepper motors by torque

transfer 3.789.286. CI 318-696 000.

Towner Manufacturing Company See—

Hcckathorn.LoydE. 3.787.989. .

Towns Marion L . to Honeywell Informatum Systems. Inc Apparatus

for "deskewing data signals in a multi track' recording system

3.789.400. CI 340-174 10b

Tovama. Kunio 5*?—
. , r i

Izawa. Shinichi, Toyama. Kunio. Sugawara. Yoshiaki. Fanaka.

Tsutomu. and Okamoto. Hidehiro. 3.789.054

ToyoScikanKaisha.Ltd.: .S*^.--
,tu,. „o.

kishimoto. Akira. Kirata. Sadao. and Ueno. Hiroshi. 3.789 .085

Trans-Canada Resources Ltd ; See—
Taylor, James B .3.788.405

Traubel. Harko. and Kleherl. Wolfgang, to Bayer Akticngescllschaft

Microporous sheet structure 3.789.027. CI 260-2 5ay

Traubel. Harro. Weber. Karl Arnold. Koch.Ottifc. and Konig. Klaus, lo

Bayer Aktiengescllschafl Fiber fleeces and synthetic leathers

3.788.887. CI 1 17-135 500

Trease. Ralph E See—
Reith^r. Thomas D; and Treasc. Ralph F . 3.788,321

Trecker.DavidJohn SV*"—
Colomb. Henry Octave, Jr . Treckcr. David John; and Brotherton.

Thomas Kemper. 3.7K9,042

Triggiani. Leonard V . and Sanchez. Moises G. to Grace. W. R .& Co

Process for preparing nvulti-component nuclear fuels 3.789,0 1 3. CI

252-301 10s
- Trihey John Massev. to Vulcan Australi^f Limited Apparatus tor

producing folded strip material 3.788. 121. CI 72-38 I DOO

Trimble Lester B . and Sopinski. Zvgmunt J , to Jo-Line rools. Inc

T*rque wrench 3,7X8.1 32, CI 73-139 000

Tripp, Robert W , to Inductosyn Corp«iration Digital/analog onverter

with amplitude and pulse-width modulation 3.789,393, CI 340-

3470da
Trocino, Frank S Method of extracting wax from bark 3,789.058. C I

260-412 800
True Harry Edward, to Harrico Developments Limited Apparatus tor

printing on textile fabric 3.788,106, CI 18-5 OOd

Trussell Gerald C , to Sun Electric Corporation Select signal engine

diagnosmg apparatus 3.78W,129,C1 73-116t)O0

TRW. Inc See-
MacKenzie. George D. 3.788.997

Tschanen. Hanspeler; See—
Gcng. Peter, Gueniat, RoberK Zollinger, Alfred; l.uscher. Walter.

Schawalder. Hans|org. and Tschanen. Hanspeter. 3.788.368

Tschunt. Edgar, and Ditlrich. Werner, to Siemens Aktiengesellschalt

Device for transporting containers. 3,788,450. CI 198-1 31 (MM)

Tsubosaki. Masaaki .S>f—
Hirose. Hidenori. Tsubosaki. Masaaki, Sugiyama. Masayoshi. Sk

kita, Akira, and Kiti>, Mitsuo, 3.788.503

Tsujino Takuichi. to Freund Inc Co . Ltd Process for the preparatu.n

of enteric medicaments 3.7H9,II7,CI 424-35 (MM)

Tucker, Herbert D.SVc-
.. .. n.

Gray, Thomas J , DeClaire, James H , and Tucker. Herbert D .

3.788.664

Tufts Howard L , to Pvrotector lnci>rp»>rated Fire extinguishing

system and valve for use therewith 3,788,4(M). CI 1 69- 1 1 (MM)

Tune, Robert J . to Eastman Kiulak -Company Phi»lographic element

containing an oil-soluble vinylene brightening agent 3,788,854. CI

96-82000
Tuite. Robert J. Brightening composition containing a hydrophilic col-

'
loid and an oil-soluble vinylene brightening agent 3.789,012, CI

252-301 20w "^

.Fuller, Harold W.;'»^- „ . /„
Curtis, Omer E . Jr ; Tuller. HartWd W.; and Nussbaum. Ralph W

3.789.038

Tura Natale G Devices for piercing tubes in closed pressure systems

and for cKarging the latter 3.788,345, CI 137-318 000

Turtle OucnTin C , to General Signal Corporation Eleclroacouslical

(low mcteringapparatus 3,788, I40,CI 73-194()Oa

Tusch, Nicholas Norbert, Watson, Robert Ian, and Taylor. Jack, to

Colebrand, Limited. Underwater spraying apparatus 3.788.273. CI

118-50 000
Tyler Robert P . to Wallace-Murray Corporation Cutting tools with

round face topth inserts. 3.788.1 82. CI. 83-835.0(M).

U-Line Corporation; iVr

—

.^'

Graves. Richard A. 3.788.089

Uchida. Hidckuni; .S>«'—
, -,u.. .i^u

Ito Shoichi. Ninomiya. Mikio; and Uchida. Hidekum. 3.7K'<.OhK

. Udy Lex Lynn; Jessop. Harvey Allred; and Wasson. Daniel Aaron, to

Ireco Chemicals 3.788.909. CI Aqueous blasting compositions.

Ucda. Nanji: See—
L'jiie. Akira. Shimoyama. Hiroshj. and Ucda. Nanji, 3.788.558.

Ueda. Takeshi: .S^f— a n,xi
Suzuki. Akira. Kinoshita. Shushi; and Ucda. Takeshi. 3.788.903.

Ueda. Toshio: S*-*-—
. ., , -r i.-

Yamazaki. Eiich; Maruyama. Koichi. and Ucda. Toshio.

3.788.200.

Ueno. Hiroshi: 5>*— , ^„,% /.o«
Kishimoto, Akira; Kirata. Sadao; and Ucno. Hiriwhi. 3.789.085

,
3.789.077
Jean-Mane, and

Uiiie Akira to Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kahushiki Kaisha Apparatus for

constructing substantially circular cross section ves.scl by welding

3.788.384. CI 164 252 (HK) ^^ . .

Ujiie Akira. Shimoyama* Hir.«.hi. and Ueda. Nanjl. to Mitsubishiki Ju

kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha and Koike Sanvi Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha

Cutting torch 3.788.558. CI 2.^^424 (MM)

Ultramation Inc .SV«"

—

Sandlm. William C. 3.788,196

l^M C Industries. Inc .SV«-

—

Johnson. Raymond Arthur. 3.788.333

I'meya, Kaiiru Set'—
Susuki.Rmnosuke. Hoshi. Hiriishi. and I'meya, Kaoru. 3,788,919

I ndcrwiMH.1 William, Company St-e —

Malanev, Samuel I . and McManers, John W , 3,788,302

I nger. Burton Abram, to Bell Telephone I aK.ratories. Incorporated

Manufacture and testing .>f thin film circuitry 3.788.91 I. C I 156

3 (MM)

I nifloSv stems Company See—
Bloomlicld, Ri'gcr D , 3,788.231

Union C.irbiilc Corporation SV«-

Callisch. Edward (. . Reed. Denvil E . Jr . and WilliamMin. Ken

nethli: V788,97»*

C ..lomb, Henrv Octave. Jr , I recker, David John, and Brotherton.

Thomas Kemper. 3.789.042

Kosseim. .Mexander J . and Somekh, (leorge S

Kubek. Daniel John, Kosseim. Alexander

Somekh. (ieorge S«>lomon, 3,788,^8(1

Union Speci.il Maschinenfabrik Ci m b H See—
|

Haak.(iunler, 3,788,2^1

I nited Aircraft C'«>rp«»ration See -

BriKk. I arrv D .(iames, John E . and Saunders. John. 3.789.391

Games. John I . V78W,1'*7

Markowski.Stanlev J , 3,788,065

Revnolds. Allan I ,3.789,322

United Kingdom i>f (ireat Britain and Northern Ireland, Secretary ot

State for Defense in Her Britannic Maieslv s (i.nernmeni of the

.S>f—
Carlisle. TK-nis Richard, and Nich.ils. J.»hn Joseph. 3.788.067

United McGill C"orporatii>n See—
Lyon. Richards . and I von. Ralph 1 .3,789,109

United Recording Electronics Industries .V«r

-

Putnam. Milton T . and C\>opcr. Duane H .
3,789.328

Ignited States «if America
|

Agriculture See—
Harper. Robert J . Jr . Gaulreaux. Gloria A , Bruno. Joseph S .

and Donoghue, Matthew J ,
3.788.X04

Air Force See —
Blymiller. Arthur L , and Snodgr.iss. John F

Nielsen. Alan H ,3,789.405

Army .S>«- —
Burkness, Donald C . and Warlick. William W .Jr

Conklin. Clement L . Jr . 3.788.35 1

Arm v. mesne .SV«-—
Keenan, Michael Ci , Lynch, William M . and Priedigkcil. John

H . 3,7X9.412

Atomic Energy Commission .SV<-—

Eichner, Fred N , and Kocher. Leo F . 3.789.227

Freedman. Norman S ,
granted to United States Atomic Energy

Commission under the provision of 42 V SC 2182, Horsting.

Carel W . Lawrence, Walter F , and Carrona. John J .

3.787.958
Cioldblatt. Maxwell, and Mclnteer, Berthus B ,

\,788,814

CiolOie. Charles H , and Fernald. Robert A ,
3.7K9,2 1 4

Krawet/, Barton, Long, Jack B. and MiK>ney. Leonard J.

3.789,321

Manceb,.. Lloyd, 3,7X4.3 10

Marklev.FmlevW .3.788.482

Rhodes'.CharlesK .3.789,319

Schreiber. Hans. 3.788.305

Health, Education and Welfare .SV«'—
N«»ble, Jack E , and Johnston, Richard P

Interior See—
\

Kohl, Arthur L ,3,788,953

Reimers, George W , Rholl. Stephen A , and Khalafalla. Sanaa

E. 3.788.465

National Aeronautics and Space Administration; See—

Gause. Raymond L . and CJIenn.C. G , 3.788.163

Lewers. William G.. 3.788.390

Moore. Thomas J . and Holko. Kenneth H.. 3.787.959,

Navy: See—
Behrendt, John W
Breglia. Denis R

3.788.733.

Br.>wn. Malcolm B . 3.788.680

CHfton. John R . and Edwards. Gary S. 3.788.227

Coleman. H Pans. 3.789.41 7

Dixon. Earl, and luindry, Norman Richard,. 3,789,330.

Fcldman, David W, and Slone, James C, Jr, 3,789,351.

Friedman, Moshe, and Herndon. Melvin. 3.789,257.

Hoffman. Eric J . and Loessi. Jack C . 3.789.303.

Hunter, Earl Kent, and Smith. Don G . 3.789.353.

Lile. Derek L . and Collins. David A.. 3,789,369.

Marrero, Michael T. 3.789.305

Murphrec. Francis J , 3,789,128.

Plizak. Bruno T . 3,788.393.

,
3.789.394

3.789.390

. 3.788,772.

.3.789.401
Mohon, Windell N , and Muls»>n, Joseph F.

^
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Roberts, Donald W. 3,788,262.

Rolle, Albert!. ,3,789,350

Smith, Lloyd M , and Sayano, Kanji Frank. 3.789.410.

St Amand. Pierre, and Koff. Irvvin. 3,788.543

Sternberg. Ronald Frederick. Koppelmann. Roger Fred; and
Mill.RolfK .3.789.354

Tennyson. Jamys J .3.788.255

UiMed States Steel Corporation: .SV*"—

Helwig. Lawrence E . and Murray. Michael V . 3.788.877

tinitika Kabus^iiki Kaisha: See—
Matsumura.Wakuo. 3.788.789

Universal Instruments Corporation; .SV<-—

Ackerman. Daniel W. 3.788.367

Universal Oil Products Company: See— ,
Donaldson. George R.. 3.788,975.

University of Virginia, The; .Sc*"—
Gamer, John L, 3,788,468.

I'pdikc. Stuart J .S«'f—
Hitks, George P ,and Updike, Stuart J , 3,788,950.

Upge4iotirth.Angelika.SVf—
W eber. Rudolf, and Upgenoorth. Angehka. 3,789.002.

Upjohn Company. The .SVf—
Killinger, Fred M , 3,788,369

US Amada, Ltd.. .SV«"—
Daniels, Dennis, 3.788,760

U.S Philips Corporation .SV<' —
Groh,Gunther.and Tiemens, I If, 3,7x5,726 *

Polman, Jan, \an der Werf, Jan Evert, and Drop. Peter Cornelis,

3,789,:(.6 I

Vollhardt, Dietrich, 3,7X9,272

Usui, Kei/auhuro, and Yamaguchi, Michio, to Nissan Motor Ct>mpany,

Limited Safety device for motor vehicle. 3,788,669, CI. 280-

15()0ab

I ycda, 1 om M.: See—
Milctte, Kenneth A , Uyeda. loin M . and Quinlana. F-.lias D.^

3.788.342
Vaala. Allen R Ste-

Mad|id. \bdiil M.imul, Va.il.i. Allen R , Anderson, Walter F , Jr.,

and Pedulla, Joseph, Jr , 3,7X8,8 IX

Valente, Raymond L , and Bonomo, Otto A , to Manco Mfg. Co. Auto
space mechanism for fabricating apparatus. 3,787,947, CI. 29-

208 00c
Vallier, Raymond (i , to Western States Jtnvelopc Company. Cutting

press 3.7XX,179,CI X3-437(MM)

V alvassiin, Alberto .S«'«' —
Longi, Paolo. Cameli. Na//areno. Valvassori, Alberto, Parodi,

SandroandCervi, Remo, 3,7X9,036

Van den Bulcke, Emile Oscar Julien Method and apparatus for cooling

wire rod 3,788,618, CI 266-3 OOr
Van der Kolk, Hans-Jurgen. to Bosch, Robert, Ci.m b.H Hydraulic

control and regulating apparatus for an adjustable pump. 3,788,773,

CI 417-213 000
van der l.inde, Aart. See—

Piepers, C>i|sbrecht Gerhardus, Vons, Leonard Hendrik, van der

Linde, Aart. and l.|hrink, Eduard, 3.7X9,1X4

Van der Werf, Jan Evert .Si-c —
Polman, Jan. Van der Werf, Jan Evert; and Drop, Peter Cornelis,

3,789,266
Van Dommelen, Johannes A W J. See—

Shatto, Howard L , Jr , and Van Dommelen, Johannes A. W J ,

3,788,396

Van Gilst. Carl, to Bangor Punla Operation, Inc Animal enclosure and

gate therefor 3.788,280, CI 1 19-49 (M)0

Van Ciossum. Lucien Janhaptist; See—
Van Paesschen. August Jean. VanGossum, Lucien Janhaptist; and

Preim.Jan Josef. 3.788.856.

Van Heyningen. Roger S: .SV*"—
Hoadley. Harvey O . Wolfe. Robert N . Palmer, Beverly F., and^

Van Heyningen. Roger S . 3.788.1 7 I

van Honk. Leonard R.; See—
Chester, Frank S , Johnson, Claude O., Kavanagh, Ira Keith, and

van Hojik, Leonard R , 3,7XX,1 17

Van Laar, Jacobus, and Felthuis, Jacob, to Hoogovens Ijmuidcn B.V.

Furnace. 3, 788,622, CI 266-32000
Van Lookeren Campagne, Nicolaas. to Shell Oil Company Process

and waste-heat boiler for cooling soot-containing synthesis gas.

3.788.281. CI. 122-7O0r
Van Paesschen. August Jean. Van Gossum. Lucien Janhaptist. and

Preim. Jan Josef, to Agfa-Gevaert N V. Plural coated sheet material

containing photosensitive semiconductive particles. 3.788,856. CI

96-87 OOr.
"

Van Poucke. Raphael Kare|. and Pollet. Robert Joseph, to Agfa-

Gevaert N.V. Method of incorporating photographic adjuvants into

hydrophilic colloids 3.788,857, CI. 96-100000
Van Raaltc, John A, and Christiano, Victor, to RCA Corporation.

Method otproducing a window device. 3,788.892, CI 1 17-212.000,

Vancil, Rayburn D , to Olin Corpt>ration Vehicle safety device

3,788,667, CI. 280-1 50.0ab.

Vancini, Carlo A.: -See

—

Arnold, Orlan M ; and Vancini, Carlo A , 3,788,045.

Varney, Robert E., to EMC Corporation. Inclined conveyor for han-

dling fragile articles. 3,788,453. CI 198-153.000.

Varnum. James M .: i>«"—
Arp, Leon J.; and Varnum. James M.. 3.788.3 I 3.

Vartanian. Perry H., Jr.; Markaris. Michael J.; and Anderson, Carl P..

to SCM Corp<iration. Editing typewriter with corresponding motion

of recorder elements. 3,788.441 . CI. 197-1.OOr

Vasel, Alfred W.. to Pyrotector, Incorporated. Smoke detector witK

means (pr compensating (pr variations in light source brightness due
1o line voltage variations. 3,789,383, CI. 340-237.00s.

Vause, Arthur Samuel, to TKorn Electrical Industries, Limited Electri-

cally conductive components 3,788.72 1 , CI. 3 1 6- 1 7.000.

Vddeholms Aktiebol AG: See—
Holm. Kurt Anders. 3,788.459.

Veen, James C . Jr.. to Hillsdale Industries, Inc. Drop away fire vent.

^.788.0 13. CI. 52-1.0(M)

Velten. Walter: See—
Goehle. Rolf; Velten. Walter; andtCnirsch. Gunther. 3.789.334.

Verbiivcn, Ghislain Felix Alfons Arthur: See—
Schenkels, Ferdinand Jose Mariaf and Vcrbovcn, Ghislain FeUx

Alfons Arthur, 3,788,754.

Vercillo, Peter A , to Continental Can Company, Inc. Closures with

corrosion halting means. 3,788,508, CI. 2 1 5-40.000.'

Veres, Frank; See—
Austin, Lewis M., Denman, Robert R.; G'Donncll, Thomas P., anfl

'

Veres. Frank, 3.788,828.

Verner, Dalton R.. to Colt Industries Operating Corporation. Ap-

paratus for electrical discharge machining employing periodic ex-

tended pulse off time 3,789, 1 82, CI 2 19-69.OOc
' Verth, J<iachim Zur; .SV«"

—

Verth, Joachim Zur; and Prymelski, Franz, 3,788,870.

Verth, Joachim Zur; and Prymelski, Franz, to Verth. Joachim Zur.

Xylolith building boards and sheets. 3,788,870, CI. 106-108.000.

Vickland, Jack M., to Philco-Ford Corporation. Apparatus for

wrapping cables or the like and a rotatable antenna utilizing the

same 3,789,4 15, CI 343-763.000
Victor Company of Japan, Limited: See—

Negishi,Kazuo, 3,789,139.

Victor Complometer Corporation: See—

.

- Hale. James C, 3,788,298.

Victi>r Ci>mptometeT Corporation: See—
Bear, Fred B; and Jefferey, Owen E, 3.787,984.

Victoria Industries, Ltd.: .SV^

—

Cameron, Clyde Eraser, 3,788,604.

Vilagi, Burton J.; and Stumphauzer, William C to Nordson Corpora-

tion. Apparatus fi>r emplacing seals, to closures for containers.

3,788,564, CI. 239-553.500.

Vincent, Marcel, to Coleman Company, Inc., The. Snowmobile

suspension system. 3,788,4 1 2, CI. 1 8O-5.O0r.

Vjecsner, Paul Envelope lock. 3,788.539. CI. 229-77.000.

Vogel. Norbert G.. Jr.: See—
Heller, Lawrence G.; and Vogel, Norbert G., Jr , 3,789,3 1 2.

Vogel, Ralph A Vertical melting furnace. 3,788,623, CI. 266-3 3.00r.

Vogler, Willy: .SV.—

Erick, Heinrich; Haider, Njklaus; and Vogler. Willy. 3.789.086.

Volgstadt. Frank R.; and Semancik. John R . to Diamond Shamrock
Corporation Regulation of the viscosity increase in chemically

thickened unsaturated polyester formulations 3,789,030, CI. 260-

29 6nr.

Vollhardt, Dietrich, to U.S. Philips Coi^iration. Circuit arrangement

for rhythmic, intermittent operation of separate magnets. 3,789.272.

CI. 317-137.000.

Voipe, Richard L , to Rockwell International Corporation Loom reed

motion 3,788,359, CI. I 39-26.0(M).

Von der Pfordten, Hans J. Method for growing monocultures.

3,788,95 LCI. 195-120.000

Von Duprin, Inc.: See—
Zawadzki, George Z, 3,788,687.

Von Grunbcrg, Hubertus; Fink, Werner, and Kircher, Dieter, to ITT.

Industries, Inc. Antiskid control system. 3,788,7 10, CI. 303-2 l.OOf

Vons, Leonard Hendrik: See—
Piepers, Gijsbrecht Gerhardys, Vons, Leonard Hendrik; van der

Linde. Aart; and Ljbrink. Eduard. 3.789. 1 84

Voss. Herman. Materials handling scoop 3,788,507, CI. 214-620.000.

Vulcan i^ustralia Limited: See—
Trihey, John Massey, 3,788,121.

Wada, Moriyasu; AVe—
Sawano, Takahiro; Kabota, Katuhiko; Ando. Masaru, Wada,

Moriyasu; Murayama, Tohru; and Ozawa. Tadayuki. 3,789.275.

Wagers, William O.: See—
Erappier, Robert H.; Tanner, Hal W., Jr.; and Wagers, William O.,

3.788,920.

Wagner, Donald M , to General Electric Company. Photographic

lighting unit. 3,789,2 1 2, CI 240-52.00r

Wagner, John R.: See—
Kirschstein, Werner P.; and Wagner, Jd>in R., 3.788,1 25.

Wagner. Robert F ; Kubiak. Edward J.; and Rollo. Edward J . Jr.. to

General American Transportation Corporation. Toilet and waste

storagesystem 3.787.901. CI 4-10 000
Wakeman. Alfred W.; and Manierre. Robert L.. to Audio Devices. Inc.

Endless tape cartridge. 3.788.574. CI. 242-55. 19a.

Walden. Noel Harry Fred: See—
Knight. Lindsay Charles; Finch. Colin Maxwell; Walden. Noel

Harry Fred, and Racz, George, 3.788,748.

Walden, Robert Henry: See— -

Krambeck, Robert Harold; and Walden, Robert Henry, 3,789,267.

c^
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Waldron Richard A.; and Stem. Ernest, said Stern assor to Mas-

icrsitV. institute of Technology M.cro-acous,.c wavegu.dc

3.789.327. CI 333-30.00r.
, 7B7 RQ8 CI 2-

Waiker. Charles F. Writing faciliUting glove 3.787.898. tl. 2

wlncef%arrell W . to Ph.ll.ps Petroleum Company. Ox.dat.ve

dehydrogcnat.on c,ulysts..3.789.01 7. CI. 252-437.000.

^""^nSimm.'iliSrL . Walker. Dav.d D . and M.les. W.lbur N .

J.788.658..

^••DaJir'R«dolphrOn.sh.. Roy K. and Walker. Donald F.

Walke/.-pelerilbert. and HumpoleU, J"«-/-«»^,»«
'"^"cT'Tt"?

Computers L.m.ted Dcpos.tcd str.p heads. 3.789.158. CI 179

100.20c.

Wallace-Murray CorperaLon: S*r—

Tyler. Robert P.. 3.788.182. . ,

Ward. Bennie Ray. Jr: S*^— *
, too a->A

Singleton, Ogle R . Jr ; and Ward. Benn.e Ray. Jr .
3,788.824

Ward John Joseph Bernard; S*f—
Chr.st.e. Ian Robert Arthur, and Ward. John Joseph Bernard.

3 788 957

Wareing. Kenneth Flasher switch with outage indicat.on 3.789.232.

CI. 307-IO.Ols

Warlick. William W. Jr.: S«-
, , ibq ion

Burkness. Donald C . and Warlick. W.ll.am W . Jr .
3.789.390

Warnecke Robert Jean. 5*<—
. ... ,

Kervtzic. Jacques; Mas.c. Rene; Shroff. Arvind; and Warnecke.

Robert Jean. 3,789.253

Warner & Swasey Company. The; 5**—

Novkov. Raymond E. 3.787.94 1

.

Warner-Lambert Company; S**— ,,„„,,,
Ercoh. Alberto; and Card.. R.naldo. 3.789 121. .,,.__„ „,

Wartes. Richard M Multifunctional pegged furniture 3.788.70O. tl

297-442 000
Washabaugh. Edward Peter. Jr;S«'*—

. d—„, .r

Washabaugh. William E ; and Washabaugh. Edward Peter. Jr .

3.788,080 . „ , K, .u A
Washabaugh.,William E . and Washabaugh. Edward Peter. Jr Method

of const^u^tmg concrete manholes having sealed jomts with p.pe>

connected thereto 3.788.080. C». 61-2.000.

Wasson. Daniel Aaron; S**— • r»™-i-i

Ud; Lex Lynn; Jessbp. Harvey Allred. and Wasson. Daniel

Aaron. 3-.788.909
i 7«7 ggs CI 43

Watanabe. Mike fukuichi Outrigger line release 3.787.995. tl 4J

W«anabe Teruj.; Fuku.. Takasukc. and Suzuki. Shizuo. to Kokusai

Denshin Denwa Kabushik. Ka.sha Magnetic ^en*"' "^'"8 ^ ^^''^'r^l

rically excited second harmonic oscillator 3.789.234. «,!. JU/-

wSfe^'klmer Dale, to McDonnell Douglas ^^'P^^''^",!"^";"^;"''

structural support with heal pipe stabilization 3.788.389. tl io.>-

45 000
Watson. Donald W; S**'—

. ,., . ri.,„,i,i W
Polit. Neil A . Snowdon, Donald ft.^and Watson. Donald W .

3.788,921

Watson. Robert Ian; S«*— „ ^ ., »,i T..^i.,r lick
Tusch. Nicholas Norbcrt; Watson. Robert Ian; and Taylor. Jack.

Waysman.**sLL S. to Koor Chemicals Ltd Road marking

3.788.879. CI I 17-68 500

Wean United. Inc; 5^f— '

Adair. James R ,3.788,181. •

Shumaker. Charles Storer, 3.788,534 ^ , ,

Webb Wells A , and Baker. Freling E Car loading method and ap-

oaratus 3 788.496.CI 2I4-6.00C

We^r Bernard R; and Wendt. David W , to Wesbar Corporation

Vehiclelamp 3,789,209. CI 240-7. lOr

Weber Carl; Shroyer. Larry L ; and Baker. James T «" P-8---
Dynamics. Inc Recessed lighted assist- bar 3.789.210. CI, 240

7 300

?'T;aubeL^H7r'.i;'w7ber. Karl-Arnold. Koch. Otto, and Konig.

Klaus. 3.788.887
.. , * r- ^ <- ™ K H

Weber. Rudolf; and Upgenoorth. Angelika, to Henkcl A J-e
G_ m bJ^.

Solid pulverulent to granular compositions eontaining bleachmg ac

tivators. 3,789.002. CI. 252-99.000.

Weber. Willi: See—
Schaumann. Anton; and Weber. Willi. 3.789.394.

Wegmiller.Gary R :S**-
.. ^ d i laa 114

Sarageno. Ignatius B . and Wegmiller. Gary R .
3.788"*

Wehl Glenn E. to Portage Electric Products. Inc Thermostatic

switch 3 789.339. CL 33795 000
. , ,

Weigert. Wolfgang Deutsche Gold- und SilberScheidcanstalt vormals

"
G^llIelrnVn";. Gunter: Schreycr. Gerd; and We.gcrt Wolfing

Deutsche Gold und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler,

3 789 114'
Weimer' Paul Kkssler, to RCA Corporation Bucket brigade scanning

of senior array. 3,789,240. CI. 307-223.00c.

'^"'"utrAlf^'dTlsernhagen, Fritz; We.se. Lutz. and Re.necke. Er.ch.

3,788.592.

We.s.nger. Martin Donald, to General Dynamics Co^rat.on. Method

of manufacturing boron aluminum composite tubes 3.788.92ft. Cl

wL's!." Gecl^ Front placket for female's blouse 3.787.896. CI 2-

106.0OO. 1 .

Weiss. Steven M: .?«-
, -,«« fi«.o

Batdorf. Jack B. and Weiss, Steven M .3,788,869

Wcisz William, to Singer Company, The Sewing machine having a

pltfral.ty of intelligence record systems associated therewith

3 788 249.CI. 112-158.00r

Wcik Horace B . Jr . to Casco Products Corporation Huidic driver

alertness system 3.788.357, CI. 1 37-805 000

Wellman, R^ssc. F , and Crystal, Richard G , ^^^:^^^^^^
Pressure fixable elcctrostatagraphic toner 3.7«K,VV4. «. i .. -

Welu'^Ronald L , to Ethyl Corporation. Brazed foamed metal

3 788.823. CI 29197 000
]

^•^'•^::;SU: J^'MacMuUin. Robert B .
Lewis. William E

;
and

Welty. Alberts. Jr. 3.7S8.978
^ _ .u,

Weman Per Olof, to Klippan CimhH Inflatable air bag for "»>U ^ vch..

cks for attenuating the impact effcc, of the passenger m case of ac

cident 3,788,663. CI 280-l50()ab

^
"^"We^r: BemardV. and Wendt. David W.. 3.789.2U9

"^"!:;:;ir'Sh:mrEngelsmann. D.ete., ^^-scK Joser Larui^

brcchl. Franz. Mullcr. Rudolt. Wcnper. Wolfgang, and

Wiedemann, Otto. 3.7K4. 1 S7

Wenzel. Werner, and Chaussy. Icon-Michel, to R»';^'"7f ^
J*';'""^

kohlenwerke AG MclhiHl of removing vaporized load from gases

after contact with liquid lead 3.788,838, CI 75-77 (KH).

Werneke, Michael Francis, to American Cy^"^™'^^^^";^"";:, '^':;
i^

tion process for recovering molybdenum 3,788,467. tl -t)v

Wc^nV^Hans. to Siemens-Albis Aktiengcscllschaft Apparatus for

s.multaneouslv transmuting and f^-^«--'^^"P
-"r

r^'',:)'
"""'"*' "*'"-

mittedandreceivedwaves 3.789.406. CI 343- lOOOOr

Wesbar Corp<nation S><'—
, -,o., -.-.o

Weber, Bernard R. and Wendt, David W. 3.789.21)9
^

West Benjamin W . to California Controls Company Block and vent

valve 3.788.350. CI 137-596 180

West James I . Jr . to Charter Enterprises,

3,788,086,CI 61-41 00a

West Virginia Armature Company: See—
De Brick, Erie, 3,789,346

Westacott, Harry L; S*.*"—

Meyer, Robert J , and Westacott. Harry l.

Westberg, Johan Eric Haydcn .Sf*

—

. .., ^ , u c^.
Fahlman, Gosta H . Lundborg. Gunnar. and Westberg. Johan FrK

Hayden. 3.788,3 11

Western Electric Company. liicorporated_.Sr|r-
» 7wu -.os

Balchunas. William Clement, and Mila. Jose Antonio, 3, 789 9?

Brown. William B . Besnyo. George Frank, ind Hornor. Fugcne

Marshall, 3,788,213
. », ,.

Garrett. Carl Eugene. Kmsley. William Hcnr>. Jr
.
and Moody,

Larry Dean. 3.789.099

Western States Envelope Company .SV^—

Vallier, Raymond G. 3.788,179

Westinghouse Air Brake Company St-r-

Glass, William H , and Bridigum. Robert J ,
3.788.769.

Westinghouse Brcmsen und Apparatchau GmbH .V<-

Klatt. Alfred. Isernhagen. Fnt/. Wc.sc. Lu./. and Rcincckc. Erich.

3.788.592
Westinghouse Canada Limited .S«-—

Oldfield, Eric, 3.789,280

Westinghouse Electric Corporation; See-
.

Bednarczyk, Julian F . and Gate. James M .
3.7KK, /ft /

Bell Heinz G and Stepper. Heinz J ,
3,78'».25^

Blackwell. Robert F .3.788.141

Carbuny. Max. 3.788.742

Fleischmann. Lewis W .3.788.310

Freeze.John A .3.789.293

Gabriel. Frank K. 3.788.143
,7«onid

Graff Eugene A . and Heytmcijcr. Herman R .
3.789.014

Lenhoff. John G.Jr .3.789.389

Newell.GeorgeF. 3.789.137

Osmundsen. Norman K .
3.78V.256

Sheppard. Harry R. 3.789.337

Taylor. John W. Jr. 3.789.396 .
, ,„o ,,c

Yannopoulos. Lympcrios N ; and Pcbler, Alfred R ,
3.788,725

W estvaco Corporation See—
Ball Frank J , 3,789,1 10

Falkehag, Stcn I.; and Braddon. David V.. 3.789.043^

Falkehai. Sten. 11. and Bailey. Carl W . 111. 3.788,808

Wheclabrator-Frye.Inc S*-*-— .... » a ka

Fox. Everett D . Schaefcr. John- P.. and Leiiaert. Raymond M .

3 788 4''7
<

Wheelock. George L.. to Goodrich. B F . Company. The Impregna.

mg nonwovens with an alky I aery late polymer-carboxylic polymer

latex. 3.788.878.C1 117-62 200.

Whirlpool Corptiration: 5^^—

Domer. John T. 3.788.300

White. Richard M; S^*—

Inc Protective baincr

3.788.349
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Rostler. Fritz S., White. Richard M.; and Newton, Jack W..

3.788.883.

White. Robert A: S<<—
Fusco. Ralph L. and White. Robert A. 3.788.21 8.

While. Robert P ; See—
Meier, Carl H; and White, Robert P., 3,789.195.

W hite. Robert W: .Sff—

Schcidl. James E . and While. Robert W.. 3.788.401

.

Whited, D. E.. to Shell Oil Company. Tape staging bins for data center.

3.788.719. CI. 312-198 000.

Whiltaker Corporation: See—
Johnson. Robert E. 3.788.629.

Whiltaker Corporation, mesne: See—
Mullio.Norbert v., 3.788,871.

Wiechcrl, Rudolf, and Neumann, Friedmund, to Schering AG. 4,6-

Dichlor-A4.6-steroids and method of making and using the same.

3,789.087. CI 260-397.300

Wiedemann. Olio See—
Greiner. Joachim. Engelsmann. Dieter; Gersch. Josef; Land-

brechl. Franz; Muller. Rudolf; Wenger. Wolfgang; and

Wiedemann. Otto. 3,789,1 57

Wicland. Walter, to Langeh & Company. Hydraulic reservoir.

3,788.627. CI 267-64 000.

Wicnckc. Frederick L ; See—
Crandall. Charles B , and Wienekc, Frederick L., 3,787,938.

Wierzbicki. Julian J; .V*"?—
Hough, Harold L . and Wierzbicki, Julian J , 3,788,560. •

Wicssner. Willi, to Leitz. Ernst. GmbH Viewfinder for single lens

reflex cameras 3.788.202. CI 95-1 I OOv
Wilander. Roger R D Ground level loading trailer 3.788.675. CI.

280-43 1 10

Wilbotn. Wolfgang .SVf—

Klatt. Peter; Seeger. Karl, and Wilborn. Wolfgang. 3.788.296.

Wilder. Thomas C ; See—
Agar*al. Jagdish C; and WilJer. Thomas C. 3,788.84 1

.

Wilk. Harold G; See—
Shuey, Scott James; Smith, Wallace Leiand. and Wilk. Harold G..

3.788.764
W litems. Jozef Frans; See—

l)e Cat. Arthur Henri; Scis, Francis Jeanne; Pollet, Robert Joseph;

and Willcms. Jozef Frans, 3,788.850.

Willcms, Jozef Frans, Scls. Francis Jeanne, Pollet, Robert Joseph, and

^ Do Cat. Arthur Henri, ti) Agfa-Gevacrl N V Surface-active com-

pounds used as coating aids in film-forming compositions.

3.788.851. CI. 9ft-67(MK)

Williams. Fred. .SV*"—
Yacki\k, Charles, and Williams. Fred. 3.788.008.

Williams. Thurston V . and Cheever, Leo H , to OK Tool Company.

The Controlled tool for machining compound surfaces. 3,788,009,

CI 51-5 000.

Williams»)n.Kenneth D ; See—
Caflisch. Edward G.. Reed, Denvil E., Jr.; and Williamson, Ken-

neth D .3.788.979.

Williamson. Robert W Forming tool and fixture therefor. 3.788.177,

CI 83 454 000
,

Willinger. Allan H ; and Dinncrslein. Albert J . to Metaframe Corpora-

tion Animal exerciser and activity device 3.788.277. CI 119-

29 000
Wilhs. Floyd H . 20'^i to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.. The. Ex-

haust device for automotive vehicles 3.788.4 1 7, CI 180-64.00a.

Willis. Wesley Nelson .SVf—
Lcnaeris. George VicU)r. Laing. Graham Sterling; Morrell. Ronald

Joseph, and Willis. Wesley Nelson. 3.789.34^

Wilner. Leslie B , to Becton, Dickinson Flectronic?i Company Low
cost resistance gauge acceleromater. 3.788,149, CI. 73-51 T.OOr.

Wilst)n Billy Fred, to Dresser Industries. Inc Mud cake compensated

neutron loggmg system 3,789,2 19, CI 250-264 000.

Wilson. Calvin L . to Reynolds Metals Company. MelhAd of making ar-

ticle-supporting wall for cooking pan. 3,787.955. CI. 29-432.200.

Wilson; David C ; and Smith. Ora E . to Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. Impact sensor and coder apparatus 3.788.466. CI. 209-

79 000
Wilson. John C; S*^—

Brock, Robert James; Hansen. Paul Bernard; and Wilson. John C.
3.788.936.

Wilson, Raymond F ; .<><"f—

Peck. Reese A; and Wilson. Raymond F. 3.788,970.

Wilson. Robert J . to General Motors Corporation. Firing circuit.

3.788,228. CI. 106-70 :0r

Windish, Thomas J ; See—
Klebe. Johann F.;and Windish. Thomas J.. 3.789.052.

Winslcad. Thomas W Continuous method of manufacturing articles

from foamed thermoplastic material 3.789.095. CI. 264-5 1 .000.

Winter. Peter, to Brown. Bovcri & Company Limited. Static converter

arrangement 3.789.233. CI. 307-17.000.

Winterberg. Felix: .S^e—

Silbereisen, Hermann; Winterberg. Felix; and Ginzel. Severin.

3,788.787.
Winters, William C ; See-

Durst, Jack R ; and Winters, William C, 3,788.86 1

.

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation: See—
Goering. Harlan L.. Eikenberry. John N . and Koermcr. Gerald S..

3.789.060.

Vai've.

Wise, Eugene H., to Sloane, R. & G., Manufacturing Company. Inc.

Method of forming a lap joint between tubular articles of ther-

moplastic material. 3,788,928, CI. 156-294.000.

Wismer, Marco; and Prucnal, Paul J., to PPG Industries. Inc. Aziridine-

diisocyanate adduct modified compositions. 3,789,034, CI. 260-

77.5am.
Wittenbach, Gerald R.: See—

Kropscott. Earle L.; and Wittenbach, Gerald R., 3,789.100.

Wolfe, Robert N.: .S>e—

Hoadley, Harvey O.; Wolfe. Robert N.; Palmer, Beverly F.; and

Van Hcyningen, Roger S., 3.788,1 7 1

.

Wolfrum, Gerhard: 5ee—
Kalz, Dietmar; Wolfrum, Gerhard; and Neeff, RuXger, 3,788,8 10.

Wolk, Ronald H.; Chervenak, Michael C; and Alpert, Seymour B., to

Hydrocarbon Research. Inc. High conversion hydrogenation.

3.788.973. CI. 208-59.000.

Wolverine Industries, Inc.: See—
Teggelaar, Claude, and De Bruyn. William T.. 3,788,006.

Wong, Philip Chock-Yueh: See—
Dumstorff, Eugene Francis; Iverson, John Howard; Schloss, Phillip

Christian; and Wong, Philip Chock-Yueh, 3,789,367.

Wood, Charles: See—
Schottmiller. John Charles; and Wood, Charles, 3,788,889.

Wood. Derek John, to Imperial Chemical Industries, Limited.

3.788,355, CI. 137-625.110.

Wood Industries, Inc.: See—
Fusco, Ralph L.; and White, Robert A., 3.788,2 1 8.

Woodward. John W.; See-
Jacobs. Melvin A.; and Woodward, John W., 3,789, 1 50.

Work Right Products, Inc.: See—
Ryslad, Arnold O, 3,787.936.

Worrix. Matthew L.: See-
Cole. David R.;and Worrix. Matthew L. 3.789,172.

Wrenner. Warren R.: See-
Baldwin. Edwin C; and Wrenner, Warren R., 3,789,1 85.

Wright, Barry, Corporation: See—
Holz. Kenneth J., Jr.; Steiner, Edward; and Fox, Gary L.,

3,788.628.

Wright. Lawrence W.; ISollcson, Leon H.; Abrahamson, Daniel P.;

Thomas, Paul M.; and Crile, Eugene E.. to Thomas 1970 Trust, The,

mesne. Panel manufacturing machine and method. 3,789,101, CI.

264-261.000.
Wroblewski. Henry A.: See—

Klebe. Johann F.; and Wroblewski. Henry A., 3.789,055.

Wroblewski. Richard J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Strip take-up

threading device. 3.788.572. CI. 242-210.000.

Wu. Tao-Yuan, to Ford Motor Company. Unitized distributor vacuum

spark advance control valvcf with regulator. 3.788,291. ,Cf. 123-

117.00a.

Wu, Te-Hsiung. Voltage regulating device for vehicles. 3,789,287, CI.

320-48.000.

Wyzsza Szkola Inzynicrska: See—
Chomczyk, Wlodzimierz; and Chilimoniuk, Wlodzimierz,

3,788,780.

I Xerox Corporation: -See

—

Coriale. Samuel D, 3.788,739.

Detig. Robert H.. 3.788.873.

Emerson. William C. 3.788.454.

Hanson. William J. 3.788.275.

Kidd. Wayne L. 3.788.737.

Komp. Richard J.. 3.789.216.

Leder. Lewis B.. 3.789.225.

Polit. Neil A.; Snowdon. Donald R..; and Watson. Donald W.,

3,788,921.
Rhodes, Warren L., 3.788,203.

Schottmiller. John Charles; and Wood, Charles, 3,788,889.

Shogrcn, David K., 3,788,740.

Stemmle. Denis J.. 3.788,640. /

Wellman. Russel E. and Crystal. Richard G., 3.788,994.

Xodar Corporation: See

—

Clough. Roy L. Jr.. 3.788.616.

Yabagida, Yoshio: See

—

Shimazaki. Toshio; Tamei, Fumio; and Yabagidai Yoshio.

3,788,751.

Yackiw, Charles; ^d Williams. Fred, to Schlegel Manufacturing Com-
pany. The. Belt line weather seal. 3.788.008. CI. 49-496.000

Yamada, Masatora. to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company. Limited.

Disposing device for synthetic resin waste. 3,788.567. CI. 241-

247.000.
Yamaga, Eiichi: See

—

Idei, Gijun; Onoyama. Atsushi; Aihara, Mitsuo; Suzuki. Seigo;

Egawa, Hideharu; and Yamaga, Eiichi, 3.788.058.

Yamaguchi. Michio: See—
Usui. Keizauburo; and Yamaguchi. Michio. 3.788,669.

Yamakawa, Choji: See

—

Kitsuda. Tosh.'^uki; Yamakawa. Choji; and Hattori. Kenichi.

3.788.868. -
*

Yamamoto Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—
Soeda. Katsuji. 3.788,250.

Yamamoto, Hiroshi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Synapse, President H.roshi

Yamamoto. Wiring system for group testing apparatus. 3,789,270,

CI. 317-99.000. '
'
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Hiuchi Ltd SeniKronductor device and mcthixi of prixluc.ng the

same 3'.78«.905.a 148-187.000. . ,

Yamamoto. Sadao; S<*—
. ,.

Sato Wasute. Iriko. Fumio. Yamamoto. Sadao. Fujisawa. MUsu

maro. and Hatakeyama.Shigeyuki. 3.788. I99

Yamanaka Masami. to Yamata Scaler Company. Limited. Counting

V balance."3.789.202.Cl 235-151.330.

Yamau Scale Company. Limited: 5*'—

Yamanaka. Masami. 3.78«).202.

reel for fishing 3.788.570. CI 242-84 2
1
r

Yancev.Tlohn W.; S**— _
,

Clancy. Lawrence F ; Lee. Emil B . Jr Smart. William O .
and

Yancey. John W.. 3.788.418 „ «, u .

Yannopoulos. Lymperios N and Pebler. Alfred R . t^ Westinghousc

Electric Corporation Method of dosing an incandescent lamp with a

controlled amount of halogen-containing material 3.788.7.5. tl

316-20 000 - , . ^ 1

Yarnell Charles Trederick. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incur

porated Fabrication of negative electrodes in lead acid batteries

3 788.898. CI 136-27 000 .

. ,

Yazvac. Thomas A . to Square D Company Handle interlock arrange

ment for a pair of electric circuit breakers. 3.789.I6**. CI -Wi-

5000c
Yin. Robert I S*e—

. o oi^
Baker David R. and Yin. Robert I. 3.788.876.

, ^ k l

"ork Donald W . to Clark Etiuipment Company Se^t safety brake

controlsystem 3.788.431. CI 188-109 0<J0
. „«,,

Yoshida Isao. Tokuyama. Takashi. Nishimatsu. Shigeru, and Ikedd

Takahide to Hitachi. Ltd Insulated gate field effect transistors and

method of producing the same 3..787.962. CI. 29.57 1 .000

Yoshida. Miklhiko i><—
, ,oo o.«.

Kurimoto. Masashi. and Yoshida. Mikihiko. 3.788.946.

Y<5shii.Tadashi -S**— v . k..

Matsumuia. Shiro. Shin. Hiroshi; Sugano. J""'«»"'"- ^7,7-
Tadashi. Kuriyama. Yasuhisa. and Komaki. Takeshi. 3.7HV.1 I?

Youmans. Arthur H . to Dresser Industries, Inc Water P">»1"';^"""

system having means to selectively profile vary borehole fluid fiow

3 789 2 I 7. CI. 250-265 000

Youn« David W to EIco Chcmicats Inc CompositKm f.n maintaining

the mtegrit> nfaMueous media 3.789.008. CI 252-180 tMK) •

Yu.Hwa Nien .?*•«•—
, - u m..^

Beausolcil. William F.. Ho. Irving T ; and Yu. H*a Nicn.

3.789.24^7

^uen.KinSun 5**—
Yuen Yat Chucn. and Vuen. Km Sun. 3.788.04.

Yuen Yat Chuen. and Yuen. Km Sun Gas-liquid contacting ap-.

paratus 3.788.042. CI 55-227 000

Yuken Kogyo Company. Ltd See—

lehioka. Hisakazu. 3.788.597

7ahner. John C . to Mobil Oil CorporatK.n Proce» for Mrparat.ng

uranium isotopes 3.788.038. CI 55-17 000 .-

Zaidcn Ho|in Handotai Kenkyu Shinkokai .<;«•«— ^.

Nashi7av»a. Junichi. 3.789.3 1 7

^•'"'ia'gemani'^Hermann. Pedain. Josef, and Zankl. Erich. 3.789.033

^^
Ha"emuniS"Hermann. Pedain. J.^f. and Zankl. Erich. 3.789.033

^""'ia^ema^n' Hermann. Pedain. Josef, and Zankl. Erich. 3.789.033

Zaromb S«.lomon Electr.>chemical power generation apparatus and

,rr:i™,:rz-.".'v.o-rc.,n, ... s..„ .... ^.h .*

Zeiser. Donald K Precision electronic tuning device 3.7KK.IN*; «.i

Zclilin'Edll^rd J Pressure operated m.Hlulating meter for regulating a

nue damper 3.788.795. CI 431-13 (MK).

Zell. Michael N S*'*--
.. .. , ,^ nwo »«#.

rowne. Delbcrt D . and Zell. Michael N .
3.789.286

Zellweger Ltd See

-

Heusser.Eduard. 3.788.138

Zenith Radio Corporation See—
Palac.Ka/im.r. 3.787.937

Zens. JohnF .S«'f —
Noll. JamesL .andZens. JohnF . 3.788.665

|

Zimmer Aklicngesfllschaft See-
u k i „k.«^.«r

Baumann. Reinhold. Kunze. Ernst-Ounter. I

•'""^»'-*'|^^"',V;/-
Robert. Striebich. Alfred, and Rothc. Hans Joachim. 3.789.0.6

Zimmerman. D W . Mfg. Inc See-

Stone. Charles W .3.788.491

Zimmermann.Max .Src-
, -,uu oja

Stracke. Willried.andZimmermann.Max. ^ ;«''-^-»*

Zmimern. Bernard C.loN.id worm fluid flow machines 3.788.7K4.1I

4181 53 (KM) .!.,•:
Zinser Tertilmaschinen Gcsellschaft mit heschranktcr Haftung See-

Haussman. Cierhard. and Schulz. C.unter. 3.788.054,

ZiDP.Otmar .%>«•—
^, 1,1 i .r

Krugir. Cerd. Zipp. Otmar. Keck. Johannes. NKkl. Josef

Machleidt. Hans. Ohnacker. Cierhard. Engelhorn. Robert, and

Puschmann.Sigfrid. 3.789.125.

^'"'SA^--^-. «.'•>-«. ''"""^-- ^'^-^
' -r^:-^f

"•

Schawalder.Hansiorg.and fschanen. Hanspeter. 3.7K8..«h»

Zs«>ldos Frank J . Jr . and Kowalski. Anna Color control .»f water that

isrec.rcula.ed 3.788.982. CI 210-24 tHM)
f„.„.r.-..l

Zucst Max Anchor for attaching dental partial or full artificial

denture 3.7X7.975. CI 32-5 OOO

Zundorf. Dieter See— ^ ^ , ,.

Juntgcn. Harald. Knoblauch. Karl. Zundocf. Dieter, and (.appa.

Gunther. 3.7HK.9«S

Zuppiaer. Paul See— „ . j -»

Schneider. Karl. Cuenoud. Gerard. Bouladon. Gabriel, and Zup

piger. Paul. 3.788,232

2C-2B Corporation See—
Holsinger. Wilmar O . 3.788.965

'^L

,*•

; US'? OF REISSUE PATENTEES ' "
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'' ', TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 29th DAY OF JANUARY, 1974 •

XOTK. Arranged In accortJance with the first significant character or word of the name (In accordance with city and
of th»> oripinal ropistrations.

Eckorle. Otto. \^ar (and tear-) compensating high-pressure
gear pump. Re. 27.901. 1-29-74, 01. 418—71.

Eckerle, Otto. Wear (and tear-) compensating high-pressure
gi-ar pump. Hi-. 27!Kt4, l-2'.t-74. CI. 41S— 71.

Ksti'lle. Weems E., H. Kangel. and P. M. Petrucci. to General
Stienre Corp. i'artlclH counting system. Re. 27,902,
1 29-74. CI. 235—92.

Kluldteoh Corp. : See—
Oslieroff. Cene W. Re. 27.907.

Fogarty. Charles P. Space delivery system. ' Re. 27,903,
1-29-74, CI. 244—1.

Ceneral Sconce Corp. : See—
Estelle, Weems E.. Rangel. and Petrucci. Jte. 27,902.

Midland Ro.s»> Corp. : See—
Whltenian. Donald R. Re. 27,905.

'

.Nutter. Pale E. : See—
Nutter. Irvin E.. and D. E. Re. 27,908.

Nutter, Irvin E., deceased, by the First National Bank and
Trust Co., executor, and D. E. Nutter, 30% to M. C. Nutter.
20'^" to N. N. Pantaleonl. Fluid contact tray. Re. 27,908,
1-29-74, CI. 261—114.

Osheroff. Gene W.. to Fluidtech Corp. Apparatus for air con-

dition systems. Re. 27, 907, 1-29-74, CI. 165—22.
I'etruccl, Pasquale M. : Sec— ^^

Estelle, Weems E., Rangel, and Petrucci. Re. 27,902.
Nutter, Martha C. : See—

Nutter, Irvin E., I>. E., and Pantaleoni. Re. 27,908.
Rangel, Henry : See—

Estelle, Weems E., Rangel, and Petrucci. Re. 27,902.
Toepper, George G., to Universal Oil Products Co. Reinforced

flexible connector. Re. 27,906, 1-29-74, CI. 285—55.
Universal Oil Products Co. : iSee

—

Toepper, George G. Re. 27,906.
Whlteman, Donald R., to Midland-Boss Corp. Grappler-

spreader for cantilever-boom trucks. Re. 27,905, 1-29-74,
CI. 214—147.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Armstrong, David L.. to Armstrong Nurseries. Inc. Rose

plant. 3.457. 1-29-74, 01. 28.
.\rmstrong Nurseries, Inc. : See—

Armstroneg, David L. 3,457.
^

DufTrtt, William E. : .Sec--
Ilolmquist, Philip W., Jessel, and Duflfett. 3,459.
Mark, <;race 11.. .Tessel. and Duffett. 3,454.
Maik, Grace II.. Jessel, and Duffett. 3,460.
Jessel, Walter H.. Jr., and Duffett. 3.458.

(jranny Spur Enterpri.ses : Sec— *

Ilannaford, John (i. 3.453.

Hall, <;. B. : See -

Machin. Barrie J., and Hall. 3,455.

Hannaford. John G.. to (Jranny Spur Enterpri.ses. Apple tree.

3.4.^..I. 1-20-74. CI. 34.

Holmquist. Philip W., W. H. Jessel, Jr., and W. E. Duflfett,

said Jessel and said Duffett assor. to said Holmquist.
Chrysanthemum plant. 3.459, 1-29-74. 01. 74.

Jessel. Walter H.. Jr. : Sec -

Mai k. Grace H.. Jessel. and Duflfett. 3,454.
H.)lm<iuist. IMiilip W.. Jessel. and Duflfett. 3,459.
-Mack, (Jrace H.. Je.ssel, and Duffett. 3,460.

Jessel, Walter H., Jr., and W. E. Duffett, to Yoder Brothers,
Inc. Chrysanthemum plant. 3,458. 1-29-74, CI. 78.

Larus, Charles T. : See—
Larus, John R. and C. T. 3,461.

Larus^ John K.. and C. T. Larus. to Selected Glads, Inc. New
and distinct variety of gladiolus. 3,46l. 1-29-74. CI. 85.

Machin, Barrie J., and G. B. Hall, to Yoder Brothers,^ Inc.

Chrysanthemum plant. 3,455. 1-29-74. CI. 74.
Mack, (Jrace H.. W. H. Jessel, Jr.. and W. E. Duffett, said

Jessel and said Duffett assors. to Grace H. Mack. Ohrysan-
thenium plant. 3.454. 1-29-74. 01. 75.

Mack. Grace H.. W. H. Jessel, Jr., and W. E. Duffett, said
Jessel and said Duffett assors. to said Mack. Chrysanthe-
mum plant. 3,460, 1-29-74. 01. 75.

San Gabriel Nursery and Florist : See—
Yoshlmure, Raymond. 3,462.

Selected Glads, Inc. : See

—

Larus, John R., and C. T. 3,461.
Whltmore. Harold B. Rhubarb plant. 3,456, 1-29-73. 01. 89.
Yoder Brothers, Inc. : See

—

Machin. Barrie J. and Hall. .3.455.
Jessel. Walter H., Jr.. and Duffett. 3,458.

Yoshiniurai Raymond, to San Gabriel Nursery and Florist.
Azalea plant. 3,462, 1-29-74. 01. 57.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Anchor Hocking Corp. : Sec— »

Schaefer. Howard A. 230,208.
Schaefer. Howard A. 230,209.

.\nderson. Lon R., to Monadnock Lifetime Products, Inc.
Police club. 2.30.150. 1-29-74. CI. D22—1.

.Vnesliansley. James T. : Sec—
Flleder. Robert A., and Aneshansley. 230,197.

Banner. Joseph P. Weeder. 230.127, 1-29-74. CI. DS—11.
Barrls. George, to Zee Toys. Inc. Toy model cdr. 230.178,

1-29-74. CI. D34—15.
Hart. I'hlllp D. Multifunction utilltv cap. 2.30.1.'Ut, 1-20-74,

CI. D9—254.
Bayly. Peter K.. to Wiltshire Cutlerv Oo. Proprietary Ltd.

Scabbard. 230.122. 1-29-74. 01. D7—74.
Beam^. Anthony G., to E. & H. Grace Ltd. End connector

bracket for a shelf or other article. 230,115, 1-29-74, 01.

D6— 191.
Beams. Anthony G., to E. & H. Grace Ltd. End support for

horizontal shelving. 230.116, 1-29-74. 01. D6—191. -

Beckman. Glenn B.. to Corning Glass Works. Casserole.
2.30.120. l-29-»74. 01. D7—28.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Inc. : See—
Genaro. Donald M., McGarvey, and Sylvester. 2.30.158.
Genaro, Donald M., McGarvey, and Sylvester. 230,159.
Genaro. Donald M.. McGarvey, and Sylvester. 230,160.

Benson. Don (».. and E. C. Ash trav. 230.213. 1-29-74, 01.
I)S.-,_2.

Benson. Elaine O. : Sec—
Hensiin. Lon O.. and E. 0. 2.30.213.

Berkey Photo. Inc. : .Sec— v
Flleder. Robert A., and Ane.shansley. 230.197.

Berkline Corp.. The: See

—

Long, Sfapleton. 230.110. '•

Long. Stapleton. 230,111.
Long, Stapleton. 230,112. '

>

Bettonlca. Franco, to Perller S.p.A. Container for co.^metics

or the like. 230.137, 1-29-74. 01. D9—168.
Billineslea. Elmer a..* Jr. Bootjack. 230.214, 1-29-74. 01.

D86—10. '

Birrell, Stewart H. : See— . . -

Hedgewlck. Peter," and Birrell. 230,206.
Bowles, Samuel V. Transportable refuse container. 230,147,
1-29-74. 01. D14—3.

Brown, Richard E., to Twyco, Inc. Combined conductor jack
iui'l iilnir itssemblv. 230 155. 1-29-74. 01. D2fi— 1.

Buckler, George M., to General Electric Co. Portable radio
receiver. 230,194. 1-29-74, 01. D56—4.

Burke, John W. : See—
Gray, Bernard N.. and Burke. 230,210.

Campbell, Laurie J., R. J. Lohr, and C. M. Kienbolz. to Louis
Marx & Co., Inc. Dice game board. 230,167, 1-29-74, 01.

D34—5.

Carrier Corp. : See—
Hoyle, Walter W.. and Tobln. 230,153. '

Cincinnati Milacron Inc. : See— ' ^
Fritsche. Christlon. 230.161.
Frltsche, Christian. 230,162.

Corning Glass Works : See

—

Beckman. Glenn B. 230,120.

Cowell, Robert L. : See—
IMmentel. Garv W.. and Cowell. 2.30.174.

Pimentel, Gary W.. and Cowell. 230,175.

Cox. Donald H., to Sheller-Globe Corp. Ambulance body.

2.30,143, 1-29-74, 01. D12—99.

Cox, Donald H.. to Sheller-Globe Corp. Van body, 230.146,

1-29-74. 01. D14—3.

Cross River Products. Inc. : See—
Sloan, James L. 230,108.
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'"Wi.m.traller. VVU.uut. ^:i0.1!«iK
"

. .

I'raiustrall^r. Wilmiit. _..0,.0O.

IWains. Anthony O.
-^•;Y; i

IMstva. Jt'lin \ .
•I'". ->«'.i->-

LaiislL.n. 111. .mas 1 -^^'-i-^' •

KisthT. ""^a""''
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'

"""

l.t.l Si>:nal ..."i.-t"., i -•' •
•

,
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2:;o.i::h. •

H..n.y\v.U l"''.
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rival t. llarni.-y s . -Jr;, » r..i..tu. i

1 "J!" 74. <!. I»-- -•-
... I S. I

.*ini."'"» ] I 'I' V iiA>wl1:111Sir V. ... ini"*,» 111'. 11'

!:3(».1!»T. 1-20-T4, ri. i»«,i 1-

•^-•7!!:iL!?^^*':^l''&^K!^voHn. n.s,.y. an.. Kr...r...o...
j^-'l^nS;:!.'?^^^V,-^ K;..^

.-s:t.:?;^p.f:^;^Tki^
-a-- -/'-.;;-:; : ---L-r^ -.....,. ,n ,^ ... ...... ......

...- 1 .Ifl TA CI 1>.>1 1. _.. .1: .^-..•li

j:i(>.211. l-2!>-T4. (... I'^'.i ••

1 •!:-.-74. ci. Pf. 24;

,.X'a::T^'^i.^.;:.;u'^k:,::%..i7.. i2..:4. r,.

I ,u'li..n Tli..nias r. t.. l-a-tnian K'-'Hk ' '
' .„^ \^ r\

"rr with an i,!^ntinrati..n pnnt.-r. ...n.l..V 1 .. . .

lu-.l 1.
"'

li.'ll 1 .'It'lMH'.l.' »^,,........- . -- - . ....... _^

••:;(» ir.o. l •_".»-74. n. !>-'•. i4

llu.kl.T. (;.M.rk:f> M. J-.O.l.H.

NiLT... I.'MUS \ -•' -/-y

I,ili..n SvM.-nis In.- ••-.'

I,n.lvli:s.-n. .Vrllnir 1 -;;!«-;;
I.u.lviu-s.ii. .\rtli.ir 1- -••"•'-^

Mtt..n M.-.ll.al I'l—ln'tv Inr : >'< „. ,-.

<> -. ...I "I • V*-«

.ri/..M- haIl.I^^. -•'»•--''•. \--''7,-.^
,,, Warner Lani.M-rt » .>. ''

?
'"..o ri ri l>f. •'.:5.

. ,.,.„:, -noiV"l^,z.M•ha,..I^^.2;;o.22.^l^J:•^l^.- —
,,^,.i^^,„^^^^^^ '-"r.orVVV i; •-.

. ru.W -^oii-.

writ, r -.."'.-' i.«
,...,„,.., ij K rhpslpy. aiul K I>. „v.mi .•-.ntr... I.an.'l -".'.-•!..-•.'.,„,. M...r„wa

,,;;;;;;;r''u^rK:.fV'i^'vrr;'f;;"'v.f"'""
"

....ntr... pan.'l •J.^0.1_4. 1 -^ '-»•

^'=%.';;;;ii;^.s?.n!-r.i.." f;;.,.,an., Ki..nh..,.. 2.o.i«7.

(;..1.1. Hill, an.l ^ "'^'•" -7 -tI';
, ,,, . s,.,-

^'-^:iSil:a "':"'>s':n^:'''i:^:k!nn.Wa: ^lilnino! ro.la. Terran.-hi.

ii^hrint' Rnrr. -..riO.lfi!*.
• „ . an^l Su/iiki. 2.50.1'.t.4.

»- IT w Riirtp to I.ifo Support K.nnp \f.,tt<'l Jii." :
>''''"

o-'oijl 1 - '*0- 1 4 • 1. I»l-— -•'• 1

M.m;w\li:Kk i.rf.;.i"'V'^!"i^
'""

^

'"
Anflerson. I-on R. J.^t'.l.iu.

1-20-74. CI. D:<4 l.'i.

Gorham. a .livisi..n -f T'^^t^on Inr. : Sre

S^hrinv. Rnrr. 2:'>0.1fi!».

Orl-iivo^'Krank.'^^^o'nHl ^.«- -tter 2:^0.1.0. 1 20-74. n.

o..^Hfsson. B-th r^ to ^^^^^^^i^':::^i£iz.:i!^
S'^oiirpa;^;iHe:rrrsS;.ny;r'^!^M4o. 1 20-74. <•,.

I lit; 2.

^"'^nstw': T.owanl A., and. IIolMnpswor.h. S.-^o.^'S.

*H...lmaik <'='7'.-'- '"'; \*'";,''o^is7

„ar.n;"r;:^ir^;"H'^.^ K---^- «'^'>«' P-*- '"^- '^'•'•^'''
^•""'Srs.:n."i::MrR: 2.0:1.0.

„.„,.„nn.\nean. for

„.r.;^a:-.Tnil;;ea.t.t...op. «n. h.nai.als unit MorrU .^V. g-".....

^

'2:50.212. 1-20-74X^1. n^-" 12.
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Mu.-lliUT. .lam.'s M. I.nt'u'ai.".' .>TI «illi "liil'l >-''at. 2.50. 14_.

1 20.74. C\. 1M2 2-'

.Nakainiira. Ya>UM..l>ii :
i<< ,

, , .r»„,.,,i.i
Suniliar.i, osaiiiu. .N.iiyiimra, Miniln.i. I <'<la, Icrrauclii.

and Su/nki. 2:;tM'.»_..
, ,, , .,.,ni.-j

Vartowi.z. .•ran. is it. ^Iiip in. ..Id wall pla.(ue. J.{0,H>,i, »

1 2!t 74. <1. I»20 2.{/
. , , .

N.wiiiaii. .Martin. aii.l/\. ... l"r.ink.'l. Hair hnisli an.l lonil)

...ml. illation. 2:;<i.n/. 1 .".r 74. CI. I»4 21.
_

.\iuro I/oiiis V. to/rii.' <;illfit.' Co. Iiisp.nsinc .ontainor

r..r"li. mills. 2.itM:;/. l 20 74. CI. l>0 71

.\l\. William <». :
.v

lilzt'.-rai.l. liii/.thy I'., an.l N'lx. 2:?iM0<,.

ow.'ii~-Iliiii.>is. .11.7: ><<

W.Tkman. .{h'/iarM I.. L'lJd.i:;:!.

Kr.tz. liilwiif .1. i;.;ii.i:i4.

II .\. L'.'.i 1.1 :.•!. o

I'o. : Sir
X. an.l Koriifrl.l. 2:{0..^0.

III. I r i: K.isiiiiisst'ii. I.. Vy.l.M-. Inc. Itata

r. 2.Ht.l.".«;. 1 20 74. CI. l>2«! .>.

; >< I-

i; .•.••.t.2n,

Ir <».• Th.' Kast.-rn Co. I)<sj>.'n for p.i.hlh'

•l...k 2:ai.l.:2. 1 20 74. ci. Ii.s l<»'.t.

Sir.iiKl. (i.ir.l

ra.ilif i:i.'.'trl.-or<

1 >ict/. l>n.'sl

I'ahl. li..iial«I A .

(•'rmii^il ri.>ii>ii

I'arU.'. I MX is \ C.

I'lill.'r. ll.'iiry

I'astva. .lolin V..

hainllf r.'i-..svi.c|

I'.Miiify. Ki.liar.l

.K.>var/. .loliii S..

.•i-nta.'.. DiiLTpris

rrrli.i- S.I'. A. : N
.'..•ItoIli.M. I'l

I'i.'i:/.a. ll.'iir.vW .

ir.rr. aiul I'.iin.'V. 2:50,2(t2.

•s < 'orii. :
.s'c'

. Voiiii;;. Ki.'liaill S.. .iiul llcarn. 2:'.o.lC,4.

. VoiiiiL'. .{j.-liaiil S.. .111.1 II. 'am. 2:iiM <«.'..

iico 2.:t>.ir'.7.

,^ .1 W.l.liii;: .111(1 Stc.'l l-'ahri.atl.in Co.. Inc.

l|ori/..iitar slid im «l"or for iir.'ssiir.- v.'s>.'ls. 2:'.<».10O.

1 20 74. CI. i>.".n 1. . ...

I'im.nl.l <;arv \v\ anil K. I-. C..w.'ll. t.> M.itt.-l. Inc. I oy

frii.k. 2::i».174. l\20 74. CI. IW l."..

I'im.iit.l c;.irv W.laii.l K. L. Vowfll, to M.itt.l. Inc. l.>y

trn.k. 2:!o.r7.-.. 1 I'O 74. CI. I>:'.4 \'k
. .^

r'..ll ir.l K.i-;^ r tolTowl.' Ml';:. Co. Kiiitc ..r similar article

..f .iillcrv. 2.;ii.l2t:\ 1 20 71. CI. 1)7 l.".l».

I'rain-trall.'r Wiliiiiil. t" Hiiist S.p.A. I'.ilihrica Mnccliiii.' cd

Aiii..ir.'.<lii. I'liot.ir.iplii.- .•iilar;:or. 2:;o.l!t!i. 1 20 74. CI.

I'r.niivtrall.T WiliinitV to Hurst S.p.A. Fahhrica .Macchinc .mI

.\pi..ir.'<.lil Kntot.'lni.l. I'lioto^Tirpliii' ciilar;;.T. 2::oi}uu^

1 -.".I 74. CI. 1m;i I.

I'r.iJK.'iiw liiiliistrlproAiikt.r .\M: Srr
f;ii-.fafss..n. I!."rtli\l. 2.".ii.l 10.

i.»iii'»tor Corp. : Sir
.lac.ihs. Koh.rt V. t.'.O.liir..

.l;i.-ol.^. U.-lM-rt V. Y'-'0.lo7.
H.-isriiii^s.-n. I'aiil 1'.. : S\i

I'.ilil. I»oii,il.l A . .iiill K.i-miisscn. 2."ii.l..''«.

i:...l It.'vil Iiic : S,i 1

S.-ip. l»«.nal.l. 2.fo.2<i _
{{.•liii-.n. I..>liis K. (Jolf l.t. 2.!0.H;.s. 1 J!t 74. (1. I):i4- ;>.

!{..|||.\ Corp .if Caii.ul.i ltd.: Sn-
II.Ml;:,.wi«-k. r.^l.^r. .iiill nirr.dl. 2:'.ii.2<)C..

K.iniiiiitli. .Vrl.'v I. I-aiiii for pro.ln.ln^' sp.-ci.il li^'htinjr cf-

f.'.f^ 2.':n.lsr.. 1 20 7 1. CI. I»4s 2(»

Koil;:.Ts. .1.1111. 's \... an.l I I,. Tyrrell, t.) Talos Systems In<-.

C:dilii.'t f.ir lioii^i"-' Ipparatiis i>ermi('tln;: th.^ transmls-

^i..ii ,111.1 r.M...piiuii If writt.'ii material liy ^t.dephone.
:.':!ii.l.".7. I 2'.' 71.CI |>j.; 14. £

Kiit/.i.k. .lanw^ I. M.i./iii. Mipp.irt tray. 2:!(».,10|. 1-20 .4.

CI. I
>.-..". 1. i . > ,,

Sak.iti. .li.m.-> T. Crilf. 2.:o.n!C 1 20 74. CI. D. IHt.

.Sell i.f.r. II. .ward A. It.. Ali.li.ir Il.nkinv' Corp. Uetlective

n.a.lw.iv marker. 2:'.i'r-'ns, 1 20 7 1. CI. 1)72 1.

S.liM.'f.'r ll..w.ir<i A.fto Aiwlo.r Ilockin;.' Corp. Kefloctive

r.ia.lw.iy m.-irk.'!* 2:'.A.2iiO, 1 20 74. CI. D72 1.

j<« hi.k. <;e.ir;:e I.. : .s't. c

<;i.il..'r<oii. Martin, an.l S.-liick. 2:',0.210,

<;1.i1..t>..ii. Martin, an.l S.lii.-k. 2:'.0.22().

<;iali.rsoii. Martin. ;iiid Scliiik. 2:'.().221.

<;i.d..'rson. Martin, ami Schi.-k. 2:!0.222.

S.hick Ki.hard .1.. an.l .1. F. Walk.-r. f.> Il.ni.'vwell. Inc.

Cmliiistion pr.i.iUci- d. lector. j:'.ii.207. 1 20 74. CI.

1>72 1.

S.hinik.'. l.loy.l .1 1 lisp. n.^im: cap. 2.'.i».140. 1 20 74. fl.

DO 27 s. V
,

Scliiilt/. IMchard A.. (.. llalliii.irk C.inls. Inc. Can.llo liold.-r.

2;:ti.ls7. » 20 71'. CI. DJs 2.

Siliiitte. Harry D.. lo S.hiitte I'lilveri/er Co.. Inc. One pass

...ml.jnatiou' wo.«l •Iniir^rini; an.l piil . ••ri/iii;: inachiiie.

2.:o.lOl. 1 20 74."C!. 1)."..". 1.

Scliiiiii' I'lilveri/.T C.i.. In.'.: i^i'v • ^»
Scliiitl.'. Harry I). 2:;o.l01. ,

.

J«

.

SeliriiiL'. I'.iirr. to (Jorli.im. a .livisi.m .>f Textf.^ Inc. Top.
2;;(i.li!0, 1 20 74. CI. 1>:!4 !... Mv

Seip. Donald. t.» Kcd Devil Inc. Handle -f.ir coinhlned' paint
applviiif; trimmer and ed>;er. 2:;o,20j, 1 29-74. CI.

DI14" is. • •

Slii'ller-(;iotie Corp. : .Str •
' ^

C.ix, Donald H. 2:i(),14.^ - . .

Co.\. Donald 11. 230.140. ' •

.•i^ilher. .Matiri.e. Jewelry tindlnp. 230.1?n, 1-20-74, CI.

1)4.'. 10. •

Silh.T. .Maurice. .lewelrv finding. 2.10.181. 1-29-74, < 1.

. D4."i 10.
Sill.er. .Manrice. .lewelrj- findinp. 230,182. 1-29-.4. CI.

I>4.'> - 10.

Sillier. Maurice. .lewelrv Hndinp. -230,1.S.3. 1-20-74, CI.

1)4.'. 10.
SillM-r.' .Mauri..'. Jewelry tindinp. 2:iO,lS4. 1-20-.4, .(1.

1)4.". 10. ^-
Sillier. .Maurice. Jewelrv Jindinu. g.'iO.lJi."), 1-29-74, 01.

IJ4.". 10.
Sincer Co..-Tlie : Ncc

"

Kretsdimaii. H...I0 L. 2.10.203.

Kr.'tscliman, Hod.. L. 210,204.
Sloiii .lames L.. to Cross Kiver I'roducts. Inc. Display stand.

2.;(l'.l(is. 1- 20 74. CI. I)f! 27.

Smart, (iarv H. Toy truck tractor. 230, 17«, 1-29-74, CI.

D::4 1.-.. «

Sui.irt. (Jarv IV Tov lop trailer. 230.177. lr-20-74, CI.

*D::.1 1.'..

Sniilli) Hrian S.. to Tower Housewares Ltd. IIoiisinK for an
el.'ctric can o|.en.'r. 2.10.129, 1-29-J4, CI. D8~3fi.

Sniifli. Joseph K. : .S'cc X •
,

FrelliiiK. Paul V... an.l Smith. 230.218.
Sp.'rrv Itaii.l (V.rp. : Nrr

. Kov.icK. John S.. Ilerr. and I'enijey. -2.30.202.

St.'in ' Leo. I'ocket c.>in container. 230.21.".. 1-20-74. CI.

I)V7., .".ll.
I

Slr.iji.r. (Jordon A., f.i OweilS-Illinois. Inc. Bottle. 2.30.136,

1 20 74. CI. DO l.'.S.

Siiirihara. Osaniii. Y. N'akaniura. T. Suniino. r. Kazuhlro.
.M. Ter.iiiilii. and K. Suzuki, to Matsushita Flectrlc Indus-
tri.ii Co.. Ltd Comliined radio and televisl.m nn-eiver.

2'.«).10::. l-21»-74. CI. D."),*;— 4.

.siuzirki. Kiv.islii : Ncc
Sut'lhani. Osamii. Xakamura, Suniliro, Feda, Terauehi.

aNd Suzuki. vM0,l!)1.
Svlvesterf. <iord.)n I^: Nee ,

(Jei/iro, Donald M.. .MclJarvey. and Sylvester. 2.10.ir|S.

XMi.iro, D..nal<r"M.. .McCJarVey. and Sylvester. 230.1."i9.

Cen.ir... Donald M.. .McCJarvey, and Sylvester. 2.10,1<>0.

Ta!.)s Svstj'iiis Inc. : .^'ff -

Koilp.Ts. James L., and Tyrrell. 2.3a.l."j7.

Tas.'.i Sales. Inc. : Sri--
rukiisliima. Susiimii. i\n<l Korte. 230.10."i.

Til.l.s. Clarenc.. V. llandl.ap. 2.10.21fi. 1-20-74. CI. n.S7— 3.

Til.l.s. Clarenc" V. Ilandhap. 230.217. 1-20-74. CI. 1)87—3.
Toldii. Curtis L. : Srr -

Hovle. Walt.'r W.. and Tobin. 230.1.')3.

Towi-r Housewares Ltd.; Scr—
smith. Hrian S. 230.129.

T.tw'e Mfp. C. : f<cr—
roHMi-d.-Hoss F. 2.10.12(>.

Twv(-o. . Inc. : f<rr

Hr..wn. Klchard l". 2.30.1.-i.->.

Tvir.'ll. Joseph L. : Srr .

^

Kodi.'.'rs James L.. and Tyrrell. 230.1.")7.

1 rhansky. Inmald I.: Srr -

Lirsli. Hav F.. and rrhansky.j.23().in4.
V..vtko t^harles L. Hicvcle frairfe. 2.^0.144, 1-20-74. Cl.

D12 111. *•

Vv.li'c. .Inc. : Srr - .*

r.ihl. Donald A., and Kasniussen. 2.30. l.Ki.

W.I Iker. John F. : Srr--
S.-htek. Klchird J., and Walker. 230.207.

Wall.iMci'. D.inald. to 11 F. Lauffer Co.. Inc. Knife. 2ti0.12.).

1 20 74. Cl. D7 137.
W.iriier Lambert Co.: Srr--

(ll.iberson. Martin* and Schick. 2.10.219-2.30.22.1.

We.kiititn. Richard L.. to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Bottle. 230.133.

1 29^74. fl. DO 1.

Weldinp and Stcl Kabricatlcyi Co., Inc. : Sec—
I'i.'-zza. Ilenrv J. 230.100.

Weller I'aiil A. rafkaprinj: container for food or the like.

2.!0.13s. 1-20-74. Cl. DO -210.
Wliirl.'V Industries. Inc. : Srr -

Di'.wniv. J.dm W. 230.121.
Wiltshire Cntlerv Co. Proprietary Ltd. : Srr-

P.;ivlv. Pet.'r K. 210,122. /

Won.l. L Hay. Carpo trailer. 2.30.148. 1-20-74. Cl. D14— .3.

Yoiiiii: Richard S.. ;ind L. F. Ilearn. to Pentaco Kikterprlses

C.rp. A.iiiarium stand. 230.104. 1-20 74. Cl. D.IW 12.

Yoiin" Richard S.. and L. F. Hearn. to Pentaco Fsterprises

Cori>. Aq.iarliim stand* 210'.ir,.-., 1-20 74. Cl. D.'.O 12.

Z.'c T.ns. Inc. : Srr
Harris. C.eorpe. 2.30.17S.
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CLASSIFICATION QF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 29, 1974

Note— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

2

3A
3R
9

106
IS8
163
209

1

CLASS 2
3.787.892

3.787.894

3.787.893

3.787.895

3.787.896
3.787.897
3.787,898
3.787.899

CLASS 3

3.787.900

CLASS 4

10 3.787.901

67A 3.787.902

134 3.787.903

227 3.787.904

256 3.787.905

CLASS S

343 3.787.906

348WB 3.787.907
* 3.787.908

352 3.787.909

CLASS 8

3.788.801

3.788.802
3.788.803
3.788.804

,3.788.805

3.788.806

3.788.807

3.788.808
3.788.809
3.788.810

3.788.811

CLASS »
3.787.910

3.787.91 1

3.787.912

IP

7

17

18

2IA
25
26
34

152
I62R
175

•

IT

2S
5

CLASS 10

86B 3.787.913

16;S 3.787.914

CLASS 12
•8 1 3.787.915

CLASS 13

10 3.789.126

12 3.789.127

CLASS 15

4 3.787.916

31 3.787.917
3.787.918

105 3.787.921

244C». 3.787,919

416 3.787.920

CLASS 16
3.787,922

3.787.924
3.787.925
3.787.923

CLASS 17

3.787.926
3.787.927

3.787.928

I

49
107

184

IIR
64
71

83
I06R
129R
I6IP
267

230B
232E
232R
253R

2592
300

CLASS 19

3,787.929
3,787,930
3.787,931
3,787,932

3.787.933

CLASS 23

25 II

25 13

25.16
96
I05A
125

157 3R
157 4

187

195 5

196.1

197

197 5

200D
203D
203H
208C
237

408
427
430
432.2

451
452
472.3
477
482
570
571
603

620
628

4R
124
140
272R
29 3

317
391

3

5

I4A
27

33
71

278
133

166
I740
2<>5

45
229

I

10.4

3IR

3.788.812

3.788.813

3.788.814
3.788.815
3.788.816
3,788,8 17

3,788,818

3,788.819

CLASS 24

85R 3,787.934

II3MP 3,787,935

262R 3.787,936

CLASS 28
44 3,787.938

CLASS 29
3,787.939

3.787.937

3.787.940

3.787.941

3.788.625
3.787.942

3.787.943
3.787.944

3.787.945

3.788.820

3.788.821

3.788.822

3.788.823
3.788.824

3.787.946

3.787.949
3.787.948

3.787.947
3.787.950

3.787.951

3.787.952

3.787.953

3.787.954

3.787.955

3.787.956

3.787.957
3.787,958

3,787.960

3.787.959
3,787.961

3.787.962
3.787,963

3.787,964

3.787.965
3.787.966

190
CLASS 48

3.788.825

CLASS 49
41 3.788.004

103 3.788.005

417 3.788.006

449 3,788,007

496 3,788,008

CLASS 30
3,787.967
3.787.968
3.787.969

3.787.970
3.787.971

3.787.972

3.787.973

CLASS 32
3.787.974

3.787.975

3.787.976

3.787.977
3.787.978

3.787.979

CLASS 33
3.787,980

3.787,981

3.787.982

3.787.983

3.787.984

CLASS 34
3.787.985

3.787.986

CLASS 35
3.787.987
3.789.128
3.787.988

CLASS 37
90 3.787.989

CLASS 40
86R 3.787.990

106.52 3.787.991

152 3.787.992

306 3.787.993

CLASS 43
15 3.787.994

43 12 3.787.995

CLASS 46
25 3.787.996

78 3.787.997

79 3.787.998

110 3.787.999

205 3.788.000

CLASS 47
33 3.788.001

34.13 3.788.002

56 3.788.003



PI 50 CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

CLASS 114

SF 3.788.254

20R 3.788.255

39 ' 3.788.256
3.788.257

21<» 3.788.260

230 3.788.258

235A 3.78».259
3,788,261

235R 3.788.262
3.788,263

CLASS 115

IR 3,788.264

12R 3.788,265

17 3,788.266
3,788,267

CLASS II*
2«R 3.788.268

173 3.788. 26'<>

C^ASS 117

10 J.788.872

21 3.788.873

23 -3.788,874

36 2 3,788,875

38 3.788.876

62 3.788.877

62 2 3.788.878

68 5 3,788.879

70S 3.788.880

. 73 3.788.881

76T 3.788.882

lOOR 3.788.883

121 3.788.884

I26AF 3.788.885

I32BF 3.788.886

1355 3.788.887

I395A 3.788.888

201 3.788.889
3.788.890

2r2 3.788.891
3.788.892

2)6 '5.788.893

217 .3.7i8.894

218 3.788.895

235 3.788.896

236 3.788.897

CLASS IIS

5 3.788.270

31 3.788.271

47 3.788.272

50 3.788,273

504 3.788.274

637 3.78».275

CLASS 1 19

I 3.788.276

29 3.788.277

5IR 3.788.278

52R 3.788.279
99 3.788.280

CLASS 122

, 7R 3.788.281

34 3.788.282

CLASS 1 23
3.788.283
3.788.285
3.788.286
3.788.287

3.788.288
3.788.289
3.788.290
3.788.291

3.788.284
3.788.292
3.788.293
3.788.294
3.788.295

3.788.321

260 3.788.322

268 3.788.296

291 3.78J.323

295 3.788,324

303R 3,788,325

305 .3.788.326
350R 3.788.327

3.788.328

418 3.788.329

CLASS 131

105 3.788.330

143 3.788.331

CLASS 132
54 3.788.332

CLASS 133

2 3.788.333

4R 3.788.334

CLASS 135

IR 3.788.335

15PE 3.788,336

CLASS I3«

307 3.788.929

3.788.930
3.788.931
3.788.932

3.788.933

309
499
513

CLASS 159
25A 3.788.375

CLASS 160

3

32EA
43C
52MV
97B
103B
I17A

I19A
I22A
t48E
I79BG
I88P

CLASS 124
7 3.788.297

IR 3.788.298

35R 3.788.299

CLASS 126
21R 3.788.300
59 5 3,788,301

374 3.788,302

CLASS I2S

27 3.788.898

86A 3.788.8»»9

3.788.900
170 3.788.901

CLASS 137

1 3.788.337
• ' 3.788.338

93 ' 3.788.340

lis 3.788.339

20* 3.788.341
3.788.343

211 3.788.342

271 3.788.344

318 3.788.345

330 3.788.346

355 17 3.788.347

512 1 3.788.351

523 3.788.352

542 3.788,348

565 3,788.349

596 18 3.788.350

604 3.788.353

625 11 3.788.355

625 17 3.788.356

625 4 3.788.354

805 3.788.357

CLASS I3B
30 3.788.358

CLASS 139
26 3.788.359

122N 3s788.36*)

124 3.788.361

247 3.788.362

336 3.788.363

420R 3.788.364

421 3.788.365

3.78*.366

CLASS 140
124 3.788.367

CLASS 141

67 3.788.368

114 3.788.369

125 . 3.788.370

CLA.SS 144

312 3.788_371

316 3.788.372

CLASS MS
30R 3.788,373

19

84R
135
235

17

93
141

148
158
159
173

182

26
52
150
156
252

2F
2 06E
4
6

66
77

94
134
142
142 3

I4SS
159
I73H
20O
2I4B
2144
221

3.788.305
3.788.317
3.788.303
3.788.304
3.788.306
3.788.307
3.788.308
3.788.309
3.788.310
3.788.31 I

3.788.312
3.788.313
3.788.314
3.788,315
3,788,316
3,788,319
3,788,318
3,788,320

CLASS I4«

I I 5R 3,788.902

12.1 5,788.903

Ut6 3.788.904

187 3.788.905

CLASS 149
2 3.788.909

6 3.788.906

22 3.788.907
42-i 3.7»8.968

CLASS ISO
I

' 3.788.374

CLASS IS*
3 3.788.911

6 3.788.912

11 J.788.913
18 3.788.914

19 3.788.915

74 3.788.916

82 3.788.917

171 3.788.918

184 3.788.919

202 3.788.920

216 3.788.921

244 3.788.922
3.788.923

249 3.788.924

269 3.788.925

286 3.788.926

290 3.788.927

294 3.788«»28

22
27
32
45
65
74
92
109
134
169

1 17 !

269
274

II

801

91

115
139

38
115

72

307
337
410

3.788.376
3.788.377
3.788.378
3.788.379

CLASS 1*1
3.788.934
3.788.939
3.788.935
3.788.936
3.788.937
3.788.938
3.788.940
'.788.941

CLASS 1*4
3.788.380
3.788.381

3.788.382
3.788.383
3.788.384

CLASS 1*5
3.788.385

3.788.386
Re 27.94)7

3.788.387

3.788.388
3.788.389
3.788.391
3.788.390
3.788.392
3.788.391
3.788.394
3.788.395

CLASS l*«
5 3.788.396

5 3.788.397
3.788.398
3.788.399

CLA.SS l*«
3.788.400

CLA.SS 172
3.788.401

CLASS 173
3.788.402
3.7K8.403
3.788.404

CLASS 174
3.789.129
3.789.130

CLASS 175
3.788.405
3.788.4«)6

3.788.407
3.788.408

3.788.409

107S
156R
170 2

184

5R
8A
26R
27
64A
68R

74
105R
I 14

33K

129
148

3.789. 160
3.789.161

3.789.163
3.789.164
3.789.165

3.789,166

CLASS 180
3.788,412
3.788.413
3.788.415
3.788.416
3.788.417
3.788.418
3.788.419
3.788.420
3.788.421
3.788.422

CLASS IRI
3.788.423

CLASS 1*2
3.788.424

3.788.425

206
224M
234
256
277
290R
299

.1.788.963

3.788.964

3.788.965
3.788.966
3.788.967

3.788.968
3.788.969

CLA.SS 20*
82 3.788.464

CLASS 184
IE ' 3.788.426

I05C 3.788.4?7

CLASS 187
8 71 3.788,414

29R 3.788.428

CLASS 188
18A 3.788.429

72 6 3.788.4.30

65S

57

59

60
89
120
208M
255
333

I

79
167

CLA.VS 221

90 3.788.516

154 3.788.517

211 3.788.518

CLA.SS 222

109
138
314

3.788.431

3.788.432
3.788.433



PI 52



PI 54 GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

18

19

20

24'

3.788.701
3.788.753
3.788.776
3.788.779
3.788.832
3.788.874
3.788.882
3.788.921

3.788.931
3.788.947
3.788.975
3.789iH)8
3.789.009
3,789.074
3.789.093

3,789.116
3,789.131
3.789.134
3.789.140

3.789.150
3.789.173
3.789.176
3.789.21 1

3.789.239
3.789.332
3.789.345
3.789. .363

3.788.062

3.788.07?
3.788.077

3.788.208
3.788.227
3.788.265
3.788.280
3.788.286
3.788.318
3,788.330
3.788.416
3.788.427
3.788.447
3.788.530
3.788.582
3.788.659
3.788.682
3.788.687

. 3.788.763
3.788.949
3.789.120. .

3.789.256
3.789.260
3.789.398
3.789.426
3.787.897
•(.78 7.900
3.788.0<2
3.788,319
3.788.435
3.788.670
1.788.945
1.789. 1 6>J

3.789.195
3.789.336
3,788.051

3.788.053.
3,788.270
3.788.336

- 3.788.461
^.788.473

3.788.512
3.7 88.5 31

3.788.67 3

3,789^.198

3,788.243

3.788.347
3.788.442
3.789.216
3.789.2.78

3.787.9 12

3.788.207
.1.788.835

3.788,97-4

3,788,978
1,78>J,l)8 1

3.788.079
3,788,302

• 3,788,527
3,788,537
3,787,905
3,788,036
.3,788,049
3,788,157
3,788,162
3,788,213

3,788,223
3,788,310
3,788,4 13

3,788,448
3,788,515
3,788,702
3,788,758
3,788,817
3,788,839
3,788,960
3,788,977
3,789*013

3,789,095

25

26

3,789,107
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